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GENERAL INDEX
[Illuslralcd articles are indicated thus*; Editorials tliusj; Letters to Editor thust]

Abandoned Property. Valuation As|>cct of, 955

Academy of Political Science: Effect of Federal

Control on Labor, 10361, 1061

Accident (Sc-c also Safety First):

Automatic Stop Advocated, 116t, 205t, 614T,

652t
P.ritish Railway Accident Record, 407

lirooklyn Rapid Transit, 802t, 820'

Chicago & North Western's Statistics, 228

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Ilirdscll,

524, 983+, 1018 ^ ,„„,
European Disasters, 563, 602, 652t. 1083
r.overnmcnt Operation, Accidents Under,

list
I. C. C. Bulletin No. 65. 36
Locomotive Failures. 1125*

l.onK Island at Central Islip, 1007

Michigan Central at Ivanhoe, 3t, 30, 116J,

61H, 614t. 623
Monthly Summaries: May, 163; June, 511;

.luly,' 640; August, 816; September, 858;

(Drtober, 054: November. 1152
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis at

Nashville. 79. 134. 664
Pennsylvania at Bedford. Ohio. 676
Prevention, Course of Study in. 1120

Prevention Work. Papers on, 590

St. Louis-San Francisco at Marshficld. Mo.,
563

Accounting fSee also Division of Public Service

and .Xccounting; also Valuation):
Annual Report Forms Revised. 774
Apportioning Interline Passenger Reve-

nues. .= 5

Back Payments of Wage Increase, 56

Bills for' Office Facilities. 693

Bills for Repairs to Equipment, 738

Data to Be Furnished Corporaie Officers,

Depreciation Accounts and Present Rules,

553, 764J
Federal Books Ordered Opened, 15, 398

Rate Divisions Furnishing, 16

Replacements in Kind, 764t
Sub-Committees to Co-operate with Advisory

.Accounting Committee. 776
Trial Balances of Federal Books. 432

Water Carriers. Rules for. 864

Acme End Valve, 562" ^ ^. . .

Adams. H. M.. Inland Traffic Division Ex-

panded. 263
Additions and Betterments:

Budgets for 1919, 432. 515, 694, 948, 1055

Capital Expenditures. Monthly Reports of.

3'6t. 340. 547. 694. 926. 950. 1055, 1156
Capital ENpcnditurcs. Notice of, 925
Progress Reports on. 129, 343

Advances fSee Finance)
Advertising Advisory Committee. 146
Advertising Space in Car Windows, 801

1

Advertising Under War Conditions, 556
Agricultural Committees Appointed, 739
Agricultural Development

:

British Columbia, 1128
Reclamation Work in U. S., 953

Agricultural Section:
Activities oL 552. 662
Edwards. T. I... in Charge of, 57
Sub-committees Appointed, 1055

Air Brake:
Maintenance of, 432, 503. 841t
Virginian Railway Brake Tests, 173*, 329t,

S40J:

Air Brake Association: Tr.ain Pipe Le.ikage,

Reducing. 244+. 252. 573+
Air Compressors and Fuel Waste, 573 +

Airplane (See Aviation)
Aishton, R. H.: „ „

Routing Freight to Save Car Mileage, 57

Savings in Northwestern Region. 342

Alaska Railroad Partly Opened, 563. 871

Allegheny Region:
Turisdiction Extended, 1013

"Operating Conditions in, 299, 331V 622.

1108
Railroads Transferred to, 1129

Allocation of Devices. 372t , , ^ ,„„ ^,„
Allocation of 100.000 Standard Cars. 392. 659

Amalgamation of Railway Associations Proposed,

199+. 329t 905+
Ambulance Trains for U. S. Army, 70*

American Bankers' .Association:

Addresses of Samuel Untemieyer and Fran-

cis H. Sisson. 604. 625
National Banks in War Time, 887

American Brake Company: Employees War
Pledge. 714 „ . ,

American Car vS; Foundry Company: Annual
Report. 83 „

American Concrete Institute: .\nnual Conven-
tion. 17' ... ,- 1..

American Concrete Pine .Association: breight

Rate Increases Opposed. 38

American Expeditionary Forces (See Railway
Reciments)

American Flexible Bolt Company; Rivets 512*

American Hide it Leather Company: Annual
Report, 899+

American Institute of Mining Engineers: Trans-

verse Fissures, 961

American Locomotive Company:
Annual Report, 527, 897+
Mallet Type; Virginian, 623*. 688

Santa Fe Type; Rock Island. ?93*
Standard Types, 542'. 592'. 635-, 1067

.American Railway Association: .Amalgamation of

Associations Proposed. 199+. 329t, 905+

American Railway Bridge and Building Asso-

ciation: Annual Convention, 631, 705,

743"
. .

American Railway Engineering Associationi

Committee Work, 26
. , _

Load Assumption in the Design of Concrete

Floor Slabs, 932
Mechanics of Curve Resistance, 665

Rail Failures in 1917, 658*

Rail Renewals, Data on 813
Service Tests of Cross Ties, 1128

Unified Operation of Terminals, 592, /73

American Railway Express Company:
Department for Theft Prevention. 563

Express Franks Cancelled, 222

Free Transportation to Employees, 632, 825.

1078. 1124 „ T-

President's Proclamation Taking Over Ex-

press Company. 924
Rate Increases, 577, 618, 678, 765, 811, 924,

944t. 988t
\\^^Bes of Employees, 812

.American Railway Master Mechanics' .Associa-

tion (See Masttr Mechanics)
.American Short Line Railroad Association:

Aieeting. 269, 314
American Society for Testing Materials:

Annual Meeting, 27
Scholarship, Edgar Marburg. 1083

American Society of Civil Engineers: Develop-

ment Committee, 753
.American Society of Mechanical Engineers:

Locomotive of 1900 and Today. 305

Refrigerator Car. Standard. 1091+. 1115

American Society of Terminal Engineers: Con-
veyor Scheme for Handling New \ ork

City's Package Freight, 455'

American Trade (See Foreign Trade)
.American Train Control. 789
.American Train Despatchers' .Association: Con-

vention at Spokane, 145

.American Wood Preservers' Association:

Conference on Timber Treating. 731

Statistics for 1917. 293*
Annual Reports (See names of companies) :

Forms Revised. 774
.Apprentice (See Education)
Armistice Terms and the Railways. 842+. 863

.Association of .American Railway Accounting Of-

ficers: Duty Under Government Control,

31
Association of Railway Claim Agents: Annual

Meeting. 268
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers:

Annual Convention, 801 +. 807

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintend-
ents: Annual Convention, 1024, 1035+,

1083
Associ,itions, Proposed Amalgamation of. 199 1,

329t, 905+
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe:

.Annual Report. 369+*
Bonus for Soldiers Promoted. 355
Employees' Safety Record. 35
Locomotives. Mountain Type, 957*
Reading Room System. 179'

Ripley's E. P. "(.oodbye." 47+, 69
Store Department Organization. 423*, 491

Atlantic & Great Western (See Erie)

Austin Company: Standard Buildings. 312*

Austmlia: Automatic Signaling, New South
Wales Rvs., 819

Austrian Railways Seriously Crippled, 447
Automatic Block (See Signaling)
Automatic Stop (See Signaling)
Automatic Straight Air Br.ike Tests on the

Virginian, 173*, 329t, 540t

Automobiles:

Crossing Signals for, 286+, 293*, SAlt,
1164"

Deck Supports for Car Loading. 138*

Average Annual Railway Operating Income, 1075
Aviation:

.Airplane Lumber Carried on Logging Roads
in Spruce Forests. 805*

.Airplane Program, Report on. 367 +

Landing Fields Established, 406, 1026
Mail Service, 34, 38. 139, 187, 228. 457,

524. 563, 1027, 1171

Bad Order Car Situation. 748. S02t, 865

Baldwin Locomotive Works:

Mountain tviK: A. T. & S. Fe.. 957*

P.-icific and Mikado Tyiws; C. B. & Q., 224*

Pacific Type; C. of N.
J.,

769*

Balkwill Manganese Crossing Company: Re-

newable Center Crossing, 138*

Baltimore & Ohio:
I..ocomotive. Standard Mikado Type, 131*,

373t
Long Fork Railway Completed, 663*

Note Extension, 659
Banks, National, in War Time, 887
Barge S'-rvicc on Mississippi River, SIS, 740,

1091+. 1107
Barracks (See Bridges and Buildings)

Rartlett, Henry: New Devices, 813
Beatty. Edward W.. 697*
Bedford, O., Accident at, 676
Belnap. H. W.:

.Address at Safety Congress. 589
Resignation from Bureau of Safety, 15

Berlin-Bagdad Line, 612+, 1135 ^. ,

Bessemer & Lake Erie: Bridge near Blacks
Run, Pa.. 345* '

, . ^
Bethl"hcm .Steel Corporation: Suit v. Lehigll

\ alley : Black Tom Explosion. 145

Bibliography on Winter Railroading. 636
Bill (See .Accounting; also Freight)

Bill of Lading (See Freight)
Birdsell Coll'sion: C. B. & Q.. 524. 983+. 1018

Black Tom Explosion, Suit of Bethlehem Steel

Co. v. Lehigh Valley. 145
Blaw Clam-Shell Bucket. 186*

Board for X'ocational Education: .Apprentrce

System. 1060
Boards of .Adjustment:

Creation of, 1061
No. 3, 950

Board of Railroad Wages and Working Condi-
tions:

Express Employees, 812
Information as to Labor Conditions, 15

Interpretation of Wage Order. 448
Boiler (See Locomotive; also Stationary Boiler)

Bonds (See also Liberty Bonds):

Fidelity. 395
Offerings. 893
"Order" Shipments. 398
Pavment of Freight Charges. 14, 220. 221,

342
Bonner Rail Waeon System, 675*

Bonus (See Employee)
Bootlegging in Baltimore, 789
Boston S: Maine: Reorganization Plan, 53/.

Boundaries for Standard Time Zones, 209*. 325.

633t. 917*. 1083. 1167*

Brake (See Air Brake) _
Brazilian Railways, Development of. /Ol

Bridges and Buildings (See also -American Rail-

way Bridge and Building .Association)

:

.Austin Comnanv's Standard Buildings. 312*

B. & L. E. Bridge at Blacks Run. 345*

Barr.-icks at Sheffield; Southern. 206*

Castleton Bridge. N. Y. C. 35. 46+
Freight House at Chicago. Pennsylvania,

215*
. ., ,

Investisating Old Bridges for Heavier Load-
ing- C M. & St. Paul.. 723+. 743*

Kankakee River Bridges: Erie, 251*

Load Assumption in the Design of Concrete

Floor Slabs. 932
Platte River Bridge; C. B. & Q.. 951*

Poughkeepsie Bridge Strengthened. 4/3

Rainbow Arch Bridees: C. R. I. & P.. 1003*

Trestles at North Toronto; C. P., 289*

Trunnion Bearing of Bascule Bridge Re-

paired; C. & N. W.. 771*

Viaduct Reinforced: C. & E. I., 929*

British Bureau of Information: New \ork
Editors Make Trip Abroad, 801 +. 1142+,

"•S „ ,

British Columbia. .Agricultural Development in.

1128

Brooklyn Rapid Transit:

Accident. 802+, 820*
Annual Report, 371 +
Insurance, Group Life, 1156

Brooks. E. I.. S: Co.. Inc.: Car Seal. 401*

Bucket. Grab, for Ditcher, 186*

Budgets (See .Additions and Betterments)

Buell. Lieut. Commander. D. C. :
Naval (juns

on Railwav Mountings. 875. 967*. 1113*

Bureau for Safe' Transportation of Explosives,

•01* „ . . ,««•
Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints, 396,

434. 749
Bureau of Explosives: .Annual Report. 31S

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce:
Brazilian Railways. Development of. /Ol*

Mexican Railways. Report on, 307. 868*

Bureau of Railway' Economies:
Bibliocraphv on Winter Railroading, 636

Cost of Locomotive Fuel in 1917. 728
Personnel, Changes in. 521
Returns for Calendar Year 1917. 357. 586

Bureau of Railwav News and Statistics:

Nine Months of Federal Control. 1002
Report for 1917. 1065

Bureau of Safety. Report of. 1000
Bureau of Standards: Track Scale Tests, 56,

7"0 ^ - • „/,,
Bureaus, Interstate Commerce Commission. 997
Burleson, Postmaster: Annual Report, 1084
Bury. Sir George. 697*
Business (See Foreign Trade)
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Cab (See Locomotive)
Canada:

Freight Rate Advances, 276
Labor Board, 317
War, Part in the. 1171
Women Workers on Railways, 821

Canadian Government Railways, 975
Canadian Locomotive Company, Ltd.: Annual

Report, 835
Canadian Pacific:

Changes in Organization. 697*
Fire in Tourist Car. ll_-9

Strike of Freight Handlers, 754. 792
Trestles, Concrete, at North Toronto, 289*

Cape Cod Canal Taken Over, 169
Capital Expenditures (See Division of)
Car:

Advertisements in Windows, 801t
Dining (See Dining Cars)
Mi'litarv; tireat Indian Peninsula Ry.. 509'
Naval (Jun, 212* 766. 875, 967* 1113*
Parlor Car Luxury, 285t, 317
Seal, Brooks Twist-Lock, 401*
Standard:

Allocation of. 392, 659
Baggage, 584*
Electric Lighting Specifications, 827,

843t
Passenger Car Designs, 1060
Refrigerator, 907*, 1091t, HIS

Whale; South African Rys., 1170*
Car, Freight:

Baggage. Standard, 584*
Construction of Box Cars to Prevent Grain

Leakage. 747
Journal Boxes. Care of, 787
Kalka-Simla Railway, India, 265*
Painting and Lettering, 400
Refrieerator, Standard. 907*, 109 U, 1115
Repairs (See Car Service)
Wheels, Old, in Demand, 785

Car Mileage (See Car Service)
Car Service

:

Bad Order Car Situation, 748, 802t, 865
Car Shortage and the Mines, 910
Damage to Equipment at Terminals. 903t
Damaged Cars in Switching Service. 244t
Demurrage Rules Amended. 661. 834
Freight Car Shortage, Interview with Edi-

tor of Railway Age on, 155t
Freight Movement Record: Pennsylvania,

144
Grain Car Rules, 1058
Grain Leakage and Box Car Construction,

747
Grain Movement, 342, 395, 546
Loading:

Coal Cars, 300*
Deck Supports for Autojnohiles. 138*
Heavier Loading Economical, 45t
Pennsylvania's L. C. L. Freight, 674
Southern Pacific's Record. 357, 641
Traffic Handled at Principal Terminals,

620, 786, 923, 949, 1060, 1112. 1156
M. C. B. Rules Changed, 79, 229, 275, 602,

676, 828
Mileage Saved by Routing Freight, 57
Per Diem Collections, 787
Reconsigning and Diversion Bureau, 354
Reinforcing Old Equipment, 802t
Repairs:

Cost of. 168, 738, 1156
Instructions Concerning, 45t, 54
Material Standards for Freight Cars,

1056
Refrigerator Cars, 810, 865
Regulations of Director (General, 738
Tank Car Situation. 340, 431

Car Service Section:
Cars for Loading in Switching Service, 171
Coal Car Distribution, Rules for. 621
Coal Loading Reports, 261, 341, 344, 396,

525
Embargoes, L. C. L.. 56
Loading of Foodstuffs, 396
I-umber Shipments, Embargo on, 546
Philadelphia L. C. L., Freight Regulated,

Protection for War Department 5i;:pmenls.
219

"Sailing Dav" Committees, 261, 447
Wool Substitutes, 343

Car Shortage (See Car Service)
Carbo Steel Loading Deck, 138*
Carbocoal (See Fuel)
Cash (See Finance)
Castlrton Bridge: N. Y, C. 35. 46t
Caution Signal (See Signaling)
Central .Advisory Purchasing C^ommittee:

District Managers for Procurement Section,
622

Fir Lumber, 34, 1170
Government Policies, 2t, 178t, 198t, 266,

295, 311, 337, 368t, 394, 493, 519, 692,
813, 919. 948. 1035t, 1053

Phillippe. H. P.. Fuel Distributor. 54
Standard Specifications for Cross Ties. 72"
Stores Dcp:Mtmcnt (Irganized. 704

Central of New Jersey: Locomotives, Pacific
Tvpe, 769*

Central New England: Poughkeepsie Bridge
Strengthened, 473*

Centr,al Western Region:
Liberty Loan Returns. 1172
Report to Director General on, 595

Central Western Region (Continued)

:

Traffic Conditions in, 596, 736, 920, 1111
Chamber of Commerce of the United States:

Transporation Conference, 1136
Chambers, Edward:

Drayage Charges, 1174
Rate Changes, Authority for, 127

Chandler Motor Car Company: Annual Report,
106t

Charges, Collection of, 920
Charts (Insets Opposite Page Numbers):

Ofllcers Under Federal Control, 1101
Organization of the Railroad Administra-

tion, 16, 1124
Check (See Finance)
Cheering Thoughts on the War Debt. 89
Chef de Garc System in France, 823
Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Taken Over, 548
Chicago

:

Consolidated Ticket Office, 30*, 1050
Consolidation of L. C. L. Freight, 928. 1171
Electrification Ordinance Proposed, 1135
Illinois Central Track Elevation, 159*
Live Stock Schedules, 1005
Pennsylvania Freight House, 215*
Railroad Police Commission, 35, 367t,
Sailing Day Plan, 1171
Terminal Facilities Unified, 633
Terminals Inspected by Director General,

317
Union Station Work Suspended, 79

Chicago & Eastern Illinois: Viaduct Reinforced,
9-'9*

Chicago & North Western

:

Accident Statistics, 228
Compensation Contract Accepted, 547, 735
Elevator, Construction of. 20*
Repairing a Bascule Bridge Trunnion Bear-

ing. 771*
Taxes in South Dakota and Illinois. 294,

829
Vaccination to Curb Epidemic, 792

Chicago, Hurlingtuu & Quincy:
Accident at liirdsell. 524. 985t, 1018
Bridge Over Platte River. 951"
College Boys as Track Laborers, 696*
Locomotives, Pacific and Milkado Type,

224*
Relief Department's Payments, 139
Timetable for Different Time Zones. 1167*

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville: Routing
Tariflf. 399

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul:
Annual Report. 421 1*

Classification of Bridges, 723t. 743*
Liberty Loan Bureau. 789

Chicago Railwav Terminals Commission: Elec-
trification' Ordinance, 1135

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific:
Annual Report. 470t*
Bridges, Rainbow Arch, 1003*
Locomotive, 2-10-2 Type, 993*
Signal Department Reorganization, 244t,

262

China:
Comparison with Japanese Railways, 330t
Locomotives. Need of, 1138
Railway Notes from. 122, 269, 828, 1169
Railway Revenues and Expenses. 4J

Chri-^tiiias Message of Director General, 1155
Christmas Presents Prohibited. 950
Churchill. Lord, on Government Ownership.

1144t
Claims:

Collection of Charges, 921
Elimination of Loss and Damage, 696
Fire Losses. 1112
Freicht Loss and Damage, 433
Grain, 1058

Claims and Propcrtv Protection Section:
Car Thieves Convicted, 949
Damape to Fruits and N'euetahles. 950
Organization. 397. 434, 695
Registering Claims against Waybills. 1156

Clark, A. C, Accident Prevention Study, 1120
Classification (See Freight)
Clearance and Weiglit Diagram for Standard

Locomotives, 745*
Clearance Rules for -Americans in France, 792
Clergy, Reduced Rates for, 1 112
Clerk (See Employee)
Cleveland Freight Terminal, N. V. C. 117*
Coal (See Fuel)
Coastwise Steamship Lines:

Federal Manager -Appointed. 433
Relinquishment from Federal Control. 1060

College Boys as Track Laborers; C. B. & Q.,
696*

Committee on Health and Medical Relief. 622
Committee on Standards for Cars and Locomo-

tives (See also Standard);
Cost of Repairs to Freight Cars, 168, 738,

1156
Designs for Passenger Cars, 1060
Headlights for Switching Engines. 396
Mechanical Standards .Adopted, 578
Meetings. Monthlv, 1016
Members of. 54

"

Commutation (See Passenger Fares)
Compensation Contract:

.Approval by Director General, 43S, 469t
Average Railwav Operating Income, 107S
Chicago & North Western Accepts, 547
Contracts Signed bv Director General. 735.

866, 950, 1009. 1016, 1054, 1112. 1156
Negotiations Regarding. 12. 50. 114t, 123,

157t, 166, 204}, 296, 337. 392, 704

Compersation Contract (Contintied)

:

Railway Executive -Advisory Committee's
Report, 467t, 469t, 485

Short Line Contracts, 547, 578, 763t. 777.
1016. 1054, 1108

Test Suit Proposed. 577
Untermyer, Samuel, on, 604

Complaints. Bureau for, 396. 434. 749
Compressed Air Society: Definitions. 79
Concrete (See also American Concrete Insti-

tute) :

Elevator; C. & N. W., 20"
Flat Slab Construction; D. L. & W 17*
Poles, Hollow, 1127*
Trestles at North Toronto; C. P.. 289*

Conductor's Train Report Basis for Statistics,

Conference on Timber Treating, 731
Conference, National Transportation. 1136
Congress, Railroad Question Before. 1079*

1092t, 1101, 1142t
Connecticut Highway Crossing Signs, 1164"
Consolidated Classification No. 1, 15. 38 51
Consolidated Ticket Office (See Ticket Office)
Construction, New:

Concrete, Flat Slab. 17*
Contract, Cost-Plus, 10371
B. & O., Long Fork Railway, 663*
D. L. & W. Improvements in Orange, N. J.,

Double Track Cutoff Line Constructed by
A. E. F. in France. 1019*

Erie. Between Griffith and Loraax, 248*
Hetcli Hetchy Railway. 1047*
Illinois Central's Contracts Let Quickly

16 ^ J,

Illinois Central Grade Reduction on Ken-
tucky Division, 1103*

Improvements, Public, Payment for, 219
New Haven Improvements at South Boston

Terminal. 1149*
Spruce Forests, Logging Roads in, 805*
World Wide Projects. 911

Contract. Compensation (See Compensation)
Contract, Cost-Plus Forms for Construction

Work, 1037t
Contract Warranty in Buying Supplies. 198t,

266, 295. 311, 337, 368+, 394, 493, 519, 812
Contracts Executed During Federal Control.

670
Conventions (See also names of -Associations):

Getting Full Value from. 61 It
Conveyor Scheme for Handling New York City's

Package Freight. 455*
Corporate Officers. Data to Furnished. 784
Corporate Organization; Pennsylvania, 671
Cost of Living. 100+
Cost of Locomotive Fuel in 1917, 728
Cost of Repairs to Freight Cars, 168. 738, 1156
Cost of the War, John G. Lonsdale on, 89
Courtesy (See Employee)
Credits (See Finance)
Creosote (See Tires and Timber)
Critics of Railways. .Advice to. 243+
Crossing, Highway (See Highway Crossings)
Crossing. Renewable Center. 138*
Crowder. Provost Marshal General: Railroad

Employees and the Draft. 353. 397, 488,
544

Curve Resistance (See Wheels)

Deck Su{)ports for Loading -Automobiles. 138*
Delano Frederic A.. French Chef dc Garc Svs-

tcm. 823
Daylight Saving (Sec Legislation; also Standard

Time)
Delaware & Hudson: -Annual Report, 246+

•

Delaware & Raritan Canal Taken Over by Cot-
crnment. 130

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western:
Rat Slab Concrete Construction, 17*
Improvements in Orange. N. J., 845*

Demurrage (See Car Service)
Denver & Rio Grande: Annual Report. 420+*
Denver & Salt Lake: Operating Study. 1157*
Depreciation (See -Acrounling)
Despatchcr (See Train Despatching)
Detroit^ Grand Haven & Milwaukee: Special

Charter Upheld, 717

Dev
.Allocation of. 372t
Rules for Submis-sion of. 431. 515. 813.903 +

Dining Cars:
Inter-Regional Committee. 598
Meals for Enlisted Men. 677
Rates for Train Employees. 670
Table d'Hole Meals, 5U. 535+. 685+
Ticket Plan of Seating. 812

Director General McAdoo:
.Vdministration's Railroad Policy, 919, 944+
Aims of. 318
Bankers Praised, 659
Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints, 396,

434. 749
Christmas Message, 1IS5
Christmas Presents Prohibited. 950
Compensation Contract (See Compensation)
Demurrage Rules Amended. 661
Electrification. Views on. 295
Employees' Magazines. Supervision Over. 92S
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GENERAL INDEX—Continued

[Illustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials Ihusii; Letters to Editor thust.]

Director General McAdoo (Continued):
FiveYcar Extension of f.overnment Con-

trol Proposed, I037t, 1051, 1091t, 1093t,

109St, 1096, 1101, 1117, 1129, 1142t,

1143t, 1161
fieneral Orders:

No. 12 (Notice of Capital Expendi-
tures), 925

No. 15 (Industry Tracks), 1059, 1125

No. 17 (AccountinK Rules), 15, 398

No. 21 (Furnishing Rate Divisions), 16

No. 23 (Weekly Cash Report), 344

No. 24 (Insurance Renewal). 395

No. 25 (FrciKht Charges on Cash

Basis), 14. 220, 221, 342

No 27 (Wage Increases), 53, 56, 113 1,

168, 243t, 253, 299, 325t. 368t, 444,

448, 468t, 576, 662, 685t. 692, 704,

761t 787. 812, 916. 949, 1009, 1059,

1060, 1062, 1077, 1100

No. 28 (Rate Increases). 127, 146, 717,

767
No. 31 (Accounting Rules), 55

No. 32 (Apportioning Interline Pas-

senger Revenues), 55
. ,- ,

No. 33 (Delaware & Raritan l-anal

Taken Over), 130
No 34 (Sale of Unclaimed Freight), 130

No. 36 (Fidelity Hond Premiums), 220

No .37 (Federal Treasurers), 170. 342

No. 38 (Marking Government Freight).

No.' 39 (Sale of Intoxicants), 295

No. 40 (Courtesy First), 325t. 338.

1040t
No 41 (Freight Oaims). 433

No. 42 (Politics and Railroad Men),
4ISt. 429. 548, 614t, 621, 650t, 694,

739. 1036t
No, 43 (Garnishment of Wages), 513

No 46 (Violation of Safety Laws), 669,

1078
No 47 (Repairs to Equipment), 738,

•056. 1156 ,.^ , _,„
No. 4» (Political Order Modified), 739,

No 49 (Standard Ticket Forms). 785.

1028, 1082
No. 50 (Law Suits). 784, 876. 1083

No. 51 (Seniority Rights of Employees

in Military Service), 810
No. 52 (Accounting Rules for Water

Carriers), 864
. ^

Nos. 53 and 54 (Wage Controversies),

865. 950
, „,,

No. £5 (Collection of Charges). 921

No 56 (Express Rates Increased), 924

No. 57 (Rules for Grain Traffic), 1058

Inspection Trips, 392, 429, 544, 784. 947

Interview in New York 392
Labor Day Message to Employees, 431

Liberty Loan Appeal, 393, 587

Loans to Railroads at Six Per Cent. 661

Passenger Service, Statement to Public, 338,

1053
Public and Railroad Officers, Contact Be-

tween. 784
Public Improvements. Payment for. 219

Regional Directors, Reports of. 595
Report to President on Seven Months of

Ciovernment Control. 468t. 477
Resignation. 943t, 944t, 945t, 947. 969*,

1014, I141t, 1153
United War Work Cimpaign, 864
Wage Increases, Limit to, 1009 (See also

General Order No. 27)
Western Trip, 51, 165, 219, 295

Division of Capital, Expenditures:
Budgets for 1919, 432. 515, 694, 948, 1055

Circulars of. 396
Mnnlhlv Report of Authorizations and Lx-

pendi'tures. 326t. 340. 547. 694. 9;6. 950,

1055, 1156
Notice to Companies of Exi>enditures for

Capit.d .'\ccount, 925
Division of Inland Waterways:

Mississippi and Warrior River Service, 515,

740, 1091t, 1107.
Organization, 448

Division of Labor:
.\djusting Controversies. 513
Reed. II. H., Special Assistant, 662

Division of Operation:
Appoititments in. 55
Engineering and Maintenance Department.

433
Fluctuations in Expenses Explained, 740
Gray, C. R.. Resigns, 1153
Maintenance Work. D.-ita on, 864
Mechanical Oepnrtment Circulars. 662, 786.

787, 812, 865, 1014, 1056, 1156
Passes, Issuance of, 545
Repairs to Freight Cars. 168, 738, 1056,

1156
Rules for Submission of New Devices, 431.

S15, 813, 903t
Track Scale Tests, 56

Division of Public Service and Accountilig:
Audit of Accounts Every Six Months, 397
Bonds for "Order" Shipments, 398
Circulars, Miscellaneous, 693. 922, 927. 1060.

1156
Collection of Per Diem, 787
Data to be Furnished Corporate Officers,

784

Division of Public Service and Accounting (Con-
tinued):

Delivery of Freight Defined, 398
Federal Hooks Opened. 15, 398
Freight Charges, Payment of, 220, 221. 342,

787
Pensions, Information Concerning, 343
Supervising Cost Accountants 787
Trial Balances of Federal Books, 432
Wage Increase, Back Payments of, 56
Wage Increases, Reports on, 170, 660

Division of Traffic:

List of Railroads Under Federal Control,

738
Rate Changes, Authority for, 127
Switching Charges. Revision of, 740
Universal Transit to be Established. 786

Doings of U. S. Railroad Administration (See
separate headings)

Double Track (See Construction. New)
Draft I-aw:

Deferred Classification for Railroad Em-
ployees. 353, 397, 544

Employers' Cooperation .\sked, 488
Preference List of Industries, 521

Drayape (Sec Traffic)

Drayton. Sir Henry: Canadian Freight Rate
.Advances i76

Dunn, Samuel O.

:

Great Britain's Railway Situation. 1142t.
1145

Trip .Xbroad, 80 It

E
Earnings (See Revenues and Expenses)
Eastern Region:

Railroads Transferred from, 1129
Report of A. H. Smith, 595

Economies Reported by Regional Directors. 949
Economy, Fuel (See Fuel)
Education:

.\ccident Prevention Study, 1120

.'\pprentite System, Conference on, 1060

.Apprentice System. Necessity for, 155t
Intel Economy, 685t
Intensive Training Needed, 155t, 685t
Schools for Women Ticket Sellers, 53, 187,

344
Efficiency (See Organization; also Operating Ef-

ficiency)
Electric Arc Welding, 808
Electric Car Lighting Specifications, 827
Electric Snow Melting Device, 520*
Electrification and the Director General. 295
Electrification Ordinance, Chicago, 1135
Electro-Dynamic Company Takes Over Consoli-

dated Company. 1087
Embargo (See Freight)
Employee (sec also Labor; also Education):

.Americanization Work; Pennsylvania, 80

.Apprentice (See Education)
Bonus to Santa Fe Soldiers. 355
Cliristmas Message of Director General,

1155
Christmas Presents Prohibited, 950
Clerical Work for Men. 285t. 422t, 988t
Courtesy to the Public, 267, 325t, 338. 341,

442. 1040t
Director General's Resignation Opposed, 950,

ini4
Draft. Deferred Classification in, 353, 397,

488. 544
Instruction, Intensive, Needed, 155, 685t
Insurance; B. R. T., 1156
Insurance; P. R. T.. 521
Labor Day Message of Director General,

431
Liberty Loan Appeal, 393
Magazines, Supervision of, 925
Malaria, Cajnpaign .Against: S. L. S. W.,

Morale Important. 687t
Patriotism an .Aid to Production. 724t
Pensions; Gr.ind Trunk, 187
Pensions; Pennsylvania. 457
Politics, Order to Abstain from, 418t, 429,

548, 614t, 621, 65nt, 694, 739 1036t
Railro.ld Men in .Army to be Utilized for

Railroad Work. 619
Reading Room Svstcm; A. T. & S. Fc., 179*
Relief Department Payments; C. B. & Q.,

139
Relief Department Payments; Pennsylvanila.

271
Safety Record; A. T. & S. Fe, 35
Seniority Rights of Employees in Military

Service. 810
Sen-ice .Agents, Duties of, 1074
Shop Hours Reduced, 950. 1053
Slackers Rebuked, Pennsvlvania, 35
Strike:

Freight Handlers, C. P., 754. 792
Printing Pressmen Delay Periodicals,

761t
Telegraphers. 865

Surprise Tests Needed. 2S5t
Wages:

Agents, Non-Telegrapher Station, In-
creases for, 949

Board of R.nilroad Wages (See Board)
Carter, W. S.. on. 1036t. 1061
(Tlerks and Miscellaneous Employees. In-

fer, 444

Employee—Wages (Continued*:
Controversies Settled by Director Gen-

eral, 865
Express Emnloyees, 812
Foremen, 113t
Garnishment Prohibited, 513
Increa-es (General (Jrder No. 27, of

Director fJcnerall. 53. 56. 113t, 168,

'43*. 253, 299. 325t, 444, 468t. 576,

662 704, 761t, 787, 812. 916, 949,

1009, 1059. 1060. 1062, 1077. 1109
Piecework Rates. 368t, 685t. 692. 785
Semi-.Monthly Payrolls Ordered, 787
Shopmen, Increases for, 243t. 253. 290.

325t. 368t. 468+, 685t, 692, 1010
Standardization Proposed, 79
Telegraph and Telephone Operators. In-

creases for, 916, 1010. 1060. 1077
Track Labor. 45t
Train Service Employees (See Em-

ployee-Wages-Increases)

Women

:

Canadian Railways, 821
Clerical Work, 285t, 4221. 988t
Goldmark. Pauline, on, 1016
.Metal Trades. 286*
Pennsylvania Railroad, 77, 789
Ticket Sellers, 53, _187, 344
Shop Workers. 1551
Women's Service Section, 433, 1016

Employers and the Draft Law. 488
Engine (See Locomotive)
Engineering and Maintenance Department in

Division of Operation, 433
Engineering Council. Salaries of Engineers. 1129
Engineering I'oundation: Gift of Ambrose Swa-

sey, 753
Ei.gineering Regiments (See Railway Regi-

ments)
Engineers:

Opportunity for. 418t. 1092*
Salaries of. 650t, II-9
Shortage of, 673

England (See Great Britain)
Equipment (See also Car; also Locomotive;

also Standard Cars and Locomotives; also

Railway Supplies):
Orders and War Prices, 919. 948
Orders, Cancellatien of. 1035t, 1053
Purchasing Policies of Government, 2t,

178t, 198>, 266, 295. 311, 337. 368t, 394,
493. 519. 692, 813

Repairs, Regulations Governing, 168, 738,
1056, 1156

Supervisors Appointed, 54

Erie:
-Annual Report. 202t*
-Atlantic & Great Western's Change of Gage,

844t
-Automatic Block Signals. It. 5*

Construction Work Between Griffith, Ind.,
and I-omax, 248*

Engine Coaling Facilities. 615*

Europe:
Railroad Accidents. 563. 602. 6S2t. 1083
Railway of the t'orty-fifth Parallel, 1026

Exhibit (See names of .\ssociations)
Expenses (See Revenues and Expenses)
Explosive Bureau, 318, 1016,
Export Bills of Lading, 318, 1016. 1028
Export Committee, North Pacific, 700
Exports Control Committee:

Freight Permits; Grain Situation, 922
Traffic Reports, 927, 1014. 1059, 1112, 115+
Zone Routing Chart t^ovcrning Distribu-

tion of Overseas Traffic, 637*
Express and Mail Section, 57
Expenditures (See -Additions and Betterments)
Express Conipanies (See .American Railway Ex-

press (Company)
Express Revenues and Expenses for January.

145
Express Train, Solid, 972*

Far East, Trade Possibilities in. 95
Federal Control (See (jovernment Control; also

United States Railroad .Administration;
also Director General Mc.Adool

Federal Appointments in Southwestern Region,
75

Federal Managers and General Managers (See
also inset opposite page 1100): 13*, 75,
125*. 394*

Federal Trade Commission; Government Con-
trol for Packers. 302. 327t

Federal Treasurers and Separate Bank Ac-
counts, 170, 342

Felton, S. M., Resigns as Director General of
Militarv Railways, 1123

Fences, Right of Way. 5S8
Fidelity Bonds, Questionnaires on, 395
Fifth National Foreign Trade Convention, 107
Finance (See also Accounting; ^Iso Revenues

and Expenses):
Advances from the Railroad Administration,

12, 259. 429, 617, 809. 1013
Advances from War Finance Corporation,.

1107
Baltimore & Ohio Notes Extended, 659
Bond Offerings, 893
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Fina-ice (Conliimrd)

:

Boston & Maine Reorganization, 537t
Casli Basis for Freight Charges, 14, 220,

221, 342
Check Payment for Cross Ties, 300*
Chinese Kailwav Revenues, 4t
Compensation Contract (See Compensation)
Credits. War Time Bank, 887
Expenditures (See Additions and Better-
ments)

Foreign Trade, Financing, 107, 1045
Interest on Railroad Deposits, 620
Investments Section of Railway Age, 89*,

881*
Loans, Internal War, 89It
Loans to Move the Crops, 890t
Loans to Our Allies, 891

1

Loans to Railroads at Six Per Cent., 661
Operating Income, Average Railway, 1075
Remittances, Handling of, 786
Securities, New Offerings of, 893
Securities, Effect of Federal Control on, 625
Securities of Motor Car Companies, 102t
Equipment Purchases, Payment for, 692,

785
Fire Loss and Protection Section:

Information on Protection Methods, 298
Organization and Work, 129, 514, 787, 1021

Fires (See also Railway Fire Protection Asso-
ciation »

;

Electric Locomotive, 975
Forest Fires in Minnesota, 726"
Ix)sses Under Federal Control, 1112
Miscellaneous, 77, 355, 457, 934, 954
Passenger Car; C. P., 1129
Prevention of, 1022, 1080

Flag for Vessels Under U. S. R. A.. 577*
Floor Surface on Ramps of Grand Central

Terminal, 780*
Fluctuations in E.xpenses E.xidained, 740
Foodstuffs:

Loading Rules, 396
Precautions .\gainst Freezing, 756, 842t
Preference in Shii)ments .-Vbroad, 922

Ford Company's Traffic Department, 402*
Foreign Trade:

American Possibilities in Far East, 95
Blocking, 1092t
Brazil as a Market, 701*
Convention. Fifth National, 107
District Export Selling Company Organ-

ized Un.ler the Webb Bill, 110
Farrell, lames A. on, 1044
Financing, 107, 1045
Germany as a Competitor, 891t
Guaranty Trust Company's Service, 877
Harrison, John L., on, 183
Industrial Expansion Coming, 911
Mexico as a Market, 868*
Ownership of the Sources of Supply, 109
Reconstruction Conference, 1041*
Russia, Business Commission to, 139
Shipping to .South America Improved, 937

Forest Fires in Minnesota, 726*
Forest Products Section;

Creosote Distribution, 811
Organization. 72
'Timber Treating. Conference on, 731

Forged Return Heads for Suijerheater Units,
456*

Formula for Tractive Effort of Mallet Loco-
motive, "64t

France

;

American Railroad Engineers' Activities,

787, 1064, 1168
Chef de Gare System, 823
Oearance Rules for American Soldiers, 792
Collisions, 602, 1083
Cut-Off Constructed by A. E. F., 1019*
Locomotives on French State Rys., 861*
Operation of U. S. Military Railw.-ivs, 549*
Paris-Orleans Railroad Described, 229
Railway, of the Forty-fifth Parallel. 1027
Railway Supplies for U. S. Army, 714, 871,

938
Railways During the War, 226

Freezing of Foodstuffs, Precaution Against, 756,
842-f. 'COK, 1115

Freight:
Bills, Cash Payment of, 14, 220, 221, 342
Bills of Lading, Export, 318, 1016, 1028
Bills on Stored Freight, 787
Bonner Rail Wagon System, 675*
Cla.ssification, I. C. C. Report on, 998
Classification No. 1, Consolidated, 15, 38, 51
Delivery Defined, 398
Drayage Charges, Uniformity in, 1174

Embargoes;
L. C. L.. 56
Lumber Shipments, 546
Railroad .-Ndininistration's Policy, lOIS

Export Committee, North Pacific, 700
Export, Distribution of, 637*
Export, Reports on Handling of, 927, 1014,

1059, 1112. 1154
Loss and Damage (See Claims)
Marking Government Shipments. 221
Perishables, Precautions Against Freezing of,

756. S42t, 1091t, 1115
Philadelphia L. C. L. Freight Regulated, 525
Routing Shipments in the West, 57, 229.

299, 399. 515, 632. 927
Sailing Day Plan, 261, 406, 408, 565, 736,

860, 934, 1171

Freicht (Coiitiivici'l :

Sale of Unclaimed Freight, 130
Store-Door Delivery in London, 1160
Store-Door Delivery in New York City, 46t,

64, 275, 479, 1172
Tracing Shipments in the South, 812

Freight Car (See Car, Freight)
Freight Claim Section (See Claims)
Freight House at Chicago: Pennsylvania, 215*
Freight Operations (See Freight Train Opera-

tion)
Freight Rates:

Authorities Issued, 619
Canada, Increases in, 276
(!"hanges, Authority for, 127
Class Rates on Mdeage Basis, 696
Division of Rales in State of Colorado, 981
Feeder Cattle Kates from Texas, 395
Grain from Buffalo Eastward, 459
Increases in Louisiana, 81
Increases Ordered by Director General,

127, 146
Information in New York City, 146
Live Stock Feed, 515
New England Discrimination Charged, 147,

171
Oklahoma Rates Reduced, 661
Reductions on Sliten and Apples, 756
Reductions and Mc.\doo FivcYear Plan of
Government Control, 11431, 1152

Ru'es for Constructing Combination Rates,
1174

St. Louis-East St. Louis, 717
Shippers and Rate Charges. 1561
Standard Scale of Class Rates, 781*, 803t,

812, 833, 857
Freight Terminal (See Ya.ds and Terminals)
Freight Traffic Committees, 165, 1013
Freight Train Operation;

Automatic Signals, Savings by, 1165
Personnel in, 204t
Report for Five Months, 258, 369t, 382,

418t
Report, .Monthly: April. 46t, 73; May, 257;
June. 417t, 434; July, 612t, 639, 762t;
August, S02t, 814*; September, 1020*

French State Railway Locomotives, 861*
Fuel:

Carbocoal Plant of Government, 407
Coal:

Car Distribution, Rules for, 621
Car Movement Reports, 261, 341, 344,

396, 525
Cost in 1917, 728
Engine Coaling Facilities, Erie, 615*
Loading Cars to Capacity, 300*

Mines and the Car Supplv, 910
Mines, New, Opening of, 22, 598, 1016,

1124
Part in Winning the War, 1 1

1

Pulverized Coal in Stationary Plants,

516, 578, 667*
Saving (See Fuel—Economy)
Scoop for Firemen, 653t
Supplv for Northwest, 38
Zone System of Distribution, 934

Economy (See also Fuel Conservation Sec-
tion) :

Collett. Robert, on, 915, 1121
Editorials on, 113t, 155t, 156t, 32St

573t. 685t, 761t, IHlt
Education an Essential, 685t
Master Mechanic's Suggestions, 136
N. Y. Railroad Oub's Discussion, 913
Scoop for Firemen, Proper, 653t
Stationary Plants, 516, 578, 667*
Train Line Leakage, Reducing. 244t, 252
Woodhridge, H. C. on, 335
Work of the Fuel Supervisor, 713, 753

Phillippe, B. P,, Fuel Distributor, 54
Supervisor's Work. 713. 753

Fuel Conservation (See also Fuel—Economy)
Fuel Conservation Section:

Circulars on Fuel Economy, 339, 578
Hostlers Handling Engines. 395
Mc.-\uliffe, Eugene, on Economy, 500, 516,

913
Meeting of Railwaymen at Chicago, 516
Organization, 222. 959
Passenger Train Heating, 670
Stationary Plants, Fuel Economy in, 516,

578, 667*
Train Pipe Leakage, Reducing, 244t, 252
Work of. 959

Future of the Railroads (See Government Con-
trol)

General Motors Corporation; .Annual Report.

104t
General Orders (See Director General Mc.Adoo)
Gennett. C. W., Jr., Rail Specifications Com-

pared, 383
Germanv;

Armistice Terms, 842t
Collision.*. 563. 602
Competition .After the War, 89It
Locomotive Industrv After War. 605

Gold Car Healing & Lighting Comiuny:
Valve, .-Vcme End, 562*
Valve. Vapor. 974*

Goldthwait, George E.. Cited for Gallantrv. 1171

Government Control (See also Director General
Mc.Sdoo; .-ilso United States Railroad
Administration; also Region):

Government Control (.Continued):
Accidents Under, 115t
Changes of Manajgement. 1141t, 1153
Conferences on "rransportation. 1 136
Congrcs.s, Railroad Question Before, 1079*,

1092t, 1101
Daniels. W. M., on, 843t, 851
Dunn. S. O.. on Railways in the War, 506
Eftect on I^bor. 1036t. 1061
Effect on Securities, 625
Employees' Co-operation and Morale. 687t
Expenses, Causes of Increases in. 245t
Express Comjjany Taken Over, 924
Five-Year Extension Proposed by Mr.
McAdoo, 1037t, 1051, 10911, I093t, 1095t,
1096, I'Ol, 1117, 1129. I142f. 1143t, 1161

nines. Walker D,. on, 1096
Interstate Commerce Commission on, 995
I ist of Railroads Under, 48, 738
Nine Months of. 1002
Officers of the Railroads Under (See Inset

Opposite Page 1101)
Organization of Railroad .Administration

(See Insets (Opposite Pages »6 and 1124)
Packing Concerns, 302, 327t
Politics and Railwaymen, 418t, 429, 548,

614t, 621, 650t. 694, 739
Practice vs. Theory in Solving the Railroad

Problem. 1038+
President W'ilson's Address to Congress

—

Relinquishment Proi>oscd. 986t, 987t,
989, 1161

Price, Theodore H., Answers Criticism, 382,
418t

Propaganda for Permanent Control, 686t,
764i

Railroads After the War. 9It. 100. 625,
843t, 853, 881. 903t, 946t, 995, 1161

Railway Executives on, 985t. 991, 1092t
Railway Supply Industry's Opinion, 1161
Rate I'roctdure Under. 127, I56t, 220, 767
Regional IKrectors (See Region)
Regional System Suggested 91, lOOt, 881
Rei>ort of Director General McAdoo to the

President, 468t, 477
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,

Investigation of, 1079. 1092+. 1101. 1135
Short I.in.s (Sec Short [Jne Railroads)
Spence. Lewis J., on. 1081
Steamer Lines. 433, 1060
Telegraph and Telephone Lines, 34, 79.

101 1. 139. 187. 197t, 890t
V'aluation Work. 113t
\iews of Bankers and Others. 1084
White. R. .S., on, 31
War Measure, A., 686t. 764t

Government Operation (See Government Control)
Government Ownership:

English Railways. 1144t
Federal Trade Commission's Report, 302,

327t
Kahn. Otto H.. on. 882
McAdoo, W. G.. on, 1052
Mitchell. John J., on. 976. 1026
National Industrial Traffic League's Oppo-

sition to, 963
President Wilson's Railroad Policv. 944t,

947. 986t. 987. 989. 1161
Railway Executives' .Advisory Committee on,

985t. 991
Senator Lewis. Resolution of, 975
Spence, Lewis J., on. 1081
State Commissioners on. 851, 867. 903+
Untermyer, Samuel, and Francis H. Sisson

on, 625
Walter. Luther M., 1004
White. R. A., on. 32

Government Purchasing Policies—Contract War-
ranty, n. I78t. 198t. 266. 275. 295, 311,
337, 36«t. 394. 493. 519, 813

Government Regulation (See Government Con-
trol; also Governniene Ownership!

Gtadc Crossings (Sec Highway Crossings)
(iradc Reduction iSec Construction, New)
Grain Control C..mmitt.-e. 597
Grain Handling and Weighing. Confererce on,

747
Grain Movement. 342. 395, 546, 922
Grain Traffic. Roles for. 1058
Grain Trnnspoit.ilion Permits. 395. 740
Grand Central Terminal: Hoor Surface. 780*
Gran.l Trunk: Pension Payments. 187
Crand Trunk Pacific: .Agricultural Development

in British Columbia. 1128
Gray, C, R,. Resigns as Director of Division o(

Operation, 1153

Great Britain:

.Accident Record for 1917. 407
Government Ownership, Lord Churchill on,

1144t
Railway Situation, S. O. Dunn on, 1142t.

1145
.Standardization of Rollins Stock. 1147
Store-Door Delivery iYi London, 1160

Great Indian Peninsula Railway: C^rs, Military.
509*

Great Northern- Forest Fires in Minnesota. 726*
Great Northern of England: Locomotive, 'Tliree-

Cylinder, 988t
Great Western of England: Ambulance Trains

for U. S. Armv.ro*
Ciuarantv Trust C.">mpan> :

Coming Initustrial Expan.sion, 911
Foreign Trade Service. 877

Guns on Railway Mounts, 212*. 766, 875. 9t:
1113*
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[Illustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials thus-^; Letters to Editor thust.]

H
ITall. Grant, 697'
Ilcadliglil (See Locomotive)
Hialth atul Medical Relief Committee on. 622

Hetch Hctchy Railway Construction, 1047*

IliKhw.iy CrossinKs:
Caution Signals for Automobiles, 5411
Signs in Connecticut, 1164"

Signs in Illinois. 286+. 293*

Highways Council, United States, 145

Hines, Walker D.: „ ,

Deferred Classification for Employees in

Draft, 544
Government Control Extension for Five
Years Proposed by Mr. McAdoo, 1096.

1142 +

Stocl<y,-ird Railwavs and Government Con-
trol 16

Holden. H.i1l-: „ .

Conditions in Central Western Region. 596,

7.16, y2o, nil
Rtgion.il Report to Director General, 595

Holidnv Tr.ifiic, Arrangements for, 1153

Holly Sugar Corporation: Annual Report, 901?

Hours of Service Violations, 975, lOOO

Howard. Tames E. : Transverse Fissures and
Rail Failures. 1007

Mulme, Thomas W. : Present Status of \ alua-

tion. 68
Hunt. R, W., Reception in Honor of. 1088*

Icebreaker. F. D. Underwood Aprxjinted. 716

Illinois Central:
Construrli(^n Contracts Let Quickly, 16

Electrifcation Ordnance in Chicago, 1135

Employees Patriotic Association, 724+
Grade Reduction on Kentucky Division.

1103"
Track Elevation in Chicago. 159*

Water Softener at Waterloo. 448*

Illinois Highwav Crossing Signs. 286+. 293*

Illinois R.iilroads Heavily Taxed. 829
Improvements (See Construction. New)
Income. Average Annual Operating, 1075

India:

Freight Cars on Kalka-Simla Railway, 265*

Troop TraTisportation on Great Indian Pen-
insuh Riihvay, 509*

Industrial F> pansion of the World. 911
lndu<itrv. Representation in, 1043
Industry Tr.ncks, Rules Governing. 598, 632. 779.

826. 1059, 1125
Tnnation. Meaning of. 100+
Innuenza Epidemic. 649+. 740, 792
Inland Traffic Division:

Organization and Duties, 263
Permits for Grain Transportation, 395
Protection for War Department Shipments,

219
Work of. 1085

Inland Waterways (See W.itcrways)
Insets (See Charts')

Instruction (Stc Education)
Insurance (See also Employee)
Insurance and Fire Inspection Section (Sec Fire

I.oss^

I"surance Section, Marine, 662. 786
International Farm Congress: Reclamation Work.

953
International Harvester Case. 890+

Interstate Commerce Commission:
Accident Bulletin No. 65. 36
Accident Report:

N. C. .t St. L. at Nashville. 664
Michigan Central at Ivaiihoc. 6Ilt,

614+, 623
.Annual Report. 995
Average Railway Operating Income. 1075
Consolidated Classification No. 1. 15. 38. 51

Express Rates Increased. 577. 618. 678. 765.
Rll. 924. 944 + . 988t

Hours of Service Violations. 975. lOOO
Mail Pay Hearings. 830
Rate Procedure L'ndcr Federal Control,

127, 1S6+. 220, 767
Revenues and Expenses (See Revenues)
Valuation Report. Texas Midland. 377
Vahuilirm Report; Winston-Salem South-

•89
Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings:

Average Agreement. 834
Pounriaries for Standard Time Zones. 525.

917*. 10S3. 1167*
Conference Rulings. 147. 834
Express Franks. Legality of. 277
Heated Car Service Regulations. 359
Lumber from Points in Idaho. 277

N. Y., N. H. & H.'s Steamer Lines on Long
Island Sound. 461

Pneumatic Scale Company's Rates on Con-
tainers. 277

Private Car Lines. 386
Rales. Constructing Combination. 1174
Willamette Valley Lumhermcn's Association

v. Southern Pacific, et al, 767
Interview with Editor of the Rail^mv Age on

the Freight Car Shortage. 155t

Investment Bankers Association: Compensation
Contract, 297

Investments Section of Railway Age, 89*. 881

Iron Scrap, at Premium. 113+
Irvanhoe Collision; Michigan Cent., 3+, 30, 116J.

611+. 6J4+, 623

Jtpan:
American's Observations on Railways, An,

449
Comparisoa with Chinese Railways. 330t
Representatives in America, 903+

Journal Box (See Car. Freight)

June Mechanical Conventions. 1036+, 1142+,

1172

K
Kalka-Simla Railway: Cars, Freight, 265*

Kansas City Southern: Valuation, Lands, 753,

1086
Keokuk, la.: New York to San Francisco,

3,175 Miles. 641

Adjusting Controversies. 513
Canadian Board of Mediators. 317
Effect of Federal Control on. I036t, 1061
Mexicans, Regulations for Admitting. 933
^loralc Important. 45 +

Patriotism. .\n .Md to Production, 724+
Questionnaire on Conditions. 15

Reconstruction Problems. 904+
Representatives at Washington, 167

Recruiting for the Railroads, 275. 443. 560
Rc-cmploving Returned Soldiers. 1141 +
Safety Work. Interest in, 197 +

Schwab. Charles M.. on, 1042
Shortage. Relieving the. 1 +

Situation After the War. 892+
Wage Rates. Maximum, 45+
Western Union's Controversy. lOlf

Labor Day:
Director General's Message, 431
Ticket Sales at Washington. 577

Labor Reconstruction Conference: Women in

Railway Service. 1016
Labor-Saving Devices. 559
Laws, Violations of Federal, 660, 1078

Legal Decisions:
Accidents at Crossings, 460
.Acquiescence in Railroad's Occupation of

Land, 409
Attractive .Appliance Doctrine, 81

Charter of the Detroit, Grand Haven &
Milwaukee. 717

Choice of Routes by Railroads, 39
Colorado Midland. Discontinuance of, 1086
Contract of Initial Carrier, 39
Damages for Delay of Freight, 81

Damages to Railroad by Construction of

State Highway, 409
Defects in Engine Reported at Terminals,

834
Demurrage Tariffs, l^Iichigan Central. 359
Disinfecting Cars. Charges for. 148
Division of Through Freight Rates in the

State of Colorado, 981
"Doing Business." Federal Control. 1028
Duty to .Alighting Passenger. 980
Dvc. I. K., Indicted for Unjust Discrimin-

ation. 937
Federal Employers' Liability Act, 82, 191,

277, 278, 359
Fee Fixed on Union Pacific Bond Issue by

Missouri P. S. Commission, 1086
Government Control and Local Transporta-

tion F.icilitics; 278
Hours of Service .Act, 359, 409. 937
Icing of Perishable Freight. 1174
Iniuries to Passengers. 148, 460. 566
Interlocking Plants. Installation of, 644
Intoxicated P.assengcrs, 717
Kansas Cilv Southern X'aluation, 1086
Limitation of Liability, 230. 319
Liquor Transportation, 39, 230
Live Stock, Injuries to, 460
Lookout. Persons Asleep on Track, 409
Loss of Oil from Tank Car, 230
Mail Pav, D. L. S: W.. 1086
Notice of Claim, 566
Notice, Written, of Loss. 981

Notice of Title to Goods, 278
Obstruction of Drainage. 980
Powers of Railroad Relief Association, 81

Rebating. Indictments for. 276
Recovery of Freight Undercharges, 980
Refrigeration of Cars. 876
Regulation of Grade Crossings. 319
Remov.al of Industry Tracks. 1028
Rights of Way, Deeds to. 409
Safety Appliance -Acts. 82. 359. 409
Stop. Look and Listen Rule. 191

Suits Under Feder.il Control. 784, 876
Surface W.ater Rule, Exception from, 409

Legal Decisions iConlitiue,!}:

Switching Charges, 230, 460
Telegrams as Interstate Commerce, 191

Track Scales in Missouri. 678
Transfer of Passengers After Wreck, 277
Tunnel Construction Contract. 644
T»ent>-eight Hour Law, 278
Value of Shipment Lost, 980
Western Union v. L. & X.. 834

Legislation:
Daylight Saving Bill. 716, 754
Vestibules for Locomotives. 286T, 317, 373t,

Lehigh Valley:
Pennsylvania Terminals Used, 524
Suit of Bethlehem Steel Corporation Based
on Black Tom Explosion, 145

Lewi-:. David J.: Operation of Telegraph and
Telephone Lines, 197+

Liberty Loan:
Advertisements in Car Windows. 801T
Bonds as Security for Freight Bills, 342
Bureau on the C. M. & St. P.. 789
Director General McAdoo's Appeal, 393, 587
Iron Mines of France. 613+
New York Central's Rally, 742*

Pledged to Save, 889+
Posters, 563
Preparedness for Fourth Loan. 4 17+. 467

1

Railroad Agents to Cash Coupons. 927
Subscribe to Your Utmost. 575 + *, 611+, 649t
Suljscriptions to the Fourth Loan, 635*,

657, 712, 741*, 761+, 788, 789. 817*, 991,

1172
Light Military Railways in War, 185*

Lighting;
Electrie Car Lighting Specifications, 827,

843+
Proper, and Labor Production, 801+, 807

Lisman, F. J.: Regional System of Railroads,

91. 100+. 881
Live Stock Schedules at Chicago, 1005
Load .Assumption in the Design of Concrete

Floor Slabs. 932
Loading (See Car Service; also Train Load)
Loan (See Liberty Loan; also Finance)
Locomotive (See also Traveling Engineers' -As-

sociation) :

Annual Report of Chief Inspector of Loco-
motive Boilers. 1125*

Boiler Wafer Treatment, 536+. 539t
Brick .Arch Maintenance. 801 +

Bureau of Ixjcomottve Inspection. 1001
Cab and Cab Fittings. 504
Comparison Between 1900 and Today, 305
Condition Report. 739
Delivery. Rules for. 54
Engine Coaling F:icilities. Erie. 615*
Engine Failures, Causes and Remedies, 505
French State Railway Types. 861*
Fuel Cost in 1917, 728
Fuel Economy (See Fuel)
German Locomotive Industry. 605
Headlights, Electric, for Switching Engines,

396
Inspection of -\shpans and Spark Arresters,

786
Lubrication, 812. 1040i:
Maintenance of. 497. 498*
Mallet. Tractive Effort of, 764t
Mallet; N. & W.. 59*
Mallet; Virginian. 623', 688*
Mountain Tvpe: -A, T. & S. Fe, 957*
• lutput. Increasing. 246+. 295. 39S. 834
Pacific and Mikado Types: C. B. S; Q., 224*

Pacific; C. of N. L. 769*
Power Condition, 45+
Santa Fe Type; Rock Island, 993*
Standard

:

Clearance and Weight Diagrams for, 745
Questions to Face. 804t
Mikado Tvpe. Heavy. 375*

Mikado Tvpe, Light; B. S: O.. 131*. 373t
Mountain Tvpe. lleavv. 1067*
Santa Fe Tvpe. Light. 106"*
Switching. 08 Tvpe, 542*. 592*

Switching. 0-6 Tvpe. 654*
Tonnage Rating Charts. 611 + ,

627*. 1070*
What Will Become of Them? 1091 +

Storage for the Winter. 865
Superheater Locomotive Performance, 498*
Superheater Units. Forged Return Bends

for. 456*
Stokers and Smoke Prevention. 451
Tank Engines. 116t. 158t. 373t ,

Tenders of Standard Freight Locomotives,
37:t

Three-Cylinder Freight. 988t
Vestibule Cabs in New York. 286+, 317,

Water Treatment (See Water Service)
Locomotive Repair Shops (See Shops)
Locomotive Superheater Company: Forged Re-

turn Bends for Superheater Units. 456*
London, Store-Door Delivery in. 1160
Long Fork Railw.av Completed; B. & O.. 663*

long Island: Rail Failure Cause of Accident
at Central Islip. 1007

Loss and Damage (See Claims)

Lovett. Judge Robert S.:
Capital Exi>enditurcs (Sec Divnsion of)
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Lovett. Tmlgc Knhert S. (Coiitiiii(cd)

:

Engineers for Im|)rovement Work, 129
Resignation, 1015

Lubrication of Locomotives. 812
Lumber (See Ties and Timber)

M
McAdoo, William G. (See Director General)
McAiiliffe, Kugene:

Fuel Conservation, 500. 516. 913
Tr.-iin Pipe Lcakaec, Reducing. 244t. 252

McEhvain Company, W. H.: Annual Report, 900t
McManamy, Frank: Conference with Board for

Vocational Education, 1060
Mackie, John F. ; Train Despatchers' Association,

Debt of, 1135
Magazine, Em])loyees', to be Supervised, 925

Mail:

Aerial Service, 34, 38, 139, 187, 228, 457,
524, 563, 1027, 1171

Motor Truck Routes, 792
Pay Case, Hearings on, 830
Pneumatic Tubes Out of Service, 77
Postmaster General's Annual Report, 1084
Thefts of Mail Matter, 401
Trains Late, 243t
Volumes Handled, 871
Zone Postal Rates on Publications, If

Maintenance of Air Brakes, 432, 503
Maintenance of Equipment Expenses, 985t
Maintenance of Locomotives, 497, 498*
Maintenance of Signals, C. R. I. & P., 244t, 262
Maintenance of Telegraph Lines, I035t, 1078,

1124
Maintenance of Way (See also Roadmasters and

Maintenance of Way Association) :

College Boys as Track Laborers, 696*
Committee, Regional, to Record Work, 923
Labor Problem, If, 45t, 65
Ratio of Equipment Expenses, 9851
Record of Work During Federal Control,

864, 923
Reconstruction Before Returning Roads,

943t, 9S6t
Supervision Important, 200t
Work Seriously Delayed, 65

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Associa-
tion: Annual Convention, 733

Malaria, Campaign Against; St. L. S. W., 23*
Man Power, Conservation of, 589
Man Power, Waste of, 326t
Man's Work for a Man. _',S5t. 422J. 188}:

Manss, W. H., Reconstruction Conference. 1040*
Manufacturers' News on Railroad Question, 1171
Marine Insurance Section, 662, 786
Markhain, C. H.: Jurisdiction of Allegheny

Region Extended. 1013
Operating Conditions in the Allegheny

Region, 299, 331*. 622. 1108
Marshfield, Mo., (Tollision; St. L.-S. F., 565
Massachusetts Railroad Situation, 602
Massey, C. F.: Poles, Hollow Concrete, 1127*

Master Car Builders' Association

:

CThanges in, 976
Convention in June, 1036t, 1142t, 1172
Letter Ballot, Results of, 459
Rules. Changes in, 79, 229, 275, 602, 676,
829

Master Mechanics' Association:

Changes in, 976
Convention in June, 1036t, 1142i-, 1172

Material Situation, 706, 943t
Material Standards for Freight Car Repairs,

168. 738, 1056, 1156
Maxwell Motor Company: Annual Report, 103t
Mechanical Department:

Circulars, 662, 786, 787, 812, 865, 1014,
1056, 1156

Promotions in, 343
Supervision Problem, 723t, 729

Mechanics of Curve Resistance, 665

Mexico:

Condition of Railways, 307
Laborers from. Admission of, 933
Market for Railway Supplies, 868*

Michigan Central: Accident at Ivanhoe, 3t, 30,

116J
Mileage Scrip Books, Universal, 53, 260*
Military Car (See Car)
Military Railways (See War, The)
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company:

Pulverized (^oal in Stationary Plants, 517,
667*

Mines, Coal, and Car Supply, 910
Missabe Railway Club: Work of the Fuel Super-

visor. 713. 753

Mississippi and Warrior Rivers:

Barge Service, 515, 740, 1091t, 1107
Sanders, M. J., Federal Manager, 130

Missouri, Kansas & 'Texas: Annual Report, 287t*
Mitchell, John J., on Government Ownership,

976, 1026
Morale (See Employee)
Mordecai, Augustus; Change of Gage on the

.\tlanlic & Great Western, 844t
Motor Car Companies* Securities as Invest-

ments, 102t
Mounts. Railway, for Guns, 875, 967', 1113*
Mud (See Water ServiceJ

N
Nashville. Chattanoog.-i & St. Louis:

Accident at Nashville, 79, 134, 664
Demonstration Farm Sold, 975

National Association of Corporation Schools:
Apprentice Systems on Railroads, 155t

National Association of Owners of Railroad Se-
curities: Compensation Contract, 123,

157t, 166, 297, 577
National Association of Railway and Utilities

Commissioners; Annual Convention, 716,
851, 867, 903t, 904t

National Banks in War Time, 887
National Bureau of Wholesale Lumber Distrib-

uters: Protest Against Consolidated Pur-
chases, 1171

National City Company: Internal War Loans,
891t

National industrial Conference Board;
(uivernment Ownership and War Taxation,

882
Women in the Metal Trades. 286t

National Industrial Traffic League:
Annual Convention, 963
Committee on Railroad Legislation, 1137
Meeting at Buffalo, 417t, 453

National Malaria ("oramittee Conference on Ma-
laria; Bearing of Malaria on Railroad
Operation, 23"

National Railway .'\ppliances Exhibit, 936, 1026
National Safety CTotincil; Annual Congress,

573t, 589
Naval Guns on Railway Mounts, 212*, 766, 875,

967*, 1113*
Negotiations (See Compensation Contract)
Newman Manufacturing Company: Vibrophone,

The, 824*
Newman. W. H.. 310*
New England Railroad CHub: Fuel Conservation,

1121
New England Rate Discrimination Charged, 147,

171
New South Wales Railways: Automatic Signal-

ing, 819
New York Central;

Castleton Bridge, 35. 46t
Emplovces' Magazine, 1129
Liberty Loan Rally, 742*
Terminal in Cleveland, 117*

New York City:
Conveyors for Package Freight, 455*
Route to San Francisco, 3175 Miles, 641
Store Door Delivery, 46t, 64, 275, 479,

1172
Ticket Offices, Consolidated, 459
Underwood, F. D., Icebreaker of Port, 716

New York, New Haven & Hartford;
South Boston Terminal Improvements, 1149*
Steamer Lines on Long Island Sound—I.

C. C. Ruling, 460
New York Railroad Club:

Fuel Conservation, 913
Mechanical Department Supervision Prob-

lem, 723t, 729
Railway Men in the A. E. F., 1141t

Norfolk & Western:
Appeal to Avoid Waste, 146
Locomotive, Mallet Type, 59*

North Atlantic Ports, Traffic Conditions at, 735
North Pacific Export Committee, 700
Northern Pacific:

Annual Report, 421t*
Forest Fires in Minnesota, 726*
Savings by Automatic Signals, 1165

Ncrthwestern Region:
Organization and Operation of. 483*
Passenger Train Performance, 1027
Reroutinc to Save Car Mileage, 927
Sailing Day Plan, 934
Savings in. 342
Terminal Facilities Unified, 633

Noxon, Frank W.

:

Reorganization of Railway Business Associ-
ation, 188

Unified National Railway System, 98, lOOt
Views, Varied, on Railroad Problem, 1084

Observation Towers for Freight Terminals, 243t
Offerings of Securities, New, 893
Oftice Facilities, Bills for. 693
Officer:

Are You Ready for Next Winter? 325t
Contact with the Public Advised, 784
Corporate, Pennsvlvania, 671
Duty Under Federal Control, 31
Federal Control. Officers Under (See Inset

Opposite Page 1101)
Man-Power, Waste of, 326t
Salary:
Compensation Under Federal Control, It.

135, 325t. 844t 864
Divisional Officers. 613t
I-'ngincers' Compensation Inadequate,

550t. 1129
Subordinate Officials. Increases to, 519,

632
Supervising Officers. 723t, "29

Oklahoma R.->tes Reduced, 661
Operating Conditions (See Region; also Traffic)

Operating Efficiency:
Automatic Signals, Savings Effected by;

Northern Pacific, 1165

Operating Efficiency (Co'UinlieJ I :

Double Track Operation of the S. P. and the
W. P.. 187. 829

Observation "Tower for Freight Terminal,

243t
Personnel in Freight Train Operation, 204J
-Switching Costs, Cutting Down, 3t
Increases in, 245t

Operating Income, Average Railway, 1075
Operating Statistics Section:

Conductor's Train Report, 394
Freight Operations for April, 46t, 73; May,

257; June, 417t, 434; July, 612t, 639,
762t; August, 802t, 814*; September,
1020*

Freight Operations for January to May,
258, 369t, 382, 418t

Passenger Traffic Statistics, 875, 1109
Standard Report Forms, 167, 785

Orenstein-Arthur Koppcl Company Sold by Alien
Property Custodian, S35t, 568

Organization;
Corporate; Pennsylvania, 671
Have a Mark to Shoot At: 367t
How to Pick Real Leaders, 467t
Man's Work for a Man, 285t, 4221
Officers Under Federal Control (See Inset

Opposite Page 1101)
Personnel in Freight Train Operation, 204t
Railroad Administration (See Insets Oppo-

site Pages 16 and 1124)
Re-emploving Returned Soldiers, 1141t
Signal Department; C, R. I. & P., 244t, 262
Store Department; A., T. & S. Fe, 423*, 491
"Tons of Enthusiasm," 367t

Packard Motor Car Company: Annual Report,
103t

Pacific Development Corporation: Annual Re-
port, 901t

Packing Concerns, Government Control for, 302.
327t

Paint (See Maintenance of Way Master Paint-
ers' Association)

Paper Standardization Advocated, 804t
Paper Supply Limited, 5"3t. 611
Paris-Orleans Railway Described, 229
Parlor Cars, Luxury of, 285t, 317
Passenger Fares:

Charges, Authority for. 127
Clergy, Rates for, 1112
Extra Charge for Pullman. 980, I03St
Indiana Interurban Rates, 277
Minimum Fare 5 Cents, 3S
J'hiladelphiaNcw York Commutation, 230
Scrip Book, Mileage, 53, 260"
Soldiers, Reduced Rates for, 937, 944t, 973.

1012
Tourist Fares to California, 395

Passenger Service (See also Dining Cars):
Director General's Statement to the Public,

338, 1053
Improved Service After War, 1053, 1137
Traveling, Unnecessary, 338, 427, 467t

Passenger Traffic Statistics, 875, 1109
Passenger Train Heating, Economics in. 670
Passenger Train Performance in Northwestern

Region, 1027
Passes, Rules for Issuance of, 342, 545, 923
Patriotism (See Employee)
Pay (See Mail; also Employee—-Wages; «Im

Officer—Salary)
Peace Terms (Sec War, The)
Pennsylvania:

-Americanizing Foreign-Born Emplovees, 80
Car Loading of L. C. L. Freight, 674
Corporate Organization, 671
Division Names Oiangcd, 565
Freight Car Movement in June, 144
I'reight House at Chicago, 215*
Lehigh Valley to Use Terminals. 524
Pension List, 457
Position-Light Signals, 177*
Relief Department Payments, 271
Slackers Called to Account, 35
Women Employees. 77, 789

Pension (.^ce Empiovce)
Perishables (See Freight)
Permit System for Wheat, 395, 740
Personnel (See Organization)
Pfahlcr, F. P.: Clearance and Weight Diagrams

for Standard Locomotives, 745"
Philadelphia & Reading Automatic Train-Stop.

Schweyer. 36
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company; Insurance

for Employees, 521
Phillippc, B. P.. Fuel Distributor. 54
Piercc-.Vrrow Motor Car Company; Annaal Re-

port, 104t
Piecework (See Shops)
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie: Railroad Y. M. C. A.

at 01a.ssport. Pa„ 830
Pittsburgh. Fort Wavne «; Cbicigo: Rail Renew-

als, Data on, 813
Pneumatic Mail Tubes Out of Service, 77
Poles:

Hollow Concrete, 1127*
Telegraph, Maintenance of, 1035t, 1078

Politics:
Railroad Men Ordered to Abstain from,

418t. 429, 548, 6Ut, 621, 6S0t, 694, 739,
1036t

Telegraph and Telephone Service, 197t
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Polli-y>, I. A.: I axis on ihe Cliic.igo & North
Western, 294, 829

Positionl.ight Signals; Pennsylvania, 177'

Postmaster General's Annual Report, 1084

Post Oflicc (See Mail)
Poughkcepsie Bridge Strengthened, 473*

Power (See Locomotive)
President Wilson's Railroad Policy—Address to

Congress. 944t, 947, 986t, 987t, 989, 1161

Press rommcnts;
McAdoo l-iveYear Plan, 1117

Mc.Xdoo's Retirement, 969*

Prices fScc also Cost):
Equipment Orders Held Up, 919, 948

l"ir. Logs and Lumber, 34, 1170

Fixing by Law, 890t
Price, Oscar A.

:

Political Paper Suspended, 694t
Propaganda for Government Operation,

686t, 764t
Price, Theodore H.:

, ^ , • .

Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints,

.196. 4,14. 749
Freight O|ieration Under Government Con-

trol, 369t, 382, 418t, 762t
'Official Facts. The." 686t, 764t
Win the War by "StavinK at Home, 427

Priority for Industrial Exemption from the

braft, 521
'

Priority for Railroad Materials, 271, 936

Private Car line, I. C. C. Report on, 386

Private Fntcrprise or State Socialism? 3271

Property Protection Section:

Campaign Against Thefts, 77, 130, 188, 259.

949, 1027
, . ,.

Chicago Railroad Police Commission, 35,

FIvnn. William J., Chief of Secret Service,

576
Prouty, C. A.: „ ^ ,

Federal Books Ordered Opened, 15

Payment of Freight Bills, 14

\'aluation Work, Present Status of, 68

Public Improvements, Payment for, 219

Public Service and Accounting (Sec Division of)

Public, The Railways' Relations with (See also

Passenger Service):

Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints, Let-

Cont'act Bc'tween Railroad Officers and Pub-

lic Suggested by Director General, 784

Courtesy from Employees. 267, 325t, 33S,

341. 442, 1040t
Influenza Epidemic. The, 649t, 740, 792

Traffic Service Work, 1035t, 1073, 1077

Traveling, Unnecessary, 338, 427, 467t

Public Utilities Commission (See State Commis-

Publications. Zone Postal Rates on. If

Pullman Car Lines, 343

Pullman Company:
Car, Naval 6un, 212*

Wage Increases, 53

Pulverized Coal (See Fuel—Coal)
.

Purchases (See Central Advisory Purchasing

Committee)

Q
O & r Companv: Snow Melting Device, 520'

(hiestio'ns and .\nswcrs on New Eiiuipinent Or-

ders, 1095t
R

Defects, 581
Distribution. 812
Failures in 1917. eSS*
Government Purchases, 197t

I iEhtcr Rail Recommended, 651t

l<cncwals; Pitts. Ft. Wayne & Chicago, 813

Specifications Compared. 383

Transverse Fissures and Phosphorus Streaks,

Transverse Fissures, J. E. Howard on, 1007

TJ-ii! W-ioon System. Bonner, 675*

R? roa \"lministration (See United States)

•RaMrotl Bureau for Brickbats and Bouquets,"

749 . •

Railroad Men's Mountain Home Association,

Uailwav Accounting Officers' Association: Sub-

committees to Cooperate with Ailvisory

AccountiuK Committee, 776

Railway Age Delayed by Strike, 76 It

Railway Business Association:

Annual Meeting in January, 966

Government Purchasing Policies, 2t, 178T,

198t, 266. 295. 311, 337, 368f, 394, 493,

519. 813
Meetinc. Quarterly. 588

Payment of Bills by Railroads, 275

Reorganization of, 188

Supply Industry's Opinion on Future of

Railw.ivs, 1161 „ , ^
Railway Club of Pittsburgh: Fuel Conservation

Problem. 335 ^ ^ ., ^ . . ,

Railway Engineers (See Railway Regiments).

Railway Equipment Manufacturers Association:

Annual Meeting, 641

Railway Executives' Advisory Committee:

Compensation Contract. 123. 467t, 469t, 485

Resolutions Adopted 9851, 991

Standing Committee s Radroad Plan, 1092T

Railway Fire Protection Association: .Annual

Meeting, 1021, 1080
Railway .Mounts for Guns, 875. 967*. 1113'

Railway of the Forty-fifth Parallel, 1027

Railway Regiments:
Activities in France, 787, 1064, 1168

CutofT Constructed in France, 1019"

Letters from Members of, 850. 1168

.Material Shipped to. 714, 871, 938
Operating .Military Railways in France, 549

Reemploying Returned Soldiers, 1141t
Tobacco Fund. 565

, ,,
Railway Signal Association: Annual Meeting.

574t. 579
Railway Supplies:

Brazil as a Market for. 701*

Contract Warranty in Purchasing, 178i,

198t. 266, 295. 311, 337, 368t, 394, 493,

519. 813
Mexico as a Market for, 868*

. „ .,

Opinion of Industry on Future of the Rail-

ways, 1161 ^ ,.
OrenstcinArthur Koppel Company Sold,

535t. 568
Reconstruction Needs, 84It. 859
Service of Supply Companies, 651

1

Shipments to Army in France, 714. 871. 938
Store Department: A. T. & S. Fe. 423*. 491

Stores Section of Railroad Administration,

704
Kate Procedure Under Federal Control, 127,

156t, 220, 767
Rates (Sec Freight Rates; also Passenger Fares)

Ratio of Equipment Repair Expenses. 985t
Reading Room System; .\. T. & S. Fe. 179*

Reclamation Service and the Railroads, 933,

112
iion Bureau, 223. 354,

ice at .Atlantic City,

Reconsigning and Dive
400

Reconstruction Confer
1041*

Reconstruction Problems, The, 904T
Red Cross Roll Call. 1039*

Refrigerator Car (See Car, Freight)

Region, .MIegheny:
lurisdiction Extended. 1013
Operating Conditions in, 299, 331*, 622,

1108
Railroads Transferred to, 1129

Region, Central Western:
Liberty Loan Returns, 1172
Traffic Conditions in, 596, 736. 920, 111 I

Region. Eastern:
Railroads Transferred from, 1129

Report of A. H. Smith on, 595

Region, Northwestern:
Organization and Operation of. 483
Passenger Train Performance. 1027
Rerouting to Save Car Mileage, 927

Sailing Day Plan, 934
Savings in. 342
Terminal Facilities Unified, 633

Repion. Southern: „ . r, -

Circular of Director (See also Regional

Director.s—Orders), 33
Cniiditions in. 548
Cross Tie Check. 300*

Liberty Loan Subscriptions, 991

Tracing Freight Shipments. 812
Region. Southwestern, Organized, 75, 253

Regional Directors:
Circulars of Southern Director. 33

Economies Reported. 949
Ordi

Abandonment of Main Line Tracks, 292

.\geiits' Funds, Paring Payrolls, and
Bank .-\ccounts, 268

.\green'rius Covering Side Tracks, Pipe

Crossings, etc., 518
Agricultural Development, 552
Air Brakes. Maintenance of. 779, 866

.Mr Compressors for Locomotives, 825

.\isle Carpets in Passenger Coaches, 352

.American Chemical Society, Expenses
of. 1164

. , ,.

.Assessments for Expenses Illinois-Indi-

ana Coal Traffic Bureau, 1124
.Association Membership. 974, 1007
.Authority of Individual Officers, 223

Axles. Orders for, 22

Bad Oriler Cars, 352
Baling Cotton Fabrics. 400
Ball.Tit Cars, .\ssignment of, 598
Bills of Lading "Subject to Delay,"

Endorsing. 1006 „ „ ,, .

Blueprints of Freight Car Specifications,

598
Bonds for Fruit and A'egctabic Ship-

ments. 400
Bonds for Transporution of Merchan-

dise. 518
Bonds for Use as Stores or Cellars as

Warehouses. 268
Budget for 1919. 699
Business Cars, Movement of, 825

Canadian Railroads. Exchange of Trans-

portation with. 867
Car Repairs, 45t. 54

Car Repair Shop Hours, 135

Car Service Section, Questions of Scrr-

ice and Complaint to. 699

Cars .Assigned for Railroad Fuel Load-
ing, 135, 268. 292

Regional Directors—Orders ((Tonlimiei/) :

Cars Damaged by Switching, 136

Cars Damaged in Yards. 352

Cars for Government Hay. 632, 866
Cars for Transporting Working Men,

22
Cars Loaded with Scrap, 400
Cars with Short Draft Timbers. 135

Chain, Specifications for. 519
Chain, Substitutions for Brass and Cop-

per. 598
Clearance Warning, 825, 1078
Coal Cars, Movement of. 172. 353
Coal Deliverv in Emergency, 598
Coal Diverted from Railroad Use, 519

Coal for Heating Stoves, 699
Coal. Grade of. 732
Coal Mines. New, 22. 598, 1016, 1124

Coal Storage. 63. 825
Coal Trestles. 223
Concrete Water Tanks;, 598
Contract Brokers—Contingent Fees. 133,

519
Contractors' Bonds. 699
Contracts During Federal Control, Exe-

cution of. 670, 826
Corporation Data on Time Tables. 222

Cost of Handling .Materials and Stores,

670
Cotton. Movement of, 866, 1124
Courtesy to the Public. 267, 341, 442
Cross Tie Purchases, 172, 300*, 598. 632
Cross Ties for Fuel, 172
Cross Ties. Treatment of, 519
Daylight Savings Law. 699 .

Denomination of Bills Tendered in Pay-
ment for Tickets. 779. 826

Dining Car Rates for PosUl Clerks, 866
Dining Car Rates for Soldiers. 867. 1006
Dining Car Rates for Trainmen. 670
Director General's Name of Menus,

Folders, etc.. 931
Discharge of Essential Employees from

Military Service. 1078
Dismantling of Freight Cars, 551
Draft Classification. 292, 353, 670
Dynamometer Car. 267
Eight-Hour Day for Yardmaster. 135
Electric Car-Lighting Equipment. Mile-

age Charge for, 866
Embareoes. Handling and Issuance of,

932
'

Embargoes. Observance of. 292
Employees' Magazines. New, 22
Employees' Part in Winning War. 598
Employees Protected .Against I-oss of

Pensions. 825
Employment of Drought Sufferers, 400
Employment Service. United States, 442
Engine Terminal Facilities, 400. 442
Equipment L^sed for Troop Trains. 353
Export Licenses—Hawaii, 825
Export Permits. 826
Express Car Loading. Report of, 973
Express Cars. Lettering of, 353. 444
Express Companies. Facilities for. 974
Express Elfici^ncy. Increasing, 223
Exfircss Employees, Transportation to,

632. 825. 1078. 1124
Express Messengers. Increase to, 518
Fares for Workers. 443
Federal Manater Chief Operating Offi-

cer, 1163
Hues for M.iil Failures. 443
Fire Losses. Reports of, 552. 1007
Fire Prevention. 352, 552. 670. 699
Food Loss Through Death of Live

Stock. 135
Forwarding Companies—Consolidation of

L. C. L. Freight, 973
Free Transportation, 551, 632, 867. 931,

1078. 1124. 1163
Freight Cars. Obsolete. 551
I->eight Charges. Payment of. 519
Freight Destroyed in Transit. 1163
Freight to Shiiiper's Order, 1006
Fuel Coal Contracts. 22
Fuel Conservation, 551, 670. 779. 826,

867
Fuel Cost of Motor Car Operation, 552
Furloughs for Railroad Men in Army.

632. 699
Galveston Demurrage Bureau Approved.

223
Gasolene . Shipments. Tampering with,

518
Grain Control Committee, 597. 931
Grain Doors. 400
Grain Shipments. 136. 172, 223. 598, 632,

670. 699, 973. 1077
Headlights on Switching I-oconiotives.

442
Hogs. Shipment of. 135. 973, 1077
Holiday Travel. 1078
Honev Production, Increasing, 172'

Hours of Service Law. 267
Improvements. Expenses for, 444
Improvements for 1919. 443
Incandescent Electric Lamps. 779
Income Accounts. Condensed, 931
Income Reiiorts. 518
Industrv Tr.icks. 598, .632. 779, 826,

1059. 1125
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al Directors (CaiiliHuril ) :

histruction of Emjjltiyees Engaged in

Train Operation, 3S3
Inter-regional Movement of Special Cars
and Special Trains, 519

Interview of Officers and Soldiers by
Aeents of Railroad Administration,
5 IS

Iron and Steel Products Stored, 598
l-ahor Advertisements, 292
Labor Organizations, Membership in,

172
Labor, Solicitation of, 443, 670
Legal Representatives of Railroads at

Washington, 825
Lights in Cars, 400
Linen Service in Dining Cars, 22
Liguors, Sale of. 352
Liquors, Transportation of, 699
Live Stock Attendants, 1077
Live Stock Shipments, 632. 670, 825
Loading, Full Box Car, 22
Locomotive Hours, Di'stribution of, 931
Locomotives, Age of, 931
Locomotives, New, 400, 598
Locomotives, Rectangular Tanks Switch-

ing, 1007
Locomotives, Repairs to, 931
Locomotives, Shopping, 1077
Loss and Damage Payments^ 268
Loss of Empty Milk and Cream Cans,
443

Lumber from the South, 352
Lumber Situation, 700
Maintenance of Right-of-Way Fences,

519
Maintenance of Tracks, 551
Maintenance of Way and Equipment

Standards, 172
Maintenance of Way Labor, 22
M. C. B. Br.-ike Shoe Keys, 1163
Mechanical Stokers, 292'

Mexican Labor Agent, 352
Nine-Hour Day for Maintenance of
Wav Forces. 866

North Pacific Export Committee, 70O
Oil. Movement of. 700. 732. 824, 866
C^peration of Yards and Terminals, 353
Painting and Lettering Freight Cars,

400
Passenger Service, 518
Passenger Train Heating, 670
Passes for 1919, 827. 1006. 1163
Pensions and Similar Benefits. 1124
Perishable Freight, Protection of, 780,

826. 1007
Physical Examinations for Mechanics,

70O
Piece Work Rates, 520
Posting of Printed Matter on Railroad

Premises. 779
Posting Public Health Placards, 1078
Power Reverse Gear, 1124
Prices for Lumber, 135
Prices on Portland Cement, 551
Priority, Applications for, 400, 551
Private Cars, 400, 1125
Public Service Commission Laws, 699
Publicity Agents, 267
I'ullman Berths and Passes. 40O
Purchase of Rolling Equipment. 442
Purchasing and Stores Department, Plan

of Organization for, 826
Rail Contracts and Steel, 1164
Rail Orders for 1919. 825
Railroad Men in State Militia, 292
Railroads Hnder Federal Control. 931
Rates on Military Imiiedimenta, 352
Reclaiming Materials, 268
Reconsigning and Diversion Bureau,

223, 354, 400, 1163
Records. Destruction of, 352
Red Cross Posters in Stations. 518
Reduced Fares to Soldiers, 443, 973
Reduced Rates for Charitable Institu-

tions. 172
Refrigerator Cars Built in Company

Shops. 135
Refrigerator Cars. Mis-use of, 518
Rental for Cars Used in Inter and In-

tra-PIant Switching, 866
Rental of Locomotives, 135, 268. 10O6
Reports of Traffic Movements, 267
Re-rolled Rail, 551
Re-routing Freight in Transit, 632, 779
Rightof-Way. Leasing. 699
Roads Rclinquislied from Federal Con-

trol, 352
Routes for Perishable Traffic, 779
Routing Freight. Right of. 1077
Routing Telegraph Traffic Over Railroad

Wires. 443
Salaries. Reports Asked on, 135
Salary Increases to Suborditiate Offi-

cials, 519, 598. 632. 825. 827
Sale of Unclaimed Freight. 732
Scrap Materials. 552
Scrap Car Wheels, 22. 597
Semi.M.mthly Payrolls. 825, 973.
Semi-Monthly Reports on Operating

Conditions, 292. 352
Sheltering Guards with Shipments, 973,

1077
.'^hii)iiers' Export Declaration, 867
Shop Hours, 1124, 1163
Short Lines. Relinquished, Working Re-

lations with. 597, 780
Sleeping Car Reservations. 267
Smoking on Railroad Property, 552,

1163

Regional Directors (Conliiiueil I :

Society of Railway Financial Officers,
1007

Stationery Forms, 222, 352
Statistics for Corporate Properties, 292
Steel, Shortage of, 597
Stereopticon Slides for Army, 352
Storage of Bituminous Coal, 552
Stored Material, Reports on, 867
Storing Supplies for Winter, 63, 172
Superheaters, .\pplication of, 22
Supervisor of Coal Traffic, 172
Surplus Material for Disposal, 442, 443
Tax, Capital Stock, 1078
Tax on Material and Supplies. 973
Telegrams from Troop Train Command-

ers to Red Cross Representatives,
1124

Telegraph Franks 1919, 1124
Telegraph Lines, Maintenance of, 1035t,

1078, 1124
Telegraph School Wire Connections, 443
Telegraphers, Salaries of. 1077
Terminal Delivery of Pacific Export

Traffic, 699
Terminals, Common Use of, 1007
Theft of Mail Matter, 401
Ticket I'orms. 632
Ticket Offices, Expenses of, 518
Tie Treating Plant Management, 732
Ties, Old. Disposing of. 22, 63
Timetable Changes, 632
Track and Bridge Work for 1919, 732
Track Scale Inspection, 172
Traffic Service Work, 103S1-, 1073, 1077
Train Despatchers. Privacy for. 779
Trainmen Below Age of 21, 22
Train Wrecking. Attempts at, 352
Transportation for Pensioned Officers,

1163
Transportation of Laborers, 267
Traveling Engineers' -Association, 172
Troop Trains, 400, 518, 732, 779. 825
Ijnion Station Ticket Offices. 135
Violations of Federal I^ws, 1078
Wage Agreements with Employees. 973
Wage Increases. 63, 172, 267, 292, 352,

519 520, 699
War Saving Stamps, Purchase of, 599
War Tax on Bills Covering Feeding of

Live Stock. 353
War Work Council Shipments, 779
Watch Inspection. 22
"Way to Ship,;' 1006
Women as Section Laborers. 632
VVomen for Calling Train Crews. 866
Working Hours of Locomotive and Car

Repair Forces, 826
Yard Operation. 292
\'ardmasters for Foreign Service, 866
Yardmasters, Two Days Off Per Month

for, 973
Y. M. C. A. Contributions. 352

Reports to the Director General, 595

Regional Districts (See Insets Opposite Pages
16, 1100 and 1124)

Regional System of Railroads Suggested, 91,
loot. 881

Registration Day September 12, 417t
Remittance (See Finance)
Rental Fixed bv I. C. C. 1075
Repairs (See Car Service)
Replacements in Kind Theory, 764t
Report Forms, Annual. 774
Report Forms, Standard, 167, 785, 1082
Revenues and Expenses:

Apportioning Interline Passenger Revenues,
55

Bureau of Railway Economics' Returns for
Calendar Year 1917, 357, 586

Chinese Railways, 4t
Fluctuations in Expenses Explained. 740
I. C. C. Report for Six Months June 30.

1918, 368t, 384
Maintenance of Equipment Expenses, 98St
Monthly Summaries: April, 78; May, 156t,

189; June, 384; July, 574t, 603; August,
723t. 755; September, 935

Operating Expenses, Increases in, 245t,
368t. 384

Ripley, E. P.: "Good-Bye" to Santa Fc Em-
ployees, 47t. 69

Rivet, "American," 512*
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion: Annual Convention, 398, 557, S73t,
574t. 581

Rock Island (See Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-
cific)

Routing (See Traffic)
Rules:

Boiler Inspecting and Testing, 1014
Coal Car Distribution. 621
Delivcrv of Locomotives, 54
Grain Traffic. 1058
Industry Tracks, 598. 632, 779. 826, 1059
Passes. Issuance of, 3-42, 545, 923
Submission of New Devices. 431, 515, 813,

903t
Russia, Business Commission to. 139
Russian Railway Service Corps: Japanese Rail-

ways Observed. 449

Safety First (See also National Safely Council):
Accident Prevention Study. 1120
Accident Prevention, Papers on. 590
Accident Statistics, C. & N. W., 228
Bulletin and Prayer Book, 841t

Safety First (Continued):

Bureau of Safety's Report, 1000
Employees' Record: A.. T. & S. Fe, 35
Labor's Interest in 197t
Southern Pacific-Western Pacific, 641
State Commissioners on. 858. 904t

Safely Laws Violated. 660
Sailing Day (See Freight)
St. Louis-San Francisco: Accident at Marshfield,

Mo.. 565
St. Louis Southwestern:

Annual Report. 328t''. 360
Headc^uarters Moved, 1156
Malaria, Campaign Against, 23*

Salary (See Officer; also Emplovee—Wages)
San Francisco's Hctch Hetchy Railway. 1047*
Same Fe (See Atchison, Topeka St SanU Fe)
Scale Manufacturers' Association: Track Scale

Standardization, 770
Schools for Women Ticket Sellers, S3, 187, 344
Schwcyer Automatic Train-Stop, 36
Scoop (See Fuel—Coal)
Scrap Iron al a Premium, 113t
Scrip Book (See Passenger Fares)
Seal (Sec Car)
Secret Service, Flynn, W. J., Chief of, 516
Security (See Finance)
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce:

Railroad Situation. Hearings on the, 1079,
10921, 1101, 1135

S»>rvice Tests of Cross Tins 112S
Service Work, Traffic, 1035t, 1073, 1077
Shaughnessy, Lord: Resignation as President of

C. P., 697*
Sheffield Y. M. C. A. Buildings; Southern Ry.,

206-
Sherman Was Right, 156t
Shippers:

Express Rates Increased, 944t
Government Ownership Opposed, 963
Loading, Heavier. Economical. 45t
Protecting Perishables from Freeting, 756.
842t

Railroad Administration's .Attitude Towards,
156t

Traffic Service Work, 1035t. 1073. 1077
War Incentive for Economy. 841t

Shops:
Eight-Hour Basis. 950. 1053
Piecework. Death Knell of. 368t. 685t. 692.

785
Wage Increase for Shopmen, 243t, 253, 299,

325t. 368t. 46S+. 685t. 692. 1010
VVomen Workers in, 155t
Work on New Locomotives, 660

Short Line Railroads:
Apportioned to Regions, 126
Contract Negotiations, 547, 578. 763t. 777
Contracts Siened, 1016, 1054, 1156
List Under Federal Control. 48
Meeting of -Assoeiation, 269, 314
Relinquishment from Federal Control, H,

48. 127
Short Line Section. 171

Signaling (Sec also Railwav Signal Association)

:

.\utomalic Block; Erie. It. 5*

.Automatic Block; New South Wales Rail-
ways. 819

Automatic Block; Northern Pacific, 1165
Au'omalic Stops and -Accidents, 116t, 20St,

614t, 652t
.Automatic Slop. .American, 789
.Automatic Stop. Schwever. 36
Caution Signal and Train Speed, 4t
Canlinn Sivnal f.>r Ai.to-iobiles. 541t
Chicago. Rock Island & P,icific's Signal De-

partment Reorganized. 244t. 262
Position-Licht Signals; Pennsylvania. 177*
Savings Effected bv Automatic Signals;

Northern Pacific. 1165
Signs. Highway Crossing, 286t. 293*, 1164*
Supcr\isors Classed as Officials, 864
Surprise Tests Needed, 285t
Vibrophone, The, 824*

Signs (See Signaling)
Sisson, Francis H.: Securities and Government

Ownership. 625
Slifer. Col. H. L. .Acknowledges Receipt of

Smokes. 565
Smith, A. H.: Regional Report to Director (Jen-

eral, 595
Smoke Prevention .Association; Locomotive

Stokers, 451
Snow Melting Device, Electric. 520*
Soldiers:

Reduced Fares for Discharged, 937, 944t,
973. 1012

Rc-emploving Returned. I141t
Solrv Floor Surface. 780*
South African Railways: Whale Car. 1170*
South Boston Terminal Improvements, 1149*
Soulhern Pacific:

Annual Report. 200f. 232. 7:4f
Car Conservation, 357. 641
Joint Operation with VV. P., 187, 829
Safely Committees Organized. 641

Southern Railwav: Y. M. C. A. Buildings at

Sheffield. 206*

Southern Region:
Circvdars of Director I Sec also Regional

nireclors—Orders). 33
Conditions in. 548
Cross Tie Check. 300*
Libertv Loan Subscriptions, 991
Tracing Freight Shipments. 812

Southwestern Industrial Traffic League: Meeting,
1085
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[Illustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials tliusT; Letters to Editor Ihust]

Southwestern Keijion

;

J'"c(lcral Appointments in, 75

Organization of, 255*

Southwestern Traffic League, 408

Spanish Influenza, The, 649t, 740, 792
.

Springfield (Mass.) Republican; Automatic Stop,

116t
Spruce Torests, Logging Roads in, 805

Standard Cars:
.\irplane Program, Results of, 367T
Allocation of, 392, 659
Baggage, 60 Ft. and 70 Ft., 584*

Electric Lighting Specifications, 827, 843t
Passenger Car Designs, 1060

Progress on, 341, 342
Refrigerator, 907", 1091t,^nl5

Standard Highway Crossing Signs, 286t, 293 ,

1164'

Standard Locomotives;
Clearance and Weight Diagrams for, 745

Mikado Type, Heavy, 375'

Mikado Type, Light; B. & O., 131", 373»

Mountain Type, Heavy, 1067"

Questions to Face, 804J
Santa Fc Type, Light, 1067'

Switcher, Eight-Wheel, 542', 592*

Switcher, Six-Wheel, 654*

Tonnage Rating Charts, 611t, 627', 1070*

Wh.il Will lU-cme uf Them- KI91T

Standard Report Forms. 167, 785, 1028, 1082

sJandard sC^le of Oas^ Kates, 781'. 803t, 812,

833, 857 ^. ,,.
Standard Specifications for Cross Ties, 72

Standard Ticket Forms, 785, 1028, 1082

Standard Time: „ . ^, , ££n
Instructions for Changing Back Clocks, 660,

754
Timetable; C, B. & Q., 1167*

Trains Tied to Schedule, 6531

Zone Boundaries, 209", 525, 653t, 917-.

1083, 1167*

Standardization in Great Britain, 1147

Standardization of Paper, 804t
Standardization of Track Scales, 56, 770

Standardization of Wages, 79

Standing Committee (See Railway Executives)

State Commissioners, Annual Convention ot,

716, 851, 867, 903t, 904t
State Commission Rulings: , ,,,,,

Connecticut: Highway Crossing Signs, 1164

Illinois; Highway Crossing Signs, 286t, 293*

Indiana: Intcrurban Rates, 277

Louisiana: Rate Increases, 81

Massachusetts: B. & A. Switching Charge,

834 „ , ^,
New Jersey: Charge for Transfers on Wee-

trie Lines, 147
New York: New York Central's Charge for

Weighing Cars, 147

Tennessee: Rate Increase, 39

State Commissions and Standard Freight Rates,

Stationary Boilers, Inspecting and Testing, 1014

Stationary Power Plants Discussed, 807

Stationary Plants, Pulverized Coal in, 51/, 667

Stationery, Forms for, 222, 352

Stations, Painting, 733
. ^ . . c .•

Statistics (See also Operating Statistics Section,

also Revenues and Expenses; also Addi-

tions and Betterments)

:

„ . . „
Bureau of Railway News and Statistics Re-

port for 1917, 1065 , „„„
Bureau of Statistics, Report of, 999

Cost of Fuel in 1917, 728

Rail Failures in 1917, 658"

Troop Transportation, 171, 395, 1155

Steamship Companies:
Manager of Coastwise Lines, 433

Relinquishment from Federal Control, 105U

Steel, Railroads Largest Users of, 397

Steel. Shortage of, 843t
. r- , l 1S

Stockyards Railways and Government Control, 15

Store Department (See Railway Supplies)

Store-Door Delivery:
London. 1160
New York City, 46t, 64, 275, 479, 1172

Strikes (See Employee)
, „ . ,nct

Studeb:ikcr Corporation, Annual Report, 1U5T

Suits Auiiinst Railroads Under Federal Control.

784, 876, 1083 „ ,,,.
Supervision in the Mechanic-il Department, 723t,

729
Supervising Cost .\ccountants Appointed, 787

Supervisors of Equipment, 54

SuppKmc-nts (See Charts)

Supply Field (See Railway Supplies)

Surprise Tests Needed, 285t ^
,

.

Sw-iscy \iiihiosc, Fiigiiicerinfr Foundation. 753

Switch:' Snow Melting Device, 520*

Switching Charges, Revision of, 740

Switching Costs, Cutting Down, 3t

Table d'Hote Meals on Dining Cars. 514, 535t,

685t
Tank Car Situation, 340, 431

Tank Engineers in America, lI6J, 158t, 373J

Tanks, Wooden, 708

eliicago & .North Western, 294, 829
War, and Government Ownership, 882

Telegraph and Telephone:
Government Control of, 34, 79, 101 1. 139,

187, 890t
Maintenance of Lines, 1035t, 1078, 1124

Strike Threatened, 865
Rules for Us.- of. 786. 1035t
Wage Increases, 916, 1010, 1060, 1077

Telegraph Superintendents, Annual Convention

of, 1024, 10351, 1083

Tender (See Locomotive)
Terminal (Sec Yards and Terminals)

Terminal Railroad Yardmasters of America, 1026

Terms of Peace—"Unconditional Surrender,

535t, 536t ,.. . .

Tests: .Automatic Straight .-Mr Brake; \iiginian.

173-, 329t, 540t
. ,,cA

Texas & Pacific Headquarters Moved, 1150

Texas Midland: Valuation Report, I. C. C, 377

Thefts: ^ . . ,,
Chicago Railroad Police Commission, 35,

"J7t „ ,,,
Express Special Agents Department, S65

Mail Matter, 401
I'ropertv Protection Section .Active Against,

77, 130, 188, 259, 949, 1027

Thompson, A. W.: Organization of Potomac
District, 80

Thome, Qifford, Misquoted, 204t

"^
Standard Forms, 785, 1028, 1082

Standardization Committee, 171

Two-Day Limit, 943t
Ticket Office; ^ . ,„. ,„.„

Consolidated, at Chicago, 30*, 1050

Consolidated, New York, etc., 187, 459, 714

Labor Day Sales at Washington, 57/

Women Ticket Sellers, 53, 187. 344

Ties and Timber:
Cross Ties, Payment for, 172, 300*

Conference on Timber Treating, 731

Creosote Distribution, 811

Logging Koads in Spruce Forests, 805

1 limber Puichascs, L onsolidatcd. 34, 11/0

Preservation of Ties, Table on, 814

Service Tests of Cross Ties, 1128

Standard Specifications for Cross Ties, 72 ,

714
Tie Production Outlook, 582, 802

Wood Preservation Statistics, 293

Wooden Tanks, 708
Zinc-Treated Ties, 579

Time (See Standard Time)
Timetables: . - t .

C , B & Q. in Central and Mountain Type,

1167'
Notices of Changes in, 632

Toledo, St. Louis & Western; Cat Purchase Or-

dered, 943, 982
, ,

Tonnage Rating Qiarts for Standard Locomo-
tives, 61 It, 627-, 1070*

Townsend, Frank B. : Routing Freight in the

West, 229
Track Elevation in Chicago; I. C., 159

Track Scale Tests and Standardization, 56, 7/0

•| rack Supply Association: Exhibit, .Annual. 560

Tractive Effort of Mallet Locomotives, 764t

Traffic (Sec also Freight Train Operation; also

Division of Traffic; also Exports Control

Committee; .tIso Car Service):

Cars Saved bv Careful Loading. 620, /86

Chicago Live Stock Schedule, 1005

Conditions at the North .Atlantic Ports, 733

Conditions in Central Western Region, 596,

736, 920
Drayage Charges, Uniformity in, 1174

Export (See Export)
Ford Company's Department, 402*

Grain (See Grain)
noHd.iy, 1153

, ,„.
Overseas, Distribution of, 637"

Passensers Tniffic Statistics, 875. 1109

Routing Freight in the West, 57, 229, 299.

51Si 927
Routing Tariff, C. I. & L., 399

Service Work, 1035t, 1073, 1077

Terminal Facilities Unified, 592, 633, //3

Transit, Universal, 786
Troop Movement in 1918, 171, 395, 1155

Weekly Reiiorts on Conditions. 601, 811. 925.

1012. 1054, 1107 „ . , „
Weekly Reports on Terminal Freight Han-

dled, 620, 786, 923, 949, 1060, 1U2, 1156

Winter, Preparing for, 325t

Traflic Club of Chicago;
Routing Freight in the \\ est. 229

Waller, Luther M., on Government Owner-
ship, 1004

Traflic Club of New York: Relinquishment of

Goveriimeni Control, 1081

Train Dcsp.llcher and the Coal Pile, 156t

Train Despalchers' Association of .America:

Mackie, John F., Debt to, 1135

Train Load, Increasing the, 204t
, „ n

Train Operation and .Automatic Signals; N. r.,

Train Pipe Leakage. Reducing. 244+. 252 573t

Train Speeds and -Automatic Signals, 1165

Train Speed and the Caution Signal, 4t

Training Employees (See Education)
Trans-Pacific Export Bill of Lading Agency, 1028

Transportation Conference, National, 1136

Transverse Fissures (See Rail;

Travel (See Passenger Service)

Traveling Engineers' Association: Annual Con-

. vention, 197t. 285t, 494', 536t, 565, 602

Trcnholm, A. W., Dinner to, 1129
Trestle (See Bridges and Buildings)

Troop .Movement Section:

Trains Too Long, 341
Troops Handled in 1918, 171, 395, IISS

Troop Trains, Information Concerning, 518

Troop Transportation on Great Indian Peninsula

Railway, 509'

Trunnion Bearing (See Bridges and Buildings)

Tunnels for New York City's Package Freight,

455*
Underwood, F. D., Appointed Icebreaker, 716

Unified Operation (See Yards and Terminals)

Unified Railroad System I See Government ton-
'roD ^ ,- , J

Uniform Cl.issification Committee: Consolidated

Classification, 15. 38
Union Pacific: Annual Report, 538t
United States Army Ambulance Trains, 70

United States Employment Ser\ice: Recruiting

of Labor. 275. 560
United States Highways Council. 145

United Slates Railroad .Administration (See Di-

rector General Me.\doo; also Government
Control; also Region):

.Advances to Railroads, 12. 259, 429. 617,

809, 1013
Contracts, Execution of, 670
Embargo Policy, 1015
Employees' Co-operation and Morale, 6R7T
Export Bills of Lading, 318
Flag for Vessels. 577*
Frcighi Operations (See Freight Train p

Orcanization (See Insets Opposite Pages 16,

1101 and 1124)
Packers' Facilities, Control of, 302

Short Lines (See Short Line Railroads)

Stockvards Railways. 16

Work' for First Seven Months. 468t. 4/7

United War Work Campaign: Director General

Mc.Adoo's Appeal for Support, 864
Universal Mileage Scrip, 53. ., ,

Universitv of Chicago: College Boys as Track
Laborers. 696'

Universitv of Pennsvlvania: Scholarship. Edgar
.M.irburg. 1083

L'ntermeyer, Sarfiuel : Securities and Govern-
ment Ownership, 625

\'aluation;
Abandoned Property, 955
Bureau of \aluation, Work of, 1002
Expenses Under Federal Control, 52

Federal Control and A'aluation Work, 113t
Kansas Citv Southern. 753, 1086
Present Status of, 68
Texas .Midland, I. C. C. Report on, 377

Winston-Salem Southbound, I. C. C. Re-

port on. 489
Valve:

.Acme End, 562*
Gold Inside Connected Vapor, 974*

Vestibules (See Locomotive)
Viaduct (See Bridges and Buildings)

Vibrophone Whistle. 824"
Violations of Federal I-aws, 660. 1078
\'irginian

:

Air Brake Tests, 173*, 329t. 540t
Locomotives, Mallet, 623*, 688*

w
Wagon. Bonner Rail. 675*
Walter, Luther M., on Government Owner-

ship. 1004
War Debt, Cheerind Thoughts on the, 89

War Department Shipments:
Protection for, 219
Third Class for, 432

W.-ir Emergency and Reconstruction Confer-
ence Congress, 1041*

War Finance Corporation; Plans for Advances
to Railroads. 1107

War Industries Board:
Locomotive Output Increased. 398. 834
Preference List of Essential Industries, 521,

936
Railroads Largest Users of Steel. 397

War Labor Conference Board: Western
I'nion's (Tontroversv with Labor Union,
lOlt

War Labor Policies Board: Standardization of

Wages. 79
War Risk Insurance. 662
'kVar Savings Stamps. 155t
War Stocks and Peace Stocks, 889t
War Taxation and Government Ownership, 882

War, The (Sec also Railway Regiments):
Advertising Under War Conditions. 556
.Armistice Terms and the Railwavs. 842t. 863
Bank Credits. 887
Berlin-Bagdad Line, 6I2t, 1135
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War. The (Coiili ./):

Canada's Part in, 1171
French Railways During, 226
Goldthwait, George E., Cited, 1171
Government Control a War Measure, 686t.

764t
Incentive for Economy, 841t
Industrial Expansion of the World, 911
Liberty Loan (See Liberty Loan)
Light Military Railways. Use of, 185"
Loans, Internal, 89 If
Loans to Our Allies, 890t
Military Cars in India, 509*
Military Railway Operation in France, 549*
•Naval Guns on Railway Mounts, 212*, 766,

875, 967*, 1113*
Paris-Orleans Railroad's Service, 229
Peace Terms, Unconditional Surrender,

535t, 536t. 611+. 6491-

Railroad Construction During and After,
911

Railroad Men in Army to be Utilized for
Railroad Work, 619

Railways After (See Government Control)
Railways' Efficiency in, 506
Reconstruction Problems, 904t
Registration Day, September 12. 417t
Service of Supply. Work of, 871

Unnecessary, 338, 427, 467t
Troop

1155
Will Y

Transportati(

3U Do Yo

Figur

Part? 155t

171, 395,

War Work Campaign, United, 864
Warranty (See Contract)

Water Service:

Mud Removed from Locomotive F
Water, 638

Softening Plant; Illinois Central, 448*

Water Service (Continued):

Sources of Water Supply, 707
Treatment of Boiler Water, 536t, 539t

Waterways:
Cape Cod Canal Taken Over, 169
Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Taken Over. 548
Delaware & Raritan Canal Under Govern-
ment Operation, 130

Division of Inland Waterways, 448
Mississippi and Warrior River Service, 130,

515, 740, 1091t, 1107

Weekly Reports (See Traffic)

Western Pacific:

Joint Operation with S. P., 187, 829
Safety Committees Organised, 641

Western Railway Club:
Fuel Conservation Section's Work, 959
Problem's Discussed, 599. 1135

Western Union Telegraph Company: Contro-
versy with Labor Union, lOlf

Whale Car; South African Rys., 1170*
Wheels, Curve Resistance of. 665
Wheels, Old, in Demand, 785
Willamette VaUey Lumbermen's Association v.

Southern Pacific, et al,, 767
U'illys-Overland Company: Annual Report,

106t
Winchell. B. L.:

Condition! in Southern Region, 548
Traffic Service Work. 1035t. 1073. 1077

Winston-Salem Southbound: Valuation Report,
I. C. C, 489

Winter, Preparing for the, 325t, 536t
Winter Railroading. Bibliography on, 636
Women Employees (See Employee)
Women's Service Section. 433. 1016
Wood (See Ties and Timber)

Yards and Terminals:

Chicago Terminal Problem, 317
Conveyor Scheme for Handling New York

City's Package Freight, 455*
Engine Coaling Facilities. Erie, 615*
New York Central at Cleveland, 117*
Observation Tower for Freight Terminal,

243t
Pennsylvania Freight House at Chicago,

215*
Regional Orders on Yard Operation, 292,

353
South Boston Terminal Improvements: N.
Y N. H. & H., 1149*

Traffic Handled at Principal Termini,
Weekly Reports of, 620, 786. 923, 949,
1060. 1112

Unified Operation of Terminals, 592, 633,

Y. M. C. A.:

P. & L. E., at Glassport, Pa., 83fl
Southern at Sheffield. Ala-, 206*

Yukon Gold Company: .Annual Report. 898t

Zone Boundaries for Standard Time, 209*. 525,
653t. 917. 1083. 1167*

Zone Postal Rates on Publications. It
Zone Routing Chart Governing Distribution of

Overseas Traffic. 637*
Zone System for Chicago Live Stock, 1{W5
Zone System for Coal Distribution. 934

NEW BOOKS
Consolidatfd Classificatic n Xo. 1. 51

111 Association of Engi-

Government Iron and Steel Prices, 2o»

Hydraulic Expt

Ports and Terminal Facilitie

id the British

Powdered Coal as a Fuel, 47
Proceedings of the American Railway Enp-

neering Association, 804

Proceedings of the American Wood Preserv-
ing, 203

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
[ *Indicalcs photograph and skclcli. Xlndkalcs sketch only.]

Abbott, R. B. 239
Abear, L. A., 759
Abercrombie, F. P., 364
Abram, N. J., 43
Abrams, W. H., 837
Adair, John G., 54
Adams. Harry R.. 463
Adams, Robert, 647, 758. 838
Adams, S. W.. 759
Ahern. John A., 153
Aigeltinger. Arthur, 362
Aiken, A. D.. 68^
Aishton, R. H., 482-
Aitchison, T. F., 759
Akers, C. W.. 43. 151
Alberson, R. B., 571
Alden, E. H., 6S3
-Mexander. W.. 154
Alfred, F. H., 280, 364. 838
.Mger, Martin J., 320
Allen, A. F., 942
Allen, John IL, 679
Allen, J. S.. 87
Allen. J. W., 646, 758*
Allen, L. B., 321
Allen, L. M'.. 76
Allen, Walter. 607
Allison, A., 838
Allison. Major W. L., 1175*
Ambach. E. T., 241
Ambrose. T. H., 194
Amster, ^f. L., 239
Anderson, Anton, 572
Anderson, A. T., 322
Anderson, Felix E.. 571
Anderson, George W.. 644. 1174
Anderson, H. F.. 607
Anderson, J. E.. 75. 324
Anderson, R. W., 154
Andrews, T. H., 983
Andrews, O. W.. 679
Andrus, V. S., 530
Annell. George R., 721
Anton, T. F., 86
Apgar. J. D., 982
Arbcgust, T. B,, 321
Arbuckle. N. L.. 839
Armstrong. -H. J.. 942
Armstrong, T. C, 44
.Armstrong. "W. C., 683, 759
Arp, W. C, 196
Arundel. J. T., 799
^rnold. W. H.. 797
Askew. Walter C, 282, 681

Atkins. George H., 56
.\tkinson, B. S., 531
Atkinson, Lloyd IL, 757
Atkinson, W. S., 76, 414

Auch. J. F.. 195. 721, 942, 1089
Auerbach, R. R.. 680
Austin, B. N., 647
Austin, C. G., 530, 609
Austin. F. R., 760, 8371;
Avis, T. W., 838
Avers, B. B.. 1138
.•\yres, Milan V., 148

Babcock, A. H., 532
Babcock, W. J., 983
Bacon, G. H., 194
Bahl, C. E., 533
Bailey, F. W.. 533
Bailliere, M. V., 323, 718*
Bailly, Edward C, 571
Bainbridge, C. N., 416, 1089, 1176*
Baird, D. G„ 798
Baird, F. C, 284
Baird, G. O., 983
Baird, J. B., 282
Baker, Horace, 240, 1089
Baker, S. W., 679
Baldwin, A. R., 683
Baldwin, A. S., 284*
Baldwin, Claude, 1140
Baldwin, F. N., 283
Baldwin, II. , }23
Baldwir1, L. W., 331*
Baldwir1, W. A., 153
liaUlwir1, W. W., 322
Hall. R . B., 196, 323*
liallant',ne, G. H., 683
Banks, A. M., 167
Barber, C. M., 321
Bard, M. W.. '683
Barden, G. A., 795
Bardo. C. L., 940
Barger, M. S., 324
Barkalow. W. A., 238
Barker, T. H., 759
Barlow, T. 0., 1138

J. Q., 647Barlow,
Barnes. A. IL, 533, 722
Barnes, F. A., 282, 681
Barnes, W. J., 571
Barnes, W. L., 43

Barnitz, Harrv L.. 461, 757
Barry, G. R., 1140
Barry, H. B., 416
Barry, J. J., 984
Barse. J. R., 530
Bartels, F. R., 570
Bartlett, Henry, 54, 813
Barton, A. R., 683
Barton, D. A., 758
Barton, H. R., 1032
Basinger. W. S., 1089
Bassett. H. M., 324
Batchelder, F. C, 280, 680. 1032
Balchelder, H. C, 570
Batchellcr, R. M., 682
Battelle, J. G.. 148
Battles, H. I., 682
Battley, E. R.. 534
Batturs, F. E.. 721
Baumgardner, J. A., 681
Baxter, H. IL, 283
Bavficld. A. F., 798
Beach, C. A., 239
Beacom, T. H., 76
Beal, F. N., 43
Beall, L. L., 88
Bcarce, B. A., 683
Beattie, John J., 681, 879
Beattv. D. II. , 281. 1139
Beatty, Edward W., 697*
Beatty, L. V.. 531
Beck, Casper F., 608
Bcckwith, J. P., 43, 878
Beene. Joe, 54
Begien, R. N., 86
Belcher, O. R., 798, 1033
Bell, F. J., Jr., 284
Bell. George W., 533
Bell, H. L, 482*
Bell, H. L., 194
Bell, I. W., 366
Bell. M. L.. 239
Bell, Norman. 838
Bell, R. E., 838
Bell, W. E., 1034
Bclnap. Hiram W., 15

Beltz, J. P., 1032
Bender, Fred W., 647
Bennett, H. L., 529
Bennett, I. T., 570
Bennett, T. L., 683
Bentley, K E., 1089
Bentley, H. T., 54

Bergen, William I., 6S4;
Berry, C. R., 365'

Berry, F. V., 838
Berrv, William W., 797
Berw-ald, S. H.. 942
Bcsler, W. G., 571
Beverly, Robert. 284
Beyers, Henry W., 365
Bevraer, W. D.. 415, 722
Biard. A. L. 75, 321, 739, 941
Bice, J. H.. 680
Biddle, W. B., 44, 255*. 256
Bierck, A. B.. 322, 721
Bierd. W. G., 42. 123*. 463, 57
720

Biggs, William B.. 529
Bigonev, D. W.. 42, 282
Billingsley. William F., 606
Bills, J. C.. 837
Biltv, C. IL, 87, 154
Bingham, C. E., 194
Birrcl, P., 838
Bissell, E. R., 797
Bissell, H. E.. 799
Bissell, R. M., 514
Black, Damcron. 84
Bl.ick. J. D.. 530
Blackman. William. 167
Blagden, A. S.. 362
Blair, G. L., 569
Blair, L B., 683
RIaisdcll, R., 2»2. 570
Blake, E. A.. 529
Blake. R. P.. 879
Blakelv, W. W.. 323
Blatch'ford, Oiarles H , Ifi'

Blauvell, M. P.. 331*
Bliss. T. E., 366
Bloom, L G.. 240. 608:
Blount, C. W.. (Hir. 87S
Blomever. E. V.. 720
Blythc. W. H.. 645
Boardman, Francis. 275
Bod.imcr, Edward. 528
Bodv, L. F.. 1087'
Bohan, W. L, 759, 941
Bohon, W. )., 466
Boles. E. IL, 798
Bolles, F. R., 528
Boltwood, Har\-ey, S4
Bond, Major F. L. C. 1140. 1176*

Bond, T. S., 323
Booker, W. E.. 1139
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[ *lndicates photograph and sketch. Pndlcales sketch only.}

Booth, Charles, -461

Booth, I. VV., 683
Booz, II. C, .'84, 684"

Borland. \V. P., 81, 147*

Bosse, Charles K., 572
Bosworth. George M., 366
Boulincau, G. E., 87

Boughey. F. M., 939
Bowcn. L. VV., 941
Bower, O. H., 75, 464, 759, 879*

Bowes. F. B., 415
Boy, D. C, 153
Boyer, L. R., 319
Boykin, H. M., 365
Boykin, Robert H.. 86
Br.ickin, E. P., 320
Bradley, C. L., 942
Rradky, H. S., 838
liradlev, Morton C, 150

Bradley, V. J., 152
Bradshaw, C. 0., 239, 321

Cradshaw, George, 647

Brady, F. P.. 1034

Brady, H. K., 195
Brady, T. T., 941, 1032
Brand, K. .\., 153
Brandon. G. R., 1138
Brandriff, C. D., 282
Brantley, W. G.. 721

B.reaker, E. R., 532, 839t
Breckenridge, \V. L., 323

Brcmncr, W. H.,_ 125*, 940

iirennan, E. J.. 154
Brewer, O., 721

Bridgers, S. S., 838
Briece, G. W., 154, 256

I'.riKK';. F. M., 838
Brigham, E. D., 240

Bright. Louis v., 721

Brinker. J.. 682
Brinkcrhoff, T. H., 44, 482*

Brinser, C. E., 464
Brister. C. J., 322
Brobeck, \V, G., 321

Broderick, .X. J., 680
Bronncr, E. D., 364, 463

Bronson. W. S., 722
Brooks, T., 684
Broomhall. E. F.. 608

C. E.. 85

Brown, .Mexander C, 1138

Brown, .\. E., 645, 718

Brown .\. M.. 795

BrowH; E. L., 42, 125'. 463, 569,

570, 797, 837

Brown, E, V.. 1138
Brown, Frank H., 679

Brown. F, W.. 240, 1089

Brown, Harvey H., 1138

Brown, James. 151

Brown, 5- A., 531

Brown. I. M., 879, 880

Brown, fe. F., 324
Brown, R. G., 682
Brown, R. S., 410, 526*

Brown, \V. A., 43

Brown, W. E., 466

Brown, VV. H., 879
Brown. VV. Tess, 568
Brown, VV. R., 682
Bruwn, W. Y., 281*

Bruce, Edward B., 89t
Bruce, V\'. II., 84, 194

Bruce, VV. P., 43, 194

Brumlcy. D. .T., 465, 722, 800*

Bruner, Howard, 84
Brunner. VV. F., 281, 879

Buckland. E. G., 42*

Buckley. M. J., 569
Budd, I^alph, 194, 983
ITuechncr, VV. G., 194

Bucschcr. II. S., 322

Buford. C. H., 152, 983
Buhlman, Edwin H., 86
Bull, VV. F., 533
Bullen, Roy. 323
Bunch, n. F., 797
Bunn. C. \V., 572
I'.nnn. T. VV,. 194

Bunnt-ll. F. O., 645
Bunncv. VV. H., 194, 416t
Hunting-, r. M„ 284
BuniiuR. G. I., 282, 681, 797

Burch. H. F:. 1032
Burckhalter. F. L., 529, 878

Burel. VV. C. 1033
Burgess. T. C, 323
Burgess. T. H.. 150. 238t
Burke. F, T., 464. 837

Burnap, R. L., 838
Burnett. E. T., 571, 683
Burnett, T. A., 466
Burnett, R. w'., 983, 1030*

Bi'rnhain. C. G.. 13*. 239, 463, 607,

646. 68n. S3"
Burns, Nelson T.. 1087

Burns. VV, H.. 76. 837
Burrows. Charles VV., 192

Burt, VV. I... 607
Burv, Sir George, 697*

Busby, George M., 620
Hush, B. F., 255*, 256
Bush. D. L., 280
Bush, Lieut.-Col. Lincoln, 610
Ilushnell. !". A., 196, 683
Butler, G. C, 1032
Butler, Howard A., 40
Butler, James J., 281
Butler, J. K.. 324
Buttcrworth. F. A., 838
Byers, M. C, 86
Byler, Robert C, 645
Byram, H. E., 280
Byrne, J. J., 647

Cairns. C. A., 365
Caldwell, Arthur B., 153
Caldwell, John D., 533, 648
Caldwell, J. M., 721
Calhoun, A. M., 239
Calhoun, M. A., 365
Calkins, A. E., 283, 324, 416
Calkins, R. M"., 283, 839*
Call, J. B., 531
Callan. W. H., 40
Callison, VV. A., 681
Calvin. E. E., 43, 125*. 150, 463,

646. 837
Camp. VV. S., 572
Campbell. B., 940
Campbell. B. A., 530, 608»
Campbell. E. T.. 153
Campbell. F. M., 570
Campbell, T. I... 1140
Campbell. U. W.. 530
Campbell, W. S.. 320
Caiinnii. Thomas L.. 416
Cai VV. R., 365

82, 759,

1. J. G., 365
Caples. Martin J., 239
Capps, Chas. R., 331*
Carey. J. J.. 323
Carlisle. J. G. 682
Carmalt. T. W., 566, 644
Carney, Jl. A.. 941
Carothcrs. J. B.. 152
Carpenter, C. A., 365
Carpenter, D. R., 721
Carpenter, H. R., 76. 88,

1032

Carr. G. E., 281
Carr, Robert F., 461
Carr, VV. C, 799
Carrick, VV. C. 798
Carroll. E. C, 40, 795
Carroll. F. S.. 76, 530
Carroll, J. T., 54, 152, 331*, 1033,

1176
Carroll, L. S., 196, 482*

Carroll, Phil., 75. 320, 758
Carry, Edward F., 40
Carson. E. B., 531. 721
Carson. I'. L., 533
Carstens, E. A., 721
Carstensen. John, 146, 324
Cary, H. F„ 721
Case. D, M.. 416
Casey. William. 1030
Cassell, Byron. 530, 681
Castle, O. C. 529
Caswell, J. R.. 684
Citlin, Ephron, Jr.. 461
Cauthen. A, B,. 608
Cavanagh, J. R.. 321
Cbadwick. Charles S., 982
Chaffee, W. H.. 194
Chamberlain, R. E,. 571
Chamberlain. S. A., 834
Chamberlin. C. E.. 240
Chambers, A. D,, 84
Chambers, C. E., 1176
Chambers, Gordon, 609
Chambers. T. P., 798
Chandler, T. B., 1176
Chiipman, .\. T.. 239
Cbapman. C, L.. 283
Charbcno. F. H.. 231

Chard. C, F.. 877
Charske. F. VV.. 322
Cbeath.->m. Paul C... 719
Cheatham. R, 1,. 44
Chcnery, E, A.. 414. 462*. 1089
Chcnev. F. C. 365
Clienoweth. F.. G., 942, 1033*

Chenworth, C. J., 152
Chilcuat. H. E., 461'

Choate. VV. G.. 570
Christie. G. E.. 879
Christie. H, K.. 241
Churchill. Chas. S.. 683
Cl.amblitt. L,. 941
Clapii. Martin H., 88. 195, 240*

CKipp. Robert G.. 1138
Clarity. F. E,. 43
Clark. C, .\.. 282, 681
Clark. Charles G.. 241

Clark. Ford S.. 192
Clark. F. .v.. 42
Clark. F, II.. 87. 9»3. 1033

Clark. V. M.. 941

Clark. Ilarrv G., 608, 648*

fk

Qark, H. G., 240
Clark. I. N., 684
CMark. R. VV., 280
Clark. VV. A., 416
Clarke, A. C, 94r ^
Clarke, T. S., 609, 683
Clarke. L. B. H.. 1090
Clarke, T. E., 86
Clayton, R. H., 323_ . 241

365
607

Jward, 281
Clement, C. F„ 282. 571
Clement. M. W.. 464, 570*
Qemmitt. J. H.. 683, 759t
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Price. John F.. 1138
Price, lohn P.. 609
Thrice. "L. W.. 531

Price. Theodore H., 396, 514. 1089

Prince. R. C. 44
Prince. H. C 151

Prince S R.. 85. 240. 1089
Priscler. ^L W.. 606
Proctor. T. W.. 240. 408
Pnrcell. John. 54. 463
Purvis, Allan. 799
Purvis. H. W.. 321. 1139
Pveat, J. S., 44. 75. 195, 322, 323.

'531. 570. 797
Pylc. Leslie R., 222. .283. 416

Quelch, George. 757
Ouick. D. \V.. 365
Ouick. T. E, 195
Ouick. >Iartin. 281

Ouickel. R. n.. 1089
Quincv. Charles F.. 982
Quinn. J. A.. 415

Rahalev. Joseph P.. 153

Rains. G. S.. 44
Ramhach. W. A.. 941

Rambo. Charles N.. 129, 238*

Ramsdcll. A. B.. 240
Randolph. N. P.. 75.. 942

Randolph. Waller S . 608. 682*

Rapelje. I. M.. 280
Ralisch. C. C. P.. 531. 941

Ravnes. George E., 681
Rca. Samuel. 284
Rear. G. W.. 77
Rearick. A. C, 722. 799
Reasoner. M. H.. 983
Rech. W. F.. 879
Reddig. H. F.. 240
Reddy. T. H.. 983 ^_
Redmond. T. W.. 194. 838
Reed. F. D. 76
Reed. H. H.. 662
Reed. H. T.. 240
Reed. I.crov E.. 150
Reed. R. R.. 84
Reed. S. G 466
Reeves. P. H.. 1033
Reiehert. J.. mO
Reid. George T.. 280. 683
Rcid. J. T. 151

Reid. T. W.. 682
Reilv. T. F. 531
Reiser. H. G.. 984
Reith. George. 1140
Remington. Carl. "22

Renshaw. \|fred. 410
Renshaw. Paul. 410
Replogle. J. Leonard. 1087
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RcttinRhouse, H., 683, 759
Reynolds. C. E., 151
Khoads, C. S., 321
Khoiles, A. C. 322, 681
Kice. Major G. M., 610
like. Kobert, 194, 394'
Kicc, R. A., 680
Richards, E., 879
Richards, F. L„ 152
Richards, G. F., 366
Richards, R. R., 151
Richardson. C. A., 800
Richardson, C. P.. 798. 879
Richardson, Ralph G., 983
RicRway, A, C. 239
Riprgins, G. W., 798
RiRRS. J. R,. 87
KiRKs. H. r_, 983
Riky, J. L., 1033
Rine, E. M., 1032
Ristine, George, 1138
Riton, V. A., 366, 529, 1032

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS—Continued

( *lndicalcs photograph and sketch. i/iiJiialcs sketch only.]

Roach, T. A.'

Roach, R.-. P., 75, 76, 1032
Robb, VV. I)., 760
Robbins. Frank M„ 192
Robbins, T. W., 798
Roberts, Charles A.. 572
Roberts, F. G., 365
Roberts, Stanley D., 283
Roberts. T. .\., 464
Roberts. W. R,, 461
Robertson. A,, 13*, 43, 195, 6(

680, 720. 837. 878
Robertson. R. .S., 533
Robi.ler. W. J., 942t
U'.binson. F. J.. 682, 721
Kob.nson. F. W., 571
Rohinson, Garland P., 679, 1028
Robinson, II. C, 533
Robinson, John II., 281
Robinson, L. A., 533, 648
Robinson. M'aynard. 838
Robinson. O. O., 231
Robinson. P. T.. 609
Robinson. W. L., 797
Rock. E. B., Jr., 86
Rodenbauch. H. N., 607
Rodger, J. IT., 461*
Rodgers, J. G., 284
Roe, G. ft., 682
Roe, R. E., 571
Roesch, Frank P., 222, 283, 879
RoRer.s, C. M., 44
Rogers, H. S., 532
Rogers, S. M.. 280
Rogers, W.. 1031
Ronev. T. G., 323
Roof, W. R.. 365, 465"
Rooncy, W. j.. 1034
Rosa. R., 798
Rosevear, T. M., 759
Rosier, A.' D., 759
Rosing, \V. H. v., 319
Ross, Clyde C, 718
Ross, T. W.. 879
Ross, R., 1033
Ross, W. H.. 464. 681
Ross. W. L., 799
Rosseter, F. S.. 680
Rossiter, D. E., 364, 529*
Roth, E. J., 681. 704. 758
Rouzer, E. R., 86
Rowan, A. H., 242
Rowley. E. II.. 414. 464
RowKvids, T. F.. 529
Roycroft. T. R.. 463
Rubv. R. L. 529
K.lilnlpb. C. W., .163. 461
Unffcr, Augustns E., 463, 607t
Knhkndir, Henry. 648
Ruland. M. T.. 878
Rnmmell. E. F., 878
Rundle. F. A.. 1138
Ruppert. C. L., 240
Russel, Henry, 609
Russell, F. W., 42
Russell. H. H., 464
Russell, Tames, 837, 940J:
Russell. R. I,.. 241, 464, 1089
Rust, A. F., 942

St. Tohn. I.. N.. 365
Safford, II. R., 414, 800. 1140
Salter, T. M.. 76. 365
Salter. S.. 533
Sample. W. H.. 416, 798. 799
Sanborn. F. E., 837
Sanders. M. T.. 130
.Sanderson. \V. K., 838
Sanford. Geo. C. 795
Sanfnrd. Tohn W.. 879
Saul. G. W.. 571, 798
Saiinders. IT. R.. 240
S.ivaKc. J. K., 760. 942*
Sawver, Molt. 152
Scandrett. IT. .\.. 43
Schaad, O. C, 6.''0

Schafer. N. W. IT., 648
Seheer. E. W.. 152
Scheiman, II. F.. 150
Schlacks. W. T.. 363, 461
Schmidt. Edward C. 1139

.Schnitz, H. A., 44
Schoen, A. M., 514
Schoonmakcr, J. M.. 324
Schumacher, L. E., 1031
Schutte, I. F., 1140
Scofield. Hugh I., 1089
Srolt, C. M., 415, 569'
Scoit. G. E., 76
Scott, L. G., 282, 837
.'^cott. Robert, 152
Scott, R. B., 322
Scutt, R. M., 86
ScotI, R. W., 760
Scott. W. B., 13*, 43. 73, 194, 195
528

Scott, W. R., 43, 125*
Scowden, .\. B., 241
Sc'idder, Charles J., 54
Seagcr, J. I.., 84
Se.Tifraves. C. L.. 682
Scale. R. M.. 321
Searlc. C. A.. 146
Srddon, I.. 683
Seddon, W. L.. 43, 720
Scelig, W. U., 757
Sener, C. B., 150, 1015
Seger, Tohn F., 1140
Seggerson, B. F., 800
Seidel, G. W.. 1089
Seifert, Joseph, 415
S. ssjnns. D. R.. 983
Sewell. H. J., 240
SlwcII. R. a., 760
Scvnvmr. F. B., 528
Sl.alTcr, F. H., 648
Sharpe, N. O.. 798
Shautlcr. E. H., 530
Shannon, J. E., 798
Shaw, E. IT.. 240, 241. 838. 1089
Shaw. James G.. 40
Sbaughnessy, Lord, 697'
Shaw. VV. S.. Jr.. 798
Shea. William, 87
Sbeahan, T. F.. 88
Shi-ean, IT. D., 530. 797
Shcean, James B., 609, 681
Sheer, A. G.. 682
Shepard. H. E., 322
Shepard. H. IT., 86
Sbenard, R. B.. Jr., 415
Sheridan, H. W., 86
Shipley. I,. M., 43
Shipley, Walter, 239
Shirk. W. M.. 798
Shirley, Tohn A.. 1028
Shoup, Guy v., 983
Shonp. Paul. 15U
Showalter, W. C, 570. 797
Shropshire. B. D.. Jr., 721
Shull. T. E., 86
Sikes. C. S. 322. 647, 683, 984
Silliman, J. M., 532, 684
Sills, J. M., 416
Simmons, J. A., 681
Simons, Geor.cc, 1087
Simpson, F, B., 839
Simpson. T. A., 231
Simpson. J. C. 194
Simpson. R. L.. 86
Simpson, W. IT., 146, 682
Singer. Wm. M.. 983
Sisco, G. E., 87
Sitgrcaves, G. W., 681
Sloan. H. M,. 195
Small. F. F.. 85. 151. 530
Small, G. B.. 1032
Small. J. W.. 54. 463
Smart. G. E.. 1140
Smart. John J.. 679, 795
Smart. J. R., 598
Smith. A. E., 282
Smith, A. II.. 320
Smith. A. L.. 43
Smith. Bertram. 1030. 1087
Smith, node K., 721
Smith, Charles S., 983
Smith. C. 1!., 941
Smith. C. G., o07
Smith. C. H., 529
Smith. C, T... 365. 570
Smith, d P., 799
Smith. C. S.. 721
Smith. E. M.. 464
Smith, F. A., 282, 683
Smith, F. E, 795
Smith, F. H., 365
Smith, George W., 87
Smith. G. M.. 607, 647*
Smith, H. p., 43, 75, 195, 983
Smith, H. S., 759
Smith, I.. R., 570
Smith. T,. S., 75, 321, 324
Smith. M. B.. 1140
Smith. M. H.. 194
Smith. N. W., 44. 152*
Smith. R. E.. 196
Smith, R. T.. 87
Smith. R, 'K.. 85
Smith. R. M., 941
Smith. S. B., 758
Smith, Tinsley, 283
Smith, T. C. 570
Smith, W. H., 609

SmitlAn. G. IT., 282. 682
Smullyan. Albert, 679
Smullyan. I., 679
Smyer. C, E., 758
Snavcly, J. C, 366. 1032
Snelling, H. G., 324
Sneyd, I. S., 194, 721
Snitler, Girvan N.. 464
Snider, J. Noble, 464
Snow, C. S., 75
Snvder. F. M., 194, 322
Soiiby, J. M., 534, 722
Soulhhronk. F. O.. 679
Southworlh, R. E., 607
Sparling, F. W., 151
.Sparrow. W. W. K., 366*, 571
Spelman, J. F.. 529
Spencer, A. C, 282, 570
Spencer, A. M., 942
Spencer, H. B.. 85
Spens, C. E.. 395
Sperry, H. B., 531
Spicer. W. IT., 838
Sponseller. R. J., 879
Sixioncr. C. E.. 608
Spoor, J. W., 759
Sporsclfer. R. J.. 532
Sprague. J.. C. 83. 461. 1030
Sprincer, I. E., 1032
Sproule. William. J3, 150
Staats, E. L., 983
Slack. I. I).. 43
Stager. O. W., 239
Standiford. E.. 239. 607
Stanley. H. W.. 43
Stanley, W. L., 43, 463
Starkie, J. I... 465
Starr. Arthur B., 466 '

Starr. H. C. 322
Starritt, W. A.. 154
Steele. C. K.. 572
Steele. E. T., 239
Stein, C. H.. 239
Steinberg. G. H.. 415, 571
Stierer, A. S., 322, 464
Sterlev. W. F., 464. 531
Sterling. Fred E.. 1174
Stevens. .\. E.. 760
Stevens, A. H., 531
Stevens, George W., 194, 280
Stevens, H. B.. 683
Stevens. M. W.. 196
Stevenson, .S. ST., 838
Stewart, George S., 464
.Stewart, J. 15., 151
Stimson, Earl, 365*, 533
Stinson. C. H.. 570
Stockdill, C. E.. 798
Stockton. E. .\.. 150. 837
Stokes. G. A.. 43
Stokley. R. B.. 839
Stone. Archibald K.. 281
Stone, C. I,.. 76. 682. 759
Stone, C. M., 1089
Stone, E. T., 798
Stone, I. G., 530
Storey, W. B., 43. 125*. 646
Storey. W. G.. 608
Stowits, B. B., 282
Stracban. W. IT.. 529
Strain, C. W.. 531
Strauss, 0.<;car S.. 319
Straver. T,. W.. 241
Sireit. R. G.. 608
Streyer, T. A., 720
Strickland. S. G.. 528
Stringfcllow. S. P.. 365
Stroh. Henry. 363
Stuart. T. G.. 622
Stump, G. r., 415
Sturgis. Ch.arles I., 533
Sullivan, T. G., 461
Suliv.in, i.. F.. 322
Sullivan. P. W.. 85. 195
Sullivan. Roger C , 835
Summerfieid. IX W.. 840
Swartoui. R. II., 84*
Swearinccn. B. I.., 196
Sweeney, F. W., 572
Sweeney. 1. C. 940
Swectser, IT P.. 194
Swenson. P.. 798
Swerinren. O. P.. 942
Syine. Andrew. 365
Symington. T. IT.. 679
Symp.son. II. T., 1140

Taggard, T. F., 681
Talboit. 1. O.. 322, 647. 720
Tandv. C. G.. 530
Tapp. W. T.. 415
Tate. M. K.. 679
Talnall. Henry. 284
Tatum. J. J.. 54. 364
Taussig. T. E., 42, 463
Tavloe, \V. H.. 283, 721
Pavlor, C. E., 240
Taylor, F. W., 283. 533
Taylor, G. W.. 240. 1089
Tavlor. Henry. Tr.. 364
Tavlor. 11. C!. 9S4
Tavlor. T. W.. 280
Tavlor, J.ouis S.. 364*

Taylor, R. V.. 151, 239, 720
Tempi-, E. B., 152. 331*
Terran, T. L.. 366
Tcrrv. I. W.. 75, i?2
Thiehoflf, W. F., 321. 463
Thomas, Itrvan, 799. 879 984
Thomas. C. E., Jr., 365
fhomas, C. L., 153, 798
Thompson, A. W., 80, 463
Thompson, George, 75, 322, 758, 941
Thompson, C. D., 86
Thompson, F. L., 361. 416*
Thompson, John R., 834
Thompson, J. F., 682
Thompson. T.. 415
Thompson. T. B., 797
Thornion. Richard B.. 569
Thrower, T). W.. 465. 532
Thurbcr. W. M.. 983. 10321
Thurman. J. C, 530
Thurtell, Henry. 566. 644
Tice. H. A.. 758
rilford. J. £., 87
Tilletl. Charles H., 466
Timpson. C. E.. 239
Tinsman. F. X.. 941
Tippin. J. J.. 75
Titcomb. IT. B., 530
Tobin. I. A.. 942
Todd. r. R.. 797
Todd, Percy R.

Ti.Id. A. H.. 192
lomlinson. E. C. 1089
Tomlirson. G A.. 130. 448. 516
Tompkirs. \". C, 365
Toops. M. S.. 323
Torbcri. A. C. 76. 322. 837, 941
Towle. C. H., 760
Towner. M. E.. 72
Townsend, F. B., 282
Towsley, A. W., 240
fracv, L. J.. 839, 1090
Trainor. J. A.. 526*

W.. 85
. T. A., 684

Treleaven. W. T.. 682
Tremaine. H. W., 196. 323
Tremble. Frank. 321
Trcnholm. A. W.. 28'3, 797
Trenholm. J. B., 153
Trevvett. A . 7?2
Trimble. Robert. 87*
Tripp. B. H.. 606
Tripp. Guv E.. 461. 36;*
Tristram. F. H., 570
Trowbridge, William S.. 633. 720
Truman. A. B.. 196
Trumbull. Horace X.. 645
Trump. W. D.. 463
Tschour. J. A.. 1033
Tucker, Charles H., 606
Tucker, f;. F.. 322
Turck. W. J.. 720
Turnburke. V. P.. 940
Turner, .-\very. 352
Turner. John F., 150
Turner, J. A.. 984
Turner. L. H., 283
Turner. W. D.. 942
Turner. W. F., 87. 239. 683
Turpin. M. C, 40
fyden, Lieut.-Col. E., 877
Tyler, C. M., 86
Tyler. W. E.. 983
Tvler. W. T.. 56
Tyson. I. T.. 240
Tyler. James D., 153

Udell. C. B. 75, 76
t'nderwood. Enoch W.. 153
I'nderwood. E. Marvin. 42. 720
I'nderwond. F. D.. 196. 716
I'ngewitter, A. I... 984
:>en, W. J., 760, 942
Itt. J. E., 682

Vi.n Atta. R. E.. 942
Van Brunt. Arthur II . 840
Vance. W. H.. 323
Vandenburgh, W. T., 365
\andcrbi1t. W. K.. Ir.. 324
Vandersluis, W. M.", 880
Van Deventer, .\. K.. 533
Van Loan. A. H., 530
Van Sweringcn, M. L, 942
Van VIeck. tt. J.. L51
\"arnv, W. W.. 720
Vass. )., 534
x'aclain. S. M., 1087
\'auRban. Joseph L.. 797
Vaughan. R. C, 839, 1034, lJ76t
Viach. C. E.. 759
Veitcb. .\. O.. 152. 87")

Veitch, L R.. 797
Vcttcr, G. W., 682
Vincent. W. IT.. 609
Visscher. H.. 76. 365. 533. 722
Volser. .V T.. 154
Vollmer, W. G.. 43. 256
Vonrhees. H. B.. 86
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Wadsworth, Paul, 608
Wagner, C. E., 838
Wagner, J. A., 837
Wagner, J. M,, 533
Wagner. Samuel T., 942
Waid, G. S., 75
Waite, Morrison A., 150
Walcott, T. A., 682
Waldo, Frank O., 150, 609
Waldo, Gentry, 75, 941
Walker, Allen, 877
Walker, C. A., 42
Walker, H. B., 433, 622
Walker, J. P., 364, 1139
Walker, Roberts, 571
Wallace, A. B., 647
Wallace, C. L., 324, 609, 683
Wallace, K. H., 283
Waller, Claude, 42, 194
Wallis, T. M., 878
Walmsley, Frank, 278
Walsh, Charles, 682
Walsh, Martin, 941
Walsh, W. F., 154
Walter, Luther M., 1031

Walton, P. G., 1176
Walton, W., 840
Ward, G. P., 683
Ward, T. J., 1089
Warfield, S. Davies, 239
Warner, A. B., 240
Warner, C. E., 941
Warner, G. K., 76
Warner, S. G., 531, 759
Warren, A. E., 1034
Watkins, F. A., 607
Watkins, R. C, 466, 610t, 720
Watson, J. D., 531
Watson, P. E., 532
Watts, H. E., 570
Watigh, James, 323
Wcaks, Charles W., 1033
Wear, Fred, 607, 646
Weatherby, E. P., 283
Weaver, H. A., 172, 531

Webb, O. B., 321

Webb, W. A., 75. 320
Webster, Frank E., 722
Webster, G. W., 571
Webster, J. S., 533
Weed, Joseph, 44
Weedon, J. C, 527
Weedon, R. E., 1176
Weegar, W. E., 43, 151

Weeks, E. T., 195

Weeks, Otis, 87
Weinland, J., 835
Weir, J. M., 76, 414
Weiss, J. J., 722
Welch, J., 1090, 11761:

Weldon, W. C, 533
Wells, W., 840
Wells, W. B., 531
Wells, W. H,, 87, 240, 241, 1089
iVelshonce, E. P., 941
Wendt, John S., 840
Wenham, H. W., 839
Wentz, G. J., 880
Werner, W'^, T., 75, 76, 322, 609
Wesley, Philfips, 757
West, J. L., 75, 322
West, Payne G.. 60S*
Westbrook, C. H., 365
Westcott, G. H., 530
Weston, A. H., 795
Wharf, A. T., 879
Wheatley, B. L., 323
Wheeler, C. A., 87
Wheeler, Herbert R., 150
Wheeler, Richard H.. 362
Whipple, Sherman, 344
White, E. J., 76, 681, 758
White, G. R., 533
White, Hayden F.. 1087
White, Joseph L., 940
White, J. Lowell, 151, 463
White, T. E., 533
White, J. W., 281
White, Richard A., 837
Wheelwright, B., 1033
White, R. C., 88"

White, W. H., 194, 322
Whitehead, C. N., 76
Whiteman, Frank J., 414
Whiteman. W. F., 983
Whiting, Frank \'., 321
Whitemore, W. E., 365
Whitman, E. A., 798
Whitney, Travis IL, 64
Whitted, E. E., 681
Whittenberger, 11. A., 528
Whittington, A. G., 75, 320, 983
Wickersham, L. B., 43
Wickersham, C. A., 86, 194, 609
Wickham, H. T.. 364, 722
Widmeier, L. W., 526
Wight, Pearl, 3J4
Wigren, Eugene A., 150, 609, 1032
Wilcox, G. H.. yS3
Wilcoxen, F. S., 646

Wildin, George W., 148
Wilds, L. C, 76, 1032
Wilkerson, James H., 1174
Wilkins, H. T., 152
Willard, Daniel, 840
Willcox, E. T., 88
Willcox, P. A., 150
William, T. H., 529
Williams, A. D., 241, 571. 608
Williams, C. B., 196, 721
Williams, Ernest, 86
Williams, E. W., 194
Williams, F. M., 682
Wilder, S. A., 1032
Willard, Daniel, 990
Williams, G. R., 282
Williams, G. W., 530
Williams, James, 572
Williams, L. B., 942
Williams, R. B., Jr., 528
Williams, R. E., 609
Williams, S. J., Jr., 283
Williams, T. H., 529
Williams, W. G., 283
Williamson, Arthur, 878
Williamson, A. D., 365
Willis, S. E., 239
Willis, E. M., 572
Wilson. George C. 231
Wilson, G. C, 838
Wilson, G. M., 534
Wilson, I. O., 281
Wilson, J. T., 942
Wilson, R. 11. , 877
Wilson, T. A., 760
Wilson, W. H., 54, 280
Wilson, W. J., 800
Wiltrout, H. L., 152
Winburn, W. A., 680
Wing, W. S., 324
Winkler, F. W., 530
Wintersteen, John, 54
Winthrop, II. Rogers, 721
Wishart, W. C, 324
Wistner, H. W.. 530
Witchel, A. J., 324
Withee, H. R., 837
Wolcott, H. A., 1138
Wolden, Oscar E., 416
Wolfe, Udolpho, 76
Wolfenden, \V. E., 838
Womeldorf. C. F., 323
Wood, A. R., 75

Wood, B. T., 76
Wood, C. H., 321

Wood, E. B., 647
Wood, E. R., 461
Wood, F. O., 837
Wood, G. B., 839
Wood, L. B., 533
Wood, O. H., 88, 798
Wood, W. R., 87
Woodbridgc, Howard C, 222
Woodbury, W. H., 571
Woodman, J. M., 800
Woodruff, G. C, 406, 548
Woods, A. R., 43
Woods, S. B., 799
Woodward, A. B., 239
Woodward, Charles M., 153
Woodworth, E. A., 54
Woodworth, J. G., 482*
Wooley, P. E., 194
Worcester, C. H., 681
Worcester, H. A., 1013
Workman, E. A.. 759
Worth, S., 1034
Worthing, E. E., 533
Worthington, B. A., 609
Wrcnshall, John C, Jr., 648
Wright, A. E., 533
Wright, C. E., 530
Wright, E. S., 321
Wright, F. C, 56, 151
Wright, O. C, 195
Wright, W. F., 530
Wright, W. H., 940, 1033
Wyche, T. T., 532
Wylie, Alexander, 678
Wynn, F. S., 572
Wynn, lohn, 1032
Wynn, J. S., 683

Yates, J. D., 532
Yeargin, W. II.. 531
Yeatts, W. S., 44
Yeomans, George G., 940
Ycrgcr, C. W., 410
York, Frank W., 150, 6SI
York, O. $., 194
Young, C. D., 880
Young, F. A., 838
Young, Tames D., 683
Young, J. H.. 84. 239
Youngs, R. W., 838

Zahnen, J. P., 283
Zimmerman, I'red. 240
Zimmerman, {'"red G., 606
Zwight, Silas, 759

OBITUARY
[ *Indicalcs photograph and sketch. t/;irfiVa/rj sketch only.]

Allis, William. 718
Andrews, Horace E., 1034
,\uerbach, M. M.. 718
.\very. James T., 684

Baldwin. Capt. W. W.. 610
Bates, Edward C, 366
Belnap, Hiram W., 722*
Billingham. Robert Arthur, 684
Bruce, G. A., 466

Campbell, Lieut. H. V., 722
Carnahan, R. B., Tr.. 148-
Chapman, T. M.. '1140

Clark, James 1... 880
Clark, Michael L, 1034
Clark. Stephen ]t.. 366
Clifton, Randall, 722. 838
Corbin. Daniel C, 154J
Cowan, W. A., 984

Deans. John Sterling. 1175
Dixon. Robert M., 718, 760", 795
Donaldson. Morley, 534t
Dowler, Francis N., 88
Drake, I..auren J., 718

Drew, Herbert W., 795
Dungan, W. G., 840

Eldredge. A. B., 534, 610"
Eppinger, Jesse, 982

Fagan, William W., 1090
Field. Cliarles W. W.. 466J
Folev. Thomas |.. 1090*
Fraz'er. Rav. 149i:
Funy. Fruiik W., 795'

Goodnow, Charles A., 242*
Greatsingcr. T. L.. 88
Greenlaw, John W., 795

Harrison. S. N., 1034*
Hatch. S. G., 154*, 283
Hcintzelman, T. W., 1176
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Publishers' Costs Increase

/^N JULY 1 the law went into effect establishing a system of

zone postal rates on all publications. It provides for

eight zones radiating from the place of publication with pro-

gressively higher rates in each zone, riiese rates will be in-

creased each year for four years, until increases have been ef-

fected ranging from 50 per cent to 900 per cent higher than

the pre.sent flat rate of one cent a pound. Few, if any, publi-

cations will be able to stand these extra costs, and if they are

to continue in existence the additional postal charges will

have to be collected from the readers and advertisers. We hope

that the present Congress may yet take steps to remedy the sit-

uation and for the next few months at least no readjustment

will Ije made in our rates in the hope that it may not be neces-

sary. It hardly seems possible that Congress will allow to

continue in effect a law which tends to penalize the dissem-

ination of intelligence, and in these days, especially, when

the publications are doing such splendid work in helping to

win the war, it would seem to be positively dangerous to

cripple them.

That automatic signals, properly installed, will expedite

traffic gtK'S without question. The advantage of the auto-

„ ,. . matic block svstem over the manual
iixpediting

jjj^^j^ j^^g ,^g^;^ discussed before and
Railway need not be referred to again. It ap-

Traffic
pears that some roads are not making
the best use of the automatic block

signals installed on their lines, in that the movement of trains

may be materially improved by the elimination of certain

fomis of written train orders, conveying such information to

the engineman by means of signal indication. It remained for

the Erie, after an installation of automatic Ijlock signals on
the Susquehanna division, to change its telegraph train

despatchers" wire over to telephone train despatching and to

locate three-position power-o])erated train order signals on

automatic block signals controlling line sidings and cross-

overs at certain points over the division. These train order
signals are controlled from open train order offices on in-

structions from the despatcher to the ojierator at that point.

These signals may be located a mile or more from the point
of control, and give the information to the engineman at the

point where he is to act upon it. This eliminates the neces-
sity of a train slowing down or stopping to receive orders
for it to proceed. Telephones are located at all points where
train order signals are placed enabling the trainmen to com-
muniiate with the despatcher at such points. A few simple
rules are all that are required to put into effect such a method
of train operation. The use of this system in connection
with automatic signals has produced such excellent results
ui the operation of trains on the Erie that it is worthy of the
careful consideration of other roads. In this connection it

would seem that traffic can lie handled to still better advan-

tage by the use of low voltage switch movements at certain

locations in connection with the train order signals.

Salaries

Since the government took over the railways there has been
niuih talk about drastic reductions of the salaries of the

higher officers. The prospects of such
reduction has been regarded with ap-

on the prehension by officers of all ranks who

Railroads naturally have felt that drastic reduc-
tion of the higher salaries would de-

prive ambitious men of large prizes to work for, and that it

might also practically comj)el reduction of the salaries of
many oftuers of lower rank. The Railroad -Administration
has not announced the policy it is following in fixing salaries,
but the salaries fixed have leaked out in several cases, and
definite infonnation which the Railway Age has indicates
that higher, and, in some cases, much higher amounts are
going to be paid than has heretofore been expected. It

would appear that the Administration is finding that in the
matter of salaries, as in the matter of wages, it must meet
competition if it is going to keep good men in the service.
It has been exposed to competition from other industries
which are engaged in war work and from the railwa^' com-
panies, which naturally have desired to keep able men in
their service to deal with the Railroad Administration. In
consequence, while no definite figures can be published, it

can be said that doubtless so long as the Railroad Adminis-
tration continues to recognize the fact that it is essential to
efficient operation that it shall have able men in important
positions there will be numerous large prizes in railwav
service for ambitious men to work for; and it would appear
that so long as the present director general is in charge the
fact that brains and experience are necessary to efficient

operation will be recognized. Generally speaking, however,
federal managers probably will not be paid as much as
railwa>- presidents have been and many former presidents
who are accepting the appointments as federal managers
liave to make financial sacrifices to do so.

Conditions are changing so rapidly with respect to railwav
labor and particularly the unskilled labor employed so large-

'p. ly in maintenance of way work, that
it is difficult for one to keep abreast

Labor with the latest phases of the situation.

Panorama There is one condition which remains
permanent, namely that there is not

enough labor to satisfy the demands, the roads are suffer-
ing acutely from the existing shortage of labor as manifested
by the limited output of work. The situation differs little

from that of other large industries except in degree. The
roads are handicapped in their competition for men with
these industries by their inability to raise wages sufficientl>-

to secure their share of the men. In general this inability
to compete for men through increased wages is limited by
the earnings of the roads although in the west it is limited
even more rigidly by the fixing of maximum wage rates b_\

the regional directors. This measure eliminates the compe-
tition between roads. It does not. however, prevent a con-
tractor or an industry from taking men from the roads
through the offer of higher wages. In an endeavor to stop

1
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losses of this chiiracter the Railroad Administration only a

.short time a^o requested the United States Department of

Labor to assist in jireventinK the disorganization of the labor

market ity competinK uovernmeiit contractors. At that time

it was said that the department did not then possess the nec-

essary authority to eliminate this practice. Since then regu-

lations have Ijeen issued requiring all industries employing

more than 100 men to secure their common labor through

the United States Employment Service after August. In this

) way the Dejiartment of Labor is endeavoring to eliminate

private comi)etitioii for laborers through indejiendent labor

recruiting activities which have demoralized the labor mar-

ket and caused a tremendous labor turnover during recent

months.

Another develojiment of the last few days is an order

issued b)' the Secretary of the United States Dejiartment

of Labor waiving the literacy test and the head ta.\ to per-

mit the temporary admission of Mexican laliorers w^ho could

not otherwise enter this country, for employment in main-

tenance of way work on railroads. While this measure is

surrounded with complicated restrictions, it will undoubt-

edly be i)ossil)le to bring a considerable number of men from

that country into the Southwest. The classification of cer-

tain industries as non-essential and the prohibition of men

of draft age from employment on the non-essentials is also

releasing some men for railway work. While none of these

measures in themselves is sufficient to relieve the shortage

which now exists and while all of them are coming so late

in the season that theV will result in only limited relief on

the roads, they will, nevertheless, have some influence of a

beneficial character.

Centralized Buying for Railroads

It need hardly be said that selling to railways at present is

i a somewhat different thing from what selling to them was

when they were under private management. This applies

especially to the selling of new cars and locomotives and oi

the specialties to Ije used on them.

When the railways were under private management there

were many railway companies, both large and small, which

were buying new cars and locomotives and the specialties for

them. There will continue to be many railway companies to

sell to, since the Railroad Administration has decided to re-

turn to private control a large number of short line railroads.

It will, however, retain all the large roads. It has centralized

the jiurchase of cars and locomotives and of specialties for

them in the' hands of a single committee and .«o long as this

committee retains its present authority it will have practically

a monopoly of the purchase of cars and locomotives and of

their specialties, while the numerous equipment supply com-

l)anies will l>e in the jiosition of competing with each other for

the orders which the committee places.

The centralization of the ijuying of equipment and of

etjuipment .specialties puts on those to whom this function

has been delegated most important duties and very heavy

responsii)ilities. The design of the equipment, and the

specifications of the specialties which might lie bought, were

assigned by the director general to a committee of railway

mechanical officers. This committee made lists of special-

ties of each kind which it believed the Purchasing Committee

should select from. It would appear, however, that the me-

chanical committee did not very definitely indicate what it

considered to be the relative values of the different sjiecialties

listed, for it is evident that the Purchasing Committee in

doing the buying has been governed mainly liy consideration

of price. Furthermore, the list of approved specialties was

so made up as to exclude from consideration a not inconsid-

erable number of devices which had been used on some

important ra'lwax';. and the outcome was that some com-

jianies which had lieen getting a good business from the rail-

roads got none at all, and in many cases the orders were di-

vided between different competing companies on radically

different leases from those on which they were divided when

the individual companies were doing their own buying.

It may be that when future orders for equijjment and equip-

ment specialties are placed the orders will ije divided differ-

ently and that in the long run all legitimate concerns in the

su[)i)ly ijusiness having good j)rf)ducts to sell will get amounts

of business not radically dift'ereni relatively from the

amounts they have secured in the past. There are certain

reflections, however, which the way in which recent orders

were placed very forcibly suggests. One of these is that

when men of technical training and ex|)erience have compara-

tively as little to say, and men of purely purchasing training

and experience so much to say about the things that shall be

bought, as was the case with respect to the recent purchases,

price is almo.st certain to be given more weight than quality,

and that the tendency will be to give the i)ulk of the business,

not to the best bidder, but to the lowest bidder. Now, while

this [)olicy will enable the Railroad Admini.stration to make i

better immediate showing, it will inevitably cause a deter-

ioration of the equipment and supplies made, and, in

consequence, a deterioration of the equipment placed upon

the railroads. Whatever deteriorates the equipment will

necessarily reduce the length of its life and increase the cost

of maintaining it, and in the long run, reduce the economy
and efficiency of the railways.

Another reflection which recent developments forcibly sug-

gest is that such centralization of purchases as has occurred

has put an enormous power over the future of the railway

equipment and supply companies and of the railways them-

selves in the hands of a few men—that is, the Director of

Purchases and the three members of the Central Purchasing

Committee. Formerly, if a locomotive or car builder or a

manufacturer of specialties could not convince the purchasing

department of an individual railway that it should buy from

him he had hundreds of other jiurchasing departments which
he had a chance to convince. At present, if he cannot con-

vince the Central Purchasing Committee and the Director of

Purchases that they should buy from him he has got to get

out of business so far as new equipment is concerned. Now,
the railway equipment and equijjment supjily business of this

ccun'ry is an enormous industry, and it seems to be very

(luestionable whether it is fair or wise to |>lace it largely at

the mere)' of a few men in Washington who, after they have
been there awhile, are certain to get out of touch with actual

conditions en the railroads. .\s to the railways, if tliese few

men in Washington make mistakes in buying, the effect is

Soing to be felt not merely for a short time, but for years to

come, on every road in the I'nited States. In other words,

these few men may easily make mi.^takes of judgment which
will be ruinous to many legitimate businesses, which will be

greatly injuricais to the railways as a whole, and which, in

the long run, may cost the people of the United States hun-

dreds of millions of dollars.

In view of the.«e and many other considerations which
might be mentioned the Rnilway A(;e is very strongly of the

opinion that the (|uestion whetiier the present system of de-

signing cars and locomotives and of specifying and of buying
specialties for them is sound, is one which should l>e given

very serious study by the director general and. all the im-
portant men in his organization. We believe its soundness
is open to most .serious question, that some ver\- unwise things

are being done, that the .system it.-;clf, rather tlian individuals

in the organization, is mainly at fault, and tliat the svstem

must be radically changed or great harm wilt be done to the

railwav equipment and suiiply companies, to the railways and
through them to the public. It is a system which is much
better adapted to cause the buying of poor equipment and to

interrupt proaress in the technical development of the rail-

ways than it is to produce any lasting good Results.
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The Circus Train Disaster

"PHE rear collision at Ivanhoe, Ind., on the Michigan Cen-
* tral on June 22 (reported in our issue of June 28), is the

most disastrous train wreck that has occurred in America,

measuring by the number of persons killed, since March 1,

1910, when 90 persons were killed and 16 injured at Welling-

ton, Wash., where a train was swept down the side of a moun-
tain by an avalanche. This collision* is like that at Mount
Union, Pa., in February, 1917, and a number of others, in

that it occurred on a road which is well jjrovided with signals

and is reputed to maintain good discipline. Neither the

engineman nor the fireman was dead or visilily incapacitated,

though it appears, at the present writing, that the engineman

was asleep or dozing, i'he immediate question, therefore,

is that of the general reliability of enginemen. The
automatic train stop, which obviates disaster when the human
[lilot fails us, is used on the very busy lines of the sui>ways

in New York and London, and to a limited extent else-

where; but is not in general use. Roads like the Michigan

Central, and others of that class, justify themselves in its

non-use because of the high relative safety of their train

operations without such a complicated and costly safeguard.

{Competent and careful signal engineers estimate that a

cam|)lete aut(;matic stop sxsleni would add 100 per cent to

tiieir present large investment in signal a]i])aratus.)

The best American locomotive enginemen make high rec-

ords for safety. One element in this safety is the rule, in-

cluded in the train-rule codes of substantially all large rail-

roads, that the fireman shall act as a monitor for the en-

gineman; that both fireman and engineman shall see each

fixed signal as they ajiproach it, and shall make sure that

the matter has not Ijeen forgotten, by speaking to each other.

This rule, ])nipiM-ly carried out, is a check on sleepiness

or inattention. It ought to be a useful check and, no doubt

has, many a time, brought liack to a sense of immediate

duty an engineman whose mind w-as wandering; hut the rule

has not proved itself reliable. It has failed too many times.

No manager can place definite dependence ujjon it. Every

superintendent or trainmaster who rides much in the cabs

of locomotives can testify that v\fell-disposed enginemen

—

let alone the dull or conscienceless—carry out the rule in a

way that leaves much to be desired. To make this safe-

guard of real value, of such value as to be an element in

the manager's night-and-day confidence in the safety of his

railroad, the engineman must be a high grade man, well

educated in "safety-first"; and he must have a well-trained

and conscientious rireni;m. Eurther than this, he and his

fireman both need very fre(|uently to have their vigilance

and their judgment tested iiy a road foreman. The per-

ct'ntage, on a large road, of engine crews which in one or

more of these conditions is lacking, is far too large for the

rcputat'nn of this rule. .Accidents like TMount Union, Shep-

herdsvillo, Schodack T>anding (reported last week) and Ivan-

hoe must be taken as warnings that it cannot be depended on.

How often and for how long must such warnings be re-

]ieated? Railroad officers admit, in private conversation,

tliat the logic of our accident records forces the conclusion

that an automatic train stop, or, at least, an automatic audible

warning, is the onlv satisfactory answer to the demand for

the safe transportation of persons and property and the jiro-

tection of trainmen's lives. \Mien is this feel'n<; go"n>; to

1)C crystalized into something that will mark definite prog-

ress? There is a report, in another column, of a new auto-

nntic tra'n stop which has been tried at Rarto, Pa., on the

Philadelphia S; Reading. Th's trial calls attention to the

fact that the subject of automatic stops is not dead and aban-

doned, although at times such may seem to be the case.

• Tlic most r-'cciit collisions which n"v he classed as of the first niaoni-

t.'dc are th" foUo.vino: I'rost. S. r„ Fehruarv 25. IIIR, 12 persons killed;

Shcpherrlsvilie. Kv.. ncrcmlKT 20. I'll". 47 ix'rsrms killed; Kellvvillc. Okla.,
Sentenihcr 2R. 1017. 25 iicvsons killed; Mo.nU I'ninn. Pa., Fchniarv 27.

1917, 20 pevsons killed.
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I Letters to the Editor |
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How to Cut Down Switching Costs
Clr.^Rl.Es^o.^. S. C.

Tcj THK Ediior:
Certainly needless service is one of the worst kinds of

waste of fuel and man-power, but now that the timetable has
been pretty well trimmed, attention should be directed to un-
necessary moves made by road and yard engines while switch-
ing in the yard. It is practically impossible to estimate the
waste of fuel and wear on man and machinery in this service,
but it is an enormous figure.

I'he marked saving realized since Progressive Examina-
tions have been jinivided for locomotive firemen, sugirests the
idea of extending some suitable examination for (lie train-
men and switchmen. Several general yurdmasters have esti-

mated that 10 per cent of the moves made Ijy locomotives in

yard service are unnecessary; of course this would Ite less for
hump yards. The writer recently rode a yard engine in a

small yard where there were probably twenty car- on eight
tracks; we went in on each track several different limes and
shuffled the cars like a deck of cards. I was not clieckina
unnecessary moves, but the waste was .so glaring I finally-

asked the engineer if they were killing time. He replied:
"No, this is the usual procedure; it takes all of the con-
ductors but one three hours to switch this yard; lliis other
conductor can switch it in about 40 minutes."

This may be an unusual ca.se, but since then I have made
inquiries that lead me to believe that it is a very common
one, and it is not surprising when one considers the (|uali-

fications necessary for a good switchman, and (he haphazard
methods followed in cmjiloying them. They are put on the
road with no training, except what they get on a few studenl
trips, probably with young inexperienced men who have
never heard of fuel economy. In this way the job has been
cheapened. They say, "anyone can switch cars." That is

true, but they cannot make up and brake up trains with a

minimum numi)er of moves. Pro|ier training of ihese men
before they are cmployetl would place the job on a higher
plane, and a better class of men would enter lhi< bnnuii of
the service.

The training should consist of switching cars on ;i charl
in a miniature yard, or by actual demonstration in llie train
yard. The latter would prove expensive and limited yard
room would prohiint it in most places. The miniature yard
is most practicable. They should also be taught how the
railroad wants them to meet the public. 'Ihese men talk
with some of the largest shippers daily, and some of thcni

much oftener than the superintendent. When they are pro-
moted to i)assenger service they meet the families of the
very best people, so it is of the utmost importance that tliev

be properly trained in talking business, and under all cir

cum.stances to be courteous.

Heating and ventilating cars should also lie touched on.
for it is well known that this feature is not properlv taken
care of by our trainmen, although some of them are willinc.
New passenger cars are placed in service with new stvle

ventilators and steam heat valves, and no instrutlion- are
given the trainmen; this results in numerous complaints from
the passengers because the cars are cither too hot or too
cold. A number of the roads retiuire very rigid physical
exam-nation; if they will direct the same amount of atten-
tion to the mental training, the twenty-five cents per car for
switching service, which most of them are now paying, would
be reduced considerably and the public would be kept in .»

much better frame of mind.
J. S, Brever.

Jfasler Mechanic. ,Sniiilirrn Railway.
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The Caution Signal

PiTisFiELD, Mass.

To THE Editor:
In his article entitled, "Ri-lation Between Train Handling

and the Caution Signal," vvhidi appeared in the Railway

Age of May 24, 1918, F. H. Nicholson, of the signal de-

partment of the New Haven, proves by means of charts and

diagrams that wherever train speed is properly limited the

interpretation of the caution signal should be, "Reduce speed

at once and proceed with caution."

This conclusion is amply justified on grounds of safety

alone; but in addition it can also be shown that to reduce

speed immediately upon passing a signal set at caution is

the best practice from considerations of economy in time,

in fuel required to get the train over the road, and in wear

and tear of equipment.

There is nothing made by running at full speed as far as

you can pa.st the caution signal. There is neither economy
in fuel nor saving in time; while the practice always en-

tails more or less uncertainty as to the safety of the train, as

experience has plentifully demonstrated in the past.

When the speed of a train, running, say, at the rate of

60 miles an hour at the instant the locomotive reaches a

caution signal, is promptly and continuously reduced to a

rate of 25 miles an hour, that train may then be said to be

under control; for with brakes of average efficiency a pas-

senger train may be stopped from a speed of 25 miles an

hour, easily, with the service brake, within a visual distance

as small as 150 ft. A train moving through the remainder

of the block at the reduced rate of speed allows more time

for the stop signal to go to "clear." if it is to clear at all,

than if it approached it at higher speed; thus we reduce the

likelihood of having to come to a complete stop at that signal

If a stop signal clears while a train approaches it at about

25 miles an hour it may be accelerated again to high speed

engineman to proceed continuously at such rate of speed

as the circumstances of each case warrant; have him run

under the conditions that he is now required to observe when
he enters a block under permissive restrictions.

There can be but little doubt that if the signal engineers

of our railroads were to go carefully into this matter they

could easily suggest many revisions and modifications of the

signal ojjerating rules that, if put in force, would make for

economy in consumption of fuel and in saving of time, with-

out in the least encroaching upon the safety of train opera-

tion. John P. Kelly.

The Chinese Railways
New YOUR.

Tcj THE Editor:

I have just had an opportunity to read the article on the

Chinese railways in your issue of March 29.

The statement in regard to the financial position of the

government railways, which includes practically all the rail-

ways in China, is perhaps liable to create the impression that

the railways, on the whole, are not financially successful,

and as a matter of interest, I beg to enclose herewith a

statement showing the earnings and expenses jjer mile for the

year ending December 31, 1915, which you may think of

importance enough to publish.

It will be noted that these figures are in Mexican dollars,

which are worth at the present time about 75 cents American
gold, but which normally are worth only about 50 cents.

The accounts of the Chinese railways since 1914 have
been kept approximately according to the system of account-

ing established by the United States Interstate Commerce
Commission, but it seems to be customary to show in all

.statements the deduction of the fi.xed charges from the net

income. The total net income for the year ending December
31, 1915, was approximately $27,000,000 (Mex.), the

iiNESE CiovERNMExT RAILWAYS. INCOME .\ccouNT

—

Year ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1915 ilncomc Factors Fcr Mile of Road IK Mexican Dollars)

Miles Net . Total Fixed
line Gross Operating operating Operating Other net charges Surplus or

Line operated revenue expenses revenue ratio income income (inc. taxes) deficit

Peking-Hankow 818 20,955 8,704 12,251 42 118 12,369 4,460 7.909
PekiliK-Mukden 600 25,463 12,633 12.830 50 24" 13,077 2,071 11.006
Tientsin-Pukow 688 12,391 7,714 4.677 62 45 4.722 8.462 —3.740
Shanghai-Nanking 203 16,838 9.969 6.869 60 121 6.990 9.390 —2,400
Sh;inghaiIIangchow-Ningpo 168 18.462 8,740 2,654 76 941 3,595 6,240 —2,645
Pcking-Kalgan 14,« 18.462 9,773 8.689 53 77 8,766 147 8,619
Kalgan-Suiyuan •119 7,404 4,286 3.118 58 not yet operated—construction period
Chcng-T'ai 151 13,983 8.738 5,245 63 213 5.458 6,239 —781
Taokow-Chcnghn.i 95 6,667 3.998 2,669 60 1 2.670 5,02S —2,358
Kaifcnc-Honan 115 10.054 4.623 5,431 46 52 5,483 7.697 —2,214
Kirin-Changchun 81 11.248 9.426 1,822 84 36 1,858 2,578 —720
rhuchow-Pinghsiang teO 6.088 4.102 1,986 67 60 2,046 35 2,011
C.nnton-Kowloon 90 8.953 8.939 14 99 130 144 11,342 —11,198
Canton-Samshui 30 28.353 16,000 12.353 56 33 12,386 43 12,343
Chnngcliow-.^moy 20 893 2,215 —1,322 —248 45 —1,277 3,170 —4,447

3,267 17,098 9.034 8,064 53 162 8.226 5.292 2.934

• Figures concerning Kal-Suiyan T.ine not included in totals.

t Figures concerning the Chucliow Pilighsiaiig and Changchow-Anioy Lines are for the period July 1 to Decemhir 31. 1915.

in less time and with less expenditure of fuel than one that

approached at higli speed and had to stop dead in conse-

quence of arriving a little too soon for the signal to clear.

If the stop signal does not clear for the train approach-

ing it at the reduced rate of speed, and the train is obliged

to stop on this account, it is no worse off with respect to

time lost than the other which ran at high speed to the

braking limit ])oint and then had to stop.

These considerations suggest the question, If the train is

under perfect speed control approaching a stop signal that

is set against it—-and it always should be—what is the

necessit}- of stopping it at all at that signal? This question

is especially pertinent in the case of automatic and of per-

missive block systems unless, of course, the reason for stop-

ping is iminediately apparent in the form of a train ahead
or of some other obstruction. Why not modify the present

operating rules so as to omit the full stop? Allow the

fixed charges being $17,000,000. leaving a surplus of about
$10,000,000.

.\lthough it is true that of 15 railroads only S lines showed
a surplus after paying the fixed charges, it is also true tliat

these 5 lines represented more than half the mileage operated,
so that the financial condition seems to me to be rather better

than might be inferred from a casual reading of the article

aliove referred to.

Similar figures for 1916 show the following totals:
Viar ending December 31. 1916;

Per Mile
Mdes operated 3,384
Operating revenue $18,547
Operating expenses 8,549

Net $9,998
Interest on funded debt and miscellaneous expense.... 3.947

Surplus S6.051

In 1916 only four roads showed a deficit after paying
fixed charges. F. L.^vis.



Automatic block signal at leaving end of E. B. siding. L. R.

Train Operation by Signal Indication on the Erie

The Use of Power-Operated Train Order Signals Has

Eliminated Some Forms of Train Orders

By Henry M. Sperry

THE 999 MILES of main line of the Erie from New York
to Chicago is completely equipped with automatic

block signals, wdth the exception of 184 miles. Prog-

ress in the installation of automatic block signals on tlie

I'>ie did not make much headway until 1910, when they

were put in use on the Susquehanna division. In 1906 only

6.8 miles were reported in service and in 1909, 124.8 miles;

but by 1916 the total was increased to 1,018.1 miles of road.

The improved results in train operation under automatic

block on the Susquehanna division account in part for the

progress made since 1909.

Prior to 1910 the Susciuehanna division, which is a heavy
traffic division, was operated under manual block and tele-

graph train dispatching. The following is a brief summary
of the disadvantages experienced under the manual block

and the improvement in train operation under the automatic
block

:

(a) Then' were excessive delays under the manual block

duo to a common fault of this sy.stem, i. e., irregular lengths

of and excessively long l)locks. These delays w-ere elim-

inated by the automatic bhx-k signals, as the automatic block
made it possible to increase the number of block sections

and make them of a length to permit the movement of the

maximum number of trains witliout delays.

(b) The numlier of l)locks was changed from 90 man-
ual blocks to 296 automatic blcKks, an increa.se of 206 blocks.

Ry the change from the manuall)-operated system to an
automatic one, the number of block signalmen was decreased
from 136 required under the manual block to 58 under the
automatic, with a. corresponding decrease in wage expense.

(c) The use of written train orders was almost entirely

discontinued following the installation of the three-position

train order signal used for tlie purpose of directing train

movements by signal indication. This use of the three-

position train order signal marked a distinct step forward
in train operation. The blind passing sidings and also blind

cross-overs were equipped with both telephones and three-

position train order signals, the signals being operated from
the nearest day and night train order office one or more
miles distant. By this arrangement the train dispatcher

could direct train movements at these points b)- signal indi-

cation, a marked improvement over operating blind sidings

e(|uipped with tele])hones only.

(d) The results under tliis method of train operation

by automatic block signals and three-position train order

signals were shown by a saving in train operation of S87,969
for the first year operated under automatic block signals

in comparison with the previous vear under manual
block.

In making a comparison of the results of train operation

under two different systems of signals to determine the rela-

tive value of each, it is necessary to select a road where tlie

track facilities and motive power are die same for the periods
covered by the comparison. If, as is often the case, track
facilities are increased or there is an increase in the tractive

power of the IcKomotives. credit must be given not onl\- to
the improved signal facilities, but to all other improvements
that might affect the result in making any comparison. The
Susqueha«na division of the Erie was selected because the
improved results were due entirely to tlie improvement in
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till' si,i;n;il fiiL'ilities, there l>eing no change whatever in track

facilities or motive jiower.

'I'his division runs ahiiost due west from Susquehanna, Pa.,

to Hornell, N. Y., 1.59.7 miles. The entire distance is double

tracked. The alinement is 70 jier cent tangent, with a

curvature for the balance of 32 (leg. per mile. Tiiis divi-

sion is 31 per cent level, and the ruling grade is but 0.3

per cent. Passing sidings are all long enough for 85 car

trains. The total numl>er is 31, of which 16 are used for

easti)ound and 15 for we.stbound trains. The im[)ortant

junction points are si.x in numi)er—Binghamton, Owcgo,

Automatic Block and Train Order Signal at Passing

Siding L R

Waverly, Elmira, Corning and Addison. The freight traftic

for 1917, measured in tons carried one mile i)er mile of

road, averaged 14,373,017.

Handicaps of the Manual Block

Prior to the installation of automatic block signals the

Su.squehanna division was operated under manual block

signals with a total of 46 block signal stations, 18 of which

were lilock stations only and 28 l)Oth block and interlocking

stations. The average length of blfK-ks was 3.07 miles, but

there was a wide difference in tiieir length. The shortest block

was 0.30 mile in length, and 30 bltKks ranged from 0.39

to 4 miles; eight blocks from 4 to 5 miles; six blocks from

5 to 6 miles; one block 6.89 miles, and the longest block

7.27 miles in length. This variation in block lengths is

characteristic of the manual block, as block stations are

usually placed at passenger stations, jiassing sidings, junc-

tions, etc., witli the result that it is oflin inii)ossible to avoid

delays to trains moving under close lieadway. It is also

the usual jiractice to close a numl)er of the block stations at

night.

This often results in making a number of the block

sections excessively long, and thus creates an added source

of delay. The operation of 46 stations required a force of

136 signalmen at a total cost of $94,752 a year for wages
rin a i)asis of the eight-liour day.

Under tiu' manual block the train dis[)atching was by
written train orders sent jjy telegraph. The division was
divided into two dispatchers' districts with two men for each

district, or four men for the division for each of the three

eight-hour tricks, or 1 2 men for the 24 hours, in addition

to two chief train dispatchers.

The block signals did not "supersede the superiority of

trains." Trains were required to have train orders to pass
or run ahead of other trains and extra trains required run-
ning orders.

Delays under the manual block were due to

—

(a) Long ijlock sections. Trains could not follow each

other under close headway, thus causing serious delays; i. e.,

a freight train waiting on a passing siding could not follow

a passenger train until the passenger train had cleared the

block three or more miles in length. And again these blocks

often included a station .stop for the local passenger train.

(b) Blocks of irregular length were another source of

delay. A point often overlooked is that the longest block

section in time determines the headway between trains for

the entire division.

(c) Time lost by trains operating under written train

orders, the trains being required to either slow down or

stop to receive them; i. e., an extra train running ahead of

a regular train could not continue on the main track on the

time of the regular train without a written train order,

although the regular train might be an hour or more late.

The delivery of the train order required the extra to slow
down to receive it. This illustrates one of the weak points

of the WTitten train order, as in the foregoing case the moving
train is brought almost to a stop for the sole purpose of re-

ceiving instructions f)ermitting it to keep in motion.

Automatic i)lock signals were put in service on the Suscjue-

hanna division on Decemijer 17, 1910. Up to the date of

this installation progress in etjuipping the Erie with auto-

matic Ijlock signals had not been raj)id as only 124.8 miles

of road were signalled. The marked increase from 124.8

miles on Januar\- 1, 1910, to 1,018.1 miles on January 1,

1917, can be accounted for by the im])rovement in train

Automatic Block and Train Order Signals at Tioga

Center

operation on the Susquehanna division for which full credit

was given the automatic block signals.

The several divisions were equipped with 298 automatic

signals, controlling 296 blocks of an average length of 4,959

ft. The signals are of tlie one-arm, three-position ujiper

quadrant t\pe, electrically ojierated by storage batteries.

The signals are controlled by polarized track circuits.

Power-Operated Train Order Signals

The old st\le train order signals were replaced with three-

position signals electrically ojieratc^, and as these signals

marked a departure in the u.se of train order signals a full

description will be of interest. Tiie three-position train

order signal is an electric motor signal on the mast with die

automatic block signal; the nunil)er now in use is 42 (1918),

all located at passing sidings or crossovers, indicated on the

diagram liy the letters TTO. The control of these signals

is from the nearest dav and night train order office, thus
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makiriK it possible for the train dispatcher to direct the

operation of these signals by telephone instructions to the

offices controllinR them. For example, the train order office

at Waverly (W) controls three signals, the train order signal

at JT siding Syi miles west and the train order signals at

XY siding two miles east and at BT crossover Syi miles

east.

Another drawing illustrates a typical passing siding, show-

ing the automatic block signals, telephone train order signals

and telephones. The telephone train order signals are the

lower arms of the automatic signals 280-1 and 280-2. Sig-

nal 280^1 upper arm, which is the block signal, indicates

"Proceed," and the lower arm, the train order signal, in-

dicates "Proceed regardle.ss of following superior train until

otherwise ordered." Signal 280-2 upper arm (the block

signal) indicates "Stop," and the lower arm (train order

signal) indicates "Take Siding."

Circuits for Train Order Signals

The circuits controlling the train order signal require the

block signal (upper arm) to be in the "Stop" position when-

ever the train order signal is moved to either the 45-deg.

or the "Stop" position. The block signal in the "Stop"

position .sets the first block signal 281-2 in the rear to the

caution position. This arrangement of the circuits insures

the display of the caution block signal approaching the train

order signal, whenever the train order signal is either at the

4S-deg. or "Stop" position. This is in accordance with the

best practice, as it provides a di.'^tant or approach indi-

cation for each train order signal. The circuit controlling

the train order signal is a polari/.ed one over a single line

wire with common return l)etween the signal and train order

office.

These three-position train order signals are in use at 13

blind passing sidings and 7 blind crossovers, and provide a

satisfactory method of directing train movements at points

where no signalmen are on duty. Blind sidings as usually

operated are provided with telephones only, a method only

partially satisfacton' from a train operation standpoint, as

without the signals no means is provided at the siding to

indicate to the train that it should either continue on the

main track or take the siding. With three-position signals

at the blind siding, electrically controlled from the nearest

train order office, which may be one or more miles away,
it is a simple matter for the train dispatcher to display at

the blind siding the required signal indication for directing

the train movement to be made at the siding. Trains at

the blind siding either continue on main track or take sid-

ing, as required by the signal indication of the train order

signal. If they enter the siding they report by telephone to

the office from which the train order signal is controlled.

The installation of the automatic block signals was com-
pleted in a little over twelve months' time from the date

that the work was authorized by the railroad company. A
train dispatcher's circuit with telephones in all train order

offices was installed, also local circuits from each train order

office to the adjacent blind passing sidings and blind cross-

overs.

Changes in Train Operation

Train dispatching methods were cliangod following the
installation of automatic block and three-position train order
signals in order to secure the full advantages of train oper-
ation made possible under the improved signal system. With
the installation of the telephone train dispatcher's circuit

the use of the telegraph train dispatcher's circuit w-as aban-
doned. With the three-position train order signals, signal

indications for directing train movements largely replaced
the directing of train movements by written train orders.

With the automatic block, safety and facility in operation

were both increased.

The Susquehanna division i? divided into two train dis-

patchers' district.*—Susquehanna to Elmira (81.2 miles) and

Elmira to Hornell (S8.S mile<). There is one dispatcher

for each district, requiring two men for each eight-hour

trick, or si.x men in all, for the 24 hours, with two chief

train dispatchers, one on day and one on night duty. The

train dispatcher's office is at Hornell.

The train dispatcher's telephone circuit provides telephones

at all train order offices. In addition, local telephone cir-

cuits are provided between the telephone train order signals

at blind passing sidings and blind crossovers and the train

order offices from which these signals are controlled. There

is a total of 1,3.^^ telephones on the main and local circuits.

The telephones at the train order signals are housed in con-

crete booths.

For emergency use in communicating with trains that

mav be stopped at points distant from a fixed telephone

ever)- train is provided with a portable telephone set with

fish pole attachment for cutting in on the telephone circuit.

The telephone wires are easily identified by a white square

painted on the crossover arms under the two telephone wires

on every fifth pole.

There are 17 train order offices open day and night. At

11 interlocking towers, the interlocking signals are used

as train order signals; at 20 blind passing sidings and blind

crossovers telephone train order signal.s are located, con-

trolled from the nearest day and night train order office;

at three stations two-position train order signals are operated.

This makes a total of .34 locations at which train order

signals are operated.

Rules for the movement of trains by signal indications

given by the train order signals are few and simple.

"Telephone train order signal rules:

"(A) Arm horizontal. Red light at night. Indication:

Stop on main track and consult dispatcher on telephone.

"(B) Arm inclined 45-deg. above horizontal. Yellow
light at night. Indication: Take siding and consult dis-

patcher on telephone when clear of main track. Passenger

trains will report before pulling in siding.

"(C) -Arm inclined 90 deg. above horizontal. Green
light at night. Indication: Proceed regardless of following

preferred trains until othenvise directed by dispatcher.

"It is forbidden for trains to accept the proceed indica-

tion, Paragraph 'C,' if there is any known cause that will

prevent them from making their usual running time. In

such an event they will consult immediately with the dis-

patcher. When a train accepts the proceed indication, para-

graph 'C and for any cause is unable to make its usual
running time, it must protect itself against the following

preferred train according to Rule Q9. operating department.
"It is forbidden to use a cros.sover at any point where a

telephone train order signal is located without permission
from the dispatcher.

"(D) When trains approach interlocking points with in-

sufficient time to clear the schedule of a superior train at

the next passing point, the whistle must be sounded for
the siding, and if proceed signals are displayed, trains will

proceed in accordance with Paragraph 'C'."

The three indications of the train order signal—"Proceed
on main track," "Take siding" and "Stop for instructions"—are unmistakable. The issue of wTitten train orders is

the exception. Under the method of operating bv the sig-

nal indications of the train order signal there is no need for

the use of the following Standard Code train order forms:
Form B—"Directing a train to pass or run ahead of

another train." Tliis information is given entirely by the
train order signal directing the train to "proceed on main
track" or "take siding" as required.
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Form D-E—"Time Orders." Under the method of oper-

ating trains by signal indication the issue of time orders is

not necessary.

Form G—"Extra Trains." Train orders are not required,

as under time table rule B "extra trains will start from

their initial point and proceed on double track without

running orders."

Form J
—"Holding Order." Not used, as train order

signal in stop position takes its place.

The following train order forms of the Standard Code
are .still in use, as the information covered by them cannot

be given by signal indication:

Form F—"For Sections."

Form D-H—"Work Extra."

Form K—"Annulling a Schedule or a Section."

Form L—"Annulling an Order."

Form D-M—"Annulling Part of an Order."

Fonn D-P—"Superseding an Order or Part of an Order."

»

^''r ^

^H^M^"^-*^^^^ll^^^k

HB ^9IM|p?a^fei^SH
RHH ^JHi

Signal 235-1 at W. B. Passing Siding L R

For movements against the current of traffic or for the

use of a section of a double track as single track Forms
D-R and D-S are used.

Train Movements

The extensive use of the telephone makes it possible for

tlic dispatcher to keep a close supervision over the movement
of every train. There arr four methods of reporting trains:

(d) By telephone reports from trains using emergency

telephone outfits at other than fixed telephone locations.

The dispatcher directs train movements of extra trains

or .schedule trains running late by sending telephone in-

structions to the signalmen at the 17 train order offices.

These instructions direct the signalmen to place the train

order signal either in a 90-deg., 45-deg. or "Stop" position.

If the signal is at an interlocking tower, the signalman

places the interlocking signal used as a train order signal

in the position directed. If the signal is at a blind passing

siding or blind crossover, the signalman at the train order

office places the signal in the position directed by operat-

ing the three-position switch controlling the signal.

The dispatcher makes no wTitten record of the train move-
ment authorized by him until after the train has acted upon
the instructions of the train order signal. For example, if

the dispatcher instructs a train order office by telephone to

set "train order signal at 45 deg." at a blind siding for an

extra train to "take siding," the entry is made on the train

sheet after the extra takes the siding and the conductor has

reported over the telephone that the movement has been made
as directed.

There is a marked difference in the simplicity of this

method of directing a train movement by signal indication

as compared to the written train order method. Under the

written train order method the dispatcher would have is-

sued a Form B order, the signalman would have been re-

quired to deliver the order to the train, the train would have
had to .slow down to receive it and finally after the train

had made the movement, as required, the conductor would
have had to telephone the completion of the movement. Un-
der the method of train orders by signal indication, the dis-

patcher, with a few words over the telephone, would direct

the train order office to display the required train order sig-

nal and the signal would be displayed at the point where
the. train is required to act upon it. The train would not

be required to .slow down simply to receive instructions, a?

the instructions are conveyed to the train by the unmistak-

able indication of the train order signal. .And, further,

these instructions are given to the train at the point where

the train is required to act upon them and not at some dis-

tant point, as is so often the case under the written train

order system.

As a further example of the two methods, take the case

of an extra train to be run ahead of a scheduled train run-

ning late. Under the WTitten method a "10" order would
be issued and the train would be required to slow down
to receive the instructions directing it to continue on main
track, the slowing down of the train defeating in a measure
the ver}' purpose for wliich the instructions are issued. Un-
der the signal indication nutliod the train order signal in

the 90-deg. position will instruct the train to continue on

Telephone

booth

o

.^<?/-7^
zao-2

Diagram Showing Blind Siding and Typical Arrangement of Signals

(a) By telephone train reports (OS) from the 17 day
and night train order offices. The distance between these

offices averages 8.7 miles.

(b) By telejihono reports from trains taking siding or,

if a passenger train, about to take siding.

fc) By telephone reports from trains stopped in answer
111 train order signals in "Stop" position.

the main track and the train will not be required to

lose any time by slowing down to receive these in-

structions.

The installation of automatic block signals on the Sus-

quehanna division, together with the three-position train

order signal and telephone train dispatching, resulted in tlie

maximum protection for train movements by the automatic
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)j1()( k siunals, and the three-position train order signal with

llic tek'jjhone train dispatching system furnish the train dis-

|)atcher with an efficient means for directing train move-

ments by signal indication.

Kksui.ts

The inijjroved results in train oi)eration under automatic

block signals were as follows:

Delays to freight trains due to liie manual block were

[jractically eliminated. The train load was increased and,

although the speed was slower than formerly, less time was

consumed in passing over the division. The average time

for freight trains to cover the division— 1.59.7 miles—was:

Under manual Ijlock 10 hours 29 minutes

Under autoiiiatic block .S hours 49 minutes

Difference 1 hour 40 minutes

Or a saving in time of 15 per cent.

The total saving in train operation is shown in Table I,

compiled from data furnished Ijy the railroad company
tlirough the su]>crintendent's office of the Susquehanna divi-

sion. This estimated saving of $87,969 is equal to the in-

terest on an investment of $1,759,.580.

The improved results in train operation more than jus-

tified the installation of this system of automatic block and
train order signals. The success of the system was due

to the fact that it provided an effective method of operat-

ing trains bv signal ind cat r.r.

Krie Railroad

SirSflL'EllANSA DIVISION-

Manual Automatic
Ijlock block

ISIock stations, number of
Illock (only) IS None
InterlockinK and block 28 None

Total '6 None
Interlocking; statiol s (only) None 11

IMock sections nun-.ber of
Day and night 90 296

lilock section lengths
Minimum miles .39

Maximum miles 7.27

Averaae 3.07 0.94
Block signalmen

All telegraph ci«ra;ots 136 ...

Telcphune zw\ telegraph opcrai'iis — 58
Wigcs per year '$94,752 $55,176
.•\verage per man 696.70 919.60

Train order offices

At block stations 18 None
At interlocking stations 28 11

."\t passenger station? 4 6

Total 50 17

Train order signals
At block stations 36 None
At interlocking stations

Interlocking signals used also as train order
signals 56 22

.At passenger stations 2 6
-At blind sidings and crossovers None f40

Total 94 68
Train dispatcher's force

Dispatchers 12 ' 6
Chief dispatchers 2 2

Trial 14 8

•Total is computed on o3R!S of eight hours per day for comparison with
lotal under automatic block.
tTen put in service in 1918.

-Results op Freight Trai.-j Operation on the Susqueh

For .Months of December. 1909, to November, 1910, Ur
ircd with Months of December. 1910, to November, 1911,

Ton miles per train

VNNA Division— ICrie Railroad

der Manual Block

Under Auton-.atic Block

Freight trains

July .

August
.Si'ptc

Octobe

1909-10
Manual
block
<b)

173,387,082
162.944.115
154,443,876
199,235,797
131,246,585
170,527,993.
160,521.776
189,088,090
195,734,433
195.588,923
210,030,355
195,119,249

ber

nbe

1910-11
Automalic

block
(c)

177,605,807
194.134,250
180,987,865
178,197,673
168,295,833
189.061,368
202,898,946
207,184,154
203,503,501
189,772,505
221.607,785
208,820,764

1909-10 1910-11
1909-10 Manual block Auto-
Manual (Corrected) matic
block (See Note a) block
(d) (e) (f)

227,542 217,757 228,285
224,750 232,392 251,795
225,136 231,215 252,072
247,497 239,577 244,106
245.320 241,640 256,548
268,548 268,348 276,002
250,815 2.^0,815 293,206
271,289 271,289 298,106
297,921 297,921 302,832
273,550 273,550 296,057
260,583 260,583 308,216
267,653' 263,370 293,700

1909-10 1910-11
(See Note b)

(g) (h) (i)

-+-4.3

+3.2
+ 1.5

)09-l 1909-10 1910-11
Manual block Auto-
(Corrected) matic
(See Notec) block

(k) (1) (m)
762 811 778

Saving ir

freight
trains
(n)

725
686
805
535
635
640
697
657
715
806
729

744
696.5
704
809
764
683
694
850
792.9

718
730
656
685
692
695

1,137,868,274 2,322,070,451 254,751 254,054 274,217
(.\vcrage) (Average) (Average)

Saving in
train

operation
(o)

$4,511
7,401
7.629
4,284
6,512
4,931
11,944
8,242
3.834
7.041
12.765
8,875

$87,969

Note.— (a) The "Ton miles per train" under manual block (corrected Col. e.) are the totals for 1909-10 corrected by the difference in temperature
of the winter months of the two years in order to place the totals for the two years on an c(iual basis in respect to weather conditions.

(b) The '"Hednctinn on account of temperature" (Cols, g and h) are the percentages by which the monthly ton mile totals were reduced on
account of In-.v ! i^i , : atMirs. These pcrccnlaves were used to arrive at the totals under manual block (corrected).

(c) The ] niL:Iit ti.iins" uuinual block (corrected Col. 1) were computed by dividing the ''Ton miles per train" manual block (corrected Col. e)
into the ton nib- n- m .nlh moved under the automatic block (Col. c). The results (Col. 1) show the number of trains that would have been re-
(|uii-ed tn Mn.M tlu tj.iHu that was moved uinU-r automatic block if the trains had been operated on the manual block basis.

Piilish OfUnal r'-.olos^rafh. Cofyrisht by UnJc ivod & UnJcrtfocd. N. V.

Loaiiing Shells on a Light Railway Train



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Nearly Two Thousand Short Line Railroads Relinquished;

Advances Made to Several Roads

ANuiiil'.K sKl'AKATloN of tile slic'cp I'roin ihc gouts was

announced by the Railroad Administration on June
29, when it relinquished from federal control nearly

2,000 short line railroads whose control by the Administra-

tion is regarded as not "needful or desirable." This leaves

within the scojie of federal nianagenunt only the lines or

systems as to which it has been affirmatively decided that

it is needful and desirable that they shall be under federal

rontiol. The previous separation referred to affected the

railroad executives and officers, who by various processes

have been divided into the two groujjs of representatives of

the railroad corporations and the oi)erating officers (using

the term ojierating in a bread sense) responsible solely to the

Railroad Adiflinistration. The relin(|uishment of the short

lines was accomplished with the approval of President \\'il-

son by sending them official notices only a few hours before

the Senate and House had passed a resolution requested by
Director General McAdoo extending from July 1 to January
1 the time within which railroads might be released, but with

an amendment intended to prevent leaving the short lines

out of the fold unless competing and connecting lines were
relincjuished at the same time. This amendment was pro-

posed by the short lines and opposed by the Railroad Admin-
i.stration, which was obliged to act quickly in disposing of

the short lines because unless Congress passed the resolution

by July 1 it had to release such lines as it wished to release

before midnight Saturday and if the resolution had been

pas.sed with the amendment it would have been impossible to

release any considerable number of roads unless it re-

leased all.

The decision as to which lines should \>v relinquished

was made so quickly after it .seemed apparent that Congress
would not pass the resolution extending the time that no list

of the railroads retained or given up has yet been given out.

It is understood that the lines retained include about 18.i

railroads or systems included by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in Class I. which means roads having operating

revenues of over $1,000,000 a year, short lines subsidiary to

those systems, and most of the 221 switching and terminal

companies, making a total of about 2,^0,000 miles, while the

roads relinquished include about 1,400 plant facility roads,

many of wliich had previously been released at their own
re(|uest, and between ,U)0 and 400 of the 765 so-called short

lines, which include roads dependent on the larger systems
for through connections.

The Railroad Administration's statement was as follows;

"Under the act of March 21. 1918, it becomes necessar\'

for the United States Railroad .Administration, prior to July
1. 1918, to excrci.-ie the responsibility, created by Section 14
of that Act. of determining what railroads or parts of rail-

roads it is not needful or desirable shall continue under
federal control.

"So far as it has been practicable, in such a complicated
matter, to develoji the facts up to the present time, it ha^
become apparent that there are large numbers of the shorter
railroads whose federal control is not needful or desirable.
"The Railroad .Administration has therefore provided that

all such railroads be relinc|uished, except in cases where 't

has already been ascertained that it is needful and desirable
that such railroads shall be under federal control.

"In taking this action the Railroad .Administration is

mindful of the jiaramount importance of preserving unim-
paired the local ]mblic service perforni(>d bv the railroads

Washington, D. C.

which may thus be relinquished and is also solicitous that no
injustice shall be done to the owners of such railroads. It

may be that the creation of federal control over railroad .sy.s-

tems in general will tend to change unfavorably the situation

of many of these smaller railroads, unless special care shall

be taken to avoid such unfavorable results, with consequences
detrimental both to the local jiublic service and to the just

interests of the railroad owners.

"To avoid these consequences and to preserve in everv
reasonable respect a status for the railroads so relinquished
as favorable as that which they enjoyed during the three-
year test period (the three years ended June 30, 1917), great
care will be taken to see that the railroads .so relinquished
are given fair divisions of joint rates, are insured a reason-
able car supply—circumstances considered—and arc pro-
tected against any undue disturbance in the routing of traffic.

"In order to make sure that a continuing study and super-
vision shall be i)rovided for the carrying out of the policy
thus outlined, there will be created at once in the Railroad
Admini.'^tration's Division of Public Service and Accounting
a Short Line Railroad Section, the manager of which will be
charged with the .special duty of ascertaining what is neces-
sar\- in order to give as to these matters reasonable protection
to the railroads relinquished.

"It may lie that instances will appear where federal con-
trol of railroads now relin(|uished is in fact needful or desir-
able. In such cases there will be no hesitation in taking the
action necessary to put such railroads under federal control.

"In general, it is the definite policy of the Railroad Ad-
ministration to see that all short line railroads receive fair
and considerate treatment."

To this was a[)pended a signed statement bv President
Wilson

:

"I approve the above policy and announcement."
As indicated in the statement, the notices mailed to the

railroads relinquished contained a statement that some of
the roads might be returned to federal control if the owners
and the government could agree on a contract for compen-
sation, and it is understood that one of the motives for re-
leasing many of the roads was the fact that the government
would be in a position to dictate the terms of a contract with
much less difficulty with a railroad which had l)een relin-
quished than with one which had been definitely taken over.
In many cases the roads had a deficit instead of a net op-
erating income for the three te.st years 1915, 1916 and 1917,
but insisted on a basis of compensation which would pro-
vide for the interest on funded indebtedness or receivers'
certificates. In such cases the administration is willing to
take over certain roads provided it can do so without anv
guarantee. For this reason any list of relinquished roads
at present is regarded as provisional and subject to change.
The division of law of the Railroad Administration has

been conferring with representatives of the short lines for
a long time and in a number of cases has relinquished roads
at their own request. The short line railroads originallv
took the position that they had already been taken over bv
the President's proclamation of last December, but the ad-
ministration met this point by saying it had not exercised
jurisdiction over many of the lines. When the negotiations
with the roads that declared the>' would be ruined unless
taken over but which had larger ideas of what the compen-
sation should be than the representatives of the Railroad
Administration, became protracted without a settlement, the

11
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Railroad Administration a.sked Congress for the extension

of time and the joint resolution for that purpose was intro-

duced on June 12. The short lines then asked for the amend-
ment which was adopted to prevent the relinquishment of

one line without its competitors and connections.

The amendment to tlie resolution as passed by both Houses
was as follows: "Provided, however, That the right con-

ferred upon the President to relinquish prior to July 1, 1918,

control of all or any part of any railroad or system of trans-

portation without con.sent of the carrier as provided in sec-

tion 14 of an act approved March 21, 1918, . . . which
right is herein extended to and inclusive of January 1, 1919,

shall not be construed to include any railroad engaged as a

common carrier in general transportation such as mentioned
in section 1 of said act not owned, controlled or operated by
another carrier company and which has heretofore competed
for traffic with any railroad or railroads of which the Presi-

dent has taken and retained the possession, use, and control;

it being the intent of Congress that every railroad not owned,
controlled, or operated by another carrier company and
which has heretofore competed for traffic with a railroad or

railroads which the President has taken and retains the

possession, use, or control, or which connects with such rail-

road and is engaged as a common carrier in general trans-

portation, shall be held and considered as within federal

control as defined in said act, and to be entitled to the ben-

efits of all the provisions of said act so long as the railroad

or railroads with which it has heretofore competed for traffic

or with which it connects .shall be retained under federal

control."

To this was added another amendment proposed by Sen-

ator Cummins to provide that it should not include street

railways or interurban or similar roads which do not receive

at least 25 per cent of their operating revenue from the

transportation of freight. There was little debate in the

Senate, although Senator Kellogg announced that he would
oppose the amendment because he was not willing to force

the government to take over all short lines whether they are

useful to the government or not. Senator Penrose said that

as he understood it the government is diverting traffic to gov-

ernment-controlled railroads and "practically leaves the com-
peting short lines in a condition with no freight, no income,

no credit, and the sheriff approaching them." Senator Curtis

proposed another amendment, hut finally withdrew it, stating

that he understood the joint resolution had already been

engrossed ready to sign and that any further amendment
would delay its passage.

In the House there was more debate and considerable sym-
pathy was expressed over the condition of the short line rail-

roads. Stress was also laid on the fact that Congress had
declared its intention of requiring the retention of the short

lines when it inserted in the railroad control act in Section 1

the provision that "every railroad not owned, controlled or

o]x'rated by another carrier company and which has hereto-

fore competed for traffic with a railroad or railroads, of

which the President has taken the possession, use and con-

trol, or which connects with such railroads and is engaged
as a common carrier in general transportation, shall be held

and considered as within federal control," although it had
added in Section 14 a provision allowing the President to

relinquish railroads before July 1.

Chairman Sims of the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, in explaining the purpose of the Rail-

road Administration, said it felt that it ought to relinquish

all railroads that are not necessar)- for war purposes and
that it had asked further time to consider each individual

case and to try, if ]iossil)lc. to have a contract in every case

so as not to have to resort to the courts. He also said that

if the lines are kept by force of law within government con-

trol the lines will have the whip hand of the administration

in making the contracts. He quoted General Counsel Payne

(jf the Railroad Administration as stating that to retain all

the short line railroads would cost the government approx-
imately $20,000,000 per annum. On the other hand, he

(juoted the representatives of the short line railroads as say-

mg that their earnings were reduced in some cases SO per

cent by tlie diverting of freight to government-controlled lines.

Representative Esch, in supporting the amendment, said

that there are about 750 short line railroads involved, cov-

ering jO,000 miles of trackage and with a capitalization of

$2,000,000,000, whereas only about 40 of the short lines

have been released upon their own request.

Railroad Administration Advances to Railroads

riie Railroad .Vdministration ha.- advanced $160,509,000
to railroads since the government assumed control of the

lines, of which $36,195,000 was advanced during the month
of June, according to the monthly statement issued by John
Skelton Williams, director of the division of finance and
purchases. Of the total amount $18,745,000 was derived

from surplus balances of certain railroads and $141,764,000
from the revolving fund. An accompanying statement said

that owing to improved money conditions and better earn-

ings the railroads are showing increased ability to provide

for their own financial requirements, both in the matter of

meeting maturing bond issues and in securing additions to

their property.

The advances made to carriers during the months of April,

May and June have been as follows:

New York. New Haven & Hartfor.!
F.altimoie & Ohio
Xew York Central Lines
Pennsylvania Railroad
liurtalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh...
Detroit. Toledo & tronton
Chic.iiio, Indianapolis & Louisville.
(Iiicago. Rock Lsland & Pacific...
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Wabash
ICrie

-Ann Arbor
Illinois Central
Denver & Ri'o Grande
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chesapeake & Ohio
Delaware &• Hudson
Chicago, IJurlington & Quincy
Seaboard .\ir Line
Southern Pacific Company
Illinois Southern
Norfolk Southern
Hocking Valley
Central Vermont
St. Louis-San Francisco

Treasurv
f.mil

'

$J6.964.000
4.000.000

29,500.000
23,000,000

funds

500.000
.5,000,000

750,000
1,300,000
r,500,000

i.OOO.OOO
;,50o,ooo
!,000,000
600,000
200,000
500,000

r,-50.ooo

9,6ob',666
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,500.000
1,000,000
2.O00.O0O

160,000
350.000
500.000
285.000
750,000

Total

$46,964,000
9,000,000

35.000,000
25,000,000

600,000
200,000

1,000,000
3.000,000
750,000

1,300,000
7,500,000
200,000

7,750,000
2,700,000
9,000,000
2,000,000
2,000.000
I.SOO.OOO
1.000,000
2,000.000
160,000
350,000
500.000
285,000
750.000

Total $141,764,000 $18,745,000 $160,509,000

Of the above amount ($160..^09.000)
was paid on account of compensation, as follows:

New York Central Lines
Wabash
.\nn Arbor
Denver & Rio Grande

$40,460,000

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
Pennsylvania Railroad
Delaware & Hudson
Chicago, Hurlingtnn & Quincy.
Soiilhern Pacific Company
Norfolk Southern
Central Wrmont
St. l.ouis-San Fr.

$16,000,000
1,300,000

75.000
2,700,000
4,500.000
4.000,000
5.000.000
2.000.000
1.500.000
2.000.000
350.000
285.000
750.000

The remaining amount
was loaned on demand at 6 per cent per annum

interest, secured bv collateral, e-xcept

—

New York. New Haven & Hartford note was for
one year at 6 per cent, secured by collateral,

W'ith the right of renewal for another year
and an unsecured demand note for

naltimore & Ohio, unsecured demand note for...
Hocking Valley, unsecured demand note for. . .

.

$43,964,000
3.000.000
4.000.000
500.000

Progress in Contract Negotiations Slacken

Oral arguments as to whether the operating expense ac-

counts of the carriers as reported by the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall he recast by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission before issuing certificates of the net ojierating in-

come for I^JIS. 1916 and 1Q17 as the basis for compensatii^n
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Federal Managers and General Managers

A. Robertson

Federal Manager. Missouri Pacific

E. T. Lamb
Federal Manager, Atlanta. Birmingham

& Atlantic

W. L. Mapolher

Federal Manager. Louisville & Nashv

4

W. J. Jacksoi

Federal Manager. Chi<
em Illinois

LeRoy Kramer
Federal Manager. St. Louis-San Frar

Cisco and Missouri. Kansas &
Texas Lines North of Texas

C. C. Burnha

Federal Manager. Chicago. Burlingt

J. E. Gorman
Federal Manager, Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific

W. B. Scott

Federal Manager. Southern Pacific

Lines in Texas and Louisiana

W. A. McGonaglc

Federal General Manager. Duluth.
Missabe 4 Northern
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under federal control were heard by the full memljership or

the commi.'ision at Washinjiton Ijeginninj; on Monday. A. V.

Thom, counsel for the Railway E.xecutives' Advisory Com-
mittee, argued that the accounts should be used except for

corrections for erroneous computation, violations of the ac-

counting rules and the deduction of war taxes which were

accrued and which the law requires shall be paid by the

companies from their compensation. Clifford Thome pre-

sented an opposing argument, contending that the accounts

should be recast to reduce the net operating income by

amounts which should have been charged to maintenance.

Progress on the negotiations over the standard compensa-

tion contract was delayed somewhat by the necessity of deal-

ing with the .short line situation, but there are still differences

of opinion regarding the extent to which the Administration

shall control the expenditure of the amounts paid to the com-

panies for comjiensation, the interest rate on investments in

improvements and particularly regarding the effort of the

administration to insert a provision by which the companies

would waive all right to claim damages for destruction of

business Ijy diversion of traffic during federal control. The
representatives of the security holders are especially opposed

to such a provision and have threatened to refuse to ratify a

contract representing some of the views expressed by the

Administration representatives.

A contract between the Railroad Administration and the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient has been signed on the basis

mentioned in last week's issue, which provides for the pay-

ment of $150,000 a year and an equal division between

the company and the government of net operating income

above that amount, with the option that this may be com-

muted to $.i50,000 after six months at the desire of the gov-

ernment.

Payment of Freight Bills

C. A. Prouty, director ol" llic division of public service and

accounting, has issued a circular giving interpretations of the

general order placing transportation charges on a cash basis,

as follows

:

Numerous objections have been filed to Order No. 25 and

in conse(|uence I have held several conferences with shippers

and railroad accounting officers with a view to determining

the practical questions involved in the enforcement of that

order. As a result of these conferences I am not satisfied

that any change should be made in the order, l)ut it is ap-

parent that further explanation of the application of the

same is necessary.

1. A railroad has a lien upon the [jroperty for its freight

charges; that is, it may demand payment of the freight money
as a condition precedent to the delivery of the property. This

right should never be waived if there is a reasonable possi-

bility that the carrier w^ill thereby lose its freight money.

This must be read into and considered as a part of whatever

is said in this circular. To what extent payment before de-

livery will be insisted upon is usually a local question and
must i)e left largely to the discretion of the individual carrier.

2. While the carrier must protect itself in cases where

such protection is necessary, it should also treat shippers

or consignees in a business way. The majority of ship-

pers or consignees in the past have paid their freight

when they received their goods and that practice should be

continued for the future. In many instances with regular

custcmers there is no necessary connection between the de-

livery of the freight and the ])resentation and payment of the

freight bill; that is, the freight will be delivered to one per-

son at one time and the bill presented to and collected from
some other person at some other time. It is not the intent

of th's order to interru]it reasonalile arrangements of that

sort which do not involve the granting of a period of credit,

liut s'mnly t(^ put the transaction Ujion a cash basis.

Assume, for example, that freight is delivered to such regu-

lar customer on Monday and that the freight bill is mailed

or delivered on the same day to the shipjjer or consignee,

being received by him in due course upon the morning of the

next day. If, now, the shipper or consignee remits his check

for the amount during Tuesday so that it may be received by

the carrier the morning of Wednesday, that is to be treated

as a cash transaction. The bill is presented and ])aid in due
course of business and no jjeriod of credit in the ordinary

acceptation of that term is given.

This might in fact allow one day for the examination and
correction of the freight bill, but that would not be the pur-

pose of the transaction. In such case no bond will be re-

quired.

3. If in a particular case it is in the opinion of the car-

rier necessary or in the interest of economy that a period of

tw'O days in addition to that above prescribed should be

allowed, this may be done upon the filing of the necessary

bond. The check in this case should be mailed or payment
made on Thursday.

4. Any plan may be adopted for the payment of these

freight charges which is equivalent to a cash transaction.

Take, for example, the movement of ore from the mine to the

dock at the head of the lakes. The ore is weighed at the

dock and the consignee has no representative there who can
conveniently pay the freight. At the jiresent time, in some
instances at least, the railroad agent draws a sight draft

upon the consignee, attaching the freight bills. Subsequently

these freight bills are checked by the consignee, a statement

of alleged errors tran.smitted to the carrier, which, if found
correct, is taken account of in the drawing of subsequeni

drafts. The draft is always honored. This and similar

practices are treated as cash payments. No bond is required

in this case, but failure to honor a draft would automatically

cancel the arrangement.

5. In many cases at the present time the shipper or con-

signee corrects his freight l>ill before paying the same, and
pays, not the bill as rendered, but the bill as corrected. There
is no objection to a continuance of this practice provided that

the shipper or consignee does not abu.se it. but ]3roceeds in

good faith with a revision of the bill both for undercharges
and overcharges. The change should be made in red ink

and the tariff authority for the change indicated upon the

bill. The carrier should at once check the correctness of the

change. If found correct, the transaction is ended; if not

correct, the bill .should be at once returned to the shipper or

consignee with a statement of the amount the collection of

which will be insisted upon, in which ca.se this amount must
be paid.

It will be under.^tocd that all this refers to questions of
rates arising out of the interpretation of the tariff. Anv
question of loss and damage, shortage in shipment, etc., is

an entirely different matter which must be .settled through the

regular channel.

The above will serve as illustrations of the many questions
which may arise. In disposing of these (juestions. railroad

officers must remember that we are in fact the servants of the
public and that it should be our earnest and honest effort to

administer our duty in tiie public interest. Thev should
attempt in all cases to get at the viewpoint of the shipper or
consignee and to w'ork out some co-operative arrangement
under which the best results for all parties can be attained.

I am satisfied that if shippers or consignees and carriers

approach the application of this order in that spirit, it will

be found ]iossii)le to comply with it without undue hardship.
.\11 ]iarties must remember that these are abnormal times and
allow something on that account.

In order that working arrangements may be fullv consum-
mated before the order goes into force, the effective date has
been postponed until August 1,. 1918. In all doulitful cases
the matter should be at once taken up between the c:irrier and
tlie .shipper or consignee. Either party may consult this office
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wlicre a doubtful principle is involved, but it is my desire that

these questions be worked out locally in all cases. Both

carrier and shipper or consignee will uiulerstand that the mass

of detail cannot be disposed of here.

Accounting Circular

Director Prouty of the division of public service and ac-

counting has issued a circular stating that in order to obtain

uniform results it has been decided that the provisions of

general order No. 17 requiring the carriers to open new ac-

counts called federal books, apply with equal force to all

carriers under federal control, whether in receivership or

otherwise. It is, therefore, necessary on the part of account-

ing officers or carriers in receivership to see that the provisions

of the order are complied with and that new books are opened

as of January 1, 1918. All assets collected and all liaijilities

paid sub.sequent to December 31, 1917, which were collectibk

or ])a}'able on or prior to that date are to be accounted for to

iir from the receivership or the corporation de|)ending upon
whctlier the assets collected or the liabilities paid are for ac-

count of the receiver or the corporation. The separate books

of account are to be continued during the period of federal

control, notwithstanding the receivership may be terminated

liefore that time.

Consolidated Classification Completed

The work of combining the Ofl'icial, Western and Southern

Classifications into one volume, uniform as to rules, descrip-

tions, carload minima, etc., and with three columns of ratings

—one for each of the three classification territories, has been

c('ni]ileted and the proposed Consolidated Classification Xo.
I has been comi)ilcd and submitted to the Interstate Com-
nuTce Commission for consideration and for public hearing.

Cnder the three separate classifications it was often the case

that a shipment moving through two territories was subjected

Id difi'erent rules on the different ])arts of its journey and a

slii|)per, say, from an eastern point to a point west of the

Mi-s'ssppi River was required not only to be familiar with

the rules and descriptions applying east of the river but the

possible different ones west of the river and was compelled,

moreover, to refer to two distinct classifications in order to

nsrcrtain his through rating.

These difficulties will disappear wIumi the new Consolidated
( lassification becomes effective and it will only be necessary

for a shipper to consult one volume while the only territor'nl

variation will be in the rate, which can easily be located.

'I'he work of unifying the three classifications has been
go'ng on for .several years under the direction of the Uniform
(Hassificat'on Committee, which has been endeavoring to es-

tablish uniformity as to rules, descriptions, minima, etc., with-
out attempting to effect uniformity of rating. Shortlv after

the Railroad Adnv'nistration was formed. Director General
Mc-Vdoo ai^pointed a committee composed of the chairmen of

the three territorial classification committees and of the Uni-
form Classification Committee and a representative of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to hurry up the work, and
the book is now ready for publication, subject to anv chanees
that nvy be deemed necessary or advisal)le after public
hearing. In the consolidated classification, in addition to th

:

work which the uniform committee has been carrying en, ;\

greater degree of uniformity in ratings has also been provided
than previously e.xisted. and this has led to a considerabl-.-

number of increased ratings. There was a greater degree of
uiiifnrnvt\- between the official and western class- ficaticn^

than between them and the southern and, as a result, in the
eonsclidated classification there is a much greater num'^er of

increases tlian of decreases in the Southern ferritor\-, while in

the easte'n and western territories it is stated thnt the numbe-
ol increa.ses ;md decreases is about equal. The Interstate
Commerce Ccmnv'ssion on June 27 ordered a proceed'ng of
iiii|uiry and investigation by the commission on its own

motion concerning the reasonableness and propriety of the

descriptions, rules, regulations, rating and minimum weigh!>

provided in the classification, except the rules and regulations

governing the transportation of explosives and other danger-

ous articles. The proceeding was assigned for hearing be-

fore E.xaminer Disque at the places and on the dates foilow-

ing: Boston, Mass, .\ugust 1 ; New York, X. V.. .\ugust .t;

Chicago, III, August 12; Omaha, Xeb., Augu.st 19; Portland,

Ore., August 26; San Francisco, Gal., August jO; Denver,
Colo., September 5; Fort Worth, Tex., September 9; X'cw
Orleans?, La., September 1.^ and .Atlanta, Ga., September 19.

All carriers subject to the act to regulate commerce and which
are not under federal control were also made respondent-

with a view to prescribing reasonable and apjiropriate classifi-

cation in consolidated form for their use.

Information as to Labor Conditions

The Board of Railroad Wages and WOrking Conditions ha-
issued a questionnaire to the railniads through the regional

directors, requesting informati(;n regarding laiwr condition-

on the different railroads, as follows:

1. What is your normal summer force of i ismmon labor;

(a) Section labor.

(b) Extra track maintenance gang-.

(c) Track construction gangs.

(d) Bridge department.

(e) Building department.

(f) \\'ater sup[)ly and fuel ilepartment.

(g) Signal department.

(h) Other branches of service (specifying).

2. What total force in each of the above should you havt

quickly to enable you to get tlie |)roperty in normal shape for

present or winter service?

.1. Do you employ common labor liy llie day or by th

hour; specify hours per basic day?
4. Give range of pay per hour, approximate num-

ber employed at each rate, and reason for any differential

that may have existed in December, 1915, or exists today.

5. Give approx'mate corresponding rates paid in othi-r

industries in that proximity.

6. ,\t what rate is cvert'me ])aid for night work, Sundav-
and holidays as of this date?

7. What proportion of this force are paid on the pici'

work basis?

S. What was the rate per basic day or hour lor per.

workers prior to January 1, 1918?
9. What was the average, maximum, minimum and pu

vailing p-ece work iicurly earning in 1917?
10. Do you recommend the continuance or iniroduct'on

of piece work on track mumtenance?
11. Describe conditions of sujiply of conimcn laiior suf

ficient to give comprehensive gras() of the situation.

12. What rates do you recommend he paid to obtain ade-

quate supplies of common labor?

1.5. If sucli rates are paid will they withdraw labor from
essential war industries or from non-essential industries, or

will thev induce i'inerary labor to work?
14. Wh;>t nvnunum differenfal (exfiressed -n per cent

,

over usu'l monthly earnings of common labor sljould be paid
for foremen ?

Belnap to Devote Full Time to Safety Section

Hiram W. Belnap, who was recently appointed manager
of the safetv section in the Division of Operation of the

Railroad .Adnrnistration. has resigned, effective on July 1.

his position as chief of the Bureau of Safety of the Inter

state Commerce Commiss-'on, to devote his entire time ti

the work of the safetv section. .\s has been descril)ed in n
cent issues. Mr. Belnap will super\-ise the building up of

;'n effective safety organization on all of tlie railroads under
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fedL-nil control. He had been with the Interstate Commerce

Commission for IS years, for 7 years as chief of the Bureau

of Safety and for the 8 preceding years as inspector of safety

appliances.

Rate Divisions Should Be Furnished

The Division of Public SL-rvice and Accounting has issued

a circular stating that attention has been directed to the fail-

ure on the part of certain carriers to furnish other interested

carriers with a copy of the divisions necessary to apportion

interline freight revenues. These requests for divisions were

to enable the destination carrier to apportion the revenues

on traffic moving via usual routes in substantial volume, and

the failure to supply divisions in such cases puts an unnec-

essary burden upon the settling carrier and necessitates the

apportionment of such revenues on a mileage basis. To the

end that interline freight revenues covering traffic moving in

substantial volume via usual routes may be apportioned as

provided in General Order No. 21, all carriers are notified

that proper requests for copies of divisions should be prompt-

ly complied with, provided, however, if requests for divi-

sions are made covering traffic moving in small volume over

unusual or diverted routes, such requests should be re-

ferred back to the carrier making the application and its at-

tention directed to the provisions of paragraph 4 of General

Order No. 21.

Stockyards Railways

In rejjly to a Senate resolution Walker D. Hines, acting

director general of railroads, has addressed a letter to the

Senate stating that no action has been taken in regard to

taking over as part of the Railroad Administration any of

the stockyards of the country. The letter said in part:

'As to the stockyards railways, the present view of the

Railroad Administration is that in general it will be in the

public interest for tlie government not to exercise control of

such railways, since they are either wholly or largely plant

facilities for the stockyards service. The allowance made to

such stockyards railways will however, be carefully scrutin-

ized to see that the)- are not excessive. It is believed that

an adequate and non-discriminatory service can be secured

without federal control of these railways.

"In a few cases the stockyards railways may be so ex-

tensive and may serve so many industries, other than the

stockyards and packing houses, as to make such railways

an integral part of the general tenninal facilities of the

United States Railroad Administration and necessitate their

retention in federal control. The Chicago Junction Railway,

which has 220 miles of track and serves many other indus-

tries, is of this class.

''These questions at present are receiving careful study,

and a specific answer as to the pennanent status of these

stockyards railways in respect of federal control cannot be

made until the studv shall bo completed.

'It is believed that the Director General of Railroads has

not authority under existing laws to take over stockyards.

The authority under which the roads were taken over by the

President is derived from the act approved August 29, 1916,

and the power is limited to systems of transportation or parts

thereof. The federal control act approved March 21, 1918,

does not, it is believed, enlarge this power.

"No study as such has been made regarding the owner-

ship and control of the stockyards to determine what, if any,

connection such ownership and control has with the packing

industries of the country. The only infonnation which we

have sought is to determine whether the terminal roads in

different localities should be taken under control of the

government."

Spain produced 5,973.300 tons of co.\l in 1917,

S 589,800 tons in 1916, and 4,293.100 tons in 1913.

Starting Work Quickly

on the Illinois Central

IN
ORDER TO BEGIN work on the construction of several im-

portant mechanical terminals at the earliest practical date

after receiving notification of the approval of its budget

recently, the engineering department of the Illinois Central

adopted a novel and interesting expedient. The approval

of all construction work was delayed so long this year as the

result of the concentration of final authority in the hands

of the Railroad Administration at Washington that less than

tlie usual time remained to complete the facilities before

winter. Furthermore, a large amount of work on different

roads was approved at approximately the same time, leading

to active competition for contractors and men.

Among the items approved on the Illinois Central were

the construction of mechanical facilities at Champaign, Car-

jjondale. Mounds and Amboy, 111., and Fulton, Ky. In order

to secure contractors for these projects before they were

loaded up with other work and to hasten the completion of

the work the road did not wait to complete the detailed plans

for these improvements before calling for bids. An invita-

tion was preiwred in printed form and sent to a selected list

of contractors, asking them to submit proposals for each of

the jobs on the basis of the actual cost of labor, material and

insurance, plus fixed sums or fixed unit prices (depending

upon the character of the work), to cover contractors' profits,

use of plant, tools and overhead expenses. The work to be

done was specified in the invitation. Location and such

other plans as were completed were sent with the invitations,

as were also standard drawings and specifications covering

the various tj-pes of buildings and facilities to be constructed.

Specifications for mechanical terminals built last year at

Baton Rouge, La., and at Paducah, Ky., were also included

as typical of the work to be done ihis year. Equipped with

this information, the contractors were in a position to go over

the work on the ground in an intelligent manner and to sub-

mit bids on each project to cover their overhead costs and

profit in either lump sums (for clearing the site, etc.), or unit

prices (as for placing concrete) for as many of the 154 items

listed in the invitation and as were encountered in the

project under consideration. With the bids in hand the

engineering department was able to award contracts with the

minimum delay. In letting the work it was also endeavored

to distribute it between different contractors in a manner

which would lead to the earliest completion of all of the

projects. Largely for this reason a different contractor was

placed at each of the five points.

As a result of this method invitations for bids were sent

out to contractors on receipt of authority to proceed with these

projects. Contracts were awarded six days later and the

contractors were at work at all of the points within a week

of the time that they had received notification of the award-

insj of the work to them, or within 17 days of the approval

of the budgets by the government. By means of this plan

the double object was accomplished of awarding the contract

in the minimum time while retaining the personal incentive

to the contractor to do the work as expeditiously and cheaply

as possible and at the same time insuring him that he was

])rotected against increases in prices for materials and labor,

while also protecting the railroad company in case there

should be a lowering of prices.

T.AP.ANESE Get Chinese R.a.ilw.-\y.—According to press

despatches, Japanese interests have obtained the long-soughtj

for extension of the Kirin-Huilin Railway, which is to be 277

miles in lensith. The Japanese will advance to China 10,-

000.000 yen ($5,000,000), and make a similar amount avail-

able for surveys, accepting therefor 20,000,000 yen ($10,-

000.000) of six months" treasury bills.



Yearly Meeting of the American Concrete Institute

Abstracts of Some of the Papers Presented at the Annual

Convention Held at Atlantic City

THE ANNUAL coNVKNTiON of the American Concrete In-

stitute was held at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City,

N. J., on Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last week.

The session on Thursday was held jointly with the Amer-

ican Society for Testing Materials, when reports and papers

covering the portions of the concrete field occupied by the

Societ} and the Concrete Institute in common were presented.

The following are abstracts of some of the papers presented

which are of direct interest to railroad men.

Reinforced-Concrete

Flat-Slab Railway Bridges

By A. B. Cohen

Assistant Engineer in Charge of Concrete Design, the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, Hoboken, N. J.

The principal advantages of the flat slab compared
with all other forms of reinforced concrete and other fire-

proof construction are embodied in the simplicity of both

the formwork and the arrangement of the reinforcing steel.

construction there is one outstanding feature of tlie system

which i.s of most vital importance in reinforced concrete

construction. By reason of its uniform cross section and con-

tinuity of the reinforcement, there is no other type of re-

inforced concrete that is better proportioned to resist shrink-

age and thermal changes. Structures of the flat slab type

have been built in surprisingly great lengths without the in-

corjDoration of a single expansion joint and have successfully

resisted the very severe strains of these stresses. By the in-

sertion of an additional amount of reinforcing steel across

construction joints, a constant tensile resistance can be main-
tained which has the effect of preventing cumulative action

of the stresses at any particular section: the strain is dis-

tributed uniformly throughout, resulting in an infinite num-
ber of minute cracks that do not impair the strength of the

structure.

Our e.\perience does not extend over a sufficient length of

time to ascertain definitely what effect the repeated action

due to temperature changes will have eventually on the

strength of the structures. However, ven- close observation

of existing flat slab structures, in service from three to sis
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Details of the Reinforced Concrete Flat Slab Train Shed, Lackawanna Terminal, Buffalo, N. Y.

he first cost of construction has Ijoen so reduced thereby
as to put structural steel, in competition with the flat slab
within its limitations, substantially out of consideration;
furthermore with concrete construction lower maintenance
charges prevail and greater permanency is obtained. The
^imple arrangement of the reinforcing steel, laid over a prac-
tically unbroken flat surface, insures a more positive place-
ment of tin- reinforcing bars than the general beam and =lab
design in concrete.

In addition to these general advantages of the flat slab

years, have disclosed no deleterious efi'ect due to these causes.

The minute cracks found were of no greater concent than

those developing on the tension side of a beam long before

the steel has reached full working stress.

By w-ay of comparison in this regard, to show the difficul-

ties encountered in other types of concrete construction, con-

sider the special arrangements in the manner of expansion

and sliding joints that arc necessary and not always effi-

cacious in large concrete arch viaducts or in viaducts of tlie

column, Ijeani and slab design. In the viaducts consisting

17
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of a series of large main arches surmounted by transverse

spandrL-l walls su[)porting a tloor sy.stem, the vertical move-
ment of the heavy arch ring, for a ri.se and fall of tempera-

ture, is transferred to the floor system. This very appreciable

vertical movement must be resisted by the comparatively light

tloor in addition to its own changes in a horizontal plane.

In the case of the beam and slab design the constituent mem-
bers have different sections and therefore offer varying de-

grees of tensile resistance. There arises the difficulty of

transferring the movement from the larger through the smaller

members, as from the deep beams through the thin slab,

wliich is not a]wa3's satisfactorily controlled.

Some Examples

The first and most extensive application of the flat slab

system for carrying railway loadings was made in Chicago

with the erection of the Soo Line freight teniiinal. The yard

area required for this improvement amounted to 18.5 acres,

comprising eleven city blocks located near the business and
manufai luring centers. This entire layout for handling

freight is carried on an elevated structure to meet the munici-

pal requirements that no grade crossings should exist. Deck
construction gave the greatest possiljilities of storage devel-

opment, making available 520,000 sq. ft. on the ground sur-

slab where storage and other shipping facilities, including

express, are available. Two tracks are located on the dock
level which connect by means of the subway and ramp tracks,

with the main line tracks on the upper level. Passenger

traffic is discharged on the upper level, precluding interfer-

ence with other station appurtenances located on the ground
level.

The perfectly flat unobstructed floor simplified the water-

proofing treatment which consists of a memljrane composed
of two layers of cotton cloth saturated and applied with hot

asphalt and protected by a cover of asbestos paper and two
^-in. layers of asphalt mastic. Only one expansion joint

was provided and this placed at bent .51 where the slab Ije-

gins to narrow down from the seven-track to the two-track

width at the easterly end. The joint was deemed necessary

here for the reason that the narrow section would not offer

the same tensile resistance to temperature changes as would
the wider section. An accumulation of stress might reason-

ably be expected somewhere in the narrow section if no ex-

pansion joint were |irovided whiili niigiit result in cracks of

sufficient magnitude to impair the strength of the viaduct.

The onl_\- cracks so far developed have occurred in the end
panel under tracks 1 and 2 lietween bents 24 and 25, These
cracks developed before any live-load was applied in a .«ec-

Underside of the Slab in the Warehouse, Lackawanna Terminal at Buffalo. N, Y.

lace underneath tlie deck. The fiat slab showed advantages
of lower cost, lower maintenance and greater permanence as

compared with structural steel. From a railroad point of

view the outstanding feature is the possible flexibility in the

track layout since the structure is designed to carry any ar-

rangement of tracks on 12-ft. centers. This was obtained
with very little additional cost over a fixed jiosition of tracks

and driveways. It was in this structure that those respon-

silile for the design decided that no expansion joints were
necessary and their judgment seems to have been justified.

The satisfactory results oiitained with the flat slab system
at the Soo Line terminal prompted its consideration and
adoption i)y the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Rail-

road in the recent construction of a viaduct ajiproacii to the

station of the new terminal imjirovement at Buffalo, X. Y,
The viaduct, 154 ft. in width and 1,070 ft. in length, sup-
jiorts a structural steel trainshed, platforms, and seven tracks

on ballasted floor. Deck construction was admirably adapted
to the maximum development of full tenninal facilities in a

very limited area. This new layout is locateti alongside the

Buffalo river. The docking facilities are for Great Lakes
steamers which can be unloaded diratlv under cover of the

tion poured July 14, l^'li). I'he waterproofing was laid

during the following winter and it was on this panel that

the kettles for melting the asphalts were placed, resulting in

high temperatures in the slab. There is the possibility that

the subsequent sudden cooling of the slab in zero weather
caused the cracking. This hypothesis is not advanced so

much in an endeavor to substantiate the writer's previous

remarks—that the constant tensile resistance of the slab un-
der ordinary conditions has the effect of preventing cumu-
lative action of the stresses at any particular section—but is

given rather for its value as a warning in anticipation of

what may occur to any concrete bridge slab if too much heat

is applied localh' in extreme cold weather to a comparatively
thin slab for any purpose.

The .second apjilication of the flat slab construction made
i>y the Lackawanna solved in a very accejitaiile manner one
of the ]ierplexing problems encountered in grade crossing

elimination through populous sections. The difficulty de-

velops when it becomes necessary to acquire abutting prop-
erty for the expansion of tracks and station facilities, in

which case the property is usually rated at an exorbitant

value.
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'I'his condition prevailed in connection with track eleva-

tion work through South Orange, N. J., wdiere the acquisi-

tion of more right of way would have been necessary for an

additional third track and island ])latform together with a

new station if the latter were to be built in the usual man-

ner alongside. The necessity of purchase was obviated by

the adojnion of a flat slab viaduct, 79 ft. in width and 426

ft. in length, under which the station and all its appurte-

nances were built within the confines of the original right

of way.

The proximity of South Orange avenue, a county high-

way, was an important consideration in favor of the slab

construction since the easterly end of the viaduct is carried

over this main thoroughfare. Included in the facilities pro-

vided under cover of the slab are a concourse connecting the

station with the avenue and its trolley line, parking space

.'^lab for the small type railway bridge, it has been found in

a numljer of estimates that a very appreciable difference ex-

isted in favor of the flat slab. In one case the cost of struc-

tural steel exceeded that of the flat slab by 200 per cent.

This result was obtained where deck construction would have
been required on account of a yard layout involving cross-

overs on the bridge, and a shallow floor depth was necessary

because of close vertical clearances. The estimate included

the price of structural steel at its high water mark.

The flat slat) system has flexible possibilities not obtain-

able by established bridge construction at Lackaw^anna
bridge No. 9.99. It is proposed to remove the present two
track steel bridge for the reason that the abutments, 29 ft.

apart, encroach upon the new 41-ft. 6-in. driveway, which

has been substantially paved with granite block on a con-

crete ba.se. The bridge is to be extended for future track

.-4 M4i¥ llMf TJP;tCfry
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Proposed Application of the Flat Slab Design to a Difficult Bridge Problem, Lackawanna R. R.

for vehicles, a baggage platform and a iieating plant apart

from the station.

There are many advantages in addition to that of economy
to be gained by this type of construction. It permits of more
effective architectural treatment; because of its shallow floor

de])th the track can be laid in Ijallast, which is a very im-

portant consideration in track construction; there are no
girders projecting above the deck to encroach upon the lateral

clearance of the motive power or to interfere, as in this case,

with the construction of the platforms; the rigidity of the

structure is noteworthy since no noticeable vibration is de-

veloped with the simultaneous passing of heavy locomotives
at high speeds on all three tracks; by reason of this rigidity

and of the ballasted floor, the rumbling noises common to

structural steel bridges are very much subdued.
The same advantages that accrue from the use of flat slab

construction covering large areas prevail for smaller struc-

tures and comiiaring the cost of structural steel with the tlat

development on the southerly end, including the installation

of an industrial track by extension of the present separate

sidings which terminate close to the proposed bridge on

either side.

Lateral street intersections fixed the five per cent grade

of the street on the southerly side to begin at the face of the

present steel bridge, thereby materially encroaching upon the

vertical clearance for future expansion of tracks at their

present elevation. To overcome this difficulty the flat slab

is here tilted in the transverse direction to be approximately

parallel with the grade of the present crown of street, and

in the longitudinal direction parallel with the grade of the

tracks. This flexibility and relative shallowness of the slab

have resulted in a very shallow floor depth, preserving the

continuity of the ballasted main line track construction, and

the extension across the bridge of the industrial siding to

the right at its present elevation without resorting to the

usual alternative of lowering tiie street which in this ca^.
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would be a very expensive operation. When the future third

and fourth tracks are laid, they can easily be established at

the elevation 1 ft. 6 in. above the present tracks necessary

to provide the proper amount of ballast.

The most important consideration in the construction of

the small type railway bridge on an established alinement

is to maintain traffic without interruption during the o])era-

tion. This is handled in a number of ways. Where the to-

pography will jjermit, the alinement is shifted temporarily

in order that the bridge might be built clear of traffic, in

part or in its entirety. Where the right of way is of limited

width and the tracks cannot be shifted, a timljer pile bent

trestle of 12-ft. spans is driven under traffic and between

these l)ents, after the excavation has been made the abutment

and piers only of the new bridge can lie built. Long tem-

porary through girders are often used to span out to out of

the new abutment lines in order that the entire bridge may

lie built underneath. If no old girders are available and

the only solution is tlie timber trestle there ari.ses the ex-

clusion of the fiat slab construction, for the reason that the

floor .system of the new iiridge must be erected Ijeyond the

bridge site, either in units or in the whole, followed by a

quick removal of the trestle stringers and the installation of

the completed floor s\stem on the new masonry during hours

of lea.st traffic.

This very important consideration of construction is satis-

fied in the last example by dividing the work into two parts

along the construction joint as indicated. This joint is

placed without weakening the strength of the slab and so

struction can he carried on. These features are emphasized

in the last example which, with its 45 44' angle of crossing

coupled with the grades of the street and tracks, would con-

siderably complicate the details of design and construction

of established bridge practice. The flat slab design will not

require any special consideration on account of these com-

plications. Its flexibility offers much opportunity in over-

coming and simplifying other inherent complications of the

small railway bridge.

The Chicago & North Western Elevator

By F. C. Huffman

.\ssistant Chief Engineer. Chicago & North Western,

Chicago

The Chicago & North Western's lO.OOU.OOO bu. terminal

elevator, completed at the close of 1917 and leased to the

.\rmour Grain Company for operation, i.> the largest and

most completely equipped grain elevator in the world. It

is located on the west bank of the Calumet river, near One

Hundred and Twenty-second street, Chicago.

The plant is so situated that grain is received and shipped

both by rail and water. By rail the daily receiving capacity

is 1,296,000 bu., and the daily shipping capacity 1,296,000

bu. By boat the daily receiving capacity is 480,000 bu.

and the shipping capacity 1,440,000 bu. All of the above

operations may be carried on simultaneously. The handling

capacity of tlie elevator depends on the receiving capacity.

^Stttorr'
Partly Completed Bins Showing the Forms in Position

tliat the soutluTly lialf can be built fir.^t without interference

with traffic and alongside of present structure by removing

only a small portion of the old ma.sonry. The main line

tracks will be shifted temporarily to the completed half,

which gives clear field for the removal of the old bridge and

completion of tlic new structure. The bulkheads of the con-

struction joint are arranged to be practically nomial to the

bands of reinforcement.

The measure of the advantage in cost of the flat slab

railway bridge, comjjared with other types, varies consider-

ably and is dependent upon the conditions at hand. There

seems to be no question concerning the architectural and

structural advantages, the latter results in less maintenance

and greater permanence. Of immeasurable value is the sim-

plicity of design and the exjiediency with which the con-

which is 1,776.000 bu. per day, or, as expressed in >ar unUs.

over 1,000 cars per day.

The main structure' consists of track shed, work house,

storage house and river house, all of which are combined in

one unit and built of reinforced concrete, with the exception

of the cupola, which is built of structural steel and supports

curtain walls of concrete two inches thick reinforced with

No. 9 wire mesh. These curtain walls are built of -'gunite"

placed by tlie cement gun.

It is necessary when undertaking the construction of such

a great structure to have a large and well designed concrete

plant which will carry out the work economically. This

consisted in part of an elevated railroad track for receiving

sand and gravel in hopper Itottom cars which were dumped

from a trestle into a hopper from which a belt conve\or
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carried the material up an incline of 20 deg. to a height of

40 ft Here it was dumped and distributed uniformly by a

traveling tripper into a large storage bin 200 ft. long. This

bin had a sloping bottom and was divided into two com-

partment>, one for sand holding 1,000 cu. yds., and one for

travel holdinu 2,000 cu. vds. A Ijelt conveyor running

Underneath for the entire length received the material from

the bin and carried it to a cross belt which again elevated

the material to a height of 40 ft. Here it delivered it to a

long belt running parallel to the building.

Thi'^ belt delivered to three separate mixing plants equally

spaced near the side of the structure. Each mixing plant

has a sand hopper of 40 cu. yds. capacity and a gravel hop-

per of 80 cu. vds. capacity located directly over the mixer.

The material is delivered to the mixer through measuring

chutes.
, ,. , r

The cement in mo.st cases was taken directly trom

cars which were brought opposite each mixer on a material

track. A 600-bbl. cement shed was built at each mixer plant

to store the cement in case cars were not delivered regu-

larly.

Top Bin Forms During Construction

mattress consisted of gravel concrete, heavily reinforced witli

steel bars and varying in thickness from 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft.

4 in,, as requirements demanded. .\s soon as a section of

the mattress was completed, workmen began placing thj

stationary forms for the basement story. This story is used

for the machinery and belt conveyors employed in conveying

the grain from the track shed to the work house or river

house and for receiving the grain from the river house, and

storage bins, and delivering it to the work house. The walls

and piers in this story are of massive design owing to the

enormous load they must support. In the storage house and

the river house the forming was so arranged that the bin bot-

tom slab and walls were poured together, making a mono-

lithic structure.

The concreting of the circular bins was next in order of

procedure. The bins of the .storage house, 104 in number,

are 105 ft. high and 22^^. ft. in diameter, on the center lines

of the walls which are 7 in. tliick. reinforced horizontalh

with flat bars. The forms consisted of an outer and inner

wall section built of 4-in. beveled vertical staves, 4 ft. high,

and held together by yokes. There were eight yokes to a bin,

each yoke having a lifting jack of the "monkey motion" type

attached to it. This type of jack was especially designed

for this job, and operated upon a one-inch pipe which served

as the vertical reinforcing for the walls. This jack operates

with a lever working through a vertical arc and eight were

used on each bin form. The vertical pipes were spliced

with a butt joint and a filler which permitted the jacks to

operate without any interference with the joints or the plac-

ing of additional lengths of pipe. The pipes were marked

at six-inch intervals, to assist the workmen on the jacks in

carrying the forms up in a level position and also inform

them the amount they were required to raise at any one time.

These forms were so connected by vertical rods and cast

slides that the raising of one form did not disturb the ad-

joining forms. Each bin form was lifted six inches in turn,

the workmen making the round in regular order, and the

steel placers following closely behind, after which the con-

crete was poured, making the work a continuous perform-

ance. These 104 bins were run up 105 ft. in 17 day*,

working two 10-hr. shifts per day. The 24 bins of the rive.-

hou.«c were run up a distance of "35 ft. in 11 days' time.

working two 10-hr. shifts per day.

All roofs and floors were constructed of reinforced con-

crete. There were 62,000 cu. yds. of concrete, 1,750 ton.-

of reinforcing steel, 2.000,000 ft.'b.m. of form lumber. 94,000

l)bl. of cement consumed in this structure.

Water was supplied from the river by the use of a motor-

driven triplex pump automatically controlled by a cut-off

switch, at a maximum pressure of 80 lb. A one-yard elec-

trically driven mixer was installed at each plant. After the

concrete was mixed it was dumped into hoisting buckets at

each of the three plants and hoisted to the proper height,

where it was delivered to distributing chutes. The dis-

tributing chutes had swivel legs and balanced cantilever dis-

charge spouts operating in a radius of 100 ft. This method

of handling the concrete was used for all the foundation

slabs, basement walls and bin floor slabs. Above these

sliding form work was used and the "buggying" method wa~

followed. Each of the concrete plants was able to deliver

1,200 cu. yds. during a period of two 10-hr. shifts. When

operating at capacity a batch of concrete was turned out

every 47 sec. All conveyors, Iioists, mixers and machinery

were electrically driven by current brought in at 12,000

volts and stepped down to 220 volts at a temporary trans-

former building on the site.

The foundation for the structure consists of 18,200 timber

piling of an average length of 36 ft. below cut-off, spaced

2J/S ft. center to center. After the piling was cut off the

concrete mattress was poured over the entire area. Th^s

Thk Dkive Is On for War Savings Stamps! Remember

that the soldier's chance of life depends upon the support

given him by the folks back home. Help! Save and buy

War Savings Stamps.

Tr.ains by W.\terpower IX Sp.\ix.—Telegraphing re-

centh- from Madrid, the special correspondent of the London

Daily Mail said that in a debate on railwa>s in the Spanish

Senate, Senor Cambo said the government was occupied with

a large scheme for the development of hydro-electrical energy,

and more than hinted at the existence of a plan for operating

thus the main railways of the country. The correspondent

added: "As the industrial development of Spain is hung up

for }ack of communications and transport, and as transport

at present depends on coal, the importance of this project can

hardly be exaggerated. It is interesting to note also that

practically all hydro-electrical plants in the countr>- are run

with German machinery, and that their usual commercial

forethought has been displayed in a systematic cultivation of

the subject, as well as in a good deal of surveying and buying

of properties where this power could be developed on a large

scale. There is enough waterpo\ver in Spain to do the whole

work of the country."
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Directors' Orders Governing

the Western Regions

DriM.Nc; I 111-: I'.ast w kkk tlu- re.t;ional directors of the

wi'stc-rn ri-.uions i.>i>u«l a numlft-r of orders, among

which the following are noted: Supplement No. o

to Circular 12(). directed to southwestern and northwestern

railroads, and Circular No. 7 sent to central western rail-

roads, all under date of June 26, interpret Circular No.

1 26 on advertising regulations as not prohibiting the dis-

trilmtion of stocks of maps on hand as long as the supply

lasts.

Circular No. I.i5 directed to northwestern railroads and

Circular No. l.i directed to central western railroads, as

well as an unnumljered circular directed to the southwestern

liiHs—all three dated June 26—ask for an expression of

opinion on the advisability of appointing one watch inspec-

tor for all roads at watch inspection points, whose sole duty

would be insjicction of time pieces and who would receive

compensation therefor from the carriers. The circular asks

whether the present .system under which watch inspectors

receive no compensation e.xcept the profit on watches which

they sell, does not in some cases result in the practical com-

pulsion of the emplo>x'es to buy new watches from the men

who pass upon their time pieces.

Supplement No. .5 to Circular No. .S2 to northwestern and

southwestern roads and Circular No. 9 to central western

roads, dated June 26, outline a new procedure which will

be followed in making applications for the opening up of

new coal mines. Applications hereafter will be made by the

coal mining company, in the first instance, to the Fuel Ad-

ministration which, if it considers them worthy of attention,

will ])ass them on to the Railroad Administration for more

detailed consideration. At the conclusion of an investiga-

tion by the latter organization, a joint decision will be made

by both administrations.

Circular No. 11, dated June 26, addressed to central

western railroads (|uotes a letter addressed to the director

general b}- the manager of the troop movement section which

suggests that obsolete and weak passenger cars now

put into bunk car service, might be used for the transpor-

tation of working men to and from the large ship-lmilding

and explosive plants now engaged in war work. The cir-

cular asks central western roads to prepare statistics on the

amount and present distriijution of this class of equipment.

Circular No. 22, dated June 27, and addressed to central

western railroads ([uotes a letter from W. S. Carter, director

of the division of labor of the Railroad Administration,

wliich suggests that in view of the scarcity of train service

employees the jiossibilities of employing firemen, brakemen

and men in other similar service i)elo\v the age of 21 might

well be studied. Central western lines are requested to

ex|)ress their opinions on this matter and to advise if the

state laws in their territories would interfere with the course

suggested.

Sup[)lement No. 1 to Circular No. 122 to southwestern

and northwestern railroads and Circular No. 19 to central

western railroads, all dated June 27, ask carriers to en-

courage full box car loading. ^Vhile there is at present

a surplus of this class of equipment throughout western ter-

ritory, this .should not be permitted to serve as an excuse

for light loading as an usually heavy crop movement is in

jirospeet.

SLipplement No. 1 to Circular No. 96 sent to northwest-

ern and .southwestern railroads and dated June 27, states Ihat

employes' magazines now jiublished by the various railroads

and eireulated free among their employees may be continued

liul lliat new ones should not be started.

Supplement No. 2 to Circular R. P. C. 13. dated June

26, and sent to all western railroads, asks them to confine

the sale of scrap wheels to companies manufacturing cast

iron car wheels for railroads.

Circular No. R. P. C. 16, dated June 28 and directed to

all western railroads, asks that every effort be made to re-

duce the size, quantity and weight of table clothes, napkins,

towels, etc., purchased for use in dining cars, lunch rooms

and other places where furnished by railroads. This re-

quest is made because of the scarcity of linen and cotton

fabrics for table ware and their present high ])rices.

Supplement No. .5 to R. P. C. Circular No. .>. dated June
18 and sent to all western railroads, asks for certain de-

tailed information concerning all fuel coal contracts, here-

tofore or sui)se<]ucntly made including the names of the

vending company, the producing comjjany and the mine,

its location, the date of contract, the date of expiration, the

net tons ordered, the a])proximate weekly shipment required,

the grade of coal, the routing, the ])rice, etc.

Circular No. R. P. C. 15, dated June 28, and sent to all

western railroads states that during the next few months
carriers will find it necessary to order smooth forged axles

for their own use and to turn them down in their shops,

where facilities for doing so are available. This will en-

able the axle manufacturers to utilize their maximum capac-

ity for rough-turning axles for the United States standard

ears now under con.'^truction.

Disposing of Old Ties

Circular No. 138 to northwestern railroads. Circular No.
23 to central western railroads and an unnumbered circular

directed to southwestern railroads, all dated June 28. suggp'^t

certain rules to govern the disposition of old ties. Old ties

will be used for lighting fires in engines to such an extent

as may be advantageous and economical. Section employees

will be allowed such old ties as the roadmaster may allot

them for their personal use only. Ties may be given to

farmers in exchange for plowing fire guards, mowing the

right-of-way or for the privilege of erecting snow fences

on adjoining land, under the direction of the roadmaster

and division superintendent. Old ties may be disposed of

to the public at such places as there may be a demand for

them and at reasonable prices, provided they can be picked

up by the purchaser without cx|)ense to the railway. In

wooded localities where there is no demand for old ties and
in other places where ties cannot be disposed of in accord-

ance with the previous instructions they will be burned, un-

der favorable weather conditions, so that the right-of-way

may be kept cleaned up.

Maintenance of Way Labor

Circular No. 16 sent to central western railroads and un-

numbered circulars directed to northwestern and southwest-

ern lines, all under date of June 2(1. include questionnaires

on maintenance of way labor conditions which are to be filled

out for the information of the Hoard of Railway Wages and

Conditions. The (|uestionnaire asks for the previous rates

of pay, hours of lai)or, manner of paying,—whether by da\

or b\- hour—the rate of overtime paid, recommended change>

in wages and working conditions, etc.

Application of Superheaters

Circular No. 132 to northwestern railroads and Circular

No. 10 to centra] western railroads and an unnumbered

circular directed to southwestern railroads, all dated June

26, contain the following instructions:

1. Locomotives in shop rcceivine Class 1. 2 or 3 rt-paiis will be super-

heated as material is available and labor conditions will permit.
J. Locomotives in freiRlit or transfer service, havintc 30.000 lb. or more

tractive power, and in passenger service having 25,000 lb. or more
tractive power, will have preference, and locomotives with the longest

prospective life will he first ecpiipped.

3. If superheater material is on hand for. locomotives I'ot covered by the

above ruling, it should he used on smaller engines if not inter-

changeable with larger ones, the idea being to obtain the benefit of
its use rather than to have it remain in stock becalise of not con-
forming to the above requirements.



The Bearing of Malaria on Railroad Operation

Description of Benefits Which Accrued to a Road from a

Campaign to EHminate This Sickness

By H. W. Van Hovenberg

Sanitary Engineer, U. S. Public Health Service, and Formerly Sanitary Engineer, St. Louis Southwestern

Texarkana, Ark.

THE MATTER OK HEALTH PROTECTION for employees of

large business enterprises has long since passed the

experimental stage. Protection of health leading to

increased efficiency, better social conditions, and greater con-

tentment among laljorers is now accepted as a paying invest-

ment of the highest order. Some health protective agencies

have been tiirust upon the railroads for the protection of em-
l)l()yees and tlie public, such as safe drinking water, drinking

Spraying Oil on Stagnant Pools Prevents Mosquito Wiggle-
tail from Getting Air and Kills It By Suffocation

(Ups, an<l pure ire suppl}'. (Jther protective activities have
been inaugurated ijy tlie railroads; such as the "Safety First"

movement, the teaching of first aid among employees, and
the emiiloyment of sanitarians to look after the proper con-

struction of toilets, ventilation of offices, proper feeding of

work crews, etc. Within the past few months the St. Louis
Siiuthwestern has created a new department devoting its

entire time to the elimination of malaria from among some
15,000 employees working over approximately 2,000 miles of

trackage in five states.

Anti-malaria work, as undertaken \>y this road,' was in-

augurated through a stud\' of the records of the employees"
hos])ital !)} Edwin Gould, chairman of the board of di-

rectors. Mr. Gould found that over a period of four years
25 |)er cent of all patients entering the hosi)ital were being
treated for malaria and that approximately one-fourth of
all the medical and .surgical relief furnished at this institu-
tion was devoted to the treatment of malaria patients. He
found that there had Ix'en an annual average of 640 cases of

malaria treated at the hospital during the past four vears
aiul tliai each patient received treatment over an average
IH'i-iod of five days. These startling figures do not include
tlu- hundreds, and more likely thousands of men treated for
malaria by local surgeons. Here was a problem. It :vi ;

obvious that a point of high efficiency among the thousands
of emploxees could not be reached wliile malaria had such a

nn'th"'''''" ",^ ?, P'*'"':; '"'?,'^ '!
'J."'

Nation.lI Malaria Committee Confi-rcnccon Mal:,r,a. ,el,l at ll,e Hotel Chisca. Memphis. Tenr.. on November l.>.'"I, in winch aiklition.il iiiforniation has been incorporated.

grip on their energy and vitality The relation of malaria to
the management of labor on the railroad becomes obvious
when we consider some of the ways in which it increases
tremendously the burden of both employer and employee.

( 1 ) There is a turnover of labor many times during the
season caused by malaria infected men joining the gangs
only to leave at the end of one or two days" work. A fore-
man never knows how many laborers he will have ready for
work, and a superintendent is never certain that a foreman
can complete his work on time due to this uncertainty.

(2) There is a large class of railway employees, includ-
ing ticket agents, clerks, telegraph operators, and others
more or less skilled who have necessarily spent many years
in mastering their line of work. Many' of these cmplovees
are exposed to malaria infections, and tlie railway often pays
for time lost and supplies less skilled labor in their absence.
It is obvious that the positions of emjjloyees who have
jiassed through years of training cannot be filled tenii)orarilv.
without the possibility of error, without chance of accident,
and without certain delays that may be of serious import.

(3) We have a large number of skilled emjiloyees work-
ing ai)out machinery. Sickne,<s from malaria among su:h
men, who are trying to work while infected, means the

A Mosquito Breeding Ditch and Its Appearance After Clean-
ing—A Step in the Anti-Malaria Campaign

likelihood of accident for which the com|)anv will pav in

full measure, means the mistreating of tools and machinery,
and of far greater im|iortance. a certain decrease in output.
Perhajxs the greatest financial loss to the railwav is due to

the very large numijer of light cases of malaria wiiich do not
even receive the attention of the local physician, or of any
physician for that matter. I mean such a case as a man tn--

ing to work and give full value in return for his wages, but
who cannot do so, because of the fever. Sucii cases are

23
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numerous in communities where high malaria rates prevail.

(5) The contentment of a laborer has much to do with

his efficiency. Naturally a man working in a malarial

locality with his wife and children sick with fever, with his

savings going to pay the doctor and the undertaker, cannot

be a happy and contented employee. Again an efficient and

conscientious employee looks forward to advancement. His

general efficiency, and record for always being on duty is

much in his favor. The man who is suffering ifrom malaria

and who is off duty from time to time is not favored when
the opportunity comes for advancement.

Early in the spring of 1917 the income from a trust fund

created by Mr. Gould was made available for anti-malaria

work. The fund is being expended with two distinct pur-

poses in mind: (1) to increase the efficiency of the railway

labor and to decrease the number of hospital cases resulting

from malaria infection, and (2) to serve the public by co-

operation with cities and towns and business enterprises

in ridding their respective communities of malaria, and thus

doing health protective work of the highest order.

Anti-malaria demonstration work of the St. Louis South-

western was organized by officers of the United States Public

Health Service, including J. A. LePrince, well known for his

work in Panama, and Drs. H. C. Derivaux, T. H. D. Grif-

fitts, and L. L. \\"illiams, Jr., of the Malaria Investigation

Branch of the Service. The demonstration work in Lufkin,

Tyler and Keltys was well started when these gentlemen

were recalled about July 1, to control the malaria problems

about the army cantonments and aviation fields, and at

which time a sanitary engineer was employed by the rail-

way to continue their work.

The seasons' work embraced demonstrations of malaria

control in the cities of Tyler, Texas and Texarkana, Ark.,

each with a population of approximately 17,000, in the city

of Lufkin, Texas, with a population of about 3,000, and

adjoining which city the large lumber mill of the Lufkin
I^and and Lumber Co. is located, and in the two typical

lumber mill towns of Keltys and Wildhurst, Texas.

The work in the cities and towns before menticned con-

sisted in the destruttion of all possible breeding areas of the

Anopheles or malaria bearing mosquito, and in the removal

of as many as possible of the breeding areas and containers

of the common house mosquito, which, however, does not

carry malaria. A demonstration of the value of screening

the living quarters of extra gangs and bridge and building

outfits was also carried on. Early in the spring, most of

the outfit cars and bridge and building department cars

were screened, but no serious attempt was made to instruct

the men living in these cars in the purpose of the screening,

which would undoubtedly have been of great value.

Analysis of Work in the Cities

Early in May work was started in Tyler, a city in which
there are approximately 700 St. Louis Southwestern em-
ployees. For this work the city appropriated not to ex-

ceed the amount of $1 ,000, in labor and team hire, while

the railway on its part agreed to furnish all other labor and
expense for the seasons' work. Briefly the results have been

a decrease of 45 per cent in the number of employees ad-

mitted for malarial treatment at the Texarkana hospital, as

shown by the comparison of the hospital records for the

months of June and September, inclusive, of this and last

year. A study of the prescription records of a Tyler drug
store chosen at random, shows a decrea.se in the actual

"quinine subscriptions" written for patients suffering with

malaria of 49 per cent for the months of May to October,

inclusive of 1916 and 1917. From several reliable sources

I am told that the malaria sickness rate in Tvler was
almost negligible this year. The Anopheles breeding areas

in Tyler were kept under control throughout thj summer
with comparative ease. On the other hand the propagation

(;f ( ulcx. or tlie ordinary house mosquito, gave us much
concern. The complete elimination of this mosquito from
Tyler must await education of the public and a livelier inter-

est on its part in removing the breeding places from about

private homes.

The work in Texarkana was started on August 1, and
.Anopheles breeding was under control within a few days.

In this instance, the cities of 'iexarkana. Ark., and Tex..

shared alike in the expense of the demonstration work up
to S600 for each city. Neither city had available cash for

this work, but readily accepted an offer of the St. Louis
Southwestern to accept script in payment of labor furnished

b\- the railway, said script to be applied in the payment of

taxes.

The city of Lufkin was chosen for demonstration work
Ijy officers of the United States Public Health Service be-

cause of its reputation for malaria sickness, and because

of the occasional cases of malaria of the pernicious type

reported in that vicinity. The St. Louis Southwestern sup-
plied five-ninths of the cost for the Lufkin demonstration,

the other four-ninths being supplied by the Lufkin Land and
Lumber Company, Mrs. G. A. Kelly, a club woman of

Lufkin, who is deeply interested in civic and public bealtli

matters, and the Women's Civic League. There are no
public health records with which to interpret the result of

the demonstration work in Lufkin. What was accomplished

may possibly be shown. through an analysis of the prescrip-

tion records of the four drug stores. During the months of

June, July, August, September and October, the relative

number of quinine prescriptions to the total prescriptions

filled by these stores decreased from approximately 17 per

cent in 1916 to about 7 per cent in 1917. The prescrip-

tion records of the third largest drug store, but one, in which
records are well kept, show that there was an actual de-

crease of 310 in the number of quinine prescriptions filled

this year from July 1 to November 1, compared with cor-

responding months of last year, amounting to a relative

decrease of 82 per cent. The decrease in prescri[)tions at

this one store alone, if counted in dollars, amounts to as

much as the entire cost to the people of Lufkin for the anti-

malaria work during the entire season. This does not take

into account the savings to the people through not having

to pay doctors' bills, and not having to lose their wages.

During the month of August. 1916. tlic four drug stores in

Lufkin filled 447 prescriptions. This nu ber decreased to

141 in August, 1917, or a reduction of 6y.S per cent.

1 am informed by Dr. O. M. Dillen, company physician

for the Lufkin Land and Lumber Company, that he has

ol)served a decrease from 85 to 90 per cent in the number
of cases of malaria treated by him this year as compared
to last. .\s in Tyler, the control of Anopheles breeding was
a simple problem compared with the elimination of the com-
mon house mosquito, and here again the final elimination

of the mosquitoes rests on the degree of co-operation re-

ceived from the public of Lufkin.

The San .Vugustine County Lumber Company at Keltys.

a typical mill town, paid the entire cost of its anti-malaria

work, while the railway on its part furnished the services

of its sanitary engineer in the direction of the work. This
company produces from two to three million feet of lumber
per month and, like most other lumber mills, has been work-
ing day and night to keep up with the demand for its prod-

uct. Every request made on the mill in the war of further-

ing the malaria control work was granted imniediately, for

the management realized the importance of keeping its

employees well. The labor situation was very acute. Wages
were raised and every means taken to secure and to keep a

full quota of men. The army draft, volunteers, and the

demand for labor in the picking of cotton and for work at

cantonments, produced a lalwr shortage never known before

in East Texas. K. L. Kurth. seiretarv and treasurer, told
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rivers and cast of Lake Micliigai) and t)ic Indiana-

Illinois Slate tine; al»o those railroads in Illinois

extending into that state from i*nin(s cast of the

Indiana-Illinois line, but excluding tlmsv ronds in-

cluded in the Allegheny and < pmr;(l Western
Regional Districts.

Allegheny Region

nallti] & Ohio of

Hessemer & Lake Erie,

Cumberland Valley.

Central Railroad of New Jersey.

Coal & Coke.

Philadelphia & Reading.

Western Maryland.

Cumberland & Pennsylvania.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Pocahontas Regio

Southern Region
All railroads south of the i M>i<> and Potomac

rivers and east of the Mississi]'i<i river, also those

railroads in Illinois and IndiLnii, cMending into

those states from points south m1 tlic Dhio river

and not included in Ihe Pocaliiiiti* and Central

Western regional districts.

Northwestern Region
Chicago & -North »estcrn.

Chicago. St. Paul. Minncapnh. Ji Omaha.
Chicago Creui VVeslcrn.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. I' ml.

Great Northern.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sanlr Sic Marie.

Norlhcrn Pacific.

Oregon-Wash ins Ion Railroad f. Navijjation.

Southern Pacific Lines (north -f .\-ihland. Ore.).

Spokane, Portland & Seaiih

Spokane lntcrn3tion:>l.

Central Western Region
Alchisi.n. Topcka & SanU 1

Chicago, Rock Inland & Pacit l 'except from Si.

Louis to Kansas City; lines cast of El Reno;
El Reno to Memphis and branches, and sottt

Chickasha)

.

Chicago. Peoria & St. Louis.

Chicago vt Alton.

Chicago j% Eastern Illinois.

Chicago, Tcrre Haute & Soutlieaslem,

Clucago, Iturlington ji: Ouiney.
Colorado & Southern.

ricnver & Rio Grande.

HI Paso & Soulhwciitern.

Illinois Ccntr.il (north of C.iiro nnd Pa.Iiirn

I.os Angeles & Salt Lake.

Northwestern PacitV.

Oregon Short Line.

Quiney, Omaha & Kansas City.

Southern Pacific Lines (west of Kl Paso
Ogden, except north of Ashland. Ore.).

St. Joseph & Grand Island.

Union Pacific.

Western Pacific.

Southwestern Region
Fort Worth & Dinver City.

Fort Worlh & Hi,, Craii.lc.

Culf. Colorado & Sania I-V.

Gulf Coast Lines.

Galvrston. Harrisburg & San Anionio.

Houston & Texas Central.

Houston, East & West Texas.

Inlernatioual & Great Northern.

Kansas City Southern.

Louisiana & Arkansas.

Louisiana Railway ft Navigation.

Louisiana Western.

Midland Valley.

Missouri Pacific System.

Missouri, Kansas K Texas.

Morgan's Louiiiann & Texas Rnilron«l & Stei

of

Rcn<

:iiy).

St. [.ouis-San Francisco.

St. I.auis Soutliwritcrn.

San .'\nlonio & Aransas Pass.

Texas & Pocillc.

Tcxo» & New Orleans.

Wabash Railroad (St. l..ouii to Kansas City and

Omaha).

Wichita Palls & NorlhweaterD.

Texas Midland.

Wichita Valley.
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the writer of this paper, that if there had been the same

amount of sickness this year in Keltys that obtained during

1916, the lumber mill would have been dosed down prob-

ably one-half of the time.

Let us see what bearing malaria work in Keltys has to

f railway management. The San Augustine County Lumber
' Company pays appro.ximately $25,000 per month to the

Cotton Belt for the hauling of its freight, of which $15,000 is

I
retained by the Cotton Belt, the balance of $10,000 going to

' connecting lines. On this basis during the months of greatest

malaria infection, namely, July, August, September and Oc-

tober, the St. Louis Southwestern received this year approxi-

mately $60,000 for the hauling of freight. According to Mr.

Kurth this would have been reduced to $30,000 had not

excellent health conditions been maintained at Keltys. We
can claim approximately $30,000 then in the railway com-

pany's receipts from handling of freight which represents

very clearly the definite connection between anti-malaria

work and railway operation. In dollars and cents the income

of the Cotton Belt has been increased by the profit on hand-

ling $30,000 freight. This profit will pay many times over

the cost of anti-malaria work at Keltys. This example is

typical to some extent of what has prevailed at the lumber

mills in Lufkin and in Wildhurst.

Work Among Employees

The St. Louis Southwestern anti-malaria demonstration

work for 1917 included the protection of the employees

tiiemselves from mosquitoes through screening, and the erad-

ication of malaria bearing mosquitoes from cities and towns

by removing and destroying their breeding places.

A large number of employees live and sleep on cars fitted

up for the purpose. These work trains of various kinds

are often located in highly malarious districts. The men
are thus exposed to infection. For the months of May to

October, 1916, 13 per cent of all the malaria patients in the

employees' hospital came from the bridge and building de-

partment, which department employed one per cent approxi-

mately of the total employees of the road.

J. M. Herbert, president of the St. Louis Southwestern

Sy.-^tem, ordered all cabooses, extra gang cars, work trains

and bridge and building cars screened before the mosquito

season of 1917. He gave his personal attention to this work
to the extent of inspecting the screening of outfit cars while

on tours of inspection along the line. As a result of these

measures it was found that the relative number of hospital

cases from the bridge and building department alone de-

creased nearly one-half in 1917. The records show that

for the month of May to October inclusive in 1916, one

emplo}'ee from the bridge and building department went to

the hospital for malarial treatment for every 3,960 man-
hours of labor put in by the department, while for the same
period of 1917, one man went to the hospital for every 7,580

man-hours, a relative decrease of 47.7 per cent. Screening

the sleeping quarters of these cm[)loyees was undoubted-

ly responsible in a large measure for this great reduc-

^
tion.

I
Orders are now out, directing that all screening be repaired

1^ and that new screening be done wherever needed, in prep-

aration for the 1918 mosquito season.

Protection of the men living on work trains is secured
^ easily and without undue expense. Screening of windows

and doors must be well done, and only screen wire having
16 meshes or over to the inch should be used. Screen that

will keep out flies will not be effective against mosquitoes.

Defective screening will permit mosquitoes to enter the sleep-
ing cars at night. At daybreak they try to get out, but in
the short interval before full daj'light they are unable to find
the particular hole in the screen that they searched half the
night for. Consequently the car becomes a mosquito trap
and the infected mosquito must hide and await her time

to bite another victim and thus spread malaria from one

person to another in the same car.

Holes in the floors, walls and ceilings of the cars should

be completely closed, and the screen door braced againsf

sagging. Painting the ceilings of the cars white and put-

tying up all the cracks will permit swatting the mosquitoes

each morning at daybreak. .\ny infected mosquito will be

destroyed, even if the men in the cars were bitten and dis-

turbed by the pests. This method of control was admirably
demonstrated by Mr. Le Prince in Panama with construc-

tion gangs.

The fumes of certain chemicals when burned will destroy

the adult mosquito. This should be done at night before

retiring, since the malaria bearing mosquito does her biting

as a rule only at night, and she may not give notice of her

presence about the car to the sleepers because she does not

make the loud humming sound usually associated with the

more numerous and better known varieties of mosquitoes.

In handling construction trains the officials in charge of

work crews should choose points for the location of cars

that are as far removed from mosquito breeding areas as

possible. Perhaps a very little work with shovels wiU drain

standing water near outfit cars or a few applications of oil

will destroy the breeding areas of myriads of mosquitoes.

Thus the foreman of the gang may be saved from issuing

hospital slips to men down with chills and fever, and also

saved from the criticism of his superiors who demand results.

Certain railway employees are not easily protected from
malaria! infection. For instance, conductors, engineers

firemen and brakemen may work several ways out of a

division point. They may sleep in several different places

during the week and they may be obliged to sleep without

proper protection by screens. These men can protect them-

selves by use of mosquito bars carried with them for this

purpose, or they may resort to the use of quinine. It is well

known that quinine, w-hen used in suitable amounts and at

required times, will render most people immune from mala-

rial infection. Such a method of protection against malaria

has been practiced for years in many tropical countries.

The St. Louis Southwestern proposes, during the oncoming
malaria season, to supply quinine free of cost to employees

on certain work who express a desire to help themselves to

have good health.

This company hospital records show that for tiie months
of May and October inclusive, 1916. the following classes

of labor contributed 79 per cent of the malaria cases:

Section Kihorcrs AA per cent
Kxtra g.nngs 11 per cent
Bridge and building department 13 per cent
Engineers, firemen and brakemen 7 per cent
Car repairers 4 per cent

Total ; 79 per cent

Proper screening of sleeping cars and the use of quinine

will certainly reduce the rate of malarial infection among
the extra gang and bridge and building employees. On the

other hand the section hands, aside from those who live in

well screened company houses, must either expend their

meager earnings for screens or avail themselves of the offer

of free quinine. A large portion of the section hands are

ignorant Mexicans and negroes. This class of labor is re-

sponsible for nearly one-half of the malaria cases at the

hospital, although representing less than 15 per cent of

the total number of railway employees. The demonstra-

tion of the use of quinine on them will be very carefully

watched, for this means of health protection permits of al-

most unlimited expansion among the thousands on thou-

sands of similar laborers on railways in the south.

Dr. R. C. Derivaux, medical officer in charge of malarial

investigation of the U. S. Public Health Service, in his

recent publication dealing with a quinine immunization ex-

periment on a number of families living on large planta-

tions, writes that at Lake Village, Ark., "quinine was given
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237 persons for immunization, and a reduction in malaria

of 64.45 per cent obtained as ascertained by repeated para-

site inde.\ examinations." This demonstration was carried

on jointly by the International Health Board and the U. S.

Public Health Service.

American Railway Engineering

Association Committee Work

SIX NKW CHAiKMi:.\ have been selected for standing com-

mittees of the ."American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion for the coming year, while 16 chairmen have been

held over. G. J. Ray, chief engineer D., L. & \V., succeeds

John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer S. P., as chairman of

the Rail committee. Mr. Ray is succeeded as chairman of

the Track committee by John R. Leighty, engineer of mainte-

nance of the M. P. W. H. Hoyt, assistant chief engineer of

the D., \l. & N., has been made chairman of the committee

on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, following E. A. Frink,

principal assistant engineer S. A. L. \V. H. Finley, presi-

dent C. & N. W., has i)een appointed chaimian of the com-

mittee on Rules and Organization, succeeding Joseph

Mullen. The Yards and Tenninal committee is headed by

B. H. Mann, signal engineer M. P., who succeeds E. B.

Temple, assistant chief engineer P. R. R. C. M. Taylor,

superintendent of treating plants of the C. R. R. of N. J., is

placed in charge of the work of the committee on Wood
Preservation, succeeding Earl Stimson, engineer maintenance

of way B. & O.

Owing to the nature of the subjects assigned to the com-

mittees for investigation and to the fact that not more than

two topics can be reported to the convention for action in any

one year, many of the subjects considered last year have been

carried over. Among the new subjects assigned to the com-

mittee for investigation during the present year are

the following:

B.^LLAST— Stud)' and report on the design of gravel wash-

ing plants; study and report on the design of stone-crushing

plants.

Buildings—Report on detail designs of buildings used for

liousing track labor. Rejiort on the efficient and economical

methods of electric lighting of (a) Passenger station in-

teriors; (b) Passenger station surroundings; (c) Platforms,

covered and uncovered. Report on modem types of toilet

.facilities at .small stations where water supply and sewers

are lacking.

Wooden BRin(;ES and Tuestles—Report on classifica-

tions and grading rules for all lumber and timber used in the

con.struction and maintenance of way departments of rail-

ways. Report on specifications for construction timbers and

building lumber. From these studies draw up in unified

form a set of specifications for construction timbers and
building lumber for use on railways, showing each kind and
quality of lumber or timber which is suitable for each of

the different classes of work on a railway. Report on speci-

fications for timber which is to be treated with a preservative

substance.

Masonry—Report on different methods of depositing con-

crete under water. Report on the disintegration of concrete

and the corrosion of reinforcing material in connection with

the use of concrete in sea water. Prepare specifications for

slag aggregate. Report on ( 1 ) the effect upon the strength

and dural)ility of concrete not having a sufficiency of moist-

ure present throughout the period of hardening as compared

with concrete fully supplied with moisture; (2) methods of

providing moisture during this period; (3) remedy for con-

crete hardened with insufficient moisture.

Sir.NAi.s AND Interi.ockinc.—Report on Automatic Train

Control. Report on methods in use for short-circuiting track

circuits for the display of signals for the protection of track

workers. Report on the application of aspects indicating that

Xo. 19 or No. 31 orders are to Ik- delivered. Submit a code

of signal rules. Investigate and repon on the subject of the

|jro]jer time interval for the release of electrical and mechan-
ical devices applied to signal or switch apparatus.

Records and Accounts—Report upon forms for analyz-

ing expenditures for assistance in controlling exjx;nditures.

Rules and Organization—Prepare rules for the con-

struction, maintenance and oijeration of buildings and pro-

tective apparatus for the reduction of fire risk. Prepare

rules for the in.spection of bridges and culverts.

Water Service—Report ujjon plans and general specifi-

cations for typical water station layouts. Study locomotive

flue failures wiiidi may be due to improjx-r water conditions

and rejjort ujjon methods of treatment to correct such con-

ditions.

Yards and Terminals—Rejjort on unit operation of rail-

way terminals in large cities. Report on the handling of

freight in douljle-deck freight houses and the cost of opera-

tion. .\lso report on the handling of freight by mechanical

means. Report on the advantages ot a small sorting yard

with grades sufficient for gravity switching to be located ije-

tween the classification yard and advance pocket for the ]3ur-

])ose of switching trains into station order.

Iron and Steel Strvctires—Report upon the use of

])lastic compounds for the protection of steel work exposed to

the blast action from locomotive stacks. Secondari- stresses

and impact, (a) Report definite principles for design to re-

duce secondarv' stresses and rules for computing or allowing

for them, (b) Study and draw conclusions from records of

impact tests, (c) Continue impact tests and stress measure-
ments as funds may be availalile. Report on the design,

length and ojieration of turntables, (a) Report sj:)ecifications

for the design of turntables and tumtalile pits, (b) Report

specifications for metal for turntable roller and disc bearings.

Report on principles for detailed design of flashing, drain-

age and reinforcement for waterproofing purposes. Report

on track scales superstructures.

\\'ooD Preservation—Report on preservative treatment

for Douglas, fir. Rejwrt on indicators for determining the

Bumettizing of ties and timbers.

Economics of Railway Operation—Report on methods
for increasing the capacity of a railroad. Collect data on

operating costs from available .sources, including rate case

investigations necessary to a complete analysis of operating

costs. Report on the effect of ^>eed of trains up>on the cost

of track maintenance. Report on the economic length of op-

erating districts. Report upon the allocation of maintenance

of way expenses to passenger and freight ser\-ice. Report on

the reclamation and utilization of scrap material.

Economics of R.ailwav Labor—Report on plans and
methods for organizing to olttain labor for railways. Report

on methods of equating track sections. Report on typical

plans for boarding cars and boarding houses for railway la-

iiorers. Study the matter of establishing proper relations be-

tween a unit of track expenditure and a unit per mile of line

for different classes of road for the purpose of determining

a normal maintenance expense and to obtain, as far as pos-

sible, uniform conditions involving: (a) Separation of ex-

penses as between road, signal and bridge and building de-

partments, (b) The determination of the ratio of labor cost

to total cost. Report on labor-saving devices.

Equipment Exports from Enc.l.\nd.—The British

Board of Trade returns show that the exports of railway ma-
terial for the first four months of the present year were: Loco-

motives, valued at $2,584,840, as compared with $2,362,560

in the same period of 1016; rails. SI. 188,775. against

$1,218,640. and cars, $2,321,210. a; compared
""

with

$1,263,770 in 1916.



American Society for Testing Materials

Reports on Bearing Metals, Steel Tie Plates and Structural

Steel for Cars—Dr. Marburg's Death

T)iK TWENTY-FIRST annual meetinu; of the American So-

city for Testing Materials was held at the Hotel Tray-
more, Atlantic City. N. J., June 25 to 28, 1918. The

work of the society during the jxist year was somewhat cur-

tailed due to the extraordinary conditions prevailing. Many
of the changes made in the specifications were of a minor
nature. The following is an account of the more important

ones of interest to railway men

:

Proposed Specifications''' for Bronze Bearing Metals

for Turntables and Movable Railroad Bridges

These specifications cover four classes of Ijronze-hearing

metals for turntables and movable railroad bridges.

The purposes for which these classes are frequently u.sed

are as follows:

CVa.tt .;. for ccniact willi I:arclcm-<1 steel disks under pressures over
1.5O0 II). per s(|. in., for example, bearing metals, u.sed in turntables and
center.bearinK swing bridges;

Class B for contact with soft steel at low spc

over 1,500 lb, per sq. in., for example, trunnions
.ind lift bridges;

CJass C. for ordinai-y machinery bearings;
ClnsK /). foi gears, worm wheels, nuts and

subjected to other than compressive stresses.

s under pressures not
ml journals of bascule

The bronze shall be a homogeneous alio}- of copper and
tin. The copper shall conform to the requirements of the

standard specifications of the American Society for Testing

Materials. The lironze shall he made from new metal, ex-

ce|it that .sera]) of known conii)osition iJRiduced by the foun-

dry at which the bronze is ca.st may be used.

Care shall be exercised that the metal is not overheated,

and that the temperature at pouring and the conditions of

cooling are such as will be most likely to secure dense

castings.

The bronze shall conform to the following requirements as

to chemical composition

:

Elements considered .\ B C D
t'oi)per, per cent... Remainder Remainder 82 (max.) 89 (n-ax.)
Tin, per cent about 20 about 17 11 11
Lead, per cent about 10
Zinc, per cent 2.25 (max,)
Iron, per cent 2.25 (max,)
riiorpborus, p e r

cent lotoverl.O notovcrl.O 0.7-1.0
Other elements, per

cent notovcrO.5 notoverO.5 notoverO,5 notoverCS

The bronze shall conform to the following requirements

as to compressive and tensile properties:

Class

Properties considered \ I! C ~ D '

Compression

limit, lb,

25,OOil..)0.000 ly,OOl).J.?,0<iO 12,00017,000 about 14,000
Permanent set in 1 in,

under 100,000 lb. per

15,000

30.000

The (lefonnation limit in compression shall be determined
^s that load which produces a permanent set of 0.001 inch
in the ((impression test sjiecimen descrilied in Section 6 (b).

The yield point in tension shall be determined as the stress

producing an elongation under load of 0.5 per cent—that is,

"01 in, in ;i gage length of 2 in.

A test bar of the form and dimensions shown (0.57 in.

"Portions treating of administrative matters of inspection, tests, etc..

diameter for a length oi I'/s in.) to be used for the tension

test specimen, and a suitable test bar for the compression test

specimen, shall be an integral part of the casting, and shall

be fed and cooled under the same conditions as were the

castings.

Compression test specimens shall be cylinders 1 sq. in. in.

cross-sectional area and 1 in. high.

Tension test sj^ecimens, turned from the test bar shall be-

yy in, diameter for a length of 2,'
.J

in. The ends shall be of

a form to fit the holders of the testing machine in such a waj;'

that the load sRall be axial.

The castings shall be sound, clean and free from IjIow-
holes, porous places, cracks and other defects.

On Non-Ferrous Alloys for Railway Equipment
G. H, Clamer, chairman of the subcommittee of the com-

mittee on Non-Ferrous Metals and Alloys, reconunended that
certain changes be made in the tentative specifications for
non-ferrous alkjys for railway equipment in ingots, castings
and fini.shed car and tender bearings (B 17-17 T),j by
which the. four bearing metals (Nos. 1 to 4, inclusive) shall
iie changed to three.

The following facts were presented before the meeting of
the main committee:

1. The desirability of having a hard alloy for those bear-
ings which are subjected to alternating or impact loads is

now well recognized. That such an alloy is desirable was
sujjported ij}' evidence presented b,v the chairman, and by the
correspondence of Messrs. \\'. M. Corse, W. K. Frank, H. V.
Wille and J. C. Ramage—all members of Sub-Committee
VI—-and also by the correspondence of J. T. Wallis. general
superintendent of motive power, Pennsylvania Railroad.

2. The desirability of using a softer alloy than Bearing
Metal No. 2 for driving brasses, truck brasses and hub
liners, was agreed to.

.1. The committee was practically unanimous in its opin-
ion that the zinc content in Bearing Metal No. 4 is too high
for best practice, and favored a compromise between alloys
Nos. J and 4,

The committee recommends that the specifications be
amended as indicated below, and continued as tentative be-
cause there is still some doubt as to the proper limits of com-
position for the alloys:

1. Change the first three paragraphs of Section 1 (b) to
read

:

"(b) These alloys and the purposes for which they are
used are as follows:

"Bearing Metal No. 1, for connecting rod bearings, bush-
ings, eccentric straps, crosshead gibs, and miscellaneous
bushings

;

"Bearing Metal No. 2, for driving box bearings, engine
truck and trailer bearings, and hub liners;

"Bearing Metal No. 3, for lead-lined bearings, for loco-

motive tenders, freight and passenger car equipment.''

2. Change the table of chemical composition from its pres-

ent form to read as shown in the table on the following

p;ige.

The requirements covering Babbitt Metal and Lining
Metal have been revised to conform with alloys Nos. 7 and
0. respectively, of the proposed Tentative Specifications for

\\hite Metal Bearing Alloys (known commercially as Bab-
bitt Metal), referred to under the heading "Sub-Commitee

tProccedings, .'\ni, .Soc, Test, Mats., Vol. XVII. Part I, p, 610 (1917).

27
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IV—On White Metals," and appended to thi.s report. The
requirements covering Hell Metal are unchanged.

It will be noted that in Bearing Metal No. 1, phosphorus

plates, or from the rolled bars; and longitudinally with the

rolling. They shall be rectangular in section, not less than

Yz in. in width between the planed sides, and shall have two

.\MENDED Table of Chemical Composition

Alloy wc s

9-11
4-6

'4-6

16-18
9.25-10.75
4.50-5.50

tNot

•oS

jS.
911

23.5-26.5
17-22
0.25*

remainder
remainder

considered an

si a
0.75
0.75
2.50
0.25
none

impurity.

0.2?
0.40
0.40
0.25

and can

|£

< t.

0.25*
0.50*
0.50'
0.25*
14-16

'9.25-10.75

be specified at

1=:

l.Ot

'6m

option of

3 a

oios

purchaser.

<!

0.20
0.20

5 a*5 K

" 7.0

"

1.5

Tt arinff metal No 1 3.0

remainder 0.50
0.50" 0.76t

Lining metal' . .-.

•Maximum.
it Must not contain zinc.

0.5O' 0.75t

is not considered an impurity and can* be specified at the

• •option of the purchaser.

[Note— .After this report was read a stronE plea was made to increase

the total impv.rities in Bearing Metals Nos. 1 and 2 to 2 per cent was

made, but after considerable discussion it was decided to leave it as it

was presented by tlie committee.—Kditor.]

Specifications for Steel Tie Plates

Revised specifications for steel tie plates were submitted

which differ from those appearing in the report of last year's

convention {Railway Age Gazette, July 6, 1917, page 13),

in regard to the chemical properties and physical tests. The

paragraphs as to chemical properties are given in full below:

The steel shall conform to the following requirements as

to chemical composition:

P.esscmer Soft grade Medium grade

i
Carbon, per cent not under 0.06 not under 0.12

Phosphorus, per cent not over 0.10 not over O.IO

Open-hearth
Carbon, per cent notunder0.12 not under 0.20

Phosphorus, per cent not over 0.06 not over 0.O6

A carbon determination shall be made of each melt of Bes-

semer steel, and two analyses every 24 hours representing the

average of the elements carbon, manganese, phosphorus and

sulfur, contained in the steel, one for each day and night turn

respectively. These analyses shall be made from drillings

taken at least 14, in. beneath the surface of a test ingot ob-

tained during the pouring of the melts. The chemical com-

position thus determined shall be reported to the purchaser

or his representative, and shall confomi to the requirements

specified in the table.

An analysis of each melt of open-hearth steel shall be

made by the manufacturer to determine the percentages of

carbon, manganese, phosphorus and sulfur. This analysis

shall be made from drillings taken at least ]/& in. beneath the

surface of a test ingot obtained during the pouring of the

melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall be

reported to the purchaser or his representative, and shall con-

form to the requirements specified in table.

An analysis may be made by the purchaser from a finished

tie plate representing each melt of open-hearth steel and each

melt or lot of 1 tons of Bessemer steel. The carbon content

thus determined shall not he less than that specified in the

table and the phosphorous content shall not e.xcced that spec-

ified in the table by more than 20 per cent.

The innovation concerning the physical properties lies in

the elimination of all reference to tensile tests and the

method of making them. Instead bending tests are required

as given in detail below.

The bend test sjiecimens shall bend cold through 180 de-

grees around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the

thickness of the specimen for the soft grade, and to twice the

thickness of the specimen for the medium grade, without

cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

Bend test specimens shall be taken from the finished tie

parallel faces as rolled. They shall Ije free from ribs or I

projections. Where the design of the tie plates is such that

the specimen cannot be taken between the ribs or projections,

these ribs or projections shall, in preparing the specimen, be
]

planed off even with the main surface of the tie plate.
'

If preferred by the manufacturer and approved by the pur-
|

chaser, the following bend test may be substituted. '

A piece of the rolled bar shall bend cold through 90 deg.
,

around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the thickness '

of the section where bent for the soft grade, and to twice the

thickness of the section where bent for the medium grade,
]

without cracking on the outside of the bent portion. 1

One bend test shall be made from each melt of open- '

hearth steel, or from each melt or lot of 10 tons of Bessemer .

steel.

If any test specimen shows defective machining or de-
\

velops flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen sub- !

stituted.
I

The Rail Situation
|

Weight of Sections—Some of the railroads tliat have

increased the weight of section, particularly where this is de-

cidedly over 100 lb. per yd., report the greatly reduced cost of '

track maintenance and a reduction in the number of failures J

as well as better riding track. One of these roads now has in

contemplation a section weighing 200 lb. per yd. While this 1

weight of section may be extreme and only to be considered '

b}^ roads having e.xtremely dense traffic and the heaviest wheel
j

loads, the tendency toward heavier sections seems to be ;

general. i

Heat-treated Rails—I'rom time to time experiments
'

have been made in the quenching and annealing of rails, <

sometimes of standard sections and sometimes of sections

slightly modified to better meet the stresses incident to
j

quenching. The rails when put in ser\'ice generally showed
|

markedly greater resistance to abrasion, but some failed due '

to brittleness in track. There are now in track, at points I

where the service is particularly severe, quenched and an-
'

nealed rails which have not proven brittle, although they j

carry very heavy traffic under severe serv-ice conditions on i

heavy cur\-es. The results of these tests indicate that thej

heat-treated rails may have a future. ^

Structural Steel for Cars <

At the request of the Tank Car Committee of the !Master
j

Car Builders' Association and other interested consumers,
j

the committee has given careful consideration to specifications J

for plates for welding. The question was referred to Sub-I

Committee II (Committee on Steel) which held two meetings?

at which specifications now in use by welding companies!

were presented for consideration and discussion. In pursu-;

ance of the report of this sub-committee, the committee rec-

ommends that requirements for "plates for forge welding" be

I
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0.40-0.60 per cent
1 Acid not over 0.04 percent
( Basic not over 0.04 per cent

not over 0.O45 per cent

Tensile strength, lb. per sq.

Yield-point, min., lb. per s(!.

incorporated in the Standard Specifications for Structural

Steel for Cars (A 11-16), as indicated below and referred to

letter ballot for adoption as standard.

1. Sectimi 3.—Add the following chemical requirements

to apply to "Plates for forge welding":

Manganese
Phospbonis

Snl|)hv.r

2. Section 6 (a).—Change the heading of the last column

of the table to read (italics are new) "Plates for cold pressing

and Jorge welding," which makes the following tensile prop-

erties applied to plates for forge welding:

4S. 000-58.000
U.5 tens. str.

1,500,000
i:i<inK:ition in 8 in., min., per cent , with

Tens. str.

die same modifications which apply to plates for cold pressing.

3. Section 8 {b).—Change to read as follows by the addi-

tion of the italicized words and the omission of the words

in brackets:

"(5) The test specimen for rivet steel, [and] for plates

for cold pressing, and for plates for forge welding, shall

bend cold through 180 deg. flat on itself without cracking

on the outside of the bent portion.

Modified Steel Specifications Being Used Under

Present Industrial Conditions

The attention of Committee on Steel was called to the fact

that in many cases purchasers had allowed temporary modi-

fications of standard specitications, tliereby permitting the

-^liipment of material that ordinarily would not fall within

the limits of the specifications as to chemical or physical

])roperties. The committee was of the opinion that this tem-

jjorary adjustment of the standard specifications to meet un-

usual industrial conditions offered an excellent opportunity

to study the effects of such departures from standards upon
the performance of the material in service, and to collect all

of the data available from such study so that the results

may be before the committee for use when considering re-

visions in existing standards. With this in mind, the com-

mittee directed its sub-committees to compile, in so far as

possible, an adequate record of the service of material pur-

chased under any of the committee's specifications which may
be thus modified by special agreement.

The following resolution was also adopted and it is the

hope of the committee that purchasers and producers gen-

erally will co-operate by making availalilc to the committee

all data which may be accumulated

:

"Committee A-1 on Steel recognizes tlie difficulty now cx-

I isting under the stress of war conditions in securing an ade-

I
quate supply of material under the standard specifications

I, for steel adopted by the society. It has lieen considered more

I desirable, however, for variations from these specifications

to be arranged between the manufacturer and the purchaser

as applying to individual cases, than for the society to make
general changes in the specifications under the present un-

' settled conditions. An adequate record should be kept of

the service rendered by material purchased under such ar-

rangements, in order that the data may be available when

\ revisions of the specifications are under consideration later."

Lubricants

The committee feels that the nt'cd of an evaporation test

'or lubricating oils has not been tlciiKinstrated. In view of

the results obtained, which indicate that concordant results

cannot be olitaincd unless the conditions as to air bath,

method of heating, size and shape and materials of dishes

used, method of placing dishes in the air bath and location

of the thermometer bulbs, are identical, no further work on

evaporation will be done by the committee until the need of

such a test is shown.

The cormnittee resjjectfully recommends to the Society the

adoption as standard of the following tests included in the

Tentative Tests for Lubricants (D 47-17 T) presented last

year and published in the proceedings:*

Specific gravity, revised to read as follows by the addition

of the italicized words

:

Specific gravity may be determined by hydrometer,

Westphal balance, or pyknometer, providing these instru-

ments are verified. The observation shall be taken with

the sample at 15.56 deg. C. compared with water of the

same temperature. Correction for the buoyant effect of
the atmosphere shall be made when necessary.

Cloud and Pour Test for Petroleum Oils except Steam
Cylinder and Black Oils;

Cold Test for Steam Cylinder and Black Oils;

Free Acid; Carbon Residue.

The committee further recommends that "standard tem-
peratures for viscosities" contained in the Tentative Tests

submitted last year be withdrawn. In explanation of this

recommendation, the committee believes that while eventually

the adoption of these standard temperatures will tie desir-

able, such adoption is not feasible at the present time. The
use of the Fahrenheit temi)eratures 70 deg., 100 deg., 130
deg. and 210 deg. represent the common American practice.

The committee's temperatures were apjiroximate Centigrade

temjjeratures approaching these as near as would be possible

in round figures. At the present time, however, due to war
conditions, not only has the use of the Fahrenheit tempera-

tures greatly increased in this country, but these temperatures

have also been adopted abroad—for instance, by the British

government—and it is the feeling of the committee that an

attempt to change the standard temperatures at the present

time would result in confusion in the specifications for oils

for the various governments and might tend seriously to de-

lay matters looking toward the successful prosecution of the

war. The committee anticipates that at a later date it will

again present these temperatures for adoption as standard

by the society.

Death of Doctor Marburg

The death of Dr. Edgar Marburg, the secretary of the

society, occurred on June 27 at his home, during the time

the meeting was held. The news of Doctor Marburg's death

was received at the meeting with a great deal of sadness, as

the members realized that the society had lost a ven*- ardent

worker. Doctor ]\Iarburg was the head of the Civil En-
gineering School of the University of Pennsylvania and spent

considerable time and hard work on the affairs of the so-

ciety. He was bom in 1864 and was graduated from the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1885. He had in the

past few years worked very diligently for the society, and
his services have been highly appreciated. Doctor Marburg
liad been ill for about two years with heart and kidney

trouble and was at the time of his death on leave of absence

from the University of Pennsylvania on account of ill health

Other Business

.\mong other tilings considered at the nu^jting were the

topical discussion on Co-operation and Industrial Research

in which Dr. Henry M. Howe. Dr. John Johnston, Dr. Ar-

thur D. Little, Dr. Charles L. Reese and Mr. Frank E. Gor-

rell participated: a paper on Tlie Effects of Grating of Sands

and Consistencies of Mix Upon the Strength of Plain and
Reinforced Concrete, by L, N. Edwards, which supplements

his paper on the same subject presented at the last annual

meeting, and a jiaper on Variable-Pressure Method for the

Measurement of ^"iscosity, by E. C. Bingham.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, G. H. Clamer; vice-president, George S. Webster:

•Proceedings. Am. Soc. Test. Mats.. Vol. XVIT. Pan I. p. 767 (1917),
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members of e.xecutive committee, G. Aertesen, G. K. Burgess,

G. B. Meckel and K. W. Zimmerschied. No action was
taken at the meeting toward the appointment of a secretary-

treasurer on account of the death of Doctor Marburg.

started Jjack through the caboose and that when the engine
struck the caboose, he was driven into the other cars. No
trace remains of him. Fifty-nine bodies have Ijcen recovered

in the wreck and taken to Lake County, Ind.. morgues. Of
tlie?e "oniv 15 t\-efe IdertTified.

Investigation of the Ivanhoe Collision

AjiiiNT investigation of the Ivanhoe, Ind., wreck, which

occurred on the Michigan Central on the morning of

June 22, was held, behind closed doors, by the Public

Service Commission of Indiana, and the Interstate Commerce
Commission, at Hammond, on Thursday, June 27. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission was represented by G. E. Ellis,

signal engineer; G. E. Starbird, safety appliance inspector,

and \V. D. Anderson, hours-of-service inspector. The In-

diana Public Service Commission was represented by John
AA'. McCardle, who was chief of the joint commi.ssion;

Edward M. Corr, and D. J^Iatthews, chief inspector for the

Public Service Commission. The engineer, fireman and

head brakeman of the circus train and the signal man at

Ivanhoe Tower, were examined by the commission in the

morning. The signal engineer, signal supervisor and signal

foreman on this particular territory of the Michigan Central,

the conductor and the flagman of the circus train and the

conductor and two brakemen of the troop train were ex-

amined in the afternoon. The attorney representing Alonzo

Consolidated Ticket Office At Chicago

WoKK OX THE cEXTRAi.izKD ticket officcs of the railroads

entering Chicago is progressing and will probably
be comjileted some time in .August. The consolidated

office will be located in the Insurance E.\change building,

Jackson boulevard, Shennan and Wells streets, where the en-
lire first floor has been reserved for that purpose. The new
office will be in two se])arate sections, which will be con-

nected by the central lobby of the building. The western

section, a plat of which is shown in the illustration, has been
assigned to Western railroads and the eastern section to

Eastern lines. Each section contains 10.000 sq. ft. of floor

space and will be identical in plan. As indicated in the dia-

gram, each office will contain six booths, located in the mid-
dle of the room, and will be surrounded on all sides by a

lobby which is 11 ft. wide at the narrowest point. At one

end of the counter there will be located an information tele-

])hone Ijooth and an information counter which will be

manned l;y separate forces to insure efficient service to the

Floor Plan of Western Section

Sargent, enginoman of the troo]) train antl his fireman,

Gustav Klauss, declined to permit them to testify before the

conmiissions as they are under indictments. The commis-

sions did not insist on the men testifying. After the investi-

gation Mr. ISkCardle advised that nothing was brought out

at the hearing beyond what was publi.shcd in the June 28

issue of the Rdikuay Age. He stated tliat the equipment was

all right, that the flagman of the circus train and tlie rest of

this train crew were blameless; and the accident was due to

the engineman of the troop train being asleep or dozing.

One of the mysteries which will perhaps remain unsolved

in connection with this wreck is the death of Trainmaster

Whipple of the Michigan Central. The flagman testified

that when the circus train came to a stop and as he was

dropping off to go back and flag, the trainmster was in the

door of the caboose. Nothing more is known of what hap-

pened to him, but the supposition is that the trainmaster

assumed that the empty equijinient train would stop and had

[)ublic. .\t the south end of each room will be located the

office of the manager, who will have general supervision over

the entire ticket office.

Each booth will have its own cashier, its own I'uUman
diagram, its own resen'ation desk and its own force of clerks.

.\ telejihone exchange, which will be installed on the fourth

floor of the l)uilding, will connect the public with the infor-

mation bootlis or directly witli the ticket booths of the indi-

vidual roads, as the occasion may demand. The booths in

each section will be entirely surrounded l)y a counter 132 ft.

in length. Nineteen different entrances opening to tlie street

and to the lobby of the building will |irovide ready access to

the offices. Pay telephone stations and writing tables will be

installed on the sides of the room for the convenience of the

public. The offices will be lighted by the indirect system.

The furnishings of the western section will be finished in

mahogany, as this will permit the maximum use of furniture

now in the .scjiarate offices of the railroads. According to
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present plans the woodwork in the eastern section will he fin-

ished in fumed oak.

The individual railroads will use entire ticket booths or

share them with other lines, according to their amount of

passenger business. The allotment of space among the

Western lines is indicated in the diagram.

In the eastern section the northeast booth will be occupied

jointly by the New York Central and the New York, Chicago
&' St. Louis, the central booth on the eastern side of the office

will be occupied by the Michigan Central and the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and the southeast booth has

been allotted to the Illinois Central, the Chicago, Indianap-

olis & Louisville, and the Chesapeake & Ohio. The nonb
west bcwth will be occupied by the Pemisylvania Lines, tb.

central booth on the western side by the Baltimore & Ohii

and the Pere Marcjuette, and the southwest booth by th'

Grand Trunk, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Erie, and
the Wabash.
The installation of the ticket office for Western lines is

being carried on under the direction of J. Francis, general

passenger agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and
the work in the Eastern section is being done under the su-

pervision of L. W. Landman, general passenger agent of the

Michigan Central at Chicago.

The Duty of Railroad Accounting Officers

Preservation of Company Individuality Novi^ Lying

Dormant Should Be Every Officer's Aim

By R. A. White
General Auditor, New York Central

As I LOOK AT IT, federal control came about through the

inexorable laws of mechanics—when an irresistible

force meets an immovable body something is bound to

liu])pen. The railroad industry is the only private enterprise

which is not permitted to control either its expenses or the

selling price of its product. When expenses are moving far

more rapidly than the iwdy which has been petitioned for a

selling price to meet the expenses, there is bound to arise an

extremely strained situation.

This, in itself, was bad enough, Ijut under war conditions

the railroad situation became a national matter, and some-

thing had to 1)6 done. Of course the railroad situation would

have been relieved within a reasonai)le length of time after

the railroads had been granted a living income, but by that

time the war might have been over, and waiting was out of

the (juestion so long as the immovable i)ody still retained its

marvelous immobility and the Gordian knot was still tied as

tightly as ever. \Mien a Gordian knot is princii)ally tied of

red tape, it has to be cut, and an irresistilile force was aliout

due, and it came in the shape of a proclamation by the

President of the United States. You will recall that he stated

that the railroads had not fallen down through any fault of

their own but that conditions were such as to call for a unified

lontrol of o])erations, and in order to accomplish that, and as

a war emergency measure, he had assiuntil such control over

ilu'ir operations.

While it always hurts to be the subject of criticism, no one

in deny that the railroads were in a bad way, and even the

eiements seemed to co-operate in tying matters up, so no one

could com]ilain either of what was done or the way it was
done. In fact, it looked like help, because instead of a very

large numl>er of government representatives exercising their

])R'sumi)tive right to demand priority for their individual

shipments, the railroads got one government director who was

to decide what was really to get i)riority rights, and we
heaved a sigh of relief, particularly when it stopped snowing.

Then the press, especially those pajiers which for .some

cause lielieve it a duty to try in ever)- way to incite class

hatred, began to rave about the people coming into their

rights, about the end of abuses by railroad magnates, about

the beauties of government ownerships, and all those other

catch-]ihrases that tend to circulate a catch-jienny sheet among
the unthinking, and we, who know the railroad business as

"I~roni an address which was prepared for the .\nnvial Meetinff of the
H.iilwav .\ccountiiis' Officers' .\s.iociatiou. Mav 29, 19IS. but which Mr.
Wliitf .^as prevented from deliverini! heeanse of the pressure of other dnties.

it really is, were hurt and depress''d, and even disgusted and
angry.

But, fortunate!)', most men have a sense of humor and there
is a funny side to all this. When you try to reconcile the

views expressed in some of the press with the facts, and
search in fairness for the e<|uity of the view.v I am irresistibly

reminded' of a .story an English friend of mine told me some
years ago. A friend of his, a barrister, was pleading Ix'fore

a judge and was constantly over-ruled on each point of law as

he rai.sed it. Finally he said with tears in his voice, "Your
Honor. I seem to be unfortunate on my points of law, but at

least you will admit the equity is in my favor."' The judge
smiled a sort of superior smile, and leaning forward and
looking over his glasses, said: "Mr. Cholmondeley, when
you speak of your equity in this case, you bring to my mind
a picture of a blind man-—in a dark room, looking for a black

cat—that is not there."

Then Congress passed the act directing the President to

execute a co-operative agreement with the owners of each prop-

erty as to the use thereof, and we unbent our wrinkled lirows.

and smiled again. It looked as if after all we might only

have, at the most, a careful and resix)nsible tenant, who
agreed to turn the projierty back in as good condition as when
he began to run it. Up to date the leases have not Ixtn
signed, however, and when we consider some of the sugges-

tions that have lieon made, one begins to wonder again, in

the words of a former V. S. senator, where we are "at."

But what I think we all want to do is just this—consider

that all this is a war emergency measure and that war changes
prett\' nearl\' ever\'thing. We must win the war—everj'lxxly

is united on tiiat—and if anything is necessary to .win the

war, it must l)e done, even if it ui)sets all our preconceived

ideas, based on life training, of order, method or logic. And
so it is up to us to i)ack up ever\' move that is meant to help

win the war, and go the limit unless it proves unworkalik,

then help to diange it and make it work.

Occasionally we encounter a spirit of pessimism. Some
men say "\\"hat's the use of initiative any more? There's no
competition." and "what's the use of saving? It's the govern-

ment's money." Discourage this wherever you meet it. Of
course comjjetition is gone, and of course conifjetition is the

greatest sjiur to progress and development. But a higher

and holier incentive than competition calls now to do eacli

his level best—patriotism. You don't need to remind railroad

men of their lovaltv to their country—look at the railraid
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men who have offered their lives, if needed, in enlisting for

active service—look at the work that is being done by those

either not eligible for active service or else needed more for

railroad operation—look at the railroad subscriptions to the

Liberty Loans, and to the Red Cross funds, and you can see

where railroad men, and railroad women, stand on patriotism!

And this spirit must be maintained and encouraged.

Besides tlie enthusiasm of this great incentive, there is a

thought that each of us ought to take home and keep witli

him constantly—those properties have been built up through

years of thought and effort, of risk and daring, of struggle

and achievement, of sacrifice and expansion, of competition

and co-operation, until they are absolutely indispensible to the

development, prosperity, even the safety of the nation. And
it is not the rails, the cars, the engines that have brought

this growth—these are but the muscles of the body organic

—

without initiative, intelligence or responsibility. The muscles

must be guided by tlie brain, and it is the organization that

is the brain of the corporation. This relationship between

the muscles and the brain, between tlie plant and the human
element, is like the spinal cord in the human body, which

acts as the main power transmission line; the spirit of cor-

porate loyalty and co-operation in a thoroughly welded organi-

zation is the spinal cord of efficiency.

Our duty, therefore, is to sit tight, stiffen the loyalty and

maintain the efficiency so that the government may at the

termination of its control restore the property in as good con-

dition as when it received it—that is with the tracks true and

well ballasted, the cars and engines staunch and capable,

but, above all, an unchanged organization, for tracks and

roadbed, cars and engines, can be gotten any time, but a firmly

welded organization once weakened can never be replaced.

An organization is not a mere assemblage of unrelated in-

dividuals; an organization is made up of experts in their

selected lines, each of whom has qualified himself by study,

thought and experience, to fit his part of the machine to work

harmoniously with all the rest. And it is not the mere fact

that each head can tell his subordinates what to do that makes

him valuable to the corporation, but the fact that his life

work has told him the difficulties that had to be avoided and

the problems that had to be solved, and gave him the in-

genuity and the power to steer through all these obstacles.

Any man can be replaced in time by another man who can

do just as well, but no other man can ever know all the ex-

periences the original man had, or even remember the things

he had forgotten. So each of us should strive in every way
possible to hold together the organization that experience has

proved is test fitted to the success of the individual property.

If the war means doing some other kind of work, or doing our

usual work some other way, tackle it clieerfully and loyally.

If technical work is reduced, don't let the experts go—use

them somewhere else where they can help the government tem-

porarily by doing some other needed work, and, later on, by

preserving the integrity of the organization, which can only

be done by keeping the employees together, and not letting

go of those whose knowledge and experience is an invaluable

asset to the corporation.

I spoke l>efore of loyalty to the government—to back up
the government and win the war, and every railroad man can

he counted upon to do that. But there is a kind of loyalty

and support that is the most dangerous kind of camouflage

of disloyalty—dangerous because it is unthinking. I mean
the spirit that pats a man on the back and agrees with ever\--

thing he proposes or suggests, when the ver\' briefest thought

would show that a certain conteniiilatcd course might mean
disaster. True loyalty would stop to think and would really

help by pointing out the error in the thought and the disaster

in the result, and suggest a better course.

Federal control is an accomjilished fact by .\ct of Congress,

and all railroad men have to do when orders are issued there-

under is to obey them. But ever)- railroad man, as a patriot.

has a further duty, and that is to protect tlie interests of the

country by seeing that mistakes are not made and that the

biggest industry in the country Is not ruined through following

the plausible but misleading suggestion of ignorant or

prejudiced influences. Federal control under the provisions

of the act and the language of the President's proclamation

is only the intervention of an additional power over the opera-

tions of the individual properties to produce the results most

beneficial to the conduct of the war, with due regard, how-

ever, to the protection of the rights and the investments of the

owners under a possible radical diversion of traffic. To this

no one should object—the eggs may be cracked and a little

mixed, but not yet scrambled beyond recognition, If, how-
ever, under another administration or under other manage-
ment, federal control became a stepping stone to government
ownership, or if steps were pending at any time that would
weaken or destroy an organization so that it could never be

restored, then it is the duty of every patriot to point out the

seriousness of the bunder, and that the harm done is not only

to the individual projjerty, but to the country, because the

property of the country is the aggregate of the projjerties of

individuals, the prosperity of the country is the sum of pros-

perity of its parts, and a loss in one is a loss to the total.

To my own mind, government owTiership of railroads in the

United States is as unthinkable and as un-American as Ger-

man militarism. There is no countrj' in the world which
presents such a wide diversity of everj'thing—nature, re-

sources, climate, and all the other elements that tax man's
ingenuity—as the United States. Xaturallyj there is no
other country which has so thoroughly developed individ-

ualism because of the necessity of meeting the problems
which arise from that diversity. The railroad industry may
not have had its inception here, but the railroad industry

has reached its highest development here, and the one in-

centive that has led to its highest development has been

competition; and the power that has brought about that de-

velopment is individuality. The German nation has brought

militarism to the highest point of development in ruthlessness,

efficiency and wooden obedience, but it has only succeeded
in doing this by crushing all rivalry and competition and
completely suppressing the individual.

American militarism differs from German militarism just

as the American soldier differs from the German soldier.

The strength of the American soldier, apart from the fact

that he never fights except in a just cause, lies in the power
of his individuality and in the fact that American militarism

has always encouraged, not attempted to extinguish, indi-

vidual thought and initiative.

To my mind, federal control dift'ers from government
ownership in much the same way. It may consolidate and
unify the activities of difterent roads and remove the in-

centive of competition, but it still leaves a field for individual

effort and initiative, although each may be dormant, waiting

for the return of the properties.

Government ownership, however, would leave no field for

competition, no chance for indi\'idual effort, no incentive

for development. I do not believe government ownership

is in the air now. I believe the framers of the federal con-

trol act and those in Congress who passed it, were sincere

in making provision for the return of the control of the

jiropcrties, but there is ahva\s a number of either ignorant

socialistic or anarchistic writers to whom there is no more
attractive class of financial investment for attack than the

railroad industry. So there is always risk of the question

being agitated unless the public can understand the true

animus of the envious malice behind the propaganda, and
the real danger of the sug,sestion. and railroad men ought

to take every opportunit>' to point out what a death blow
government ownership would be to the railroads, and what
a stagnation to the development of the country would in-

evitably follow.
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Circulars of Southern Regional Director

CiKCULAR LETTER NO. 274 asks the railroads to supply

the local agents of the United States Employment
Service regularly and systematically with information

which the Department of Labor has requested as to the

character of workers and the number wanted at each point

of need, as the employment service has promised to see that

every means possible is taken to fill the needs.

Circular Letter No. 276 suggests as information a plan

recently adopted by the Norfolk & Western to prevent the

overheating of corn in carloads on account of excessive

moisture. In order to preserve it a hose and pipe were con-

nected to air pressure tanks and compressed air at a pres-

sure of from 70 to 90 11). was blown through the com at

various points in the car. During the hour that the opera-

tion was being conducted, the temperature was reduced from

107 deg. to 80 deg., with the result that the corn was saved.

Circular Letter No. 277 requests the late.st obtainable

information as to stocks of materials and supplies on hand
and as to what officer is charged with the policing of this

important matter, to see that unnecessarily large orders for

any particular items are not l^eing placed.

Circular Letter No. 278 suggests various methods of con-

serving machine tool steel, stating that a great economy in

such supplies may be effected by having a careful inven-

tory taken and by the introduction of tool-holders in shops,

if properly used. A list is given of various firms who man-
ufacture tool-holders and the suggestion is made that a
special man l^e em])loyed to visit the various shops and look

over the expenditure for tool steel and the possibility of

economy in various ways.

In Circular Letter No. 279 railroads are asked to submit
promptly their recommendations as to the new locomotives

each line will require for the year 1919.

Circular Letter No. 280 states that for the purpose of help-

ing to conserve fuel and increase the efficiency of locomo-
tive operation, it has been decided to put into effect a loco-

motive superheater schedule as follows:

1. Locomotives in shop receiving Class 1, 2 or 3 repairs

will be superheated as material is available and labor con-
ditions will permit.

2. Locomotives in freight or transfer .service, having
30,000 lb. or more tractive power, and in passenger service

having 25,000 lb. or more tractive power, will have prefer-

ence, and locomotives with the longest prospective life will

be first equipped.

3. If superheater material is on hand for locomotives not
covered by the above ruling it should be used on smaller
engines if not interchangeable with larger ones; the idea

being to obtain the benefit of its use rather than to have it

remain in stock because of not conforming to the above re-

quirements.

Circular Letter No. 285 states that for the sake of uni-
fonnity and to avoid interference with program for repairs
to locomotives of the United States Railroad .Administra-
tion, locomotives of industrial concerns, contractors, logging
roads and short line railroads not under government control
are not to be repaired in shops of railroads under govern-
ment control without the approval of Frank McManamy,
manager, locomotive section. Division of Operation. Re-
quests may be communicated by federal managers direct to
Mr. McManamy and replies will ho made through his office.

Circular letter No. 286 regarding the classification of em-
ployees under the selective draft law is as follows:

"You will recall that we were previously assured of the
intention of the Provost Marshal General to have .skilled

and necessary railroad ein|)loyecs placed in Class II, and
reserved to be drawn upon only as the exhaustion of Class
I required it, or to sujiply the necessary skilled men for the
operation of military railways. Those concerned were noti-

fied of this understanding in order that it might be gen-

erally known, and with the hope that it would largely pro-

tect the skilled and necessary employees against being drafted

for general military service, and instead, reserve them for

their work on the railroads, which is of such great import-

ance to the conduct of the war.

"L^nfortunately some of the district boards, which have
jurisdiction over the matter of industrial classification, with-

out any provision for appeal in any ordinary case so far as

the existing regulations go, did not carry out this under-
standing, or were not broad in their construction of what
sort of work should be included in skilled and necessarx-

railroad employment. The result was that a large number
of men who were considered skilled and necessary railroad

employees have been placed in Class I.

"The names of such men sent in by you have been tabu-
lated and arrangements made for presentation of the recap-

itulation to the War Department, with the hope that there

may be a reclassification in the office of the Provost General,
which will place many of these men in Class II, or some
other deferred class.

"We cannot, however, undertake to take up individual

cases as the men are called for service. In event a man who
is a skilled railroad employee is called for service, and you
will notify me as soon as possii)le after his call, giving the

name of the man, the nature of his railroad work and ex-

perience, his order and serial numbers, the location of his

draft board, the place at which and the date on which his

orders call for him to report, will endeavor to make arrange-

ments to have him a.ssigned to militar)- railway service. If

this is done, it will, to that extent, lessen tlie call upon other

skilled railroad employes who might be drafted for military

railway service.

"It is perhaps well to repeat what I have heretofore

written to some of you, namely, that if you hear of anv cases

where skilled railroad men have actually been placed into

ordinary- military service, I should be advised so as to trv

to get them into militarj' railway service. I understand ar-

rangements have been made to have the skilled railroad

men who are called under the selective draft law sent to

Camp Benjamin Harrison, and kept together to avoid their

Ijeing placed in ordinary military service through error.

"It is not anticipated that the men who have been classi-

fied in Class II will i)e called, except as it may becotirf

necessary to do so to fill places in the military railway service

for which men cannot be found among those who are already

in military service, or who may be drafted from Class I."

Circular Letter No. 287 requests information in

connection with passenger train car equipment as to the

number of cars in service for various periods since last

receiving classified repairs, including at least repainting or

revarnishing of exterior, number of cars which can be given

classified repairs per month with facilities available.

Circular I>etter No. 290 asks for information to

enable the administration to make a forecast of operating

expenses for the current year. Each railroid is directed to

send to the division of operation an estimate of the probable
operating expense for the year, sub-divided by the major
expense groups. The division of traffic is also asked for a

similar forecast as to operating revenues. The forecast of
expenses, therefore, is to be based upon the same assumption
as to the volume of traffic and fake into account the main-
tenance program, eft'eit of wage increase, the possible further

dilution of labor, cost of fuel and other materials, and the

operating proportion of additions and betterments, also of

any anticipated economies through federal control.

Circular Letter No. 291 directs the roads to take
ever}- precaution to insure strict obserwince of the safetv

appliance laws, saying that the Bureau of Safet}- reports

nianx- instances where cars are being moved in defective

condition.



General Ne^vs Department

Senator Thomas, of Colorado, has introduced in Congress,
by request, a bill to require the use of an automatic electric

cab signal and train-stopping device by common carriers

engaged in interstate commerce.

V. R. Hawthorne, acting secretary of the Master Car
Builders' Association and the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, has transferred his office from 906
Karpen building to 7-46 Transportation building, Chicago.

No employee was killed on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe during ihc 93 days from March 22 to June 22. The Santa
Fe has approximately 50,000 cm))loyees, and during the corre-

sponding period of 1917, nineteen of its employees were killed.

Free transportation for soldiers and sailors to and from
their home towns, when on furlough, and also for employees
of any department of the I'nited States during the war and
for six months afterward, would be authorized by a bill

which has been introduced in Congress by Representative
King.

The daylight zone investigation which is being made by
the Interstate Commerce Commission is not yet finished, but
the commission has issued an order that until further order.

Mountain time shall be observed at all points on the line of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy west of Curtis, Neb., to
and including Sterling, Colo. This territory heretofore has been
included in the Central zone.

The Boston Elevated Railway is now^ running trains

through from Harvard Square, Cambridge, to Andrew
Square, South Boston, through the recently completed "Dor-
chester tunnel." From Andrew Square to the corner of
Washin.gton and Summer streets the running time will be
five minutes. The extension of the elevated road north-
ward from Charlestown to Everett will probably be opened within

a few months.

The Engineering Council, New York, an organization of

national technical societies, has created a small special com-
mittee to study the question of the licensing of engineers.
A few of the states have already passed laws on this subject
and others are considering similar action. The work of this

special committee is to advise engineering organizations re-

garding the course of jirocedure to follow in the states in

which this subject is brought up.

Twelve Thousand Five Hundred Fifty-one head of live

stock were killed on the right of way of the Atchison. Topeka
& Santa Fe in the pa^t two years, and the record is made the
text of an exhortation to the employees, in the shape of a

red. white and blue placard, to remember their personal
duty to aid in the prosecution of the war by increasing pro-
duction, speeding transportation, and stimulating manufac-
tures. "Conservation of every article of food stuff must be
kept uppermost in the mind of all transportation employees
and through them kept before those who produce. The loss

of food by these killings was great; let us all strive to reduce
it."

The airplane mail carriers arrived in Xew York and Wash-
ington almost on schedule time throu.!.;hout the last fifteen

days in June, according to a statement issued by Postmaster
General Burleson at Washington. The same statement con-
tains a list showing the hour of arrival, at both terniinii,

for each day in June, and a large majority of the items show
a fair speed record. On the eighth, the arrival in Washington
was 9:15 p. m., and on the twelfth it was 6:05 p. m. These
are the only days showing so serious a delay. This list

shows an hour of arrival on every weekday in June; though,
according to news notes printed in New York papers, there
was no start from New York on June 1, June 7 or June 11.

Maximum prices for fir, logs and lumber, produced in the
Pacific Northwest, to prevail during the three months be-

ginning with June 15, have been determined upon by the

Price Fixing Committee appointed by President Wilson.

These prices are not to be exceeded on any sales or contracts

either to the public or to the government; the allied nations

or the railroads. Any additional cost for log freights oc-

casioned by order No. 28 of the director general of railroads

is to be added to the price fixed on logs so affected. Orders

have also been issued regarding the disposition of the logs

and lumber, and the government will apportion the car

supply available for, and arrange for the transportation of

logs and lumber subject to the allocation by the War In-

dustries Board.

Government control of telegraphs is provided for in a

resolution introduced in Congress on Monday, July 1. The
resolution would authorize the President to take possession

and control of any telegraph, telephone, marine cable or

radio systems and to operate them subject to those condi-

tions of law, so far as applicable, which are in force as to

steam railroads under federal control, if in his discretion it

is deemed desirable in order to insure their continuous opera-

tion, or to guard the secrecy of military and governmental
communications, or to prevent communication by spies and
other public enemies thereon, or for other militarj' or public

reasons. The resolution was introduced by Representative

.\swell, of Louisiana, following the announcement that a

strike of operators of the Western Union would be called

on July 8. The proposed resolution is endorsed in a note by
the President, as well as in letters by Secretaries Baker and
Daniels and Postmaster General Burleson.

The Seventh avenue subway, New York city, which was
opened from 42nd street, southward, to 33rd street about
one year ago, is now in operation from 42nd street to the

Battery, at the south end of Manhattan, and also to Wall
street, by way of the Park place branch. This line is four-

tracked from 42nd street to Chambers street, where tlie

Park place branch diverges. Within a few weeks the Seventh
avenue line is to be connected at its northerly end to the

existing subways so as to make a through line on the west side

of the city; while that part of the existing subway which
lies on the east side of the city will be connected with the

line on Lexington avenue. The existing line from the Grand
Central Terminal, 42nd street and Fourth avenue, westward
to Broadway, will become the cross-piece of the letter H,
in the "H" system into which the old and the new subways
will be combined. The Pennsylvania station. Seventh avenue
and 33rd street, is now connected by subway directly with
the downtown business district, with stations at Cortlandt
and Rector streets on the west side; Fulton and W'all streets

on the east side, and Broadway and Park place (Woolworth
building and Postoffice). .All these lines are operated, or to

be operated by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company.

Assistant in Transportation is the title of an office for

which the United Slates Cixil Service Commission an-
nounces examinations on July 30. These are for men only.

There are five vacancies in the Bureau of Markets. Depart-
ment of .\.griculture. Washington, at salaries ranging from
$1,800 to $2,400 a year. The duties of appointees will be "to
assist in the rendering of practical service to producers and
distributers of farm commodities, especially live stock and
perishable commodities, in every phase of the transportation
problem, and to co-operate with both shippers and carriers

in raising the standard of transportation service and in re-

ducing the economic waste of foodstuffs in transit." Com-
petitors must have had at least two years' experience in the
freight-traffic department of a common carrier involving
responsibility not less extensive than that of division freight
agent, at least one year of which experience was had within
the past five years. Each applicant must submit a thesis on
each of three subjects. (1") A discussion of the marketing of
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either perishable products or live stock, or both, as affected

by the system of rail transportation in vogue in the United
States; (2) a discussion of the changes thus far inaugurated

by the director general of railroads with respect to the trans-

portation of live stock and perishables, and an analysis of

their economic value in comparison with the practices dis-

placed; (3) a description of an organization for a railroad

for assembling and disseminating information in regard to

the movement of live stock and perishables. Applicants
must be 25 to 50 years old.

General Travel Conditions

Hotels, steamship lines, and summer resort interests gen-

erally, have probably never before been so uncertain as to

the probable volume of summer tourist traffic. Railway
fares have been sharply advanced. The submarine warfare
in our own waters and the German offensive toward Paris

witliout doubt have had a depressing eflfect. The campaigns
for strictest economy in personal expenditures, for the sale

of War Savings Stamps, and for contributions to war funds,

lead the most ardent summer vacationist to reconsider his

summer plans. It seems probable that vacations will be
limited to brief and relatively inexpensive sojourns not far

from liome. It does not follow that iiotcls, and the lake and
river lines, may not have a good season, but it is likely that

patronage, compared with former seasons, will be very large-

ly local, and spending may be on a less liberal basis than
heretofore.

—

.hiicricait Express Co.'s Travel Bulletin.

No Employees Killed in 91 Days
Not a single employee was killed on the Atchison, Topcka

& Santa he proper in 91 consecutive days, according to a
circular issued by Isaiah Hale, commissioner of safety, on
June 21. During the same period last year, namely from
March 22 to June 20 inclusive, 19 employees were killed in

accidents. Mr. Hale points to the record for this year as

proof that a railroad can be operated without loss of life.

His circular, which is addressed to "My Fellow Workmen,"
reads in part as follows:

"Death is no respecter of persons. Caution and watchful-
ness are your insurance tliat you will not be the next one to

go. Remember, too, that if you bring about an avoidable
injury to yourself or someone else at this time you have done
an unpatriotic thing. Men sitting around home or in hos-
pitals nursing an avoidable injury are doing nothing to help
win the war. They are playing into the hands of the enemy,
and their injury they ought to regard as a mark of shame."

The Castleton Bridge
The proposed bridge across the Hudson at Castleton, N. Y.,

is the subject of a decision by the Supreme Court of New
York, Justice Chester, lianded down on June 28, in which
the proposal of tlic railroad company, tlic New York Central,
is sustained. Justice Chester says that laws enacted by Con-
gress are paramount to state laws, and he overrules the de-
murrer of the state which, in the suit at bar, is defending
the act of the legislature forbidding the construction of a
bridge except it be of one long span. The state will appeal
the case to the higher court.

An injunction had been granted restraining the railroad
from starting work on tlie structure. The road contended
that federal jurisdiction was absolute, and it was upon this

answer that tlie demurrer was argued. The secretary of war
approved the railroad company's plans for the proposed
bridge on May 2, 1917. These provide for two spans, 600 ft.

and 405 ft. respectively.
In his decision Justice Chester says that "Congress has

constitutional power to regulate commerce with foreign na-
tions, and among the states lias the paramount right to
regulate such commerce over highways, railroads and
bridges, as well as upon navigal)le waters. * * * it .^yiH

l)e seen that both Congress and New York state have passed
laws on the subject of proposed bridges. This being the
situation, which is the controlling authority? It seems to
me that there is but one answer and this answer should no:
be given by yielding to public sentiment or to the desires of
inlUiential public bodies who have spoken on the subject.

but must be responsive to the controlling power of the su-
preme law of the land.

"I think that the acts of Congress and the determination
of the secretary of war are controlling as to the kind of
bridge that the Central may construct, and that state legis-
lation prescribing differently cannot be effective to overrule
the federal authorities."

Coal Production

A sharp decline in production of bituminous coal occurred
during week ending June 22. The output of soft coal, includ-
ing lignite and coal made into coke, is estimated at 12,016,000
net tons, a decrease compared with the week of June 15 of
610,000 net tons or 5 per cent, but an increase over the same
week of 1917 of 701,000 net tons or slightly over 6 per cent
The average production per working day during the cur-

rent week is estimated at 2,003,000 net tons, as against 2,-

104,000 net tons during the preceding week and 1,888,000 net
tons during the week of June 22, 1917.
Anthracite shipments during the week of June 22 de-

creased 790 cars or 1.9 per cent.

Material decreases occurred in Illinois, Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania, Somerset County, high volatile district of
West Virginia, Cumberland-Piedmont district, Northeastern
Kentucky and in the Western and Pacific Coast states and
with exception of Illinois and the western states the decline
in production is entirely attributed to insufficient suppiv of
coal cars, while in Illinois it is attributed to both car and
labor shortage and in the western states, where the car
situation improved slightly, to labor shortage and mine dis-
ability.

Chicago Railroad Police Mean Business

Arch crooks as well as petty pilferers arc beginning to learn
that the Chicago Railroad Police Commission means to accom-
plish the purposes for which it was organized a little over a month
ago. (Raihmy Aj-e, June 14, page 1447.) During the month of
June the commission made 183 arrests in the Chicago terminals
district, 105 of which were minor cases and disposed of in the
municipal courts. There were 78 cases of felony which were
taken to the state or federal courts, according to the nature
of the offenses. Of the persons arrested 21 had served time in

penitentiaries and have criminal records. Fifteen of those ar-
rested on the charge of felony were railroad employees when
apprehended. Four organized bands of thieves have been broken
up. Oue of these bands is known to have operated on railroads
for several years past, while another had goods stored away
which had been shipped over a year ago. -Approximately $12,000
worth of goods has been recovered by the commission, most of
which was stolen from railroads during the last 90 days. .All

of the recovered goods were stolen prior to the first week in

June. Reports from railroad men in the Qiicago terminal district

indicate that there has been a marked decrease in stealing during
the past three weeks, i. e.. since the publication of information
that the Chicago Railroad Police Commission was established.

Slackers Called to Account

Numerous employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad ha\c
been guilty, apparently, of indifference, laziness or careless-

ness to such an extent as to call for a sharp rebuke, and. in

response to a letter from the assistant general manager i>:

the road, the chairmen of the four train-service brotherhood?
on that road, have addressed vigorous letters to their mem-
bership calling upon all individuals to serve their countrN
faithfully in a spirit of co-operation and in keeping with the

vows that have been made to back up the boys in tbi-

trenches. The assistant general mana.ger cited a large nuni
ber of specific instances of delinquencies, indifference ani
carelessness. The circulars issued by the brotherhood chair-

men manifest a most commendable spirit of co-operation and
loyalty. Extracts from some of these follow.

"The man who is failing to report on time, or is refusing
to respond when called, is helping to discredit our organiza-
tion, when at this critical period there is such an extreme
shortage of men to move the great volume of freight neoes
sary to keep supplies moving promptly to our armies, the
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['resident ha.s placed u.s all in the same category with the -iol-

'liers. We are just as much a part of this great war machine;
our responsibility is even greater, for if we fail, or if we all

should do as a few are doing (failing to respond when calledj

the result would be appalling."

"We should get away from the idea tliat our responsibility

ceases when we have completed our daily assignment. The
conductor is a part of the national railroad service and as an
integral unit of this great republic he has a duty to perform
in this time of Democracy's great struggle for the world's

freedom from autocracy. By the terms of agreement between
the management and our organization, we are bound to

respect the working conditions and rates of pay in eflfect.

We can assist the government to uncover not only the men
engaged in engine and train service who arc wilfully slack-

ing their work, but employees in every branch of serv-

ice. . . ."

"We tcacli a man at the time of his admittance into the

Brotherhood his obligation to God, himself, his employer
and his fellow member; this is the time when our obligation

is being put to the test; when members of this brotherhood
fail to perform service for which our Committee has stipu-

lated rates and conditions, we have to a degree prejudiced

our good faith. . . Local Chairman should carefully check
the list of names and ascertain if any of these men are under
the jurisdiction of his Lodge. . . Investigate each par-

ticular case."

".\s members of an honorable organization, we are all in

duty bound to do everything in our power to assist officials

of the company in the prompt, efficient and safe moveinent
of engines and trains. The long list of delinquencies shows
a seriously demoralizing tendency. Do all in your power to

see that every member is particularly- careful to promptly
and efficiently perform all his duties, and if for any reason
they desire to leave the service of the company, they do so
only after giving due and timely notice. Failure to promptly
respond for duty when called and quitting the service of the
company without due and timely notice are among the worst
forms of industrial slacking. Industrial slacking in any of

its forms is as great a menace to the safely of our country
as any pro-German propaganda can possibly be."

Trial of Schweyer Automatic Train-Stop

D. H. Schwcyer's automatic train-stop, briefly descrilied in the

Railway Age of June 21, page 1536, was exhiliited in operation
before a large company of railroad oflicers and others on the

Colebrookdale branch of the Philadelphia & Reading on Sunday
June 23. In this system an electric current (a. c.) con-
trolling air brake valves on the locomotive is run through a
choke coil which is so fixed on the engine frame as to move in

line with a "track armature." 30 in. long, fastened on the

ties 13 in. outside of the gage line. The choke coil and the

track armature are 2'^ in. apart and there is nothing movable
in either of them. On the passage of a train the armature
weakens the current on the engine and thus causes the setting

of the brakes. A roadside battery, in connection with a short

section of insulated track and an insulated truck of the locomo-
tive is arranged so as to neutralize this stop-operation, as may
be desired, whenever the track ahead is clear.

The tests were made between Bcchtelsvillc and Barto, 12 miles

east of Pottstown, Pa. Tests were made under all three of the

normal conditions; clear, caution and stop. The caution indica-

tion was arranged to reduce speed but not to stop the train ; and
the stop indication was arranged to apply the brakes in emer-

gency.

In the caution test a service application of IS lb. reduction was
made, which resulted in a reduction of speed from approximately

35 miles an hour to about 20 miles an hour before the next ramp
(track armature) was reached. This test was not considered

satisfactory and it was repeated, with a service application of

25 lb. reduction. This application reiluced the speed gradually

from about 35 miles an hour until the train reached the next

ramp, when it was brought to a stop in less than 100 ft.

The test for a full stop was made at the entrance of the signal

section, and there was no preliminary caution sigtial, with its

ramp to give the customary reduction of speed. The speed of

the train over this ramp was approximately 35 miles an hour.

The device applied in emergency and the train was brought to

a slop in 700 ft., with the throttle open. .All of the tests were
repeated several times.

The behavior of the choke coil was demonstrated with the train

at rest. The a. c. ammeter in the locomotive cab showed a
normal current of 1.75 amperes while running or clear of the

ramp. The locomotive was then stopped with the choke coil

directly over the ramp. With a clearance of 2% in. from the

ramp, the current value fell to '/i ampere, a drop of 71 per cent.

Some difficulty wa? experienced because of variations in the

speed of the turbine generator on the engine, which caused a

drop in the current or. the line sufficient to permit the brakes to

apply. This was due to the fact that the generator was not de-

signed for this work, and was 50 per cent overloaded. The
trouble was quickly remedied.

.\fter the regular tests were completed, a number of runs

were made to test the electro-magnetic fixture which is

placed between the rails and which is designed for use on
an electrified railroad in place of the insulated track section.

These tests, like the others, fully met the expectations and
requirements.

Accident Bulletin No. 65

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued .Acci-

dent Bulletin Xo. 65, containing statistics of railroad acci-

dents in the United States during the three months ending
with September 30, 1917. The total number of persons killed

on the railroads of the country in that quarter was 2,841,

and of injured, 50,837. The totals of the three principal

classes of persons in the three principal classes of accidents

are as below:

Pi-rsnns Killed and Injured, Three Months Ending mth September, 1917
Passengers Employees

(rai-l accidents 39
train.service accidents 61
non-train accidents

Inj'd Kil'd Inj'd
993 48 160

12.406 1,855 2.728
31,377 28 590

Totals 100 2.581 810 44,778 1.931 3,478

The most notable change as between this and the last pre-
ceding quarter is under the head of passengers killed in train

accidents. The quarter now reported included the disastrous
collision at Kellyville, Okla., September 28, in which 20 pas-
sengers were killed. The number of passengers killed in

train accidents in the first quarter of 1917 (Bulletin 63) was
38. The other differences between the figures of Bulletin

65 and those of Bulletin 64 are to be explained largely by
the fact, noted regularly for many years, that the quarter
including April and May is one of lighter traffic than the
other three quarters of the year as well as one in which,
usually, the weather conditions are favorable.

Con!!-arisons -litli Preceding Quarter {Ending with Jiin

Bulletin 65
Total casualties
Total persons killed
Total persons injured
PassenRcrs killed in train accidents
Employees killed
Total collisions
Collisions per million locomotive miles
Total derailments
Derailments per million locomotive miles. .

.

Damage to railroad property bv train accidents $4,144,930
Shopman worked thousands oi hours (class I

roads)
Casiialties to shopmen per million man hours...
t';is'.ialties per million man hours to

—

53,678
2.841

50.837
39

810
2,061

4.34
2.586

5.44

1917>
Bulletin 64

49.832
2.389

47.413
1

657
1.712

3.59
2.354

23.19
19.99
26.48
17.42

25.07
22.20
27.58

I 'tluT employees

The bulletin contains reports, made by the Bureau of Safety,
on 34 collisions and derailments which were investigated.
These accidents occurred on the following roads; Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy, Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul; Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific; Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St.

Louis (2) ; Denver & Rio Grande; Great Xorthern (3) ; Illinois

Central; Jacksonville Terminal Company; Louisville & Nash-
\ille (3); Manistee & North Eastern; Minneapolis & St.

l.ouis; Missouri. Kansas & Texas; New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico; Nashville. Chattanooga & St. l.ouis; New York
Central (2); Norfolk & Western; Ogden. Logan & Idaho;
I'cnnsylvania; Pere Marquette; St. Louis-San Francisco;
Sliore Line Electric; Southern; Southern Pacific; Texas &
Pacific; Wabash; Washington. Baltimore & .Annapolis
(electricV
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Traffic News
iiiiiiinnitiiitiiitirf:

The postaue on letters by airplane (between New York

and Washington) has been reduced from 24 cents an ounce

to 16 cents for the first ounce and six cents for each addi-

tional ounce. The price includes six cents an ounce for trans-

portation and ten cents for special delivery.

The Railroad .Vdministration has announced that 5 cents

will be the minimum passenger fare instead of 10 cents, as

])ro\ided in general order No. 28. This puts back to S cents

the fares between several stations, all within the limits of

Jersey City, on the Central Railroad of New Jersey, which

had been the subject of loud protests.

The New York State barge canal is to have a package

freight service, under the charge of F. B. McPherson, gen-

eral freight agent, Utica. This is announced by G. A. Tom-
linson, general manager of the New York canal section of

the Federal Railroad .'\dministration, who says that six

steamboats have been assigned to this service.

The Car Service Section has asked all roads to send box

cars of the Illinois Traction Company to that road. If loaded

to junction points, they will not be subject to reconsignment

away from the home road. This action is said to be neces-

sary to provide equipment needed by the Illinois Traction,

its own cars being specially constructed to meet its require-

ments, while the ordinary railroad box car cannot be used with

safety.

At the request of the Food .Administration, the Railroad

Administration has withdrawn the minimum charge of 50

cents for shipments of milk and cream, as provided in the

general rate advance order effective on June 25. This will

leave in effect the existilig minimums on such shipments.

The Food Administration had received many protests from
dairymen that the fifty-cent minimum, which would have had
to be paid on shipments, even so small as a single can, would

work a hardship.

Tlie Food Administration announces that the establishment

of new freight rates by the Railroad Administration has

necessitated a change in the government price basis for

wheat, and the new increased prices were made effective on

July 1. The change takes into consideration not only the

increase in transportation rates, but other factors. .An ex-

ecutive order was issued by President Wilson on June 21 to

enable the Food Administration to make the necessary re-

adjustments in wheat prices to cover the increase in rates,

the intention being, so far as the complex problem of rail-

way rates will permit, to readjust prices at the terminals on
such a footing as to place the farmer in the same position,

as near as may be. that he enjoyed previously.

Coal Supply Arranged for the Northwest

The Fuel Administration and the Railroad Administration have

arranged for shipments of necessary coal by the Great Lakes for

the northwestern states and that portion of Canada dependent

upon the lake route. .\ total of 28,000,000 tons of bituminous

coal will be moved through Lake Erie ports to the Northwest;

24,000,000 tons to the northwestern states and the remainder to

Canada. The aun will be to complete the movement of the coal

by the end of October.

Pipe Association Protests Rate Increase

The American Concrete Pipe .Association has filed a pro-

test with the United States Railroad ,Administration contend-

ing that the general freight increase will work great hardship

on numbers of that body—in some cases to the e.xtent of

bankrupting them. The protest reads in part as follows:

"Members of the association have taken contracts for

concrete tile to be delivered on the work or contracts for

the entire construction of drainage districts. According to

onr understanding of the ruling in such cases, the freight

will have to be paid by the shipper. The situation is made
more acute on account of the great increase on short haul

freight, although the government has for some time been

encouraging the establishment of local plants such as the"

concrete tile manufacturers have built; so this ruling puts

a greater hardship on them than if they had been shipping

longer distances. What this ruling will mean is that one

concern will be able to compete in the other man's territory

in many cases more easily than in his own."

Commercial Travelers Want Reduced Rate

Representatives of various organizations of commercial

travellers, who asked that the Railroad .Administration give

them a passenger mileage rate of 2^ cents, were given a

hearing at Washington on June 28 by Luther M. Walter.

assistant to the Director of Public Service and .Accounting,

and Gerrit Fort, assistant in charge of passenger matters to

the Director of Traffic. .Among the organizations represente<l

were the .Association of Commercial Travellers, the National

Council of the Travelling Salesmen's Association, the Na-
tional Shoe Travellers' Association, the United Commercial
Travellers' Association, the Far Western Travellers' .Asso-

ciation, the Southern Travellers' Association, the Garment
Salesmen's Association, the Lace and Embroidery Sales-

men's Association, and the Merchants' Association of New
York.
Under General Order No. 28, the old mileage book rates

were abolished, and commercial travellers now have to pay
three cents a mile.

Consolidated Ticket Office FaciUties Increased

The Railroad Administration, to remedy congestion, has

extended the facilities of the consolidated ticket offices in

Washington, New York and other large cities. According
to a statement issued by the administration, the congestion

results in part from an abnormally heavy passenger travel

and, in part from the recent advance in fares, which came at

a time when the ticket offices were carrying their peak load

for the season. .Another factor which has increased the

burden of these offices is the recent authorization of a rate

of a cent a mile for soldiers and sailors on furlough. Many
men in the service are taking advantage of the low fare, and
the work of issuing these tickets involves delay.

On July 1 an annex to the Washington consolidated ticket

office was opened in the room formerly occupied by the

Wells-Fargo Express Company, in the same building as the

ticket office. In this office, government orders and military.

Navy and other business, the transaction of which requires

extended time, will be cared for. Other short cuts were
adopted in the sale of tickets, both in the consolidated office

in the Washington Terminal, and the forces in both offices

were augmented.

Proposed Consolidated Classification Completed

The committee appointed by the director general early in the

year to formulate uniform rules, descriptions and weights 'for the

three freight classifications, has completed its work and its report,

a volume of 485 pages is now in the hands of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Hearings on the changes proposed in

this report will be held on .August 1 at Boston, on August 5 at

New York, .August 12 at Chicago, .August 19 at Omaha, August

26 at Portland, Ore., August 30 at San Francisco, September 5

at Denver,- September 9 at Ft. Worth, September 13 at New
Orleans, and September 19 at Atlanta. The hearings will be

held under the direction of Examiner Disque and J. C. Colquitt,

classification agent of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The proposed Consolidated Freight Gassification No. 1 will

cancel Official Classification No. 44. Southern Classification No. 43

and Western Classification No. 55, and supplements to those

classifications. The committee which prepared the new classi-

fication consisted of R. N. Collyer, chairman of the Official

Classification Committee; R. C. Fyfe, chairman of the Western

Classification Committee ; J. E. Crosland, chairman of the Soutli-

ern classification; J. F. Williams, chairman of the Uniform

Classification Committee, and J. E. Colquitt, classification agent

of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission

A large number of electric iiUcrurbaii lines have filed ap-

plications with the Commission for permission to increase

their fares to three cents a mile. Attorneys for the Wash-
ington, Baltimore & Annapolis, at a hearing before tlie com-
mission, stated that the company did not need more money,
but proposed the increase at the request of the Railroad

Administration.

State Commissions

The Railroad Commission of Tennessee has issued a

statement relative to the new freight rates as they affect rail-

roads in that state. The commission agrees to the intrastate

rates prescribed by the Railroad Administration only as a

war measure, and only agrees that they shall be effective dur-

ing tlie period of federal control. The rates shall be subject

tci such right of review as now or hereafter may exist. Ten-
nessee shippers who may have cause of complaint may lilc

their complaints with the commission, which will inquire

into the justice of such complaints; and the commission will,

wlien necessary, go before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission or the Federal Administration and endeavor to se-

. lire just and satisfactory settlements in all cases. "It is the

pdlicy of the commission to co-operate with Federal .Ad-

ministration of Railroads, reserving all questions as to the

respective powers and jurisdiction of the State and Federal
Commissions for future determination."

Personnel of Commissions
A. G. Pack, assistant chief engineer. Bureau of Locomotive

Boiler Inspection, Interstate Commerce Commission, has

been nominated by President Wilson chief inspector, suc-

ceeding Frank McManamy, who was recently appointed

mechanical assistant to the director of the Division of Oper-
ation of the Railroad .\dministration. Mr. Pack was born
July 22, 1865, at Princeton, W. Va. In 1882 he entered the

service of the Chesapeake & CJhio as an apprentice in the

boiler shop. In 1887 he went to Denver and worked for the

Union Pacific and the Denver & Rio Grande as a locomotive
fireman. He was a locomotive engineman on the Colorado
& Midland and the Colorado Springs & t'ripple Creek, serv-

ing in the latter position until his appointment in 1911 as
district inspector of locomotive boilers of the Interstate

Commerce Commission at Denver. He was appointed assist-

ant chief inspector in February, 1914.

Court News
Attempted Regulation of Shipments of Liquor

.\ cit\- ordinance required all lulls of lading to be open to in-

S|)Cction of the city commissioners and police oiticers and required
every common carrier to keep at its office in the city an alphabeti-

cal record of all consignments of alcoholic liquors received by it

in the city, the names of shipper and consignee, and the quantity of

the shipment. This record was also to be open to inspection by
commissioners and police. The New Jersey Court of Errors and
Appeals holds that these provisions of the ordinance, so far as

they attempt to affect as a common carrier a railroad engaged in

interstate and intrastate business, are in conflict with the act of

Congress regulating interstate commerce, and must be set aside.

.\ clause in the city charter making it unlawful to sell within the

corporate limits spirituous liquors in quantities less tlian five gal-

lons without a license did not authorize an ordinance making it

unlawful for any common carrier to deliver in the city any
alcoholic liquor consigned to a club, lodge, or other association.

If the ordinance was invalid, as to interstate shipments, it was

also invalid as to intrastate shipments, as the two could not be

separated in view of the object of the ordinance. As the ship-

ments sought to be forbidden were not in violation of any state

law they were not prohibited by the Webb-Kenyon Act. West
Jersey & Seashore v. Millville fX. I.), 103 Ath, 245. Decided
March 4, 1918.

New Initial Carrier Constituted by Tariff Regulation

In every case of an action for damages for breach of contract

or breach of duty by a common carrier of freight to carry it

safely, whether in assumpsit on the contract or in tort for breach

of duty, the right of action is dependent on the existence of a

contract of carriage between the plaintiff and the carrier when
the alleged cause of action arose. This contract need not have

been express, but may have arisen from the duty imposed at

common law or by statute, state or federal, in which case the

contract will be implied in law from the duty. The Virginia

Supreme Court of Appeals holds that, under the Interstate Com-
m.erce Act, as amended, if an interstate shipment of freight is

begun under an express contract of carriage between the initial

carrier and the shipper, and subsequently a connecting carrier

issues another contract to the shipper and takes up the original

bill of lading, the second contract does not supersede the first,

which remains in force by virtue of the federal statute law, and

the shipper and all assignees claiming through him, all of whom
could have enforced the original contract, have no right of action

for damages against the subsequent carrier, but only against the

initial carrier. This is now the settled construction of the federal

statute law. The same result would follow if the initial contract

were not art express contract, but one implied in law. But if

the initial contract was invalid as a contract of carriage east of

Chicago, then a second contract might be made by a connecting

carrier carrying east of Giicago subjecting it to the liability, under

the act, as amended, of an initial carrier. Where a tariff regu-

lation prohibits the movement of live stock on a shipper's order

contract east of Chicago, the regulation applying to all carriage

of live stock on the lines of all roads east of Chicago, the first

carrier east of Chicago who makes such second contract is the

initial carrier within the act.—Chesapeake & Ohio v. Nat. Bank

of Commerce (Va.'), 95 S. E., 454. Decided March 21, 1918.

United States Supreme Court

Choice of Routes by Railroads

The Supreme Court of the L'nited States has reversed three

judgments of llie Minnesota courts allowing the plaintiffs to

recover from the Northern Pacific an amount equal to that by

wdiich the freight collected for coal carried on an interstate

route from Duluth to some other city in the State exceeded

the rate prescribed by the Minnesota law for carriage between

those points on another route, wholly within the State.

The decision says that in the absence of shipping instruc-

tions it is ordinarily the duty of the carrier to ship by the

cheaper route. But the duty is not an absolute one, existing

only if other conditions are reasonably equal. Resort to the

more expensive route may be justified by the particular cir-

cumstances of the case or by general practice. In these

cases the justification was rested on a general practice. Be-

cause of the grades of the two lines, all outbound shipments

were and are in general moved over the southerly route on

account of the very great expense which another arrange-

ment would entail. Whether the practice was reasonable

was an administrative question and. therefore, the court had

no jurisdiction to adjudicate the controversy until it had been

determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Be-

fore the judgments were entered by the Supreme Court of

Minnesota in these cases, that Commission had determined

that under the circumstances, "the carrier was not required

by law to change its methods of operation and abandon the

use of its more favorable interstate line"; and had refused to

grant refunds in respect of the shipment of other commodi-

ties, under precisely similar circumstances. The fact that the

question involved an intrastate as well as an interstate

route did not prevent the application of the rule that it must

first be determined by the Commission. It is sufficient that

one of the routes is interstate.—Northern Pacific v. Solum.

Decided June 10. 1918.
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U. S. Standard Locomotives

The Railroad Administration on Tuesday gave out a state-

ment that Director General McAdoo had been notified by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works that the first of the locomotives

recently ordered had been completed and is ready for in-

spection.

Jt is understood that the recent order for 390 additional

locomotives will be treated as an extension of the original

order of 1,425 and that the same specialties will be used for

the same classes of locomotives.

Orders for headlight cases for the United States standard

locomotives have been placed as follows:

765 Shroeder Headlight & Generator Co.

500 Handlon & Biich.

500 Adams & Westlakc.

Water gage cocks for the 1,025 United States standard

locomotives have been ordered from the Nathan Manufac-
turing Company. Superheaters for the locomoti\ cs will be

built by the locomotixe builders on a royalty basis.

In last week's issue a typographical error gave orders for

journal boxes for 32,500 of the standard cars to the Union

Spring & Manufacturing Company. This should have been

given as 2.500 cars only.

Locomotives

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, is in the market for a 70 to 80-ton six-wheel

switching locomotive, and for 2 second-hand 80 to 90-ton stand-

ard gage Shay locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Imperial Refining Company, Ardmore, Okla., is inquir-

ing for tank cars.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, is in the market for 6 to 12 second-hand

Goodwin dump cars, all steel construction, similar to class

"G" and equipped for air dump.

Signaling

The \Vab.\sii has ordered from the Union Switch & Signal

Company an interlocking plant for the crossing of its line with

the Pere Marquette at Magee, Ind., and another for its crossing

with the Chicago & Alton at Clark, Mo. These plants will have

20-lever and 32-levcr machines, respectively, and will be installed

by railroad forces.

The Louisville & Nashville has contracted with the Fed-

eral Signal Company for the installation of an electric inter-

locking plant at Winchester, Ky., 56 working levers. The

track circuits will be alternating current and there will be

coinplete approach and sectional route locking. The machine

will have lever lights and a spot-light track model.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul recently contracted with

the Union Switch & Signal Company for the necessary material

to complete the automatic block signaling on the western section

of the line now being electrified, a distance of 220 miles. The

new signaling involves approximately 325 Style "L" light signals,

325 impedance bond layouts, 500 Model "15" track and line relays,

500 S V L vane line relays with switch indicators, transformers,

lighting arresters, track impedances, relay housings, etc. The

d. c. automatic (semaphore) signals now in service on a large

part of the 220 miles of this new electrification will be replaced

by the three position color light signals operated by alternating

current. The railroad company's field forces will do the construc-

tion work.

Marvin Hughitt, Jr., until recently vice-president of the

Chicago & North Western, has been made president of the

Superior & Consolidated Coal Companies, with office at

Chicago.

E. C. Carroll, superintendent of construction of the Chi-

cago & North Western, in the signal department, has

resigned to become sole representative of the National

Carbon Company, with headquarters at Chicago, effective

July 8.

At a directors' meeting of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company, held June 28, W. P. Pressinger, general manager
of sales, with headquarters at Chicago, and W. H. Callan.

manager of plants, with the same headquarters, were elected

vice-presidents. Mr. Pressinger's photograph and biography
were published in the Railway Age, on May 31.

Edward F. Carry, president of the Haskell & Barker Car
Company, has resigned as director of operations of the Ship-

ping Board, to become chairman of the Port and Harbor
Commission. He will be succeeded on the Shipping Board
by J. H. Rosseter, of San Francisco, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.

John F. Kane, assistant secretary of the Pullman Company,
was elected secretary at a meeting of the board of directors of

that company held on June 10, to succeed A. S. Weinsheimer,
deceased. Mr. Kane is

a native of Ingersoll,

Ont. He received his

early education in the

schools of that city, fol-

lowing which he came to

Qiicago. On September

1, 1891, he entered the

service of the Pullman
Palace Car Company,
now the Pullman Com-
pany, as a telegraph

operator. In 1904, he

was appointed paymaster
with headquarters at

Chicago, in which posi-

tion he remained until

1913, at which time he
was elected assistant

secretary. He continued

in that position until

his recent election as

secretary with head-

quarters at Chicago, as mentioned above.

Ellsworth L. Mills has resigned as president and secretary

of Anti-Creeper Corporation, and Howard A. Butler has

been elected as president and secretary in his place. Herbert
W. Lockwood has also resigned as treasurer and James G.

Shaw lias been elected treasurer in his place. Ellsworth L.

Mills has also resigned as treasurer of the Creepcheck
Company.

The Barco Mfg. Company, Chicago, has placed on the

market a type of crosshead and shoe invented by Charles D.

Markel, chief construction inspector of locomotives in the

inspection and test section of the I'nited States Railroad

.Administration. This device, which is know-n as the Barco
crosshead and crosshead shoe, was described in the Railway
Age Gazette, issue of February 2, 1917, page 196. The com-
pany is prepared to furnish crossheads complete or to sell

the shop rights to manufacture the device at the option of

the railroads.

A. B. Cole has been appointed assistant to manager, de-

partment of publicity, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Com-
pany, East Pittsburgh, Pa., to succeed M. C. Turpin, who has
accepted a position in the ordnance department at Washing-

J. Kane
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ton, D. C. Mr. Cole will have charge of the editorial work,

including the preparation of literature, and supplying in-

formation to the press. Mr. Cole started his career as gen-

eral car-shop laborer for the Grand Rapids, Grand Haven &
Muskegon Railway, Fruitport, Mich., with the idea of obtain-

ing a first-hand working knowledge of electric railway opera-

tion. In June, 1909, he graduated from the School of Elec-

trical Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., where
he made a specialty of steam and electric railway studies.

On July IS, 1909, he entered the engineering apprenticeship

course of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company and
completed this work in February 6, 1911. While on the

course he was engaged, in addition to the regular shop test-

ing, on railway project work in the general engineering

division and as a railway sales correspondent at East Pitts-

burgh, and afterward in the Cincinnati district office. In

November, 1912, Mr. Cole was transferred to the department
of publicity to prepare railway publications and a year later

was placed in charge of railway and large power apparatus
publicity. Later he was given charge of railway, power,
marine and R. D. Nuttall Company publicity, which position

he held up until the time of his appointment as assistant to

manager. Recently, Mr. Cole has been co-operating on
publicity matters, with the American Electric Railway As-
sociation War Board at Washington, D. C, spending one-
half of his time in Washington and the remainder in East
Pittsburgh.

Trade Publications

Bk.\ke Beams.—The American Steel Foundries, 30 Church
street. New York, has recently issued a 34-page catalogue describ-

ing the Ajax and Hercules brake beams, the Simplex clasp brake,

and the Atlas safety guards.

Wood Miller.—In a well illustrated, four-page folder, the

Oliver Machinery Company. Grand Rapids, Mich., describes its

No. 75 wood milling machine. Its application to all kinds of

pattern work including gear patterns is plainly shown in the

folder.

SuPERiiE.MER D.\MPERS.—The Locomotive Superheater Com-
pany, 30 Church street. New York, has recently issued Bulletin

No. 3 on superheater dampers. The proper methods of installing,

operating and maintaining the dampers are plainly illustrated and
described.

Imbrous Packing.—Under the title of Jones Packings, the

Jones Packing Company, 50 Church street, New York City, has
issued a catalogue describing the several kinds of fibrous packing
manufactured by that company. They include packing for super-

heater and high pressure steam engines, also water pump and
valve stem packing.

Port.^hle Elevator.—The New York Revolving Portable Ele-

vator Company, Jersey City, N. J., has recently issued Bulletin

No. 50, entitled The Revolvator, describing the company's portable

elevator or tiering machine which is used in storerooms and ware-
houses for the piling or stacking of goods. The bulletin is well

illustrated and shows in considerable detail how the Revolvator
can be used for many different kinds of work.

Valves and Fittings.—A new catalogue of hydraulic valves

and fittings has just been issued by the Hydraulic Press Manu-
facturing Company, Mt. Gilead, Ohio. The book is well written

and illustrated, and presents in an attractive way the complete

H-P-M line. Four general classes of hydraulic valves are shown;
also different types of hydraulic fittings, such as accumulator

controls, pressure gages, hydraulic valves, etc. Many of these

devices are of improved design and are described for the first

time in this catalogue.

Portable Forges.—The Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo,

N. Y., has issued a catalogue entitled Buffalo Forges, de-
scribing the complete line of portable machines manufactured
by that company. In order to simplify the catalogue and
make changes and additions easy, it has been punched, and
the new sections may be attached by suitable brass fasteners.
Section No. 108 has been recently issued, to be added in

this way. It covers the line of stationary forges manufac-
tured by the company.
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Baltimore _& Ohio.—A contract has been given to the

Empire Engineering Company, Inc., Baltimore, Md., and
work is now under way putting in additional yard tracks

at Claremont and Mt. Winans, Md., both in the westerly
section of Baltimore. The work will be heavy and includes

rearrangement of e-xisting tracks and the extension of the

bridge carrj'ing Curtis Bay branch over the main line. The
work calls for the construction of two 8S-ft. steel spans.

This company has awarded a contract for the construction of

a new locomotive shop at Cumberland, Md., to Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co., New York. The estimated expenditure is

$1,200,000.

Chicago & Alton.—This company is preparing plans for a

brick freight house, 520 ft. by 36 ft. to be built at Kansas City,

Mo. The building will have a slate roof supported by timber

trusses and for a distance of 300 ft. will have a second storj-,

which will be occupied by the general agent and the division

superintendent's forces.

The Alton is also asking for bids on the reinforcing of a bridge

5 miles north of Godfrey, 111., on the line from Godfrey to

Roodhouse. The work will involve jacketing five 40-ft. stone

arches with concrete. The railroad is also preparing to rebuild

its bridge over the Wood river two miles south of .Mton, 111.

This work is necessitated by the widening and deepening of the

channel of the river. The bridge will be lengthened and the sub-

structure will be rebuilt. The .'Mton will use spans which it has

in stock for the superstructure.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—This company
is preparing to build second track on its Geveland-Indianapolis

division from Farmland, Ind., to Ansonia, Ohio, 26 miles, and

from Bellefontaine, Ohio, to Marion, 39 miles. The Big Four

will also undertake the improvements of yards in the vicinity of

Cincinnati. Ohio, which will cost approximately $500,000. .•M

Gallon, Ohio, the company expects to construct an engine

terminal consisting of a IS-stall roundhouse and a 90-ft. turntable

and appurtenances. Some small additions will also he made to

the Beech Grove and Brightwood yards at Indianapolis, Ind.

Electric Point Mining Company.—This company has com-

pleted preliminary surveys for a railroad between Leadpoint,

Wash., and Boundary. 11 miles. The construction of this line

will involve the erection of two bridges totaling 120 ft. in length.

The principal commodity which will be carried by the line will

be ore. R. A. Young, president, Northport, Wash.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Walsh Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa, for

grading work in its Markham yard, Chicago. The new yard

will be east of the right of way and south of One Hundred and

Seventy-first street, Chicago. Between 6,000,000 and 7.000,-

000 cu. yds. of material will have to be handled before the

yard is finally completed. This year, however, only 1,500,-

000 cu. yds. will be handled. The Walsh Construction Com-
pany has been allowed a certain profit per cubic yard above

the cost of labor and allowance for the use of its equipment.

-Ml other costs will be borne by the road. The track work
will be done by the Illinois Central's own forces.

The Illinois Central has awarded contracts to T. S. Leake

6 Co., Chicago, for the construction of mechanical facilities

at Champaign, 111.; to the Leyden-Ortseifen Company. Chi-

cago, for mechanical facilities at Carbondale. 111.; to George

B. Swift & Co., Chicago, for mechanical facilities at Mounds.
Ill; to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for mechanical

facilities at Fulton, Ky.. and to W. J. Zitterell & Co., Webster
City, Iowa, for mechanical facilities at .Xmboy. 111. (May
17, page 1203; June 14, page 1450.)

Britain Builds Concrete Ships.—Twelve concrete shipbuild-

ing yards were organized in Great Britain recently, with capital

stock \arying from $25,000 to $350,000, respectively.—Emergency

Fleet Nezi's.
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Railway Financial News Railway Officers

Brazil Railway.—W. Cameron Forbes, receiver of this com-
pany, has presented the outline of a plan of reorganization

of the company so far as it relates to the company's outstand-

ing fifty-year five per cent gold debentures. Holders of the

issue received notice of a meeting to be held in London, Au-

gust 16, 1918. at which a composition agreement will be offered

them by which their present lioldings would be refunded at par

into a new issue of debentures, part of a total issue of $5,000,-

000, which is to be secured by trust deeds containing a spe-

cific charge on the company's assets, placing them in order of

preference immediately after the charges given for securing prior

lien bonds. This will place the new issue after the French

series international bonds, the six per cent notes and the con-

vertible debentures. All existing unpaid coupons on the old

debentures must be surrendered with no claim to payment.

Buffalo & Susquehanna.—The directors at their meeting on

June 27 took no action on the common dividend. An official

statement was issued as follows : Because the dividends on the

common stock have not been at the same rate for three years,

the statute requires the permission of the government to con-

tinue tliem at the present regular rate of 7 per cent per annum.
Application for this permission has been made, showing that

the corporation has ample cash on hand apart from what it

may receive as rental from the government, and that its

earnings have been and are sufficient to justify a 7 per cent

dividend, but the application has not yet been acted upon, and

pending that action, the declaration of the usual quarterly

dividend is delayed.

Canadian Northern.—William .\. Read & Co. have purchased

$5,000,000 of Canadian Xorthern Railway equii)ment trust 6

per cent certificates. Series A. The certificates mature in dif-

ferent amounts annually from July 1, 1919, to July 1, 1928,

inclusive.

See article in last week's issue, page 1562, on the Canadian

Northern stock value.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—This company
has declared an extra dividend of 3^2 per cent on the common
stock in addition to the regular common of 3 per cent and tlie

•regular preferred of 1,'4 Per cent.

Denver & Salt Lake.—.A protective committee has been formed

in the interest of the holders of tlie Denver & Salt Lake Rail-

road S per cent equipment notes dated March 1, 1913, and the

6 per cent equipment certificates dated July 1, 1915. The mem-
bers of the committee are : Chairman, John H. Mason, presi-

dent of the Commercial Trust Co. of Philadelphia ; Pierpont V.

Davis, of the .National City Company of New York ; Sewall S.

Watts. Baker, Watts & Co. of Baltimore ; -Arthur Dorrance and

Reynolds D. Brown. Philadelphia. The Commercial Trust

Company of Philadelphia has been designated as depositary,

and the Empire Trust Company of New York, agent for the

depositary. No-eholders are requested to deposit their lioldings

before July 15,

Illinois Central.—David R. Burbank, of New York, has been

elected a director.

Interborough Rapid Transit.—Application was filed with the

New York Public Service Commission on Saturday for ap-

proval of a proposed collateral trust agreement securing ^7.-

700,000 in three-year 7 per cent notes and for authority to

issue and dispose immediately of $33,000,000 thereunder.

Several days ago the company filed an application for permis-

sion to issue about $58,506,000 bonds to be used as collatefal

for the contemplated note issue. The commission set July 10

as the date for the hearing on the bond issue, and at the same

time will consider the merits of the note issue proposal, as the

two are linked. The money is souglit to complete the new rapid

transit lines.

Wabash.—The directors have declared tlie regular dividend of

1 per cent on the preferred ''.\" stock, subject to the approval

of the Director General.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

M. Manly, treasurer of the Norfolk Southern, with office

at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed local treasurer.

F. W. Russell, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer

of the \irginian Railway, with office at Norfolk, Va., has
l>een appointed local treasurer.

Claude Waller, general counsel of the Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.,

has been appointed general solicitor of that road.

E. Marvin Underwood, general counsel of the Seaboard
Air Line, has been appointed general solicitor. R. L. Nutt,

treasurer and assistant secretary, has been appointed local

treasurer; both with offices at Norfolk, Va.

D. W. Bigoney, treasurer of the Erie, has been appointed

local treasurer; C. P. Crawford, controller, has been ap-

pointed general auditor, and F. A. Clark, general auditor, has

been appointed assistant general auditor; all with head-

quarters at New York.

W. H. Davies, controller of the Delaware & Hudson, has

been elected treasurer of the same road and the Quebec,
Montreal & Southern, and the Napierville Junction, with

office at New York, vice C. A. Walker, retired, and W. E.

Eppler, auditor expenditures, has been appointed controller,

to succeed Mr. Davies. >

Edward Buckland, who has been elected president of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters at

New Haven. Conn., as has already been announced in these

columns, was born on
December 31, 1866, at

Buffalo, N. Y. He
graduated from Wash-
burn College, Topeka,
Kan., in 1887. and two
years later graduated
from Yale University.

In 1898 he was ap-

pointed attorney of the

New York, New Haven
& Hartford for Rhode
Island, and subsequent-
ly served as attorney

for Rhode Island, Con-
necticut and New York.
In January, 1907, he

was chosen vice-presi-

dent and later also gen-

eral counsel of the same
road, and subsequently
also vice-president of ^- G- BuckUnd

the Central New Eng-
land: the New England Navigation Company; Connecticut

Comiiuiiy. and the Rhode Island Company.
j

Operating 1

E. L. Brown, president of the Denver & Rio Grande, has

been appointed federal general manager.

W. G. Bierd, president of the Chicago & .Mton. has been
appointed federal manager of the same road.

J. E. Taussig, vice-president of the Wabash, has been ap-

pointed federal general manager of the Wabash, west of'

St. Louis.

G. F. Hawks, vice-president and general manager of the

El Paso S: Southwestern, has been appointed federal general

manager.

J. M. Herbert, interregional director at St. Louis, has re-

signed to resume duties as president of the St. Louis-South-
western.
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F. E. Clarity, assistant general manager of the Denver &
Rio Grande, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been

appointed transportation assistant, with office at Chicago.

F. N. Beal, general manager of the Sandy River & Range-

ley Lakes, has Iieen appointed superintendent, with office at

Pliillips, Maine.

E. A. Crosby, general manager of the Rridgton & Saco

River, has been appointed superintendent, with office at

Bridgton, Maine.

J. P. Beckwith, vice-president of the Florida East Coast,

has been apjiointed general manager of that road, with office

at St. .XuLjnstine, Fla.

H. W. Stanley, receiver of the Tennessee Central witli

oflicc at Nashville, Tenn., has been aiJjiointed general super-

intendent of the same road.

Lyman Delano, vice-president of the .\tlantic Coast Line,

has been appointed federal manager of that road and the

Winston-Salem Southbound, with office at Wilmington, N. C.

W. J. Jackson, president of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

has liecn appointed federal manager of that road, the Evans-

ville it Terre Haute, and tlie Chicago, Terre Haute & South-

eastern.

E. E. Calvin, president of the Union Pacific, the Oregon
Short Line, and the St. Joseph & Grand Island, has been

appointed federal manager of those roads and of the Los

Angeles & Salt Lake.

C. M. Kittle, whose appointment as federal manager of the

Illinois Central Lines in southern territory has already been
announced, has been appointed to the same position in cen-

tral western .territory.

W. H, Farrell, superintendent of terminals of the Grand
Trunk, with office at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the .'\lgoma Eastern, with licadquarters at

Sudbury, Ont., vice A. L. Smith, resigned.

W. G. Vollmer, assistant to the president of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed assistant regional director of southwestern railroads,

with the same headquarters, effective July 1.

A. Robertson, vice-president of the Missouri Pacific, has
been appointed federal manager of that road and the St.

Louis Southwestern lines, north of Texas, and the Louisiana
& Arkansas, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

W. R. Scott, vice-president and general manager of the
Southern Pacific, has been appointed federal manager of the
Southern Pacific, lines west of El Paso and Ogden and south
of .'\shland, Ore., and also of the Western Pacific.

H. A. Scandrett, assistant director of traffic and commerce
counsel of the LInion Pacific, with office at Chicago, has been
appointed traffic assistant to the regional director of the
central western roads, with headquarters at Chicago.

William Sproule, president Southern Pacific, has been ap-
pointed district director, with office at San h'rancisco, of all lines

west of Ojjden and Salt Lake City, LTtah; .Mbuquerque, New
Mexico; EI Paso, Texas, and south of .\shland, Oregon.

Le Roy Kramer, vice-president of the Pullman Company,
whose appointment as federal manager of the St. Louis-San
Francisco was noted last week, has also been appointed the
federal manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, lines north
of Texas.

W. L. Seddon, vice-president in charge of operation of the
Seaboard .Mr Line, has been appointed general manager,
with office at Norfolk, Va. W. L. Stanley, assistant to presi-
dent, has been appointed assistant to federal manager, with
office at Atlanta, Ga.

J. E. Gorman, whose appointment as federal manager of
the Rock Island in southwestern territory has already been
announced, lias been appointed to the same position in charge
of Rock Island Lines, north of Herrington, Kan., and west
of Tucumcari, N. M.

J. A. Edson, president of the Kansas City Southern, has
been appointed federal manager of that road, and the Texar-
kana & Ft. Smith, the Houston East & West Texas, the Mid-
land Valley and the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, with
headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

W. P. Bruce, superintendent of terminals of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis, with office at Nashville, Tenn.,
has been appointed federal general manager of that road,
and H. F. Smith, president and traffic manager, is now traffic
manager, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.

W. B. Storey, vice-president in charge of operation of the
-Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. has been appointed federal
manager of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, the Panhandle
& Santa Fe, the Rio Grande. El Paso & Santa Fe, the Kansas
Southwestern, and the Grand Canyon Railway.

N. J. Abram, assistant superintendent of transportation,
of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. with office at Chicago,
has been appointed acting superintendent of transportation
in place of W. L. Barnes, who is assistant manager of the
car service section of the Railroad .Administration at Chicago.

J. C. O'Donnell, superintendent of the Western lines of
the Canadian Northern, with office at Fort Rouge, Man.,
has been transferred temporarily as acting general superin-
tendent of the Western division to Edmonton, Alta., in place
of W. A. Brown, who was injured recently in a track motor
car accident.

G. F. Dickson, superintendent of the Georgia & Florida,
and the .\ugusta Southern, with office at Douglas, Ga., has
been appointed general superintendent of these lines, with
office at .Augusta, and the offices of superintendent, at
Douglas., and superintendent car service, at Augusta, have
been discontinued.

W. B. Scott, president of the Southern Pacific lines in
Louisiana, has been appointed federal manager of the South-
ern Pacific Lines in Texas and Louisiana, excluding Houston
East & West Texas, and Houston & Texas Central. The
San .Antonio & Aransas Pass and the Gulf Coast Lines,
with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

C. W. Akers, superintendent of the Norfolk Southern, with
office at Raleigh, N. C, has been appointed general super-
intendent—steam lines, on the same road, and L. B. Wicker-
sham, general superintendent of the electric division, with
office at Norfolk, has been appointed general superintendent
and electrical engineer—electric lines.

M. S. Hawkins, assistant to president and secretary of the
Norfolk Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va., has been ap-
pointed assistant to federal manager of the Virginian Rail-
way and the Norfolk Southern: J. D. Stack, general superin-
tendent of the Norfolk Southern, witli office at Norfolk, Va.,
has been appointed general manager of the Virginian Railway.

F. L. Lamplough, trainmaster of the Grand Trunk, with
office at Ottawa, Ont., has been appointed superintendent,
Ottawa division, vice L. G. Coleman, resigned to take service
with the LTnited States Government. W. E. Weegar, passen-
ger trainmaster at Montreal, Que., has been appointed train-
master, with headquarters at Ottawa, vice Mr. Lamplough.

G. A. Stokes, superintendent of terminals of the Grand
Trunk, with office at Port Huron, Mich., has been appointed
superintendent. Toronto Terminals, vice W. H. Farrell, re-

signed to take service with another company, and W. H.
Matthews, passenger trainmaster at Durand, Mich., has been
appointed superintendent terminals at Sarnia Tunnel, Ont.,
vice Mr. Stokes.

E. J. Nordyke has been appointed acting trainmaster of
the third district, of the -Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Coast
Lines, and of the Grand Canyon Railway, with office at
Winslow, Ariz., vice A. R. Woods, who has been granted an
indefinite leave of absence to enter military service, and
N. J. Hudson, inspector of transportation, with office at Los
-Angeles, Cal.. has been appointed acting trainmaster of the
second district of the .A., T. & S. F. Coast Line, with office

at Winslow, vice L. M. Shipley, who has been granted an
indefinite leave of absence to enter military service.
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F. G. Pettibone, vice-president and general manager of

the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, has been appointed district

director of the southwestern region, with headquarters at

Dallas, Tex. Mr. Pettibone will have general charge of

operations in the state of Texas, comprising the Texas lines

of the several federal managers, and will report to the re-

gional director, effective July 1.

J. L. Lancaster, receiver of the Texas & Pacific, has been
appointed federal manager of that road, the St. Louis South-

western of Texas, the International & Great Northern, ex-

cept the line from Spring to Ft. Worth and the Madisonville

branch; the Trinity branch of tlie Missouri, Kansas & Texas
of Texas; the Beaumont & Great Northern, and the Louisi-

ana Railway & Navigation Company lines west of the Mis-

sissippi river, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.

J. H. Brinkerhoff, general superintendent of the Belt Kail-

way of Chicago, has been appointed terminal manager of

the Chicago Terminal district, effective July 1. In this posi-

tion, he will have charge of all terminal operations in the

terminal district, which includes the main line of the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern from Waukegan, 111., to Porter, Ind., and all

terminals between that line and Lake Michigan, including

the belt and switching lines. He will report to the regional

director of the northwestern region.

J. S. Pyeatt, president and general manager of the Gulf

Coast Lines, has been appointed federal manager of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe; the Ft. Worth & Denver; the

Ft. Worth & Rio Grande; the St. Louis-San Francisco &
Texas ; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas

;

the Wichita Falls & North Western; the Texas Midland; the

International & Great Northern, from Spring to Ft. Worth,

and Madisonville branch, and the Houston & Texas Central

Railroad, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.

R. L. O'Donnel, assistant general manager of the Penn-
-ylvania Railroad, has been promoted to general manager,
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., to succeed Elisha

Lee, who was appointed federal manager. A photograph of

Mr. O'Donnel and a sketch of his career were published in

the Railway Age Gazette of August 24, 1917, page 367. C. S.

Krick, general superintendent of the New Jersey division, has

licen promoted to assistant general manager, with headquarters

at Philadelphia; Robert V. Massey, general superintendent

of the Eastern Pennsylvania division at Altoona, Pa., has

been transferred as general superintendent to the New Jersey
division, with headquarters at New York City; N. W. Smith,

superintendent of the Middle division, has been promoted to

general superintendent of the Eastern Pennsylvania division,

with headquarters at Altoona, Pa.; J. C. Johnson, superin-

tendent of telegraph, at Philadelphia, has been appointed
superintendent of the Middle division, with headquarters at

Harrisburg, and J. C. Armstrong, trainmaster on the Mo-
nnngahela division, has been appointed superintendent of

telegraph, with headquarters at Philadelphia.

Traffic

W. S. Yeatts has been appointed general freight agent of

the Cumberland Valley Railroad, vice Joseph Weed, resigned

to become division freight agent of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road.

Thornton Lewis, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Cincinnati, O., having

resigned to become president of the White Sulphur Springs

Co., Inc., the position of assistant freight traffic manager has

been abolished.

W. B. Biddle, president of the St. Louis-San Francisco and
of the Paris & Great Northern, w'ith headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed traffic assistant to the

regional director of southwestern railroads, with head-

quarters in the same city.

R. 1. Cheatham, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Seaboard Air Line, has been appointed traffic manager.

B. C. Prince, assistant to first vice-president, has been ap-

pointed assistant to traffic manager, and G. S. Rains, freight

traffic manager, has been appointed assistant traffic manager
in charge of freight; all with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

H. A. Schnitz has been appointed inspector of tonnage
rating of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, effective June
15, vice C. M. Rogers, promoted.

C. A. Kothe, master mechanic of the Erie, with office at

Port Jervis, .\'. Y., has been transferred as master mechanic
to Brier Hill, Youngstown, Ohio.

James C. Patterson, office engineer of the Erie, has been
promoted to principal assistant engineer, and the position

of office engineer has been abolished.

E. A. Hadley, chief engineer of the Missouri Pacific, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed engineer-

ing assistant to the regional director of southwestern rail-

roads, with the same headquarters, effective July 1.

Purchasing

L. M. Jones, assistant to general manager of the Norfolk
Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed
purchasing agent.

A. S. McKelligon, storekeeper of the Southern Pacific,

at Sacramento, Cal., has been appointed general storekeeper,

with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.. vice H. G. Cook,
resigned.

Railway Officers in Government Service

Robert Collett, w-ho was fuel supervisor and superintend-

ent of locomotive performance of the Frisco Lines previous

to 1914, and since that time assistant manager of the rail-

road department of the Pierce Oil Corporation, has been
appointed assistant manager of the Fuel Conservation sec-

tion of the United States Railroad Administration, with
supervision over the Eastern region, and headquarters at

New York.

Railway Officers in Military Service

F. A. Delano has resigned as a member of the Federal

Reserve Board to accept a commission in the engineer corps

for railroad service in France.

Obituary

J. D. McNamara, passenger traffic manager of the Wabash,
whose deatli at St. Louis, Mo., on June 17 was announced
in the Railu^ay Age on June 21. was born at Keokuk, low?.,

on September 17, 1871.

He entered the service

of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy as a

ticket checker at Keo-
kuk, Iowa, in 1885.

Later he was trans-

ferred to the general

passenger office at St.

Louis, Mo., and in 1905,

he was appointed gen-

eral southwestern pas-

senger agent at Kan-
sas City, Mo. The
following year he left

the Burlington to be-

come assistant general

passenger agent of the

Wabash at St. Louis.

Subsequently, he be-

came general passenger
agent and passenger
traffic manager, which
position he held at the time of his death. Mr. McNamara
was recently appointed a member of the passenger traffic

committee of the eastern regional district, with headquarters
at New York. On June 14, he returned to St. Louis for a

short visit with his family, and on the evening of the 15th

he received injuries in an automobile accident which re-

sulted in his death 5 hours later.

J. D. McNamara.
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In utterapting to control the rates of wages for track labor on

the western roads the Railroad Administration is experienc-

ing the same difficulties that confront
The Difficulty of other employees in times of acute lalwr

Maximum shortages and it is being forced to re-

Wage Rates ^oi"* t° many of the same expedients

which they have adopted. Early in

April the western regional director established maximum
rates of pay for track labor of 21 y2 cents per hour in the

northwestern territory and in all large terminals and 25 cents

per hoLir elsewhere. On June 13, these rates were increased

to 30 cents per hour in certain specified large terminals and
important industrial centers and 27J/2 cents outside. On
July 8, the maximum rate allowed outside of the Chicago

terminal district was further increased to 30 cents per hour

at all points. Thus it has been necessary to raise the rates

twice within the three months after their establishment and

at the same time the roads have been unable to secure the

forces normally employed. With the enforcement of the or-

der after .\ugust 1 requiring all industries employing over

100 men to engage them through the United States Depart-

ment of Labor, some control over the competition between

these industries will be established. However, these require-

ments will affect the railways only to a limited extent because

their competition is primarily with the small employers of

labor, including the small-town contractor and the farmers.

The labor problem is an exceedingly complicated one at the

present time and the results of the experiments now being

conducted on the western roads will be awaited with a great

deal of interest.

Railroads have devised the most accurate and complete

specifications for all sorts of materials which are used in

_. „, locomotives, cars, tracks, bridges and
One Phase

^jj^pj. equipment. The smallest bolt

of the must be made to fulfill certain exact

Labor Problem requirements. Not a few railroads

maintam extensive testmg laboratories

in charge of thoroughly trained experts. The human factor

—that factor that will yield little or much according to its

handling and training—has unfortunately received much less

scientific study and attention. Officers have often been

selected more for their technical ability or experience than

because they were experts in supervising and directing the

work of men. It is very necessary that critical and detailed

attention be given to materials, but it is far more necessarv-

that such atention be given to the human factor, and it is fast

becoming generally recognized that the emphasis must be
placed on this. Technical ability on the part of an officer

is important, but executive ability and personality are vital.

Far-seeing executives have realized this for a long time, but
not a few railroad officers seem to be waking to it only under
the abnormal conditions which exist in the present emergency.
Unfortunately, also, some of those high in authority in the

Railroad Administration have failed to grasp the importance
of these principles in dealing with the officials with whom
they have come in contact. Equipment and organization are

necessary for the success of an army, but the events of the

past few years have clearly indicated that the morale of the
amiy stands first in importance. The same thing is true of

our great railroad organization, and no stone should be left

unturned to strengthen and develop this morale to the highest

possible degree.

In a campaign which one of the large railways is conducting

to increase car loading, attention was called recently to a

shipment of perishable products which
Heavier Loading would require 160 cars under the then-

Economical exi.sting methods of loading but which

for Shippers could be carried in 100 cars if loaded

to capacity. This w-as called to the

notice of the shipper who replied that it would cost him $5
per car additional to load in this manner. The railrcwd

officer offered to pay this added expense if it actually proved
to be necessar}'. After the shipment was loaded as recom-
mended the consignor asked for his $500. The railway man
indicated his willingness to pay the amount but stated that

the shipper should in all fairness deduct from the additional

cost all savings w^hich he himself had made through using

a smaller number of cars. The railroad man then pointed

out that the cost of icing 60 cars at $8 each, or S480, had
lieen eliminated. He likewise estimated the savings in de-

murrage, in labor because the shipper had only 100 instead

of 160 cars to move from his door, etc.; and the shipper

finally was forced to admit that he actually saved money
through loading the cars heavier. This experience is worthy
of emphasis among shippers in general. Often they load
cars heavier only because of their desire to do the patriotic

thing under present conditions while harboring the thought

that they are making a sacrifice in so doing, when as a

matter of fact they are themselves profiting by the expedient.

When a shipper can be brought to realize that it is to his

own selfish interest to load cars heavier, he will be given

the strongest possible incentive to do so. In approaching
shippers on this subject railway men can well afford to bear

this point in mind and to consider the conditions under
which their patrons operate sufficiently to be able to present

these savings intellisentlv to them.

Concentrated attention to the repair of locomotives and the

agreement with the unions to work more than eight hours a

day has made it possible greatly to
Condition improve the condition of the power. It

of Power and is said, for instance, that the average

Eauioment condition of the locomotives at the

present time is better than it has been

at any time during the past IS months. This is remarkable

when one considers the conditions under which the power
was operated during this period and particularly throughout

last winter. Gratifying as the situation appjears, it does

not mean that the locomotives are in anywhere nearly as

good condition as the\- should lae succesfully to handle the

heav}- traffic of the coming fall and winter. A few of the

roads, and included among them are some of the larger

systems, are in bad shap>e as to their power at tliis time, but

the Railroad Administration is making every effort to see that

the weak sf)ots are strengthened. Mechanical department

officers in the past have sometimes complained that they

45
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were hampered in their efforts to keep the locomotives and

f(iuipment in good condition because of the financial policies

of their roads. No such excuse can be used under pre.'cnt

conditions; it is strictly up to the head of the mechanical

department to see that everything possible is done to place and

maintain the equipment in the best possible condition. Un-

fortunately, the freight cars are not nearly in so good shape as

tlie locomotives, and strenuous efforts will have to be made

to overcome this handicap. Frank McManamy, the new

mechanical assistant to the director of the Division of Opera-

tion of the Railroad Administration, has sent an order to the

regional directors, wliich is noted elsewhere in this issue,

authorizing the making of repairs to foreign equipment which

under the M.C.B. rules would be classed as wrong repairs,

and ordering each railroad to take the same care of foreign

cars as it would of its own. This will help greatly, but on

many roads it will be necessary to strengthen the organization

of the car repair department and improve the supe^^'ision.

Local Interference with National Projects

IN sustaining the New York Central in its attack on the

* law passed by the State of New York last year, limiting

the right of this road to bridge the Hudson river a few miles

below Albany, N. Y., the New York State Supreme Court

has added another chapter to the conflict between the state

and the national governments. The main line of the New
York Central pusses through the city of Albany and crosses

the Hudson river a short distance below the station on a low

level swing bridge. The river traffic at this point is heavy,

the draw bridge being opened more than 40 times a day.

Furthermore, Albany lies at the foot of a grade against west-

bound traffic of 90 ft. to the mile. As all traffic moving

down the east side of the river into New York City ( includ-

ing almost all passenger and a large number of freight trains)

and both freight and passenger traffic between Boston and

Albany points and the west, must pass over this line, relief

from these adverse operating conditions has become neces-

sary. 1

The road planned to avoid them by the construction of

the Castleton cutoff which would divert all freight traffic

around Albany. It was planned to cross the river on a high

structure (without a draw span) with spans of 600 ft. and

405 ft. across the main channel. Approval of this structure

was granted on May 2, 1917, by the secretary- of war who
has jurisdiction over navigable streams and is responsible

for the prevention of all obstructions to navigation. Shortly

after this the New York state legislature in response to a

demand from citizens of Albany, passed a law requiring a

channel span of 1,000 ft. This extreme requirement added

over $3,000,000 to the cost of the bridge and the road con-

tested its legality.

Pending the decisions referred to above, work on this

project has been at a standstill. Thus, at a time when in-

creased traffic facilities are greatly needed for the welfare of

the entire nation, Albany and the state legislature of New
York have allowed selfish local interests to stand in the way
of the elimination of one of the most serious points of con-

gestion on a main artery- of national commerce. The de-

cision of the Supreme Court states that, "It will be seen that

both Congress and New York state liave passed laws on the

subject of proposed bridges. This being the situation, which

is the controlling authority? It seems to me that there is but

one answer and this answer should not be given by yielding

to public sentiment or to the desires of influential public

bodies who have spoken on the subject, hut must be respon-

sive to the controlling power of the supreme law of the land."

While it is understood that the state will appeal from this

decision, it is to be hoped that it may be sustained and that

it may exert a restricting influence on other local interference

with national projects in the future.

Store-Door Delivery of Freight

C TORE-DOOR delivery of freight in New York Cit}-. an
"^ improvement for which there is great need, seems now

to be in sight. This proposed innovation, described in the

Railuay Age of February 1, 1918. pages 241 and 276, and

on another page of this issue, bri.-tles with such numerous

difficulties that it has engaged the attention of all the prin-

cipal parties in interest for many months, yet without any

visible progress being accomplished. Commissioner Harlan

has decided, evidently, that the situation is one in which, in

tlie language of Grover Cleveland, "it is a condition and not

a theory which confronts us"; and he is determined to make

a trial. !More accurately, the theories do confront us, but

mainly as obstacles.

The committee's scheme, as outlined, makes no mention of

a pool of trucks, nor do the railroads propose to do any

trucking, but the main elements of the needed reform are

accorded due prominence. These are ( 1 ) to have incoming

freight loaded on to wagons as soon as practicable, no time

being lost in sending notices to consignees, and, (2) to limit

or entirely suspend the right of any truckman to enter a

railroad pier or freight station unless he joins in the adoption

of the comprehensive scheme for economy in loading and in

travel which is a main feature of the proposed change, and

whicli promises such valuable benefits to ever\- merchant

as to demand the hearty co-operation of all. In theor)- the

railroad ought to allow each merchant a day or two in which

to take away his freight; it is a time-honored right. But the

granting of this right is now wasting thousands of dollars

every day. In theon,' each consignee has a right to come

with his own big wagon to get a single box; but in the extreme

congestion prevailing in New York (and which prevailed long

before the war) the only way to effect reasonable economy of

space and effort is to limit or deny diis right. In theon.- the

railroads ought not to meddle with street traffic or to spend

a cent on drayage; but, in fact, the conditions are so chaotic

that there seems to be no promise of relief except as they

(with the co-operation of the government) step in and boldly

reorganize the draying business on radical lines. They al-

ready have the friendly co-operation of influential truckmen;

and with a sufficient increase of this friendliness—of which

there is ever)' prospect—the movement ought to succeed speed-

ily. The important desideratum is good will; for on all

questions of methods, economy, etc., the extensive private

trucking enterprises of Chicago, St. Louis. Kansas City, ansj

numerous smaller places afford all needful lessons.

Slight Increase in Freight Handled

THE DIFFICULTY of increasing the amount of freight han-

dled by the railways of the country is indicated by sta-
'

tistics which recently have been compiled by the Bureau of

Railway Economics. We have now had six months of gov-

ernment operation. Tlie statistics of the bureau referred to

cover freight operations during the first three of these months.

January to Marcli. inclusive. They show that during these

three months the total ton-miles of freight traffic handled
were 83.355,000,000, as compared with 85,615,000.000 dur-

ing the same months of last year a decline of 2.6 per cent.

This decline in the amount of traffic moved unquestionably

was due chiefly to the severe weather in January. In that

month tlie ton-miles handled were 17.2 per cent less than
in the same months of 1917. WTiile Januarv was a very .

bad month in point of weather, February.was a better month ":
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than February, 1917, and there was an increase in February,

19 IS, over February, 1917, of 2.9 per cent in ton-miles. A
still better showing was made in March, when the ton mileage

increased 7j^ per cent.

The most interesting and significant statistics, of course,

are those for the eastern district, where the congestion has

been the most severe. It was the congestion on the eastern

roads which really precipitated the adoption of government

control. The statistics show that during the first three months

of this year the eastern lines handled 9.4 per cent less freight

traffic than during the same months of 1917. They handled

25 per cent less in January than in January of last year; 5

per cent less in February than in February of last year, and

only 2.2 per cent more in March than in March of last year.

On' the other hand, the railways in the Southern district

handled slightly more, and the railways in the western dis-

trict substantially more freight in the first three months of

this year than last year. This was especially the case in

March. In that month while the eastern lines handled only

2.1 per cent more freight than in the same months of last

year, the southern lines handled lOJ/4 per cent more and the

western lines 15.4 per cent more. Undoubtedly the appar-

ently better showing made by the southern and the western

than the eastern lines is mainly due to the fact that the

southern and western lines have not been operating so nearly

to their maximum capacity as the eastern lines.

The statistics for March afford, perhaps, the best available

test of the efficiency with which the railways are being oper-

ated under government control. They make clear that the

greatest gain which has been secured has been in the tons

per loaded car which increased from 26.4 to 28.1 or 6.4 per

cent. Average miles per locomotive per day increased only

from 66.6 to 66.8, while average miles per car per day de-

creased from 25.6 to 24.9.

The most interesting comparisons of the results gained

under private operation and under the present system have

yet to be made. January to March, 1917, were the last three

months before the United States entered the war, and there-

fore the last three months before the direction of the opera-

tion of all the railways was delegated to the Railroads' War
Board. Beginning with the statistics for April it will be

possible, if the statistics are made on the same basis, to

compare the results gained under the Railroads' War Board
with those gained under the direction of the organization

created by Director General McAdoo.

"Good-Bye" from E. P. Ripley

Ep.
RIPLEY, having decided to remain president of the

• Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Company, which involves

his retirement as the manager of the company's property, has
written his "Good-bye" to the employees of the road. We
publish his message on another page. A message such as this

from Mr. Ripley means more than a similar message from
most of the presidents who have decided to stay with their

companies. Most of them are men young enough to anticipate

that, on the return of the roads to private control, they will be

placed again in direct charge of their management. Mr.
Ripley, on the other hand, has been for some time considering

relinquishing the active management of the Santa Fe prop-

erty; and therefore, now that he is laying it down, he is not

likely ever to resume it. That he will continue to be con-

nected with the company, and to dominate in its counsels,

as long as he cares to, goes almost without saying.

Mr. Ripley's "Good-bye" will cause a pang to many per-

sons in the railroad world outside the Santa Fe family, and
to many persons entirely outside the railroad world. But
nobody need regret it, on his account, at least. It is true he
is advanced in years, but, after having had, a few years ago,

a period of precarious health, he is again strong and well.

With a devoted family, a circle of friends as wide as his

acquaintanceship, and as capable as he ever was of enjoying

books indoors and golf and motoring outdoors, and just

enough real work to keep him busy when he really wants to

work, he is so equipped and situated as to get a lot of pleas-

ure out of life; and certainly nobody can conceive of him
getting any pleasure out of managing a railway under gov-

ernment control!

As to his reputation, that is secure, if the reputation of

any living American is. He has managed the Santa Fe over

twenty-two years; he has raised it from a poor bankrupt into

one of the greatest railroads in the world; and in the last

year he managed it, its physical property was in the finest

condition, its service was the best, its property reached the

highest point, and its popularity was the greatest that it

ever was. The Santa Fe has been made what it is hy a

management whose integrity, whose efficiency and whose
loyalty to its public duty now pass unquestioned; and that

the kind of management it has had is due chiefly to Mr.
Ripley is universally recognized.

In view of all the facts, the Railway Age declines to feel

or express any regret on Mr. Ripley's account because he is

saying "Good-jjye." On the contrary, since he, like all men,

must, at some time, give up active work, we tliink he is to

be congratulated above almost any other man we have ever

known, on the conditions under which he is doing so. Os to

the officers and employees of the Santa Fe, and the public

that the road serves, the case is different. Even so great a

country as the United States docs not in each generation pro-

duce many men of the size of E. P. Ripley; and the retire-

ment of such a man is a great loss, not only to those who
have been closely associated with him, but to the nation. If

government control had not been adopted, the Santa Fe road

and the country probably would have had his services

but for a few years longer; and it is a somewhat startling,

but undoubtedly true, reflection, that under permanent gov-

ernment management of railroads there never would be an-

other E. P. Ripley on the railroads of the United States.

Fortunately, the prospect of government ownership, with its

complete extinguishment in the management of the railroads

of such qualities as have enabled Mr. Ripley to do the things

he has done, is every day becoming more remote.

New Books

Powdered Coal as a Fuel. By C. F. llerington. Bound in

cloth, 6 in. by 9 in. 211 pages, 84 illustrations. Price $3.00.

This book will be of special interest to those railroad

officers who are studying the application of pulverized fuel

to locomotive boilers, stationary plants, or furnaces. The
author was for a while employed as assistant engineer for

the New York Central, and a large part of the information

was obtained while working in that capacity. The intro-

ductory chapter is followed by a discussion of those coals

which are suitable for powdering, a description of the ap-

paratus for powdering the coal, and a discussion of the meth-

ods for feeding and burning it. Then follow chapters on

the use of powdered coal in the cement industry, in rever-

berator)' furnaces, in metallurgical furnaces, and its use un-

der stationar)' boilers. In the latter chapter attention is

given to tlie installations on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

at Parsons, Kansas, the Schenectady works of the AmericaQ

Locomotive Company and its use by the General Electric

Compan>-. A chapter on the use of powdered coal for loco-

motives covers 17 pages and is largely devoted to a consid-

eration of the advantages of powdered fuel for this purpose,

and illustrations of applications to locomotives of the New
York Central and the Central Railway of Brazil. The in-

stallations on locomotives of the Chicago & North Western

and the Delaware & Hudson are also referred to. The last

chapter discusses the possibility of explosions and is fol-

lowed by a bibliography on the entire subject of pulvemed

fuel, prepared by the Engineering Societ}''s library.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Action on Freight Classification, Valuation, Mileage Tickets

and Innumerable Other Things

AioTAi. of 560 railroad companies, a large number of

them terminal, union station and switching com-

panies or other subsidiaries, all or a majority of

whose stock is owned by the larger companies, have now

been definitely listed as iieing under federal control. The

Railroad Administration has not yet issued a list of the

sliort line railroads relinquished from federal control in

accordance with its announcement of June 29, but it has

made public a list of those included in its jurisdiction

-without question by issuing on July 3 Supplement

No. 3 to General Order No. 27, the wage order, giving a

list of 395 railroads to be added to the list of 165 larger

railroads to which the wage order was made applicable.

The 165 railroads include most of those in Class I, those

whose total operating expenses are $1,000,000 or over.

The supplemental list is made up largely of terminal,

station and switching companies subsidiary to the other

roads, but it also includes a large number of the so-called

short line railroads which are independent. Therefore the

list of relinquished roads includes a majority of the 765

short lines and of the 1,434 plant facility lines, as well as

a large number in both of these classes which are merely

paper railroads, never having been built, but included in

published lists.

The following list includes both the 165 roads named in

the original order and the 395 named in the supplement:

A.

Abilene & Southern.

Ahnaiiec & Western.

Akron v>t B.nrberton Belt.

Akron Union Passenger Depot Co.

Alabama & Vicksburu.

Alabama Great Southern.

Albany Railroad Bridge Company.
Allegheny Terminal Co.

Allentown Terminal.

Alton & Southern.

Ann Arbor.

Arizona & New Mexico.

Arizona Eastern.

Arkansas Central.

Arkansas Si Memphis Railway

Bridge & Terminal Co.

Arkansas Western.

Arminius Branch.
Asheville & Craggy Mountain.

Asheville & Southern.

Ashland Coal & Iron.

Atchison & Eastern Bridge Com-
pany.

Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe.

Atchison Union Depot & Railroad

Co.

Atlanta & West Poini.

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.

Atlantic & St. Lawrence.

Atlantic & Yadkin.
Atlantic City.

Atlantic Coast Line,

B.

Jialtimore & Ohio.

T3altimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal.
Baltimore & Sparrows Point.

Bangor & .Aroostook.

Baring Cro.ss Bridge Company.
Rarre & Chelsea.

Bath & Hamnwndsport.
Battle Creek & Sturgis.

Bay City Belt Line.

Bay City Terminal Company.
Beaumont & Great Northern.

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western.

Bcavimont Wharf & Terminal Co.

Hellingham & Northern.

Belt Railway of Chicago.

Bessemer & Lake Erie.

Bethel Granite.

Big Fork & International Falls.

Blue Ridge.

Boonville, St. Louis & Southern.

Boston & Maine.
Boston Terminal Company.
Bowling Green Railroad.

Brandon, Devil's Lake & Southern.

Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal.

Brownwood North & South.

Buffalo Creek.
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

'

Buffalo & Susquehanna R. R. Cor-

poration.

Buffalo Union Terminal.

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.

Cairo & Thebes.
Calumet Western.
Camas Prairie.

Canada Southern Bridge Company.
Canada Southern.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.

Carolina & Northwestern.
Carolina & Tennessee Southern.
Centralia Eastern.

Central of Georgia.

Central Indiana.
Central New England.
Central of New Jersey.

Central Terminal.
Central Vermont.
Central Union Depot of Cincinnati.

Charleston & Western Carolina.

Cherry Tree & Dixonville.

Chesapeake & Ohio.

Chesapeake & Ohio Northern.
Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana.
Chicago S: Alton.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

Chicago & Erie.

Chicago, Burlington 5: Quincy.

Chicago. Detroit & Canada Grand
Trunk Junction.

Chicago Great Western.
Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

Chicago Junction.
Chicago, Kalamazoo 8: Saginaw

(Controlled by M. C. & N. Y. C.)

Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw
(Operated by Grand Trunk R. R.)

Chicago Ac Kalamazoo Terminal.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Chicago S: North Western.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

Chicago River & Indiana.

Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf.

Cliicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeast-

ern.

Chicago Union Station Co.

Chicago & Western Indiana.

Cincinnati, Burnside & Cumberland
River.

Cincinnati & Dayton.

The Cincinnati Inter-Terminal.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western.

Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific.

Cincinnati Northern.
Cincinnati, Saginaw & Mackinaw.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

St. Louis.

Coal & Coke.
Coal River.

Coeur D'Alene & Pend Oreille.

Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek
District.

Colorado & Southern.

Columbus, Findlay & Northern.
Connecticut River.

Connecting Terminal.
Copper Range.
The Covington & Cincinnati Ele-

vated R. R. & Transfer & Bridge
Co.

Cumberland & Pennsylvania.
Cumberland.
Cumberland Valley.

D.

Dallas Terminal Railway & Union
Depot Co.

Danville & Western.
Davenport, Rock Island & North-

western.

Dayton & Union.
Dayton Union.
Deep Creek.
Delaware & Hudson Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Delta Southern.
Denison & Pacific Suburban.
Denver & Rio Grande.
Denver Union Terminal.
Pes Moines Union.
IH-s Moines Western.
Detroit. Bay City & Western.
Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee.
Detroit & Huron.
Detroit Manufacturers'.
Detroit & Mackinac.
Detroit River Tunnel Co.
Detroit Terminal Ry. & Transpor-

tation Co.

Detroit Terminal.
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.

Detroit, Toledo & Milwaukee.
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line.
Direct Navigation Co.

Dover & Rockaway.
Duluth & Iron Range.
Duluth. Missabr & Northern.
Duluth, South .Shore & Atlantic.

Duhith v<j Superior Bridge.

Duluth Terminal.
Duluth Union Depot & Transfer
Company.

Dunliith & Dubuque Bridge Co.

Easton & Western.
E, St. Louis Belt.

E. St. Louis & Carondelet.

E. St. Louis Connecting.
E. St. Louis National Stock Yards

Co.—E. St. Louis.

£. St. Louis & Suburban.
Edgewater Connecting.
Edgewater Terminal.
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.
Elk Horn 4 Beaver Valley.
El Paso & Southwestern.
Eoglewood Connecting.
Ensley Southern.
Erie.

Erie Terminals.
Escanaba & Lake Superior.
Evansville & Indianapolis.

Farmer's Grain & Shipping Co.'s
Railroad.

Florida East Coast
Fort Dodge, Des Moines i South-

ern.

Fort Smith & Western
Fort Smith Suburban.
Fort Smith & Van Buren.
Fort Street Union Depot Co.
Fort Worth & Denver City.

Fort Worth & Rio Grande.
Fort Worth Belt.

Fort Worth Union Passenger S:a-
tion Co.

Gallatin Valley.
Galveston, Harrisburg 4 San .\n-

tonio.

Galveston, Houston & Henderson.
Gauley & Meadow River.
Georgia R. R. Lessee Organization.
Georgia Southern & Florida.
Gilmore & Pittsburg.
Grand Canyon.
Grand Kapids & Indiana.
Grand Rapids Terminal.
Grand Trunk Junction.
Grank Trunk Milwaukee Car Ferry.
Grand TrunJc Western.
Granite City & Madison Belt Line.
Gray's Point Terminal.
Great Falls & Teton County.
Great Northern.
Great Northern Terminal Company.
Green Bay & Western.
Greenwich & Johnsonville.
Gulf & Ship Island.
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.
Gulf. Mobile & Northern.

H.
Hamilton Belt.

Hannibal Union Depot Co.
Harriman & Northeastern.
Hartwell.

Hawkinsville & Florida Southern.
Helena Terminal.
Hibernia Mine.
High Pt. Randleman. .\sheboro &

Southern.
Hocking Valley.

Houston & Brazos Valley.
Houston & Shrcveport.
Houston & Texas Central
Houston Belt & Terminal.
Houston, East & West Texas.
Hudson & Manhattan.
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain.

I.

Iberia & Vermillion.
Illinois Central.

mil Terminal.
Illinois Transfer.
Indiana Harbor Belt.

Indianapohs & Frankfort.!

Indianapolis Union.
International & Great Northern.
Interstate.

Interstate Car Transfer (.o.

Iowa & St. Louis.

Iowa Transfer..

Island Creek.
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Jay Street Terminal.

Joiiet & Northern Indiana.

Joplin Union Depot.

Kanawha & Michigan.
Kanawha & W. Virginia.

Kanawha Bridge & Terminal Co.
Kankakee & Seneca.
Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield.

Kansas City Connecting.
Kansas City Southern.
Kansas City, Shreveport & Gulf
Terminal Ry.

Kansas City Stock Yards Co.
Kansas City Terminal.
Kansas Southwestern.
Keeneys Creek.

Kentucky & Indiana Terminal.
Keokuk & Des Moines.
Keokuk & Hamilton Bridge Co.
Keokuk Union Depot Company.
Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western.
Kiowa, Hartner & Pacific.

L.

Lackawanna & Montrose.
Lake Charles & Northern.
Lake Erie & Eastern.
Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.
Lake Erie & Western.
Lake Superior & Ishpeming.
Lake Superior Terminal.
Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer.
Lansing Manufacturers'.
Lansing Transit Company.
Lawrenceville Branch.
Leavenworth Depot & E. R.
Leavenworth Terminal Ry. & Bridge

Co.

Lehigh & Hudson River.
Lehigh & New England.
Lehigh & Susquehanna.
Lehigh Valley.
Lewiston & Auburn.
Lima Belt.

Litchfield & Madison.
Little Kanawha.
Little Rock Junction.
Logan & Southern.
Long Island,

Lorain, Ashland & Southern.
Lorain & W. Virginia.
Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
Louisiana & Arkansas.
Louisiana Ry. & Navigation Co.
Louisiana Southern.
Louisiana Western.
Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge

Co.

Louisville Bridge Co.
Louisville & Nashville.
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis.

M.
Mackinac Transportation Co.
Macon, Dublin & S.ivannah.
Maine Central.
Manistique & Lake Superior.
Marquette & Bessemer Dock & Navi-

gation Co.
Maumce Connecting.
Maywood & Sugar Creek.
Memphis Union Station Co.
Michigan Air Line.
Michigan Central.
Midland Valley.
Milwaukee Terminal.
Minneapolis & Eastern.
Minneapolis & St. Louis.
Minneapolis Belt Line.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & S. Ste

Marie.

Minneapolis Western.
Minnesota & International.
Minnesota Northwestern Elec
Minnesota Transfer.
Mississippi Central.
Missouri & Illinois Bridge & Belt.
Missouii, Kansas & Texas
Missouri Kansas & Tex.ns' of Texas.
Missouri Pacific.

Missouri Pacific Corp. in Illinois.
Missouri Pacific Corp. in Nebraska.
Missouri Valley & Blair Ry. &

Bridge Co.
Mobile & Ohio.
Monongahela.
Montana Eastern.
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Monlpelicr & Wells River.
Morenci Southern.
Morgan's, Louisiana & Texas R. R.
& Steamship Co.

Morris Terminal.
Muncie Belt Railway.

N.

N'arragansctt Pier.
-Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
Natchez & Louisiana Railway Trans-

fer Co.
-N'atchez & Southern.
New Iberia & Northern.
New Jersey & New York.
.New Orleans & Northeastern.
New Orleans Great Northern.
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.
New River, Holston & Western.
New York Central.
New York Connecting.
New York Dock Co.
New York & Long Branch.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.
New York, New Haven & Hartford.
New York, Ontario & Western.
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk.
New York, Susquehanna & Western
New Westminster Southern.
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line
Norfolk Si Western.
Norfolk Southern.
Norfolk Terminal.
Northern Alabama.
Northern Maine Seaport.
Northern Ohio.
Northern Pacific.

Northern Pacific Tcnniii.il Co. of
Oregon.

Norway Branch.
Northwestern Pacific.

Northwestern Terminal.

R.

Ogden Mine.
Ogden Union Railway & Depot Co.
Oklahoma Belt.

Oklahoma City Junction.
Ontonagon.
Orange Branch (Southern Ry.)
Orange & Northwestern.
Oregon Electric.

Oregon Short Line.
Oregon Trunk.
Oregon-Washington R. R. & Navi-

gation Company.

P.

Pacific Coast.

Panhandle & Santa Fe.
Paris & Great Northern.
Pennsylvania Co.
Pennsylvania R. R.
Pennsylvania Terminal.
Peoria & Bureau Valley.
Peoria & Pekin Union,
Peoria Railway Terminal Co.
Pere Marquette.
Philadelphia & Reading.
Philadelphia Belt Line.
Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washing-

ton.

Pierre & Port Pierre Bridge.
Pierre, Rapid City & Northwestern.
Pine Bluff & Arkansas River.
Piney River & Paint Creek.
Piqua & Troy Branch.
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
Pittsburgh & Shawniut.
Pittsburgh & West Virginia.
Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghi-

ogheny.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis.

Pittsburgh, Ohio Valley & Cincin-
nati.

Pond Fork.
Pontiac, Oxford & Northern.
Port Huron Southern.
Portland Terminal Company
Port Reading.
Port Townsend—Puget Sound
Pote.iu Valley.
Pueblo Union Depot & R. R. Co
Puget Sound & Willapa Harbor

Railway Transfer Co.
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Poto-
mac.

Rio Grande. El Paso & Santa Fe.
Rio Grande Junction.
Rio Grande Southern.
Rio Grande Southwestern.
Riverside. Rialto & Pacific
Rock Island. Arkansas & Louisiana.
Rock Island & Dardanelle.
Rock Island-Frisco Terminal
Rock Island Memphis Terminal
Rock Island. Stuttgart & Southern.
Koslyn Connecting.
Roswell.
Rutland.

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.
Seaboard Air Line.
Southern Pacific Co.
Southern.
Southern Ry. in Mississippi
bpokane International.
Spokane, Portland & Seattle
Staten Island Rapid Transit
.St. Charles Air Line.
St. Clair & Western.
St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain.
St. Joseph & Grand Island
St. Joseph Belt.
St. Joseph & Central Branch.
St. Joseph South Bend & Southern.
at. Joseph Terminal.
St. Joseph Union Depot Co
St. Louis & O'Fallon.
St. Louis IJelleville Electric
St. Louis Belt & TerminaL
St. Louis Bridge Co.
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.
St. l.ouis Merchants Bridge Ter-

St. Louis-San Francisco.
St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas.
St. Louts Southwestern,
St. Louis Southwestern of Texas.S

,
Louis National Stock Yards Co.

St, Louis Terminal.
St. Louis Transfer.
St Louis, Troy & Eastern
Samte Marie Union Depot Co.
St. Paul Bridge &• Terminal.

s'
^="',* Kansas City Short Line.

St Paul Union Depot Co.

Co "
^"^ ""''°" ^""^^ & R- R-

San Antonio Belt & Terminal
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf
Sandy Valley & Elkhorn i'lon^

Fork. '*

Sandy Valley & Elkhorn
Sapulpa & Oil Field
Sault Ste. Marie Bridge Company
Seattle, Port Angeles & Western
Sharpsville.

Shreveport Bridge & Terminal Co
Sievern & Knoxville.
Sioux City Bridge Companv
Sioux City Terminal.
South Oiicago & Southern.
South Dayton.
Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge

Southern Pacific Electric.
State University.
Stock Yards Terminal Rv. Co of

St. Paul.
Sullivan County.
Sulphur Mines.
Sunday Creek.
Sunset.
Sweet City Bridge Companv.
Sweet City Terminal.
Sylvania Central.
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Tennessee Central.
Tennessee & Carolina Southern
Terminal Railroad Asaoc'a of St.

Louis.

Terminal Railroad of East 5t.
Louis.

Texarkana & Fort Smith.
Texas & New Orleans.
Texas & Pacific.
Texas Mexican.
Texas Midland.
Tidewater Southern.
Toledo & Ohio CentraL
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
To edo, Saginaw & Muskegon.
Toledo Terminal.
Trans-Mississippi Terminal.
Troy Union Railroad.
Tug River & Kentucky.
Tunnel Railroad of St. Louis
Tylerdale Connecting.

U.

Ulster & Delaware.
Union Depot Co. of Columbus
Union Depot Company of St. Lou:-
Union Freight.

'

Union Pacific.

Union Railway.
Union Railway & Transit Company

(of Illinois).

Union Railroad of Baltimore
Union Railroad (Pennsylvania)
Union Stock Yards Companv ofOmaha.

uTa'h"
^"°''''^' Company of Dallas.

Van Buren Bridge Co.
\'ermont X'alley.

Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific
\'irginia .Air Line.
Virginia-Carolina.
Virginian.

W.
Wabash.
Washington Southern.
Washington Terminal.
Waterloo Cedar Rapids & .Northern
Waupaca-Grccn Bay.
Weathcrford. Mineral Wells &

Northwestern.
Wellston Sc Jackson Belt,
West Jersey & Seashore,
Western Maryland.
Western Paciiic.

Western of Alabama.
West Side Belt.

West Tulsa Belt.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.
Wheeling Terminal.
White & Black River \alleT
White Oak.
Wichita Falls & Northwestern.
Wichita Union Terminal.
Wichita Valley.
Wiggins Ferry Company.
Wilkes-Barre & Scranton.
Williamson & Pond Creek.
Winona Bridge.
Winston-Salem South Bound,
Wood River Branch.
Wyoming & Northwestern, -

V.

Yadkin.
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.
York Harbor 4 Beach.

Tacoma Eastc
Tallulah Falls

Zancsville Bell & Terminai
Zanesville & Western.
Zanesville Terminal.

The Congressional Resolution

Quanah, Acme & Pacific.
Quincy, Omaha &• Kansas City.

President Wilson ha,^ applied the poctet veto bv failin- to
sign within ten days the joint resolution hurriedlv passecTbv
Congress on June 20 extending the period within which a
railroad ma>- be released from federal control, but with a
provision designed to prevent the release of a short line un-
less connecting and competing lines are released at the <ame
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time. The resolution was practically rendered nugatory by

tlie action of the Railroad Administration in releasing a large

number of short lines just before it was passed. A number
of senators called on the President on July 3 and urged him
not to veto the resolution.

Railroad Compensation Contract

The latest draft of the proposed standard contract for use

in ordinary cases between the railroads and the Railroad Ad-
ministration governing the compensation to be paid to the

railroad companies under federal control was to be submit-

ted to a meeting of railway e.xecutives in New York this

week by the law committee which has been representing the

roads in the negotiations with the law department of the ad-

ministration. In advance of its consideration by the execu-

tives and its approval by the director general, it is difficult to

say as yet how near the negotiations have approached toward

a settlement, but the latest drafts that have been made indi-

cate marked progress over earlier copies that have been under

consideration.

One of the important points of difference has been the ex-

tent to which the government may retain control of the dis-

position of the amounts paid to the companies as compensa-

tion. In the draft of the proposed contract as it stood a few

days ago, it was provided that from any of the quarterly

installments there may be deducted any amount due by the

company on account of expenses arising out of railway op-

erations prior to January 1, 1918, on account of transactions

which do not enter into those used in determining the com-

panv's standard return, the amount of excess expenditures

during federal control for maintenance, as compared with

the test period before federal control, or for taxes due from

and not paid by the company; also all amounts required to

reimburse the United States for the cost of additions and

betterments made to the property of the company not justly

chargeable to the United States, unless such matters are

financed or otherwise taken care of by the company to the

satisfaction of the director general. It was provided, how-

ever, that the power to deduct additions and betterments shall

not be so exercised as to prevent the company from paying

out the sums required to support its corporate organization,

to keep up sinking funds for the company's debts required

by contracts in force December 31, 1917, and for interest on

loans issued under federal control and approved by the di-

rector general. Provision was also made that such deduc-

tions should not be made for additions and betterments which

are for war purposes and not for the normal development of

the company, or for road extensions. In the event of a dif-

ference as to the fact whether additions and betterments are

for war purposes or as to whether an addition is a road ex-

tension, it was provided that the question may be referred

to and determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

In an effort to give the company some assurance as to the

continuity of its dividends, a paragraph was inserted as fol-

lows : "The power provided in this paragraph to deduct the

amount due to the company for the cost of additions and

betterments not justly chargeable to the United States is fur-

ther declared to be an emergency power, to be used by the

director general only when he finds that no other reasonable

means is provided by the company to reimburse the United

States, and, as contemplated by the President's proclamation

and by the federal control act, it will be the policy of the

director general to .so use such power of deduction as not to

interrupt the regular payment of dividends as heretofore

made by the company." It is understood, however, that this

has since been further modified for the purpose of merely

expressing the policy of the government without tying its

hands in the event of an emergency.

The question of interest upon the cost of additions and

betterments less retirements in connection therewith and upon

the co^t of road extensions made to the property of the com-

pany during federal control was covered by a i>rovision that

the director general shall pay the company a reasonable rate

of interest to be fixed by him. and that in fixing such rate

he shall take into account not merely the value of money,
but all pertinent facts and circumstances, whether the money
used was derived from loans or otherwise. As to balances

due the companies, an interest rate of 5 per cent was pro-

vided. All expenditures made by the director general under
federal control for additions, betterments or extensions begtm
prior to January 1, 1918, are to be charged to the company,
according to the draft imder consideration, and if the com-
pletion of the work is approved or ordered by the director

general the company is to be entitled to interest on the cost

from the completion of the work, except for work done prior

to January 1. Payments for equipment ordered or under
consideration by the company prior to January 1, but de-

livered on or after that date, are to be considered as ex-

penditures made by order or approval of the director general.

All salaries and expenditures incurred by the company
during federal control for purposes which relate to the ex-

istence and maintenance of the corp)oration or to properties

not taken over, or to negotiations, contracts, valuations, or

any business controversy with the government or any branch

thereof, not specially authorized by the director general, are

to be borne by the company, except that the expense of valua-

tion to the extent considered necessary by the director gen-

eral to the co-operation of the company in the making of

such valuation, is to be charged to operating expenses.

The director general is given the option to be substituted

in the place of the company in respect to the benefits and
obligations of any contract in relation to operation, provid-

ing that a source of supply which the company had acquired

to safeguard its own operations shall not be depleted or re-

duced for use on other transportation systems, except in cases

of emergency to be determined by the director general, itt

which event an accounting shall be made to the company at

the fair value.

The director general is to pay or save the company harm-
less from expenses incident to or growing out of the posses-

sion, operation and use of the property, which are enumerated

in detail.

Regarding the upkeep of properties, it is provided that the

director general shall annually as nearly as practicable, ex-

pend and charge to railway operating expenses such sums
for the maintenance, repair, renewal, retirement and depre-

ciation of the property as may be requisite in order that it

may be returned to the company in substantially as cixid re-

pair and complete equipment as it was on Januarj' 1, and

an average annual expenditure equal to that during the test

period shall be taken as a full compliance with the foregoing,

after making allowance for dift'erences in cost of labor and

materials and the amount of property involved.

One section of the proposed contract which has involved

considerable difference of opinion between the railroads and
the administration is stated as follows : "The company fur-

ther and e.xpressly accepts the covenants and obligations of

the director general in this agreement set out and the rights

arising thereunder in full adjustment, settlement, satisfaction

and discharge of any and all claims and rights, at law or

in equity, which it now has or hereafter can have, otherwise

than under this agreement, against the United States, the

President, the director general, or any agent or agency of

either, for compensation under the constitution and laws of

the United States, for the taking of its property, or for the

possession, use, control and operation Uiereof, during federal

control, and for any and all loss and damage to its business

by reason of the diversion thereof or otherwise which has

t>ecn or may be caused by said taking or by said possession.

control and operation."

The draft also contained a provision that "nothing in this

agreement shall be construed as expressing or prejudicing
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the future policy of the federal government concerning the

ownership, control or regulation of the company, or the

method or basis of the capitalization thereof."

Director General McAdoo Studying Western Railroad

Conditions

Far western and transcontinental railroad operations are

to come in for a greater degree of the attention of the Rail-

road Administration than they have been receiving, with a

view to the more intensive application of the new principles

introduced by federal control, as a result of Director General

McAdoo's western trip. While the trip was undertaken

primarily for the purpose of affording the Director General

an opportunity for recuperation after his arduous labors in

connection with the reorganization of the railroads and the

Lilierty Loan campaign, and particularly to enable him to

recover from his throat trouble, Mr. McAdoo is extending it

into a general inspection trip for the purpose of obtaining

a llrst hand view of western railroad conditions. In the

course of his travels he has developed many ideas for possible

changes in the routing and handling of traffic to, from and

in the Pacific coast and intermountain territory, the terminal

situation and other matters, which are to be discussed at a

conference called for San Francisco on July 15 with the

central western and northwestern regional directors. Hale
Holden and R. H. Aishton, the federal managers of the lines

in those regions, C. R. Gray, director of the division of opera-

tion, and Edward Chambers, director of the division of

traffic. These two regions include all the western and trans-

continental lines with the exception of those from St. Louis

into the southwest. Mr. Gray left Washington several days

ago to join Mr. McAdoo and Mr. Chambers left on Tuesday
of this week.

Because of the concentration of war traffic in the eastern

territory and the acute situation there during the early part

of the year, the railroads in that part of the country have

been receiving a large share of the attention of the adminis-

tration and have become more accustomed to the ideas of

unified non-competitive railroading than have the weistem

railroads. Also the new federal organization has been in ex-

istence for a longer time on the eastern roads, while Mr.
McAdoo has had little opportunity to get into touch with the

new organization of the western roads since their division

into three regions.

Mr. McAdoo left Washington nearly a month ago and
while the trip has enabled him to keep away from detail and
has eliminated the necessity of devoting time to callers, he

has been "on the job" as far as keeping in touch with im-
portant matters is concerned and aside from a short period

spent in Yosemite Valley a large part of the time has naturally

been spent on the trains. The number of telegrams of sug-

gestions and observations which he has sent into the Wash-
ington office also indicates that much of the travelling has
been on the rear platform and that the director general has
kept his eyes open. Many of his telegrams have, therefore,

been made the basis of more detailed study and investiga-

tions on the part of tlie staff of the Railroad Administra-
tion and the various subjects will be brought up at the

conference. Mr. McAdoo planned to cover more railroads

during the present week before the conference and also after

it and he is expected to return to ^^'ashin^ton bv about
July 25.

Consolidated Classification No. 1

The new consolidated freight classification No.l, on which
the Interstate Commerce Commission is to begin hearings
throughout the countr)- on August 1, is a book of 597 pages.
A description of the classification changes which it includes
is given in a statement filed with the commission by the
classification committee as follows:

The commission is advised that while the 10 years' specific

effort oa the part of the carriers to effect a uniformity of
classification rules, regulations, descriptions of articles and
carload minimum weights resulted in substantial steps in
the direction of uniformity, it had not brought a completion
of the work at the time the United States Railroad Adminis-
tration came into control of the operation of the railroads.
In fact, only a few months prior thereto a comparison of
conditions inaugurated at the commission's request showed
that there were in operation more than one thousand in-
stances in which the three territorial freight classifications
were non-uniform in the particulars named.
While many of these differences were being rapidly rec-

onciled, there still remained a great volume of non-uiiiform
matter, much of which was of considerable consequence,
when the commission inquired into the question of consoli-
dation, and the administration concluded to direct the im-
mediate preparation of this consolidated publication.
.The important changes shown in that publication are sum-

marized as follows:

1. Carload minimum weights are increased to the higher
figures as maintained in one or two of the territories except
where, in the opinion of the committee appointed to prepare
a consolidated classification, such weights have been on an
unreasonably high basis and are reduced, it being believed
that neither existing transportation conditions nor those
which may reasonaljly be expected during many future years
warrant continuance of minimum weights resulting from
competition or other influences.

2. Where minimum weights are reduced to fit actual
loading conditions on light and bulky articles, ratings have
been correspondingly increased.

3. Ratings are revised where minimum weights for ar-
ticles in less-than-carload quantities are waived, as, for in-
stance, on certain large agricultural implements and vehicles.

4. Increases are made in certain instances in less-than-
carload ratings where less carload and carload ratings are
substituted on commodities heretofore handled upon the anv-
quantity basis.

5. Revisions of ratings are made where a cajeful com-
parison of the ratings in the three territories show that
articles have been incorrectly or illogically rated.

6. The bringing into effect of changes that have been
under investigation, based upon changed commercial condi-
tions with which the classification committees failed to keep
pace.

7. The removal of cause of complaint, by increasing one
group and reducing another group of related articles or
containers, thereby minimizing or removing discrimination.

8. The revision of descriptions to render the terms defi-

nite and conclusive, thereby removing opportunity for undue
advantage or misrepresentation.

9. The recognition of a proper relationship of containers.

10. The similar application of a given principle to dif-

ferent commodities under similar circumstances and condi-
tions.

In the endeavor to work out changes without unreason-
able disturbance of commercial conditions the territorial

classification committees had previously docketed many of
these changes, and it should be borne in mind that prior

to the appointment of the special committee many of the

changes were the subject of public discussion in the re-

spective classification committees without publication being

reached; notably, agricultural implements, cereal foods, grain

and grain products, furniture, glass, iron or steel articles.

petroleum, stoves and vehicles are among the many important

items thus affected.

Many of these changes, due to the necessary reconcilia-

tion of difiering conditions in the several territories, rep-

resent adjustments that have been worked out in wIk'- or

in part to the general satisfaction of interested shippers;

in other cases it has been found impossible for the terri-
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torial committees to satisfy shippers with a uniform adjust-

ment; in still other cases the adjustments believed to be

proper must be brought forward at some time in the future

when further opportunity has been afforded for an exam-
ination of conditions and the submission in classification

dockets of changes that may be necessary.

Perhaps the question of greatest consequence that must

necessarily be brought to an issue in this Consolidated

Freight Classification is that of specific carload mi.xtures

vs. mixtures by rule; further important changes are neces-

sarily involved in the revision of other rules. A change

of far-reaching consequence is the complete substitution,

as between the East and West, of the application of less-

than-carload and carload rates where in one territory there

has been an any-quantity rating on an article moving in

carload quantities that in the other territory was given a

carload rating; such important articles of commerce as butter,

eggs, cheese, drugs, chemicals, hardware and alcoholic liquors

are involved in this change.

The following shows the number of increases and re-

ductions in ratings and miniraums: Number of increases

in ratings, 3,857; number of reductions in ratings, 1,840;

number of carload ratings eliminated, 141; number of in-

creases in minimum weights, 1,135; number of reductions

in minimum weights, 363; number of carload minimum
weights to which Rule 34 is added, subjecting them to slid-

ing scale of minimum weights, 220; number of additions,

3,234; total number of changes, 10,790.

There is probably no source of railroad revenue wherein

the effort to obtain reductions of charges has to be watched

so carefully as in the matter of classification. Tliis for the

reason that classification conditions and terminology are

designed to be expressive of commercial conditions and

terms and the constant change in commerce with the inter-

relation and competition of commodities makes it neces-

sary to constantly guard against the losses that result from

indifferent descriptions or would necessarily result where

a lowering of the average rate is effected by lowering the

ratings. The effort of the classification committees to guard

against this erosion by shoring up the structure here and

there may create an impression of design to accomplish in-

creases in revenue by increasing classification ratings, but

in fact it is the effort to maintain the principle of correct

relationship which is the essence of classification making.

It is the firm belief of the classification committee repre-

sentatives that these changes in ratings and minimum car-

load weights represent just and reasonable revisions of such

items in the three classifications, and the effect, aside from

the increases, which necessarily must result from such a

general revision, will be to concede reductions in certain

cases and remove undue advantage which shippers and com-
modities have been obtaining in other instances. It is in

this belief in the essential justice of the changes proposed

that this revision is respectfully submitted.

In presenting a petition for permission to file this classi-

fication under these extraordinary circumstances it is not

possible to present the ju.stification for the changes in de-

tail, but if it shall be the pleasure of the commission to

place the classification upon the docket for public hearing

we are confident that full justification for the changes will

be made.

To the end that the public may be fully advised of the

changes, 10,919 copies of the proposed classification have
been mailed direct to the home office of all shippers, state

railroad commissions and shippers' organizations who are

upon the mailing lists of the several territorial classification

committees, and in addition to this number, copies have
been sent to every carrier participating in the three classi-

fications, embracing practically every carrier in the United
States. It is believed that with this wide and comprehensive

distribution to those interested in freight classifications in

Canada and every state and territory- in the United States,

there will have been given a much broader publicity than is

possible in ordinary procedure before the Commission; and
to a corresponding degree we believe the way \vill have

been prepared for any early docketing, hearing and deter-

mination of this petition.

Rule No. 10

With respect to proposed changes in rules, there is prob-

ably most interest in Rule 10. Apparently it is the only

rule in the Consolidated Classification that can be identified

by number. It reads as follows in the proposed Consolidated

Classification:

Section 1. E.Kcept as otherwise provided, when a num-
ber of different articles, for which carload ratings or rates

are provided, are shipped at one time by one consignor to

one consignee and destination, in a carload (see Rule 14),

they will be charged at the carload rate applicable to the

highest classed or rated article, and the carload minimum
weight will be the highest provided for any of the articles

in the carload.

Section 2. When the aggregate charge upon the entire

shipment is made lower by considering the articles as if

they were divided into two or more separate carloads, the

shipment will be charged accordingly: charge? on each sep-

arate carload will be based upon the carload rate applicable

to the highest classed or rated article therein and the high-

est carload minimum weight provided for any of the articles

therein.

Section 3. Wlien the aggregate charge upon the entire

shipment is less on basis of carload rate and minimum car-

load weight (actual or authorized estimated weight to be

charged for if in excess of the minimum weight) for one or

more of the articles and on basis of actual or authorized es-

timated weight at less-than-carload rate or rates for the other

article or articles, the shipment will be charged for accord-

inglv.

Note.—Rule 10 will not apply upon articles (or which ratings or rates
are not provided, nor upon shipment.^ of live stock.

Rule 34 will not applv to mi.xed carload shipments when any article in
the carload would be subject to Rule .U if shipped in straight carloads.

Pack:»!?e3 containing articles of more than one class will be rated in ac-
cordance with the terms of Rule 13. Section 5.

Valuation Expenses

"Whatever expenses may be necessarily incurred by car-

riers" in making the valuation which is now being made
by the Interstate Commerce Commission may be charged to

operating exp)enses under federal control, according to P.

S. & .\. Circular Xo. 10 issued by C. A. Prout)', director

of the Division of Public Service and Accounting on June
29. The director general will not pay. however, the cir-

cular stated, expenses incurred to test the accuracy of this

valuation or to test the same before the commission or the

courts. This means that a considerable part of the expenses
which have lieen incurred by the railroads in connection

with the valuation will have to be borne by the corporation

out of the amounts which the\- receive as compensation from
the government. The circular states that this valuation is

of great importance to the corporation and it is entirely

proper that the corporation should assure itself of its cor-

rectness, Init that it is also manifest that the corporation

and not the director general must determine the manner and
extent of all this and that it should decide the amount of
the outlay necessary to test such correctness and pay it.

In the application of this rule the following classes of ex-
penditure will be Iwrne by the director general as an op>erat-

ing cost.

1. Whatever is necessary to comply with the valuation
orders of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission.

2. Whatever is necessari- to prepare and, furnish the in-
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formation required by the Bureau of Valuation. This in-

cludes requirements by its employees who are conducting

the valuation in the several districts.

3. Whatever may be necessary to co-operate in the field

by the furnishing of men to point out the property of the

company, to assist in the taking of the inventory, etc.

4. For computers when, and only when, they work with

the computers of the Bureau of Valuation or under its di-

rection or on preparation of data required by the Bureau of

Valuation.

5. For land appraisers provided they proceed in the

same general manner as the appraisers of the commission

in the collection of facts and opinions bearing upon the

value of the lands to be appraised, and provided further

that they will after such information is accumulated exhibit

the same to the employees of the Bureau of Valuation in

an effort to agree upon reasonable values. Expenses for

expert opinions will not in any case be paid for.

6. When the field work of the Bureau of Valuation in

any branch has been completed no further outlay by the

carrier for account of the director general in respect of that

branch will be paid for and charged to federal operation

without special authority obtained from this office.

The above rules will apply as of July 1, 1918, and there-

after, leaving open for further consideration and instruc-

tion the six months then already elapsed.

Pullman Company Operating Department Taken Over

The Railroad Administration on July 3 cleared up the

uncertainty which has existed as to the status of the Pull-

man Company under federal control by issuing Supplement

No. 2 to General Order No. 27, the order increasing wages

of railway employees, providing that the terms and condi-

tions of the order will apply to the Pullman Company op-

erating department, except that on account of the peculiar

character of the employment of conductors, porters and
maids, in that provision is made for rest and sleep while

actually on duty, it is impracticable to apply a basic eight-

hour day to such service. It is therefore ordered that with

respect to conductors, porters and maids, the increases shall

be upon the basis shown in Section A of .Article Two rela-

tive to "monthly wages"; but Article Three relative to the

basic eight hour day will not be applicable thereto.

It is estimated that the increase in wages to the operat-

ing department employees of the company will amount to

about $2,750,000 a year. The commission has required the

company to make a report of the affairs of the operating de-

partment, which are, therefore, required to be kept separate

from those of the manufacturing department.

Universal Mileage Scrip

The Railroad Administration has announced that there

will be placed on sale on or about August 1 a universal

mileage scrip book at the basic rate of three cents a mile,

each coupon of which will represent the value of three cents

and can be used for the payment of sleeping and dining car

charges and transportation of excess baggage, as well as

transportation charges, on all trains on railroads under gov-

ernment control. The scrip books will he good for bearer

and will contain coupons for 1,000 miles. Tliey will, there-

fore, \ie sold for $30, no reduction being made in accordance
with the former practice as to mileage books, but they are

expected to serve the convenience of many people who have
to make short trips on short notice, liy relieving them of the

necessity of purchasing tickets in advance. They are, there-

fore, expected to relieve the pressure on ticket agencies at

busy centers. It will be necessary to have the war tax col-

lected by conductors at the time of the presentation of the

mileage scrip because the rate of war tax is different on
passage tickets and Pullman tickets. For the longer trips it

is not expected that the mileage books will be used on trains

because the mileage must be collected by each separate con-

ductor and the books will carry a notation explaining that

tickets in many cases may be purchased for a slightly lower

cost than the milea-ge rates because short line fares will be

met by longer lines to some extent.

Adjustment of Labor Differences

In Circular No. 39 the director general orders that to

preserve uniformity of application of decisions affecting

laljor matters, no agreement should be reached between offic-

ers and emplo)ees of any railroad to adjust their differences

in any other manner than that prescribed in Orders 13 and
29, and by other orders hereafter issued.

Order No. 13 created Railroad Board of Adjustment No.
1 to which all disputes between railway employees, members
of the train service brotherhoods, and the railroads, that

cannot be satisfactorily adjusted, are to be referred for in-

vestigation and disposition. Order No. 29 creating Rail-

road Board of Adjustment No. 2 carries with it a like as-

signment of duties as to mechanical department employees.

Where controversies are not amicably adjusted and where
they do not fall within the provisions of General Orders 13

and 29, they are to be referred to the director. Division of

Labor.

The circular was issued because attention had been called

to an arbitration held by agreement between the employees
and officers of a certain railroad to adjust matters in con-

troversy in a manner different than that prescribed.

Women to Be Trained for Ticket Sellers

Because of the need for skilled ticket sellers and the diffi-

culty of obtaining enough trained men, the Railroad Admin-
istration has opened schools in several sections of the country

for training women as well as men to fill these positions. The
present force of trained men ticket sellers will be retained

whenever possible becau.se of the expert character of their

work, but it has been found necessary to supplement their

activities with women. This is due partially to the increase

of traffic and partially to the loss of men to the Army and
Navy.

Advertisements have been inserted in the newspapers an-
nouncing the opening of an agency for the instruction of men
and women who wish to engage in the transportation service

and stating that special instruction will be given in the ticket

agency branch, including handling the public, sale of tickets.

routes, fares, and accounting. The course will consume about
two months and from two to three classes will be held daily,

morning, afternoon and evening. A salar\' of $50 a month
will be paid to those who are accepted in the agency and
who attend any two classes and $25 a month will lie fxiid

to those who attend any one class. For those who successfully

complete the cour.^e, positions will be arranged and when
thoroughly trained, women ticket sellers will be paid the

same salaries as men doing the same work. It was stated

that already enough applications had been received to fill the

schools for the present. After a preliminar)- training of

from one to two months the women who show aptitude will

be given the work of actually selling the simpler forms of

tickets and gradually will be worked into the sale of more
complicated forms.

Already- some women have been employed in the various con-
solidated ticket offices, particularly where annexes have been
established for the handling of government orders and re-

duced fare tickets for soldiers and sailors. .\ new practice

was established last week in a number of the consolidated

ticket offices, which will give an opportunity for the intro-

duction of women into the work of ticket selling before they
become accustomed to the more complicated form? of tickets.

Special windows and clerks were established for the sale of
the simple tickets used between large cities, which constitute

the bulk of the sales at many points. At the Washington
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office tliese tickets are for trips to New York, Philadelphia,

Wilmington and Baltimore, and where a clerk handles only

one form of ticket for which the rate is well known, the

crowds of ticket purchasers can be handled very rapidly and
with only the delay incident to making change. Passengers

who desire to purchase tickets which require more work are,

therefore, not allowed to delay those who want a simple ticket

in a hurry.

Committee on Standards for Locomotives and Cars

A permanent committee on standards for locomotives and
cars has been created by the Railroad Administration, with

Frank McManamy, assistant director, mechanical department

of the division of operation, as chairman, to succeed the car

and locomotive standardization committee, which has had
.charge of the development of the designs for the standard

cars and locomotives recently ordered by the Railroad Ad-
ministration. The new committee, which includes several

members of the old committee, will have the function of fol-

lowing up the standardization plans for the purpose of rec-

ommending any changes which may be found necessary in

the standards already adopted as to the cars, locomotives or

the specialties used thereon, or of developing additional

standards. Forms have been prepared on which a record

will be kept of the performance of the standard cars and
locomotives for the purpose of recording any failures or any
defects which may be developed in operation so that the

records may be available when any additional orders for

equipment are to be placed. The members of the committee,

in addition to Mr. McManamy, are as follows: H. T.

Bentley, Chicago & North Western; H. Bartlett, Boston &
Maine; J. T. Carroll, Baltimore & Ohio; C. E. Fuller, Union
Pacific; F. F. Gaines, Central of Georgia; A. W. Gibbs,

Penn.sylvania Railroad, eastern lines; H. L. Ingersoll, New
York Central; J. E. O'Brien, Missouri Pacific; John Purcell,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; F. P. Pfabler, mechanical

engineer, locomotive section, Railroad Administration; J. \V.

Small, Seaboard Air Line; J. J. Tatum, Railroad Admini.stra-

tion; and W. H. Wilson, Northern Pacific. E. A. Wood-
worth, who was assistant to Mr. Bentley as mechanical assist-

ant in the division of operation, lias been appointed secretary

of the committee, which will hold a meeting at Washington
on July 16, and thereafter monthly on the third Tuesday
of each month.

Supervisors of Equipment

A number of the district inspectors of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's Bureau of Locomotive Inspection, have

been transferred to the Locomotive Section of the Railroad

Administration under the direction of Frank McManamy,
whose title has recently been changed from manager. Loco-

motive Section, to assistant director, mechanical department,

of the Division of Operation, and have been appointed sup-

ervisors of equipment. These supervisors of equipment have

been distributed throughout the country and travel from
road to road on orders from the Washington office, checking

up the work of railroad shops engaged on the repair of

locomotives and cars to see whether the shops are adecjuately

equipped for their work, whether the work is being properly

performed and whether the proper output is being obtained.

A considerable portion of their time has been taken up re-

cently in efforts to prevent strikes among the shop em-
ployees.

The list of .supervisors of equipment who have been en-

gaged in this work since some time in March is as follows:

John G. Adair, Joe Beene, Harvey Boltwood, George N.
DeGuire, George E. Doughert)-, John M. Hall, John P.

Kane, William Martin, John >icManamy, Charles J. Scud-
der, John Winterstcen, and R. H. Collins, assistant super-

visor of equipment.

Rules for Delivery of Locomotives

The following rules for the purpose of expediting the de-

livery of new locomotives from the builders and also of

facilitating the movement of locomotives to and from foreign

line shops for repairs will be issued by Regional Director

A. H. Smith, at the instance of Frank McManamy, mechan^
ical assistant to the director of the division of ojjeration:

Builders will be required to put the locomotive in condi:-

tion for service before leaving the plant, and new road loco-

motives, e.xcept oil burners moving over lines which are not

equipped to provide fuel, will be delivered (mder steam and
be used in hauling a train when practicable. They will l>e

accompanied by a messenger furnished by the buildc-rs,

whose duties will be to see that bearings run cool and tliat

the machinery is properly cared for until theloewnotive i?

delivered.

Road locomotives repaired at foreign line shops will be

returned to the home line under steam, hauling a train when
practicable.

Road locomotives sent to foreign line shops for repairs

will be sent under steam when their condition will permit,

hauling a train when practicable.

Each road will give to such locomotives the same care and
attention they give their own power and will be held resjion-

sible for their condition whether delivered to connections or

home line.

The use of such locomotives when moving under steam will

be accepted as full payment for transportation charges.

Such locomotives will be given preferred movement and
will not be held at terminals e.xcept for rest for crews, and
necessaPi' repairs. Switching locomotives and other light

locomotives not suitable for service on delivering line, and
oil burners passing over lines which are not equipped to jiro-

vide fuel, may be handled dead in train in the usual way.

Car Repairs

At the instance of Frank McManamy, mechanical assistant

to the director, division of operation. Regional Directors are

issuing the following instructions to all railroads under
federal control

:

Each railroad is responsible for the condition of all cars

on its lines, and must give to all equal care as to inspection

and repairs. When material standard to the car is not readily

obtainable, suitable material of equal strength that is not

standard to the car may be used, and the use of such non-
standard material will not constitute wrong repairs. When
using such material, changes that will prevent standard ma-
terial from being used in future repairs should be avoided as

far as practicable. Railroads are responsible for damage
done by unfair usage, derailment or accident to any car they
handle, and must make proper repairs at their own expense.

Purchasing Committee Appoints Fuel Distributor

B. P. Phillipjie, assistant to the purchasing agent of the

Penn.sylvania Railroad in charge of the purchase of fuel and
building materials, has been appointed fuel distributor of

the Central .\dvisor\- Purchasing Committee, with office in

Washington, having been detailed until further orders to

handle matters pertaining to coal distribution and contracts

for the Railroad .Administration. In tiiis office Mr. Phillipp>e

is the point of contact between the Railroad .Administration

and the Fuel .Administration aiul to liini are referred all

matters pertaining to the relations of tlie railroads with the
Fuel .Adniini.'^tration regarding railroad fuel supplv. WTiile
railroads in ordinary' instances under the super\'ision of the
regional purchasing committees make their own contracts for
coal with the producers, where they are unable to do so re-

quisitions are made through the Fuel .Administration, which
has ajipointcd W. .A. Marsh, formerly general sales manager
of the Pittsburgh Coal Company, as manager of railroad fuel
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distribution. If a railroad desires assistance in producing

its coal supply, application is made in the first instance to

the regional purchasing committee of the region in which

the road is located, which refers the matter to the Central

Advisor}' Purchasing Committee, and the fuel distributor of

the committee deals direct with the Fuel Administration

through its fuel distributor. Mr. Phillippc also acts as the

representative of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee

on the building materials section of the priorities committee

of the War Industries Board.

Simplified Bases for Apportioning Interline Passenger

Revenues

General Order No. ,52 issued on June 29, provides that,

effective with the settlement of interline passenger accounts

for the month of June, 1918, and thereafter, during the

period of federal control, the following rules and regula-

tions shall govern the apportionment of revenues from the

sale of tickets, collection of excess baggage revenues, and

other analogous revenues, derived from interline passenger

service, by one road under federal control to other roads

under such control:

(1) Interline passenger revenue shall be apportioned to

interested carriers under federal control by the initial car-

rier on bases of mileage applying via route over which the

service is performed.

(2) Each selling carrier shall determine monthly:

(a) The total passengers carried one mile sep-

arately for each carrier over whose line tickets

are sold.

(b) The total revenue applicable to the total pas-

sengers carried one mile, as determined by a.

(c) The average revenue per passenger per mile

by dividing the total revenue (b) by the total

passengers carried one mile (a); such average

to be extended to four points beyond the deci-

mal.

(d) The revenue accruing to each carrier by mul-
tiplying the passengers carried one mile for each

carrier (a) by the average revenue per passen-

ger per mile (c).

(3) The revenues derived from the various classes of

traffic, such as mileage and scrip exchange passage tickets,

e.xcess train fare tickets or coupons, etc., which are based

upon rates other than three cents a mile, shall be elim-

inated from the regular sales and apportioned separately

on the passengers-carried-one-mile basis. This should also

be done in the case of special excursion, military or other

traffic interchanged between two or more carriers where, if

included, it would serve to distort the average revenue per

passenger per mile that would obtain for other carriers in-

terested in the distribution of the entire sales.

(4) Excess baggage revenue shall be divided on the same
general basis.

(5) A carrier which, on and after June 10, 1918, may
have a standard rate of fare in excess of three cents a

mile, shall be allowed, in the apportionment of revenue on

interline tickets, a constructive mileage; such constructive

mileage shall be based on the ratio that the excess rate bears

to the standard rate of three cents a mile. Carriers should
not claim constructive mileage when fares to he divided are

not made a combination of the local fares based on the

higher rate per mile. Revenue derived from such traffic

should be apportioned as provided in paragraph 3.

(6) The selling carrier .^^hall be held responsible for the
correctness of rates and the collection of the proper revenues
derived therefrom.

(7) The initial or reporting carrier shall he held re-

ponsible for the prompt and proper reporting and distri-

bution of interline revenues collected bv it in the manner

herein prescribed. Claims should be made for unreported
tickets. Claims for substantial errors in apportionment,
due to the use of erroneous mileage or erroneous average
revenue per passenger per mile, shall, if correct, be accepted
and adjusted in reports for the subsequent month. Claims
for arithmetical errors, such as errors in calculation, addition,

etc., which affect a single carrier's proportion to the extent

of $S in any one item, shall likewise be made, and if correct,

adjusted; no adjustments shall be made for such errors under
$5.

(8) Land grant revenues and revenues affected by land
grant equalizations, shall, until otherwise ordered, be re-

ported and apportioned separately on bases heretofore ap-
plicable.

(9) Arbitraries on account of water transfers, bridge
tolls, omnibus and baggage transfers and other similar ar-

bitraries heretofore considered in the division of interline

fares, shall be allowed to the carrier to which such arbi-

traries accrue. Proportions accruing to carriers not under
federal control, including boat and stage lines, etc., shall

also be determined and allowed on regular bases heretofore
in effect, and reported direct to such lines; such arbitraries

and proportions shall be deducted from the gross revenue
and the remainder shall be used in establishing the average
revenue per passenger per mile for apportionment of revenues
to carriers under federal control.

(10) Interline passenger revenues shall be reported to

interested carriers in such manner and on such forms as
may be prescribed by the Director of Public Service and
Accounting, in instructions to be issued by him, which in-

structions shall be complied with. For the present, the

standard .Association form of blanks may be used.

(11) The methods herein prescribed for apportionini;

interline passenger revenues should be e.xtended to carrier.-

not under federal control as far as practicable; therefore

should carriers not under such control desire to avail them-
selves of the simplified bases for apportioning interline im--
senger revenues, as herein prescribed, in conjunction with
carriers under such control, arrangements may be made be-

tween such interested carriers for the extension of such
methods.

Interpretation of Accounting Order
The Division of Public Service and Accounting has is-

sued the following interpretation of General Order No. 'A.

in reply to questions as to whether p>er diem reports, charije-.

credits, and collections, which accrued prior to July 1, 1918.
should be discontinued

:

The order contemplates that per diem reports, charses.

credits, collections, reclaims, and all claims in reference to

per diem other than those due to arithmetical errors, up to

and including June 30, 1918, shall be continued as hereto-

fore and that the provisions of the order relate only to ac-

cruals on and after July 1, 1918.

Accounts Not to Be Scrambled

Although in several instance? railroad systems have been
divided or combined for puqioses of operation, in connection

with the appointment of federal managers, the accounting

of the roads is not to be similarly scraml)1(xl or un-
scrambled, according to Circular No. 11 issued by the Di-
vision of Public Service and .\ccounting. which states that

the division and combination of railroads will produce no
effect upon the accounting organization or personnel of those

railroads, which shall remain and act exactly as in the past

until instructions are issued. This will preserA'e to a con-

siderable extent the continuity of the accounts of the indi-

vidual railroads as they have been h.indled in the past.

Appointments in the Division of Operation

Tlie Division of Operation in Circular No. 1 1 makes
formal annouticement of the following appointments: W.
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T. Tyler, .senior a.csistant director; J. H. Keefe, assistant

director, office; Frank McManamy, assistant director, me-

chanical department; and V. C. Wright, assistant director,

marine department.

Track Scale Tests

The division of operation has issued the following circular

regarding track scale tests

:

The duly authorized representatives of the Bureau of

Standards, Department of Commerce, with the scale-testing

equipment, test weights and testing apparatus of the Bureau

of Standards, shall have access to master track scales, track

and other scales, and to test cars, owned by the railroads, for

the purpo,se of testing scales, and calibrating test cars in order

that the Bureau of Standards may obtain all necessarj' data

and information upon which to reach a proper conclusion as

to suitable specifications and tolerances for the various classes

of scales and weighing devices when under test and when

in practical operation, and as to suitable methods of testing

scales and calibrating scale test cars and master track scales.

All movements of the scale-testing equipments, test weights

and testing apparatus of the Bureau of Standards, with au-

thorized attendants, made for the purpose of performing tests

or calibrations in accordance with the terms of this order,

shall be made free of charge by the railroads upon the request

of representatives of the bureau on presentation of authorized

credentials.

Reports of these tests and calibrations with recommenda-

tions shall be made by the Bureau of Standards to the in-

terested railroads and regional directors, currently as the

tests are made.

L. C. L. Embargoes

The car service section in a bulletin states that attention

has been called to frequent embargoes covering 1. c. 1. ship-

ments, which apply against certain transfer stations and that

embargoes of this'kind are confusing as foreign line repre-

.sentatives are not ordinarily- in position to know the loading

or transfer schedules of the road laying the embargo, and, as

a consequence, cannot intelligently apply them.

The bulletin says that 1. c. 1. embargoes should be specific.

They should cover certain defined territories or particular

gateways. Roads are directed to have their 1. c. 1. embargoes

now in effect carefully checked and to see that proper amend-

ments are made; also to arrange to have future embargoes

of this character liandled in accordance with these instruc-

tions as far as practicable.

Cars for Company Material

The car service section has issued a circular directing that

the practice of railroads delivering each other empty cars for

return loading of company material, other than fuel, be dis-

continued. Until further notice, each railroad must take

care of company material for all railroads in the same manner

as it takes care of its own and arrange the same preference

in car supph'. In cases where the car supply is not sufficient

to move material currently, roads will furnish Car Service

Section full particulars.

Shop Men's Wages Up to Director General

The Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions,

which has been conducting hearings and a general investiga-

tion into complaints made by the organizations of shop em-

ployees against the inadequacy of the increase in wages

awarded them in the director general's general wage order

No. 27, has forwarded its report and recommendations with

respect to the wages and working conditions for mechanical

shop crafts to tlie director general at San Francisco for his

consideration and determination.

Shippers Given Representation on Traffic Committees

Shippers are to \>c given representation on the regional and

district freight traffic committees of the Railroad Adminis-

tration that are to hear and make recommendations on com-

plaints ari.-iing from the general rate advance order which

went into effect on June 25 and requests for readju.'^tments

to preserve former relationships. Where the committee con-

sists of five memljers two will be shipf>ers, and where it con-

sists of three one will Ije a .-hipper, the others Ijeing railroad

traffic officials. This plan has been worked out by the di-

visions of traffic and of puljlic service and accounting in con-

ference with representatives of the National Industrial

Irafrtc League, who were called to Washington to assist in

making the selection. In addition George H. Atkins, mana-

ger of the Shreveport, I-a., Chamber of Commerce, ha? l«een

appointed a traffic assistant in the division of public senice

and accounting, to which the complaints and protests in con-

nection with the rate order have been referred. These com-

munications, numbering l)etween 2,000 and 3,000, are being

distributed among the regional and district committees lor

consideration in accordance with the director general's prom-

ise to restore any important relationships which may I'e tor

the time being disturbed. The state railroad commissioners

liad asked for a somewhat similar representation, but it was

decided that such a plan would be inconsistent with their

proper functions.

Accounting for Back Payments of Wage Increase

i he Division of Public Service and Accounting has issued

a circular directing that tlie amounts due employees for back

pay in accordance with General Order No. 27, or supple-

ments thereto, for the five months ended May 31, shall be

accounted for in the following manner:
The entire amount shall, unless previously taken into the

accounts, be included in the accounts for the month of June,

distributed as follows;

First— There shall be determined the amount chargealile

to additions and betterments, and the amount distributed to

the appropriate accounts.

Second—There shall be determined the amounts collectible

from individuals and companies (except for use of joint

facilities by roads under federal control) and deficiency bills

shall be rendered therefor.

Third—The amount representing operating expenses shall

be divided among appropriate operating expense sub-primary

accounts in detail by the use of one of the two following

methods

:

(a) By distributing tlie increases shown by the supple-

mental payrolls for each month on the basis of the distribu-

tion of the original roll for the same month, including in

each primary account the amount of the payroll increase

properly applicable thereto.

(b) By aggregating the operating expense payroll charges

for the five months ended ^lay 31, 1918. separately by gen-

eral accounts, and apportioning the wage increases applicable

to each general expense account among the appropriate

primary accounts for that period on the basis of the distril)u-

tion determined by the five months' payroll compilation.

If deficiency bills for increa.'sed pay rendered to individ-

uals and companies cannot l)e collected, the amount thereof

shall be cliarged to an account styled, "Back pay bills due
from individuals and companies uncollectible," and the

balance therein shall be charged to the income from federal

operations.

In the event that it is not practicable to determine the actu-

al figures for inclusion in the accounts for the month of June,
1918, an estimate of the amount cliargeable to the various

operating expense accounts shall be made and included in

the accounts and in the statement of operating expenses for

that month. SnbsequentU'. when the actual amounts are de-
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termined, adjustment shall be made to the correct figures in

the accounts of the month in which the actual figures are

determined.

Class I carriers, in rendering the monthly income account

statement for June, 1918, shall attach thereto a statement

showing the amount of back pay for the months of January

to May, 1918, inclusive, included in each of the general op-

erating accounts enumerated on the monthly income account

statement.

Express and Mail Section

F. S. Holbrook, vice-president of Wells, Fargo & Co., has

been appointed manager of the E.xpress and Mail Section of

the traffic division of the Railroad Administration, with office

at W;ishington, in charge of relations between the administra-

tion and the consolidated express company and of matters

concerning the handling of mails by the carriers under federal

control including railway mail. The committee on Railway

Mail Transportation, which is studying the question of han-

dling railway mail, will report to Mr. Holbrook until its re-

port is completed.

Agricultural Section

The Division of Traffic has established a department to be
known as the Agricultural Section, whose particular duty
will be to look after the relations between the railroads and
the Department of Agriculture, in order to give all possible

assistance to the general agricultural development of the

country. J. L. Edwards of Atlanta, Ga., who has had long

experience in agricultural development work, has been ap-
pointed manager. It is expected that through the assignment
of Mr. Edwards to this particular work, the encouragement
and extension of agriculture, especially throughout the South
and West will be actively stimulated in the relation of trans-

portation to this most important industrj'.

A. P. Humburg, commerce attorney of the Illinois Central,

has been appointed assistant to R. \\alton Moore, assistant

general counsel of the Railroad Administration, in charge of

rate litigation.

Saving Car Mileage in Order to Haul More Freight

Close Attention to Routing in the West Is Overcoming the

Insufficiency of Railroad Equipment

IT
BECOMES INCR£.\SINGLY evident even,' day that adequate

transportation facilities are essential to the successful

prosecution of the war. The unprecedented trials of the

roads last winter and the prospect of insufficient additions

to their car and hxomotive equipment this year have caused

many to fear a breakdown of the railroad system under the

strain of the stonns and severe temperatures of the coming

winter. A campaign recently inaugurated by R. H. Aishton,

while regional director of all western lines, is directed toward

the relief of this situation. Under his direction, conservation

of car mileage by the short-routing of freight is producing

gratifying results and promises to play an important part in

increasing tlie capacity of the railways. All legal restrictions

which formerly forced individual lines to operate indepen-

dently have bc^en swept aside by the Railroad Control Act,

and close co-ojieration between carriers in the matter of

routing .shipments has become possible. Recent reports from

various western points for brief periods show a total of 4,644

carloads rerouted, which effected a saving of 1,235,664 loaded

car-miles. When reports are received for all freight rerouted

in the West, the saving in car mileage will undoubtedly reach

a niucli larger figure.

The right to reroute shipments was acquired by the rail-

roads when the director-general issued his Order No. 1, read-

ing in part as follows: "The designation of routes by ship-

pers is to he disregarded when speed and efficiency of trans-

portation may be thus promoted." The authority conveyed

by this order was used quite generally by railroads in Jan-
uary and February to divert freight from congested terminals

to avoid embargoed routes. The first step taken in the West
to apply the principle to all traffic was the appointment of a

freight routing committee by the Central district railroad

presidents on December 31, 1917. This committee, of which

J. G. Woodworth, vice president of the Northern Pacific,

was cliainnan. issued a circular on January 4, 1918, which
contained general instructions for the routing of freight and
the following specific provisions

:

1. pistanc'o shall Se ilie original measure and, followinR the definition
l-rescrihed hjr >(ie .Inierstjte Coninierce Commission, any route representins

a distance of more than 116 per cent of the shortest available route shall

be considered imiiractical. Differences in distances of 25 miles or less may
be disregarded.

2. E.\ccptinns to the foregoing rule will be considered justifiable:

(a) When by reason of grades or other operating conditions the longer

route is more economical.
(b) When congestion or blockade conditions may be thus avoided.

(c) When important considerations of public policy demand the use

of another route.

District committees were appointed at St. Paul, Minn.;

Portland, Ore. ; San Francisco, Cal. ; Houston, Tex. ; Denver,

Colo., and Kansas City, Mo., to assist Mr. Woodworth's com-

mittee in promoting short routing. Following a study of the

situation by these committees, additional traffic was turned to

short routes under their direction and through the independent

action of lines in the West. Those in charge of the work,

however, finally decided that better results would be obtained

by controlling routing directly through instructions from the

office of the regional director, and accordingly an experienced

traffic officer was assigned to the work of supervising routing

throughout western territory. The conclusion was also reached

that no hard and fast rules should be adopted to govern this

work and no routes provided l)y tariffs should be closed, but

that additional routes should be provided where necessar)'

and where traffic was diverted by carriers to secure the benefit

of short routes, rates via tlie routes specified by shippers would

be protected. This provision for the protection of rates was

officially announced in the regional directors' circular No. 101

of May 7, 1918.

In order to secure immediate results the regional director

and his staff introduced a plan for direct supervision of

traffic at important terminals in the West under which freight

originating at, and moving through, those fx)ints could be

supervised and rerouted where necessar)- to secure the ben-

efits of reduced car mileage and to avoid the unnecessar\-

use of other terminals. This plan is now in effei.t at Min-

nesota Transfer, Minn.; St. Paul. Minneapolis and Duluth:

Superior, Wis.; Kansas City. Mo.; El Paso, Te.x. : Peoria.

111., Pekin, and in the Chicago switching district.

At Minnesota Transfer carload freight billing for all in-

coming trains is checked before the trains are broken up
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and switched out, and shipments are rerouted where neces-

sary under the direction of a traffic officer of experience

assigned to the work at that point. By rerouting traffic im-

mediately upon the arrival of trains all unnecessary switch-

ing is avoided. Short routes to j)rincipal points from Min-

nesota Transfer have been selected to which the traffic is

diverted. The original and corrected routing of all rerouted

shipments and the reduction in haul effected are recorded.

When there is a regular movement of traffic between the

points covered in these records instructions are sent to

the points of origin to insure proper routing on future ship-

ments. The plan was put into effect at Minnesota Transfer

on May 25, and for a period of 35 days, namely, until June

28 inclusive, 1,.507 carloads were rerouted with a total re-

duction in loaded car-miles of 145,.500.

At El Paso, Texas, the heavy traffic formerly moving via

the Southern Pacific Lines through El Paso to points in

Texas has been rerouted to advantage. Erom March 1 to

June 4, inclusive, 681 carloads were rerouted at El Paso,

with a total reduction of 160,2,50 loaded car miles.

The plan for direct routing of traffic was put into effect at

Kansas City, Mo., on June 17. Between that time and

lune 26 242 cars were rerouted w'ith a saving in car mileage

of 48,395. At Peoria, 111., 452 carloads were rerouted be-

tween June 1 1 and June 28, inclusive, with a total reduction

in the number of car miles of 46,739. The plan was in-

augurated at Pekin, 111., on June 23, and in the first four

days 14 carloads were rerouted with a total reduction in

car mileage of 936. At Ft. Dodge, Iowa, the first two

weeks of the operation of the plan resulted in the rerouting

of 45 cars with a saving of 5,079 loaded car miles.

A marked reduction in car mileage has been effected by

controlling the routing of wheat originating on the Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation Comjjany and moving to

Minneapolis, Minn. This traffic was formerly routed via

Huntington, Ore., over the Oregon Short Line and the Union

Pacific to Omaha, Neb., and from there over the Chicago,

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha to Minneapolis. From April

24 to June 11, 1,093 carloads were rerouted via Marengo,

Wash., over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul via Plummcr,

Idaho, over the same road, and via Spokane, Wash., over

the Great Northern, with a total reduction in loaded car mile-

age of 452,335.

A considerable saving in car mileage has also been achieved

through the control of the movement of fruit and vegetables

from southern California. This traffic formerly moved from

|)oints on the Southern Pacific through Roseville, to Ogden,

Utah, and eastern destinations. It is now routed via Colton.

Cal., over the Los Angeles and Salt Lake, reducing the luuil

to Ogden 465 miles per car. During April and May. 810

carloads were rerouted with the total reduction in loaded car

miles of 376,650.

The rerouting ])lan has been introduced at a numlier of

other points in the West, for which statistics are not yet

availal)le.

On June 24, the plan for short-routing all traffic originat-

ing in, and passing through, the Chicago switching district

for western destinations was put into effect. Preferred routes

to the more important railroad centers were designated and

the use of congested gateways avoided wherever possible.

For instance, the instructions provide that traffic for Kansas

City and points West must not be routed through St. Louis,

while traffic for Duluth, Minn., and Superior. Wis., must not

be routed through Minnesota Transfer. The Chicago &
North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chi-

cago Great Western, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and

the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie were recom-

mended as routes to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Minnesota Trans-

fer and points beyond, in jireference to the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, the Illinois Central (Albert Lea)', Minne-
apolis & St. Louis, or the Chicago & .-Mton (Peoria). 'Minne-

apolis & St. Louis. For traffic moving to Sioux (^ity, Iowa,

the Illinois Central, the St. Paul and the North Western

were specified as routes which should Ije used in preference to

the Burlington, the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
or the Great Northern. The Chicago & Alton, the Wabash,

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Illinois Central were

designated as preferred routes to St. Louis, Mo.
To insure the use of the car ferry lines to the extent neces-

sary to afford a maximum tonnage for all boats and to avoid

the use of the Chicago gateway, where there are more direct

routes across Lake Michigan, a comprehensive plan for the

routing and control of this traffic was introduced on July

1. Under the scheme, traffic naturally tributary to car ferry

routes moving to eastern destinations is being diverted from

the Chicago gateway, thereby effecting a reduction in ter-

minal operating costs in addition to a saving in mileage.

During the three weeks prior to July 1, considerable traffic was

rerouted on lines west of Milwaukee, Wis., and ManitowcK.

and the car ferry lines were handling tonnage approximately

70 per cent of their capacity eastbound. On June 26 a meeting

of representatives of rail lines and car ferry lines was held

at Green Bay, Wis., and committees were appointed to super-

vise the routing of traffic at the lake ports. Under the plans

adopted, traffic is being sent via the most direct routes and

congestion at lake ports avoided. Eastern lines are co-oper-

ating with the western roads and now have under considera-

tion a plan for joint operation of all car ferry boats, so that

they may be used to the best advantage.

Because of the marked success of the rerouting plan

where tried, plans are under way for its early application to

all traffic in the 'West, and for this purjxise three standard

forms have been drawn up which will be used for recording

all corrected routings in the future. One form will be used

at points of origin to cover shipments, the routing of which
has i)een changed by shippers at the request of the carrier--

.\nother form will be used for recording those shijmii:

rerouted in transit at transfer points. A third form will i

used by the individual railroads to cover .shipments diverted

to direct routes in the course of each month at stations on the

lines. Each form contains columns for entering the date of

recording the shipment, the car initial number, the point of

origin, the destination, the commcxlity, the weight of the

lading, the original and corrected routes, the mileage via the

two routes, and the reduction in loaded car mileage effected

l)y rerouting.

While the routing of carload traffic has received the most
attention up to the present time, the regional director of

Northwestern railroads, who has jurisdiction over all Chicago
terminals, has inaugurated a plan for the more economical
and efficient handling of l.c.l. traffic from Chicago for com-
mon points, effective July 15. The circular announcing the

plan lists all stations of any consecjuence in the United States

and the railroads which should Iw used in shipping merchan-
dise to those points. For instance, merchandise consigned to

St. Louis will move only over the Chicago & Eastern Illinois

and the \A'abash. while that destined to Salt Lake City,

I'tah, will move via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and
that destined to San Francisco. Cal., via the Chicago & North
Western or the .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. All merchan-
dise going to \"ancouver. B. C., will move via the Minnc-
a[iolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. ^Llrie. and that destined to Buf-
falo. N. v., will be delivered to the Michigan Central and
the Waliash only.

.Although the rerouting plan, as outlined in this article,

was initiated by the carriers, shippers generally are entering

into the spirit of the scheme ancl are directing traffic over

short routes aft'ording the Itest service and in a manner to

avoid congested terminals where possible. It is recognized
by tho.«e who are pressing the rerouting of traffic that all

routes should be kept open, to be used wheTi the movement of

freight exceeds the capacity of the short routes, and likewise

that it is often necessary- to use a longer route when transit

or stopping privileges are permitted at intermediate points.



Norfolk & Western 267-Ton Mallet Locomotive

Many Interesting Details of Design in Both Engine

and Tender, Built in the Company's Shops

By H. W. Reynolds

THE NORFOLK AND WESTERN has used Mallet loco-

motives in general road service for the past five years.

Realizing the need of a more powerful locomotive of

tliis type, it has built and now has in use a large 2-8-S-2 Mal-
let. This locomotive, known as Class V2 was built in the

company's shops at Roanoke, Va., and the design is the out-

come of five years of close observation of the Mallet loco-

motives already in service.

On account of the limited clearances, compactness in design

was necessary in order to obtain [iroper proportions. It was
found that low pressure cylinders ,i') inch by ,i2 inch were as

large as could lie used, and in order to secure a cylinder ratio

of 2J/2 to 1 it was necessary to use high pressure cylinders

245^2 inch by 32 inch, and a boiler pressure of 230 11). per

sq. in. Another evidence of close clearances will be seen in

desirable to make the low pressure valves outside admission.

The McCord force feed lubricator is used for lubricating the

low pressure cylinders. This lubricator is used to eliminate

tiie fle.xible connections in the oil pipes to the low pressure

cylinders, which have been a source of trouble. All other

cylinder lubrication is accomplished by means of sight feed

lubricators.

The pistons are built up of cast steel centers with cast iron

wearing rings. While this design is not as light as the rolled

steel piston, it is desirable because of the ease with which a

new wearing ring may be applied, without necessitating the

piston being again fitted to the rod.

Steam distriiiution is controlled by the Baker valve gear

and the Norfolk & Western Class AT standard power reverse

gear. Hancock iiiu'umatic cylinder cock o|)erating cylinders

„. mm

^^^

Boiler of the Norfolk & Western Mallet

the arrangement of the pop valves, which are laid flat on the

boiler, with a shield between them to deflect the steam up-
ward. It will also be noticed that the air pumps and bell are

located on the boiler front, tlie bell being operated by means
of a Gollmar bell ringer.

Both high and low pressure cylinders are equipped with

piston valves. The valves in the low pressure cylinder are

17 in. in diameter, while those of the high pressure cylinders
are 14 in. in diameter. In order to obtain steam and exhaust
passages of ample area, free from aljrupt i)ends, it was found

actuate the cylinder cocks, and the grates are operated by

means of the Franklin steam grate shakers.

The driving wheels are equipped with flanged tires through-

out and the locomotive is designed to take IS-deg. cur\'es.

The frames, driving boxes, driving wheel centers and all

frame braces are of cast steel. The cylinders are of gun iron.

Care was exercised in the design of all castings and cast steel

was used liberally in order to reduce the weight and secure

a boiler of ample proportions.

The boiler is of the extended wagon top type, with a cen-

59
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tral dome and U equipped with a S3-unit Type A superheater.

The firebox with its liberal grate surface of 96 sq. ft. is

equipped with the Security arch supported on five water tubes

Front View of the N. & W. Mallet Locomotive

3 in. in diameter. There are 5,5 flues 5^2 in. in diameter, and
285 tubes 2 '4 in. in diameter, 24 ft. long over tube sheets, and
a combustion c'haml«r 5 ft. 2 in. lonff.

plate steel was saved and the required strength of the boiler

maintained. The dome is located on the second course of the

boiler just in front of the gusset sheet, in order to obtain suffi-

cient height for the Chambers' throttle valve. The firebox

and combustion chamber of the boiler are electrically welded

throughout, thus eliminating flanging and the possibility of

cracks after two or three years of service. The tubes are

located well up in the back tube sheet to prevent clogging.

It has been found that a numl)er of the lower tubes located

close to the l)ottom of the sheet are practically of no value,

as they stop up and require constant attention to keep them

open.

The boiler is fitted with the Sentinel low water alarm. The
value of this device lies not only in the elimination of burnt

or damaged crown sheets, but the water in the boiler may be

worked at a lower level, resulting in increased superheat tem-

peratures. The efficiency of the superheater on large loco-

motives, particularly on those with long boilers, is frequently

perceptibly lowered, due to the tendency of some engineers to

carry the water at too high a level. Perfect confidence may
1)6 had when carry ing the water at a low level on a locomotive

equipped witii this alarm, for the reason that sufficient time

remains after the alarm has sounded to fill the boiler to the

proper level without danger of damage.

Two Sellers non-lift injectors, each having a capacity of

7,500 gal. of water per hour, are located one on each side

of the engine under the cab with the steam control valves

located outside and in front of the cab. Coal is fired by

means of tlie Duplex stoker, and from road tests the boiler has

been found to steam freely.

The smokebo.\ front is of steel plate in order to provide

support for the air pumps.

Among tlie special features of the equipment of the loco-

motive are radial buffers, Graham-White perfect sanders,

and Pyle type K headlight equipment, with 9-in. by 18-in.

headlight reflector.

The construction of the tender differs niateriallv from usual

Jnfr* Bolhm alMiddle SZ'rl'^JJSJ'

. .J,. ..

Elevation and Half Plan of the Tank

An unusual feature of boiler construction will be noticed in practice. The tank is made of structural shapes and the

the fourth ring over the combustion chamber. By using a thin frame is built into it, resulting in increased strength and de-
plate 13/16 in. thick in this location, over 3,000 lb. of boiler creased weight. The body bolsters are located in the tank
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Dwr tliL- truck centers and two intenncdiate diaphragms are

located Ijetwcen tlie liody bolsters. Between the diaphragms,

lietween diaphragms and holsters, and between the rear bol-

ster and the end of the tank, lateral bracing is placed to fur

nish the necessarj- strength against bulging. The center sill,

riveted underneath the tank, is a Bethlehem H-section, which

extends from a jjoint just in front of the front truck center

to a point hack of the rear truck center. Carefully fitted and

riveted to the front end of the center sill is a steel casting

arranged to support the front water kg. . This casting also

contains pockets to receive the drawbar and safety bars. A
steel casting is riveted to the back end of the center sill, to

either side of which draft arms are riveted. These draft arms

extend to the rear of the tank, where they are held in position

by knee iiraces built uj) of plates and angles. Sessions draft

gear is used in connection with the I'"arlow one-key attach-

ment.

Short steel castings arranged with side Ijearings are fitted

each side of the center sill over the truck centers and are

.securely riveted to the center sills and tank floor. These cast-

ings serve to transfer the load from the body bolsters to the

truck centers. Cast steel knees are riveted to the center sill

and tank floor at each diaphragm to provide the center sill

with lateral stiffness. The tender has a capacity of 12,000

gal. of water and 20 tons of coal. The design has been found

to be very successful.

The tender is carried on two 75-ton six-wheel non-pedestal

side frame close to the outside pairs of wheels and arrange the

neck of the body bolster to clear the wheels with springs solid.

When the attempt was made to u.se elli|)tic springs on the

Lewis truck it was found difficult to get them in and clear

the wheels, so the 75-ton elliptic spring tender truck, known
as Class T-27, w'as developed. On this truck the openings

in the side frames are located midway between each two pairs

New Type of Six-Wheel Truck for the Tender

of wheels. This location causes the middle pair of wheels

to be loaded in a larger proportion than the outside pairs.

In order to remove the excess load from the middle wheels,

the elliptic springs are placed on seats, each of which rests

on one end of a lever pivoted in the side frame between the

opening and the middle wheels. The other end of each lever

Plan and Elevation of the Norfolk & Western Class T-27 Tender Truck

trucks, the design of which is a departure from the Lewis six-

wheel freight car truck in use on the Norfolk & Western.

Helical springs are used in the Lewis truck and the open-

ings in the side frames for receiving the springs and bolster

arms are so located as to throw two-thirds of the load coming

on each side frame on the journal boxes of the outside pairs

of wheels. By this method proper weight distribution is ob-

tained, but it is necessary in order to keep the wheel base

within reasonable limits to have the nest of springs in each

rests against the bottom end of a strut, the top ends of which

react against the end of a lever ]iivoted to the side frames over

the middle journal boxes. It will lie seen that with the levers

projierly projiortioned, the weight on the sjirings will cause an

upward thrust to i)e exerted on the levers pivoted to the side

frames over the middle journal boxes equal to the amount of

the excess weight on the middle pair of wheels. This relieves

the middle wheels of the excess loading and gives the same
we-''ht on the rail for all three iiairs of wheels.
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To one side frame on each side of the truck is bolted rig-

idly the journal boxes of the outer and middle pairs of

wheels, while to the other frame is bolted the journal box

of the outer pair of wheels, and the end of the frame is passed

into and rests on the rigid side frame over the middle journal

box to form a flexible connection.

The usual practice of making the members at the top and

bottom of the side frame openings parallel is not followed for

the reason that the load is applied to the side frames at a

single point under the center of the columns next to the middle

wheel, the columns and wearing surfaces toward the outer

wheels acting only as guides for the bolster arms. This per-

mits the side frames being designed to secure perfect truss

action.

Axles with standard M.C.B. 5^ in. by 10 in. journal boxes

are u.sed. The brake beams are hung from the side frame

and the design of brake rigging is the same as that in use

on the Lewis truck. The truck bolster is of cast steel in one

piece, with the ends of the arms arranged to fit over and rest

on the clli]3tic springs. On account of ample space being

provided by the design of the tank, the side members of the

body bolster are made deep where they pass over the middle

axle. Ample wearing surfaces are provided, and the absence

of all bolts and pin connections will be noted.

The |)rinci[)al data and dimensions of this locomotive

are:

C.ENERAL Data
Cage 4 ft. g'A in.

Service Freiglit
Kuel Bit. coal
'I'ractive elTort, compound 1 04,300 lb.

Tractive effort, simple 13S,600 lb.

Weight in working oidet 535,000 lb.

Weiglit nn drivers 472,000 lb.

WeiRlil on leading truck 28,000 lb.

Weiglil on trailing truck 3S.00O lb.

Wiiglil of engine and tender in working order 747,000 lb.

Wheel ha.se, driving, both units 15 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 57 ft. 4 in.
Wheel ba.se, engine and tender 92 ft. 11 ^i in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -:- tractive effort 4.52
Total weight •: tractive effort 5.13
Tractive effort X (liani. drivei.s - eiiuivalent heating surface" 680.6
Equivalent heating surface* -^ grate area 89.4
Firebox heating surface -H equivalent heating surface,* per cent 5.6
Weight nn drivers -v equivalent heating surface* 55.0
Total weight -=- equivalent beating surface* 62.3

CvLIN'DERS

!V'>'I ,••; Compound
Diameter :uid stroke 2A'A in. and 39 in. by 32 in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 56 i„
Driving, thickness of ti'es ,! j„.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 in. by 12 in
DriviuK journals, others, diameter and length.'. 11 in, jjy 12 in]
KiiKnu- truck wheels, diameter 30 in"

!;':"KV" '"";'«,• journals. 6 in. 'liv' 10 in!
I radiii'^ truck wheels, diameter 30 in
I'railins truck, journals 6 in'. 'by' 10 in!

Hnii.ER

^i>\. Wagon top
Working pre-ssure 230 lb. per sq. in.
t Uitside diameter of hrst ring 98 in
Kircbox, length and width !...!!!!!!!!!! i2'ft'.' i)y 8ft!
I'lrcbox plates, thickness A in
Firebox, water space Front 5i4 in., back 5 in., side's" 4 !4 in'
lubes, number and outside diameter -JgS ^vi in
Hues, number and outside diameter "s3 5i/, in'
Tubes and fines, length ...'.;'.'.'.;'.'." <4 f"'

eating surface, tubes and flues 5,834" sq. f,;
lleating surf.acr. hrcbox including arch tubes 482 sq ft

6.316 sq! ft!

1,510 sq. ft.

: 8,581 sq. ft.

96 sq. ft.

lleating .surface, total. .

Superheater beating .surface,
r.quivalent healing surface" . .

Crate area

Tender

W "igbt
^="" '">"''"

Wheels, dianieter-.
212,000 lb

Journals, diameter an,l lengt'h
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'sH'in 'bv

'

10 InWater capacity ^^
i-fnrLTv '

i

Toai capacity !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! -^ '^

alent heating surface = total
superheating surface.

20 tons

heating surface + 1.5

Orders of Regional Directors

AMusr, thk more important instructions issued by
the regional directors during the past week are the

following:

Bulletins expressing the urgent needs of the government
for men should not be posted on the regular bulletin boards
of the railroads, and representatives of government depart-

ments should under no circumstances be permitted to address
railroad employees at the shops for the purpose of attracting

men into other branches of government .service.

The records indicate that the tons per loaded car from the

southern region do not show a ver)- marked increase and that

considering the fact that there is such a large proportion of

the tonnage from that region moving through the con 't-sted

eastern region, it is most important that maximum loading be
obtained in order to reduce to the fullest extent possible the

number of cars moving through congested gateways into east-

em territory.

The cjuestion of disposing of old ties has been under con-
sideration, but because of the widely varj'ing conditions it has
been concluded that it is not possible to establish a uniform
rule. Therefore, the determination of the problem is left to

the discretion of the managements of the individual lines.

—

Southern Region.

There seems to be some unrest among supervisory forces on
central western railroads, such as yardmasters, despatchers,

foremen, etc., by reason of discrepancies created in rates of

pay under the application of General Order No. 27. Central

western lines are asked to fill in forms, recording the specific

cases in which a readju.stment of pay may be considered neces-

sary. Separate forms are provided for the mechanical, the

transportation and the maintenance of way departments, with

columns in each for entering the title of the position, the Icxia-

tion of the man, his rate of pay prior to General Order No.
27, his present rate of pay, the recommended rate of ])ay, and
the rejisons why an increased rate is necessary.

Box car equipment has been used to a considerable extent

at army camps for loading manure and other refuse, which
makes the cars unfit for general service. Railroads are asked

to issue instructions that gondola or stock cars be utilized for

such loading and that the use of box cars be prohibited.

—

Western Region.

Data is requested concerning each railway's organization

at coal mines for the inspection of the quality of fuel, and as

to engines in service by classes and de.«cription, two co|)ies of

which are to be sent to the manager of the Fuel Conser\'ation

Section of the Railroad Administration and one copy to the

regional director.

—

Southwestern Region.

Present prospects indicate that there will not be enough coal

in the West to meet all requirements during the coming winter.

In order to help the situation, each road is asked to review its

program for storing coal and to increase, if possil)le. the

quantity to be stored, |)articularly in territories farther from
the mines. Storage aggregating 15 to 20 per cent of annual
requirements will not be excessive in view of the desj^erate

conditions that will confront the roads in moving coal for

domestic and other purposes during the winter. Western
lines are asked to report to what extent they can increase their

storage coal program, showing the tiuantity of the expected

increase at each location, and tiie name and location of mines
from which they expect to oi)tain additional quantities.

Instructions governing the rcconsignment of fruits and veg-

etables within the Chicago district, which have been worked
out in detail with respect to the local conditions on each road.

specify when requests for reconsignments must i)e received at

each auction house, at team tracks and by connecting lines

if the rcconsignment is to be accomplished on the same day
that the request is filed.

In Supplement No. 7 to Circular No. 63 to northwestern
roads, dated June 8, the regional director savs: Effective at
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once a maximum rate of 30 cents per hour for track laljor

outside of the Chicago lerminal district is hereljy authorized

where considered necessary in addition to districts named in

Supplement No. 5 to Circular No. 63, with the understand-

ing that before the increase is made over and above the rates

now in effect, lines interested in the same districts must be

notified and the regional director must l>e advised of the date

the increase will he made effective and the limits of the dis-

trict to which it applies.

Storedoor Delivery of Freight

In New York City

THK COMMITTEE oi' coiiMissiONERS which has been

studying the problem of relieving freight congestion

in Manhattan, New York City, and which agreed

.several months ago on a tentative plan for organizing the

truckmen of the city, has concluded that the time has come

for putting some arrangement into operation, and it has se-

cured approval by Director General Mc.\doo of its report

outlining the general principles which it is proposed to adopt,

and it is announced that a beginning will probably be made

on August 15.

This committee consists of James S. Harlan, of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission; Travis H. Whitney, of the New
York State Public Service Commission, first district, and

R. W. E. Donges, of the Public Utilities Commission of New
lersev. ]Mr. Harlan has been spending most of his time lately

in New York City, and is this week holding conferences with

commercial and trucking interests. He designates the plan

as one for "the removal of inbound freight from piers and

freight stations by the consignees" in accordance with the fol-

lowing general basis:

1—All that part of Manhattan Island that lies south of

Fifty-ninth street shall be designated as a drayage district.

Team tracks within that area shall not be regarded for the

present as being in the drayage district.

2—No notice hereafter shall be given to the consignee of

any freight arriving at a pier within the drayage district, and

no free time shall be allowed; all inbound carload and less-

than-carload freight on arrival shall be handled immediately

to the store door of the consignee.

3—A drayage director shall be appointed who shall have

general super\'ision and control, for the consignees, of the

trucking of freight from pier or freight stations after it has

been placed upon the pier or station floor by the carrier.

4—There shall lie a drayage supervisor at each pier who,

under the control of the drayage director, shall have general

authority over the removal of inbound freight from the pier

floor or platform.

5—The salan.- of the drayage director and of the several

drayage supervisors and other necessary assistants, together

witii their necessary operating expenses, shall be paid out of a

fund contributed by the carriers serving the metropolitan area

on a tonnage or other satisfactory basis determined by them

and the drayage director. The dnnage director and drayage

su]:>ervisors, however, shall be appointed by the Director-

General of Railroads, or under his authority, and shall report

to and 1)6 responsible to him.

6—The drayage district south of Fifty-ninth street shall be

divided into delivery zones having relation to their proximity

to the piers and the density of their traffic.

Inbound freight as far as possible shall be distributed by

the carriers on the pier platforms or floors by delivery zones;

but when practicable shall be delivered immediately from the

car to the trucks operating in the zone to which the freight

is destined.

Inbound freight shall be delivered to consignees only in

trucks registered with the drayage director, and all trucks so

registered shall \>e under the full authority of the drayage

director. Xo trucks other than those so registered shall be

allowed upon the piers for the removal of inbound traffic ex-

cept under special permit issued by the drayage director.

For good cause shown the drayage director may cancel the

registration of any truck, and his decision shall be final.

7—The drayage director, as far as possible in the conduct

of the drayage service, shall utilize the equipment of existing

trucking and teaming organizations and of shippers; special

equipment shal be utilized as far as possible in the handling

of the special commodities for which they are designed.

8—The drayage director shall make such rules and estab-

lish such regulations as will facilitate the prompt removal of

freight, making only such exceptions in the use of equipment

as may be in the public interest.

The drayage director shall make all necessary rules anil

regulations for the bonding of the owners of trucks used in

the drayage service and respecting the methods of collecting

llie freight and drayage charges.

As at present the delivery of freight by the carrier to the

consignee will continue to be effected on the pier floor or

platform and its responsibility for loss or damage will rem.iin

unaffected by the consignees' drayage service herein provided;

the drayage director will make all necessar)- rules and regula-

tions defining the responsibilit)' of truck operators for loss

of or damage to freight while in their custody.

9—Delivery of freight shall be made to the consignee at the

usual place for delivery at street level, and when a consign-

ment so tendered is refused or when the payment of the legal

freight and drayage charges is refused, the freight may be

stored in a public warehouse at the cost and expense of the

consignee and as a lien upon the consignment.

The drayage director shall designate the warehouses to

be used for this purpose.

10—The drayage director shall make such rules and estab-

lish such regulations as will tend to build up the gathering of

freight by the registered trucks for outbound movement.

11—The drayage director shall have power to make a

schedule of rates and charges for the drayage service, includ-

ing the charges for undue detention of a truck by a consignee

at the point of delivery, and to change the same from time to

time as conditions may require; he shall also have the power

to fix the hours during which consignees must be prepared to

receive freight.

12—The drayage director shall have power, should it

become necessary in his opinion, to extend the drayage ser\-ice

to the docks of such water lines as are pans of the transporta-

tion system under the control of the Director General of Rail-

roads.

In this outline of a plan for relief from pier and station

congestion on Manhattan Island, an effort has been made to

include only the main general features that are regarded as

essential and fundamental.

Commissioner Harlan says that the railroads have indicated

their willingness to sujiply the funds for defraying the neces-

san- expenses of the drayage director and such assistants

as he may require in supervising the sen-ice as a shippers'

service, no other practicable way having been found for meet-

ing this expense; and the largely increased traffic which the

carriers will be able to move with a free working space at all

times on their pier and station floors and platforms, is held

to more than justify the outlay.

He jioints out that the plan can be put in effect with little

delay and witliout material disturbance of present conditions;

while it avoids the necessity of any new capital investment

at this time by making full use of the present equipment of

shippers and teaming companies; and it continues the service

as a shipjiers' service, as it is now. by simply so regulating it

as to require all inbound freight to be carried away by the

consignees, through an organized iniikiii<; service, a? soon as

it is unloaded.



Maintenance Work Is Being Seriously Delayed

Unless Checked the Shortages of Labor, Rail and Ties Will .

Lead to the Deterioration of the Tracks

RAILWAY MEN responsible for the maintenance of tracks

and structures are showing much concern over the

lack of progress being made in the normal repair of

the roadway this year. While in the area south of the Ohio
river a large part of the work can be continued throughout

the year, and while, even in the Northern States, some of the

renewals can be carried out during the winter, the larger part

of the work on the roads north of the Ohio river (which in-

clude those lines with the heaviest traffic and the most work)
is seasonal in character and must be done in the summer.
This limits the period during which the larger part of the

maintenance can be handled to the seven months between

April and November, inclusive. The three best months of

the season are now gone, with far less than the normal
amount of work completed.

With the harvest season at hand and with the promise of

record-breaking c rops this year the demand for labor from
this direction will be even greater than usual, and the high

wages which arc being offered will deplete track gangs more
completely than even in past years. By the time the harvest-

ing will be finished and these men return to the track the

season will be so far advanced that it will be necessary to

concentrate efforts on the closing of the work and the prepa-

ration of the track for the winter.

Although some roads started their routine maintenance
work this year as soon as the frost was out of the ground,
many other lines delayed undertaking active work until the

Railroad Administration had developed its policies and made
known its attitude regarding the numerous (|uestions con-

fronting the maintenance of way department. Furthermore,
in many cases the renewal of ties and rails, comprising the

heavier work of track maintenance, has been held up by the

lack of materials.

Progress on additions and betterment work has been even
more seriously delayed. All work on projects other than
those carried over from last year was held up until May by
the lack of authority to proceed. Although the Railroad Ad-
ministration began issuing approvals of projects early in that

month, most of the work was not authorized until late in May
and is only now being started. As a result three full months
have been lost on mo.st of the additions and bettennent work
authorized for this year, this occurring at a time when addi-

tions and inijirovements to existing facilities are more needed
than ever before.

This delay in starting both maintenance and improvement
work follows several years of restricted expenditures. Last
year the deficiency was particularly pronounced. The high
cost and scarcity of materials contriJautcd to this condition,

but the lack of men was even more largely resjionsiljle. Much
work was left incomplete bust fall and a number of roads
found themselves in the unusual position of having larger

appropriations than they could spend because of their inabil-

ity to get a sufficient number of men to do the work. This
left the roads in none too good condition to go into last win-
ter. With one of the most severe seasons in history, and with
the traffic exceeding all previous records, the wear and tear

on the property was correspondingly great and the roads re-

quired more work this spring to put them into proper condi-
tion than in any recent year. In view of this fact the delay
which has already occurred, and which is still occurring this

season, is all the more serious. It is for this reason that

maintenance men are showing so much concern over the con-
dition of their maintenance work.

Another factor contributing to the seriousness of the situ-

ation is the shortage of ties and rails, the two basic ma-
terials used in the largest quantities in track maintenance.
Following the taking over of the control of the roads by the

government, notice was issued that the central purchasing
bureau would order all rails. Since that time no orders for

rails have been placed either by the roads or by the govern-
ment. As a matter of fact nothing is to be gained by plac-
ing orders under existing conditions, for the mills have not
yet rolled the rails booked on orders placed one and two years
ago, having nearly 2,000,000 tons now on order, and still

undelivered, most of which was contracted for in 1916 and
early in 1917. The mills are now rolling about 25,000 tons

per week, at which rate only about 25 per cent of the total

tonnage now on order will be available for laying this season.

When it is considered that the railroads of this countr)- use

approximately ,S,000,000 tons of rails annually in normal
years, one realizes what is taking place. The problem is not

that of ordering more rails, but rather of securing the deliv-

ery of the rails which are already ordered.

At the present time the steel output of the countn,- is not

sufficient to meet the military and industrial needs combined,
in spite of the tremendous development which has taken
place during the four years, lender present conditions the

military demands must be met first and the railways can ex-

pect consideration only as their needs are found of vital im-
portance to our national w'elfare. In order to allot the steel

output where most needed, arrangements have recently been

concluded between the American Iron & Steel Institute, rep-

resenting the manufacturers and the government, whereljv

the latter will distribute the entire output of finished mate-

rials to the users.

It is commonly recognized that the continued operation of

the roads at their highest efficiency is essential to our militarv'

success, and that the tracks must be properly maintained if

the traffic is to be moved safely and expeditiously. In gen-

eral the wear of rails is proportional to traffic moving over

them, and as a result this wear has been unusually heavy

during the past year. Following several years of deficient

maintenance in rail replacement, as in other upkeep work, the

condition of the rail in track has shown a steady decline. As
a result in numerous instances the rail now in track has

reached the safe limit of its wear, and further postponement

of its renewal can only be done at the risk of increased break-

ages and derailment.

While the average condition of the rails in service has

declined during the last few years, this is not universally

true. A number of roads have been able to keep their main-

tenance up to normal and on such lines it is possilile to go

w'thout rails or to do with greatly reduced tonnages this year

without serious results. However, up to the present time lit-

tle attempt has been made to distribute the rails now being

rolled to those roads most in need of them and as a result

some of the lines which are now in the best condition are re-

ceiving rails not because they are sorely in need of them, but

because of their foresight in placing orders two years ago. If

the output of rails is to be limited, and it would seem that the

national situation now warrants this action, it would appear

to follow as a necessar\- step that some comparison of the

different roads be made \\hereby it would be possible to dis-

tribute the rails where most needed in order to maintain all

the roads at as nearly an average condition as possible.

This would mean filling orders alreadv placed in soim
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instances and in placing new orders with precedence over old

ones in other cases. In determining which roads should take

precedence in the delivery of rails, consideration should he

given not only to the present condition of the rails in track,

but also to the traffic now moving over them, and that which

may be expected to pass over them in the next few months.

In many instances rail which is now in fairly good condi-

tion, hut which is bearing a heavy traffic cannot be carried

over another year with as great a factor of safety as poorer

rail which is carrying less traffic and subjected to relatively

little wear. This condition was found in Canada recently,

where some of the best maintained roads normally were

found to be most in need of rail ijecause of the heavy traffic

which they were carr}'ing.

The renewal of ties has also been delayed by a shortage of

supplies on many roads. Early in the spring the govern

ment issued orders that the roads could buy ties only along

their own lines and at prices not exceeding those paid last

vear. Where ties could not be secured in this way the gov-

ernment announced that it would arrange to purchase them.

While this order was issued so late that it had little effect

this vear on the roads using treated ties, or with contracts al-

ready placed, it has shut off supplies for other roads depend-

ent on this spring's purchases, owing to the delay in the per-

fecting of the government's purchasing organization. This

has been accentuated by the shortage of labor in the tie-

producing districts, which condition alone would have led to

a reduced supply. While the early shortages which existed

on a number of roads early in the season have been relieved

considerably by delayed deliveries, the time lost by the track

forces in i)lacing them in track cannot be made up.

Because of the importance of this subject of adequate

maintenance to all railway men, and also because of its di-

rect bearing on the efficiency with which the railways can be

operated during the next winter, we have addressed a letter

of inquiry to a number of representative roads throughout the

country asking specific questions about conditions on their

line and in the territories traversed by them as of June 1.

These questions and abstracts of some of the sujiplies are

given below.

The Amount of Maintenance 'Work Above Normal

(1) How does the amount of maintenance work scheduled

for this season compare with that of normal years?

Our replies to this question indicate that the amount of

work scheduled for this year is equal to or in excess of that

for recent years, as is evident Ijy the following abstracts ot

replies

:

"Maintenance work required this season to reach and pre-

serve normal conditions is considerably more than in normal

years owing to the deferred maintenance of the last two

years."

"TJie amount of maintenance work scheduled for this

season is practically the same as we have scheduled for the

past three or four years."

"The amount of maintenance work scheduled for this year

is approximately 5 per cent in excess of that of normal

years."

"Our maintenance schedule this year considerably exceeds

that of any carried out during recent years."

"The amount of maintenance work scheduled for this sea-

son is nearly normal, except in the matter of ballast. The

ballast i)rogram is reduced to about 00 per cent."

Maintenance Work Badly Delayed

(2) Is it advanced as far as normally at this date? If

not, what are the present factors contributing to the delay?

"Our maintenance work this year is far behind normal

years. This is entirely due to a lack of labor."

"The one thing that can help us out materially is to secure

labor of some kind from some source. If some arrangements

could i;e made to let the Mexican, Jap and Chinese labor into

the western jjart of the United States in considerable num-
bers we could no doubt carry on the work satisfactorily."

"We are considerably further advanced with our tie re-

newals than in former years, l.iecause of our ability to secure

men early in the season. We have endeavored to take advan-

tage of this condition while the men are available, as we be-

lieve that this condition will not continue throughout the

season. It may be necessary to curtail our ballast program
somewhat becau.se of labor conditions later in the season."

"On our bridge work the amount of work performed is

aljout normal. On our tie renewals the work performed is

about normal on one-half of our system, but below normal

on the remainder on account of a shortage of labor in thai

territory. Our ballasting is below normal, principally due to

lack of power.''

"Our program is not as well in hand as it might and
should be, due to many causes, but principally on account of

the uncertainty brought about by conditions and the inability

to secure materials at such a time as will best answer all

purposes."

"The progress made to date is about 20 per cent less than

normal at this time of year, the governing factor being the

shortage of labor."

Adequacy of Maintenance Forces

(.5) To what extent are your maintenance of way forces

below normal ?

Practically all of the roads replying reported that they

were from S to 50 per cent short of their normal maintenance
forces at this season of the year, as is indicated by the

following abstracts:

"Our maintenance forces at this date are fully 30 per cent

below normal, with a probability of their falling to as low

as 50 per cent of normal as the season becomes further ad-

vanced."

"Our maintenance-of-way forces on one-half of our sys-

tem are about normal, while on the other half they are about

10 per cent below normal."

"During the month of April, one of the best working
months in this territory, the maintenance forces were 15 per

cent below normal in number and a much heavier percentage

lielow normal in efficiency."

"With the exception of one or two short stretches of terri-

tory, our lajjor forces are filled up to normal. However, some
700 or 800 additional track laborers could be used to good

advantage if available."

"Taking the line as a whole, our maintenance forces are

protjably al)out 25 per cent below normal, although the situ-

ation is considerably spotted. The western part of the terri-

tory is considerably shorter in men tlian the east end of the

line."

Ties and Rails

(4) What proportion of your normal season's supplies of

ties and rails have you on hand or immediately in sight?

The widely varying conditions relative to ties and rails are

indicated by the replies received to this c|uestion. As is evi-

dent below, some roads are encountering little difficulty from

this source, while others are in serious straits.

"We have all our ties on hand for 1018, as we make it a

practice to have in stock the first of the year all ties necessary

for that sea.son. We are short on rail deliveries, although

the mills continue to deliver us rail, in reduced quantities. It

is quite probable that we will not complete our rail program
ijecause of this fact."

"On this date, with 42 ]ier cent of the year gone, we have

received 2S: per cent of our yearly tie supply. In other words,

we are receiving about two-thirds of our normal re()uirements

and anticipate that this proportion will prevail throughout

the vear. With reference to steel rails we are onlv now re-
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ceiving the last of what was contracted for delivt-ry in the

summer and early fall of 1917. We are so far unaljle to get

any assurance of delivery on our 1918 rail, contracted for

nearly two years ago for delivery to begin last March.

"Our tie and rail deliveries are about normal. We had

.some shortage in the delivery of ties in March and April, due

to the fact that on account of the lack of creosote our plant

did not start up until May 1, while it usually starts up aiiout

March 1. Our rail receipts are aliout normal this year,

owing to the fact that up to this time we have been receiving

shipments of rail on our 1917 order, which was short about

22,000 tons. We have also been short, and are still short,

the rail joints for maintenance work."

"At this time we have about two-thirds the nonnal sui)[)ly

of cross ties and four-tenths of 1 per cent of the normal su|)-

])ly of new rail."

"The outlook for normal tie requirements at this date is

reasonably satisfactory. It is questionable, however, if we
will be able to secure such a su|)ply of renewal rail as will

satisfactorily answer our demands."

"We have on hand or in sight about 70 per cent of the nor-

mal season's supply of ties, but only aiiout Si) ]ier cent of our

rail requirements."

"We have on hand or in sight about 90 per cent of this

season's ties. This year's contract for rail called for 50,000

gross tons and to date we have not received any of this ton-

nage. The rail received so far this year apjjlietbon our 1917

contract, which has just been completed. The purchasing

department advises that we will possiiily only receive about

one-half of the 50,000 tons ordered for this year between now
and January 1."

Additions and Betterment Work

(5) How does your budget of Additions and Betterment

work compare with that of normal \ears in magnitude?

The amount of .\dditions and Betterment work on different

roads varies widely, although in the aggregate it is e(|ual to

or in excess of that for recent )'ears. The variation is shown
in the following replies:

"Our Additions and Betterment work is somewhat behind
that of nonnal years itecause we appreciated the fact that our

efforts should l)e directed toward maintenance this year and
we have avoided all improvement work that luuld possibl) be

|)ostponed."

"Our Addition and Betterment budget for 1918 is smaller

tiian in normal years."

"Our budget for .Additions and Betterment work is greater

than has lieen normal for the past four or live years."

"Al)out the usual .\dditions and Betterments are contem-
plated, but it is doubtful if labor and material can lie had for

them all."

"Our jjudget of Additions and Betterment work is consid-

erably in e-\cess of normal years, due to the great necessity

therefor. It seems doubtful, however, ow'ing to late approval

thereof, whether we will be able to carry out that program
to anything like its entirety."

"Our budget of Additions and Bettennent work is consid-

erably ijelow that of nonnal years. We are only undertaking

to secure authority for improvements that show a very de-

cided necessity, and we are in a great many instances getting

along with facilities that we would undertake to improve un-

der normal conditions. The shortage of rail has reduced to a

very great extent the work of increasing the weight of rail

in our branch lines. The cost of work has increased to sucli

an extent that it is rather difficult to compare the work we
are doing with normal years, but it will not be more than 50

or 60 per cent.''

"Our budget for Additions and Betterments as compared
with other years is about normal."

Progress on Betterment Work

(6) Have }0u Ijeen able to make the customary progress

this year? If delayed, to what extent, and the cause.

In view of what has iieen stated above it is to be expected

that the progress on the Additions and Betterment work
which has been undertaken has been slow and that the work
is being interfered with by shortages of labor and material.

These conclusions are borne out by the following replies:

"Our progress on work other than maintenance cannot be

considered as fully u]) to our anticipations, liut our efforts are

being directed against those jobs most important to us and
most affecting our operating conditions."

"We have not been able to make customan,- progress with

Additions and Betterments and jiroliably will not, due to

labor and material shortages."'

"We have not been al)le to make as good progress on tie

insertions, laying new rail and ballasting as is customar}-,

due to shortage of labor, ties and motive jwwer for work
trains. This latter trouble is being remedied by the drop-

])ing off of business and the fact that we have received some
some new engines.''

"Customary progress has not l)een made this year. The
delay has primarily been due to difficulty in getting sufficient

labor, and to the inefficiency of that obtained. It is also

due to difficulty and delay in getting material."

"With our very restricted program we are making (|uite

satisfactory progress, although it is rather questionable how
long we can keep this up, owing to the restlessness of the

laborers."

"We have not been able to make the customary progress

in maintenance this year on account of the slow delivery of

-iiil and a shortage of all classes of common labor"

.^A
Calling the Class 1919 Frenchmen for Service
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The Present Status of Valuation

TiiiiMAs w . Jiui.ME, vice-chairman of the Presidents'

Conference Committee of the Railroads on the Federal

\'aluation of the roads, has issued a statement under

date of July 1, outlining the present status of valuation work

and also giving abstracts of statements made by C. A. I'routy,

director of the Division of Valuation, before the Appropria-

tions committee of the House of Representatives recently,

both of which are abstracted below.

It is generally understood that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has been for some time actively engaged in

considering the fundamental questions involved in valua-

tion matters, and that its opinion with reference to .some

of them at least will be given in connection with the decisions

which it is expected will soon be delivered in the cases of

the Texas Midland and the Winston-Salem Southbound

railway. The approval of the director general having been

obtained to charge the expenses of this organization, other

than those of a legal nature, to operating expense for the

balance of the year from May 1, a call to provide the neces-

sary funds was made upon the carriers on May IS, 1918.

An appropriation of $3,500,000 to provide for the continu-

ance of the railroad valuation work for the fiscal year begin-

ning July 1, 1918, and ending June 30, 1919, is included

in the sundry civil appropriation bill which has been passed

by Congress and is awaiting executive approval.
,
(This bill

has been signed by the President.

—

Editor.)

No additional tentative valuations have been served by

the Commission. The bureau of valuation is furnishing

carriers with copies of inventories as completed, in pre-

liminary form, and is asking them to point out any errors

or omissions in connection therewith, and, in an informal

way, make their claims with respect thereto. Carriers are

advised that this action of the bureau of valuation is in the

nature of a trial to ascertain whether differences cannot be

eliminated in an informal way, and thus reduce the volume

of the record which is made when the formal service occurs

and a protest is filed.

At present the procedure is somewhat as follows: The
field engineer of the carrier may take exception to the notes

during the progress of the work; subsequentl\' when the pre-

liminary copy of the inventory is sent to it, the carrier may
offer objections thereto, which will then be considered by the

bureau of valuation. Subsequent to the consideration of the

objections, when the inventory is completed and is formally

sei-ved upon the carrier, there are 30 days in which to enter

a formal protest.

A hearing in the valuation of the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico began at Chicago on April 22, 1918, before Examiner
R. H. Kimball. At this hearing the carrier was required to

present evidence concerning all the objections raised by its

protest, excepting those pertaining to land.

At New Orleans, May 1 to May 4, there was a further

hearing at which the testimony was restricted to questions

relating to land. The order assigning the case for hearing

eliminated all questions of the cost of condemnation and
damages or of purchase. The aggregate difference between

the bureau and the carrier was only about $90,000, on the

basis of acreage values. The general impression created

was that this difference arose chiefly in two ways: (1) by

including in the zones fixed by the bureau of valuation

lands of different quality and value; such as farm lands,

timber lands, and urban property; and (2) by marked differ-

ences betvi-een the values placed on urban property. The
'testimony of the carrier was offered to show that in several

irespects the original zoning and appraisal had not been

accurately or correctly made. No time was fixed for filinc

briefs and it is presumed by the carrier that becau.se of the

agreement between it and the bureau and the commission

that no finding or report will he made until after the Texas

lines of the Gulf Coast System have \)een fully inventoried.

Briefs and reply briefs in the valuation of the Kansas
City Southern have been filed on behalf of the carrier, and
the bureau of valuation, and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission fixed June 20 and 21 to hear arguments. Notice,

however, was given to the parties in interest on June 17 of

an indefinite postponement of the hearing.

Hearing Before the Committee

Mr. Prouty:—We have got to organize a new service in

connection with the valuation work. We have to keep an

account of all the additions which are made to the property

after the date of the valuation so that we can at any time

know what the entire value of the property is. In order to

do that, the carriers are required to keep an account of those

additions, and we have to supervise that account.

That is doubly necessary at the present time, for the

reason that the director general must have this same informa-

tion in determining the amount of compensation to be paid

the carriers. He pays a standard return based on the con-

dition of the property when he received it, and if capital

expenditures are made by the carrier after he receives the

property, he will have to pay in addition to the standard

return some rate of interest on the capital exp>enditures. My
o«Ti view has been that the bureau of valuation of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission ought to do that work; that

it ought to organize the necessary force, which it must have

organized if government control had not supervened, and

do the work rather than permit the director general to do it.

It seems to me that government control is a temporary thing,

and that any agency of regulation which is permanent ought

to be established in connection with the Interstate Commerce
Commission rather than by the director general, taking care

always that no work is duplicated.

The Chairman:—^^^hat is the condition of your work

now?
Mr. Prouty:—^We shall begin to lay off men in our field

work within a year. We shall complete our field work easily

as of the average date of January 1, 1920. I said to you
a year ago that we would complete our office work a? of the

average date of January 1, 1921. I am not sure that we
will absolutely do that, although I hope to da so. The war
has made very serious inroads on our work. It has not only

cost us in men, but it has cost us even more in efftc'ency. I

have felt that we should maintain our field work first and
our office w^ork second, especially in view of the fact that

certain parts of our office work can not be done until the

commission has decided certain cases which are now pending
liefore it. Therefore, it is possible that we may not complete

our office work by January 1, 1921, but I hope to do so.

The Chairman:—\\'hat do vou figure that the total cost

will be?

Mr. Prouty:— I said. I think, the first time I was ever

examined that it ought to cost not less than $15,000,000 and
not more than $20,000,000. Of cour,«e. the war has increased

the cost of this work, just as it has increased the cost of

everything else, both by impairing our efficiency and by
increasing the price of evervthins;; but we shall keep pretty

clo.se to that figure of $20,000,000, It may be a trifle ex-

ceeded, but it will not be, much more.

The Chairman:—\A'hat will be the cost of creating this

division to do the work which vou first spoke of, and what
will be the cost of sustaining it from year to year afterwards?
Mr. Prouty:— I have discussed this matter more or less

with my associates, and we think that it will require approxi-

mately one accountant and one engineer to cvej^' 10.000 miles

of rail. -That would amount to about 25 accountants and
25 engineers. Tliese men will be in the field a large part

of the time, or most of the time, and, in addition to that, we
would require a certain office force. It would not be a large

office force, but how large it would be, I can not sav. We
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would require one man wlio would be at the head of the

work and who probably would be an engineer, and then we
should require probably five or six clerical men and whatever

stenographic force would be necessary.

The (Chairman:—Have you come to any rough estimate

of that cost 'i

Mr. 1'kouty:—Yes, sir; in my own mind I have said that

it would cost somewhere in the vicinity of $350,000 or

$400,000 a year.

The Chairman:—-There is a limit upon the total ac-

tivities of this nation, and, manifestly, to the extent that it

is needed all activities ought first to l;e directed to matters

directly and ])rimarily concerned with winning the war.

Now, having that in mind, what have you to say as to the

desirability or undesirability of slowing down your valuation

work at this time?

Mk. Prouty:—I have very carefully considered that

question, and I do not think that this nation has arrived at

die point where it is necessary to do that. It would add very

much to the expense of the work to attempt to slow it down.
This augmentation of forces is a thing which has got to

be done. If it is not done by the bureau of valuation it

has got to be done by the director general. Now, my propo-
sition has been to take one of the bureaus which we have
had within the bureau of valuation and which we will call

our Cost bureau and make that the nucleus of this new force.

The Chairman:—Right now the railroads are in point

of fact duplicating your work?
Mr. Prouty:—They are, and they are going to stop it;

if they do not stop it, tliey are going to pay for it themselves.

The director general is not going to permit them to pay
that out of the operating expenses.

The Chairm.an:—What will be said of their claim to

protect themselves against a false conclusion touching valua-
tions?

Mr. Prouty:—^They ought unquestionably to have that

right. They will undoubtedly be allowed to use the operat-
ing expenses for the purpose of presenting their data, but if

they wish to contest in the courts or before the commission
the correctness of the government's valuation it will be done
by the corporations and out of the corporate funds and not

at the expense of the government.

Status of Work
The CHAikxtAN:—What, Mr. Commissioner, has l>een the

work of your valuation department recently?

Mr. Prouty:—We have been at work during the last

winter in the south on the Atlantic Coast Line, the Sea-
board Air Line, the Norfolk & Western, and on the Louis-
ville & Nashville. In the East we have finished New Eng-
land. We will be at work next summer on the Pennsylvania,
the Philadelphia & Reading, the Lehigh Valley, the Erie,
the New York Central, and, to some extent, on the Lacka-
wanna. West of Pittsburgh we have completed our work
on the Pennsylvania lines. We have completed our work
on the Big Four. We have substantially completed our
work on the Great Northern, the Santa Fe, and the Rock
Island. We are at work on the Northern Pacific. We are
at work on the Burlington. We have completed our work
on the Puget Sound line of the St. Paul, and we are at work
on its eastern lines. I do not think there is a considerable
railroad system in the United States upon which our work
is not well advanced, with two exceptions.

Summary

Mileage Comf^lctt'd

Total

f . J. .
mileaRc

p.astern district 13,555
Southern district 20.702
Central district 19,145
Western district 28,'6S7
Pacific district 34.935

Total 116,994

Mitcaffc Partially Comfktcd
Total 'Miles
mileage completed

Eastern district 24,572 12,459
Southern district 19,080 12,795
Central district 22,390 10,625
Western district 17,876 11,152
Pacific district 15,485 5,139

Total 99.403 52,170

The Ch.ajrman:—Speaking of all the roads in connec-

tion with the field work, w'hat percentage of the work do

your consider now- completed?

Mr. Prouty:—I would say that our field work was com-
pleted on the average for about 175,000 miles with probably

75,000 miles more to finish.

Farewell from E, P. Ripley

to Sante Fe Employees

Ep.
RIPLEY, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, has decided to remain president of the company,
and manage its corporate affairs. This means, of

course, that he gives up the operation of the property. W. B.

Storey, vice-president in charge of operation, has been ap-
pointed federal manager.

Mr. Ripley has written the following "Good-bye" to the
employees of the road, which will be published in the cur-
rent issue of the Santa Fe Employees' Magazine:

"Chicago, June 21, 1918.
"All Employees:

"For some years it has been apparent that it would soon
be my duty to resign the active management of the Santa Fe,
but, at the urgent request of our directors and ray subordi-
nates, I have postponed taking the step, the more readily
because of the personal relations existing between us.

"The time seems now to have arrived, however, when my
services as executive are of little value and when I can retire

with the Ijest grace and the least friction, and I therefore
resigned the active management at the June meeting of the
board of directors, closing a term of service with the operat-
ing affairs of the company of practically twenty-two and a
half years.

"The memories of this long period are varied. W'e have
jointly sought to make the Santa Fe a model—the extent to

which we have succeeded is not for us to say, but we surely
are not called on for apology. The daily contact with all of

you has been instructive; hidden springs of motive and of
principle have been revealed and unsuspected angles of char-
acter developed, and human nature has stood forth as a
cleaner, brighter and sweeter thing than it ordinarily is

painted.

"Although the Santa Fe is now merged with other roads
as a government enterprise, I am bold enough to hope for

it that it will retain some of its old characteristics—that its

employees shall be both courteous and efficient and its service

of the best as heretofore; that relations with its neighbors
shall continue good and that each employee shall render to

the government the same loyal service he has heretofore given
the company.

"Mr. Storey is to be the federal manager, and I bespeak
for him the same loyalty that it has been my fortune to enjoy.

"For a time, at least, I shall in a sense still be related to

the Santa Fe family, in charge of the interests of the stock-

holders, and shall always be happy to hear from my former
associate.*—and so, good-bye.

"Yours trulv, E. P. Ripley."

Are You Grateful that 2,000,000 of our boys, enlisted

in our .Army and Nav\-, are giving us security at home? If

vou are, turn your gratitude into War Savings Stamps.



.Inibiilaucc Train Binlt by tlu- Grcal Ifrstcni Railway for American Forces

Two Ambulance Trains for the United States Army
J The Great Western of England Has Built 14 Ambulance

Trains; Has Also Repaired 25,700,000 Shell Cases

IN
PURSUANCE of the general policy which the English rail-

way companies have followed since the outbreak of war

of assisting to meet the needs of the allied armies in the

field in the manufacture of munitions of war and rolling

stock, several complete ambulance trains have been built for

the United States government. Two of them have been con-

structed by the Great Western Railway. The trains, which

com])rise 16 modern eight-wheel coaches, were constructed at

the Swindon works and .sent to France in Januarv and March
last.

'I'iic e.xterior of the trains is painted a khaki-green color.

Sick Officers' Car

with conspicuous red crosses on a white ground at eacli end

of the coach and the letters "U. S." in red and white on either

side. The interior is enamelled white throughout. Each

train is 960 ft. in length (over buffers) and weighs 441 tons.

It is composed of the following vehicles:

9 ward cars.

1 biakL- and infection car for lyinR down cases,

1 pharmacy car,

I staf¥ car.

1 personnel car for orilerlies.

2 kitchen cars.

1 brake and stores car.

.Altogether there is accommodation for 393 persons. In

each of the cars there are 36 cots, arranged in 12 tiers of

three each. There are four wards with six beds each in the

lirake and infection car and a dispensary, treatment and

linen rooms, office and ward with 12 cots in tlie pharmacy
car. Dining and sleeping accommodation for the staff is

provided in the staff car. The kitchen cars are not only

well-fitted and commodious, but contain sitting rcx5m and

mess accommodation for sick officers, mess accommodation

for the orderlies and a bath-room with hot and cold water.

The orderlies' car, which in emergency could be used as a

ward, contains accommodation for 33 persons. Each vehicle,

except the brake and stores car. is fitted with lavatories.

Each coach is equipped with its own self-contained elec-

tric lighting installation, comprising a dynamo driven from a

pulle\' on the axle of the vehicle, which generates the current

and supplies the lamps and fans, while a battery of accum-

ulators which are charged l)y the dynamo when the train is

running supply the current recjuired when it is standing.

.\ feature of the steam-heating is that the staff and per-

sonnel cars are fitted with self-contained circulating hot-water

apparatus for use when an engine is not attached to the

train.

In addition to building two ambulance trains for the

.\merican Expeditionary- Forces, four similar trains have

been constructed at Swindon for use in England and eight

for the allied armies in France or other theatres of war. A
consideral)le number of guns and gun carriages have al.so

been built there; and in a recent report ]irepared Ity the Brit-

ish Hoard of Trade special reference is made to Swindon
works in connection with one particular item, viz., the re-

|iairing of cartridge cases. The department said that in

order to get the very rapid fire required of the smaller guns
—4..S in. and 18-pounders—the cordite charge and shell are

fitted into brass cartridge cases and handled in one ])iece.

The field guns are cartridge-loaded just like rifles or ma-
chine guns. It would be very wasteful to throw away the

valuable spent cases which, though often sjilit and always

needing to be renovated, are capable of being put to further

use. The railway workshops have made a specialty of re-

pairing and re-forming cartridge cases and have put down
machinery for the purpose. It was out of the question to

(lo the work with the existing ]ilant. so an arrangement was

70
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nuide with the Wur Office—and afterwards confirmed by the

Ministry of Munitions—under which the government, at a

cost of more than $500,000, installed the requisite plant and

gave the companies an option to purchase it after the war at

d valuation. With the aid of this specially provided ma-

chinery the railway workshops have "renovated" more than

22,000,000 18-pou'nder cases, l)razed and repaired 2,000,000

IS-pounder cases and renovated, lirazed and repaired more

than 1,700,000 4.5 in. cases. A good many fired cases, either

split in firing or develop splits during the process of re-form-

ing. As the result of e.xperiments in the Great Western Rail-

way works at Sw-indon, a process was devised by which these

splits can be brazed and repaired. The system was a[)proved.

and at first restricted to 18-j)ounder cases, but subsequently

it was extended to 4.5 in. split cases. By this means more

than 2,000,000 cases have been replaced in effective use.

Ward Car Made Up Ward Car for Sitting Cases

^41* » * ..*. -. • # # # f «* ti •ff -8

R \
i i J i 1

''-' i tt
1 M. 1^'

.

HllBHI^ipBEHIE
.^3E2^sp^Br
One of the Ward Cars for Train No. 55

The Kitchen Pharmacy and Ward Car for Train No. 55
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Standard Specifications for Cross Ties

STANDARD sPECuicATioNS fof cross tics havc been adopt-

ed by the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee

of the Railroad Administration on recommendation

of the regional purchasing committees and approved by C.

R. Gray, director of operation, and John Skelton Williams,

director of finance and purchases. Shortly after the organ-

ization of the purchasing committees, orders were issued

that railroads should buy ties only along their own lines and

supply ties to other roads which could not secure their re-

quirements in tlieir own territory. This made it necessary

to estal)lish prices for ties and difficulty ensued because of

the many variations in sizes and kinds. Under the stand-

ard specifications 10 grades have been adopted, including

four sawed or hewed on all sides and six sawed or hewed

only on top and bottom, in place of 30 or more odd sizes

formerly bought.

Only the kinds of wood and ties now in use have been

adopted, but some new methods have been introduced into

the practice in connection with the handling and purchasing

of ties. Where formerly the tie most generally used on a

road or the largest size used was classed as grade No. 1,

the grade numbers have been changed so that No. 1 applied

to the smallest size and the grade numbers increase with

the size, on the theory that a larger size tie than is now gen-

erally used may be introduced, but it is not likely that any

smaller size will be used. The grading has also been ar-

ranged so that the bearing of the rail on the tie is the de-

ciding factor instead of the cross section. This means that

from a log of a given size the manufacturer will not be

paid for the sap wood which he may leave upon it if the

tie is sawed or hewed only at top and bottom. All sizes of

ties are provided for in the specifications, which makes it

possible to utilize all the logs in the tree or all the trees in

a forest. These specifications are as follows:

Kinds of Wood. Before manufacturing ties, producers

should ascertain frorh the railroad to which they contem-

plate delivering them just which of the following kinds of

wood suitable for cross-ties will be accepted: ash, beech,

birch, catalpa, cedar, cherry, chestnut, cypress, elm, fir,

gum, hackberry, hemlock, hickory, larch, locust, maple, mul-

lierry, oak, pine, redwood, sassafras, spruce, sycamore, and

walnut. Others will not be accepted unless specially ordered.

Quality. All ties shall be free from any defects that may
impair their strength or durability as cross-ties, such as de-

cay, splits, .shakes, or large or numerous holes or knots.

Ties from needleleaved trees shall be of compact wood,

with not less than one-third summerwood when averaging

five or more rings of annual growth per inch, or with not

less than one-half summerwood in fewer rings, measured
along any radius from the pith to the top of the tie. Ties

of coarse wood, with fewer rings or less summerwood, will

be acce])ted when specially ordered.

Ties from needleleaved trees for use without preservative

treatment shall not have sapwood more than two inches

wide on the top of thi? tie between 20 in. and 40 in. from
the middle, and will be designated as "heart" ties. Those
with more sapwood will be designated as ''sap'" ties.

Manufacture. Ties ought to be made from trees wliich

have been felled not longer than one month.
All ties shall be straight, well manufactured, cut square

at the ends, have top and bottom parallel, and have bark
entirely removed.

Dimensions. Before manufacturing ties, producers should
ascertain from the railroad to which they contemplate de-
livering them just which of the following lengths, .«hapes,

and sizes will be accepted.

All ties shall be 8 ft. or 8 ft. 6 in. long.

All ties shall measure as follows throughout both sec-

tions Ijctween 20 in. and 40 in. from the middle of

the tie:

The above are minimum dimen.sions. Ties over one inch

more in thickness, over three inches more in width, or over

two inches more in length will be degraded or rejected.

The toj) of the tie is the plane farthest from the pith of

the tree, whether or not the pith is present in the tie.

Delivery. All ties ought to be delivered to a railroad

within one month after being made.

Ties delivered on the premises of the railroad shall be

stacked not less than 10 ft. from the nearest rail of any

track at suitable and convenient places; but not at public

crossings, nor where the}- will interfere with the views of

trainmen or of people approaching the railroad. Ties should

SalvedorMetvetJ
Top, Boffom anctS/des

Saived or Hetved
Top andBoffom

6"

•o

Standard Dimensions of Cross Ties by Grades

be stacked in alternate layers of two and seven the bottom
layer to consist of two ties kept at least six inches above the

ground. Tlie second layer shall consist of seven ties laid

crosswise of the first layer. \\'hen the ties are rectangular,

the two outside ties of the layers of seven and the layers of

two sliall be laid on edge. The ties in layers of two shall

be laid at the extreme ends of the ties in the layers of seven.

No stack may be more than 12 layers high, and there shall

be five feet between stacks to facilitate inspection. Ties may
be ranked like cordwood, in which case the owner shall re-

handle them while inspection is being made. Ties which
have stood on their ends on the ground will be rejected.

All ties are at the owner's risk until accepted. All re-

jected ties sliall be removed within one month after inspection.

Ties shall be piled as grouped below. Only the kinds of
wood named in the same column may be piled together.

Class U—Ties W'liicii M.vv Be Used Untre.4Ted

Group Ua
rslack Locust
White Oaks
ni.ick Walnut

Group Ta
.'\shes

Hickories
Honev Locust
Red Oaks

Group Ub
"Heart" Pines
"Heart" Douglas

Fir

Group Uc
•Htart" Cedars
"Heart" Cypress
Redwood

Group I'd

Catalpa
Chestnut
Red Mulberr>-
Sassafras

LASS T—Ties W
Group Tb

"Sap" Cedars
"Sap" Cypress
•Sap" DouRla!
Hemlocks
Larches
"S.-,p" I'incs

cii Should Be Tkeated

Group Tc

Reech
Birches

Fir Cherry
Gums
Hard Maples

Group Td
Elms
Hackberrv
Soft Maples
Spruces
Svcamore
W'hite Walnut

Shipment. Ties shall be separated in tlie car according-
to the above groups and sizes as far as practicable.

.-\ Forest Products Section has been organized by the-

Central .Advisory Purchasing Committee with M. E. Towner,
purchasing agent of the Western Maryland as manager, and
with office in tlie Southern Railway building, Washington.
Tlie Forest Products Section devotes itself to such matters
as specifications for lumber products, such as lumber for
the cars recently ordered by the government, the distribution
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of lumber to the car building plants and also the distribu-

tion of orders for ties from one region to another. Under

the order that a railroad may not directly purchase ties off

its own line, a railroad which cannot meet its own require-

ments in its own territory makes a requisition on the regional

purchasing committee, which refers the matter to the Cen-

tral Purchasing Committee, and the Forest Products Sec-

tion acts as a clearing house. Fixed prices have been es-

tablished for ties, but the prices have not been standardized

because of the variation in local conditions.

Railroads Haul More
Freight Than in 1917

THE RAILROADS DURING the month of .\pril recovered from

the effect of the difficult operating conditions e.\peri-

enccd during January to such an e.xtent that for the

four months, January to April comljincd, they had handled

an increase of 822,000,000 ton miles of revenue freight, or

7 per cent, as compared with the corresponding period of

1017, with 3.2 per cent less train miles, 7.4 per cent less

car miles and 4.1 per cent less locomotive miles. This is

shown by the summary of freight train operation statistics

for April compiled by the Operating Statistics Section of the

Railroad Administration in the form in which it was previ-

ously compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics for the

.\merican Railway Association.

During April the revenue ton miles increased 8.9 per cent,

with an increase of only 1.3 per cent in train miles, a decrease

of .3 per cent in total car miles and 2.4 per cent more loco-

motive miles. The tonnage per train increased 6.9 per cent,

and the average load per car increased 14.4 per cent, while

the average mileage per locomotive per day increased 1.5

per cent, although the average car mileage per day decreased

5.1 per cent as compared with April, 1917. For the four

months the increase in tonnage per train was 3.9 per cent and
in car loading the increase was 10 per cent, although the

average mileage for both locomotives and cars per day de-

creased.

For the three months including March the reports had
shown a decrease in revenue ton miles of 2.6 per cent, al-

though there had been an increase in March of 7.5 per cent

and in February of 2.9 per cent. The decreases up to April

1, therefore, were attributable to the effect of the severe

weather of January.

The series of reports which has now been taken over by

APRIL, 1918

United States* , Eastern District

Increase or decrease Increase or decrease

Ilcm 1913 1917 Amount Percent I9I8 1917 .\mount Percent
Freight train-miks 53,343,057 52,640,051 703,006 1.3 21,605,094 21.881.642 d 276,548 d 1.3

Leaded frciBlit carmiles 1,262.987,607 1,334.832,399 d 71,844,792 d 5.4 560,571, ,i83 597,725,723 d 37,154,340 d6 2
Empty freight car-miles 594,166.634 526,980,486 67,186,148 12.7 259.373,142 246,251.997 13,121,145 5 3
Total freight car-miles—loaded and empty. 1,857,154,241 1,861,812,885 d 4,658,644 dO.3 819.944.525 843,977,720 d 24.033,195 d28
Frcicht locomotive-miles 62,066.394 60,586,700 1,479.694 2.4 26.815,685 26,650.893 164,792 6
Revenue ton-miles 34,250,247,914 31.464,837,365 2,785,410,549 8.9 16.508,678.157 15,274,029.164 1.234,648,993 8.1
Non-rcvcnuc ton-miles ..

.

2,878,388,826 2,815,055.292 63,333,534 2.2 925,585,305 918,048,547 7,536.758 0.8
Average number of freight locomotives in

service :. 30,421 30,141 280 0.9 13.149 12,860 289 2.2
Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop 4.667 4,336 331 7.6 2.161 1,953 208 10.7
Average number of freight cars in servifc. 2,387,670 2,271,359 116.311 5.1 1,272,456 1,213.745 58,711 4.8
Average number of freight cars in or await-

ing shop ; 122,149 127,737 d 5,588 d 4.4 71.627 69,601 2,026 2.9
Home 71.098 97,351 d 26,253 d 27.0 -10,383 52,683 d 12,300 d 23.3
Foreign 51.<151 .!0,386 20.665 68.0 31,244 16,918 14,326 84.7

Tons per train 696 651 45 6.9 807 740 67 9.1
Tons per loaded car 29.4 25.7 3.7 14.4 31.1 27.1 4.0 14.8
Average miles per locomotive per day 68.0 67.0 1.0 1.5 68.0 69.1 d 1.1 d 1.6
Average miles per car per day 25.9 27.3 d 1.4 dS.l 21.5 23.2 d 1.7 d 7.3
Per cent of empty car-miles 32.0 28.3 3.7 13.1 31.6 29.2 2.4 8.2
Per (^cnt of freiglit locomotives in or await-

ing shop 15.3 14.4 0.9 6.3 16.4 15.2 l.J 7.9
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop 5.1 5.6 d 0.5 d 8.9 5.6 5.7 dO.l d 1.8
Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive 1.125.875 1,043,921 81,954 7.9 1,255,508 1,187,716 67,792 5.7
Per freight car 14,345 13.853 492 3.6 12,974 12,584 390 3.1

Average miles operated—sirglc track 217,784.02 217,336.43 447.59 0.2 57,272.24 57,468.93 d 196.69 d 0.3

d Decrease. * The returns included in the monthly statement represent about 94 per cent of the total operated mileage of the roads of Class 1.

Southern District Western District

Increase or decrease Increase or decrease
,

*
, ,

«;
^

Item 1918 1917 Amount Percent 1918 1917 Amount Percent
Freight train-miles 10.017,899 9,012,808 1,005,091 11.2 21,720.064 21,745,601 d 25,537 dOl
Loaded freight car-miles 220.159,441 211,309,260 8,850,181 4.2 482,256.783 525,797.416 d 43,540.633 d83
Empty freight car-miles 108,909,477 89,603.759 19.305,718 21.6 225,884,015 191.124,730 34,759,285 18.2
Total freight car-milcs—loaded and empiv. 329,068.918 300,913.019 28.155,899 9.4 708,140,798 716,922.146 d 8.781,348 d 1.2
Freight locomotive-miles 11,275.534 10.101,108 1,174,426 11.6 23,975.175 23,834.699 140.476 6
Revenue ton-miles 5.995,296.818 5.334,863,620 660,433,198 12.4 11.746,272.939 10,855,944,581 890.328,358 8 2
Non-revenue ton-miles 516,181,108 479,285,431 36,895,677 7.7 1,436,622.413 1,417,721.314 18,901,099 1.3
Average number of freight locomotives in

service 5.147 5,049 98 1.9 12,125 12.232 d 107 d 0.9
Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop 603 603 1.903 1.780 123 69
Average number of freight cars in service. 348.992 284,456 64,536 22.7 766,222 773.158 d 6.936 d 0.9
Average number of freight cars in or await-

ing shop 14.536 16,932 d 2,396 d 14.2 35.986 41.204 d 5.218 d 12.7
Home 8,538 12,830 d 4,292 d 33.5 22.177 31,838 d 9,661 d 30 3
Foreign 5,998 4,102 1,896 46.2 U.SOO 9.366 4 443 47'4

Tons per train , 650 645 5 0.8 607 564 43 7.6
Tons per loaded car 29.6 27.5 2.1 7.6 27.3 23.3 4.0 17.2
Average miles per locomotive per day.... 73.0 66.7 6.3 9.4 65.9 65.0 0.9 1.4
Average miles per car per day 31.4 35.3 d 3.9 dU.O 30.8 30.9 dO.l d 0.3
Per cent of empty car-miles 33.1 29.8 3.3 11.1 31.9 26.7 5.2 19.5
Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-

ing shop 11.7 11.9 dO.2 d 1.7 15.7 14.6 1.1 7.5
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop 4.2 6.0 d 1.8 d 30.0 4.7 5.3 d 0.6 d 11.3
Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive 1,164,814 1,056,618 108.196 10.2 968.765 887,504 81.261 9 2
Per freight car 17.179 18.755 d 1,576 d 8.4 15.330 14.041 1,289 9 2

Average miles operated—single track 37.035.46 36,797.02 238.44 0.6 123,476.32 123,070.48 405.84 0.3

d Decrease. * The returns included in the monthly statement represent about 94 per cent of the total operated mileage of the roads of Class 1.
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COMIilNED FOL'U MO.MllS JA.XUARV T

United States*

) APRIL. IXCLLSINE
Eastern Distbict

Increase or decrease

Item 1918

Freight train-miles 204.256,280
Loaded freight car-miles 4,548,743,210
Hmpty freight car-miles 1,949,701,377
Total freight car-miles— loaded and empty. 6,498,444.587
Freight locomotive-miles 238,443.993
Revenue ton-miles 119,599.790,459
Non-revenue ton-miles 11,105,652,017
Average number of freight locomotives in

service 30,401
Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop 4,670
Average number of freight cars in service. 2,353,318
-Average number of freight cars in or await-

in>: shop 119,715
"ome 76,686
Foreign 43,029

Tons per train 640
Tons per loaded car 28.7
Average miles per locomotive per day 65.4
Average miles per car per day 23.0
Fcr cent of empty car-miles 30.0
Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-

ing shop 15.4
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop 5.1
Revenue ton-miles:

Per freight locomotive 3,934,074
Per freight car 50.822

Average miles operated—single track 220.357.42

d Decrease. * The returns included in the monthly statement represent about 94 ii

t l-ess than one-tenth of one per cent.

1917

211,018,455
4.981,889,488
2,035,149,293
7,017,038,781

248,529,154
118,777,513,684
11,152,867,685

30,025

125,777
98,235
30,542

616
26.1
69.0
25.8
29.0

14.8

Amount
d 6,762.175

d 433.146,278
d 85,447,916

d 518,594,194
d 10,085,161
822,276,775
d 47,215,668

376

d 6,062
d 18,549

12,487

Per cent

d3.2
(18.7
d4.2
d 7.4

d4.1

1918 1917

79.381,086 87,120,021
1,885.278,982 2,200,886,338
R!>3,569,139 960,187,624

2,738.848,121 3,161,073,962
99.269,522 106,658.948

54,584,829.442 57,317,411.504 d 2,732,582,082
3,506,079,177 3,478,943,249 27,135,928

13.066 12,787 279

Increase or decrease
,

*
V

Amount Per cent

d 7,538,935 d 8.7

d 315,607,356 d 14.3
d 106.618.485 dll.l
d 422,225.841 d 13.4

d 7,389,426 d6.9
d4.8
0.8

3,955,954
52,467

220,238.73

21,880 dO.6
d 1,645 d3.1
118.69 t

68.904 69,541 d637 dO.^'
42904 5 2,045 d 9,141 d 17.

t

26,000 1 7,496 8,504 48.'.

730 698 32 4.6
30.8 27.6 3.2 11.6
63.3 69.5 d6.2 d8.9
18.5 21.9 d3.4 dl5.5
31.2 30.4 0.8 2.6

16.

1

15.2 0.9 5.9
5.6 5.8 dO.2 d3.4

4.196,896 4,48 2,475 d 285.579 d6.4
44,274 4 -,742 d 3.468 d7.3

57,189.66 57,4 )7.27 d 267.61 dO.5

.SouTHER.N District

ent of the total operated mileage of the roads of Class 1.

Western District

Item 1918
Freiglit tiain-miles 39.940,653
Loaded freight car-miles 837.399,9 '2
Empty freight car-miles 396.446,054
Total freight car-miles—loaded and empty. 1,233.845.976
Freight locomotive-miles 44.849,775
Revenue ton-miles 22.291,156,585
Non-revenue ton-miles 2.083,487,887
Average number of freight locomotives in

service 5,161
Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop 646
Average number of freight cars in service. 348,916
Average number of freight cars in or await-

ing shop 14,157
Home 9.099
Foreign 5.OSS

Tons per train 610
Tons per loaded car 29.

1

Average miles per locomotive per day 72.4
Average miles per car per day 29.5
Per cent of empty car.miles 52.1
Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-

ing shop 12,5
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop 'l.I

Rcvcnur- ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive 4.319.155
Per freight car 63.S87

.Average miles operated— single track 38,165.79

d Decrease. * The returns included in the moinlily s

t Less than one-tenth of one per cent.

Increase o decrease

1918 1917

Increase or decrease

1917 Amount Per cent Amount Per cent

38,273,975 1,666,678 4.4 84 734.541 85.624.459 d 889.918 d 1.0
861.689,141 d 24.289,219 d2.8 1,826.064.306 1,919,314.009 d 93,249.703 d4.9

23,687.400 6.4 699,686,184 702,203.015 d 2,516,831 dO.4
) 1,234.447,795 d 601,819 t 2.525,750.490 2.621.517,024 d 95.766.534 d3.7

42,745,808 2,103.967 4.9 94,324.696 99,124,398 d 4.799.702 d4.8
21,491,876,072 799,280,513 3.7 42,723.804.432 39.968.226.108 2.755.578.324 6.9
2,070,681,551 12,806,336 6.2 5.516,084,953 5.603.242.885 d 87.157.932 dl.6

5,067 94 1.9 12,174 12.171 3 t

637 9 1.4 1,926 1.862 64 3.4
290,562 58,354 20.1 771,524 772.710 d 1,186 dO.2

14,940 d783 d5.2 36.654 41.296 d 4,642 d 11.2
11.671 d 2,572 d 22.0 24,683 31.519 d 6.836 d21.7
3,269 1,789 54.7 11,971 9,777 2,194 22.4
616 d6 d 1.0 569 532 37 7.0
27.3 l.S 7 26.4 • 23.7 2.7 11.4
70.3 2.1 3.0 64.6 67.9 . d3.3 d4.9
35.4 d 5.9 d 16.7 27.3 28.3 dl.O d3.5
30.2 1.9 6.3 27.7 26.8 0.9 3.4

12.6 dO.l dO.8 15.8 15.3 0.5 3.3
5.1 d 1.0 d 19.6 4.8 5.3 dO.5 d9.4

4,241,539 77.616 1.8 3.509,430 3.283.890 225.540 6.9
73.967 d 10,080 d 13.6 55.3-6 51.725 3.651 7.1

37.95R.SS 206.91 0.5 125 001.97 1 24.822.58 179.39 0.1

tatement represent about 94 per cent of tl e total operaltd mileage of the roads of Class 1.

the Operating Statistics Section was inaugurated by the obtained under its direction and under the direction of the
Railroads' War Board and the first issue was for April, 1917, Railroad .Administration will be afforded by the report for
hut as the board did not liegin its active work until the latter Mav. The complete .sumniarv is given on this and the pre-
part of that month the first real comparison of the resuhs ci-dini; patje.

The "Water-Wagon" and Showers of a Hun Bath Train
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Federal Appointments in the

Southwestern Region

Tiih I'KDKKAL MANAGERS in the Southwestern region have

recently announced the appointments of their staffs

effective July 1. As there have been far-reaching

changes in the organization and personnel of the railroads in

this territory, tlie new staffs will be of especial interest to

readers of tiie Railway A^e.

Southern Pacific-Gulf Coast Lines

W. B. Scott, federal manager of the Galveston, Harrisburg

& San Antonio, the Texas & New Orleans, Morgan's Lousi-

ana & Texas, the Louisiana Western, the New Orleans, Tex;'.'

& Mexico, the St. Louis, Brow-nsville & Mexico, and tl.e

San Antonio & Aransas Pass, announces the appointment of

G. S. Waid, vice-president and general manager of the

Southern Pacific lines in Texas, as general manager of all

the above-mentioned lines except the San Antonio & Aransas

Pass, of which J. S. Peter, first vice-president and general

manager under the former organization, is made general

manager under the new arrangement. Gentry Waldo, general

freight agent of the Southern Pacific Texas lines, has iieen

ajjpointed traffic manager of all lines under Mr. Scott's jur-

isdiction. Baker, Botts, Parker & Garwood, of Houston,

Te.\., have been ap|)ointed general solicitors of all lines, with

iicadfiuarters at Houston, Tex., and L A. C'ottingham, spe-

cial engineer of the Southern Pacific Texas lines, has been

a|)pointed chief engineer, with office at Houston. The jmr-

chasing agent for all of Mr. Scott's lines will be N. P. Ran-
dolph, purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific lines in

Texas. Mr. Randolph will have headquarters at New Or-

leans, La.

G. R. Cottingham, secretary and auditor of the Southern

Pacific, Texas lines, has been appointed general auditor of

tile Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio and the Texas &
New Orleans, with headciuarters at Houston, Tex. Three
auditors also have iieen appointed, namely, G. B. Herjjert,

auditor of tlie Southern Pacific lines in I^ouisiana, who be-

comes auditor of Morgan's Louisiana &: Texas and the

Louisiana Western, with headquarters at New Orleans; J. W.
McCullough, general auditor of the Gulf Coast lines, wiio

becomes auditor of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico and
the St. Louis, Brown.sville & Mexico, with head(|uarters at

Houston; and J. W. Terry, secretary and auditor of the San
.'\ntonio & Aransas Pass, who l)ecomes auditor of the same
road under the new arrangement, with headquarters at San
Antonio, Tex. Five local treasurers have been named as

I'dllows: C. B. Udell, treasurer of the Southern Pacific lines

in Texas, becomes local treasurer of the Galveston, Harris-
l)nrg & San Antonio, with headquarters at Houston, Tex.; E.

Dargan has jjeen appointed local treasurer of the Texas &
New Orleans, with office at Houston; St. D. J. DeBlanc,
sccretar_\- and treasurer of the Southern Pacific lines in

Louisiana, becomes local treasurer of Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas and the Louisiana Western, with headquarters at New
Orleans, La.; J. H. Lauderdale, treasurer and assistant

secretar\' of the Gulf Coast lines, has Iwen appointed local

treasurer of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico and the
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, with headquarters at Hous-
ton, Tex.; and Haden F. Smith, treasurer of the San .\ntonio
& .\ransas Pass, becomes local treasurer of that road, with
lieadquarters at San Antonio, Tex.

Texas & Pacific—International & Great Northern

J. L. Lancaster, federal manager of the Texas & Pacific,
the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company (lines west
of the Mississippi river), the St. Louis Southwestern Rail-
wa\ of Texas, the International & Great Northern (excludinu
the line from Spring to Ft. ^^'orth and the Madisonville

branch), the Trinity branch of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

Railway of Texas, and the Beaumont & Great Northern; an-

nounces the appointment of Phil Carroll, general manager
of the Texas &; I'acific, as general manager of the first two

of the above-named roads, and A. G. Whittington, general

manager of the International & Great Northern, as general

manager of the remaining lines. J. B. Payne, traffic assistant

to the receivers of the Texas & Pacific, becomes traffic

manager of all lines; George Thompson, general attorney of

the Texas & Pacific, has been appointed general solicitor;

E. F. Mitchell, chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific, become?
f'.iicf engineer; and R. L. Irwin, purchasing agent of the

Texas & Pacific, becomes purchasing agent of all lines under
Mr. Lancaster's jurisdiction.

A. L Biard, auditor of the Texas & Pacific, has been

appointed general auditor of the same road under the new-

organization, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.; W. J.

Werner, auditor of the International & Great Northern, re-

tains that position under the new arrangement, with head-

quarters at Houston, Tex. A. R. Wood, assistant auditor of

the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, becomes auditor of the

same road with head(|uarters at Tyler, Tex.; J. J. Tippin,

secretary and auditor of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation
Company, has ijeen a]>pointed auditor of the same line with

headquarters at Shreveport, La.; O. H. Bower, auditor of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas and the Beaumont &
Great Northern becomes auditor of the Trinity branch of

the Katy and the B. & G. N. In addition the following local

treasurers were appointed : L. S. Smith, assistant treasurer

of the Texas & Pacific, becomes local treasurer of that road
at Dallas, Texas; A. R. Howard, treasurer of the Interna-
tional & Great Northern, becomes local treasurer of that line

with headcjuarters at Houston, Texas; J. W. Hogan, treas-

urer of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas is made local

treasurer of the same line at Tyler, Texas; L. ^I. McFarlin,
treasurer of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Companv
becomes local treasurer of that line with headquarters at

Shreveport, La.; and R. P. Roach, treasurer of the Missouri.
Kansas & Texas of Texas and the Beaumont & Great North
ern ijecomes local treasurer of the latter road and of tlu

Trinit\- branch of the Katy.

G. C. & S. F.—Frisco—Katy (in Texas)

J. S. Pyeatt, federal manager of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, the St. Louis-San
Francisco & Texas, the Texas Midland, the International iV

Great Northern (from Spring to Ft. Worth and the Madison-
ville Branch), the Mis.souri, Kansas &: Texas Railway of

Texas, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, the Ft. \\'orth &
Denver City and the Houston &: Texas Central, has aj)-

pointed W. E. Maxson, general superintendent of the Gulf,
Colorado & Sant Fe, as general manager of the first five of
the afore-mentioned lines under his jurisdiction, while W. A.
Webb, chief operating officer of the Mis.souri, Kansas & Texa-
lines, has been appointed general manager of the remainint;
lines under the jurisdiction of Mr. Pyeatt. J. L. West.
freight traffic manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas sys-

tem, has been appointed traffic manager of all the lines under
Mr. Pyeatt, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex. J. W. Terrv
has lieen appointed general solicitor; F. Merritt, chief en-
gineer of the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe. has been appointed
chief engineer of all the lines under Mr. Pyeatt's jurisdiction:

while J. F. .Anderson has been appointed purchasing agent.
all with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.

D. W. McLeod. auditor of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.
retains that position, with headquarters in Galveston. Tex..
and ^^. C. Logan, auditor of the Ft. Worth &: Denver Citv.

continues in that capacity with office at Ft. Worth. C. S.

Snow, auditor of the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, has been ap-
pointed auditor of that line and of the St. Louis-San Fran-
ci.sco in Texas. O. H. Bower continues as auditor of the
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Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with headquarters at

Dallas, and J. T. Mahaney remains auditor of the Wichita

Falls & Northwestern with office at Wichita Falls, Tex. T.

E. Corley, treasurer and auditor of the Texas Midland, has

been appointed auditor of that line with headquarters at

Terrell, Tex., and W. J. Werner continues as auditor of the

International & Great Northern with office at Houston, Tex.

G. R. Cottingham, secretary and auditor of the Southern

Pacific Lines in Texas, has been appointed auditor of the

Houston & Texas Central with office at Houston. The fol-

lowing local treasurers have been appointed: A. C. Torbert,

formerly secretary and treasurer of the Golf, Colorado &
Santa Fe, who will have headquarters at Galveston; W. O.

Hamilton, secretary and treasurer of the Ft. W'orth & Denver

City, with offices at Ft. Worth; L. C. Wilds, treasurer of the

Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, headquarters. Ft. Worth; R. P.

Roach, treasurer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas,

office Dallas, Texas; A. W. Eichenberger, treasurer of the

Wichita Falls & Northwestern, office Wichita Falls; A. R.

Howard, treasurer for the receiver of the International &
Great Northern, headquarters Houston; and C. B. Udell,

treasurer of the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas, who becomes

local treasurer of the Houston & Texas Central, with office

at Houston.
Kansas City Southern Group

J. A. Edson, federal manager of the Kansas City Southern,

the Texarkana & Ft. Smith, the Midland Valley, the Houston

East & West Texas and the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific

announces the appointment of C. E. Johnston, general man-
ager of the Kansas City Southern, as general manager of all

the lines under his jurisdiction, with headquarters at Kansas

City, Mo.; J. F. Holden, vice-president of the Kansas City

Southern, has been appointed traffic manager of all of Mr.

Edson's lines with headquarters at Kansas City; S. W. Moore,

general solicitor of the Kansas City Southern, has been ap-

pointed to the same position for all of the lines, with office at

Kansas City; J. M. Weir, chief engineer of the K. C. S., be-

comes chief engineer of all of Mr. Edson's lines, with office

at Kansas City; and W. S. Atkinson, purchasing agent of the

K. C. S., takes the same position for all of the lines under

Mr. Edson's authority with headquarters at Kansas City.

L. J. Hensley, auditor of the Kansas City Southern, has

been appointed general auditor of that road with headquarters

at Kansas City; E. L. Parker, auditor and freight claim agent

of the Texarkana & Ft. Smith, has been appointed auditor of

that road with headquarters at Texarkana, Texas; A. W.
Lefeber, vice-president and general manager of the Midland
Valley, has been appointed auditor of that road with office at

Muskogee, Okla.; G. R. Cottingham, secretary and auditor

of the Southern Pacific lines in Texas, has been appointed

auditor of the Houston East & West Texas with headquarters

at Houston; and H. H. Leroy, auditor of the Alabama &
Vicksburg, has been appointed auditor of the Vicksburg,

Shreveport & Pacific with headquarters at New Orleans, La.

H. Visscher, treasurer of the Kansas City Southern, has been

appointed local treasurer of that road with office at Kansas
City, ]Mo. ; J. M. Salter, treasurer and paymaster of the

Texarkana & Ft. Smith, becomes local treasurer of that road

with office at Texarkana, Texas; E. L. Dubois, assistant

treasurer and purchasing agent of the Midland Valley, be-

comes local treasurer of that road with office at Muskogee,

Okla.; C. B. Udell, treasurer of the Southern Pacific lines in

Texas, has been appointed local treasurer of the Houston

East & West Texas with office at Houston, Texas; and
Udolpho W'olfe, secretary and treasurer of the Alabama &
Vicksburg, has been appointed local treasurer of the Vicks-

burg, Shreveport & Pacific with headquarters at New Orleans.

Katy-Frisco

L. Kramer, federal manager of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas and the St. Louis-San Franci.sco, has appointed B. T.

Wood, vice-president of the Birmingham Belt Railroad, as

assistant to the federal manager. He has named C. N. \\ hite-

head, assistant to the receiver of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, as general manager of that road, and J. M. Kum,
vice-president of the St. Louis-San Francisco, as general man-
ager of that line. C. Haile, chief traffic officer of the Katy,

has been appointed traffic manager of all the lines under Mr.
Kramer's jurisdiction; W. F. Evans, general solicitor of the

St. Louis-San Francisco, has been appointed to the same
position for all the lines under Mr. Kramer. V. K. Hen-
dricks, assistant chief engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

has been appointed chief engineer of all lines, while G. E.

Scott, , purchasing agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

has been appointed purchasing agent for the federal manager.

J. G. Livengood, general auditor of the Missouri Pacific, has

been appointed general auditor of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas; R. S. Hoxie, auditor of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

retains that position under the new organization. F. John-
son, general treasurer of the M., K. & T., has been appointed

local treasurer of that line, and F. H. Hamilton, secretary

and treasurer of the Frisco, becomes local treasurer of that

road.

Missouri Pacific

—

Cottonbelt

A. Robertson, federal manager of the Missouri Pacific, the

St. Louis-Southwestern and the Louisiana & .\rkansas, has

appointed M. C. Markham, assistant to the vice-president in

charge of traffic of the Missouri Pacific, as assistant to the

federal manager. J. F. Murphy, general manager of the

Missouri Pacific, and W. N. Neff, general manager of the St.

Louis-Southwestern, will retain their positions under the new
organization. In addition IMr. Neff will have jurisdiction

over the Louisiana & Arkansas. C. E. Perkins, freight

traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific and C. L. Stone, pas-

senger traffic manager of that railway, have been appointed

to the same positions on all the lines under Mr. Robertson's

jurisdiction. E. J. White, vice-president and general solici-

tor of the Missouri Pacific, has been appointed general solici-

tor, and H. R. Carpenter, assistant chief engineer of the

Missouri Pacific, has been appointed chief engineer of all

lines reporting to the federal manager. The purchasing agent

of the federal manager's lines will be C. A. Howe, general

purchasing agent of the Missouri Pacific. J. G. Drew-, vice-

president in charge of accounting of the Missouri Pacific,

has been appointed general auditor of that road. R. D. Cobb,
auditor of the St. Louis-Southwestern, and F. S. Carroll,

auditor of the Louisiana & Arkansas, retain those positions

under the new organization. F. M. Hickman continues as

local treasurer of the Missouri Pacific, and G. K. Warner,
treasurer of the St. Louis-Southwestern, and F. S. Carroll,

auditor of the Louisiana & Arkansas, have been appointed
local treasurers of their respective roads.

Rock Island Lines

J. E. Gorman, federal manager of the Chicago, Rock Island
&: Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, has ap-
pointed T. H. Beacom, general manager of the second district

of the C. R. I. & P. at El Reno, Okla., as general manager,
with headquarters at Chicago. S. H. Johnson and L. M.
Allen will continue as freight and passenger traffic managers
respectively. W. F. Dickinson, general attomev, has been
appointed general solicitor, while C. A. Morse, chief engineer
and chairman of the valuation committee, and F. D. Reed,
general purchasing agent, have been appointed chief engineer
and purchasing agent respectively. ^^^ H. Burns continues
as general auditor of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and
Henry Lucas as auditor of the Chicago. Rock Island & Gulf.

Carl Nyquist, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of

the C. R. I. & P., has been appointed local treasurer of that

road, while L. D. Parkinson, secretary and treasurer of the
C. R. I. & G., has been appointed local treasurer of that

line. All of the above-named officers will have headquarters
at Chicago, 111., with the exception of Messrs. Lucas and
Parkinson, who will have headquarters at Ft. Worth. Texas



General Nev/s Department

Airplane letter carriers between New York and Phila-

delphia are reported to have missed only one trip in three

weeks.

A fire at Napoleon, Ohio, on July 4, destroyed the round-
house of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, together with four

freight cars; and damaged ten locomotives; estimated loss

$50,000.

The Boston Elevated Railway is now operated by a board
of five trustees, appointed by the governor of the state, under
a law recently passed by the legislature. The chairman of

the board of trustees is L. A. Frothingham.

The Macon, Dublin & Savannah is now being operated by
the government, according to an announcement made in

Macon on June 26. The road has been looked upon as one of

the "short lines" and its status has been in doubt.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's preliminary sum-
mary of railway returns for May, covering 123 roads, shows
a net operating income of $61,000,000, as compared with $75,-

000,000 in May, 1917. The net operating income for five

months was $110,000,000 less than the corresponding period

of 1917.

A "Secretary of Transportation and Telegraph" is proposed
in a bill to create a government department of transportation

and telegraph, to administer the operation of the railways and
telegraph lines, which was introduced in Congress on July 6

by Senator Lewis, of Illinois. The secretary would have a

seat in the cabinet.

The proposed tunnel for automobiles between New York
and Jersey City is the subject of bills which have been in-

troduced in Congress by Senator Calder, of New York, and
Representative Eagan, of New Jersey. These bills propose
that the federal government contribute $6,000,000 and each

of the two states interested—New York and New Jersey

—

$3,000,000.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient announces that its

lines in Mexico are to be taken by the Mexican government
and operated by it under a contract, for a period of years.

It is understood that the contract will go into effect as

soon as officers of the government have finished an inspec-

tion of the lines. It is proposed also to build an extension
from Marquez to Presidio, on the Rio Grande, 72 miles.

The governor of Georgia, in his annua! message to the

legislature, on July 3, recommended that the State Railroad

Commission be made a body of three members instead of

five, and that it be changed into a corporation commission,
having authority, including taxing power, over all corpor-
ations; the commissioners to be paid adequate salaries and
to devote their whole time to the functions of their office.

The Pacific Railway Club has elected G. W. Rear, general

bridge inspector of the Southern Pacific, presiaent, to fill

the vacancy caused by the resignation of P. P. Hastings, who
has taken a position in the division of traffic of the United
States Railroad Administration at Washington. W. R. All-

berger, vice-president and general manager of the San Fran-
cisco-Oakland Terminal Railways, was elected first vice-

president to succeed Mr. Rear.

The women employed on the Pennsyhania Railroad now num-
ber 10,24S. or 1,481 more than on June 1. Women are working
in 69 classified occupations on that road. There are six working
on car repairs ; 74 at cleaning locomotives ; four as locomotive
despatchers; 29 as draughtswomen; one is a coal inspector; 595

as laborers; 234 are messengers and assistant messengers; nine

are drawbridge attendants ; 38 work as freight truckers ; one is

a trackwoman ; and 92 are employed as crossing watchwomen.
Many other kinds of work are shown in the list, including 132

signahvomen and assistants.

Prices for rails, and also for other steel articles, were dis-

cussed at a conference in Washington last week between J.

L. Replogle, chairman, and other members of a sub-com-

mittee on steel products of the War Industries Board, and

a committee representing the American Iron & Steel Insti-

tute. Costs and conditions of manufacture in various

branches were discussed, particularly with reference to rails,

high speed tool steel and wire rope, and the possibility of

substituting Bessemer for open-hearth steel for rails. The
War Industries Board desired further information, which

was to be submitted at another meeting this week.

Seven men arrested at St. Louis, on June 28, are charged

with complicity in the theft of $100,000 worth of merchandise

from box cars standing on the tracks of the Terminal Rail-

road Association, during the past six months. Five of the

accused are railroad employees, including one yardmaster,

and two are saloonkeepers. A switchman has made a con-

fession which is said to have led to the recovery of auto-

mobile tires valued at $25,000. At Philadelphia, a man
brought before the court for robbing freight cars, and who
according to reports confessed to a long series of thefts was
let off, on pleading guilty, with a fine of $300; and officers of

the Railroad Administration at Washington are intimating

that reprehensible leniency prevails in the courts. At Wil-
mington, Del., three alleged freight car robbers are held in

$1,000 bail each. Cars in the yards of the Michigan Central,

at Windsor, Ont., are said to have been robbed of $50,000

worth of merchandise during the past eight months. Two
switchmen have been arrested at Windsor, charged with

stealing from bonded cars; and 2,000 pairs of silk stockings

are said to have been recovered.

First Government Standard Locomotive Built

On July 4 the first locomotive of the standard designs adopted

by the Railroad Administration was completed by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works. This locomotive is of the Mikado type with

55,000 lb. axle load, being one of the 183 included in the order

given to that company. It will be assigned to the Baltimore &
Ohio, and bears the name of that road on the tender.

Underground Mail Tubes Out of Service

The pneumatic tubes which have been used by the post-

office department for conveying letters, for a number of

years past, in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and
St. Louis, are now out of service, the appropriation bill pro-

viding for the continuance of the service until next March
having been vetoed by President Wilson. The president

said that he was convinced that the government was under

no legal or moral obligation to continue the contracts with

the owners of the tubes, and that, with the increasing

efficiency of automobiles, the tube service had become out of

date. In New York City the substitution of automobiles,

in the streets, in place of the transportation by underground

tubes, has been loudly complained of as a troublesome and
unnecessary increase of congestion in streets which are

crowded throughout the day. In Boston, on the other hand,

it is said that since the substitution of automobiles for the

tubes, the mails are closed 15 minutes later. The postmaster

of Boston says: "

"The superintendent of mails was able to reduce the clos-

ing time to fifteen minutes before train-departure time.

Under the tube system it was impossible to make connection

with trains in less than thirty minutes from the general post

office. A single package of letters could be sent to the rail-

road terminals in a few seconds, but it was necessary to

spend many minutes in assembling at the railroad stations

all of the mail sent through the tubes; and there were five

distinct handlinsjs. Under the new arrangement we thnn.
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all the mail on a given train into a mail bag at the central

post office and we can despatch these sacks to the railroad

terminal in five minutes; and when the mail arrives at the

station it may be put aboard the train and no time is lost

at the railroad terminals, as was the case under the old

arrangement."

Railway Returns for April

Net operating income of the railways for the month of

April was about $3,000,000 less than in April, 1917, and for

the four months ending with April was $110,000,000 less than

for the corresponding period of 1917, according to the

monthly bulletin issued by the Interstate Commerce Com-

missicm. The net operating income for four months was

$143,454,725, and after approximately $100,000,000 has been

taken out for the four months' proportion of the wage in-

crease it will have been reduced to approximately $43,000,000.

The proposed guarantee to the railway companies for four

months will amount to something over $300,000,000. Rev-

enues, except mail revenues, show a large increase for April

and for four months, but operating expenses for four montns
increased nearly one-fourth. Traffic expenses, however,

show a decrease for four months of nearly $3,000,000, show-
ing the effect of the discontinuance of solicitation. While
the eastern roads show the largest reduction in net, the west-

tern and southern lines also show decreases for four months,
but in April the southern lines showed an increase.

R.\ILW.\Y REVENUES AND E.XPENSES, APRIL, 1918. (180 CL.\SS I ROADS AND 15 SWITCHINX, COMPANIES)
United States E.\sTERN District

Per mile
of road operated

Item
nber miles operated.

Re

1917
231,782.9

$227,943,184
60,363,082
4,973,262
8,564.590
9,490,733
7,776,212
337,184
119,756

$319,328,491

Freight $263,757,312
Passenger 72,452,520

Mail 4.595.152

Express : 9,529,136

All other transportation 10.092,773

Incidental 9,805.912

Joint facility—Cr 524.804

Joint facility—D.r 142.880

Railway operating revenues $370,014,729

Expenses;
Maintenance of way and structures $46,906,769

Maintenance of equipment 73,155.347

Traffic 4,232,065

Transportation 145,474,141

Miscellaneous operations 2,973,136

General 8,348,290

Transportation for inv.—Cr 434,293

Railway operating expenses $280,655,455

Net rev. from ry. operations $89,959,274

Ry. tax accruals (excl. "war taxes") $15,096,585
Uncollectible railway revenues 40,011

Railway operating income $74,822,678

Equipment rents *$2,277,131

Joint facility rent (dr. bal.) 1,147,564

Net of items 22, 23 and 24 $71,397,983

Ratio of op. exp. to op. rev 75.73%

Item 1918

Average number miles operated 42,982.97

Revenues:
Freight $42,441,392

Passenper 13,114,522

Mail 700.048

Express 1.255,816

All other transportation 981.612

Incidental 1,340.790

Joint facility—Cr 118.413

Joint facility—Dr 24.81

1

Railway operating revenues $59,927,782

E.xpenses:
Maintenance of way and structures $6,590,460

Maintenance of equipment 11.367,184

Traffic 778,801

Transportation 21,402,222

Miscellaneous operations 282,842

General 1,269,360

Transportation for inv.—Cr 59.682

Railway operating expenses $41,631,187

Net rev. from ry. operations $18,296,595

Ry. tax accruals (excl. "war taxes") $2,264,213

Uncollectible railway revenues 9,135'

Railway operating income $16,023,247

Equipment rents $450,666

Joint facility rent (dr. bal.) 188,843

Net of items 22, 23 and 24 $16,285,070

Ratio of op. exp. to op. rev 69.47%

Debit item, t Excludes figures for Colorado Midland, Missouri Paci

$35,303,276
8,931.009
762,968

1,173,081
777,676
860,571
78,785

$47,864,613

1917 1918 1917
59,379.02

$119,329,494

59,069.48

$832 $100,423,784
260 . 30,554,366 26,742,392
21 1,794,620 1,976,794
37 4,481,268 4,110,524
41 5,504,058 5,288,966
34 5,295,338 4,313,801
2 296,145 154,824
1 71,089

$167,184,200

$19,232,847

80.862

1.377 $142,930,223

$!67 $15,223,983
235 36.317,932 26,214,583
2i 1,776.915 1,979,883

514 70.888,882 58.836.736
12 1,-K)6,437 1,223,904
a 3,761,276 3,433,047
2 59,060

$133,325,229

$33,858,971

$5,942,832

62,835

$982 $106,849,301

$395 $36,080,922

$61 $5,779,866

74.75%

Western I

$101,986,426
28,783,632
2,100,484
3,792,052
3,607,103
3,169,784
110,246
46,980

$92,216,124
24,689,681
2,233,500
3,280,985
3,424,091
2,601.840
103.575
16,141

$143,502,747 $128,533,655

$21,083,462
25.470,231
1,676,349

53,183,037
1,283,857
3,317,654
315,551

$17,734,931
19,549,464
2,316,303

44,127.443
1.256.281
3,192.655
352,154

$105,699,039

68.85%

$34,514,743

68.33%

Per mile
of road operated

Permiic
of road operated

25
2

$809

$289

$53

$236

$676

$313

id Iron Mountair
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Disastrous Collision at Nashville

In a butting collision of passenger trains on the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis at a point known as Dutchman's Bend,
five miles west of Nashville, Tenn., on the morning of July 9,

about 100 passengers were killed and as many more injured.

As we go to press, the ligures appear to be rough estimates.

Most of the killed and injured were on a local train from
Nashville, which carried workmen going to a powder plant, most
of them colored men. The other train was an express from the

west, and, after the two engines had reared and fallen beside

the track, the heavy coaches of the express plowed through the

baggage car on the local train and demolished two other coaches.

The crews of both locomotives were killed and the reports give

no indication of the cause of the collision. There were a few
women among the killed. Most of the white persons killed

were in the smoking car of the local train. Among the killed

were several soldiers and sailors.

G. R. Loyall, operating assistant of the Southern Regional

Director, was sent by the Railroad Administration on Tues-
day to the scene of the collision with instructions to make
a full investigation and report for the Railroad Administra-
tion, supplementing the investigation by the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Work on Chicago Union Station Suspended

Work on the new $33,000,000 union station at Chicago
has been suspended until after the war. This decision was
reached at a conference between the city council's commit-
tee on railway terminals, representatives of the Chicago
Railway Terminal Commission and representatives of the

Railroad Administration, held in tlie office of the regional

director of northwestern railroads, at Chicago, on July 3.

The Twelfth street viaduct, work on which is under way,
will probably be completed, and the Monroe street bridge

is also expected to be finished. In addition, the double-deck
viaduct on Canal street, from Taylor to Harrison streets,

will probably be brought to completion in order to afford

a freight outlet to the west and south sides. Between $1,-

000,000 and $2,000,000 will be expended in placing the streets

now torn up in condition for use. restoring several of the

other viaducts to their former condition and finishing up
odds and ends so that the station program may be definitely

discontinued until the war is over. Although no formal
action was taken at the conference, the sentiment of the

council committee was unanimous to meet the government's
request that all possible work be stopped and only enough
money spent to make conditions bearable during tlie period

of the war.

Changes in M. C. B. Rules

The Master Car Builders' Association has issued Circular No.

1, dated June 22, making the following additions and amendments
to the 1917 Code of the Rules of Interchange, all to become ef-

fective July 1, 1918. This is to encourage and facilitate repairs

to cars under the present abnormal conditions.

Rule 86 (new paragraph).—M.C.B. standard 60,000 lb. capac-

ity axle, with wheel seat less than the condemning limit for such

axle, but above the condemning limit for non-M.C.B. standard

axle, may be used until October 1, 1920, to replace M.C.B.

standard 60,000 lb. capacity axle with wheel seat less than the

condemning limit for such axle, but above the condemning limit

for non-M.C.B. standard axle. ( This paragraph abrogates the

first interpretation shown under Rule 86, page 109.)

Rule 87 (new paragraph).—In order that repairs to cars may
be expedited as fully as possible, foreign or private line cars may
be repaired by the handling line by using material from their

own stock instead of ordering material from car owner, as pre-

scribed by Rule 122, in which event the repairing line is absolved

from all responsibility for the cost of standardizing repairs thus

made.

When wrong repairs are made using materials which the re-

pairing line should carry in stock, as prescribed by Rule 122,

defect card should be issued to cover both labor and material.

(This provision supersedes the interpretations under Rule 122 in

Circular No. IS, dated October 31, 1917, and Circular No. 19,

dated December 20. 1917, and is also to be considered as an ex-

ception to Rule 13.)

Resolution for Telegraph Control

The resolution for government control of telegraph and
telephone lines for the period of the war adopted by the House
of Representatives on July 5, by a vote of 221 to 4, is making
slow progress in the Senate. It authorizes the President to take
over the properties by a procedure similar to that applied to the
railroads. The Senate committee has reported it without recom-
mendation and whether hearings will be held appears to be
doubtful. It was amended by a committee of the House before
its passage, to provide that government control shall not ex-
tend beyond the date of the proclamation of the President of the
exchange of ratifications of the treaty of peace although the
Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy and the Postmaster
Qeneral, who have advocated the passage of the bill, had recom-
mended that the period be left indefinite. The resolution was
also amended in the House to provide that the compensation tt

the companies taken over shall be left to the President, and in

the event of a dispute, 75 per cent of the amount shall be paid
to the companies, giving them the right to resort to the courti
for any additional amount.
The threatened strike of the operators employed by the West-

ern LInion Telegraph Company called for Monday. July 8, which
was probably the cause of the administration's recommendation
that the resolution be passed, was indefinitely postponed by the
president of the Commercial Telegraphers' Union.

Wage Standardization Proposed

Standardization of wages paid by government departments and
by contractors engaged in war work is proposed by the War
Labor Policies Board, an advisory body composed of representa-
tives of the government departments. This Board, finding that
the uncoordinated competitive activities of government contrac-
tors have resulted in producing restlessness and wasteful move-
ment of labor from one industry to another, and holding that all

wages for both skilled and unskilled labor engaged in war work
should be standardized, has resolved that wages paid by govern-
ment departments and contractors engaged in war work should
"after conference with representatives of labor and by industrial
management be stabilized by this board."
The resolution was signed by Felix Frankfurter, chairman of

the board, and by representatives of other government depart-
ments, including W. T. Tyler, assistant director of the division
of operation of the Railroad Administration.
The Senate, in passing the sundry civil appropriation bill, on

June 24, inserted an amendment providing an appropriation of
$7,590,000 "to enable the Secretary of Labor during the present
emergency to furnish such information and to render such as-
sistance in the employment of wage-earners throughout the
United States as may be deemed necessary in the prosecution of

the war and to aid in the standardization of all wages paid by
the government of the United States and its agencies." It was
also provided that no money now or heretofore appropriated for

the payment of wages not fixed by statute shall be available to

pay wages in excess of the standard determined upon by the War
Labor Policies Board.

Compressed Air Definitions

Upon the recommendation of its technical committee the Com-
pressed -Air Society has adopted the following definitions of

certain compressed air terms in order to eliminate confusion as

to their exact meaning.

Disf>laccmcnt—The displacement of an air compressor is the

volume displacement by the net area of the compressor piston.

Capacity—The capacity should be expressed in cubic feet per

minute and is the actual amount of air compressed and delivered,

expressed in free air at intake temperature and at the pressure

of dry air at the suction.

]'olumctric Efficiency—Volumetric efficiency is the ratio of the

capacity to the displacement of the compressor, all as defined

above.

Compression Efficiency—Compression efficiency is the ratio of

the work required to compress isothermally all the air delivered

by an air compressor to the work actually done within the com-
pressor cylinder as shown by indicator cards, and may be ex-
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pressed as the product of the volumetric efficiency (the intake

pressure and the hyperbolic logarithm of the ratio of compres-

sion.), all divided by the indicated mean effective pressure within

the air cylinder or cylinders.

Mechanical /-fliciViK-.v—Mechanical efficiency is the ratio of the

air indicated horsepower to the steam indicated horsepower in

the case of a steam driven, and to the brake horsepower in the

case of a power driven machine.

Overall EfHciency—Overall efficiency is the product of the

compression efficiency and the mechanical efficiency.

The society further recommends that the use of other expres-

sions of efficiency be discontinued.

Making Americans on the Railroad

This is the title of a pamphlet which has been issued by

the Pennsylvania Railroad telling what has been done by

that company in fitting foreign-born employees to become

loval and useful citizens of the United States. This subject

has been given careful attention by the officers of the com-

pany for many years. The aim is to make America seem

to these people a good place not merely to make money in,

but to live in; and to induce them to adopt American stand-

ards and ways of Hving. The immediate object has been to

make Italian, Greek, and other foreign track-laborers better

and more intelligent workmen, understanding the instruc-

tions and counsels of their foremen, but patriotic considera-

tions have not been neglected.

There are on the Pennsylvania Lines, East and West, over

33,000 men of foreign birth, which number, however, is much

smaller than before the war. A correspondence course in

Italian-Enghsh was established some years ago under the

direction of a native born Italian, a graduate of Yale; and

there is now a similar course on the lines West of Pittsburgh.

These activities are already well-known to readers of the

Railway Age.
On February 20, there were 4,307 students enrolled in the

Italian-English course on the Lines East of Pittsburgh,

or more than one-half of all the Italian employees.

In teaching foreign-born employees the use of English,

they are required, in the course of iheir everyday work, to

accustom themselves to speaking and thinking in the new

tongue. Information especially intended for employees of

alien birth is usually printed in English instead of in their

own language. Practically every gang of workmen has at

least one man besides the foreman who can read English.

Printed information in English is deciphered by liim and

explained to the others, so that the double purpose is served

of imparting useful information and at the same time giving

a language lesson. Lectures on safety and similar subjects

are always accompanied by lantern slides in which English

words are used.

Early in the War, a considerable number of Mexicans

were induced to enter the service. They are on the main

line between Pittsburgh and New York. A special course in

Spanish-English was prepared for the Mexicans, similar to

the Italian-English course, and on February 28, there were

451 Spanish-speaking employees learning English in this way.

The Mexican laborers have been chiefly concentrated in

camps where all modern features to promote sanitation and

health are adopted; also provisions for amusements and

recreation, including camp recreation rooms, victrolas, etc.

Instructive entertainments are given, under the auspices of

the Young Men's Christian Association. Wherever possible

religious services for the Mexican employees are conducted

under the direction of a Catholic church.

In addition to the language courses, instruction is provided,

by correspondence, in electricity (including elementary

mathematics) and in stenography. .'Mtogether, out of ap-

proximately 166,000 employees on the Lines East of Pitts-

burgh. 18,769, or 10.7 per cent of the total, were on February

28. enrolled in the educational courses, including a con-

siderable . number of foreigners, especially men who have

mastered the language, work and so fitted themselves for

advancement to foremen.
- Numerous safety lectures are conducted solely for the

benefit of alien employees, and a moving picture entitled,

"Tlie Americanization of Tony," is doing good . service.

This film has been exliibited to gatherings of foreign-born

employees at eighty of the principal points along the road.

At the time when the First Liberty Loan was ofiEered to

the public, the Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh and

Erie had a total of 25,827 employees who had been born in

foreign countries. Of this number, 8,146 employees, or almost

32 per cent purchased Liberty Bonds, and this was within 2

per cent of the proportion of employees of American birth

who subscribed.

The inquiry also brought out the interesting fact that

there were in the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, men
of 42 different nationalities, besides native-born Americans,

and that members of 30 alien races were included among
the buyers of Liberty Bonds of the First Loan. This record

may doubtless be confidently accepted as evidence of true

love for America, no less than as a proof of a high degree of

thrift on the part of the foreign born. .As early as 1904, the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with the idea of encouraging thrift

among its foreign-born employees, opened a campaign to in-

crease its Saving Fund depositors, and as a result a great

many Italian and Irish employees opened accounts in the

Company's Saving Fund, and large numbers of them are

depositors today.

Of 25,721 aliens in the service of the Pennsylvania Lines
East of Pittsburgh, it was found that 8,003 had been fully

naturalized, 3,069 had taken out their first papers and 5,064

had definitely announced their intention of applying for

naturalization. In other words, nearly 63 per cent of the

total had either become United States citizens or had de-

clared their intention of so doing.

On the Lines West a good showing was made.
Altogether, these experiences on the Pennsylvania have

been encouraging. It is a clear duty to take care of the

foreigners who come to these shores, to make life worth
while for them here, and safeguard them from being spoiled

and degraded.

A condition approaching the ideal will have been realized

when "Little Italys" and other foreign colonies disappear
from American cities and when the children of immigrants,
instead of being known by the nationalities of their parents,

will simply be American boys and girls.

Reorganization of A. W. Thompson's Territory

A. W. Thompson, federal manager of the Baltimore & Ohio,

eastern lines and Xew York Terminals; the Western Maryland;
the Cumberland Valley; the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, and
the Coal & Coke, announces the organization of the "Potomac
District," which consists of the following three divisions

:

Cumberland J'allcy Diz'ision: Cumberland Valley Railroad,

Western Maryland Railway between North Junction, Hagers-
town, Md., and Shippensburg, Pa.; Edgemont, Md., and Quin-
sonia. Pa. ; Philadelphia & Reading Railway between Shippens-

burg, Pa., and P. H. & P. Junction (Harrisburg, Pa.); Carlisle

and Gettysburg. Pa.

Hagerstown Division: Western Maryland Railway from Vir-

ginia avenue, Cumberland, Md.. to Baltimore, Md., except por-

tion included in Cumberland \'alley Division ; Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, Weverton, Md., to Hagerstown, Md.
Elkins Division: Western Maryland Railway, Virginia avenue,

Cumberland, to Elkins, W. Va., and Belington, W. Va. ; Cum-
berland & Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Thompson announces further that the Western Maryland,

between City Junction. Cumberland, Md., and Connellsville, Pa.,

will be operated as a part of the Connellsvile division of the

Baltimore & Ohio ; that the Coal & Coke railway, which extends

from Charleston, W. Va.. to Elkins. W. Va.. and branches, will

be operated as a part of the Baltimore & Ohio ; and that the

Wheeling Terminal Railway, Martins Ferry. Ohio, to Bellaire

Bridge. W. Va., and branches, will be operated as a part of the

Wheeling Division. Officers and employees of the Wheeling
Terminal will report to the superintendent of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Wheeling.

He. has. also created the Charleston division, which embraces
the railroad .from. Charleston to Elkins. .W. Va., including

branches,, and that portion of the Monongah Division. Weston
to Pickens and R'chwood. The West Virginia district is ex-

tended to include. this territory. Beginning July 10 the Western
Maryland Terminals at Baltimore will be operated as a part of

the Baltimore division of the Baltimore & Ohio.
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Traffic News I Commission and Court News |
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The Interstate Commerce Commission lias denied tlie

petition of the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis electric

line for permission to increase its passenger fares to three

cents a mile.

Inter-mountain shipping interests appeared before the freight

traffic committee of western railroads, at Chicago, on July 9, in

behalf of a readjustment of transcontinental freight rates to

inter-mountain points with relation to rates to the Pacific

Coast.

A request by the governor of New Jersey for a one-third

fare for soldiers and sailors on short leave has been denied

by the Railroad Administration. A rate of one-third of the

regular fare is allowed for soldiers and sailors on regular

furloughs, but it has been determined that an application of

the ord^r to men on short leave would result in imposing too

great a burden on the railroads.

Production of bituminous coal during the week ending

June 29 resulted in the second largest weekly production on
record, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geological

Survey. The output is estimated at 12,458,000 net tons,

which represents an increase in the average production per

working day over the preceding week of 3.8 per cent, and
over the corresponding week of 1917 of lYi per cent. The
percentage of full time output lost during the week ending

June 22 on account of car shortage was 10.6 per cent. The
Fuel Adininistration has issued a statement saying that the

Railroad Administration is now approximating 100 per cent

efficiency in car movement for coal traffic. The total pro-

duction of bituminous coal during the 12 weeks from the

beginning of the coal year on April 1 until June 22, accord-

ing to a bulletin by the Fuel Administration, was 137,705,000

tons.

Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey is curious to know
why the Railroad Administration, in taking over the rail-

roads to meet conditions growing out of the war, has as-

sumed jurisdiction over the tubes of the Hudson & Man-
hattan Railroad, although it later relinquished from federal

control most of the short line railroads of the country.

Therefore, he introduced a resolution on the subject in the

Senate on July 2, hoping to have the Senate assume the

same curiosity: also as to why the fare between Jersey City
and New York was increased by 100 per cent by order of the
Director General, which increase was subsequently annulled,

and why the fare between New York and Newark was in-

creased from 17 cents to 27 cents. The resolution was
adopted by the Senate on July 5. It instructs the Committee
on Interstate Commerce to inquire "why these purely local

lines were taken over; whether such taking over was in

accordance with the spirit and letter of the act in question,"
and why the fares were raised.

A. H. Smith, regional director eastern railroads, has issued

to all federal managers in his territory a vigorous appeal for

increased efficiency in the movement of coal. Calling attention

to the good records in May and early June, he says : "Since

June 15 there has been a rapid decline in production, largely due
to the decreased coal supply caused by the sluggish movement
of coal cars both loaded and empty. It is of vital importance
that our efforts be redoubled to secure an improved circulation

of coal loading equipment. Unless we can succeed in doing this,

there is no question but what we shall fail in our elTorts to meet
the program of the Fuel Administration. As this subject is of

such importance, we feel justified in asking you to advocate it

vigorously with all operating officers, so that we may be enabled

to make a suitable improvement. Last year there w-as a gradual
downward tendency of coal production during the six weeks
ending with August. It is hoped that we can, avoid a similar

decrease this summer and that we shall be able to again bring

our production up to what it was during the week ending June
15. maintaining that as a consistent level during the winter

months. . . ."

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has authorized the American Railway Express

Company to file simple abbreviated tariff supplements for the

purpose of putting into effect promptly the 10 per cent increase

in rates recently allowed.

Personnel of Commissions
Thomas .\. Gillis has been appointed assistant to the sec-

retary of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

W. P. Borland, assistant chief of the bureau of safety of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, has been appointed

chief of the bureau, succeeding H. W. Belnap, who resigned

on July 1 to devote his entire time to the office of manager
of the Safety Section of the Railroad Administration.

State Commissions

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has authorized an

advance of 25 per cent in all railroad rates within that state;

this to permit the short line railroads to put their freight

rates on a parity with those of the roads which are under

federal control. The minimum charge for carload shipments
prescribed by the director-general, is however, disapproved

by the Louisiana Commission. On sugar cane, advanced 25

per cent, the minimum is to be 15 tons a car.

Court News
Measure of Damages for Delay of Freight

The Mississippi Supreme Court holds that where a carrier ad-

mitted unreasonable delay in the shipment of saws, but the

articles were not damaged, and there was no fluctuation of their

market value, the shipper could recover only the reasonable rental

value for the time of the unreasonable delay.—New Orleans &
N. E. V. T. H. Miner Saw Mfg. Co. (Miss.), 78 So., 577. De-
cided May 13, 1918.

Attractive Appliance Doctrine

The Louisiana Supreme Court holds that a railroad was not

liable, under the attractive appliance doctrine, for the death of

a little girl by drowning in a pool of water on the railroad's right

of way, resulting from the dropping of drainage water from the

culvert which let it through the roadbed, the pool being invisible

from the street, on the other side of the tracks, and not ac-

cessible, or even visible, to children, unless they went on the

tracks. For the application of the attractive appliance doctrine

the thing must be so situated as to lure or attract children where

they have a right and are likely to be, and the danger must be

so obvious that a due regard for the safety of children necessi-

tates taking precautions for tht.r protection.—Fincher v. Rock
Island (La.), 78 So. 433. Decided April 1. 1918.

Powers of Railroad Relief Associations

A railroad employees' relief association was iucorjiorateil to-

collect monthly dues to create a fund to treat and care for in-

jured and diseased members, and to run a hospital and employ

physicians, etc., but there was no provision in its ccrtilieate, con-

stitution, or by-laws prohibiting the admission of non-members--

.to the hospital. The association was able to secure the services

of competent surgeons at small salaries by allowing- them, when
there was room in the association hospital, to take in non-meni-.

bers and collect from such patients fees for medical service;

The Colorado Supreme Court holds that such receiving of non-

member patients w-as within the general scope of the purposes,

of the association by implication, and was not nItv.T vivo-; —
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Denver & Rio Grande Employees' Relief Assn.

(Colo.), 171 Pac, 501. Decided March 4, 1918.

Rishmiller

Measure of Damages Under
Federal Employers' Liability Act

In an action for death under the Federal Employers' Liability

Act the Louisiana Supreme Court, in determining the life ex-

pectancy of the deceased, a locomotive engineer, according to the

expectation table constructed from the American Experience
Table of Mortality, adopted the rule of the insurance companies
of adding eight years to the age of the man because of his

hazardous occupation. The formula adopted in this case for

computing the present value of future benefits lost by the

beneficiaries of the deceased employee in awarding compensation
under the act was as follows, viz. ; Subtract from the annual

wages the employee was earning the annual cost of his main-
tenance according to the evidence, and multiply the remainder

by the number of years of his life expectancy. The result dis-

counted at the legal rate of 5 per cent for the term of the life

expectancy, using annual periods or rests, is the loss of future

benefits reduced to present value.—Jones v. Kansas City Southern

(La.), 78 So., 568. Decided April 29, 1918.

Safety Appliance Acts—Employer's Liability

The Supreme Court of West Virginia, in the case of Ewing
against the Coal & Coke Railway, holds

:

1. Where an empty car marked "shop" is being switched

from the yards of one carrier, where it had stood empty for

several days, to the interchange track of a connecting carrier

for the purpose of returning it to the latter, the owner thereof,

for repairs, the switching being wholly within the state, an em-

ployee injured while engaged in the operation is not engaged in

interstate commerce, though the car was forwarded promptly

by its owner to its shop in another state for repair.

2. The mere use of the word "shop" on a car is not equivalent

to a designation for haulage in interstate traffic.

3. Though the Federal Safety Appliance Act contains no ex-

press language conferring a right of action for the death or

injury of an employee occasioned by a failure to comply with its

requirements, a right of action therefor, nevertheless, is within

the contemplation and intendment of the Act.

4. The requirements of the Federal Safety Appliance Act, as

amended, are m.andatory and embrace all cars used on any rail-

road that is a highway of interstate commerce, whether the par-

ticular cars are at the time employed in such commerce or not,

and include employees injured through a failure to comply with

its terms, even though engaged in duties unconnected with inter-

state commerce.

5. The maintenance of one grab iron on each side of the

car, near one end, is not a compliance with section 4. . . .

6. The suspension clause of the order of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, entered on March 13, 1911, did not operate

to extend the time for equipping each car with four grab

irons. . . .

7. The suspension clause did not relieve carriers from com-

plying with the positive provision of the same order requiring

four sill steps on each car, . . . but imposed an immediate

duty to equip each car.

S. The grant of an extension of time was a valid suspension

only for the purpose of deferring the standardization of sill steps

and other appliances therein mentioned with respect to their

exact location, dimensions and manner of application, and did

not relieve from the necessity of equipping each car immediately

with four secure sill steps of a kind and character reasonably

adequate and sufficient to answer the object and purpose con-

templated by the Federal Safety Appliance Act.

9. Though the immediate occasion for passing the laws re-

quiring grab irons was undoubtedly "for greater security to men

in coupling and uncoupling cars," yet these laws are not con-

fined to the protection of employees only when so engaged. Car-

riers are liable to employees in damages whenever the failure to

obey the Safety Appliance .\cts is the proximate cause of injury

to them when engaged in the discharge of duty.

10. The liability of an interstate railway to an employee in-

jured through a violation of the commands of these statutes

exists, although the employee when injured was engaged in re-

turning the defective car to its owner for repairs.

Equipment and Supplies

iiiiiiriiirltliiiiiiniiir.

The allotment of orders for the journal boxes for the govern-
ment standard freight cars, as previously announced, has been
changed. Journal boxes for 4,000 cars have been ordered from
McCord & Co., and the order from the Haskell & Barker Car
Company has been reduced from 8,000 to 6,000.

Locomotives
The U.xited Verde & P.ncific, Jerome, Ariz., is inquiring for

several saddle-tank locomotives.

Iron and Steel

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has ordered four girder

spans for Milford, 111., 445 tons, American Bridge Company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered two 90-ft.

turntables for Burr Oak, III., and Bureau, 114 tons, American
Bridge Company.

Machinery and Tools

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring for eight

machine tools.

The Lake Erie & Western is inquiring for about 10 miscel-

laneous tools.

The Union Pacific is inquiring for about 70 tools of miscel-

laneous description.

The Union Pacific is inquiring for delivery at Omaha, Xeb.,

of two 2.V^-ft. radial drills.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has placed an order

with the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, for 10 locomotive cranes.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is inquiring for an 18-in.

by 7-ft. 6-in. engine lathe ; 14-in. by 4-ft. 6-in. lathe ; 30-in. radial

drill, double-end punch and shear with a 20-in. throat to punch

1-in, hole; 20-in. heavy-duty shaping machine, IJ^-in. single-head

bolt cutter, draw cut high-speed power saw, 50-lb. power ham-
mer and a combination rip and cross-cut saw with boring at-

tachment.

Signaling

The Seaboard Air Line has ordered a 16-lever Saxby &
Farmer interlocking machine of the Union Switch & Signal

Company for installation at Salem, X. C. The installation will

be made by railroad forces.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered an electro-mechani-

cal interlocking for installation at Birmingham, N. J. The
machine will consist of a 4-lever mechanical frame, with 7 electric

units. It will be provided with electric detector locks on all switch

levers and electric indication locks and electric light indicators

on all working levers. The Union Switch & Signal Company will

furnish this machine.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered

from the Federal Signal Company an electric interlocking,

to be installed by the manufacturers, at Bellefontaine. Ohio.

The machine will have 68 working levers and there will be

detector circuits and sectional route locking throughout.

The machine will be type 4, direct current, with alternating

current indication.

London Cars Must Use Less Coal.—An order has been issued

requiring all street railway companies in Great Britain to reduce

their coal consumption by 15 per cent as compared with that of

last year.
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Supply Trade News

Lieut. J. G. Russell, of the Royal Flying Corps, formerly

traveling inspector for the American Steel Foundries, with

headquarters at Chicago, was killed in action on the Italian

Front, June 15.

Eugene E. Lewis, vice-president and director of the Timken
Detroit A.xle Company. Detroit, Mich., recently resigned

from that company to engage in work for the government at

Washington. He is an assistant to Edward R. Stettinius.

L. C. Sprague, of the railroad department of the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company, at New York, has been appointed

special representative of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany in connection with the sale of pneumatic tools to rail-

roads.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, according to an an-

nouncement made last Tuesday, is planning the immediate
construction of a new plant at East Chicago, with an esti-

mated cost of $5,000,000. Specifications for various build-

ings are now out calling for 12,000 tons of structural steel.

A. S. Goble, sales representative of the Baldwin Loconio-
tixe Works and the Standard Steel Works at Chicago, lias

been appointed southwestern district representative of the

same companies at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding C. H. Peterson,

who has been transferred to the Chicago office as western
district representative, efifective July 1.

The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory announces the re-

moval, July 1. from its temporary quarters in the B. F. Jones
Law building to its new oftice and laboratory buildings at

612-620 Grant street, Pittsburgh, Pa. The laboratories will

be larger and better equipped than those in the company's
old quarters, the P. T. L. building at Seventh and Bedford
avenues, which were turned over to the government April 1.

The Quigley Furnace Specialties Company, Inc., has
opened a branch office in Pittsburgh at 427 Oliver building,

to handle the sale of powdered coal equipment and hytempite
furnace cement. The powdered coal engineering department
will be in charge of L. V. Marso, formerly maintenance en-

gineer of the A. M, Byers Company plant at Girard. Ohio,
and the specialties department will be taken care of by J. L.

Cummings, Jr., formerly connected with the sales department
of the company at New York.

American Car & Foundry Company
The gross volume of business done by the .\merican Car &

F'oundry Company during the fiscal year ended April 30, 1918, is

the largest in the history of that corporation—$121,839,328. The
gross amount of business on the books at the beginning of the

new liscal year was $290,000,000. The volume of business done
during the year in the manufacture and sale of miscellaneous

supplies was much in excess of that of any prior year. A sub-

stantial portion of the profits realized from the business done has

been absorbed in the payment of the taxes of various kinds im-

posed under federal legislation. The management has made
timely and adequate provision for the payment of these taxes,

and the company's obligation to the government in this regard
was met without inconvenience or disarrangement of its financial

program. Out of the net earnings of $11,281,742. there has been
paid during the year the usual 7 per cent dividend ($2,100,000)

upon the preferred capital stock. There has also been paid upon
the common stock, quarterly, a regular dividend of 1 per cent

with an extra dividend of like amount—this making 8 per cent

($2,400,000) paid in dividends upon the common stock during the

fiscal year. Since the close of the year, the common stock has

been put upon a regular 8 per cent basis.

The remainder of the net earnings for the year has been dis-

posed of as follows: $1.0(X).(XX) has been added to the reserve

for general overhauling, improvements and maintenance—which
reserve had been drawn upon to the extent of $495,439 during
the year

; $2,400,000 has been added to the reserve for dividends

on the common stock, to be paid when and as declared by the

board of directors, making in this reserve a total of $4,800,000;

$250,000 has been added to the reserve for improving working
conditions of employees—from which reserve $171,(X)7 was ex-

pended during the year
;
$.S0O.00O has been added to the reserve

for insurance; and $2,631,742 has been added to the surplus ac-

count. The company entered upon its new fiscal vear w'ith a net

working capital of $22,670,175.

Assets

Property and plant acconnt $66,782,532.51
Current assets 60,441,298.01

Materials on hand, inventoried at cost or
less, and not in excess of present market
prices $28,786,593.65

.\cconnts and notes receivable 21,691,056.14
Slocks and bonds of other companies and

liberty bonds, at cost or less 2,817,152.35
Cash in banks and tn hand 7,146,495.87

$127,223,830.52

Ll.\BILITlES

Preferred capital stock $30,000,000.00
Common capital stock 30,000,000.00
Current liabilities 27,766,819.77

Accounts payable, and bills payable not due;
provision for taxes; and pay rolls (paid
May 10, 1918) $26,641,819.77

Dividend No. 77 on preferred capital stock
(payable July 1, 1918) 525,000.00

Dividend No. 63 on common capital stock
(payable July 1, 1918) 600,000.00

Reserve accounts 10.004,303.22
For insurance 1,500,000.00
For general overhauling, improvements and
maintenance 3,125,309.89

I-'or ibvidends on common cajiital stock, to be
pai<l when and as declared bv board of
directors .' 4.800,000.00

ployees 578.993.33

Surplus account 29,452,707.53

$127,223,830.52

Trade Publications

Shay Geared Locomotives.—The Lima Locomotive Works,
Lima, Ohio, has issued a circular illustrating the Shay geared

type of locomotive and enumerating the advantages which they

possess over locomotives having side rods.

Electric Meters.—Bulletin No. SO issued by the Economy
Electric Devices Company, Chicago, illustrates and describes the

Sangamo Economy electric meter and its application for regu-

lating the power consumption of electric traction units. The ad-

vantage of proper acceleration and the savings to be effected

thereby are clearly set forth.

Industrial Lighting.—Scientific Industrial Illumination is

the title of a 36-page, illustrated booklet recently issued by
the Holophane Glass Company, 340 Madison avenue, New
York City. The booklet is divided into four parts showing
the need for correct lighting, the fundamental principles in-

volved, and the various types of industrial lighting units

manufactured by the Holophane company. The fourth

section of the catalogue contains several reference tables

and general engineering data.

.Australian Harbor Construction.—Considerable progress

has been made with the harbor works at Port Kembla, New South
Wales, the year's expenditure for which was £59,000 ($295,000).

The sea wall was extended 355 ft., making the total length 1,457

ft. The power house is being extended for the purpose of adding

facilities in the way of shipping plant and coal-loading ap-

pliances.

Scottish Railway Stockholders' Protection Association.—
.\ revised circular of this association has been sent out by the

Caledonian, North British and Highland Railways to their deben-

ture holders. It shows that the e.xecutive of the association has

been very much strengthened since the issue of the first circular.

The association, the present address of which is 241 St. Vincent

street, Glasgow, is to be formed into a limited liability company.

Subscribers, therefore, need have no further anxiety about any

further liability than the amount of their subscription, which is a

single one, not annual, and ranges from 2s. 6d. to £1 Is. ($.60 to

$5.25) the amount being at the member's option.
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Financial and Construction I Railway Officers
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Railway Financial News
BuSTON & Maine.—Representatives of the federal government

are at work on a plan for reorganization of the Boston &
Maine, according to an announcement sent on July 3, to note

holders by J. P. Morgan & Co., Kidder, Peabody tk Co., and

Lee, Higginson & Co. In their opinion the proposed plan fully

protects the interests of all holders of Boston and Maine

securities. The bankers' announcement continues : "In view

of this fact we believe that action on the part of the note

holders to protect their interest is at present unnecessary, but

should such occasion arise in the future we shall be glad to

inform you." The original amount of notes was $27,000,000,

of which there are now outstanding $13,306,060, a total of

$13,693,940 having been paid ofT.

Canadi.'^n Northern.—Notes of the Canadian Northern to the

amount of $5,700,000 maturing July 10 will be paid on that date

at the Canadian Bank of Commerce, New York. These are the

notes issued through Wm. A. Read & Co. a year ago.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—C. T. Sturgis, general auditor

of the company, has been elected a director to succeed George

B. Harris, deceased, and C. \V. Bunn, general counsel of the

Northern Pacific has been elected a director to succeed J. M.
Hannaford, who resigned to become federal manager of the

Northern Pacific.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—At the regular monthly meet-

ing of the directors, J. E. Gorman resigned as president and
director, having been appointed federal manager of the road.

Charles Hayden, the chairman of the finance committee, was
unanimously elected -president in Mr. Gorman's place. M. L.

Bell, general counsel of the company, was elected a director to

fill the vacancy in the board. At a meeting of the e.xecutive

committee, held immediately after the directors' meeting, N. L.

Amster was unanimously elected chairman of the executive

committee.

OciLLA .Southern.—This road which operates 110 miles of line

between Perry, Ga., and Nashville, has been placed in the

hands of receivers. M. W. Garbutt, of Fitzgerald, Ga.
; J. A.

J. Henderson, president of the Ocilla Southern, and Joseph F.

Gray, general manager, have been named receivers.

Railway Construction

Baltimore & Ohio.—Contracts have been given by this

company for improvements as follows: Ice house at St.

George, S. I., N. Y., to the Youngstown Construction Co.,

New York City; additional tracks at tunnels at Wharton
street, and Grays Ferry Road at Philadelphia, to the Empire
Engineering Company, Baltimore, Md.; additional yard and
shop building at Wilmington, Del., for the yard to the Empire
Engineering Company, Baltimore; for the building to Frainie

Brothers & Haigley, Baltimore; extension of yards at Bay-
view, Mt. Winans, Baltimore, and additional tracks at Clare-

mont, to the Empire Engineering Company, Inc., Baltimore;

thawing shed at Curtis Bay to the Surety Engineering Com-
pany, New York; passing sidings at Tuscarora, Germantown,
and Metro South Junction, Md., W. J. Torrington, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; ice house and roundhouse at Brunswick, Md., to

Frainie Brothers & Haigley, Baltimore; repair shops at

Cumberland, Md., to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr Co., Inc.,

New York; additional yard tracks at Keyser, W. Va., to the

James F. McCabe Company, Baltimore. Md.; addition to

roundhouse at Grafton, W. Va., to Frainie Brothers & Haig-
ley, Baltimore; storage tracks at Flemington, W. \'a., to the

Empire Engineering Company, Inc., Baltimore; heavy repair

shop at Glenwood, Pa., to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., New York; extension of second track at Evans. Pa., to

James F. McCabe Company, at Baltimore, and for the com-
pany's houses at Hollovvay, O., to the Drum Construction
Company, Chicago.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. S. Morris, treasurer of the Georgia Railroad, has been
appointed local treasurer, with office at Augusta, Ga.

Howard Bruner has been appointed freight claim agent, of

the Oregon Short Line, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah,
succeeding A. R. McNitt who has accepted service with the
Union Pacific.

Louis W. Hill, chairman of the board of the Great
Northern, was elected president of that road, at a meeting
of the board of directors, on July 5. succeeding W. P.

Kinney, who was recently appointed federal manager.

Dameron Black, auditor of the Atlanta. Birmingham &
Atlantic, continues as auditor of that road, and has been ap-

pointed auditor also of the Atlanta & West Point and the
Western Railway of Alabama, with office at Atlanta, Ga.

W. H. Bruce, secretary and treasurer of the Atlanta &
West Point and the Western Railway of Alabama, has been
appointed local treasurer of the same roads and of the .At-

lanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at Atlanta, Ga.

J. L. Seager, assistant general counsel of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, has been appointed general

solicitor, with office at New York, and A. D. Chambers,
secretary and treasurer, has been appointed local treasurer,

with office at New York.

Richard H. Swartwout, whose election as president of the

Norfolk Southern, with headquarters at New York City, has

already been announced in these columns, was born on October
16, 1875, at Morristown,
X. J. Mr. Swartwout
began work as a clerk

in the office of the Cen-
tral of New Jersey, and
shortly afterwards left

the service of that road

to go into other busi-

ness. He subsequently

was engaged in the

banking business at New
York, and in 1906 or-

ganized the firm of

Swartwout & Appen-
zellar. New York,
bankers and brokers,

of which he is now the

senior partner. Since.

1913, he has served as

vice-president of the
Norfolk Southern until

liis recent election as

liresident of the same
road, as above noted. J. H. Young, liis predecessor, is now
federal manager of the Norfolk Southern, and the Virginian
Railway.

R. R. Reed, assistant treasurer of the Pennsylvania
Western Lines, has been appointed treasurer, witli head-
quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., effective July 2. J. W. Orr, con-
troller, has been appointed general auditor, with headquarters
at Pittsburgh, effective on the same date.

E. M. Devereux, treasurer; H. R. Preston, general solicitor,
and J. J. Ekin, general auditor of the Baltimore & Ohio,
have been appointed to the same positions on the .Baltimore
& Ohio (eastern lines and New York terminals I. the
Western Maryland, the Cumberland Valley, the Cumberland
& Pennsylvania, and the Coal & Coke, all with headquarters
at Baltimore, Md.

H. W. Colson, general claim agent of the .'Atlanta, Bir-
mingham & .Atlantic, continues in the same position on that
road under the United States Railroad -A(?ministration, and

R, H.
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also lias been appointed general claim agent of the Georgia
Railroad, the Atlanta Si West Point, the Western Railway
of Alabama, the Charleston & Western Carolina, and the
St. Louis-San Francisco lines east of the Mississippi river,

with office at Atlanta, Ga.

E. F. Parham, assistant treasurer and cashier of the South-
ern Railway at Washington, D. C, has been appointed treas-
urer under the United States Railroad Administration of the
same road, and the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific,

the Alabama Great Southern, the New Orleans & North-
eastern, th£ New Orleans Terminal, the Alabama & Vicks-
burg." the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio, the Carolina, Clinch-
field & Ohio of South Carolina, and the Georgia Southern
& Florida, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

M. M. Joyce, whose appointment as general solicitor of
the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Minne-
apolis. Minn., was announced in these columns, on June 21,

was born at Emmets-
burg, Iowa, on April
29, 1877. Mr. Joyce re-

ceived his legal train-

ing at the University
of Michigan, g r a d -

uating in 1900, follow-
ing which he began
the general practice of

law. He entered the
service of the Minne-
apolis & St. Louis, in

I'ebruary, 1910, as a
member of the firm of

Price & Joyce, district

attorneys for that road,

at Ft. Dodge, la. On
June 1, 1917, he was
appointed general at-

torney, of the M. & St.

L., with headquarters

at Minneapolis, Minn.,

which position he held

until his promotion to general solicitor, in charge of the law

department, succeeding F. M. Miner, general counsel, who re-

tired from the service of the company.

L. E. Jeffries, general counsel of the Southern Railway,

at Washington, D. C, has been elected vice-president and
general counsel of the Southern Railway and allied com-
panies, with duties hereafter confined to the corporate inter-

ests of such companies; S. R. Prince, general counsel of the

Mobile & Ohio, at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed general

solicitor of the Southern, with lieadquarters at Washington,
D. C; John K. Graves and H. O'B. Cooper, solicitors of the

Southern Railway, at Washington, D. C, have been appointed
general attorneys, with headquarters at Washington;
Edward Colston, general counsel at Cincinnati, Ohio, has
been appointed general solicitor with jurisdiction over his

present territory; A. P. Humphrey, general counsel at Louis-

ville, Ky., has been appointed general solicitor at Louisville;

J. E. Hall has been appointed assistant general solicitor, with
headquarters at Macon, Ga.; W. A. Henderson has been
appointed assistant general solicitor, with headquarters at

Washington, D. C.. and E. P. Humphrey has been appointed
division counsel, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

The headquarters of the corporate officers of the Southern
Railway. Fairfax Harrison, president; H. B. Spencer and L.
Green, vice-presidents; L. E. Jeffries, general counsel; E. H.
Kemper, comptroller, and T. H. Gatlin and E. E. Norris,
assistants to the president, are to be removed about August
1 from the general offices of the railroad in Washington,
D. C. to Richmond. Va., which is the legal headquarters of
the company and the place where its annual meetings are
held. The general office building in Washington is to be
used for the operating headquarters of the company and a

large part ot the staff of the Railroad Administration is

located there.

W. G. Lerch, assistant to the president of the Chicago
Great Western, with, headquarters at Chicago, was elected
secretary cif tliat road at a recent meeting of the directors.

M. M. Joyce

Mr. Lcrch began his railway career in June, 189J, as stenog-
rapher in the general manager's office of the Duluth, Missabe
& Northern. From January, 1894, to September, 1900, he
was successively chief clerk to the vice-president of the
above road; .clerk in the general superintendent's office of
the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha; clerk in the
vice-president's office of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at
St. Louis, Mo., and chief clerk in charge of purchases of the
Colorado Midland. He was then appointed secretary to the
president of the Chicago & Alton, and in January, 1902, he
was made chief clerk. He resigned on December IS, 1907,
to join the stafif of the president of the Mexican Central, and
was later appointed assistant to S. M. Felton, who was pres-
ident of that road. In June, 1909, he became acting president
of the Tennessee Central at Nashville, Tenn., where he re-
mained until October of the same year, at which time he
returned to Chicago to become assistant to the president of
the Chicago Great Western, which position he held until
his election as secretary of that road, as mentioned above.
J. F. Coykendall, who was secretary and treasurer of the
Chicago Great Western, continues as treasurer of that
company.

Operating

The appointments of the staffs of federal managers in the
southwestern region are included in an article elsewhere in this

issue.

The jurisdiction of F. E. House, general manager of the
Duluth & Iron Range, has been extended over the Duluth,
Missabe & Northern, effective July 8.

J. E. Elliott has been appointed superintendent of the
Morris & Essex division of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, with office at Hoboken, N. J.

R. E. McCarty, resident vice-president of the Pennsyl-
vania Western Lines, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.,
has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at
Pittsburgh, Pa.

C. A. Hawkins, superintendent, in charge of traffic, opera-
tion and accounting, of the Lewiston, Nezperce & Eastern,
with headquarters at Lewiston, Idaho, has left the service of
that company, effective June 24.

H. A. Kennedy, vice-president of the Minnesota Transfer,
with headquarters at St, Paul, Minn., has been appointed
terminal manager of the St. Paul and Minneapolis terminal,
including the Minnesota Transfer, effective July 9.

P. W. Sullivan, superintendent of the Pennsylvania Lines
West of Pittsburgh, with office at Akron, Ohio, has been
appointed superintendent of the Indianapolis division, with
office at Columbus, Ohio, vice L. Ohliger, retired.

G. R. Huntington, federal manager of the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has had his jurisdiction extended
to include the Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic, the federal
manager of which, W. W. Walker, died a few days ago.

F. F. Small has been appointed trainmaster of the Salt
Lake division, of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at
Mina, Nev., with jurisdiction over Mina sub-division, vice G.
H. Moore, who has accepted service with the government.

C. E. Brower, superintendent of the Atlanta, Birmingham
& Atlantic, at Fitzgerald, Ga., has been appointed general
superintendent of the same road and the St. Louis-San
Francisco lines east of the Mississippi river, with office at
.'\tlanta.

Charles H. Hix, former president of the Norfolk South-
ern, has been appointed federal manager of the Norfolk &
Portsmouth Belt Line and in addition will have jurisdiction
over all Hampton Roads railroad terminals, with offices at
Norfolk, Va.

R. K. Smith, vice-president and general manager of the
Mississippi Central, has been appointed general manager of
that road, of the New Orleans Great Northern and of the
Mississippi Central, with headquarters at Hattiesburg, Miss.,
effective July 1.

W. Trapnell, superintendent of the Coal & Coke, with
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headquarters at Elkins, W. Va., has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Charleston division of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with headquarters at Gassaway, W. Va. (See notice of

reorganization, under general news.)

E. R. Rouzer, superintendent of car service of the Western

Maryland, at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed superin-

tendent of transportation of the same road, also of the

Cumberland Valley and the Cumberland & Pennsylvania,

with headquarters at Hagerstown, Md.

Charles A. Wickersham, general manager of the Georgia

Railroad, at Augusta, Ga., and president and general man-

ager of the Atlanta & West Point and the Western Railway

of Alabama, has been appointed federal general manager of

those roads, with headquarters at Atlanta.

C. C. Mitchell lias Ijeen appointed acting trainmaster, of

the Northern I'acilic, with office at Livingston, Mont., suc-

ceeding H. D. Mudgett, who has been granted an indefinite

leave of absence to serve as captain in the Engineering

Corps of the American Expeditionary Forces.

J. E. Shull, transportation inspector on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Trinidad, Colo., has

been appointed assistant trainmaster of the Rio Grande

division, with headquarters at Hurley, N. M., effective July

5, succeeding J. F. Anton, who has entered the army.

The circular announcing the appointment of W. J. Jackson

as federal manager of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and

the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern, incorrectly

stated that he would also have charge of the Evansville &
Terre Haute. The railroad meant was the Evansville &
Indianapolis.

Paul F. Keating, assistant general superintendent of the

Great Northern, with oftice at St. Paul. Minn., has been pro-

moted to general superintendent, with office at Superior,

Wis., succeeding F. S. Elliott, resigned, to go with another

company; C. E. MacLaughlin, division superintendent at

Minot, N. Dak., succeeds Mr. Keating, with office at St. Paul.

J. H. O'NeiU, general superintendent of the Great North-

ern, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed

terminal manager of the Puget Sound terminals, effective

.luly 3. Mr. O'Neill will have charge of all terminal opera-

tions between Everett, Wash., and South Tacoma, and will

report to the district director of the Puget Sound district.

E. B. Moffatt, has been appointed assistant to general

manager of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with

office at New York; H. H. Shepard, superintendent of the

Morris and Essex division at Holioken, N. J., has been ap-

pointed general superintendent, with office at Scranton. Pa.,

and T. E. Clarke has been appointed general agent, witli

office at Scranton.

C. P. Dugan, superintendent of transportation of the Nor-

folk Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of transportation of the Virginian

Railway, with headquarters at Norfolk, and H. W. Sheridan

has been appointed superintendent of the new River division,

with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va., vice Victor Parvin,

assigned to other duties. The office of general superintendent

is abolished.

Herman J. Klein, superintendent of the Erie, at Meadville,

Pa., has been appointed assistant general superintendent,

lines east, with office at New York: Edwin H. Buhlman,
trainmaster at Meadville, has been appointed superintendent

of the Meadville division, vice Mr. Klein and Robert H. Boy-
kin, assistant to superintendent of maintenance, at New York,

has been appointed assistant superintendent of terminals,

vice R. M. Scott, promoted.

L. A. David, assistant division superintendent of the

Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Atchison, Kan., has

been promoted to superintendent of the southern Kansas
division, with headquarters at Coffeyville, Kan. T. W.
Collins, trainmaster at Osawatomie, Kan., has been pro-

moted to superintendent of the Valley division, with head-

quarters at McGehee. Ark., succeeding J. L. Kendall, who
has been transferred to the Memphis division, with head-

quarters at Wynne, Ark., effective July 5.

F. K. Mays has been appointed assistant to federal man-

ager and purchasing agent, of the Atlanta. Birmingham &
Atlantic, the Georgia Railroad, the Atlanta & West Point,

the Western Railway of Alabama, the Charleston & West-
ern Carolina, and the St. Louis-San Francisco, lines east of

the Mississippi river, and E. B. Rock, Jr., has been appointed

superintendent of transportation on the same roads, both

with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Mays was secretary,

treasurer and purchasing agent, and Mr. Rock was super-

intendent of transportation of the .Atlanta. Birmingham &
Atlantic.

R. N. Begien, general manager, eastern lines, of the Balti-

more & Ohio, has been appointed assistant to federal man-
ager (operating) of the Baltimore & Ohio (eastern lines

and New York Terminals): the Western Maryland; the

Cumberland Valley; the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, and the

Coal & Coke, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md. J. M.
Davis, vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at

Baltimore, Md., has been appointed manager of the com-
pany's New York terminals, including the Staten Island

Rapid Transit Coinpany, with headquarters at New York
City. S. Ennes, general manager of the Western Maryland,
with office at Hagerstown, Md., has been appointed federal

.general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, (eastern lines)

and the Coal & Coke, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.
M. C. Byers, assistant to president of the Western Maryland,
at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed federal general man-
ager of the Western Maryland, the Cumberland Valley and
the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, witli headquarters at

Hagerstown, Md. H. B. Voorhees, .general superintendent
of transportation of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of transportation, under the

United States Railroad Administration, of the Baltimore &
(Jhio, (eastern lines and New York Terminals) the Western
Maryland, the Cumberland Valley, the Cumberland & Penn-
sylvania and the Coal & Coke, with headquarters at Balti-

more, Md. E. E. Hamilton has been appointed assistant to
federal manager of the same roads, with headquarters at

Baltimore. See an item in General News regarding the re-

organization of the operating department.

Traffic

Charles J. Haig, commercial agent of the Grand Trunk, at

Philadelphia. Pa., having been assigned to other duties, the

office of commercial agent at Philadelphia has been abolished.

Nat Duke, assistant freight traffic manager of the Dela-
ware. Lackawanna & Western, at New York, has been ap-

pointed traffic manager, with office at New York.

Ernest Williams has been appointed assistant general
freight and passenger agent of the Georgia Railroad and the

Charleston & Western Carolina, with office at Augusta. Ga.

R. L. Simpson, general freight agent of the Southern
Railway, at Washington, D. C, has been appointed assistant

to traffic manager of the Georgia Southern & Florida, with
headquarters at Washington.

A. O. Dawson, has been appointed district freight agent in

charge of the consolidated agencies of tlie Southern Rail-

way, and the Georgia Southern & Florida, at Jacksonville,
Fla., succeeding C. M. Tyler, district freight agent of the
Southern Railway, resigned to engage in other business.

A. Fries, assistant general freight traffic manager of the
Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md.. has been appointed
traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio (eastern lines and
New York terminals), the Western Maryland, the Cumber-
land Valley, tlie Cumberland & Pennsylvania and the Coal
& Coke, with headquarters at Baltimore. Md.

J. L. Edwards, traffic manager of the Atlanta. Birming-
liani & .Atlantic, continues under the I'nited States Railroad
Administration as traffic manager of the same road, and has
been appointed traffic manager also of the Georgia Railroad,
the .Atlanta & West Point, the Western Railway of Alabama,
tlie Charleston & Western Carolina, and tlie St. Louis-San
Francisco lines east of the I\Iississippi river, with headquar-
ters at .Atlanta, Ga.

C. D. Thompson, general agent of the Great Northern,
with headiiuarters at Spokane, Wash.j has been appointed
district traffic agent at Portland, Ore., succeeding" R. K.
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Pretty, who has resigned to go with a shipbuilding company.
R. J. Smith, district freight and passenger agent at Nelson,

B. C, succeeds Mr. Thompson at Spokane. Mr. Smith will

continue to have supervision over the Canadian territory, the

office at Nelson having been abolished.

W. H. Johnson, manager of the Star Union Line, with

headquarter.s at Chicago, has been appointed manager of the

Pennsylvania Lines' tracing information bureau, with the

same headquarters, and will keep on file all available passing

reports and give attention to applications for tracing in-

formation. George W. Smith, foreign freight agent of the

Star L'nion Line, has been appointed foreign freight repre-

sentative of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh and
will furnish upon application information pertaining to export
and import traffic.

C. B. Kealhofer has been appointed general freight agent
of the St. Louis-San Francisco lines east of the Mississippi

river, the .Atlanta & West Point, the W^estern Railway of

Alabama, the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Georgia
Railroad, and the Charleston & Western Carolina; J. E.
Tilford and G. E. Boulineau have been appointed assistant

general freight agents; W. W. Croxton has been appointed
general passenger agent, and E. H. Fell has been appointed
assistant general passenger agent of all the above roads; all

with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. A. James, engineer of construction ^f the Canadian
Pacific, has been promoted to assistant chief engineer, with
office at Winnipeg", Man., succeeding J. M. R. Fairbairn.

J. S. Allen, general foreman of the Canadian Pacific, at

North Bay, Ont., has been appointed division master me-
chanic, of the Sudbury division, vice C. A. Wheeler, promoted.

W. F. Turner has been appointed division engineer of the

Salt Lake division, of the Southern Pacific, with headquar-
ters at Ogden, Utah, vice Otis Weeks, who has accepted
service with the government.

Robert Trimble, chief engineer maintenance of way of the

Peimsylvania Western Lines, Northwest systems, with head-
quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed chief engineer

of construction, with the

same headquarters, ef-

fective July 2. Mr.
Trimble was born at

Butler, Pa., and was
educated at Western
University of Pennsyl-

vania. He began railway

work in 1875, as a chain-

man of tlie Pennsylvania

Company, since which he

has served consecutively

to 1903, in various posi-

tions in the engineering

department and as prin-

cipal assistant engineer
of the same company.
In 1903 he was appointed

chief engineer mainte-

nance of way of the

same lines and now be-

comes chief engineer of
Robert Tnmble

construction, as above
noted.

William Shea, roadmaster on the Ottumwa division of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Ot-
tumwa, Iowa, has been promoted to general roadmaster.
with jurisdiction over all lines east of Mobridge, S. D., and
with headquarters at Chicago.

T. B. Farrington, assistant master mechanic of the Penn-
sylvania Western Lines, Southwest system, with headquarters
at Columbus, Ohio, has been promoted to master mechanic
of the Michigan division, with headquarters at Logansport,
Ind., effective July 1, succeeding J. R. Riggs, transferred.

J. R. Riggs, general foreman of locomotive repairs on the
Pennsylvania Western Lines, St. Louis system, with head-

quarters at Logansport, Ind., has been appointed master
mechanic on the central system. Toledo division, with head-
quarters at Toledo, Ohio, succeeding G. E. Sisco, transferred,

effective July 1.

R. D. McKeon, acting assistant division engineer, of the
Pennsylvania Western Lines, Southwest system, with head-
quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed division

engineer, of the Northwest system, with headquarters at Ft
Wayne. Ind., succeeding Guy Scott who has entered military
service, effective July 1.

C. H. Bilty, mechanical engineer of the Chicago, Milwau-
kee & St. Paul, with office at Milwaukee, Wis., has been ap-
pointed mechanical engineer on the staff of the regional
director. Northwestern railroads, with office at Chicago, suc-
ceeding W. R. Wood, who returns to the Great Northern
at St. Paul as mechanical engineer.

J. M. R. Fairbairn, assistant chief engineer of the Canadian
Pacific, eastern lines, with headquarters at Montreal. Que.,
has been appointed chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific

System. J. G. Sullivan,
chief engineer, western
lines, with headquarters
at Winnipeg, Man.,
has retired from the
service of the Cana-
dian Pacific to enter

private practice. Mr.
Fairbairn was born at

Peterboro, Ont., 45
years ago, and gradu-
ated from Toronto
University in 1893.

Following a short
private practice in

British Columbia he
joined the Canadian
Pacific as a draughts-
man at Winnipeg,
Man., which position
he held for two years.

He subsequently
served as resident

engineer at Place Viger. Montreal: assistant engineer.

Toronto; assistant engineer of maintenance of way, Mon-
treal ; division engineer, Toronto, and engineer maintenance
of way, Montreal. In February, 1911, he was appointed as-

sistant chief engineer, and remained in that position until

his recent appointment as chief engineer, of the same road,

as above noted.

W. C. Gushing, chief engineer maintenance of way, of the
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. Pa., with office at

Pittsburgh, has been appointed chief engineer-maintenance,
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati.

Chicago & St. Louis, the Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern,
and the Lorain, Ashland & Southern.

A. N. Ostberg, mechanical inspector of the Chicago.
Burlington & Quinc}-, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
appointed mechanical engineer for valuation, with the same
headquarters, succeeding W. H. Davis, who has gone into
the department of inspection and tests of the Railroad .Ad-

ministration at Washington, as office engineer.

W. H. Wells, chief engineer of construction of the South-
ern Railway, has been appointed consulting engineer con-
struction, of the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio, the Carolina.
Clinchfield & Ohio of South Carolina, the Georgia Southern
& Florida, and the .Alabama & \^icksburg; E. M. Durham,
Jr., assistant chief engineer construction of the same road,
has been appointed chief engineer construction, both with
headquarters at Washington. D. C.

F. H. Clark, general superintendent of motive power of
the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed general superin-
tendent, maintenance of equipment, of the Baltimore &
Ohio (eastern lines and New York terminals), the Western
Maryland, the Cumberland Valley, the Cumberland & Penn-
-iylvania, and the Coal & Coke, with office at Baltimore; and
H. A. Lane, chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, has

J. M. R. Fai.
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been appointed thief engineer of tlie same roads, with office

at Baltimore.

L. L. Beall, chief engineer of the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic, at Atlanta, Ga., continues under the United States

Railroad Administration in the same position on that road,

and is also chief engineer of the Georgia Railroad, the Atlanta

& West Point, the Western Railway of Alabama, the Char-

leston & Western Carolina and the St. Louis-San Francisco

lines east of the Mississippi river; J. F. Sheahan, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Atlanta, Birmingham & .At-

lantic, has been appointed to the same position on all the

above roads, both with offices at Atlanta.

Robert Culin White, division superintendent on the Mis-

souri Pacific, with headquarters at Wynne. Ark., has been pro-

moted to assistant chief engineer, with headquarters at St. Louis.

Mo., succeeding H. R.

Carpenter, promoted,
elTective July 1. Mr.

White was born at Ber-

trand. Mo., on February

8, 1881. He attended the

University of Missouri,

and later entered West
Point, leaving the latter

institution in June, 1905,

to become an assistant

on an engineering corps

of the Missouri Pacific,

with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo. The follow-

ing two years he was as-

sistant engineer and

roadmaster on the east-

ern, central Kansas and

White River divisions.

From September, 1908,

to April, 1914, he was ^- ^- ^''"^

consecutively assistant

engineer, division engineer and general roadmaster on the Mem-
phis, central and Arkansas divisions of the southern district.

In April, 1914, he was appointed engineer maintenance of way
of the southern district, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark.,

and on January, 1917, he was made division superintendent,

which position he has held continuously with the exception of a

period of four months between June and November in 1917, dur-

ing which time he was chief engineer under the constructing

quartermaster in charge of the construction of the National

Army cantonment at Camp Pike, Ark.

Purchasing

W. S. Galloway, assistant purchasing agent of the Balti-

more & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed pur-

chasing agent of the Baltimore & Ohio (eastern lines and

New York terminals), the Western Maryland, the Cumber-

land Valley, the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, and the Coal

& Coke, with office at Baltimore.

R. B. Pegram, executive general agent of the Southern

Railway, at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed general

purchasing agent of that road, and the Carolina Clinchfield

& Ohio, the Carolina Clinchfield & Ohio of Souih Carolina,

the Georgia. Southern & Florida, and the .Mabama & Vicks-

burg, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

O. H. Wood, assistant purchasing agent of the Great

Northern at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed special rep-

resentative of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee
of the Railroad Administration, with headquarters in the

same city. He will co-operate with that committee and assist

in procuring railroad requirements of fir lumber.

Railway Officers in Government Service

The President's appointment of A. G. Pack as chief in-

spector oi locomotives was confirmed by the Senate on
July 6

T. C. Powell, in addition to his duties as manager of inland

traffic of the War Industries Board, has been appointed also

special representative of the Railroad Administration with
that board.

E. T. Willcox, general freight agent of the Seaboard Air

Line, has been appointed chairman of the committee of

freiglit traffic control with office in Southern Railway Build-

ing, Washington, D. C, vice George R. Loyall, appointed
operating assistant to the regional director, Southern Region.

Martin H. Clapp, superintendent of telegraph of the North-
ern Pacific, has been appointed manager, telegraph section,

division of operation of the Railroad Administration, with
office in the Southern Railway building, Washington. Mr.
Clapp will have supervision over telegraph and telephone
lines belonging to the railroads under federal control.

Obituary

Francis N. Dowler, general eastern agent of the Colorado
Midland, with office at New York, died on July 2, at his home
in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Lawrence Dwen, general agent of the Missouri & North
.'\rkansas at Joplin, Mo., was accidentally killed on June 21

while riding on a railroad velocipede, which suddenly left

the track and plunged into a ditch.

J. L. Greatsinger, formerly for several years previous to

1901 president and general manager of the Duluth & Iron
Range, and subsequently president of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company, died on July 2 at his home in Elmira. N.
Y.. at the age of 68.

Henry F. Shoemaker, formerly chairman of the executive

committee, board of directors, of the Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton, from 1890 to 1904, and also from 1899 to 1904

chairman of the board of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, died on July 2, at his summer home in River-

side, Conn., at the age of 73.

E. S. Meloy, assistant engineer in charge of bridge erection

and bridge inspection on the staiT of the chief engineer of

the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at

Chicago, died in that city on July 8, after an extended illness.

Mr. Meloy entered the employ of the St. Paul as a draftsman
in the bridge and building department in 1886 and was pro-

moted to assistant engineer in 1890.

W. W. Walker, federal manager of the Duluth, South
Shore & Atlantic, and chairman of the committee appointed
to represent the railroads in handling ore, coal and grain

traffic, at Lake Supe-
rior and upper Lake
Michigan ports, died

July 2, following an
operation on June 23.

Mr. Walker was born
at St. Catharines, Ont..

on June 3, 1868, and be-

gan railroad work as

an office boy with the

Grand Trunk, in 1883.

The following year he
went with the Queen &
Crescent Route, and
remained with that line

for three years as a

clerk in the traffic de-

partment. In 1887. he
entered the employ of
the Chicago & North
Western in the claim
department, and from
October, 1888, to Feb-
ruary, 1890, was rate clerk and chief clerk in the general
freight department of the Great Northern, following which
he was appointed traveling freight agent of the Duluth,
South Shore & .Atlantic. Seven years later he was promoted
to assistant general freight agent, and from July, 1901, until
December 1, 1911, was general freight agent, at Duluth, Minn.
On the latter date he was elected vice-president and general
manager of the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and the
Mineral Range, with headquarters at Duluth, which position
he held until his appointment as federal manager, as was an-
nounced in these columns on June 21.

W. W. Walke
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TOHN G. LONSDALE was born in Memphis, Tenn.

While still very young, he lost both parents in the yellow

fever epidemic which swept that city in the late seventies.

In his early youth he moved to Hot Springs, Arkansas,

where he gained his first business training. At the age of

21, he was appointed receiver of the Little Rock, Hot

Springs & Western Railroad. Fifteen years ago, Mr.

Lonsdale moved to New York City, where he achieved

pronounced business success as a member of the banking

and brokerage firm of Logan & Bryan. In 1915, the offer

came to him to assume the presidency of the National Bank

of Commerce in Saint Louis. It was an opportunity for

constructive work is his native section, and he grasped it.

Under his administration the deposits of the bank have in-

creased twenty-five million dollars in three years—and they

are still on the upward swing. The bank is the largest in

the Eighth Federal Reserve District.

John G. Lonsdale

ETDWARD B. BRUCE, President of the Pacific Development Corporation of New

York, is a graduate of Columbia University (1901) and of Columbia Law School

(1904). He was a member of the Varsity football team. After leaving law school he went

to work for Cravath, Henderson & DeGersdorff. He later went out to Manila, and in 1916

helped to form the Pacific Development Corporation and was made its president. The Pacific

Development Corporation is interested in industrial and commercial development in the East.

It controls the Pacific Commercial Company which has considerable interest in the Philippines,

and Andersen, Meyer & Company, which is the representative in China of the General Elec-

tric Company, Pressed Steel Car Company, Baldwin Locomotive Company, and other large

American manufacturers. The Pacific Development Corporation also controls Hartmann

Brothers, Inc., which does a very considerable import business. In April, 191 7, the Develop-

ment Corporation acquired the Philippine Manufacturing Company, American Machine &

Manufacturing Company, and the International Vegetable Oil Company. The business of

these latter companies, which has to do with different phases of the manufacture and import

into the United States of copra and of vegetable oil, has taken on a very considerable import-

ance, especially since the restrictions which have had to be placed on the use of oils made from

animal fats.
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F. J. Lisman

p REDERICK J. LISMAN is a New York banker
I who has specialized in deahng in the securities of the

smaller railroads and of the so-called short line railroads.

Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Lisman is a hard-headed

and a very successful practical banker, he has found time

and interest to study both the history and the economics of

the development of American railroads, and there are prob-

ably few men in America who know intimately what might

be called the inside history of the development of so great

a number of railroad projects. In testifying before the

Hadley Securities Commission, which made an investigation

about the issuance of railroad securities, he described fully,

frankly and vividly how numerous short lines all over the

United States have been financed and built; how the farm-

ers have given the labor; how the ties have been supplied

at very small cost; how the money for such necessary sup-

plies as rails, cars and locomotives has been raised by the

issue of first mortgage bonds at the rate of so low as $10,000
per mile, which were sold possibly in Holland, in Germany
or in France; and how the benefit which accrued to the

farmer came from the opening up of transportation facilities,

and how the profit which accrued to the banker, if in the

end the project was successful, came through holding the

stock over possibly a period of years and selling it eventually

to some one of the larger railroad systems. About 1 5 years

ago, before physical valuation of railroads had been con-

sidered seriously. Congress desired to have a valuation made
of all the outstanding securities of railroads. Mr. Lisman
undertook this enormous task and carried it out without any

compensation from the government. Congress has never

made any use of this work.

P RANK WRIGHT NOXON is a newspaper man of

broad experience and the author of "Are We Capable

of Self Government ?" published in 1916, and of "The Rate

Decision and Railway Credit," published in 1911. Mr.

Noxon was a reporter on the Syracuse Herald for a year;

was dramatic critic of the Boston Record from 1893 to

1900; and he has been managing editor of the Providence

News, of the Boston Republic, and of the Boston Traveler.

He was secretary to Henry M. Whitney in 1905, and was

course lecturer in the Boston Public High School of Com-

merce in 1907 and 1908. He has been secretary of the

Railway Business Association since 1908. This associa-

tion was formed by the manufacturers of railway supplies

with the object of jiutting before the public certain phases

of the railroad question; and it was at one of the annual

dinners of this association that James J. Hill, in 1912, made

his prophetic speech outlining the country's needs of greater

railway facilities and terminals.

Frank Wright Noxon



Some Cheering Thoughts on the War Debt
The Future of Business in This Country, Despite the Great

Destruction of Property Which Is Going on, Is Bright

By John G. Lonsdale

President of The National Bank of Commerce in St. Louis

AYOtlNG man of our city, after sixty days at the avia-

tion field, where he had done nothing more perilous

than study aeroplanes on the ground, recently came

home on leave. His uniform was new, the girls were nice

to him, and he enjoyed his visit. But, what is more, he

cheered up his friends, for to each of them he confidentially

imparted the information that Sherman was wholly wrong:

That war wasn't Hell at all; in fact, that it was ver}'

enjoyable.

However, in presenting this article, the writer must state

that he is not quite so cheery as this young man. War is a

thing of burdens and horrors and it is futile to deny it.

German}' forced us into the conflict to defend the principles

and ideals for which this nation stands, and we accept its

economic consequences in the same unflinching spirit of pa-

triotism as that which sends our boys to the trenches. What-
ever may be the money costs, we will pay them. The true

American feels that, unless we win, life will not be worth

while and the unpatriotic resident, if such there be, knows
that, if Germany wins, his property rights will not be worth

while. So they both buy Liberty Bonds, and the figures of

our National debt mount to higher levels. But, even so,

the cost of this war, as expressed in dollars, is very decep-

tive. There are many reasons.

In the first place, though the figures of our indebtedness

are huge, the ratio to our national wealth is very small,

and will probably never reach the ratio developed by Civil

War expenditures to the nation's wealth as it then existed.

True, as some ma}- point out, we have never paid all of

this Civil War bill, but it was not because we couldn't.

Uncle Sam has treated it much as the millionaire individual

who renews from time to time a ten-thousand-dollar note

at the bank. If so requested, he could pay it at any time,

but the bank is glad to have his paper, and so it rocks along

without serious thought from either party. If the note were
$100,000 it would probably have been paid at its first ma-
turit}'. So, when Uncle Sam comes out of this war with his

heavy obligations, special arrangements will be made to

meet them. Liberty Bonds will be paid—and no one thinks

otherwise.

Our National wealth and our annual National income
have been estimated at two hundred fifty billions and forty

billions respectively, while our war expenditures will be, it

is thought, about fifteen billions per year when our industries

are fully converted to a war basis. But, as a matter of
fact, if the estimate of our income gave due consideration
to war prices, the total would probably be sixty billions in-

stead of forty billions. Some idea of the enormously in-

creased production, which includes, of course, a great deal
of war materials, may be gained from the fact that Income
and E.xcess Profits taxes which it was originally estimated
would yield two and one-half billion dollars for 1917 will
probably yield over four billions. These figures are sig-
nificant, too, as supporting what has previously been said
about the ease with which our pre-war National debt of a
billion dollars could have been discharged.

In the foregoing, we have spoken of the annual cost of
war in terms of dollars. War's burden, however, would be
more accurately referred to as a loss, and be treated in terms
of tangible property—cloth, and steel, and foodstuffs, and
all other things that minister to the wants and comfort of
mankind. In a hroad sense, we may sav that this loss arises

on the one hand from increased consumption and destruc-

tion of commodities, and, on the other, from decreased pro-
duction. We know that we are losing ships and cargoes,

and that guns and munitions of war of every kind are being
manufactured to last but a short time on the battle front.

We know, too, that millions «f men who were producers are
being converted into soldiers. But then, too, we know that
civilians are .vorking harder than ever; that a great many
women fonnerly unemployed have joined the ranks of wage
earners and producers; we know that a not inconsiderable
part of the war's cost is represented by wages paid to sol-

diers, much of which sum will be saved. We know that,

as our ship-building program now stands, the end of the
war will find us with more ships than ever before. We
know how highly improbable it is that this country will

ever be invaded by a hostile force, and our railroads, our
buildings, our farms, factories and mines will therefore re-

main unaffected by the direct ravages of war. It must fol-

low, then, leaving out the question of debt in terms of dol-
lars, and considering merely property loss, that this countr}-

is not driving toward economic ruin, even if it be assumed
that the war will last ten years.

The cost of war being thus properly considered as a loss

of property or its equivalent, it is readily seen that this loss

must be borne as we go along. No future generation can
supply the materials that we need now, and that are being
so freely sacrificed. What, then, is the meaning and pur-
pose of National debt? Merely this, and nothing more:
That a certain portion of our citizens own the things that

are needed for the waging of warfare, while others own
property of a different kind. It would be manifestly unfair
to confiscate A's powder factory and his materials for gov-
ernment use, while B, who happens to own a candv factor}-,

is left in full possession and ownership. But the govern-
ment must have the output of the powder facton-. Hence,
it first acquires purchasing power by selling obligations of
the government, which are in fact obligations of all the
people; and it then uses this purchasing power to pav A for
his powder. Thus an injustice is avoided: The cost of the
war is equitably distributed. Yet, as regards the property,
itself (powder in this instance), the diminution of the
country's wealth is just as great as if confiscation had been
the method adopted. From which it is evident that the
people of the United States as a whole are neither more nor
less wealthy because government bonds, representing the
war's cost, have been issued to them.

There ar© those who think debt is wrong in principle.

They believe in the old proverb, "God is not sinless: He
created borrowers." But, as we have explained National
debt hereinbefore, we see that it is merely a method of pre-
venting a great injustice to property owners of a certain
class. At the end of this war, the people of the United
States, represented by their government, will owe the peo-
ple of the United States as bondholders a certain sum of
money. This money must be raised by taxation, assessed
against property and income. But, it may be safely as-
sumed that the ownership of Liberty Bonds will be distrib-

uted according to property and income also: and, insofar as
this holds true, each person's payments of taxes will come
back to him in the form of bond interest and re-pa}Tnent
of bond principal. In this respect, the financing of this
war in all countries differs greatly from preceding wars.
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Heretofore the bond issues have been largely purchased by

the very wealthy, so that, after the war, the people at large

would be paying taxes for the benefit of the few. While

on this question of taxation, let us not forget, either, that

one of our avowed purposes in this war is to form a league

of nations and curtail or abolish national armaments. Thus

will one of the great burdens of the people of all nations

be forever removed.

A question in which everyone is vitally interested is

whether industry will be thriving, and trade active, after

the war. This cannot be definitely answered, because no

one knows when the war will end, or what the economic

condition of the present belligerent nations will be at the

finish. But, from the trend of current events and the teach-

ings of history, we can arrive at certain general conclu-

sions.

First, we know that our spirit, when an American peace

has been earned, will be one of pride and thankfulness. We
will face whatever is to be faced in the way of economic

trials with the knowledge and the confidence gained from

solving war problems of equal magnitude. The menace of

German autocracy being removed, we will be rich in our

sense of national security and rich in memories of glorious

achievements.

There must, of course, be a period of economic re-adjust-

ment to peace conditions, just as the process of adjustment

to war conditions is now going on. But this period will be

short, and will perhaps be partially prepared for before the

war ends. For a decade after peace comes, Europe will go

through a process of rehabilitation, and the materials for

this work will be largely supplied by our people, because

we may depend upon the working out of some plan, prob-

ably through the government, whereby the necessary credits

will be granted to those nations whose peoples desire to

purchase from us. As a nation we have alread}- become

accustomed to making foreign loans, and as individuals to

financing foreign business. There will be real co-operation

between government and business, both in financing and in

entering foreign fields. Our banks will come out of the

war in liquid condition, because liquidity of assets is the

present watchword of bankers throughout the countr}-. Re-

turning soldiers will soon find work, because there will be

much to do. Stocks of goods all over the world will have

Ijecome depleted, and will need replenishment. A great

amount of building and construction work in this country,

both private and public, is now being deferred till the com-

ing of peace. Railroads will need extensions and new equip-

ment, and the railroad industry will be liberally financed.

We shall be very busy with all of this, and our economic

recovery from the effects of war will be rapid.

If there be those who doubt the ability of the human race

to rise from the ashes and wreckage of this war, let him but

read the history of France after the Franco-Prussian war;

let liim but consider the rapid economic rise of the United

States after the Civil War. With knowledge of such achieve-

ments, one has but little svTnpathy with such a wail as the

following, which emanates from a current writer: "Hovir

commerce will be financed, how manufactures will be re-

vived, how banking will be carried on. how public bank-

ruptcies on an unheard-of scale are to be avoided—these

are questions which defy experience and baffle even the

wisest heads." W'hen he ignores what historv' might tell

him on this subject, he is as wisely consistent as the man
who turns off the light and wonders why it is dark. Let

him read this from the "Contemporary Review" of April,

1877, with reference to France, after the Franco-Prussian

War: "And so we come round to France, the people whose

well-being has been so visited with the most violent assaults

. . . War has desolated her broad fields and overthrown

her industries over great areas of her territorv'. Her taxa-

tion has been suddenly raised by the gigantic sum of thirty

millions of English pounds a year . . . Her share of

the commercial trial has been the severest and largest of

all: yet at this hour she exhibits, not the melancholy lan-

guor of business men in other countries, but the active

movements of quickened recovery."

.\s France recovered, so will the world.

But, first, the war must be won.

Illustrating Se A German Bath Train



The Future of the Railroads of the United States
A Suggestion for a Regional System of Railroads Under Private

Ownership With Government Representation

By F. J. Lisman
Of F. J. Lisman & Company.

PROPHECY at all times is uncertain but never before has

it been as difficult to read the future as at present.

An endeavor to judge the future by the past would

probably be futile, because with tbe rapidly changing point

of view, experience of the past is thrown to the winds and

the public appears to be ready to take up rashly new doc-

trines. A writer in a recent issue of the Political Science

Quarterly says: ''We have become aware that the orthodox

doctrines of economics, politics and law rest upon a tacit

assumption that man's behavior is dominated by rational

calculation. We have learned further that this is an assump-

tion contrary to fact. But we find it hard to avoid the old

mistakes, not to speak of using the new knowledge."

Our railroad system developed during the period of in-

dividualism, when private initiative was considered the ideal

method of developing all resources and the chance for pri-

vate profit and for the distinction of having accomplished

the development of small or large sections of the country, or

of some particular enterprise, was the incentive. At that

time the accepted public philosophy was that the fittest should

survive and the "devil take the hindmost." During the last

twenty years a new philosophy has taken hold, which is

based on the greatest good for the greatest number and under

which the activity- of the individual which we formerly

greatly encouraged, is circumscribed closer and closer. For-

merly individualism ran riot, now collectivism may do like-

wise. As individualism was preponderant in the develop-

ment of the railroads, therefore, the reaction in that partic-

ular field is strongest. The managers of railroads themselves

discovered in the 80's that individualism had become too

pronounced and was through excessive competition threat-

ening their own fortunes; therefore, there was an era of con-

solidation during which most of the present railroad systems

were formed.

Some of the legislators feared that consolidation might go
too far and passed the Sherman act, which in effect pro-

hibits consolidation of any kind. This law was almost a

dead letter for ten years until public opinion had matured
sufficiently to demand its enforcement. Since then, with the

change of the public"? point of view towards what for lack

Owing to tlie difficulty of getting capital at fair prices,

railroads have not as formerly, been able to increase their

facilities so as to meet any normal increase in demand for

transportation. About July 1, 1914, there was every indi-

cation that as a sequence of the unwise and repressive legis-

lation against corporations the development of the United
States would be seriously checked and that we were headed
for a long and serious business depression. When there is

no incentive for capital, then, of course there will be no
development, and when there is no development, there is un-
emplo}-ment. The sudden demand for all sorts of war sup-
plies on part of the European belligerents entirely changed
the situation- before the lesson was well-learned and most
people in the excitement of the times, have forgotten about
this. The railroads have had all the business they could han-
dle since the middle of 1915 and while they made some
money at first, the increased business of late was a burden
rather than a benefit owing to the lack of facilities, largely

brought about by lack of credit and the rapid increase in

expenses.

Since we entered into the w-orld's war, the constitution has
been practically suspended and the executive, as is neces-
sary in times like these, has been vested with far-reaching
powers. It was found that the congestion of the railroads

needed drastic treatment and, therefore, the Government took
possession of the railroad system, through the Director Gen-
eral of Railroads.

An effort is now being made to operate the railroads to
the best possible advantage, that is by suspending competi-
tion and onerous restrictions of the federal and state gov-
ernments in every respect, and also by making the public
pay the full cost price. The public has suddenly visualized
that it is really interested only in good service at the lowest
possible prices and that competition is not necessarily es-

sential to achieve that purpose. Pretty soon the public will
realize that for instance five competitive trains leaving Chi-
cago for the Twin Cities or Omaha at about the same hour
is just as expensive, and something they have to pay for one
way or the other, as it is to have two sets of gas pipes in
the same streets. This lesson had previously not been brought

of a better term is known as "social justice," railroads and home to the public because it was the investor who usually
other utility corporations have been so curbed they are now
in a position of a man bound hand and foot who is asked to

do a good day's work.

It may be said that the managements of some steam rail-

roads were dishonest and of others incompetent, but it is

doubtful whether the percentage of dishonesty and incompe-
tence was as great in the railroad field as in other enterprises.

Tlie temptations were great but railroads were alwa3S in the

lime light, which acts as a restraint. The speculative ten-

dency of some railroad managements has led to heavy losses

on part of the security holders but to none on part of the

public served by the railroad companies. That dishonesty
and incompetence has not been the dominant factor in the
decline of railroad securities is proven by the fact that in
the decade 1907-1017, there has been no conspicuous ex-
ample of improvement in the financial condition of a single
large railroad company. On the other hand, some of the
companies which at tlie beginning of this ten year period
were prosperous, have since gone into bankruptcy and the
credit of most others has declined, irrespective of the increase
in the rate of interest due to the great demand for capital for
war, industrial and other purposes.

paid for this duplication of service rather than the consumer.
During the last ten years investors have learned by bitter

experience that money invested in developing railroad enter-
prises is not likely to bring any return.

The railroads which were in a development stage since the
commencement of the war in 1914, have as a whole had no
opportunity to demonstrate their real earning capacity. The
smaller roads were greatly hampered by the car shortage and
the larger roads did not receive any, or verj' little benefit,

from certain rehabilitations made during the period in ques-
tion. The larger properties are now leased to the Govern-
ment at the standard return, which means the average of the
net earnings for the three years ended June .30, 1917. The
owners of the small roads are extremely uncertain as to their
position and seeing there is very little or no chance for an
income from their investment they would like in many cases
to scrap their properties at the prevailing high price for
second hand rail and equipment, for the purpose of saving
some of their principal. The Director General in many
cases has refused or is threatening to refuse to take over these
lines. This refusal under present conditions of the labor
market is equivalent to a death sentence, because these stru?-
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gling properties cannot compete with lines controlled by the

government. In case of the refusal to take these properties

over the owners would in most cases be prevented by the local

authorities from taking up their lines; therefore, the capital

invested in short lines has become subject to financial slaver)-.

Government Responsibility

The method of railroad regulation by federal and state

governments developed between 1906-1917 and was equiv-

alent to absolute government control without responsibility.

The government fixed the price of transportation for freight

and passengers; it fixed the wages and regulated the method

of keeping books. In effect the government had comman-
deered the capital which had been invested in the railroads.

As this capital had become fixed it could not, of course, be

withdrawn except in so far as the securities representing it

could be disposed of in the market at ever declining prices,

l)ut additional capital for the construction or the development

of railroads became unobtainable on fair terms. The condition

under which capital was expected to be furnished was sub-

stantially that if the enterprise were successful, capital would

be theoretically entitled to a fair rate of interest, but if the

reverse, capital should take the whole of the risk; in other

words, the politicians as representing the public said to

capital "heads we win and get the facilities, and you get a

rate of interest which you could have obtained without tak-

ing any risk; tails you lose your money and we get the facil-

ities anyway." This was obviously an impossible proposition.

The writer was interested in a sixty mile railroad in one

of the Southern States, which, during the three years ended

1910, did quite well. Since then, for a variety of reasons,

crops along the road have been a failure and interest on the

company's bonds has not been paid. Notwithstanding this,

the local railroad commission tried to insist some time ago

that additional equipment be furnished for the purpose of

accommodating a manufacturer of crates, whose traffic would
liave passed over but five miles of this company's track. The
obvious answer to the railroad commission was that no ad-

ditional capital could be found because the prospect of get-

ting no return on the money was not attractive to capital.

This same answer applies all around. To put it concisely,

too m-uch regulation is confiscating a large amount of cap-

ital invested in the railroads and above all, it has absolutely

confiscated the incentive.

Government Does Not Practice What It Preaches

Digressing for a moment let us note how little our legis-

lators are inclined to follow the line of action they have laid

down for others. The railroads of the United States earned

nearly four billion dollars annually before the war. They
had to keep their books according to a standard method, giv-

ing all items of income and expense to the minutest detail.

During the same period the total amount of money collected

in the United States by federal and state governments and their

subdivisions through taxation was about 10 per cent greater

than the total gross earnings of the railroads. Neither Con-
gress nor any Legislature has troubled itself to correlate the

figures as to the total amount of taxes collected, much less

has any attempt been made to follow the expenditures of

these moneys; in fact in most of the states it is not even

known how much the sub-division of the states, such as

counties and municipalities collect, or how they spend it. In
some states the electric light, electric railway companies and
gas companies must keep their books according to a certain

standard, but similar public utilities operated by some of the

municipalities are exempted from this rule.

What About the Future?

The paramount question now is, what is going to

happen to railroad enterprises after the war. Previous

conditions had become intolerable and a new and constructive

policy will have to be adopted. It is barely possible the

question of government ownership may become the issue be-

tween the two political parties at some congressional or pres-

idential election but as the attitude of most voters on this

subject is so very uncertain both parties will probably prefer

not to make this the definite issue. The railroad problem

will have to be solved, however, possibly by the Congress

elected this Fall, or more likely by the Congress which is

elected in 1920.

In final analysis there are only three ways of handling

the railroad problem.

( 1 ) Government ownership and operation. It is safe to

say that all of those who have devoted their lives to the

railroad problem are convinced that government ownership

whenever and wherever tried, has been a serious failure. Tlie

American public has always been jealous of its liberties and

it is very doubtful whether even with the present socialistic

tendencies the public would be ready to put so much power

into the hands of the government, which would mean prac-

tically putting this enormous power into the hands of any
political party controlling the government for the time being.

(2) To return the railroad properties to the corporations,

on the same basis as existed previous to the war.

The conditions prevailing previous to the war were equiv-

alent to absolute government ownership without government

responsibility, a return to which is not feasible because—

-

(a) The companies will not be able to raise the neces-

sary capital to rehabilitate their properties which will be

necessarily run down if the war lasts several years, because

the government will only make such improvements as will

help win the war.

(b) Enforced competition does not fit into the new sys-

tem of philosophy. It is the big perspective or poimt of view
of the time which dominates the action of each generation.

What is right in one generation is frequently wrong in the

next, and vice versa. The public having visualized that en-

forced competition is unnecessary and expensive, will insist

on dispensing with it. The shipper in Chicago who had the

choice of half a dozen package cars via as many dift'erent

lines for a shipment of dry goods from Chicago to Atlanta

has had his mentality adjusted to the fact that there is now-

only one daily package car between these points which should

be able to give more dependable service than any one of the

six formerly gave. He will not longer be interested in the

question which route to ship over or which one of the glad-

hand freight agents to favor with his business. This era be-

longs to the dead past.

(3) There would appear to be nothing left but a compro-
mise between public ownership and private operation.

Such a compromise may, of course, take various phases. It

ma}- come in the shape of government ownership of proper-

ties turned over to private companies for the purpose of op-

eration. The most logical wa\- to solve the problem would
appear to be a continuance of private ownership and private

operation on the best tenns combined with reasonable gov-

ernment supervision.

Regional Railroads

It is beyond human ken for any man or even set of men
to operate a railroad system of 250,000 miles, the approxi-
mate present mileage of the United States.

There has been a contest since the close of the Civil \Vr
between two different types of railroad management, depart-
mental and divisional. Under the departmental system all

details are run from headquarters by someone in charge of

some department. For instance, every trifling question about
engineering has to be submitted to headquarters. Under the
divisional system the General Superintendent, who may have
cliarge of 1,000 miles of railroad, or even the Division Su-
perintendent with from 150 to 300 miles of railroad to look
after, has fairly full authority over his division and is in
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many cases authorized to spend as much as $5,000 at his

discretion.

Under government ownership everything would be done on

a departmental basis and it would be difficult to give anybody

outside of Washington authority to do anything. This would

not only tend to delays, but it would take all the initiative out

of every official.

Railroading, after all, is very much as Hancock said about

the tariff, "strictly a local question." Very few people realize

how strictly local it really is. The man in charge of any rail-

road in order to run it successfully must know

:

1. The local problems; the nature of his territory as to

traffic and seasonal movements, etc.

2. Conditions of the soil along his line as affecting track

conditions.

3. The grades affecting his motive power and train loads.

4. Physical condition and t}'pe of his motive power and

other equipment.

5. The class of men under him clear down to section men.

It is for this reason that the size of corporations or of re-

gions mu.st be kept down to a size which at least one or two

big men can visualize and understand.

To operate to the best advantage 25,000 miles of railroad is

a very big proposition indeed. In order to get the best results

the country must be divided into not less than eight and prob-

ably not more than fifteen regions. The first region to take in

the New England states, the second composing the present

trunk line territory east of Buffalo and Pittsburgh and north

of the Mason-Dixon line; a third the territory west thereof

and north of the Ohio River and running to Chicago and

St. Louis on the west, etc. The government should encourage

the consolidation of companies within each region and if nec-

essary enforce consolidation. This, of course, would involve

many legal problems. The government by the law of eminent

domain unquestionably would have the right to condemn the

properties of the companies and these rights might go as far

as to compel the stockholders to take the securities of the

regional railroad instead of cash or government securities.

The best way to work out this problem, would be to appoint

committee to place a value on the various properties, not

solely on the basis of physical value, but on a basis on which
business men would deal with each other. Such a com-
mittee would have to be composed of representatives of

the federal government, of the corporations, of the shippers,

also experts on the subject, that is college professors, who
are much disliked in many quarters, but who nevertheless

are becoming more prominent and active in nearly every

walk of life. These committees would have to take into con-

sideration the following factors:

(1.) Approximate physical value,

(2.) Necessity to the public,

(3.) Past earnings,

(4.) Prospects for the future,

Physical value must necessarily be a less important factor

than heretofore. Because of the tremendous change in the

cost of everj'thing no one can say what would be a fair basis

at this time.

Surely the cost prevailing on July 1, 1914, which was to

be the basis of the valuation previously ordered by Congress
would appear to be unfair to the owners, and the high price

of war times would appear to be unfair to the government.

Just what basis is fair is largely a matter of individual opin-

ion. This is especially so because this subject has to be
considered within twenty-one months after the close of the

war, before prices for labor and commodities have settled

down to a definite level. A fair value for each property,

to be determined by unbiased arbitrators must in the end
become acceptalile to all parties in interest.

The law authorizing regional railways must provide that
the rates in all cases be high enough to enable the companies
to earn interest on their outstanding bonded debt, as well
as a fair rate of interest, say 6% on the outstanding capital

stock and on such stock as may be issued thereafter from
time to time. Any surplus earned by the companies above
say 6% on the common stock should be divided equally be-

tween the companies and the government. This would pre-
serve the incentive of private management to obtain the best
possible results and the government would not only be in-

terested in having economical operation but would also be
interested in having the rates not unduly low. The principle
established in the recent organization of the American Rail-
road Express Company of giving the government an ever-
mcreasing share of the surplus above 5 per cent is wrong,
because it decreases the incentive of the management to make
a profit.

The board of directors of each regional system should be
composed of say nine members, of which four should be the
nominees of the government. Tliis board to appoint the
officials and there should be nothing in the law to handi-
cap the management by attempting to fix the salaries.

There are many companies, the lines of which traverse
several regions. This, however, is no obstacle to the
suggested plan, as long as the stockholders of these com-
panies receive their proportion in each regional corporation.
For instance the stockholders of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe might receive 20 per cent in the capital stock in
the Mississippi Valley region and 40 per cent each in the
stock of the Southwestern and Pacific regional company
and would fare no worse than if they received 100 per cent
in stock of some one company. The stock of some one
regional railway may be worth a trifle more than the stock
of another, because the prospects for an extra dividend in
some particular region may be somewhat better than that
of another. It would probably be some time l)efore these
variations in prices would develop.

Financial and Legal Problems

The various committees which would fix the values of
each property would of course have extremely complicated
financial and legal problems to solve; in fact 'in attempting
to deal with the companies on a cash basis the question of
the relative position of bonds, preferred and common stocks
would, of course, arise. Take the case of a company with
a very simple capitalization like the Kansas City & South-
ern which has an issue of long time 3 per cent bonds out-
standing. For the sake of round figures we will call this
capitalization as follows:

S30.000 Ofln 3 per cent bond's due 1950
20.000.00n 5 per cent bonds, due 1950'
21.000.300 4 per cent preferred stock
30.000.000 of common stock.

The valuation of this property has been tentativelv agreed
to under the old valuation and is stronglv disputed bv the
company. Let us assume that for the purpose of the proposed
consolidation into the Southwestern Regional Railway, the
company assets should be valued at $75,oVjO,000. This would
be equivalent to par for the bond issues and the preferred
stock and would leave a value of 13^ per cent for the com-
mon stock. The First Mortgage bonds would then
have to run to maturity about 30 years hence and
be paid off at par. As a matter of fact they are selling at
60 and have never sold higher than about 75. It would
probably be much fairer for the committee to sav that the
bond issues selling at a discount should be taken up by
some 4 per cent blanket mortgage bond of the regional rail-
way on a 4 per cent basis. This would work out approxi-
mately 82 for the 3 per cent bonds of the Kansas City
Southern and the Chicago & Alton or about 88 for the great
number of long time 3^ per cent bonds issued bv com-
panies like the Chicago & Northwestern, New York Central,
etc. If 4M per cent or 4^4 per cent should be the prevailing
rate of interest on government bonds at the time of the merger,
then these underlying railroda bonds should be taken up on a
4li per cent or 4'^ per cent basis. If a 4 per cent basis is ap-
plied in the case of the Kansas City Southern there would be
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18 per cent discount, or $5,400,000, which would equitably

belong to the $.50,000,000 of common stock. This would be

equivalent to an extra 18 per cent on the stock of this com-

pany. The legal question would arise whether the govern-

ment under the right of eminent domain could enforce the re-

tirement of a prior lien security at less than its par value.

Another question which would confront the committee

would be the capitalization of preferred stock. The Atchi-

son has outstanding 5 per cent preferred stock and the Kan-

sas City Southern a 4 per cent preferred stock. Probably a

fair way to deal with this problem would be to offer to each

holder of $100 of a good 4 per cent preferred stock $80 of

the S per cent preferred stock of the regional railway, thus

maintaining the investors' present income but cutting down

the principal or nominal value of the security. By such an

exchange of the preferred stock of the Kansas City Southern,

the company's capitalization would be reduced by another

$4,200,000, which would be an additional 14 per cent which

should accrue to the benefit of the common stock.

Difficulties to Be Overcome

To enforce the conclusions of these committees special

legislation would be necessary, and possibly even a consti-

tutional amendment, to make the findings legal and binding.

The obstacles are innumerable. Many things have been

accomplished since we entered into the war which were con-

sidered impossible and the hurdles which we have jumped

are much greater than those which seem to Ije ahead pf us

in the wav of adjusting the railroad situation along these

lines. These obstacles resolve themselves into:

1. Financial: These matters to be determined by the

committees referred to.

2. Legal: A method may have to be considered largely

Ijv what was known after the civil war as force acts.

3. Regulation: Details of government regulation which

should l)e determined by the same or other committees.

4. Operation: The relations of the regional systems to

each other which are purely detail operating problems.

Such a solution of our railroad problems will I believe

do justice to the shipper, the body political
.
(our govern-

mental system) and the vested interests.

Settlement of Labor Question

The question of having labor get a part of the profits above

a fair rate of interest to capital must also be taken into con-

sideration. All forward-looking men realize that some con-

structive work has to be done in that line and that previous

conditions had become more or less unbearable. Exploita-

tion of labor during hard times by capital and the profiteer-

ing of labor in good times must cea.se. By making the two

interests partners the problem may be partially solved. It

therefore might be worth considering whether the surplus

above say 6 per cent on the capital should not be divided

between the Government, the Stockholders and Labor. To
say that each should have a third would be altogether too

crude a method of determination because some of the Re-

gional Railways would have a relatively larger capital stock

than others. Roughly, it takes $5 of Capital to produce $1

of Railroad gross earnings and of this dollar approximately

60 cents goes to labor. Assuming that the Regional Railways

will be capitalized on a basis of half bonds and half stock,

then the extra dividend of 1 per cent on the capital stock

would be equivalent to a bonus of approximately 4 1/6 per

cent to labor on the wages earned during the year. Possibly

a bonus of from 4 per cent—5 per cent to labor for every 1

per cent extra dividend paid on the stock might not be unfair.

The working out of the railroad problem on the above

basis would mean that substntially all bond issues well-

within a reasonable valuation of the properties and the inter-

est on which is protected by, say, a 50 per cent margin of sur-

plus earnings, would finally become underlying securities of

the regional s)-stems and would in the end sell on approxi-

mately the same interest basis. Lawyers seem to be of the

opinion that under the right of eminent domain the govern-

ment can call in any security at par: therefore, bonds pay-

ing 5 per cent or over might be redeemed before maturity.

Mny companies have a variety of junior and income bond is-

sues which would have to be exchanged for stocks or bonds

of the regional railways on a basis of par or less, in accord-

ance with the findings of the committees. There would be

much uncertainty as to the outcome of non-dividend stocks.

Many pages could be written about each detail of the lit-

erally thousands of points and problems which would develop

in the working out of the plan. This article is intended to

be merely a rough sketch of what appears to be a possible and
logical solution of the railroad problem.

On Thursday morning, after this paper had gone to press,

]\Ir. Lisman received a letter from England saying that the

English Railways were to be reorganized after the war on the

verv lines suggested in this article.
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American Trade Possibilities in the Far East
By Edward B. Bruce

President Pacific Development Corporation

STATISTICS OF IMPORTS and exports are deceptive guides erable part of it, is going to require careful study and sus-
in judging trade conditions and possibilities. This is tained effort.

particularly true of the statistics since the beginning of First and foremost, we are not going to take our true
the great war. The growth of our foreign trade since 1914 place in the world's foreign trade by staying at home. Or-
has not been under competitive conditions and is no criterion ganization in a foreign country where \ve wish to trade is
of what our trade will be when these conditions return. The the most important element in success. This is particularly
enormous increase of our foreign trade since the war has,
however, done two things. It has stimulated a wide and
growing interest in foreign trade and it has made the United
States an exporter rather than an importer of capital. To
a certain extent, the trade of the United States with the
Orient presents the same questions as our foreign trade gen-
erally. It has, however, many problems and interests pe-
culiarly its own.

Europe has for four years expended and Europe and
America are now expending their man power and their
treasure at a rate heretofore undreamed of. In the Far East
the conditions are reversed—the man power is not only un-
impaired by the wastage of the war, but as is always the case
in the East, the natural rate of increase in the population
is being augmented by a condition of unusual prosperity
and the wealth of the Far East is being tremendously in-

creased. China's total foreign debt of approximately one
billion dollars looked large before the war; today in' com-
parison with the indebtedness of the European countries and
the United States, it is insignificant.

Under present conditions, prophecies are dangerous, but
one thing seems certain and that is that the Far East haa
been and will be the great beneficiary of the war and will
emerge from it in a condition which will demand from the
rest of the world a far keener and more intelligent interest
in its affairs and offer a far greater opportunity for mutu-
ally helpful and profitable intercourse than existed prior to
the war.

Logically the United States should, and theoretically she
can take an important place in this intercourse. The East
as a whole, and in varying degrees in different countries,
possesses the greatest and least utilized labor supply in the
world. I venture to say, that the average adult male in
China earns less "than two dollars a month. I believe
this to be an over-statement for I personally know of
large sections in China where the average wage is much less.

The East possesses great but largely undeveloped natural
resources. It lacks transportation facilities, industrial de-
velopment and capital. Even more than these it lacks exec-
utive and industrial training and experience to realize on
and utilize its latent wealth. The United States needs the
products of the Orient, can supply the capital and industrial
direction and the manufactured goods which will be wanted
in increasing quantities as the resources of the East are de-
veloped. Today China is buying all that she can afford
to buy, and to increase materially her purchasing power, her
productive capacity must be correspondingly increased.'

_

To study what should be done one should consider the
situation as it existed before the war. Tlie total foreign
trade of the United States with the Orient was divided
roughly into two thirds imports from the East and one third
exports to the East. Only with the Philippine Islands did
our sales approximately equal our purchases. Not onlv was
this the ca.se, but the bulk of the business was handled in
foreign ships, by foreign trading firms, financed bv foreign
banks and insured in foreign insurance companies.
The enormous increa.se in our foreign trade since the war

[has not been won again.st competition. It has whetted our
appetite and we like the diet, but to keep it or anv consid-

true of the Orient. If we want the trade we have got to
go there and get it. We are not going to accomplish results
by staying at home and dreaming about it. European coun-
tries have for years used their best brains in the develop-
ment of this business. Young men of the highest grade go
to the Orient to make it their home, and trade with the Ori-
ent their life work. They learn the language, become ex-
perts in the products of the country. The requirements of
the people are studied and their likes and dislikes catered
to. The manufacturer follows the advice of his representa-
tive abroad and produces the goods that the people want and
puts it up in a package that meets the native taste. You
hear no talk from the English that such and such an article
IS good enough for the English and therefore it is good
enough for the Chinaman. Up to date the reverse has been
the case with the United States. Some few Americans have
gone to the Orient, but for the most part they have gone
through a spirit of adventure to see the world. They de-
mand higher wages than their European confreres and their
interest is divided between the pleasure of sightseeing and
a desire to get home. They leave their household goods
and utensils in this country and camp out abroad—the whole
atmosphere is transient. The feeling is that a certain
knowledge of the world may be useful in securing them bet-
ter jiositions at home, but that they must not stay away so
long as to be out of the running here. Americans are' not
naturally linguists and seldom take the trouble to learn the
language of the people of the country where they live.

This is not said in any spirit of criticism, but simply as
a plain statement of fact: The reason for which is clear
enough in that the young American has felt that he had a
better opportunity at home than abroad. Indications of a
change in this respect are already apparent—concerns en-
gaged in foreign trade are finding it easier to .secure the
right kind of Americans for foreign service, and it seems
reasonable to suppose that the war with the sending of mil-
lions of young Americans abroad, is likely to inculcate in
man>- of them, an interest and wish for foreign, service.

Next in importance to the question of men to carry on
foreign trade is the question of capital. Generally speak-
ing it is pretty clear that the amount of foreign trade any
nation has with a given country depends very largelv on the
amount of capital which that nation has invested in the
country. This is primarily true of the export trade in man-
ufactured articles which is the most profitable kind of for-
eign trade for any nation and the trade which .\merica
should especially seek. It is also particularly true of the
Orient. As an exporter, the Orient is a producer of raw
material and, with the exception of Japan, the Orient will
be a purchaser of manufactured articles. The Orient to
materially increase its purchasing power must be developed
and its labor utilized in productive industries—to do this
she needs capital and that country which furnishes most of
the capital is inevitably going to' secure most of the trade.

Third in importance, is the question of transportation and
the facilities and machinen' for foreign trade, such as for-
e'sn banks and insurance comoanies. America is at pres-
ent engaged in building a mighty merchant marine. This
merchant marine cannot compete on the Pacific under the
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existing laws when normal conditions return, but I believe it

reasonable to suppose that these laws will be modified when

the necessity arrives to use these ships for the arts of peace

and it is found they cannot be used without a modification

in the existing statutes.

There has been a large development of interest in foreign

banking which has been especially stimulated by the organ-

ization of the Federal Reserve Bank and the facilities it

extends to member banks for discounting acceptances. I

believe, however, that the same situation which applies to

trading applies to banking and that American banking in-

terests cannot take their proper place in international bank-

ing without establishing themselves abroad and securing the

services of high class experts. The same applies to insur-

ance; so far ^is I know not a single American insurance

company is doing business in the Orient.

The situation of the American business man abroad and

especially in the Orient was clearly shown at the outbreak

of the great war. Great Britain very properly and very

intelligently created a black list of enemy concerns follow-

ing the same procedure which we have adopted since our

entry into the war. She also very properly took the attitude

that while she could not control the activities of neutrals

she could withdraw her facilities from those neutrals who

did business with the finns on her black list. Most of the

American concerns in the Orient were so heartily in sym-

pathy with the cause of the Allies, that they thoroughly ap-

proved of the action taken by Great Britain and were per-

fectly willing to forego trading with the black listed firms,

but the fact remains that whether they liked it or not, they

had the alternative of giving up this trade or substantially

going out of business because the machinery for foreign

trade in the Orient was primarily in the hands of the Brit-

ish ; the American merchant who could not ship his goods in

British bottoms, who could not finance his goods through

British banks and who could not insure his goods in Brit-

ish insurance companies, could not do business in the Orient.

So far the questions discussed relate generally to Oriental

trade, but conditions vary so in the various countries in the

Orient that special study must be made of each. Ch"na

with its vast area, its immense population, its great but un-

developed natural resources is undoubtedly the country to

which one's thoughts turn in contemplating Oriental trade.

The more one studies China the more one becomes fascinated

by the theoretical possibilities of the country and the more

timid one becomes in expressing definite opinions as to con-

ditions there and probable developments. The only people

I have known who have no uncertainty as to the future of

China and are quite clear as to the best way to develop the

country, are the people who have made exceedingly short

visits there. The more familiar one becomes with the peo-

ple, its traditions, the more obscure and difficult the problem

appears.

One thing however, seems certain—China must have for

any real development a great expansion of her transportation

facilities. A country with a population estimated as high as

400,000,000 and with less than 7,000 miles of railway—

a

country with a mile and a half of railway for every thou-

sand square miles of area must be supplied with increased

transportation facilities for any large industrial and com-
mercial development. There are parts of China only a few

hundred miles distant from each other which are farther

apart commercially than Shanghai is from New York. The
problem in China from the point of view of the producer

of raw material is not that she does not produce the ma-
terial, but that there is no way of getting it out. People

cannot be large consumers of manufactured articles in a

countrv' where the porters' guild of a city opposes the in-

troduction of draft animals because it takes away their oc-

cupation, where you can hire ten men to pull a boat on a

canal cheaper than you can one horse—or where a basket

maker cannot ply his trade at night because the occupation

is not sufficiently lucrative for him to afford a light.

For the United States to do its share for the develof)-

ment of China and secure its portion of the trade of China,

the United States must be prepared to invest capital in pro-

viding for China the necessary facilities for trade in the way
of railways, roads, transportation facilities and port works

and for industrial development.

The situation in Japan justifies and demands the most

careful consideration by the United States. One cannot

travel through Japan or meet the Japanese without becom-

ing convinced that the wish for a closer understanding with

the United States and a desire for closer co-operation with

this country has grown tremendously in the last few years.

Japan on account of her strategic position, her industn," and

her tremendous increase in wealth, especially since the war,

will and is entitled to take a leading position in the devel-

opment of the Orient. Japan is rapidly becoming an impor-

tant industrial country and so far as manufactured goods

are concerned, is likely to be more of a competitor than a

market for the United States. Tlie Oriental problem so

far as Japan is concerned, is to my mind not so much a

matter of trade with Japan, but co-operation with Japan
in the development of the rest of the Orient. There will un-

doubtedly continue to be a profitable and valuable trade

with Japan in the exportation and importation of various

commodities which one or the other countries can produce

more efficiently or more cheaply than the other, but in a

larger way we must look upon Japan as a competitor—an

equal to be co-operated with in the development of the

Orient rather than a field for development in itself.

The Philippine Islands have, or should have a peculiar

interest and fascination for the people of the United States.

It is there that America's only real Oriental experiment has

been tried out and the results are a source of pride to every

American who knows conditions there, and a constant source

of irritation to these Americans that so little interest is taken

in that situation in the United States. America's work in

the Philippine Islands has been a fine accomplishment, has

brought wealth, happiness and contentment to the people

of the Islands and is a source of potential value to the

United States to an extent which few people realize. It will

surprise many to learn that the United States sold more
goods to the Philippines in the five years ending December
M, 1915, than to the whole of China during the same period.

The United States government has provided the facilities

for modern commerce in the Islands—thousands of miles of

beautiful roads have been built all over the Islands, rail-

ways extended and ports developed in the principal sea-

ports. While private enterprise has not taken the interest

in the Philippines that it should, what has already been

done has shown most gratifying results and the people are

clamoring today for assistance. The foreign trade of the

Philippine Islands has grown from $27,700,000 in 1899 to

$161,400,000 in 1917 and America's trade with the Islands

has grown from $4,700,000 in 1899 to $100,800,000 in

1917.

What I have said of China applies largely to Eastern

Siberia. The rest of the Orient, Indo China, the Strait

Settlements, Java and the other East Indies will always
be an important source of supply for tropical raw material

and an increasingly important market for manufactured
goods—the share of which America will get being dependent
on her energy in going after and supplying the trade.

The great war brought the United States into closer as-

sociation with other countries than ever before, and the re-

lations which are now being established are bound to have
an important bearing on the future of our activities in the

Orient. One cannot study the history of the last hundred
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years in China without realizing that it has been primarily

a struggle between conflicting forces—a period of unhappi-

ness for China and a period of unsatisfactory results in

proportion to the effort made for the rest of the world. With
the Chinese it is a conflict between the old and the new

—

the old China isolated from the rest of the world, its only

wish to be left alone, and the rest of the world impelled by

economic necessity and the immense growth of transporta-

tion, forcing its way in. The new China is developing,

realizing the inevitable necessity of taking a place

in the comity of nations, and seeking a way for the

development of the country without submerging its nation-

ality. The principal weapon of the Chinese during the last

hundred years has been international jealousy, and the

amount of ability which the Chinese have displayed during

this period in playing off one nation against the other,

would, had it been diverted into productive channels, have

made China a very different place than that it is today.

It is my hope and belief that a way will be found where-

by the allies can co-operate harmoniously in China and with

the Chinese in much of the greater development especially

that of a public nature necessary to China. The great public

improvements such as railways, port works, harbor improve-

ments, irrigation and drainage should be undertaken iDy the

United States in conjunction with our Allies.

On the other hand, this policy should not be followed

so far as a representation of American industries

is concerned—the American manufacturer should be rep-

resented in the Orient by Americans as with all possible

international amity, there should not be withdrawn the

proper rivalry and competition in trade, and the American
manufacturer cannot expect to have the sale of his goods

pushed with the maximum energy by a foreign house whose
primary purpose is to sell the goods manufactured in his

own country—let us therefore not only co-operate with the

other nations in the big things in the Orient, but build up
our own commercial business there and push it with all the

Yankee enthusiasm, ingenuity and punch that we can.

So far as the sale of American railway material in the

East is concerned, this I believe is going to primarily de-

pend on how- far American capitalists are going to share

in the financing of railway development in the East. Under
the system which has been inaugurated in China, the rail-

wa\s are owned by the government and the interest of the

people who build the railways and their profit in the enter-

prise comes through the sale of the securities issued against

the cost of the enterprise and the purchase of the necessary

material, supplies and ecjuipnient. Generally speaking the

railway is built under the direction of engineers of the

country supplying the money and the goods are bought there.

It is to be hoped that the time will come when China will

realize that it is for her interest to take in partners in an
enterprise and arrange conditions so that the profits are
shared on an equitable basis between China and those pro-
viding the money. The present system is innately vicious in

that the profits to the concern which builds the railway de-
pends upon the amount of the cost of the railway and it is

hardly fair to e.xpect human nature under these circum-
stances to build a railway as economically as it would be
built if the profits primarily resulted from the success of
operation.

Since the war there has been an increase in the demand
in China for American railway supplies and equipment be-
cause the other nations could not supply them, but gener-
ally speaking unless the United States takes its share in the

financing of the railways, the American manufacturer is not
going to secure an important share in the equipment and
supplies which are to be used b\- the railways of these eastern
countries.

One cannot realize who has not been in the Orient, the
immense effort and labor that Germany has put into build-
ing up of her foreign trade organizations there—many of
these organizations have for years been doing business with
little or no profits simply to establish themselves in the
country, expecting to reap the reward when competition is

reduced. Immense sums have been expended in provid-
ing the necessary machinery for foreign trade in the way of
warehouses, shipping facilities, lighters, launches, and all

the paraphernalia for foreign trade. The policy which the
United States has inaugurated of .\mericanizing the.se Ger-
man houses and withdrawing from Germany all the fruit of
their years of labor is a highly eftective war measure. The
opportunity exists today for the .\merican merchants to es-

tablish themselves at the expense of Germany in a wav that
will save years of labor and much money and it ought to be
taken advantage of to the fullest extent.

I •ltd H.nional Film Service

These British Soldiers Had to Commandeer a Locomotive to Set Them to Safety in Northern Russia



Is It Wise to Unify the Railways Nationally?
A Study of the Aims Which the PubUc Wishes to Obtain in Any

Re-organization of the Railways of the United States

By Frank W. Noxon
Secretary of the Railway Business Association

RECONSTITUTION of the American railway system after

the war is recognized in many quarters as a problem

which must be studied forthwith. It is seen that this

discussion cannot wait if the new system is to be installed

soon enough following the declaration of peace so that rail-

way projects may aid in stabilizing a nation's business sud-

denly bereft of war supply activities. The Chamber of

Commerce of the United States has authorized the convo-

cation of a conference representative of all interests "for

consider the broad 'aspects of the transportation problem and

the formulation of a basis for the control and operation of the

transportation facilities of the United States after the con-

clusion of the present government control."

Events since America went into the war have led some

who participated in previous discussions of regulatory policies

to wipe the slate clean and begin all over again. An advantage

of this mental process is that it tends to bring forward aims

as distinguished from means. For example, when anyone

says that he favors government ownership or government

operation, it is profitable to reply: "But government owner-

ship or government operation is not an aim. What are the

aims which you think would be promoted by government

ownership or government operation?" If the discussion can

focus Upon the purposes which it is desirable to promote

through a railway system and if those taking part in the con-

versation will make an effort to put aside their pre-conceived

adhesion to specific measures, clear thinking and doubtless a

spirit of co-operation will be engendered.

John R. Hall, in the Investment Economist Section of

The Railway Age for April S, enumerates a considerable list

of objects which he deems desirable. Before stating these

objects Mr. Hall formulates a measure, and the objects which

he proceeds to catalogue are set forth as advantages w-hich

would be put within reach by the measure w^hich he proposes.

Mr. Hall's measure is "Tlie substitution of a unified national

system for a competitive system." The objects which he be-

lieves such a unification would accomplish are the elimina-

tion of duplication of "executive, transportation, maintenance

and traffic organizations, tracks, terminals, cars, motive

power, stations, officers, machine and repair shops"; "adjust-

ment of rates on a broad basis of practical business considera-

tions instead of on a competitive theory"; supersession of state

laws and regulations by federal; "the linking up of lines not

now physically connected"; standardization of types of cars

and locomotives and many other supplies, and the stopping of

competitive purchasing; abandonment of differential routes

except for overflow of traffic and that "many miles of road

into new territories could be built on the saving made by

eliminating competitive construction."

It will be seen at once how valuable is the examination of

these specifications, not as arguments to support a measure,

but as proposals from which to extract ( 1 ) whether they are

desirable, and (2) if so, what measure would most effectively

promote them and do the least harm in other directions.

I do not pretend, either personally or as Secretary of the

Railway Business Association, to any hard and fast conclu-

sions as the basis of a railroad plan. The purpose of these

comments is to suggest a method for u.se in discussion.

Let us consider Mr. Hall's first object as I have sum-
marized it

—"the elimination of duplication." It is necessary

to unify on a national scale in order to eliminate for all prac-

tical purposes duplication of facilities and organization ? It

is essential to inquire in what respect such elimination would

fall short if instead of one national corporation we were to

have a number of competing transportation units. Competi-

tion between railroads in the ordinary sense is competition

for business carried between common points. One proposal

which has been brought forward with some particularity is

that the country should he divided up into a number of dis-

tricts in each of which all the transportation facilities would
be turned into an absolute monopoly. Quen,^: what duplica-

tion by the railroad unit in one district of facilities main-

tained by the railroad unit in another district would be of

sufficient moment to constitute a serious defect in such a

regional system? On the other hand it is being asked whether

such independent regional units do not possess important

advantages over a single national unit.

In the first place it is predicted that local state apprehen-

sion will defeat the complete centralization of railroad con-

trol. When we were advocating in 1916 certain extensions of

the federal scope opposition was by no means confined to the

South, and when we came forward with the plan of regional

sub-commissions, with which the people of a traffic area could

deal without going to Washington, a great part of the oppo-

sition disappeared, not only in the North but throughout the

South. Obviously a regional system which can be put through

has advantages over a national system which cannot.

In the second place it is argued that even if Congress were

to adopt a national system it would insist, and probably

public opinion would compel it to insist, on having a ma-
jority of the board, if not all of them, government appointees.

A proposal cited by Mr. Hall, but not included in my sum-
mary of his objects, is "that the principle of private owner-

ship will be upheld." We must thoughtfully consider whether

a board containing members, not to say a majority, appointed

otherwise than by stockholders would actually be under stock-

holders' control. President Wilson in the formative stages

of the federal reserve legislation challenged certain bankers

"to point to one government board in this or any other civi-

lized country upon which private interests have representa-

tion." The question was whether the regulator}' body, the

Federal Reserve Board, should itself contain members elected

by the banks. When it came to forming the Regional Reserve

Boards, which administer the rediscount function as trustees

for stockholders and depositors, the act provided that six

should be chosen by the banks and three appointed by the

government. Underlying this system, however, is a multitude

of individual banks, whose boards are 100 per cent elected by

stockholders and whose control over their own discount

standards is absolute. It is evident that one of the difficult

jiroljlems which we have to consider in formulating a railroad

plan is that while excluding the owners from representation

on the board which exercises supreme power of regulation

over every feature of financing, rates and operation, the rail-

road unit shall be financed, maintained, expanded and oper-

ated by an executive who is appointed by a board of which the

owners have unquestioned control.

Passing now to Mr. Hall's object with respect to rates

—

"adjustments of rates on a broad basis of practical business

considerations instead of on a competitive theory." Air. Hall
seems to a.ssume that the only competition affecting trans-

portation is a competition between railways. John F. Wal-
lace and Edward J. Noonan in a paper on terminals call

attention to the fact that transportation is the result not only
of competition between railroads but of competition between
regions. When Mr. Hall speaks of "a broad basis of prac-

98
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tical business considerations" as distinctively practicable

under a single national system as compared with a system

of independent railroads units, he invites comment from

those shippers who have maintained their economic position

by negotiation as to rates and railway service—in other words,

by business methods—rather than by submitting their case

to a tribunal of justice. When I lived in New England it

was common for us to say that if New England ever got her

"rights" as to railroad rates she would disappear as an indus-

trial factor. New England subsists on preferences. Numer-
ous litigations as to port preferentials and other aspects of

regional rate competition have been dealt with by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and I believe that body has on

some occasions even gone so far as to indicate that in its

judgment it was desirable that there should be a redistribu-

tion of the tonnage as among ports. But obviously the

logical conclusion of such litigations is a national yard stick,

possibly a mileage scale such as was attempted in Minnesota,

from which, as with the long-and-short haul clause, some

lines of business only escape destruction at certain junctures

because the commission exercises its power under the law to

grant preferences. Undoubtedly the re-assurance to which I

have referred when regional sub-commissions were outlined

was based upon the idea that while the last word would rest

with the central authority, nevertheless the people of each dis-

trict would have a government agency living among them,

sympathetic with them, intimate with their traffic history and
with their present problems, and not only engrossed in solving

problems from the district point of view but acting as spokes-

men and champions for the district in dealing with the rail-

roads of other districts and in adjustments of inter-regional

questions at Washington.

Mr. Hall's proposal of doing away with conflicts between

federal and state authorities seems to be covered by what I

have already stated.

Ne.xt Mr. Hall regards a national system as likely to facili-

tate "linking up of lines not now physically connected."

Some very earnest thought has been given to this question by
observers who regard the poverty of certain roads as due to

their detachment and lack of access to important termini.

One of our problems is to consider whether a national sys-

tem is necessary in order to give the people of the ill-served

areas the benefits of such linking up—benefits of having a

railway strengthened and hence made more useful by the

consequent increase of income. Apparently the only obstacle

to such a process under a system of numerous independent

units would be the difficulty of co-operation of one unit with

another. Query: if this was not brought about voluntarily,

might not federal regulation bring it about?

Mr. Hall doubtless surprised some of his readers by ap-

proving a situation in which "Standardization of types of

cars and locomotives and many other supplies could be in-

troduced and competitive purchasing stopped." Discussion

since the government assumed control of the roads has ranged
wide on the question of standardization. There is a vigorous
school which agrees with President Johnson of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, who says, "The workman who is respon-

sible for the best workmanship should be entitled to the selec-

tion of his own tools, and similarly, the railroad manager
who is responsible for his record of efficiency and economv
should be permitted the widest discretion in selecting locomo-
tives which he regards as best fitted for the conditions of

service upon his line." Differences in conditions of operation
in the various regions of the country are adduced as a com-
pelling reason why standardization over the whole country-

should be attempted if at all only in a limited way and as
Mr. Johnson has remarked on the question of mechanical
progress, extreme standardization "would paralyze everv ef-

fort toward the invention and introduction of new inven-
tions." Competitive purchasing, Mr. Hall seems to think,
should be stopped. Except in periods—of recent years most

rare—of feverish haste to obtain deliveries at any price, com-
petition in purchases has not been between railroads but be-

tween manufacturers. It must be carefully considered

whether it is in the public interest either from the point of

view of price or from the point of view of mechanical prog-

ress to perpetuate war conditions as they now affect industry

in general by a centralization of the testing of devices and
the purchase of appliances and supplies, .\ttention has been
called to the prospect that a single railway system, with its

tendency toward standardization, might become laggard in

progress as compared with numerous independent railroad

units whose executives were competing with one another in the

effort to show a low operating ratio by improvements for

economy.

Mr. Hall suggests that "many miles of roads into new ter-

ritory could be built on the savings made by eliminating com-
petitive construction." Competitive construction as well as

construction into new territories has practicallv ceased. If for

no other motive than the reduction in cost of food, opening
up of new agricultural regions is an inviting prospect; but
what region will welcome with enthusiasm the use of the
surplus earned Ijy its railroad to rescue from poverty, under
federal edict, railroads of other regions where for one reason
or another railroad surplus is a minus quantity? Here we
have again the question of competition between regions. The
prosperity of one district is of course a factor in the prosperity
of every other district. The people of every district have to
bring their material in over the railroads of other districts and
carry their products to market over the railroads of other dis-

tricts. Nobody anywhere in the country can wisel}- be in-

different to railroad stagnation anywhere else. But may it

not be e.xpected that the people who have located in regions
which turned out to be prosperous and whose own energy,
ability and community spirit have developed a commerce
upon which their own railways have thriven, will desire a
large degree of local control over the future development of
their railways and terminals and also full control over the
question where the surplus earned by their railways shall be
invested, if at all, in other railways? Some people anticipate
that if there are to be numerous independent railroad units
one of the consequences will be to put on their good behavior
the people of districts which have hitherto had a slow trans-
portation growth in order that the financial reports of their
railways may disclose such management, such railway poli-
cies, such policies of the regional regulatory body as will
induce the holders of capital to invest in the railroads of
that region.

What has been said with regard to regional autonomv is

thought by a great many to apply with equal force to the
development of men. One of the highest incentives to zeal on
the part of those subordinate to a chief executive is that their
promotion may not necessarily wait until he dies or retires

but may come by transfer to another corporation; and that
when the transfer is accomplished it is not by order of some
high command which can disregard the inclinations of the
officer involved liut that a competing organization offers

higher compensation, dignity or other advantages as a com-
mercial inducement.

Tliese obsen-ations are made in a spirit of gratitude to
]\Ir. Hall for bringing the subject forward for discussion and
in the hope that the general disposition will respond to that
which the late Senator Aldrich found when he set forth to
discuss currency reform: "The commission." said he, "has
not taken up or considered the question as to the proper sys-
tem to be adopted by the United States and will not take up
that question until the case is fully presented to the American
people and we can secure their judgment and co-operation in
the adoption of a plan." He had, he said, onlv one request to-

make of the people of the United State's—that thev keep
their minds open until the case could be fully presented to
them.
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Centralization Versus Decentralization

IX THE April Investment Economist Section of the Railway

Age there was a very thoughtful article by John R. Hall,

manager of the bond department of Hallgarten & Co., sug-

gesting a centralized single railroad corporation to operate

all of the railroads of the United States after the war and the

termination of the present temporary arrangement made be-

tween the government and the companies which own the

railroads. In this issue there are two articles further dis-

cussing this subject; one is an analytical and suggestive criti-

cism of Mr. Hall's article by Frank W. Noxon, secretary

of the Railway Business Association; and the other a con-

crete suggestion for a system of regional privately owned and

privately operated railroads which government minority rep-

resentation on each board of directors and government par-

ticipation in profits. In both these articles a decentralized

railroad system rather than a single national system is advo-

cated. The arguments against a single national system are

stated so clearly in Mr. Noxon's article that they need no

amplification. Just as there are strong arguments for a

unified railroad system so there are strong objections to such

a system.

Mr. Lisman's suggestion, like Mr. Hall's, is predicated

upon the assumption that the driving force of competition

can be eliminated to a large extent, and that, as a matter

of fact, the whole trend of the times in economic thought is

toward co-operation rather than competition. With regional

railroads, however, there would still be a form of competition

which in the past has had an important effect on the building

up of the freight rate structure of the United States, and

which up to the time of the taking over of the roads by the

Government was keen and active. This is the competition

between regions. Under any system of regional railroads,

such as Mr. Lisman proposes, there would still be the compe-

tition in the New York market between California oranges

and Florida oranges; there would still be the competition in

the Pacific coast markets between Boston made shoes and St.

Louis made shoes; between Michigan made furniture and

High Point, N. C, made furniture; and so on over a very

large range of commodities. This being so, there would be

the incentive for competition by means of special rates on

these articles as between different regional railroads.

This brings up the question as to whether, if some scheme

of regional railroads is to be worked out, it is desirable or

not to foster competition as between different regions. Under

private ownership, competition was unquestionably fostered

to a wasteful degree through low rates on many classes of

commodities. There appears to be a trend of thought in

Congress as now constituted toward an elimination of inter-

regional competition, a decentralization comparable to a re-

turn to an economic doctrine such as that expressed in politi-

cal terms in the Democratic party's long up-holding of state's

rights. A regional system of railroads, such as that sug-

gested by Mr. Lisman, which would adopt a rate structure,

discouraging rather than encouraging competition between

regions, assigning, for instance, the New York market for

oranges to Florida by the adoption of a mileage basis freight

rate; the assignment of the California market for shoes to

St. Louis through the adoption of a mileage basis freight

rate on shoes, etc., would be a logical carrying out of this

trend of thought. It would, moreover, he a carrying out of

the policy which has been adopted as a war measure of dis-

couraging unessential transportation of commodities, which

policy is in such striking contrast to the universal policy of

the railroads before the war in fostering transportation of

commodities by every means possible.

In peace times it is not as simple a question as it would

appear under present circumstances. In normal times, ex-

pansion of industry must still continue to be as it has been

in the past—the guiding principal of the development of the

United States. That being so, it is a pertinent question as to

whether the discouragement rather than the encouragement

of transportation will act as a retarding force and, therefore,

be intolerable. Co-operation is not only theoretically sound

but is entirely practical as long as the aim of all of us in all

parts of the country is substantially the same in that all other

matters are subordinated to the one common aim of making
war; but when there is no longer this superimposed com-

munity of interest, will the theories of co-operation still con-

tinue to have sufficient binding powers to work out practically

for the elimination of competition? We do not think so. The
nation at war may be able to and often has been able to

adopt the outlook of its opponent toward economic questions

or toward ethical questions, as far as that is concerned, for a

sufficiently long time to enable it to meet on an equal footing

its opponent; but a return to race ideals is pretty sure to

follow quite rapidly the cessation of war. German co-oper-

ative commercial and business methods may be adopted in

meeting present transportation problems, but it is against

the whole history of thought in the United States and we
believe against the temper of the people.

What Do We Mean by Inflation?

THERE HAS BEEN a great deal of more or less theoretical

discussion of inflation but one obstacle in the way of

getting any further advanced in the discussion has been the

almost universal practice by which each one who discusses

inflation gives the word a meaning which, a priori, proves

the point he wishes to make. Very often this discussion is

really an analysis of the relations between what it costs us to

live and what we can command for our services. The Cen-

tury Dictionan.' defines inflation, as applied to trade, currency,

or prices, as "increase beyond the proper or just amount of

value"; but this leaves each individual to determine for him-

self the meaning of proper or just amount. After all, cannot

the question of what is just and proper be left aside for

future discussion and present day discussion of this subject

be confined to an attempt to understand how the rise in prices

of labor and materials affects dift'erent groups of individuals?

At first it would seem as if there were only individual

cases and that any generalization would tend to be theoretical

rather than of any practical value, but if the reader will place

himself in certain positions as regards money and prices, he

will see that each different set of conditions brings up certain

definite questions which can be answered in terms general

enough to apply to a fairly large number of individual cases.

If a man and his wife and two children were living on $20
a week in 1914 and the family income is now $40 a week
they would have to live as poorly on $2,000 a year now as

they would have had to live on $1,000 in 1914, if the so-

called cost of living has actually gone up 100 per cent since

1914. Hardly anyone, however, would contend that this

family is as badly off now as a family earning only $20 a

week in 1914. Each man, of course, would have to run over

in his own mind what his particular expenses would have
been for himself, wife and two children on a $20 a week
wage in 1914 and what he can buy for $40 a week now.
One test, however, is fairly safe to apply. On $20 a week
in 1914 would it have been possible to save even $2 a week?
With $40 a week now would it not be quite possible to save

$4 a week? The answer to this question gives us a clue to

the reasons why, notwitlistanding all our grumbling about
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having to pay at least twice as much for this or for that as

we did four years ago, we are much better off, in the common
acceptance of the meaning of this phrase, with $40 a week

now than we would have been with $20 a week in 1914.

This reasoning applies to that group of individuals who live

in cities and towns and whose wages or salaries averaged

from $1,000 up in 1914. It is not meant to suggest that on

an average this group is earning twice as much as in 1914,

but the point that we want to make here is that for this group

tlie cost of living has not doubled. Those individuals of

this group who are earning double what they earned in 1914

are much better off now than they were then.

Does it cost the farmer and his family twice as much to

live? Pretty surely not. Does it cost the doctor, the lawyer

or the business man twice as much to live now as in 1914?
Making allowance for individual exceptions it is safe to say

that it does not.

If it does not cost us, as individuals, twice as much to live,

why should the price of so many articles have doubled or

more than doubled since 1914? Is there someone, either the

producer of the raw material, the manufacturer, the whole-

saler or the retailer, who is making an inordinate profit when
a piece of cotton goods sells for 50 cents a yard now as com-
pared with 20 to 25 cents in 1914? Is there profiteering

going on when a steak costs $1.40, when this same steak

would have cost about SO cents in 1914? You can apply
the question to shoes, hats, groceries, or what you will. You
feel the same exasperation that you do about the piece of

cotton goods or the steak. The increase in money cost seems
beyond the proper or just amount of value.

One theory very widely held by economists is that the

present high scale of prices is due almost entirely to the in-

crease in the supply of money and rate at which money cir-

culates. Very often, however, not enough stress is laid on
the fact that it is the proportion of money to the sum total of

consumable commodities that even under this theory is the

governing factor in price inflation. Take the case of Ger-
many. The amount of gold in the country must have re-

mained not far from what it was in 1914. The amount of

credit, however, based on this gold, has enormously increased.

We may properly say, therefore, that the amount of money
and its circulation has very greatly increased. If anyone
doubts this or does not see it clearly, he should try to visualize

the well-to-do German, who has had his wages increased and
has subscribed for loan after loan of German bonds, and who
a'll this time has lived under a government which so managed
its fiscal and economic affairs that this man believes himself
able to subscribe to more and more bonds. He may, by now,
have bought government bonds to an aggregate face value of
SS.OOO and is nominally, therefore, not only $8,000 richer
tlian he was in 1914 but is receiving an income of 5 per cent

on this capital which he has accumulated during the four
years of war. This has taken place on a huge scale, but in

the meantime the actual stock of materials, food, coal, wool,
iron and steel, has been greatly decreased. The relation,

therefore, between money, using it in the sense to include
credit as well as gold, and the supply of commodities has
very greatly changed. There is far more money propor-
tionately to the things whicli can be bought for money than
there was at the beginning of the war. The fact that a ham
sells for $25 in Germany is both because there are fewer hams
to lie bought for any price and because there is more money
to liuy hams. The Geniian is, without question, worse off
than he was at the beginning of the war.

In this country there are more hams, more wheat, more
iron and steel produced than in 1914. It is probably true
that with any of the commodities mentioned the increase in
production has not been by any means as great as the increase
m the total amount of money, again using the term to include
both credit and gold. But while there is a greater produc-
tion of nearly all commodities there is also a greater consump-

tion of many. In other words there is undoubtedly great

expansion of trade with increased cost of manufacture.

If, therefore, money is worth less measured in commodi-
ties and wages are actually as well as normally higher than
in 1914 is not this the logical time to save money and in-

vest it in some security which will fall due when money is

worth more measured in commodities.

Moreover it is fashionable to save now just as it is fash-

ionable to raise prices weekly.

Relations of Labor and the Government

THE FACT that a disagreement between the management of
the Western Union Telegraph Company and an organi-

zation of labor men other than Western Union employees,
may force the United States Government to take over the
operation of the telegraph and telephone lines of the entire

United States, emphasizes rather emphatically the interest

which the investors, directly and indirectly, in corporation
securities have in the proper working out of some better way
for the settlement of industrial disputes, than the resort to

strikes or lock-outs. In January, 1918, a war labor confer-
ence board was selected by Secretary of Labor William B.
Wilson, and this board made a report on March 29, and
on April 8 the President issued a proclamation creating the
War Labor Board "to settle by mediation and conciliation"
controversies which might arise between employers and em-
ployees. The American Federation of Labor chose the rep-
resentatives of labor on the new board and the National
Industrial Conference Board chose the representatives of the
employers. The board thus selected chose ex-President
William H. Taft and Frank P. Walsh to head it. The board
was given power to summon both parties to a controversy and
it was provided that the board's decisions should be unani-
mous, and failing this the controversy should be submitted
to an umpire.

One feature of this provision was a distinct improvement
over the usual procedure in like cases. It was provided that
12 umpires be appointed by the President and when a con-
troversy arose one umpire should be selected by lot from the
twelve to pass on the case. If this provision is carried out it

will eliminate the danger of either side having undue influ-
ence in choosing an umpire.

In the Western Union case Mr. Taft and Mr. Walsh made
a report to the board upholding the labor union against the
Telegraph Company, with which report a majority of the
board agreed, but the report was not unanimous. This
would appear to be one of the cases where an umpire should
have been called upon, but what happened was that the ma-
jority report was accepted by the press generally as being the
official finding of the board.

The claim of the Western Union is that it has no con-
troversy with its employees. An outside union with no mem-
bership so far as is known among the employees of the
Western ITnion has demanded the right to recruit membership
among Western Union employees. The company's answ-er
consists of discharging employees who join the labor union.
Whate^•er one ma>' think about the merits of the controversy
it must be kept clearly in mind that this is not a complaint
on the part of the telegraphers working for the Western
Union, but is an attempt on the part of a labor union to
convince these employees that they have a grievance against
their employers because they are not allowed to join the
union. Whether or not the arguments of the union leaders
have been convincing to the Western Union operators could
only be determined conclusively by the labor union callinij

upon the men who are not its members to strike. If a strike
of any considerable number of operators occurred the labor
union would have demonstrated its power. If no strike
occurred the M'estem Union would prove that its contention
about its own employees was sound. The labor union's claim
that large numbers of ^^estern Union operators have been
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discharged recently because they joined the union should be,

however, subject to proof and details ought to be made public.

The great danger to investors lies in the possibility of this

being made a political question and its merits lost sight of.

It is one thing for the President to take over the operation of

all the telegraph and telephone lines because the employees

of the company and the management cannot come to terms,

and quite another to take this momentous step because the

labor leaders claim that they could persuade the Western

Union's employees to strike.

Motor Car Companies'

Securities as Investments

JUST at present the motor car situation in the United States is

particularly interesting from an investment point of ciew

because of the changing conditions in the industry, which

apparently will make the stocks of some of the companies

worth much more than they are now selling at, while these

same conditions may make the stocks of other companies

worth very much less than tliey are now selling at. The
Government is ordering the curtailment of the manufacture

of pleasure cars, but, on the other hand, is placing orders for

motor trucks on a large scale. Had the Government con-

tinued the same policy as that adopted by our European

Allies of placing orders for motor trucks of the standard al-

ready being manufactured by the different companies, these

orders would have been a source of profit to quite a number

of the motor car companies. The desire for standardization

which at times appears to amount to a mania has led to the

Government deciding, it is understood, to order only "Lib-

erty" motor trucks, which are of a design worked out under

Government auspices, and which are profitable to man-
ufacture to but a few of the motor car companies.

Before discussing the present situation, however, it is

worth while to review briefly the recent histor)' of the motor

car industry in the United States. Elsewhere in this issue

there are brief reviews of the latest public annual reports of a

number of the leading companies.

The development of the art of manufacturing reliable mo-

tor cars was slower at first in this country than it was in

France and Germany, but from about 1900 on this country

began to manufacture low-priced cars in large quantities.

The market for these cars proved so large and the estimated

profits so attractive that motor car companies were organized

and reorganized with higher and higher capitalization, but

without sufficient actual money being provided for vi'orking

capital to meet the demands of the expansion which was go-

ing on in the manufacture and sales of cars. Many com-

panies issued a volume of stock in payment of the stock and

assets of predecessor companies wholly unjustified by the

actual tangible assets which were taken over. This has

necessitated the setting up of a bookkeeping asset which the

different companies variously call good-will, patents, fran-

chises, trade names, etc. While in all cases the placing of a

value on this intangible bookkeeping asset is not in contra-

vention of the facts, it is not conservative, sound bookkeep-

ing for any large manufacturing concern engaged in an in-

dustry where patents may so quickly be superseded by new

inventions and where merit of the product of a new manufac-

turer can so easily overcome the good-will or trade name of

a long-established company to place a high value on patents

and good-will. It is, on its face, far from conservative or

sound to capitalize a motor car company—that is, issue stock

to so high a par value—as to necessitate setting up a book-

keeping asset and good-will at $7,000,000 when the actual

cost of the manufacturing plant is only two or three million

dollars. If, of course, the stock had been sold for cash, there

would have been nothing unsound in a comparatively small

investment in fixed assets such as manufacturing plant, stor-

age facilities, etc., because then the company would have

had a large net working capital.

'J'his low proportion of investment in fixed assets as com-

pared with the investment in what are called inventories,

that is materials, supplies, unfinished and finished parts of

cars and uncompleted and finished cars, is characteristic of

the motor car industry. Take the Packard Company, which

is very conservatively capitalized and which carries its good-

will, patents, etc., at the nominal amount of SI. Its invest-

ment in manufacturing plant and in Ijranch houses total only

514,800,000, while its inventories total $22,600,000, and its

total current assets, including these inventories, $28,700,000.

With many other companies the proportion of investment in

current assets, as compared with fixed assets, is much greater

than with the Packard.

Companies, therefore, which have issued stock in pa}Tnent

of assets and stock of other companies to an extent which

necessitated the setting up of a $5,000,000 or a $10,000,000

account, classed as an asset under the name good-will, pat-

ents, etc., have found it necessar}' to raise the money to pay

for materials needed in a very rapidly expanding business

and have had to have recourse to large bank loans. The re-

cent history of quite a number of companies has been largely

a record of a continued struggle to provide sufficient working

cajntal and a struggle which has heretofore been successful

only because the expansion in business was so rapid as to

justify the banks in continuing to make large advances. A
period of contraction may hit some of these companies very

hard; especially would this be so if there were to be a sud-

den drop in the price of materials and the cost at which
motors cars could be sold. The company with a large in-

ventory, carried at prices representing the cost of materials

within the last two years, and with large bank loans, would
find itself in a most precarious position if prices of materials

dropped to such an extent that inventories would have to be

written down in value and not liquidated at their present

unit costs.

In England the motor car companies have gone into the

manufacture of war supplies or other supplies for the gov-

ernment to the entire exclusion of the business of manufac-
turing pleasure cars; and it is understood that many of them
are finding this new line of work profitable.

There is no immediate prospect of any such drastic change
as this in the United States. The manufacture of pleasure

cars will be curtailed and the manufacture of trucks for

commercial purposes will be subordinated to the needs of

the government, but, making full allowance for this curtail-

ment, there will still be a fairly large output of pleasure cars

and an output of commercial trucks which will be limited

in the case of some companies apparently, not so much by
the demand, as by government requirements. The present

situation, therefore, would appear to be something like this:

Some companies have expanded so rapidly and have piled

up bank loans to finance the purchase of material at ex-

tremely high prices to such an extent that if contraction in

business comes, the discontinuance of dividends at least will

take place and some of them may get into serious financial

difficulties. This is assuming that the companies do not

have the facilities for manufacturing either the standard

truck required by the government or the "Liberty" motor for

aeroplanes, at a profit. Other companies, not in so expanded
a position financially, but which cannot manufacture the

standard government truck or the "Liberty" motor profitably

on any large scale with their present facilities, will have

greatly reduced profits. They ma\- or may not be able to

continue preferred dividends. Still other companies will he

able to engage in government work at a profit and, while

tliere is an element of doubt as to whether this profit will

[irove as large as could have been made iiy tlie mrmufacture-

of pleasure cars and commercial trucks, it will be sufficient

to carrj' the company over the next year or two. For the

companies which can bridge the gap bet\yeen now and the

end of the war there would appear to be a ven,- bright fu--
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ture. 'I'he commercial truck business is just in its adoles-

cence and the potential demands for domestic use are

enormous and may become actual almost immediately follow-

ing the declaration of peace. The tractor for farm use may
prove to afford an outlet for the manufacturing capacity of

some of the motor car companies.

Notwithstanding the huge destruction of wealth which is

going on in Europe, there are a great number of people in

this country who are making many times as much money as

they have ever made before. The curtailment of the manu-
facture of pleasure vehicles will tend to increase the use of

old cars, but as these become more and more thoroughly worn
out, the potential demand for new cars will be continually

increased.

The opportunity for the export both of pleasure cars and
of motor trucks after the war ought to be very large indeed.

Export houses, like Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, had suc-

ceeded before the entrance of the United States into the war
in establishing a very large demand for American cars

abroad, and their efforts and those of other export houses are

being conserved and continued so that the prospects are that

these export houses will be able to, almost immediately after

the end of the war, begin to take orders for American motor
cars on a large scale.

If an investor chooses a company, conservatively capital-

ized, with good-will, patents, etc., carried at a low or nominal
figure and with net working capital sufficient to tide over

one or two years of earnings and with a sufficient part of this

working capital in the form of cash, he may find among the

preferred stocks of the motor car companies a few which
offer a high yield of return now on his investment, a fair

degree of likelihood of the dividend rate being maintained,

and most attractive prospects of a future enhancement in

earnings, equities and market price.

Packard Motor Car Company

THE Packard Motor Company stock is not listed on the

New York Stock Exchange. The common stock is sell-

ing, however, in the neighborhood of 125 and is paying
dividends at the rate of 8 per cent a year. The preferred stock

has regularly paid 7 per cent a year since it was fisrt issued.

In 1917 the company had net earnings of $7,700,000. This
was after the payment of manufacturing and sales tosts and
from this the company charged off for depreciation $2,300,-

000, leaving $5,400,000 available for dividends. Seven per

cent on the preferred and 8 per cent on the common call for

$1,470,000, so that the company had a surplus, after divi-

dend payments, of $3,930,000. From October 31, 1917, to

June, 1918, no dividends were declared on the ijommon stock,

l>ut in June, 1918, 2 per cent in cash was declared. Whether
this is a resumption of the 8 per cent annual rate through

the payment of 2 per cent quarterly or not it is not certain.

The Packard Company is one of the few motor car com-
panies that are conservatively capitalized, and this company
carries its rights, franchises, good-will, etc., at $1. The man-
ufacturing plants are carried at $11,222,000, and the invest-

ments in branch houses at $3,592,000. In addition to the

preferred and common stock the company has $5,000,000 5

per cent notes, due October 16, 1919, outstanding. Accounts

payable amounted, as of August 31, 1917, to $6,144,000, and
notes payable to $3,975,000. The company had $1,094,000
cash and carried its stock of materials, finished and unfin-

ished cars, etc., at $22,632,000. Bills and accounts receiv-

able total $4,986,000. As regards net working capital, there-

fore, the company is in a fairly good position, although the

liquidation of part of its inventories with an increase in the

amount of cash on hand would materially strengthen this

position.

The Packard, like the Pierce-Arrow, was originally en-

gaged exclusively in the manufacture of high-grade and

liigh-priced pleasure motor cars. In 1910 the company sold

3,990 cars and maintained about this rate until 1915, when
4,908 "vehicles" were sold. In 1916, 13,277 vehicles were
sold, and in 1917 14,505.

In 1914 it was decided to begin the manufacture of a com-
paratively low-priced car with the hopes of getting quantity

production. The Packard twin-six, selling at about $3,000,

was put on the market. This was a very high-grade car for

the price charged for it, but the company never had an
opportunity to really test out quantity production because

of the changed conditions due to the war, and especially the

great increase in costs of materials. The Packard is manu-
facturing trucks and is at present engaged in work for the

Government.

Maxwell Motor Company
PRIOR TO September 1, 1917, the Maxwell Motor Com-

pany owned motor car manufacturing plants at Day-
ton, Ohio, Newcastle, Ind., and Detroit, Mich., and in the

annual report for the fiscal year ended July 31, 1916,

it was said that the company was then in a position to man-
ufacture more than 100,000 cars a year. At that time the

company was manufacturing one model of chassis with five

body styles. In 1917 it was said that the number of cars

sold showed an increase of 39 per cent over the previous

year and that sales contracts with distributors had been

signed for 32 per cent more automobiles "of all models"

than had been contracted for at the same period last year,

and mention was also made of contracts for one-ton trucks

to be manufactured during the 1918 fiscal year.

In January, 1918, announcement was made that on Sep-

tember 1, 1917, the company had leased for five years all

the property and assets of the Chalmers Motor Company
of Michigan, at a rental of one-half of the net profits derived

from the operation of the leased property. This property

consists of a motor car manufacturing plant situated on
about 38 acres of land near the Detroit river on the Detroit

Terminal Railroad, on the east side of Detroit, and has a

capacity of about 30,000 pleasure cars a year and certain

additional capacity which could be used for building motor
trucks. The Chalmers Company also owns all the capital

stock of the Chalmers Motor Company of Canada, which
had a plant at Walkerville, Ont. This plant, however, was
nearly entirely destroyed by fire in the latter part of 1917.

The number of cars manufactured by the Chalmers Com-
pany in 1916 was 21,408 and in the period from fanuary

1, 1917, to November 28, 1917, was 11,189 cars.

The Maxwell Motor Company was incorporated in 1913
and the first annual report covered the 12 months to July
31, 1914. Although the company's balance sheet showed
real estate, buildings, machinery and equipment valued at

$4,462,000 with the apparently far from conservative valu-

ation of $26,500,000 for goodwill, models, patents, trade-

marks and trade names, the company showed good earn-

ing power on its $12,279,000 first preferred cumulative 7

per cent stock from the beginning of operations. In the

1914 fiscal year there were net earnings available for divi-

dends of $1,500,000, while dividends on the first preferred

called for $860,000. The first dividends, however, were
not paid until July 1, 1915. Accumulated dividends were
completely paid off in 1916, in large part through the issue

of $1,620,000 additional first preferred stock. Regular
quarterly dividends, at the rate of 7 per cent annuallv, were
paid on the first preferred during 1916 and up to April 1,

1918. On this date the quarterly first preferred dividend
was paid in dividend certificates bearing interest at 6 per
cent, and due April 1, 1920. and again in this month, the
quarterly dividends were paid in interest bearing script due
July 1, 1920.

Before the lease of the Chalmers plants, the Maxwell
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Company was apparently in a fair position, both as regards

earnings and working capital. The company had $1,852,-

000 cash on hand and sight drafts with bills of lading

amounting to $2,946,000, but of which $1,071,000 were

discounted. The company had no floating debt and $1,933,-

000 audited vouchers payable and $945,000 unaudited

vouchers payable. There were no bonds outstanding and no

mortgages on the property. Earnings for the year ended

July 31, 1917, amounted' to $5,508,000 and the company
paid out $2,862,000 in dividends. This included the regular

7 per cent dividends on the first preferred stock and 6 per

cent on the $10,127,000 second preferred stock and 10 per

cent on the $12,778,000 common stock. The declaration

of the common dividend was not particularly conservative,

the cash position of the company hardly justifying such

action. The Chalmers Company, when it was leased, had

only $393,000 cash, but raised $3,000,000 additional through

the issue of $3,150,000 first mortgage 5-year notes. In

addition to these new notes, the company had bank loans

of $2,637,000, and the lease provided for the extension of

these notes to March 1, 1918, and the further extension of

the notes by six months periods upon payment of 15 per

cent on March 1, 1918, 20 per cent on September 1, 1918,

20 per cent on March 1, 1919, and 20 per cent September

1, 1919. The working capital raised by the Chalmers Com-
pany would have been presumably sufficient for the business

which was being done in its plants, and even after the 10

per cent payment on the Maxwell common stock, the two

companies might presumably have had sufficient working

capital, had it not been for the drain during the latter part

of 1918 and the first part of 1919, because of the recjuire-

ments for paying off the Chalmers Company's floating debt

to the banks.

At present the Maxwell Company's first preferred stock is

selling in the neighborhood of 55, the second preferred in

the neighborhood of 20, and the common stock in the neigh-

borhood of 28. Even the first preferred stock would have

to be put in the class of wholly speculative investments.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Company

IF ONE knew nothing about the mechanical qualities of the

motor cars which the Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Company
manufactures, a study of the company's annual report

would, nevertheless, produce the impression of strength and
solidity. On the other hand, the cars themselves are of so

high a quality that one feels instinctively that they must be

manufactured by a financiall}' strong company. Of course, the

company itself has most cleverly and successfully attempted

to convey just this impression of quality in its advertising.

It has been the only large American company which has

without interruption tried for quality rather than quantity

production of cars. Its pleasure car sells for from $4,300 to

$7,200. At one time in the company's recent history plans

were seriously considered for going into the manufacture of

a low-priced car on a large scale. Instead, however, of doing

this, the company began the manufacture of motor trucks.

This, as events turned out, was a most fortunate decision.

The present company was incorporated in 1916 and the

first annual report is for the calendar year 1917. In that

year the gross sales amounted to $3 2,566,000, comparing

with $18,687,000 gross sales in 1916. The company, after

paying manufacturing costs and charging $488,000 for de-

preciation, and after deducting $1,162,000 for excess profits,

war taxes, etc.. had a net profit of $3,599,000. The company

has no bonds outstanding and at the end of the year had

borrowed from the banks $4,500,000. There is outstanding

$10,000,000 8 per cent cumulative convertible preferred stock

and 250,000 shares of no par value of common stock. The
8 per cent dividends on the preferred were paid and $2.50

per share was paid during 1917 on the common stock. This

called for $1,425,000, so that the company carried $2,416,000
over as a surplus.

Unlike most motor car companies, the Pierce-Arrow does

not carry its patents, good-will, etc., at an absurdly high
figure. This company carries them at only $6,351. The
plant of the company is located on 43 acres of ground on the

Belt Line of the New York Central at Buffalo. In 1915
the company manufactured and sold 4,665 cars, and in 1916
4,623 cars. Presumably, in 1917, the increase in number of

cars was roughly proportionate to the increase in gross sales

which, it will be remembered, were about $18,500,000 in

1916, and 32,500,000 in 1917. During the year 1917 a new
building of the Pierce-Arrow uniform type of reinforced con-
crete was built, having 100,000 square feet ef floor space,

and the company also bought 17 acres of land adjoining its

property on the East.

Since the entrance of the United States into the war, the

Pierce-Arrow, like other motor car companies, has curtailed

the manufacture of pleasure cars and is engaged in manu-
facturing trucks both for the Government and for commer-
cial purposes.

The preferred stock is selling at about 98, which, at the

present rate of dividends, yields slightly over 8 per cent inter-

est on the investment. The common stock, which has no
par value, and paid in 1917 $2.50 per share in dividends, is

selling in the neighborhood of $40 per share, yielding a
little over 6 per cent interest. The preferred stock may fairly

he said to be a legitimate investment for a man or woman not

wholh- dependent on their income from investments for a

part of their funds. The common stock appears to have
speculative possibilities, but could hardly be called an in-

vestment stock.

General Motors Corporation

THE GEXER.'iL Motors Corpor.wion maufactures the

Buick, the Cadillac, the Oakland, the Olds cars. Gen-
eral Motors trucks, and Sampson tractors, and has re-

cently acquired the Chevrolet. At present the company's

plants are also engaged in a very large amount of govern-

ment work. The company is today one of the most pros-

perous of the motor car companies, and its prosperity is

founded pn a sound and conservative record over a number
of years. It is one of the few motor car companies which
has not had to finance its rapid growth in business through

large bank loans. At present General Motors Company's
common stock is selling in the neighborhood of $120 per

$100 share and is paying dividends at the rate of $12 per

share.

In the five months from August 1, 1917, to December 31,

1917, the corporation and its subsidiary companies had total

sales amounting to $96,296,000, and during these five

months the company sold about 87,000 cars. After the

payment of manufacturing and sales costs and a liberal

provision for federal taxes, the company had available for

dividends $14,385,000 for the five montlis' period. Pre-

ferred dividends at the rate of 6 per cent call for $492,000,
so that the company earned on its outstanding $76,873,000
common stock $13,793,000 for the five months, or at the

rate of over $39,000,000 per year, or more than 50 per cent

on the common stock.

The General Motors Corporation was formed in October,

1916, and took over the assets and liabilities of the Gen-
eral Motors Company and in August 1, 1917, exchanging
five shares of corporation common stock for each share of

General Motors Company's common stock and 1 Yj shares

of corporation preferred stock for one share of General
^[otors Company's stock. In other words, it increased the

amount of comrnon stock outstanding by five times by the

device of giving to a holder of one share of stock of the old
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company five shares of stock in the new company, the Gen-

eral Motors Corporation. This reorganization, of course,

brought no new capital into the business but apparently no
new capital was needed. On December 31, 1917, the com-
pany had $18,866,000 cash, $1,225,000 second Liberty Loan
bonds, and $13,586,000 notes and accounts receivable, be-

sides having on hand materials partly finished and finished

motor cars costing $46,559,000. The company has no bonds
or funded debts outstanding and only $10,666,000 accounts

payable which represent the current bills for merchandise,

etc. This appears to be quite conservative for a company
doing the volume of business which General Motors Cor-

poration is doing.

The reasons why the company was able to in effect pay a

stock dividend of 400 per cent in 1917 and to still be in a

condition to warrant the payment of 12 per cent annual
dividends on this greatly increased amount of stock are to

be found in the very conservative financial policy pursued
from 1910 to 1916, and, of course, in the success which has

been met with in the profitable manufacture of motor cars.

In the ten months ended July 31, 1911, the company's net

profits amounted to $3,316,000, and of this amount only

$506,000 was paid out in dividends; in 1912, $3,896,000
was earned and only $1,040,000 paid out in dividends; in

1913, $7,459,000 was earned and $1,049,000 paid in divi-

dends; in 1914, $7,250,000 was earned and $1,049,000
paid out in dividends; in 1915, $14,458,000 was earned and
the same amount paid out in dividends as in 1914. During
these four years and ten months, therefore, the company
earned, after paying expenses of manufacture and of sales

and after paying interest on its outstanding bonds and mak-
ing liberal allowances for depreciation, $36,379,000, while

it paid out in dividends only $4,693,000. Tlie fiscal year,

ended July 31, 1916, was prosperous beyond any e.xpecta-

tion; $28,790,000 being earned after the payment of ex-

penses and interest. The regular 7 per cent dividends were
paid on the preferred stock, calling for $1,049,000; and, for

the first time, dividends were declared on the common stock,

the first being a dividend of $50 per share, followed by a

dividend of $10 per share in February, 1916, and $5 per

share in May, 1916. During the four years and ten months
prior to the extraordinary year, 1916, the profits which
were put back into the company were used to pay off en-

tirely the $14,000,000 6 per cent, five-year notes which were
the only funded debt of the company outstanding in 1911 ; to

increase the investment in real estate, plant, and equipment
from $17,633,000 to $22,753,000; and to increase the cash
on hand from a little over $4,000,000 to over $14,500,000.
The company's balance sheet shows under assets $11,-

698,000 good will. To offset this, however, the company
shows a surplus of $11,508,000, so that the outstanding
stock represents tangible assets.

The Studebaker Corporation

FIFTY YEARS AGO, the Studebaker brothers were manufac-
turers of wagons and harness. In 1868, it was decided

to incorporate the business, and, by the late nineties,

Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Company was the larg-

est producer of horse-drawn vehicles in the world. Up to the

time—1908—that the company took over an automobile man-
ufacturing company, it had manufactured and sold more
than 1.000,000 buggies, carriages and wagons. As earlv as

1902, Studebaker Brothers had begun the manufacture of
"horseless carriages"; the first type being electric and later

gasoline cars were built.

In 1908 a company which was organizing to build inex-
pensive light gasoline automobiles, the Everett-Metzger-
Flanders Co. of Detroit, was approached, and a working
agreement made with it; and in 1910 the new company, the
Studebaker Corporation, was formed, taking over the busi-

ness of Studebaker brothers and of the automobile manufac-
turing company. From 1910 to 1916, inclusive, the growth
of the manufacture of automobiles by this new corporation

was very rapid. In 1916, 65,685 cars were sold, and the

company had a profit available for dividends of $8,611,000.

In January, 1917, the common stock of the Studebaker Cor-

poration was selling at above par and was paying 10 per cent

dividends. Prior to 1915 the business of the Studebaker
Corporation had been confined to the manufacture and sale

of pleasure automobiles, on the one hand, and wagons, car-

riages and harness, on the other. In 1915, a considerable

volume of war orders were executed, and the total sales, which
amounted to $56,500,000, included $13,550,000 war orders.

In 1916, however, the company had finished nearly all of

this war order business, and of its $61,990,000 total sales,

only $2,790,000 was war orders, and only about $50,000
profit was made on these war orders, so that practically all

of the $8,560,000 profit available for dividends, mentioned
aljove, was from regular business.

In 1917 there came a severe slump in the sale of pleasure
cars, and the Studebaker Corporation was especially hard
hit because it had been making a four-cylinder, seven pas-
senger car, selling at about $1,600. The demand for cars

selling under $900 remained fairly good, but the demand
for the more expensive car which the Studebaker Corporation
was .selling fell off sharply.

.\fter our entrance into the war, the Studebaker plants

were placed at the disposal of the government, and at present

about half of the plant capacity is being used in the filling of

government orders.

In 1917, total net sales amounted to $50,148,000. After
paying all the costs of manufacture and of sales, and after

cliarging off $415,000 for depreciation, and paying interest

on bonds and taxes, there was $3,500,000 profit. The com-
pany paid the regular 7 per cent dividends on the preferred

stock, and, in the first half of the year, paid 5 per cent on
the common stock, since the prospects that time were thought
to justify a continuance of a yearly rate of 10 per cent. In
the second half of the year, however, conditions had so

clianged that only 2 per cent was paid on the common stock,

which would indicate a yearly rate of 4 per cent. Dividends
called for $2,867,000, so' that there was about $600,000 to be
carried to profit and loss.

The sum and substance of the 1917 year, therefore, is dis-

appointment. Common dividends were reduced from 10 per
cent to 4 per cent; the price of the common stock declined
from above par to about 34 and is now selling about 45. If

one hundred shares of the stock had been bought in Januarv,
1917, it would have cost about $11,000, and the yearly in-

terest return would have been $1,000. A hundred shares of
stock now would cost $4,500, and the interest return would
l)e $400 a year, or, to put it another way, the $11,000 in-

vested in January, which would have brought $1,000 a year
income, invested now would bring about $980; so that actu-
ally the stock is valued by the market at a little higher price
now, when measured in terms of dividend return, than it was
in January, 1917.

The reason for this is that, apparently, the company has
gotten itself, despite the disappointments of 1917, into a
somewhat more sound financial position.

On December 31, 1917, the company had notes payable,
that is—had borrowed from its banks—$7,400,000, and in

addition, owed for materials, etc., $2,092,000. At the same
time there was $2,529,000 cash in the company's treasury,
and customers and dealers owed it $9,325,000, and it had
materials for building automobiles, wagons, etc., valued at

$21,322,000. This is comparatively a strong position as
regards current assets and current liabilities. The value
of its real estate, buildings and machinery, after allowing
for depreciation, is fixed at $15,477,000. It carries as an
asset also its trade name, good will, patent rights, etc.. at a
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valuation of $19,807,000. There is outstanding $10,965,000,

7 per cent cumulative preferred stock, and $30,000,000

common stock. There is also total surplus and reserves of

$17,855,000. It will be noticed that this bookkeeping liabil-

ity of surplus and reserves, in large part, offsets the book-

keeping asset of trade name, good will, etc.

If the company continues to pay only 4 per cent on its

common stock, dividend requirements, including the 7 per

cent on the preferred, will amount to $1,968,000 only.

Present indications are that the company will have for 1918

a substantial sum over this amount which can be used to

pay back some of its bank loans.

The company is now planning to manufacture and sell

3,000 pleasure cars a month. It has three new models; one

a four-cylinder, 112 in. wheel base, five-passenger car, sell-

ing at $895; one a six-cylinder, 119 in. wheel base, five

passenger car, selling at $1,295; and one a six-cylinder,

126 in. wheel base, seven passenger car, selling at

$1,695.

The crucial point about the stock value of the Studebaker

Corporation now would appear to be the question as to

profit which they are making on the government work which

is occupying one-half of their plant capacity. Until some-

thing is known about this a purchase of stock would be a

speculation not based on the necessary knowledge.

The Chandler Motor Car Company
I^'iiE STOCK of the Chandler Motor Car Company, selling

at present at about $83 per $100 share, and paying

quarterly dividends of $3 a share, or at the rate of 12

per cent annually, would yield an interest return of about

143/2 per cent. The company had at the end of 1917 almost

no floating debt, was in a fair cash position, and had com-

pleted a prosperous year.

The present company was incorporated in 1915, taking

over the business of a company of the same name. The auto-

mobile manufacturing plant is situated on a little more than

eight acres of land, owned outright, on East 131st street,

Cleveland, Ohio. In 1917 it is estimated that about 15,000'

cars were manufactured, comparing with 13,000 cars in 1916

and 8,000 cars in 1915. In 1917 gross profits, after the pay-

ment of materials' cost and manufacturing cost, amounted

to $3,248,000. Selling expenses and an allowance for de-

preciation amounted to $895,000, leaving $2,382,000. From
this must be paid the federal income and excess profits and
war taxes. In its annual report the company makes no esti-

mate of what these taxes will amount to. There was paid

out in dividends $910,000 which represented 12 per cent on

the $7,000,000 outstanding stock and 1 per cent extra as a

Red Cross dividend. This would leave $1,472,000 surplus

after payments which would appear to be amply sufficient to

draw on for war and excess profits taxes and to leave a mar-

gin to be added to the bookkeeping account surplus. In Feb-

ruary it was reported that the output of pleasure cars would

l)e curtailed to about 10,000, and later in the same month it

was reported that the company had received an order to

build army tractors, the orders aggregating from $10,000,000

to $14,000,000. Plans were said to be under way for build-

ing an addition to the equipment plant to take care of the

Government business.

At the end of 1917 the company had $699,000 cash and

$279,000 Liberty Bonds, with $210,000 dividends payable

lanuarv 10. The only other current liabilities were a few

thousand dollars accrued taxes. The company carries its

land and buildings at a valuation of $510,000 and its factory

equipment and tools at $140,000 after an allowance had been

deducted for depreciation. Inventories, which means mate-

rials, supplies, unfinished cars, etc., were valued at $3,019,-

000, representing the co.st price. The company carries its

good-will at a value of $5,000,000. Eliminating this good-

will item and substracting current liabilities, we have an as-

sets' value for the $7,000,000 stock of $4,751,000. This is

about a million dollars lower than the valuation placed on

the stock by the market price of 83. In other words, the

price of 83 represents an adjustment between what the earn-

ing power of the stock would justify as a price and what the

assets' value of the company's plants, inventories, etc., would

justify as a price.

Willys-Overland

THE GROWTH of business of the Willys-Overland Com-
pany, which manufactures the Overland automobiles,

the Willys-Knight engines, and Federal motor trucks,

has been very rapid in the last few years. In the calendar

year 1917 about 140,000 cars were sold, and this would have

been a much larger figure had it not been for the inability

of the company to obtain sufficient transportation, and also to

get the tools necessar}- to manufacture two new models of

cars. In 1916 the company sold over 142,000 cars, and in

1915 over 95,000 cars.

The rapidity of the growth of this business has necessi-

tated a rapid extension of credit, so that at the end of 1917

the company's balance sheets show a rather large amount

of current liabilities, although these are offset by current

assets, which include over $36,500,000 materials, supplies

and finished and unfinished cars. The company had $11,-

849,000 notes payable and $7,538,000 accounts payable with

cash on hand of $11,405,000. In 1915 the company had
outstanding $4,484,000 of 7 per cent cumulative pre-

ferred stock and $21,000,000 of common stock. Against

this it had tangible fixed assets of $17,903,000, includ-

ing real estate buildings, machinery, equipment, etc. It

also carried as an asset the sum of $14,060,000 as the

bookkeeping value of its good-will, patents, trade marks,

etc.

In that year the company earned a net income, available

for dividends, of $10,871,000. This was after paying man-
ufacturing expenses, selling expenses and making allowance

for depreciation and losses. From this the company set aside

$1,000,000 as a reserve for contingencies. By the end of

1916 the outstanding stock had been increased to a total of

$57,392,000, of which $3,474,000 was cumulative preferred

stock, $14,533,000 7 per cent cumulative convertible pre-

ferred stock, and $39,385,000 common stock. Bank loans

liad increased from $10,200,000 at the beginning of 1916 to

$11,849,000 at the end of the year. At the end of 1917 there

were bank loans of $16,120,000 and advances from the Gov-
ernment on a contract for Government work of $2,500,000,

making a total, including amounts owed "sundry persons," of

$20,43^8,000. Cash on'hand amounted to $9',594,000, and
materials and supplies and finished and unfinished cars were

carried at a valuation of $40,590,000.

In 1917 the company earned $10,193,000 after paying

manufacturing and sales costs and providing for federal

taxes. From this there was charged off $2,921,000 for de-

preciation, tool replacements and the value of parts of dis-

continued models. Interest charges amounted to $1,151,000,

leaving $6,122,000 available for dividends. The 7 per cent

on the preferred stock call for $1,138,000, and there was

$4,885,000 paid in dividends in cash on the common stock,

and, in addition, there was a dividend of $1,966,000 declared

payable on the preferred stock.

During the year the company acquired the Curtiss Aero-

plane & Motor Corporation through the purchase of $2,400,-

000 7 per cent cumulative preferred stock, $6,000,000 com-

mon stock, and $1,600,000 10-year 6 per cent notes of the

Curtiss Corporation.



Fifth National Foreign Trade Convention
Abstract of Four Papers Dealing With Different Phases

of the Development of Foreign Trade

THE FIFTH NATIONAL Foreign Trade Convention was
held at Cincinnati in the later part of April, 1918.

The convention was called to consider both the part

of foreign trade in winning the war and the problems to be

solved after the war. The following are abstracts of four

important papers read at the convention:

Financial Efficiency in Foreign Trade

By Charles A. Hinsch,

President American Bankers' Association.

If we are to successfully compete for a share of the world's

trade, we must co-operate and co-ordinate our efforts.

In a recent address Judge Gary, chairman of the board of

directors of the United States Steel Corporation, stated that

Germany was stronger than ever, and that so far the fruits of

victor)- belong to the central powers. Also that Germany has
mobilized and co-ordinated every last atom of her resources of

brain and material for winning the war and the Prussians
have perfected a centralized, comprehensive, powerful busi-

ness organization which considering its size and ramifica-

tions, has never before been approached. He urged American
business men to prepare for unprecedented competition for

world business after the war. International as well as

national co-operation may be imperative in the commercial
struggle that will follow the declaration of peace.

Merchant Maxine
.America, if given an equal chance with the people of other

nations, will furnish business to comfortably support a mer-
chant marine second to none. We are in the midst of a

shipbuilding program which, if carried forward to a logical

conclusion, will provide this nation with a tremendous fleet

of ships, which will be of great benefit for and during the

period of the war, in carrying supplies of all kinds to our
boys at the front and to our allies, but unless our laws are

changed, what is to become of this splendid fleet at the

termination of the war? The LaFollette bill, known as

the Seaman's act, should be eliminated from our statute

books and a government subsidy in some form should be

! provided which will place the shipping of this country on
a basis which will enable it to compete successfully with

|i the shipping of other nations. Never again should we be

Ij
placed in the embarrassing position in which we found our-

! selves at the beginning of the world war, when ships flying

the flags of other countries were commandeered by those
nations to carry supplies needed by them for the successful
prosecution of the war, thus leaving us completely stranded
and at the mercy of other nations for the transportation of
our products to all parts of the world.

Economic Commission
There is no time like the present to take an inventory of

our needs and to proceed at once to place ourselves in an
impregnable position so that we can hope to compete suc-

Ij
cessfuUy with other nations when peace shall be re-estab-

M lished. We have not done much yet in this regard. In fact,

1

1

we have paid less attention to it than any other belligerent

I I powers, including Germany.
I

, _
England, France and Germany have appointed commis-

I sions having for their purpose the careful consideration of
' the economic problems that will follow immediately after
i
the close of the war. We hope to emerge from this conflict
better prepared to enter the struggle for commercial suprem-
acy than we have ever been during our national existence.

. ^^ e shall have learned lessons of efficiency and co-operation

that should be potent factors in placing our people in a
commanding position to win our full share of the world's
commerce. It is to be hoped, therefore, that an economic
commission will be provided by Congress at an early date
that will give due consideration to this all-important subject.

Great Britain and France have had economic conferences
which have made some study of the business possibilities

after the war, particularly with a view to meeting prospective
competition from Germany.
The horror of German policies and the hatred of everv-

thing German is sinking more and more deeplv into the
minds and hearts of the people of the world. Germany has
been digging her commercial grave and she is diligently
enlarging it at every opportunity.

Financial Efficiency

Our job is to consider what we should do, and when the
war ends, to determine what we can do and then do it. The
problems in this respect are not new to the men who gather
at the meetings of the Foreign Trade Council. But pre-
paration for meeting them may go on, and in this meeting
we may consider the points connected with the methods of
assisting American manufacturers to finance their foreign
trade. These may be divided into e.xport and import bu.si-

ness and then into temporary financing and the providing
of capital requirements.

The capital requirements involve the providing of capital
to various industries by investors and this, of course, in-

volves the underwriting and selling of securities in this
country. The principal purposes for which capital must
be supplied are government loans, railroads, public utilities,

mines and industries. There is also large opportunitv in
many countries for the making of loans on lands and from
such investments there would be a return in increased busi-
ness for this country.

Providing capital, as Outlined above, is not the function
of a commercial bank. Business of this kind must be de-
veloped through investment concerns which have active and
well developed sales organizations. Little progress will be
made in inducing American investors to buy securities of
this character until the investing public is educated to the
advantage of making such investments. Commercial banks
can, of course, co-operate to the extent of bringing the atten-
tion of properly equipped investment houses to the oppor-
tunities that arise and supplying information of the kind
tl'.at will be needed in some instances.

The distinctly commercial business involves the financing
of merchandise for import or e.xport and can readily be
handled by the commercial banks already in operation.

'

Ex-
ports will be handled either: (1) Through letter of credit
issued at the request of the foreign purchaser. (2) By draft
drawn at sight or time by the exporter on the foreign purchas-
er. These bills are handled by commercial banks, fa) For col-
lection, (b) By purchase with recourse to the drawer,
(c) By outright purchase without recourse. (d) By an
advance of from 50 to 90 per cent of the face value of such
drafts.

In some instances arrangements may be made for the ship-
ment of the merchandise to a bank in a foreign country,
such merchandise to be delivered to the purchaser in install-
ments either for cash or in exchange for a note or acceptance.
The same methods will Ije followed as to imports into this

country and they may be financed in the same way as
exports.

107
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Branch Banks in Foreign Lands

The banks of this country have been expanding into for-

eign fields and are better equipped generally for the handling

of foreign business. In view of the fact that three years ago

foreign branches were maintained only by one or two private

banking houses, great progress has been made. This pro-

gress has resulted from the privilege of establishing branches

conferred by the Federal Reserve act. Individual concerns

of large resources have acted on their own initiative and by

themselves. One institution has been organized especially

for foreign banking and another has been organized by

numerous banks joining together as stockholders.

In a general way the business sought by these institutions

has been commercial, although some have given attention

to development enterprises and the investment of capital.

The enormous demand on the financial resources of the

country has made impossible the sending of capital abroad

except as the result of government action and for purposes

closely related to success in war. We may, however, hope

that there will be more attention directed to this department

of foreign banking later. We are expending great sums of

money for war purposes, but we are also becoming the

debtor of many other nations. The obligation of this gov-

ernment to pay large sums for maturing obligations and

for interest due will continue long after the war but we may
not forget that certain drains on the national resources have

been stopped. Before this great war started. Great Britain

so far as the statistics showed, had annually a large adverse

trade balance. But Great Britain also had flowing toward

London what was called an "invisible import item" consist-

ing of funds earned by her thousands of freight ships, of re-

turns from millions of investments in foreign lands and from

the operations of her insurance and banking concerns abroad.

United States a Creditor Nation

The United States has got out of debt to the world since

August, 1914, and the world has got into the debt of the

United States. Instead of sending hundreds of millions

a1>road each year to pay for capital advanced to us, we will

receive hundreds of millions as the result of our advances

of capital to our allies during the war. Despite the increas-

ing war debt, this country should be at least in a better

position than any other to make capital advances to other

nations when the war ends.

Maintaining the Parity or the American Doll.^r

In the meantime, as the result of war operations and the

care with which we are nursing our gold stocks, we are

meeting adverse balances in neutral countries and the ex-

changes are running heavily against us. England seems to

have guarded her exchange position better than we have and

better than any other nation. Not yet has the pound sterling

fallen into disuse as the result of the war although the dollar

has established itself to some extent.

This situation is most annoying in connection with the

building up of our foreign trade and measures should be

adopted as soon as possible that will stabilize and maintain

the parity of the American dollar throughout the world.

This is a subject that should receive our careful thought

and attention and it is to be hoped that a discussion of the

subject will evolve some constructive plan that will solve

the exchange problem. In a recent address Senator Owen
made the following statement:

"With a trade balance in our favor of over $3,000,000,000

for 1917, and with the American dollar backed by the largest

amount of gold in the world, and backed by the most active

industrial life in the world, the American dollar is at a

discount in the neutral countries of Europe of over 20 per

cent, and even in South American countries is at a discount

as high as 20 per cent. The secretary of state a few days

ago, before the committee on appropriations of the House

of Representatives, found it necessary to point out in his

testimony the astonishing condition that the American dollar

was at a discount practically all over the world when all the

world is indebted to America."

Section 25, Paragraph 156 of the Federal Reserve act

provides that the Federal Reserve Board shall have power

to establish branches in foreign countries or dependencies or

insular possessions of the United States for the furtherance

of the foreign commerce of the United States. It might

be well to consider the desirability of appointing a committee

to confer and co-operate with the Federal Reserve Board,

having in view the adoption of a policy which will estab-

lish and maintain the parity of the America dollar in the

markets of the world.

Federal Charter for Foreign Trade Banks

The Federal Reserve Act provides for the establishment

of branches in foreign countries by member banks having

a capital of not less than $1,000,000, with the approval of

the Federal Reserve Board and by amendment, the F'ederal

Reserve Act also permits member banks to take stock in

banks organized to promote foreign trade.

In conclusion, I think we should suggest to the National

Foreign Trade Council the adoption of resolutions urging

the introduction and passage of

—

(1) Legislation that will place our shipping on an equal

basis with that of other countries;

(2) The appointment of an economic commission, that

we may prepare now for meeting conditions that will con-

front this countr)' at the termination of the war;

(3) Appointment of a committee to confer and co-operate

with the Federal Reserve Board in the adoption of a policy

which will stabilize and maintain the parity of the Ameri-

can dollar in the markets of the world;

(4) Approval of the Glass bill providing federal char-

ters for banks engaged in foreign trade;

(5) The appointment of a special committee to co-operate

with the United States section of the International High
Commission.

American Investment Abroad and
Essential Raw Material

By Percival Farquhar
President Brazil Railways Company, New York.

Fortunately nature has richly endowed us in the vast

extent of our country, with its fertile soil, immense and
varied mineral resources, especially quantity, quality and
distribution of coal and iron, that we need to look abroad

for the lesser part of our raw materials, including foods,

than is the case with most other nations. Nevertheless, this

part is essential to our industries and its aggregate value,

about $1,500,000,000 in 1917, will grow in volume as years

go on.

To safeguard our national industries American interests

should owTi:

Quebracho forests and tanning extract plants in Argen-
tina and Paraguay—An American company has recently

acquired a large extent of these quebracho forests and is erect-

ing a tanning extract plant which will be in operation about

.•\ugust of this year;

Nitrate of soda deposits and oficinas in Chili—The de-

velopment properties are almost exclusively owned and oper-

ated by English companies whose large earnings might make
it difficult to acquire any of them on a reasonable basis, but

the Government of Chili still owns a considerable extent of

undeveloped nitrate beds which might be acquired;

Balsa wood forests in Central America to replace cork

for refrigeration of warehouses, cars, steamers, etc. It ^
much lighter than cork and when treated is durable and with4
stands water—American interests now own some of these for-

ests and have commenced bringing this wood to the Ignited

States;
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Sisal properties in Yucatan. Perhaps the cheapest and

easiest substitute for Indian jute would be twine and thread

made from kraft paper treated so as to make it unaffected

by moisture, for which the further development of this in-

dustry in Germany would be helpful to us;

Rubber properties in the Amazon valley and in the Orient.

The latter has the advantage of the cheapest labor in the

world and the cheap cost of living which goes with it. There

is land still available in the Straits settlement, in Sumatra

and in the Philippines. The Amazon valley has tlie advan-

tage of proximity and of an immense extent of virgin rubber

forests in their original habitat of a soil and climate per-

fectly adapted to rubber, but it does not enjoy the advantage

of cheap labor and cheap cost of living. The production in

the Amazon valley of its own food products, for which it is

well fitted, tends to reduce the price of labor—American in-

terests could acquire immense tracts in the .\mazon valley at

nominal prices, containing large rubber forests which could

be supplemented by plantings between the wild rubber trees

to facilitate the gathering of the rubber;

Iron ore deposits in Cuba, Colombia, Venezuela and
Brazil—American interests own some of these and could

easily acquire more on reasonaljle terms. They are generally

situated conveniently near seaports for export, except in the

case of Brazilian ore, where the vastness of the deposits of

especially high grade ore low in phosphorus makes it worth

while to take measures to treat in a large way the problem

involved in transportation oOO to 400 miles to the seaport.

This was about to be done before the war by strong English

interests owning large ore fields there:

Manganese deposits in Brazil and Central America

—

American interests are developing some of these and are

likely to increase this development as the supply of Russian

manganese now cut off through the closing of the Dardanelles

may be so at other periods in the future, and Indian manga-
nese first stopped by export regulations of the British gov-

ernment and later by lack of shipping is subject of future

interruption of the same sort;

Vegetable oils, cocoanut and so\'a lieans are largely respon-

sible for recent increases in oil imports. The countries

bordering on the Caribbean and Brazil are eminently adapted

to the cultivation of cocoanut plantations, one of the most
profitable of crops as also of castor beans giving the oil most
suitable for use in aeroplanes;

Tin ore in Bolivia with smelters in the United States or

there—The ownership of the largest deposits of tin ore are

divided between the British and Bolivians. Bolivia is rich

in tin and it should be practicable for American interests

to obtain ownership of a sufficient part of this supply, which
should be sent to smelters here and not, as previously, to

Europe, from which practical!}- our entire supply now comes,

as it smelts the tin of Bolivia as well as that of the Straits

settlement and Cornwall;

Sugar and molasses in Cuba and Hawaii— in which Amer-
ican interests have large holdings;

Cattle and meat supply in Central .\merica, Colombia
and Venezuela, Brazil and countries tri1)Utary to the River
Plate—now largely cared for through American packing
houses while others are under construction and in contem-
plation. The competition of other nations in this field,

though existing, is relatively small;

Cocoa in Ecuador, Central America and Brazil—.\nierica

is the largest user of cocoa and it would be easy for it to

liave an ownership in these very profitable plantations.

Tliey might be conducted to advantage in connection with
rubber exploitation in the Amazon ^'alley, where it grows
wild and it is particularly adapted to cocoa;

Bananas and other tropical fruits in Central America.
Panama, Colombia and the West Indies—American inter-

ests are pioneers in this and have well in hand the planta-
tions, railways, ports and steamers and all of the instru-

mentalities required in their production and delivery to the

market.

For the safe and advantageous operation of these proper-

ties the ownership must be in many cases supplemented by

the control of railways coimecting them with the ports of

export, and of steamship lines to the United States. For the

profitable operation of the latter after the war not only is a

radical revision of our present navigation laws required but

also the addition to outgoing freight of American coal and
supplies to railways and other properties in the countries

for whicli they are destined, and experience shows that this

will only be the case if these properties are under American
control. It is the heavy tonnage of coal, approximately 50

per cent of the outgoing cargo of British steamers taken at

times suiting their cargo space which in its direct and in-

direct effects, such as fuel for the steamers themselves, is

one of the large factors in Great Britain's predominance in

the ocean carrying trade.

Many of the raw materials and foods imported pay ex-

port duties to the countries of origin and in a larger pro-

portion of cases the companies producing them pay excess

profits and income taxes to other countries in which they

are organized. In addition to this the cost and regularity

of their delivery to us is affected by the length and condition

of ocean transportation and by special regulations often per-

taining to their export from the country of supply, as in

the case of manganese from India, rubber from the Strait

Settlements, tin, wool, etc.

Ownership of the sources of supph" would give freedom

from excess profits and income taxes of countries other than

those where the supply is situated which must be paid in

any case as well as the advantage in any industrj- attendant

upon such ownership. The countries in which ownership

is sought will be preferably those with whom our relations

are the least likely to be disturbed by war or other causes,

and where the lines of communication are the shortest.

This, other things being equal, points to the countries of

our own hemisphere, with whom our relations are likely

to become increasingly intimate under development of the

spirit of the Monroe Doctrine.

The war demonstrates the necessity of having the whole

industrial organization of the country- safely within its own
control from the raw materials to the finished product at

its destination. Any link that is lacking in the complete chain

may place in jeopardy the economic life of the nation and
to make ourselves secure against it requires a close corre-

lation between government and business.

To determine what should be done by the government
we have to agree upon a point of view for its action, which
would seem to be to the best interest of the whole country,

considered as a great corporation, with the entire American
people as its stockholders. From this point of view the

importance of co-ordination of American effort and the

wastefulness of needless American competition with Amer-
icans is apparent, although contrary to the theories of poli-

tical economy taught in our schools and colleges and to the

theory of untrammeled competition underlying our anti-trust

laws and other uneconomic legislation. But one of the

fortunate legacies of this terrible war is likely to be tlie

replacing of this theon,' by the saner one of well planned
co-ordination, so that our national effort may be the sum
total of our individual efforts.

There is no contravention of democracy that our govern-

ment should take a leading part now and after the war in

planning and directing this co-ordination, for democracy
concerns the method of selection and replacement of those

who govern us and does not necessarily detract from their

power or authority. Were it otherwise, democracies would
be condemned inherently to be less efficient in the interests

of the people who constitute them, which we would not like

to believe.
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Organization of a District Export Selling Company
Under the Webb Bill

By George H. Charls,

American Rolling Mill Co.

It is the purpose of this paper to deal with the organiza-

tion of a district export selling company under the Webb
bill. It seems obvious that a simple plan, conservatively

drawn, on a non-pretentious scale, will be the easiest to

inaugurate. Before comprehensive plans may be followed,

a great amount of educational work must be accomplished.

It is evident that this preliminary work must be done if

America, as a whole, is to benefit as it should in the new
freedom this bill offers exporting companies.

Proceeding on the assumption that "what is everybody's

business is nobody's business," and that the executives en-

gaged in export business, who have vision, are too busy to

carry on this vital educational work, the reason and para-

mount need for district organization under competent man-
agement is apparent. Individualism is an American char-

acteristic. It will require continuity of educational effort

and encouragement before unity of action and purpose can
gain maximum efficiency. It will also require time to foster

the spirit of Americans for America. "In unity there is

strength." Not the success of the individual company, but

the success of all American business, must be the goal.

This is not an altruistic doctrine; it is sternly practical.

Too often our selfish ambitions deprive us of the vision and
the opportunity to attain the very thing we most desire. In

this case, the fact is so pertinent that we must organize in

order to duly appreciate the importance of co-operative for-

eign selling. The first step in organizing a district export

selling company, in accordance with the principles of the

Webb-Pomerene bill, would be for five or ten of the leading

exporters in the district to meet informally and discuss the

idea, determine the extent of the district geographically, and
outline plans for organization and operation.

A prospectus should be formulated upon following lines:

The geographical extent of a district will naturally vary

with the proximity of the cities within the district to the

central, or hub city.

The Ohio-Miami Valley District should comprise:

Cincinnati and suburbs, Portsmouth, Ironton, Chillicothe,

Washington Court House, Wilmington, Dayton, Piqua, Troy,

Springfield, Middletown, and Hamilton, Ohio; Richmond,
Lawrenceburg and Aurora, Ind. ; Ashland, Newport and
Covington, Ky.
The plan of operation should call for the organization of

a district export selling company (hereafter called "com-

pany" for the sake of brevity), including all the export con-

cerns in the district, under the leadership of a competent,

experienced e.xport executive, with headquarters at some
central point in the district.

The purposes of such company should be:

1. To obtain a competent business manager, and to pro-

vide offices for him and his assistants in the central or hub
city of the district.

2. (a) To consult with the boards of education, the uni-

versities, colleges, Y. M. C. A.s, schools and business col-

leges, so that they may see the wisdom of introducing prac-

tical export trade studies in their respective institutions,

which would encourage the youth to look forward to, and
train for, positions in foreign fields; to assist in placing

these youths in positions, and to find applicants for export-

ers.

(b) To promulgate the teaching of languages most prac-

tical in the fields of American foreign trade enterprise. To
organize classes for the study of the best business methods

in foreign trade, which classes shall be open to the members
of the Company and their employees.

3. To compile a complete list of the various products ex-

ported by the district mennbers.

4. To obtain the names and addresses of American rep-

resentatives in foreign fields.

5. To compile a list of all foreign countries in which

district members are directly or indirectly represented.

6. To compile a list of all foreign houses at present rep-

resenting the district members.

7. To receive from each member, weekly, such reports

as may be interesting, practical and advantageous to all

members.

8. To act as a clearing-house on credits, financial and
shipping rates and conditions, and such other information

as could be practically given by one member to another.

9. To obtain from each member permission to consult

their foreign direct representatives regarding such general

information respecting the foreign field in which they work,

without overstepping the premises of private business. Or,

at least, persuade each member to do so directly, when re-

quested.

10. To receive all reports from the bureau of foreign and

domestic commerce, and from all other available sources.

11. To list the arrival of foreign buyers, visiting the

United States, and endeavor to bring them into the district.

12. To compile all data and information released by dis-

trict managers, and otherwise obtained, into a bulletin to be

mailed weekly to all members.

13. To provide quarterly meetings for all members in the

district, monthly and weekly meetings for members in larger

centers, for the interchange of ideas and the suggestion of

ways and means to make the organization more effective.

14. It shall at all times be the object of the company to

promote the proper spirit of co-operative work, to exert a con-

stant influence for harmony, friendship, better understanding,

trust and confidence between all members, to the end that

they may co-operate in their selling, to the greatest possible

extent.

15. To form individual departments to handle tlie sale

of the products of various members in foreign fields; these

departments to be divided geographically, or according to

kindred lines, and to be available to such members as desire

to take advantage of the opportunity. Such departments

to be under the direct charge of an expert sales manager
who would be responsible only to the district manager.
The individual manufacturers should at all times quote

the compan}- their lowest export prices, allowing the com-
pany a commission, and agree to set aside a definite yearly

amount of their product for export sale. They should
further agree to extend such credit as the company should

recommend. The company would pay the manufacturer as

they received payment from the foreign buyer. They should
further agree to provide for such additional sales and mis-
sionary expense as such department would entail. This
sum to be agreed upon in advance of their affiliating them-
selves with such department. The capital stock of the com-
pany should be sufficiently large to include ever)' exporter

in the district among its stockholders. Each member shall

subscribe for a definite amount of stock to be paid for in

five annual installments. The total of each annual paraient
of all members shall be sufficient to guarantee funds for

the payment of the district manager's salan.-, expenses, offices

in the central city and at seaboard, assistants and adver-
tising. Each member shall be limited to a stated number of
shares.

It is estimated that the Ohio-Miami Valley district pos-
sesses a minimum of 500 concerns engaged in export busi-
ness. If each memlier would agree to subscribe for stock to
an extent which would make its payments $500 per annum,
for five years, the district would have a fund of $250,000
per }ear to carry on this important work. This would give
a capital stock of a million and a quarter paid up, in five

years. One has onl}- to keep in mind that the cost to each
individual member is only what such member would have
to pay a good office-boy, in order to appreciate the feasibility
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of the plan, and the probability of every member in the

district heartily endorsing and supporting the project. In

addition to this sum of money, the company would benefit

to the extent of the commissions paid by the individual

members.
To further increase this working capital, all concerns

dealing directly with the company should subscribe to its

capital stock, and man}- concerns not now engaged in export

business would naturally desire to become affiliated with

the company. Before, or at the end of five years, the com-

pany would increase its capital stock, if necessary. All

profits accruing in the first five years to be held for working

capital. The duration of the corporation shall Ije permanent.

A board of directors consisting of ten or more members
(as the number may warrant) shall be elected annually by

the members. The board of directors, however, shall act

in an advisory capacity only, to the district manager, who
shall have full charge of the management of company affairs.

The corporation having been launched, the first vitally

important step would be the choice of a competent manager.

He must be a leader, a high-grade, broadly-experienced

executive, well versed in export business. He must be tlie

guiding spirit from the ver}- inception, with a wonderful

amount of tact and discretion. He should choose his owti

competent assistants, and should have a free hand in car-

rying out the objects of the association. The more time he

has spent in foreign fields, the more valuable he will be to

the organization.

The district manager should obtain an e.xperienced man
to travel as representative of a single group in a foreign

country or countries. This man should not carry more than

four or five lines. His particular business would be scout-

ing, or missionary work—selling when possible. The group

lie represents would stand all salary and e.xpenses, quoting

lowest export prices at all times, furnishing sufficient ad-

vertising matter, catalogs, etc., without charge, and allowing

as liberal a commission as possible, also ample credit.

The group manufacturers would deal only with the dis-

trict manager, and the salesman sent out \vould report direct

to the manager. This would afford an inexpensive method
for members to obtain first-hand information regarding the

possibilities of selling their product in various foreign fields,

and making sales at a minimum expense.

A second move would be to merge non-competitive manu-
facturers in the district who were doing business through
foreign houses in some single country, say Brazil. The dis-

trict manager, through the information obtained in a confi-

dential way, could readily ascertain in what country existed

the greatest duplication of effort, and excessive cost-to-sell

on tlie part of ten to twenty members in his district. After

carefully studying these conditions, he should evolve a prac-

tical plan for unifying all efforts, then call these manufac-
turers into a conference and effect a merger of selling in-

terests. The plan would undoubtedly appeal to the majority,

and the rest would come in when the}' perceived how well

the plan would work. This idea could be carried so far

as to have these manufacturers rent their own warehouse
in the principal city of such foreign country, and arrange
to do business direct with the final consumer.

While such district office and warehouse would be under
the direct supervision of the district manager, the companies
interested could send their own technical salesmen to work
with the manager in charge. This procedure is followed
by many American manufacturers in a slightly different

way, in that their own technical experts now Avork with for-

eign houses selling their goods. This plan would call for

lowest export prices and commission to the company, as
well as a consignment of stock, if necessan-. and proper ad-
vertising matter. It would also require of the members the
extension of such credit as would be necessary to compete
with foreign buyers.

The possibilities of a district export selling company are

really beyond comprehension. Some of the advantages
gained thereby may be enumerated as follows:

The provision of an up-to-date foreign sales organization,

constructively managed, at the lowest possible expense to the

individual members.

The company will obtain, quickly and efficiently, a com-
prehensive list of foreign buyers, their particular needs and
requirements.

Definite, accurate information regarding not only their

financial standing, but also their credit limitations, based
upon their methods of doing business, and the character of
their clients.

Greater ability to secure ocean rates and space, at lowest

quotations.

Greater efficiency in invoicing and accounting. The com-
pany would establish relations with the large importing
and exporting companies in all foreign countries, solicit

their inquiries, make quotations on all their requirements,
distribute the orders among the various members of the dis-

trict, assemble all orders together into one shipment, and
make one billing on the entire amount.

Possibilities of carrying American stocks in foreign coun-
tries in American warehouses, under the management of
trustworthy .American managers, instead of relying upon
foreign houses to sell American goods, which houses may
be controlled by foreign competitors.

Avoid competing with each other in foreign markets.
Gain the advantage of a joint advertising campaign, cata-

logs, etc.

Meet prices and deliveries of foreign competitors at all

times, through co-operation.

Broaden the scope of all companies in all markets of the

world.

Standardization of products to meet the need and desires

of foreign buyers in dift'erent foreign countries.

.A.nd, most important, the educational and co-operative
work will arouse Americans to the value and vital need for

co-operative export trade quicker and better than any other
method.

Such district companies will also form a nucleus for the
larger and more pretentious national selling companies.
The suggestions in this plan are limited, but the potential

results which even a plan of this kind offers, should en-
courage many districts in the United States to start at once
similar companies on broader and more comprehensive
lines.

He who truly loves America and places patriotism above
selfishness and personal gratification, will visualize this sug-
gestion not only as a good business move, but a great patri-

otic duty.

The Part of Coal in Helping to Win the War
By J. H. Wheelwright,

President, Consolidation Coal Co.

It is a common saying that this, that or the other raw ma-
terial or manufactured article will ''win the war.'' We all

have seen this statement advertised many times. The Food
.\dministration says "Food ^^'ilI Win the War." The sugar
refiners put up posters and car cards saying "Sugar Will Win
the War." The United States Shipping Board and even the

National Foreign Trade Council have said that ships will win
the war, and I am inclined to agree with them, with but one
amendment—coal and ships will win the war. We certainly

need the ships to transport to the fighting districts the men
and their supplies. Without the ships they caimot get there.

But without the coal the ships caimot make their voyages,

and so, after all, it is coal that is going to help in winning
the war.

Perhaps there are some oil men who may be inclined to
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controvert me on this point, but whatever may be the possi-

bilities for the development of oil-burning steamships the fact

is that they have not yet readied the stage where we can de-

pend safely on oil for ocean transport power. Our reliance

today is upon coal, and that is my point.

And in a double sense it is foreign trade in coal that is

furni.shing such powerful war winning assistance just now.

For the service rendered by this humble product of American

mines and industry is by no means confined to filling the

bunkers and supplying the steam for our transports and the

other steamers that are carrying the huge bulk of military

supplies, food and other articles to our allies and to the

neutrals of Europe and the remainder of the world. We
have even exported coal to Europe and thereby secured sup-

plies which otherwise would not have been available. And
we have sent coal to South America and secured in return

materials of the highest value in the production of munitions

and other war supplies.

As an article of direct commerce, therefore, export coal is

rendering an important war winning service. In the bunkers

of troop ships, other transports, liners and traders to our

allies it is rendering another distinct, but important, war
winning service. And in the bunkers of neutral ships, not

subject to the degree of control impressed upon American

vessels, .\merican coal is producing a responsiveness on the

part of the ship owners to the requests of this government

which has distinctly a war winning value.

Thus in various ways and with varying influence export

coal is doing its share of America's part in the great war. If

I were to stand here an hour I could not enumerate the domes-

tic ways in which coal is helping in war work. Without sug-

gestion they will occur to you in ever lengthening catalogue.

^^'hen the war is successfully concluded there will be

opened up to America to my mind, a wonderful opportunity

to further expand her exportations of coal. The splendid

progress made in the early stages of the war in introducing

American coal in foreign markets and the further extension

and strengthening of its position in markets that had been

more or less established—now at a lull for reasons with which

we are familiar—will give us an opportunity of pushing our

coal that is now beginning to be known in the markets of the

world and it will not be looked upon as so much in the past

by foreign buyers, as an experiment and often costly to them,

but a commodity recognized as possessing proven qualities

particularly adapted to their requirements.

Many of the unfavorable conditions with which the Amer-
ican coal exporter had to contend will be removed or greatly

remedied, a few of which may be enumerated, as for

instance:

First—Lack of knowledge of the quality and character of our coals by
foreign buyers.

Second—Lack of vessels under the American flag to transport our product.
Third—L^nfavorablc maritime laws making it impossible to construct or

operate vessels in competition with vessels under foreign flags.

Fourtli—Adverse credit balance conditions and exchange facilities.

Great strides have been made in solving the first by the

large amount of coal exported early in the war, at a time

when conditions made only American coal availal^le to foreign

consumers and its quality, character and preparation fully

and satisfactorily met their requirements when intelligently

applied. Tliis latter feature should be jealously watched and
most painstaking and earnest care taken in ascertaining from
the buyer for just what purpose the coal is to be used, as a

mistake in the a]iplication of coal of the quality required is

so costly as to make a customer reluctant to again give it a

trial and this feature alone had given American coal an

undeserved bad name in many communities.

The second is being rapidly solved by the construction and
acquisition by both our government and individual capital

of a large fleet of vessels.

The third will doubtless be solved as the crying necessity

for an adequate merchant marine has been so forcibly

demonstrated and the cessation of hostilities will find such

a great investment of government and private capital in

vessel tonnage as to certainly insure such a correction or re-

vision of the previous laws as to place our vessels where they

can fairly compete with those under other flags.

The fourth has already been solved by the readjustment

of international credits that has gradually taken place during

the progress of the war, and the banking facilities abroad

that have been established by our large banking institutions

by placing branch offices in the important centers of all for-

eign countries. This would appear to have placed us on an

equality with our competitors in the very important item of

credit and exchange.

Thus with some of the obstacles removed and with the

entering wedge already made, we must be prompt to take

advantage of and make the most of the pioneer work already

done, the moment conditions seem to make the opportunity

present itself. Immediately after the termination of the war,

I believe there will be a tremendous world wide demand for

coal, as most countries, including our own, have practically

no stocks available, so that there is no question but what
foreign trade is going to be limited to the ability of the

mines to produce and provide transportation facilities, and
the controlling factor will be labor.

It looks as though we would have a ready export market

for all the coal we can ship during the period of reconstruc-

tion, as the producing countries of Europe will feel the ef-

fects of depleted man power, and in many sections it will

take a long time to restore to anything approaching normal

production the properties that have been devastated by the

war.

By the time the war is successfully concluded this country

should be in a position she has never been in before—she

will have .\merican vessels to carry coal and other exports to

foreign countries and bring back such of their products as

we import, placing us on a more favorable basis in so far

as marine rates are concerned, and in addition we will have
gained knowledge, such as our experience will have taught

us in the handling of the huge export tonnage we have moved
since the war has been on, and with adequate international

banking facilities to handle.

Indeed the question in my mind is whether we will have

at that time the production of coal sufficient to enable us to

supply the demands made upon us by foreign countries,

which would be unfortunate, for as I have said before, it

appears to me to be of the utmost importance that we be

prepared and prompt to supply any demand arising, as,

unless American coals are supplied immediately and foreign

nations are allowed to go back to their old sources of supply,

it would be difficult to displace them and much of the ground
would have to be gone over again.

The mines of America have the capacity to meet such an

emergency, and it seems the vessel tonnage will be available,

therefore the question seems to resolve itself into our getting

the coal loaded on cars and transported to tide—a matter of

transportation and labor. The inadequacy of railroads to

handle the tonnage of coal which can be produced in this

country has been strikingly demonstrated during the past

year, and not only the government but the people at large

now realize a situation which has been known and pro-

claimed by the coal industn,' for years. We have faith in

our government, however, that when a condition has been
so fully demonstrated, eft'ort will be made to remedy it, and
already we find concentrated effort being set forth to improve
railroad facilities of the country, with a view to unification

of systems and terminals as well as many new methods to

handle such commodities as coal, with a view to improving
the situation that has so long existed. In all probability,

at the end of the war, there will be a letting up in home de-
mand and many men who have left the coal mining industry
for work in munition and kindred employment, will sooner
or later be seeking their old vocation of coal mining.



So much has been said and written about the necessity for

fuel economy and how coal can be saved on the locomotives

„ ,. . . that it is to be feared the expression
btandmg m the

^^^^ ^^^^ j^^j ^^^^^ ^^ -^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
Way of a few railroad officers and employees

Fuel Economy ^^"^^ ^ot to be big enough radically to

change their view-points if the best re-

sults are to be obtained. Illustrating this, one fuel expert

asked the following question: "What results would l)e ob-

tained if the colonel of a regiment were, in an apologetic

wa}-, to say to his men that the enemy with whom they were

to engage in battle was very much better equipped in every

way and that, while the enemy would probably win the

fight, it would, of course, be necessary to battle against

them." The fight would be lost before it was begun because

his men would have lost the one important qualification for

really winning the fight—their morale. Too many men are

defeated before they tackle a proposition because cf their

attitude of mind. What chance is there on many roads, for

instance, of running one locomotive through over two or three

divisions, simply stopping to clean the fires and change crews

at division points; and yet it has been demonstrated where
this has been given a fair trial that it not only results in

marked fuel economy but makes it possible to secure a much
larger service from each locomotive, thus reducing the num-
ber of locomotives required for handling a given amount of

traffic. This is only one of a number of things that will

never be made to yield results until those in charge are will-

ing to tackle the proposition with an open mind and not

kill the project before it is started. No matter how good a
device or method may be it needs a friendly interest to

make it a success. Indifference has damned many a good
cause.

If anyone is in doubt as to why there is difficulty in secur-

ing and keeping an ample number of capable foremen in
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railroad shops and roundhouses, thewny Are u oa
j-eason is very clearly indicated in Ap-

Foremen pendix IV of the Railroad Wage Corn-

Hard to Keen' mission report, in which are shown the

average monthly earnings of railroad

workers for \'->l>. 1916 and 1917 by occupational classes.

In 1915 the average monthly earnings of general foremen
throughout the United States w-as $127.77. This increased

to $131. lo in 1916 and for 1917 had gone up to $137.73.

The average monthly earnings of gang and other foremen
were $97.24, $102.68 and $lf2.76, respectively, during these

three years. Machinists averaged $85.87 per month in 1915,

$100.42 in 1916, and $116.35 in 1917; while boilermakers
averaged $89.69 in 1915, $102.46 in 1916, and $118.85
in 1917. The disparity between the earnings of the fore-

men and the men in the ranks, while clearly indicated by
these figures, is really much wider than they show, as thev
are averages which are considerably exceeded on a piece
work basis by the lirighter and more skilled men, and by
mechanics in roundhouses, where overtime is prevalent.
Furthermore, under the sliding scale of percentage increases
in pay recommended by the Wage Commission and put into

effect by General Order No. 27 of the director general of
railroads, an already bad situation is made worse, because
the base rate of the mechanic in most cases is less than that

of the foreman, although, due to overtime or extra piece work
earnings, his actual earnings are greater. The mechanic is

thus entitled to an award higher not only in percentage, but
in actual amount, than are the lower grades of foremen.
Under such conditions, what inducement is there for the
mechanic of exceptional skill or ability to give up comfor-
table working conditions and assume the heavy load of
responsibility and steady grind of long hours which fall to
the lot of the foreman?

The iron and steel mills of this country are greatly in need
of scrap iron, the demand for this material far exceeding

Scran Iron
^^^ supply. Railroads have always"
tjeen one of the largest sources of sup-

at a ply for scrap iron and steel. The

Premium prices now being paid for such mate-
rials are sufficiently high to warrant

special efforts in the collection of scrap; but, aside from
this, the railroads should do their best to make up the defi-
ciency for patriotic reasons. It is said that if all of the iron
and steel scrap in the country was marketed, there would
be no shortage of steel, but this can only be accomplished by
very great effort. The railroads cannot only be of great
help in collecting and marketing their own scrap but they
can do much by urging others with whom they come in con-
tact to do the same and by helping to promote and encour-
age "Sell Your Scrap" campaigns in the different communi-
ties which thev serve.

The assumption of control of the railways by the govern-
ment has brought about a number of interesting situations,

T-, J not the least confusing of which is the
t-ederai (control

^^^^1^^ j^ which the valuation engi-

and Valuation neer and his staff find themselves. Until

^Qj.]j this year the valuation department has
maintained the dual function of fur-

nishing the government with such information and maps as
it required and of gathering such data as may be necessary
to support the claims of the roads in those points in which
agreement has not been reached with the federal forces. Im-
mediately on the taking over of the operation of the roads
the suggestion was made in certain quarters that the valua-
tion forces of the railways should be consolidated with those
of the government and the findings of the latter forces made
binding on the roads ina.smuch as the government, through
its guarantee of railway earnings, might be considered as
paying the expenses of both forces. However, this position

ignores the fact that the government has not purchased but
only leased the properties of the roads for the period of the
war and that the equity of owners in the properties remains
unchanged. Sounder judgment has prevailed and the work
has proceeded without material change from e.xi.sting practices

up to the present time. With the reorganization of the staffs

of the roads to bring them more directly into the emplov of
the government railway men engaged in valuation work are
now confronted with a joint responsil)ility to their present
employer (the government) and to their former employers
and the owners of their properties (the corporations). The
director of the division of valuation, who is an employee of
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the Interstate Commerce Commi.s.sion and is also a member
of the official family of the director general of railroads,

has recently issued a circular stating that whatever expenses

may Ije necessarily incurred by the carrier in making the

valuation may 1)C charged to operating expenses, but that

expenses incurred to test the accuracy of the valuation or to

contest it before the commission or the courts must be borne

by the corporation. These instructions are necessarily more
or less general in character and leave considerable oppor-

tunity for the exercise of discretion.

The problem of the government is to arrive at a fair valu-

ation. It is, therefore, encouraging to note the increasing

desire on its part to arrive at an agreement with the carriers

regarding as many figures of cjuantities and unit prices as

possible, in this way reducing to the minimum the number

of points to be contested later. To this end the engineering

estimates of the division of valuation are being submitted

informally to the roads for criticism and checking in some

cases, in this way affording an opportunity for the detection

and elimination of errors and inaccuracies before the ten-

tative valuations are completed and submitted to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. Obviously such a procedure

is very much to be desired by all concerned, and under it

much of the data which the roads are securing to substan-

tiate their claims can he and are being submitted to the divi-

sion of valuation for such use as may be made of them in

verifying the valuations. For this reason it is to be expected

that the recent order of the director of the division of valu-

ation relative to the distribution of expenses for the collec-

tion of these data between the operating and the corporate

accounts will he interpreted liberally since the information

is being placed at the disposal of the Commission and is

being used bv it in arriving at the coi-rect figures.

Is Railway Credit a Non-Essential?

Ir
pRESiUENi \\"iLS(jN or Director General ^McAdoo liad

I
ersonally written the tentative draft of the propo;-'!

contract l^etvveen the government and the railroad companies

whose properties have been taken under federal control, a

question might pertinently i)e asked whether they had their

fingers crossed when, during the early days of federal con-

trol, the}^ referred so repeatedly to the necessity for stabiliz-

ing railway credit. As they have not done so and have

necessarily delegated the work to others, it is perhaps proper

to ask whether their representatives, in their zeal to make a

good bargain for the government, have become obsessed with

the idea that during the months that have elapsed between

the taking of the property and the making of the bargain for

compensation, railway credit has become relegated to the

class of non-essentials, and may be substituted by the credit

of the government.

In a statement accompanying the proclamation of Decem-

ber 26 under which the railroads were taken over the Presi-

dent said : "Investors in railway securities may rest assured

that their rights and interests will be as scrupulously looked

after b\' the government as they could be by the directors of

the several railway systems."

In his message to Congress on January 4 recommending

legislation to provide for compensation, he said that "One
of the strong arguments for assuming control of the railways

at the present time is the financial argument," that "the

values of railway securities should l)e justly and fairly pro-

tected," and that "the owners and creditors of the railways,

the holders of their stocks and bonds, should receive from

the government an unqualified guarantee . . . that the

several roads will receive under federal management such

compensation as is equitable and just alike to their owners

and to the general public." He added that "it is of the ut-

most consequence to the government it.sclf that all great

financial operations should be stabilized and co-ordinated

with the financial operations of the government." Referring

to the vast total of railway securities in the hands of small

investors, banks, insurance companies, etc., he said, "the

unquestioned solidity of that structure must be maintained."

Director General McAdoo has also made similar state-

ments regarding the disastrous consequences to the financial

structure of the country "unless unquestioned assurance could

be given by the government of an adequate protection to the

holders of railroad securities."

Since these things were said several things have happened.

Instead of guaranteeing the railways, as tiie President had
recommended, the average net railway operating income of

the three years ending June 30, 1917, the railroad control

act authorized as a basis "not exceeding a sum equivalent

as nearly as may be" to that amount. Since then, at the

hands of the government's representatives who have been

negotiating with the railways regarding the contract, even

the sum which is calculated from this indefinite expression is

made subject to further deductions, the amount of which may
not be anticipated at the time the contract is signed.

Instead of the "unqualified guarantee" to which the Presi-

dent said they were entitled, the tentative draft which was
discussed at the meetings of railway executives and security

owners held in New York last week does indeed contain a

blank space in Section 7 for the amount of money said to be

guaranteed as annual compensation, but immediately follow-

ing is a. list of deductions which may be made for so-called

"excess maintenance," additions and betterments not justly

chargeable to the United States, and other things. While
there is a provision that the power to deduct for additions

and betterments shall not be so exercised as to prevent the

company from supporting its corporate organization, keep-

ing up sinking funds, paying regular interest on its debts

or on loans issued during federal control and approved by
the director general, there is no provision that the other

deductions shall not be great enough to make it impossible

to keep up such payments. As to dividends there is an
expression of policy that the power of deduction for addi-

tions and betterments shall not be so used as unnecessarily

to prevent regular payment, but this is a long way from
the "unqualified guarantee" of whatever may be held to be

fair compensation. Moreover there is no protection of any
kind for leased line rentals, failure to pay which might
disrupt a system. It is understood that one of the arguments
of the administration's representatives has been that, if con-

fidence ui the good faith of the government is not suffi-

cient to maintain railway credit under these conditions,

the credit of the government may be called upon to raise

any sums necessary. It is apparent, however, that such an

assumption is at considerable variance with the idea of

maintaining private credit for the purpose of preventing

undue strain on that of the government.

One of the provisions in the proposed contract which
liears heavily on the patriotism of the railway owners is that

which requires a complete release from all claim for com-
pensation for all loss and damage to business and traffic.

Director General McAdoo, in his testimony before the Senate

committee, referred to the condition which might be found

after the war by sa)-ing that "great numbers of important

railroads might find themselves largely deprived of estab-

li.shed traffic and seriously hampered in getting it back,

and this will he highly detrimental to the security holders

of all such railroads as well as to the public interest." He
was using this possil)ility as an argument against turning

the railroads back at once at the end of the war. During
the 21 months' period of readjustment now provided for it is

possible that some of the damage might he repaired. If the

possible loss should prove to he small, the release provision

would be of small consequence, but the government, under
the tentative form of contract, requires the railroad com-
jianies to take all the chances.
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Government Operation

and Railroad Accidents

WHEN THE RAILWAYS Were under private management it

was the practice of certain classes of journals, when
serious railwa)' accidents occurred, to attribute them entirely

to derelictions on the part of the financial and operating

managements. The Hearst newspapers, because of acci-

dents, published column after column of denunciations of

the railway managements in blackface type, with a profu-

sion of capital letters. Such virtuous and omniscient publi-

cations as the Christian Science IMonitor and the New Re-

public joined in the refrain as loudly as they were able.

Private management being held to blame, the conclusion

usually reached was that the only remedy was government

ownership and operation. Government management, under

which the railway's would be operated for the benefit of the

public, and not for the profit of Wall street, would, it was
said, put a stop to all the.se horrible catastrophes. When
the Rail-d:ay Age and other publications, which took the

pains to investigate the causes of accidents, tried to present

those causes and to show why government management
would not necessarily remove them, the}- were denounced as

the prejudiced organs of the railway comjianies and the

financial powers.

^^"e have finally got government operation. We have had

it for over six months. Surprising as it may be to some
people, incidents still occur. They continue to occur as cer-

tainly as Mr. Justice Brandeis' famous "million dollars a

day" refuses to be saved. In fact, under' government opera-

tion we are having some of the worst accidents in the his-

tory of American railways. Among those which have oc-

curred since government control was adopted are the fol-

lowing :

On January 14 Houston & Texas Central passenger train

No. 17 was derailed at Hammond, Tex., owing to a switch

being loosened by a brake beam falling from a freight train.

Seventeen persons were killed and 12 injured.

On January- 31 a freight train on the Northern Pacific

collided with a passenger train on the Great Northern at a

crossing at Sedro Woolley, \\'ash. Five persons were killed

and IS injured.

On February 25 there was a rear collision between the

passenger trains on the Southern Railway at Frost, S. C.

Twelve per.sons were killed and ,50 injured.

On June 22 an empty equipment train ran into the rear of

n circus train on the Michigan Central at Ivanhoe, Ind.

^vent}-eight persons were killed and 120 injured.

On July 9 two passenger trains collided on the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis at Belle jSIead Park, Tenn. The
number of persons killed is estimated at about 80 and the

number injured at about the same.

Needless to say, if this terrible series of accidents had oc-

curred when the railways were under private management,
the companies and their officers would have been denounced
throughout the country, and the classes of journals above
mentioned would have used them as an unanswerable argu-
ment that tlie managements were entirely inefficient and
that the government must take charge. We should have
heard frequent repetitions of the time-honored recommenda-
tion that, in order to make the railways safe, the presidents

and Ijoards of directors sliould be required to ride upon tlic

cow-catchers.

If the occurrence of accidents formerly afforded a fair

argument against the continuance of private management
it has now become, by the same token, a fair argument
against the continuance of government operation. It mav lie

alleged that these accidents are attriljutable to the condition
of the properties when the companies turned them over to
the government. W'ith one possible exception, however, all

of tliem were due, not to failures of the railway plants, but

to failures of employees to do their duty at critical moments.

Shall we, therefore, attribute this series of accidents to

government operation ? To do so probably would be as un-

just as many of the brutal diatribes against railway com-

panies and railway managers, which have been published in

the past, not only in malicious and irre.sponsible newspapers,

i)ut even in reports of state railroad commissions and of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. Accidents, even bad

accidents, or even series of bad accidents, are by no means
infallible proof of bad management. All the conditions un-

der which they occur must be considered. They are far

more likely to occur on a railwa}' having a large number of

inexperienced or comparative!)- inexperienced employees

than on the same railway when it has few such employees,

and all railways at present have numerous inexperienced

employees. They are far more likely to occur on a railway

which is handling a heavy traffic tlian on the same road

when it is handling a li.ght traffic, and practically all the

railways are now handling the heaviest traffic, both passen-

ger and freight, in their history. It is easily conceivable,

therefore, that the recent accidents would have occurred if

the government had never taken over the railways. There

are, however, three ywints, among others, w-hich they suggest.

First, tlie fact that the railways are now- being operated

by the government is no good reason for tn,'ing to cover up
the facts regarding accidents. W'hen the raihvays were un-

der private management the press and public officials ]irop-

erly demanded that all the facts about accidents should be

made public. Now, however, there is Ijeing manifested a

tendency to attempt to cover up the facts. The investigation

of the collision on the ^Michigan Central at Ivanhoe, Ind.,

was conducted jointly by representatives of the Indiana Pub-
lic Service Commission and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. To the shame of Indiana and the government of

the United States, it was turned into a star chamber proceed-

ing, and representatives of the Railway Age and other pub-
lications were denied admission. No sufficient explanation

or defense has been or ever can be given of this action.

Second, the government is going to find that in order to

keep accidents at the practical minimum it w-ill be just as

necessary to maintain discipline among employees under
government operation as it was under private operation. The
maintenance of discipline requires that operating officers

shall, according to their ranks, possess and exerci.se author-

ity to reward and punish employees according to their

deserts. It is just as necessary that officers of raihvays shall

possess and exercise such authority as it is that officers of

armies shall. If government operation is to any consideraljle

extent responsible for the bad accident record which is now-

being made this is Ijecause its adoption has caused certain

changes in the attitudes and relations of the operating of-

ficers and employees to each other w-hich tend to undermine
rather than to improve discipline. Developments which have

occurred on the railways, especially since the "basic eight-

hour day"' fiasco in August, 1916, naturally have caused

certain classes of emplo\-ees to believe that they have more
numerous and powerful friends in Washington than their

superior officers. Tlie officers charged with the duty of ad-

ministering discipline have the same impression. In these

circumstances, discipline is likely to be more difficult to

maintain than heretofore, and without discipline there will

Ije more accidents.

Third, contrary to the confident predictions of advocates

of go\-ernnient management, government operation is not

}-et preventing or showing any perceptible tendency to re-

duce accidents. Astonishing as it may seem, the newspapers
which have devoted so much l^lackface type to denouncing
the railway companies are not devoting any blackface t}-pe

to calling attention to this fact; but a fact it is, nevertheless.

The niiracle which for years we have been assured would be

worked refuses thus far to be w-orked. Criticism of the

Railroad .\dministration for this w-ould be unreasonable

—
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as unreasonable a.s much of the criticism of the railway

companies and their officers which was published when

the railways were under private management. Letters to the Editor

iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiik;:

T

The Automatic Stop

HE Springfield (Mass.) Republican in its issue of

July 5 says, "The Raihi'ay Age, discussing the wreck

of the circus train on the Michigan Central, demands the

general adoption of the automatic stop and intimates that

the national railroad administration should go ahead and

install these appliances at once, not waiting for the ideal

device to be developed But while railroads

have often been criticized for not making the expen-

ditures essential for safe operation few papers would have

suggested government enforcement of the sweeping reform

the Railway Age now demands . . . . for it is ask-

ing the government to undertake a radical and expensive

improvement in the interests of safety which the railroads

have refused t6 undertake."

The interpretation which the Springfield Republican has

placed upon the editorial, "What Lessons Do Collisions

Teach?" which appeared in the Railway Age of June 28,

differs widely from that which we intended should be put

on it. Evidently, our discussion was not clear. Since the

collision on the Michigan Central another wreck has oc-

curred in which nearly 100 persons were killed and about

the same number injured, this, however, being in territory

not operated under the block system. This catastrophe ren-

ders it necessary to refer to the subject of automatic train

stops again and this time we shall try to so state our views

on this subject that they cannot be misunderstood.

The tracks, equipment and operating rules of most of

our railroads are good, and the operation of the trains is

surrounded with numerous physical safeguards, including,

on many lines, the automatic blcxrk signal system; but even

on roads which are phj'sically in the highest state of devel-

opment the toll of life continues to be taken because of fail-

ures of the human element. It would appear that the pre-

ventive of catastrophes due to collisions such as those on

the Michigan Central and the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis would be the installation of some form of auto-

matic train stop as an adjunct to the automatic block signal

system, but it still remains to be determined whether the

automatic train stop actually would serve the purpose. A
number of automatic stops have been developed and tested

on sections of track, but have these devices been widely

enough and long enough tested in actual service to determine

finally the manner in which they would act under the severe

and varied conditions of operation on railways in all parts

of the country? The theoretical operation of an automatic

stop as developed in the laboratory, or even its operation on

a single section of track, does not show conclusively how it

will act in road service generally and under all weather con-

ditions. It has taken years of development to bring the auto-

matic signal to its present position and its development has

been mainly due to lessons learned from installations in ac-

tual road service.

While the development of the automatic stop, in general,

has not reached a stage at present which would justify ad-

vocating its universal installation, we believe the time has

come when a wider application is warranted in order to

determine by the test of wide experience whether existing

stops meet the requirements and whether, if they do not,

they or others can be so developed that they will do so. Ex-
perience may show that automatic stops cannot be so devel-

oped as to meet all conditions imposed 1))' road service, but

until we have had more experience with them in actual

service the question where they should be brought into wide

or universal use will remain unsettled.

Tank Engines
Princess Bay. S. I.

To THE Editor:

Can anyone tell me why American railways don't make
more use of "tank"' engines.

Traveling over the country, one is constantly confronted

with the sight of yard and switch engines, "one car" local

and branch line trains, suburban services and other short

runs, in every case the locomotive being burdened with about

forty tons of perfectly useless tender.

On the suburban road on which I live, every locomotive

drags along a 3,000-gal. tank of water and about five to six

tons of coal, for a run of 14 miles in all. Every time I see

it, I try to figure out how many wasted ton-miles this rep-

resents in a year.

This is one of the things they do better in Europe and
particularly in England, where tank engines are used on all

local runs up to 30 miles and sometimes even further. The
engine is identical with the big tender engine except that it

carries sufficient coal for the run in a short bunker, with

water in side or saddle tanks.

Another advantage is that the weight being all on the loco-

motive wheels, there is better adhesion, these tank locomotives

having truly marvelous powers of "getaway" even with a

heavy load. Austen Bolam.

The Ivanhoe Collision
.^urosa. III.

To THE Editor:
I heave read with much interest the article covering the

wreck on the Michigan Central, where over 70 persons were

burned to death or otherwise slaughtered, which appeared

in the Railway Age of June 28. Truly, it is time that some-

thing should he done to set our minds clear on the question,

\Miither are we drifting? Your editorial should he deeply

considered by all of "the powers that be."

One gets the impression that you are too easy with the

railroads and the government and too hard on the engine-

man. You very deferentially invite the Administration to

look into the subject of automatic appliances, and you sug-

gest to the railroads that they have a duty to experiment

with inventions; but you would try the poor engineman for

manslaughter—which might mean life imprisonment! I

would not suggest that you should imprison the railway offi-

cers; that would not even up matters. I do not suggest

anything. I only give you my impressions. You say that

if the enginemen were punished for committing the.se terrible

mistakes they would be more careful. But are they not

punished already? Every now and then one loses his life

by not looking at a semaphore, and the fact is published
in the newspapers. Death is punishment, surely. What
more severe penalty could be devised? Death (or imprison-

ment) at the hands of the courts could not be more certain.

It might, perhaps, be lesr certain, because of the labor

unions, who are quick to defend and excuse a member of

the union who falls into the clutches of the law.

Sleeping at their post is a weakness that sometimes afflicts

very good men. President Wilson has just pardoned two
soldiers who were condemned to death for this offense. En-
ginemen known to me admit they have trouble in keeping
aw-ake at times. Is not your other remedy, mechanical safe-

guards, better than swinging tire club of the law'... See how
futile Mr. Roosevelt's "big stick" has become!

S. Blanchard.



;,/ a /..rtion of the Oiilbound House

New York Central Opens Cleveland Freight Terminal

Four-Million-Dollar Investment Has Put Large Local L.C.L.

Station in Strategic Location

AT A COST of more than $4,000,000 the New York
Central is now completing new local freight facil-

ities in Cleveland which are unsual for their size

and the new features introduced in their construction and

operation. The plant involves separate inbound and out-

bound houses 1,262 ft. long, house tracks accommodating

235 cars, team yards with an ultimate possible capacity for

559 cars, classification and storage yards holding 1,000 cars,

and a double-track branch line 3J4 miles long connecting

with the New York Central belt line around the city. The
yards also provide the facilities for receiving and making

located on the low level along the lake front and Cuyahoga
river, while the main business section of the city is located

on an upper level approximately 100 ft. above Lake Erie;

also an inbound and outbound house at Mason street on
the top of the hill on the lake front. The streets connecting

the two levels involve grades of 7 per cent or more, and
the necessity of trucking up these grades acts in addition

to the 20 cents per ton extra cost as a serious retardent to

the operation of these low-level houses. As a consequence,

all the railways have aspired to secure the advantages of a
location on the upper level, and 12 years ago the Pennsyl-

Scale in Feef.

Layout of the Freight House and Team Yard

up road trains. The location of,'the plant at the upper level

of the city near the center of the business section reduces

trucking charges about 20 cents per ton and this material

saving to shippers furnishes the warrant for the expenditure.

When opened for service the new plant will replace the

okl local freight facilities which were inadequate and in-

' iipable of expansion to meet the present day needs. The
facilities to be abandoned include inbound and outbound
pier freir 1- houses near the Union station, an inbound house
at Front street, and an outbound house at Central Way, all

vania built the first station on this level. This was an im-

mediate success and resulted in a remarkable increase in

the volume of business handled. Following the construc-

tion of the Pennsylvania's upper level facilities, several sim-

ilar projects were planned, some of which are now under

construction. Of these, the New York Central plant is

the largest and most important.

The preliminary studies from which the design and size

of this station were determined were exhaustive, including

investigations into the growth of Cleveland for several years

117
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pa.st and the relation of tlie growth in population to the

volume of ijusiness handled. Studies were also made at

New York. Central freight houses in various cities along the

line, with a view to determining the most economical length

of house, the net floor area required per ton of freight han-

dled per day, and the relation of driveway access to eco-

nomical operating.

Design Based on Extensive Study

From these studies it was developed that the population

of Cleveland has for many years increased at the rate of

4 per cent compounded annually, and that the corresponding

increase of freight handled w-as about 7 per cent. Based

on Anallogon's experience it was estimated that the increase

in the volume of imsiness to be expected within the next

two years resulting from the new location would amount

approximately to 120,000 tons. With all this data in hand

a profile was platted from which was estimated approxi-

mately the capacit)" which w'ill l>e required in any future

year.

The decision as to the length of the house to be adopted

was based on the possibilities of the site and studies made
at other New York Central inbound freight stations. In

these studies the problem of trucking in the house, espec-

ially of inbound freight, was given particular attention, and

1,250 ft. for house length was determined upon as the ap-

proximate limit consistent with economical operation.

These studies made at other houses developed the fact

that 135 sq. ft. net floor area or 150 sq. ft. gross floor area

is required for each ton of freight handled per day, and

that the driveway is a limiting factor in the tonnage handled

per day per door. Consequently in the new layout the ques-

tion of improved driveways was given particular attention

and while the investigation showed but 1.5.5 tons of freight

handled per day per door in some of the older plants, 15

tons was assumed for the new facilities, ^^'ith these figures

in hand, it was only necessary to assume a door spacing,

which in this case was called 10 ft. center to center, and to

determine on the number of floors to be served, to arrive at

the house width. In this plant, with three floors in the

freight house proper and assuming 150 sq. ft. gross floor

area per ton of freight handled per day, and 15 tons as the

capacity of a door, the width indicated was 75 ft; and this

dicated that the average monthly tonnage handled is aboul

88.6 per cent of the maximum monthly tonnage. With this

correction made the chart showing the growth of the city

and the amount of the yearly increase in the volume of busi-

ness handled could be used to determine how long these

facilities could be expected to fulfill the requirements, and
in this instance 19o0 is the year indicated when the maxi-
mum capacity of the plant will be reached.

General Layout

The new plant is located conveniently to the business sec-

tion of the city. The buildings are arranged in the form

^s
Interior of the Inbound House

of a I', the two houses being parallel to each other and
connected at the west end by a SO-ft. platform over w-hich

the head house is erected. The lS6-ft. space between the

buildings is occupied by tracks and platforms. The site

was thickly settled and crossed by many streets and alleys.

Within the bounds of the terminal property these streets

have been vacated by the city and in return therefor, the

railroad was required to widen and extend certain streets

in the vicinitv, and to construct a new street, 80 ft. wide

Exterior of the Head House and the Inbound House

width was not changed when the numl)er of door sixices

was reduced in changing the j)anel spacing from 20 ft. to

21 ft.

Still assuming 150 sq. ft. gross floor area recjuired for

each ton of freight handled per day, with three floors and a

width of house of 75 ft. the capacity per day was determined

to be 1.5 tons per linear foot of house. This, multiplied

by the length of 1,250 ft., results in 1,875 tons as the full

daily capacity of the house. This capacity, however, is

subject to correction, as it is based on figures giving full

capacity, and the studies made at the Cleveland houses in-

called Mayflower road; while Orange avenue, an 80-ft.

street adjoining the plant on the north, (the outbound house

having a frontage of 1,262 ft. on this street) was made
100 ft. wide by setting the house back 20 ft. from the prop-

erty line. The head house with three floors occupied by

offices has a frontage of 197 ft. on East Fifteenth street, and
125 ft. on Broadway. A driveway 50 ft. wide leading from

Broadway has been ])rovided adjoining the inbound house.

In the driveways and the new street paving, Medina stone

or Durax block has been used.

The outbound freight house is 1,262 ft: in length and
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the width was fixed at 38 ft. This is ample for the little

storage room needed, and provides plenty of space for work-

ing, and aisles for trucking. The house is one story high

alcove the track level except for 296 ft. on the west end,

where the office Ijuilding over the connecting platform was

carried around over this house. A Jaasement 485 ft. long

'Mk^i.^y^^

Cross Section of the Outbound House

is provided under the west end of this building. The base-

ment space is utilized for coal storage, boiler, pump, fan

and general storage rooms and toilet, locker and lunch fa-

cilities for house emploj'ees.

The inbound house is 75 ft. wide and two stories high

above the track level with a basement under the entire build-

The 156-ft. space between the two buildings is occupied

Ijy a 12-ft. platform adjoining the inbound house, and three

island platforms 16 ft. 6 in. wide, separated by four pairs

of tracks, spaced 12 ft. center to center. No platform is

provided adjoining the outbound house. The centers of

near tracks clear the face of the outbound house 6 ft. and
the edge of the platform, 5 ft. 9 in. In addition to the

SO-ft. platform at the west end, the twiD houses and the plat-

forms are connected at the east end and at two intermediate

points by wooden bridges, 16-ft. wide. These are double

leaf bascule bridges, operated by hand at present. Event-

ually it is proposed to operate them b\- pow-er.

The bridges divide the house tracks into one 10-car sec-

tion, and two 9-car sections, making a total capacity of 224

cars for the tracks between the houses, 168 cars of which

will be available for outbound setup. .\dditional track

capacity for 1 1 cars is also provided in the tracks adjoin-

ing the automobile loading and receiving platforms, which

are located east of and adjoining the houses. Both of these

platforms are 300 ft. long.

Structural Details

The buildings are 'of steel and reinforced concrete con-

struction with vitrified paving brick used for both exterior

and interior walls except in the three-story section, where

white porcelain brick and terra-cotta trim was used. The
longitudinal panel spacing in Ijoth houses is 21 ft. to con-

form to a 42-ft. car length and the doors on the track side

of the inbound house are 9 ft. by 9 ft., provided in alternate

panels opposite car doors. On the track side of the out-

bound house where no platform is provided the doors are

9 ft. high by 19 ft. long. Along the driveway all doors are

9 ft. by 9 ft. and the fire doors in the houses are 9 ft. high

Cross Section of the Inbound House

ing and its adjoining platform. The basement space under
the building is utilized for freight handling. Storage pipe
lines and incidental facilities are carried under the platform.

.\ basement is provided under the platform and head
house, connecting the two houses at the west end. Space
is provided in this basement for special freight, a repair
shop and garage for tractors, a fireproof vault for the cash-
ier's office, a cooper shop, toilet facilities for men and women
employees of the cashier's office and the "jail."'

and 12 ft. wide as a rule. Kinnear steel rolling diwrs were

used throughout.

Provision is made in the platforms and doors on the track

side to hold the -)^-in. steel gang planks in place. This is

accomplished by providing slots formed of angles to receive

heel lugs on the gang planks. The slots are placed 18-in.

from the face and the platforms and door-way edges are

Ijeveled to 1 in. below the slot, to reduce the amount of

arching. The gang planks are 3 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 4 in. with
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a 3 -ill. arch provided to make them suit any height of car.

The tinished floor of the first story of both houses and

of the platforms is of IJ^-in. matched maple laid diagonally

on 2-in. planks and treated with carbolineum. The con-

crete .sub-floor in the one-story part of the outbound house

is supported on the filling between the foundation walls.

Where a basement is provided the sub-floor is of the slab

and beam type.

The inbound house is three panels wide and has a flat

roof covered with pre-cast concrete slab tile. This type of

roof was used over the office portion as well. In the out-

bound house advantage was taken of the 38-ft. width to

Orange: Ave

fhJ-
' Foreman '—

'

tScales-^ Service ele^ahr

'EZL

Driveway.

Plan of the West End of the Terminal Building

keep the room clear of posts, the roof trusses spanning be-

tween the walls. The roof covering is cement tile.

The driveways for a 10-ft. width immediately adjacent

to both houses and the platform adjoining the inbound house

are covered with suspended canopies and the timber roofs

of the island platforms are supported on steel side posts

replaced with reinforcement when the occasion demands.
The roof is carried on light beams which are bolted so that

they can be removed and used higher up.

Modern Operating Appliances

The plant is designed to be operated either by hand or by
machines, or by both. For mechanical operation, six elec-

tric tractors of the three-wheel-type and 400 four-wheel

trailer trucks working in trains will be provided. These

Interior of the Outbound House Showing Ordinary Two-
Wheeled Hand Trucks Used as Trailers

tractor trains will be used chiefly for outbound freight where

at present it has been planned to operate the trains in a

westerly direction in the house and easterly on the platforms.

Because of the size of tliis plant the usual plan of unit

office installation has not been followed. The general office

will be on the second floor, with sub-offices located at con-

venient points throughout the plant. The cashier's office

is conveniently located on the first floor at the west end of

the building. A private branch telephone will give auto-

matic intercommunicating service between this office and
nearly 100 stations in the offices, houses, platforms and

The Yard End of the Terminal, Showing the Method of Handling Freight With a Storage Battery Locomotive and
Trailers. The Trucking Bridge Over Tracks No. 6 and 7 Is Elevated.

spaced 42 ft. center to center, and longitudinal trusses.

These roofs are covered with a built-up asbestos roofing.

In the construction of the inbound house provision has
been made for future floors. The footings have been built

large enough to support the additional load and the addi-

tional strength of the exterior columns has been secured bv
surrounding them with reinforced concrete. The interior

columns have not been reinforced in the present work, but
have been incased in tile which can be removed easily and

yards, and connection to the city telephone service. A pneu-
matic tube installation for the transmission of bills between
offices replaces the usual messenger service.

One 10-ton, five 6 -ton and one 5 -ton electric elevators are

installed in tlie inljound house and push-button automatic

elevator service in the office portion of the outbound house.

The 10-ton elevator located at the east end of the house is

9 ft. by 22 ft. providing ample room for handling auto-

mobile trucks. For the protection of perishaljle freight held
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for shipment or delivery a cold room is provided on the first

floor in the inbound house. The temperature in this room

is regulated by an 8-ton refrigerating plant, above which is

an ice storage room containing ice used primarily for icing

cars.

Twenty-four 6-ft. by 8-ft. automatic dial platform scales

are provided in the outbound house and six in the inbound

house. The indirect system of lighting is used in the offices,

and the direct svstem in the houses. Plug connections for

Map of the New Terminal Spur

e.xtension lights to be used inside cars are provided at each

door and on the platforms.

The fire protection is very complete, including automatic

sprinklers in the offices and ultimately in the inbound house,

hydrants and standpipes on the platforms and in all the

houses, numerous chemical engines, a fire alarm system and

city fire alarm boxes. A 150,000-gal. concrete reservoir is

provided at the east end of the inbound house to supply

water to a 150-h.p. electric fire pump, also a 100,000-gal.

veloped with the aid of rapid-transit facilities. For much
of the distance the new line is four-track construction, one-

half of which is occupied by the tracks of the Cleveland &
Youngstown Railroad.

Beginning at the connection with the belt line the line

extends in a westerly direction crossing several streets and
two railways. At all crossings the grades have been sep-

arated, and with the exception of Kinsman road and East

Fifty-fifth street, the new line crosses over the streets. The
two railways are also crossed overhead.

The new line was constructed chiefly on fills and involved

some ver}- heavy work. The heaviest work was confined

to two long fills 75 ft. and 60 ft. high on the double-track

portion of the line, and a 3S-ft. to 66-ft. fill under the

classification yard, which contains 1,250,000 cu. yds. of

material which is chiefly waste slag from mills at Sharon,

Ohio, and Youngstown. This filling material was brought

in l)y train and much of it dumped through a dumping
trestle into bins, from which it was dropped into dump cars,

ready for placing in the embankment.
The bridges are all designed for Coopers E-60 loading

and girders were used where the length allowed. The bridge

over the Pennsylvania tracks is a truss span. Reinforced

concrete arches were provided at several points. The con-

crete work also included more than a mile of box-section

reinforced concrete sewer built under the yards.

Auxiliary Facilities

Two yards have been provided in the layout, the lower

\'ard for storage and classification, and the upper contain-

ing the team tracks and house tracks. The lower yard com-
prises an inbound and an outbound yard each having a

capacity for 500 cars and arranged for gravity switching.

The inbound freight is classified in the section of the lower

}-ard between Kinsman road and East Fifty-fifth street, and

The Concrete Bridge Over Hilton Ave.

tank on a 105-ft. tower is to be added when the sprinklers

are installed in the inbound house.

Long Spur Connection Required

As may be seen in the map of the city the terminal oc-

cupies a site remote from the New York Central tracks. To
reach it a new double track line 3}4 miles long was built

from a connection with the New York Central belt line near
Buckeye road. The line was built in connection with the

Cleveland & Youngstown Railroad, a line constructed to

furnish transportation facilities to Shaker Heights, a de-
sirable residential section of Cleveland, which is being de-

the outbound freight in the section west of Fifty-fifth street.

The upper \ard occupies a site about one-half mile long

and 600 ft. wide and contains approximately 35 acres. This

yard contains 27 team tracks with a capacity for 550 cars,

and the tracks serving the terminal buildings with a capacity

for 235 cars. In spite of the heavy construction on the

line, a grade of 2 per cent was necessary up from the out-

bound yard, and a 1.27 per cent grade up from the inbound
yard. The terminal yard is approximately level.

The main units of the team yards are the outbound yard
facing on Orange avenue with a capacity for 162 cars, and
the inbound yard with an ultimate possible capacity for 397
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car.^, facing on Broadway. An office, 20 ft. by 30 ft., built

of brick and containing toilet and other facilities for the

working force will be provided for each of these large units.

The team tracks have an average capacity for 20 cars,

permitting of easy switching. While the value of property

was considered, and care was taken not to lie extravagant

with space in the design of these yards, operation was con-

sidered first, and driveways were made unusually wide,

those in the outbound yard being made 40 ft. wide, while

the inljound yard will have .57 ft. driveway. These widths

permit the longest automobile trucks to back up to a car

without blocking the drive. A gantry crane with a 25-ton

main hoist and a 5-ton auxiliary hoist will be provided in

the inbound team yard. This will span one driveway with

cantilever arms reaching out over adjoining driveways thus

serving four tracks and three driveways.

The design of the terminal yard was made with a view

to rapid switching and the track arrangements permit sev-

eral engines to work at the houses and in the team yards

at one time without interfering with each other. This makes
for economical and rapid operation of the house.

Work on this project was begun in 1913, and in June,

1917, the building construction was started. The greater

part of both houses are now in operation, with temporary

office facilities and it is believed that the houses will lie

completed and the plant, except the inbound team yard and
part of the lower yard, in full operation by August 1, 1918.

This terminal was designed by Samuel Rockwell, consult-

ing engineer of the New York Central at Cleveland, who
has been in full charge of the construction. The Watson
Engineering Company, Cleveland, has had charge of the

structural, architectural and mechanical design and supervi-

sion of the buildings during construction. The Walsh Con-
struction Company, Davenport, Iowa, was the general con-

tractor for the railroad construction and the principal

contractor on tlie liuildin" work.

Railway Notes from China
Peking.

THE MINISTER OF COMMUNICATIONS has reported to the

erations of the government railwavs in 19i7. This is

Cabinet a profit of $13,500,000 ('silver) from the op-
a decrease of over $6,500,000 compared with 1916, and an
increase of nearly $4,000,000 compared with 1915. This
profit is the sum remaining after payment of operating ex-

penses, interest, and other financial charges. However, it is

not clear from the report that this estimate has included any-
thing for the transportation of troops and other military sup-
plies, which proljably amounted to three or four million dol-

lars at the half-rates usually assessed upon this class of

traffic. On the other hand nothing has been deducted to

allow for the depreciated value of bank notes in which a

considerable portion of the revenue was collected.

By the end of 1917 two important new lines were so far

constructed as to be carrying public traffc. The most im-
portant of the two was the line from W'uchang—on the

south bank of the Yang Ste river, o[)posite Hankow—to

Changsha. This line extends about 260 miles and is a

section of the much desired Canton Hankow line. It is

being financed by the Four Nation Group of banks of

which the American representatives are J- P. Alorgan & Co.,

Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the First National Bank, and the Na-
tional City Bank. Chinese- private capital has been slowly

building northward from a connection with a government
line running out of Canton. The gap between this new
section and the Chinese section is now reduced to aliout 250
miles.

The other line is one of 55 miles running from Ssupingkai

to Chenchiatun. Ssupingkai is on the South ^Nlanchurian

railwav about 100 miles north of !Mukden. When exchange

rates and the market for materials become more favorable

this line is to be extended as far west as Jehol. This line

was financed by the Yokohoma Specie Bank, the Chinese

government giving the usual guarantees and a, mortgage

upon the line. It is operated as a branch of the South

^lanchurian Railway, which is under Japanese control.

Japanese engineers are reported to be making a recon-

naissance survey of a line from a junction with the Shantung
railway at Tsinanfu westward to a connection with the Tao-
kow Chinghua line which crosses the Peking Hankow line.

From entirely different sources comes a report that prior to

his late resumption of office, the Chinese Premier had ar-

ranged with a "certain power" for a loan of $20,000,000

to be had in connection with "a railway near Shantung."

Such a line would be a very valuable feeder to the Shan-

tung Railway—something of which it appears to be in need.

It would also be a splendid instrument in the service of the

present Japanese policy of peaceful penetration, extending.

as it would a trunk line from the magnificent harbor of

Tsing Tau, taken from the Germans by the Japanese, to

the heart of North China. At the same time, civil adminis-

trative courts are being set up by the Japanese at various

points in Shantung, and Japanese interests have secured

a partnership with the Sienis Carey Railway & Canal Com-
pany for the rehabilitation of the Grand Canal which tra-

verses the same province.
* * *

An interesting change in the terms of loans to the Chinese

government is offered in the contract with the Fu Chung
Corporation for two locomotives and 50 new coal cars for

use on the Taokow Chinghua Railway. Hitherto a mort-

gage upon some definite property or revenue has been given

as security, but in this case the mere guaranty of the Minis-

tr_\- of Communications has been accepted as sufficient.

* * *

A new departure by way of stimulating esprit de corps

upon Chinese railways was inaugurated on April 5, by the

Peking-Hankow line. That date being Arbor Day and a
holiday, the formal ceremonies were merged with a picnic

excursion. A special train carried a large part of tlie office

force from Peking to a station in the western hills, where
the railway proposes to start a tree plantation. Each person

present, including the managing director, planted one or

more trees in rows previously indicated, after which the day
was spent in games and rambles to historic points in this

ancient royal playground. To Americans such an event

.seems commonplace. But in China previous to the confisca-

tion of the Manchu lands there were no places in which to

hold picnics, and recreation was almost invariably sought

in tea houses and theatres. The managing director of the

Peking-Hankow line, Dr. C. C. Wang, holds degrees from
the University of Illinois and from Yale.

The recent collapse of a bridge under a soldier train upon
the Peking-Hankow line near Hwayuan brings up the sub-
ject of rebuilding ver)- sharplyi A similar collapse occurred

last year upon the same line. These bridges were originally

designed for light traffic, for it was not known at the time
this line was built how rapidly traffic could be developed

upon Chinese railways. The typical locomotive during the

first years of operation was very similar to the old American
Eight-wheeler. Now super-heated Consolidations are being

used and the maintenance of the bridges is perhaps not of
the best; hence slow orders must be observed. But soldier

trains as a rule do not observe slow orders. In 1920 the

original expected life of the great Yellow River bridge will

expire. Materials will no doubt be sought abroad. Recently

when tenders were invited for certain bridge materials, the

liids from Chinese firms, now under Japanese control, were
so high as to make it obvious that the business was not

wanted.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Railway Property Insured by Government; Vigorous Criticism

of Proposed Compensation Contract

DIRECTOR General McAdoo, who held a conference with
the regional directors and federal managers of the
central western and northwestern regions and C. R.

Gray and Edward Chambers, of his Washington staff, at
San Francisco the early part of the week, is returning east
by way of Seattle. R. S. Lovett, director of the division of
capital expenditures, left Washington on Tuesday to meet
him at Seattle for conference regarding capital expenditures
necessary to oljtain a greater unification of the railroad facili-
ties in the far west, in such ways as by connecting compet-
ing lines for use as double tracks, etc.

'

Compensation Contract

That the negotiations regarding the railroad compensation
contract between the representatives of the Railroad Admin-
istration, the railroad executives and the National Associa-
tion of Owners of Railroad Securities have by no means
reached a conclusion wf.s indicated following meetings of
the Railway Executives'

' Advisory Committee and commit-
tees representing the security owners' organization held in
New York last week, July 11 and 12.

After receiving a report from the law committee of which
Alfred P. Thorn is chairman, regarding the progress of the
negotiations, the executives' committee gave out a statement
saying that it felt that the government's proposed draft of
the standard clauses for the contract, dated [uly 5, was "in
the main acceptable," but that there were some points which
the committee desires to discuss further with the govern-
ment's representatives.

At a meeting of a sub-executive committee and a special
committee of the security owners' association held afterward,
however, a resolution was adopted expressing the judgment of
the committees that the tentative draft was "unacceptable" in
several important particulars, and that the committees pro-
ceed by further negotiations and by appeal to the director
general with the effort to secure modifications. It was also
resolved that in making such efforts the committees co-oper-
ate with the Railway E.xecutives' Advisor}- Committee.

Features of the contract which in the' present form are
unsatisfactory to the security holders were outlined in the
following communication addressed to T. DeWitt Cuyler
chairman of the Railway Executives' Advisorv Committee,'
b)- S. Davies ^^arfield, president of the as.sociation and
chaimian of the committees:

"Referring to the tentative draft of contract recently sub-
mitted by the representatives of the government for the fed-
eral control and operation of the railroads during the period
of the war, in the negotiations of which vour law committee
and the committees representng the owners of railroad se-
curities have taken part, while it presents important modifi-
cations in the compensation clauses of the contract there
Still remains the necessity for requesting a further modifica-
tion of the terms of this provision. Other provisions of this
contract, however, are retained in the same objectionable
form which the committees representing both vour commit-
tee and the association of securitv owners have contended
should be corrected and which are still in extremelv unsucis-
factory shape and do not protect the credit of the' railroads
nor the owners of their securities to the extent which we
nave the right to ask and to expect.

"It has been generally assumed that in some wav the
tentative draft of contract provides a guaranty of the' pav-
ment of interest and regular dividends heretofore paid on
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the securities of the railroads. The security holder has also
assumed that as to the principal of his investment he would
be at least as safe as before; since it has been believed that
the government under the contract will only use the rail-
road's transportation system, and that at the end of the
period would return in each case a going transportation sys-
tem not less solvent or less capable of private operation than
when It was received by the government. We do not need
to point out to you that this will not be the result under
the^ tentative form of contract which is now submitted.

"While we should now appeal to the representatives of the
government who have appeared in these negotiations, they
may feel that further modification of this contract that we
may deem essential to the protection of the railroads and
the holders of their securities must be obtained through
Director General of Railroads McAdoo. We have apparent-
ly arrived at the point which it was contemplated might
result and which you provided for in your announcement
at the last meeting of your full committee held Tune 5, 1918,
that should this time come you would name several' mem-
bers of your committee and ask us to appoint several mem-
bers of our committee to lay directly before :Mr. McAdoo
what we now feel to be the essentials.

'

"We ask that before any definite action is taken in re-
spect to this tentative draft of contract by your full com-
mittee that an opportunity be aftorded to bring to the atten-
tion of the director general and those in high authority the
dangers we contend will be met in the execution of the 'draft
of contract now to be considered by vour full committee and
which the representatives of the government in its submis-
sion have printed thereon: 'Tentative Draft.'

"Congress expected that this contract would be made bv
the President or else his nominee, the director general, who
IS also the secretar>- of the treasury, and who doubtless
would be glad to have the views of those who represent ^^o
vast an ownership in the securities of the railroads before
the contract is finally agreed to. The securitv holders have
a right to expect that this contract shall be finally nego-
tiated with him before any final action shall be taken upon
It by the directors or the executives of the railroad corpora-
tions."

The objections pointed out in the letter and in which the
security owners feel there is a failure to protect their in-
terests are summarized, in a statement issued by the asso-
ciation, as follows:

1. It requires the carrier, in advance of any knowled'^e
of the changes which are to be made in the operation of i"ts

property, to release the government from all claim for com-
pensation for the abandonment of all or a part of its system
of transportation; the severance of its connections an'd the
destruction of its business, although nothing in the act of
Congress contemjilated that any such unreasonable demand
should be made.
The contract requires that the companv, in order to secure

the standard return which is given it bv the act of Congress
in- way of rental for the use. possession and control of its
physical pro])crties during federal control, and for nothin''
else, shall at this time accept that standard return (in the
words of the contract) :

"in full adjustment, settlement, satisfaction and discharge
of any and all claims and rights at law or in equity which
It now has or hereafter can have—under the con.^titution
and laws of the United States—for anv and all loss and
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damage to its business or traffic by reason of its diversion or

otherwise which has been or may be caused by said taking

or by said possession, use, control and operation."

It thus strips the company at the outset of every vestige

of right to complain of the destruction of its good-will and

business without compensation. It is a blind blanket war-

rant to the government that permits it, in the process of

unifying the railway systems of the country, to abandon

the operation of any portion of a transportation system, sever

and cancel its contract agreements and connections, divert,

disrupt and destroy the business that has taken generations

and millions to upbuild, and to hand back the physical

property, which is the mere empty shell of what was sur-

rendered to the government, stripped of everything that was

of value.

In advance of the knowledge of the extent to which the

property is thus to be dismembered under this unthinkable

blank power of attorney, the company is now required to

approve all that may be done and to keep and save the

government harmless against the destructive consequences.

If the trustees holding the securities of these roads were to

acquiesce therein without protest, they would be rightly

held by the courts to a rigid accountability.

Nowhere in the legislation is there any justification or ex-

cuse for such an extraordinary' exaction.

There is another point of view which renders it impera-

tive that this release shall be stricken from the contract as

bearing on its effect on possible government ownership. If

the companies now agree that the abandonment of opera-

tions, the diversion of traffic, and the destruction of good-

will may be perpetrated free from any claim for damages,

they will not hereafter be able to contend for these intangi-

bles as elements of value when the time comes, if it does

come, for government ownership.

2. Under the contract as it now stands the director gen-

eral in his uncontrolled discretion may make capital ex-

penditures for war purposes and for road extensions, as

well as for additions and betterments, terminals and equip-

ment; may charge the carrier with the cost thereof and the

current enormous prices of material and labor; may take

this action without consulting the board of directors of the

carrier, and without regarding its means of paying therefor;

may force the carrier to give up all claims for any "loss"

occasioned it as respects such thereof as are made in con-

nection with maintenance, unless the claim is litigated

within sixty days after notice of the completion of the work,

although it is likely that whether or not a loss will be in-

curred cannot be known at that time, and although such

betterments and additions made at the same time as main-
tenance constitute perhaps the greater proportion of a rail-

road's expenditures for this purpose; and may prevent the

carrier from claiming any loss because of the abnormal cost

which may be incurred by the director general in the making
of such betterments and improvements, and subject to all

these restrictions gives to the carrier only the problematical

benefits of a suit against the government before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission or in the court of claims before

the road can get back the money which was taken from it

without its consent or offset the indebtedness which was
forced upon it without its approval, to pay for additions

and improvements which it did not want.

3. It contains no assurance that interest as heretofore

paid will continue to be paid, since in addition to other

deductions and expenses which will have to be paid out

of the standard return before the companies can pay interest

there must be deducted by the government from the com-
pensation the so-called "excess maintenance," which, in

the discretion of the director general, may be placed on the

property of the carriers, there being in the contract a pro-

vision by which the railroad may be excessively maintained

(over and above its own standard), and the cost of such

excessive maintenance be deducted from the compensation,

even though such course should result in defaults in interest.

While the like provision relating to additions and better-

ments has been so far modified that the standard return

cannot be absorbed for the cost of additions and better-

ments until after sinking fund payments, corporate ex-

penses, and fixed charges have been deducted, no such con-

cession is made with respect to "excess maintenance." The
result of this is that the standard return which is supposed

to be fixed in the contract in so many dollars and cents, and
on which the company was expected to be able to definitely

rely as its rental value for the use of its property and out

of which it could pay its ta.xes, fixed charges, dividends

and the expenses of maintaining its corpwrate organization,

becomes in many cases worthless and meaningless. No one

can foretell what the director general may hereafter regard

as proper maintenance, nor when this unknown factor will

be determined. Meantime the companies cannot know
whether or what part of the standard return belongs to them
or to the government.

Some roads cannot afford and could not be operated

under the standard of maintenance applicable to others. If

a road has been poorly maintained, that condition is reflected

in its higher operating costs and lower net operating reve-

nue, which means that the government pays rental by way
of standard return for the test period just so much less, and
should not be allowed to put upon the property by way of

maintenance at the expense of tlie lessor a greater sum than

that on which the net operating increase that is the meas-
ure of the rental was based.

4. Interstate Commerce Commission Powers, Sec. 5, Sub-
section h, provides that all disputed questions of upkeep shall

be referred to the commission, whose decision should be final

except on questions of law. This might place the issue of

the financial life or death of the company in the hands of

the commission without the right of review. Other provi-

sions of the contract deal in like manner with controversies

that may arise.

No want of confidence in the commission is indicated in

asking that its conclusions shall at least be subject to the

review of a judicial tribunal on questions of fact as well as

of law. The United States Circuit Courts of Appeals are

suggested as the proper appellate tribunal and the commit-

tees are quite willing that its determination shall be final.

5. It contains no assurance that payments of regular

dividends heretofore paid will be continued, for, in addition

to the expenses and deductions mentioned above with regard

to interest, there may also be deducted ahead of dividends

all amounts necessan' to reimburse the United States for

additions and betterments, in uncontrolled amount, which
the government officials may place upon the property of the

company (other than road extensions and additions and
betterments made solely for war purposes). It is true that

the contract declares that it will be the policy of the govern-

ment to permit the payment of regular dividends heretofore

paid, if this can be done, and the additions and betterments

paid for without resort to the compensation of the carrier,

but this is a mere declaration of policy not binding upon the

government and is not expected to be followed where a road

cannot furnish full security promptly to reimburse the gov-

ernment for tlie cost of the additions and betterments forced

upon it by the director general.

6. It contains no restriction on the amount of additions

and betterments (whether for war purposes or road exten-

sions or otherwise) chargeable against the road's funds and
corporate property. The amounts so to be expended and
charged are left entirely to the uncontrolled discretion of the

director general. Expenditures for war purposes and for

road extensions may not be subtracted from the compensa-
tion, but they are nevertheless to be charged against the

other funds of the carrier, or the carrier loaded with in-
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debtcdness to the United States to pay for the same. The
onl)- recourse of the carrier to offset the imposition of these

charges for additions and betterments, which it may not

ivant and cannot afford and may be of no benefit to it, is

to "claim" a "loss" in litigation against the government

where it has the burden of proving the negative proposition

that these undesired matters are of no benefit to it.

7. It departs from the provisions of the act and does not

assure the reasonable rate of interest contemplated by the

act to be fixed by the director general on the costs of addi-

tions, betterments and extensions which may be made by or

charged to the carrier, but, on the contrar}', contains lan-

guage intended to permit the reduction of such reasonable

rate of interest as determined by the value of money, by

certain other factors, being certain economic theories, the

effect of which would be to cause the carrier to receive no

rate of return on part of the amounts invested or, when

averaged, a less average rate of interest on the cash used

than the carrier will have to pay in borrowing the very

funds from the government or from other sources. If this

power is so exercised, the carrier will be subject to a con-

tinually increasing loss, as the amount of such capital ex-

penditures accumulate, which will go further to reduce each

year the net amount available out of the standard return for

the payment of its expenses and charges.

These seven sections include the main points, but the let-

ter sets forth other objections to the contract and requests

that the objections be taken up with the director general

before any decision is reached with respect to the contract.

It is understood that one of the chief points which the

railway executives desire to have discussed further is the

matter of rentals for leased roads, which the\^ Ijelieve should

have the same protection which the government has already

conceded as to interest on bonds in the provision that the

power to deduct the cost of additions and betterments shall

not be exercised to prevent the payment of sums recjuired to

support tlie corporate organization, for sinking funds, for

interest which has been regularly paid by the company and

for interest on loans issued during federal control approved

l)v the director general. Several other important points

will also be taken up with the director general if possible.

While the statement issued by the security owners' com-

mittee represents a more belligerent attitude than that ex-

pressed by the executives, it is understood that some of the

points on which further discussion was desired by the execu-

tives are included in the objections named by the Warfield

committees.

The government has been represented throughout most

of the period of the negotiations by Nathan Matthews, spe-

cial counsel, and several members of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, but more recently Walker D. Hines,

assistant to the director general; John Barton Payne, gen-

eral counsel, and R. S. Lovett, director of the division of

capital expenditures, have taken a more active part. Both

the executives and the security owners apparently have hopes

of further concessions at the hands of Mr. McAdoo, on the

theory that he has repeatedly expressed his interest in stabil-

izing railwav credit, whereas they consider that the degree

of control over the amount paid to the companies as com-

pensation which the representatives of the administration

liave insisted upon, and the extent to which the so-called

standard return could be whittled down by the exercise of

the powers conferred upon the government in the tentative

draft, would have an entirely contrary effect. The represen-

tatives of the government in the negotiations have apparently

taken the position that the credit of the railways is of less

concern than it otherwise v/ould be for the reason that if

the railway companies are unable to finance tlieir require-

ments the government would have to furnish its own credit,

whereas the railways naturally prefer to have their credit

maintained sufficiently to olwiate the necessity of taking

loans from the government and to have it less dependent

upon the policy of the administration.

The draft of the contract referred to in the statements

issued after the meeting was that of July 5, which was out-

lined in last week's issue. A later draft was printed on

July 10 with some further changes, and it is likely that there

will be several others.

The Railroad Administration on July 10 issued a state-

ment by Director General McAdoo saying that there was no

basis for reports that the Pennsylvania and Baltimore 8:

Ohio had deferred their regular dividends because the con-

tract had not been signed. The statement quoted statements

issued by the two boards at their latest meetings that divi-

dend action had been postponed because the board would

not adjourn over the summer months. The statement

added: "The Railroad Administration upon showing of

reasonable necessity is making advances to railroads on ac-

count of just compensation until the contract can be agreed

upon and executed. It is my desire and plan to do every

reasonable and just thing for railroad security holders pend-

ing the execution of the contracts."

Short Lines Apportioned to Regions

The Railroad Administration on July 10 issued circulars

distributing among the seven regions 125 of the short line

railroads which were retained under federal control at the

time a large number of the short line roads were relinquished.

These roads in most cases were included in the supplemental

list of railroads to which the wage increase order was made
applicable, which was published in last week's issue. It

also included three roads, the Birmingham & North West-

ern, the Kansas City, Mexico &: Orient, and the Mineral

Range, which had not been included in the earlier list, indi-

cating that they have since been taken over.

In addition to the railroads named in Circular No. 28,

the following railroads are included in the Allegheny Region

:

Buffalo & Susquehanna; Cherry Tree & Dixonville; Cum-
berland & Pennsylvania; Huntingdon &; Broad Top Moun-
tain; Long Island; IMonongahela ; Philadelphia Belt Line;

Pittsburg, Chartiers & Youghiogheny; Staten Island Rapid
Transit; Union Railroad (Pennsylvania), and Washington
Terminal.

In addition to the railroads named in Circular No. 30, the

following railroad is included in the Pocahontas Region:
Ashland Coal & Iron.

In addition to the railroads named in Circular No. 33,

the following railroads are included in the Northwestern
Region: Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal; Belt Railwav
of Chicago; Butte, Anaconda & Pacific; Calumet Western;
Camas Prairie; Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer; Chi-
cago Junction; Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary; Chicago River

& Indiana; Chicago Union Station; Chicago &: Western In-

diana; Copper Range; Des Moines Union; Des Moines
Western; Duluth & Iron Range; Duluth, Missabe & North-
ern; Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic; Elgin, Joliet & East-

ern; Englewood Connecting; Escanaba & Lake Superior; Ft.

Dodge, Des Moines & Southern; Green Bay & Western;
Indiana Harbor Belt; Iowa Transfer; Lake Superior Ter-
minal & Transfer; Mineral Range; Minneapolis Belt Line;
jMinneapolis & Eastern; Minnesota Transfer; Ontonagon;
Oregon Electric; Pacific Coast; Port Townsend & Puget
Sound; St. Charles Air Line; St. Paul Bridge & Terminal;
St. Paul Union Depot Co.; Sioux City Terminal; South
Chicago & Southern; Stock Yards Terminal of St. Paul;
Union Stock Yards Co. of Omaha; Waterloo, Cedar Falls

& Northern, and W'aupaca-Green Ba}'. _
In addition to the railroads named in Circular No. 34, B

the following railroads are included in the Central W'estern B
Region: Arizona Eastern; Atchison & Eastern Bridge Com-
pany; Atchison LTnion Depot & Railroad Co.; Colorado
'Springs & Cripple Creek District; Denver Union Terminal;
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Evansville & Indianapolis; Kansas City Connecting; Keo-

kuk Union Depot Company; Leavenworth Depot & Railroad

Co.; Ogden Union Railroad & Depot Company; Pan Handle
& Santa Fe; Peoria & Pekin Union; Pueblo Union Depot

& Railroad Co.; Riverside, Rialto & Pacific; Salt Lake City

Union Depot & Railroad Co.; Toledo, Peoria &: Western,

and Wichita Union Terminal. The following railway is

transferred from the Southwestern Region to the Central

\\'estern Region: Wabash (Lines west of the Mississippi

river).

In addition to the railroads named in Circular No. 35, the

following railroads are included in the Southwestern Region

:

Abilene &: Southern; Alton & Southern; East St. Louis Na-
tional Stock Yards Co.; East St. Louis & Suburban; Fort

Worth Belt; Fort Worth Union Passenger Station Co.;

Galveston, Houston & Henderson'; Houston Belt & Terminal;

Houston & Brazos Valley; Illinois Terminal; Joplin Union
Depot Company; Kansas City, Mexico &: Orient; Litchfield

& Madison; Missouri & Illinois Bridge & Belt; Oklahoma
Belt; St. Joseph Belt; St. Joseph Union Depot Co.; St. Louis

& Belleville Electric; St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal;

St. Louis National Stock Yard Company; St. Louis & OTal-
lon; St. Louis, Troy & Eastern; San Antonio, Uvalde &
Gulf; Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge Co.; Terminal
Railroad Association of St. Louis; Texas Midland; Trans-
Mississippi Terminal; Union Terminal Co. of Dallas;

Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific; W^est Tulsa Belt and Wig-
gins Ferry Company. The following railway is transferred

from the Central Western Region to the Southwestern Region

:

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (Tucumcari, N. M., to

El Reno, Okla. ; south of Herington, Kansas, to Chickasha,

Okla., including branches).

The following railroads are added to the Eastern Region:
Akron &: Barberton Belt; Akron L^nion Passenger Depot Co.;

Boston Terminal Co.; Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal;
Buffalo Creek; Central Union Depot of Cincinnati; Dayton
& Union; Dayton Union; Detroit, Bay City & Western;

Detroit Terminal; Indianapolis Union; Jay Street Tenninal
(New York); Kentucky & Indiana Terminal; New York
Dock Company; Toledo Terminal; Troy Union, and Zanes-

ville Terminal.

The following railroads are added to the Southern Region

:

Alabama & Vicksburg; Birmingham & Northwestern; Mem-
phis Union Station; Mississippi Central; New Orleans Great

Northern, and Winston-Salem Southbound. The following

railway is transferred from the Southwestern to the South-

ern Region: St. Louis-San Francisco (between Memphis and
Birmingham).

President Vetoes Short Line Resolution

President Wilson returned to the Senate on July 11 the

joint resolution extending the time within which the Presi-

dent may relinquish any railroad from federal control, which
he vetoed because of the amendment to prevent the relin-

quishment of a road unless its competitors and connections

were also released. In his veto message the President

said:

"I do so because I very respectfully but very earnestly

dissent from the policy which it embodies. Under its terms
the government would be obliged to assuliie the control and
administration of all short-line railroads without discrim-
ination. I respectfully submit that this is not in the public
interest. There are terminal short lines at many centers of
freight shipment and some seventeen hundred short lines

which were luiilt and are controlled by manufacturing, min-
ing, lumbering and other companies and which are operated
merely for the convenience of those companies, which would
be included under the language of this resolution, ver}- few
of which, it seems to me, if any, ought to be taken over and
administered by the government.
"The remaining short roads are feeders to the main trunk

lines, and more than mere feeders most of them, for they

have in most instances played a very important part in build-

ing up the industries of the communities through which they

run and have become essential to the prosperity of hundreds
of tov\'ns and neighborhoods all over the Union. I quite

agree that practically all of these should be retained and
tliat they should not only be retained, but that they

should be accorded a fair division of joint rates—a fairer

division than some of them have been accorded hitherto

—an equitable allotment of cars and motive power, and fair

routing arrangements. Some of them constitute connecting
links between two or more trunk-line systems. Those which
play this part in the system of railways ought to be accorded
as full a share in through shipments as is consistent with
the general interests of the shipper and the public.

"This is the policy which the Railroad Administration
will pursue towards these roads. They will not be put at

an unfair or ruinous disadvantage. The government owes
a recognized obligation to the communities which thev serve,

l)ut it is not in my judgment wise to oblige the government
to deal in the same way with all of them regardless of the
very great variety of circumstances which affect their facili-.

ties and their administration. I beg that the Congress will

leave the government free to enter into arrangements with
them which will in each case be to the interest alike of the
road dealt with and of the local public."'

Rates to Be Changed Without Authority of the

Interstate Commerce Commission

Railroads under federal control are not to ask the Inter-
state Commerce Commission for permission to file tariffs

changing rates, fares, charges, etc., applying wholly to car-
riers under federal control, as provided by the amendment to
the fifteenth section of the commerce law adopted last sum-
mer, but are to obtain their authority from the Division of
Traffic of the Railroad Administration, according to a cir-

cular of instructions, Circular No. 1-A, issued by Edward
Chambers, director of the division, to traffic committees, rail-

road and water lines and tariff publishing agents. The cir-

cular is dated July 1, but was not issued until several days
later. These instructions not only obviate the necessity of
securing authority from the commission to increase a rate
but do away with the necessity of the 30 days' notice required
by Section 6 of the act, leaving' the amount of notice to be de-
termined by the traffic division, and the practice in tlie case of
several changes made in rates ordered advanced by General
Order No. 28 has been to allow one da}-'s notice. Many with-
drawals of applications filed with the commission under the
fifteenth section have already been made. Shippers are pro-
testing against these instructions on the ground that it had
been expected that the President's power to initiate rates
would be exercised only in ca.se of a general advance but not
in ordinary cases. The commission still has jurisdiction over
joint rates witli carriers not under federal control and the
power to review rates after they are in eft'cct, while the state
commissions still have the field of the short lines not under
federal control.

The instructions to obtain authority from ;Mr. Chambers'
division are contained in sections 3 and 4 of the circular,

which is as follows:

Section 1

(a) Your attention is directed to Section 20 of General
Order No. 28 as amended reading as follows:

"Sectiox 20—The rates, fares and charges to be increased
under this order are those existing on May 25, 1918, in-
cluding changes tlieretofore published but not then effective

and not under suspension, except where the Interstate Com-
merce Commission prior to May 25, 1918, authorized or pre-
scribed rates, fares and charges which shall have been pub-
lished after INlay 25, 1918, and previous to June 15, 1918,
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the increases herein prescribed shall apply thereto. Such

authorized or prescribed rates, fares and charges not so pub-

lished shall be subsequently revised when published by ap-

plying the increases prescribed herein."

(b) When changes are published as authorized by Sec-

tion 20, the schedule containing such changes shall show as

authority therefor (on title page if all changes in the sched-

ule are made under authority of Section 20, otherwise in con-

nection with such portions of the schedule as are published

under authority of Section 20), the following:

"Publislied for the Director General of Railroads under

authority of Section 20, General Order No. 28 of the Director

General, United States Railroad Administration, dated May
25, 1918, and amended June 12, 1918."

And shall also show reference to any authority or order

as required by the Interstate Commerce Commission and

shall be made effective upon such notice of filing as may be

provided in such authority or order.

Section 2

(a) Changes in rates, fares, charges, regulations and

practices may be made under the standing rules and author-

izations contained in the Interstate Commerce Commission's

Tariff Circular 18-A and orders (or reissues thereof) as

shown below, without further authority:

Rule 10 (i) andl
(-.j^^jj^^^^g i^^ ^^.^^i^jj jig^g ^j^^ ^^ jigj^ of

Fifteenth Section ^ . , , , ., .^ , ,.,.

OH N 2 SO
restricted and prohibited commodities.

Rule 10 {j) 3-Ild
(-j^j^j^ g jjj jj;jj.,gjjg;Qjjg j^jjj (,j^p^(,jfj[gg of

Fifteenth Section [
'^

Order No. 200 ...
J

^^^^' "'^

Rule 56 ^Reduction of joint rates or fares to equal

\ sum of intermediate rates or fares.

"1 Establishment of commodity rates from

Rule 77
. I

and to intermediate points not to ex-

f
ceed those in effect from or to more

J
distant points.

Special Permission] Establishment of new through routes

No. 44844 \ and terminal deliveries.

(b) When changes are published as authorized in this

section the schedule containing such changes shall show as

authority therefor (on title page if all changes in the sched-

ule are made under authority of this section, otherwise in

connection with such portions of the schedule as are pub-

lished under authority of this section), the following:

'Tublished for the Director General of Railroads under

authority of Section 2 of Circular No. 1-A of the Director,

Division of Traffic, United States Railroad Administration,

dated July 1, 1918."

.\nd shall show also reference to any rule or authority

as required by the Interstate Commerce Commission and

shall be made effective upon such notice of filing a? may be

provided in such rule or authority.

Section 3

(a) Except as provided in Sections 1 and 2 of this cir-

cular, no changes .shall be made in any freight, passenger or

baggage rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations or

practices of the carriers under federal control, including

those applying jointly with carriers not under federal con-

trol, published in schedules filed with the Interstate Com-

merce Commission or with State Commissions, except as

shall have lieen authorized by me in an appropriate "Freight

Rate Authority," or "Passenger Fare Authority."

(b) When changes are published under authority of such

"Freight Rate Authority" or "Passenger Fare Authority" the

schedule containing said changes shall show as authority

therefor (on the title page if all changes in the schedule are

made under the same authority, otherwise in connection with

such portions of the schedule as are made under each author-

ity), the following:

"Published for the Director General of Railroads and filed

on days' notice with the Interstate Commerce
Commission under *Freight Rate Authority No of

the Director, Division of Traffic, United States Railroad Ad-
ministration, dated 19. . .

."

Section 4

(a) As no authority other than as required by this cir-

cular is necessary to change rates, fares, charges, classifica-

tions, regulations or practices applying wholly on carriers

under fe'deral control, no application should be made to the

Interstate Commerce Commission or to any state commission
for authority to advance or modify rates, fares, charges, classi-

fications, regulations or practices applying wholly on such

carriers, nor for authority to publish changes therein on short

notice, and any such applications made heretofore should be

withdrawn. Applications covering rates, fares, charges,

classifications, regulations or practices applying jointly to car-

riers wider federal control and those not under such control

should not be withdrawn.

(b) After the necessary "Freight Rate Authority" or

"Passenger Fare Authority" as required in paragraph (a)

of Section 3 of this circular has been secured, applications

should be made as required b>- law or by the rules of the

Interstate Commerce Commission or state commissions for

authority to advance, modify or publish on short notice

changes in rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations or

practices applying jointly to carriers under federal control

and those not under such control, and the schedules con-

taining such joint rates, fares, charges, etc., shall show ref-

erence to the authority granted by the commission as well as

to the "freight Rate Authority" or "Passenger Fare Au-
thority."

Section 5

All schedules hereafter published and filed with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission containing rates, fares, charges,

classifications, regulations or practices of the carriers under
federal control, including those applying jointly with carriers

not under federal control, shall show clearly that they are the

schedules of the United States Railroad Administration by
having printed on the title page thereof in large type the

words

:

"UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION.
W. G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads."

Section 6

Until further advised all proposed changes in rates, fares,

charges, etc.. as named in paragraph a of Section 3 of this

circular shall be referred to the proper Freight or Passenger

Traffic Committee for the Eastern, Southern or Western Ter-

ritory (through or by the appropriate District Freight Traffic

Committee, if on freight traffic) and passed by it to me for

"Freight Rate Authority" or "Passenger Fare .\uthority"

where such is desired.

Tlie Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that

it will hear arguments on July 24 on the question as to

whether the justness and reasonableness of rates, fares,

charges, classifications, regulations and practices initiated

In' the director general under the authority of the federal

control act must be determined upon original complaints and
new proceedings or whether such issues may be properly

raised by amendment to pending complaints wherein the

rates, fares, etc., superseded by those initiated l^y the director

general are assailed. This question has lieen raised by the

filing of several petitions in which complainants ask leave

schedules covering passenger
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to amend their complaints to include the director general as

a party defendant and to include allegations concerning rates

initiated through the director general.

Bonds for Transportation Charges

The Division of Public Service & Accounting has issued

in P. S. & A. Circular No. 16 instructions as to bonds to be

required in connection with the extension of credit for trans-

portation charges, as prescribed in paragraph 2 of General

Order No. 25, in part as follows:

It should be carefully noted that the giving of a bond will

only be permitted or required in certain cases. It is not

open to the shipper or consignee to obtain credit by the mere

giving of a bond; the cash rule, as explained in P. S. & A.

Circular No. 9, must be observed unless the circumstances

of each case are such that this cannot properly be done. All

bonds given for credit accommodations shall be taken in the

name of W. G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads,

(Name of railroad).

Bonds covering the extension of credit will be of two

classes, i. e.

:

To cover patrons transacting business at one or more

points with one carrier: In such cases, applications for credit

accommodations shall Ije tiled with an agent of the carrier

from which the credit is desired. If, in the judgment of the

treasurer, credit should be granted, he shall prepare a bond

to cover the maximum credit desired and proceed to have it

executed. When executed, he shall authorize the agent or

agents at the stations at which the accommodation is desired

to extend credit to the extent of the amount applicable to

each station. Treasurers shall be the custodians of such

bonds.

To cover patrons transacting business at one point with

two or more carriers : In such cases applications for credit

may be filed with an agent of either of such carriers. He
shall proceed to obtain the joint recommendations of the

agent of each carrier interested, after which the application

with such recommendations shall be transmitted to the treas-

urer of the carrier with which the application was originally

filed. Such treasurer shall thereupon act as provided in

paragraph ( 1
) hereof, and if the accommodation be granted

or declined, he shall immediately notify the treasurer of each

interested carrier of such action. If the accommodation be

granted, treasurers of each individual carrier interested

shall, upon receipt of notice thereof, authorize their respect-

ive agents to extend the credit.

Failure to pay for transportation service within the pre-

scribed credit period shall, as prescribed in General Order
No. 25, automatically cancel the accommodation.

In the event of default in payment of transportation

charges within the credit period, and unless settlement is

promptly made thereafter, the treasurer having jurisdiction

shall take immediate steps to realize upon the bonds appli-

cable.

Premiums on all bonds taken under the provisions of Gen-
eral Order No. 25, and all expenses incident thereto, shall

be borne by the applicant to whom tlie accommodation is

granted.

It is realized that the instructions contained in this circu-

lar do not cover the many contingencies that may arise in

connection with these credit matters, and agents and treas-

urers are therefore expected and are hereby directed to take

whatever steps in their judgment may be necessary to prop-
erly and adequately protect the interests of the director gen-
eral and to prevent money losses.

Progress Reports on Capital Expenditures

Judge R. S. Lovett, director, division of capital expendi-
tures, is about to employ two or more engineers experienced
in railroad improvement work for the purpose of giving quick
and direct information of the commencement and progress

of the more important work authorized by him. These engi-

neers will have no titles and no authority to give or change

instructions or even to offer suggestions; their duty will be
only to ascertain the facts and report them to him, and any
suggestions that they may think advisable to make will be
made only to him. They will be instructed to send to the

regional director simultaneously a copy of every report they

make. They will bear credentials in the form of a letter

signed by Judge Lovett.

The engineers will be given memoranda of the more im-

portant projects on each line, giving preferred attention to

those relatively more urgent, and their instructions will be

to go to the headquarters of the line and get such informa-
tion as may be there available from the engineering or other

office having supervision of the work, as to the progress of

the work, and then follow up by trips over the line to the

scene of the work. This will in no wise affect or relieve

the roads of the supervision of the work or of making such
reports or recommendations from time to time in regard

thereto as may be advisable, but the plan is intended only

to supplement, solely for the information of the division,

the measures the roads take; and it is hoped that the copies

sent to the roads of the reports to Judge Lovett may prove
useful to the roads in many cases.

Federal and general managers have been requested to in-

struct all concerned to afford to these engineers representing

the division of capital expenditures, ever)' facility for secur-

ing the information and data that they may desire and to

enable them to inspect the improvement work in progress

on the railroads under their jurisdiction.

Passenger Trains on Time

Daily reports are sent to Director General McAdoo's
office by the regional directors as to the regularity of the

passenger trains arriving at the principal terminals through-
out the country. For a long time these reports have shown
marked improvement over the conditions prevailing earlier

in the year and recently almost all of the principal trains

have been reported regularly on time from day to day. Where
trains are late a report is given as to the reason for the

delay.

Insurance Section Organized

The Railroad Administration has announced the organiza-
tion of a new section, under the supervision of the director

of finance and purchases, to be known as the Section of

Insurance and Fire Protection. As heretofore announced, it

will be the general policy of the Railroad .Administration to

do away with the fire insurance policies heretofore carried,

and to have the government itself stand directlv responsible

to the railroads for fire losses of property in government
possession. This section will therefore deal primarily with
the prevention of fires through rigid and intelligent inspec-

tion, and by insisting upon the observance of rules and reg-

ulations intended to prevent the unnecessar}- destruction of

property by fire.

The Insurance Section will have the benefit of the assist-

ance of an advisor)- committee of men experienced and skilled

in the business of fire insurance whose names will hereafter

be announced. Charles N. Rambo, of Philadelphia, super-

intendent and secretar)' of the IMutual Fire, ^Marine & Inland
Insurance Company, has been selected as manager of the

section, and will resign from his present position. Mr.
Rambo brings to his work 20 years of experience in the

insurance business, and for the past 15 years has devoted
his energies to the Mutual Fire, Marine & Inland Insurance
Company, which was organized by and in the interest of the

railroad companies for the purpose of mutual insurance and
of reducing fire insurance costs and premiums.
The Insurance Section will provide a force of skilled in-

spectors in each region whose dut)- it will be to see that the

lules and regulations intended to reduce fire losses are rig-
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idly observed. The insurance inspectors now employed by

the various railroads will be utilized as far as desirable. This

section will also have general charge of the adjustment of

lire losses.

Property Protection Section Active Against Freight

Thieves

The Section for the Trotection of Railroad Property, which

was organized by the Railroad Administration in the Divi-

sion of Law on March 26 to enforce the laws against theft

from cars, stations, sidings and wharves and to take all

necessary measures in co-operation with carriers to prevent

loss from this cause, has already in the three months of its

existence displayed such great activity in its campaign against

pilferage that the Department of Justice is complaining

that its district attorneys are being overloaded with

work.

The organization of the section is under the direction of

Philip J. Doherty as manager and includes an assistant

manager, five attorneys and five inspectors. In addition,

the chief special agents of the railroad companies have been

organized for co-operative work with the section and most

active assistance has been rendered by the railroad organiza-

tions by every means within their power. Indictments have

already been obtained against more than 250 individuals

in the United States courts alone and approximately as

many more in the state courts. One of the attorneys for

the section prepared cases and drafted indictments returned

by the grand jury at Toledo against 89 individuals. The

section has taken advantage of the fact that all property

being transported by the railroads is now in the custody of

the United States and that a very large proportion of it

consists of supplies of various kinds necessary directly or

indirectly for the prosecution of the war to make greater

use of the machinery of the federal government organiza-

tion than has been possible in the past. As a result of the

work already a number of important roads have reported an

improvement as great as 50 per cent.

At the direction of Mr. Doherty, R. S. Mitchell, chief

special agent of the Missouri Pacific, organized all the

special agents of the railroad carriers entering St. Louis

for co-operative effort, and the result has been the return

of more than SO indictments by the grand jury in the United

States court there and the recovery of property to a large

value, including $50,000 worth of rubber tires in one

seizure. This organization also extended its operations to

East St. Louis—one of the worst spots for car tampering

in the country. A large number of prosecutions have begun

in the southern district of Illinois as the result of the crusade

instituted. The result of these efforts at St. Louis is a

marked improvement in conditions at those points.

Similar organizations of special agents for co-operative

work were instituted at Omaha, Kansas City, Nashville,

New Orleans, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Boston, Norfolk and

Chicago.

Mississippi and Warrior River Transportation

to Be Developed

The much discussed question of developing a system of

transportation on the inland waterways provided by the

Mississippi and Black Warrior rivers has been settled by

Director General McAdoo through the appointment of M.

J. Sanders of New Orleans as federal manager of the Mis-

sissippi and Warrior waterways. The director general has

received full reports on this subject from the Committee on

Inland Waterways, from the Western and Southern regional

directors and from Director Prouty and Interstate Commerce

Commissioner Meyer, all of whom have investigated the

matter at his request.

Mr. Sanders will have general direction of the develop-

ment of the necessarj- facilities and the construction of re-

quisite barges, tugs, etc., that will be used on the Mississippi

river south of St. Louis and on the Black Warrior river

route between the Birmingham district in North Alabama
and Mobile and New Orleans; the latter city being reached

via the Black Warrior river, Mobile Bay, the Gulf of ^Mexico

and Lakes Borgne or Pontchartrain with their connecting

canals. Mr. Sanders has been manager of the Leyland
Steamship Lines for the ports of New Orleans, Mobile and
Pensacola for the last 30 years and has had extensive busi-

ness connections with all the railroads serving the Gulf ports

as well as with the existing river transportation service. In

March last he became a member of the Inland Waterways
Committee, appointed by the director general to "make a

prompt investigation and report as soon as practicable a

definite plan describing the extent and the manner in which
additional use may be made of the internal waterways for

the economical and expeditious movement of traffic of the

country, so as to relieve or supplement the railways under

existing war conditions."

Mr. Sanders strongly believes that the time has come
when the enormous expenditures of the government in the

development and improvement of the Mississippi and the

Black Warrior rivers should be made to yield some return

through the application of progressive methods, modernized

facilities, ecjuitable freight rates, and fair differentials, and
that the pressure upon the railway facilities of the nation

will be sensibly reduced by the adoption of such a policy.

He will have the opportunity in the position to which he

has been appointed to make a thorough-going test of the

possibilities of these waterways under favorable con-

ditions.

Delaware & Raritan Canal Taken Over

In General Order No. 33 Director General McAdoo an-

nounced that G. A. Tomlinson, general manager of the

New York Canal Section of the Railroad Administration,

is appointed Federal Manager of New York and New Jersey

canals, and as such will perform the functions heretofore

performed by him as general manager of New York Canal
Section and in addition will operate for the director general

upon the Delaware & Raritan canal and connecting waters

such equipment as the Railroad Administration now has
in its possession and control engaged in such operation and
such additional equipment as may be assigned for that pur-

pose. He is authorized to enforce and collect such toll

charges as are or may hereafter be established for the use

of the Delaware & Raritan canal by boats operated by others

and empowered to enter into contracts, either in his own
name as federal manager or in the name of the director

general of railroads, for the purchase of supplies needed in

operation and for the transportation of property upon the

canal and other waters.

Unclaimed Freight to Be Sold

General Order No. 34 provides that carriers subject to

federal control shall sell at public auction to the highest

bidder, without advertisement, carload and less than carload

non-perishable freight that has been refused or is unclaimed
by consignee and has been on hand for a period of 60
days.

The consignee, as described in the waybilling, shall be given

due notice by mail of the proposed sale. Perishable freight

shall be sold whenever in the judgment of the agent or other

representative of the carrier it is necessary to do so, such

reasonable effort being made to notify the consignee as

described in the waybilling as the circumstances will per-

mit. The place of sale of both non-p>erishable and perish-

able freight shall be determined by the carrier. The net pro-

ceeds, if any, after deducting freight and other legitimate

expenses, will be paid over to the owner on proof of owner-
ship.
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First of the U. S. Standard Locomotives Completed

Light Mikado Type Built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works;

Now in Service on the Baltimore & Ohio

THE riRST LOCOMOTIVE of the Railroad Administration's

order of standard locomotives placed with the builders

on April 30, was completed on July 1, by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works. This locomotive is of the light Mikado
type, the specifications for which call for 5S,000-lb. driving

axle loads, and has been placed in service on the Baltimore

& Ohio.

The orders for standard locomotives first placed by the

Railroad Admini.stration totaled 1,025. Later orders for 390
locomotives brought the total up to 1,415, of which 575 are

light Mikados. This is by far the largest number of any

The longitudinal seams of the conical and front courses are

at the right and on the top center line of the boiler, respec-

tively. These seams are all welded at the ends.

On the basis of Cole's ratios, the boiler capacity rating is

practically 96 per cent of the cylinder requirements in re-

spect to the heating surfaces, and slightly over 100 per cent

in respect to the grate area. The tubes are 2 "4 in- in diam-

eter and 19 ft. long over the tube sheet, the ratio of the

diameter to the length of tubes being about one to 100. The
firebox includes a combustion chamber 24 in. long and is

fitted with a Security arch. The boiler includes a 40-unit

-3PSJ2 ->| h-jSi&V /?6--"-
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Boiler of the Railroad Administration Standard Light Mikado Type Locomotive

type ordered; the next largest group is the heavy Mikado
type, of which 157 are to be built.

The design of the light jSIikado type locomotive is straight-

forward throughout, with nothing of an unusual nature

either in the general design or the details of construction.

The locomotive has a total weight of 290,800 lb., of which
221,500 lb. are on the drivers, and it exerts a starting tractive

effort of 54,600 lb.

The boiler is of the conical wagon top type, 78 in. in

diameter over the first course and increasing to 90 in. in out-

side diameter at the dome course. The longitudinal seam of

the dome course is on the left hand side of the center line,

and the reinforcing pad on the inside of the shell under the

dome is extended to form the inside welt strip of this seam.

Schmidt top-header superheater with SJ^-in. superheater

flues, and is fired by a Duplex stoker. It is fitted with a

Shoemaker fire-door.

The ash pan has three center hoppera with swinging drop

bottoms. The opening under the mud ring is 53^ in. wide.

The grates are operated by a Franklin grate shaker.

The frames are of cast steel, 6 in. wide, with a single in-

tegral front rail. The top rail is 6-}s in. deep over the

pedestal and is 5;rs in. deep at the smallest section. The
depth of the lower rails at the smallest section is 4 in. The
taper of the pedestal jaws and binder lugs is one in twelve.

The front rail under the cylinders is 9Jf, in. deep and the

section is reduced to 3JX in. wide by 10 in. deep where the

front deck plate is attached. The trailer frames are cast in

131
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one piece with the trailer fulcrum pin bracket, the equalizer

brackets and the rear deck plate. This casting is attached

to the main frames with fourteen lYi^-in. bolts on each side.

The pedestal binders are of the usual type, each held in place

by four l^^-in. bolts.

Vertical cast steel frame cross-ties are applied to the front

legs of the forward driving-wheel pedestals and to the rear

legs of the second and third pedestals. The forward brace

includes an extension at the bottom, which is Ijolted to the

lower frame rails just behind the cylinders. This carries the

pivot for the front engine truck and the driving brake lever

fulcrums. The top rails are further secured by cast-steel

deck braces, which extend across the frames between the first

and second, and the third and fourth pairs of driving wheels.

The cylinders and valve chambers are fitted with gun-iron

bushings. The pistons are steel of single plate dished sec-

tion. The piston valves are of the built-up type, with a

cast-iron body, fitted with gun-iron bull rings and packing
rings and cast-steel followers. King type packing is used

BK. 2i Tubes

40. S^'Flues

Sections Through the Firebox and Combustion Chamber

in the piston rod and valve stem glands. The crossheads

have cast-steel bodies, to which are bolted Hunt-Spiller gun-

iron wearing shoes. Steam distribution is controlled by the

Walschaert valve gear, to which is fitted a Ragonnet power
reverse gear.

Cast-steel driving boxes, fitted with Elvin grease cellars,

are used throughout, all having journal bearings 13 in. in

length. The journals on the main axle are 11 in. in diam-

eter, while the others are 10 in. in diameter. The driving

wheels are fitted with brass hub liners.

The leading truck is of the Economy constant resistance

type and the Hodges trailing truck is used.

The tender has a Commonwealth steel frame. The frame

casting includes the front drawbar pocket and the rear draft

sills, as well as the truck center plates. The tank is of the

usual type of construction, the comers being formed by

lyi-in. by 2J^-in. angles. The bottom and top plates are

5/16 in. in thickness, while the sides and ends are J4 in.

thick. The tank manhole is 18 in. wide by 8 ft. in length

across tlie tank. This great length materially facilitates

spotting of the locomotive at water plugs.

The tender is carried on four-wheel trucks with cast-steel

side frames and bolsters fitted with elliptic springs. The
wheels are rolled steel, 33 ins. in diameter and are mounted
on axles having 6-in. by 11 -in. journals.

The sf>ecialties include Everlasting blow-off valves, 2 -in.

Consolidated safety valves, Ashcroft gages, 1^-in. Barco
blower valve fitting, Nathan non-lifting injectors, Franklin

ball joints and Radial buffer and Unit safety bar between the

engine and tender.

The principal data and dimensions follow:

General Data
Gage 4 ft. 8K in.
Service Freight
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 54,600 lb.

Wsight in working order 290,800 lb.

Weight on drivers 221,500 1b.

Weight on leading truck 20,200 lb.
Weight on trailing truck 49,100 1b.

Weight of engine and tender in working order, approx ... .462.800 lb.
Wheel base, driving 16 ft. 9 in.
Wheel base, total 36 ft. 1 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 71 ft. 4J^ in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers ~ tractive effort 4.0
Total weight -^ tractive effort 5.3
Tractive effort y diam. drivers -H equivalent heating surface*. . .730.9
Equivalent heating surface* -^ grate area 70.6
Firebox heating surface -f- equivalent heating surface,* per cent . . 6.1
Weight on drivers — equivalent heating surface* 47.0
Total weight -=- equivalent heating surface* 61.8
Volume both cylinders 18.4 cu. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* H- vol. cylinders 255.3
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders 3.6

Cylindcys

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 26 in. by 30 in.

Valves

Kind Piston
Diameter 14 in.

Greatest travel 7 in.

Steam lap 1 ^i in.
Exhaust clearance in.
Lead 3/16 in.

IVheels

Driving, diameter over tires 63 in.
Driving, thicknes? of tires 3 }4 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 in. by i3 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 10 in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.
Engine truck, journals 6'A in. by 12 in.
Trailing truck wheels, diameter 43 in.
Trailing truck, iournals 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler

Style Conical wagon-top
Working piessure 200 lb. per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 78 in.

Firebox, length and width 114^ in. by 84^ in.

Firebox plates, thickness. . .Tube, I/2 in.; crown, sides and back, ^ in.

Firebox, water space Front, 6 in. ; sides and bacl<, 5 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 216—2^ in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 40—5^5 in.

Tubes and flues, length 19 ft.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 3,497 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firehiox. including arch tubes 286 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.783 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 882 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* 4.706 sq. ft.

Grate area 66.7 sq. ft.

Tender
Tank Water bottom
Frame Cast steel

Weight, approximate 172,000 lb.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by 1 1 in.

Water capacity 10,000 gal.

Coal capacity 16 tons

•Equivalent heating surface — total

times tile superheating surface.
vaporative heating rface

Plan Air Mail for Spain.—Establishment of an air-

plane service between Madrid, Barcelona and the Balearic

Islands is proposed by a newly formed company which has

made application for official authorization to the ^linistry of

Public Works. The company proposes to first start a mail

service and eventually carry passengers. One trip from

Madrid to the islands would consume four hours. The com-

pany proposes also to establish other airplane routes be-

tween ^Madrid and points in the north of Spain. It asks

no subsidy, but merely wants landing places and the right to

put stamps on the mail carried.
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The Nashville Collision

THE NUMBER Q¥ PERSON'S killed and injured in the dis-

astrous butting collision near Harding, Tenn., seven

miles west of Nashville, on July 9, (reported in the

Railway Age of July 12, page 79) was 180 or more; 88

passengers and 4 employees killed or fatally injured; and 86

or more passengers and' two employees injured.

The wreck took fire at once and two coaches of the east-

bound train. No. 1, were burnt up. Six coaches altogether

were demolished. Some of the cars were crowded, with pas-

sengers standing in the aisles, which fact partly explains the

great number of deaths. Not until about two hours after the

occurrence of the collision were all of the injured persons

rescued from the wreck.

The train at fault, westbound passenger No. 4, was in

charge of Conductor Eubanks and Engineman Kennedy. The

conductor was slightly injured while the engineman and

fireman were killed. The completeness of the wreck of the

locomotives and of six cars indicates that both trains came

to the point of collision at full speed.

General Manager W. P. Bruce issued a statement on July

10, in which he said:

"Westljound train No. 4 left Nashville at 7:05 a. m.

and passed Shops Junction (about 2>^ miles) at 7:15 a. m.

Eastbound train No. 1 which was the ruling train was run-

ning about thirty minutes late. The accident was caused by

the "train crew of No. 4 overlooking train No. 1, a train of

superior right, when it (No. 4) left the Shops Junction

without ascertaining whether train No. 1 had arrived there,

and without orders to go beyond the Shops as against No. 1.

"When No. 4 and No. 1 are on time they meet on the

double track V>etween Nashville and the Shops tower. No. 1

was not late enough to justify the despatcher in moving No.

4 to Harding, seven miles from the union station. It was

the intention of the despatcher to let No. 4 remain at Shops

Junction for No. 1 ; and, in order that the crew on No. 4

might identify No. 1, the crew of No. 4 was advised by

the despatcher of the number of the engine' drawing No. 1.

"I understand that Engineer Kennedy and Conductor

Eubanks of No. 4 were regarded as the best and most re-

liable men in the service of the road, and therefore I am
unable to account for their overlooking No. 1."

.According to the Nashville Banner, the men in charge of

train No. 4 had an order to meet No. 7 (a passenger train

following No. 1), at Harding station; and on this same

order was the identification number of the engine on No. 1,

placed there to prevent any error in identifying the train.

There are interlocked signals at Shops Junction but the}-

give no right to the road except over the junction switch.

The Banner calls attention to the fact that under the rail-

road administration act the entire earnings of a railroad

are paid over to the United States government so that the

financial burden of the wreck falls upon the United States.

All legal actions resulting from the wreck will be brought

against the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, though the

])a}-ment on any recoveries must be made by the government.

The locomotives, while badly damaged, are not beyond re-

pair. There will be heavy bills for loss of baggage and

express, but the mail carried on the trains was damaged

only by water and steam from the boilers of the overturned

engines.

W. L. Mapother, federal manager of the road, issued a

statement saying that "regardless of individual responsibility,

the legal liability of the United States Railroad Administra-

tion for injury to, and death of passengers, and of the em-

ployees not responsilile for the collision, is fixed by the laws

of the State of Tennessee and the acts of congress. It is

the purpose of the administration to settle all these claims

I'S promptly as possible without litigation. No question of

legal liability requiring a decision of courts can arise. Tlie

>o]ii question is to arrive at an equitable amount. All per-

sons having just claims are, therefore, invited to confer with

the law department at Nashville to the end that all matters

in controversy may Ije compromised and settled as promptly

as circumstances may permit."

At the inquiry held on July 12, at Nashville, conducted

i)y representatives of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

G. R. Loyall, assistant to the regional director of Southern

Railways, and officers of the road, further facts were given

jjy the train despatcher, the trainmen of No. 4 and T. J.

Riggles, a conductor who, evidently, runs No. 4 on alternate

days.

J. P. Eubanks, conductor of No. 4 on the day of the dis-

aster, 56 years old and conductor on this train for the past

two years, said that he received an order. Form 19, direct-

ing him to meet train No. 7 at Harding, and giving the

number of the engine on train No. 1. Both Eubanks and

Engineman Kennedy read the order. The conductor read it

to the porter and delivered the order to the flagman. He
then began taking up tickets and depended upon the engine-

man, the flagman, the fireman and the porter to see that they

met No. 1 before passing off the double track. While col-

lecting tickets he noticed that some train was met before

reaching the Shops but did not identify it. It was his com-
mon practice to rely on the members of his crew to identify

No. 1. He had remarked to Kennedy "No. 1 must be run-

ning late this morning." The porter has run with Eubanks
for the past year. The flagman, C. St. Clair, was on his

first trip with Eubanks. The flagman should have been

on the rear end of the train while passing through the yards,

but the conductor could not testify whether or not he actu-

ally was there. Eubanks knew that the movements of yard

engines between the terminal and the end of double track

were frequent.

C. D. Phillips, despatcher, testified that meeting orders

were frequently given to train No. 4 at Nashville, and that

i;iving the number of an engine, as was done in this case

in relation to train No. 1, was customary. The operator at

the Shops had informed the despatcher as soon as it v.-as

seen that No. 4 was passing.

Flagman St. Clair of No. 4 has been in the service only

since June IS, 1918. He did not know that No. 4 and No. 1

were scheduled to meet on the double track between Nash-
ville and the Shops. He said that the conductor had not

delivered the train order to him until they had passed a half

mile beyond the Shops. He did not know where No. 4 was
to meet No. 1. Asked if he heard the whistle sounded at the

Shops signal tower, or had heard locomotive whistles signal-

ing to his train, he replied in the negative, ^^'hen he was
called to serve on train No. 4, he was surprised, as he con-

sidered himself "practically a green man."
W. G. Templeton, superintendent, described his practice

in employing trainmen. St. Clair, a freight man, was as-

signed to No. 4 after the extra passenger list was e.xhausted.

There has been such scarcity of trainmen that it has been

often necessary to delay departure of trains until extra men
could be called.

Conductor Riggles said that when running on No. 4 he
had customarily received orders giving the meeting place

with No. 7 and also giving the identification number of the

engine of No. 1. According to his testimony, as reported in

the Nashville Banner, his practice, as to taking fares and
depending on the other trainmen to identify No. 1, appears

to have lieen the same as that of Conductor Eubanks. Rig-

gles, on the day before the collision, had waited for No. 1

at the Shops about 15 minutes.

The testimony of dift'erent trainmen seems to indicate that

at the moment of collision the westbound train was running

at 40 miles an hour or faster, and the eastbound at 55 or 60

miles an hour. None of the witnesses had felt the applica-

tion of tlie brakes before the impact.
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Orders of Regional Directors *

REi'ORTS ON SALARIES ASKED.—It is desired that all sal-

aries of $3,000 or over, in the organization of the

district director, the federal managers and the respect-

ive railroads, shall be submitted to the regional director for

approval before being regarded as final.

Regional directors have asked the roads for statements

showing separately, salaries $3,000 to $5,000 per annum and

$5,000 and over per annum, with information as to the du-

ties of each office. The circulars state that the director gen-

eral wishes to eliminate all unnecessary positions on the va-

rious railroads. Each of them in the past has maintained an

organization for its purposes larger than is necessary under

unified control. Particular reference is made to the traffic

and accounting departments. The functions to be performed

by traffic departments under federal control are far more re-

stricted than under private management, and there will rarely

be any justification for paying traffic officers the large sal-

aries which were frequently properly paid under private

management. While it is not desired to take any unneces-

sary, harsh or drastic action, the salaries paid members of

traffic departments should be commensurate with the sub-

stantially restricted duties which it will be necessary for the

traffic men to perform under federal control.

In the revision of any particular department, such as op-

erating, purchases, traffic, accounting or law, should any case

arise where the roads are not entirely clear as to what action

should be taken, the matter should he submitted to the re-

gional director for decision. It is not desired that definite

action be taken in accordance with the recommendations for

proposed force and salaries until after the regional directors

have had opportunity to review the whole matter.

The Southern regional director has directed the railroads

in his territory to arrange so that in future his office will be

furnished by wire with a brief report of serious passenger

train accidents involving casualties.

Loss of Food Through Death of Live Stock in Transit.—
Circular letter No. 306, issued by the southern regional di-

rector, calls attention to statistics compiled by the Food Ad-
ministration showing that comparing the three months,

December, 1916, to February, 1917, with the three months,

December, 1917, to Februar}', 1918, the ratio of dead and
crippled to total received at 17 principal stock yards shows

an increase in the case of cattle of 22.6 per cent, in the case

of hogs of 49 per cent, and in the case of sheep of 71 per

cent. Attention is called to the various causes and the neces-

sity for the greatest possible reform.

Rental of Locomotives.—To avoid disputes as to payment
of rental for United States locomotives when transferred

from one railroad to another, the following rule will govern

:

"All mechanical delay at the point of delivery, i. e., the

necessary delay in making the locomotive ready for service,

will be charged to the delivering road. All delay at such

points after the locomotive is made ready for service will be

charged to the receiving road."

The Practice of Assigning Cars for Railroad Fuel Loading
at All Bituminous Coal Mines Served Must Be AboUshed.—
The United States Fuel Administration is advised of these

instructions, which are now uniform in the entire countrs',

and through its district representatives in the coal producing
districts affected, will see that carriers who obtain fuel from
such districts secure an adequate current supply of substan-

tially like quality of coal as has heretofore been furnished,

unless vital war necessities make this impossible. In the lat-

ter event the Fuel Administration will handle with the Rail-

road Administration in Washington and the Purchasing
Committee there will deal with the individual railroads on

•These are amonK the more important orders that have heen issued and
which have not previously been noted either as cominp from the Railroad
.Administration at Washington or some of the other regional directors.

the subject as may be necessar}-. Should this order result in

depleting the essential coal supply on any road, the regional

director and the Car Service Section at Washington should

immediately be advised by wire. Coal producing roads can-

celling assigned car orders in accordance with above instruc-

tions should at once wire foreign lines obtaining fuel from

mines on their road so that such foreign lines will be con-

versant with the change in the method of car distribution.

Hogs in Carload Lots.—In circular letter No. 319 issued

by the Southern regional director, the railroads are asked to

have printed and as promptly as possible brought to the

attention of those interested in the handling of live stock a

placard to be posted in prominent places at all freight depots

where shipments of hogs are made in carload lots, giving

suggestions as to the proper methods of loading live stock,

to prevent loss and damage, and also a circular letter to be

mailed to all shippers of live stock or handed to individual

shippers at the time order is placed for cars, explaining that

the gigantic loss of dead and crippled animals in shipping

is largely due to over-loading and improper loading; and
giving instructions as to proper methods.

Eight-Hour Day for Yardmaster.—The Division of Labor
now has under consideration the question of applying the

basic 8-hour day to yardmasters and others.

Car Repair Shops.—In circular No. 20, dated July 13,

B. F. Bush, regional director of the Southwestern region,

called attention to the fact that some roads are working their

car repair shops less than 60 hours per week and quoted from

a letter from Frank McManamy, assistant director, mechani-

cal department, division of operation, instructing that the

hours of freight car repair on all lines and in all shops

where work can be furnished them should be increased to 60
hours per week and more if practicable.

Building Refrigerator Cars in Company Shops.—In in-

quiry No. 2, dated July 9, the regional director of north-

western railroads asks the lines in his territory to advise him
of the number of refrigerator cars that can be built and re-

built at each of their shops without interfering with other

necessary car repair work.

Cars With Short Draft Timbers.—In incjuin,- No. 1. dated

July 9, the regional director of northwestern railroads asks

the lines under his jurisdiction to advise him of the number
of wooden cars owned by each road which are equipped with

draft timbers extending only to the body bolster, secured to

draft sills by bolts, showing the total number, separated by
class and capacity. If arrangements have been made to dis-

pense with the use of such draft timbers the roads are asked

to advise what will be substituted for them.

Prices for Lumber.—The regional purchasing committee of

all western railroads announces revised prices on yellow pine

lumber, including railroad material of specified grades, re-

cently issued by the director of lumber of the war industries

board. Railroads are requested not to place orders at higher

prices than those shown in the price list.

Union Station Ticket Offices.—The regional director of

central western railroads announces that the we.'^tern passen-

ger traffic committee will in the future have jurisdiction over

all union station ticket offices. The committee will determine

whether the ticket selling forces and the information bureaus

in such ticket offices are equipped satisfactorily to conduct

the business and serve the public: whether salaries paid to

ticket office forces are adequate and whether physical facili-

ties at such offices are sufficient or best arranged for prompt
and satisfactory' service to the public.

Contract Brokers.-—Tlie regional directors of the central

western and the southwestern lines ask the roads under their

jurisdiction to be governed by a letter of the United States at-

torney-general, which prescribes that in the future no contracts

w'ith the government shall be made through the agency of

contract brokers or contingent fee operators. The attomey-
generaFs letter points out that some manufacturers, because of
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ignorance or misinformation, have thought it necessary to

negotiate with the government through contract brokers or

contingent fee operators, and have added a contingent fee

to their bid, with the result that the government has been

forced to pay unnecessarily high prices.

Shipping Grain.—The regional director of central western

railroads reminds the lines under his jurisdiction that the

heavy grain shipping season is approaching and preparation

should be made with a view of attaining maximum efficiency

in handling it. While he appreciates that a large number of

box cars have already been placed in storage anticipating the

grain movement, he l>elieves that this supply will soon be

exhausted when the movement begins. It will be necessary

to maintain a substantial and steady movement of empty cars

from the eastern lines. Central western railroads are asked

to infonn the regional director fully as to their requirements,

advising the approximate number of grain cars required dur-

ing the next 30 days, stating the approximate number of grain

cars in storage and the various car service orders now in

existence covering the movement of box cars from eastern to

western lines.

Cars Damaged by Switching.—The regional director of

central western railroads quotes a letter from the Car Repair

Section of the division of operation of the Railroad Adminis-

tration, which points out that an increasing number of freight

cars are Iseing damaged by switching crews, and urges that

special men be placed in transfwrtation yards to check up the

rough handling of equipment in order to place respKDnsibility

so that necessan,' corrective measures may be taken. By re-

ducing the number of damaged cars in switching yards a

reduction is effected in the number of cars placed on shop

tracks, thereby assisting materially in making men available

for repairs to equipment becoming defective from other

causes and making more cars available for service. The
regional director asks that the lines under his jurisdiction

take the steps suggested by the Car Repair section.

How Can Coal be Saved

on the Engine ?

By Master Mechanic

THE riRST ESSENTIAL and the greatest factor of all in

fuel saving is whole-hearted co-operation, not only

on the part of engineer and fireman, which is abso-

lutely necessary, but also on the part of all officers, train de-

spatchers, train crews, agents and every one having any part

in train movement. Next to labor, fuel is the largest item

of expense on the railways, and the cost per 1,000 ton-miles

per engine for a year, as well as the total amount of the

yearly fuel bill of the railways, should be impressed upon
all concerned.

I would offer the following suggestions as an aid to fuel

economy

:

Proper distribution of the coal, so that the same quality

will be steadily furnished to the same district. A poor qual-

ity of coal can be successfully burned, if it is the only grade

received and arrangements are made to burn it.

Coal should be properly broken when placed on tenders.

When this is not done, the temptation to throw large chunks
into the firebox is usually too strong to resist, especially when
the fireman is tired.

All locomotives should be furnished the same grade

of coal. If the passenger engine, with experienced fireman,

cannot successfully bum the coal as it is furnished, how can

it be expected that a man with a heavy drag and probably a

green fireman will be able to burn the screenings (after pick-

ing the lumps out of it for passenger service) without engine

failu'ps?

A statement of the correct weight of coal placed on engine

tenders should be furnished, and records of individual per-

formance should be kept. On the majority of roads these

records are only guesswork. It is hard to talk to engine

crews on fuel oconomy without being able to give the correct

weight of coal furnished.

The quality of coal supplied is usually governed by its

availability. The question is not so much the procuring of

coal of better quality as the satisfactory and economical

burning of the kind received. There is little doubt but that

in practically all cases the coal provided can be burned suc-

cessfully if properly handled. The old excuse of poor coal

for engine failures should not be considered.

Engines should be properly drafted under the supervision

of an expert, preferably the road foreman of engines. No
change should be made except by his authority, and proper

records should be kept.

Engines should be kept in repair and be provided with suf-

ficient grate and ash pan openings.

The regular assignment of engines, when it can be main-

tained, is one of the greatest aids to fuel economy.

Engines should pull their tonnage and be helped or doubled

over hills where necessary. It is a question, however, whether

there is any economy in overloading engines, so that it re-

quires ten or more hours to go SO or 60 miles. I have never

yet met a thoroughly practical train or engine man who did

not question this practice, and a large number of them were

men who are absolutely loyal to their employers and their

interests. If you wish to clean up a congestion you do not

increase train loads, but cut the tonnage and get the trains

over the road.

Properly maintained brick arches are a distinct advantage

and a great help in fuel economy.

Engine tanks should be of sufficient capacity to avoid over-

loading and should be provided with guards to prevent the

coal being lost through the gangways or through holes in

the decks.

Keeping the engines clean, both outside and inside of the

cabs, will promote fuel economy and induce good work in

other ways.

Firemen when hired should be picked from the best avail-

able men. However, at present it is hard to keep good men
on the waiting list. On most roads business fluctuates to such

an extent that when firemen are needed they usually have
to be taken as found. Seniority rights govern in most cases,

and if necessary to lay men off because of slack business,

there is no chance to get rid of the poor material.

Firemen when hired should be sent on student trips only

with good reliable engine crews. Much depends on the first

instructions given the green man. Instructions on the prin-

ciples of fuel combustion should be given to men handling
fuel on engines, and more especially to the new fireman, but

only in such plain language as can readily be understood by

a graduate of the common schools. Firemen are not usually

college men. Regular examinations should be held on fuel

economy, the same as on signals, book of rules and machinery.

There should be a sufficient number of road foremen and
assistants, so that the work of the fireman can frequently be

checked. These men should be relieved from other duties.

Possibly one good road foreman, with three or four of the

best firemen as assistants, would do in most cases. When
firemen are used they should always be classed as assistant

road foremen, as some engineers will resent their instructions

or will find fault with their work if they are classed as a

traveling fireman.

The grates should not be shaken unnecessarily. Usually
when firing is done properly and the engine is correctly

handled, the grates will need only a .slight shaking once or

twice over a hundred-mile division. Grates shaken often

usually mean stuck grates, especially with green coal.

Firemen should be taught that the one who can keep the
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steam pressure near the popping point without allowing the

pops to open, while using the smallest amount of coal with

the least exertion, is the best man. The man who desires to

see the "white feather" constantly is not a good asset for any

railroad, regardless of which side of the caia he occupies.

The fire door should be closed after each shovelful of

coal is placed in the firebox, and the unnecessary use of the

blower avoided.

The education of the fireman to the necessity of maintain-

ing a clean fire as light as can be kept, considering the work

to be done, should not be overlooked. Fires should not be

allowed to die down when drifting down hill or standing

on side tracks. This will often cause the boiler to leak. A
leaking engine is not an economical engine. Superheater

engines should never be allowed to drift without a small

amount of steam being fed to the cylinders, whether going

down hill or into stations. Alternate firing on each side,

with an occasional shovelful in the center, and a close watch

being kept to avoid' holes and to see that the fire is main-

tained close up to the front end of the firebox, will usually

furnish steam and avoid an excessive amount of black smoke.

Methods good or bad, constantly practiced, become habits,

and are much harder to break when once formed than to

develop in the first place. Special care should be taken to

see that men start right, either as firemen or engineers.

There can only be one captain on an engine, and that

should always be the engineer. While an engineer should at

all times give his fireman fair and just treatment, he should

also insist that his instructions be obeyed. Since he is held

responsible, his authority should be sustained by the officers

under whom he works. Engine crews .should be kept together

as much as possible. When this is done they anticipate each

other's moves, and as a result less coal will be used.

It is usually best for the pumping to be done by the engi-

neer, the water being kept as low as safety and circumstances

permit. Fuel can not be saved when water is carried so

high that it floods the valves. While this may not occur as

much on superheated as on saturated steam engines, yet

steady, consistent boiler feeding, with particular attention to

care for anv unusual or severe conditions that mav arise, will

save coal. Engineers should advise firemen of expected

moves, so that the fire can be prepared accordingly.

Engines should not be worked harder than the service de-

mands, and the reverse lever should be hooked back as fast as

possible when pulling out of stations. Blow-off cocks should

be placed where they can easily be handled, and should be

opened for three or four seconds every few miles. It is

usually best to do this when starting from stations or after

standing. By so doing very little water is lost, a better

steaming engine is secured, and a clean boiler maintained.

Engineers should see that proper work reports are made out

at the end of each trip. They are handling the engine and

should be better able than any one else to ascertain and report

its defects. Their interest in the proper upkeep of the engines

should be greater than that of any other group of em-
ployees.

Care should always be taken to see that a full glass of

water is left in the engine at points where they are left by
engine crews. The water should never be put in when an

engine is standing still, if it can possibly be avoided. If

necessary to do so, a large amount should not be put in at

any one time; the injector should be closed for a period after

each half-inch of water fed into the boiler.

In conclusion I wish to emphasize the need of co-operation.

Team work is required from everyone concerned in fuel econ-

omy as well as from the engineer and fireman. Gentlemanly
treatment and regard for the feelings of fellow employees

should be maintained at all times. Economy will not result

when men are antagonizing each other.

German Use or the Limburg Railw.w.—Traffic be-

tween Germany and Belgium over the Limburg Railway,

which was one of the subjects of the recent crisis, began

June 4, according to The Hague newspaper, Nieuwe
Courant. In accordance with the agreement, 25 trains will

run in both directions daily. The trains will be operated by
a Dutch crew across Dutch territory. The freight conveyed

will be examined at the frontier. No passengers will, pre-

sumably, be carried.

The First Standard 55-Ton Hopper Car to Be Completed for the United States Railroad Administration Just Delivered by
the American Car & Foundry Company. These Cars Will Be Lettered with the Name of the Railroad to

Which They Are Assigned
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A New Form of Crossing Construction

AXEW CROSSING of the cast-manganese type has recently

lieen placed on the market which contains a renew-

able center or block at each intersection of the flange

ways. This block includes within its limits those parts of

the tread, flange ways and guard rails of the two tracks at the

intersection which receive the severe wear produced by the

wheels jumping the flangeways. It is securely held in place

in the body of the crossing construction, while permitting of

its ready removal when occasion demands.

As shown in the drawing the crossing is made up of sep-

arately cast members provided with grooves and projections

on the adjoining faces, so that the several parts fit into each

other to form a complete crossing. There are four U-shaped

side pieces or interior arms each forming the tread, flange

way and guard rail of one of the four sides of the crossing,

as well as the guard portion of the two exterior arms. In

addition there are four corner pieces fonning the tread por-

tions of the exterior arms. All these pieces are chamfered at

each comer to make room for the corner units. The sides of

these corner units are also provided with tenons which en-

gage corresponding grooves in the adjoining members so that

the bl&aks are secured in position without the direct assist-

The Renewable Center Crossing

ance of bolts other than those holding the other members to-

gether. As a consequence this arrangement has all the ad-

vantages of an articulated construction which eliminates the

possibility of fracture in the crossing under the deformations

taking place with passing loads, while introducing the center

block, which may be renewed whenever excessive wear has

taken place. This crossing was developed by the Balkwill

Manganese Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and is pat-

terned in part after the Balkwill articulated crossing

descrilied in the Railway Age Gazette of November 23, 1917,

page 949.

The Railways or Nicaragua.—Nicaragua, notwithstand-

ing its population of 600,000 and its position as the largest

of the six Central American states, is possessed of hardly

more than 200 miles of railway in operation.

Railway Construction in India.—The Government of

India has sanctioned the construction by tlie agency of the

Madras & Southern Mahratta Railway, on behalf of the

Forest Department, of a light meter railway from Alnavar, a

station on the Madras & Southern Mahratta to Dandeli, in

the North Kanara district, a distance of about 19 miles.-—

•

Railway Gazette, London.

Steel Deck Supports

for Heavier Car Loading

THE UTILIZATION of the full cubical capacity of freight

cars is impossible when handling certain commodi-
ties unless a large amount of dunnage is used. The

expense of providing temporary supports in cars has pre-

vented the roads and the shipjjers from securing the maxi-

mum loading efficiency. To avoid the waste incident to the

use of temporary wooden supports and to reduce the weight

of the dunnage, the Carbo Steel Post Company, Chicago
Heights, 111., has developed a collapsible deck support. This
device, which is known as the Carbo steel loading and ship-

Automobiles Double Decked by the Use of Collapsible

Steel Supports

ping deck, is built up of angle irons. The transverse mem-
bers for supporting the deck can be adjusted to various

heights. Among the commodities for which these^ecks are

particularly well adapted are merchandise, goods shipped in

sacks, fruits and vegetables, eggs, tiling and automobiles.

At present, the device is used principally for double deck-

ing loads of automobiles, trucks and tractors. Special sup-

ports are provided for the wheels and no decking is used so

that the maximum amount of space can be utilized. In

double decking flat or box cars the automobile is raised,

either by jacks or hoists, and the loading deck is assembled
under it. Another automobile can then be rolled into posi-

tion beneath the support. In some cases, the maximum
capacity js secured by placing an automobile at the end of

the car, with one pair of wheels elevated and resting on the

steel deck. With this device four automobiles can usually

be placed in a 36 or 40-ft. car and six or eight in a 50-ft.

car. The steel decks, when removed from the car, are re-

turned to the original shipping point. It is claimed that

the cost of double decking by this method is only 25 per

cent of the cost of wooden supports and as the weight of

the steel decks is less there is also a saving in freight charges.

New Railways to Ukr.«ne.—The Rumanian official

journal Steagul announces that two new direct railway com-
munications between South Germany and Austria-Hungary
and the Ukraine, crossing Moldavia, are being planned. One
of these lines would go from Munich, via Vienna and Buda-
pest, to Odessa, passing through the Rumanian towns Piatra,

Meamett, Roman, Jassy and Kishineff. The other railway
line going to Mohileff would touch Rumanian territory near
Dorohoi.



General News Department

"Stop Eating Freight" is the exhortation addressed to the

people of Pittsburgh, by W. D. George, county food ad-

ministrator at that city. That is to say, eat those things that

are grown nearest home, so as to save railroad transporta-

tion. Every person should keep on planting those things

that can be grown before cold weather sets in.

The mail by airplane arrived in New York on July 10 in

two hours, viO minutes, from Washington, which time in-

cluded a stop of eight minutes at Philadelphia. This makes
the average speed about 90 miles an hour. The shortening
of the time has been accomplished because of the increasing

familiarity of the flyers with the conditions which they have

to meet.

Fifty retired employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at

Sunbury, Pa., were notified recently that places were open
for them if they wislied to return to work, and provided they

should pass necessary physical tests. Many of these men are

mechanics. They were told that in going to work now they

would not disturb their relations to the company as pen-
sioners.

The deportation of striking miners from Bisbee, Ariz.,

into New Mexico, in July, 1917, is the subject of suits recently

entered in the county court at Tombstone, Ariz., against cor-

porations and individuals for damages resulting from the

alleged kidnapping of the miners, of whom there were over
1,100. Each suit asks for $20,000 damages; and included
among the defendants are Phelps, Dodge & Co., and other

mining corporations and the El Paso & Southwestern Rail-

road Company.

The Big Horn Basin line of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy.was put out of commission on July 10 for the second
time within the past month, owing to a cloudburst in the

vicinity of the Bad Water river. Considerable lengths of

track and a number of bridges were washed out. Two weeks
previous to this last cloudburst the same portion of the road
was damaged, and the repairs had been completed only a

few days when the second storm occurred, resulting in parts
of the new work being washed away.

Grain leaking from a moving freight car may mean a con-
siderable loss within a few hours, and, to prevent such losses,

O. E. Linn, trainmaster on the St. Louis system of the
Pennsylvania Lines, at Decatur, 111., has issued a bulletin
instructing trackmen, agents and operators who notice cars
leaking in trains to signal the trainmen by holding both arms
in an upright position at full length. If a leaking car can-
not be repaired it must be set out of the train. Conductors
are also instructed not to take cars which in their opinion
are not in suitable condition for transporting grain.

The Lexington avenue subway, New York city, from the
Grand Central Terminal. 42nd street, northward to 167th
street, was opened for local traffic this week. The connection
between this subway and the existing line, south of 42nd
street is not yet completed and through trains will not be
run for several weeks yet. The introduction of through
trains on the west side of the city will also be delayed. The
Jerome avenue branch of the subway, north of 167th street

—

which is not a subway but an elevated line—is to be connected
with the elevated lines on the west side of Manhattan, those
running through Sixth avenue and Ninth avenue; and trains
will be run through, thus making virtually an extension of
the Sixth and Ninth avenue elevated lines.

The Hampden Railroad, which is an elephant on the hands
of the Boston & Maine, has figured in the news columns of
the daily press on two occasions recently. In the Superior
Court at Springfield, Mass., the Hampden Railroad Corpora-
tion sued the Boston & Maine to recover the cost of the
construction of the line, $4,000,000, or thereabouts, the basis

of the suit being that the Boston & Maine had agreed to

take a lease of the road and to operate it and had failed to

do so. The suit, after a long trial, was decided in favor of

the Boston & Maine. The Hampden, about IS miles long, and

built to the highest standards of construction, connects the

New York, New Haven & Hartford at Springfield with the

Boston & Maine at Bondsville, Mass.; but has never been
used. Mr. Mellen's plans for through trains between New
York and Boston by this route fell through before the con-

necting link was finished. The other news item is to the

effect that the Government has commandeered 100 tons of

rails, lying on the Hampden Railroad premises, for use at

the Watertown (Mass.) arsenal. Some of the rails were in

a long side track and others had never been put into the

track. .All of them are 85 lb. section, and they have been
lying unused about four years.

A plan to send a business commission to Russia, discussed

in the press despatches this week, is said to have been decided
upon by the administration at Washington and to have re-

ceived President Wilson's approval: and Daniel Willard,
president of the Baltimore & Ohio, is understood to have
been selected as its head. Frank .\. Vanderlip, president of

the National City Bank, New York City, is slated as the
leading financial member of the mission. The aim of the

President in sanctioning an economic mission to Russia is

to bring about a restoration of commercial relations with that
country which were interrupted in 1911 and further suspended
in 1915 by the war, which has shattered Russia's industrial

structure. The mission is the outgrowth of conferences of
business men in New York and other cities. American mer-
chants are reported as willing to engage in trade restora-
tion with Russia, but manifest some hesitation unless there
can be government support behind the project. At present
the condition of foreign exchange and the want of a clearing-
house to take care of the banking functions necessary in any
attempt to restore commercial relations constitute an almost
hopeless barrier to the etifort to accomplish relief for the
Russian people.

The Telegraph Control Law
The Senate on July 13 passed by a vote of 46 to 16 the joint

resolution previously passed by the House authorizing the
President to take over and operate telegraph, telephone,
cable and radio lines for the period of the war. The resolu-
tion encountered considerable opposition because no hear-
ings had been held to demonstrate its necessity, but it was
adopted without amendments. The 16 who voted against
it are all Republicans. While there has been no indication
as to when and how the President will exercise the power,
granted by this law. Postmaster General Burleson has issued
a statement saying that if he is called upon to select a man
to direct the work there will be no favoritism and no censor-
ship of press wires. During the debate it was stated that
only trunk lines would be taken over.

Burlington Relief Department

In the year ending December 31, 1917. the Relief Depart-
ment of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy paid out $666,900
in benefits to members; $151,732 to those disabled through
sickness; $192,155 for deaths from sickness; $187,776 for dis-

ability from accidents; $79,378 for death from accident and
$55,858 for surgical attendance. -A. total of 12,031 cases of
disability were reported during the year. The membership
was 29,690, or 1,368 increase in 12 months. The payments
by the company in establishing, operating and maintaining
the Relief Department during its existence (27 years') have
amounted to $2,062,730. J. N. Redfern is superintendent and
Dr. J. A. Denny is assistant superintendent and medical
director.

139
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Holiday Traffic on the Long Island

On the fourth of July and the four other days of heavy
traffic incident to the celebration, the Long Island Railroad

carried 1.121,560 passengers, or about 10 per cent more than
the number carried one year ago. and considerably more than
ever before in a similar period. The number of passenger
train movements in the five days, 4,857, was slightly less than

last year, and something like 10 per cent less than in 1916 and
previous years. Records of this holiday movement have been
kept for five years and in each of the five the average delay

to passenger trains was less than four minutes, except in

1916, when it was four minutes 33 seconds.

Cuitailment of Non-War Industries

Further curtailment of the activities of non-war industries

is contemplated by the authorities at Washington. The Fuel

Administration order of July 3 cutting down the fuel allow-

ance to breweries, according to a statement issued by Dr.

Garfield, is merely another step in the program of curtailment

of non-war industries begun several months ago. This is

necessary in order that coal may be immediately delivered

to war industries and to consumers in sections of the country
remote from the mines. The railroads report that 200 more
cars can be daily passed through the New England gateways,
provided the coal can be furnished, and that it is imperative

that advantage be taken of this opportunity, because two-
thirds of New England's coal supply goes in by water and
after winter sets in shipments are greatly reduced. The order

was issued after conference with a special committee ap-

pointed by the President to consider the reduction of activities

in non-war industries to save raw materials, food, labor and
transportation. This committee recommended the appoint-

ment of another committee, which includes Edward Cham-
bers, director of the division of traffic of the Railroad Admin-
istration, to study each industry with a view to ascertaining

what curtailment can be made and to report to the priorities

board from time to time. The priorities board in turn will

advise the various administrative departments to take such
action as will effectuate its recommendation.

A Record Freight Movement
The number of freight cars passing Columbia, Pa., on the

Pennsylvania Railroad in the 24 hours of June 20, was 9,531,

which is 358 more cars than on the largest preceding day.

The total movement for the month of June was 250,322 cars,

as follows:

Eastbound Westbound
Loaded 106,342 32.190

Empty 4.589 107,201

Total 110,931 139.391

The average daily movement in June. 8.344 cars, would
make a train 70 miles long, or roughly, a westbound train

35 miles long, and an eastbound train the same length.

.Another calculation would show a car moving eastward, on
the average, once every 20 seconds and a westbound move-
ment of the same frequenc}'.

It is believed that the movement of June 20 stands as the

world's record for the greatest number of freight cars ever
moved past a given point in twenty-four consecutive hours
on any railroad, American or European. The large west-
bound movement of empties in June reflects the war conditions
which have greatly increased e.xport freight traffic and at

the same time have reduced import freight almost to zero.

."Kn overwhelming proportion of the enormous eastbound
traffic originated on the Pennsylvania and its branches be-
tween Harrisburg and Pittsburgh. It consisted in large part
of the iron and steel products of the Pittsburgh industrial
region, coal from the mountains in central Pennsylvania
and coke from the many ovens in the same region; ship-
plates and other material for vessel construction in the tide-

water yards, supplies for the building of new ship yards and
other war industrial plants, raw and semi-finished materials
to keep the eastern munition plants in full operation, and
fuel for the eastern industries and for the ships which are
keeping up the vital line of communication wjth Europe.
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The Black Tom Explosion

The disastrous explosion at the Lehigh Valley freight terminal,

New York City, on July 30, 1916, is the basis of a suit which has

been hied at Trenton, N. J., by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation

against the railroad company for $2,920,213, the value of 19 car-

loads of munitions destroyed in that explosion. The plaintifif

charges disobedience of the government rules regulating the

storage and care of explosives, and also that the railroad com-

pany was grossly negligent under the common law, failing

—

To provide careful men to handle the cars at the Black Tom.

To provide proper fire apparatus and equipment.

To take reasonable precautions against fire.

To use reasonable diligence in providing safe storage.

To use reasonable diligence in keeping unauthorized persons

from having access to the explosives.

To take reasonable precautions to safeguard the immense quan-

tities of explosives continually in its charge.

American Train Despatchers' Association

This association, successor to the Western Train

Despatchers' Association, formed last year on the Pacific

Coast, held a convention at Spokane, Wash., on June 11,

12, 13, 14 and 15. The officers of the association for the

ensuing year are: President. J. G. Luhrsen, Great Northern;

vice-president, Robert Firth, Northern Pacific; secretary,

C. L. Darling, Northern Pacific, Spokane. Wash. The
pamphlet issued by the association after the meeting shows
a membership of 1,427, including 161 chief despatchers.

Among the eastern roads represented in the membership are

the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Baltimore & Ohio,

the Delaware & Hudson, the Florida East Coast, the Grand
Trunk, the Illinois Central, the New York Central, the Penn-
sylvania, the Rutland, the Southern, and the Wabash. One
of the principal aims of the new association is declared to be

to get all railroads to give train despatchers one day of rest

in every seven days. It was voted to hold the next meeting
at Chicago in June, 1919, the date to be fixed by the executive

committee. A resolution was adopted expressing "the

warmest sentiments of fraternity" and good wishes toward

the members of the Train Despatchers' .Association of

America.

United States Highways Council

-•Ml functions of the various government agencies so far

as they relate to streets and highways have been co-ordinated

in a body called the United States Highways Council, com-

posed of one representative each from the War Department,

the Department of Agriculture, the Railroad Administration,

the War Industries Board, and the Fuel Administration.

These representatives, under designation by the heads of

their respective departments, selected L. W. Page, as chair-

man, and J. E. Pennybacker. secretary. The member on be-

half of the railroad administration is G. W. Kirtley. The
council was formed primarily to prevent the delays, and loss

incident to taking up each highway problem in its turn with

a separate and distinct government agency. This council

utilizes the organizations of the 48 state highways depart-

ments, and provides a single agency in the nature of a clear-

ing house where all highway projects calling for govern-

mental action of any character may be considered.

The Railroad Administration will, of course, have a vital

influence, as vast quantities of crushed stone, gravel, sand,

cement, brick, steel, and bituminous materials are required

to be transported by rail. The Car Service Section has issued

an order which provides for appeal to the director of the

Office of Public Roads through the state highways depart-

ments, where transportation needs are urgent and the local

railroads cannot handle the situation. The director in turn

brings the appeal before the central Highways Council for

appropriate action.

Revenues and Expenses of Express

Companies for January, 1918

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the fol-

lowing statement, subject to revision, compiled from the

monthly reports of operating revenues and operating ex-

penses of the principal express companies for January, 1918:

Adams Express Co.

Item ' 1918 I917~^
Mileage of all fines covered (miles) 48.606.16 45,165.92

Charg-es for transportation $4,323,865 $3,808,099
Express privileges—Dr 2.157,246 1.893.777
Operations other than transportation 42,136 61,062
Total operating revenues 2.208,755 1.975.384
Operating expenses 2.875,943 2.150.680
Net operating revenue *667,!87 *175.296
Uncollectible revenue from transportation 1,219 977
Express taxes 25,280 21.244
Operating income '693,688 *197,518

Great
Northern Express Co.

,

*
V

Item 1918 1917

Mileage of all lines covered (miles) 9,095.25 10,060.29

Charges for transportation 206,881 232.020
Express privileges—Dr 126,199 140.966
Operations other than transportation 3,765 4.227
Total operating revenues 84.448 95,282
Operating expenses 90,345 107,183
Net operating revenue '5,896 '11,901
Uncollectible revenue from transportation 29 23
Express taxes 5,739 4,365
Operating income *11,665 '16,289

Wells Fargo & Co.

Item 1918 1917~^

Mileage of all lines covered (miles) 115,409.67 107.089.19

Charges for transportation 4.838,786 4.078.645
Express privileges—Dr 2,490,195 2.118,100
Operations other than transportation 102,850 103,342
Total operating revenues 2,451,440 2,063,886
Operating expenses 2.618,355 2.029.677
Net operating revenue '166,914 34.208
Uncollectible revenue from transportation 1,629 1.062
Express taxes 34,851 38.670
Operating iilcome '203,395 '5,524

' Deficit or loss.

American Express Co. Canadian Express Co.

1918 1917 1918 1917

73,083.87 73,409.07 12,447.14 12,049.93

$5,839,305 $5,128,455 $356,998 $314,545
2,956,869 2,580,778 187,807 172,753
267,177 277,289 13.837 11,845

3,149,613 2,824,966 183,028 153,637
3,853,930 2,800,497 208,503 164,309
'704,317 24,468 '25,474 •10,672

1,141 2,208 1.644 153
47,186 38,879 5.000 7,000

'752.645 '16,619 '32,119 •17,826

Northern Express Co. Southern Express Co.

1918 1917 1918 1917

8.290.39 8,294.45 34,918.30 34,861.60

216,067 217,968 1,749,003 1,639,804
128.114 121.103 906,378 851,209

3,142 3,297 26,910 38,402
91,095 100,163 869,536 826,997
111,277 92,909 750.487 663,762
'20,182 7,254 119,048 163.235

10 58 165 187
8,000 6.O00 29,253 16,801

'28,192 1.195 89,630 146,246

Total
Western Expr ess Co.

1917

for companies named

1918 1918 1917

5.236.90 5,253.32 307,087.68

17.645.638

296,183.77

114,728 105.529 15,525,070
54,100 51.982 9.006.913 7,930,672
3,190 3.402 463,012 502,870

63,818 56,949 9,101,737 8,097,268
68.183 60.911 10,577,027 8,069,934
•4.364 '3,962 •1,475.290 27,334

6 3 5,846 4,675
1.308 1.821 156.621 134,782

'5,679 '5,787 '1,637.757 •112,123
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Traffic News

G. A. Tomlinson, federal manager of New York State

Canals, under the Railroad Administration, has been ap-

pointed also to have charge over the Delaware & Raritan

canal (Pennsylvania Railroad, lessee), which has been taken

over by the Federal Administration.

The union city ticket offices in New York are not being

opened with the promptness that was promised; and most of

them, it appears, will be opened alaout August 1. The
window of the office at the corner of Chambers street and

Broadway contains a placard saying that the place will be

ready for business about July 25.

Frank E. Herriman, Manager of Coal Development of the

New York Central Lines, who was recently appointed vice-

president of the Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corporation, has

been elected president of that corporation, succeeding A. H.

Smith, Regional Director of Eastern Railroads. John Carsten-

sen has been appointed vice-president in place of Mr. Herri-

man.

The Car Service Section, in a circular to the railroads, calls

attention to the fact that binder twine is important in con-

nection with the grain harvest; ammonia cylinders are im-

portant in connection with food conservation in order to

promptly transport ammonia for refrigeration purposes, and

canning machinery is very essential in connection with the

government's food conservation program. Therefore, ar-

rangements should be made to accept and move promptly

all shipments of these commodities.

C. R. Custer, general advertising agent of the Chicago &
North Western; W. H. Simpson, general advertising agent

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; and T. T. Maxey,
advertising agent of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, have

been appointed members of an advisory advertising com-
mittee to assist the Western Passenger Traffic Committee,

at Chicago. C. A. Searle, general baggage agent and man-
ager of mail traffic of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

at Chicago, has been appointed to assist the Passenger

Traffic Committee in matters affecting train schedules.

Reduction of the quantity of baggage carried by traveling

salesmen in order to meet the shortage of baggage cars has

been requested of all dry goods wholesalers by the conserva-

tion division of the War Industries Board. It is estimated

that there are only 9.700 baggage cars in the country, in

which it is estimated 24,000,000 sample trunks were checked

last year. This was equivalent to 30 per cent of the total

baggage carried free by the railroads. During the last few
months many baggage cars have been converted into dining

cars for troop trains and it has been necessary to use freight

cars for baggage. Their ruse, however, has resulted in delays

caused by hot boxes and consequently a reduction in the

number of salesmen's trunks handled will facilitate tlie move-
ment of troops.

The Food .Administration has requested that, beginning
at once, reports be made to it by all Southern District rail-

ways of loss of and damage to foodstuffs due to improper or

insufficient containers, so that steps may be taken looking
toward the conservation of the resources of the country.

This is the salient point in a circular issued by W. S. Battle,

Jr., general claim agent of the Norfolk & Western, calling on
the agents of the company to embrace every opportunity to

avoid waste and promote economy. He calls for reports

showing the commodity, name of shipper, point of origin,

name of consignee, destination, the character of the packages,
the extent of the loss and, so far as can be determined, the

causes of the trouble. "Do not think because .you are but one
of many that your assistance will not amount to much. Re-
memlier the motto of our nation. The same applies to in-

dividuals. Let us all work and pull together. Think what a

grand result can be accomplislied by the 30,000 employees of

this railway working together shoulder to shoulder for our
government, our country, and the boys Over There. Watch

carefully the freight received and delivered by you. If it is

damaged make a full report on the regular form (F. C. A. 126)

and give all the facts; and also give your suggestions as to

how to avoid similar losses and damages in the future."

The director of traffic of the Railroad Administration has

authorized the modification of the increase in rates on
petroleum oils, carloads, as required under General Order
No. 28, and tariffs will be filed as soon as possible, eflfective

on one day's notice, making the increased rates uniformly

4J4 cents higher than the rates in effect on May 25, 1918. in-

stead of 25 per cent higher, except that the increased class

rates for the ratings provided in the Official, Western and
Southern Classifications will not be exceeded. Producers of

copper and other bullion metals were given a hearing on
July 11 to protest against the increased rates on those com-
modities because the government has fixed their prices. The
Indiana railroad commission has also submitted a complaint
that the adjustment of rates under General Order No. 28

unduly prejudices Indiana and favors Illinois.

Coal Production

The observance of July 4 caused bituminous coal produc-
tion during the week of July 6 to decrease 2,081.000 net tons
or approximately 17 per cent. The total output (including

lignite and coal made into coke) is estimated at 10,259,000

net tons as against 12,340,000 net tons during the week pre-

ceding and 9,241,000 net tons during the current week of

1917. The average production per working day (five day
week) is estimated at 2,052,000 net tons, slightly lower than
the average production per working day during the week of

June 29 of 2,057,000 net tons and 11 per cent greater than
average production per working day during the week of July
6, 1917.

Anthracite shipments during the week of July 6 decreased
10,148 carloads or 25 per cent, the total movement amounting
to 31,493.'

Freight-Rate Information in New York City

B. Campbell, chairman of the Freight Traffic Committee,
eastern Region, announces that within a few weeks informa-
tion regarding freight rates heretofore supplied in New York
City by "off line agencies" of roads formerly having repre-
sentation in New York, will be furnished by the initial lines,

as below:
r Cliic. & Xorthweslern.
I Cinii.. Ind. & Western.

Baltimore & Ohio,
I Missouri. Kan. & Texas.

S. A. Allen, general freight agent, \ St. Louis & San Fran.
295 Broadway. St. Louis South Western .

I Seaboard .Air Line.
I Western Maryland.

Central of N. J., [Louisville & Nashville.
J, McDonough. general Eastern freight ^ Nash.. Chat. & St. L.
.igent. 143 Liberty street. | Norfolk & Western.

f Chicago Gt. Western.
I Denver & Rio Grande.

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. I International & G. Northern.
J. J. Byrne, general eastern freight \ Missouri Pacific,
agent, Woolworth Building. • Northern Pacific.

I Texas Pacific.

I
Western Pacific.

r .\tchison, Toneka & Santa Fe.
Erie Railroad. I Colorado Midland.
W. S. Cowie. general Eastern freight I Kansas City Southern,
agent, 399 Broadway. ] K. C. Me.x. & Orient.

I Los Ang. & Salt Lake.
I Toledo. St. L. & Western.
rChic. Milw. & St. Paul.

Lehigh Valley. I Great Northern.
Fred E. Signer, general Eastern

I
Illinois Central,

freight agent, Woolworth Building. ] Mobile & Ohio.
Pere Marquette.

1 Wabash.
rChic, R. Island & Pac.
I
Chic, Ind. & Louisville.

New York Central. I Cleve., Cinn.. Chic. & St. Louis.
Ira H. Hubbel. assistant freight traffic \ EI Paso & So. Western,
manager, Woolworth Building. I Lake Erie & Western.

I Minn. & St. Louis.
I I'nion Pacific System.

N. Y.. O. & Western. f Chic, Peoria & St. Louis.
Fred Bergheim, gen'l Eastern agent, I Ann .Arbor.
377 Broadway. T Chic. & Eastern Illinois.

I
Chicago & -Mton.

I-Vtlantic Coast Line.
Atlanta & West Point. .

Chesapeake & Ohio.
PL-nnsylvania. I Chicago. Burl. & Quincy.

.\. B. Scott, district representative -1 Colorado Southern.
Woolworth Building. Georgia.

I Norfolk & Southern.
I Southern Rwv. System.
I Western of Ala.
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Commission and Court News |

Interstate Commerce Commission
Tlie fifteenth section a])plication filed by Randall Clifton,

chairman of the Southern Freight Rate Committee, for

authority to increase refrigeration rates on shipments of ber-

ries, melons; domestic fruits and vegetables, from points of

origin south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and east of the

Mississippi river, to all points of destination in the United
States and Canada has been assigned by direction of the Com-
mission to the formal docket and will be set for hearing.

The commission has issued an order making the Director
General of Railroads a respondent in the railway mail pay
case, in which the commission is making a general investiga-

tion of the rates and basis for compensating the railroads

for handling United States mails; and the commission has
assigned the proceeding for hearing on November 4, at Wasli-
ington, before Attorney-Examiner George N. Brown. .A.

large amount of statistical evidence has been collected in

connection with the investigation, and a statement of the

postmaster general showing the transportation required of

all railway common carriers has been filed with the com-
mission.

The following Conference Ruling has been adopted by the

commission

:

The Supreme Court of the United States in U. S. ex rel. v.

Interstate Commerce Commission decided on .-^pril 29, 1918, held

that the right to recover reparation on account of unlawful freight

charges accrues when they are paid, and not upon the delivery

of the shipment as held by the commission in Blinn Lumber Co.

V. S. P. Co., 18 I. C. C, 430. The commission will therefore en-

tertain petitions for the reconsideration of any such formal or

informal claims that were filed within two years from the time

the charges were paid and were denied by the commission under
the ruling of the Blinn case. Such petitions should be filed not

later than December 31, 1918. Modifying Conference Ruling 508.

State Commissions
The Public Service Commission of New York, second dis-

trict, has issued a decision allowing the New York Central
to increase from 25 cents to 50 cents its charge per car for

weighing cars on a shipper's track scales. The railroad pre-
sented figures showing that, in 1908, when the 25-cent rate

was prescribed, the actual cost of weighing a car was 35
cents; and that now it costs much more than that.

The Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey, denying
an application for authority to make a general increase in

fares, has authorized the Public Service Railway Company,
operating extensive electric lines in the northern part of
the state, to charge one cent for each transfer issued to a
passenger who has paid five cents. The petition for authority
to make a general increase was bitterly opposed by the
New Jersey League of Municipalities, said to comprise rep-
resentatives of 146 cities and towns. In granting the right
to charge for transfers the commissioners require the com-
pany to make monthly reports showing in much detail tlie

income from fares, and the expenses of operation; and,
further, it is proposed that a zone system of fares be devised.

Public Service Commissioners of all of the six New
England states met in conference at Boston on July 16 to
consider questions relating to the recent increases in freight
rates; whether the general level is too higli; whether tlie

increases on coal and certain other commodities are reason-
able; whether passenger rates ought to be readjusted, and
other details. Edgar J. Ricli, formerly general counsel of
the Boston & Maine, appeared before the conference, in
behalf of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, to com-
plain that the rates which have been fixed by the director
general for the transportation of freight are unjustly dis-

criminatory against New England. Mr. Rich declared that
these freight rates had been fixed after political and sectional
pressure had been brought to bear on the director general.

Personnel of Commissions
A. J. Maxwell has been appointed a member of the North

Carolina Corporation Commission in place of E. L. Travis.
Mr. Maxwell has been clerk of the commission for the past
ei,ght years.

Alonzo G. Pack has been appointed chief inspector of

locomotives, for the Interstate Commerce Commission (not
for the Railroad -Administration) as noticed in this paper, last

week. Mr. Pack was
born on July 22. 1865,

at Princeton, W. Va.
His first 15 years were
spent on a farm, and
in 1880 he entered the
service of the Norfolk
& Western on construc-
tion work. In 1882 he

Pack.

^^^^^^^ went to the Chesa-
y^^^^B^T/ peake & Ohio, as an

^^^^^^^^^C * apprentice in the boiler

J^^^^ ^^^^
1

shop. He also served
^^^^^^k ^ I on that road as a

1^^^A> '"^1^1 brakeman. In 1887, he
Ij^^^^Bk rVrA went to Denver, and

^^^^^^^|^« worked for the Union

^m^^^^^H'T Pacific and the Denver
-^HHBBk^i & Rio Grande, as loco-

motive fireman. In
1895, he became con-
nected with the Colo-
rado Midland as an

engineman. In 1900, he went to the Colorado Springs &
Cripple Creek, serving as locomotive engineman, until 1911,
when he was appointed district inspector of locomotive
boilers, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, with head-
quarters at Denver, Colo. In 1914, he was promoted to as-
sistant chief , inspector, and now becomes chief inspector
of locomotives, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

Wilfred P. Borland, who has recently been promoted from
assistant chief to chief of the Bureau of Safety of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, succeeding H. W. Belnap,

appointed manager of
the Safety Section of
the Railroad .'Adminis-
tration, has been in the
service of the Interstate
Commerce Commission
for 16 years, having
become identified with
its safety appliance
work when it was first

established under the
late secretary of the
commission, E. A.
Moseley. Mr. Borland
entered railroad service
in 1876 as a brakeman
on the Flint & Pere
Marquette, and in about
a year became fireman.
He was later fireman
and engineman on this

road, the Denver &
Rio Grande, and the

Northern Pacific, making a total of about 20 years in railroad
service, which he left in 1896. He was then a stenographer
at the Mare Island Navy Yard, and became connected with
the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1902. He was for
a number of years inspector clerk in the safety appliance
department, and later was secretary of the Block' Signal and
Train Control Board. On February 5. 1914. he was appointed
assistant chief inspector of safety appliances.

W. P. Borland.
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W. H. Harland has been appointed senior electrical engi-

neer of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Bureau of

Valuation, Eastern District, engineering section, succeeding

Milan V. Ayres, resigned to accept an appointment as major

in the National Army. Mr. Harland will have charge of the

electrical, signal, telegraph and telephone branches.

John M. Hall, formerly district inspector of locomotive

boilers for the Interstate Commerce Commission and re-

cently supervisor of equipment in the locomotive section of

the Railroad Administration, has been appointed assistant

chief inspector of locomotive boilers of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, succeeding A. G. Pack, promoted to chief

inspector.

Court News

Contributory Negligence of Passenger at Station

In an action for personal injuries it appeared that the plaintiff,

proposing to take a train operated by one of the defendant's

tenant companies went to the station a few minutes before train

time. The waiting room of the station opened upon an inclosed

space separated from the tracks by a high iron fence equipped

with sliding gates, which could be locked and were in charge of

a gateman. The gateman went into the waiting room and an-

nounced the train, passed through the crowd of passengers in

the enclosure, unlocked the gate near which the plaintiff was

standing, went through, and stood on the other side. As the

approaching train slackened, a woman near the gate opened it

and the passengers went through. About the time the train

stopped, a switch engine, with headlight burning and bell ring-

ing, approached on the track next to the inclosure. The plaintiff

went through the open gate and started to cross the near track

diagonally, with his back towards the engine, and was struck

by its beam. One of the defenses was the plaintiff's contributory

negligence, but the trial court charged the jury that the evi-

dence of it was not sufficient to submit to them. On appeal, the

Circuit Court of Appeals. Eighth Circuit, held that, while the

plaintiff was a passenger, yet as he was complete master of his

movements and his powers of observation, unlike a passenger on

a train, it was improper to declare, as matter of law, that he

was free from contributory negligence, but that question should

have been submitted to the jurv.— St. Louis Merchants' Bridge

Terminal R. Co. v. Hunger, 246 Fed., 938. Decided October 29,

1917.

Recovery of Charges for Disinfecting Cars

The consignee of an interstate shipment of 58 cars of live

stock to New Orleans paid all the charges except those for

disinfecting. In an action for these he denied liability on

the ground that the railroad knew or should have known
that he was a factor or commission merchant; that immediate-

ly on the arrival of the live stock he sold it, deducted ex-

penses, etc., and remitted the balance of the proceeds to his

principals; that when the cars arrived he paid all charges de-

manded; that having led him to believe the amount then

asked and paid was in full settlement, the railroad was
estopped from demanding more of him. The federal district

court for the Eastern District of Louisiana upon its own
initiative dismissed the action for want of jurisdiction. The
Judicial Code provides that district courts shall have original

jurisdiction "of all suits and proceedings arising under any
law regulating commerce." The Interstate Commerce .\ct

requires the carrier to collect and the consignee to pay all

lawful charges duly prescribed by the tariff. In support of

the trial court it was said: There is no jurisdiction unless
the suit in part at least arises out of a controversy in regard
to the operation or the effect of the act of Congress. The
Supreme Court of the United States holds that the district

court had jurisdiction. The railroad company set up a claim
based on provisions of a tariff duly filed, published and ap-
proved as required by the Interstate Commerce Act; the
result of the action necessarily depended upon the construc-

tion and effect of that act. The judgment was accordingly
reversed and the cause remanded.—L. & N. v. Rice. Decided
May 20, 1918.

iiiiniiititiiiuiniriiiiiiiiilllllllllliiiiniiiiillliniiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

Supply Trade News
iiijiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiuiimiiimiiniiiiiiiff
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The Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

recently obtained a permit to construct a storage building

40 by 60 ft. to cost approximately $3,000.

The Edison Storage Battery Supply Company has moved
its New Orleans office from 201 Baronne street to larger and more

commodious quarters in the Maison Blanche building, Room
911.

Robert Brown Carnahan, Jr., vice-president of the Ameri-

can Rolling ^lill Company. Middletown, Ohio, was accidentally

killed on June 11. He was educated at the University of Pitts-

burgh, graduating with

the class of 1891. Upon
the completion of the

university work he be-

came associated with the

Dewees-Wood Company
at McKeesport, Pa.,

where he was engaged

in research work in con-

nection with gold mine
prospects. He remained

with that concern until

1899 when he went with

the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany at its Homestead
works, where he was
engaged in special work
in connection with the

manufacture of open
hearth steel. In 1900 he

entered the service of

the American Rolling

Mill Company as chief

chemist and open hearth superintendent at what is now known
as its Central works. Under Mr. Carnahan's direction the

Armco American ingot iron was developed.

James M. Hopkins, chairman. Camel Company, Chicago,
has accepted a position with the Priorities Committee of the

War Industries Board. Mr. Hopkins will reside in Wash-
ington.

The United States Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia,

announces that it no longer represents the Watertown
Specialty Company for the sale of that company's automatic
cylinder cock.

Charles R. Hook, vice-president of the American Rolling
Mill Company, at Middletown, Ohio, has been elected a

director of that company, succeeding the late J. G. Battelle,

of Columbus, Ohio.

The Bird-Archer Company has moved its Chicago office

from Room 866 to Room 1105 Peoples Gas building, to obtain
larger space. This company has recently established a plant

in Chicago and one at Cobourg, Ont.

The Certes Supply Company, located at the Frisco
building, St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed district sales agents

for the Track Specialties Company. T. D. Kelley is president

and Patrick T. Kilgarriff is vice-president. The J. S. Morrison
Company located at the Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been

appointed Pittsburgh representative.

-^t a meeting of the board of directors on June 28. George
W. Wildin was elected general manager of tlie Westing-
hoiise .\ir Brake Company, vice A. L. Humphrey, re-

signed. Mr. Humphrey continues as ranking vice-president,

and in that capacity will as heretofore have general direction

of tlie company's operations in all departments and subsidiary

organizations, Mr. Wildin reporting to him. As general

manager of the Locomotive Stoker Company. Mr. Wildin
has been succeeded by D. F. Crawford, formerly general
manager of the Pennsylvania Lines West, who was elected
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vice-president and general manager of the Stoker Company.
At the same meeting of the Stoker Company, N. M. Lower
was elected assistant general manager. Sketches and por-

traits of Mr. VVildin and Mr. Crawford appeared in the

Railway Age of April S and June 21 respectively.

Ray Frazer, general manager of the Lyle Corrugated
Culvert Company, Minneapolis, Minn., died on June 17, ten

days after meeting with an injury in an automobile accident.

Mr. Frazer was born at Pleasant Town, near Topeka, Kan.,
on December 9, 1882. Five years later he moved to Lyle,

Minn., where he received his early education. He entered
Carleton College, Northfield, Minn., in 1899, where he re-

mained for two years. After spending several years in the

drug business he became connected with the Lyle Corrugated
Culvert Company as manager. Upon the removal of the
headquarters of that company to Minneapolis, he was made
general manager of all of the company's activities. One of
his recent developments has been the metal sign business,
he becoming actively interested three years ago in the design
and building of the machines now being used for the manu-
facture of Lylesigns.

Clinton C. Murphy, vice-president of the P. H. Murphy
Company, and the Standard Railway Equipment Company,
of CIiica,go, died on July 13, in that city. Mr. Murphy was

born at Cumberland,
Md., on June 5, 1875,

and was educated at the

Smith .Academy, at St.

Louis, Mo. -After com-
pleting his education he
entered the employ of

the Cairo Short Line
as a machinist's appren-
tice. In 1898 he en-

tered the railway sup-
ply business as a

representative of the

Murphy Roofing Com-
pany at St. Louis, fol-

lowing which he moved
to Chicago, on his elec-

tion as vice-president of

the Standard Railway
Equipment Company.
In 1915 he organized
and was made president

of the Union Metal
Products Company. He was also interested in the Imperial
Appliance Company and the Pressed Steel Manufacturing
Company, both of Chicago.

A FussE IS A Mighty Dangerous Thing to pack a hot box
with. This is the text of a circular which has been issued by the

safety engineer of the Grand Trunk, to tell of an engineman
and a brakeman who used powder taken from fusees to cool

hot journals. This is characterized as the latest fashion in

getting hurt, a fashion which all employees in Canada are

reminded to steer clear of. A fusee contains potassium
perchlorate, sulphur, charcoal and a lot of other things that

do not get along well togetlier in a hot box. A fusee is a

safety device when burning on the track, but a death device
when burning in a hot box.

British Control of Road Transport.—The British Board of

Trade has issued the Road Transport Order, 1918. by which all

persons owning or having in their possession or under their con-

trol any horse or vehicle which is used for the transport of

freight by road shall, before July 31, make a return in the form
provided. This return must be sent to the secretary of the Road
Transport Committee for the area in which the horse or vehicle

is usually kept. Before disposing of any horse or vehicle referred

to in the return notice must be given in writing, and after

September 1 no person shall use any horse or vehicle that is

being used for road transport except in accordance with the

terms of a permit granted by the Road Transport Board. The
order does not apply to horses or vehicles used wholly or mainly
in agriculture or to horse-drawn vehicles having a load capacity

of less than IS cwt.

—

Raihmy Gacette, London.

Murphy

Railway Construction

Canadian Pacific.—This company is lining its Connaught
(B. C.) tunnel at a cost of approximately $250,000. The
Carter-Hall-Aldinger Company, Limited, Winnipeg, Man.,
has the contract for the work.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company will build a

bridge across the Platte river at Bridgeport, Neb., to cost ap-

proximately $150,000. The foundations will be built for double

track, but only a single track superstructure will be erected at

the present.

Chicago & North Western.—This company has given a

contract to the C. W. Gindele Company, Chicago, for a
20-stall roundhouse to be built at Fond du Lac, Wis.

Pennsylvania-Detroit Railroad Company.—This company
has bought property for a large freight depot at Detroit,

Mich., but on account of war conditions has postponed con-
struction work indefinitely. The property extends from
Third to Sixth streets and from Congress to Larned streets.

Pf.nnsylvania Lines West.—This company has awarded a
contract to the .Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for the

construction of engine terminals at several points on that

system. This work will include a roundhouse of steel

construction with reinforced concrete roof and 75-ft.

bridge cranes, which will be provided with smoke e.xhaust

and washing systems. The first structure of this type will be
erected at Crestline, Ohio, and will be a 30-stall house cost-

ing approximately $500,000, which is to be completed in 120

days. It is planned to be.gin similar work at Richmond, Ind..

in the near future. The Austin Company has also been
awarded a contract for the construction of a locomotive
erecting and machine shop, 200 ft. by 420 ft., at Logansport,
Ind., costing approximately $600,000, which is to be built

according to the designs and specifications of the .Austin

Company. This shop, which will be equipped with a 2S0-ton
bridge crane, is also to be completed in 120 working days.

Philadflphia & Reading.—A contract has been given to

D. S. Warfel, Lancaster, Pa., for putting up a new machine
shop at Rutherford, Pa. The building is to be a one-story
structure, 20 ft. wide by 158 ft. long, of brick construction on
concrete foundation and base, with steel frame roof and
steel sash.

Texas & Pacific.—This company is planning to construct
shops at a different location to take the place of its machine
shop and auxiliary buildings at Marshall, Tex., which were
destroyed by fire on June 9 with an estimated loss of about
$300,000.

.Air-Raid Precautions on German Railroads.—Special precau-
tions against air raids are now bein.g taken on the German railways
in those districts especially liable to aerial bombardments by the
.Allies. The Palatinate Railways, in particular, are adopting pre-

cautionary measures, and a writer in the Lokal-.Anzeiger, who re-

cently traveled on this system, describes the darkening methods
adopted at night. For hours, he writes, the train traveled "as

though in a dark cave, without lights, without conductors, without
any station names being called out when the train stops. When every
lamp is extinguished throughout the countryside, and the towns
and villages, as though constrained by agony, have closed their

shops, the journey oppresses one's mind and is nowise reassuring.

One goes on in uncertainty, facing danger. Everywhere placards

indicating 'how to behave during air raids,' show that one is in

the aviator's territory. Slowly, very slowly, the train proceeds

on its journey; in a river alon.gside the line one still sees the loco-

motive whicli, together with its train, plunged into the water on
the occasion of a recent accident. A train with broken windows

—

not a pane has remained intact—passes near us ; another train

passes all blackened and half consumed with fire. And on arriv-

ing at the end of this dismal journey, the first question heard by

the traveler is '\\\\\ they come tonight?'"
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Railway Financial News
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Railway Officers

Baltimore & Ohio.-—See Pennsylvania.

Colorado Midland.—Judge J. W. Sheafor of Colorado Springs

has appointed President A. E. Carlton receiver of this property

and has ordered him to stop the operation of the road, after

due notice, on or about August 5. The Denver News states

that the rails and other materials which will be obtained from

the junking of the Colorado Midland will be turned over to

the government and sent to France for the construction of

military roads. The Colorado Midland operating 338 miles of

line was sold to A. E. Carlton and his associates in April, 1917,

for $1,425,000.

Erie.—The New Jersey Public Utility Commission has author-

ized this company to issue $12,500,000 of 20-ycar 6 per cent

series B bonds, under its refunding and improvement mort-

gage dated December 1, 1916. The bonds must not be sold

for less than 90 per cent of their face value and are to realize

net proceeds of at least $11,250,000.

Louisville Bridge & Terminal Company.—This company, which

is a consolidation of the Pennsylvania Terminal Railway and

the Louisville Bridge Company, has filed articles of incorpora-

tion in Louisville with a capital of $S,0OQ,OO0.

Pennsylvania.—Director General McAdoo has issued the fol-

lowing statement : "In some ine.xplainable way a report has

gained circulation that the Pennsylvania Railroad and the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad have deferred their usual dividends

because the contract between the government and the roads

under federal control has not been signed. There is no basis

for this report." Both of these roads, after the meetings of

their boards of directors held in June, announced that the

dividend declarations had been deferred until the meetings

in July.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—.\ semi-annual

dividend of 2 per cent, payable July 25 to stock of record July

22, has been declared. This compares with the previous rate of

2\A per cent. In connection with the declaration of the reduced

dividend, the board of directors authorized the following state-

ment : "On June 26 the board deferred action on the semi-

annual dividend because this company having commenced busi-

ness on January 1, 1917, as the result of consolidations had no

dividend record for the three years' test period. Therefore, in

accordance with the Act of Congress, it applied for the ap-

proval of the government to the declaration of a 2J4 per

cent semi-annual dividend, the same as it paid in 1917. The
company is advised that the government has no objection

to the payment of a semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent.

In view of this determination by the government, the

directors have declared a 2 per cent semi-annual divi-

dend."

Southern Pacific.—Paul Shoup of San Francisco has been

elected a director to succeed William Sproule, resigned to be-

come district director. W. B. Scott has resigned as a director,

having been appointed federal manager of the Texas and
Louisiana lines.

E.xports to the .^RCTIc PoRTS OF RussiA.—The total value of

merchandise shipped from the United States to the Arctic front-

age of Russia, Archangel and Kola, from the beginning of the

war to date was in round terms $750,000,000, while the value of

that going by way of her Pacific frontage, chiefly Vladivostok

was $321,000,000. With this enormous quantity of merchandise

from the United States alone, coupled with that from other parts

of the world, the receipts of merchandise at the Arctic and

Pacific frontages soon came to exceed the transporting capacity

of the railways, and quantities of war material and military sup-

plies accumulated at both frontages, some of which presumably

still remain in the vicinity of the ports at which they were

landed.—S«//(?(OT of the National City Bank of New York, July

9, 1918.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

T. H. Burgess, assistant general solicitor of the Erie, has

been appointed general solicitor with headquarters at New
York.

Howard Elliott, has been elected president of the Northern
Pacific, succeeding J. M. Hannaford, who was recently ap-

pointed federal manager.

Morrison A. Waite, general attorney for Ohio and Indiana,

of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed general solicitor,

western lines, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

H. F. Scheiman, assistant treasurer of the Grand Rapids
& Indiana, with headquarters at Grand Rapids, Mich., has
been appointed treasurer, with office at Grand Rapids.

Henry H. Pease, secretary and treasurer of the Lehigh &
New England, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has
been appointed local treasurer, and Leroy E. Reed has been
appointed attorney.

Morton C. Bradley, assistant controller of the Boston &
Maine, with office at Boston, Mass., has been appointed
assistant general auditor, and John F. Turner, general audi-

tor, with office at Boston, has been appointed assistant gen-
eral auditor.

Herbert R. Wheeler, assistant treasurer of the St. Johns-
bury & Lake Champlain, has been appointed local treasurer

of the St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain, the Montpelier &
Wells River, and the Barre & Chelsea, with office at North
Station, Boston, Mass.

. Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the executive committee
of tlie Southern Pacific, with headquarters at New York, has
been elected president, to succeed William Sproule, resigned
to become district director. Mr. Kruttschnitt will also con-
tinue as chairman of the executive committee.

A. R. McNitt, freight claim agent of the Oregon Short
Line, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been appointed
freight claim agent of the L^nion Pacific, with headiiuarters

at Omaha, Neb., effective July 1, succeeding W. H. Hancock,
who has been retired on a pension.

Albert J. Haynes, auditor of the Maine Central, with office

at Portland, Me., has been appointed general auditor; Frank
W. York, treasurer at Portland, iias been appointed local

treasurer, and Charles H. Blatchford, attorney at Portland,
Me., has been appointed general solicitor.

E. A. Stockton, deputy controller of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed general auditor;

J. F. Fahnestock, treasurer, at Philadelphia, has been ap-
pointed local treasurer and W. A. Moncure, assistant real

estate agent, at Philadelphia, has been appointed real estate

agent.

Eugene A. Wigren, assistant auditor of the Michigan Cen-
tral, -whh headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed
auditor of the Michigan Central, the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo Railway Company, the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo
Navigation Companj', and auditor and secretary of the Chi-
cago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw, vice Frank O. Waldo, resigned.

C. B. Seger, acting chairman of the e.xecuti\-^ committee of
the L'^nion Pacific, with headquarters at New York, has been
elected president of the LTnion Pacific and the Oregon Short
Line, succeeding E. E. Calvin. Mr. Seger has been elected
also president of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Naviga-
tion Company to succeed J. D. Farrell. An appreciation of
Mr. Seger and his photograph were published in the Railivay
Age of March 22, 1918, page 707.

W. E. Kay, assistant general counsel of the .\tlantic Coast
Line, at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed general
solicitor—Georgia, Florida and Alabama, and P. A. Willcox,
general counsel, at Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed
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general solicitor—North Carolina and South Carolina; H. C.

Prince, comptroller at Wilmington, has been appointed gen-

eral auditor, and J. T. Raid, treasurer at Wilmington, has

been appointed local treasurer of the Atlantic Coast line

and the Winston- Salem Southbound.

Paul Shoup has been elected director of the Southern Pa-
cific and also vice-president and assistant to the president,

succeeding W. R. Scott, resigned. Mr. Shoup will have his

headquarters in San Francisco, but will retain his position as

president of the Pacific Electric Railway, the general office of

which is at Los Angeles. He will be the executive repre-

sentative of the Southern Pacific on the Pacific coast, but will

have nothing to do with the operation of the railway under
the United States Railroad Administration. He will succeed
William Sproule in subsidiary corporations controlled by the

Southern Pacific.

James Brown, chairman of the executive committee of the

Bangor & Aroostook, with headquarters at New York, has
been elected president of the company, to succeed Percy R.

Todd, who resigned as president to become assistant to the

district director of the United States Railroad Administra-
tion, for New England, and general manager of the Bangor
& Aroostook. Frank C. Wright, vice-president of the Bangor
& Aroostook, with office at Bangor, has resigned to become
assistant director. Railroad Administration, Division of Op-
eration, at Washington, D. C; H. J. Hart, general counsel of

the Bangor & Aroostook, has been appointed general
solicitor, with headquarters at Bangor, and W. F. Cram,
treasurer, has been appointed local treasurer, with office at

Bangor.

R. R. Richards, auditor of disbursements of the Michigan
Central and the Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Railway, with office

at Detroit. Mich., has Ijeen appointed assistant auditor of both

roads and the Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Navigation Com-
pany. F. W. Sparling, assistant auditor of disbursements
of the Michigan Central, with office at Detroit, has been ap-
pointed auditor of disbursements of all the above roads.

H. J. Van Vleck, assistant auditor of the Toronto, Hamilton
& Buffalo, has been appointed assistant to auditor of the same
road and the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Navigation Com-
pany. N. J. Hill, assistant auditor of passenger accounts of

the Michigan Central, with office at Detroit, Mich., has been
appointed assistant auditor of disbursements, vice F. W.
Sparling. J. W. Piper, general accountant, has been ap-
pointed assistant auditor of passenger accounts to succeed
Mr. Hill.

Operating

C. E. Reynolds, car accountant of tlie Vir,ginian Railway,
with office at Norfolk, Va., has been assigned to other duties,

and his former position has been abolished.

R. E. Marks has been appointed passenger trainmaster
of the Grand Trunk. Eastern lines, with headquarters at

Montreal, Que., vice W. E. Weeger, transferred.

W. J. Harahan, federal manager of the Seaboard Air Line,
with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed federal
manager also of the Macon, Dublin & Savannah.

J. S. Cox, trainmaster of the Norfolk Southern, with office

at Raleigh, N. C, has been appointed superintendent of the
Western division, with headquarters at Raleigh, vice C. W.
Akers, promoted.

W. M. Corbett, president of the Kansas City Terminal,
with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
terminal manager, of the Kansas City terminal switcliing
district, effective July 12.

F. A. Deverell, assistant general auditor of the Baltimore
& Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed
assistant to federal manager (accounting), western lines,
with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

F. F. Small has been appointed trainmaster of the Salt
Lake division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at
Mina, Nev., with jurisdiction over Mina sub-division, vice
G. H. Moore, who has accepted service with the governinent.

C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the Illinois General and
hues in central western and southern territory, has also been

appointed federal manager for that portion of the line of the
Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company east of the Mis-
sissippi river.

The appointment of R. V. Taylor as federal manager for
the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, is canceled by reason of the
fact that that property is not now under federal control.
Mr. Taylor is federal manager of the Mobile & C)hio and
the Southern Railway in Mississippi.

J. B. Stewart, general manager of the Bangor & Aroostook,
with office at Bangor, Maine, has been appointed general
superintendent of the Bangor & Aroostook and of the Van
Buren Bridge Company, with the same duties for the present
as he has hitherto performed as general manager.

A. S. Johnson, assistant general manager of the Terminal
Railroad Association of St. Louis, has been appointed ter-
minal manager of all lines within the switching limits of St.
Louis, East St. Louis district, reporting to the regional di-
rector of the Southwestern region, effective July 9.

W. H. Newell, general superintendent of the Atlantic
Coast Line, at Rocky Mount, N. C, has been appointed
general superintendent also of the Winston-Salem South-
bound, with office at Rocky Mount, N. C, to succeed W. H..
Johnson, who has been appointed superintendent of the
Winston-Salem Southbound with office at Winston-Salem.

J. F. Murphy, general manager of the Missouri Pacific,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been given the
jurisdiction of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific line, from
St. Louis, Mo. to Kansas City, in addition to the duties of
general manager of the Missouri Pacific, as announced in the
Raikvay Age, July 12. Mr. Murphy's headquarters are at
St. Louis, Mo.

J. C. Johnson who has been appointed superintendent, of
the Middle division, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office
at liarrisburg. Pa., as has already been announced in these

columns, was born on
April 26, 1866, at
Curtin, in Center
county, Pa. He entered
the service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad on
January 5, 1885, as a
telegraph operator, on
the Schuylkill division.
In June, 1887, he was
appointed train des-
patcher, of the Schuyl-
kill division, and on
January 1, 1903, was
made assistant train-

master of the same
division. He was ap-
pointed division oper-
ator and assistant train-

master, of the Schuyl-
kill division, on Novem-
ber 16, 1905, remaining
in that position until

Octolier 24. 1907. when he became chief clerk to the superin-
tendent of telegraph, at Philadelphia. In January, 1910, he
was appointed superintendent of telegraph, which position
he held until his recent appointment as superintendent, of
the Middle division, of the same road, with headquarters at
Harrisburg, Pa., as above noted.

Mr. J. Lowell White, district superintendent of the .Atlantic
Coast Line at Norfolk. Va., has been appointed superintend-
ent of transportation of the Winston-Salem Southbound
Railway, and his authority as superintendent of transporta-
tion of the first division of the Atlantic Coast Line is ex-
tended over the line between Winston-Salem and Wades-
boro: office at Rocky Mount, N. C.

F. J. Gavin, assistant general superintendent of the Great
Northern, at Spokane, Wash., has been appointed general
superintendent of the western district, with headquarters at
Seattle, Wash., succeeding J. H. O'Neill, whose appointment
as terminal manager of the Puget Sound terminals was
announced in the Railway Age of July 12. J. M. Doyle,

J. John
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superintendent of the Cascade division, with lieadquarters at

Everett, Wash., has been appointed assistant general super-

intendent of the western district, with headquarters at Se-

attle, succeeding Mr. Gavin. C. M. McDonough, trainmaster

at Whitefish, Mont., has been appointed superintendent of

the Cascade division, succeeding Mr. Doyle.

T. F. Darden, assistant to president and assistant secretary

of the Atlantic Coast Line, at Wilmington, N. C, has been

appointed assistant to federal manager; C. J. Chenworth,

assistant to vice-president, at Wilmington, has been appointed

office assistant, and Robert Scott, superintendent of the

insurance department at Wilmington, has been appointed

superintendent of insurance and safety.

George Wallace Dailey, whose appointment as assistant

general superintendent of the Chicago & North Western
lines in Minnesota and Dakota, with headquarters at Huron,

S. D., was announced
in the Railway Age, on

June 21, was born at

South Milwaukee, Wis.,

on July 31, 1870. In

the spring of 1888, Mr.

Dailey learned telegra-

phy and entered tlie

service of the North
Western. In the hitter

part of the same year

he worked for the Wis-
consin Central, as .'i

telegraph operator, re-

maining with that com-
pany until March 1,

1892, when he went to

Texas where he was
employed by the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe,

in telegraph and train

service work. In the °- w. Dailey

latter part of 1892, he
returned to the North Western, and subsequently for several

years was telegraph operator, trainman and train despatcher

on the Wisconsin division, and for two years was engaged
in track elevation work on the same division. On May 1,

1899, Mr. Dailey was appointed chief train despatcher on the

Northern Iowa division. Two years later he was promoted
to trainmaster on the same division, and on June 30, 1902,

was promoted to superintendent of the Iowa division, with
headquarters at Boone, Iowa. The following year he was
appointed superintendent of the telegraph department, with
headquarters at Chicago, remaining there until December
1. 1908, when he was prom.oted to superintendent of the Wis-
consin division, at Chicago, which position he held until his

recent promotion.

V. J. Bradley, assistant to vice-president of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been
appointed general supervisor of mail traffic; R. H. Newbem,
superintendent, insurance department, has been appointed
superintendent, insurance and safety, and H. T. Wilkins,

assistant secretary, at Philadelphia, has been appointed
special assistant to federal manager.

J. B. Fisher has been appointed transportation assistant,

J. T. Carroll, mechanical assistant, and E. B. Temple,
engineering assistant to Charles H. Markham, regional

director of the Allegheny region. United States Railroad Ad-
ministration. Mr. Fisher was superintendent of freight trans-

portation, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Philadelphia; Mr.
Carroll was a.ssistant general superintendent of motive
power, of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., and Mr.
Temple was assistant chief engineer of the Pennsylvania at

Philadelphia.

F. C. Dow, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, at Tacoma, W^ash., has been appointed acting superin-

tendent, Coast Division, and Tacoma Eastern, with office

at Tacoma, vice Mott Sawyer who has been granted leave
of absence to enter military service. A. O. Veitch, train-

master at Mobridge. S. D,, has been appointed assistant

superintendent, Missoula division, with office at .Avery, Idaho,

vice T. J. Hamilton, v ho has been granted leave of absence
to enter military service, and H. L. Wiltrout, trainmaster at

St. Maries, Idaho, has been appointed trainmaster. Coast divi-

sion, and Tacoma Eastern, vice Mr. Dow.

S. U. Hooper, assistant division superintendent of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed super-

intendent of transportation, western lines, with office at Cin-

cinnati; J. B. Carothers has been appointed assistant to

federal manager, with office at Cincinnati; E. W. Scheer,
general superintendent at Cincinnati, O., has been appointed
general superintendent of the Northwest district, with office

at Cleveland; this district now includes the Chicago, Newark,
New Castle and Cleveland divisions; F. B. Mitchell, general

superintendent at Cincinnati, has been appointed general

superintendent of the Southwest district, with office at Cin-
cinnati; this district now includes the Ohio. Indiana, Illinois

and Toledo divisions and the Dayton & L^nion Railroad.

C. H. Buford, trainmaster of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul, on the La Crosse division, with headquarters at Mil-
waukee, Wis., has been promoted to superintendent of the

W'isconsin \'alley division, with headquarters at W'ausau,
Wis., succeeding H. H. Ober, who has been transferred to

the Iowa & Dakota division, with headquarters at Mason
City, Iowa, in place of E. G. Atkins, deceased. C. F. Hol-
brook has been appointed trainmaster of the La Crosse
division, succeeding Mr. Buford. E. A. Meyer, trainmaster
of the Chicago & Milwaukee division, with headquarters at

Chicago, has been appointed superintendent of the Southern
Minnesota division, with headquarters at La Crosse, Wis.,
succeeding M. J. Larson, transferred to the Sioux City &
Dakota division, with headquarters at Sioux City, Iowa, in

place of F. L. Richards, assigned to other duties. F. E.
Devlin has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago &
Milwaukee division, succeeding Mr. Meyer. The above
clianges were effective July IS.

Noel W. Smith whose appointment as general superintend-
ent of the Eastern Pennsylvania division, of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, with headquarters at Altoona, Pa., has already
been announced in

these columns, was
born at Williamsport,
on December 25, 1869,

and was educated in

the public schools of
his nativs town. He
entered the services of

the Pennsylvania as a
student in telegraphy
at Williamsport, and
then until September,
1889, was clerk in the
division freight agent's
office at the same place.

The same year he left

railway work, to enter
Lehigh L^niversity, and
after graduation from
that university re-

turned to the service of
the Pennsylvania as a
rodman on the Sun-
bury division in April, 1893. He was subsequently assistant

supervisor, on the Baltimore division, of the Northern
Central; Renovo and Williamsport divisions of the Erie
division; Maryland division of the Philadelphia, Baltimore
& Washington, and engaged on experimental track work
for the chief engineer of maintenance of way at Harrisburg.
In January, 1900, he was promoted to supervisor at Williams-
port, and was then transferred in the same capacity, first to

Middletown and then to Harrisburg, on the Philadelphia
division. In December, 1905, he was made supervisor in the
office of the principal assistant engineer at Altoona, and in

May of the following year was promoted to assistant to the
principal assistant engineer at .-Mtoona. In .April. 1907, he
was made division engineer of the Middle division, and on
January 15, 1910, was appointed superintendent of the Central
division of the P. B. & W., from which position he was ap-
pointed superintendent of the Middle division, in June, 1913,
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and now becomes general superintendent of the Eastern

Pennsylvania division, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, as above

noted.

W. A. Baldwin, transportation assistant of the Erie, has

been appointed general manager, with office at New York;

Jesse G. June, superintendent of the Allegheny and Bradford

division at Salamanca, N. Y., has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Bufifalo division, with office at Buffalo, vice Enoch

W. Underwood, resigned; Edward J. Edmunds, superintend-

ent of the Delaware and Jefferson division, at Susquehanna,

Pa., succeeds Mr. June; Joseph D. Rahaley, trainmaster of

the New York, Susquelianna & Western division, at Susque-

hanna, has been appointed superintendent of the Delaware

and Jefferson division, with office at Susquehanna, Pa., vice

Mr. Edmunds; Arthur B. Caldwell, trainmaster at Buffalo,

N. Y., has been appointed superintendent of the Rochester

division, with office at Rochester, vice J. D. Cummin, pro-

moted to inspector of maintenance of way and construction

for the federal manager.

Charles S. Krick, who has been appointed assistant general

manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern lines, with

headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., as has already been an-

nounced in these
columns, was born on
March 16, 1866, at

Reading, Pa. He was
educated in the public

schools, also at the

Carroll Institute,

Reading, and in June,

1887, graduated from
Lafayette College. The
following month he

entered the service of

the Pennsylvania Rail-

road as rodman on the

Schuylkill division, and
later was transferred to

Altoona. On Decem-
ber 14, 1890, he was ap-

pointed assistant super-

visor of the Tyrone
division, and in April,

C. S. Krick. 1892, was transferred

in the same capacity to

the Philadelphia division, becoming acting supervisor about
three years later at the Schuylkill division. He was promoted
to supervisor in June, 1896, and was subsequently supervisor

on the Middle division, and later on the Pittsburgh division.

On January 1, 1903, he was made assistant engineer of tlie

Eastern and Susquehanna divisions, and later was trans-

ferred to the Philadelphia Terminal division, becoming prin-

cipal assistant engineer of the Philadelphia, Baltimore &
Washington in January, 1906. In April of the following
year he was made superintendent of the New York Terminal
division, and on January 1, 1912, when the Hudson and New
York Terminal divisions were combined to form the Man-
hattan division, he was appointed superintendent of that

division at New York. In February, 1914, he was appointed
superintendent of the Philadelphia Terminal division, with
headquarters at West Philadelphia, Pa. In November, 1915.

he was appointed acting general superintendent of the New
Jersey division, and in May, 1916 was appointed general
superintendent of the same division, with headquarters at

New York, which position he held until his recent appoint-
ment as assistant general manager, of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Eastern lines, as above noted.

E. H. Coapman, federal manager of the Southern Railway
System, Georgia Southern & Florida, Alabama & Vicks-
burg, the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and the Carolina Clinch-
field & Ohio, of South Carolina, with headquarters at Wash-
ington. D. C. has been appointed federal manager also for the
segregated line of the Baltimore & Ohio lying between Flar-
rison. Va., and Lexington, Va.; the .^shville & Craggy Moun-
tain; Ashville & Southern; Atlantic & Yadkin; BJue Ridge
Railway; Carolina & Northwestern; Carolina & Tennessee
Southern; Cii>cinnati, Burnside & Cumberland River; Cum-

berland Railway; Danville & Western; Ensley Southern,

Harriman & Northeastern; Hartwell Railway; Hawkinsville

& Florida Southern; High Point. Randleman, Asheboro &
Southern; Lawrenceville Branch Railroad; Northern Ala-

bama Railway; Roswell Railroad; Sievern & Knoxville; Tallu-

lah Falls; Tennessee & Carolina Southern; Yadkin Railroad;

and Louisiana & Mississippi Transfer (at Vicksburg, Miss.).

The Boston & Maine, including the York Harbor & Beach

Railroad, the Montpelier & Wells River, the Barre & Chelsea,

the St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain, the Vermont Valley

and the Sullivan County has been divided into two operating

districts: James D. Tyter, general superintendent at Boston,

Mass., has been appointed general superintendent of the First

district, comprising the Portland, Southern, Fitchburg. Berk-

shire, W., N. & P. and Terminal divisions, with office at the

North Station, Boston, Mass., and Harley E. Folsom, super-

intendent at Lyndonville, Vt., has been appointed general

superintendent of the Second district, comprising the lines

in Vermont and the C. & P. and White Mountains divisions,

with office at Lyndonville. Charles M. Woodward, assistant

superintendent, with office at Springfield, Mass., has been

appointed superintendent of the Connecticut and Passumpsic

division. South, with office at Springfield; John A. Ahern, as-

sistant superintendent at Lyndonville, Vt., has been appointed

superintendent of the Connecticut and Passumpsic division,

North, with office at Lyndonville, and Frederick C. Mayo,
secretary, treasurer and assistant superintendent of the St.

Johnsbury & Lake Champlain, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the St. J. & L. C, with office at St. Johnsbury.

Traffic

E. T. Campbell, traffic assistant of the Erie, has been ap-

pointed traffic manager, with headquarters at New York.

George S. Hobbs, second vice-president of the Maine Cen-

tral, with office at Portland, Me., has been appointed traffic

manager.

G. M. Houghton, passenger traffic manager of the Bangor
& Aroostook, has been appointed general passenger agent,

with headquarters at Bangor, Maine.

C. L. Thomas, freight traffic manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed traffic manager,
western lines, with office at Cincinnati.

D. C. Boy has been appointed manager development ser-

vice, of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and the Carolina.

Clinchfield & Ohio of South Carolina, with headquarters at

Johnson City, Tenn.

J. B. Cook, traveling agent on the Great Northern, at

Billings, Mont., has been appointed supervisor of coal traffic

for Montana and Northern Wyoming, under the Railroad

Administration, with headquarters at Billings, Mont., effective

July 12.

R. A. Brand, vice-president of the Atlantic Coast Line, at

Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed traffic manager;

James Menzies freight traffic manager at Wilmington, has

been appointed assistant traffic manager—freight; W. J.

Craig, passenger traffic manager at Wilmington, has been
appointed assistant traffic manager—passenger. J. W. Perrin,

assistant freight traffic manager, at Wilmington, has been
appointed general freight agent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

L. G. Curtis, assistant chief engineer of the Baltimore &
Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed chief

engineer of the western lines, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

M. J. McCarthy, superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
appointed superintendent maintenance of equipment, west-

ern lines, with office at Cincinnati.

J. B. Trenholm, engineer of roadway on the Atlantic Coast
Line, has been appointed engineer of roadway of the Win-
ston-Salem Southbound Railway, and his authority as engi-

neer of roadway, first division of the Atlantic Coast Line,

extended over the line between Winston-Salem and Wades-
boro, with office at Rocky Mount, N. C.
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E. J. Brennan, general master mechanic on the Baltimore

& Ohio at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul lines

east of Mobridge, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., suc-

ceeding W. Alexander, who has resigned to enter the motor

service department of the war department, effective July 10.

W. F. Walsh, traveling mechanical expert for the Galena

Signal Oil Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has been

appointed assistant superintendent of motive power of the

Southern district of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with

headquarters at Dubuque, Iowa, succeeding J. J. Connors,

resigned, effective July 10. R. W. Anderson, division master

mechanic at Miles City, Mont., has been promoted to assistant

superintendent of motive power of the middle district, with

headquarters at Milwaukee Shops, Milwaukee, Wis., succeed-

ing A. N. Lucas, who has been appointed shop superintend-

ent, with jurisdiction over the locomotive department of the

Milwaukee shops, efifective June 15. A. J. Vogler, general

foreman at the passenger terminal at Western avenue, Chi-

cago, has been promoted to master mechanic of the Sioux

City & Dakota division, with headquarters at Sioux City, la.,

succeeding G. J. Messer, who has been transferred to the

Dubuque division, with headquarters at Dubuque, Iowa, in

place of George P. Kempf, who has been appointed engineer

of tests, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding

H. K. Fox, who has been appointed mechanical engineer,

with headquarters at Chicago, in place of C. H. Bilty, who
has resigned to enter the service of the government, as me-
chanical engineer on the stafi of the regional director of

Northwestern railroads, effective July 8.

Railway Officers in Government Service

H. B. Faroat, district passenger agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Washington, D. C., has been assigned by the Railroad

Administration to the War Industries Board, where he will

conduct a railroad information bureau for the convenience

of the board and its personnel.

G. W. Briece, car accountant of tlie Missouri Pacific at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed Supervisor of Transportation,

Southwestern region, efifective July 1; W. E. McGarry has

been appointed Supervisor Car Service, Southwestern region,

efifective July 1; both with headquarters at St. Louis.

Railway Officers in Military Service

J. M. Hammond, formerly assistant to the chief engineer

of the Kansas Citj- Terminal, has been commissioned captain

in the construction division of the Quartermasters Corps
and assigned to duty at Washington.

F. A. Delano, formerly president of the Wabash, and later

of the Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville, who has resigned

as a member of the Federal Reserve Board, has been com-
missioned as major in the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps,

for service in France.

Purchasing

W. S. Galloway, assistant purchasing agent of the Balti-

more & Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md., has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent, western lines, with headquarters

at Baltimore.

W. A. Starritt, purchasing agent of the Carolina, Clinch-

field & Ohio and the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio of South
Carolina, at Johnson City, Tenn., has been appointed local

purchasing agent, with headquarters at Johnson City.

Robert Baker Pegram, who has been appointed general

purchasing agent of the Southern Railway System, the Ala-

liama & Vicksburg, the Georgia, Southern & Florida, the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and the Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio of South Carolina, with headquarters at Washington,
D. C, as has already been announced in these columns, was
born on August 22. 1874, at Marion, Ala., and was educated
in private schools at Memphis. Tenn. In July, 1890, he
began railway work with the Southern Railway. In 1895 and
1896 he was chief clerk of the Memphis Freight Bureau and
later in 1896 served as chief clerk to the assistant general
freight agent of the Illinois Central, at Memphis. In January,
1904, he was appointed soliciting freight agent of the South-
ern Railway and subsequently served as commercial agent

at the same place, and later as chief clerk to the vice-presi-

dent at St. Louis, Mo. In December, 1905, he was appointed

assistant general freight agent at Nashville, Tenn., and in

April, 1907, he was promoted to general freight agent at the

same place, subsequently serving as general freight agent at

Charleston, S. C. On May 1, 1910, he was appointed general

agent, executive department, w'ith office at Charleston, and
since January, 1917, was executive general agent with office

at Memphis until his recent appointment as general pur-

chasing agent as has been noted.

Obituary

J. B. Wadleigh, local representative agency and public

service, on the St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at

Dallas, Tex., died in Los Angeles, Cal., on July 5, at the age

of Ti years.

Daniel C. Corbin, who was president of the Spokane Inter-

national until that road was purchased by the Canadian
Pacific and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie in

the latter part of 1916, died of pneumonia at Spokane, Wash.,

on June 29. Mr. Corbin was born in New Hampshire in

1837, and went west in 1862. In 1886 and 1887 he built the

railroad connecting the Coeur d'Alene mines with the North-
ern Pacific, which he sold to that company in 1888. In the

spring of 1889 he began the construction of the Spokane
Falls & Northern, from Spokane, Wash., north 141 miles, to

the international boundary, and the Nelson & Fort Shepard,

an extension of the Spokane Falls & Northern, from the

international boundary to Nelson, B. C, 60 miles, and sold

both roads in 1898 to the Northern Pacific. In 1905 and 1906

he built the Spokane International from Spokane, Wash., to

a connection with the Canadian Pacific at Kingsgate. B. C.

Mr. Corbin was one of the pioneer railroad builders of the

Spokane region. Besides the roads mentioned above, he

built and operated other shorter lines in the mining districts

of Idaho and Washington, and at the time of his death was
president of the Eastern British Columbia, with office at

Spokane, Wash.

Samuel G. Hatch, passenger traffic manager of the Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Chicago, died suddenly in that

city, on July 12. Mr. Hatch has been in the service of the

Illinois Central pas-

s e n g e r department,
continuously, for 22

years. He was born at

St. Louis, Mo., on
March 22, 1865, and be-

gan railway work in

1880 as a clerk in the

general passenger de-

partment of the St.

Louis-Keokuk & North-
western, now a part of

the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy. Two
years later he was pro-

moted to ticket agent
for that road and the

Burlington at Keokuk,
Iowa, remaining there

until 1885. In Novem-
ber. 1888, he was made
traveling passenger
agent on the St. Louis,

-Arkansas & Texas, now the St. Louis-Southwestern. Later
he was promoted to district passenger agent at Louisville,
Ky., and then to chief in the general passenger department
In March, 1895, he was appointed district passenger and
ticket agent on the Chesapeake, Ohio & Southw-estern at

Memphis, Tenn. The following year he was promoted to

general passenger agent and in August, 1896. he entered the
service of the Illinois Central as division passenger agent at

Cincinnati, Ohio. He was promoted to assistant general
passenger agent at Chicago, in April, 1900. In July, 1905. he
was promoted to general passenger agent, and in February,
1911. to passenger traffic manager, which position he held
at the time of liis death as mentioned above.

Hatch.
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Scientific treatises extensive enough to fill volumes have been

written about how to save fuel on locomotives. The situ-

ation can be summed up in general in

Saving Coal the words of a former engineer: "I

on the always aimed to go into the terminal so

Locomotive 'hat my fireman could say: Til be

ready to go when you are.' " In other

words, he aimed to conserve the energy of the fireman by
intelligent co-operation; and while this resulted in the ex-

penditure of less physical exertion, the saving in fuel was
in direct proportion. Asked why he did this, the engineer

replied: "In those days we had no rest laws and we could

be called for another run at the expiration of the time we
designated when we came in. If my fireman was too tired

I either had to wait for him to get rested or go out with a

new man. The new man would, of course, not be accus-

tomed to my ways and if he was green I might even have

to spell him off with the firing." It is significant that the

engineer made such a record for fuel economy and efficient

locomotive oijeration that he is now regarded as one of the

nation's foremost locomotive fuel experts.

On July 14 a numljer of newspapers in various parts of the

country published what purported to be an interview with

- . , the editor of the Railway Age on the
Ihe Mistakes

freight car shortage. The' views said to

of an have been expressed and the alleged

Tr,!-^^,,;^-,,,^^ information given were so widely at
inLcrvievvcr .

i i i i n
variance with what has been repeatedly

said in the columns of this paper that readers of the Railway
Age who saw the interview must have surmised at once that

it was replete with mistakes. Without going into details it

will probably be sufficient to say that the interview was the

product of an amateur struggling with a technical subject.

When the interview, as written up, was submitted to the

editor of the Railway Age for approval, the erroneous state-

ments in it were pointed out, and an earnest effort was made
to prevent its publication, but in some way it got into a

number of newspapers. We should hope that there are few

people who would believe it possible for the editor of this

paper to say, as this interview represented him as saying,

that "there were 4,072 fewer freight cars in use on American
railwa)'s in 1917 than at the beginning of 1911," and that

the freight car shortage was "responsible for the chaos of

last winter 1"

Americans are giving a good account of themselves in the

great battle now raging in France. They would be still better

prepared had the government been able

to expend the 19 billion dollars which
Do it had planned to do in the year ended

Your Part' June 30 last, instead of only 12 bil-

lions. That it could not do so was be-

cause of competition of its citizens for labor and materials

which were needed for war work. Frank A. Vanderlip, presi-

dent of the National City Bank, New York, who has given
most of his time for months to promoting the War Savings
Stamps campaign, asks this pointed question: "If the Gov-
ernment has not been able to get done for itself and Allies

more than $12,000,000,000 worth of work in the year past,

with the industrial organization working to capacity, how will

Will You

it get $30,000,000,000 worth done in the year to come? Is

it still necessary to argue that private demands upon the in-

dustries mu.st be curtailed and that all energies must be con-

centrated upon the war work?" Useless .slaughter and suffer-

ing can be avoided if each individual in the nation will fully

awaken to the seriousness of the situation and reduce his or

her expenditures to a minimum. Our allies are even going

without what we regard as necessities in order that .ships may
be used to get as many of our men and their equipment to the

front as soon as possible.

The Railway Age has repeatedly warned the railroads aljout

making adequate and thorough preparation for the care and

„, ... , instruction of women workers beforeWomen Workers .i . . i • i ,they are put to work m railway shops.

in The number of women so employed

Railway Shops '^'^^ increased steadily and rapidly in

recent months and in most instances

the shop superintendents have taken advantage of the ex-

periences with women workers in Great Britain and on the

Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk Railroads in Canada.
In a few cases, however, those in charge have failed to profit

by the experiences of others and mistakes have been made
which it will be hard to overcome. In two cases in particu-

lar which have come to our notice, little or no attention was
given to investigating the previous historj' of the women who
applied for work. As a result conditions soon developed
which threatened to destroy discipline and in one case actual-

ly resulted in a scandal and undesirable publicity. There
are locomotive repair shops in the east today with a consider-

able ]>ercentage of machines lying idle because of the shortage

of men. The shop authorities hesitate to take on women
workers but will undouijtedly have to do so in the near fu-

ture. Splendid service can be obtained from the women if

they are rightly handled. It is a mistake, however, blindlv

to rush in and put them to work without first studying the

situation carefully; and they should be hired only after spe-

cial provisions have been made for their convenience and the

regulations governing their conduct and work are thoroughly
understood bv all concerned.

A significant statement appears in the report of the commit-
tee on trade apprenticeship of the National Association of

.- . Corporation Schools in that part re-
JVJecessity

f^^^-^„ ^^ ^^^ railroads. It is this:

for Train- "During the year railroads having

incT Workers well-organized apprentice systems have
"

about held their own as to the number
of apprentices and methods of instruction. In the shop
where no modem system of training men exists, the appren-
tice has practically passed out of existence. * * * One
road reported losing over 500 apprentices, etc." Those roads
that had the wisdom and foresight to install real apprentice-

ship systems have therefore a double advantage. Not only
are they able to attract new boys in spite of losing a large

percentage of the advanced apprentices, but they have avail-

able a splendid staff' of instructors to help break in the large

number of green men or to assist in the instruction of women
workers. The apprenticeship organization and program
should be encouraged more than ever before, since as the war
progresses it will become more and more necessar}* to ad-
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vance those with any experience to higher and more difficult

positions and add inexperienced men and women who must

be rounded into shape as quickly and thoroughly as possible.

It is to be hoped also that in spite of the difficulties in the

way, special training methods will be extended to cover

other than the shop apprentices in the mechanical depart-

ment. There is hardly a department which could not profit

greatly by furnishing intensive courses of instruction for new

employees or for older employees to fit them for promotion.

The despatcher had the habit of talking to himself. Runnmg

his finger over the train sheet and apparently forgetful of the

presence of a visitor, he said :
"Engine

The Despatcher J4Q5 Q^^^ ^f She's not in very

and the good condition. Bill Jones on her.

„
,
p., Worse luck! The combination is sure

Coal l^Ue
^^ ^^^^j^g trouble. I'll have to keep them

out of the way." Can you imagine the train in question raak-

ling a good run, or of any sort of record in fuel economy?

Surely not, for even if the locomotive and crew did excep-

tionally good work the despatcher was against them. Listen

again to the despatcher: "Engine 1501 out of .
Rot-

ten condition. Big load. Tom Smith in charge. Tom never

yet lost out if he had a ghost of a show. He'll get the old

tub over the road." Did Tom Smith and ISOl make the run

in good time, without delays and with a small amount of fuel

burned? They did, for the despatcher was with them. Some

locomotives bum more coal standing still than they do pull-

ing the train over the division. The despatcher can be a big

factor in fuel economy, if he knows the road, the power, the

men and local conditions. Few expenditures will give bigger

returns than to have the despatcher get out of the office and

go over the road at frequent intervals and acquaint himself

with local conditions.

Sherman Was Right

SOME OF THE TREATMENT accorded the shippers by the

Railroad Administration recalls the remark of an editor

who once said that his ideal would be attained when his

paper became strong enough to make it safe for him to tell

an advertiser to go to a place whose name is spelled with

four letters. Of course, the editor did not want any of his

advertisers to do anvthing of the kind, because they were the

source of most of his revenue. Tliat was merely his way

of expressing the degree of independence to which he aspired.

Apparently the present management of the railroads consid-

ers that it has attained a similar degree of independence of

the shippers who furnish most of the wherewithal to buy

axle-grease and coal. The administration bears the shipper

no ill will but its six months' history records one case after

another in which it has broken down or walked calmly over

various privileges which the shippers have fought, bled and

died for and in most cases have got away with.

First the right of the shipper to route his freight was taken

away, demurrage rates were raised almost over night, com-

petitive solicitation and solicitude were abolished almost

simultaneously, freight rates were boosted right under the

nose of the Interstate Commerce Commission, notice was

issued that the payment of transportation charges would be

put upon a cash basis, and now the division of traffic of

the Railroad Administration has instructed the railroads that

they need no longer petition the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission for permission to file a tariff containing an in-

creased rate, but may obtain their authority from the traffic

division, which will also allow them to disregard the re-

quirement of 30 days' notice.

Under the plan of cash collection of charges the shipper

will be advised very promptly of the amount of his freight

bill after the goods have been moved. Moreover, he may

make a protest to a district or regional traffic committee,

just as he could before to a railroad traffic officer, and the

shippers will have representation on the committees, which

is more than most of them had on most railroads.

Of course, the Interstate Commerce Commission still re-

tains its control of the reasonableness of rates by its power

to review them after they are in effect, but the rates will

be made first and discussed afterward, somewhat in the

way the question of just compensation for the railroads that

were taken over on December 28 is being discussed. The

commission will also have jurisdiction over tariffs of joint

rates with carriers not under federal control. This is not

an obituary of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which

will still have a great deal of work to perform although its

authority is somewhat curtailed. Then there are the state

commissions, which retain their authority to hold down the

rates of the short line railroads not under federal control.

While the Railway Age does not advocate the arbitrary

exercise of authority it occasionally finds leisure for a philo-

sophical comparison of some of the aspects of war time

efficiency with some of the results attained by the former

efforts of the railroads toward efficiency. It is doubtless

discouraging and unpleasant for a shipper to have his rates

advanced! without his consent and on short notice, or to have

to wait for an investigation by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to find out whether he has paid a reasonable

rate. But it is probably no more so than it formerly was
for a railroad to have its rates reduced or suddenly sus-

pended or to have to await a protracted investigation to find

out whether it would be allowed an advance in revenue to

meet a retroactive increase in wages.

If so many rates had not been reduced in the last 12

years it would not now be necessary to raise them to such

an extent as they are being raised and if the shippers had
not obtained in 1910 the enactment of the law authorizing

the commission to suspend rates they would not now be
complaining because rates go into effect on the date intended.

Railway Earnings and Expenses

THE STATISTICS OF EARNINGS and expenses for May, which
recently have been issued by the Interstate Commerce

Commission, afford the last opportunity for making a very
satisfactory comparison of railway earnings and expenses
under private operation with earnings and expenses under
government operation. The statistics for June, 1918, will

include a considerable increase of earnings due to tlie recent

large advance of freight and passenger rates, and also a
large increase of expenses due to the large advance of wages
now being made.

Whatever else may be said about government operation,
it certainly cannot be said that, up to the end of May, it .had
had much success in keeping dovra operating expenses. In
the five months, January to Mav, inclusive, total earnings
increased from $1,549,000,000 to $1,690,000,000, or $141,-
000,000, while operating expenses increased from $1,119,-

000,000 to $1,381,000,000, or $262,000,000. The advance
in wages to be charged back into operating expenses will

make the increase in them at least $125,000,000 more, or

a total increase in operating expenses in five months of

$387,000,000.

Tlie figures for May are especially significant. In that
month general transportation conditions had returned as near
to normal as they are ever likely to return while the war
lasts. The Railroad .Administration was enjoying the bene-
fit of the 15 per cent advance of freight rates made since a

year ago in eastern territory where almost one-half of the

country's entire traffic is carried. In that month both earn-
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ings and expenses exceeded any figures ever previously

reached, earnings being $378,000^000, or $32,000,000 more
than last year, and expenses $285,500,000 or $47,000,000

greater than last year. Comparisons on a mileage basis

usually are more instructive tlian comparisons of large fig-

ures. The following table gives the operating revenue, the

operating expenses, the net operating revenue, the taxes,

and the net operating income per mile of the Class I roads

in May for the last four years:

May Earnings, Expenses, Etc., Per Mile, for Four Years.

1918 1917 1916 1915

Total ojierating revenues $1,623 $1,492 $1,307 $1,044
Total operating expenses 1,225 1,030 857 735

Net operating revenue $398 $462 $450 $309
Taxes 68 62 55 50

Net operating income $330 $400 $395 $259
Operating ratio per cent 75.49 69. 65.5 70.

Both the total earnings and the total expenses in May
were larger than in any previous month of normal operating

conditions in the history of the railroad industry, but the

expenses were relatively much higher than the earnings. It

will be noted that, in spite of the 15 per cent advance of

rates in eastern territory, the ratio of expenses to earnings

was 75.49 per cent, which was not only higher than in May,
1917 or 1916, but higher than in May, 1915, when total

earnings were at a very low ebb. When the expenses for

May have included in them the increase of at least $25,000,-

000 in wages which will have to be charged into them, the

ratio of expenses to earnings will be increased to over 80

per cent.

When the government took control of the railways there

was a lot of loose talk to the effect that enormous economies

would be effected. In fact, according to some estimates,

these economies would be so great that they would offset all

advances in wages and other unit costs. Some important

economies have been and will be effected, but they have been

and apparently will continue to be almost negligible compared
with the increases of expenses. In the entire year 1917, the

increase of operating expenses was $476,000,000. This in-

cluded large advances in wages and in the prices of mate-

rials and fuel. It would appear that even in the absence

of anv general advance of wages the increase of operating

expenses in 1918 would be around $600,000,000. It is true

the railways are handling a larger traffic now than they

did in 1917; but the increase in their traffic in 1917 was
relatively greater than it has been thus far in 1918. The
record thus far made can hardly be said to justify the claims

that have been advanced as to the enormous savings that

could be and would be effected by centralized government
management and unified operation.

Negotiations Regarding

Compensation Contracts

•T^HE REPRESENTATIVES of the Railroad Administration
* and of the owners of railroad securities are still far
apart in the negotiations over the form of contract to
be made by the government and the railway companies for
the compensation of the companies for the use of their prop-
erties by the government. This is not surprising, in view
of some of the provisions the representatives of the Rail-
road Administration are trying to put into the contracts.

The railroad control law provides that the compensation
of the companies shall be based on the average net operating
income earned by them in the three years ended June 30,
1917. Naturally, it was originally assumed that in fixing
the compensation the net operating income would be com-
puted as it was in the three years taken as a basis. On the
contrary, while the corporate expenses of the companies were
included in operating expenses during those three vears.

they are not to be included in them under government con-

trol, but must be paid from the guaranteed compensation.
Of course, this means that the guaranteed compensation is

reduced by the amount of the corporate expenses.

The law provides that the properties shall be maintained
in substantially the same condition as when they were taken
over. The Railroad Administration anticipates, however,
that it may find it expedient, from the government's stand-
point, to spend more on the maintenance of some properties

than was done by the private managements, and the repre-

sentatives of the Railroad Administration propose that this

"excess maintenance" shall be deducted currently from the

compensation of the companies. Since the Railroad Ad-
ministration would have authority absolutely to determine
what the "excess maintenance" should amount to, it could
conceivably make it so large as to absorb all of a company's
"compensation," and leave it nothing with which to pay its

fixed charges, thereby reducing it to bankruptcy. The Rail-

road Administration gives the assurance that its policy will

be to maintain the same interest and dividends as were paid
during the three years taken as the basis for determining
the compensation; but the companies cannot pay their fixed

charges with assurances by which a future director general
might not consider himself bound.
The representatives of the Railroad Administration pro-

pose, in effect, that the Administration shall keep control of

the companies' compensation; shall invest as much of it

as the Administration thinks fit in additions and betterments;

shall leave absolutely to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion the determination of whether the additions and better-

ments are of permanent value, and therefore shall finally

be paid for by the companies, and shall give the director

general discretion to determine what rate of interest, not
exceeding 4^4 per cent, shall be paid the companies on this

new investment. The mere statement of this proposition
should, it would seem, brand it as so unfair and one-sided
as to be almost grotesque. The boards of directors should
have a right to determine what part of the companies' funds
are to be invested, and what they are to be invested in; and
if they are to be deprived of this right, certainly they should
be allowed recourse, not merely to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, but to the courts, to determine whether funds
commandeered have been used for a purpose of any value
to the security-owners. Likewise, if the rate of interest to
be paid to the companies on new investment is not to be
fixed in advance in the contracts, the determination of it

should not be left to the unrestricted discretion of the direc-
tor general.

After having reduced the basis of compensation below
that allow-ed by law and proposed to take the possession and
disposition of it practically out of the hands of the directors

and officers of the companies, the representatives of the
Railroad Administration have tried to insert in the contract

a provision exempting the government from all liabilit}- for

damages done to the property during the period of federal
control.

The conduct of the negotiations regarding the contracts
on the part of the representatives of the Railroad Adminis-
tration has borne very little resemblance to the promises of
fair treatment which were given to the railway companies
by President Wilson and Director General McAdoo imme-
diately after the railways were taken over. The proposed
contract might be all right for the richer companies, but it

could be carried out b}- the government in such a way as
absolutely to ruin the poorer companies. The way the gov-
ernment has treated the railway companies during the past
ten years indicates that it is pretty likely to use, and not
at ail unlikely to abuse, any power over them which it mav
be given. Therefore, if the companies and their securitv-

owners desire to feel safe, they will hold out for a contract

which protects them, as nearly as a contract can. from all

possibility of an abuse of power.
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Letters to the Editor
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Tank Engines
Rochester, N. Y.

To THE Editor:

In your issue for July 19 there is a letter written by Aus-

ten Bolam suggesting the use of tank locomotives for surbur-

ban traffic.

While Mr. Bolam's criticism is perhaps just, still a brief

survey of motive power history may help answer the question.

In the past, this countr}' has seen three types or kinds of

tank locomotives, viz. : the Forney, Fairlie and bogie.

The Forney type of locomotive originated with Mathias N.
Forney. It was used on the elevated lines in New York
City; it was also used extensively on steam roads for subur-

ban service and one road, the Illinois Central, I understand,

uses it today in the Chicago terminal. The electrification of

certain terminals and the increased weight of Tollinc -lock

has tended to drive this type of locomotive out. The Phila-

delphia & Reading has a few running out of Philadelphia;

the Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn (narrow gage) uses this

and some of the bogie type altogether, and there are a few

more scattered over the country.

, The Fairlie type originated with Robert Fairlie, an Eng-
lishman, and never was popular in this countr}'. William

Mason built a few but they were not popular with the .'oads.

The bogie was Mr. Mason's improvement of the Fairlie.

In their day they gave wonderful service and there were

about two hundred, perhaps more, bu'lt. Similar in a way
to either of the above types, their advantage lay in that their

driving wheels were mounted and turned like a truck and

the steam pipe had to have a flexible joint. They were

also ecjuipped with the Walschaert valve gear (1876).

For that time, however, they were too complicated and the

master mechanics did not like them, though the present rren-

eration has seen both of these features adopted in the modern
Mallet. Mr. Mason spent considerable time and energy in

urging the adoption of this type of locomotive and they were

found on roads like the New York & Manhattan Beach (now
Long Island), Wheeling & Lake Erie, Boston, Revere Beach
& Lynn, and Denver, South Park & Pacific. For the latter

road he built some with four pairs of drivers, and for that

crooked and hilly road, they performed yeoman service.

So much for the past. The difficulty that is continually

facing the present day motive power officers is what to do
with motive power, still fit for service, but not heavy enough
to handle the heavy loads economically; the answer has been

on practically all the roads to retire it to such light service

as they may have. On some roads this has been carried

pretty far and the result is that some very heavy passenger

locomotives are doing work which could be done better by
machines half their weight, and there appears to be no other

solution of the problem.

On the large road this problem should not be so difficult

to handle. Take for example the Eight wheel type of loco-

motive, which was popular and rendered efficient service on
heavy trains up to 1900 and was driven out only by the At-

lantic type. A road like the New Haven finds plenty of uses

for this type of locomotive on its shorter hauls and there are

many of them, twenty years in the service and some older,

doing efficient service. Or consider the Pennsylvania. This
road as late as 1906, perhaps later, was building this t^-pe

of locomotive in its Juniata shops and I have seen suburban
trains in and around Philadelphia pulled by these locomo-

tives consisting of six to seven steel suburban coaches; more-

over, the Pennsylvania Railroad has added the outside steam

pipe and has placed superheaters on many of this type.

There is another course followed by a road, the name I

do not care to mention for fear this communication, should

it be published, might make trouble, and I believe the policy

of this road is the right one. As fast as locomotives cannot

be used economically it sells them and replaces them with

modern machines. If a Mallet can be bought that will do

the work of two other locomotives, which on the payroll will

result in the saving of at least one man, perhaps two, is it

good policy to maintain the older locomotives and tr}' to get

any service out of them? This road thinks not, and for a

small road I believe it has adopted a ver\' wise policy.

Mr. Bolam's query will doubtless be answered by motive

power officers in perhaps somewhat this fashion, "Show me
a way to use my locomotives, still good for service but not

ready for the scrap, and I can use your 'tanks.' As it stands

now, the suburban service is the only use I have for them."

Chas. E. Fisher.

New York.

To THE Editor:

The inquiry from Mr. Austen Bolam relative to tank en-

gines deserves an answer, as it introduces a subject of some
interest.

Tank engines are used on American railways, though not

to the extent common in Europe. There are various reasons

for this, as railroad men are aware, and these will be ex-

plained further on.

Small 2-4-4 tank engines are in use on the Putnam divi-

sion of the New York Central where, for many years, the

traffic has been such as to justify the employment of a sp)ecial

class of suburban locomotives. This engine, No. 38, is

equipped with piston valves, Walschaert valve gear, outside

steam pipes, superheater and arch, and is a thoroughly up-
to-date little power plant on wheels.

In other sections of the country tank engines are used if

conditions warrant, and have been for many years. It is

true, however, that there has been no general rush to this

type, and that fact brings us up to !Mr. Bolam's inquir}-.

Within the past ten years improvement in locomotive de-

sign has been so rapid that use had to be found for engines

displaced by modem motive power on the more important

runs. In fact, this process had been going on even before

the period mentioned. Old eight-wheelers had been put on
suburban runs, and when these went to the scrap, ten-wheel-

ers and finally Atlantics succeeded them. With this supply
of old power available the roads did not feel justified in get-

ting out special designs of tank engines at a large capital

outlay.

Conditions are different in England, where, of course,

changes have not been so rapid. In that country, the tank
engine has long been a regular item in the motive power as a

whole, due to the persistence of certain kinds of traffic and
the settled habits of the population. For many other reasons

which need not be discussed here, the motive power practice

in other lands could not be applied in the L^nited States—at

least, to any appreciable degree.

More than 25 years ago the New Y'ork Central tried the

2-6-6 type tank engine between 42nd street, New Y'ork City,

and Y'onkers. Later, the same wheel arrangement with larger

boiler and firebox was tried. These engines were not con-
tinued in service, however, and disappeared long before the

electrification of the suburban district.

If ]Mr. Bolam will take a look at some of the hea\w com-
muters' trains operated out of the large cities in the after-

noon, he will see why the tank engine "won't do.''

It is impossible to handle this question in a brief letter, ML
but I think tliat most railroad men will agree with me when Vj
I repeat that a special class of tank engine can be justified

only by the existence of unusual conditions.

Arthur Curr.4n.



Illinois Central Rebuilds Early Track Elevation

Street Subways Constructed in 1893 Are Being Replaced in Close

Quarters Under Heavy Traffic

By C. C. Westfall

Engineer of Bridges, Illinois Central, Chicago, 111.

THE RECONSTRUCTION of the Hyde Park subways of the

Illinois Central marks the passing of the first, but one,

of the track elevation structures built in Chicago. They
were built under an ordinance of May 23, 1892, to separate

grades of the heavy street and railway traffic incident to the

World's Fair held at Jackson Park, Chicago, in 1893. The
only track elevation structure antedating these was a viaduct

to carry the Chicago & Western Indiana over Twenty-sixth

street and Ogden avenue constructed under an ordinance of

September 30, 1882.

Old Structures Became Inadequate

The original Hyde Park bridges were of the through plate

girder type with trough floors. The exact designing loads

are not available at the present time, but it has been found

that the double-track girders can be remodeled into single

suburban tracks the only power operated was the light en-
gines used for many years in the suburban service and the
strengthening of the bridges on these tracks was unnecessary.

The work done at that time consisted of replacing the floors

in the girders over the streets, where it was not desirable to

place falsework, using an I-beam floor-beam and stringer

type of construction. At certain other streets falsework was
driven and long I-beam spans installed and at less important
streets and over station spaces ordinary timber trestles were
built. This work was only temporary; in 1916 under an
ordinance passed by the City Council on Februan,- 7, 1916,
work was started on the replacement of the old bridges with

steel and reinforced concrete structures designed to meet the

present requirements of railroad power and modern city

traffic conditions.

There were a total of 14 subways to be rebuilt, the ones at

I [Reinforced conci^efe slab&\

Section Through the Subway at Sixty-Third Street

track girders having an efficiency of about 90 per cent of the

present designing load of the Illinois Central. The trough
floors, retaining as they did, cinders and various other rub-
bish, suffered considerably from deterioration and were the
first parts of the structures to demand attention. In 1914,
owing to the greatly increased weight of motive power han-
dled over these bridges and the condition of the floor system,
it was deemed advisable to strengthen the floors in the girders
on the through passenger and freight tracks. On the four

Fifty-ninth and Sixtieth streets being each joint subways over

city streets and drives of the Midway Plaisance. Of the 14,

four are over boulevards under the jurisdiction of the South

Park Commission, while the other 10 are under the jurisdic-

tion of the city government.

Three Types of Structures Required

In the design of the new bridges several conditions ser\-ed

to limit the types of structure. At some of the streets the

159
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ordinance provided for clear spans from curb to curb and at

others, columns were to be permitted in tlie center of street.

The presence of the South Side Elevated bridge over the right

of way at Sixty-third street and the established grade of the

Streets limited the thickness of the floor at Sixty-third and

Sixty-fourth streets. At Fifty-first street the established

grade of the street, and the established grade of the tracks at

Forty-seventh street, limited the thickness of the floor at these

points also.

In consequence three types of bridge were adopted. Where

a long span was required, deck plate girders with concrete

load plus dead load. For I-beams encased, and for rein-

forced concrete slabs, 75 per cent and 50 per cent, respec-

tively, of impact obtained from the above formula was used.

In the design of the reinforced concrete work, unit stresses

of 17,000 lb. per sq. in. in the steel and 750 lb. per sq. in.

in the concrete were used. The columns having spiral rein-

forcement are designed for a stress of 1,000 lb. per sq. in.

on the core. In other respects the design follows the recom-

mendations of the "Joint Committee."

Concrete in the abutment foundations and caisson bells is

of 1-3-6 mixture. The top two feet of the abutment, the

Map of the Eight-Track Line—Fifty-Third Street to the "Midway"

floor slabs were used. Where the thickness of floor was

necessarily reduced to a minimum, I-beams encased in con-

crete were adopted, while at those subways where there

were no limiting conditions, reinforced concrete slab con-

struction was used. The superstructure is supported on abut-

ments of gravity section and upon circular columns with

arched girders, the column spacing being six feet center to

center.

The foundations for the columns are of two types. At

property lines and in station spaces the columns rest upon

spread foundations. At the curb lines and in centers of

streets the columns are supported on cross girders, which, in

shafts of the caissons and the cross girders and reinforced

foundations are 1-2-4; the main body of the abutment,

1-2^2-5; and the circular columns and arched girders are
1-1 'j-3 concrete. Crushed stone is used as aggregate for

ail mixtures.

In addition to the subways, it was necessary to extend a

10-ft. brick arch, serving as a foot passageway beneath the

tracks at Sixty-second street. It was desired to have the ex-

tension present as nearly as possible the same appearance as

the original arch, so forms were built and one layer of brick

was placed in cement mortar against the inside form. Every

fourth course of the brick work was made a header course

New Subway for Sixty-fifth Street Nearly Completed

turn, are carried on concrete caisson foundations 18 ft. cen-

ter to center, .sunk by the open or Chicago method. It was
deemed advisable to adopt the caisson foundations for the

supports adjacent to the street to prevent any possibility of

danger on account of excavations which may be carried on

by the city or Ijy public utilities. Spread foundations are

designed for a load of 3,000 lb. per sq. ft. and rest upon
sand. The caissons are designed for a pressure of 8,000 lb.

per sq. ft. and are carried to hardpan.

The design of the structures was made in accordance with

the Illinois Central standard specifications for a loading

practically equivalent to Coopers E-55. In the design of

steel not encased in concrete, impact was allowed in accord-

an! ? with the formula, live load squared, divided by live

to provide bond. After the brick work was completed, con-

crete was poured to form a standard concrete arch section.

Little Room to Carry on the Work
Becau.se of the magnitude of the work and the amount of

falsework to be constructed, it was necesarj' to handle the

work in two sections. The construction of falsework for the

subways between Sixty-third and Sixty-seventh streets, in-

clusive, was begun in the spring of 1916 and the general

contract was let for the masonr}' and street work for this por-

tion.

The presence of the old Sixty-third Street station, now re-

moved, made it impossible to build any additional tracks for

construction purposes. This made it necessary to remove
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traffic from each track as it was being worked upon. This

method was followed in all but the two easterly tracks carry-

ing the express suburban trains upon which it was necessary

to work on Sundays when express service was discontinued,

as there was no possible way of handling this trafiic except

on the proper tracks.

Labor and material conditions made it impossible to start

work on the second section, extending from Fifty-first street

to Sixty-third street, until the summer of 1917, when the

construction of falsework was begun. A general contract

for the masonry and street work for this section was made

3U-ft. I-beams in the falsework. ' The railroad embankment
and natural ground being for the most part sand, it was nec-

essary to make use of a jet in driving the piling for this-

falsework. The pile driving was all handled by means of

four Illinois Central standard derrick cars equipped with

steam hammers.

Traffic Interferes with Concrete Work

All of the concrete work has been handled from a plant

erected upon cars stationed on a dead track. The contractor

on the first section handled the concrete above the founda-

Map of the Eight Track Line—Sixtieth Street to Sixty-seventh Street

in the fall of last year and .the substructure work is

now well under way. In handling the work in the second

section, conditions made it possible to construct a new track

west of the original westerly track so that as the work pro-

gressed across the right of way, the traffic could be moved
one track to the west of its original location, thus maintain-

ing the original number of tracks (eight) in service at all

times.

Although the Hyde Park district is devoted to residential

purposes, there are several spur tracks serving coal yards.

tions with wheelbarrows on runways at the track level. Con-
sidering the fact that there are in the neighborhood of 350
passenger trains daily, in addition to all the freight business

to and from the South Water Street terminal, it will be seen

that wheeling across the tracks is both hazardous and incon-

venient. The contractor on the second section of the work
is moving concrete by means of Koppel cars on a track

beneath the falsework. This makes it possible to place all

of the foundation concrete and the bulk of the abutment con-

crete by dumping from the cars, leaving it necessary to dump

Sixty-third Street Subway, Elevated Trains Above and Street Traffic Below

which must be maintained during the course of the work.

This has been accomplished without inconvenience cither to

the railroad or the industries.

Because of the interference of the old with the new struc-

tures, it was necessary to build falsework to carry every

tiack. Permission was obtained from the city and South

Park Commission to place intermediate bents in the drive-

way spaces at most of the streets. At Fifty-sixth, Sixty-third

and Sixty-seventh streets, it was necessary to span practically

the entire distance between curbs. This was accomplished

with the old girders by adding new sets of stiffener angles

and seating the girders on pile bents driven to suit the con-

ditions, shortening the span in some cases 10 ft. Over the

Midway drives clear spans of 28 ft. were obtained by using

the concrete for the upper portions of the abutments and all

of the columns onto shovel boards from which it is handled
into the forms with shovels. Only a small portion of the

concrete work, other than the foundations, has been handled
in this manner, Ijut the method promises to be satisfacton,-.

At some of the streets, the original subways were con-

structed with long spans back of the property line so that in

many cases the abutments for the new bridges will be in front

of the old abutments. At these places the stone from the old

abutments is not removed, but w'ill be buried in the fill.

While there has been space along the right of way for dis-

posing of a considerable amount of the excavated material

it has not been sufficient for all of the excavation and a great

deal of it is loaded onto cars.
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This work has been handled in" Um ways. One COtttractoT

erected a tower and loaded the material by means »f an ele-

vator bucket and hoisting engine. Tlie outfit usedi by the
second contractor consists of a derrick, car rigged up inr this

purpose and a clam shell. Practical^' all of the raaiterial

loaded onto cars is sand and can be used in the adjai(;ent

territory for raising tracks A small perceataige of it is stone
which must lie hauled to other points.

At several streets, street car traffic ha^ been necessarEy
Ciaintained and at practically every strert tliere have beeiu

^conduits and pipe lines, water mains or sewers which it has-

been necessary to divert to clear either the falsework or the

foundations for the permanent structure. At Si.xty-third

street there was a 66 in. brick sewer in the center of the street

iind also a double-track street car line. It was Euecessary first

to divert both .street car tracks to the e.xtreme ruHth side of

the street, carrying both lines of street car traffic and all

vehicle traffic on half of the street until the sewer diversion

Looking South from Sixty-third Street Elevated Viaduct;

Concreting Train in the Foreground

on the south side of the street was completed. The southerlx

street car track was then shifted to the e.xtreme south sidi

of the street to pemiit making the connection with the ne\\

sewer diversion and also to pennit the construction of the

center row of caissons and columns. It was then possible

to move the street car tracks to their final location and pave

that portion of the roadway between and adjacent to them.

The fact that there are ticket offices and suburban sta-

tions at many of the streets has tended to complicate the work

beneath the tracks. It has been necessary to do away wdth

the original ticket offices and substitute small booths, some-

times one and at other places two at each street. The subur-

Ijan business must of necessity be accommodated with the

least possible inconvenience and this has required the build-

ing of temporary' wooden stairways and platfonns to handle

this traffic in such a manner as to permit the prosecution o'f the

construction work. All of this work has been carried on

without accident to the public.

At present all of tlie foundations, abutments and columns
have been completed at Si.xty-fourth, Sixty-fifth, Sixty-sixth

and Sixty-seventh streets and only tlie south abutment and
two lines of columns and tlieir foundations remain to be com-
jjletedi at Sixty-third street. A portion of the I-beam en-

cased deck at Si.xty-third and Sixty-fourth streets has been

built in place as has one unit of reinforced concrete slab

deck at several of the streets. The steel deck plate girders

have been erected at Sixty-sixth and Sixty-seventh streets

for the most westerly portion of the bridge and the reinforced

Two Sets of Subway Slabs Ready for Erection

concrete slab has been built on these girders. All of the re-

mainder of the reinforced concrete slabs and the I-beam
encased slabs for the work from Sixty-third street south were
built by separate contract in a slab yard at the railroad

shop grounds at Burnside.

In placing the slabs and building the concrete deck in

place, it is necessar)' to handle the work in a manner similar

to that followed in the falsework construction. One new
track will be provided at the west side of the right of way,
the deck for which will be entirely completed. Traffic will

then be removed from the remaining tracks one at a time,

thus releasing these tracks so that the l)ridge structure can

Narrow Gage Track Used for Concreting an Abutment
Footing

be finished. It is necessar)- to remove the track, set such
slaijs as have been pre-moulded and ijuild the concrete deck
on the deck girders, this work being followed promptly by
the waterproofing, which is being handled by contract. Af-
ter the wateqjroofing is completed, the track is replaced and
traffic on the track is resumed as soon as the age of the con-

crete slabs will ]3ermit. All' of the slabs built in the slab

yard are seasoned sufficiently to carry traffic before being

placed in the bridge. When I-beam spans are encased in
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place, it has been found satisfactory to put them into serv-

ice in one week's time. Reinforced concrete slabs are not

permitted to carry load at an age of less than 60 days. The
pre-moulded slabs, weighing 35 tons, are handled by means
of a single derrick car. In connection with the concrete work
the railroad has supplied the pressed steel forms for the cir-

cular columns and arched cross girders and is furnishing

reinforcing steel for the slabs and all of the concrete stone.

The Bates & Rogers Construction Company, Chicago, has

the general contract for that portion of the work from Sixty-

third street south, including all sewer, pavement, sidewalk

and street work. This contract is on a unit price basis. The

Erecting One of the Concrete Slabs

Gould Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa, is handling
the work north of Sixty-third street under a force account

contract. The C. F. Massey Company, Chicago, built the

deck slabs for the bridges from Sixty-third to Si.xty-seventh

street inclusive and the waterproofing on these bridges is

being done by the Knickerbocker Rooiing & Paving Com-
pany, Chicago, using Barrett Specification materials. All of

the track elevation work is under the general direction of

A. S. Baldwin, chief engineer and F. L. Thompson, as-

sistant chief engineer of the Illinois Central. The field work
is under M. D. Thompson, assistant engineer, reporting to

C. C. \\"estfall, engineer of bridges, in whose office all plans

were prepared.

Geraians Loot StippLY Trains.—A special cable despatch

to the New York Sun reports an amazing general order by

the commander of the German Third Division, dated May
18, to read as follows: Recently supply trains both on the

normal and the narrow gage railways again have been at-

tacked Ijy armed soldiers and pillaged. Threatened by arms,

those in charge of the trains, being unarmed and small in

numbers, have been unable to offer resistance to these ex-

cesses. This conduct on the part of German soldiers con-

stitutes a defiance of discipline and must be repressed with
the utmost vigor. Consequently, on the order-of Army Head-
cjuarters, those in charge of supply trains hereafter will carry

arms and if necessary light machine guns and will be pro-

vided with ammunition. These men will be in the position

of police guards, with all the rights and duties of the latter,

and will not hesitate to use their arms in case of an attempt
to pillage.

Train Accidents in May'

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST of the principal train acci-

dents that occurred on the railroads of the United
States in the month of May, 1918:

Collisions

Kind of Kind of
Date Road Place Accident Train Kil'd Inj'd
1. D., L. & Western Nay .\ug re F. & F. 2 1

7. Del. & Hudson Forest City re F. & F. 3
10. W. Jersey & S May's Landing re P. & F. 25
13. N. Y., N. H. & H....Wcstfield be F. & F. 2

tl9. Waycross & So Waycross, Ga. be P. & F. 2 2

Derailments
Cause of Kind of

Place Derailment Train Kil'd Inj'd

2. Texas & P Texarkana neg. P. 1 1

3. Gulf, Mobile & N Louisville malice P. 1

8. Bait. & Ohio Wilmington neg. F. 2
9. St. Louis-S. F Heyburn, Okla P 2 6

tlO. Camp J'kson, S. C P. 8 26
tl3. N. Y. Central Schodack L'd'g neg. P. 4 18
t21. Pt. Louis S. W Garland malice P. 3 16
29. Southern Pacific Lafayette neg. P. 1 30
29. Illinois Central Aplington flood P. 6 28

Other Cause of
Accidents Accident

21. Pennsylvania New Brunswick lightning P. 1

The trains in collision near Nay Aug, Pa., on the first

of May at 4 a. m., were a westbound freight and a following

locomotive without a train. The leading train was moving
at about four miles an hour and the empty locomotive came
conductor and the flagman, were killed. Their bodies were
on at considerable speed, on a descending grade. The
caboose of the freight was wrecked and its occupants, the

burned to a crisp in a fire which was started from the oil

in the headlight of the colliding locomotive or from fire in

the caboose stove. One other employee was injured. The
empty locomotive had run past distant and home automatic
block signals set against it.

The trains in collision near Forest City, Pa., on the 7th,

were northbound freight. The caboose of the leading train

was wrecked, and three trainmen were injured. The follow-

ing train had passed a block signal set against it.

The trains in collision near ^May's Landing, N. J., on the

10th, about 9 p. m., were a northbound passenger and a

portion of a freight, which was being shifted, the freight cars

being run mto by the passenger train. About twenty-five

passengers were injured. The passenger train consisted of

three electric cars, two of which took fire, from a short cir-

cuit; and, with one freight car, were entirely consumed.
The cause of the collision was the failure of a brakeman to

obey instructions of conductor to remain on the head or

northward end of the draft of cars which was to be pulled

over to the southward track, with result that eight cars,

which had become detached, were left on the northward
track.

The trains in collision near Westfield, Mass., on the l,>th.

were a northbound through freight, drawn by two engines,

and a southbound extra freight. Two of the engines and
two cars were damaged, and two employees were injured.

The collision was due to fault of the northward train, which
had encroached on the right of the southbound.

The trains in collision on the ^^'aycross & Southern, near

Waycross, Ga., on the 19th, were a southlx)und passenger

and a northbound freight. Both locomotives and one car

were damaged. One coach, in which were about 40 pas-

sengers, was overturned, and fell down a bank. Two pas-

sengers were killed and two others injured. It appears that

each train was required to look out for the other and that

on both trains this duty was neglected.

1 .\bbreviations and marks used in .-\ccident List:

re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc, Other collisions b,

Broken d, Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction unx. Unex-
plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

l)oiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars burned while run-
ning P. or Pass.. Passenser train F. or Ft.. Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) .\sterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
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The train derailed near Texarkana, Tex., on the second,

was westbound passenger No. 7. The locomotive was over-

turned, and, with 3 mail cars, fell into the ditch. The fire-

man jumped off and was killed, and one other employee

was injured. The cause of the derailment was a false clear

signal at the interlocking approaching the Kansas City

Southern crossing. A repairman had disconnected a derail

and had gone to his tool car, 400 ft. away (without spiking

the rail) when on the approach of the train the signalman

cleared the signal, with the derail open.

The train derailed near Louisville, Miss., on the third,

was a northbound passenger. The engine was overturned

and the fireman was killed. The derailment was caused by

an obstruction (spike) on the track, placed there by persons

unknown.
The train derailed near Wilmington, Del., on the 8th,

was a westbound extra consisting of a locomotive and 25

empty passenger cars. The engineman and a trackman were

injured. The derailment occurred at a point where a rail

had been taken out by repairmen, and the engine and four

cars fell down a bank. An eastbound passenger train, pass-

ing at the moment of derailment, was uninjured.

The train derailed near Heybum, Okla., on the 9th, was

a westbound passenger. One baggage car was overturned.

One express messenger and one trainman were killed and

six passengers were injured.

In the derailment at Camp Jackson, near Columbia, S. C,
on the tenth, eight passengers were killed and 26 were in-

jured. This was a train of the Atlantic Coast Line carrying

troops destined to Greenville, S. C, but the accident occurred

on the government tracks inside the limits of the camp.

Three coaches fell off a trestle to the ravine below. The
soldiers who were injured and killed were in a wooden coach,

which, in falling, was crushed by a steel coach, falling on

top of it.

The train derailed on the New York Central at Schodack

Landing, N. Y., on the night of the 13th, was westbound ex-

press No. 29. The train consisted of ten cars, seven of

which contained passengers, and was running about 50

miles an hour. The engine, one coach, one combination car

and a car of express matter were overturned, and one end of

the combination car lodged partly in the Hudson river. The
engineman, the fireman, and two passengers were killed or

fatally injured, and 18 other passengers were injured. The
derailment was due to excessive speed in running through a

No. 10 crossover. The train had run past a distant and a

home signal set against it. The road was blocked for ten

hours. Engineman Richard J. Sherwood, before he died,

admitted responsibility for the excessive speed. This acci-

dent was reported in the Railway Age of June 28, page

1585.

The train derailed near Garland, Ark., on the 21st, was
a northbound special passenger, carrying troops. The loco-

motive and 2 cars were wrecked, and one trainman and one

Pullman porter were killed, and 3 employees were injured.

Of the soldiers, one was killed and 13 were injured. The
derailment was reported as caused by a loose joint, believed

to have been maliciously loosened.

The train derailed near Lafayette, La., on the 29th, was
westbound passenger No. 101. The locomotive was over-

turned and ditched, and of the 11 cars in the train only

two remained on the rails. Six passengers and five employees

were injured. The derailment was due to excessive speed and

to a driving-wheel tire not properly set. The flange of this

tire showed uneven wear and it was the conclusion of an in-

vestigating committee that the engine had crowded to the left.

The flange above the counterbalance was worn more than on

the opposite side; and this with excessive speed caused the

engine to roll so as to force the flange over the rail.

The train derailed near Aplington, la., on the morning

of the 29th, was a westbound passenger. The locomotive

and first three cars were thrown off the track at a bridge

and were overturned after reaching the farther side of the

creek. The engineman, fireman, one trainman, two
mail clerks and an express messenger were killed, and 28

passengers were injured. The west abutment of the bridge

had been undermined by a flood, resulting from a cloud

burst.

The train involved in the accident on the Pennsylvania

Railroad near New Brunswick, N. J., on the afternoon of

the 21st, was an eastbound express passenger. One of the

coaches was struck by lightning, and one passenger was
rendered unconscious, but was revived by a physician, v^ho

was on the train. No serious damage was done to the'^a'r.

Electric Car Accidents.—In New York city. May 8, a car

of the Union Railway became uncontrollable on a steep

grade in West 145th street, and one person was killed and
20 were injured. On the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis

electric road. May 17, in a dense fog, there was a collision

between one of the interurban cars and a local street car, in

which 20 persons were injured. On the Ocean View Elec-

tric line near Norfolk, Va., on the 2Sth, two electric cars,

running on parallel or converging tracks, crow'ded with pas-

sengers standing on the steps, came together in such a way
that two men were killed and one passenger was injured.

Canada.—On the Canadian Pacific near Smith's Falls,

Ont., on the night of May 18, there was a butting collision

between an eastbound passenger train and a westbound
freight on a bridge 80 ft. high, and one fireman and one

Ijrakeman were killed. Neither of the engines fell off the

bridge, but several cars fell down the bank on one side or

the other.

od &" Underzvoo'i -. )'.

The New Railway for the Camp Bartolome Training Camp, San Juan, Porto Rico



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Director General McAdoo Still in the West. Important

Developments During the Week

FOUR or THE SEVEN directors of departmental divisions

of the Railroad Administration have been summoned
to the west by Director General McAdoo for the pur-

pose of traveling with him and conferring on important mat-
ters in connection with the administration of the railroads.

C. R. Gray and Edward Chambers of the operating and
traffic divisions went to San Francisco to attend the con-

ference there on July IS with the western regional direc-

tors and federal managers, R. S. Lovett of the division of

capital expenditures left Washington on July 16 to meet
the director general at Seattle, and W. S. Carter left on

July 19.

Judge Lovett's trip to the west was in connection with

plans which the director general has formulated on his

western trip for unifying railroad facilities by making phys-

ical connections between former competing lines and so pool-

ing the tracks that the lines with the most favorable grades

in each direction may be devoted mainly to traffic in one

direction and circuitous routes may be eliminated. The
director general has already announced a plan for routing

eastbound freight via the Western Pacific and westbound

freight via the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific and similar

arrangements will be put into effect in the Northwest. Mr.

Gray and Mr. Chamloers had discussed the operating and
traffic features with Mr. McAdoo and Judge Lovett was
called west to take up the question of capital expenditures

involved.

Freight Traffic Committees Appointed

The Railroad Administration on Monday announced the

appointment of three general and 25 district freight traffic

committees composed both of railroad officers and of repre-

sentatives of the shippers, for the purpose of considering,

reporting facts and recommending action regarding the re-

adjustment of freight rates, regulations and practices in-

volved in the general rate advance order. General Order No.

28, for the purpose of carrying out the spirit of that order

and at the same time avoiding inequality and injustice.

When the general order was issued Director General Mc-
Adoo announced that making it effective on the date speci-

fied by a simple form of tariff would necessarily lead to

the temporary disregard to some extent of established group-

ings and differentials, but that it was the intention to ob-

serve such groupings and differentials as far as practicable

and with as much despatch as possible to restore any impor-
tant relationships which might be for the time being disturbed

and to endeavor to remove any existing discrimination and
bring about uniformity of rate adjustment throughout sections

of the country' where conditions are similar.

Tlie committees so appointed to provide for matters of this

general character will supersede the freight committees here-

tofore appointed by officers of the Railroad .Administration

to deal with similar questions, although the personnel of the

railroad officers on the committees is largely the same. The
appointment of the committees was announced in a joint

letter by Edward Chambers, director of the division of

traffic, and C. A. Prouty, director of the division of public
.service and accounting. The general committees will have
jurisdiction respectively over Official, Southern and Western
Classification territories and over the several district com-
mittees appointed in each of the,«e territories. The railroad
traffic officers on the general committees have been named
by the regional directors and approved by the director of

Washington. D. C.

the division of traffic; the railroad officers on the district

committees have been named by the railroad traffic officers

on the general committees, and approved by the director of

the division of traffic, and the representatives of the ship-

ping public on l)0th the general and district committees have
been appointed by the director of the division of public

service and accounting. The general committees will when
necessary refer matters to the district committees or may
consider such matters and report directly to Washington.
They will also receive reports from the district committees

and transmit them to the directors of the two divisions at

Washington with their recommendation, sending each di-

rector a copy. The district committees will investigate the

matters brought to their attention, those sent to them by
general committees or from Washington, or such as in their

opinion require investigation and recommendation. They
will report to the general committees unless otherwise in-

structed in particular instances.

The instructions contained in the letter are only temporary
and for the purpose of putting the work of the committees

into operation. .\ little later their appointment and a more
definite outline of their duties and method of operation will

be covered by an order or circulars, but a copy of the letter

was sent to each member in order that they may proceed at

once to organize and continue without delay the work which
has been done by the several freight traffic committees now
superseded. The committees are as follows:

Eastern Freight Traffic Committee
Official Classification Territory. B. Campbell, vice-presi-

dent, New York, New Haven & Hartford, chairman; E. P.

Bates, assistant freight traffic manager, Pennsylvania; W. C.

Ma.xwell, vice-president, Wabash; J. C. Lincoln, Merchants'

.\ssociation of New York; G. M. Freer, Cincinnati Chamber
of Commerce; C. C. McCain, chairman. Trunk Line Asso-
ciation, secretary.

New England District Freight Traffic Committee. Boston,

Mass. : G. H. Eaton, assistant freight traffic manager. Boston
& Maine, chairman; R. Van tfmmersen, general freight

agent, Boston & .'Albany; and W. H. Chandler, Boston Cham-
ber of Commerce.
New York District Freight Traffic Committee, New York,

N. Y. : H. C. Burnett, assistant general freight agent, Lehigh
Valley, chairman; H. R. Lewis, general freight agent, Bal-
timore & Ohio, and Charles J. Austin, New York Produce
Exchange.

Philadelphia District Freight Traffic Committee, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; J. L. Eysmans, general freight agent, Penn-
.sylvania, chairman; D. G. Gray, freight traffic manager.
Western Maryland, and George P. Wilson, Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce.

Buffalo District Freight Traffic Committee, Buffalo, N.
Y, : E. H. Croly, assistant general freight agent. New York
Central, chairman; I. W. Gantt, assistant general freight

agent. Grand Trunk, and J. E. \Mlson, Larkin & Co.
Pittsburgh District Freight Traffic Committee, Pittsburgh,

Pa. : M. S. Connelly, assistant freight traffic manager, Penn-
sylvania, chairman; J, B. Nessle. general freight agent,

Pittsburgh &: Lake E'rie, and D. O^ Moore. Chamber of
Commerce of Pittsburgh,

Detroit District Freight Traffic Committee, Detroit, Mich,

:

H. R. Griswold. general freight agent. Grand Rapids & In-
diana, chairman; P. G. Findlav. general freight agent.
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Michigan Central, and H. G. Wilson, Traffic Bureau, Toledo

Commerce Club.

Cincinnati District Freight Traffic Committee, Cincin-

nati, O. : C. L. Thomas, freight traffic manager, Baltimore

& Ohio, chairman; W. T. Stevenson, general freight agent,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; and W. S.

Groom, Whitaker Paper Company.

Chicago Eastern District Freight Traffic Committee, Chi-

cago, 111.: C. J. Brister, traffic manager, Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, chairman; O. A. Constans,

freight traffic manager, Baltimore & Ohio, and C. S. Bather,

Rockford Manufacturers' & Shippers' Association.

East St. Louis District Freight Traffic Committee, East

St. Louis, 111. : C. H. Stinson, freight traffic manager,

Wabash, chairman; C. B. Sudborough, general freight agent,

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and P. M.
Hanson, East Side Manufacturers' Association.

Richmond District Freight Traffic Committee, Richmond
Va. (appointed jointly for eastern and southern territories):

G. S. Rains, freight traffic manager. Seaboard Air Line,

chairman; E. D. Hotchkiss, freight traffic manager, Chesa-

peake & Ohio, and E. S. Goodman, Richmond Chamber of

Commerce.

Southern Freight Traffic Committee

Southern Classification Territory'. Randall Clifton, freight

traffic manager, Southern, chairman; N. B. Wright, assist-

ant freight traffic manager. Central of Georgia; Joseph Hat-

tendorf, general freight agent, Illinois Central; H. T. Moore,

Atlanta Freight Bureau; J. S. Davant, Memphis Freight

Bureau, and L. E. Chaloner, Southeastern Freight Associ-

ation, secretary.

Richmond District Freight Traffic Committee, Richmond,

Va. (appointed jointly for eastern and southern territories):

G. S. Rains, freight traffic manager, Seaboard Air Line,

chairman; E. D. Hotchkiss, freight traffic manager, Chesa-

peake & Ohio, and E. S. Goodman, Richmond Chamber of

Commerce.
Louisville District Freight Traffic Committee, Louisville,

Ky. : J. M. Dewberry, assistant to vice-president, Louisville

& Nashville, chairman; J. M. Denyven, general freight agent.

Mobile & Ohio, and C. B. Stafford, Louisville Board of

Trade.

Atlanta District Freight Traffic Committee, Atlanta, Ga.

:

E. R. Oliver, assistant general freight agent. Southern, chair-

man; C. B. Kealhofer, general freight agent, Atlanta, Bir-

mingham & Atlantic, and S. E. Spivey, Chamber of Com-
merce of Columbus.

Birmingham District Freight Traffic Committee, Bir-

mingham, Ala. : E. A. DeFuniak, general freight agent,

Louisville & Nashville, chairman; T. D. Geoghegan, traffic

manager. Gulf, Mobile & Northern, and O. L. Bunn, Bir-

mingham Traffic Association.

Tacksonville District Freight Traffic Committee, Jackson-
ville. Fla. : J. F. Mead, assistant general freight agent, At-

lantic Coast Line, chairman; F. D. McConnell, general

freight agent. Central of Georgia, and W. D. Nelson, Jack-

sonville Chamber of Commerce.
New Orleans Southern District Freight Traffic Committee,

New Orleans, La. : R. C. Perkins, general freight agent,

Illinois Central, chairman; J. B. Bannon, general freight

agent, Southern Railway, and B. F. Martin, Natchez Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Western Freight Traffic Comimittee

Western Classification territory. A. C. Johnson, general

traffic manager, Chicago & North Western, chairman; F. B.

Houghton, freight traffic manager, Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe; S. H. Johnson, freight traffic manager, Chicago, Rock
Island &: Pacific; H. C. Barlow, Chicago Association of Com-
merce; Seth Mann, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce;
and E, B. Bovd, Western Tnmk Line Committee, secretan-.

Chicago Western District Freight Traffic Committee, Chi-

cago, 111.: F. P. Eyman, freight traffic manager, Chicago &
North Western, chairman; H. E. Pierpont, freight traffic

manager, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; S. G. Lutz, vice-

president, Chicago & Alton; J. S. Brown, Board of Trade
of the City of Chicago, and H. F. Sundberg, Commercial

Club, Traffic Bureau of Cedar Rapids.

St. Louis District Freight Traffic Committee, St. Louis,

Mo. : J. L. West, freight traffic manager, Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas, chairman; J. E. Johanson, Southwestern Tariff

Committee, and P. W. Coyle, St. Louis Chamber of Com-
merce.

New Orleans Western District Freight Traffic Committee.

New Orleans, La. : J. B. Payne, assistant freight traffic

manager, Te.xas & Pacific Railroad, chairman; C. S. Fay,

traffic manager, Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, and Carl

Giessow, New Orleans Joint Traffic Bureau.

St. Paul District Freight Traffic Committee, St. Paul,

Minn. : H. M. Pearce, general traffic manager, Chicago, St.

Paul, Milwaukee & Omaha, chairman; Henry Blakeley, gen-

eral freight agent. Northern Pacific, and W. P. Trickett,

Minneapolis Traffic Association.

Kansas City District Freight Traffic Committee, Kansas
City, Mo. : D. R. Lincoln, assistant general freight agent,

Missouri Pacific, chairman; J. R. Koontz, general freight

agent, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and R. D. Sangster,

Chamber of Commerce of Kansas City.

Dallas District Freight Traffic Committee, Dallas, Tex.

:

Gentry Waldo, general freight agent, Galveston, Harrisburg
& San Antonio, chairman; F. Koch, Southwestern Tariff

Committee, and G. S. Maxwell, Chamber of Commerce and
Manufacturers Association.

Denver District Freight Traffic Committee, Denver, Colo.

:

Fred W'ild, Jr., freight traffic manager, Denver & Rio Grande,
chairman; H. A. Johnson, traffic manager, Colorado & South-

ern, and F. W. Maxwell, Denver Transportation Bureau.

Portland District Freight Traffic Committee, Portland,

Ore.: F. W'. Robinson, traffic manager. Union Pacific, chair-

man; W. D. Skinner, traffic manager, Spokane, Portland &
Seattle; F. D. Burroughs, freight traffic manager, Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul"; J. H.'^Lothrop, Portland Traffic &
Transportation Association, and C. O. Bergen, Spokane ^ler-

cantile Association.

San Francisco District Freight Traffic Committee, San
Francisco, Calif. : W^. G. Barnwell, assistant freight traffic

manager, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, chairman; G. W^.

Luce, freight traffic manager. Southern Pacific; H. K. Faye,

traffic manager. Western Pacific; H. E. Stocker, San Fran-

cisco Chamber of Commerce, and S. H. Love, Zion Co-

operative Association.

Security Owners Present Further Arguments Against

Contract Form

The financial committee of 70 of the National Association

of Owners of Railroad Securities have applied to the Rail-

road Administration for a hearing in order to file their ob-

jections to certain parts of the tentative contract between

the government and the railroads, and conferences between

representatives of the railways and of the government have
been resumed. The principal points in the tentative con-

tract to which the representatives of the security owners

object were stated in last week's issue in the form in which
they were outlined in a letter to the Raihvay Executives' Ad-
visory Committee. These were discussed by the financial

committee at a meeting in New York last week, at which
resolutions were adopted stating "That in the judgment of

this committee the execution by the railways of a contract in

the form now jiroposed in the. tentative draft sulimitted by
the government representatives would not only threaten the

ihtegrity of the investment of the railroad security owners,

but also the credit stabilitv of the countrv and that such
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action should be prevented." On Tuesday ot this week 44

members of the committee were accorded a hearing at Wash-

ington by the Railroad Administration. This hearing was

presided over by Interstate Commerce Commissioner E. E.

Clark. Mr. Warfield and other members presented the com-

mittee's objections.

Labor Representatives

VV. S. Carter, director of the division of labor, has ap-

pointed three representatives with headquarters at Washing-

ton to represent the department in labor matters, as follows:

William Blacknian, formerly director of labor, U. S. Shipping

Board; John A. ^Moffitt, formerly mediator in the Depart-

ment of Lai)or; and A. M. Banks, formerly of the bureau

of safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Operating Statistics Standardized

The operating statistics section of the division of operation,

W. J. Cunningham, manager, has completed its work of for-

mulating standard forms. Effective with transactions which

accrue on or after August 1 all Class I roads under federal

control will make monthly reports to the operating statistics

section on the forms and in the manner prescribed by a cir-

cular issued by the Division of Operation.

The objects of the standardized forms of reports are:

(a) To furnish the Director General, the Director, Divi-

sion of Operation, and the Regional Directors with the basic

data and the significant averages, ratios or unit costs, which
relate to or furnish indices of operating efficiency. In so far

as it is practicable, the information on these forms will be

utilized in supplying, through the Operating Statistics Sec-

tion of the Division of Operation, the statistical requirements

of the several sections of the Division of Operation or of

other divisions.

(b) To provide uniform bases, methods and forms which

will insure uniformity in practice, and avoid any question as

to comparability in so far as bases and methods are con-

cerned.

The forms standardized by this order are:

Form O. S. 1, Freight train performance.

Form O. S. 2, Passenger train performance.

Form O. S. 3, Locomotive performance.

Form O. S. 4, Distribution of locomotive hours.

Form O. S. 5, Freight car performance.

Form O. S. 6, Locomotive and train costs.

Form O. S. 7, Condensed income account and operating

expenses by primary accounts.

With the exceptions hereinafter noted, the basic informa-

tion, and most of the percentages, ratios, and averages, are

now compiled and computed in meeting the accounting re-

quirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The ex-

ceptions are:

(a) Gross ton miles—the product of the tons of train be-

hind the tender (cars, contents and caboose) and the miles

moved.

(b) Rating gross ton mile.s—the potential gross ton miles

which would have been produced had the train been loaded
to one hundred per cent of the slow freight rating for normal
weather conditions, taking account of changes in rating over

sections of the run.

(c) Net ton miles—the product of the tons of revenue and
non-revenue freight in the train and the miles moved. This
is to be computed from the conductors' train reports.

id) Train hours—the aggregate elapsed time of trains be-
tween the time of leaving initial terminals and arriving at

final terminals, including delays en route.

(e) Distribution of locomotive hours—the number of hours
employed by locomotives in freight, passenger, yard and other
services, divided to show the percentages of time in useful
service, held at terminals, held in enginehouses, and held in
reser\-e.

The reports on the standardized forms are to be made (in

duplicate) for each road (operating unit) as a whole, and for

systems when such consolidation of statistics is now being

made. The present practice of keeping the physical operating

statistics (required by Forms O. S. 1 to O. S. 5, inclusive) by

divisions and districts should be continued, and such divi-

sional or district statistics should be kept in conformity with

the standardized forms hefrein prescribed. The details by

divisions and districts need not be reported to the Operating

Statistics Section unless special request is made therefor, but

in the case of a railroad which is under the jurisdiction of

more than one regional director, it is desirable to make
separate reports for each region, if such a course is practic-

able.

The desirability of .separation in the physical operating

statistics (required by Forms O. S. 1 to O. S. 5, inclusive)

between the main lines and the branches is recognized, but

such separation is not required at this time. Where the

separation is now made by individual carriers, the practice

should continue, so that the detailed information may be

available if called for.

Each form contains instructions, by footnotes, or by refer-

ence to Interstate Commerce Commission account numbers,
which should insure uniformity in the compilation of the

figures.

The conductors' train reports are to be the source of the

basic information for train miles, locomotive miles, car miles,

gross ton miles, rating ton miles, net ton miles, and train

hours. As the conductors' train report now in use does not in

all cases show the complete data (as, for example, the weight
of the car divided between net and gross) it will be necessarv

in such cases to revise the form of the report so that it will

include all of the basic information. If, under the present

organization of the work, it is more convenient to use other

sources of information (such as the train sheet for train

hours, or the engineers' time slips for locomotive miles), the

present practice may continue, provided that the data from
such sources correspond to that which would be taken from
the conductors' train reports, if the latter were used.

In reporting the weight of cars containing less than carload
freight, conductors may be instructed to use an arbitrary-

weight for net tons, such arbitrary to be specified by proper
authority and to be based on the experience of the carrier.

When carload freight is billed at estimated weights, conduc-
tors will report such estimated weights as the net tonnage.

All percentages and averages should be worked out to one
decimal place. If the final remainder is equal to or exceeds
one-half of the divisor, the decimal in the quotient should be
increased by one. The same principle should be applied to

ton miles and car miles when e.xpressed in thousands. If the

omitted figures are 500 or more, they should be regarded as
1,000. Expenses should be stated in even dollars, 50 cents

or more to be counted as one dollar.

Where data called for by the forms are not now compiled,
it will not be necessary to w'ork up last year's figures for com-
parative purposes, but the comparison with last year bv in-

dividual items is to be made as complete as the existing re-

ports and accounts will reasonably permit.

Forms O. S. 1 to O. S. 5. inclusive, are based entirelv upon
the conductors' train reports or other operating dejoartment
data. It is recommended that the work of compiling the
figures and making out these reports should be concentrated
either in the office of the car accountant or in a similar office

of the operating department, and that copies of these reports

should be sent to the proper officer in the accounting depart-
ment for use in compiling costs on Form O. S. 6.

Forms O. S. 6 and O. S. 7 call for operating expenses and
unit costs. They are to be compiled in the statistics section

of the accounting department.

Forms O. S. 1 to O. S. 5, inclusive, are to be mailed to the
Operating Statistics Section not later than the 15th dav of the
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month following that to which the statistics apply. Forms O.

S. 6 and O. S. 7 are to be mailed, as above, not later than the

30th day of the month following that to which the statistics

apply.

It is the intention that the standardized forms, when com-

pletely in effect, shall take the place of many other statistical

reports which are now being made. To that end the circular

directs that a careful survey be made of all operating reports

and statistics to ascertain how many of them are made un-

necessary by the adoption of the standardized forms, and may,

therefore, be discontinued.

A supply of the new forms will be distributed through the

regional directors to all Class 1 railroads under federal con-

trol, and requisitions for additional copies should be made on

the regional directors. In advance of the distribution of the

working supply, three complete sets were to be sent direct this

week to the federal manager or the general manager of each

Class 1 road under federal control.

While most of the information called for on the standard-

ized forms is now compiled by most of the railroads, the

purpose has been to reduce the units used to a standard form

so that statistics of various roads may be readily compared.

Some of the other data called for is not required by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, but in some cases it is com-

piled by a large number of roads. For example, the gross

ton miles now required to be reported are computed by rail-

ways comprising probably 75 per cent of the mileage of the

country.

The net ton miles heretofore have been computed from the

waybills and the information obtained is so old when it is

received that it is of no practicable benefit for operating

statistics purposes, although useful for other purposes. The
use of the new interline revenue waybill will increase the

delay in computing this information and will make it im-

possible to show just how freight was moved when alternate

routes were available so that the net ton miles cannot be re-

lated to the hundreds of physical performances. There is

another difficulty in the use of net ton miles as at present

compiled in the fact that the net ton miles compiled from the

waybills are those that apply to the tonnage taken into ac-

count for the month, but not the tonnage actually moved
during the month. Under the- standardized fonns the va-

rious units of physical perfonnance will be derived from one

source, the conductors' wheel reports.

The rating gross ton miles are now compiled, but the

standardized forms provided a uniform basis which is taken

to represent 100 per cent, the slow freight rating from normal

weather conditions.

The report called for on distribution of locomotive hours

is new, having for its object to show the percentage of time

during which the locomotive is engaged in useful service,

held at terminals, held in engine-houses, or held in reserve.

While it has heretofore been possible to obtain this informa-

tion from various factors, the standardized reports will show

the condition in concrete form. The reports on train hours

will make it possible to show the gross or net tons per train

hour, combining the factors of tonnage and speed. Another

new feature of the reports is the information to be shown as

to ton miles per car per day. To obtain this information it

is now necessary to consider three separate reports, the miles

per car per day, the tonnage per car and the car miles.

Maximum for Repairs to Freight Cars

The Committee on Standards for Cars and Locomotives

at its meeting at Washington last week decided upon a plan

for fi.xing a maximum amount which is not to be exceeded

in making repairs to freight cars, depending upon the age,

type and class of cars. Freight cars in need of general re-

pairs will be thoroughly inspected, all defective parts noted

and an estimate made showing the cost to place the car in

general condition for two vears' service, barring accident and

running repairs. A circular will be issued by the divisioD

of operation prescribing the limits of cost for making repairs

approximately as follows:

Wooden freight cars which have not been rebuilt and improved by application
of metal draft arms extending beyond body bolster—continuous steel

dr.-'.ft arms— steel center sills—or steel underframe

—

(.\) In service 20 years or more:
Limit of cost of
repairs in kind.

All freight cars labor and material
If equipped with 40,000 lb. capacity trucks or less $25
Over 40,000 lb., but less than 60,000 lb. capacity 75
60,C0O lb. capacity trucks and over lOO

(B) Cars in service 10 years and less than 20 years:

Limit cost of repairs

In kind With betterments

All cars All cars
except refrg. Refrg. except refrg. Refrg.

Equipped with 40,000 lb. ca- No No
pacity trucks or less.... $25 $100 Betterments Betterments

Over 40.000 lb., but less to be to be
than 60.000 lb. capacity . 100 150 applied applied

60,000 lb. capacity and over 150 500 $1,000 $1,200

Cars in service over 5 years and less than 10 years, and cars found equipped
with metal draft arras extending beyond body bolster—continuous steel

draft arms transom draft gear—steel center sills or all steel under-
frame.

All cars, having trucks 60,000 lb. capacity and over, will be repaired unless
total cust of repairs, including cost of betterments, plus scrap value, ex-
ceeds 75 per cent of the value of a new car.

If cost of repairs exceeds 75 per cent of the value of a new car. it will

be dismantled and good parts reclaimed for use in repairing cars of similar

types. This will apply to existing equipment only.

Cars in service 5 years and less

—

All cars, having trucks 60,000 lb. capacity and over will be thoroughly
repaired at cost necessary.

Cost of application of safety appliances, wheels, journal

bearings and couplers will not be considered in the estimate

of the cost of repairs.

All wooden freight cars with trucks of 60,000 lb. capacity

and over receiving general repairs, not equipped with metal

draft arm extending beyond body bolster, steel draft arms

extending full length of car, steel center sills or steel under-

frame, will be equipped. Where equipped with steel center

sills, continuous cover plate will be rivetted to top of sills.

When cost of repairs in kind exceeds the amount allotted

to be expended and betterments are not to be applied, the

car will be dismantled. Should cost of repairs in kind ex-

ceed the amount allotted and betterments are to be applied if

material is not available, car may be sent to owners.

When cars are dismantled or sent home to owners for re-

building a detailed statement will be made showing the esti-

mated cost of repairs in kind by items, and forwarded to

owners showing disposition, and copy retained by handling
company.
To estimate the detailed cost of repairs 35 per cent should

be added to the sum of applied labor and material.

Plans for the standardization of passenger coaches and
baggage cars were also discussed at the meeting of the me-
chanical committee, and subcommittees were appointed for

the purpose of reporting on proposed designs. Individual
members of the committees were assigned various phases of

the designs for study to be reported at the meeting of the
committee next month and recommendations will be made as

to proposed standard dimensions. A sub-committee was also

appointed to investigate the subject of driving boxes.

McAdoo Again Increases Wages of Mechanical

Department Employees

Director General McAdoo announced on \Axdnesday, by
telegraph from the west, his approval of Supplement No. 4

to General Order No. 27, providing the following minimum
rate and increases in wages for employees of the mechanical
department of railroads under federal control:

1. Machinists, boiler makers, blacksmiths, sheet metal

workers, moulders and first class electrical workers, 68 cents

an hour.

2. Carmen and second class electrical workers, 58 cents-

an hour.

3. Helpers, 45 cents an hour.
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4. Foremen, paid on an hourly basis, S cents per hour

more than their respective crafts.

5. Foremen, paid on a monthly basis, an increase of $40
a month, with a minimum of $155 and a maximum of $250.

6. The new rates are retroactive from January 1, 1918.

7. Beginning on August 1, the eight-hour day will be

applied, with time and one-half for overtime, Sundays and
seven specified holidays.

The new order is lengthy and in detail and the full text

will be issued from Washington on or before August 1.

In revising the report of the Railway Wage Commis-
sion Mr. McAdoo increased the recommendation for shop

employees to a minimum of 55 cents an hour, after which,

at hearings before the Board of Wages and Working
Conditions, the shop organizations asked for 75 cents an
hour. To meet the increase asked would involve an addition

of $200,000,000 a year to the payrolls on top of the $300,-

000,000 increase provided for by General Order No. 27, and
other classes of employees have also asked for further ad-

vances. The representatives of the maintenance of way em-
ployees and operating department clerks were given a hear-

ing before the board last week. It is understood that the

Ijoard recommended a compromise, but if this should prove

unsatisfactory to the men the problem as to how to retain

enough of them in railroad service might become serious and

if a large increase is granted to them it will be difficult to

satisfy other classes of employees without further advances.

To assist him in reaching a conclusion Director General

McAdoo last Friday telegraphed to W. S. Carter, director of

the division of labor, and Frank McManamy, mechanical

assistant to the director of the division of operation, to meet

him in the west. C. R. Gray, director of the division of

operation, was already with Mr. McAdoo and the subject

was to be discussed at a conference in Glacier National Park
on Tuesday.

The director general discussed the matter briefly in a

speech to railroad shop employees at Hillyard, Wash., on July

22, in which he said:

"I am glad to see you and be associated with you in doing

a very great work for our country. To us railroad men has

been assigned one of the biggest parts in this war. It depends

upon us whether or not the Kaiser will be licked ten times as

quickly as he otherwise will be. I know that we are going to

lick him ten times as quickly because the railroad men of the

United States are going to do their duty to Uncle Sam. You
are all Uncle Sam's servants now, no private interests control

the railroads any more. Uncle Sam is in command, he has

his hand on the throttle, he is running these railroads and
you are going to help him make a success of it. I want to

give you all just as fair treatment as I know how, but we are

all servants of the American people, you and I alike, and it

depends upon the way in which we discharge our responsibili-

ties whether or not the American people are going to treat us

right.

"The strength of our position must always rest upon public

opinion. What I do for you from time to time must be done
witli reference to what is just not alone to you but to the

public which has got to pay the bill. I want to give you a
square deal and the public wants to give you a square deal,

but the public wants you to give it a square deal as well.

AMien xout wages are raised how^ do we get the money to pay
it? We have to put up the rates on all the American people
and if we do not treat them fairly they will refuse to sustain
me in trying to help you. I want you to help me do the square
thing for the .\merican people while I am trying to do the
square thing for you. That is fair all around, isn't it? I
know that the machinists and the shop men think they were
not treated fairly in the original wage commission's report.
There are peculiar conditions affecting the machinists and the
shop men of the country. Because I recognized that I ap-
pointed a new commission, the Board of Railroad Wages and

Working Conditions. They have made a report to me. I

am working on that report and shall render a decision on the

twenty-fifth of this month. When that -decision is made I

want you to know that I have conscientiously done the best

I could for you, having just regard to your interest and the

interests of the public.

"I want you all to accept that decision like true patriots,

putting country above self or selfish interest like our brave
soldiers are doing in France. We owe that much to our
splendid sons who are shedding their blood to make our
jobs and our homes safe and to have human liberty through-
out the world. If we all do our duty as well as our boys
are doing theirs in France, we shall soon plant the Kaiser
face downward and keep him there. Let every railroad

man hold onto his job and back Uncle Sam to the limit."

Cape Cod Canal Taken Over

Director General Mc.\doo has announced that the opera-
tion of the Cape Cod Canal between Buzzards Bay and
Sandwich, Mass., a distance of eight miles, by the United
States Railroad Administration under authority of the Presi-

dent's proclamation of July 23, will make possible the water
transportation to New England consumers of a much larger

tonnage of coal hereafter than would have been possible

under the previous status.

The canal has been operated by the Boston, Cape Cod &
New York Canal Company. Putting boats and barges
through the canal means a saving of approximately 70 miles
compared with the di.stance traveled by sea, and a much
greater freedom from fogs.

While the present depth of 19 feet at mean low water
will permit the movement of a large tonnage of coal and
other freight, the prompt dredging of the canal under gov-
ernment auspices to its original charter depth of 25 feet

will permit the safe and quick movement of all the vessels
now engaged in carrying coal to New England with the
exception of 10 or 12 whose draft exceeds 25 feet, and it

is estimated that out of the 12,000.000 tons of water borne
coal now moving annually to New England ports of desti-
nation north of Cape Cod a maximum of 10.000,000 ton?
can be moved through the canal after two months' dredging
of the sand accumulation at the entrances of the canal and
Sagamore bridge.

The towage facilities which the canal company withdrew
about a year ago will be immediately restored to a large
extent tjy the Railroad Administration and pilotage service
will be installed for the assistance of vessels of all types,
steam, sail and barges. -Additional terminal facilities will
l)e promptly establi.shed near the west end of the canal, at
which point the large ocean going tug boats bringing the
barges from New York harbor, Philadelphia and Hampton
Roads will turn over their barges and a special towing ser\'-

ice will be established from Buzzards Bav to Boston and
other ports north of Cape Cod. Coal and other supplies
for vessels will be available at these barge terminals. The
effort of the Railroad .'Vdministration will he to main-
tain the charter depth of 25 feet at all times, which will re-
quire the constant service of special dredgers.

It is the intention, as promptly as possible, to operate
through the canal the vessels of the Ocean Steamship Com-
pany, Clyde Line, and Merchants & IMiners Transportation
Company, now operated between Boston and Pliiladelphia.
Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah and Jacksonville.
The daily passenger and freight service of the Ea"stem Steam-
ship Company, between Boston and New York, will be con-
tinued throuc;h the canal as heretofore.

The development of traffic on the canal bv the Railroad
Administration opens additional interesting possibilities. In
good weather barges may move through Long Island Sound
to Boston and other ports north of Cape Cod without break-
mg bulk. It will facilitate the deliverv at all seasons, re-
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gardless of weather or submarine interference, of the fuel,

food, cotton, wool, lumber, pig iron, copper, and other raw

materials originating in the South and so essential to New
England's industrial activities.

An attitude of cordial co-operation has been evidenced Ijv

the United States Shipping Board, the United States Fuel

Administration, the Departments of Commerce, War and

Navy, the New England Boat Owners and Towers' Associa-

tion, the Eastern Steamship Company, and many independent

vessel owners.

Plans for taking over the canal have been under considera-

tion for some time and action was hastened, perhaps, by the

appearance of a submarine off the Massachusetts coast on

Sunday. The army engineer corps has been considering

plans for having the government take over a series of canals

along the coast.

Federal Treasurers and Separate Bank Accounts

Separate federal treasurers for each railroad under gov-

ernment control to handle operating funds as distinguished

from those of the corporations and a transfer of cash held

for the account of the Railroad Administration from the

corporate accounts to a new federal account in the same

banks in which it is now held are provided for in General

Order No. 37 issued by Director General McAdoo on July

19, as follows:

(1) The local treasurers appointed by federal managers

or by general managers appointed in lieu of federal man-

agers, shall hereafter be designated "federal treasurers" and

are expected to devote themselves exclusively to the work

of the United States Railroad Administration. They ought

not to handle any funds for a railroad corporation or per-

form any other services therefor except in special cases after

obtaining express authority. The federal treasurers should

be nominated by the federal manager, (or general manager

appointed in lieu of federal manager), and the nomination,

when it shall have been approved by the regional director,

should be transmitted to the Director of the Division of

Finance for consideration and iinal action. In ca.ses where

federal treasurers have already been appointed the appoint-

ments should be submitted promptly through the regional

director with his recommendations for confirmation by the

Director of the Division of Finance.

(2) Immediately upon the appointment of federal treas-

urers the designation of the bank account subject to check

of such federal treasurers shall be "(Name of Railroad),

Federal Account."

(3) (a)—All cash representing receipts from the opera-

tions of its railroad since and including January 1, 1918,

now in the hands of the railroad corporation for whose

railroad a federal treasurer has been appointed, or held for

account of the corporation, and

(b)—Any and all other cash now in the hands of such

railroad corporation or held for its account for use in con-

nection with the operation or improvement of its railroad

shall be at once transferred by the railroad corporation to

accounts in the same banks in which it is now held, desig-

nated as prescribed in paragraph 2 hereof, which shall be

subject to check by the federal treasurer.

(4) Federal treasurers shall draw on the new accounts

to be opened and subject to their check only for (a) the

payment of materials and supplies purchased since Decem-

ber 31, 1917; (b) the payment of operating expenses and

taxes (other than the war income. tax and the excess profits

tax) accrued since December 31, 1917, and (c) the pay-

ment of such addition and betterment costs as may be ap-

proved by the federal manager (or general manager ap-

pointed in lieu of the federal manager.)

Federal treasurers shall not draw on such accounts for

any other purposes except when expressly authorized by the

Director of the Division of Finance and Purchases.

( 5 ) A specimen form of check which has been approved

for use by all railroads under government control is at-

tached hereto. In ordering checks for the use of the rail-

road the Federal Treasurer will follow as closely as practi-

cable the general arrangement and language of the specimen

form. The account with every bank must be stated in the

name of the railroad with the name "Federal Account"

immediately following on the same line, as shown in the

attached specimen.

(6) Until further orders checks signed by the treasurer

should be countersigned according to the practice now in

vogue on the different roads where regulations now call

for such countersignatures.

The division of Public Service and Accounting has also

issued a circular directing the chief accounting officers to

forward statements relating to the first six months' period

of federal control showing cash on hand on January 1 and

June 30, cash remitted at the request of and to the credit

of the director general during that period, cash received for

operating purposes from the director general, cash collec-

tions for account of the corporation and cash payments out

of federal funds for account of the corporation, exjjendi-

tures incurred for additions and betterments chargeable to

the corporation, and also statements of revenues, expenses,

taxes, ec[uipment rents and joint facility rents, net income

or loss, and balance on the federal books as of June 30 in

the accounts revenue and expenses prior to Januar\- 1. With
these are to be submitted a copy of the trial balance of the

federal books taken as of June 30.

The chief accounting officers of Class I carriers are re-

quested in a circular issued by the division of public service

and accounting to submit at once the name of any male em-
ployee under their jurisdiction who can be spared from his

present duties and who, in their judgment, is qualified to

correctly interpret and apply the provisions of General Or-
der No. 17, the order providing for the separation of ac-

counts.

It is proposed temporarily to attach such persons to an

accounting organization to be formed at Washington for the

purpose of examining the accounts stated upon the federal

books and to see that the proper separation between the cor-

porate and federal interests has been made thereon. In sub-

mitting the name of a candidate for one of these places there

should also be furnished information indicating the age of

the person recommended and the amount of salar\- which he

now receives or is likely to receive from the railroad in the

near future. No employees receiving over $4,000 a year should

he included among the names of persons recommended.

Short Line Section

Effective July 22, 1918, the director general has created a

Short Line Railroad Section under the supervision of the

director of the Division of Public Service and .Accounting.

E. C. Niles, chairman of the New Hampshire Public Service

Commission, and president of the National Association of

Railway and Utilities Commissioners, has been appointed

manager of the new section, which will be charged with the

duty of securing to the short line railroads not under federal

control fair divisions of joint rates with roads under federal

control, a reasonable car supply, and protection against any

undue disturbance in the routing of traffic.

Special Reports on Wage Increases

For the purpose of ascertaining the effect of the appli-

cation of the provisions of the order increasing the wages

of railroad employees upon operating and other costs, the

division of public service and accounting has issued a cir-

cular to the carriers directing them to compile and report

on forms which are being distributed for the purpose data

showing separately for the months of January, !March and
May the total pay roll charges to operating expenses and
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other accounts, based on wages actually accrued in those

months under the wage rates which prevailed before the

order was issued, the increases in each of the accounts

brought about by the application of the order and the per-

centage of the increase to the total payroll and in each of

the accounts. On another form the roads are directed to

show separately for the month of August the total pay roll

charges to operating expenses and other accounts, the in-

creases in cost over the rates in effect on December M due

to the application of the order, and the increases in cost

due to advances other than those authorized by the order,

such as collateral increases in wage adjustments due to

other causes. On another form carriers are to report the same

information for the month of October as for August. Re-

ports are to be made to the director of the division of opera-

tion, the regional directors and the federal managers.

Ticket Standardization Committee

The Ticket Standardization Committee, of which O. P.

McCarthy is chairman, was to hold a meeting in Chicago on

Wednesday to discuss various phases of its work, including

a plan for securing uniformity in the practice of giving re-

duced rates for clergymen and others to whom reduced

transportation rates are allowed by the federal law. The
committee was also to meet with a sub-committee of the

General Baggage Agents' Association on the subject of bag-

gage checks. The committee recently submitted a prelim-

inary report on the standardization and simplification of

ticket forms which was turned over to a committee of the

accounting association to be checked.

Troop Movement

Fifty per cent more troops were handled by the railways

in the first six months of this year than were handled dur-

ing the eight months of 1917 after the United States en-

tered the war, according to figures compiled by the Troop
Movement Section which have just been made public by
the Railroad Administration. The total movement up to

June 30 was 5,355,558 men, counting each movement, al-

though of course, there are duplications because most of

them were transported two or three times, from the point of

enlistment to the training camp, from the training camp to

a finishing or concentration camp and from the latter to a

port for embarkation, or as has recently been the practice

in many cases, from the training camp directly to the port

of embarkation. The total includes 1,395,514 National
Army arrivals, representing the first movement of enlisted

men to camp; 2,880,189 moved in special trains, and 1,079.-

855 handled on regular trains. Of the total 3,204,570 were
moved since January 1. These figures do not include men
traveling on furlough or on their own account.

Cars for Loading in Switching Service

The Car Service Section announces that, effective July 1,

the following rules will govern the furnishing of cars for

loading in switching service:

1. (a) When cars are to be loaded to destinations with-
in the same switching limits in which the shipment orig-

inates the obligation of supplying cars ordered rests with the

road upon which the car is to be loaded.

(b) When cars are to he loaded on a switching line to

destinations beyond the switching limits, primary obligation
for equipment ordered rests with the carrier road which is

to receive the loaded car for road haul, subject to paragraphs
2 and 3.

2. .A road haul line loading cars in switching service
destined to points beyond the switching limits on another
carrier road shall furnish the cars from such supply as may
be available on its rails and w^hen cars required are not
availal)le, will call upon the carrier road to furnish necessan'
cars under paragraph 1 (b).

3. A terminal switching line loading cars in switching

service destined to points beyond the switching limits on a

carrier road shall furnish the equipment from such supply

as may be available on its rails and when equipment re-

quired is not available, will call upon the carrier road to

furnish necessary cars under paragraph 1 (b).

4. The use of equipment as above is subject to car serv-

ice rules, and exceptions may be made only upon authority

of the Car Service Section or the regional director having

jurisdiction.

5. Shippers will be required to place orders for equip-

ment desired with proper representative of the road on which
cars are to be loaded.

Charge of New England Discrimination Disputed

Charles A. Prouty, director of the Division of Public

Service, of the Railroad Administration, upon having his

attention called to the reported statement of Edgar J. Rich
at the conference of the New England commissions to the

effect that New England rates were unduly discriminatory

and had been dictated by politics, said in a statement issued

by the Railroad Administration that he could hardly believe

]Mr. Rich ever said what was attributed to him. Mr. Prouty
is himself a resident of New England and was for a long

time the representative of New England upon the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. He states that while in his

opinion the rates of New England should perhaps be read-

justed, the present rates are the result of the application

of a unifomi advance in all parts of the country and that

any discrimination which exists will be in his opinion
promptly remedied by the director general. Nothing could
be more absurd than to connect these New England ad-
vances with politics, he said.

Transcontinental Rates to Be Readjusted

The old question of transcontinental rate adjustment is to

be settled again by the Railroad Administration, this time
under conditions which it is hoped will make for a more per-

manent settlement than those which have been made from
time to time by the Interstate Commerce Commission almost
ever since it was organized. The fact that the government is

in control of the roads and that competition between railroads

has now been eliminated has aroused the shippers who have
been contending over the rates for years to renewed efforts

and apparently they have convinced the director general and
his staff that something ought to be done. One of the reasons
for summoning Director Chambers of the division of traffic

for conference with Mr. McAdoo on the Pacific Coast was to

take up the problem and the director general is quoted as say-
ing in Spokane that graded rates are to be put into effect to

the Pacific coast and intermountain territor}-. The rates have
been graded more and more in the successive decisions of the

commission, but it is understood that plans are now under
way, to be acted upon after ^Ir. Chambers' return, for a
further revision reflecting both the absence of water competi-
tion and of rail competition.

Automatic Train Control to Be Given Thorough
Tests

The fact that the government is in control of the railroads

coupled with the facts of recent serious accidents on railroads

is likely to result in greater impetus to the development of

automatic train control devices. The Railroad Administra-
tion naturally has had its attention called to the various de-
vices of this kind which have been installed on various roads
and recently has been giving keen attention to the subject.

Reports on various devices have been made to it by the bureau
of safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission and by its

own representatives and plans are being made to arrange for

more complete tests of several devices that have been in service

and have given good results.
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Orders of Regional Directors*

TRACK SCALE INSPECTION. — Complaints having been

made relative to the condition of track, scales on lines

in the Southwestern region and it having been alleged

that in some instances scales are weighing lumber all the way

from 10,000 to 20,000 pounds too heavy, the regional director

has instructed that a systematic inspection and test should be

made periodically of all track scales on all lines. Roads

are asked to advise what practice, if any, is now in effect

with recommendations.

Grain Movement.—In Circular No. 27 dated July 15 the

regional director of the Southwestern region called the atten-

tion of the roads to the importance of giving the movement

of grain close supervision as the season of heavy grain load-

ing^'has arrived and it is anticipated that a large part of the

crop will move as soon as harvested this year. It is the

expectation of the Food Administration that local interior

mills will absorb as much of the early grain as possible, and

that a large quantity will also go to the elevators at the west-

ern primary markets. This will result in the maximum effi-

ciency of equipment and secure its earliest return for second

loading.

Increasing Honey Production.—Several of the regional di-

rectors have written the roads in their areas urging that

volunteer stands of sweet clover along the right-of-way be

allowed to remain untouched during the blossoming period,

which ends about August IS, to assist in securing an in-

creased honey production, thus providing substitute sweets

and assisting in the conservation of the sugar supply.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—Regional directors are

calling attention to the annual convention of the Traveling

Engineers' Association to be held in Chicago in September,

at which a list of subjects of unusual interest and importance

will be discussed; it is desired that all traveling engineers

who can be spared from their work be permitted to attend.

Cross Tie Purchases.—CircvA^r letter No. 325 of the

Southern regional director quotes a letter from John Skelton

Williams, director of the division of finance and purchases,

relative to the financing of cross tie purchases, which directs

that each railroad should take up and pay for the ties that

originate on its line or on other lines which connect with it,

but are not under federal control. If the railroad has not

sufficient funds, application should be made to the division

of finance and purchases to advance sufficient funds. A
railroad so purchasing ties is to ship them to other roads

when and as directed by the regional purchasing committee.

The exporting road is to make bill promptly and send it to

the importing road, which should promptly voucher and pay

the bill, although the ties may not yet have been received.

Storing Supplies for the Winter.—Several regional di-

rectors have asked that a complete canvass be made to show

which industries can and should store as much as possible

during the next three months of such supplies as fuel, raw

material and storage stocks with a view to meeting their need

during the winter months when transportation encounters

bad weather, and the relatively heavier war requirements.

Every effort should be made to induce all classes of shippers

to follow the policy of stocking up during the remaining

months of good weather. It is recommended that all freight

service men be placed at this task with directions to visit

personally every industry on the line.

Unreasonable Detention of Coal Cars.—The regional di-

rector of the Southwestern region called attention to the un-

reasonable detention to coal carrying equipment by commer-
cial consumers. If it becomes apparent that an accumulation

is occurring owing to the inability of consignees to currently

dispose of arrivals and if an immediate improvement is not

•These are among the more important orders that have been issued and
which have not previously been noted either as cominij from the Railroad
Administration at Washington or some of the other regional directors.

forthcoming on the part of the consignee after his attention

has been called to conditions by the railway administration,

the roads are instructed to present the problem direct to the

car service section so that the Fuel Administration can divert

surplus coal to other consumers.

Wage Increases.—The regional director of the Southwest-

ern district issued Order No. 19 on July 18 relative to the

interpretation of General Order No. 27 on wage increases

and to instructions issued to the effect that no increases are

to be made to any class of employees above the rates author-

ized in supplemental orders, without submitting the matter

to the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions

for their recommendation and the approval of the director

general. This order is stated to apply only to the increasing

of wages of employees as a class and does not prevent indi-

vidual increases or adjustments which the railroads have

been heretofore autliorized to arrange, and it does not interfere

with making increases to common labor as authorized by the

Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions in its

instructions to the effect that "regional directors be authorized

to establish hourly rates of pay for section labor and other

common labor in general ranging from a minimum of 25

cents per hour to a maximum of 35 cents per hour, accord-

ing to local conditions."

Supervisor of Coal Traffic.—B. F. Bush has announced

the appointment of H. A. Weaver, as supervisor of coal traf-

fic at Kansas City, Mo., representing the regional director in

the movement of coal from Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Mis-

souri, Oklahoma and Texas and outlining his duties as fol-

lows :

Membership in Labor Organizations.—The Southwestern

regional director has called the attention of the roads to the

fact that any practice which violates the clause in Order No.

8 reading as follows: "No discrimination v^-ill be made in

the employment, detention or condition of employment of

employees because of membership or non-membership in any

labor organization," must be abandoned, even though such

rule may have been mutually agreed upon with certain of the

railroad employees.

Reduced Rates for Charitable Institutions, Etc.—The
Southern regional director states that with respect to trans-

porting free or at reduced rates, traffic for account of chari-

table institutions, it has been decided inasmuch as the pro-

ceeds for transportation service are a matter of revenue for

the federal government, there would seem to be no justifica-

tion for granting transportation free or at reduced rates for

account of a charity, particularly, as to do so in one instance

would require a similar policy towards all, as, of course,

there could be no discrimination between one state or section

and another. Further, that railroads under federal control

may not properly transport free or at reduced rates material

used in building or repairing public highways or other opera-

tions for state, county and municipal governments.

Cross Ties for Fuel.—Circular letter No. 332 suggests that

all railroads give serious consideration to the use of old

cross ties for fuel at stationary boilers and at other places

where they can be used as fuel, due consideration being given

to the fuel value of the ties in comparison with that of cord

wood and the cost of distribution and labor charges.

Maintenance of Way and Equipment Standards.—In Or-
der No. 22 B. F. Bush, regional director of the Southwestern
lines, instructs that until further notice maintenance of way
and equipment standards which have heretofore been in use
on individual lines of railroad in the Southwestern region
will be continued. It is not the desire at this time that the

standard plans of the larger systems be generally adopted
Ijy the smaller roads which may have been placed in the

same group with a larger railroad. The same instructions

will apply to those portions of larger systems which may
have been placed under the jurisdiction of more than one
federal manager.



A lOO-Car Test of the Automatic Straight Air Brake

Runs on Virginian Railway with 100 A. S. A. and Combinations

of 50 A. S. A. and 50 Westinghouse Brakes

ON JULY 4, 1918, a train of 100 loaded coal cars having

a gross weight, exclusive of the locomotive and
cai^oose, of about 7,600 tons, equipped throughout

with Automatic Straight Air brakes, was run over the Vir-

^'nian Railway from Princeton, W. Va., to Roanoke, Va.

This train was run as the last of a long series of tests, in-

cluding both rack and road tests, which have been conducted

by the Bureau of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to determine the practicability of the Automatic Straight

Air brake system, controlled by the Automatic Straight Air

Brake Company, New York. Following the 97-mile run
from Princeton to Roanoke, the Automatic Straight Air

brake equipment on fifty cars was replaced with the West-
inghouse equipment generally in use on the class of cars of

which the train was made up. The train, thus equipped,

was run from Roanoke to Victoria, Va., a distance of 123

miles, with the A. S. A. equipment at the head of the train

and the Westinghouse at the rear, and from Victoria to

Sewalls Point (Norfolk), Va., 120 miles, with the Westing-

house equipped cars at the head of the train and the A. S. A.

cars at the rear.

The test train was made up of 100 52^-ton hopper coal

cars averaging about 41,600 lb. light weight, a Mikado type

locomotive and a caboose chronograph car. Helper service

was available throughout the trips over the Third and Second
divisions, but the helper locomotive had no part in the brake

operations. The cars are regularly equipped with Westing-
house 10-in. freight brake cylinders and auxiliary reservoirs

and K-2 triple valves.

The Automatic Straight Air Brake car equipment of the

type with which the train was fitted, consists of a triple valve

with separate service and emergency sections, and a change-
over valve.* In addition to the usual type of brake cylinder

and auxiliary reservoir, the equipment includes a service

"For a complete description of the thre
ment nhe type with which the test train
Age Gazelle for October, 1917. page 697.

e-unit type A. S. A. car epuip-
was equipped), see the Railzt.'ay

reservoir which, during service operations, is in eft'ect a part

of the train pipe, providing the necessarj- train line volume
from which to furnish air for service applications. The en-

gine equipment consists of a high volume feed valve and a

compensating valve. The former performs the same func-

tions as and replaces the slide valve feed valve, while the

latter replaces the ecjualizing discharge valve of the engineer's

brake valve, and in addition to performing the functions of

that valve, automatically maintains train pipe pressure while

the brake valve is in lap position, at whatever point was es-

tablished by the preceding position of the brake valve.

Essentially the functions of the Automatic Straight Air
Brake equipment are as follows

:

( 1 ) Rapid serial action in service applications and in

quick release.

(2) The maintenance of uniform and constant brake

c}'linder pressure, irrespective of piston travel or cylinder

leakage. The cylinder is fed from the brake pipe, the

pressure in which in turn is maintained by the compensating

valve while the brake valve is in lap position.

(3) Graduated release, pennitting a variation of brake

cylinder pressure at the will of the engineman.

(4) Quick release when desired.

(5) Emergency applications of the brake available at

any time during or after any service application, and an

automatic emergency application on full depletion of train

pipe pressure.

Purpose of Test Runs

The purpose of the three 100-car test runs, the first of

which was made on July 4, was, first, to demonstrate the

ability of the A. S. A. equipment to handle the longest trains

ordinarily operated under any conditions, down long heavy

grades, and second, to determine the ability of the A. S. A
equipment to operate successfully when combined in trains

including brakes of existing t}'pes. The train was equipped

for the collection of complete data as to the performance of

173
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the Ijrakes on practically every car, each car, with one ex-

ception, being fitted with a trainagraph, which recorded the

brake pipe, auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder pressures.

A chronograph in the caboose provided a continuous chart

on which was recorded the time of each brake valve move-

ment, the time of application and release of the brakes on

the first, fiftieth and one-hundredth cars, and the usual data

as to s[)eed, mileposts, etc. In addition to the trainagraph

record of brake valve movements, constant telephone com-

munication was maintained between the locomotive and the

caboose. The locomotive and chronograph car were each

equipped with a speed recorder. In addition to the equip-

ment for the obser\'ation of brake conditions, pyrometer con-

nections were made through slip rings on the axle to the rim,

plate and hub of one of the rear wheels on the one-hundredth

car, as well as to the brake shoe, from which temperature ob-

servations were taken during periods of heavy braking.

To demonstrate the characteristics of the Automatic

Straight Air Brake for heavy grade work, the First division

of the Virginian Railway from Princeton, W. Va., to

Roanoke, Va., was chosen. Beginning at a point about two

miles ea.st of Princeton is a 1.5 per cent compensated grade,

nearly 11 miles long, ending at Kellysville, which, from the

standpoint of braking conditions, is the greatest obstacle im-

equipped, instead of resorting to the cycling method of brake

operation practiced with existing types of equipment, brake

cylinder pressure once established need never be fully re-

lea.sed as long as a retarding force is required. On the basis

of a Ijraking power of 60 per cent of the light weight of the

cars at 50-lb. brake cylinder pressure, an average co-

efficient of brake shoe friction of 20 per cent and a train re-

sistance of about 0.5 pounds per ton, a rough calculation

indicates that a uniform speed of 15 miles an hour should be

maintained down a 1.5 per cent grade with a constant cylin-

der pressure of about 20 pounds. The schedule of the test

run down Kellysville Hill, therefore, called for the main-

tenance of approximately 20-pound cylinder pressure; that

is, a ten-pound brake pipe reduction, to be slightly raised or

lowered by the manipulation of the brake valve between lap

and running, and lap and application positions, as the speed

of the train seemed to require.

Exciting Incidents on the Hill

Three incidents interfered with the strict following out of

this plan during the first three and one-half miles down the

hill. At the first application of the brakes an unnecessarily

large brake pipe reduction was made and held too long, w-ith

the result that the train was stopped after having proceeded

Third D'msion Seconal Division Firsf- Division
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Profile of the Virginian Railway from Princeton, W. Va., to Sewall Point, Va.

posed in the way of loaded train movement. The length of

trains operated down this grade is limited to a maximum of

85 loaded cars. The uncertainty of the control of the brakes

throughout the train has made impracticable the successful

operation of longer trains.

From Kellysville east for about two miles the grade is

slightly ascending, followed l3y about four miles of .8 per

cent descending grade. From Rich Creek this grade is fol-

lowed by about 43 miles of light ascending grade, most of

which does not exceed .2 per cent. Succeeding this is an-

other 1.5 per cent descending grade. This one, however, does

not exceed seven miles in length and offers less difficult}'

in train control than Kellysville hill. The remainder of the

First division is made up of a broken light eastbound de-

scending grade and offers little of interest from the stand-

point of brake operation.

From Princeton to Kellysville the cars were all operated

in graduated release, and 90-pound train lined and 110-

pound main reservoir pressures were maintained in accord-

ance with the practice of the road. When operating in

quick release the .\utomatic Straight Air Brake equipment

provides the engineman with direct control of the brake cyl-

inder pressure throughout the train. With the train so

al)out one and one-half miles from the top of the grade.

During this stop a maximum cylinder pressure of o2 pounds
was recorded on the last car. The brakes were released and
the train started in about eight minutes after the stop and
about one minute later, when the speed had attained 1 1 miles

an hour, an emergency application was effected by the blow-

ing off of a hose on the rear end of the ninety-fourth car.

This occurred just after a 10-lb. brake pipe reduction had
been made on the engine; nevertheless, the emergency action

was effective throughout the length of the train, which came
to a stop without noticeable shock at either end. Following

this incident, five minutes after the train had again been

started, the train parted between the eighty-fourth and
eighty-fifth cars, due to the slipping by vertically of the

coupler knuckles. This occurred about four minutes after a

brake pipe reduction of approximately 10 lb. had been made,
and again the emergency application of the brakes brought

both ends of the train to a smooth stop, about 125 ft. apart.

The remaining eight miles of the grade, from Ingleside

to Kellysville, were traversed in 30 minutes without inci-

dent. From the time the brakes were applied after the train

was started, until the final stop in Kellysville yards, the

brakes were never fullv released. The brake cvlinder
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jjressure on the hundredth car varied up and down between

10 and 30 lb. and with a few exceptions of short duration,

the speed variations were between 14 and 21 miles an hour.

During the run ending with the stop at Kellysville,

pyrometer readings of wheel temperatures on the one-hun-

dredth car showed a maximum temperature of 280 deg. F.

in the rim, 190 deg. in the plate and no rise in temperature

in the hulj of the wheel; the maximum temperature of the

brake shoe was 670 deg. F. These maximums were reached

as the train stopped at Kellysville. Examination of the

wheels on the rear half of the train indicated a high degree

of uniformity in temperature. That the same condition ap-

The Rear End of the One-Hundredth Car, Showing the

A. S. A. Brake Equipment and the Trainagraph

plied generally throughout the train is well indicated by the

average cylinder pressures maintained during the run from
Ingleside to Kellysville. Following the test, the trainagraph

records of cars 1, 25, 50, 75 and 100 were removed and the

average cylinder pressures obtained by planimeter measure-

ments. These averages were: Car 1, 24.88 lb.; car 25,

24.4 lb.; car 50, 21.36 lb.; car 75, 25.84 lb., and car 100,

16.56 lb., an average of 21.81 lb.

At Kellysville the brakes on the last SO cars were changed
from graduated to quick release, under which conditions the

train ran down the four-mile .8 per cent grade. Twice dur-

ing this part of the run the train broke in two, in both cases

nnmediately following the release of the brakes after service

applications. In the first instance a knuckle pin was sheared

and in the second a knuckle was broken. The broken sec-

tion of the knuckle, w'hile largely a new break, showed a

flaw in the casting which may have contributed to its failure.

It is worthy of note, however, that in neither case was the

parting of the train preceded l)y a shock of any severity. In

both cases the train was lirought to a smooth stop.

Test with Mixed Brakes

At Roanoke the A. S. A. brake equipments were replaced

with the Westinghouse K-2 triple valves on one-half of the

cars in the train. Following the completion of this work,

on July 8 a run was made over the Second division from

Roanoke to Victoria, Va., with 49 A. S. A. cars at the head
end of the train, followed by 50 Westinghouse cars and one
A. S. A. car at the rear of the train. The A. S. A. equipment
was operated in graduated release.

The Second division is characterized by a gradually de-

scending profile for the first half of the distance, the maxi-
mum grade being .6 per cent descending eastbound. The

longest descent of this gradient begins about two miles east

of Goodview and w'ith the exception of the fourth mile, in

which the grade is reduced to .1 per cent, the descent is con-

tinuous for 13 miles, ending about one mile west of Hud-
dleston. The remainder of the grades are light and short

and require very little braking. The practice on this, as well

as on the First division, is to maintain 70 lb. train line and
90 lb. main reservoir pressures.

An average speed of 20 miles an hour was maintained
down the long .6 per cent grade east of Goodview with very

little variation. The maximum variation occurred when the

speed reached 30 miles an hour, just preceding the stop at

Stone Mountain, which is located eight miles east of the top

cf the grade. On the run from Stone Mountain to Huddles-
U n an average speed of 20 miles per hour was maintained
with a maximum variation of not more than two miles per
hcur. The train was handled on this grade by the one ap-
plication method, the brake cylinder pressure on the first 49
.A, S. A. cars being graduated up or down as conditions re-

quired. During this period some of the Westinghouse brakes
applied and leaked off, but at no time during this run was
there an application of the brakes on the one-hundredth car

until the heavy train pipe reduction made just preceding the

stop at Huddleston.

The run over the last half of the Second division was made
with the first 25 A. S. A. cars in graduated release and the

Interior of the Chronograph Car

remainder in quick release, the brakes being manipulated in

the usual manner. Following this change in the operation of

equipment, two water stops were made without shock at the

rear end of the train.

At Victoria the 50 Westinghouse cars were placed at the

head of the train, with the 50 Automatic Straight Air Brake
cars at the rear, all being placed in quick release. On Jul}'

9 the train was run from Victoria to Sewalls Point, Va., over

the First division, a distance of 120 miles.

This division is characterized by light rolling grades with

an aggregate eastbound descent of about 500 ft. in the first
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63 miles. Although the maximum grade is .6 per cent, con-

siderable difficulty has been experienced in properly control-

ling the speed of long trains because of the broken nature of

the grades. In the operation of 100-car loaded trains, which

are regularly handled over this division, practically no brak-

ing is done to control the speed of the train. In order to

insure the application and release of all brakes in the train,

such a heavy brake pipe reduction is required that it is prac-

tically impossible to make an application without bringing

the train to a full stop. It is the practice to let the trains run,

which at many points results in the attainment of undesirably

high speeds before the speed is checked by a change in the

grade.

During the test run several brake applications were made
to control the speed of the train, the reductions ranging from

5 lb. to 14 lb. In every case the brakes applied on the one-

hundredth car and the smoothness with which the train was
handled indicated a uniformity of brake application

throughout the train. In one case a break-in-two resulted

from an attempt to release without sufficient time in full re-

lease position, the brake valve being returned to running

position after a period of only nine seconds in release. Fol-

lowing the customary practice of brake valve manipulation,

however, in which the valve is maintained in full release

position for not less than 25 seconds, no difficulty was
experienced in releasing the brakes throughout the

train.

The release on the one-hundredth car was obtained in 35

seconds from the time the brake valve was placed in release

position, following a 5-lb. .train pipe reduction. In fact,

there appeared to be no appreciable difference in the time

required to effect the release of the brakes on the last car, irre-

spective of the extent of the train pipe reduction.

Increasing Flexibility of Train Control

It seems evident that the Automatic Straight Air Brake,

even when operating with other equipment in the same train,

offers the possibility of materially increasing the flexibility

of train control.

Undoubtedly the most important consideration in estimat-

ing the value of any device having to do with train control

is the degree of safety of train operation attending its use.

A braking system to be highly successful, must be capable of

retaining the train constantly under a control which not only

provides against the loss of life, but also protects the equip-

ment and lading in the train from damage, in the face of any
situation which reasonably may be expected to arise. The
value of the Automatic Straight Air Brake in this respect

was demonstrated several times during the 100-car

tests.

The attainment of emergency applications of the brakes and
smooth stops of this long train when operating at slow speeds,

ranging from 11 to 14 miles an hour, in one case imme-
diately following a brake pipe reduction and in another

immediately following a release of the brakes, demonstrate

the value of the reserve emergency braking power which is

always available with the Automatic Straight Air Brake
equipment. The lack of control immediately following a re-

lease from a sei"vice application is a frequent cause of acci-

dents under such conditions, for instance, as entering a yard
in a fog, or an unexpected change in signal indications.

Only secondary to the human aspect of safety of train

operation is the limitation often imposed on transportation

capacity by the inability under all conditions safely to

control the maximum trains which might othenvise be
operated.

One of the serious difficulties encountered in the operation

of heavy trains down long steep gradients is the excessive

temperatures produced in the wheels and brake shoes. This
is due to two causes: first, the inequality of braking eft'orts

obtained throughout the length of a long train, resulting in

the conversion of an excessive amount of energy at the wheels

of the cars toward the front of the train and, second, due to

the comparatively short time available for the conversion

and dissipation of the heat generated under the cycling

method of brake operation. It is evident that given the same
weight of train and average rate of speed, the aggregate

amount of energy which must be converted into heat and
dissipated remains the same, irrespective of the method of

brake manipulation. The nearer uniform the speed remains,

however, the lower will be the maximum rate of heat con-

version and, therefore, the lower the temperature maintained

in the wheels and brake shoes. Brake burned wheel treads

and excessive brake shoe wear are always prolific sources of

waste.

Another matter of less far-reaching importance than safety

and the effect upon transportation capacit}', but none the less

worthy of careful consideration, is the demands of the brake
system on the air pump. With the long trains now operated

the quantity of free air which must be compressed is enormous
under the best of conditions and the air pump draws heavily

on the coal pile. The saving of air effected by the method
of braking demonstrated on Kellysville hill is evident. The
pump was required to furnish only the air required to main-
tain the desired cylinder pressure against train line and cylin-

der leakage and the comparatively small amount released

from the cylinders when reductions of brake cylinder pressure

were necessar}-. This is obviously much less than is required

to repeatedly recharge the system following full releases of

brake cylinder pressure at from two to three minute intervals

with the cycling method of brake operation. When operating

in quick release this advantage is lost, and the saving in air

consumption with the A. S. A. brakes is not so pronounced.

That there is a saving, however, is evident from a comparison

of the volumes which must be recharged following full release

after a .service application. The service reservoir, which, to-

gether with the train line, supplies the brake cylinder, has a

volume of 2,100 cu. in. for 10-in. equipment, as compared
with 2,800 cu. in. in the auxiliary reservoir, the air in which
is not drawn upon during service applications. This differ-

ence in volume indicates the extent to which air from the

train line is utilized in the brake cylinder.

After a careful analysis of the events of the 100-car test

trips it seems evident that the Automatic Straight Air Brake
performs the functions for which it was designed and may
be expected to do so under everyday service conditions. The
economic application of these functions it w^ould be difficult

to overestimate.

Copyright Committee on Pub. Inf. From U. & U., .V. 5".

Unloading a Locomotive Boiler Overseas



Position-Light Signals on Pennsylvania Railroad

Use of This Type Being Extended; Simplified Aspects;

Reduction in Costs of Maintenance

POSITION-LIGHT SIGNALS, both automatic, and man-
controlled interlocking, are now used on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad quite extensively, as is shown by

the data printed in connection with our annual review of

the signaling field on January 4 last, page 73 ; and the sig-

nals have been described in these columns froni time to

time, particularly in the issues of February 23, 1917, page
324, and July 21, 1916, page 117. Important changes in

the apparatus and arrangement, tending to simplification

and increased efficiency, which have been made during the

past year are described by Signal Engineer A. H. Rudd, in

an article which has been prepared for the Railway Si-gnal

&^ •a

©> •a
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Dwarf Sigrjals

Standard Aspects of Position Light Signals, Pennsylvania

Railroad

Association. From this article we take the substance of

what follows:

The recent adoption of the two-arm interlocking home
signal as standard, in place of the three-arm, has greatly

simplified the construction of the light signal by the elim-
ination of several aspects and, consequently, of various shapes
of backgrounds. Signals on bridges have been lowered 4nto
the bridge chords, thus doing away with ladders and plat-

forms and permitting the use of R. S. A. standard masts for

nearly all signals.

All of these features have tended to reduce the first cost,

but in addition to these changes, it has been found that a

background is unnecessary for the signal light that is used
as a distinctive mark of the automatic signal, and it has

been eliminated. The aspects now adopted as standard are

shown in Figs. 1 to 11 inclusive, the figure numbers corre-

sponding to the numbers assigned to the aspects by Mr.
Rudd. The names of the aspects are:

1. Stop.
2. Stop and proceed (Rule 504).
3. Proceed at low speed, prepared to stop.
4. Proceed at low speed, prepared to stop short of train or obstruction

(permissive).
5. Proceed \vith caution, prepared to stop short of train or obstruction

(permissive).
6. Proceed at medium speed.
7. Proceed, prepared to stop at next signah
8. Proceed, prepared to pass next signal at medium speed.
9. Proceed.

10. Take siding.
11. Proceed at low speed.

Medium speed means not over 30 miles an hour, and low speed means
not over IS miles an hour.

The background of the signal is adjustable so that it can
be used for all of the three-position aspects displayed, so
that for roads not using a distinctive permissive signal the
two backgrounds shown in Fig. 8 are all that are needed.
The way in which the background may be turned is shown in
Fig. 6. For signals showing four positions, the background
shown in Fig. 5 is used. Including No. 10 there are four
backgrounds for this system, with only two in general use.
The arms that support the light units are now removable

from the grids, so that changes can be made without chang-
ing the grids.

With the aspects shown the use of the same voltage day
and night has been found entirely satisfactory. This saves
the cost of the wires, relays and switches formerly used for
changing the voltage, while the use of the "light-out" relay
makes it possible to safely use a single horizontal row for
"stop"; and the rows in the bottom signal unit are displayed
only when necessary. The practice of displaying aspect 2

on an interlocking signal instead of aspect 3, when it is

desired to admit a train to an occupied track within inter-

locking limits in automatic block territory, is being made
universal on the Pennsylvania where position-light signals
are used, and considerably expedites operation, as recent in-

structions on the road require a stop before such a move-
ment is made. The interlocking signal is equipped with a
marker light for thi.-; purpose.

It was originally thought that "tipless" bulbs must be
employed to prevent sun glare, but tliree years' experience
has shown that this was unnecessar)'. The bulbs with tips

are a commercial product. They have, therefore, been
adopted, resulting in better base sealing, more permanent
vacuum, longer life, and reduced cost.

The lamp, especially the filament, has been materiallv
improved. With the low candle power used, proper location

of the filament in relation to the lens is absolutely neces-
sary and is obtained by proper rebasing. Care in this one
particular is most important. Lack of care results in

"spotty" lights. Rebasing is done in the shop and usually
by one man specially skilled.

Records show that on the 20-mile section of four-track
road with 1,879 high signal light units there were, in 1917,
a total of 1,453 renewals of lamps, an average effective life

of 141/4 months. Tliese signals had two rows burning con-
stantly at 11-volts or 6-volts, so that practically one-half
the lamps were in service at all times, with an actual life

of 714 months, or 5,220 hours. Therefore, the lamp renew-
als on a three-position unit and bottom row amount to a
little over 12 lamps per year, at a cost for lamps and labor
of rebasing, of about five dollars a year.
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By the elimination of the lower row in the new aspects,

this is reduced to 8 lights at about $4; while by the use of

the bulb with tip this is further reduced to about $3.20,

where lamps are burned at 11 and 6 volts. This cost will,

in turn, be slightly increased where the lamps are burned

at about 11 -volts constantly; but the average cost is con-

servatively figured at $3.50 yearly.

The 13 -volt 9 candle-power lamps, burning at 9^/^ volts,

now being tried are found to give a brighter light than the

standard rated 12-volts 5 candle-power lamps burning at

11 -volts, but are not as efficient, consuming forty per cent

more current, although this increase is almost negligible

where power is available.

The problem is, of course, to so balance the cost of cur-

rent and the lamp renewals as to obtain the most econom-

ical proposition, which in its last analysis means saving a

few cents on each light, which in the aggregate will amount

to a considerable sum, as the use of this type is e.xtended.

Data at present available point to the use of a helical coil

for battery-fed lamps and a V-shape filament where power

is available.

With dwarf signals the cost of lamp renewals is greater.

With 117 units, 305 lamps of 16 candle-power have been

renewed. Two-thirds of the lamps are burning constantly,

so that while the effective life of the lamps is 4i/^ months,

the actual life is 3 months, and renewals per year per lamp
cost $5, or, with the tip bulb, $3.75. These lamps do not

require careful adjustment, and their development is along

the line of lower voltage with same wattage, but burning

considerably under the rated capacity; and as the current

for only one lamp is broken through the relay contacts, a

modified automobile lamp is well within the possibilities;

this, with its rugged filament, should last a long time.

The visibility of the signal is entirely satisfactory and its

use is being steadily extended. Tlie records show no false

clear failures during the year cited in this installation; and
none during the three years they have been in service which
were chargeable to the signal. No errors are made in read-

ing at close range, as the aspects are clearly visible up to the

signal, while in fog the angle of the light beam can be seen

before the lamps themselves are distinguishable.

Government Purchasing Policies

THE COMMITTEE of the Railway Business Association ap-

pointed to consider government purchasing policies

has sent the following letter entitled "A Standard of

Wise Prices" to the members of the association

:

Under what purchasing policy can the Railroad Admin-
istration best determine upon prices wise in the public in-

terest? How can manufacturers co-operate with the author-

ities in developing a wise price standard?

These questions were discussed for several hours on June
10 by the Railway Business Association's committee on gov-

ernment purchasing policies. It was decided that as soon

as the requisite study can be made and a draft written out-

lining a tentative definition of price policy, such draft is to

be placed in the hands of all members of the association with

request for assistance in its improvement.

Concerning prices the point of view prevailed that it was
necessar}' to put one's self in the place of the purchasing

authorities and try to understand the problem as it presents

itself to them, since only by doing this can the manufacturers

make available contributions to the formulation of policy.

It was pointed out that various commodities are produced

and sold under conditions so diverse as to present extreme

difficulty in applying any rule to all alike. It was also rec-

ognized that wide differences exist in the conditions under

which a single commodity is produced and sold by various

establishments. The question of what should be included in

costs and on what basis is moreover so complex and has so

recently come under general and governmental discussion that

specific recommendations at this stage are not easy to frame.

Other aspects mentioned were those of giving weight to

quality, character and reliability of dealers; of insuring that

the several roads obtain the particular goods which expe-

rience may have shown to be best adapted to local conditions;

of affording these industries sufficient margin so that they

may thrive and grow, performing for the country a ser\'ice in

progress as well as a service in current provision of facilities

upon present standards; of whether it is more prudent for

the government to tax excess profits or to seek to prevent

them.

The committee unanimously concurred in the conclusion

that the proposed statement concerning price and profit

standards should deal with the general attitude which the

authorities may be assisted in developing and that the appli-

cation of such an qttitude to specific instances would always

lie largely in the discretion of the administrators to whom
the director general delegates the working out of his policies.

Cotnmercial Ethics.—Progress in elevating the plane of re-

lations between buyer and seller was discussed by the com-

mittee, which decided to recommend to the general executive

committee that the association favor a measure along the

lines suggested in a recent report of the Federal Trade Com-
mission to penalize commercial briber}-. By those in posi-

tion to make comparison it is known that the railway supply

industry has made more rapid progress than most if not all

other groups in the attainment of higher standards of com-
mercial ethics. The railway supply guild as a whole con-

demns any known departures from commercial negotiations

based otherwise than on the merit and price of the goods and
the reliability of makers. It was felt to be fitting in every

respect that our association ally itself actively with those who
seek some such legislation as that proposed.

Remittances.—Prompter payment for goods delivered to

railroads was found still a subject of complaint in some
quarters. The division of public service and accounts of the

railroad administration has organized an accounting commit-

tee of which the chairman is A. H. Plant, comptroller of the

Southern Railway. The association is exchanging informa-

tion with that committee with a view to establishing a basis

of co-operation toward closing out old accounts and expedit-

ing settlements on current transactions.

Materials for Rail'duay Contracts.—Difficulty in obtaining

material and fuel for use in completing contracts for delivery

to railroads having been complained of, it was stated that

some members had dealt satisfactorily in this respect with

the procurement section of the division of finance and pur-

chases, of which the manager is H. C. Pearce, general pur-

chasing agent of the Seai)oard Air Line, Interstate Commerce
Building, Washington.
The committee consists of A. L. Humiihrey. chairman;

Samuel G. Allen, Irving T. Hartz, Robert F. Carr, Charles

K. Knickerbocker, Andrew Fletcher, J. M. Hansen, Howard
A. Gray and A. H. IMullikin.

Germ.an Railway Condition Serious.—In a recent

article in the Berlin Tageblatt a member of the Reichstag,

Herr Goethein, expresses considerable concern regarding the

condition of the rolling stock on the German railways. He
asserts that on one out of every five of his railway journeys

in the last two years his travel was interrupted by delays due
to the breaking down of engines. He attributes this to the

substitution of steel for important copper parts. The longer

the war lasts the more serious the condition of the means of

communication becomes, he asserts, and the war can only

be won, he points out, if the means of communication do not
fail.



Development of Santa Fe Reading Room System
Reasons for Its Establishment; Its Activities and the Good

Results That Have Been Secured from It

By Charles E. Parks

Assistant Editor, the Santa Fe Magazine, Chicago.

ONE or THE PROBLEMS that has confronted the railways

of the West during the past 40 years, particularly

those lines that traverse any great extent of desert

or semi-arid country, has been their inability to secure and
keep in service competent and dependable employees. Re-
moved from all of the refining and restraining influences

of the more populous sections of the country, lacking often

what we have come to regard as the necessities of life, lim-
ited to a very narrow social life, which, at its best, was open
to question and sometimes was even entirely lacking, it m
not strange that employment on these western roads was not
eagerly sought after, particularly by men of family or those
who wished to remain permanently with a railroad. High
wages proved no incentive, the great majority of those em-
ployed on many divisions regarding their employment mere-
ly as a temporary means of obtaining a living, or, because
of the high wages, a quick way of acquiring a "stake," and
they were ready at the first opportunity to throw up their
jobs and return to "God's Country." The boomer was a
respectable member of society because he was largely in the
majority.

At the present time conditions have changed, and, while
skilled labor—clerks, train and engine men and shop em-
ployees—is still somewhat migratory in some sections of the
West, as a rule, the western roads find little difficulty in
keeping their ranks filled with efficient and contented em-
ployees. While the marvelous growth and development of
the western states during the past few vears and the oppor-
tunities to be found there have had their influence on the in-
creased stability of railroad employees, nevertheless this state

of affairs was also largely influenced by the efforts made by
the railroads themselves to retain in their service depend-
able men.

One of the means adopted towards this end by the Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe is its system of reading-rooms and
club houses. Under this system are grouped" the efforts

made by the company to instruct, entertain, amuse and keep
its employees in a contented state of mind. This is done by
erecting at all important division headquarters and terminals
reading-rooms, containing all the equipment of a modern
clubhouse, by providing entertainments and lectures and by
promoting the moral, social and intellectual life of its em-
plo}-ees and their families in every way possible.

In this the Santa Fe differs from the majority of the large
systems, who delegate this important work, if undertaken at
all, to the Railroad Y. M. C. A. or a similar outside agency.
The Railroad Y. M. C. A. operates at some of the larger
division points on the system, such as Topeka. and .Argen-
tine, Kan., Temple and Cleburne, Te.\., and .\lbuquerque,
N. M., and the company has assisted in building and con-
tributes liberally in maintaining the Railroad Y." ;M. C. A.
buildings, which come under the inspection of the reading-
room department. However, most of the work of this nature
is done by the company direct.

The reason for this lies in the peculiar conditions exist-
ing on the Santa Fe lines. When the road was first pro-
jected through the ^^est, it passed through what was prac-
tically uninhabited territor}-. There were no large cities
and the towns and villages were few and far between, so
that when a division point or terminal was decided upon,
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it was necessary to stake out a townsite on the desert or

prairie adjacent to the roundhouse. It was at these locali-

ties that a reading-room or clubhouse was most essential.

Had the company waited for an outside organization to

erect a club and maintain it, it is problematical whether a

single building would have been put up.

Illustrative of this is the case of the town of Albuquerque,

N. M. This is one of the oldest towns in the United States

and is not in the strict sense of the word a railroad town.

Nevertheless, it is only within the past two years that suffi-

cient funds were collected to enable Albuquerque to boast of

a suitable building for the Railroad Y. M. C. A. Mean-
while, towns like Winslow and Seligman, Ariz., Barstow

and Needles, Cal., have been long enjoying all the benefits

of the reading-room system.

The reading-room system was first undertaken by the

Santa Fe as an experiment, and as such it was unique. No
other railroad in the country possessed anything of a simi-

lar nature, but after a 20 year test it has conclusively proved

its success as a necessary factor in successful railroad oper-

ation. It was inaugurated on November 1, 1898, with the

appointment of S. E. Busser as superintendent of reading-

rooms. Previous to that time, and in fact from the time tlu-

road was built, the necessity for clubhouses for employees at

desert division points had been recognized and some attempt

had been made to provide them, but the buildings were few,

little more than shacks, badly situated and poorly lighted and
furnished. The efforts of the superintendent have been

backed heartily by the management, and particularly by

President Ripley, whose interest in the welfare of his em-
ployees and good business foresight impelled him to author-

ize the experiment.

The superintendent of reading-rooms is responsible for

the operation and maintenance of the reading-room system,

which is operated as a separate department of the road. He
reports directly to the president. Statistical reports cover-

ing attendance, expenses, etc., are submitted also to all gen-

eral managers and general superintendents for their infor-

mation. It is his duty to suggest and plan buildings, to

supervise their location, to employ librarians and attendants,

to oversee all requirements for supplies, including books

The Barstow, Cal., Reading Room Building

and periodicals, to make all bookings for entertainments,

to audit and pay all bills relative to reading-room operation

and to exercise a general personal supervision of the work.

Reading-Rooms

Reading-room activities are centered about a reading-

room or clubhouse. There are 26 of these buildings on the

Santa Fe, representing an investment of over $450,000. The
average cost of the buildings now being erected is approx-

imately $30,000, while the one at Needles, Cal., the finest

on the system, is valued at $75,000. These buildings are

divided into two classes: reading-rooms and clubhouses, al-

though they are all generally known as reading-rooms.

Clubhouses differ from the reading-rooms in that thev are

provided with sleeping-rooms and in a few cases restaurants.

In erecting the new reading-rooms a standard type of

structure is being adhered to whenever possible. This
standard is a concrete pebble-dash structure, two stories in

height with a basement, and fronted with a wide portico.

This portico produces a mission-style effect in the archi-

tecture. The building is usually surrounded by a well-

kept lawn, flower-beds and trees, which give it a very home-
like and cozy appearance. No definite architectural plan

was followed in the earlier buildings and some of them are

large frame buildings, while others are built of brick, three

or four stories in height.

In a general way each clubhouse has from 10 to 30 sleep-

ing-rooms, furnished with all the conveniences of a me-

Old Type of Reading Room at Needles, Cal.

dium priced hotel. These rooms are occupied by employees

for the nominal sum of 25 cents and the demand for rooms

is much greater than the supply, a single room often being

occupied three times during the twenty-four hours. At some

points it is the custom for the despatchers' office to give the

librarian a lineup of the arrival and departure of trains in

order that provisions may be made for taking care of train

and engine crews. These sleeping-rooms are located on the

top floor of the buildings.

On the main floor are placed the billiard and pool tables;

the reading-room proper, containing the newspapers, peri-

odicals and library; the card and writing rooms; the res-

taurant, when one is maintained (Fred Harvey maintains

restaurants for employees at all division points and ter-

minals) ; the auditorium and office, also the cigar counter

and sometimes a soft-drink fountain. In the basement are

the toilet facilities; lockers; baths, including showers and
often a swimming pool; the g}Tnnasium and bowling alley.

Some of the older buildings do not contain all of these

facilities, but the newer ones do. The librarian and his

family usually have a suite of rooms in the reading-room.

Various considerations govern the location of these read-

ing-rooms. The physical conditions existing in the terri-

tory through which the road ran was one of the first factors

consulted in choosing a location. At many points on the

Santa Fe, particularly on the lines west of Albuquerque,
conditions of life are hard and the privileges of civilization

are few and far away. As men with families could not be

persuaded to remain permanently in theSe localities, not-

withstanding the inducement of high wages, the company
liad to depend upon the labor of men not of the highest

character and ability to maintain and operate the most dif-

ficult sections of the line. The operation of a railroad over

a mountainous district or desert requires a greater watchful-
ness, a finer knowledge of the details of railroading and a

truer sense of responsibility than in the older sections of

the country and the company could not afford to entrust

this work to inferior men, if the standard of operating effi-

ciency was to be maintained. In such sections a reading-

room was particularly desirable.

Stations where operating employees were given their long-
est laj'over away from home was another reason for locating

a reading-room, partly in order to offset, the vicious in-
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fluences which were not lacking in any railroad or mining
town in the west during the early days. It also has been
deemed advisable to bring to bear some influences for good
in communities which were not strictly railroad towns.
Anything that tended to uplift the moral and social charac-
ter of a mining town that sheltered a goodly number of
railroad employees would be a distinct advantage to the

company. So reading-rooms were located in several of these
localities and what were once open towns on the Santa Fe
are now the best communities along the line from a busi-
ness and moral standpoint.

From 200 to 600 employees visit each reading-room on
the system daily, depending on the location. Desert towns
which have few counter attractions furnish the best attend-
ance, although it is not a problem of the reading-rooms to

persuade the employees to attend, but rather to furnish

Santa Fe reading-rooms are self-supporting. The revenue
is derived from the rent of rooms, the use of baths and the
pool and billiard receipts. However, only a nominal charge
is made for the use of these facilities as there is no idea of
profit involved. The cost of operating the reading-room
department apart from renewals, but including books, peri-

odicals, salaries, is appro.ximately $60,000 "a year. The
yearly charge for newspapers and magazines is about $3,-
000, while the same amount is expended for books.

In the libraries of the reading-rooms are approximately
25,000 volumes, 40 per cent being fiction, 20 per cent his-
tory, IS per cent biography, IS per cent technical and the
balance miscellaneous. An average of SOO books are drawn
each day, while the buildings are visited by nearly 9,000
employees daily. This is approximately one-ninth of the
total number of employees on the system. These figures

Reading Room at Winslow, Ariz.

Seligman, Ariz., Pool Room
Reading Room at Needles, Cal.

Lower Promenade of the Barstow,
Cal., Reading Room

The Court ot the Barstow. Cal.,

Reading Room
The Reading Room Building at

Winslow, Ariz.

ample facilities to take care of the numlicr of those wlio

wish to take advantage of the attractions offered.

The popularity of the reading-rooms is not conlined sole-

ly to the employees, but extends to their families. It is often
the center of the social life of the community; it is the meet-
ing place of the women's social and literary clubs. In many
reading-rooms dances are given weekly, tlie music being pro-
vided by the employees, although a piano is a part of the

equipment of every reading-room. Where the best reading-
rooms are located the library is the only circulating library
in the town and liberal use is made of it by the emplovees
and their families. The auditorium is the common meet-
ing-place of all division, information and safety meetings
and the fact that such meetings are held in a suitable hall
owned and maintained by the company lends somewhat of a
family atmosphere to such gatherings. The wide porticos
of the reading-rooms are the stamping-grounds for em-
ployees during the summer months, at which time they are
alive with the hum and gossip of railroad life.

In respect to ordinary maintenance expenses, manv of the

vary, depending upon the ru>h of business, a ]-,\Tie attend-
ance indicating that business is dull, while tlie employees
have little time for recreation or amusement when business
is brisk. .A.t such times the sleeping-rooms are in demand.

Entertainments

The Bureau of Entertainments is operated as a ]iart of the
reading-room system and is under the supervision of the
superintendent of reading-rooms. The Santa Fe employs
annually about 30 groups of entertainers,- each group con-
sisting of from 1 to 50 persons whose duties are to instruct,
entertain and amuse the railroad's employees at tlie various'
reading-room centers. Each company gives an average of 10
entertainments during the season; some towns are visited by
as many as 16 different companies and others hv onlv one
or two, the average being ten. The number of entertain-
ments allotted to a town depends largely upon the absence
of other forms of amusement in the section during the win-
ter months.

Different forms of entertainments are civen, ran^in"
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from an illu.strated lecture on Enoch Arden by an eminent

divine to sleight-of-hand work by a professional magician.

Musical entertainments constitute about one-half the annual

program and some of the best known concert compa-

nies in the United States have made the Santa Fe reading-

room circuit, as well as many singers and musicians of note.

Dentists and physicians give talks on personal and social

hygiene, while readers, impersonators and dancers are espe-

cially welcome. One of the most popular forms of enter-

tainments sent out is the college glee clubs, while a band

usually makes the round each season. Entertainers also are

sent out whose special duty is to meet and talk with the

wives and dependents of employees and advise them on

domestic and social matters.

l'ractii:ill\- every company which is sent over the line is

The Railroad Y. M. C. A. Building at Albuquerque, N. M.

received with enthusiasm by the employees and their fami-

lies. In but very few towns is there a hall large enough to

accommodate the numbers seeking admission, which is

free, and nearly every entertainment witnesses a large num-

ber turned aw-ay.

While the high-class nature of these entertainments in-

sures their success, the personal relation which the superin-

tendent of reading-rooms promotes between the entertainers

and the employees as representatives of the railroad is a con-

tributing factor. He not only wishes them to be entertained

but he desires them to entertain. He seeks to have the en-

tertainers, especially if a group of college students, regarded

as guests of the comjtany. It is for this reason, as well as

on account of the mutual enjoyment obtained, that every glee

club is given a dance at nearly every town in which it gives

an entertainment, and every concert usually is succeeded by

a dance. Employees are urged to show the entertainers

around the various points of interest and make them feel at

home while on the line.

Results

That the purpose of the Santa Fe reading-room system

has been attained is evidenced by the continuation and ex-

pansion of the work from year to year. It has always been

a policy of the present management that the successful

operation of a railroad depends largely on the quality of

character and the standard of efficiency of its employees,

and it is towards this end that the reading-rooms are oper-

ated. The company is not unselfish in the matter; it does

not consider the reading-rooms charitable institutions to

which everything is given and nothing received, nor is it

conducting a campaign against the saloon and the gambling
hall. Its object is very clearly indicated in the motto of the

reading-room system

:

"Give a man a bath, a book and an entertainment that

appeals to his mind and hopes by music and knowledge,

and you have enlarged, extended and adorned his life; and.

as he becomes more faithful to himself, he is more valuable

to the company."
The work of the reading-rooms is measured by sound

liusiness principles; there is nothing Utopian about it. The
company invests and expects results, and while there is no
visible financial return from the investment, there is much
evidence that the investment is earning more than a normal
dividend.

Call boys go first to the reading-room in search of train

and engine men; garnishments for gambling and other im-

proper debts is a thing of the past, and it is claimed by

some that the reading-rooms constitute the best prohibitor}-

system of temperance in the towns in which they are located.

Encouraging the wives and children of employees to make
use of the reading-rooms has a refining effect on the men.
They dress better, act better and use better language, which
result has its effect in the more courteous treatment of pas-

sengers and shippers. It is only those who have experi-

enced the barrenness and deadly lack of interest in a small

desert town during the long winter evening who can realize

what these reading rooms and entertainments mean to the

contentment and satisfaction of those w-hom circumstances
inni|)el to reside there.

Ccl'y,i--hl by Under-.eon.i ,"- I ' nJ.^nfvoJ. N. Y.

French Tanks on Their Way to the Firing Line



The Proper Basis for A Prosperous Foreign Trade
Some Interesting Views Told by a Man Who Has

Spent Several Years in Asiatic Countries

By John L. Harrison

DURING THE PAST SO years the United States has been
so busy with internal improvements that there has
l3€en comparatively little consideration of the condi-

tions which have made our internal progress possible, even
less consideration of the conditions which must be fostered
and developed if internal prosperity is to continue, and
almost no thought at all of the fact that this prosperity
may be entirely lost. But the present war has set men to
thinking and they are beginning to realize that keeping
100,000,000 human beings housed and clothed and fed on
the advanced standard which prevails in this country really
involves enomious problems hardl>- so much as thought of
heretofore.

In a brief discussion of this nature many of these prob-
lems must be hastily touched on or passed over entirely,
but there are three closely related factors in the situation
which must be clearly recognized by all classes of the com-
munity—from the richest to the poorest—if the situation is

to be dealt with intelligently.

The first of these facts is that modern civilization is abso-
lutely dependent on the ability of certain members of the
community to produce a surplus—in common every day
language—to live on less than they make. This surplus,
bemg deposited in the banking institutions of the country^
becomes availajjle for business efforts of one sort or another

I

and is ultimately invested in fixed assets such as buildings,

I

factories, railroads, etc. Americans are so accustomed °to
5
the idea that there should be a margin between income and
outgo that they very generallv overlook the fact that there
are vast areas of the earth's surface inhabited bv uncounted
nijllions of people, who have never been able 'to create a
surplus, and who, as might therefore be expected, have never
been alile to develop living conditions at all comparable with
those to which we are accustomed.
The inability of these races to create a surplus is so ex-

treme that it is no uncommon thing to find whole districts
inhabited 1j\- millions of people, where banks, except those
established by foreigners and operated on foreign capital
are practically unknown. Thus, even in the Philippine
Islands, where the American regime has greatlv improved
economic conditions, there are anv number of 'cities with
populations up to from 20,000 to 30,000 which not onlv
have no banks except a small and almost unused agency
tor the Postal Savings Bank but which literally have no
money to place in a bank were one estalslished. Within
tlie last few years the Insular government has endeavored
o establish a banking system based on deposits made by
the Filipinos, but the fact that even under the altruisti'c
.guidance of the United States such a course has only been
aUempted w.thm the last few year.s speaks volumes for the^mai nes.s of the surplus which is produced by the 10,000 000
people who inhabit these islands.

> nre^^n il

"''1 '°"^;^*™ exceptional. Similar conditions

mririf S'TT' •^"'- '" ™"^'' "f -"^^"C" '-^"d in large

Tlf ""'^ ^?'"''' '"^ ^-"^ ''-''' to be observed as closetjj^our o^vn borders as in Mexico, Central America and
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*"JP!"' '" ^^'^'^ ^""^''^'^^ '^"^ ''^-''" "len-
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''''"^^ '"^"°^^'^^d- it l^'-'^ « very im-Poitant bearing on the establishment of commercial' rela-

tions with countries which are in this condition—a bearing
which has been very little discussed in this country.
The second factor in the situation is that the facilities

which are built out of a nation's surplus—the machines,
the tools, the factories, the transportation facilities, etc.
make it jrossible for a man to produce a great deal more
than he could produce with his bare hands. The Chinese
coolie lives in a cold hut, wears a few rags, a rice straw hat
and a pair of wooden shoes, and eats a little musty rice and
stale fish, while the American laborer lives in a warm house,
IS well clothed and liberally fed, because the Chinaman
never has been able to develop enough of a surplus' to en-
able him to secure the tools he needs to work with. He
gets a few cents a day because, when competing with his
bare hands against a race which works with mechanical
power and intricate machines, his producing power is ridic-
ulously low.

The converse of this proposition is that with a growing
population and a growing efficiency in mechanicar devices
there is for us the ever-present prospect of producing more
than can be consumed. And this leads to the third" phase
of the problem which may l)e expressed by savino- that the
prosperity which the United States has enjoyed depends on
keeping the whole population employed. If, then, condi-
tions arise which make it evident that keeping the working-
men at work will result in over production "^there are two
options—to cut down production by throwing a large part of
the population out of work, or to develop "foreign marketsm which to dispose of the surplus. In the past 'the danger
of over production has been small but it has been an In-
creasing danger. Now it is generally recognized to be a
well-nigh constant menace and, in fact, it "is admitted bv
thoughtful men that the five years just preceding the wa'r
were years in which the world's capacity for the produc-
tion of manufactured goods exceeded the demand for them.
Just what the world conditions in this respect will be after
the war remains to be seen, but, no matter what they are,
the United States with its increasing industrial population
and Its comparatively stable agricultural production faces
the stern necessity of either entering the foreign market with
Its surplusage of industrial production or suffering a decline
in internal prosperitx-.

How Can Foreign Trade Be Gained
If these tenets- are accepted, as they usually are by men

who have had the privilege of enough foreign residence to
broaden their perspective, there immediately arises the ques-
tion as to how foreign trade can be gained and how it can
be held.

In reaching for a solution of this question it is natural
to expect that the American will endeavor to find it in the
Imsiness methods with which he is familiar. Therefore one
often reads that foreigners gain their hold over the business
uhich the\- control b>' courtes.y, tact, a knowledge of local
languages, and customs, by offering a better or cheaper
I'roduct, by more care in packing and shipping. It does
of course, seem reasonable to suppose, for instance, that
courtesy ought to have an influence on business, but as a
m.tter of fact it may be practically disregarded. The Eng-
b-bman is a iiotal)ly successful f'oreign "trader but, on the
other liaiid, notnri.iuslv discourteous to all classes' of for-
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eigners with whom he deals. Similarly a knowledge of

the local language and local customs may be dismissed as

of .secondary importance. These and similar matters have

some influence on business but this influence has been greatly

over-emphasized in most discussions of this subject.

To the ordinary American manufacturer it u.sually seems

even more preposterous to assert that the price of goods

offered has only a secondary influence on the demand for

them. Price and quality are, in the markets in which he

deals, considerations of first importance. Why not in the

foreign market also?

A Question of Terms

The answer brings us back to the first proposition set

down in this discussion and namely that in very large parts

of the world there is not enough local money to permit of

the purchasing of goods which are offered except under

terms which will permit of the payment for them out of

profits to be derived from their use. Thus, if a China-

man wants a sugar mill or a rice mill or a few miles of

railroad, he cannot buy them outright because he does not

have the necessary money. Neither has he a local bank

as the American in a similar need has, from which to secure

the necessary credit. To obtain the machine which he de-

sires he must, therefore, go to some one who not only can

sell him the machine but can also extend the credit which

he must have. Under such conditions the buyer must, of

necessity, be more interested in terms than he is in price.

Thus, if he can secure a good sugar mill, of the type he

wants, for $10,000 in cash; a fair one for $12,000, one

third cash, one third at the end of a year, and the balance

at the end of two vears, and a poor sugar mill of about the

same type, for $l'S,000, $1,000 down and $2,000 a year

thereafter until paid for, he will have to take the poor mill

in nine cases out of ten because that is the only one which is

offered on terms which he can meet.

We therefore arrive at the first principle underlying suc-

cessful foreign business, which is credit. Where equipment

is to be sold it must be sold on credit or, for the most part,

it will not be sold at all and the nearer the terms approach

to permitting payment out of the profits to be derived from

the use of the equipment, the more fully the market can be

controlled and developed.

The second step in the development of a successful for-

eign business, a step almost equally at variance with estab-

lished American custom, but equally important, is the con-

trol of the business done by creditors. Standards of busi-

ness ethics differ in different parts of the world, but money

loaned or credits extended must always be protected. There-

fore, it is customary and, in fact, reasonable to impose on

the purchaser of the sugar mill above referred to a lien on

all crops with the double proviso that during the period

of his indebtedness he must dispose of all of the mill's prod-

uct through the agency dictated by the firm to which he is

indebted and that he may not extend his li;'bilities without

permission from this firm. The first of these provisos is

imposed to insure enough control of the product of the mill

to enable the seller to be sure of making his collections, the

second to protect the seller from the natural tendency of

ambitious men to overdevelop their business. These are the

theoretical justifications for these impositions. The actual

reason for entering these requirements is that they insure

the control of the marketing of the product and insure a

control of any future business either in enlargements or in

repairs. By this procedure not only is the original sale

made to yield an eventu-)l profit but the business of handling

the product of the machines which are sold is made to yield

a further and an even more important profit as well as to

develop other business and freight for the support of the

necessary shipping companies.

The r'^nv'ficat'ons of such a svstem when once it is well

established are many, but when once established, they are

very powerful. The machinery company enters a com-

munity and begins to sell machines on long time credit.

The men who buy these machines contract to do their busi-

ness through an export and import house which is located

there for that purpose. To take this product to the foreign

market for sale, ships are sent out and to make the trip pay

they carry out cotton goods, notions, etc., which are sold to

local merchants, also on long time credit, with the proviso that

these merchants will do business with no other firm as long

as credit is extended. In this way, every bit of business

done is made to yield other business, and all of it is made
to find a market for the industrial production of the home-
land and to return valuable products to the homeland.

Courtesy, tact, and knowledge of local customs, even

cjuality, have little or nothing to do w-ith the success of the

venture, for there is little or no competition. The firm which

can extend the credit can control the business, and none of

these other factors begin to count until there is competition

in the extension of credit, a condition until recently prac-

tically unknown and one not likely to prevail after the war.

Importance of Banking Facilities

•And over all of this organization stands the lcx:al branch

of the great home bank. The bank gives the credit which

these firms must extend and looks after the soundness of

these business transactions. In short, as well as acting as

banker for the business colony, the banker really acts as

auditor and confidential representative of the home office

of all of the locally represented business houses.

But beside the function of extending credit, with which
Americans are pretty familiar, and with the business of sell-

ing exchange which is less understood and the work of

keeping a watchful eye over the activities of all of the repre-

sentatives of the home companies which deal through it,

such banks have the general supervision of the development
of trade with the homeland. It must be borne in mind that

such banks do not exist for the good of the country in which
the\- are located but for the good of the country whose busi-

ness interests they represent. Therefore, they do not lend

money for the general development of the country- in which
the}- are located. They extend credit to their own nationals

as it is needed in order to carr}- on business in the region

. where they are located but not to the foreigner or to the native

for any purpose whatsoever. To what extent this is true

may be judged from the following. Some years ago. in

order to develop his automobile sales business, one of the

largest American dealers in Manila tried to secure a line of

credit from a British bank there located. His business did

not compete with any British business there established, or

about to be established, yet the credit was promptly denied

on the ground that British foreign 1)anks existed for the

sole purpose of stimulating British business and that this

man's business did not in any way help British business.

The matter was finally said to have been adjusted by an

agreement between the manufacturer of one of the cars for

which this man was the local representative and the bank,

the manufacturer agreeing to keep on deposit in the New
York branch of this British bank an amount of money equal

to the credit extended to the ]\Ianila representative!

Beside this the foreign bank has another function which

it ought always to exercise with judgment and with great

care—namely, the function of stimulating business with the

homeland without stimulating ultimate destructive compi

tition with the homeland. It has been pointed out that f(

lack of a surplus the Chinaman and similarly situated racei

cannot buy the tools which they must have in order to com-

pete with us. They lack railroads, they lack factories and

shops, they lack iron foundries and steel mills—in short,

they lack all sorts of modern industrial equipment. But
manv of these races do not at all lack brains and if the
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wealth and the productive power of a nation such as our

own is set to work in the unrestricted development of such

things for these races, these races will shortly be in a posi-

tion to produce surplus wealth and then to dispute with us

the economic advantage which we now hold. So the banker

in the foreign branch sits in his office and surveying the

local field weighs in his mind the problem as to whether this

or that or the other will be too profitable to the purchasers.

Whether it will be a step toward the loss of future business

because it will tend to abolish the need for future business.

Whether, in short, it is more in the interest of the region in

which he resides or the race which he represents and if, in

his mind, the advantage is against his own people he promptly

stops the business.

All this may seem cold and harsh. It is cold and harsh

—

but looking after the interests of 100,000,000 people is a

cold, unsympathetic proposition and if approached from
any other standpoint some of that 100,000,000 will most
surely suffer. That foreign trade must be developed, there

can be no doubt. That it may be developed and held by
the methods here outlined is demonstrated by the history of

the nations most experienced in foreign trade. But that it

is a dangerous matter to develop the business of a foreign

nation to a point where it will threaten the life of our own
should be self-evident. So the banker sits in his office and
stops those sales out of which dangerous progress may result,

and aids in the development of the business which will dis-

pose of the products of the homeland without developing

conditions which may eventually prove a menace. Such a

course is arbitrary and not pleasant to contemplate—but the

final result of any policy of unrestrictedly developing for-

is a safe rule—and go nowhere else! Accept their dictation
as to the limits on business—there hasn't been much dicta-
tion Ijy American banks but there will be more—and re-

memjjer that by so doing some of the business of today may
be lost, but that tomorrow must be protected as well as today

!

The Use of Light MiHtary Railways

THE DEFEAT OF GERMANY depends to a large e.xtent upon
the skill and the efficient manner in which the light

military railroads at the front are operated by our
military forces. No army can exist without its light railroads

today. They are an immediate and necessary adjunct just

to the rear of the trenches where they support the fighting

front. They are easily operated and quickly laid. In 1914,
while all military authorities realized that transportation

must be the backbone of any campaign, it was thought that

the standard-gage road, supislemented by the usual strategic

railways would fulfill all requirements, both in the rear and
at the front. It was soon found this would not work. The
front" was far too temporary for the cumbersome and per-

manent works of peace-time railroading. So the stand-
ard broad gage system retreated from the trenches, to make
way for the nimbler and more serviceable light railways.

Back of the entire allied battle line, there is a zone from
four to five miles wide within which a perfect net of light

railways, running over two foot tracks, performs almost the

entire function of transportation. The broad gage trains

Ijring their freight, food, equipment, munitions and men to

the beginning of the light railroads, just outside of the or-

CoU'right !,ji Commi:ti-e on Public Info

An Armored Locomotive for Light Railway Work

eign markets, especially Asiatic markets, is nothing short of

unmentionable.

.As a final word the writer wishes to point out that a firm

desiring to enter the foreign market should do so only where
and when it can secure adequate banking facilities. It is

practically useless to try to establish selling agencies until

the proper credit is available. Don't try to establish a for-

eign business in the way that a home business is estab-
lished. It can't be done! If those who are ambitious to
try will remember that foreign business, especially in mar-
kets like the Asiatic markets, is conducted in the interest
of the selling nation—not at all or at best only secondarily
in the interest of the buying nation—one of the vital reasons
for the difficulties which will be encountered, may become
•apparent. Go where there are established .\merican banks

dinary cannon range. From tliat point the small trains carrj-

and distribute their load practically into tlie trendies them-

selves.

The United States is not a pioneer in military light rail-

roading. Our s)stem is borrowed very largely from the

French and British. Here and tliere, however, we have in-

corporated well-tested ideas, developed in our own railroad

or engineering experience. We are using the French 60

centimeter tracks, and in the main we have not indulged in

"new fangled notions." Our light engines are .\merican

built, consisting of tliree sizes and two t)-pes—ihe ga.«o-

lene engine, which operates over the tracks in the daylight

when coal smoke would attract the attention of the enemy:

and the heavier steam locomotive, which is used at night.

One of these steam engines weighs about 23.100 lbs. on its
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driving wheels. The gas engines are geared to a locomotive

drive. The 30 hp. size weighs 4 tons and the 50 hp. size

7 tons.

The track for the light railways can be laid fast enough to

enable our forces to pursue a retreating army. This has ac-

tually been accomplished both by the British and the Germans.

With sufficient forces and under highly favorable conditions

the claim for track laying is 10 miles per day. Obviously,

track laying under shell fire is difficult work. The con-

struction of five hundred feet across a certain exposed stretch

may be a more creditable day's work than S miles in a qtiieter

zone. Camp Humphreys, the big new engineers camp in

Virginia, was built by light railways, during the severe

storms of last winter. New railway regiments there were

considered to have done well with half a mile of track per

day. Under ordinary circumstances a mile or so a day can

be called a fair average.

The light railways are always busy moving up supplies,

carting back the debris from fresh trenches and in general

making the fighting front "right." Sometimes a whole train

will be blown away by a direct hit from the eneni}'. If the

tracks are damaged they are soon repaired and shortly an-

other train will be jogging along at an uninterrupted rate of

6 miles an hour. They can speed up if necessary. At the

testing grounds in New Jerse}' they have made as much as

30 miles per hour. In any event these light railroads are

subject to all the conditions met with on a standard railroad.

Their collisions, however, are not as serious, and their wrecks

are quickly righted. The motive power falls short on heavy
grades, but the trains are so light they can be hoisted up an

incline and coupled to a waiting engine above.

The light railways are camouflaged; about everything at

the front works under camouflage, but they are neither noise-

less nor without vibration, and they can't leave their rails

with any satisfaction. They must keep at work almost
wholly without protection, save that from our own artillerv.

British Oiru-iiil Pholn. Corvrinht h.v UiulciU'aoJ Sr Culcnvooii. .V. T.

It Takes a Light Railway to Make Short Cuts Like This

though when necessarj- the engines can be armored against

rifle and machine gun fire. So the light railway regiments

of the engineers, of the construction, operating and shop
branches, have all the dangers of battle without many com-
pensating chances for the return of favors.

There are two main means of transportation at the front:

the light railways and the trucks. When the ground is so

torn by hurricane fire that the railways can no longer operate,

the big motor trucks come into action. The trucks at the

firing line are for emergency transportation. In wet weather

they slip and slide. They clutter up the line of march and
they tear their ow^n roadbeds to pieces in almost no time. The
light railway does none of these things. It stays where it is

placed, it makes and conserves its own roadbed, and even

the gas engine, running over the 25-lb. rails develops greater

power than the best truck.

The value of the light military railroad may be gaged

from the fact that it is far too valuable for use anywhere
except right at the front. The technique of operation is

highly finished now, though the tactical use of these rail-

ways will doubtless be modified and specialized. As the war
itself develops transportation looms ever larger as one of the

great determining factors.

A Grab Bucket for a Ditcher

CONSIDERABLE USE is being made of grab or clam-shell

buckets as auxiliary equipment on railroad ditching ma-
chines. These buckets do not supplant the regular dip-

pers supplied with this equipment, but they ser\-e as alternative

tools to be used where they serve the purpose more efficientl}'.

In tough, stiff excavation the steam shovel dipper is. of

Ditcher with Grab Bucket Placed Between Two Dirt Cars

for Rapid Unloading

course, much more eft'ective than a clam-shell bucket, but

for rehandling material as in unloading cars or in picking

uj) material stored in piles, the clam-shell is far superior to

the dipper. In general cleaning up work clam shells are also

more rapid than the steam shovel dipper.

The clam-shell bucket equi]iment enables the ditcher to

coal locomotive tenders from hopper cars. It also makes
it possible to use the ditcher for handling material at any

distance below the level of the track whereas the dipper can

only be used within a limited distance below the rail level.

The photograph shows the ditcher equipped with the clam-

shell bucket placed between two flat cars for use in unload-

ing material alongside the track. The dipper used in this,

case is the }i-ya.Td Blaw "Speedster" t\-pe bucket, manu^
factured by the Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Germ.^n Railway Traffic among the Rhine towns
greatly disorganized owing to the number of wounded arriv-

ing daily from the French front in hospital trains. Press

despatches state that trains from Germany are arriving at the

Swiss frontier manv hours late.
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I General News Department I

The airplane mail arrived at Belmont Park, New York
City, on Tuesday, July 16, in two hours, ten minutes, from
Washington. The distance is about 230 miles, making the

average speed about 106 miles an hour.

President Wilson, by executive order, has suspended the

provisions of the eight-hour law as applying to mechanics
and laborers on contracts in connection with the construction
and maintenance of tlie Alaska railroad.

The Consolidated Ticket Office of the United States Rail-

road Administration at Salt Lake City, was opened for busi-

ness on July 8. It is in the old ticket office of the Union
Pacific and the Oregon Short Line in the Hotel Utah. All

other ticket offices in that city have been closed.

The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, according to an
announcement made this week by the president, W. G. Lee,

now has in the army and navy 11,533 of its members. More
than 2,200 of these men entered the service during the month
of June. The brotherhood's insurance department carries paid

tip policies for these members.

Sugar bowls are to be banished from the tables of dining

cars and passengers will receive not more than two half

lumps or one teaspoonful per meal. This information is

given out by B. S. Harvey, of Chicago, chairman of the

administrative committee of Dining Car Superintendents
which was formed to co-operate with the hood .\dministra-

tion.

Representatives of short line railroads throughout the

country will hold a meeting in Washington on August 7, at

the call of Bird M. Robinson, president of the .American

Short Line Railroad Association, to take steps to secure a

reconsideration by the Director General of Railroads of the

status of the short lines, most of which were relinquished

from federal control before July 1.

Employees of the American Railway Express Company,
at Richmond, \'a., resumed work on July 20. following a

brief strike, in which they complained of their wages. .\

mediator from Washington visited Richmond, and it is said

that these express employees are to have the eight-hour

day, the other improvements in their conditions, similar to

what has been ordered by the .Administration for employees
of the railroads.

The pensioners retired from service liy the Grand Trunk
Railway of Canada during the past ten years have numbered
1,277, and the company's expenditure in pension payments
during that time have amounted to 52,000,000. On the Grand
Trunk, all officers and employees are retired at 65 years,

though in special cases, under certain conditions, after 20

years' service, at the age of 60. The minimum pension is

$200 yearly. The basis of the pension, one per cent for each

year of continuous service, is calculated on the highest aver-

age rate of earnings during any ten consecutive years.

Schools for Ticket Sellers

Under the direction of three passenger traffic committees

of the United States Railroad Administration, schools are

to be started to educate men and women, and particularly

women, to become competent ticket sellers and information

clerks at the consolidated Railroad Administration ticket

offices and at stations, particularly at union stations. There
will be no tuition charge and a nominal compensation will

probably be allowed to cover necessary expenses. Except
by the fact that there is a shortage of help for this work, no
student at any of these schools will be assured of a position.

Students who are appointed to positions will have to start at

from $75 to $85 a month. As they become more experienced

they will be advanced, and the maximum rate will be $150 or

$160 a month. Traffic men will be detailed from the several
railways, from time to time, to take turns as instructors of
the classes. It is supposed that from 10 to 50 students can
be taken care of at one school.

Freight Car Thieves

Freight car thieves do not always steal from freight cars

;

tliey take the goods before the shipper gets them into the
hands of the railroad. Before a court in Philadelphia on
July 18, live men and one woman were held in large bail lor

robbery of goods by misdelivery. According to the reports.

the teamsters carrying freight from a yarn factory, to be
delivered at a railroad station, were in league with thieves
who got them to deliver the freight at a place fixed up to

resemble a freight station, where a forged bill-ol-lading was
given, and whence the goods were taken to a "fence." The
reports say that about $32,000 worth of goods have been

stolen.

Telegraph and Telephone Lines Taken by Government

All tclegrapli and telephone systems within the jurisdiction

of the United States, including their equipment, materials

and supplies, etc., are to be taken over by the government
on August 1. in accordance with a proclamation issued by
the President on Tuesday. July 23, under the authority of
the joint resolution recently passed by Congress, for the
period of the war. The proclamation directed that the super-

vision, possession, control and operation of these systems
sliall be exercised by the Postmaster General, .A. S. Burleson.
through the present owners and organizations, so long and to

.such extent and in such manner as he shall determine.

Mr. Burleson issued a statement in which he said that it

was his intention to move slowly and consult freely with the

present managements. It is his intention to disturb condi-
tions as little as possible. There would be no change affect-

ing press wire service, he said, except where it might be im-

proved.

Because of questions of foreign ownership involved, no
immediate action will be taken concerning cables and radio

telegraphs. The Navy Department now exercises a strict

censorship over the cable and wireless systems.

While there are but two important telegraph systems in

the L"nited States, it is said that there are about 9.000 tele-

phone companies. The operation or control of what are

commonly called farmers' telephone lines will be interfered

with only for the purpose of facilitating their connections

with the longer lines.

Joint Operations on the Pacific Coast

In a statement authorized by W. G. Mc.Sdoo. director

.general of railroads, at San l>ancisco a few days ago, in-

formation was made public relative to changes in operating

methods which are being introduced on Western lines. The
lines of the Southern Pacific and the Western Pacific will be

used as a double track for a distance of 186 miles in Nevada.

The Southern Pacific line has heavier traffic eastbound as a

rule than westbound, whereas the Western Pacific has much
lighter traffic eastbound than westbound. Common us- of

the two makes it practical to partly balance the tonna.ge. It

was also decided that the Western Pacific would be used so

far as possible for business between the Coast and Salt Lake,

which avoids hauling freight through Ogden to get to or

from Salt Lake. In California, the Western Pacific freight

is now floated across San Francisco Bay, but in the future it

will move over the Southern Pacific Dumbarton bridge across

the lower end of the bay and will be taken by rail to and from

San Francisco in the same manner as the freight niovmg over

187
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the Southern Pacific lines, dispensing with the use of the

Western Pacific's boats.

The Santa Fe, the Western Pacific and the Southern Pa-

cific will use jointly the Southern Pacific's facilities at Oak-

land Pier. The one-day ferry line will serve for the three

companies' passenger business. This will do away with the

Santa Fe boat service between Point Richmond and San

Francisco, and the Western Pacific's boats between Oakland

and San Francisco.

A study is being made of the situation in Southern Cali-

fornia. It is the desire of the city of Los Angeles that freight

business be taken ofif Alameda street if possible. There is

a tendency to congestion on the Southern Pacific lines be-

tween Yuma and El Paso, which it is proposed to relieve

.by using the El Paso & Southwestern and the Southern

Pacific as double track line for 40 miles east of Tucson.

The Reorganization of Railway Business Association

Secretory Frank W. Noxon of the Railway Business -Asso-

ciation ha.s sent a letter to the members concerning the recent

meeting of that body at which its reorganization was effected

and new officers were elected, in which he says:

"Reorganization of the Railway Business Association to

meet the new conditions was accomplished by the general

executive committee at the regular quarterly meeting in New

York, June 19. This was pursuant to a resolution adopted

by the association at its annual meeting in Chicago, April

8. giving the general executive committee power to act upon

recomniendations of the committee on nominations and or-

ganization, President Alba B. Johnson, whose election

became effective May 27, presided.

"The committee on nominations and organization, J. S.

Cofi^n, chairman, brought in the detailed revision of the

by-laws. The aitn of the changes is to distribute work hith-

erto largely performed by the president by establishing a

system of committees and enlarging the responsibilities of

the secretary. The number of appointive executive members

is increased from 24 to 27. Four committees were authorized

—•finance and administration' (to supervise internal associa-

tion management), -government purchasing policies,' 'rail-

ways after the war,' and 'action'—the last to promote results

along the line of policies when adopted.

"One of the provisions of the new by-laws is that the presi-

dent upon retirement becomes a permanent honorary vice-

president.

"President Johnson announced that the following ap-

pointive members of the general executive committee had

resigned or declined re-appointment because of government

service: Lieut-Col. Robert P. Lamont, assistant to chief of

ordnance procurement; Waldo H. Marshall, assistant to chief

of ordnance production; J. L. Replogle, director of steel

purchases. War Industries Board; Geo. T. Smith, treasurer.

Emergency Fleet Corporation.

"The roster of officers elected and of appointive oflicers

and committees, so far as announced, is shown below.

"Mr. Post was re-elected national councilor in the Chamber

of Commerce of the United States. It was announced that

Mr. Post has become chairman of the railroad committee of

the national chamber.

"Written and oral suggestions by members of the associ-

ation for improvement of methods in the buying departiiient

of the railroad administration were "referred to the committee

on government purchasing policies. Additional communica-

tion." can be addressed to the secretary at the association

office. 30 Church street, New York."

Officers .\nd Personnet. of Committees

Presidtnt—Alba B. Johnson, Philadelphia, president of the Baldwin Loco-

"n'onorary"^ vice-president ^r.eo. -\- Post, New York, president of the Stand-

'"vice-presidrais-Walter H. CottinRha.n. Cleveland; W. B. Leach. Boston;

F B 1 eich ChicaRo; J. C Bradlev. Buffalo; Robert F. Carr, Chicago; A.

L" I uniphre'y, Pittsburgh, and C. W. Siflnnons St. Louis.

Executive members-S. P. Bush, Columbus; W. K. Clow, Qucago; J. S.

Coffin New York- S M Curinen. Philadelphia; Otis II. Cutler,
Coffin, New \ork

9j,
'" ,> j;, y ; Andrew Fletcher, New

YoTk- I°oward A Gray CI icago; Ir^iiiV T Hart.. Chicago; F. T. Ileffel-

finge; Minneanol s: 11 H. Hewitt. New York; J. M. Ho-.,kins, Chicago;

AM Kitlredee Dayton: Charles K. Krickerbocker. Chicago; Frank- J.

tr^L^Z^^hnUri^^r. C. Mason Pittsburgh: A. 11 Mu^liken, Chi-

rWcL? S F PrvOT N\nV Yoik:' \^ Salmon, Rochester: 11. II. West-

hij-house, New York, 'and \V. W. Willits. Chicago.

Secretary, Frank \V. Noxon; treasurer, M. S. Clayton; executive assistant,

P. Harvey Middleton. , . , ..

Committee on finance and administration—H. H. Westinghouse, New
York, chairman; J. S- Coffin, New York; II. H. Hewitt, New York.

Committee on government purchasing policies: A. L. Humphrey, Pitts-

burgh, chairman; A. H. Mulhken, Chicago; Samuel G. Allen, New York;

Robert F. Can, Chicago: Andrew Fletcher, New York; Howard A. Gray,

Chicago; Irving T. Hartz, Chicago, and Charles K. Knickerbocker, Chicago.

Committee on railways after the war—VV. W. Salmon, Rochester, chair-

man; A. H. MuUikcn, Chicago; J. C. Bradley. Buffalo; E. B. Leigh. Chi-

cago; Stephen C- Mason Pittsburgh; W. G. Pearce, New York, and H- H-
Westinghouse, New York.

, „ ,_

Committee on action—A. H. Mulliken, chairman; A. L. Humphrey, and
W. W. Salmon.

Traveling Engineers' Association

In connection with the annual meeting of the Traveling

Engineers' Association to be held at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, September 10 to 13, the Railway Equipment Manu-
facturers will have an exhibit. Applications for space are

being sent out this week by C. W. Floyd Coffin, of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company, 30 Church street. New
York, who is secretary of the supply men's body. In his

letter to the supply men, Mr. Coffin says: "The Traveling

Engineers' Association expects its convention this year to be

the largest in attendance it has ever held, and I believe it is

equally important that the various supply companies will

be well represented at this time, as this is the first oppor-

tunity afforded them to present their material to the many
representatives of the United States Railroad .Administration

who are sure to be in attendance."

Suppression of Freight Thieves

Philip J. Doherty, manager of the Property protection section

of the law division of the Railroad Administration, following a

conference with railroad officers in New York City on Tuesday
last, has organized a local New York police district. The plan

calls for the placing of the head of the police bureaus in con-

stant touch with the Department of Justice, all local detective

agencies and the chief of police, in New York and Jersey City.

A local committee was appointed to supervise police and de-

tective work, consisting of Joshua B. Gray of the Central of New
Jersey, William A Humphreys of the New York Central, J. R.

McMahon of the New Haven, H. L. Denton of the Baltimore &
Ohio, J. H. Lambertson of the Erie, Edward Beattie of the

Lackawanna and George Spender of the Pennsylvania. Mr.
Doherty in addressing the conference said that the numerous
crimes now reported were due to the acceptance of undesirable

employees by the railroads last winter owing to the labor

shortage.

"Well into the summer there was an unparalleled volume of

thefts of large shipments by professionals and gunmen sent out

by crooked receivers and 'fences' to rob cars. ... It was almost
impossible to catch the criminals. Many times, by connivance
with railroad employees, cars with valuable loads were placed

at isolated points, the better to aid the robbery."

Mr. Doherty plans to accomplish numerous reforms : the

strengthening of railroad police agencies where offences are

recurrent; packing shipments so that any tampering will be

shown at once
;
printed warnings on every package that ten years

penalty may follow its theft; more adequate fastenings and seal

records by carriers ; a close and accurate checking of conditions

of shipments at receiving, transfer and terminal points
;
publicity

to show the extent of Government interest in prosecutions
;
gen-

era! vigilance in co-operation with municipal police, and stimula-

tion of patriotic interest on the part of the people in apprehending
offenders.

There is a proposal that truckmen employ as drivers only such

men as are willing to work under bond. Much of the actual

losses sustained by the companies came from the method, seem-
ingly quite prevalent, whereby railroad thieves and truck drivers

enter into a partnership to steal goods from freight yards.

Referring to the laxity of local magistrates, whose imposition

of very mild penalties has thwarted the railroad police in many
places. Mr. Doherty said:

"Some of these crimes have an extremely prejudicial influence

upon the community. Because a large percentage of their crimes

are participated in by railroad employees, local branches and
officers of labor organizations in some instances have aided in

the defense of criminals of this class. Even since Government
control of railroads, strikes have been threatened unless thieves
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caught red-handed were released from arrest and reinstated in

railroad employ. A strike to assist criminals is an unspeakable
monstrosity at any time, or against any employer. But think of

such a strike aimed at the coercion of the Government ! Such
action is n direct affront to the best friend of labor and humanity
that this country has ever entrusted with its destinies, the present

President of the United States, now operating the railroads of

the Nation.

Association of Railway Claim Agents

The annual meeting of the Association of Railway Claim
Agents will be held at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago, on July 30.

Railway Returns for May
The net operating income of tlie railways of the United

States for May was $73,526,125. a decrease as compared with
May, 1917, of $19,000,000, according to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's monthly bulletin. While all items of
revenue except mail showed increases, the expenses continue
to show a larger increase. For five months of the calendar
year the net operating income was $217,018,333, as compared
with $345,905,368 in 1917.

This summary covers only roads having operating reve-
nues above $1,000,000 for the year ended December 31, 1917.
[Includes 180 Class I roads and 15 switching and Terminal
companies.]

SUMMARY OF MONTHLY REI'ORT.S OF LARGE ROADS—FOR THE MOXTH OF MAY
United States

1918

233,029.13

1917

231,801.46

Per mile
of road operated

Eastern District

1918

59,380.07

1917

59,072.47

Per mile
of road operated

2. Freight $262,767,806
3. Passenger 79,184,423

Mail
Express
All other transportation.
Incidental
Toint facility—Cr
Joint facility—Dr

4,562,564
10,232,560
10.331,665
10,824,500

491,220
152,634

$251,929,055
61,288,774
4,994.881
8,878.007
9,979,850
8,611,010
349.598
126,887

$123,027,244
34,323.025
1,780,481
4,936.432
6.007,764
6,139.925
252,502
85,262

$111,918,294
27,052,296
1,956,284
4,305.393
5,699.156
4.860,884

176,037
75,381

10. Railway operatiiis revenues

Expenses;
11. Maintenance of way and structures 49,310,046
12. Maintenance of equipment 74,704,753
13. Traffic 4,027,961
14. Transportation 146.488,732
15. Miscellaneous operations 3,111,318
16. General 8.470,987
17. Transportation for investment—Cr 591,494

378,242,104 345,904,288 1,492 176,382,111 155,892,963

18. Railway operating <

Net revenue from

<penses 285 523.303

ailway operations 92,719,801

41.060,849
57,877,093
5,453,759

124,180,933
2,721,831
7,965,578
573,097

238,686,946

20,114.991
36.913,227
1.910,026

71,553,601
1,496,512
3.763.969

54,897

135,697,429

40,684,682

6,319,186
17.277

16,716,095
27,798,248
2,036,859

61,409,895
1,268,128
3,494,694

54,507

112,669,412

5.795,431
15,569

82
3
1

;,639

283
471
3S

1,040
21
59
1

1,908

731

22. Railway operating income.

23. Ec^uipment rents
24. Joint facility rent (Dr,

25. Net of items 22, 23 and 24 . . . 73.526,125 92,567,508 315 399 29,802,478 34,332,820 502 581

26. R.Ttio of operating expenses to operating revs. .% 75.49 69.00 76.93 72.27

At

Southern Di[STRICT Western District

Per mile
of road operated

1918 1917

.\mount
Pc.

of road

1918

• mile
operated

Item 1918 1917 1918 1917 1917
1. Average number miles operated 42,957.26 42,738.33

.jiii:
130.691.80 129,990.66

Revenues:
2. Freight ... -.41,340.275

14,066,865
$38,019,452

8,600.621
748,710

1,211,087
741,075
952,110
76,916
23,397

$962
327
17
30
19
32
3

$890
201
18
28
18
22
2
1

$98,400,287
30,794.533
2.059,569
4,009,548
3,505,935
3,.301,257

111,373
52.418

$101,991,309
25.635,857
2,289.887
3,361,527
3,539,619
2,798,016

96,645
28.109

?753
236
16
30
27
25
1

$785
197
18
26
27

4. Mail 722,514
5. Express
6. All other transportation
7. Incidental

817,966
. . 1,383.318

8. Joint facility—Cr
9. Joint facility-Dr

127,345
14.954

1

59,729,909 50,326 574 1,178 142,130,084 139.684,751 1,075

143

Expenses:
11. Maintenance of way and structures 7.091.390 5,751,263

9,706,145
1,036,434

16,881,185
250,505

1,182,267
120,982

165
275
16

510
7

30
1

135
227
24

395
6

28
3

22.103.665
25,999,853
1.426,734

53,008.753
1.335,790
3,404,638
489.230

18,593,491
20,372,700
2,380.466

45,889,853
1,203.198
3,288.617
397,608

169
199
U

406
10
26
4

13. Traffic
14. Transportation 21 926 378

1,302,380
17. Transportation for investment—Cr 47,367 3

18. Railway operating expenses. 43,034,671

19. Net revenue from railway operations 16,695,238

1,002

388

817

271

20. Railway tax accruals (e
21. l^ncolleetible railway rt

22. Railway operating incoi

eluding "War Taxes") .

23. E(|uipment rents
24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.)

25. Net of items 22, 23 and 24

26. Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs..%

315

40

28,190,096

1,231.277
201.319

§1.528,256
S202.263

Julv 17. lOlS
Note—Tlir av

was $3.^1 per -niU- nf"'!

•Debit item. SExcludes figures for Cglprado Midland Ry..
ailway operating income corresponding to item No, 22
e for the United States.
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Traffic News

The Georgia peach crop ripened this year earlier than

usual, and up to June 26 the number of carloads sent north-

ward was 3,581.

Automobile freight service has been established between

Albany N Y., and Utica, about 96 miles. The proprietor

proposes to run through in one day and to leave and take

freight in at least 14 intermediate towns.

Twenty thousand is the estimated number of passengers

who went from Philadelphia to Atlantic City and other sea-

shore resorts last Sunday. This was a very hot day, and the

fare had just been reduced to $1.35 (mcludmg the war tax)

for the round trip.

Freight cars are now taken to Port Borden, Prince Edward

Island by car ferry, 11 miles, and the transfer ot fre.gh

from these cars, standard gage, to the narrow gage freight

cars of the Prince Edward Island Railway is made at tlie

dock. The car ferryboat carries twelve cars at a time.

The United States Railroad Administration announces the

opening of a barge Hne for the transportation o freight

between Philadelphia and New York L.ty by the Delaware &

Raritan canal. The Philadelphia terminal is at Pie-" -4

North Wharves, and the New York terminal at Pier 5, East

River.

\t Freeport L. I., one dav recently, over 100 monthly

commutation tickets, which had been wrongfully used on

the Long Island Railroad, were seized by government agents.

It is said that a secret service man bought a dozen of these

tickets from one dealer who had been making money for a

long time by supplying them to his friends for use at less

than the regular one way fares.

The round trip fare between New York City (Hudson ter-

minal) and Newark, N. J., nine miles, has been reduced trom

54 cents to 33 cents. The single fare remams 27 cents. On

this line, operated jointly by the Pennsylvania and the Hud-

son & Manhattan, and traversed frequently by electric trains

all day, the fare formerly was very low, but on June lU

was advanced to three cents a mile.

The summer meeting of the National Industrial Traffic

League will be held at the Hotel Lafayette, Bufifalo, N. Y.,

on Thursday and Friday, August 29 and 30. in accordance

with Circular No. 71 of the Traffic League, which states that

it has been found necessary to change the time and place of

the summer meeting, as previously announced. The docket

for the meeting will be issued about August IS.

The Fuel Administrator for the State of Pennsylvania

announces that coal mines which can dispose of their

product by wagon delivery, within moderate distances, will

no longer' be supplied with cars for the transportation ot

coal by railroad. It is said that many of these mines, deliver-

ing coal by wagon to the railroads, have detained cars as

much as three days each, for the purpose of loading.

The transportation of heavy freight by street car lines for

a distance of 17 miles is being planned at Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Pittsburgh Railways Company is preparing to establish

this service for the transportation of machinery and other

heavy freight from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Companv's shops at East Pittsburgh to the gun fac-

tory \vhich is being established at Neville Island. This will

relieve the railroads in one nf the most congested districts.

The movement of anthracite to New England is now in

satisfactory volume. For the months of April, May and

June, shipments amounted to approximately 3'-4 million gros.s

tons The total anthracite allotment for the New England

states for the year amounts to 10,331,000 gross tons. If the

present rate continues until November 1, eight months' ship-

ping will have been accomplished within seven months. The

Fuel Administration aims to send the bulk of the New Eng-

land coal through the railroad gateways, during the open

season without strict attention to the exact apportionment

between communities. New York City received during

April, May and June slightly more than its allotment for

the three months.

Between Cleveland. Ohio, and Akron, about 40 miles, the

amount of freight carried recently i" a single week was

8 145 tons, and of this total, 39 per cent (3,175 tons) was

carried by motor truck on the highway. These figures are

reported by the B. F. Goodrich Company as the result of

a tally made by it. In addition to this there was a total

of 1,639 tons of freight carried over the same highways by

motor truck destined to points other than Cleveland or

Akron; also 883 new automobiles (passenger) and 471 new

automobile trucks on the way from factories to buyers. Of

the automobile trucks (in service) observed in this count,

only about one-third were empty, whereas in a similar ob-

servation a year ago, nearly half of the trucks were empty.

Coal Production in Illinois-Indiana District

To those who are unfamiliar with the comparative statistics

of the coal traffic during the past three years, the difficulty in

handling the amount required this year often seems ine.x-

pHcable. The statistics showing the number of cars loaded

in the Illinois, Indiana and western Kentucky district during

1916, 1917 and 1918 show that the railroads have made a line

record in handling increased tonnage since this country en-

tered the war. In this district there are approximately /.lO

mines. The comparative production was as follows;

Month. Number of Cars of Coal Loaded.

1916 1917 1918

Mav 95,156 171,157 198,447

T,,„V ..99,006 172,453 194.343

July I'io'.iuiy'i 3.'
.'... 67,859 80.380

The movement during May, 1918, was 16 per cent greater

than during May, 1917, and 109 per cent greater than in May,

1916. The movement in June. 1918. represented an increase

of 12.5 per cent over 1917 and 96 per cent over 1916. During

the first 13 days in July. 18 per cent more cars \yere moved

than during the corresponding period in 1917. The number

of cars available has increased very little since 1916. The

increased traffic, therefore, reflects greater efficiency in utiliz-

ing the car supply, due in part to the zone system of coal

production and partly to increased transportation efficiency.

The high production of coal at this time affords an oppor-

tunity for storing considerable quantities for use this winter.

In spite of the high production that has been maintained, the

Fuel Administration estimates that the supply of coal will

be inadequate to meet the demand next winter, and the rail-

roads are called upon to take advantage of the present situa-

tion. Bv storing coal at this time they can assure an ample

supply a"nd minimize the shortage ot cars that is anticipated

in a few months.

Seashore Excursions for the Public Benefit

C. H. Markham, regional director, announced last week

that round trip excursion tickets betw^een Philadelphia and

Atlantic City, and other seashore resorts will henceforth be

sold at $1.25 plus the war tax. This rate will be available

both bv the Pennsylvania and the Reading lines. For many

years the rate was only $1.00. having been raised recently

to $1.75. Mr. Markham says, in his announcement;

"The $1.25 rate, which is now to be resumed, is an ex-

tremely low one, especially under the present war conditions,

but it is felt to be justified by the special circumstances sur-

rounding the travel affected. The people of Philadelphia and

its suburbs are dependent, in an unusual degree, upon the

seashore resorts of south Jersey for their opportunities of

healthful outdoor recreation, and the preservation of public

health and welfare is a war neces'Sity.

"Moreover, the large investments in these various seashore

resorts must be fairly considered. Owing to their relation

to public health, they cannot be regarded as non-essentials,

and many of them are in a very large measure dependent

upon the" one-day travel for revenue ' sufficient to warrant

their continued operation.

"It would be a great calamity to Philadelphians if anj
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general financial distress should overtake tliese enterprises.

* * * The Reading will continue to operate one-day
excursions daily and Sundays to all south Jersey points from
Atlantic City to Cape May, inclusive, with the exception of

Sea Isle City and Stone Harbor. The Pennsylvania will pro-

vide similar service to all points daily with the exception of

Cape May, Ocean City and Corsons Inlet, but will also pro-

vide one-day excursion service to Corsons Inlet on Sundays."

Coal Production and Transportation Breaking Records

A record breaking production of bituminous coal marked
the week of July 13, according to the weekly report of the

Geological Survey. The output, including lignite and coal

made into coke, is estimated at 13,243,000 tons, an increase

over the week of July 6 (five working days) of 2,987,000 net

tons or 29 per cent, and over the current week of last year

of 1,497,000 net tons or 12.5 per cent. The average produc-

tion per working day is estimated at 2,207.000 net tons as

against 2,051,000 net tons during the week of July 6. or an
increase of 7.6 per cent, and as compared with the average
production per working day of 1,961,000 net tons during the

week of July 13, 1917.

The output during the week of 13,243,000 net tons is ap-

proximately 1,031,000 net tons or 8 per cent above the aver-

age weekly requirements of 12,211,501 net tons, established

by the United States Fuel Administration. However, the aver-

age weekly ])roduction for tlie coal year to date is estimated

at 11,568,000 net tons or 5.3 per cent behind the weekly re-

quirements. In order to make up the deficit for the coal

year from April 1 to date of 643.000 net tons per week or

9,651,000 net tons, it will be necessary to have approximately
ten more weeks of production equivalent to that of the week
of July 13, or a production of 12,472.000 net tons during each
of 37 remaining weeks in the coal year ended March 30. 1919.

a figure only twice attained—the week ended June IS and
the current week.
During the week ending July 6, according to the report,

the percentage of full time output lost on account of car

shortage was only 3.6 per cent.

During the first 16 days of July, 118,368 cars of bituminous
coal were loaded on cars in the eastern region, an increase
of 20,021 cars, or more than 20 per cent as compared with
the corresponding period of last year. From June 1 to July
19, 213,362 cars were ordered by anthracite mines for load-

ing in the eastern region and 223,274 cars were placed by the

railroads, while the actual loading was 169,382 cars, or only
76 per cent, due to failure to load at the mines.

Commission and Court News

Court News
Telegrams as Interstate Commerce

The Arkansas Supreme Court holds that a telegram delivered
to an interstate carrier of messages in Indiana for delivery in
Arkansas over a railroad's Arkansas telegraph line came within
Interstate Commerce Rulings, Division C, Bulletin 7, p. 94, pro-
viding that if two or more lines are connected so that a message
is transmitted directly from a point within a state to a point
without it, the transmission con,stitutes interstate commerce, and
brings all the participating lines within the purview of the Inter-

state Commerce Act, so that transmission of the interstate mes-
sage was interstate commerce ; and a suit by the sendee to re-

cover for mental anguish caused by failure to deliver the message
after it was received at the place of delivery, as authorized by the

Arkansas statute, was not maintainable.—La Cost v. Rock Island
(Ark,), 203 S, W.. .586. Decided Mav 6, 1918.

Federal Employers' Liability Act Decisions

The Wisconsin Supreme Court holds that in leaving the rail-

road's yard at the close of his day's work the employee is but
di.scharging a duty of his employment, and if he was employed
in interstate commerce while actually at work, he was, in legal

contemplation, so engaged while leaving the yard when the

actual w.irk was ended.—Ewig v. Chicago, M. & St. P. (Wis.),

167 N. W., 442. Decided April 30, 1918.

The Oregon Supreme Court holds that a trackman who was
required to begin work at 7 o'clock (on an interstate railroad)

and who arrived at his place of work a few minutes before that

hour, and before 7 o'clock was struck and killed by a work
train, was engaged in interstate commerce within the act.

—

Stool V. Southern Pacific (Ore.). 172 Pac, 101. Decided April

9. 1918.

The California Supreme Court holds that a .servant injured

while working on a main power line carrying alternating current

to substations, which converted it to direct current for operating

cars in interstate commerce, was not injured in interstate com-
merce, his employment being too remote.—Southern Pacific v.

Commission (Cal >. 171 Pac, 1071. Decided April 24. 1918.

Dutch Rubber Smuggling.—The Amsterdam correspondent of

the London Times reports that as a train was recently leaving

Enschede for Gronau officers boarded the locomotive for the

purpose of making a search, and the engineer immediately opened
various steam escapes in order, in the confusion thereby created,

to be able to throw a large quantity of rubber into the fire. He
was only partly successful, however. One piece of rubber fell

outside the engine. Two arrests follow'ed.

S. O. S.—No, this signal is not a call for help or a new Stand-
ard Oil Company, but one of the numerous abbreviations used

by the army "Over There." S O. S. stand for Service of Sup-

plies. This is a new department which works behind the lines.

Its function is to supply the boys in the trenches with all neces-

sities from food to shells. The department is comprised of men
taken from the Quartermaster's Corps, the Transportation De-

partment and the Department of Railroad Transportation Of-

ficers.

—

li'all Street Journal.

The French Equipment Problem.—Of the 376,000 cars avail-

able on the French railways in .\ugust, 1914, 55,000 were lost

to the railways, presumably as the result of enemy occupation

of territory, says an article in a recent issue of the Industrial et

Commercial Franqais. Even with the addition of the vehicles

provided by the British authorities, an assistance which is de-

scribed as invaluable, the total rolling-stock available has been

inadequate to meet all demands, and with the utmost relief

which can be obtained liy the utilization of highways and inland

navigations, it is held that the traffic needs the construction of

more than the 33,000 cars being provided for.

Stop, Look and Listen Rule—Space Between Tracks

The Pennsylvania rule is that where a traveler approaches a

grade crossing and stops, looks and listens, then enters on the

tracks, he must continue to watch until over the crossing, and if

there be any intervening space between the tracks where he can

have better opportunities for seeing and hearing, he is bound to

stop, look and listen quite as much as he was bound to stop

before entering on the first track. The driver of an automobile

looked and listened, at a crossing at night, then drove at the

rate of about eight miles an hour over four tracks, when he came

to an intervening space of fifty feet. He continued at the same

rate without further stop, and was hit by an engine on the next

track. If he had stopped at a point IS' 2 feet from the track he

would have seen tlie engine. The engine, which was running at

eight miles an hour, gave proper signals. In suit against the

railroad the Pennsylvania Superior Court sustained a judgment

for the defendant nothwithstanding verdict for the plaintiff.—

Sicgel V. N. V. Central, 67 Pa. Superior Ct.. 307. Decided July

13. 1917.

The same court says that the rule is not a rule of evidence, but

a rule of law. peremptory, absolute and unbending, and the jury

can never be permitted to ignore it. to evade it. or to pare it

away by distinction and exception. That failure to stop is not

merely evidence of negligence but negligence per se has been

frequcntlv declared by both appellate courts.—.Mken v. Pennsyl-

vania, 130 Pa.. 380: Ritzmann v. Philadelphia & Reading. 187 Pa..

337. Atlantic Refining Co. v. Xew York, Chicago & St. Louis, 67

Pa. Superior Ct.. 330.
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Equipment and Supplies

Government Car and Locomotive Orders

The Railroad Administration has ordered 15 additional

locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

The Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, of the Rail-

road Administration, has awarded the orders for brick arches

for the 1,415 locomotives recently ordered to the .American

Arch Company. The orders for specialties originally placed

for the order of 1,025 locomotives have been extended pro-

portionally for the 390 ordered later. Of the latter order,

which included 130 light Mikado locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company, SO have been changed to the

heavy Mikado type. The 3-point suspension and supports

for brakebeams for the locomotives and the 100,000 freight

cars have been ordered from the Chicago Railway Equip-

ment Company. All of the specialties for both cars and

locomotives have now been ordered.

The SO heavy Mikado locomotives which are to be substi-

tuted for the light Mikado originally ordered are to be de-

livered to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, which desired

the change. Otherwise the distribution of the locomotives

to the various railroads is as shown in the table published

in the Raihvay Age of June 28, page 1558.

Passenger Cars

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, desires to purchase a second-hand coach

having a baggage compartment in the center, about 17 ft.

long, and with passenger compartments at either end seat-

ing 16 and 24 persons each respectively.

Machinery and Tools

The Chesapeake & Ohio ordered about 15 large tools from

a Pittsburgh concern.

Signaling

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered from the Federal Signal

Company a 100-lever, Style A, interlocking machine, to be

installed at Chicago Ridge, 111.

The New York Central has ordered a 28-lever Saxby &
Farmer interlocking machine from the Federal Signal Com-
pany, to be used in connection with the rebuilding of the

mechanical interlocking plant at the Grand Rapids & Indiana

crossing at Kendallville, Ind. This road has also ordered

from the same company a 36-lever Saxby & Farmer inter-

locking machine, to be installed at Yost's, N. Y.

The Philadelphia & Reading has awarded a contract to the

Union Switch & Signal Company for the material and installa-

tion of an electro-mechanical interlocking plant at its crossing

with the Pennsylvania Railroad at Sunbury, Pa. The mechanical

machine will be of the Saxby & Farmer type, having 13 working

levers and 3 spare spaces. The electric unit will be the "PS"

type, having 19 working levers and 12 spare spaces. The signals

on the Reading will be Union "T2," operating on alternating

current, while those on the Pennsylvania will lie the position-

light type.

The Philadelphia & Reading has placed a contract with the

Federal Signal Company for the installation of two electro-

mechanical interlocking plants at Philadelphia, Pa., to be

installed at the north and south entrances to the Erie Ave.

yard. The machine at the south end consists of a 24-lever

Saxby & Farmer mechanical frame, with 11 working and 2

spare levers, and a 21-working-lever electric unit. The
machine at the north end consists of a 20-lever Saxby &
Farmer mechanical machine with 5 working and 1 spare

levers, and a 17-working-lever electric unit. .All material and

labor will be furnished by the signal company in accordance

with the railroad company's standard specifications.

I Supply Trade News |
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Howard K. Moore, office manager of the Whitaker-Gless
ner Comiiany, Portsm.outh, Ohio, has been appointed as-

sistant to the president.

Frank C. Hasse, district superintendent pf the OxwelJ
Railroad Service Company, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been commissioned a captain m the quartermasters corps

of the National Army.

The Lagonda Manufacturing Company, of Springfield,

Ohio, has moved its Kansas City office from 314 Dwight
building to 306 Elmhurst building. F. H. Penberthy is in

charge as district sales manager.

The Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has opened a new
branch office at Chicago. This new office is the direct result

of an increased volume of business from the middle west
section. The locatiosi is 437 Peoples Gas building.

A. H. Told, eastern representative of the Positive Rail

.Anchor Company of Marion, Indiana, has been appointed
general manager of this company, succeeding Frank M.
Robbins, who has resigned to go with another company.

The Ralston Steel Car Company, Columbus, Ohio, has
abolished its Chicago office in the Peoples Gas Bldg. Ford
S. Clark who has been the representative at Chicago, has
been appointed sales representative of the same company, at

Philadelphia, Pa.

Charles W. Burrows, formerly chief of the magnetic section,

of the National Bureau of Standards, has established a

laboratory, at Grasmere, Borough of Richmond, New York,
in which he will continue his scientific investigation on the

properties of magnetic materials and on the performance of

magnetic devices.

The sinking of the steamship Napoli in the Mediterranean,
on its way from the Lhiited States to Italy, carried down
$100,000 worth of Berry Brothers aeroplane varnishes, des-
tined for the Italian Government. The Napoli, a China
steamer requisitioned by the Italian Government, left the
United States about June 15.

The trunking and capping business formerly conducted by
Edward J. Clark has been incorporated under the name of
E. J, Clark Lumber Company, with office and mills at Fargo,
Ga. The headquarters were formerly at Philadelphia, Pa.
The new company has acquired large tracts of cypress
timber bordering on the Suwannee River, Georgia, and is

now installing saw mills at various locations on the property.
It is also erecting a complete finishing mill at Fargo.

The property of tlie Orenstein-Arthur Koppel Company
will be sold to the highest bidder at public sale at the office

of that company at Koppel, Pa., on .August IS, 1918. by the
alien property custodian. The property, which will be of-
fered for sale in one parcel, will include the manufacturing
shops of that company, a town site and buildings, the Beaver
Connecting Railroad and other interests of this corporation
in the United States. This company manufactures portable
track and industrial railway materials.

Trade Publications

Timber Highway Bridges.—The National Lumber Manufac-
turers' -Association. Chicago, has issued Engineering Bul-
letin Ko. 3 with the above title, which is an 80-page treatise
on the application of timber to highway structures. The
purpose is to show by example, plans and exposition the
proper method of utilizing timber for this purpose. Detailed
plans of standard designs for trestles and truss bridges ob-
tained from various highway commissions illustrate how this
may be done. Separate chapters are devoted to the types of
framing, floors, character of the timber used, its preservation,
etc.
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Financial and Construction

Railway Financial News
Buffalo & Susquehanna.—This company has declared a divi-

dend of V4 per cent on the common stock, payable July 27 to

holders of record of voting trust certificates July 20. The
corporation applied to the Railroad Administration for ap-

proval of payment of dividends on its common stock at the

rate of 7 per cent per annum and received in response to this

application a telegram stating that there is no objection to the

declaration at this time of a dividend of 1% Per cent, "this rate,

however, not to be taken as a criterion for future disburse-

ment." In February a dividend of 1^ per cent was declared

on Buffalo & Susquehanna common, while last November 1%
per cent and 2 per cent extra was declared.

Interborough Rapid Transit.—The New York Public Service

Commission has granted the application of this company to

issue $39,416,000 7 per cent notes, dated July 1, 1918, and
maturing July 1, 1921. The notes are to be issued at not less

than 95'/:: and on maturity are convertible into S per cent bonds
of the company at 87,'-< per cent of their face value. The money
received by the sale of the notes will be used by the Inter-

borough to finance its subway and elevated construction and
its equipment obligations. The Public Service Commission has

also authorized the issue of $61,596,500 of bonds, which will

be the collateral for the notes. It is expected that the War
Finance Corporation will assist in the sale of the new notes.

Pennsylv.^nia.—This company has declared the regular quar-

terly dividend of 1 ' _ per cent, payable August 31 to stock of

record August I.

Railway Construction

Baltimore & Ohio.—A contract has been given to Westing-
house, Church, Kerr & Co., New York, and work has been
started on the construction of large machine shops and addi-

tional oil houses adjoining the present roundhouse and shops
at Cumberland, Md. The building will be 500 feet long and
250 feet wide.

Tlie Baltimore & Ohio is building a new classification

yard with engine facilities between Elsmere and Landenberg
Junctions, two miles west of Wilmington, Del. The work
now under construction provides for a yard of 900 cars ca-

pacity, with necessary water and coaling facilities. It is

ultimately planned to increase the capacity to 2,000 cars.

The Empire Engineering Company, Inc., Baltimore, Md., are

the general contractors for roadbed and track; Frainie
Brothers & Haigley, Baltimore, are building the engine-
house and facilities, and the contract for the coaling station
has been let to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago.

Canadian Northern.—-The Dominion government has given
its consent to an extension of tlie Canadian Northern from
Victoria, B. C, north along the coast for 70 miles. The line

is graded, and the provincial government which owns the
rails offers them to the Canadian Northern so that work will

be resumed at once. The provincial government will supplv
about 40 acres in Victoria for terminals.

Central of Georgia.—A contract has been given to the Ogle
Construction Company, Chicago, for a 300-ton concrete coal

chute, to be located at Good Water, .-\la.

Chicago, Burlington & Qrixcv.— .-\. contract has been given
by this road to Ralph Sollitt & Sons, Chicago, for the labor
in connection with the building of an 8.000-ton extension to
the ice house at Morton Park. 111. A contract has also been
awarded to the Rust Engineering Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., for the construction of a 150-ft. concrete smoke stack,
6 ft. 6 in. internal diameter at the top, for a power plant at
St. Joseph, Mo.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has awarded contracts to

the Ogle Construction Company, of Chicago, for six 150-ton steel

coal chutes, to be located at Seneca, Neb., and at Echeta. Orin
Junction, I.ysite, Powder River, and Clayton, Wo.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.— Contracts have been given by
this company to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for a
300-ton timber coal chute, to be located at Jackson, Ind., and a
200-ton timber coal chute at Momence, 111.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—This company has given
a contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for a
200-ton wood coal chute, to be located at Indianapolis, Ind.

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—This company
has awarded a contract to the Ogle Construction Company,
Chicago, for a ISO-ton wooden coal chute to be located at
Omaha, Neb;

CoLiRADO & Southern.—This company has awarded contracts
to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for five 150-ton
wood coal chutes, to be located at Fort Collins, Colo.; Cheyenne,
Wyo., and Amarillo, Wichita Falls and Childress, Tex.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.—A contract has been given to the
Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for two 100-ton concrete
coal chutes to be located at South Chicago and Gary, Ind.

Hocking Valley—This road has given a contract to the Austin
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for the erection of a 10-stall

roundhouse at Nelsonville, Ohio, to be completed in 75
working days.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for a 200-ton timber
<-oal chute, to be located at Carbondale, III.

Missm Ri. Oklahoma & Gulf.—This company has awarded a
contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for a 100-

ton steel coal chute to be located at Henr>iietta, Okla.

New York Central.—This company has awarded a contract

to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for a 200-ton steel

coal chute, to be located at Minerva, Ohio.

Pacific Great Eastern.—The province of British Columbia
has issued orders for the building of a 36-mile addition tu
this line.

Washington Railroads.—To provide transportation for

the product of a vast spruce region on the Olympic penin
sula. the United States Railroad Administration has author
ized the construction of about 50 miles of railroad, together
with 30 miles of short branches, or 80 miles of track in all

The outlet of the proposed lines will be at Deep Creek near
Port Crescent, Wash., on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
about 80 miles west of Port Townsend.

Summer Holidw Traffic in England.—The Railway Execu-
tive Committee of England has given notice that the published

riine-tables of passenger train services on the various railway

companies' lines will not he augmented for the conveyance of

holiday traffic during the summer months. The public is warned
that accommodation on the trains cannot be guaranteed. It may
lie found necessary drastically to restrict the issue of tickets

between certain points.

Travel to Ireland Further Restricted.—The Defence of the

Realm Regulation, which places restrictions on traveling to or

from Ireland, has been extended to enable a Secretary of State

to prescribe the ports at which passengers from Great Britain to

Ireland or from Ireland to Great Britain may embark, and the

routes by which they may travel. Where a person embarks at

a port in contravention of this regulation, the master of the n-csscI

in which he embarks shall be deemed to have aided and abetted

the offence, "unless he proves to the contrary."

French Restriction ox Tr.welers.—The French Government

finds it necessary to call public attention to the fact that under a

law passed last April no person leaving France is allowed, without

special permission from the Finance Minister, to transport more

than the value of $200 in cash, notes, or securities of any kind.

Travelers on whom more than this sum is found are compelled

to deposit the same in a French bank and leave it behind. The

law docs not affect letters of credit, but persons bringing money
or securities into France are prohibited from taking away a; one

departure more than 1,000 francs ($200).
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Railway Officers

•Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Frank E. Haff, secretary of the Long Island, with office

at New York, has been appointed local treasurer.

F. M. Snyder, auditor of freight traffic of the Central of New
Jersey, has lieeii appointed general auditor, with office at Jersey

City, 'n. J.

A. J. Moran, assist;',nt auditor of freight accounts of the

Erie at New York, has been appointed auditor of freight

accounts, vice C. E. Hildum, resigned to accept service with

the United States Railroad .Administration, Washington.

D. C.

T. H. Niles lias been appointed auditor of the Midland

Valley, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., effective July

10, succeeding A. W. Lefeber, who has resigned. Mr.

Lefeber's appointment to that position was announced in the

Railway Age of July 12.

E. Deschenes, auditor of the Central Vermont, at St.

Albans, Vt., has been appointed general auditor; J. W. Red-

mond, counsel at Newport, has been appointed general

solicitor, and W. H. ChafTee, treasurer at St. .Albans has been

appointed local treasurer.

J. H. Edward has been appointed local treasurer and pay-

master of the Grand Trunk Lines in New England : A. E. Plant

has been appointed general auditor and freight claim agent, and

H. P. Sweetser has been appointed general solicitor; all with

headquarters at Portland, Me.

G. H. Bacon, freight and passenger accountant of the

Kansas City Southern, at Kansas City, Mo., has been ap-

pointed assistant auditor, vice P. E. Wooley, resigned; W. G.

Buechner, freight claim agent at Kansas City, succeeds Mr.

Bacon, and C. E. Bingham succeeds Mr. Buechner.

C. K. Dunlap, traffic manager of the Southern Pacific,

Texas lines, with office at Houston, Tex., has been elected

president of the Southern Pacific, Texas and Louisiana lines,

to succeed W. B. Scott, who resigned to become federal

manager under the United States Railroad Adininistration.

Claude Waller, general counsel of the Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis, has been appointed general solicitor, with
headquarters at Nash\ille, Tenn. The following officers of

the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, have had their

authority extended over the Tennessee Central; A, P. Ottar-

son, controller, and J. H. Ambrose, treasurer; all with head-

quarters at Nashville, Tenn.

M. H. Smith, president of the Lciuis\ille & Nasliville. witli

headquarters at Louisville. Ky.. lias been elected president

also of the Atlanta & West Point and the .Western of Ala-
bama to succeed Charles A. Wickersham, resigned to accept
service with the United States Railroad .Administration; and

J. A. Higgins, general passenger agent, has been elected sec-

retary and treasurer of the same roads to succeed W. H.
Bruce, resi.gned to accept serxicc witli the United States

Railroad .Administration.

W. H. White, controller of the Philadelphia & Iveading, at

Pliiladelphia, Pa., has been appointed general auditor; J. S.

Sneyd, assistant treasurer, at Philadelphia, has been appointed

local treasurer of the Philadelphia iS: Reading, the Central of

New Jersey, the New A"ork & Long Branch, the Atlantic City,

and the Port Reading; W. L. Kinter, assistant general solici-

tor of the Philadelphia & Reading, has been appointed gen-
eral solicitor, and C. K. Klink, real estate agent, has been
appointed real estate agent of all the above roads, with head-
quarters at Philadelphia.

Charles E. Perkins has been elected president of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, succeeding Hale Holden, who

was recently appointed regional director of the central west-

ern region. Mr. Perkins will have his headquarters at Chi-

cago. Ralph Budd, executive vice-president of the Great

Northern at St. Paul, has been elected chairman of the execu-

tive committee of the Burlington. T. S. Rowland, vice presi-

dent, secretary and treasurer of the Burlington, at Chicago,

was elected a director to succeed Mr. Holden. T. W. Bunn,
of St. Paul, was elected a member of the executive committee.

Operating

W. H. Bunny has been appointed general superintendent

of the Montana, Wyoming & Southern, with office at Belfry,

Mont.

William Cotter, superintendent of the St. Louis & O'Fallon,

has resigned, and that position has been abolished, eflfective

July 18.

M. McKernan has been appointed superintendent of safety

of the Missouri Pacific System, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo.

O. S. York has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the

Stockton division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters

at Tracy, Cal.

W. H. Fogg, general superintendent of the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louisville, transferred his headquarters from
Chicago to Lafayette, Ind,, effective July 18.

W. P. Bruce, federal general manager of the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, has been appointed federal general

manager also of the Tennessee Central, with headquarters
at Nashville, Tenn.

W. J. Harahan, federal manager of the Seaboard Air Line,

and the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, with headquarters at

Norfolk, Va., has been appointed federal manager also of

the Durham & Southern.

W. S. Palmer, president and general manager of the North-
western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.,

has been appointed general manager of the same road with
the same headquarters, effective July 19.

E. H. Coapman, federal manager of the Southern Railway
and the roads mentioned in our issue of July 19, page 153,

has been appointed federal manager also of the Piedmont &
Northern, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

H. L. Bell, assistant superintendent of the L'nion Pacafic at

Ogden, Utah, has been appointed acting superintendent of the

Ogden Union Railway & Depot Company, succeeding J. H.
Dodds, who has been granted a leave of absence, effective

July 10.

J. C. Simpson, assistant to vice-president of the Gulf & Ship
Island, at Hattiesburg, Miss., has been appointed assistant to

the general manager of the Gulf & Ship Island, the Mississippi

Central and the New Orleans Great Northern, with office at

Hattiesburg. Miss.

Robert Rice, general superintendent of the Missouri dis-

trict of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters
at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed federal general man-
ager of the Colorado & Southern, with headquarters at

Denver, Colo., effective July 15.

F. M. Falck, general manager of the Philadelphia & Reading,
at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed federal general manager
of that road, and also of the Central of New Jersey, the New
York & Long Branch, the Atlantic City and the Port Reading,
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.

The authority of George W. Stevens, federal manager
of the Chesapeake & Ohio east of Louisville. Ky.. Columbus
and Cincinnati. Ohio, including the Chesapeake & Ohio
Northern, with office at Richmond, Va., has been extended
oxer the .Ashland Coal & Iron Railway.

J. W. Farrell, trainmaster of the Grand Trunk at Richmond,
Que., has been appointed superintendent of the Grand Trunk
Lines in New England : E. W. Williams has been appointed
superintendent of car service, and W. Cooper has been ap-

pointed trainmaster and road foreman of engines, all with head-

([uarters at Portland, Me.
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E. E. Dildine, assistant superinteixdent of telegraph of the

Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., has

been appointed superintendent of telegraph, with head-
quarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding M. H. Clapp. E. L.

Mackenroth, has been promoted to assistant superintendent

of telegraph, succeeding Mr. Dildine.

H. M. Sloan, assistant to the president of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Chicago. 111., has been
appointed assistant to the federal manager of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf.

in the central western and the southwestern regions, with

headquarters at Chicago, 111., effective July 1.

J. F. Patterson, superintendent on the St. Louis system
of the Pennsylvania Western Lines, with headquarters at

Logansport, Ind., has been transferred to .'Kkron, Ohio., on
the Central system, succeeding P. W. Sullivan, proinoted.

W. L. Ekin, superintendent at Decatur. 111., on the St. Louis
system, succeeds Mr. Patterson. A. J. Dawson, trainmaster

on the northwest system, at Cleveland, Ohio, has been pro-

moted to superintendent, succeeding Mr. Ekin. O. C. Wright,
master mechanic on the southwest system, with headquarters

at Logansport. Ind., has been promoted to superintendent on
the Central system, with headquarters at Cambridge, Ohio,
succeeding H. K. Brady, who has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Wage Bureau, at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Several federal managers in the Southwestern region, whose
appointments have previously been announced have had ad-

ditional roads added to their jurisdiction as follows: A.
Robertson, headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., the Southern
Illinois & Missouri bridge; L. Kramer, headquarters at

St. Louis. Mo., the Oklahoma Belt and the West Tulsa Belt.

J. A. Edson, headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., the Kansas
City, Me.xico & Orient and the Joplin L^nion Depot. J. L.

Lancaster, headquarters at Dallas, Tex., the Galveston.
Houston & Henderson, the Houston & Brazos Valley and
the Trans-Mississippi Terminal. J. S. Pyeatt, headquarters
at Dallas, Te.x., the Abilene & Southern, the Ft. Worth Belt,

the Ft. Worth Union Passenger Station, the Houston Belt

& Terminal and the L'nion Terminal of Dallas. W. B. Scott,

headquarters at Houston, Tex., the San .\ntonio. Lhalde &
Gulf.

Traffic

G. L. Nelson has been appointed traltic niana.ger of the Grand
'IVunk Lines in New England, with headquarters at Portland.

Me.

H. F. Smith, trafhc manager of the Nashville. Chattanooga.
& St. Louis, has been appointed traffic manager also of the
Tennessee Central, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.

R. L. McKellar, freight traffic manager in charge of foreign
traffic of tile Southern Railway, has been appointed secretary
of the Exports Control Committee, with olTice at Washing-
ton. D. C.

M. J. Mahon, trafl'ic manager of the New Orleans Great North-
ern, with ofHce at New. Orleans, La., has been appointed traffic

manager also of the Mississippi Central and the Gulf & Ship
Island, with headquarters at Hattiesburg, Miss.

W. C. Hope, general passenger agent of the Central of New
Jersey, at New ^'ork. has been appointed passenger traffic mana-
ger of that road, also of the Piiiladelphia & Reading, the New
York & Long Branch, the .Atlantic City anil the Port Reading,
with headquarteri; at New A'ork.

L. L. Grabill, assistant .general baggage agent, of the Grand
Trunk, witli office at Toronto. CJnt.. lias been appointed gen-
eral liaggage agent, succeeding J. E. Quick, who will retire
on July 31. under the company's pension rules, after a con-
tinuous service of 47 years with lines of the Grand Trunk.

J. F. Auch, vice-president and freight traffic manager of the
Pliiladelpliia S: Reading, with ofiice at Philadelphia. Pa., has
been aiipointed freight traffic manager of tlic Philadelphia &
Reading, the Central of New Jersey, the New York & Long
Branch, the .Atlantic City and the Port Reading; E. J. Weeks,
general passenger agent of the Philadelphia & Reading, at Phila-
delphia, has been appointed general passenger agent of all the
aliove roads, both with liendquartcrs at Philadelphia.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. Hay has been appointed master mechanic of the Grand
Trunk Lines in New England, with office at Portland, Me.

P. D. Fitzpatrick, valuation engineer and general road-
master, of the Central Vermont at St. .Albans, Vt., has been
appointed chief engineer.

J. C. Garden, master mechanic of the Grand Trunk at Battle
Creek (Mich.) shops, has been appointed master mechanic of
Stratford (Ont.) shops in place of C. Kelso, assigned to other
duties.

W. A. James, whose appointment as assistant chief en-
gineer of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Winni-
peg. Man., was announced in the Railway A^e on July 12, was

born in 1864, and en-
tered railway service
with the Burlington &
Missouri River as a

flagman in an engineer-
ing party in 1883. From
that date to 1895, he
served in various posi-

tions on railway loca-

tion and construction
in several western
states. In 1898 he
went to Canada in the

position of assistant

engineer with the Ca-
nadian Pacific and has
since been continu-
ously employed with
that road to the present
time. He subsequently
served successively as

w. A. James locating engineer, resi-

dent engineer and
division engineer. In 1906 he was promoted to engineer of
construction, since which time he has been in charge of a
large portion of the construction and improvement work in

progress on the western lines of the Canadian Pacific. The
last important work of this kind, carried on under his immedi-
ate direction, was the construction of the Connaught tunnel.

W. C. Cashing, whose appointment as chief engineer main-
tenance of way, of the Pennsylvania Lines West, including
the northwest, the central, the southwest and the St. Louis

systems, with head-
quarters at Pittsburgh,

Pa., was announced in

the Railway Age on
July 12, was born at St.

John, N. B., on March
18, 1863. Mr. Gushing
was educated at the

University of New-
Brunswick and the

Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. He en-
tered the service of the

Pennsylvania in 1887 as
a rodman in the engi-

neering corps on that

part of the road now
known as the Louis-
ville division. On
January 27, 1889, he
was promoted to en-

gineer maintenance of

way of the Cincinnati

& Muskingum X'alloy, which is now the Zanesville division.

where he remained a year, becoming division engineer of the

Indianapolis division in 1890. On June 1, 1894, he was trans-

ferred to the Pittsburgh division as division engineer, becom-

ing superintendent of this division in 1?01. On Januao' L

1902, he was transferred to the eastern division as superin-

tendent, and on January 11, 1903, he was made chief engineer

maintenance of w^ay of the southwest system, which position

he held at the time of his appointment as noted above.
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R. E. Smith, general .superintendent of motive power of the

Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Wilmington, N. C, has been

appointed also general superintendent motive power of the

Winston-Salem Southbound.

A. B. Truman has been appointed division engineer of the

New Mexico division, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

with headquarters at Las Vegas, N. Mex., succeeding J. A.

Roach, who has entered army service, effective July 10.

F. V. McDonnell, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, Northwest system, at Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been appointed master mechanic, with office at Ft.

Wayne, Ind., succeeding E. E. Griest, resigned; efifective

July 16.

R. B. Ball, engineer, grand dixision of the Atchison. To-
peka & Santa ]"e. Coast lines, witli headquarters at Los
Angeles, Cal., has been promoted to chief engineer, at Los
Angeles, succeeding G. W. Harris, transferred to the stafif

of the president, efifective July 18.

F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie Railroad Com-
pany, announces that Robert C. Falconer, assistant chief en-

gineer at New York, has been appointed chief engineer of

the Erie, the Chicago & Erie, the Xew York, Susquehanna
& Western, the New Jersey & New York, and the Bath &
Hammondsport.

Victor King Hendricks, whose appointment as chief engineer

of the St. Louis-San Francisco and the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., was announced
in the Railway Age on

July 12, was born on
May 28, 1869. Mr.

Hendricks graduated
from the Rose Poly-

technic Institute in

June, 1889. The follow-

ing year he entered the

service of the Fair-

haven & Southern as a

rodman. He remained
with that road until

January, 1892, in the

meantime having be-

come draftsman and
transitman on construc-

tion. On this date he
went to the Belling-

ham Bay & Eastern as

assistant engineer in

charge of construction.

Later in the same year
he became a draftsman
for the Indiana & Lafayette Bridge Wo; ks. where he re-

mained but a few months, returning to railway service as

an assistant engineer for the Terrc Haute & Indianapolis.

In January, 1894, he was made engineer maintenance of way
of the Logansport division of that road, and in December.
1898, he was promoted to engineer maintenance of way of

the Terre Haute & Logansport. Mr. Flendricks entered the

service of the Baltimore & Ohio in June, 1902, as assistant

to the engineer maintenance of way, and three years later

he was appointed division engineer at Baltimore. He re-

signed this position in January, 1907, to become assistant

engineer maintenance of way of the St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco lines. From February, 1910, to October, 1911, he w-as

an office engineer of those lines, following which he was
promoted to principal assistant engineer in charge of timber

preservation of the St. Louis & San Francisco and the Chi-

cago & Eastern Illinois. In 1913, he was appointed assistant

chief engineer, which position he held when appointed chief

engineer as noted above.

J. E. Mechling, master mechanic on the St. Louis System
of the Pennsylvania Western Lines, with headquarters at

Terre Haute, Ind., has been promoted to superintendent of

motive power of the same system and with tlie same head-
quarters, succeeding W. C. Arp, retired. R. H. Flinn, assist-

ant engineer of motive power of the Central system, with

headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Mechling. C. W.

Hendricks

Kinnear, assistant master mechanic on the Southwest system,
with headquarters at Dennison, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Flinn.

Purchasing

M. W. Stevens has been appointed purchasing agent and store-

keeper of the Grand Trunk Lines in New England, with office

at Portland, Me.

Ralph P. Moore, purchasing agent of the Duluth & Iron
Range, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn., has had his

jurisdiction extended over the Duluth, Missabe & Northern,
effective July 19.

F. H. Fechtig, purchasing agent of the Atlantic Coast Line
and the Charleston & Western Carolina, with office at Wilming-
ton, N. C, has been appointed also purchasing agent of the

Winston-Salem Southbound.

Harvey De Camp, purchasing agent of the Gulf & Ship Island,

w-ith office at Gulfport, Miss., has been appointed purchasing

agent also of the Mississippi Central and the New Orleans Great

Northern, with office at Hattiesburg, Miss.

C. B. Williams, purchasing agent of the Central of New Jersey,

at Xew York, has been appointed purchasing agent of that road,

also of the Philadelphia & Reading, the New York & Long
Branch, the Atlantic Cit\- and the Port Reading, with head-

quarters at Philadelphia, Pa.

The Western Regional Purchasing Committee has been
dissolved and replaced by three separate committees, one
lor each of the three regions which formerly constituted

the Western region. The committees appointed are as

follows: Charles A. How, general purchasing agent of the

Missouri Pacific at St. Louis, Mo., and chairman of the

Western Regional Purchasing Committee, has been appointed
chairman of the Regional Purchasing Committee for the

Southwestern Region, with headquarters at St. Louis. J. L.

Cowan, purchasing agent of the San Antonio & Aransas Pass
at San Antonio, Tex., has also been made a member of this

committee. L. S. Carroll, general purchasing agent of the

Chicago & North Western at Chicago, and a member of the

Western Regional Purchasing Committee, has been appointed
chairman of the Regional Purchasing Committee for the

Northwestern Region, with headquarters at Chicago. F. A.
Bushnell, purchasing agent of the Great Northern at St.

I'aul. Minn., and a member of the Western Regional Pur-
chasing Comrnittee, has also been appointed a member of

tliis committee, with headquarters at Chicago. L. N. Hop-
kins, purchasing agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
at Chicago, has been appointed chairman of the Regional
Purchasing Committee for the Central ^^'estern Region, with
headquarters at Chicago. M. J. Collins, general purchasing
agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Chicago, has
been appointed a member of this committee, with head-
quarters at Chicago. All instructions and circulars hereto-
fore issued by the Western Regional Purchasing Committee
will remain in effect until further notice.

Railway Officers in Government Service

The authority of B. L. Swearingen, supervisor of oil traffic,

•western territory, with headquarters at Kansas City. Mo.,
has been extended over the entire Southwestern Region.

John H. Howard, genera! claim agent of the Chicago &
Alton, has been appointed genera! freight claim supervisor

in the division of law of the Railroad .Administraton at

Washington.

H. W. Tremaine, assistant engineer of the Northern Pacific,

lias been appointed assistant engineer of the Northwest
region under the United States Railroad .Administration, with
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.

Obituary

Walter Morcom, formerly, from 1914 to 1917, genera! manager
of the Mexican Railway, and. also from February, I^IOS, to De-

cember, 1917, chairman. Mexico board, Vera Cruz Terminal
l."oinpanv. died in Mexico Citv on Tulv 12. 191 S at the age
of 63.
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It is reported that the brotherhoods of train employees and
the shop men's organizations are displaying a more active

interest in safety first work since the
New Interest

i<;^nroad Administration took charge of

in Safety it through the organization of a Safety

T^
j^

Section, with H. W. Belnap as man-
ager. The activities of the labor or-

ganizations formerly were largely directed toward efforts to

secure safety appliance legislation and there have been many
indications of an attitude of suspicion toward the safety

first work carried on by the companies, which was largely

directed toward the elimination of carelessness and unsafe

practices. Now that the Railroad Administration has taken

over the work, however, and the Safety Section is requiring

the establishment of safety committees on all roads, the labor

organizations on some roads are displaying a greater degree

of co-operation in the campaign. For example, the general

chairmen of the train service brotherhoods on both the Great

Northern and Northern Pacific have recently issued circulars

to their members calling their attention to the importance of

the safety first work and urging them to take an active part

in it by seeking opportunity to be placed on safety commit-

tees. We have also heard of a similar manifestation of in-

terest on other roads which has been welcomed by the man-
agements, some of which have appointed representatives of

the organizations on their general committees. The circular

also suggested that the discussion of safety be made a part

of the routine business at lodge meetings of the various or-

ganizations. This is a spirit that .should be encouraged and
contains large possibilities for good results.

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently issued a re-

port b\- H. W. Belnap, chief of the bureau of safety, and

_,, _, - James E. Howard, engineer-physicist,
^ on a rail failure resulting in a pas-

Now on the senger train accident on the Central of

Other Foot Georgia near Juniper, Ga., in October,

1917. The failure of the rail resulted

from transverse fissures and Mr. Howard's deduction, fol-

lowing the reasoning of his earlier reports on similar fail-

ures, confirmed his previous conclusions, that while the

initial cause is unknown, "service conditions undoubtedly

cause the progressive development of the transverse fissures."

The inference is that while the manufacture may or may
not be at fault, the over-stressing and "cold rolling'' of the

rails in service are important contributory causes. In other

words, the use of heavier rails would reduce the possibility

of such failures. Commenting on these conclusions in the

summary, Mr. Belnap states that "Remedial efforts have

not been inaugurated and no adecjuate protection has been

provided against the recurrence of this serious type of

fracture. This is a disquieting condition that should be

ameliorated." While in the past it has been incumbent on

the railroads to profit by and act upon these reports, this

duty now falls upon the Railroad Administration and it will

be interesting to observe in what way, if any, these findings

will affect the government orders for rails. To equip tracks

generally with heavier rails implies their renewal at an

increased rate, while the substitution of more rigid speci-

fications for manufacture involves premiums on the prices

to l)e paid far thorn. .Activities of the Railroad .Administra-

tion with respect to the rail program seem thus far to have
been limited primarily to a determination of the minimum
tonnage of new rail required, the jwssibility of the substitu-
tion of Bessemer for open hearth rails and, in the recent
negotiations, the procurement of the lowest possible price on
the rails to be purchased.

The attendance of members, and the exhibit given by the

railway equipment companies, at the convention of the

oi--„ij u Traveling Engineers' Association inonouia De a
Chicago in September ought to be the

Big Convention largest in the history of this association,

and Exhibit ihose who compose the association are

men who are directl}' concerned with
the operation of locomotives. They are a high-grade, in-

telligent, thoughtful, hard-working class of men; and their

work, especially under present conditions, is of the greatest

importance to the railways and to the country. The dis-

cussions at their conventions always have been highly earnest

and instructive. Their meeting this year, and also the hold-

ing of an exhibit of railway devices and materials in con-

nection with it, have been given the endorsement of Frank
McManamy, the head of the locomotive department of the

Railroad Administration, who, we believe, has acted ver>-

wisely in taking this action. It is probable that the attend-

ance will be large, but the convention will not result in all

the good it should unless the railway equipment and supply

concerns make a large and representative exhibit of their

products. An appeal to them to make such an exhibit has

Iseen sent out by C. W. Floyd Coffin, secretary of the Railway

Equipment Manufacturers' Association and already a large

number of reservations of space have been made. The
number of reservations ought, however, to be greatly in-

creased, and this should be done as early as possible. Mr.

Coffin's address is 30 Church Street, New York. Every

concern making any device or material in which the mem-

bers of the Traveling Engineers' Association will be inter-

ested ought to get into communication with him at once and

prepare to make an exhibit that will be of real value.

The government has now assumed operation of the telegraph

and tclqihone lines as well as the railways. The first steps

taken in the reorganization of the tele-

Pohtics in graph and telephone lines bear a strik-

Telegraph and ing contrast to what has been done by

^1 1- o „ • . Mr. McAdoo in reorganizing the rail-
Telephone Service

^^^^^ ^^^ operation of the telegraph

and telephone lines has been turned over to Postmaster Gen-

eral Burleson. He has turned it over principally to a man

named David J. Lewis. Who is Mr. Lewis? Well, he is

a former coal miner, who studied law, practiced in Cumber-

land, Md., was elected to Congress, ran for the Senate and

was beaten, and was opposed to the Tariff Commission.

While in Congress he wrote a series of speeches and articles

advocating government ownership of telearaphs. telephones,

railroads and other public utilities. These articles and

speeches disclosed the fact that he knew more things about

the railways of the world that were not so than almost any

other manliving. If, as apparently is the case, he knows as

197
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little about the telephone and telegraph business as he does

about the railroad business, he is an utter misfit in his new
job. In other words, his appointment is a typical political

one, and should be regarded as would be the appointment of

Senator La Follette or Clifford Tliorne as director-general

of railroads. Mr. McAdoo, in reorganizing the railroads,

has put experienced railroad men in the most important

positions; and if he does not get good results it will be be-

cause it is impossible to make a success of government opera-

tion, even in time of war. When the railway officers,

employes and .security owners consider what the appointment

of Mr. Lewis means they may well thank their stars that

Mr. McAdoo and not Mr. Burleson is running the railroads.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized, however, that under

government operation of railways in time of peace, there

almo.st certainly would be more politicians and theorists like

Lewis than experienced and able railway men appointed to

important railway positions. It is Mr. Burleson, and not

Mr. McAdoo, who, in this matter is running true to the

politician's usual form.

An Indefensible Contract Warranty

AN EXTR.'\(mDi.\ARV warranty provision, which is adapted

to destroy many legitimate business concerns, is being

inserted in the contracts the government is requiring to be

signed by concerns from which it is buying railway equip-

ment and supplies. The provision is as follows

:

"The contractor expressly warrants that he has employed no third person

to solicit or ohtain this contract in his behalf, or to cause or procure the

same to be obtained upon compensation in any contingent, in whole or in

part, upon such procurement: and that he has not paid, or promised or agreed

to pav, to any third person, in consideration of such procurement, or in

compensation for services in connection therewith, any brokerage, com-

mission or percentage upon the amount receivable by him hereunder; and

that he has not, in estimating the contract price demanded by him. included

any sum bv reason of any such brokerage commission or percentage; and

that all mo'nevs payable to him hereunder are free from obligation to any

person for services rendered, in the procurement of this contract. He
further agrees that any breach of this warranty shall constitute adequate

cause for annulment of this contract by the United States, and that the

United States may retain to its own use from any sura due or to become

due thereunder an amount equal to any brokerage, commis.sion or per-

centage so paid, or agreed to be paid.

"And no person shall be received as a contractor who is not a manufac-

turer of or regular dealer in the articles which he offers to supply."

The intent and effect of this provision apparently are

absolutely to prevent any individual or concern from selling

materials to any railway under government control and re-

ceiving a commission as compensation for doing so. The

last sentence permits a "regular dealer," as distinguished

from a manufacturer to be "received ;is a contractor"; but

what is a "regular dealer"? Apparently, tlie lansuage im-

plies one who actually buys articles and resells them. On
this interpretation, one who sells goods strictly on commis-

sion is not a "regular dealer."

It is evident that this provision is being inserted in the

contracts to stop some form or forms of abuse, instances^ of

which have come to the notice of government officers. Cer-

tainly, if aliu.ses which are occurring at the expense of the

government have l)een discovered, effective measures should

be adopted to stop them. Perhaps it has been learned that

professional lobbyists in Washington have been using real or

pretended political pull to get business from the government

on commission. If so, this should be stopped. Possibly it

has been found that some railway supply companies have

been paving graft in the form of commissions to railway

men to get them lousiness. ITnfortunatcly, such things have

been done, and they may be being done now, although those

familiar with the facts know that even l->efore government

control was adopted, grafting in the railway business had

been reduced to ver}' small proportions. If government

officers suspect that there is grafting relations Ix-tween supply

comiianies and railway officers, they ought to leave no stone

unturned to learn tlu' facts and expose and punish the guilty.

If, however, the purpose of this provision is to stop

lobbying or grafting, it is manifestly not adapted to ac-

complish its purpose. Lobbyists and grafters, by virtue of

the very nature of their callings, are not controlled either by
what is put into or by what is left out of written contracts.

They always try to keep their transactions secret; they

usually succeed in doing so; and the only effect of trying to

circumvent them by such contract provisions as the foregoing

is to make them more wary and secret in their operations.

While, however, this contract provision will not apparently

abolish any abuse, it will have important effects on many
business concerns. There are illegitimate commissions and
legitimate commissions. A commission paid by a railway

supply company to a railway officer to induce him to purchase

goods for his railwa\' from the supply company is a bribe.

Suppose, however, that a manufacturer of some railway

specialty in New York desires to sell his device to a railway

on the Pacific Coast. His business on the Pacific Coast is

not large enough to justify him in opening a separate office

and employing a salaried agent in San Francisco. He,
therefore, looks around and finds another railway supply

manufacturer in New York who is similarly situated: and
they together get a man, who is not in any way connected

with the railway business, to open an office in San Fran-
cisco and sell the goods of both of them on a commission
basis. Innumerable specific examples of business handled
in this way could be cited.

Is there anything dishonest or otherwise culpable about

this? Manifestly not; and yet it is prohibited by the contract

provision which the Railroad Administration is making the

railway equipment and supply companies sign. Manu-
facturers must either put all their representatives on salary

or quit selling goods to railways at places where they have

not salaried representatives. Why, it may be asked, should

they not pay them salaries instead of commissions? Because

the commissions of an agent representing more than one

concern automatically adjust themselves to the relative values

of the services rendered to the different concerns, while they

could not so divide his salary between them as to make the

part paid by each bear an exactly fair proportion to the

service he rendered it.

How could advantage possibly result to the Railroad .Ad-

ministration if the agent in this case were put on a salary

instead of a commission basis? In no way, unless his total

salary were made less than his total commissions had been;

and there is no good reason for anticipating that this would
generally be the case. On the contrary, the experience of

business men is that men working on commission usually

place more orders in proportion to the amount of compensa-

tion paid them than men working on salaries.

One of the worst features of this contract provision is that

it makes a direct and obvious discrimination in favor of large

railway supply concerns at the expense of small concerns.

The large concern can afford to maintain offices and salaried

representatives in all parts of the country', while its smaller

competitor, in order to secure equally widespread representa-

tion, must join with other concerns in maintaining joint

offices and joint agents on a commission basis. Deprived of

the right to pay commissions, many small concerns will be

forced to abandon great parts of the field to their large com-

petitors.

Tlie contract provision quoted bears the appearance of

liaving been suggested by some exceptionally exaggerated

case of abuse and to have been drafted by somebody to .=top

that particular form of abuse without due regard to the effects

it would have upon numerous concerns doing business in a

perfectly legitimate way. It is so sweeping, so drastic, and

so unfair, and is adapted to do such a trifling amount of

good and such a great amount of harm, that we are confident

Director General Mc.\doo will not long allow it to continue

to be used.
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Proposed Amalgamation of

Railway Associations

THERE ARE IN THIS COUNTRY today about 40 important
railway associations of a national character, each of

which gives attention to investigating and studying some
special phase or field of railway activity and in recom-
mending constructive measures for improving railway prac-

tices. Each of these organizations has been called into ex-

istence and developed to fill a real need, some of them dating

from shortly after the Civil War. That the different asso-

ciations have been important—yes, vital—factors in bring-

ing the roads to their present high state of development

cannot be questioned. Undoubtedly, it was because of this

that the director general of railroads suggested, shortly after

the railroads were taken under federal control, that the

several associations amalgamate so as to form one congress

of associations to whom he could look for recommendations on

various subjects as representing the findings of the best talent

in the railway world. Such recommendations could then be

made mandatory by the Railway Administration rather than

merely recommended practice.

It is understood that the officers of the .American Railway
Association and seven other organizations have had several

conferences to determine what steps should be taken to meet

the wishes of the director general. What consideration is to

be given to the 30 or more other associations, several of which

can be classed almost with some of those which were repre-

sented in the conferences so far as importance in a large way
is concerned, is not quite clear. Possibly this is because

many of these organizations consider such highly specialized

and intricate subjects that they arc followed and appreciated

by Ijut few of the higher executive and operating officers.

The Traveling Engineers' Association, the Air Brake Asso-

ciation and American Bridge and Building Association are

typical organizations. This is exceedingly unfortunate, be-

cause final action which may put some of them out of exist-

ence and put a damper on their activities is in the hands of

these higher executive officers.

The Railway Age and its associated publications have

followed the work of practically all of these organizations

closely for years—far more closely than the executive officers

of the railways. This paper in the past frequently has made
suggestions as to how the different organizations might co-

operate in order to cut out duplication of effort and get

better results; in one or two instances it has even suggested

consolidation of organizations that in the course of develop-

ment had become intimately associated. It never has and

does not now view with favor any measure that will destroy

tlie initiative or enthusiasm of any of these organizations. It

does Ix^lieve that most of them should be given official back-

ing and encouragement: it emphatically believes that the work

which they are doing should be co-ordinated, that their

recommendations should pass upward through the proper

channels and receive recognition on the part of the railroads

as a whole and that specific assignments should be made by

the American Railway Association or the Railroad Admin-

istration to the individual associations on subjects on which

recommendations or advice are desired. These things, how-

ever, can all be done and with full and hearty co-operation

on the part of all of the organizations without interfering

to any extent with their form of organization or their in-

dividuality.

It must not be forgotten that these organizations have a

two-fold object. In the first place through study, scientific

investigation, and exchange of experiences thev decide upon

standards or recommended practices. This is important and

is highly constructive. It is greatly to be regretted, however,

that in the case of some of the minor organizations the

findiniis do not receive more official recognition, but are con-

f\nr<l l.ir.ji'lx- rn tlid^e roads which have representation in the

membership ;md whose men attend and take part in the con-
ventions. The railway press has helped to overcame this
handicap by publishing accounts of more important findings
of these associations.

The second object is, if possible, more important than the
first, and }et it is in danger of being largely overlooked by
the higher executive officers and the Railroad Administration.
It is the educational and inspirational effect produced by
the association meetings. Officers, foremen and others, in-
cluding the younger men, have come to the meetings, some-
times downhearted and oppressed with their peculiar diffi-
culties; they have gone away with bigger and broader views,
with a renewed zest for the work. They have often obtained
information—in the meetings or out of them, when chatting
with men from other roads—that has enabled them to go back
home and revolutionize practices on their own roads and save
thousands of dollars. Cases of this kind can be cited bv tht-

hundreds by those who have followed the work of the differ-
ent associations and attended their meetings. Can the rail-
roads of this country afford to restrict or dampen activities
of this nature?

Amalgamating, consolidating, even co-ordinating these
associations, is a matter that cannot be handled mechanically
or theoretically. It is too big for that; it requires an intimate
knowledge of the aims and workings of each organization;
more than that it requires an appreciation of human nature
that threatens to be lost sight of in railway operation today
and that never was appreciated as it should \>e. What is

Schwab doing today in the ship building industry? Is he
trving to standardize practices in ship construction? Is he
attempting to unify operation and stifle individual initiative?
Not for a minute! He is trj'ing—and is succeeding—in
getting the men in that industry (and by men we mean every-
one from the helper and apprentice up to the chief executive
of each plant) to feel that they are important factors in a
big game—and a real game. He is trying to make that game
just as real as a Yale-Harvard football game or a World's
Series. What the railroads need today is more of this spirit

and it will be greatly helped by recognizing all of the volun-
tary associations which have been working to perfect the

railroad industry. The keen interest that the men have in

their associations is indicated by the fact that, in many
cases, the members have paid their own dues and expenses

when attending the meetings.

It is hinted that the expenses of carrj'ing on the different

associations can Ije reduced by amalgamating them. Pos-
sibly, but will it pay? Would it not be far better to in-

crease the expenses by sending more of the men to the

meetings, and by seeing that their expenses are paid while

on such assignments ? There seems to be an impression that

some of these meetings are in the nature of big "joy rides"

or excursions. To any officer in that state of mind, we recom-

mend disguising hinrself and attending the first meeting that

opportunity offers—the Travelling Engineers' meeting at

Chicago next September, for instance. He will have the sur-

orise of his life. In,«piration and enthusiasm cannot be

bought over the counter; they must be cultivated and they

surely need lots of cultivation on the railroads in these tr\-ing

times. The tendency today is away from rather than toward

what Schwab is doing so well among the ship builders.

There is another danger that must be guarded against.

Many railwav associations have enrolled among their niem-

liers and have actively working on their committees experts

from colleges, universities or railway supply companies.

Some of the most valuable contributions in the way of re-

ports and individual papers come from these men. If in-

dividual memberships are aboli.^hed and the association? are

made up onlv of representative members from the various

railroads, what will become of the invaluable ser\-ices that

these men are in a position to render? Surelv it cannot be

the intention to push them thoughtlessly aside!
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The Railway Age believes in making the lJC.'^t use of

everyone of the railway organizations. It believes in co-

ordinating their activities in order to prevent duplication

of work and effort, but in such a way as to preserve the

individuality of each organization and to encourage it to

greater efforts. It believes that the American Railway Asso-

ciation or the Railroad Administration should be in a posi-

tion to command the energies and resources of these or-

ganizations to investigate certain problems and report upon

them; conversely the American Railway Association or Rail-

road Administration should stand back of and encourage

these associations, thus inspiring them to do a bigger and

better work. The Railway Age believes that these associa-

tions, most of which have been developed by voluntary effort

and have been partly or wholly financed by individuals,

should be encouraged to play their part as in a big game, thus

strengthening and upbuilding them. The human factor is

the really big factor for consideration whether in increasing

railway operating results or in winning the war, and too

much emphasis cannot be placed in keeping it ever m the

foreground.

Increased Supervision for

Maintenance of Way

M^
[AINTENANCE OF MAY and maintenance of equipment

bear a vital, inter-related influence on the conduct of

railway transportation. Neither can be neglected without

serious results. A scrupulous attention to one will not com-

pensate for a neglect of the other. It is, therefore, incon-

sistent, that in the organization of the central administra-

tion for the government operation of the railroads, there is

no officer or committee charged with responsibility for main-

tenance of way work, although a special body has been pro-

vided to look after the maintenance of equipment.

The importance of the proper upkeep of railway tracks

and structures is generally recognized. Maintenance of way

accounts for nearly one-fifth of all operating expenditures,

and on most roads a staff of special officers has the work

in charge. The serious obstacles which attend the proper

conduct of this work under existing conditions, and the pros-

pect of a seriously deteriorated condition of the tracks with

the advent of winter, have been dwelt upon previously in

these columns. Reports from various parts of the country in-

dicate that the present progress of the work holds little hope

for a completion of the schedules outlined. It is true that

expenditures for the first five months of this year are much

larger than for the corresponding period of 1917—twenty-

three per cent larger in fact—but in view of the greater cost

of both labor and material, there is no practicable way of

ascertaining what the relative performance has been, in units

of work completed. However, it is definitely known that rail

and tic renewals are positively in arrears.

The problems of the maintenance of way officers have be-

come increasingly difficult with the progress of the war,

particularly since our own participation therein. The de-

gree of success attending the work on various roads has

been dejiendent largely on the degree of lieforehandedness

exercised in the competition for materials and labor. Con-

sequently the roads in best condition today are those which

liave made the greatest efforts in the past to secure efficient

labor and adequate supplies of rails and ties either in stock

or under order. It is these roads that are making the best

jirogress with this season's work, for the control which the

Railway Administration now exercises over the purchase of

rails and tics, necessary as it may be in the face of a shortage,

has tended to retard rather than accelerate the accumulation

of iin adequate supply.

It is clear, therefore, that conditions will be much more

serious as these stocks of track materials now held by the

railroads are diminished—as we approach the condition now
existing in Canada. With the roads becoming more and more
dependent upon the centralized agencies for the supply of

both materials and labor there will be an increased need

for an authority, centralized to tlie same degree as the pur-

chases, that is competent to distribute supplies in proportion

to the needs of the several railroads and is also in a position

to make representations to those in control of expenditures so

that maintenance of way work as a whole will he allotted

an adequate share of the disbursements for operation. Such
central or regional maintenance officers or committees need

not be concerned with the maintenance standards or methods
of doing work on the various roads; their prime duty would
be rather to see that maintenance of way is not neglected in

the face of other pressing demands on the time and energies

of the central and regional officers.

Southern Pacific

FUR MANY YEARS in commenting on the annual reports

of the Southern Pacific the Railway Age has pointed
out that earnings have been plowed back into the property
to an unusual extent. It was pointed out that the Southern
Pacific, like the Great Northern, had never gone through
a receivership and consequently had never been starved in an
attempt to avert liankruptcy. At times it may have seemed
to officers of other railroad companies that this reiteration

was liable to exaggerate the importance of the fact, but if

justification were needed for this reiteration it is amply sup-

])lied in the annual report of the company for the calendar

year 1917. This annual report was given out to the public

on the afterncK)n of Monday of this week. It is in some
ways one of the most remarkable statements that any large

American railroad company has made.
As Julius Kruttschnitt, who has Ijeen the guiding genius

of the operation of the Southern Pacific under one title or an-

other since about 189S, says: "The assumption of control and
operation of the railroads of the United States by the govern-

ment on December 28, 1917, marked an epoch in their his-

tory." Mr. Kruttschnitt also says: "The year 1917 closed

with the esprit dc corps and discipline of working organiza-

tion, the physical condition of the property and the safety and
other results of operation at a higher standard than ever he-

fore had been attained." The word higher standard quite in-

adequately expresses the extent of the achievement of the

Southern Pacific organization in 1917.

Whether we express it in dollars and cents, or in units

of service rendered, or in statistics of operation, the results

obtained in 1917 are amazingly good. The companv earned

$193,971,000, or about $30,500,000 more than in

1916, while operating expenses amounted to $120,-

602,000, or only about $17,513,000 more than in 1916.

There was an increase of $14,960,000 in the price

per unit paid for fuel, labor and materials, so that the actual

increase in cost of handling nearly 25 per cent more freight

and a little over 25 i)er cent more passenger business, exclud-

ing the increase in cost per unit of labor and materials, was

ai)Out $2,500,000. After paying expenses, interest charges,

etc., there was $49,129,000 available for dividends in 1917

as compared with $35,423,000 in 1916. The regular six

per cent dividends were paid, of course, in both years, but

the amount earned was equivalent in 1917 to 17.65 per cent,

and in 1916 to 12.63 per cent.

.\ most striking comparison is made in the 1917 report

between the operations of that year and the first year of the

Southern Pacific's corporate existence— 1886. Freight

revenue had increased in this period from $18,668,000 to

$132,608,000, or about 610 per cent, while the average re-

ceipts for carrying a ton of freight one mile had decreased
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from 1,297 cents to 0.923 cents, or nearly 29 per cent. Gross
income, after paying expenses and taxes and after the re-

ceipt of interest, dividends, etc., on investments, amounted
to $74,837,000 in 1917, as against $13,224,000 in 1886, an
increase of 466 per cent. It might be mentioned that the

mileage of road operated in 1886 was 4,846 and in 1917
11,137 miles, an increase of about 130 per cent. The inter-

est on the funded debt of the company in 1917 was $24,219,-

000, comparing with $8,755,000 in l'886, an increase of 177

per cent. Only if there were some adequate way of bringing

Ijefore the reader a comprehensive picture of the additions

and betterments which have been made to the Southern Pa-
cific since 1886, would it be possible to give the statement

its proper importance, that interest on funded debt had in-

creased only one and three-fourths times, while additional

mileage alone had increased one and a third times.

At the end of 1917 the total assets of the Southern Pacific

amounted to $1,685,000,000. This is $303,000,000 greater

in earlier years and the magnificent organization which has
been built up and developed with ever increasing success.
The ton-mileage of revenue freight carried in 1917 amounted
to 13,419,000,000, an increase of 24.49 per cent over 1916,
and of 78.58 per cent over 1915. The freight train mileage,
on the other hand, amounted to 22,884,000, an increase
over 1916 of only 14.32 per cent and over 1915 of about
53 per cent. The average tonnage of freight per train was
603 tons in 1917, an increase of 8.92 per cent over 1916 and
of 25.08 per cent over 1915. In 1917 four trains moved as
much tonnage as five trains moved in 1915.
The average carload in 1917 was 25.34 tons, an increase

of 7.24 per cent over 1916 and of 17.30 per cent over 1915.
The average mileage made by each freight car was 43.30 in
1916, an increase of 10.60 per cent over 1916 and of 43.61
per cent over 1915. The ton-mileage of revenue freight

moved, per freight car on the line, increased nearly 80 per
cent in 1917 over 1915, so that five cars in 1917 rendered
as much service as nine cars in 1915. If the company had
had to buy cars to render this additional service instead of
increasing the work done by each car, the cost of this new
rolling stock would have been about $100,000,000 and, if in

addition the company had had to buy locomotives in pro-

portion to the increa.sc in business, instead of, as was actually

the case, getting more work out of each locomotive, the cost

wcadd have been about $38,250,000.

Economics in the use of fuel are at the same time among
the most difficult to obtain, and if obtained, one of the most
striking in the lump sum saved. On the Southern Pacific

the better use of fuel in 1917 as compared with 1913 effected

a saving of $3,409,000.

It is not only in economies of operation that the Southern
Pacific makes such a good showing. There is a great mass
of detailed figures which show improvement in service and
greater service rendered with the same facilities. Possibly

the most .striking are the figures dealing with safety. The
Southern Pacific has been a leader in the adoption and

installation of automatic block signals. In the ten years

1008-1017, indusivc, the Southern Pacific carried 422.000,-

PACIFIC
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The Southern Pacific

tiian all the debts, including the total outstanding stock of

the Southern Pacific. .\fter allowing $52,000,000 for

accrued depreciation, there is an invested surplus equal to

92 cents on each dollar of par value of outstanding stock.

In addition and not included as an asset, there are nearly

11,000,000 acres of unsold land belonging to the subsidiaries

of the Southern Pacific.

To the general public, these figures of earnings and ex-

penses, assets and debts, are more easily understood than
arc the statistics of operation and the growtli in the number
of units of service, and for this reason the figures for earn-

ings and for growth in assets may be used in a demagogic
attack on capitalists in general and the railroads in par-

ticular. To one who understands them, however, the

operating statistics are even more remarkable than the finan-

cial statement and are irrefutable evidence of the fact that

in recent years the financial strength of tho Southern Pa-
cific has been based on the wise development of the property

000 passengers and had but one death of a passenger in a

train accident.

The Southern Pacific has made special efforts to reduce the

number of rail failures and thus reduce the number of de-

railments and other accidents due to tliis cause. The num-

ber of rail failures per hundred miles of track, eciuated as

to traffic carried, has been reduced 35 per cent in the last

eight vears and is only one-fourth as great as the rail failures

per hundred miles of track, equated for traffic, for the United

States and Canada.

]Most of the increase- in operating expenses was in trans-

portation expenses (the out-of-pocket cost of moving the

business). Maintenance of way cost $17,522,000, a decrease

of $527,000 as compared with the previous year, and main-

tenance of equipment cost $24,262,000. an increase of

$682,000. Transportation expenses were $68,778,000, an

increase of $16..>90,000 over the previous year. Notwith-

standing the smaller amount spent for maintenance of way.
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Mr. Kruttsthnitt says that the annual maintenance of way
inspection made late in 1917 showed about as high a rating

as in 1910. It is interesting to note that only 4.6 per cent

of the freight cars in .service at the end of 1917 were in bad
order. Even under ordinary circumstances this would be a

low percentage, and under present conditions it is extraor-

dinaril)- low. During the year the company placed orders

with outside equipment companies for 57 locomotives, 41

passenger train cars and 718 freight train cars. These are

for delivery in 1918, and in addition, the company is build-

ing at its own .shops 56 locomotives and .S,808 freight train

cars. The cc:t of th:s equ'pmsnt will be aljout $16,650,000.

Notwithstanding the high cost of materials, the Southern

Pacific has gone ahead on its program of additions and bet-

terments, and in 1917 spent a net amount on road and equip-

ment, chargeable to capital account, of $30,198,000. At the

end of the year the company had on hand $11,733,000 cash

and $20,000,000 on deposit. There were no loans and bills

payable. One of the most important pieces of new work

which the Southern Pacific is doing is the building of the

San Diego & Arizona, a line which is to run from San Diego,

Cal, to El Centro in the Imperial valley, Arizona. Only

about 12 miles of this road remained to be completed in

Ma}' and when the line is completed the distance from the

Imperial valley to San Diego by rail will be reduced from the

present 339 miles, via Los Angeles, to 147 miles.

The Southern Pacific owns the Southern Pacific Railroad

of Mexico with its 1,241 miles of line in the Republic of

Me.xico. In 1917 partial operation was undertaken of this

Mexican property; the average mileage operated was about

1 ,000 miles. It is estimated that the cost of the property of

<;cn.ral fX|>ei).scs 4,584,982 4,146,810
Total operating cx;.en'es 120,601,823 103.088,737
Ta^es 13,792,176 8,269,292
Operating income 65,078,811 52,008,200
Gross income 75,856,844 63,644,316
Net income 49,129,417 35,422,514
Sinking funds, etc 978,097 957,186
Dividends 16.369,400 16,360,632
.Surplus 31,781,920 18,104,696

Erie

TiiL COST OF RL.\.\i.\(; a train a hundred miles on the

Erie increased in 1917 to a rather astonishing extent.

The total mileage of all trains run on the Erie in 1917 was
23,048,000, which was 5.71 per cent less than the mileage

run by trains in 1916. This of itself is a very creditable

showing, because the ton mileage moved was 7.36 per cent

greater in 1917 than in 1916 and the number of passengers

carried one mile was 3.17 per cent greater, but the cost of

fuel for train locomotives alone (excluding switching loco-

motives was $8,534,000, or $3,612,000 more than in 1916,

an increase of 73 per cent. Total transportation expenses,

including fuel, increased over 31 per cent. Beside the in-

crease in cost of materials there were increases in rates of

pay all along the line and, in some departments at least, it

is probable that labor was considerably less efficient in 1917

even than in 1916. There was an average of 44,796 em-
ployees in service in 1917 as against 38,332 in 1916, an in-

crease of 17 per cent. With a decrease in train mileage it

ought to have been possible to hold down the number of em-
ployees in train service, but, on the other hand, the Erie

spent more for additions and betterments and for mainten-

The Erie Railroad

the Southern Pacific of ISIexico destroyed since the beginning

of the Madero revolution in 1910 was about $2,462,000.

The Southern Pacific figures that if the United States

government takes over all of the mileage which the company

has been operating the rental which the government would

pay will approximate $48,000,000. The dividend require-

ments of the company to continue its regular six per cent

dividends amount to $16,369,000 and in 1917 the non-oper-

ating income alone was only $6,000,000 less than interest

charges, so that it would appear as if the company will have

an ample and safe margin over and above its fixed charges

and dividend requirements from the government rental.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion in 1917, as compared with 1916:

Mileape operated
Freight revenue
Pas

Total opt^^rntiilB revenues . .

Maintenatice of way and
Maintenance of equipmer
Traffic
Transportation expenses.

1917

11,164
.$132,608,207
. 45,380,193
. 10.' «7 1,490
. 17.522.352
. 24,261.507

3.131.417
. f.8.77S.4.?0

1916

11,096
$112,460,567

37,112.447
163,427.423
18.049,585
23,579,907
3,105,899

52,388,289

ance work, so that possibly in these departments the number
of employees would have had to be increased to some extent

even if the standard of efficiency had remained the same.

The Erie has been having a hard time of it the last two

or three years and the explanation is neither simple nor ob-

vious. Before the great rush of business came, especially to

the trunk lines and New England lines in 1915, the Erie

had gotten its railroad into much the best physical shape

that it had ever been in. Through saving every peimy that

was possiljle the company had been enaliled to pay for a

part of the very necessary additions and betterments through

surplus income, and because of this and because of the good
showing which the operating and traffic departments were

making, the company was able to sell securities to pay for

the remainder of these improvements. The road had become
a fairly low grade, double track trunk line from New York
to Chicago, with what appeared to be ample capacity to

handle a much larger volume of business than was being

handled on all divisions with the exception of the one on
which the Pittsburgh district is located. There is no setting
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a\va\- from the fact, however, that when business poured in with $1,219,000 loans and bills payable at the beginning of
in 1915, the Erie became pretty badly congested and operat- the year.

ing costs ran up abnormally. A possible explanation, prob- It is not surprising that the Erie directors should have ex-
ably not by any means comprehensive, but at least tenable, pressed themselves in a thoroughly whole-hearted way as be-
is that during the long years of enforced bitterly drastic ing in "full accord with the policy of government control
economies, the operating organization had been kept so for the term of the contract and for such other term as con-
weeded out as to have a very small margin of possible over- ditions demand." The Erie is one, and there are many
load and that it may have been found almost impossibly others, of the roads that were in such 'shape financially as to
difficult to expand this organization in 1915. and 1916, with make some form of government guarantee necessary, if the
the result that adequate supervision could not be maintained, best intercuts of the whole country and especially the full
and congestion followed. Of course, the Erie had the same utilization of the transijortation facilities where thev were
difficulties as its competitors in disposing of freight at New most needed were to be obtained.
York consigned to ocean carriers and any number of other The following table shows the principal figures for opera-
difficulties to contend with peculiar to the last two years of tion in 1917, as compared with 1916-
railroading in trunk line territory; but on the other hand, at ,,,.

the beginning of the period of congestion it would have ap- Mileage operated 2,259 2.2S7

peared that the physical capacity of the property was more Merchandi.-ie freight revenue $40,022,205 $39.1/8.235

nearly commensurate with the overload which was placed
PaLene'r^ r'"^*^^

'""^^ 21.238,964 17.926.667

on it than was the physical capacity of other trunk lines. Total operatingTevcnnes'. '^y^\'^'^\V.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ll'lll'Hl ll'lTi'm
In 1917 the Erie earned $79,776,000, an increase of Maintenance of way and structures 7.'496!304 6!369'301

$5,465,000. The average ton-mile rate and passenger mile Maintenance of equipment 18.737,335 i5ioo9!9i9

rate were the same in 1916 and 1917, namely, 5.84 mills per
"^l"^",

"" 1.392.008 i!3so!2i6

ton per mile and 1.607 cents per passenger per mile, so that rlT^f^Vl,!!"-
3/. 570.428 28.6i5.887

,, f X • • 1 •

^
General expenses 1,808.202 1,705.082

the increase m revenue measures the mcrease in business, al- Total operating expenses 67 477 124 53453701
though this increase in business in freight was an increase Taxes

2l686!847 2!22o'.333

in average length of haul of each ton and not in the number Operating income 9,593.417 i8.628.600

of tons handled, the number of tons handled actually de- ^"-"'f
i"™'™ 18.28O.653 22.382.830

creasing 1.45 percent and totaling in 1917 43,717,000. The sinkineTrnd^ lill'l?.
«.«27.664

^ r o ' '

^ ^

aiiiKing zunas 1.001.032 881 9'0
volume of merchandise freight and the tonnage of bitumi- .Additions and betterments from income '306.856 5I3!833

nous coal and coke considerably decreased, while the ton- Surplus 540.110 4,631,912

nage of anthracite coal carried was 21.61 per cent more in

1917 than in 1916.

Total operating expenses amounted to $67,477,000 in 1917, NcW Books
an increase of $14,023,000. This increase was largely ac-

counted for by an increase of $1,127,000 in maintenance of Proceedings of the American Wood Preserving Association.

way expenses, the total in 1917 being $7,496,000; in main- 262 pages, illustrated, 5 in. by 9 in. Bound in cloth and paper.

tenance of equipment $3,747,000, the total being $18,757.- Published by the American Wood Preservers' Association.

000 in 1917, and $8,955,000 in transportation expenses, the F. J. Augur, secretary-treasurer. Mi. Royal Station. Balti-

total in 1917 being $37,571,000. It may be noted that the more, Md. Price in cloth binding. $3.50. paper. $2.50.

increase in transportation expenses is only about the same This volume contains the proceedings, of the fourteenth
percentage as that shown by the Southern Pacific and yet, annual meeting, held at Chicago on

'

Uthi:^^ '^-'4 1918
the Southern Pacific by every standard of measurement made Among the papers of special interest to railwav men are those
a magnificent showing m 1917, while the fact of the mat- ^^ j^l^or conditions; conditions in the tie market and present
ter IS that the Erie was on the verge of bankruptcy when the .purees of supplies; the relation between the average life of
government assumed control of operation and undertook the

tje, ^^^ ^^^ percentage, of renewals; and the effects of the
guarantee of rental. The explanation is obvious, but would ^„ „„ tj^^l^^j. ^^ ^,-^^-^^^ ^i^^, ^^^ committee reports on
involve more space than can be devoted to it here to be com- ^he purchase and preservation of treatable timber, and fire
prehensiye Suffice It to say that the operating ratio of the

^tection as applied to wood preserving plants.
Erie in 1917 was 84.58 and of the .Southern Pacific only a ' '^' 1- .-

f

little over 62 per cent. Government Iron and Steel Prices. 6 i«. bv 8 1.1.. 78 pages, bound
After paying operating expenses, taxes and interest ,•„ /,„^,,^. Published ftv the Penton Publishing Companv.

charges, the Erie had $1,848,000 left and of this a little over Cleveland Ohio Price $1.
$1,000,000 was required for sinking and other reserve funds, _ „ ,' „,- t. -j „,-i , ,

leaving about $800,000, of which $307,000 was appropriated O" September 24. 191/, President Wilson approved the

for additions and betterments and the remaining $540,000 ^''^^ schedules of tixed prices for iron and steel products

credited to profit and loss. In addition to the amount Since that time several other new schedules have lieen issued

charged to income for additions and liettennents, the Erie ^nd old ones revised, so that there is now an extensive system

charged $4,676,000 to capital account for additions and bet- of fi.xed prices covering raw materials and finished and semi-

terments to road and $11,415,000 for additions and better- finished products in this industry. Owing to the wide limits

mcnts to equipment covered by the schedule of prices established, there has

InApril, the Erie had $9,280,000 collateral notes matur- been a definite call for a clear and complete compilation of

ing and refunded this, and raised additional working capi- these prices in a workable form. This need is filled fully

tal, through the issue of $15,000,000 new notes, secured by by the publication above described, ^ot only are all these

the collateral under the old notes and a considerable amount schedules of prices given in full, but additional inforniation

of additional collateral. The companv also sold $5,000,000 's presented concerning the history of the subject the or-

prior lien bonds. $3,000,000 creneral ' lien bonds and $40,- ganizatioii of the War Industries Board and the Iron and

642,000 convertible bonds ' Steel Institute in the conduct of this work and a record of

At the end of the vear the Erie had $5,953,000 ca.sh on the announcements of the President and the Iron and Steel

hand as compared with $6,305,000 at the beginning of the Institute in putting the established prices into efifect. I he

year and had loans and bills pavable in addition to the $15,- price schedules cover 62 pages and are presented m a form

000,000 notes mentioned above' of $7,942,000, as compared that makes them really usable.
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Letters to the Editor
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Clifford Thorne Misquoted
Chicago.

To THE Editor:

In your comment relative to the operating expense ac-

counts of the carriers in your issue of July 5, 1918, I notice

a statement that I presented an opposing argument "contend-

ing that the accounts should be recast to reduce the net

operating income by amounts which should have been charged

to maintenance." It is of no special importance, but I de-

sire correction, if it meets with your approval. I have at no
time contended that the operating accounts of the carriers

should be recast as suggested. My sole position has been
that the accounts should be compiled in accordance with the

rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission. I further

advocated correction in their accounting reports wherever
substantial errors are found to have been made.

C. Thorne.

Importance of Personnel in

Freight Train Operation
St. Louis. Mo.

To THE Editor:
The subject of increasing the freight train load, which

has been discussed in your columns from time to time by
numerous operating officers, has not by any means been
exhausted. Increasing the train load bears the most intimate

relation to the net revenues. Every move, from that of the

location and building, to the operation of the line, is, or
should be, made with the end in view of hauling the maxi-
mum trainload.

On account of the diverging interests, all the way down
from the staff of the executive to the man in the ranks, the

maximum loading of trains meets with less co-operation and
even more general opposition than any other one economy
in railroad operation, and on this account constitutes a very
large leak in the revenues. To attain the maximum ton miles

there must be an executive who fully appreciates this truth.

The spurs that create an impelling motive for local officers

must come from the top. The superintendent has a difficult

task in fusing the various interests under his jurisdiction on
this proposition, and particularly so in securing the necessarv

co-operation on the part of the train and engine men on
account of their method of compensation, the basis of which
is the train mile, which is opposed to the end here sought,

the maximum ton mile.

Why not change the method of compensation of these men
from a mileage to an hourly or tonnage basis; or, in view
of the seeming difficulties attending such a change, try the

application of the bonus system to their compensation. For
instance, after deciding on the rating of the engines on the

several districts, pay a bonus of a stipulated amount for the

gross ton miles per trip in excess of the stated rating, or a

Ijonus of so much per hundred gross ton miles in the aggre-

gate for the month, in relation, of course, to the power used,

the matter to be worked out on a basis that will make for

union in purpose between these men and the company.
As the matter now stands, the train and engine men being

paid by the mile, most naturally any policy that tends to

reduce miles per hour or day as the loading of trains does,

will not elicit their hearty co-operation; in fact, it does meet
with their oppositicHi.

Self interest can usually be made to justify an attitude

not in the best interest of the common good; the train and
engine men can easily convince themselves that the slower

movement due to heavier loading decreases the car supply to

an extent that more than offsets the saving otherwise, and
they can easily convince a large per cent of the shippers, who
are not only interested in the quick movement of their freight,

but who may also probably be waiting for cars to load, that

this premise is correct. The shippers are at once, therefore,

a large factor in the opposition, and unless the local officers,

the men who finally have to answer for the overtime, engine

failures, etc., have the unlimited support of the management
in the attempt to reach the maximum of efficiency in train

loading they will fail to do so.

Where the train loading is left to the local officers to any
great extent it is safe to assume that the engines are not

loaded to their maximum economical capacity. The superin-

tendent's advancement depends in a large degree on his

general popularity, and not least on how he gets along with

his men, and unless his convictions are the strongest, he
will most likely take the line of easy resistance on the ton-

nage proposition, where, as he sees it, the risk in brooking

such a solid opposition means not only considerable added
work and annoyance, but probably failure in attaining his

purpose.

Is it not just possible that general officers, like the super-

intendent, easily justify letting well enough alone? They
reason that the engines are pulling more than ever before,

and are getting over the road in good shape, and in this

they are likely to be backed up by the mechanical officers, who
express a fear that to increase the load will pull the engines

to pieces. The mechanical man is -not so vitally interested

in the tonnage showing; on the other hand, his very position

depends on the performance of his engines.

The trainmaster's and train despatcher's success depends
largely on getting the trains over the road. They are pulling

as much tonnage as they did last month or last year, and

those figures are the only check, and as the report this month
shows up as well, or possibly a little better, than last month
or the same month last year, all hands congratulate them-

selves and each other on the accomplishment, and "let well

enough alone."

An engine is not loaded to its capacity unless it is given

all it can pull over the ruling grade; provided, at the same
time, an average of ten miles an hour (including all delays)

can be made over the district. When an engine is so loaded

there are points where, if a stop is made, the train can not

always he started, necessitating a double; and sometimes

when such a stop is made other trains are delayed, and there

are many pretexts under which such a stop can be made
where it is next to impossible to ascertain positively the true

facts. The train men and engine men have the matter

largely in their own hands, and unless they know that full

loading is considered as of first importance by the manage-
ment, the local officers are pretty sure to fail. The local

officer himself knows this so well that he will not be at all

anxious to get under the lash of the "cat-o-nine-tails" of

criticism and possible discredit.

On a single track road, if the freight trains make little

or no overtime, it is safe to assume that the engines are not

hauling the maximum economical load, because delays aggre-

gating three to five hours frequently occur, and when that

much time is run off the engine is not prop)erly loaded. An
examination of the train sheets on such a division will dis-

close the fact that many of the trains make their hundred
miles in five to seven hours; and this further indicates a loss

in ton miles.

Wliile it is desirable to get trains over the road in the

([uickest practicable time, it is equally important to make
;

available the whole of the tractive effort at command, and .

to get full value for the services of the Crew paid for. If a

trip is made in six hours, payment is made for two hours
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not actually earned, and care should be taken not to hammer
trainmasters and chief despatchers too hard on overtime or

it will likely be a case of "save at the spigot and waste at

the bung," in a reduction in tonnage per train.

The train and engine men do not want the overtime when
they can increase miles per hour. It is the miles they want,

with the highest speed per hour, since they are paid by the

mile. Watch, therefore, the hours paid for that are not

worked. Few roads keep an account of this unearned time,

which increases as overtime decreases, and vice-versa.

Securing the maximum economical ton mile depends also

on keeping the power in first class condition. Failure to

do this leaves the tonnage rating of the different engines

to the discretion of the local officers. One engine is loaded

a few tons lighter than another on account of her condition,

and then the conductors and engineers, on the least provoca-

tion, insist on cutting the rating of other engines. In short,

when the power is not maintained in uniform and first

class shape the tendency is, on account of lack of uniformity

and system, and lack of means of a check, gradually and
constantly to decrease the train load. Increasing the train

load, and even maintaining it, requires constant systematic

pulling against a very, very strong current of adverse in-

fluences.

An efficient fuel agent, who reports to the ranking operat-

ing executive, is an indispensable element in the campaign
to increase the train load. He is vitally interested in the

condition of the engines and sees to it that the proper author-

ity is called upon to correct steam leaks and other defects

which cause a waste of fuel and loss in tractive effort. His
traveling representatives are continually riding the engine

that is not up to standard in performance. These men, with

the fuel agent, are thorns in the side of the roundhouse fore-

man, master mechanic and superintendent until defects in

power are remedied.

Tightening up the schedules of fast freight trains and
increasing the number of such trains, as well as passenger

trains, bears a direct relation to the ton mile. Live stock,

which always calls for reduced tonnage rating, must be con-

fined to certain trains or as few trains as possible.

Finally, the superintendent must have conferences with all

of the subordinates hereinbefore mentioned, singly and in

groupes, with sufficient frequency to keep all of the channels

of communication constantly open. Troubles and losses

charged to neglect or inefficiency ought many times to be

charged to the laziness of the superintendent, in not getting

his men together and making them give better and more de-

tailed accounts of their stewardship. M. G. S.

Automatic Train Control

PiTTSFiELD, Mass.

To THE Editor:

It is not surprising that the recent disastrous collisions at

Ivanhoe on the Michigan Central, and at Harding on the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, should provoke a lively

discussion as to their causes and as to the means to be

adopted for the prevention in the future of accidents of the

same character.

If past experience counts for anything, it is certain that

the human element in train operation cannot be depended
upon in every condition of service to secure safety for life

and property, and it would be of little use here to inquire
into the reasons why the engineman fails to heed the indica-
tions of the signals, why he forgets to act in accordance with
his orders, or why he falls asleep at his post. At this late

(lay all such inquiries may well be handed over to the

p.schyologist for his amusement and entertainment, because
his answers to these questions, when he gets them, whatever

they may be, cannot alter one iota the character of the action

which every reasonable and conscientious person knows
must be taken sometime or otlier—and which ought to be
taken now—to prevent the repetition of these horrible fatali-

ties, and the destruction of property.

It is practically agreed by all vitally concerned in these

matters that a reliable, tru.stworthy, and unobtrusive auto-
matic train control system, properly installed, would be the

suitable means to adopt for prevention of similar catas-

trophies, and since such a system of control is now available
there should be no further delay in commencing the installa-

tion of it somewhere at least, in actual train service. To put
the matter off longer with the plea that no satisfactory device
for reliable and safe train control is to be had would be
utterly inexcusable, I might say criminal.

It seems to be the invariable fate of every new device
which makes for greater improvement that is offered for trial

or adoption, to meet with strong and unreasonable opposition,

'especially if such device bids fair to prove a marked innova-
tion that is likely to unsettle long established practices;

hence it would appear that the automatic train control device,

like practically all other good devices that have fought their

way to the front in the past and that are now considered

indispensable because of the excellent service they are ren-

dering in their particular field under present far more ex-

acting conditions than obtained at the time of their intro-

duction, is passing through an ordeal similar to that which
they had to encounter before the recognition was accorded
them which their merits entitled them to.

Automatic train control is surely coming for the reason

that it offers reliable assurance of freedom from fatal and
disastrous collisions and for the further reason that it will

make possible substantial improvement over present methods
of operating trains; this in turn will make for real economies
in the business of transportation.

It is quite a mistake to suppose that the automatic train

control is going to add, as a permanent thing, burdensome
expense to the present cost of maintaining the signal system,

and all prophecies with respect to this aspect of the matter

might, I believe, better be withheld until some experience

has been acquired from its actual performance in road ser-

vice for a reasonable period of time.

Perhaps one of the things that has helped more than any

other to retard the adoption of automatic train control is the

widely entertained idea that an absolutely perfect device

should be produced in the laborator)' before any steps towards

actual installation upon the road should be undertaken.

Could there be anything more illogical than this idea?

If we take the troube to examine the reports made by the

I. C. C. Bureau of Safety, covering the fatal accidents which

it has investigated during the past five years it will be seen

that nearly every one of them might have been prevented by

the operation of the simple elementary parts of the control

device. This fact is well worth serious consideration: and

the best answer that I can think of to your question "What
Lessons Do Collisions Teach?'' is. Install upon our rail-

roads without unnecessary delay an efficient system of auto-

matic train control. Iohx V. Kelly.

German Electric Raii.w.'W Project.—An e.xtensive

network of electric railways is planned for the industrial

district of Merseburg, German)-, where recently very import-

ant industries have been established, including a large fac-

tor}' for ammonia for use in making artificial nitrates.

The length of the railway lines is to be 68 kilometers (42

miles) and the cost of construction is estimated at 10,000,000

marks ($2,400,000). The new companv will be established

with a capital of 2,500,000 marks ($600,000) of whicli the

Allgemeine Elektricitiits Gesellschaft subscribes 1,000,000

marks ($240,000) leaving it principally to the municipali-

ties interested to raise the remainder.

—

Commerce Report!'.
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Remarkable Record Made by Southern at Sheffield

Population Trebles in Ten Months; Special Provision for

Welfare of Largely Increased Forces

THE RECENT LOCATION of twelv'e government nitrate

plants at Sheffield, Ala., caused that city and the

surrounding district practically to treble in population

within a few months. Sheffield is a division point on the

Southern Railway and had a population of about 4,Q00;

Tuscumbia, a town which fonnerly had a population of

about .3,400, is about two miles from Sheffield on the main

/idminisfrafion Bu/ldin^

ColoredBarracks Mess Hall

Lavafory

IVhife Barracks

Lavafory

Arrangement of Railroad Y. M. C. A. Buildings at Sheffield

line of the Southern; while Florence, the county seat, with

6,700 people, is located a little more than two miles from

Sheffield on a short branch which runs at right angles to

the main line. The three cities, therefore, are practically

one community; their joint population has jumped from about

15,000 to more than 40,000 within the past four or five

months. The problem of taking care of this large influx of

workers proved to lae a most serious one.

The railway was forced to enlarge its organization and

facilities to handle the great amount of construction ma-
terials for the nitrate plants and the increased traffic due

to the growth in population. Traffic will continue to be

heavy after the new plants are in operation. It was almost

unpossible to hold the new railway employees because of

the lack of facilities for housing and feeding them. In addi-

tion to the increase in trainmen and yard forces, there was a

considerable addition to the shop and repair forces. The
situation became .so serious that the officers of the Southern

decided that immediate and radical steps must be taken to

improve conditions. The problem was further complicated

by the necessity for providing separate facilities for the white

and the colored men.

President Fairfa.x Harrison had been greatly impressed

by the arrangement of the buildings in the army canton-

ments that he had visited, and suggested that a similar plan

be adopted in providing for the railroad employees at Shef-

field. He had also been greatly attracted by the work of

the Y. M. C. A. in the army camps and this suggested co-

operation on the part of the Railroad Y. !M. C. A. in planning

for the facilities and plant and administering it after it was
completed. To that end, G. K. Roper, Jr., Southeastern

secretary of the Railroad Y. M. C. A., was asked to meet

E. H. Coapman, vice-president of the Southern, at Wash-

Plans for Lavatory Buildings for White and Colored Men

ington on Monday, May 6. As a result of a conference of

these two men with Thomas H. Gatlin, chief engineer, and

H. W. Hesselbach, chief architect, of the Southern, plans

were immediately drawn up for a two-story barracks building

for white men, 20 ft. 6 in. by 190 ft. to accommodate 198

men: also a smaller building for the colored men to accom-

modate 66. Included in the plans was a mess hall, 20 ft. by

206



ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
WHITE BARRACKS

WHITE LAVATORY

General I'iezv of Railmad Y. M. C. A. Buildings at She/Held. Ala.

156 ft. 6 in., with one end 76 ft. 9 in. long for the white

men; a middle section 35 ft. long for the kitchen; and an

end section 44 ft. 5 in. long for the colored employees. One
hundred and eighty men can be fed at one time. Located

80 ft. from each of the barracks liuildings are lavatories

Administration Building in Course of Construction; Nitrate

Plant in the Rear

with shower baths; the lavatory for the white men is 20 ft.

by 49 ft. and the one for the colored men is 20 ft. bv

28 ft.

A large two-story administration building completes the

Lavatory for Colored Men; Nitrate Plant in the Rear

group
ft. 6 i

This is 29 ft. 6 in. by 100 ft. 6 in. with a wing 29

wide and 48 ft. long. The wing is used as living

quarters for the Y. M. C. A. employees. The first floor of

the administration building proper has a large lobby with

the office and check room at one end and reading and class

rooms at the other end. On the second floor of this building

is an auditorium, 28 ft. 4 in. by 54 ft. with a stage; the

seating capacity is between .5 00 and 400.

The rapidity with which the plant was constructed and
ecjuipped is indicated by the fact that 27 days after the

conference on May 6, the Railroad Y. M. C. A. secretary

who was to be in charge was on the ground and the plant

was taking care of railroad men. Thirteen days after con-

struction was actually started, men could have been housed
in the barracks. The buildings are of wood, well built and
painted; the administration building is of fairly permanent
construction as it will continue in use indefinitely, although

future developments may be sucli that the other buildings

will not be recjuired. The buildings are located convenient to

tlie engine terminal and yards.

At one time it looked a? if the lack of materials might

Dining Room for White Men

delay the work, but this was overcome by co-operution on

the part of the contractors who were building the nitrate

plants. Immediately after the conference on May 0, Mr.

Roper hurried to Cincinnati, purchased the furniture and

equipment, which was immediatel)- loaded on freight cars

and sent to Sheffield in charge of a Southern Railway em-

employee.

Dr. H. R. Thompson, the Y. M. C. A. secretary who took

charge of the plant on June 1, was transferred from Decatur,

.\la.. where he had been in charge of the Railroad Y. M.

C. A. He rapidly gatliered an organization about hira,

including competent assistants for work among both the

whites and the blacks and an experienced manager for the

restaurant. \t the present time several hundred men are

being fed each dav, 750 meals being served on the average.

207
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About 100 men are sleeping in the barracks. While the

cost of administration will be increased by the use of several

buildings instead of concentration of all of the work in one
or two large buildings, it was believed by the railroad officers

that the arrangement which was adopted will add to the con-

Electrimcaxiox in Italy.—A correspondent who im-
mediately before the outbreak of the war was in Italy in-

specting the electrically-operated railways in that country,
has written the Railway Gazette, London. He gives the in-

teresting information that at the time of his visit trains were

-180'0-

600

Plans of Barracks Buildings for White and Colored Men

venience and comfort of the men; important factors which
had to be considered were the fact that the two races must be

provided for separately, and the climatic conditions.

Tlie equipment of the auditorium includes a motion pic-

ture outfit, and indications are, judging from Dr. Thompson's

still being operated by steam locomotives between Modane,
the terminus of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, through
the Mont Cenis Tunnel, and Bardonecchia, the first station

on the Italian side of the frontier, a distance of 18.717 km.
(11.7 miles), although the electrical equipment had been

IS6 e

Mess Hall and Kitchen

past record, that the recreation of the men will not be lost provided through the tunnel. On asking for an explanation
sight ot either indoors or through the promotion of outdoor as to why the electrical locomotives did not run through

^^T^i*' r 1 1
'° Modane the correspondent was told by an Italian en-

Ihe cost of the plant was originally estimated to be gineer, with a shrug of his shoulders, that the reason was

First and Second Floor Plans of Administration Building

in the neighborhood of $60,000, but this tigure was exceeded political. His attention was, at tlie same time, drawn to the
because of the higher prices which it was necessary to pay fortress at Bardonecchia and that at Exilles, above the left
for labor and materials; this includes the equipment and bank of the river Dora, 17>^ miles east of Bardonecchia,
adequate heat, light and water facilities. both command the .\[ont Cenis Pass between Italy and France.



Proposed Nev\^ Boundaries for Standard Time Zones

Elaborate and Ingenious Plan for Relieving All Large Cities

of the Double Time Standard

By Emerson W. Judd

Statistician, Wood, Struthers & Co., Xew York.

BY DIRECTION or CONGRESS the Interstate Commerce
Commission is about to revise the boundaries of the

zones of Standard time. The "Daylight-Saving Act"

recognizes the four existing zones in the United States, ex-

clusive of Alaska—Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific

—based, respectively, on the time of longitude 75 deg., 90

deg., 105 deg. and 120 deg. we.st of Greenwich; and it re-

quires the Interstate Commerce Commission to define the

limits of each zone, "having regard for the convenience of

commerce and the existing junction points and division

points of common carriers." To this end public hearings

have been given.

For carrying out the purpose of Congress thus to pro-

mote the public convenience, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission holds manifestly a better position than that occu-

pied by the late William F. Allen, when, in 1883, by devis-

ing the system of time zones as they stand today, througliout

the world, he placed his name among the great ones of the

nineteenth century. The zone limits were then defined pri-

marily with regard to railway division points, and only

secondarily with regard to the public convenience.

The Act of Congress does not in so many words make
it the duty of the commission to fix time division points for

such railroads as cross the boundaries of adjoining zones.

Practically, however, this is the entire problem. The real

business of the commission under the act is to establish rail-

way time division points, for by so doing it will, in effect,

define the zone boundaries.

In the circumstances, it is to be presumed that any changes

that are ordered by the commission will have been first

agreed upon by the commission and the Railroad Adminii-
tration. In my opinion the following principles should be

recognized:

1. No large city should have two time standards; that

is to say, the boundaries between zones should avoid all

large cities.

2. Diversions of the zone boundaries from the normal
position, mid-way between the governing meridians of longi-

tude, should lie ordinarily to the west and not to the

east.

-v Communities closely associated, politically or com-
mercially, should have the same time standard, if possible.

That adherence to the first principle here laid dov/n is

demanded by every consideration of public convenience, can

require no argument. For the same reason that two zones

of railroad time in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago or

St. Louis would be intolerable, two standards are disad-

vantageous in Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Atlanta.

The second rule is in accordance with the principles of

daylight saving. Places geographically in the Eastern zone

that use Central time, because their railroads run on Central

time, lose afternoon daylight to which they are entitled.

Strict compliance with the third principle in the relocation

of boundaries would prevent the running of zone lines be-

tween important neighbors, like Cleveland and Youngstown.
or Youngstown and Pittsburgh.

.\ partial list in the Official Guide of dividing points in

the United States between the Eastern and Central sections

contains 38 names of places. Among them are nine cities

having populations in excess of 60,000—Akron, O., At-

lanta, Ga., Buffalo, N. Y., Cleveland, O., Dayton, O.,

Detroit Mich.. Erie, Pa., Pittsburgh, Pa., and Youngs-
town, O. Other cities in the East of considerable size, simi-

larly afflicted with double railroad time, are Newcastle, Pa.,

Wheeling and Huntington, W. Va., and Augusta, Ga., and
in the West, Salt Lake City, Utah, and El Paso, Tex.

If the pending revision of zone limits accomplishes nothing

else, it should at least, for the general comfort, transfer as

many time division points as possible from large places to

smaller.

The normal line of division between the Eastern and the

Central zones is the meridian of 823/ deg. w'est longitude.

Going south across the United States this meridian leaves

Lake Erie near Huron, O., betw-een Sandusky and Lorain,

and reaches the Gulf of Mexico at Tampa, Fla. Theo-

retically, therefore, Eastern standard time should cover the

United States from Machias, Me., as far west as a line run

from north to south approximately from Sandusky through

Mansfield, Mt. Vernon, Newark and Wellston, O., Kenova,

W. Va., Pikeville, Ky., Norton, Va., Johnson City, Tenn.,

Asheville, N. C, Greenville and Abbeville, S. C, Thomson
and Waycross, Ga., Lake City and Brooksville, Fla., to

Tampa. From the Ohio river to the Savannah river the

present recognized dividing line follows this course rather

closely. North of the Ohio river and south of the Savan-

nah river the zone boundary lies far to the east of its proper

place. For this reason those parts of Ohio and of Penn-

sylvania east of the line from Sandusky to Kenova which

now employ Central line locally, and akso southeast Georgia

and the eastern half of Florida, are robbed of their birth-

right to afternoon daylight. For this the railroads that op-

erate on Central standard time in the territory just specified

are responsible.

As originally located the boundan,- between the Eastern

and the Central standards ran from Buffalo through Sala-

manca, N. Y., to Pittsburgh, and thence to Wheeling and

Kenova. Buffalo, the point of extreme deflection of the

boundary to the east, is in longitude 78 deg. 50 min., Pitts-

burgh iii longitude 80 deg. In distance by the New York

Central, Buff'alo lies 230 miles east of the normal division

point in longitude 82>4 deg.; in distance by the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Pittsburgh is 160 miles

east and by the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago is 175

miles east of the normal boundary.

This astoni.^hing divergence from the fundamental prin-

ciples and from the general application of Mr. Allen's

scheme was due to the refusal of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern and the Pennsylvania Company in 1883 to

as^ree to anv plan that would compel them to operate in two

zones. The opportunity has now come for a suitat)le re-

location.

Within recent years the Baltimore & Ohio has extended

its Eastern zone from Pittsburgh to the western edge of

Pennsylvania at Newcastle Junction, and the Erie has made

Eastern time its standard all of the way from New York

to Cleveland, Marion and Dayton. Furthermore, the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie has adopted the Eastern standard west

as well as east of Pittsburgh, thus making, in connection

209
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with the Erie, an Eastern standard line from Pittsburgh

to Cleveland.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie for two or three years prior

to March 31, 1918, used Eastern time, carr)ing this stand-

ard from Wheeling to both Cleveland and Toledo, while

its Pittsburgh connection, the Pittsburgh & West Virginia,

made, with the Wheeling & Lake Erie, a second Eastern
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The ten proposed boundary stations are indicated each by two circles.

Proposed New Boundary Between the Eastern and the

Central Time Zones*

standard route between Pittsljurgh, Pa., and Cleveland, Ohio.

On March 30 last all of New York, all of Pennsylvania

and all of northeastern Ohio, as far west as the line of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie from Cleveland through Kent and
Canton to Wheeling, had Eastern railroad time, save only

stations on the New York Central west of Buffalo, the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, the Pennsylvania west of Pitts-

burgh, Oil City and Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio west of

Newcastle Junction, and one or two short local roads. Thus,
in the interest of the public, the limits of the Eastern stand-

ard had been carried far west from the Buffalo-Salamanca-
Pitt.sburgh-Wheeling line, toward its normal location.

All of the populous region here outlined is Eastern stand-

ard territory by geographical location, by general desire of

the inhabitants, and by the principles of daylight saving.

Locally for the most part it lives, as undoubtedly it should

live, by Eastern time, although in sporadic instances in Ohio.

as if the discomfort of two standards of railway time were not

sufficient, a third standard, sun time, has been adopted by
some for domestic use.

The primary problem to be solved by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission now is how to run a line from north to

south across the state of Ohio, as nearly as may l)e along

the meridian of 825/2 deg., in a way to make the transfer

of dividing points from Buffalo and Pittsburgh to places in

Central Ohio as easy as possible for the New York Central.

the Nickel Plate and the Pennsylvania. In view of the trans-

verse situation of some of the roads and of other considera-

tions, it would seem to be advisable to run the new line.

approximately from northwest to southeast, from Sandusky.

O., to Bellevue, to Willard (Chicago Junction), to Plymouth.

to Toledo Junction, to Gabon, to Mt. Vernon, to Newark, to

Zanesville to Belpre.

By such a relocation the ten places here named, all of

them in Ohio, will be substituted as dividing points between

the time sections for 25 such points now existing in New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.

That the line here indicated will encounter objections

more or less strenuous from some of the railroads concerned,

is taken for granted. But what new definition of standard-

time limits can be ordered that will be. at first thought,

universally acceptable?

The principal criticism of this line will be that it con-

templates the establishment of time division points at other

places than existing operating terminals, or operating divi-

sion points. That it does so must be frankly admitted. But

even slight familiarity wdth the existing operating division

points of the railways of Indiana, of Ohio and of western

Pennsylvania will bring the conclusion that, if present op-

erating division points must invariably govern the location

of time division points, the confusion of Eastern and Cen-

*Under the suggested plan all of the mileage east of the dividing line

will have Eastern time. These roads are shown in solid lines, and those
on the other side by broken lines. No mileage west of the line will have
Eastern time except the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis between
Vernon and Crestline. The different roads would be divided as set forth
below:

Sandusky

Eastern time—New York Central (Main Line) east.

Baltimore & Ohio.
Centr.ll time—New York Central (Main Line) west.

Lake Erie & Western.
Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.
Pennsylvania.

Eastern time—New York, Chicago & St. Louis east.

New York Central (Norwalk Branch) east.

Wheeling & Lake Erie east.

Central time—Wheeling & Lake Erie west.

New York Central (Norwalk Branch) west.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis west.
Pennsylvania.

Willard

Eastern time—Baltimore & Ohio north, east and south.

Central time—Baltimore & Ohio west.

PlymoMh
Eastern time—Baltimore & Ohio north and south.

Northern Ohio east.

Central time—Northern Ohio west.

Toledo Junction
Eastern time—Pennsylvania east.
Ct-nlral time—Pennsylvania west.

Pennsylvania (Toledo Division) west.

Galion

Kastern time—Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis east.

Erie east.
Central time—Cleveland, Cincinnati, C^hicago & St. Louis west and south.

Erie west.
Mount Vernon

Eastern time—Baltimore & Ohio.
Pennsylvania (Akron Division) east.

Centr?.l time—Pennsylvania (Akron Division) west.

Newark
Eastern time—Baltimore & Ohio jiorth and east.

Pennsylvania east,
Ct-nlral time—Baltimore & Ohio south and west.

Pennsylvania west.

Znncs-'ille

Eastern time—Baltimore & Ohio.
Pennsylvania (Zanesville Division) north.
Pennsylvania (Ohio River & Western) east.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.
Central time—Zanesville & Western.

Pennsylvania (Zanesville Division) sobth.

Bclrre

Eastern time—Baltimore & Ohio ca.st and north.
Central time—Baltimore & Ohio west.
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tral standards that now prevails between Lake Erie and
the Ohio river never will he corrected. It will presently be

put up squarely to the several great railroads or to the Fed-

eral Railroad Administration to conform their train de-

spatching, in the public interest, to certain new dividing

points of time named by public authority; and beyond a

doubt they will prove themselves to be quite equal to the

task.

For the public the essential feature of the Sandusky-

Belpre line, apart from its avoidance of the larger cities,

is that it reduces the overlapping of the two zones to a very

small minimum. For the railroads its convenience consists

in this, that, by avoiding the crossing of branch roads, it

creates but few points of change.

The New York Central now changes time at two places,

Buffalo on the main line and Sutton, Pa., on the Clearfield

branch. The new plan, without increasing the number of

dividing points, substitutes Sandusky on the main line and
Bellevue on the Norwalk branch.

The Pennsylvania system now has both standards of time

in three cities—Pittsburgh, Oil City and Erie, Pa. The
plan replaces these three dividing points by four in eastern

Ohio—Toledo Junction, Mt. Vernon, Newark and Zanes-

ville—two of them points on major lines and two less impor-

tant crossings.

The Erie should resume use of the Central standard be-

tween Galion and Dayton. Even now the Erie's thrust of

the Eastern standard into Central territory between Marion
and Dayton is as indefensible on any ground of public con-

venience or necessity as the New York Central's similar

thrust of the Central standard into the Eastern territory

between Dunkirk, N. Y., and Titusville, Pa.

South of Ohio it will be found that, with but few re-

arrangements of division points, the original line of de-

markation between the Eastern and the Central zones may
be made to coincide in the main with natural barriers, and
to a noteworthy extent with state boundaries. The proposed

rectification will place in the Eastern zone the state of West
Virginia, save only Kenova, the entire states of Virginia

and South Carolina, and all but a part of one county in

North Carolina; will leave in the Central zone all but a

fraction of one county of Kentucky, and substantially all

of Georgia; and will transfer from the Central to the East-

ern zone half a dozen counties in East Tennessee. The
route suggested is from Belpre, O., down the Ohio river,

via Kanauga, to Kenova, W. Va., to Elkhorn City, Ky.,

to Cumberland Gap, Tenn., to Morristown. to Murphv,
N. C, to Franklin, to Toccoa, Ga., to Hartwell to Elberton,

to .\ugusta, thence down the Savannah river to the Seaboard
.\ir Line near Myers, to Central Junction, to Bridge Junc-
tion, thence to the sea. This relocation will retain six of

the existing dividing points, will eliminate eleven, and will

create five new ones, a net gain of six.

By the adoption in toto of the dividing points between the

Eastern and the Central time sections that have now been
suggested for the railroads south of Lake Erie, the number
of such points would be reduced from 42 to 21, or 50 per cent.

In the United States south of Lake Erie today 74 cities,

towns or hamlets have both Eastern and Central railway
time because two or more railways meeting or crossing

operate on different standards, or a single road changes from
one standard to the other. These places range in size from
Cleveland, with 560,663 inhabitants, Pittsburgh, with 53.3,-

905, and Buffalo, with 423,715, down to mere railroad cross-

ings. The total population of the 74 places is 2,435,000.

The rectification here proposed reduces the number of double-

standard railroad junctions to 23, of which 13 are in Ohio,

one each in West Virginia, Kentucky and North Carolina,

two in Tennessee and five in Georgia. Among these 23

places, the largest is Augusta, Ga., 41,040 population, and
only two others—Zanesville and Newark, O.—have as many
as 20,000 people each. These 23 places have 162,000 in-

habitants all told.

Numerous places of considerable magnitude, not junc-

tions, are served by two railways more or less closely

parallel, running one on Eastern the other on Central time.

Warren, Pa., Beaver Falls, Pa., and Warren, O., are good
illustrations of this state of things. Twenty-eight such

places of 500 population or upward—several oiF them cities

of magnitude like the three just named—may be counted

in New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, and two in other

states. The thirty places have 148,000 inhabitants. Un-
der the plan of readjustment above outlined, there will be

no double standard places of this description large enough

to appear in the census.

Combining the foregoing totals, it appears that the limit?

of standard time as now "observed and used" by the rail-

roads south of Lake Erie are such that 104 rail-

way junctions or other railway towns, witli an aggregate

population of 2,583,000, labor under the disadvan-

tage of having both Eastern and Central railroad time.

Adoption of the proposed new zone limits would reduce the

number of double standard places from 104 to 23, or 78

per cent, and the number of people immediately concerned

from 2,583,000 to 162,000, or 94 per cent. All of the rail-

way mileage of the country east of the proposed Sandusky-
Savannah line would operate on Eastern time, while west of

that line the only road on Eastern time would be five miles

of the Big Four between Vernon and Crestline. O.

The time problems in Michigan, in Texas and in the ter-

ritory west of the ^Missouri river are of a similar nature but

fewer and more easilv settled.

The Station at Chateau-Thierry



Special Cars for Transporting Heavy Naval Guns
Complete Unit Is 56 Ft. Long and Will Traverse Curves

with 100 Ft. Radius; Carries 286,000 Lb.

THE MOVEMENT of big guns by rail requires special

equipment, which often involves interesting features

of construction. A typical example is found in the gun
transport car recently delivered to the Navy Department by
the Pullman Company. This car is intended to be used for

the transportation of the unmounted barrels of navy guns.

It is designed to handle 16-in. guns, which are 68 ft. long
and weigh 286,135 lb., but can also be used for smaller

guns. An idler is required when handling 16-in. and 14-in.

guns, but smaller guns do not project beyond the ends of

the car. The design of the car permits operation over curves

as sharp as 100 ft. radius.

Details of the Carrier Units of the Naval Gun Car

212
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The weight of the car complete is 81,000 lb. and the

length over the striking castings is 56 ft. When carrying a

16-in. gun the total weight at the breech end will be 165,317

lb. The complete car consists essentially of two flat cars of

special design with a bridge placed on them which is ar-

ranged to carry the load. The two flat cars on which the

}s ill. thick and 22 in. wide extends the entire length of the

car. Between the sills at the center of the car are two
pressed steel separators placed back to back. Between these

and the cover plate is the auxiliary center plate support.

The auxiliary center plate rests on the cover plate and is

further supported on the ends by separators between the web

High Capacity Car Specially Designed to Carry 16-In. Guns

l)ridge is carried are mounted on 70-ton trucks, spaced 10 ft.

from center to center. The cars are designed to perform two

functions, first to carry the load placed on the auxiliary cen-

ter plate in the center of the car, and second to transmit the

buffing and pulling stresses to the bridge. The center sills

Oak Cradle 8foe/fS

plates. The bolsters are made up of two pressed steel pans
spaced 7 in. apart, with fillers above the side bearing, and
top and bottom cover plates.

The outer end of the center sill carries the usual draft

gear and has a straight end sill. The inner end is arranged

-100- >k SO.>!< SO >!
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Plan and Elevation of the Naval Gun Car

are of the fishbelly type 24J4 in. deep at the center and 12
in. deep at the bolster, made up of two 3'^-in. web plates.

Each web plate has the bottom edge reinforced with two 4-in.

by 4-in. by J^-in. angles, while at the top edge there is a
single angle on the outside of each plate. A cover plate

to transmit the buffing forces to the bridge and the end sill

is in the form of an arc of a circle concentric with the auxil-

iary center plate. This curved end sill is a 12-in., 35-lb.

ship channel reinforced by a cover plate and faced on the

outer surface with a ^<-in. In- 12-in. spring steel plate. The
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end sill is fastened on either side to IS-in., 33-lb. channels,

which form the side sills. An angle iron 2% in. from the

top flange forms the support for the deck, which is made of

checkered steel plate. Between the bolsters, the side sills are

further reinforced by an angle iron along the bottom edge.

The bridge has a large steel casting on each end, which
fits over the auxiliary center plate. These center castings

ing stresses from the upper girders and the center plate, and
to insure that the stresses will be transmitted to the lower
members the auxilliary center plates are given a longitudinal

clearance of yi in. in the center castings.

The end of the girder member carries two cradles which
extend to the side sills and resist the tendency of the bridge

to tilt. The center portion is formed of a V-shaped cradle

Girder and Buffer Members of the 140-ton Gun Car

are spaced 36 ft. from center to center and are joined by a

girder made up of two 12-in., 30.2-lb. channels spaced 19

in. apart with top and bottom cover plates 26 in. wide and

J^ in. thick. Under the center portion of the girder is a

lauffing member which is in line with the underframes of the

flat cars. The buffer member consists of two 15-in., 33-lb.

channels with a bottom cover plate ^g in. thick. At each end

of the channels is a buffer casting which is curved to fit the

end sills of a flat car. The lower buffer member carries four

brackets on each side, which serve as supports for running

boards. The buffer member is designed to remove the buff-

in which the gun rests. At the end which carries the breech,

lieavy timbers are used for blocking. At the muzzle end.

where the support must be higher than at the breech, a re-

movable cradle built up of structural steel is provided. Two
IjX-in. eye bolts pass through each cradle and provide a

means for fastening the gun to prevent any logitudinal

movement.

Each of the two flat cars has a separate braking system

and the train line is carried under the buffing member and
connected to the trucks by the usual standard M. C. B. air

hose.

Photo from Press lUustratins Scrince.

A Camouflaged Gun



Pennsylvania Completes Freight House at Chicago

Monumental Structure of Two-Level Type Affords Ample
Acccmmodaticns for Large L. C. L. Traffic

THE SURRENDER of ground occupied by several of its

freight houses, for the construction of the new Chicago
Union station compelled the Pennsylvania Railroad,

Western Lines, to build a large new freight station, which
lias been under construction for several years and will be
open for business in a few weeks. Designed to meet present
and future needs for a very heavy package freight business

concentrated in the business center of the city, the plant is

of monumental proportions, and the manner in which pro-
vision has been made for receiving and delivering the great

tonnage of freight within a limited area without entailing

south of the freight stations to be abandoned, but is the
nearest available site that afforded a workable plan of suffi-

cient size that was acceptable alike to the railroad and to the
city authorities. The latter had refused to approve a plan
submitted by the railway for the use of a site several blocks
west and north of the one finally adopted, the prime objection
being the need for elevated tracks involving long suljways
•for several important streets. However, the selected site is

near the center of one of the important freight house dis-

tricts of the city. Immediately to the north and west re-

spectively are the sites of new freight .stations to he built

Outbound capaclfy fSiScafs.

Track Level Plan Showing Platforms and Elevators

excessive trucking or other e.xpensive operations or the need
of any confusing directions to shippers, is both instructive

and interesting. As seen from the photographs, special at-

tention has been given to the appearance of this structure,

the exterior treatment representing a marked departure from
the architecture of most American freight houses.

Has a Central Location

The building occupies the block between Taylor and Polk
streets and between the Chicago river and the south approach
Tracks to the Chicago Union station. The area is about 745
ft. long by 420 ft. wide. The site is about one-half mile

by the Chicago & Alton, and tlie Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, while two blocks to the southwest is the "Soo"
terminal. To the east across the river are the freight houses

of the railways entering the Grand Central, La Salle and
Dearborn stations. Both Taylor and Polk streets have

bridges across the river, affording convenient connections

with tlie east side of the river, as well as viaducts to the west

leading over the Union Station tracks.

Tlie station is of the two-level type with the tracks below

and the teamways above. This plan was adopted because

the site was committed to a separation of the track and street

grades by the elevation of the streets on viaducts over the

215
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tracks, and it was out of the question to devise any other

plan which would afford as great a capacity for the space

available. It was advisable on account of the high cost of

of separating freight destined to and from points east of

Pittsburgh from that billed to and from Pittsburgh and west.

The details of this will be explained later. On the track level
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the land, to make an intensive development of the ground.

Independent Inbound and Outbound Houses

From outward appearance and from the structural stand-

point, the building constitutes a single unified mass, but there

is a central covered driveway 74 ft. wide extending the

there is no physical evidence of these subdivisions. The
entire width of the structure is occupied by a grid of 19
tracks, the 10 adjacent to the river, or the east side, with a
capacity of 199 cars to be used for outbound traffic, and
nine tracks on the west side with a capacity of 187 cars

for inbound traffic.
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One of the Outer Driveways Serving the Street Floor

length of the building on the street level which separates

the plant into two clearly defined units, an inbound house

and an outbound hou.se. From an operating standpoint

there are actually four units since both the inbound and the

outbound houses will be divided transversely for the purpose

Aside from the street level and track level floors, used for

handling the regular railway freight business, the building

lias three floors above the street level for office and storage

purposes. The north end of the second floor for a depth of

125 ft. is occupied by the offices of the agent, cashier, billing
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department, etc., but all of the remaining space on these

three upper tJoors is arranged in large warehouse rooms for

lease as storage space. In general these rooms are 340 ft. by

100 ft., extending the width of the building. They are

separated by 12^-in. transverse walls, but part of the area

is taken up by light wells 40 ft. by 135 ft. inter-spaced be-

tween these rooms, thus affording light along the two sides

of each room and extending down to the ceiling of the first

floor where sky lights have been installed to furnish natural

illumination to the central driveway and a part of the in-

bound house.

In addition to the central driveway which is 74 ft. wide

quiring practically no space for storage on the street level,

required approximately the same amount of space on the
lower level as the inbound house because of the size of the
outbound business.

The manner in which this problem was solved is indicated

in the cross section showing the spacing of the tracks and
platforms in direct relation to the arrangement of the drive-

way and trucking space on the upper level. In this con-

nection it will be noted that there is a platform between each
pair of tracks except where the inner tracks of the out-

bound and inbound groups join at the middle of the house.

Most of these platforms are narrow, serving primarily as a

'
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Cross Section of the Building Looking North

and is divided by a central row of columns into 36-ft. drive-

ways, one for each house, both the inbound and the outbound

houses are served by outer driveways 36 ft. wide also ex-

tending the entire length of the building, and connecting

with the street at each end. Under such an arrangement the

ordinary standards for the width of freight houses as de-

termined in the usual case, with the driveway on one side and

The North End of the Building From the West

the tracks on the other, do not appl\-. The width of the

inbound house was governed to some exteJit, of course, by

the need of a large storage space on the street level but

for the most part the determination of the widths of both

houses was based on a consideration of the spacing of tracks

and platforms, and the location of elevators. One difficulty

in this connection was that the outbound house, while re-

convenience for trucking through cars, but under the in-

bound house which has a width of 171 ft. on the street

level, space is afforded for three wide trucking and elevator

platforms and under the outbound house which has a width

on the street level of only 100 ft. 8 in. there is space for

only two of the wide platforms. It will be seen that this

arrangement will involve the trucking of freight through a

maximum of three cars for outbound traffic and a maximum
of two cars for inbound freight. These platforms extend

the entire length of the building and will be continued south-

ward the full width of Taylor street as soon as the viaduct

on that street is reconstructed.

The width of the track space between edges of platforms

is 11 ft. 6 in. and the minimum vertical clearance from top

of the rail is 16 ft. 10 in. As shown in the track plan, the

northwest corner has been cut off to allow space for a lead

to the proposed Chicago & Alton freight terminal to be lo-

cated north of Polk street.

The Elevator Arrangement

The freight will be moved between the floors entirely by

elevators. Inclined escalators w-ere considered in preliminar)-

designs but proved un.suitcd to the layout of this structure.

The" freight will be transferred from the street level of the

outbound house to the track platforms b}' eight 6-ft. by

17-ft. three-ton elevators. Similarly, freight received in

cars will be transferred from the platforms to the street level

in the inbound house by fourteen 9-ft. by 17-ft. five-ton

elevators. Six of these inbound elevators extend to the top

of the building so that freight may be transferred directly

from the track platforms to any one of the storage rooms.

On the upper floors these same elevators will also be used

for transferring goods from the storage rooms to the street

level of the inbound house for delivery to teams for des-

tination in any part of the cit}-. In case any goods in

storage are to be re-shipped by freight, they will be lowered

to the street level of the outbound house by a separate set of

elevators on the outbound side, but owing to the fact that

an\- goods in storage which are to be shipped out must be

checked through the outbound house like any other freight,

these elevators' do not provide direct passage from tlie storage

floors to the track level. The convenience of the storage
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arrangement is indicated in the typical plan of the storage

floors in which it is seen that, with the exception of two

storerooms on the south end of the building, all of the store-

rooms have direct connection with the elevators on both the

inbound and outbound sides of the building.

In addition to the elevators enumerated above, a 10-ft. by

24-ft. automoliile elevator is provided in both the inbound

and the outbound houses. These elevators extend to the

upi)er floors and are located adjacent to the south end of the

Imilding on platforms provided with short stub tracks to

facilitate the loading and unloading of vehicles. On the

street floors, inclines from the trucking levels to the central

driveway are provided for convenience in delivering auto-

mobiles.

Another facility which is found in nearly all freight houses

in the business center of Chicago, embodies the elevators

affording connection with the subways of the Chicago Tunnel

Company, one of these extending to the street level floor of

each of the houses, but with no connection on the track level.

The trucking floor of each house is also equipped with a

line of narrow-gage tracks extending each way from the

tunnel elevators to afford trackage space for the tunnel com-

pany's cars. All of the freight elevators in the building are

operated l)v the push button system; no elevator men will be

The Clock Tower From the Roof of the Building

employed. These elevators were manufactured and installed

by the Otis Elevator Company, Chicago.

Long Team Space Provided

It will be seen from the plan that both the inbound and

the outbound houses are provided with about 1,400 ft. of door

space, Init this is divided into two lengths of 700 ft. and each

length is further subdivided between freight east and west

of Pittsburgh in the north and south halves of the houses

respectively, so the trucking distance from the teamway door

to the elevator, at least in the outbound house, cannot be

more than 350 ft. This subdivision will also be found of

advantage in handling the cars. The north end of the tracks

in the outbound house will iiold cars for points east of Pitts-

liurgh while the south end will be occupied by cars for des-

tination on the western lines. Some similar plan will

probably be devised for the inbound house. The switching

of cars to and from the house tracks will be facilitated by
a supporting yard to be located south of Twelfth street, but

owing to the fact that a new viaduct on Twelfth street is

contemplated, the construction of which has been delayed

indefinitely, the final layout for the tracks between the freight

house and the supporting yard cannot be arranged until some
later date.

Structural Details

The building is of fire-proof construction with a steel

frame encased in concrete, except in the case of girders 40
in. deep or over, which are covered with hollow tile. The ex-

terior walls are of a red brick with an ornamental treatment

involving the use of yellow and green glazed tile. The most
impressive feature is a tower located approximately at the

Typical Plan of the Store Room Floors

center of the Polk street end of the building, which rises

to a height of 190 ft. above the level of the street, or 127 ft.

above the roof of the main body of the building. The tower
is octagonal in section for most of the height with a base
width of 50 ft. gradually tapering toward the top where it is

reduced to a square section 30 ft. on a side covered with a
pyramidal roof finished in green tile. A prominent feature

is a clock having four dials 16 ft. in diameter surmounted
by the word "Pennsylvania." The architectural treatment

for the entire building is unusual, the predominating element

l)eing the use of heavy buttresses with a batter that gradually

increases from the top to the bottom where it ends in an
abrupt curve.

The interior of the building on the street floor is fini.«hed

with a light colored hard burned brick. Both the inbound
and outbound houses are subdivided on this floor into four

rooms by these transverse fire walls, all openings in which
are protected by automatic fire doors. Tlie teamway doors

of the freight houses which are 20 ft. wide center to center

of posts are of steel. These are of two types. Vertical slid-

ing doors parted at mid-height ^vere used wherever feasible.

l)ut in cases where the sliding action was not possible or

where fire exits was required through them, doors of the

cross-folding type were used. All of these doors are at-

tached to a concrete covered transom bar above which tran-

soms are installed.

The driveways are paved with creasoted blocks. The
trucking floors are of concrete covered with 1^ in. of asphalt

mastic. .\11 of the warehouse floors are of concrete finished

with a special hard surface.

The building is supported on pile foundations, using piles

40 to 50 ft. long, 17,000 of which were required for the en-

tire structure. The tower, which is built monolithic with the

re.st of the structure, is carried on a mat of reinforced con-

crete five feet thick, supported by 000 piles.

Auxiliary Facilities

Checking offices have been installed in the outbound house

at intervals of four doors with a scale on each side provided
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with automatic dials placed inside the checking booths.

These offices communicate with the foreman's office, near the

north end of the inbound house, by pneumatic tubes, which

are also used to connect the foreman's office and the billing

office on the second floor. Provision has been made for

doubling the number of checking offices and scales at any

time this may be necessary in the future. In the inbound

house, scales have been installed adjacent to seven of the

elevators. Each house is equipped with cold and warm
rooms, a checker's room, rest rooms and toilet rooms for

laborers and teamsters and equivalent facilities are fur-

nished to the clerical forces on the second floor, with the

addition of space for installing a kitchen and dining

room.

A sub-basement is provided at the north end of the build-

ing for the accommodation of the heating and power plant,

the principal function of which is fire protection. The
entire building is equipped with automatic sprinklers w-hich

are served by fire pumps in the power plant in connection

with a large water tank in the tower. An electrically oper-

ated refrigerator system to serve the two cold rooms is in-

stalled in a room on the second floor near the north end of

the building.

The design and construction of the freight station has been

under the direction of Thos. Rodd, chief engineer, Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, Western Lines, and Robert Trimble, chief

engineer of construction, with J. H. Minton, assistant engi-

neer in charge of the design and construction, and T. M.
Bole, engineer in charge on the ground. Price & McLanahan.
of Philadelphia, were tlie architect? for the building.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Director General McAdoo About to Return to Washington

;

Standard Locomotives Delayed

DIRECTOR General McAdoo is expected to return to

Washington in good health next week from his west-

ern trip after having been away continuoulsy for

two months and after having been away from his office most

of the time for four months. During April he toured the

country making Liberty loan speeches and during May he

was confined to his home by illness for the greater part of

the time, spending only a few days at his office, although

he was able to do a great deal of important work. About

the end of May he left Washington without announcing his

destination, seeking relief for his throat trouble and an

opportunity for recuperation. After a brief period of rest

in the Yosemite Valley he has been travelling over western

railroads and holding conferences with railroad officers and

members of his staff which have resulted and will result in

important changes in methods of handling traffic. He has

also kept in touch with important matters that have been

referred to him, such as the question of the increase in wages
for mechanical department employees, and there have been

no indications of any cessation of activity in the Railroad

Administration because of his absence. Director Gray, of

the Division of Operation, and Director Carter, of the Divi-

sion of Labor, who have been in the west with Mr. McAdoo,
returned on Monday; Director Lovett, of the Division of

Capital Expenditure, on Tuesday, and Director Chamljers,
of the Division of Traffic, returned on Wednesday.

Pershing's Requirements Will Delay Standard

Locomotives

The requirements of our armies in France, including the

order placed last week with the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for 500 additional 80-ton Consolidation locomotives, will de-
la)- somewhat the progress in deliver}' of the Railroad Admin-
istration's standard locomotives for use on this side of the

water, of which 1,430 have been ordered. At the same time
the Railroad Administration is preparing to take out of

service the 1.55 similar locomotives which were built for our
armies in France and turned over to eastern roads last win-
ter. These locomotives will be sent to the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, which built them, to be put into shape ready
tor transportation overseas at the rate of five a week until
the entire lot is turned over.

The mechanical department of the Railroad Administra-
tion expects to compensate for the delay in the construction
of the standard locomotives and the withdrawal of the arm\-

Washi.ngtok, D. C.

locomotives from service here by the special efforts which it

has been making since last winter to rush the repair of

domestic locomotives. A large number of these locomotives

are already in shape and are in white lead, ready for next

winter. Several of the standard locomotives have already

been delivered.

Railroads Not to Pay for Non-Essential Public

Improvements

Director General Mc.\doo in circular Xo. 44 announces
that the Railroad Administration should be consulted in

advance where it is projiosed by ])ui)lic authorities to make
improvements for which a portion of the cost is to l)e assessed

against any railroad under federal control. The circular

states that wherever street or road construction and other

public improvements are contemplated by the authorities in

any state, count}', district or municipality, for which a por-

tion of the co.st in an amount exceeding $500 is to be charged
against any railroad under federal control, the authorities

are requested to take the matter up with the federal man-
agement of the road directly interested and secure the con-

currence of the Railroad Administration in advance.

In the event this is not done the director general will re-

serve the right to decide wjiether or not he will participate in

the pa}'ment.

It is not die attitude of the director general to oppose
construction of this character which is meritorious and
essential. The director general feels, however, that in the

present stress as to the es.sential lal)or and material suppl}'

all work of this kind which can be postponed without injur}

should not be undertaken, and the railroad should not be

expected to participate in tiie pa}inent unless the expenditure

is indispensable.

Protection for War Department Shipments

The car senice .section announces in circular CS-20 that

in order to properly protect V. S. war department shipments

when special protection is considered necessary, agreement
has been reached with H. M. Adams, chief, inland traffic

ser\'ice of the war department, providing for necessary

guard to protect the property in accordance with the follow-

ing regulations, and all railroads will arrange accordingly.

A. The war department will ac<iuaint the originatins:

railroad either direct or through the car ser\'ice section

when it is desired to provide a guard for certain shipments.
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and will advise as to the number and personnel of the guard

except as provided in paragraph C.

B. The department of the army to whom the property

belongs shall furnish the guard at its expense, and provide

transportation for each person.

C. The guard must in all cases consist of officers or en-

listed men of the army, except that in the case of certain

articles, such as gun carriages and other equipment moving

on its own wheels, also poisonous gases and liquids, a

civilian expert, designated by the department interested in

the shipment, may constitute the guard or part thereof, and

that in cases where the sending of a military guard is im-

practicable, the department interested in the .shipment may,

by obtaining a special pennit from the United States Rail-

road Administration through the inland traffic service of the

war department, place a civilian guard over a particular

shipment.

D. Cars under guard shall be placed in the train imme-

diately ahead of the caboose, except shipments of explosives,

gas, or inflammables—which commodities should be kept as

near the center of the train as possible, as required by the

regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission cover-

ing Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous

Articles.

E. Sleeping accommodations shall be provided ui the

caboose for a guard not exceeding four men.

F. If a larger guard is required, special arrangements

shall be made providing for a caboose, coach, or sleeping

car for their accommodation.

G. Tickets issued to guards shall show that the holder

is in charge of a government shipment as a guard, and is

entitled to "travel on the freight train carrying such shipment.

H. Routing of the ticket shall be the same as the route

over which the shipments are to move, and in case of diver-

sion or change in routing while in transit, the railway offi-

cers shall effect the necessar)' change in the routing of the

ticket or tickets held by the guard.

I. Waybills must be indorsed showing that a war de-

partment guard is traveling with and in charge of the ship-

ment in accordance with these regulations.

J. Officers, agents and yardmasters of the carriers are

instructed to direct and otherwise assist the guard in moving

through yards, permitting the guard then immediately in

charge to accompany car or cars at all times, and to take

such steps as are necessary to prevent connecting trains leav-

ing without the full guard.

"K. When two or more cars are included in a shipment

under guard, and it is necessan,' to hold one or more cars

for repairs, the entire shipment shall be held and forwarded

in one train, to the end that the guard shall not be separated.

In such case prompt advice shall be telegraphed to the Car

Service Section, United States Railroad Administration,

Washington, D.C and by it tran.sniitted to the director of

inland traffic, war department.

The above arrangements are not to he extended in any

case to or be construed as authorizing the transportation of

a guard in charge of war department material for the pur-

pose of expediting movement of any shipment.

Fidelity Bond Premiums Charged to Operating

Expenses

General Order No, 36 provides that premiums on fidelity

bonds, which have heretofore been paid by or charged to

officers, agents, and employees on transportation lines now,

or which may hereafter be placed, under federal control,

shall no longer be so handled but shall be charged to oper-

ating expenses.

Bond for Freight Charges

The division of public service and accounting has issued a

form of surety bond, prescribed by the division of law, which

is to be used in all cases where bond is required to be given

by shippers and consignees for the payment of freight charges

in accordance with General Order No. 25.

Rate Procedure Under Federal Control

Arguments before the Interstate Commerce Commission
on July 24, on the question as to whether the justness and
reasonableness of rates, etc., initiated by the director general

under the authority of the federal control act must be de-

termined upon original complaints and new proceedings or

whether such issues may be properly raised by amendments
to pending complaints, brought forth a variety of ideas as

to the status of rate-making and regulation under the new
regime. Most of the complaints- pending before the com-
mission attack rates which were superseded on June 25 by

the new higher rates put in effect under General Order No.
28.

R. Walton Moore, assistant to the general counsel of the

Railroad Administration, calmed some of the fears of the

attorneys for the shippers by saying that the administration

had no idea of insisting that new complaints be filed because

the rates complained of are no longer in existence, but would
concede that they may be amended to bring into issue the

new rates. He took the position that the director general

should be made a party defendant to all complaints against

rates initiated by the administration and said that many of

the 700 cases in the formal docket would probably have to

be reopened because the issues they involve have passed out

of existence or been changed as a result of the new rates.

Cases involving the reasonableness or discriminatory feature

of the old rates were dead because the commission could

not change them by prescribing new rates for the future

without reference to the director general's rates.

Most of the shippers' representatives present seemed satis-

fied in the main with this position but raised some addi-

tional points. John S. Burchmore referred to the distinc-

tion between cases where the cause of complaint arises solely

from the new rates and those in which the relation formerh'

complained of still exists because the rates have been ad-

vanced by corresponding amounts and said that tlie com-
mission should have the same jurisdiction over such cases

as in the past. One attorney wanted the director general

made a party to all cases for the protection of the shippers,

saying that IMr. McAdoo is now the "czar" and that an

order for reparation, for example, should run against him.

Commissioner McChord asked if Mr. McAdoo had been a

czar before March 21, the effective date of the law author-

izing him to initiate rates, and whether he should be made
a party to cases arising before that time. J. B. Norman
objected strenuously to the idea of making the director

general a party to the rate cases and also to the appellation

of "czar." He called attention to the fact that the law re-

fers to the rates of "the carriers" and docs not mention the

director general, and declared that the authority of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission over rates is the same as it

was except that it cannot suspend the director general's

rates or initiate a proceeding against them of its own motion.

Frank Lyon caused some smiles by declaring that the

rate wisdom of the past no longer avails and that he re-

garded the director general as the representative of the

shippers, to be approached not as a party to litigation liut

by requests to make proper adjustments. He had attempted

to present this idea in letters to the director general and

he admitted that the replies he had received from his rail-

road subordinates had been somewhat disappointing but he

thought the fact that .-shippers had been appointed members

of the freight traffic committees was evidence that he was

"struggling' with the idea" that he was the representative

of the shippers. Mr. Lyon said that former criteria of the

reasonableness of rates have gone into the discard; that no
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one pretends that the new increased rates are intended to

represent reasonable rates. They represent rather the fact

that the Railroad Administration needs the mone)-, he said.

Marking of Freight for Government

For the purpose of preventing the practice of some ship-

pers of seeking to obtain privileges for their shipments to

which they are not entitled by marking them to indicate that

they contain government freight, and to systematize the mark-
ing of government shipments, General Order No. 38, issued

on July 24, provides that on and after August IS the fol-

lowing requirements and provisions shall apply and be ob-

served in respect to the shipments hereinafter described.

1. Shipments intended for use of any one of the gov-

ernment departments, either directly or through a contractor

with the United States government, shall not be entitled to

or receive any privilege which may be accorded on account

of being intended for use of one of the United States gov-

ernment departments, either directly or indirectly through

a contractor with the United States government, where said

shipments are consigned otherwise than in one of the fol-

lowing ways:

(a) To a government officer designated, not by the name
of the individual, but by the title of his position as, for

example. Supply Officer, Naval Inspector, or Constructing

Quartermaster.

(b) To a government officer designated not by name hut

by title as above, followed by the words "For account of,"

and then followed by the name of the contractor or agent

for the government engaged on the work at the point of

destination.

(c) On some contracts the government has entered into

an agreement designating certain parties as agent, or agents,

for the government on that particular contract. Shipments

for such parties shall be consigned to the particular depart-

ment for which the work is being done, followed by the

words "for account of," and then followed liy the name of

the agent as, for instance:

Ordnance Department
For account of du Pont

Engineering Co., .\gent.

Penniman,
Williamsburg, Va.

or

Ordnance Department
For account of T. A. Gillespie,

Loading Co., Agents.

South Amboy, N. J.

(d) Shipments of material, equipment and supplies for

any person repairing or building ships under the supervi-

sion of the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet

Corporation, shall be consigned only to the United States

Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, followed by

the words "For account of" and then followed by the name
and location of the particular concern performing the work,

as for instance:

United States Sliipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation

For account of ,\merican International

Shipbuilding Corporation,

Hog Island, Pa.

2. It is forbidden

—

(a) In consigning a shipment to use the words "United
States Government" or .«u1jstantially tluit term, or abbrevi-
ations thereof, as the sole description of the consignee:

(b) Or to consign a shipment to and in the name of the

United States government followed by words indicating that

it is sent "care of" a private person, firm or corporation:

(c) Or to consign a shipment to a government official

or to an officer of the army or nav}- by his name as an indi-
vidual.

(d) Or to consign a shipment to a government official

or to an officer of the army or navy followed by words in-

dicating that it is sent "care of" a private person, firm or
corporation.

3. No shipper or other person seeking or obtaining any
privilege which may be accorded on account of the "ship-
ment being intended for the use of any one of the United
States government departments, either directly or indirectly,

through a contractor with the United States government,
shall, without authority, use or cause to be used as con-
signee the name or title of the United States or of any de-
I>artment, bureau, agency, emplojee or officer thereof, or

of the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration or of any officer, agent, employee thereof, or of
any other person, or the designation "Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration"; nor shall any shipper or other person offer or
cause to be received for carriage, or transported, without
authority, any such shipment consigned as specified in the
foregoing paragraphs number 1 and 2. for the purpose of
securing, by such consignment, any privilege which may be
accorded on account of the shipment being intended for

the use of any one of the United States government de-
|)artments, either directly or indirectly through a contractor

with the United States government.

-Agents are forbidden to sign or issue bills of lading or
receipts for shipments which in any manner conflict with
any of the foregoing provisions.

(Violation of the foregoing order is punishable by fine of
not more than $5,000 or i:iy imprisonment for not more than
two years or by both such fine and imprisonment.)

Order Regarding Payment of Freight Charges Modified

Tlie Division of Public Ser\-ice and -Accounting ;uinounces
in P. S. & A. Circular No. 20 that consideration has been
given to several inquiries concerning the practical applica-
tion of General Order No. 25, as affecting certain long es-

tablished practices of the carriers and paragraph 5 of the

order is amplified to read as follows:

Freight consigned to "order" or to "order notify" shall

be delivered only upon surrender to the agent of the carrier

of the original bills of lading for such freight, and the pav-
ment of the freight charges thereon as herein provided.

Provided, however, if such a bill of lading be lost or de-

layed, the freight may be delivered in advance of surrender

of the bill of lading upon receipt by the carrier's agent of

a certified check, for an amount equal to 110 per cent of

the invoice, or upon receipt of a surety bond either indi-

vidual or corporate, acceptable to the treasurer of the carrier

in an amount for twice the amount of the invoice. When
conditions require it, a blanket bond may be accepted, but

such blanket bond may only cover shipments received at

one station on one railroad. If shippers desire to arrange

for the delivery of their "order notify" shipments to con-

signees on shipper's written or telegraphic orders without

the surrender of bills of lading, a blanket bond in satis-

factory amount mu.«t be filed with the treasurer of the initial

carrier, and reference to this bond must be shown on ship-

ping orders. Initial carrier will notify all interested lines

and show reference to bond on each waybill.

^^hen shipments from foreign countries move on "order

notify" bills of lading, delivery may be made to final con-

signee upon presentation of custom house certificate indi-

cating deposit of endorsed bill of lading with the customs

officer at port of entry, or upon presentation of customs

permit indicating that consignee has filed bond with cus-

toms officer gu<rnntceing production of bill of ladine.

Fruit and vesetables consigned to shipper on "straight bill

of lading—orig-'nal—not negotiable" shall be delivered only
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ujion surrender of consignor's written or telegraphic order

for such freight to the agent of the delivering carrier, and

the payment of freight and other charges. In such cases,

a blanket bond, in satisfactory amount, indemnifying the

railroads against the delivery of shipments on fraudulent

orders, must be filed with the treasurer of the initial carrier,

and reference to this bond must be shown on shipping orders.

Initial carrier will notify all interested lines, and show

reference to bond on each waybill.

Care should be exercised to differentiate between the forms

of bonds required by the order. The bond applicable to

freight charges, provided for by paragraph 2, is not avail-

able in compliance with the provisions of paragraph S. To

protect the carrier in the delivery of "order notify" ship-

ments or straight consignments to be delivered on shipper's

order, a separate form of bond must be executed; such

form of bond has been approved by the Division of Law

and is attached to the circular.

Express Franks Cancelled

Under instructions from Director General McAdoo the

American Railwav Express Company (the new company

established under the contract between the director general

and the four principal express companies of the country)

has cancelled all express franks previously in use and

adopted the policy of issuing no new franks.

In the past free service was given by the express com-

panies to a large number of people, not only express officers

and employees but also the officers of railroad companies

and others' As a result of this practice a great many ex-

press franks were in existence and a large quantity of goods

was carried free of charge.

After careful consideration, the director general decided

that it was proper and wise to eliminate this free service

entirely, and as a result all matter now carried by express

is paid for.

Organization of Fuel Conservation Section

The Fuel Conservation Section of the Division of Oper-

ation, of which Eugene McAuliffe is manager and Major

E. C. Schmidt assistant to the manager, has increased its

organization by appointing Robert Collett assistant manager

for the eastern region and also supervisors for each of the

other regions as follows: Howard C. Woodbridge, super-

visor, Allegheny Region; Harry Clewer, supervisor, Poca-

hontas Region; Bernard J. Feeney, supervisor. Southern

Region; Frank P. Roesch, supervisor. Northwestern Region;

Leslie R. Pyle, supervisor, Central Western Region, and

T. W. Hardy, supervisor, Southwestern Region. The super-

visors will give special attention to the conservation of fuel

used on locomotives, in shops, at terminals, at water sta-

tions, and for all miscellaneous purposes. They will also

give attention to the preparation of fuel received and to its

quality; and they will make investigations and recommen-

dations with respect to its transportation to and its handling

at fuel stations.

Advertisements on Cars to Be Eliminated

The Car Service Section has issued a circular saying it

is desirable that railroad refrigerator cars liearing the ad-

vertisements of brewing companies be repainted in accord-

ance with the standards of the individual railroads and the

advertisements eliminated. Roads are requested to advise

how many of such cars they have and also of any other

railroad refrigerator or other class cars they have that bear

similar advertisements so that consideration can be given

to repainting them.

Progress Report on Capital Expenditures

In order that the Railroad Administration may be kept

informed of the progress being made on addition and liet-

terment work authorized for the calendar year, the Division

of Capital Expenditures, in D. C. E. Circular No. 9, re-

quests the federal manager or general manager of each road

to furnish a monthly report on D. C. E. Form 10 giving

the progress for each project authorized when the estimated

cost chargeable to capital account exceeds $25,000.
* * *

The office of the Board of Railroad Wages and Working

Conditions has been removed from 718 Eighteenth street

to Room 812, Southern Railwav Building, Washington.

A^

Orders of Regional Directors

UTHORITY OF INDn-IDU.A.L RAILROAD OFFICERS. The
Southern regional director in circular letter No. .i47

says : "While the regional traffic committees have

duly advised all traffic officers that authority no longer ve.sts

in the individual railroad officer to change any freight rate

or charge, passenger fare or charge, baggage charge, or ruli\

regulation or privilege which in any wise affects freight

or passenger revenues, but that specific authority or instruc-

tions must be obtained in each and every instance, appar-

ently this absolute requirement is not well understood In-

other than traffic officials. Attention has been drawn to

an instance where a carrier advanced a yard limit board a

sufficient distance to include an industry as within the

switching limits of a city, thus affecting the freight charges

that would otherwise apply to and from that industry."

It is directed that operating and other officials concerned

be made conversant with these requirements.

Corporation Data on Time Tables.—During the period

of government control, according to circulars issued by the

regional directors, the practice of showing names, titles and
addresses of corporate officers in connection with time tables

and other informative matter in the Official Guide will lie

discontinued and only the names, titles and addresses of

the administration organization are to be included. How-
ever, if the various companies desire to have a showing of

their corporate officers made, there is no objection to their

doing so in a section of the guide set apart for that purpose

with the understanding that the cost will be paid for by

the companies.

Corporate Names to Be Submerged.—The names of the

individual railroad companies are to be submerged as much
as possible on all stationer}- and forms used in railroad

operation under federal control in order to make them clear-

ly subordinate to the names of the United States Railroad

Administration, according to circulars issued by the regional

directors. The instructions are to have stamped or printed,

as may be found most economical, upon all existing sta-

tionery "in such manner as to make it clear that it is in-

tended to eliminate the name of the corporation and yet

maintain the identity of the property," a heading in the

following form:

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
W. G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads

NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD
It is desired that all forms be immediately adapted to

this change without incurring undue exjjense or failing to

utilize any existing stationery and that the foregoing heading
be so applied, if that be possible, that no suggestion will be

conveyed tliat the channels of ordinary business procedure
are being changed. It is declared to be important that

routine business be not diverted through the administrative

offices at Washington. The name of local officers, local

office addresses, etc., are not to he eliminated.

This is to apply to envelopes, letterheads, payrolls, ex-

pense bills, vouchers, bills, and all forms of stationery upon
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which communications are written or statements are made
which carry a printed or stamped heading, or on which the

name of the railroad company appears. Tickets and bag-

gage checks are excepted, and are covered by special in-

structions. All new tariffs, circulars, notices, or announce-
ments hereafter issued, and envelopes, letterheads and sim-

ilar stationery henceforth provided, shall carry a heading
of the character described above.

On account of the prospective changes in all accounting

forms, as well as in bills of lading and other documents
which when executed constitute contracts, it is not jiracti-

cable at this time to issue final instructions as to the forms

to be used. Therefore, until further advised, the use of

existing forms will be continued with the modification above

directed, but such forms shall not be reprinted in quantities

estimated to be sufficient to last longer than six months
from August 15, 1918. A reasonable supply of forms of

contracts which produce a change in status which would in

some cases continue beyond federal control, such as leases

and side track contracts, may be retained unstamped, to

provide for cases likely to arise within six months of August
IS, 1918, in which the duration of the contract would be

sufficient to possibly extend beyond federal control. This

will provide forms for execution by the corporation with

the consent of the federal manager in such cases.

By reason of the fact that bills of lading are distributed

generally among shippers and frequently privately printed

by the shippers, it is directed that notice should be given

to all shippers and particularly those knowTi to agents as

using private forms of bills of lading, that on and after

-August 15, no bill of lading will be executed by the carrier,

unless stamped or printed as directed above.

As to passenger tickets and baggage checks, the existing

forms may be used. New standard forms will be authorized

and when available will be used in replenishing stock.

It is stated that the required change can probably be

most economically effected by transmitting stationery to

central points, stamping or printing the same there and re-

distributing it. If it seems most economical to accomplish

the change in the stock at small stations by the use of ruliber

stamps, it is suggested that stamps be forwarded from sta-

tion to station on each division under the direction of the

di\ision officers, to avoid an unnecessary number of stamps.

.\rrangements are to be made to have the stamped stationery

put in universal use by August 15, 1918.

Equipment for Grain Movement.—In Circular No. 44,

dated July 25, the regional director of the Southwestern

railroads states that reports reaching his office indicate a

shortage of grain cars to protect the movement of grain in

the Southwestern region and asks that every effort be made
to increase the supply of grain cars by giving preferred

attention to light repairs to equipment, by handling grain

promptly from loading stations to destination, by unload-

ing and releasing loaded cars promptly and returning them
for further loading, and by loading equipment to its capacity.

Diversion Bureau for Fruit and Vegetables.—To provide

facilities for the transmission of infonnation to shijipers and
receivers and for handling the diversion or reconsignment

of fruit and vegetables in transit on the Great Northern and
the Northern Pacific from points west of Spokane, Wash.,
the regional director of Northwestern lines has created a

reconsigning and diversion bureau at Chicago, with J. B.

Crawford, formerly superintendent of transportation of the

Pacific Fruit Express, in charge. Agencies have also been
established in the offices of the Great Northern and the

Northern Pacific at Spokane, Wa.sh.: St. Paul, Minn.:
Havre, Mont.; Laurel, Minot, N. D.. and Mandan, to assist

the iiureau. Effective August 1, originating lines will in-

struct all liilling agents promptly to mail copies of waybills
covering all carloads of fruits and vegetables to the agencv
at Spokane. Eastbound trains having one or more cars of

fruit or vegetables w'ill be given a block number at Spokane.
Telegraphic reports showing the contents of blocks will be
sent from Spokane to the agency at St. Paul and to the

bureau at Chicago and confirmation of these reports will be
mailed from Spokane to the other agencies along the line.

Telegraphic passing reports of blocks will be sent by the
various agencies to the bureau at Chicago and to the Spokane
agency, and also to the agency at St. Paul until the blocks
pass through that city. All requests for diversions or re-

consignments in transit will be handled entirely by the
bureau at Chicago or its agencies at St. Paul or Spokane,
and if done by either of the latter two agencies will be re-

ported by mail to the Chicago bureau.

Fuel Con.'iervation Meeting.—A meeting was held at Hot«l
Sherman, Chicago, on August 1, under the auspices of
Eugene McAuliffe, manager of the fuel conservation section
of the United States Railroad .Administration, and of the
United States Fuel Administration for the purpose of giving
railroad officers and employees of the Northwestern regional
district an opportunity to consider and discuss fuel

economies. The meeting was attended by general mana-
gers, general superintendents, superintendents of motive
power, purchasing agents, master mechanics, traveling
engineers, superintendents, train masters and train despatch-
ers who were selected liy their respective roads as best quali-
fied to represent their lines.

Galveston Demurrage Bureau Approved.—In Supplement
No. 7 to Circular No. 65, dated July 25, the regional di-

rector of Northwestern railroads announces that through
an oversight the name of the Galveston Demurrage and
Storage Bureau was omitted from the list of demurrage
bureaus and associations approved under General Order
No. 6 of the director general.

Increasing Express Efficiency.—The regional director
urges Northwestern railroads to give their utmost co-opera-
tion in making the service of the American Railway Express
Company prompt, efficient and satisfactor>-. Among the
points which Mr. Aishton wishes the lines under his juris-

diction to consider are: whether all express is being loaded
currently on proper trains at important terminals aii^d trans-
fer points; whether trains are being held for the loading of

express and what has been fixed as the maximum time for
such detention; whether sufficient employees are provided
by the express company for the expeditious handling of ex-

I^ress matter; what study has been made of the situation,

either independently or jointly, with the express representa-
tives respecting this sen'ice, and particularly with a view of
giving the express companies the maximum service with the
minimum detention to trains, and whether certain trains have
been designated to handle express business and if proper
efforts are being made to confine express tonnage to those
trains.

Coal Trestles.—The regional director of Central \\'estem

railroads suggests that a considerable saving in car davs
could be accomplished if all industries receiving coal in car-

load lots were required to provide themselves with facilities

for utilizing drop bottom or dump equipment, and that

where the amount of coal used is not sufficient to justify the

construction of a high trestle satisfactory results could be

secured with an elevation of two or three feet, or sufficient

to hold one carload of coal. Central Western railroads are

asked to investigate the possibility of introducing trestle

facilities where they seem practical.

MiLE.ACE Worries GER^r.AN Depi-ties.—Members of the

Prussian Diet are incensed at the adjournment of the Diet

until September 20, not becau.se of the delay caused to the

Prussian Reform bill, says a despatch to the New York Times.

but because the question as to whether the members will ob-

tain free railway tickets was not decided. As one paper says,

this shows the seriousness of the desire for reforms.



Pacific and Mikado Type Locomotives for C. B. & Q.

Based on Previous Designs of the Same Types with Improved

Details; Many Interchangeable Parts

DURING THE PAST few years four classes of locomotives
lor road service have been built by the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works for the Burlington System. These

classes are as follows:

A Pacific type for passenger service, with 27-in. by 28-in.

cylinders and 74-in. driving wheels, first built in 1915.*

can be carried out to an unusual degree. The Pacific type

exerts a tractive effort of 42,200 lb. and the Mikado type

52,200 lb., the ratio of adhesion being slightly over 4 in

each case.

The boilers are alike, except for a few changes in details

incident to the different classes of service in which the loco-
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Pacific Type Locomotive Developed on the C. B. & Q.

A medium-weight Mikado, with 27-in. by 30-in. cylin-

ders and 64-in. driving-wheels, first built in 1911.

A heavy Mikado, with 28-in. by 32-in. cylinders and

64-in. driving wheels, first built in 1912.

A Santa Fe type, with 30-in. by 32-in. cylinders and
60-in. driving wheels, first built in 1912.

X careful study has been made of these four classes, with

a view to improving details when placing successive orders.

\Miile the leading dimensions of each class have been re-

motives are used. The superheaters are o4-unit, Type A.
The barrel is built with three rings; the first ring is sloped

on the top, and the third ring on the bottom. This provides

a large steam space, and a free entry to the firebox throat.

The main dome is placed on the middle ring; here the longi-

tudinal seam is on the right-hand side, and a large inside

liner covers the seam and re-enforces the shell under the

dome opening. The auxiliary dome is on the third ring,

and is placed over a 16-in. oj^ening in the shell. The se;mi.

Burlington Mikado Type Having Many Details Interchangeable with the Pacific Type

tained, and no change has been made in the tractive effort

developed, the designs have lieen thoroughly revised since

the first locomotives were built. .\r\ order which includes

all four classes is now being completed. Special interest

centers in the Pacifies and the medium-weight Mikados, be-

cause of the extent to which interchangeable parts are used

in these designs. A large number of details and fittings

are interchangeable in all the locomotives, but the dimen-

sions of the two types referred to are such that this policy

•For a (IfS^'.ription of this locomotive, see tlu- Railway Age Gasclte for

August 13, ISl."!, see page 27/.

wliich is on the top center, is welded throughout its lengtli,

and re-enforced by inside and outside welt strips. By re-

moving the auxiliary dome the boiler can be entered with-

out dismantling the throttle mechanism.
The firebox has a combustion chamber and the seams

uniting this chamber with the crown and throat and those

uniting the throat and side sheets are welded. A brick arch
is installed, and is supported on angle irons studded to the

side sheets. The grate rocking bars are held in rectangular

frames, which are trunnioned so that they can be tilted

throuo;h a wide angle when dumping the fire. The grate

224
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castings interchange on the two types of locomotives. The
ash-pans of both types are of the double-hopper pattern

with swing bottoms, and separate operating rigging for each

liopper.

The cylinders of the Pacific and medium-weight Mikado
t3pe locomotives are cast from the same pattern. The steam
chest heads are interchangeable, and the cylinder heads are

similar, except that those of the Pacifies are recessed to a

greater extent than those of the-Mikados, to allow for two
inches less piston stroke. There is a slight difference in the

steam-chest bushings, the ports being so cut that on the pas-

senger locomotives there is an exhaust clearance of 3^ -in.,

while the valves are line-and-line on the freight engines.

No by-pass valves are used on these cylinders, but vacuum
relief valves are tapped into the steam chests. The piston-

valves are interchangeable, as are also the pistons and their

rods, except for a slight difference in the length of the

latter.

The piston heads are rolled steel, of light section, lifted

with cast iron bull-rings which are shrunk on and further

secured by electrically welded retaining rings. The piston

rods are extended, and are of Nikrome steel, hollow bored.

Interchangeable trossheads are used on the two types of

locomotives. They are of the Laird pattern, with light

bodies of .40 carbon steel and bronze shoes. The crosshead

wrist pins are of Nikrome steel, hollow bored, and the same
is true of all the crank-pins on the Pacific type and the main
pins on the Mikado type. Xikrome steel is also used for

the main and side rods, and for the stub straps of both types.

The main rod stubs are alike on the two locomotives. All

the driving axles are of chrome-vanadium steel, hollow bored.

A light design of Walschaert valve gear, with Ragonnet

power reverse mechanism, is used on these locomotives, the

valve gear pin bearings being fitted with case-hard-

ened bushings. The power reverse cylinder on both classes

is placed immediately back of the reverse shaft, so that a

short reach-rod connection can be used.

The design- of the machinery, as above described, is the

result of careful study on the part of the railroad and the

builders; and by the u.se of special materials and correct

proportions the parts have l^een lightened and the dynamic
augment on the rail materially reduced. Tests have shown
a marked reduction in bridge stresses as a result of this

policy. Light parts are also used on the heavy Mikado
and Santa Fe type locomotives.

The main frames of the Pacific and medium-weight Mi-
kado type locomotives are five inches wide and are cast of

.40 carbon steel, annealed. The driving-boxes interchange

on the.se two types, as do also the pedestal wedges. The
shoes and wedges are of bronze. The Rushton design of

trailing truck with outside journals and swing links of the

three-point suspension pattern is used on the passenger loco-

motives. These links act as an effective stabilizer and no
centering device is necessary. The Mikados are equipped
with the Hodges trailing truck.

The cabs have been redesigned, and are considerably

shorter than those used on the previous locomotives. This
saves unnecessary weight and gives the enginemen a better

view through the front cab windows. The steam turret is

placed outside the cab, and the valves have extension han-
dles. Each locomotive is equipped with a speed recorder

which is driven from the rear truck axle.

The tenders of both types are similar in construction, and
are equipped with coal pushers. The frames have 12-in.

channels for the longitudinal sills, with oak front bumpers
and back bumpers of built-up steel. Equalized pedestal

trucks are used with the Pacific type locomotives, and arch-

bar trucks with the Mikados. The wheels, in each case,

are of forged and rolled steel.

The tallies contain the principal dimensions of the two
types

:

General Data
4.6.2 2-8-2

gae«. 4 ft. 8 '4 in. 4 ft. 8>^ in.

^«''Y'<:« Passenger Freight
5"^' .•••^•- Bit. coal Bit. coal
Tractive effort 42,200 lb. 52,200 lb.
Weight in working order 269,200 lb. 278,600 lb.
Weight on drivers 171,300 1b. 211,300 1b.
Weight on leading truck 49,300 lb. 27.900 lb.
Weight on trailing truck 48,600 lb. 39 400 lb
Weight of engine and tender in work-
,,,'"8, order . . 433.000 lb. 472,000 lb.
Whee base, driving 13 ft. 16 ft. 9 in.
Wheel base, total 33 ft. S'A in. 33 ft 9"/. in
Wheel base, engine and tender 68 ft. 4 in. 68 ft. Sin.

Ratios
Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort 4.1 4.I
Total weight -h tractive effort 6.4 5.3
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -^

equivalent heating surface* 695.3 743.9
Equivalent heating surface* -=- grate

area 76.5 76.5
Firebox heating surface -f- eciuivalent
heating surface," per cent 6.5 6.5

Weight on drivers -H equivalent heating
surface* 38.1 47.1

Total weight -=- equivalent heating sur-
face* 59.9 62.0

Volume both cylinders 18.6 cu. ft. 19.9 cu. ft.

F.duivalent heating surface* H- vol. cyl-
inders 242.0 225.9

Crate area 4- vol. cylinders 3.2 3.0

Cylinders

Kind Simple Simple
Diameter and stroke 27 in. by 28 in. 27 in. by 30 in.

I 'aires
Kind Piston Piston
Diameter 14 in. 14 in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 74 in. 64 in.
Driving, thickness of tires 4 in. 4 in.
Driving journals, main, diameter and
length , 11 in. by 12 in. 11 in. by 12 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and
length 10 in. by 12 in. . 10 in. by 12 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 37^ in. 37 'A in.

Engine truck, journals 6 in. l)y 12 in. 6 in. by 10 in.
Trailing truck wheels, diameter 48'/4 in. 42'4 in.

Trailing truck, journals 8 in. by 14 in. 8 in. by 14 in.

Boiler

Style Wagon top
Working pressure 180 lb. per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 78 in.

Firebox, length and width 108'» in. by 7S'A in.

Firebox jdates, thickness Sides, back and crown, ^i in.;
tube, H in.

I'irehox. water space Front. 6 in.: sides. 6 in. to 4 in.;
back, 4 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter... 200—2'/l in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 34

—

S'A in.

Tubes and flues, length 18 ft. 6 in.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 3,072 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox and combustion
chamber 292 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,364 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 751 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* 4.491 sq. ft.

Grate area 58.7 sq. ft.

Tender

Tank Water bottom Water bottom
Frame Channel Channel
Weight 163,800 lb. 193.400 lb.

W^lieels, diameter 36 in. 33 in.

.Tournals. diameter and length S'A in. by 10 in. 6 in. by 11 in.

Water capacity 8.200 gal. 10,000 gal.

Coal capacity 13 tons 19 tons

* Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface -f- 1.5

times the superheating surf.ice.

Engl.-^nd's Railw.'W L.^bor Union.—The National

Union of Railwaymen of England has a membership of

401,579.

—

The Engineer, London.

R.AiLROAD Officer is Premier of Siberia.—Lieutenant

General Horvath, vice president and general manager of

the Chinese Eastern Railway, having declared himself

premier of a temporary Siberian Government, has been pro-

claimed provisional ruler of Siberia, according to press de-

spatches from Harbin.

English Rail^^ay "Rations" Travel.—In order to re-

strict Saturday passenger traffic from East Lancashire to

Blackpool, Southport and other coast resorts of England,

the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway has decided that, from

June 29, all tickets must be applied for in advance, as much
as three days' notice being necessar>' in some towns. Tickets

will be limited in number, according to the capacity of the

trains, and will be available only by the trains for which

tlu-\' are timed.
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French Railways During the War

A\i:\<\
iM'DKMixc. lui.i.KTix, uikUt the iiliovt title, was

issued by the Paris Chamber of Commerce in June,

1918. It will be read with keen interest by railway

men in the United States, because of the points of similarity

and of contrast between the French and the American rail-

ways during the war, which it brings out.

"The organization and management of railways during the

war are regulated in France by the law passed December 28,

1888: According to Article 22 of this law, 'In time of war,

the control of the railways is entirely in the hands of the

military authorities'; and so it was on August 2, 1914, all

railway officials, from an engineer to a porter, were mobilized,

and ready at their respective posts. The large private com-
panies and the board of directors of the Etat Railway, in

whose hands the control of French railways is vested in times

of peace, delegated their powers to the military authorities,

merely reserving to themselves the technical supervision of

the personnel. A special Commission was appointed, con-

sisting of two members; an officer of high rank (the military

Commissioner) and an influential representative of the Com-
pany (the technical Commissioner), to undertake collectively

the general management of each different railway.

Their Military Role

"Ever since the outset of hostilities French railways have

carried out, in an irreproachable manner, the important mis-

sions assigned to them at different times by the High Com-
mand, and the necessities of mobilization. On the Est Rail-

way the transporting of troops and war material to the points

of concentration was effected in a fortnight by 4,000 trains.

Since then, notwithstanding the fact that part of the line has

been occupied by the enemy, and some works destro}ed in

battles, or by bombardments, it is still open, and used for

transport purposes, etc. The Nord Railway Line was able

to save all the material hastily sent down southwards; 2,700

Belgian engines were brought back, while the armies fought

heroically to stem the tide of German invasion, and hundreds
of trains waited, till the last minute, in order to save the guns.

Just before the battle of the Marne, the Nord Railway, unit-

ing its efforts to those of the Est, enabled the different corps

to be rapidly transferred from the extreme right to the ex-

treme left of the army, and so ensure victory. On the Nord
Railway Lines, which have been reduced from .5,840 kilo-

metres to 1,976, as many as 114,000 military trains were run
in 1915. Notwithstanding the fact that they are, compara-
tively speaking, situated at some distance from the war-
zone, the other lines : Paris-Orleans, Paris-Lyon-Mediter-

ranee, the Midi, and Etat Railways, have afforded equally

valuable assistance during the period of mobilization; the

three first provided for the transporting of men and muni-
tions to the North, the last named, working in conjunction

with the Nord Railway Line, ensured the transfer of troops

from the West of France, also those of the British armies.

Over these lines, considered as a whole, 17,000 train-loads

of troops and 250 of siege artillery and ammunition were

carried between August 5 and 26, in 1914.

"During the succeeding months, when the front was being

extended towards the North Sea, 700,000 men were trans-

ported in more than 6,000 trains, over 228 kilometres of

line. Later on, the role of the railways was changed by
degrees according to the kind of operations in hand, though

their importance was in no way lessened. They had to

carry to the trenches in the North, into Italy, or to the ports

available for supplying the armies at Salonika, re-inforce-

ments, food stuffs and munitions—to bring back to the in-

terior of the country civilian refugees, the wounded, repa-

triated persons and German prisoners; to transport Indian,

colonial and American troops, and ensure a postal service,

comprising millions of letters and parcels, with the armies.

The necessities of national defence will not allow of our

.•^tating exactly to wiiat extent their valiant sell -sacrifice has

been carried, how officials have fallen nobly at their posts and
the splendid results obtained by close collaboration with our

High Command at the battles of Verdun, in the Somme and
Champagne, as well as at the time of the renewal of fighting

in the open, on the \^'estem front, and the stopping of the

great German offensive in ^larch, 1918. The French govern-

ment, desiring to acknowledge the valuable assistance given

by railway officials, has had a great number of them specially

mentioned—and rewarded for distinguished service. It also

wished to bring under their countr)"s notice the splendid

behavior of the personnel of the Nord and Est Railways and
on the army lines; Mr. Clemenceau, the premier and minister

of war, gave the reasons for such a step in the following

terms: 'After having displayed from the ver)- beginning of

the war, the most splendid endurance and energ}- in the ful-

fillment of duties particularly hard, the personnel (of the

above railway companies) gave during the recent military

operations, and often under the most perilous circumstances,

fresh proofs of a spirit of self-sacrifice, and of admirable

devotion to their country.

From an Economic Point of View
"Heav}- military traffic, however, only hindered for a short

space of time passenger traffic; and the goods transport ser-

vice has, up to the present, always been able to meet the

requirements of civilians in a satisfactor)- manner. A state-

ment of the returns of the big railway companies enables us

to realize the extent of the revival in the economic life of our

country. If we examine it since 1914, we see that, setting

aside the decrease, at the beginning of hostilities, the receipts

have gradually been on the increase, almost rising to. in the

case of certain lines not directly connected with military

operations, the amount of normal receipts, in spite of a reduc-

tion in the length of the lines and a shortage of rolling stock.

The following table, showing in million of francs the large-

railway companies" returns from 1913 up to 1917, goes to

prove this fact.

Railways 191.^ 1914 1915 1916 1<117

Nord 336 208 111 125 137
Est 305 196 114 133 134
Paris-Lyon-Meditcrranee 596 455 462 523 ?31
Paris-Orleans 308 244 256 283 jni
Midi 147 117 122 125 138
Etat 324 262 278 296 :p6

"It is as well to call attention to the fact that this rise—

•

which is also noticeable during the same period with regard

to receipts in connection with military affairs—does not pre-

vent an important deficit, due to the enormous increase in the

cost of running trains, resulting both from the rise in the

price of coals, raw materials, labor, wear and tear of rollins;-

stock, and the continual higher salaries, pensions and in-

demnities. In order to remedy, in a certain degree, the diffi-

cult situation into which the prolongation of such a state of

things would have inevitably placed the French railway

companies, and following the example of all the belligerent

countries, parliament, on March 31. 1918, voted a general

increase of 25 per cent on all tariffs except for the army
transport service and parcel-post rates. This extra percent-

age is to be taken off at the end of the sixth year after the

cessation of hostilities.

"Apart from these general remarks on French railways as a

whole, it is interesting to get some idea, gathered from of-

ficial reports, of the work carried on by each railway com-

pany respectively.

"raris-Lyon-}[cditerrance.—From August 26. 1914. the

P.-L.-M. Railway Co., while having to contend with the very

considerable requirements of army transport, was able grad-

ually to resume its goods traffic. Early in 1915 its ordinary

traffic had increased 20 per cent compared to that of 191,1

In 1917 the tonnage for goods had ri,sen 32 per cent compared
to what it was in 191,5. The future will permit us to give

fuller particulars as to how. in the autumn of 1917. the efforts

of the company exceeded even tho.se made in 1914. and how
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by enabling large allied contingents to arrive speedily at a

distant front, it merited the praise and gratitude of the

country.

"Paris-Orleans Railway.—After having, during the first

month of the war, run 3,500 military trains, besides facing

the difficult task of re-victualling the entrenched camps
around Paris, as well as the transporting of French and
American troops, the Orleans Railway Co. has continually

encouraged agricultural activity in the regions through which

it runs, and repaired the wear caused to its rolling stock by

giving large orders for this purpose. In 1917, its receipts

amounted to 34 millions more than those of the preceding

year, exceeding by about a 100 millions those of 1913. The
gross tonnage per kilometre, for goods-traffic, rose to 16 mil-

liards and a half tons (75 per cent more than in 1913).

"The Midi Railway-—The fertile regions of the South

West of France having been specially called upon to convey

large cjuantities of food stuffs for the re-victualling of the

armies and the civilian population, the Midi railway has had
more than any other line, to struggle against the shortage of

rolling stock. The gross receipts for 1917 have nevertheless

exceeded by 18 millions those of the preceding year, and by

14 millions those of 1913.

"The Etat Railway.—Owing to the extent of coast line it

serves, the Etat Railway constitutes the principal means of

transmission for raw material as well as for conveying muni-
tions and overseas-troops. But the chief characteristic of its

work during the war has been, above all, the considerable

development made in connection with transactions for fuel,

for the requirements of the civilian population, and this in

accordance with a decree signed on December 4, 1914, con-

ferring upon the company the rights of importation and sale.

The Etat Railway is also intrusted with the financial side of

the question of a relief fleet formed with the object of assur-

ing certain transports connected with supplies for the Allies.

It has, moreover, undertaken the running of a private fleet

with a view to increasing the freight available for the trans-

port of English coal. This undertaking as well as the mili-

tary effort accomplished by it, to the same degree as by the

other companies, deser\'es to be looked upon as a valuable

factor in the renewal of the economic life of the countrv.

"The Nord and Est Railways.—Although the Nord and
Est Railways are partly in invaded territory and, above all,

used for purposes of national defence, it is a remarkable
fact that, according to statistics, their commercial traffic is

again regularly progressing, and is even on certain lines

proportionately superior to what it is in times of peace.
"The above brief statements prove that the return of

France to an economic regime almost approaching that of

normal times is, for the most part, due to French railway
companies which have also made it a point of honor to give

all the help in their power with the national defence loans,

either by their respective subscriptions or the repayment of

coupons to shareholders. We must also mention the grant?

and allowances given as indemnities for the high cost of

living to the companies' officials, both male and female.

These grants, which were at first made by the government,
are retroactively borne by the companies, from the time the

rise in transport tariffs voted by parliament comes into force.

"Certainly, before the end of hostilities, so as to meet
all military requirements, and after the conclusion of peace,

to repair the damage done to the railways and assure their

financial security in future, there will be many difficulties

to contend with and overcome. But it will not be one of

the least results of the war, if a solution is found to such

an important question by creating between the different com-
panies, interested in the matter, co-ordination of effort, and
patriotic emulation eminently conducive to France's eco-

nomic expansion, which is so closely associated with the

prosperous condition of her railway systems."'

To Improve Port of Paris.—A committee of the Muni-
cipal Council of Paris has submitted a report approving

the issue of a credit for 50,000,000 francs ($9,650,000)

with which to defray the expenses for improving the port

of Paris. Two years ago ^Minister of Public Works Marcel

Sembat announced that a project was under way for improv-

ing the traffic facilities between Paris and Havre. Rail-

road tracks and a barge canal were planned to relieve ship-

ping congestion between Paris and the sea. It is probable

that the above project is connected with the plan announced
bv Mr. Sembat.

Cofyricht by Press Illustrattne Service

This New Arrangement Transfers 300 Tons Daily from Barges to Cars



General News Department

With mail weighing 175 lbs., Lieutenant Bonsai flew from
Philadelphia to Behnont Park, New York, in 42 minutes on
July 29. Tliis is at the rate of about 120 miles an hour.

J. M. Hansen, president of the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany, has accepted appointment as a member of the General
Executive Committee of the Railway Business Associa-
tion.

The Western Union has pleaded "not guilty" in the suit

brougln against it charging violation of the statutes which
forbid encroachment on the government's mail monopoly, by
sending night letter telegrams by train.

No increase in the present rates of taxation on transporta-

tion is contemplated by the Ways and Means Committee of

the House of Representatives now engaged in drafting the

revenue bill intended to raise $8,000,000,000 in war taxes for

next year.

The New York Sun, in a special dispatch from Washington,
says that postmasters throughout the country are to be made
fiscal agents and treasurers for local telephone and telegraph

offices under plans tentatively decided on by the Post Office

Department Committee on Telegraphs and Telephones.

Three special investigators representing the Division of

Labor have been appointed by the Railroad .\dministration.

These investigators are William Blackman, formerly con-
nected with the Department of Labor: John .\. Moffatt, for-

merly an officer of the Hatters' Union, and Anthony M.
Danks, of the Division of Safety of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Colonel T. S. Williams, president of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit, has announced that the wage increases which range
from 10 to 25 per cent, which had been determined upon by
tile company, are to be put into effect August 2. This will

add, it is estimated, $1,100,000 a year to the expenses of the
company. Colonel Williams said that the principle on which
the wages were advanced was that followed by the federal

wage commission in recommending higher wages on steam
railroads: namely, the consideration of the rising cost of
living.

The Administrative Committee of Dining Car Superintend-
ents lias notified the t'ederal Food Administration that rail-

road dinm.g car superintendents have been requested to no
lon.ger jilnce sugar bowls on dining car tables, and it is under-
stood tWat the &ame practice as that fojlowed by hotels will

be adopted, namely, of serving diners two half lumps or one
teaspoohful ofrfsugar only at each meal. This action was
taken tfbluntariHy by the dining car superintendents, the Food
.Administration havinir prescribed no method of serving sugar
on dining cat's.

The Kansas City-Florida Special, a St. Louis-San Francisco
passenger train operating between Kansas City, Mo., and
Jacksonville. Fla.. was derailed near Fickinger, .\rk., on July
18. The cause of the derailment has not yet been determined.
The locomotive left the rails on the curve and was followed
by the baggage car, smoking car and two coaches which
turned over, while the sleeping cars remained on the track.
The engineman, lireman and two passengers were killed and
about forty passengers were injured. Most of the injuries,

however, were slight.

The National Research Council, acting as the Department
of Science and Research of the Council of National Defense, has
appointed a coininittee to investigate the fatigue phenomena
of metals. H. F. Moore, professor of the engineering experi-
ment station of the University of Illinois, is chairman. The
comniittee is charged with the responsibility of developing a

knowledge of the strength and durability of metals subjected to

repeated stresses, such as ship structures, crank shafts of air-

craft engines, and heavy ordnance. According to present plans

the experimentation required will be done in the laboratories

of the University of Illinois under the personal direction of

Professor Moore.

The Inland Waterways Committee has made a report to

the Railroad -\dniinistration favoring the appointment of an

administrator for the Chesapeake & Delaware Canal. The
plan suggested does not necessitate the actual taking over

of the property by the government, but the administrator

would be given power to put on new boats or barges and to

control operation of the canal with a view to giving relief

to railroad congestion. This report was made public by J.

Hampton Moore, Representative from Pennsylvania, in the

absence of Director-General Mc.^doo.

A military railroad seven miles long, connecting Camp
llumplireys, Va., with the Richmond, Fredericksburg &
Potomac, has just been completed by engineer troops in train-

ing at the catnp, who will also operate the trains. The work
on this railroad, which is standard gage, was started during

the winter by the 102nd Engineers, and the first train over

the line, carrying a large number of men bound for W"asli-

ington, was run on Saturday, July 27. No regular passenger
service will be operated, but the road will perform a useful

service in the transportation of supplies for the camp.

The Interboro subways, New York City, are to be reor-

ganized so as to provide two through north and south lines,

in Manhattan, on .August 1, according to an announcement
made by the State Public Service Commission. The east

side line will be designated as the Lexington avenue line;

it will extend by the present line from the southern terminus

in Brooklyn, northward to the Grand Central terminal. 42nd
street, thence by Lexington avenue to the Harlem river, and
thence to 167th street, where it merges into the Jerome ave-

nue (elevated) line. A branch to Pelham Bay Park is still

unfinished. The west side line will be called the Seventh
avenue line. This consists of the present subway from the

northern termini southward to Times Square, at Broadway
and Seventh avenue, and thence southward through Seventh
avenue and Varick and other streets to South Ferry, with a

branch through Park Place eastward to Brooklyn. This
branch is in operation only as far as William and Wall
streets. That part of the present subway from the Grand
Central Terminal, at Fourth avenue and 42nd street, west-
ward to Times Square, will be operated by shuttle trains con-
necting the east side and west side lines. Both of the throu.gh

lines—the Lexington .Avenue and the Seventh Avenue—are four-

track throughout the section of heaviest traffic, about six miles

in length. With the elevated lines Manhattan now has 17

tracks above or below surface between "down town" and
1 larleni.

Safety Work Pays on the North Western

The accident statistics of the Chicago & North Western
show a marked decrease in the number killed and injured
on that road in the 7'-^ years ending December 31, 1917, as

compared with the IVz years which terminated on June 30,

1910. before the "safety first" committees were organized.
The statistical comparison is as follows:

.^15 fewer employees killed, a decrease of 38.9 per cent.

16.443 fewer employees injured, a decrease of 25.2 per cent.

7 fewer passengers killed, a decrease of 8.8 per cent.

1,454 fewer passengers injured, a decrease of 20.8 per cent.

Zll fewer outsiders killed, a decrease of 19.0 per cent.

169 fewer outsiders injured, a decrease of 3.7 per cent.

Safety work was commenced an the North Western in May,
1910. and there are now over 900 men serving on division,
local, shop, terminal and central safety comrnittees. Records
kept for the S^ years ending December 31, 1917, indicate that
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the overwlielniing majority of accidents are due to careless-

ness and are preventable. During that time 292 deaths to

employees, or 87.16 per cent, were due to dangerous and
thoughtless practices; 20, or 5.97 per cent, were caused by
collisions and derailments: 20, or 5.97 per cent, by defective

engines, cars, track, tools, machinery, etc.; and 3, or 0.90 per

cent, were unavoidable. Of the cases of injuries to em-
ployees, 30,537, or 86.11 per cent, were the result of dangerous
practices; 579, or 1.63 per cent, were due to collisions and
derailments; 1,680, or 4.74 per cent, were caused by defective

engines, cars, track, tools, machinery, etc., and 2,668, or 7.52

per cent, were unavoidable. In the years 1912 to 1917 in-

clusive, safety first committees on the North Western made
27,082 recommendations which were adopted by the road and
only 1,201 which were rejected as impractical.

Railway Signal Association

The annual meeting of the Railway Signal Association is

to be held on September 19 and 20 at the Hotel McAlpin,
Broadway and Thirty-fourth street. New York City. French
Lick Springs was originally selected as the place for the

meeting, but owing to war conditions and the omission of

the June stated (New York) meeting, it was considered de-

sirable to cancel the arrangements for French Lick Springs
and to hold the meeting in New York. The sessions will be
called at 9 a. ni. and close at 6 p. m., with an intermission for

lunch.

Chateauroux, Limoges and Cahors, to Toulouse, where it

connects with lines which lead to the central and eastern
Pyrenees and the western Mediterranean coasts of France
and Spain. An additional north-and-south line traverses the
industrial region of which the centers are Bourges and the
Montlucon, climbs into the mountains of Auvergne, and
reaches the cities of Clermont-Ferrand and Aurillac, besides
the spas of Royat, Mont-Dore, LaBourboule, Saint-Nectair
and Vic-sur-Cere. These main lines are interlaced by a series
of transversal lines running east and west.
The booklet includes a brief history of the railroad and a

description of the cities and departments through which it

operates, amplified by photographs of points of interest.
Brief reference is also made to the important part taken by
this railroad in assisting in the mobilization at the outbreak
of war. During the first days of the mobilizaton, between
August 2 and 5, 1914, it put on about 1,500 troop trains; be-
tween August 5 and 19, it moved nearly 600,000 oflicers and
soldiers belonging to the metropolitan corps and the colonials
of Algeria, Senegal and Morocco; the 144,000 horses, 40.000
carts and cannons, and 64,000 tons of material and pro-
visions. During 1916, the railway carried 9,500,000 ofHicers
and men on personal journeys, while the number of car-
loads of troops, horses, war material and provisions of all

kinds carried was 1,063,630. A few months after the out-
break of war, moreover, the company transformed its shops
into munition factories where it has turned out more than
two million shells of various calibres.

Changes in the Master Car Builders

Interchange and Loading Rules

The executive committee of the Master Car Builders'

Association has recently issued Circular No. 6 supplement-
ing the 1917 loading rules. This circular contains modifica-

tions of rules 17, 56, 57 and 59 and also the following new
rules: Rule 88 covering the manner of loading metal plates

in gondola cars. Rule 112-C on loading wrought iron pipe

12 in. or less on flat cars. Rule 117-B on the manner of secur-

ing concrete culvert pipe loaded on flat cars and Rule 125

on the manner of loading metal sheets in box cars.

Circular No. 9 announces the extension of the date effect-

ive of paragraphs d, f, h, and i of Rule No. 3 to October 1.

1920, and the elimination of paragraph k of Rule 3, effective

July 15. 1918.

The executive committee has also issued the following cir-

cular relating to the defect carding of cars oflfered in inter-

change: "The M. C. B. Rules in reference to defect carding
of cars in interchange are modified as follows: (a) Defect
carding for any delivering line defects, as between govern-
ment controlled roads for defects on cars belonging to non-
government controlled roads and private car lines as well as
cars belonging to government controlled roads is discon-
tinued, (b) Defect carding for any delivering line defects on
cars belonging to non-government controlled roads and
private car lines is limited to the first and last government
controlled road receiving or delivering the car."

The French Railway Used by the American Forces

A letter recently received by the editor from Dalton W.
McCarthy, a member of the Light Railways and Roads con-
tingent of the American Expeditionary Forces in France, was
accompanied by a most interesting, illustrated pamphlet,
entitled "America's Way to the War in France." This book-
let, which is published in English, describes the Paris-Orleans
Railroad, over which most of the American troops travel on
their way to the front. This company operates 4,869 miles
of lines which connect the ports of Brest, St. Nazaire, Nantes
and Bordeaux with Paris. The main artery of the system, and
the most important from the standpoint of traffic, is the line
which connects Paris with Bordeaux, the great port at the
mouth of the Garonne. This line passes through Tours,
Poitiers, and Angouleme. This is also part of the route from
Paris to the western Pyrenees, the Basque coast (including
the well-known resorts of Arachon and Biarritz), Spain and
Portugal. .Another line cuts through central France from
North to South, passing through Vierzon, Issoudun,

Routing Freight in the West
Frank B. Townsend. formerly vice-president in charge of

traffic of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, and now on the staff

of the regional director of Northwestern railroads, delivered
an address before the Traffic Club of Chicago on July 23, on
the subject of "Routing Freight in the Western Territory."
He described in detail the operating economies which have
been achieved through close supervision of the routing of
freight in the West. The results attained in this direction
were covered in an article in the Raihvay Age of July 12,

page 57. Mr. Townsend's address contained some more recent
statistics than were contained in this article which indicate
that the rerouting plan is operating with more and more
success as time goes on. For instance, between May 25 and
July IS there was rerouted at Minnesota Transfer. Minn., a
total of 2,723 carloads, which resulted in a saving of 326,682
loaded car miles, or an average reduction in the haul of 120
miles per car.

Mr. Townsend also outlined the new classification of routes
which governs the movement of traffic out of the Chicago
switching district. They are as follows :

(a) Preferred Routes: This will include the short routes and all the
direct routes via which the mileage does not e.xceed 115 per cent of
the short route. The distance from Chicago to destination will be shown,
and if, for any reason, the short route should not be used in preference, it

will be carried as a "Second Preferred Route," or as an "Emergency
Route."

(b) Second Preferred Route: This will include alt direct routes via
which the mileage is not in excess of 125 per cent of the short route, and
joint loutes over two or more lines via which the mileage does not exceed
lis per cent of the mileage via the short route.

(c) Emergency Routes: This will include recognized routes which have
been used in the past and via which the mileage is in excess of 125 per
cent of the short direct line route, and will also include routes via two
or more lines via which the mileage is in excess of 115 per cent of the
short direct line route.

Mr. Townsend also congratulated shippers for the co-opera-
tion which they have given the railroads in increasing car

efficiency by loading equipment to capacity. Railroad .Ad-

ministration statistics for the four months of January to

.April show the average tons per loaded car to be 26.4 tons
for 1918, as against 23.7 tons for 1917, or an increase of 2.7

tons per car, or 11.4 per cent. This means that for every 100

cars required in the first four months of the year 1917 to

move the traffic of the country, only 89 cars were required

for the first four months of this year to move the same amount
of tonnage. Many individual shippers have shown much
greater increases in the average loading per car, but the

figures are based on reports for 94 per cent of the total op-
erated mileage of the class one railroads in the LInited States,

and includes all carload and less-than-carload traffic.
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The so-called Victory Special, which is being operated

under the auspices of the Xew York State Food Commission
and the Home Economics Department of Cornell University,

is now making a trip over the Delaware & Hudson. Demon-
stration of the uses of wheat substitutes and the conservation

of foods is being made for the benefit of women along the

line.

The car service section, for the purpose of reducing accu-

mulations of shipments caused by embargoes, has directed

the roads to prepare and forward promptly a complete state-

ment of cars now held, refused by connections on account of

embargoes. On receipt of this information it is the intention

to handle with a view to authorizing the acceptance of such

cars as may properly be forwarded to destination at this

time.

Porters at the Grand Central Terminal

Miles Bronson, terminal manager of the New York Central

Grand Central terminal in New York, says that all "red cap"

porters of draft age have been laid ofif, but have been offered

employment in the baggage rooms or on the cleaning forces.

Under normal conditions the porters at the Grand Centra!

number about 165. Seventy of these have been laid ofif and

about 95 have been retained. This force of porters serves

391 trains which are handled in and out daily of the Grand
Central Terminal, and it is estimated that about 75,000 to

80,000 people use the terminal daily.

These porters have been paid from $22.50 to $45 a month,
but under the new wage scliedule they will receive an increase

of wages of $20 a month.

Philadelphia-New York Commutation

The Railroad .Xdministration has fixed a commutation rate

of $.31,86 between Xew York and Philadelphia. This commu-
tation ticket, good for one month, will allow the purchaser

to make 54 one way rides within the calendar month. The
purchaser will be required to provide a photograph of him-
self to be attached to the ticket and stamped for purposes of

identification. Tickets were placed on sale on July 31, both
for use over the Pennsylvania and over the Central of New
Jersey Reading route. The tickets, however, are not inter-

changeable and must be used only over the route for which
they were purchased. The present one-way fare between
New York and Philadelphia is $2.20. with eight per cent added
for war tax, making $2.38. If all of the 54 rides were used in

the month, the cost per ride on the commutation ticket would
be 59 cents.

Coal Production

I'roduction of bituminous coal during the week of July

20, while not equivalent to the record week of July 13, was
higher than any previous week, according to the report of the

Geological Survey. The output during the week ended July
20. including lignite coal and coal made into coke, is esti-

mated at 12,950,000 net tons as against 13,273,000 net tons

during the week preceding or a decrease of 2.4 per cent, and
as against 11,230.000 during the current week of 1917, or an
increase of 15.3 per cent. The average production per work-
ing day during the week of July 20 is estimated at 2,159,000

net tons as against 2,212,000 net tons during the week previous
and 1,872,000 net tons during the week of July 20, 1917.

.Anthracite shipments during the week ended July 20, de-

clined 1,755 carloads, or 4.2 per cent, compared with the

week preceding, the total movements amounting to 40,664

carloads.

The percentage of full time output lost on account of car

shortage during the week ending July 13 was only 3.9 per
cent.

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has dismissed the complaint of the North-

western Traffic and Service Bureau against rates on coal in

carloads from Manitowoc, Wis., to St. Paul and Minneapolis.

The commission has awarded reparation to the Macey
Company for charges for trap car service from their plant

to the Pere Marquette freight station at Grand Rapids, and
has fixed a price not to exceed three dollars for this service.

The commission has dismissed a complaint of John P.

Wilson, claiming that by demanding the payment of under
charges on a carload of peaches after the net proceeds from
the sale thereof had been remitted to the consignor while

rendering correct bills to other commission merchants prior

to the remitting of such proceeds, the Pennsylvania Railroad
discriminated against the complainant.

Court News
Permits for Liquor Shipments

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington holds that

under the statute of 1915, p. 12, § 17. providing that druggists

desiring to ship intoxicating liquors into the state shall first

secure a permit therefor which shall be void 30 days from the

date of issue, a permit granted to a druggist was absolutely void

after 30 days, and the liquor was contraband, although the permit

was good when the shipment started.—State v. Great Northern
(Wash.), 172 Pac, 546. Decided April 26, 1918.

Discriminatory Switching Charges
Switching being a terminal service that is rendered only

in connection with certain parts of the traffic, and which may
not be required, and being a service separate and distinct

from transportation service, the Colorado Supreme Court
holds that a carrier has no right to fix a rate that includes
switching charges regardless of whether switching services

are rendered.—Consumers' League v. Colorado & Southern,
(Colo.), 172 Pac. 1064. Decided May 6, 1918.

Limitation of Liability—Warehouseman's Authority
The Colorado Supreme Court holds that a warehouseman.

authorized to ship goods in the owner's name, has the
authority to make a statement as to the value of the goods.
The state statute providing that nothing therein shall de-
prive any holder of a bill of lading of any remedy or right

of action under the existing law, did not preserve the com-
mon-law right of recovery of actual value of goods lost,

where bill of lading contained a clause limiting liabilitv.—D.
& R. G. V. Teufel (Colo.). 172 Pac 1060. Decided May 6. 1918.

Loss of Oil from Tank Car
A consignee of cotton seed oil furnished tank cars for the ship-

ment, and it was not apparent that the inner valve in a car had not

been closed. In an action against the railroad, the Circuit Court
of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, held that the railroad could not be

held liable for loss of the oil resulting from failure to securely

close the valve, notwithstanding the outer cap might have pre-

vented the escape, had it not been defective ; it appearing that

cars were often used without fastening the outer cap.—Alabama
& Vicksburg, 249 Fed.. 308. Decided February 4, 1918.

The same court holds that where a seller of cotton seed oil

loaded it in its own tank car. t!ic buyer cannot, having paid the

draft accompanying the bill of lading, recover against the carrier

for loss of oil resulting from a defect in the car not discoverable

by reasonable inspection, everi though the railroad made the

seller, who was required by contract to deliver the oil, an allow-

ance for the use of the car.—Alabama Great Southern v. Morris
& Co.. 249 Fed., 312. Decided Februarv 4. 1918.
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Government Car and Locomotive Orders

The United States Government has given an additional order

for 500 Consolidation type locomotives to the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works, for service on the military railway lines in France.

The Railroad Administration's order for 15 additional loco-

motives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation, reported in

these columns last week, is for light Mikado locomotives.

It is understood that orders for 10,000 cars for the use of

General Pershing's forces will be distributed as follows:

.•\merican Car & Foundry Company, 2,400; Standard Steel

Car Company, 1,900; Haskell & Barker, 1,800; Pressed Steel

Car Company, 1,500; The Pullman Company, 1,500; Standard

Car Construction Company, 400 tank cars; Liberty Car Com-
pany, 250; St. Louis Car Company, 250; all but the 400 tank

cars are box cars and gondolas.

Iron and Steel

The Kansas City Southern has ordered 203 tons of miscel-

laneous steel from the Kansas City Structural Steel Com-
pany.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has ordered from
the Vierling Steel Company 145 tons of structural steel for

an extension to its Chica,go freight car repair shop.

Track Specialties

The Ann Arbor is inquiring for about 3,000 tons of 85-lb.

rails.

The Baliimore & Ohio has placed an order with a Pittsburgh

concern for 1,000 kegs of spikes.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia has placed an order witli

a Pittsburgh concern for 500 kegs of spikes.

Signaling

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has awarded a

contract to the Union Switch & Signal Company for the instal-

lation of an electro mechanical interlocking plant at Stones
River, Tenn. .A Saxby & Farmer mechanical machine will be

installed, having 19 working levers and 13 spare spaces in a 32

lever frame. The electric unit will be the "S-7" type, havin.y

16 working levers and 16 spare spaces in a 32 lever frame.

Beware of Liberty Bond Swindlers.—.\ warning to the public

against Liberty bond swindlers is given in a poster to be .sent

out for wide distribution by the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States. Publication of the warning was prompted by
reports that bondholders in many parts of the country had been
approached by persons offering to trade for the bonds stocks of

doubtful value. In most instances the bondholders have been
told that the stocks offered in exchange for bonds are absolutely

safe and that they will pay far greater returns than do the

Liberty bonds.

You Are Doing It.—Every time you read, you purchasers of

Liberty Bonds and War Savings .Stamps, of what the I'nited

States is doing in France in building wharves and railroads, or
deluging the Germans with gas or shelling them out of position

with big guns or shrapnel, or of bombing their arsenals or cities,

or of the great work of our Army and our Xavy, or of the build-

ing of ships here, or of any or all of the great or small achieve-
ments of America, here or abroad or on the seas, you buyers of

Liberty Bonds and War Savings Stamps truthfully can say, "I

had a hand in this"; "t contributed to this"; "I am helping do
this": "It i<; part niy wr.rk."

J. A. Simpson, editor of the Rock Island Lines Employes'
Magazine, has resigned to become secretary of the Dooley-
Brennan Advertising Company. Chicago.

William V. Dee, until recently secretary and general sales

manager of the G. Drouve Company, Bridgeport, Conn., has

severed his active connections with this company.

F. H. Charbono, who for many years has represented the

Independent Peumatic Tool Company in the East, with head-
quarters at New York, has been appointed manager of the

Southern district, with headquarters at Birmingham, .Ala., to

succeed George C. Wilson, who has resigned to look after his

interests in the North.

George H. Musgrave was appointed general manager of

tlie Star Brass Manufacturing Company. Boston, Mass., on
July 1. Mr. Musgrave has been with this company for more
than 30 years, having left the service of the New York &
New England Railroad to go to the Star Brass Manufacturing
Company. In 1900 he was appointed general sales agent,
specializing on railway, marine and naval steam devices.

The Aspromet Company, Pittsburg, Pa., manufacturers of

asbestos-protected metal for use in building construction, an-

nounces that this company opened an office in the Munscy build-

ing, Washington, D. C, on .Vugust 1. This office is in charge
of O. O. Robinson, district manager, and will also be under the

])ersonal supervision of H. E. Marks, general sales manager of

the companj'

A. G. Delany, salesman for the .\merican Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company, witli licadiiuarters at Chicago, has been
appointed loc.il nian:i;4cr of that company, at Minneapolis.

Minn., where he will

have charge of its work,
and will also look after

sales in northwestern
territory. Mr. Delany
was born at Worcester.
N. Y.. in 1879. In 1896.

he entered the service

of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy as

an office boy; later he

served for a period of

seven years in the

Burlington locomotive
shops at Chica.go. and
at -Aurora, III., follow-

ing which he was
appointed mechanical
traveling inspector for

the same road, having
charge of the heating

and lighting of passen-

ger cars of both the

east and west lines. In 1905, he resigned to become salesman

for the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, at Chicago.

where he remained for three years, following which he went

with the Chicago Car Heating Company, as salesman, with

headquarters at .\tlanta. Ga. In 1911. he left that company
to become salesman lor the .\merican Brake Shoe & Foundry
Company, at Chicago, which position he held until his recent

appointment as local manager of the same concern at Minne-

apolis, as mentioned above.

clany

Honors for English Railwaymen.—Thirty-two per cent, or

30,052, of the staff employed by the London & North Western

immediately prior to the war have left the company for active

service. "The casualties at the end of June numbered 10,513.

Military awards have been made to 459 employees of the com-

pany who have distinguished themselves serving with the forces.



ANNUAL REPORT
Southern Pacific Company—Thirty-fourth Annual Report

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

New York, July 11, 1918-

To THE Stockholders of the Southern Pacific Company:

Your Board of Directors submits this report of the operations of the

Southern Pacific Company and of its Proprietary Companies for the fiscal

year ended December 31, 1917.

PROPERTIES AND MILEAGE.

The transpoitation lines constituting the Southern Pacific System, Decem-

ber 31. 1917. were as follows:

Divisions,
a.—mlleaoe of lines beionging
to or leased by companies the
capital stocks of which are prin-

cipally owned dy the southern
Pacific Company.

First
Main
Track.

Addi-
tional
Main
Track.

Sid- Fer- Water
INGS. ries. Lines.

CD—Operated by the Southern
Pacific Company upnder leases:

Central Pacific Ry 2,267.06 256.23 908.79

Oregon & Californi;> R. R 1.214.36 7.56 281.60

Southern Pacific R. R 3.530.13 208.29 1,583.86

South Pacific Coast Ry 106.70 20.46 50.16

(2)—Operated by the owning
Companies:

Morgan's Louisiana &- Texas
R. R. & S. S. Co 400.67 58.35 232.68

Louisiana Western R. R 207.74 .... 83.10

Lake Oiarles & Northern R.R. 72.66 .... 12.38

Texas & New Orleans R. R.. 468.14 6.02 215.49

. Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio Ry 1.360.95 6.59 371.01

Houston, East & West Texas Ry. 190.94 ... . 58.16

Houston & Shreveport R. R. . 40.72 .69 7.20

Houston & Texas Central R. R. 948.51 9.04 263.09

Southern Pacific Terminal
Company .... 25.68

Arizona Eastern R. R 377.774 .... 75.36

Southern Pacific Company.... ....

B. MiLEACE of LINES BELONGING
TO Companies the capital stocks
of which are principally ownep
i.\ the Mop.-an's Louisiana &
Texas R. R. & S. S. Co.. but
which ABE OPERATED BY THE OWN-
ING Companies.

3.00

3.00

Iberia & Vermilion R. R 21.44 .... 11.02

Total 11,207.76 573.23 4,179-58 IS.90 4.525

Less operated jointly by Pro-
prietary Companies 43.41 12.53 29.84 .... ...

Total miles of road operated
December 31, 1917 *n, 164.35 560.70 4,149.74 18.90 4.525

Total miles of road operated
December 31. 1916 11,095.91 560.76 4,030.35 18.90 4.525

Increase 68.44 .... 119.39

Decrease .06 ...

Average miles of road operated
during the year M 1.136.84 560.73

•Includes 2.48 miles owned jointly with other companies. 4.87 miles
leased from other companies, and 187.65 miles operated under trackage
rights; and excludes 32.61 miles of owned lines leased to other companies.

In addition to the mileage above tabulated, the Southern Pacific Com-
pany solely controls through ownership of capital stock. 780.48 miles of
electric lines, and 1,240.52 miles of the Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of
Mexico; and jointly controls (through ownership of capital stock in equal
proportions with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.) 507.30 miles
of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad, and 59.66 miles of the Sunset Rail-
way, A GRAND TOTAL OF 13,752.31 MILES.
As of midnight December 31, 1916. the Central Pacific Railway Com-

pany and the Southern Pacific Railroad Company acquired the railways
of the followinii comp.Tnics:

Miles Com-
Total Miles pleted

.
Pro- and in

To jcctcd. operation.FromCentral Pacific Railw
Company:

Lincoln Northern Railway. Lincoln, Cal . .., l^airy Farm
Southern Pacific Rail- Mine. Cal... . 11.20
ROAD Company:

Coast Line Railway Santa Cruz. Cal.Davenport. Cal. 11.90

Colusa & Hamilton Rail-

road Harrington, Cal.Hamilton, Cal.. 61.33

Hanford & Summit Lake
Railway Ingle. Cal Hardwick, Cal. . 42.41

Mojave & Bakersfield Rail-

road Mojave, Cal. ...Bakersfield. Cal. 85.00

Oroville & Nelson Railroad. Oroville, Cal. . .Nelson, Cal 13.00

Total 224.74

Operating Income.

The grobs operating revenues of $193,971,489.54 exceeded the earnings
of the previous year by $30,544,066.52 and are the largest in the history

of the Company.
Revenue fiom passenger business increased $8,267,746.42. or 22.28 per

cent., as a result of the transportation of troops and the industrial activity

stimulated by the war, the revenue from these sources having more than
counterbalanced the falling off in tourist travel and the acute competition
of automobiles.

Revenues from mail and express increased $669,489.61, or 10.01 per cent.,

which is attributable to an increase of $1,249,579.12 in the revenue from
expre»is business, resulting from increased volume, reduced by a decrease
of $580,089.51 in the revenue derived from the transportation of mail as a
result of the new basis of compensation imposed upon the carrier by the
Llnited States Government.
Revenue from freight traflfic increased $20,147,640.30. or 17.92 per cent.
Agricultural Products yielded an increase of $4,277,978. which was

chiefly derived from barley, fruits and vegetables, and from rice, which
has passed from the experimental stage of a few years ago to that of a
staple crop of California.

Forest Products contributed an increase of $2,349,020. which is largely
attributable to the construction of wooden vessels and the development of
army cantonments, accompanied by curtailment of vessel transportation.

Manufactured Producls yielded an increase of $6,439,342, distributed
among many important commodities.

Products uf the Mines produced an increase of $5,033,871, which con-
sisted chiefly of revenue from fuel oil, coal, sulphur ore and bullion.
The continued suspension of steamship service through the Panama

Canal by the diversion of ships to Transatlantic service, and the impetus
to the country's industries which has resulted from the war. have enabled
your rail lines to obtain an extraordinary volume of traffic which has
employed your facilities to an unusual extent and permitted such economy
of operation as to oflrset the great increases in the cost of labor, material
and supplies.

Following the declaration of war. several of the vessels of your Com-
pany's coastwise fleet were impressed by the War and Navy Departments,
and under an order issued by the United States Shipping Board, effective

October 15. 1917, as to all vessels leaving home ports on or subsequent
to that date, all of the Company's steamships were impressed. During the
remainder of the year such of the steamships as were not in the service
of the War and Navy Departments were operated by the Company on
their regular runs by request of the United States Government for its

account. The revenues and expenses accruing from the Government oper-
ation of the steamers are, therefore, excluded from the railroad operating
income. The rental received or due from the Government is included in
Non-operating Income under the heading "Hire of Equipment."
The increase of J"30,544,066.52, or 18.69 per cent., in railway operating

revenues was accompanied by an increase of only $17,513,086.30. or 16.99
per cent., in railway operating expenses, notwithstanding the effect of the
high cost of fuel and all materials, and increases in wage schedules, as
follows:

Increased prices paid for fuel $6,190,000

Increased prices paid for other materials 3,690,000

Increased wages due to the Adamson Law 1,711,000

Other increases in wages 3,369,000

Total $14,960,000

Excluding the effect of these higher uncontrollable costs, operating ex*

penses show an increase of $2,553,000 only, or an expenditure of but 8.4
cents foi each additional dollar of operating revenue.

Oper.^ting Income.

Expenditures for maintenance of way, structures and equipment in-

creased $154,366.86, or 0.37 per cent.; and for transportation and other
expenses, $17,358,719.44, or 28.24 per cent. Notwithstanding shortage of
labor and difficulty in obtaining delivery of rails and other material because
of war requirements, the roadbed, structures and equipment have been
maintained at high standards of safety and efliciency during the year. The
annual maintenance cf way inspection made late in the year showed about
as high a rating as in 1916. The percentage of locomotives in good order
was the samr for both years; and, despite the heavy calls upon freight
cars to move traffic, 1918 was entered with only 4.6 per cent, of them in
bad order, a percentage which is below normal.
Ton miles of revenue freight far exceeded any previous year, being

24.49 per cent, greater than in 1916. and 78.58 per cent, greater than in
1915. These large increases were successfully and economically handled
with existing facilities through increased operating efficiency, as evidenced
by the following:

1. Average car load was 2,534 tons, an increase of 1.71 tons or 7.24
per cent, over 1916. and of 3.72 tons, or 17.30 per cent., over 1915.

2. Average freight train load was 602.98 tons, an increase of 49.39 tons,
or 8.92 per cent., over 1916, and of 120.89 tons, or 25.08 per cent., over
1915. The saving throuch heavier train load was equivalent to the oper-
ation of 2,190,462 freight train miles, compared with 1916,. and 6,156. -i33

freight train miles, compared with 1915. Four trains in 1917 moved the
same tonnage as five trains in 1915.

3. Daily mileage per freight car was 43.30. an increase of 4.15 miles,
nr 10.60 per cent., over 1916, and of 13.15 miles, or 43.61 per cent., over
1915. The ton mileage of revenue freight moved per freight car on the
line increased 79.62 per cent, over 1915, five cars in 1917 pcrforminp as
much service as nine cars in 1915. This increased service was equivalent
to adding 40.000 cars to our equipment, which at present prices would
cost about $100,000,000.

4. The ton mileace of revenue freight moved per locomotive increased
22.77 per cent, over J916, and 75.41 per cent, over 1915, four locomotives in

1917 performing as much work as seven locomotives in 1915. This in-

creased work was equivalent to the addition of 765 freight locomotives,
which at present prices would cost $38,250,000.

5. Improved use of locomotive fuel saved $205,435.72 over 1916, and
$478,319.96 over 1015.
From 1915 to 1917, inclusive, gross ton miles per pound of fuel increased

in passenger service from 4.60 to 5.10, or 10.87 per cent., and in freight
service from 5.01 to 6.11, or 21.9(5 per cent. The better use of fuel in

1917 compared with 1913 was equivalent to a saving of $3,409,264.
Of the net revenue of ^73.369.666.72 from railway operations, railway

tax accruals consumed $13,792,176.17. or 18.80 per cent.: and of each
dollar of increase in net revenue over 42 cents went for increased taxes.

The total increase in taxes was $5,522,883.89. or 66.79 per cent., of which
$4,361,882.12 allocates to war income and excess profits taxes. $735,649.75

II
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and capitnl stock taxes, and $425,35 to State andto Federal in

county taxes.
Substantially all of the Miscellaneous Operatinjj Income (line No. 26)

represents the operating results of the California Fuel Oil Department of
Southern Pacific Company during the eight months following April 30,
1917, when it was taken over by Southern Pacific Company from Kern
Trading & Oil Company. The practice, that prevailed during the existence
of the Kern Trading & Oil Company, of charging the field market price
of its produced oil to railroad operations, has been continued, and the
earnings resulting from the difference between the field market price and
the cost of production has reached the treasury as net revenue from
these operations, instead of in the shape of a dividend of the Kern Trading
& Oil Company.

NoNOPERATING INCOME.
In the foregoing statement of Income there has been excluded both from

Income from Funded Securities (line No. 35), and from Interest on
Funded Debt (line No. 47), for this year and last, the interest paid and
received on bonds of the Proprietary Companies owned by Southern Pacific
Company and its Proprietary Companies.

N'ONOPERATING INCOME.
The income for the year from Hire of Equipment—Balance I line No.

28) exceeded the payments to other companies for hire of equipment by
$2,604,342.35, and the deductions from gross income (line No. 42) decreased
$527,669.97. This is an increase in income compared with last year of
$3,132,012.32.
The increase of $163,544.62 in Joint facility Rent Income (line No. 29) is

due, principally, to a debit adjustment made in this account last year in
establishing a reserve for the replacement of certain terminal facilities.
The decrease of $100,247.69 in Miscellaneous Rent Income (line No. 31)

is due, principally, to the inclusion in this account last year of rental on
property which has since been sold, and to certain adjustments in the ac-
count this year.

.i-^'"^xi'"'^''''''°'=.
°^ $20,960.34 in Separately Operated Properties—Profit

(line No. 33) is the result of including in this account this year, in ac-
cordance with regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission, certain
Items which were included last vear in Miscellaneous Income.
The decrease in Dividend Income (line No. 34) is due, principally,

to the lact that last year's income included a dividend of $2,100,000 received

INCOME ACCOUNT.
Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Compa

(Excluding offsetting accounts.)

Operating Income. Thii: Year.
Railway Operating Revenues.

1. Freight $132,608,207.37
2. Passenger 45,380,193.02
3. Mail and express • 7,358,576.01
4. All other transportation 3,443,374.36
5. Incidental 5,119,897.68
6. Joint facility—Credit 91,957.19
7. Joint facility—Debit 30,716.09

8. Total railway operating reveinics ' $193,971,489.54

RniLwAY Operating Expenses.
9. Maintenance of way and structures $17,522,352.09

10. Maintenance of equipment 24,261,506.62

11. Total maintenance $41,783,858.71

12. Traffic $3,131,416.73
1 3. Transportation 68,778,430.47
14. Miscellaneous operations 2,729.401.64
15. deneral 4,584,981.92
16. Transportation for investment— Credit 406,266.64

17. Total railway operating expenses $120,601,822.82

18. Net revenue from railway operations $73,359,666.72

19. Railway Tax Accruals $13,792,176.17
20. Uncollectible Rauway Revenues 70,237.57

21. Railway operating income $59,507,252.98

22. Revenues from Miscellaneous Operations $12,798,435.07
23. Expenses of Miscellaneous Operations 7,127,017.02

24. Net revenue from miscellaneous operations $5,671,418.05

25. Taxes of Miscellaneous OpER.\TiNr. Fropertv $99,860.02

26. Miscellaneous operating income $5,571,558.03

27. Total operating income $65,078,811.01

NoNOPER.wiNG Income.
28. Hire of equipment—Balance $2,6r4,342.3S

.

29. Joint facility rent income 474,447.08
30. Income from lease of road 29,149.86
31. Miscellaneous rent income 421,114,42
32. Miscellaneous nonoperating physical property 263.375.18
33. Separately operated properties—Profit .'

20,960.34
34. Dividend income 2,388,650.65
35. Income from funded securities—Bonds and notes—Affiliated and other

companies 2,188,594.29
36. Income from funded securities—Investment advances—Affiliated com-

panies 542.138.13
37. Income from unfunded securities -nd accounts 1,045,011.18
38. Income from sinking and other reserve funds 687,322.39
39. Miscellaneous income 1 12,926.88

40. Total nonoperating income $10,778,032.80

41. Gross income $75,.556,843. 81

Deductions from Gross Ixcomf.
42. Hire of equipment—Balance
43. Joint facility rents $332,837.13
44. Kent for leased roads 168,315.91
45. Miscellaneous rents 519.068.06
46. Miscellaneous tax accruals 630.176.48
47. Interest on funded debt—Bonds and notes 24,219,075.12
48. Interest on funded debt—Nonnegotiable debt to affiliated companies.. 284.996.66
49. Interest on un funded debt 34.279. 10
50. Amortization of discount on funded debt 217,216.8!
51. Maintenance of investment organization 138.737.17
52. Miscellaneous income charges 182,724.49

53. Total deductions from gross income $26,727,426.93

54. Net income $49,129,416.88

Disposition of Net Income.
55. Income applied to sinking and other reserve funds $978,096.81

56. Income balance transferred to credit of Profit and Loss $48,151,320.07

57. Per cent of net income on outstanding capital stock of Southern
Pacific Company 17.65

•Debit.

l.asl Year.

$112,460,567.07
37.112.446.60
6.689.086.40
2.884.099.33
4,250.538.51

58.534.52

27M9.41

$163,427,423.02

$41,629,491.85

$3,105,898.74
52,388.289.60
2,232.869.04
4.146.810.30
414,622.41

$103,088,736.52

$60,338,686.50

$52,008,199.68

$11,636,116.36

$63,644,316.04

$527,669.97
354.144.21
700.7.S0.37

656.604.79
899.227.03

24.278.863.52
311.290.85
36.135.87

223.366.00
113.977.11
120,772.36

$28,221,802.08

$35,422,513.96

-4-1— Decrease.

-f $20,147,640.30
-f 8,267,746.42
+ 669,489.61
+ 559,275.03
+ 869,359.17
-f 33,422.67— 2,866.68

Per Cent.

17.92
22.28
10.01
19.39
20.45
57.10
10.29

+ $30,544,066.52 18.69

— $527,232.69
4- 681,599.55

2.92
2.89

-f- $154,366.86 .37

f $25,517.98
-f 16.390.141.47
+ 496.532.60
-4- 438.171.62
-I- 8,355.77

+ $17,513,086.30

+ $13,030,980.22

-f $5,522,893.89
+ 9,043.03

-f $7,499,053.30

+ $12,798,435.07
+ $7,127,017.02

+ $5,671,418.05

+ $99,860.02

-f $5,571,558.03

-f $13,070,611.33

— $527,669.97— 21.307.08— 532,434.46— 137,536.73— 269,050 5i— 59,7SS.4(i— 26.:0J.1')

-f 8,143.:.!— 6.149. 1>)

+ 24.760.06
-f- 52.952.13

— $1,494,375.15

+ $13,706,902.92

-f $20,910.73

+ $13,685,992.19

31.29
22.24
10.57
2.02

16.99

21.60

+ $2,604,342.35
+ 163.544.62 52.60
-f 9,185.25 46.01

100.247.69 19.23
275,217.69 — 11.842.51 4.30

+ 20.960.34
4,384,005.32 1.995.354.67 45.51

3,803,189.92 - 1,614,595.63 42.45

1.056.047.38 _ 513,909.20 48.66
667.083.30 -f 377,927.88 56.65
672.738.84 + 14,583.55 2.17
'74,395.27 + 187,322.15

75.98
20.95
29.92

.25
8.45

31.16
2.75

5.30

38.70

-MS

39.71
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from the Kern Trading & Oil Conirany the property of which was pur-

rhTiprt this vear bv the Southern Pacific Company.
, ^t . n-

The decrease in Income from Funded Securities-Bonds and Notes (line

No 35) is the result, principally, of excluding from the .ncome accoun

iWs year the interest on Pacific Electnc Railway Company bonds, which

™
The°de"cVeTse' of $.S13,909.20 in Income from Funded Securities—Invest-

mcnt \dvances_AfRl ated Companies (line No. 36) is the result, pnnc.pally,

"f reductions during the year in the indebtedness of affiliated companies to

'^°Th''e'Tnc?ease'o?$377"927.88 in Income from Unfunded Securities and

\ccOTn s (line No. 37) is due. principally, to interest received on ar^er

balancS this year, and to interest received on surplus funds invested during

llie vear in V S A. Certificates of Indebtedness.
• •

,i .

The incrMse in Miscellaneous Income (line No. 39) is due, principally, to

the inclusionin last year's figures of certain debit adjustments on account

of changes in classification.

Deductions from Gross Income.

re^f ^;Sl?f ir^^^V^J"!:^ '^^Pf^is?^|™£S
^^r.leS^n"l^-?o«^n.f TucT^r^'^^aST-R^^- ;gcH3 ^

thi- veir de-ilt with as Proonetary Comoanies, and ot mcluning in saiu

account last year $25,000 paid to the Beaverton & Willsburg R. R. Co

le p?ope?ty of which' was 'purchased by the Southern
^^"\^J°^J-„'i;^^/'l

Tulv 1 1916. and $92,639.93 paid to the Coast Line Ry. Co.. and Hantord \

Sun, mit Lake R. R. Co.. the properties "f
-}'Y'

^'^"^
J'^'J^Y'ltli'

Southern Pacific Railroad Company as of midnight December 31, 1916.

The decrease of $137,536.73 in Miscellaneous Rents (hue No. 45) is due.

„rincip.?ny to the fact' that following the taking over of ''= Co™P»'>V s

steamships by the Government, hereinbefore mentioned, the rental for piers

^,t New York, New Orleans, and Galveston was charged to the account of

"'Th^e°dccr"asc'of $269,050.55 in Miscellaneous Tax Accruals (line No 46)

is the result, principally, of including this year in K^^'l^^V
J^^f

A"™!"'^. -
accordance with ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission, certain

taxes which last vear were included in this account. „ , j m .

The decrease of $59,788.40 in Interest on Funded Debt—Bonds and Notes

(line No. 47) is the result, principally, of the acquisition ^"^ «/£„^o"'''""

Pacific Company since December 20. 1915, of approximately $24,/27,000 p.ir

value of bonds issued under Central Pacific Railway Company Four Per

rent Thirty-Five Year European Loan of 1911. the interest on which has

been excluded in the foregoing income statement, both from Int""t ""

Funded Debt (line No. 47) and Income from Funded Securities (line No^

35) ; and of including this year a full year s interest charge on Southern

Pacific Company Equipment Trust Certificates—Series D, issued in May,

The incr»ase of $24 760.06 in Maintenance of Investment Organization

(line No. 51) is due, principally, to the payment during the year of legal

expenses in connection with the suit over the Oregon & California Railroad s

^
The^'increase of $52,952.13 in Miscellaneous Income Charges (line No. 52)

s on account of an increased amount of taxes paid on tax exempt bonds,

and to an increased amount of taxes paid the French Government on bonds

issued under Central Pacific Railway Company Four Per Cent. Thirty-Five

Year European Loan of 1911.
, . ., c .i t> ..fi.-

On December 31, 1917, the principal of advances to the Southern Pacific

Railroad Company of Mexico amounted to $40,617,228.66. Interest accruing

on these advances has not been taken into the income of the Southern

Pacific Company.
c.^PITAL STOCK.

The capital stock of the Southern Pacific Company <'"'•,,,.,.„_,,,
standing at the beginning of the year amounted to $272,822,905.64

Issued during the year:
Common stock issued in exchange for a like amount ot

Five Per Cert. Twenty-Year Convertible Gold Bonds
surrendered ai.d cancelled 500.UP

Amount of Southern Pacific Company stock outstanding

December 31, 1917 .$272,823,405.64

The common and preferred capital stocks of Proprietary

Companies outstanding at the beginning of the year
'

amoiinted to $343,834,900.00

AM:
Capital stocks of follow-

ing companies not here-
tofore dealt with as
"Proprietary Com-
yianies":

Inter-California Rail-

way Co $2,500,000.00
Phoenix & Eastern

Rpilro.id Co 2,381,500.00
Porterville Northeast-

ern Railwav Co... 300,000.00
Tucson & 'Nogales

Railroad Co 66,000.00
5,247,500.00

Total capital stock of Proprietary Companies outstanding
December 31. 1917 $349,082,400.00

Stocks of Proprietary Companies outstanding December 31,

1917, were held as follows:
In hands of public $81,700.00

Owned by Southern Pacific Company $348,700,700.00
Owned bv Morgan's Louisiana & Texas

Railroad & Steamship Company 300,000.00
349,000,700.00

$349,082,400.00

FUNDED DEBT.
The funded debt and other fixed interest bearing debt of the Southern

Pacific Company and of its Proprietary Companies, outstanding December 31,

1916, was as follows:
Southern Pacific Company $209,482,110.00
Proprietary Companies 453,597.429.24

Total outstanding December 31. 1916 $663,079,539.24
A<1d:

First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds of the
Coast Line Rv. Co.. the property of which
was purchased bv the Southern Pacific
Railroad Company as of midni'^hl Deceni-
hc- 31, 1916, subject to the mortgage in-

debtedness $700,000.00

Funded debt of the following
companies not heretofore

dealt with as Proprietary

ln:er-(;alifi;rnia Railway Com-
pany S8.i0,000.00

Phoenix & Eastern Railroad
Company 2.851,810.64

Porterville Nort!ieastern Rail-

way Company 300.000.00— 4.001,810.64

Purchased or retired during the yea. :

Southern Pacific Compaxv.
.

Fou'- Per Cent. Gold Bonds (Central Pacific

Stock Collateral) :

Purchased from general funds and held

in the treasury .

Four Per Cent. Twenty-\ ear Convertible

Gold Bonds:
, , , ,

Purchased from general funds and held

in the treasury
San Francisco Terminal First

Mortgage Four Per Cent.
Ponds:

Purchased from general funds
and held in the treasury... $37,000.00

Purchased from payments to

sinking fund and cancelled 5.0C0.00

Five Per Cent. Twenty-Year
Convertible Gold Bonds:

Purchased from general funds
and held in the treasury... $144,000.00

Retired in exchange for a like

amount of common stock. . 500.00

Equiiiment Trust Certificates:

Series -\, Due March 1. 1917.

paiil oH $1,012,000.00
Series B. Due September 1.

1917, paid oft' 201,000.00
Series C, Due December 1.

1917, paid off 117.000.00

Series D, Due May 1. 1917.

paid off 511.000.00

Central Pacific Railway Compaxv:
First Refunding Mortgage Four

Per Cent. Bonds:
Purchased from payments to

sinking fund $28,000.00
Three and One-Half Per Cent.

Mortgage Gold Bonds:
Purchased from proceeds of

sale of lands 978,500.00
Purchased from payments to

sinking fund 31.000.00
Central Pacific Railroad. C->li-

fornia & Oregon Division
Five Per Cent. Bonds;

Series A, Due January 1, I91.« 448.000 00

Series B, Due January 1. 1918 41.000.00

$667,781,349.88

144.500.00

HousioN & Texas Central Railroad Companv
First Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds;

Purchased from proceeds of sale of lariis.

Oregon & California Railroad Company.
First Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds:

Purchased from payments to sinking fond
South Pacific Coast Railway Company.

First Mortgage Four Per Cert. Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking fund

Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
First Refunding Mortgage Four Per Cent.

Gold Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking fund

Texas & New Orleans R.mlroad Company.
Payment to State of Texas on account of

School Fund Debt 5.088.55

Total purchased or retired during the year $4,652,088.55

1.526.500.00

28.000.00

30.000.00

225.000.00

13.000.00

Amount of funded and other fixed interest bearing debt of the
Southern Pacific Companv and of its Proprietary Com-
panies, outstanding December 31. 1917 $663,129,261.33

The outstanding securities are held as follows;
In the hands' of the public $553,968,670.66
Owned by Southern P.acific Company $94,947,590.67
Owned bv Proprietary Companies 2.742.000.00
Held in sinking funds of Propriet.irv Com-

panies 11.471,000.00
109,160.590.67

Total $663,129,261.33

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
Two ocean going freight steamers, the El .Mmirante and the El Capitan.

of 10.350 tons displacement, each, and the ocean-going tank steamer. Torres,

of 11,110 tons displacement, were added to your Company's fleet during the

To replace equipment vacated and to provitle for increased requirements,
vour Company placed .orders during the vear for 57 locomotives, 41

pnssengcr-train cars, and 718 freight-train cars, for delivery in 1918: and
is building at Company's shops 56 locomotives, and 3,808 freight-train cars.

The co.st of this rolling stock will be about $16,650,000.

LIBERTY LOAN.

To enable the emploves of vour Companv and ot its affiliated companies
to subscribe for Liberty Loan bonds, thev were permitted to subscribe

through the Companv for an amount of such bonds not exceeding twenty-

five per cent, of their vearly salaries, the Company advancing the sub-

scription price of the bonds and charging interest on such advances a'

the bond rate, the amounts so advanced to be repaid to the Company h;

monthly salarv deductions. The following statement shows the bonds o
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each issue subscribed for on behalf of employes and or

Company:
First Loan Second Loan

Total number of employes sub-
scribing : 19,973 19,078

Per cent, of employes subscrib-
ing to total employes 27% 27%

Total amount subscribed for on
behalf of employes $1,918,800 $1,843,700

behalf of the

rhird Loan

64.129

81%

1-irst Loan
Amount subscribed for on behalf
of the Company * 5.000 000
Total subscriptions of employes
and Company $6,918,800

*0f the amounts subscribed there were allotted to the Companv $850,000
of First Loan bonds, $4,018,750 of Second Loan bonds, and $2,000,000 of
Third Loan bonds.

SouTHEHN Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies
Assets—December 31, 1917, Compared with December 31. 19

Offsetting Accoitnts.

December, December,
Assets. 31, 1917. 31, 1916.

Investments
Investment in road and
equipment $982,028,004.54 $95 1 .830,440.37

Improvements on leased
railway property 1.454.270.66 1,374,680.53

Sinking funds 13,711,547.27 12,770,189.37
Deposits in lien of mort-

gaged property sold... 916.88 955.10
Miscellaneous physical

property • 30,778.341.24 14.059,122.02
Investments in affiliated

con:panies:
Stocks 273.313.261.65 279,006,951.48
Bonds 142,156,382.61 147,085,896.95

I'JU^^'l^l
1 Cost inseparable 12.192.301.70 9.722.584.96

Notes 567,571.43 489,000.00
Advances 95.331,020.65 91,247,066.60

Other investments:

Stocks 158.971.29 254,426.96
Bonds 14.466.777.00 10,316,420.34
Notes 7,217,023.61 7,165,695.53
.\dvances 2,574.142.57 331.748.06
Miscellaneous 313,124.25 260.191.22

Total $1,576,263,657.35 $1,525,915,369.49

Current .\ssets.

Cash $11,733,162.61 $12,114,650.52
Demand loans and de-

posits 4.500.000.00 S. 000,000.00
Time drafts and deposits 15.500 000,00 6.850.000.00
Special deposits 87.728.17 1.791406.30
Loans and bills receiv-

able 4.050,388.38 185.775.49
Traffic and car-service

balances receivable... 1,997,112.74 1,004,641.46
Xet balance receivable

from agents and con-
ductors 7.499.834.43 3.936.975.36

Miscellaneous accounts
receivable 9.174.317.16 6.840.733.89

:Waterial and supplies.. 24.406,115.91 16.217.750.13
Interest and dividends

receivable 2.590,309.52 3.145,845.50
Rents receivable 1.845.219.51 27,039.58
Other current assets... 74.639.29 36,517.38

Total $83,458.827 72 $60,151,335.61

Deferred .^ssETs.

Working fund advances $103,434 45 $67,315.42
Other deferred assets.. . 4,017,883.74 6,332,479.39

Total $4,121,318.19 $6,399,794.71

Unadjusted Debits.

Rents and insurance pre-
miums paid in advance ,'S135,618.35 $118,648.36

Discount on capital stock 5.959.083,45 3,678,600.00
Discount on funded debt 3.682.526,87 3.827,969.63
Other unadjusted debits 11.454,127.36 6.883.827.27
Securities issued or as-

sumed—unplcdHed ..f 5,720.675.00 4,432,175.00
Securities issued or as-

sumed—pledged ....t 713,000.00 713,000.00

Total f21.231,356.03 $14,509,045.46

ASSETS AND
Combined.

6, Excluding

79,590.13
941,357.90

-38.22

16,719,219.22

—5,693,689.83
—4,929,514.34

2,469,716.74

78,571.43
4,083.954.05

—95,455.67
4,150,356.66

51,328.08
2,242,394.51

52,933.03

$50,348,287.86

-3,500,000.00
8.65O.O00.00

-1,703,678.13

3.864,612.89

992.471.28

—555.535.98
1,818,179.93

38.121.91

—$2,278,476.52

$16,969.79
2.280,483.45
—145,442.76
4,57O,.3O0.09

Total assets. $1,685,075, 159.29 $1,606,975,545.27 $78,099,614.02

r- !X*"' yal'ie.of the unsold Central Pacific Railway Company and Oregon &Lahtorma Radroad Company land grant lands is not included in the state-ment of the assets above fsee remarks concerning
Kailroad Comp.iny lan.lsl. tExcluded from total
>' fulilmns of Interstate Comn:ercr Commission.

_ state
Oregon & Califor

ts in accordance w

LIABILITIES.
Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies, Co.mbined.

Liabilities—December 31, 1917. Compared with December 31, 1916,
E.tcLUDiNG Offsetting .-Xccounts.

December December Increase
Liabilities. 31, 1917. 31. 1916. or Decrease.

Stock.

Capital stock of South-
ern Pacific Company. $272,823,405.64 $272,822,905.64 $500.00

Capital stuck of Propri-
etary Companies • 349,082,400.00 343,834,900.00 5,247.500.00

Total $621,905,805.64 $616,657,805.64 $5,248,000.00

Long Term Debt.
bunded debt of South-
ern Pacific Company. $211,665,610.00 $213,512,110.00 —$1,846.500 00

Funded debt of Proprie-
tary Companies * 457,897,326.33 454,712,604.24 3,184,722.00

Book liability $669,562,936.33 $668,224,714.24 $1,338,222.09
Less held by or for
company 6,433,675.00 5,145,175.00 1,288,500.00

.\ctuallv outstanding ,$663,129,261.33 $663,079,539.24 $49,722.09
Nonnegotiable debt to af-

filiated comiianies:
Open accounts 2,829.872.25 11,222,155.49 —$8,392,283.24

Total $665,959,133.58 $674,301,694.73 —$8,342,561.15

Current Liabilities.
Traffic and car-service

balances payable $2,661,701.70 $1,766,018.92 $895,682.78
.\iidited accounts and
wages payable 12,353,426.61 10,354,631.02 1,998.795.59

Miscellaneous accounts
payable 3,272,524.87 946.555.68 2.323.969.19

Interest matured unpaid 5,520,303.01 4.856,967.74 663,335.27
Dividends matured un-

paid 4,159,051.49 4,145,057.89 13.993.60
Funded debt matured
unpaid 512,213.92 23,213.92 489,000.00

Unmatured interest ac-

crued 5.464,404.36 5,482,893.42 —18,489.06
L^nmatured rents ac-

crued 247,802.70 13.789.76 234.012.94
Other current liabilties. 672,379.48 602,148.06 70.231.42

Total $34,863,808.14 $28,191,276.41 $6,672,531.73

Deferred Liabilities.
Other deferred liabili-

ties $135,222.20 $102,103.18 $33,119.02

Unadjusted Credits.
Tax liability $7,639,524.97 $1,692,093.23 $5,947,431.74
Insurance and casualtv
reserves 3,158.472.00 1.695,586.67 1,462,883.33

Accrued depreciation

—

Road t 1.010.676.31 529,034.15 481,642.16
.\ccrued depreciation

—

Equipment 44,486,327.33 37.649,047.26 6,837,280.07
.\ccrued depreciation

—

miscellaneous physical
nropcrty t 6,377, 594. -'4 ...| 6,377.594.44

Otiier unadjusted credits§ 48,602,771.04 35,880,141.66 12,722.629.38

Total $111,275,366.09 $77,445,902.97 $33,829,463.12

Corporate Surplus.
.\dditions to property

through income and
surplus $351,906.71 $201,551.72 $150,354.99

Funded debt retired
through income and
surplus 21.087.445.45 20,139,132.31 948,313.14

Sinking fund reserves.. 9,397.707.47 8,954,856.79 442,850.68
.\ppropriated suri)lus not

specifically invested.. 3,818,177.83 3,818,177.83

Total appropriated
surplus $34,655,237.46 $33,113,718.65 $1,541,518.81

Iroiit and loss—balance 216,280,586.18 177.163.043.69 39,117,542.49

Total corporate
surplus $250,935,823.64 $210,276,762.34 $40,659,061.30

Total liabilities.. ..$1,685,075, 159.29 $1,606,975,545.27 $78,099,614.02

•The outstanding capital stock and funded debt include capital stocks and
funded debt of Proprietary Comp;rnies of the par value of $349,000,700 and
$109,160,590.67, respectively, a total of $458,161,290.67. which securities are
owned by the Southern Pacific Company or by Proprietary Companies, or
are held in sinking funds of Proprietary Companies. The cost of these se-

curities is included in the investments shown above. Of the said amounts,
stocks of the par value of $249,653,161, which stand charged on the hooks
at $232,932,667.41, are pledged against the issue of Southern Pacific Com-
pany stocks and bonds. tRcprcsents accrued depreciation on electric power
plants and substations, general office building at San Francisco, wood pre-
serving works. Sacramento rolling mill, oil storage plants, grain elevators,
and similar facilities. JRepresents accriied depreciation on oil lands and
imnrovements acquired from Kern Trading & Oil Company. § Represents,
principally, interest on construction advances which have not been repaid.
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THE SUIT INVOLVING THE RIGHT OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COMPANY TO OWN THE STOCK OF THE CENTRAL PACIFIC

RAILWAY COMPANY.
On March 9, 1917, the United States District Court at Salt Lake City

decided this suit in favor of the Southern Pacific Company. The Govern-
ment has taken an appeal from this decision to the Supreme Court of the
United States, but it has not yet shown any disposition to avail itself
of the right conferred by the Expedition Act to secure a prompt hearing
of its appeal. It may be that the appeal will not be brought on for hearing
by the Supreme Court so long as railroads are being operated by the
President.

CONTROVERSY OVER THE OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAIL-
ROAD'S LAND GRANT.

On June 9, 1916, Congress passed an act revesting in the United States
the unsold lands of the Oregon and California Land Grant. The act
provided for the payment to the Oregon and California Railroad Company,
il> sutccssors or assigns (or to those having liens on the land) of com-
Ii.iis:iii(in for the lands unsold at the rate of $2.50 per acre, less whatever
aniinints it might be determined, in a suit which the Attorney General
was directed to bring for the purpose, the United States was entitled to
offset on account of any money the grantee had received from the lands
in excess of $2.50 an acre by reason of past sales, leases or otherwise.
The right of the United Stales to be reimbursed for payments made by the
Government to the State of Oregon for taxes levied since the forfeiture
decision of 1913, was another question to be presented in the contemplated
suit. Such a suit was recently instituted and is now pending in the United
States Court for the District of Oregon. Our counsel will do what they
can to expedite the trial of this accounting suit in order that the balance
due us for the unsold lands may be ascertained and paid.

THE SUITS INVOLVING TITLE TO THE OIL LANDS.
The taking of testimony in these cases has been concluded, and in April,

1918. the cases were argued and submitted to the United States District

Court in California. They are now under advisement. A few days after

the submission of these cases the United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit decided in our favor a suit which the Government had

. brought to cancel patents to certain lands alleged but not proven to be oil

lands. In arriving at its decision the Court of Appeals rendered an opinion
which supported our contenticns in the oil land cases now under advise-

ment in the lower court. Hence, the prospects of a decision confirming
our title to the oil lands are encouraging.

GENERAL.
Dividends on the capital slock of your Company were declared during the

year, payable as follows:
1'^ per cent, paid April 2, 1917 $4,092,346.42
iy2 per cent, paid Tuly 2, 1917 4.092,351.08

\V2 per cent, paid October 1, 1917 4,092.351.08
lyi per cent, payable January 2. 1918 4,092,351.08

$16,369,399.66

With the exception of occasional bandit and Indian raids, the revolution-
ary disturbances on the line of the Southern Pacific Railroad of Mexico
practically ceased in the early winter of 1916-17. It is estimated that the
cost of property destroyed from the beginning of the Madero Revolution,
in 191U. to December 31. 1917. will approximate 4.923.241 pesos, equivalent
to $2,461,621. As stated in previous reports claims amounting to 287.953
pesos, on account of these losses, were filed with the Madero Government,

re approved, hut hnvp not been paid, and on account of unsettled con-
filed. Tlie President of the United
mber 24. 1917. authorized the forma-
ion of claims, but as yet the members
inted. As soon as conditions permit,
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I'^l luring the year ended June 30,

onditions, however, only such main-
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it possible to operate trains over those portions of the line that were open
for traffic.

In addition to the completed lines of railway reported under Properties and
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tenance work 1,vas done d.inniR the year

Mii.es.
FRN Pacific Railro.ad:
inKton to Hamilton, Cal 61.23

Grading Grading
Com- Progress-
pleted. inc.
Miles. Miles.

llA fRG & San An

fi. Manion Mound, Texas 22.00
' 1 1;[( l^Aii.WAY:
'I'llon Line t5.07

I i«ir Railroad:
Strathmore 16.36

lite Company Spur.. 1.49Califor
Kxtension Portex South.
San ]')iego Sc Arizona Railway:
Sai: Diego to El Centre, Cal 146.97

.3.44 miles opened for traflie on September 10, 1917. and 1.63 miles on
February 1, !9I8. •Tointiv controlled through ownership of capital stock in
equal proportions with Spreckels Brothers.

On October 1, 1916. Ii>iB?tion of four years and seven months' standing,
that had grown out of relations established by the late Mr. E. H. Harriman
with the Spreckels Protber.s. Tohn D. and A. B., to build the San niego &
Arizona Kailway from San Diego, California, to a point in the Imperial
Valley en the line of your Intfr-California Railway, was terminated and all
dilferences composed by the execution of agreements which provide that:

1.
V''"r"i'i"«nA^n'A ?^ the San Diego & Arizona Railway Company to theamount of 52,000.000 be authorized.

2. $fi,000,nOO 7 per cent, cumulative preferred stock, preferred both as
to income and assets, be authorized.

3. J12,000.000 6 per cent. fir«t mortgage bonds be authorized.
4. Kach party to accept $1,000,000 of common stock at par in payment

of cash advances of the same amount.
5. Each party to receive preferred stock at par in navmenl of other cash

advances made prior to October 1, 1916. with accrued interest; the holdings,
however, of the tvvo parties to be equalized by the purchase by Spreckels
]. others of one-half the excess holdings of the Southern Pacific Company.

6. Kach narty to pay one-half of $1,430,000 advanced to San Diego &
Arizona Railway Company by local banks, and to receive therefor first mort-
gage 6 per cent, bonds at face value.

7. Southern Pacific Company to advance the funds necessary to com-
plete the line (146.97 miles total) estimated to be about $5,000,000. Reim-
bursement to be made in first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds at face value
The completion of this line of roatL of which but 11.78 miles are uncom-

pleted at this date, will enable your Company to serve San Diego, a rapidly
growing seaport, at which the United States Government has recently estab-
lished a large and very important naval base, with the shoitest line from
the middle West

; and it will also connect San Diego with the rapidly devel-

2R^".?n„'""'^'''*' ^ ^"',>': ^'1'""'' '^ ""^^ credited with 60,000 inhabitants, and
600,000 acres in cultivation, producing hay. grain, dairy products, hogs,
and cattle, which will certainly create a heavy local business. The distance
from LI Centio the centre of Imperial Valley, to San Diego by rail via Los

thU^li"'
""^ ""

'
^' reduced to 147 miles by the completion of

Under the pension system put int.j effect on Janifary 1, 1903, nine hundredand sixteen employes are carried on the pension rolls of the rail and water
lines. 1 he payments to them for the year amounted to $393,369.59. Thepayments of pension allowances for the six months ended December 31. 1916

TmlfuntrdTo 5l87'9'6'3r^
'" "'^ ^^"^^^'^ "P""'' *^ °^ «>>« '«««>• date.

FEDERAL CONTROL AND OPERATION.
On December 28. 1917, the President of the United States took over the

possession, control, and operation of your railroad and steamship lines.under terms and conditions which thereafter were embodied in the Act ofCongress of March 21, 1918, which briefly provides:
1. Compensation for the us.e ^f the property taken, to be fixed by agree-

Cour { a^" ^
esident and each carrier company or by suit in the

2. The President is authorized to agree with each company upon anannual compensation >wt exceeding a sum equivalent to the average annual

yoi7''--n1''"''l"*
'"""'^..of «.he carrier for the three years ended June 30,

1917. The railway operating income is determined by subtracting-
Co) Operating expenses;
(fc) Uncollectible railway revenues; and
tc) Railway tax accruals, excluding war taxes-

tlTj^^ .^/^^^V
accruing from the carriage of freight, passenger, mail,express, etc. the railway operating income thus determined is to be,,.,- .,c„ „, -iinislied by, the net earnings or losses, as the case may be.from equipment rents and' joint facility rents."

(It IS contemplated that an agreement with the President, if made, shall

?e°s ectm -

'" compensation but shall contain adequate provisions

(a) ^Upkeep:
(b) Betterments and additions;
(c) Accounting;
id) Payment of compensation;
(?) Deductions from compensation, etc,

.Kt this writing representatives of the President and of the railroads areconferring in the effort to agree upon appropriate standard clauses for theagreement defining their respective rights and obligations.)
3. An estimate of the annua! rental to be paid by the Government, as-s..minc that all the transportation properties listed under the head of

Governme'iu ^i^ $4S I« R43°o"
''^^'^ ^ °^ "'"^ ''^''°''' ^''^ '*''^" °''" ^^ ""

The net miscellaneous rents, and leased road rents, accrue to the Company
Ihe annual rental to be increased by an amount reckoned at a reason-

able interest rate to be fixed by the President, upon the cost of any
additions and betterments, less retirements, and cost of road extensions
niade with the approval or by order of the President while the property
is under Federal control. f y j

4. War taxes to be paid by the carrier out of its corporate funds.
5. Ihe property to be adequately m.aintained, repaired, renewed, and

depreciation covered, so that it may be returned in substantially as good

contr'V
^'^ complete equipment as it was at the beginning of Federal

6. Electric street and interurban railroad properties are excluded from
rederal control.

7. If the agreement authorized by the Act. is not made, a iud
a_scertainment of the compensation to be paid is thus provided for; th.
Company"'

1

ynpany's claim for compensation is to be referred To "a board of' three
terees to be appointed by the Interstate Commerce Commission- if the
port of this board is satisfactory to the President and the Companv an

agreement may be made on the basis thereof. Otherwise a resort nui^t
be had to the Court of Claims to have the amount of compensation deter-
mined, in which event the report of the referees is to be taken as frima
facie correct. Neither the referees nor the Court are bound to adopt the
measure of compensation based on previous earnings. Payment of the
award of the Court must await Congressional appropriation. In the mean-
time the President, at his option, may pay >io( exceeding 90 per cent, of
the estimated annual just compensation due the carrier.

8. Dividends during Federal control not to e.xceed the regular rate of
dividends during the three test years.

,^-. .
T'lc President may order any carrier to make, at its own expense,

additions, betterments, or road extensions, and to provide terminals, equip-
ment, etc. He may advance all or part of the expenditure on interest
rates to be fixed by him, or he may deduct all or part from the just com-
pensation due the carrier. Any los's claimed bv the carrier thereby, if not
determined by agreement, may be submitted to a board of referees and
to the Court of Claims. (The indebtedness which may be imposed upon
the carrier under this paragraph is unlimited.)

10. Carriers may issue securities, secured or unsecured by mortgage,
for the purpose of providing funds for maturing obligations or for other
proper expenditures, as the President may approve.

11. The President to prescribe rates, fares, charges, classifications, and
practices, which take effect as he may direct, subject, however, to review
by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

12. The period of Federal control to continue during the war, and
thereafter not to exceed 21 months following the declaration of peace.

13. Moneys derived from the operation of the carriers during Federal
control are to be the propertv of the United States.

This assumption of the control and operation of the railroads of the
United States by the Government, on December 28, 1917, marked an epoch
in their history. On that day the era of management and control by the
owners of the properties, that had existed since their organization, ended,
and one of indefinite duration under Government management began. The
year 1917 closed with the ct/ri't de corps and discipline of vour working
organization, the physical condition of your property, and the safety and
other results of operation, at a hi.gber stan.lard than ever before had been
attained. Therefore the time seems appropriate to survcv the achievements
of 32 years, so as to form an idea of the growth of your property and the
returns from its operation, bv comparing data for the first calendar year of
Its existence (1886) with the corresponding data of the last vear of private
management (1917). The income accounts and operating statistics are the
sources of information for making the following comparisons, and the bal-
ance sheets translated into ordinary conversational language give an idea
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of llu> niaKiiitiuic of the iiroperty interests and financial strength of th'

So'.Uiiern Pacilic Company:

Comparative Operations df Southern Pacific System in 1886, the First
Complete Calendar Year of Operation, and in 1917, the

Last Year of Operation by Its Stockholders.
Per

Year Ended Year Ended Cent.
Decern- Decern- of In-

ber31, 1917. ber31, 1886. crease.

Number of Stockholders of
SourHERN Pacific Company ,17,088 91 —

1. Average miles of road operated. 11,137 4,846 129.82

2. Freight leveniie $132,608,207 $18,668,421 610.33

3. Ton miles of freight 14,803,735,481 1,439,113,580 928.67
4. Kevenne per ton mile of freight.. .923 cents 1.297 cents (c) 28.84
5. Freight train miles 24,550,167 (o) 9,616,218 155.30
6. Tons of freight per loaded and

empty car 1776 8.07 120.07
7. Revenue per freight train mile.. $5 04 (fc) $1.94 159.80
S. Tons of freight per train 602.98 149.66 302.90

9. Passenger revenue $45,380,193 $8,464,727 436.11
10. Passengers carried one mile... 2.024,390.972 398,031,884 408.60
11. Passenger train miles 31,085,797 (n) 5,953, U54 422.18

Operating Income.
12. Total operating revenue $193,971,490 $31,797,882 510.01
13. Net revenue from miscellaneous

operations, hire of equipment,
and net rentals 8,080,390 284,797 2,737.25

14. Total revenue $202,051,880 $32,082,679 529.79

15. Total operating expenses and
uncollectible revenue $120,672,060 $18,514,656 551.77

16. Railway ta.x accruals 13,792,176 888,623 1,452.08

17. Tolal expenses and taxes $134,464,236 $19,403,279 593.00

18. Operating income including hire
of equipmentf and net rentals $67,58',644 $12,679,400 433.05

Other Income.
19. Interest and dividends received

on securities owned, and other
income $7,248,979 $544,535 1,231.22

20. Total gross income $74,836,623 $13,223,935 465.92

Deductions from Gross Income.
21. Interest on funded debt $24,219,075 $8,754,810 176.64
22. Other payments 1.488,131 358,131 315.53

23. Total deductions from gross in-

come ." $25,707,206 $9,112,941 182.10

24. Net income $49,129,417 $4,110,994 1,095.07

Disposition of Net Income.
25. Income applied to sinking and

other reserve funds $978,097 $1,196,772 (c) 18.27

26. Income balance transferred to

credit of Profit and Loss $48,151,320 $2,914,222 1,552.29

27. Per Cent, of net income on out-
standing capital stock of
Southern Pacific Co 17.65 3.27 439.76

28. Cost of road and equipment. . $983,482,275 $396,626,000 147.96

(a) Figures for 1886 represent locomotive miles, train miles not obtainable.
(b) Based on freight locomotive miles, freight train miles not obtainable.
(c) Decrease.

In the ten years ending December 31, 1917, the Company transported
422,000,000 passengers aif/i but one fatality in a traiti accident.
By the exercise of greater care in inspecting and purchasing, the failures

of rails per 100 miles of track, equated as to trafiic borne, have fallen 35
per cent, in eight years, and in number are but one-fourth as many as those
on all railroads in the United States and Canada, based on the latest avail-

able data.
Nineteen per cent more gross ton miles per pound of fuel consumed, 45 per

cent, more ton-miles per freight car, and 86 per cent, more ton-miles i>er

freight locomotive owned were moved in 1917 than in 1900.
On December 31, 1917, the combined obligations (debts),

of ^ e7'ery description. of_ your Company and its pro-
prietary companies, consisting of amounts owed to security
holders, employees, tradesmen, connecting lines, tax col-

lectors, and others (not including $51,874,598.08 of
accrued depreciation on road, equipment, and miscellaneous
physical propertyt amounted to $1,382,264,737 57
The companies held to meet such obligations assets

(property) amounting to 1,685,075.159 29
as follows:
(n Book value of the investment in transportation prop-

erty carried on the books of the companies form-
ing the Southern Pacific steam transportation
system, consisting of 11,164 miles of first main
track, 561 miles of additional main track, 4,150
miles of yard track and sidings, 25 ocean steam-
ships, 5 river steamships, 18 ferry boats and car
transfers, 10 tugs, 63 barges, and 19 other vessels,
the whole forming a transcontinental svstcm extend-
ing from New York Citv, via New Orleans and Gal-
veston to San Francisco. Cal.. and Portland, Ore.,
with a line extending from Ogden, Utah, to San
Francisco, Cal 983,482,275 20

(21 Sinking funds for the redemption of outstanding
funded debt, consisting of interest-bearing securi-
ties, and cash in the hands of trustees, the income
from which, for the year amounted to $687,322.39. . 13.711,547 27

(31 Investments in miscellaneous physical property con-
sisting principally of (o1 the California Fuel Oil
Department of Southern Pacific Company with .nn

annual production of about 9,500,000 barrels of oil.

; nd annual gross earnings of approximately $17,-
000.000. and (^1 terminal and other real estate
acquired in anticipation of future use 30,778,341 24

r.\Dv

(4) Investments in affiliated companies 523,560,538 04
These investments in affiliated companies are repre-
sented by property as follows:

Stocks and bonds of proprietary companies of
the par value of $446,690,290.67, included in the
outstanding obligations hereinbefore mentioned
but which are owned by the Southern Pacific
Company and its proprietary companies.

ELECTRIC RAII.\V.\YS.

Miles of
Road Op-
erated

Fresno City Railway and Fresno
Traction Company 26.71

Pacific Electric Railway Company... 612.39
Peninsular Railway Company 63.60
San Jose Railroaas 28.46
Stockton Electric Railroad Company. 12.74
Visalia Electric Railroad Company... 36.58

Total 780.48

STEAM RAILWAYS—HALF OWNERSHIP
San Diego & Arizona Railway Com- 146.97
Independence & Monmouth Railway
Company 2.50

Northwestern Pacific Railroad
Company 507.30

San Diego & Arizona Railway Com-
pany 146.97

(11.78 miles under construction)
Sunset Railway Company 59.66

Total 716.43

Grand Total 2,737.43

Other Companies.

Albion Lumber Company. 23,019 acres red-

wood timber, with saw mill and logging roads.

Associated Oil Company. (50.48 per cent, of

authorized stock owned bv S. P. Co.); annual
gross earnings. $28,000,000: annual production,

including subsidiaries, 10.000,000 barrels of oil.

Associated Pipe Line Company. (One-half of
authorized stock owned by S. P. Co. and one-half

by .Associated Oil Company) ; 561 miles of ei^ht

inch oil pine lines, 50.000 barrels daily capacity.

Beaver Hill Coal Company. 924 acres coal

lands, Coos County, Oregon.
East Coast Oil Company. Annual gross earnings

$1,300,000: annual production 3,150.000 barrels

of oil; development of oil near Tampico, Mexico,
on leased lands.

Pacific Fruit Express Company. Owned half

by Southern Pacific Company and half by Union
Pacific Railroad. 14,233 ventilated refrigerator
cars.
Rockaway Pacific Corporation. 563.95 acres on

Jamaica Bay, near Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rio Bravo Oil Company. Annual production

320.000 barrels of oil

Southern Pacific Building Company. Office

building, Houston. Texas.
(5) Othe' investments, principally securities in outside

companies 24,730,955 60
(6) Current, deferred, and unadjusted assets consisting of:

Cash $31,733,162.61
Cash assets 27.319,549.20
Material and supplies 24.406.115.91
Deferred assets and unadjusted items 25,352,674.22

108.811,50194

Grand total of assets $1,685,075.159 29

which exceeds all debts and obligations, including the outstanding capital

stock, by an ,-\mount of $302,810,421.72. of which $51,874,598.08 represents
reserves for accrued depreciation and $250,935,823.64 represents an invested
surplus which is equivalent to nearly 92 per cent, of the outstanding capital

stock.
In addition the companies own 10,978.818 acres of unsold subsidy lands,

allocated thus:

(o) Central Pacific Railway Company 7,076.215 acres

(fc) Houston S: Texas Central Railroad Company.. 18,688 "

(c) Southern Pacific Land Company 3,883,^15 "

Total 10.978.818 "

and have a chiim against the LTrited Slates for the value of 2,353.446 acres

of unsold lands of the Oregon & California Railroad land grant taken over
by the Government under .-Xct of Congress passed June 9. 1916, as more fully

explained above.
Prior to 1905, when the first dividend was paid, the surplus accruing each

year from the date o*' »he organization of the Company in 1884 was rein-

vested in the proiiertv. and the same course has been followed with the

surplus remaining e.ich vear, from 1906 to date, after the payment of divi-

dends. -As a result of this policy, 46 cents of each dollar of surplus earned
during the (Tompany's existence have been paid in dividends and 54 cents
of each dollar have been put back into the property.

The Board is grieved to announce the death, on May 13. 1918. of Mr.
William Mabl. forrierlv Vice-President and Controller of your Company.
Mr. Mahl w.TS connrcted with the Southern Pacific Company in various
capacities of respoit^ibilitv and trust, all of which he filled with conspicuous
ahililv and fidelity from the dale of its orijanization in 1884 to .April 1. 1913.

when" he was retired on pension.
. . „ , .

The Board t.ikes pleasure in conveying to the officers and employees of the

Company its appreciation of their loval and efficient service, which has pro-

duced results far exceeding in excellence any ever attained in the histon,- of
the (5'ompanv.

Bv order of the Board of Directors.

JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT,
Chairman of the Executive Committee.

.]
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Financial and Construction Railway Officers

ininiiiiiiii!!;:iiiiiii:
iiiiitiiiiiiiiniitiitiiiiiniiiiitiiiii

Railway Financial News
Al-j^bama, Tennessee & Northern.—This property has been

bought by the bondholders' committee for $225,000.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Speyer & Co. and Kiihn, Loeb & Co., both

of New York, have arranged for the e.xtension for 60 days

of $8,000,0(X) Baltimore & Ohio notes. These notes are se-

cured by deposit of Reading common and preferred stock and

were placed in January. They became due July 31. Be-

sides these $8,000,000 notes which are due October 1, there

are $10,500,000 notes sold about a month ago, which will also

mature on October 1.

Chicago, Milwaukee, & St. Paul.—The following is from a

circular sent out by A. J. Earling, chairman of the board of

directors of the Chicago, Mihvatd<ee & St. Paul : There have

been many inquiries respecting the non-payment of dividends

on the capital stock of the company, the last dividend having

been declared in July, 1917, and paid in September, 1917. The
government on December 28, 1917, took over the possession

and operation of the company's railroad and system of trans-

portation, including all balances then due from its agents and

conductors, all cash on hand as working capital and all mate-

rials and supplies. On March 21, 1918, Congress passed the

so-called Federal Control Act, which provides, among other

things, for the payment of compensation by the government

for the possession and operation of railroads and systems of

transportation taken over, not exceeding the average annual

railway operating income for the three years ended June 30,

1917. The amount of this average annual railway operating

income has not yet been certified to the President by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission as provided by the act, and

the agreement between the government and the railway com-
panies, also provided for in the act, has not yet been con-

cluded. The board of • directors, therefore, do not deem it

advisable at this time to take any action respecting dividends.

Southern Railw.\v.—The Carolina & North Western, with

lines from Chester, S. C, to Edgemont, N. C, 134 miles, has

been taken over for operation by the Southern Railway.

The company will remain a separate corporation, subsidiary

to the Southern.

Toledo & Cincinnati.—This company, which is the successor to

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, has been granted an ex-

tension of time of three months within which to decide on car-

rying out leases and contracts of the Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton.

Railway Construction

Chicago Great W'estlr.n.—This company has given a contract

to T. S. Leak & Company, Chicago, for a I50-ft. extension to the

freight house at Omaha to provide space for the Rock Island.

The e.xtension will have brick walls, concrete floor and founda-

tion and Johns-Manville prepared roof, and will be tapering in

shape 40 ft. wide at one end and 22 ft. at the other. The ex-

tension with additional track facilities will cost about $20,(XX).

The Great Western also let contracts to the Railroad Water &
Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for a 100-ton frame coaling

station at Kansas City, to be equipped with Ogle hoist and op-

erated by Fairbanks Morse type Y oil engine, and for a 100-ton

frame co.'iling station at Talmadge, Iowa ; also awarded con-

tracts for two SO-ton frame coaling stations same type to the

Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, one for Rochester, Minn.,

and the other for Mason City, Iowa, to cost about $10,000.

apiece.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company has given

contracts to the Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company for

a 600-ton coahng station with 44-ft. hopper and sand drying

plant at Burr Oak, 111.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Government*

A. H. Plant.—See Operating Officers.

H. G. Morison, general solicitor of the Carolina, Clinch-

field & Ohio and the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio of South
Carolina, has been appointed assistant general solicitor, with

headquarters at Johnson City, Tenn.

D. W. Cooke, vice-president of the Erie, has been appointed
federal fuel administrator tor New York. To assume his

new duties, Mr. Cooke has resigned as chairman of the Traf-

fic Executive Committee of the Allies, but will remain a mem-
ber of that organization, and will represent it on the Exports
Control Committee.

W. C. Mason has been appointed assistant general solici-

tor of the Philadelphia & Reading, the Central of New-

Jersey, the New Y'ork & Long Branch, the Atlantic City and
the Port Reading, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.'; A.
H. Elder, assistant general counsel of the Central of New
Jersey, has been appointed assistant general solicitor and
W. A. Barkalow, assistant general counsel, has been appointed
counsel of all the above named roads; both with headquarters
at New Y"ork.

Theodore H. Burgess, whose appointment as general so-

licitor of the Erie, with headquarters at New York, has
already been announced in these columns, w-as born Septem-
ber 20, 1882, at -Auburn, N. Y., and was educated at .Auburn

High School, Hamilton College and Albany Law School. He
began railway work with the Erie as a law clerk in 1908.

and in September, 1911, became assistant to general solicitor.

Two years later he was appointed assistant general solicitor,

serving in that capacity until his recent appointment as gen-
eral solicitor of the same road, the New Y'ork, Susquehanna
iSi Western, the New Jersev & New York and the Chicago
& Erie.

Charles Norris Rambo, whose appointment as manager of

the Insurance and Fire Protection Section, Division of Finance
and Purchases, of the United States Railroad Administration.

with office at Washing-
ton has already been
noted, was born in Nor-
ristown, Pa., July 13,

1873, where he has since

resided. He graduated
from Norristown High
School, and began his

business career with the

Pencoyd Iron Works.
In 1895 he entered the

^f^^^^^ V employ of the Pennsyl-

J^P^^^ ^^^^ vania Railroad under
^^^M ^^^^^^- the auditor of freight

^^^Pl ^^^^m In he

^^^^^L^^^^^^^^/f (<-'' the In-

^ ^^^^^I^E^^^^^^HP surancc Department.
^^^^^^^^^^H|p to the Mu-

^mPmP^^ tual Fire, Marine and
Inland Insurance Com-
pany, which was orga-

nized by the Pennsyl-

vania, the Baltimore &
Ohio, the Norfolk & Western and otiicr prominent eastern rail-

roads. In 1903 he was elected secretary and superintendent of

that company. Its field of usefuhicss has spread practically over

what is known as the Eastern railroad systems. It was orga-

nized for the purpose of placing with it a part of the large fire

and marine insurances on railroad properties, and through its

inspection bureau and educational work it has greatly pro-

moted fire prevention on railroad properties. Mr. Rambo in

1913 was one of the organizers of the Railway Fire Protection

•Refers to appointments under United States Railroad Administration.

C. N. Rambo
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Association. He has resigned his place with the Mutual Fire,
Marine and Inland Insurance Company and will devote his en-
tire time to his new work.

CoRPORATEf

W. F Turner, controller of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, was elected president of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, the Oregon Trunk, the Pacific & Eastern and the
Oregon Electric July 18. Mr. Turner succeeds L. C. Oilman,
who was recently appointed district director of the Puget
Sound district.

Changes on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to look
after the interest of the corporation are announced as fol-
lows: Charles Hayden, chairman of the finance committee
has been elected president; N. L. Amster, director, has been
•elected chairman of the executive committee succeeding J.
E. Gorman; A. C. Riegway continues as vice-president:
George H. Crosby continues as vice-president; M. L. Bell
•continues as general counsel; Frank Nay continues as con-
troller; and M. L. Bell has been elected a director to succeed
Mr. Gorman.

S. Davies Warfield, chairman of the board of the SeaI>oard
Air Line, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., has been
elected also president of the corporation to succeed W. J,
Harahan, who resigned to become federal manager; Martin
J. Caples, vice-president of the Hocking Valley, with office
at Columbus, Ohio, and until recently also vice-president of
the Chesapeake & Ohio, has been elected vice-president and
a director of the Seaboard Air Line; Robert L. Nutt, treas-
urer, with office at Portsmouth. Va., has been elected secre-
tary and treasurer, and F. L. Nellis has been elected assistant
secretary. The corporation's headquarters is at Baltimore.
Md., witli branch office in New York.

Operating

Government*

C. E. Timpson has been appointed superintendent of car
service of the Long Island Railroad, with office at Jamaica
N. Y.

R. V. Taylor, federal manager of the Mobile & Ohio and
the Southern Railway in Mississippi, has been appointed
federal manager also of the Delta Southern, with oflSce at
Mobile, Ala.

A. M. Calhoun, assistant to the president of the Kansas
City Southern, with office at Kansas City, Mo., has been ap-
pointed assistant to the federal manager, J. A. Edson, with
the same headquarters.

J. H. Young, federal manager of the Norfolk Southern
and the Virginian Railway, has been appointed federal man-
ager also of the Carolina Railroad and the Kinston Carolina
Railroad, with office at Norfolk, Va.

E. H. Coapman, federal manager of the Southern Railway
and the roads mentioned in the issues of July 19, page 153.
and July 26. page 194, has been appointed federal manager
also of the State University Railroad, with office at Washing-
ton, D. C.

A. J. Chapman has been appointed general agent of the
Southern Railway System, with office at New Orleans, La.,
vice E. T. Steele, resigned, and Walter Shipley has been
appointed general agent, with office at Memphis, Tenn., vice
R. B. Pegram, promoted.

C. G. Burnham, federal manager of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy and the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, has had his
jurisdiction extended over that portion of the Toledo. Peoria &
Western, west of Peoria, including the Peoria terminals, the
Kockport. Lansdon & Northern and the Rapid City, Black Hills
& \\ cstern.

A. B. Woodward, chief despatchcr on the Utah Lines of the
Denver & Rio Grande, at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been ap-

pointed trainmaster at Salt Lake, succeeding C. E. Leverich.
who has been granted a leave of absence to enter government
service. E. Standiford succeeds Mr. Woodward. S. E. Willis
has been appointed night chief despatcher, succeeding Mr. Standi-
ford, effective July 22.

J. W. Kelly, Jr., general manager of the Dayton & Union,
and superintendent of the Dayton Union Railway, with office

at Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Toledo division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office

at Dayton, vice E. J. Correll, transferred. The Dayton Union
Railway is now operated as a part of the Toledo division
of the Baltimore & Ohio.

C. O. Bradshaw, superintendent of the Illinois and the
Racine & Southwestern divisions of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, has been appointed general superintendent of the
middle district, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., suc-
ceeding P. C. Eldredge. The latter has been appointed super-
intendent of the La Crosse division, with headquarters at
Milwaukee, succeeding L. T. Johnston, who has been trans-
ferred to Savannah, 111., to take the place of Mr. Bradshaw,
promoted, efifective August 1.

Willis Edward Maxson, whose appointment as general
manager of the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe, the Ft. Worth
& Rio Grande, the St. Louis. San F-rancisco & Texas, the

Texas Midland and the

International & Great
Northern (from Spring
to Ft. Worth and
Madisonville branch),
with headquarters at

Galveston, Tex., was
announced in the 7?ai7-

way Age on July 12,

was born at ^Iapleton.

Kansas. Mr. Maxson
was educated at the

Baker University at

Baldwin. Kansas, and
entered the service of
the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, as clerk

and telegraph operator
at Girard. Kansas, in

February, 1885. From
December. 1886, to De-

w. E. Maxson
ceiuber. 1889. he was
employed in the engin-

eering department on construction work. The following
two years he was relief agent of the Southern division, at

Wellington, Kansas, and Wichita. From February, 1891. to
October, 1897, he was joint agent for the .\tchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. at Purcell.
Okla. On October 1, 1897, he was appointed agent and super-
intendent of terminals at Galveston. Tex., and in January,
1901, he was appointed superintendent of the Beaumont
division, at Beaumont, Tex. FVom August, 1906, to July 1,

1918. he was general superintendent of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe. at Galveston, which position he held at the time of
liis appointment as noted above.

C. H. Stein, superintendent of the Central of New Jersey.
with office at Jersey City. N. J., has been appointed assistant
to general manager of the same road, also of tlie Philadel-
phia & Reading, the New York & Long Branch, the Atlantic
City and the Port Readin.y: O. W. Stager, superintendent of
transportation of the Philadelphia & Reading, with office at
Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of
transportation of all the above named roads; both with head-
headquarters at Philadelphia. Pa.

C. A. Beach, division superintendent of the Philadelphia
& Reading, at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed assistant
general superintendent of that road and also of the Central
of New Jersey, the New York & Long Branch, the Atlantic
City and t!ie Port Reading, with office at FTiiladelphia, Pa.;
R. B. Abbott, superintendent of the Harrisburg division,

with office at Harrisburg, Pa., has been appointed superin-
tendent of the New York division; J. C. Peters, trainmaster.
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at Philadelphia, has been appointed superintendent of the

Philadelphia division; all with offices at Philadelphia; I. T.

Tyson, superintendent of the Reading division, at Reading,
Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the Reading and

llarrisburg divisions, with office at Reading, and C. E. Cham-
berlin, acting trainmaster at Harrisburg, has been appointed
assistant superintendent of the Harrisburg division, with

office at Harrisburg.

C. E. Taylor, superintendent of terminals of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Chicago, has been appointed operat-

ing assistant to the terminal manager of the Chicago Termin-
al district; Fred Zimmerman, vice-president, in charge of

traffic of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, has been ap-
pointed traffic assistant and D. I. Forsyth, acting chairman
of the Chicago committee, of the Car Service Section, has
been appointed car service assistant. These three with Mr.
Taylor as chairman will also constitute a committee to super-
vise the introduction of a sailing day plan in Chicago. T.
Q. Proctor, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Chicago, has been appointed chair-
man of a committee to supervise operation of a sailing day
plan in all terminals of the Northwestern region except
Chicago.

Martin Harvey Clapp, w-hose appointment as manager of
the telegraph section of the United States Railroad Administra-
tion, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, was announced in

the Railway Age on
July 12, was born at

Montague, Mass., on
August 9„ 1874. He
graduated from the elec-

trical engineering course

at the Worcester Poly-

technic Institute in 1895,

following which he was
employed in the shop of

the General Electric

Company at Schenectady,

N. Y. Later he went
with the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Com-
pany and was employed

as inspector, district in-

spector, special agent,

etc., covering a period of

about 8 years, following

which he entered the

service of an independent

telephone company in the

middle west, serving first as consulting engineer of a conference

committee composed of representatives of the Kansas City Long
Distance Telephone Company, the Kinloch Long Distance Com-
pany, the Independent Telephone & Telegraph Company of

Louisville, Ky., the United States Telephone Company and the

Pittsburgh & Allegheny Company. For a short period after

that he was chief engineer of the Kinloch Long Distance Com-
pany, at St. Louis, and then chief engineer of the Rochester

Telephone Company, at Rochester, N. Y., following which he

returned to the Bell telephone interests in 1907, and served for

one year as supervisor of maintenance for the .\merican Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company, at Chicago, and for two and a

half years as division superintendent for the same company, at

Chicago. From August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911, he was divi-

sion superintendent of the Western Union Telegraph Company,

at Chicago, following which he entered the service of the North-

ern Pacific, as superintendent of telegraph, which position he

held until his appointment, as mentioned above.

. W. N. Foreacre, federal general manager of the Southern
Railway, lines east, the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and
the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio of South Carolina, with

headquarters at Charlotte, N. C, has been appointed federal

general manager also of the Baltimore & Ohio (segregated

line between Harrisonburg & Lexington, Va.'); .^sheville &
Craggy Mountain; Asheville & Southern; Atlantic & Yadkin;
Blue Ridge; Carolina & Northwestern; Carolina & Tennessee
Southern; Cumberland Railway; Danville & Western; Ilart-

well Railway; High Point. Randleman, .Asheboro & Southern;

H. Clapp

Lawrenceville Branch; Roswell Railroad; Sievern & Knox-
ville, State University Railroad; Tallulah Falls; Tennessee
& Carolina Southern and the Yadkin Railroad. Horace
Baker, federal general manager of the Southern Railway,

lines west; the Georgia Southern & Florida and the Ala-

bama & Vicksburg, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio,

has been appointed federal general manager also of the

Northern Alabama; Ensley Southern; Cincinnati, Burnside

& Cumberland River; Harriman & Northeastern; Hawkins-
ville & Florida Southern and the Louisiana & Mississippi

Transfer (at Vicksburg, Miss.)

The authority of the following officers of the Southern
Railway has been extended over the Asheville & Craggy
Mountain; Asheville & Southern; .Atlantic & Yadkin; Blue

Ridge Railway; Carolina & Northwestern; Carolina & Ten-
nessee Southern; Cincinnati, Burnside & Cumberland River;

Cumberland Railway; Danville & Western; Ensley Southern;
Harriman & Northeastern; Hartwell Railway; Hawkinsville

& Florida Southern; High Point, Randleman, Asheboro &
Southern; Lawrenceville Branch Railroad; Northern .-Ma-

bama Railway; Roswell Railroad; Sievern & Knoxville; State

University Railroad; Tallulah Falls; Tennessee & Carolina

Southern; Yadkin Railroad, and Louisiana & Mississippi

Transfer (at Vicksburg, Miss.): A. H. Plant, comptroller;

G. W. Taylor, stafiE officer, transportation; J. Hainen, staflf

officer, mechanical; F. W. Brown, staff officer, headquarters;
H. H. Laughton, staff officer, materials and supplies; W. H.
Gatchell, staff officer, loss and damage prevention; E. H.
Shaw, assistant traffic manager; Alex. Grant, mail traffic

manager; W. M. Netherland, manager, dining cars; S. R.

Prince, general solicitor; E. F. Parham, federal treasurer;

W. H. Wells, consulting engineer construction; E. M. Dur-
ham, Jr., chief engineer construction, and R. B. Pegram,
general purchasing agent; all with headquarters at Wash-
ington, D. C.

The following changes on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific became effective August 1: A. W. Towsley, assistant

to the vice-president in charge of operation and construction,

lias been appointed transportation assistant to the general
manager, with headquarters at Chicago. H. G. Clark, assist-

ant to the vice-president in charge of operation and con-
struction, at Chicago, has been appointed maintenance of way
assistant to the general manager, with the same headquarters.
The office of the superintendent of car service has been
abolished, and J. R. Pickering, who has held that office, has
Ijeen appointed superintendent of transportation. C. W.
Jones, general manager, first district, at Des Moines. Iowa,
has been appointed manager of the same district with the

same headquarters. A. B. Warner, division superintendent,
at Ft. Worth, Tex., has been appointed manager, second
district, at EI Reno, Okla. Officers heretofore reporting to
the vice-president in charge of operation and construction
will report to the general manager. D. Coughlin, division

supernitendent at Rock Island, 111., has been appointed trans-

portation assistant to Mr. Jones, at Des Moines, Iowa, A. B.
Ramsdell, assistant general manager, first district, at Des
Moines, Iowa, has been appointed assistant to Mr. Jones, at

Des Moines, Iowa. C. L. Ruppert, division superintendent
at Trenton, Mo., has been appointed superintendent of the
Illinois division, at Rock Island, 111. H. F. Reddig, division

superintendent at Herington, Kan., has been transferred to
tlie Missouri division, w-ith headquarters at Trenton. Mo.
Officers heretofore reporting to the district general manager
will report to the manager. H. L. Reed, acting assistant
general manager of the second district, at El Reno, Okla.,
has been appointed transportation assistant to Mr. Warner,
at El Reno. E. P. Kelly has been appointed assistant to
Mr. Warner, at El Reno. C. B. Pratt, division superintendent
at El Reno, Okla.. has been transferred to the Kansas division,
at Herington. Kan.; H. R. Saunders, division superintendent,
at .Amarillo, Texas, has been appointed superintendent of the
Oklahoma division, at El Reno; C. H. Hubbell, who has been
engaged in special work in the vice-president's office at Chi-
cago, has been appointed superintendent of the Amarillo
division, at Amarillo, Tex. H. J. Sewell, division super-

•

intendent at El Dorado, .Ark., has been transferred to the
soutliern division, at Ft. Worth. Texas, and J. G. Bloom,
division engineer at Herington, Kan., has been appointed

J
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superintendent of the Louisiana division, at El Dorado, Ark.

Officers heretofore reporting to the general manager will

report to the manager.

Traffic

Government*

E. H. Shaw.—See Operating Officers.

Charles G. Clark, assistant general passenger agent of the

Michigan Central, at Chicago, has been appointed manager
of the Consolidated Ticket Offices at Chicago, for Eastern

and Southern roads.

Louis H. McCormick, general agent in the passenger de-

partment of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago,

has been appointed manager of the consolidated ticket office

in that city, for the nortliern and the western roads.

E. D. Brigham, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Chicago & North Western, with office at Chicago, has been

appointed by the regional director, manager of ore. coal

and grain traffic, of Lake Superior and Upper Lake Michigan
ports, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn,

R. L. Russell, general freight agent of the Philadelpliia &
Reading, has been appointed assistant freight traffic man-
ager of the same road, and also of the Central of New Jersey,

New York & Long Branch, the Atlantic City and the Port
Reading, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.; E. B. Crosley,
general coal freight agent of the Philadelphia & Reading,
has been appointed coal traffic manager, witli office at Phila-
delphia, and A. Hamilton, general freight agent of the Cen-
tral of New Jersey, has been appointed general freight agent
of all the above named roads, with office at New York.

William C. Hope, v;hose appointment as passenger traffic

manager of the Philadelphia & Reading, the Central of New
Jersey, the New York & Long Branch, the Atlantic City and
tlie Port Reading, with

headquarters at New
York, has already been

announced in these col-

umns, was born on June
13, 1859, at Somerville,

N. J. He was educated

at Wyckofif's Prepara-

tory School, Elizabeth,

N. J., and Dr. Chapin's

Collegiate School, New
York. On May 1, 1878,

he began railway work
with the Central of New
Jersey, and has been in

the continuous service

with that road ever

since. He was appointed

assistant general pas-

senger agent in July.

1901, and was promoted
to general passenger

agent in September,
1906, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as passenger traffic manager of the railroads mentioned
above.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Government*
W. H. Wells.—See Operating Officers.

T. J. Clayton has been appointed master mechanic of the
Texarkana & Fort Smith, witli lieadquarters at Texarkana,
Texas, succeeding A. D. Williams, resigned.

H. K. Christie, air brake inspector and instructor of the
Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
lias left the service of that company to enter advertising
work with a Chicago agency.

L. W. Strayer, assistant division engineer of the Baltimore
^'^ 9!""' ^'''^ office at New Castle, Pa., has been appointed
division engineer of the New Castle division, with head-
quarters at New Castle, vice D. W. Cronin, deceased.

Hope

E. J. Correll, assistant division superintendent of the Balti-

more & Ohio, with office at Dayton. Ohio, has been appointed

division engineer of the Toledo division, with office at Day-
ton, Ohio, vice F. J. Parrish, assigned to other duties.

M. A. Gleeson, general foreman, locomotive department,

of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at New Castle Junction,

Pa., has been appointed master mechanic of the New Castle

division, with office at New Castle Junction, vice A. H.
Hodges, transferred.

H. Clewer, superintendent fuel economy of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, has been appointed

regional supervisor of fuel conservation of the Pocahontas
region for the United States Railroad .'Administration, with
headquarters at Roanoke, Va.

C. H. Mattier, assistant engineer in the chief engineer's

office of the Illinois Central, who has been engaged on ter-

minal work in Chicago, has been appointed assistant engineer,

with the same headquarters, succeeding L. P. Kimball, who
lias entered theservice of the Baltimore & Ohio, as mentioned
elsewhere in these columns.

A. H. Griffith has been appointed engineer of construction;
A. B. Scowden has been appointed engineer of bridges: L. P.

Kimball has been appointed engineer of buildings, and E. T.

Ambach has been appointed engineer of signals of the Balti-

more & Ohio, western lines, the Dayton & Union Railroad
and the Dayton LTnion Railway, all witli headquarters at

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Leland P. Kimball, assistant engineer in the office of the

chief engineer of the Illinois Central, at Chicago, has been ap-

pointed engineer of buildings of the Baltimore & Ohio, western

lines, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, effective July 16.

Mr. Kimball entered the employ of the Illinois Central, in

August, 1904, and for one year was a clerk in the operating

department. He was then transferred to the engineering de-

partment as an apprentice on the Chicago division ; later he was
employed as rodman, instrument man, inspector and assistant

engineer in the maintenance, construction and bridge depart-

ments. From October, 1915, to May, 1918, he was chief drafts-

man in the building department, and on the latter date was
appointed assistant engineer in the chief engineer's office, which
position he held until his appointment as mentioned alxive.

Edward M. Durham, Jr., whose appointment as chief

engineer of construction of the Southern Railway System.
the Alabama & Vicksburg, the Georgia. Southern & Florida,

the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and the Carolina, Clinchfield

& Ohio of South Carolina, with headquarters at Washing-
ton, D. C, has already been announced in these columns,
was born on October 23, 1875, at Memphis, Tenn., and was
educated at Lehigh University. He began railway work in

1899, with the Cliicago & North Western and subsequently
served on the Southern Railway as assistant engineer at

Selma, Ala. In 1901, he was appointed resident engineer at

Birmingham, Ala., and in 1905, became principal assistant

engineer at Birmingham, of the same road. He went to the

.Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic in 1914 as special valuation

engineer, with office at Atlanta, Ga., and in 1916, returned

to the service of the Southern Railway as general a.gent, at

Chattanooga, Tenn. The following year he was appointed
assistant chief engineer of construction, with office at Wash-
ington, D. C, which position he held until his recent ap-

pointment as chief engineer construction with office at Wash-
ington, as above noted.

A. J. Davis, master mechanic of the Erie, at Hornell, X. Y..

has been transferred to the New York division and side

lines, having charge of passenger equipment, with head-

quarters at Jersey City, N. J., succeeding F. H. Murray,
promoted; Leo R. Laizure, shop superintendent, at Hornell.

N. Y., has been appointed master mechanic of the New York
division and side lines, in charge of freight equipment, with

headquarters at Secaucus, N. J., succeeding Thomas S. Davey,
transferred: Clarence H. Norton, master mechanic of the

Susquehanna, Tioga and Jefferson divisions, at Susquehanna.
Pa., has been transferred as master mechanic to the .Alle-

gheny and Bradford divisions, with headquarters at Hornell,

X. Y.. succeeding A. J. Davis: William Moore, master me-
chanic of the Erie, at Kent. Ohio, has been transferred as
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J- MechKi

master mechanic to the Susquehanna, Tioga and Jefferson

divisions, with headquarters at Susquehanna, Pa., succeeding

Mr. Norton, transferred; William E. Harmison, assistant

master mechanic of the Mahoning division at Brier Hill

(Youngstown), Ohio, has been appointed master mechanic,

with headquarters at Kent, succeeding Mr. Moore; Ralph R.

Munn has been appointed assistant master mechanic of the

Mahoning division, with headquarters at Brier Hill (Youngs-

town), Ohio, succeeding Mr. Harmison, and Thomas S.

Davey has been appointed shop superintendent at Hornell,

N. Y., vice L. R. Laizure, promoted.

Jacob Edgar Mechling, whose promotion to superintend-

ent of motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad, western

lines, was announced in the Railzfay Age, July 26, was born

at Butler, Pa., on No-
vember 29, 1863. Mr.
Mechling was educated

in the high school at

his native town and in

1880 he entered the

•employ of the H. A.

Porter Locomotive
Works, at Pittsburgh,

Pa., as a machinist's ap-

prentice. In April,

1882, he entered the

service of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad at Pitts-

burgh, as special ap-

prentice. The following
year and until May, 1886,

he was employed by the

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, following
which he returned to

the service of the Penn-
sylvania. Three months
later he was promoted to gang foreman of the erecting shop,

at Pittsburgh, and subsequently became assistant foreman at

the shop, where he was first employed. Later he was made
foreman of the new engine house at Wall, Pa., where he re-

mained until May, 1902, at which time he was promoted to

assistant master mechanic of the Pittsburgh division, with

headquarters at Pittsburgh. Two years later he was pro-

moted to master mechanic of the Vandalia, with headquarters

at Terre Haute, Ind., which position he held until his appoint-

ment as suiierintendent of motive power as mentioned above.

Purchasing

Government*

R. B. Pegram.—See Operating Officers.

J. W. Gerber, general storekeeper of the Southern Kail-

way, with olifice at Washington, D. C, has been appointed
general storekeeper also of the Alabama & Vicksburg. the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, the Carolina, Clinchfield 61:

Ohio of South Carolina, the Georgia Southern & Florida,

and the St. Johns River Terminal, with headquarters at

Washington, I). C.

Railway Officers in Military Service

R. W. Kennedy, assistant valuation engineer of the -Atchi-

son, Topeka iSr Santa Fe., at Topeka, Kan., has resigned to

enter the United States army.

A. H. Rowan, assistant to vice president, traffic department,
of the New York Central Lines, has been commissioned a

Major in the Engineer Reserve Corps, U. S. Army, assigned
to the Thirty-Sixth Engineers, and leaves immediately for

service overseas.

J. M. Grant, engineer maintenance of way of the Chicago,
Peoria & St. Louis, with headquarters at Springfield, 111., has
left that company, having been commissioned captain in tie
T^ngincer Officers' Reserve Corps and assigned to Camp Leo,

Va. Mr, Grant has been with the Chicago & North Western,
the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago. Burlington
& Quincy and since 1917 with the Chicago, Peoria & St.

Louis.

Goodn

Obituary

Charles Allen Goodnow
Charles .Allen Goodnow, vice-president of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Chicago, died at Seattle.

Wash., on July 26, following a brief illness. Mr. Goodnow had
been in active railway

work for nearly half a

century and was well-

known as the man who
was in charge of the

greatest railroad electri-

fication project so far

undertaken. This work,
outlined in considerable

detail in the Railway
Age of February 7, 1917,

is remarkable for the

rapid progress made and
the results achieved in a

relatively short period.

The contracts for equip-

ment and material for

the first unit of the pro-

ject, the line between
Three Forks, Mont., and
Deer Lodge, were
awarded in November.
1914. This was the first

step in the scheme involving the electrification of 440 miles of

main line between Harlowton, Mont,, and Avery, Idaho. The
first 282-ton electric locomotive was placed on a test track in

September, 1915, and in February, 1917, steam engines were
removed from the entire electrified section. At the present time

tlie electrification of the lines from Othello. Wash., to Seattle and

Tacoma, is under construction. The electrification of this part

of line is progressing very satisfai^torily and according to state-

ments issued by Mr. Goodnow shortly before his death, tlii-

section may be expected to be in service within less than a year.

Mr. Goodnow was widely known in the north Pacific territory

as an operating officer. He made his first visit to Puget Soum!
Ml 1908, and developed an original plan for hauling cars on barges

to nearby Puget Sound points. This installation proved so suc-

cessful it was extended to Bellingham, Wash,, Port Angeles, nnd
Port Townsend, so that now the St, Paul's peninsula business is

handled entirely by the barge system developed by Mr. Good-
now, He also constructed the Gallatin \'alley Railway, a suli-

sidiary of the St, Paul, which runs from Three Forks, Mont,,

to Bozeman, and he was president of that line, .Among other

interesting features of his active career were the making of the

first time table for operation through the Hoosac tunnel; the

introduction of two English staflf machines for the protection

of train movements over the Mississippi river bridge at Savannah.
Ill,, and the perfection of the manual block system as now in use

on the St, Paul,

Mr, Goodnow was born at Baldwinsville. Mass., on Decem'ier

22. 1853. He entered railway service in 1868 with the Vermont
& Massachusetts as a telegraph operator. In 1875, he became
train despatcher of the Troy & Greenfield and four years later

was appointed trainmaster on the same road. From 1881 to 1886,

lie was superintendent of the New Haven & Northampton and in

the latter year went to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul as

superintendent of construction. In 1888. he was promoted to

division superintendent, with headquarters at Dubuque, Iowa.

1 (e was later assistant general superintendent and general super-

intendent of the same road, and in April. 1902, was appointed

general manager of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific. In

November, 1903, he became general manager of the Chicago &
.\lton. with which line he remained about four years. From
January 1. 1908, to January 1, 1913, he was assistant to the

president of the Chicago. Milwaukee & Puget Sound. In thi'

position he was in charge of various projects in connection witl

the extension of the Puget Sound lines, chief among which were
'he entrance of the St, Paul into Spokane, Wash,, and into

Great Falls, Mont In 1913 he became assistant to the president

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul, \<-ith headquarters at

Chicago, and in July, 1917. he was appointed vice-president of

the same rnad at Chicago, which position he held until his death.



With the approval by the director general of the recent in-

creases in the wages for shop men, labor has scored another

victory. The Railroad Administration
P in giving the shop craftsmen a mini-

Victory mum of 68 cents an hour places the

for Labor railroad mechanic in the plutocrat class

of working man. This pay to rail-

way shop men is better than that paid the ship builders

(who are considered the best paid mechanics) for several

reasons. While there may be higher rates in the shipbuilding

industry, the men have to work harder and longer hours,

they have not congenial living conditions and their work is

somewhat dependent upon the weather. In December, 1915,

the date on which the Railroad Wage Commission based

its calculations, the railroad mechanic received a rate vary-

ing between 32 and 38 cents an hour. He now receives 68

cents an hour as a minimum. The first part of this year

a canvass of 21 roads showed that at that time the railroad

mechanic's hourly wage varied between 443/2 and 56 cents

per hour. Taking 52 cents as a fair average, his wage
has therefore been increased over 30 per cent this year. Our
railroads should not now find it difficult to hold their shop
forces

!

It is so easy to criticize the railways; so easy to tell how
they should be operated and to back up such statements

. with all sorts of statistics, good, bad
Good Advice

^^^^ indifferent—that is, it is easy to do
to Critics so from a comfortable arm-chair miles

of Railwavs '^"'^ miles away from the actual opera-

tions, from the dirt and grime and
grind of the daily detail operations. It would be a good
thing if some of those who are long on the theories of rail-

way operation, management and regulation could take a

few days off occasionally, and not simply visit or inspect a

railroad, but really get into the spirit of its every-day opera-

tion. What a treat it would be to get an honest confession

from such a one. It might parallel the following sentences

taken from the letter of a friendly critic—indeed, there would
undoubtedly be more friendly and less unfriendly critics

than there are at the present time: "I think that all of us

started with very interesting theories, many of which had
to be discarded as we went along. I know that I had to

'unlearn' a lot of things that looked like gospel, once upon
a time, and I suppose that many others have had the same
experience. I recall, in particular, one assignment that re-

quired visits to a number of engine tenninals. Conversations

with master mechanics, roundhouse foremen and others right

down to the wipers, together with ol)servation of the handling

and assignment of power and minor repairs to it. woke me
up in a hurry. I believe that contact with the hard facts

of everyday railroading gives a man a breadth of view and

tolerance of general attitude that is beneficial to one and

gratifying to his friends, neighbors and associates. It is,

therefore, with the greatest sincerity and best of feeling that

I recommend this course to any critic of the railways who is

acquainted with even the rudiments of the business. After

he has 'washed up' and had a good night's sleep—^he will

need both—he will return to his desk with an inspiration

before him that will last for manv a day. It is this occa-

Railroads

sional contact with realities diat has helped to preserve my
enthusiasm and sustain my interest in the great industry

that is so close to the hearts of us all."

A number of magazines are publishing notices in current

issues requesting subscribers to be patient in case their

. J
copies do not arrive in time and adding

Hanging It
^^^^ explanation that "it is probably

on the because railroad traffic, congested by

war needs has delayed it. Please wait

a few days before you write us." This

is not only an unwarranted indictment of the Railroad

.Administration and the officers and employees of the roads,

but an attempt to shift the responsibility for this delay from

the shoulders upon which it rightly belongs. The railroads

at present are dealing with a traffic that is enormous as

compared to pre-war times, but except in restricted locali-

ties congestion does not exist. Mail trains may be fre-

quently delayed a few minutes and occasionally several

hours, but even under the trying blockades of last winter

they were ver>' rarely "days" behind schedule. There-

fore if mail is often delivered one or more days late the

delays to mail trains will account for but an insignificant

])ortion of the lost time. Why should not the readers of

current periodicals be appraised of the real cause of delays

in their mail, i. e., the policy of the Post-Office Department,

under which reduced working forces and inadequate car

space are used on mail trains and (what is not common

knowledge) much second-cla.ss matter is sent by freight.

The Western Union Telegraph Company recently was heav-

ily fined for sending telegraph messages by train. The

postal deficit would he greatly increased if the department

were fined every time delays to mail now occur due to the

general policy being follow'ed by the present incompetent

management of the department.

The observation balloons—or "sausages," as they are more

familiarly called—are giving excellent service on the other

side by helping to keep our forces
Looking Down p^^j^^ ^^ ^^ j,j-g movements of the

On a Freight enemy and assisting the gunners to

Terminal reach the vital points. The suggestion

has been made that the erection of a

high tower in the center of a large freight terminal with

an observer stationed on top of it, having telephone connec-

tion to the yardmaster's office, would result in a startling

increase in yard efficiency and capacity. The movements

of the switching crews could be followed and studied, and
avoidable delays and lost motion could be located and elim-

inated. Bad practices could be corrected and the yard-

master would have his vision broadened to consider the

operation of the yard as a whole, instead of continually

focusing his attention on small parts of the work and having

his vision obscured in whole, or in part, as to the larger

aspects of the game. You may smile at the suggestion; it

may seem wholly impracticable, and yet this must be accom-

plished in effect if the best and most efficient results are

to be obtained. The real solution to the problem is to so

control and adjust the human element or the human rela-

243
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tion.ship.s tliat tuch in;ui in the organization will be keyed
up to stud}- hi.s work and its relation to the movements of

otiiers, eliminating all superfluous movements and unneces-
sary expenditure of energy. This is no small task, and yet

it must be tackled promptly and energetically if the railroads

arc to make good in the emergency that now confronts them,
'ilie restricted capacity of the freight terminals is one of the

limiting factors in the amount of traffic that can be handled.
It is therefore strictly up to those in charge of these temiinals
to speed up the work and get enthusiastic and intelligent

co-operation from every member of the organization. Fi.x a

goal toward which to strive and inspire your men to reach it I

Six millions tons of fuel are required annually to maintain
train line leakage on the freight trains operated'in the United

Better Air Brake
^^^^^*" ^^"® striking fact was brought
out by a committee appointed by the

Maintenance Air Brake Association to co-operate

Will Save Fuel ^^ '*'' ^^^^ '^"^^' '^o'^'^^rvation section of the

Railroad .Administration in devising

measures to reduce locomotive fuel consumption. When con-

sidered in relation to the total amount of coal used by the

railroads annually this waste loses its significance, as it repre-

sents not more than three or four per cent of this total. Con-

sidered by itself, however, the possibilities for saving which
it represents are great enough to offer a magnificent return

for all the energy required to reduce it to a practicable mini-

mum. At $2.50 per ton of coal the loss amounts to $15,000,-

000. Through its co-operation with the Fuel Conservation

Section, the Air Brake Association has performed a real na-

tional service in focussing the attention of railroad men
throughout the countr)' and in all departments of the service

on the existing conditions, and in suggesting definite measures

which should Ije taken to reduce this waste. The measures

are simple. The real problem lies in putting them into uni-

versal practice. A number of the suggestions involve the cor-

rection of evil practices which are of long standing 'and have

consistently defied all previous efforts which have been made
toward their correction. The opportunity presented to the

Fuel Conservation Section is a great one and in the hands of

the strong national organization such as this is, the prospects

of securing results are better than ever before. The fact

should not be overlooked that the advantages which will

accrue from the consistent application of these suggestions

are by no means confined to the saving of fuel. Train line

leakage is a most serious obstacle to satisfactory brake opera-

tion, especially in long freight trains, and some of the most

potent causes of excessive train line leakage also result in

excessive deterioration of other parts of the equipment. Suc-

cessful efforts to reduce the waste of fuel incident to excessive

train line leakage will also result in improvement in train

operation as well as in the general condition of rolling

stock.

Freight \ard facilities are crowded to the limit in tliese days

and there is great need for energetic measures to get the

greatest possible service from them.
Damaging Equip- j^othing can be gained, however, and

ment Helps much may be lost, by putting the cars

, T^ . over the hump without riders or by
e aise

rushing the work beyond the point

where it can be properly done. Consider, for instance, the

statement of the Southern regional director to the effect that

the number of cars damaged in yard switching service in

his district had increased from 7,625 for the week ending

IMay 4 to 15,265 for the week ending June 1.

Undoubted!}- the switching crews felt that they were

making a big record in rushing the cars through the

\-ards; in reality dela,vs caused by later handling of the

damaged equipment not only entirely offset this apparent
gain, but resulted in a distinct loss compared with slower

and more careful switching movements. Unfortunately this

was only the beginning of a chain of delays and expense,

which, if it could be jjresented to the crews in the form of

an itemized bill at the end of each day's work, would startle

them. In many instances the lading was damaged; this

will result not only in claims for loss and damage, but in

disappointment and delay to the consignees and their clients.

In some cases the damage might even be irreparable, par-

ticularly in these days of scarcity of materials. The equip-

ment itself might have to lie idle for days, at a time when
the needs of the nation and our allies require that it be in

service every possible moment. Douljling the number of

damaged cars in the above case required the services of hun-
dreds of extra car repairmen and yet it is practically im-
possible to maintain the car repair forces even at their

normal strength in these days. A low estimate for the time

lost by the additional cars out of service would amount to

thousands—yes, hundreds of thousands—of dollars. The
issuing of orders or circulars will be helpful, but the real

solution of the problem is an immediate, enthusiastic and

aggressive campaign of education to emphasize the serious-

ness of such damage, which is often the result of either

excessive zeal or thoughtlessness. There may be disloyal

men who are responsible for some of it. If so, their fellow

workmen should hunt them out and hand them over to the

federal authorities. Damaging a car or interfering with "the

efficiency of the transportation machine during time of war

is just as much an offen.se and may have just as serious

results as going to sleep on duty at the front, and yet the

latter offense is punishable by death.

Reducing Maintenance Costs

ANY PL.AN that can reduce the cost of maintenance is

worthy of consideration by the officers of the railroads.

Measures tried out and found successful on one road may
contain information of interest for other lines similarly

situated.

In 1915 tlie Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific reorganized

its signal department by lengthening the territory assigned

to signal maintainers, this being accomplished by furnishing

the signalmen with motor cars. Under the new organization

the maintainers were assigned helpers who were also pro-

vided with motor cars. The territory assigned to a main-
tainer prior to the reorganization was on single track 12 to

15 miles and on double track 20 miles. This was increased

to 35 miles for single track and 28 miles for double track.

A saving of approximately $23,700 per annum has been

effected through the use of the motor car. In addition an

intangible economy has been effected on which it would be

hard to place a value in dollars and cents, for since the use

of the motor cars, signal failures have been cleared up with

less delay to trains than perhaps was accomplished formerly.

.\ny plan that may he developed for reducing maintenance

costs will be of little or no benefit if the reduction is made
at the cost of efficiency, but an arrangement that will increase

efficiency and at the same time provide for the education of

new men, as worked out on the Rock Island, is constructive.

.\n article covering the reorganization on the Rock Island

appears elsewhere in this issue.

It would seem that other departments having occasion to

use track cars could apply a similar arrangement to ad-

vantage, liut before motor cars are u.^ed extensively the men
who will use them should be instructed thoroughly as to their

proper operation, otherwise an increase in accidents may
occur.

J
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The Causes of Increases

in Operating Expenses

THE EXORMous increases which are ociurrinL; in railway
expenses are beginning to attract nation-wide attention.

The Railroad Administration directed that the general wage
increases granted since January 1, excepting those to the shop
emplo\ees made by the recent order of the director general,

should be included in the reports of operating expenses for

June. The reports of individual roads regarding their

earnings and expenses in June are now being made public
and of course they show enormous additions to expenses.

In an editorial in its issue of July 26 the Railway As^e

said: "It would appear that even in the absence of any
general advance in wages the increase in operating expenses

in 1918 would be around $600,000,000." Apparently there

is no reason for revising this estimate unless it should be

revised upward. The actual increase in o]5erating expenses

reported Ijy the Interstate Commerce Commission in the first

five months of the year wfts $262,000,000. This did not

include any general advance in wages. The original gen-

eral advance granted by the director general and the supple-

mentary advance recently granted by him to the shop em-
ployees will amount to at least $35,000,000 a month. These
wage advances, added to the other increases in operating

expenses will make the total increase in the operating

expenses during the first five months of the year about

$437,000,000. At this rate the increase in expenses during

the first six months of the year will be approximately $520,-

000,000 and in the entire year $1,400,000,000.

Never in the history of the railways of the United States

did there occur any increase in expenses which even ap-

])roached this. In fact, it would appear that never before

in any entire year was the increase in expenses as large as

it was in the first six months of 1918. In the highly

prosperous year 1910 the increase in expenses over 1909

was $225,000,000. In the record-breaking year 1916 the

increase over 1915 was $190,000,000. In' the calendar

year 1917, when the advances in expenses were coming so

fast that both the railway managements and government

officers saw that many, if not most, of the railway com-
panies would lie reduced to bankruptcy unless unprece-

dented measures were adopted to save them, the total in-

crease in expenses was about $475,000,000.

These enormous increases in expenses will, and should,

become a subject of keen interest and great concern to

the railway companies, the Railroad Administration and
the pul)lic. If the railways are to be returned to private

management it is desirable from the standpoint of the

companies that no effort shall be spared while the roads

are in the hands of the government to keep down expenses,

because the higher the expenses are when the roads are re-

turned to them the more difficult the problem of the com-
jxinies will be. It is extremely important to the Railroad

Administration to hold down expenses, because, of course,

the director general and his lieutenants desire to l)e able

to give a good account of their steward.ship, and efficiency

in operation consists not merely in rendering good sen'ice,

hut in rendering it as economically as may be practicable

in the circumstances. The question of railway expenses
deeply concerns the public, because at the present time the

IRiljlic is burdened with taxes levied to carry on the war,
and every increase in such expenses means the im]K)sition

of an additional burden upon the public either in the form
of higher railway rates or higher taxes.

What, then, are the causes of these enormous increases

in expenses? They are not largely due to an increase in

the amount of Ijusiness handled, since the increase in busi-
ness handled thus far during the present year has been
small. They are very largely due to advances in wages and

in the prices cf fuel and materials; but there were also
large advances in wages and prices in 1916 and 1917
especially the latter year. The Railroad Wage Commission
has shown that the advance in wages in 1917 over 1915,
due entirely to advances in the rates of pay, was $350,-
000,000. That the advances in the unit costs of lalior.
fuel and materials in 1918 have been greater than in 1917
IS beyond question. On the other hand the increase in
the amount of traffic handled in 1918 has thus far been less
than it was in 1917. On the whole, therefore, it would ap-
pear, m the absence of opportunity for a thorough investiga-
tion, that in proportion to the increase in business handled and
to the advances in unit costs, the increase in operating expense-;
during the first six months of 1918 under government ojjera-
tion has Ijeen, not only absolutely, but relatively much greater
than it was in the first six months of 191

7

'under private
operation; and this in spite of the fact that the government
has had opportunity to operate the railways without all the
hampering restrictions which federal and state laws im-
posed upon operation when it was conducted by private
companies. If this conclusion is correct—and we have no
doubt that a thorough investigation would sustain it—the
question arises—and it is a very imjwrtant question—as to
why the increase in expenses has been relatively greater
than heretofore. Is it due to government operation? If so,
wherein has government operation failed?

Every intelligent person now recognizes the fact that at
the end of 1917 it had become necessary for the government
to come to the rescue of the railway companies. The gov-
ernment cho.sc to guarantee the returns of the companies
and to take the operation of their properties out of their
hands. It is now clear that if government operation was
to be adopted it was necessary to put some non-railroad
man representing the national administration in charge. If
any railroad man had i)cen appointed director general he
would long ere this have been torn to jiieces by shippers, the
press and the public. Since, as we can now' clearly sec, it

was desirable to put a public man in charge, it is safe' to
say that President Wilson could not have selected a better
man than Mr. jMcAdoo. Mr. McAdoo undoubtedly has
made mistakes, some of them great ones, but there are cer-
tain far greater mistakes which a man in his position might
have made, but which he has not made. He has not made
the mistakfc of putting incompetent or inexperienced men in
important positions. On the contrary, he has put in almost
all im]5ortant positions men who are eminently fitted for
them by experience and ability. He has not made the mis-
take of showing want of courage. If he has shown courage
to do some things which are open to criticism, he has also
shown the courage in most cases to hold the politicians at

arm's length, and he has made advances in rates which are
larger than any railway man would have dared to make,
but which experience is rapidly showing are not larger than
are needed. So far as moving business is concerned, the
railways undouiitcdly are being efiiciently operated.

If, ill case government operation was to jje adopted, Mr.
McAdoo was the right man to make director general, and
if he has selected most of his lieutenants wisely, and if

political interference with the railroads has been kept at the
minimum possible under government operation, what reason
is there, if any, in addition to the advances in unit costs,

why 0])erating expenses are so greatly increasing? We be-
lieve there is another reason of great importance, and that it

ought to be oljvious to anybod}- w-ho has closely followed
developments in the railway field. That reason is that on
the day government operation was adopted the principal

incentive to cconamical operation was destroyed. Pri\'ate

comjianies operate railways for profit. Governments ordi-

narily do not. The profits—or losses—of the companies
depended ver}- largely on how economically their properties
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were operated, and every officer of a company knew that his

future depended largely on his success in getting good re-

sults at a low cost. Consequently, when the roads were

taken over, every operating officer was e.xerting himself to

the utmost, not only to handle all the business possible, but

to handle it at the least expense possible.

Under government operation, on the other hand, while as

much stress as ever has been put on the need for handling

the maximum amount of business, comparatively little stress

has been put on economy, except as it might be secured by

unified operation, standardization, etc. Now, systems and

formulas are valueless as means of keeping down and re-

ducing expenses in any business unless the entire personnel

of the organization, and especially the official personnel, is

kept driving constantly to keep them down and reduce them.

Here, as elsewhere, the human element is the vitally im-

portant element; and in our opinion one of the principal

causes of the increases in railway operating expenses, if not

the principal cause, is that the human element is not taking

the intense interest in expenses that it formerly did.

But is this condition to be remedied? Doubtless the Rail-

road Administration can partly remedy it by making a spe-

cial "drive" on the subject of expenses. But it can be only

partially remedied under government operation. It is an

inevitable feature of government operation that it largely

destroys the incentive to economy. A large increase in

operating expenses has occurred on every system of railways

the operation of which has ever been assumed by any gov-

ernment, whether in war or peace. Such an increase should

have been foreseen in this country, and it was foreseen by

everybody except persons of a socialistic tendency. Our

railways will never again be operated relatively as economi-

cally as they were under private management until they are

restored to private management, with its despised incentive

to try to save money in order to make a profit or avoid losses.

Government operation and minimum economy in operation

always have been incompatible, and always will be, simply

because governments cannot afford the same incentives to

their officers and employees to economize that private com-

panies not only can and do, but must, if they are to prosper.

Increasing Locomotive Capacity

IT IS UNDERSTOOD that the Railroad Administration is nego-

tiating with the locomotive builders to add considerably

to their output for the year 1919. The delay in building the

standard locomotives which have been ordered by the gov-

ernment, aggravated by the need of sending 500 locomotives

to General Pershing without delay, has made it necessary

to study next year's building program critically. The special

effort that is being made to get the power now in service into

good condition for the fall and winter months, when the

traffic will be greatly increased, is a move in the right direc-

tion. There is a serious question as to whether it would not

be wiser to plan on going still further in this direction and

at the same time improving the performance of the locomo-

tives now in service, thus virtually increasing the number of

locomotives, rather than to try to get the builders to increase

the capacity of their plants ne.xt year. It is becoming more

and more apparent each day that neither steel nor skilled

mechanics should be used on other than absolutely essential

work. Operating the railroads is essential, but in the inter-

ests of winning the war it will be advisable to get greater

service from our present locomotives, rather than to plan on

increasing the production of new locomotives beyond a rea-

sonable point.

A time study of the movements of a locomotive today

ought to make even as inanimate and hardened object as a

locomotive blush for shame. In many cases the locomotives

could be run over two or three divisions with the same train,

by simply changing the crews and cleaning the fires at the

division points. This has been tried and has proved a suc-

cess, and yet the practice is not being extended nearly as

rapidly as it should be. Enginehouse methods and practices

and facilities should be thoroughly gone over, so that the

power can be main.tained in first-class condition. One of

the most expensive practices is that which overlooks wear and
tear and allows them to develop to a point where they must
be remedied if the power is to be kept in service. It is well

known that those roads which watch their power most closely

and keep it in the best condition from day to day are those

whose unit costs for maintenance are the lowest.

Co-operation is such a hackneyed expression that we hesi-

tate to use it because it has largely lost its force. What is

most greatly needed, however, to improve locomotive per-

formance is 100 per cent co-operation between the mechanical

and the operating departments and between various elements

in the operating department. It is ridiculous, for instance,

to call several engines for a certain time and needlessly rush

the engine house forces when there is no possibility of having

more than one crew ready at that time. A locomotive also

deteriorates rapidly lying idle under steam at a terminal or

on a side track, and will waste a large amount of coal. If

the yard-masters, despatchers and division superintendents

will get out of the rut and study and strive as a unit to make
the best possible use of each locomotive, everi' minute of the

time, it would undoubtedly result in an increased capacity of

the locomotives now in service to such a degree that it would
be possilDle to get along with the normal number of new loco-

motives which can be supplied by the builders until the

emergency is past.

Delaware & Hudson

A BANKER who has been a close student of present ten-

dencies of railroad investments remarked recently that

the only attractive railroad stocks were coal company stocks.

Some of the railroad companies did remarkably well in

1917 in their earnings from railroad operation purely and
simply. Most of these roads, however, were in the west,

and, as the banker quoted above implied, the eastern nr.i-

road companies which has had good net earnings in 1^17

and which now look attractive as stock investments are

those with some other sources of income than purely opera-

tion as a railroad company. The Delaware & Hudson is

such a railroad company. In 1917 more than a third of

the income of the company came from sources other than

railway operation. Net railway operating income amounted
to $5,644,000 in 1917, comparing with S'?, 782,000 in 1916.

Income from other sources amounted to $4,790,000, com-
paring with $2,396,000 in 1916. The gross income, therefore,

available for interest and dividends was a little better in

1917 than in 1916, amounting to SIO.434,000. In 1917,

after the payment of interest ,ind rentals, there was equiva-

lent to 11.75 per cent remaining available for dividends.

The company pays 9 per cent and in 1916 had only 9.78

per cent available for dividends.

Up to the issuance of the 1917 annual report, the income
account furnished stockholders showed separately the opera-

tions of the coal mining department and the railroad de-

partment. The 1917 annual report, however, contains

only the income account arranged in accordance with the

form prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
which form does not show the separate operations of the

coal mining department. However, under miscellaneous

income the Delaware & Hudson received $2,713,000 in 1917

as against $127,000 in 1916. Since, however, the operating

income of the coal mining department was $123,000, as •

shown in the 1916 annual report, comparing with $127,000
miscellaneous income in 1916, as shown bv the 1917 annual
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report, it may be assumed that the greater part of this

miscellaneous income is net revenue from coal mining. The
Delaware & Hudson carries on its balance sheet its un-

mined coal owned and controlled at $17,810,000, but this

is not a measure of the value of the coal mining department

of the Delaware & Hudson. This might be more truly ap-

proximated by capitalizing the income received from this

source in 1917 which would put a capital value of approxi-

mately $40,000,000 on this asset of the company.

The costs of mining coal increased greatly. Miners'

wages were advanced 25 per cent, and contract miners'

wages were advanced 30 per cent. Some other classes of

labor received even greater advances and at the close of

The Delaware & Hudson

1917 wage rates were 35 per cent higher than those in

effect in the same period in 1916. In fixing the price of

coal the government has quite properly taken into consid-

eration the increased cost of production. The anthracite

coal produced by the Delaware & Hudson in 1917 was
8,644,000 tons, an increase of over 20 per cent over 1916.

Since maintenance of steady output is a large factor in

the holding down of costs in coal mining, the greatly in-

creased total year's production of the Delaware & Hudson
indicates a much better condition in the coal mining de-

partment in 1917 than in 1916. Apparently the coal miners

have readjusted themselves to the shorter hours of labor

for their helpers, and, although it was necessary to use extra-

ordinary efforts to retain at the mines a sufficient number of

workers, it would appear that the Delaware & Hudson quite

successfully made such efforts. As President L. F. Loree

says, "Scarcity of labor and unprecedented need of heavier

production are principal characteristics" with the produc-

tion and sale of anthracite at present.

In the railroad department the companv earned $29,-

989,000 in 1917 or $3,355,000 more than in 1916. This

increase is almost entirely accounted for by the increase in

revenue from hauling coal. The revenue from the trans-

portation of coal amounted to $14,807,000 in 1917, an
increase over 1916 of $3,038,000. In 1916 the Interstate

Commerce Commission ordered a reduction in rates on
anthracite and this reduced the 1917 revenues from the

transportation of coal to the Delaware & Hudson Com-
pany by $448,000 as compared with the revenue which would
have been obtained under the higher rate. In March, 1918,
the commission permitted increases in freight rates, includ-

ing rates on anthracite, but none of the benefits of this

increase are reflected in the 1917 annual report.

The increase of $3,355,000 in revenue was much more
than offset by an increase of $5,339,000 in expenses; total

operating expenses amounting in 1917 to $23,450,000. In-

creases in the amount spent for maintenance of equipment
and in tran.sportation (out-of-pocket cost of moving the

business) are principally responsible for the increases in

expenses. Maintenance of way and structures cost $2,522,000
in 1917, an increase of only $394,000; while maintenance
of equipment cost $6,662,000, an increase of $1,691,000,

and transportation expenses amounted to $12,746,000 in

1917, an increase of $3,232,000. The cost of fuel increased

out of proportion even to the increases in costs of other

materials and of labor. Fuel for freight train locomotives

in 1917 cost $3,846,000 or $1,601,000 more than the cost

in 1916. In the case of the Delaware & Hudson, however,

this does not represent a complete loss to the stockholders

since a part of the increased cost for fuel is paid by the

railroad department to the coal mining department and some
of it is returned to the company in the form of miscellaneous

income.

In 1917 the Delaware & Hudson carried 27,017,000 tons

of freight, comparing with 24,506,000 carried in 1916. Of
this 67.62 per cent was products of mines in 1917, and
63. .i4 per cent was products of mines in 1916. The average

length of haul was 159 miles for each ton, an increase of

a little less than 7 miles over 1916. The total ton mileage

of revenue freight in '1917 was 3,954,000,000, an increase

of 468,000,000 or 13.5 per cent. The freight train mileage

totalled 5,289,000, an increase of 148,000 or 2.9 per cent.

The average train load was 748 tons, an increase over the

previous year of 69 tons, and the average number of tons

p>er loaded car was 31.48 in 1917, an increase of 3.59 tons.

Both the increase in train loading and in car loading are

remarkably good.

During'] 91 7 the Delaware & Hudson sold $9,000,000 5

per cent three-year secured notes due .\ugust 1, 1920, and

with the proccMids paid off the $5,000,000 first mortgage

bonds which matured in 1917. At the end of the year the

company had $1,204,000 loans and bills payable, comparing

with $3,204,000 loans and bills payable at the end of 1916,

and had $1,904,000 cash on hand, comparing with $1,-

166,000 cash on hand at the end of 1916. During the

year the company spent for additions and betterments to

both road and equipment and charged to capital account

$2,542,000. One of the principal items of expenditure was

on the enlargement of the yard at Carbondale and the com-

pletion of the new general office building at Albany.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion in 1917 as compared with 1916:
1917. 1916.

Aiilcaire oDcratcd ^^ ^^
Kl>rdisc freight revenue ^'9-=i2-"J *!?';^^-S^^
Coal frcich' revenue 14.806.606 11.769,005

ToTal operating revenue -?-???-|22 ^-^IHl^,
Maintenance of way and structures 2,521.969 2.12/.853

Maintenance of equipment *'*§M22 ''•?^?-?o2
Tnffir ^vnoiscs 325,898 341.580

T"n/poria1io„ expenses 'HiVc^l HlH^lf:/«n*T-al ^'vnenses l,0/4,0/o 957,51S

Total operating expenses -Hi^A^A ^^^AlHl
'Pg^g^ 891.616 / 38.659

OneratinVincomc 5.644.353 7.781.928

G^os" 'n?om" " 10.434.081 10.177,856

Net iniom^ .
4.992.780 4.158,372

n?vid?nds 3.835.270 3.835.270

Surplus 1.157.510 323.102



Interesting Reconstruction Work on the Erie

A 35-Mile Section of Double Track Line in Indiana

Includes Some Heavy Grade Revision

IX
ACCORDANCE with a general program for the improve-

ment of its entire main line from New York to Chicago,

which has been under way ever since F. D. Underwood

was made president of the road in 1902, the Erie is now
completing the construction of second track between Lomax,

Ind., and Griffith, a distance of 35 miles. This is the last

gap in the double tracking undertaken in 1913 between

Marion, Ohio, and Chicago, a distance of 269 miles, and

except for a few miles of single track in New York state.

Map of Erie Between Griffith and Lomax, Ind.

the completion of this work will give the Krie double-track

operation all the wa)' from New York to Chicago.

The work now nearly finished involves a reduction of

grades from O.S per cent in each direction to 0.2 per cent

westbound and 0.3 per cent eastbound for the Ivlarion

division, these being the ruling grades established when

the reconstruction work previously carried out on this

division was started. A single departure from the standards

established for the work previously completed on the :Marion

division consists in the provision for passing tracks havnig

a capacity of 100 cars, instead of 85 cars as on the earlier

work.

The construction work which was relatively hea\w, con-

sidering the country traversed, was carried on under the

heavy traffic conditions prevailing during the last two years.

Contrary to common practice the work assigned to the gen-

eral contractor included not only the grading and all bridge

work except the erection of the steel, but also the ballasting,

track laying and surfacing. The entire improvement rep-

resents an expenditure of something over $2,000,000.

The Marion division of the Erie extends from Marion,

Ohio, 248.7 miles west to Hammond, Ind.. from which point

the trains continue into Chicago over the tracks of the Chi-

cas^o & Western Indiana. In general the traffic has consisted

of' a total of 12 first-class trains (including one 12-car east-

bound express train and three 10-car westbound express

trains) and about 12 freight trains eastbound and 11 west-

bound. About one-half of the eastbound freight trains and

30 per cent of the westbound freight trains are time freight.

The tonnage hauled over this line has been heavy. For

example, in one month during 1917 the net tons of freight

hauled one mile on the ISIarion division amounted to 96.647,-

.^29 westbound, and 66,496,564 eastbound. In this same

month the average net tons per train was 962, while the record

monthlv average is 1,007 tons. This record is particularly

favoral')le in view of the fact that relatively light engines

were being used on this division, the heaviest locomotive

being a superheater Consolidation weighing 200,700 lb. with

176,400 lb. on the drivers and a drawbar pull of 29.968 lli.

on a 0.2 per cent grade, and 29,630 lb. on a 0.3 per cent

grade.

Since the completion of the second track and improvement

work as far west as Lomax several years ago the engines for

the tonnage trains have been rated for ruling grades of 0.2

per- cent westbound and 0.3 per cent east bound, with

pushers for both the eastbound and the westl)ound 0.5 per

cent grades between Lomax and Griffith. Tlie loading of the

engines for the time freights has been such that tliey could

haul their trains over the O.S per cent grades without assist-

ance. The pusher service has required the use of one west-

248
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bound and one eastbound pusher engine and three crews,

and an average of 10 trains in each direction have been as-

sisted over the grades. With the completion of the work now
in progress, this pusher service is being done away with
and since the mileage for the eastbound pusher engine was 24

1
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grade were required except to make a ballast raise, and the
second track in consequence was placed on the south side of
the old line at 13-ft. centers. The grade revision at the
summit necessitated a lowering of the grade line 20-ft. with
a continuous O.J per cent approach grade from the west for

a distance of 4^ miles and a 0.2 per cent approach grade
from the east for 8)4 miles. Besides this difference of 20-ft.

in the elevation of the two grade lines at the summit there
were other places where the new grade line is from 10-ft. to

12-ft. higher or lower than the old one, and it was decided in

consequence to build a new double track line on an offset of
49^ -ft. south from the center line of the old track for a

Temporary detour lines^

^Second track-^ '-A/etv double frock line.

Condensed Profile of the District on Which Reconstruction

Work Was Done

miles for each train assisted and for the westbound pusher
1 1 miles, a total daily pusher mileage of about 350 miles

will be eliminated.

Physical Characteristics

The location of the J5-mile section between Griffith, Ind.,

and Lomax consists essentially of a climb over a summit at

MS Tower, which is located about midway in the section and
is about 120 ft. higher than the track at'Oriftith and 90 ft.

higher than Loma.x. However, only about one-half of the

distance is embraced in the approach grades to this summit.

There is a 12-mile stretch of practically level track at the

\^ / '^ ^ ^

^\ ^ \ s y^
5 SO

Scale ofFeef

\^ / < ^ t

\^ 4 y
Typical Progress Sections of the Summit Cut

distance of 11 miles, the old line being aljandoned after the

new one was completed. From Griffith east the old line

makes a climb of four miles on a 0.5 per cent grade to an
intermediate summit about two miles west of Crown Point.

In the reconstruction, a second or eastbound track was put
in on a 0.3 per cent grade, leaving the old track for west-

bound trains. .As this plan implied a material difference

FryV.- >'"•> :'r^,''- ^•f- ''^M4^'jiCt''^-^\.'y'-j.^''.'.''^^<:

A Blanket of Earth 10 ft. Thick Was Used to Counterweight One of the Fills

east end and one of five miles in the vicinity of Crown Point

aliout half way up the west a])proach to the summit. These
1 7 miles consist almost entirely of light work, most of the

heav\- work being on the approach grades.

The alinement is tangent throughout except for a curve at

Crown Point and one at Kouts, the fomier being a 1-deg.

50-min. curve with a total angle of 45 deg. In consequence

no change of alinement was made in revising the grades

except as it was found desirable to offset the new center lines

as determined by the construction procedure.

On the two-level portions of the district no changes of

in the elevation of the two tracks in some places the second

track was constructed 52-ft. south of the old center line.

Construction Methods

The construction work involved moving about 1.200.000

cu. vd. of earth. The grade line provided for a reasonable

balance of excavation and embankment, although involving

some long hauls on account of tlie preponderance of excava-

tion for several miles each side of the summit. Some borrow

was required for the yard excavation at Griffith, and at the

east end where the work consisted very largely of a low em-
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bankinent for the second track adjacent to the old one the

new fill was formed from borrow pits alongside. The
Robert Grace Contracting Company, Pittsburgh, had the

general contract and carried on nearly all of the work with

its own forces, except for the side borrow work mentioned
above and a small amount of work near the west end of the

section, l)oth of which were sublet to F. J. Mann, Wauwa-
tosa. Wis.

The heavy work included a summit cut containing a total

of 450,000 cu. yd., one near Palmer containing 137,000 cu.

yd., one at Boone Grove of 22,000 cu. yd. and one west

of Crown Point containing 104,000 cu. yd. There are fills

^.
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HM 4 ' .rJHMI^HilHJ HoHH^^^^HNiitl^i^h^BSiia

JHk.^. .% i ^*I^B^CS3CSyHl^HHHillllSIH

^P^ jH^^^HjH
Wk^ ^i^^^^^lHHHHH
Revolving Shovel Making an Embankment from Side

Borrow

of 131,000 cu. yd. and 207,000 cu. yd. west and cast of

the summit cut respectively, and one of 204,000 cu. yd. at

the foot of the west approach grade.

At MS Tower the top width of the excavation was so

great that it was necessary to throw the operated main track

several feet to the north for a distance of 8,000 ft. entailing

an excavation of 19,000 cu. yd. and a fill of 16,000 cu. yd.

Of the total material in the M.S. cut, 200,000 cu. yd. was
moved west and 250,000 cu. yd. east. A 70-ton and a 75-

ton shovel were used in this cut, one working from each end.
In the west end 4-yd. dump cars on a 36-in. gage track were
used in 12 -car trains handled by dinky locomotives. At the

^1^^ •i^.^lB^^

'"^
-' ^-m

*-'.

Loading Wagons With a Revolving Shovel

east end, standard-gage equipment was used, eiglity 12-yd.

Western dump cars being provided to liaul the material. Of
this material 207,000 cu. yd. was placed in a fill near Hurl-
burt within a distance of 3 miles, and about 25,000 cu. yd.

was hauled east over the main line for a distance of 16

miles to l)e used in embankments.
The diagram illustrates a typical section of the summit cut

; nd shows the manner in which the material was removed
in the successive passages of the shovel. By taking inde-

j)endent cuts on each side of the center line with a portion

between untouched it was possible to operate the material
cars on a ground surface track for a considerable time before
shifting to a location in the cut.

The cut at Palmer is 2500 ft. long and has a maximum
depth of 32 ft. All of the material from this point was
moved west with standard gage 12-yd. dump cars handled in

12-car trains a maximum distance of four miles. In the

100,000 cu. yd. cut on the Griffith hill two 60-ton and one
70-ton steam shovels were used with narrow-gage hauling
equipment.

One of the most interesting features of the work was the

borrow pit excavation made by the sub-contractor, involving

a total of 130,000 cu. yd. placed in embankments from 5 ft.

to 7 ft. high formed from a borrow pit alongside. Two 20-ton
Bucyrus revolving shovels were used, each equipped with
^-cu. yd. buckets, one on a 15-ft. boom and the other on a

12-ft. boom. One of the shovels made an average of 600 cu.

yd. per day with a record of 750 cu. yd. per 10-hour shift

for nearly one month. As the embankment formed by this

method was rather rough, a considerable amount of dressing

by hand and teams was required, but even including the cost

of this work, the embankment was formed with consider-

able economy over other methods suggested. One of the

A Crack Six Feet Wide in Heaving Peat Near Griffith

illustration shows an IS-ton shovel of the revolving Ujie
used by the same contractor to handle 38,000 cu. yd. of ma-
!''rial taken from a borrow pit west of Crown Point for the
embankment apjiroaches to an overhead highway crossing.
riie material was hauled by seven teams and dump wagons.

Special Features

The construction season was more than ordinarily dry and
the contractor experienced no difficulty with wet cuts, al-
though the drainage of some of the longer ones had to be
carried as much as l-ji miles in side ditches. In fact, con-
siderable expense was incurred because of a lack of water,
since it was necessary to haul that required for the contract-
or's locomotives and steam shovels from beyond the limits
of the construction district for a considerable portion of the
season.

Soft foundations were the source of considerable expense
in two of the embankments, although experience with the
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embankments for the original track made it possible to in-

stitute preparatory measures which resulted in savings,

although not entirely eliminating the difficulties. The
weight of the old embankment just east of Palmer had re-

sulted in marked upheavals of the ground on either side,

with accompanying settlements of the roadbed, and this

action had been a source. of considerable trouble when the

original track was constructed. With this knowledge the

ground on the low side of the new embankment was counter

weighted with a layer of earth about 10-ft. thick and ex-

tending out a distance of 50 ft. from the toe of the em-
bankment. This is shown in one of the photographs. In

spite of these precautions considerable settlement took place.

Near Griffith a sink hole was encountered where the em-
bankment rested on a soft black peat which settled heavily

under the weight of the new fill and produced a swell or

wave about 100 ft. from the track. This reached the height

of 15 ft., actually higher than the unfinished embankment
and broke into large fragments with fissures 6 ft. or more in

width and depth as shown in one of the photographs.

Structures

The bridge work on the line is relatively light and aside

from bridges over two channels of the Kankakee river near

the bottom ilanges of the beams and extends up into the
parapets on each side.

The bents consist of pre-cast concrete piles capped with
a reinforced concrete girder built in place. There are 12
piles to each bent. Owing to the necessity of maintaining
traffic on the original timber trestle during the construction
of the new bridge, constructive joints were made in the caps
on the center line between tracks. Under the plan of con-
struction adopted, the slabs were cast in place on the bents
and were secured rigidly in position in groups of four or five

by four one-in. dowel bars per track extending into the slabs
and the caps. Expansion joints were provided on one end of
each group of four or five slabs and in cases where this ex-
pansion joint does not come on one of the abutments or
masonry piers a double concrete pile bent was provided, con-
sisting of two rows of piles covered by a wide cap. These
double bents also provide additional rigidity in the structure.

The piles are 25 ft. long, octagonal in shape, 16 in. on
the short diameter, and were driven by a No. 1 Vulcan
5-ton steam hammer. The driving was difficult and the best

day's work was eight piles. A number of piles had to be
cut off because they could not be driven to the pre-determined
penetration. A No. 3 Union Iron Works steam hammer was
employed to drive the sheet piling used for the cofferdams for
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Elevation and Typical Details of One of the Kankakee River Bridges

Lomax they consist of I-beam and rail spans encased in

concrete, arch and pipe culverts, several highway over-cross-

ings, one under-crossing and a few girder spans over small
streams. The masonry work involved a total of 12,884 cu.

yd. of concrete.

The highway over-crossings consist of plate girder spans
directly over the tracks, supported on concrete bents or steel

columns on low concrete pedestals with approach spans on
either side over the slopes of the cuts. These approach
spans consist of reinforced concrete slabs in most cases and
the abutments are mainly of the skeleton type set in the top
of the slope.

The two Kankakee river bridges are reinforced concrete

pile trestles, consisting respectively of eighteen and ten 16-ft.

panels of concrete slabs, with the addition, in the longer
structure, of a skew through girder span 58 ft. face to face

of piers, which was provided to permit the ready passage of
dredges used in drainage work. The trestle slabs consist of
nine 15-in. 42-lb. I-beams placed directly under the track
ties with a number of T-rails in the portions of the slabs
between the tracks and outside of them, all steel being en-
cased in concrete. No other reinforcing is provided, except
a layer of (linton welded wire fabric which is spread below

the pier and abutment foundations which were supported on

timber piles. The abutments are of the pier type to permit

the ready extension of the concrete trestles in either di-

rection should it subsequently be found necessary to pro-

vide additional waterway. In order to cast the slabs in

place and to maintain traffic during construction it was

necessary to complete the second track side of the bridge

first, and as soon as this could take traffic, train operation

was shifted to it while the side of the bridge to carry the

original track was completed.

Track Standards

The new track is laid with 100-lb A. R. A. Type A rail,

which is used also in all the crossovers in the old line. Side

tracks are laid with 90-lb. relay rail. Zinc-treated red oak

ties 8^/2 ft. long are laid 18 to a 33-ft. rail in main tracks,

and 8 ft. long laid 16 to the rail in side tracks. Joints are

slot spiked, with anti-creepers on the opposite ends of the

joint ties. Additional rail anchors are provided in track ap-

proaching stations, interlocking plants and the entrances to

sidings. Stone ballast is used to a depth of 1 ft. below the

Ijottoms of the ties, 220.000 cu. yd. being provided in all for

this work. The roadbed standards provide for a base width
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on embankments of 19 ft. for single track and 32 ft. for

double track; the base width in cuts is 27 ft. for single track

and 40 ft. for double track, except where extra large ditches

are required. Double passing sidings are provided at inter-

vals and located in most places away from towns to avoid

blocking the streets with standing trains. Each siding is

4,725 ft. long over-all and will hold a 100-car train.

This work has been carried on under the direct super-

vision of C. R. Hughes, district engineer, Huntington, Ind.,

with M. W. Manz, W. A. Scott and F. E. Welsh as resi-

dent engineers. The entire work was under the direction

of R. S. Parsons, chief engineer, and R. C. Falconer, assist-

ant chief engineer.

Save Coal by Reducing
the Train Line Leaks

A LETTER, addressed to Eugene McAuliffe, manager of

the fuel conservation section of the division of opera-

ration. United States Railroad Administration, was

drafted by a committee of 27 members of the Air Brake

Association, in which are contained a number of concrete

recommendations for reducing train pipe leakage and thereby

effecting a material saving in locomotive fuel consumption.

These recommendations were drafted at a meeting of the

Air Brake Association committee, held in Chicago on July

31. and were presented at a meeting of railroad officers con-

vened by Mr. McAuliffe in Chicago the following day, to

consider measures for fuel conservation.

The letter is as follows:

Realizing our country's present urgent need of fuel saving

to the highest degree, and being actuated by a patriotic de-

sire to be genuinely useful in its particular way, the Air

Brake Association, through its president, F. J. Barry, has

proffered its active assistance to the Railroad Administra-

tion's division on fuel conservation, of which you have been

made the official head. Your acceptance of this assistance

resulted in the convening of a special committee of super-

vising air brake men from 24 of tlie largest railroads of the

United States. This committee's deliberations resulted in

the consensus of opinion that its greatest and most needful

help in fuel saving could be rendered through a materially

decreased leakage in brake pipes on freight trains, which,

according to careful expert estimate, is now the cause of a

wastage of more than 6,000,000 tons of coal annually. This

wastage can be materially cut down in the opinion of the

Air Brake Association Committee cjuickly and with little

additional cost, if the following recommendations be dili-

gently and faithfully followed by the railroads and the

government alike.

(T ) In switching cars in hump yard service, hand brakes

must be known to be in operative condition before dropping

over the hump. Each cut should be ridden home and not

be allowed to hit cars on make-up track at a speed exceeding

three miles per hour, as excessive shocks result in loosened

brake pipe and cylinder connections with attendant leakage

at joints. Same conditions apply to general yard switching,

and similar care should be exercised.

(2) When hose are uncoupled, they must be separated by

hand and not pulled apart. Pulling hose apart is not only

the most prolific cause of brake pipe leakage, but the dam-
age annually due to train piarting, account of hose blowing

off nipjiles, also bursting, due to fiber stress, results in dam-

age running into thousands of dollars. Angle cocks first

must be closed if Ijrake pipe is charged.

(3) Ample time must be allowed properly to in.spect the

air brakes and place them in good working order before

leaving terminals.

(4) Freight terminals where conditions and business

handled justifies, should be provided with a yard testing

plant, piped to reach all outbound trains. At all freight

liouses, loading sheds, team tracks and other places where
cars in quantity ar.e spotted for any purpose long enough to

make repairs and test brakes, air should be provided to do
such work.

( 5 ) On shop and repair tracks provided with air, brakes

should be cleaned and tested in accordance with M. C. B.

rules and instructions. Weather permitting, hose and pipe

connections shall be given soapsuds test. Hose showing
porosity shall be removed and all leaks eliminated before car

is returned to service.

(6) Freight trains on arrival at terminals where inspec-

tors are stationed to make immediate brake inspection and
repairs, shall have slack stretched and left with brakes fully

applied.

(7) Brake pipe leakage on outbound freight trains shall

not exceed eight pounds per minute and preferably should

not exceed five pounds per minute following a fifteen-pound

service reduction from standard brake pipe pressure, with

brake valve in lap position.

(8) A suitable pipe wrench should be furnished each

caboose to enable trainmen to remove and replace hose and
to tighten up leaks developing enroute. Instructions direct-

ing its use should be posted in each caboose.

(9) A rule should be put into effect that trainmen must
apply an M. C. B. standard air brake defect card in cases

where defects develop enroute, or for brakes cut out by them,

defect to be checked off on back of card.

(10) Air compressor strainers must be known to be free

of foreign matter before each trip and removed for cleaning

if necessary. Steam pipe to compressor to be lagged outside

of cab or jacket.

(11) Special effort must be made to reduce the leakage

of the various air-operated devices on locomotives.

(12) In mounting air hose, the coupling should be gaged

with an M. C. B. standard gage, and the couplings and
coupling packing rings known to be standard.

(13) Special attention should be given to maintaining

l)rake pipe, brake cylinder, reservoir, retaining valves and
])ipe secure to car.

(14) The importance of competent air brake supervision

successfully to cope with existing conditions cannot be over

estimated.

(15) In the recommendations submitted it is not the in-

tent in any way to abrogate existing instructions or rules

that are now in force that are more stringent than those

recommended, as these recommendations are intended to rep-

resent maximum conditions.

The letter was signed In- the members of the committee:

L. P. Streeter, I. C., chairman; L. H. Albers, X. V. C;
:\I. S. Belk, Sou. Rv. Lines; R. C. Burns. Penn. R.R.; H. A.

Clark, Soo Line; H. A. Flvnn, D. & H.; M. E. Hamilton,

St. L.-S. F.; C. M. Kidd, N. & W.: Mark Purcell, N. P.;

H. L. Sandhas, C. R. R. of N. T-; C. Terwilliger. X. Y.,

X. H. & H.: Robert Wark, No. Pac; W. W. White, M. C:
L. S. Aver, Sou. Pac; T- A. Burke, Santa Fe; T. L. Burton.

N. Y. 'C; T. W. Dow, Erie; H. A. Click, Bangor &
.\roostook; E. Hartenstein, C. & A.; P. T- Langan, D. L. &
W.; R. M. Long, P. & L. E.; C. H. Rawlings, D. &: R. G.:

H. S. Walton, Boston & Albany; C. H. Weaver, X. Y. C;
Geo. H. ^^'ood, Santa Fe; H. F. Wood, Boston & Maine;

I". M. Xellis, secretarv.

K.-\isER Asks Swedish Air Route.—The Germans have

applied to the Swedish government for permission to estab-

lish an air route between Berlin and Stockholm, which may
possibly be opened by a German company this summer, ac-

cording to a consular report.



The Recent Increases in Wages of Shopmen
Supplement No. 4 to Order 27 Defines Trades, Names New Rates

and Contains Statement by Mr. McAdoo

THE FULL TEXT of Supplement No. 4 to General Order
No. 27 providing for additional increases to shopmen
was given out in Washington on the afternoon of July

31, following its approval by the director general a week
earlier, as briefly noted in the Railway Age of July 29, page
168. The supplement provides for increases to shopmen of

nearly all classes, but a further increase is expected for some
of the higher skilled trades which have hitherto enjoyed a

differential, such as pattern makers, passenger car repair

men, oxy-acetylene, thermit and electric welding, car repair

work, etc. These trades have requested a further hearing

and their case will be taken up before the Board of Railroad

Wages and Working Conditions.

The full text of Supplement No. 4 follows

:

In the matter of wages, hours, and other conditions of employment of
employees in the mechanical departments (specified herein) of the rail-

roads under Federal control it is hereby ordered

:

Article I.

—

Classification of Employees.

Section 1.

—

Machinists.—Employees skilled in the laying out, fitting,

adjusting, shaping, borinp, slotting, milling, and grinding of metals used in
building, assembling, maintaining, dismantling, and installing locomotives
and engines (operated by steam or other power), pumps, cranes, hoists,

elevators, pneumatic and hydraulic tools and machinery, scale building,

shafting and other shop machinery; ratchet and other skilled drilling and
reaming, tool and die making, tool grinding and machine grinding, axle,

wheel and tire turning and boring ; engine inspecting ; air equipment,
lubricator and injector work; removing, replacing, grinding, bolting and
breaking of all joints on superheaters, oxy-acetylene, thermit and electric

welding on work generally recognized as machinists* work; the operation
of all machines used in such work, including drill presses and bolt threaders
using a facing, boring or turning head or milling apparatus, and all

other work generally recognized as machinists' work.
I -A.

—

Machinist apprentices.—Include regular and helper apprentices
in connection with the above work.

1-B.

—

Machinist helpers,—Employees assigned to help machinists and
apprentices. Operators of all drill presses and holt threaders not equipped
with a facing, boring or turning head or milling apparatus, bolt pointing
and centering machines, wheel presses, bolt threaders, nut tappers and
facers: cranesmen helpers, tool-room attendants, machinery oilers, box
packers and oilers; the applying of couplings between engines and tenders,

locomotive tender and draft rigging work, except when performed by
carmen.
Section 2.

—

Boilermakers.—Employees skilled in laying out, cutting
apart, building or repairing boilers, tanks and drums, inspecting, patching,
riveting, chipping, caulking, flanging and flue work; building, repairing,
removing and applying steel cabs and running boards; laying out and
fitting up any sheet iron or sheet steel work made of 16 gage or heavier,
including fronts and doors; grate and grate rigging, ash pans, front and
netting and diaphragm work; engine tender steel underframe and steel

tender truck frames, except where other mechanics perforin this work;
removing and applying all stay bolts, radials, flexible caps, sleeves, crown
bolts, stay rods and braces in boilers, tanks and drums, applying and re-

moving arch pipes; operating punches and shears for shaping and forming,
pneumatic stay bolt breakers, air rams and hammers; bull, jam and yoke
riveters; boilermakers' work in connection with the building and repairing
of steam shovels, derricks, booms, housings, circles and coal buggies; eye
beam, channel iron, angle iron and tee iron work; all drilling, cutting
and tapping, and operating rolls in connection with boilermakers' work;
oxy-acetylene, thermit and electric welding, on work generally recognized
as boilermakers' work; and all other work generally recognized as boiler-

makers' work.
2-A.

—

Boilermaker apprentices.—Include regular and helper apprentices
in connection with the above.

2-B.

—

Boilermaker helpers.—Employees assigned to help boilermakers
and their apprentices. Operatois of drill presses and holt cutters in the
boiler shop, punch and shear operators (cutting only bar stock and scrap).

Section 3.

—

Blacksmiths.—Employees skilled in welding, forging, shap-
ing, and bending of metal; tool dressing and tempering; spring making,
tempering, and repairing; potashing, case and bichloride hardening; flue
welding under blacksmith foreman; operating furnaces, bulldozers, forging
machines, drop-forging machines, bolt machines and Bradley hammers;
hammersmiths, drop hammermen, trimmers, rolling mill operators; operat-
ing punches and shears doing shaping and forming in connection with
blacksmiths' work: oxy-acetylene, thermit and electric welding on work
generally recognized as blacksmiths* work, and all other work generally
recognized as blacksmiths' work.

3-A.

—

Blacksmith apprentices.—Include regular and helper apprentices
m connection with the above.

3-B.

—

Blacksmith helpers.—Employees assigned to helping blacksmiths
and apprentices; heaters, hammer operators, machine helpers, drill press

' and bolt-cutter operators, punch and shear operators (cutting only bar
stock and scrap), in connection with blacksmiths' work.

Section A.—Sheet-metal worA-t-r^.— Sheet-metal workers shall include

tinners, coppersmiths and pipe fitters employed in shop yards and build-
ings and on passenger coaches and engines of all kinds, skilled in the
building, erecting, assembling, installing, dismantling and maintaining parts
made of sheet copper, brass, tin, zinc, white metal, lead and black planished
and pickeled iron of less than 16 gage, including brazing, soldering, tinning,
leading and babbitting; the bending, fitting, cutting, threading, brazing.
connecting and disconnecting of air, water, gas, oil and steam pipes;
the operation of babbitt fires and pipe-threading machines; oxy-acetylenc,
thermit and electric welding on work generally recognized as sheet
metal-workers' work, and all other work generally recognized as sheet-
metal workers' work.

4-A.

—

Sheet metal worker apprentices.—Include regular and helper ap-
prentices in connection with tlie above.

4-B.

—

Sheet metal worker helpers,—Employees regularly assigned as
helpers to assist sheet metal workers and apprentices.

Section 5.

—

Electrical workers, first class.—Employees skilled in re-
pairing, rebuilding, installing, inspecting and maintaining the electric
wiring of generators, switchboards, motors and controls, rheostats and
control, static and rotary transformers, motor generators, electric head-
lights and headlight generators; electric welding machines, storage batteries
and axle lighting equipment; pole lines and supports for service wires
and cables, catenary and monorail conductors and feed wires, overhead
and underground winding armatures, fields, magnet coils, rotors, stators,
transformers and starting compensators; all outside and inside wiring in
shops, yards, and on steam and electric locomotives, passenger train
and motor cars, and include wiremen. armature winders, switchboard
operators, generators attendants, motor attendants, substation attendants,
electric crane operators for cranes of 40 tons capacity or over; cable
splicers, linemen and groundmen. signalmen and signal maintainers, where
handling wires and apparatus carrying 240 volts or over, or in dense
trafiic zones, and all other work properly recognized as first-class electrical
workers' work.

5-A.

—

Electrical workers, second class.—Operators of electric cranes of
less than 40 tons capacity; linemen and groundmen, signalmen and signal
maintainers, where handling wires and apparatus carrying less than 240
volts, and in normal traflic zones, and all other work properly recognized
as second-class electrical workers* work.

5-B.

—

Electrical 7vorker apprentices.—Include regular and helper appren-
tices in connection with the above.

5-C.

—

Electfical zvorker helpers.—Employees regularly assigned as helpers
to assist electrical workers and apprentices, including electric lamp trimmers
who do no mechanical work.
Section 6.

—

Carmen.—Employees skilled in the building, maintaining,
dismantling, painting, upholstering, and inspecting of all passenger and
freight train cars, both wood and steel; planing mill, cabinet and bench
carpenter work, pattern and flask making, and all other carpenter work in shop
and yards: carmen's work in building and repairing motor cars, lever cars,
hand cars, and station trucks; building, repairing, removing, and applying
locomotive cabs, pilots, pilot beams, running boards, foot and headlight
boards, tender frames and trucks; pipe and inspection work in con-
nection with air-brake equipment on freight cars; applying patented metal
roofing; repairing steam-heat hose for locomotives and cars; operating
punches and shears doing shaping and forming, hand forges and heating
torches, in connection with carmen's work; painting, varnishing, surfacing,
lettering, decorating, cutting of stencils and removing paint; all other
work generally recognized as painters' work under the supervision
of the locomotive and car departments; joint car inspectors, car inspectors,

safety appliance, and train-car repairers, wrecking derrick engineers, and
wheel-record keepers; oxy-acetylene, thermit, and electric welding on
work generally recognized as carmen's work, and all other work generally
recognized as carmen's work.

6- A.

—

Carmen apprentices.—Include regular and helper apprentices in

connection with the above.

6-B.

—

Carmen helpers.—Employees regularly assigned to help carmen and
apprentices: car oilers and packers, material carriers, and rivet heaters;
operators of bolt threaders, nut tappers, drill-presses, and punch and shear
operators (cutting only bar stock and scrap).

Section 7.—Molders.—IncUtdc molders, cupola tenders, and core makers.

7-A.—Molder apprentices.—Inclode regular and helper apprentices in

connection with the above.

7-B.

—

Molder helpers.—Employees regularly assigned to help molders,

cupola tenders, core makers and their apprentices.

Article II

—

Rates and Method of Application.

Section 1. For the above classes of employees (except carmen, second-

class electrical workers, and all apprentices and helpers), who have had

four or more years' experience and who were on January 1, 1918, receiv-

ing less than 55 cents per hour, establish basic minimum rate of 55 cents

per hour, and to this basic minimum rate and all other hourly rates of

55 cents per hour and above, in effect as of January 1, 1918, add 13

cents per hour, establishing a minimum rate of 68 cents per hour.

Section l-.^. For carmen and second-class electrical workers who have
had four or more years' experience and who were on January 1, 1918,

receiving less than 45 cents per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of

45 cents per hour, and to this minimum basic rate and all other hourly

rates of 45 cents and above, in effect as of January 1, 1918, add 13 cents

per hour, establishing a minimum rate of 53 cents per hour.

Section I-B. Rates of compensation exceeding the minimum rates es-

tablished herein to be preserved; the entering of employees in the service

or the changing of their classification or work shall not operate to establish

253
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a less favorable rate or condition of employment than herein established.

Section 1-C. The Director General recognizes that the minimum rates

established herein may be exceeded in the case of men of exceptional skill,

who are doing special high-grade work, which has heretofore enjoyed a

differential. Such cases would include pattern makers, passenger car

repair men, oxy-acetylenc, thermit, and electric welding in car repair

work, etc., and should be presented to the Board of Railroad Wages and

Working Conditions for recommendation as provided in General Order

No. 27.

Section 2. The above classes of employees (except carmen, second-class

electrical workers, and all apprentices and helpers) who have had less than

four years' experience in the work of their trade will be paid as follows:

(a) One year's experience or less, 50 cents per hour.

(i) Over one year and under two years' experience, 53 cents per hour.

(r) Over two years' and under three years' experience, 57 cents per

hour.

(d) Over three years' and under four years' experience, 62 cents per

hour.
Section 2-.\. Carmen and second-class electrical workers who have had

less than four years' experience in the work of their trade will be paid

as follows:

(<j) One year's experience or less, 48!4 cents per hour.

(b) Over one year and under two years' experience, 50 J^ cents per hour.

(c) Over two years' and under three years' experience, 52 }4 cents per

hour.

(rf) Over three years' and under four years' experience, S^'A cents per

hour.

Section' 2-B. At the expiration of the four-year-period the employees

mentioned in section 2 and section 2-A shall receive the respective minimum

of their craft.

Article III.

Section 1. Regular apprentices between the ages of 16 and 21, en-

gaging to serve a four-year apprenticeship, shall be paid at follows:

Starting-out rate and for the t^rst six months, 25 cents per hour, with aii

increase of 2".^ cents per hour for each six months thereafter up to and

including the first three years; 5 cents per hour increase for the first six

months of the fourth year and 7 "4 cents per hour for the last six months

of the fourth year.
. , ,_ .

Section 1-A. If retained in the service after the expiration of their

apprenticeship, apprentices in the respective trades shall receive not less

than the minimum rate established for their craft.

Section 2. Helpers in the basic trades herein specified will be paid 45

cents per hour.
. .

Section 3. Helper apprentices will receive the minimum helper rate

for the first six months, with an increase of 2 cents per hour for every

six months thereafter until they have served three years.

Section 3-A. Fifty per cent of the apprentices may consist of helpers

who have had not less than two consecutive years' experience in their

respective trades in the shop on the division where advanced. In the ma-

chinist, sheet metal worker, electric and molder trades the age limit for

advancement will be 25 years; in the boilermaker, blacksmith, and carmen

trades 30 years.

Section 4 In the locomotive and car departments gang foremen or

leaders and all men in minor .supervisory capacity and paid on an hourly

basis will receive 5 cents per hour above the rates provided for their

respective crafts.
,

Section 5 The supervisorv forces of the locomotive and car depart-

ments, paid' on a monthly basis and exercising supervision over the

skilled crafts will be paid an increase of $40 per month in addition to

the monthly rate as of January 1, 1918, with a minimum of $155 per

month and a maximum of $250 per month.

Article IV.—Gener.xl Application.

Section 1. Each railroad will in payments to employees on and after

Tulv 1, 1918, include these increases therein,

S'ection 1-A The increases in wages and the rates established herein

shall be effectiv-e as of January 1, 1918, and are to be paid according to

the time served to all who were then in the railroad service, or who have

come into such service since, and remained therein. A proper ratable

amount shall also be paid to those who for any reason since .J|>""=">• 1.

1918, have been dismissed from the service, but shall not be paid to those

who have left it voluntarily. Men who hav^e left the railroad sei vice to

enter the military service of the Army or Navy shall be entitled o the

pro rata increase accruing on their wages up to the time they left, and

tlie same rule shall apply to those who have been transferred from one

branch of the railroad service, or from one road, to another.

Section 2. The hourly rates named herein are for an eight-hour day,

and one and one-half time will be paid for all overtime including Sundays

and the following holidays: New Year's Day, Washington s Birthday,

Decoration Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, and Chris mas.

Section 3, While the specific rates per hour named herein '^^ be

retroactive to January 1, 1918, the special overtime P'-°^f°"^, ""^.''''j;;^

in section 2 of this article will be effective as of August 1, 1918 with the

provision that in computing overtime to determine back pay to Januarx

1 1918, overtime will be paid at a pro rata rate for all overtmie worked

in excess of the hours constituting the recognized day or night shift,

except where higher overtime rate basis exists, or has been apphed in

which event the more favorable condition shall be the basis of computing

hack oav accruing from this order.

Section 4. F-mplovees, except monthly salaried employees, coming

within the scope of this order, sent otit on the road for emergency service,

shall receive continuous time from the time called until their return as

follows- Overtime rates for all overtime hours whether working, waiting,

or traveling, and straight time for the recognized straight time hours at

home stations, whether working, waiting, or traveling, except that after

the first 24 hours, if the work is completed or they .ire relieved for 5

hours or more, such time shall not be paid for, provided that in no case

shall an employee be paid for less than 8 hours on week d=>yf »"<! «

hours at one and one-half time for Sundays and holidays for each

calendar dav. Where meals and lodging are not provided by the railroad

an allowance will be made for each meal or lodging. Employees will receive

allowance for expenses not later than the time when they are paid for

the service rendered.

Section 5. Employees specified herein when sent from home point to

temporarily fill vacancy or perform work at outside division points, will

be paid straight time and overtime rates as per shop rules, including going

and return trip, in addition to which they will be paid pro rata at the

rate of $2 per day for meals and lodging.

Section 6. Carmen stationed at points requiring only one employee

on day shift or night shift, or day and night shifts, shall be paid eight

hours at not less than the hourly rate provided herein.

Section 7. Mechanics now regularly assigned to perform road work

and paid on a monthly basis shall be paid for eight hours at not less than

the hourly rate provided herein.

Section 8. Employees on a piecework basis shall receive not less than

the minimum rate per hour awarded to the hourly workers, including time

and one-half for overtime, as hereinbefore provided; otherwise piecework

rates provided in General Order No. 27 shall apply.

Section 9. The application of this order shall not, in any case, operate

to establish a less favorable wage rate than in effect January 1, 1918.

Article V.

—

Pavments for Back Time.

Section 1. As promptly as possible the amount due in back pay from

January 1, 1918, in accordance with the provisions of this order, will be

computed and payment made to the employees, separately from the

regular monthly payments, so that employees will know the exact amount

of these back payments.

Section 2. Recognizing the clerical work necessary to make these

computations for back pay, and the probable delay before the entire

period can be covered, each month, beginning with January, shall be

computed as soon as practicable, and, as soon as completed, payments

will be made.

.Article VI.

—

Interpretation of this Order.

Section 1. Railway Board of Adjustment No. 2 is authorized by

Article IX of General Order No. 27 to perform the following duty:

"Wages and hours, when fixed by the Director General, shall be in-

corporated into existing agreements on the several railroads, and should

differences arise between the managements and the employees of any of

the railroads as to such incorporation, such questions of diflterence shall

be decided by the Railway Board of Adjustment No. 2 when properly

presented, subject always to review by the Director General."

Section 2 In addition to the foregoing other questions arising as to the

intent or application of this order in respect to the classes of employees

within the scope of the Railway Board of Adjustment No. 2 shall be

submitted to such board, which board shall investigate and report its

recommendations to the Director General.

Section 3. Ml rates applied under this order shall be filed by the

Regional Directors with the Board of Railroad Wages and Working

Conditions.

Section 4. The rates, increases, and other conditions of employment

herein established for the classes of employees herein specified shall super-

sede the rates, increases and other conditions established by General

Order 27, except as provided in section 8. Article IV.

The concluding section of the supplement if a statement

by Mr. McAdoo reading as follows:
'

In reaching the conclusions upon which this order is

based, I have been keenly conscious not alone of the inter-

ests of the large number of railway employees who are

greatly benefited thereby, but also of my solemn duty to

the American people to see to it that the trust they have

committed tome is discharged faithfully, with justice to them

as well as to the railroacl employees concerned. Xo right

decision can be made which considers only the demands and

interests of any class of men apart from the jiaramount in-

terest of the public and the supreme necessity of winning this

war.

Now that the decision has been made, the American

people, whose servants we are, expect ever>- railroad em-

ployee to devote himself with new energy to his work,

and by faithful and efficient service, to ju.stify the large

increases of pav and the improvement in working condi-

tions hereby granted. The -American people have a right

to expect this and they will be content with nothing less.

It is of the utmost importance that motive power and

cars shall be kept in repair and that the output of railroad

shops throughout the country .'^hall be greatly increased in

the future.
"

Unless this is done, the railroads can not

efficientlv perform the increased duties imposed upon them

iDy the war, and the fighting power of our armies in France

and of our navies on'" the 'high seas will be seriously im-

paired. ..

I am proud of the loyal service the great body of rail-

road men tliroughout tlie country have rendered to their

Government since the railroads have come under Federal

control. It is a genuine pleasure to make this acknowledg-

ment, but I should not fail to say at the same time that
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there are instances where agitations and disturbances in

some of the locomotive and car shops have been extremely
hurtful to the country. The loyal and patriotic employees,
who constitute the great majority of the army of railroad

workers, have not yielded, be it said to their credit and
honor, to these disturbances. But the few who have, have
done their country a grievous injury by impairing the
efficiency and reducing the output of the shops where these

disturbances have occurred.

The loyal and patriotic employees can render a new

and powerful service to their country by using their in-
fluence to expose any who may become slackers in their
work, by co-operating with their officers in the enforce-
ment of discipline, and by increasing, to the utmost limit of
their capacity, the output of locomotives and cars which
are so essential to the efficient operation of the railroads of
the country and to the success of our armies in the field.

I know I can count on the patriotism and devotion to duty
of every true American engaged in the railway service of
the United States.

F. Bush,

n Regional Director

W. B. Bidde, Traffic Assisi

Southwestern Regional Dii

A, Hadlcy, Engineering Assistant

to Southwestern Regional Director

U, Pcttibone

ctor of Lines

Organization of the Southv^estern Railway Region

The Economic Character of the Territory; the Mileage,

Equipment and Revenues of the Railways

THE Southwestern railro.^d region which was cre-

ated recently when the Western region was divided

into three parts, includes railroads operating from
,i5,000 to 40,000 miles of line. Although the various regions

overlap to some extent by virtue of the control of lines which
penetrate other territories, the Southwestern region consists ap-

proximately of the southern half of the state of Missouri,

southeastern Kansas, most of Oklahoma, Louisiana west of

the Mississippi river, most of Texas and all of the state of

Arkansas. The area of this region is about 430,000 square

miles, making it third in size among the railroad operating

territories, it being exceeded in extent of territory by the

Central Western and the Northwestern regions.

Some of the roads in the Southwest are in the hands of

receivers and others have recently emerged from receivership.

Among those in the hands of receivers are the Texas & Pacific,

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines and the International

& Great Northern, while those which recently have emerged
from receiverships include the Missouri Pacific, the St. Louis-
San Francisco, the Gulf Coast Lines, and the Rock Island
Lines. Not having received compensation for service ren-

dered, as a result of their inability to secure authority to

increase their rates to reasonable figures, the southwestern
lines are not as well equipped or as well maintained as those

in other parts of the country. In fact, there is no strong
trunk line in this entire region comparable with those in

the two other western regions. This condition is no reflec-

tion on the ability of the officers who have directed the
affairs of the railways, but is the inevitable result of the

short-sighted and rigorous policy pursued for a long time by
the states through which the roads run.

The Southwestern region has few large cities and little

manufacturing except in the centers near or on its borders.
The ])rincipal war materials produced by it are oil, timber
and cotton. In addition, considerable grain for shipment
abroad passes through the territory. l)ut most of this orig-

inates in the states north and northwest of the region.

Ever since the friction with ^Mexico a few vears ago, the
Southwest, and particularly the state of Texas, has been
the scene of much military activity. The region contains
more training camjis and military posts of various kinds
than the other two western territories, and probablv ranks
second only to the Southern region in this regard, if it does
not surpass that section of the country. The transporta-

tion of troops to and from these camps has, of course, added
considerably to the passenger traffic of southwestern lines.

Tlie trend of traffic in the southwest is fanlike, both with
respect to the movement of raw materials and the distri-

bution of the manufactured products. The former move east

to New Orleans, northeast to Memphis and St. Louis, and
north to Kansas City, while the latter radiate throughout
the region from the cities just mentioned. An increasing

amount of business is now moving direct to Galveston and
New Orleans for shipment overseas to supply the needs of
our troops and the allied nations. Shipbuilding activity has
sprung up at various points on the Gulf of Mexico, and
this industry, also, is creating a more pronounced trend of
traffic towards the Soutli and Southwest. With the ex-
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ception of the Southern Pacific lines, the Southwestern region

contains no transcontinental lines. It is largely out of the

zone of the great overland routes, most of which are situ-

ated in the regions to the north.

The Southwest is not a large producer of earnings. Data
secured from the statistical abstract of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916,

(and from the I. C. C. statistics for the previous year for

some of the shorter lines) show operating revenues for the

southwestern railroads totalling about $300,000,000. These
statistics, of course, represent a mere appro.ximation of the

business done by those lines, as they were arrived at by
making estimated deductions and additions for parts of sys-

tems which have been added to or cut off from this region

by the Railroad Administration. In general, they probably

give a fairly accurate idea of the relation of this region to

the remainder of the country. The figures do not include

some small lines recently added to the list of government-

controlled roads.

Operating expenses for the southwestern lines in 1916

amounted to nearly $220,000,000 and net revenues from

railway operation were over $80,000,000, or about nine per

cent of those last reported for all railroads in the country

by tlie Interstate Commerce Commission. It will be noted

that the mileage of the railroads in the Southwestern region

is from 14 to 16 per cent of the total railway mileage in the

country, while the net revenues of the region are somewhat

less in relation to those reported for all lines in the United

States.

While it is difficult to ascertain accurately the amount of

equipment owned by the railways in the Southwestern region

because of the division of certain lines among the differ-

ent regions, reference to Interstate Commerce Commission

statistics, with due allowances for the interregional location

of roads, shows approximately 180,000 freight cars, 5,600

locomotives and 2,700 cars in passenger service. In other

words, the railways in the Southwestern region own nearly

eight per cent of the freight equipment of the country, nearly

nine per cent of the locomotives and approximately five per

cent of the cars in passenger service.

The more important lines included in the Southwestern

region are the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Gulf Coast

Lines, the Southern Pacific lines in Louisiana and Texas,

the Missouri Pacific system, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

the St. Louis-San Francisco, the St. Louis, Southwestern,

the Texas & Pacific, the International & Great Northern,

the Kansas City Southern, and the Rock Island Lines (South

of Herington, Kans. ; Tucumcari, N. M., to Memphis, Tenn.,

and branches; and St. Louis to Kansas City.) While the

Southwestern region contains railroads running into Kansas

City, railway operation in the Kansas City terminal district

has been placed under the control of the director of the

central Western region. The St. Louis and East St. Louis

terminals, however, are under the control of the regional

director of the Southwestern lines and under the immediate

charge of A. S. Johnson, terminal manager, who was previ-

ously assistant general manager of the Terminal Railroad

Association of St. Louis.

So far only one operating district has been created in

the Southwestern region; this comprises the railroads in

Texas and is under the authority of F. G. Pettibone, dis-

trict director, and formerly vice-president and general man-
ager of tlie Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. It is in, this district

that the most radical rearrangement of lines has been effected.

Old roads have been broken up and lines regrouped to form

new systems with the evident idea that an officer can super-

vise a series of lines in one locality more efficiently than an

equivalent mileage stretched out as the average railway sys-

tem has been developed for strategical and traffic reasons.

In the development of this plan the Cotton Belt has been

merged with the Missouri Pacific, while the Frisco and the

Katy north of the Red river have been grouped under one
federal manager. The readjustment has been even more
radical in Texas where the lines of the Southern Pacific,

Santa Fe, Texas & Pacific, Frisco, Katy, International and
Great Northern and a number of short lines have been

combined into four groups, entire lines being placed in one

group in some instances and distributed between two and
three groups in others.

The regional director of the Southwestern region and the

members of his staff are all men who are familiar, as a re-

sult of long experience on individual railroads in that sec-

tion of the country with the territory in which they will

control operation. It was logical to select Benjamin F. Bush
as the operating head of the railroads in the Southwest, as

the road of which he has been the chief executive is un-

questionably the strongest in that region in terms of

mileage and earnings. Mr. Bush was president and re-

ceiver of the Missouri Pacific system from May 1, 1911,

until the time of his appointment as regional director this

year. His experience with that line, and particularly that

part of it formerly known as the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern, has put him in close touch with conditions in

the territory in which he directs railroad operations. Al-

though he was president and receiver of the Western !Mary-

land from 1907 to 1911, he was with the Missouri Pacific

during the four previous years as fuel agent, and practi-

cally all of his railway career before that was also in the

West.

William G. Volkner, assistant regional director of the

southwestern railroads, is well suited for his position as an

aid to Mr. Bush by virtue of association with him as as-

sistant to the president of the Missouri Pacific and by previ-

ous experience on that road dating back to 1905. Mr.
Vollmer's work has been both in the engineering and oper-

ating departments.

William G. Biddle, traffic assistant to the regional director,

has spent the past seven and a half years with the St. Louis-

San Francisco, during the last year of which he was presi-

dent. His railroad experience has been largely in the traf&c

department. Previous to his election as president he was
first vice-president in charge of traffic and chief traffic officer

under the receivers on the Frisco. In addition, he has

been vice-president in charge of traffic of the Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific and freight traffic manager of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe.

E. A. Hadley, engineering assistant to Mr. Bush,

was chief engineer of the Missouri Pacific system from

May, 1915, up to the time of his recent appointment on the

regional staff. The duties of that position put him in clo.se

touch with railway conditions throughout the Southwest.

His selection as engineering assistant was therefore a logical

one. In the five years previous to his appointment as chief

engineer of the Missouri Pacific, Mr, Hadley was consecu-

tively engineer of design and assistant engineer in charge

of special engineering investigations for the president's

office.

C. A. How, chairman of the regional purchasing com-

mittee, is acquainted with tlie needs of this area through

his experience as general purchasing agent of the Missouri

Pacific. Previous to the creation of the Southwestern

region, Mr. How was chairman of a similar committee in

tlie Western district and has been connected with the govern-

ment purchasing organization since its inception. Associ-

ated with him on this committee is J. L. Cowan, purchasing

agent of the San .Antonio & Aransas Pass.

G. W. Briece, super\'isor of transportation, is another

Missouri Pacific officer, having been in the transportation

department of tliat railroad since December 1, 1902, He
served as passenger and freight car distributor and chief

clerk to the superintendent of transportation up to October

1. 1913, on which date he was promoted to car accountant.
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which position he held until his appointment as super-
visor of transportation on the staff of the regional direc-

tor.

W. E. McGarry, supervisor of car service on the staff

of the regional director, has been intimately connected with
the terminal situation of St. Louis for over 12 years. After
being employed for some time on the Baltimore & Ohio
and the Frisco, he was made chief clerk to the general

manager of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis
on November 1, 1905, and was made a special representative

in the operating department of the same company in Feb-
ruary, 1915. On August 1, 1917, he was made vice-chair-

man of the St. Louis committee of the commission on car

service, remaining in that position until he was selected

as supervisor of car service bv Mr. Bush, on Julv 1,

1918.

Frank G. Pettibone, district director of the lines in

Texas, has been identified with the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe in that state ever since January 1, 1901. For the past

12 years he has been in charge of the operation of that

road as second vice-president and general manager. Pre-

vious to that he was general superintendent on the same line.

His long railway experience in Texas has given him an

excellent knowledge of the roads in that state and a
thorough familiarity with the resources and products of that
part of the country.

Freight Operations in May
THE FIGURES Compiled by the Operating Statistics Sec-

tion of the Railroad Administration showing freight
train operation in May, 1918, do not show as good

results as were obtained in May, 1917. As explained in a
note to the tables herewith, this results from the fact that
the revenue ton miles and the averages based thereon (train
load, car load, and ton miles per locomotive and per car) in
May, 1918, are somewhat understated. This is due to the
adoption of the universal interline waybill on May 1, 1918.
which has increased the proportion of freight moving on
original billing. The ton miles on such freight are ordinarily
not taken into account until the revenue is reported back by
the delivering carrier. Consequently the "lap-over" of tons
actually moved by the train miles and car miles of May.
but not taken into account until June, is larger this year
than last year.

FREIGHT TRAIN OPERATION—MONTH OF MAY, 1918, COMPARED WITH SAME MONTH OF PREVIOUS YEAR
SUMMARY

United States*

Increase or decrease

1918

FreiRht train-miles 55,061,974
Loaded freight car-miles 1,323,969,010

Empty freight car-miles 658.058,256
Total freiRht car-miles—loaded and empty. 1,982.027,266
Freight locomotive-miles 64,078.607
Revenue ton-miles 33,718,307,439
Non-revenue ton-miles ... 3.002,480,335
Average number of freight locomotives in

service ;. 30,791
Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop 4,555
Average number of freight cars in service. 2,418,399
Average number of freight cars in or

awaiting shop 129,464
Home 71,507
Foreign 57,957

Tons per train 667
Tons per loaded car

._
27.7

Average miles per locomotive per day.... 67.1

Average miles per car per day 26.4
Percent of empty car-miles 33.2

Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-
ing shop 14.8

Per cent of freight car's in or awaiting shop. 5.4

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive per month 1,095,070
Per freight car per month 13,942

Average miles operated—single track 221,688.73

1917

56,708,276
1,443,384.748
615,571,885

2,058.956,733
65,313.761

Amount Per cent

d 1,646.302 d2.9
d 119,415.838 d 8.3

42,486,371 6
d 76,929.467
d 1,235.154

35,443,351,627 d 1,725,044,11
3,108,871,766 d 106,391,431

d3.7
d 1.9

d4.9
d3.4

128.809
98,212
30.597

680
26.7
69.5
29.0
29.9

1,168,937
15.488

221,396.81

655 0.5
d 26,705 d 27.2
27,360 89.4

d 13 dl.9
1.0 3.7

d 2.4 d 3.5

d 2.6 d 9.0
3.3 11.0

d 73,867 d6.3
d 1,546 d 10.0
291.92 0.1

1918

22,791,002
600,478,777
307,449,766
907,928,543
28,227,286

16.634.691,269
871,998.355

13.269

75.019
39.324
35.695

768
29.2
68.6
22.3
33.9

1.253,651
12,646

57.738.54

Eastern Distsict

1917

23,471,600
648,369,322
282,154,637
930,523,959
28.564.215

17,397,151,573
942,011,930

12,844

69,163
51.962
17,201

781
28.3
71.7
24.2
30.3

1,354,496
14,003

57,892.27

Increase or decrease

d 680,598
d 47,890.545
25.295,129

d 22,595,416
d 336,929

d 762,460,304
d 70,013,575

425

72,985

d2.4
d 1.2

d4.4
d 7.4

5.9

5,856 8.5
d 12,638 d24.3
18,494 I07.S

d 13 d 1.7

0.9 3.2
d3.1
dl.9
3.6

d4.3
d7.9
11.9

d 100,845 d7.4
d 1.357 d 9.7

d 153.73 dO.3

Souther.v Distr-ct Western District

Iten 1918

Freight train-miles 10,347,921
Loaded freight car-miles 224,878,705
Empty freight car-miles 122,624,238
Total freight car-miles—loaded and empty. 347,302.943
Freight locomotive-miles 11,663,879
Revenue ton-miles 5,790.912,418
Non-revenue ton-miles 507,510,125
Average number of freight locomotives in

service 5,250
Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop 591
Average number of freight cars in service. 346,888
Average number of freight cars in or

awaiting shop 16,223
Home 9.234
Foreign 6,989

Tons per train 609
Tons per loaded car 28.0
-Average miles per locomotive per day.... 71.7
.^verage miles per car per day 32.3
Percent of empty car-miles 35.3
Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-

ing shop 11.3
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop. 4.7

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive per month 1,103.031
Per freight car per month 16.694

Average miles operated—single track 37,152.79

1917

9,545,109
225,521,258
104.047.495
329,568,753
10,797,592

5.725.347.871
535,344,264

5,106

16,408
13,130
3.278
656
27.8
68.2
37.5
31.6

11.2

1.121,256
20,216

36,967.37

Increase or decrease

802,812
d 642.553
18,576,743
17,934,190

866,287
65,564,547

d 27,834,139

144

21
63.680

d 185
d 3,896
3.711
d47

d 5,2 d 13.9

d 1.1 d 19.0

1918

21,923.051
498,611,528
227,984.252
726,595,780
24,187,442

i 1,292,703.752
1,822.971.855

12,272

38,222
22.949
15,273

589
25.9
63.6
31.0
31.4

15.3

920.201
14,935

126,797.40

1917

23,691.567
569.494.268
229.369.753
798.864.021
25,951.954

Increase or decrease

Amount Per cent

d 1.768.516 d 7.5
d 70,882,740 d 12.4
d 1,385.501 dO.6
d 72.268.241
d 1,764,512

12,320.852,183 d 1,028,148.431
1.631.515.572 d 8,543.717

d9.0
d6.8
d8.3
dO.5

43,238
33.120
10.118

589
24.5
67.7
33.8
28.7

995,946
16.152

126,537.17

d 6.712 dO.9

d 5,016 dll.6
d 10.171 d 30.7

5,155 50.9

d 75.745
d 1,217

260.23
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: I\ K MON'fHS JANUARY TO MAY,'TSCTX^\VE

ITnited States* Eastern District

Item 1918 1917

Frcipht •.rain-miles 260,754,461 269,227,192

Loaded f i-eiRht car.miles 5,903.285,985 6.456, 1 54,497

Emptv freiglu car-miles 2,620.147,014 2,664,267,262

Total' frcipht car-mik-s—loaded and empty. 8,523,442,999 9,120,421.759

Freiclit locomotive-miles 304,196,165 315,549,190

Kevcnue ton-miles 154,195,764,273 155,066,696,398
Non-reveinic ton-miles .. 14.156,151,131 14,311.931,058

Averaee number of freight locomoti\'es in

service 30,655 30,264
Average number of freight locoinotives in

or awaiting shop 4,676 4,455

Average number of freiglit cars in service. 2,379,553 2,282,737

Average number of freight cars in or
^

awaiting shop 122,208 12/, 181

Home 76,083 96,525

Foreign 46,125 30,656
Tons per train 646 629
Tons iier loaded car 28.5 26.2

Average miles per locomotive per day.... 65.7 69.1

Average miles per car per day 23-7 26.4

Percent of empty car-miles 30.7 29.2

Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-
ing shop 15.3 14.7

Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop. 5.1 5.6

Revenue tpn-niiles:

Per freislit locomotive per month 1.006,007 1.024.754

Per freiglit car ner month 12,960 13.586

Average miles operated—single track 222.670.79 222,510.37

d 352,
d 44,

dS96,
d 11,

d 870,
d 155

,868,512
,120,248
988,760
,353,025
,932.125
,779,927

391

d 3.1

d8,6
d 1.7

d6.5
d3.6
dO.6
d 1.1

1.3

d 4,973 d 3.9

d 20,442 d21.2
15,469 50.5

d 18.747
d626

160.42

Increase or decrease

Amount Per cent 1918 1917

103.088,442 111,334.670
2.506.082,873 2,869,227,211
1,167,797,788 1,250.667,734
3,673.380,661 4,119,894,945

128.344,269 136.062.013
71,853,516,276 75,313,713,865 d 3,460,197
4,415,573,454 4,456,630,289

13,183 12,875

Amount Per cent

d 8.246,228 d7.4
d 363,144,338 dl2.7
d 82.869,946 d6.6

d 446,014,284 d 10.8
d 7.717.744 d5.7

3,460.197.589 d4.6
d 41.056.835 dO.9

70.450
42,463
27,987

740
30.4
64.5
19.3
31.8

1,090,094
11,421

5S,070.43

69.905
52,433
17,472

716

1,169,922
12,364

58,314.44

d 79,828
d943

d 244.01

d6.8
d7.6
dO.4

Tot.il M < LL' I . 11 ';[il< - -loatled and eirptv.

Fremlu l,..,,HinUVt-uuics

Revenue tun-nnles
Non-revenue ton-miles • .

Average number of freight locomotives in

Average number of freight locomotives in

or awaiting shop
Average number of freight cars in service

.

Average number of freight cars in or

awaiting shop
Home
Foreign

Tons per train
Tons per loaded car
Average miles per -.locomotive per day....
Average miles per car per day
Percent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in or await-

ing shop
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop.
Revenue ton-miles;

Per freight locomotive ))er month
Per freight car per month

.\verage miles operated—single track

d Decrease. * The returns included i

t I ess than one-tenth of one per cei

Southern District Wester.v District

1918 19i;

5O..^32,603 47.859,
1.062, 738.143 1.087,650
519.302,179 476.962

1,582,040,322 1.564,653
56,557,821 53,384

8,092,877,891 ^7.228.151
2,592,295,113 2,607,296

5,184 5

Amount
2,472,886

d 24.952,606
42,339,236
17,386,630
2,973,604

864,726,419
d 15,000,897

104

1918

107,333,414
2,334,464,969

933.047,047
3,267,512,016

119,294,075
34,249,370.106
7,148,282,564

12,288

1917

110.032,803
2,499.236,537

936,636,585
3,435,873,122

125,902.960
52,524.831,061
7,248.004,759

12,309

1,869

Amount
d 2,699,389

d 164.771.568
d 3,589,538

d 168,361,106
d 6,608,885

1,724,539.045
d 99.722.195

d21

d 6.6

d 0.4
d 4.9

d5.2

14.578 15,242 d664 d4.4 37,180 42,034
9,131 11,969 d 2,838 d23.7 24,489 32,123
5,447 3.273 2,174 66.4 12,691 9,911
610 623 dl3 d2.1 572 543
28.9 27.4 1.5 5.5 26.3 23.9
72.3 69.9 2.5 3.6 64.3 67.8
30.0 35.8 d5.8 d 16.2 28.0 29.4
32.8 30.5 2.3 7.5 28.6 27.3

12.3 12.3 I 5.8 15.2
4.2 5.3 d 1.1 d20.8 4.8 5.4

1,083,830 1,071,974 9,493 0.9 882,965 853,438
16,111 18.823 d 2,712 d 14.4 14,044 13.533

38,043.67 37 821.06 222.61 0.6 126,566.69 126.374.87

. mnntbly stateme It reiu-ese It about 96 per cent nf the total ope rated mileage of th

d 2,566 dO.3

d 4,854 dll.5
d 7,634 d23.8

2,780 28.0
29 5.3
2.4 10.0

d3.S d5.2
d 1.4 d4.8

Copyiighi by Press Jllustr.iiiiig Sen-ire

Hurrying Supplies of Shells to the Front



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Universal Mileage Script; Freight Situation Improved;

Advances Now Total $203,000,000

V\a»hin..iun, D. C.

THINGS HAVE BEEN RATHER QUIET in the offices of the Such warnings in themselves are efficacious. They exercise

Railroad Administration this week, pending the return a very strong deterring influence. An instance of this kind

of the director general. Mr. Mc.\doo, who was in follows: On July 30, U. S. District Court at Toledo, O., in

Chicago on Tuesday on his way east from his recent western continuing for sentence a case in which there was a strong

trip, is expected back at his office next week, when it is sup- plea for leniency because of the large families of the defend-

posed that he will give his attention to the compensation con- ants, made a very impressive statement from the bench that

tract. Prior to his return to Washington he was expected to "in any new case no plea for leniency would receive any con-

spend a short time at White Sulphur Springs. As briefly sideration, but in all such new cases conviction would mean
noted in last week's issue several of the directors who went a sentence to the penitentiar>- for a consideraljle time, and that

west with him were back at tlieir offices a week ago. no small bonds would be accepted."

As result of campaign inaugurated bv the Railroad Ad-
Property Protection Section Showing Results ministration many reports of improved conditions have been

The vigorous campaign inaugurated bv Director General received.

:McAdoo to stop thefts of railroad prope'rtv is beginning t) The assistance of the public in building up a healthy senti-

show gratifving results. Since the Property Protection Sec- i^nt against this kind of crime is sought by the Railroad

tion of the Division of Law of the Railroad Administration Admmistration. In the past there has been a tendency on

was established on March 26, 1918, 1,098 prosecutions of the part of the public to minimize the seriousness of thefts

thieves operating against railroad propertv have been brought, from railroads, and in many cases trifling penalties have been

592 convictions '"have been secured and 244 penitentiary sent- imposed by courts for offen.ses of this kind. This probal)ly

ences have been imposed. This section is receiving the cor- was due in part to anti-corporation sentiment. At the present

dial co-operation of the Federal authorities, of local police time the railroad properties of the country are under the con-

organizations throughout the countrv, of the courts, and of a trol of the United States Government and therefore anyone

number of civic organizations. Railroad police agencies stealing from a railroad is robbing the I'nited States,

already in existence are being utilized and new railroad police Advances Now Total $203,000,000
agencies are now being organized at various railroad centers _-, ^, ., ,,,•,,- , • r i i i

r .1 f S- i- 1 * • t ti ft f The Railroad Adminustration during |ulv made advances
for the purpose of more eftectivelv stamping out thetts irom ^ ., , , ^ ,. a-,, t^- „-« i i,.-' r u- i

I J \ 4.1
• t i .- 1 ff _i 1 to railroads totaling S4.>,20d,030, over halt of which was to

railroads entering those ijomts. Successful enorts are being
, , ? t , i- . »i j

, 1 . 1 t J- 4. -1 J 1- J »i „^ cover back wages from Januarv 1, according to the award
made completelv to co-ordinate railroad police and other ^ ,, ,,. -n j ^ / ^u ti .. ^ i j

IT • ' t .u • 1 . of the \\age Board a couple of months ago. I he total ad-
pubhc agencies at the principal centers.

^ j? ., , ^^ . ^ , » . i j <nn- -i i n-r.
' e ^ i. t i.

• cr t J u- u ,. c vanccs to the railroads up to August 1 totaled $20o,/ 14,0>0.
Several statutes are m effect under which prosecutions tor „, ^ . . .i • j , ^t j- ^ i i i •'i

^1 c^ c 1 J 11 1 1 T-u 1 J 4^1, A i The statement authorized bv the director general, Julv ol,
thefts from railroads can be brought. Thev include the Act ., ,, , 4., ... , , t,,- n-n j 1 1 • r 1 »!

'

r r^ .. ^ , ,, ,r.in . -u 1 r 1 1 i Said that the S4,>,20^.0o0 advanced during fulv either as
01 Congress ot rebruarv 1j, 191o, to punish unlawful break- , ,. r 4 j 1 4. 1 1

"
1

'

r" , r -1 J 4. 1- r • 1,4. J loans or on account of standard rentals or back wages was
mg of seals of railroad cars, stealing freight and express ,•

4.
. 4. j ^ ^- ,cc ^ -i j'^1

, ^ . f t i 4- • • distributed to .w difterent railroads,
packages or baggage, etc., in process ot transportation in in-

terstate shipment, etc.; the act of ^larch 21, 1918, to empower ''^T^TLl^TnT^^iho.t oT';s.'^et').'°Jktg''.h'e'loiaT"sum*''''''"''''°''

the president to take over and operate the railroads during the advanced to all railroads throughout the country by 'h^,,,
.,, ...

y, . , , .
,r ,„,_ ,. ^„ du-ector general up to August 1. 1918 $203,/14,050

period of the war; the act ot .August 10, 1917, amending bee- The moncv thus dispensed was obtained as follows:

tion 1 of the act to regulate commerce, which provides for ^Tni'''...^:"!".^^".".^.'.Tf!''^.'.".°.'r!"''$l8o.559.ooo

punishment for obstructing, retarding, or interfering with r-rom surplus balances of certain railroads... 23.i55.050

make-up of any train, car, locomotive, or other vehicle in the Total 5203,714,050

movement of interstate commerce; the act of April 20, 1918, Qf the $43,205,050 disbursed in the month of Julv, the
known as the Sabotage .\ct, to punish the wilful injury or

],^rger portion, or approximatelv $23,269,000, was advanced
destruction of war material, or of war premises or utilities

^q \i^^ federal managers of certain railroads to pav up the
used in connection with war material, etc. There are a great j^^^k wages due to their emplovees from Januarv 1 to Mav
many state statutes which may also be invoked. In enforcing 3^ i^ accordance with award submitted" in June bv the
these statutes the Railroad Administration and the police Arbitration Committee, and for other operating needs;
forces of the various railroads have proved successful in co- $6,328,775 was advanced to railroads on account of their
operation whh local police authorities in carrying on vigorous standard estimated rentals; and $13,607,275 was advanced
campaigns to stop the theft of railroad property in several of ;„ the shape of loans, on demand, at six per cent per annum
the principal centers. interest

In St. Louis a force of cit\- detectives was assigned to give -phe railroad lines to which advances were made during
exclusive attention to the work, and uniformed policemen the month of Julv were as fellows:
were sent upon the railroad premises as a part of their regular

^^^.^^^^ Milwaukee & St. Paul $5,725,000
duty, to prevent offenses of this class. 4\s a result of this co- Pennsylvania Railroad

-'nnn'nnn
operative work, more tlian 100 employees and others have so"lii,^^.°'\inw"y".'.'.'.V.y.l'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".^ 3".695'.ooo

been indicted by the Federal Grand Jur\- in cases of thefts Lehigh
^'?}^^y-':-yyi,-,.-k:- Snm

r 1 r , , ^, . , - , Chicago. Rock Island & Pacihc 3.000,000
01 goods ot large value. Shipments to a value ot more than Missouri. Kansas & Texas 2,420,000

$75,000 have already been recovered.
rleli'vlr &To Grande.'

......'...'..:... ...'. .:..:.....:::::::::: mToto"
Other large cities have taken similar measures. Wabash I'IfS'SnS^^ Seaboard Vir Line • l.^dU.UUU
.'\mong other ven" imjiortant results of the work of this Missouri 'Pacific i.ooo.ooo

bureau are significant and helpful warnings from the bench ^^ J" (^"':'":V^:.:^y^V^:::^.:::y^^^^ '•7?^
l)y some of the judges of the United States district courts of Chesapeake ^^^Ohio »o.ooo

their intention to impose severe sentences in this class of cases. Terminal ^R. R. -Xssociation of St. r.ouis 525)000

259
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St. Louis Southwestern f°2'S°°
Galveston, Ilarrisburg & San Antonio ^^^JSS
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville JJS.OOO
Indiana Harbor Delt ?20,S22
San Antonio & Aransas Pass 200,000

Chicago Junction ?22'°S2
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 200,000

Norfolk Southern ??2'??°
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlanta 189,000

Belt Railway of Chicago }55'2S2
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic 150,000

New York, Chicago & St. Louis 132,275

New Orleans Great Northern 120,000

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient 120,000

Chicago & Western Indiana }1^R??
Minneapolis & St. Louis 100,000

Ann Arbor 75,000

St. Louis-San Francisco fO.OOO

Washington, Brandywine & Point Lookout
52'SS2

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton 38,775

The total advances made to date, including the loan? to

railroad corporations, compensation, and also advances made

by the Director General to the federal managers aggregated

$203,714,050, which was distributed as follows:

New York, New Haven & Hartford
*1S'^^n'n!^n

New York Central 40,000,000

Pennsylvania Railroad ??'IS?1°^
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

'^??^flnn
llliniiis Central 9,750.000

Baltimore & Ohio 9,000,000

Erie 7,500,000

Chicago,' Rock' 'I'sland' & Pacific
5'?!J!^'n!!n

Denver & Rio Grande ti^'nm,
Southern Railway Hnn'nnn
Lehigh Valley 3,500,000

Chesapeake & Ohio 2,750,000

Wabash 2,650,000

Southern 'Pa'c'ific 2,500,000

Seaboard Air Line 2,350,000

Delaware & Hudson 2,000,000

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 1,500,000

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville 1,325,000

Missouri Pacific 1,000,000

Hudson & Manhattan 1,000,000

Minneapolis & St. Louis 850.000

St. Louis-San Francisco.... 810.000

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 800,000

Central of Georgia 750,000

Chicago & Alton .J: 600,000

Norfolk Southern 540,000
Terminal R. R. Association of St. Louis 525,000
Hocking Valley 500,000
Central Vermont 285,000
Ann Arbor 275,000
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton 233,775
Indiana Harbor Belt 220,000
San Antonio & Aransas Pass 200,000
Chicago Junction 200,000
Illinois Southern 160,000
Belt Railway of Chicago 155,000
Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic 150,000
New York, Chicago & St. Louis 1 32,275
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient ' 120,000
New Orleans Great Northern 120,000
Chicaso & WeFtern Indiana 115,000
Washington, Brandywine & Point Lookout 50,000

Of the above, all were in the shape of loans to railroad

corporations or advances on account of compensation, except

$23,269,000, which was advanced to the federal managers
for the purpose of meeting operating needs, principally for

back wages.

The $30,777,870 deposited with the director general be-

tween April 1 and July 31, by various railroads from tlieir

surplus funds was received from the following railroads

:

Atlantic Coast Line and Louisville & Nashville $6,0(in.ono

Southern Pacific 3,5(10,000

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 3,000,000
Denver & Rio Grande 2,150,000
Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy 1,500,000
Norfolk &• Western ' 1,500,000
Northern Pacific 1,500.000
Hudson & Manhattan 1,100,000
Missouri Pacific I,000,iioo

Colorado & Southern 850,ooo
Illinois Central 750,000
St. Louis-San Francisco 750,000
Fort Worth & Denver City 700,000
Alabama Great Southern 691,195
Chicago & Northwestern 500,000
El Paso & Southwestern 500,000
Galveston, Harrisburg & San .Antonio 500,000
Kansas City Southern 500,000
Elgin. Jolif t .V Eastern 500,000
Chicago Great Western 400,000
Duluth, Missabe & Northern 400,000
Cinn., New Orleans & Texas Pac 386,675
Spokane, Portland & Seattle 300,000
Houston & Texas Central 300,000
Central of Georgia 300,000
Gulf Coast Lines 200,000
Vicksburg Shreveport & Pacific 200,000
Alabama & Vicksburg 200,000
International & Great Northern 150,000
New York, Ontario & Western ]

.

15o|oOO
New Orleans & Northeastern 100)000
Louisville Henderson & St. Louis 100,000
Duluth & Iron Range 100,000

In accordance with the provisions of the director general's

General Order No. 37 issued under date of June 19, the

working balances of all railroad companies under government
control are being transferred from the corporate treasurers

to the federal treasurers and practically all railroad operating

bank accounts will hereafter be kept in the name of the

United States Railroad Administration.

Universal Mileage Scrip

The illustrations show the outside and inside, respectively,

of the new mileage scrip book which the Railroad Adminis-
tration will scKin be ready to place on sale. The plan of the

book as it has finally been worked out differs in several wavs

United States Railroad
Administration

w. G. McAOOO,
Director General of Railroads

MOI3Ji:i£' & OHIO
RAILROAD-

$30.00 SGRfP' B.OOK
($32.40 Including V^r Ta«J

GOOD FOR ONE OV ;i<bRE P,BlctaNS.

Form U.S. S. No.
•'

(ILL BE ACCEPKO «T
ARIFF FARES V^CHARGI

HELD BV .,COF^^CTUR TO

TO SECURE-BE(«FiT,»F S

LINE FARE TO POINTS NOT ._-
VERED BY TARIFF HELD nf .CON-
DUCTOR, HOLDEi^ MgJiT 'EX-
CHANGE <COUPONS pr TICKET
OFFICE FOR TICKET.

22 23
2425
2627
2829
o!31

19 00

(Continued on bach «

THE DIFFERENCE 1

NOT

EVEARFR

OeDsrol PuscQcer A«cnl,

;
$ 3.12

1 iBacJta»gya>-tt
$ 3.15 So Ry OOty

$3.18 SoRy <)00

$3.21:

$ 3.461 ..g"^ '' ' ""»!

$3.5i ':'''"tg.y^s/!ar""

$ 337 ";^__

$ 3.6P!' g»^
$3.63; fc*"^'

$3.6& ''^'a.''.BSSA:^~
"

Covers and Inside of $30 Scrip Book
Cover shouM be marked So. Ry. instead of Mobile & Ohio in order to

agree with scrip.

from the original idea announced about a month ago (See the

Railway Age of July 12, page 53). The books will contain

$29.40 worth of strip coupons, each of a value of 3 cents and
there will also be 60 cents worth of one cent tickets for use in
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making up odd amounts. The books will be good on any

road controlled by the Railroad Administration. They will

be sold by the originating road for $30, plus the war tax of

$2.40, which will he collected at the time the book is sold.

They will be payable only for transportation whether in coach,

sleeping or parlor car, and for baggage charges, but not for

dining car or for Pullman berth or seat tickets, as was
originally intended. Under the original plan also it would
have been necessary to collect the tax on the train because of

the difference in the tax on tickets and Pullman charges.

The books are not meant quite to fill the position occupied

by the former mileage books as there is no reduced rate, but it

is expected that they will be used for the convenience they will

offer. The books carry a notation to the effect that "To secure

benefit of short line fare to points not covered by tariff held

by conductor, holder must exchange coupons at ticket office

for ticket." This accrues to the advantage of the holder in

cases where the through fare is less than the aggregate of the

local fares which the several conductors would collect in scrip

on the trains.

Car Service Section Busy on Sailing Day Plans

The Car Service Section has announced the names of

the chairmen of committees appointed in each of the regions

to make a detailed study of the sailing day plan with a view

to extending its use and co-ordinating the work that has

already been done by individual railroads.

The committee chairmen appointed by the regional di-

rectors are as follows:

Eastern: C. H. Ketcham, inspector of transportation on the staff of the

regional director.

Allegheny: J. R. Kearney, assistant to vice-president of the Baltimore
& Ohio.

Pocahontas: J. A. Talbot, superintendent of car service of the Norfolk
& Western.

Southern : E. A. DeFuniak, formerly general freight agent of the Louis-
ville & Nashville at Montgomery, Ala.

Northwestern ; T. W. Proctor, formerly assistant general freight agent
of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul,

Central Western: George Morton, assistant general freight agent of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Chicago.
Southwestern: F. M. Lucore, assistant general manager of the South-

ern Pacific, Louisiana Lines.

These general regional committees will be assisted by
various sub-committees. It will be their duty to make
a survey covering a period of 10 to IS days and to formu-
late sailing day plans for the various shipping centers in

their territory. One of the chief objects aimed at is to

co-ordinate the various sailing day plans already in effect

so as to secure routings over the lines to which traffic most
naturally belongs, thereby avoiding in so far as possible

transfers from road to road at transfer points. The com-
mittees will be expected further to discuss the matter with

chamliers of commerce, shippers, etc.

The results expected are these

:

More expeditious handling of freight.

Saving in expense.

Satisfaction and service to the public.

Elimination of claims for loss and damage, etc.

Increased car loading and resulting saving from the

car con.servation standpoint.

General Improvement in Freight Situation

Advices to the Railroad .Administration report a general

improvement in the freight situation, according to a state-

ment issued last Saturday. Cars are in abundant supply and
are being moved promptly.

Tlie statement (juotes the Georgia Fruit Exchange of At-
lanta, Georgia, as writing:

We are glad to be able to advise you that we are now about to complete
the movement of the largest crop of fresh peaches ever shipped out of the
State, or in fact any State in the Union. Shipment to and including July
17 was 7.432 cars, and probably 400 more to move. The largest single
day's shipment amounted to practically 600 cars.

The general service rendered by the railroads in the movement of the
crop, viewed in the light of existing transportation and labor conditions.

has been such that we desire to e.vpress our gratification and congratula-
tion upon the successful outcome.

It also quotes the weekly bulletin of the West Coast Lum-
bermen's Association as follows:

Production for the week ended July 20 at a group of 124 mills reporting
to the West Coast Lumbermen's Association was 76,260,629 feet, which
was within 2,631,371 feet, or 3.33 per cent of the normal.

Another notable element in the situation for the week was the con-
tinued abundance of freight cars. The mills shipped a total of 52,140,000
feet or 1.738 cars during the week, leaving a balance of onlv 8.219 cars of
unshipped business on the books of the mills. This places the West Coast
industry in better condition, so far as car business is concerned, than it
has been in for nearly a year.

The remainder of the statement follows:

A letter from Seattle, Wash., published in the Phila-
delphia Ledger of Friday, August 2, says that Ea.stern retail

lumber dealers have become somewhat indifferent about re-

plenishing their fall stocks with promptitude as they are re-

lying upon the idea that cars will be in plentiful supply
during the winter and that they will be able to get deliverv
as they may need it. The directors of the Transportation and
Traffic Divisions of the United States Railroad Administra-
tion assert that those who are likely to require goods during
the coming winter will do well to have them shipped while
cars are in abundant supply and prompt transportation can
be relied upon. They say that while every effort will be
made to meet any legitimate demand for transportation it is

well not to forget that priority will have to be given to the

shipment of coal and many other essentials during the
winter, and that those who are likely to require goods that

must be shipped from distant points Iw rail will do well to

lay in the necessary stocks while the transportation facilities

of the countPt' are in good working order, and before the

rigors of a possibly severe winter shall interfere as they must
with the movement of trains and the loading and unloading
of cars.

328.959 More Cars of Coal Handled This Year

The Railroad .A.dmini.stration is now issuing to the press a

weekly statement showing the coal car movement, similar to

that on coal production issued by the Geological Surv^ey.

The report issued August 2 covers the week ended July 20
and shows a total movement during the week of 270,434
cars, compared with 237,531 in the same week of last year.

The figures are divided as follows

:

1918 1917

Total cars bituminous 225,771 192.147
Total cars anthracite 40,664 42.840
Total cars lignite 3.999 2.544

Grand total cars all coal 270.434 237.531

A summary of the decreases and increases in coal loaded

since Januar}' 1, 1918, up to and including the third week of

July, 1918, as compared with the same periods of 1917 fol-

lows:
Decrease Increase

January "9.172 cars

February 31.150 cars

March 46.613 cars

April 73.408 cars

May 84.998 cars

June 88.840 cars

First three weeks of July 83.022 cars

Increase. 1918 over 1917. 323.959 cars.

The Car Service Section armounces the appointment, ef-

fective August 1, of H. J. German as acting manager. Eastern

Railroads Car Pool, with office in the Union Arcade building.

Pittsburgh, Pa., to succeed F. G. Minnick, resigned to accept

appointment as operating assistant of the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie, the Lake Erie &: Eastern Railroad, and the Monongahela

Railway.
* * *

The car ferr)- lines on Lake Michigan operated by the Pere

Marquette, the Grand Trunk and the .Ann .\rbor have all
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been placed in charge of Frank H. .\lfred, federal manager

of the Pare Marquette.

].. G. Scott, comptroller of the \\'abash, has been ap])ointed

acting treasurer of the United States Railroad Administration,

succeeding A. D. McDonald (vice president and comptroller

of the Southern Pacific), acting treasurer, resigned, effective

Tulv 26.
* * *

The Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, Henry B.

Spencer, chairman, has mo%'ed its offices from room 614, In-

terstate Commerce Commission building, to room 704, South-

ern Railway building.

Results of Signal Department
Reorganization on Rock Island

By J. Arthur Hofmann

Chief Clerk, Signal Department, C. R. I. & P., Chicago, 111.

PRIOR to 1915 the general organization of the signal

department of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

provided for each operating division one signal super-

visor who reported to the division superintendent. This

signal officer had as assistants from one to three maintenance

foremen who were in direct charge of the maintainers, battery-

men and lampmen in the territory assigned to their jurisdic-

tion. Supervisors had jurisdiction over more than one operat-

ing division on some of the outlying territories where com-

paratively little signalling was in effect. These territories

ranged from a mileage of 430 to 2,741, while the territories

under the jurisdiction of a signal supervisor east of the

Missouri River ranged from 24 miles up to as high as

1,564. The maintenance foreman had on an average 130

miles of territory to look after.

On double track territory maintainers were assigned an

average of 20 miles of territory, including approximately

24 automatic block signals, one 24-lever mechanical in-

terlocking plant and 4 crossing bells. They were given

a longer territory where they had no interlocking plants

Territory Before

12 to IS miles
16 to 18 automatic signals

1 mechanical interlocking
2 crossing bells

.'\fter Reorgan)

track

After
35 miles
42 automat c signals

;al interlockii
ossing bells

miles
utomati
lechanii al interlocking

ng bells

lutomatic signals
nechanical interlocking
Tossing hells

to maintain and were handling only automatic signals,

this territory being an average length of 27 miles with

appro.ximately 30 signals. A batterj-man was assigned

territory averaging about 27 miles, including 30 signals.

This territory was not always under the jurisdiction of

one maintainer, as in some cases it overlapped on two

maintainers' sections. This was likewise true with ref-

erence to the territory of the lampman, who covered an

average of 30 miles with approximately 35 signals to look

after.

On single track, the territory assigned to one maintainer

averaged 12 to IS miles, with approximately 16 to 18 auto-

matic signals. A maintainer having territory approximately

12 miles in length had included 1 mechanical interlocking

plant and approximately 2 crossing bells to maintain, while

the maintainer with 15 miles of territory covered automatic

signals onlv. The maintainers on the single track territorv

were assigned no regular help. Under the organization as

outlined above the line and track circuits were operated

from gravity cells and the maintainers were not using motor

cars to any great extent, although some did buy their own
cars in 1914.

By introducing the use of motor cars and using Lalande

cells on line and track circuits it appeared feasible to reor-

ganize the signal department forces, the reorganization being

made effective for the system on May 1, 1915. This reor-

ganization reduced the number of maintenance foremen and

the practice was discontinued of using them as chief main-

tainers, as under the new plan they were then assigned as

division inspectors to watch such details of maintenance and

cover that part of the work with which the signal supervisor

could not keep constantly in personal touch.

The reorganization provided for no change in the super-

visor's territory. On double track territory the maintenance

foreman was assigned approximately 170 miles, having 225

signals with an average of 2 mechanical interlocking plants

and 57 crossing bells. A maintainer was assigned approxi-

mately 28 miles with 35 signals and an average of 1 me-

chanical interlocking plant and 6 crossing bells.

On single track territory the maintenance foreman was
assigned approximateh' 360 miles with 440 signals and

an average of 6 mechanical interlocking plants and 27

crossing bells. A maintainer was in charge of about 35

miles of line with 42 signals with an average of 1 me-
chanical interlocking plant and 2 crossing bells. This

mileage was based largely upon what was felt to be a maxi-

mum distance for good maintenance and for the bad

weather conditions which would necessarily exist in winter.

Under the old plan of organization with one man to

a section it was recognized that ver\- little opportunity

existed for educating men to be maintainers, and when a

new maintainer was needed it was generally necessary to

appoint some one from the construction forces. Under
the reorganization each section was in charge of a main-

tainer who had under his direction a helper: each of these

men being provided with a motor car. By this method a

man was being educated on each section to fill a maintainer's

position at a later date. The motor cars previously pur-

chased by the maintainers, some of which were bought on

the partial payment plan, were taken over by the railway

company after an appraisal as to the value, and the main-
tainer was reimbursed for the amount he had paid less de-

preciation, the railroad company assuming the balance of

the indebtedness, if any, and settling this direct with the

motor car companies.

The general use of motor cars made it necessary to

provide additional housing for the cars and likewise ar-

rangements had to be made for storage space for gasoline.

While only a few of the public utilities commissions of the

various States through which the Rock Island lines operate

require audible warning devices installed on motor cars, all

cars on the system have been equipped with either an 8-inch

gong or a Klaxon horn.

The maintainers and helpers were located as near the

center of their section as was possible, this, of course, de-

pending upon the telegraph facilities existing on each par-

ticular section. The maintainer was directly, responsible for

the territory assigned to him. the helper reporting to the

maintainer. In addition to their other duties these men take

care of all signal lights, including switch lamps and auto-

matic signal territor\- on the main line, except where exten-

sive yards exist, when other provision is made for the yard
lamps.

Under the plan of the reorganization, each maintainer
received an increase of $5 per month, which was later

added to by reason of general increases to employees on the •

system. His helper was paid at the rate of $60 a month,
which was later increased for like reasons.
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Due to the reorganization and taking into consideration

tlie advance in pay to the field forces by reason of the gen-

eral increase to the employees of the road, a saving has been

effected of $23,702.50 per annum. A greater saving could,

of course, be shown if figured on the basis of the rates of

pay in effect prior to the reorganization in 1915, and by not

taking into account the general increases which have been

made by the company since.

Not only has the reorganization effected the above economy,

hut a better signal performance is the result. While the

latter is in a measure due to improved track conditions, it

is felt that a large ]5ercentage is assignable to the reorganiza-

tion which includes regular monthly meetings of the super-

visors, together with monthly meetings of the signal en-

gineer's staff, all of which co-ordinate the various activities

of the men and tend to work to the improved service accom-

plished under this reorganization.

Table Illustrati Single Track Territory

^Missouri Division

Head-
quarters

Muscatine
Muscatine

Columbus
Columbus
Fairfield

Jet.
Jet.

Position

Mfr. Helper

D.^ D. N.

Fairfield

Eldon ...

Centerville
Centerville

Allerton .

Trenton .

Altamont
Altamont
Rushville

No.

Xing, bells Number
*

, intr'lg.

In Non- plants

Table Illustrating As

lerntory
,

^
^ aut. aut. aut. ,.

—

M. P. toM. P. siKS. ter. ten P«
185.0- 216.6 39
Culver .... 39
Nahant
216.5- 256.n 46 2 .. .

216.5- 256.0 46 2 .. .

255.9- 282.4 30
Fairfield ..30
282.1- 313.8 44 1 2 .

Libertyville 44 I 2 .

Belknap
313.1- 344.2 40 1 .. .

Centerville. 40 1 .. .

344.1- 385.6 44 2
344.1- 385.6 44 2 .. .

385.1- 425.8 50 6 ..

385.1- 425.8 50 6 . . .

426.7- 462.8 51 4

51 4
499.2- 513.5 32 3 .

Peverlv
Stillincs Tot
4StaffMach

MENT OF Men on Double Tra

Position

Mt'r. Helper Territory
aut.Head-

quarters n. N. D.N. M.P. toM.P. sigs. ter.

Mokena 1 16.5-38.35 30 4
Mokena 1 .. 16.5-38.35 30 4
Toliet (MO.. 1 Mich. Cent
Joliet (MC).. .. 1 .. .. Mich. Cent
Joliet (UD)... 1 Union Depot ..

Xing, bells Number
^

, intr'lg.

Non-

Joliet (UDt
Joliet (UD)
Morris 1

Morris
Ottawa 1

Ottawa
Bureau 1

Bureau
.Sheffield I

Sheffield
Silvis 1

Silvis

Davenport ... 1

Peoria 1

L-^iion Depot . .

Union Depot .

.

40.0- 77.16 43
40.n- 77.16 43
77.16- 99.25 29
77.16- 99.25 29
98.35-129.25 41
98.35-129.25 41

129.0- 165.4 39
129.0- 165.4 39
165.2- 180.3 29
Colona . . 29
180.3- 183.3 14
Mo. Div. Jet. . .

Bureau to
Peoria

Peoria to R.I. ..

Peoria

Inland Traffic Division of

War Department Expanded

BRANCH AND DisTKicT OFFICES in charge of experienced

freight traffic men are the chief features in the ex-

panded organization of the inland traffic division of the

war department, announced last week in Circular 2-A by H.
M. Adams, manager of inland traffic for the department.

The circular announces the appointment, effective August

1, of the following inland traffic officers:

Branch Oifices Uep.irting to the Chief, Inland, Traffic Service,

Washington, D. C.
With supervision

over district
Location -Assistant chief—Name and address office at

.\ilania. Oa A. S. Edmonds, Forsythe BuildinR. . .Charlotte. N. C.
Jacksonville, Fla.
IJirminaham. Ala.

Boston, Mass J. E. McGrath. No. 25 Huntinston
Avenue

Chicago, 111 R. B. Robertson, Southern Pacific
Building, 35 West Jackson Boule- Detroit, Mich.
vard Peoria. HI.

Toledo, Ohio.
New Orleans, I.a...N'. C. Barnett Dallas, Tex
New York. N. Y...B. M. Flippin, Room 527. 45 Broad-

way Albany, N. V.
Buffalo, N. y.

Pittsbursh. Pa T. E. Weller, Chamber of Commerce
HuildiuK Cleveland. Ohio.

Cincinnati. Cihio.
Indianapolis. Ind.

St. Louis. Mo C. 11. Morrill Kansas Ciry, .Mo.

District Offices Reporting to Chief, Inland Traffic Service,
Washington, D. C.

At— Name of person in charRe and address Reporting to

—

Baltimore, Md Capt. S. A. Tubman (actins) Lexing-
ton Building Washington, D. C.

Norfolk, \'a T. F. Dalton Washington, D. C.
Philadelphia, Pa. ..J. B. Trimble, Widener Building Washington, D. C.
Portland. Ore W. C. Diblcc Washington, D. C.
Richmond, Va G. A. Craig Washington, D. C.

San Francisco. Cal.F. L. Hanna, Southern Pacific Build-
inti Washington, D. C.

Col-vrighud bv I'rcss llliisliutlin"

A Motor Trench Tramway Behind the British Lines
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District Offices Reporting to Branch Offices

At

—

Name of person in charKe and address ReportinK to

—

Albany, N. Y C. E. Harris, Room 1, Post-office
liuildinK New York, N. Y.

Buffalo. N. V A. 1>. Wakefield, Room 530. Federal
HiiildinK New York, N. Y.

BirrainKham, Ala...R. M. Dozier Atlanta, Ga.
Cleveland, Ohio ..Leonard Smith Pittsburgh. Pa.
Cincinnati, Ohio ...W. H. Connor, 314 Post-office Build-

ing Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charlotte. N. C...C. Sanderson, 202 Mint Building Atlanta. Ga.
Dallas, Tex John D. Gowin New Orleans, La.
Detroit. Mich A. I. Dutcher Chicago. 111.

Indianapolis, Ind...G. W. Smith. 314 Post-office Building. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla. ..Willis Callaway, 707 Heard Nat'l Bank

Building Atlanta, Ga.
Kansas City, Mo. ..T. L. fiohl St. Louis, Mo.
Peoria, 111 Chas. Shackell Chicago, 111.

Toledo, Ohio P. I:. Doddridge, 415 Ohio Building. .Chicago, 111.

Several of the assistant chiefs in charge of the newly cre-

ated branch offices held positions as railway traffic depart-

ment officers. A. S. Edmonds, assistant chief at Atlanta, was

formerly assistant freight traffic manager of the Missouri

Pacific. R. B. Robertson, assistant chief at Chicago, is assist-

ant general freight agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville at Chicago. N. C. Bamett, assistant chief at New
Orleans, was assistant general freight agent of the Gulf Coast

Lines, with headquarters in that city. J. E. Weller, who
will be in charge at Pittsburgh, is general western freight

agent of the Pennsylvania-Northwest system, and C. H. Mor-
rill at St. Louis was assistant freight traffic manager of the

St. Louis-San Francisco. Several of the heads of the district

offices were also prominent officers in railway traffic depart-

ments.

The remainder of the circular outlining the duties and

functions of the officers, with the exception of that part out-

lining the boundaries of the several branches and districts, is

as follows:

The services of the branch and district offices are available

to all bureaus of the war department alike and their activ-

ities will be exercised in connection with property of all such

bureaus without preference or prejudice. Direct communica-

tion with representatives of the inland traffic service is author-

ized.

The duties of those in charge of branch and district offices

with respect to the transportation of troops are as follows

:

The movement of troops is directed from the office of the

chief. Inland Traffic Service, through the troop movement
section of the United States Railroad Administration. There-

fore, branch and district offices will have no duties in connec-

tion therewith except such as may be delegated by special

instructions, issued from time to time. They will, however,

render assistance at all times when required by the officer in

charge and will promptly report to and await instructions

from the chief, Inland Traffic Service, in any case of impor-

tance coming to their notice, requiring advice and instruc-

tion.

The duties of those in charge of branch and district offices

with respect to the transportation of property are as follows:

(a) To represent the Inland Traffic Service in all matters

within its jurisdiction, subject to the established rules and

regulations.

(b) To promptly and effectively respond to all require-

ments of the War Department, pertaining to the transporta-

tion of War Department property, inland and coastwise.

(c) To respond, with respect to matters within their

jurisdiction, to requests from officers and representatives of

the United States Railroad Administration and the individual

carriers, including water lines.

(d) To perform all duties pertaining to the transporta-

tion, inland and coastwise, of all property of the War De-

partment moving by express, freight or otherwise, and the

routing thereof, beginning with the ordering of cars or other

vehicles for use in shipping the property, also including all

matters pertaining to expedition or preference in movement,

tracing, checking of railroad yards, instructions to carriers

with respect to the movement of war department property,

including the disposition of shipments on arrival at destina-

tion, all other relations with the carriers, switching service and
questions pertaining to transportation as distinguished from
the concentration and shipping of the property and the accept-

ance or storing or otherwise disposing of it on arrival at des-

tination; will require prompt acceptance of the property, un-
loading of cars and accomplishment of bills of lading.

(e) To exercise special supervision over the shipment of

property by express and to substitute freight service when
practicable.

(f) To inform themselves with respect to the service

available by inland and coastwise waterways, and the rates

applicable, and to encourage the movement of the maximum
amount of property via such routes when safe and prac-

ticable and the expense therefor is not in excess of the ex-

pense for movement by rail, including cartage and consider-

ing land-grant deductions. Any departure from the latter

rule must be approved by tlie Chief Inland Traffic Service.

(g) To confer with officers and agents of the carriers,

to insure the prompt movement to its destination of all prop-

erty of the war department being delayed en route; to report

to the consignee and to the Chief Inland Traffic Service,

through the proper channels, the action taken in all such

cases ; and for such other purposes as may be necessary.

(h) To keep themselves informed at all times with respect

to the conditions at important railway centers and junction

points, transfer depots, etc. ; to prevent, so far as possible,

delay in the movement of war department property; and to

promptly report any congestion of facilities resulting in delay

in the movement of such property, and, if known, the causes

therefor.

(i) The United States Railroad Administration having
established at Washington (Nineteenth street and Virginia

avenue) a car record bureau wherein the shipment, inter-

change, junction passing and arrival at destination of gov-

ernment shipments in carloads are recorded, that record will

be resorted to in so far as may be practicable in the tracing

of delayed shipments.

The Inland Traffic Service maintains in connection with

this record and in the same building its tracing section, with

which direct communication is authorized.

(j) Branch and district offices may, when necessary and
expedient, trace delayed shipments through local railroad

offices within their respective territories or districts. It is

especially directed, however, that preference be given to the

handling of all tracers for both carload and less than car-

load shipments through the Washington office.

(k) Expediting the movement of important shipments

shall at all times be distinguished from tlie matter of tracing

and effecting deliver}' at destination of shipments delayed in

transit. Branch and district offices are authorized to arrange

direct with the proper officers of the carriers interested for the

movement of such shipments when moving wholly within

the territory assigned to the branch in which the shipments

originate. All other requests must be submitted to the office

of the Chief, Inland Traffic Service, Washington, for trans-

mission to the car service section of the United States Rail-

road Administration.

(1) To give especial attention to the conditions at the

Iiorts of export, to insure prompt delivery of all property to

the consignee upon arrival, prompt unloading of cars, prevent

the incurring of demurrage charges or the accumulation of

property in excess of the facilities availal)le to store or other-

wise care for it, obtain reports from the carriers of all ship-

ments held for disposition and to inform the Chief, Inland

Traffic Service, periodically as required, as to the situation,

including advice as to the ability of the responsible officer to

acrejit and unload property on arrival.

(m) To exercise such other functions and perform such .

other duties as ma}' be prescribed by the Chief, Inland Traffic

Service. W'ar Department, or by his authority, from time

to time.
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(n) To report to the Chief, Inland Traffic Service,

through the proper channels, all failures to observe the orders,

rules and regulations of the Inland Traffic Service.

The following territorial assignments are made:
Assistant chiefs in charge of branch offices will have

general supervision over all territory assigned thereto and will

also have direct charge of the details of operations in the ter-

ritory assigned to their respective branches and not assigned

to districts therein.

High Capacity Cars on a

Narrow Gage Railway in India

By Frederick C. Coleman

BY FAB. THE MOST interesting of all the mountain railways

in India, or perhaps in the Far East, is the 2 ft. 6 in.

gage line connecting Simla, the summer capital of

India and the Punjaub and the headquarters of the Indian

Army all the year round, with Kalka, and there forming a

connection with the East Indian Railway system.

Simla, situated among the foot-hills of the Himalayas at an

been worked by the Indian North Western State Railway
administration. It has a total length of 60 miles of single

track throughout. The permanent way consists of 41 lb. flat-

footed steel rails, with spikes and bearing plates on wooden
deodar ties, but more than half of these have now been
replaced on renewal by 60 lb. rails. The line is ballasted

with stone, and it is fenced only along the Kalka camping
ground and through the outskirts of the town of Kalka.

Most of the curves are compound, the limiting radius being

120 ft. and the ruling grade is 3 per cent, not compensated
for curvature. Upon leaving the Kalka junction, where the

broad-gage trains stop, the line almost immediately com-
mences to ascend the spurs of the mountains, taking turns

continuously until Simla is reached. The spurs are generally

of a favorable character and they are taken advantage of

when they lie in the right direction, but, where they do not,

tunneling has been resorted to. The ridges are connected by
"saddles" of varying heights, not always progressive in favor

of the ascent, so that the line, having surmounted a ridge, has
sometimes to descend. However, as the mountains rise, so

do the majority of the "saddles." In spanning mountain
gorges and ravines, girder viaducts are not usually employed,

Ijut masoniy structures called "galleries." These resemble

Narrow Gage Gondola Car of the Sheffield-Twinberrow Type for the Kalka-Simla Railway

altitude of 7,116 ft., relied, until November, 1903, upon
"tongas," or country carts, for its communication with the

outer world. The railway was commenced in 1899 and
opened for traffic in 1903, and since January 1, 1907, it has

Roman aqueducts, and they consist of tiers of arches rising

one above the other until the rail level is reached. They are

generally on a curve, and tlie curvature is formed by making
the piers wedge-shaped. The retaining walls are made of dry

Box Car with Sheffield-Twinberrow Undcrframo a
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stone, hand set, of 10 ft. to !5 ft. in width, and bands of

masonr\- 2 feet wide are introduced at intervals of aiiout

5 feet, according to circumstances. There are no fewer than

21 stations, and the railway carries about 150,000 passengers

and 62,000 tons of goods each year.

In order to provide facilities for the increasing traffic, addi-

tional locomotives of a more powerful type have recently been

introduced, the passenger vehicles have been re-designed, and

all-steel coaches have largely been adopted.

Simultaneously, a considerable number of all-steel high-

capacity freight cars, both open and covered, have been im-

ported from England. Among these are SO cars of the Shef-

field-Twinberrow pattern, built by the Leeds Forge Company,

Limited, of Leeds, England, from the designs of George H.

Sheffield, of Victoria street, Westminster. They are of two

standard types, open and covered, of 42,560 lb. and 39,200

lb. rated capacity, respectively.

The following is a table of the leading dimensions of the

open cars:

Length inside and over end sills 30 ft.

I.enctli over buffers and couplers 33 ft.

1 leisjht inside 3 ft. 6 in.

Width inside 7 ft.

W idth overall 7 ft. 5!4 in.

Centres of trucks 20 ft.

VVheelbase of truckf 4 ft. 3 in.

Diameter of wheels on tread 10 ft. 8 in.

Size of journals 7 in. by 3'/i in.

^Centres of journals 3 ft. 9.'i in.

Tare weight complete, including vacuum brake equipment 14.000 lb.

'' The over all dimensions, with the exception of the height,

are similar in both types of cars and, with the single excep-

tion of pressed steel end sills and end longitudinals, only three

standard British steel sections are employed in the structures.

Cast steel wheels are employed, and these were pressed on

the axles under a pressure of 40 tons, the bosses of the wheels

being keyed to the axle seats. The journal boxes are also

of cast steel and are fitted with loose key plates and are de-

signed to permit of oil lubrication, either by means of adjust-

Truck of the Sheffield-Twinberrow Type Used Under Some

of the Kalka-Simla Freight Cars.

able pads or waste packing. The tare weight of the covered

cars is 15,350 lb. A number of the covered cars are fitted

with water tanks, each of 115 cu. ft. capacity. The weight

of the empty tanks and fittings is 1,456 lb. The trucks, un-

derframes and general dimensions of the covered cars are

identical with the open cars, but an additional standard Brit-

ish section is employed for the longitudinals and the trans-

verse Ijracing of the plates and of the roof.

One of the photographs shows the Sheffield-Twinberrow

patent truck. The salient feature of this design of truck is

that the weight of the car is not carried on the centre, but is

distributed through groups of coil springs at a transverse dis-

tance of about 16 in. from each side of the centre. The bend-

ing moments upon the main transoms are thus considerably

reduced, and the effect is to add materially to the reduction

in weight of the structure. The springs are comjiounded

to act efficiently when the car is either loaded or empty.

They rest in cast steel boxes, the lower parts of which are at-

tached to and iietween the bogie transoms or bolsters. The
upper, or loose, portions of the boxes are provided with large

rubbing surfaces, which have a sliding contact, with corre-

sponding rubbing pieces upon the car main transoms. Al-

though tilting action alone is allowed for to the e.xtent of the

clearance between the centre pins and pivot casting, and the

spring boxes and the side checks on the ijolster frames of the

trucks, there is ample provision for lateral and end movement
to suit inequalities in the rails or super-elevation.

A distinct advantage in dispensing with the customary
swing bolster is the fact that there is no vertical movement
of the brake shoes, whether the car be empty or loaded. A
uniform wear of the brake shoes is thus ensured and there

is the same range of brake levers under either empty or loaded

conditions. The weight of these trucks, complete, is 2,556

lb. Some of the covered cars are provided with an additional

pair of doors at the top in the centre, as showTi in one of the

illustrations, and the tare weight of the cars is increased to

15,340 lb.

Several of the open and covered cars recently supplied for

use on the Kalka-Simla Railway are fitted with an arch bar

truck. The general dimensions of these cars and the struc-

tural details are similar to those already described, except that

the weight of the truck is 3,192 lb., which increases the tare

weight of the cars to 15.120 lb. and 16,910 lb., respectively,

as against 14,000 lb. and 15,340 lb., the tare weights of the

open and covered cars fitted with the Sheffield-Twinberrow

truck.

Railway Supplies and Commissions

THE K.\iLWAY BUSINESS .ASSOCIATION", through its Com-
mittee on government purchasing policies, has sent the

following letter to its members under the title of

"Selling Agencies":

"We are informed that the Federal Department of Justice

and the Division of Finance and Purchases of the Railroad

Administration has under consideration the question whether

established and legitimate selling agencies shall be exempt
from the contract provision intended to prohibit agencies

organized for the purpose of exacting a special profit. Mem-
bers of the Railway Business Association who petition for

relief from effects of the proposed contract clause are of two
classes: (1) selling agencies; (2) makers who employ sell-

ing agencies.

"The evidence which will best aid the attorney general

and the director of purchases in a wise and just determina-

tion is a description of the types of selling agencies which

claim to be legitimate, with emphasis upon the points which

distinguish those types from the class of agencies which the

government seeks to stop. The most effective form in which

such evidence can be presented to the government is letters

from agents or principals, each telling his story in his own
way. You are invited to write such a letter. It is suggested

tluit rej)lies be prompt.

"The attorney general rests his recommendation upon de-

cisions of the supreme cburt which have pronounced unen-

forceable and illegal contracts for contingent fees in con-

nection with furnishing supiilies to the government, on the

ground that they are contrary to public policy by reason of

the tendency to which they give rise. Tlie recommendation

of the attorney general was that contracts made by any de-

pLirtment of the government contain a clause by which the

contractor warrants that he has employed no third person to

obtain the contract upon contingent compensation or paid no

brokerage, commission or percentage upon the amount re-

ceivable; breach of the warranty to constitute cause for an-

nulment of the contract. Some of the railroad regional pur-
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chasing committees have issued the attorney general's

recommendation as a guide to railroad purchasing officers.

"The Railway Business Association has addressed a letter

to the attorney general calling his attention to the various

types of selling agencies whose legitimacy has never been

questioned, the theory being that a maker might as properly

employ an agency as an individual salesman to market his

goods. This letter makes the suggestion that a speedy under-

standing of the government's precise purpose would be of

substantial benefit since those engaged in conducting sales

companies doubt whether under the recommended covenant

they may do any more business, while makers, if agencies are

prohibited, must develop other sales mechanism. Supple-

menting this formal communication by informal inquiries

we receive the impression that established agencies were not

vvithin the scope intended and that information in the form

of facts will be useful.

"Your situation, if you acquaint us with it, will l)e laid

before the authorities at an early moment."

Orders of Regional Directors

COURTESY TO THE PUBLIC.—The reduction in service due

to war necessities and the elimination of competition

created a growing feeling on the part of the public that

there is a lack in attentiveness and courtesy on the part of

railroad employees and subordinate officers in their contact

with patrons. Intelligent, prompt and energetic action is

urged to remove any real occasion that there may be for this

feeling. A number of suggestions are made as to course

of action which should ije taken to this end, among which

are: (a) The appointment of "Four Minute" men on each

division and particularly in each large terminal, taken from

amongst the older officers and emplojees, to give short snappy
talks to railroad men who come in frequent contact with the

[lublic, outlining the aims of the Administration in the direc-

tion of efficient and prompt .-service to the public, courteously

rendered
;

( b ) .A close study of the needs of individual ticket

offices to determine whether an increase in the number of

ticket windows and employees is necessary or whether a

floorwalker should be .supplied to discover and adjust peoples'

needs and troubles and to assist them in securing tickets and
accommodations; (c) Close attention to neatness in uniforms
or personal appearance of representatives of the Railroad Ad-
ministration coming in contact with the public; (d) The
maintenance of railroad property where the public transacts

business with the railroad administration in a clean and
businesslike condition. This applies particularly to pas-

senger and freight stations and means that windows should

be w^ashed, floors cleaned, lavatories disinfected properly, well

lighted, and public conveniences kept in first-class order at

all times.

Sleep-ing Car Reservations.—Hereafter railroad agents or

representatives will not pay for telegraph or telephone mes-
sages covering sleeping, parlor car or steamer reservations.

When such messages are sent by railroad representatives

passengers will he required to pay the established charges
for the necessary telegraph or telephone ser\-ice in both direc-

tions, except that the wires of railroads under government
control may be used locally or jointly without charge under
the following conditions: (a) The accommodations will be
secured only in connection with a continuous trip, a reason-
al)le time—not to exceed 12 hours—being allowed for train
connections at points where transfers to sleepers are made.
(h) A sleeping, parlor car or steamer birth ticket or order
therefor covering accommodations must be purchased at the
time that they are secured, (c) For delivery of the sleeping
or parlor car or steam birth ticket, the agents to whom appli-
•caton IS made for the accommodation.' shall require the

presentation or purchase of a ticket good from his station to

or beyond the destination to which the reservation is made.
Assignment of space to offices located off the line of sleeping

and parlor car runs must not be made.
Transportation of Laborers.—In Circular No. 47, dated

July 30, the regional director of Southwestern railroads says:

"Supplement Xo. 5 to Circular No. 63 issued by the regional
director of Northwestern railroads stipulates that the pay-
ment of fare for laborers from labor markets to the point
needed and their return fare to the point where employed
may be continued, but that this practice will not be consid-
ered as an allowance that will have the effect of increasing
compensation. We interpret this rule as applying to the pay-
ment of fare over connecting or intermediate roads and that
free transportation may be issued only over the lines of the
employing road as they existed prior to Federal control

—

that is, for example, men for .service on the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas of Texas at Dallas may be moved dead-head over
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas from St. Louis, but where
intermediate lines are used fares should be paid; for instance,
men moving from St. Louis for service at Longview, Texas,
on the Texas & Pacific should pay their fare from St. Louis
to Texarkana."

Dynamometer Car.—The Southern regional director an-
nounces in Circular No. 358 that the all-steel dynamometer
car owned by the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has
now served its purpose on that road and is available for use
on any of the railroads under federal control.

Reports of Traffic Movements.—In order that facilities

of the Southern Region may be used to the greatest advant-
age, the regional director has asked each federal and general
manager to give him on the first and fifteenth of each month
a statement as to what proportion of main lines or routes
under their jurisdiction are not handling as much tonnage
at present as they were last year or, if more is now being
handled, over what part of the lines this heavy movement
has occurred. He also wants reports as to unbalanced move-
ments and suggestions as to the best means of remedying
them, and wire or other immediate reports of unusual changes
or unusuall}- heav)- movement of emi)t_\- ca"rs.

Hours of Service Lau:—Employees have been penalized
for violation of the hours of service law because of the mis-
understanding of .\rticle 1 of General Order No. 8. It

should be understood that the officers and agents of carriers
who are liable to the penalties provided in the act are those
who have official direction or control of the employees; and
that the penalties do not attach to the employees who, sub-
ject to such supervision or control, jierform the ser\-ice pro-
hibited, under instructions. It should be thoroughlv under-
stood, however, by all employees, the circular states, that be-
fore laecoming a party to a violation of the law, it is their
distinct duty to notify the officer of an impending violation
of the hours of service law, and which may have been over-
looked by the officer at the time in charge of the handling of
the men involved.

Publicity Agents.—The- Southern Regional Director in

Circular 354 has asked for a list of the publicity men em-
ployed by the railroads in his jurisdiction. This list is to
show the name, salary, estimate of expenses, and the func-
tions performed and will include not only men actuallv desig-
nated as publicity agents, but employees with c>ther titles who
perform publicity functions. The circular says: "Under
present conditions, it is difficult to see any justification for
publicity agents whose salaries and expenses are charged to
operating expen.ses. Please, therefore, indicate which, if any,
of the men included in your list you think ought to be re-

tained in .service and give the reason for your belief that they
should be so retained."

Wage Increases.—In circular letter No. 355 the Southern
director draws attention to the fact that in the case of men
jointl\- employed by several railroads, some of which are un-
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der government control and others which are not under gov-

ernment control, the increases in pay under General Order

No. 27 will apply, even though in some instances the actual

pay check may be issued by the railroad not under government

control.

Rental Charges for Locomotives.—Circular letter No. 356

issued by the Southern director says that until such a time as

a uniform basis has been arrived at, the rental rate for leased

or loaned locomotives of one mill per pound tractive effort per

day, with a minimum charge of $25 per day, will be used.

Loss and Damage.—The Eastern regional director is cull-

ing for a report of payments for loss and damage claims paid

during the first six months of 1918 and caused by insecure

packages.

Agents' Funds, Paying Payrolls, and Bank Accounts.—
The Eastern regional director is asking for a statement of the

practices in effect concerning (a) method of remitting agents'

funds, (b) method of paying payrolls, and (c) bank accounts

that should be maintained. It is desired to make a careful

study of these practices with a view to determining the prac-

ticability or desirability of adopting uniform methods.

Conserving Materials.—The Eastern regional director di-

rects attention to the necessity of reclaiming as far as prac-

ticable all iron and steel parts and suggests that the use of

oxy-acetylene and electric welding outfits should be increased.

Bonds for Use as Stores or Cellars as Warehouses.—In call-

ing attention to section 2,961 of the revised statutes of the

United States statutes, the Division of Law is arranging with

the treasury department to give a general bond for the director

general to execute covering this subject, and the railroads

should, therefore, not execute such bonds as was formerly

the practice.

Cars for Railroad Fuel Loading.—In Supplement No. 1 to

Circular 42, dated August 5, the regional ciirector of Central

Western lines explains that the abolishment of assigned cars

for railroad fuel loading is intended to affect only the dis-

tribution of cars as between mines, and is not intended to

affect car service or interchange as between railroads. The
purpose of the new arrangement is to avoid the working of

some mines to full capacity while other mines in the same

competing district work less than full capacity. It is there-

fore permissible for railroads to accept from their connections

cars to protect their company coal lading. Mines owned by

railroad companies and producing exclusively railroad fuel

must be treated just the same as any other mine.

Postal Air Service Betaveen Budapest and Vienna
was begun on July 4. Press despatches state that the Hun-
garian Minister of Commerce has suggested a similar serv-

ice between Budapest and Odessa.

Meeting of Railway Claim Agents

The annual meeting of the Association of Railway
Claim Agents was held at Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, on

July 30. About 90 of the larger railroads of the

United States were represented. J. H. Howard, supervisor

of claims in the office of the general counsel of the Railroad

Administration who until recently was general claim agent

of Chicago & Alton at Chicago, delivered an address. He
stated that interference by ambulance-chasing lawyers and
crooked physicians in cases of injuries incurred on the rail-

ways will not be tolerated by the government. The Railroad

Administration proposes to deal directly with claimants and
to treat them fairly. When claimants insist upon legal ad-

vice their counsel will be limited to a reasonaljle fee. The
policy of the administration will be to investigate fully each

case of personal injury and to handle it strictly on its merits.

Every effort, he said, would be made to introduce uniformity

and economy in claim departments under federal control.

In that connection he pointed out that some railroad claim

departments handle only personal injuries while others han-

dle all cases including claims for losses through fire and the

injury and slaughter of live stock. It w^as Mr. Howard's
opinion that a general claim department should handle all

claims except freight claims and should also have jurisdic-

tion over railroad surgical departments.

Mr. Howard read a letter to the association from Judge
John Barton Payne, general counsel of the Railroad Ad-
ministration, which stated that the ffderal authorities ex-

pect railroad attorneys to refrain from taking claims against

other railroads. Likewise county, city and district attorneys,

being employed in public service, should not take railroad

claim cases, as such action would amount to working against

the interests of another branch of the government. If any

such attorneys persist in taking claims against the carriers

it was suggested that they be reported to the regional di-

rector and through him to the legal department of the Rail-

road Administration at Washington.

A considerable part of the meeting was devoted to a dis-

cussion of trespassing and automobile crossing accidents

which constitute the most serious problems confronting the

claim departments. Attention was also directed to the large

losses in focxl resulting from the slaughter of live stock on

railroad right-of-ways and the destruction of grain by fire

set out by trains. For instance, the loss in live stock killed

on all railroads in Missouri in 1916 amounted to 11,612

animals representing a value of $544,000. A number of

members of the association told of the excellent co-operation

given them by the Food Administration and the Council of

National Defense, as well as bv individual farmers, in cut-

Canadian Wounded on Their Way to Base Hospitals
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ting down these losses. In some instances farmers liave

plowed fire guards inside and outside of the right-of-way to

prevent the inception of conflagrations from locomotive
sparks. In order to secure the assistance of the Railroad
Administration in working out these problems and in order
to effect the closest co-operation between the individual rail-

road lines and the federal authorities at Washington, a
committee was appointed consisting of R. C. Richards, gen-
eral claim agent of the Chicago & North Western at Chicago
as chairman; Frank V. Whiting, general claims attorney

of the New York Central Lines at New York; H. B. Hull,
general claim agent of the Illinois Central, at Chicago;
A. H. Mansfield, claims attorney of the Missouri Pacific,

at St. Louis; and D. H. Kimball, general claim agent of
the Great Northern, at St. Paul.

The following officers of the association were elected for

the coming year: President, R. C. Richards, to succeed

W. F. Ever}', general claim agent of the Northern Pacific

at St. Paul, Minn.; first vice-president, John S. Douglass,
general claim agent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, Gal-
veston, Te.xas; second vice-president, C. A. Theis, chief

claim agent of the New York Central Lines at Chicago;
third vice-president D. H. Kimball, to succeed J. J. Donahue
of the Louisville & Nashville, Louisville, Ky.; secretary and
treasurer, Willis H. Failing, claims attorney of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey, Jersey City, N. J.

Special Meeting of Short

Line Association

THE SPECIAL MEETING of the American Short Line Rail-

road Association, held in the Homer Building, Wash-
ington, last Wednesday, considered principally the

relations between the Railroad Administration and the short

lines and considerable attention was paid also to the rela-

tions in general between the short lines and the government,

in the matter of mail pay, etc.

Calls for the meeting were sent out by Bird M. Robin-
son, president of the association, to members and other short

line carriers who would be interested. In the call to mem-
bers he said that the meeting was called for two general

purposes

:

"First—To carefully and fully consider the emergency
which now confronts the great majority of the short line

railroads.

"Second—To alter or amend the articles of organization

and by-laws, in any way and to any extent that may be

deemed necessary; to adopt financial plans and policies for

the future; to elect officers and necessary committees; to con-

sider and act upon any proposition or suggestion that may
be offered.

"The government control of all main or trunk lines, in-

cluding their short-line subsidiaries, and the exclusion from
such control of the great majorit}- of the independently owned
short lines, is having a distressing and dangerous effect.

"President Wilson and other officials have stated that the

short lines are to be treated fairly, but so far nothing has
been done that has been effective in affording necessary re-

lief. The enforced absence of the director general has no
doubt delayed matters to some extent. We are now advised
that he will return to Washington on August 5 and will

soon thereafter approve standard forms of contracts to be
made witli any and all railroads taken under federal control.

"We are advised that no contract has been made by the
government with any railroad company, and that no contract

will be made until after the director generr.l returns and
reports.

"We are of the opinion that it would be best for all con-
cerned for the short lines to defer any attempt to negotiate
a contract or to make jiermanent arrangements until the

meeting of the association on August 7; that every .short

line, whether retained by the government or relinquished,
should be represented in that meeting, and that the delegates
should then adopt such policy and recommendations as may
to them seem wise, just and proper.

"This association has not at any time, and does not now,
approve of any arbitrary, unfair or unjust demands upon
the government; on the contrary, it has favored and now
advocates doing everything possible to aid the government in

solving the serious problem involved, in a way that will do
the greatest good for all concerned. We have frequently
tendered our services to the administration with that object

in view, and will recommend that the coming meeting not
only earnestly renew that offer, but that it openly condemn
any road that is shown to be guilty of attempting to obtain
an unfair advantage. The projjosed delay in attempting to

negotiate contracts would probably aid the administration

as it would enable them to settle many questions that must
be determined before any contracts are made.
"War conditions during the past fifteen months have pre-

vented the association from having meetings in due course.

Notwithstanding a continuation of such meetings, we be-

lieve it is necessan' for the members to meet and consider

the situation.

"Present conditions are such that the meeting herein called

ought to be, and probably will be, the most important short

line meeting ever held."

The meeting was called to order at 10:30 a. m. in the

office of the Bureau of Railway E,conomics. Homer build-

ing, Washington. Mr. Robinson presided. E. C. Niles,

chairman of the short line section of the Railroad Adminis-
tration, spoke briefly on the relations, between the adminis-

tration and the short line railroads. Considerable attention

was given to the report of the executive committee on the

compensation contract, papers being read by Ben B. Cain,

vice-president and general manager of the Gulf, Texas &
Western, chairman of the committee, and by W. M. Blount,

president of the Birmingham & Southeastern, another of its

members.
A full report of this meeting will be given in our next issue.

Railway Notes from China
Peking.

ON .\PRiL 17 occurred the first train "hold-up" in the

history of China. The scene was a few miles west of

HsuChowfu on the new Lung Hai line. The engineer

of the west-bound express perceiving a large pile of stones

on the track ahead brought his train to a stop in time to pre-

vent accident. But as soon as the train slowed down it was

greeted with a heavy rifle fire from all sides. After this

preliminary salvo, the bandits wearing queues and faded

out militar}' uniforms, boarded the train taking all valuables

from passengers, tlie baggage car and the express car. Three

passengers who resisted were shot to death. Several were

wounded by the preliminary fire. About a dozen were taken

along to be held for ransom. There is little doubt that the

robbers are former soldiers of tlie old monarchist Chang
Hsun, leader of the fiasco of last July.

The Peking Hankow line by way of precaution is attach-

ing an armored car to the four express trains passing daily

over the section between Shuntehfu and Wushangkuan.

Twenty soldiers armed with rifles and a machine gun com-

pose the crew.
* *

On the night of April 27 friends of G. .\. Kyle, chief

engineer of the Siems Carey Railway & Canal Company,

made up a considerable part}' to meet him returning from his

captivity. He was in the hands of the bandits 52 days.

He was forced to make long marches at night. His shoes

were taken awa>- because of the noise they made. Chinese
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shoes crippled his feet, and finally rags wrapped around his

feet were the only protection he had. He was secreted by

day, but not allowed to sleej) soundly, because of a certain

habit whose sound might attract attention. Yet his vitality

was such, that after sleeping for a day or two and visiting

the barber he shows few effects of the hardships. The three

Ijandit chiefs concerned in the abduction have all been ap-

pointed majors in the Honan army, and are attached to the

l)odyguard of the commander of the First ]Mixed Brigade.

It should Ije understood that these appointments are not as

a reward for the kidnapping, but for the release of Mr. Kyle.

As a local paper, edited by Chinese, puts it: "In China they

always take the enlightened view that a man is only a bandit

from force of circumstances. 'It isn't them as has money

that breaks into houses and steals.' China must have some

features in common with England in the days of Dr. John-

son who said that a pension was the reward of a traitor

for betraying his country."
* * *

John Stevens, head of the American railway unit to Russia,

together with his son and secretary, has been visiting Peking.

It is presumed that his visit has had to do with the status

of the American experts who at present are giving their at-

tention to the Chinese Eastern Railway.

Since the beginning of the great war, the following loans

have been made by Japan to China on securities connected

with communications:

Ministry of Communications loan $3,000,000
SzePingChich-Chengchiatim Railway 5,000,000
Bank of Communications loan 5,000.000
Kirin Changchun Railway 4,011,000
Second Communications loan 20,000,000

$37,011,000

On April .30 a contract was ratified between the Tele-

graph Administration and three Japanese banks for a loan

of $20,000,000. It is issued at par and bears eight per cent

interest. Security offered is the entire government telegraph

system and the income therefrom—about $5,000,000 annu-

ally at present. China binds herself to hereafter make the

first approach to Japanese financiers when in need of funds

for this branch, to employ Japanese advisers and experts

when extensions are to be made, and to purchase Japanese

materials.
* * *

The Peking Suiyuan line is erecting four superheated

Mikado locomotives, built for it by the American Locomo-
tive Company. These engines will be used over the heavy
grades between Nankow and Kalgan, over the Nankow- pass

and through the Great Wall. They were ordered early in

1916.

It is understood that negotiations are under way for an

extension of 1.50 miles into Eastern Mongolia of th* recently

constructed Ssupingkai—Chengchiatun line. The Yokohama
Specie Bank will probably be in charge of financial ar-

rangements. The extension is estimated to cost about

$1,000,000.
* * *

Graduates of American universities are managing direc-

tors of four out of the fourteen government lines in opera-

tion in China. These four lines produce two thirds of the

entire gross revenue earned by the government system.
* '* +

Shortage of cars remains critical. The situation is ag-

gravated by the considerable troop movements in connection

with inter-provincial troubles. Interested shippers and

capitalists are busy devising plans to augment the car supply,

but except for the small agreement on the Taokow Chinghua
line, no agreements have been reached. The Ministry of

Communications has apparently changed its attitude toward

present high prices, in view of the probable long continu-

ation of the war, and rehabilitation period after.

* * *

Another illustration of the growing appreciation of esprit

de corps on the part of Chinese railway management is

offered in the first track meet held under the auspices of the

Ministr}- of Communications on the ISth of May. The
contending teams represented the two Administration schools.

Railway and Telegraph respectively. The records made
were not remarkable, but the spirit displayed made the event

a pronounced success. The grounds were decorated with

the flags of all the allied and neutral nations. A band
played western music at inters-als throughout the day. The
contestants for the most part were dressed for their events

in accoutrements of American make, or copies of such makes.
Two rooting sections led by "yell leaders" who contorted

themselves in the most approved collegiate style cheered on

their respective mates to victory. Probably most remarkable
of all, in view of traditions, was the presence of at least two
hundred women and girls, representing the families of the

officials in the ^Ministry and relatives of the contestants.

However, these were segregated to a definite section. Spec-

tators remained for hours watching and applauding the

events w^ith evident zest. Instinctively, it seemed, the most
applause went to the contenders displaying the best "form.'"

lIUislraliiiR Service

This Scene Does Not Look Much Like War



General News Department

J. M. Hawley, agricultural agent of the Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsburgh, estimates that there are 3,000 war gardens
under cultivation by employees of that company. This is

nearly double the number of gardens planted last year.

Six aeroplanes, built exclusively for mail carrying purposes
have been completed at Elizabeth, N. J., and have been de-

livered to the government this week. Two are to be sent to

W'ashington, two to Philadelphia and two to New York.

It is said that the city ticket offices in New York will be
consolidated some time during August, with four offices only
in New York City; one at 64 Broadway, one at 57 Chambers
street, one at 31 West S7th street, and one at 114 West 42nd
street. There will also be a consolidated ticket office in

Brooklyn.

L. S. Carroll and F. A. Bushnell, members of the regional

purchasing committee for Northwestern railroads, left Chi-

cago on August 7 for an extended trip throughout the North-
western region for the purpose of investigating the organiza-

tion and practices of the stores departments of the roads

under Federal control in that section of the country.

The Quarterly Bulletin of the voluntary relief department
of the Pennsylvania Railroad western lines shows disburse-

ments during the three months ending June 30, 1918, of

$18,750 in benefits for deaths resulting from accidents and
$79,414 in benefits for deaths resulting from natural causes,

$51,013 in benefits for disabilities resulting from accidents
and $108,343 in benefits for disability caused by sickness.

The collision of a freight train on the Belt Railway of

Chicago with a street car at Sixty-third street and Archer
avenue, Chicago, on August 5, resulted in 5 fatalities and 27

injuries. .All of those injured and killed were passengers on
the street car. The apparent cause of the accident was the

attempt of the motorman of the street car to beat the train

across the crossing. The street car was thrown 20 ft. down
a grade and the locomotive jumped the tracks and tore up
the adjoining rails.

At a meeting at St. Paul, Minn., of representatives of rail-

road commissions of northwestern states, it was decided to

request a confereiicc with Mr. Mc.Adoo at Washington, on or

about .\ugust 20, tlirough the National Association of Rail-

road and Utilities Commissioners, for the purpose of discuss-

ing a closer co-operation between the Railroad Administra-
tion and the state commissions. Representatives of the

commissions in Minnesota, South Dakota and Iowa attended
the meeting at St. Paul.

The city of New Orleans has recently authorized the ap-

pointment of a board of advisory engineers of the Public

Belt Railroad Commission for the purpose of investigating

the physical and financial feasibility of a bridge or tunnel

crossing of the Mississippi river at or near the city in con-
nection with terminal development under the auspices of the

Public Belt Railroad. This board consists of four members,
Lieut. Col. Bion J. Arnold, Chicago, chairman; Dr. J. A. L.

Waddell, Kansas City; J. Vipond Davies, of New York, and
A. F. Barclay, engineer of the Public Belt Railroad Com-
pany, secretary. The board is instructed to submit a re-

port by the first of January. 1919. Field work will be con-
ducted under the direction of J. R. Bibbins, Charles K. .Mien
and A. R. .Archer.

Railroad Claim Swindler Arrested

The arrest of E. Runderlc, an attorney in the Exchange build-

ing at the I'nion Stock Yards, Chicago, is expected to result

in the disclosure of railroad claim swindles involving thousands
of dollars and a number of railroad officers and employees in

that city. Runderle was arrested on a federal warrant charg-

ing him with bribery. Several claim agents of railroads are

said to have confessed receiving bribes from him in considera-

tion of their aid in favoring his clients. It is alleged that

Runderle, in many instances, negotiated directly with the heads

of claim departments giving them bribes to pass generously upon

the demands of his clients. Sometimes both shipper and rail-

roads would be used for the purpose of effecting the collection

of an exorbitant clann, from which Runderle would deduct not

only the amount he had added to the claim of his client but also

the fee for handling the case. Other attorneys are said to have

engaged Runderle to handle their claims and these may be

drawn into the case.

Telegraphers Still Threaten Strike

The Eastern general committee of the Commercial Telegra-

phers' Union of .America has telegraphed Postmaster General

Burleson, claiming that the Western Union is still discharging

operators who join the union and also claiming that the officers

of the Western Union are desirous of a telegraphers' strike

while the union is doing its best to prevent such a strike. The

telegram says in closing:

"In view of present unsatisfactory conditions, it is essential,

in the opinion of the undersigned, that a statement be made by

the Postmaster General with respect to the right of employees

to organize without the loss of employment, and that his pro-

nouncement on this principle includes decision on the cases of

the men and women hitherto discharged by the company for

membership in the union. These cases were referred to the

Secretary of Labor in May and. we understand, were referred

to the Postmaster General for final disposition."

Priority for Railroad Materials

The Priorities Division of the War Industries Board issued

on July 26 circular No. 4, dated July 1. This embodies

a revision of its rules and regulations governing priority in

production, including changes suggested by the experience

of the past six months, intended to simplify the administra-

tion of priorities and at the same time give greater assurance

that the war requirements will be promptly met. The new
circular continues in effect class A.A, which comprises only

emergency war work; class A, which comprises other war
work, and class B, which comprises orders and work which,

while not primarily designed for the prosecution of the war,

yet are of public interest and essential to the national welfare

or otherwise of exceptional importance. In order to secure

rating within these three classes, application must still be

made to the priorities committee, save in cases where pro-

vision is made for automatic classifications. One of the

fundamental changes embodied in the circular is the establish-

ment of automatic ratings. Automatic classifications are

allowed on orders for materials, equipment or supplies for

specific uses named in the circular, which places orders "for

the repair or construction of steam railroad locomotives for

use on the railroads under the jurisdiction of the United
States Railroad Administration" in class .A-4 and orders "for

the manufacture of steam railroad materials, equipment and
supplies other than locomotives for use on the railroads under
the jurisdiction of the United States Railroad .Administra-

tion" in class B-1. The automatic classifications do not pre-

vent higher classifications being given on orders so included
where it may appear essential or desirable that a higher
classification be given. .Application for transportation as-

sistance where necessary should be made to T. C. Powell,

manager of inland traffic. War Industries Board, Washington,
D. C, on forms of application which may be had from him
on request and a preference list compiled by the priorities

board is used as a guide by the United States Fuel Adminis-
tration and the United States Railroad .Administration in the

distribution of fuel to industries and plants.

271
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Interchange Defect Carding

The Master Car Builders' Association has issucil circular No.
•12 in reference to defect carding of cars in intercliange. The
rules have been changed as follows .

(a) Defect carding for any delivering line defects as between

government controlled roads for defects on cars belonging to

non-government controlled roads and private car lines, as well

as cars belonging to government controlled roads, is discon-

tinued.

(b) Defect carding for any delivering line defects on cars

l.ielonging to non-government controlled roads and private car

lines is limited to the lirst and last government controlled road

receiving or delivering the car.

Cannot Garnishee Railway Wages
In a decision delivered on .August 1, by Judge Hugh J. Kcarns

of the Chicago municipal court, it- was held that railroad em-
ployees are in the same category as employees of the nation,

state, county and city and that their wages cannot be garnisheed.

The decision was made in the case of John Shea for the use

of Harry Poulos vs. the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The
road pled that its revenues belong to the United States Gov-
ernment and are not subject to garnishment and its conten-

tion was upheld by the judge. He explained that the govern-

ment had announced that while it was opposed to garnishment

suits against railroads, it intended to investigate all claims

against railroad employees. In case the claims were just and

no satisfactory explanation was given as to why they had not

been met, employees would be discharged.

Recruiting Labor for Railroads

The railroads will not lose out in the campaign now going
on to recruit unskilled labor for employers engaged in war
work.
The Department of Laljor in a statement issued last week

said:

While the prohibition against recruiting of unskilled labor

by employers engaged in war work, except under tlie direc-

tion of the Department of Labor does not include railroads

and farmers, the transportation and agricultural industries

will be assisted by the United States Employment Service in

every way possible.

specialization in farm and railroad labor supplying is a

feature of the central labor recruiting program and the lead-

ing branch offices have special railroad labor and farm labor
divisions, while in the West and in some places in the
South and East offices have been established which devote
their entire attention to supplying farm labor and railroad
unskilled labor. Recently the employment offices of railroads
in Western territory were made a part of the Federal Em-
ployment Service system.
This statement is ir.ade necessary by the existence of an

erroneous belief that railroads and farms must obtain labor
through means other than the L'nited States Employment
Service. The service will not only assist railroads and farms
in getting unskilled labor, but they will be protected by the
Department of Labor from recruiting by other industries.

Store-Door Delivery Problems

Some of the agents of California shipper food products to
New York have been protesting to the Railroad .Administration
against the plan for store-door delivery of freight without some
modifications.

One shipper is quoted in part as follows

:

"But as it is proposed to operate the scheme we are to have
no notice of arrival till a railroad truckman backs up to our
oflice door with several hundred boxes or cases on his truck.
Where we can put them I do not know. Surely not in this
office

;
and I defy anyone to find warehouses available in this

city for short-order delivery. Nor can we tell anything about
approximate arrival date the way things are being delayed now.
The wasted time of trucks awaiting a chance to unload will be
as bad if not worse than the present delay of goods on docks,
and will cost more money.
"The ideal system would be for the railroad to provide ware-

houses—iTiake every dock a five or six-story storage house if

necessary—and then store for our account after the expiration

of a reasonable time of notice. As it is, every warehouse in

town is full, and space cannot be had even with plenty of time to

hunt for it. If we had to keep warehouse space available, the

wasted rent when it was empty, especially when multiplied by
the hundreds and thousands of concerns like ourselves, w-ith no
use for warehouses more than a few weeks in the year—for we
do not carry stocks on hand—would add materially to the cost
of doing business. In our case haulage to the warehouse, haul-
age out again for delivery, double handling and warehouse
charges would be as much as $200 a car, and I think that is

more of a burden than the Administration ought to saddle us
with, knowing full well that it would have to be passed along to
the trade and the consumer."

Railway Business Association

J. M. Hansen, president of the Standard Steel Car Company,
Pittsburgh, and E. J. Kearney, secretary and treasurer of Kear-
ney & Trecker, Milwaukee, manufacturers of machine tools,
have been appointed members of the general executive com-
mittee of the Railway Business As.sociation. Mr. Hansen has
been assigned to the committee on government purchasing poli-
cies, and Mr. Kearney to the committee on railways after the
war. Mr. Kearney's appointment was in accordance with the
plait to oflfer immediate representation to the group of com-
panies enrolling with the association since the annual meeting
at Chicago in March.
Frank W. Noxon, secretary of the association, has sent the

following letter and list of questions to all members:
"Tardiness by individual railroads in paying bills for goods

delivered having again shown an increase as indicated by let-
ters from our members, the matter has been discussed by us
with the authorities in Washington.

"Individual complaints to the Division of Finance and Pur-
chases are now investigated where the manufacturer specifies
the road, gives the facts and seems to set up a prima facie
case of flagrancy. It has been suggested that the Railroad
Administration prescribe a standard of promptness, establish
means of payment for all roads, and provide a check-up of per-
formance. The decision of the authorities as to whether the
situation requires such action will be based upon the facts as
presented. Such facts our association can only obtain from the
members. We shall present the matter to the Director of Finance
and Purchases as soon as we have in hand sufificient material
to show that the condition is general.

"For this purpose we have arbitrarily fixed 60 days as the line

beyond which remittances will be regarded as tardy. To be
considered, facts must be concrete and susceptible of verification.

Are you in position to name roads? If not, can you get into
that position by discussing the matter with railroad disbursing
officers and gaining their acquiescence to your stating the facts?
If neither, can you suggest an alternative method of our making
a case?

".Appended hereto is a questionnaire.
"1. Please furnish the Railway Business Association to be

quoted to the director of finance and purchases a statement
naming roads and giving figures and dates of all accounts out-
standing before, or incurred since, governmeiital control where
the lapse of time between delivery and remittance has exceeded
60 days.

"2. If not in a position to comply with (I) please endeavor
to obtain from appropriate officers of individual roads whose
remittances you deem slow acquiescence in your stating to the

director of finance and purchases the facts together with the

reason given by the road for tardiness and furnish the Railway
Business -Association statement covering for such roads as

acquiesce the information called for under (l^.

"3. If you feel reluctant to follow either of the methods sug-
gested above in (1) and (2) can you suggest any other method
by which the facts of the situation may be presented to the
authorities?

"4. Please give a list of reasons stated by railway disbursing
officers for delay in reniittanccs.

"S. Please state recommendations which our association might
appropriately make to the director of finance and purchases
intended to be helpful to him in framing instructions as to

future practice in auditing, provision of funds and remittances."
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Traffic News

The Railroad Administration has established a western lines

bureau of service of national parks and monuments with How-
ard Hayes formerly manager of the department of tours of the

Chicago & North Western and the Union Pacific lines in

charge, with headquarters at Chicago. One representative of

each road .serving parks will assist Mr. Hayes. The govern-
ment will distribute circulars and information on parks and
monuments and answer inquiries about rales and service to

them without charge to the public.

Important developments with regard to the construction,

operation and management of the intra-coastal waterways
systems from Boston to Beaufort may result from the hear-

ings held recently before the Army Board of Engineers for

Rivers and Harbors in Washington. Major-General William
M. Black, chief of engineers, in a report recently made public,

recommended that such a system be placed by the Railroad
Administration in charge of a director, who shall control
them as the railroads are now being managed.

Indictments for Rebating

The Pennsylvania Railroad, Armour & Co., Swift & Co. and
the Jersey City Stock Yards Company were indicted by the Fed-
eral Grand Jury yesterday on the charge of conspiring to violate

the Interstate Commerce law prohibiting rebates. The indict-

ments were returned to Judge Julius M. Mayer in the United
States District Court.

The indictments charged that Armour & Co. caused to be in-

corporated the Jersey City Stock Yards Company, all the stock
of which was to be owned by the Armour and Swift packing
concerns. Then the Pennsylvania Railroad, the indictments
stale, leased the Harsimus stock yards property in Jersey City
to the Jersey City Stock Yards Company at an inadequate rental,

and as the results the packing plants thereafter made their
cattle shipments over that railroad.

The indictments charged that the packing concerns shipped
livestock destined for New York consumption over other rail-

roads prior to the leasing of the Harsimus yards, but after-
ward the shipments were routed over' the Pennsylvania Rail-
road. This practice extended from November 6, 1912, to
December 27, 1917, the indictments charged.

Grain Movement Under Way
The movement of grain is starting this year much earlier

than last year. In the ten days from July IS to July 25 the rail-

roads under federal control handled 40.044 cars in the three
western and in the eastern regions, as compared with 24,533 for
the same len days of last year, an increase of 15,511 cars.

The figures compiled by the Railroad Administration are as

follows

:

1918 1917
Southwestern '. 11,414 7,782
Central Western 19,301 8.978

Northwestern 6,347 6,772

Eastern 2,982 1,001

The Northwestern is the only region of the four which shows
a smaller movement this year than last. This is because the

movement from this region has not yet started in volume and
also because last year the railroads were still moving some of

the old crop.

Coal Production

The output of bituminous coal during the week of July 27 de-

clined approximately 1 per cent from the preceding week, ac-

cording to the report of the Geological Survey. The produc-

tion during the week, including lignite coal and coal made into

coke, is estimated at 12,802,000 net tons, a decrease compared
with the week preceding , of 121,000 net tons, but an increase

over the corresponding week of 1917 of 1,471,000 net tons, or 13

per cent. The average daily production is estimated at 2,134,000

net tons as against 2,154,000 net tons during the week of July 20

and as compared with 1,889,000 net tons during the week of July

27, 1917.

Anthracite shipments increased slightly during the week, the

total movement amounting to 40,942 carloads.

The percentage of full time output lost on account of car

shortage during the week of July 20 was 5.1 per cent.

Canadian Freight Rate Advances

In authorizing increases in freight rates in Canada in accord-

ance with the orders in council by the Canadian government,

Sir Henry Drayton, chairman of the Canadian railway board,

gave out a statement in part as follows:

"The estimates of the increased costs filed by the Canadian

Railway War Board, show a total increased cost of $50,616,226,

in addition to which there are further claims to be settled by the

McAdoo award, which, if settled adversely to the companies,

might call for an additional sum of $19,930,000, making a possi-

ble outlay of $70,546,260.

"The McAdoo award is popularly supposed to increase rates

twenty-five per cent. In some instances, not amounting, how-
ever, to a great volume, the McAdoo award exceeds this per-

centage. In a larger number of instances, owing to maximum
advance limitations and to a flat rate increase, which, while

advancing in a higher percentage the rate for the shorter mileage,

hold down all longer movements, the increase of twenty-five per

cent is not obtained.

"The railway statistics for 1917 show the total freight earn-

ings of all systems in Canada as amounting to $215,245,256. This

total amount includes railways which are now under the juris-

diction of Parliament and whose increases are not mirrored in

the company's estimates. The difference, however, would not

be very great.

"Assuming, however, that the whole amount represented earn-

ings of companies under the jurisdiction of Parliament, and as-

suming further that the increases under the McAdoo scale would
net on the gross the whole twenty-five per cent, which they

will not, the total amount of the resultant increases under the

McAdoo award would be $53,811,314. These figures, however,
cannot be accepted. On the one hand the freight earnings in

1917 were very large—the volume may not prove representative

—but on the other hand as rates have already been increased,

the resultant gross revenues may well be much larger. As the

board has not had the time necessary to compile statistics based
on the newer rates, the American increases which were arrived

at as necessary in American territory after much investigation

are treated as those necessary, subject to the recommendation
hereinafter made for rate reduction.

"It is difficult accurately to forecast the increased gross earn-
ings that tlie rate increases will give. It is much more difficult

to arrive with any degree of accuracy at the result of the net.

Traffic conditions and operating expenses constantly change.
The authorities of the United States have gone into all the cir-

cumstances requiring, and the added e.xpenses necessitating, a
rate increase with inuch care. As a result of this study, in the

opinion of those authorities, the so-called 25 per cent increase

was necessary.

"It is also true that the increases on a large volume of the

traffic will fall a considerable degree short of the 25 per cent
increase popularly connected with the McAdoo order, owing to

the maximum limitation the order creates and the flat increases
in other cases allowed.

"The order in Council was not passed for the purpose of in-

creasing company profits over those of previous years, but for

the purpose of meeting the advanced costs of transportation, of

preventing strikes, and the collapse of the country's transporta-
tion."

Incre.^sed Freight R.-^tes on It.\li.\n St.\te R.\ilw.\ys.—
Consul General David F. Wilber, of Genoa, reports an advance
in freight rates on the Italian State Railways, effective for in-

ternal traffic on June 16 and for international, traffic at a date
to he fixed later. The new tariff applies to shipments by fast

freight, accelerated slow freight, and ordinary slow freight, and
also to the conveyance of baggage.
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a pamph-

let of revised regulations for the transportation of explosives,

inflammables and other dangerous articles by freight and by
express

The commission's examiner in the Pneumatic Scale Cor-
poration's case relative to the rates on the collapsible con-

tainer made by that company has decided adversely to the com-
plainant. The Pneumatic Scale Corporation asked for a rate

on goods shipped in these containers which would include

merely the net weight of the contenls and for a lower classi-

lication on the collapsed containers returned empty. The
examiner believes that the present rates on these containers,

both loaded and empty, are not unreasonable and says that

while the general use by shippers of a steel container would
reduce the loss and damage claims of the carriers due to cer-

tain causes, this fact is not sufficient to justify a rule re-

quiring the carriers to compute frei,ght charges on com-
modities shipped in such containers at the net weight of the
contents.

The commission on August 3 announced its opinion that in

cases now pending before it, whether heard and submitted or

not, relative to carriers now under Federal control, the Direc-

tor General of Railroads

:

1. Is or may be a proper party defendant where the cause
of action accrued wholly prior to Federal control, and no order

is sought for the future;

2. Is or may be a proper, if not a necessary party defendant

where the cause of action accrued in part or in whole during

Federal control, and no order is sought for the future

;

3. Is a necessary party defendant where the cause of action

is as to rates, etc., which since the filing of the complaint have

been or shall have been increased or changed by order of the

director-general under the Federal control act, and the relief

sought includes an order for the future limiting said rates, etc.,

or fixing their relationship to other rates, etc.

Legality of Express Franks
In the matter of the issuance and use of passes, franks, and free

passenger service. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan.

The commission holds as unlawful the free transportation

of property upon franks issued by express companies to

their officers and employees or to the officers and employees
of other common carriers in exchange for passes or franks

of such common carriers. This decision conlirms Conference
Ruling S13 announced on July 20, 1917, which the express
companies brought up for further hearing. (SO I. C. C.

599.)

Director General McAdoo, as briefly noted in the Railziniy

.Ige of August 2, page 222, has already instructed the Ameri-
can Railway Express Company to cancel franks previously in

use and to issue no new franks.

Lumber from Certain Points in Idaho
Springston Lumber Company et al v. Northern Pacific ct at.

Opinion by Division 2, Commissioners Clark, Daniels and
IVoollev.

Combination rates on pine and tir lumber from Harrison,
Springston, and Rose Lake, Idaho, to points local to the line

of the Northern Pacific, east of Billings, Mont., in Montana,
North Dakota, and Minnesota, are found to be prejudicial.

Throu.gh routes and joint rates should be established, the
latter not to exceed, from the three points of origin to Min-
neapolis, Minn., the rates from Spokane to the same point of
destination, graded westwardly therefrom so as not to exceed
2 cents per 100 lbs. above the rate from Spokane to Beach,
N. Dak., at the latter point.

Rates from the three points of origin to Beach should be
maintained as maxima to points between Billings and Beach.
(50 I. C. c. sgi.)

State Commissions

Indiana Interurban Rates

The Public Service Commission of Indiana has given out its

decision in the case of the petition by the Interurban roads ask-

ing for an advance in freight rates which would put their rates

on approximately a par with the increased steam railroad rates.

The commission allows slightly higher rates on interurban

freight of the fourth, fifth, and sixth classes which, it is under-
stood, includes largely long haul freight. The rates on first,

second and third classes of freight are made lower than the

steam roads' rates with the purpose of relieving congestion in

local freight service on steam roads.

The effect of the order will be to set the interurbans on a

plane where their freight service will approach more nearly
that of express service, and the order will wipe out applications

for through joint rates by the interurbans, under which long
hauls were carried by interurbans at far less rales than local

freight of the individual companies. The order is limited to
"a period of wartime operations, not exceeding two years."

It authorizes interurban utilities to publish and file on one day's
notice tarifTs stating class freight rates between points in In-
diana, which rates shall be as follows:

"First class rates, 21 J^ cents a 100 pounds for four miles;
first class rates for greater distances to be based on 1 cent a 100
pounds for each four miles ; second class rates to be 86 per cent
of first class rates ; third class rates to be 70 per cent of first class
rates; fourth class rates to be 55 per cent of first class rates;
fifth class rates to be 40 per cent of first class rates, and sixth
class rates to be 30 per cent of first class rates.

"It is further ordered that the minimum charge applicable
under this order and authorized in this proceeding shall be 35
cents." .^"'' -

Court News
Transfer of Passengers After Wreck

—Duty to Mail Clerks

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that where a transfer
of passengers is made necessary by reason of a wreck, and
the carrier pending such transfer provides for the use of the
passengers suitable coaches properly heated, open for their
use, in which they might take refuge at all times, it has
performed its full duty. And the fact that the employment
of a passenger as a railway mail clerk prevents him from
occupying such coaches, but requires that he remain outside
in charge of the mail, and he thereby contracts an illness,
the failure of the carrier to provide him shelter and warmth
at the place where the mail is transferred, other than the
coaches referred to, does not constitute actionable negligence.—Lusk V. Wilkes, (Okla.), 172 Pac. 929. Decided January
'^. 1918. Rehearing denied May 21, 1918.

Federal Employers' Liability Act Decisions

The Circuit Court of Appeals. Second Circuit, holds that re-

covery in an action falling within the federal act, declaring that
common carriers shall be liable in damages for injuries due to
their neg'igencc, can in no way be modified by the Workmen's
Compensation Act of the state in which the accident happened for
the word "damages" as used in the federal act means what juries
assess according to their own views of value, whereas Workmen's
Compensation Acts do not depend on any act of negligence.
The federal act supersedes all state laws on the subject with
which it deals, and is unaffected by any state act subsequently
passed.—Erie v. Tinnekogel, 248 Fed., 389. Decided Januarv 16,

1918.

The federal district court for the Western District of South
Carolina holds that the fact that the appliance an injured em-
ployee was repairing when injured might in the future be used
in interstate commerce did not bring him within the act.— O'Dell
V. Southern, 248 Fed., 343. Decided November 25, 1917.

In another action on the same facts the court holds that an
employee, injured while working on an electric motor cannot,
though the company was engaged in both interstate and intrastate

commerce, be deemed engaged in interstate commerce, if not
appearing that the particular motor was in any way used in
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interstate commerce.—O'Dell v. Southern, 248 Fed., 345. Decided

November 19, 1917.

Tiic Idaho Supreme Court holds that a laborer employed in

the construction of a fill beneath a wooden trestle, which when

completed was intended to take the place of the trestle and to

support the track of a railroad company engaged in the trans-

portation of both intrastate and interstate commerce, is not en-

gaged in interstate commerce under the act.—Kinzell v. C, M. &

St. P. (Idaho). 171 Pac, 1136. Decided March 26, 1918.

Notice of Title to Goods

The carriage of goods from terminus to terminus on the re-

quirement of a person unlawfully in possession is not a conver-

sion, though if the true owner, liefore the goods are delivered,

intervenes and demands them, and the railroad refuses to deliver

them, it is liable in trover. The owner of ore on a mine dump,

anticipatmg that E., the operator of the mine, would endeavor

to ship it. notified the railroad and forbade the transportation of

the ore. The railroad, when E. ofl'ered the ore for transporta-

tion, required him to make affidavit that the ore was his, which

he did, and the railroad transported the ore for him. The

Nevada Supreme Court held the railroad liable to the owner of

the ore in con\ersion, being charged with constructive notice of

the owner's right.—Dixon v. Southern Pac. (Nev.), 172 Pac, 368.

Decided April 30, 1918.

Presumption as to Working of Block Signals

In an action under the federal Employers' Liability Act

for negligently causing the death of the plaintiff's intestate,

who was killed in a collision between the locomotive
_

of

which he was the engineer and the caboose of a standing

train, the New York Appellate Division held that the sub-

mission to the jury of the question of the defendant's

negligence in operating its block signal system was not

justified under the evidence. There was no direct evidence

that the block system was not in order and did not work

at the time the intestate's train entered the block, or that

at any prior or subsequent time it failed to give warning of

danger; therefore there was no presumption that the signal

failed to operate at the time of the collision.—Lyman v. D. &
H., 170 N. Y. Supp. 412. Decided May 17, 1918.

Twenty-eight Hour Law

Under the Twenty-eight Hour Law- the shipper may allow

the period of confinement to be extended to 36 hours. A rail-

road company received a shipment of cattle originating in

Canada, which the owner had consented should be confined for

36 hours. The railroad confined the animals after receipt in the

United States for a period which, added to the time they had

been confined in Canada, exceeded 36 hours. The Circuit Court

of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, holds that the company was guilty of

a violation of the act, which was intended to prevent cruelty to

animals, as well as to prevent impairment of their food value,

and so it is applicalile to shipments originating in Canada, where

in the course of interstate commerce they are brought into the

United States.—Grand Trunk Western v. I'nited States, 248 Fed.

90S. Decided April 2, 1918.

Government Control—Local Transportation Facilities

Tlie Nebra.-.ka Supreme Court holds that the federal gov-

ernment l)eing in control of the railroads of the country as

a war measure, state courts and administrative tribunals

should consider the general welfare in adjusting between

private-suitors controversies involving the expenditure of

railroad funds for the improvement of local transportation

facilities. When the enforcement of an order of a state com-

mission made before the United States engaged in the

present war would require labor, materials, and money, the

commission should have an opportunity for further inquiry

in view of changed conditions, and on appeal such an order,

(for construction of a station and shipping facilities), was

vacated and the proceeding remanded to the Nebraska State

Railway Commission for furtlier consideration.—Ralston

Business Men's Assn. v. Bush, (Neb.), 167 N. W. 727. De-

cided May 4, 1918.

iiiiitillllllliiiiliilliliniuii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuitiiiiiiiiii:

Supply Trade News
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiiiiriiriiiiiiiiimiinmiiiir;

The Thomas A. Edison, Inc., primary battery division has

moved its San Francisco office from room 921 Crocker

building to room 1205 Hobart building. E. W. Newcomb
is in charge.

The P. & M. Company has made arrangements with the

Ajax Rail .\nchor Company, whereby the P. & M. Company
takes over the exclusixe manufacture and sale of the ".\ja-x''

rail anchors, effective August 1.

.\t the last meeting of the Board of Directors, Le Grand
Parish, chairman of the executive committee, was elected

president of the Lima Locomotive Works, Incorporated. Mr.

Parish will also retain the presidency of the .American Arch
Company.

The Q. & C. Company, New York, has taken a license for

the manufacture and sale of a snow melting device for

switches, which is the invention of Francis Boardman. This
device will be made by the Q. & C. Company under the name
of the Q. & C.-Boardman Snow Melting Machine.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company has leased the

entire sixth tloor of the Otis building, at 600 West Jackson boule-

vard. Chicago, for general offices. The new quarters will be

twice as large as those now occupied at 1307 South Michigan
avenue. Removal to the new quarters will be effected about

September 1.

The Dearborn Chemical Company has just announced the

inauguration of a specialties department, for the manufacture
and marketing of a number of specialties of interest to manu-
facturers of steel products. These specialties include a rust

preventive known as .Vo-Ox-Id, cutting oils for use in metal cut-

ling, quenching oils, for heat treating, drawing oils and Dear-

boline. a preparation for cleansing machined parts of emery or

grease.

The Lagonda Manufacturing Company, Springfield. Ohio,

announces tliat the Syracuse tN, Y.) district office, in charge
of T. X. Lieb. has been moved from 2400 South Salina street

to 219 L^nion Bank building, and that the Cincinnati branch
ofifice has been moved from the First National Bank building

to 2607 L^nion Central building. Frank Walmslej', who has

handled the Lagonda business in Cincinnati for some time, is

in charge.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has been
awarded contracts for railway construction in the past 60 days

aggregating $865,000. Contracts for 21 reinforced concrete au-

tomatic electric coaling plants have been secured covering plants

having capacities varying from 100 tons to 1,2(X) tons or a total

storage capacity in the aggregate of 8.700 tons. The railroads.

capacities and location of these stations are enumerated as fol-

lows: A plant for the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington.
of 1.200 tons at Wilmington. Del.; a plant for the Pennsylvania
Railroad, of 600 tons at Gardenville terminal, and another at

Buffalo, N. Y. ; a plant for the Pennsylvania Lines of 700 tons

at Canton, Ohio, one of 700 tons at Crestline, Ohio, one of 700

Ions at Mingo Jet., Ohio, one of 1,(X)0 tons at Girard, Ohio, and

one of 200 tons at \\'heatland, Pa. ; one for the Pere Marquette

of 500 tons at Wyoming. Mich., one of 150 tons at Grand Jet.,

Mich., and one of 250 tons at New Buffalo, Mich.; a plant lor

the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis of 300 tons at

St. Louis, Mo., and one of 300 tons at Madison, 111.; one for

the Toledo & Ohio Central of 300 tons at Coluitibus, Ohio; a

plant for the New York Central Lines of 3(X) tons at Coalburg,

Ohio; also a cinder handling plant at Minerva, Ohio, a coaling

plant of 100 tons at I*"t. Wayne, Ind., and a cinder handling plant

at Coalburg, Ohio ; a plant for the Chesapeake & Ohio of 500

tons capacity at Handley, W. Va. ; one for the Pennsylvania

Railroad of 200 tons capacity at South Oil City, Pa.; one for

the St. Louis Southwestern of 200 tons at Jonesboro, Ark.,

and one of 200 tons at Commerce, Texas ; and also one plant

for the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis of 300 tons at -At-

lanta, Ga. (frame plant).
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Trade Publications

Industrial Transportation.—The Baker K, & L. Company,
Cleveland. Ohio, has issued two 16-page booklets, one entitled,

"Utility Trucks" and the other, "Tractors." These descril^e

equipment manufactured by that company for all manner of

industrial and commercial purposes. The various parts of the

machines are descriljed in detail with the use of outline and
phantom drawings.

Welding and Cutting Apparatus.—The Bastian-Blessing
Company, Chicago, has issued a 26-page catalogue illustrating

complete units of Rego welding and cutting apparatus, and giv-

ing complete descriptions of the cutting and welding torch de-
tails and the Rego diaphragm regulator details. The company's
line of oxygen, acetylene and hydrogen welding regulators and
adapters is also illustrated.

Re.seating Machines.—Bulletin G-2, recently published by
the Lagonda Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio, de-

scribes that company's electric, air, steam and water-driven re-

seating machines for boiler caps and headers. These machines
are portable and are especially designed for use on boilers of

the Babcock & Wilcox type, using ground joints between caps

and cap seats in the headers.

Motor Trucks and Gisholt Lathes.—In order to show how
motor trucks are used in the war and how Gisholt turret lathes

are used to manufacture some of the mechanical parts, the Gis-

holt Machine Company, Madison, Wis., has prepared an attrac-

tive booklet entitled Motor Trucks in the War. It contains a

large number of illustrations showing cars actually in war serv-

ice, detail drawings of parts manufactured on Gisholt machines
and illustrations showing the tooling of the lathes to perform
these operations.

B.\ttery Charging Equipment.—The Cutler-Hammer Manu-
facturing Company, MiKvaukce, Wis., has recently issued a four-

page illustrated pamphlet describing the C-H sectional battery

charging equipment for electric vehicles and industrial trucks.

Some of the distinctive points claimed for this kind of equip-

ment are the adoption of a standard unit as the basis for form-
ing panels and groups of panels, and the ability to make future

equipment conform, and be an addition to present equipment.

Electrical Measuring Instru'Ments.—The Potentiometer

System of Pyrometry and Temperature Control is the title of

a. 60-page catalogue published by the Leeds & Xorthrup Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., to describe its system of pyrometry and
temperature control, in which the potentiometer method is em-
ployed for measuring the electromotive force of thermocouples.

The catalogue contains many illustrations, and other electrical

measuring instruments manufactured by the Leeds & Northrup
Company are also described.

Metal Cutting Tools.—The Lovejoy Tool Company, Inc.,

Springfield, Vt., in presenting this, its first catalogue of patented

inserted-cutter tools, states that it has been the intention of the

company to design a line of tools closely approaching the solid-

forged tool in respect to rigidity, unnecessary overhang and ob-

jectionable projection. It is claimed that the Lovejoy inserted-

cutter tools are positively locked and have the merits of the

solid tool. Turning, facing and planing tools of this type, bor-

ing or facing bars, and patented end-milling cutters are illus-

trated and briefly described.

"Under-Frame" Car Lighting Equipment.—The Safety Car

Heating & Lighting Company, 2 Rector Street, New York, has

issued a 28-page book as a reference for the man who operates

"under-frame" equipment. It is called Operation of Safety

"Under-Frame" Car Lighting Equipment. The object of the

liook is to state briefly and concisely the essential points regard-

ing the installation and operation of "under-frame" dynamos
and type-F regulators. The first part is given over to such sub-

jects as installation of dynamo and suspension, lining up dynamo,
belt lengths, to measure belt lengths, application of belt fasteners,

care of under-frame suspension, operation of Safety Type F
dynamo regulator, method of adjusting automatic switch with
car in yards, etc. The latter part of the book is given over to

assembly and detail drawings, each detail part is numbered and
named. The book is complete and well worth the attention
of an.\- one interested in car lighting equipment.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiijiiiiiNiiiii

Financial and Construction

Railway Financial News
Baltimore & Ohio.—Directors have postponed action on the

common stock dividend pending the working out of the terms
of the contract with the government. The regular semi-annual
dividend of 2 per cent, however, was declared on the preferred.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—A semi-annual dividend of
2 per cent has been declared on the common stock, compar-
ing with 3 per cent paid semi-annually in 1917. This reduces
the annual rale from 6 per cent to 4 per cent. Following
the meeting of the board of directors. President Xoonan made
the following statement

:

"The board adopted an ullra-conservative dividend policy on
the understanding that the present action would not prejudice
future disiributions. I was in Washington earlier this week
and pointed out to John Skelton Williams thai the Buffalo,

Rochester & Piltsburgh had paid 4 per cent on the common
during each of the first two years of the test period and 6
per cent during the third. In addition it paid 3 per cent last

February, so that the present declaration makes 5 per cent

for the year, which is about the average for the test period.

"The Railroad .Administration has advanced to our road more
than $2,000,000 for additions and betterments, as well as a

large percentage of the estimated rental compensation. The
road's finances are in a satisfactory position, and we contem-
plate its financing this year."

Denver & Rio Grande.—The regular semi-annual interest of

three and one-half per cent on the adjustment bonds has been
declared payable October 1. This calls for a payment of

$350,000. The Bankers Trust Company has made the fol-

lowing announcement

:

"We announce that the L'nited Stales government has ar-

ranged with .\lexandcr R. Baldwin, receiver, to provide funds

sufficient to pay the interest due August 1 upon the first and
refunding Ss of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Co., and
also to complete the sinking fund payment under that mort-

gage. The advance by the government, it is understood, does

not take the form of a loan, but an advance of rentals due
from the government under its operation of the railroad."

Waba.sh.—The directors have deferred declaring the semi-an-

nual dividend on the profit sharing preferred stock A until

tlie government and the railroad company have finally agreed

as to what compensation should be paid and the contract with

the government executed.

Railway Construction

Balti.more S: Ohio.—Repair shops for the Baltimore & Ohio
are being built at Cumberland, I\Id., by Westinghouse, Church,

Kerr & Company ; a contract for the steel fabrication has been

given to the Lackawanna Bridge Company.

Delaware & Hudson.—This company has given a contract

to M. E. Ryan & Company, of Schenectady, N Y., to build a

new freight office on the corner of Maple and Walnut streets.

Glens Falls, N. Y. It is to have two stories and basement and
will be 38 ft. wide and 39 ft. long, with concrete foundation,

brick walls, frame floors and roof. The cost of this work will

be about $16,000.

Toledo & Ohio Central.—This company is contemplating the

expenditure of $20,000 in improvements at Fostoria, Ohio. The
company has purchased the water right of an abandoned quarry

there and will construct a water softener plant in the north

railroad yards.

Virginian R.mlwav.—This company is carrj-ing out double

tracking work from Sewalls Point (Va.) terminal westerly to

South Branch yard, 13.3 miles. Track has already been laid on

3.7 miles. The contract has been given to the James Stewart

Construction Company, Norfolk, Va.
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Railway Officers

Railroad Administration

Federal and General Managers

J. M. Gruber, vice-president and general manager of the

Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed fed-

eral general manager with the same headquarters, etifective

August 1.

H. G. Hetzler, president of the Chicago & Western Indiana

and the Belt Railway of Chicago, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, has been appointed general manager of these roads,

effective August 1.

J. M. Hannaford, federal manager of the Northern Pacific,

witli headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has had his jurisdic-

tion extended to include the Camas Prairie Railroad,

effective August 1.

B. F. Parsons, assistant general freight agent on the Chi-

cago Great Western, at Chicago, has been appointed assis-

tant to the general manager, with headquarters at Chicago,
effective August 1.

F. C. Batchelder, vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio,

at Chicago, has been appointed general manager of the

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, with headquarters at

Chicago, effective August 1.

A. J. Davidson, general manager of the Spokane, Portland
& Seattle, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., has had his

jurisdiction extended to include the Oregon Electric and the

Oregon Trunk, effective August 1.

W. L. Park, general manager of the Chicago Great West-
ern, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction

extended to include the Leavenworth Terminal Railway &
Bridge Company, effective August 1.

George Hannauer, general manager of the Indiana Har-
bor Belt, with headquarters at Gibson, Ind., has been ap-

pointed federal general manager of the same railroad, with

the same headquarters, effective August 1.

W. P. Kenney, federal manager of the Great Northern,
with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has had his jurisdiction

extended to include the Farmers Grain & Shipping Company
and the Minneapolis Belt Line, effective August 1.

S. M. Rogers, vice-president of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern,

with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed general

manager of that road and of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Gary, with the same headquarters, effective August 1.

W. D. Duke, general superintendent of the Richmond. Fred-
ericksburg & Potomac, has been appointed general manager
of the same road and the Washington Southern (not includ-

ing Potomac yards), with headquarters at Richmond, Va.

M. Jeffers, vice-president and general manager of the

Union Pacific, at Omaha, has been appointed general man-
ager of the Union Pacific and terminal inanager for opera-

tions on all lines in Omaha, South Omaha and Council Bluffs.

W. J. O'Brien, general superintendent of the Chicago

Junction, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed

general manager of the same road and of the Chicago River

& Indiana, with headquarters at Chicago, effective August 1.

The authority of F. H. Alfred, federal manager of the Pere
Marquette, with office at Detroit, Mich., has been extended
over the car ferry lines on Lake Michigan, formerly oper-

ated by the Ann Arbor, the Pere Marquette, and the Grand
Trunk.

H. E. Byram, federal manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, has had his jurisdiction extended to include the

Escanaba & Lake Superior, the Ontonagon Railroad and the

Port Townsend & Puget Sound, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, 111., effective .August 1.

W. L. Mapother, federal manager of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, the Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis, the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. I^ouis, and the Tennessee Central, has
been appointed federal manager also of the Birmingham &
Northwestern, with office at Louisville, Ky.

The authority of E. J. Pearson, federal manager of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Central New
England with office at New Haven, Conn., has been extended

over the New York Connecting Railroad, the Narragansett Pier

Railroad and the Wood River Branch Railroad.

C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the Illinois Central, the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, the Gulf & Ship Island, the Mis-
sissippi Central and the New Orleans Great Northern, with
headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction extended
to include the St. Charles Air Line, effective August 1.

C. E. Johnston, general manager of the Kansas City South-
ern, the Texarkana & Ft. Smith, the Midland Valley, the

Houston, East and West Texas, and the Vicksburg, Shreve-

port & Pacific, has had his jurisdiction extended to include

the Joplin (Mo.) Union Depot Company, effective July 22.

George W. Stevens, federal manager of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, east of Louisville, Ky., Columbus and Cincinnati, Ohio,
including the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern and the Ashland
Coal & Iron Railway, with office at Richmond, \'a., has had the

authority extended over the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn, and the

Long Fork Railways.

G. R. Huntington, federal manager of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, and the Duluth, South Shore &
Atlantic, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has had
his jurisdiction extended to include the Copper Range, the

Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer and the Mineral Range,
effective August 1.

G. L. Peck, federal manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

western lines, the Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern, and the

Lorain, Ashland & Southern, with headquarters at Pittsburgh,

Pa., had his jurisdiction extended to include the Pittsburgh,

Chartiers & Youghiogheny, the Calumet Western, the Engle-
wood Connecting Railway and the South Chicago & Southern.

A. W. Trenholm, federal manager of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
has also been appointed federal manager of the Minneapolis
Eastern, the Minnesota Transfer, the St. Paul Bridge & Ter-

minal and the St. Paul Union Depot Company, effective

August 1. Mr. Trenholm also has jurisdiction over the ter-

minals of all railroads entering St. Paul and Minneapolis.

J. P. O'Brien, federal general manager of the Oregon-
Washington Railroad & Navigation Company, has been ap-
pointed federal manager of that road, and the Northern
l^acific Terminal Company of Oregon, Portland. Ore.: the

Pacific & Eastern; the Pacific Coast Railroad; the San Fran-
cisco & Portland Steamship Company; and the Southern
Pacific Lines north of .Ashland, Ore., eftective August 1. Mr.
O'Brien's headquarters are at Portland, Ore.

D. L. Bush, vice-president of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Chicago, and J. W. Taylor, assistant to the presi-
dent, have been appointed assistants to the federal manager,
with headquarters at Chicago. J. T. Gillick, general manager,
has been appointed general manager of the lines east of Mo-
bridge, S. D., with headquarters at Chicago. H. B. Earling,
vice-president at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed general
manager of the lines west of Mobridge, S. D., with head-
quarters at Seattle, effective August 1.

George T. Reid, assistant to the president of the Northern
Pacific, with office at Tacoma, Wash.;W. H. Wilson, assis-
tant to the vice-president at St. Paul, Minn., and R. W. Clark,
have been appointed assistants to the Federal manager. Mr.
Reid will have his headquarters at Tacoma, and will also
have charge of legal matters on the western lines. Messrs.
Clark and Wilson will have their headquarters at St. Paul.
J. M. Rapelje, acting vice-president of the Northern Pacific
lines east of St. Paul, has been appointed general manager
with headquarters at St. Paul, effective .August 1.
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Operating

John H. Robinson has been appointed trainmaster of the

Northern Pacific, with office at Seattle, Wash.

R. W. Ellsworth has been appointed assistant trainmaster

on the Ontario division of the New York Central, with office

at Oswego, N. Y., vice R. W. Nutting, resigned.

R. G. Kenly, general manager of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been

appointed general superintendent, with the same head-

quarters, effective August 1.

I. O. Wilson has been appointed chief despatcher of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Amarillo, Tex., succeeding

H. G. Odell, who has received a commission as captain in

the Sixty-sixth Engineers of the United States army.

D. H. Beatty has been appointed superintendent of safety

of the Southern Railway system, the Georgia Southern &
Florida, the Alabama & Vicksburg, the Carolina, Clinch-

field & Ohio, and other lines under the jurisdiction of E. H.

Coapman, federal manager, witli headquarters at Washing-
ton, D. C.

Martin Quick, supervisor of the labor and safety bureau

of the Erie Railroad, at New York, has been appointed assist-

ant to general manager of the Erie, the Chicago & Erie, the

New Jersey & New York, the Bath & Hammondsport and
the New York, Susquehanna & Western, and Archibald

K. Stone has been appointed safety supervisor of the same
roads; both with headquarters at New York.

F. G. Munnick, superintendent of freight transportation of

the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has been appointed operating
assistant of the same road, the Lake Erie & Eastern, and the

Monongahela Railway, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. F. Brunner has been appointed assistant to general man-
ager with office at Pittsburgh of all the above named roads,

and G. B. Obey, general superintendent and purchasing agent
of the Monongahela Railway, is now general superintendent

of the same road with headquarters at Brownsville, Pa.

W. C. Hurst, vice-president and general manager of the

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis has been appointed general sup-

erintendent of that road and the Chicago & Alton, with head-

quarters at Bloomington, succeeding X. H. Cornell, trans-

ferred to Chicago as superintendent of the Chicago terminals

of the Alton, succeeding Charles W. Miller, who died on
August 7. James J. Butler, assistant to general manager of

the Alton, at Bloomington has been appointed assistant sup-
erintendent of the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, with office at

Springfield, 111.

H. A. Gausewritz, general superintendent of the Fort Worth
& Denver City, at Fort Worth, Texas, has been appointed
general superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
west of Whitesboro; the Texas, Wichita Falls & North
Western; the Fort Worth & Denver City; the Wichita
Valley and the Abilene & Southern, with headquarters at

Fort Worth, Texas. H. E. McGee, superintendent of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Parsons, Kan., has been ap-
pointed general superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas (except lines west of Whitesboro. Texas),
and the Houston & Texas Central, with headquarters at
Dallas, Texas.

Sidney Upson Hooper, whose appointment as superintend-
ent of transportation, western lines, of the Baltimore &
Ohio with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has already
been announced in these columns, was born on May S, 1880,
at Brookline, Mass. He was educated at Yale University,
and began railway work in June. 1903, with the New York
Central & Hudson River. From 1904 to 1911 he served con-
secutively as yard clerk, switchman and yardmaster on the
Great Northern, the Northern Pacific, the Oregon Short Line
and the Southern Pacific. On October 1, 1911, he entered
the service of the Baltimore & Ohio as supervisor of yards
and terminals, and in August of the following year, was ap-
pointed supervisor of transportation. From February, 1913,
to June, 1917, he was trainmaster of the Chicago and Indiana
divisions; then to February, 1918, he was assistant superin-
tendent of the Toledo division, and since the latter date
served as assistant superintendent of transportation at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, until his recent appointment as superintendent

of transportation, as above noted.

W. Y. Brown, chief clerk in the car service department of

the Terminal Railroad .Association, of St. Louis, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of car service, succeeding Edward Clem-
ens, who has been ap-

pointed assistant to the

terminal manager of rhe

St. Louis-East St. Louis

district. Mr. Brown was
born at Providence,

R. I., in 1875. In 1890

he entered railroad serv-

ice as a messenger at St.

Joseph, Mo., in a car ac-

countant's office. He
was appointed chief clerk

and car distributor on

the Missouri Lines of

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, in 1898, and
in 1501 he was appointed

chief clerk in the train-

master's office of the

Council Bluffs division.

Two years later he left

w. Y. Brown (^e service of that com-
pany to become chief

Association, at St. Louis, Mo., which position he held until his

clerk in the car service department of the Terminal Railroad

promotion to superintendent of car service, as mentioned above.

EUis Eugene Dildine, whose appointment as superintendent
of telegraph of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at

St. Paul. Minn., was announced in the Railway Age of July 26,

was born at Hawtrey,
Ont., on September 1,

1866. Mr. Dildine be-

gan railway work with
the Flint & Pere Mar-
quette, now the Pere
Marquette, on Septem-
ber IS, 1883. The fol-

lowing year he entered
the service of the
Canada Southern, now
the Michigan Central,

with which he remained
until 1886, when he
went with the North-
ern Pacific. Mr. Dil-

dine has been with that

road continuously ever
since, except for a
short period in 1892,

during which time he

E. E. Dildine ^'^s connected with the

Canadian Pacific Tele-
graph Compan)', at Toronto, Ont., and with the Western
Union Telegraph Company, at Chicago. Mr. Dildine's first

position with the Northern Pacific was telegraph wire chief;

subsequently he became office manager, and later assistant

superintendent of telegraph, with headquarters at Tacoma,
Wash, which position he held at the time of his promotion to

superintendent of telegraph, as noted above.

Victor Parvin, superintendent of the Virginian Railway at

Princeton, W. Va., has been appointed assistant superintend-
ent, with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va.; W. H. Myers
has been appointed trainmaster, with headquarters at Prince-
ton, in charge of the territory Princeton to Roanoke, and
the position of assistant trainmaster has been abolished;

George Gieger has been appointed trainmaster, with head-
quarters at Princeton, vice J. W. White. G. E. Carr has been
appointed trainmaster, vice J. F. Duesenberry, assigned to

other duties. J. W. White has been appointed chief de-
spatcher, vice A. S. Fortune, who has been appointed night
chief despatcher, vice J. S. S. Leach, assigned to other duties.

M. McKeman, whose appointment as superintendent of

the southern Kansas division of the Missouri Pacific, with
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headquarters at Coffeyville, Kan., succeeding R. G. Gorden,

was announced in the Railway Age on June 7, lias since been

appointed superintendent of safety of the Missouri Pacific

system. Mr. McKernan was born on September 9. 1868.

He began his railroad career as a brakeman on the Erie at

Susquehanna, Pa., in 1886. The following year and until

1889 he was a conductor on the same road. He then went

with the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha as yard-

master, at St. Paul. Minn. Later he became a conductor,

and in 1892 he worked in the same capacity on the Wisconsin

Central, now a part of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie, at Waukesha, Wis. Two years later he became agent

of the Chicago & Northern Pacific, now the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal, at Chicago, and until 1900 w-as sub-

sequently trainmaster and superintendent. In 1900 he entered

the service of the Northern Pacific as trainmaster at Duluth,

Minn., where he remained until 1903, at which time he became
trainmaster on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Rock
Island, III. In 1911 he left the service of that company to go

with the Missouri Pacific, as assistant to the general manager.

In the early part of 1918 he became acting superintendent

of the Wichita division.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Rush N. Harry, local treasurer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed

federal treasurer.

Jos. B. Lacy, treasurer of the Norfolk & Western, with

ofiice at Roanoke. Va., has been appointed federal treasurer,

with ofiice at Roanoke.

D. W. Bigoney, local treasurer of the Erie, with office at

New York, has been appointed federal treasurer, and his

former position has been abolished.

H. A. Gray, controller of the Northern Pacific, with head-

quarters at St. Paul, has been appointed federal auditor.

C. A. Clark, treasurer at St. Paul, has been appointed federal

treasurer, effective August 1.

G. J. Bunting, controller of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed fed-

eral auditor. A. G. Loomis, treasurer, has been appointed

federal treasurer, effective August 1.

Charles Jensch, controller of the Chicago, St. Paul. Min-
neapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn., has

been appointed federal auditor. C. P. Nash, local treasurer,

has been appointed federal treasurer, effective August 1.

O. F. Gnadinger, claim agent on the Elgin, Joliet & East-

ern, with headquarters at Joliet, 111., has been appointed

supervisor of safety, with the same headquarters, effective

August 1. Mr. Gnadinger will continue to act as claim agent.

W. W. Cole, assistant treasurer of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
appointed federal treasurer, with the same headquarters.

A. E. Smith, controller, has been appointed federal auditor.

L. G. Scott, controller of the Wabash, with headquarters at

St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed acting treasurer, succeed-

ing A. D. McDonald, who has resigned to resume his duties

as vice-president and controller of the Southern Pacific, at

New York.

William B. McKinstry, controller of tlie Central of Georgia,

has been appointed genera! auditor, and Walter C. Askew,
treasurer, has been appointed federal treasurer of the Central

of Georgia lines, under the United States Railroad .-Kdministra-

tion; both with headquarters at Savannah, Ga.

J. F. Meyer, assistant treasurer of the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Companj-. with headquarters at Port-

laud, Ore., has been appointed federal treasurer. R. Blais-

dell, auditor, has been appointed federal auditor. A. C.

Spencer, general attorney, has been appointed general solici-

tor, effective August 1.

C. D. Brandriff, general auditor of the Chicago & North
Western, witli headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed
federal auditor, with the same headquarters. A. B. Jones,
local treasurer at Chicago, has been appointed federal treas-

urer, witli the same headquarters, effective August 1.

Carey & Kerr, Portland, ' »re., have been appointed gen-

eral solicitors for the Spokane. Portland & Seattle, with the

same headquarters. G. R. Williams has been appointed fed-

eral auditor, and F. A. Smith, has been appointed federal

treasurer, with headquarters at Portland, effective .August 1.

A. E. Miller has been appointed general solicitor of the

Duluth, .South Shore & .\tlantic. with headquarter? at Mar-
quette, Mich. A. E. Delf, controller, with headquarters at

Marquette, Mich., has been appointed federal auditor. W. J.

Ellison, treasurer, has been appointed federal treasurer, with

headquarters at Marquette, effective August 1.

M. L. Countryman, general attorney for the Great North-
ern at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed general solicitor with

the same headquarters: F. A. Barnes, assistant controller, has

been appointed federal auditor: and L. E. Katzenbach, sec-

retary and treasurer with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn., has
been appointed federal treasurer, effective August 1.

W. H. Jacobs, member of the firm of Winston, Strawn &
Shaw, attorneys, Chicago, has been appointed general solicitor

of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago.

C. F. Krebs, general auditor of the Chicago Great Western, at

Chicago, has been appointed federal auditor; and J. F. Coy-
kendall, treasurer at Chicago, has been appointed federal

treasurer, effective August 1.

H. B. Dike, assistant to the president of the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
appointed general solicitor, with the same headquarters.

C. W. Gardner, controller, has been appointed federal auditor

at Minneapolis. C. F, Clement, treasurer, with headquarters
at Minneapolis, has been appointed federal treasurer with the

same headquarters, effective .\ugust 1.

E. H. Kennedy, auditor of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,

has been appointed genera! auditor of the same road, the

Lake Erie & Eastern and the Monongahela Railway, with
office at Pittsburgh, Pa.: W. M. Doulin, local treasurer

and secretary of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has been ap-
pointed treasurer with office at Pittsburgh, and Reed, Smith,
Shaw & Beal have been appointed general attorneys for all

the above named roads.

F. P. Johnson, assistant general auditor of the Missouri
Pacific, at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed general auditor

of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, vice J. G. Drew, resigned to

go with Missouri Pacific Railroad Corporation. T. M. Niven,
auditor of disbursements at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed assistant general auditor; C. B. Moore has been
appointed auditor disbursements, and C. B. Milsom has been
appointed general accountant; all with offices at St. Louis,
Mo.

Traffic

B. B, Stowits, live stock agent of the Erie Railroad, lines

east of Buffalo and Salamanca, has been appointed general
live stock agent, with office at Buffalo, N. Y.

H. M. Pearce, general traffic manager of the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn., has been appointed traffic manager, effective August 1.

W. L. Martin, vice-president of the Minneapolis. St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie, at Minneapolis, Minn., has been ap-

pointed traffic manage! with the same headquarters, effective

-August 1.

J. B, Baird, freight traffic manager of the Northern Pacific,

witli headquarters at St, Paul, Minn., has been appointed
traffic manager, with the same headquarters, effective

.August 1.

G. H. Smitton, general traffic manager of the Great North-
ern, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed
tr.iffic manager, with the same headquarters, effective

.\ugust 1.

F. B. Townsend, vice-president of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis, with headquarters at MinneapcOis. Minn., has been
appointed traffic manager, with the same headquarters, ef-

fective August 1.

J. M, Cutler, general freight agent of the Southern Railway
System and the Georgia, Southern & Florida, with office at
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Macon, Ga., lias had his authority extended to embrace the

line of the Hawkinsville & Florida Southern.

H. R. McCullough, vice-president of the Chicago & North
Western, with iieadquarters at Chicago, has been appointed

traftic manager. A. C. Johnson, general traffic manager, has

been appointed assistant traffic manager, effective August 1.

W. H. Tayloe, passenger traffic manager of the Southern
Kailway. lines east, with office at Washington, D. C, has been
appointed a member of the Southern Passenger Traffic Com-
mittee, with office at Atlanta, Ga., vice S. G. Hatch, deceased.

Edgar W. Perrott, chief clerk in the office of the superin-

tendent of freight transportation of the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
appointed assistant to the superintendent of freight trans-

portation.

J. B. Nessle, general freight agent, and L. A. Robison. gen-

eral passenger agent, of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, have
been appointed to the same positions also on the Lake Erie

& Eastern and the Monongahela Railway; both with head-
quarters at Pittsburgii, Pa.

Tinsley Smith, division freight and passenger agent of the

Central of Georgia, with office at Chattanooga, Tenn., has re-

signed to engage in other business, and E. B. Lewis, commercial

agent at Chattanooga, is now in charge of freight and pas-

senger traffic in Chattanooga territory.

Stanley D. Roberts, general advertising agent of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Chicago, resigned on .August

1, to go with the Hebe Company, a subsidiary of the Carna-

tion Milk Products Company, at Chicago, as a special repre-

sentative in connection with publicity work.

R. M. Calkins, vice-president of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Chicago, who has just been appointed traffic

manager of that road, under the Railroad Administration,

will resign on .August 15, to represent the Australian Government
in supervising the ship building program in Puget Sound.

C. L. Chapman, assistant general traffic manager of the

Erie, with office at New York, has been appointed acting

general passenger agent, with headquarters at New York
during the absence on furlough of R. H. Wallace, general

passenger agent, and G. M. Craig, assistant general passenger

agent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

F. P. Roesch has been appointed supervisor of tlie fuel

conservation section for the Northwestern region, with head-
quarters at Chicago.

J. W. Hardy has been appointed supervisor of the fuel

conservation section for the Southwestern Region, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo.

H. H. Baxter, chief draftsman in the signal department of

the Chicago & North Western, has been promoted to super-

intendent of construction, with headquarters at Chicago,
effective August 1.

S. J. Williams, Jr., principal assistant engineer on the

Wheeling .Jt Lake Erie, with Iieadquarters at Cleveland, Ohio,
has resigned to take a position with the ^L .\. Hanna Coal
Company, in the same city.

W. R. McMunn, general car inspector of the New York
Central. Buffalo and East, with office at Albany, N. Y., has
been appointed assistant to superintendent of rolling stock,
with office at New York, vice A. E. Calkins.

J. A. Atwood, chief engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie, has been appointed chief engineer also of the Lake
Erie & Eastern and tlie Monongahela Railway, with office

at Pittsburgh, Pa. D. K. Orr, chief engineer of the Monon-
gahela Railway, is now assistant engineer of the same road,
with office at Brownsville. Pa.

F. W. Taylor has been appointed mechanical superintend-
ent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas: the Wichita
Falls & North Western; the Fort Worth & Denver City; the
Wichita Valley; the Houston & Texas Central; the Union
Terminal of Dallas, and the -Abilene & Soutliern. witli office
at Denisoti. Texas.

L. H. Turner, superintendent of motive power, of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has been appointed superintendent
of motive power also of the Lake Erie & Eastern and the

Monongahela Railwaj', with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

E. R. Lewis, assistant to the general manager, in charge
of engineering on the Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic, with
headquarters at Duluth; Minn., has been appointed chief

engineer, with the same headquarters, effective August 1.

J. P. Zahnen, pilot engineer on signal valuation for the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, has been appointed construction engineer for the signal

department, with the same headquarters, effective August 1.

F. L. Nicholson, chief engineer of the Norfolk Southern,
with office at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed consulting
engineer of the Virginian Railway, with office at Norfolk,
with the same authority as the chief engineer, reporting to

the federal manager, during the absence on account of illness

of H. Fernstrom, chief engineer.

L. R. Pyle, fuel supervisor of the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, at Minneapolis. Minn., has been appointed
supervisor of the fuel conservation section for the Central
Western region, with headquarters at Chicago. Mr. Pyle will

give special attention to the conservation of fuel used on
locomotives, in shops, at terminals, at water stations, and
for all miscellaneous purposes. He will also give attention
to the preparation of fuel received and to its quality; and
will make investigations and recotnmendations with respect
to its transportation and its handling at fuel stations.

Harry Keiter Fox, whose appointment as mechanical
engineer of the Chicago. .Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-
quarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age on

July 19, was born in

Washington county,
Maryland, on October
14, 1881. Mr. Fox was
educated in the Wash-
ington County Acade-
my, graduating in 1900.

0- " ^^^^H In September, six years
later, he began his rail-

road career, entering

the service of the Nor-
folk & Western, at

Roanoke, Va., with
which company he re-

mained for about three

years, following which
he entered the employ
of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, at Pittsburgh,

w here he remained
until November, 1911,

„ when he became drafts-

man on the Western
Maryland, at Ha.gerstown, Md. In October, two years later,

he was promoted to motive power inspector, and in October,

1916, he became chief draftsman. On March 8, 1918. Mr.
Fox was appointed en.gineer of tests of the Chica,go, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, at Milwaukee, Wis., which position he

held until his promotion to mechanical engineer on July 8,

as mentioned above.

The following appointments have been made for all lines

under tlic jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster, federal manager;
A. A. Matthews, chief engineer of the St. Louis Southwestern,

at Tyler, Texas, has been apjiointed assistant chief engineer,

at Dallas, Texas; E. S. Pennbaker, has been appointed as-

sistant to chief engineer at Dallas: R. L. Holmes, assistant

engineer of the Texas & Pacific has been appointed engineer

of water supply, at Dallas; E. P. Weatherby, signal engineer,

of the Texas & Pacific has been appointed signal engineer at

Dallas; W. G. Williams has been appointed bridge engineer

at Dallas: F. A. Mote has been appointed assistant engineer

at Marshall. Texas: F. N. Baldwin, terminal engineer of the

Trans-Mississippi terminal, at New Orleans. La., has been
appointed assistant engineer at New Orleans.
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Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

F. C. Baird has been elected vice-president in charge of

the traffic and transportation departments of the Montour
Railroad, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

The corporate organization of the Central of Georgia is

now as follows: Charles A. Peabody, chairman of the board;

Alexander R. Lawton, president; Charles F. Groves, secretary

and treasurer; James G. Corbett, assistant secretary; Merle

F. Harden, controller and Joseph W. Fox, chief engineer;

all with headquarters at Savannah, Ga., except Mr. Peabody,

whose headquarters are at New York.

The following corporate officers of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, have been elected corporate officers also of the Long
Island Railroad; Samuel Rea, president; Henry Tatnall, vice-

president and treasurer; A. J. County, vice-president (he will

also act as controller); Lewis Neilson, secretary, and Thomas
W. Hulme, general real estate agent. The following corporate

officers were also elected on the New York, Philadelphia &
Norfolk: Henry Tatnall, treasurer; Henry H. Lee, assistant

treasurer; H. C. Lawser, cashier; Thomas W. Hulme, general

real estate agent; F. J. Bell, Jr., assistant controller; J. G.

Rodgers, engineer maintenance of way and equipment; H. C.

Booz, corporate engineer. A. J. County, controller, is acting

for C. M. Bunting, who is now furloughed in the United

States army service.

Charles E. Perkins, whose election as president of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy was announced in the Railway

Age on July 26, was born at Burlington, Iowa, on February

21, 1881. Mr. Perkins

is the son of Charles E.

Perkins, deceased, who
was president of the

Burlington from 1881

to 1900, a period of al-

most 20 years. The
present Mr. Perkins

was educated at Har-
vard University, gradu-

ating in 1904. In 1914,

he was appointed co-

receiver for the Brazil

Railway and the Uru-
guay Railway, with

headquarters at New
York. At that time,

Mr. Perkins made
a personal inspection of

the properties. He has

been a director of the

Burlington for a num-
ber of years and is

president of the International Products Company, of New
York. Since 1914, he has been receiver for the Brazil Land,

Cattle & Packing Company, with headquarters at New York.

He is also president of the Lincoln Land Company and the

Northwestern Cabinet Company at Burlington, Iowa.

Frank S. Elliott, formerly general superintendent of the

Lake district, on the Great Northern, with headquarters at Su-

perior, Wis., has been elected president of the Spokane & Inland

Empire and the United Railways, with headquarters at Port-

land, Ore., succeeding L. C. Gilman, who is district director of

the Puget Sound district of the Northwestern region. Mr.
Elliott was born at Eddyville, Iowa, on September 29, 1865, and
began railroad work as a telegraph operator on the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, in July, 1882. In 1884 he entered the

service of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as an operator,

and subsequently became agent and train despatcher. In 1890

he left the service of the Burlington to go with the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe as train despatcher ; later he served in the

same capacity on the Northern Pacific, and in 1904 he went with

the Great Northern, with which company he remained until

1905, serving successively as train despatcher, chief despatcher,

trainmaster and assistant superintendent of the Spokane and
Cascade divisions. He then went with the Denver & Rio Grande

C.

BaldM

as superintendent at Salt Lake City, Utah, where he remained

for one year. In 1906 he returned to the Great Northern and
for the next two years was assistant superintendent of the

Dakota, Kalispell, Spokane and Willmar divisions, and from
1908 to 1910 was superintendent of the Northern and Dakota
divisions and the Lake district. Mr. Elliott was then appointed

assistant general superintendent of the western district, with

headquarters at Spokane, Wash., and on July 20, 1913, he was
promoted to general superintendent of the central district, at

Great Falls, Mont., where he remained until October, 1917. He
was then transferred to the Lake district, at Superior, Wis.,

where he remained until July of this year when he was elected

president of the Spokane & Inland Empire and the United Rail-

ways.

Archibald Stuart Baldwin, chief engineer of the Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Chicago, has been elected vice-

president of the corporation. Mr. Baldwin was born at Win-
chester, Va., on Septem-
ber 28, 1861. He entered

railway service in 1879

as a rodman on the

Richmond & Allegheny,
now the Chesapeake &
Ohio, since which he

has been consecutively

from 1880 to 1882, as-

sistant engineer and en-

gineer of the Iron &
Steel Works Association

of Virginia; 1882 to

1885, draftsman and as-

sistant engineer on the

Philadelphia extension

of the Baltimore &
Ohio; 1885 to 1886,

principal assistant engi-

neer of the Missouri

river bridge at Kansas
City, Mo., for the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul ; 1886 to 1887, resident engineer of the Louisville, St.

Louis & Te-xas ; 1887 to 1889, assistant engineer on the Louis-

ville & Nashville; 1891 to September, 1901. roadmaster on the

same road. In September, 1901, Mr. Baldwin entered the

service of the Illinois Central as principal assistant engineer

and on May 1, 1903, he was appointed engineer of construction.

On March 20, 1905, he was promoted to chief engineer, which
position he held until his appointment as mentioned above.

Operating

Robert Beverley lias been appointed assistant to S. W.
Heald, superintendent of the Panama Railroad, with head-

quarters at Balboa Heights.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Robert C. Falconer, whose appointment as chief engineer
of the Erie, for the corporation with headquarters at New
York, has already been announced, was born on March 21,

1874, at St. Mary's, Pa. He was educated in the Engineering
School of the L^niversity of Wisconsin, where he received the

degree of B. S. In January, 1899, he began railway work with
the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, as transitman,

and was engaged in third and fourth track work, track ele-

vation, etc. From May, 1901, to October, 1905, he was out of

railway work; during part of this time he served as contract-
ing engfineer of the American Bridge Company, and as de-

signer and estimator for the McClintock-Marshall Construc-
tion Company. In October, 1905, he went to the Erie Rail-

road as assistant engineer, on surveys and construction work,
and has been in the continuous service of that road ever since.

In October, 1911, he was appointed division engineer of the

New York division, and one year later, became principal

assistant engineer of the lines east. From February, 1913, to

January, 1916, he was superintendent of construction and since
the latter date, served as assistant chief engineer of the same
road, until his recent appointment as chief engineer for the

corporation as above noted.



The general installation of the block system is desirable.

But a block system is of no value unless the signal indica-

tions given are obeyed by the engine-
Need for men. At longer or shorter intervals

General Use of bad accidents occur because, as investi-

Surprise Tests gation discloses, enginemen have run

past signals that were set against them.
This was the cause of the recent disastrous collision on the

Michigan Central at Ivanhoe, Ind. The only way to pre-

vent such accidents is to prevent locomotive engineers from
running past signals. The most effective means ever put into

general use for learning of and preventing such misconduct is

the surprise test. Such tests formerly were conducted regular-

ly on numerous railways. Little has been heard of them re-

cently. It seems that on many roads they have fallen into

disuse. They ought to be revived and employed generally.

The Railroad Administration should make them a part of

its "Safety First" campaign. The operating officers of all

roads having the block system should be instructed to ascer-

tain whether their locomotive engineers are implicitly obey-

ing the signals and to adopt proper punitive measures in the

ca.ses of those that do not. There are various indications

that the general adoption of the system of surpri^ tests

would disclose the existence of conditions and practices at

the present time which must be remedied before railway

operation in this country will be made as safe as it ought

to be and before the best results in other respects will be

obtained from the block system.

The most striking fact noted by a recent visitor to nu-

merous railroad offices, both general and divisional, was
that after more than a year of war,

Give a Man there are still a great many men em-
a ployed in purely clerical positions.

Man's Work Why should men, particularly young
men, cling to jobs that can be held as

well, if not better, by girls, when there is so much real

man's work to be had, a large part of which pays equal or

higher wages? The older office man has acquired experi-

ence and a knowledge of his work and the organization to

which he belongs, that make him peculiarly valuable, not

so much because he is a man as because he has a knowl-
edge of his work which cannot be duplicated in someone
else without an equivalent experience. Besides, with family

obligations and the reduced adaptability of mature years,

a change would work a serious hardship to him. The
young fellow, on the other hand, lacks the special knowl-
edge that comes with long experience and is readily re-

placed, while a change to another job under different cir-

cumstances will cause no special inconvenience, except,

perhaps, for a man of limited physical strength. But why
evince any particular solicitude for the young man?
In many cases he ought to be thankful to anybody who
would kick him out of a desk job. Even if he is ambi-
tious to follow railroad work, the opportunities to acquire

a real knowledge of railroading are liettcr in an engine,

a caboose, a shop or a repair gang than in an office. These
are days of limited man power, when women should replace

men wherever it is practicable to do so. and the young man
should he offered encouragement to look for a man's job.

"Our parlor cars seem to be doing business as usual. Any
persons who are laboring under the delusion that they are

too good to ride in the ordinary coaches
The Luxury should be promptly awakened from

of their dreams and put to work at some
Parlor Cars useful occupation. Modem railroad

coaches are comfortable enough for
any one physically able to travel." This observation and
comment, taken from a recent issue of the New York Sun,
and noticed more at length in another column, will evoke
a syTiipathetic response in many quarters. One railroad is

taking the chairs out of some of its parlor cars, with a view
to putting in smaller and cheaper seats which will permit
the carriage of 60 to 70 passengers in each car. No statis-

tics have been published since the advanced rates went into
effect, but some railroad officers estimate that the additional
half cent a mile has reduced the parlor car traffic twenty-five

per cent. The trouble with the problem of space and dead
weight wasted is that it is not wholly a question of luxury.

A considerable percentage of the people in parlor cars are

those whose age, or infirmity, or other delicate conditions

justify them, if they have the necessan.^ money, in having the

benefit, while traveling, of an attendant (the porter or the

maid) and the clean washroom and other facilities which
are not available in the common car.- Another considerable

percentage take the parlor car mainly to get away from the

foul air and other bad conditions—not to say foul conditions

—which often pervade the crowded day-coach. Many a

time it is possible to make a six-hours' journey in a day
coach in perfect comfort; but the prospective traveler can
never tell, beforehand, just what kind of a reception he is

going to encounter. The country is waiting for the traffic

genius who is going to provide cleanliness, personal service

where necessary and reasonable, and some approach to a

refined social atmosphere, without unduly offending the ex-

treme economist who would introduce in America the cus-

toms of India—passengers in 16-car trainloads with scarce-

ly an inch of spare space .

The convention of tlie Traveling Engineers' Association,

which is to be held in Chicago, September 10, should be tlie

most successful convention ever held
Convention of by this association. The director gen-

the Traveling eral has approved of the holding the

Engineers convention and in addition has permit-

ted tlie supply companies to exhibit

their products as in the past. Undoubtedly there will be a

large attendance at the convention. The mechanical officers

will have a splendid opportunity of discussing the vital

problems in locomotive operation and fuel consumption and

of acquainting themselves with the latest developments in

locomotive mechanical devices. This convention will give

the supply companies the opportunity they have had to

forego for the past one and one-half years of displaying

their products and the space in the exhibit rooms has been

gtnerously subscribed to. Even' effort should be exerted to

make these exhibits as instructive as possible, as there will

probablv be a record attendance of railway men at the

meeting.
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The National Industrial Conference Board recently issued

a report on War Time Experience with Women in the Metal

Trades. It deals with manufacturing
Women in industries, and, of course, does not

the cover railway repair shops where the

Metal Trades work is much heavier and less attract-

ive. There are, however, a large

number of women working in such shops; although in some

instances, machine tools are l}ing idle because of the im-

possibility of getting men for the work and a prejudice on

the part of those in charge against engaging women. As

more and more men are taken into the army, it will become

absolutely necessary to use more women in the railway re-

pair shops, unsuitable as this work may appear to be. The

report above mentioned draws attention to the fact that most

manufacturers agree that women should not be employed on

heavy work or in processes exposing them to gases, fumes

or unsually high temperatures. Employers generally com-

mend the women as being more thorough and conscientious,

as producing less spoiled work, and as being more careful

with tools. A great deal depends, however, on the selection

and training of the women as well as on the adaptation of

the organization and equipment. These matters deserve

special and thorough attention. It is of interest to learn

that general experience indicates that the women are "more

teachable," "quicker to learn," and "follow instructions"

better than the men. The necessity of having rest periods

varying in length from five to fifteen minutes is emphasized.

The arrangement most frequently used is a ten-minute rest

period in the middle of the morning and a similar period in

the afternoon. In these days when the labor turnover situa-

tion on the railroads is so serious, it is important to note

that female labor is generally regarded as being more stable

than men employees.

Vestibules for Locomotives

In New York State

O^
,N MAY 13, LAST, a law was passed in the state of New
York prohibiting the use within the state of "any

locomotive engine not equipped with a vestibule cab," the

act to take effect January 1, 1919. All new locomotives

received after that time must be provided with vestibule cabs

and all locomotives passing through shops for general heavy

repairs shall be equipped before they are returned to service

unless the director general otherwise direas.

It seems strange, particularly at this time when every

railroad in the country, and especially in the East, is using

its shop facilities to the limit properly to maintain locomo-

tives, that an order of this kind should be permitted to go

into effect. We do not know from whence the suggestion

for vestibule cabs came, nor how the legislature of the state

of New York became interested in it. The use of vestibule

cabs on locomotives is in the experimental stage. Practically

none of the railroads in the United States have this con-

struction. Some roads in Canada have. It has been stated

that the cost of applying vestibules to existing locomotives

is about $.iOO per engine for locomotives burning bituminous

coal. The construction of the locomotives using anthracite

coal is such that the cost of this work would be considerably

greater and the locomotives w-ould have to be held out of

service for a greater length of time in order to apply them.

On locomotives of the "Alother Hubbard" type, that is, with

the engineman's cab over the barrel of the boiler, it will lie

necessary to lengthen the rear frame about three feet properly

to provide for the vestibule. The cab will have to be moved

to the rear of the boiler with all the various cab fittings,

connections, etc. It is not believed that the assumed benefits

will warrant the expense. The enginemen in Canada who

liave operated locomotives so equipf)ed are not very en-

thusia.stic over this type of cab. It is reported that the cabs
are cold in winter, it being found necessary to still use the

curtains in extreme cold weather; that they interfere with
the work of the fireman, and that they are noisy. As a rule,

the men are not in favor of the cabs except in stormy weather;
they prefer the curtain arrangement which is in general use
in this country.

It is evident that proper consideration was not given to

these factors, and to the trouble it would cause the railroads in

providing the vestibules for locomotives even in one state.

The act provides that it shall go into effect unless the director

general otherwise directs. It would seem under the present

conditions, when the shortage of power is so great, that the

director general should object to the enforcement of

the law.

Better Protection for

Highway Crossings

'X'he evolution taking place in highway traffic during the

last twenty years, under which horse-drawn vehicles have
been largely replaced by the much faster motor vehicles, has

increased the complexity of the grade crossing problem. The
greater speed of highway traffic today calls for a more com-
prehensive form of signal than was formerly adequate,

for as in the case of railway train movements there

is a definite need for early warnings. The motorist desires

to be informed of the necessity for a stop, in time to afford

him ample opportunity to reduce the speed of his car before

reaching the point of danger. The railroads, however, have
been confronted with a definite obstacle in providing such

warning or approach signs on highways, since they must
be installed at a considerable distance from the track and
therefore usually outside of railroad premises. Consequently

the railway would be without right to erect the signs or

authority to maintain and protect them from injury.

The rational remedy for this difficulty is to put the re-

sponsibility for these cautionarj- signs on the state, county or

municipal officers; and this Las been done, in a number of

states, as was noted in the report presented at the last con-

vention of the National Association of Railway Commis-
sioners {Railway Age, November 2, 1917, page 804). New
Hampshire was the pioneer in this matter and action was
subsequently taken by \^ermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

Maine, California, Oklahoma and Illinois. The carr}-ing

out of this law in Illinois is the subject of an article in

another column of this issue. The Public Utilities Cora-

mission requires public highway officers to install and main-

tain "Approach" signs 300 ft. from the railroad crossing

when in the judgment of the commission the crossing in-

volves such hazards as to require the installation of "Stop"

signs at the crossing. Thus Uie erection and maintenance

of the warning signs, placed outside of the railroad right-

of-way is imposed on the highway commissioners who liave

definite authority over the ground on which the signs are

installed, whereas the installation of stop signs in close

proximity to the tracks and therefore usually inside the

railroad's right-of-way, is imposed on the railroad.

The order also provides that no sign of any character

other than those used to protect the railroad crossing shall

he permitted within 300 ft. of such a crossing. This is an

excellent provision but it does not go far enough; rigid

restrictions should be placed on the erection of unnecessar}'

signs anywhere on the highways. The motorist's interest

in warning signals is too often jaded by such signs as,

"STOP! And Get a Chicken Dinner at Pete's Roadhouse,"

or, "DANGER! Get Some Tire Chains at Smithers'-

Garage." Until such notices and other sign boards of fan-
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tastic design are eliminated, there is bound to be more or

less confusion with the actual warning signals.

With increasing recognition of the utter impossibility of

financing the elimination of all grade crossings of railroads

with highways, state and county officers are giving to railroad

officers more effective co-operation in obtaining a maximum
protection of the grade crossings as such. Since our en-

trance into the war, a well defined policy has been developed
against expenditures for any railway improvements which
are not of direct benefit in handling traffic. Therefore, all

efforts to decrease the danger of highway crossings must
be directed toward the improvement rather than the elimina-

tion of grade crossings, so that efforts toward the standardi-

zation of signs are in the right direction.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas
C" \EN IN THE ESTIMATE which was made by J. W. Ken-
'—' drick as consulting engineer for the banking house of

Speyer & Company, the earnings of the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas for 1920 fell behind the actual earnings for

1917 by approximately $4,000,000. The actual earnings

were $43,344,000 for '1917; the estimate by Mr. Kendrick
of earnings for 1920 was $39,400,000. This estimate might
be fairly characterized as the best which could reasonably

be hoped for in 1920. And yet with earnings of $4,000,000
above the hoped for earnings for three years hence, the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas' operating income in 1917 was
$8,035,000 as against an estimate by !Mr. Kendrick of

$11,250,000 operating income in 1920. Furthermore, the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas has had no such appalling in-

crease in expenses as many of the eastern roads, and operat-

ing figures reflect substantial progress in more scientific rail-

roading.

It is not often that the essential soundness and wisdom of

a particular court decision is demonstrated so quickly by the

facts as has been the decision of the district court in which
the court refused to interfere in the receiver's management
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas in the interests of a re-

organization plan of banker"- who desired to base their re-

organization upon hopes for the best outcome of railroading

conditions in the southwest that could be possibly expected.

The court refused to lend its aid to a reorganization plan

based on the Kendrick report made on the ^Missouri, Kansas
& Texas in the latter part of 1916 because, apparently, there

was too much chance of things not turning out as favorably

for southwestern railroads as Mr. Kendrick hoped and pre-

dicted they would. No one could have foreseen the particular

operating condition.s which made an operating ratio of

76.47 in 1917, a comparatively good showing (Mr. Ken-
drick's predicted operating ratio for 1920 was 64.7), but the

court had the wisdom to refuse to aid a re-organization

plan which ignored the possibilities of bad luck or unfore-

seeable difficulties.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has been in the hands of

C. E. Schaff, as receiver, since 1915. The company had
been reorganized without foreclosure in 1891, by the assump-
tion by the company of an overlajjping patchwork of many
mortgages. With a thoroughly unsound financial structure,

two years of extraordinary bad luck, 1914 and 1915, put
the property again into receivership. The more conservative

bankers and capitalists interested proposed a drastic re-

organization which would reduce the company's fixed charges
to a minimum which was reasonably sure of being earned in

bad times as well as in good times. This plan met with
opposition, as was to have been expected, because holders of
bonds secured by first mortgage on unessential parts of the
system were asked to make considerable sacrifices in the face
value of their holdings. Even before government control
the reorganization of the Katy bid fair to be a long drawn

out piece of negotiation. In the meantime, however, the
physical condition of the property and operating methods
were being greatly improved under Mr. Schaff's management.
In 1917 the management had the unexpected aid of very
greatly increased revenues.

Freight revenue amounted to $29,028,000, an increase over
1916 of $4,232,000, and passenger revenue amounted to
$11,161,000, an increase of $1,945,000. The establishment
of military camps in Texas added both to the freight and
passenger revenues of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the
movement of drafted men added passenger revenues to the
entire system. Tli(ere was likewise, apparently, a con-
siderable increase in freight hauled for other than govern-
ment purposes. Thus the livestock and products of animals
carried in 1917 amounted to 693,000 tons, an increase of
141,000 tons, and the tonnage of manufactures amounted to
2,448,000. an increase of 510,000 tons.

The management was able to hold down operating ex-
penses remarkaljly well considering the rise in cost of ma-
terials and wage scales. Total operating expenses in 1917
amounted to $33,146,000, an increase over 1916 of $3,706.-
000. While there was a decrease of $1,282,000 in mainten-
ance of way, due particularly to a quite abnormal
expenditure on this account in 1916, this was more than
offset by an increase of $1,464,000 in maintenance of equip-
ment expenses. IMaintenance of ef|uipment expenses were
very high as will be seen from the following table showing
repairs to each class of equipment per unit of equipment:

19]" 1916
Locomotives $4,752 $''.474
Passenger train cars 1,116 "'975
Freight train cars 129 110

Replacement of equipment in .some of the years prior to
the receivership on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas had been
rather badly neglected. The receiver, therefore, is finding it

necessary, apparently, not only to pay the present high prices
prevailing for materials and labor but also to take up past
delayed maintenance.

Transportation expenses in 1917 amounted to $15,673,000,
an increase of $3,272,000 over the previous year. Con-
sidering the increase in business handled, this is a most
creditable showing, but it illustrates in a striking way how
impossible of realization Mr. Kendrick's estimates of savings
were under the unforeseen war conditions of 1917. Take
the cost of fuel, for instance; fuel for vard locomotives cost

$621,000 in 1917, an increase of $292,000, or more than 70
per cent, and the cost of fuel for train locomotives amounted
to $3,765,000, an increa.se of $1,186,000. or about 48 per
cent.

Operating statistics show continued and considerable prog-
ress in increased train loading, car loading, etc. The total

tonnage of freight carried was 12,865,000, an increase of

15.6 per cent, and the average length of haul was 232 miles
or over 15 miles longer on the average than in 1916, so that

the ton mileage of revenue freight was 23.7 per cent greater

in 1917 than in 1916. The number of passengers carried

one mile was 467,800,000, an increase of 13 per cent. The
freight train mileage was 6,977,000, a decrease of 2.3 per
cent, and the passenger train mileage was 7,645.000, a

decrease of 4.8 per cent. The average revenue train load

was 428 tons, an increase of 19.14 tons, or 26.7 per cent

over 1916. This included both the lines north of the Red
river and the lines in Texas, and is a pretty fair indication

that it was not lack of progress in scientific railroading'

which prevented Mr. Kendrick's estimate of operating income
from being realized but other circumstances entirely beyond
the control of railroad managements. With the much heavier

trainload, the gross load behind the drawbar of the locomo-

tive increased in as great proportion as revenue train load,

the pounds of fuel consumed in freight service, exclusive of

switching, per thousand gross ton miles was 218 in 1917 as
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compared with 227 pounds in 1916. The more effective use
of fuel as here indicated did not, however, as has already
been mentioned, offset by a long way the higher cost per ton
of fuel.

In 1917 the receiver spent $3,240,000 on additions and
betterments to road and a net amount of $1,074,000 on
additions to equipment. This net figure was arrived at after

The following table shows the principal figures

ojjcration in 1917 as compared with 1916:
1917 1916

.\verage mileage operated 3,866 3,865
Fi eight revenue $29,027,903 $24,795,720
Passenger revenue 11,160,922 9.215,627

Total operating revenues 43,344,150 36,733,682
Maintenance of way and structures 6,353,665 7,635,695
Maintenance of equipment 8,737,922 7,273,804
Traffic expenses 786,980 725.564

for

The Missouri Kansas & Texas
Operating Districts Arc Shown by Different Symbols

subtracting
.'P
1,09 1,000 from equipment retired. The most

important addition to equipment was the purchase of 10 new
Pacific type locomotives and of 363 coal and stock cars. The
expenditures for road were principally for improving track
conditions, ballasting, strengthening bridges, etc., in the
general program of putting the property in shape to handle
heavy modern locomotives with a corresponding increase in
train loads.

Transportation expense ,.

Total operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income

Net income

15,672.561
1,273,611

33,146,111
1,983,115
8,214,924
8,803,761
1.379.573

12,400,521
1,169,910

29,439.701
1.546,659
5,747,322
6,143,711
1,134,634*

•Loss.

Note.—The net income or loss is arrived at by ' subtracting rentals and
merest including interest which was deferred or defaulted. The deferred
nterest in 1917 alone amounted to $1,038,890 and the defaulted interest

"
: entire period of receivership since 1915 was $8,035,380.du



Reinforced Concrete Trestles at North Toronto

Unique Details Developed in Viaducts Designed as a

Substitute for Steel Construction

IN
ACCORDANCE with the general tendency to avoid the use

of structural steel wherever possible in the present period

of high prices and delayed deliveries, the Canadian Pa-
cific has now completed two reinforced concrete trestles at

North Toronto, Ontario, that are excellent examples of the

possibilities of reinforced concrete in bridge structures where,

under ordinar}- conditions, steel might have been utilized.

These trestles were built in connection with the double track-

ing of the North Toronto sub-division of the Canadian Pa-
ciiic between North Toronto and Leaside Junction, a dis-

tance of two miles. They replace old single track steel

trestles, are approximately 100 ft. high and are of equal

equal, each trestle consisting of five towers of 34-ft. span
and six intermediate spans of 36-ft. This permitted stand-

ard construction above the trestle bents, thus simplifying

the building of forms for the pre-cast deck slabs and lessen-

ing the number of forms required. At the three-track

trestle 66 deck-spans were required, all of which were cast

m eight forms. The same number of forms was used for

the 44 deck spans required in the two-track trestle.

The towers in each case consist of two bents tied together

by horizontal struts. The plans show the typical bent for

the two-track structure which consists of three posts tied

together by a cap and transverse struts. The bents of the
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The Towers Ready for the Track Slabs

length, 386 ft. between back-walls. Taken together they in-

volve 13,500 cu. yd. of concrete and 670 tons of reinforcing

steel. Work on these trestles was begun in July, 1917;
one of them was put into partial service on May 1 , and the

other on May 10. The whole of the double track work,

including the Ijridges, is now practically completed.

Bridge No. 1.8, located at the throat of the North Toronto
yard, is a three-track trestle and bridge No. 0.9, located out

on the line, carries two tracks. They cross ravines more
than 100 ft. deep of approximately similar contour and
width. In making plans for the structures advantage was
taken of the similar conditions to standardize the designs
as far as possible. To this end the spans were made

three-track structure are of similar design but have four

posts instead of three. The footing, which is continuous

under all of the posts of each bent, is designed as a girder

to distribute the column concentrations to tlie foundation

material. Under the tallest bent this footing is 53 ft. long.

The columns are of a uniform section tliroughout the

structure. The hatter columns are 3 ft. 3 in. square and

the interior columns 3 ft. 3 in. by 5 ft. in section. They are

all heavilv reinforced. The outside columns of the tallest

bent have 24 and the inside columns 36 1 J-i-in. rods for a

length of 34 ft., beginning at the bottom, while rods Ji in.

in diameter are used in equal numbers in the upper sections

of these columns. The posts are all hooped at inter\'als of

289
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6 in. with ^8-''i- stirrup bars. The caps at the tops of the

bents are of a T-design with an upper part 2 ft. 11 in. deep

of the same width as the column and a lower portion 3 ft.

deep of the same width as the strut, 1 ft. 10 in. The lon-

gitudinal struts are unusual in the use of recesses or panels

3 in. deep on the two side faces.

The slabs are of the pre-ca.st type of T-beam design with

two slabs approximately 6 ft. 6 in. wide under each track,

each unit consisting of a single girder 3 ft. 6 in. wide with

an expanded top to form a deck slab 12 in. deep. A cur-

tain wall at each end of the slab extending down to the

bearing surface finishes the slab to a full width of 6 ft. 6 in.

but this curtain wall does not assist in carrying the end

reaction since the slab is supported on a steel bearing plate

troducing a special feature in the main slab onl)- by the

addition of four brackets to carry the sidewalk slab. The
parapet units are 4 ft. 2}i in. long and are dowelled to the

edges of the main slabs. The sidewalk slabs are 9 ft.

2)4 in. long.

These parapet and sidewalk slabs form an interesting

structural combination as is indicated in the drawing. The
edge of the walk is 6 ft. 3 in. from the center line of track, or

3 ft. beyond the edge of the main slab. As the walk slab is

Concrete post—'

'^'LBetiveen tracks.

y£' m.pipe-o

Separately castparapet andsideiM/lr stab.

Details of One of the Bents

interposed betvyeen the end of tlie girder and the cap of tin-

bent, which is only as Wide as the girder. These girdei>

embody one refinement not often seen in the paneling of

the vertical faces to a depth of 4 in. on each side, a feature

that improves the appearance and saves some concrete al-

though complicating the reinforcement and the form work.

Provision for a side-walk in a structure of this kind

always introduces a perplexing problem. The width of the

slab, approximately 6 ft. 6 in., is determined by the spacing

of the tracks while an extension of the outside slab a suffi-

cient distance to provide a walk would introduce a serious

eccentricity in the slab design, while producing an increa.se

in weight of a slab which already weighs 51 tons. This

problem was overcome in the two Toronto viaducts by build-

ing both the sidewalk and the parapet as separate units, in-

an^:^
- z'-o'A

Section Through the Deck Construction

also of the T-design and is supported by its stem on the

lirackets projecting from the main slab, any unbalanced load

near the outer edge of the walk would produce a considerable

over-turning moment. This is resisted by the weight of the

parapet since the inside edge of the walk is made to fit into

a groove provided in the face of the parapet. This walk
also carries a railing consisting of concrete posts spaced 9

ft. 3 in. center to center with three lines of 2-in. wrought
pipe. The posts are 6'/2 in. square at the walk level and
have 9 in. extension stems that fit into holes 5 in. square

provided for them in the slab.

As the new trestles are located approximately on the same

The Erection Trusses and Traveler Used in Placing the

Deck Slabs

line as the old bridges it was necessary to divert traffic

during construction. For this purpose temporary trestles

were built of timber bents with I-beam stringers released

from old structures to carry the deck. On the completion of

the temporary structures, the old steel trestles were taken

down and work started on the excavation at both bridges.
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Tliis was made by hand and the foundation tested to 4 tons

per sq. ft. The actual weight carried on the footings is 2.5

tons per sq. ft.

At bridge No. 0.9 concrete plants were provided at both

ends of the bridge. The main plant consisted of the con-

crete mixer placed just clear of the west abutment, ma-
terial bins, including elevated hoppers for sand and stone,

the cement hou.se and a McMyler crane for unloading the

materials from cars and elevating them to the bins.

With the exception of the east abutment and one tower

at the east end which were placed from a small plant lo-

-34'^ -36 -^-34 — -36'-—34'-

? of Rail.

36~—34'—36-^34^-36 -

level.

Elevation of One of the Viaducts

cated at that end of the bridge, all of the concrete was
placed from the main plant. A temporary trestle was run out

from the mixer to the easterly tower. This trestle carried a

narrow-gage track and a switch was provided to permit the

loaded cars to pass the empty ones on the way back to the

mixer. The concrete was dropped from the mixer into

dump cars mounted on this narrow-gage track. The cars

were moved by hand and emj)tied into hoppers connected

with chutes for conveying the concrete to the forms. The

Derrick Moving the Trusses Ahead in Preparation for Plac-

ing the Slabs in the Next Span

-Mnall i)lant at the east end consisted of tlie mixer, which
was fed by hand, all materials being wheeled.

At bridge No. 1.8 the concrete plant consisted of a
mixer and a hoisting tower provided for elevating the

concrete and spouting it to the forms. At this bridge the
materials were moved from the cars to the storage by hand
and teams, and from the storage to the mixer in wheel-
barrows.

Separate casting yards were provided for the manufacture

of tile slabs of each bridge. In both yards the mi.xers were
fed by hand and the concrete was wheeled to the forms in

buggies on plank ways. I'^ight forms were provided at each
yard. These were kept thoroughly oiled with crude vaseline

with excellent results. Forty-four slab spans were cast for

Isridge No. 0.9 and 66 for bridge No. 1.8. The heavy bars
for reinforcement were bent at the mill and the lighter ones

on the jolj by means of a table rigged up with a template
for each style of bend.

The slabs weigh 5 1 tons each and interesting methods were
developed for transporting them from the casting yards to

the bridges and for erecting them. To facilitate the handling
two vertical 2-in. holes were provided at each end of the

slab, 9^ in. each side of the center line, for 1^ in. bolts.

These holes were closed up after the slabs were placed.

When ready for placing, a slab was picked up by a 100-ton

wrecking crane, set on two standard car trucks, which were
run down the main line to the bridge and switched in front

This View Shows the Old Steel Being Removed, the Tem-
porary Trestle and Foundations for the New Piers

of a viO-ton bridge erection car. Two timber trusses were

provided, long enough to span between bents and far enough
apart to take a .slal) between them. Tliey were fitted with

rails on the top chords to carry a traveling crane built of wood.

With the slab properly placed with reference to the erection

car and the traveler, the car picked up one end of tlie slab

and the traveler the other. The car was then moved ahead.

imsliing the traveler along its track on the trusses until the

slab was in the proper location, between the trusses, to be

lowered to place. With the slabs for one span in place, the

track was laid forward over them, and tlie trusses were

picked up by the crane and moved ahead to the next span
ready to repeat the operation. The trusses and traveler and
the method of moving the trusses ahead are shown in two
of tlie photographs.

The work was done under the direction of J. M. R. Fair-

bairn, chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific, the bridges

having been designed by P. B. Motley, engineer of bridges.

T. IT. Barber was engineer in charge of the work.
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Orders of Regional Directors

CARS FOR MINES.—The que.'^tion lias been asked as to the

treatment with respect to car supply of mines owned
by railroad companies and producing exclusively rail-

road fuel. It has been ruled that such mines must be treated

in the matter of car supply just the same as an)- other mine.

Labor Advertisements on Railroad Premises.—The posting

on railroad premises of advertisements for labor to

supply government needs as well as the solicitation of labor

on railroad property is prohibited. E.xception may be

made to this rule only when express authority has been se-

cured from the regional director.

Abandonment of Unnecessary Main Line Tracks.—In a

number of instances the consideration of operating problems

has involved the abandonment, during the period of federal

control, of certain main track lines; one case in point being

the Denver & Rio Grande main line between Salt Lake and

Ogden, where the Oregon Short Line double track is used

exclusively. Another case is the abandonment of the

Omaha's main line for 8 or 10 miles north of Sioux City,

the Great Northern being exclusively used. The question

of charter and ordinance requirements in each case must be

considered, and where there is an obligation for continuous

operation the facts in connection therewith should be re-

ported to the regional director and Judge Payne will handle

the matter with the authorities.

Mechanical Stokers.—The eastern regional director is ask-

ing for the following information from each road: number

of locomotives of 45,000 lb. tractive power or more; how

many are now equipped with mechanical stokers; type of

stoker; what is policy or recommendation regarding the ap-

plication of stokers to the balance of the locomotives of

above mentioned capacity.

Observance of Embargoes.—The regional director of

Northwestern railroads advises that the Clearing House

Committee in Chicago handling embargoed cars disposed of

259 cars during the week ending July 27, all of which were

loaded in violation of embargoes. It is pointed out that the

failure to observe embargo instructions was one of the causes

of the serious accumulation during the past winter and that

it is extremely important that such instructions be issued by

each line as will positively insure that the cars be not loaded

in violation of existing embargoes. In case any difficulty is

experienced in disposing of cars that are loaded but not

delivered to connections subsequent to the issuance of an

embargo, railroads may call upon the office of the regional

director for assistance.

Wages at Common Points.—The regional director of

Southwestern railroads asks that the wages of track and

common labor at common points where two or more rail-

roads employ such labor, must not be increased over the

existing rates of pay within the limits of the minimum of

25 cents and a maximum of 35 cents an hour, without each

road first having a complete understanding with all the other

lines interested. Compliance with these instructions will do

much to reduce the constant transfer of labor from one road

to another which usually results from non-unifomiity of

rates of pay.

Railroad Men in State Militia.—When the men are not

paid by the state for their time or expenses during attend-

ance at encampments of state militia or state guard railroads

are authorized to pay them in full, but when they receive

pa)^ment from the state they will not receive their regular

wages or salaries from the railroads unless they are on their

full vacations and would receive pay from the Railroad .Ad-

ministration for their time if not on state military duty. If

the men are compensated by the state and are not on their

vacations with pay, their compensation payable by the

Railroad Administration should Ije correspondingly di-

minished.

Compilation of Operating Statistics Forms.—The regional

director of Southwestern railroads quotes correspondence with

C. R. Gray, director of operation, which makes it clear that

these statistics need not be prepared for individual corporate

properties but only for operating units. The question arose

with reference to reports for die Southern Pacific lines be-

tween El Paso and New Orleans and the Gulf Coast lines be-

tween both Houston and New Orleans, both of which comprise

a number of corporate properties.

Deferred Draft Classification.—The regional director of

southwestern railroads advises that he has received word
from the Secretary of War to the effect that draft boards nave

been instructed that the selective service regulations provid-

ing for the withdrawal of deferred classifications and the

order numbers of registrants found to be idlers or engaged in

non-productive occupations or employments, do not apply to

dining car waiters and Pullman car porters.

Semi-Monthly Report of Operation Conditions.—The re-

gional director of southwestern railroads asks federal man-
agers and terminal managers under his jurisdiction to sub-

mit semi-monthly reports, as of the fifteenth and last day of

the month, on operating conditions on their lines. A separate

report is to he made for each railroad and is to be prepared

in duplicate to reach the office of the regional director on the

twentieth and the fifth of each month.

The reports will include a general synopsis of weather

conditions; a synopsis of the condition of the different crops

by states indicating the per cent of acreage and yield as com-
pared with the previous year; a general statement of the

traffic situation, both freight and passenger, as compared with

last year, together with an assignment of reasons for de-

creases or increases; a statement indicating whether any
assistance is needed in the way of power or cars to handle

unusual movements of traffic impending; a brief s}'nopsis of

labor conditions; a statement of the condition of roadway,
bridges and other structures and the reason for deferred

maintenance, if any; a statement of the normal tie allotment

and the per cent of application for the year to date and a

report on delays to work underway resulting from a shortage

of ties or other material; a list of any large improvements in

progress involving an expenditure of $25,000 or more and
the per cent complete with the probable date when they will

be ready for ser\'ice; a synopsis of the condition of locomo-
tive and car shops indicating whether additional locomotives,

passenger and freight cars can be handled for other federal

managers, and a statement of the hours worked at the prin-

cipal shops compared with the same period of last year; a

general statement of the condition of locomotives, passenger

train cars and freight cars, indicating the per cent of each

class in shops, whether any maintenance is being deferred

because of keeping equipment in service on account of heavy
traffic, whether there is any surplus of equipment and, if so,

how long it can be spared for use in other territor)'. The
reports may be supplemented by comments on any other

matters of general interest.

Yard Operation.-—Numerous complaints from shippers

respecting delays to cars in yards have occasioned the issu-

ance of detailed instructions covering yard operation by the

regional director of northwestern railroads. The operation

of yards should be so arranged as to provide as nearly as

possible continuous movement of traffic. When for any rea-

son continuous movement is impossible, cars should be moved
in the order of arrival. It is the duty of operating organiza-

tions to know that the work is so arranged in all yards as to

avoid unusual delay. Reports made by inspectors, however,

show that on many lines there has not been provided a sys-

tem that insures unfailing attention to all loaded cars that for

;!ny rea.son fall out of the regular current of movement, in-

cluding cars not billed or improperly billed, cars held for dis- .

position or reconsignment, cars loaded with company material

and cars in bad order, including loaded cars held, for repair.
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A careful study should be made of the organization and

facilities of all important yards and terminals to insure a

proper and efficient method as to (a) a proper organization

of forces; (b) the assignment of individual responsibility of

duties; (c) the supervision of office and yard operation; (d)

the working facilities of yards and power; (e) yard office

facilities. The circular suggests that former traffic officers

and employees might, with profit, be put in charge of yard

office organizations at some of the larger terminals or be

assigned to special duties in connection therewith.

Careful study should also be made to determine the possi-

bility of a further extension of solid train-lot movement to

avoid switching en route. When sufficient tonnage is not

available for this purpose loads for common points should

be assembled together to facilitate train-lot consolidation at

other points.

There is no valid excuse for delays in yards and conges-

tions occasioned by the failure of agents to observe embargoes.

If any accumulation of cars results from loading prior to the

issuance of embargoes, a prompt report should be made to

the office of the regional director containing details as to car

numbers and full billing reference.

Wood Preservation Statistics

THE PROCEEDINGS of the American Wood Preservers' As-

sociation for 1918, which has just been issued, contain

statistics regarding the activities of the wood preserving

industry in 1917. The total quantity of wood subjected to

preserving processes in the United States in 1917 by 115

treating plants was 137,338,586 cu. ft., as compared with

150,522,982 cu. ft. treated by 117 plants which were active

in 1916. This represents a decrease of 13,184,396 cu. ft., or

8.7 per cent. There has also been a corresponding decrease

in the treatment of railroad crossties, since 33,459,470 were

subjected to preserving processes in 1917, or 4,900,898 less

than in 1916. In the case of piles, there was a small

increase in the amount treated, the total for 1917 being

12,695,567 lin. ft., or only 4,700 lin. ft. more than in 1917.

A greater increase is recorded for poles, since 53,527 more
poles were treated during 1917 than the 328,517 reported for

1916.

The quantities of preservatives used in the treating plants

in 1917 amounted to 72,564,345 gal. of coal tar creosote,

2,977,392 gal. of water gas tar, 7,579,819 gal. of paving

oil, 26,440,689 lb. of zinc chloride and 137,361 gal. of

miscellaneous preservatives. In 1916 90,404,749 gal. of

creosote and refined water gas tar and 26,746,577 lb. of

zinc chloride were used. As divided between domestic and
foreign production of creosote, the conditions brought about

by the war have made it more and more necessan,' to de-

pend upon domestic production. In 1917, 76 per cent of the

creosote used in the country was produced here.

The price paid for preservatives has also advanced ma-
terially. In 1917 creosote sold at $0.08 to $0.23 per gal., as

compared to $0,075 to $0,135 in 1916. For zinc chloride

the range of price was $0.0325 to $0,095 per lb. in 1916

and $0,625 to $0,085 in 1917.

Of the 33,459,470 crossties treated in 1917, 24,811,208

were hewed and 8,648,262 were sawed. The oak ties were

treated in the largest number, constituting 40.2 per cent, with

yellow pine second, comprising 34.5 per cent, and Douglas
fir 8.2 per cent. Creosote was the presen'ative for 16,436,573

ties while zinc chloride was used in 14,843,318. A com-

bination of the two preservatives was used in 2,160,682,

while 18,897 were subjected to treatment with miscellaneous

preservatives. The average impregnation for creosote, water

gas tar or paving oil was 7.95 lb. per cu. ft., for zinc chloride

it was 0.46 lb. per cu. ft., while with the combination process

it was 2.98 lb. per cu. ft. of creosote and 0.46 lb. per cu. ft.

of zinc chloride. In the case of piles, the principal woods
treated were southern yellow pine and Douglas fir. The
average impregnation for creosote was 13.83 lb. per cu. ft.

and for zinc chloride 0.69 lb. per cu. ft.

New Highway Crossing Signs in Illinois

THE PROTECTION of highway grade crossings with rail-

roads in Illinois has been put on a more effective

basis by the Public Utilities Commission of that state

which issued an order on July 31, requiring the installation

of special "stop" and "approach" signals at such highway
crossings as may be designated by the commission as "extra

hazardous." This order was formulated in the execution of

statutes passed by the state legislature in June, 1917, re-

quiring the railroads to erect and maintain "stop" signs at

h'ghway crossings and the township highway commissioners

to erect and maintain "approach" signs within 300 ft. of

Stop Sign to be Installed by the Railroads

such crossings when so ordered by the Public Utilities

Commission.

The "stop" and "approach" signs are the equivalent of

home and distant signals for the protection of these cross-

ings, the distant signal being designed to meet the conditions

brought about by the higher speed of highway traffic at the

present time. The provision of the law which puts the re-

sponsibility for these crossings on the township highway
commissioners or other highway authorities, results from

Approach Sign to be Erected by the Highway Officers

the fact that those signals to he effective must be at such a

distance from the railroad track that they will be outside of

the railway right-of-ways in nearly all cases. Another prcH

vision in this law prohibits the construction of any other

signs or signals such as advertising notices, within 300

ft. of any grade crossing, to prevent any possibility of con-

fusion with the crossing protection signs.

The commission's order provides explicit specifications
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for both the "stop" and "approach" signs, the outlines and

dimensions of which are .shown in the drawings. The signs

are required to be of porcelain-enameled metal made of 16

gage iron, crimped backward at least ^ in. around the

perimeter. The letters are to be black on a white field and

the rear of the sign is to be black. The supporting post

may be either iron or wood and must be of sufficient size

and strength to make a solid and substantial support. The

posts are to be designed to permit a bracket or attachment

to be installed for the purpose of supporting a light or signal

at night whenever in the opinion of the commission this may

be necessary.

Will State Tax Commissions

Reduce Railroad Assessments?

IN
STATEMENTS recently submitted to the tax commission

of South Dakota on behalf of the Chicago & North West-

ern by T. A. Polleys, tax commissioner, it is pointed out

that taxes imposed on railroads by state authorities for the

year 1918 are to be borne by the federal government. Un-

less the tax commission takes action to bring the assessment

of railroad property into a more just relation to the assess-

ment of general property and more in accord with require-

ments of the state constitution, the government can, if it

sees fit, under the existing basis of assessment and under

the decisions of the courts applicable thereto, successfully

attack the assessment placed this year on the property of the

Chicago & North Western in South Dakota.

In the statement on behalf of the North Western Mr.

Polleys presented nine separate valuations of the operating

property of the Chicago & North Western in 1918, arrived

at by as many methods

:

1. The system stock and bond value on the basis of the average stock

and bond prices during the five years endi'ng June 30, 1917, as computed

by the Wisconsin Ta.x Commission, $415,161,000. (No deduction made for

non-operating assets.)

2. The system stock and bond value on the basis of highest quotations

on the New York Stock Exchange from January 1 to April 12, 1918, $351.-

576,300 (No deduction made for non-operating assets).

3. System investment in road and equipment as of December 31, 1917,

as shown in the general balance sheet on page 20 of the 1917 annual re-

port of the Chicago & North Western to its stockholders, $397,916,749.

4. System value for the five-year period ending June 30, 1917, by the

process originated by N. P. Haugan of the Wisconsin Tax Commission,

$420,098,350.

5. System value by capitalization of the system net earnings, less taxes,

for the five years ending June 30, 1917, at six per cent, $358,062,000.

6. System value by capitalization at six per cent of system net earnings,

less taxes, during the single year ending June 30, 1917 (The highest system

net earnings ever made by the company in any year), $440,516,000.

7. System value by capitalization at six per cent of the system net earn-

ings, less taxes, for the single year ending December 31. 1917, as shown

by the report recently filed with the South Dakota tax commission, $397,-

141,900. (This year showed the highest gross earnings ever made by the

company but considerably less net earnings than in the year ending June

30, 1917.)

8. System value by the composite capitalization of system gross earnings,

net earnings and maintenance charges for the five years ending June 30.

1917, according to Policy's formula, $529,996,000.

9. Capitalisation at six per cent of the guaranteed government return,

less war taxes payable therefrom, approximately $375,000,000.

Of the nine foregoing system-values, two fall below $.575,-

000,000 and only one exceeds $450,000,000. The average

of the nine values give a system composite-value of $409,-

496,500—practically $410,000,000. The question arises,

what proportion of the system-value is fairly assignable to

South Dakota. Of the system all-track mileage, 9.69 per

cent is located in the state. Of the system's gross earnings

during the five years ending June 30, 1917, only 3.98 per

cent were made in South Dakota. There have been no net

earnings from the North Western lines in that state; on the

contrary, the deficit from operation during the last three

years represents a minus ratio of 1.40 per cent of the sys-

tem's net earnings during that period. During the year

ending June 30, 1917, only 3.33 per cent of the system car-

mileage was performed in South Dakota. The average of

the four ratios just stated is only 3.88 per cent which is

probably as large a fraction of the total system-value of the

North Western as should fairly be assigned to South Dakota.

However, if twice as much weight is given to the factor of

all-track mileage as to each of the three other factors above-

named, the distribution ratio for South Dakota would even

then be only 5.04 per cent.

In other words, on that basis the value of the North West-
em's South Dakota property would be only 1/20 of the

total system-value, or a trifle over $20,000,000. The assess-

ment tentatively announced by the state tax commission for

1918, amounted to $35,967,606. If general property in the

state were being assessed at its full value, even then the

assessment proposed for the North Western would be tre-

mendously excessive. But general property in the state is

not being assessed at its full value. A table filed with the

tax commission shows the 1918 estimated average true value

of land in 17 counties in eastern South Dakota at $78.30

per acre. The average assessment per acre ih 1917 in those

counties was $50 which represents only 63.86 per cent of

the full value in 1918. In those counties 400 court trans-

fers and probate appraisals made in 1917 and 1918, show
that the 1917 assessment is only 68.46 per cent of the aver-

age value fixed by these court transactions. When acre

property and urban real estate are combined in this group

of counties, the 1917 assessment represents 64.66 per cent

of the estimated true value of 1918.

On the same basis the assessment of North Western prop-

erty at $36,000,000 implies a true value of about $54,000,000

for the property of the railroad in that state. This likewise

implies a valuation of the entire railroad within and with-

out the state of about $1,120,000,000 as against a composite

system-value of only $410,000,000 worked out in the early

part of Mr. Polleys' statement by the use of various well

recognized processes.

In concluding, Mr. Polleys pointed out that while it may
not be practically possible and expedient for the commission

to grant at this time the full measure of relief to which the

North Western is plainly entitled, it is certainly practicable

to make at this time not less than a 10 per cent reduction in

its assessment, at the same time advancing the assessment

against general property sufficiently to put it again upon a

75 per cent basis (adopted as proper l)y the commission in

recent years). In the event that the commission takes no
such action and the government makes a successful attack

upon the assessment—and it is more than likely to succeed

—the taxes to be paid by the government for 1918 on the

entire group of North Western properties in South Dakota

will l)e only about one third of the $600,000 which would

be paid if the commission's tentative assessments against

those properties remained unreduced.

Losses of Four Years' War.—The losses from destruc-

tion of railway bridges, etc., in the four years of war have

been estimated in Belgium at $275,000,000, and in France at

$300,000,000.— r/fe Guaranty News.

Railway Connection Between RoiiE and Constan-
tinople.—A new company has been formed in Naples under

the name "Transbalcania Italiana," with the object of bring-

ing about direct railway connection between Rome and Con-

stantinople. The proposed route is Otranto, Valona,

Monastir, Salonika, Seres, Drama, Zanthi and Dimotica,

Only the line Valona-Monastir is to be newly built; all the

other lines are existing. Otranto will be connected with

\'alona across the Straits of Otranto, some 50 miles, by large .

ferry steamers. The new line, it is hoped, will strengthen

Italy's influence in Albania and the Balkan States.

—

Railway

Gazette, Londov.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Director General McAdoo Returns to Washington; Settlement

of Compensation Contract Expected
Washington, D. C.

DIRECTOR General McAdoo returned to his desk on

Monday, much rested after his extended western trip.

He spent the morning in the treasury department and
the afternoon at the Interstate Commerce Commission Build-

ing holding conferences with his assistants. While he was
there he was visited by President Wilson.

Mr. McAdoo promptly plunged into the pile of work that

was before him and is expected to take action on a number of

things this week, the most important of which is the compen-
sation contract.

The contract was discussed before Director General Mc-
Adoo Wednesday morning. The committees of the National

Association of Owners of Railroad Securities were repre-

sented by its counsel Samuel Untermyer and B. H. Inness

Brown. The Railway Executives Advisory Committee was
represented by its counsel, Alfred P. Thom and S. T. Bled-

soe. The counsel of the respective organizations discussed

the contract separately. Samuel Untermyer, of counsel for

the association, had an interview Tuesday with the director

general. It is understood that Mr. Untermyer had a pre-

liminary discussion of the objections of the association to

certain sections of the contract.

Director General and Electrification

Mr. McAdoo, when he was at the treasury Monday morn-
ing, held a conference with newspaper men and others, at

which lie said that his observations of the enormous water

power resources of the west had impressed him greatly with

the value of railway electrification. He did not mean to

imply that he now had it in mind to carry out any extensive

electriiication projects while the war was on or during the

period of government control, but expressed the idea that if

the railways were permanently in the hands of the govern-

ment instead of only temporarily he would probably give the

idea considerable attention. Several of the newspapers pub-

lished articles saying that Mr. McAdoo favored electrification

of steam roads. When these articles were called to the atten-

tion of the director general he explained that he had not in-

tended to convey such an impression.

Increasing Locomotive Building Capacity

The recent order for 510 eighty-ton Consolidation locomo-

tives for the American forces overseas has served to emphasize

the importance of the project the Railroad Administration

has had under discussion for some time looking towards an

increase in the locomotive building capacity of the country.

The Division of Finance and Purchases, John Skelton

Williams, director, has been gathering information along

these lines, and has been considering either the construction

of a new locomotive plant for the government or advances to

the three locomotive builders to cover extensive plant addi-

tions. Information has been asked of the three locomotive

plants to this end. It is understood, further, that negotia-

tions are already under way whereby the Lima Locomotive
Works will receive an advance of about $1,500,000 and that

the Baldwin Locomotive Works will receive advances for the

building of its new Cliicago plant. One story tells of a con-

»templated plant to be built by the company in the South.

The American Locomotive Company may receive advances for

its Schenectady and Dunkirk plants. All these negotiations,

of course, are subject to the approval of Mr. McAdoo.
The locomotive requirements for the coming year are esti-

mated at 10,000, including engines for our domestic roads,

for our Allies and for the American military lines in France.

The locomotive building capacity of tlic country is estimated

at only 6,500 or 7,000. The present proposals call for an
increase in building capacity of 1,500 locomotives yearly.

The urgent necessity for some stej) of this kind is further

shown by the fact that Pershing's order for 510 locomotives

will delay the construction of the standard locomotives for

the Railroad Administration, as has been previously noted in.

these columns.

The Contract Warranty

The warranty or covenant, wliicli is being put in all con^
tracts for purchases of equipment and supplies by the Rail-

road Administration, has resulted in a veritable flood of in-

quiries to the Central Advisor}' Purchasing Committee and'

to the Division of Law. These two bodies are not attempt-

ing to explain the warranty, but have referred the entire

matter, with a long memorandum of questions as to just how
various types of firms are covered, to the office of the attorney-

general of the L'nited States.

The contract covenant is not merely a Railroad Adminis-
tration matter but applies to all purcha.ses by the government
—in any department—War, Navy, Fuel Administration, etc.

The attorney-general's office has been receiving requests for

interpretations likewise from all these departments and from
a great many individuals and finns. The attorney-general

is expected to give a decision within the next few days.

The contract warranty is not exactly new, for it dates back
to a letter bearing the date of June 18, addressed by the

attorney-general to the heads of all departments of the

government. This letter said

:

A situation which has arisen in the matter of government contracts
seems to nie to require summary action. Owing to the tremendous increase

, in governmetit business and the speed with which it must be executed^
some manufacturers because of ignorance or misinformation have thought
it necessary to negotiate with the government through contract brokers or
contingent fee operators. It follows that the system requires a contractor

in making his estimate to load his bid with the contingent fee item. The
courts have universally condenuied the contingent fee contract. The methods
employed by the contingent fee operator are often insidious and reprehen-

sible, and, in view of the fact that the average fee is five per cent, the re-

sulting cost to the government is very great. -As a means of breaking up
this practice I have prepared the following form of covenant, which the:

President requests shall be inserted in all government contracts:

"The contractor expressly warrants that he has employed no third

person to solicit or obtain this contract in his behalf, or to cause or

procure the same to be obtained upon compensation in any way contingent^

in whole or in part, upon such procurement; and that he has not paid,

or promised or agreed to pay to any third person, in consideration of

such procurement, or in compensation for services in connection there-

with, any brokerage, commission, or percentage upon the amount re-

ceivable by him hereunder; and that he has not, in estimating the con-

tract price demanded by him, included any sum by reason of any suclx

brokerage, commission, or percentage: and that all monies payable to-

him hereunder are free from obligation to any other person for services-

rendered, or supposed to have been rendered, in the procurement of this

contract. He further agrees that any breach of this warranty shall

constitute adequate cause for the annulment of this contract by the

United States, and that the United States may retain to its own use

from any sums due or to become due thereunder an amount equal \o

any brokerage, commission, or percentage so paid, or agreed to be

paid,"

-As an additional protection it is requested that your department adopt
as a regulation the following language taken from Section 3722, p. 735^

R. S. as applied to the Navy Department: ",-\nd no person shall be re-

ceived as a contractor who is not a manufacturer of, or regular dealer

in, the articles which he offers to supply." This will synchronize the action

of officials of your department with that of the contractor who is pro-

hibited by Section 3737 R. S. from transferring his contract or order, ur any-

intorest therein, to any other party.

Sale of Intoxicants on Railways to Be Discontinued

One of the first things concerning which Mr. Mc.-Vdoo gave

a final decision after his return was the sale of intoxicants on

railways. In General Order No. 39, which he issued Monday,
he ordered that the sale of liquors and intoxicants of every

295
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character in dining cars, restaurants and railroad stations

under federal control should l>e discontinued immediately.

Chesapeake & Ohio Directed to Put On More Cars

Director General McAdoo went over the Chesapeake &
Ohio on an inspection tour on his return trip to Washington,
Friday, August 9, and seeing the crowded condition of the

passenger trains directed Federal Manager Stevens to give

the public the necessary service by putting on additional cars

or running a second section of all trains that are crowded
and do not afford the traveling public the necessary facilities.

This additional service is to be made effective immediately.

Progress on the Compensation Contract

Negotiations on the compensation contract have proceeded

far enough during the past few days to permit of the publica-

tion of a new tentative draft. The draft contains several

changes which make it more favorable to the railways, but it

promptly drew forth objections from both the American In-

vestment Bankers' Association and the National Association

of Owners of Railroad Securities. The new tentative draft

bears the date of August 7, and shows those revisions which

have been made since the draft of July 5, reference to which

was made in the Railway Age of July 12, page SO.

Acceptance

In section 3 relating to acceptance the last clause (c), has

been amplified to read as follows: "The Federal control act,

being in section 16 thereof expressly declared to be emergency

legislation enacted to meet conditions growing out of war,

nothing in this agreement shall be construed as expressing or

prejudicing the future policy of the federal government con-

cerning the ownership, control, or regulation of the company,
or the method or basis of the capitalization thereof, and the

recitals or provisions of this agreement shall not be used, as

evidence or otherwise, by either party hereto in any pending

or future proceeding which involves the acquisition or valua-

tion of the company's property or any part thereof; but noth-

ing in this paragraph shall be taken or construed as affecting

the settlement and discharge contained in paragraph (a) of

this section nor as limiting or qualifying any of the pro-

visions of said paragraph for the purposes thereof."

Operation and Accounting

Some extensive changes as between the two tentative drafts

occur in Section 4 relating to of)eration and accounting dur-

ing federal control. Paragraph (a) of this section begins in

both drafts: "All amounts received by the director general

under paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) of section 2 hereof and

all other amounts collected or realized upon by him from

current operating assets belonging to the company or arisir^

from railway operations prior to midnight of December 31,

1917, shall be credited by him to the company." The draft

of July 5 then continued "and the director general shall, to

the extent of the cash received or realized from such assets,

pay and charge to the company all exf)enses arising out of

railway operations prior to January 1, 1918, including repa-

ration claims, and may pay and charge to the company any

of such expenses, including reparation claims, in excess of

the cash so received or realized."

In the new draft of August 7 this is made to read : "Unless

objected to by the company, the director general may in any

case, and in cases where the current assets, including materials

and supplies taken over by him, under the provisions of this

agreement, are in his judgment clearly in excess of the current

liabilities of the company paid or assumed by him, shall pay

and charge to the company all expenses arising out of rail-

way operation prior to January 1, 1918, including reparation

and other claims."

The remainder of the clause relates to the striking of bal-

ances at four quarterly periods and to their payment or

carr)'ing forward at 5 per cent interest "unless the parties

shall agree upon a different rate." This is now amplified

by the addition of the words, "but in cases where the current

assets taken over clearly exceed the current liabilities of the

company as hereinbefore provided, the payment of the amount
due by the company may at its option be postponed until the

end of federal control, bearing interest in the meantime."

Clause (h) of this same section has also come in for con-

siderable attention and has been amplified especially so as

to cover contracts made with subsidiary companies, etc. The
clause as it appears in the tentative draft of August 7, reads

as follows, the changes as between it and the draft of July
5 being signified by italics:

The director general shall at his option be substituted for

the period of federal control in tlie place of the company in

respect of the benefits and obligations of contracts relating to

operation iti force January 1, 1918, {including contracts made
by sibsidiaries for the use and benefit of the company and
the right to abrogate or change and make new contracts with

express companies for the period of federal control), except

as to contracts between the company and subsidiary compa-
nies which shall be treated as arrangements or practices, and
the director general shall in like manner at his option be sub-

stituted for such period in resp)ect of the benefits and obliga-

tions of arrangements and practices in force during the test

period (July S draft read "in force January 1, 1918") in

regard to fuel, materials and supplies for the operation of

the property described in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof

and of any additions and extensions thereto obtained from

any mine, oil field, or other source of supply owned or con-

trolled by the company, it being understood that under such

arrangements or practices, if availed of by the director gen-

eral, he shall to the extent necessary to offset any increase

in the standard return growing out of the furnishing by the

company or of its subsidiaries, during the test period, of

fuel, materials, and supplies under an arrangement or prac-

tice at less than the then cost or the then market value thereof

for railroad purposes, be charged for such fuel, materials and
supplies a price expressed in dollars and cents per unit below

or above the then cost or the then market value thereof for

railroad purposes (as the practice of the campany may have

been) in the same amcnmt that the prices charged the com-
pany during the test period were bel-ow or above the then

cost or the then market value thereof for railroad purposes."

From here on the clause remains unchanged.

It is provided that, in view of the differing situations of

the various carriers, a uniform standard clause covering the

subject matter of this paragraph will not be insisted upKsn and
it is left open for such separate treatment as may be agreed

on in each case.

Paragraph (j) of this section is amended so that nothing

in it "shall be construed to require the director general to

make any capital expenditure necessary to preser\'e a fran-

chise or ordinance not heretofore availed of by the company."

In paragraph (m) it was provided that the company should

have the right at all reasonable times to inspect the books

and accounts kept by the director general relating to the

propert)' of the company, or to the operation thereof. A
further provision has been added in the new draft, reading,

"and the director general shall during federal control fur-

nish the company with a copy of the operating reports re-

lating to its property, and as soon as practicable after the

end of the fiscal year shall furnish to the company a com-
plete list of its equipment as of the end of such fiscal year."

Upkeep

One of the most important concessions secured is that hav-

ing to do with upkeep in Section 5. The contract of July S

provided that the director general at his sole discretion "could

expend such sums in addition to those expended as may be

requisite for the safe and prof>er operation of the property
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assuming a use similar to the use during the test period and
not enhancing the cost of maintenance over what it should

have been during the test period."

The new contract eliminates the words "projier" and
"what it should have been," which revision leaves the matter

less to the uncontrolled discretion of the director general and
makes more specific conditions concerning this important

phase of the contract. The revised clause reads as follows:

"The director general may expend such sums, if any, in addi-

tion to those expended as may be requisite for the safe opera-

tion of the property, assuming a use similar to the use during

the test period and not substantially enhancing the cost of

maintenance over the normal standard of maintenance of rail-

roads of like character and business during said period."

Taxes

In Section (6) relating to Taxes a new paragraph (f)

has been added, reading, "In the event of a change by Con-
gress in the system of taxation whereby the present dis-

tinction between war taxes and other taxes is altered or

abrogated, the director general shall continue to pay such

part of the taxes under such changed system, by whatever

name they may be called, as will bear a fair relation to the

taxes which under the federal control act he is required to

pay out of revenues derived from railway operations while

under federal control."

Compensation

Section (7) relates to compensation. In paragraph (b)

of this section relating to the payment of the compensation

and to the deductions for the cost of additions and better-

ments not justly chargeable to the United States, there is a

proviso that the power to make such deductions shall not be so

exercised as to prevent the company from paying out the

sums required to support its corporate existence, for sinking

funds, etc. In the new draft the company's position is

further strengthened by additional provisos so that now the

latter part of this paragraph reads: "Provided, however,

that said power to deduct the cost of additions and better-

ments not justly chargeable to the United States shall not be

so exercised as to prevent the company from paying out the

sums required to support its corporate organization, to keep

up sinking funds for the company's debts required by con-

tracts in force December 31, 1917, to pay Us taxes, to pay
rents and other amounts properly payable by the company
for leased, operated, or controlled roads and properties, to

pay interest which has heretofore been regularly paid by the

company, and interest on loans issued during federal con-

trol and approved by the director general; nor shall such

deduction be made in respect of additions and betterments

which are for war purposes and not for the normal develop-

ment of the company, nor in respect of road extensions, nor

in respect of amounts due under paragraphs {a) and (d)

of section 4 hereof, in cases uhere the curre.it assets of the

company taken over by the director general with the pro-

v-ision of this agreement clearly exceed the current liabilities

of the company paid or assumed by the director general under

said section. In the event of a difference as to the fact whether

additions and bettemnents are for war purposes and not for

the normal development of the company, or as to whether an

addition is a road extension, the question may be referred

to and determined by the commission."

riie company's position is also strengthened in a number
of other ways

:

By the addition of this sentence to the end of this same
paragraph: "Overdue installments of compensation, or

balances thereof, provided for in this section shall bear in-

terest from maturity at the rate of five per cent per annum,
except that if the director general shall, prior to the execu-

tion of this contract, have loaned the company any money,
the installments of compensation overdue at the date of the

execution shall bear interest from maturity at the same rate

as that charged to the company on such loans."

By addition of an entirely new paragraph of this section,

paragraph (e) : "From its compensation so received by it

or from other income, if adequate for the purpose, the com-
pany shall make all payments of interest, rents and other

sums necessary to prevent a default under any mortgage or

lease of any of the property described in paragraph (a) of

section 2 hereof; and if at any time during federal control of

the company, by virtue of any change in the right of posses-

sion (subject to the rights of the United States) to any of

said property or otherwise, shall no longer be entitled as be-

tween itself and any other person or corporation to receive

the entire compensation herein provided, such compensation
shall be apportioned and paid, as between the parties en-

titled thereto, as justice and right may require."

Losses on Additions

The company's position is also strengthened by the addi-
tion of a new paragraph (f) to Section 8, relating to claims

for losses on additions, etc. : "The director general shall

not acquire any motive power, cars or other equipment at

the expense, or on the credit, of the company in excess of

what in his judgment is necessary, in addition to its then

existing equipment, to provide for the traffic requirements

of its own system of transportation; but this provision shall

not prevent the director general, after the acquisition of such

equipment, from using the same, or any part thereof, on the

line of any other company."

Investment Bankers and Investors Protest

The new tentative draft has not yet resulted in the with-

drawal of opposition on the part of the Investment Bankers
Association of America or of the National Association of

Owners of Railroad Securities.

Resolutions adopted b\^ the Investment Bankers Asso-

ciation and forwarded to Director General McAdoo were

made public Friday, the day following the publication of

the new tentative draft. Various impiortant changes in the

wording of the contract were suggested in the resolutions,

which were drawTi up some time before and, therefore, pre-

ceded the amendments to the contract announced in the new
tentative draft. It was stated, however, tliat the amend-

ments made did not cover the pyoints presented by the In-

vestment Bankers and, therefore, the resolutions adopted

by the association still stand. In other words, the associa-

tion is holding out for further changes in the contract.

The committee on railroad securities of the Investment

Bankers Association, which framed the resolutions, consist-

ing of John E. Oldham, J. F. B. Mitchell, L. H. Kronthal,

John R. Hall and F. H. Sisson, holds that the changes in

the form of contract suggested by it are essential for the

maintenance of railroad credit.

The modifications to the contract proposed by the com-

mittee are mainly as follows:

1. The provisions for the payment o£ interest and sinking funds on bonds
and notes and rentals of leased lines which were earned and paid during
the test period should be definite and positive and not subject to any deduc-
tions which miRht impair the confidence of investors therein.

2. The provisions for the payment of dividends at the average rate main-
tained during the test period, if fully earned during the test period, should
he made as positive and certain as possible.

3. If the companies are to be required to accept the "covenants and
obligations of the director general" in the contract as a complete discharge

of any liability for loss or damage caused by the diversion or impairment of

traffic or business by the unified operation during federal control, the con-

tract should contain some such covenant and obligation providing for the

ascertainment and payment of such loss or damage.

Regarding interest and dividend payments the comminee

says

:

"If the railroads .^re to maintain sound financial structures, stocks and
interest bearing obligations must be issued in the future in approximately

like proix>rtions, and this certainly will be impossible to accomplish if

nncertaintv exists as to the payment of dividends on conservatively capi-

taiized properties. The committee therefore believes that it is most im-
portant for the preservation of sound credit that the contract should contain

positive and definite assurance that dividends which have been earned and
paid in the past will continue to be paid during Federal control in order
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to iiiaintain ci edit on a basis which will permit future financing to be

conducted along sound and conservative lines.
o: »

"The committee believes further that, in addition to assurance of suihcient

compensation to pay interest and dividends during Federal control, the con-

tract will fail to inspire confidence in investors unless there is assurance

that the property v.ill be returned to them at the end of Federal control

with its earning capacity unimpaired or proper provision is made for com-

pensation for such loss as may be occasioned through diversion of traffic or

as a result of operation as a unified .system.

"The unified operation of the railroads under Federal control will ulti-

mately result in the diversion of business from one road to another. At
the end of the Federal control certain roads may find that their business

and good will have largely been diminished or destroyed."

In conclusion the committee says:

"W^' are aware of the fact that there has been a good deal of discussion

as to various provisions of the contract between the representatives of the

railroad administration and the representatives of the railroads, but it has

seemed to us proper, and indeed to be our duty, to submit and urge upon

vour consideration the various suggestions to which we call attention, from

the standpoint of fairness to present investors, and of the important bearing

which thev may have upon credit and upon the larger problem of govern-

ment financing. The administration, by its declarations before referred to.

has created in the minds of holders of railroad securities distributed

throughout the country a confidence that the prompt payment of the usual

interest and dividends to which the/ are entitled will not be impaired or

affected bv the surrender of the railroads to the government. The admin-

istration unquestionably intends to carry out those declarations in good

faith.
"It seems to the committee that it is of vital importance, and that the

administration itself must desire, that confidence shall not now be impaired
bv any doubtful or indefinite or ambiguous language put into the contract

itself. The declarations of the government in the contract should be as

positive and absolute as those made when it secured the legislation and took

over the railroads. Anything less will only excite distrust and destroy

confidence, and, we believe, ultimately greatly embarrass the entire financial

programme of the railroad administration and possibly affect the entire

Bnancial plan of the government for the conduct of the war."

Protest of Security Owners

The objections of the National Association of Owners of

Railroad Securities were contained in a report issued also on

Friday by S. Davies Warfield, president of the association.

Mr. VVarfield's report said in part:

A meeting of the Committee of Seventy was held at the

Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C, on July 23.

"Samuel Untermyer and B. H. Inness Brown, of counsel, then took up the

details of the suggested amendments with the government representatives.

"The details of further negotiations were now left in the hands of your

-two smaller committees ,ind counsel, who have been conducting the nego-

tiations with the ijoverniiuiit representatives from the beginning. Confer-

ences with the government representatives have been practically continuous

^ince that time- and are still continuing.
"As .1 result of these negotiations we now advise you of the modifications

in the contract which have been thus far granted us, and are now set

forth in the latest tentative draft of contract issued by the government
representatives, dated August 7.

"Thesf; modifications are as follows, viz.:

"I. Section 4.— Operation and .Accounting.
"This section of the draft of contract of July 5 permitted the government

to charge against a railroad and deduct from its standard return all current
liabilities paid by the government for the said raiload over and above its

cash assets other than working capital contributed by it without allowing
credit for sui/plies and materials turned over by the said railroad. These
supplies and ninlernls were to be accounted for by the government only
at the end of fnl.r.il , nin.l. meanwhile the railroad was to be required
to make pood u. ih - .\.riinunt the excess of liabilities so paid or have
the same deducteil r-..[ii ii -i.-mdard return.

"Important mn.|un,;iiMn i>. this section have been granted the effect of
which is to give to a t iih . 1 rti.Mt for its supplies and materials turned
over and at the option "' il-i i uli t.l to defer the payment of the balance
as between current as^- :

ni
i . iil iialiilities until the end of federal

control whene^'er it-app' i^ 'ha'- lli.- total current assets, including supplies
and materials, are clearly equalto the total current liabilities. This relieves
the railroads from having to raise and pay to the government large amounts
of cash and tends to further stabilize and make more certain the standard
return."

Mr. Warfield then speaks of the cliarge in Section 5, rela-

tive to upkeep and excess maintenance:

"The specific purposes for which expenditures for excess maintenance mav
be made are now defined: formerly they were not. We still contend,
however, that while this modification is a decided improvement, no such
charge should be made t;i /Priority to fixed charges and to such dividends
as w^ere paid during the test period. Such charges for excess maintenance
should be carried over until the end of federal control so that the standard
return shall be a fixed amount and not subject to reduction during federal
control.

:'0n this branch of the subject and as affecting this and other provisions
of the contract our contention has been and still is that the standard
return shall be a fixed known sum on which the (Company and those who
deal with it can confidently rely as a basis of credit and as a fund out of
which its fixed chames and dividends can be paid, as was contemplated by
the President's proclamation.
"A final decision lias not been reached on the important fundamental

clause of the contract known as the '-Acceptance Clause' (Section 3). A
slight change has been made in this clause .along the lines of the sugges-
tions made. We have .isked a further modification which is still under
consideration by the government representatives. Even this, however, will
only partially relieve the drastic and unjust character of tllis clause. In
amplification of the obicctions to clause (a') of this section of the contract
we refer you to the discussion thereof bv counsel herein mentioned and
mailed to you under date of July 20.

"The question of the right of court review of decisions, under the con-
tract, of the Interst.ite Commerce Commission also remains under consid-
er.-ition.

"\o substantial progress h,-is yet been made affecting the broad powers
of 'the director generol in the making of additions and betterments without

limitation and charging the same against the companies. Under the pro-

posed contract the cost of additions and betterments made by the director

genera' may be deducted from the standard return before the payment
of such dividends as have been regularly paid by a railroad during the test

period Our contention is that no deduction for any class of capital

expenditures should be made from the standard return "ntil after such
dividei:ds have been provided for, and that abnormal additions shall be

accounted for only at the termination of federal control. Taxes and rentals

of leased lines and properties are. however, now provided for and come
before any deductions for the cost of additions and betterments from the
standard return.

"Changes in some of the details of the contract have also been made, but
there are still many particulars in which we regard the provisions, of the

latest revised draft as unjust to the railroads and the owners of theii

securities.

"The modifications granted, above mentioned, are important, but we^ feel

that the representatives of the government are unduly exacting in declining
tiius far to grant other modifications of the fundamental provisions of the
contract which seem to us to be essential to railroad credit and to the
protection of the security owners, the equity of which is indisputable.
Your two smaller committees and counsel will continue the negotiations in
such directions as may be deemed expedient, in the hope of securing the
further relief sought."

Insurance and Fire Protection Section Securing

Information

The Insurance and Fire Protection Section is sending out

questionnaires asking for detailed information about the fire

protection methods of the railways and their practice con-

cerning marine insurance. The head of the section is

Charles N. Rambo, wlio reports to John Skelton Williams,

director of the Division of Finance and Purchases.

The letter to the regional directors states:

It is desired that close attention be given to all fire

dangers and the adequate and reasonable protection of prop-

erties, and that the work of inspection of properties against

hazards and fire loss and damage and the results of the

inspections may be co-ordinated, the following information

is desired as a preliminary step in perfecting a plan of

organization

:

1. What is now being done by each railroad under federal

control in your region with regard to inspections against

fire loss and damage and the minimizing of fire hazards?
2. How many general fire inspectors, whose entire time

is utilized in going over all properties of each road, are now
employed by each road?

3. How many district fire inspectors or fire marshals
are employed and in what districts?

4. Could the duties of any of these inspectors or marshals
be enlarged by taking in additional property in your terri-

tory without lessening the effectiveness of their present

service ?

5. How often are inspections made of all properties, also

of the large and important properties.

6. Are fire brigade organizations maintained at all im-

portant properties and under careful supervision and drill?

7. What is now being done with inspector's reports and
their recommendations?

8. .A.re recommendations followed up to see that prompt
action is taken to eliminate dangers or properly protect the

properties?

9. What is now being done in connection widi recom-

mendations requiring special appropriations and expendi-

tures?

In the general insurance questionnaire, which was sent

out to all railroads by the director general, certain ques-

tions regarding the inspection service were asked under Form
7. Since that time, however, under General Order No. 24.

issued May 16, 1918, by the director general and a letter

sent to tlie carriers, they were instructed not to renew any
expiring fire insurance on property under federal control

and not to take out any new fire insurance policies up)on

such properties. The latter, however, suggested care for fire

prevention in the following terms:

"If the termination of insurance in accordance with this

order re.^ults, as to any particular property, in tlie dis-

continuance by the insurance company of inspection or other

measures for prevention of loss, it will be desirable to adopt

proper substitute therefor, and the carrier shall make reason-

able and proper temporary provision for such inspection and

II
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other preventive measures, reporting its action to this office."

In the letter relating to marine insurance and fire pro-

tection, dated July 24, Mr. Williams says:

"We should like to have from such of the railroads or

their affiliated companies in your region as may have, or

handle, marine transportation risks and liabilities, informa-

tion with respect to the marine insurance results during the

years 1915, 1916 and 1917, so that we may review the data

with a view to effecting economies incident to operating

expenses.

"The information desired for each of the years would be

as follows: (a) The amount of insurance placed; (b) the

premiums paid thereon; (c) the losses incurred thereunder.

This information is desired for hulls and cargoes separately,

and for each general class of risks separately, that is, for

marine insurance placed in connection with hulls and car-

goes in harbor, bay, river or canal transportation, Great

Lakes transportation and ocean coastwise transportation. I

should also like to have any other general information that

the railroads may have with respect to the entire subject

which would be of value."

Shop Men Satisfied with Recent Increases

Reports received by officers of the Railroad Administra-

tion are to the effect that officers and men alike are well

satisfied with the increases in pay to sliopmen announced in

Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27. Mechanical
officers in different parts of the country' who have been heard

from say that many skilled men who had left them to go into

other work have begun to return to their railroad jobs and
some say that the advanced wages are proving sufficient to

attract also skilled mechanics new to railway work. In fact

on most railroads there are more mechanical department em-
ployees on the payrolls now, in both the car ancl the locomo-

tive departments, than there were at this time last year.

When the recent increase in wages to shopmen was an-

nounced by the director general two weeks ago it was the

general consensus of opinion that in view of the pass privi-

leges and the steady and permanent employment in railway

shop work, the men would be well satisfied. This conclusion

is now being borne out.

On August 9 the director general announced in Supple-

ment No. S to General Order No. 27 (relative to wages of

shopmen) that:

Effective August 1, the wages, hours and other conditions

of employment of employees of the operating department of

the Pullman Company will be the same as those fi.xed in

Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27 for correspond-

ing classes of railroad employees, but none of the pro-

visions named therein will be retroactive prior to August 1,

1918.

The Board of Wages and Working Conditions last week
heard the employees and this week the management relative

to the wages of telegraphers and telephoners, train

despatchers, agents located at stations, line repairers, lever-

men or interlockers, towermen or train directors, block

operators and staffmen.

Operating Conditions in the Allegheny Region

Mr. McAdoo has received the following report from C. H.
Markham, director of the Allegheny Region, summarizing
the work of the railroads in that region for the two-months'
period ended July 31, 191 S:

Transportation conditions during June and July were
fair and showed continued improvement. Freight traffic,

considering the volume, moved with reasonable promptness.
There was no congestion, as the movement of business to the
larger industrial centers and for export is controlled by
permits. The embargo against lumber from the South has
been removed except as to points on the seaboard between
Washington and Jersey City, where it is moved on permits.

During June and July the car supply was generally good
and met the demand.

In June anthracite coal loading was 63,187 cars, increase,

4,179 cars over last year; bituminous, 191,767, increase
22,781. July anthracite loading was 69,630 cars, increase,

2,329 cars, bituminous, 223,014 cars, increase, 35,100.
Coal dumped at tidewater increased 223,537 tons in June,

and 444,916 tons in July, as compared with corresponding
months last year.

Blast furnace operations reports for the last week in June
and July show

liv-product
Blast furnace
Open hearth

June July
in operation 95 per cent 93 per cent
operation 94 per cent 90 per cent
Bessemer converters in operation. 88 per cent 85 per cent

and the operations not aft"ected by any transportation de-
ficiencies.

There has been a material improvement in our perishable
service in the past 60 days, and the vegetable movement
from the trucking sections of Marj-land, Delaware and New
Jersey is being handled in a manner satisfactory to shippers.
The Southern peaches were handled in excellent shape.
The heavy passenger business was well handled, and

passenger train schedules were maintained with reasonable
regularity.

Troop movements have been heavy throughout June and
July but were handled in a most satisfactorv' manner.

Shortage of mechanics and laborers is retarding progress
in repairing bad order cars, resulting in an accumulation
above normal. Repairs to locomotives are progressing satis-

factoril}-.

Constant study is being given the question of co-ordinating
facilities and service, and the handling of traffic via the
most favorable routes.

Since June 1, 204 unifications have been effected, relieving

a large number of employees for other service. There have
been 36 diversions of freight traffic of considerable magni-
tude for the purpose of relieving congested routes and dis-

tricts, using routes which are shorter or liave more advan-
tageous grades, or increasing capacity of certain routes for

other traffic. Typical of this is the rerouting of Baltimore &
Ohio freight and passenger trains over the Pittsburgh &: Lake
Erie tracks between McKecsport and New Castle Junction,

and the co-ordination of pas.senger traffic on the Pennsyl-
vania, and Philadelphia & Reading, between Philadelphia,

Norristown, Reading and Pottsville, effecting a sa\'ing of

322,296 passenger train miles yearly, all of which represents

a yearly saving of approximately $1,240,000.

Additions and betterment work is progressing well con-

sidering the difficulty in ol)taining laljor and materials.

Half Rates on Cattle Feed

Owing to the severe drought in western Texas which has
seriously hindered the growth of grass and other feed for

cattle, the Division of Traffic, working with the Department
of Agriculture, has put in eftect half rates on cattle feeds of

various kinds to this section from different .sources of supply

throughout the west.

Mileage Scrip

The Division of Traffic is hoping to put tlie $30 scrip book,

illustrated in last week's Railway Age, on sale about the 20th

of this month. A $15 book is also being prepared, which it

is hoped will be put on sale about September 20.

195 Miles' Haul Per Car Saved by Re-Routing

The following summar\- showing a total reduction of

1,739,639 car miles, or 195 miles haul per car. is taken from

a statement to the director general relative to the carloads of

freight re-routed at various points west of the Mississippi
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river, covering various periods from April to the middle of

July.
Total Reduction

carloads in haul
rerouted (Car miles)

At Minnesota Transfer, Minn., May 25 to July 15 2,724 327,222
At Peoria, 111., June U to July 15 1,191 88,553
Kansas City, Mo., June 17 to July 15 466 90,277
Pekin, 111., June 22 to July 15 24 1,534
At various points, oil from Casper, Wyo., June 22

to July 19 31 8,488
Various points, wheat from O.-W. R. & N. Ry. to

Minneapolis, April 24 to June 11 1,093 452,335
At various points, fruit from Southern California

rerouted via Cclton and L. A. & S. L. R. R.,

April and May 810 376,650
By various lines in Chicago switching district for

three weeks ending July 13 334 41,013
By various lines, eastbound traffic diverted to Lake

Michigan car ferry routes, for two weeks ending
Tuly 13 626 46.726

By C. & N. W. Ry.—April, May and June 339 25,528
By D. M. & N. Ry.—June 7 796
By M. & St. L. R. R.—June 119 13,193
By C. M. & St. P. Ry.—June 375 35,028
At El Paso, Tex., March 1 to June 28 714 166,645
By California lines, April to June 146 80,653

Total 8,999 1,754,641
Average reduction in haul per car 195 car miles

Ties to Be Paid for on Delivery

THE FORM OF CROSS tie check illustrated shows the nego-

tiable certificate which the Southern Regional Director

has instructed all roads in his territory to use, begin-

ning not later than September 1, to provide for payment on

delivery of cross ties purchased. As noted in circular letter

No. 366, it has been considered necessary that ties should

be paid for on delivery by a negotiable tie check of this

UNITKO STATUS ISAILKO.VU .VD.MIMSTKATION

chasing committee and, (5) an inspector's memorandum to

be kept in the inspector's book. The railroads have been
instructed to look after the safe bonding of their tie inspec-

tors in a bonding company for the proper performance of

their duties at not less than $5,000 each and have also been
advised that in case of any shortage of funds for the pur-

chase of cross ties by prompt pa)'ment, they shall apply to

the director of finances and purchases at Washington for

necessary funds.

The form shown which is now adopted as standard for all

roads in the Southern Region is one that has been used for

a number of years by several roads in the South. It is to

be approximately 5Ji in. by 8 in. in size.

"One Ton More Per Car"

THE PHOTOGRAPHS showing poor loading and perfect

loading of bituminous coal demonstrate that greatly

increased coal production can be gained if all cars are

loaded to maximum capacity.

Some indication of the results possible of accomplishment

is obtained from the fact that one more ton loaded on the

average on each car leaving the mines in April, May, June
and July of this year, would have produced an additional

output of over 200,000 tons per week or 10,000,000 tons

per year. But even "One more ton per car" would require

only two per cent increase in the carload on the average,

whereas, tests conducted by the Association of Transporta-

tion and Car Accounting OfiBcers show that fully eight per

cent of coal carrying capacity is

now not utilized in the average

loading.
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The People .ajnd \V.-u« Taxes.
—More than $3,500,000,000 has

been collected in internal revenue

taxes, including income and excess

profits taxes, for the fiscal year.

This exceeds by over $100,000,000
the estimates made a few months
ago, and by over $200^000,000 the

estimates made a year ago when
the revenue measures were passed

by Congress. The success in col-

lecting this large revenue is attrib-

uted by the Treasury Department to

the patriotism and co-operation of

the American people in promptly

and cheerfully meeting the war
burdens imposed upon them.

Certificate for Payment for Cross Ties

kind so that the production of cross ties will be stimulated

to the greatest possible extent. There is further provision

for the prompt repayment to the forwarding road by the

road receiving the cross ties.

The tie check is in quintui)le form, including: (1) an

original or inspector certificate for the jiroducer, which

when properly endorsed becomes a sight draft on the railroad

treasurer; (2) a duplicate for the railroad purchasing agent;

(3) a triplicate for the assistant auditor of disbursements

of the railroad; (4) a memorandum for the regional pur-

\ Hint to English Travel-
ers.^—Intending visitors to Bright-

on will probably have a more com-
fortable journey if they act on a

hint which comes from official

(|uarters—avoid week-end travel

(if they must travel at all)

and study the time-table for Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays. On a recent Saturday at London Bridge and
Victoria, the stations were inundated by would-be passengers,

and as the trains went off hundreds were turned away again

and again, with the result that in the end the booking offices

had to be closed. The railway company does not urge people

to travel, except for strictly business purposes, but it

jioints out that more comfort may be met with in mid-week.
It is impossible to put on extra trains.

—

Railway Gazette,

London.
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Examples of Badly Loaded Coal Cars

Coal Cars As They Should Be Loaded



Suggests Railroad Administration Control for Packers

Federal Trade Commission Says They Have Undue Influence i

Through Ownership of Cars, Yards, Etc.

THAT THK Railroad Administration take over the stock

cars, stockyards, and refrigerator cars and establish

central wholesale markets and storage plants open to

all on equal terms, are the remedies suggested by the Federal

Trade Commission for the evils it finds in the meat packing

industry as at present conducted by the "Big Five." These
recommendations and the other findings of the commission

concerning the meat packing industry were made public by

order of the President Thursday, August 8. The report is

a severe denunciation of the methods followed by the so-

called "Big Five."

The letter of submittal to the President bears the date of

July 3 and some of the things recommended have already

taken place. The Railroad Administration has taken over

the stock cars, but, as was noted in the Railway Age of July

5, page 16, it has not taken, except in a few cases, any of

the stockyards railways.

Such parts of the summary of the report as deal with the

stock and refrigerator cars or with railway matters generally

are given herewith:

A letter of submittal to the President, bearing the date

of July 3, contained the following statement: It appears

that five great packing concerns of the country—Swift, Ar-

mour, Morris, Cudahy, and Wilson—have attained such a

dominant position that they control at will the market in

which they buy their supplies and the market in which they

sell their products, and hold the fortunes of their competitors

in their hands.

If these five great concerns owned no packing plants and

killed no cattle and still retained control of the instruments

of transportation, of marketing and of storage, their posi-

tion would not be less strong than it is. The producer of

live stock is at the mercy of these five companies because

they control the market and the marketing facilities and, to

some extent, the rolling stock which transports the product

to the market. The competitors of these five concerns are

at their mercy because of the control of the market places,

storage facilities, and the refrigerator cars for distribution.

The consumer of meat products is at the mercy of these five

because both producer and competitor are helpless to bring

relief.

The stock car is a part of the equipment of the common
carrier whose services are necessary to the producer of meat

animals so that he may reach the market. The railroads

furnish suitable cars for the transportation of other kinds

of freight, and as to the use of such cars the miner of coal

or the manufacturer of furniture are on an equality, but in

the matter of transportation of live stock to a small degree

there comes in a jjrivate ownership and a control and a

manipulation of the means of transportation—tlic stock car

—so it is that we recommend:

1. That the government acquire, through the Railroad

Administratioii, all rolling stock used for the transportation

of meat animals and that such ownership be declared a gov-

ernment monopoly.

In the transportation of all other kinds of freight the

transportation companies provide proper and suitable freight

depots. The proper and suitable freight depot for live .stock

is a stockyard with its equipment of exchange buildings,

terminal railways, and means of distributing full, unbiased,

helpful market information, etc. We therefore recomrnend

:

2. That the government acquire, through the Railroad

Administration, the -principal and necessary stockyards of

the country, to be treated as freight depots and to be oper-

ated under such conditions as will insure open, competitive

markets, with uniform scale of charges for all services per-

formed, and the acquisition or establishment of such addi-

tional yards from time to time as the future development of

live-stock production in the United States may require. This

to include customary adjuncts of stockyards.

A requisite for the proper transportation of fresh meat
and dairy products is that type of rolling stock known as

refrigerator cars. The railroads supply proper, special t)-pes

of cars for other classes of freight but cars and icing facilities

necessary for fresh meats are in private ownership. This

ownership furnishes these five great packing companies one

of their most powerful means for controls, manipulations and
restraints. Lacking access on equal terms to these facilities

competitors of the five great packers are at their mercy, and,

competition being stifled, the consumer similarly is helpless.

We therefore recommend:
3. That the government acquire, through th^ Railroad

Administration, all privately owned refrigerator cars and all

necessary equiptn^nt for their proper operation and that such

ownership be declared a government monopoly.

Proper freight houses are provided Ijy common carriers

for the various sorts of freight except meat and perishable

products. The indicated freight depot for such commodi-
ties is a cold-storage house. Such a depot used as a distrib-

uting station, if free of access to all, would consti-

tute an agency for fair and free competition. Such a depot

in private hands, as now. constitutes an invincible weapon
for monopoly and control and manipulation. We therefore

recommend

:

4. That the federal governtneftt acquire such of the

branch houses, cold-storage plants, and warehouses as are

necessary to provide facilities for the competitive marketing

and storage of food products in the principal centers of dis-

tribution and consumption. The same to be operated by the

governtnent as public markets and storage places under such

conditions as will afford an outlet for all manufacturers and

handlers of food products on equal terms. Supplementing

the marketing and storage facilities thus acquired, the fed-

eral government establish, through the Railroad Admiftis-

tration, at the terminals of all principal points of distribu-

tion and consumption, central wholesale markets, and stor-

age plants, unth facilities open to all upon payment of just

and fair charges.

The Commission believes that these four suggestions

strike so deeph- at the root of the tree of monopoly that they

constitute an adequate and simple solution of a problem the

gravity of which will be unfolded to you in the pages which

follow

:

The following statements are taken from the summary

of the report

:

The monopolistic position of the Big Five is based not

only upon the large proportion of the meat business which

they handle, ranging from 61 to So per cent in the principal

lines, but primarily upon their ownership, separately or joint-

ly, of stockyards, car lines, cold storage plants, branch houses,

and the other essential facilities for the distribution of perish-

able foods.

Instruments of Control and Monopoly

The actual and potential powers of tlisee corporate groups

and individuals are far greater and much more menacing

to the welfare and true prosperity of the nation than this

enumeration of industrial possessions would indicate. This

302
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greater menace lies in the fact that the Big Five have in-

trenched themselves in what may be called the strategic

positions of control of food distribution, niese strategic

positions, which serve not only to protect the controls which
the big packers have already acquired, but to insure their

easy conquest of new fields, are:

(a) Stockyards, with their collateral institutions, such
as terminal roads, cattle-loan banks, and market papers.

(b) Private refrigerator-car lines for the transportation
of all kinds of perishable foods.

(c) Cold storage plants for the preservation of perish-

able foods.

(d) Branch-house system of wholesale distribution.

(e) Banks and real estate.

Stockyards.—The stockyards are the depot markets through
which practically all animals which move in interstate com-
merce pass. Ownership, partial or complete, of these mar-
kets is not only a source of great profit, but affords a fun-
damental business advantage.

How completely the Big Five control these markets will

appear from the following list:

Location of Yards
Brighton, Mass
Chicago, 111

Connelsville, Pa
Dallas, Tex
Denver, Col
East St. Louis, 111

St. LoMis, Mo
El Paso, Tex
Fort Worth, Tex
Jacksonville, Fla
Jersey City, N. J.:

Jersey City Stock Yards (') 91.4
Central Union Stock Yards 99.2

Kansas City, Kans 67.3
Laramie, Wyo 90.0
Louisville, Ky 25.7
Milwaukee. Wis 975
Nebraska City. Neb .'.

1 000
Newark, N. J. 99:0
Ne-.v Orleans, la as 1

New York, N. Y
Oklahoma City, Okia
Omaha, Neb
Pittsburgh, Pa
Portlantf Ore
Sioux City. Iowa
St. Paul, Minn
St. Joseph^ Mo „.,.^
South San Francisco. Cal

'

9i'o
West Philadelphia. Pa (») 458
Wichita, Kans. V9I
Yankton, S. D ;.;". (.)

Percentage of Number of
itock controlled big packers

by Big Five interested

95.0 1

(') O) (')

100.0 1

100.0 1

100.0 2
83.5 4

. (-)

79.0 1

69.3 2

97.4
84.7

(=) 60.2
97.0
92.1

75.1
63.5

c
' Tl-e Commission has definitely located Armou

^l)frJ^-w^-e'^^rti^noX ^^^^^ty whlchl ^o^/'^^^ ^^

through the issuance of "bearer warrants" for the stock
concealed

-96 per cent owned bv East St. Louis yards.
Including Allerton family interests.
82 per cent owned by Sioux City yards.

The big packers" control at these markets is much "reater
than these statistics indicate. In the first place they are the
largest and in some cases practicallv the only buvers at these
various markets, and as such hold a whip hand over the
commission men who act as the intermediaries in the sale of
live stock.

The packers' power is increased b\- the fact that they con-
trol all the facilities through which live stock i'; sold to
themselves. Control of stockyards comprehends control of
live-stock exchange buildings where commission men have
their offices; control of assignment of pens to commission
firms; control of banks and cattle-loan companies; control
of termmal and switching facilities; control of vardasje serv-
ices and charges: control of weighing facilities control of
the disposition of dead animals and other profitable vard
monopolies; and in most cases control of all packing-house
;md other business sites. Packer-owned stockvards give the^e
uitere.sts access to records containing confidential shipping
infomiation which is used to the disadvantage of shipper^
who have attempted to forward their live sto^k to a second
market.

Private car lines and transportation privileges.—The Bi"

f ive own 9,3 per cent of the total of all kinds of cars owned
by interstate slaughterers, including refrigerator, stock, tank,
bo.\, flat, and gondola cars. The most ^important of these
from the standpoint of monopolization are the refriserator
cars.

The Big Five own 91 per cent of all refrigerator cars
properly equipped for the .'shipment of fresh meat that are
operated upon the railroads of the United States, The rail-
roads have almost no equipment suitable for shipping dressed'
meat, and, consequently, unless an independent packing com-
pany IS large enough to afford to make a heaw outlav for
refrigerator cars, it is practically impossible for 'it to attempt
to ship fresh meat out of the localitv in which it is produced
The smaller independents, therefore, confine themselves either
to pork packing or to cattle slaughter for local consumption.

Icing stations advantageously located on the line- of the
trunk railroads between St. Louis, Chicago, and the .Atlantic
seaboard are owned and operated b}- three of the five packers.
At these stations the packer cars are iced as well as all cars
carrying perishable products, including the shipments of
competitors. Besides serving as a particular advantage
to the owners in that their own ice service is secured at cost,
these stations put them in a position to secure valuable in-
formation concerning the shipments and customers of com-
petitors.

From a competitive standpoint, however, a great advan-
tage which the big packers have enjoyed has been the pref-
erential treatment accorded their cars. The big packers'
cars have been carefully handled, promptly returned, and
used only for the shipment of the packers' own commodities.
The small packers, on the other hand, have been subject to-

extreme delays in securing the return of their cars. Six
months for a trip from St. Louis to New York and return
was not at all uncommon, and there are a number of cases
where nine months elapsed before the car came back to its

owner. The railroads have also been accustomed to take
liberties with the independents" cars, as, for example, per-
mitting their Ixx'f cars to be used for the shipment of onions.
The freight tonnage controlled by the big packer? has for

years given them a great leverage in all their dealings with
the railroads. Until the Interstate Commerce Commission
interfered this power was used to obtain money rebates, and
in recent years to secure special privileges and concessions.
The big packers sometimes acted in combination, throwing
their joint power against the railroad or group of railroads
from which special privileges were demanded. It is inter-

esting to note in this connection that the packers have or-

ganized various companies to sell railroad equipment and
supplies, such as bumping posts, metal bearings, waste, ice,

and coal. These companies have been profitable.

Branch houses and car routes.—The packers" distribution

of their products is effected through a system of branch
houses located in the large towns and cities, and a svstem

of refrigerator "peddler car"' routes wliich reach the smaller

communities. Swift & Co. reach a larger number of cities

and towns by peddler car tlian all other packer?, while

Armour & Co. have developed a system of delivering from
their branch houses by trucks, reaching by this means over

20,000 towns, and making their total number of towns
greater than Swift & Co. Tlie number of such branch

houses and car routes controlled by the Big Five follows:

.\rmour interests .

.

Swift interests . . .

.

Morris interests . .

.

Wilson & Co., Inc. .

Cudahy Packing Co.

Number
of branch
houses

. 366
. . 343
..154

Number
of routes

117
113

liluinber
of towns
readied

'•i 24.68!
23,3/r
4,010

o<,:

Total 1.093 1.297

^ Including towns reached by .-\rniour's truck sales.
2 Total would include a great number of duplications.

This -vstem of wholesale distribution through branch
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houses and peddler cars is the bulwark of monopoly. There
is virtually no limit to the possiljle expansion of their whole-

sale merchandising short of the complete monopolization of

the primary distribution of the nation's food.

Recommendations

Here follow the four recommendations noted above:

The stockyards, and their essential adjuncts, such as ex-

change buildings and terminal railroads, must be acquired

and operated by the government under such conditions that

the producer will be assured of a fair market, reasonable

charges, open bidding, full and helpful market informa-

tion, the limitation of violent fluctuations in price, and the

elimination of unnatural market influences. Moreover, the

measure authorizing the acquisition of the stockyards should

provide for the acquirement by right of eminent domain of

such sites adjacent to the yards as may be necessary for

their proper expansion and for the location of such inde-

pendent, municipal, or co-operative abattoirs or packing

houses as may be established. This will open the way for

the independent packers and butchers, big and little, to

establish their plants and secure their live stock under such

conditions as will enable them to compete actively with the

big packers. Furthermore, we believe that the establish-

ment of such open, competitive markets will be followed by

a Idrge increase in live-stock production.

The necessity for acquisition by the government of refrig-

erator and other private car lines and icing stations is so

obvious, particularly since the railroads have been brought

under federal operation, that argument seems unnecessary.

.\cquisition of the stockyards and car lines alone will not

secure the fundamental improvements which we are seeking.

Figuratively speaking, we shall have opened only two of the

doors by which the big packers have obstructed the chan-

nels of food commerce, while the third remains closed. An
independent packer ma\' with government-owned yards and

cars find it possible to secure and ship his products upon
terms of equality with the big packers, but unless he has

an opportunity to dispose of them under fair conditions,

his competition will not be effective and the consumer will

not he benefited.

It is for this reason that we consider the provision of

proper marketing and storage facilities by the federal gov-

ernment through branch houses and establishment of central

wholesale markets and storage places to be an essential

feature of a system which will provide for the American
people adequate supplies of food at reasonable prices during
both war and peace.

The Packers' Reply

The report of the Federal Trade Commission immediately
on its publication drew forth answ-ers from the pjwdters.

J. Ogden Armour said in part:

"I will take up in their order the detailed recommenda-
tions :

"First—That the government acquire all rolling stock used

for the transportation of meat animals: all cattle and live-

stock cars in the countr}' today are under the control, di-

rection and operation of the United States Railroad .Adminis-

tration.

"Second—That the government acquire, through the Rail-

road Administration, the principal and necessary stockyards

of the country: the goverimient, through the Bureau of

Markets, Department of Agriculture, assumed the direction,

regulation and control of all tliese stockyards on July 25

last, under the proclamation of President Wilson.

"Third—That the government acquire, through the Rail-

road Administration, all privately o\\Tied refrigerator cars:

the control and operation of such cars was submitted to the

Railroad Administration, and it is my understanding that

upon the recommendation of the United States Food Ad-
ministration it was decided best to leave these cars in tlie

control of the packers, to enable them the more efficiently

and reliably to insure prompt deliver}- of the necessary-

amounts of meats at the sea-board and other points to fulfil

government requirements.

"Fourth—That the Federal government acquire such of

the branch cold storage plants and warehouses as are neces-

sary to provide facilities for competitive marketing. Tlie

facilities herein referred to are already under the control of

the government through the United States Food .Administra-

tion as above referred to."

The Ukr.ani.\n Railway Strike is extending, according

to press despatches, which say that 200,000 men are out, and

that all efforts by the Germans to keep the traffic moving
have failed. A German service train from Kiev was recently

held up and the cars turned over.

Photo by Central Nm's Photo Scrii.c, X cir York

American Troops Entraining for the Western Front

J



A Comparison of the Locomotive of 1900 and Today

Discussion at Fuel Session of the Spring Meeting, American

Society of Mechanical Engineers

AT THE SPRING MEETING of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, held at Worcester, Mass., on

June 6, 1918, discussions were presented on the

topic, "What Is the Relative Economy of the Locomotive of

1900 and Today?" by J. E. Muhlfeld, president of the Loco-

motive Pulverized Fuel Company, and H. B. Oatley, chief

engineer of the Locomotive Superheater Company. These

papers are of interest, not only for the summary of the de-

velopments of the past 18 years, but also for the suggestions

as to the direction in which future developments may be ex-

pected to lead. The papers are given practically in full.

Discussion by John E. Muhlfeld

The general development of the steam locomotives in use

in the United States since 1900 can be best stated by the

following tabulation, which is approximately correct:

Year

190<)

Steam Locomotives in the United States

Sin- Two- Four
gle cylinder cylindt

expansion com- corn-

cylinder pound pound

Number 36,6no 1,000 900
Average tractive effort, lb 19,000 28,000 29,000

; .Xverage weigh! on drivers, lb.. 85,000 125,000 130,000

Numljer* 48,949 900 1,800
Average tractive efTort, lb 23,000 31,000 32,000

[Average weight on drivers, lb. 100,000 140,000 145,000

Mallet
articu- Total

: lated lo-

com- como-
pound lives

38,500

Numbert 56,425 875 1,500
Average tractive effort, lb 27,000 31,500 40,000

[ .Average weigh', on drivers, lb. 120,000 142,000 175,000

Numberl 62,000 650 1,300
[Average tractive effort, lb 30.500 32,000 33,000
[Average weight on drivers, lb. 135,000 145,000 148,000

1 51,650
75,000

335,000

200 59,000
72,000

320,000

800 64,750
79,000

350,000

•Includes one superheater locomotive.
tincludes 3,000 oil burning locomotives and 300 wi
tincludes 4,250 oil burning locomotives and 14.000

1 superheaters,
'ith superheater

Prior to the year 1900 considerable development work had
been done on two, three and four-cylinder types of compound
locomotives by Mallet, Webb, Pitkin, Mellin, Vauclain and
others. Pitkin's two-cylinder .system was applied to a Michi-

gan Central 10-wheel locomotive in 1889, and Vauclain's

four-cylinder system was first introduced on a Baltimore &
Ohio eight-wheel locomotive in October of the same year.

These and other developments caused the adoption of both the

two and four-cylinder systems in new locomotives, the maxi-
mum application being reached during 1904, when approxi-

mately 1,000 two-cylinder, and 2,000 four-cylinder compound
locomotives were in existence.

Previous to 1900 Schmidt, Pielock and others had done
considerable experimenting with superheated steam, the for-

mer having succeeded in 1894 in producing a boiler and
motor in which superheated steam of relatively low pressure

was used at about 700 deg. Fahr.

The failure of the compound locomotive to produce the

economy predicted, due largely to the factors of indifferent

design, lack of proper maintenance and operation, cheap fuel

and road failures, resulted in the general return to the single

expansion cylinder locomotive, and this, with the demand for

greater steaming capacity per square foot of boiler heating

surface, naturally brought about consideration of the u.se of

superheated steam. The results of further experiments by
Vauclain, Vaughn, Horsey, Cole, Emerson, Jacobs and others,

along the lines of lijgh and low degrees of sup>erheat, in com-
bination with either high or low steam pressures, by means
of smokebox, fire tube, or a combination of both types of

superheaters, resulted in the fire tube type being now practi-

cally a standard part of all new, and in being rapidly applied

to all existing saturated, steam locomotives in the United
States.

While the Cole and Vauclain balanced compound i>pes of

locomotives as brought out since 1900—along the lines of

the French DeGlehn system—have not made much progress,

the Mallet articulated compound system introduced on the

Baltimore & Ohio in 1904 is now in use on over fifty railways
in the United States and aggregates over 1,500 locomotives.

This latter type of locomotive not only enables the extreme

concentration of great power over a flexible wheel base within

axle. load limits, but also reduces the stresses by greater dis-

tribution and lightness of parts, and through the combination
of high pressure, superheating, compounding, simpling and
reduction of unbalanced pressure gives the maximum direct

and reserve tractive effort for from 25 to 35 per cent less fuel

and water consumption per ton mile than a superheated single

expansion locomotive.

Status of Steam and Electric Locomotives *

With regard to the present .status of the relative economy
of steam and electric locomotives in the United States, as

compared with the results obtained in 1900. general condi-
tions have very substantially changed and the predominating
factors today are manual labor and fuel for operation. While
the inauguration of the use of fuel oil on almost 4.500 steam
locomotives has somewhat improved the firing and steam
generation conditions, the increasing cost and demand for

oil for more essential purposes and the reducing supply, will

soon make its use for locomotive fuel prohibitive. However,
the use of oil as a locomotive fuel has long since demon-
strated that the mechanical feeding and burning of fuel in

suspension, whether gaseous, liquid or solid, for the produc-

tion of steam in a self-contained motive power unit, is the

most logical, successful, effective and economical method for

generating power and moving long haul, heavy tonnage traf-

fic on railways.

Even where hydro-electric power is available the self-con-

tained steam power plant locomotive will show a much lower

cost for fixed charges, maintenance and operation than the

electric unit, as the transmission and conversion of electric

current into drawbar hauling capacity is a verj^ wasteful and
expensive process with the present state of the electrical art.

In fact, the principal economies brought about in the electri-

cal field during the past quarter centun- have been in the

production and use of steam for the generation of current

and not in the electrical apparatus.

.\s applied to a long haul railway, the metering and con-

ve)-iug of extremely high voltage current from various p)Ower

|)lant sources into transmission mains, through switching sub-

stations, transforming and converting, conveying to contact

lines and converting into great hauling capacity at the draw-

bar results in enormous line and bonding dead losses, which

will bring the cost of even hydro-electric current per drawbar

horsepower hour to from six to seven mills. This cost, which,

in combination with copper limitations, fixed train speeds up

and down grades, general tie-up of operation in case of fail-

ure, and like factors will hardly admit of comparison with

.steam locomotive boilers operating at equivalent to 700 per

cent of the rated capacity of stationary- boilers, with a 75

per cent combined furnace, boiler and superheater efficienc)%

furnishing a lioiler horsepower for each 1 ^i sq. ft. of evapo-

rating surface and producing a drawbar horsepower hour for

2j4 ib. of coal.

305
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Future Developments of, ^he Ste.am Locomotive

And at that the steam locomotive is still in its infancy so

far 'di econoniv per ton mile is concerned. The utomization

and burning of liquid or solid fuels in suspension will en-

able the elimination of grates and other metal work from the

combustion zone and permit of higher furnace temperatures

and more complete and effective combustion, which, in com-
bination with higher steam pressures, compounding, higher

superheating of both high and low pressure steam, utilization

of waste gases and steam for feed water heating and purifica-

tion, better boiler water circulation, reduced cylinder clear-

ances and back pressure, improved steam distribution, lower

factor of adhesion, higher percentage of propelling to total

iveight, less radiation, elimination of unbalanced pressures

and weights, application of safety and labor-saving devices,

and the greatet- refinement and perfection of general and de-

tailed design, equipment and control throughout, will yet

enable it to produce a drawbar horsepower hour per pound of

coal. Furthermore, it is not inconsistent now to predict that a

self-contained steam-electric articulated compound locomo-

tive, combining the advantages of both steam and electric

motive power, will shortly find a useful field in services where

maximum power and efficiency at high speeds, greater utiliza-

tion of existing waste heat, high starting and low speed torque

and rapid acceleration are required and where an exclusive

electrification system would not be permissible from the

standpoint of first cost, or justified on account of the com-

bined expense for operation and maintenance.

Discussion by H. B. Oatley

A measure of the real advance made during the past

eighteen years in the development of the locomotive is obtain-

able only when the question is considered in its Ijroadest sense.

When viewed in this light the question may fairly be an-

swered by the statement that the locomotive of today is at

least 50 per cent more eft'ective than the locomotive of 1900.

The leading factors that produce this result are,

(a) .\doption of highly superheated steam.

(b) Increase in size of locomotives.

(c) More positive control of mechanical operation and

.better steam distribution.

.(d) Improved combustion.

ie) Increased average speed over the division.

<f) Increase in the percentage of time available for reve-

nue earning service.

Fuel economies through the use of highly superheated

steam of not less than 20 per cent, in all classes of service,

have been demonstrated, and are unanimously accepted Ijy

all railroad men who are informed on this subject. The fact

that todav over 21,800 locomotives out of a total of approxi-

mateU- 65,000 that are in service on American railroads are

u.sin? superheated steam is emphasized by realizing that over

95 per cent of the steam locomotives built during the past

five years have been thus fitted. When it is realized that

figures as low as two pounds of coal per i.hp. hr. have been

obtained on engines using highly superheated steam, and

that in general road operation, under all conditions of

weather, a figure of three ]iounds of coal per i.hp. hr. is ob-

tained, it is particularly difficult to accept as accurate a

recently published staten'ient attributed to P.. W.Rire in his

arijument for the electrification of steam roads in which he

savs "at least six pounds of coal are required per horsepower-

hour for the work performed on steam locomotives " Such a

statement is unfair to the railroads in this countr\-, and should

have been accompanied by supporting data.

IxcRE.\sE IN Size of Locomotives

The increase in the size of locomotives during the past

decade and a half is strikingly shown by the comparisons of

locomotives given in the tables:

CoMp.vRiso.v OF Locomotives Showing the Developments Dubing the
Pehod f«om 1910 TO 1918

T*.issengcr Service

Year built 1900 1905 1918' 1918*

Type 4-6-0 4-6-2 4-6-2 4-6-2

Road L.S.&M.S. B. & O. U. S. Std. U. S. Sid.
Total weight, lb 171,600 229,500 300.000 350,000
Weight on drivers, lb 133,000 150,500 180,000 240.000
Ivlindcr dia. and stroke, in. 20 by 28 22 by 28 27 by 28 28 by 30
W'heels. dia., in 80 74 79 69
Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in. 210 225 200 200
Tractive effort, lb 24,990 35.000 43.80* 58,000
Max. i.hp 1.398 1,816 2,624 2,824
Fuel Bit. coal Bit coal Bit. coal Bit. coal

Freight Service

Year built 1900 1917 1918 1918

Type 2-8-0 2-8-0' 2-8-2* 2- 10-2*

Road L C. D. &H. U. S. Std. U. S. Std.
Total weight, lb 216,000 297,000 322,000 390,000
Weight on drivers, lb 196,000 266,000 240,000 300,000
Cylinder dia. and stroke, in. 23 by 30 27 by 32 27 by 32 30 by 32
Wheels, dia., in 57 63 63 63
Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in. 210 210 190 190
Tractive effort, lb 49.690 66.000 60.006 74,000
Max. i.hp 1,853 2.755 2,493 3,082
Fuel Bit. coal Pulv. coal Bit. coal Bit. coal

Pusher Service

Year built 1903 1918 1918

Type 0-6-6-0 2-8-8-2- 2-10-10 2"

Road B. & O. U. S. Std. Virginian
Total weight, lb 334,500 540,000 684,000
Weight on drivers, lb 334,500 480,000 617,000
Cylinder dia. and stroke, in. 20 and 32 25 and 39 30 and 48

by 32 by 32 by 32
Wheels, dia.. in 56 57 56
Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in. 235 240 215
Tractive effort, lb 71,300 101,000 147,000
Max. i.hp 2,450 3,725 5.030
Fuel Bit. coal Bit. coal Bit. coal

* Equipped with superheater and brick arch.

The Consolidation of 1900 and of 1918 illustrates the

growth in one typ>e of engine which would not have been
possible economically had it not been for the successful solu-

tion of the problems of superheating, improved steam distri-

bution, mechanical stokers, the use of pulverized fuel, large

fire-box volume and the increased knowledge of boiler de-

sign which permitted the successful combination of these de-

vices in one engine. The same conditions are responsible for

the growth in the 4-6-2 type passenger locomotive, as well

as in the 2-8-2 type and the 2-10-2 type engines, which have

had a rapid development and widespread adoption during

the better part of the period 1900-1918. There are now over

5,000 of the Mikado type locomotives that have been placed

in service during the past eight years, and over 900 of the

2-10-2 type. Over 4,000 Pacific type engines have been

built since 1910. All of these have used superheated steam,

and a very large proportion of them have been equipped with

fire-brick arches.

The increase in the size of locomotives has been a great

factor in cutting down the costs of transportation, by per-

mitting not only wonderful increases in the average weight

of trains, but in the incidental advantages accompanying

greater train loads, particularly with respect to increasing the

capacity of single track roads. The average tractive effort of

all engines operating in the United States in 1900 was 17,000

lb. In 1918 it had increased to 36.000 lb. or 126 per cent.

The annual report of the Illinois Central for 1917 contains

a striking illustration of the increase in train loads made
possible by the development of the present-day locomotive.

In 1908 the average train load per revenue train mile was

slightly under 410 tons. In 1917 it was approximately 700

tons, more than 70 per cent increase in nine years.

IxcRK.ASED Efficiency of Design .and Operation

Improved conditions of combustion have been brought

about by the study and development of adequate air openings

in the ash pan and through the grates, proper propxirtioning

of combustion chambers, the extended use of water-tubes and

fire-brick arches, greater knowledge as to the proper length

and diameters of boiler tubes, and incidentally better design

of, and closer attention to, the front end draft appliances.

Full credit should also be given, in this particular, to the
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efforts on the part of the railroad mechanical officers in the

instruction of tiremen and engineers in the proper firing and
handling of engines. These efforts have shown marked re-

sults in eliminating fuel waste from the tanks, at coaling

stations and in the handling of the coal on the locomotive.

The present interest in feed water heating is commendable,

and advantageous results, when viewed from all angles, have

been demonstrated.

Greater average speed over the road has resulted from the

building of locomotives of greater power and efficiency, as

well as from better knowledge of the proper rating of engines.

Overloaded locomotives which are stalled in bad weather or

on ruling grades are today e.xceptional. Twenty years ago

they were of very frequent occurrence.

Locomotives of the present day are in revenue earning

work a decidedly greater portion of the time than was the

case at the beginning of the present century. Greater efforts

on the part of the mechanical organizations to keep locomo-

tives ready for service, have contributed toward this improve-

ment. The progress in design of locomotive and tender

parts subject to wear and the necessity for renewal, have pro-

duced, in recent years, details which give far greater mileage

between shoppings and thus contribute to increase the hours

per day that the locomotive is in service.

Future Developments

Promise for future development, probably as noteworthy

during the next generation as during the past, will come from

the efforts being steadily made along the following lines

:

(1) Increase in steam pressure.

(2) Greater boiler capacity'.

(3) Higher degrees of superheat.

(4) Extension of the use of feed water heating.

(5) Increased use, and improvement in methods, of burn-

ing pulverized fuel.

(6) Modification in engine design to produce higher

thermal efficiency.

(7) Adoption of steam-electric self-contained units.

(8) The adoption of condensing operation for the engine.

It is realized that a prophet treads on dangerous ground,

but considerable thought has been given and noticeable prog-

ress made at the present time, which gives the writer confi-

dence to make the above statement. No one who is familiar

with the subject of the steam locomotive will contend that

the present development represents the maximum that is ob-

tainable, and it is not ultra-optimistic to believe that at least

equal progress will be made in the next eighteen years to that

which has been accomplished since 1900. It is believed that

in spite of the improvement of electrical apparatus the devel-

opment in the steam locomotive has crowded into the future

consideration of the general electrification of steam railroads.

Full value is held of the hydro-electric installations that have

been made during the past ten years, and of the electrifica-

tions made to meet particular operating conditions. This

statement is made with full appreciation also of the character

of installations where electricity will excel steam, even though

there is no direct financial economy in such operation.

The Serious Condition of the Railv^ays in Mexico
Interesting Report by the Latin-American Division of Bureau

of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

So LITTLE iNFoRM.-vTiox is coming out of Mexico today

concerning the railway situation in that misguided coun-

try that the following report* issued by the Latin-

American division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce should prove of more than ordinary interest.

This is the second report on the railways of Central and
South America that has Ijeen issued by the division. A
report on the railways of Colombia was issued about two

months ago and a report on Brazil will soon be given out.

The divis-ion, which is under the direction of Julius Klein,

is also planning to issue reports on the railways of other

countries in South and Central America from time to time.

The rejjort on Mexico follows:

Every month that the war continues shipping difficulties

increase proportionately to the need of war materials. Mexico
is a treasure house near at hand, the utilization of whose
wealth depends largely upon one factor, the condition of her

railways.

Development Before the Revolution

During the period of comparative quiet which Mexico
enjoyed between 1877. the beginning of President Diaz's

regime, and 1911, the beginning of the revolutionary period,

a marked economic advance was made. Perhaps the most

* The report is prefaced by the fnllowing statement: Available information
on present Mexican railway conditions is so scanty that no responsibility
can be .^ssvmicd for accuracy as to details. Conditions are changinR so

rapidly that the purpose of this circular is chiefly to present the few
reports which have been received concerning labor and traffic conditions,
and whatever reconstruction is now going on.

The last annual report if the National Railways of Mexico was issued
June 30. 1916, and can not be considered thoroughly satisfactory, even up
Jo that date. A number of articles, chiefly statements of opinion, have
appeared in the •'London Economist." A select bibliography upon this

subieci, including reference? to Commerce Reports, will be supplied upon

notable result of this period is tlie present rather extensive

railway system. In 1910, when President Diaz retired,

Mexico had some 16,000 miles of railway, including ai)out

3,000 miles of narrow gage line (mostly unimportant local

roads) and 8,200 miles of government owned or controlled

line. As in most of the Latin .\merican countries, tlie rail-

roads of ]Mexico have been Imilt, each one for some special

purpose, with little regard to any general plan. Conse-

quently, in some parts of the country, two or more roads com-

f)ete for traffic which is scarcely .sufficient to support one,

while rich mineral and agricultural sections remain unde-

veloped because of- their isolation. Acapulco, the best

natural harbor of Mexico and the natural outlet for a rich

section of the country, is little used because it lacks railroad

connections with the interior.

In 1912, approximately $1,057,770,000 American capital

was invested in Mexico, $321,302,800 English, and $143,-

466,000 French. Of this American capital $235,464,000 was

invested in railway stocks and $408,926,000 in railway

bonds; $81,237,800 English capital in railway stocks and

$87,680,000 in railway bonds; $17,000,000 French capital

in railway bonds; $125,440,000 Mexican capital in railway

stocks and $12,275,000 in railway bonds; $75,000 from

other countries in stocks and $38,535,380 in bonds.

Railway Companies

L'nder the Diaz government concessions granted to private

companies for railroad construction provided for the auto-

matic return of the roads to the government after a stated

period, usuall\- 90 >ears, upon the payment l)y the govern-

ment of compensation for rolling stock, buildings, and ma-

terials on hand at the date of the transfer.

In 1'503, the goyernnient began to buy controllint:: interests
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in three of the most important railways of the country and
in 1909 united the.se three line.s under the name of the Na-
tional Railways of Mexico. This company, in which the

government owned 50.3 per cent of the stock, was gradually

extended to include other roads, until it became by far the

most important system of the country. Since 1914 this

system and practically all the privately owned lines have
been .seized and operated by the Carranzist government under
the name of the Constitutionalist Railways of Mexico.

National Railways of Mexico—This company owns 6,818

miles of line and controls an additional 1,220 miles. The
following roads are owned : The old National Railway, 80.?

miles in length, extends from Laredo on the northern border

to Mexico City, traversing Nuevo Leon and San Luis Potosi,

and is the only outlet for mining districts from which zinc

and lead are now being exported to the United States. From
Monterey, a branch extends to Matamoros on the border and

a second branch west to Torreon. The Mexican Central ex-

tends from Ciudad Juarez on the border across the great

central uplands to Mexico City and has numerous branches.

One of these extends to Tampico and connects with the

Laredo line at San Luis Potosi. A second branch extends to

Manzanillo on the Pacific. The Mexican International ex-

tends from Ciudad Porfirio Diaz south through the state of

Coahuila and then east to Monterey and west to Durango.

According to a recent report, construction work has Ijeen

resumed on the branch from Durango to Mazatlan opening

up a new timber region from which cross ties may be ob-

tained. The same report states that con.struction work has

been begun on a new station in Durango and that an ex-

tension of the road running northwest from Durango is to be

built to Guanacevi, a mining camp. The line from Durango
to Canitas was open for traffic May IS, 1918, since which

date there has been daily train service. At Canitas, connec-

tions are made with the Mexican Central from Torreon to

Mexico City, the entire trip requiring about 36 hours. The
Vera Cruz and Isthmus road connects the port of Vera Cruz

with the Tehuantepec Railway. The Pan American Railway

extends from a station on the Tehuantepec Railway along the

Pacific coastal plain to a point on the Guatemala Isorder.

The Interoceanic and the Mexican Southern are owned by

British interests but are controlled by the government and

form part of the National Railways system. The Inter-

oceanic Railway runs from Vera Cruz to Mexico City. The
Mexican Southern runs from the city of Puebla through the

State of Oaxaca to the City of Oaxaca and some 60 miles

farther to Ejutla.

The following table is a comparison of the amounts of

rolling stock belonging to the National Railways of Mexico,

June 30, 1913, and rolling stock belonging to the Con.sti-

tutionalist Railways, 1916:
National Constitutional

Railways, 1913 Railways, 1916

Standard Narrow Standard Narrow
gage gage gage gage

Passcnirer coaches 435 118 414 101

Freight cars 16,661 1,831 13.222 1.397

Locomotive (gage not specified) . . 729 679

Only those repairs absolutely necessary to the continu-

ance of traffic have been made by the Carranzist government

to National Railways' property and consequently most of the

rolling stock included in the above figures for 1916 is in

verv poor condition. In a report presented by Senor Pani,

director general of the Constitutionalist Railways to the

chairman of the board of directors of the National Railways.

June 30, 1916, the following estimates are given of the costs

of repairs needed on National Railways property:

Estimated Costs of Needed Rep.mks on National Railways

Tracks $13,696,809
(Includes purchase of 16,080 cross ties, 86.671 tons of rails,

accessories and tools.)

Buildines {repairing and reconstructing) 1,387,000
Signal, water and fuel stations (repairing and reconstructing) . .

.

384.500
Loading platforms, fences, and other small structures 189,500
Bridges 4,279.024

Rolling stock:
To replace that destroyed or condemned during

revolution $2,500,000
To repair that now in use 2,000,000

Total $24,436,833

The net earnings of the National Railways Company were

$21,126,335 Mexican currency in 1912-13 and only $2,286.-

609 in 1913-14. Dividend and interest pajTnents ceased in

1914 when the company property was seized by the Carranz-

ist government. According to Senor Pani's report made in

1916, the matured debt of the National Railways, June 30,

1916, was $53,964,350.24 U. S. currency. The amount of

interest due on the company's obligations and on operating

expenses for the year was $11,385,100. Since, as has been

stated, the government seized the lines of the National Rail-

ways Company in 1914, the company's report of June 30.

1916, shows no operating expenses except the minor item of

the maintenance of its offices in New York, London and
^lexico to look after the interests of the stockholders. Credits

were $449,993, leaving the amount due for these items $10.-

935,107.

Mexican Railway—This system has 520 miles of line,

including the main line from Vera Cruz to Mexico City and
several branch lines. With the exception of the short period

between September 1, 1916, and March 31, 1917, the prop-

erty of the company has been under the control of the Slexi-

can government since November, 1914, and during this en-

tire time only the most necessary repairs have been made. It

is estimated' that an outlay of about $10,000,000 will be
necessary to restore the road to its former good condition

when the company once more assumes control.

The capital authorized and issued is about $29,000,000.

The net earnings of the company for 1913 were $2,503,453.

Since the seizure of the road by the Mexican government,
small payments on account have been made to the company
for compensation, but large sums are still due on this ac-

count and for freight and passengers carried. The amount
of deferred interest on the debentures of the company out-

standing July 1. 1917, was about $2,000,000. The second

seizure of the road by the Mexican government in 1917 seems

to have completely discouraged the company and they close

their 1917 report with the following statement: "The small

payments received for compensation together with the funds

on hand will enable the skeleton of an organization to be

preserved for a time, both here (London) and in Mexico."

Tehuantepec Railway—This company owns the line (184
miles) which crosses the isthmus from Puerto ^Mexico on the

.Atlantic to Salina Cruz on the Pacific, and also completed

]iort works on both coasts. Before the revolution, S. Pearson &
Son, Ltd., of London, the builders of the road and port works,

and the Mexican government were partners in this company,
each with an equal amount of capital invested. The property

was seized by the Carranzist government in April, 1917;

and in December, 1917, Congress passed a decree authoriz-

ing the president to dissolve the contract with S. Pearson &
Son, Ltd., and stating the amount to be paid for the property:

$2,000,000, in the form of special bonds issued by the sec-

retary of the treasury bearing an annual interest not to ex-

ceed 5 per cent and payable after 36 years is to be paid for

the acquisition of the property and an additional $1,750,000

indemnity for losses sustained during the revolution. Con-

gress states that the government expects to realize, after the

obligations to S. Pearson & Son are paid, $8,500,000 on

property values and stocks.

Mexican Northwestern—T\\\s company is incorporated

under the laws of Canada and controls various lumber mills

and timlier land in northern Mexico as well as 512 miles

of railway, 370 of which it ovi-ns. The Mexican North-

wetsern runs from Ciudad Juarez to Chihuahua and is re-

ported to have suffered more from the revolution than any

other road in Mexico.
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The Southern Pacific of Mexico—This road is owned by

the Southern Pacific of the United States and has approxi-

mately 1,000 miles. The main line extends from Nogales,

Arizona, southward through the state of Sonora and down
the west coast to Tepic from which point it is eventually to

go to Guadalajara and Mexico City. The road was not

seized by the Mexican government until 1917. The com-
pany suffered considerably between 1910 and 1913, the

traffic loss for this period being estimated at $3,000,000 and
the cost of maintaining the property during the same period

$511,000 in excess of revenue collected. Claims have been

presented to the Mexican government but have not been paid.

Capital stock of the company is $75,000,000 authorized.

Interoceanic—This road is reported to have been almost

entirely destroyed during the early part of the revolution.

No returns having been received from Mexico, it was im-

possible to make the usual statement of accounts on June
30, 1917. At the end of June, 1916, there was a debit bal-

ance against the net revenue account of about $2,500,000 and

this was increa.sed during the year to about $3,500,000. The
moratorium granted in 1915 affecting the 4 per cent debenture

stock, the 4J/4 second debenture stock, and the rentals of

leased lines has been extended until May, 1920. The only

sums received from Mexico since the company's prop)erty was
seized by the government in August, 1914, were $4,000 re-

mitted in 1916 and $5,000 recently received from the Na-
tional Railways on account of office expenses.

Mexican Southern—The whole of the company's undertak-

ing has been leased to the Interoceanic since January, 1910.

United Railways of Yucatan—This company was incor-

porated under the laws of Mexico in 1902. Since 1914, the

road has been operated directly by the local government of

the state of Yucatan in conjunction with the Compania de

Fomento del Sureste. The company has lines from Merida
to Progreso and Campeche and from Merida east and south

through the state of Yucatan. The companv has a share

capital of $11,500,000 and $4,125,000 first mortgage 5 per

cent redeemable gold bonds issued in London. Net revenue

for 1912 wa.s $1,447,937.

There were 500 miles of railway operating on schedule

time, January, 1918, in the consular district of Progreso,

which included most of the peninsula of Yucatan and the

trackage was reported to be in good condition although it

had had little care. The rolling stock, however, was re-

ported to be badly in need of repair. This road is now the

only one operating on the peninsula and the company has

several extensions planned, one of which is to connect with

the Lsthmus of Tehuantepec road.

Railways Since 1914

The Carranzist administration issued a decree in December,
1914, authorizing the seizure of all railroads deemed neces-

sary for military and commercial purpcses, these roads to be
railed the Constitutionalist Railways of IMexico and to be
administered by a new department of the government known
as the "Direccion General." As the troops pushed north the

roads were seized and used for the transporting of the army,
l)ut after August, 1915, when Mexico City was finally occu-
pied, tlie railway directors found themselves confronted w-ith

a new and grave problem, the supplying of food to the starv-

ing population of northern and central Mexico. Conditions
could hardly have been worse than they WTre and the ad-
ministration deserves credit for what it has accomplished
toward the restoration of traffic to a normal state.

The railroads in the north at that time had suffered more
than those in the south; their bridges, tracks, and buildings
had been destroyed and their rolling stock destroyed or
rendered unfit for service. The new government found it

impossible to purchase new equipment in the United States
and local military authorities refused to return rolling stock
under their control. Brigandage continued to flourish in the

north, companies took advantage of the scarcity of freight

cars, the general disorganization of trade and the scarcity of

supplies, and succeeded in exacting exorbitant charges for

the moving of freight. Local authorities hindered the free

movement of freight by placing all sorts of restrictions on sup-

plies leaving the section under their jurisdiction.

On June 8, 1918, the line between Cordoba and Tierra

Blanca was closed. Threats by bandits continue to make
service on the Tehuantepec very unreliable. Military pro-
tection is necessary everywhere.

Mexican newspapers are unduly optimistic and report traf-

fic in almost every part of the country, as well as contemj)lated

construction of several new roads, among which are the lines

to be constructed in Yucatan and Chiapas. They report the

resumption of through Pullman service betrween ^[exico

City and the border, where connections are made for various

points in the states. .According to them, additional rolling

stock is being turned over to the government by local military

authorities who no longer need it, and this stock is being re-

paired for commercial use. They announce the settlement of

the dispute between the Santa Vc and the Constitutionalist

Railways relative to rolling stock, including 200 freight cars

belonging to the Santa Fe which had remained under Mexi-
can control since the beginning of the Revolution and most
of which had been destroyed. The government agreed to

pay an indemnity of 170,000 Mexican dollars to the Santa
Fe. The Pennsylvania is also to receive indemnity for

rolling stock lost during the revolution.

Financial Situation

Until November, 1916, practically all revenues of the Con-
stitutionalist Railways were received in paper money, which
the law compelled them to accept. Freight and passenger

rates were increased from time to time but could not be in-

creased sufficiently to keep pace with the decline in value

of the two issues of paper currency. While, as Senor Pani
points out, the government may have been enabled to redeem
more than one hundred million pesos of the Vera Cruz issue

by receiving it through the railroads, the practical result was,

of course, the running of the roads at a loss, and a lack of

capital to purchase supplies or hire efficient employees.

In November, 1916, the legal freight and passenger rates

were re-enacted, to be collected in coin or "infalsificable" (un-

counterfeitable) paper in accordance with the actual value

of the latter. Since this decree has been in force, the financial

state of the railways has been slightly better. The Mexican
Review for April, 1918, reports the depositing in the National

Treasury of $125,000 surplus for December after the pay-

ment of all operating expenses of the Constitutionalist Rail-

ways. ITie surplus deposited for January was $375,000.

The same article .states that negotiations are under way for

the securing of a loan for the rehabilitation of the Constitu-

tionalist Railways, the loan to be secured on the receipts of

tlie road. The total amount needed is placed at $150,000,000.

Foreign Interests in Mexican Railways

Foreign bondholders and stockholders have watched.

jiow'erless, while their holdings have been seized and much
of Uieir property destroyed. According to the London
I'.monomist, the government has forced the railways to accept

worthless paper currenc}' in pa\'ment of passenger and freight

charges and has failed to keep solemn promises to return

certain roads to their owners on given dates. This journal

holds forth little hope for an improved outlook for foreign

investors in Mexican railways and it renews regularly the

statement that tlie present policy of the government is openly

hostile to British interests.

The second seizure of the Mexican Railway in 1917 and

the acquisition of the Tehuantepec Railway seem to indicate

that the government has no intention of relinquishing its

control of the railroads but purposes rather to extend it.
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W. H. Newman

WH. Newman, who died on Saturday of last week,

was the genius of the Grand Central Terminal in

• New York. He was president of the New York

Central Lines, including all of the lines in the so-called

Vanderljilt system, from 1901 to 1909. It was a critical

jjcriod in the development of the eastern trunk lines and it

was during this period that the Pennsylvania built its

tunnels under the North and East rivers, and gained its

entrance into New York City. It was during this period that

the program for the Morgan-Mellen development of New
England transportation facilities was arranged. Mr. New-
man was a man of broad vision and had he been given a

free hand in the development and management of the New
York Central Lines it might well have been that there

would have been no critical [leriod for the stockholders of

these companies such as they went through in 1910 to 101.=;.

Mr. Newman's training

was that of a traffic man and

what the New York Central

lacked was an operating man
with adequate authority and

ability. An able oper-

ating vice-president on the

lines cast of Buffalo as well

as on the lines west ot

Buffalo was all that would

have been necessary to sup-

ply the lack, if lack there

was, in Mr. Newman's ex-

perience and knowledge. If

a strong operating man
had been vice - president

of the New York Central &
Hudson River to work in

conjunction with the vice-

president in charge of

oix'ration of the Lake
Shore & Michigan
Southern, a very different

history might have been writ-

ten of the New York Central

during the last ten years.

]Mr. Newman's work should

have been to supervise and
co-ordinate the New York
Central system, to lay out

broader policies of develop-

ment and management and to

lead the various iioards of

directors. He should have

had the final power to approve or disapjjrove ofganizatiun

changes in the system. Unfortunately, both for the New
York Central security holders and for the best interests of

railroading generally, Mr. Newman did not get this full

measure of authority and freedom of action. He resigned

as president in February. 1909, but remained a director, and

took personal charge of the.plans for the new Grand Central

terminal. Besides, therefore, acting as a consulting railroad

executive, he was respon.siijle for the really beautiful struc-

ture which the Grand Central terminal has become. It was
his idea—which bids fair to be carried out to an eminently

successful conclusion—that the Grand Central terminal prop-

ert_\- should be made self supporting b\- the erection over tlie

underground yard ()etween 42nd street and 5 7th street of a

series of buildings—hotels, office Imildings, e.xhibition halls,

etc.—renting for sufficient to pay interest and taxes not only

on the ground above which they stand, but upon the entire

terminal. itiohiHiin» Hii> ^tui.m Iniilciintr itself.

W. H. Newman

The Grand Central terminal will stand a lasting and
beautiful monument to Mr. Newman; but more than

this, Mr. Newman's breadth of vision and foresight helped

to change the character of the growth of New York City

from 42nd street to 59th street. He foresaw the movement
uptown of the great retail shopping district and he planned
the buildings to be erected over the New York Central tracks

accordingly. What he foresaw has actually taken place,

and the building of the Biltmore Hotel, the Grand Central

Palace and now the Commodore Hotel, has been a most
important factor in the character of the development of this

whole section of the city. There is something of the romance
of American achievement, and of the development of New
York City especially, in the fact that this man who in 1869

was a station agent on the Te.xas & Pacific, should have left

his mark so strongly and so beautifully embedded in the con-

stantl\- growing metropolis of America.

W. H. Newman was horn in 1847 in Prince William Coun-
ty, Virginia. He began rail-

road work in 1869 as station

agent on the Texas & Pacific

at Shreveport, La. In 1872.

he was made general freight

agent of the Texas & Pacific

by Colonel Thomas A. Scott,

then president of that road

and later president of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. At

that time, there was a group

of men connected with the

Texas & Pacific, many of

whom were or later became
distinguished citizens. Be-
sides Col. Scott and Mr.
Newman, there was General

Grenville M. Dodge who was
chief engineer, William A.

Wallace who was vice-presi-

dent, William Mahl who was
auditor and was later vice-

president and controller of

the Harriman lines and .\. ].

Cassatt, a director who was
later president of the Penn-
sylvania. In 1883 Mr. New-
man became traffic manager
of the so-called Southwestern

System lines which included

the Texas & Pacific, Interna-

tional & Great Northern, Gal-

veston, Houston & Hender-
son and Missouri, Kansas &

Texas Lines Ixing in the states of Texas and Louis-

iana. Two years later he was made traffic manager of the

Missouri Pacific.

A\'hile Mr. Newman was with the Southwestern System
Lines, C. P. Huntington was president of the Southern Pa-
cific; Edwin Hawley was general eastern agent and Frank
Trumbull was with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas as freight

claim auditor of this line and of the Missouri Pacific Lines,

while Judge Robert S. Lovett was in the legal department of

the Texas lines of the Southern Pacific. In 1887 Mr. New-
man was made third vice-president of the Mis.^ouri Pa-
cific, but in 1889 went to the Chicago & Northwestern as

vice-president. He ser\'ed his apprenticeship under James
L H'll as second vice-president of the Great Northern in

1S96, '97 and '98; and in the latter year was made president

of the I-ake Shore & Michigan Southern. Two years later he

"•'s nnde president of the New York Central and all of the
y.M, \"nv)^ Central Lines.
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R. B. A. on Government
Purchasing Policies

THE Railway Business Association Committee on
Government Purchasing Policies, A. L. Humphrey,
chairman, has sent the following letter to Thomas W.

Gregory, attorney-general of the United States, and John
Skelton Williams, director of finance and purchaser of the

Railway Administration:

^^'e re(|uest your consideration of the contract provision

recommended by the President through the department of

justice under which the contractor would warrant the gov-

ernment that no contingent selling fee had been paid or

promised.

We aK a conmiittee of the Railway Business Association.

This is a national organization of manufacturing, mercantile

and engineering concerns which deal in equiment, material,

supplies or services for steam railroads. The Association

includes more than .300 members maintaining industrial

plants or commercial offices in practically every state in the

Union. A large proportion of these concerns either employ
sales agencies on contingent commissions or are themselves

em]5loyed by manufacturers as contingent commission sales

agents.

The contract warranty under discussion has been laid be-

fore our association by both these classes of our members,
who inquire whether the department of justice intends the

recommended warranty to apply to the method of doing

business according to which they have operated for many
years and to which their arrangements are adjusted. There
are among our members and their advisers two interpreta-

tions of the warranty covenant.

One opinion is that the attorney general could not have

intended to eliminate established sales agencies since his

letter of transmittal made no mention of such enterprises,

while explicitly citing the class of commission brokers de-

signed to be reached. The language is as follows: "Owing
to the tremendous increase in government business and the

speed with which it mu.st be executed some manufacturers

because of ignorance or mis-information have thought it

necessary to negotiate witii the government through contract

brokers or contingent fee ojierators."

This letter, it is contended, makes it obvious that the prac-

tice which the government desires to stop is one growing

.

out of war conditions and that the commission agents under
condemnation are those who have undertaken during the

past year to insert themselves lietween the contractors and
the government to perform a service or alleged service which

in normal times was [>erformed without the payment of a

commi.^sion or was not performed at all.

The other opinion is that whatever may have been the

attorney general's intention the language of the warranty
plainly describes the e.«tablished method common before the

war and in practical application some regular commission
agents in order to do business since the warranty came into

use have had to transform themselves into jobbers, buying
the goods outright and taking the risks which heretofore

have t)een assumed ijy the manufacturer. For these reasons

we ask the government to consider:

First, announcement of an interpretation of the warranty
covenant explicitly specifying tlie categorv- of selling methods
which it is designed to eliminate and modification of the

contract provision accordingly.

Second, embodiment in the covenant of a doclaration that

nothing in the contractor'^ warranty is to be considered in-

compatible with the continued employment of sales agencies
where this was his methixl of doing business before the war.

In the hope of affording the government practical aid in

frauiMin a definition, we have endeavored to compile facts

of the bu^itw^s situation bv gathering statements from our

members as to their practices. Manufacture in its present-
day form consists of two fundamental and interdependent
functions: (1) making and (2) selling. Some manufac-
turers—probably a majority—have broadly speaking two de-
partments, a manufacturing and a selling department—the
latter consisting of an organized selling force usually giving
all its time to the company and compensated for the most
part on a basis which includes a percentage commission on
the amounts receivable from the goods sold. Many manu-
facturers who have organized sales forces of their own con-
duct the entire business on a commission compensation with
no salar}' factor.

There are many manufacturers who market the whole or a

part of their output through mechanism which is not a part
of their own organization. There are two principal forms
of such outside mechanism.

1. Regular organized selling firms or companies whose
business is exclusively that of selling output of one or more
manufacturers in a common field, the lines being non-com-
petitive.

2. Brokers or commission men in local markets or areas

throughout the country who act for a manufacturer upon
his motion in a particular matter or who may initiate and
submit to the manufacturer a tentative order or contract for

goods.

The manufacturer may maintain a salaried selling organi-
zation of his own, in many instances depending also upon
one or the other of these two forms of outside selling me-
chanisms—the authorized agent or the broker—to get orders

or contracts for his product, particularly in new territory or

in dealing with customers more or less unknown to the

manufacturer. Thus it is plain that the payment of com-
missions contingent upon the amount of sales or upon the

price oijtained or upon both is characteristic of a wide range
of business transactions, both those conducted by companies
which maintain their own sales forces, and those conducted
through independent agencies either regularly appointed for

specific territon,- or acting as occasion arises.

The independent sales agency is often made the "represen-

tative"' of the manufacturer in a sjx-cific territon,'. Such
agents, in addition to selling the prcxiuct of the company, look

after its interest in the territopi- assigned to them, and not

only refrain from handling the product of competitors, but

are advertised by the manufacturer in tlie various trade papers
and lists as people from whom information regarding the

company's product may be obtained. The manufacturer
often adapts him,self to conditions, using his own sales staff

in territoPi- wliere this seems to be the most serviceable method,

and employing agencies in other territory.

One of our members produces a specialty- which has become
standardized on nearly all of the steam and electric railways

of the country. Particularly because tliey are specialties the

company requires representatives of its own who can make
inspections and go into technical matters relating to installa-

tion and methods of upkeep of its products. Tlie Middle
Western territory- is looked after by company men from the

Chicago office, the Eastern and Southern territory from the

New York office. The volume of business in New England
and on tlie Pacific coast would not justify a branch office at

those points nor traveling expenses to send men with sufficient

frequency from the New York or Chicago office; proper econ-

omy in operation, therefore, combined with proper service to

customers, dictated the policy of giving an agency to qualified

representatives in those sections. Another member who em-

plovs a similar method mentions as one of the functions of

selling agencies to deal with complaints concerning the per-

formance of material or appliances in use. One member
about a year ago discontinued its sales force and turned

over the selling function for tlie whole country to one selling

organization with lieadquarters in New York and with
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branch offices in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago and San

Francisco. This selling con^any is said to employ a large

force of trained experts and the arrangement was entered

into in the belief, based upon experience, that sales would

increase and selling-cost diminish.

What chiefly, we assume, concerns the government is the

question whether in a given transaction the payment of a

contingent fee has served to increase the cost of the goods

to the government. It appears from statements made by a

number of our members that the commissions paid to sales

agents are in lieu of a stated amount in the shape of salarj'

and expenses. Out of such compensation the agency main-

tains offices and defrays traveling expenses besides salaries

of representatives who do the work. The government in

many instances owes the existence of some purveyors and

hence of competition to their using agencies, since the lim-

ited size of the business would preclude the employment of

salaried men covering the whole country.

The smaller selling cost made possible by the contmgent

fee system arises out of the fact that the commission agent

has other principals and usually concentrates in a certam

territory. A clear-cut proof that the contingent fee method

need not of itself increase the price to the buyer is found

where a company has a salaried salesman in one territory

and commission agents in another, while its price quotations

are the same for all regions. One member has selling agen-

cies in St. Paul and Atlanta but nowhere else. This ar-

rangement has stood for years. The same selling prices

prevail in those territories as apply on all other territories

in the country; the base prices are uniform. It would there-

fore appear that the prices quoted by that company are lower

rather than higher because of its employment of sellmg

agents in the Northwest and in the Southeast, because the

contribution which the St. Paul and Atlanta districts make

to selling cost is smaller in proportion as the contingent fee

is less expensive than that of salesmen's salaries and ex-

penses and maintenance of branch offices. As another mem-

ber expresses it, "We are not quoting or charging the rail-

road more on our products on account of having an agency

in St. Paul and in Minneapolis, as we are paying our agent

for his services out of our profit."

The company quoted above as having recently changed

from the salaried salesman system to employment of one

selling agency to represent it throughout the country remarks

that the commission paid represents an amount far less

than the company would have had to expend in doing the

work itself, "besides having additional worry of looking

after the organization of an adequate sales department."_ In

addition to the question whether a contingent fee in a given

instance carries an added cost to the buyer or is merely in

lieu of a salesman's salary and expenses, it is suggested by

one of our members, and, indeed, seems to be suggested

by the letter transmitting the warranty provision, that con-

tingent fee operators have lieen taking or collecting a form

of graft based upon alleged acquaintance or influence witli

the purchasing authorities. We have no doubt some of the

smaller and less experienced manufacturers present a shin-

ing mark for plausible mountebanks. The stranger with

gin) address may not onlv convince the novice in this .-iort

of thing that he can influence the placing of business but

may cause fright lest a rebuff will be followed by retaliation

resulting in impediment to orders. In such cases, we pre-

sume, the price quoted to the government would he more

likely to be based on tlie bidder's belief as to what figure

would win a contract than upon any consideration of cost

with or without a contingent fee added; and that the most

deserving object of solicitude on the part of the government

is the innocent manufacturer who is made to disgorge a con-

tingent fee for services which probably were never rendered.

Stories are current in Washington of agents who made ap-

proaches to several competing concerns and then proceeded

to collect from the successful biddei.

A preponderant volume of transactions between manufac-

turers and the railways, including central purchases at

Washington and regional purchases by individual roads, is

conducted by parties among whom there are no strangers.

When the Railroad Administration is about to order equip-

ment or other appliances consideration of bidders is obvious-

ly based upon knowledge of the various makers, their estab-

lished business methods and their character. The same thing

is true where the individual railroad or the regional purchas-

ing committee contemplates purchases. Whether at Wash-

ington or throughout the country the negotiations connected

with railway purchases involve arduous labors by somebody

authorized and competent to represent the manufacturer. If

a sales agent whose compensation is in the form of a con-

tingent fee is usually the representative of a given manufac-

turer, everybody concerned, from the chairman of the Central

Purchasing Section down to the local storekeeper on the rail-

road, knows all about him—who he is, why he is there, and

what factor his activities will be and ought to be in the

negotiations. In this respect railway purchasing is doubt-

less quite different from government purchasing in a wide

sphere of other departments to which the warranty covenant

has been recommended by the department of justice. The

Hon. John Barton Payne, general counsel for the Railroad

Administration, replying to an inquiry by one of our mem-

bers, says under date of July 23: "It would not seem to me

that an agent regularly employed would come within the

provision of the order referred to." Pervading the replies

received by us from our members on this subject is an obvious

conviction that established sales agencies will not be further

disturbed when the department of justice and the di\'ision

of railway finance and purchases have had opportunity to

consider sales agencies in this field and the function which

they perform.

Disturbance, however, is actually spreading among them.

It has been understood that the matter was still under official

consideration, but manufacturers are receiving from their

agents contracts containing the warranty covenant, and it is

their earnest hope that the two departments of the government

concerned will be able as soon as convenient to issue some

instruction to all concerned which will make clear govern-

mental recognition of the established sales agency as a usual

reputable form of business which there. is no purpose to dis-

turb as an incident to eliminating contingent fee operators of

objectionable types.

Completing Buildings on Time

THE R.'^PiD CONSTRUCTION of railway buildings which

will be so sorelv needed this coming winter is ver>-

much desired bv' those concerned, and makes specially

important anv means 'that can be brought to bear to incr^e

the speed with which such buildings can he completed. The

possibilities of rapid construction demonstrated by the Austin

Company of Cleveland, O., widi the use of a system of

standard buildings for industrial purposes is therefore of

special interest.
' Through this system many buildings of

considerable size have been completed in only 30 days' time:

more elaborate ones in 60 days' time, and multiple-story,

mill construction and concrete buildings in a somewhat

longer time. The main fact is tliat a dependable record

has''been established for the completion according to sched-

ule of all work undertaken.

Organization and systematic methods are, of course, re-

sponsible for a considerable measure of this success, but

the foremost element is a system of standard building de-

.
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signs which not only possess a flexibility of size and pro-

portions that insures adaptability to a great many purposes

and locations, but also permits of the fabrication of stock

members in advance of the awarding of the contract, since

they may be used interchangeably in a great many of the

designs. As a consequence large stocks of standard col-

umns, trusses, purlins, etc., are kept in readiness to be

and monitors. There -are also designs with main center
aisles and side aisles, the main aisles affording accommoda-
tions for various lengths of traveling cranes. There are also
mill construction and reinforced concrete designs.

For application to such railroad buildings as car repair
shops, forge, boiler or wheel shops, practically no depart-
ure from the standard designs is necessary. For locomo-

Cross Secilon ofInbound House. Details for £nc/osed Ploffarm

Standard Designs for Freight Stations

Cross SecHon of Oufbound House.

shipped immediately after any work is authorized, thus
saving the time ordinarily occupied by the fabrication of the

structural steel. Similarly there are stocks of lumber in the

sizes and lengths required for roofs, floors, etc.; also stand-
ard doors and windows, ventilators and hardware fixtures

which will apply in a large majority of the buildings erected.

The organization is, of course, trained and experienced
in the erection of tliis particular class of structures—espe-
cially in the assembling of detailed features, many of which
are duplicated in the various designs. As a result the men

A Modified Standard Building With Columns of 10 ft. Addi-
tional Length and Designed for Traveling Cranes

know exactly what to do and in a large measure can be
directed according to pre-determined schedules from day to
day which ordinarily vary hut little on the different jobs.
The same applies to tl'.e billing and assembling of material.
There is much less opportunity for delay because of the
failure to provide a certain class or kind of material than
in the case of work done according to a special design.
The designs follow accepted practice in industrial building

construction as to arrangement, structural design and de-
tail and with opportunity for sufficient variation to meet
any usual needs. Thus the industrial building designs in-
clude buildings with flat ro<ifs, pitched roofs, saw-tooth roofs

live erecting shops, machine shops, roundhouses and freight

houses, on the other hand, special railroad standards have
recently been devised. In the case of the locomotive erecting

shop the modification has consisted primarily in provision
for an aisle wide enough to accommodate the traveling cranes
used in handling locomotives. Tlie designs prepared
allow for such aisles in widths of 64, 70, SO, 90 and
100 ft. The length of the panels on the other hand in such
buildings, as with the other Austin buildings, is 20 ft.

For roundhouses a reinforced concrete type with brick cur-

tain walls has been devised.

The drawing illustrates the type of structure developed
for the application of this system to freight houses. This
consists of a steel frame witli brick curtain walls supported

on a concrete foundation. Tlie floor is also of concrete

supported on an earth fill, although the wearing surface

may be made of any other desired material w-ithout modify-
ing the original design. The width of the houses, adopted

after a careful study of the plans obtained from many rail-

roads and of the recommendations of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association, have been made 32 ft. 2 in.

for the outbound house and 52 ft. 2 in. for the inbound

house, measured out to out of walls. Both the inbound and
the outbound houses are provided with canopies on both

the street and the track sides, projecting q distance of 9 ft.

On the track side this canopy covers a 10-ft. platform,

thereby setting the supporting columns of the building back

a sufficient distance from the track so as not to interfere

with any position of the car doors.

To meet the wishes of those who desire to have trucking

on the track side done entirely within the building an alter-

native design has been prepared in w'hich this trucking plat-

form is covered by a cantilever frame from which continu-

ous sliding doors are suspended along the edge of the plat-

form. Thus trucking is done from the cars directly to the

inside of the house while retaining the advantage of having

the columns set back away from the cars. The design pro-

vides for an asbestos shingle \ool and roller lift doors with

continuous transoms above the door lintels on each side of

the building. Many of these details, however, may be mod-

ified without affecting the standard in principle or inter-

fering with the rapidity of construction. The same applies

to the architectural treatment of the ends of the building

or any other portions that lend themselves to this purpose.

These may be modified to harmonize with other structures

in the vicinitv.



General News Department

Dining car waiters, according to a recent decision in Mis-
souri, are not classed by the draft board as in non-essential
service.

C. E. Drayer, formerly field engineer on the New York,
Chicago & Si. Louis, and later secretary of the Cleveland
Engineering Society, has been appointed national secretary of
the American Association of Engineers,

Remaining on the wing continuously for 30 hours and 30
minutes is the latest feat recorded in the world of aviation.
This record, as reported by the Navy Department at Wash-
ington, on August 2, was made by Ensign P. J. Barnes, who
is attached to the American Naval Air Forces in European
waters.

Regulations for the transportation of explosives originally
issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1910 have
been revised and now appear in a new issue which is to go
into effect November 1, next. This pamphlet fills 274 pages
and copies may be had from the superintendent of docu-
ments, Government Printing Office, Washington, at 20 cents
each.

Freight stations of the Baltimore & Ohio and the Western
Maryland, at Hagerstown, Md., have been consolidated. A
similar consolidation has been ordered at Wesffield, Mass.,
of the freight facilities of the Boston & Albany and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford;, also at Willimantic, Conn.,
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Central
Vermont.

Bandits, said to be followers of Villa, held up a northbound
passenger train on the Mexican Central at a point 50 miles
south of Chihuahua on August 10, and according to a press
dispatch from El Paso, Texas, they killed 26 passengers and 40
soldiers, the soldiers being on the train as members of a guard.
About 70 persons were wounded and the dead were stripped of

their clothing and valuables.

Thefts of cotton and other commodities from freight cars
and lighters in and around New York during the six past

months have amounted to hundreds of thousands of dollars,

and eleven other men have recently been indicted. Thefts of

cotton have become so serious that the banks handling the bills

of lading are threatening to curtail facilities. It is said that

captains of lighters are paid $20 a bale for shutting their eyes
to thefts of cotton—and that after paying the captain for 10
bales the thieves take away 20 or 30 bales.

Inspectors of safety appliances and inspectors of hours of
service are wanted by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and the Civil Service Commission announces examinations
of candidates to be held on October 2 and 3. Applications
should be sent to the Civil Service Commission, at Wash-
ington, which will arrange for an examination at the place
selected by the applicant. The salary is $3,000 a year. Ap-
plicants must be between 25 and 50 years of age and must
have had extensive experience in railroad work.

The Highway Transport Committee of the Illinois State
Council of Defense plans to establish a motor truck transporta-

tion service within a radius of 35 miles of Chicago to release

railroad freight cars for long distance service. It is planned to

establish return load bureaus in Chicago and the hurrounding
zone and to enlist the co-operation of shippers, receivers and
commercial associations to make the return load bureaus ef-

fective. It is said that from 250 to 300 cars a day, or 75,000 to

90,000 cars a year, are used for 1. c. 1. freight service within the

Chicago switching district.

Ten years imprisonment in the penitentiary at Atlanta was
the sentence imposed on Henry Burnsweig of Jersey City, N. J.,

in the Federal District Court at Newark, N. J., on August 12,

together with a fine of $5,000. Burnsweig was convicted of

liaving in possession nine bales of stolen silk. Judge Haight

in passing sentence said

:

"The 'fence,' so called, is responsible for a great part of

thieving. These crimes would not occur but for the opportu-

nities to dispose of the loot. I am going to impose the extreme
limit the law provides on all fences convicted before me." The
silk Burnsweig had in his possession was part of a shipment of

110 bales stolen from a car of the Central of New Jersey. Daniel

Mecca and Wesley Thurston, New York youths, convicted of

having conspired to steal the 110 bales, were also sentenced,

Mecca for two years and Thurston one year.

Technical schools and universities desiring to introduce

the teaching of safeiy. whether as a regular addition to the

curriculum, or only occasionalh', can secure all needed aid

from the National Safety Council. Chicago, 111 . W. H.
Cameron, secretary, and can have the service of competent
lecturers, in many departments, without pay, except the

necessary expenses of the speakers. This announcement is

made in a pamphlet recently issued by the Council, embody-
ing the report of a committee on the promotion of safety

education in technical schools and universities. This pam-
phlet names 18 subjects suitable for inclusion in a scheme of

safety education and a half dozen or more lecturers under
each topic. On accident prevention on railroads the lec-

turers named are H. W. Belnap, United States Railroad Ad-
ministration, Washington: Marcus A. Dow, New York
Central; Isaiah Hale, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; R. C.

Richards, Chicago & North Western: W. C Wilson. Ameri-
can Museum of Safety.

Record Grain and Coal Loading

in Central Western Region
During the month of July the roads comprising the Central

Western region loaded 42,759 cars of grain, an increase of

18,097 cars, or 73.4 per cent over the corresponding month last

year. During the same month these lines loaded 155.945 cars

of coal, an increase of 23,974 cars, or 18.2 per cent over the
same period last year.

Shipping Board Survey of Southern Ports
A survey of southern ports has just been made by repre-

sentatives of the port and harbor facilities commission of the
Shipping Board. It included Wilmington, Charleston, Savan-
nah. Brunswick and Jacksonville. The committee inspected
docks, piers, repair plants, terminal connections, marine rail-

ways, bunkering facilities, warehouses, and available sites for

expansion. A comprehensive report on ports inspected will

be made to Chairman Edward F. Carry of the port and har-
bor facilities commission.

Short Line Railroad Association

The Short Line Railroad Association, at its meeting in

Washington, D. C, August 7 (noticed in the Raihvay Age
of August 9, page 269) devoted its discussions mainly to the
details of the form of contract with the government which
had been presented by the executive committee. Nothing
was done toward settling the definite wording of the para-
graphs, but the opinions of the different members were
recorded for the benefit of a committee on contracts and
legislation, which is to continue negotiations with the
administration.

About 70 members were represented and this was the first

general meeting held by the association in nearly two years.
The secretary reported the membership as having grown
from 110 roads in August, 1916. to 179 at the present time.
The length of road covered is 8.789 miles.
The present officers of the association were re-elected and

the by-laws were amended so as to permit the use of letter

ballots.

II
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Pullman Maids

Leslie Gilbert, federal farm help specialist for Alabama,

in a report to the farm labor conference being held by offi-

cers of the United States Department of Agriculture at

Birmingham, Ala., has recommended the substitution of

women for Pullman car porters.

Automatic Firedoors and Vestibule

Cabs for Locomotives in New York

The New York law (section 77 of chapter 649) requiring

locomotives to have automatic fire doors and "vestibule"

cabs applies to any locomotive operated by steam. The act

will go into effect January 1, 1919, unless the director gen-

eral or his representative shall otherwise direct. All new
locomotives placed in service after the act takes effect must
be equipped with these appliances, and all existing locomo-
tives must be so equipped the first time they are taken to

the shop for general repairs.

Proper Maintenance of Freight Cars

In Circular No. 4-A, dated August 1, and superseding Cir-

cular No. 4, issued July 8, the executive committee of the

Master Car Builders' Association gives the following instruc-

tions to members: When empty cars of 60,000 lb. capacity

or over are placed on shop or repair tracks for repairs, they
must not be returned to commercial service until they have
been placed in condition to meet all M. C. B. inspection

without exceptions, including United States Safety Appliance
requirements.

Coal Production

During the week ended August 3 the output of bituminous
coal not only decreased over 3 per cent from the preceding
week, but recorded the third successive week of decreased
production, says the weekly bulletin of the United States
Geological Survey. Production of bituminous coal, including
lignite and coal made into coke, during the week was esti-

mated at 12,422,000 net tons, a decrease compared with the

week preceding of 398,000 net tons, but an increase over the

same week of the year 1917 of 1.563,000 net tons or 14.3 per

cent.

Anthracite shipments during the week ended August 3

decreased 1,310 carloads or 3.2 per cent, the total movement
amounting to 39,362 carloads.

The percentage of full time output lost on account of car
shortage during the week ending July 27 was 7.4 per cent,

the last four weeks having shown increases. The car short-
age average is brought up particularly by the figures for the
Kentucky fields and the Fairmont field in the state of West
Vi'^ginia.

The car shortage is understood to be due in many cases, not
to a lack of cars, but to a serious shortage of firemen, both for

switching and for road engines.

Canadian Board of Mediators

The Canadian Railway War Board announces that an agree-
ment has been signed between the six great railway brotlier-

hoods and the Railway War Board by which all railway lalior

disputes which cannot be settled between the men and the offi-

cers of the individual roads will be finally referred to the Rail-

way Labor Board of Canada.
This board consists now of six labor leaders (one from each

of the brotherhoods) and six railway executives. It is pro-
vided that their decision on any matter referred to them will

bind, on the one hand the employees thus represented, and on the
other hand tlic Canadian railways. In case of disagreement the

board will choose a referee and if a referee cannot be agreed
upon, the governor-general-in-council, through the minister of

railways and canals will be asked to make the appointment.
The board consists at present of the following men : U. E.

Gillen, Grand Tnink ; S. N. Berry, Order of Railway Conduc-
tors; A. D. MacTier, Canadian Pacific; Ash Kennedy, Brother-
hood of Locomotive Engineers ; F. P. Brady, Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways

; J. M. Mein, Order of Railroad Telegraphers

;

S. J. Hungerford, Canadian Northern
;

James Murdock,

Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen ; George Hodge, Canadian

Pacific; W. V. TurnbuU, International Brotherhood of Mainte-

nance of Way Employees; A. J. Hills, Canadian Northern.and

George K. Wark, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and

Enginemen.

Parlor Cars versus Gondolas

lExtract from a recent letter in the New York Sun.]

A certain express train for this city, stopping at Stamford,

Conn., had three parlor cars. All the passengers in those

three cars could have been transported in one coach. There
was an absolutely unnecessary load of 100 to 200 tons hauled

from Boston to New York. Incidentally, the train was about

one hour late at Stamford.

The other day an express stopping at Stamford had two
parlor cars, while in the coaches there were ten or fifteen

passengers standing all the way to New York (33 miles).

By substituting one coach for the two parlor cars all the

passengers could have had seats. In view of the fact that

whole communities were put in peril last winter by lack of

coal, and that only 20 per cent of coal ordered by consumers
for next winter has been delivered, it is a crime to run parlor

cars which pander to the luxury loving taste of the selfish

and thoughtless at the expense of comfort and safety of the

general public. Parlor cars, private cars, club cars and un-
der many conditions dining cars, are an offence to those
having the interests of our country at heart and a menace to

our war efficiency.

The Chicago Terminal Problem

W. G. McAdoo, director general of railroads, made an
inspection of freight terminals in Chicago on August 7. in

company with railroad officers. The party started from the

Chicago & North Western passenger terminal and followed
the North Western tracks to Western avenue and from
Western avenue south to Wood street; from Wood street

they went over the Chicago Junction to the Union Stock
Yards which the party toured by automobile; from the

stock yards they passed over the Chicago & Western Indi-

ana to South Chicago and from South Chicago over the New
York Central to the La Salle street passenger station. Mr.
McAdoo, referring to the complicated nature of the Chicago
terminal problem, said that he had no definite announcement
to make as to improvements or changes. With reference to

the passenger terminal situation he said that there was a
possibility that the Grand Central station would be
abandoned for passenger traffic. The feasibility of this

step, together with other proposed changes in the handling
of passenger traffic in Chicago, has been studied for some
time by a committee on co-ordination of passenger terminals
of which C. T. Ames, superintendent of terminals of the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, is chairman, and
the work of which is under the supervision of J. H. Brinker-
hofif. The committee will not be ready to submit a report
for some time.

A Twenty-five Million Dollar Government

Shop to Be Built in France

The importance of the railroad guns, many illustrations of

which have appeared from time to time in the Raihfay Age.

is indicated by an announcement from the War Department
that the chief of ordnance has approved plans for the manu-
facture of the machine tool equipment which the United
States Government will install in France for the relining of

the heavy railroad guns in use by the American Forces. The
plans call for the expenditure of between $25,000,000 and $30.-

000,000, possibly more. The machine toolh alone will cost be-

tween $12,000,000 and $15,000,000. and will consist of gun-
boring lathes, engine lathes, rifling machines and grind-

ers.

A large number of these gun-boring lathes are designed
for a 102-inch swing. To make these lathes there is under
construction at one of the machine tool factories in this

country a giant planer 500 feet long, costing $450,000, and
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the lathes it will help make will approximate, in the aggre-

gate, $6,500,000.

The reliiiing of guns is one of the important salvage opera-

tions in the war, saving time and money; Owing to the

tremendous heat generated by the charge when the big guns

are fired, their accuracy cannot be assured after a few

hundred shots unless they are relined, notwithstanding the

fact that all other parts except the lining are practically as

good as new.

Report of Bureau of Explosives

The Bureau of Explosives, 75 Church street, New York

City, now representing 282,098 miles of railroads, has issued

its annual report for 1917, dated April 15, 1918, and signed by

W. S. Topping, assistant chief inspector. Colonel B. W.
Dunn, chief inspector, has returned to active duty in the War
Department. The inspectors of the bureau have during the

year condemned as unsafe for transportation 2,291 boxes of

high explosives, a number considerably larger than the con-

demnations in 1916, but very much less than the record for

1915. About 400 kegs of black powder were condemned. The
total number of inspections made by the bureau in the year

was 13,256.

The railway transportation losses chargeable to explosives

and other dangerous articles during the year 1917 amounted

to $1,169,574, of which the amount chargeable exclusively to

explosives was only $9,590. The only record of persons

killed in this yearly account is four, under the head of in-

flammable liquids. The report gives the usual very full and

complete statements of all sorts of accidents coming under

the departments of transportation which are inspected by

the bureau. The total number of fires due to transportation

of dangerous articles was 1,114, with a property loss of

$999,699. The 42 fires occurring in the transportation of

gasolene are set forth in detail in a separate table. There
were 59 fires in the transportation of charcoal, mostly due

to spontaneous combustion. Appendices filling 70 pages

give a full history of the doings of the Bureau during the

year.

Mr. McAdoo's Aims

Secretary McAdoo issues another statement about his aims.

The first one embraces all that is essential:
—"The winning

of the war, which includes the prompt movement of the men
and material that the government requires. To this every-

thing else must be subordinated." That far everybody will

follow Mr. McAdoo. The government's control of railroads,

so far as the public desires, begins and ends right there.

The public does not expect Mr. McAdoo to attempt to

revolutionize methods or railroad operation. It is in no mood
to have Mr. McAdoo experiment with various schemes for

the supposed permanent bettertnent of railroads. This is no
time to open a school to teach our railroad managers how
to manage their own business. That sort of thing can wait

until the war is fought to an end.

—

St. Louis Republic.

In his declaration of general policy. Director General Mc-
Adoo naturally puts the winning of the war first. * * *

It is just because government operation was adopted solely

as a war measure that it has so far been successful. But
such gains in efficiency as have been made are due to the

fact that the government has required the railroads to do
things which it would not permit them to do under private

operation. One of the first steps of the Railroad Administra-
tion toward rendering adequate service was to make an in-

crease in freight and passenger rates such as the country has
never seen before. But the railroad corporations, if the

letter and the spirit of the railroad control act are carried

out. will be guaranteed while the war lasts profits which they
would have regarded as satisfactory during any of the ten

years before the war. .As for Mr. McAdoo's hope to

"humanize the science of railroading," it has so far been
realized in an advance of wages possible only with an in-

crease of roughly 25 per cent, in freight rates, and more than
that in passenger fares. Mr. Mc.Adoo might have summed
up the whole railroad program in a brief mention of the fact

that the long deadlock in rate adjustment was broken by
war. .Ml the rest follows.

—

Wall Street Journal.
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Traffic News
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The regional passenger traffic committees are now consider-

ing the adoption of uniform minimum rates for parlor car and

sleeping car tickets on railroads of the United States.

E. A. Stedman, vice-president of the American Railway

Express Company, delivered an address on August 13, at a

noon-day luncheon before the Traffic Club of Chicago, on
the subject of "The New Express Service."

Statistics of traffic through the canals at Sault Ste. Marie,

Mich, and Ont., during July, show that 3,246 vessels passed

through these waterways, carrying 10,746,246 short tons of freight

eastbound, and 2,616,098 short tons westbound.

Barge line service is to be begun by the United States

Railroad .Administration on the Warrior river, Alabama, on
September 1. By September 15 it is expected that there will

be in service three towboats and six steel barges. The
barges of existing transportation companies are to be taken
over. It is planned to maintain regular service between

Cordova and New Orleans.

Plans for the establishment of store door deliver>- of freight

in New York City are still in process of formation, and the

date of their going into effect is not yet settled ; but it is

expected that it will be September 1. Commissioner James S.

Harlan, who is in New York City, supervising the prepara-

tions, says that the plan is receiving cordial co-operation on

every hand. The regulations will cover all freight received at

piers, including carload lots.

The Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce has filed applica-

tion with the Railroad Administration for the removal of

grain rate discriminations against Minneapolis resulting

from the 25 per cent rate advance. The order increasing

rates provided for an advance of 25 per cent in grain rates

with the exception that in no instance was the rate to be
advanced more than 6 cents per 100 lb. .As the result of this

provision many through rates from western points to Chi-

cago are now lower than rates from the same points to Min-
neapolis. This condition, it is pointed out. encourages the

shipment of grain directly to Chicago with the result that the

storage facilities at Minneapolis are not utilized to capacity,

while those in Chicago are overburdened. It is also con-
tended that the situation is disadvantageous from the point
of view of car supply, as western grain cars unloaded in Min-
neapolis can make two or three trips to the northwestern
grain fields to one trip if forced through to Chicago. It is

reported that the Railroad Administration will remedy this

maladjustment in rate relationships at an early date.

Suspension of Through Export

Bills of Lading Rescinded

The Raih-oad .Vdniinistration has yielded to the protest of

bankers and exporters and on August 12 rescinded the order
suspending the issuance of through export bills of lading on
shipments through Pacific coast ports, which' w^as to have gone
into effect on September 30. This means that merchants will

be free to continue their foreign business through Pacific coast

ports by direct dealings with customers abroad instead of sur-

rendering their hanking business to coast institutions. The
objection of the Railroad Administration to the through export
bill of lading was that it made the carriers responsible for

shipments until transferred to shipboard with the result that

they could not collect demurrage for the ever increasing deten-

tion to cars at ports on account of the shortage of ocean carriers.

The Railroad .Administration now expects to remedy this condi-

tion by another method, namely, by inserting provisions in the

tariffs requiring the payment of demurrage on cars containing
export shipments after tliey have been detained for a reasonable

period at the ports. Through export bills of lading have not

been issued on shipments through eastern and gulf ports for

several months past, because of the serious congestion at the

seaboard and the scarcity of shipping on the -Atlantic.
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Commission and Court News j

Interstate Commerce Commission
The American Railway Express Coinijany lias liled tariffs

with the commission increasing the rates for transportation
of daily newspapers.

The Public Service Commissions of Washington and Oregon
aiid the Public Utilities Commission of Idaho have filed com-
plaints with the Interstate Commerce Commission against the

carload class and commodity rates on fresh fruits, fresh vege-

tables, fruit juices, canned fruits, canned vegetables and con-

tainers from points of origin in their states. They claim that

the rates in effect since the Director General's increase of 25

per cent in freight rates last June are unreasonable and disturb

the relationship between their own and other markets. Com-
plaints have also been filed against the recently increased ex-

press rates on these commodities.

Personnel of Commissions
Samuel H. Ordway has been appointed a member of the

Public Service Commission of New York, First District, in

p'ace of Oscar S. Straus, resigned. Mr. Ordway was former-
ly president of the State Civil Service Commission. The
chairmanship of the Public Service Commission, vacated by
Mr. Strauss, now passes, by the governor's designation, to

Commissioner C. B. Hubliell.

Court News
Limitation of Liability for Freight

Rugs in bales not exceeding in value $50 a bale were classed

as lirst class, and when boxed, with a stated value from $50 to

not exceeding $100, as l;-4 times first class; and, if of a value of

over $100 or when value was not stated, 3 times first class. The
Missouri Supreme Court holds that a shipment of rugs in bales

at the first class rate could not be limited in case of damages to

$50 per bale; there being no alternative rate for shipment of rugs

in bales for the shipper to choose, and consequently no considera-

tion for his agreement limiting recovery.—Der Doosian v.

Atchison, T. & S. F. (Mo."). Decided April 9, 1918. Rehearing
denied April 26, 1918.

Regulation of Grade Crossings

In view of art. 4, § 14, of Utah Public Utilities Act, repealing

all acts or parts of acts inconsistent therewith, the Utah Supreme
Coiirt holds that the act provides the exclusive method of regula-

tion, control, and license of the use of grade crossings by rail-

roads regulated in art. 4, § 14, thereof. In view of the latter

section, giving the comiriission exclusive power to prescribe man-
ner and terms of installation, operation, inaintenance, use, and
protection of a crossing of a public road by a railroad, the com-
mission had power, and it was its duty to act on an application

of a railroad to cross a citv street.—D. & R. G. v. Pidjlic Utili-

ties Comm. of Utah (Utah). 172 Pac, 479. Decided .\pril 5. 1918.

Latitude in Providing Cars

The .Arkansas Supreme Court holds that reasonable latitude

should be accorded a railroad in providing the character of car

in which to carry particular kinds of freight; but it would be
wholly unreasonable to allow it to arbitrarily characterize a cer-

tain product as perishable, and exact that the shipper use the

cars provided, if practicable to use some other character of

equipment at a much less freight rate. It being practicable to

ship a carload of apples from Riissclville to Little Rock, Ark., a
short haul cf SO to 60 miles, in a common box car, a plaintiff

shipper, who demanded a box car for the shipment, but was
forced to take an iced car at an additional rate, was held entitled

to recover the additional rate paid bv him.—Missouri Pac. v.

Fields Bros f.Ark.). 203 S. \V.. 1036. Decided Mav 6. 1918.

I
Supply Trade News
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L. R. Beyer, formerly with the United Slates Bureau of
Standards, has entered the service of E. & T. Fairbanks & Co.,
scale manufacturers, with headquarters at St. Johnsbury, Vt.

J. E. Flansburg, formerly in the traffic department of the
Chicago & North Western, has been appointed traffic man-
ager of the American Manganese Steel Company, at Chicago,
111.

W. H. V. Rosing, formerly in the employ of the St. Louis-
San Francisco, has become associated with the Globe Seam-
less Steel Tubes Company of Milwaukee, Wis., as assistant
mill manager in charge of the engineering and mechanical
departments.

P. A. Greene, for many years identified with the Gibraltar
Manufacturing Co., manufacturer of the Gibraltar bumping post,
has become connected with the Mechanical Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago, and will represent this company in the further introduc-
tion of the Ellis bumping post.

E. P. Dillon, manager, power division, of the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., at New York, has resigned to become
general manager of the Research Corporatior^, New York.
Mr. Dillon entered the service of the Westinghouse com-
pany in 1909, having been previously connected with various
mining and electrical companies in Colorado. For several
years he served as assistant to manager of the railway and
lighting department, at East Pittsburgh. In 1917 he was
transferred to the New York office as manager of the railway
and power divisions.

The annual meeting of the Signal Appliance Association
was held at the McAlpin Hotel, New York, on August 13. The
secretary's report showed that there are now 53 members of
the association. By unanimous resolution the officers, executive
committee and committee men continue until the next annual
meeting. The new constitution and by-laws which were drafted
at the meeting held in Chicago last March were unanimously
adopted. L'nder this new constitution the activities of the asso-
ciation are appreciably enlarged and immediately become more
workable under war conditions. It was decided to send all
baseball suits and kindred paraphernalia to the Ball and Bat
Fund at Washington for use by our forces oversea. Further
activities of the association have been suspended, subject to
call at any time by the executive committee. The meeting was
followed by a luncheon.

Trade Publications

Flexible Sh.\ft Couplings.—Bulletin No. 26 of the Smith-
Serrell Company. Inc., 90 West street. New York, issued re-
cently, describes the construction and operation of Francke flexi-
ble shaft couplings of the heavy pattern type. Directions are
given for size selection and installation.

Westinghouse Instruments and Relays.—The Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
issued a revised edition of catalogue 3-B, listing and describing
Westinghouse switchboard, portable and precision instruments,
ammeter shunts, transformers and relays. The catalogue con-
tains 104 pages, 8'!. in. by 12 in., and gives complete information
about each instrument, describing the principle of operation and
construction, as well as the work to which the instruments are
especially adapted. Wherever possible each particular type of
apparatus is listed on only one page and where more than one
page is required the several pages are confined to a description
and listing of only one particular type, so that it is not difficult

to find desired information. Several new types of apparatus are
listed for the first time in this edition.

English Railway Women Workers to the number of 50
participated in a procession of homage before thpir King and
Queen at Buckingham Palace on June 29.
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Railway Officers
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Railway Financial News
Missouri, Kans.-\s & Texas.—See editorial comments elsewhere

in this issue.

Reading Company.—Drexel & Co. of Philadelphia arc offering

$4,800,000 Reading Company's equipment trust 4'/2 per cent

certificates, Series F, on a 6 per cent basis. The block of

certificates now offered is the balance of an old issue of

$6,000,000, of which $1,200,000 was paid off to July 1, 1918,

leaving $4,800,000 outstanding. Certificates to the amount of

$300,000 are due January 1, 1919, and each January and July

thereafter until and including July 1, 1926.

Railway Construction

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—Tliis company has completed

plans for the construction of a new one-story power plant,

100 ft. by 100 ft., at Shopton, 111.

The Santa Fe has secured the right-of-way for a line from

Carrollton, Mo., to Moberly, 60 miles. The proposed con-

struction of this line is part of a program which will provide

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe a joint low-grade line between Kansas City and

St. Louis.

The Santa Fe has commenced the construction of extensive

new freight and passenger terminal facilities at Tulsa, Okla.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This company has awarded a contract

to the Arnold Company, Chicago, for the construction of

additions to its shops at Huntington, W. Va., to cost ap-

proximately $500,000. The improvements include a brass

foundry, SS ft. by 240 ft.; a blacksmith shop, 60 ft. by 288 ft.;

an erecting shop, 113 ft. by 400 ft.; a transfer table pit, 72 ft.

by 600 ft., and miscellaneous machinery and equipment which

will be installed in the buildings.

Chicago & North Western.—This company has awarded

^ contract to G. A. Johnson & Son, Chicago, for the con-

struction of a seven-stall enginehouse at Benld, 111. The
North Western will also build a frame, mechanical coaling

station at that place.

Illinois Central.—This company plans the construction of

terminal facilities at Central City, Ky., including a 12-stall

brick roundhouse with an 8S-ft. turntable, a one-story brick

power house and machine shop, a 100,000-gal. water tank

of wood on a steel frame, two conveyor pits and a concrete

stack.

Lake Erie & Western.—This company has awarded contract

to the Arnold Company, Chicago, for the construction of a

20-stall roundhouse and an oil house at Lima, Ohio, and a

10-stall roundhouse at Peru, Ind. The company also con-

templates building a locomotive repair sliop to take tlie

place of the shops destroyed by fire at Lima, Ohio, some time

ago. The location, however, has not yet been decided.

Michigan Central.—This company has given a contract to

the Walbridge-Aldinger Company, Detroit, Mich., for the

construction of a boiler and tank shop for the repair of loco-

motives at Jackson, Mich. The building will be of brick and
steel construction, 215 ft. by 270 ft., and will cost approx-

imately $355,000.

Oregon, Cal'fornia & Eastern.—This line has been completed

and was recently put in operation between Klamath Falls, Ore,,

and Olene, 10 miles. Construction work is in progress on ten

miles additional between Olene and Dairy.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines.—This company has

awarded contract to the Walbridge Aldinger Company,
Detroit, Mich., for the construction of an enginehouse and
other engine terminal facilities at Canton, ()hio.
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Railroad Administration

Regional

Martin J. Alger has been appointed executive assistant

to A. H. Smith, regional director of the Eastern region, with

headquarters at New York.

Federal and General Managers

J. E. Gorman, federal manager of the Rock Island Lines,

has had his jurisdiction extended to include the Clinton & Okla-

homa Western, effective August 1.

The authority of F. P. Gutelius, general manager of the

Delaware & Hudson, with office at Albany, N. Y., has been
extended over the Greenwich & Johnsonville and the Scho-
harie Valley.

E. P. Bracken, vice-president in charge of operation of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been appointed general manager of that road and the

Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, with the same headquarters.

Phil Carroll, general manager of the Texas & Pacific and
of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company (lines

west of the Mississippi river), has had his jurisdiction

extended to include the trans-Mississippi terminal, with
headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

W. A. Webb, general manager of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railway of Texas, the Wichita Falls & North West-
ern, the Ft. Worth & Denver Lines and the Houston &
Texas Central, has had his jurisdiction extended to include

the Abilene & Southern and the Union Terminal of Dallas,

with headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

W. E. Maxson, general manager of the Gulf. Colorado &
Santa Fe, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, the St. Louis. San
Francisco & Texas, the Texas Midland and the International

& Great Northern (from Spring to Ft. Worth, and the Madi-
sonville branch) has had his jurisdiction extended to include
the Ft. Worth Belt, the Ft. Worth Union Passenger Station
and the Houston Belt & Terminal, with headquarters at

Galveston, Texas.

A. G. Whittington, general manager of the St. Louis-
Southwestern Railway of Texas, the International & Great
Northern (excluding the line from Spring to Ft. Worth
and the Madisonville branch) the Trinity branch of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas, and the Beaumont
& Great Northern, has had his jurisdiction extended to

include the Galveston, Houston & Henderson and the Hous-
ton & Brazos Valley, with headquarters at Houston, Texas.

Operating

W. S. Campbell, manager and chief engineer of the Ken-
tucky li Indiana Terminal, at Louisville. Ky., has been ap-
pointed general superintendent, with oflice at Louisville, Ky.

J. E. Long has been appointed superintendent of safety
of the Delaware & Hudson, with office at Albany, N. Y.

J. H. Meyers, assistant terminal trainmaster of the Balti-

more & Ohio, with office at Seymour, Ind., has been ap-
pointed superintendent of terminals, with office at Cincinnati.

Ohio.

J. L. Lunsford has been appointed trainmaster of the

Southern Railway. Appalachia division, with office at Appa-
lachia. \'a.. vice S. H. Goodwin, resigned to enter military

service.

W. M. Lynch, division superintendent of the Texas &
Pacific, at Alexandria, La., has also been appointed superin-
tendent of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company
(lines west of Mississippi river) and the Trans-Mississippi
Terminal, with headquarters at -Mexandria;
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E. W. Fowler, superintendent of transportation of the

Chicago Great Western, at Chicago, has been appointed

general superintendent of transportation, with the same head-

quarters, effective August 1.

C. H. Wood has been appointed supervisor of car service

of the Southwestern region, succeeding W. E. McGarry, who
has resigned to enter the service of the Terminal Railroad

Association of St. Louis, effective August 1.

G. H. Hill has been appointed chief train despatcher of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Coast division, and the

Tacoma Eastern, with office at Tacoma, Wash., vice T. E.

Coyle, resigned to accept service with another company.

C. O. Bradshaw, general superintendent of the middle

district of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-

quarters at Milwaukee, Wis., has been appointed terminal

manager at Milwaukee, in charge of the terminal operations

of all lines at that point, effective August 9.

Walter B. Pollock, deputy marine director of the Eastern

Region, with headquarters at New York, has been appointed

marine director of both the Eastern and the Allegheny

regions, in general charge of the operation of all railroad

owned floating equipment in New York harbor.

W. S. Cooper, assistant to the vice-president in charge of

operation of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Chicago,

whose portrait and biographical sketch were published in the

Rail-way Age on March 17, has been appointed assistant to

the general manager of lines east of Mobridge, S. D.. effective

.\ugust 1.

E. F. Marshall, trainmaster on the Denver & Rio Grande,

Utah lines, at Helper, Utah, has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the Green river division, with the same
headquarters, in the place of W. R. McPherson, who has

been given a leave of absence. E. S. Wright has been ap-

pointed trainmaster of the Salt Lake division, with head-

quarters at Helper, Utah, succeeding Mr. Marshall.

J. B. Arbegust, superintendent of terminals of the Louis-

ville & Nashville, with office at Louisville, Ky., has been
appointed terminal manager at Louisville, with jurisdiction

over the terminals of all lines within the switching limits

of Louisville, Ky., Jeffersonville, Ind., and New Albany, Ind.

H. W. Purvis, division superintendent of the Seaboard Air

Line, with office at Jacksonville. Fla., has been appointed
terminal manager at Jacksonville, Fla., with jurisdiction over
the terminals of all lines within the switching limits of

Jacksonville.

L. B. Allen, general manager of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, lines east of the Missouri river, with headquarters
at Chicago, has been appointed assistant general manager,
with jurisdiction over the lines east of the Missouri river,

with the same headquarters. G. W. Holdrege, general man-
ager of the lines west of the Missouri river, with head-
quarters at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed assistant gen-
eral manager, with jurisdiction over the lines west of the
Missouri river, with headquarters at Omaha. W. F. Thie-
hoflf, assistant general manager at Omaha, has been appointed
assistant to the general manager, with the same headquarters.
L. B. Lyman, assistant general manager at Chicago, has been
appointed general superintendent of the Illinois district,

which will hereafter include the Beardstown division, with
headquarters at Galesburg, 111. F. L. Johnson, general super-
intendent at Galesburg, has been transferred as general
superintendent of the Missouri district at St. Louis, Mo.

G. J. Derbyshire, general manager of the Chesapeake &
Ohio of Indiana, has been appointed general superintendent,
with office at Peru, Ind., and the following officers of the
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, with head-
quarters at Indianapolis, Ind., have had their autliorily e.x-

tended over the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana: R. R.
Harris, superintendent of freight transportation; J. R.
Cavanagh, superintendent of car service, and C. S. Rhoads,
superintendent of telegraph.
The jurisdiction of the general officers of the Chesapeake

& Ohio has been extended over the Ashland Coal & Iron
Railway, the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn Railway, and the Long
rork Railway, W. G. Brobeck, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Ashland Coal & Iron Railway, with jurisdic-

tion over all Ashland terminals, and office at Ashland, Ky.,

and H. R. Laughlin has been appointed superintendent of

the Sandy \alley & Elkhorn and Long Fork railways, with

office at Jenkins, Ky.

C. M. Barber has been appointed chief special agent of

the Texas & Pacilic, the Louisiana Railway & Navigation

Company (lines west of the Mississippi river) and the Trans-

Mississippi Terminal, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

O. B. Webb has been appointed chairman of the central

safety committee of the same roads, with headquarters at

Dallas, effective August 1.

The following officers of the Texas & Pacific were ap-

pointed to the same or new positions on that road, effective

.August 1, with jurisdiction also over the Louisiana Railway
& Navigation Company (lines west of the Mississippi river)

and the Trans-Mississippi Terminal; R. H. Gaines, assistant

general manager at Dallas, Texas; W. H. DeFrance, who
was division superintendent at Ft. Worth, Texas., assistant

to the general manager, at Dallas; W. T. Long, Jr., assistant

to the general manager at Dallas; R. M. Seale, superintend-

ent of car service at Dallas: Frank Tremble, superintendent

of telegraph at Dallas, and S. D. Johnson, superintendent

dining car service at Ft. Worth.

Harley E. Folsom, whose appointment as general superin-

tendent of the second district of the Boston & Maine, with

headquarters at Lyndonville. Vt., has already been announced
in these columns, was
born on January 14,

1850, in Lyndon, Vt.,

and was educated in

the common schools.

In September, 1870, he
began railway work
with the Connecticut &
Passumpsic Rivers and
from 1875, to 1887, was
superintendent of the

same road which was
then leased to the

Boston & Maine. He
later served as division

superintendent of the

Connecticut & Pas-
sumpsic division, in-

cluding the Connecticut
River, Vermont Valley
and Sullivan County
Railroads. In 1901, he
was elected president

of the St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain, and in 1908 was
elected president of the Vermont Valley, and four years

later of the Connecticut & Passumpsic Rivers. On July 15,

he was appointed general superintendent, second district, of

the Boston & Maine as above mentioned, and resigned the

presidency of the above named roads.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. M. Danner has been appointed auditor and local treas-

urer of the .'\bilene & Southern, with headquarters at Abilene,

Texas.

Frank V. Whiting has been appointed general claims at-

torney of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway of Indiana, with

office at New York.

W. C. McLendon, treasurer for the Houston & Brazos

Valley, at Freeport, Texas, has been appointed local treas-

urer of that road, with the same headquarters.

A. J. Biard, general auditor of the Texas & Pacific, at

Dallas, Texas, has also been appointed auditor of the Trans-

Mississippi Terminal, with the same headquarters.

L. S. Smith, local treasurer of the Texas & Pacific, at

Dallas, Texas, also has been appointed local treasurer of the

Trans-Mississippi Terminal, with the same headquarters.

T. C. Dunn, treasurer of the Houston Belt & Terminal,

with headquarters at Houston, Texas, has been appointed

local treasurer of that road with the same headquarters.

H. E. Folsom
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O. W. Matthews, secretary and treasurer of the Ft. Worth
Belt at Ft. Worth, Texas, has been appointed auditor and

local treasurer of that road, with the same headquarters.

D. W. McLeod, auditor of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe,

has been also appointed auditor of the F't. Worth Union
Passenger Station, with headquarters at Galveston, Texas.

T. W. Mathews, assistant comptroller of the Seaboard Air

Line, with office at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed federal

treasurer, vice Robert L. Nutt, resigned to accept service with

the corporation.

A. S. Steirer, auditor of the Union Terminal of Dallas, at

Dallas, Texas, has been appointed auditor of that road, with

the same headquarters. J. W. Everman has been appointed

local treasurer at Dallas.

A. R. Howard, local treasurer of the International & Great
Northern, with headquarters at Houston, Texas, also has

been appointed local treasurer of the Galveston, Houston &
Henderson, with the same headquarters.

F. W. Meyer has been appointed auditor of the Oregon
Short Line, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, suc-

ceeding F. W. Charske, who has resigned to enter the serv-

ice of the corporation, effective August S.

A. C. Torbert, local treasurer of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Galveston, Texas, has been
also appointed local treasurer of the Ft. Worth Union Pas-

senger Station, with the same headquarters.

J. W. McCullough, auditor of the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico and the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, with head-
quarters at Houston, Texas, has also been appointed auditor

of the Houston Belt & Terminal, with the same headquarters.

W. J. Werner, auditor of the International & Great North-
ern, with headquarters at Houston, Texas, has had his juris-

diction extended to include the Galveston, Houston & Hen-
derson and the Houston & Brazos Valley, with the same
headquarters.

H. S. Buescher, general claim agent of the Texas & Pacific,

at Dallas, Texas, has been appointed freight claim agent of

that road, the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company
(lines west of the Mississippi river) and the Trans-Missis-
sippi Terminal, with the same headquarters.

Thomas J. Ludlam has been appointed general auditor of

the Long Island Railroad, with office at New York, vice

A. B. Bierck, who has been assigned to duty as general audi-
tor of another system of roads in the Allegheny region, and
F. W. Nichols has been appointed auditor of receipts.

L. J. Hackney, general counsel of the Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed also general
solicitor of the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, with office

at Cincinnati, Ohio, and H. C. Starr, assistant general counsel
of the C. & O. of Ind., with office at Richmond, Ind., has been
appointed assistant general solicitor of the same road.

A. B. Bierck has been appointed general auditor of the
Philadelphia & Reading, the Central of New Jersey, the New
York & Long Branch, the Atlantic City, and the Port
Reading Railroad, with office at Philadelphia. Pa., vice W.
H. White, general auditor of the P. & R., resigned, and F.

M. Snyder, general auditor of the C. of N. J., assigned to

other duties.

Charles Ehlers, auditor of the Mississippi Central, at llat-
tiesburg, Miss., has been appointed federal treasurer, and
G. F. Tucker, controller of the Gulf & Ship Island, at Gulf-
port, Miss., has been appointed general auditor of the Mis-
sissippi Central, the New Orleans Great Northern and the
Gulf & Ship Island, with headquarters at Hattiesburg, Miss.,
effective August 1.

J. W. Terry, general solicitor of all of the lines originally
placed under the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, federal man-
ager, has had his authority extended to include the lines
recently added to Mr. Pyeatt's jurisdiction, as follows: The
.Abilene & Southern, the Ft. Worth Belt, the Ft. Worth
Union Passenger Station, the Houston Belt & Terminal and
the Union Terminal of Dallas, with headquarters at Dallas,
Texas.

George Thompson, general solicitor of all of the lines

originally placed under the jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster,

federal manager, has had his authority extended over the

lines recently added to Mr. Lancaster's jurisdiction, viz.:

The Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Houston &
Brazos Valley and the Trans-Mississippi Terminal. Mr.
Thompson's headquarters are at Dallas, Texas.

L. F. Sullivan, general auditor of the Chesapeake & Ohio,

with office at Richmond, Va., has had his authority extended
over the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana; J. A. Hancock,
local treasurer, with office at Richmond, Va., is now federal

treasurer, and J. P. Nelson, valuation engineer and real

estate agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Rich-

mond. Va., has been appointed also real estate agent of the

Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana.

W. W. Baldwin, vice-president of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, at Burlington, Iowa, has been appointed acting

federal treasurer of that road and the Quincy, Omaha &
Kansas City, with headquarters at Chicago. H. D. Foster,

assistant general auditor of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, at Chicago, has been appointed general auditor of

that road and the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, with head-
quarters at Chicago. R. B. Scott, general solicitor of the

Burlington, at Chicago, has been appointed also general so-

licitor of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, with head-
quarters at Chicago, effective August 9.

J. L. Cramer, secretary and treasurer of the Pere Marquette,
has been appointed local treasurer of the same road, also the

Grand Trunk, western lines, the Detroit & Toledo Shore
Line and the Fort Street Union Depot Company, with office

at Detroit, Mich.; C. S. Sikes, general auditor and J. O. Tal-

bott, assistant general auditor of the Pere Marquette at De-
troit, have been appointed to the same positions on all

the above roads: A. C. Rhodes, auditor of station accounts
of the Pere Marquette, at Detroit, has been appointed gen-
eral accountant of all the above roads. The following ap-

pointments have been made on the Pere Marquette, Grand
Trunk Lines: Fred Horton, auditor station accounts; K. A.
Karlson, auditor disbursements; Paul Heitmann, assistant

auditor disbursements; A. J. Anderson, auditor freight traffic;

C. E. Connally, assistant; assistant auditor of freight traffic;

F. W. Niemann, auditor passenger traffic and H. F. Farrell,.

auditor overcharge claims.

Traffic

H. K. Mack has been appointed supervisor of coal traffic

from the Southern Illinois coal fields for the Southwestern
region, with headquarters at Herrin, 111.

C. J. Brister, traffic manager of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has had
his authority extended over the Chesapeake & Oliio of

Indiana.

H. E. Shepard, formerly commercial agent of the Central
of Georgia at Tampa, Fla., and later assigned to service on
the line of the Central of Georgia, has been appointed com-
mercial agent, with office at Macon, Ga., vice H. R. McLean
transferred.

H. A. Koach, formerly assistant chairman of the Railway
Ticket Protective Bureau, with headquarters at Chicago, has
been appointed an inspector of passenger traffic of the Rail-

road -Administration, with headquarters at Washington,
D. C. His duties will be to investigate and prosecute railroad

ticket scalpers and to handle other cases of misuse of pas-

senger transportation.

J. B. Payne, traffic manager of all of the lines originally

placed under the jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster, federal man-
ager, has had his authority extended to include the lines

recently added to the jurisdiction of Mr. Lancaster, as fol-

lows: The Galveston. Houston & Henderson, the Houston
& Brazos Valley and the Trans-Mississippi Terminal. Mr.
Payne's headquarters are at Dallas, Texas.

J. L. West, traffic manager of all of the lines originally

placed under the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, federal man-
ager, has had his authority extended to include the lines

recently added to Mr. Pyeatt's jurisdiction, namely: The-
.Abilene & Southern, the Ft. Worth Belt, the Ft. Worth.
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Union F'assenger Station, the Houston Belt & Terminal and

the Union Terminal of Dallas, with headquarters at Dallas,

Texas.

P. S. Eustis, passenger traffic manager of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, has been

appointed also passenger traffic manager of the Quincy,

Omaha & Kansas City, with the same headquarters. George
H. Crosby, freight traffic manager of the Burlington, with
headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed also freight

traffic manager of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, with

the same headquarters.

Roy BuUen, general agent, freight department, of the

Grand Trunk, having resigned and T. C. Burgess, commercial
agent, having been assigned to other duties, James Waugh
has been appointed commercial agent of the Grand Trunk
lines in Canada, with office at Minneapolis, Minn. C. J.

Pierce, manager of the National Despatch-Great Eastern
Line, has been appointed general agent, freight department
of the Grand Trunk lines in Canada, in charge of traffic to

and from points in the New England states, with office at

Boston, Mass. Mr. Pierce will continue to act as manager
of the National Despatch-Great Eastern Line, in respect to the

business that line handled prior to June 1.

W. W. Blakely has been appointed division freight agent
of the Baltimore & Ohio, Pittsburgh division, Connellsville

to New Castle Junction, including branches; Wheeling di-

vision, Moundsville to Holloway, including branches, with
office at Pittsburgh, Pa.; M. H. Jacobs, general freight agent
of the Western Maryland, with office at Baltimore, Md., has
been appointed division freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio—Hyndman to Connellsville, both inclusive, including
branches; Green Junction to Montana, inclusive, and the

Western Maryland—Frostburg to Connellsville, with office

at Uniontown, Pa.; H. C. Piculell has been appointed division

freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio—Wheeling and Ohio
River divisions south of Moundville to Kenova, including
R. S. & G. and R. M. & C. V. branches, with office at Parkers-
burg, W. Va.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

R. H. Clayton, relay inspector in the signal department of

the New York Central, lines west of Buffalo, has been ap-
pointed signal inspector.

W. A. McGee has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the New York Central, lines west of Buffalo, with head-
quarters at Cleveland, Ohio, vice M. V. Bailliere, resigned.

William F. Murray has been appointed master mechanic
of the New Jersey .Southern division of the Central of New
Jersey, with office at Lakehurst, N. J., to succeed William
Montgomery, retired.

H. C. Eich, superintendent of motive power of the Chicago
Great Western, at Oelwein, Iowa, has been appointed gen-
eral superintendent of machinery, with the same head-
quarters, effective August 1.

W. H. Vance, engineer maintenance of way of the St.

Louis-Southwestern, has had his jurisdiction extended to

include the Louisiana & Arkansas and the Illinois division
of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

J. G. Roney has been appointed assistant engineer of the
eastern division of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at
Marshall, Texas, and M. S. Toops has been appointed assist-
ant engineer of the Rio Grande division at Big Springs, Tex.

Guy J. Congdon has been appointed supervisor of fuel of
the Chicago Great Western, wit'h headquarters at Chicago,
effective August 1. Mr. Congdon had been previously em-
ployed in the perishable freight department of the Illinois
Central, at Chicago.

M. L. Ford, assistant engineer of the Texas & Pacific, at
.Alexandria, La., has been appointed assistant engineer also of
the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company (lines west of
the Mississippi river) and the Trans-Mississippi Terminal
with tlie same headquarters, effective August 1.

B. L. Wheatley has been appointed superintendent of fuel
economy of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the Chicago,

Rock Island & Gulf, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding

H. Clewer, whose appointment as regional supervisor of fuel

conservation for the Pocahontas region was announced in the

Kaihvay Age on .'\ugust 2.

A. W. Foscue, division engineer on the St. Louis-South-
western of Texas, at Mt. Pleasant, Texas, has been appointed
assistant engineer on the middle division, with the same
headquarters. W. T. Eaton has been appointed assistant
engineer on the southern division, with headquarters at

Tyler, Texas, effective August 1.

B. L. Wheatley, master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with
office at Fort Worth, Texas, has been appointed superintend-
ent of fuel economy of the same roads, with headquarters
at Chicago, vice H. Clewer, appointed supervisor of the fuel

conservation section for the Pocahontas region.

W. L. Breckinridge, engineer maintenance of way of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago,
has been appointed chief engineer of that road and the
Quincy. Omaha & Kansas City, succeeding A. W. Newton,
chief engineer of the former road, who has joined the staff
of the Burlington corporation, effective August 9.

E. F. Mitchell, chief engineer of all of the lines originally
placed under the jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster, federal man-
ager, has had his authority extended to include the lines
recently added to Mr. Lancaster's jurisdiction, viz.: The
Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Houston & Brazos
V'alley and the Trans-Mississippi Valley, with headquarters
at Dallas, Texas.

A. C. Jessen has been appointed assistant engineer on the
San Antonio division of the International & Great Northern,
with headquarters at San Antonio, Texas. T. S. Bond has
been appointed assistant engineer on the Grand division of
the same road, on the Galveston, Houston & Henderson and
tlie Houston & Brazos Valley, with headquarters at Pales-
;ine. Texas, effective August 1.

F. Merritt, chief engineer of all of the lines originally
placed under the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, has had his
authority extended to include the lines recently added to
Mr. Pyeatt's jurisdiction, namely: The Abilene & Southern,
the Ft. Worth Belt, the Ft. Worth Union Passenger Station,
the Houston Belt & Terminal and the Union Terminal of
Dallas, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

The following officers of the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chi-
cago & St. Louis have had their authority extended over the
Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana: C. A. Paquette, chief en-
.gineer. and H. Baldwin, assistant chief engineer, both with
headquarters at Cincinnati. Ohio. D. J. Mullen, superin-
tendent of motive power: F. K. Murphy, assistant superin-
tendent of motive power, and I. S. Downing, general master
car builder, the three latter with headquarters at Indianapolis,
Ind.

A. P. Prendergast, mechanical superintendent of the Texas
& Pacific at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed also mechanical
superintendent of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company
(lines west of Mississippi river) and the Trans-Mississippi
Terminal, with headquarters at Dallas. J. J. Carey, general
master mechanic of the Texas & Pacific at Dallas, also has been
appointed general master mechanic of the Louisiana Railway &
Navigation Company (lines west of the Mississippi river) and
the Trans-Mississippi Terminal, with the same headquarters.

C. F. Womeldorf has been appointed assistant engineer in

the capital expenditures division, of the Northwestern
Region, with office at Chicago, and with jurisdiction over the
roads in Illinois. Iowa. Missouri, Wisconsin and Michigan;
and T. G. Hastie has been appointed assistant engineer in

the capital expenditures division of the Northwestern Re-
gion, with office at Spokane, Wash., with jurisdiction over
the roads in Montana. Idaho. Washington, Oregon; and also

the roads in the remaining states under the jurisdiction of

H. M. Tremaine, assistant engineer.

Robert Bruce Ball, whose appointment as chief engineer
of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, Coast Lines, with
headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., was announced in the

Raihi'ay Age on .August 2. was bom in Missouri, on Decern-
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ber 17, 1878. Mr. Ball was educated at Leland Stanford

Junior University, graduating in 1904, and in June of that

year he entered the service of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, as a transitman. In November, 1906, he was promoted to

assistant engineer, and in January, 1910, he was promoted
to division engineer. Two years later he was appointed

engineer on the grand division at Los Angeles, Cal., which
position he held until his promotion to chief engineer.

Purchasing

The authority of W. J. Hiner, purchasing agent, at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, and of C. C. Dibble, general storekeeper, at

Indianapolis, Ind., of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, has been extended over the Chesapeake & Ohio
of Indiana.

L. N. Hopkins, purchasing agent of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy and chairman of the regional purchasing com-
mittee for the Central Western region, has been appointed

also purchasing agent of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City,

with headquarters at Chicago.

R. L. Irwin, purchasing agent of all of the lines originally

placed under the jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster, federal man-
ager, has had his authority extended to include the lines

recently added to Mr. Lancaster's jurisdiction, viz: The Gal-

veston, Houston & Henderson, the Houston & Brazos Valley

and the Trans-Mississippi Terminal, with headquarters at

Dallas, Texas.

J. E. Anderson, purchasing agent of all of the lines originally

placed under the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, has had his

authority extended to include the lines recently added to

Mr. Pyeatt's jurisdiction, namely: The Abilene & Southern,

the Ft. Worth Belt, the Ft. Worth Union Passenger Station,

the Houston Belt & Terminal and the Union Terminal of

Dallas, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

B. H. Harris, vice-president and general manager of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been appointed executive vice-president to represent that

company in its corporate affairs.

W. S. Wing has been appointed auditor for the receivers

of the Denver & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver,

Colo., succeeding E. I. Grenfell, who has resigned to become
general auditor of the Colorado & Southern, effective

August S.

The corporate officers of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern

are now as follows: John W. Flatten, president, with head-

quarters at New York; E. D. Hogan, vice-president and

auditor, with headquarters at Mobile, .Ma.; C. H. Murphy,

treasurer and R. F. Brown, secretary, both with headquarters

at New York; F. S. Coffin, assistant secretary, with head-

quarters at Mobile. Ala.

Pearl Wight has been appointed sole receiver of the Texas
& Pacific by the United States district court for the western

district of Louisiana, succeeding himself and J. L. Lancaster,

joint receivers. Mr. Lancaster recently resigned to become
federal manager of several roads in the Southwestern region,

as previously announced in the Raihvay Age. C. L. Wallace,

assistant to the receivers, has been appointed assistant to

the sole receiver. M. D. Cloyd, secretary and auditor of the

Trans-Mississippi Terminal at New Orleans, La., has been

appointed treasurer for the receiver of the Texas & Pacific,

with headquarters at New Orleans, succeeding L. S. Snuith,

resigned to become local treasurer of the Texas & Pacific

and the Trans-Mississippi Terminal for the LTnited States

Railroad Administration.

The corporate organization of the New York Central

Lines, which system includes, besides the New York Central

Railroad Company, the Michigan Central Railroad Company,
and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Company, is now
as follows: C. M. Depew, chairman (New York Central);

H. B. Ledyard, chairman (Michigan Ontral); J. M. Schoon-

maker, chairman (Pittsburgh & Lake Erie); W. K. Vander-
bilt, Jr., president; A. H. Harris, vice-president (Law De-

partment); J. Carstensen, vice-president; D. W. Pardee, secre-

tary; M. S. Barger, treasurer; H. G. Snelling, assistant treas-

urer; E. Freeman, assistant treasurer; G. A. Harwood, cor-

porate chief engineer; F. H. Meeder, supervisor of records;

H. M. Bassett, engineer of roadway and structures; A. K.
Calkins, engineer of rolling stock; W. C. Wishart, comp-
troller; L. V. Porter, assistant comptroller.

Operating

A. L. Helton, general freight and passenger agent of the

Interstate Railroad, at Big Stone Gap, Va., has been ap-

jiointed manager, with headquarters at Big Stone Gap. For
tlie present, Mr. Holton will continue to discharge the duties

of general freight and passenger agent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

A. J. Witchel, assistant to the general superintendent of
the Spokane & Inland Empire, the United Railways Company
and the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, with headquarters at

Portland, Ore., has been appointed chief engineer of the
Spokane & Inland Empire and the United Railways Company,
succeeding A. M. Lupfer, who remains chief engineer of the

Spokane, Portland & Seattle lines under government super-
vision.

Railway Officers in Military Service

S. H. Goodwin, trainmaster of the Southern Railway, Ap-
palachia division, with office at Appalachia, Va., has resigned

to enter military service as first lieutenant in the railway

engineering department of the United States Army.

J. K. Butler, freight traffic manager of the Oahu Railway
& Land Company, with office at Honolulu, T. H., has been
assigned to duty at Camp Funston, Kan., as captain. He is

assistant to the camp quartermaster. Mr. Butler was for-

merly assistant general freight agent of the Southern
Pacific, at San Francisco, Cal.

Obituary

Andrew J. Hitt, local freight agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Chicago, died in that city on August 8. Mr.
Hitt was born at Ottawa, 111., on January 31, 1849, and entered

railway service in 1870. From that time until 1892. when he

entered the service of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, he

was employed in the operating department of the Indianapolis

& St. Louis, the Marietta & Cincinnati and the Minneapolis &
St. Louis as brakeman, switchman, yardniaster, conductor and
general yardmaster. Mr. Hitt was continuously in the service

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific for 26 years, having first

been employed as superintendent of the eastern division, and
later as assistant general superintendent of the lines west of the

Missouri river, general superintendent of the entire system, and
for a short time following April, 1902, as general manager. For

the past 16 years he had been local freight agent at Oiicago.

Augustus Mordecai, M. Am. Soc. C. E., for many years a

civil engineer on the Erie Railroad, died at his home in

Cleveland, (Miio, on July 28, at the age of 70. He was born
in Philadelphia and was graduated from the Polytechnic

College of Pennsylvania. He served for about a year as a

rodman in construction on the Dutchess & Columbia, now a

part of the Central New England. He took part in the con-

struction of the Connecticut Western, the St. Louis, Council

Bluffs & Omaha (now a part of the Missouri Pacific) and
tlie Pittsburgh, Virginia & Charleston (now a part of the

Pennsylvania). In 1872, Mr. Mordecai went to Cleveland

as division engineer in charge of maintenance on the Atlantic

& Great Western (now a part of the Erie). For 20 years

lie remained in Cleveland, associated with the Erie, filling

various positions and he was with that road for most of the

time until 1906. Smce 1909, Mr. Mordecai had been active in

Cleveland as consulting engineer, notably in connection with

the Belt Line around Cleveland. He had participated in

valuation work on the New York Central, the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, the Lehigh Valley, the Canadian
Pacific and the Detroit United (street) railways. He was
a member of the board of directors of the .American Society

of Civil Engineers in 1895-1897.
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For years the technical journals and associations of various
kinds have ijeen preaching fuel conservation and methods

for obtaining the most work from a
The Real Secret pound of fuel. Countless books and

of articles have been written on the sub-

Fuel Economy ject. We do not lack for information.

We do, however, lack in execution. A
real, energetic and widespread propaganda to this end must
be carried on throughout this country. On railroads in par-

ticular the economies to he effected are tremendous. A small

percentage saved there means much to the country at large.

The Railroad Administration has appointed fuel supervisors

to assist in this great work. Absorb their enthusiasm. Put
their suggestions into practice. Pass their messages along.

There is not one who cannot do something to save coal. Re-
sults will only be obtained l)y everybody putting their shoul-

ders to the wheel.

\A'hat if the railroads should fail in carrying the heavy traffic

under the severe weather conditions that will confront them
next winter? Will Director General

Are You McAdoo, or the Railroad Adrainistra-

Ready for Next tion, accept the responsibility for the

Winter? failure? Hardly. Suppose, for in-

stance, that there should be a shortage

of power, or that the condition of the freight cars should be

so bad that they cannot meet the service requirements. Will

the mechanical officers not be pointedly reminded that they

were warned last spring and asked to get the equipment into

first class condition? If these officers have not done all they

could to repair the equipment and, where it was possible,

modernize it and increase its capacity, what excuse will they

have to offer? There are sins of commission and sins of

omission. The latter are sometimes overlooked and un-

noticed, but hardly on the railroads in the present crisis.

Twelve weeks or more remain liefore winter will be upon us.

There is still time to do much in putting the equipment into

better condition. If you cannot get labor or material put it

up to the Railroad Administration and ask for help. It is

strictly up to you to be a positive factor and do your full part.

Through Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27 the

Railroad .Vdministration has dealt most generously with
railway shop labor. It has been

Labor in the deemed necessary to. grant the men
Mechanical increases which may prove reactionary

Department '^ extreme care is not taken. With a

general increase of about 30 per cent
added to already increased rates and with back pay coming
from about eight months" work, the shop emplo}-ecs will re-
ceive what to them will be a large sum of read_\- money.
Whether they receive such an increase in prosperity without
a relaxation in their efforts depends much upon the manner
m which this increase is given. This advancement of wages
will make and has made railway work more attractive to the
lal)oring world. It should make possible the obtaining of
sufficient men properly to man the shops. It will tend, on
the other hand, to increase absences from work. The man-
ner in which the increases have been apportioned also ma-

terially decreases the stimulus of production through piece
work. It will be necessary to increase the discipline to
counteract these two evils. The men must be made to realize

now as never before, the importance of their work in winning
the war. If they do not respond there is the danger of con-
scription of the labor forces which none of us want, but
which the pul)Iic will demand if production can not be ob-
tained in any other way.

The grouping of two or more railroads under one federal
manager has resulted in economies in some instances,

_ ^. through the elimination of duplicate
Compensation

^ffi^^^g ,,^j -^ „^^^j ^^^^^ -^ ^^^ ^^
^o"" said that this has been accomplished

Railway Officers without undue hardship to the men
relieved. In manv instances thev have

been offered places made available through a series of de-
motions but usually they have secured other positions readily
because of the present urgent demand for men of all classes
who have a faculty for doing things. When, however, an
attemjjt is made to standardize the salaries of corresponding
I)ositions on several roads grouped under one management
by paring down the higher salaries, hardship, loss of spirit,

and general dissatisfaction will be engendered to a degree
that is entirely out of proportion to the savings in salarv.-
An instance has recently been called to our attention where
two division engineers of over 30 years' service, each receiv-
ing $200 a month have had their salaries reduced to ap-
proximateh- ?150 a month becau.se that was the rate paid to
similar men on another road placed under the same federal
management. This reduction was put into efltect without an>-

change in the duties or responsibilities of the men involved.
This ignores the fact that repeated advances in wages to cer-

tain classes of employees have so reduced the spread between
comi)ensation to these employees and the officers that manv
men after long years of earnest effort find that the\- are re-

ceiving scarcely more compensation than a locomotive fire-

man after six months' service. Assuming that the two men
referred to were worth the $200 a month to the road which
emijlo\ed them, the reduction w-hich they now suffer is surely

a grave injustice. Decreases in pay in the face of the un-
precedented advances in living expenses will dampen the

ardor of the stoutest heart, and in these days when the rail-

roads need the best that is in their officers, any measure that

will tend to kill a man's enthusiasm or destroy his love for

his work should be considered very carefully before it is

adopted.

It is greatly to he regretted that Director General !Mc.\doo

in emphasizing the necessity for courtesy toward the public

on the part of the railway employees
An should have revived the unfortunate

Unfortunate expression, the "public be damned."'

Expression Possibly he did not intend to have it

stand out in his message as it does, and

doubtless he overlooked tlie fact that tlie newspaper; would

not miss the opportunity of featuring it in their headlines.

Railroad officers have worked hard and faithfully for years

to sain the confidence of the public and to live down the
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reputation of an attitude which in most cases was unde-

served even in tlie early days of the Yanderbilts. It is not

unreasonable to suppose that there would be numerous com-
plaints on the part of the public because of the many cur-

tailments that have been made in railroad service. The
Railroad Administration rightfully has done all it con-

sistently could to discourage passenger travel in order to

make room for the enormous increase in freight traffic. The
railroads have been operated shorthanded and under great

difficulties. Magnificent as has been the attitude of the

American public in adjusting itself to war conditions it has

been a slow process. The public has had to be shown that

reduced service was necessary, and in many cases it has been

impatient and harsh in its judgments during the process of

readjustment—a certain part of the public will find pleasure

in filing complaints in Washington at any time and under

any circumstances. Meanwhile the unfortunate expression

mentioned above will not be at all helpful in upbuilding and

strengthening the morale among railway officers and em-

ployees. A quiet investigation of the complaints and the

discharge of the offenders if found guilty would be much
more effective, particularly if coupled with a ''Pul)lic be

Pleased" campaign.

Waste of Man-Power

ONE OF THE MOST DiPFicULT and unpleasant parts of

a railroad executive's work was to be continually on

the lookout for small leaks. Every railroad man is familiar

with the numerous devices which were adopted in an attempt

to make general rules which would automatically prevent

waste. The rule that some roads had that no new man could

he put on the payrolls without endless red tape was designed

for this purpose, although it often acted in just the opposite

way and useless men were kept on the payrolls because of

the fear that they might later be needed and then permission

could not be obtained to add a new name. It was, of course,

mone}' waste which the executives' efforts were bent upon
yjreventing but no set of rules was an effective substitute for

continual individual supervision and earnest thought and

care.

Now, under the government regional organization, there is

a tendency on the part of every one, officers as well as em-
ployees, to lay less stress on the necessity for saving money.

This ought not to be so, but it is a fact. There is a real danger

that sufficient stress will not be laid upon the fact that con-

servation of man-power is just as vital to the needs of the

country and the proper and effective operation of the rail-

roads as was the necessity for economy to the profitable

operation of the railroads for the stockholders. The same
loyalty to the man who pays the salary which compelled

minute and constant efforts to prevent small wastes under

private operation ought now to inspire the railroad officer

to bend every effort to save man power for the government

which is paying his salary.

In the same way that it was the railroad executive who
bore the heaviest part of this l)urden of preventing small

wastes, so now it will lie the regional directors and the Rail-

road Administration which will have to bear the heaviest part

of this unpleasant burden. Every new suggestion ought to

bear as careful scrutiny now to see if there is waste of man-
power in it as did a new proposal formerly to see if there

was waste of the stockholders' money. All existing stationery-

and forms now have to be stamped or printed showing

the Railroad .Administration superimjiosed on the particular

railroad company using the paper or forms. This may have

been necessary but it is one of those things which should

be undertaken only after the most careful consideration, for

in it lies a large consumption of man-hours for which the

justification is not obvious. There are literally thousands of

other chances for waste which might be mentioned but they

are familiar to every railroad officer. It is natural when a

new general manager takes possession of a set of offices for

him to w-ant to have them rearranged to meet his particular

recjuirements; but with the e.xtensive changes which are be-

ing made under government control and the great shifting

about of organizations, there will be a rather appalling

waste of carjjenters' work if no attempt is made to utilize

the facilities which are already in existence. And so on
ad finUiim.

The Railroad Administration and the regional directors

themselves will of necessity have to set an example in this

respect if they hope to be successful in inculcating the proper

spirit of man-hour saving in their subordinates.

Improvement Program Badly Delayed

THE YACT THAT OXLY 25 per Cent of the five hundred mil-

lion dollars authorized for .Additions and Betterments had

been spent on June 30 is not surprising to railway men
conversant with conditions. At the same time it is an
indication that only a part of the improvement work now
under way will be completed in sufficient time for the

roads to gain the benefit from it this winter. Thjs is not

an encouraging outlook in view of the marked need for

increased facilities, and particularly engine terminal fa-

cilities, which was so evident last winter. The unusually

limited progre.ss which is being made this year is the result

of a number of conditions, some of which are common to

all forms of construction work. The shortage of labor and
the difficulty and delay in securing materials are retarding

all building construction and even if these were the only

difficulties, work would be seriously delayed.

However, the centralization of control has contributed

largely to the delay in the prosecution of improvement work
on the railways. Following the taking over of the roads by
the government, construction work was consolidated under
the Division of Capital Expenditures at Washington, and
it has since been necessary to secure authorization from this

bureau before work of any magnitude can be undertaken.

While this was a necessan- step to co-ordinate the railway

construction needs of the dift'erent properties in order to

give preference to those most urgent from the standpoint

of the roads as a whole, it resulted in delaying the opening
of the work for several weeks in the spring while the roads

were preparing budgets and securing approval from the

regional directors and the Division of Capital Expenditures.

The result was that in spite of the pressing need for im-

provements and the importance of starting work at the

earliest practical date, relatively little work was authorized

until May, and two months of the construction season were
largely lost. As a matter of fact a relatively large amount
of work is even now being placed under contract at this

late date.

.Another result of centralizing the responsibilitj' for im-

jirovenient work in Washington has been the natural tend-

ency en the part of the men on the individual roads to

leave the pushing of the work of this character to the central

organization. To check this tendency the Division of

Capital Expenditures and the regional directors are now
creating inspection forces which will keep their respective

officer in touch with the progress be'ng made on the different

projects and enal)le them to apply the pressure formerly
applied bv the local manasjements. In view of the pressing

need for the facilities and the unusual difficulties confront-
ing construction work of all kinds in addition to that in-

herent in the present railway situation, it is to be hoped that

ever\- railway man having to do with work of this character
will exert his maximum effort to push the work to the earli-

est passible date of completion.
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Private Enterprise or State Socialism?

THERE IS GOING to be a "war after the war" in the

United States. It will take the form of a struggle over

tlie question whether the American system of private enter-

prise in industry is to be continued, or the Prussian system

of state socialism is to be substituted for it. Every day
some new proposal for government ownership and operation

is put forward.

Such proposals are of more or less importance according

to the prominence or prestige of those who make them and
the publicity they receive. If any or all of the members of

the Federal Trade Commission should advocate some social-

istic scheme in their individual capacities it would be of no
consequence, since the Commission is composed of men whose
unofficial views are of no moment. When, however, the Com-
mission in a report recommends government ovNTiership and
operation of large properties the recommendation derives

importance from its official character. The Commission has

found, or thinks it has found, that the five large meat packing

concerns have got the producers and consumers of livestock

at their mercy because they have acquired control of the

market for livestock and of the marketing facilities, and to

some extent, of the rolling stock which transports livestock

to market. In consequence it recommends pemianent gov-

ernment ownership and operation of the "principal and
necessary stockyards of the country," of "all privately owned
refrigerator cars and all necessary equipment for their proper

operation" and of "such of the branch houses, cold storage

plants and warehouses as are necessary to provide facilities

for the competitive marketing and storage of products in the

principal centers of distribution and consumption." These
various facilities, the Commission recommends, shall be ac-

quired through and operated by the Railroad Administration.

The Railroad Administration is a temporary agency created

to operate the railways during the war. How the Commis-
sion would have the stockyards, refrigerator cars, etc., oper-

ated after the Railroad Administration has ceased to exist it

does not indicate.

It would appear that the Commission proceeds on the

assumption that government operation of the railroads is to

be permanent. The government has taken over the tele-

graph and telephone systems, and Postmaster General

Burleson, who has been put in charge of them, apparently

is proceeding on a similar assumption. Various persons and
newspapers of some influence are vigorously and persistently

advocating government operation of all coal mines and
steamship lines.

There is hardly an argument which has been or can be

advanced for government operation of railways, telegraphs

and telephones, stockyards, coal mines, steamship lines, etc..

which can not be advanced for government operation of

other large industries. The Railway Age is especially in-

terested in the issue of private versus government operation

of railways. The recommendations made by the Federal

Trade Commission are, however, but one of many illustra-

tions that the railroad question is merely a part of the

much larger question of private enterprise versus state

socialism.

In the emergency of war the federal government, for more
or less sulistantial reasons of national defense, has assumed
the operation of some industries and adopted rigorous con-
trol of others. Even the western farmers, in spite of their

great political power, have not escaped; they have had the
price of their wheat fixed. Once the government has taken
over the operation or control of any industrv^ it is always
easy to find reasons why operation or control liy it should be
continued. Already from the experience of war there are
being drawn arguments in favor of extending tlie applica-
tion of war emergency measures into the time of peace.
The situation which has developed is curious. The advo-

cates of government ownership, most of whom are .socialistic

in their tendencies, and many of whom have been mixed up
in pacifist and pro-German propaganda, are tr}'ing, from
our experience with government activities during the war, to

draw arguments in favor of state socialism after' the war.

The owner of the largest group of newspapers and mag-
azines in the United States is through these publications

vigorously advocating state socialism. The attorney general

of tlie state of New York recently alleged he had evidence

that on at least one occasion Bolo Pasha, recently executed

by the French government as a traitor, and Count von
Bernstorff, who was then the German ambassador to this

country-, met at the home of this particular publisher. On the

other hand, many individuals and publications whose patriot-

ism in the past has been beyond question are now refraining

from criticising Government activities during the war and
from drawing from them conclusions adverse to government
management because they feaf it would be charged that the

utterance of such criticisms and the drawing of such con-
clusions were unpatriotic.

Doubtless it would be far more desirable from the stand-
point of both war and peace for the American people to set-

tle their questions of war in time of war and defer the settle-

ment of their questions of peace until the return of peace.

But the question of what kind of economic and industrial

system we are going to have in this countn,- after the war is

second in importance only to the question of what means
we must use to win the war. Therefore, when it appears

that some are deliberately trying to use the war emergenc)'

to promote socialistic projects, and when the advocates of

state socialism persist during the war in advocating their

system for both war and peace, it becomes not merely inex-

pedient, but absolutely unpatriotic, for the opponents of state

socialism to refrain from weighing and discussing even im-

portant war measures with a view not only to their working
during the progress of the war, but also to the effect which
the way they are now carried out may have on conditions

after the war.

There is one significant feature of the Federal Trade Com-
mission's report which seems to have been generally over-

looked. This is that in verj' large measure it is a condemna-
tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission. A large, and
probably the larger, part of the power the Trade Com-
mission alleges has been acquired by the packers is due to

their control and operation of live stock cars, refrigerator

cars and terminal railroads. Now, for years the Interstate

Commerce Commission has had control over these facilities

by the exercise of which it could have ade((uately protected

the railway companies and the producers and consumers of

live stock. Therefore, if the packers have been allowed to

so use these facilities as to injure the public it has been due to

the inactivity of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Cer-

tainh-, the fact that the harm which has lieen done by the

packers—if, indeed, harm has been done by them—could have

been largely prevented if an important government liody had
exercised the authority it possessed can hardly be construed

into an argument for giving greater authority to another gov-

ernment body.

The Railway Age holds no brief for the packers. They
have never been, in our opinion, distinguished by philan-

thropv in their treatment of the railways or the public. At

the same time, we are constrained to express the opinion that

most of tlie report of the Federal Trade Commission, and
especially that relating to transportation facilities owned by

the packers, is tommy-rot of just the kind that might have

been expected from a commission that would emplo}- Francis

T. Henev as its chief investigator; tliat its recommendations

are simplv a part of the general movement for state socialism

in this countn,-; and that tliey liave no importance except as

a part of that movement. The real question is not whether

the government shall become owner and manager of the

stockvards, private refrigerator car lines and other proper-

ties of the packers, but whether in these, as in other lines,
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the principle of state socialism, which has been exemplified

on the largest scale in Germany, shall or shall not be sub-

stituted in the United States for the principle of private

enterprise the application of which has been most largely

exemplified in this countn,'.

There ;ire many persons who believe that the government
is incompetent successfully to regulate private enterprise but

is competent to manage large industries. There are manv
other persons who believe the government, so long as this

country remains a democrac)-, can not be made competent
to manage large industries, but that it is competent to regu-

late private management of large industries and that this

is its proper function. Let us hope that we shall not, from
the motive of false patriotism, allow the country to become
so far committed to state socialism during the period of the

war that it will be rendered unable to withdraw from it

after the war.

St. Louis Southwestern

IT IS VERY RARE to find a road which has increased its

average train load by 100 tons in a single year, but the

comparatively few instances where this has been done are

for the most part coal roads or roads already having a large

average train load. The St. Louis Southwestem's increase

in train load in 1917 was remarkable because of the very

high percentage which the increase represented. On the

St. Louis Southwestern, outside of Texas, the average train

load in the calendar year, 1916, was 486 tons; in 1917 it

was 617 tons, an increase of 131 tons, or 27 per cent. Al-

though the traffic was diversified, it was not apparently any
better balanced. Thus, the number of empty cars per train

was 7.82 in 1917 as against 6.69 in 1916, and the percentage

of northbound tonnaste in 1917 was 59.77 and of southbound

especially transportation expenses in the face of the increases

in wage scales and unit costs of fuel. In 1917, the Cotton
Belt earned $17,310,000, an increase of $3,459,000 or just

about 25 per cent over 1916. The total number of passen-

gers carried was 3,059,000, an increase of 14 per cent, but

the average length of passenger journey was over 43 miles

as compared with less than 37 miles in 1916, so that the

nunilier of passengers carried one mile increased over 31
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The St. Louis Southwestern

tonnage 40.23, while in 1916 the percentage of northbound
was 56.18 and of soutlibound 43.82. The Cotton Belt re-

ceived 21 locomotives during the year; 8 of them superheated

10-wheel locomotives and 12 superheated Consolidations.

The total increase in the tractive power at the end of 1917

as compared with the end of 1916 was 11.11 per cent.

The Texas lines were not able to make quite as good a

showing in increasing train load, the average in 1916 being

251 tons and in 1917 286 tons; but an increase of 14 per

cent is a thoroughly creditable showing.

The real achievement made in increasing the train load

was presumably responsible in considerable part for the

results obtained in holding down operating expenses and

IXT cent. The rate received per passenger per mile was 2.48
cents, a decrease of about 3 per cent. The total number of

tens of freight carried one mile was 1,271,000,000, an in-

irease of Til per cent.

With these very large increases in the amount of busi-

ness handled, operating expenses amounted to $10,897,000.
;in increase over 1916 of only 17 per cent. Maintenance of

way e.xpenditures were increased by 9.68 per cent and main-
tenance of equipment by 13.48 per cent. The out-of-pocket

tost of handling the business (transportation expenses)

;'niounted to $5,031,000, an increase of 24.25 per cent. This

is an extraordinarily fine showing. More economical and
efficient operating methods are indicated by almost all of the

detailed figures for transportation expenses. Thus, engine

service expenses, which include enginemen's wages, water,

fuel and lubricants for locomotives, amounted to $1,857,000,

an increase of $311,000; but of this increase $106,000 was

in enginemen's wages which could not have been far from

the added burden of increased wage scales, and $155,000
was increase in cost of fuel for train locomotives.

Prior to 1916, the St. Louis Southwestern had been allowed

to get in rather bad shape, especially in regard to repairs of

ciiuipment, and, furthermore, the morale of the operating

organization was probably somewhat disturbed by the con-

ditions existing in the general offices. When J. M. Herbert

took hold of the property late in 1915, there were a number of

conditions which required immediate attention and vigorous
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and dfcidt-'d action. In 1916, the showing made in overcom-
ing these conditions was excellent. The drastic program of

rebuilding freight cars had been undertaken and was well

under way. The decision shown in attacking problems that

were left over from the years previous, did wonders toward
toning up the morale of the officers and employees and the

results obtained in 1917 are really as much attributable to the
fearless handling of the situation in 1916 as they are to im-
provement in conditions in 1917.

In 1917 there was a total of $1,204,000 spent for addi-

tions and betterments to road, and $257,000 for additions to

equipment. The only financing which the company had to

do was in connection with its share of the building of the

Arkansas & Memphis bridge and terminal. Tlie outstanding
bonds of the St. Louis Southwestern were decreased during
the year by the purchase of $670,000 first consolidated mort-
gage bonds under the sinking fund plan and the payment at

maturity of $118,000 series E equipment bonds and the

payment before maturity of $690,000 of these equipment
trust bonds and the paying off of small amounts of other

bonds.

The Arkansas & Memphis is a company formed to build

a bridge across the Mississippi River at Memphis, Tenn.
The company is owned jointly by the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Missouri Pacific and St. Louis South-

western. There were $6,000,000 Arkansas & Memphis
first mortgage bonds issued but conditions were such

that these bonds could not be sold on any reason-

able basis and they were, therefore, deposited as

security for $5,000,000 three-year 6 per cent notes. These
notes were sold and in addition each one of the three pro-

prietary companies advanced $170,000 to the bridge com-
pany. The notes fell due on Januar\- 1, 1918, and the three

proprietary companies re-financed the bridge company bv
taking $8.56,000 stock and $1,250,000 bonds of the bridge

company; to carry out its share of this program the St.

Louis Southwestern had to borrow $1,227,000. The balance

sheet on December 31, 1917, shows this amount under loans

and bills payable, but since the close of the calendar year

$562,000 has been paid off on this loan, so that there re-

main only $665,000 bills payaiile. On December 31, 1917,

there was $1,295,000 cash on hand.

The St. Louis Southwestern is in a rather peculiar situa-

tion as regards making its contract with the government. In

at least one of the three years which are to be taken to make
the average standard return which the government is to

pay as rental, the conditions on the St. Louis Southwestern

were such that the accounts for that year probably do not

reflect accurately the facts. Furthermore, the expenditures

necessitated in 1916 were due to extraordinary causes for

which it would hardly seem to be in keeping with the spirit

of the President's proclamation, taking over the roads, to

penalize the St. Louis Southwestern stockholders. The com-

pany is now negotiating with the government in regard to the

contract and it may have been that the council report was
held up until this rather late date with the hope that negotia-

tions would have been brought to a close.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion in 1917 as compared with 1916:

1917 1916

Average niikriire operated 1.754 1,754
Freight revenue $13,062,975 $10,369,943
Passenger revenue 3.284,490 2.579,364

Total operating revenues 17.309.657 13,850.130
Maintenance of way and structures 1.777,729 1,620,812
Maintenance nf equipment 2,915,460 2,569,125
Traffic expenses 564,420 546,912
Transportation expenses 5,031.343 4.049.331
General expenses 590,452 536,503

Total operating expenses 10,896,860 9.318.306
Taxes 1.075,096 615.814
Operating income 5.336,371 3,913,634
<>ross income 7,159,500 5.438.929
Net income 3,873.458 2,222,165
•Vplied t osinking funds 412,860
Appropriated for investment and physical property 971.390 132,580
'^"'P'"' 2,489,208 2,089.5? S
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The Proposed Amalgamation of

Railway Associations

New York.
lo THE Editor:

I have read with a great deal of interest the editorial in
your issue of August 2 on "The Proposed Amalgamation
of Railway Associations" and I wish to endorse most heartily
everything which you have said and to congratulate you on
the way you have said it.

In response to a circular sent out by the American Rail-
way Engineering Association I have already registered a pro-
test against an amalgamation which will tend to destroy the
individuality of these associations and especially one, as you
point out, which may eliminate from membership all those
who are not actually or actively connected w^ith the railways
of the United States.

I myself have not been actively connected with a railway
organization in the United States, except in a consulting ca-
pacity, for over 10 years, Ijut I feel that I have received more
benefit from my membership in the American Railway En-
gineering Association than I can well express, and it would
not only be a matter of regret to me to have this association

severed or its usefulness reduced in any way, but would
also lessen my owTi efficiency by eliminating one of the most
important means of keeping in touch with current practice

and developments, which I may need to apph- in foreign

countries. F. Lavis,
Consulting Engineer.

The Virginian Air Brake Tests

PlTTSrURCH. Pa.

To THE Editor:
Having read with much interest the article in the July 26

issue of the Railway Age, describing the lOO-car freight

train test of Automatic Straight .\ir brakes on the Virginian

Railway and having received a number of inquiries from
railroad officials regarding them and tlie comparisons made
with Westinghouse brakes, I trust that—inasmuch as half of

the tests at least were conducted for comparison with equip-

ment manufactured by the Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany—you will favor me with the opportunit)' of offering a

few observations, based on the comparisons mentioned.

Concurring in the expression of your representative to the

effect that "Undoubtedly, the most important consideration

in estimating the value of any device having to do with train

control is the degree of safety of train operation attending

its use. A braking system, to be highly successful, must be

capable of retaining the train constantly under a control

which not only provides against the loss of life, but also pro-

tects the equipment and lading in the train from damage in

the face of any situation which reasonably may be expected

to arise"; it must be recognized that in order to obtain these

results, certain fundamental principles which are absolutely

essential must be inherent in the design of such device.

Furthermore, taking into consideration that there are over

two million freight cars in the L'nited States and Canada, it

is essential that any new equipments or improvements over

the existing equipment must interchange in a way that, if

the\- do not increase tlie efficiency thereof or improve upon

existing performance, they will at least not reduce this per-

formance to one less satisfactory than at present.
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It will also be recognized that to the "degree of safety"

factors must he added those factors which will permit of

flexible control of the brake and consequent non-interference

with transportation since the capacity of a railroad is de-

pendent very largely upon the degree of flexible operation of

the brake equipment.

Without any desire to criticise the report or attempt to

draw }our representative into any extended discussion on
the comparative merits of the two forms of brakes tested,

there are certain results recorded for which no explanation

appears to be made and as the Westinghouse equipment was
used as a basis of comparison it seems to me that until a

more complete analysis of the performance of the l)rake is

made the reasons for the results obtained must remain more
or less obscure to the reader.

If my understanding of the report is correct, there were

three break-in-twos going down the grade between Princeton

and Rich Creek and two stalls, over a distance of fifteen

miles, and another break-in-two between Roanoke and Vic-

toria, to say nothing of the additional break-in-twos that oc-

curred east of Victoria.

There does not appear to have been more than one run

made over this grade and none with the train equipped with

all Westinghouse brakes, but suffice it to say that if occur-

rences of the kind reported were common practice, the rail-

roads of this country would be seriously handicapped, espec-

ially over grades such as exist on Western roads or on the

Eastern slope of the Allegheny mountains, where frequency

of trains or headway is so close that trains are almost a con-

tinuous line.

The importance of ''Retaining trains constantly under a

control which not only provides against the loss of life, but

also protects the equipment and lading in the train from

damage" has long been recognized by air brake manufac-

turers and the efforts of the best railroad as well as air brake

engineering talent in tlie country has been drawn on for

years in an endeavor to accomplish the result desired and in

the most practical way.

Lest I be misunderstood regarding the graduated release.

quick release and brake cylinder maintenance features of

which much is claimed for tlie AS.\ brake, permit me here to

mention the fact that these features have been embodied in a

number of earlier forms of brake devices brought out by

patents, for example of Ba.xter, Sauvage, Turner, Dukesmith,

Goodnight, Sinclair, Dixon, Guillemet, Chapsal, jNIcElroy,

Normand, Krimmelbein, Marsh, Williams, Moore, Riggs

and others. (In fact, the cylinder pressure maintenance

feature was one of the first patents taken out by George

Westinghouse), and while many of the aforesaid features

were attractive and spectacular in test rack demonstrations,

they developed the same lack of flexibility and successful per-

formance when placed in service as were demonstrated by

the number of break-in-twos and stalls that took place in

the tests mentioned.

The results obtained were quite natural, for the reason

that the physical conditions which limit the flow of air

through piping, the time element which is governed by the

laws of nature, and the mechanical limitations (not to speak

of the cost of apparatus) are such as to prohibit the in-

corporation of these features in long train service without tlie

necessarily unavoidable break-in-twos and stalling of trains

such as occurred. In passenger service where the trains are

of shorter length these features have been worked out to a

practical state of development and are, therefore, operating

satisfactorily in every day service at the present time.

There are quite a number of points in the article bearing

on both the ASA and the Westinghouse equipment on which
further enlightenment would be of interest and which will

possibly be brought out in more detail in the report of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission. One additional point might

he mentioned, however, and that is with reference to the

relative amount of air required for the two air brake sys-

tems in question. On the single grade test mentioned a

locomotive was used on which two new 8J^-in. cross com-
pound compressors (300 cu. ft. displacement) were installed

just prior to making the run. Whether this capacity is re-

quired for the ASA brake is not brought out, but it is cer-

tainly not necessar)' for the Westinghouse equipment, with

which trains of similar length are being handled every day
in similar service with a single cross compound compressor

or even a single 11-in. compressor (66 cu. ft, displacement).

Further information on this point would be of interest to

ourselves and possibly to your readers as well.

Before closing I wish to take this opportunity of stating

that from our long experience as air brake manufacturers

no one has recognized more than have we the desirability

of some improvements in brake equipment to meet changed
conditions in train operation since the present recognized

standard equipment was developed. As is known by many
railroad officials such an equipment has been developed, but

owing to the financial condition of the railways for the past

few years, the introduction or demonstration of such de-

vices has been discouraged. It is, therefore, very gratifying

to know that the government has now taken cognizance of

this important question, and with the assurance that an
equipment accomplishing these many desired features is

ready for a demonstration, I am in hopes that an opportunitj-

will be afforded for conducting tests in actual service which

will not be confined to a single trip down a hill, but cover

the entire range of representative train operation, and with

the equipment in average every day working condition.

A. L. .Humphrey,
\"ice-president. Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

Comparison of Chinese and
Japanese Railways

,
Washi.sgtcn, D. C.

To THE Editor:
There are a few corrections which should be made in the

report which appeared in your issue of June 28, 1918, of

the remarks which I made at the National Foreign Trade
Convention at Cincinnati last April.

At the top of page 1568 I am quoted as saying, "Manu-
facturing in Japan is typically along the line of private

manufacturing." This should read, ''Manufacturing of rail-

way materials in Japan is typically along the line of fos-

tered and protected private manufacturing."

In the first paragraph under "The Japanese in China,"

on page 1568, the words "Thiazin color" should read

"Fushun collieries."

Near the bottom of the second colunm on page 1568 the

statement appears that "There is 152 miles in a brancli

from Harbin to Chang Sha." The latter city should be

Changchun. There is a city named Chang Sha, but it is

1 ,500 miles from Harbin.

The first paragraph under "Chinese Railways Lightly

Equipped," on page 1569, contains die statement tliat "there

is ^}^ of a goods car per mile of line in China." This should

read, "three and a quarter goods cars per mile of line," and
compares with 7.6 goods wagons in Japan, 9.8 freight cars

in America, and 17J/2 goods wagons in Germany; all larger

than the Chinese goods wagons.

The first full sentence in the second column of page 1569

should read, "This restricting loan control is losing its effect

to a certain extent by the amortizing of the loans and the

Chinese gradually taking hold of it, but that has a long time

to run and they are needing all the earnings which they have

to put back into property to take care of the constantly grow-

ing business." Frank Rhea,
Commercial .-\gent. Bureau of ForeiRn and Domestic Commerce.
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The Allegheny Region—Operating Conditions

A Network of 11,985 Miles of the Densest Traffic Railroad in

the United States ; Coal, Iron and War Materials

THE RAILROADS Oil wliicli Congestion was worst in 1917

are among those included in the Allegheny region

which has been placed in charge of C. H. Markham
as regional director. This region includes the Pennsylvania
Lines East, the Baltimore & Ohio east of Pittsburgh and the

Ohio River, the Bessemer & Lake Erie, the Cumberland
Valley, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Coal &
Coke, the Philadelphia & Reading, the Western Maryland,
the Cumberland & Pennsylvania and the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie. This region has been created only within the last

three months and no attempt, therefore, will be made to dis-

cuss at length and in detail the results which have been
obtained in this short period. Tlie regional management
itself is still engaged in the study of conditions, and an out-

line of what these conditions—operating and traffic—are,

is all that will be attempted here. Even this cannot be done
completely and definitely because, although figures for

operating and traffic statistics are obtainable for the Pennsyl-
vania Lines East, the corresponding figures for the Balti-

more & Ohio Lines East are not available.

Coal, of course, is far and away the most important single

commodity moved on all of these roads in the Allegheny
region. The Pennsylvania Lines East in 1917 handled 50,-

205,000 tons of bituminous coal, 10,721,000 tons of anthra-

cite coal and 14,482,000 tons of coke. The Philadelphia

& Reading moved 21,307,000 tons of bituminous coal and

12,977,000 tons of anthracite coal in 1916 (the last period

for which figures are available). The Western ^^laryland

moved 9,314,000 tons of bituminous coal and 515,000 tons

of anthracite coal in 1917. The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

moved 11,437,000 tons of bituminous coal and 7,566,000

tons of coke in 1917. Tlie figures for the Baltimore & Ohio

cannot be given because tlie company's annual report lumps

together both the Lines East and Lines West. It is safe to

say that more than 50 per cent of the traffic carried by all of

the roads is products of mines—coal, coke, ore, sand and

stone. A very considerable part of the remainder of the

traffic is made up of heavj' manufactures, moving, of course,

in carload lots. Rails, steel castings, naval stores, and bar

and sheet metal bulk verj' large in the total traffic, more es-

pecially, in that of the Pennsylvania, Baltimore & Ohio and

Pittsl)urgh &: Lake Erie, but also in all of the roads in the

Allegheny region.

Competitive Conditions

Prior to government control, competitive conditions in the

.\llegheny region were roughly as follows: The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad dominated this entire section of the country.
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To a considerable extent it dominated the Baltimore & Ohio,

although no longer owning a large block of Baltimore &
Ohio stock. It also controlled the Cumberland Valley up

until a few years ago. The Baltimore & Ohio controlled,

through holdings of a large block of Reading stock, the

Philadelphia & Reading and its controlled line, the Central

of New Jersey. The smaller roads, such as the Coal & Coke

and Cumtjerland & Pennsylvania, did not, of course, play an

important part in the competitive conditions over the region

in general. The Western Maryland was a keen competitor

with the Baltimore & Ohio, especially at Baltimore. The

from Washington, the Baltimore &: Ohio was in competition

with the Pennsylvania. It should be remembered, however,

that competition within tlie region had for a number of years

l)een regulated to a considerable extent through the policy,

which the Pennsylvania was the first to adopt, of community
of interests between railroads. It was very closely analogous

to the policy which the government has undertaken to carry

out in its formation of operating regions. It lacked the free-

dom of interchange of facilities, especially terminal facilities,

which is available under the government's regional plan,

l)ut in the main the Pennsylvania's plan for elimination of

Pehrsburgh.
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The Allegheny Region

Pittsburgh & Luke Erie was a competitor with the Pennsyl-

vania lines running to the lakes and also by w'ay of the Lake
Shore with the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh and again

competed with the Pennsylvania on through business to the

seaboard because of its being a part of the New York Central

System.

Besides the competition within the region itself on

through business, the regon competed with the tnmk lines

of the eastern region. Thus on passenger business, the

Pennsylvania and New York Central each had their fast

trains to the west from New York; on passenger business

cut-tliroat competition in its territory is comparable to the

present situation.

Competition was not eliminated, however, any more than

there was lack of competition between different di\asions of

tlie same road. Under private operation it was possible to

carry this co-operative spirit to the extent of avoiding

ruinous competition only.

Allegheny Coal Region

With coal playing such a large part in furnishing rail-

road traffic, it is not surprising that very early in the railroad
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history of this region each of the hirger companies dominated
a certain coal region, serving many of the mines in that re-
gion exclusively. The principal coal regions are the one
about Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, the one about Sunbury,
the one about Tyrone and the one in West Virginia, north,
east and west of Elkins. In the Allegheny region, therefore,
we have a system of railroads which includes four great
coal regions from which coal is moved both east to the
seaboard at New York, Philadelphia or Baltimore, and west
to the Pittsburgh district and beyond, or north to the lake
district and beyond. This system has two principal east

and west trunk lines, the Pennsylvania Railroad and the
Baltimore & Ohio, with the Western Maryland as a po-
tential east and west trunk line serving Baltimore. These
trunk lines are the heaviest traffic lines in the United States.

The Pennsylvania main line consists of a four-track line from
Pittsburgh to Philadelphia and from Philadelphia to New
York with two additional low grade freight tracks from
Harrisburg to Philadelphia and to New York. The Balti-

more & Ohio is a four-track line with some exceptions as

far as Cumberland and there separates into two two-track

lines, one running to Pittsburgh and one directly west. The
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie serves as a huge switching yard for

traffic both north and west-bound from the Pittsburgh dis-

trict and for fuel inside of that district. A more detailed

study of the network of lines going to make up the .Allegheny

region would show that even under separate private manage-
ment each of these lines play a very important part in the

furnishing of adequate transportation to the entire region.

Traffic Density

Furthermore, nearly every important line included in this

Allegheny region, even under normal conditions, was being

operated fairly close to capacity. This, of course, was not

true of the Western Maryland, nor of some lines of the other

roads, but in general it was the characteristic of the entire

region. A freight traffic density of 4,000,000 tons per year,

per mile of single track, was not at all uncommon. The
average freight traffic density on the entire Pennsylvania in

1917, including, of course, those lines that are double tracked

or four-tracked, was 6,575,000. Besides this freight density,

there was a very heavy passenger density. Between Pitts-

burgh and Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania had passenger

schedules calling for more than 40 through trains each 24

hours, besides a large number of locals making parts of this

run and numerous commutation trains into Pittsburgh, Har-
risburg and Philadelphia.

Not only was the network of tracks in this region being

worked to within 10 or 15 per cent of their capacity, but

there were a great number of terminals which were being

worked to a point above their most economical capacity

even before 1916.

Problems of the Regional Director

Tlie situation presented to the regional director of the

Allegheny region was quite different from that which faced

any other regional director. There were the general prob-

lems such as changing the point of view of railroad men
from that of competition above everything else to viewing
any road as the right one to ship traffic over if it served
the purpose of furnishing transportation facilities. There
have been probably hundreds of amusing incidents illustrat-

ing the difficulty of making this change in attitude of mind.
Probably there have been numerous instances where officers

have come privately to the regional director and complained
against some order which took traffic from tlie regional di-

rector's own road and gave it to a former competitor's road.
There is, of course, also the situation as regards equipment,
which even after all restraints of separate ownership were
removed was not as easily shifted from one road to another—
we are speaking now especially of locomotives—as might

have been expected. Repair facilities, for instance, stores,

adequate turntables, etc., were not equally available on all

roads.

All of the regional directors have probably found it neces-
sary to move with care in making any sudden shifts of
traffic from the accustomed route to some other. On the
other hand, in the Allegheny region as in other regions there
had been some hauling of freight around Robin Hood's bam
in order to get it away from a competitor and in the Allegheny
region, especially, there has been an exclusive use of terminals
which influenced the movement of a considerable amount of
traffic. In the Allegheny region a special committee is now in
charge of the matter of long hauling of freight and as
conditions are studied more thorouglily this ought to be a
condition that will be almost entirely remedied. The use
of terminals may take a somewhat longer time and be a
somewhat more delicate matter to handle but it is entirely-

feasible to work out a satisfactor)' solution of most of the
problems connected with it.

In the Allegheny region, as in no other region, pressure of
traffic is so great that a single tie-up, a single yard becoming
congested, may spread congestion with startling swiftness.
The whole mechanism of transportation is so complicated that
a local disturbance may develop into a serious tie-up of
traffic over a very considerable portion of the entire region.
The fact that the region has three important Atlantic ports

—

New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore—places a respon-
sibility on the regional director which is of the greatest
moment.

Causes of the 1917 Freight Congestion

It was the almost universal opinion of the higher officers
of the Pennsylvania tliat it was not the volume of traffic
or the shortage of cars which caused the congestion on that
system in 1917, but it was the sudden swirling into new
channels of traffic broken by the cross currents and dams
of government priority orders wliich threw the old stream
of traffic into indescribable confusion. The' Pennsylvania
management was helpless under such a situation. The only
conceivable relief could have come from the Railroad's War
Board in Washington, but this board was faced with a situa-
tion which appeared to be about hopeless. These men were
not the directors of priority and as a matter of fact no
single man or small group of men could have known the
real relative merits of the clamor for priority for a hundred
and one articles which were all urgently needed in gov-
ernment work.

It will take initiative, quick decision and absolutely fear-

less determination on the part of the regional director of tlie

Allegheny region if he is to prevent the overloading of some
particular part of his complicated piece of transportation

machinery; and, at the danger of needless repetition, it should
be said again that quickness of action will be absolutely

essential.

The Present Situation

It is not generally understood to what extent the turmoil

of traffic, especially in the Allegheny region, has subsided.

Today, all of the mines in this region are fully supplied with
coal cars. The industrial situation is likewise fast straighten-

ing itself out. It must be remembered that in 1917 not only

was the government trj'ing to move troops—munitions and
supplies for these troops—and to continue to move orders

not completed for the Allies, but also to move all the great

mass of materials and supplies necessarj- for the building of

cantonments, the building of ships; in fact for the building

of the tools for making the tools for making war as well as

the tools of war. The worst of this confusion is now over.

Ship yards are beginning to demand only the materials for

making ships and not, in addition, the materials for building
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ship 3-ards and new industrial cities. The movement of

troops into and out of cantonments continues, hut the ma-
terials for the cantonments themselves no longer have to be

afforded transportation facilities.

Another thing should be borne in mind: the government
is restricting the output of many non-essential industrial

plants. Take the manufacture of pleasure automobiles as

an example. Even assuming that the government uses the

full capacity of an automobile company's steel plants for

the manufacture of steel products for use in the war, the

fact that pleasure automobiles are not being manufactured
will to a very considerable extent decrease the amount of

general traffic connected with the automobile industry which

the railroads will be called upon to handle. Materials for

the engine and the finished engine are only a part of the

traffic which the railroad handles in connection with the

building of a pleasure car and its carriage to market. There

is the leather, the wood, and accessories and there is also

the car itself as a finished product which occupied an
amount of railroad equipment, entirely disproportionate to

that required to carry steel products for use in war, using an

amount of shop capacity equivalent to a pleasure automobile.

A summar>' of the work of the railroads in the Allegheny

region for the two-months' period ending June 30, 1918,

were published in the Railway Age of August 16, 1918,

page 299.

The Personal Equation

Not only has the regional director of the Allegheny region

fl tremendously complicated physical plant working under

extraordinarily heavy pressure to keep running smoothly,

but he also has a peculiarly complicated situation in regard

to the organization and personnel of the roads under his

jurisdiction. The Pennsylvania was one of the best or-

ganized railroads in some ways in the world. There was a

spirit of loyalty on the part of its employees and officers

which was an as.s€t of so great a value as to be hardly

measurable in 'dollars and cents. To build up such a spirit

as this had been the work of a great number of years and

of a steadfastly maintained policy of promoting from within

the company's own ranks. Such a spirit as this could only

be built up by a system approaching the military system.

A man who was willing to work hard, had average ability

and good character must be assured of a lifetime of steady

work and slow but steady promotion if he is to be bound to

and with his company as the Pennsylvania undertook to do.

i'lie man of e.\traordinar}' ability must be assured of sii£&-

ciently great rewards for success within the organization to

bind him to it.

To a less extent the Baltimore & Ohio had built up a

similar spirit, the extent being less, not because the theory

back of the Baltimore & Ohio organization was so different

but because it had not been so steadfastly held to over such

a long period of years.

An indefinite amount of tact is necessary in handling a

situation such as is here presented. Human nature being

what it is it was a temptation for a Pennsylvania officer to

have somewhat the attitude of having a chip on his shoulder,

or even if he did not have this attitude in the slightest, human
nature again being what it is, the officer of some other road

might imagine that he had this attitude. The utmost spirit

of co-operation is necessary successfully to wield the Allegheny

region into one great operating unit, but in developing sucli

co-operation the ever-present danger of developing an un-

conscious spirit of opposition is like the presence of a quan-

tity of high explosives.

C. H. Markham, the regional director, was president of

the Illinois Central from the time when J. W. Harrahan

left it to 1917, when he was appointed by the director gen-

eral as regional director of the Southern region with head-

quarters at New Orleans, La. When he took hold of the

Illinois Central, the organization was in very bad shape.

The scandal in regard to the Blue Island Car Repair Com-
pany had more or less honeycombed parts of the organiza-

tion with distrust and suspicion and, furthermore, the

f>ersonnel of the organization had never been won over to a

unit of loyalty after Stuyvesant Fish left it. On the south-

ern end of the road, moreover, the relations between the

Illinois Central and the public served were not in many
cases as good as they should have been. All of this and
more—a serious stike—Mr. Markliam faced and overcame.

He left the Illinois Central a united loyal organization

having to a marked degree the good will of the public it

served. If he can come in contact with enough of the offi-

cers of this vast Allegheny region to permit of a general

first hand impression being formed by a considerable and
influential part of the personnel under his direction, of his

directness and honest impartiality of outlook, he may be

able to, even in a comparatively short time, escape the

worst of the dangers that are breaking in such a situation

as he is to handle. The magnitude of the task, however,

should not be lost sight of.

by Press IlhistraHng Service, Inc.

Roumanian Oil .Arriving at the German Front Germans Rebuilding a Railway in France



Important Phases of the Fuel Conservation Problem
Suggestions to Railway Men of All Departments Regarding

the Economical Use of Coal

By H. C. Woodbridge
Supervisor, Fuel Conservation Section, United States Railroad Administration

SOME PEuPLE HAVE THOUGHT that many of our railroad

men were not as patriotic as they should be, that they

thought only of their grievances, real or imaginary, and
of the wage increase. Who are these men ? Are they not the

fathers and brothers and uncles and cousins and friends of

the great majority of the boys who are fighting and dying
for us in France ?

Suggestions for Saving Fuel

The following suggestions for saving railroad fuel have
been compiled in the hope that they will be considered by
all railroad men regardless of the fact that they are ad-

dressed particularly to different classes of employees.

To the Managers:—Provide necessary facilities and super-

vision insofar as possible.

Show your interest by commendation or criticism at staff

meetings and when you are on the road.

Purchase power from large public utilities plants if pos-

sible, and avoid the use of uneconomical small power
stations on }our lines.

Provide 'the best sand obtainable for locomotive use.

Slipping engines destroy fires, machinery and track and do
not move business.

Tliis movement must get impetus as well as approval from

you.

To the Maintenance of Way Men:—Your slow orders and
slow flags are an aid and comfort to the enemy.

Pick up coal and when you pick it up, place it where it

will not be wasted.

If possible, water tanks and sidings should be placed

where tonnage trains can be started easily.

Conserve the use of coal in bunk houses and in your shops.

To the Minf Operators:-—Mine clean coal to the limit of

your capacity.

Co-operate with inspectors and avoid the use of cars for

the tran.sportation of substances other than coal, because a

large percentage of impurities in the coal will to a great

extent cripple transportation and manufacturing. Millions

of car days and a million tons of coal were wasted last year

transporting foreign substances in the coal.

Load cars to their proper limit and thus further conserve

tlie car suppl}' and increase the percentage of freight moved
in each train.

To the Superintendents, Train Despatchers, Yardmasters

and Block Operators:—Have orders ready to hand on and
thus avoid stopping trains.

Start trains at times when they can be moved over the

division with least delay.

Set "pegs" for the extras to make; if these standard times

are not made, investigate and remove the cause for delay.

Check weigh the car loads of supply coal at frequent in-

tervals.

Maintain proper tonnage per train. On a long, hard pull

a speed of IS m. p. h. should be maintained.

See that your passenger trainmen do not waste steam in

heating trains.

Use locomotives equipped with superheaters whenever pos-

sible.

•Ahstract of a p^per read before tlie Railway Club of PittshurRh.

Keep only the necessary power under steam.
Remember about one quarter of the locomotive fuel is

burned at terminals doing no useful work.
Exert your influence toward conservation of fuel in station

buildings and cabooses during coal weather. Cabooses have
been known to burn three tons of coal each per month and
much of this heat, as you know, was thoroughly distributed
over the right of way.

Have trainmen card cars for defects so as to assist in-
spection and repairs at terminals and so safeguard against
the use of such cars beyond a repair point.

Some slowing up of train schedules has been made. Are
your stationmen eating up the good which it was expected
would be derived by not expediting their work?

Co-operate with engine terminal forces and avoid delay at

coal chutes because loaded cars have not been placed and
at ash pits because cars for loading are not available.

Remember when you switch a cut of cars in front of a
train which is ready to move you are wasting from 4 to 40
lb. of coal per minute.

See that your trainmen realize the appalling losses in fuel,

lal)or and material which follow defects caused by air hose
damaged by being pulled apart instead of separated by hand.

Stop air leaks on tiie road when possible and consistent

to do so.

Avoid damage and loss of lading to cars in hump yards
and in general switching. In an Eastern hump yard recently

there were 40 car loads of coal picked up in one week and
the cost of repairs on cars damaged in that yard was found
to have jumped from $50 to $1,000 per week.

Get out suitable bulletins. Puljlish progress reports.

Give credit where credit is due.

Here is a paragraph from a pajwr on Fuel Economy that

I read before this Club in January, 1916:

"There is another fuel upon the conservation or best use

of which our progress and perhaps the very existence of our

country may depend. I appeal to \'ou to promote develop-

ment which will insure against waste of this, the most

valuable fuel that ever was or ever will be mined. I refer

to the elements which burn in the mind and heart of the pro-

gressive man. There has been a tremendous and cruel

waste of this fuel in the super-exhaustion enforced on many
such men 1)\- self-satisfied and narrow men in authority-, who
have strangled incentive and initiative in their associates

until cultures of "\\'hat's the use" germs have developed

everywhere.

"The manager or superintendent who fails to make the

most of the corrective and creative power in his subordinates

and associates—and these include the specialists and all-

around experts in the employ of those concerns which serve

the railroad trade, has failed to take advantage of his

greatest opportunities.

"If you encourage initiative in others and aid in the de-

velopment of their thoughts, )ou will strike at the heart of

the disease, which at times cripples our fuel as well as other

economy efforts."

To the Master Mechanics and Routtdhmtse Men:—Find

out how much coal you are using in banking and building

fires and how much you can reduce this amount. Tr>- bank-
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ing the lircs on the front of the grates only, using wet coal.

Avoid as much as possible the waste of coal which falls

through grates when preparations are being made to fire up.

Stop unnecessary blower line losses and other leaks.

Cover steam pipes in roundhouses and shops and on your

locomotives with suitable lagging.

Stop leaks in your .stationary boiler settings and arches.

Use dampers and have the flue gases analyzed.

Stop air leaks into smokeboxes.

Provide sufficient air opening in ashpan—at least 14

per cent of grate area.

Don't overload tenders, and keep the unused coal shoveled

ahead. It spoils on the back of tank, injures the sheets and

is just that much useless load to drag around.

Correct improper steam distribution. A lame engine in

this country is the Kaiser's delight.

Report poor coal, giving enough information so that the

mine at which it was loaded can be located and properly

dealt with.

Determine the proper size and character of nozzle tip for

various classes of engines, and keep a record of nozzle sizes;

make frequent checks to correct errors in draft appliances.

Don't monkey with nozzle tips; correct defects which cause

steam failures.

Use scrap wood for fuel when practicable.

Record condition of fires in incoming engines and advise

the road foreman or instructors when improper firing is

evident so that the inexperienced man will be instructed as

soon as possible.

If consistent don't clean fires on incoming engines which
will go out soon. Clean these fires when engine is taken

out. The ashes will help keep the pops down and at the same
time protect the flues while engine stands at your terminal.

On the Chicago & Northwestern a test made last winter

when the temperature was below freezing showed that an
engine having its stack covered after the fire had been
knocked out and the grates covered with green coal would
stand from 8 p. m. Saturday until 2 a. m. Monday morning
and have 20 lb. of steam on boiler at 2 a. m. Mondav morn-
ing.

Repair steam heat regulators and piping before cold

weather sets in.

Keep boilers clean of soot clinkers in flues and mud and
scale inside. Mr. Foque of the Soo Line, stated that in a

bad water district of that road $16,3,000 in fuel alone was
saved in one year by properly cleaning locomotive boilers.

To the Engineers and Firemen:—Recommend changes
in schedules which if made will result in better operation and
consequent decrease in fuel expense.

Make your time if consistent with good operation to do so,

Ijut don't "beat it" so much that the train and station men

iiave time to visit at stations or so that you will have long

delays at junction or meeting points.

You have been supervised to the limit on use of oil. Re-

member two sccKjps of coal right here in the coal region are

worth a pint of valve oil. If you really need oil to save

coal or machinery, get it.

Remember that carefully conducted tests have shown that

vou can put into the firebox 23 per cent more coal than is

needed and not get one bit of good from the e.xtra amount;

in fact, with superheater locomotives, excess coal results in

lower superheat and a great reduction in the efficiency of

your engine.

.Avoid' unnecessary loss through pop valves.

To the Road Foremen of Engines:—Do the work for which

vou are best fitted and delegate office work and the investiga-

tion of non-essentials, post-mortems, etc., to others.

Get a counter and compare the number of scoops of coal

used bv various crews in similar service between given points

and let the men know the results.

Instruct new men.

Have your instructors spend some time with fire cleaners

and builders as well as with the roadmen.

Supervise systematically the preparation of fires liefore

starting, as well as fires in incoming engines.

You know the thousand things to do. Hit the most im-

portant things first and hardest. Do your full duty more
thoroughly than ever before.

Conclusion

There are nearly 2,000,000 of our men in France and

2,000,000 more will be there soon. What are our 2.000,000

railroad men going to do? The labor problem is the

world's problem today.

Many of the young men most needed in our mines have

gone to war. Save coal and you conserve labor. The result

is of vital interest to every man, woman and child in America,

.0 say nothing of the rest of the world.

Let us hold staff meetings and conferences, but not mutual
admiration socials. Let's clean up and carry on.

^\'hen you go out from this meeting let there be a prayer

on your lips and a new determination in your heart.

Women in Signal Bo.xes.—At a meeting in London of

railwaymen representing over 30 branches of the National
I'nion and close upon 10,000 men. a resolution was carried

unanimously protesting "against the attempt now being made
b) the South-Eastern & Chatham Railway to employ women
in signal boxes." The meeting considered that, apart from
other grounds, women are unsuited to the work, either by
iini])erament or constitution.
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Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Director General McAdoo Expects to Take Prompt Action

on the Long Delayed Compensation Contracts

THE DIRECTOR GENERAL is expected very soon to announce

his decision concerning the standard form of contract

covering railroads taken over by the Railroad Ad-

ministration. As noted in last week's issue, he held a meet-

ing with counsel of the Railway Executives" Advisory Com-
mittee and the National Association of Owners of Railroad

Securities, Wednesday, August 14. On Monday of this week

and in accordance with the suggestion of the director general

at the conference, Samuel Untermyer and B. H. Innes Brown,

counsel for the Security Owners, filed a brief covering sug-

gested changes. The director general now has this under

advisement. At the meeting Wednesday Mr. McAdoo indi-

cated his anxiety for a speedy determination of the question

at issue and promised to give the subject his immediate at-

tention on receiving the brief. He also stated that his only

wish was to procure a contract that would be absolutely just

alike to the security holders of the railroads and to the

government.

One point that is receiving attention more recently is the

fact that some of the railroads may not care to sign any con-

tract at all, preferring to rest simply on their rights under

the federal control act of last December. Those who sign

the contract waive the right to bring action for damages that

may be sustained during the period of federal operation.

(See paragraph (a) of Section 3, relating to acceptance.)

Many people are convinced that Mr. McAdoo will not modify
the clause of the contract containing this waiver.

Progress is also being made on the contract covering the

short lines relinquished by the government, a committee of

the American Association of Short Line Railroads, consisting

of Ben B. Cain, vice-president and general manager of the

Gulf, Texas & Western, and W. M. Blount, president of the

Birmingham & Southeastern, conducting the negotiations for

the short lines.

Inspection Trips Contemplated

The director general is going to become acquainted with

the railroads under his jurisdiction first hand at the earliest

opportunity. He has had a good opportunity to see the roads
in the west through his recent two months' trip in that part

of the country. He now contemplates going over the lines

in the east similarly and will make inspection trips over some
of the more important eastern systems beginning in the near

future.

The Warranty in Purchasing Contracts

The situation as to the warranty or covenant relative to

contingent fees which has been put in contracts covering

purchases by the railroads seems by way of being cleared up
in a few days one way or another. The attorney general
last week expressed his opinion in correspondence with the
various departments of the government that if the clause
(noted in last week's Railway Ai;e, page 295) covering the
contingent fee operator was used, it should be construed
strictly, that is, as prohibiting all contingent fees on contracts
covering sales to the government. Among those who received
a letter of this kind was the Department of Law of the Rail-
road Administration, which has passed it along to the Cen-
tral Advisory Purchasing Committee for action. At the time
this is written the committee has not given the matter its full

consideration and has not decided just what steps it will
take. Apparently, the attorney general's findings may mean
that all agents who are now working on a commission or on
a salary and a commission basis will have to be put on a

Washington, D. C.

salary basis only in so far as dealings with the Railroad
Administration are concerned.

It is, of course, possible that some means of exceptance
may be made and that something may be done along the line

of the action taken by the War Department which is best ex-

plained by quoting the .statement which the War Department
authorized for publication Monday. The statement follows:

"The President has agreed with the secretan,- of war that

the covenant to be inserted in all war supply contracts against

the operation of contract brokers and other illegitimate busi-

ness agents shall not be used in such a way as to be harmful
to long established business customs or to curtail industr}'.

"In accordance with this agreement the General Staff has
ruled that e.xceptions to the covenant will be allowed only in

classes of cases first authorized by the Superior Board of

Contract Review after finding that the best interest? of the

government require such exceptions.

"The first ruling of the board covers manufacturers of

cotton, woolen and worsted, and silk textile industries. The
board has decided that there shall be added to the covenant
a clause which shall exempt the manufacturer who handles
his products through a selling agency or agencies which have
handled such products prior to and since April 1, 1917.

"Manufacturers and dealers who have the required sup-
plies in stock may make contracts with the supply bureaus.
Exceptions to tliis rule will l)e allowed only in classes of
cases first authorized by the Board of Contract Review of
the supply bureau affected after finding that the best interests

of the government require such e.xceptions. The rulings of
these boards are subject to the authority of the Superior
Board."

The Railway Business .Association, through its committee
on Government Purchasing Policies, has sent the following
circular to its members under the title of "All Contingent
Fees Condemned," dated August 14:

"Contingent sales commissions on government contracts,
including railroad contracts, whether paid to established
agencies or to others, are intended by the attorney general to
be abandoned through the warranty covenant recommended
by him to be inserted in all government contracts. To the
Railway Business Association, whose request for interpreta-
tion was made on July 25 and again on August 14, Assistant
Attorney-General Huston Thomp.son writes as follows:
The attitude of this dcparlmcnt is that the covenant is so compre-

hensive in its language that it docs not permit of any exception in the
matter of paying commissions to brokers for procuring government contracts.

"Pending efforts to convince the authorities that improper
and excessive contingent fees can be eliminated while preser%'-
ing legitimate sales agencies, some manufacturers of railwav
supplies are working out a salar}- basis or dealing with the
agency as a jobber who buys stocks outright.

"Before determining the form of the warranty covenant
the Department of Justice endeavored to frame language
which would distingui.sh between legitimate agencies and
others. l)ut concluded that no such language could be found.
The view seems to have prevailed that even established
agencies, which in non-government dealings have won high
repute, when seeking contracts with the government shouM
not through a contingent-fee system put salesmen under
temptation to engage in questionable exertions of intluence.
While the warranty does not rest upon statute, there are a
number of Supreme Court decisions which condemn forms of
contingent-fee business when the buyer is the government"
and law or no law the government can decide what contracts

337
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it will or will not enter into. The .spirit in which our com-
mittee is di.scussing the subject is one of respectful request

for opportunity to recommend modification if possible of a

contract form which many of our members think will increase

their selling cost and hence tend to raise rather than lower

the prices which are quoted in bids."

Then follows Chairman Humphrey's letter to the attorney-

general and to the director of finance and purchases, which
was printed in the Railway Age of August 16, page .311.

Courtesy First

The Director General, with all the serious matters that

are coming up for his attention, has found time to admonish
the employees on the federally operated railroads that a

"Public be damned" policy will under no circumstances be

tolerated on the railroads under government control. Every

employee of the railroad, he says, should take pride in

serving the public courteously and efficiently and should

cease absolutely from bringing up as an excuse on any

occasion that "Uncle Sam is running the railroads now," or

that, "Tliese are McAdoo's orders." At the same time, he

has taken the public into his confidence and has explained

to them the reasons for complaints that have been made
against war time passenger service and told them that every-

thing possible is being done for their comfort and conveni-

ence, and further than that, he has declared in effect that

traveling unnecessarily is unpatriotic. "Among the many
patriotic duties of the American public at this time," he

says, "is the duty to refrain from traveling unnecessarily."

The statement to the employees was dated Sunday and

was followed by the statement to the public dated Tues-

day. The employees are addressed in General Order No.

40 as follows:

"Complaints have reached me from time to time that

employees are not treating the public with as much con-

sideration and courtesy under government control of the

railroads as under private control. I do not know how
much courtesy was accorded the public under private control,

and I have no basis, therefore, for accurate comparison. I

hope, however, that the reports of discourtesy under govern-

ment administration of the railroads are incorrect, or that

they are at least confined to a relatively few cases. What-

ever may be the merits of these complaints, they draw at-

tention to a question which is of the utmost importance in

the management of the railroads.

"For many years it was popularly believed that 'the

public be damned' policy was the policy of the railroads

under private control. Such a policy is indefensible either

under private control or government control. It would tie

particularly indefensible under public control when railroad

employees are the direct servants of the public. 'The public

be damned' policy will in no circumstances be tolerated on

the railroads under government control. Every employee of

the railroad should take pride in serving the public cour-

teously and efficiently. Courtesy costs nothing and when it

is dispensed, it makes friends of the public and adds to the

self-respect of the employee.

"My attention has also been called to the fact that em-

ployees have sometimes offered as an excuse for their own
shortcomings, or as a justification for delayed trains or

other difficulties the statement that 'Uncle Sam is running

the railroads now' or 'These are McAdoo's orders,' etc.

Nothing could be more reprehensible than statements of

this character, and nothing could be more hurtful to the

success of the Railroad Administration or to the welfare of

railroad employees themselves. No doubt, those who have

made them have done so thoughtlessly in most instances, but

the hanii is just as great if a thing of this sort is done

thoughtlessly as if it is done deliberately.

"There are many people who for partisan or selfish pur-

poses wish government operation of the railroads to be a
failure. Every employee who is discourteous to the public
or makes excuses or statements of the kind I have described,
is helping these partisan or selfish interests to discredit gov-
ernment control of railroads.

"Recently the wages of railroad employees were largely

increased, involving an addition to railroad operating ex-
penses of more than S475,000,000 per annum. In order to

meet this increase, the public has been called upon to pav
largely increased passenger and freight rates. The people
have accepted this new Ijurden cheerfully and patrioticallv.

The least that every employee can do in return is to sen-e

the public courteously, faithfully and efficiently.

"A great responsibility and duty rest upon the railroad

employees of the United States. Upon their loyaltN', effici-

ency and patriotism depends in large part America's success

and the overthrow of the Kaiser and all that he represents.

Let us not fail to measure up to our dut\-, and to the just

demand of the public that railroad ser\Mce shall not only be
efficient, but that it shall always be courteously admin-
istered."

To make sure that the matter should come to the attention

of every employee, the director general in.structed that a

sufficient number of copies of General Order No. 40 should

be sent out to provide for individual distribution. He de-

sired that the copies of the order should be made w'ith the

delivery of the next pay checks, that a copy of the order

should be posted on all bulletin boards, published in all

railroad magazines and periodicals and given the widest

possible publicity.

Statement to the Public

The statement to the public, issued on Tuesday, .\ugust

20, was as follows:

"Complaints have reached me from time to time of over-

crowded trains and unsatisfactory conditions prevailing in

some sections of the country in passenger train service. I

feel certain that there are grounds for some of these com-
plaints, but I am sure the public will be interested to know
that the reasons are twofold

:

"First, the great number of troops now being handled over

the various railroads between the homes and the canton-

ments, between the different cantonments and then to the

seaboard, is making extraordinary demands upon the pas-

senger car and sleeping car equipment of tlie country. This
has caused a scarcity of day coaches and sleeping cars which
it is impossible to remedy immediately.

"Secondly, the increased demands upon track and terminal

facilities for the transportation of the tremendous amounts
of coal, food supplies, raw materials, and other things re-

(|uired for militarj' and naval operations, as well as for the

support of the civil population of the country, force the

largest possible curtailment of passenger train sers'ice. The
movements of troops and war materials are, of course, of

paramount importance and must be given at all times the

right of way.

"It was hoped that the increase in passenger rates recently

made would have tlie wholesome effect of reducing un-

necessary passenger traffic throughout the country. The
smaller the number of passengers who travel, the greater

the number of locomotives and cars and the larger the amount
of track and terminal facilities that will be freed for essential

troop and war material movements. Engineers, firemen and

other skilled laborers will also be released for service on

troop and necessary freight trains.

"Among the many patriotic duties of the American public

at this time is the duty to refrain from traveling unneces-

sarily. Ever>- man, woman and child who can avoid using

passenger trains at this time should do so. I earnestly hope

that thev will do so. Not onlv will thev liberate essential
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transportation facilities which are necessary for war pur-

poses, but they will save money which they can invest in

Liberty Bonds and thereby help themselves as well as their

country; and the fewer who travel, the more ample the pas-

senger train service will be.

"I may add that consistently with the paramount demands

of the war, every possible effort is being made by the Rail-

road Administration to supply the largest possible amount

of comfortable and prompt passenger train service."

Fuel Conservation

The Fuel Conservation Section, in its campaign for fuel

economy, has addressed itself to the mechanical department

officers and to the men on the job through their division or

lodge secretaries. On August 1 it issued five circulars. No. 8

to all motive power officials concerned with locomotive main-
tenance. No. 9 to the division secretaries of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers, No. 10, to the lodge secretaries of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, No. 11

to the division secretaries of the Order of Railway Conduc-
tors, and No. 12 to the lodge secretaries of the Brotherhood

of Railroad Trainmen.

Fuel Conservation Circular No. 8, addressed to motive

power officers concerned with locomotive maintenance, draws
attention to certain sources of fuel loss which can be remedied

by proper locomotive maintenance, and reads as follows

:

The inspection of locomotive front-ends on certain roads shows that

there is a marked variation in the size of exhaust nozzles. In many
instances exhaust nozzles have been decreased in size because of the
presence of air leaks in the front-end, which of course partially destroys the

vacuum and necessitates excess draft. Such leaks can be readily located

when the engines are under steam or when they are located near an outside

steam supply, by using the blower to create a draft and holding a lighted

torch to all seams and joints.

In superheater locomotives with outside steam pipes, leaks are frequently

found under the covering of the steam pipe where it goes through the

sheet. When so located, the leak does not show a burnt spot.

Any front-end leakage obviously increases the amount of gas and air

which must be moved by the exhaust jet, and consequently necessitates a

reduction in the size in the nozzle tip. This of course increases the

cylinder back pressure and entails fuel losses; and in addition frequently

leads to partial engine failures and to an increased cost of front-end

maintenance.

Kvcry motive power official and employee who is responsible for the

maintenance of locomotives should see to it that front-ends on locomotives
are tested for air leaks at frequent intervals.

Circulars Nos. 9 and 10, addressed to the men in engine

service, are practically the same, and read as follows

:

Our government today is spending not millions, but billions of dollars

for labor and supplies, for arms and amnuinition, and for ships to move
men and material.

We are in this wai to win. We shall have to pay for winning, as we
always pay for anything worth while. This is not the President's job; it

is not Secretary Baker's job, nor Secretary Daniels' job, nor Director
General McAdoo's job. It is our job.

With this point settled and everybody agreed, what remains for you
and me to do? The nvswcr is to work and to save. Why? Because
nothing but labor and material will do the business. Money will not do it.

It cannot be worn nor used for food; like the steam gage on the boiler,

it is something to show pressure—but the steam gage never pulled a
car. Human labor, human intelligence, and what they create, are the
vital things. Food and clothing, rifles and machine guns, shells and ships,

all spring from these.

\Ve shall xvin the war by the material we produce and by the way we use it.

We must get the most out of it, whether it be fuel, nuniilions or food.
In the case of railroad fuel, \vc must make every ton move its maximum
of men and material. You all know the ways in which this can be accom-
plished. This section is getting out a little handbook, containing sugges-
tions of how to .save railroad fuel. It will reach you within a few days.
There is nothing new-fangled about it. Vou have all heard for years the
suggestions it contains; but if every man would observe these suggestions
in his daily work, we should save an enormous amount of coal.

Wc urge you to make a showing, but you must have the opportunity.
Here it is—and as line a chance as any man could wish for. This is the
railroad bill for hitimiinous coal before and since the war:

Cost Value
» car Period Tons per ton •» at mines
1915—Before the war 122,000,000 $1.13 $13",S60,C00
1917—First year of the war 155,000,000 2.13 330,150,000
1918—Second year of the war 166,000,000 2.50 415,000,000

These are the costs of the coal at the mines. During 191S it will cost a
dollar more per ton for company haul and handling; and for the 48,000,000
barrels of fuel oil which the railroads will use this year, they will pay
$69,000,000. This zrill make the railroad fuel bill for this year $650,000,000,
cxchuluig the cost of anthracite.

Here are reasonable estimates of the savings which will result from even
a moderate amount of extra effort and attention.

1 per cent saving represents $6,500,000
2 per cent saving represents 13,000,000
4 per cent saving represents 26,000,000

We present these facts to you in terms of dollars because the size of the
job is most readily understood in such terms. Remember^ however, that it

is not dollars toe arc interested in, but coal. Coal sells for a fixed price
per ton, but nobody can say today how much it is really worth. Coal
enough in the next twelve months may well make the difference between
winning or losing the war.

A coal shortage looms up ahead. It is estimated at about 75.000,000
tons. The shortage last year was 60,000,000 tons. There are only three
ways in which to make this good.

First—By providing cleaner coal.

Second—By shutting off the so-called non-essential industries.
Third—By conserving by every possible means the coal which we must

use.

The coal miners are going to do their share by giving us cleaner coal.
They have been appealed to, and they are responding.

Scores of so-called non-es.sential industries have already curtailed their
output; to go further in this direction will mean unemployment and disaster
for your friends and neighbors. There is not much more to be had along
this route.

The shortage must be made good chiefly by care in the use of fuel. The
railroads use nearly one-third of all fuel produced in the country, and a
large share of the responsibility consequently rests on us. The railroad
Admiiiislration has given and will continue to give special attention to the
improvement of the condition of power. The rest is up to us.

The miner will save his 2 per cent by giving us cleaner coal. The im-
proved condition of power will contribute as much more. Wc railroad men
who use the coal should contribute our 2 per cent. We may well do
much more. Let us all pull together for a saving of 10,000,000, or per-
haps 20,000,000 tons. We can make it if everyone puts his shoulder to
the wheel.

If we win in this attempt, we shall have contributed to the successful
outcome of the war; we shall have safeguarded ourselves, and our friends
and neighbors from discomfort and unemployment; and we shall have
added to our ovyn skill and increased our own satisfaction and self-respect.
IVe shall have lined »/> solidly behind the first line "over there."

Similarly, circulars Nos. 11 and 12, addressed to the men
in train service, are alike and read as follows:

The United States railroads in 1918 will consume about 166,000,000 tons
of bituminous coal alone. Railroad fuel, including oil, when delivered at
the furnace door or on the locomotive tender, will cost about $650,000,000.
During 1915 the corresponding cost of railroad fuel Vas $240,000,000—
only a little more than cne-third of the current cost. H the conservation
of railroad fuel was important immediately before the war, how much more
important is it today even when measured merely in terms of dollars.

Tliis section was organized to conserve railroad fuel. By means of meet-
ings throughout the country, through circulars, and through the operations
of our supervisors, we are now urging motive i>ower men, shopmen and
roundhousemen, engineers and firemen, and transportation department of-
ficials to do eveything in their power to save coal.

The coal miners and coal operators are also receiving their share of at-
tention from both the Railroad .\dmini.tration and the Fuel Administration.
They are responding and there is already an improvement in the quality of
coal mined which will effect savings of from $12,000,000 to $15,000,000.

It has not been generally realized that in many directions trainmen can
do as much as enginemen. They have hitherto been frequently overlooked
in our campaigns for fuel economy. We wish to bring to your attention
some of the things which you all can do for Uncle Sam, for the United
States railroads, and for the crew on the first section "over there."

(a) Try to Iceep your train moving. Anticipate and prepare for station
work if you are in freight service. Encourage the quicker handling of
passengers, mail and e-xpress, if you are in passenger service. The effort re-
quired to make up delays takes fuel.

(b'l Leaky train lines waste fuel. Keep them tight. Leaks can usually
be found in the cross-over connection joints or in the air hose gaskets.

(c) Leaky steam-hose connections in passenger service and drip cocks
too wide open waste fuel. Clverheated coaches and sleeping cars also
cause waste. Do whatever you can to check such loss.

(d) Frequent inspections of car trucks and prompt attention to hot
journals will avoid unnecessary friction and train delays. Journal friction
means coal; hot boxes are frequently too long neglected, resulting in extra
and unnecessary steps. If you are operating on single track, bear in mind
that when yon make an unnecessary stop you not only give rise to fuel
loss on your own train, but on many other trains on the line.

(e) Watch the brake shoes on your train; dragging shoes, whether due
to stuck brakes or to train line leaks, result in serious fuel loss.

(f) Do not fail to get down early enough to go out on time. The in-

fluence of a good start frequently runs throughout the day.
These are a very few of the ways in which conductors and trainmen

can do their share in saving fuel.

The shortage of fuel last year amounted to 60.000,000 tons. None of us
will forget what that meant. The shortage this year is estimated at

75,000,000 tors. Whatever can be done to offset this shortage by improv-
ing the quality of coal and by cutting off the supply to the so-called non-
essential industries has already been done. Many such industries have
already curtailed their output to the point where further decrease threatens

unemployment and hardship for your friends and neighbors. There is no
way left but to make the most economical use of alt fuel. irV must save.

When you buy a liberty bond you have only loaned the government a
sum which Uncle Sam will repay you with interest. If, however, you
save a ton of coal you give your Uncle something worth while; it costs you
nothing but a little thought and a little extra effort, and he docs not
have to levy taxes to pay you back. Remember that every ton you save
will be put to some very useful purpose. If it does not make munitions
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or transport men and food, it can go to some "non-essential" industry and
help to keep your friends employed.

Let us constantly remember that we are in this world's war. Everyone
of us wishes to do his share. It will help its and spur us on if we con-
sider that France, little Belgium, sunny Italy, Great Britain with her far-
flung line, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. India and Africa, for four years
have been paying the supreme price. They have fought and died for the
privileges we had and neglected. While they and our own boys are fighting
and dying can we not do our share by working and savingT

'

Tank Car Mileage Doubled

The advantages of consolidation of control of the tank car

line.s in the hands of the United States Railroad Administra-

tion has been shown lay a doubling in the tank car mileage be-

tween January and" June this year. In the Mid-Continental
oil field the tank car situation is in such good shape that

there is almost a surplus of cars, and empty cars are on hand

Company cars increa.sed their daily car mileage from 28.4 in

Januar}' to 3.3.4 in April. The cars of the Te.xas Company
similarly increased their daily mileage from 28.7 at the be-

ginning of the year to 50 in May. Some companies are even
reporting as high as 59 miles per car per day and one com-
pany has even reached 98.

Only $244,000,000 Spent for Additions and Betterments

The Class I road.s (those having gross earnings over Sl.-

000,000 yearly), spent up to June 30, this year, only $244,-

401,179 for additions and betterments, nearly all of which
is chargeable to capital account. This amount represents

only about one-quarter of the total e.xpenditures specifically

authorized.

AUTHORIZATIONS AND EXPENDITURES FOR ALL CLASS ROADS IN CONNECTION WITH WORK
CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS OF AUGUST 15, 1918.

(LASS OP Work
(1)

Additions and Betterments 191S budget
(Kxcludmg Equipment)

^2)
1. Widening Cuts and Fills, Filling

Trestles, etc $5,097,989
2. Ballasting 9.J79.27

1

3. Rails and Otlier Track Material.. 31..56.S.483

4. Bridges, Trestles, and Culverts.. ,16,'85,9-'I

.=;. Tunnel and Subway Improvements. _\1S5.24J
6. Track Elevations or Depressions.. 4.112,556
7. Elimination of Grade Crossings. . 7,438,957
8. Grade Crossings and Crossing

Signals 631,082
9. .Additional Main Tracks 44.574,583

10. Additional Yard Tracks, Sidings
and Industry Tracks 97 199,1 14

11. Changes of Grade or Alinement.. 6.359,027
12. Signals and Interlocking Plants. . . 10.962,462
13. Telegraph and Telephone Lines.. 5, 129, 149
14. Roadway Machinery and Tools... 955,857
15. Section Houses and Other Roadway

Buildings • 1.306,847
16. Fences and Snowsheds 817,655
17. Freight and Passenger Stations,

Office Buildings 20.138.359
18. Hotels and Restaurants 199.282
19. Fuel Stations and Appurtenances. 6,090,558
20. Water Stations and Ajipurtenances 13.430,047
21. Shop Buildings, Engine-houses and

Appurtenances 62,694,927
22. Shop Machinery and Tools 9.142,488
23. Elec. Power Plants, Substations, etc. 10.781.347

24. Wharves and Dock.s 3 286.167
25. Coal and Ore Wharves 7,024.937
26. Cirain Elevators and Storage Ware-

houses 2.914,202

27. Real Estate 3,309,141
28. Assessments for Public Improve-

ments 1.179. .106

34. All Other Improvements 27.889,552

To:u1 (evcluding equipment) 433,751,488

Equipment
35. Locomotives, Steam 196,926,868

Locomotives Ordered by Railroad
Administration

36. I.oco-notives. Other
37. Freight-train Cars -'12.856,464

Freight-train Cars Ordered by Kail-

road Administration
38. Passenger-train Cars 28,459,830
39. Work Equipment 12,927.109
40. Motor Cars and Trailers
41. Float'ng Equipment
42. Miscellaneous equipment
43. Improvements to Existing Equip.. 35,807.654

Total equipment 486.979,925

44. Constr-.iclii

W.jrk specifically author-
ized .in D. C. E. Forms
I. 2, 3 and 4, to Aug.
15, 1918, chargeable to

Expenditures fr

1, 1918 to .lun
charged

e30. 1918,
to

L'nexpenr]
chargi

ed balance,
eable to

Additions
to budget

(3)

Operating
expenses

(4)

Capital
account

(5)

Operating
expenses

(6)

Capital
'

account
(7)

Operating
expenses

(8)

Capital
account

(9)

$431,723
48,176

174
701,597
47.071

$2,336,675
3,716,746

41,513.660
20.341,497

732,973
1,302,039
1,090,337

$6,179,333
11,276.956
28,510,674
32,156,700
2,434,235

14,279,887
11,116,791

$540,294
737,611

5,276,532
230,159
176,036
230,159
211,406

$1,920,198
1,400,230
7,041.450
1.239,164
426,003

1.239,164
1.735.112

$1,796,381.
2,979,134
36,237.128
1,071,880
556.937

1.071,880
878,931

$4,259,135
9.876,726
20.969,224
13,040,723
2.008,232

13,040,723
195,295 9.381,679

14.918
1,085,427

1 56,483
6.760,655

1,214,017
46,522,416

56.295
872,545

533.532
13,263,897

100,188
5,888,110

680,485
33,258,519

5,246,654
117,544
156,557
213,147
36,716

7,870,475
2.544,511
2,186,544
630,655
18,235

94,584,606
7.917,518

11,056,819
4.564.792
1.304.891

1,312.851
408.078
390.463
272,459

8,028

21,810.800

3i09r,'068
1,297,446
637,707

6.557,624
2,136.433
1,796.081
358.196
10.208

72,773,806
6.354.993
7.965.751
3,267,346
667,184

57.304
20.573

162,762
331.732

2,075.506
1.415,356

50,711
48,251

1.346.635
500,380

112,071
283.481

728.871
914.976

867,198
61,142

325.297
191,515

2,986,574
15,665

886,102
1,481,064

26.239.012
547,203

5,737,817
7,722.733

620.298
2,391

210,137
333,868

9,439,200
165.397

1.742,682
2.644,634

2,366,276
13,474

675,965
1.147,196

16,799,812
381,806

3,995,135
5,078.099

1.256.721
651.741
890.889
75,233

103,401

4.530.524
1,096,111
1,889,968
871.288
657,187

27.701,891
13.933,243
18.637.395
2,326,930
5,195,544

925.575
220,940
154.658
211,091
270,332

7.684,813
3,761.981
2.964,919
387,887

1.777,880

3,604.949
875.17)

1.735.310
660,197
386,855

30,047,078
10,171,262
15.672.476
1,939,043
3,417.664

62,095 413.250
21,440

78,722
210,992

106.835.086

2,349,565
460,212

1.632,530
6,165,499

404,760,071

108,167,345

76.404,323
2,354,925

121,203,743

289,450,000
14.692,415
5.072,853
587,298

1,890,082
655.509

35,208,060

64,147
1,545

35,075
116,226

1,430.640
355,443

873,448
1,814.892

340.103
19.895

. 43,647
94,766

909.925

119.451
9.0OO

759.082
4,350.607

12,986.561 18.429,765 102,172,314 88.405,321 302.587,757

32 174,163

6.000.000
82.861

52,951,152

6.60'7'.537

1.075,610
24.091

343,263
212,194

11,758.505

70,404.533
2,''72 064

496,066 68.''52 591

289.450.000
8.084.878

246,042 3,997.243
20,200 563,207
75 000 1,546.819
7,480 443.315

546,726 18,793,574 4,056,688 14,736,886 23.449.555

1,394,514 18,793,574 655,686,551

BranclK

Total all

of Exte
ind Other I.i

i-ork

20,330,489

941.041.90.?

230.894

14.668,969 125,652,796 1,097,398,578 22,486,453 221,914.726 103,166,343

28,438,020

875,483,852

at shipping points to take care of any demand for 48 hours

ahead. There are on order with the car builders at the

present time about 15,000 tank cars having a total value of

between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000. The tank car situation

is now so improved that it is very likely that a considerable

portion of these cars will not be needed, thereby effecting a

considerable saving in expense as well as in material which

is other.vise needed for war purposes. The increase in mile-

age as between January and June is shown by the figures of

a number of typical important tank car lines. Cars of the

Union Tank Line in January averaged 23.4 miles per day.

In Tune this figure h.-ld reached 37.5. The Gulf Refining

The table is a consolidated statement for all Class I roads

.showing all expenditures for capital account approved by

the director of the division of capital e.xjjenditures to August
15. 1918, and all e.xpenditures actually made upon such

work to June 30. It shows also the expenditures chargeable

to operating expenses in connection witli such work, and in-

cludes cfjuipment as well as additions, betterments and ex-

tensions.

.\dditions and betterments (excluding equipment) actually

authorized to August 15 call for $106,835,086 chargeable

to operating expenses and $404,760,070 chargeable to capi-

tal account. Of these amounts $18,429,765 chargeable to
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operating expenses and $102,172,314 chargeable to capital Southern Director Also Emphasizes Necessity for
account, or practically 25 per cent, had been spent to June 30. Courtes

Equipment actually authorized to August IS calls for $18,-
^

793,574 chargeable to operating expenses and $655,686,551 ^^ Southern Regional Director has also taken up this

chargeable to capital account. Of these amounts $4,056,688 "latter of courtesy to the traveling public. In Circular No.
chargeable to operating expenses and $1 1 1 ,229,376 chargeable '"^^^ ^^ ^^>'^

'

to capital account had been spent to June 30.
'^^ connection with our campaign to win public favor, I

The budget estimates of the same companies submitted '"^" across something in the Manufacturers" News, written

in response to the director general's request some months ago, '^3' Homer J. Buckley, which interested me and which I

called for a total for additions, betterments, equipment and think enough of to ask you to give attention, and to bring to

extensions chargeable to capital account of $941,041,902, the attention of all of your miner officials who have occasion

whereas the work actually authorized and the equipment 'o correspond with the pulilic. Mr. Buckley says, 'If you
actually ordered up to August 15 aggregate $1,097,398,578. ^^'^^' to get a shock .send for the files of your Claim and
The Ijudgets called for only $212,858,464 for freight cars. Adjustment Department and read over the carbon copies

of which $121,203,743 were ordered by the companies while °^ t^e correspondence of that day and see how your customers

the government itself has ordered for the companies $289,- ^'^^ being treated. If you do not find a need for better let-

450,000, making the total for freight cars for 1918 delivery ters, the kind that will hold the customer, then your house is

$410,653,743, as against $212,858,464 asked for by the com- iin^ exception.'

panics on their budgets, or an increase over the budgets of "J^e same methods that ought to be adopted to hold the

$197,795,279. business of a commercial house are wise methods for us to

n cx J J /-> J T .• follow to secure the confidence of railroad patrons, whom weProgress on Standard Cars and Locomotives ,,„ T.art,v„i.,vi,. or,..,v,,. ^ i a .u- r j ^ j=• are particularly anxious to please under this Federal ad-
The car builders working on the Railroad Administration's ministration. Carelessly written letters, either dictated bv a

orders for standard cars have lieen authorized by the Cen- superior or a subordinate officer, can materially hurt the
tral Advisory Purchasing Committee to purchase the paint cause to which we are giving so much attention,

(excepting wood preservatives) for these cars. ^Maximum "Let us all take stock in tliis matter now, and at inter\'als

prices covering six varieties of paint based on actual propo- in the future."

sals submitted by representative paint manufacturers, have
r- 1 t j- r\

been fi.xed by the committee as follows: ^°^^ Loadmg Decreases

Keiiiforccd Red Lead Semi-)i.«te Paint. (Spec. R-810), $2.40 per gallon. The Weekly report on coal loading made by the Car
'Dark R'ed'oxide Semi-paste Paint (Spec. R.812), $1.40 per gallon, f. o. b.

Service Section to the director general last Saturday shows

''bS Scmi-paste Paint (Spec. R-Sii), $1.65 per gallon, f. o. I,, factory.
260,572 cars loaded in the week ending August id. This

Stencil Black Paste Paint, $o.iOH per pound, f. o. b. factory. IS Considerably in e.xcess of the amount for the same week
Stencil While Paste Paint, $0.11)^ per pound, f. o. b. factory. i , u ^ J r ^i i^n • - -, . ,
Thinning Mixture fSpec. R-S22-A), $0.8.1 per gallon, f. o. b. fictory. ''>^t year, but a decrease from the 269,1/3 cars reported for

A list of the paint manufacturers agreeing to furnish paint 'he week ending August 3, this year. A sunimar}^ of the

at these prices may be had on application to the committee. report follows

:

The builders, however, are expected to purchase the paint t- . , ,-. .,.,"5?, ""
'

, ,' .^ ,, ^ , r 1

T"'^' '^^"' hitnminous 224.572 193,144
at a price lower than the maximum tigures named, if they Total cars, anthracite 40,942 43,050

tan, taking into consideration sureness of supply, shortest
^°*^' '^^'^' ''^""'' ^^^^ -•^'^

haul and least congested routes. They are also advised that f'''^""' ""''' <^ars, all coal 269.173 239.007

by spreading deliveries over an extended period they may A summary of the decreases and increases in coal loaded
also Ije able to obtain lower prices. Copies of all orders since January 1, 1918, up to and including the fourth week
must be sent to the Inspection and Test Section and to the of July, 1918, as compared with the same periods of 1917
Procurement Section. follows:

The above instructions to the carbuilders are of particular increase

interest because thev indicate in "reat measure the policy that '
°'"'' "^

i!-^!,"',?' J,: 'I'^Ali
'^"^

^ r^ r , 1 eoruarv ol,25tJ cars
is being followed out by the Procurement Section to allow the March 46.613 cars

carijuilders to use their own organizations and established May .'.'.'.'.".'.'.".'.'.'.".'!!'.!!.';!!;!!;.'!;;.' 84!998 cars

practices in the matter of purchasing and procuring material.
Pi^^^ f^y^.

{""g^.,.' ^y j;;,;, in'fss
""

thereliy securing the advantages of the familiarity which these —-—
departments have with the purchasing of supplies. increase—1918 over 1917—359.125 cars.

Progress on the standard cars is considered favorable. The _,._,._,
first completed standard cars are expected to be delivered the

Tourist Cars in Empty Troop Trains

first week in September and to continue regularly after that. The Troop Movement Section has sent out instructions
It is not expected that the order for cars recently placed for that care should be taken not to make up returning eniptv
the .\merican forces overseas will hinder the production of the tourist cars in trains too long to permit of speedy and safe
cars for the Railroad .\dministration. operation. In the memorandum which he has sent to

I'lie standard locomotives were coming along until recently regional directors, the manager of the section savs: "In the
in even better shape than the cars. The Central Advisor\- movement of empty Pullman tourist cars for ser\-ice, it be-

Purchasing Committee and the Procurement Section, acting comes necessary when sending them to a divisional camp.
on the idea that motive power was even more necessary than for a large movement, to send the cars in large numbers,
new rolling stock, have been leaving nothing undone to secure "It has been noticed that a number of the roads are in-

material and to push construction as much as possible. The clined to make up trains consisting of 20 or more cars, which
locomotive capacity of the country, however, is so far behind results in slow movement, due to the size of the train, and,
the great demands that have been made upon it that, as has in some cases, unusual breakage of drawheads.
been previously noted in the Railway Age, the priority neces- "As it is necessary, in order to get the best use of avail-

sarily accorded tlie 510 locomotives for the forces overseas aisle cars, to handle them as rapidly as possible, it is sug-
will delay production of the standard locomotives. The Amer- gested that instructions be issued to the rands to confine
ican Locomotive Company recently finished its first standard the size of the trains to a maximum of 15 cars, which ex-
locomotive on its orders for the Railroad .\dministration, a perience has proved is about as hea\y as can be handled
heavy Mikado built at the Dunkirk plant. without undue accident, due to broken couplers, etc."
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Federal Treasurers and Separate Bank Accounts

General Order No. 37 of July 19, (noted in the Railway

Age of July 26, page 170) has been revised by General

Order No. 37-A, issued August 1, to provide for additional

payments to be made by the recently appointed federal

treasurers. The additions are given in paragraph 4, which

reads as follows, the additions being marked by italics:

(4) Federal trea.surers shall draw on the new accounts thus to be opened
and subject to their check only for

(a) The payment of materials and supplies purchased since December
.11, 1917; and also of materials and supplies purchased prior to December
31, 1917;

(b) The payment of operating expenses iincluding approved claims for
personal injuries and loss and damage), and also equipment and joint

facility rents, traffic balances, overcharges and taxes (other than the war
income tax and the excess profits tax) accrued sitice December 31, 1917;

and also all items clearly applicable to the period prior to January 1, 1918,

commonly called "flap-overs,'' which are required to be set up on the federal

books pursuant to Order No. 17.

(c) The payment of such addition and betterment costs as may be ap-

proved by the federal manager (or general manager appointed in lieu of the

federal manager).

The order has also been changed so as to provide that the

specimen check mentioned in paragraph 5 of the order

should read "United States Railroad Administration, W. G.

McAdoo, Director General of Railroads," instead of "United

States Railroad Administration, W. G. McAdoo, Director

General."

44,000 More Cars of Grain Loaded

The number of cars of grain handled in the five weeks

ending August 3, as shown by the following table given out

by the director general, August 15, totaled 131,942, as com-

pared with 87,993 in the same five weeks of last year. The
biggest increase is shown in the Central Western District,

which handled in the period in question almost twice as

many cars this year as it did last.

District

Eastern Allegheny Pocahontas Southern

Week ending— 1917 1918 1917 1918 1917 1918 1917 1918

Tuly 6 3,311 2,869 234 202 16 24 1,395 1,313

July 13 4,717 3,547 353 273 24 99 569 960
tuly 20 3,605 5,547 293 440 38 141 566 1,191

"July 27 3,320 6,289 358 518 56 125 588 1,212

Aug. 3 4,117 8,538 560 900 97 168 416 666

Total 19,070 26,790 1,798 2,333 231 557 3,534 5,342

District

Northwest. Cent. West. Southwest. Total

Week ending— 1917 1918 1917 1918 1917 1918 1917 1918
luly 6 3.880 2,432 4,466 4,255 1,360 2,744 14,662 13,839

July 13 4,743 3,210 5,085 7,700 3,088 5,950 18,579 21,739
July 20 4,022 3,839 5,169 10,632 3,422 6,677 17,115 28,467

July 27 4,210 3,777 5,895 13,195 3,800 7,147 18,227 32,263
Aug. 3 3.292 4,716 7,383 14,097 3.545 6.549 19.410 35,634

Total 20,147 17,974 27,998 49,879 15,215 29,067 87,993 131.942

Standard Passenger Train Cars

The Committee on Standards for Locomotives and Cars,

of which Frank McManamy is chairman, held a meeting

Tuesday to go over specifications for standard baggage and

express cars and coaches. It also examined plans cover-

ing these types of cars recently prepared by the builders and

presented through the committee of the builders, of which

J. M. Hansen of tlie Standard Steel Car Company is chair-

man. The specifications and drawings should be ready in

a short time, after whicli negotiations will be begun for their

purchase.

The baggage and express cars are tlie more urgently

needed, not alone because of the demands upon this type of

car for use in express service and on troop trains, but be-

cause of the policy of the Railroad Administration to elimi-

nate in so far as possible the use of box cars for carrying

express and baggage in regular pas.senger trains.

The need for additional coaches is not so urgent, but it has

l)een found urgent enough to lead the committee to consider

the possibility of acquiring more of them. It is not unlikely

that two designs of coaches mav be considered, one lor

through trains and one for suburban service, although the

last will probably be a later development.

Estimated Savings of $25,000,000 in Northwestern

Region

R. H. Aishton, Northwestern Regional Director, has

submitted a report to the director general, in which he
estimates that the total net savings to date in the North-
western Region will figure out to $25,229,352 annually, as

follows

:

Reduction in passenger train service $20,155,954
Freiiiht train service—elimination of duplication... 1,338.726
Chicago—unification of terminals 940.766
Twin Cities—unification of terminals 465.654
Omaha—unification of terminals 212,970
Duluth-Superior—unification of terminals 126,376
St. Louis-East St. Loui's—unification of terminals.

.

437,466
Kansas City—consolidation of live stock yards. . .

.

12,948
Ore operations—Lake Superior district 660.000
Joint switching 489.618
Miscellaneous economies 388,874

Total $25,229,352

Railroad Passes

As a temporary measure and until definite regulations for

the issuance of passes can be provided, the following in-

structioHS as to the use of railroad passes will be obser\-ed,

says a circular recently issued by the Railroad Administra-

tion :

"Until further notice passes previously issued by the

individual railroads will continue to be honored over such
lines.

"Annual and trip passes will be issued by the federal

manager or by the general manager on roads where there is

no federal manager, and will be limited to the lines over

which the jurisdiction of such federal manager or general

manager extends.

"Passes, annual or trip, will be issued by the federal man-
ager or general manager on account of employees of other

than the issuing line, upon request of the federal manager
or general manager of such line, in the same manner that

exchange passes have heretofore been handled.

"Current regulations of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in the matter of issuance and record of passes must
be observed."

Traffic Assistants Meet in Washington

A two days' meeting was held Tuesday and Wednesday of

last week at the office of the Division of Traffic with the

traffic assistants to regional directors. Those present were:

J. G. Woodworth, Northwestern region; H. A. Scandrett,

Central Western region; W. B. Biddle, Southwestern region;

F. LaBau, Eastern region; C. R. Capps, Allegheny region;

T. S. Davant, Pocahontas region, and A. R. Smith, Southern

region. The purpose of the meeting was to permit these

traffic men representing the Regional Directors to discuss

matters of service and practices with a view to securing

uniformity as far as- possible diroughout the whole United

States and properly and effectually to serve the public; and,

at the same time, to consider any economics and prevention

of waste whicli could be accompli.<hed through unified opera-

tion of carriers with due regard to ser\'ice to the public.

Liberty Bonds as Security for Freight Bills

The Division of Public Service and Accounting in P. S.

& A. circular No. 21, referring to paragraph two of General

Order No. 25, which makes provision for the extension of

credit for 48 hours after forwarding or delivery of freight,

wlien the consignor or consignee files with the carrier a

satisfactory bond, says that:

"For the convenience of the shipping public, it has been

decided to accept Liberty Bonds in lieu of individual or

corporate surety, as a basis for the extension of credit. These
Liberty Bonds must be in coupon form, in amount required

to meet the credit needs of the customer, and must be de-
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posited as directed by the treasurer of the carrier. The
treasurer's receipt will be given to the owner of the bonds,

•and arrangements will be made for their safe-keeping.

Coupons will be detached and paid to the owners on the

semi-annual interest dates."

Pensions

The Division of Public Service and Accounting is gather-

ing detailed information concerning the pension systems and

methods used by railroads for assisting their retired em-
ployees. In Circular No. 22 it has asked for a statement to

be supplied not later than September IS giving a concise and
brief outline of the pension system or plan, if any, in effect

December 31, 1917. If no regular system or plan was in

effect and payments were made in the nature of i)ensions,

the railroads, through their accounting officers, are asked

to outline the method of calculating such payments and the

method of selection of the pensioners. In addition to the

foregoing, the circular also asks for full information as out-

lined in the following list of questions:

1. Was the system or plan continued after December .11, 1917. and is it

in effect at the present time? If discontinued after December 31, 1917,

advise when and why discontinued.

2. Are the payments to pensioners beinf; made on account of the director
general and treated as part of operating expenses?

3. Has the rate of payment for pensions been increased or decreased
since December 31, 1917? If so, give particulars and authority therefor.

4. State the total amount of increases or decreases caused by changes

in rates of pensions paid from January 1 to June 30, 1918.

5. Does the corporation or do the employees contribute to the pension

fund, or to the payments that were made to pensioners subsequent to De-

cember 31? If so, to what extent and how were these contributions made
and accounted for?

6. State the number of retired employees (not including officers) that

were being paid pensions in the month of December, 1917.

7. State for each month separately for the period January 1 to June
30, 1918, the number of employees (not including officers) that were paid

f.ensions and the aggregate monthly amount paid, and the amount thereof

that was charged to operating expenses.

8. State the number of retired officers that were paid pensions in the

tnonth of December, 1917, and the aggregate amount of pensions paid.

9. State for each month separately for the period January 1 to June
30, 1918, the number of retired officers that were paid pensions and the

aggregate monthly amount paid, and the amount thereof that was charged
to operating expenses.

10. Submit a list of the names and designations of retired officers to

whom pensions have been paid during the period from January 1 to June
30, 1918, and state the monthly amount of salary paid at the date of
retirement and the monthly rate of the pension paid at June 30, 1918.

11. State for the month of December and separately for the months
January to June, 1918, inclusive, the number of employees and officers,

not included in any of the foregoing answers, that are carried on the

regular payrolls, who perform little or no service or a different service

than when regularly employed, nnd who receive full or partial rates of com-
pensation formery paid, but who, because of the absence of a pension plan,

or because of the belief that pension i)lans might be discontinued, are not
carried on the pension rolls.

12. State in reference to Question II separately, for each month, the
total amounts paid, and show the accounts charged therewith and the
amount distributed to each account, showing, in addition, the name of
each person so appearing on the payroll for the month of June. 1918, and
the amount payable to such person for that month.

13. What portion, if any, of the amount charged to operating expenses
for pensions paid during the period J.-uuiary 1 to June 30 is chargeable
to the corporation?-

Rates on Cotton

The Division of Trafiic has decided against putting into

effect this year the proposal which it has had under con-
sideration for some time, to establish carload and less than
carload rates on cotton instead of the present any quantity

rates. It will, however, encourage heavy loading by high
density compression.

A proposal for next year now under consideration plans
for carload rates with minimum of 100 standard bales per
car.

Promotions in the Mechanical Department

The Mechanical Department of the Division of Operation
has announced the following promotions: John F. Tatum
has been appointed general supervisor of car repairs; F. P.
Pfahler, who has hitherto borne the title of mechanical en-
gineer, has been made chief mechanical engineer; John Mc-
Mananiy and George N. De Guire, assistant supervisors of

equiprnent, have been made, respectively, general supervisor
of equipment, we.st, and general supervisor of equipment, east.
The appointments were all effective August 3 and all the
appointees will have headquarters at Washington.

Substitutes for Wool
The Car Service Section has taken steps to see that wool

substitutes are handled promptlv. In Supplement No. 1 to
Circular C. S. 10, it says:
"The shortage of wool makes necessary the increa.'^ed use

of substitutes for wool, such as woolen rags and shoddy. As
far as practicable, shipments of woolen rags and shoddy
should be accepted and moved promptly on a parit\- with
wool. The Freight Traffic Committee, North Atlantic' Ports.
IS prepared to issue permits promptly on anv such shipments
destined to New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore."

Coal Car Supply Receiving Attention

The Car Service Section, noting the recent increa.'ies in
coal car shortage evidenced in the United States Geological
Survey figures, has taken steps to increase the supply of
available coal cars. In Supplement 1 to Circular C. S'.-13,
is.sued last Saturday, it says:

"In accordance with the understanding expressed in Car
Service Section Circular CS 13, and to avoid decline in coal
loading, carriers will immediately amend their practices re-
garding car supply for stone, sand and gravel so as to in-
crease cars available for coal loading as promptly and as
greatly as possible. Necessary curtailment of open top car
supply for stone, sand and gravel must be effected so as to
least affect the movement of raw materials for blast furnace
and foundry operations.

"Non-coal-producing railroads will be expected hereunder
to more promptly return empt)- open-top cars to their coal
producing connections."

Progress Reports on Additions and Betterments

In order that the Railroad Administration may be kept
informed of the progress being made on additions and bet-
terment work, the director of the division of capital expendi-
tures, in D. C. E. Circular No. 9, has asked each carrier
to furnish a monthly report on a special form (D. C. E.
Form 10) for each project authorized where the estimated
cost chargeable to capital account exceeds $25,000. D. C. E.
Form 10 contains 10 columns: (1) D. C. E. form number,
(2) Serial number, (3) Total expenditure autliorized. (4)
Location of work, (5) General description of work, (6) Unit
of measure, percentages to be used when no physical units
are applicable, (7) Percentage of work completed during
the month, (8) Percentage of work completed to date. (9)
Probable date of completion, (10) Remarks, including any-
thing of particular interest, especially explanations and rea-

sons, why work is not progressing in a normal manner.

Official Bulletin Authorized Medium for Publicity

Walker D. Hines, assistant director general of the Railroad
Administration, on August 16 issued a notice reading as fol-

lows :

"The Official Bulletin [issued daily at Washington by
the Committee on Public Information] is authorized to pub-
lish all general orders and circulars by the director gen-

eral of railroads, and authorized circulars of divisions and
sections of the Railroad Administration at Washington, and
is to be regarded as an official means of publication of the

same."

The Pullman Car Lines

The operating department of tlie Pullman Company, now
under federal control, will hereafter be know^n as the Pullman
Car Lines, according to Circular No. 47 issued SaUirdav bv
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the Railroad Administration. L. S. Taylor, fornierly coaip-

troller of the Pullman Company, has Ijeen appointed lederal

manager of the Pullman Car Lines, effective August 17, with

office in the Pullman Building, Chicago. He will nave
jurisdiction over all dejjartments, reporting to the director of

the division of operation.

Coal Car Movements
The report made to Director General McAdoo Saturday

by the Car Service Section of the Railroad Administration

on the quantity of coal of all kinds loaded by roads for the

week ended July 27, 1918, shows 269,173 cars as compared

with 270,434 the preceding week and 239,007 in the same

period of 1917. A summary of the report follows:

1918 1917
Total cars biliiiinnous 224,572 193,144
Tolal oars .anthracite 40,942 43,050
Total CITS lignite 3,657 2,813

Grand total cars all coal 269.173 239,007

A summary of the decreases and increases in coal loaded

since January 1, 1918, up to and including the fourth week
of July, 1918, as compared with the same periods of 1917

follows

:

Decrease Increase

Month of .laniiary 79,172 cars
February 51.250 cars
March 46.613 cars
Ap'il 73,408 cars
May 84.998 cars
June 88,840 cars
First four weeks of .Uilv 113.188cars

Increase, 1918 over 1917, 359.125 cars.

Ticket Agents' School

The school for training women as ticket sellers, which lias

been held in the Southern Railway Building at Washington,
has now started on its second session. The first session

ended on August 10. Of its original enrollment of 47, 27

were placed at union stations or consolidated ticket offices,

10 withdrew because of sickness or other causes, seven were

dropped and one remained unplaced. The enrollment in the

second session consists of 40. The day students receive $50
a month pay and the night students $25 a month.

Hearings Before the Board of Wages

The Board of Wages and Working Conditions has tinishcd

its hearings in connection with the wages of telegraphers and
telephoners, train despatchers, agents located at stations, line

repairers, lever men on interlockers, tower men or train direc-

tors, lock operators and staff men and i:-. now holding execu-

tive sessions to fonnulate its recommendations for the director

ge;)er.il. Its recommendations concerning the maintenance

of way and Ijridge and building employees and those con-

cerning clerks, and also common laborers around stations

and warehouses have been before the director general for his

consideration for some days and an order covering the matter

is expected shortly.

Additional Short Line Railroads Under Federal

Control

The Athens Terminal Company, .\thens, Ga., the Augusta
Belt, Augusta, Ga., and the .Atlantic & East Coast, Jackson-

ville, Fla., have been added to the list of roads taken over

for operation by the Railroad Administration.

Weekly Cash Report

The following supplement No. 1 to "General Order Xo.
23"' bears the date of August 13;

Effective with report for the week ending August 17,

1918, the following instructions shall govern the rendering

of the Weekly Cash Report, Form T-5

:

( 1 ) Where federal treasurers have been appointed their

reports shall include only transactions affecting the cash

controlled by them, in accordance with the provisions of

General Order No. 3 7. Reports as to transactions affecting

other (corporate) cash will not be recjuired.

(2) As and when federal treasurers are appointed they

shall commence to render the reports to include only trans-

actions affecting the cash controlled by them, in accord-

ance with the provisions of General Order No. 37. Re-
ports as to transactions affecting other (corporate) cash

may then be discontinued.

(3) Otherwise the reports shall continue to be made up
as at present.

(4) These instructions also, of course, apply to all acting

federal treasurers, as well as to the treasurers whose nomi-
nations have been confirmed.

* * *

Sherman Whipple, of Boston, has been offered the posi-

tion of attorney for the Shipping Board. John Barton
Payne, who has been acting as attorney for both the Shipping
Board and as general counsel and head of the Division of
Law of the Railroad Administration, will devote his entire

time to the latter.

The Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents has
Ijeen added to the approved list of railway associations.

lllll.ltl'olillK Sc

A Small Munition Station, the Shells Camouflaged by Branches of Trees



Tcmrorarr A-F, Soulli End of the Large I',

New Bridge on the B. & L. E. a Notable Structure

Continuous Trusses and Unique Erection Methods Lend

Special Interest to This Large Project

ON MONDAY JULY 22, a unit of three continuous spans
of the Bessemer & Lake Erie bridge over the Alle-

gheny river, near Blacks Run, Pa., was moved lat-

erally 16 ft. 3 in. Nine days later a second unit of 983 ft.

was moved in a similar manner. As the first unit was 1,140

ft. long and weighed 13,000,000 lb. it is the heaviest and
longest bridge structure ever moved in this manner, while the

continuity of both the vertical and horizontal trusses, con-

tinuous over four supports, introduced complications not

ordinarily encountered in this class of work. These two
noteworthy incidents mark important steps in the construc-

tion of the largest railroad bridge completed this year, and
one which embodies a number of unusual features in design
and construction practice.

This project consists of the renewal of a single track

bridge built in 1896 which consisted of five deck truss spans
varying from 207 ft. to 520 ft. in length with an over-all

length of 1,476 ft. and llanked on the north end by a steel

viaduct 1,736 ft. long. The track was on a grade of 0.48
per cent ascending southward with the elevation near the

south end of the structure 160 ft. above water level in the
river. This structure has been replaced liy a new douljle

track superstructure on the same site, utilizing the old sul)-

structure in a large measure and replacing the viaduct bv
an embankment. The grade of the track at the north end
has also been raised to give a level crossing.

Many Notable Features

.Vniong the unicjue features involved in this project' were
tile u.se of two sets of continuous deck trusses, each extend-
ing over three spans, the erection of the new superstructure
alongside the old one on e.xtensions to the piers and its

subsequent rolling laterally into place, the use of a design
loading of Cooiier's E-7S, the introduction of special steel
for both tension and compression members, the spacing of
the double tracks at 14 ft. 11 in. to permit of the future" use
of gauntlet tracks in the event of the four-tracking of the
line, and the con.struction of an embankment 120 to 140

ft. high for which a temporary' steel viaduct was built to

facilitate the placing of the filling material.

These special measures were evolved in the solution of
the problems presented by the situation, the more important
of which are mentioned below. The traffic on this line is

heavy as indicated by the fact that the net ton miles handled
per mile of line on the Bessemer & Lake Erie is exceeded
by only one road in the country, the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

During the navigation .season on the Great Lakes above 52
trains, of which about 36 are three-engine through freights

cross this bridge each 24 hours. Accordingly it was impera-

tive to interfere as little as possible with the movement
of the traffic during the bridge erection and trestle filling

operations. The beha\ior of the river at some times of the

\ear together with the great height of the structure were

unfavorable to the use of falsework. The masonry piers,

while in an excellent state of preservation and on secure

foundations, are of such proportions as to offer limit-

ed resistance to traction or braking forces. Surv-eys for a

relocation of the line across the river with a view to select-

ing a site for an entirely independent structure, demon-
strated the economy of reconstruction on the existing site

with the use of the old piers.

The loading imposed on the existing structure was so heavy

as to require its replacement although it had been designed

for Cooper's E-40 loading. L^nlike the plan followed in

some other cases where a high loading has been adojited in

the design of a new structure, the unit stresses used on this

structure were low, except as raised to allow for the use of

high strength steel. Consequently the new structure is one

of tile heaviest capacity iiridges in the country. This heavy

loading is explained by the fact that the traffic is largely

ore, which at present imposes a kxid of 5,000 lb. per lin. ft.

of track. It was concluded that any future increases in

train loading on the railroads of this countn.^ were very

likelv to be obtained in a maximum degree on a road with

a traffic of this character.

One further condition which influenced the work is the

345
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fact that the Bessemer & Lake Erie is charged with the

disposal of large quantities of slag and other wastes from

the steel mills, which have l^een used very largel}' in the

past in the construction of large embankments in connection

with grade revision work. Consequently it was but natural

south spans, 272 ft., 520 ft., and 349 ft. 9 in., respectively,

from south to north, while the second group is composed of

the next three spans, respectively, 349 ft. 9 in., 349 ft. 7 in.,

and 274 ft. in length. This plan was adopted primarily

because it was deemed necessarj' to use the cantilever method

-To North Ber,semer To Conneatjf Harbor.-

Z330'-3j-

Elevation of the New Bridge

that this jjroject should include the replacement of the ap-

proach viaduct on the north side by an embankment.

The arrangement and length of spans shown in the ele-

vation of the new structure were determined essentially by

the position of the old piers, e.xcept that the south spans were

of erection and these continuous structures offered the most
effective use of the extra material required in the trusses

for the cantilever erection. A further consideration in-

fluencing this plan was the weakness of the piers above

referred to. Under the adopted plan it was possible to

Viaduct from dull Creek rebuilt here for fillm^ fresfie

t ofoldAlle^herti^ Rarer brid^eyiaduct

North endo^ bridge rNetv gi

i-?^'>ic'''^?^«;\ . Elevation of the Temporary Filling Viaduct and Its Relation to the Old Structure

increased from 207 ft. to 274 ft. by throwing the south abut-

ment further back into the bluff and that three new spans

were introduced to replace the south end of the viaduct which

was otherwise converted into an embankment. These spans

are 272 ft., 150 ft. and 60 ft. long, respectively, from south

locate the fixed end of the south group of spans on the new
south abutment and that of the nortli group on the new
pier B. With these two supports designed to take all of the

longitudinal, i. e., braking or traction stresses of the six

spans, the five old piers intervening were relieved entirely of

offftffitttfftttwij^ y y y ff---^UMtw
side Eleiration '-»- Note- Nm- roncrele sho^vn irj heavy lines, Sech'orAA

Method of Enlarging the Footing of Pier 1 to Increase the Bearing and Provide for the Extension

to north. I'hese changes entailed the construction of a new

south abutment, two new piers, A and B, and a bank block

or pocket aliutment in the head of the new embankment.

Continuous Construction Adopted

By far tlie most interesting feature of the project is the

use of the continuous spans. One group includes the three

these longitudinal forces since tlie superstructure was sup-

jiorted on them only through roller bearings.

To introduce a minimum of interference witli the opera-

tion of the existing line it was concluded to build the new

superstructure alongside the old, turn traffic over the new

work and after the old spans had been removed, to slide

the new- structure into a central position on the piers. Ow-
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ing to the great loads to be carried and the height of the

structure it was concluded that this could best be done by

extending the existing piers to the west and building the

new piers and abutments wide enough so that the new super-

structure should be erected entirely on the masonry.

The Substructure

The length of the extension to the piers was practically

equivalent to the original length and they were given the

same face and end batters. Beaver Valley sandstone, the

same as that used in the original work was obtained and

the junction of the new and old work was handled in such

a way as to conceal it entirely.

For the purpose of avoiding an excessive length in the

additions to the piers the bearings of the west tracks when
in the temporary position came very close to the west ends

of the piers, and because tlie reactions were especially high

during certain periods of the cantilever erection, it was essen-

tial to secure high strength in the pier copings. The stones in

the upper five courses of the masonry were tied together with

cramps and with additional tie rods between stretchers on
opposite faces of the pier, .\bove these a concrete coping was

receives a greatly increased load in the new structure since

it now carries one end of the 273-ft. span to the north,

whereas there was formerly only a 65-ft. viaduct span on
that side. Accordingly the pile hearing had to be increased

greatly. The manner in which this is accomplished is

shown in one of the drawings.

The new pier B is located close to the site of one of the

old viaduct towers and rather elaborate under-pinning was
necessary to support the tower during the progress of the

foundation work for the pier. Pier A which is buried in the

embankment for the most of its length is provided with a
cut-stone face only above the embankment surface.

With the exception of the south abutment wliich w^as built

by company forces, all the foundation and masonry work
was done by the Arthur McMullen Company, New York.
The contractor used two concrete plants, one north of the road
for piers A and B and one south of the highway for all of

the other piers. The concrete for piers A and B was trans-

ported by a tower and spouting except for the very top which
was handled with a derrick and bucket. For the other piers

a more elaborate method of transporting the concrete was
necessary. Tlie concrete was delivered to the forms in bottom

Dynamometer on One of the

Hauling Lines

Hauling Tackle on Pier 1 At-

tached to North End of Span 3

Locomotive Cranes Were Used
on the Hauling Lines from Two of

the Piers

Arrangement of Jacks and Rollers on
Pier 1 Before Spans Were Moved

Transit and Telephone Station for Ob-
serving Movement of the Spans

built which was very heavily reinforced. As a further pre-

caution each pier was provided with a grillage of longitudi-

nal I-beams to distribute the applied load and to serve as

tlie track on which the spans were rolled into final position.

Owing to the presence of the old spans during the construc-

tion of the masonr}- and the fact that the elevations of the

new and old jjridge seats varied widely, it was not possible

to place these grillage beams on the old portions of the piers

until the old steel had been removed and the old portions of
tlio piers were rebult to the new level.

The treatment of the foundations differed somewhat in the
several piers. Piers 1, 2 and 4 are on pile foundations,
Jiiers .1, B and pier ,> on the island are on gravel foundation,
and pier S and abutment C are on rock. The foundation work
involved no special difficulty and was conducted by open
excavation with United States steel sheet piling. For piers

2 and 4 the new work is supported on the old footing exten-
sions and on new footings supported by the piles. Pier 1

dump buckets handled by stiff-leg derricks, these buckets

being delivered to the derrick at each pier on flat cars hauled

by a dinky locomotive as far as pier 4. For pier 5 it was
necessary to ferry these buckets across the south channel of

the river.

The Superstructure

The outline of the trusses in the elevation of the bridge

shows that spans 2, 3, 4 and 5 have simple panels, span
7 has subdivided panels and spans 6 and 8 possess a com-
bination of the two. Span 2 has riveted joints throughout,

spans 3, 4 and 5 are essentially riveted spans with stiff

top and bottom chords and diagonals except for the tension

diagonals of the second panel from each end which are eye-

bars. In spans 6, 7 and 8 a larger proportion of eye-bars

are used, while the top chord ties connecting tlie spans at the

piers are also eye-bars in each case.

Another unique feature of the truss framing is tlie detail of
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the bottom chord intersection over the intermediate piers, this

being simihir in all of the continuous spans. It consists of a

pair of very large gusset plates stiffened by vertical and hori-

zontal diaphragms and having no stiff connection with the rest

of the structure except for a riveted connection to the post of

the pier bent. These two gusset plates are equipped with four

pin holes, two of 11 5^ in. diameter for the bottom chord

and two of 14 in. diameter for the end diagonals. This con-

struction also serves as the bearing shoe since it rests directly

on 11 segmental rollers 24 in. in diameter and 9 in. wide.

The posts of each pier bent are connected near the bottom

wa.- su|)i;lied by safety stringers 30 in. deep placed directly

over the outside faces of the top chords upon which they

are supported at the panel points only. This construction

insures a maximum protection to the structure in the event

of derailments.

Special Expansion Joint Necessary

Owing to the location of the fixed ends of the two units of

continuous spans at the outer ends, all of the change of
length in 2,1 2.S ft. of the structure is concentrated at the

junction of the two groups over pier .5 where, with the usual

Track Arrangements During the Successive Shifts of the New Superstructure

liy a jacking girder heavy enough to sustain the entire super-

structure load clear of the bearings when jacks are applied

Under its bottom flange. This arrangement is a necessary

provision for adjusting the elevation as required during the

erection and to allow for any future adjustment of the pier

reactions by varying their relative elevations. All adjust-

ments subsecjuent to the completion of the bridge will be

made at the end bearings of each set of continuous spans,

where a special wedge arrangement has been provided to in-

crease or decrease the distance between the bottom of the

truss and the top of the pier as the span is raised or

I

—

I

range of temperature, there would be a variation of 22 in.

This unusual movement is provided for 1)\- introducing a

pair of floating stringers under each track, supported on

brackets projecting from the adjoining floor beams. Slotted

holes are provided in the connections to each bracket, so that

the floating stringers are free to move with respect to both

spans. Although this great variation may take place in the

length of the steel work, no provision has been made for an

expansion joint in the rails. As this change of length will

take place gradually throughout the seasons of the year, it is

assumed that the moven^ent of the track under traffic will

readily distribute the change in length throughout the rail

joints on the entire 2,123 ft. of structure.

Special Material

Extensive use was made of special high strength steel in

the fabrication of the superstructure. All stiff main members
in the trusses are made of silicon steel and all eye-bars of a

special steel, the exact nature of which has not been given out,

except insofar as it concerns the results of tests showing the

elastic limit to have an average value of 58,300 lb. per sq.

in., with an ultimate strength varving from 81.000 to 90,000

lb. i>er. sq. m.

•Segmenfa/ rollers.

Grillage

6-Sheave block

4-Shea^e block.

Rods anchorfd lo endof

p

Jacking and Hauling Rigs on the Intermediate Piers

lowered by means of jacks. This is clearly shown in one of

the phot()gra]ihs. A typical cross section of the spans show^s

that the floor beams are framed between the posts with their

top flanges approximately level with the lower sides of the

top chords. The four lines of stringers which rest on the

top flanges of these floor beams are 6 ft. deep, so that the top

flanges in turn are about 32 in. above the tops of the chords.

Since the track ties extend the full width of the structure,

.some support was necessary under their outer ends and this

The bridge floor has a deck of ordinary construction ex-

cept that the ties are unusually heavy, being 10 in. l)y 12 in.

spaced 14 in. center to center and put down with a full length

of 36 ft. In renewing these ties under traffic it is probable

that half lengths will be used on account of the difficulty of

putting a full length tie into place. The rail is 100 lb.

-A. R, A., type-B, with heaTy angle bars and 9-in. by
10-in. tie plates. The inside guard rails are of used 100 lb.

section al.'io placed on tie plates.
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Erection Method

The erection proceeded from both ends of the bridge,

terminating in the center panel of span 7. Accordingly it

was necessary to erect spans at both ends of the structure on
falsework, that is, span 8 on the south and span 2 and
also span 3 on the north, since span 2 did not enter into the

cantilever erection scheme. Owing to the presence of a

public highway and the tracks of the Conemaugh division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad underneath span 3, it was
necessarv to substitute a steel A-frame tower for the usual

-^Safety sfrmgen flO'xI^'TJe /4'<:frs.3Shng gg^^ ^f^^j/
-/-~m ^ 1 1 l-l-l X 1_1_1 l_LA_®i E_^

'!-Bearmgpls.40'xl^

Half Section oi/er Pier 4

^ Beartng ply
/4"j<r

HalfSection ot-er Pier 3.

Cross Section of the Superstructure

form of falsework under the north half of this span, and
proceed by cantilevering over the Pennsylvania Railroad

tracks. This entailed the use of a temporary counterweight

of steel rails at the north end of the span, which was also

required when cantilevering the adjoining longer span to the

south. The falsework under span S was of a special nature

to fit the irregular ground contour and avoid the tracks of

the Oil City line of the Pennsylvania.

The erection was conducted b)' means of bridge derrick

cars running on a track located centrally on the bridge and
supported on the two inside track stringers, the outside

stringers and safety stringers being omitted imtil the spans
were brought to bearing on the piers. The roller bearings

under the spans were secured against movement during the

period of erection by means of plates bolted to their ends.

In projecting the 350-ft. spans from the adjoining spans
to the north, cantilever deflections occurred at their free ends
to such an amount that the panel points over the piers
were 40 in. to 4.'! in. lower than the position determined for

them in the design. Consequently it was required to jack
up the ends of each span as it was landed on the pier by this

amount. For the purpose of erecting span 6, it was con-
nected temporarily to s])an 5 by .short eye-bars in the top
chords and bearing blocks between the bottom chords over

I)ier 3. These eye-bars were made of such a length as to

tip up span 6 by an amount that raised the south end 13 in.

over pier 4. Accordingly it was necessary to jack this span
up only 30 in. instead of 43 in. to take out the cantilever de-

flection. After span 6 was in place the connections at pier 3

were cut away with the o.xy-acetylene flame making the two
spans independent.

To close the middle panel in span 7 the projecting arms
were pushed towards each other by rolling on the ex-

pansion bearings of piers 4 and 5, while the l>earings on
pier 3 and abutment C were lowered so as to raise the

projecting cantilever arms above the iinal position. This
shortened the panel length in the bottom cliords and
lengthened the panels of the top chords, producing a condi-

tion under wliich the closing members were readily intro-

duced.

.•\fter the erection of the trusses had l)een completed, the

Views of Spans 3, 4, and 5 Just Before Being Moved

outside stringers of the floor system were added and the

deck was completed, laying both the tracks in final position.

One of the drawings shows the arrangement under which
these tracks were u.sed during the successive stages of the

work. During the wrecking of the old spans the west track

was used by the traffic while the east track was occupied by

the wrecking etjuipment.

The old trusses were advertised for sale but. no pur-

chaser being found, it was decided to scrap the material.

Accordingly the trusses were supported by beams and cables

from the new structure and the members were cut apart with

the ox\--acetylene flame, .-^fter completing this work the

tops of the old portions of the i)iers were brought to the same
level as die tops of the new portions and the beam grill-

ages were placed and spliced to the portions under the new
.steel. The track diagram also shows the .shifts made in the

track during the stages of moving the new spans into final

position on the piers. The south group of continuous spans

was moved first, this being the longest and heaviest .section.

This was followtxl in turn by the ne.xt group and finally by
span 2. By making use of one or the other of the two tracks

on the bridge in each unit it was possilile always to provide
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one througli operating track throughout each of tlie suc-

cessive stages of the work.

Shifting the Spans into Place

The operation of rolling was accomplished in a manner
similar to that previou.sly used in like situations but with

considerable more refinement as rerjuired on account of the

greater length and weight of the load and the continuity of

the structure. One of the plans shows a typical arrangement

of jacking and pulling rigs for the intermediate piers of

both units, i. e. that carrjing the heaviest load. Here two

2500-ton jacks built for use in closing the Hell Gate arch

were installed under the jacking girders, at the ends of the

continuous units SOO-ton jacks were adequate, while under

the ends of span 2, two 300-ton jacks sufficed.

These jacks were used both to raise the bridge for putting

it on the rollers and later to lower it after the rollers were

removed, and since the bridge was moved between these two

operations, the jacks had to be moved with the bridge. This

was accomplished as indicated in the sketch. Small hand

jacks standing on the floor beams directly above the large

jacks served to lift up the larger ones by means of cables and

hold them clear of the rollers while the bridge was moving.

The moving tackle at each pier consisted of a j/^-in.

wire rope, rove through a set of blocks connecting the east

bearing grillage with a pair of I-beams fastened to the end

of the pier, the wire rope being carried by snatch blocks to

a hoisting engine standing on the deck of the bridge. In

the case of the intermediate piers the rope tackles were in

A View of the New Bridge from the South

19 parts, this multiplication being obtained by a combination

of two si.\-slieave blocks and two four-sheave blocks as

shown.

Unified action being vital, special attention was given to

arrangements through which is could be secured. One es-

sential was that the jjrogress of die shift be practically the

same at each pier, otherwise excessive stresses might be

developed in the top and bottom lateral systems of the

spans, since these also constituted systems of continuous

trusses. Therefore, a convenient arrangement for observ-

ing the relative movement on each pier was paramount.

ihis was accomplished with the aid of two base lines, a
moving base line established on the spans to be moved, be-

tween the east rail of the east track and the ends of the ties,

and a second base line, which may be called the fi.xed base

line, located 16 ft. 3 in. to the east of the moving baseline

and established by points on the ends of the spans nearest

those to be moved. One point on the fixed base line was
marked by a target while the other was covered by a
transit. Sight boards marked at inter\'als of half feet for a

length of 16 ft. 3 in. were fixed to the deck of the spans to

be moved in a horizontal position with the zero point co-

inciding with the fixed base line and the 16-ft. 3-in. mark

Wedge Arrangement on Bridge Shoe to Adjust End Eleva-

tions of the Continuous Trusses

on the moving base line. Then with the transit set on the

target, the sight boards could be read simultaneously as the

bridge was moved. This is shown in one of the photo-

graphs. Another facility was telephone communication
with both the jacking crews on the piers and with the en-

gineers of each of the hoisting engines on tlie deck. These
telephones were placed in a position close to the transit so

that the foreman, standing close to the man observing the

movement, could readily communicate with all of the jacking

and engine crews. The shifting of tliree units was accom-

plished in each case without any unforeseen circumstances

and the obstructions to traffic in no case exceeded five hours.

Incidental to the operation necessary for the shifting of

the structure, sjjecial provision was made for the securing of

(lata that would be of value in the working out of similar

jiroblems for other structures. Readings were taken of the

liydraulic jack pressures so that the pier reactions of the two

continuous spans could be determined and checked against

the calculated values. Draamometers were also introduced

into tlie lead lines from the pulling tackle so that readings

taken during the movement of the spans, after correction for

the friction in the sheave blocks, would give a measure of

the rolling resistance under the conditions obtained. One
of these d\Tianionieters is shown in a photograph. These

were graduated to a maximum of 10,000 lb., two being used

in parallel on the lines from the intermediate piers where

the loads were greater than could be recorded on one in-

strument alone. The readings were taken simultaneously

on all indicators at intervals of 5 sec. during tlie first two

feet of tlie movement, after which they were removed to

avoid interference with the winding of the cables on the

drums. The data thus obtained are now being analvzed.
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The Embankment

Not the least interesting of the various divisions of this

project was the making of the enormous fill to take the place

of the north approach viaduct. The necessity for mini-

mum interference with the traffic, both in the construction

of the fill and the erection of the piers made it desirous to

conduct these operations from an independent track and
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this led to the use of a steel viaduct salvaged from Bull
Creek in consecjuence of a change of line. This was erected

parallel to and .i2 ft. 6 in. west of the center line of the

old viaduct, with the track coincident with the new grade
line.

As the planes of the inside batters of the two viaducts
intersected above the ground surface, it was necessary to
space the towers of the temporary structure between those of
the original viaduct. Therefore, since the old structure had
girder spans of oS ft. over the towers and 65 ft. clear

and the Bull Creek viaduct had 40-ft. spans over tlie towers
with 80 ft. clear spans, it was necessary to dispense with the

80 ft. girders and use 60 ft. spans collected from various
sources for the clear spans of the temporary viaduct.

Since the contour of the valley originally occupied by the
temporary viaduct was not the same as that of the new site,

three towers near the center were too tall and three towers
at the south end and two at tlie north end were too short for
the new site. Accordingly the long columns had to be placed
in e.xcavations of which one was 12 ft. in depth and the
short ones had to be set on towers made of pile Ix'nts, in
one case 19 ft. high, or lengthened out with extensions of
structural steel. One of the drawings shows how this was
accomplished. Concrete foundations were provided for the
teniporar}' structures in all cases where the columns were
not set up on the pile towers.

The fill is about 1 ,900 ft. long and to date has taken o3,500
carloads of graduated slag and otlier mill waste at an
average of 30 cu. yd. per car. The material is delivered
in ore cars returning from tlie mills to the lake ports which
are set out at the station north of the bridge to be handled
onto the filling trestle by work trains. The material is
excellent for filling; it does not settle apprecialily and is

not subject to slipping, nor does it wash excessively. The
only objection, that of dustiness experienced whenever anv
amount of flue waste was present with the slag, was over-
ame by wetting the material before delivering on the fill.

This was made possible by the installation of a S0,000-gal.

tank supplied with water from the river, with a spout in a
position so that the water could be run into the cars as they
were hauled by. As a result the dust nuisance to the sur-
rounding country was avoided, the fill was compacted, the
dumping of the cars made easier and the working conditions
for the men greatly improved.
The filling was conducted from the temporary trestle

until the embankment had been completed to within 15 ft.

of the top, when it was found that the lateral pressure of
the new fill was crowding out the bents of the old viaduct,
two outer columns near the south end being seriously
buckled. Subsequent filling was in consequence done from
the old trestle, princijxilly after the progress in the erection

of the bridge had permitted the tran.sfer of the traffic to the

new spans and the temporary viaduct. The fill will be the
last part of the project to be completed and will occupy
several months' time.

Work on this project was started in April, 1916, the erec-

tion was coninienced about a vear later, and was finished

East Side of Spans 3, 4 and 5 Before Being Shifted, Showing
Position of the Sight Boards

early in .Vugusl of this )ear. The structural steel was
fabricated and erected by the American Bridge Company,
and the engineers of tliis company prepared the design in

collaboration witli H. T. Porter, chief engineer of the

Bessemer & Lake Erie, who exercised general supervision

over the entire project. W. H. Slifer was resident engineer

on the work for the railroad.

Si'EEDY Railko.\li Buildixc. I!-i Fr.^nce.—A railway 1.^0

miles in length behind the French front has been built in

less than 100 days, and on August 15, according to press

des]jatches, was opened for traffic. Its purpose is to im-

prove the communications between the northern and southern

parts of the northern railway system. The construction of

the line involved the building of two important bridges and
a tunnel some 375 yards in length. Premier Clemenceau and
.Albert Claveille, the Minister of Public Works, were present

at the ceremony of putting the new road into operation. The
premier congratulated tlie engineer in charge of the work and
the man who had jjerformed the task. ''AH France," ex-

claimed the Premier, ''is working until the day when victory

shall come—a dav of which the dawn is breaking."
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Orders of Regional Directors

YM. C. A.— 1 he .Southwestern regional director has

asked for detailed information concerning the con-

tributions made to the Y. M. C. A.

Aisle Carpets in Passenger Coaches.—The Southern re-

gional director has extended to dining and cafe cars his previ-

ous instructions directing the discontinuance of the use of

aisle carpets in passenger coaches.

Roads Relinquished from Federal Control.—The re-

gional director of Southwestern railroads announces that

the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company has been

relinquished from federal control.

Transfer of Bad Order Cars.—The Southern regional

director has emphasized the necessity for sending in to the

regional director detailed information concerning cars that

are being sent from one road to another for repairs, in order

to relieve the bad situation on various roads.

Box Cars in Passenger Trains.—Federal managers of the

Southwestern region have been instructed that box cars

should not be handled in passenger trains except where mixed

train service is operated and when neces.sary in froop trains

for buffer purposes and for the handling of supplies and

other material.

Discontinuance of Sale of Liquors.—General Order No.

39, prohibiting the sale of liquors and intoxicants in din-

ing cars, restaurants and railroad stations under federal

control is applicable to all steamers, vessels, wharves or other

places under control of the United States Railroad Admin-

istration in connection with its operations on the water.

Mexican Labor Agent.—In a circular dated August 17,

the regional director of Central Western railroads announces

the appointment of Avery Turner as representative of. the

Railroad .Administration at El Paso, Tex., in charge of the

distribution between railroads of the Mexican labor supply

availajjle at that and other ports of entry to this country.

Damage to Freight Cars in Yards.-—The Central Western

director has emphasized the necessity for proper inspection

of hand brakes and other safety appliances to overcome the

fact that much damage to cars in yards has been due to hand

brakes not being properly maintained, thus making it im-

possible for the car riders to control the cars they are han-

dling.

Lumber from, the South.—The railroads in the Central

western region have been asked to anticipate, so far as pos-

sible, their requirements for cross ties and lumber from

southern territory for the coming winter and to move from

the south during the next two or three months as much of

this traffic as possible, as by so doing they will aid materially

in preventing congestion at Ohio River gateways.

Standard Form for Stationery.—The question has arisen,

says the Southern Regional Director, whether, in providing

stationery, a particular line shall be designated "Railroad"

or "Railway," according to the word used in the corporate

title. Decision has Ijeen reached that the word "Railroad"

shall be uniformly used; for example, "Southern Railroad,"

although the name of the corporation is "Southern Railway

Company."

Attempts at Train Wrecking.—The Militar>- Intelligence

Branch of the M'ar Department requests that all em-

ployees along the lines of the carriers .shall be instructed in

case they notice any preparation for or intentional attempts

at train wrecking or derailment, to at once notify Colonel M.

Churcliill, General Staff, Chief, Military Intelligence

Branch, Executive Division, 1330 F street Northwest, Wash-

ington, D. C.

Fire Prevention.—The regional director of Central West-

em railroads calls attention to the fire damage to station

buildings and grain elevators caused by placing boarding

cars of construction and repair trains on tracks close to build-

ings; by dumping hot coals out of stoves without regard for

the proximity of buildings, and by reason of the netting in

locomotives not iieing maintained in proper condition. The
circular asks that instructions be issued for the purpose of

reducing these hazards to a minimum.

The Destruction of Records.—-The Eastern regional direc-

tor has drawn attention to the fact that the Division of Pub-
lic Service and Accounting has ruled that where it is desired

to destro}' any records which have accumulated during the

administration of the director general, it will be proper for

the federal manager to appoint some one or two persons to

supervise the work as required by the rules of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Where the records to be destroyed

accumulated previous to January 1, 1918, the persons to have
supervision should be appointed by the corporation.

Compensation for Sub-Foremen.—The Eastern regional

director has issued the following: The following letter from

C. R. Gray, director, Division of Operation, dated Wash-
ington, Augu.st 15, 1918, is quoted for your information and
guidance:

Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27 provides that sub-foremen
in the mechanical department, such as gang leaders and leading workmen,
shall be paid 5 cents per hour more than the craft which they are
supervising.

Our attention has been called to the fact that this creates inequalities

between certain railroads on account of some of these sub-foremen having
been heretofore paid on a monthly basis.

In order to preserve uniformity you may authorize Federal and general
managers to place all of these men on an hourly basis.

Stereopticon Slides for Army in France.—The Eastern

regional director states that the National War Work
Council of the Young Men's Christian .Association advises

that it is experiencing considerable difficulty in securing a

sufficient quantity of stereopticon slides for the entertainment

of the American Army in France, and asks whether it can
Ijorrow the slides heretofore used by the railroad companies
for advertising purposes.

There is no objection by the Railroad Administration to

such use of the slides in question. In the event that the rail-

roads possess such stereopticon slides they are asked to com-
municate with the corporation owning them and ascertain if

they are willing that the slides be loaned to the Y. M. C. A.

Rates on Military Impedimenta.—The regional director of

Central Western railroads announces that hereafter third-

class freight rates, subject to land grant deductions where
applicable, will be applied on military impedimenta, includ-

ing equipage, subsistence stores, medical stores, emergency
ammunition and other property of the United States army,

navy or marine corps, other than live stock, accompanying
troops, loaded in miscellaneous quantities in mixed carloads,

and covered by Government bills-of-lading (without requir-

ing listing or specific packing but simply described as mili-

tary impedimenta) minimum weight 24,000 lb. These rates,

however, will not cover personal baggage or other property

of officers or the men which will he handled only under the

terms and conditions of current passenger and freight tariffs.

Semi-Monthly Report.—The following form shows the

style of report which federal managers have been asked to

submit on the fifteenth and last day of each month to the

Southwestern regional director.

Improvement.'!—I.ist any large improvements in progress, involving an
expenditure of $25,000 or more, in progress of construction and per cent

complete with probable d.ite will he ready for service.

Shop Conditions—State if locomotive and car shops are being worked
to capacity, and if not, how many additional engines, passenger and freight

cars, can be handled for other Federal managers' territories.

State hours worked compared with same period of last year, at principal

shops.

Equipment- State generally, condition of locomotives, passenger train

cars, freight train cars, and per cent of each class in shop. Also if any
maintenance is being deferred account having to keep in service, account
heavy traffic, equipment due for shopping. If any surplus of equipment,
engines or car5., state what it consists of, -ind how. long it can be spared
for use on other territories where needed.
General—Crmments on any other items of general interest.
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Railway Express Cars.—The Southern regional director

has instructed railroads in his territory to see that the lettering

of cars for the American Railway Express Company is taken

care of as soon as possible. In Circular No. 372 he quotes

article IV of the agreement between the director general of

railroads and the express company reading as follows : "The

director general shall furnish adequate and suitable space in

cars properly equipped, heated, lighted, and lettered American

Railway Express Company for the use of express companies

on such passenger, mail and express trains, etc."

War Tax on Bills Covering Feeding of Live Stock.—In

order No. 40, dated August 16, the regional director of

Southwestern railroads announces the findings of the Internal

Revenue Bureau of the Treasury Department in a controversy

which arose regarding the application of a war tax on bills

covering feeding in transit and yardage of live stock at des-

tination. In general the bureau found that if the amount of

the feed bill is collected by the carrier, or on its behalf, from

the consignee or consignor it is a charge incurred in connec-

tion with transportation and is taxable unless the charge is

absorbed in the through rate collected by the carrier. If,

however, the transportation has been actually completed by

delivery of the property to the consignee and the cancellation

of the bill-of-lading, the tax should not apply to charges

for feeding services rendered subsequently thereto, even

though the stock yards where such feeding services are per-

formed is owned and operated by the carrier who trans-

ported the live stock.

Fuel Transportation.—In Circular No. 17, dated August
1.1, the regional director of Northwestern railroads em-
phasizes the necessity of maintaining a full car supply at

coal mines. To this end he states that it is imperative that

loaded cars suffer no delay in transit or at destination and
that coal cars be moved daily. It is suggested that the prac-

tice of certain lines operating "mine clean-up" trains of emp-
ties daily might be profitably adopted, thereby insuring the

regular and current movement of empty cars to the mines.

This equipment should be accumulated in train lots and given

preferal;lc service if necessary to insure prompt movement
to the mines. Transportation departments should permit no
slowing up in the movement of coal or mine empties regard-

less of increased traffic occasioned by the unusually heavy

fall business and grain movement.
In Circular No. 118, dated August 16, the regional direc-

tor of Central Western railroads called attention to careless-

ness in the unloading of coal cars which in a large number
of cases results in equipment leaving the point of unloading

containing a ton or more of coal per car. Operating officers

and commercial consumers are asked to work for the elimina-

tion of this wasteful practice.

Equipment Used for Troop Trains.—The Southern re-

gional director has issued instructions looking towards the

remedying of complaints that have been made that some of

the equipment used for service on troop trains is of con-

siderable age and that the construction is too weak for han-

dling in such trains, which average 1,S cars. A survey sliould

be made of the equipment used for the transportation of

troops, to determine definitely if any of the cars are in sucli

condition as to render them unfit for service in heavy troop

trains, and if it is found that cars being used for troop move-
ments are not in condition to be handled in long trains, they

Should be withdrawn from troop movement service and used

in other line service until they are: (a) Overhauled and
strengthened, or (b) Assigned to such service as they are

adapted for.

Proper Instruclion of Employees Engaged in Train Opera-
tion.—The Eastern regional director has sent out the fol-

lowing instructions

:

Investigation of a recent head-end collision on one of the

Eastern railroads, which resulted in the death of several

persons and the injury of others, developed that the accident

was caused by an error on the part of the operator in re-

copying a train order transmitted to him over the telephone

despatching circuit. The position as operator was his first

employment in that capacity, he had been in the railroad

service only about three months, stated that he received only

one day's instruction prior to taking the position and had

not been furnished with a book of rules relating to his duties.

Will you please bring the facts in this ca.se to the attention

of all sujiervisory officers responsible for the employment of

operators and others engaged in train operation, and at the

same time caution them as to the necessity of exercising the

utmost care in the employment of men for such positions to

satisfy themselves fully as to the fitness and abilit}' of the

applicants to fulfill the duties and responsibilities involved,

to .see that they are thoroughly instructed in the rules and
regulations governing their duties, supplied with book of

rules and other proper written and oral instructions, and
are properly examined and passed by the responsible super-

vising officer as to their understanding of the rules and regu-

lations governing the positions to which they are to be as-

signed.

Draft Classification of Skilled Railway Men.—Provost
^Marshal General Crowder has sent a message to all draft

officials requesting ' reconsideration of the classification of

railway men in Class I. Reconsideration is especially asked
in the case of applicants employed as machinists, blacksmiths,

boilermakers, tin and coppersmiths, pipefitters and helpers

and apprentices of all of the foregoing, hostlers, enginehouse
men, train despatchers and directors, telegraphers, telephon-

ers, and block operators, locomotive firemen, and helpers,

conductors, yard foremen, brakemen, track foremen, telegraph

clerks, yard masters and assistants, hx'omotive engineers and
motormen.

Application should be made by the individual and filed

with the district board, or the local board for transmission

to the district board, asking reconsideration of classification

on the ground that tlie applicant is engaged in a nccessarj'

industrial enterprise as a skilled laborer especially fitted for

the work in which lie is engaged, or as a highly specialized

teclmical or mechanical expert, as the case may be. In case

an individual does not wish to make application or it is

impracticable for him to do so, application may l)e made by
the federal manager, general manager or other representatives

of the Railroad Administration. Applications should l)e sup-

ported by affidavits made by representatives of the Rail-

road Administration preferably not below the rank of divi-

sion superintendent.

The affidavits of the railroad officers should state specifi-

cally that a discontinuance, serious interruption or materially

neduced operation of the railroad would result in substantial

material loss and detriment to the effective maintenance of

the military establishment and to the adequate and effective

operation of military forces—that the railroad contributes

materially to all these things and is therefore a necessarv' in-

dustrial enterprise. The ajiplications should include a brief

description of the duties of the applicants, indicating why
they are essential to the continuous operation of the ro;id.

It should also be pointed out that the available supply of per-

sons competent in the same capacity is such that the applicant

cannot be replaced widiout direct material and substantial

loss to railroad operation.

Improinng Freight Operations.—The Northwestern re-

gional director is giving consideration to greater efficiency in

yard operation and fuel transportation. In circular No. 16,

lie has asked the railroads in his territor)- to consider the

following matters:
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Complaints from shippers respecting delays to cars indi-

cate the necessity for careful consideration of the following:

1. That the operation of yards be so arranged as to provide as nearly

as possible continuous movement of traffic.

2. Where for any reason continuous movement is impossible, cars should
be moved in the order of arrival.

3. Most aggravating complaints arise from delay to individual cars for

which no reasonable or satisfactory explanation can be offered. This is

particularly true at ? season of the year when yards are free from con-

gestion.

4. It is the duty of operating organizations to know that the work is

so arranged 'n all yards as to avoid unusual delays. Reports made l)y in-

spectors show that on many lines there has not been provided a system
that -nsures unfailing attention to all loaded cars that for any reason fall

out of the regular current of movement, including no bills, cars im-

propel ly billed, cars held for disposition or reconsignment, company ma-
terial, and cars in bad order, including the repair of loaded cars in

prefei'ence.

5. A careful study shculd be made of the organization and facilities at

all important yards and terminals to insure a proper and efficient method.
(a) as to proper organization of force,

(b) assignment of individual responsibility of duties,

(c) supervision of office and yard operations.

(d) working facilities of yards and power,
(e) yard office facilities.

6. It is suggested that with the curtailed activities of traffic department
some of the various employees, formerly acting as traveling agents, miRbt,

with profit, be put in charge of yard office organizations at some of the

larger terminals or assigned to special duties in connection therewith.

7. With efficiently organized force should follow a very careful study to

determine a possibility of further extension of solid train load movement
to avoid switching enroute. This plan is now in effect from the larger

terminals to the seaboard, and the average miles per car per day made by

these solid trains handling full tonnage, is the Ijest indication of the im-

portance of extending this practice wherever possible. Where there is not

sufficient tonnage available, loads for common points should be assembled

together to facilitate train lot consolidations at other points.

8. Delays in yards and congestions are frequently caused by failure of

agents to obseive embargoes. No valid excuse exists for this if clear in-

structions are in the hands of every agent as to embargoes in effect. Prompt
report should be made to this office of any accumulation of cars occasioned

by loading prior to issuance oi embargoes with details as to car numbers
and full billing reference.

The larger part of the transportation troubles of the rail-

roads arise from improper conditions in the terminals, and

if you will provide a proper organization and direct them

on the lines outlined above with such further directions as

your experience no doubt will dictate, it will bring surprising

results.

May I not ask that all officers responsible for tenninal

and yard operation on your line be especially directed and

instructed to give these matters their very closest attention

and may I further ask that you have experienced men espe-

cially detailed to check up the operation of these yards to

the end that the Railroad Administration may get the most

efficient operation possible out of their operation, and that

you advise me of action you have taken.

In circular No. 17, confirming telegraphic advices, he has
emphasized the necessity for prompt movement of empty and
loaded coal cars, as follows:

To insure full car supply at coal mines, it is imperative that:

1. Loaded cars must not be delayed in transit or at destination;
2. Coal empties must be moved daily;

3. It is suggested the practice of certain lines operating mine empty
cleanup trains daily might be profitably adopted, thereby insuring regular
and current movement of empties to mines.

4. Accumulate in train lots and give preferential service, if necessary,
to insure current movement to mines.

5. Impress transportation department forcibly there must be no slowing
up in movement of coal cw mine empties regardless of increased traffic oc-
casioned by usual heavy fall business and grain movement.

Handling Passing Reports.—A Reconsigning and Di-
version Bureau, in charge of J. B. Crawford, Room 402,

No. 58 East Washington Street, Chicago, 111., has been estab-

lished for the purpose of providing facilities for the trans-

mission of information to shippers and receivers and, ulti-

mately, for the handling of reconsignments and diversions of

fruits and vegetables moving from the \\'est to Eastern

destinations. Agencies of the bureau will be established at

Buffalo, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapolis,

Pittsburgh and New York.

Telegraphic passing reports of cars destined to the follow-

ing points will be communicated to shippers and receivers as

outlined below:

Destination Pass

Detroit, Mich Chicago,

Buffalo, N. Y Chicago,

Cleveland. Ohio Chicago,

Cincinnati. Ohio Chicago

Indianapolis, Ind Chicago,

Pittsburgh, Pa Chicago,

Boston. Mass Chicago

F.oston, Mass Chicago

New York Chicago-Ho

Reports will be transmitted to other points as conditions

warrant.

Consolidated mail reports, showing departure of all cars

from Chicago, will be sent agents of the bureau at the above

points in order to provide record on cars diverted after de-

parture from Chicago.

The bureau for the present will confine this service for

the transmission of information on cars moving eastbound

through Chicago. The handling of diversions or recon-

signments will be taken over in the near future, as soon as

arrangements can be perfected.
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General News Department

The National Safety Council will hold lis annual meeting
at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo., from September 16 to 20

inclusive.

The Grand Trunk freight house at Ottawa, Out., was de-

stroyed by fire on August 15, together with 28 loaded freight

cars ; estimated loss, $90,000. The fire was started by an ex-

plosion in a freight car.

Employees of the Long Island Railroad have raised money
to present a Red Cross ambulance lo the government, and
are now contributing a fund for a second ambulance—about
$4,900 in all. No employee or officer gives more than one
dollar.

The sailing-day plan for freight shipments has recently been
introduced at over 100 stations in the Northwestern region.

It is expected that it will be inaugurated in the Chicago
switching district for the roads in the Northwestern region,

about .September 1.

The issuance of passes by railroads operated by the govern-
ment will be continued as usual, pending further orders, all

jiasses to be issued by the federal manager, or where there is no
federal manager, by the general manager; but annual passes for

officers connected directly with the director general and his staf?,

or the regional or district directors and their stafTs, will be is-

sued by the office of the director general.

Women continue to replace men in new occupations in

railway work from week to week. The Department of Labor
recently drew attention to the fact that women have been
successfully employed in railroad tank painting, and noted
that one of the many unusual calls received at the various
local offices of the Federal Employment Service recently was
one from an eastern railroad for six baggage porters, which
was promptly met.

The Shopmen of the Louisville & Nashville liave been
"organized," and, according to a Louisville paper, about
97 per cent of the several thousand men in the different

shops of the road have joined unions representing their

several crafts. The men will work under what is called the
Southeast agreement, and papers were signed on August IS

b}- the superintendent of machinery, representing the road,
and by leaders of the several crafts. The federated shop
crafts include the machinists, the blacksmiths, the boiler-

makers, the sheet metal workers, the electrical workers, and
the carmen.

The Chicago City Council, through its committee on local
industries, tlireatens to sue the Illinois Central to recover
for tlie city the value of lands which, it alleges, the railroad
is occupying without authority. The land in question con-
sists of street ends occupied by tracks and warehouses north
of Randolph street. The law, according to the chairman of
tile committee, provides that when shore owners make land
they must keep existing streets open to the lake. The
Illinois Central, however, has not kept Lake and South
Water streets open to the lake but has closed them at
Beaubien court. The committee estimates the value of the
land involved at about $10,000,000. Officers of the Illinois
Central say that the property in question has been occupied
by the railway for 66 years.

Priority Certificates cannot be bought, and it is useless to
employ agents to obtain certificates or to use their influence
in getting favorable decisions from the War Industries
Board. This is the gist of a statement which has been
issued by E. B. Parker, Priorities Commissioner. He says
that his attention has been called to the fact that certain
individuals are offering their services and soliciting employ-
ment to present priority applications and procure the issu-
ance of priority certificates. The rules and regulations of
the Priorities Division are clear, and will be furnished to

anyone applying therefor. The employment of agents

burdens the applicant with a wholly unnecessary expense,

and an attempt on the part of agents to exert personal

influence may have a tendency to prejudice the applicant's

cause.

The proposed new passenger station of the New York
Central at 149th street. New York City (Mott Haven junc-

tion), planned more than two years ago but never begun, is

the subject of a communication from the Public Service

Commission of the State to the Railroad Administration

looking to a hastening of the work. The recent changes in

the routes of subway trains in New York have caused con-

gestion of passenger traffic at a number of places and the

Commission is seeking ways of meeting this difficulty. It

was expected that the station would be begun in 1916. It

would provide facilities for turning back New York Central

and New Haven suburban trains at 149th street, as passen-

gers could be discharged there and be taken to the business

district by both the east side and the west side subways, thus

eliminating congestion at the Grand Central station. The
New York Central has made some preliminary expenditures

for this station, several thousand dollars having been spent

in the construction of passageways from the subway station

to what eventually will be the concourse of the new rail-

road station.

Bonus to Santa Fe Soldiers Promoted
Every officer or employee of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe who wins a commission while in foreign military or naval

service will receive $200 from the Santa Fe Foreign Service

Fund to defray the cost of his equipment as an oflScer. Some-
times a man declines a commission owing to the expense in-

volved in its acceptance. The Santa Fe people hope by re-

moving this factor to spur every man in the ranks to greater

efforts to get his bars. This fund is being collected by the

Santa Fe Magazine and now aggregates over $3,500.

Five Cents More for Coal Delivered to Engine Tenders

Under an order of the Fuel .Administration, efTecli\e

August 17, there may be added to the government mine price

of coal delivered directly from mine tipples to locomotive

tenders the sum of five cents a net ton, or such other sum
as may be agreed upon between the operator and the railroad

receiving the coal. In case of failure to agree the operator

shall furnish such coal at the government mine price, plus

such additional sum as may be fixed by the Bureau of Prices

of the Fuel Administration.

Meeting to Discuss Fuel Economy in Stationary Plants

A meeting has been called by Eugene McAuliffe, manager
Fuel Conservation Section, Division of Operation, United

States Railroad Administration, of one delegate from each

railroad operating 500 or more miles of line for the purpose

of discussing fuel conservation in stationary plants. The meet-
ing is to be held at the Dearborn Llotel, Chicago, at 9:30

a. m., on Monday, September 9. The delegates are to be se-

lected with regard to their direct responsibility for fuel con-
sumption on other than locomotives. The mechanical engineer-

ing staff of the United States Fuel Administration, Department
of Conservation, headed by David Moffet Myers, will attend
the meeting, and deliver a series of short, concise addresses
on the proper maintenance and operation of stationary plants.

There is a great opportunity of saving fuel along these lines.

In 1918 the railroads consumed in this manner approximately
16 million tons of coal costing about $56,000,000. The meeting
will last only one day and is held a day before the Traveling
Engineers' Association convenes in order that the men attend-
ing may have an opportunity to attend that convention.

355
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Conservation of Freight Cars

The number of freight cars saved on the Southern Pacific

(Pacific System) by economy in loading during the six

months ending June 30, 1918, was 48,951. During the six

months the tonnage loaded totaled 9.783,635 tons of commer-
cial freight compared with 9,537,062 tons for a corresponding

period in 1917, an increase of 246.573 tons. Total cars loaded,

368,609, compared with 406,852 cars for a like period in 1917;

an increased volume of 246,573 tons was accommodated with

a reduction of 38,243 cars. The heaviest average car loading

was accomplished on the Shasta Division with a percentage
of load to capacity of 83.5.

Frauds in Priority of Lumber Shipments

In the United Stales District Court at Newark, N. J,, eight

lumber dealers have been indicted for violation of the Interstate

Commerce law in avoiding freight embargoes by shipping lum-

ber to an officer of the army without having authority from any-

body connected with the government to do so. The offenses

occurred in the latter part of 1917, and the early part of 1918.

The investigations were made by the district attorney for New
Jersey, the Investigation Bureau of the Department of Justice,

and special agents of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
indictments charge the companies and their officers with procur-

ing illegal discrimination by which they were able to sell lumber
while others could not sell, and also were able to get a higher

price from the government. The defendants are the Metro-
politan Lumber Company, and Jacob Jacobson ; the Southern

Lumber Company, and David Jacobson, all of Newark, N. J.;

Heidrifter Lumber Company, and Frank R. Wallace, of Eliza-

beth, N. J.; Franklin Lumber Company of Newark; Coastwise

Lumber 8z Supply Company of Jersey City; Boynton Lumber
Company of Seawaren, N. J.; Ira R. Crouse of Perth Amboy,
N. J., and Perrine & Bnckelew. Inc., of Jamesburg, N. J.

Following the investigation of these cases, the director general

of railroads issued his order No. 38, noticed in the Railway Age,
August 2, page 221, regulating the marking of freight for the

government.

Railway Earnings in 1917 and 1916

The following table showing railway earnings in the calen-

dar year ended December 31, 1917, as compared with 1916, is

one compiled by the Bureau of Railw-ay Economics and in-

cludes those roads with annual operating revenues above
$1,000,000. The figures as given are not final, as one road is

missing, but the total mileage represented is 233,445.

The figures show that the total operating revenues in 1917

were $4,011,380,041, an increase over 1916 of about $419,030,-

349. Operating expenses, however, showed an increase of

$471,866,542, leaving a net operating revenue of $1,184,243,291,

a decrease of $52,836,193.

Uaiiavav Income .\ccount. 1917 .\nd 1916
Increase 1917

Account 1917 1916 over 1916
Operating revenues ....$4,011,380,041 $3,592,349,692 $419,030,349
Operating expenses ' 2,827,136,750 2,355.270,208 471,866,542

Net operating revenue... $1,184,243,291 $1,237,079,484 i/ $52,836,193
Tax accruals 213. 882.232 156,869,925 57.012.307
Uncollectible revenue 698,723 821.750 d 123.027
Misc. operating income 9,983,157 2.889,286 7,093,871

Total operating income.. $979,545,493 $1,082,277,095 d $102,731,602
Net rentals—balance' Dr. 36,258,338 Dr. 42,033,737 5,775,399

Net operating income".. $943,287,155 $1,042,243,358 rf $98,956,203
Nonoperatitig income 216,154,708 203,663,492 12,491,216

Gross income $1,159,441,863 $1,243,906,850 d $84,464,987
Deiiuctinns;

Interest on funded debt $404,313,381 $406,430,990 rf $2,117,609
Interest on unfunded debt.. 13.632.435 13.822,524 d 190,089
.Ml other deductions 153,416.412 180,031.859 rf 26,615.447

Total deductions $571,362,228 $600,285,373 d $28,927,145
Net income 588,079,635 643,621,477 rf 55,541,842
Disposition of net income:
Dividend appropriations ... $222,378,713 $175,107,298 $47,271,415
.Appropriations for investment

in physical property 45.419,690 61,704,005 d 16,284.315
Other appropriations 25.582,319 47.892,604 d 22,310,285

Total appropriations $293,380,722 $284,703,907 $8,676,815
Balance to profit and loss 294,698,913 358,917.570 rf 64,218,657

* Hire of equipment and joint facility rents.
Corresponds to "standard return" of the railway control act.

d Decrease.

iiniiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiic

Traffic News

The Railroad Administration has put in effect new rates
on manganese ore much lower than the prevailing rates

carried in current tariffs.

Preferred handling of threshing machine repair parts has
been established by express companies at the request of the
Food Administration. Delays in transit have caused losses

of grain due to remaining too long in the field.

The Cape Cod Canal is to be deepened from 17 feet to 23 feet,

dredging having been ordered by the government to accom-
plish this deepening at the three points where the depth is at

present insufficient. With the greater depth it will be possible

to move through the canal the coal—about ten million tons

annually—now carried to New England by water around Cape
Cod. James H. Hustis, district director of railroads for New
England, announces that Captain A. L. Crowley has been ap-
pointed general agent for the canal, with office at 148 State street,

Boston. Three tugs have been engaged to tow sailing vessels

ihrough the canal.

The rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission relative to

the publication and filing of tariffs, as shown in its circular 18-.'\,

continues in force notwithstanding orders of the Railroad
Administration, except as may be expressly called for in such
orders. Instructions to this effect have been issued by Edward
Chambers, director of traffic. Railroad Administration, in cir-

cular No. 4, instances having arisen where the I. C. C. rules

were not properly complied with. .\ suspended schedule must
not be cancelled nor any change made in a rate or provision

that is held in effect by virtue of a suspension order, except by

special pennission of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Travelers' Aid Society

The Travelers' Aid Society assisted during 1917 about
750,000 persons, and expects this year to make a record of

2,000,000. There are now 175 organizations doing such work
throughout the United States, and reports received from
only 75 of these for the first six months of 1918 show a
total of 342,124 persons assisted. The society has in the
past devoted its efforts largely to furnishing moral protec-

tion to travelers, especially w-onien and girls who are un-
accompanied, but since the beginning of the war the society

has found it necessary to broaden its activities to include
munitions centres and war camps.

Coal Production

During the week ended .\ugust 10 the production of

bituminous coal not only decreased 278.000 net tons, or
2.2 per cent, but recorded the fourth successive week of

decreased production, says the w-eekly bulletin of the

L'nited States Geological Survey. The decrease in produc-
tion during this period was equivalent to 1,000.000 net tons
or 7.6 per cent below the record week of July 13, when
production reached 13.286.000 net tons, and makes necessary
an output of 14,500.000 net tons during the balance of the

summer months to make up the deficit for the coal j-ear

to date.

The output during the week of August 10. including
lignite and coal made into coke, is estimated at 12,274,000

net tons, as against 12,552,000 net tons during the week of

August 3 and 10,636,000 net tons during the current week
of 1917. The average production per working day during
the week of .August 10 is estimated at 2,046,000 net tons as

compared with 2.092,000 net tons during the week preceding
and 1,773.000 net tons during the week of .\ugust 10, 1917.

The daily average during the current week fell 54,000 net

tons or 2.6 per cent behind the daily summer requirements
established by the L'nited States Fuel .Vdministration.

Anthracite production during the week of .August 10 is

estimated at 2.051,933 net tons, a decrease compared with

the week preceding of 6.4 per cent. Shipments during the
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same week totaled 36,870 carloads, decreasing 7 per cent.

Total production during the coal year to date is estimated

at 37,709,447 net tons, an increase over the same period of

last year of 2.1 per cent.

The percentage of full time output lost on account of

car shortage during the week ending August 3 was 7.5,

representing the fourth successive increase in that number of

weeks.

Anthracite Coal Shipments

Anthracite coal sliipments in July amounted to 7,084.775

gross tons, against 6,867,669 tons in June, and 6,724,252 tons

in July of last year. The July shipments were the largest

ever made in that month, and have been exceeded only twice

—in March of this year, and in October, 1917. The ship-

ments for the first four months of the present coal year
(April to July, inclusive) amounted to 27,208,073 tons, against
26,283,113 tons for the same period of 1917, an increase of

924,960 tons. The July returns show a substantial increase
in the output of domestic sizes, which in the earlier months
of the year had shown a relative decline. The figures by
railroads for July are as follows:

July

1918 1917

Philadelphia & Reading 1,420,624 1,256,316

I.ehigh Valley 1,319,731 1,254,647

Central of New Jersey 641,547 603,704

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 1,034,561 1,052,944

Delaware & Hudson 820,530 758.695

Pennsylvania 504,630 510,941

Erie 824,242 768,245

New York, Ontario & Western 167,656 168,915

Lehigh & New England 351,254 349,845

Totals 7,084,775 6. 724, -'52

The National Industrial Traffic League
The National Industrial Traffic League, G. M. Freer, Cin-

cinnati, president, will hold its summer meeting at the Hotel La-
Fayette, Butifalo, N. Y., on Thursday and Friday, August 29 and
30. The report of the executive committee contains seven prin-

cipal subjects: Shippers' Representation on Freight Traffic Com-
mittees ; Instructions of the Car Service Section on Double
Loading; Establishment of Bureaus to Take the Place of Off-
Line Offices ; Keeping Records of 1. c. 1. shipments at Junctions

;

the New Rules for Payment of Freight Charges ; the Recent
Advance in Freight Rates; the Policy of the Post Office De-
partment in Adjusting Damage Claims.

Other subjects on the docket are the follovving: Demurrage
Rule 6, Section D, Proposed Modification ; Demurrage Rule 4,

and the Sending of F"reight Arrival Notices by First-Class Mail

;

Proposed Restoration of the Average Agreement Rule ; New Re-
quirements on Bills of Lading; Express Companies' Rates, Pro-
posed Change in Packing Rules, and other matters connected
with express traffic ; Sale of Unclaimed Freight Without No-
tification to the Shipper; Carriers' Refusal to Pay Concealed
Loss and Damage Claims, and other matters connected with
freight claims ; Report of Classification C^onimittee ; Report on
sidetrack agreements.

The Port of New York
William R. Willcox. chairman of the New York-New Jersey

Port and llarlior Development Commission, commenting on
erroneous statements concerning the congestion of freight at

New York harbor last winter, says that the capacity of the port
for the handling of freight, whether inbound or outbound, equals
several times the demands made upon the port, even the present
extraordinary war demands. Mr. Willcox calls attention to the

fact that the port of New York has a waterfront of 770 miles,

of which a length of 320 iniles has been developed.
This commission, wliich, for the current year, has an appro-

priation of $200,0(X), one-half from New Jersey and one-half
from New York, is conducting extensive investigations pre-

liminary to the making of a comprehensive report on the ca-

pacity and needs of the port. The commission is co-operating
with the United States Shipping Board, which is investigating

all the ports of the country, and also with the Fuel and the Rail-

road Administrations. The investigations of the commission are

made under the direction of B. F. Cresson, Jr., consulting engi-

neer, whose office is at 14 John street. New York City. Men
will be sent into the field to make minute studies of the railroad

service, the steamship and lighterage services, and also the busi-

ness of trucking in the streets.

\ force of 25 observers is already at work investigating rail-

road freight stations, a twenty-four-hour inspection being made
at each noint. These same men will probably be employed to

investigate the operations of drays. Other investigators will

examine the records of the railroads, and surveyors are to locate

an exterior belt line for a railroad in New Jersey. Studies will

be made of the 400 warehouses in the Metropolitan district, and

all necessary data will be gathered in regard to markets and

food distribution. The barge canal and all other facilities and
institutions connected with New York Citj-'s commerce will be

reported on in detail.

Metamorphosis of Traffic Associations

The Western Passenger .Association, the Trans-Continental

Passenger .Association and the Southwestern Passenger .As-

sociation, with their auxiliary bureaus, have been abolished,

and their activities are to be assumed by the Western Pas-

senger Traffic Committee, with the following organizations

:

(a) Western Passenger Bureau, with Eben E. MacLeod,
formerly chairman of the Western Passenger Association,

as inanager, and J. E. Hannegan, formerly chairman of the

Southwestern Passenger Association, as assistant manager,
with headquarters in the Transportation building, Chicago:
(b) Bureau of Service of National Parks and Monuments,
the establishment of which was announced in the Railway Age
August 9. The passenger bureau will consist of a tariff

division, a clergy permit division and a military divison.

Mr. Hannegan, who is in charge of the tariflf division, is now
in conference with the rate clerks of the Western roads, to

work out permanent tariflfs to take the place of the temporary-

tariffs which were prepared early in the summer.

Hearings on Proposed Consolidated Classification

Hearings on the proposed consolidated freight classification

No. 1 were held at Boston, Mass., on .August 1 and 2, before

Examiner Disque of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and a hearing was opened at New York on August 5. In the

enforced absence of Examiner Disque who was incapacitated

through illness, j'. C. Colquitt, classification agent of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, assumed charge of the pro-

ceedings. The New York hearing was concluded at the end
of the week and a hearing was opened at Chicago on August
12 before Examiner Disque.

At Chicago considerable attention was given to proposed

Rule 10 which authorizes mixed carloads at the carload rate

applicable to the highest classed or rated article. .A number
of witnesses explained how the rule would work a hardship

on their particular industries. Members of the special com-
mittee which prepared the proposed classification were asked
whether if, as a result of the application of the proposed rule,

it could be shown that an undue hardship had been worked,
the carriers would be willing to establish a specific mixture.
They replied they would do so provided that the hardship
resulting was an tindue hardship. H. C. Barlow of the Chi-

cago Association of Commerce, spoke in favor of Rule 10.

He stated that terminals were never so congested as at present

and that one thing that would materially relieve the con-
gestion was a mixed carload rule which would permit the

shipper to use his own terminal. The rule, he added, would
avoid expense to the carrier in handling much of what is

now shipped as I. c. 1. freight. Official Classification territory
has had a mixed carloading rule for years, and cohimerce has
thrived as a result of it. Rule 10, he thought, was the best
rule which could be framed, and he urged that it be given a
fair trial.

The remainder of the hearing was devoted to a consideration
of complaints regarding the classification of specific commod-
ities. The fourth hearing on the classification was opened at

Omaha, on August 19.
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i Commission and Court News |

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Chamber of Commerce of Cedar Rapids, la., has filed

complaints with the Interstate Commerce Commission against

the new rate on coal from Illinois mines to Cedar Rapids.

The commission has set September 20 as the date for a

hearing at Portland, Ore., on the rates on fruit, etc., froin

Washington, Oregon and Idaho. On September 23 hearings

will be held in the same place relative to diversion and
reconsignment rules.

The National Council of Farmers' Co-Operative Associa-

tions, of which Clifford Thorne is general counsel, has filed

a complaint with the Commission against the rates on corn,

oats, rye and barley resulting from the Director General's

recent 25 per cent increase in freight rates.

Heated Car Service Regulations

Opinion by the Commission:
Under their present tariflf rules, railroads are liable for

loss or damage due to frost, freezing, or overheating, not

the direct result of actionable negligence of the shipper,

wlien, at the request of the shipper, and for a charge in

addition to the rate, the carriers furnish protection to perish-

able commodities against heat or cold. A proposed amend-
ment intended to relieve the roads of liability for loss or

damage to protected shipments betv^reen points in the United
States and points in Canada is found to have been unlawful

as to traffic from points in the United States to destinations

in Canada. The determination of the propriety of the pro-

posed new tariff rule applicable to shipments from points in

Canada to destinations in the United States is left with the

Canadian corhmission. (50 I. C. C. 620.)

Personnel of Commissions
W. J. Patterson has been appointed assistant chief of the

Bureau of Safety, Interstate Commerce Commission, with office

at Washington, D. C. Mr. Patterson has been an inspector of

safety appliances under the commission for the past four years.

Court News
Safety Appliance Act—Moving Defective Cars

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Si.xth Circuit, holds that the

federal safety appliance act does not permit a railroad com-
pany to move without penalty from one point to anollier a

defective car not known to be defective, and which is not

so moved for the purpose of repair, although in fact it is

hauled to the nearest available point for repair.—C. & O. v.

U. S., 249 Fed. 805. Decided April 5, 1918.

Hours of Service Act—Two Offices Virtually One
A tower office used continuously by three telegraph oper-

ators was burnt down, and thereafter an office at an adjoining
station was used for some time, three operators being pro-
vided. The railroad company then placed a box car about
the site of the old tower in the yards some distance from the
station. The station then was operated only in the day;
the agent-operator being on duty more than 12 hours, while
tlie operator in the box car was on duty tuore than 12 hours
at night. The Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit,

holds that the railroad company could not escape the pro-
visions of the hours of service statute on the theory that the
box car and station were separate offices, particularly as the
station had been used as night and day office for more than
a year previously, and the business conducted through the
station and box car was unitary in character.—Grand Rapids
& Indiana, 249 Fed. 646. Decided March 5, 1918.

Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability Act

The Utah Supreme Court holds that a plaintiff employed
in a roundhouse, injured while engaged in repairing a

passenger engine which before the injury had been used
exclusively in interstate commerce, was being repaired so as

to be again used for the same purposes, and was so used after

repair, was engaged in interstate commerce.—Kuclienmeister
V. Los Angeles & Salt Lake. (Utah), 172 Pac. 725. Decided
April 20, 1918.

The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds that if old ties were
being thrown over an interstate railroad's embankment or
fill to strengthen and make it safer for use in transportation,

the company's servant, when injured in such work, was en-

gaged in interstate transportation, or in work so closely re-

lated as to be practically a part of it.—Ohio Valley v. Brnm-
field's Adm. (Ky.), 203 L. W. 541. Decided May 28, 1918.

The West Virginia Supreme Court of .Appeals holds that

an electrical engineer, employed by a railroad to instruct its

molornien how to operate motors in interstate business was
while so employed engaged in interstate commerce within
the meaning of the act. The duties of such employee re-

quiring him to ride passenger and freight trains, and at

times to board them while in motion, and whose time, pay
and service began and ended at a certain point on the rail-

road, remained such employee within the meaning of the
act so long as Iie was engaged in the discharge of his duties
as such and while attempting to board a freight train to get
back to his initial point in order to complete his day's service.

—Dumply V. Norfolk & Western, (W. Va.), 95 S. E. 863.

Decided March 19, 1918. Rehearing denied May 9, 1918.

Cartage and Demurrage Tariffs

In proceedings against the Michigan Central for failure

to observe published tariffs by giving discriminatory privi-

leges in regard to transportation in failing to exact demur-
rage charges, the railroad contended both that the speci-
fied free time had not elapsed and that the time provisions
of the demurrage tarifif were generally inapplicable in the
circumstances. The case grew out of the great congestion
of traffic in and about Detroit during the summer of 1912.

Certain carloads of building material were delayed after

arrival because, according to the indictment, the consignee
was not ready to use the tiiaterial and had no yards to store it.

.'\ concession was made to the consignee in not being charged
one dollar a day for each car, according to the publislicd
demurrage tariff. The railroad's theory was that the delays
were caused by the traffic congestion, which was beyond its

control, and that the cancelling of the charges was not a con-
cession. In affirming a conviction as to certain of the cars
the Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, found from the
record that failure to make delivery of the contents of the
cars within tiie free time was due to the fault of the consignee
and not of the railroad. It was immaterial that the cars had been
placed on the delivery track in an order diflferent from that
of their shipment, in which order the consignee wanted their

contents, any claim of the consignee on this account being
separate from that of liability for demurrage. A provision of
a demurrage tariff that no demurrage charges shall be as-

sessed for detention of cars through railroad errors or omis-
sions was held to refer to such errors and omissions after

placement of the cars on delivery tracks and notice thereof.
Under a provision of a demurrage tariff for extra free time in

case of bunching, as the direct result of the act or neglect
of the carrier, bunching as the result of the consignee's pre-
vious fault in not accepting will not avail. Though a demur-
rage tariflf contemplates a notice of arrival of cars and a notice
of placement, any notice of placement agreed on by the par-
tics is sufficient to start the running of time, irrespective of
sufficient preliminary notice of arrival. The trial court im-
posed the full penally of $24,000 for the failure to charge about
$60 demurrage on 12 out of 30 cars covered by the indictment.
It was held that the trial court, in deciding on the penalty,
could consider discrimination disclosed for which there could
be no conviction until the Interstate Commerce Commission
passed on the matter, or even if it did not violate tlie letter

of any demurrage or other tariflf. W. Evans. D. J., dissented
on the last point.—Michigan Central v. United States, 246
Fed, 353.



ANNUAL REPORT
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co.—Twenty-seventh Annual Report

"Cotton Belt Route"

Office of Chairman of the Hoard of Directors.

New York, May 15, 1918.

To the Stockholders of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company:

The Twenty-seventh annual report of your company, for the calendar

year ended December 31. 1917, is herewith presented.
Report o£ Mr. J. M. Herbert, President, which follows, shows operating

revenues, expenses, and operating results, as well as the financial and
physical condition of the property.

Investment in Road and E<juipment.

Liberal expenditures have been made for additions and bctternients to

road and equipment, as reflected in Exhibit "11" on page 33.

During the vear $1,20^,044.79 was charged to "Road and Eiiuipmcnl

—

Road." and "Road and Equipment—Ciencral Expenditures," of which $936,-

534.12 was appropriated from income and $17,313.81 from surplus, account
"Donations" made by individuals and companies. Expenditures amounting
to $256,716.22 were made and charged to "Road and Equipment—Eciuip-

mcnt." The total expeuditures for road and equipment for the year aggre.

gated $1,460,761.01.
Federal Control.

Under the Act of Congress, approved March 21, 1918, enacted pursuant tc

the proclamation issued by the President of the United States December
27, 1917, taking over the control and operation of the railroads of the

country under authority vested in him by the Act of Congress of August
29, 1916, the possession and control of the properties of this company were,

effective at noon December 28, 1917. vested in the United States Railroad
.Administration, Honorable W. G. Mc.Vdoo, Director General of Railroads.

The Act contemplates that the President of the United States, or his author-

ized agents, shall make a contract witli each company covering the operation

of its property during Government control, and the payment of its guaran
teed compensation; and further provides that, where, by reason of excep-

ti'on.-il circumstances, the net operating income during three-year period

upon which the compensation is to be based is plainly inequitable as a fair

measure of just compensation, the President may make such an agreement
for compensation as, under the circumstances, he may find just. Attention

is bt-ing given to the preparation of this contract. Some exceptional ciTcum-

stanci's, affecting the operations of this company during the three-year

period, will be presented to the Government for consideration.

Capital Stock.

.\s indicated in Exhibit "N" on page 38, there has been no change made
in the Capital Stock of the Company during the year.

Funded Debt.

I'ursuant to authority delegated by the Board of Directors, a Sinking

Fund was established to provide for the acquisition of First Consolidated

Mortgage Bonds of the Company, for the purpose of aiding in their retire-

ment, or refunding at maturity. The plan authorized provides for appro-

priation from income of the amounts expended in such acquisition. During
the vear an amount of $670,000.00 par value First Consolidated Mortgage
Bonds of tlie Comjiany were acquired.
Under like authority, the proper officers of the Company called for pay-

ment, as of date .'\pril 1, 1917. and paid for and canceled on that date, $690,-

000.00 par value unmatured Five Per Cent. Equipment Trust Gold Notes,

Series "E." with interest to date of payment.
As set out in detail in Exhibits "O" and "P" on pages 39 and 40, funded

debt outstanding in the hands of the public was reduced during the year in

the sum of $1,700,000.00, as follows;

First Consolid.-ited Mortgage Bonds .-Vcquired:

Bonds acquired under Sinking Fund Plan;' 670 Bonds (a

$1,000.00 each $670,000.00

Equipment Trust Obligations Matured and Paid:
Fquipment Trust—Pennsylvania Company for In-

surances on Lives and Granting Annuities

—

Trustee $34,000.00

Special Equipment Trust—The Philadelphia Trust,

Safe Deposit and Insurance Comii.-iny—Trustee 66,000.00

Series ".-V—U. S. Mortgage and Trust Co. of

New York—Trustee 46,000.00

Series "D"—U. S. Trust Company of New York
—Trustee 34.000.00

Series "E"—Guaranty Trust Co. of New York-
Trustee:

Paid at maturity $118,000.00

Called and paid prior to maturity 690,000.00 808.000.00

Scri'cs "F"—Guaranty Trust Co. of New York

—

Trustee 42,000.00 1,030,000.00

Net De $1,700,000.00

Arkansas & Memphis Railway Bridge and Terminal Company.

Tlie property of the above company is owned jointly by The Chicago,

Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company, the Missouri Pacific Railroad

Companv, and St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company; crossing tlie

Mississippi River between Bridge Junction, .-Xrkansas, and Memphis.
Tennessee. To provide funds for the construction of the bridge and .ip-

proaches. the Bridge and Terminal Company issued its First Mortgage
Bonds in amount $6,000,000.00. and Capital Stock, $10,200.00. On account

of market conditions, it was considered unwise to dispose of the 1-irsl

Mortgage Bonds at that time; therefore, to defr,-iy the cost of construction

of the jilant, the bridge and Terminal Company issued its Six Per Cenl.

Three Year. Gold Notes, in the amount of $5,000,000.00, maturing .Taiuiary

1 1918. which notes were secured by the $6,000,000.00 Bridge and Terminal

C'ompanv's hirst Mortgage Bonds. In addition to the amount receiveil

account of sale of $5,000,000.00 notes, ihe three proprietary companies ad-

vanced $170,000.00 each to the Bridge and Terminal Company construction

account, necessary for its completion. Prior to maturity of these notes,

namely, lanuarv 1, 1918, an agreement was made between the proprietary

companies and the Bridge and Terminal Company, providing for refinancing

the Bridge and Terminal Companv bv increasing its capital stock. This

Companv accordingly purchased its pro-rata, or one-third, of the increased

capital stock, in the sum of $836,600.00 par value, and $1,250,000.00, par
value, of the Bridge and Terminal Company's First Mortgage Bonds. To
accomplish its part of Ihe refinancing of the Bridge and Terminal Com-
pany, it was necessarv for your company to borrow $1,227,000.00, of which
amount $562,000.00 has been liquidated at the date of this report; the bal-

ance, $665,000.00, is the only loan of your company now outstanding.
'ITic three proprietary coinjf>anies own all outstanding stocks and bonds of

the Bridge and Terminal Company. Further reference is made in Exhibit
"K" on pages 35 and 36 of this report.

Liberty Loan Bonds.

This company subscribed for $1,000,000.00 United States Government
Liberty Loan Bonds of the Second Issue. In the allotment by the Go\t--rn-

ment, the subscription was reduced to $880,000.00. At the close of the

year, as shown by Exhibit "L" on page 36 of this report, these bonds were
pledged as collateral, securing cash loans necessary in the Arkansas & Mem-
phis Railway Bridge and Terminal Company transactions; a portion of which
have since been paid and the bonds thus released are now carried in our
treasury as free assets.

Free Assets.

In Exhibit "S" on page 43 will be found summary of property invest-

ments and advances unfunded, cash loans to controlled and affiliated lines.

and unpledged securities (not necessary for control) held in company's
treasury as of December 3], 1917, which indicates a prosperous financial

condition of the Company.

Announcement is made, with profound sorrow, of the death, on April 30,

1918, of Mr. S. C. Johnson, General Auditor of the Company. Mr. John-
son had, for thirty-six years, faithfully and efficiently served the Company
and its predecessors in an official capacity in .Accounting Department.

It aifords pleasure to the Board of Directors to express to officers and
employes thanks for their co-operation and efficient service rendered during
the year.

of the Board of Dii

"Cotton Belt Route"—St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co.

Office of the President.

St. Louis, Mo.. May I, 1918.
Mr. Edwin Gould,

C/iiiiiwiaii of the Board of Directors, \etv York, S. Y.
Dear Sir:—
Herewith is submitted report, for the year ended December 31, 1917, of

the operations ana affairs of the Company, its financial and physical con-
dition, t' at liic clc.s.^ cf the year.

The average main truck mileage cneraicd was 1,753.5 miles cs compared
with 1,753.8 miles for the previous year. In exhibit 1 on page 64 of the
appenrlix hereto will be* found the detail of the miles of track operated
in the several states.

The financial residts from operation, f.."- the years 1917 and 1916. will

be found in the condensed statements immediately following:

Financial Results From Operation—System.

INCOME STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR.

Year Ended

Item.

Miles Operated.

De . 31. 1917.

1,753.5

Dec. 31. 1916.

1.753.8

OPERATING INCOME:
Railway Operating Revenues. $17,309,656.93 $13,850,130.43 +$3,459,526.50
Railway Operating Expenses. 10,896,859.93 9,318,305.55 + 1,578,554.38

Net Revenue fr<

Operations .

.

$ 6,412.797.00 $ 4,531.824.88 +$1,880,972.12

Railway Tax Accruals $ 1,075,096.36 $ 615.813.76 +$ 459,282.60
Uncollectible Railway Revenues 1,329.83 2,377.36— 1,047.53

Total $1,076,426.19? 618.191.12+$ 458.235.07

Kailway Operating Income... $ 5.336,370.81 $ 3,913.633.76 +$1,422,737.05
NONOPERATING INCOME.. 1.823,129.35 1,525.295.56 + 297,833.79

GROSS INCOME $ 7,159.500.16 $ 5.438.929.32 +$1,720,570.84
DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME 3,286.041.84 3,216.764.35+ 69.277.4?

NET INCOME

DISPOSITION OF NET IN-
COME:

Income .Applied to Sinking
Funds S

Income Appropriated for In-

vestment in Phys. Property

.$ 3.873,458.32 $ 2,222.164.97 +$1,651,293.35

41J.S60.07 +$ 412.860.07

971.390.20 $ 132,579.61 + 838.810.59

$ 1,384,250.27 $ 132,579.61 +$1,251,670.66

Income Balance Transferred
to Profit and Loss $ 2.489.208.05 $ 2,089.585.36 +$ 399.622.69

360
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT.

Item.

CREDITS:

Year Ended

Dec. 31,1917. Dec. 31,1916. —Decrease.
Credit Balance ut beginning of

fiscal period) $ 6,074,555.58 $ 4,212,863.27 +$1,861,692.31
Credit Balance Transferred from
Income 2,489,208.05 2,089,585.36+ 399,622.69

Unrefundable Overcharges 1,839.56 1,083.74+ 755.82
Donations 17,313.81 11,701.74+ 5,612.07
Miscellaneous Credits;
Adjustments Required to Bring

to Par First Cons. Mtg.
Mends Reacquired at Less
llian Par 261,858.2" + 261,858.27

Miscellaneous 66,166.40 60,482.08 + 5.684. 32

IlEM.

DEBITS:
Surplus Appropriated for Invest,

in Phys. Property $
Funded Debt Discount Extin-

guished through Surplus
Loss on Retired Road and
Equipment—Road

L'.ss on Retired Road and
Equipment— Equipment

Delayed Income Debits;
fieparation Claims and Ex-

penses— .\rk. Rate Case....
T.ip Line Reparation Claims.

c. 31, 1917.

17,313.81

26,356.32

389,888.77

Dec. 31, 1916,

11,701.74

16,178.62

28,656.12

195,528.17

6,260.41

Mi; ella

Debits:
,\djustment of Burnt Clay

Ballast Store....:
Adjustment nf Memphis R. R.

Term. Co.—Capital Stock
and .\dvances "Written
Off" in Part

Miscellaneous
Balance. Credit, Carried to Gen-

eral Balance Sheet

+ $ 5.612.07

— 16,178.62

— 2,299.80

+ 194,360.60

5,164.36
3,674.44

16,677.76

Total $ 8,910,941.67 $ 6,375,716.19 +$2,535,225.48

!,38S.53 22.405.35 — 4.019.82

I.7i7..!9 6,074,555.5$ + 2,151,155.81

Total •. ..$ 8,910,941.67 $ 6,375,716.19 +$2,535,225.48

Operating Re\'enues.

Tlic total operating revenues for the vear amounted to $17,309,656.93 as
compared with $13,850,130.43 for the previous year; an increase of $3,459.-
526.50. or 24.98%. Exhibit "A" on page 26 furnishes in detail the increases
and decreases in the several classes of revenue.
On page 45 will be found statistical information disclosing the gratifying

increases in passenger and freight traffic handled, and the revenues accrui'ne
therefrom, as compared with the previous year.

It is pertinent to direct attention to decrease of 7.51% in the tonnage of
cotton handled during the year as compared with previous year. The d*»

crease in the tonnage of this commodity, which constitutes an important
factor in the trailic of the Company, was due, in a measure, to embargoes
on shipments of cotton to New England points, and for export, which were
in effect during the latter months of the year: also to the fact that the crop
produced was somewhat smaller than the previous year. At the date of this
report, quite a large volume of cotton, thus held back, has been moved,
which will favorably affect the results for the year 1918. Efforts of the
Company to induce farmers to diversify their crops, with view of pro-
ducing food and feed, have been effective. As a result, there has been a
substantial increase in other products of agriculture: notably in that of rice,
which, for the year, shows an increase of 38,722 tons, or '57.34% over the
previous year. Conspicuous increases are also shown iti the tonnage of oats
and corn. Growing out of the prosperity of agriculturists, manufacturers,
and merchants along the line, and the activity of the Traffic Department in
the solicitation of classes of freight not heretofore handled by this com-
pany in considerable volume, a material iiicrease is shown in many com-
modities.

OpEB.\TrNG Expenses.

The total operating expenses for the vear amounted to $10,896,859.93 as
jgainst $9,318,305.65 for the previous year; an increase of $1,578,554.38,
or 16.94%. The increase in the operating expenses was due, to some extent,
of course, to the increase in the volume~of traffic handled: also, in a great
measure, to the general increases paid for labor and material. Exhibit
*'.\" on page 26 furnishes the amounts and percentages of increase in the
several general operating expense accounts.

In the exhibit mentioned in the foregoing paragranh will be found the
ratios of operating expenses to operating revenues, and ratios of the several
general operating expense accounts to the total operatitig expenses. The
ratio of total operating expenses to total operating revenues for the year
was 62.95% compared with 67.28% for the previous vear; or a decrease of
4.33%.

Car and Train Loading.

loaded frei'ght car mile ami per loadederage
freight train mil e for the past i

-\verage load in torn5 per loa

Yc.ir ended
Tune 30 St. L. S-\V. Ri

1910 18. 5S
1911 18.78
1912 18.02
1913 18.36
1914 18.22
1915 17.95
1916 18.1S

Year ended
riecember 31.

1916
19f/

18.52
20.89

-Vverage load in ton;5 per tra

'lear ended
.Tune 30 St. L. S-\V. R-

1910 434.16
1911 423.70
1912 447.25
1913 461.1!
1914 455.14
1915 457.53
1916 489.88

Year ended
December 31.

1916 485.57
1917 616.62

folio

led car mile, including Company
St. L. S-\V. Ry. Co.

Co.

aterial

;

of Texas. System.

16.89 18.14
17.30 18.32
16.44 17.54
16.44 17.78
16.1" 17.62
16.57 17.55
17.40 17.95

17.30 18.17
19.34 20.46

, including Company material.

St. L. S-W. Ry. Co.
of Texas. System.

196.27 326.11
200.04 320.16
211.19 340.58
214.50 349.49
199.32 3.^7.65

208.21 345.21
252.71 386.40

250.67 390.40
286.10 474.06

In the Twdity-fiftli annual report, for the vear ended Tune 30. 1916.
mention was made of the efforts heinK nut forth bv this company and other
ititerested carriers to secure certain advances in both state and interstate
treiRht rates and passenper fares. Fnllowini; will he found information a?
to the results of these efforts, or the status of the cases still unsettled, and
a resume of other cases now pending.
_
Missouri—Passenger. Growing out of efforts put forth by the carriers

in Missouri to secure increased revenue from the handling of Missouri state

I'assenger traffic, effective January 1, 191S. the carriers were authorized by
the Public Service Commission to advance the Missouri state passenger fare

from two C2c) cents per mile to two and one-half (2J/<c) cents per mile,

for one way passage; and from two (2c) cents per mile to two and four-

tenths (2.4c) cents per mile, for round trip passage; at the same time the

carriers were required to place on sale individual five hundred (500) mile
tickets good locally, and one thousand (1000) mile tickets, interchangeable
between all Missouri lines, and good between all poilUs in the State of

Missouri, both at two and one-quarter (llic) cents per mile.

Arkansas—P.\ssencer. The three (3c) cent maximum passenger fare,

covering Arkansas state traffic, under a temporary injunction, to which
reference was made in the annual report for year ended June 30, 1916,
is being collected. During the past year this company and other carriers,

parties to the suit, to have the three (3c) cent maxitnum fare made perma-
nent, presented testimony in the case in the United States District Court, for
the Eastern District of Arkansas, and the State of Arkansas will present
its testimony within the next few weeks, the date as yet not having been
definitely arranged at this time. As the collection of a three (ic) cent
maximum fare covering state passenger traffic is necessary to afford a reason-
able return ovtr operating expenses, and as a large proportion of the pas-
senger traffic of this company, in the State of Arkansas, is intrastate, it

is essential tliat the tliree (3c) cent faie be made permanent. Furthermore,
as the Arkansas interstate passenger fare is. generally speaking, predicated
on the intrastate fare, a decision favorable to the carriers is of material
importance.

Louisiana—Freight. Tn the case generallv known as the "Interstate
Commerce Commission. I. & S. Docket No.' 1000." involving interstate
freight rates to and from points in Louisiana, and Louisiana state freight
rates alleged to be discriminatory against interstate traffic, argument has been
made before the Interstate Commerce Commission, but, to date, the Com-
mission has withheld the issuance of its order in the premises.
Texas—Freight. In the re-hearing by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission in the so-called "Shreveport Case," which was held during the year
1917 at the instance of the Texas Railroad Commission, which had not
taken any part in the former hearing of the case, the Interstate Commerce
Commission recently rendered an opinion re-affirming its fonner findings,

as to the paramount issue involved in the case, namely .the jurisdiction of
the Interstate Commerce Commission over state rates, in connection with
which interstate rates were involved. The opinion carried with it an order,

effective May 1. 1918, providing for slight reductions in the class, and some
commodity rates, and increases in others. It is impossible at this date to
state the effect of the order in question on the freight revenues of this com-
pany.

This company, with other Texas carriers involved in the case, prepared a
large volume of data and presented much testimony, indicating that the
present rates were inadequate to defray the expense of handling the traffic

and provide a reasonable return on the investment in the properties.
Missouri and .Vrkansas—Freight. The decision of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, rendered in the Spring of 1917, in the case brought by
the Memphis Freight P.ureau. which held the class and commodity rates be-
tween Memphis and Arkansas to be reasonable as a whole, and ordered
the removal of the discrimination caused by the unduly low state rates in

Arkansas, was subsequently arrested for further consideration. This case
has been extended into what is known as the "Memphis-Southwestern Inves-
tigation" and involves interstate rates to and from points in Arkansas.
Oklahoma, and Southeast Missouri, and also state rates in Arkansas and
Southeast Missouri, and a new hearing is now being conducted, in which
this company and other interested lines are presenting testimony indicating
the necessity for an increase in the rates involved in the case to meet the
cost of operation, which has been greatly increased, due to constantly in-
'^reasing cost of labor and material.

Agbicui-tural and Indi'Strial.

Throughout the major portion of the territory traversed by these lines,

the agricultural conditions for the past year were generally most satisfac-
tory. Food production was the dominant factor, resulting in an extensive
diversification of crops. The yields and prices obtained, for the most part.

were excellent.

Federal Vai-vation.

In the twenty-sixth annual report for the year ended December 31, 1916.
statement was made that the "Tentative \"aluation" of these lines, which
work was unilcrtaken by the Interstate Commerce Commission, late in the
year 19U. would probably be available in the latter part of 1917. However,
up to the date of this report, the Interstate Commerce Commission has not
presented the results of its valuation of these lines.

To date the amounts expended by this company on account of the Federal
Valuation work are as follows:

Vear ended Tune 30. 1915 $14,812.81
Vear ended June 30. 1916 30.639.66
Six months ended December 31, 1916 10.478.17
Vear ended December 31. 1917 26.435.61

Total $82,366.25
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Investment in Road and Equipment.

Statement of cxpcmliturcs made for additions and bcllermcnts during

the year will be found in Exhibit "H" on page 33 under heading, "Invest-

ment in Road and Equipment."
Equipment.

The program providing for the rehabilitation of freight tyuiiimtnt to

extend over a period of three years, to which reference was made in previous

annual report, has been carried on. During the year 2,003 freight train

cars were dismantled, and rebuilt.

In the previous annual report, statement was made that contract had been

let tor the building of 125 steel underframe 80,000 pounds capacity box cars,

to fill vacancies caused by the destruction of a similar number of 60,000

pounds capacity wooden box cars, covered by Etjuipment Trust Agreements.

This equipment was received during the month of January, 1918, and is now

During the year, 42 freight-train cars of 60.000 pounds capacity were built

at Company Shops to replace trust equipment destroyed by wrecks, fire or

otherwise.
Federal Taxes.

The statte. county and municipal taxes have been increasing from year to

year and the Company's "Railway Tax Accruals" for the years ended

December 31, 1916, and 1917, were materially increased by the Income Tax
Law of 1916, approved September 8, 1916. The War Revenue Act of 1917,

approved October 3, 1917, placed an additional heavy tax on the Company
in the year ended December 31, 1917. By the Act last mentioned, the taxes

were increased for the past year by the additional four per cent, on the net

income in the sum of $153,419.55, and by the Excess Profits Tax in the

sum of $132,483.34.
Valley Terminal Railway.

Mention was made i^ annual report for year ended December 31. 1916,

of the orsanization of the Valley Terminal Railway, for the purpose of con-

structing a complete freight terminal at Valley Junction, in St. Clair County,

Illinois, adjoining East St. Louis, 111. The completion of this terminal

has been unavoidably delayed owing to difficulty in obtaining necessary

materials, and litigation; but, at the time of this report, the work is near-

ing completion, and the terminal is expected to be ready for operation at

an early date. A lease is now being drawn providing for the leasing and

operation of the terminal by this company.

EXHIBIT S.

Summary of PRofERTY Investments and Advances Unfunded, Cash Loans
Controlled and Affiliated Lines, and Unpledged Securities (Not

Necessary for Control) Held in Company's Treasury, As
of December 31, 1917

—

System.

Detailed Total
Accounts. Amount. Amount.

INVESTMENT IN ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
—ROAD, UNFUNDED—

St. L. S-W. Ry. Co. of Texas, expenditures,

Jan. 1 to June 30, 1917 $ 482,643.43 $ 482,643.43

Sinking Funds—
St. L. S-W. First Consolidated Mortgage
Bonds—Par Value $ 670,000.00 „,,,,„,^

Cash Deposit 4,718.34 674,718.34

INVEST.MENTS IN AFFILIATED COMPA-
NIES—

Stocks Unpledged—
Arkansas & Memphis Ry. Bridge and Ter-

minal Co., Prctcrred Capital Stock—Par
Value $ 550,000.00

Bonds—Unpledged—
Paragould S-E. Ry. Co., First and Ref.
Mtg. Bonds—Par Value $ 511,000.00

Southern 111. & -Mo. Bridge Co., First
Mortg. Bonds—Par Value 600,000.00

Arkansas & Memphis Ry. Bridge and Ter-
minal Co., First Mtg. Bonds—Par Value. 1.250.000.00

Advances—Open Accounts—
Southern 111. & Mo. Bridge Co.—Construc-

tion Advances $ 40,099.29

Gray's Point Terminal Ry. Co.—Construc-
tion Advances 75,326.76

Paragould Southeastern Ry. Co.—Construc-
tion -Advances 7,118.94

The Pine Bluff Ark. River Ry.—Construc-
tion Advances 32,107.91

Memphis R. R. Terminal Co.—Construction
Advances 50,000.00

Dallas Terminal Ry. and U. D. Co.—Con-
struction Advances 5,454.09

Stephenville N. & S. Texas Ry. Co.—Con-
struction Advances 67,370.22

LOANS—COVERED liV BILLS RECEIV-
ABLE—

Valley Terminal Railw.iy $ 460.870.80

UNADJUSTED DEBITS—
Property Advances—Ix Suspense—

Illmo, Mo., Terminals—Realty Advances in
Suspense $ 25,821.77

Securities Issued or AssumW). Unpleixsed—
St. L. S-W. Ry. Co., Common Stock—Par
Value $ 143,900.00

St. L. S-W. Ry. Co.. Preferred Stock—Par
Value 106,350.00

St. L. S-W. Ry. Co., First Term. & U. Mts;.

Bonds—Par Value 4.114,000.00

Total
[Adv.]

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii

Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News
[iiriiiiiimiriimimmtiimiriiiruiiiriu

Locomotives

The Indian State Railways are inquiring for several Con-

solidaled locomotives.

The Rainey Wood & Coke Company is inquiring for one

six-wheel switching locomotive.

Iron and Steel

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern has ordered 318 tons

of steel for a coal handling bridge from the Illinois Steel

Company.

The Chicago & Northwestern has ordered 185 tons of

steel for a turntable at Cedar Rapids, la., from the American

Bridge Company.

The Trans-Australian Railway.—The Commonwealth Rail-

ways Commissioner has recently issued an interesting folder,

descriptive of the east to west Trans-Australian Railway from

Kalgoorlie in Western Au.^tralia to Port Augusta in South Aus-

tralia. It is furnished with two excellent maps of the railway,

one showing its immediate connections, and the other how it

joins up the capitals of all the Australian States. Time-tables

of the through services are given, with an illustrated description

of the route and of the rolling-stock provided on the new line.

The engineering features of the line were fully described in the

F-ailnHiy Age of February 1, 1918.

Sylvanus L. Schoonmaker, chairman of the board of di-

rectors of the American Locomotive Company, died on
-August 17 at his summer home at Locust Valley, L. 1.

The sale of the property of the Orenstein-Arthur Koppel
Company at Koppel, Pa., scheduled to have been held on
.\ugust 15 by the alien property custodian of the Lnitcd
States, has been postponed until September 12.

Arthur Aigeltinger has been elected president oi the

.\merican Malleables Company, with headquarters at Lan-
caster, N. Y.. to succeed A. S. Blagden, resigned to accept
the position of vice-president and general manager of the .\ir

Reduction Company, of New York City.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company has started work
on the construction of an addition to the Cleveland plant,

which is planned to double the present output. It is expected
that work will be completed on the building about November
1. The necessary equipment has been ordered.

Richard H. Wheeler has been appointed traffic manager of

the nitro plant of the Hercules Powder Company, Nitro.

W. Va., effective July 15, 1918. G. D. Moffett,' general
agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio at Charlestown, W. Va.,

lias been appointed assistant traffic manager of the same
plant, effective August 15.

Press G. Kennett, western railroad sales manager of the
Flint Varnish & Color Works, with headquarters at Chicago,
has resigned to become manager of the railroad department
of the C. R. Cook Paint & Varnish Company, Kansas City,
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Mo. Mr. Kennett wa.s connected with the Flint Varnish &
Color Works for eight years and previous to that had 17

years of railroad experience in the stores and purchasing

departments of several lines in the Southwest.

Henry Stroh, who for the past ten years was connected
with the Elliot Frog & Switch Company, prior to which
time he was associated with the Republic Iron & Steel Com-
pany, both of East St. Louis, has entered the service of the

Walter A, Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., in the

sales department, and Merle G. Peterson, who was formerly

associated with the Niles-Bement-Pond Company and the

Pratt & Whitney Company, has recently entered the com-
pany's Chicago sales department.

R. L. Mason, who is the Pittsburgh representative of the

C. F. Massey Company, manufacturers of reinforced concrete

railway culvert pipe and of Klein & Logan Company, manufac-

turers of railway tools and for years widely known in Pitts-

burgh in connection with railroad work, has just finished a

ten-day special training in Columbia University, New York
City and will sail shortly for France, where he will be con-

nected in an administrative capacity with the Y. M. C. A.

During his absence his business will be taken care of by W. I.

Creese.

W. J. Schlacks, vice-president and director of McCord &
Co., at Chicago, has incorporated the Locomotive Lubricator

Company and has purchased the McCord locomotive lubri-

cator. The new company will manufacture and promote the

sale of the Schlacks system of locomotive forced feed lubri-

cation. O. H. Neal and C. W. Rudolph, sales engineers, who
liave been associated with Mr. Schlacks in McCord & Co.,

have joined the new company, now located in the Tower
building, Chicago. Mr. Schlacks' photograph and biographi-

cal sketch were published in the Raikvay Age on November
23, 1917.

T. H. Patenall, Canadian representative of the Union
Switch & Signal Company, at Montreal, Que., died in that

city on August 6. Mr. Patenall was one of the best known
signal engineers in -Xmerica, having been prominent in the

manufacturing branch of the business for over 30 years. He
was born in England and had had extensive experience in

that country before coming to the United States in 1888.

He was engaged in that year with Henry Johnson in the

Johnson Railroad Signal Company at Rahway, N. J., and
continued with that concern when it was absorbed by the

National Switch & Signal Company. The National was
later bought by the Union and thus Patenall came to be
with the latter company. His most notable work was in

connection with the redesigning of the controlled manual
signal apparatus to lit it to meet the demands of American
practice as developed on the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford and the New York Central, and the modification and
refinement of the Webb & Thompson staff instrument.

Trade Publications

Track Construction Cat.\loglie.—The St. Louis Frog &
Switch Company, St. Louis, Mo., has issued a new general
catalogue, designated as No. 2, containing a complete account
of its line of track materials and supplies. Forty pages are
also devoted to the tabulation of useful track data, including
tables of mathematical properties of turn-outs, crossings,
curves, etc. Following this are full page illustrations of the
various types and sizes of switches, frogs, crossings and
frog and switch parts, switch stands for steam railways,
electrical railways and industrial track use. Manganese
track construction is also covered in detail. On account of
its completeness the book constitutes a valuable reference on
track construction.

Extension of Sao Paulo-Rio Grande Railway.—By decree
No. 13067, of June 12, 1918, the president of Brazil has approved
the plans for the second extension of the Peixe River of the
Sao Paulo-Rio Grande Railway. This extension comprises a
distance of almut 23 kilometers (14 miles). The approved esti-

mate of the cost of construction is 1,109,266 milreis (about
$277,314') .—Commerce Reports.

Railway Construction

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded contracts for

the construction of ten water softening plants at different

points on its lines. A contract for a plant at Dubuque, Iowa,
which will have a capacity of 30,000 gal. per hr., was awarded
to the William Graver Tank Works, Chicago. Plants at

Carbondale and at Freeport, 111., which will have capacities

of 50,000 gal, per hr., will be built by the International Filter

Company, Chicago. At Charles City, Iowa, a 6,000-gal.-per-

hr. capacity plant will be constructed by the L. M. Booth
Company, Chicago. . This company will also construct plants
of the same capacity at Osage, Iowa, and Mona. At Inde-
pendence, Iowa, a 15.000-gal-per-hr. plant will be built by
the Permutit Company, Chicago. The Railroad Water &
Coal Handling Company, Chicago, will build a 30,000-gal.-per-

hr. capacity plant at Cherokee, Iowa; a 6,000-gal-per-hr. ca-

pacity plant at Merrill, Iowa, and one of the same capacity at

Marcus, Iowa.
The Illinois Central has also awarded a contract for the

construction of mechanical facilities at Benton, 111., to C. B.

Johnson & Son, Chicago. The work will be done on a cost
plus percentage basis, and includes the construction of two
new cinder pits, a locomotive crane, a frame enginehouse, a
boiler house and additional water facilities.

The road has also awarded a contract to C. B. Johnson &
Son, Chicago, for the construction of a five-stall roundhouse,
a boiler room, a sand house, locker room, oil room, and
cinder pit, and the installation of a Robertson cinder con-
veyor, at DuQuoin, 111. The work will be done on a cost
plus percentage basis.

The Illinois Central has also awarded a contract to T. S.

Leake & Co., Chicago, for the construction of mechanical
facilities at Hawthorne, 111., including an eight-stall round-
house, a power plant, a locker room and toilet fa-

cilities—all fireproof and of concrete and brick construc-
tion, a clam-shell cinder pit, an 85-ft. turntable, sewers,
water works and necessary trackage. The contract was
let on a cost-plus-percentage basis and the estimated outlay
for the work is approximately $150,000.

Norfolk & Western.—This company has awarded a con-
tract to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the
complete design and construction of a 1200-ton capacity, 6-

track, automatic-electric, reinforced concrete locomotive
coaling plant at West Roanoke, Va. The structure will be
equipped with a concrete "Rand S" gravity sand plant, using
Beamer patent steam sand dryers, and duplicate hoisting and
distributing coal equipment. A unique feature in the design
will be installation over the top of the bin of electrically-

operated shaking screens for screening Pocahontas mine run
coal over 2 in. perforations, the coal smaller than 2 in. to
be used in mechanical stoker locomotives on freight trains.
The lump coal will be used on passenger locomotives. The
construction of the plant will commence immediately, and
the cost will be approximately $165,000.

Brazil Burns Flour for Fuel.—.A despatch from Buenos
Aires to the New York Commercial is authority for the report
that after corn and other cereals had been burned at Buenos
.Aires for fuel because of the coal and wood shortage, the elec-

tric company and other manufacturers started to burn tons of
flour. Coal is $70 a ton, gold, and a corresponding quantity of
wood costs $40. At that, both are practically unobtainable.
Strikes financed by German agents and the lack of repair parts

is paralyzing the lone railway which connects the city with the
northern timber lands.

England to Egypt Via Air.—Two royal air force officers,

with two mechanics, recenly completed a flight from England
to Egypt, a distance of 2,0(X) miles, in a tyjDe of airplane that

has seen considerable service on the front. The official report
in announcing this feat, says: "One or two halts were made for
petrol, but the flight was merely a bit of routine work."
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Railway Officers
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Railroad Administration

J. J. Tatum, manager o£ the car rei)air section under the

United States Railroad Administration, has been appointed gen-

eral supervisor of car repairs ; F. P. Pfahler, mechanical engi-

neer of the locomotive section, has been appointed chief me-
chanical engineer; John McManamy has been appointed gen-

eral superintendent of equipment, west, and George N. De-
Guire has been appointed general supervisor of equipment,

east; all with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

Federal and General Managers
E. D. Bronner, federal manager of the Michigan Central,

with office at Detroit, Mich., has had his authority extended

over the Grand Rapids & Indiana, eflfective August 15.

The authority of P. E. Crowley, federal manager of the Xew
York Central and the Lake Erie & Pittsburgh, with office at

New ^"ork, has been extended over tlie Cherry Tree & Dixon-

ville.

The authority of E. M. Costin, federal manager of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been extended over the Muncie Belt Railway and
the Indianapolis Union.

C. M. Kittle is no longer federal manager of any part of the

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company's property, the gov-

ernment having made a contract with that company providing

for immediate relinquishment of its lines, to be operated by the

corporation.

L. Kramer, federal manager of the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, the St. Louis-San Francisco, the Oklahoma Belt, and

the West Tulsa Belt, has had his jurisdiction extended to

include the Kansas City. Clinton & Springfield, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo., effective August 10.

Louis S. Taylor, controller of the Pullman Company, with

headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed federal man-
ager of that part of the property of the Pullman Company
now under federal con-

trol, which will here-

after be known as the

Pullman Car Lines, ef-

fective August 19. Mr.

Taylor was born in

Chicago, 111., in July,

1872, and in September,

1889, he entered the

service of the Pullman
Palace Car Company,
now the Pullman Com-
pany, as a messenger
boy in the financial de-

partment. Later he

became consecutively

clerk, paymaster and
cashier. In December,
1907, he was appointed
treasurer of the manu-
facturing department.

Two years later he was
elected treasurer of the

entire company and in February. 1917, he was elected con-

troller, which position he held until his appointment as fed-

eral manager. Mr. Taylor, besides having charge of the

operation of the Pullman car lines, will also have charge of

the car repair shops located at various points throughout

the United States.

The authority of F. H. Alfred, federal manager of the Pere

Marquette and the car ferry lines on Lake Michigan, with office

at Detroit, Mich., has been extended over the Detroit. Bay City

& Western, the Ann Arbor Railroad, the Detroit & Mackinac,

the Port Huron & Detroit, and the Port Huron Southern.

Taylo

The authority of G. L. Peck, federal manager of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, western lines, the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, the Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern, the

Lorain, Ashland & Southern, the Pittsburgh, Chartiers &
Youghiogheny, the Calumet Western, the Englewood Connect-

ing Railway and the South Chicago & Southern, with head-

quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been extended over the Ohio
River & Western Railway.

Operating

O. F. Johnson, assistant to general manager of the Minne-
apolis & St. Louis, has been appointed inspector of transporta-

tion, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., and his former
' position has been abolished.

W. E. McGarry, supervisor of car service of the South-
western region, has resigned to become assistant to the gen-

eral manager of the Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

H. E. Hutchens has been appointed terminal manager at

Birmingham, .\la., with authority over the terminals of all lines

within the switching limits of Birmingham, and J. P. Walker
has been appointed terminal manager at Charleston, S. C, with

authority over the terminals of all lines within the switching

limits of Charleston.

D. E. Rossiter, trainmaster on the Racine and Southwes-
tern division of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, at

Savanna, 111., has been appointed superintendent of the La
Crosse division, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., suc-

ceeding P. C. Eldredge, resigned. E. W. Lollis, trainmaster

on the Kansas City division, at Ottumwa Junction. Iowa, has
been transferred to Savanna to succeed Mr. Rossiter. R. D.
Miller has been appointed trainmaster of the Kansas City

division to succeed Mr. Lollis. effective August 15.

W. F. Giles, superintendent of the Brookfield division of

the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City. H. W.
Hamm, superintendent of the Centerville division of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Iowa & St. Louis, extending from Sedan,
Iowa, to Elmer, Mo. The position of general superintendent
of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City and the Iowa & St.

Louis has been discontinued, effective August 16.

F. P. Abercrombie, acting division superintendent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed superintendent of the

Juniata division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters

at Bedford, Pa. The Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Rail-

road and the Bedford division of the Pennsylvania Railroad

have been consolidated and are now operated as the Juniata

division. A. B. Cuthbert, acting division superintendent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed superintendent of

the Cresson division, with office at Cresson, Pa. The Cresson

and the Bellwood divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad have

been consolidated and are now operated as the Cresson division.

A. J. Dawson, whose promotion to superintendent on the

St. Louis system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh, with headquarters at Decatur, 111., was announced in

the Raihi\iy .-Igc on July 26. was born in Jefferson county,

Ohio, on .\ugust 1. 1868. Mr. Dawson began railway service

as a tele.graph messenger on the Cleveland and Pittsburgh

division of the Pennsylvania Lines West on September L
1883. On January 22. 1885, he was promoted to telegraph

operator on the same division. Subsequently he became train

despatcher and assistant trainmaster. On July 9, 1900, he

was appointed chief clerk to the superintendent of the Erie

and Ashtabula division, and on October 19. 1903. he was pro-

moted to trainmaster on the Cleveland and Pittsburgh di-

vision, with headquarters at Cleveland. Ohio, which position

he held until his promotion to superintendent, as mentioned
above.

Financial. Legal and Accounting

H. T. Wickham now has the title of general solicitor instead

of general counsel of the Chesapeake & Ohio: and Henry
Taylor, Jr., now has the title of general attorney instead of

general solicitor ; both with offices at Richmond. Va.
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C. H. Westbrook, auditor of disbursements, of the Chicago

& North Western, with office at Chicago, 111., has been ap-

pointed assistant federal auditor of that road, and B. A.

McManus, assistant auditor of passenger accounts, with

office at Chicago, has been promoted to auditor of disburse-

ments.

H. D. Heuer, assistant secretary of the Terminal Railroad

.Association of St. .Louis, has been appointed general auditor,

and F. M. McDonnell has been appointed assistant general

auditor of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, the

St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal, the Wiggins Ferry, the

St. Louis Transfer, the St.. Louis Connecting Railway and the

Interstate Car Transfer, effective August 1.

L. J. Hensley, genera! auditor of the Kansas City Southern,

with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed

also auditor of the Texarkana & Ft. Smith, with the same
headquarters, succeeding E. L. Parker, assigned to other

duties. H. Visscher, local treasurer of the Kansas City

Southern, at Kansas City, has been appointed also acting

federal treasurer of the Te.xarkana & Ft. Smith, with the

same headquarters, succeeding J. M. Salter, assigned to other

duties, effective August 20.

Traffic

Henry Edwards Pierpont, freight traffic manager of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been appointed traffic manager, succeeding R. M. Calkins,

resigned. Mr. Pierpont
entered the serxice of

the Cliicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul in 1883 as

a telegraph operator,

and occupied various

positions in the station

and auditing depart-

ments, including the

position of freight

agent at Kansas City,

Mo., until 1893. when
he became division

freight and passenger
agent at La Crosse.
Wis. He remained in

that position until Janu-
ary 1, 1896. when he
was made assistant

general freight agent,
with office at Chicago.
Ten years later he was
promoted to general

freight agent at Chicago and on January 15. 1913. he was
again promoted to freight traffic manager with the same
headquarters, which position he held until his recent appoint-
ment as traffic manager as mentioned above. Tlie position
of freight traffic manager has been abolished.

F. P. Eyman, freight traffic manager, and Henry W. Beyers,
assistant freight traffic manager, of the Chicago & North
Western, have been appointed assistant traffic managers
with headquarters at Chicago: C. A. Cairns, passenger traffic

manager, has been appointed general passenger agent and
John L. Ferguson, general passenger and ticket agent, has
been appointed assistant general passenger agent; M. R.
Leahy, assistant general passenger agent, has been appointed
assistant general agent; all with headquarters at Chicago.

J. G. Morrison, assistant to the vice-president of the
tliicago Great Western, with office at Chicago, has been
ai)pointed assistant general freiglit agent, with the same
headquarters. C. R. Berry, assistant to the vice-president,
W'ith headquarters at St. Joseph, Mo., has been appointed
general agent at the same city. F. P. Crawford, division
^''.S'ght and passenger agent at Chicago, has been appointed
division agent of the Eastern division, with the same head-
quarters. W. C. Hine, division freight agent at Ft. Dodge.
^°wa, has lieen appointed division agent of tlie Western
division with the same headquarters. D. W. Quick, division
freight agent at Red Wing, Minn., has been appointed di-
vision agent of the Northern division with the same head-

E. Pierpont

quarters. Loyd Joden, division freight agent at Des Moines,
Iowa, has been appointed division agent of the Southern
division with the same headquarters. C. L. Smith has been
appointed general agent in the freight department at St.

Paul, Minn. Freight service agents have been appointed as

follows: T. J. CleEiry, formerly commercial agent, Waterloo,
Iowa: D. Northup, formerly commercial agent, Omaha, Neb.;

J. H. Lyman, Si Joseph, Mo.; J. F. Kelly, Des Moines, Iowa,
and L. N. St. John, Kansas City. Mo.; effective August 15

The following assistant general freight agents of the Sea-
board Air Line have been appointed division freight agents:
H. M. Boykin, with office at Richmond, Va.; C. C. Graves, at

Charleston. S. C; S. P. Stringfellow, at Atlanta, Ga.; R. W.
Daniel, at Birmingham, .\la.; C. E. MuUer, at Savannah. Ga.;

and J. G. Cantrell, Jacksonville. Fla.: E. E. Hunter, division

freiglit agent has been appointed division freight and passen-
ger agent, with office at Wilmington, N. C. The following
service freight agents have been appointed: F. H. Smith and
C. E. Finch, with office at Norfolk, Va.: C. E. Thomas, Jr.,

at Richmond, Va.: G. C. Poole, Andrew Syme and W. E.
Whitemore, at Raleigh. N. C; V. C. Tompkins, at Hamlet:

J. H. Flythe, at Greenwood. S. C; J. V. McCuUough, at

Charleston, S. C; O. G. Donny, at Columbia: B. H. Hartley,
at .Atlanta, Ga. : R. M. Langston, at Howells (.Atlanta);

C. E. Felton and J. A. Henderson, at Savannah;
F. G. Roberts, at Cordele; F. C. Cheney, at Bir-

mingham, .Ala.; E. P. Mills, at Jacksonville, Fla.; W. T. Van-
denburgh, at West Jacksonville; W. R. Canova, at Lake City;

W. A. Fulwiler and T. P. Toland, Tampa. The following
service frei.yht and passenger agents have been appointed;
E. W. Long, at Charlotte. N. C; D. P. Hartley, at Charleston,
S. C; M. A. Calhoun, at Columbus. Ga. ; J. Z. Hoke, at

Athens; R. W. Morris, at Birmingham, Ala.; M. O'Connor,
at Montgomery; C. A. Carpenter, at Orlando, Fla., and A. D.
Williamson, at Bradentown.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

F. L. Thompson, assistant chief engineer of the Illinois

Central has been appointed chief engineer, office at Chicago.

W. R. Roof, assistant engineer of bridges of the Chicago
Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has been pro-
moted to bridge engineer.

Earl Stimson, engineer maintenance of way of the Balti-

more & Ohio, eastern lines, with headquarters at Baltimore,
Md., has been appointed .general superintendent maintenance

of way and structures

of all lines under the

jurisdiction of A. W.
Thompson, federal man-
ager. Mr. Stimson was
born at Cincinnati, O.,

on September 2, 1874.

He was educated at

Cincinnati LIniversity

and at Cornell Cni-
V e r s i t y . graduating
from the latter institu-

tion in 1895. He en-

tered railway service in

June of that year as a
rodman in the mainte-
nance of way depart-
ment of the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern,
with headquarters at

Cincinnati. In 1896 he
was promoted to assist-

ant engineer. being
transferred to Chilli-

cothc. O.. in 1898. In 1899 he was promoted to resident engi-
neer of construction, with headquarters at Osgood. Ind.,

where he remained until 1901, when he was advanced
to the position of assi.=tant division engineer at Chilli-

cothe. His promotion to division engineer took place in

April, 1902. when he was placed in charge of the engineer-
ing work of the Springfield division at Flora. 111. He was
transferred to Washington, Ind., in May of that year where
he remained until 1905, when he was made engineer mainte-

Earl Stimson
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nance of way of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern. A
further promotion to the position of chief engineer mainte-

nance of way of the Baltimore & Ohio was given him in

April, 1910. The title of this position was changed to en-

gineer maintenance of way in 1912. and it is this position

which he held at the time of his present promotion.

S. G. Kennedy, shop foreman of the Atlantic Coast Line,

with office at Sanford, Fla., has been appointed general fore-

man at Lakeland, (Fla.) shops, vice G. F. Richards, resigned.

T. E. Bliss, assistant engineer on the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco, at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed district en-

gineer of the Frisco lines east of the Mississippi river, and

the Birmingham Belt, with headquarters at Birmingham, Ala.

J. B. Myers, district engineer maintenance of way on the

Baltimore & Ohio, eastern lines, with headquarters at Balti-

more, Md., has been made engineer maintenance of way,

eastern lines, with the same headquarters, succeeding Earl

Stimson, promoted, as noted elsewhere.

F. T. Darrow, engineer maintenance of way of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy lines west of the Missouri

river, with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb., has been appointed

assistant chief engineer of the lines west of the Missouri

river. The position of engineer maintenance of way has

Ijeen abolished.

C. L. Persons, assistant engineer on the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, assigned to special work on the chief en-

gineer's staff at Chicago, has been appointed assistant chief

engineer of the lines east of the Missouri river with head-

quarters at Chicago. Mr. Persons has been connected with

the Burlington in an engineering capacity for the past 14

years, having entered the services of that company in 1904.

He was first engaged in topographical work in connection

with grade reduction on the line between Rock Island, HI.,

and Galesburg, following which he was engaged in con-

struction and maintenance work for about two years. From
1908 to 1916 he was locating engineer on the Lines East

with headquarters at Chicago, following which he was ap-

pointed assistant engineer and assigned to special work on

the chief engineer's staiT, which position he held until his

appointment as assistant chief engineer as noted above.

Special

V. A. Riton, KtiK-ral superintendent of the Eastern General

division of ihe Norfolk & Western, at Roanoke, Va., has been

appointed acting superintendent of the relief and pension de-

partment, succeeding J. C. Snavely, granted leave of absence

on account of sickness.

Railway Officers in Government Service

A. F. Duffy has been appointed assistant manager of the

Safely Section, Division of Operation, of the United States Rail-

road Administration, with office at Washington, D. C, succeed-

ing W. P. Borland, who is now chief of the Bureau of Safety,

Interstate Commerce Commission.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

F. S. Peabody, second vice-president of the Chicago &
Illinois Midland, has been elected vice-president with head-

quarters at Cliicago, and H. M. Hallock, general manager,

has been elected vice-president with headquarters at Taylor-

ville, 111. The position of second vice-president and of gen-

eral manager has been abolished.

Operating

J. W. Bell has been appointed general superintendent of the

Chicago & Illinois Midland, with headquarters at Taylorville, 111.

T. L. Terrant, formerly assistant superintendent of the

Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed superintendent of the

River Terminal Railway, with oftice at Cleveland, Ohio.

Traffic

George C. Martin, lieneral freight and passenger agent of

the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, has been promoted to general

traffic manager; and Rowland F. Hill, assistant general freight

and passenger agent, has been promoted to general freight and

passenger agent ; both with offices at Hamilton, Ont.

W. R. Maclnnes, freight traffic manager of the Canadian

Pacific, with office at Montreal, Que., has been promoted to

vice-president in charge of traffic, succeeding George M.
Bosworth, who has been appointed chairman of the Canadian

Pacific Ocean Services Limited, and will devote his time to

the shipping interests of the company.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

G. W. Harris, whose transfer to the staff of the president

of the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was announced in the

Railway Age on August 2, has been appointed chief en-

gineer to look after the interests of the corporation with

headquarters at Chicago.

W. W. K. Sparrow, valuation engineer and member of

the valuation committee of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed

chief engineer in

charge of the corporate

interests of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, effective Septem-
ber 1. Mr. Sparrow
was born in Ireland on '

> December 30, 1879, and
was educated at Ros-

'
sail, England. In 1896

i he passed the examina-
tion prescribed by the

Institute of Civil En-
gineers at London and
during the same year

he entered the service

of the Belfast & North-

ern Counties Railway
(Ireland), remaining
with that company until

1898. when he went to

South Africa to engage
in railroad location,

construction and maintenance work on the Cape Government

Railways and the Chartered Company of Rhodesia. From'

February, 1909, to July, 1912, he was in the employ of Wad-

dell & ?Iarrington, consulting engineers at Kansas City, Mo.,

as detailer, checker and designer. From the latter date until

September. 1913, he was associated with H. von Unwerth,

consulting engineer at Kansas City, Mo. From September,

1913. to April 1, 1916, he was assistant chief engineer of the

Missouri State Public Service Commission, and on March 20,

1916, he was appointed valuation engineer and member of

the valuation committee of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

Railway Officers in Military Service

R. W. Kennedy, assistant valuation engineer of the -Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe. at Topeka, Kan., has entered the

United States army.

Lieutenant Paul W. Leisner, formerly chief draftsman in

the bridge department of the Chicago & North Western, at

Chicago, has been severely wounded in France.

J. M. Grant, engineer maintenance of way of the Chicago,

Peoria & St. Louis, with headquarters at Springfield, 111., has

been commissioned .i captain in the Engineer Officers' Re-

serve Corps.

W. W. K. Sparrow

Obituary

Stephen E. Clark, district passenger agent of the Hocking

Valley, with office at Toledo, Ohio, died on August 11.

Edward C. Bates, a prominent civil engineer of Boston, who .

was engaged in the construction of the Union Pacific and a.

number of other railroads, died on July 23 at his summer home

in Ipswich, Mass.
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An operating officer tried hard to increase the capacity of

his division; he gradually perfected his organization and
slowly increased its efficiency and ca-

Have pacity. He was far from satisfied, for

a Mark to he realized that there was still much to

Shoot At !
be desired, even though he was ahead
of most of the other divisions. One

day he had an inspiration. He had lieen at a rifle range
and had become interested in a spirited competition. He
went back to the office and drew up a schedule of records
of achievements toward which his subordinates might strive.

He made them fairly high, but not beyond attainment under
favorable conditions. Then he cjuietly encouraged his men
to try to break these records. Some of the men immediately
got into the spirit of the game and made rapid progress.

Others appeared to be indifferent, but sympathetic investi-

gation showed that they were anxious to do better, but were
in need of coaching and training in their duties. Others
said: "What's the use. We will never be noticed and will

not get any credit." A quiet and thorough educational cam-
paign did much for the second class; a recognition of the

good work of the leaders stirred up the indifferent and
the laggards. Some men did not respond and gradually
eliminated themselves from the organization. The division
carried off all the honors for good records; the men were
enthusiastic; the operating officer was promoted to greater
responsibilities. This is a crude and simple tale, and yet

it roughly marks the trail that will lead to success in any
department.

The Property Protection Section of the Railroad Admin-
istration has fonned the Chicago Railroad Police Commis-

sion to protect from theft and destruc-
Police Work tjon property in the Chicago terminals

on the Chicago belonging to the railroads or in their

Terminals possession. The need for organiza-

tion and effective work on the part of
the police officers of the railways in Chicago is strikingly il-

lustrated by some statistics which recently have been com-
piled. They show that during the month of July the Chi-
cago railway police made 648 arrests. Of these,' 148 were
for felonies and 474 for misdemeanors. The number of con-
victions resulting was 443 ; and fines and costs were assessed
amounting to $4,085.31. The stolen propertv recovered was
valued at $12,000 and the total amount of property stolen
from the railways in the Chicago district in the vear 1917
is estimated at $2,000,000. Since the Chicago' Railroad
Police Commission was organized it has broken up eight large
gangs which were engaged in systematic robber.- of railroad
property. The situation disclosed is nothing less than ap-
palling. The railroad police should receive the utmost co-
operation from the courts in their efforts to break up the
constant robbery of railroads and of railway patrons. Un-
fortunately, they do not receive such co-operation in Chicago,
for the courts there are so congested with business that there
are great delays in tr\'ing persons arrested for crimes on rail-
way premises and man)- of them escape. Some of these cases
:ire tried in the Illinois state courts and some in the federal
courts.

^
It seems desirable as a means of clearint; the ter-

nimals in Chicago of criminals that a federal jud^e should

be designated whose sole function it should be to try cases
arising from crimes committed there. Tlie number of cases

arising at present would be sufficient to keep one judge busv.
and if, later on, he ceased to he busy it would be merely be-

cause the proceedings in his court had proved effective.

"You cannot win a battle with listless soldiers, or Hessians.
You cannot get maximum production with listless work-

,^
men, or outsiders. \\'ages, hours of

Tons labor, sanitation, and the rest of it, are

of important, but they are only batting

Enthusiasm " and fielding averages. We must have
enthusiasm and morale, tons of them."

Thus writes Henry F. Hollis, member of the Committee on
Education and Labor of the United States Senate, in the

July number of The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science. How can this ideal state be
attained? By getting each man in the organization to realize

that he is a real factor in the situation. Have him feel that
his individual performance is being watched closely. Com-
mend him for good work; educate and train him to do better

if his performance is below par. Let him feel that you are
interested in his success. ^Iany railroad officers and in-

dustrial managers are entirely too sparing of words of ap-
proval or praise. We do not mean that these should be
distributed carelessly or that any attempt should be made to

"jolly the men." Rather should they be bestowed in the spirit

that a French general distributes the croix de guerre—a dis-

tinction that men will freely and cheerfully risk their lives

to attain. The United States Railroad is a tremendously big

machine. Much attention is being given to equipment, fa-

cilities, methods and practices. What it needs even more
than these things is "tons of enthusiasm." We have sug-
gested how it may be obtained; it is necessary, however, that

it should Ijegin at the top and work downward, thoroughl)-

saturating the entire organization. There is no other way
in which it can be developed.

The sub-committee of the Senate Military Affairs Committee
which has been investigating the airplane situation has made

its report. While admitting that much
How About the good work has been accomplished, it

Standard Cars and stated that "it must nevertheless be ad-

Locomotives? mitted that our airplane program has,

up to the present, presented many as-

pects of failure." After outlining the mistakes which have
been made, it gave the following reasons as its opinion for

the disappointing results:

"That the airplane program was largely placed in the

control of the great automobile and other manufacturers w-ho

were ignorant of its practical problems.

"These manufacturers undertook the impossible task of

creating a motor which could be adapted to all classes of

flying craft. It is not too much to say that our airplane

program has been largely subordinated to the Libertx' ISIotor.

"We failed at the beginning of the war to adopt the com-
mon sense course of reproducing the most approved types of

European machines in as great numbers as possible. This
should have been carried on coincident with the production

367
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of the Liberty Motor. This sound policy has very recently,

but after a lamentable lapse of time, been adopted."

The Increase of Railway Expenses

IN AN EDITORIAL in its issue of August 9, entitled "The

Causes of Increases in Operating Expenses," the Railway

Age estimated upon the basis of statistics then available, that

the increase in the operating expenses of the railways in the

first six months of 1918 would be approximately $520,000,-

000, or at the rate of $1,040,000,000 a year. The statistics

of the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding earnings

and expen.ses during the six months ended with June 30 are

now available. Large as our estimate was, the statistics of

the Commission indicate that the increase in expenses dur-

ing the )'ear will be still larger. The increase in the ex-

penses of the large roads during these six months, as shown

by the Commission's figures, was $462,000,000. It would

appear, however, that this includes only $133,000,000 for

advances in wages made since January 1, and that, there-

fore, about $329,000,000 of the increase in expenses was due

to causes other than advances in wages. At this rate, the

increase in expenses during the year from causes other than

advances in wages would be about $660,000,000. The di-

rector general, in a statement issued by him last week, esti-

mated the advances in wages which have been made
"recently"—which doubtless means since he came into power

—at $4'75,000,000 per annum. This, added to the other

probable increases of operating expenses, would make a total

increase during the vear for the Class I roads alone of ap-

proximately $1,135,000,000.

On the whole, it would appear now that an estimate that

the increase in operating expenses in 1918 will be $1,200,-

000,000 for all roads would be conservative, even though

there were no further advances in wages or in the costs of

materials and fuel. The expenses being incurred in the

maintenance of the "overhead" organization of the Railroad

Administration are not as yet being included in the operating

expenses of the railways, and when they are included they

will add somewhat more. Already the increase in expenses

is running at a rate which exceeds the maximum compensa-

tion which the Railroad Control Law would permit to be

paid to the railway companies for the use of their properties.

The need for the large advances in freight and passenger

rates which have been made by the director general is being

clearly, demonstrated. In fact, it is becoming questionable

whether the advances in rates which have been made will

prove sufficient to offset the advances in expenses.

Commission Warranty in

Contracts with Railways

IT
HAS NOT YET BEEN determined whether the Raih-oad .Vd-

ministration will continue to insist upon inserting in

contracts with it the warranty regarding the non-pa\'ment of

commissions which was quoted in an editorial in the Raihiviy

Age of August 2, entitled "An Indefensible Contract AVar-

ranty." We still believe that when officers of the .\dminis-

tration are brought to a full appreciation of the effect its in-

sertion in contracts for the purchase of railway equipment

and supplies would have on many legitimate businesses they

will agree to modify it in important respects. The warranty

as originally drawn would prohibit any manufacturer from

paying commissions to any person or concern for selling

goods to the government, which includes the railways wliile

they are lacing operated by the government. As has been

pointed out before, railway supply concerns have some-

times sold heir goods through salesmen employed on

a salary basis, sometimes through salesmen employed

on a jjartly salary and partly commission basis, and
scjmetimes through persons or concerns representing them
entirely on the commission basis. In most cases their ar-

rangements with those representing them on a commission
basis have been as permanent and as public as their employ-

ment of those who have been representing them on a salary

basis.

The Railroad Administration cannot gain anything for

the government by stopping the sale of railway supplies on
the regular commission bases which have prevailed in the

past, for the prices the supply companies have charged

the raihvays practically always have been the same whether

the goods were sold by men working on salary or by men
working on commission. It may be said, however, that it is

necessar)' to prohibit sales upon commission because in some
cases persons selling goods to government departments on a

commission basis have secured large commissions and added

them to the prices of the goods, thereby making the prices e.x-

cessive. But to destroy all lousiness done on a commission

basis merely to stop the abuse of the commission method

would be like burning a bam to rid it of rats that infested it.

The proper way to stop an abuse is to adopt some means di-

rectly adapted to stopping it, and it alone. The use of il-

legitimate methods of doing business is no greater an abuse

than the destruction of legitimate methods of doing business

in an effort to stop the use of illegitimate methods. The
right way to get out of the difficult}' presented seems plain

enough. This is simply to prohibit the pa)-ment of commi.s-

sions except to agents or agencies regularly and publicly em-

plo\-ed by the concern selling the goods, and to provide that

the prices paid for goods sold by a concern on a commission

basis shall not be greater than those paid to it for goods sold

bv its regular salaried salesmen.

The Death Knell of Piecework

BY r.u.\RAXTEEixc. a minimum wage of 58 to 68 cents an

hour to car and locomotive workers, respectively, with-

out providing a proportionate increase in the piecework rates,

the Railroad Administration practically sounded a death

knell to the piecework system in railway shops. The dif-

ference between what the men can now earn by working on

a ]iiecework basis and what they are guaranteed on a day

work basis is too small to pay for the extra effort it will

take to make piecework profitable. It will be well briefly to

analyze just what this means. It is, of course, understood

that wages were increased for the purpose of holding the

shopmen the railways now have and of attracting additional

help, in order that the output of repaired cars and locomo-

tives may be increased. The condition of cars and locomo-

tives today is such that a full complement of men is re-

quired. In fact, it is impossible to obtain enough men to

put the equipment in proper shape. Freight cars were never

in such poorcondition. Increased production only will solve

the problem. By eliminating piecework from a shop the out-

put per man will be decreased. It is a generally accepted fact

tiiat the output of the same shop will he about 33 per cent

greater when the men are working on a piecework basis than

on a day-work basis. This means that for die same output

more men will be required; shop facilities will have to be

increased and additional machine tools purchased in order

to accommodate the increased numlier of men. The cost of

llie work will be greatly increased. It would seem, there-

fore, that a part of the increase in production which was
sought for by tlie increase in wages will be neutralized by
the automatic elimination of piecework. Would it not have
been wiser, and is it yet too late, to raise the piecework rates

to correspond to the increase granted the day worker in

order that an incentive may still be provided for the work-
man to increase his output?
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Increased Movement of Essential Traffic

THE STATISTICS of the Railroad Administration indicate

that the railways handled no -more freight in the first

six months of 1918 than in the corresponding months of 1917.

There was some increase in freight earnings, but this was
due to higher freight rates.

It does not, however, follow, because the railways handled
no more freight of all kinds, that they did not render more
useful service to the public than they did last year. It is

conceivable that they might handle more freight of

all kinds and yet handle less of the kinds that

it is essential to have transported in order to pro-

vide the consuming public with necessities and enable

the government effectively to carry on the war. The thing

which it is most important for the railways to do now is not

to handle more traffic of all kinds, but to handle more of the

kinds which it is most essential in the present crisis to have
moved.

The records demonstrate that the railways have been
doing this. Statistics compiled by the Railroad Administra-

tion show that in the month of January there was a decline

of 79,172 in the number of cars of coal loaded. There has

been an increase in the number of cars loaded in every month
since then. var\'ing from 31,000 to over 113,000, and up to

and including the week ending August 19 the increase in the

number of cars loaded as compared with last year was 417,-

861. This is ecjuivalent to an increase of about 23,000,000

in the number of tons loaded.

Next to coal to keep American factories going and Ameri-
can homes warm there is nothing it is more essential should

be tran.sported in increased quantities than foodstuffs. The
farmers of America must during the war supply not only the

tables of the homes of America, but also the armies of the

United States abroad, and, to a large extent, the civilian

populations and armies of our allies. Statistics compiled by
the Railroad Administration show that from July 6 to August
1 7 the number of cars of grain loaded in the United States

was 197,428 as compared with 134,604 in 1917, an increase

of 62,824.

In addition to being called on to transport a larger amount
of essential freight, the railways have had to handle a vast

military' passenger traffic. The increase in passenger earn-

ings during the first six months of the year was much larger

relatively than the increase in freight earnings, and this was
chiefly due to a large increase in the amount of both civilian

and military passenger traffic. From January 1 to June 30,

1918, the railways handled 3,169,587 soldiers. Of these

1,895,476 were transported in 4,323 special trains. The
average number of passengers per train was 439 and the

average distance each train ran was 934 miles. The total

number of troops handled between May 1 and December 31,

1917, was 2,218,432, and the total number of troops handled
from May 1, 1917, to August 22, 1918, 5,377,468.

The railway's under government control have not been able

to show any such record-breaking increases in the amount of

freight handled as they showed during the first six months
they were operated under the direction of the Railroads'

War Board. Many anticipated that by the mere expedient

of adopting government control they could be made to handle
a vastly increased business. That they have failed to do this

is not a reflection upon the Railroad Administration, but upon
the knowledge and judgment of those who anticipated a dif-

ferent outcome. Every day which passes makes it clearer

that the railway's under the Railroads' War Board were oper-

ating close to their maximum capacity with the facilities they

had, and that the only way they can be made to handle much
more traffic is to enlarge their facilities.

It would be dangerous for the Railroad Administration
and the public to assume that the satisfactory transportation

conditions which have existed for some months will last much

longer. There always has been, and probably will be this

year, a large increase in freight business in the fall and
winter. Furthermore, weather conditions at that time always
become adverse to satisfactory operation. It is not to be
expected that weather conditions will be so bad as they were
last winter. The severity of the weather at that time is

illustrated by the fact that one of the principal eastern lines

spent as much money for clearing snow and ice as it did dur-
ing the preceding six winters combined. Nevertheless, un-
less next winter is far more open than usual the organiza-
tion, resources and facilities of the railroads will be put to a
very severe test. Whether the organization the director gen-
eral has created will prove better able to cope with the situa-

tion than did that created by the railways under private
management remains to be seen. Unfortunately, there were
great delays by the Railroad Administration in placing or-

ders for cars and locomotives, and but little of the equipment
ordered tjy it will be available for use when it is most needed.
This will increase the difficulty of the task of the transporta-
tion officers. But the Railroad Administration, unlike the

Railroads' War Board, can adopt any measures it may see

fit to control and direct the movement of traffic or to entirely

exclude any part of the traffic from transportation; and
this will 1)6 of very great advantage in dealing with the
situation.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

WHEN E. P. RIPLEY came to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe on January 1, 1896, Aldace F. Walker was chair-

man of the board and the road had but recently been in the
hands of Mr. Walker as receiver. The map shows the Santa
Fe as it is today, but with those lines which have been added
since 1896 shown cross hatched. A close study of this map
will well repay anyone who is interested in tlie development
of American ^-ailroads. Space will not permit of a chrono-
logical account of the acquisition or building of these lines
further than to say that the first important acquisition was
the Santa Fe & Pacific which runs from Albuquerque, N. M.,
(near Belen) to Mojave, Cal. (between Barstow and Kern
Junction), with lines extending to Los Angeles and
San Diego, and the relinquishment of the Sonora sj-stem,

so-called, which was a collection of lines totaling about 350
miles and extending from Benson, Ariz., via Nogales to
Guaymas, Mex. These lines are not shown on the map be-
cause they have not been operated by tlie Santa Fe since 1897
and are now part of the Southern Pacific's Mexican lines.

The map does not show the double track work which has
been done since 1896, but roughly the Santa Fe is double
tracked from Chicago to Hutchinson, Kans. ; that is the whole
main stem is double tracked.

The map cannot show tlie grade reduction work that has
been done since 1896, nor is it within the scope of these

comments to, go into detail as to the physical additions and
betterments which have been made on the Santa Fe in the

last 21 years. But the following passage taken from Presi-

dent Ripley's annual report for 1898, after the Santa Fe &
Pacific had been taken over, throws so much light on the

policy which has guided the de\'elopment of the system in

these twenty )ears, that it is well worth reading over. "When
the Santa Fe & Pacific purchase was made the physical con-

dition of the proj)erty was not up to the Atchison standard

and it was full}' realized that large expenditures would be

necessary in order to rehabilitate it ... . These im-

pro\-ements, among other tilings, included new rail upon the

entire line except short sections which were relaid during

the receivership; also considerable widening of banks and
quite a large amount of ballasting and steel bridge work.

Much of the cost of these betterments has been charged to

current operating expenses . . . ." And again, speak-
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ing of old lines east of Albuquerque, President Ripley in

the same report said: "It has seemed wise to your directors

to take advantage of this year of large gross income to pre-

jnire for the possibility of less favorable conditions in the

future by continuing the work of putting the property into

condition to be operated with the maximum of economy. It

will be noticed that the large expenditure made has been

made generally for lietterments 'under maintenance of road

and structures' and 'maintenance of equipment' " (expenses,

not caj)ital account).

It will well repay anyone who has available a map of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific for the year 1896, to get it

. out- and compare it with the map of the Atchison, exclusive

of those lines shown cross hatched on our map. In other

words, to comjjare it with the map of the Santa Fe in 1896.

The two maps, the Rock Island and- the Santa Fe in 1896,

are strikingly similar. Both show a railroad system extend-

ing from Chicago via Kansas City to Colorado and into the

southwest, each system having a line down into Texas. Tlie

most striking difference is in the fact that the Rock Island

line in the southwest extended only as far as the Kansas
southwestern border, while the Santa Fe extended to the cen-

doubt when in the opinion of a good many shrewd students

of railroad history the difference between the success of the

Santa Fe and the failure of the Rock Island is the difference

between the genius of Mr. Ripley and the lack of genius of

the Rock Island management.
In the calendar year 1917 the Santa Fe did much the larg-

est business in the history of the property. The operating

revenue (exclusive of other income) amounted to $165,530,-

000, an increase over 1916 of $21,240,000. Operating ex-

penses amounted to $105,223,000, an increase of $16,805,-

000. The increase in taxes, however, was out of proportion

to the increase in expenses; ta.xes in 1917 amounted to Sll,-

932,000 comparing with $6,768,000 in 1916. After payment
of interest charges and rentals the company had $38,186,000
available for dividends which was only a few thousand dol-

lars more than was available in 1916. The five per cent

dividend on the preferred calls for $6,209,000 and the six

per cent dividend for 1917 and the first quarterly dividend

of 1 J4 per cent for 1918, both of which were paid out of the

earnings of 1917, caII for $16,486,000. The company appro-

priated $8,348,000 for investments in physical property from
earnings. The total additions and betterments including

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

The solid bl,-icl< line shows tlie system as operated in 1896 before the taking over of the Santa Fe & Pacific and the croishatched lines are those added

or acquired since 1896.

tral part of New Mexico and the Texas Line of the Rock
Island extended only to Fort Worth (an inland cattle cen-

ter), while the Santa Fe reached the gulf at Galveston.

It would be difficult indeed to measure in millions of dol-

lars the value which has been created for the country served

and the stockholders of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe by
the wisdom shown jjy Mr. Ripley in his development of this

railroad ])roperty. Even under E. P. Ripley the Rock Isl-

and might or might not have been capable of such develop-

ment as that of the Santa Fe, but the fact remains that under

Mr. Ripley the Santa Fe system was developed to the 11,284

miles of railroad shown on the map with earnings of $169,-

423,000 in 1917—a net corporate income for the payment
of interest, taxes and rentals of $38,186,000, or the etjuiva-

Icnt of IS per cent on the common stock after the payment
of regular five per cent dividends on the preferred. Is it

surprising that some of the older railroad men and bankers

look at the taking over of the transjiortation system of tlie

United States by the government officials with something of

those paid for out of earnings and those charged to capital

account and including also the cost of the acquisition of new
mileage was $26,156^,000.

The big increase in expenses in 1917 was in the out-of-

pocket cost of moving the business (transportation expenses).

These e.xpenses amounted to $51,932,000 in 1917, an in-

crease of $11,520,000. It is rather interesting to note which

of the priman.- accounts in transportation expenses show the

largest increases. These accounts were, wages of station

employees, w-ages of yard conductors and trainmen, fuel for

train locomotives, engine-house expenses, and loss and damage
to freight. It is interesting, also, to note that the wages of

train enginenien and of trainmen are not included in this list

Train enginemen were paid $5,785,000 in 1917 as against

$5,040,000 in 1916, and trainmen $5,856,000 in 1917 and

$5,059,000 in 1916. Substantial increases in both cases are

not proportionate to the increase in other accounts mentioned.

The total ton mileage handled in 1917 was 12.906,000.000.

This compares with
'
1 1,136,000,000 ton miles handled in
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1916. The train load of all freight averaged 520 tons in

1917, as against 486 tons in 1916. The number of pas-

sengers carried one mile totaled 5,553,000 in 1917 as com-

pared with 1,363,000 in 1916.

In 1917 there was a much smaller tonnage of agricul-

tural products carried, especially corn and wheat. The total

tonnage in 1917 was 6,218,000, comparing with 7,356,000

in 1916. The percentage of the total tonnage carried fur-

nished by agricultural products was 17.46 in 1917 as against

22.13 in 1916. On the other hand, the tonnage of products

of mines and of manufactures both show large increases.

Products of mines furnished 15,500,000 tons in 1917 and

13,885,000 tons in 1916.

When the government took the Santa Fe and other roads

over, the company had $38,363,000 cash on hand and no

loans and bills payable.

The following table shows the principal ligures for opera-

tion in 1917 as compared with 1916:

1917 1916

.\ver;.ee mileage optrratcJ 11.284 11,259

Freight revenue $116,907,908 $102,732,152
Passenger revenue 35,834,528 30,476,909

Total operating revenues 165,529.519 144,290,238
Maintenance of vvav and structures 20.162,853 19,694.833
Maintenance of equipment 27,153,323 22,657,797
Traffic expenses 2,758,804 2,714.714
Transportation expenses 51,932,093 40,411,952
General expenses 3,542,175 3,176,803

Total operating expenses 105,222,878 88.413,487
Taxes ' 11,932,361 6,768,156
Operating income 49,077,594 48.346,700
Gro';5 income 52,240.229 52.555,449
Net income 38,185,547 38.122.189
Dividends 22,694,087* t
Appropriated for investment and physical property 8.348.180 t

Surplus 7,057.000 t

*This includes the first quarterly dividend on the common stock for
191R. declared out of 1917 earnings.

tThe Atchison, Topel;a S: Santa Fe changed its fiscal year from the
period ending June 30 to the period ending December 31. The figures,
therefore, for dividends and surplus on the calendar year basis are not
avail.nblc prior to 1917.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit

ly/I ANY OF THE CONDITIONS whlch havc affected steam
•^'•'' railroad operation prior to the assumption of control

by the government were also in 1917-18 affecting the opera-

tion of street and interurban railways. With the street rail-

ways, liowever, the labor problem was even more acute than
with the steam railways. The class of labor employed on a

system like the Brooklyn Rapid Transit is ver\' largely un-
skilled labor and the increased demand and higher wage for

unskilled labor has l^een greater proportionately than the in-

creased demand and higher wage of many of the classes of

.skilled labor employed on steam roads. The Brooklyn Rapid
Transit has, for a number of years, pursued a policy of en-

lightened self-interest in regard to its employees. It has had
group life insurance under a plan by which the company paid
the greater part of the cost for employees who had a certain

record of service. It has made well directed efforts toward
emploj'ees' welfare, especially in regard to providing restau-

rants in car barns where good food is served at a reasonable

price entailing, of course, a loss to the company. The Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit was among the first of the larger street

railway companies to recognize tlie higher cost of living by
granting its employees a considerable raise based on this in-

creased cost.

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1918, it became ab-

solutely necessary, in order to hold men, to give various

increases throughout the )'ear. At the close of the fiscal year
the directors decided to make a large increase in the wages
of men in the transportation department, feeling that street

railway service of a certain standard was an essential to effi-

cient war work as well as to the ordinary comfort and con-
venience of citizens generally. This increase will call for an
additional e.xpenditure of niore than $1,000,000 a year.

In 1918 the Brooklyn Rapid Transit earned $30,506,000,
an increase over 1917 of $1,002,000. Operating expenses,

however, in 1918 amounted to $18,112,000, an increase of

$1,370,000, and, in addition, there was an increase in taxes

and fixed charges of $695,000, so that the net income for

the year amounted to $4,112,000 as against $5,195,000 for

the 1917 fiscal year. If no other increase in expenses took
place than the $1,000,000 in wages of men in the transporta-

tion department, it would so reduce the surplus that con-
servatism would require that no dividends be paid. As a
matter of fact, however, the Brooklyn Rapid Transit paid
only the first semi-annual dividend in 1917-18 and not only
discontinued dividends in the second half of the year, but
entered into an agreement not to pay any di\'idends either in

cash or script during the time that its new notes, which it

issued in 1918 and which are due in 1921, are outstanding.

It would appear that Colonel Williams in his annual report

states the condition of the company without the slightest

exaggeration when he says, "We need more revenue, there-

fore, not for dividends—just as such an appropriation would
be—but for bare necessities, made abnormally severe by con-
ditions for which we are not responsible."

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit had $57,735,000 six-year 5
per cent notes due July 1, 1918. It was found impossible to
refund these notes through ordinary banking channels and
the company, therefore, applied to the War Finance Corpora-
tion, which was created by Congress for just such occasions
as this, for aid. Note holders were offered new three-year 7
per cent notes in exchange for their 5 per cent notes and
could, if they chose, take 30 per cent of their holdings of old
notes in cash instead of new 7 per cent notes. All but be-
tween 2 and 3 per cent accepted the plan; most of the note
holders, however, taking 30 per cent in cash. Tliis cash was
advanced by the War Finance Corporation, and the Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit gave the corporation its new 7 per cent
notes up to the amount advanced. In other words, partly
through an agreement for renewal on the part of note holder's

and partly through tlie acceptance of Brooklyn Rapid Transit
notes by the War Finance Corporation, the company was
able to refund the six-year 5 per cent note with a three-year
7 per cent note of the same total face value. There is. there-
fore, an added interest charge of $1-, 154.000 besides the in-

crease of $1,000,000 in transportation employees' wages.

The company has made a new agreement intended to take
the place of the mortgage made in 1902, under which S150,-
000,000 bonds could be issued, but the rate of interest on
such bonds was limited to 4 per cent. Under the new mort-
gage, however, convertible or non-convertible bonds can be
issued at rates of interest, which, in the opinion of the board
of directors, will be mo.st advantageous. It is planned to
acquire or exchange outstanding bonds under the old mort-
gage for bonds under the new mortgage and the- company
already has in its treasury $22,401,000 of these old 4 per
cent bonds, representing expenditures made in accordance
with the provisions of the mortgage and which, therefore, it

is entitled to sell to reimburse itself, but which bonds bear-
ing only 4 per cent interest are unsalable except at an unde-
sirably heavy di.scount. As a matter of fact, there are onlv
$3,439,000 of the old bonds in the hands of the public.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit under the so-called dual
system of subways is to operate the Broadwa^• subwav in

Manhattan, while the Interborough Rapid Transit operates

the old subway running up Fourth avenue and also the new
Seventh avenue subway which makes a second line from the

Battery to 42nd .street and Times Square on the west side of
Manhattan.

The new system of subways is called the "H" svstem: there

being a subway running on tlie east side of Manhattan Island
from the Battery past the Grand Central Station at 42nd
street to ^^'est Farms and beyond in the Bronx. On the west
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side there are two subways from the Battery to Times Square

and 42nd street and one from there on up Broadway to 240th

street. There is to be a shuttle service between Grand Cen-

tral Station and Times S(|uare under 42nd street, forming

the cross bar of the letter H. This system, incomplete as to

stations and connections, was put into operation on August 1

,

but resulted in indescribable confusion, especially at the

two ends of the shuttle service. The sers'ice under 42nd

street was temporarily discontinued and the new system with-

out the cross bar of the H is now in limping operation. The
Brooklyn Rapid Transit is quite frank in its acknowledg-

ment that the poor service on the Broadway line is partly

due to incomplete stations and inadequate switching facilities,

and in part to the incapacity of the Broadway subway to

take care of the volume of traffic which now comes to it as

transfer business from the Williamsburg bridge line under

Canal street. The plan for the New York City subways

calls for the building of other connections between Long
Island (Brooklyn and Queens) and the Broadway subway,

which building is to be done by the city; but until it is com-

pleted the congestion on the Broadway subway will presum-

ably continue to be very bad.

it should lie borne in mind that this Broadway subway

is operated by a subsidiar}' of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit,

the New York Municipal Railway. The earnings in 1918

from those portions of this subway which are open and the

other parts of the dual system operated by the New York

Municipal Railway amounted to $13,057,000. After paying

expenses and setting aside maintenance, there was $4,760,000

available, out of which the company received its $3,500,000

first preferential and the city was called upon to make up

the deficit of $406,000 to furnish the additional $1,666,000

second preferential due to the company.

The consolidated balance sheet of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit s}-stem shows a total cost of road and equipment in-

cluding surface lines, advances to lease companies and capi-

tal expenditures on the new subways, of $215,153,000. The
company has outstanding, including subsidiary companies'

.stock in the hands of the public, $75,571,000 stock and

$119,589,000 bonds including the $57,735,000 notes previ-

ously mentioned. On June 30, 1918, there was $1,160,000

cash which was included in the total of $4,027,000 current

assets. The current liabilities amounted to $9,463,000 in

which there was included $3,600,000 of bills payable secured

by a deposit of Brooklyn Rapid Transit bonds as well as

other bonds.

Even in comparison with a large steam railroad, the busi-

ness of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit is impressive. In 1918,

the total number of passengers carried was 771,044,000.

The average earnings per pas.senger was 3.82 cents. The to-

tal mileage of first track operated was 249 and of second

track 238 on tlie surface lines alone, and, in addition, there

are 74 miles of Rapid Transit lines of double track, of which

31 miles has third track and 18 miles fourth track.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit is asking the New York
Public Service Commission for an increase in rate of fare

which it may charge. It hardly needs profound mathe-

matics to prove that if the 5 cent fare was not unduly high

in 1912 or 1913 it is now unduly low. Much has been said

about the inconvenience of a 6 cent or 7 cent fare and yet,

as a matter of fact, in such cities as Washington, D. C, where

six tickets arc sold for a quarter by the street railway com-
panies, the vast majority of people buy strips of tickets and
apparently find no inconvenience in so doing. It would
seem that tickets could be sold in strip.s costing even multi-

ples of 5 cents at a price which would make the tickets be-

tween 6 and 7 cents and place no great hardship on the pub-
lic, and avoid the universal use of pennies in connection with

nickels for street car fare and afford the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit and other similarly situated companies the relief

which is apparently essential.

iiiitiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiic

Letters to the Editor
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Dislocated by Allocation

To THE Editor:

We have just been advised by the purchasing committee

of the Railroad Administration at Washington, that our ma-
terial has got to be "allocated." We have always put the

best material that we knew how into our device. It has stood

every M. C. B. test, and we don't think it fair that it should

now be subjected to some newfangled kind of a test.

We confess that we do not know what this test is. A\'e

have asked Harry Frost and he says that it should really

be spelled alloycated; that it means an alloy of Titanicum

and German Vandalism without any bitters. It all depends

upon the Mix. We submitted this opinion to Murph. and
he says that this is one case that has nothing to do with the

Micks; that viewing it from one standpoint, it is ineffai.ile

and from another standpoint it depends upon the personal

equation. After getting these two expert opinions, we decided

to take a firm stand in regard to it and have advised the

committee that they can allocate one in even- tholisand and
if it passes the test then they will have to take the balance

just as they run.

W'e had to sell our device to the committee upon the

arrangement that the price should first be fixed by the

.\merican Iron and Steel Institute, and then be reviewed

by the War Industries Board and passed upon by the Coun-
cil of National Defense, wth the further provision that if

it should be found that at any time before this, or at any
time afterwards anybody had ever sold or should sell one of

these at a lower price, then w-e would adjust our price

accordingly, and that in arriving at the price, the wheat crop

in Nevada should be taken into consideration. We do not

think it fair, therefore, that after the deal is all closed up
and the price absolutely fixed as above mentioned, the com-
mittee should come in and insist upon allocating our device.

\\'e are afraid it will not stand it.

A LoQu.icious Alloc.atee.

Tenders of U. S. Standard

Freight Locomotives
Chica.;.o. 111.

To THE Editor :

'I'he description of the first United States standard loco-

motive, Baltimore & Ohio No. 4500, given in your issue of

July 19, indicates that for freight locomotives, at least, the

United States Railroad Administration has not yet consid-
ered the advisability of adopting a flexible t>pe of truck,

such as is generally used under passenger engine tenders,

passenger train cars and cabooses, that can safelv negotiate
all road and yard tracks without liability of derailment.

This recalls the investigation made by H. W. Belnap of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, of a wreck that oc-

curred during October, 1913, and in which 17 passengers
were killed and 139 passengers and 6 employees injured as

the result of the derailment of the forward truck of an engine
tender. jSIr. Belnap found that on account of the compara-
tivel)- short wheelbase, high center of gravity, and movement
of water in the cistern, surging back and forth from side to

side, the tender was subjected to overturning and derailing
ft)rces which are aggravated by any irregularity that exists

in the tracks.

The amount of attention that has been given to the subject

of tender derailments by railroad officers and ccmimittees
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of the different railway associations during the past 20 years
for the purpose of overcoming this serious item of hazard
in railway operation, has resulted in many railways of the
United States adopting the general foreign practice of a
flexible type of tender truck which makes it possible for each
wheel alwa^'s to follow the rail with which it is in contact
and without regard to any other wheel in the truck. Such
an arrangement avoids the possibility for derailment which
occurs where a wheel momentarily relieved of its usual load
on soft and irregular track is combined with a type of truck
having the journal boxes on each side rigidly connected to
the side frame such as is used under the Railroad Adminis-
tration's Mikado for the Baltimore & Ohio.

Heretofore, on those railroads where excellent track con-
ditions were at all times maintained, it has been possible
to operate engine tenders having rigid trucks with few, if

any, derailments, but this has been impossible on lines hav-
ing considerable curvature over rough countn,' where proper
track conditions cannot at all times be maintained due to

the nature of the sub-grade, or on account of frost, rain or
floods aft'ecting the ballast and roadway.
The change in laying track with rails having stagger in-

stead of square joints, has also brought about a great deal
of vibration and surging of the tender, such as Mr. Belnap
referred to wlien the track rails are not in first class surface
and alinement, all of which tends to cause derailment of
rigid types of tender trucks.

Now that locomotives, particularly freight, are being used
in all parts of the country with all sorts of track, rail, bal-
last and other variable conditions, it is more important than
ever that tender trucks should be designed so that there will
be the least possibility for derailment, and it is for that reason
that I am bringing this matter to your attention with the
suggestion that it be brought before 'the proper officials and
committees of the U. S. Railroad Administration for their
serious consideration, and with the hope that the director
general in his plans for unification and standardization, will
provide freight and switch locomotive tenders having the same
degree of safety for operation as he has given us in the
United States standard passenger locomotives.

Tr.'weling Engineer.

Why Tank Engines Are Not
Used in America

_ New York City.
lo THE Editor:

It is with much interest that I have read the communica-
tion of Mr. Bolam in your issue of July 19, and two letters

on the same subject—Tank Engines—in the issue of July 26.
A discussion of the tank engine in the United States today
is chiefly of interest from a historical point of view, but it

is extremely interesting. As Mr. Bolam states, he has been
astonished in the past years that the American railway man
did not see or realize the advantage of tank engines for par-
ticular service. In England it is accepted that a tank engine
is better adapted to all passenger service up to SO miles, and
on English colonial railways and foreign railways controlled
by English capital, the tank engine has larger usage, not only
for short runs, but as road engines and particularly for what
the Englishman calls "bank" engines, or helpers.

Very few lines in the United States have used tank engines
to avail themselves of the advantage such engines afford of
doing away with turning at the end of the run. The elevated
Imes in New York did this, and most of the English lines
do it. The Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn does not do it.

The reason given is that when a tank engine is running
backwards, the engineer has to read his signals from the left
hand side. Then again some tank engines in this country
have l)een built with such high tanks tiiat the ens^ineer can-

not see over them to advantage at all times. Owing to the
large boiler demanded by the American service, it is not
possible to get side tanks of much size on engines which
might be built now. The New York Central t}T3e has the
tank in. the rear. The point has been raised in America
against tank engines that they are not so easv to get at in
making repairs, but I am doubtful whether this argument is
of much value. As ]\Ir. Bolam states, the tank engine can
give additional traction when it is loaded, starting from the
terminal, but this advantage has been used in America as an
objection by saying that there was not a uniform traction.

In conclusion it may be stated that prejudice and lack of
knowledge of the advantages have been the leading reasons
for such a small use of this form of power, and it is not
likely, for the reasons which I have stated, that there will be
many tank engines built in this countn' in the future.

George B. Leighton.

Vestibule Cabs for Locomotives
rp„ T^ New York City.io THE Editor:

Permit me to endorse the timely editorial in vour issue of
August 16 on the subject of vestiJDule cabs. Tlie passage of
the law in regard to them proves nothing bevond the 'fact,
already known, that legislators should not be permitted to
interfere with locomotive design. What is, however, of con-
siderable interest in this connection, is the fact that the idea
involved is by no means new. The plan of using side doors
on locomotives other than those of the tank t\pe was tried
nearly half a century ago, and, after a more or less checkered
career, finally abandoned. Old switchers on the Chesapeake
& Ohio, the Pennsylvania, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-
burgh and some other roads had such an arrangement, but
are not heard of today. Of cour.se, the average politician
could not be expected to know this, and that is one of the ver)-
reasons why he should keep his hands off in cases of this
kind.

The American style of cab has long been the safest and
most comfortable in the world, and is the product of years
of experience and trial. It was designed to provide ample
protection from the elements, while affording proper ventila-
tion in the summer, which, as we all know, is very hot in
this country. All attempts to change its basic design have
failed so far because modifications proved troublesome and
ineffective. Years ago the Long Island tried a sheet iron

hood o\'er the gangway whidi made things hot for the crew
in summer and cold in winter, and, to cap the climax, shook
the cab to pieces! The order then came, "Take 'em oft"

I"

No doubt, if railroad "regulation" had been such a thriving

business in those days, the legislature would have passed a
law enforcing their continued use!

One of the arguments advanced in favor of the vestibule

cab is the assertion that it would save firemen from being

flung out the gangway. I ask, in all earnestness, what the

men who have handled a "scoop" in their day think of such

nonsense, and how they can explain their present hale and
hearty condition since, if the vestibule contingent is right,

they ought to have been dead long ago!

it must be remembered that speeds of 60 or 70 m. p. h.

were made 25 or more years ago, and that tlie locomotives

of that period did not ride as smoothly as the heavy Pacific

of today. \\'hat, then, becomes of tliis preposterous argu-

ment? .\nd what of the men—bless their hearts—who have

survived to disprove it? The enforced introduction of vesti-

bule cabs at this late day would involve a senseless and use-

less expenditure of money that is needed for practical pur-

poses. About all it would accomplish would be to give

locomotives a peculiar appearance. Perhaps that is what

our novelt\-seekers reallx' want. Arthur Ccrran.
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The U.S. Standard Heavy Mikado Type Locomotive

The First of These Locomotives Was Recently Completed by

the American Locomotive Company

THE FIRST of the 157 standard locomotives of the heavy

Mikado t\pe to be built for the United States Railroad

Administration, has been completed at the Brooks

works of the American Locomotive Company. The heavy

Mikado type is the second of the standard types to be placed

in service, locomotives of the light Mikado type having already

been built.* \^'ith the exception of the light Mikado type,

of which 575 have been ordered, the 157 engines of the heavy

Mikado type constitute the largest number of any of the

other standard types which have been ordered this year.

The design of the heavy Mikados, like that of the light

Mikado type, adheres closely to well established practice and
is conservative both in the proportions and in the design of

details. As far as practicable, interchangeability of details

has ijeen maintained between the various types and a number
of those parts on the light Mikado will be found exactly

duplicated on the heavy Mikado type.

The boilers are of the conical wagon top type, with a diam-
eter of 86 in. at the front course, increasing to a maximum
diameter of 96 in. for the dome course. Comparing this

boiler with that of the light Mikado type, it will be seen that

the tui)e sheet is set back three inches farther from the center

line of the cylinder saddle than in the lighter engine, and
that the combustion chaber is 21 in. instead of 24 in. deep,

the length of the tubes being 19 ft. in both cases. There are

247 2'4 in. tubes, and forty-five Sy^ in. flues for the units

of the type A superheaters with which the engine is equipped.
The boiler is fitted with four three-inch Cole safety valves

and the Chambers throttle.

The firebox is the same width as that of the light ]Mikado
type, but an increase of 6 in. in length provides a great area
of 70.8 sq. ft. as compared with 66.7 sq. ft. in the light

Mikado boiler. The firebox is fitted with a Security brick
arch, and the Shoemaker fire door. The locomotive is fired

by a Standard stoker and is fitted with the Franklin grate
shaker. The ashpan has two center hoppers, with swinging
drop bottoms, both located forward of the trailer axle. The
:iir opening below the mudring is about S}^ in. wide.
A comparison of the boiler capacity with the cylinder de-

mand on the basis of Cole's ratios shows a slightly better than
100 per cent boiler, both in heating surface and grate area.
The frame construction compares very closely with that

of the light Mikado type locomotive. The main frames are
of cast steel, 6 in. wide, and include single integral front
rails. Over the pedestals the top rail has a depth of 6.^4 in.,

while the lightest section between the pedestals is 5^ in. in

K„'if"j.''i '^'i^'^''f"''"\"f "'^ United States Railroad Administration standard

I'ago Ul
'' '^'""^ Incomotivc see the Railway Age for July 19. 191S.

depth, these being one-eighth inch thicker than similar sec-

tions of the light Mikado frames. Over the binders the

lower rails are 4-;s in. deep, and have a minimum section

4ys in. deep. Under the cylinders the frames are of slab

section 6 in. wide by 10^ in. deep. At the front eneis where
the front deck casting is attached the section is reduced to a

depth of 10 in. by Syi in. in thickness. The wheel spacing

of both types is identical, as is also the distance between the

center of the cylinder saddle and the first pair of drivers and
that between the center lines of the rear drivers and the trail-

ing truck axle. The trailer frames are separate steel cast-

ings, each of which is attached to one of the main frames
with fourteen 1^4 -in. bolts, the joint being the same as that

employed on the light Mikado type locomotives. At the rear

end the trailer frames are bolted to the rear deck casting.

The frame bracing of the two types is practically identical.

It consists of vertical crossties bolted to the front legs of the

forward driving wheel pedestals and to the rear pedestals

of the second -and third pairs of drivers; and deck braces

applied to the top rails between the first and second and the

third and fourth pairs of drivers. The forward vertical

brace includes a diagonal extension wliich is bolted to the

lower frame rails just back of the cylinders, and in which
is also included the radius bar pivot for tlie front engine
truck and the driver brake fulcrum. Cast steel driving

boxes of straightforward design, fitted with grease cellars, are

used throughout. With the exception of those for the main
axle, the boxes and axles are all interchangeable with those

used on the light Mikado type locomotive, the journals being
10 in. in diameter by 13 in. in length. The main journals

are 12 in. in diameter by 13 in. in length, or one inch larger

in diameter than those of the lighter locomotive. The driv-

ing wheels are fitted with brass hub liners.

With the exception of the springs, which are heavier for

the heavy Mikado type, the Economy constant resistant en-
gine trucks are interchangeable on the two tvpes. The
heavy Mikado type is fitted with Cole-Scoville trailer trucks.

Gun iron bushings are fitted in the cylinders and valve

chambers and the packing rings are of the same material.

The steel pistons are of single plate sections to w-hich are

bolted gun iron wearing shoes. The details of the valve
motion follow very closely those of the light ilikado type,

the same piston valve and link being used in both cases.

The valve chamber heads are also interchangeable. With
the exception of the slight difference in the clearance for the

front end of tlie main rod and crosshead pin the crosshead
body is identical on both t^-pes. The wearing shoes, which
are of Hunt-Spiller gun iron, differ in dimensions on the

locomotives, but are of the same general stvle. The valve
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gear is of the Walscliaert type and is fitted with the Lewis

power reverse gear. Paxton-Mitchell packing is used for the

piston rods and valve stems.

The standard 10,000-gal. tender which is used with the

heav)' Mikado type is identical with that in use with the light

Mikados, and will also be used on several other of the

standard types. The design of this tender was briefly out-

tender. The following are the principal data and dimensions

of these locomotives

:

General Data

r,,„e •* *'• 85^ in-

s'efviVe .
FreiKlit

Puei :..... Bii. coal

Tractive' eiforV::. \^A^'^^
Weight in working order 320.000 b.

Weight on drivers..... ,rXSS Ih"
Weight on leading truck 24.000 b.

Weight on trailing truck -57.000 b.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 1 , „ •

Wheel base, driving >* ]\- ? i"-

Wheel base, total , i, 1 oj '

Wheel base, engine and tender ' 1 "t. y/j in.

Sections Through the Combustion Chamber and Firebox

lined in the description of the light Mikado type locomotive.

It is carried on four-wheel trucks with 6-in. by 11 -in. jour-

nals, and among the specialties with which these trucks are

Ratios

tractive effort. .4.0Woight 00 drivers .
,

Total weight H- tractive effort .........a.o

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -=- equivalent heating surface ...b:si.i

Equivalent heating surface* ¥ grate area. •,••".•
1 5e

firebox heating surface ^ equivalent heating surface, per cent. .5.5

Weight on drivers H- equivalent heating surface <1.3

Total weight -=- equivalent heating surface .......55.3

Volume both cylinders :;.% ^'-^
"i-> o

Equivalent heating surface* -=- vol. cylinders .i/^.v

Gr.ite area -i- vol. cylinders 3.

J

Cylinders

Kind :
Simple

Diameter and stroke "-27 in- by 3- in.

I 'aires „.
Kind Pi^on
Diameter '* !"•

Greatest travel •< !"•

Outside lap 1 /B in.

Inside clearance ;:'> !"•

Lead in full gear 3/16 in.

irhecls

Driving, diameter over tires
,• ; • • V ,'t

'' "

'u
'

, i
'"'

Driving journals, main, diameter and length l-i in. Dy IJ in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 10 in. by 13 in.

Ens'ine truck wheels, diameter ,-•.••• f^
>"-

Engine truck, journal.'; 6'A m- •»
\l in-

Trailing truck wheels, diameter.
Trailing truck, journals

Boiler
g(, ]g Con. wagon top

Workir.g pressure 190 lb. per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring • • - -.- - ••'^° '."

Firebox, length and width 120'A_ in. by 84 4 in.

Firebox plates, thickness Sides, hack and crown, ^ in.; tube. J^ in.

Firebox, water space Sides and back, 5 in.; front, 6 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 247— 2!-4 >"

Flues, number and outside diameter 45—5 ii in.

Tuhes and flues, length..... iaVQ'o^ (,'

Heating surface, tubes and flues - 3,978 sq. ft.

He-.ting surface, firebox, including arch tubes 31V sq. tt.

Hcatin« suiface. total '.29' sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface -^93 sq. ti.

Equivalent heating surface* 5./»/ sq. tt.

Cran- area '"•" ^- "•

Tender
Tank \^'»«'- •'"".o"

Frame Cast steel

WeS«-..V. 172.000

. . .9 in. by 14 ft.

The Boiler for the Heavy Mikado Type Locomotive

fitted it may be of interest to note that the brakebeams are

carried on the Creco three-point support and that Woods side

bearings are used.

The sjiecialtics witli which these locomotive.* are fitted in-

clude Everlasting bknvoff valves, Ashcroft gages, tlie Detroit

six-feed lubricator, Hancock No. 11 non-lifting injectors,

Barco flexible connections between the engine and tender, the

fiarco blower fitting, Sargent quick-acting blower valves, and

the Radial buffer and Unit safetv bar between the engine and

Wheels, diameter - .O in.

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by 11 in.

Water capacity 10.000 gal.

Coal capacity 16 tons

•Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface -J- 1.5

nes the superheating surface.

Typhoid on the Murman R.mlway.—Sixty per cent of

the railwaj-men on the Murman Railway are ill with typhoid

'

fever and scurvy owing to lack of foodstuffs.

—

Railway

Gazette, London.



I. C. C. Report on Valuation of Texas Midland

Renders Decision on Carrier's Objections to Tentative

Finding—Will Report a Final Figure Later

THE Interstate Commerce Commission issued its re-

port on the valuation of the Texas Midland late last

week. This is the first property of a carrier on which

the Commission itself has reported, and it contains decisions

on a number of disputed points which will establish precedents

for later valuations. Probably the most important finding

of the Commission is the statement that, "While it may be

questioned whether or not the act requires the finding of a

single sum as the value of the property, we are of the opinion

that it authorizes the finding of such value for purposes

under the act to regulate commerce, and it is our purpose

ultimately to make such findings as to each property. Ten-
tative valuations in which a single sum as the value of the

property is not stated will in due course be supplemented by

such finding and a final valuation, including a single sunr

as to the valuation of the property will be duly issued. Under
the circumstances of the instant case full justice will be

done if the findings made as to underlying facts stand, with

leave to the carrier and other parties to apply to be heard

upon the undetermined question as to what sum shall be

stated. Otherwise we shall state our conclusion in due

course and complete the final valuation of the carrier."

The Commission found the original cost to date of the

property to be $2,892,360.94; the cost of reproduction new
$3,461,356 and the cost of reproduction less depreciation

$2,597,442. The latter two values are shown in greater

detail in the table immediately following:

Wholly Owned and Used for the Purposes of a Common Carrier

Cost of reproduction of
road and equipment

1 Engineering

Bridges, trestles and culverts 387,792
Tics 281,112
Rails 525.134
Other track material 103,295
Ballast 227,255
Track laying and surfacing 239,631
Right-of-way fences 48,443
Crossings and signs 29,565
Station and office buildings 109,319
Roadway buildings - . - -

Water stations
Fuel stations
Shops and engine houses
Telegraph and telephone lines.
Signals and interlockers
Power-plant buildings
Power-distribution systems . . .

Miscellaneous structures
Roadway machines
Roadway small tools
Other expendittires—road . . . .

Shop machinery
Power-plant machinery

Total, 1 and 3 to 45, inclusive.

Less
depreciation

$58,773
411,491
289,461
140,557
434,205
65,944
181.804
173,413
33,911
23.217
79,965
17,491
22.267
5,383

51,447
5,863
7.619
5,308
1.253

29
1.404
1,263
4,091

41,430
15.134

2,670.912 2,072.723

9,834
6,474
1.867

84
2,306
2,295
5.528

57,333
21,009

II. EQUIP.MENT
Steam locomotives Ig7 peg
''"

'

'
''.

'. 19o!432Freight-train
Passenger-train cars . . .

.

Motor equipment of cars.
Work equipment

73,455
57,020
73,236

I

u
n 't74

k

Total, 51 to 57, inclusive 582,071

] 4n 064

in. general expenditvres
Organization expenses
General officers and clerks
l;aw
Stationery and printing. ..'.'...'..'..'..

Taxes
Interest during construction 144,280

107,643
120,423
39.236
53,769
41.869

362,940

31,091

110,635

Total. 71 to 76. inclusive 184,344

Texas Midland share CA) of 0.212 miles owned
jointly with H. & T. C

Texas Midland share (14) of 0.182 miles owned
jointly with T. & N.

Texas Midland share ('4) of 0.496 miles owned
jointly with M. K. & T. and St. L. S. W

Texas Midland share ( '/i) of 0.091 miles owned
jointly with St. L. S. W

1.091 849

1,395 983

1,822 1,272

19,721 16,949

3,461,356 2.597.442

C.rand total, I. and 3 to 76, inclusive 3,437,327 2,577,389

Commissioner Aitchison, who was counsel for the National
Association of Railway Utilities Commissioners in the hear-
ings of these cases, did not participate in its disposition.

A large part of the report is devoted to the discussion of
the protests of the carrier and others to the tentative valua-
tion which was served on the road on October 21, 1916.
Hearings on the protest were held on Washington and at other
points in 1917. An abstract of the decision of the Commis-
sion on the various points raised is given below.

Original Cost to Date

In the tentative valuation it was stated that the "original
cost of road could not be found." Figures purporting to

show original cost of equipment and land were, however,
reported. The corporate and financial history of the car-
rier, together with a statement of its gross and net earnings
from the time it began operations to valuation date, has
also been incorporated. From the tentative valuation it is

possible to ascertain the amount of money which has l)een
expended in the property as accurately as the records of
the carrier permit. Since the service of the tentative valua-
tion certain other sources of information have l>een made
available to us and made of record, which now permit a
statement to be made of at least the maximum original cost.

In the instant case we are able to give a figure which
clearly represents, within reasonably close limits of accuracy,
the maximum amount of money which this carrier, its

predecessor, or any other person or persons, invested in the
property, as representing the maximum original cost to date
thereof, $2,892,360.94.

Cost of Reproduction New
In complying with tlie requirement of the act that "the

Commission shall ascertain and report in detail * * *

the cost of reproduction new^" of each piece of propert}-
owned or used by a common carrier for common-carrier pur-
poses, we have proceeded upon the theory that the propert\-
under valuation is nonexistent. In the tentative valuation
in this case we find that the cast of reproduction new of
road and equipment, exclusive of lands, is $3,382,004, arrived
at in the following manner: The engineer making the esti-
mate assumed that the road was not in existence. All other
conditions in the territoni- through which tlie road runs were
taken as they existed on valuation date. The engineer then
prepared what he conceived to be the most practicable and
economical program for the construction of the road. The
items wliich make up the physical property were then inven-
toried and cost prices fairly representative of conditions on
valuation date were applied. ' To the figures thus obtained
was added the estimated cost of placing the items in posi-
tion as of valuation date, including certain overhead charges.
The result thus arrived at is the cost of reproduction new.

So far as we know, this basis for reporting cost of repro-
duction new has been universally used ever since the valua-
tion of public utilities has been attempted. Cost of repro-
duction new, as applied to the items embraced in the engineer-

377
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ing report, must l)e assumed to mean exactly what the words

themselves imply, namely, that a railroad actually being

operated is conceived of as nonexistent and then theoretically

lirought into existence by a succession of steps well known

to competent engineers.

Topographical Conditions

The bureau, in its estimates of reproduction cost, has in

this respect disregarded conditions existing at the time of

construction and has considered the right of way of the

carrier in connection with the land which adjoins it on

valuation date. For example, if tillage land is on either

side of the right of way, the right of way is treated as

similarly devoid of trees and brush; if a forest adjoins the

right of w^ay it is assumed that the right of way is a part

of the forest with a corresponding growth thereon. We
approve this method as involving the minimum of con-

jecture.

.^s ])reviously stated, we interpret the term "cost of repro-

duction new" literally, i.e., the cost of reproducing under

present conditions the existing property of the carrier with-

out computing depreciation. The amount of clearing and

grubbing which was necessary in the original construction

ts reported in "original cost to date" when it can be obtained.

There can be no doubt that the building of the railroad has

added to the value of adjoining land. We are required to

find the present value of lands in a carrier's right of way;

and such present value is measured by the value of adjoin-

ing lands. It would therefore be improper to allow for

clearing and grubbing originally done in addition to the

benefit derived by the carrier from the increase in the value

of adjoining lands.

Industrial Tracks

In the course of the development of the transportation

systems as they exist in the United States today thousands

of so-called industrial tracks have been constructed. These

tracks have generally been constructed in accordance

with contracts "between the industry and the carrier, and

the considerations of the contracts have varied greatly. In

most instances the industr)' pays a portion of the entire

expense of constructing the track, including the cost of the

land and materials used.

We have defined an industrial track in Valuation Order

No. 12 as a "track which the carrier has not an unrestricted

right to use in .serving the general public, but wdiich it has

obligated itself to use instead exclusively, or preferentially,

in serving a particular indu.strj- or certain industries." In

cost of reproduction new the inventory of the carrier includes

such portions of an industry track as it would have a right

to remove if it should discontinue the service, except that

we always include in the carrier's inventon,- the estimated

co.st of reproducing any item of property in the industrial

track which was in fact paid for by the carrier in original

construction. In determining the portions of the track

which the carrier would have a right to remove in case of

reproduction if the ser\-ice were discontinued, we assume that

reproduction would take place under a contract identical

with that covering original construction. Where the carrier

has ]-)rocurcd the right of way and constructed the track at

its own expense, both are inventoried to it. If the industry

constructed the track at its expense and owns it, nothing is

allowed to the carrier in cost of reproduction new. Where

the carrier and the industry have both contributed, which is

the usual case, the carrier is credited with an amount cover-

ing the estimated cost of reproducing that which it did pro-

duce. If the industry has paid for the items of property

making up the track, but has given the carrier the right by

contract to remove the track, etc., credit is given to the

carrier for the reproduction cost of such property. In the

case of land nothing is allowed the carrier if the land is

owned Ijy the industr}'. When, however, the carrier does

not own the land, grading and other permanent structures

are inventoried as above described. In other words, the car-

rier is limited to its interest in the industrial track.

That the policy pursued by us regarding industrial tracks

is entirely fair to the carrier can not be questioned. The carrier

is not only credited with the amount of money which it is

estimated would be the cost of reproducing that which it did

produce, but in addition thereto is considered the owner of

materials going into the tracks, even though such materials

were paid for by the industry, when the right of removal

on discontinuance of the service can be showTi.

Assessments for Public Improvements

In account No. .>9 of the classification of inve>tment in

road and ecjuipment, the carrier is required to report the

cost of constructing public improvements, such as grading,

sewering, curbing, guttering, paving, sidewalks, etc. This

account also includes the cost of improvements when made
by the carrier's employees under government requirements.

The principle announced concerning the treatment of "topo-

graphical conditions"' in cost of reproduction new applies

with equal force to this item; and, since the property of the

carrier is presumed to be reproduced under present topo-

graphical and other present conditions, it will be seen that

no assessments for public improvements would be incurred,

and this item would therefore be improper. As assessments

for public improvements can only, be levied in proportion

to benefits received by the lands assessed, the present value

of lands adjacent, taken as the basis for the ascertainment

of the value of railroad lands, reflects the public improvement
assessments in question. It should be stated, however, that

if a public improvement for which an assessment against a

carrier has been made in the past is located on the right

of way of the carrier, or so closely connected therewith that

it would be wiped out if the railroad were removed, the esti-

mated cost of reproducing such an improvement would be
included in the valuation under the heading of cost of

reproduction new.

Property Used but Not Owned
Where property is owned by a common carrier and is

used by it jointly with another carrier or carriers for com-
mon-carrier purposes, the property is included in detail in

the invejitory of the owning carrier and reference is made to

the use by the other carrier or carriers. The extent and terms
of the use appear also in the inventory of the using carrier or

carriers.

In the case under consideration the carrier uses jointly

with the owner that portion of the St. Louis Southwestern

Railway of Texas, commonly known as the Cotton Belt. I>e-

tween Commerce, Texas, and Greenville, Texas. Lv'^T miles

in length, as a part of its main line. This portion of the

Cotton Belt forms the connecting link lietween two pieces of

track owned exclusively by the Texas Midland. Without
it the carrier would be unable to perform through trans]ior-

tation service between points located north and south, re-

spectively, of this particular portion of the Cotton Belt.

The 13.97 miles has been considered as a single valuation

section. It has been inventoried and priced by itself. Cost

of reproduction new and cost of reproduction less deprecia-

tion for it will be stated separately. This detailed infoniia-

tion will appear in the inventory of the Cotton Belt when
completed, with a statement that this section is used by the

Texas iMidland, together with a description of the temis of

the use. In the tentative valuation under consideration it is

stated "the tracks of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway
.Comjiany of Texas between Greenville and Commerce, a dis-

tance of 14 miles, are used under a trackage arrangement to

unite the two pieces of the Texas Midland * * *,'' so

that if it becomes essential it will be possible at any time to
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refer to the inventory of the Cotton Belt and ascertain the

cost values for that particular piece of property.

Contingencies

In the estimate of cost of reproduction new we have not

allowed any amount under the head of ''Contingencies," and

this omission is assigned as error by the carrier.

In our view the theoretical reproduction of a railroad, such

as is assumed in valuation work, is materially different from

the original construction and does not justify an allowance

for contingencies as such. In theoretical reproduction the

property to be constructed by the engineer is before his eyes.

The topography of the country through which the right of

way runs can be observed. He knows the natural difficulties

which will have to be overcome. If rock is found, his esti-

mate is based upon cutting through or removing that rock.

The exact amount of materials above the roadbed is capable

of ascertainment, and no addition should be made for ma-
terials omitted. However, with respect to certain materials

the carrier is not limited to the amount necessary to dupli-

cate what is actually in the property. This is illustrated

by the item of spikes. It is recognized that in laying rail

a certain percentage above the number of spikes required is

purchased to take care of losses and imperfections, and an

allowance to cover these possibilities is made. It is recog-

nized, of course, that in compiling the inventor}- of the road-

way there are certain quantities which are hidden and can

not be observed.

In estimating hidden cjuantities the representatives of the

Commission rely upon the statements of the carriers sup-

|)lemented by such records as they may possess, tested by the

obser\'ations of our engineers. These statements and records

are accepted unless they appear to he erroneous on their

face. Field notes of the Commission containing the esti-

mate of the quantities to be allowed are furnished the carrier

if desired, and if objected to the matter is thoroughly inves-

tigated. In the application of prices to the items embraced

in the inventory, we endeavor to compensate for all expenses

which will be met in connection with a particular item. The
item of grading furni.shes a good illustration. We ascertain

the price per cubic yard which is proper to apply for grading,

and its determination in this regard is guided by prices paid

under contracts for work of this character. However, it is

recognized that certain work is performed by the grading

contractor which is not included in his contract price, such

as erecting temporary bridges, constructing ditches off the

right way, etc. To the price per cubic yard which is obtained

in the manner indicated above is added an estimated amount
to cover the additional expense. A similar addition is made
in other cases when necessary.

The statement that no provision for contingencies has been

made by us in this proceeding is therefore incorrect. The
figure reported as cost of reproduction new is an estimate

of the amount of money necessan,- to reproduce the identical

I)roperty under valuation. The inventory is made with great

care and the prices applied are arrived at after exhaustive

study. Ever}' necessar}- expense is taken into consideration.

Since reproduction new is at best an estimate, it is appar-
ent that an estimate arrived at upon a basis as outlined above
is as liable to be too high as too low and that therefore there

is no warrant for the addition of a deiinite amount to cover

contingencies, but that any allowance of that kind which
(luglit to l)e made should be and is taken care of in con-
nection with particular items of property.

Engineering

In the tentative valuation under consideration we
allowed for engineering approximately 2.15 per cent of the

amount shown as cost of reproduction new of the road
accounts, exclusive of land and engineering itself. The
carrier contends that this amount is not sufficient and that

between 4 and 5 per cent should be provided. It has also

been contended by certain carriers that it is not correct to

allot a gross sum for engineering, but that engineering should

be assigned to particular pieces of property.

In order to a.scertain the proper percentage to apply the

bureau made a study of the accounts of different construc-

tion projects. This study embraced 121 projects in different

sections of the country ranging from 2^2 miles to 900 miles

in length. The total number of miles of construction was
9,617," the cost of which was $302,000,000. The amount
found charged to engineering varied from 0.S37 per cent to

9.732 per cent of the total amount shown as investment in

road excluding land. In 6 instances the percentage for

engineering exceeded 6 per cent; in 10 instances it was be-

tween 5 and 6 per cent; in 4 instances it was below 1 per

cent, and in 16 instances between 1 and 2 per cent. In

the balance of instances, 85, it ranged from 2 to 5 per cent.

The weighted average showed approximatel}' 3.6 per cent.

In view of this study our engineers were instructed to

include for engineering an amount which should not be less

than 2 per cent nor more than 5 per cent of the investment

in road, exclusive of engineering and land. Should a mem-
ber of the engineering board believe that there are peculiar

circumstances which ji>itify the application of a lower or a

higher percentage, he is instructed to bring the case to the

attention of the bureau.

In the instant case the estimate was first made by the

synthetical method and the figure which was used was
reached, ^^'hen the instructions referred to above were issued

it was concluded that this figure represented a sufficient

amount, and it was allowed to stand.

General Expenditures

Items 71 to 77 of the classification of investment in road
and equipment of steam roads are termed "general expendi-

tures." 71. Organization expenses. 72. General officers and
clerks. 73. Law. 74. Stationery and printing. 75. Taxes.

77. Other expenditures—general. Our accountants made a
study similar to that undertaken in connection with engineer-

ing and covering the same list of carriers. The percentage

of general expenditures other than interest to all road

accounts, excluding land for the different valuation districts,

was as follows

:

Per cent.

Eastern 1.766
Southern -. . . 2.251
Central 1.362
Western S38
Pacific 4.086

.\verag>. 1.930

After careful delil)eration, the Imreau concluded that ll'i

per cent of the amount of all road accounts, exclusive of

land, would be a fair estimate for general expenditures in

the case of all roads. \\*here, however, more than a nominal
charter fee has been required, the engineers have been in-

structed to ascertain the amount of such fee and add it to

the
1
J4 per cent.

Cost of Obtaining Money

The bureau assumed tiiat the reconstruction would be

done by a compan}- the credit of w-hich was good and which
could purchase supplies at advantageous prices. This policy

having been adoj)ted, it was necessary to determine the rate

of interest. Since a railroad with good credit has no difficulty

during normal times in borrowing money at 4'^ per cent,

it was felt that the rate of 6 per cent would be ample to

cover all incidental items of expense in connection therewith.

Construction Period

The time allowed for the construction period in cost of

reproduction new is important in its relation to the amount
to be allowed for interest during construction. From our
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examination of the records of construction in the past, it is

fair to state that, so far as the expenditure of money is con-

cerned, the construction of a railroad is properly divided

into two parts—the preliminary period before the construc-

tion begins, and the period of construction itself.

In view of the difficulty of estimating the preliminary

period and of the further fact that e.xpenditures are small

during this time it was decided to state the period required

for construction only.

The construction period, as determined l)y our engineers,

does not represent the shortest period in which the railroad

Gould be constructed, but rather that period within which

the work might be economically done. The usual delays

which occur in normal times, due to labor and market con-

ditions, are assumed to exist, but unusual delays, due to

financial troubles and other causes peculiar to individual

properties, are eliminated.

All existing means of transportation, aside from the prop-

erty itself which is under reproduction, are assumed to exist.

The carrier in this proceeding is crossed by several different

roads and these roads are used theoretically to bring in men
and materials to junction points. This enables the engineer

to proceed with the hypothetical reproduction at several dif-

ferent places at the same time. This assumption often

reduces the period allowed for reproduction materially below

that which was required for the building of the property, but

since the circumstances and conditions surrounding reproduc-

tion are entirely different from original construction, this

method is believed to be fair.

Interest During Construction

The rate of 6 per cent interest having been approved, it

remains to consider the length of time for which this rate

should be applied. If the assumption that the money re-

quired for each six months is on hand at the beginning of

that six months is reasonable, and we find that it is, thc

time for which interest should be allowed is one-half the

construction period plus three months, which will be ample

to cover the relatively small amount of money which is ex-

pended prior to construction. This is the method which has

been adopted by the bureau, and interest is computed upon
the total amount of the road and general expenditures

accounts with the exception of land and interest during con-

struction.

Materials and Supplies and Other Working Capital

In the accounting report which accompanied the tentative

valuation and made a part thereof is an inventory of the

materials and supplies on hand as of June 30, 1914. The
records of the carrier show an investment of $82,943.24 in

materials and supplies, while the inventory prepared by the

bureau, at prices obtained from invoices rendered the carrier,

shows a value of $96,857.19. The carrier contends that we
have erred in not including materials and supplies in the

three cost values. The suggestion is made that cash items

should also be included and taken at par. In cost of repro-

duction new, however, the property to lie theoretically repro-

duced is the railroad itself. It does not contemplate the

inclusion of materials and supplies and cash on hand, which

are so-called liquid assets, and change from day to day. The
accounting report, which is a part of the tentative valuation,

contains full information with respect to these items as of

the valuation date. The method ])ursued is a compliance

with the act.

Second-hand Materials

Where second-hand materials were installed anil still exist,

the bureau has interpreted cost of reproduction new to mean
the cost of reproducing the materials in the same condition

in which they were installed. The carrier alleges that this

interpretation of the word "new" is incorrect, and that

market prices on valuation date for new- materials of the

same kind should be applied to such units. A strict inter-

pretation of the word "new" in estimating the cost of repro-

duction new of a property of that kind would require the

substitution of new materials for materials which are known
to have been second-hand when the road was "new" or first

built. We do not think that the act requires or contemplates

this. The property to be reproduced is the existing property

as it was when it w'as put into its present service. When
the records of the carrier clearly show that second-hand

materials were used the cost of reproduction new will be

estimated for the same kind of materials in the same con-

dition as when installed.

Quantities and Unit Prices

The commission gave careful consideration to the protests

of the carriers relative to unit prices. In many instances

the figures of the Division of Valuation were supported, but

in other important instances they were raised in view- of the

evidence submitted by the carriers. The price of 56 cents

for burnettized pine ties was increased to 69 cents; the price

allowed for burnt clay ballast was increased from 80 cents

to $1 per yard, and the amount included for track laying

and surfacing was increased from $780 to $900 per mile

of road. No allow-ance was made in the tentative valuation

for telegraph lines. The commission states that "a telegraph

line is necessary in the conduct of the business of the carriers

and for the purpose of estimating the cost of reproduction

new of this property it is assumed that it would equip itself

with this facility in the same manner that it did originally."'

It, therefore, allowed $8,715 for this account. In view of

the increase in the estimates for cost of reproduction new the

amount allowed for engineering in the tentative report repre-

sented less than two per cent. The commission increased this

to 2 '4 per cent on the revised estimate.

Depreciation

The act requires us to report in detail as to each piece

of property "the cost of reproduction less depreciation." In

complying with this requirement the bureau has treated

depreciation as the exhaustion of capacity for ser\uce. It

has inquired how much of such capacity existed when new.

what part has been used up, and what part still remains.

It states the remaining capacity as a fraction of which the

total is the denominator and the part remaining the numer-
ator. Taking cost of reproduction new the depreciation

which has already accrued is subtracted, due consideration

being given to salvage or scrap when this exists, and the

remainder is given as cost of reproduction less depreciation.

The carrier insists that this conception of depreciation is

wrong, that the inquin,- should be whether the property is

in 100 per cent efficiency. So long as it is maintained at

100 per cent efficiency, or what comes to the same thing, o

long as there is no deferred maintenance, there can be no

depreciation.

After quoting a numlier of decisions of the courts, the com-
mission states that it is clear, therefore, that when the act

was passed, the word "depreciation" as used in the phra.«e

"cost of reproduction less depreciation" had acquired a

definite meaning. It must be assumed that Congress used

the word in that sense. Nor is there today any other recog-

nized meaning. W'e approve and adopt the definition of

depreciation which the bureau has applied in this case.

Lands

The protest raises two questions, which in fact are one:

( 1 ) Shall the Commission ascertain and report the reproduc-

tion cost of carrier lands, and (2) shall the Commission

ascertain and report the present co.st of condemnation and

damages or of purchase of the carrier's lands ? Together

these questions present the issue as to the duty of the Com-
mission to report the reproduction cost of lands.
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^\'hat is meant by present value, as the term is used in

the tentative valuation, is thus defined by the director of

valuation

:

"Present value * * * is arrived at by ascertaining

the number of acres of land owned or used by the carrier for

its purposes as a common carrier and multiplying this acre-

age by a market value determined from the present market
value of similar adjacent and adjoining lands. Due allow-

ance is made for any peculiar value which may attach by
reason of the peculiar adaptability of the land to railroad

use.

"Nothing is included for the expense of acquisition, nor

for severance damages, nor for interest during construction."

It seems elementary that the cost of reproduction can be

estimated only by assuming that the thing in question is to

be produced again, and that if it is to be produced again, it

is to be taken as not existent. It seems sophistry to contend
that lands of the railroad can be produced again at a cost

to the railroad without first making the assumption that they

are no longer lands of the railroad; and this necessar}'

assumption carries with it the mental obliteration of the rail-

road itself.

Considerable testimony w'as produced to the effect that

in the acquisition of a railroad right of way it is necessary

for the carrier to pay sums in excess of the value of the land

if measured by the present or market value of similar con-

tiguous lands because of elements, such as cost of acquisition,

damages to the severed property, cost of buildings and other

improvements, accrued taxes and various incidental rights.

That there is a marked difference between assuming in

advance the total cost of acquisition, whether as the result

of condemnation and damages paid or of purchase, in excess

of the present value of similar lands in the vicinity, when
no railroad has been constructed or is in operation, and the

attempt to ascertain and state the cost of reproducing or

reacquiring, at the present time, lands which actually have
been severed from the adjacent property, have been converted

into a railroad, and are being occupied by an operating rail

carrier, seems clear.

Because of the impossibility of making the self-contra-

dictory assumptions which the theory requires when applied

to the carrier's lands, we are unable to report the reproduc-

tion cost of such lands or its equivalent, the present cost of

acquisition and damages, or of purchase in excess of present

value.

Streets and Highways

Where a street or an alley in a municipality has been

vacated, that is, where the use of land as a street or an alley

has been discontinued, and the carrier is using the land

exclusively for common-carrier purposes, the original cost of

the land to the carrier, if it can be ascertained, and its present

value, mea.sured by the market value of similar land in the

vicinity, will be included in the inventory as land owned
by the carrier, unless it affirmatively appears that the carrier

does not own it.

Where a street or an alley in a municipality is used as

such by the public, and is also used by the carrier for its

common-carrier purposes, either along or across the same, no
part of the land so jointly used will be included in the in-

ventory as land owned by the carrier, unless it affirmatively

appears that the carrier owns it.

Where a highway outside of a municipality is used as

such by the public, and is also used by the carrier for its

common-carrier purposes, either along or across the same,
the land so jointly used, together with its original cost to

the carrier, if that can be ascertained, and its present value,

measured by the market value of similar land in the vicinity,

will be included in the inventory as land owned by the

carrier, unless it affirmatively appears that the carrier does
not own it.

Appreciation

Carriers have introduced considerable testimony to show
that an old roadbed is of more value than a new one and
have urged that this value should be stated in some form in

the report of the commission. As to the fact, no serious

question can be made. While most items of property enter-

ing into the construction of a railroad depreciate from the
first, the cut and embankment appreciate. It is apparent that
it was the intent of Congress to require a statement of all

those costs, values and other circumstances which might bear
upon the value of the property, for rate-making purposes at

least, and possibly for other purposes. Appreciation is a
fact which may affect the final value of the property. With-
out attempting to indicate what its influence should be, or
whether it should have any influence, it should if possible
be dealt with in our report.

The attempt to measure the value of appreciation by its

cost is not consonant with our prescribed rules of accounting,
under which the expenses of operation are chargeable to oper-
ation. There is no part of this expense which the carrier
has carried or could properly carry into its investment ac-
count. If the public has once paid for this added expense,
which is inherent in the early years of operation, should it

be constantly taxed on account of these same expenses in the
way of added rates ?

Our conclusion upon the whole subject, therefore, is that
no separate value can be placed upon appreciation. When
it definitely appears that it exists it must be taken into
account in determining the value of the property. The influ-

ence which appreciation should have upon value may depend
upon the previous history of the property. All this depends
upon the purpose for which the value is being .stated and the
manner in which that value is to be determined.

Other Values and Elements of Value

The act requires that "the commission shall in like manner
ascertain and report separately other values, and elements
of value, if any, of the property of such carrier, * * *

In the tentative valuation under consideration we have
stated that "no other values or elements of value were found
to exist." The carrier asserts that since no figure has been
reported under this heading, the act has not been complied
with.

Before the tentative valuation was served, the carrier was
requested to file a statement of the items, if any, upon
which an allowance under this heading was claimed. In
response thereto claim was made on account of (1) going-
concern value; (2) connection with other lines; (3) good
station facilities; and (4) gradients.

At the hearing counsel for the carrier stated that he did
not understand that the carrier would be expected to put in

testimony with respect to its claim under this heading. The
director of the bureau stated at that time that the commis-
sion would he glad to listen to any testimony the carrier

might care to offer. Notwithstanding this invitation, no
testimony has been offered in this case with respect to the
items under consideration.

We have diligently searched for and inventoried the prop-
erty of the carrier and have reported ever^-thing we have
found in the tentative valuation already sensed. The carrier

has asserted that there are other values and elements of value
in connection with its property, but although repeatedly asked
to do so. has failed to name a figure which it believes should
be found by us.

In this connection it should be stated that in the instant

case going-concern value has been given consideration in

the cost of reproduction new and cost of reproduction less

depreciation figures. In the cost of reproduction new and
cost of reproduction less depreciation figures the values as-

signed to the property are not those of a dead plant but
of a going concern, and to the extent indicated in the Des
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Moines Gas Case, this element has been covered in the figures.

Going-concern value has been described as the value of an

assembled and established plant doing business over one

not thus advanced. In making up the inventory we apply

prices to the different parts of the property in the light of

the fact that it is a railroad and doing business; otherwise

the prices which would be applied would be scrap prices.

The owners of the Texas Midland have not received a fair

return on their investment in this property. The operation

of the road has resulted in frequent deficits. These deficits

are not elements of value, but they are pertinent facts to be

given consideration in a proper proceeding.

The requirements of the act in this regard have been fully

complied with.

What the Railroad Administration HasAccomplished
A Statement by Theodore H. Price, Actuary to Director General

McAdoo, in Reply to a Newspaper Criticism

Mv ATTEXTiox H.4S BEEN CALLED to an editorial in a

prominent daily newspaper published August 10

headed "Government Railroads," as well as to an

article headed "After 7 Months—The Effects of Railroad

Unification." published on August 5, in the same paper.

Both these articles criticise government administration of

the railroads with an affectation of patriotic tolerance which

seems to assume that it is an evil that must he endured dur-

ing the war despite its alleged inefficiency.

Briefly, the grievances complained of are:

1, The advanc freight and p.i

liort freight and

the handling of

abolition of the through bill of lading for e

the c.mcellation of export and import rales.

3. The dismissal of solicitors who "took an interest i

the traffic" and the consolidation of freight and ticket offices.

4. The withdrawal of the credit previously allowed in the matter of

freight charges which must now be paid before or upon the delivery of the

goods unless the consignee gives a bond that will protect the government.

5. The difficulty of getting information regarding tariffs and rates.

6. The discontinuance of the package car service between important job-

bing and consuming sections.

7 The withdrawal of the sliippers' right to route their freight as they

choose.

In support of the claim that these changes have inconven-

ienced the public without increasing the efficiency or carry-

ing capacity of the railroads, the editor of the paper referred

to comments as follows upon the recently published statistical

statement of railway operating details and results for the first

five months of government operation which ended May 31,

191S:
("lOVERNMiiNT R.MLROADS

We have now some details as to the first five months of government

operation of the railways; and while it is far too soon to pass any judgment,

two facts stand out very strongly and are worthy of note.

The first is that in these five months, on the face of the figures, the roads

carried slightly less ton-mileage than in 1917. This, in spite of the tre-

mendous pressures of wSr and of the known increase in many lines of

production, is certainly very significant. E.xtra traffic has been carried in

other ways, largely, as we know, by motor trucks.

The second fact is that the number of available locomotives and cars re-

mained practically the same as in the first part of 1917. There was no in-

crease. The roads were taken over for their supposed inefficiency. But the

government, with all its money and power, has found it easier to acquire

experience than to increase the efficiency of the railroad machine.

After five months of unlimited credit and power there is no increase in

ears or locomotives, or rail movement, or tonnage hauled. To move their

increased traffic the industries of the country have had to resort to the

highly expensive carriage by motor trucks over country roads. Thi« may

have been unavoidable, and the Railway Administration, like the fuel bureau,

may have done everything possible. It may prove its wonderful -efficiency

and high superiority in time. We merely point out there is no evidence yet

that the government is performing no miracles that might not have been

expected of the roads themselves, if they had simply had enough money to

go ahead iu their ordinary way.

This is a fairly complete summary of the attempted ar-

raignment of governmental administration of the railroads.

(Here follow the figures for freight train operation from

January to May, which were reproduced in the Railway Age

of .\ugust 9, page 258.—Editor.)

It will be n(jtrced that these figures show that the number

of tons of freight carried one mile during the first five months

of this year was 0.6 per cent less than during the same month

last vear. But they also indicate that the loaded freight car

mileage traveled in the carriage of this freight was 5.'!2,868,-

512 miles, or 8.6 per cent less than the distance traveled un-

der private management in the carriage of nearly the same
ton mileage of revenue freight durinij the same period in

1917.

A reduction in the average daily mileage of locomotives

and freight cars will also be noticed. This is likewise due
to the heavier train load and car load. It is not economically

practicable to haul heavy trains as fast as light ones and
the Railroad Administration has adopted the policy of load-

ing trains to capacity and moving them on schedules that are

not too fast to be maintained.

The showing indicates—not inefficiency—but a striking

increase in the efficiency with which the railroads are being

operated. It is directly due to the heavier loading of the

freight cars and the greater train load now pulled by each

engine. The average carload has been increased from 26.2

to 28.5 tons, or 8.8 per cent. If this ratio is maintained, it

will be the equivalent of an addition of 8.8 per cent, or 211.-

200 freight cars to the present equipment of about 2,400.000

cars, and if the ratio of increase in the train load, equal to

2.7 per cent, is maintained, it will be the equivalent of add-

ing about 1,750 to the present equipment of some 65.000

locomotives of all sorts. Surely this is better than buying

new cars and locomotives at a time when they can only be

had at extravagant prices and the manufacturing energies

of the countr\- are overta.xed to provide the things required

for the winning of the war.

Instead of proving the inefficiency of government man-
agement, the newspaper referred to seems to have adduced

the strongest possible proof of its efficiency and wisdom in

demonstrating that the old cars and engines are being made
to do more work than they performed under private manage-

ment. Tlie same progress toward the intensive use of the

present ccjuipment is to be found in the report of loaded cars

arriving at Philadelphia and Pittsburgh during the first four

weeks of July. This report is as follows:

Comparati-e statement loaded cars and tonnage contents arrhing at Fhila-

dclfhia and Pittsburgh four weeks ending July 27. 1918. and

correspondiuK four zvecks prez-ious year

191S 1O0.22S
1917 107,158

TONNAGE
191S ,1.023,207

1917 2.752,765

These figures show an increase of 9 per cent in the tonnage

and a decrease of 7 per cent in the cars used; The num-
l)er of tons per car in July, this year, is 30.2 as against 25.7

tons in the same period last year. The increase of 18 per

cent, if it were general throughout the country, would be the

equivalent of an" addition of about 432,000 cars to the freight

car equipment of the railroads.

.\lthough the government has recently ordered 100,000 new

freight cars and about 4,000 engines have been under order

for a long time, to provide for the expected increase in the

traffic, thev cannot be turned out in a day and while wait-

ing for them the present capacity of motive power and roll-

ing stock is being scientifically increased, not only by in-
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creasing the car load and train load, but bv' sending the traffic

over the shortest and least resistant routes without regard
to the caprice of the shipper. ^loreover, priority has been
given to orders for the large number of locomotives required

by General Pershing for militar}- operations in France and
the locomoti\'e works have been thereby prevented from de-

livering promptly the engines ordered for the railroads.

In several cases the distance that freight in transit between
two important cities formerly traveled has been shortened by
from 200 to 500 miles and in one instance recently some 8.999

cars carrying freight between two western cities were within

a period of sixty days re-routed so as to effect a saving of

195 miles in the mileage traveled by each car. This was the

equivalent of 1,754,644 car miles, which at six cents a car

mile means a saving of $105,278.

As to the alleged movement of freight by motor truck it can

only Ije said that the government is moving regular freight

and passenger trains promptly, notwithstanding the e.xtra tax

imposed on its facilities by a troop movement now averaging

1.100,000 men per month, that there is no freight congestion

or delay, that the cars supplied to the coal mines are now
in excess of the daily loadings and that if shippers are send-

ing their goods in unusual quantities by motor truck which is

not provable and is doubtful, their action is not the result of

a lack of railway transportation.

In fact, the Railroad Administration has of late been urg-

ing merchants to take advantage of the present carrying abil-

it\' of the railways to stock up against their winter's needs

when weather conditions make train operation more difficult.

Of the other items in the indictment of government opera-

tion of the railways referred to it may be remarked

:

1. That the advance in the cost of transportation is less

have involved a wasteful use of facilities that are needed
for the w^inning of the war, and

7. That if shippers were allowed to select the routes by
which their freight would be carried, the efficiency and econ-
omy that are shown to have been secured by re-routing could
not have been obtained.

To this categorical refutation of the grievances alleged by
complainants whose attitude reminds one of the couplet which
runs

"The good old times

—

All times are good when old,"

and suggests that they are to be classed with the chronic reac-
tionaries and opponents of progress, I can only add that two
months' close study of what has been and may be done under
a unified management toward increasing the serviceable effi-

ciency of the American railways convinces me that the wis-

dom of the President's action in taking over the transporta-

tion facilities of the countr\' will be cumulatively demon-
strated as the vears roll bv.

Rail Specifications Compared

IN
\iEw OF THE PROSPECT of an Order for rails by the

Railroad Administration, the question arises as to what
specifications will govern their manufacture, test and in-

spection. Specifications have been prepared by manufactur-
ers, several associations and a number of individual railroads,

and all are being used to a greater or less extent. In general

these specifications are not far apart, hut they all differ as

to one or more details and up to the present there has been

C0MP.\RIS0N OF V.^RIOfS SPECll-lCATIONS FOR CoMMON WEIGHTS OF RaIL. OpEN ITe.M

Chemical content in decimals of one per cent

Carbon AI! sections

100 101-
' '

Name l);.te 70 lb. 75 lb. 80 Ih. 85 lb. 90 lb. lb. 1201b. 1 301b. Mn. P S S,
Am. Ry. Engr. .Assoc 3-17-15 53-66 53-66 53-66 62-75 62-75 62-75 60-90 04— ... , 104-
Am. Ry. Assoc I M7and 30-15 53-66 53-66 53-66 62-75 62-75 62-75 60-90 04— ... 104-
Am. Soc. Test Mat 9-10-14 53-66 53-66 53-66 62-75 62-75 62-75 62-75 ...60-90 04— ... 20—
Manufacturcrst 1914 53-66 53-66 53-66 59-72 59-72 59-72 62-75 ...60-90 04— ... 20—
Colo. Fuel & Iron Co.t 1-1917 53-63 55-65 55-65 58-68 58-68 60-70 60-90 06— ... 20—
Ten.i. Coal. Iron & R. R. Co. 1914* 53-66 53-66 53-66 59-72 59-72 59-72 62-75 ... 60-90 06— ... 20—
r. S. Steel Products Co... 9-1914 40-55 45-60 45-60 55-70 55-70 55-70 60-90 04— ... 20—
llniiman 9-7-16 ... 55-68 63-76 63-76 70-100 04— ... 10-20

v N. W 7 117 53-66 53-66 53-66 62-75 62-75 62-75 60.90 04— ... lO-f
f. R 1917 58-72 ... 62-76 60-90 04—055—075-18

X- Y, C.§ 9-2515 55-68 ...60-73 62-75 70-100 04— ... 10-20
P. R. R 5-20-15 60-7S 60.90 04— ... 10-30
P R. R 419-16 68-87 80— 04— ... 05-20

•'E.\hibit A." tAIso Exhibit "B" for Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.
Jlncreasf carbon 0.01 per cent for each 0.003 per cent decrease in phosphorus tc 0.03 per cent. SCarbon

1M3-Ib. r.iil same as given for 100-lb. rail.

Height drop test (feet) =_ _
'

101^ ^"^ ? "S^
70 75 80 85 90 100 120 130.!-i:;2^
16 16 17 17 17 18 .... 2 3
16 16 17 17 17 18 .... 2 3
16 16 17 17 1" 18 21 .. 2 3
16 16 16 17 17 18 .... 2
16 16 16 17 17 18 .... 2
16 16 16 17 17 18 .. .. 2
15 16 16 17 17 18 .. .. 2
.. 16 .... 17 18 .. .. 2
16 16 17 17 17 18 .. .. 2

20 .

.

22 . . . . 2 1 from
ca. ing.

content and height of drop test for

tlian the advance in wages and the price of almost ever)' other
commodity that society requires.

2. That through Ijills of lading for export cannot be is-

sued l)ecause the government has preempted the ocean room
and there is no assurance that the goods can be forwarded
upon arrival at the seaboard.

3. That as competition between the railroads no longer
exists there is no occasion for competitive solicitors and ticket

offices and that their abandonment will save the railroads
about 523,000,000 annually.

4. That the government is not authorized to extend credit
to consignees for the amount of the freight they owe when the
goods are delivered, and that it cannot exceed its legal
authority.

5. That a new and simplified classification and rate book
has been prepared and will be effective and available as soon
as the shijipers themselves approve it.

fi- That a continuance of the package car service would

little hope of the adoption of a common standard specifica-

tion acceptable alike to all the manufacturers and all of

the railroads. As a means of indicating the differences in the

provisions of the more widely-known specifications, the table

has been prepared showing their chemical and physical

requirements. We are indebted to C. W. Gennett. Jr., of

Robert W. Hunt & Co., Chicago, for this information.

French Lady Engineers.—The Paris journal Le
Genie Civil, gives the list of the new students for the engi-

neering school, the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures.

There are over 340 students who have passed the examination

for admission to the course, the number including six young
ladies whose position in the list is a very favorable one. It

is probable, adds our French contemporary, that tlie number
of female students will increase in following }'ears. and that

young ladies having the required inclination will find in

engineering situations worthy of their merits.
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Operating Expenses Show
Increase of $461,000,000

AN INCREASE in operating expenses of $461,(i94,8l8 in

the first six months of 1918 over the same period of

1917 and an increase in the operating ratio from

71.34 to 87.23 per cent are the features of the summary of

railway earnings of Class 1 roads issued by the Interstate

Commerce Commission last Saturday. The operating rev-

enues for the si.x months of 1918 totaled $2,081,448,000 as

compared with $1,897,930,501 in 1917. The operating ex-

penses, however, were $1,815,706,527 in 1918, as compared

with $1,354,011,709 in 1917, and the net income was only

$151,657,111 in 1918 as against $440,050,413 in the first

six months of last year.

The figures for June as given in tlie summary show an

increase hi operating expenses of $200,000,000 over June of

last year as against an increase in operating revenues of not

quite $50,000,000, this bringing the operating ratio from

67.37 up to 110.62 per cent, and resuUing in a net loss

during June, 1918, of $63,000,000. This, however, is largely

due to the fact that the operating expenses for June, 1918,

include wage increases representing back pay since December

31, 1917. The reported increases of 164 roads for January

to May, inclusive, not previously included in operating ex-

penses, are:

M:iir.tenancc of way and structures $17,505,902

Maintenance of equipment 29,726,086

Traffic 1'1J2,531
Transportation 79.302,542
.Miscellaneous operations 849,636
General 4,216.504

Total $133,043,201

If the above amounts were excluded, the operating expenses

for June, 1918, would be:

Maintenance of way and structures $50,185,159
Maintenance of eouipment 76,670,235
Traffic 4,030.950
Transportation 159,114,343
Miscellaneous operations 3,315,194
General ' 9,189.297
Transportation for investment—Cr 452.074

Total $302,053,104

Tlie railway operating income (item No. 22 of the sum-

mary) for June, 1918, would then be $74,083,538, or $318

per mile of road against $427 per mile for June, 1917, and

against an average of $376 per mile for the months of June,

1915, 1916 and 1917.

Compilations, subject to re
omitted.) This summar

Intebstatl Commerce Commission—Summary of Monthly Eeports of Large Roads

ision from reports of revenues and expenses of steam roads in the United States for the month of June. 1918. (Cents

covers only roads having operating revenues above $1,000,000 for the year ended December 31, 1917.* [Includes 180
Class I roads and 14 Switching and Terminal Companies.]

FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE
United States Eastern District

Per mile
of road operated

Per mile
of road operated

Item 5918

1. Averrge number miles operated 233,014.25

'^^TrdKht $262,427,763
3' pisslncer 94,667,475

4 MaTl ..'...... 4,489.755

5 Express
' '.'. 9.660,579

6'. All other transportation 12'i!^2'H5
7. Incidental ^^•llo'tln
8. Joint facility—Cr

489,.J00
9. Joint facility—Dr 154,141

10. Railway operating revenues 393,309.379

nrMahitenance of way and structures
,SI'52i'S5J

12. Maintenance of equipment ,'^;5'.„}
13 Traffic 5,473,481

14. Transportation ^^5'ti5'i?o
15. Miscellaneous operations ,^',„T%i,
16 General 13,405,801

17. Transportation for investment—Cr 452,074

18. Railway operating expenses 435.096,305

19. Net revenue from railway operations **4!,786,926

20. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes"). ".lll.gO^

21. Uncollectible railway revenues 61,733

22. Railway operating income **58,959,663

23. Equipment rents **T'^5I'J9?
24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 1,628,361

25. Net of items 22, 23 and 24 "63,326,726

26. Item 25 without deduction for back pay, January-
May, inclusive 69.716,475

27. Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs. . % 110.62

August 23, 1918.

$247,318,427
68,113,521
4.927,465
9,345,141
10.634.087
9,124,516
337,949
131,237

349,669,869

$1,126
407
19
42
46
47

$125,661.15!
41,035,453
1,735,395
4,728,239
6.377,264
6,293,654
282,549
81,442

1917
59,079.25

$111,625,305
30,106,132
1,941,106
4,534,416
5,860,723
5,221,740
162,405
73,943

107
106

5

$1,889
510
33

186,032,263 159.377,884

41,246,833
55,599,056
5,456,985

122,990,034
2,803,174
8,173,739
687,975

235.5«1,846

>.126

i,688
',657

!.840

i.579

346

083

432

17.244.972
26,999.952
2,092,697

61,377,583
1,303.192
3,560,078

75,656

112,502.818

728,1

!.385,1

28.483,289

113.61

3.559 1.904

"426 794

128 100

"554 694

"79
13

59
12

"646 623

480

Southern District Western District

Amount

Item 191S 1917

1, Average number miles operated 42,961.72 42,739.01

'^Vprefjht $39,951,822 $36,288,168
1" Passencer 17,009.396 9,349,639

4 MaTl ". 710,719 744,260

5 Express
'

'.'.' 1,169,472 1,204,773

6'. -Ml other' transportation iJ^JH o??'i??
7, Incidental ^•^^^•'iil ^ll-V]

Joint facility—Cr 91,227 7/,/44

9: joint facility-Dr 25 ,068 24,982

10, Railway operating revenues 60.995,354 49,286,691

n, Maiiuenance of way and structures 10,589.330 5,682,843

12. Maintenance of equipment 18,637,728 ''j'^.W?

13. Traffic ..:... 1.068,925 998,090

Per mile
of road operated

Per mile
of road operated

$96,814,790
36,622,626
2,043,641
3.762.868
3,654,759
3,315,185
115.524
47,631

$99,404,954
28,657,750
2.242.099
3,605,952
4,084,188
2,944,863

97.800
32,312

$741
2S1

1,153 146,281,762 141,005,294

28,226,001
34.991,409
2,002.4.30

18,319,018
19.085.167
2.366.198

1,120

216
268
15
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14. Transportation ,'5.8IJ,J40 16,573,360 S34 388 83.158.957 45,039,091 636 347
1=. Miscellaneou-s operations 399.609 248,603 9 6 1,8'7,564 1^51379 14 10
Ifc. General 2.060,227 1,201,172 48 28 5,362,734 3,4121489 41 26
17. Transportation for investment—Cr 55,718 130,210 1 3 340,477 482,109 2 4

15. Railway operating e.xpenses 68.512,341 34,087,795 1,595 798 155,228,618 88,991,233 1,188 685

19. Net revenue from railway operations "7,516,987 15,198,896 •*175 355 **8,946,856 52,014,061 •'68 400

J<\ Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes"). 2,303,961 2,137,138 53 50 7,202,611 7 071 056 55 55
J 1. Uncollectible railway revenues 27,204 16,647 1 21,548 33,467

:2. Railway operating income *9,848,152 13,045,111 *»229 305 **I6,171,015 44,909,538 •*123 345

23. Equipment rents 495,057 1,305,175 11 31 1.482,426 *'71 '06 IT **1
24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 189,439 180,234 4 4 710,026 70o!902 6 5

25. Net of items 22, 23 and 24 •*9,542,534 14,170,052 **222 332 **15,398,615 44,137,430 •us 339

26. Item 25 without deduction for back pay, January-
May, inclusive 13,748,346 320 27,484,840 210

27. Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs. . % 112.32 69.16 106.12 63.11 "TTTTT
7"

August 23, 1918. *Does not include the Kansas City Terminal Railroad. **nehit item.

FOR TIIK .SI.\ MONTHS ENDED WITH JUNE
United^ States Eastern District

Per mile Per mile ^

Amount of road operated Amount of road operated

Item '
1918~ 1917 1918 1917 ' 1918 TilT^ ^91! 19J7'

28. Average number of miles operated 232,949.26 231,840.57 59,379.85 59,073.08

Revenues:
' '

29. Freight $1,434,723,161 $1,351,575,145 $6,159 $5,829 $639,553,798 $599,839,098 $10 771 SIO 154
3P. Passenger 448,208,768 360,620,773 1,924 1,556 187,078,008 156 691514 3 151 2 6?2
3!- Mail 27,121,960 30,654,883 116 132 10.436.794 12.048 566 176 204
32. Express 56.822,417 50,804,460 244 . 219 27.162,586 23,880 931 457 404
33. All other transportation 55.855.140 55,424,407 240 239 31,497.289 3112^051 5WI ?77
3J. Incidental 56.796.191 47,803.933 244 206 31,765,893 26!542'247 535 Hn
35. Joint facility—Cr 2.754,311 1,989,350 12 9 1,437.707 947 907 24 1^
36. Joint facility—Dr 833,948 742,560 4 3 442.010 442^763 8 7

37. Railway operating revenues 2,081,448,000 1,897,930,501 8,935 8,187 928.490,065 850,629,551 15,636 "l4i400

Expenses:
~

38. Maintenance of way and structures 287.199,132 218 566,803 1,233 943 123.264,927 90 312^21 2 076 1 5?iJ
30. Maintenance of equipment 461.399,840 326,384,886 1,981 1,408 226,976,488 157'613'l7' 3'822 ?'«««
40. Traffic 27.747,379 32,083,867 119 138 11.448:997 12057;571 193 204
41. Transportaliou 967.571,816 717,465,395 4,154 3,095 472,904,427 356,122 719 7 964 6 02R
42. Miscellaneous operations IS.975,016 16,029,562 81 69 8,931,364 7 339 404 'l5fl 1??
»•' Ccneral 55.656,602 46,949,637 239 203 24,754,794 20,583',214 417 34S
4 1. Transportation for investment—Cr 2,843,258 3,468,441 12 15 385,925 339;i26 6 6

45. Railway opeiatinK expenses 1.815.706,527 1,354,011 ,709 ~7795 5,841 867.895,072 643,689,175 I4.6I6 10^97
46. Net revenue from railway operations 265,741,473 543.918.792 1,140 2,346 60,594,993 206,940,376 ~Tio20 3 503

47. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes") . 92,237.876 85,400,088 396 369 37,375.157 34,455,729 629 ^
48. Uncollectible railway revenues 309,190 315,173 1 1 86,924 95425 1 2

49. Railway operating income 173,194,407 458,203,531 743 1.976 23,132,912 172.389,522 390 2,917

50. Equipment rents.. "13,705,009 "10,457,184 "59 "45 "21.812,150 §"20,900.450 •'367 ~^^^
51. Joint facihty rent (Dr. Bal.) ^ 7,832.287 7,695,934 33 33 3,594,633 §3,893,433 61 65

52. Net of items 49, 50 and 51 151.657.111 440,050,413 651 1.898 **2.273,871 147,595,639 ••38 2,S00

53. Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs. .% 87.23 71.34 93.47 75.67 ~!TT~
'

Southern District Western District

Per mile Per mile '

Amount of road operated Amount of road operated

„„ ,
I"™

, , . ' ^9'8 1917 1918 1917' ' 1^8 1917 1918 'igip
28. Average number of miles operated 42,967.18 42,737.59 130.S02.23 130,029.90 ..... .. ..

Revenues:
29. Freight $234,528,918 $210,854,302 $5,458 $4,934 $560,640,445 $540,681,745 $4 293 S4 158
3,. Passenger 80.981.322 54.204,872 1,885 1268 180,149,438 149 724 387 l'379 1151
31- J,Ja'' 4,288,370 4,657,469 100 109 12.396.796 13.948,848 95 107
32- Express

.

^5U'S'''' 7,292,470 175 171 22,14S.1S7 19,631,059 170 15133. All other transportation 4,537,824 4,245,491 106 99 19.820,027 20 056 965 15'' 151
34. Incidental

Mfi'^ff 5.589,027 174 131 17,548,870 15,672,659 134 12135. Tomt facility—Cr 658,467 449.182 15 10 658,137 592 261 5 536. Joint facility—Dr 125,058 131,336 3 3 266,880 168,451 2 1

37. Railway operating revenues 339,862.915 287,161.477 7,910 6,719 813.095.220 760,139,473 6,226 S.846

Expenses:
'

.18. Maintenance of way and structures 43,224,537 33,133,500 1,006 775 120.709,668 95,121,082 9'4 759
,A-

5?^'5'^"'""^'-' °f equipment 73,717,259 52,344.195 1,716 1,225 160,706,093 116,427,519 1.231 895
40. Traffic 5,174,785 6,148,573 120 144 11.123,507 13,877,723 85 107
11- T,'?"^!°'""'°^ 142,773,052 95,679,704 3,323 2,239 351,894,337 265,662.972 2,695 2 043
4? Miscellaneous operations 1,793,450 1,645,488 42 39 8.250.892 7,044,670 63 54
4.V (.eneral 8.398,833 7,017.819 196 164 22.502.975 19.348,604 172 149
44. rransportalion for investment—Cr 372,895 618,721 9 15 2.054,438 2,510,594 16 19

45. Railway operating expenses 274,709.021 195,350,558 6,394 4,571 673,102.434 514,971,976 5,114 3961
46. Net revenue from railway operations 65,153,894 91,810,919 1,516 2,148 139.992.526 245,167,497 1,072 "TissI
47. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes"). 13,425,563 12,730.537 312 298 41.437.156 38.213,8^2 317 ogl
48. Uncollcclibic railway revenues 75.039 68,315 2 1 147,227 151,733 1

"
1

49. Railway operating income 51.653,292 79,012,067 1,202 1,849 98,408.203 206.801,942 754 1,590

50. Fciuipment rents 1,963,587 8,559,966 46
'

200 6,143,554 11,883,306 47 IS
5.. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 1.140,157 1,058,517 27 25 3.097,497 }:2,743.984 24 21

52. Net of items 49, SO and 51 52,476,722 6,513,516 1,221 2.024 101.454,260 205.941,258 777 1,584

53. Rati ^ of operating expenses to operating revs..% 80.83 68.03 82.78 67.75

"Debit item ^Excludes figures for Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal Rv. ^Excludes figures for Colorado Midland Rv., Missouri Pacific Ry andbt. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. for five months ended May 31, 1917.



P livate Car Lines to Receive One Cent a Mile

Interstate Commerce Commission Finds This Rate Necessary

to Help Compensate for Increased Costs

THAT THE ALLOWAN'CE paid bv railroacls for the use of

privately owned tank cars should be made one cent a

mile instead of }i cent and that this increase should

also be applied to other privately owned cars; that greater

care should be taken to return private cars belonging to small

owners and that carriers should operate enough icing plants

of their own and not permit the big packers to ice their

competitors" shipments, are the leading points in a decision

of the Interstate Commerce Commission issued on Thursday

of last week.

The decision contains much information as to the use of

privately owned cars. It shows how they first came into use

and of what great value they are to their owners and the

]>oint is made that they serve an important duty in transporta-

tion and could not well be dispensed with.

The decision bears the title "In the matter of private car

lines" and will he found in SO I. C. C. 652. It follows a

detailed inquiry instituted in 1912 as to the rules, regulations

and practices governing the operation of private cars. The
length of time which has elapsed is a result of delay caused

iiy court proceedings, one relating to the jurisdiction of the

commission and the other to the power of the commission to

require carriers to supply cars to shippers.

The Commission's Findings Summarized

The commission's findings are summarized in the report

as follows:

1. As the situation now exists, and under the circum-

stances and conditions shown of record, shippers may con-

tinue to lea.se cars from sources independent of carriers by

railroad.

2. A charge in addition to freight rates should not be

made for furnishing to shippers refrigerator, tank, or other

special type of car, or for transporting their shipments

therein, unless the freight rates are predicated on the trans-

jwrtation in another type of car less expensive and not so

difficult to operate.

,v Payments should be made by carriers on the Ijasis of

the loaded and empty mileage, and mileage should be com-

puted on the basis of distance tables without the elimination

of mileage through switching districts.

4. There should be no increase in the present payment

for use of refrigerator cars and so-called meat cars for trans-

portation in that part of the country east of El Paso, Tex.,

Albuquerque, X. ^lex., and Salt Lake City and Ogden, Utah.

5. The present payment of ^4 cent on the loaded and

empt}- movements for the use of tank cars of all kinds by all

carriers by railroad should be increased to 1 cent per mile

for the loaded and empty movements; the increased allow-

ance should be paid for the use of live poultry cars, palace

.stock cars and heater cars, but the increase should not apply

to stock cars, coke cars, coal cars, rack cars, flat cars, box cars,

or pocket cars, although they ma_\- l>e privatcl}' owned or

leased.

6. Carriers should publish in their tariffs a rule that

private cars when unloaded at destination, unless otherwise

ordered by the owner or lessee, must be promptly transported,

loaded or empty, in the direction of the plant of the owner

or lessee.

7. Where carriers own tank cars which are furni.shed to

shippers on request, they shall publish in their tariffs rules

for the distribution thereof whereby each shipper who makes

reasonable re(|uest may receive his proportionate share of

available cars.

8. Re-icing charges on shipments of fresh meat and pack-
ing-house products and dairj' products should be based on
the cost of the ice and salt used, the labor, investment in

icing plants, etc., together with a reasonable profit. The car-

riers only should perform the service of re-icing and make
charges therefor; and shippers of these products should not

be permitted to perform the service of re-icing their own and
competitors' shipments en route, either directly or through

corporations controlled by them.

9. Tariffs of carriers be so changed that private cars

standing on the private tracks of their owners shall not be

subject to demurrage charges.

10. The Master Car Builders Association rules need not

lie filed in tariffs of carriers; and suggestions made at the

hearing as to modifications in rules and practices should be

adopted by the association.

Abstract of the Report

On January 1, 1913, there was a total of 137,179 cars of

all kinds owned by private interests, including those owned
by railroad-owned car lines. On January 1, 1918, this num-
ber had increased to about 200,000, including approximately

70,000 tank cars, 65,000 refrigerator cars, and about 65,000
other privately owned cars, including stock, coal, poultry,

heater, palace stock cars and box cars. At a conservative es-

timate the amount of money invested in these cars is §250,-

000,000. In addition to this, large sums of money have been

invested by owners in the construction of repair plants, side

tracks, etc. The great increase in the number of privately

owned cars in the last three years has been relatively larger

than in any similar previous period, due to congestion on

the railroads and the necessity for having more cars to handle

the same amount of traffic. The number of tank cars in

|)articular has increased greatly.

Allowances Paid by Carriers

.Allowances paid to private car owners have always been

on a mileage basis. From 1867 to 1873, the rate was from
1 '/> to 2 cents per mile on all cars; 1873 to 1877, from 1 to

\y> cents; in 1877, it was made from }^ of a cent to 1 cent;

in 1893, an allowance of 1 cent was fixed for refrigerator

cars west of Buffalo, N. Y. ; in November of that year, the

rate was made 6 mills on all cars except private refrigerators,

which were allowed 1 cent by western carriers and ;4 of a

cent by eastern carriers generally. There were some modi-

fications of the allowances in the east. On October 1, 1917,

the allowance for refrigerator cars is 1 cent per mile on the

east of the Mississippi river became 1 cent. At this time,

the allowance for refrigerator cars is 1 cent permile on the

loaded and empty mo\ements between all points east of El

Paso, Tex., .•\ll)U(iuer(iue, X. Mex., Salt Lake City, and (~)g-

den, Utah. The territory west of the described line is known

as the transcontinental zone. In tliat zone, on shipments

requiring refrigeration in private cars for distances of 800

miles or less, the payment is 6 mills per mile; excess over 800

miles, % of a cent; when loaded with freight not requiring

refrigeration, 6 mills, regardless of distance; and when
moving emptv, no allowance.

The allowance on live poultry cars is generally }i of a

cent, although there are a few exceptions when 6 mills is

paid. On palace stock cars, except when moved in passenger

386
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trains, the allowance is on the basis of 6 mills per mile, with
the exception of many railroads in the southeast, which al-
ii >\v ^4 of a cent. The allowance for tank cars is uniformly
'4 of a cent for loaded and empty movements. For use of
all other cars, including coal, coke, stock, and box cars, the
allowance is 6 mills per mile. None of the allowances in-

clude movements within the switching limits, as defined by
carriers, within terminals.

Operation of Private Cars

From the fact that private car owners have an interest in

the prompt movement of their cars, such cars move more
rapidly, and also move empty to a greater extent than the
same kind of cars owned by carriers.

Most perishable freight moves from the west, southwest,
south and southeast to the northern and northeastern sec-

tions of the country. There is very little perishable freight

available for return loading. Railroad car lines utilize their

cars to as great an extent for return loading as possible.

Private car owners object to return loading of their cars, if

by so doing, the return movement is delayed. There are

man_\- articles that can not be loaded into refrigerator cars,

especially meat cars, because of odor, or because the damp-
ness in the car would not permit of such loading.

Tank cars are not generally loaded for return movement,
and with some exceptions move empty half the total mileage.

The Union Tank Line serves so many concerns with numer-
ous refineries and stations in all parts of the country that it

occasionall}- happens that loads may be found for move-
ments in both directions. As a rule, private cars designed

to transport acids, vinegar, wine, etc., move empty on the

return.

The Duty of Carriers

It is well-settled law that the duty of a common carrier

is to furnish equipment for transportation of articles it ad-

vertises to carr}-. The general duty of carriers at common
law, and under the act, is to furnish such cars and other

facilities as are reasonably necessary to enable them to fulfill

their public oljligations. It has been held that in the ab-

sence of discrimination the power to enforce the duty does

not reside with the Commission. In this proceeding the ques-

tion of where the power resides to enforce the duty is not

necessarily involved. In section 15 of the act it is provided

that if the owner of property transported directly or indirectly

renders an\- service connected with transportation, or fur-

nishes any instrumentality therein, the charge and allowance

tlu refor shall l>e no more than just and reasonable, and that

the Commission is empowered to determine what is a rea-

sonable charge as a maximum to be paid by the carrier or

carriers for the service rendered, or for the use of the instru-

mentality furnished. An amendment to section 1 of the act,

approved May 29, 1917, provides as follows:

The Commission shall, after hearing, on a complaint or on its own initia-

tive without complaint, establish reasonable rules, regulations, and prac-

tices with respect to car service, including the classification of cars, compen-
sation to be paid for the tise of .my car not owned by any such common
carrier, and the pcnnltics or utlier sanctions for non-observance of such
rules.

The Congress has thus recognized the use of privately

owned cars in transporting the commerce of the country, and
has provided for their control by the Commission through
rules and regulations of carriers hauling them.

For more than 30 years privately owned cars have been
extensively used to transport commodities in interstate com-
merce. They came into use originally because the railroads
would not, or did not, supply them in sufficient quantities to
meet the demand. Practically all carriers have refused to
furnish tank cars for transportation of oil and other liquids,
or cars with Virine tanks and racks for transportation of car-
cass meat. There are certain exceptions to this rule. Re-
finers of petroleum oils with substantial unanimity state that

as a practical matter carriers could not furnish tank cars in
a manner to insure their efficient use. The packers, who
are the largest users of refrigerator cars, including meat cars,
state that they are perfectly willing that carriers should own
all cars used by them, "provided they are insured at all times
an adequate supply." The proviso qualifies their acceptance
of the principle to the extent of practically nullifying it. If
all cars were owned and furnished by carriers, in times of
shortage the packers, as well as all other shippers of like
traffic, would be entitled to no more than their fair share of
all cars available. No class of cars in railroad service is

used more effectively than the cars owned by large shippers.
They have organizations of men to see to it that their cars
move as promptly as possible, both loaded and empty. The
carriers of the country could not as effectively handle the
entire refrigerator and tank-car equipment as is now done
by the intervention of private ow^ners. The car lines have
forces of experts to watch the crop prospects and to advise
as to the needs of particular sections of the country, to secure
cars and see that they are on hand for the transportation
of all sorts of products in refrigerator cars. If there is a crop
failure in one section of the country, the cars are .sent to other
-sections, and are kept actively in use to the highest degree
possible. The oil refiner produces certain kinds of oil and
desires to reach certain customers. No carrier could inform
itself as to his needs and insure that he would have the kind
and number of cars to enable him to conduct his business
economically and efficiently. If private ownership or control
of cars of particular types results in greater economy and
more efficient use, the whole public is to that extent benefited.

In the beginning, carriers could no doubt have insisted
upon their right to furnish all equipment. They did not do
so, and in the course of years there has grown up a system
of private ownership of such magnitude and importance that
it must he reckoned with as an existing condition.
The system of the use and supply of private cars that now

exists can not be at once and radically changed, without seri-
ous consequences to shippers, carriers and" the public. At
the hearings an endeavor was made to secure evidence with
respect to normal transportation conditions. The abnormal
conditions of last fall and winter are admittedly not such as
would indicate what would Ije just and reasonable practices,
as a general rule, for carriers, .shippers, private-car owners
or the public.

How Should a Shipper Secure Cars?

As a general jjrinciple, a shipper of traffic over the rail-
roads of the country ought not to be required to deal with
any other than the carrier. If the carrier has not the kind
of a car in general use that is demanded by a shipper, the
most simple and direct method is for the former to secure it

from some source and furnish it, but the custom has been
otherwise with resiject to certain kindg of cars. In mam-
cases, shippers are under compulsion to furnish cars by rea-
son of carriers' failure to supply them upon request. In
practice, the shipper either buys the cars used by him, or
rents them from concerns engaged in the business of sup-
])lying cars. If a request were preferred to a carrier for a
kind of car it did not own, considerable delay might occur
before it could be secured. To a shipper of perishable prod-
ucts or a shipper who is bound by a short time contract,

such delay might cause serious loss. So far as the carrier is

concerned it can make no difference whether tlie shipper is

owner or lessee. So far as the shipper, or the relation of
one shipper to another is concerned, there ira\ be a marked
difference between an owner and a lessee.

Some car companies engaged in the business of manufac-
turing cars and supplying them to shippers for use in trans-

portation have and take a vital interest in the movement of
such cars by carriers. They enter into contracts with ship-
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pers to supply them with all the cars needed for a certain

period, usually a term of years. Men are employed whose

duty it is to keep po.sted as to the location of all cars, so that

demands of patrons may be most expeditiously and economi-

cally met. There can he no doubt but that this method of

handling the business leads to a highly efficient use of cars.

Larger owners have organizations to look after the move-

ments of cars and this promotes their prompt movement en

route and through terminals. They have representatives at

important junction points who advise as to movements and

look after the prompt handling of cars.

As before stated, it is undoubtedly in the interest of all

.shippers that needed cars should be secured from the carrier

direct, but so long as the system of the use of privately

owned and operated cars continues to play so important a

part in transportation by railroad in this country, and so

long as carriers fail to provide themselves by ownership or

lease with cars to transport so important a part of the com-

merce moving over their lines, there seems to be no sound

reason why shippers should not continue to secure cars

through independent car companies. The need is to secure

the largest use of all freight equipment, and the car com-

panies have been an important agency in this regard.

Should Car Owners Publish Their Charges to Shippers?

Charges of car owners to shippers range from $15 to $150
per car per month. The lower charges are on unexpired

long time contracts and will not be renewed under present

conditions. Five years ago, the average rental charge was
about $30 per month. In 1917, the average contract was
made at $85 per month. Except as to a few car companies,

there is no regularity with respect to charges car owners

make for equipment leased or furnished shippers. Tlie

amount of the charge seems to be measured by the needs of

the particular shipper. During recent months there has been

such a demand for cars that owners admit that they have re-

ceived very high prices for single trips or other short time

use. In normal times there is not such demand, and the

charges are much less.

Under the law as construed by tlie courts, car lines and
others engaged in leasing cars to shippers are not common
carriers and thus do not come under direct control by the

Commission. When a car, regardless of ownership, is being

moved in interstate commerce l^y a common carrier subject

to the act, there is no doubt of our power to control the car-

rier's operation of the car so that there shall result no undue
preference to any shipper. The act does not impose on com-

mon carriers the obligation to haul private cars in interstate

commerce. If private cars are used, they must be under an

arrangement stated definitely in tariffs. Procter &" Gamble
Co. V. C. H. & D. Ry., 19 I. C. C, 556, 560.

No one has complained, so far as this record shows, of the

amount of the charges for lease of cars, or that the charges

are applied in an unjustly prejudicial manner. As a means
of removing undue prejudice or unjust discrimination we
have the right to require the carrier to provide specifically

in its tariffs the terms under which all similarly situated

shippers may demand and secure upon even terms the use of

cars emjiloyed upon the carrier's line. We do not feel that

on the facts of this record or under present conditions the re-

quirement should be ordered.

Should a Separate Charge for Special Cars Be
Established by Carriers?

This was one of the questions that was thoroughly dis-

cussed at the hearings and is fully considered on brief. The
first difficulty is to define "special equipment" or "special

car." Carriers define "special equipment" to be that which
"does something to the freight," or that which has a value

to the shipper over and above the mere hauling, the defini-

tion to apply to a car furnished b)' a shipper as well as one
by a carrier.

In substantially all rate cases of any importance that have
Ijecn considered by the Commission relating to articles trans-
ported in refrigerator or other cars of peculiar t}-pe, carriers

have defended their rates by showing more or less in detail
that the commodities are transported in such cars, of greater
weight, and more expensive to operate than ordinary cars.

These facts thus called to the attention of the Commission
have not been ignored in passing upon the reasonableness of
the rates in issue in the particular cases. Certain articles

were not tran.sported in appreciable quantities, and from
certain parts of the countn,- not at all, until after the refrig-

erator car was perfected, and freight rates were made with a
view to tran.sportation of such products in that kind of a car

and in no other. The wide diversity of traffic and the special

tran.sportation that many carriers perform would make a car

special in one section of the countr)-, or over one railroad,

that would, in another section or over other railroads, be
an ordinary car.

Many of the rates now published by carriers include the

transportation of articles in cars for the hauling of which
carriers here assert they are entitled to extra compensation.

It would be practically impossible to determine what rates

do or what do not include the hauling of commodities in

special types of cars. Any attempt to state separate charges

of the nature proposed would be a prolific source of litiga-

tion, and, in many instances, would impose unjust and un-

reasonable charges on shippers or receivers of freight.

Basis of Compensation for Use of Private Cars

When a shipper furnishes his own car for transportation

of articles in common use and which move in large volume,

he relieves the carrier of so much of its obligations as a com-
mon carrier. This is true whether the shipper furnishes

the car as owner or lessee. Carriers recognize this and make
allowances to the owner or controlling shipper, as before

stated, for the use of such cars. The question here to be con-

sidered is as to the basis of the allowance or payment, tliere-

for. When this case was first heard, the only power of the

Commission to regulate pajTnents by a carrier for an instru-

mentality of transportation furnished by the shipper was
the power given in section IS of the act to determine what is a
reasonable charge as the maximum to be paid by the carrier.

This provision was directed to the prevention of rebates by
way of excessive allowances to shippers, and has never been

considered as granting power to fix a reasonable amount as

an initial proposition as payment for the use of the car. The
act of May 29, 1917, hereinbefore referred to, grants power
to the Commission to fix the compensation to be paid for the

use of any car not owned by the carrier.

Carriers contend that the amount paid for the use of ."ship-

pers' cars should not exceed that sufficient to cover repairs

and depreciation, and that therefore some of the allowances

are now too high. Car owners contend that the allowance

or payment now made for the use of their cars is too low,

and that it should be in such an amount as to provide for

maintenance, depreciation, cost of operation, taxes, and a

reasonable interest on the investment.

The amounts paid by carriers for the use of tank cars or

refrigerator cars does not permit of the operation of any of

them at a profit considered reasonable by owners, and has

not during any time during the last six years: and some of

them were and are operated at a loss, taking into account a

return on investment, cost of repairs, maintenance, and de-

preciation.

It is clearly established that shippers of petroleum oils,

fresh meat, packing-house products, and dairy products
could not have done the volume of business they have done
in the past, or tliat their plants were constructed to do, ex-
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cept they had possessed themselves of private cars over which
they could exercise, and have exercised, control. The oil re-

finer and meat packer demand an adequate supply of cars at

all times. It is conceded by shippers that neither an adequate
supply nor its efficient distribution can be afforded by car-

riers. The requirement has been that there shall be the most
efticient use of tank and refrigerator cars, which has been
one of the results of private ownership. While this has un-
doubtedly been of benefit to carriers, it has been of incalcul-

able benefit to shippers as well.

The allowance that shall be paid for the use of private cars

under all the circumstances and conditions shown must be
considered on the average. There can not be, with propriety,

as many different rates of payment as there are owners with
varying ability to efficiently handle the cars with respect to

mileage earnings, repairs, and depreciation, nor can there

be as many rates as there are different kinds and grades of

privately owned cars. Representatives of carriers assert that

a proper basis is payment for repairs and depreciation. Car-

riers should at least pay for repairs and such depreciation as

occurs while the car is in railroad service. The amount of

depreciation can not be determined with accuracy. The at-

tempt to fix a stated basis of allowance for vise of privately

owned cars would by no means result in justice to all owners

or to all carriers. The experience through many years under

normal conditions has dictated certain allowances which have

been accepted by owners and carriers. Changed conditions

have led to an attack upon the allowances now paid by car-

riers. No attempt will be made here to fix what shall be a

reasonable basis from which the amount of the allowance

to be paid by the carriers shall be ascertained. This phase

of the case will be considered in the light of past experience

and the evidence of record.

How Should the Compensation Be Determined?

Substantially all parties to this proceeding agree that the

mileage basis upon which payments are made for the use of

private cars should be continued.

There is no serious difficulty in making settlement as be-

tween owner and carrier on the mileage basis. Under pres-

ent rules, loaded and empty mileage is equalized as regards

routes of movement. That is to say, the shipper is required

to give each route, or each carrier in the route, a loaded mile

for each empty mile of haul, under penalty of paying rates

for hauling empty equipment only, which range from 4 cents

to 10 rents per mile. Whether under unified operation,

should it become permanent, some other rule in this regard

may be necessary, is a matter that can not be determined here.

Under normal conditions the mileage basis secures to the

owner payment for the operation of his car. That is what

he is entitled to and it is that for which the carrier should

,

pay.

Deductions from mileage by private cars through terminals

are now made. Mileage is calculated from switching .limits

to switching limits. It is the general rule not to make pay-

ment for the movement through switching districts of im-

portant points. Many years ago when switching limits were

not as extended as today, the matter was of no especial im-

portance. Today it is possible to have a movement through

Chicago of over 30 miles within the switching limits, and 10

or 1 2 miles is by no means uncommon in other cities of the

country. Car owners do not urge that payment be made
for the use of their cars in switching service. Tlieir demand
is that they receive payment for line hauls. This is reason-

able, and is not objected to by carriers. The computation
of mileage as a basis of }iayment for private cars should be
upon the distance of the haul, reference being made to the

distance tables established by the carriers. The practice

with respect to sucli payments should, of course, be made
uniform.

Amount of the Compensation
It is conceded by car owners that the}- are not properly en-

titled to make a profit on their cars used by carriers. They
demand, as a rule, that the entire cost to them, together with
interest on their investment, shall be covered by pa>-ment for
their use. A return sufficient to pay all costs,' including in-
terest on the investment, has not been realized from the pay-
ments or allowances now made by carriers.

Since 1912 the cost of cars and repairs has materially in-
creased, and there has been little change in the mileage earn-
ings. If anything, during 1917 the movement has been less
than in previous years because of congestion, embargoes, etc.
While the figures are not at hand, priority orders that have
been given for shipments of food products to the Atlantic sea-
board for shipment abroad have not so materially affected
the mileage earnings of tlie packers during recent vears as
compared with other private car earnings.

OwTiers receive larger returns for refrigerator than for
tank or other kinds of cars. The reason for this is that perish-
able freight requires rapid transportation to prevent deteriora-
tion. It moves in the fastest freight trains of all carriers.
Packers and car lines who are largely engaged in shipping
perishable commodities insist on the prompt movement of
their cars, both loaded and empty. Tank cars do not usually
move with equal rapidity. The shipments are not perishable
and do not require expedited movement, nor do they ordinar-
ily get it, except in special cases. Large users of tank cars,
however, have organizations to keep the cars on the move as
continuously as possible. The packers have branch houses
in all important cities of the countn,' to which shipments are
made in large quantities. For example. Swift & Co. have
450 of such branch houses. The shipments of the packers
to New York and for export constitute about 25 per cent of
the total.

The cost to the carriers of moving tank cars or refrigerator
cars has not been determined. Tlie average tank novvin use
holds 8,000 gal., and the average load weighs 55,000 lb. The
average load in a refrigerator car weighs about 30,000 lb.

Including the ice, the weight would be- about 34,000 lb. The
ser\'ice of the carrier on the loaded movement of a tank car
is greater than on a refrigerator car, and the average earnings
are also greater. A proportion of refrigerator cars contain
return loads, and tank cars return empty in most instances.
The investment in a tank car is about the same as in a re-
frigerator car, and repairs by the owner to a refrigerator car
usually exceed those to a tank car.

Owners of tank cars contend that the rate was fixed manv
years ago when the cars cost about $1,000; and that if the
allowance was proper at that time, it is inadequate now when
cars, even on a normal basis of charges, cost from SI,500 to

$1,600. The cost of repairs and maintenance of tank cars

has steadily increased. The same is true of refrigerator cars.

As before stated, the average carload of oil todav weighs
about 55,000 lb. Twenty years ago the average load was
about 24,000 lb. In other words, the average load has in-

creased two and one-half times, and the revenue of the car-

riers per car mile has more than doubled.

Cars purcha.sed in the latter part of 1917 cost on the aver-

age about $3,700. The marked increase is due to increased

costs of material and labor and is not a measure for costs in

normal times.

A large owner of tank cars testified that the average cost

of tank cars in 1913 was $1,100, and in 1917 prices ranged

from $1,650 to $3,755 per car during the earlier and latter

iwrts of the year. He stated that under the -^4 of a cent al-

lowance the average earnings in 1914 were $63.09. The cost

of maintenance, including depreciation, plus 6 per cent on

the actual cost less depreciation, amounted to $158.74 per

car; that is to say, during the year 1914, the mileage failed

to pay expenses and a 6 per cent return on the investment
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by $95.65 per car. In 1914, in order to secure a return of 6 to prevent discrimination, and to secure to owTier? such use

per cent on depreciated investment, and to pay operating ex- of their cars as their necessities may require.

penses, the mileage allowance should have been 1.89 cents;
, „, , ^

in 1916, 1.65 cents; and in 1917, 1.75 cents. The Union Railroad Owned Tank Cars

Tank Line Company shows that the average cost of repairs Carrier.^ throughout the countr)- generally have provisions

to its cars in 1914 was $65.07, and that depreciation at 5 per in their tariffs which name rates on petroleum oil and other

cent was $42.70, a total of $107.77. At 1 cent per mile, the liquids in tank cars that they are not under obligation to

average earnings of its cars would have been $91.97, or furnish such cars. Other carriers provide that shippers must

$15.80 less than cost on the basis stated. In 1917, according furnish tank cars. Notwithstanding this many of them have

to returns from this company, the average cost of repairs cars which are used in commercial service. For example, the

was $49.07 per car; depreciation at 5 per cent, $42.58 per Pennsylvania Railroad system owns 448 tank cars, and rates

car; and the mileage earnings were $90.87 per car. It is namecl for transportation of licjuids in tank cars are governed

stated that much of the equipment is new, and repairs are ijy the official classification, which provides that

on a minimum basis.
,. , • c c -C^

^" prescribing ratings in this classification for articles in tank cars the

In figures set out in the appendix, the earnings of SWllt carriers whose tariffs are governed by tliis classification do not sssiime any

& Company on refrigerator cars in the year 1912 appear, obligations to furrisi-. tank cars.

This company may be taken as representative of the packers.
-j'^e Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe system owns 2.965 tank

The returns from mileage received by them are the highest of ^.^j.^ ^nd leases 100, making a total of 3,065. Its rates on
any refrigerator cars in private ownership. The following articles transported in tank cars are governed by the western

table gives the average earnings and depreciation at 5 per classification, which provides that

cent on the average value per car, together with the total for
u , •= .• -^ . j- ,

ir,<r ini/; Jim" "here the classification provides ratings on commodities m tank cars
the years 1915, 1916 ana 191/:

t id
*"'^'' ratings do not obligate the carrier to furnish tank cars in case the

"c^tic^n
carrier dees not own, or has not made arrangements for supplying such

Mileage Deprccia- ""and ' equipment.

Year Cost earnings Rep?.irs tion repairs ^^. i-i ^ i \ t i i -i i*

1915 .... $896.36 $191.10 $138.81 $44.82 $183.63 Carriers which own tank cars should be required to dis-
[916.'.'.'.'. 916.34 "204.52 158.71 45.81 204.52 tribute those it fumishes to shippers in accordance with rulcs
1917 890.09 197.51 186.77 44.50 231.27 ui- u j • ^ -rr u i_ i i. •

and regulations published in tariffs whereby each shipper

Discrimination in Use of Private Cars who makes reasonable request may receive his fair and pro-

_ , ,, „;,„*,•„„ n,iri tiTPir ol.ilitu portionate share of the available cars.
Because of their superior organization, ana tneir ability t-

to give carriers tonnage, the leading packers of the country
Refrigeration Charges

have been able to secure better use of their cars than some
, , .

of their competitors. These great shippers of perishable As a rule, charges for refrigeration of fruits and vegetables

articles have used to the fullest extent their splendidly effec- are in stated amounts per car, per mile, or per package, for

tive organizations to secure prompt service for their cars used the entire service from origin to destination. It is also a rule

in shipments of their products. Smaller competitors who that charges for refrigeration of fresh meat and packing-

have not and can not afford to have, such organizations, have house products are based on a rate per ton of ice and salt

secured very much less efficient service from the private cars furnished. This statement applies to substantially all ship-

thev own or control.
ments east of the transcontinental zone. From Missouri

The failure to return cars to the smaller packers is due to "ver territory to north Pacific coast, Spokane, and [Montana

the neglect of a lawful dutv by carriers. The obligation to territories, the charges are based on a stated sum per car for

treat each shipper fairly, no matter how small his shipments the service ^lestbound TransconUnental Refrircration

mav be in comparison with those of another shipper, is one Charges, o4 I. C. C, 140. Practically all darn- products

carriers cannot escape. Whether under the terms of the act including eggs, dressed poultry, butter, oleomargarine, and

the carriers have been "uiltv of unjust discrimination in the cheese in certain territories, move under tariffs which name

cases referred to can not be determined on this record. The the freight rates for transportation, including refrigeration,

dutv imposed on the carrier by law is to give equal treat- In other territories they move under charges for the ice fur-

ment to all shippers who are in position to demand it. Where nished or under stated charges.

the same carrier or carriers serve two shippers, who, bv their The rates for fruits and vegetables are named m stated

location the 'character of their output, and distance from amounts for the through service. The car line receiving the

markets' where their products must be disposed of, are in charge is required to pay certain carriers for ice furnished.

substantially similar circumstances and conditions, the ser\'- In 1914, 151 railroads reported that they owned and op-

in""^carrier or carriers can not lawfully prefer one to the other erated 1,347 icing stations. During the same year Armour

in\ny manner whatsoever.
'

interests operated 29, Swift & Company 6 and 4 were lo.ntly

Meat packers everywhere are under compulsion, if they owned by Swift & Company, Armour & Company, and Mor-

are to ship carcass meat, to supply themselves with cars, and ris & Company. The exact number now owned and operated

carriers transport them under arrangements with the shippers, by carriers and others does not appear, but it is stated that

If the carriers were required to pul)lish in their tariffs a rule there has been no substantial change since 1914.

to the effect that private cars when unloaded at destination. Some of the great packing concerns of the country now

unless otherwise ordered by the owner or lessee, will be operate directly, or through corporations they control, a num-

promptly transported, loaded or empty, in the direction of 1-er of icing stations at which they re-ice^their own ship-

the plant of the owner or lessee, doubtless much of the ap- ments, as well as those of competitors, and any perishable

parent injustice hereinbefore referred to would be avoided, commodities that require re-icing en route at those stations.

A rule similar in terms to that suggested was applied by car- At all stations in official classification territor)-. with tw^

riers with respect to foreign cars on their lines previous to exceptions, where re-icing is done for shipments of Iresn

April 26 1917, but it was not applicable to private cars. meats by the packers for railroad companies, the latter pay

Shippers of oil in tank cars are required to furnish the the former $2.50 per ton of ice furnished. Rates for re-icing

cars and many shippers of perishable products other than are published in tariffs of the carriers, but the icing stations

fresh meat find it necessary to own or control cars, because operated by the packers are competitive xyith similar stations

they can not in any other manner secure an adequate supply, operated by carriers. There can be but «"/ conclusion

The suggested rule should apply to all private cars in order reached from a consideration of these facts, and that is tnai
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the packers have so located their icing stations that in the

past whatever rates the}^ have been wilh'ng to accept for the

service of re-icing control the rates for re-icing with respect

to the movement of fresh meats and packing house products.

It is insisted by carriers generally that it is necessary, in

order to prevent discrimination, that charges for refrigeration

should he a stated sum in cents per 100 pounds of freight

transported. That is to say, that carriers as a rule in this

proceeding advocate that refrigeration charges .should be a

stated sum in cents per 100 pounds of freight hauled in each
car, based on the carload minimum; and that for less-than-

carload shipments there should be a .stated sum for the en-

tire service in cents per 100 pounds for the tonnage hauled,

with a minimum charge per shipment which should be the

equivalent of the less-than-carload charge for 100 pounds.

The railroad-owned car lines are of the opinion that the

refrigeration charge should be either based on the freight

transported, or on a per car basis.

It is stated of record that there are now no stated refrig-

eration charges published based on the weight of the freight

hauled. There are charges now in effect based on the pack-
age and distance of the haul. The Commission has approved
stated charges on a per car basis in transcontinental sen-ice.

Shippers were of opinion that it would not be possible to

fix refrigeration charges with reference to the lading of the

car, without discrimination; that such charges would re-

quire a shipper to pay for ma.ximum refrigeration in a car
furnished by a carrier twice as much in the case of a 60,000-
Ib. load as for 30,000-lb. load; and that the charges would
vary with each load shipped, although the service rendered

by the carrier, so far as the refrigeration is concerned, would
be the same with respect to each load.

There are some practices connected with re-icing service

now perfonned by carriers with respect to shipments of fresh

meat, packing house and dairy products, that should be

changed. The larger meat packers are engaged to a con-

siderable extent in shipping dairy products as well as prod-

ucts of their meat-packing plants. As heretofore explained,

considerable re-icing service in official classification territor}'

through which shipments pass on their way from west to east

and southeast, is performed for the railroad either directly by
the packers or by corporations they control. Whenever
transportation service of this character is farmed out by the

carrier to a shipper, who renders the service with respect to

his own shipments, as well as those of competitors, there may
be, and there quite likely are unlawful results. A meat
packer located on the Missouri river, and by no means an
insignificant concern, measured by the volume of its ship-

ments, complains vigorously that re-icing performed by a com-
petitor at an interior point in official classification territory is

not satisfactory, and that its competitor has access to the

billing and is advised of the character of the shipments and
to whom they are made, contrary to the provisions of section

15 of the act. The evidence is not clear as to particular in-

stances of improper icing, but there can be no doubt that

access to the billing of a shipper by another and a com-
petitor is unlawful. If the shipper who renders the service

makes a profit therefrom, there at once arises the question
whether such profit does not amount to a concession to him
from the rates he pays on his own traffic.

Aside from these considerations there is dissatisfaction and
unrest amongst competing shippers when disputes as to the
amount and character of icing is referred to one of them who
rendered the service. The situation obtains when the icing
is done by a corporation controlled by a competitor as well
as when it is done directly by the competitor. Of course,
there can be no valid olijection to carriers doing by an agent
what they may do themselves, where such agent is not a
shipper or otherwise interested in transportation of the
articles with respect to which the sen-ice is rendered.

This record does not contain evidence sufiicient to de-
termine what would be a reasonable charge for sen-ice of
re-icing fresh meats, packing house, and dairv products,
but it does indicate that it is now being performed by car-
riers at less than cost. Charges for the sen-ice should be
upon a just basis considering the costs proper to be included
such as salt, ice, labor, etc., together w-ith a reasonable
profit.

Demurrage on Private Cars

Under the existing tariffs of carriers private cars are made
the subject of demurrage when standing on private tracks of
owners. It is agreed by both carriers and owners that tariffs
should be so worded as to exempt a private car from de-
murrage under such circumstances. It was stated that pro-
vision would have been made .some time ago for such ex-
emption except for the difficultv of determining who w-as the
owner of a car. It was agreed that a shipper who leases a
car for a term is to be considered the owner during such term
and that a stencil mark on the car as defined in tariffs should
be conclusive as to ow-nership for purposes of exemption
from demurrage.

Master Car Builders' Association Rules

During the hearing private car owners made complaints
wh.rh were chiefly directed to the fact that carriers did not
render bills for repairs promptlv; that evidence a? to im-
proper repairs, or repairs that had been charged for but
not made was not permitted to overcome the .statement of the
repairing carrier; that cards formerly attached to cars show-
mg repairs made at the time were not now sent with the
cars; and that private car owners did not have representa-
tion on the executive or arbitration committees.

Tliereis no serious complaint as to the rules regarding
the making of and charges for repairs. The general dis-
position of car owners was to conform to the rules if they are
faithfully observed. Some private car owners desire' that
the Commission require carriers to publish the rules in their
tariffs and have them observed accordinglv. Aside from
the question of jurisdiction of the Commission over opera-
tions of carriers in this respect, carriers object to such filing
on the ground that the effect would be to set the rules as they
now are so that necessary changes could not be promptly
made. .Application to the Commission for permission to
make changes which might be required would delav opera-
tion, and complicate a system which as a whole has operated
satisfactorily. ;Many private car owners were not in favor
of the publication of the rules in tariffs.

A representative of the Master Car Builders' Associa-
tion stated at the hearing that there appeared to be no ob-
jection to returning to the practice of attaching repair cards
at the time the repairs are made to the cars of private own-
ers, provided that the bill was not nullified if the card was
lost or destroyed. To this, car owners agreed, and it is

suggested by them that tliere be attached to their cars a steel
pocket or other receptacle in which the repair card might
be placed. The representative of the association also stated
that there is no good reason why representatives of private
car owners should not be on all committees of the association,
including the executive and arbitration committees. He
further stated that every effort would be made to induce
carriers to render repair bills more promptly, and that dis-
putes as to improper repairs or repairs charged for but not
made would and should be decided by the arbitration com-
mittee under the facts of each case presented and in ac-
cordance with the w-eight of the evidence.

These suggestions were approved by the private car ow-n-
ers. and if they are adopted, many troublesome and
harassing disputes growing out of bills for c:\t rp-iTi>c will

be at an end.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Director General Visits Long Island Terminals; Allocation of

New Cars; Employees and the Draft

Washington, D. C.

DIRECTOR General McAdoo spent the latter part of last ''I am looking for brains, and I don't care what p>olitical

week at New York inspecting the railway terminals label they wear, so long as a man is loyal and wants to help

on Long Island and in New Jersey. He is spending lick the Kaiser quickly. The supreme test in this countn-

this week in Washington, but is expecting to start out right now is to deliver the goods in every line of endeavor."

again ne.\t week on another inspection trip. New England,

in particular, is expected to receive early attention. Carl Compensation Contract Near Solution

Gray, director of the division of operation, and Frank jMc- in speaking of the compensation contract at New York.
Manamy, assistant director in charge of mechanical mat- Mr. McAdoo said that the matter was near solution. He
ters, visited New England last week and returned with expressed the opinion that the delays in coming to terms
favorable reports. The mechanical situation, in particular, is about the standard contract were not due to the government
reported as much more favorable this year than last year and declared that the railroads would be justly treated at

at this time. all times.

The Director General Interviewed .

^^ ^. ^"^^^er, president of the Investors Protective Asso-

ciation, in an mterview in Boston has also expressed his hope
While he was in New York, the director general was fgj. an early settlement:

asked in an interview if he thought government regulation "xhe railroad rental contract has reached a point where
was here to stay and would result in government ownership. Jt is likely to be presented to the individual carriers any day
No one could foretell that, he said in reply, and expressed now. One of the two points on which there was the greatest

his belief that the people would settle that in their own contention was giving the Railroad Administration unre-
way at the proper time. However, he added, he hoped to stricted power to deduct from rental monev whatever sum
demonstrate the benefits of a unified system of control. jn their opinion was necessary for property improvements,

Mr. McAdoo also spoke on the war time passenger ser- extensions or betterments. This has finally been adjusted
vice and said that in his opinion traveling conditions on so the roads will have power to superintend the spending of
the railroads were not so bad as some people would have it their own monev.
believed. "The other point on which there was apprehension was
The director general also said: the 'accepance clause' by which railroads were asked to give
"I familiarized myself in a general way with the Long yp y^y claims to damages for losses through diversion of

Island terminals today, and I want to say that they are be- business during federal control. The goveminent could strip

coming increasingly important because of the army and navy t^g railroads of business and good will. I have been ad-
supplies handled there. I found the situation very satis- yiggd that the matter will be adjusted with fairness to tlie

factory, and the work on the storage warehouses is proceed- roads.
ing wonderfully. Splendid progress has been made. The "j fed the contract will be satisfacton- and will protect

whole Long Island situation is good. both bond and shareholders."
"Of course we are terribly short of passenger cars all

over the country, and particularly on Long Island, but the Allocation of the 100,000 Standard Cars

pressure on the equipment on Long Island is so great because -phe followins; table gives the allocation of the Railroad
of the military- camps. It is hard to meet all the demands Administration's 100,000 standard freight cars as detennined
for war service, and at the same time maintain all pas- bv the Division of Operation. It will be noticed that the
senger service up to normal. The purpose of the Railroad ^liTS are well distributed, only two roads, the Pennsylvania
Administration is to give sufficient and efficient passenger jjues west and the Baltimore & Ohio, being allocated over
service consistent with the paramount needs of the war. 5000 cars. The Pennsylvania lines east and the New
Wherever an apparent impainnent results, it springs not York Central proper will each receive 4,500.
from the desire to make the service inefficient, but because

J 1 , .. 'J ui Au.oc.\Tiox OF 100.000 Standard Freight Cars
war demands make it unavoidable.

,

"When the people are inclined to question some things Ann .\rbor^*'.'!^°^^ 300 Single ^heath'^b^x

they must remember that the curtailment of passenger ser- Ati.mta. r.irminRh.im & Atlantic 200 Single sheath box,.,,., ^ -^
. Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic 150 Gondola—drop bottom

Vice on the railroads of the country \vas a war necessity. Atlantic Coast Line 500 Single sheath box

They must remember that the demands on the railroads iS^l.n.'^TrpUa'&SantVFe:;::: ::::::: ! i.;^ Doubw'^i^ea.T bo^"""
have never been so great and that the facilities of the coun- Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 1,000 c.ondoi.i-pirop bottom

,

^
, ^ . -1 r .1 i Bangor & Aroostook 300 .Single sheath box

try are taxed as never liefore. Aside trom the movement Big Four i,<H)o Double sheath box

of troops, there is, of course, a supreme demand for the
Bi,lse''rS"r SLaicekVie:: :::::: :::::::::::: ''soo HopSer

movement of freight. So that it is evident that everv un- Boston & Maine i.soo Single sheath box
^

. 1 , , 1 1

' Boston & Maine 1,000 Gondola—drop bottom
necessary passenger tram would absorb so much man power, Baltimore & Ohio 2,000 Single sheath box

coal, neces..ary Vomotives, and other needs. Then, of llSfe I Ohio:::::.:::;:::::::::::::: 2,0M Hopper"-"'""''
course, there is a great amount of steel required for the neces- S=''''""»'''-;,

^'':, o'""- „•
v,.- v • • •,

'•i?2'J
Gondola—drop bottom

'
.

'^
.1 . , ! /• -i -1^ Buffalo, Rochester S: Pittsburgh 800 Hopper

Sary purposes of war, so that not so much Ol it as we might Carolina, ClinchfieW & Ohio SOO Single sheath box

perhaps desire can be turned to account in the way of ^?,I,t"-ff'!M';on''.^^°':?;.V.V.V.V.-.-.-.V. "oo cSfa-drop bottom
nn =;';en trpr trains f'haricston & Western Carolina 300 Single sheath boxpasscii^ci iia iia.

Chicago, Burlington Sr Quincy 1,500 Double sheath box
One thing we did was to raise rates, which we thought Chicago & Northwestern 2,250 Double shealh box

would cut down travel, lait the result has not been what we ™cafo" U^^Z^ff&'styLouU:::::::::: 'm fciM^-heaTh" i^x"""
anticinated. We think it fair to penalize a man for taking Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western 300 Gondola—drop bottom
^ \\ 1 i T •

i^ ii ji 1 • r »• ;? Central of New .Ter.=ey l.OOO Single sheath box
a Pullman and to eliminate tlie needless hiring 01 sections. Centiai of New Terscv 500 Gondola—low side

In reference to the Railroad Administration organization, ^^^ °f lisJer^imnoi;:::::::;::::: ii: 500 'DoiX she.,th box

he said: (Thicago & Eastern Illinois 500 Gondola—drop bottom

392
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Chesapeake & Ohio 1,000 SinRle sheath box
Chesapeake & Ohio 2,000 Hopper
Colorado & Southern 300 Double sheath box
Chicago, Keck Island & Pacific 1,000 Double sheath box
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 1,000 Gondola—drop bottom
Chicago, St. Paul, Minn. & Omaha 500 Double sheath box
Chicago, St. Paul, Minn. & Omaha 200 Gondola—drop bottom
Delaware & Hudson 500 Single sheath box
Delaware & Hudson 1,000 Hopper
Delaw.Tre, Lackawanna & Western 500 Gondola—low side

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 70O Hopper
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western 500 Gondola—drop bottom
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic 200 Double sheath box
Detroit, Toledo & Irouton 300 Gondola—drop bottom
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 500 Double sheath box
Erie 1,000 Single sheath box
Erie 700 Hopper
Erie 80O Gondola—drop bottom
EI Paso & Southwestern 500 Double sheath box
EI Pnso & Southwestern 200 Gondola—drop bottom
Florida East Coast 500 Single sheath box
Georgia 300 Single sheath box
Georgia 100 Gondola—drop bottom
Great Northern 1,500 Double sheath box
Hocking Vallev 500 Gondola—drop bottom
Illinois Central 2,000 Double sheaUi box
Kansas City Southern 300 Double sheath box
Long Island 500 Single sheath box
Louisville & Nashville 2,000 Hopper
Louisville & Nashville 2,000 Gondola—drop bottom
Lehigh Valley 1,000 Single sheath box
Lehigh Valley 500 Gondola—low side
Lehigh Valley 1,300 Hopper
Lehigh Valley 500 Gondola—drop bottom
Michigan Central 1,000 Single sheath box
Michigan Central 1,000 Gondola—drop bottom
Maine Central 500 Single sheath box
Minneapolis & St. Louis 30O Double sheath box
Missouri Pacific 1.500 Double sheath box
Missouri Pacific 1,000 Gondola—drop bottom

(Including St. L. I. M. & S.)

Northern Pacific 1.000 Double sheath box
Norfolk & Western 800 Single sheath box
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis 200 Gondola—drop bottom
Norfolk Southern 200 Single sheath box
Northwestern Pacific 100 Double sheath box
New York, Chicago & St. Louis 500 Double sheath box
New York Central 2,000 Single sheath box
New York Central 500 Gondola—low side
New York Central 1,000 Hopper
New York Central 1,000 Gondola—drop bottom

(Including L. S. & .M S. and C. I. & S.)

New York. New Haven & Hartford 1,500 Hopper
Pennsylvania 2,000 Single sheath box
Pennsylvania 500 Gondola—low side
Pennsylvania 2,000 Hopper
Pennsylvania Lines West 2,000 Single sheath box
Pennsylvania Lines West 1.000 Gondola—low side
Pennsylvania Lines West 2,500 Hopper
Pennsylvania Lines West 2.000 Gondola—drop bottom

(Including P. C. C. & St. L. and Vandalia.)

Pere Marquette 500 Single sheath box
Pere Marciuctte 500 Gondola—drop bottom
Philadelphia S: Reading 1,000 Single sheath box
Philadelphia & Reading 500 Gondola—low side
Philadelphia S- Reading 2,000 Hopper
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 500 Single sheath box
Pittsburgh & Lake Eric 500 Gondola—low side
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac 500 Single sheath box
Seaboard Air Line 500 Single sheath box
Southern Railway 2,000 Single sheath box

(Including C. N. O. & T. P., A. G. S.,

N. 0. & N. E.. Harriman & N. E.,
Nor. Ala.)

Southern Pacific 2,000 Double sheath box
Spokane, Portland & Seattle 300 Double sheath box
St. Louis-San Francisco 1,500 Double sheath box
St. I.oui.s-San Francisco 1.000 Gondola—drop bottom
Toledo & Ohio Central 250 Double sheath box
Toledo & Ohio Central 1,000 Hopper
Texas & Pacific 500 Double sheath box
Toledo, St. Louis & Western 500 Double sheath box
Toledo, St. Louis Sr Western 750 Hopper
Union P.irific System 1,000 Double sheath box

(Includes O. S. L. and O. W. R. & N.)

Wabash 1.500 Double sheath box
Wabash ... 1,000 Gondola—drop bottom
Wheelmg & Lake Erie 1,000 Hopper
Western Maryland 300 Single sheath box

Total 100,000

Sl'MM.\RY

Single sheath box 25,000
Double sheath box 25,000
Gondola—low side 5.000
Gondola-drop bottom 20.000
Hopper 25,000

100.000

Fourth Liberty Loan Appeal

We have the Kaiser grogg}-—let us keep hitting hard
now until he is counted out," says Director General McAdoo
in his appeal for Liberty Loan subscriptions by railway
employees in the coming loan campaign. He says that he wants
every railroad man to go the limit in lending his available

means to Uncle Sam. He suggests that they begin to save

now, and says that no employee can make better use of the

back pay recently awarded him than by putting it in Liberty

Bonds.

The appeal is given in Circular No. 51, the distribution

of which to employees was begun on Tuesday. This circular

follows

:

"In order to raise sufficient money to arm, equip and sup-

port our gallant soldiers and sailors, to finance our other war
activities, and to extend necessary credits to our allies, to en-

able them to continue the w^ar against the German military

despotism, the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign will begin

September 28, 1918. Every loyal American must invest in

the securities of his government to the limit of his ability if

America is to triumph in this war.

"Railroad men and women are doing a vital service for

their country. They responded patriotically to the app>eal of

the government in the First, Second and Third Liberty Loan
campaigns, and I hope that they have bought liberally of

War Savings Stamps. They are also operating the railroads,

which is war service of primary importance. I am sure that

they count it a glorious privilege to do this vital work for

their countr\'. I deeply appreciate what the}- have already

done, but there is more to do, and I am sure that they will

do more if the way is pointed out to them.

"The enormous sums required to finance democracy's part

in the war impose a new duty upon each and even,- one of

us. Liberty Loans must be offered from time to time until

the Kaiser is licked to a finish. Each of the.se loans must be

subscribed in full. No patriotic American will have per-

formed his duty by subscribing to one loan only, or by
buying a few War Savings Stamps. Each and ever)- one
should practice ever}- possilole economy, save ever)- possible

dollar, and buy as many Liberty Bonds as he can afford

every- time a Liberty Loan is offered to the country.

"In the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign w-hich is just ahead
of us I wish to make a special appeal to ever)- railroad em-
ployee to go the limit in lending of his availal^le means to

Uncle Sam. Now is the time to prepare for that campaign
by saving every possible dollar, so that each ma)- be ready

to do his part before the subscription closes. Hundreds
of thou.sands of employees in the railroad service of the

United States have received, or will receive, checks for back
pay, in accordance with the provisions of the Wage Order I

approved May 25, 1918, and Supplement No. 4 to General

Order 27, issued on July 25, 1918. No employee can make
better use of his back pa)- than to lend it to the government

at interest, thus securing an investment of absolute safety

for himself and building up a reserve for a rainy day.

"You must remember that )ou are not asked to gii'e your
savings to the government; you are asked merely to letid your
money to your government—and for what purpose? To
back the millions of the finest American boys ever collected

together in a great ramy, and to help them fight irresistibly

for our lives, liberties, and vital interests. One and a half

million of these splendid boys are already in France, and
already they have given the Kaiser a dose from which he is

staggering and from which he will not recover. But the

pressure must be kept up. Arms, ammunition, and food

supplies of all kinds must go forward in a continuous stream

if the pressure is to be maintained. It depends upon us

who sta)- at home to keep the pressure applied. We must
lend our money to our government, lend it to the limit, so

that the government may in turn put in the hands of our

splendid sons the things without which tliey can not fight

and without w-hich the defeat of the Kaiser and his hateful

militan- despotism can not be accomplished.

"I want the railroad men and women of the United States

to do more, if possible, than anybody else, because I want
them to be among the first always in patriotism, in service,

and in sacrifice to our great and glorious countrv-. We have
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the Kaiser groggy—let us keep hitting hard now until he

is counted out."

The Warranty in Purchasing Contracts

The Fuel Administration has followed the example of

the war department in giving some idea of the methods it

will adopt in following the interpretation of the contract

covenant as given by the office of the attorney general. An
effort has been made to get the Railroad Administration to

do the same and the matter is now before John Skelton Wil-

liams, director of the division of finance and purchases, for

his decision. t

The Fuel Administration's announcement was in the form

of its correspondence with the attorney general. Its letter

to the attorney general was in the form of four cjuestions,

as follows:

*'l. Where coal is purchased by a jobber from an operator at a price

below the mine price fixed by the President or the United States Fuel Ad-
ministrator, can such jobber sell such coal to the United States govern-

first, third, and fourth paragraphs are within neither the letter nor the
spirit of the covenant.

"In the second paragraph you ask; 'Is the above provision intended to

prevent an operator from emjiloying a sales agent on sales of coal to the

government where such sales agent receives as compensation for his service

cither a fixed price per ton or a percentage of the selling price?'

Not Related to Situation

"The letter of the covenant and the President's request is broad enough
unquestionably to include such a situation, but it is clear, when the at-

tendant circumstances are considered, that the situation is not within the

spirit either of the President's order or of the covenant. Rules and regula-

tions have been promulgated relative to licenses for the distribution of coal

and coke by which the compensation to be paid to sales agents is rigidly con-

trolled. Manifestly, it was not the intention of the President in requesting

the insertion of this covenant to modify the policy or affect these rules and
regulations. The situation in the coal industry is, therefore, outside the

mischief which the covenant was intended to cure, and unquestionably out-

side the President's intent.

"It is my opinion, therefore, that the covenant bas no relation to any

of the situations set forth in your letter."

New Importance of Conductor's Train Report

The regulations governing the reporting of operating stat-

istics, as given in Circular No. 15, which was effective August
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ment at the mine price so fixed' Of course, in the case of such a sale the

jobber would be the 'contractor' and not the operator, and it would appear

that the profit realized by the jobber might not be construed as compensation

paid by the operator to the jobber for the procurement of the contract.

'•2. Is the above provision intended to prevent an operator from employ-

ing a sales agent on sales of coal to the government where such sales agent

receives as compensation for his services either a fixed price per ton or a

percentage of tlie selling price? In the determination of this question it

should be borne in mind that many coal operators do not maintain their

own sales departments, but employ established distributors of coal to act

as sales agents under term contracts, on which such sales agents undertake

to sell the output or a given quantity of the operator's coal for a fixed or

percentage compensation.
"3. Is the above covenant to be construed to prevent any agency of the

go\crnment from employing a distributor of coal as purchasing agent and

l)aying such agent the commission allowed by rule 2 of the rules and reg-

ulations in reference to licenses contained in publication No. 22, inclosed

herewith

'

"4. Are contracts between coal operators and railroads to be construed

as government contracts so as to require the insertion therein of the cov-

enant quoted above. In answering this question the fact should be consid-

ered that a very large percentage of coal purchased by railroads in the past

has been purchased— (1) At the government price through jobbers, who in

turn purchase from the operators below the government price. (2) .^t the

government price from sales agents, who receive their compensation from

the operators. (3) At the government price through purchasing agents

employed by the railroad and paid by the railroad the purchasing agent's

commission permitted by the above-mentioned rule 2."

Attorney General's Rulings

The attorney general's ruling is contained in a letter dated

August 19, which reads as follows:

"I have before me your letter of .luly 20 on the subject of the coven.int

against contingent fee operators which the President has directed to be in-

serted in all government contracts.

"You ask how far the requirement of the insertion of this covenant is to

be observed in certain circumstances arising in the coal industry, and what

its etfect will be if so inserted.

"I have no hesitation in saying that the circumstances set forth in your

1, instruct that the conductor's train report shall be the

source of the basic information for train miles, locomotive

miles, car miles, gross ton miles, rating ton miles, net ton

miles and train hours. To insure the accuracy of the conduct-

or's report, the regional directors, acting on instructions

from the Division of Operation, have sent the following

communication to all federal and general managers:

Referring to Circular No. 15, making effective the new forms for report
ing operating statistics.

Attention is directed to the fact that the conductor's train report is to be
the source of the greater part of the basic information, and that the accuracy
of that information and of the averages or ratios derived therefrom will de-

pend in a large measure on the accviracy of the wheel reports. It is advis-

able therefore, to bring this subject to the attention of the federal and
general managers, and to ask them to instruct division superintendents to

see that all conductors understand that hereafter their wheel reports are to

be relied upon to a much greater extent than ever before as the basis for

important statistics, and that they must make every effort to have the reports

as correct as possible.

Now that each car load shipment is accompanied by a waybill, the prin-

cipal reason for inaccuracies in the tonnage figures on the wheel report is

removed. Circular No. IS, paragraph 9, provides that the weight of cars

containing less than carload freight may be reported as an arbitrary ton-

nage, such arbitrary to be specified by proper authority and to be based on
the experience of the carrier (as to average load in such cars). In such
cases the conductor should report as the gross tons the stencilled tare weight
of the car "plus the arbitrary tons for contents.

The circular provides further that when carload freight is billed at esti-

mated weights, conductors will report such estimated weights as the net

tonnage.

.\s stated in Circular No. 15, the form of wheel report in use on individual

roads, if it does not now provide for the complete data, should be amended
to conform to the new retiui'rements. In such cases, it may not be possible

to obtain the complete figures for August, but the reports on the O. S,

forms, in so far as it is possible to furnish the figures,, should be rendered
for that month. There should be no difficulty in making the September
report complete.

Division superintendents should be required not only to see that clear
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instructions are issued to conductors (as to their wheel reports) and to

hilling clerks (as to showing complete data on the waybills) but also to

si-e that such instructions are observed. Tliis may be accomplished only

by a system of checking the wheel reports periodically so as to detect and

correct carelessness or misunderstanding.

Tourist Fares to California

Announcement was made by the Railroad .Administration

last Friday that tourist fares to California, tickets on sale

all the year with nine months' limit as heretofore, will be

90 per cent of double the one-way fares bearing the same
percentage relation to the present one-way fares as the

former round-trip fares bore to the old one-way fares. The
fares from the ^Missouri river will be $5.40 higher than

they were formerly; from Chicago $9.81 higher; from New
York $17.55 higher. Winter touri.st fares to Florida and

Southern points will be made on the same basis as to Cali-

fornia, namely, 90 per cent of double the one-way fares, and

the new fares will bear about the same average ratio to the

present advanced fares as the old winter fares bore to the old

one-way fares. Tickets will be sold from October 1 to April

30, both inclusive, with return limit June 1, .stop-overs to be

allowed on going or return trip within final limit as hereto-

fore.

New Feeder Cattle Rates from Texas

The director general announced last Friday that repre-

sentatives of the livestock interests of the Southwest have

been advised that he will at once instruct that rates be

published on feeder cattle from Texas to all points east,

including Kentucky and Virginia. Tliese rates will be on

the basis fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the Shreveport case, plus the advances required by General

Order No. 28, the rates for feeder cattle being 75 per cent of

the beef cattle rates. There have not been heretofore any

through rates on cattle from Texas to the Southeastern ter-

ritory, and these rates are to be puJjlished because of the

emergency existing in the Southwest under drouth condi-

tions, which made necessary the movement of stock out of

that territory to points where feed can be found.

Grain Transportation Permits Must Be Approved by

Inland Traffic Manager

The Railroad Administration and the Exports Control

Committee have decided, in order better to control the port

situation and thereby prevent congestion and to secure

maximum transportation results, to concentrate the approval

of transportation permits, covering all export grain and grain

products, through one channel, and to that end, it has been

arranged that, effective at once, the issue of the.se pemiits

shall hereafter be subject to the approval of C. E. Spens,

manager of inland traffic for the Food Administration, and
who also is a representative of the Railroad Administration.

The permits will be issued directly as heretofore, by the

freight traffic committee, but only when approved as men-
tioned.

At present this arrangement will only include North At-

lantic ports, where heretofore the permit system has ob-

tained. It is the intention, however, also to inaugurate the

permit system in the immediate future at all Gulf Ports,

when the issue of permits will be subject to the same ap-

proval as at North Atlantic ports.

Mr. Spens has opened an office at 42 Broadway, New
York, with C. A. Lahcy, assistant manager of inland traffic,

of the United States Food Administration, directly in charge
of the new work.

7,173 Troop Trains

The railroads of the United States from May 1 to June 30,

1918, operated 7,173 special troop trains, using a total of

95,246 cars. In this same period the railroads handled a
total of 5,377,468 soldiers, including the men handled on

special trains, on regular trains and drafted men. These
figures were given out by the Railroad Administration on
August 22 in the following table:

Troop Movements
May 1, 1917,

to
Dec. 31, 1917

Special trains operated 2,850
Grand total cars used 39,349

Averages:
Cars per train 13.8
Hours per train 49
Miles run per train 942
Miles per hour 19.1
Passengers per train 353

Persons handled:
On special trains 1,007,174
On regular trains 708,674
Drafted men 302,584

June 30, 1918

4.323
55.897

934
20.0

439

1.895,476
371.181
892,930

Total

7,173
95,246

?,902,099
1.079,855
1,395,514

Total 2,_'1S,43-'

63,000 More Cars of Grain

In last week's issue, page 342, appeared a table showing
that the railroads under federal control in the five weeks
ending August 3 had handled 44,000 more cars of grain this

year than last. Additional figures for the weeks ending
August 10 and 17 now bring the total number of cars of

grain loaded to 197,428, for July and the first half of

August this year, as compared with 134,604 in the same seven

weeks of last year. As will be seen from the table, however,
the biggest week so far has Ijcen that ending August 3, the

two succeeding weeks having shown decreases from the

totals established that week.

Week
endine
July '(,.

July 13.
July 20.
July 27.
Aug. 3

.

Aug. 10.
Aug. 17.

Hi;

1917
3,311
4,717
3,605
3,320
4,117
5,245
6.294

1918
2.869
3,547
5,547
6,2S9
8,536
8,340
7.899

358
560
546

1918
202
273
440
518
900
769
515

141
125
168
144
113

1917
1,395
569
566
588
416
445
677

1918
1,313
960

1,191
1,212
666
534
820

.30,609 43,029 2,785 3,617 480

Southwest
District

4,656 6,716

Total

Tulv 6.

JuW 13.
July 20.
Tuly 27.
Aug. 3.
Aug. 10.

Aug. 17.

1917

3,680
4,743
4,022
4,210
3.292
3,678
5.781

1918

2,432
3.210
3,830
3.777
4,716
5,614
7,628

1917

4.466
5,085
5,169
5.895
7.383
8.379
8,946

4.255
7.700

10,632
13,195
14.097
12,373
10,606

1917

1,360
3,088
3,422
3,800
3,543

1918

2.744
5.950
6.677
7.147
6,549
5,115

1917

14.662

1918

13.839

2,638 4.996 24.891 32.577

Total 29.606 31.216 45. ,123 72.s;s 21.145 39.178 134.604 197,428

Fidelity Bonds

Tlie regional directors are sending out to federal man-
agers in their jurisdiction.s questionnaires asking for in-

formation with regard to fidelity bonds, the cost thereof,

the method of handling, etc., for the three years 1915, 1916
and 1917. The reason for sending out these questionnaires

is explained by the following paragraph, which is taken
from the instructions issued by one of the regional directors:

"In view of the director general's Order No. 24, instructing

lines not to renew any expiring insurances 'except bonds
and policies insuring fidelit\' of employees in handling

funds, but that such bonds and policies shall be continued',

please direct all lines not to renew, for a longer period than

one year, any such bonds or policies or contracts therefor,

that might terminate, as with a further consideration of this

subject it may be desirable to change the method or prac-

tice with regard thereto."

Fuel Conservation

Tlie manager of the fuel conservation section has addressed

to regional directors a communication relative to the fuel

losses caused by hostlers not handling to the best ad-

vantage the movements of engines to and from the pas-

senger stations. In this letter he said

:

"INlv attention has been directed to the fact that a great
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many terminal locomotives are delivered to the crews at the

passenger stations by hostlers; in a similar manner the crew

on arrival ai)andon the engines in the passenger stations,

hostlers moving same to roundhouse.

"In many instances the engines are fired up so as to

conform to the schedule established by the hostler and his

helper, enabling him perhaps to move all passenger engines

during a certain pre-determined period. In a similar man-

ner engines are allowed to stand at passenger stations, in

some instances for several hours, waiting for the hostler to

remove same to the roundhouse, this situation representing

a very material fuel loss.

"Will you ask the several federal managers to make a

canvas of this situation, attempting to organize the stand-by

time of passenger locomotives moved by hostlers from and to

passenger stations to the end that such be reduced as much

as possible."

Headlights for Switching Engines

At the meeting of the Committee on Standards for Loco-

motives and Cars which was held in Washington last week

the question of suitable headlights for switching locomotives

was discussed and it was unanimously agreed by members

present that electric headlights are more efficient and eco-

nomical than any other type of headlight. The regional di-

rectors have, therefore, been advised to express to their

federal managers the desire that when necessary to make

changes in headlights on switching engines to meet the re-

quirements of the law or on account of renewals they be

equipped with a headlight of the incandescent type with a

turbo-generator and the bulb of suitable wattage.

Car Service Circular

Circular C. S. No. 27, issued by the Car Service Section

on August 19 ordered tliat effective immediately and until

further notice, all open top cars of St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco ownership made empty in the Southern region must be

returned empty to lines of the St. Louis & San Francisco

east of the Mississippi via short route.

Light Loading of Foodstuffs

The Car Service Section in Bulletin No. 41 emphasizes

the urgent necessity for reporting all violations of Rule No.

9 of the United States Food Administration relating to the

minimum loading of foodstuffs shipped in carload lots. The

bulletin bears the title "Stop Light Loading of Foodstuffs,"

and two of its three pages quote Rule No. 9 as revised and

give in detail the minimum carload weights required by the

rule. It then savs:

"1. United States Food Administration Rule 9, only

applies to shipments moving as carloads, and on carload

rates.

"2. Comparatively few railroads are reportmg to this

section violations of 'Rule 9, indicating that the matter is

not being given proper attention.

"3. Commencing at once, in order to avoid duplication,

these reports must be made by railroads originating ship-

ment. Agents at points of origin will make necessary in-

spection of the loading of commodities on which trade

units are established to determine to what extent cubical

capacity of equipment is utilized.

"4. At large stations where agents cannot inspect the

loading, some arrangements should be made to have either a

personal representative or an inspector of weighing and in-

spection bureau make weekly check for violations.

"5. Agents at point of origin will require shippers to

show on bill of lading reasons for not complying with Rule

9. A report must immediately be made to his superior officer,

who will report promptl)- to car service section for handling

with the Food Administration. No other investigation will

be conducted by any railroad officer or committee.

"6. Rule 9 should be reissued as revised and all agents

made familiar with its provisions.

"7. All reports sent to this office should be in duplicate

with a separate sheet for each commodity."

Capital Expenditures

R. S. Lovett, director of the division of capital expend-

itures, on August 23 issued two circulars relating to the

reporting of expenditures for capital account. In supple-

ment 3 to D. C. E. circular No. 7. he said:

D.C.E. Circular No. 7, dated May 27, 1918, dealing with expenditures

chargeable to capital account in excess of the amounts specifically author-

ized is hereby amended by the addition of the following paragraph:

FIFTH: Such requests should bear the same serial number as the original

D.C.E. Form 3 or 4 to which should be added a suffix number commencing
with One. For example: If the original request was numbered 25, the

request covering the excess expenditure should be Number 25-1, and in the

event a second request is submitted it should be Number 25-2.

In all cases where the work was authorized or commenced prior to Janu-

ary 1, 1918, and an unexpended balance was reported on D.C.E. Form 1,

the ne.xt serial number should be assigned to the request submitted to

cover any excess expenditure ni.ide in connection therewith.

In D. C. E. circular No. 11 he said:

I observe many requisitions on D.C.E, Forms 3 and 4 for capital

expenditures without approval by the personal signature of either the federal

manager or the regional director. AU such requisitions for capital expendi-

tures in excess of $5,000 must be approved by the personal signature of

either the federal manager or the regional director. When thus ap-

proved by the federal manager, the regional director's approval may be
evidenced by his signature executed by his agent, except in cases involving

capital expenditures in excess of $25,000, in all of which cases his personal

signature will be required.

Weekly Report on Coal Loading

The weekly report to the director general by the Car
Service Section for the week ending August 10 shows a

total of 256,534 cars loaded during that week. This is

considerably more than were loaded in the same week last

}ear but less tlian during the week ended August 3 which
itself showed a decrease from the week ended July 27. .\

summary of the figures follows

:

1918 1917

Total ca'S bituminous 213.618 182.259
Total cars anthracite 39.280 41.J62
Total cars lignite 3,636 2,859
Grand total cars all coal 256,534 2:'6.5SO

A summary of reports for the week ended August 17, 1918,

based on actual reports from most roads, but with the re-

sults on some roads, estimated, follows:

1918 1917

Total cars bituminous 207,753 175,768
Total cars ant'iracite 36,857 37,943
Total cars lignite 3.406 2,996
Grand total cars all coal 248,016 216.707

Increase of 1918 up to and including week ended August 17
over same period of 1917, 452,573 cars.

Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints

Director General !Mc.\doo wants the public to help him
secure as satis factor)- and efficient passenger service as pos-

sible under war time conditions. To this end he wall soon

issue a recjuest to the traveling public to send him any criti-

cisms or suggestions and has established a Bureau of Sug-

gestions and Complaints at \\ashington to handle them.

This bureau has been placed in charge of Theodore H,

Price, actuary to the Railroad .Administration. Mr, Price

will he assisted by Ballard Dunn, a newspaper man of Chi-

cago, and until recently puijlicity representative of the Union
Pacific in that city, who has been given the title of assistant

actuary.

The duties of the new bureau are announced in the fol-

lowing notice, which, as noted in Circular No. 50, will be

displayed permanently in all stations and passenger coaches

on the Federally operated railroads and which, when prac-

ticable, shall also be di.^played on all time-tables, dining car

nioiuis and otlier printed matter prepared for public distri-

bution.
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I desire your assistance and cooperation in making the railroad service

while under federal control in the highest possible degree satisfactory

and efficient.

Of course, the paramount necessities of the war must have first con-

sideration.

Our gallant sons who are fighting in France and on the high seas

cannot be adequately supported unless the railroads supply sufficient trans-

portation for the movement of troops and war materials and to keep the

war indutries of the Nation going without interruption.

The next purpose is to serve the pubhc convenience, comfort, and

necessity to the fullest extent not incompatible with the paramount de-

mands of the war.

In order to accomplish this, criticisms and suggestions from the public

will be extremely helpful, whether they relate to the service rendered by

employees and officials or impersonal details that may convenience or in-

convenience patrons of the railroads. It is impossible for even the most

vigilant management to keep constantly in touch with local conditions and

correct them when they are not as they should be, unless the public will

cooperate in pointing out deficiencies and disservice when they exist, so

that the proper remedies mav be applied.

I have, therefore, established a I3URE.-\U FOR SUGGESTIONS AND
COMPLAINTS in the director general's office at Washington, to which

the public is invited to resort.

.\side from letters of complaint and suggestion, the public can render a

genuine service by sending letters of commendation of employees who
are conspicuously courteous and efficient in the performance of their duties.

Nothing promotes the esprit of a great organization more than recognition

from time to lime of those employees who perform their duties faithfully

and commendably.
It is requested that all communications be brief and explicit and that

the name and address of the writer be distinctly written.

.\lso give the time of day or night, the number of the train, the name
of the railroad, and, if possible, the name of the employee whose conduct
is complained of or whose services are commended, together with such

other information as will enable me to take appropriate action.

Please address W. G. McADOO, Director General of Railroads, Bureau
for Suggestions and Complaints, Washington, D. C.

Freight Claim Section

The director general has announced in circular No. 48

the establishment of a freight claim section of the division

of law with jurisdiction over all matters pertaining to claims

for loss and damage and their prevention. John H. How-
ard, formerly general claim agent of the Chicago & Alton,

has l)een apjiointed manager of the new section with offices

in the Southern Railway Building, Washington.

In Circular No. 49, dated August 22, the announcement
was also made that effective August 1 the handling of loss

and damage freight claims and the prevention of causes of

such claims was placed in charge of freight claim agents,

reporting to the head of the legal department of each rail-

road. Claims for personal injury and damage to property,

other than freight, will be handled by the legal department.

Overcharge and relief claims will be handled Ijy the account-

ing department.

Railroad Employees and the Draft

Posters placarded at every one of the 56,000 railroad sta-

tions of the countr}' will be one of the many means taken by
Provost Marshal General Crowder to insure 100 per cent

jjublicity and 100 per cent registration under the man-powxr
i)ill about to be passed by Congress. These posters, made
up in the form of four-page newspapers will also go into

all post offices and factories. On the tirst page will he

messages from President Wilson, the Secretary of War, the

Secretary of the Na^7 and other high officials calling on the

nation to respond. On the back page will be detailed in-

structions for the guidance of registrants. Across the two
inside pages will be spread the poster announcement of the

regi.stration date and the ages affected.

The use of posters is, however, only a small part of the

entire campaign. Newspapers, trade papers, hand bills,

street car cards, and personal appeals through clergymen,
four-minute men, etc., will all be us'ed. In fact, the cam-
paign that has been marked out will jirobably be the most
intensive ever undertaken by the government, considering
the time within which it must be carried through. It is the
intention of the provost marshal general's office, in order to
meet the pressing demands of the man-power program, not
to let more than 10 days elapse, if pos.sible, between the
signing of the bill and registration day.
The Railroad Administration has already taken steps to

notify railway employees concerning the necessity of apply-

ing for deferred classilication. As noted in the Railway Age
of last week, the provost marshal general has sent a message

to all draft officials requesting reconsideration of the classifi-

cation of railway men at present in Class I with a view to

leaving in railway .service those skilled men who.se with-

drawal would handicap efficient transportation. The Cen-
tral Western regional director last week emphasized the

necessity for filing claims for deferred classification for

such men, in a wire to his federal managers, reading as

follows

:

"You are authorized to indicate to men in your employ
that the director general wishes those entitled to deferred

classification to apply for it because of the valuable sen'ice

they can render the government by continuing in railroad

service. Please also understand that where an individual

does not wish to make application or where it is impractic-

able for him to do so, application may be made by the federal

manager or representative of the United States Railroad
Administration and I understand draft officials have been so

advised by General Crowder."

Railroads Largest Users of Steel

That the largest of the government steel requirements is

that of the railroads was the conclusion of a meeting of the

War Industries Board last Thursday, called to consider

means for securing the maximum use of steel for wartime
purposes. The meeting was presided over by Bernard M.
Baruch, chairman, and was attended by the fuel adminis-
trator, a representative of the Department of Labor, a num-
ber of other government officers, the War Sen'ice Committee
of the United States Steel Institute and a number of steel

manufacturers. Carl Gray, director of the division of opera-
tion, represented the Railroad -Administration. The full

question of the government steel requirements was taken
under review with a view to meeting every ounce of the de-

mand, if that is possible. It was determined that the steel

requirements for the government were in the following

order: First, the railroads: second, shipbuilders; third, the

War Department, and fourth, the Navy. The question of

supplying these demands in such fashion that there need
be no curtailment of the actual war requirement for steel was
put sfiuarely before the manufacturers and all others con-
cerned in any way with steel production.

To accomplish this it was decided that there must be:

First, greater conversion of mills to the production of steel

that is required in the war program.

Second, an increase in the coal supply, particularly by-

products coal, available for mills engaged in government
work.

Third, shutting off further steel shipments to industries

other than those engaged in meeting war needs.

Fourth, more rigorous consen-ation in the handling of

steel in the mills.

The steel men in the meeting promised to co-operate to

their utmost in meeting the government's steel requirements

and virtually pledged themselves to so increase their output

as to guarantee the needs of the war program.

Books to Be Audited Every Six Months

The director of the division of public service and account-

ing on August 15 issued P. S. & A. Circular No. 23, calling

for an audit of the accounts of federal treasurers and pay-
masters once in every six months. The circular follows;

The accounts of federal treasurers and paymasters, charged with the re-

sponsibility of handling moneys, shall be audited at least once every six

months during federal control. The first audit of those accounts shall take
place within three months of the date hereof (August 15).

The audit of such accounts shall be under the direction of the chief
accounting officer of the carrier or such of his assistants as be may dele-

gate to conduct the work.
The cash balance on deposit at the various depositories shall l>e verified

by appropriate forms of certificates of balances obtained from each de-
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pository, and the federal treasurer's cash balance with each depository shall

be reconciled therewith. ... , •„,.

The original report of such audits shall be retained in the appropriate

files of the accounting department. A copy of such report shall be sub-

mitted to the federal manager and to the undersigned, which shall include

a statement of the amounts on deposit and the names of the depositories

in which the funds are held.

Shortages, other than those of a petty nature, or any other unusual

condition in the federal treasurer's cash accounts or records, disclosed by

the audit, shall be promptly reported by telegram to J. S. Williams di-

rector of finance, Washington, D. C, and a copy thereof forwarded by

mail to the undersigned.
i . j

.Any complete audit of the Federal treasurer's cash account conducted

under the jurisdiction of the chief accounting officer of the earner m
connection with the opening of the new accounts prescribed in General

Order No 37 may be accepted as a compliance with this circular for the

first audit' of the year ending December 31, 1918, provided that a copy of

the report of the audit is filed with the undcrsiRned an.l the accounts are

again audited before the close of the ye;ir.

Bonds for "Order" Shipments

In response to inquiries concerning P. S. & A. Circular

No. 20, the following information has been given in P. S. &

A. Circular No. 24, by the division of public service and

accounting, concerning bonds required to protect railroad

interests when "order" shipments are delivered without the

surrender of bills of lading.

1 Bonds in amount twice the amount of the invoice must be executed

when single shipments are delivered. The bond must be prepared in the

name of the consignee as principal, with individual or corporate surety.

The principal cannot act as his own surety.

-> Blanket bonds in satisfactory amounts, by which is meant bonds con-

tinuing in effect, for amounts in excess of the aggregate value of all ship-

ments to be released, mav, when conditions require it, be accepted from

the consignee. These bonds are restricted to shipments arriving at one

station on one railroad, except that when a number of terminal stations

are under the jurisdiction of one agent in such a way that proper super-

vision may be exercised over delivery of shipments, the bond may cover

all such stations. When shipments approaching in value the amount of

the bond have been delivered, additional security shall be required

3 Blanket bonds, as described in paragraph 2, may be executed by ship-

oers under the terms of which carriers will accept written or telegraphic

orders to deliver "order" shipments. When such bonds are arranged,

initial carriers will notify all interested lines, and show reference to such

bonds on each waybill.
.

4 When "order notify" cars are diverted in transit, and the consignee

becomes the shipper, the provisions of the circular relatmg to the shipper

and the initial carrier shall apply to the giver of the reconsignmg order and

the carrier to which such order is given.

5. The fourth paragraph of P. S. & A. Circular No. 20 has been modified

to read as follows; , , , i .

Shipments consigned to shipper on "straight bill of lading—original—not

negotiable"-shall be delivered only upon surrender of consignor's written

or telegraphic order for such freight to the agent of the delivering carrier

and the payment of freight and other charges.
,. . . ,

The lequirement that bond shall be filed is eliminated.

6 Under proper conditions "Order notify" shipments may be placed

in warehouses operated by responsible companies, without bonds, subject

to release by the railroad agent, when bill of lading has been surrendered.

7 A form of bond for use of shippers was attached to P. S. & A.

Circular No. 20. With slight modifications, this bond may be used by

consignees, or the forms heretofore in use on individual railroads with

necessary changes indicating W. G. McAdoo, director general of railroads,

to be the obligee, may be made available.
c .i, .nr

8 All bonds must be satisfactory to the federal treasurer of the car-

rier and the provision, "individual or corporate," applies with equal force

.0 all It is not expected that federal treasurers will personally act upon

each bond, hut tlial agents or others will he authorized to act for them

v.ilnm certain limits, and undi r specific instructions.

Definition of Delivery of Freight

To allay any misunderstanding with respect to what con-

';titutes delivery of freight at destination, as provided for by

General Order'No. 25, and for the purpose of deiining when

transportation charges are due, the following rules have been

promulgated bv the division of public service and accounting

and issued in P. S. & A. Circular No. 25 on August 15:

1 The lien on propertv transported should not 'oe released if there is

doubt as to the willingness or ability of the consignee to promptly p.iy the

fansportation diargcs. In such cases the present practice should be con-

tinued and po>mcnt of freight charges exacted before placement cf cars

on private siding, before delivery of cars to terminal switching earner or

b-fore seals arc broken after placement on public team tracks. H /-"'"^

modities arc transported in open cars, freight charges should be colioc.e.l

before cars are unloaded, and if considered necessary, before placcm.i.t on

team track'. .

2 Cars consigned to bonded customers or to regular responsible cu,. in-

CIS are to be considered as deliverel when placed upon industrial nd'.i'L's

or team tracks, either those connecting directly with the road haul carrier

or those located on terminal switching lines.

3. Cars will be considered to be delivered when placed on interchange

tracks with industrial railroads.

4. Under the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3, cars will also be con-

s'dered as delivered when constructively placed, as provided by demurrage

rules.

Transfer of Balances to Federal Accounts

"E.xamination of the returns made by accounting officers

in response to P. S. & A. Circular No. IS. dated July 15,

1918," says the director of the Division of Public Ser%-ice

and accounting in P. S. & A. Circular Xo. 26, "indicates

that some of them have miscon.strued the provisions of Gen-

eral Order No. 17, rules and regulations which .fhall gov-

ern the recording of and accounting for all transactions

arising under federal control, and have carried from the

corporate books to the federal books balances in accounts as

of December 31, 1917, other than those authorized in the

general order.

The authorized accounts are:

"Cash,"
"Demand loans and deposits,"

"Time drafts and deposits.' covered by paragraph 2 of the order:

"Nfet balances receivable from agents and conductors," covered by para*

graph 3: and
Moving pictures of labor saving devices in track work.
.-Mthough p.iragraph 8 of the order specifically instructs thai no assets

.and liabilities other than those above referred to, and such others as may
he authorized in accordance with paragraph 5 of the order, shall be trans-

fciT;-d to the f<:deral books, some of the trial balances received indicate

that acco-.iiitmg officers have carried to the federal books road and equip-

ment accounts, sLsponse or clearing accounts, and other deferred debit

and credit items appearing on the corporate books as of December 31. 1917.

Cliief accounting officers should immediately have examined the journal
entries mai'e on thr federal bools which involve the transfer of balances

of December 31, 1917, for the purpose of ascertaining whether they have
strictly complied villi the requirements of General Order No. 17 and bul-

letins interpretative thereof. la Ihe event that their books disclose amounts
representing balances as of December 31, 1917, the transfer of which was
not authorized, they should immediately make the necessary entries in their

acc'-urts expunging M-ch unauthorized items from the federal books.
Should any diffirulty be encountered in disposing of items arising out of

operations subsequent to December 31, 1917, affecting accounts not trans-
ferred, application for the procedure to be observed in di?pnsine cf such
items should le niaue to the undesigned.

Output of Locomotive Builders to Be Increased

The War Industries Board announces that at a recent con-

ference between representatives of the board, representative

locomotive builders" officers of the Railroad Administration,

and officials of some of the government departments, plans

were worked out whereby the output of the locomotive shops

of the country will be increased to 6.000 engines a year. The
conference also formulated plans for the equitable distribu-

tion of the locomotive output to meet the military needs and
the needs of the Railroad .\dministration. The conference

was attended by Bernard N. Baruch, chairman, and other

members of the board: S. ]M. Vauclain, Andrew Fletcher, C.

K. Lassiter, Walker D. Hines, assistant director of railroads;

Colonels Tyler and Wright of the army engineer corps; C. R.

Gray, director of operation. United States Railroad Adminis-

tration; J. R. Flannery, director of railroad equipment for

the \A'ar Industries Board, and Henn,' Rea of the Committee

on Munitions and Plants.

The increases in capacity discussed at the meeting will

be taken care of by the builders, who will be financed l)y

War Finance Corporation. The 6,000 locomotives men-

tioned will be divided about half and half, Pershing and

Railroad Administration giving Pershing practically his full

requirements, leaving some for other foreign governments

and giving Railroad .\dministration its minimum necessary

retiuirements.

The Roadmasters' Convention

THE THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION of the Road-

masters and [Maintenance of Way Association will be

held at the .Auditorium Hotel. Chicago, on September

17 to 19. The program is being prepared with special

reference to the problems of this year. The attention of the

United States Railroad .-Vdminis'tration has been called to

this convention and R. H. .Ai.^hton. regional director of the

Northwestern region, in whose area the meeting will be
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held, has recommended to tlie director of the Division of

Operation at Washington that all regional directors be urged

to arrange for a full representation of tlieir roadmasters at

this meeting. The program is as follows:

FIRST DAY—MATERIAL DAY
Opening exerciser.

Report of Committee on the Reclamation of Track Materials; G. B.
Oatman, chairman.
Paper—"Common Defects in Rails and Means of Detecting Them in

Track," by Cliarles W. Gcnnctt, Jr., Mgr. Rail Inspection Department,
R. W. Hunt & Co., Chicago.
Report of Committee on Fences, Cattle Guards and Farm ('rossings;

Ch:is. Newherg, chairman.
Moving pictures of labor saving devices in track work.

SECOND DAY—LABOR DAY

Round Table Discussion of Labor Conditions.

Address—"What the government is trying to do for the railway track
labor situation," by M. G. Kibbe, in charge of the railway division. United
States Employment Service, Chicago.

Report of Committee on Labor Saving Devices.

Paper—"Methods of Purchasing and Inspecting Ties and the Outlook
for an Adequate Tie Supply," by John Foley, forester, Pennsylvania Rail-
road and associate manager of the Forests Products Section, Genual
Advisory Purchasing Committee, United States Railroad Administration.
Paper— Rail Situation.

Report nf Committee on Fences, Cattle Guards and Farm Crossings.

THIRD DAY
Committee Report—Best Methods of Raising Track.
Business Session—Election of Officers, etc.

The Track Supply Association is completing its arrange-

ments for an exhibit in rooms adjoining the convention hall.

Forty-live iirms have already made arrangements for exhibits

and the display will be one of the largest and most practical

which has l.)een presented at any convention. The following

firms have already made arrangements to exhiljit:

EXHIBITING MEMBERS
Air Reduction Sales Company, New York.
.\merican Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.
American .Steel & Wire Company, Chicago.

American \'alve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, O.
Anchor Company, New York.
Barrett Company, New York.
Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa.

Carbic Manufacturing Company, Duluth, Minn.
Chicago Malleable Castings Company, Chicago.
Crerar Adams & Co., Chicago.

Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fairbanks, Morse 5: Co.. Cliicago.
Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn.
Frictionless Rail Company, Boston, Mass.
Hayes Track Appliance Company, Richmond, Ind.
Hauck Manufacturing Company, New York.
IngersoII-Rand Company, New York.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Lackawanna Steel Company, BuiTalo, N. Y.
Luther Grinder Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Madden "Company, The, Chicago.
Milburn Company, Alexander, Baltimore, Md.
Mudge & Co., Chicago.
National Lock Washer Company, Cliicago.
National Malleable Castings Company, Oeveland, O.
National War Savings Committee.
P. & M. Company, Chicago.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York.
Positive Rail Anchor Company, Marion, Ind.
Q. & C. Company, New York.
Kail Joint Company, New York.
Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.
Railway Review, Chicago.
Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Sellers Manufacturing Company, Oiicago.
Simmons Boardman Publishing Company, Chicago.
Southern Ry. Supply & Equipment Company, St, Louis, Mo.
Tcmplcton, Kenly Company, Chicago.
Track Specialties Company, New York.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvalr, Pa.
Verona Tool Works. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc., Wm., Easton, Pa
Wyoming Shovel Works, Wyoming, Pa.

Monon Issues Routing Tariff

to Save Car Mileage

THE Railroad Administration has given the question
of routing traffic considerable attention this year, but
the first railroad to issue a tariff showing specifically

the most economical routes between .stations on its line

—

which in many cases are via other roads in whole or in part—is the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. C. 1. & L.
Routing Tariff No. 7757, is entitled "Instructions Governing
Short-Line Routing of Freight Traffic between C. I. & L.
Ry. Stations on ]Main Line and Branches (South of Monon,
Ind.), and C. I. & L. Stations on the Indianapolis Division
(Guernsey, Ind., to Indianapolis, Ind., inclusive). In a
foreword, A. C. Tumy, general freight agent, states that
agents of the road, in the discharge of their daily railroad
duties, can serve their country in no more effective way than
by a careful observance of the instructions contained in the
tariff.

The possibilities of saving car mileage through the appli-
cation of the short routing principle by Monon agents be-
comes apparent when one looks at a map of the "railroad.
The main line, south of Monon, Ind., to Louisville. Kv., and
the Indianapolis division, from Monon to Indianapolis, form
two sides of a triangle with Monon as the northern apex.
The intention of the routing instructions, with certain ex-
ceptions indicated in the tariff, is that all traffic from the
main line and branches (south of Monon) to the Indianap-
olis division shall move over connecting east-and-west lines
rather than around via Monon. To do this means to save
car miles and that, in turn, means conservation of equipment,
power and labor. It is projiosed to apply the short routing
princif)le not onl\- to local Monon traffic moving between
divisions, but to through traffic moving from and over the
Monon to connecting carriers.

The tariff contains a list of all stations on the Chicago,
Indianapolis & Louisville with numbers assigned to each.
In a table, the routes to be taken between each station on the
Indianapolis division and stations on other parts of the line,
which are designated by their numbers and grouped together
when common routing applies, are indicated by letters "rang-
ing from "A" to "L.'' The significance of these letters Is
shown elsewhere in the tariff in a routing chart which sets
forth the routes to be used for both c. 1. and 1. c. L traffic.

To illustrate, stations 84 to 97, inclusive, take route "C"' to
Deer Creek, Ind., on the Indianapolis division. Reference
to the routing chart shows that route "C" requires the move-
ment of c. 1. freight via the C. I. & L. to Linden, Ind., thence
via the Toledo, St. Louis & \\"estern to Frankfort, and over
the Monon again from Frankfort to destination. The routes
designated on the chart are also subject to exceptions which
are explained in detail.

The tariff is intended to make routing as simple as possi-
ble for the Monon agent, and to relieve him of the necessity
of working out a short route for every shipment that he
handles. Any saving effected as a result of the routing in-
structions will be of value to the American railway s.vstem
and the country in its time of trial. A saving of only 10 car
miles per day by each agent—an economy wliich seems easily
attainable—would mean a verj- considerable saving by the
road as a whole and a very substantial addition to the rolling
stock and man-power of the transportation sxsteni of the
nation.

NON-EXHIBITING MEMBERS
.-\jax Forge Companv, Chicago.
Krown, M. H., New York.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company. Cleveland, O.
Ircepcheck Company, The, New York.
LIhoit Frog s,- Switch Company, East St. Louis, 111.
B.ilkwill Manganese Crossing Company, Cleveland, O.

Air Mail from T.^ris to St. Nazaire.—The first

experiment witli an airplane postal service between
Paris and St. Nazaire, on the caist, was made on
August 17, the start from Paris being witnessed bv t!:e

Minister of Posts. The airplane left from the suburb of
Le Bourget.
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Orders c£ Regional Directors

UNNECESSARY BURNING OF LIGHTS IN CARS.—The eastern

regional director calls attention to the fact that lights

are burned unnecessarily in cars while waiting in

storage )'ards and terminals; this exhausts the batteries and

involves expense. Too much light is used in some of the

cars throughout the night.

Private Cars of Individual Ownership.—The eastern

regional director asks for information concerning the number

of private cars of individual ownership cared for or stored

which, under present circumstances, cannot be used, and

which might be purchased at a reasonable price and con-

verted into day coaches or sleepers.

Pullman Accommodations and Railway Passes.—The fol-

lowing rule has been announced by the eastern regional direc-

tor: "The holder of a railroad pass shall be entitled to pur-

chase but one berth or seat in a sleeping or parlor car for each

person named in the pass; if additional space is desired pay-

ment shall be made of the additional amount required by

tariff regulations governing collection of charges for exclusive

(xcupancy of sections, compartments and drawing-rooms.

Sleeping car passes shall be honored to the extent of the

accommodations therein provided."

Application .for Priority.—The Priorities Committee,

through T. C. Powell, member for the Railroad Administra-

tion, has advised that it is necessary to designate an official

who will be authorized to sign applications for priority under

oath. It is desirable that the head of the purchasing depart-

ment be the official designated to make these applications. In

view of the fact that on some lines other officials make con-

tracts for purchases or for construction, etc., it may not be

feasiljle in all cases for the purchasing agent to make tlie

necessary application and it may be necessai^ to have more

than one officer designated. So far as practicable, however,

it would be desirable to have one official for each company

designated to make the application.

Cars Loaded with Scrap.—In view of the extraordinan-

demand for coal loading equipment, the Southern regional

director has suggested that scrap materials be not loaded until

it is reasonably certain that disposition can be provided witli-

out delay. Whenever possible the use of coal cars for scrap

loading should be avoided. Close co-operation in this respect

by departments involved will be of great assistance in the

existing coal car situation.

Speed Limit for Troop Trains.—A limit of 25 miles an

hour has been placed upon troop trains where any freight cars

are handled in the train.

Sleeping Car Reservations.—The regional director of

Northwestern railroads announces that the rule prohibiting

assignment of space to offices located off the line of sleeping

and parlor car runs has been canceled. Hereafter passenger

traffic officers of the railroads concerned may assign space at

their discretion, but in doing so will exercise care that assign-

ments are made in such a manner as to maintain a minimum

amount of vacant space and at the same time afford the travel-

ling public every opportunity to utilize all available space.

Engine Terminal Facilities.—The regional director of Cen-

tral Western railroads urges that all engine tenninals be put

in first-class condition before November 1, to prevent a re-

currence of the difficulties experienced last winter because of

crippled facilities for the maintenance and repair of locomo-

tives.

Diversions of Fruits and Vegetables.—The regional direc-

tor of Southwestern railroads announces that H. B. Kooser,

vise-president and general manager of tlie American Refriger-

ator Transit Company will provide facilities for the trans-

mission of information to shippers and receivers, and for

handling diversions and reconsignments of all fruits and

vegetables in transit over lines in the Southwestern region.

Mr. Kooser will issue instructions as to how the information

will be handled.

Surety Bonds, Fruits and Vegetables.—The regional direc-

tor of Northwestern railroads announces that the fourth para-

graph of Circular No. 20 of the Division of Public Service

and Accounting requiring that a bond be filed by shippers

with initial carriers covering fruits and vegetables shipped on
straight bills-of-lading, has been canceled.

Grain Doors.—In a letter dated August 26 the regional

director of Northwestern railroads announces that complaints

of shortages of grain doors and grain door lumber preventing

prompt loading of grain cars are being received, and that it is

therefore important that an immediate canvass be made of all

grain shipping stations respecting supplies and requirements.

Emergency supplies may be transferred from other points if

necessary and lumber may be purchased locally if delay to

equipment may be avoided thereby.

Employment of Drought Sufferers.—The regional director

of Southwestern railroads calls attention to a letter written

by the Governor of Texas to the Director General regarding

the conditions in the drought-stricken region of Texas. Many
of these drought sufferers are in destitute circumstances and
are wholly unable to pay transportation to enable them to get

where employment may be secured. Southwestern railroads

are asked to make use of this opportunity to fill their labor

requirements and are authorized to furnish transportation to

the men.
Eliminating Dead Movement of Locomotives.—In Order

No. 43, dated August 24, regional director of Southwestern

railroads calls attention to the prevailing practice of shipping

locomotives dead in trains from builders and from foreign

line repair shops to points where they are assigned. This
movement is exceedingly slow, and die tonnage thus handled

amounts to approximately 500,000,000 ton miles per annum.
These locomotives should not only be self-propelling, but in

many instances could be used advantageously to pull trains

while enroute. The circular is supplemented with a set

of detailed instructions as to how to handle locomotives of

this type.

Baling Requirements for Cotton Fabrics.—"It has been

brought to my attention," says B. L. Winchell, southern

regional director, "that some cotton mills in this region have

been tendering for shipment cotton fabric in bales covered

with ver\' thin, sleazy cheese cloth, w'ith the result that the

shipments almost invariably arrive at destination with the

cover partly destroyed and the goods in a dirty, torn and

badl}' damaged condition. This covering of baled goods is

not permitted under classification rules. Will you please see

that your agents at points where such mills are located are

instructed not to accept this commodity when packed in this

way."
Painting and Lettering Freight Cars.—The Eastern re-

gional director has issued the following instructions:

1. The preservation of freight car equipment of all rail-

roads under federal control will be maintained by necessary

repainting and restenciling. W'hen paint on freight equij)-

ment cars has become perished to the extent of permitting

the steel to rust and deteriorate, or the wood to become exposed

to the weather, they should be repainted. The car body (in-

cluding roof) should be entirely repainted if, for any cause,

it is found necessar)' to paint one-third or more of the car.

Before applying paint to steel, it should be scraped and

cleaned off with a wire brush; wood parts should be scraped

so as to clean oft' all blisters and loose paint, including removal

of protruding nails and tacks.

2. The station marking showing where car was last re-

weighed should not be changed unless tlie car is reweighed.

?>. When re'painting freight equipment cars two coats will

be applied to all new parts and old parts of body which have

been reworked causing removal of paint. One coat will be
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applied to parts where old paint is in good condition. Should

the old paint be found to such condition requiring two coats,

they may be applied.

4. The stenciled letters and numbers on all freight equip-

ment cars will be maintained and identity kept bright. When
the lettering or numbering is found in Dad condition renew

the identity by either repainting the car or by applying new
stenciled letters and numbers. In selecting cars for this pur-

pose preference should be given those on which the marking

and painting is in the poorest condition.

5. If there is not sufficient paint on car properly to retain

the new stenciling, and condition of car does not justify entire

repainting, one coat should be applied as a panel back of the

stenciling, so that the paint used in applying the numbers

and letters will hold; otherwise the marking applied will soon

become illegible and make it necessary to again apply the

identity marking within a short period.

6. Detention of equipment from service for painting

should be avoided when pmssible. A great deal of this work
can be done to open cars in transportation yards when under

load in storage.

Theft of Mail Matter.—The law provides that "railroad

companies carrying the mails shall furnish all necessary

as closed rooms present too great an opportunity for pilfering.

At some of the large terminals where the trucking is made
through tunnels, subways and recesses in buildings, there is

found to be an opportunity for rifling mails which can be
largely cured by supervision and proper lighting. It is the

duty and responsibility of the railroads to protect mail in

storage and baggage cars, and when sucli equipment is

switched in and out of terminal yards it should be locked
or otherwise protected against improper handling or pilferage.

A Self-Locking Car Seal

AGAR SEAL of the self-locking type with no hidden parts
has recently been developed by E. J. Brooks &
Co., Inc., New York City. It consists of a single

piece of steel wire, looped and flattened at one end, on which
is stamped the name of the railroad, and flattened at the

other end to receive the serial number.
The method of applying and locking the seal is clearly

shown in the illustrations. After being properly inserted

through the hasp lock of the car door the seal is locked by

Brooks Twist-Lock Car Seal

facilities for caring for and handling them while in their

custody * * * they shall provide station space and rooms for

handling, storing, and the transfer of the mails in transit

* * * and for offices for the employees of the railway mail
service engaged in such station work." Reports show a gen-

eral disregard of the provisions of the law for the protection

of the mails.

It is claimed the facilities for storing, trucking and han-
dling of the mails at many railroad depots are totally inade-

quate. The quantity of mail has increased so much that it is

the almost universal practice to store the mail awaiting trans-

fer on trucks to avoid labor in unloading and reloading.

These trucks are often without protection, enabling the public
and employees to pilfer the mails. Care should be exercised

in the selection of railroad employees to handle the mails, and
at the larger points systematized, so honest and competent
emplo)Tes will be selected and properly supervised. It is sug-
gested that such railroad employees, especially at larger points
while engaged in handling mail, be required to wear the es-

tablished cap, badge or other adopted identification so that

supervising officers, railroad special agents and post office in-

spectors can more readily determine whether authorized em-
ployees only are handling the mail. In providing space at

stations for the storage of transfer mail and other mail, it is

suggested that screen protection is superior to a closed room

twisting the vertical end of the wire about the horizontal end

near the flat loop. On the side of the vertical portion of

the wire which comes on the inner or compression side of the

twisted loop formed in locking the seal, is a series of nicks

which insure that the seal may be locked without danger of

breaking the wire. To unlock the seal this loop is simply

untwisted and the nicked side of the wire is thereby brought

into tension, which insures tliat the seal cannot be unlocked

without breaking. A similar series of nicks is placed on tlie

back side of the horizontal portion of the seal to prevent tlie

possibilitN' of successfully tampering with the seal should an

attempt be made to lock it by twisting the horizontal portion

of the wire about tlie vertical.

This seal has been in use on one of the eastern railroads

for some time.

RussL-\N- Railroad Mission in Siberia.—Eighty-four

of the Stevens Railroad Commission, sent from the United

States to Russia in May, 1917, to assist in restoring tlie Rus-

sian railroads and who have been at Nagasaki for eight

months, have arrived at Madivostok. They will begin work

on the Siberian Railroad behind the Czecho-Slovak lines be-

tween that city and Knabavorsk.



The Work of the Ford Company's Traffic Department

Self-interest as Well as Force of Necessity Makes Car

Conservation One of Its Main Policies

Nu ONE INQUIRES nowadays whether heavier loading of

freight cars is beneficial to the shipper. Those who
have suffered loss and inconvenience in readjusting

their business to promote car conservation are reminded that

transportation facilities must be carefully husbanded if the

tremendous traffic offered for movement by the government

and by our factories, mines and farms is to be taken care

of. Shippers are likewise thoroughly cognizant of the fact

that the existing supply of equipment must be utilized most

intensively if their own wares are to move in quantities at all

commensurate with their outputs. Car economy, translated

into terms of capacity loading and the prompt release of

ecjuipment, has become a patriotic duty.

Although it is unnecessary to justify car conservation from

the point of view of the shipper's self-interest, it is neverthe-

less a fact that intensive loading is, and for a number of

years has been, a cardinal principle of the policies of the

Ford Motor Company, Detroit. Needless to say, it was

adopted as a Ford policy because it paid and paid well. Just

how well it pays, in dollars and cents, is for reasons dictated

by modesty or busmess considerations, not available for pub-

lication. Suffice it to say, many thousands of dollars have

been saved yearly by close supervision of loading, and while

the curiosity of the reader as to how much is saved cannot be

satisfied, how it is saved—a more important matter from

the shipper's standpoint—will be outlined in this article.

The instrument through which the Ford Motor Company
supervises the handling of shipments to and from its plants

is its traffic department. This branch of the organization

has an intimate knowledge of all commodities shipped and

received, as well as the classifications and tariffs which govern

their movement. The department sees to it that goods are

properly packed, billed and described, and devises loading

methods which permit increased utilization of cars, either

through new schemes of packing and stowing shipments or

through loading different commodities in the same car when
mixing is authorized by the classifications. The absence of

specific ratings for the major portion of automobile parts

makes it necessary to classify them by analogy. It is ob-

viously essential, therefore, that the Ford traffic department

be thoroughly familiar with the 3,000 parts constituting the

Ford automobile—the relation of one part to another, the

kind of material going into each and how it is manufactured.

Average Carload Weight Increased 10 Per Cent in

60 Days
The phase of the traffic department's work which is of

most general interest is without doubt the heavier loading

of cars. It may seem surprising, but it is nevertheless a fact,

that the average weight per loaded car shipped by the I'ord

motor plant was increased 10 per cent within the short

period of 60 days. Through this increased efficiency in load-

ing the number of cars required for outbound shipments from

the Highland Park (Detroit) plant of the Ford company was

reduced from 110 cars per day at the beginning of October,

1917, to 100 cars in December.

The science of loading cars as practiced by the Ford traffic

department is applied to two distinct problems—shipments

of parts consigned to the numerous assembly plants and ship-

ments of set-up machines. The loading of parts lends itself

much more readily to the conservation of car space than

the loading of set-up automobiles, especially when mixing

privileges authorized by the classifications permit the stow-

ing of different parts in the same car. Unlimited mixing is

authorized by Rule 10 of the Official Classification. The
only restrictions specified are that the freight charges on the

highest rated article shall apply on the entire lading and
that the weight of the commodity with the highest rating

shall be at least 10 per cent of the minimum per car pro-

vided in the classification. Limited mixing has been per-

missible in Southern Classification territory since October 1,

1915, and in Western Classification territory since April 20,

1917. The shipment of two separate carloads in one car is

authorized by all three classifications.

In general, the secret of successful mixing is to load heavy
and light commodities of the same class together. The mix-
ture of knock-down fenders and front axle parts, for in-

stance, permits loading not only to stenciled car capacity, but
to the cubical limits of equipment as well. Previous to the

war carloads of these parts averaged about 40,000 lb., or

4,000 lb. in excess of the minimum weight. Now the average

lading is 90,000 lb. By knocking down automobile tops and
loading them with cushions the same number of top sets

which formerly occupied an entire car now take up only

half a car. Radiators, as shown in the illustration, are

loaded to the car roof, but on account of their low specific

gravity do not exceed to any great extent the minimum weight

necessary to secure a carload rating. By an ingenious method
of stowing motors upright by screwing them to iron quoits

on the car floor, as illustrated in the photograph, one-third

of the car space, under the roof, is conser\'ed for miscel-

laneous light parts. Because of their high specific gravity

motors are generally loaded into small cars.

The car of windshields, seat cushions and spark coils,

shown in the photograph, is loaded to cubical capacity. It

contains 1,080 windshields, 520 cushions and 500 spark coils,

and weighs 34,000 lb. The automobile gear parts and fend-

ers shown in an early stage of stowing in the illustration,

average 89,000 lb. to 100,000 lb. in weight per car when
fully loaded. The interior view of the car being loaded

with seat cushions indicates the care taken to prevent injury

in transit. Seat cushions are the bulkiest material shipped

by the Ford company with the exception of closed car bodies.

A car fully loaded weighs 14,000 lb. Chassis are generally

loaded diagonally, as this method enables the company to

ship an average of 10 per car. Wheels which were formerly

in fourth class in Official Classification territor}- could not

be shipped in mixed carloads because very few automobile

parts are in that class. When wheels were reduced to fifth

class more intensive loading was made possible by the appli-

cation of the mixing principle.

.\side from the advantages derived from the lower rates

on knock-down shipments, limited track space and a general

shortage of equipment has made them practically a necessity.

Nevertheless the P'ord company still ships a considerable

number of set-up motor cars, most of which go to the territory

served directly by the Detroit plant. The remainder of the

country is largely supplied by the assembly plants, located

at 29 different cities, which assemble automobiles from the

parts received from the parent plant. Coupelets, however,

are an exception to the rule, as they cannot be shipped in

parts without injury to the finish of the bodies. It was

formerly a great problem to use maximum car space in ship-

ping coupelet bodies, but this difficulty has been overcome by

loading automobile parts with them. For instance, it is not

now uncommon for a carload of coupelets to contain 200

windshields or 115 springs. The loading' of set-up automo-

biles of all t^-pes also has been studied to good advantage
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by the Ford traffic department. Formerly six touring cars

was considered the absolute limit of a set-up carload. Now
a 40-ft. car containing two touring cars, a sedan, a motor

truck, a coupelet and a runabout is not an unusual shipment.

This is possible through a well-planned arrangement of the

bodies in the car and by attaching the windshields to the

walls and bracing the wheels in the corners and on the floor.

Ratings on Automobile Parts

The automobile industry has had such a remarkably rapid

growth that it has been impossible for any classification com-

Radiators Are Loaded to the Car Roof

niittee to keep pace with it. As a consequence the extent

to which it has been possible to utilize the maximum capacity

of equipment in shipping automobile parts has been limited

by the existing ratings, rules and regulations of the classifi-

cations. As was previously pointed out, the mixing privilege

is permitted by Rule 10 of Official Classification and is also

authorized to a certain extent by the two other classifica-

tions. The traffic department of the Ford Motor Company-
has laliored consistently to secure carload ratings on auto-

mobile parts wlierc they did not exist, as well as the rectifi-

cation of inconsistencies in existing ratings to permit the

fullest application of the mixing principle, thereby insuring

the maximum use of railroad equipment.
Prior to February, 1915, there were very few carload rat-

ings on self-propelling vehicle parts in Southern Classifica-

tion territory, while c. 1. ratings on non-self-propelling vehicle

parts Were ([uite numerous. Perhaps the main reason for

this incongruity was that most automobiles moved in the

South only in set-up shape with occasional 1. c. 1. shipments
of repair parts. There was no occasion for granting c. 1.

ratings on automobile parts until in the expansion of its

Iiusincss the Ford Motor Company establislied tw'O assembly
plants in the South, one at Atlanta, Ga., and the other at

Memphis, Tenn. The Ford company thereupon applied for

ratings on its parts, pointing out that while the parts would
move at a lower rate a higher minimum weight would insure
greater revenue per car to the carriers than the higher rate on
carloads of set-up machines with a lower minimum weight.

In reply to the objection that less equipment is required for

the shipment of parts than for the transportation of set-up

automobiles and that, therefore, the carriers would not really

benefit by the change, the Ford company called attention to

the fact that the Interstate Commerce Commission has recog-

nized the earnings per car-mile and per train-mile as the

fairest tests of the reasonableness of rates. It was also

emphasized that the cheaper rates on parts to the assembly

points would make prompt deliveries of machines and repair

parts to the consumers possible. As a result the demand for

automobiles would increase, thus swelling the volume of

traffic on parts to the assembly points and making up in a

measure the differences, should there be any, in the amount
of equipment used in shipping machines in the set-up and
completed knocked-down forms. From the point of view

of car conservation, the company pointed out, the shipment

of parts deserved every encouragement.

High Rates Discourage Industry in South

The most convincing argmnent presented to the Southern

Classification Committee was the presentation of evidence

showing that a large part of the territor)' which, from the

standpoint of distance, should have been served by the At-

lanta and Memphis assembly plants of the Ford Motor Com-
pany was being supplied with set-up machines by the St.

Louis branch. A number of concrete examples illustrating

this point were cited by the Ford traffic department in its

petition. The appended figures, included in the application,

are based on ratings granted bv the Southern Classification
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Windshields, 320 Seat Cushions and 500 Spark Coils

Committee in February, 1915. Had they been computed in

accordance with the ratings previously in effect the difference

in favor of St. Louis would have been much greater. On the

basis indicated, the knock-down cost of parts to Atlanta was

$16.65 per machine, or §99.60 for a carload of six; S10.66

per machine to Memphis, or $63.96 for a carload of six; and

$5.25 i)er machine to St. Louis, or $31.50 for a carload. A
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comparison of the transportation costs from St. Louis and

from Memphis and Atlanta points in the South is obtained

by adding the cost of shipping the parts to the assembly

point to the set-up rate from the branches to final destina-

tions.

Rates Per Carload to Chattanooga

Paris for six automobiles to Atlanta $99.60
Setup cars Atlanta to Chattanooga 57.00

$156.60
Parts to St. I.ouis $31.50
Setup cars St. Louis to Chattanooga 93.00— 124.50

Difference in favor of St. Louis $32.10 per carload

Similar computations of rates to other points in territory

tributar}- to .Atlanta and Memphis showed the following com-

parisons :

.Atlanta Territory
Diffeience

Total via Via per c. I.

Place .Atlanta St. Louis favor St. Louis

Tacksonville, Fla $160.60 $149.50 $11.10
"Lake City. Fla 204.60 193.50 11.10

St. Petersburg, Fla 222.60 209.50 13.10

Miami, Fla 257.60 246.50 11.10
Savannah, Ga 160.60 149.50 11.10

Memphis Territory
Difference

Total via Via per c. 1.

Place Memphis St. Louis favor St. Louis

Columbia, Tenn $138.96 $117.50 $21.46
Nashville, Tenn 113.96 92.50 21.46
Knoxville, Tenn 147.96 140.50 7.46
Clarksville. Tenn 102.96 92.50 10.46
Bristol, Tenn 171.76 137.70 24.06
Greenwood, Miss 127.96 127.46 .50

The case presented by the Ford company was so con-

clusive that the Southern Classification Committee granted

the application for new ratings substantially as filed, and
put them into effect late in the summer of 1915. As a result

of the more liberal policy of this committee the Atlanta and
Memphis assembly plants of the Ford Motor Company have

increased in importance and two additional branches have

been opened in the South, viz., at Louisville, Kv., and Char-

lotte, N. C.

Importance of Proper Billing, Packing and Loading

It is obvious that a company which ships over 3,000 differ-

ent commodities in addition to set-up automobiles must have

an intimate and practical knowledge of rates and ratings.

The general traffic department of the Ford company main-
tains up-to-date files of tariffs and classifications and, in

addition, carefully worked-out schedules showing the appli-

cation of the classifications to each of the parts making up
the Ford machines. These schedules are of particular im-

portance because most automobile parts are not covered speci-

fically by the classifications, and therefore must be classified

\>y analogy. The schedule for each classification contains the

1. c. 1. and c. 1. ratings, the minimum weight per carload,

the description and the weight of each part manufactured by
the Ford company. In addition, an inde.x of the articles, by
alphabetical arrangement and by part number, facilitates

ready reference to the schedule. The inter-territorial appli-

cation of each classification is also shown, so that it can

be readily determined which classification governs a given

shipment.

Familiarity with the classifications is absolutely essential

if goods are to be packed and loaded properly. If low and
high-rated articles are packed together the high rate, of

course, applies to the whole consignment. An error of this

type was recently cited in the Ford Traffic Bulletin by W. S.

Hogue, general traffic manager. A box of bolts and washers

weighing 230 lb. also contained about 20 lb. of felt gaskets.

As the gaskets were first class and the bolts and washers

fourth class the company was forced to pay the first class

rate on the entire shipment.

Mr. Hogue considers the maintenance of an up-to-date

tariff file one of the most important functions of his depart-

ment. Rate files alone are not at all satisfactory because of

the absence of rules governing their application. To illus-

trate: The first class rate from St. Louis, Mo., to Kansas
City is 55 cents per 100 lb. The Western Classification pro-

vides a minimum charge of 100 lb. at the rate applicable

to the article shipped. Assuming that the commodity to be

shipped takes a first class rate, the minimum charge in that

case is 32 cents, because the tariff provides that the minimum
charge in Western Trunk Line territory is third class.

Inasmuch as railroad billing clerks cannot be expected to

have an intimate knowledge of the goods tendered by hun-

dreds of shippers and the phraseology ordinarily used by

different companies in describing them, the Ford traffic de-

partment adheres very closely to the technical language of

the classification or tariff in describing and billing freight.

It has learned by experience that proper description prevents

many unnecessary disputes with the carriers.

How Shipments are Handled

As orders are received from the various assembly plants

Car Being Loaded with 2000 Fenders, Together with Gear
Parts. Cars Containing this Mixture Weigh from

89,000 to 100,000 Lb. Net When Fully Loaded

the traffic department determines whether they can be filled

in part or in full, and makes out requisitions for them, which
are sent to the stock department. The parts ordered are

then sent by the stock department to the loading dock, where

two classification experts determine how they shall be assem-

bled in cars to take advantage of the best ratings and how
the cars shall be routed. Each night the office of the loading

dock notifies the yardmaster of the number of cars which
will be required for the following day, thereby insuring a

supply of equipment when the shipments are assembled and
ready for loading;.

The billing in connection with each shipment is handled

in a very simple and effective way. The invoice which goes

to the branch through the mail, and copies Uiereof which are

filed in the accounting department and manufacturing de-

partment, the requisition on the stock department, the pack-

ing slip which accompanies tlie goods in the car and two

copies thereof which are filed in the sers-ice department

—

are all filled out in one writing. .\ separate set of bills is

made out for each part shipped to avoid the complications

which would result if all the parts ordered by a branch were

not immediately available for shipment. Each bill also con-

tains spaces for entering both the quantity of a part ordered
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and the quantity shipped, as in some cases it is impossible

to ship at once the entire amount of any one article ordered

by a branch. The invoice and the copy filed in the account-

ing department, as well as the packing slip, also contain

entries giving the price of each part shipped. V\'hen a car

has been completely loaded the invoices and the packing slips

are pinned together and totaled, the packing slips being sent

to the branch in the car, and the invoices being sent re-

spectively to the accounting department and by mail to the

branch.
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r
Motors Are Stowed Upright, Being Screwed to Quoits on

the Car Floor

The packing slip also contains the following entries: The
number of each package contained in a shipment, the kind
of package, its weight and its rating, and the track on which
the car was loaded. Generally packages are weighed by
official weighmasters of the Western Weighing and Inspec-

tion Bureau. This plan makes it possible to compute the

total weight of a car, thereby preventing subsequent detention

for weighing the car in its entirety. Two copies of each

packing slip are filed in the service department, one numeri-
cally according to the order number and the other alphabeti-

cally according to the assembly plant. This enables the

sen'ice department to give accurate and prompt information

to a branch concerning the loading of a car in case packing
slips are lost or destroyed.

The Auditing of Freight Bills

The auditing of freight bills is one of the most important

services which the Ford traffic department performs for its

company. Hardly any two freight auditors working inde-

pendently of each other and without consulting each other

as to methods interpret classifications with results that are

identical. In the words of Mr. Hogue, general traffic man-
ager of the Ford Motor Company, "no business can afford

to trust a matter involving dollars and cents entirely to the

seller." This applies equally as much to transportation as

to any other commodity. If the service of a rate expert is

necessary in the matter of standardized commodities it is

doubly necessary in tlie matter of automobile supplies, in

which case the practice is to classify and rate by analogy.

Formerly the Ford company settled its indebtedness to 5ie

railroads only after it had carefully audited the freight bills

against it and inaccuracies had been corrected and matters

of dispute settled. Under the new rule inaugurated by the

Railroad Administration requiring the prepayment of freight

the auditing of bills is equally important, although errors in

billing or rating can be rectified only by filing claims after

the bills have been paid.

Traffic Department a Benefit to Railroads as Well as

to Ford Company

The traffic department of the Ford Motor Company is per-
forming a service which is beneficial not only to the industry
which employs it, but also to the railroads and the country
at large. To be sure, its close study of car loading has been
prompted in large measure by reasons of economy, but never-
theless it has proved a boon to the carriers in a protracted
period of car scarcity and likewise to a nation calling for

maximum transportation with the existing facilities. In
petitioning classification committees for revised ratings and
mixing privileges the Ford company has also been actuated
primarily by selfish motives. The changes which it has
secured in this manner, however, have made heavier car
loading possible, thus aiding the cause of car conservation
at a time when it is exceedingly important. The close atten-

tion paid to the billing and description of freight, intra-

Tlie Seat Cushion Is tlie Bulkiest Part Sliipned.

Loaded Weighs About 14,000 Lb
A Car Fully

company billing of shipments, tiie auditing of freight bills

and the maintenance of up-to-date tariff and classification

files is, of course, highly essential in an industry which ships

and receives such a large volume of freight as the Ford
Motor Company. The thorough and painstaking manner in

which the traffic department of the Ford company is per-

forming these functions warrants admiration by the carriers

and emulation by shippers and consignees.

The Transportation Facilities of the American Ex-

peditionan.- Army are fully meeting the strain placed upon

them in keeping the moving tioops supplied and in bringing

up heavy guns and ammunition, members of tlie House Mili-

tary Committee were told on July 26 by Secretar>' of War
Baker and General March, Chief of Staff.



General News Department

Director General McAdoo has selected a flag which will be
flown by the 79 vessels operated by the Railroad Administra-
tion. The flag has the letters U. S. R. A. in blue on a white
field with a red border.

On the Long Island Railroad, "club cars," used for

suburban "commuters" desiring special facilities, have been
ordered discontinued, and the federal manager thinks that
parlor cars will also be discontinued, or will be converted
into coaches so that they will accommodate a larger number
of passengers.

Trackmen are working, at present, seven hours a day, on
parts of the Baltimore & Ohio. Because of a scarcity of
laborers, a special train is run from Cumberland, Md., in the
morning, starting at 7 o'clock and returning at 6 p. m., carry-
ing men to work on the Newburg grade. The trip occupies
about two hours, so that the men are on the cars four hours
each day.

The Baltimore & Ohio passenger station at Hagerstown,
Md., has been closed and trains will run to and from the
station of the Western Maryland. The Baltimore & Ohio
reaches Hagerstown by a branch, 24 miles long, from Wever-
ton, Md. A branch of the Baltimore & Ohio from Hagers-
town eastward to Security, Md., two miles, built about two
years ago, is to be taken up.

The use of anthracite by the railways of Canada must be
reduced this coming winter by about 60 per cent. This is

an order from the Canadian Railway War Board directing
the roads to use no anthracite in stations or elsewhere, except
in Baker heaters in passenger cars, when heat from the
engine is unavailable. Ordinarily the Canadian roads would
use nearly 100.000 tons of anthracite yearly.

At Main street crossing, Bloomington, 111., according to

the Safety Magazine of the New York Central Lines, there
has been no accident to any person during the past ten
years ; and a large measure of the credit for this record is

accorded to John Dillon, the flagman, who has served at this

crossing throughout that time. Seven tracks cross the street

at this place, two of them being the main tracks of two
different railroads, and switching engines are at work there
every day. The flagman, says the Magazine, "has not the
shanty habit. He displays the stop sign in the middle of the

street and he holds it high."

An automobile loaded with silk was stolen by highway-
men near Somerville, N. J., on the afternoon of Wednesday,
August 21, and the driver was murdered. The silk, said to be
worth $40,000, had been shipped from Newark, N. J., to

Allentown, Pa., this mode of transportation having been
adopted, it is said, because of the congestion of freight

traffic on the railroads. The driver's helper, riding on the
rear of the load, was intimidated. The driver himself, who
was armed, seems to have fought bravely before he was over-
come. The load of silk was recovered, soon after, a few
miles away, having been abandoned by the robbers who, evi-

dently, became frightened.

Fires in the National forests have this year been so serious
that President Wilson has authorized a loan of one million
dollars to the Forest Service for fire-fighting expenses. This
is to meet serious emergency conditions in the Northwest
and the Pacific Coast States. The loan was made from the
special defense fund of fifty million dollars placed at the
disposal of the President by Congress. Early drouth, high
winds, electrical storms, labor shortage, and depletion of the
regular protective force as a result of the war have combined
to make the fire conditions unprecedentedly bad. The Presi-
dential fund was drawn upon because the appropriation bill

for the Department of Agriculture for the current year has
not yet been passed.

Landing fields for the accommodation of air pilots are be-

ing established at intervals of about 100 miles clear across

the continent, and the War Department expects that before

long these well-marked, safe landings will furnish for air

pilots facilities analogous to those afforded by water tanks

for transcontinental locomotives. Besides oil and gas, these

fields will supply to the pilots shelter and limited machine
shop facilities, maps, charts, and barometer and thermometer
records. New York, Pennsylvania. Ohio, Illinois, Georgia,

Texas and California have already established lines of such
landing fields. Arkansas, Mississippi, .\labama. New Mexico
and Nebraska will soon be equipped. Flying by compass has
become an established practice but landing fields, like beacon
lights, help the pilot to pick his course, even though he has
his compass. Most of the landings today are on army fields,

but local boards of trade and business men's associations

have begun to compete for the location of sites.

Through Train from Washington to

Atlanta for Express Shipments

Director General McAdoo has arranged to put on an exclusive

train on the Southern Railroad for express shipments between
Washington and Atlanta. September 1, which will result in a

substantial improvement in the service and afford relief to several

important passenger and mail trains. The Railroad Administra-

tion in announcing this new service says that, it was not pos-

sible to do this when the roads were operated separately, as there

was not enough express business to warrant a special train for

express shipments on any one line.

Extension of Sailing-Day Plan

A. H. Smith, regional director. Eastern Railroads, an-

nounces the appointment of G. C. Woodruff, New York City.

as chairman of a committee to consolidate 1. c. 1. shipments
throughout the eastern region, the committee working
through the district directors. The "sailing-day" plan for

the consolidation of shipments to save freight car space is to

be established at all important points, wherever practicable;

and at cities where there are two or more roads there will

be members on the committee from each road so as to pro-

vide the largest measure of practical co-operation. The
regional director has called for statements showing the

volume of 1. c. 1. freight from all import points for the first

ten days in August, these statements to be made the basis

of plans for consolidating tonnage, not only on specific days,

but on specific routes, wherever it is possible, thereby to

effect economy and conservation while giving adequate
service to the public.

National Safety Council

The meeting of the National Safety Council at St. Louis,

September 16-20, will be addressed, on the evening of the

first day, by Hon. Franklin K. Lane, secretary of the interior.

Mr. Dow's motion picture, "The Rule of Reason," will be
exhibited on the same evening. The Steam Railroad Section

of the Congress holds sessions on Tuesday afternoon, and
both morning and afternoon of the two days following.

,\mong the speakers are H. W. Belnap, manager of the

safety section. Division of Transportation, United States

Railroad Administration; L. Kramer, federal manager of the

St. Louis-San Francisco; J. C. Clark. Oregon Short Line; T. H.
Carrow, Pennsylvania; C. W. Hammond, New York Central;

Robert Holland, St. Louis-San Francisco; T. A. Doyle, C.

St. P. M. & O.; C. B. Floyd, N. Y. C: E. M. Switzer, C. B.

& Q.; W. J. Hills, N. C. & St. L. For Thursday the program
calls for a "roundtable" meeting continuing throughout the

day. The chairman will be Marcus A. Do\\- (N. Y. C). On

406
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Friday there will be a meeting of the Car Builders' Section,

dealing principally with the hazards connected with the con-

struction of steel cars.

Railway Signal Association

The principal business to be done at the annual meeting
of the Railway Signal Association, at Hotel McAlpin, New
York City, September 19 and 20, is that to be reported by

committees 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11 and 13. The following subjects

are included; Specification for Saxby & Farmer interlocking;

specification for painting; and for pipe compensation. Typi-

cal circuits for power interlocking; specification for impreg-
nated fibre conduit; rules for maintenance of mechanical
interlocking plants; and movement of trains by signal indica-

tions without train orders. Drawings of standard designs

presented at the March and the June meetings and specifica-

tion for signal roundels, lenses and glass slides. Report of

committee No. 7 on direct current relays, and report of com-
mittee No. 8 on alternating current automatic block signal-

ing. Application of aspects indicating that a train must take

siding at a non-interlocked switch; directions for installation

of lead type stationary storage battery; concrete battery box,

and round jars.

Members are reminded that, for their own convenience,
they should bring to the meeting their copies of the Journal
for March, June and September.

Government Interested in "Carbocoal"

The United States Fuel Administration has issued press notices

to the eiTect that the United States Government has become in-

terested in the establishment of a plant for the manufacture of

carbocoal at Clinchfield, Va. The plant, which is now in the

preliminary stages of construction, will have a capacity of treat-

ing several hundred thousand tons of bituminous coal annually.

The plans for the plant and the grounds allow for an eventual

capacity of 1,500,000 tons per year. By a new process of low
temperature distillation, invented by Charles H. Smith and
described in the Railway Age of February 8, page 324, bituminous

coal is treated in such a manner as to recover greater quantities

of the valuable by-products, such as toluol, sulphate of ammonia
and valuable oils. From the residue is made a valuable smoke-
less fuel, in the form of briquettes. Tests of "carbocoal" by the

Navy disclose that it contains less than four per cent volatile

matter, rendering it practically smokeless. The new plant, which
is expected to be in operation early in 1919, is being built near
the junction of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and Norfolk &
Western. The Fuel Administration and the Ordnance Bureau
of the War Department are co-operating in the construction of

the plant.

British Railway Accident Record

The report of railroad accidents in Great Britain for the

year 1917 shows only one passenger train accident which was
fatal, but in that one the number of passengers killed was
twelve. Only five employees were killed in train accidents;
and striking decreases are shown in many items in the report.

Fatal accidents to persons passing over highway grade cross-
ings numbered 50, as compared with an average of 66 in the
preceding ten years; and trespassers killed number 278, as
against an average of 445. The employees killed in coupling
and switching numbered 73, as compared with 98 in the last

preceding year, and other accidents occurring to men while
at work showed decreases. The diminution in the number
of employees in service, on account of the war, has affected
the accident figures both ways. At the end of the year, 11

principal railways reported 134,000 employees as having en-
listed, and the places of lhe.se men were taken by 42,000
other men, generally less skilled and less able-bodied; and
41,000 women had been taken into the service. Freight traf-

fic was 48 per cent heavier than in 1913, while passenger
traffic, even independently of military traffic, was heavier
than ever before. The totals of passengers and employees
injured show such large reductions, in some departments,
that the suspicion arises that, under the relaxed requirements
ot the Board of Trade, the railway companies are not report-
ing so many of the less important bodily injuries as formerly

was customary. .Another observation, in connection with the

reduced figures, is that the men who left the railway service

to enter the army, men who have the fighting spirit, are the

same men who, in working about freight trains, or in han-

dling machinery, are the ones who will take chances.

Staff System for Track Repairers

A "Ganger's Occupation Train Staff"—in other words, a

device by means of which a track foreman, repairing track,

can protect against approaching trains without sending out

flagmen, has been devised by the Railway Signal Company,

London, and is described in a recent issue of the Railway

Gazette. The line wire connecting the two signal stations

at the two ends of the block section is run through a cabinet

in the trackman's hut and there controls a special staff. The
trackman who wishes to use a staff first speaks to the sig-

nalmen over the telephone, and if they are agreed, and close

the proper circuit, the staff is released. The withdrawal of

the track foreman's staff locks the staffs at the regular

staff stations, making them inaccessible, for the use of trains,

until the trackman's staff has been restored to its place.

The makers suggest also that this arrangement would be

useful where there is in the line, between staff' stations, a

draw bridge which is not of sufficient importance to war-
rant the maintenance of regular signaling and interlocking.

Reserves of Bituminous Coal

The tremendously increasing demand for coal for special

war purposes in the eastern part of the country, particularly

for the Navy and Transport Service, is making it necessary

to draw more heavily on the eastern coal fields than was
originally contemplated. It has been found necessary, ac-

cordingly, to limit the amount of coal that industrial plants

would be allowed to accumulate and to fix a uniform amount
for each state.

The maximum limits decided upon are as follows:

Steam Coal—Maximum Number of Days' Supply Allowed

Railroads
and otlier Non-

public Preferred preferred
utilities industries industries

Maine 120 90 30
Massachusetts, N'ermont, New Hampshire,
Northern New York 90 60 30

Connecticut. Rhode Island 75 45 20
Southern New York, New Jersey, Dela-

ware, Eastern Pennsylvania 30 30 IS
Maryland, District Columbia, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Western Ohio 30 30 IS

Western Pennsylvania. West Virginia,
Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Ohio 30 20 15

Lower Michigan "0 45 20

Western Pacific Stockholders Protest Against

Joint Operation with Southern Pacific

The joint operation of the Western Pacific and the Southern

Pacific under one federal manager has resulted in tlie initiation

of certain operating changes which have called forth strenuous

opposition on the part of Western Pacific stockholders, mem-
bers of the railroad brotherhoods, shippers and others. The
proposed changes which have occasioned the most serious op-

position are briefly as follows : The termination of all Western
Pacific passenger runs at Sacramento, Cal., giving the Southern

Pacific a monopoly of passenger traffic between that city and
San Francisco; the abandonment of the Western Pacific track

from Tracy, Cal., to Niles and the use of the Western Pacific

line from Sacramento, Cal., to Wells, Nev., from Niles, Cal.,

to Oakland, and from Tracy to Sacramento, as double track

with the Southern Pacific.

Attention was first called to the pending order by members
of the railroad brotherhoods, who saw in the plans the elim-

ination of Western Pacific passenger trains between San Fran-
cisco and Sacramento. Holders of Western Pacific stocks and
securities saw in the order a move which would result not
only in cutting down the Western Pacific's passenger revenue
and destroying the "good will" of the passenger traveling

public, but a step which would virtually make the Western Pa-
cific a feeder of the Southern Pacific. As the result of numer-
ous appeals to Director General McAdoo by Western Pacific
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stockhnlders, the Ignited Slates senators of California, members
of the Cahfornia Railroad Commission and others, the Railroad
Administration has temporarily suspended the proposed order.

It is proposed as an alternative measure that the Western
Pacific and the Denver & Rio Grande be combined under one
federal manager for purposes of operation so as to permit
those roads to retain their identity as an independent route to

San Francisco.

Meeting of the Metals Associations

The American Foundrymen's Association, the Iron and Steel

Section of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the

Institute of Metals Division of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers and the American Malleable Castings Association, will

hold a joint meeting in Milwaukee, Wis., during the week of

October 7, at which time an elaborate exhibition of metal work-
ing equipment will be made in the Milwaukee auditorium. The
keynote of many of the addresses and papers that will be
presented at this meeting will be acceleration of production
for the prosecution and winning of the war. One of the notable
features will be the large number of interesting moving pictures
showing the use and manufacture of hand grenades, the civil

re-establishment of wounded and crippled Canadian soldiers, the

manufacture and launching of ships at the Hog Island yard,
Philadelphia, the building of concrete ships, the manufacture of

steel by the triple.x process, and the causes and prevention of in-

dustrial accidents.

Sailing Day Plan in the Northwest

The committee recently appointed by the regional director

of Northwestern roads to introduce the sailing day plan in

terminals in that region, exclusive of Chicago, is making
rapid progress in its work. The plan is now in operation at

Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis.,

La Crosse, Marinette and Green Bay, Wis., Menominee,
Mich., Council Blufifs, Cedar Rapids and Ottumwa, la.,

Omaha, Neb., and about 90 smaller cities. Although the
work is still in its early stages the committee estimates that

the saving effected by the plan up to date approximates 2,500

cars a week for the region. Attention is not only being given
to the sailing day plan but also to the consolidation of mer-
chandise over certain routes for particular destinations in

order to eliminate transfers as far as possible. A careful

study is also being made of the possibilities of unifying
freight house facilities and reducng the number of cars used
in pick-up service. The committee consists of T. W. Proc-
tor, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul at Chicago, chairman; W. H. Smith, agent of the

Northern Pacific at Minneapolis, Minn.; J. A. Lucey, train-

master of the Minneapolis, & St. Louis at Fort Dodge, Iowa,
and F. W. Robinson, traffic manager of the Oregon-Wash-
ington R. R. & Navigation Co., Portland, Ore. In addition

C. W. Wilkinson, assistant freight claim agent of the St. Paul
at Chicago, is on the western coast at present assisting Mr.
Robinson in the introduction of the plan in the Puget Sound
district. Mr. Proctor, as chairman, has general supervision

over all the work being done in the Northwest region, while
Messrs. Smith, Lucey and Robinson, have been assigned
definite sections of the region to which they will devote
particular attention.
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Traffic News
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Chinese E.\stern Railway.—A delayed press despatch from
Harbin, Manchuria, dated July 24, says that American engineers

have been ordered to proceed from Nagasaki, Japan, to Vladi-

vostok, to make repairs to the Chinese Eastern Railway.

The Fourth Liberty Loan campaign will begin Saturday,

September 28, and close October \9. No American doubts its

success; no good American will fail to contribute to its success.

The blood of our men fallen in Europe calls to us; our answer

must be and will be worthy of them and our country.

Long Air Mail Route.—A press dispatch from Amsterdam,
Holland, says that an average of 1.000 packets of mail a day

are being carried by airplane between Vienna, .Austria and Kiev,

Russia, a distance of 750 miles. The trip is made in four stages,

the intermediate stops being Cracow, Lemberg and Prosqurow.

The trip is said to take about 10 to 12 hours.

Men to help in harvest work in western Canada, arriving in

Winnipeg on August 17 and 18, numbered about 2,000, mostly
from Ontario. Special trains with additional harvesters were
expected to arrive on the 21st, the 23rd, the 28th and the 30th.

Toronto newspapers report the completion of arrange-
ments for bringing 3,500 carloads of wood from Algonquin
Park, over the Grand Trunk Railway. According to the map.
Algonquin Park is about 150 miles north of Toronto. Ap-
parently, however, not all of the wood is to be used at

Toronto.

The University of Wisconsin in co-operation with the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago & North A\estern, the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha and the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, is operating a land clearing special

train through northern Wisconsin. The demonstration tour was
authorized by the Railroad .Administration and the Food Ad-
ministration. The train consists of seven cars equipped by the
university with the assistance of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Company, Wilmington, Del., the A. J. Kirstin Company, Es-
canaba, Mich., and the LaPlant-Choate Manufacturing Company.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The special is stopping an entire day at

each demonstration point where trained men demonstrate labor

saving machinery, explosives and the latest methods and prac-

tices in land clearing. The tour commenced on August 15, and
will continue until September 24.

The Southwestern Traffic League

The Southwestern Industrial Trafiic League, composed of

traffic men of Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Arkansas, was
organized following a recent monthly meeting of the directors of

the Texas league. Through the medium of the commercial
organizations represented by its members the new league pro-

poses to look after the shipping interests of all four states. U. S.

Pawkett, of San Antonio, Tex., was elected president, and F. A.

Leffingwell, of Houston, Tex., secretary and treasurer.

Coal Production

The decrease in coal production whicli began after the

record week of July 13 not only continued during the week
of August 17, according to the weekly bulletin of the United
States Geological Survey, but the output during that week
also fell below 12,000,000 net tons, for the first time since

June 22. Preliminary estimates place production, including
lignite and coal made into coke, during the week ending
August 17 at 11,910,000 net tons, a decrease compared with
the week of August 10 of 379,000 net tons or approximately
3 per cent, but an increase over the corresponding week of

1917 of 1,597,000 net tons or 15.4 per cent. Production neces-
sary during the balance of the summer weeks to make up the

past deficit now amounts to 14,270,000 net tons, 247,500 net

tons, or approximately 21 per cent in excess of the average
weekly production during the coal year to date.

The average production per working day is estimated at

1,985,000 net tons, a decrease compared with the average
daily summer requirements of 92,000 net tons, or 4.5 per cent,

but 266,000 net tons or 15.4 per cent in excess of the average
daily production during the week of .August 17, 1917.

The percentage of full time output lost on account of car

shortage during the week ending August 10 was 9.8, repre-

senting the fifth successive increase in that number of weeks.
.•\nthracite production for the week ending .August 17, as

reported by the Fuel .Administration, amounted to 1,538,416

gross tons. This was a decline as compared with the pre-

ceding week of 51.038 tons. The average production per
working day during the week amounted to 256,403 gross tons,

compared with 264,909 gross tons during the corresponding
week of 1917. The total output, of anthracite coal since .April 1

aggregates 31,678,364 gross tons, compared with 31,099,765 gross

tons for the corresponding period of 1917, a gain of 578,599 gross

tons.
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Division of Valuation has announced further hearings

relative to the protest of the Kansas City Southern against its

tentative valuation. The hearing will be held before Examiner
R. H. Kendall at Kansas City, September 9.

It having developed that the time assigned for hearings in the

consolidated classification case was not sufficient, the commission

has made new appointments as follows : At Chicago : petroleum,

October 22 and 23; rubber, October 24; furniture, October 25

and 26; packers and poultry and dairy interests beginning

October 28; stove and range interests November 4; miscel-

laneous subjects, November 5 to 8. At Washington—on No-
vember 12, for such interests as desire to be heard .

Court News
Acquiescence in Railroad's Occupation of Land

The Alabama Supreme Court holds that where a land-

owner acquiesces in an occupation for the construction of a

railroad, equity will preclude him from afterwards recover-

ing the land in ejectment. In such case there remains in the

owner only a right of compensation.—Boone v. Gulf, Florida

& Alabama (Ala.) 78 So. 956. Decided May 9, 1918.

Damage to Railroad By Construction of State Highway

Action was brought by the Great Northern against the

state of Washington for damages lo the plaintiff's track re-

sulting from the construction of a state highway In blast-

ing out a shelf for the highway, slides were caused, which
obstructed the track, bent rails, damaged ties, poles and wires

and delayed trains. The Washington Supreme Court holds

that the railroad was entitled to recover any increased ex-

pense incurred in operating its road during the time neces-

sarily consumed in making repairs, such as additional labor

and supplies used on account of trains delayed or annulled

as a result of the damages to the track.—G. N. v. State
(Wash.) 173 Pac. 40. Decided May 10, 1918.

Deeds to Rights of Way and Free Passes

The Illinois Supreme Court holds that the fact that per-

formance of a condition subsequent in a deed conveying a

right of way, (that the grantors shall have free passage on all

passenger trains) was rendered impossible of performance
by the' Illinois Public Utilities Law regulating fares and
prohibiting discrimination, did not divert the estate. The
owner was held not entitled to recover possession of the
land on the refusal of the railroad company to issue any more
passes. The statute is not in conflict with the provision of

the federal Constitution prohibiting states from passing laws
impairing obligations of contracts, in preventing the per-
formance of the condition.—Hite v. Cincinnati, Indianapolis
& Western (111.) 119 U. E. 904. Decided June 20, 1918.

Safety Appliance Acts—Defective Cars

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that
under the federal safety appliance act, when a car is hauled
past the nearest repair point where are adequate help and
materials the law is v\oIated, unless there is a showing of a
special reason for the movement. It is not a sufficient ex-
planation that main line and foreign line cars were repaired
only at the company's terminals, and not at intermediate
pomts where repair shops for branch line cars were main-
tained.

Under the provision of section 4 as to hauling by chains
mstead of drawbars a "revenue train" is one that is moved
for the purpose of carrying freight or passengers for revenue,

and cars are "commercially used" either when they are

loaded, or when, though empty, they are moving to points

for the purpose of receiving traffic; therefore it is a violation

of the act to move chained cars in a train made up of other

defective cars, which cars, however, were used for making
deliveries and were set out at various points, this being
particularly true where the train, though called a hospital

train, was composed of many cars.—Denver & Rio Grande,
249 Fed. 822. Decided February 18, 1918.

Exception from Surface Water Rule

A railroad built a track to a plant at the request of the

owner and according to his desires, but under objection by
the railroad that no drainage could be provided for. The
South Carolina Supreme Court holds that the railroad was
not liable when surface water flooded the plant. The princi-

ple that no one may accumulate storm water on his land so

as to throw it on his neighbor in concentrated form and
force, to the neighbor's injury, cannot be successfully in-

voked by one who contracts with his neighbor to do some-
thing from which injury results to him as an incidental, if

not necessary, consequence of the act.—Kirkland Distribut-

ing Co. v S. A. L. (S. Car.), 96 S. E., 122. Decided March 18,

1918.

Lookout—Persons Asleep on Track

In an action for the death of a person struck by the de-

fendant's train while seated asleep or unconscious on a

track infrequently used by pedestrians within an incorporated

town, at 10 o'clock at night, the Kentucky Court of Appeals
holds that the failure of the engineman to keep a lookout
did not make it error to direct a verdict for the defendant.

The duty of keeping a lookout depends, not on the fact that

the injury occurred in an incorporated town, but on whether
the company's track was used by the public in such large

numbers with the knowledge and acquiescence of the com-
pany that the presence of persons on the track should have
been anticipated. One who sits down on a railroad track

and goes to sleep is a trespasser, though at a point where
persons are accustomed to cross the track.—Cornett v. L. &
N. (Ky.) 203 S. W. 1054. Decided Tune 14, 1918.

Safety Appliance Act—Use of Hand Brakes

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, holds that, in

view of the purpose of the safety appliance act to protect

brakemen by obviating the necessity of their going on the

top of trains to use hand brakes, the fact that it was necessary

to manipulate levers on top of trains for retainers, which
were part of the power brake mechanism, does not justify

an order of the railroad company requiring freight brakemen
to use hand brakes on the descent of a long grade; it appear-

ing that the railroad company directed that all trains should

be brought to a full stop before commencement of the

descent of the grade, at which time the levers on the retainers

could be set.—G. R. & I. v. U. S., 249 Fed. 650. Decided
February 16, 1918.

Hours of Service Act—Operators in Joint Service

In an action against the Denver & Rio Grande to recover a

penalty for violation of the hours of service act it appeared
that one of its operators performed duties and was subject

to the orders of the Santa Fe, whose line intersected the

defendant's at that point. The Santa Fe. through an account-

ing between the two companies, made contribution to the

operator's salary. The operator was required by the Santa

Fe to remain on duty longer than allowed by the act. The
Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that the

Denver & Rio Grande is liable for the penalty prescribed
whether the operator be treated as a joint employee or not,

for in any event that company was bound to see that the op-
erator did not remain on duty for an excess period, and if it

failed, it "permitted"' the operator to perform excess service

in violation of the act.—U. S. v. D. & R. G., 249 Fed. 464.

Decided February 23, 1918.
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Equipment and Supplies
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Supply Trade News
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Side Bearings for the Standard Locomotives

In the issue of the Railway Age for June 28 it was stated

that the orders for side bearings for the tenders of all the

standard locomotives ordered by the Railroad Administration

had been awarded to A. Stucki & Company. This order has

since been changed and the "Tip-roller" side bearings made

by Edwin S. Woods & Company, Chicago, have been speci-

fied instead. The awards for side bearings for the cars

remain unchanged.

Locomotives

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, is in the market for a standard gage saddle

tank locomotive, 35 to 40 tons.

Freight Cars

Trumbull Steel Company, Warren, Ohio., is inquiring for 2

all-steel, 70-ton flat cars.

The General Chemical Company, New York, is inquiring

for general service box cars.

J. A. Delsur, New York City, is inquiring for 10 to 20 flat

cars for export to France.

The Cumberland & Manchester, Barbourville, Ky., is inquir-

ing for one low side gondola car.

The American Steel & Wire Company, Cleveland, is inquir-

ing for 15, 50 to 70-ton steel hopper cars.

The Northwest Trading Company, Chicago, is inquiring for

4,500 20-ton box cars for export to Belgium.

The Monongahela Valley Traction Company, Fairmont,

W. Va., is inquiring for 4 30-ton ballast cars.

Passenger Cars

The Southern Pacific, New York, is inquiring for 25 in-

terurban cars.

Iron and Steel

The Wabash Railway has ordered 4 100-ft. turntables

weighing 369 tons from the American Bridge Company.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Saint Marie has or-

dered 4 90-ft. standard turntables weighing 208 tons from the

Milwaukee Bridge Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 803 tons of steel for

new shops at Huntington, W. Va., and Richmond, Va., from

the Richmond Structural Steel & Iron Works, the Fort Pitt

Bridge Works, and the Central States Bridge Company.

Signaling

The New York Central has awarded a contract to the Fed-

eral Signal Company for the installation of an electric inter-

locking plant at Rochester, N. Y. The interlocking machine

will consist of a 72-lever frame, having 15 levers for 14

switches and 1 derail; 14 levers for dwarf signals and 15

levers for high signals. Concrete trunking will be installed.

Another contract awarded by the New York Central to the

Federal Signal Company calls for rebuilding and enlarging

the mechanical interlocking plant at Jersey Shore, Pa., which

will include a 20-lever, style A machine and type 4 electric

home signals. The Federal Signal Company has also re-

ceived an order from the New York Central for a 36-lever

Saxby & Farmer machine to be installed at Yost's, N. Y.

The Q. & C. Company, New York, opened an office in the

Claus Spreckels building, San Francisco, Cal., on August 21.

This office is in charge of Latham McMullin.

R. S. Brovra, who has been with the G. M. Basford Com-
pany, New York, since its establishment, two years ago, was
made vice-president of that company August 26.

F. A. Poor, president of the P. & M. Company, Chicago,

has gone to Washington, D. C, to enter the service of the

American Red Cross, at its national headquarters.

B. A. Epperson, who for ten years represented the Stark

Rolling Mill Company, Canton, Ohio, in Indiana, Illinois and
the Southern states, has joined the Central Officers Training

Camp at Camp Gordon, Ga.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee.
manufacturers of electric controlling devices and allied ap-

paratus, announces the opening on September 3 of a branch
office in the Union Trust Building, ISth and H streets, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. This office will be in charge of H. W.
Knowles and C. W. Yerger.

Wilberforce Eckels, who for five years has been assistant

western sales manager of the Standard Coupler Company in

Chicago, has been commissioned a second lieutenant of en-

gineers. Mr. Eckels is a graduate of Pennsj'lvania State

College, where he took a mechanical engineering course.

Owing to the fact that George A. Post, Jr., formerly western
sales manager, has been for several months a captain in the

ordnance corps, and now Lieutenant Eckels is also in military

service, the company has closed its Chicago office.

The Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y., announces
that approximately 20 per cent of its forces have joined some
branch of military service. Among those who have entered
the service are; J. F. Kelly, general superintendent at .A.1-

bany, lieutenant in the engineering branch of the service, at

Camp Lee, Va.; J. W. Hackett, sales engineer at New Y'ork,

who has been commissioned a lieutenant in the signal corps;
Alfred Renshaw, engineer of tests at Albany, who has been
commissioned a captain in the engineering branch of the

army, and Paul Renshaw, assistant to the president, at Al-
bany, who is in the navy and is located at Annapolis, Md.

Marshall E. Keig, secretary and treasurer of Harry Visser-
ing & Co., secretary and treasurer of the Okadee Company,
and third vice-president of the Charles R. Long, Jr., Com-

pany, with office at

Chicago, has resigned
from those positions

and has been given a

leave of absence for

the period of the war.

Mr. Keig has been ac-

cepted for service in

the signal corps of the

army after having been
rejected from the artil-

lery, infantry, marines,

railroad regiments and

navy on account of de-

fective vision. Before
entering the railway

supply field, Mr. Kreig
was employed by the

Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe. From 1904

until 1907 he was in the

construction and oper-

ating departments and
in the ensuing five j'ears was in the general purchasing de-

partment at Chicago. He has been with the supply com-
panies which he now leaves ever since severing his connection
with the Santa Fe.

Marshall E. Keig.



ANNUAL REPORT
Brooklyn Rapid Transit System—For Year Ending June 30, 1918

85 Clinton Stkeet,

Brooklyn, N. Y., August 12, 1918.

The summary of financial operations for the year ending June 30, 1918,

with comparison for the preceding fiscal year, is as follows:

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS OF THE OPERA-
TIONS OF THE BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM

FOR YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1918 AND 1917

Increase -f
1918 1917 Decrease-

Gross Earnings from Operation. $30, 506,479.21 $29,504,018.96 +$1,002,478,25

Operating Expenses 18,111,804.86 16,741,417.19 + 1,370,387.67

Net Earnings from Operation 12,394,602.35 12,702,601.77 — 367,909.42

Income from Other Sources... 407,729.16 427,814.75 — 20,085.59

Total Income 12,802,421.51

Less Taxes and Fixed Charges. 8,690,367.39

Net Income 4.112,054.12

Surplus at Beginning of Year. 11,967,272.96

13,190,416.52 — 387,995.01

7,995,178.23 + 695,189.16

5,195,238.29 — 1,083,184.17

11,562,654.04 + 404,618.92

Total 16,079,327.08 16,757,892.33— 678,565.25

Other Credits to Surplus dur-

ing year 14,573.21 22,603.07— 8,029.86

Total 16,093,900.29 16,780,495.40— 686,595.11

Of this amount there has been

appropriated;

Accounts written off '260.35 5,515.97— 5,776.32

Adjustment of Expenses

prior years 3,892.77 *1,088.36 + 4,981.13

Supercession and Deprecia-

tion 935,761.43 289.022.50+ 646,738.93

Loss from operati'on of Em-
ployees' Restaurants ... 8,362.24 5,631.86+ 2.730.38

Adjustment of Special

Franchise and Real Es-

tate Taxes 135.37— 135.37

Contingent Reserve 83,147,35 + 83,147.35

Direct War Expense 16,755.96 + 16.755.96

Allowance to Employees in

Military Service 17,345.81— 17,345.81

Christmas Gratuities to Em-
ployees 29,341.29— 29,341.29

Dividend on B. R. T. Co.'s

Stock outstanding 2,233,659.00 4,467,318.00 — 2,233,659.00

Total Appropiiations 3,281,318.40 4,913.222.44—1,531,904.04

Balance Sheet Surplus $12,812,581.89 $11,967,272.96 + $845,308.93

It is conceded that adequate and efficient street railroad operation is vitally

essential to a vigorous prosecution of the war. No argument is needed to

prove that a serious impairment of service would, in the large cities, cripple

the activities related to war, or that a radical curtailment of service might
almost paralyze war preparations.

Yet these results arc already partial realities, or immitient, because

Gavcniment at IVashington

under war necessity, has directly or indirectly

Drafted tens of thousands of experienced street railroad men;
Diverted additional thousands to war industries;

Established competitive standards of wages whith street railroads can-

not meet with existing revenue;
Doubled the price of coal, and made it difficult to get at any price;

Increasecl the price of every commodity street railroads buy;
.\bsorbed or withheld materials essential to street railroad construction

and maintenance:
Connnandeered the supply of money;
Increased the rates of ititerest; and
Imposed millions of new taxes; while

Government at home
has in most cases

Refused, or seems reluctant to grant, even the partial relief which it

could give, namely, the right to increase fares, and the suspension of ex-

pensive and onerous exactions.

There can be but one result from a continuance of these opposite influ-

ences. Only the strongest companies can long furnish transportation at less
than cost, and there are few of such companies. Whether the end be finan-

cial lo.<;5es, far reaching in their affliction, or merely impairment of facilitiei
and service, or both, the adverse effects will be a public injury and a gov-
ernment handicap in our national struggle.

Street railroad companies and their investors will gladly bear their part
of the burden of this war. Much sacrifice they must necessarily make, and
of this they do not complain. Their problem is no longer one of reduced
profits but of excessive losses. It has become with some a question even of
preservation of corporate existence, and with all it is a question of continued
ability to serve. In any aspect of the situation grave public interest is
involved. If local transportation is not an essential industry, then it must
accept conditions and reconcile itself to their consequences. If it be an
essential undertaking, not only to the ordinary life of communities but to
the extraordinary and righteous task to which our country has so splendidly
devoted its energies and resources, then street railroad systems must not
merely be permitted to 'ive but they must be fully empowered to serve.

Ihey cannot serve without men. materials and money.
Applied to our particular situation the figures presented above, covering

the operations cf the fiscal year, by no means reflect the measure of burdens
to which our system will be subjected during the succeeding year. The re-
newal of our short term notes for subway financing will call for $1,154,700
additional interest; our coal will cost at least $1,000,000 more; our wages will
increase much more than $1,000,000; nobody knows how much larger our
taxes will be; and our other costs will correspondingly reflect the higher
standards of prices and the incrcasilng difficulties of operation. Moreover,
the delays on the part of the city in furnishing for operation the new rapid
transit lines which it is constructing will postpone still further the larger
volume of normal revenue which we should now be enjoying, and will, unfor-
tunately, prolong the discomforts of existing means of transportation.
Our system has been conservatively and honestly financed and its fixed

charges have been comparatively low because of this fact and because so
large a part of its capital funds is represented bv stock instead of bonds
Thi.. stock IS now without dividends, and as a condition of financing the re-
newal of Its $57,735,000 of notes maturing July 1st last the directors were
obliged to agree not to pay any dividends in cash during the life of the new
notes. To the extent that surplus earnings are available thev must be
diverted temporarily to pay for improvements now under way or' contracted
for.

We need more revenue, therefore, not for dividends—just as such an
appiopriation would be—but for bare necessities, made abnormally severe by
conditions for which we are not responsible. For many vears we have
charged lower fares than our franchises permit. We can not continue so
low a schedule, either in justice to our companies or to our patrons. The
legal rates, however, if applied strictly, would impose undesirable hardships
upon some localities at the expense of others, and we have requested, in lieu
of them during these trying times, the right to charge a generally uniform
rate, higher than we are now charging, and while higher in some' cases yet
lower in many other cases than we have the right to charge. In this increase
of fare the City, as a partner in the results of rapid transit operation, has
more to gain for the relief of its taxpayers than have we. Nearly half our
patrons are now being carried on r.ipid transit lines, built with public and
private capital, and of these it may be said, as well as of those carried by the
surface lines, that they are receiving their transportation for less than its
cost. Certainly there is neither justice nor wisdom in such a situation.

RENEWAL OF MATURING NOTE ISSUE.

It became evident months before the maturity, on July 1st last, of the
Company's $57,735,000 of Six Year 5 per cent Gold Notes (issued for rapid
transit purposes) that with the prevailing financial conditions caused by the
war it would be impossible to pay off those notes with the proceeds of the
saie of long term bonds, or to renew them except with the co-operation of
the Federal Government and at a considerably higher rate of interest. The
War Finance Corporation, created by Act of Congress, furni'shcd the medium
for Government assistance, and negotiations with the Board of Directors
of that Corporation and with the bankers who purchased the original issue of
notes resulted in an offer to noteholders of the following options:

.\—To accept for theit holdings 30 per cent in cash and 70 per cent in
new Three Year Seven Per Cent Secured Gold Notes,

or

D—One hundred per cent of their holdings in an equal face amount of
new Three Year Seven Per Cent Secured Gold Notes.

The money necessary to enable the company to make partial payment
upon the maturing notes is to be advanced by the War Finance Corpora-
tion to Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., and for such advance the company
will deliver to the War Finance Corporation its new Three Year Seven Per

Cent Secured Gold Notes (of the same issue as are those delivered to assent-

ing noteholders) to the amount of the advance.

The response from note-holders has been prompt and favorable. Up to

August 12th holders of 97.39 per cent of the maturing notes had accepted

the plan of renewal—holders of $54,262,000 of notes choosing Option A and
holders of $1,967,000 Option B.

With the approval of the War Finance Corporation the plan was declared

operative on July 16, 191S.

Besides the increase in rate of interest from 5 to 7 per cent the condi-

tions attached to the new note issue require the pledge of additional col-

lateral (referred to below) and an agreement that while the new notes are

outstanding

411
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•;h. Tnmnanv will cav no dividends upon its capital stock in cash or in

any s«"ri.'es or scHp unless such security or scrip shall by .ts term,

rank subse' uent to the rights of the holders of such notes as agamst any

of the assets of the Company
^^^^^ ^^

^u:t !o T!; pa^^tr ;;;!i ":jx
^^p^^I"'^"fr ^s

on thirty days' previous notice at a premium of one-half per
«"</°J "^J"

six months which the notes may still have to run at the date of "dempt.on

The new fssue of notes will be secured by the collateral now deposited wUh

the Trustees to secure the retired notes, to wit:.

$57,-35,000 New York Municipal Railway Corporation's First Mortgage

; n^r'ren't Sinking Fund Gold Bonds, and

^lo.OoS.OOO Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.'s Refunding Mortgage 4 per cent

and'ad°dutnally by $29,000,000 face amount o^.f™"'!'^" ^^f'^J/^Gdd
romnanv Consolidated and Refunding Mortgage Ten-Year 6 P^'/";"\^°'°

Bonds (for
"

dercription of which see below). It is expected that the

$10 00.000 Brooklyn Rapid Transit Refunding Mortgage 4 per cent Go d

Tln,^fU will subsequently be exchanged for a similar face amount ot Lonsou

dated a" d Refunding Mortgage Ten-Year 6 per cent YL^lm
total amount of such latter bonds deposited as

""^'"f' f
^^.""'l.OOO

_

The indenture further provides that the company will cause to be pleogea

thereunder any additional Consolidated and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds

to "amount 'equal at face value to expenditures made by <h= f^pany ou

o, its current surplus earnings for
':^[^;:S''-:J:^X:^^^l^^

Tv^nT; York Mum ptrRailway Corporation First Mortgage 5 per cent

sinking Fund Gold Bonds acquired by the Company with such current sur-

plus earnings.

COMPANY'S NEW MORTGAGE.

Pursuant to authority conferred by
.
stockholders at the special meetm^^

held Mav 23 1918, the Company has since the close of the hscal year exe

cued and delivered to the Central Union Trust Company of ^^« \-k, a

C\tee. Its ConsoUdated
-^.tMet^^it^rrtrage "if ilteluded 'T J.I

^'^: oT'^hrRef;°ndtg'Kg:ge""of Ju'y^^^O^' .

-f/ ^^^Us bearing interest in e^x«ss^o^ ^^ ^^ XoOO.OOO,Tufis erticTn
mortgage IS lor iiic

interest convertibility into stock, maturi-

ilL^ardTd^m^trorpri^UegJ^lese^bel'ngdeter^^^^^^^^^

f-:rmar S^cZr':^ thrb:irnx:ctl^betch^5.^:'^e?^
and be"ore sale, for bonds of another series, bearing a different rate of
and Detore

;„ and with different redemption clauses. Like-

w^e^lny bonds'whih may'have been disposed of and which contain re-

demptio/privilege may by redemption be refunded into other bonds of the

''
':r"f f^m'Tme t" dm a'co^rdTng "otlie varying conditions of market-

-?-/l1^i\ 1 ^:r;^r^'ll^r'i^^,^'!^e'=esr:^ 71 o\l
replaced

^^l^^J'')^^°Z"taZTof the interest rate to 4 per cent, and as a

S'&S^fh-r^J^t^it^ra^oL^ ^: ^^=
"'"irir:xpecTeV\hat^t-due time these treasury 4 per cent bonds will be

excLnged for bonds issued under the new mortgage and bearing a higher

"of1he"'$"9.M0,000 Ten-year Six Per Cent Bonds to be
-^"^Vh^ee'Vfar

new mortRace and deposited as collateral to the Company s Three-Year

Seven Per' Cent Secured Gold Notes. $29,000,000 will be returned to the

Trustee when no longer nee-led for that purpose. The remaining $10,000

-

000 will when released, be returned to the Company and may, before sale

be exchanged if thought desirable, for bonds of later maturity and bearing

'
TL'^^t'unding 'Mortgage of July 1, 1902. is now closed and no more

bonds may be issued under its provisions. All bonds heretofore issued

under hat mortgage and now outstanding will, as they are exchanged or

acnuired be deposited with the Trustee of the new Conso idated and Re-

fund ng Mortgage as further protection to the lien of the latter mortgage.

The amount of Refunding Mortgage 4 per cent bonds now outstanding .s

$27 621,000, of which $24,182,000 are in the possession of companies of the

Brooklyn liapid Transit System, and $3,439,000 are m the hands of the

""The bonds issuable under the new Consolidated and Refunding Mortgage

of June 1, 1918, may be used as follows:

$7 000,000 for acquiring and retiring a like amount of bonds issued

under the B. R. T. Mortgage of October 1, 1895.

27,621,000 for acquiring and retiring a like amount of First Re-

funding Mortgage Gold Bonds issued under the B. K. 1.

Mortgage of July 1, 1902.

53,033,000 for acquiring or retiring bonds of constituent com-

panies.

29 619,000 as collateral for loans (to be returned to the Jrustee

when no longer required for such purpose, but reissuable

for the purposes for which remaining bonds may be

issued under Section 6 of Article 2 of the Mortgage).

1 350 000 to reimburse the company for the cost of $625,000 Coney

Island at-d Brooklvn Railroad Co. Consolidated Mortgage

bonds, $650,000 Sea Beach Railway Co. Consolidated

Mortgage bonds, and $200,000 Brooklyn City Railroad

Co. Ist and Refunding Mortgage Bonds.

31,377,000 for new properties, additions and improvements.

Total, $150,000,000

RAPID TRANSIT PROGRESS UNDER CITY CONTRACTS.

Two of the tracks in that portion of the Broadway Subway between Canal

Street and Union Square, together with the connecting tracks over the

Manhattan Bridge and through the Canal Street Subway, were placed in

operation on September 4, 1917, and on January 5, 1918, operation was

begun on all four tracks between Rector Street and Times Square. The

result of this operation has been satisfactory in respect to additional rev-

enue, but unsatisfactory m respect to our ability to care properly for the

traffic offered. This latter result is due partly to the incomplete stations

and inadequate switching facilities as the subway was turned over to us,

but chiefly to the great volume of transfer traffic from the Williamsburg

Bridge Elevated lines on account of passengers desiring to take advantage

of the longer ride i« Manhattan without the payment of additional fare.

This condition has brought to the Broadway Subway through the single

Canal Street gateway a volume ot traffic beyond the proper capacity of

such gateway—resulting in tremendous congestion, considerable confusion

and much discomfort, besides unduly crowding the cars operated in the

Broadway Subway The Dual System plans do not contemplate any such

concentration of traffic. They require the construction by the city of:

1—The 14th Street-Eastern Subway, providing a direct approach to Man-

hattan for traffic originating in the northern and eastern sections of

our Brooklyn and adjacent Queens territory;

2 The Montague Street-East River Tunnel, affording a direct connec-

tion from the southerly and Flatbush sections of Brooklyn with the

Broadway Subway at the Battery;

3—An extension of the Centre Street Loop through Nassau and Broad

Streets. Manhattan, to the Battery (thus relieving the Broadway Sub-

way south of Canal Street of southbound Brooklyn transfer passengers

reaching Manhattan via the Williamsburgh Bridge, and furnishing,

with the Montague Street tunnel, a convenient downtown loop in

Manhattan for our Brooklyn patrons) ;

4 A direct tunnel connection between the Broadway Subway and Ele-

vated lines in Queens.

Until these connecting lines are in operation our inability to care prop-

erly for the business in the Broadway Subway or on the existing tribuUry

lines will continue. It now seems reasonable to expect that the Queens

Borough Tunnel and the Montague Street Tunnel will be ready for ppera-

tion early in 1919, but the completion of the 14th-Street-Eastern Line is still

remote, and no contract has yet been let for the extension of the Centre

Street Loop Subway southerly through Nassau and Broad Streets.

Operation over the city's new West End elevated line was extended to

Coney Island on July 21, 1917. „ , ^, .

New steel cars were placed in operation on the Broadway Elevated,

Brooklyn, on January 9, 1918.

The Jamaica Avenue Elevated Line was substantially completed and

operation thereover was extended from Richmond Hill to Jamaica on July

2, 1918. ^ .

The new yard at East 105th Street. Canarsie Line, was placed m oper-

ation October 26, 1917.

The elevated Culver Line (under construction by the city) will probably

be open for operation as far south as -Avenue X, within the present fiscal

The connection of the Brighton Beach Line with the city subway will

not be available until the connecting subways are completed, and this will

probably not be until the spring of 1919.

The remaining 100 subway cars, to complete the total of 600 originally

contemplated, were contracted for during the fiscal year.

The Coney Island Terminal work, Myrtie Avenue third tracking and

the East New York construction have been delayed owing to prevailing

labor and material conditions, but will probably be substantially completed

during the present calendar year.

In connection with the equipment of rapid transit lines a temporary suth

station at Canal Street and Broadway has been completely installed and

placed in operation (the capacity of station being 8,000 K.W.) ;
equipment

has been installed in the new South Sixth Street Substadon and placed in

operation (the capacity being 12,000 K.W.); the new Ridgewood Substation

building was completed and equipment is now being installed therein; and

the electric work on rapid transit lines has progressed satisfactorily.

Contracts remaining to be let to complete the equipment of construction

program, as required of the New York Municipal Railway Corporation

under Contract No. 4 and the Related Certificates, consist substantially ol

the following: , », j a •.
Completion of Fulton Street third-tracking from Nostrand Avenue to

Brooklyn Bridge (except a portion of the steel which has been ordered)—
all of which is awaiting decision of the Public Service Commission:

Line equipment and signals on the 14th Street-Eastern Line, Queens

Borough Tunnel, Montague Street Tunnel and Brighton Beach Connec-

tion (awaiting further progress in construction by the city);

The connection between the Culver Line and Coney Island Terminal;

Reconstruction of Broadway Elevated Line between Last New ^orK

,ind Jamaica Avenue;
Increase in Y'ard and Shop facilities at 36th Street;

An additional Sub-station.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS UNDER JOINT ARRANGEMENT
WITH CITY.

Hie results of operations of rapid transit lines under contract with the

city continue to be satisfactory, considering that only a portion ot ine

Broadway Subway has been completed, and that as yet it has no througn
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track connections with Brooklyn and Queens, except in the Canal Street
Subway. For the fiscal year the passenger revenue from the rapid transit
lines increased $1,584,970; operating expenses, maintenance, depreciation,
taxes and rentals increased $1,284,124, and net revenue (applicable to inter-

est on new investment) increased $400,000.
Since the beginning of the pooling arrangement with the city on August

4, 1913. the operating company has earned in full its first preferential of

$3,500,000 per annum, and $2,104,296 towards its second preferential, leaving
$1,443,027 to be m.ide up out of future earnings.

The table of joint operation is as follows:

RESULT OF OPERATIONS OF NEW YORK CONSOLIDATED RAIL-

ROAD COMPANY, LESSEE, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
CONTRACT NO. 4. DATED MARCH 19, 1913, BETWEEN

THE NEW YORK MUNICIPAL RAILWAY
CORPORATION

AND
THE CITY OF NEW YORK

For the period

Year ending August 4, 1913,

Revenue: June 30, 1918 to June 30, 1918

Passenger Revenue $12,685,497.35 $49,513,168.93

Chartered Cars and Misc. Transp. Rev-

enue 680.35 4.766.07

Advertising ., 167.665.58 496,541.35

Other Car and Station Privileges 145,242.03 374,132.49

Rent of Buildings and Other Property... 20,287.97 120,663.53

Rent of Tracks and Terminals 10,428.99 142,564.80

Miscellaneous ..'. 27.603.82 71,918.59

Total $13,057,406.09 $50,723,755.76

Deductions:

Rentals $67,400.00 $374,206.66

Taxes 777.325.20 2.993,139.37

Operatina Expenses, exclusive of Main-

tenance 5,497,760.12 20.472,959.27

Maintenance Fund 1,563,576.27 6,079,237.55

Depreciation Fund 390,894.07 1,519,809.34

Company's First Preferential 3,500,000.00 17,180,107.51

Total $1 1,796,955.66 $48,619,459.70

Net over First Preferential $1,260,450.43 $2,104,296.06

Company's Second Preferential as per En-

gineer's Determination of Cost $981,726.47 $2,723,130.70

Reserve in" respect of lilies in operation

—

anticipating Chief Engineer's Determina-

tion of Cost 684,474.93 824,193.11

Total Second Preferential $1,666,201.40 $3,547,323.81

Deficit* in Company's Preferential: $405,750.97 $1,443,027.75

iNTERESTt Paid by City on Its Cost of

Construction or Property Placed in

Operation Plus Sinking Fund at Rate.

OF 1 Pee Cent Per Annum $1,428,609.98 $4,985,854.37

Total Deficit $1,834,360.95 $6,428,882.12

' To be made good from future net income before payment of City's
interest and Sinking Fund charges.

t Deficit in City's charges during temporary operation to be added to the
tost of Construction of City Owned Lines, but after "initial" operation is
chargeable to the Tax Budget.

SURFACE LINE RECEIPTS.

.rZ^'^
passenger earnings on the surface lines fell off during the year, as

"^r .."'. */ preceding year, $565,851. While part of this decrease

TnZ .1
^'^"""'.'° "'^ competition of new rapid transit lines, any influ-

traL t;"
''"=.'^"°" should have been overcome by the normal increase in

^inli
'^

i"",'"
""'"t f"-""" =" analysis of the receilits that the prin-

ZLlTl'f
"^ ''""'^''ing revenue was the inability, on account of' the

se?v ?r !?"u
'" "."'"'^ "'= f"" complement of cars. The reduction in

women Z I

t>een greater had it not been for the employment of

Tervc"
"/,,?"''"."'"' Moreover, the great number of men leaving the

of n ,nv „
'>"""' °" ^x^"""' °f 'he war has necessitated the employment

standird nr^'
'"™, "''"'' 1"i>Iifi"tions for their duties have been below the

not accoun edfn ' "' '"" f'^^ '" ^"" ""' ""«'^^' "' '^ """''d.

je^p^r'if.- ;: s=;i.:;^:^e'^:t[;y:r^^.™-!t^
-—

methods of inspection (such as lately have been applied), and (with offidal

approval) by
transfers.

nore stringent regulations covering the issue and use of

ADDITIONS, IMPROVEMENTS AND MAINTENANCE.
The net capital expenditures for additions and improvements aggregated

IZ' 'il" *",S''' ,^"^1 $8,669,393.78, of which $8,518,566.05 was expended by
the New York Municipal Railway Corporation on rapid transit lines pur.suam to ;he provisions of its contract with the city, the total of such ex-penditures to June 30, 1918, being $58,499,877.37, divided, subject to redis-
tribution as to certain classifications, as follows:

On account of Contribution to City Owned Lines $11,160,501.82
On account of Equipment of City Owned Lines 11,245 213.43
On account of Additions, Extensions and Improvements of

' '

Existing Railroads
36,094.162.12

in^'the yea".''^"
°* "''' '"''""'"•"" represented property in operation dur-

The expenditures for maintenance of way and structure and of equip-

Tng year^"'
$5,113.323.97-an increase of $111,686.64 over the preced-

WOMEN IN STREET RAILROAD WORK.
In common with other railroad systems our companies have found itnecessary to empoy large numbers of women to do work formerly under-

go u" r'"u
^'"''' """' "'"'"'" ^""'^ ^''" "^d^ i" selection, such aswon d naturally occur at the inception of any experiment so radical, itmust be said for the great majority of women who have sought these newoccupations that they have shown themselves to be efficient, faithful aid

guarSs 'onT h '? approximately 576 women now employed asguards on the subway and elevated trains; 252 as conductors on surface
lines, UO in light shop work, and 173 as car cleaners and porters Fora great many years women have been employed as ticket agents, and wehave 1,150 now acting in that capacity. The employment of women haspresented some new problems, particularly with reference to suitable accom-
modations at depots and shops, and in respect to medical and moral super-
vision, and these problems, requiring necessarily some experience and time
are being satisfactorily solved. In no class of work in which women areengaged do the duties require unusual physical effort. There is no dis-
crimination against them in the matter of compensation, and the wages paid
are considerably m excess of what similar women have heretofore received
or been able to get in their previous occupations. To many of them such
occupation has been a great boon, for it enables them to support themselves
and their families, while husbands or other family wage earners are fighting
for our country across the Atlantic. Had it not been for the readiness ofwomen to fill these places street railroad service would have been much more
seriously handicapped during the past year.

INCREASE IN EMPLOYEES' WAGES.

At various times during the year it has been necessary, in order to
retain the services of experienced employees and to meet prevailing condi-
tions, to increase wages in the various departments of the system. The in-
crease involving the greatest amount of money was made after the close
of the fiscal year (effective August 2, 1918) to the employees of the trans-
portation departments, and will cost in excess of a million dollars a year.
Until normal conditions were upset by the war our system had in its employ
a larger proportion of men tried by years of experience than most railroad
systems. The men have been generally satisfied with the conditions of
employment, have continuously shared the prosperity of the company, and
the opportunity of steady jobs, promotion from time to time based 'upon
merit and fair treatment, have given us an unusually loyal and capable lot
of men. Street railroads cannot expect to compete in wage payments with
the temporary conditions attaching to war industries, but they can expect,
by offering permanency of occupation and opportunity for advancement, to
hold and invite the employment of those who are thinking further ahead
for their welfare than the period of this war. In granting the increase the
directors felt it to be their duty both to the public and to the property to
make every effort possible to preserve the valuable asset which both the
company and the public possess in the large proportion of tried men in its

service. They also believe that the public is fairminded enough to appre-
ciate that in order to pay these higher rates of wages the company must
have more revenue and while they would have preferred to postpone a
further increase in wages until a higher average unit of fare should be
established, they felt that they could rely on the assistance of both public
officials and patrons in maintaining this higher standard of wage by assent-
ing to a higher rate of fare.

RESERVE ACCOUNTS.

Reserve accounts have been increased during the year as follows:

Fire Insurance $62,581.14

Amortization of Capital, etc 786,293.56

Employer's Liability 55,952.35

$904,827.05

As against these increases the following charges have been made:

Retired Property Adjustments, etc., to the extent of. $120,549.99

.And Payments on account of Employer's Liability,

in the sum of 16,320.95 136.870.94

leaving a net increa Reserves for the year of.. $767,956.11

Respectfully submitted,

T. S. Williams, President.

[Adv.]
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Railway Financial News
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—See editorial comments else-

where in this issue.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.—See editorial comments elsewhere in

this issue.

Denver & Salt Lake.—The Railroad Administration has agreed

to take over the operation of this road and to pay the standard

basis of compensation. One-half of the cost of increased wages

since January 1 is to be met by the government and one-half

by the railroad.

Lehigh Valley.-—The First National Bank and Drexel & Co.,

of Philadelphia, have purchased $15,000,000 ten-year 6 per cent

collateral trust bonds of the Lehigh Valley. This is the first

financing done by tliis road since April, 1916, when Drexel &
Co. bought an issue of $10,697,000 of its 4^ per cent general

consolidated mortgage bonds.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Receiver's certificates to the

amount of $2,241,000 matured on August IS, but Receiver C.

E. Schaff was able only to meet the interest and was obliged

to ask holders of the certificates for an extension of six

months. The receiver's certificates which were due are the

balance of an issue of $3,000,000 bearing interest at the rate of

5 per cent, and having a maturity of 18 months. At the office

of the M., K. & T. it was said that a large majority of the

holders of receiver's certificates had agreed to the six months'

extension at 6 per cent. The funds required to meet the inter-

est payment were the proceeds of the rental payments made
by the Federal Railroad Administration. A month ago there

matured $34,000 of 5 per cent equipment trust certificates of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas. The receiver of the

road did not have funds at the time, but no permanent default

was entered inasmuch as a belated payment by the Railroad

Administration made it possible for the road to meet its

obligations on August 8.

Rhode Island Company.—See New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford.

Railway Construction

Central New England.—This company is building at May-
brook, N. Y., a ten-stall brick enginehouse to cost about $85,000.

The contractor is the H. Wales Lines Company of Meriden,

Conn.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,—Under-passes are now under

construction at Forty-eighth and Sixtieth avenues, Chicago. At

the former point a single track, SO-ft. steel girder span is being

erected by the ^^'ells Brothers Construction Company, Chicago.

The Sixtieth avenue viaduct, a double track, 80-ft. reinforced

concrete structure, is being constructed by the Stresenreuter-

Cotton Company, Chicago.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.—This company has awarded a

contract to the Wm. Graver Tank Works, Chicago, for the

installation of Graver type "K" water treating plants with

quartz filters and with a capacity of 15,000 gals, per hour, at

Spaulding, 111., and Frankfort.

The Pennsylvania Eastern Lines has awarded a contract

to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the construc-

tion of a 1,000-ton reinforced concrete automatic electric loco-

motive coaling plant and an R & S gravity sand plant at

Youngwood, Pa.; also a similar plant of 300-ton capacity at

Perryville, Md.

Accidents to workmen in the use of grinding wheels and while

working on scatTolds are the subjects of the two latest "Safe

Practices" pamphlets of the National Safety Council.

Railroad Administration

Regional

H. R. Saiford, chief engineer of the Grand Trunk, has been
appointed engineering assistant, under the United States

Railroad Administration, Central Western Region, with office

at Chicago.

Frank J. Whiteman, superintendent of safety of the St.

Louis-San Francisco, has resigned and has been appointed
supervisor of safety for the Southwestern Region, with head-
quarters at St. Louis.

E. C. Keenan, general superintendent of telegraph of the

New York Central Lines, has been appointed general super-

intendent of telegraph and telephone of the Eastern Region.
with office at New York City.

E. A. Chenery, superintendent of telegraph of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of telegraph for all lines under federal

control in the Southwestern region, effective August 22.

H. E. Mack, manager of mail traffic for the Missouri Pacific,

the International & Great Northern, the St. Louis-South-
western and the St. Louis-Southwestern of Texas, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed general super-

visor of mail traffic for all lines under federal control in the

Southwestern region, effective August 22.

T. T. Maxey, advertising agent of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy for the past eight years, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, has been appointed representative of the Central
Western region on the Bureau of Suggestions, Complaints
and Public Relations, of the Railroad Administration, which
is now in the process of organization. Mr. Maxey's new
headquarters will be in Washington, D. C.

Federal and General Managers

A. DeBemardi, general manager of the Kansas City.

Mexico & Orient, has been appointed general manager, under
the Federal Administration, with office at Wichita, Kan.

H. S. Garrett, second vice-president and general attorney
of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway of Texas, has
been appointed general attorney under the Federal Adminis-
tration, with office at San Angelo, Texas.

D. F. Kirkland, general manager of the Georgia & Florida,

has been appointed terminal manager at Atlanta, Ga., with
authority over the terminals of all lines (except the Atlanta
Terminal Company) effective September 1.

B. R. Pollock, federal manager of the Boston & Maine,
the Montpelier & Wells River, the Barre & Chelsea and the

St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain, announces that beginning
August 22, all general officers of the Boston & Maine will

have their authority extended over the three smaller roads.

Need S. Doran, auditor of the Kansas City. Mexico &
Orient, with office at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
auditor under the l~ederal .Administration, with office at

Wichita, Kan. E. H. Rowley has been appointed acting

federal treasurer of the same road, with office at Wichita,

Kan.

E. T. Lamb, federal manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham
& Atlantic, the Atlanta & West Point, the Western Railway
of Alabama, the Charleston & Western Carolina and the

Frisco lines east of the Mississippi river, with headquarters

at .Xtlanta, Ga., has been appointed federal manager also of

the Atlanta Terminal Company.

J. A. Edson, federal manager of the Kansas City Southern
and other lines, has had his authority extended over the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, and announces that J. F.

Holden, traffic manager; J. M. Weir, chief engineer, and W. S.
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Atkinson, purchasing agent, have also had their authority
similarly extended, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

Operating

C. M. Scott, superintendent of the Phoenix division of the
Arizona Eastern, at Phoenix, Ariz., has been appointed gen-
eral manager, with ofifice at Tucson, .\riz.

E. B. McClure, division superintendent of the Chicago &
North Western, at .Sioux City, la., has been appointed ter-
minal manager, in charge of operation of the Sioux City
Terminals.

J. J. Corcoran, superintendent on the Pere Marquette, at
Detroit, has been appointed general superintendent of the
Grand Trunk, Western Lines, with headquarters at Chicago,
effective August 26.

T. J. Foley, vice-president of the Illinois Central at Chicago,
has been appointed general manager. A. E. Clift, general
manager at Chicago, has been appointed assistant general
manager with the same headquarters, effective August 20.

J. J. Mantell, general superintendent of the Erie, with office
at New York, has been appointed terminal manager in charge
of all railroad terminals, on the west side of the harbor from
Greenville (Pennsylvania terminal) on the south to Edgewater
(New York, Susquehanna & Western) on the north.

_
W. S. Martin, vice-president of the Memphis Union Sta-

tion Company, with ofifice at Memphi.ii, Tenn.. has been ap-
pointed general superintendent for the Arkansas & Memphis
Railroad Bridge and Terminal, the Memphis Union Station
and the Union Railroad of Memphis, with authority over all

departments and reporting to the regional director.

E. L. Mackenroth has been appointed assistant superin-
tendent of telegraph of the Northern Pacific, at Tacoma,
Wash., succeeding E. E. Dildine, promoted, effective August 1.

J. F. Coleman has been appointed acting assistant to the
general superintendent of the western district at Tacoma,
Wash., succeeding L. F. Newton, who has been granted a
leave of absence to enter the service of the United States
Railroad ."Xdministration.

Joseph C. Peters, whose appointment as superintendent of
the Philadelphia division of the Philadelphia & Reading, was
noticed in the Raikmy Age of August 2, has been in the
service of the Reading 38 years, having begun as a messenger
at Philadelphia in November. 1880. He became a telegraph
operator in 1881, a signalman in 1885 and" was promoted to
yardmaster at Wayne Junction in October, 1887. After suc-
cessive promotions in this service he became train despatcher
in March 1890, and on January 1. 1902, he was promoted to
trammaster at Philadelphia. This position he held until his
appomtment as superintendent on June 1, last.

E. E. Lillie, superintendent of the Spokane & Inland Em-
pire, at Spokane, Wash., has been appointed assistant genera!
manager of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, the Oregon
Trunk and the Oregon Electric, with headquarters at Port-
land. Oregon, Mr. Lillie entered the railroad service
on the Great Northern in 1888 and was continuouslv with
that company until 1907, as operator, despatcher." chief
despatcher and assistant superintendent, except for a period
of one year, between 1902 and 1903. when he went to the
t-hoctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, now a part of the Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific, as trainmaster at Little Rock. Ark. From
iy08 to 1911, he was superintendent of car service and tele-
graph of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, at Portland. Ore .and in 1911, he was appointed superintendent of the Spokane
& Inland Empire, which position he held until his appoint-
ment as assistant general manager, as mentioned above.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

hJ,; ^- "^.a^hall, trea.surcr of the Duluth & Iron Range, has^en appointed acting federal treasurer, with office at Duluth,

Joseph Seifert, assistant auditor of the Duluth, Missabe &
n^Vn

'"

aV-
' ''^^" appointed federal auditor, with office at

L'uuitii. Minn.

J- W. Kempton, second assistant treasurer of the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern, has been appointed acting federal treas-
urer, with office at Duluth, Minn.

J. A. Quinn has been appointed auditor of the St. Joseph
& Grand Island, with headquarters at St. Joseph, Mo., suc-
ceeding F. W. Meyer, transferred.

G. H. Steinberg, treasurer of the Terminal Railroad Asso-
ciation of St. Louis, has also been appointed acting federal
treasurer of the Alton & Southern, the St. Louis & O'Fallon,
the St. Louis National Stock Yards, the East St. Louis
National Stock Yards, the St. Louis & Belleville Electric
and the St. Louis, Troy & Eastern, effective August 22.

W. S. Horton, general attorney on the Illinois Central,
witli headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed general
solicitor with the same headquarters. W. D. Beymer, con-
troller, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed
federal auditor with the same headquarters. O. F. Nau, local
treasurer, at Chicago, has been appointed acting federal
treasurer with the same headquarters, effective August 20.

Harry D. Foster, whose appointment as general auditor of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Quincy. Omaha
& Kansas City, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding
C. I. Sturgis, was announced in the RailTvay Age of August
16, was born at Downer's Grove, 111., on October 24. 1866.
Mr. Foster began railway work with the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy, on June 8, 1882, and has since been employed
continuously in the auditing department of that svstem
From July 2, 1892, to January 1, 1896, he was ticket auditor
on the lines in Missouri. On the latter date he was pro-
rnoted to auditor of freight and ticket accounts of the same
lines at St. Joseph, Mo., where he remained for the next
seven years, when he became auditor of expenditures of the
lines east of the Missouri river, with headquarters at Chi-
cago. From May 7, 1906, to March 1, 1910, he was assistant
auditor of the Hnes west of the Missouri river, with head-
quarters at Omaha, Neb. On the latter date he was pro-
moted to assistant general auditor of the system at Chicago,
which position he held until liis appointment as general au-
ditor under the United States Railroad Administration.

Traffic

G. F. Stump has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Long Island Railroad, with office at New York
City.

C. P. Morse has been appointed a member of the com-
mittee of freight traffic control, Ohio River Gateways, with
headquarters at Cincinnati, in place of George Krause, trans-
ferred. ,

F. B. Bowes, vice-president in charge of traffic on the
Illinois Central, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
appointed traffic manager, with the same headquarters
effective August 20.

C. W. Kieswetter, assistant general freight agent of the
Duluth, Missabe & Northern, has been appointed general
freight and passenger agent in place of J. B. Hanson, with
office at Duluth, Minn.

T. Thompson, secretary of the Western Passenger Associa-
tion, which recently went out of existence, has been ap-
pointed secretary of the Western Passenger Traffic Com-
mittee, with headquarters at Chicago.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
W. J. Tapp has been appointed fuel supervisor of the

Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Denver Colo
effective August 19.

' '

R. B. Shepard, Jr., office engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line,
with office at Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed valuation
engineer, vice D. W. Gross, resigned.

Maurice Coburn, principal assistant engineer on the Penn-
sylvania Lines West, with office at St. Louis, has been ap-
pointed supervising engineer, with office at Indianapolis.
Ind. The headquarters of the St. Louis svstem of the Penn-
sylvania has been moved to Indianapolis,'and to this system
the Administration has added the Indianapolis Terminal
and the Louisville divisions.
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A. E. Calkins, assistant superintendent of rolling stock of the

New York Central Lines East, has been appointed engineer of

rolling stock of the New York Central Lines, with office at

New York.

C. N. Bainbridge has been appointed assistant engineer

in charge of bridge inspection and bridge erection on the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, lines east of Mobridge, S. D.,

succeeding E. S. Meloy, deceased.

D. M. Case, signal and electrical engineer of the Southern,

lines west, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has had
his jurisdiction extended to include the Georgia Southern &
Florida and the Alabama & Vicksburg.

A. R. Cook, principal assistant engineer of the Northern
Pacific, with office at Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed

engineer of maintenance of way, for the lines west of Para-

dise, in place of L. M. Perkins, transferred.

W. A. Clark, chief engineer of the Duluth & Iron Range,

has been appointed chief engineer of that road and the

Duluth, Missabe & Northern, succeeding H. L. Dresser on

the last named road; office at Duluth, Minn.

A. B. Himes, assistant engineer in the signal department

of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has been ap-

pointed assistant engineer of signals, with office at Cincin-

nati, Ohio. G. A. Motry, signal inspector at Baltimore, Md.,

succeeds Mr. Himes, and Thomas L. Cannon, signal in-

spector, at Cumberland, Md., succeeds Mr. Motry.

F. L. Thompson, whose appointment as chief engineer of

the Illinois Central was noticed last week, was educated at the

University of Illinois,

graduating from the

civil engineering course

in 1896. He entered the

service of the Illinois

Central on June 18 of

the same year, as a

chainman on the re-

construction and lower-

ing of the tracks along

the lake front at Chi-

cago, and later was
rodman and inspector

on concrete work. In

the early part of the

following year he was
engaged as a rodman at

Vicksburg, Miss., on

the work of changing a

700-ft. tunnel to an

open cut. He also had „,,.,.
, r ii. 1. -u- „ F. L. Thompson
charge of the buildmg
of a concrete arch and
large freight house at the same place. After the completion

of that work he was rodman and assistant engineer on sur-

veys and on grade reduction work from Fulton, Ky., to

Memphis, Tenn. From January, 1900, to August of the fol-

lowing year, he was assistant engineer in charge of grade reduc-

tion and double track work between Wickliffe, Ky., and

Fulton. For the next six months, Mr. Thompson was in

charge of the double track and grade reduction work from

Irvington, 111., to Carbondale. From February, 1902, to

February, 1903, he was assistant engineer in the chief en-

gineer's office at Chicago. The following eight months he

was acting roadmaster of the Chicago division, and was then

transferred to the Louisville division, as roadmaster, where
he remained until January, 1907, at which time he was ap-

pointed assistant engineer of bridges. On July 1. 1910, he

was promoted to engineer of bridges and buildings, and on
April 1, 1913, was appointed engineer of construction, and
served in this capacity for the following two years. On
April 1, 1914, he became assistant chief engineer, which

position he held until his promotion to chief engineer as

mentioned above.

Oscar E. Wolden, assistant fuel supervisor of the Minne-
apolis, St. Paul & Saulte Ste. Marie, at Minneapolis, Minn.,

has been appointed acting fuel supervisor, succeeding L. R.

Pyle, whose appointment as supervisor of the fuel conserva-

/

tion section for the Central Western region was announced in

the Railway Age on August 9. Harry W. Maurer has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the car department,
with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

J. M. Sills, district engineer on the St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco, at Springfield, Mo., has been appointed assistant chief

engineer, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. H. B. Barry,
district engineer at Memphis, Tenn., has been transferred to

Springfield. D. E. Gelwix, assistant engineer, with head-
quarters at Springfield, Mo., has been appointed district en-
gineer at the same place.

E. T. Irving, division engineer on the Grand Trunk, West-
ern lines, with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted
to chief engineer of the Western lines, with headquarters
at Detroit, Mich. W. H. Sample, superintendent of motive
power of the Grand Trunk, at Montreal, Que., has been
transferred to the western lines, with headquarters at Detroit,

Mich., effective .August 26.

Purchasing

Ralph P. Moore, purchasing agent of the Duluth & Iron
Range, has been appointed purchasing agent of that road
and the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, succeeding on the
latter road H. Greenfield; office at Duluth, Minn.

Corporate

Operating

H. H. Hill, auditor of the Ocilla Southern, with office at

Ocilla, Ga., has been appointed general manager for re-

ceivers in place of J. F. Gray, resigned. Mr. Hill will con-

tinue to serve as auditor.

William Harry Bunney, whose appointment as general
superintendent of the Montana, Wyoming & Southern, with
headquarters at Belfry, Mont., was announced in the RailiL'ay

Age on July 26, was previously employed by the Northern
Pacific as chief clerk to the general superintendent at Liv-

ingston, Mont. Mr. Bunney entered the service of the North-
ern Pacific on June 28, 1899 as engine wiper and call boy.

Later he was promoted to stenographer, chief clerk to the

assistant general superintendent, assistant chief clerk to the

general manager and chief clerk to the general superintend-
ent, at Livingston, which position he held until he resigned

to become general superintendent of the Montana, Wyoming
& Southern, as mentioned above.

Traffic

W. B. Lanigan, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Canadian Pacific, western lines, with office at Winnipeg, has

been promoted to freight traffic manager, with office at Mon-
treal, in charge of freight traffic on all the company's lines,

suceeeding W. R. Maclnnes, promoted to vice-president.

George C. Martin, whose appointment as general traffic

manager of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, was noticed

in the Railway Age of August 23, was born at Creemore, Ont..

on January 2, 1866, and entered the railway service in 1882

on the Northern & Northwestern Railway. His first position

was assistant to the agent, at Thornbury, Ont. A year later

he went to the Canadian Pacific and was a telegraph operator

on construction, between Calgary and Medicine Hat. In

1884 he went to the Grand Trunk and was station agent at

Caldwell Junction, and later at other places. In December,
1897, he went to the Toronto, Hamilton & Buflalo as chief

clerk in the traffic department. On December 1. 1909, he was
appointed assistant general freight and passenger agent, and

three years later w\-is promoted to general freight and pas-

senger agent, which position he held until his promotion in

the present month.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

F. T. Hatch, chief engineer maintenance of way of the

Pennsylvania Lines, St. Louis System, with headquarters at

St. Louis, remains with the corporation as consulting en- .

gineer and he will have charge of valuation, with office at St.

Louis.



Ever_v man in this country between the ages of IS and 20,

inclusive, anci 32 and 45, inclusive, must register on Thurs-

day, September 12, in accordance with
Registration the provisions of the new Man Power

Day \)i\l. The registration and classifica-

September 12 ''O'^ of 13,000,000 riien is a tremen-

dous task. The increased rate at

which we have been sending men abroad has nearly de-

pleted the reservoir of Class I men now available for full

military service. Stern necessity requires the immediate en-

rollment of the additional men, leaving very little time for

a far-reaching publicity campaign to advise and awaken
every man interested as to his duty. It therefore devolves

upon every loyal citizen not only to co-operate cheerfully in

doing his duty, but to go far beyond this, and whether he is

of draft age or not, to see that his associates and those in his

employ are fully informed as to the recjuirements of the law.

Every influence should be Ijrought to bear to have a max-
imum registration. "It is the call to duty," said President

Wilson in his proclamation, "to which ever)' true man in the

country will respond with pride and with the consciousness

that in doing so he plays his part in vindication of a great

cause at whose summons every true heart offers its supreme
service."

Prepare for

Fourth

Liberty Loan

The Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign will begin on Septem-

ber 28 and will undoubtedly be for a larger sum than any
of the preceding loans. Real sacrifices

will have to l)e made to insure its suc-

cess and thus back up the remarkable

progress that is now being made on
the Western front. The war will be

shortened and lives of our boys will be saved by getting the

entire nation scjuarely behind the war program and support-

ing it enthusiastically, intelligently and thoroughly. While
the money will be needed badly it is even more necessarj- that

there be increased activity on the part of all of those who are

engaged in occupations that are essential to the winning of

the war—and this should mean practically everybody. To
cultivate a "Win-the-War" spirit and "arouse serious en-

thusiasm for the loan," it is suggested that ever)' employer

or organization hold preliminary meetings for employees

or members before the beginning of the campaign. The
Liberty Loan Bureau has prepared suggestions for the

programs for these proposed meetings; more complete in-

formation as to these programs with directions for secur-

ing copies of the Libert)' Loan Committee booklet will he

found on pages 36 and 37 of the advertising section of this

issue.

The most significant action of the National Industrial

Traffic League, at its convention in Buffalo la.st week, was
the resolution ado]ited in the last five

Suggest a minutes of the meeting, telling Mr.
Traffic Adviser Mc.\doo that he ought to have an in-

fer Mr. McAdoo dustrial traffic man on his board of ad-

visers. This meeting lacked nothing in

intense feeling, though it was verv decorous. Nothing like

harshness or unfriendliness toward the railroads was even
suggested by anything that was said or done; yet, the loudest

applause of the day was that which followed Mr. Walter's

pledge that no local committee would be allowed to settle any
change in freight rates unless there w'ere a shipper on the

committee. At the same time there was very specific men-
tion of innumerable faults in the operation of the freight

(and passenger) service since the government took the job,

and the officers and committees of the association went home
with their portfolios full of things to be attended to. A
visitor from Canada speaking at the clo.se of the meeting,

referring to the sentiment in the Dominion in favor of gov-

ernment operation of railroads, thought that this two-day
exhibit of grievances could not he called verj' encouraging to

such sentiment.

The statistics of the Railroad .\dministration for June and
the six months ended June 30 make clear that in June,

and, also in the entire first six months
The Decline that the railwa)'s were operated by the

in Freight government, there were declines in the

Movement amount of freight traffic handled by

them. In another column, under the

heading "Efficiency Under Government and Private Man-
agement," we have commented upon the attempt of Theodore
H. Price, actuary of the Railroad Administration, to demon-
strate by the freight operating statistics for the first five

months of the year that there had been a "striking increase

in efficiency" under government control. Our conclusion is

that the statistics for these five months do not show any in-

crease of efficiency. The same conclusion must be drawn
from the statistics for June, for in that month there were
declines, as compared with June, 1917, in the total freight

handled, in the average miles traveled per locomotive and
per car per day, and in the average number of tons hauled
one mile by each car and each locomotive. There was an
increase in the average number of tons carried per loaded

cur, but the average number of tons per train was the same
as it was in June, 1917. While there was a decrease in

loaded freight car miles, there was an increase in empty
freight car miles, and therefore an increase in the percentage

of empty car miles to total car miles. There were increases

in the proportion of freight locomotives and of cars in or

awaiting shop. The statistics for June are given in detail

elsewhere in this issue. One question which they raise is as

to whether the decline shown in the total traffic handled was
due to the fact that there actually was less traffic offered to

the railways, or to the fact that they were unable to handle
as much traffic as they did the year before. If the statistics

of car shortages and surpluses were still being compiled and
publi-shed they would throw light on this question, but the

Railroad .\dministration discontinued them early in the year.

If there has lieen an actual decline in the total amount of

traffic available, this would largely explain the apparent de-

cline in efficiency and might show that it was nominal rather

than real. If. on the other hand, it be assumed that the

amount of traffic offered to the roads was as great in June,
1918, as in June, 1917, the inference the statistics suggest

is that there has been some decline in the general efficienc)"

of freight train operation.
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An Opportunity for Engineers

SixcE THE United States Railrcmd Administkatkjn de-

cided to substitute government operation for federal con-

trol of the railways it has become necessary to build up cor-

porate organizations to represent the stockholders of the indi-

vidual properties and to protect their interests in negotiations

with the Railroad Administration. In consequence many

experienced railway men have withdrawn from active par-

ticipation in the operation of the properties in order that they

may serve in corporate positions. As a result the railways

have lost the services of such men as E. P. Riitlcy, Daniel

W'illanl, Samuel Rea and Julius Kruttschnitt, who have long

iieen regarded as among the leaders in the develojiment of our

transportation systems. In the building up of these duplicate

organizations for the corporations no branch has been affected

more directly than the engineering department. The con-

siderations which will fonn the basis for a large part of the

negotiations between the government and the carriers will

center in large measure about the changes made in the physi-

cal properties and the standards to which the roads are main-

tained. The government has agreed to return the roads to

their owners at the termination of the period of federal con-

trol in the same condition as when taken over or to make

proper compensation for any deficiencies. Every change in

the physical plant must, therefore, be made a matter of

record. Under the conditions now existing it is not to be

expected that the government will be able to maintain many

of the roads to the high standards formerly prevailing and

the consequent depreciation will Ijecome a very important

factor in the final negotiations.

These problems are essentially engineering in nature and

recognition of this fact has already resulted in the selection

of engineers for executive positions with the corporations on

several roads; thus on the Burlington a former chief engi-

neer of another Hill line has been made chairman of the

board of directors, on the North Western the chief engineer

has been elected president of the corporation and on the Illi-

nois Central the chief engineer has been made vice-president.

On the other roads which have started to perfect corporate

organizations, chief engineers have been among the first offi-

cers to be appointed, these men being selected in nearly all

cases from among the higher engineering officers of the

operating organizations. The war has created many vacan-

cies in the engineering departments of the roads, particularly

among the men in the lower ranks. The formation of these

duplicate organizations is making equally serious inroads

among the engineers in executive positions.

Politics and the Railways

Under Government Control

DIRECTOR Genkkai, of Railrouds McAdoo on August ol

issued a statement regarding the participation of rail-

way- officers and employees in politics which has been read

with much interest, and some feeling, by those to whom it

was addressed. The director general said that ''it was a

matter of common report that railroads under private control

were frequently used for partisan political jiurposes; that

railroad corporations were frequently adjuncts of political

machines, and that even .sovereign states had been at times

dominated by them." He added", "Now- that the government

controls and operates the railroads there is no selfish or pri-

vate interest to serve, and the incentive to political activity

no longer exists." He therefore ordered that no railroad

officer or employee shall become a candidate for office, or

otherwise take an active part in politics. Many of the men

active in the management of the railways under private con-

trol are now serving the Railroad Administration in very im-

jiortant positions. They could tell Mr. Mc.\doo that the

domination of politics by the railways long ago ceased, and

that the main trouble within recent years has been the domi-

nation of the railways by politics. Furthermore, they could

tell him that within recent years lobbyists representing the

organized emi)loyees of the railways have been very active

and influential in politics in various states and also at Wash-
ington, and they might be disposed to ask him why he re-

ferred so pointedly to the ancient domination of politics "by

the railways and did not refer at all to the more recent jjoliti-

cal activities of the railroad brotherhoods—those, for in-

stance, in connection with the "'basic eight-hour day"?
Mr. McAdoo is receiving faithful and efficient support

from many former managers of railway companies, and it is

difficult to understand how it can be necessary, as a means

to helping win the war, for him to refer to the former rela-

tions l)etween the railways and politics in a way which seems

directly to slap men of this class in the face. The number
of statements issued by persons connected with the Railroad

.Administration in which very direct reflections are cast upon
the former private management of the railways is increasing.

Government operation itself has not thus far proved either

impeccable or invulnerable, and the Railroad Administration

may not, in the long run, find it to its advantage to cast slurs

upon private management which directly challenge compari-

sons between the past and the present.

Efficiency Under Government
and Private Management

WHETHER THIS SHOULD be done or not, ever\body knows
that in the discussion of government ownership com-

parisons will be made between the efficiency vvitli which the

railways were operated under private management and the

efficiency with which they are operated under government

control. It is, therefore, of present and future national im-

portance that any such comparisons which may be made
shall be correct and fair. Certainly, any comparisons

emanating from official sources which are incorrect or un-

fair should not be allowed to pass unchallenged.

Theodore H. Price, actuary of the Railroad Administra-

tion, recently has sent to the press a statement comparing

the results of the operation of the freight ser\'ice of the rail-

wa\s during the first five months of government control witli

the results of the operation of that service under private

management during the first five months of I')!/ which in

essential respects is neither fair nor correct. His statement

was presented in the Raihvay Age for August oO, pages 382-3.

A New York newspaper recently published an editorial con-

tending that the statistics of freight operation for the five

months ending with May did not show that there had been

any increase in efficiency under government management. Mr.

Price, on the Ijasis of these same stati.<tic?, tries to demon-
strate that there has been a "striking increase" of efficiency.

.After having more than once, by implication, reflected on

the efficiency with which the railways were operated under

private management, he concludes, "I can only add that

two months" close study of what has been done and may be

done under a unified management toward increasing the

seniceable efficiency of tlie American railways convinces

me that the wisdom of the President's action in taking over

the transportation facilities of the country will be cumula-

tively ilemonstrated as the years roll by."

The implication of these words appears to be that he

e\])ects, if not actually desires, to see the government per-

manently retain possession of the roads. If Mr. Price, in-

stead of giving "two months" close study " to railway mat-

ters, had given two years' close study to it, or, better still,

ten rears", he would hardlv have drawn from the' statistics
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he uses the conclusions he does. His effort to make the

press and public believe they show what, in fact, they do
not show, renders it necessary, in the interest of intelligent

public consideration of the railway question, to make clear

just what they do show.

The statistics of freight operation in question were com-

piled by the Railroad Administration itself. They are for

the five months, January to May, 1917, inclusive, and for

the same months of 1918. They show that the number of

tons of freight moved one mile was six-tenths of one per

cent less in the.se months of 1918 under government control

than in the same months of 1917 under private management.

Mr. Price contends that this does not necessarily demon-

strate any decline in efficiency, for, as he points out, there

was an increase in the average trainload, and the number
of miles which freight cars traveled under load in 1918

was 8.6 per cent less than the number of miles they traveled

in 1917 to handle an approximately equal traffic. He con-

tinues:

"A leductior. in the aver.ige daily mileage of locomotives and freight

cars will also be noticed. This is * * * due to the heavier trainload

and carload. It is not economically practicable to haul heavy trains as

fast as light ones and the Railroad Administration has adopted tlie policy of

liiadinc trains to capacity and movini; them on schedules that are not too

fast to be maintained. • • • The showing indicates, not inefficiency,

hut a striking increase in the efficiency with which the railroads are being

operated, and that it is directly due to the heavier loading of the freight

inrs and the greater trainload now pulled by each engine. • * « Instead

'it proving the inefficiency of government management, the newspaper
(friicd to seems to have adduced the strongest possible proof of its

i llii Icnty and wisdom in di-mnnstrsting that the old cars and engines are
Irnif, made to dn more work llian they performed under private manage-

Now, what are the facts ? Let us fir.st examine those re-

lating to car efficiency. The statistics show that the num-
biT of tons moved per loaded car increased from 26.2 to

2.S 5. or 8.8 per cent. But they also show that the average

inik's traveled by each car daily declined from 26.4 to 2,?. 7,

or 10 per cent. Mr. Price says that "the old cars are be-

ing made to do more work than they performed under private

management." But the work a car does depends not only

on how many tons it carries when loaded, but on how many
miles a day it moves, and the decline in the average num-
ber of miles traveled by each car daily was so much greater

in proportion than the increase in the numlwr of tons han-
dled per loaded car that, as shown in the ven.' statistics

Mr. Price quotes, the number of revenue tons hauled one

mile monthly by each car actually declined from l,i,586 to

12,960, or 4.6 per cent. It is not true that the "old cars

were made to do more work." Mr. Price's own figures

show that on the average each car did less work.

Next, as to locomotive efficiency. The statistics show, as

Mr. Price says, that there was an advance in the trainload,

the average number of tons handled per train in the five

months of 1917 being 629 and in 1918 646, an increase

of 17 tons, or 2.7 per cent. But they also show that the

average miles traveled by each locomotive daily declined

from 69.1 to 65.7, or 4.9 per cent. Mr. Price implies that

this decline in daily hxomotive mileage was due to the fact

that the locomotives ])ulled heavier trains. Let us see about
that. The increase in the average trainload having been
2.7 per cent, while the increase in the average tons per loaded
car was 8.8 per cent, one is at once led to suspect that there

was a decline in the average number of cars moved in each
train. A few calculations demonstrate that this was the

case. The average number of cars handled jier train in

the first five months of 1917 was 3o.8 and in the first five

months of 1918 only ,^2.6, a decline of 1.2 cars. Now, the

;ivi'rage freight car weighs over 20 tons. Since the increase

in the average amount of freight handled per train was only
17 tons, while the reduction in the weight of the t\irs pulled
in the average train was at least 24 tons, it necessarily fol-

lows that the average gross weight of each train moved in

the first five months of 1918 was at least seven tons less

than the average gross weight of each train moved in the
first five months of 1917. Therefore, on Mr. Price's own
theor}-, the average mileage traveled by each locomotive
daily should have been increased, not diminished.

But, as these statistics show, instead of being increased,
the average mileage traveled by each locomotive dailv was
diminished. What effect did' this have on the average
amount of work done by each locomotive? The increase
in the average trainload was only 2.7 per cent, while the
reduction in the average mileage made by each locomotive
daily was 4.9 per cent. In consequence, as is shown bv the
ver>- table on which Mr. Price ba.ses his argument, in the first

five months of 1917 the average number of revenue tons
moved one mile by each locomotive monthly was 1,024,754,
while in 1918 it was only 1.006,007, a decline of 1.8 per
cent. In other words, contran,- to his conclusion, not onlv did
each car do less work than when the railways were under
private management, but each locomotive also did less work.

Mr. Price says that the increase of 8.8 per cent in the
average carload was equivalent to an addition of 211,200
freight cars, and that the increa.-^e of 2.7 per cent in the aver-
age trainload was equivalent to the addition of l,75fi locomo-
tives. He adds: "Surely this is l)etter than buying new cars
and locomotives at a time when they can only be had at ex-
travagant prices when the manufacturing energies of the
countr)- are overtaxed." He Ija.^es his calculation ujion the
assumption that there are 2,400.000 freight cars and o5,000
freight Icxomotives in service. But his own table {Rail'd'av

Age, August 9, 1918, page 258) shows that there are only
o0,655 freight locomotives in ser\'ice. Furthermore, he ap-
parently forgets that the average mileage made by each car
and each locomotive as well as the avera.ge load it transports
determines how much business it handles. The decline of 4.6

per cent in the number of tons of freight moved one mile l.v

each car was, according to his own method of calculating,

e(|uivalent to a reduction of 110,400 in the numlier of cars
in service; and the decline of 1.8 per cent in the numlR-r of
tons moved one mile per kxomotivf was f<]uivalent to a re-

diu-tion of 552 in the number of freight linomotives in

service. Therefore, on his theon-, government o{)eration in-

creased, instead of reducing, the need of additional cars and
locomotives.

So much for the "striking increase in the efficiency with
which the railroads are being operated" of which Mr. Price

l)roclaims himself the discoverer. Taken at their face value,

as he takes them, the statistics he u.*es show, not an increase,

but a decrease of efficiency. But they should not be taken
at exactly their face value, and Mr. Price has rendered the

Railroad .-\dmini.«tration a very j)oor service in discussing

them as if they should be. The statistics themselves are in-

teresting and instructive: l)ut. like other statistics, they yield

no useful infonnation unless analyzed and interi)reted in the

light of the conditions under which the operations they reflect

were carried on. .\mong the reasons why these fiarticular

-Statistics cannot be taken at exactly their face value are the

following:

First, the average miles made per car and \kt locomotive

per day are determined only to a minor extent by the speed
with which the}' are moved when in train, since, on the aver-

age, locomotives are in train only about .>0 per cent and cars

onl\- about 10 per cent of the time. TTierefore, the declines

in the average mileage of cars and locomotives f>er day un-
doubtedly are due to causes having little or no relationship

to train operation.

Second, the severe weather of last Januan.' cau>ed serious

reductions in the amount of traffic handled with each car and
locomotive, and the effect of these reductions is still reflected

in all operating statistics which include those for the month
of January.

Third, the operating department of the Railroad .Adminis-

tration has been concentrating its efforts on movins. not more
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traffic of all kinds, but more essential traffic, and therefore

failure to increase the total traffic handled does not neces-

sarily indicate want of efficiency.

Fourth, regardless of what statistics may indicate, railway

equipment has not been in satisfactor)' condition, and this has

interfered with .sietting as much service from it as theoretically

ought to be possiljle.

One thing is certain, however, and this is that, taken as a

whole, the statistics regarding the results of freight operation

since January 1, 1918, do not show, and cannot be made to

show, that there has been a "striking increase'' or, in fact, any

increase; in the efficiency with which the railroads have been

operated since the government tcx)k them over, and anybody

who attempts to show the sui)eriority of government over

private management by the use of available statistics will

fail. As the Railway Age said in an editorial last week,

"every day which passes makes it clearer that the railways

under the Railroads' War Board were operating close to their

maximum capacity with the facilities they had, and that the

only way they can be made to handle much more traffic is to

enlarge their facilities." The Railway Age never took any

stock in the idea that l)y merely "unifying" the railways

under government management a great increase could be

secured in the amount of traffic moved; and that idea is

being rapidly demolished by actual experience. The oi)erating

officers of the Railroad Administration and of the individual

railroads are working as hard and effectively as they can, but

experience is demonstrating, as this paper repeatedly has

predicted it would demonstrate, that government management

is no more capable of making Ijricks without straw than is

private management.

Denver & Rio Grande

FOR THE FIRST Tl.Mli in the historx- of the Denver & Rio

Grande the road earned over $10,000 a mile gross. Total

operating revenues in the calendar year, 1917, amounted to

$28,423,000, or an average of $11,016 per mile on the 2,580

miles which the company operates. A more liberal policy was

pursued in regard to maintenance than has been the custom

for a good many years. There was spent on maintenance of

way $3,563,000, an increase over the previous year of

$1,083,000, and the average per mile of road operated was

$1,381. This is not at all a large expenditure, but it was

$417 per mile more than was spent in 1916. There was

$5,185,000 spent on maintenance of equipment, an average,

exclusive of depreciation, of $3,430 per locomotive, $545 per

passenger car and $107 per freight car.

For some years the Denver & Rio Grande has been

struggling to stave off a receivership. Even before the elec-

tion of E. L. Brown as president in the latter half of 1917,

apparently there was a decision arrived at to put the property

in better sha^w at all costs. As a matter of fact, had not the

government taken over the railroads, it would seem that the

Denver & Rio Grande inevitably would have had to pass

through a receivership. Under the comjjany's guarantee of

the Western Pacific first mortgage bonds, it was involved in

legal difficulties. The Equitai)le Trust Company, as trustee

for the Western Pacific first mortgage bonds, secured an at-

tiu-hment again.st $1,292,000 of the $3,208,000 cash which

the Denver & Rio Grande had at the end of the year. It may
have been the apparent certainty of receivership which per-

suaded the management to set to work to put the property in

better shape without waiting for the fonnal appointment of

a receiver. In any case, tliere are strong evidences of the

definite adoption of a plan of rehabilitation.

Besides the increases in maintenance expenses mentioned

above, there was $964,000 s]ient for additions and better-

nient.s to road and $1,847,000 for new equipment. Part of

this new equipment consisted of Santa Fe type locomotives,

the operation of which necessitated quite extensive improve-

ments between Denver, Col., and Salida. Ballasting, bank-
widening and the strengthening of bridges had to be done on
a fairly large scale and three 100 ft. turntables were installed.

The company expects to complete the installation of telephone

train despatching on its entire main line from Denver to

Ogden, Utah, in the near future and there .is now only a

section between Denver and Grand Junction which remains

with the telegraph train despatching system.

Total oi)erating exjjenses in 1917 amounted to $19,728,000,

an increase of $4,852,000, or about 33 jjer cent. The increases

in maintenance have already been mentioned. Transporta-

tion expenses amounted to $9,252,000, an increase over the

previous year of $2,629,000, or 40 per cent. The two largest

increases were, as was to be expected, in wages and in fuel.

Xotwithstanding the putting into operation of 15 new loco-'

motives, the average train load was somewhat lower in 1917
than in 1916. The average total train load, including com4
pany freight, was 540 tons in 1917, as against an average in

1916 of 553 tons. With the amount of work necessary ta

bring parts of the line up to a safe standard for the operation

of the heavier Icxromotives, w-e may assume that the economies)
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The Denver & Rio Grande

which will accrue from this heavier power were not effective

in 1917.

In connection with the slightly lower average train load, it

is interesting to note that there was a falling off in tonnage of

precious ores carried of 358,000 tons, or nearly 9 per cent.

On the other hand, there w-as an increase in the tonnage of

bituminous coal carried of more than 19 per cent. In 1916,

of the total 12,820,000 tons carried b\- the Denver & Rio

Grande, 33 per cent was furnished by bituminous coal and

34 per cent by precious ores. In 1917, of the total 13,697,000.

tons carried, 27 p>er cent was furnished by precious ores and
35 per cent by bituminous coiil.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion for 1917, as compared with 1916:
1917 1916

Average mileage operatcil 2,580 2.573
Freight revenue $21,849,883 $19,638,456
Passenger revenue 4,735,517 4,094.500

Total operating revenues 28,423,138 25,464.486
Maintenance of way and structures 3,563,297 2,480,173
Maintenance of equipment 5.185,374 4,26.'. 733
Traffic expenses 484.131 494,129
Transportation expenses 9,252,440 6,622.074
(".eneral expenses 860.174 698.421

Total operating expenses 19,728,429 14.876,355
Taxes 1,231.011 1.124.461
Operating income 7.462.267 9,461.773
('ross income 8.546.743 10,643,641
Net income 2,099,763 4,361,870
.Sinking fund 172.420 159,958
Renewal fund 130.950 144,311
.\ppropi iated for additions and betterments 2.300.000
Surplus • 1.796,393 1,757,600
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Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
and the Northern Pacific

I T IS RATHER SURPRISING that the Chicago, Milwaukee &
1 St. Paul carried less freight in 1917 than in 1916 and had
it not been for a somewhat longer average haul and an in-

creased rate received per ton per mile, combined with an
average passenger journey considerably longer in 1917 than
in 1916, the company would have actually had lower operat-
ing revenues last year than in the previous year. As it was,
total operating revenues amounted to $113,739,000, an in-

crea.se over 1916 of only $3,130,000. This is in contra.sl

with the Northern Pacific operating in the same territory.

'I'otal operating revenues of the Northern Pacific amounted
to $88,226,000, an increase of $7,944,000. This is an in-

crease of 9.9 per cent comparing with an increase of 2.8
per cent for the St. Paul. Freight revenue for tlie Northern
Pacific amounted to $65,259,000 in 1917, an increa.se of 9.60
per cent. Passenger revenues amounted to $15,647,000, an
increase of 12.09 per cent. The freight revenue on the St.

Paul amounted to $79,957,000, an increase of 0.38 per cent
and the passenger revenue amounted to $21,330,000, an in-

crease of 7.96 per cent.

The number of tons of freight carried on the Northern
Pacific totaled 22,842,000 in 1917, an increase of 4.33 per
cent, while on the St. Paul the total number of tons carried
was 38,444,000, a decrease of 3.86 per cent. The average

7.09 per cent. On the St. Paul the number of passengeri
carried was 15,484,000, a decrease of 3 per cent, and the
average jiassenger journey was 63 miles, an increase of 9.87
per cent. The average receipts per passenger per mile for
the Northern Pacific was 2.368 cents, an increase of a frac-
tion of one per cent, and for the St. Paul 2.174 cents, an in-
crease of about one and a half per cent.

Hoth the Northern Pacific and the St. Paul were hard hit
in increa.sed costs of operation; in fact, harder hit propor-
tionately than was either the Southern Pacific or the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. Total operating expenses on the North-
ern Pacific amounted to $53,298,000, an increase over 1916
of $10,066,000. Total operating expenses on the St. Paul
amounted to $85,196,000, an increase of $11,431,000. The
Northern Pacific spent more for maintenance in 1917 com-
pared with 1916 than did the St. Paul and was not ap-
jiarently able to hold transportation expense down as ef-
fectively as the St. Paul did. Transportation expenses
amounted to $28,531,000 on the Northern Pacific, an increase
of 26.63 per cent, while transportation expenses on the St.

Paul amounted to $48,083,000, an increase of only 16 per
cent. It must be remembered that the Northern Pacific's

business handled was quite a little larger in 1917 than in

1916 while the St. Paul's business was almost the same.
-Maintenance of way and structures on the Northern Pa-

cific cost $10,782,000, an increase of 15.70 per cent. On the
St. Paul, maintenance of way and structures cost $10,953,000,

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Northern Pacific

length of haul on the Northern Pacific was 386 miles, or

9.39 per cent longer than in 1916, and on the St. Paul 274

miles, or 2.05 per cent longer than in 1916. The average

rate received on the Northern Pacific rtas 7.41 mills per ton

mile, a decrease of 3.89 per cent, while on the St. Paul the

average revenue per ton per mile was 7.582 mills, an increase

of 2.31 per cent.

The following table shows the tonnage of each of the gen-

eral classes of commcxiities carried bv the Northern Pacific

and tlie St. Paul in 1917 and 1916:'

I'roducts of agriculture..
Products of animals
Product;
I'roducts of forests
M.inufacturcs ....
M'iscellau

Totals

The total number of passengers carried by the Northern
Pacific was 8,418,000, or 4.32 per cent less than in 1916, and
the average passenger journey was 75 miles, an increase of

38,444,.153 22,842,151 59,986,136 21,893.980

a decrease of 12.5 per cent. The expenditure per mile
on the St. Paul looks rather low. It is quite probaijle that

the management found it exceedingly difficult, if not prac-

tically impossiijle, to get all of the track labor that it needed.

There is another tiling also to be taken into consideration.

The St. Paul operates 440 miles of road wiiich has recently

been electrified. In the course of the work of electrification,

the roadbed and structures on this 440 miles were put into

such shape as to require comparatively little renewal expendi-

tures for a number of years.

Both conijianies spent considerably more for maintenance
of equijiment. The Northern Pacific spent $11,245,000 on
this account in 1917, an increase over 1916 of 33.55 per cent.

The St. Paul spent $22,015,000, an increase of $4,482,000,

or 25.6 p)er cent, .-^t the end of the year 84.35 per cent of

the Northern Pacific's locomotives were in good order as com-
pared with 82.67 per cent in good order at the beginning of

the year. Of the remainder, 121 locomotives or 8.89 per

cent of the total, were in fair order and 92, or 6.76 per cent,

were at shops. The St. Paul does not give figures showing
the condition of its equipment. It is rather interesting to

note, however, that the St. Paul spent $221,000 for repairs of
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electric locomotives. The company had in service in 1917

45 of these locomotives so that the average expenditure per

hxomotive was about $5,000.

Ihe Northern Pacific spent $5,211,000 on additions and
lietterments, the largest items being for terminal yards, bridge.s

and shops, engine houses and turntables. There was also

$.1,399,000 .spent for branch lines, grade revision and .second

main track. This included $773,000 spent for construction

of the Lake Basin branch and $791,000 for the Flathead

Valley branch, both in Montana. The company spent $4,-

260,000 for new equipment, charging $1,986,000 of this

amount to reserves and the remainder to capital account.

The .St. Paul spent $7,269,000 for additions and betterments

which included $1,573,000 for power stations, transmission

system, etc. In addition to the 440 miles previously men-
tioned as being already operated by electricity, there is 217

miles from Othello, Wash., to Seattle and Tacoma on the

western end of the line which is now being equipped for

electric operation.

It will Ije particularly interesting to see what effect the

elimination of competition will have on the net earnings of

two roads situated like the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

and the Northern Pacific. Competition between these roads

and between each of them and other roads in the northwest

was keen to an extent that is hard to realize. It entered into

the adoption of every policy great or small. It was taken

into consideration in all questions of operation as well as in

questions relating to rates. The Northern Pacific, being a

Hill road, naturally gave a greater relative importance to

train loading as compared with securing additional competi-

tive traffic than did the St. Paul. The St. Paul, under the

management of A. J. Earling, had certain traditions of service

which rank high in the history of American railroading. On
tlie other hand, possibly the newer theories of scientific rail-

road operation were not as thoroughly understood or at

least applied in quite so thorough-going a manner on the

St. Paul as on the Hill roads.

Before the government took over the railroads, H. E.

i{\ ram had been elected president of tlie St. Paul, succeeding

.V. J. Karling, who became chairman of the board of direct-

ors. Mr. Byram stayed with the property as federal manager

and J. M. Hannaford, who had been president of the North-

ern Pacific, stayed with that property also as federal man-
ager. In the six months, January to June, 1918, the North-

ern Pacific earned gross $42,02,'!',000, comparing with $42,-

148,323 gross earned in the first six months of 1917. Oper-

ating income amounted to $6,027,000 or $8,310,000 less than

in the first six months of 1917. The Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul earned gross in the first six months of 1918

$55,072,130, comparing with $52,282,357 for 1917, and it

had an operating deficit of $1,879,017, comparing with oper-

ating income of $12,713,606 in 1917. The following table

shows the princijial figures of operation for llie two roads

in the calendar years 1917 and in 191o:

1»17 1916

'St. rrml"" N. P. '"st. Paul N. P.

.•\vir:in- iirlfaye ni-cr;iteil. . . M.2-.7 6.S22 10,196 6.529
i-niflil revenue $79,9.S7,J71 $65,258,995 $79,648,513 $59,543,090
IVr.Mnfir i-veiiuo 21,329.946 15,646.778 19,756,835 13,959,370

L.tal uiH-rntiiip levcTiucs 113.739,202 88,225,726 110,609,689 80,281,343
.MainU-n.liicc of w.ly and
simctnrcs 10,953,309 10,782,178 12,516,338 9,319,432

Maintenance of cqninmenl, 22,015,201 11,245,120 17,533,448 8,419,939
Traffic expenses 1,803,964 1,233,124 1.961,979 1,219,422
Iransportatirn expenses .. 48,083,125 28,531,413 40,307,996 22,531,072
Ccneral expenses 3,16-',192 1.635,779 1,970,637 1,273,389

Total cpcratiu'/ expenses 85,195.964 53,297,861 73,765,051 43,232,278
Taxes 6,517.212 6,910.728 5,210.119 5,505,124
Operating income 22.026,026 28,007,999 31.327,241 31,532.181
Cross income 23,845,379 42,790,502*34,442,982 40,204,288
Net income 4.468,632 29,502,686 16,209,842 26,948,011
Uividcniis 17,360.000 17,360,000
Surplus 12,142,686 9,588,011

•The Noithern Paci6c received a 10 per cent extra dividend in 1917 on
its $53,856,350 lliicaRO, Kuilington iv Quincy stock which it owns. Nearly
.-.ll of this stork is lieposited under the outstanding Northern Pacific, Great
Xo'tiiern ioiut Ixul Is.

Note: The sross inenm;? and followinp fipures for the St. Paul in 1916 are
taken from Inter-tati- ("nmnierce Commission reports.
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Letters to the Editor
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Women as Railroad Clerks
Chicaco.

To THK Editor:
The Railway Age of August lo, contains an article en-

titled "Give a Man a Man's Work," which states that a
great many young men in railroad offices are still engaged
in clerical work which, in the opinion of the writer of the

article, could be done as well, if not better, by girls. This
again tarings home forcibly the fact that the railroad clerk

is not understood or appreciated in a general way. The im-
pression exists in the minds of too many that a clerk just

means some one to copy reports, work out details as outlined
in forms, adding a column of figures or two, etc. The sooner
this impression is changed, the better for all concerned.

It is true that certain positions can be filled by girls;

give our officials credit for being broad enough to see it.

In fact, for several years there has been a tendency to fill

clerical positions with girls to a great extent and with suc-

cess. However, I find from my owti personal experience

that a great many clerical positions can not and should
not he filled by girls. These are positions which require

from two to three years' education to handle them correctly

and efficientl)-. Grant that girls could be trained to fill

them, we would still be confronted with a big problem.

Usually about the time they are educated to the useful stage,

they get temperamental or try matrimony, with the result

that more must be trained—the same procedure over again

and again.

To educate girls as well as men. along clerical lines is a

problem that is costing railroads a lot of money, and should

be given some consideration. Tiiere are classes of railroad

clerks, who are indispensable, and tliey are not old men
either. The sooner we wake up and attach some import-

ance to the railroad clerk the better it will be for the entire

railroad organization. I know of several offices wliich would

be seriously crippled if more girls were employed; in fact,

their lack of proper clerical knowledge would tend to tie

up ini]K)rtant tenninals. I gladly give due credit to the

women of our country who are surely doing some wonder-

ful work.

N. H. Greenberg,
Chief Clerk to .\ssistant .\genl, Chicago and Eastern Illinois.

Go\KKN.MENT Control In Greece.—The Greek Govern-

ment has decided that under present conditions it is neces-

sary to bring all means of transjiort strictly under govern-

ment control as has been done in other countries at war in-

cluding the United States. .\s a result of this decision the

government has taken over the Piraeus-Pelponnesus Rail-

way.

Incre.ased Tr.wiic on Dominican Centr.al R.mi.ro.\d.

—The traffic on the Dominican Central Railroad for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1918, greatly exceeded that of the

year previous. During the past year 45,000 tons of freight

were carried from Puerto Plata to the interior, and from the

interior to Puerto Plata and between intermediate stations,

against 24,800 tons in 1916-17. a gain of 50.9 per cent.

Freight receipts increased 63.8 jier cent, .md passenger in-

come 43.5 per cent. An arrangement has recently been con-

cluded between the Dominican Central and the Samana &
Santiago railroads whereby no charge is made shippers for

transferring cargo from one road to another at the Moca

Terminals.



A Typical Storage Platform for Castings

Efficiency In the Handling of Railway Supplies

Methods Employed by the Santa Fe in Storing, Handling.

Distributing and Accounting for Material

By Charles E. Parks

Assistant Editor, The Santa Fe IMagazine, Chicago

RAILROAD STOR?:KEf;piNx. is in a state of continuous evo-

lution. The efficient handling of railway supplies is a

comparatively late development of the transportation

industry. The growth of rail tran.sportation has been so

rapid that certain elements have lagged liehind in the general

development, employing the methods and jjractices of the

eighties in an endeavor to cope with present-day conditions

and problems. This has been true of the supply department

perhaps to a greater extent than any other.

During the early construction period the work of securing,

liandling and accounting for supplies was undertaken in a very

haphazard manner, each department endeavoring to meet its

own needs, but as the question of maintenance and opera-

tion became paramount, it was evident that a department
especially organized for this purpose was a necessity. Even
then the store department was looked upon as a necessary

evil, and it is onl\- within recent years that it has been re-

garded as a definite source of assistance to the operating

liranches and a means of effecting real economies.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was among the first,

if not the first railroad in the United States, to recognize the

definite possil)ilities of the store department, and very early

set about to develop it into a valuable tool in the economical
maintenance and ojieration of its projierty. The establish-

ment of an efiicient system of handling supplies on the Santa
Fe was impelled by necessity. It was a stupendous task even
under ordinary conditions properly to handle, distribute and
account for the material needed for the operation and main-
tenance of nearly 12,000 miles of line, stretching from Chi-

cago to the Pacific southwest and to the Gulf Coast, with its

numerous connecting and branch lines. The task became
complicated when in addition it was necessarj- to handle the
supplies for from five to twenty million dollars" worth of
addition and l)etterment and construction work undertaken
annually, 50 per cent of which amount was invested in ma-
terial. To handle this vast stock efficiently and distribute it

without waste to dozens of widely separated jobs, manv of
them undertaken at the same time, required a system that
would give the desired result with the least output of labor
and exi)ense and at the same time produce the necessary effi-

ciencx- and accuracy.

To begin with the Santa Fe discarded all theorj- relating
to the problem of material handling and the store depart-
ment was given authority to take such progressive steps as
might be necessary for its pro]ier solution. It based its

system on a common-sense diagnosis of existing conditions.
If this analysis sustained an efficiency theory, the theory wai
retained. The opinion was once held by all operatin? officers

that the functions of the store department were merely those
of a suppl_\man—to furnish supplies on demand—and its

authority over material ended wlien tlie material was de-
livered. The Santa Fe discarded this theory. A little in-
vest-<ration disclosed the enormous loss resulting from its

practical application due to the lack of co-operation between
the store de|>artment and the actual users of the supplies.
When new work was undertaken it had been customar\- to
order, purchase and deliver all the material needed before
:>ny construction work was done, with the result that much

42.'
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of the material was badly damaged and some of it actually

destroyed or stolen when the time came to use it. Sometimes

the reverse was true and important work was impeded and

often entirely postponed because of the lack of needed sup-

lilies. Faulty specifications and incorrect requisitions were

another source of untold delay and expense and no attempts

were made to jirevent the scrapping of .serviceable material.

In order to remedy this inefficiency, the store department

undertook to secure the co-operation of the operating and

mechanical officers, with the result that material was de-

livered only as needed, the e.xjjense and delay due to faulty

s|)ecifications and incorrect requisitions were greatly re-

duced, serviceable material was reclaimed and the investment

in material reduced to actual necessities. This co-operative

spirit has t)een the real foundation stone upon which the

success of the Santa Fe -store department is based.

Organization

Tile chart illustrates the store department organization on

the Santa Fe. At the head of the department is a general

storekeeper who reports directly to the vice-president in

charge of purchases and stores. In this way the purchasing

and store departments are closely united under one head,

although at the same time maintaining separate and inde-

])enclcnt organizations. The general storekeeper has juris-

diction over the cu.stody, distribution and accounting of all

the material used on the entire system, including the Santa

Fc proper and numerous subsidiary companies. Each of

these lines has its own general store located at some central

point and managed ijy a storekeeper who reports directly to

the general storekeeper. Under them are .55 division store-

keepers, under whose direction the supplies are issued from

the same number of division storehouses, located at all di-

vision head(|uarters and some division terminals.

In addition, the store dejiartment has direct jurisdiction

over the fuel department and the stationery deiwrtment, and
exercises concurrent jurisdiction with the purchasing de-

partment over the work of reclaiming material. The fuel

and stationery departments are operated as independent or-

ganizations under the general storekeeper, and, while tlie re-

clamation plants are operated also as separate organizations

under the purchasing department, much of the reclamation

work, sucli as collecting the scrap, preliminar\- sorting, etc., is

performed by the store department and all reclaimed material

is returned to stock and issued as new material. The im-

]iortance of the supply car has grown to such an e.\tent on
the Santa Fe as to make necessary a general supply car

storekeejx'r who reports directly to the general storekeeper.

.\ singular feature connected with the Santa Fc store de-

jiartment is its closely knit organization and the close co-

operation it maintains with the other departments of the

system. The princijial means adojited to secure this result

are the regular informal meetings of all storekeepers affiliated

witli eacli general store and the annual system meeting of all

store de])artnient heads. The storekeepers' meeting is some-
times attended by chief clerks and general foremen and an
exchange of views covering all matters of material handling
is had. In addition to the store department officers who are
obliged to attend tlie annual system meeting, certain repre-
sentatives of the ])urchasing, accounting, operating and me-
clianical departments are delegated to attend in order to
work out in conjunction with tlie storekeepers such material
prolilems as arise during the course of the year.

Material in Stock

The Santa Fe lias .some 40,000 items valued at approxi-
mately $2.1,000,000 subject to call and aiiproximatelv one
hundred points of di.striliution. To have on Iiand at each of
these points the projier supply of each item in their enormous
variety and at the same time no greater quantity than is

necessary is one of the principal problems of the department.

On the one hand the material is required to be delivered

promptly when needed and on the other the investment in

stock must not be out of proportion to the needs of the operat-

ing branches. These two functions are diametrically opposed
to each other and so to handle them as not to sacrifice the

one for the other is an end toward which the department
works.

Material Classification. One of the means adopted to ac-

complish this purpose is the system of standards now in use.

Every item of material is so classified that information as to

size, grade, quality, quantity on hand and quantity ordered

is available at all times. Experience has shown that railroad

material readily resolves itself into a comparatively few
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distinct classes. The Santa Fe has developed 31 different

classes, based almost entirely on a physical classification, as

follows

:

STOCK "A"—FUKL. locomotive coal, locomotive fuel oil. miscellaneout
fuel.

STOCK "IV—STATION"ERV
STOCK "C"—MISCELLANEOUS

(.A) Shelf hardware, conch trimniiiigs, lamps, tinware, packing, up-
holsterers' supplies, screws, etc.

nt) rioUs. chains, nails, set screws, studs, nuts, washers, etc.

(C) Pipe and fittings, pumps and parts, miscellaneous water servic*
supplies, etc.

(D) .\ir brake material.
(E) Brass fittings, journal bearings, metallic packings, injectcri,

Uibrical.irs, sas<s. etc.

(F) Oils, paints, varnishes, acids, waste, etc.

(C. ) Har iron, sheet steel and metals, tool steel, I-beams, channels, etc.

(in Locomotive forgings, springs, br.ike beams, flues, links, etc.

(Il Car (crgings, spiings, brake heanis. truck frames, etc.

(.1) Mainlen,ince of way .ind bridge and building material.
(K) Car grey iron, malleable and steel castings, bolsters, frames,

couplers, brake shoes, etc.

(I.l locomotive sfcy iron, malleable and steel castings, bolsters, frames.
cylindets. couplers, brake siloes, etc.

tM) Machinery, fire boxes, cabs, rods, pistons, superheaters, valve geart,
coal pushers, stoves, etc.

(N) .Ml wheels, a.\les and tires.

(O) Shop tools.

(T) Furniture, belting, hose, glass, papers of all kinds, business car
supplies, etc.

(Q) Electrical material.
tR) Signal material.

(S> Telegraph material.
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I XI
liber of all cla

I
\'

) Material in process of manufacture.
I S. A.) Suspense account.
V\'. S.) Mechanical deoartment working stock.

\ll. AND TIES
a'l New steel rail.

>\') Old rail.

( \V) New cross ties.

I/,
I Mi: ella crap.

This classification is standard on the entire .system. It is

maintained in all accounting work, physical arrangements in

the storerooms, platforms and yards, and on the inventories,

ll not only assists the storekeeper in knowing what he has
on hand, liut it is a ven.- necessary factor in keeping his stock

Track Material Arranged to Facilitate Counting and Handling

down to a minimum. It also encourages a systematic method
of handling and caring for material whereby a proper check

may he made at any time with the least possible delay and
e.xpensc. Physical appearances of the storage facilities arc

greatly improved thereby and surplus and shortages in

stock can be determined easily.

Storehouses. All Santa Fe storehouses are standardized.

The_\- are built according to standard plans and the interior

arrangements are fi.xed by the standard material classifica-

tion. A general system store is maintained at Topeka.
general line stores are located at a central point on each of

the svstem lines and one or more division stores at convenient
points on each division. The various storehouses difter only
in their size and in the quantity of stock carried.

The new storehouses are one-story structures of the latest

t_vi)e of concrete and pillar design with steel reinforcement.

Foundation piers are of the same material. The interior

walls are 18 ft. high and are painted white with the windows
located 11 ft. above the floor. This gives an unbroken wall

•=pace for shelving and at the same time solves the internal

lighting problem, the height of the windows permitting an
almost continuous line of glass. The light is also increased
from continuous lines .of sash in the roof monitor, which runs
the entire length of the l)uilding and by these means four
lines of light flow into the building from an elevated angle.
Tlie large storehouses enclose about o50,000 cu. ft. of air

space and nearly 5,000 .sq. ft. of window glass. :Materia]
shelving and cases are in no instance over 7 ft. high, permit-
ting of ea.sy access by workmen. Ample aisle .spaces are pro-
vided and all parts of the storehouse can be reached by trucks.

Sloek Maintenance. The problem of stock maintenance is

complicated by present conditions. It is required that a
three or four months' supply of miscellaneous material be
maintained at all general stores. Larger division stores that
obtain most of their supplies from the general stores, run
with a two or three months' supply on hand: smaller stores
usually have only one month's supply. To accomplish this

and pre\ent a shortage it is necessary for every storekeeper
to keep in close touch with conditions in his territory. It

requires the closest possible co-operation between the store
department and operating and mechanical officers. Store-
keepers must consult frequently with superintendents and
master mechanics as to future material requirements and
make a careful study of past issues and compari.son with
stock on hand and on order. The present chaotic condition
of the markets has complicated the problem of stock main-
tenance.

Stock Books. The first essential in maintaining stock and
analyzing future requirements is a stock book so designed
that a conci.se list of material, correctly specified as to size,

grade, quality, etc., with information as to the amount on
hand and the amount ordered alwavs available. The stock
book in u.se on the Santa Fe covers only standard items,
which are printed in the books according to the standard
classification in the column provided for a description of the
articles. .Additional and obsolete items are written on blank
pages witli the exception of castings; obsolete patterns are
listed with a notation showing the new pattern numbers. The
result of this is that the Santa Fe has a stock book for the
items of material in general use and the storekeeper is not
ham[)ered by thousands of unnecessary items. This stock

Interior of a Santa Fe Standard Storehouse

book is maintained at all storehouses and a consolidaied stock

book for the entire system is kejit at the general system store.

The advantage of the printed books now in use over the

written books is that they save clerical labor. It was neces-

sar\- formerly to write the names of from 1 to 40,000 dif-

ferent items each year in the stock books, the amount de-

pending ujion the size of the storehouse. Printed books give

a clear and uniform classification of material, as compared
with the often illegible ap]iearance of the written books.

They also form a comprehensive material catalogue and in-

sure unifoimity in keep'ng stock and stock records at all

storehouses.

Santa Fe stock iiooks are of the loose-leaf form, making
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it unnecessary for small stores to carry pages of material

items on which they have no stock. Stockmen having charge

of the various sections in a large store are also furnished

with that portion of the stwk Ijook covering material carried

in their section. As used on this road, the st(jck book is one

of the principal jirotections against nearly all the problems

that occur in connection with material handling.

Relations with the Mechanical Department

Excluding rail jnd ties, 70 per cent of all miscellaneous

material is issued to the mechanical department. This in

itself makes the relations I)etween the two departments very

close. During the past two years the vastly increased busi-

ness has called into service practically every unit of power

that the road pos.sessed, with the result that new and more

difficult problems have been created. As new ecjuipment

could not be obtained locomotives and cars have been utilized

to the fullest extent possible which has meant a more rapid

turning of power through the backshops and roundhouses.

This condition has made the material question a vital one and

a call for material usuall) represented an absolute necessity

to keep the traffic moving rather than simply a desire to keep

the power in shape. Nomially from 10 to IS per cent of the

power allotted to a division is held for repairs. Thanks to

the efficient meth(Kls of handling on the Santa Fe, this figure

has shown only a slight increase during the pa.st two years,

only part of which can be ascribed to lack of material.

Under the conditions prevailing now the entire problem

of supplying material resolves itself into a question of arriv-

ing at a proper working stock to be carried at a given point,

and ne.xt, to accumulate that stcxrk in the storehouse and then

maintain it.

Stock Lixts. An important factor in the j^rompt fur-

nishing of shop material is the locomotive stock list. Future

material requirements once .were based almost entirely on

past issues, l)ut this method was found to be a very unsatis-

factory one. The mechanical department was requested to

outline what was considered a sufficient amount of material

to carry in stock (o take care of locomotive repairs on each

•division. The result was the Santa Fe locomotive stock list

The amount of material specified to be carried in stock at

each locality is based on the number of locomotives of each

different class in service on the division, the size of the

terminal, the facilities for handling the work and the dis-

tance from the market or general store. The stock list also

includes such information as the interchangeability of cast-

ings and other parts and describes the substitution of new
parts for old. VVhile the operation of the stock list has been

handicapped by market conditions, at those places where it

has been followed closely and handled in a systematic man-
ner it lias reduced the stock balance, afforded better protec-

tion against shortages and given a definite idea of what
material must l)e used up before introducing new standards.

E.xcept for emergency calls tlie stock list has jiroved in-

valuable on the Santa Fe.

Advaiitf Information. The furnishing of advance in-

formation as to mechanical needs is another factor in main-
taining an ade(|uate stcxk. .\ system of inspection has been
introduced in the shojis which is intended to give advance
information as to when an engine is ready to be sho])ped and
what material will be needed for repairing it. Such informa-
tion can usually be supplied from three to five months in ad-
vance. .\lso information as to changes in standards, the

introduction of new and reinforced parts, and changes due
to federal and state laws can be had in advance. This
helps to reduce the material on hand and insures it being de-
livered i)rom[)tly when needed. When new standards and
changes in equipment ixcur. the general storekeeper sends

out to all storekeepers a numbered bulletin showing in detail

patterns, jsrints, and other information. They immediately
take steps to see that the material is placed on order.

Schedules. A third factor is the compiling of a monthlj
schedule showing the material on order and the date of de-
livery. This is used in connection with the advance informa-
tion mentioned. The schedule is arranged showing on what
dates each piece of required material will be on hand.

For example: A certain class of engines on the Santa Fe
was changed from compound to simple expansion. The me-
chanical department gave the approximate date the engines

would be shopped and the purchasing department showed
the approximate date each piece of material was to be de-

livered. A schedule was then made covering the delivery

of the material and the routing of the engines through the

shops. To further insure all material being available when
work was begun on any locomotive, the material was as-

sembled at the general store in sets and none of it was sent

out until it had been thoroughly checked by a man well in-

formed on the requirements. The same kind of schedule is

made covering repairs to cars and other important work.
Standardization. A fourth factor is the standardization of

locomotive, car and shop equipment. Standardization of
parts does more to reduce the stock on hand than any othei

feature connected with material handling. For this reason
the storekeeper is continually aiming to bring this about
Before standardization was brought to the point that it now
is on the Santa Fe it was found almost impossible to keep
the right kind of cylinder packing rings in stock on account
of the large number of different kinds, there being a tota]

of 181. By making a standard section for each bore this

number was reduced to 82. This had an immediate effect on
the quantity in stock. A large number of locomotive parts
have been standardized, including rod keys, oil cups, hub
liners, steam pipe rings, eccentrics, cab valves, gage cock
drippers, blow-off cocks, pop vaives and numerous others.

Ihis list is continually being extended with the co-operation
of the store department.

Transferring Material. Still another factor is the trans-

ferring of material to protect certain locomotives when the

locomotives are transferred. Each .storekeeper has furnished
him a list of engines which he is to protect with various
kinds of material, and when that certain class of engines, or a
majority of them, are transferred to another division, the

material is also transferred and replaced by material that is

applicable to the new assignment of power.

Shop Delivery

.\n investigation developed the fact that tlie metlicnls for-

merly emjiloyed on the Santa Fe in delivering material from
the storehouses to the shops were costly. It was the custom
for the individual workmen to make a number of trips each
day to the storehouse for supplies needed, resulting in a
charge of from $15 to S50 daily, depending upon the size

of the shop. To stop this practice sub-stores have been in-

stalled at all the larger shops and placed in charge of a ma-
terial supervisor. The.«e sub-stores carry all small items that

are issued daily and a ."small quantity of some of the larger

material which is delivered by laborers instead of high-

priced mechanics. .-Ml requisitions are written by the ma-
terial suiiervisor, the shop gang foreman merely writing an
order. .\t the smaller shops that do not require a sub-store

a messenger service is in use that delivers the material from
the storehouse to the shops as needed.

Working Stock. Delivery of material for car repair work
is sim])lified by carrying what is termed a "mechanical de-

partment working stock." This is a stock of material for

current and convenient use to make repairs to freight, pas-

.senger and work cars and is available without a requisition.

It is accounted for under the term "mechanical department
working stork" and the value of the material is carried in

this section onlv. It >* maintained for the convenience of car
rejiairen: and is stored in the car repair sheds. This .stock

."

remains substantially constant, a three-weeks' supply being
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always on hand. This represents about four per cent of the

ftock on hand at each storehouse.

Working stock has been the subject of much inquiry on the

Santa Fe. At first it was not accounted for but owing to iti

value it was decided by the auditing department to keep a

record of it, but still permit it to remain on the ground to

avoid delay and the time spent by workmen in securing it.

An inventory of all car repair material on hand was taken

and all material over a .30-days' supply taken back into

stock. This supply is maintained by car foremen furnish-

ing a requisition at the close of each month to replenish the

stock to its original quantity. A stock book of the material

is maintained and it is put in charge of a supplyman at the

large shops, where suitable facilities have been arranged to

store it.

Relation with the Operating Department

The same principles that are applicable to the supply

problems of the mechanical department can be applied to

the relations between the store and operating departments.

It requires the same amount of co-operation, the same ad-

vance information of future requirements and the same
accuracy in references to obtain material promptly. How-
ever, the conditions under which they are applied are dif-

ferent.

Division storekeepers are required to keep in close touch

with superintendents. They are kept advised of anticipated

improvements and all other work where material will be

required. On their frequent trips over the division they keep

a lookout for surplus and obsolete material and advise the

superintendent if any is discovered. They call attention

to any wasteful, improper or extravagant use of material

which may come to their notice.

Securing advance information for material needed in

operating and construction work is difficult. No requisitions

can be made until the authority for the work is granted and
then immediate shipments are expected. Because of present

conditions this is u.sually impossible. To overcome this,

storekeepers are given copies of estimates with advice as to

the prospects of the estimates being approved. A copy of the

annual budget also is furnished the store department which
is used as a guide for standard articles needed. However, it

is not reliable as advance information for special material for

the reason that many of the undertakings carried in the bud-
get are postponed.

Distribution. On small jobs undertaken by operating

forces, it is aimed to ship all the material required in one
lot, or, if this is not possible, to advise superintendents when
the bill of material has been filled. This is done by send-

ing the consignee a copy of the waybill on which the material

is detailed and he in turn checks it against his requisition

copy. Tlie Santa Fe has discovered that this is the most eco-

nomical method of material distribution. Under the c:ld

system, for instance, when a bridge was being built, the

creosoted material would come from one point, the bridge
bolts from another, the T-rails from another, and often as

many as eight separate .shipments would be made. When
the bridge gang arrived it sometimes found some essential

material lacking, making it necessary to put the bridge into

service incomplete, or aliandon the work until the material
arrived. It is estimated that the saving effected by shipping
the material ordered for this class of work in one lot is 20
per cent of the former cost. This figure includes the cost of
transporting men, material and outfit cars from the division

headquarters to the point of work.

Supply Car

For the ordinary distribution of material to section fore-
men, agents, operators, pumpers and other operating units,
the Santa Fe relies mainly on the supply car. This method

has laeen developed to its maximum efficiency on this road
and has resulted in enormous saving, both in the cost of dis-

tributing supplies and in the prevention of loss and delay
to the material itself.

Eight supply cars are operated on the system, each car tak-
ing care of the needs of from 1,000 to 1,500 miles of road.

These cars make their rounds monthly and are in charge of

a supply car storekeeper, assisted by two or three helpers.

The supply car man in turn reports to a general supply car
storekeeper, who is directly responsible to the general store-

keeper.

(To be continued; the second part of the article will dis-

cuss Line Stock and Its Accounting; Ordering Material;
Supplies and Obsolete Material: Material Rdnmed to Stock,

and Inventories.)

Win the War by "Staying at Home"
By Theodore H. Price

Actuary U. S. Railroad .\dministration.

DIRECTOR General McAdoo's recent statement in which
he appealed to the public to forego traveling that was
unnecessary is given point by a recently published

letter from the Associated Press correspondent in London-
which reads as follows:

"The recent curtailment of railway tr.-ivcling iacilitics is making itself

increasingly felt at the big London stations, where, during the weekend,
long lines of travelers form at the booking office hours before trains are
.scheduled to start.

"Xo extra trains are being put on for the holidays, and as ticket offices
are closed as soon as the seating capacity of the train is full, hundreds are
left waiting.

"On one Lancashire railway tickets for popular seaside resorts have tff

be purchased two weeks in advance."

If it be true that misery loves company that portion of the

.American public who arc complaining at the crowded condi-

tion of the passenger trains here may find some consolation

in the fact that similar conditions prevail in England.

The truth is that it is not possible to put a quart in a pint

bottle either in England or in the United States, and although

the passenger traffic officials there, as here, are doing all they

can to cope with the situation the effective remedy is in the

hands of the public itself. It is very simple and may be

described in the sentence "Stay at home unless travel is un-
avoidable."

During the month of July the railroads were called upon to

move 1,100,000 troops for the government, as well as those

soldiers and sailors who were traveling on tlieir own account.

The workers in the service of the government who must
be moved about from place to place impose a further tax upon
the transportation facilities of the railroads. It is important

that these men should travel in comfort and that they should
be supplied with sleeping cars on long journeys. >Jew cars

cannot be Imilt in a night and as a matter of fact they are at

present unobtainable l:)ecause the lalx)r and material required

in their construction is not to be had.

The passenger equipment of the railroads when they were
taken over by the government was barely equal to the de-

mands then made upon it. It cannot be enlarged at present

without restricting some necessari' war activity. Those who
travel unnecessarily are therefore needlessly over-taxing the

railway service, are making themselves and others who must
travel uncomfortable, and are really impeding the prosecution

of the war. To "Stay at home" has now become a patriotic

dut}- and every one who feels disposed to "take a trip" these

days ought to seriously ask himself whetlier it is necessary

or cannot be postponed before he buys Lis ticket

If this habit of self-examination becomes general the con-

gestion of passenger traffic will disappear, for tliere are lots

of journeys that are a waste of both money and time, and
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"Home Sweet Home" is a pretty Rood and restful plate after

all. 'I'ho.se who feel an irre.sistible desire to roam may he able

to control them.'^elves if they will re-read "Prue and I," the

charminj; stor\- in which George William Curtis describes

the imaf^inary journeys of an old book-keeper and his wife

who, being unable to afford the cost of travel, found exquisite

pleasure in imagming that they were visiting the places

(lescrii)ed in the b(xjks of celebrated travelers.

Railroad Men's Mountain
Home Association

TliK RAILRIWD Mkx's MOV.NIAI.N HoMK .^SSOCLATIOX,

the activities of which were described in the Railway

.if;e of May 24, has selected a representative board of

governors, composed of the follovi'ing men prominent in trans-

portation circles:

Hon. Simon Bamberger, governor of Utah.

H. W. Belnap, manager Safety Section, Railroad Ad-

mini.stration.

B. E. Chajjin, editor. The Railroad Emplovee, Newark,

N. J.

G. v. Conard, secretary, Ass'n of Transportation & Car

Accounting Officers, New York.

E. H. DeGroot, assistant manager. Car Service Section,

Railroad Administration.

Samuel O. Dunn, editor, Railway Age, Chicago.

y. E. Duval, general superintendent transportation. Grand

Trunk System, Montreal.

Carl R. Grav, director, Div. of Operation, Railroad .Ad-

ministration.

Hon. Otto !Mears, president, Silverton Railway.

Frank Nay. comptrGller, Rock Island System, Chicago.

others have taken similar action, allording their men the op-

portunity to remit either direct to the First National Bank
of Denver or to contribute small amounts through the treas-

urer of the company.

The Rock Island twines are now giving consideration to the

erection of a "Rock Island Hut" through contributions of

employees, with prosjiects of immediate success which will

add to their record of achievement and provide a cott:.ge

where the Rock Inland boys will always feel at home.

Actual work on the ijuildings and grounds is proceeding

very satisfactorily. The Wyoming Shovel Works of ^^'yom-

ing, Pennsylvania, anticipating the needs of the home, has

donated a supply of shovels to meet all requirements.

The opportunities afforded by the Railroad Men's Moun-
tain Home for rest and recuperation have been thoroughly

enjojed for the past si.x weeks by a man who was engag'

d

in war work in France for about a year. He and his familv

enthusia.stically endorse the enterprise and the ideal condi-

tions under which the returning railroad soldiers may re-

gain health and .strength.

Tlie plans for the home have been submitted to Lieutenant-

Colonel Harry E. Mock of the War Department, and after

due consideration he has endorsed the project in a letter to

the directors from which the following is an e.\tract:

"TlR-rcfrirc, if this Mountnin Ilomt for Railroad Men will give these

disabled soldiers from the industrial army an opportunity to cncc m..'rc

rcsain their health and become independent members of society, it "ill he

one of the greatest benents to tho>e whom it serves.

•.\s president of the American .Association of Industrial, Physician^ and
.Sur>:cons it gives me the keenest |ile,-i~;ire to commend this pr^at cpdcr-

taking."

One of the officers of the Railroad Administration li:'.s

suggested that a life membership in the association be cre-

ated, payable at the rate of SlOO per annum for five y^ars,

which would entitle the member to all the benefits of the

heme and provide health insurance at a comparatively nomi-

One of the Cottages Looking South from Railroad Mens Mountain Home

J. P. O'Brien, federal manager, Oregon-Washington K. R.

&• Xavigaticn C()mi)any.

W . L. Park, general manager, Chicago Great W estern.

J. S. Pveatt, federal manager. Railroad .Vdministration,

Dallas. Te.x.

D. H. Rawson, general manager, .\nuriran Railway Ex-

press Com]):',nv. Omaha, Xeh.

H. E. Remington, editor. Rock Islund I',m|iloyees' Maga-
zine, Chicago. 111.

Marshall B. Smith. Stale Hoard of Capitol .Managers and
Former Reniver. Dtinrr, l.araniie & Nortiiwestern. Denver,

Colo.

B. L. Wiiu'hell. southern regional diredor. Railroatl .Vd-

ministration, .\tlanta, Ga.

In addition to the roads mentioned in the .irticle of May
24 as having issuetl circidars to their employees, several

nal cost, as the Railroad Men s Mountain Home is a non-

profit organization and will afford every privilege at the mini-

mum cost.

The board of trustees is giving consideration to this fea-

ture, and will at all times welcome suggestions from railroad

m^n in the interests of the home.

Ark Ydu Prei'.\ring to subscribe to the Fourth Lilierty

Loan, the campaign for which l>egins on Septeml>er 28 and

closes October IQ?

Direct French Mail Tkains.—Press despatches state

that French mail trains were operated on September 2 be-

tween Paris. Calais, and Dunkirk, by way of the direct line

through .Amiens, instead of the roundabout route forced by

the German drive of last March and .\pril.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Railroad Employees Ordered to Keep Out of Politics; Director

General Meeting With Eastern Officers

IX
ACCORDANCE WITH HIS POLICY of gaining a first hand

knowledge of railroad conditions, Director General

McAdoo left ^^'ashington on Wednesday for New York
to meet on Thursday with the regional director, the district

directors and federal managers of the Eastern region for the

]iurpose of discussing questions connected with the railroad?

under federal control in that region. Afterwards the director

general will go to New England for an inspection of terminal

facilities at Boston and railroads in New England and also

the Cape Cod Canal, recently taken under federal control.

After leaving New England he will go to Pittsburgh for a

meeting with principal officers of railroads in the Allegheny

region and later probably will visit roads in the Pocahontas

region.

He has already met with the officers of roads in the

Northwestern and Central Western regions and has in-

spected a number of the lines in those regions. The director

general will devote himself to railroad affairs during the trip

and because of the pressure of official business has been

forced to decline all invitations of a social nature.

Railroad Men to Abstain from Politics

Specific orders that railroad men are to kce]) out of poli-

tics were given by Director General McAdoo to all officers

and employees in the railroad service of the United States,

in a statement issued on September 1. Mr. McAdoo said:

The approaching federal and state elections, including the

primary contests connected therewith make it both timely

end necessary that the attitude of the director general to-

wards political activity on the part of officers and employees

in the railroad service should be clearly stated.

It was a matter of common report that railroads under

private control were frequently used for partisan ]5olitical

])urposes; that railroad corporations were frequently ad-

juncts of political machines and that even sovereign states

had been at times dominated by them. Contriliutions to

campaign funds and the skillful and effective coercion of

employees were some of the means by which it was believed

that many railroads exerted their power and influence in

politics. Scandals resulted from such practices, the pulilic

interest was prejudiced and hostility to railroad manage-
ments were engendered.

Now that the government controls and operates the rail-

roads, there is no selfish or private interest to serve, and the

incentive to political activity on the [/art of the railroads no
longer e.xists.

Under government control there is no inducement to offi-

cers and employees to engage in politics. On the contrarj-,

they owe a high duty to the public scrupulously to abstain

therefrom. It is therefore announced as a definite policy

of the United States Railroad Administration that no officer,

attorne\- or employee shall

1

.

Hold a position as a member or officer of any political

committee or organization that solicits funds for political

purposes.

2. Be a delegate to or chairman or officer of any political

convention.

.i. Solicit or receive funds for any political purpose or
contribute to any political fund collected by an official or
employee of any railroad or any official or employee of the
United States or of any state.

4. .\ssume the conduct of any political cam[)aign.

Washi.vcton, D. C.

5. Attempt to coerce or intimidate another officer or em-
ployee in the exercise of his right of suffrage. Violation of
this will result in immediate dismissal from the service.

6. Become a candidate for any political office. Member-
ship on a local school or park board will not be construed
as a political office. Those desiring to run for political
office or to manage a political campaign must immediatelv
sever their connection with the United States Railroad
Service.

I am sure that I can count on the loyal co-operation of all

officers, attorneys and employees engaged in the operation of
the railroads under federal control, to carr>' out in letter and
spirit the policy here announced. This policy is intended
to secure to all of them freedom of action in the exercise of
their individual political rights, and, at the same time, to
prevent any form of hurtful or pernicious political activity.

Let us demonstrate to the American people that under
federal control, railroad officers, attornej-s and emplo\ees
cannot be made a part of any political machine nor be used
for any organized partisan or selfish purpose.

Let us set such a high standard of public duty and service
that it will l)e worthy of general emulation.
The director general has received many incjuiries as to the

scope of the new order from railroad men who are now
candidates for office, and in reply to one who is running
for nomination as lieutenant governor of a western state.

Mr. McAdoo telegraphed that he might take part in the
primary election, but that if he were nominated he would be
required to resign his railroad position.

Advances to Railroads

Director General McAdoo on September 1 issued a state-

ment giving an acccjunting in [lart of the disbursements of
the Railroad .-Administration above current expenses of
operation, out of earnings of railroad properties, from cur-
rent lialances taken over and from the Treasurv's revolving
fund, amounting to between §800,000,000 and $900,000,000,
from January 1 to Sejjtember I, and also of the advances
made by the Railroad .Administration to railroad companies
from April 1 to Se])tember 1. The director general also
took occasion to deny that the Railroad .Administration has
been withholding standard rentals pending the execution of
the contracts between the railroads and the government, and
says that the equivalent of the standard rentals, which for

the first eight months of the year amounted to approximately
$65O,0(){),()00, has already very largely been paid to the rail-

roads under governmental control.

The total amount of money which the L'nited States Rail-

road Administration lias advanced since April 1, 1918, to

all railroad companies (exclusive of the current earnings of

the roads, apjilied directly by the individual roads to their

current ex]ienses and corporate needs) was $241,851,420 to

64 different roads or .systems, of which the amount advanced
during the month of .August was SJ8,l.i7..S70.

Of the total amount advanced from April 1 to September
1, $202,297,660, was taken from the $500,000,000 revolving
fund and $,^9,55.5,760 was taken from the surplus earnings

turned over to the director general by the limited number of

roads whose receipts for the period exceeded their needs.

The total amount of money turned over to the director

general .Ajiril 1 to September 1 by roads reporting surplus
earnings was $62,845,699, but of the amount thus turned

429
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over $29,200,699 was returned to road.s tem|jorarily makini;
the deposits, these same roads having subsequently called

upon the director general to advance to them considerable

sums in addition to the return of the deposits which they

had temjiorarily made with the Railroad Administration.
J'lie only railroads or .>iy.stems which have deposited funds

with the director general and have not asked for the return

of any portion of the funds thus deposited were the following:

Atlantic Coast Line and Louisville & Nashville $8,450,000
Atchison. Topcka & Santa I'c 3.300.000
Northern Pacific 2,500.000
Duluth, Missabe & Northern 2,400,000
Union Pacific System 2,100.000
Norfolk & Western 1 ,500,000
Bcssemei & Lake Erie 1,500,000
Chicago & North Western 1,500,000
Elgin, Jolict Si Eastern 1 .500.000
Duluth Si Iron Range 900,000
I'ort Worth & Denver City 700,000
i*cre Manitictte 500,000
El Paso & Southwestern 500,000
Chicago & Eastern Illinois 300.000
Spokane, Portland & Seattle 300,000
Richmond, l-rcderickshurg & Potomac 300,000
Lehigh & New England ,100.000
International & Great Northern 1 50,000
Grand Rapids & Indiana lOO.OOO

Among the other railroads depositing funds with the

director general, which have not already gotten back sums as

great or greater than those thus deposited, were:

Amount deposite'd in excess
of amount gotten back

Southern Pacilic Lines $2,000,000
Colorado & Southern 1.109.000
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 400,000
St. LouisSan Francisco 382.000
Hudson & Manhattan 100.000
Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific 364.000
Alabama & N'icksburg 490,UOU

During the month of August the director general made the

following advances to the railroads named, over and above
their current earnings:

Pennsylvania Railroad Lines $9,500,000
Baltimore & Ohio 4. 500.000
Illinois Central 2.700.000
Seaboard Air Line 2,000,000
Buff.ilo. Rochester & Pittsburgh 1,800,000
Missouri Pacific 1,750,000
Chicago, Burlington & Quincv 1,600.000
Philadelphia & Reading 1 ,400,000
Southern Pacific 1,300,000
Chicapo. St. Paul, Mitincapolis & Omaha 1.200,000
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 1,000,000
Chesapeake & Ohio 1.000,000
Eric 900,000
Wheelinc & Lake Erie 700,000
Grand Trunk Western Lines 621.000
Wabash 575,000
Chicago Great Western 507,660
Florida East Coast 500.000
Indiana Harbor Belt 500.000
Kansas l. ity Southern 500.000
Minneapolis & St. Louis 500.000
New York, Ontario & Western 400,000
St. LouisSan Fiancisco Lilies 308.000
Cincinmti Northern 300.000
Central New England 300.000
Southern Railway Lines 245,000
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern 229,201
Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas 225.000
(iulf. Mobile & Northern 200,000
Kansas City. Mexico & Orient 180,000
Western Maryland 169.509
Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific 136.000
PittsburgTi & Shawmut 1 10,000
Old Dominion Steamship Companv 95,000
Ann Arbor 55,000
San Antonio, I'valdc & Gulf 45.000
Colorado ii- Southern 41.000
Franklin & Pittsylvania 35.000
A1.ab.ima & Nicksburg 10.000

The total amount advanced by the director general to all

railroad companies from April 1 to September 1, 1918 (ex-

clusive of the current earnings immediately applied by the

respective companies), was $241,851,420. The advances

were made to the following roads

:

New York, Now H.aven & Hartford $46,964,000
New York Central Lines 40.300.000
Pennsylvania Railroad Lines 40.000.000
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. I'aul 15,725.000
Baltimore & Ohio 13.500,000
Illinois Central 1 2.450,000
Erie 8,400.000
Chiciigo. Rock Lsland & P.icific 6,000,000
Seaboard Air Line 4,350,000
Denver & Rio Grande 4,100.000
Southern R.iilway Lines 3,940.000
Southern P.icific Lines 3,800,000
Chesappake & Ohio 3.750.000

I^high Valley 3,500,000
Wabash 3,225,000
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 3.100.000
Missouri Pacific 2,750,000
Missouri. Kansas & Texas Lilies 2.645,000
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 2.600,000
Delaware & Hudson 2.000.00O
Philadelphia & Reading I.400.00II
.Minneapolis & St. I^uis 1.350,000
Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville 1,325.000
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha 1.200,000
St. Louis-San Francisco Line.* 1,118,000
Hudson & Manhattan 1,000,000
( entral of Georgia 7S0.0OO
Indiana Harbor Belt 720,000
Wheeling & Lake Eric 700,000
Grand Trunk Western Lines 621,000
Chicago & Alton 600,000
Norfolk Southern 540.000
Terminal Railroad Ass'n of St. Louis 525,000
Chicago Great Western 507.660
Hocking Valley 500.000
Florida East Coast 500,000
Kansas City Southern 500,000
St. Louis Southwestern 500,000
New York, Ontario & Western 400.000
Ann Arbor 330.000
Central New England 300.000
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient 300.000
Central Vermont 285,000
Detroit. Toledo & Ironton 238.775
Chicago. Terre Haute & Southeastern 229.201
Gulf, Mobile & Northern 200.000
San Antonio & -Aransas Pass 200.000
Chicago Junction 200.000
Atlanta, Birmingham St .Atlantic 189.000
Western Maryland 169.509
Illinois Southern 160.000
Melt Railway of Chicago 155.000
Hululh, South Shore & Atlantic 150^000
Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific 136,000
New York, Chicago & St. Louis 132,275
New Orleans Great Northern 120.000
Chicago & Western Indiana 115.000
Pittsburgh & Shawmut 110.000
f)ld Dominion Steamship Company 95.000
Washincton. Brandywine & Point Lookout .'0.000
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf 45.000
Colorado & Southern 41.000
Franklin & Pittsylvania 35.000
.Mabama & Vicksburg 10.000

Of the funds thus advanced to date, over 52 per cent went

to three systems, the New Haven, the New York Central,

and the Pennsylvania.

The director general desires to correct an impre.<sion which

prevails in .some ([uarters to the effect that the United States

Railroad .Administration is withholding, or has been with-

holding, the standard rentals due to tlie various railroads

undci- government control, pending the execution of contracts

between the railroads and the government, and that the omis-

sion of any railroad corporations to settle their debts or

claims is due to any omission by the Railroad Administration

to pay the accrued rentals.

The fact is. says the statement, that the equivalent of the

standard rentals which for the first eight months of the cur-

rent year, amounted to approximately $650,000,000, has

already very largel\- been paid to ever}- railroad company in

the United States under government control, and in many
cases the director general in addition to i)aying these roads

an amount equal to 90 per cent of their standard rental

(which payments in advance of the execution of contracts

are permissive and not comjiulsory under the railroad act)

has advanced large additional sums of money to these rail-

road corporations to enable them to meet maturing bond
issues which they and their financial agents were unable,

under existing conditions, to jirovide for, and to pay large

sums for new equipment and additions and betterments. ,

The total amount of money, therefore, which the director

general has disbursed, over and above all current expenses
of operation, out of earnings of the railroad properties since

January 1, and from current balances taken over on January
1, 1918, and from the Treasury's Revolving Fund, up to

September 1, 1918, is estimated at betwetjii $800,000,000
and S9(H).000.000.

In addition to the large sums which have been advanced
directly to railroads, either on account of compensation or

as loans, the director general has advanced on account of

orders placed by him for locomotives and cars now under
construction, and which are being put in service as rapidly

as completed, the further sum of $11, 72".870:
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Rules for Submission of New Devices

The Division of Operation has issued a circular prescrib-

ing the following rules to be observed in submitting new
devices or inventions to the Railroad Administration for

investigaticn

:

Any person desiring to submit any apparatus or device to

the United States Railroad Administration at Washington,

for the purpose of having it passed upon and investigated,

should forward complete specifications and detail drawings,

showing fully and clearly the construction, application, and
method of operation of said apparatus or device. The draw-

ings should be made of convenient size for handling and
filing, and drawings not larger than 8 in. by lOj/2 in. are

preferred. Large drawings or prints mu.st be multiples of

this size.

The specifications and plans should be accompanied by a

statement showing the following:

1. Name of appliance or device.

2. Name and address of proprietor.

3. Number and date of United States patent or patents.

4. Purpose of the ap[)liance or device.

5. Brief statement of how the purpose is carried out.

6. General description.

7. Statement of relation to other appliances or devices.

8. Name of railroad or railroads on which used or tried

and length of time in use.

9. Name of town, district, or railroad division where u.sed

or tried.

10. Name of railroad officers of whom intiuin,- may be

made.
All ])luns, specifications, drawings, and other descriptions

which are furnished for e.xamination become a part of the

United States Railroad Administration's records and may be

retained in its files.

When examination has been completed the papers fur-

nished for such examination will not be returned; for that

reason original patents, tracings, or other papers of that

nature, which may be of particular value to inventors or

pro|)rietors, should not be furnished: instead, copies of pat-

ents, i)lueprints, or other descriptive papers of which dupli-

cates can be obtained by the proprietor should be sent. The
United States Railroad .Administration can furnish no pro-

tection of the inventor's or proprietor's rights in any device

submitted: therefore, plans should not be sulimitted until the

rights of the inventor or proprietor are fully protected by

patent or otherwise.

It is not necessar}' to submit models of devices. If for

an\' reason it is desired to do so, however, models may be

furnished, provided the proprietor pays all transportation

charges, .\fter examination models will be returned if the

projirietor so requests, liut this will also be done at the [)ro-

prietor's risk and expense; otherwise models will be de-

stroyed. In every case, however, whether or not models are

supplied, complete detailed plans and specifications must be

furnished; no report will be based on examination of a model
alone.

When cc'unplete plans of an\' appliance or device have

l)een furnished they will be placed under examination; after

this examination has been completed the person submitting

the device will be informed of the results thereof and the

conclusions reached.

.Arrangements for tests will not be made until an examina-
tion of plans di.scloses the necessity or desirability of con-

ducting a te.st under service conditions. In case a test is

to be made the apparatus must be furnished, installed, and
•operated without expense to the government.

Correspondence regarding matters of this nature should
lie addressed to I'nited States Railroad Administration.

Frank McManamy, assistant director, division of operation,

Washington, D. C.

Nothing in the foregoing i~ intended to prohibit any rail-

road from testing and developing devices invented by its

employees, or testing other devices which, in the opinion of
the officers of the railroad, have sufficient merit to war-
rant it.

The Director General's Labor Day Message to

Employees

Tlie director general on Sunday last sent a Labor Day
message to all regional directors, in which he asked them,
insofar as possible, to permit as many railroad employees to
participate in the Labor Day celebrations throughout the
country- as would not hamper essential railroad operations.

"In view of the colossal war in which America is a party
combatant and of the gravity of the issues involved, con-
cernmg as they do the lives and liberties of the people of the
world, the cele!)ration of Labor Day, 1918, possesses a
special significance," he said.

"Not only is the welfare of labor concerned in this war,
but the welfare of every class of people in America and
throughout the world. The millions of America's splendid
sons we are sending to Europe to settle these issues in our
favor cannot do their part of this great job unless we. each
and every one of us who stay at home, do our part equally
well and on time. Any failure to produce at home the things
our men must have if they are to fight successfully would
mean disaster. Such a disaster would be less appalling in
the nijur}- to, or destruction of, our material interests than in
the suJjjugation, if not the destruction of the noble ideals for
which America stands and sheds her blood. These ideals are
the very foundation of Christ's doctrines and of modem
Christian civilization. It is inconceivable that such a
calamity as a Gemian victory can befall the world since
.America entered the conflict unless we at home fail to do our
dut\- and our full share. I liave no doubt about .America's
performance of her duty, and that means tliat I have no doubt
of the patriotism and willingness of ever>- class of our jieople,
including labor, to strive and sacrifice and fight on until the
glorious victor}- is won.
"The railroadmen of the United States have a dutv of

transcendent importance—the duty of keeping alive and effi-

cient the traiisjiortation s\stem of the countPi-. Without ade-
quate and uninterrupted railroad ser^ice, delivered on time
all tile fme, the essential war industries of the nation will be
heljjless and the sacrifices of blood and treasure will be of
no avail. The railroads of tiie United States are the most
vital organ of our entire indu.strial and economic life. Thev
must function at the higliest jioint of efficiency, and I know-
that I can count on the loyalty and patriotic co-oj^eration of
the railroad employees of the United States in rendering to
our beloved countn,- the best service of which they are
capable.

"Let us on Laljor Day, 1918, rededicate ourselves to the

noble cause for which we fight. Let us resolve never to stop

until military oppression and all that it represents is wiped
from tlie face of the earth. Let us stand shoulder to shoulder
witii our splendid sons, whose unbroken ranks in France
have stopped the Kaiser and given him a new conception of

our fighting power. -America's triumph in this war will then

be inevitable. .America's victor)- will give a new meaning to

liltcrty and democracy throughout tiic world."

Tank Car Situation Continues Good
The director general continues to receive favorable reports

concerning the tank car situation. On .August 29 he received

one .saying that the surjilus of tank cars in the Mid-Continent

and Texas-Louisiana fields continues to remain in a condi-

tion wherei)y all demands for equipment can be promptly met.

The daily movement from these two fields averages about

l„iOO cars |)er day. This may be increased slightly during

the next few weeks on account of the large demands of the

West and Northwest for agricultural activities, but no ab-
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normal movement from the Western field to the Eastern sea-

board is anticipated for the immediate future.

Third Class for War Department Shipments

For a pt-riexl of three years or more prior to federal con-

trol the railroads of tl)e country, on the one hand, and the war

department on the other, were in dispute as to the proper

freight rates to apply on military impedimenta, the roads

contending for a second class rate, and the government for a

fourth class rate. Neither side being willing to concede the

reasonableness of the claim of the other, it was agreed by the

two parties early in November, 1917, to suljmif briefs to the

Interstate Commerce Commission as a referee. This pro-

cedure would have necessitated a more or less exhaustive

and expensive investigation on the part of the commission.

However, before the briefs had been prepared the matter

was brought to the attention of the Division of Traffic, .\fter

weighing the arguments carefully the Railroad Administra-

tion recognized merit in the positions of both the carriers

and the war dei)artment and suggested to the war department,

for account of the carriers under federal control, a compro-

mise basis of third class, minimum weight 24,000 lb. per

shipment, which the war department readily accepted.

This disposition of the case makes for uniformity of prac-

tice by all carriers, and a simplified method of accounting

both with the carriers and with the war department.

Maintenance of Air Brakes

The regional directors are now giving .special attention to

tlie proper maintenance of air Ijrakes and are addressing

letters to their federal and general managers as follows:

The proper maintenance of aiT brakes on all classes of etiuipment is an

important matter from many points of view and is a subject that is not

given the careful attention it should be given. In addition to the impos-

sibility of properly handling and controlling trains with jioorly maintained

brakes and leaky pipes, hose and other apjiaratus, fuel losses from these

causes are startling. It is estimated that there is a waste of more than

6,000,000 tons of coal annually due to train pipe and other air leakage.

Thp shortage of coal makes it necessary now, more than ever before,

to bring about greater cfliciency. The proper maintenance of air brake

equipment will not only contribute to a large extent in fuel saving, but

will also reduce maintenance costs and improve your train operation.

The following should be rigidly enforced:

.•\niple time allowed for inspection of air brakes.

.Ml leaks and defects properly repaired.

-Air brakes should be thoroughly gone over, cleaned and tested on all

cars on shop or repair tracks and all leaks eliminated.

Train pipes, cylinders and all parts should be securely clamped. This

is a matter that is given little attention.

Careful inspection of hose should be made to detect porous hose and to

see that hose fittings are securely clamped. Poorly clamped fittings often

result in hose being blown off, resulting in wrecks or serious damage to

equipment.
Wherever possible train yards and shop tracks should be equipped with

yard testing plants to enable inspectors to test cars and trains standing

in the yards and make repairs often before trains are made up, resulting

in reducing of terminal delays and overtime.

The leakage on outbound trains after a service reduction of 15 lb. has

been made and valve placed on lap, should not exceed 8 lb. per minute.

If leakage exceeds that amount the trouble should he corrected.

M. C. U. Rules covering the inspection and maintenance of air brakes

should be rigidly enforced.

8052 Cars of Georgia Peaches

Director Ceneral Mc.Adoo last Friday received through the

Division of Operation a report on the handling of the

Georgia peach crop during the season now nearing a close,

in the form of the following letter sent by B. J. Christman,

general manager of the Georgia Fruit Exchange, to B. L.

\\'inchell, Southern regional director:

Tlie crop was uniireccdented in this or any other of the peach growing

states, and veiy largely exceeds any previous crop in tieorgia. Roughly

estniiated, the returns to the growers will approximate $7,950,000. .\ com-

liarison of the carload shipments from this territory for the past several

years will perhaps interest you. It is as follows:

1910 6,265 cars 1915 4,468 cars

1911 1,145 cars 1916 3,199 cars

lOlJ 7,365 cars 1917. 3.869 cars

1913 1,.'19 cars 1918 8,052 cars

1914 4,020 cars

The fact th.nt the large crop of the se.ison just closing was marketed

with such satisfactory results, is largely due to the splendid service rendered

by the railroads under your direction, and it is with the approval of the

dirtctors of the Exchange that I write you to ex|>rcss the appreciation of
our members for the very efficient service rendered as a whoie by the rail-
roads, and which it is recognized was accomplished under exceedingly ad<
verse conditions by comparison with previous year«.

Division of Capital Expenditures Securing 1919 Figures

K. S. Lovett, director of the division of capital expendi-
tures, on .August 27 sent out D. C. E. circular No. 12 asking
for detailed information concerning the capital stock, funded
debt, amounts chargeable to capital account over the last three

years, estimates for 1918 e.xpenditures, etc., as well as other

I)ertinent information which might be of value in arriving at

a complete understanding of the capital expenditures neces-

san- in 1918 and 1919 and the means of paying for them.

The items concerning which information is wanted are in

detail as follows:

1. Capital .?tock authorized and outstanding.

2. If owned or controlled by any Class 1 roads, give name of roads
and ani.nmt held by each.

3. .\mount of funded debt authorized.

4. ,\mount of funded debt outstanding.
5. Rate or rates of interest.

6. Dates of issue and of matui ity.

7. If principal or interest, or both principal and interest, arc guaranteed,
state full particulars, giving the names of the guarantors.

8. State from what source interest on payment of funded debt is

obtained.

9. State the aggregate amount expendrd chargeable to capital account,
during the calendar years 1915, 1916 and 1917 respectively.

10. What expenditures do you estimate will be made for capital account
during the calendar year 1918.

11. What bonds are available for payment of capital expenditures.
12. If no bonds are available state manner in which it is proposed to

finance capital expenditures.

13. If proprietary or tenant companies are liable under their agree-
ments or contracts to furnish funds for capital expenditures give full

particulars.

14. I'urnish condensed balance sheet as of June 30. 1918.

15. State basis upon which operating expenses arc distributed between
the tenant lines and the approximate annual percentage each assumed in

last calendar year.

16. Furnish such operating statistics, if any, as you may have compiled
as of June 30, 1918, as will afford a clear and comprehiensive understanding
of the business transacted.

17. .\ny other pertinent information which you believe will be of value
in arriving at a complete understanding of the capital expenditures neces-
sary in 1918 and 1919 and the means of paying for the same.

Trial Balances of Federal Books Wanted Promptly

In P. S. & A. Circular No. 27 the director of the division

of public service and accounting has admonished the chief

accounting officers to be more prompt about reponing in-

formation respecting cash and other transactions and about

submitting trial balances of the federal books as of June 30,

1918, and has made certain suggestions that may help in

getting at these figures to best advantage. The circular says:

Manv chief accoui ting officers have failed to comply with the provisions

of P. S. & .\. Circular No. 18, dated July 15, 1918. which requires carriers

to report certain information respecting cash and other transactions, and the

submission of a trial balance of the federal books taken as of June 30,

1918. all of which was f he forwarded on or before .\ugust 1, 1918.

.Accounting officers, apparently, have failed tc fully appreciate the im-

portance of immediately interpreting and complying witll the provisions

of (ieneral Order No. 17. Failure promptly to seiarate the accounts, as

prcvided in that order, has prevented the furnishing of the required ii

formation, as well as the trial balance of the accounts on the federal book-.

It has, also, prevented the furnishing of answers to questions 28 and J".

which deal with lap-o^-er revenue and ex|iense items.

I: is important that the information solicited in that circular, and the

tri-i! balance of tiie federal books requested therein, be quitkly obtained,

and it is desired that answers to questions 28 and 29, if they cannot be

reported at this time, be later submitted.

It is recognized that a considerable amount of detail work is involvt 1

in the ascertaniment of all lap-over items, and that unless they have al-

ready been ascertained, some time must elapse before all of the lap-over

items can be properly spread upon the federal books.
,
To the end that

the spreading of lap over items may not delay the rendition of the return

to P. S. & .\. Circular No. 18, it is herein suggested that the chief account-

ing officer have the accounts separated in accordance with the provisions

of General Order No. 17, except that the ascertainment of the detail of lap-

over Items may be deferred until the other accounts are completely stated

on federal books and a trial balance as of June 30, 1918. submitted.

When the amounts of lap-over items by months have been ascertained, the

total thereof shall be stated in the accounts in the months subsequent to

June, supported by a detail record thereof, which shall show separately

by months the amounts of Lirover items included in the accounts (name
of corporation) expenses prior to January 1, 1918, and (name of corpora-

tion) revenues prior to January 1, 1918. as the case may be. Upon stat-

ing the accounts as provided herein, a report of lap-over revenues and ex-

penses as of Jtme 30. 1918, shall be submitted to the undersigned.
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This modificalion of P. S & A. Circular No. 18 should enable accounting

officers to very promptly comply with the provisions thereof, and the (late

for reporting the information is hereby extended to September 15. I'JIS.

Inter-Road Freight Claims for Loss and Damage

The director general in order No. 41 has issued the fol-

lowing regulations relative to the investigation, payment and
accounting for freight claims for loss and damage arising

during federal control. These regulations will not affect the

distribution of settlements involving any road not under

federal control nor the distribution of claims clearly ap-

plicable to the period prior to federal control.

1. Prexeiitation of claims: Effective Seiitember I, 1918. claims for loss

of or damage to freight shall, except as modified in this paragraph, he

presented to and settled by the destination or the initial carrier. Claims filed

with an intermediate carrier, tlirough error, shall be immediately trans-

mitted to the destination carrier and claimant so advised. -An inter-

mediate carrier clearly at fanlt may invite and adjust claims direct. Claims

for fire or marine losses shall be referred for adjustment to the carrier

responsible, and claimant so advi'sed.

2. Pat^i'rs necessary to support claims: Claims for loss of or damage
to freight shall be made on the standard forms aoproved by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. In the case of loss or damage, they shall be sup-

ported by original bill of lading, if not previously surrendered to carrier,

original paid freight receipt, if issued, original or certified copy of invoice

of value and all obtainable facts in proof of such loss or damage and the

value thereof. If any necessary document is lost or destroyed, claimant shall

file a bond of indemnity to cover.

i. Method of adjustment : The foregoing provisions having been com-
plied with, loss and damage claims shall be adjusted with the claimant in

accordance with the established legal liability, bill of lading, tariff provisions

and federal regulations, by the carrier to which presented for the account

of and without reference to the other carriers interested in the haul, before

the completion of other investigations necessary for the purpose of locating

responsibility or apportioning the amount i)aid.

4. Car seal records: Investigation for development of car seal records

in connection with the apportionment of claims between carriers shall be
discontinued.

.=>. Loss or damage definitely located : Claims for loss or damage definitely

located, the legal liability for which has been establi'shed and payment
made, shall be charged direct to carrier or carriers responsible therefor.

6. Loss or Damage Vnlocatcd : Claims for unlocated loss or damage, the

legal liability for which has been established and payment made, sliall be

apportioned to interested carriers on mileage basis, with minimum of ten

miles for any carrier.
7. Claims Involving Litigation : Law expenses, including court costs, in-

curred in connection with the defense of an action where recovery is had.

shall be apportioned among the carriers involved on the same basis as the

claim. In the event tliere is no recovery, the law expenses shall be ap-

portioned between the carriers interested on a mileage basis, minimum ten

miles for any carrier, and subject to Paragrajib 8, Minimum Debits,

8. Minimum Debits: F.xcept as provided in Paragraph 5 hereof, the en-

tire amount of any individual loss and damage claim shall be absorbed by
the settling carrier, unless the amount chargeable against all other carriers

under federal control in interest exceeds five dollars. Proportions less tlian

one dollar against any one carrier shall, however, be absorbed by the set-

tling carrier.

'J. Settlement Bcttveen Carriers: On or before the tenth day of each

month, paying carrier shall render a statement of amount due from each

debtor carrier showing thereon the claim number, points between which
shipment moved over debtor line, waybill reference and date, commodity,
nature of claim and amount. The total amount of such statement shall be

I accepted by debtor carrier as final, except if it be found that an amount

S was included in statement in error, or a manifest clerical error, adjustment
shall be made therefor in the subsequent statement, as prescribed in Gen-
eral Order No. ,^0. Manifest errors in claim payments should be brought
to the attention of the debiting carrier.

10. Monthly Statements: Separate monthly statements shall he rendered
for liabilities, which were incurred prior to January 1, 1918, and for liabili-

ties, which were incurred subsequent to December 31, 1917. In no case

shall a single statement include both prior and subsec|uent liabilities. Such
statements rendered against debit carriers should be forwarded tbroi:gh

the j>roper accounting officers of the carrier by whom they are prepared.
11. Method of Payment: Loss and damage freight claims shall be

audited and paid on regularly audited vouchers in same manner as other

operating expenses are vouchered. Such vouchers shall be approved for

audit by the freight claim agent, and for payment by or mider the direction

of the officer designated to approve vouchers for payment. Provided,
however, loss and damage freight claims may be paid by drafts drawn upon
the federal or local federal treasurer having jurisdiction within the same
limitations which are now in effect and authorized by the officer in charge
of such authorization.

12. Cnstodv of Claim Patters: Claim papers shall remain in possession of
paying carrier, except that where individual claitns are charged in full to

another carrier, the papers may be sent to such carrier upon request.

AVhen documents supporting either paid or unpaid claims leave possession
of carrier, they shall be plainly stamped with carrier's name and claim
number.

13. dotations of P.rceptions on Waybills: Loss or damage discovered
at any point in transit shall be specifically noted on face of waybill, dated
and signed in name of agent," conductor or other authorized employee, giv-
ing name of carrier responsible, or point where discovered if responsibility
is located.

14. Mating exceptions on paid freight receipts: Agents delivering
freight to consignee, when shortage or damage is known to exist, shall make

specific notation of extent and nature of the loss or damage on face of orig-
inal paid freight bill and sign and dale such notation in ink. When freight
bears external evidence of pilfery or damage at time of delivery, a joint
inspection with consignee or his representative shall, when practicable, be
made at the delivery station and receipt taken in accordance therewith.
Claim for value of freight checking short at destination shall not be paid
until inquiry has been made of delivering agent and con^gnee to ascertain
if shortage has since arrived or reached consignee through any source.

15. Delivery of stray freight: Astray freight (freight marked with
name and address of consignee, hut separated from regular revenue way-
bill) shall he immediately forwarded to marked destination on standard
form of waybill, without charges fcopy by m.-iil to destination agent) and
such waybill shall hear the notation ".\stray I'reight— Deliver only on
presentation of original bill of lading or original paid freight receipt or
other proof of ownership." Destination agent receiving astray freight
shall immediately notify consignee to whom marked, and if regular rcvenu;
waybill is not received, delivery shall be made on presentation of proof of
ownership orescribed and collection of tariff charges from point where
shipment originated. Special efforts should be made to esstablish the
ownership of perishable freight, in order to insure prompt delivery.

16. Freight Claim Association rules: Rules prescribed by the Freight
Claitn Association, except such as conflict with the regulations herein pro-
vided, shall govern all carreirs under federal control until otherwise
ordeiol.

Women's Service Section

Announcement has Ijeen made of the establishment of a
Women's Service Section of the Division of Labor in charge
of Miss Pauline Goldmark, as manager, with office at Wash-
ington. The manager of the new section will give con-
sideration to conditions of employment of women on railroads

under federal control. Miss Goldmark until recently was
secretary of the Committee on Women in Industn,- of the

Council of National Defense, New York. Siie was for five

years secretary of the New York City Consumers' League
and later secrctar}' of the National Consumers' League.

Manager of Coastwise Steamship Lines Appointed

Director General Mc.\doo lias announced the a|ipointment.

effective September 1, of H. B. Walker as federal manager
of coastwise steamship lines, with office at Southern Pacific

Pier 49, North River, New York, reporting to the Director,

Division of Operation, and with jurisdiction over all depart-

ments of the following coastwise steamship lines now under
federal control: Old Dominion Steamship Company, Ocean
Steamship Com])any, Southern Steamship Company, Mer-
chants' and Miners' Trans[)ortation Company, Mallor)'

Steamsliij) Company, Clyde Steamship Company. Southern

Pacific Company—.Atlantic Steamship Lines.

The director general also expressed his appreciation of the

services of the Steamship Advisory Committee, w-hich, with

L. J. Sjjence as chainnan, has been handling the coastwise

service under a temporary organization uji to this time, stating

that Mr. Spence particularly, who remains with the Southern

Pacific Company, has rendered excellent service.

C. A. Morse in Charge of Engineering and Maintenance

Announcement was made this week of the e>tablishment of

an engineering and maintenance department in the Division

of Operation. Charles .\. Morse, heretofore chief engineer

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office at Chicago,

has been appointed assistant director. Division of Operation,

in charge of engineering and maintenance, effective September

1, and has assumed his new duties, with office in Washington.

500-Mile Mileage Book

There will l)e jjlaced on sale on September 15 at the dif-

ferent ticket offices throughout the country a $15 mileage

scrip book to be sold for $16.20. including the war tax. This
book is identical in all features except size and price with

the $.iO l)ook that went on sale on .\ugust 20.

Light Loading of Flour

The Car Ser\'ice Section has asked the railroads to report

to it any cases of loading of flour shipments coming to their

attention which do not follow the instructions for inspection

or preparation of cars for flour shipments recently issued in
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.a circular of the cereal division of the milling section of the

United States Food Administration. These rules are in

accordance with loading rules of the American Railway

Association. The railroads are instructed to give special

attention to shipments of flour that must be transferred en

route to insure proper loading in accordance with loading

rules.

Organization of Bureau of Suggestions and Complaints

The Bureau of Suggestions and Complaints, which is being

organized by Ballard Dunn as assistant actuary of the Rail-

road Administration, is rapidly getting started with its work

and has received hundreds of letters in response to the an-

nouncement of its organization as puljlished in the news-

papers. Mr. Dunn is organizing a staff to handle the work,

which now includes, in addition to T. T. Maxey, heretofore

advertising agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

whose appointment was noted in last week's issue, J. F.

Jarrell, publicity agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

and Eugene Howard Lamb, formerly general agent of the

hitherto manager of the property protection section, becomes
counsel for the property protection work and Charles H.
Patterson of Pittsburgh has received the title of counsel for

claims.

Freight Train Operations for June

Till, m.i kis foR FKKK.iri train oijcrations on the Class 1

roads in June compiled by the Operating Statistics Sec-

tion of the Railroad Administration show a consider-

able improvement over the figures for May and are com-
parable with those for April. The revenue ton miles handled

in June totaled 34,336,702,777, a consideratjle increase over \

May, a less increase over April, but 3.2 per cent less than in ,

June of last year. The freight train miles totaled 53,102,470
]

in June of this year, a decrease of 3.6 from June of last year.

Tons per train, averaging 698, were the same as last year,

but tons per loaded car totaling 28.3 represented an increase

of 1.8 per cent.

FREIGHT TRAIN OPER.\TION

Class I Roadc U.nder Feder.\l Control

June .Six months ended June 30

191S

,\verage miles operated— in- ,,.,,,„
Kle track j:.i.61.;.lS9

l-rcight train-miles 53.102,470

Loaded freiKht car-miles. . .

.

l.JW.^.^?.*!?

Empty freight car-miles ...

.

6.-.l,671.964

Total freight carmiles

—

loaded and empty 1.961.909,853

Freight locomotive-miles .... 61.655.044

Revenue ton-miles u 3.56 70J.777

Non-revenue ton-miles ...... J.< .•3,/ J2.738

.Average number of freight

locomotives in service 31.6/3

.-\ver. number of freight loco-

motives in or awaiting shop. 4,ol7

.\verage number of freight .,,„-,,
cars in service -.4ofi./56

Average number of freight ,,.,,,
cars in or awaiting shop. j4j.J43

Home "«.844

Foreign 66,499

Tons per train 6y»

Tons per loaded car 28.3

.\verage miles per locomotive

P'^r day
.-, ;

• • ^A-i
Average miles per car per day ^o.s

Per cent of empty car-miles. 33.2

Per cent of freight locomo-
tives in or awaiting shop.. ^''3

Per cent of freight cars in or
awaiting shop ^-^

Total ton-miles:
Per freight loco, per month. •,;•;";
Per freight car per month.. 15,208

d Represents decreases. * Less than on(

1917 Increase Decrease
Per
cent 1918 1917 Increase Decrease

Per
cent

225.264.S8 348.01
55,094,973

1,384,755,437
632,304,360 19,367,604

1,992363
74,517,546

0.2
d3.6
d5.4

3.1

226,956.52
317.974.949

7.302.643,871
3,313,610,858

226.767.88
328.042.178

7,921,743,019
3,329,373,112

188.64
10.667,229

619,099,148
15,762,254

d3.1
d7.8
dO.5

2.017,059,797
63,312,767

35,454,238.696
3.023,624,077

.'.....'.'

55.149.942
1,657,223

.117,535.919
270.901,339

d2.7
d2.6
d3.2
d9.0

10,616,254,729
370,489,316

190,395.270,819
17.235,542,127

11.251.116.131
383,119.067

192.120,113.987
17,575.774,177

634,861,402
12,519,751

1,724.843,168
340,232,050

d5-6
d3.3
dO.9
dl.9

31,366 307 1.0 31,197 30.803 392 1.3

4,307 210 4.9 4,727 4,494 233 5,2

2,363,821 74.935 3.2 2.410,907 2,315,223 95,684 4.1

131,990
100,193
31,797

698
27.8

11,353

'

3-i',762

"

"n.5

'23;349
8.6

d23.3
109.1

V.8

126,782
66,952
59,830

653
28.4

129,109
79,404
49,703

639
26.5

i6;i25
14
1.9

2,327
12.452

dl.8
dl5.7
20.4
2.2
7.2

67.3
28.4
31.3 1.9

2.4
1.6

d 3.6

d5.6
6.1

65.6
24.3
31.2

68.7
26.S
29.6 1.6

3.1

2.5

d4.5
d9.3

5.4

13.7 0.6 4.4 15.2 14.6 0.6 4.1

5.6 0..-! 5.4 5.3 5.6 0.3 d5.4

1.226738
16,278

55.637
1.070

d4.5
d6.6

l.!09.246
14,354

1,134.534
15,095

25,288
741

d2.2
d4.9

-tenth of one per cent.

Chicago & North Western at Sacramento, and for the past

four months in the office of Regional Director R. H. .\ishton

at Chicago. They have hcadiiuartcrs at Washington, D. C.

The First Standard Eight-Wheel Switcher Delivered

The .\mi'ritan Locomotivf Company (ieliviTod this week

the first of the standard F.ight-whcel switcliing locomotivos

which it has on order for the United States Railroad .Admin-

istration. The locomotive was built at the Pittsburgii work-

and will be placfd in seiviio on the Toledo & Ohio Central.

Claims and Property Protection Section

The announcement of the establishment of the new Freight

Claim Section noted in last week's issue has been sup])le-

niented I))' the announcement of another new section of the

Division of Law, to be known as the Claims and Projjcrty

Protection Section. This section will have jurisdiction over

freight claims and prevention, jiroperty protection, now under

the jurisdiction of the projierty i)rotection .section, and per-

sonal injur)- claims. John H. Howard, whose appointment

as manager of the freight claim section was announced in

last week's issue, has now been appointed manager of the new
claims and property protection section. Philip J. Dohert\-.

For the six months ended June 30 there is shown a de-
crease of 0.9 per cent in revenue ton miles this year as com-
pared with last. There was, however, a decrease of 3.1 j>er

cent in freight train miles, an increase of 2.2 per cent in

tons per train, of 7.2 per cent in tons per loaded car.

Increases in the number of locomotives both in ser\-ice and
awaiting shop are shown for both June and the six montlis
including June as compared with the same periods for last

year.

The decrea.se in revenue ton miles in June tliis year as

compared with June last year is understood to be largely on
the western and to some extent on the Southern roads. The
Eastern roads showed increases and New England, in par-

ticular, made a good showing, both in increases in revenue

ton miles handled and in increased load per car and per

train mile.

It will be noted that the table gives only the totals for the

entire country, the separation between the three districts, East-

ern. Southern and \\'estem as designated by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, having been discontinued. It is un-

derstoixi that a separation has been made by regions l-ut the

totals for the regions have not been made public.



Director General Approves Compensation Contract

Also Issues Statement Outlining Reasons for Rejecting

Certain Requests for Modifications

DIRECTOR General McAdoo approved on Wednesday
and announced on Thursda)' the form of a contract

which the government is willing to make with the rail-

road companies covering federal control of the railroads and
the compensation therefor. The form as announced was for

companies without subsidiaries and was in the shape of

standard clauses for use in the ordinary case, subject to the

government's reserved right to insist on different provisions

in cases obviously requiring a different treatment and to any
changes of detail or phraseology that may prove necessary.

TTiere are certain questions relating to subsidiaries, terminals,

industrial leases and other matters which are left for further

treatment in the agreements with the individual companies.

The final draft includes several concessions made by Mr.
McAdoo after hearing the objections offered by the repre-

sentatives of the companies and of the Security OwTiers'

Association to the drafts as prepared by the representatives

of the Railroad Administration, and it is understood to be

in such form as to be accepted by a majority of the roads,

although it does not meet the most important oi)jections

advanced by the National Association of Owners of Railroad

Securities which it has been intimated may attempt to enjoin

some of the companies from accepting it. The final draft

was discussed at a meeting attended by many railway counsel

and executives at Washington on \A'ednesday and was to be

further considered at a meeting of the railway executives'

advisory committee at New York on Friday, after which the

law committee, headed by Alfred P. Thoni, which has repre-

sented the railroads in the negotiations was to give an opinion

,,as to its acceptance by the various companies. While 'Sir.

McAdoo acceded to some of the contentions submitted for

his consideration by counsel representing the railroads and

the security owners, he rejected their most important requests

for modifications, particularly those of the security owners,

and in a supplementary statement gave his reasons for

doing so. The contention for a modification of the acceptance

clause which waives the right of a railroad to litigate for

loss of good will, diversion of traffic, etc., was rejected, as

well as the contention that no deduction should be made
from the compensation to pay for deferred maintenance,

additions and Iiettermcnts and road extensions, but it is

provided that the power of deduction shall not be so exercised

as to prevent the payment of interest regularly paid during

the test period. Payments for the support of the corporate

organization, contrilmtions to sinking funds, taxes and

necessary rentals for subsidiary properties. The request

for the protection of regularly paid dividends was denied,

but it is declared that it will be the policy not to so use

the power of deduction as to interrupt unnecessarily the

regular payment of dividends.

Director General McAdoo outlined the scope of the con-

tract in the following statement

:

Director General McAdoo's Statement

I am announcing today the form of contract which the govern-

ment is willing to make with the railroad companies covering

federal control of the railroads and the compensation therefor.

The formulation of these contract provisions has hccn in

progress since the approval of the Federal Control Act on March
21, last. The length of time consumed in this work has been due
to the difficulties and intricacies of tlie subject, the absence of

precedent for a contract of this nature, the great variety of rail-

road conditions and practices which had to be carefully con-

sidered and discussed before finally adopting a uniform plan, and
the necessity of giving to the great number and variety of inter-

ests affected the fullest opportunity for hearing and discussion
upon every aspect of the many-sided problems.

In order that no phase of the public interest might be unrepre-
sented, I arranged at the outset for, and have continuously had,
the benefit of the advice and assistance in this matter, of a com-
mittee of the Interstate Commerce Commission, consisting of
Messrs. Clark, Hall, Anderson and Meyer.
The railroad companies and the railroad security holders have

been represented by committees as well as by counsel. In addi-
tion to the various formal hearings and discussions, there have
been repeated interviews at which a great many special problems
affecting particular railroad companies have been fully repre-
sented.

The draft of contract adopted is the outcome of all these hear-
ings, discussions and considerations and represents in my
judgment a form of contract which conforms to the law. protects
the public interest, and accords to railroad companies and their
stockholders and bondholders the just protection which was con-
templated by the government when it took possession and control
of the railroads.

Aside from recitals, definitions, and description of property, the
draft of contract covers only twelve pages. The principaf feat-
ures are as follows

:

The railroad company accepts the contract and the compensa-
tion therein provided for in full satisfaction of all claims on
account of federal possession and control.

Provision is made for the numerous features of operation and
accounting during federal control, for the allocation of revenues
on traffic in transit at midnight. December 31, 1917. for the
handling of "over-lapping" items of expense, etc.

Provision is made for the maintenance of the property during
federal control, of course at the expense of the government, on
suhstantially the same basis as during the three-year test period
ending June 30, 1917, and for the return of the property at the
end of federal control in substantially as good repair and sub-
stantially as complete in c(|uipment as on January 1. 1918: it is

provided in effect that if during the test period the maintenance
expenses were not sufficient to put the property in condition for
safe operation, the additional maintenance necessary for safe
operation may be provided at the expense of the company with
the limitation that the cost of maintenance shall not be increased
at the expense of the company over the normal standard of main-
tenance of railroads of like character and business during the
test period.

Provision is made for the payment of taxes in accordance with
the Federal Control Act.

Provision is made for the annual compensation (which will be
fixed in each case in accordance with the provisions of the Fed-
eral Control Act) to be paid to the company in quarterly install-
ments. This compensation will not be subject to any deductions
which would prevent the company from supporting its corporate
organization, keeping up its sinking funds, paying taxes and rents,
and interest heretofore regularly paid, and interest on loans
issued during federal control. These requirements of the com-
pany for corporate expenses and fixed charges being thus provided
for. the government has the right to make deductions from the
remaining compensation to satisfy indebtedness which the rail-
road company may owe to the government : however, the contract
declares the power of deduction to be an emergency power, to be
used only when no other reasonable means is provided by the
coiiipany to reimburse the United States, and not to be used so as
to interrupt unnecessarily the regular payment of dividends made
by the company during the test period.

Provision is made for the orderly presentation and disposition
of claims on the part of the railroad company for amounts ex-
pended by the Railroad Administration for additions to its prop-
erty which, in the opinion of the railroad company, are not for its
advantage and for which it believes it should not be charged.

Provisions are also made for final accounting at the end of
federal control.

In a comparatively few instances, considering the opportunity
for differences of opinion, there appear to remain some objections,
on the part of some of the interests which have been heard, but
these objections are. in my opinion, without foundation.
One of these objections is that the contract ought to leave open

for litigation at the end of federal control the question whether
the railroad has been damaged by diversion of its business during
federal control. This claim is not tenable because the railroads
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have been taken over for war purposes which necessitate diver-

sion of traffic, hence there can be no escape from the view that

Congress intended the compensation which it authorized to cover

this element. This demand of certain interests is, in effect, for an

opportunity to litigate and is a demand which need not be urged

if the railroad company, instead of making the contract otTered,

should, instead, go to the Court of Claims to get its compensation.

In this event the railroad company would get only a single com-

pensation, covering its entire claim, including any damages for

alleged diversion, and would not be allowed to litigate at the

end of federal control the question of diversion of business.

The contract ought not, in this respect, to put the railroad com-

pany in any better position than it would c^ccupy if it made no

contract. This demand is not only unreasonable but the director

general has no lawful authority to grant it as I have been advised

by the solicitor general of the United States to whom 1 submitted

the question and who has considered and approved the legal

aspects of the contract.

Objection has also been made that the contract ought not to

require a railroad company to pay out of its compensation such

additional amount as may be necessary to bring a railroad, which

at the beginning of federal control was in unsafe condition, up to

a condition of safe operation. This objection really means that

the government ought to accept and continue such a property

in an unsafe condition (which would be clearly contrary to the

public interest and ultimately contrary to the interest of the

owners of the property), or should itself repair at its own cost

the fault of the owners and put the property in a better condition

than the owners kept it, thus giving the owners not only com-
pensation, but besides, at the end of federal control the advantage

of having, without cost, an improved property, wliilc this advan-

tage would be denied to railroad owners who had properly main-

tained their property. I have not been able to accede to this view.

I have felt that railroad owners had no right to make any such

demand, nor do I believe that railroad owners generally do make
any such demand. Under the contract, however, this right to

bring the property up to a condition of safe operation is not to

be exercised so as to interfere with the railroad company's pay-

ment of its fixed charges, including interest heretofore regularly

paid.

Some objection has also been made that no part of a railroad

company's compensation should be used to pay its debts to the

government except such part as might remain after the com-
pany's payment of its customary dividends. This objection has
no bearing where a company has paid dividends on a provident
basis and has retained, as it is recognized all well regulated com-
panies should retain, a substantial surplus of its income to provide

a margin of credit and cover unproductive improvements. In

every case the company can, in accordance with the contract,

make other reasonable provision for reimbursing tlie United

States and there need be no interference with its dividends as

regularly paid during the test period. The objection only applies

where a railroad company has |)aid improvident dividends. As
to such a case the argument is that the contract should put the

company in a far better position than it would occupy if it made
no contract, and in a far better position than it would occupy
if it continued in private control and enjoyed an income equal to

the compensation guaranteed by the government. Without a con-
tract, the right of deduction in such cases would be clear. Under
private management, and with a corresponding income, the com-
pany would have to pay the penalty of improvident dividends
through the loss of its credit and, ultimately, the breaking down
of its property. The proposition is baldly that the government
shall protect the company in paying improvident dividends, and
then lend it money to cover all its indebtedness arising since

federal control, and render it immune from the consequences of

its own improvidence. All of these objections are unreasonable.

It is not possible to believe that they express the views of the

railroad companies generally, or the owners of railroad secur-

ities generally. The points are mentioned, however, 'necansc they

appear to have been made the subject of very considerable

publicity.

Frequently the arguments urged in opposition to certain feat-

ures of the proposed contract have suggested the idea that under
any such contract the railroads would be in a much worse posi-

tion than if they had remained in private management. It may
be well, therefore, to look at the situation which confronted the

railroads last December and to consider what would probably be
their present status if still in private management

Last December the expenses of the radroads were increasing

with great rapidity. They were hedged about in their efforts to

obtain increased rates by the numerous and various restrictions

imposed by the states, and also by the limitations imposed by
the Interstate Commerce .^ct. They were confronted by impera-
ti\e demands for greatly increased wages and were without
machinery to insure an amicable settlement of those demands.
They were linding it almost impossible to borrow money on any
terms to make the improvements which were indispensable to

enable them to perform their public service. The operating

results for the lirst four months of 1918 indicate that if the rail-

roads had been under private control during that period they

would have lost in operating income, as compared with the cor-

responding period of the preceding year, $136,116,533; and, as

compared with an a\erage of the corresponding period for the

three-year test period. $96,064,356. This takes no account of

the wage increase subsequently made, which nevertheless was

retroactive to January 1.

*Under federal control the railroads have been able to contract

with the government for a guaranteed income on a just basis,

which relieves them of the formidable anxieties which con-

fronted them in December and which would still be confronting

them under private control. They are able to borrow mone>
from the government on reasonable terms for necessary im-

provements, and these are fundamental things which impress

the great body of railroad investors and should make them satis-
\

tied with the status as it now exists.
i

In another statement Mr. McAdoo e.xplained his decision?

on the points raised by the objections of the railway counsel

and the Security Owners' Association as follows:

Concerning Objections Which Have Been Raised

.\ number of questions involved in the negotiations for a

standard form of contract have been submitted for my personal
decision by counsel representing the railroads, and also counsel
for the National .Association of Owners of Railroad Securities.

1 have given careful consideration to the oral and printed argu-
ments made in support of these contentions.

(1) It is insisted that Section 1 of the contract should be
amended so as to give an appeal from the Interstate Commerce
Commission to the Court of Claims as to all of the matters which
by the terms of the contract are referred to the Commission for

decision. There are a number of matters purely administrative
as to which an appeal ought not to be considered, and as to

which the contention of counsel cannot be sustained.

It is provided in the Federal Control .\ct (Section 6) that any
loss claimed by reason of additions, betterments, or road exten-
sions, or constructed pursuant to said section, may be determined
by agreement between the President and such carrier failing such
agreement, the amount of such loss shall be ascertained as pro-

vided in section three hereof.

As to all such matters, the contention of counsel is sustained,

and provision will be made in the contract providing for an
appeal to the Court of Claims. As to the other matters in the

Contract referred to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

decision, the contention is disallowed.

(2) The contract as drawn, provided that each carrier should
turn over to the director general a working capital which had
lieen tentatively agreed upon as representing the expenses of the

carrier for one month without interest. It was insisted that

this provision should be stricken out ; and that no working capital

as such should be insisted upon, and that such balances as came
over to the Railroad .\dministration from any carrier should bear
interest at the average rate received by the company during the

year 1917, or its daily cash balances in bank.
There is great force in the contention that the carriers should

provide a working capital ; but I have decided to waive this, and
sustain the contention of counsel, and the contract has been
directed changed accordingly.

(3) The /lcccl<taiice Clause: Counsel have insisted, especially

the counsel representing the Association of Security Holders,
that the Acceptance Clause of the contract whereby it required
that all loss and damage to the business or traffic by reason of

the diversion thereof or otherwise which has been or may be
caused by the taking over or the possession, use, control, or oper-
ation of the carriers, was unjust to the carriers, and should be
stricken out: that the carriers should have the right, now or at

the end of federal control

:

(a) To sue for the loss of good-will, loss of business, diversion

of traffic or loss of corporate organization ; or,

(b) That, if the road should not be returned to the carriers as

now contemplated by the Federal Control .\ct, the effect of the

Acceptance Clause as now written, would be to deprive the car-

riers of the right to claim damages by reason of said items.

This presents the question as to whether the compensation
provided to be paid by the Federal Control .•\ct is intended to

he inclusive and exclusive. By the terms of the Act of 1916, the

President was authorized to take over the railroads for war
purposes, to use the same as a unified system of transportation,

to divert traffic, and to make such use of the railroads as the

war situation required.

"This paragraph reads slightly different from Mr Mc.^doo's statement: a

sheet of copv was mislaid, and it became nece
the paragraph from other sources.—(Editor.)

to 'secure the sense of
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The Federal Control Act not only contemplates the same use,
but definitely contemplates a unified control and use of the rail-

roads as one great system of transportation. There can, in my
judgment, be no doubt but that the methods provided in said
Act for compensation; that is, by agreement if an agreement can
be made, if not by the decision of the Court of Claims—was in-
tended to embrace all of the damage which the owners have a
right to claim. This was the view of the General Counsel of the
Railroad Administration and of all of my advisers; but the ques-
tion was pressed upon me so strenuously that it seemed wise to
refer it to the attorney general for an opinion, and an opinion
was received, written by the solicitor general as follows

:

"The contention made by counsel for the security holders as
to Paragraph (a), Section 3 should be rejected. They are not
entitled to have the contract so framed as to leave them after
the acceptance of the agreed compensation with a right of action
for further damages based upon the loss of good-will and the
division or diversion of traffic.

"Unquestionably the just compensation which the statute pro-
vides, is intended to cover these as well as all other elements of
loss and damage."
The contention, therefore, must be rejected.

(4) It was also contended that the director general should pay
to the carriers a sufficient sum from operating expenses during
federal control to pay the corporate expenses of the carriers. I

gave careful consideration to this subject some months ago and
reached the conclusion to which I still adhere that this contention
is unsound and must be rejected.

(5) It was insisted that paragraph (b) of Section 5 should be
stricken out. This provides that the director general may expend
and charge to the carriers a sufficient sum to make such deferred
maintenance as may be necessary to make the operation of the
carrier safe, assuming a use of the road similar to the use during
the test period, and not substantially enhancing the cost of main-
tenance over the normal standard of maintenance of railroads of
like character and business during said period.

It does not seem to me open to dispute that the power to make
deferred maintenance, is a necessary power, and is one which
the statute contemplates may be exercised; and the contention
should, therefore, be rejected.

(6) It was contended that Section 7, providing for compensa-
tion, should be so amended that the power to deduct from the
amount of compensation provided in the contract to be paid
the carrier, should not be exercised for deferred maintenance,
additions, and betterments, or road extensions.

I have given very careful consideration to the arguments and
have decided to provide in the contract that the power of deduc-
tion will not be exercised so as to prevent the payment of interest

where interest was regularly paid during the three-year period,

or to provide sum sufficient to support the corporate organiza-
tion, to keep up the sinking funds of the carriers required by
contracts in force December 31, 1917. to pay taxes and other

^
sums necessary for the payment of rents for leased, operated, or

^
controlled roads ; nor shall such deduction be made in respect
of additions and betterments which are for war purposes and
not for the normal development of the company; nor in respect
of road extensions.

This substantially grants the contention of the carriers and
the security holders except to the extent that they request that

such power of deduction be not insisted upon when its exercise

would interfere with the payment of dividends regularly paid

during the three-year period. I must deny this portion of the

request because if I should accede to it the result would be that

railroad companies would be permitted to pay improvident

dividends when the funds so used ought to be employed in taking

care of deferred maintenance and in payment of their just debts

to the government. This ruling need not operate to embarrass
any company which has paid dividends on a provident basis and
has retained and does retain, as it is recognized all well regulated

companies should retain, a substantial surplus of its income to

provide a margin of credit and cover unproductive improvements.
In every such case the company will be in position to provide
for deferred maintenance if any, and to make reasonable pro-

vision for reimbursing the government, and there need be no
interference with the company's dividends as regularly paid dur-
ing the test period.

(7) It was also insisted that in determining the amount to be
added to the compensation of the carriers upon the cost of any
additions and betterments less retirements provided for by Sec-
tion 4 of the Federal Control .-Xct. the rate of interest to be
allowed should be at least sufficient to oflFset the cost to the
carrier of money borrowed where the moneys advanced by the
company had to be secured from outside loans.

It has seemed to me that this contention should be granted to
the extent of providing that the rate of interest to be allowed
where the money was advanced by the director general should
be the same rate which the director genera! charged the carrier
for the money loaned The contract may be charged accordingly.

Other matters of less moment were discussed. These have been
passed upon and the contract as now drafted reflects mv final
view as to these several matters.

The Final Contract
Section- 1.—Privity, Alterations, Definitions, Etc.

(a) This agreement shall be binding upon the United States.
the director general and his successors, and upon the company.
Its successors, and assigns.

»- j-

This agreement shall not be construed as creating any right,
claim, privilege, or benefit against either party hereto in favor ofany state or any subdivision thereof, or of any individual or
corporation other than the parties hereto.

(b) Tlie provisions of this agreement may be altered.
amended, or added to by and only by mutual consent signified
hy instalments in writing signed by the director general and bvsome officer of the company thereto duly authorized by the board
ot directors ot the company.

*V-.^'u*^n*^'u'^''
'" }^'^ agreement the word "Commission" is

used It shall be understood as meaning the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, acting by divisions or otherwise as author-
ized by law; but either party shall have the right to have the
decision of any division of the Commission reviewed by the
Commission sitting as a whole.

(d). Wherever in this agreement the words "Federal control"
are used to indicate a period of time, they shall be understood as
meaning the period from 12 o'clock midnight of December 31
1917 to and including the day and hour on which said control
shall cease.

(c) Wherever in this agreement the words "test period" aro
used, they shall be understood as meaning the period between
July 1, 1914, and June 30, 1917, both inclusive.

(f) Wherever in this agreement the words "standard return"
are used, they shall be understood as meaning the average an-
nual railway operating income of the company, computed in
the manner provided in section 1 of the federal control act
and ascertained and certified by the Commission.

(g) Wherever in this agreement the words "Director Gen-
eral ' are used, they shall be understood as designating William
G. McAdoo, or such other person as the President may from
time to time appoint to exercise the powers conferred on him
by law with relation to federal control, or such agents or
agencies as the director general may from time to time appoint
for the purpose ; and wherever by this agreement anv notice is
to be given by the director general, the same may be given in his
name by any subordinate thereto duly authorized.

( h ) Wherever the property of the company is referred to in
this agreement it shall be understood as including all the prop-
erty described in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof, whether
owned or leased by the company, and, where the context permits,
all additions or betterments thereto or extensions thereof made
during federal control ; and as to all such leased property the
company shall have the benefit of and be subject to all the ob-
ligations and provisions of this agreement and shall be subject to
all duties imposed by law in respect of such leased property.

(i) The descriptive words at the heads of the several sections
of this agreement and the table of contents are inserted for con-
venience merely, and are not to be used in the construction of
the agreement.

Section 2.

—

Property T.^ken Over

The company's railroad and system of transportation of which
the President has taken over possession, use, control, and
operation shall be considered as including:

( a ) The following roads and properties : (Here insert list of
roads, notiii}; tiaiitcs. principal termini, etc.) together with all

branches, tracks, trackage, bridge, and terminal rights, and
lines of railroad owned or leased and operated by the com-
pany as a part of its system of transportation, and all other
property, with the appurtenances thereof, whether included in

the foregoing list or not. the revenues of which were used, or
which, if the property had been then revenue bearing, would
have been used, in computing the company's standard return. . . .

The company reserves to itself the benefit of all leases (and
of all rents and revenues accruing therefrom'), of parts of its

right of way. station grounds, and other property, the revenues
from which under the accounting rules of the Commission in

force during the test period were properly creditable to "mis-
cellaneous rent income" or "miscellaneous income." The com-
pany grants to the director general all its rights to terminate
leases of any part of its right of way, yards, or station grounds,
and to occupy and use the premises of any such lessee when, in

his judgment, the same is required for operating purposes. The
company shall have for its own benefit the right to lease for

industrial sites or other purposes such portion of its right of
way. yards, or station grounds, or structures thereon, as are
not required by the director general for operating purposes.
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and to receive and enjoy the rentals therefrom, subject to the

right of the director general to cancel any such lease and to

occupy the premises or structures whenever, in his judgment,

the same are necessary for operating purposes. All expenses

connected with any such property heretofore or hereafter leased

or otherwise occupied, as in this paragraph provided, includmg

taxes thereon which during the test period were not charged to

railway tax accruals, shall be paid by the company while re-

ceiving the revenues therefrom.

[This paragraph tnay have to be modified, in particular cases,

to fit the situaliiiH created by the existence of mixed operating

and noiwpcrating property, and perhaps in other cases]

(b) All materials and supplies on hand at midnight December

31, 1917. [This item to be supported by an inventory, which, how-

ever, is not to be incorporated in the contract except by refer-

ence.]
,

(c) All balances in the account or accounts representmg the

total of "Net balance receivable from agents and conductors"

as of midnight December 31, 1917;

Cd) [Here insert list of such other operating assets and of

anv deposits or funds as may be agreed on in each case. If no

such assets, deposits, or funds are taken over, omit this para-

graph and correct §§ 4 (a), 4 (<?), and 9 (d) accordingly.]

ShXTION 3.—ACCEPTANTE

( a) The company accepts all the terms and conditions of the

federal control act and any regulation or order made by or

through the President under authority of said act or of that

portion of the act approved August 29, 1916, referred to in para-

graph (a) of the preamble to this agreement which authorizes

the President in time of war to take possession, assume control,

and utilize systems of transportation ; and the company further

and expressly accepts the covenants and obligations of the

director general in this agreement set out and the rights arising

thereunder in full adjustment, settlement, satisfaction, and dis-

charge of any and all claims and rights, at law or in equity,

which it now has or hereafter can have, otherwise than under

this agreement, against the United States, the President, the

director general, or any agent or agency thereof, for compensa-

tion under the Constitution and laws of the United States for

the taking possession of its property, and for the use, control,

and operation thereof during federal control, and for any and

all loss and damage to its business or traffic by reason of the

diversion thereof or otherwise which has been or inay be caused

by said taking or by said possession, use, control, and operation.

\'o claim is made by the company for compensation for the

period between noon of December 28 and midnight of December
31, 1917: and the revenues of said period shall belong to the

company, and the expenses thereof shall be paid by the com-
pany, allocated in both cases as provided in paragraph (b) of sec-

tion 4 hereof.

(b) The company, on its own initiative or upon the request

of the director general, shall take all appropriate and necessary

corporate action to carry out the obligations assumed by it in

this agreement or lawfully imposed upon it by or pursuant to the

proclamation of December 26, 1917, or by the Federal control

act.

(c) The federal control act being in section 16 thereof ex-

pressly declared to be emergency legislation enacted to meet
conditions growing out of war, nothing in this agreement shall

he construed as expressing or prejudicing the future policy of

the federal government concerning the ownership, control, or
regulation of the company, or the method or basis of the

capitalization- thereof, and the recitals or provisions of this

agreement shall not be used, as evidence or otherwise, by either

party hereto in any pending or future proceeding which involves

the acquisition or valuation of the company's property or any
part thereof: but nothing in this paragrapli shall be taken or con-
strued as affecting the settlement and discharge contained in

paragraph (a') of this section, nor as limiting or qualifying

any of the provisions of said paragraph for the purposes thereof.

Section 4.

—

Opkration .\nd ."Xccouxting Diking Feperal
Control

la") All amounts received by the director general under
paragraphs (c) and (A) of section 2 hereof and all other
amounts whether received from the company in cash or
collected or realized upon by him from current operating
assets belonging to the company or arising from railway
operations prior to midnight of December 31. 1917. shall be
credited by him to the company: and the director general
shall, to the extent of the cash so received or realized, pay
and charge to the company all expenses arising out of rail-

way operations prior to January 1, 1918, including reparation
claims, and, unless objected to by the company, may pay
and charge to the company any of such expenses, including
reparation claims, in excess of the cash so received or

realized. Balances of the above accounts shall be struck

quarterly on the last days of March, June, September, and
December of each year, and the cash balance found on
such adjustments to be due either party shall be then payable

and, if not paid, shall bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent

per annum, unless the parties shall agree upon a different

rate; except that the rate of interest on any portion of a

balance found due to the cc>mpany which is derived from
cash in bank to the credit of such company on interest, shall

be adjusted in each case independently of this contract as the

parties may agree.

(b) Railway operating expenses, reparation and other

claims, hire of equipment and joint facility rents shall be

allocated with reference to the time when incurred as be-

tween the period prior and subsequent to midnight of De-
cember 31, 1917, and as between the period of federal control

and the period subsequent thereto. Railway operating

revenues shall be allocated as between the period prior and
subsequent to midnight of December 31. 1917, in accordance
with the established accrual practices of the company; ex-

cept that w-here prior to midnight of December 31, 1917, the

company's part of a service on through business had been
completed or carload lots on its own line had reached destina-

tion, the revenue of the company for such service shall be
allocated to it; but as to classes of traffic where in the opinion
of the director general such allocation will involve undue
delay or undue absorption of accounting labor, such revenues
shall be allocated in accordance with the established accrual
practices of the company. Like methods of accruing and
allocating such revenues shall be made at the end of federal

control.
• (c) All expenditures made by the director general during
federal control for additions and betterments, exclusive of
equipment, or for extensions begun prior to January 1. 1918.

shall be charged to the company, and if the completion of any
such addition, betterment, or extension is approved or ordered
by the director general, the company shall be entitled under
the provisions of paragraph (d) of section 7 hereof to interest

on the cost thereof from the completion of the work; but no
interest (except to the extent that the same may be allowed
and included in the compensation provided for in paragraph
(a) of section 7 hereof) shall be due the company upon any
such expenditures for work done prior to January 1, 1918.

Payments for all equipment ordered or under construction
by the company prior to January 1. 1918. but delivered on or
after that date, shall also be considered as expenditures
made by order or approval of the director general under
paragraph (d> of section 7 hereof. Interest during construc-
tion payable under this paragraph, and also interest during
construction on the cost of any additions, betterments, and
road extensions made by the company or at its expense to

the company's property during federal control, shall be in-

cluded in the cost of the work.
(d") Cash receipts or disbursements and other items arising

out of transactions which do not enter into or form a part
of those used in determining the company's standard return
shall not he received or paid by the director general unless
such transactions arc negotiated or conducted by his order
for account of the company and with its consent. When
moneys are so received or paid by the director general in

connection with such corporate transactions they shall be
credited or charged to the company. There shall be an
accounting of the amounts due by one party or the other
under this paragraph at the end of each quarter year of
federal control, and the amount so found due shall be then
payable and if not paid shall bear interest as provided in para-
graph (a"i of this section.

(el .Any funds taken over as provided in paragraph (dl of
section 2 hereof shall be maintained by payments and charges
to appropriate operating expense accounts and used by the
director general during federal control substantially in the
same manner as prior to January 1. 1918. .Ml sums paid by
the director general to maintain pension funds or pension
obligations or practices, and all contributions to Young Men's
Christian .•\ssociations of employees, employees' savings
funds, relief funds or associations, reading rooms, or health,
accident, or death benefits for employees shall be treated as a

part of railway operating expenses during federal control.
(i) All salaries and expenditures incurred by the company

during federal control for purposes which relate to the
existence and maintenance of the corporation, or to the
properties of the company not taken over by the President,
or to negotiations, contracts, valuations, or any business
controversy with the government or any branch thereof,
and which are not specially authorized by the director general,
shall be borne by the company; except that the expenses of
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valuation now being made by the Commission to the extent
that they are, in the opinion of the director general, necessary
to comply with the valuation orders and other requirements
of the Commission and to the co-operation of the company
in the making of such valuation, shall be paid by the director
general as a part of railway operating expenses. If the com-
pany is dissatisfied with the ruling of the director general it

may appeal to the Commission, whose decision shall be final.

(g) The director general shall furnish for additions, bet-

terments and road extensions to the company's property
approved or ordered by him any of the materials and sup-
plies taken over under paragraph (b) of section 2 hereof, or
purchased by him and held for use in connection with the
company's property, in so far as, in his judgment, he can do
so with due regard to his own requirements. Materials and
supplies so furnished shall be charged to the coinpany at cost.

(h) The director general shall at his option be substituted

for the period of federal control in the place of the company
in respect of the benefits and obligations of contracts relat-

ing to operation in force January 1, 1918 (including contracts
made by subsidiaries for the use and benefit of the company
and the right to abrogate or change and make new contracts

with express companies for the period of federal control),

«xcept as to contracts between the company and subsidiary

companies which shall be considered and treated as arrange-
ments or practices; and the director general shall in like

manner at his option be substituted for such period in respect

of the benefits and obligations of arrangements and practices

in force during the test period in regard to fuel, materials,

and supplies for the operation of tlie property described in

paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof and of any additions,

betterments, and road extensions thereto, obtained from any
mine, oil field, or other source of supply owned or controlled
by the company, it being understood that under such arrange-
ments or practices, if availed of by the director general, he
shall, to the extent necessary to ofifset any increase in the
standard return growing out of the furnishing by the com-
pany or of its subsidiaries, during the test period, of fuel,

materials, and supplies under an arrangement or practice at

less than the then cost or the then market value thereof for

railroad purposes, be charged for such fuel, materials, and
supplies a price expressed in dollars or cents per unit below
or above the then cost of the then market value thereof for

railroad purposes (as the practice of the company may have
been) in the same amount that the prices charged the com-
pany during the test period were below or above the then
cost or the then market value thereof for railroad purposes;
and at the request of the director general or the company
the prices for fuel or materials supplied between December
31, 1917, and the execution of this contract shall be adjusted
on the foregoing basis : Provided, hoivever, That a source of
supply which the company had acquired to safeguard its

own operations shall not be depleted or reduced for use on
other transporta.tion systems, except in cases of emergency
to be determined by the director general, in which event the
quantity so used on other transportation systems shall be
accounted for to the company at the fair value thereof:
And provided further. That materials and supplies secured under
contracts which the company had made for its own opera-
tions shall, so far as practicable, be used on the company's
property, and that, if used on any other transportation system,
materials and supplies of like character shall be furnished by
the director general for use in making such additions, better-
ments, and road extensions as shall be chargeable to the
company, and shall be charged at cost under such contracts.*

(i) The director general shall pay, or save the company
harmless from, all expenses incident to or growing out of the
possession, operation, and use of the property taken over
during federal control, except the expenses which under this

agreement are to be borne by the company. He shall also
pay or save the company harmless from all rents called in the
monthly reports to the Commission equipment rents or joint-

facility rents, and all judgments or decrees that may be re-

covered or issued against, and all fines and penalties that
may be imposed upon, the company by reason of any cause of
action arising out of federal control, or of anything done or
omitted in the possession, operation, use, or control of the
company's property during federal control, except judgments
or decrees founded on obligations of the company to the
director general or the United States.

(j) The director general shall save the company harmless
from any and all liability, loss, or expense resulting from

• In view of the differing situations of the various carriers, a uni
.«tandard clause covering the subject matter of paragraph (h) will
be insisted upon, the same being lift ©pert for such separate treati
as may be agreed on in each case.

iform
_ not
tment

or incident to any claim made against the company growing
out of anything done or omitted during federal control in
connection with, or incident to, operation or existing con-
tracts relating to operation; and shall do and perform, so far
as is requisite under federal control for the protection of the
cornpany, all and singular the things, of which he may have
notice, necessary and appropriate to prevent, because of
federal control or of anything done or omitted thereunder.
the forfeiture or loss by the company of any of its property
rights, ordinance rights, or franchises, or of its trackage,
lease, terminal, or other contracts involving a facility of
operation: but nothing herein contained shall be construed
to require the director general to make any capital ex-
penditure necessary to preserve a franchise or ordinance
right not heretofore availed of by the company. The director
general shall also save the company harmless from any and
all claims for breach of covenant heretofore entered into by
the company or by any predecessor in title or interest in
any mortgage or other instrument in respect to insurance
against losses by fire.

Nothing in this or in the preceding paragraph shall be con-
strued to be an assumption by the director general of, or to
make him liable on, any obligation of the company to pay a
debt secured by a mortgage or any rent under a lease, except
rents which during the test period were called in the monthly
reports to the Commission equipment rents and joint facility

rents and rents which under the accounting rules of the Com-
mission in force during the test period were classified as
operating expenses.

(k) In carrying out the provisions of paragraphs (a), (b),

(c), and (d) of this section and the provisions of section 6
hereof the director general shall not settle any claim by or
against the company against the objection in writing of the
president or of any other duly authorized officer of the com-
pany. The conduct of all litigation before any court or com-
mission arising out of sucli disputed claims, or out of opera-
tion prior to federal control, shall be in charge of the director
general's legal force and the expense thereof shall be paid by
the director general; but "the company may, at its own ex-
pense, employ special counsel in connection with any such
litigation.

(1) Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as in-

consistent with the provision in section 10 of the federal

control act that no process, mesne or final, shall be levied

against any property under federal control, nor as a waiver
by the United States of any claim that might otherwise be
luade by it that the rights of any state or subdivision thereof
or of any individual or corporation have been abrogated or
suspended by the taking over of the coinpany's property or
by federal control.

(m) The company shall have the right at all reasonable
times to inspect the books and accounts kept by the director

general relating to the projierty of the company, or to the

operation thereof, and the director general shall during
federal control furnish the company with a copy of the

operating reports relating to its property, and as soon as

practicable after the end of each fiscal year shall furnish to

the company a complete list of its equipment as of the end
of such fiscal year.

Section 5.

—

Upkeep.

(a) During the period of federal control the director general

shall, annually, as nearly as practicable, expend and charge to

railway operating expenses, cither in payments for labor and
materials or b> payments into funds, such sums for the main-

tenance, repair, renewal, retirement, and depreciation of the prop-

erty described in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof as may be

requisite in order that .'^uch property may be returned to the

company at the end of federal control in substantially as good

repair and in substantially as complete equipment as it was on

Tanuarv 1, 1918: Provided, hoivcvcr, That tlie annual expenditure

and charges for such purposes during the period of federal

control on such property and the fair distribution thereof over the

same, or the payment into funds of an amount equal in the

aggregate (subject to the adjustments provided in paragraph

(c) and to the provisions of paragraph (e) of this section) to

the average annual expenditure and charges for such purposes

included under the accounting rules of the commission in rail-

way operating expenses during the test period, less the cost of

fire insurance included therein, shall be taken as a full com-
pliance with the foregoing covenant.

(b) The director general may expend such sums, if any, in

addition to these expended and charged under paragraph (a)

of this section (subject to the adjustments provided in paragraph

(c) of this section) as may be requisite for the safe operation

of the property described in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof,

assuming a use similar to the use during the test period and not
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substantially enhancing the cost of maintenance over the normal
standard of maintenance of railroads of like character and l)usi-

ness during said period; and the amount, if any, of such excess

expenditures during federal control shall he made good by the

company as provided in paragraph (b) of section 7 hereof.

(c) In comparing the amounts expended and charged under
the provisions of paragraphs (a> and (b) of this section with

the amounts expended and charged during the test period, due
allowance shall be made for any difference that may exist between
the cost of labor and materials and between the amount of prop-

erty taken over and the average for the test period, and, as to

paragraph (a), for any difference in use between that of the

test period and during federal control which in the opinion of

the Commission is substantial enough to be considered, so that

the result shall be, as nearly as practicable, the same relative

amount, character, and durability of physical reparation.

(d) -At the request of either party there shall be an accounting
of the amounts due by one party or the other under paragraphs
(a) and (b) of this section at the end of each year of federal

control and at the end of federal control.

(e) If during federal control any of the property described

in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof or any replacement thereof

or addition thereto or betterment or extension thereof is de-

stroyed or damaged otherwise than by fire or public enemies, and
is not restored or replaced by the director general, he shall reim-
burse the company the value of the property destroyed or the

amount of the damage at the time of the loss: and the cost of

restoration or replacement, or said value or damage, as the case

may be, shall be charged to annual railway operating expenses

:

Provided, hoivcvcr. That if the Commission, on application of
either party and after giving due consideration to the practice

of the company during tlie test period in respect to such matters
and to any other pertinent facts and circumstances, determines
that it is just and reasonable that the said cost or value shall

be apportioned or extended over a period of more than one year,

this shall be done, and so much of said cost or value as may
be apportioned by the Commission over the period subsequent
to federal control, shall be charged to the company in the final

accounting at the end of federal control and shall be paid by it.

If, during federal control, any of the property descrilied in

paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof or any replacement thereof or
addition thereto or betterment or extension thereof is destroyed
or damaged by lire, and is not restored or replaced by the
director general, he shall reimburse the company the value of

the property destroyed or the amount of the damage at the time
of the fire; and the cost of restoration or replacement or said
value of damage, as the case may be, shall be charged to annual
railway operating expenses, but the same shall not be considered
a charge to such expenses for the purposes specified in para-
graph (a) of this section.

In case of any such loss or damage by fire, the director general
shall, if given written notice of the requirements of any mort-
gage, equipment lease, or trust on the property so destroyed or
damaged, make such restoration or replacement, or pay such
value or damage, in such way as to meet the requirements of
such mortgage, equipment lease, or trust in the same manner as
would have been proper in applying the proceeds of insurance
on such properly if it had been insured by the company against
loss or damage liy fire in accordance with the terms of such
instruments of lien; and a compliance with the written request
of the company in respect thereof shall be a full acquittance of
any obligation of the director general in the premises.

The foregoing parts of this paragraph are subject to the
proviso that in case of loss or damage any addition and better-
ments made in connection with or as a part of the restoration
or replacement of property damaged or destroyed and charge-
aide under tlie accounting rules of the Commission in force
December 31, 1917, to investment in road and equipment, shall

be charged to and paid by the company.
The director general shall not be liable to the company for

any loss or damage due to the acts of public enemies.
(f) If any additions, betterments, or road extensions are made

tu the property taken over or any equipment is added at the
expense of the company and with the approval or by order of
the director general during federal control, he shall expend and
charge to railway operating expenses such sums either in pay-
ments for labor and materials or by payments into funds, as
may be requisite for the proper maintenance, repair, renewal,
retirement, and depreciation of such property until the end of
federal control.

(g) The company shall have the right to inspect its property
at all reasonable times during federal control, and the director
general shall provide reasonable facilities for such inspection.

(h) If any question shall arise, either during or at the end
of federal control, as to whether the covenants or provisions in

this section contained are being or have been observed, the
matter in dispute shall, on the application of either party, be

referred to the Commission which, after hearing, shall make
such hndings and order as justice and right may require, which
shall be final as to the questions submitted and shall be binding
on and observed by both parties hereto, except that either party
may take any question of law to the courts, if it so desires.

Section 6.

—

Taxes
(a) All taxes assessed under federal or any other govern-

mental authority for the period prior to January 1, 1918, includ-

ing a proportionate part of any such tax assessed after December
31, 1917, for a period which includes any part of 1917 or pre-

ceding years, and unpaid on that date, all taxes commonly called

war taxes which have been or may be assessed against the com-
pany under the act of Congress entitled "An act to provide
revenue to defray war expenses and for other purposes.'' ap-
proved October 3, 1917, or under any act in addition thereto
or in amendment thereof, and all taxes which have been or
may be assessed on property under construction, and all assess-
ments which have been or may be made for public improvements,
chargeable under the accounting rules of the Commission in

force December 31, 1917, to investment in road and equipment,
shall be paid by the company ; but upon the amount thus charge-
able to investment interest shall be paid to the company di'ring
federal control at the rate provided in paragraph (a) of section

7 hereof. Taxes assessed during construction on additions, bet-

terments, and road extensions made by the company with the

approval or by order of the director general during federal

control, shall be considered a part of the cost of such additions.

betterments, and extensions and shall, under the provisions of
paragraph (d) of section 7 hereof, bear interest as a part of
such cost from the date of the completion of such additions,
betterments, or extensions. .Assessments for public improve-
ments which do not become a part of the property taken over
shall bear interest from the date of the payment of such assess-
ment.

(b) If any tax or assessment which under this agreement is

to be paid by the company is not paid by it when due, the same
may be paid by the director general and deducted from the next
installment of compensation due under section 7 hereof. If any
taxes properly chargeable to the director general have been or
shall be paid by the company, it shall be duly reimbursed therefor.

(c) The director general shall either pay out of revenues
derived from railway operation during the period of federal

control or shall save the company harmless from all taxes, and
the expense of suits in respect thereof, lawfully assessed under
federal or any other governmental authority for any part of said

period on the property under such control, or on the right to

operate as a carrier, or on the revenues derived from operation,

and all other taxes which under the accounting rules of the Com-
mission in force December 31, 1917, are properly chargeable to

"railway tax accruals." except the taxes and assessments for

which provision is made in paragraph (a) of this section.

(d) If any such tax is for a period which began before Jan-
uary 1. 1918. or continues beyond the period of federal control,

such jiortion of such tax as may be apportionable to the period
of federal control shall be paid by the director general, and the
remainder shall be paid by the company.

(e) Whenever a period for which a tax is assessed can not
be definitely determined, so much of such tax as is payable in

any calendar year .shall be treated as assessed for such year.

Skction 7.

—

Compensation
Ca) The annual compensation guaranteed to the company

under section 1 of the federal control act shall be the sum of

dollars during each year and pro rata for each
fractional part of a year of federal control, subject, however, to

any increase or decrease in the standard return hereafter made
by the commission as provided in paragrraph (d) of the preamble
of this agreement.

(b) The said compensation shall be paid to the company
quarterly in equal installments on the last days of March, June.

September, and December of each year for the quarter ending
therewith, except that the first two installments shall be due as

of March 31, 1918, and June 30. 1918, respectively, but shall be
paid upon the execution of this agreement ; but from each install-

ment there may be deducted any amount then due by the company
under paragraphs (a) and (d) of section 4 hereof, under para-
graph (b) of section 5 hereof, and under paragraph (b) of

section 6 hereof, and all amounts required to reimburse the
United States for the cost of additions and betterments made to

the property of the company not justly chargeable to the United
States, unless such matters are financed or otherwise taken care
of by the company to the satisfaction of the director general,
and the director general may apportion any such amounts to
two or more subsequent installments: Provided, however. That
said power to deduct amounts due or accruing under paragraph
(b) of section 5 hereof and the cost of additions and better-
ments not justly chargeable to the United States shall not be
so exercised as to prevent the company from paying out the
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sums reasonably required to support its corporate organization,
to keep up sinking funds for the company's debts required by
contracts in force December 31, 1917, to pay its taxes, to pay
rents and other amounts (not chargeable to capital account)
properly payable by the company for leased or operated roads
and properties, to pay interest which has heretofore been regu-
larly paid by the company, and interest on loans issued during
federal control and approved by the director general,* nor shall
such deduction be made in respect of additions and betterments
which are for war purposes and not for the normal development
of the company, nor in respect of road extensions, nor in respect
of amounts due under paragraphs (a) and (d) of section 4
hereof, in cases where the current assets, including materials and
supplies, of the company taken over by the director general under
the provisions of this agreement clearly exceed the current liabili-

ties of the company paid or assumed by the director general under
said section. In the event of a difference as to the fact whether
additions and betterments are for war purposes and not for the
normal development of the company, or as to whether an addi-
tion is a road extension, the question may, on application of
cither party, be referred to and determined by the Commission.
The power provided in this paragraph to deduct the amount

due by the company for the cost of additions and betterments
not justly chargeable to the United States is further declared to

be an emergency power, to be used by the director general only
when he finds that no other reasonable means is provided by the
company to reimburse the United States, and, as contemplated
by the President's proclamation and by the federal control act,

it will be the policy of the director general to so use such power
of deduction as not to interrupt unnecessarily the regular pay-
ment of dividends as made by the company during the test

period.

Overdue installments of compensation, or balances thereof,

provided for in this section shall bear interest from maturity at

the rate of five per cent per annum, except that if the director

general shall, prior to the execution of this contract, have loaned
the company any money, the installments of compensation over-
due at the date of the execution hereof shall bear interest from
maturity at the same rate as that charged to the company on such
loans.

(c) During federal control the company shall not, without
the prior approval of the director general, issue any bonds, notes,

equipment trust certificates, stock, or other securities, or enter
into any contracts (except contracts in respect of corporate
affairs and property not taken under federal control), or agree
to pay interest on its debt at a higher rate, or for rent of leased

roads and properties a larger amount, than the rates and amounts
payable as of, or required by contracts in force on, December 31,

1917. The company may, however, procure the authentication
and delivery to it under any mortgage or trust deed or agree-
ment in force December 31, 1917, of bonds or notes issuable

thereunder in respect of additions, betterments, extensions, and
equipment, or for refunding purposes.

(d) Upon the cost of additions and betterments (including
equipment), less retirements in connection therewith and upon the
cost of road extensions, made to the property of the company
during federal control, the director general shall, from the com-
pletion of the work, pay the company a reasonable rate of inter-

est, to be fixed by him on each occasion. In fixing such rate or
rates he may take into account not merely the value of money
but all pertinent facts and circumstances, whether the money
used was derived from loans or otherwise, provided that to the

extent that the money is advanced by the director general or is

obtained by the company from loans or from the proceeds of
securities the rate or rates shall be the same as that charged by
the director general for loans to the company or to other com-
panies of similar credit.

(e) From its compensation so received by it or fr m other
income, if adequate for the purpose, the company shall make all

payments of interest, rents and other sums necessary to prevent
a default under any mortgage or lease of any of the property
described in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof: and if at any
time during federal control the company, by virtue of any change
in the right of possession (subject to the rights of the United
States) to any of said property or otherwise, shall no longer be
entitled as between itself and any other person or corporation
to receive the entire compensation herein provided, such compen-
sation shall be apportioned and paid, as between the parties
entitled thereto, as justice and right may require.

Section 8.

—

Claims for Losses on Additions, Etc.

(a) Prompt notice in writing, except as provided in para-
graph (d) of this section, shall be given the company of the
making or ordering of any additions, betterments, or road ex-

• The company will be expected to furnish the director general, prior to
the execution of any contract, with a sworn statement of all the fixed
charges, rents, and other items mentioned in this clause, as of December

tension.?, including terminals, motive power, cars, or other equip-
ment to or for the property of the company costing more than one
thousand dollars, with an estimate of the cost thereof. Such
notice shall be given before the beginning of the work or the
acquisition of the property whenever in the judgment of the
director general it is practicable to do so. 'Within a reasonable
tnne after the completion of the work or the acquisition of the
property, a written statement of the final cost thereof shall be
given the company. There shall be furnished the company, as
soon as practicable after the end of each month, a written state-
ment of all expenditures estimated to cost one thousand dollars
or less chargeable to investment in road and equipment made
during the month, with a brief description of the work done or
of the property acquired ; and such statement shall constitute all
the notice of additions and betterments costing one thousand
dollars or less required by (b) and (c) of this section. The
notices provided in this paragraph may be given to the president
of the company unless the company designates some other officer
to receive the same, in which event the notice shall be given,
to such other officer.

(b) Any claim of the company for loss accruing to it by-
reason of expenditures for additions and betterments made to
the property of the company during federal control in connection
with or as part of the work of maintaining, repairing, and renew-
ing the company's property and chargeable under the accounting
rules of the Commission in force December 31, 1917, to in-
vestment in road and equipment, except such expenditures as are
incurred in connection with the replacement of buildings and
structures in new locations, may be determined by agreement
between the director general and the company, or, 'failing such
agreement as to the fact or amount of such loss, the questions
at issue may, upon the application of either party at anv time
after the filing of the statement of claim hereinafter referred to
be ascertained in the manner provided in section 3 of the federai
control act: Provided, hinvcver, That no loss shall be claimed
by the company and no money shall be due to it in respect of
such additions and betterments upon the ground that the actual
cost thereof at the time of construction was greater than under
other market and commercial conditions: and for the purpose of
determining such controversy the amount paid for any addition
or betterment shall be deemed the fair and reasonable cost
thereof and shall be taken as the basis for such determination;
nor unless the company, within sixty days of notice to it that the
work will be done, shall give the director general notice of
objection thereto and shall file with the director general a state-
ment of its claim within ninety days after noticeof the comple-
tion of the work.

(c) Any claim of the company for loss accruing to it by
reason of any additions and betterments which are not made in
connection with or as a part of the work of maintaining re-
pairing, and renewing the company's property, or accruing to it
in connection with maintenance in the replacement of buildings
and structures in new locations, or by reason of road extensions,
terminals, motive power, cars, or other equipment made to or
provided for the property of the company during federal control
may be determined by agreement between the director general
and the company, or failing such agreement as to the fact or
amount of such loss, may, by proceedings instituted not later
than six months after the end of federal control, be ascertained
in the manner provided in section 3 of the federal control act:
Provided, however, That no loss shall be claimed by the com-
pany and no money shall be due to it in respect of such additions,
betterments, road extensions, terminals, motive power, cars, or
other equipment mentioned in this paragraph upon the ground
that the actual cost thereof at the time of construction or acqui-
sition was greater than under other market and commercial con-
ditions

; and for the purpose of determining such controversy
the amount paid for any additions, betterments, road extensions,
terminals, motive power, cars, or other equipment shall be
deemed the fair and reasonable cost thereof and shall be taken
as the basis for such determination : nor unless within sixty days
after notice to the company of such construction or acquisition
written notice is given to the director general by the company
that it will claim a loss in respect thereof. With and as part
of such notice the company shall state its objections to such
construction or acquisition as far as reasonably practicable at
the time. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as barring
the United States from contending that no loss within the
meaning of the federal control act accrued to the company by
reason of any additions, betterments, or road extensions made
during federal control by order or approval of the director
general, if it is made to appear that the company itself but for
federal control should in the exercise of sound judgment have
made such addition, betterment or road extension.

(d) Where additions, betterments, or road extensions or
terminals, motive power, cars, or other equipment have been
made to or provided for the property of the company during
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federal control but prior to the execution of this agreement, the

director general shall not be required to give the notice thereof

provided for in paragraph (a) of this section and notice by
the company of any claim of loss in respect thereto may be given

the director general within ninety days after the execution

hereof; and such claims shall thereafter be proceeded with in

the manner provided in paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) of

this section, as the case may be.

(e) The director general shall reimburse the company for

the amount of loss ascertained under this section with a proper
adjustment of interest thereon.

(f) ITie director general shall not acquire any motive power,
cars, or other equipment at the expense, or on the credit, of the

company in excess of what in his judgment is necessary, in

addition to its then existing equipment, to provide for the

traffic requirements of its own system of transportation; but this

provision shall not prevent the director general, after the

acquisition of such equipment, from using the same, or any part

thereof, on the line of any other transportation .system operated
by him.

Si:cTioN 9.

—

Final Accounting

fa) At tlic end of federal control all the property described

in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof shall be returned to the

company, together with all repairs, renewals, additions, better-

ments, replacements, and road extensions thereto which have
been made during federal control, except as any part thereof

may have been destroyed or retired and not replaced, in which
case the provisions of section 5 hereof shall govern and except

that the director general shall not be obliged to restore or
replace property destroyed or damaged by the acts of public

enemies.

(b) At the end of federal control the director general shall

reiitrn to the company all uncollected accounts received by him
from the company and also materials and supplies equal in

quantity, quality, and relative usefulness to that of the materials

and supplies which he received, and to the extent that the director

general does not return such materials and supplies he shall

account for the same at prices prevailing at the end of federal

control. To the extent that the company receives materials and

supplies in excess of those delivered by it to the director general

it shall account for the same at the prices prevailing at the end

of federal control, and the balance shall be adjusted in cash.

(c) The total amount of the account "Net balance receivable

from agents and conductors" at the end of federal control may
be turned over by the director general to the company. He may
also turn over all assets which have accrued out of operation:

and the company shall, to the extent of the cash received or

realized from such assets, pay and charge to the director general

all expenses arising out of railway operations during federal

control, including reparation and other claims, and may, unless

objection is made by the director general, pay and charge to

him any such expenses including reparation and other claims in

excess of the cash so received or realized. On the first day of

the third month following the termination of federal control an

accounting between the parties shall be had, and so on the first

of each third month thereafter. Any balance found due either

party shall be payable as of the date on which the account is

stated and shall bear interest until paid.

(d) At the end of federal control there shall be paid to the

company any balance then remaining unpaid of the cash and

special deposits received from the company at the begirming of

federal control, together with any unpaid interest which may
liave accrued upon the same. There shall also be paid to the

company all special funds which were taken over by the director

general as enumerated in section 2 hereof, and any funds created

under the provisions of this agreement, except to the extent

that such funds may have been properly used under this agree-

ment.
(e) Wherever under any provision of this section there is to

be an adjustment of interest, it shall be at the rate of five per

cent per aimum unless the parties shall in any case agree on a

different rate.

(f) After federal control no claim by or against the director

general shall be settled by the company against the written

objection of the director general or the attorney general of the

Ihiited States. The conduct of all litigation before any court

or commission arising out of sucli disputed claims or out of

operations during federal control shall be in charge of the com-
pany's legal force and the expense thereof shall be paid by the

company; but the director general or the attorney general may,

at the expense of the I'nited States, employ special counsel in

coimection with any such litigation.

The Railroad .\dniinistnition lias also tendered to repre-

sentatives of the short line railroads a special form of contract

lo meet their peculiar conditions which has been the subject

of negotiations for several weeks. It was thought this might

be declared acceptable to the short lines before tlie end of

the week.

Orders of Regional Directors

MAINTENANCE OF ENGINE TERMINALS. The EaStem
regional director orders that to insure proper condi-

tion of engine terminals for the Winter, repairs be

made to roundhouse, roofs, windows, doors, heating pipes.

lighting systems, etc., November 1. Shelter should be pro-

vided for those employees whose occupations expose them to

the weather, such as ashpit, turntable and coaling forces, in

order to protect the men, and by making comfortable pro-

vision help insure retention of sufficient force. Machinery

of coaling plants, turntables, etc., should be inspected and
repaired and spare parts provided to insure uninterrupted

service.

Headlight Requirements an Switching Locomotives.—The
Eastern regional director states that it has been determined

that when necessary to make changes in headlights on

switching locomotives to meet the requirements of the law.

or on account of renewals, they will be equipped with head-

lights of the incandescent type with a turbo-generator and

a bulb of suitable wattage.

Utilization of U. S. Emplcytnent Service.—The Eastern

regional director advises that while it is desired to utilize

to the fullest extent the United States BjnplojTnent Sers'ice

in the providing of railway labor, no understanding or com-
mitments have been made by the Railroad Administration

to the effect that the Employment Service is charged with

the duty and responsibility of protecting the railroad require-

ments. It must be clearly tmderstood by those in charge of

the operation and maintenance of railroad facilities that the

responsibility for an adequate and proper force devolves

upon them and that they are expected to utilize all of the

.sources available for the procurement of their labor.

Courtesy First.—Tlie regional directors are adding to the

director general's appeal for courtesy and consideration for

the public on the part of railway employees. The regional

director for tlie Soutiiwestern district has supplemented the

director general's appeal with a suggestion for holding meet-

ings and getting right at the root of the matter. That part

of his circular reads: "I suggest that each federal manager
have a meeting of his department officers as promptly as

])ossii)le, and go fully into this subject. In turn, tlie various

department, heads, ixirticularly traffic, should have similar

meetings with their subordinates."

I'lirchosc of Rolli)!g Equipment.—The Northwestern re-

gional purchasing committee has furnislied instructions to

purchasing agents on the purchase of rolling equipment,

such as locomotives, cars, coaches, etc. When an aggregate

purchase for equipment, the capital expenditure for which
has been duly approved, is estimated to cost $100,000 or

more, an order in triplicate should be sent to the regional

purchasing committee with copies of plans and specifications,

so that the matter may be submitted to the central advisory
purcliasing committee for purchase.

Such equipment amounting in the aggregate to less than
$100,000 should l)e purchased b\- the individual road, sub-
ject to the approval of the regional purchasing committee.
Proposals covering such cquiimient should be tabulated and
sent to tlie regional purchasing committee for appiroval with
complete specifications, blue prints, and other details, ac-

companieil by recommendations as to acceptance and reasons

therefore. Equipment purchased by individual roads should
as far as practicable comply with the equipment standards
of the Railroad Administration.

S^irplus Bar Iron on the Great Northern.—The North-
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western regional purchasing committee states that the Great

Northern has a surplus of bar iron which is available for

immediate shipment. Roads in the vicinity of Duluth, Min-

neapolis and St. Paul requiring iron are asked to draw on

this stock before placing orders elsewhere.

Sill Steps for Disposal by the Soo.—The Northwestern

regional purchasing committee announces that the Min-

neapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has 4,800 left-hand

single freight car sill steps and 1,800 right-hand double

freight car sill steps for safety appliances on box cars avail-

able for disposal to other roads. E. T. Stone, purchasing

agent of the Soo line at Minneapolis, will supply further

information concerning this material.

Surplus Material for Disposal by S. P. & S.—The North-

western regional purchasing committee announces that the

Spokane, Portland & Seattle has for disposal at its Portland

shops material including angle bars, various sizes of new
galvanized corrugated culvert pipe, four-point Pierce trans-

position J. brackets, new caboose cupola lamps, several thou-

sand feet of new circular loom, several thousand feet of

cable and a number of miscellaneous items.

Solicitation of Labor.—The Northwestern regional direc-

tor recommends prompt and systematic action in recruiting

labor by all railroad officers including foremen, along the

following lines:

(1) The duty of keeping a record of the labor requirements should be

placed in the hands of one man or bureau on each railroad under the imme-
diate supervision of the federal or general manager.

(2) The heads of each department should be required to report to that

officer or bureau at stated periods as to their labor requirements and the

shortage in the various crafts. These reports should include a statement as

to action they are taking in the recruiting of labor.

(3) A statement of the labor requirements should be sent to every
United States employment office on the line.

(4) Bulletins should be sent out from time to time showing tlie require-

ments for labor on each division. Agents should be instructed to post these
bulletins where they can be seen by all interested and to solicit the aid of

the newspapers in putting before the public the necessity of the railroads

in the labor line.

(5) In districts where the harvesting has been completed or where there
has been a failure of crops, an active solicitation should be made to secure
for railroad service the men who have been engaged in farm work.

(6) Reduced building operations generally, and particularly in small
towns, should make available carpenters and laborers for car repair work, if

energetically solicited.

Routing Telegraphic Traffic Over Railroad Wires.—The
regional director of Southwestern roads asks that the rout-

ing over railroad wires of all telegraphic traffic originating

with officers of agents for agents of one line, destined to

officers and agents of another line, or to and from officers

of the Railroad Administration, should be over tlie most
available and expeditious route, no matter in what region.

In case of doubt or where it seems advisable to e.xpcdite the

transmission of telegraphic traffic by extending circuits or
connecting the circuit of one railroad to the circuits of

another, E. A. Chenery, general superintendent of telegraph

of the Southwestern region, should be consulted.

Telegraph School Wire Connections.—The Southwestern
regional director points out the desirability of encouraging
the establishment of telegraph schools by reputable parties

in promising communities, because of the acute shortage

of telegraphers at the present time. Tliere will, therefore,

be no objection to authorizing a sounder only connection

in such a telegraph school, looped to either a railroad des-

spatching or local message circuit (but not to a circuit on
which commercial business is handled) provided the par-
ties making the request bear all the e.xpense in connection

therewith. E. A. Chenery, general superintendent of tele-

graph of the region, should be advised of each installation

as authorized for his information.

Reduced Fares to Soldiers.—The Southwestern regional

director quotes a letter from Edward Chambers, director of

the division of traffic of the Railroad Administration, on
the subject of reduced fares to officers and enlisted men in

the United States Army. The letter points out that prior

to the effective date of the director general's order No. 28

advancing passenger fares and discontinuing special con-

cessions, reduced fares were in effect between a number of

military camps and contiguous cities.

Railroad officers are requested to canvass the present situ-

ation and to make such recommendations regarding the re-

granting of reduced fares to officers and enlisted men as

may be in their judgment advisable. Each situation should

1)6 dealt with on its merits and where there are other rea-

sonably satisfactory facilities for moving the men, such as

trolley lines or motor buses it will Ije unnecessary to make any

reduction which will have the effect of unduly burdening

the steam roads. In cases like that of Camp Upton where

there is no other means of transit, it is believed that the

men who are largely recruited from New York should have

an opportunity to visit their homes occasionally at low fares.

It may prove advisable to confine the reduced rates to cer-

tain trains or certain days of the week. It is suggested

that railroad officers confer with camp commanders so that

it may be understood in advance that the soldiers must ex-

pect to put up with crowded cars if they are granted re-

duced rates. .As to the measure of the reduction, this is

also a matter in which the recommendations of railroad

officers are requested. But unless there is some good rea-

son to the contrary the rates should not be less than one fare

for a round trip.

It is impracticable to use furlough fare certificates, which

are used in connection with the long haul business for which

a rate of one cent per mile is authorized, and the only fea-

sible check upon the traffic will be to confine the sale of

tickets to men in uniform and wherever possible, to given

trains, either regular or special.

Improvements for 1919.—The Southwestern regional

director quotes a letter from the director of the division of

capital expenditures which states that while in general the

ordering of material for 1919 may probably await prepara-

tion of the budget, wherever in the judgment of railway

officers it is necessary to place immediate orders for mate-

rials for essential facilities for 1919 delivery, this should be

done without awaiting specific approval.

Loss of Empty Milk and Cream Cans.—The Southwestern

regional director quotes a letter from Edward Chambers.

director of the division of traffic of the Railroad .\dminis-

tration, which points out that there is a great loss in trans-

portation and a .serious delay in the return of empty milk

and cream cans throughout the United States, a condition

which is particularly serious in its effects on the production

and marketing of milk and cream because of the present

scarcity and the high cost of the metal of which the cans

are made. While conditions governing the transportation

of milk vary widely, steps should be taken to adopt what-

ever plans for marking, waybilling and shipping cans as

are most appropriate. Constant inspection should permit

unnecessary accumulations, delays, rough handling and other

abuses. The general apjiropriation of the cans by railway

employees for use as water kegs and to other end> should

be stopped.

Discontinuance of Fines for Mail Failures.—The South-

western regional director announces that effective Septem-

ber 1, the practice, where now existing, of imposing fines

upon train and station employees in connection witli mail

irregularities will be discontinued. If negligence occurs,

discipline should be in some other form than fines. When
railroad companies have contracts with teaming companies

for handling mail between postoffices and railroad stations,

the provisions of the contracts relating to fines will continue

to be enforced.

Passenger Fares for War Industry Workmen.—The South-
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western regional director announces the fares and arrange-

ments which have been authorized for war industry work-
men where special train service is necessar)'. The fare one

way will be six mills per mile, plus five cents, with a mini-

mum of ten cents per capita based on the mileage of the

special service from starting point to destination. Fares

from intermediate points to destination and vice versa will

be the same as the fare between the extreme points covered

by service. All trains will earn a minimum of $3 per train

mile. A special form of 10 or 12 trip tickets good for the

l)earer will be used, limited to 30 days or less. These rates

and arrangements are confined to industries and construc-

tion contractors engaged wholly in war work. The special

forms of 10 or 12 trip tickets will be sold through the in-

dustr\' wherever possible and will be honored only on work-

men's trains.

Re-Lettering Express Company Cars.—Express cars

should be lettered "American Railway Express," the word

"Company" being eliminated.

Expense for Improvements to Be Borne hy Two or More

Companies.—The Eastern regional director quotes from a
letter of instructions received from R. S. Lovett, Director,

Division of Capital Expenditures, that should govern in

making improvements which should be borne by two or

more companies, and which are not covered by existing

agreements.

"(a) Where joint facilities are desired an effort should be made in the

first instance to get the companies concerned to agree to the joint improve*
ment and to apportion the cost between them.

"(b) Where the companies will not agree and the federal manager deemi
the improvement necessary, the improvement shall be ordered and the cost

shall be apportioned on such basis as shall be deemed proper, and the federal

manager shall make requisitions accordingly; and thus the companies will be
left to make claims for damages they may have sustained for having been
compelled to make the capital expenditures involved.

"(c) In cases where the companies refuse to assent to the improvement
the federal manager shall not order it unless reasonably satisfied that it will

justify itself from the govcrnrrcnt standpoint. Where it will produce in-

creased capacity there will probably be sufficient justification. Where the

improvement will not increase capacity but will merely promote economy,
the question should be very carefully considered whether the saving for a

few years will be sufficient to justify the government in incurring the expen-
diture, since it is quite possible—the risk varying in different cases—that

the government will be compelled to stand it all."

Wage Increase for Agents, Clerks and Laborers

Eight-Hour Day and Raises Amounting to $25 a Month or

12 Cents an Hour for Million Employees

DiRECTdR General McAdoo on September 5 issued Sup-

j)lements 7 and 8 to General Order 27, granting further

increases in wages to nearly one million employees of

railroads under federal control, after recommendations had

been made by the Board of Railroad Wages and Working

Conditions, based on an exhaustive investigation made by

the Board.

Supplement 7 affects all clerks, station employees, station-

ary enginemen, l)oiler-washers, power transfer and turn-

table operators, and common laborers in shops, roundliouscs,

stations, storehouses and warehouses. It contains general

rules for promotion and adjustments of grievances.

Supplement 8 affects all maintenance of way department

employees working on tracks, bridges and buildings, and in-

cludes painters, mason and concrete workers, water supply

employees, plumbers, etc.

The two supplements stabilize wages and remove in-

equalities occurring in General Order 27.

In the supplements certain basic wage minimums are es-

tablished.

Generally speaking, the wage increases amount, as com-

pared with the wages paid on January 1, 1918, to $25 per

month for employees paid on a montlily l)asis, and 12 cents

per hour for employees paid on an hourly basis. These in-

creases include any increase granted to these employees put

into effect under General Order 27. General Order 27 is

cancelled in so far as it applies to these employees.

The new rates arc effeftive as of September 1. 1018. Back

pay from January 1, 1918, not alreatl\- paid out, will of

course be based on the rate established in General Order 27.

lender these supplements, the eight-hour day is established

throughout for these employees, with overtime up to 10

hours on a pro rata basis widi time and one-half thereafter.

Because of the situation resulting from General Order 27,

it is impossible to estimate adequately at this time, how

much of an increase in the operating expenses of the railroads

these changes will total.

The Supplements are as follows:

Clerks and Miscellaneous Employees

Supplement 7 to General Order 27

Effective September 1, 1918, superseding General Order 27,

and in lieu thereof, as to the employees herein named, the fol-

lowing rates of pay and rules for overtime and working con-
ditions for all clerical forces in all departments, and for certain

employees in stations, storage or terminal warehouses, docks,
storehouses, shops and yards, upon railroads under federal

control, are hereby ordered

:

.\rtICLE I.—R.\TES OF P.W.

(a) For all emiiloyees who devote a majority of their time to

clerical work of any description, including train announcers,
gatemen, checkers, baggage and parcel room employees, train

and engine crew callers and the operators of all office or station

equipment devices, (excepting such as come within the scope
of existing agreements or those hereafter negotiated with the
railroad telegraphers), establish a basic minimum rate of $62.50
per month ; and to this basic minimum rate and all rates of
$62.50 and above, in effect as of January 1. 1918, prior to the
application of General Order 27, add $25 per month, establishing

a minimum rate of $87.50 per month.

(b) Tliis order shall apply to chief clerks, foremen, sub-
foremen and other similar supervisory forces of employees
herein provided for.

(c) For office boys, messengers, chore boys and other em-
ployees under 18 years of age filling similar positions, and
station attendants, establish a basic minimum rate of $20 per

month, and to this basic minimum rate and all rates of $20 per
month and above, in effect as of January 1, 1918, prior to the

application of General Order 27. add $25 per month, establishing

a minimum rate of $45 per month.

(d) For all other employees not otherwise classified, such as

janitors, elevator and telephone switchboard operators, office,

station and warehouse watchmen, establish a basic rate of $45

per month, and to this basic minimum rate and all rates of $45
per month and above, in effect as of January 1. 1918. prior to the

application of General Order 27, add $25 per month, establishing

a minimum rate of $70 per month.

(e) The same increases provided for in Sections (al. (b),

(c) and (d") of this article, shall apply to employees named
therein paid on any other basis.

(f) The wages for new positions shall be in conformity with
the wage for positions of similar kind or class where created.
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Article II.

—

Stationary Engineers (Steam), Firemen and
Power House Oilers.

(a) For all stationary engineers (steam), establish a basic
minimum rate of $85 per montli, and to this basic minimum rate,

and all rates of $85 and above, in effect as of January 1, 1918,
prior to the application of General Order 27, add $25 per month,
establishing a minimum rate of $110 per month.

(b) This order shall apply to chief stationary engineers.
(c) For all stationary firemen and power house oilers, estab-

lish a basic minimum rate of $65 per month, and to this basic
minimum rate, and all rates of $65 and above, in effect as of
January 1, 1918, prior to the application of General Order 27,

add $25 per month, establishing a minimum rate of $90 per month.

Article III.

—

Locomotive Boiler Washers.

For all locomotive boiler washers who were on January 1,

1918, prior to the application of General Order 27, receiving less

than 26 cents per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of 26
cents per hour, and to this basic minimum rate, and all hourly
rates of 26 cents and above, add 12 cents per hour, establishing
a minimum rate of 38 cents per hour, provided that the maxi-
mum shall not exceed SO cents per hour.

Article IV.

—

Power Transfer and Turntable Operators.

For all operators of power driven transfer and turntables who
were on January 1, 1918, prior to the application of General
Order 27, receiving less than 21 cents per hour, establish a

basic minimum rate of 21 cents per hour, and to this basic mini-
mum rate, and all hourly rates of 21 cents and above, add 12

cents per hour, establishing a minimum rate of 33 cents per
hour, provided that the maximum shall not exceed 45 cents
per hour.

Article V.

—

Shop. Roundhouse, Station. Storehouse and
Warehouse Employees (Except Employees Provided

FOR IN Harbor Awards).

(a) For all laborers employed in and aroimd shops, round-
houses, stations, storehouses and warehouses (except employees
provided for in harbor awards), such as engine watchmen and
wipers, fire builders, ashpitmen, boiler washer helpers, flueborers,

truckers, stowers, shippers, coal-passers, coal chute men, etc.,

who were on January 1, 1918, prior to the application of General
Order 27, receiving less than 19 cents per hour, establish a basic
minimum rate of 19 cents per hour, and to this basic minimum
rate, and all hourly rates of 19 cents and above, add 12 cents per
hour, establishing a minimum rate of 31 cents per hour, provided
that the maximum shall not exceed 43 cents per hour.

(b) For all common labor in the departments herein referred

to and not otherwise provided for, who were on January 1,

1918, prior to the application of General Order 27, receiving less

than 16 cents per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of 16 cents

per hour, and to this basic minimum rate and all hourly rates

of 16 cents and above, add 12 cents per hour, establishing a

minimum rate of 28 cents per hour, provided that the maximum
shall not exceed 40 cents per hour.

Article VI.

—

Monthly', Weekly or Daily Rates.

For all monthly, weekly or daily rated employees, in the de-
partments herein referred to, and not otherwise provided for,

increase the rates in effect as of January 1, 1918. prior to the
application of General Order 27, on the basis of $25 per month.

Article VII.

—

Maximum Monthly Wage.

No part of the increases provided for in this order shall apply
to establish a salary in excess of $250 per month.

.Article VIII.

—

Preservation of Rates.

(a) The minimum rates, and all rates in excess thereof, as
herein established, and higher rates which have been authorized
since January 1, 1918, except by General Order 27, shall be pre-
served.

(b) Employees temporarily or permanently assigned to
higher rated positions, shall receive the higher rates while occu-
pying such positions ; employees temporarily assigned to lower
rates positions shall not have their rates reduced.

Article IX.

—

Exception.

The provisions of this order will not apply in cases where
amounts less than $30 per month are paid to individuals for
special service which only takes a portion of their time from out-
side employment or business.

•Article X.

—

Hours of Service.

Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period, shall
constitute a dav's work.

.\rticle XL

—

Overtime and Calls.

(a) Where there is no existing agreement or practice more
favorable to the employees, overtime shall be computed for the
ninth and tenth hour of continuous service, pro rata on the actual
minute basis, and thereafter at the rale of time and one-half
time. Even hours will be paid for at the end of each pay period

;

fractions thereof will be carried forward.
(b) When notified or called to work outside of established

hours employees will be paid a minimum allowance of three
hours.

(c) Employees will not be required to suspend work during
regular hours to absorb overtime.

.Article XII.

—

Promotion and Seniority.

(a) Promotions shall be based on ability, merit and seniority;
ability and merit being sufficient, seniority shall prevail, except,
however, that this provision shall not apply to the personal office

forces of such officers as superintendent, trainmaster, division
engineer, master mechanic, general freight or passenger agent,
or their superiors in rank and executive officers. The manage-
ment shall be the judge, subject to an appeal, as provided in

Article XIII.
(b) Seniority will be restricted to each classified department

of the general and other offices and of each superintendent's or
master mechanic's division.

(c) Seniority rights of employees referred to herein, to: (1)
New positions, (2) vacancies: will be governed by paragraphs
(a) and (b) of this article.

(d) Employees declining promotion shall not lose their
seniority.

(e) Employees accepting promotion will be allowed 30 days
in which to qualify, and failing, will be returned to former posi-
tion without loss of seniority.

(f) New positions or vacancies will be promptly bulletined
for a period of five days in the departments where they occur.
Employees desiring such positions will tile their applications
with the designated official within that time, and an appointment
will be made within 10 days thereafter. Such position or va-
cancy may be filled temporarily pending an assignment. The
name of the appointee will immediately thereafter be posted
where the position or vacancy was bulletined.

(g) In reducing forces, seniority shall govern. When
forces are increased employees will be returned to the service

and positions formerly occupied, in the order of their senioritv'.

Employees desiring to avail themselves of this rule must file

their names and addresses with the proper official. Employees
failing to report for duty or give satisfactory reason for not do-
ing so within seven days from date of notification will be con-
sidered out of the service.

(h) A seniority roster of all employees in each classified de-
partment who have been in the service si.x months or more.
showing name, date of entering the service and the date of each
promotion or change, vi?ill be posted in a place accessible to those
affected.

(i) The roster will be revised and posted in January of each
year, and shall be open to correction for a period of 60 days
from date of posting, on presentation of proof of error by an
employee er his representative. The duly accredited representa-
tive of the employee shall be furnished with a copy of roster
upon written request.

Article XIII.

—

Discipline .\nd Grievances.

(a) .An employee disciplined, or who considers himself un-
justly treated, shall have a fair and impartial hearing, provided
written request is presented to his immediate superior within
five days of the date of the advice of discipline, and the hearing
shall be granted within h\-e days thereafter.

(b) -A decision will be rendered within seven days after

the completion of hearing. If an appeal is taken it must be
filed with the next higher official and a copy furnished the of-

ficial whose decision is appealed within five days after date of

decision. The hearing and decision on the appeal shall be
governed by the time limits of the preceding section.

(c) At the hearing or on the appeal the employee may be

assisted by a committee of employees or by one or more duly
accredited representatives.

(d) The right of appeal by employees or representatives, in

regular order of succession and in the manner prescribed up to

and inclusive of the highest official designated by the railroad,

to whom appeals may be made, is hereby established.

(e) An employee on request will be given a letter stating

the cause of discipline. .A transcript of evidence taken at the

investigation or on the appeal will be furnished on request to

the employee or representative.

(f) If the final decision decrees that charges against the em-
ployee were not sustained, the record shall be cleared of the
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charge; if suspended or dismissed, the employee shall be re-

turned to former position and paid for all time lost.

(g) Committees of employees shall be granted leave of ab-

sence and free transportation for the adjustment of differences

between the railroad and the employees.

Article XIV.

—

Rules for Application of This Order.

(a) It is not the intention of this order to change the number
of days per month for monthly paid employees. The increases

per month provided for herein shall apply to the same number
of days per month which were worked as of January 1, 1918.

(b) The pay of female employees for the same class of

work shall be the same as that of men, and their working condi-

tions must be healthful and titled to their needs. The laws

enacted for the government of their employment must be

observed.

.Article XV.

—

Interpret.vtion of This Order.

The rates of pay and rules herein established shall be incor-

jiorated into existing agreements, and into agreements which
may be reached in the future on the several railroads, and should

differences arise between the management and the employees of

any of the railroads as to such incorporation, intent or applica-

tion of this order prior to the creation of additional railway

boards of adjustment, such questions of dififcrcnce shall be re-

ferred to the director of the Division of Labor for decision, when
properly presented, subject always to review by the director

general.

Agreements or practices, except as changed by this order, re-

main in effect.

Maintenance of Way Employees
Supplement No. 8 to Gener.\l Order No. 27.

liflfective September 1, 1918, superseding General Order 27, and
in lieu thereof, as to the employees herein named, the following
rates of pay and rules for overtime and working conditions for

;dl employees in the maintenance of way department (except
mechanics and helpers were provided for in Supplement 4, Gen-
eral Order 27, and clerical forces;, upon railroads under federal

control are hereby ordered

:

.\rticle I.

—

Rates of Pay.

(a) For all building, bridge, painter, signal and construction,

mason and concrete, water supply, maintainer and plumber fore-

men, establish a basic minimum rate of $90 per month, and to

this basic minimum rate and all rales of $90 per month and
above in eflfect as of January 1, 1918, prior to the application of
General Order 27, add $25 per month, establishing a minimum
rate of $115 per month.

(b) For all assistant building, bridge, painter, signal and con-
struction, mason and concrete, water supply, maintainer and
plumber foremen and for coal wharf, coal chute, and fence
gang foremen, pile-driver, ditching and hoisting engineers, and
bridge inspectors, establish a basic minimum rate of $80 per
month and to this basic minimum rate and all rates of $80 per
month and above, in effect as of January 1, 1918, prior to the

application of General Order 27, add $25 per month, establishing

a minimum rate of $105 per month.
(c) For all track foremen establish a basic minimum rate of

$75 per month, and to this basic minimum rate and all rates of

$75 per month and above in effect as of January 1, 1918, prior to

the application of General Order 27, add $25 per month, estab-

lishing a minimum rate of $100 per month.
(d) Rates of pay for all assistant track foremen will be five

cents per hour in excess of the rate paid laborers whom they
supervise.

(e) For all mechanics in the maintenance of way and bridge
and building departments, where not provided for in Supplement
4 to General Order 27, who were on January 1. 1918, prior to
the application of General Order 27 receiving less than 40 cents

per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of 40 cents per hour,
and to this basic minimum rate and ^11 rates of 40 cents per hour
and above, add 13 cents per hour, establishing a minimum rate

of 53 cents per hour.
(f) For helpers to all mechanics in the maintenance of way

and bridge building departments, wdiere not provided for in Sup-
plement 4 to General Order 27, who were on January 1, 1918.

prior to the application of General Order 27, receiving less than
30 cents per hour, estalilish a basic minimum rate of 30 cents

per hour, and to this basic minimum rate and all hourly rates

of 30 cents per hour and above add 13 cents per hour, establish-

nig a minimum rale of 43 cents per hour.

(g) For track laborers and all other classes of maintenance
of way labor not herein named, who on January 1, 1918, prior to

the application of General Order 27, were receiving less than
16 cents per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of 16 cents

per hour, and to this basic minimum rate and all hourly rates of

16 cents per hour and above, add 12 cents per hour, establishing

a minimum rate of 28 cents per hour, provided that the maxi-

mum shall not exceed 40 cents per hour.

(h) For drawbridge tenders and assistants, pile-driver, ditch-

ing and hoisting tiremen, pump engineers and pumpers, crossing

watchmen or flagmen, lamp lighters and tenders, add to the

rate in effect as of January 1, 1918, prior to the application of
General Order 27, $25 per month.

(i) The wages for new positions shall be in conformity with

the wages for positions of similar kind or class in department
where created.

Article II.

—

Weekly, Mo.sthly or Daily Rates.

For all monthly, weekly or daily rated employees in the de-

partments herein referred to, and not otherwise provided for,

increase the rates in effect as of Januan.- 1, 1918, prior to the

application of General Order 27 on the basis of $25 per month.

.•\rticle III.

—

Maximum Monthly Rate.

(Same as Article VII., Supplement 7.)

Article IV.

—

Preservation of Rates.

(Same as Article VIII., Supplement 7.)

Article V.

—

Exception.

(Same as Article IX., Supplement 7.)

Article VI.

—

Hours of Service.

Eight (8) consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period,

shall constitute a day's work.

.A.RTICLE VII.

—

Overtime and Calls.

(Sai)ie as Article XL, Supplement 7.)

Article VIII.

—

Promotion and Seniority Rights.

(a) Promotions shall be based on ability, merit and
seniority. .Ability and merit being sufficient, seniority shall pre-

vail. The management shall be the judge, subject to an appeal,

as provided for in .Article IX.
(.b) The seniority rights of laborers as such will be restricted

to their gangs; except where gang is abolished they may dis-

place laborers in other gangs who are junior in service.

(c) Except as provided for in Section (b) of this Article the

seniority rights of employees referred to herein, to: (1) New
l)ositions, (2) vacancies: will be governed by Section (a) of
this Article, and will be restricted to the maintenance division

upon which employed.
(d) Employees declining promotion shall not lose their

seniority.

(e) Employees accepting promotion will be allowed 30 days
in which to qualify, and failing, will be returned to former
position without loss of seniority.

(f) New positions or vancancies will be promptly bulletined

for a period of five days at the tool house or in the department
where they occur. Employees desiring such positions will tile

their applications with the designated official within that time
and the appointment will be made within 10 days thereafter.

Such position or vacancy may be filled temporarily pending as-

signment. The name of the appointee will immediately there-

after be posted where the position or vacancy was bulletined.

(g) In reducing forces, seniority shall govern; foremen will

displace other foremen who are their junior in service before
displacing laborers. When forces are increased, employees will

be returned to the service and positions formerly occupied in

the order of their seniority. Employees desiring to avail them-
.'elves of this rule must file their names and addresses with the
proper official. Employees failing to report for duty or to give
satisfacton,- reason for not doing so within seven days from
date of notification will be considered out of the service.

(h) Employees furloughed for six months or less will retain

their seniority.

(i) .\ seniority roster of all employees in each classified de-
partment, showing name, date of entering the service, and date
of promotion will be posted in a conspicuous, accessible place in

each roadmaster's or supervisor's office. The names of laborers
who have been in the service at least six months prior to date
loster is posted or revised will be shown, with their relative

standing, and the date they entered the service.

(

j

) The roster will be revised and posted in January of each
year, and shall be open to correction for a period of 60 days
after date posted on presentation of proof of error by an em-
ployee or representative. -^ copy will be furnished to each fore-
man or duly accredited representative upon request.

-Article IX.

—

Discipline and Grievances.

(Same as Article XIII., Supplement 7.)

.•\rticle X.

—

General Rules.

(a) For main line, branch line and yard section men, the
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day's work will start and end at point designated to report for
duty at their respective sections or yards.

(b) Employees taken from their regular assignment or outfit,

to work temporarily elsewhere, will be furnished with board and
lodging at the railroad's expense.

(c) Unless they so desire, except in emergency, employees
shall not be transferred from one division to another.

Article XI.

—

Rules for Application- of this Order.

(Same as Article XIV., Supplement 7.)

Article XII..

—

Interpret.ation of this Order.

{Same as Article XV., Supplement 7.1

Coach Cleaners

The director general also issued an addendum to Supple-
ment 4 to General Order 27, providing the following rates

of pay and rules for coach cleaners:

Article I.—Rates of P.av.

(a) For coach cleaners who were on January 1, 1918, prior
to the application of General Order 27, receiving less than 16

cents per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of 16 cents per
hour, and to this basic minimum rate and all hourly rates of
16 cents and above, add 12 cents per hour, establishing a mini-
mum rate of 28 cents per hour, provided that the maximum
shall not exceed 40 cents per hour.

(b) All coach cleaners shall be paid on the hourly basis.

.•\rticle II.

—

Preserv.'\tio.m of Rates.

(a) The minimum rates and all rates in excess thereof, as
herein established, and higher rates which have been authorized
since January 1, 1918, except by General Order 27, shall be pre-
served.

(b) Coach cleaners temporarily or permanently assigned to
higher rated positions shall receive the higher rates while occu-
pying such positions ; coach cleaners temporarily assigned to

lower rated positions shall not have their rates reduced.

Article III.

—

Hours of Service.

Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period, shall

constitute a day's work.

Article IV.

—

Overtime.

(a) Where there is no existing agreement or practice more
favorable to the employees, overtime will be computed for the
ninth and tenth hour of continuous service, pro rata on the

actual minute basis, and thereafter at the rate of time and one-
half lime. Even hours will be paid for at the end of each day
period ; fractions thereof will be carried forward.

(b) Coach cleaners will not be required to suspend work
during regular hours to absorb overtime.

Article V.

—

Application.

The rates of pay and rules herein established shall be incor-

porated into existing agreements on the several railroads.

Austrian Railways Seriously Crippled

JULIAN GRANDE, writing to the New York Times from

Berne, Switzerland, on June 28, gives some interesting

facts concerning the condition of the Austrian rail-

ways. The following extracts are taken from his article:

Now that the bread ration has been reduced to a little more
than three ounces a day, it is not likely that the underfeed-

ing of railway servants, which was so bitterly complained of

in the Austrian Parliament at its Spring session, will im-

prove.

In the 1917 report of the Aussig-Teplitz line in Bohemia
(twelve miles long only, yet of considerable importance),

it was stated that iron, coal, sleepers, and lubricants general-

ly cost from twice to four times as much as in 1913, and that

even for so small a line $1,100,000 has had to be paid out

in assistance to employees and for other causes due to the

war. The total takings amounted to 8 per cent more than

in 1916, but the total expenditure amounted to 23 per cent

more, the railway being in consequence con;<iderably on the

wrong side in its finances. Moreover, it was complained

that a very large number of trucks and carriages needed

repairing, and there was neither labor nor material with

which to repair them.

Meanwhile the Austrian Southern Railway receipts for
1917 are also on the wrong side by $2,661,540. This un-
satisfactory balance sheet is attributed solely to the fact that
the Southern Railway during 1917 was used more than ever
for military purposes, including the transport of troops, who
were, of course, carried at a very low rate, which did not en-
able the company to cover its expenses.

Negotiations are in progress between the Austrian and
Hungarian government to raise this militarj- tariff, and to
make the ri.se date back to Januarj- 1 this year. Ordinary
civilian traffic, of course, had to be pushed on one side in
order to make way for troop transport.

The traffic receipts of the Southern Railway amounted to
about $150,000,000, or more than $10,000,000 in excess of
the 1916 receipts; but the total receipts from all sources were
less than those of 1916. Writing off was also heav)', and,
in short, the company is considerably on the wrong side.

The scarcity of paper has compelled the Austrian Ministry
of Railways to limit the cardboard used for railway tickets

by issuing on frequented stretches tickets half the ordinary
size. In the last eighteen months .Austrian railway fares have
been twice raised, and in order to economize paper the invalid

tickets were each time called in. "ungiiltig"' (invalid) was
stamped on them on one side, and the new fare on the other

side. In the last year and a half the \ustrian State Railways
complain that they have had to print 400.000,000 tickets.

Late News from Washington

"Shipping Day" Committees

As ANNOUNCED in the Railu-ay .Age of July 9, page 261,

the Car Service Section has established committees for

the several regional districts to consider sailing day
plans and the efficient handling of l.c.l. freight. On Wednes-
day, the Section issued a statement to the railroads in which
it defined the duties of these committees as follows:

These committei's will, without delay, have a survey
made covering 1. c. 1. freight forwarded for a period of at least

10 days from all stations and transfer points in their re-

spective territories, and will institute "shipping days'' and
through car loading via one or more designated routes based
on the following considerations: (a) Volume of traffic; (b)

direct routing; (c) car conservation.

The committee for each region will determine the routing

on cars destined to points within the same region.

The chairmen and such members of the regional com-
mittees as may be designated by the chairmen will, with the

Car Service Section, act as a general committee to determine

the routing and adjust necessari' matters affecting inter-

region cars.

Care must be exercised to prevent any undue advantage

being given to one city or section as against a nearby com-

peting city or section.

The support of shippers, jobbers and various commercial

organizations in each locality should be obtained for the

detailed plans as adopted.

As arrangements are perfected for each shipping center or

distributing point, chairmen will furnish to Uie regional di-

rector and to the Car Service Section, a detailed report show-

ing:

(a) Numia-r of additional through cars established.

(1)) Estimated increase in tonnage per car.

(c) Estimated dail>- or weekly saving in equipment.

The chaimien will advise the Car Ser\'ice Section of op-

portunities for improved loading through the back hauling

of freight, particularly from far distant points, as for ex-

ample freight from Boston. New York, or Philadelphia, des-

tined to local points within a radius of one hundred miles
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east of San Francisco, which might be loaded to advantage

in through cars to San Francisco, involving but one in-

termediate handling, as against several such handlings if

loaded in cars carded to points east of San Francisco.

As announced in detail in the Railway Age of July 9, the

chairmen of the regional committees are as follows:

J. R. Kearney Allegheny Region.
tjcorce Morton Central Western Region.
C. H. Kctcham Kas'crn Region.
T. M. Proctor .Vortli Western Region.
T. A. Talbott T ocahontas Region.
W. L. Stanley Soul hern Region.
F. M. Lucorc South Western Region.

Interpretation of Wage Order

lor the |)ur|H)^f of affording ])ronipt interpretations of all

wugt' orders issued by the director general, the duties and

authority of the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions are e.xtended l)y supplement 6 to General Order

27, to include investigations and recommendations to the

director general of interpretations of all such wage orders,

when requested to do so by the Director of the Division of

Lal)or. The supplement states that it should be understood

by railroad employees that it is impracticable to give inter-

pretation on e.xparte statement, to the thousands who request

information as to the manner in which wage orders should

be a[)plied in individual cases. Operating officials of the

railroads are required to place wage orders in effect fairly

and equitably, and should differences of opinion arise neces-

.iitating a formal inteqjretation, the matter will be disposed

of in the following manner:
^^'hen a wage order is placed in effect in a manner with

which an employee, or the employee's committee disagrees, a

joint statement quoting the language of the wage order, and

including the contentions of employees and the contentions

of officials, signed by the representatives of the employees and

the officials, will be transmitted to the director of labor, who
will record and transmit same to the Board of Railroad

Wages and Working Conditions, which will promptly investi-

gate and make recommendation to the director general. Upon
the receipt of interpretation from the director general, the

director of labor will transmit such interpretation to the Rail-

way Boards of Adjustment for their infonnation and guid-

ance, in tlie application of such interpretation to existing

conditions, or to questions arising from the incorporation of

the order as so interpreted into existing agreements on all

railroads under federal control. As occasion demands, all

interpretations will be printed and given general puljlicity,

for the purpose of communicating the information to all con-

cerned, and thus avoiding the necessity of duplication of

interpretations.

On and after September 1, 1918, any disagreement be-

tween the employees and the officials, over the application of

any wage order, will be submitted to the director of labor, as

outlined above, but in order promptly to dispose of all re-

quests for interpretations previously presented to the division

of labor, or to the Boards of .\djustment, such requests will

]x immediately recorded and transmitted to the Board of

Railway ^^ages and Working Conditions by the director of

lal)or.

Nothing contained in the supplement revokes authority

granted to tlie Division of Laljor or Railway Boards of Ad-

justment in determining disjiutes arising in connection with

the application of interpretations of wage orders to existing

conditions, or in connection with the incorporation of such

interpretations into existing agreements.

Division of Inland Waterways Created

Director General Mc.Xdtx) has announced the appointment

of G. A. Tomlinson as director of the Division of Inland

Waterw^ays of the United States Railroad Administration.

The new division will be on an equal plane with the other

principal divisions of the Railroad Administration. Under

Mr. Tomlinson's general direction will be the Erie canal, the
Delaware and Raritan canal, the Cape Cod canal, the Mis-
sissippi & Warrior waterways and any other inland water-
ways which may i>e taken under the control of the Railroad
.Administration in the future.

Mr. Tomlinson at the present time is federal manager of

New York and New Jersey canals under the Railroad Ad-
ministration and also had l)een a member of the Inland
Waterway's Committee. The position of federal manager
of New York and New Jerse)- canals previously held by him,
will Ik- filled in the near future.

The director general called into conference on Wednesday
the members of the Inland Waterways Committee, headed by
Major General W. M. Black, which he appointed on Fel)-

ruary 16, 1918, and thanked them for their splendid work.

He informed the members of the committee that since it

had performed the work for which it was created, he had
decided to relieve it of its duties and place the administrative

supervision of the Inland Waterways under the control of the

Railroad Administration, under the direction of Mr. Tom-
linson. The Inland Waterways Committee has investigated

a numl>er of projects on which it has reported to the director

general. In a number of instances these recommendations

liave been adopted by him and are now in effect. The di-

rector general expressed particular appreciation of the con-

scientious manner in which the members of the committee

performed their duties.

Increasing the Capacity of a Water
Softener Without Enlargement

By C. R. Knowles

Su]>erintendent \\'ater Service, Illinois Central, Chicago

PREVIOUS TO 1907 the water used at the Waterloo, Iowa,

shops of the Illinois Central was secured largely from

two wells at the shops, although these wells did not

furnish all the water required and it was necessary to pur-

chase considerable water from the \\'aterloo W^ater Co. The
waters from the company wells and from the city plant were

ijotli verj- hard, however, and caused a great deal of trouble

and expense from scaling and other evils. In 1907 three addi-

tional wells were drilled and a water softening plant was in-

stalled. This softener was of the intermittent type with a ca-

pacity of 12,000 gal. per hour. This installation dispensed

with the purchase of water from the city and the softened

water eliminated much of the boiler trouble and resultant

engine failure due to bad water.

'I'he requirements for water increased from approximately

o00,000 gal. per day in 1907 to over 400,000 gal. per day

in 1915, which was far in excess of the rated capacity of

the softener. By utilizing a 100.000 gal. reservoir for the

storage of untreated water it was possible to use a surface

[lump from the reservoir in filling tlie treating tanks as well

as the deep well pumps. In this manner the time of filling

tlie treating tanks was reduced from two hours to one hour

and the capacity of the plant increased to about 14.000 gal.

per hour. The consumption continued to increase, however,

and in 1916 the capacity of the softener was again exceeded.

Partly treated and milky water was pumped over to the road-

side tank whenever the softener was operated in excess of its

rated capacity.

Plans were then made to increase the capacity of the

softener, but it was found impossible to install additional

tanks on account of the limited space. Moving the softener

was practically out of the question on account of the heavy

expense and lack of a desirable location: therefore, it was

decided to leave the softener in the original location and in-
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crease the capacity by converting it from an intermittent to a

continuous type softener.

The tanks are 25 ft. 6 in. in diameter with 18 ft. 6 in.

staves, inside measurements, with a capacity of 71,000 gal.

each or a combined capacity of 142,000 gal. By converting

the plant to a continuous system it was found that the ca-

pacity could be increased to 35,000 gal. per hour and allow

four hours settling time, or the same as the intermittent

system. As before stated, the space was very limited, there

being no room to the west, north or south of the softener

tanks and only a very limited space to the east which was
utilized for the filters which were installed with the re-

modeled .softener. This necessitated putting the chemical

mixing tank above, supporting it on top of the two main
settling tanks.

The original softener was typical of the average intermit-

tent plant with two main settling tanks with agitators driven

by bevel gearing from a shaft across the top of tanks. The
power to drive the agitators was furnished by a small steam

engine, and the lime and soda ash were mixed in a small

tank located on the ground floor, the chemicals being elevated

to the settling tanks by means of a steam jet pump. Tlie

softened water was drawn off from the top through floating

outlet pipes.

In remodeling the old plant practically all of the old ma-

was divided into three parts and each tank was provided with
a sludge bo.x to prevent overloading the drain.

The remodeled softener was equipped with filters, as the

old system, which was not provided with filters, gave a great

deal of trouble from milky water. The filter system con-
sisted of two 10-ft. gravity sand filters located east of the

softener in the only available space. A concrete clear water
basin was constructed beneath the filters with a capacity of

1,5,000 gal., as it was preferable to pump from the clear

water basin rather than direct from filters.

The work of rebuilding the plant and converting it to a

continuous system was done by the International Filter Com-
pany, Chicago.

An American's Observations

On the Railways of Japan

TK.A.INS TH.AX .\KE NF.VER L.ATE, high grade labor liiat

earns $25 a month, all employees in uniform and
discipline so severe that disobedience of the rules

may result in a lengthy term in jail, are some of the character-

istics of railway operation in Japan that were otxserved by a

mcmljor of the Russian Railway Service Corps. This ob-

Drain io seiver^ ^Treated tva/er fopump.

Sludge removal sj/sfenTf

Chemkai mixing

Drain fo seiver^ f ^Treated tvafer topump
^Raiv wafer inlet. 6'RaiV tvafer supply) ^S'Treated ivater topump.

Plans and Sections of Old and Revised Treating Plants

terial was utilized. The roof was raised over the center of

the tanks to permit the installation of the chemical solution

tank and the chemical feeding equipment on top of the tanks.

A mixing chamber 8 ft. in diameter was installed in the west

tank with agitators driven in the same manner and with the

same shafting as formerly used with the intermittent .system.

Also the lime and soda ash are weighed and delivered to

the solution tank with the same equipment as witli the inter-

mittent system. A baffle wall was constructed through the

center of the east tank and sludge removal systems vi-ere in-

stalled in both tanks. The drain from the old softener was
long and the course uncertain, so the sludge removal svstem

server had a week's trip over the Japanese railways and has

given an idea of his experiences in the following report:

We covered about 2,000 miles of their lines and we were

very agreeal)ly surprised in what we found as to the general

condition. While it is no doubt a truthful saying that rail-

ways are never finished, we think the railways in Japan are

as nearlv finished as is possible and much more nearlv so

than anv we have ever seen. Every bit of work that they do,

whether on branch lines or main line, is permanent. The

road is all well ballasted with good clean gravel and crushed

rock; power and equipment are in first-class condition, loco-

motives are kept perfectly clean and there is not a piece of
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material of any kind or any grass or dirt on the right-of-way.

They have fine station layouts and in the larger cities such

as Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe and Osaka they have fine sta-

tion buildings, the best of course being at Tokyo, the capital.

We were shown through the private waiting rooms of the

Imperial family in that building and they are very gorgeous.

'i'licy have miles and miles of rip-rap of dry masonry work,

some of which has been in place for over 30 years and is as

good now as the day it was laid.. The drainage ditches are

laid with stone, .sliding cuts are faced with dry wall masonry,

tunnels are all of two bore, one for each track, and are brick

lined with portals faced with stone and well drained. On
higli fills they plant a tough grass which overcomes any

running off of material with the result that the fills are as

perfect as the day they were made. Left hand operation is

used on double track.

They have locomotives built in America, Germany, Eng-

land and Japan. Those built in Japan are left hand, i. e.,

the engineer is on the left hand side. This is on account of

the signals on double and single track being on the left hand

side.

They have no train despatchers, the same system as is in

use in England and Russia being used for movement of

trains, i. e., station masters despatch trains from station to

.'Station by the u.se of the staff. The blocking is absolute, and a

train having the staff can go either way. During our entire

trip every train we traveled on was on time. If one makes

inquiry at a station as to a train being on time it is consid-

ered rather a foolish question, as they are always on time.

Sidetracks are close together, averaging two and one-half

miles apart, and every sidetrack has a day and a night .'Station

force.

Labor at 30 Cents a Day

The station forces work 24 hours continuously and are

then off for 24 hours. Train and enginemen work on an

average of ten hours.

Conductors are called guards. Salaries are very low,

engineers and conductors average 50 yen per month; firemen,

brakemen and station masters, 30 yen; and station help 20

yen (a yen being equal to 50 cents). Track, roundhouse

and other labor average 60 sen per day, a sen being equal to

our one-half cent. All employees are of course in the war

department, as the railways are government owned and every

employee is uniformed, even the common laborers. All ex-

cept common laborers arc furnished one uniform per year

i)y the railway; laborers buy their own. Station master's and

guard's uniforms cost 12 yen or $6 each.

Engines of freight trains are rated on a car basis, and

they have no system of tonnage; 40 cars is the maximum

down mountains and 20 cars at all other points. The largest

Mallet engines they have are of about 51,000 lb. tractive

effort, and their Consolidation engines about 30,000 lli. trac-

tive effort. There are three classes of passenger cars, first,

second and third, but there is very little first-class travel.

Passenger Fares by Zones

Passenger and freight rates are made up from zones, the

rates being the same for the first 50 miles, the next zone 100

miles, the next 200, the next 300 and the next 400 miles and

all over. In other words you can travel for the same fare

to a point 800 miles as to one 400 miles.

.Ml stations arc equipped with gates for passengers

wlio must show tickets before entering trains as no

ticket collections arc made on the train. When leaving the

train passengers are required to pass out of a gate and tickets

are taken up by station master. Ty.cre is no such thing as

paying fare on the train. Stations are not called in pas-

senger trains, but on stopping at a station members of the

station force pass along the side of the cars on the platform

and call out the name of the station. Station stops are not

as long as in the United States. Baggage is all handled in and
out of the cars through the windows and never through the

doors. They have a large force at each station whose duty
it is to take the baggage out of the windows. At the larger

stations they provide on the platform what they call toilets

and which mean a wash room. These are all open, equipped
with brass wash basins and hot and cold water. Passengers

furnish their own soap and towels. When trains stop at

these principal stations the passengers rush to these toilets

and wash up. You will notice this especially at the first

stop after a night run. We traveled part of the way on their

train De Luxe which has eight cars and makes but few stops,

has an obser\'ation car, a full sized dining car and first and
second class sleepers, the first class being compartment cars

All of the sleeping car berths are single, a little too small for

a large man, but very comfortable.

In switching or giving signals a green and a red flag are

used by day and a green and a red lantern by night. When
the green is waving or moving the engine moves; immediately

on display of the red they stop. This requires every switch-

man to carry two flags in the day time and a combination

lantern showing red on one side and green on the other at

night.

We saw but one coal dock, and this was very similar to

the Great Northern t)-pe. At all other coaling stations the

work is done by carr\'ing the coal in small baskets which

hold about 20 lb. In doing track work everything is sys-

tematized, even to tamping for which they use a tamping
pick. Section crews are all of an even number of men,
usually six; one man does the singing and every man's pick

must hit the ballast at the same time. Rails are all laid

with square joints. At every station they have a platform

on each track where double tracked, and where thev have a

single track there is a platform passing siding so there is

no such thing as passengers crossing tracks. In fact it is a

violation of the law, which is rigidly enforced, to walk on

or to cross over tracks. Where necessary overhead or under-

grade crossings lead from the main station building to the

opposite track.

Severe Discipline

In discipline everything is handled the same as in the

army. Violations of rules or instructions are punished, first

by dismissal from the service and then the Department of

Justice steps in. The man is given a court trial and if they

find him guilty he is given a penitentiary sentence. We
learned of a case of an assistant station master, who was

intoxicated, giving a train a staff while there was a train

ahead in the block. A collision resulted, one or two em-

ployees killed, and the assistant station master was given

five years in the penitentiary. The result of this discipline

is a ver)- close ob.servance of the rules and instructions, mak-
ing it unnecessary to have traveling engineers or train ma.'i-

ters, auditors, inspectors, etc., as a man' duU' is all covered

by instructions and he realizes that unless he performs his

duty he will be taken to task by the court. They have divi-

sion superintendents and master mechanics.

Sizing up the entire railroad, including its operation, we
think it is excellent. They handle a very heav>' business

and the people are well satisfied. Congress recently appro-

priated four hundred million yen or two hundred million

dollars for new lines to be built within the next ten years.

.\11 of the railway officials want to start standardizing the

gage as soon as it can be done, and I would not he surprised

to see this started shortlv after the close of the war.

I.\p.\NESE Lo.\N FOR New R.mlway.—The July 11 issue

of "the Seoul Press says that a loan of lO.OOO.o'OO'yen (S4,-

080.000) from Japan, to be used for the construction of the

Kirin-Hoilyong Railway, has been concluded.



Locomotive Stokers and Smoke Prevention

With Careful Firing Lighter Fires Can Be Carried Which
Permits More Perfect Combustion

By W. S. Bartholomew

'President, Locomotive Stoker Company

THE BURNING OF BITUMINOUS FUEL in locomotive fire-

boxes presents many problems that are not present in

connection witli eitlier liand-fired or mechanically-fired

batteries of boilers in stationary plants. In the first place, the

conventional design of locomotive fireboxes is laid down on

the basis of burning approximately 100 lb. of coal per square

foot of grate area per hour, and this is often exceeded in

actual service under severe conditions by 50 per cent; or, in

other vifords, it is not unusual, under stress conditions, to find

that ISO lb. of coal is consumed per square foot of grate area

per hour in a locomotive firebox. In the second place, the

load factor of a locomotive has such wide variations that it is

practically impossible to keep the amount of smoke emitted

from the locomotive stack down to what might be readily

considered possible in stationary plants, as with a maximum
horsepower of a locomotive retjuiring 100 lb. or more coal

per square foot of grate area per hour, as just mentioned, it is

necessary to build the fire up to the point where that amount
of coal can be consumed to evaporate the necessary amount
of water to secure maximum horsepower, and oftentimes just

as this is accomplished the point is reached where it is neces-

sary to shut off the power entirely and drift, or use very little

of the capacity of the locomotive. It will readily be appre-

ciated that such wide variation of power requirements makes
it necessary to meet the smoke problem on locomotives burn-

ing bituminous coal by intelligent handling on the part of the

fireman, either when hand-firing, or mechanically firing, loco-

motives.

The prime purpo.se of the application of a mechanical

stoker to locomotives at the present time is not along the lines

of smoke 'prevention except in a few rare cases which I will

mention later. For the purpose of comparison as between the

general run of locomotives in service before mechanical

stokers were applied in any number to the locomotives of

today, I might say that the average tractive effort of loco-

motives recently ordered by the United States Railroad' Ad-
ministration is practically double what it was when the Mas-
ter Mechanics' Association Ijegan to investigate the subject

of mechanical stokers for locomotives. At that time the

tractive effort of locomotives being turned out by the build-

ers averaged about 33,000 lb., whereas today the average is

about 60,000 lb. The Mallet locomotives now being de-

livered to the Virginian are the largest Mallet locomotives

ever built. They have a tractive effort of approximately

160,000 lb. and would not have been built had it not been

possible to mechanically fire them.

The 4,500 mechanical stokers which have lieen sold for

locomotives to date are distributed over several classes of

locomotives, beginning at approximately 50,000 lb. trac-

tive eft'ort, and running to about 100,000 lb., the largest

number being on Mikados averaging about 55,000 lb., the

next largest on 2-10-2 locomotives averaging about 75,000
lb. and the third in importance are the Mallets, averaging

85,000 lb. To date onl\- about 25 stokers have been applied

to switching locomotives and these mainly for the purpose of

smoke prevention in the Chicago district by the Penns}dvania
Lines West for use in transfer service, where the locomotives

w-ere worked to approximately their capacity, and where it

*.\bstr.ict of a paper presented at the annual meetinc: of the Smoke Pre-
vention .\ssociation, .\iigust 22, 1918.

seemed necessary to do everything possible to reduce the
smoke to the lowest possible minimum.
On all these classes of locomotives which I have just men-

tioned, the first con.sidcration in applying the stokers was the

supi)lying of the necessary amount of coal to produce the
maximum horsepower when necessary to work such locomo-
tives to their maximum capacity. The grate areas of these

locomotives vary from 56 sq. ft. to about 100 sq. ft., and on
the basis of the use of 100 lb. to 120 lb. of coal per square
foot of grate area per hour, these locomotives consume from
6,000 to 12,000 lb. of coal per liour of ordinary quality, and
in the districts where very low-grade fuel is used, the coal

consumption runs from 7,000 to 15,000 lb. of coal per

hour.

It will be readily seen, therefore, that many of these loco-

motives require more coal than can eitlier conveniently or
readily be put into the firebox by hand with the scoop
through the ordinan,- firedoor, even if the fireman were the

most expert obtainable, and had the physical stamina to per-

form the work through any extended period. The use of

mechanical stokers on such locomotives, therefore, became a

necessity rather than a desirability, even though a humani-
tarian purpo.se was accomplished by their ajjplication.

In the writer's judgment, the second important considera-

tion in connection with the application of mechanical stokers

to locomotives comes in connection with the use of lower

grade fuel than can readily be used for hand-firing. This

lower grade fuel is not always represented by a less number
of B.t.u's. per pound, although this is often the case. The
firemen very often complain of "poor coal" on trips where

the results are not all that miglit be expected, when the coal

is of excellent quality, but either fine in size, or wet. In

other words, when slack coal is supplied for hand-firing pur-

poses, the firemen usually complain of "poor coal."

Several of the fir.st large applications of mechanical stokers

to locomotives were made on the Chesapeake &: Ohio, Norfolk

& Western, Baltimore & Ohio, and Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, where slack coal was available for locomotive fuel

l)ut had not formerly l>een used for that purpose on account

of the objections of the firemen to the use of slack coal for

hand-firing. At the time of the first application of the

stokers there was a sufficient tlifference between the price of

slack coal and lump coal used for hand-firing to make up for

an)- difference in econom\' which comes from the use of slack

coal under the varying conditions of locomotive firing. At

the present time, however, with the present fuel shortage,

there is not the economy in the use of slack coal that existed

at the time when mechanical stokers were first applied for

the purpose of using slack coal. It remains true, however,

that in the districts where low-grade fuel is used, especially

in the lignite and semi-lignite districts where tlie B.t.u's. are

often as low as 9,500 and the amount of ash is as high as 21

per cent, it has been found possible to use coal for locomo-

ti.ve fuel, l)y mechanically firing it, that would not otherwise

be available for that purpose.

The use of the stoker makes it possible for tlie fireman to

watch his fire and give time to the removal of the ashes, pay

attention to the grates, and, of course, there being no limit to

the amount of coal which can be supplied In- the stoker, the

extra amount of coal required on account of the low quality
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does not bring liardshij) upon the fireman, as would be the

(Use with lumd-firinj.;.

Witliin the pa.st three or four weeks a large number of

mechanical stokers have l>een put in ser%'ice on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa ¥e, where all locomotives had formerly been

hand-fired, and the ciuestion came up immediately as to

whether slack coal could be used when the ordinary' coal used

for hand-firing was not immediately available; the following

quotation, from a report of the mechanical expert instructing

the enginemen in the use of the stoker, will be of interest:

Tl:c writer asked the rounclliouse foriiiian for a tank of Frontcnac slack,

which was taken at Argentine. There was not a piece of coal as large as an

apple on the tank. The firemen are complaining about this coal on ham'.-

fircJ cnizines. It is almost impossible to l<ccp a hand-fired engine hot with

the slack coal. Wc did not have any trouble maintaining steam pressure.

There was about 6 in. of fire on the Rratcs on our arrival at Marcelinc.

This fire could be cleaned in ten minutes. Mr. Petet, the fireman, did a

creditable inb of stoker firing. He was more than pleased to witness the

opiration of a machine that would feed slack coal to the firebox fast

enough to maintain maximum steam pressure.

With further reference to the use of mechanical stokers in

connection with low-grade coals for locomotive fuel, I beg

leave to quote a few paragraphs from Technical Paper No.

80, is.sued by the Department of the Interior, Bureau of

Mines, which particularly commends this method of firing

which comes with the use of mechanical stokers, particularly

of the over- feed type:

"Soft or bituminous coal should be fired in small quanti-

ties and at short intervals, the quantity that .should be fired

varying with the size of the grate and the intensity of the

draft.

"Small and frequent firing makes the coal supply more

nearly proportional to the air supply, which in most hand-

fired furnaces is nearly constant. They also reduce the

formation of crust on the fire and the chance of holes in the

fuel ijed. With small and frequent firings better combustion

is obtained.

"When a fresh charge of bituminous coal is spread over

an incandescent fuel bed, the coal is heated rapidly, and 20

to 40 per cent of the combustible matter is distilled off in the

fonn of gases and tar vapors. This distilled combustible

matter ref|uires for its combustion additional air. It can be

readily understood that the heavier the charges, the larger

amount of volatile comliustible driven off two to five minutes

after firing.

"To burn the volatile comljustible, about \5< times its

weight of air needs to be supplied. Therefore, immediately

after firing, a large tiuantity of air should be admitted over

the fire, and this cjuantity should be gradually reduced as the

distillation of the volatile coml)ustible nears completion. The
larger the quantity of fresh coal fired at a time, the larger the

\()lume of air needed for the complete combustion of the vol-

atile matter.

'.\n ideal case is the one in which the coal is fed into the

furnace constantly and at a uniform rate, as is done with

some mechanical stokers. The coal sui)ply is then as uni-

fonn as the air supply."

In hand-firing, it is customan.-, of course, for the fireman

to jiut in a fire, and while general instructions are given to

fire fre(|uently as being the best practice, all are familiar

with the fact that it is common practice to fire several scoops

of coal at a time, and then close the door for a few minutes

until that quantity of coal is consumed. This saves the

fireman from the heat incident to the constant opening of the

firedoor and permits periods for rest and observation of

signals.

The next consideration in importance in connection with

the application of mechanical stokers has to do with the use

of one fireman on locomotives of the size above mentioned

as compared with the necessity for two, and in some cases

three firemen on long distances. There has been much dis-

cussion between the firemen and the railroad companies dur-

ing the past six or eight years as to tlie necessity of two

firemen or relief men on certain classes of locomotives, and
while this has not had an important l>earing upon the de-

velopment of mechanical stokers for locomotives, it is one of

the considerations, particularly in certain districts where large

number of locomotives are used which would come well

within the limits of size of locomotives on which the firemen

have asked for assistance either on account of tlie low-grade

fuel or the large size of the locomotives.

On the lines of one of the large railroads in the e.xtreme

Northwest both of these conditions exi.<ted. The coal avail-

able locally for locomotive fuel is of very low grade and high

in ash content and the locomotives in ore service and over tlie

mountains all exceed 60,000 lb. tractive effort. Many of

these locomotives were put in oil-fired service for the relief of

the firemen, and where oil was not available for locomotive

fuel stokers have been applied to nearly 400 locomotives on

this road, thus saving to the railroad the expense of relief

men and making it possible to use low-grade local fuel.

The following quotation from another report of operation

conditions illustrates a concrete case of what is accom-

I)lished in this direction by the application of stokers:

"We were pushing a Frisco Santa Fe engine. Tliis

engine hasn't any stoker and had two firemen out of Prince-

ton to Elmore, and got two relief firemen out of Elmore to

top of Spark Gap Mountain, making this engine cost S14 for

the trip of 70 miles. If it had been stoker-fired, it would
cost $3.50 for the 70 miles and the overtime after eight

hours, so you can see the cost of the large, hand-fired loco-

motives."

The division in this instance was of such length that not

only was one relief fireman necessary on this particular loco-

motive but two were required before the end of the division

was reached. Of course this is an extreme condition and
I only quote from it to illustrate that phase of the stoker

proposition.

Another important feature in favor of stoker-fired IcKomo-
tives is that they carry a much thinner fire than hand-fired
locomotives. This contril)utes to better combustion, for the

reason that air supply will more readily reach the firebox

through the grate of>enings, rather tlian through the door as

in hand-firing, and the air will be heated more readily in

going through the fire. This light fire also saves delay at

terminals as less time is required to clean the fire.

The stoker must eventually also have the effect of in-

ducing a better class of men to take up the locomotive firing

trade, and at the present time it is noticeable that less extra

men are required and less difficulty is exi>erienced in hiring

new men for firemen on divisions of railro;ids where
mechanical stokers are in use than on hand-fired divisions.

Certain railroad officers consider this pha.se of the stoker

problem of very great importance.

Mo.^t of these considerations have to do with the smoke
prevention problems, as when the firemen are able to give

proper attention to the fire without physical exhaustion much
can be accomplished in the matter of prevention of smoke.
The wide variation of coal consumption requirements of

the locomotives have been the problems which have had to be
met in connection with the development of mechanical stokers

for locomotives, lliat these problems have l>een met must
be apparent, as the United States Railroad Administration
has ordered mechanical stokers for application to all locomo-
tives now being built which have a tractive effort of 50,000
lb. or over, and mechanical coal passers have been ordered

for the smaller locomotives.

Mcist of the members of the Smoke Prevention Association

will come in contact with many of these locomotives, espe-

cially in connection with their operation within the city limits

of our large cities, and I wish to state tliat during the past

five or six years the smoke problems of such districts as the

cities of \\'a.shington, Baltimore. Chicago, and other places,

h.we lieon met In- mechanicallv-fired locomotives in a verv
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satisfactory way. So far as the writer knows, there have
been no fines imposed for excessive smoke on stoker-fired

locomotives in any of these districts.

Stoker-fired locomotives were first withheld by the Balti-

more & Ohio from the city limits of Washington because they

used slack coal and there was a possibility of their making
smoke; as the firemen became accustomed to handling these

engines and carried a light fire, feeding a small amount of

coal regularly, it was found that the stoker locomotives

could be used without violation of the smoke ordinances.
Mechanical stoking of locomotives raises the efficiency of

the locomotive by increasing its earning power, raises the
efficiency of labor, lessens the arduous physical labor and
suffering of the fireman, and at the same time lifts the grade
of his emplo}Tnent, and has great possibilities along the lines
of the use of lower grade fuel. By the carrying of thinner
fires much can be accomplished in the way of smoke
prevention.

Meeting of the National Industrial Traffic League

How the Large Shippers of the Country Feel Toward the

New Management of the Railroads

THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRATFIC LEAGUE held its regu-

lar summer meeting at Hotel Lafayette, Buffalo, N. Y.,

on Thursday and Friday, August 29 and 30, with about

200 members in attendance. President G. M. Freer occupied

tlie chair, and E. F. Lacey, assistant secretary of the League,

served as secretary of the meeting. Luther M. Walter, assist-

ant to the director of public service and accounting, United
States Railroad Administration, was present, and the first

business of the opening session was to listen to him while he
explained the attitude of the Administration toward shippers

and the multifarious problems of freight transportation, and
answered questions put to him by the traffic men. He said

that the prime objective of the Administration would be to

disturb existing conditions and relations as little as po.ssible.

Nevertheless many practices have been changed funda-

mentally. Shippers could be assured that existing troubles

were not falling wholly on their side of the fence; railroad

men, too, have anxieties aljout the future.

The participation of shipping representatives in local com-
mittees of railroad freight officers has worked well thus far,

and if it continues to afford satisfactory results the shippers

can expect still further recognition. The railroad officers

have received explicit instructions, sent out jointly by Mr.

Prouty, director of public service, and Mr. Chambers, director

of the Division of Traffic, and the public is to be taken fully

into the confidence of the Administration. Frank confer-

ences, animated by the spirit of give and take, will bring sat-

isfactory results. Compromises may be necessary, sometimes;

it is a duty to take up all controversies in a broad spirit.

Protests against excessive or unreasonable freight rates will

be taken before Director Prouty. Every one presenting a pro-

test should take care to get intelligent and lucid local back-

ing; that is to say, take care that the complaint is really

representative. When a decision is reached at W'ashington

concerning any change in freight rates it is proposed that it

shall be made public, promptly, in such a way that all inter-

ested shall be fully informed. A citizen may go to a freight

committee in his own locality even if his grievance is in a

distant .state. The local committee will communicate with

the remote committee, as may be necessary; and it may com-
ment on the grievance or complaint if its opinion is perti-

nent. Claims for reparation will probably be referred in all

cases to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Local committees will, in no case, make final decisions as

to rates; and their decisions will not be sent to Washington
without first having been fully considered in conference with

shipping representatives.

Demurrage Problems

Rule 6 of the demurrage code was the first committee topic

taken up for discussion. This rule imposes a charge on cars

received from switching lines and delayed because delivered
without billing. Complaint has been made that cars loaded
and sent out after 6 o'clock at night are penalized by this
rule, after 7 o'clock the next morning, the trouble being that
tlie railroad had no office open to receive the shipping in-

structions. The meeting approved the suggestion of the com-
mittee that the government be asked to extend the free time,
in cases like this, until noon of the next day.
The League also approved the recommendation of the

committee that carriers be asked to send arrival notices by
first-class mail, wliich now is no more expensive than postal
cards, the rate being two cents alike on sealed letters and on
postal cards. A principal reason for the recommendation is

that first-class mail, if mi.sdirected, will be returned to the

sender, which is not the case with postal cards.

Considering certain claims of inequitable operation of the

rule for modifying demurrage charges when cars are bunched
on the road and come in too fast for the consignee, the meet-
ing approved the proposition that claims on account of

bunching ought to be received by the carrier within 30 days,

not IS days as at present, and that the same time should be

allowed in the presentation of claims for refund on account
of weather interference.

Recent changes in the regulations for the application of the

average agreement in the assessment of demurrage charges

were briefly discussed. Heretofore, the proprietor of a grain

elevator could make such an agreement covering all cars com-
ing into his elevator regardless of the name to which such

cars might be consigned, but the rules as they now stand have
suijstituted the w'ord "consignee" in place of the word '"re-

ceiver" so that it is questionable whether the proprietor of an
elevator could make an agreement binding on consignees

sending cars there (addressed to themselves) and desiring

that they be not included in the average agreement. It was
voted, as the sense of the League, that the receiver of the cars,

that is, the proprietor of the elevator, should be allowed to

enter into such an agreement on behalf of shipments ad-

dressed to various consignees; and to do so in behalf of all

shippers or consignees patronizing his elevator, or only a

part of them. The view was expressed that possibly the

average agreement is not a desirable thing at grain elevators;

but it was pointed out that without this tlie independent

elevator is discriminated against by elevators owned by rail-

road companies at which no demurrage regulations apply.

Conditions in the Express Business

The report of the committee on express traffic dealt with a

dozen different subjects, but mostly in the way of informa-

tion only. .\ complaint that the express companies would

not absorb switching charges on a shipment which constituted

a carload, and which was destined to a plant just outside the
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regular wason-dclivery limits, was discussed by the meeting

at some length, hut the consignee was told in effect that he

would liave to make his own light. Each such case mu.st be

decided on its merits; and it is not likely that the Interstate

Commerce Commission would require an express company

to deliver goods outside its regular and reasonajjle territorial

limits. As to the recent general increase .in express rates the

only consolation offered was that probably another increase

would Jje made before long.

Delays in settlement of claims against the express com-

panies continue to be a cause of grievance, but no better ad-

vice was forthcoming than that each claimant should press

his claim, especially if it be an old one, keeping it persistently

before the highest officers of the carriers.

In the discussion of difficulties in tracing express ship-

ments, and particularly where it is desired to trace by tele-

graph, the fact came out that express offices in New York

city are now forwarding packages without any waybill except

that which is pasted to the package. Records of the passage

of shipments through junction or transfer points appear to

liavc been entirely abandoned.

Shijipers who have complained of the rules of the express

iom|)anies in regard to packing freight have been told by the

.\dministration that a thorough revision of these rules is now
being made and that the changes will probably soon be laid

before the Interstate Commerce Commission for approval.

It was voted that the committee co-operate with the express

companies in this matter and also ask the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to give a hearing on the subject.

Sale of Unclaimed Freight

Tlie Freight Claims Committee reported on general order

No. .i4, of the director general, ordering the sale of non-

perishable freight, refused or unclaimed, when it has been on

liand sixty days. No provision is made for notifying the

(onsignor, although a clause in the uniform code of storage

rules requires notice to be sent if the shipment is plainly

marked with the sender's name. It was resolved that when

freight is refused, the shipper ought to be notified at once,

and where unclaimed the notice should be sent IS days after

arrival and notice to consignee; and the committee was in-

structed to endeavor to have this change made. In the new

classification used by the express companies there is a specific

requirement that when freight is refused, the consignor,

if known, shall be notified at once; and this classifica-

tion has been approved by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

Concealed Loss and Damage

The Railroad .Administration has made, or is prejiaring, a

rule cutting off all claims for concealed damage. .A letter on

the subject was .>;ent out from Washington some time since,

and freight claim agents have already stiffened up and are

looking with increased disfavor on all claims for concealed

loss or damage. It was voted that a committee should at once

seek a conference with the Railroad Administration, with a

view to securing the adoption of reasonable and just rules for

dealing with claims of this character; and the committee was

also instructed to take up the (juestion of claims for los.ses of

coal, coke, ore and live stock; or, if the executive committee

should find it desirable, separate committees will be ap-

pointed for each class of claims.

.\ number of members s|ioke of the large number of claims

now pending, aggregating many thousands of dollars in

amount; and emphasized tlie importance of urging the Rail-

road .Administration to take action.

Double Carloads; Freight Office Practices

The car service section of the Railroad .Administration has

issued instructions concerning the loading of two carload lots

in a single car, and the League has circulated these instruc-

tions; but the executive committee now recommends that the

restrictions as to loading, in the same car, two loads for points

not on the same line, should be modified; so that a shipment

off the direct line may be put into the same car with another

provided the detour dws not take the car aside more than 15

per cent of the total distance, with a maximum side trip of

50 miles. This recommendation the League adopted.

The establishment of service bureaus to take the place of

the off-line freight offices formerly maintained, was discussed

Ity a number of members. The fact was brought out that such

bureaus are already in operation at Kansas City, and at San
Francisco. At Chicago it is expected that local agents will, in

some cases, represent roads which formerly had no repre-

sentation in Chicago. At Kansas City the working of the

scheme is not yet entirely satisfacton,% and the shipjjers are

proposing to ask that the initial carrier be made responsible

in the matter of giving rates, etc., as if it were actually an

agent of the remote road. Shippers in Chicago and else-

where will recommend that uniformity in representation be

maintained, as far as practicable; for example, if the Boston

& Maine is represented by a certain road in Chicago, it is

desirable that it be represented by the same road in St. Louis.

M'hether or not the Administration will establish these

Information Bureaus at all places where, heretofore, foreign

lines have had representation is not yet certain. In Chicago
the Pennsylvania, the New York Central, and the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis, maintain efficient information bureaus.

and shippers desiring information get satisfactory service;

and it was voted that the government be asked to inaugurate

similar satisfactory service everywhere.

General Order No. 25 of the Railroad Administration

requiring pa\anent of freight charges on delivery of goods

was briefly di.scussed. The committee suggested that any
member having a grievance in this connection should present

it fully at the next meeting of the League. In Chicago many
business men look unfavorably on tlie proposal for a con-

solidated collection bureau. It was finally voted that a

circular be sent to all members of the League calling for their

experiences during the month of Septem))er; and that the

information thus obtained he summarized and sent to the

Division of Public Service.

The general advance in freight rates has been under con-

sideration by the traffic bureaus in all of the principal cities

for several weeks past, many inequalities in tariffs having;

been discovered, calling for conference between the railroads

and shippers. H. C. Barlow, re{)resenting Chicago shippers,

and J. C. Lincoln, representing those of New York City, have

spent nearly the whole of their time for many days on these

committees. !Mr. Barlow reported that thus far the recom-

mendations of the conferees at Chicago have been approved

in Washington. The railroad officers are as keen as any
shi])per to correct all inequalities and hardships. Members
of the League having grievances should formulate tliem and
make them kno'mi.

Bills of Lading

The report of the committee on bills-of-lading disclosed

that the recent ruling that the legend "United States Rail-

road .Administration," etc.. should be printed or stamped on
every bill-of-lading, had resulted in a good deal of friction

at many places. The .Administration seems to have issued

its order without full appreciation of the fact that in many
cases a large shipper desires to print a single form of bill for

use in sending freight over a dozen different railrcKids; and.

according to the strict letter of the regulations, as at present

inter]ireted, this would require him to have a dozen different

ruliber stamps. One member complained loudly because the

.Administration leaves each railroad to exercise its own judg-

ment in matters of this kind: he would have more specific

regulations formulated in Washington, .Another member sug-

i;ested that in view of the number and varietv of rubber
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stamps now required by the freight department, it would be

well for the government to take over and operate all rubber

stamp factories in the country. A committee was instructed

to take up the matter with the Administration at Washington.

Side Track Agreements

The report of the special committee on railroad leases and
side track agreements was briefly discussed. In March last,

the League had taken action looking to the presentation of

arguments Ijefore the Interstate Commerce Commission,- but

before anything was done the Railroad Administration took

up the matter; and the Division of Operation and the Di-

vision of Law have now promised that a fair clause shall be

adopted. Director Prouty of the Division of Public Ser\-ice

has proposed that in handling claims for personal injuries,

the lessor (the railroad) shall be liable fully to the lessee, and
the lessee liable fully to the lessor, each for damage to the one

caused by the other; but the lessee shall be liable for damage
to property of third parties except where the lessor is plainl}'

at fault. This was approved by the League in 1916, and the

same is now reaffirmed.

Miscellaneous Matters

There was a brief discussion of complaints that joint

freight rates, in which a road not under government control

is interested, are now inequitaljlc, in many cases, because of

the recent general change in tariffs; and the president was
instructed to at once present these complaints to the Adminis-

tration at Washington.

On recommendation of the freight claims committee, it

was voted that the director of public service be requested to

instruct all carriers that it is their duty to sign bills-of-lading

bearing a notation that damages will result from unreason-

able delay. Claims for damages on account of unreasonaljle

delay have been refused on the ground that the carrier had no

notice that unreasonable delay would cause damage.

.\t Youngstown, Ohio, and presumably at other places, it is

proposed to consolidate freight houses and to arrange that all

l.c.l. freight, for example, destined to Cleveland, be sent over

one road; this in lieu of having sailing days on the several

roads. It was brought out that in a case of this kind the

consignee might Jiave special reasons for favoring one road, -

and objection to another; and that, therefore, consignees

should have a chance to make their wishes known before the

adoption of such a .scheme.

The policy of the post office department in adjusting claims

for loss and damage in the parcel department came in for

some criticism. It was voted that the post office department

should be asked to apply in this department the same prin-

ciple as that in vogue among common carriers.

The Division of Traffic has promised to simplify tariffs

for e.xtra baggage, especially those for transportation over

two or more roads.

The president announced that, at the recjuest of the Ship-

ping Board, he had appointed a committee of fourteen on

merchant marine. The chairman of this committee is J. C.

Lincoln, manager of the traffic bureau of the Merchants"

Association, New York City.

Among the visitors present at this convention was James E.

Walsh, of Toronto, representative of the Canadian Manu-
facturers" .Association, who, being invited to speak, presented

the greetings of his constituents and expressed his apprecia-

tion of the value of the League. The Canadian government

has virtually taken control of the Canadian Northern and

the Grand Trunk Pacific, and there is a considerable senti-

ment toward taking over other roads. Mr. Walsh thought,

from what he had heard in the two days of the meeting, that

the merchants and manufacturers of the United States would

not have much to say in favor of government ojieration.

On motion of F. B. Montgomery, manager of the traffic

department of the International Harvester Company, it was

voted that the president of the League should write to Direc-
tor General McAdoo, setting forth the desirability of appoint-
ing a representative of the shippers of the country as a mem-
ber of his advisory board; for only a person familiar by expe-
rience with the merchants' and manufacturers' side of freight

traffic problems can be sufficiently versed in details properly
to present that side of many important questions.

The annual meeting of the League is to be held at Cin-
cinnati in November.

Conveyor Scheme for Handling
New York City's Package Freight

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THREE TUNNELS Under the Hud-
son river between the railway terminals in Jersey Cit}'

and Manhattan Island for vehicular traffic with pro-
vision for two conveyors on each side of each tube to trans-

port l.c.l freight, is the latest solution proposed for the pack-
age freight handling problem of New York City. This plan
was descriijed at a meeting of the American Society of

Terminal Engineers in New York on May 21, by M. A.
Long, assistant to the chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio.
The essential details of this novel plan, as outlined by Mr.
Long, are contained in the following abstract of his paper.

The tunnels should be designed for the use of vehicles of

all kinds. In order to allow gasoline motors to be used,

ventilating fans could be placed in the tunnels on each side

of the river. These fans would be connected to ducts placed

in the ceiling and side walls.

The tunnels should i)e so designed that there would be
S])ace for two conveyors approximately 10 ft. high and 10 ft.

wide on each side to carry package freight between Jersey

City and Manhattan. These conveyors would be run in

either direction in taking freight from Jersey to New York
and from New York to Jersey. Any package too large or too

Plan.

Pier*S.-) Tubeiy

Enlarged Plan of the Pier and Warefiouse Units

heavy for the eonveyors would be hauled through the tunnel

by trucks or teams.

Ninety per cent of the package freight destined to and
from New York could be handled by the conveyors. They
can be designed to carry a load equivalent to that usually

placed on warehouse floors and they should be built in sec-

tions with individual drives to each and with a master con-

trol for all. the package tunnel to be jiatrolled while in opera-

tion. Each conveyor will carry approximately 1.250 tons per

hour, four conveyors per tunnel, therefore, would carr}- 2,500

car loads in 10 hrs., figuring 20 tons per car. Based on

this capacity, three conveyors, which is one less than the

capacity of one tunnel, could handle more than the present

estimated daily package tonnage to and from New York City

while the total scheme will provide a capacity equal to four

times that amount bastxl on a working day of ten hours.
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Working two shifts, eight times the present tonnage could
be handled.

The layout on the Jersey side should include a system of

warehouses parallel with the river; receiving platforms at the

rear and at right angles to the warehouses could be fitted

with conveyors to liandle the freight from cars to warehouses
or piers and to feed the main conveyors in the tunnel. The
export piers will be located in front of and at right angles to

the warehouses. In constructing the tunnels a pier will be

built with them in such a manner that it will span the tunnel

and provide the necessary space in which the tunnel can rise

to the ground surface; and in this manner no river frontage

would be sacrificed.

It has not been the custom to build vyarehouses over piers,

but there is no reason why we should not do so when the

foundations rest on rock or hard pan. The additional ex-

pense necessary to provide foundations to support an eight

or ten-story warehouse will be no greater here than on any
of the adjacent lots on shore, where tlie initial foundation for

the pier is considered. Therefore, the scheme has been de-

veloped to sliow warehouses over the piers; these warehouses

to be Ijuilt narrower than the pier proper to allow room for

ships' tackle; the platform alongside the piers to be separate

Suggested Location of the Terminal Warehouses and Tubes

from and yet a part of tiie pier. The platforms will be built

of timber so designed that they will act as fenders for the

main structure and take the initial shock.

This same scheme should be carried out on tlie New York

side of the river, except for tlie long receiving platforms.

These would not be necessary as the plan eliminates the

necessity for freight tracks and freight cars in New York

City. The conveyors could run to warehouses on the East

side of West street or similar streets and teams would make
delivery from these warehouses. This would allow New
York City to develop its water front to the limit for export

freight. It is not likely that any passenger subway will be

built in West street and a freight subway could be built

north and south on this street and the Marginal Way, fitted

with conveyors to handle package freight to t>e delivered to

any warehouse along the city side of the Marginal Wax-.

Brandies could lie run from these tunnels to steam.-;hip

piers, so that package freight could be delivered to them by

liranch conveyors. The storage of the cargo in a warehouse

alongside or adjacent to the slip at which a particular vessel

is to dock, would permit tliat vessel to load and depart in

much less time than it takes at present. In this scheme

package freight to and from New York could be delivered

to any of the warehouses or piers described in New York or

New Jersey without having to appear on the surface of the

Hudson river or on tlie crowded streets of New York Cit)'.

All conveyors should be reversible and outbound packages

would be taken to cars in the same manner in which they are

taken from them. The tloor or carrying capacity of the

conveyor is to be of a special design, which I have originated.

It can be trucked over obliquely wliile in motion and, in the

event of a temporary breakdown, electric tractors and trailers

can be put into use and can travel over it as easily as they

can ]je operated on a floor; it is designed to be placed in the

flfjor of warehouses and is so constructed that it will not inter-

fere with the headroom on the floor beneath and it will not

mean any particularly special design of floor construction:

it will eliminate practically 90 per cent of the trucking in

handling goods in and out of warehouses.

This scheme is particularly attractive because it can be

built without disturbing the present method of operation:

each railroad will still maintain its own prop)erty and can
either own a conveyor for the delivery of freight in New
York or can own one jointly with another friendly line with

a tonnage agreement for handling, or some similar arrange-

ment; it will allow New York City to develop to the limit its

export and import business since no local package freight

would be handled at the river front; it will take most of the

car floats off of the Hudson river; ice and fog will in no way
hinder or delay the receiving or delivering of the daily ton-

nage; the cost per ton for handling will be lower than in any
other scheme I have seen and it will require less manual
labor; instead of handling all business through one point it

jirovides 12 different centers for handling; it can be en-

larged to suit any expansion in business; and by constructing

warehouses to hold the tonnage now held in cars in the New
York and Jersey yards, about 20,000 cars will be released.

Each tunnel will cost from 518,000,000 to $20,000,000.

Forged Return Bends for

Superheater Units

THE LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHE.ATER COMP.\NY, New York,

a short time ago perfected a process of forging or

swaging the return bends on superheater units from

the unit pipes witliout the use of any form of autogenous

welding. The steps in the process are shown in the illus-

tration. The first step splits and machine-welds the ends

of the pipes together and is carried on in a forging machine.

Tlie next step forms what is known as a preliminary swage

Steps in the Process of Forming the Forged Return Bends
in Superheater Units

and the return bend is then placed in a special swaging or

forging machine and tlie completed bend is formed. The
final step Consists of cutting off the short extended butt,

pressing tlie return bend back into shape so that tliere is

no greater thickness than the outside diameter of the pipe,
and smoothing the end off witli an air hammer. The cut
sections show the character of the completed return bends.
As previously stated, there is no oxy-acetylene or electric

welding used, the entire process being a machine forging
job. These return bends are formed on the long pipes of
the units and not on short ones as shown in tlie illustra-

tion, these short [lipcs being employed merely for the pur-
pose of illustrating the prcKess. Each unit thus becomes
a continuous pipe from Uie saturated to the superheated
steam chambers of the header.
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General News Department

Director General McAdoo is preparing to issue an order
prohibiting tlie garnislieeing of wages of railroad employees.

The American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers

will hold its annual meeting at Baltimore, Md., on October
23 and 24, instead of on the earlier date heretofore announced.

The freight house of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Newport
News, Va., was destroyed by fire on August 23; estimated
loss $50,000. A new freight house, adjacent to the building
destroyed, was saved.

The employees of the Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, New York City, have been granted a general increase

in pay, said to average $1 per day per capita. The aggregate
estimated increase in the payrolls is about $3,000,000.

Pennsylvania Railroad employees now on active duty in

the military or naval service of the United States number
20,193; 14,085 men from the lines east of Pittsburgh, and
6,108 from tlie western lines. In March last the total was
11,769.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has engaged the State Public

Service Utility Audit & Investigating Company of Charles-

ton, West Virginia, W. J. Bienemann, president, to make the

separation of its accounts as between federal and corporate
interests.

The track from Hagerstown, Md., to Security is not to

be torn up. The announcement to this effect was premature.

W. H. Angle, the contractor for the work, had drawn the

spikes of two miles of track when he received an order to

suspend operations.

The Master Car Builders' rules of interchange, as revised

June, 1917, have been extended to remain in effect until

further notice. This announcement is made in circular No.
14 issued August 26. The extension applies also to circulars

interpreting or modifying the 1917 rules. Notice will be
given in advance of the date on which the 1918 code of rules

is to go into effect.

Two Chicago ticket scalpers caught by H. A. Koch, in-

spector of passenger traffic of the Railroad Administration,

in charge of the investigation and prosecution of scalpers,

have been arrested and now await trial. They are David
Lyons and Harry W. Young. They are charged with altering

railroad tickets purchased at their places of business and
thereby conspiring to defraud the government.

Studies are being made by the United States Railroad

Administration to determine whether the adoption of an
equitable and universal plan for the compensation of em-
ployees, in case of death or injury, and provision of life,

health and old age insurance is practicable. There are diffi-

culties in the way arising from the existence of the present

pension and insurance plans, but it is expected that they can

be overcome.

The National Association of Purchasing Agents will hold

its third annual convention at Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit,

Mich., on September 23, 24 and 25. Attendance at the con-

vention is not limited to members of the association, an open
invitation being extended to purchasing agents in all in-

dustries and in all sections of the country. The president

of the association is E. L. McGrew, president of the Under-
ground Cable Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and the secretary

is L. F. Boffey, 25 Beaver street. New York City.

Every patriot must produce cross ties; or, if he is not a

farmer or owner of timber land, he must do what he can to

aid in the production of ties by others. This is the gist of

a circular which has been issued by F. H. Fechtig, purchasing
agent of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, which he is circu-

lating in the territory adjacent to his road. The circular

contains the specification for ties as approved by the Rail-

road Administration, and appeals to the farmer, the tie chop-

per, the section foremen, tie inspectors, station agents and

everybody who can influence a farmer, or aid the company in

its quest for largely increased quantities of ties.

A strike of trainmen on the Denver & Salt Lake which
commenced on August 21, was terminated on the 25th only
after it was announced that the government had taken over
the road. The men demanded back wages which they claimed
were due them under the Adamson law and also the wage
increase granted to roads under governmental control in

General Order No. 27, dating back to the first of last January.
The government has agreed to give the men their back pay
under General Order No. 27. As to the Adamson law vvages

which have been the subject of litigation—when the amount
due the men is settled by the court and receiver's certificates

issued therefor, the government will cash the certificates so

that the money may be paid to the men.

Successful Airplane Mail Service

The Post Office Department reports that during the month
of August the airplanes made their trips between New York
and Washington without any serious delay. The aerial car-

riers flew on 27 days, and there were only two forced land-

ings, one causing a delay of 7 minutes, and the other 10

minutes. One of these accidents, caused by the breaking of

a magneto shaft, occurred within four miles of the New York
terminus at Belmont Park; and except for this four miles, the

whole mileage for the month, 11.961 miles was accomplished.
A total of 5,879 lb. of mail was carried in -August. No air-

plane had to be laid up in the shop for repairs during the

month.

Inventory of Steel Stocks

A country-wide inventory of stocks of steel on hand is being

made by the War Industries Board in co-operation with the

Census Bureau. The present estimated total production of steel

in sight is 17,000,000 tons, while the war demands aggregate over

23,000,000 tons, with the demand constantly rising. Chairman
Baruch announces that he cannot approve requests for an ounce
of steel for domestic uses. The Census Bureau is sending ques-

tionnairef to more than 40,000 manufacturers asking complete

reports of stocks of steel on hand down to the smallest holdings.

It is sought to reach every manufacturer who uses steel in any

way and in any amount.

Pennsylvania Railroad Pensions

The list of Pennsylvania employees retired on pension on July

1, which has just been issued, contains the names of 63 men,

and one woman, 51 of the 64 being on the Eastern lines, and tlie

others on the Western. Seven employees had worked more than

a half century each. Four officers are included in the list, namely,

A. B. Starr, special assistant to the vice-president in charge of

operation, Pittsburgh ; Daniel T. McCabe, vice-president in

charge of traffic, Pittsburgh ; Samuel Moody, passenger traffic

manager, Pittsburgh, and Joseph .\. Clift, chief accountant in

the department of the auditor of freight traffic, Philadelphia.

The one woman. Miss Bridget E. Whalcn, was telegraph oper-

ator at Collier, W. Va., where she had served without a break

from July 26, 1868, or 26 days less than half a century. The
company's circular includes a portrait and sketch of Miss Whalen,

along with those of other prominent pensioners, and says that

she was regarded as one of the best train-order operators in the

country. She was a person who commanded marked esteem

among her neighbors, and no man, however rough, came into her

presence without showing her the highest respect. Her acts of

charity in the community where she resided were proverbial, and

the extent of her charitable work is indicated by the statement

that although she had received fair remuneration for her services

for SO years she is now dependent upon her pension allowance

for a livelihood.
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Results of M. C. B. and M. M. Letter Ballot

The outcome of the voting on questions ordered submitted

to letter ballot at the annual meeting of the Master Car
Builders' Association has been announced in Circular No. 7,

issued by the secretary. All of the proposals submitted to a

vote were carried. The most important matter considered

was the adoption of the No. 10 contour line for the type D
coupler. (See Raihvay Age, June 21, 1918, page 1501.) This

was adopted with but a single dissenting vote. The design of

the 6-in. by 8-in. shank for the type D coupler was also car-

ried by a large majority. The gages to insure interchange-

ability of parts and specifications for the purchase and ac-

ceptance of couplers, knuckles, locks, and other parts were
also adopted. The modifications of certain specifications pro-

posed by the Committee on Tests and Specifications for

Material were carried (See Railway Age, June 21, 1918, page
1489.) It was also voted to add to the interchange rules a

provision making the use of metal safety blocks mandatory
and prohibiting the use of wooden safety blocks. The re-

mainder of the twenty-two questions related to minor
changes in the standards and recommended practices of the

association.

The twenty questions appearing on the letter ballot of the

Master Mechanics' .Association were all adopted. The ma-
jority of these were submitted by the Committee on Specifi-

cations and Tests for Material. Several new specifications

were adopted as recommended practice and a number of

others were revised. (See Railway Age, June 21, 1918, page
1519.) The overall width of journal bearings was increased

and several of the recommended practices of the association

were advanced to standard. (See Raihvay Age, June 21, 1918,

page 1524.)

New York City Ticket Offices

The new consolidated ticket oflices in New York City,

except the one at 31 West 32nd street, were opened for busi-

ness on Tuesday, September 3. That on 32nd street will be
opened on September 23, more than two months later than
the time at which it was expected to open all of the

offices.

The offices now opened are at 64 Broadway; Broadway
and Chambers street; 114 West 42nd street, and 336 Fulton
street (Brooklyn). The principal office is at 64 Broadway,
where 57 men will be employed. Ten of these will serve at

the Information Bureau. .'Ml of the offices together will

employ about 200 men, which is 100 less than the number
now employed in city offices; and 48 offices are to be aban-
doned, saving in rentals about $290,000 yearly. .A school is

to be at once established to train young women in ticket

selling. The course of instruction will occupy two months, or

longer, and the pupils are to be paid while learning.

George A. Cullcn, chairman of the committee in charge, issued

a statement to the ticket sellers in which he said, in part : "Di-

rector General Mc.Adoo has equipped you with the finest tools.

Init there are two things which he cannot supply. The first of

these is the spirit of service. You will meet each day more
people seeking importatU, accurate and vital information than,

1 believe, in any other organization in this great city.

"You can respond to this need in a careless and perfunctory

way, doling out half-facts and guesses, or you can painstakingly

ascertain what the inquirers want to know (indeed help them
to find out as is so often necessary) and then give them clear,

explicit and understandable answ-ers—a joy to do. You can

provide them with transportation and accommodations in a

grudging and indifferent manner or do this with carefulness and
alacrity and with consequent satisfaction to yourselves.

"The other feature that is wholly up to you is what for want
of a better term I may call the spirit of civility. Civility is not
a mask to be put on—a smile or an external assumption of

politeness. To be of any lasting value in the day's work, the

week's work, the year's work, it must come from an honest and
whole hearted desire to put yourself in the other fellow's place.

In a word, it is the constant practical application of the Golden
Rule which in your work particularly is more essential than all

the so-called rules and regulations our committee can possibly

set down for your guidance. We want no slackers, no grouches
among us."
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Grain is now moving on the New York state barge canal, 30
boats having been loaded with wheat at one elevator, at Buffalo,

last week. Four boats with pig iron left Buffalo on August 28
for Bridgeport, Conn.

Rate Reduction on Grain from Buffalo Eastward

The Division of Traffic of the Railroad .\dministration has au-
thorized, effective September 1, to expire October 10, a reduction
of 2 cents per 100 lb. in the ex-lake rates from Buffalo, N. Y., to

eastern seaboard cities on grain from Lake Michigan ports. This
adjustment seems necessary to attract the maximum amount of

grain to the boats at Lake Michigan ports before the beginning
of the movement of the northwestern crop through Lake Superior
ports. The latter movement will require practically all the lake

tonnage available ; hence the necessity of making an extra effort

to get grain whicii normally should move through the Chicago
gateway.
The present rates will automatically be restored on

October 11. Any grain to get the benefit of the lower rates must
move out of the Buffalo elevators prior to Octoljer II.

Coal Production

Recovery from the shmip of the past five weeks marked the

production of bituminous coal during the w-cek ended August 24,

according to the weekly bulletin of the United States Geological
Survey. The output during that week, including lignite and coal

made into coke, is esiiirated at 12,603,000 net tons and not only
exceeded the production during the week preceding by 669,000

net tons, or 5.6 per cent, but exceeded the production during the

preceding three weeks. Production during the current week of

1918 was 1,852,000 net tons, or 17 per cent in excess of the pro-

duction during the corresponding week of 1917.

The average production per working day during the week of

August 24 is estimated at 2,100,000 net tons, as against 1,989,000

net tons during the week preceding, and 1,792,0(X) net tons dur-
ing the week of August 24, 1917.

Production of anthracite in the United Slates during the week
of August 24 is estimated at 2,134,000 net tons, as against 1,924,-

000 net tons during the week preceding, an increase of 10.9 per

cent, and as against 1,988.600 net tons during the corresponding

week of 1917, or an increase of 7.3 per cent. The average daily

production during the week of August 24 is estimated at 355,667

net tons, as against 336,839 net tons during the coal year lo date,

and as against 329,831 net tons during the same period of

1917.

Total production for the coal year lo dale is estimated at 41,-

768,CXX) net tons, an increase over 1917 of 869,000 net tons, or 2.1

per cent.

For the week ended August 17 the operators reporting pro-

duced 84.5 per cent of the total estimated output, the mines being

operated at 77.7 per cent of their full time capacity. As during

the preceding week, the report says, the limiting factor was car

shortage, the operators reporting a loss of 12.4 per cent of full

time from this cause and poor transportation conditions caused

increased losses of time by the mines in Illinois, Somerset County,

Pa., New River and Winding Gulf, and the high volatile dis-

tricts of West Virginia and in northeast and western Kentucky.

Improved supply of cars existed in western Pennsylvania, Cum-
berland-Piedmont district and in southwest Virginia.

According to the weekly report to Director General McAdoo
by the Car Service Section of the Railroad .Administration, 247.-

288 cars of coal of all kinds were loaded by railroads in the week

ended .•\ugust 17, as compared with 216,415 cars for the cor-

responding week in the previous year. .\ summary of reports

for the week ended .-Vugust 24 partly estimated shows a total of

264.305 cars, as compared with 228,029 in the corresponding week

of the previous year. This would make the increase in 1918 up

to and including .\ugust 24 over the same period of 1917 a total

of 488,413 cars.
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Interstate Commerce Commission

New Haven May Retain Steamer

Lines on Long Island Sound

Opinion by Comviissioticr Woollcy.

The commission has handed down a decision granting the

New York, New Haven & Hartford permission to continue the

operation of the steamer lines on Long Island Sound controlled

by the New England Navigation Company, the Hartford & New
York Transportation Company and the New Bedford, Martha's

Vineyard & Nantucket Steamboat Company, as it is found that

under present conditions the services are being operated in the

interest of the public and are of advantage to the commerce and

convenience of the people and as continued operation by the rail-

road will neither prevent, exclude nor reduce competition on

the route via water under consideration. Action in the future,

however, will be dependent upon circumstances and conditions.

The commission's decision goes into great detail concerning

the service operated by the steamboat companies and says that,

all things considered, including the physical characteristics of

the region and the direction in which early conditions caused the

rail lines to be built, it is strongly of the opinion that economy

and efficiency demand the greatest possible co-ordination be-

tween the petitioner's rail lines and steamer lines to New
York, and that there is slight probability that this could be

secured to as great an extent as at present under independent

ownership and operation of the steamer lines. (SO I. C. C.

634.)

Colonial Navigation Company v. New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad Company. Opinion by Commission WooUey.

The practice of the defendants in maintaining a through route

for the transportation of passengers and baggage between New
York and points on its lines, via Providence, R. L, in connection

with the New England Steamship Company, which it controls

through stock ownership, while refusing to establish a similar

route with the complainant, is found to result in undue prejudice.

The defendant is required to establish joint passenger fares in

connection with com.plainant not higher than those contempora-

neously maintained in connection with the New England Steam-

ship Company. (50 T. C. C. 634.)

Court News
Dangerous Approach to Train

The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds that for breach of

duty to furnish a pa.ssenger safe approach to the defendant's

train, he having to cross two tracks in going from the station

to the cars, the railroad is liable for his injury by the train

of another railroad using the same station and coming on

one of such tracks, without regard to which owned and con-

trolled the station and tracks.—Scott v. Cincinnati, N. O. &
T. P., (Ky.), 203 S. W. 1064. Decided June 14, 1918.

Failure to Pay Tariff Rates Bars Recovery of Damages

A shipper of a carload of horses from Hot Springs, Ark., to

Louisville, Ky., through a mistake of the agent, paid freight at

less than tariflf rate. On the arrival of the stock in Louisville,

the L. & N. declined to permit it to be unloaded until the bal-

ance of the freight was paid. This was not done until next

morning, and in consequence of the delay a horse contracted

pneumonia, from which it died. In an action against the rail-

road it was held by the Kentucky Court of Appeals that, as a

shipper is conclusively presumed to know the published rate,

this man should have paid the additional amount demanded;

and his failure to do so precluded recovery for damages result-

ing from the delay in unloading. The shipper had an agent pres-

ent who had accompanied the horses. The fact, if it were a fact,

that the agent did not have the money to make the pa>'ment at

the time furnished no excuse. Plaintiff was presumed to know

that it would be unlawful for the shipment to be delivered to

him or his agent without payment of the legal rate.—Blackford

V. St. Louis, I. M. & S. (Ky.), 203 S. W., 867. Decided June 11,

1918.

Persons Entitled to Recover Damages

—

Apportionment of Damages Between Carriers

The Texas Court of Civil .Appeals holds that the consiLiuee

of an intrastate shipment of cattle and another who did not

buy an interest in the cattle until they reached their desiina-

tion would have no right to recover against the carriers for

cattle killed and injured in transit; the owner not having sold

them an interest in the chose in action.

The contract of the initial carrier was to transport to a

certain place, and there deliver to the connecting carrier.

There was no partnership between the carriers or ratifica-

tion of the original contract. It is held that where evidence
wholly failed to show the damages which occurred on each

line there was no basis for an apportionment of damages by
the jury. Receiving from the initial carrier cattle for trans-

portation was not a ratification of the initial carrier's con-

tract, but merely a compliance with the state statute requir-

ing a connecting carrier to receive and transport all freight

delivered to it by any other line.—Pouder v. Crenwelge
(Tex.-) 203 S. W. 1125. Decided June 12, 1918.

Warning Devices at Crossings—Safety Signals

In an action by the driver of an automobile for personal

injuries received when he collided with a freight train stand-

ing on a crossing the only negligence relied on was the

failure of the automatic electric crossing gong to ring. The
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court holds that even if this

appliance were maintained by the railroad because required

to do so by statute, its purpose was to protect travelers on
the highway from the danger of approaching trains, and not

to warn them against cars and engines which were standing
still. A plaintiff cannot recover for the violation of a statute

unless there is a causal connection between his injury and
the condition to which the statute applies. The fact that the

railroad voluntarily maintained the appliance without an
order or request from the railroad commissioners did not
show that it was intended to protect against standing cars.

A failure to use a safety appliance, adopted as a protection
against some particular danger, cannot be relied upon to

prove negligence when the injury is caused by another danger
which the appliance was not designed to guard against: and
the responsibility voluntarily assumed to maintain these sig-

nals imposes no higher duty on a railroad company than the
statute requires.—\V. Glaufflin v. Boston & Maine (Mass.)
119 N. E. 955. Decided May 28. 1918.

Discrimination in Absorption of Switching Charges

At certain points south of Richmond three railroad companies,

the Seaboard Air Line, the Southern and the Atlantic Coast Line,

were competitors for traffic to and from that city. Each road

had switching facilities at Richmond, connecting with each other,

and each delivered freight from competitive points to industries

on its own tracks in Richmond at its tariff rate to that point,

without extra charge for switching; also each road absorbed the

switching charge of a cornpetitor on freight to be hauled by it

to industries on the competitors' tracks at Richmond. Other
railroads, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac, not competitors for the southern business, en-

tered Richmond and had switching facilities connecting with

those of the competing roads. Such roads, however, did not

absorb the switching charges on freight to be delivered to in-

dustries on the lines of the roads with which tliey were not in

competition. Under a complaint of the Richmond Chamber of

Commerce the Interstate Commerce Commission decided, three

of the commissioners dissenting, that this method of business was
an unlawful discrimination against the industries on the non-

competing railroad lines under section 2 of the Interstate Com-
merce .Act ; and the federal district court for tlie Eastern District

of Virginia refuses to enjoin the commission's order.—Seaboard
^ir Line v. United States, 249 Fed., 368. Decided Januarv- 19.

191&
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Chikoat

Supply Trade Ne^A^s

Ephron Catlin, Jr., secretary of the Southern Railway Sup-
ply & Equipment Company, of St. Louis, has enlisted in the
Naval Reserve Flying Corps.

P. H. Hamilton, roadmaster on the St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco, at Sapulpa, Okla., has resigned to become southern
representative of the P. & M. Company, with headquarters
at Chicago.

H. E. Chilcoat, representative of the Westinghouse Air
Brake Company at its Pittsburgh office, has severed his con-
nection with that company to accept the position of manager of

the Clark Car Company,

_ manufacturers of the

Clark extension side

dump car. Mr. Chilcoat

was born in Orbisonia,

Pa., and received his

early education in the

public schools at that

place. In 1900 he went
to the Pittsburgh dis-

trict, entering the em-
ploy of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad as ma-
chinist's helper and
served successively as

work inspector, gang
foreman and foreman of

the air brake depart-

ment until 1906, when
he left the railroad com-
pany to enter the serv-

ice of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company as

traveling inspector. Shortly after joining the Westinghouse
organization he was assigned to the southeastern district with

headquarters at Richmond, Va. In 1910, he was transferred to

the Pittsburgh district office as representative, looking after the

commercial interests of the company in the district served by
that office until August, when he resigned to take up the duties

of his present position, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

E. R. Wood, formerly eastern representative of the High
Speed Hammer Company, Rochester, N. Y., has associated
himself with the sales department of Sherritt & Stoer Com-
pany, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

F. J. O'Brien, formerly sales manager of the Globe Seam-
less Tube Company, of Chicago, and for the last year and a

half mill manager at Milwaukee, has been promoted to gen-
eral manager, with headquarters at Milwaukee, effective

September 1.

J. G. Sullivan, who resigned recently as chief engineer of
the Canadian Pacific, Western Lines, with headquarters
at Winnipeg, Man., has opened a consulting engineer's office

in that city, making a specialty of railway work, mining,
foundations, tunnelling, elevators, etc.

L. C. Sprague, special railroad sales representative of the
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, with headquarters at

Chicago, has been promoted to district manager of sales
for that company, at New York, succeeding Charles Booth,
resigned. C. W. Cross succeeds Mr. Sprague.

Harry L. Barnitz, announces that he has severed his con-
nection with the International Oxygen Company as sales
agent, and is now conducting business under liis own name
as consulting engineer on oxygen and hydrogen, plant in-

stallation and technical processes for their uses. His office
is at 617 West 152nd street, New York.

Robert F. Carr, president of tlie Dearborn Chemical Com-
pany, of Chicago, has been commissioned major on the gen-
eral staff in the department of purchases, storage and traffic
of the army, with headquarters at Washington. D. C. Major

Carr will work in conjunction with Lieut. Col. W. R. Roberts
in connection with the standardization of army equipment.

The A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal Company, Elizabeth,
N. J., reports the sale of steady lights to the Boston & Maine;
three equipments for cars to the Detroit & Mackinac, and one
Unison flashlight to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Lights for cars have been shipped to Rio Janeiro, Brazil.

John W. Foyle, vice-president of the Gustin-Bacon Manu-
facturing Company, Kansas City, Mo., has accepted a com-
mission as major in the Quartermaster Corps, and reported
to Washington September 1. Mr. Foyle has been with the
Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Company five years, prior to
which he served 17 years with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
He was at one time chairman of the executive committee of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association.

W. J. Schlacks announces that he has purchased the Mc-
Cord Locomotive Lubricator Company and has incorporated
the Locomotive Lubricator Company for the manufacture
and sale of the Schlacks system of locomotive force feed
lubrication. O. H. Neal and C. W. Rudolph, who have been
associated with Mr. Schlacks and McCord & Co.. have joined
the new company. The Locomotive Lubricator Company
will have offices in the Tower building, Chicago.

J. H. Rodger has been elected acting vice-president of the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, with office at Chicago.
Mr. Rodger has been .sales representative with that company

since .April, 1911, prior

to which he was with
the Standard Coupler
Company and the Mon-
arch Machine Company.
A. Clark Moore, vice-

president of the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting
Company, whom he suc-

ceeds, has been given a
leave of absence for the

duration of the war to

accept a commission as

major, in charge of air-

craft production in New
York district. Major
Moore was born Jan-
uary 18. 1880, and en-
tered the railway supply
business in the New
York office of the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting
Company in Julv, 1899.

In 1906 he went willi ihe Western Steel Car & Foundry Com-
pany and later with McCord & Co.. returning to the Safety Car
Heating & Lighting Company in .August, 1907. remaining with
that company with the positions of sales agent in New York,
1907, manager, northwestern district, 1508, general manager.
New York. 1911, and vice-president with headquarters in Chi-
cago since June, 1913. Major Moore is a past president of the
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Association.

Guy E. Tripp Special Assistant, Ordnance Department

Announcement is made of the appointment by Major Gen-
eral C. C. Williams, Chief of Ordnance, of five special assist-

ants who will act for him in the general supervision of the
various activities of the Ordnance Department.

Col. Guy E. Tripp, Ord. Dept.. V. S. A. (chairman of the
board of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.\
who has been serving as chief of the production division, has
been named as one of these special assistants, and has been
placed in complete charge of the administration and work of
the eleven district officers having supervision over the pro-
duction of ordnance material in their respective sections of
the country. The ordnance district chief will report directly
to him.

W. H. Marshall, formerly president of the .Vmerican Loco-
motive Company, and later associated with J. P. Morgan &
Co., is another of the special assistants. Mr. Marshall will
have supervision over the artillery program, including en-
gineering, manufacturing and inspection.

J. Rodge
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Railway Financial News
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. P.\ul.—See cditurial comments else-

where in this issue.

Chicago & Wkster.n- Indiana.—The $15,000,000 one-year 6 per

cent notes which matured on Septemher 1, 1918, are being pre-

sented at the office of J. P. Morgan & Co., but are not being

paid, because no funds have been received for the purpose.

The Chicago & Western Indiana is a terminal company owned
jointly by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Chicago, Indianapolis

& Louisville, Grand Trunk Western, Wabash, and Erie. The
notes are secured by $21,000,000 first and refunding bonds

which enjoy a first lien upon extensive freight-terminal

property in and around Chicago, used by the Pennsylvania,

Atchison, Illinois Central, Burlington, Rock Island, Chesapeake

& Ohio, Erie, Wabash and other roads. In 1917 the company
earned its interest charges and 6 per cent dividends on its

$5,000,000 stock. It has been generally expected among hold-

ers of the notes that the Railroad Administration would ad-

vance funds to meet the debt in case enough of the bonds

could not be sold to provide the funds: and it is still expected

that the notes will be dealt with in some way within a few-

days.

Denver & Rio Grande.— See editorial comments elsewhere in this

issue

Interboroligii Rai'id Transit.— .A syndicate composed of J. P.

Morgan & C'o. and other bankers has been formed to sell $33,-

400,000 of Interborough Rapid Transit Company's 3-year 7 per

cent notes at 98,'4. These notes are secured by deposit of $52,-

187,000 first refunding 5s into which the notes are convertible

at maturity at 87^ per cent and interest. The new notes ma-

lure July 1, 1921.

Northern Pacikic,—See editorial conitnems elsewhere in ibis

issue.

Railway Construction

Illinois Central.—A one-story frcighthouse, 38 ft. by 200 ft.,

with concrete foundation, brick walls and tile roof, is being

built at La Salle, 111. A platform 16 ft. wide will extend 120 ft.

beyond the building and will be constructed of concrete,

floored with creosote blocks. In addition, 1,100 sq. yd. of

driveway will be paved with brick. The old frcighthouse is

l)eing remodeled into a two-stall enginehouse. T. S. Leake
& Co., Chicago, liave the contract for the work. The improve-
ments, including a rearrangement of tracks which is being
done by the railroad, will cost about $75,000.

This road is preparing plans for the construction of a one-story

brick freight and passenger station at Dawson Springs, Ky.,

which will be 34 ft. by 192 ft., with a concrete foundation and a

slate roof.

U. S. Army.—Company A of the 106th United States Engi-

neers is building a railway from Sunburst, N. C, into the

heart of a forest in the mountains in the western portion of

that state, to provide transportation for timber, from which
aeroplane parts will be made.

Port Prujut eok Rome.—A convention has been signed by
representatives of the Italian Government and by credited

delegates of the city and province of Rome for constructing

a port at Ostia Nuova, which when completed and connected
with the Tiber by means of a navigable canal will give har-

licir facilities to the city of Rome and thereby satisfy an old

ambition of the capital. The first group of works to be con-

structed will cost about 47,000.000 lire ($9,000.0001, which is

to be advanced by the Commune, the state reimbursing, ac-

cording to the convention, 50 per cent, and the province 10

per cent of the expenses. The port will allow on completion
an annual movement of 1,000.000 tons.

—

Commerce Retorts.

Chcnery

Railroad Administration

General and Regional

Edward A. Chenery, whose appointment as general super-

intendent of telegraph of the Southwestern region, with head-

(luarters at St. Louis, Mo., was announced in the Railway Age
of August 30, was born
on the Atlantic ocean on
October 17, 1859. He
entered railway service

on the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, as a telegraph

operator, in November,
1872. He continued to

serve in that capacity

until January, 1879,

when he went with the

Galveston, Harrisburg &
San .Antonio, with which
company he served suc-

cessively as telegraph

operator, despatcher, car

accountant and secretary

to the general superin-

tendent. In December,

1886, he resigned to be-

come secretary to the

general superintendent

of the Union Pacific.

'fhe following year he became superintendent of telegraph of

the Terminal Railroad .Association of St. Louis. Sixteen years

later he resigned to become superintendent of telegraph of the

Missouri Pacific. On .August 27, Mr. Chenery was appointed

general superintendent of telegraph of all lines under federal

control in the Southwestern region, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo.

Charles Adelbert Morse, chief engineer of the Rock Island
1-ines. at Chicago, has been appointed assistant director of
operation of the Railroad Administration in charge of main-

tenance of way, with
headquarters at Wash-
ington. D. C. Mr.
Morse was born at

Bangor, Me., on Janu-
ary 1, 1859, and was
educated at the L'ni-

versity of Maine. He
began railroad work in

1880 as a chainman on
the Chicago. Burling-
ton and Quincy, and was
subsequently i n s t r u -

ment man and office

man on the same road.

From November, 1881.

to 1884, he was division

engineer on the Mexi-
can Central. He then
returned to the Bur-
lington for a year and
a half and in January,
1886. went with the

.Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, with which road he was con-
secutively transitman, division engineer, and resident en-
gineer during the ensuing 15 years. From July. 1901. to

February. 1902, he was assistant to the chief engineer at

Topeka, Kan., following which he was principal assistant
engineer at Lajunta, Col,, engineer of the eastern grand
division at Topeka, Kan.; acting chief engineer, with the
same headquarters, and assistant chief engineer. From

Morse
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September 1, 1905, to September 1, 1906, he was acting
chief engineer of the Coast lines of the same system,
with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., and in the
following three years was chief engineer of the lines east of

Albuquerque, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan. From
November, 1909, to March, 1913, he was chief engineer of

the entire Santa Fe system following which he was appointed
to the same position on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

In April, 1914, he was appointed also chairman of the valua-

tion committee of the Rock Island, and this year when the

railroads were placed under federal operation, he was ap-
pointed chief engineer of all the Rock Island lines. _Mr.
Morse has long been active in the affairs of the American
Railway Engineering Association and is now its president.

The following have been appointed staff officers in the

organization of the Southern regional director, with ofifice at

Atlanta, Ga.: J. W. Small, formerly superintendent of motive
power. Seaboard .'\ir Line, and recently mechanical assistant

to regional director, staff officer, mechanical; J. T. King,
staff officer, transportation; W. R. Rodenbaugh, staff officer,

engineering; E. H. Dulaney, member Southern Regional
Freight Traffic Committee, staff officer, traffic; G. W. Lamb,
assistant comptroller, Louisville & Nashville, staff officer,

accounting; W. L. Stanley, assistant to federal manager,
Seaboard .Mr Line, staff' officer, claims and claim prevention,

and J. A. Jones, superintendent of telegraph. Southern Rail-

way, staff officer, telegraph and telephone.

Federal and General Managers

E. L. Brown, general manager of the Denver & Rio
Grande, has had his jurisdiction extended to include the Salt

Lake City Union Depot & Railroad Company.

W. G. Bierd, federal manager of the Chicago & .Alton, has
had his jurisdiction extended over the Peoria & Pekin Union
and the Peoria Railway Terminal, effective August 27.

J. E. Taussig, general manager of the Wabash, with office

at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed federal manager of that

road and also of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office

at St. Louis, Mo.

E. D. Bronner, federal manager of the Michigan Central

and the Grand Rapids & Indiana, with office at Detroit,

Mich., has had his authority extended over the Detroit

Terminal Railroad.

W. F. Thiehoff, assistant to the general manager of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been assigned to tempo-
rary service as acting general manager of the Denver & Salt

Lake, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., effective .August 28.

E. E. CaJvin, federal manager of the LTnion Pacific, the

Oregon Short Line, the St. Joseph & Grand Island and the

Los Angeles & Salt Lake, has had his jurisdiction extended
over the Ogden Union Railway & Depot Company, effective

August 28.

The authority of E. M. Costin, federal manager ol the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Muncie Belt

Railway and the Indianapolis LTnion, with office at Cincin-
nati, Ohio, has been extended over the Chicago, Indianapolis
& Louisville, the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, and
the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.

L. Kramer, federal manager of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, the St. Louis-San Francisco, the Oklahoma Belt and
the West Tulsa Belt, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Kansas City. Clinton & Springfield. This road will be
added to the second district of the St. Louis-San Francisco
and will be operated as the Osceola subdivision of the Ozark
division.

C. G. Burnham, federal manager of the Chicago. Burlington
& Quincy, the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, the Toledo.
Peoria & Western, west of Peoria, including the Peoria Ter-
minal, the Rockport, Langdon & Northern and the Rapid
City, Black Hills & Western, has had his jurisdiction ex-
tended to include the Illinois Terminal and the Missouri &
Illinois Bridge and Belt, effective .August 27.

The jurisdiction of A. W. Thompson, federal manager of
the Baltimore & Ohio (East of Parkersburg and Pittsburgh);

the Cumberland Valley; the Western Maryland; the Coal &
Coke; the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, and the Wheeling
Terminal Railroad, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been
extended over the Gettysburg & Harrisburg and over that
portion of the Philadelphia & Reading from Shippensburg,
Pa., to Harrisburg. Pa., which lines are released from the
jurisdiction of C. H. Ewing, federal manager.

Operating

George Linn has been appointed acting manager of the
Marine Department of the New York Central, with office at
New York.

W. M. Corbett, terminal manager at Kansas City, Mo., has
had his jurisdiction extended over the Kansas City Connect-
ing Railway.

John Duffy, assistant secretary of the Lehigh Valley, has
been appointed assistant to general manager with head-
quarters at New York.

H. D. Page has been appointed terminal manager of the
Peoria- Pekin switching district, with headquarters at Peoria,
111., effective August 27.

J. R. Roycroft has been appointed general agent, with
office at Charleston. West Virginia, of the Chesapeake &
niiin. vice G. D. Moffet, resigned.

W. D. Trump, general manager of the Detroit Terminal
Railroad, with office at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed
terminal manager in charge of all terminal operations at
Detroit.

F. A. Lehman and John Purcell, assistants to the vice-
president on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with head-
quarters at Chicago, have been appointed assistants to the
federal manager.

Frank P. Little, assistant superintendent of the Chicago-
Petoskey division of the Pere .Marquette, has been appointed
superintendent of the Detroit-Canadian division, with office
at Detroit, Mich., vice J. J. Corcoran, promoted.

W. M. Edgar, superintendent transportation of the
Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern, with office at
Weatherford, Tex., has been appointed general superintend-
ent and treasurer, with headquarters at Weatherford, vice
B. C. Crow, second vice-president and general superintend-
ent, resigned to accept other services.

H. V. Piatt, president of the Ogden Union Railway & Depot
Company and first vice-president of the Los .Angeles & Salt
Lake, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been
appointed terminal manager with jurisdiction over the Salt
Lake switching district, including Midvale, L'tah, Murray and
Garfield, and the Ogden (Utah) switching district.

J. Lowell White, superintendent of transportation of the
-Atlantic Coast Line, with authority over the First Division,
also over the line between Winston-Salem and Wadesboro
and the Winston-Salem Southbound, with headquarters at
Rocky Mount, N. C, has had his authority extended over the
system of the .Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Wilmington,
N. C, and W. B. Darrow, superintendent of transportation,
with office at Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed super-
intendent of transportation of the First division, with office
at Rocky Mount. X. C.

Augustus E. Ruffer, general superintendent of transporta-
tion on the Erie, with office at New York, has been appointed
general superintendent of the lines east, vice John J. Mantell,
furloughcd to lill position of terminal manager; Charles P.
Eckels, superintendent of the New York division and
branches, with office at Jersey City, N. J., has been appointed
general superintendent of transportation, vice Mr. Ruffer;
George H. Derby, chief clerk to the general superintendent
of transportation, has been appointed assistant to general
superintendent of transportation: William J. English, super-
intendent of the Kent division, at Marion, Ohio, has been
appointed superintendent of the New York division and
branches, vice Mr. Eckels: Harry R. Adams, assistant super-
intendent of the Kent division, at Kent. Ohio, has been ap-
pointed superintendent of the Kent division, vice Mr. English.
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George S. Stewart, having returned from the Russian Rail-

way Service Corps, has been reappointed general superin-

tendent of the lake district of the Great Northern, with

headquarters at Superior, Wis. P. F. Keating, who has been
general superintendent at Superior, has been appointed as-

sistant general superintendent of the eastern district, with

headquarters at St. Paul; C. E. MacLaughlin, assistant gen-

eral superintendent at St. Paul, becomes superintendent of

the Willniar division, with headquarters at Willmar, Minn.;

E. C. Huffman, division superintendent at Willmar, has been
transferred to the Breckenridge division, at Breckenridge,
Minn.; L. M. Davis, division superintendent at Breckenridge,

has been transferred to the northern division, with head-
quarters at Crookston, Minn., and J. R. Miller, who was
division superintendent at Crookston, has been appointed
trainmaster of the Fergus Falls division, with headquarters
at Melrose, Minn.,, effective August 28.

M. W. Clement, division superintendent of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, eastern lines, and the New York, Philadelphia

& Norfolk, \\ith office at Cape Charles City, Va., has been
appointed superintendent of freight transportation. R. H.
Pinkham, assistant division superintendent of the Pennsyl-
vania, with office at Cresson, Pa., has been appointed super-

intendent of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk; H. P.

Lincoln, division superintendent of the Pennsylvania, with
office at Williamsport, Pa., has been appointed special agent,

in the office of the general superintendent, central division;

H. H. Russell, assistant division superintendent at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the Wil-
liamsport division; T. A. Roberts, assistant division super-

intendent at Frazer, has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Pittsburgh division with headquarters at

Youngwood; W. M. Post, assistant division superintendent

at Mifflin, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Pittsburgh division, with office at Cresson; G. C. Koons,
assistant division superintendent at Trenton, N. J., has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the Middle division,

with office at Mifflin, and C. E. Brinser, terminal division

engineer at Philadelphia, has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of the New York division with office at Trenton,
N. J.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. H. Ross has been appointed acting federal treasurer

of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient lines, with headquarters

at Wichita, Kan., succeeding E. H. Rowley, resigned, effective

August 24.

H. Johnson, secretary, auditor and general freight and pas-
senger agent of the Dululh & Iron Range, with office at

Duluth, Minn., has been appointed general freight and pas-
senger agent and federal auditor.

E. M. Smith, secretary, treasurer and auditor of the Kansas
City, Clinton & Springfield, with headquarters at Spring-
field, Mo., will continue to act as auditor. R. F. McGloihlan
has been appointed acting federal treasurer.

W. L. Holder has been appointed land and tax commis-
sioner, and F. J. Burke, assistant general freight agent of the
Texas & Pacific at New Orleans, La., has been appointed
assistant land and tnx. commissioner of all of the lines under
the jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster, federal manager. Mr.
Holder will have his headquarters at Houston, Texas, and
Mr. Burke at Dallas, effective September 1. .

O. H. Bower, auditor of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
of Texas, with headquarters at Dallas. Texas, has been ap-
pointed also auditor of the Union Terminal of Dallas, with
the same headquarters, succeeding A. S. Steirer, resigned.
R. P. Roach, local treasurer of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas, witli headquarters at Dallas, has been ap-
pointed also acting federal treasurer of the Union Terminal
of Dallas, with headquarters at Dallas, succeeding J. W.
Everman, resigned.

James Maffitt Banner, whose appointment as auditor and
local treasurer of the Abilene & Southern, with headquarters
at Abilene, Tex., was announced in the Roiizi.'ay Age of .\ugust
16, was born at Ft. Worth, Tex., on July 30. 1887. Mr. Danner
entered the service of the Ft. Worth & Denver City on luly

11, 1903, as an office boy in the accounting department and
subsequently became interline clerk in the joint account de-
partment. On July 1, 1907 he went with the Trinity & Bruzos
Valley as chief clerk of interline accounts at Ft. Worth, Tex.
In the fall of that year he entered the service of the St.

Louis-San Francisco in the interline freight accounting de-
partn.ent of which he had charge. On March 1, 1908, he be-
came a special clerk in the accounting department of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Amarillo, Tex. The fol-

lowing year he left railway service to engage in business.
Six months later, however, he returned to railroad work
as cashier of the Wichita Valley, at Abilene. On Augus' 15.

1910, he became assistant auditor of the Abilene & Southern,
which position he held until his appointment as menti.iiied

above.

Harry D. Heuer, whose appointment as general auditor
of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, the St.

Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal, the Wiggins Ferry, the

St. Louis Transfer, the

St. Louis Connecting
Railway and the Inter-

state Car Transfer, was
announced in the i?o«7-

way Age of August 23,

has had his jurisdiction

•f extended to include the

Alton & Southern, the

St. Louis & O'Fallon,
the St. Louis National
Stock Yards, the East
St. Louis National
Stock Yards, the St.

Louis & Belleville

Electric and the St.

Louis, Troy & Eastern.

Mr. Heuer was born at

St. Louis, Mo., on Sep-
tember 8, 1873, and be-

gan railway work in

the auditor's office of

the St. Louis & San
Francisco in June, 1890. The following year he became gen-
eral accountant of the St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal.
In August, 1894, he was appointed assistant to the auditor

of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis and the

St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal and on April 1, 1903.

he became assistant auditor of the Terminal Railroad Asso-
ciation of St. Louis and its affiliated companies, which posi-

tion he held until his appointment as general auditor as men-
tioned above.

Traffic

Girvan N. Snider has resumed the duties of coal traffic

manager of the New York Central (Line Buffalo, N. Y.,

Clearfield, Pa., and East") and the West Shore Railroad, with
office at New York. J. Noble Snider, acting coal traffic man-
ager having entered the L'nited States military service.

Robert L. Russell, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Philadelphia & Reading, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has

been appointed chairman of the freight traffic committee of

the North .Atlantic Ports, with office at New York, succeed-
ing George D. Ogden, who is now chairman of the Exports
Control Committee.

R. W. Hockaday, industrial commissioner of the Missouri,

Kansas & Te.xas. with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has
been appointed industrial commissioner of that road and the

St. Louis-San Francisco, with the same headquarters. E. C.

Hoag has been appointed assistant industrial commissioner,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., effective Septembei 1.

W. F. Sterley, general freight and passenger agent of the

Ft. Worth & Denver City, has been appointed assistant general

freight agent of that road the Wichita Valley the Houston &
Texas Central, the St. Louis-San Francisco and Texas, the Ft,

Worth & Rio Grande, the Brownwood North & South, the Inter-

national & Great Northern (Ft. Worth to Spring-Madisonville
branch), the .-Vbilcne & Southern and the Ft. Worth Belt, with

headquarters at Ft. Worth. Tox,. effective September 1.

Harry D. Heuer.
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Engineering and Rolling Stock

William A. Cotton, cliief clerk to the general mechanical
superintendent of the Erie, has been appointed assistant to

the general mechanical superintendent, with office at Mead-
Tille, Pa.

W. G. Massenburg, division engineer on tlie Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, at Beaumont, Texas, has been appointed dis-

trict engineer of that road and the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande,
the St. Louis-San Francisco & Texas, the Brownwood North
& South, the Texas Midland, the International & Great
Northern from Spring to Ft. Worth and Madisonville branch,
the Ft. Worth Belt and the Ft. Worth Passenger Station,

with headquarters at Galveston, Tex.

Walter R. Roof, whose promotion to bridge engineer of

the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago,
was announced in the Railway Ane of .August 23, was born

at Newcastle, Ind., on
April 15, 1881. Mr.
Roof was educated at

Purdue University,
graduating in 1906. In

June of that year he
entered railway service

with the Chicago &
North Western, at Chi-

cago, as a rodman. The
following year he went
with the Pullman Com-
pany, serving in an en-

gineering capacity.
Later in the same year

he became draftsman in

the bridge and building

department of the Il-

linois Central, where he

remained until 1910,

when he went with the

W. R. Roof Chicago Great Western
in the same capacity.

In 191 J he was prunioleil to assistant bridge engineer, which
position he held until his appointment as noted above.

T. T. Irving, whose promotion to cliief engineer of the

Grand Trunk, Western Lines, with headquarters at Detroit,

JNlich., was .innoiinced in tlie Railway Age of August 30, was
educated at the Prince

of Wales College and

McGill University, grad-

uating from the latter in-

stitution in 1898. He
entered tlie service of

the Grand Trunk in

May of that year as as-

sistant engineer on the

eastern division at Mon-
treal. In 1904, Mr. Irv-

ing was promoted to

resident engineer on the

western division and

was engaged in that ca-

pacity until 1912, at

which time he was ap-

pointed trainmaster. The
following year he be-

came division engineer

~ ~ , . on the western lines,
T. T. Irving . , , ,

With headquarters at

Chicago, which position

he held until his promotion to chief engineer of the Western
Lines, at Detroit, Mich., as mentioned above. Mr. Irving has

been in the service of the Gr.md Trunk continuously for a period

of 20 years.

D. W. Thrower, assistant valuation engineer of the Illinois

Central, has been appointed valuation engineer, with office at

Chicago, succeeding D. J. Brumley, resigned to go with the
corporation.

Maurice Cobum, princiiial assistant engineer of the Penn-
sylvania Lines West, St. Louis system, has been appointed

supervising engineer of those lines, with headquarters at

Indianapolis, Ind.

The following appointments have been made in the en-
gineering organization for all of the lines under the jurisdic-

tion of J. S. Payett, federal manager, and F. Merritt, chief

engineer: K. B. Duncan, engineer on the Gulf Lines of the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fc, with headquarters at Galveston,
Texas, has been appointed bridge engineer, with head-
quarters at Dallas, Texas. J. L. Starkie, office engineer on
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. with headquarters at Gal-
veston, Texas, has been appointed assistant engineer; J. H.
Davidson has been appointed water engineer, with head-
quarters at Dallas; W. A. Hudson has been appointed right
of way agent, with headquarters at Dallas.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

John W. Flatten, whose election to the presidency of the

Gulf, Mobile & Northern was announced in the Railway Age
of June 28, entered the railway service in 1888 as a clerk in the

office of the assistant

general passenger agent

of the New York, Penn-
sylvania & Ohio, at

Cleveland. He remained
with the Erie system for

about 14 years, and in

1901 was appointed

treasurer of the com-
pany. In 1903 he re-

signed and went to the

Lehigh Valley, of which
road he became second

vice-president in 1904.

Since 1905 he has held

no official position in the

railroad world, although

he has been prominent
in financial matters and
has been chairman of a

number of reorganiza-

tion committees, includ-

ing the first extension

mortgage bond holders' committee of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas. He is a director of the Atlanta & Charlotte An Line

and of the Meridian & Memphis.

Charles Kephart Dunlap, whose election as president of

the Southern Pacilic Lines in Texas and Louisiana was an-

nounced in the Raihcay Age on July 26, was born at Green-
field, Ohio, on April 8,

1863. Mr. Dunlap en-

tered railway service on
July 5, 1887. on the
Mexican International,

now a part of the Na-
tional Railways of
Mexico, then owned by
the Southern Pacific

Company. He was first

employed in the ma-
terial department and
subsequently was cash-
ier at Torreon, Mex..

agent at Sabinas, rate

clerk, chief clerk and
commercial agent at

Monterey and Mexico
City. In July, 1893, he
was promoted to gen-
eral freight and pas-
senger agent, and in

August, 1901, was ap-

pointed general freight agent of the lines composing the

Southern Pacific System in Texas. Five years later he was

promoted to traffic manager, which position he held at the

time of his election as mentioned above.

J. W. Plattep

K. Dunlap
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G. B. Herbert, auditor of tlie Southern Pacific Lines in

Louisiana and secretary and auditor of the Lake Charles &
Northern at New fJrleans. La., has hcen appointed secretary

and auditor of the Soutlicrn Pacific Liues in Texas and

Louisiana. O. M. Longnecker has been appointed treasurer.

Mr. Herbert and Mr. Longnecker succeed D. J. DeBlanc,
whose appointment as local treasurer under the Railroad

Administration was announced in the Raihi'ay Age of July 12.

S. G. Reed, assistant general freight and passenger agent

of the Southern Pacific Texas Lines at Dallas, Texa^, has

been appointed laiul and ta.x agent, effective September 1.

Operating

W. E. Brown has been appointed general manager of the

Dayton, Toledo & Chicago, with headquarters at Covington,
Oliio, vice W. J. Bohon, resigned.

Lawrence V. Guild, assistant to the receiver of the Kansas
City, Mexico & Orient and assistant to the president of the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient of Texas, has resigned to

liecome secretary to the federal manager of the L"nion Pa-

cific System, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

Arthur B. Starr, special assistant to the fourth vice-presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Lines West and previous to May 1,

1916, general superintendent of freiglit transportation of the

same lines, was retired on July 16, through the operation of

the pension regulations, after 48 years and 4 months con-

tinuous service with the Pennsylvania System.

Traffic

William R. Maclnnes, whose appointment as vice-presi-

dent of the Canadian Pacific, in charge of traffic, was an-

nounced in our last issue, has been freight traffic manager
of that road for the

last fifteen years. He
was born at Hamilton,
Ont., on June 7, 1867,

and was educated at

private schools in

Canada and in England
and at Marlborough
College, England. He
is the son of the late

Donald Maclnnes,
who was a senator in

the Canadian Parlia-

ment, and a member of

the board of directors

of the Canadian Pacific

Railway. W. R. Mac-
lnnes, has been in the

service of the Canadian
Pacific since June, 1885,

having begun that year
as a clerk in the pur-
chasing department at

Montreal, lie was soon promoted to a position in the solici-

tor's office and then was transferred to the traflic department,
in which he was rapidly promoted. In 1896 he was made
Chicago representative of the freight department, and three
years later became general freight agent of the company's
lines west of Lake Superior. Here he remained ihrec years,
1899-1901, and in the latter year was promoted to the posi-
tion of assistant freight traffic manager of the western lines.

This he held until his promotion to freight tralfic manager
in 1903.

Daniel T. McCabe, vice-president in charge of tralTic of
ihe Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines, was retired from
active service on July 1, under the operation of the company's
pension regulations and placed on the Roll of Honor after a con-
tinuous service of 4S years. While withdrawing as an executive
olficcr Mr. McCabe will continue to serve the corporate interests
of the Pennsylvania System by remaining a member of the board
of directors of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis,
the Pennsylvania Company and other corporations. Samuel
Moody, passenger tralTic manager of tlie Pennsylvania Lines
West of Pittsburgh also retired from active service under the
ptiision regulations on July 1. He had been in the service of the
cotiipaiiy for 32 years and 6 months.

Macinn

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. J. Ginty, signal inspector on the Grand Trunk, has been
appointed supervisor of signals at Montreal, Que., succeed-

ing Charles H. Tillett, promoted.

J. A. Burnett, electrical engineer in the signal department
of the Grand Trunk at Montreal, Que., has resigned to be-

come technical assistant on the British government war pur-

chasing board, at Washington, D. C.

F. T. Hatch, chief engineer maintenance of way of the

Pennsylvania Lines West, St. Louis system, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo., remains with the corporation as
consulting engineer and will have charge of valuation mat-
ters, with headquarters at St. Louis.

George H. Davis, resident engineer of the Toronto Ter-
minals of the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed assistant

engineer maintenance of way, with office at Montreal, Que.,

and U. .'\. G. Dey, assistant engineer of construction at Mon-
treal, has been made assistant engineer of the Toronto Ter-
minals, succeeding Mr. Davis.

R. C. Watkins, division superintendent on the Southern Pa-
cific Lines in Texas, has been appointed maintenance of way
engineer of the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas and Louisi-

ane. E. B. Dailey, assistant director of purchases of the

Southern Pacific System at New York, has been appointed
mechanical engineer of the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas
and Louisiana, effective September 1.

Obituary

G. A. Bruce, general master mechanic of the Great North-
ern, eastern district, with headquarters at St. Paul, died on
.\ugust 26, at Minot, N. D.

C. W. Van Buren, general master car builder of the Ca-

nadian Pacific, was killed in an automobile accident near

.Mbany. N. Y., on August 25.

Robert E. Smith, general superintendent of motive power
of the Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Wilmington, N. C,
was found dead in bed on .\ugust 27. Mr. Smith's rifle was
found in his room and it is the opinion of a coroner's jury

tliat he had accidentally shot himself while cleaning the gun.

Thomas R. Taltavall, editor of Telegraph and Telephone
Age, died at his home in Mahwah. N. J., on September 2 at

the age of 63. Mr. Taltavall was for many years a prominent
figure in the conventions of the Railway Telegraph Super-

intendents' Association, and had a wide acquaintance among
railroad men in that department. He was an expert telegra-

pher, and was for many years superintendent of the leased

wire system of the .Associated Press. He had worked in tlie

technical press editorial field for the past 28 years, and had
been editor of Telegraph and Telephone .-\ge since 1911.

Charles W. W. Field, formerly city passenger agent of

the Central \'eriiiont and the Grand Trunk, at Boston, and
second lieutenant in the 103rd Machine Gun Battalion. 52nd
Brigade, 26th Division, of the .Xmerican Expeditionary
Forces, was killed in action in France on July 19. Lieutenant

Field was born in Windham, Me., on June 25, 1892. the son

of a veteran of the Civil War. He was educated at Windham
High School and Bowdoin College, and entered the railroad

service at Portland, Me., as a ticket seller of the Boston &
Maine. Later he went to Boston in the service of that com-
pany, and entered the employ of the Central Vermont in

January, 1917. He resigned a few months later to attend the

otTicers' training camp at Plattsburg, N. Y.

Receipts from the N.vtionwl Forests in the fiscal year 1918.

ending June 30. exceeded those for 1917 by almost $120,000,

and totaled over $3,574,000.

Ch.\mber of Commerce for Btenos Ayres.—An Allied cham-
lier of commerce has been organized in Buenos .-Xyres to unify

and promote commercial and trade interests of the nations at

war with Germany. The chamber will be governed by three

delegates from each of the British, French, Italian and Belgian

chambers of commerce and three delegates from the .\merican

Commercial Club. -A paid secretary will be in charge and will

answer inquiries.
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In the first Liberty Loan campaign the railway men of thi.s

country subscribed for bonds on a good scale, in the second

.
loan they doubled their first totals and

Railway Men in the third they considerably more
and the than doubled their totals for the sec-

Liberty Loan ond loan. Are they going to keep up
this enviable record and double their

third totals in the next loan? It looks easy. The Liberty

Loan Committee for the Seventh Federal Reserve District

(Chicago) has made a detailed compilation showing the

Lijjerty Bond subscriptions of the 450,000 railroad men in

that district. In the first loan 11 per cent of the employees

subscribed for an average of $92.50 per subscriber; in the

second, 20 per cent for an average of $82.50; in the third, 84
per cent for an average of $72. On this basis there should

be for the fourth loan 100 per cent for an average of $60 per

subscriber. An average of $60 per railroad man is going to

look pretty low in view of the recent generous wage awards.

A well directed campaign should greatly increase this figure.

A prominent manufacturer who has studied hundreds of

industrial plants, recently made this observation—that the

greatest weakness in the different or-
How to Pick ganizations is that the foremen have

Real been selected more for their technical

Leaders knowledge and ability to carry out or-

ders, than for their ability to under-
stand and direct men. The railroads are no better off in

this respect than industrial organizations, whether it be in

the office, on the road, in the shops, or in the yards. True
there are many natural executives and real leaders among
railroad officers and foremen, but the necessity for training

men to develop latent ability in this respect has been largel\^

overlooked, and yet the science of handling men, of under-

standing human relationships and human nature is just as

real and concrete as the science of mathematics, and is of

far greater importance than technical knowledge, when it

comes to securing output and harmonious relationships. No
matter how good the mechanical machine for playing a

musical instrument may be, it will fall far short of the touch

of a master hand. Men cannot be handled mechanically, or

by rules and regulations. They require the direction of a

master hand who understands their feelings, their ways of

thinking and living, and their ambitions—and who has a

keen sympathy with them. This is the type of men that the

railroads must select, train and develop for positions of

leadership.

If we are to judge by conditions in England, higher passenger

fares and inconveniences in transportation alone will not go
for towards reducing passenger traffic

Travel Slacker on the railroads. In England, in spite

a of an increase in fares of SO per cent at

Strong Name one time and with very drastic reduc-

tions in service, the number of persons

presenting themselves for journeys is still exceedingly large.

During the recent Bank Holiday the British railways handled
a more intensive passenger traffic than they have ever carried

at any previous period in their histor}'. This will emphasize

that the increase to 3 or 3J/2 cents a mile that we have had
in this country, combined with the comparatively minor in-

conveniences that American passengers have in the way of
Ijusy central ticket offices and lack of seats, will not go far
towards reducing passenger traffic. The Railroad Adminis-
tration has not had much to say as yet about the inad-
visability of traveling unnecessarily. We would suggest that
in its efforts to retain the satisfaction of the traveling public,
it amplify the statements of the director general and his
actuary, Mr. Price, and possibly start a campaign of publicity
emphasizing more strongly and more generally the necessity
of not traveling unnecessarily. It is going a bit too far to
begin to talk about ''travel slackers"—the public press lias in

instances adopted the term—when two-thirds of the people of
the country do not yet know that they might better keep off

the trains except on necessan.- errands. Surely a campaign
against unnecessar}' travel will do far more than merely mak-
ing travel inconvenient. A passenger will complain at higher
fares and get up a grouch if he has to stand on a train or in
line at a too busy ticket office, but he will travel, nevertheless.
And a grouch against government operation of railways, if we
understand aright, is not one of the things desired by the
Railroad Administration. Better that a prospective passen-
ger should be strongly advised to sta>- at home and save his-

grouch for the cohorts of Kaiser Bill the Damned.

For a full appreciation of the significance of the Railway
Executives Advisory Committee's recommendations and an

rj,, ... appreciation of the limitation of it?

1 he Advisory authority, it is necessary to understand
Committee's just what the committee is. It is sup-

Standing ' ported by 82 railways, representing 90
per cent of the railroad mileage of the

United States. All of the important railroads of the coun-
try, with the exception of the Southern Railway, con-
tribute to its support. As such, it is easy to under-
stand how great weight its recommendations will carr)-.

On the other hand, it has no authority whatsoever to bind its

members or the roads represented b,\' its members to any
course of action. The recommendations which the committee
lias made that the contract, as finall)- approved by the direc-
tor general, shall be accepted, can only be laid before the
boards of directors of the respective roads, passed on by them
and referred to the stockholders for their approval. If, there-
fore, the recommendations of the National Association of
Owners of Railroad Securities really represents the senti-
ment of a majority of the stockholders of any of the larger
roads, it will be perfectly possible for the individual com-
panies to refuse to ratify the recommendations of the Ad-
visory Committee; but before taking any such step as that,
the stockholders ought to be fully informed by tlieir boards
of directors as to the extent and quality of the work which
has gone into the negotiation between the Advisory Commit-
tee and the Railroad Administration. This committee has
been at work since January. 1918. It is hard to exaggerate
the amount of patience required to conduct such a long'drawn
out negotiation with the government, especialh- wlien both
sides to the negotiation were full)' aware of the overwhelming
advantage which the government had. It wa.= onlv through
the slow process of convincing the railroad administration

467
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that .^inijjk' justice not only for stockholders of railroads, but

for all of those directly or indirectly affected by railroad

credit, necessitated a particular change in the contract that

the advisory committee could move the government from its

original purpose. The weight which the report should carr)'

must be measured, therefore, not by the authority which the

committee has, but by the ability of its members and the

quality of the work which they have put into these negotia-

tions.

A situation which is causing much concern to railway of-

ficers has resulted from the different interpretations that may
i)e made of Supjjlemcnt No. 4 to Order

An Explanation 27 providing for additional increases

of Intent in the wages of employees of the me-

Necessary chanical department. Under Section 5,

Article 1, of this supjjlement specific

mention is made of cable .splicers, linemen and groundmen,

signalmen and signal maintainers, where handling wires and

apparatus carrying 240 volts or over or in dense traffic zones

and all other work properly recognized as first-class electrical

workers work. This has been interpreted literally by cer-

tain railways, and increases have been granted to employees

not usually considered as mechanical department employees.

The introduction to Supplement No. 4 reads: "In the matter

of wages, hours and other conditions of employment of em-

ployees in the mechanical departments (specified herein) of

the railroads under federal control it is hereby ordered."

The fact that in this introduction, employees in the mechani-

cal department only are mentioned makes it possible to con-

strue Supplement No. 4 as e.xcluding many signalmen and

others handling wires and apparatus carrying 240 volts or

over as these men have never been considered as employees

of the mechanical department; and in the wage adjustments

certain roads have not included them. It is evident that one

of the interpretations is in error. Either the men on the first

group of roads are getting consideration they are not en-

titled to or those of the other group are being denied their

rights. The situation at best is unfortunate, and it is to be

lioped that an exjilanation of the exact intent of the supple-

ment will be forthcoming, without delay.

Seven Months of Government Control

DTKKL'ToR Genicr.m. Mc'Adoo Ikis made a report to Presi-

dent Wilson, reviewing the work done by the Railroad

.Vdministration during the first seven months of its existence.

The report, as the director general says, is necessarily frag-

mentary, since not only is "the reconstructive work under-

taken not entirely complete," but full statistical data re-

garding the things done and results accomplished are not

available.

In reading the director general's report the mind naturally

reverts to President Wilson's statement that government con-

trol was adopted entirely as a war measure, and his assur-

ance that "nothing will be altered or disturbed which it is

not necessary to disturlx" The report of the director gen-

eral, referring to the numerous radical changes which have

been made, shows that in Mr. Mc.\doo's opinion, at least,

there were many things it was "necessary to disturb."

There were three classes of conditions in the transporta-

tion field which, apparently, caused President Wilson to

take over the railroads. These were, financial conditions,

labor conditions, and operating conditions. It is interesting

in reviewing the director general's report, to consider how

tlie problems presented by these conditions have been met.

The financial plight of the railway companies was he-

coming desperate. Expenses were advancing portentously,

while freight and passenger rates were lieing held almost

stationar)' by state and federal commissions. It was es-

sential to the maintenance of the solvency of many com
jjanies that the government should permit extensive ad-
vances in rates or guarantee the net returns of the companies.
The government really has done both. Having taken the
railroads over, it has adopted a policy of advancing rates

which practically insures that the roads will not incur a
permanent deficit under government control. This will tend
to maintain the value of the companies' securities. The gov-
ernment also has practically guaranteed the net return the

railways earned during the last three years before govern-
ment control, and the director general has adopted a con-
tract form which the Railway Executives' Advisory Com-
mittee has advised the railway companies to accept. There-
fore, for the period of the war, the government has fairly

well solved the financial problem of the railways.

As to the financial problem which will be presented when
tile properties are returned to the companies, that is another
matter. Mr. McAdoo refers to some economies which have
lieen effected Ijy the Railroad .Administration. These in-

clude ?4,615,0d0 in official salaries; $1,500,000 in legal

expenses, and approximately $23,600,000 through the elim-

ination of competition in traffic. With total operating ex-

penses increasing more than a billion dollars a year, such

savings are matters of small consequence. It is not un-
likely that the savings in official salaries will, in their ad-

verse effect on efficiency, cost more than they are worth.

With expenses on so much higher a level, will the gov-

ernment be willing, after the return of the roads to their

owners, to leave rates on the high basis on which it has
found it necessary to put them? The answer to this ques-

tion will largely determine to what extent the financial prob-

lem of the railways has l)een solved.

The labor problem with which the railways were con-

fronted at the time of the adoption of government control

was of the greatest difficult)' and importance. There was a
time when the labor employed on railways was the best paid
in the country. The enormous advances which had rapidly

occurred in the wages paid by the government and private

industries engaged in war work had, however, created great

dissatisfaction among railway employees and in the absence

of corresponding advances in railway wages the roads were
in danger of losing a large part of their most valuable em-
ployees. The government was in a far better position to

deal successfully with this problem than the companies. It

could make whatever advances in wages were necessary, and
then make whatever advances in rates were necessar}' to off-

set them. Tlie advances in wages thus far made are esti-

mated at $500,000,000 a year, and practically all have been

the result of recommendations received by the director gen-

eral from boards and commissions appointed by him. On
the whole, the Railroad .Administration has dealt success-

fully with the labor jiroblem. It does apjiear that in some

cases it has made larger advances in wages than were neces-

sary, and that it is showing a tendency, in cases of conflicts

lietween offcers and employees, to make concessions to the

latter which bode ill for the future of discipline upon the

railways; but probably it would be easier to find fault with

the way the labor situation has been handled than to have

handled it any better. It need hardly be said that tlie sav-

ing of about $5,000,000 in the salaries of the officers will

not go far in paying the increase of $500,000,000 in the

wages of the employees.

.\ large part of the director general's report is devoted to

a description of the reorganization of the railway operating

staff which has been undertaken and of the operating results

which have been secured. Government control has been

aliandoned and government operation has been adopted.

Federal managers have been substituted for the presidents

of the companies as the chief executives of the individual

lines, and district managers, regional directors and direc-
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tors of departmental divisions have been appointed, to whom
the federal managers report. The railways have been re-

grouped, and there has been a vast centralization of author-

ity in the regional directors and in the central administra-

tion at Washington.

It is contended by spokesmen of the Railroad Administra-

tion that the result has been a "striking increase in the

efficiency with which the railroads are being operated."

There has been a "striking" improvement in transportation

conditions since last December. It happened, however, that

owing chiefly to government preference and priority orders

and weather conditions, the transportation situation at that

time was the worst ever known. While the present situa-

tion represents a great improvement over that which e.xisted

last winter, it represents little or no improvement over that

of a year ago, when the railways were being operated under

the Railroads' War Board. The business of the country is

being handled as smoothly and expeditiously as could be

expected in the circumstances, but not quite as much freight

business has been handled thus far this year as last year.

All things considered, this is not surprising. A year ago

tiie railways were being operated with the greatest efficiency

c\er known. The period since government control was

adopted has been one of transition, and the changes made
ill the organizations have been so drastic that it would not

have been surprising if there had been a marked decrease

in efficiency. While the railroads have not handled quite

as much freight business as last year, they have handled it

in a somewhat more orderly and satisfactory way, and this

is a high tribute to the skill with which the operating jjrob-

lems have been solved.

Mr. McAdoo refers to what has been done in the standard-

ization and purchase of ecjuipment, and in the promotion of

needed imjorovements and betterments in tenns which indi-

cate that he is satisfied with the progress which has been

made. This is one of the weakest parts of his report, and

touches upon probably the weakest part of his program as

thus far carried out. The thing most needed to enlarge the

capacity of the railways is to enlarge their facilities. Con-

sidering all the power and resources at its disposal, the Rail-

road Administration has thus far made a progress in increas-

ing the facilities of the railways that has been lamentably

slow and small. Its spokesmen have attempted to make it

apjiear that its attempts to standardize equipment, and the

snail-like methods used by its purchasing department, have

not delayed increases in the amount of equipment. It is an

outstanding fact, however, that, although it is now Septemlicr,

only a trifling number of its standard locomotives have yet

been delivered, while as to the standard freight cars, the

director general says in his report, "it is expected that the

manufacturers can commence delivering them early in Sep-

tember." After eight months of government operation the

Administration was still talking of the "commencement" of

the first deliveries of cars ordered by it. In other words,

ai. tual developments are completely vindicating the criticisms

and predictions regarding delays in the obtaining of equip-

ment which the Railway Age began making last February,

when the Administration's program of standardization was
first announced. If the Railroad Administration had
promptly ordered already existing types of locomotives and
cars last spring, as it .should have done, the present and pros-

pective conditions with respect to the supply of equipment
would be much better than they are.

^Ir. McAdoo has selected his chief lieutenants from among
tlie leading railway men of the countn^, and, as he shows in

his report, he is paying them salaries as high as $40,000 to
?5t),000 a year. He is doing this because "it is not only
ei|uitable but necessary that they should be justly remuner-
ated," and also " to make the juniors realize that the promo-
tions and rewards of a railroad career are still worth working
for." There are not wanting persons who question his wis-

dom both in employing former executive officers of railway
companies in these positions and in paying such large
salaries. The Hearst newspapers have published an editorial,

entitled "A Conspiracy to Discredit Federal Control of Rail-
ways," in which they charge that the "old railroad chiefs"
are engaged in sabotage to reduce railroad efficiency. "Mr.
McAdoo ought," say these papers, "as fast as he can, to re-

place these old railroad chiefs with a younger generation of
railroad men, who, by winning their spurs in the government
service, have everything to gain liy their success and nothing
to lose." The Chicago American, in which this editorial ap-
peared, bore the same date as the director general s

report to the President. In his report Mr. McAdoo said,

"Ofiicials and employees have worked with sucli loyalty and
zeal to accomplish what has already been done that it is a
genuine pleasure to make acknowledgment of their splendid
work. It is a constant satisfaction to be associated with
tiiem. You can rely upon their patriotic enthusiasm and
alacrity in the work of winning the war, in which they as

well as the soldiers at the front have enlisted with such laud-
able determination and patriotism."

Hearst charges that the im]>ortant railway men in the

service of the Railroad .Administration are traitors. McAdoo
says that they are serving the government with energy, loyalty

and patriotism. To be libeled by Hearst and lauded by
McAdoo on the same day should he glory enough for the "old
railroad chiefs'' for that one dav.

The Compensation Contract

ALTHOUGH TiiK FINAL Dk.\i-T of the Standard clauses for

the compensation contracts between the government and
tlie railroads, offered to the companies last week Ijy Director

General McAdoo, does not rejiresent as coni|)lete protection

of the interests of the railroad companies as they believed

themselves entitled to, the Railway Executives' Ad\'isorv

Conmiittee has recommended its acceptance on the grounds
both of enlightened self-interest and the dictates of patriot-

ism. The form of contract is still unsatisfacton,- to the repre-

•sentatives of the National Association of Owners of Rail-

road Securities, but in view of this action of the committee
which represents the corporate officers of about 90 per cent

of the railway mileage of the country the reiteration of the

objections made by Mr. Warfield and Mr. Untermyer will

hardly carry a great deal of weight.

At the same time, it is not out of place to emphasize the

fact that the railroad executives have felt obliged to accept
the contract as offered by the government, after having
secured such modifications as they were able from the first

draft proposed by the representatives of the director general,

because it was tlie best they could get under the circum-
stances and as the only practicable course to adopt. The
enlightened self-interest which the committee in its report
says requires the acceptance of the contract, refers undoubt-
edly to the circum.stance, which it mentions later, that tlie

companies have already lost the possession and use of their

properties for the period of federal control and are at pres-
ent without any assurance of compensation; that their hope
for compensation must be based on the federal statute and
the basis for negotiation with the government which it pre-
scribes, in other words what the Railroad Administration
sees fit to offer them, or on another appeal to Congress; or
on litigation. The fir.st of these possibilities is characterized
as in the highe.st degree unwise and the second as likely to
result in ruin, because litigation would involve such imcer-
tainties and delays, and such impairment of securit\- values
during the period necessan,- to carry the cases through the
courts, "as to place litigation clearly outside of the range of
practical remedies."

The patrioti.sm referred to as another reason requiring the
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acceptance of the contract, lies in a full recognition o.f the

facts that the Nation is at war, that all are expected to make

sacrifices and to take chances, that the government has for

war purposes been invested with unprecedented discretionary

powers in respect to every interest, and "tliat it is in any

event, our government, of which we are entitled to expea

th;it there will be no wanton exercise or abuse of power." In

other words, if chances have to be taken, the risks must be

assumed by private interests rather than by the government

as the representative of the public interest.

Many phases of the proposed contract leave much to the

fairness and discretion of the director general but there is

no reason for doubting that he can be trusted not to abuse

his great power.

The principal point of objection made by the railway ex-

ecutives at the time of the meeting to consider the draft of

the contract as it stood on July 5 was corrected by the repre-

sentatives of the administration in the draft of August 7 be-

fore the hearing before the director general himself was ac-

corded. The purpose of that change was to include rentals

payable for lea.'^ed or operated lines among the other items,

such as interest and sinking funds, in which the companies

should be protected before the director general may make de-

ductions from the compensation to pay for additions and

betterments.

Director General McAdoo has made some further slight

concessions after hearing the representatives of the companies

and of the security owners, but their most important conten-

tions he has denied. One of the most important of these

points, on which the statements issued by the security owners'

association have laid so much stress, involved the so-called

acceptance clause, requiring that the companies should accept

the contract compensation as full satisfaction for all claims

for loss and damage to business or traffic by reason of the

possible diversion to other lines. The Railroad Administra-

tion secured an opinion from the solicitor general that tlie

compensation which the statute provides for is intended to

cover such elements as loss of good will and the division or

diversion of traffic and the law committee representing the

companies has reached a similar conclusion. The committee

says that if the companies are not satisfied with the amount
of such compensation as they can get by agreement in full

settlement they are at liberty to go into the Court of Claims

for an award which would recognize such claims but that the

government cannot pay more than is authorized by the fed-

eral control act.

This point, as well as the great discretion allowed the

director general to order additions and betterments to a com-
pany's property at its own expense, the committee finds to

be controlled by the statute and therefore they consider it of

no avail to make further objection.

The final outcome of tliis stage of the negotiations dem-
onstrates the foolishness of the fears expressed b)' some of

the conspicuous former critics of the railroads that the com-
panies were going to be treated too liberally by the guarantee
of their pre-war net operating income (which has since been
translated into "not exceeding a sum equivalent as nearly

as may be to that amount") or that the government was go-
ing to rehabilitate their properties at public expense and
then turn them back to their owners.

The contract offered by the government does virtually

guarantee payment of the interest that was regularly paid
during the pre-war period and sums sufficient to support the

corporate organization, to keep up sinking funds and to par
taxes and rents, but the payment of even the amount of divi-

dends regularly paid during 1915, 1916 and 1917, is made
dependent upon the director general. Regular dividends are

given some protection by the stipulation that "it will be the
policy of the director general to so use his power of deduction
from the compensation as not to interrupt unnecessarily the
regular payment of dividends as made by the company dur-

ing the test period," and Mr. McAdoo says in his statement

that his insistence on the right to use a part of the dividend

fund if necessary to pay for deferred maintenance or neces-

sary improvements "need not operate to embarrass any com-

pany which has paid dividends on a provident basis" and
has retained a substantial surplus of its income.

Dividends of some of the roads that have felt it necessary

to make payments to their stockholders in spite of the fact

that the system of government regulation under which they

were operated would not allow them enough for dividends

and a surplus, too, will doubtless be placed on a basis even

more precarious than in the past, but the power of deduction

is declared to be an emergency power, to be used by the direc-

tor general only when he finds that no other reasonable means
is provided, and if the result works a hardship such a case

would represent not only the fortunes of war but a renmant
of some of the unsatisfactory conditions which prevailed in

the transjX)rtation business even in time of peace.

If the contract as proposed is not completely satisfactory

in all respects some consolation may perhaps be derived

from the fact, to which Mr. McAdoo calls attention in his

statement, that the condition of the railroad companies might
have been much worse if left to work out their own salva-

tion under such circum.stances as confronted them last De-
cember. The railroad security owners could hardly have ex-

pected to have greatly improved their condition as the result

of a war.

\A'hile it would be too much to anticipate that a standard
form of contract could l)e drawn to meet all conditions and
while some further negotiations will still have to be carried

on in making the contracts with the individual companies,
the fact that a form of contract governing a matter of such
magnitude and intricacy has been offered in a form so nearly
satisfactory' should be a source of some gratification, and its

acceptance by a majority of the roads and the consequent
avoidance of protracted and dangerous litigation is greatly to

be desired. The railroads have been the center of so much
bitter controversy in recent years that the absence of a con-
troversy with the government in this instance will be espe-
cially welcome at a time when the controversy with the
Hohenzollerns requires all our interest.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

IN DiscH.^vRGixG THE RECEHER of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific in June, 1917, Judge Carpenter of the Federal
Court said: "The able administration of this prof>erty by
Judge Dickinson as receiver, has made this extraordinary-

proceeding possible. This is a reorganization without a
sale, the property returning to the original company, and in

this the preceeding is historic among receiverships. I can't

say too strongly how much credit is due to Judge Dickinson
and the fine co-operation he has met with from the stock-
holders. The Rock Island will pay its debts and it has
plenty of money with which to pay tliem." The whole Rock
Island case since the application whicli was made for a re-

ceiver witli the consent of a part of the board of directors and
without the knowledge of others on the board, up to the pres-
ent time, has been unusually interesting. Controlling inter-
ests in the old company insisted tliat a receivership was nec-
essary- and made light of the argument of minority- stock-
holders, led by N. L. Amster of Ba«ton, that the company
could earn its fixed charges and that all tliat was necessary-
was to do a certain amount of temporary financing and that,
moreover, bankers could be found, were it not for the atti-
tude of tlie controlling interests in the company, who would
be willing to do this financing. The controlling interests
claimed that a foreclosure under the first and "refunding
mortgage was a necessity-.

In 1016 the Rock Inland earned S80,S89,000 gross and. after
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paying expenses and deducting the amounts due for interest,

rental, etc., the company would have had $8,078,000 surplus.

The facts thus offered such a strong refutation of the conten-

tion of the controlling interests that they joined with the

minority interests in working out a plan for a reorganization

without foreclosure. Under this plan the $20,000,000 gold

5 per cent debentures on which interest had been defaulted

000 was received in settlement of a suit against former direc-

tors. The remainder was treasury cash and interest. This
cash was used to pay off $12,875,000 first mortgage bonds
with the full interest due, $5,582,000 receivers' certificates,

$7,500,000 collateral trust notes, $4,140,000 short term loans,

$1,958,000 interest on the $20,000,000 deljentures (making
the full interest payment due up to the time these bonds were

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

were exchanged for $20,000,000 par value 6 per cent new exchanged for preferred stock) and $3,777,000 for the pur-

preferred stock, and common stockholders paid a 40 per chase of $2,049,000 Consolidated Indiana Coal Company
cent assessment, receiving therefor new 7 per cent preferred bonds and for the expenses of reorganization. The retire-

stock, ment of the first mortgage bonds left the company with $40,-

A total of $35,832,000 cash was raised, of which $29,422,- 181,000 first and refunding mortgage bonds free in its treas-

000 came from the sale of 7 per cent preferred to the stock- ury and $1,965,000 first mortgage Rock Island Arkansas &
holders as described above, $5,000,000 from the sale at par Louisiana bonds and $2,545,000 St. Paul & Kansas Cit>-

of 6 per cent preferred stock to former directors and $500,- short line first mortgage bonds free in its treasur)-. The re-
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organization took place in June and the company passed out

of the hands of the receiver June 24, 1917, although the re-

ceiver was not finally discharged until July 27.

On Deceniljc-r 31, the reorganized company had $4,104,000

cash on liand and $j,722,000 special deposits with no loans

and bills payable. As of that date there was $128,905,000

stock outstanding of which $74,483,000 was common and

$54,422,000 preferred. The total long terra debt was $220,-

378,000. This was a reduction as compared with December

31, 1916, of $50,633,000 in long term debt besides the taking

up of $4,100,000 loans and bills payable.

In 1917 the Rock Island earnings amounted to $89,609,000

which was 10.78 per cent more than the 1916 earnings. Ex-

penses, however, amounted to $66,046,000, an increase of

19.88 per cent over the previous year. Taxes were increased

by $579,000 or 15.37 per cent, so the total available for in-

terest and dividends amounted to $20,622,000, a decrease of

$2,806,000 or nearly 12 per cent. With the exchange of the

$20,000,000 debentures and paying off of floating debt, there

was a reduction in interest charged of $1,738,000, the total

interest charges in 1917 being $10,648,000. After interest

charges and rentals there was $7,527,000 available for divi-

dends or only about half a million dollars less than in the

previous year. The company paid out in dividends $1,780,-

000 leaving a surplus to be carried to profit and loss of

$5,747,000.

The handling of the profit and loss account is rather inter-

esting. There was a debit balance to this account of $5,024,-

000 on December 31, 1916. This was somewhat more than

offset by the balance carried to tlie account from 1917 in-

come. The company then credited profit and loss with $7,-

866,000 "expenditures for additions and betterments made

prior to March 31, 1902, and charged to operating e.xpenses

instead of to capital account." The profit on the sale of

Chicago terminal property amounted to more than half a

million dollars and the $500,000 received from former direc-

tors was also, of course, a credit. The book value of timber

lands in Minnesota were re-appraised and the value written

up $1,685,000. There were other smaller credits, and there

was a'debit made of $1,227,000, the expense of reorganiza-

tion and other minor debits, leaving the company with a

credit balance at the end of 1917 of $9,938,000.

The company spent $3,608,000 for additions and better-

ments to road and a net amount of $161,000 for additions

and betterments to ecjuipment. Of the largest expenditure

there was $189,000 spent on applying steel draft arms to

freight ociuipment, $135,000 spent on applying steel under-

frames, $52,000 on new appliances exclusive of those re-

quired by federal and state laws, $49,000 for applying girder

beams between center sills of box cars and $37,000 for apply-

ing superheaters and Ijrick arches to locomotives. The value

of equipment destroyed or tlismantled was charged partly to

this account and partly to profit and loss.

The increase in expenses was not at all out of line with

the experience of roads generally except possibly that the

maintenance of equipment expenditures were somewhat high-

er proportionate!)' to the exi)enditures in 1916 than on many
roads. Maintenance of equipment cost $16,886,000 in 1917,

an increase of 28.23 per cent. Transportation expenses

amounted to $33,885,000, an increase of 22.02 per cent.

The cost of fuel per ton (the Rock Island figures 147 gal-

lons of oil equal to one ton of coal) was $2.3472 in 1917 as

compared with $1.9541 in 1916. It cost the Rock Island a

little over 10l< cents per ton for fuel station operation in

1917 as compared with a fraction over 9 cents in 1916.

Locomotives ran on an average of 1 1.84 miles to a ton of coal

in 1917 as compared with 12.27 miles in 1916.

The total number of tons of all freight carried was 33,-

448,000, an increase over 1916 of 4.97 per cent. The aver-

age haul of all freight was 240 miles, an increase of 6.68

miles, so that the total ton miles handled was 8,014,000,000,

an increase of 7.98 per cent over the previous year. The aver-

age train load was 442 tons, an increase of 14.68 tons. A
good showing was made in heavier car loading, the average

load per loaded car being 21.55 tons in 1917 as against 20.34

tons in the previous year.

It will be particularly interesting to watch the effect on

earnings of operation under government control of the Rock
Island. The Rock Island between many of the most import-

ant cities reached by it competes with other and what under

private control would have been called stronger (financially)

lines, but, on the other hand, the Rock Island was at a good
many places handicapped as compared with its competitors

in the way of terminals. If the Rock Island lines between

Colorado and Chicago are not by any means as good as the

.Santa Fe's lines, as is generally conceded, traffic may be

transferred from the Rock Island to the Santa Fe if the

Santa Fe's capacity is ample to take care of this traffic, while,

on the other hand, it may be found advantageous to give

traffic to the Rock Island at some terminal points where here-

tofore lack of the company's own terminal facilities has shut

it off from this business.

In the six months ended June 30 last, the Rock Island

earned gross $43,830,983, and had operating income, avail-

able for interest and dividends of $3,217,174, a decrease of

$4,476,248.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion in the calendar year 1917 as compared with 1916:
1917 1916

.\verage mileajre operated 8.218 8,088
Freight revenue $59,690,072 $55,141,668
Passenger revenue 23.301.086 19,674.370

Tot.nl operating revenues 89.608,722 80.889,129
Maintenance of nay and structures 10,863,551 10.097,734
Maintenance of equipment 16,885,582 13,168,137
Traffic expenses 1,795.112 1.716.087
Transportation expenses 33,884,630 27.769,887
General expenses 2,336,506 1,968,289

Total operating expenses 66,046,104 55.091,717
Taxes 4,345,202 3,766.294
Operating income 19,193,048 21 9')2.343
Gross income 20.622,243 23,428,685
Net income : 7,527.145 8.078,189
Dividends 1,779.774
Surplus 5,747,372 8.078,189

New Books
Ports and Terminal Facilities. By Roy S. MacElwec. Ph. D.

315 pages, illustrated, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in cloth. Pub-
Ihlicd hv McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York Citv.

Price $3.

This is a very thorougli and vigorous discussion of the sub-

ject indicated by the title, and the author shows that he is

master of his job. He is lecturer in economics and foreign

trade at Columbia University and the book is based on ma-
terial gathered for lectures at the university; but he is much
more than a lecturer. He has studied his subject carefully

in Europe, as well as in America, and for six years was in

charge of the Hamburg office of an American firm that built

hoisting machinery. The book is full of infonnation brought

right up to date, and the illustrations are modem and in-

structive—though some of the half-tones are rather poor.

The text also has errors here and there. Indicating I'le

scope of the work, the titles of some of the 18 chapters ar;;

Relative Importance of the World's Leading Ports; Pert

Competition; Harbor Belt Railways; Cartage, Drays and
Motor Trucks; Shed Equipment; Standard Package Freight:

Inland A\'aterways and the Seaports: The Free Ports <f

Hamburg and Bremen. The author was called into the

national service and his work was cut short; and he intimates

that possibly a second volume may be written, dealing witli

the financial aspect of port industr>', the combination of

l)eauty with utility in the waterfront, port administration,

and other points which could not be dealt with in the pres-

ent volume because of lack of time.



Strengthening Poughkeepsie Bridge Superstructure

Gauntlet Track Operation Will Permit Heavier Loading
on This Noted Hudson River Crossing

AFTER NEARLY 30 YEARS of scrvice, during whidi it

was once extensive!)- reinforced, the Poughkeepsie
bridge over the Hudson river has again been sub-

jected to extensive modifications which are expected to afford

;i material extension to its useful life. The principal altera-

tion recently undertaken to increase the capacity of the struc-

ture for heavy train loading is a change from double-track to

single-track (gauntlet) operation over the main river structure;

tlie main physical changes comprising a renewal of the floor

One of the New Floor Beams for the Main Bridge

system to permit the track to be placed in the new position.

Aside from this, considerable reinforcing was added lo the

viaduct approaches at each end of the main structure.

Much interest attaches to the present work because of

popular interest in the structure itself, one of the earliest

cantilever bridges built in this country. It is the only bridg.

which crosses the Hudson river south of Albany and for

nearly 30 years it afforded the only direct rail connection be-

tween New England and the south Atlantic states. This dis-

tinction was not relinc^uished until last year when a more
southerly rail connection was afforded by the completion of

the Hell Gate bridge, with its connection through the Penn-

sylvania tunnel under New York Citv. The structure is the

Company, which awarded a contract to tlie American Bridge
Company for the construction work. The latter started work
on the sub-structure, and after completing a portion of two of
the piers, experienced financial difficulties and was compelled
to suspend operations in 1878. No further work was done
until 1886 when a reorganization was affected and a new
contract was let to the Union Bridge Company of New York,
which started work the same year. The bridge was com-
pleted in December, 1888, when it was taken over for opera-
tion by the Central New England & Western Railroad, which
formed a link in a through line from Campbell Hall. N. Y.,
to Hartford, Conn. In 1892 a reorganization took place,
under which the Poughkeepsie Bridge Company and the
Central New England &; Western Railroad were consolidated

SS.£3'-
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Diagram of Design Loading for Present Reinforcement

to form the Philadelphia, Reading & New I'ngland—a cor-

poration controlled by the Philadelphia & Reading. When
the latter road entered a receivership in 1893, the Philadel-

phia, Reading & New England was placed under a separate

receivership, which remained in effect until 1899 when a

reorganization took place that led to the formation of the

Central New England, under the control of the New Haven.
'Ilie main structure is 3.093 ft. 9 in. long and, as indicated

in the general drawing, consists of three cantilever spans of

546 ft. and 548 ft., supported by two fixed spans of 525 ft.

and two anchor arms of 200 ft. 11 <2 in. The east ap-

proach, which is 2,640 ft. long, consists of a viaduct com-

posed of plate girder spans 60 ft. to 85 ft. long, between 30-

ft. tower spans, except near the main structure where there

are several deck truss spans varying from 115 ft. to 175 ft.

in length. The west approach is 1,033 ft. long, and consists

of a viaduct having 30-ft. tower spans and 60-ft. clear

spans for a length of 630 ft. with two 145-ft. pin-connected

•*--l.ZS% Descending. IZ5% Descending.-^

Elevation of the Poughkeepsie Bridge

property of the Central New England, a corporation con-

trolled by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, through

ownership of practically all of the stock. It provides the

main coal route into the New England states. Connections

at Campbell Hall and Maybrook, with the Erie, the Lehigh
& New England and the Lehigh & Hudson, afford access to

roads reaching both the anthracite and bituminous fields.

The history of this structure commenced in 1871 when a

charter for a bridge across the river was granted by the

legislature of New York state to the Poughkeepsie Bridge

deck truss spans, also carried on towers 30 ft. long. The
structure is high, the track being 212 ft. above high water

level. The piers extend 30 ft. above and 135 ft. below the

surface of the water, having been sunk entirely by open

dredging in timber cribs. In the main structure the super-

structure originally consisted of two trusses 30 ft. center to

center, with the track supported on a floor system resting on

the top chord. In the viaduct the superstructure consists in

general of three trusses or girders, with the track supported

on ties placed on the top chords of trusses and girders.

473
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The original structure was designed for a train loading

on each track of 3,000 lb. per lin. ft., preceded by two

locomotives having four 24,000-lb. axle loads. In 1906

the bridge was reinforced to carry on each track a train con-

sisting of 3,600 lb. per lin. ft., preceded by two locomotives

each having four axles with 45,000-lb. loads each, 5 ft.

center to center, or a total weight of 200,000 lb. on a wheel

base of 22^ ft. followed by four tender axles of 28,000 lb.

each. The earlier reinforcing consisted essentially of intro-

ducing center trusses, strengthening the side trusses and

adding new floor beams on the main spans, and in replacing

nearly all of the girders and trusses in the approach spans,

as well as reinforcing the towers by adding center columns

to most of the bents. The towers of the main spans, which

consisted of double A-frames with two batter posts supporting

each truss, were amplified by the addition of similar A-

frames to carry the new center trusses. In all about 15,000

tons of new structural steel was used.

Structure Again Required Strengthening

Owing to the desirability of using the bridge for loco-

motives heavier than those provided for in the strengthening

work done 12 years ago, it became necessary to reinforce the

structure once more; this time to allow for the use of loco-

motives equivalent in weight to two Santa Fe-type engines

having weights distributed as shown in the diagram, fol-

lowed by a load of 6,000 lb. per lin. ft. of track. As this is a

load very much in excess of that originally provided for, the

idea of strengthening the trusses of the main spans and the

long spans of the east approach to carry this load on two

tracks proved impracticable, while the cost of renewing these

spans under the present high cost of structural steel was

deemed inadvisable. In consequence, it was concluded to

sacrifice the use of one track over this distance of 4,000 ft.

and substitute a gauntlet track, so that the trusses would be

called on to carr>' only one train at a time.

lliis implied provision for a new floor system on these

spans, which could distribute tlie greater load from a single

track over all three trusses, with floor beams designed so that

they could later serve for double track in the event of tlie

sul)sequent construction of new trusses. It was concluded

-IS-0"C.foC. of Trusses. 4- ISk>'CUCof Trusses.

New Floor System for Main Spans

to retain double track on the approaches, except over the

truss spans of the east approach. This involved strength-

ening the outside columns of 11 towers in the east approach,

strengthening the center columns of three towers in the west

approach and provide new bracing for seven towers in the

east approach and five towers in the west approach, as well

as strengthening practically all main members in the center

trusses of the two 145-ft. spans in the west approach.

New Floor on the River Spans

The old floor on the main span consisted of floor beams at

each panel point, resting on the top chords of the three trusses

with four lines of stringers, two for each track, framed into

them. The new floor is of the same general construction as

the old one, except that the floor beams are continuous over

the three tifusses and are very heavy, being designed for the

condition of carrying double track loading when supported

at the ends only in a future two-truss bridge. The object

of the continuous floor beam is to distribute the loading from

the gauntlet track to the three trusses. Only two lines of

stringers were provided for the support of the gauntlet track,

one on either side of the center line of the bridge, although

the floor beam webs have stringer connections provided for

four stringers in their future re-use.

In placing the new floor, one track was eliminated and the

other was shifted to the center line of the bridge, resting on

New Floor Construction on the Deck Truss Spans of the

East Approach

the two old center stringers. This was done for one-third of

the length of the main spans at one time. Then the old out-

side stringers were cut out. The track was then broken, the

rail.^ and ties of one panel taken up and the two stringers

that were carr)'ing the traffic were removed. Tlie old floor

beams were then cut out and the new stringers and floor beams
set in place, using the same connection holes in the chords.

This work was repeated panel by panel, two and sometimes

three panels being replaced in a day. .\5 the new track level

is above the old, owing to the greater thickness of the floor.

it was necessar)' to make an eight-inch run-off when restoring

tlie track. Three inches of this raise was obtained in the

temporary track ties, lea\nng five inches to be made witli

blocks.

East Approach Truss Spans

About 800 ft. of the east approach adjacent to the river con-

sists of truss spans ranging from 115 ft. to 175 ft. in length,

spanning between viaduct towers with deck plate girder spans

across the 30 ft. length of each tower. There are three trusses

or girders in each span, the double track having been sup-

ported by 8-in. by 16-in. ties 25 ft. 6 in. long resting on the

top chords and spaced 16 in. center to center. The change

to single track involved provision for two lines of stringers

1 1 ft. center to center, S}'mmetrical with the center line of the

bridge, to be carried on floor beams supported by the top

chords of the trusses. As the tops of the stringers had to be

approximately at the same level as the tops of the chords,

it was necessary to frame tlie floor beams into the chords on

each side of the center truss. Similarly floor beams had to

be provided between the girders of the tower spans. This

entailed considerably more alteration of the existing struc-

ture tlian was the case in tlie main river spans. Filler plates

had to be placed over tlie webs of the chords and diaphragms

were required between the webs at the points of the floor beam
connections. Owing to interference with the pin-connec-

tions, the floor beams were oft'set about 1 ft. 6 in. at each

alternate panel point. Consequently even,- second length of

stringer was about 3 ft. longer than tlie alternate ones.

The space occupied by the new floor system had formerly

contained the old lateral system, consisting of four angle

struts fastened to the main pins by U^lates with rod

diagonals. .AlS these had to be removed they were replaced
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\>y new laterals, following modem practice with plate connec-
tions to the chords.

The first work was to take up the old westbound track
for the full length of this change, remove the ties and cut

out the old struts and laterals. These were cut out with
oxy-acetylene torches and by rivet cutters. Holes were then
drilled in the old chords to receive the new floor beams and
filler plates. This was followed by the erecting of new flcxjr

Placing a New Stringer on the Main Bridge

beams and stringers between the center and north chords.

The track was then restored on the north side, supporting the

ties on the old chords with blocks so as to clear the new
stringers. With tlie traffic back on the old westbound track

the operation was repeated on the south side. With the

new steel all in, the permanent ties were slipped in between
the temporary ties, the gauntlet track installed and the tracks

then taken up from the old westbound location.

For this work the new steel was taken out on the bridge

on flat cars. The first work was to set in two floor beams

New Floor in Place on East Approach Truss Spans

then another

average, 10

witli a locomotive crane, then the stringers,

floor beam, then the stringers, etc. On an

panels of steel were placed in this way per da\

Reinforcing the Viaduct Bents

The bents of the viaduct are of two types, high bents with
three columns and low ones having two columns, the center

girder being supported by a simple Fink truss spanning
transversely between the tops of the two columns. The
diagonals of this truss also form a part of the sway bracing

of the tower. This arrangement was inadequate for the
heavier loading and imposed excessive loads on the two side
columns; so after considering several plans, it was decided
to provide a new support for the center girder by introducing
an A-frame consisting of two diagonal struts extending from
the top of the bent under the center girder to the bottom of
the two columns, forming riveted connections at the inter-
sections of the columns with the bottom tie. These struts
consisted of two IS-in. channels laced together, but as the
new members pass around the existing bracing of the bent, it

was necessary to ship them to the field unassembled, that is,

the lacing and battens for one side w^ere shop-riveted to one
channel and those for the other side to the other channel.

In the three-column bents, it was necessary to strengthen
the batter columns. Tliese are box section members con-
sisting of built-up channels having a cover plate on the outer
side and bar lacing on the inner side. As these columns
were inadequate, largely because of eccentricity, rather than
add flats to the free legs of the inside angles, thereby in-
\olving the temporary removal of the lacing bars, new angles

• were riveted to the webs just back of the old angles as shown

Methodof Rtinftrciry Typical Two-Column Bent tlelhodofReinftrcii^ Out-
side Cotjmm sfThrte^o/umn
Benfs

Method of Reinforcing the Approach Towers

in the cross section. As these angles could not be carried past

the panel points in the tovi'ers, it was necessary to use J^ in.

by 4 in. bars on the inside faces of the columns for a length

of 5 ft. at such points.

The center columns of the bents supporting the two 145-ft.

spans in the west approach also required strengthening.

These were of symmetrical section, consisting of two built-up

channels laced on both sides. These were reinforced by

side plates riveted against the welts between the edges of the

flange angles.

Reinforcement of the 145-Foot Spans

One of the most interesting features of the reconstruction

was the almost complete reinforcement of the center trusses

of the 145-ft. spans. These trusses, which were built new
during the reconstruction in 1907, are pin-connected Warren

trusses having eye-bar bottom chords with eye-bar diagonals

in the second panel from each end. all other members being

stiff. The reinforcement of die center truss involved ever}-

member except the end panels of the top chords, the center

panel diagonals and the intennediate vertical posts. The

top chords and the stiff diagonals were reinforced by side
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plates against tlie webs, except that opposite the panel points

in the top chord, flats were riveted to the outstanding legs of

the bottom angles.

The second panel diagonal, which is a tension member,
consisted of two 1% in. by 8 in. eye-bars. Tliis was re-

inforced by passing' a flat U-bar over each pin and connecting

them by two 8-in. by 1 S/16-in. flat bars. The bottom chord

is reinforced from end to end lay a new stiff box section in-

closing the old eye-bars. This consists of eight angles laced

fBasfofRail.^

Newplafe each siden'x^~

Part Elevation of Center Truss of 145-ft. Spans of West
Approach Showing Typical Reinforcement

on the two vertical sides with battens top and bottom, the bat-

tens being shop riveted to one side and were field riveted

to tlie other side after the section had been placed over the

eye-bars. These members were carried past the panel points

in the bottom chord by splice plates, bored to fit over the

pins and provided with connection angles for re-attaching

the struts of the bottom lateral .system.

The reinforcing memljcrs for the diagonal U-1, L-2 were

siiipped unassembled. The upper U-membcrs had the holes

for connections with the connecting bars drilled in the shop
while the lower U-members were left blank. These pans
could not be connected up in the shop owing to the limited

space available for slipping the U-bars over the pins. After

the upper U-bars were in place, the connecting bars were

riveted to them at the top end; then the lower U-bars were

slipped around the lower pin ready for connection to the

lower ends of the connecting bars, the holes in the U-bars

being drilled in the field, using the splice bars as templates.

However, as it was desirable to secure an initial tension in the

reinforcing members in making connections, the two pins

were drawn toward each other by means of a cable and steam

Ijoat ratchet rig before the holes in the lower U-bars wer-.-

marked. The drilling was then done 3/12 in. below the

marks so made, bringing up the connection by means of

drift pins. This same method was used in making the con-

nections for the new bottom chords.

The entire work of reinforcing this bridge was carried

on under the general direction of Edward Gagel, chief en-

gineer of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. The in-

vestigation of the existing structure and the determination of

the mode of reinforcement together with supervision of all

changes was under the direction of Ralph Modjeski, con-

sulting engineer, Chicago. The Strobel Steel Construction

Company of Chicago, had the general contract for all of the

reconstruction. The contract was let in January, 1917, and

the first of the heavy new engines was allowed over the bridge

on May 16, 1918. The work was entirely completed on

.\ugust 3, 1918.

Co.^L Troubles of k Sp.anish Railway.—The Great

Southern of Spain, which carries in normal times upwards

ol" 500.000 ton.-; annually of iron ore, has had this traffic

stoiipcd since November last, owing to the company's inabil-

ity to provide itself with coal at ruling prices. Arrangements

have now been arrived at with the mining companies by

which the latter pay an increased rate for the transport of

their ore, thus enabling the railway to obtain fuel. A cargo of

coal reached Spain on July 20 and the iron ore traffic was

resumed on the 27th. The freight paid on the coal was

SI 05, this enormously exaggerated figure comparing with

SI. 50 or $1.75 before the war.

—

R<iil-d'av Gazette, London.

United States Standard Locomotives Receiving Finishing Touches at the Baldwin Plant



Director General McAdoo Reports to President
Work of the United States Railroad Administration for the

First Seven Months of Its Existence

A REPORT BY DIRECTOR GENERAL McAdoo to the Presi-
dent, under date of September 3, giving an account of
the work of the Railroad Administration for the first

seven months of its existence, was made public on Monday.
Although the period is declared to be "a comparatively short
one in which to have made such progress in working out the
problems connected with the transfer and co-ordination of the
railway systems and waterways of the nation" and Mr.
McAdoo says the report is "necessarily fragmentary as the
reconstructive work undertaken is not entirely complete and
the new machinery that has been installed requires further
co-ordination," he finds that "a daily increase in facility

and efficiency is nevertheless noticeable" and is "confident
that the railroads will shortly be in a condition to meet any
demands that may be made of them if needed motive power
already ordered can be secured and if the necessary skilled
labor is not withdrawn from the railroads for military and
other purposes." These, he says, "are very serious phases
of the railroad problem."

One of the most interesting features of the report, con-
taining information heretofore unpublished, shows that a
saving of $4,614,889 per annum has been effected in the
salaries of officers receiving over $5,000 a year. The num-
ber of such officers on individual roads has been reduced by
400, making a saving of over $6,000,000, but this is offset

by the 136 officers in the regional and central administra-
tions whose salaries aggregate $1,642,300, so that the net re-

duction in officers is 264. The expenses of the law depart-

ments have also been reduced about $1,500,000 annually.

Among other economies and improvements which may be
demonstrated statistically are mentioned an estimated saving

of $23,566,633 effected by the closing of unnecessary freight

and passenger offices and curtailment of advertising, the

elimination of the accumulation of 180,000 loaded cars

above normal on the eastern lines, and an increase of 437,976
cars of coal loaded in the first six months of the year. As a

measure of the amount of freight carried, however, the report

uses the figures for the month of April showing an increase

of 8.9 per cent in ton miles of revenue freight hauled, al-

though the reports for May and June, which both showed

decreases, were available at the date of the report. No com-
pilation is given of the amount of the increases in wages or

in other expenses.

After giving a description of the organization of the Rail-

road Administration the report continues in part as follows:

Operative and Corporate Organizations Differentiated

Inasmuch as "no man can serve two masters" and the effi-

cient operation of tlie railroads for the winning of the war
and the service of the public is the purpose of federal con-

trol, it was manifestly wise to release the presidents and other

officers of the railroad companies with whose corporate inter-

ests they are properly concerned, from all responsibility for

the operation of their properties, which will be in the hands

of the regional directors, the district directors, and the

federal and general managers who will be directly responsible

to the director general. All ambiguity of obligation is thus

avoided. The officers of the corporations are left free to pro-

tect the interests of their owners, stockholders, and creditors,

and the regional and operating managers have a direct and
undivided responsibility and allegiance to the United States

Railroad Administration.

In pursuance of this policy the regional directors, the fed-

WASni.fGTON, D. f.
eral managers, and the general managers have been required
to sever any relations they may have had with the railroad
corporations as either officers or directors, and the corporate
officers have been advised that they have no function to per-form with respect to government operation. Many of the
former corporate officers have been appointed as officials of
the United States Railroad Administration, whereas others
have elected to remain as officers of their corporations It
has been made clear that the fullest possible co-operation is
desired between the government officers who operate the rail-
roads and the corporate officers who represent the stock-
holders.

Economies Effected by Reorganization of Official Staff

The reorganization of the operating force has been made
without any impairment of efficiency and with a reduction in
the number of officers required and in the aggregate of the
salaries paid them and chargeable to operating e.xpenses. An
accurate computation of the saving in men and money thus
effected follows. It includes all officers receiving salaries of
$5,000 a year or over.

RATIVE ."^um: <.\RY OF OrFICEBS AND SALARIES U.NDER CORPORATE
I'EDERAL Control
Number of officers Salaries

INDIVIDUAL ROADS

Pocahontas Region
Southern Resion

239

Northwestern Region
Central Weste.-n Refiion...
Southwestern Region

Total

324
38.^

6S

. 2.325 1,925

2.061

Tliis shows that under private control of the railroads
2,325 officers drawing salaries of $5,000 a year or over were
employed, with aggregate salaries of $21,320,187. Under
government control 1,925 officials (a reduction of 400) are
doing the same work, and the aggregate of their salaries i«

$16,705,298—a saving of $4,61 4,^889' per annum. This total
includes the officers of the various regional districts as well
as those of the central administration in Washington, except
the director general himself, who receives no salary.

The Salaries Paid

Under private control, salaries as high as $100,000 per
annum were paid officers of railroad corporations. Under
government control the highest salaries paid are to the re-

gional directors (of whom there are but seven), and these

salaries range from $40,000 to $50,000 per annum. This
reduced compensation has been fixed for regional directors

notwithstanding the increased responsibilities and duties of
these directors as compared with those of tlie presidents of
the larger railroad corporations.

The reduction of $4,614,889 per annum in the aggregate

of the salaries paid to the more responsible officials has not

been effected by forcing the experienced men appointed by
the United States Railroad .\dministration to accept salaries

incommensurate with tlieir responsibilities, although in num-
erous instances these salaries are substantially less than those

they had been earning as officers of the railroads or could

477
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earn in private employment. It is not only equitable but nec-
essary that they should hxj justly remunerated, and that the
rewards of brains, industry, and loyalty should be sufficient

to continually attract able men to the service of the railroads
as their life's work. It is not a question merely of operating
the railroads during the period of the war—this requires,

it is true, the best talent that can be secured if the present
extraordinary demands are to be met—but it is a question
of the post-bellum period as well, when railroad work must
continue to be sufficiently attractive to draw con.stantly to it

men of the right quality and caliber. Unless the ranks are

uninterruptedly recruited with such men, it will be impos-
sible to maintain the efficient organizations which are essen-

tial to the successful management and operation of the rail-

roads of the country.

The salaries paid under government control to the higher

officers should be sufficient to make the juniors realize that

the promotions and rewards of a railroad career are still

worth working for, and that they will be commensurate with

those of private enterprise and industry.

The e.xpen.ses of the law departments have been reduced
about $1,500,000 annually. This has been accomplished by
the elimination of a number of men, the reduction of salaries

of many others, and the transfer of the general counsel of

various roads from the operating pay roll to the pay rolls of

the corporation. It is believed that efficiency has in no
respect been lessened.

Condition of Railroads When Taken Over

To plan the federal organization and select its personnel

has, of course, required time. When the government took

control on the 1st of January, 1918, the railroads were in a

deplorable condition. Added to an unusually severe winter,

the motive power was seriously crippled, and on the eastern

lines traffic was badly blockaded by the congestion of un-
loaded cars at the terminals and elsewhere. The approximate
number of loaded cars above normal, on the eastern lines,

was 180,000 when the director general took charge of the

railroads. To relieve this situation was the first concern,

and the energies of the federal organization were exclusively

and successfully directed to this end. At the date of this re-

port there are no accumulations of loaded cars on the eastern

lines above the normal. That tlie legislation making the

necessary appropriation of $500,000,000 for a revolving fund
did not become law until March 31, 1918, was another cause

of delay. Prior to its enactment all plans were necessarily

tentative. Much, however, has lieen accomplished since that

date toward co-ordinating the transportation facilities of the

country for the winning of the war and the sen'ice of- the

public.

What Has Been Done Thus Far

A list of what has been done, the report says, would be

long. Among some of the more important items that it would
include are mentioned the contract with the corporations,

since announced, the delays in the negotiation of which are

declared to have been the fault neither of the railroad cor-

porations nor of the government but inherent in a matter of

such intricacy and magnitude. After a brief description of

the advances in wages Mr. McAdoo says : "These great and
beneficial concessions in the matter of wages and hours of

service will, I am sure, be appreciated by the emploj'ccs and
will be requited by their loyal and uninterrupted service to

the government and by a determined effort to increase effi-

ciency all along the line." Reference is also made to the

orders that women shall be paid the same wages as men en-

gaged in similar work, and that there shall be no discrimina-

tion against negro employees.

Regarding the advance in freight and passenger rates the

report says:

"It is assumed that these advances in freight and pas-

senger rates will increase the net operating revenue of the
railroads by an amount that is about equal to the greater cost

of operation due to increased wages and increased cost of
fuel and all railroad supplies, but this assumption is more or
less conjectural, as it is impossible to say whether the higher
rates charged will have the effect of reducing the traffic.

Thus far such an effect has not been noticeable, at least in

the case of the passenger traffic, which shows a substantial

increase on the lines traversing the industrial districts of the

country and serving the military camps. This is due to the

higher wages paid to workers who have been constantly

changing their places of employment as well as to the travel-

ing of our soldiers, who have been granted a special rate of

one cent per mile when on furlough, and the journeys made
by friends and relatives on visits to the soldiers at the va-

rious cantonments throughout the countr>'."

Reference is also made to the uniform freight classifica-

tion, under which it is declared, "when it becomes effective, it

will be practicable to comjDel a closer compliance with car-

loading standards, so preventing the underloading which in

the past made the intensive emplo>-ment of rolling stock

difficult. Under competitive conditions this was impossible,

because in an effort to hold or get business each competing

railroad was disposed to favor the shipper by permitting him
to underload cars when it was to his interest to do so."

The Abandonment of Competition

Regarding the saving in traffic expenses the report says:

Inasmuch as there is no longer any competition for freight

or passenger traffic between the various divisions of the gov-

ernment railroad system, I have ordered that solicitation of

traffic and special exploitation of passenger routes shall be

discontinued. In pursuance of ijiis policy the soliciting

forces of the various railroads have been either relieved from

duty or assigned to employment in connection with the

operating departments, and the separate ticket offices formerly

maintained in most of the larger cities have been consolidated.

In the metropolitan cities, such as New York, Chicago, etc.,

several consolidated offices in widely separated but equally

important districts may be established for the greater con-

venience of tlie public. The saving that will be effected as a

result of this policy is estimated at $23,566,633, as per the

following statement prepared by the Division of Traffic

:

Estimated Saving Effectee by the Closing op Unkecessarv Freight and

Passenger Offices and Curtailment of Advertising

Closing "ofF-linc" offices:

Eastern region

—

Freight $3,209,170
Passenger 496,276

$3,705,446
.Southern region: Freight and passenger 1.937.000
Western region

—

Freight $2,000,000
Passenger 500,000
.Toint 4,000,000

6,500.000

Total $12,142,446

ConsoHdation of "on-line" city ticket offices and sav-
ing^in rent from removal of "on-line" offices:

Commercial freight offices to railroad property

—

Eastern region

—

Freight (estimated^ $300,000
Passenger 709.187

1.009.187
Southern region

—

Freight $10,000
Passenger 1 SS.OOO

165.000
Western region, freight and passenger 3.250,000

Total $4,424,187

.Advertising

—

General and speci.il. iucscnt expense, $9,500,000 saving... $7,000,000

Grand total $23,566,633

Under this head reference is also made to tlie abridge-

ment of time-tables, the plans for utilizing the services of

women as ticket sellers and tlie elimination of urmecessary
and duplicate passenger service. In the territory west of

Chicago and the Mississippi river passenger, trains traversing
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an aggregate of 21,000,000 miles a year have been done away
with. In the Eastern district unessential passenger trains

that used to travel 26,420,000 miles per annum have also

been eliminated and in other regional districts superfluous

trains have been annulled. Through travel is being directed

to the natural routes. The hauling of special trains or need-
less private cars has been discouraged, and the schedules are

being revised so that connections will be closer. Other re-

forms being worked out in the passenger service referred to

include the common use of the same terminals by railroads

formerly in competition and using separate terminals. The
same principle is also being applied as rapidly as possible

in the consolidation of freight terminals. The necessary re-

adjustments, it is stated, may have caused some temporary

dislocation, but the ultimate results will be increased effi-

ciency and capacity.

Shortening Freight Routes

Concerning the shortening of freight routes the report says:

Recognizing the fact that a straight line is the shortest

di.stance between two points, extensive studies have been made
with the purpose of developing well-graded routes for the

transportation of freight that will be shorter than those pre-

viously in use. Great progress has been made in this di-

rection, especially in the West, and many new through lines

are being developed. One of them from Los Angeles to

Dallas and Fort Worth is over 500 miles shorter than the

routing via the Southern Pacific lines formerly much used.

Another from the oil fields at Casper, Wyo., to Montana and

Washington State points is 880 miles shorter than the route

formerly used. Fruit from southern California to Ogden is

hauled 201 miles less than by the route previously used.

Still another route between Chicago and Sioux City is 110

miles shorter than the one previously used. A new route be-

tween Kansas City and Galveston has been developed which

is 280 miles shorter than the 1,121 miles previously traversed.

Eighty-eight miles have been saved by devising a new route

between Mason City and Marshalltown, Iowa, and 103 miles

by a new route between Fort Dodge, Iowa, and Chicago. The
route from southern California to Kansas City has been

shortened by 2,34 miles.

As one example of the economy that has thus been made

possible it may be mentioned that recently during a period

of about 60 days .some 8,999 cars were rerouted in a certain

western territory so as to effect a saving in the mileage

traveled by each car of 195 miles, equal to a total of 1,754,-

805 car miles.

Abstracts of other paragraphs of the report follow:

Store Door Delivery and Intensified Use of

Freight Cars

On the 1st of January, 1917, the railways of the United

States owned about 2,400,000 freight cars. Delay in loading

and unloading these cars and their use by both shippers and

consignees as warehouses has very seriously diminished the

carrying capacity of the roads. If each car makes one trip

a month only and is loaded and unloaded so as to save one

day a month of the time that it was formerly idle, the result

would be equivalent to an addition of 80,000 cars to the

aggregate equipment.

Probably there is an unnecessary delay of more than one

day a month in loading and unloading cars. To diminish

this delay the free time hitherto allowed for loading and

unloading has been .shortened and a cumulative increase in

the demurrage charge hitherto made for unnecessani- use has

been ordered. As prompt unloading of cars upon their arrival

at public terminals presupposes that congestion at the ter-

minals shall be avoided, what is known as the "store door"

system of freight delivery has been introduced in Phila-

delphia and New York and will probably be extended to

other large cities. If the plan shall vindicate the claims of
its authors the congestion of inbound freight, which has
hitherto prevented the prompt unloading of cars, will be a
thing of the past, and it is suggested that ultimately it mav
be possible to collect outgoing freight by the same trucks
which deliver to stores and factories incoming freight hauled
from the terminals.

Standardization of Freight Cars and Locomotives

It has long been admitted that the standardization of
the engines and freight cars in use on the American rail-

roads was highly desirable, but not until governmental con-
trol became a fact has it been possible to secure an effective

agreement as to which types of cars and engines should be
adopted. It is said that 2,023 different styles of freight cars
and almost as many different descriptions of locomotives were
included in the equipment of .\merican railroads prior to
the war. Tlie facts are not known, but nearly every important
railroad had its own specifications for cars and engines.
None of these was identical, and they were generally changed
in some detail when new orders were placed. There were
box cars of both steel and wood, gondola cars, flat cars,

hopper cars, refrigerator cars, tank cars, automobile cars,

furniture cars, cattle cars, and many other sorts of cars suited
to the different varieties of traffic. The lack of standardiza-
tion increased the difficulties of repair when these cars were
off the lines of the roads which owned them. Parts were not
interchangeable and often had to be telegraphed for.

In a general way the same thing was true of the locomo-
tives in use. Complete standardization will of course be im-
possible until the rolling stock and engines now in use shall

have been entirely replaced by standardized tj^Des. Pro-
gress has, however, been made. Some 12 standard types for

freight cars have thus far been agreed upon, and it has also

been decided that hereafter only six tj^pes of locomotives of

two weights each shall be purchased. The parts of these

various types of locomotives and freight cars will be inter-

changeable. Their construction will be uniform and when
repairs are needed they can be made with the greatest possible

promptitude.

One hundred thousand freight cars of the agreed upon
types have been ordered, and it is expected that the manu-
facturers can commence delivering them early in September.

One thousand four hundred and tliirt)' locomotives of the new
type have also been ordered, in addition to about 2,100 that

had been contracted for by the railroads prior to Januan.' 1

,

1918. Of the total of about 3,600 locomotives, some 1,185

had been delivered up to August 1 . The equipment of all the

railways December 31, 1917, included about 2.400.000

freight cars and 64,750 engines. The ratio whidi the newly

ordered cars and engines bear to the total is not as large as

is to be desired, and other orders will be placed as rapidly

as the manufacturers can accept them. Just at present, how-

ever, the war department is taking a large number of the new
engines and cars for use on our railroads in France, and these

with the orders placed by the Railroad Administration wll

more than absorb the entire manufacturing capacity of the

equipment and locomotive plants in the immediate future.

Capital Expenditures for Improvements and

Betterments

On February 2, 1918, all lines under federal control were

directed to prepare and send in budgets of improvements im-

mediately required to increase capacity- and efficiency and to

promote safety in operations. The budgets submitted in re-

sponse to this called for expenditures chargeable to capital

account—that is, exclusive of large sums chargeable to main-

tenance—amounting in the aggregate to SI.328.493.60^.

which, upon careful revision by the director of the Division

of Capital Expenditures, was reduced to $975,105,416. Tliis
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amount has been increased from time to time by new and

unforeseen requirements, and particularly by large orders for

freight cars, until the improvements definitely authorized to

this date amount to $1,151,967,240. Of this amount, $441,-

604,460 is for additions and betterments, $666,824,180 for

equipment, and $4,^,538,600 for construction of extensions,

l)ranches, and other lines.

Appropriations have been directed to work necessary to

facilitate indispensable transportation, rather than those im-

provements which, while desirable and even necessarj', are

yet more for convenience and economy than for capacity and

efficiency in the actual movement of traffic. This is indicated

by tlie very large appropriations for equipment—almosc

wholly for engines and freight cars; and of the additions

and betterments, much the largest item was for additional

yards, sidings, etc.; next, shop buildings, engine houses, and

appurtenances; and, third, additional main tracks. In view

of the great necessity for conserving capital, materials, and

labor for war purposes, it does not seem unreasonable to ask

our j>eople in various communities to continue to submit, dur-

ing the present emergency, to inconveniences hitherto endured

for lack of facilities that might reasonably be required in

normal times.

Purchases of Supplies

The material and supplies annually purchased by the rail-

roads have hitherto cost between $1,500,000,000 and $2,000,-

000,000 a year. When the carriers were in competition for

traffic they were also in competition for the supplies re-

quired. This competition has been for the mo.st part elimi-

nated and a substantial saving has been effected as a result of

the supervision over all purchases exercised by the director

of the division in charge of them. He is aided by an ad-

visory committee of three composed of the general purchasing

agents of the three leading divisions of the Federal Railroad

System and acts through regional purchasing committees,

with headquarters in New York, Chicago, and .'\tlanta, to

whom the larger part of the buying that is done for account

of the railroads is intrusted. It is planned shortly to en-

large the advisory committee by including a representative

from each regional district.

The Government Its Own Insurer

In line with the establi.shed policy of the government to

insure its own risks, tlie Railroad Administration will be-

come its own insurer and meet any fire losses for which it

may be liable out of its own funds; a section to be known as

the Insurance and Fire Protection Section has been estab-

lished. In an effort to minimize losses an adequate and

vigilant fire-inspection and fire-prevention service is being

organized. This policy has been adopted after a careful

study of the past experience of the railroad companies in the

matter of insurance. While many of them in the past have

carried a part of their liability uninsured, reports from all

but five of the more important railroads show that during

the three years ending June 30, 1917, the premiums paid

insurance companies aggregated $16,021,369, while the total

losses incurred during the same period were but $12,460,639,

making an excess of premiums over losses for the three-year

period of $3,560,730. The three years under consideration

included tlie Black Tom disaster in New York harbor, re-

sulting in a very heavy and exceptional loss to the com-

panies, and it is believed that a very substantial saving will

l>e effected by the policy of noninsurance that has been

adopted.

Compensation, Insurance and Pension Plan Under

Consideration

Plans for the unifonn and equitable compensation of in-

jured employees or the dependents of employees wlio may

be killed in the service of the railroads are being considered.

and it is hoped that it may also be possible to arrange for

the retirement of employees upon pension at a given age, a!>

well as to provide for their purchase of life, health, and
old-age insurance at reasonable rates. Time will, however,

be required to perfect these plans, which must be reconciled

with the widely varying pension and insurance systems now
in existence on not a few of the railroads.

Results Thus Far Secured

This comprises some of the more important reforms already

applied or under immediate consideration. Their effect in

increasing the efficiency of the service and enlarging the ca-

pacity of the existing facilities can not be definitely stared

or approximated as yet. Many of the changes made have

been effected within the last two months and under priv o

ownership at least 60 days have been required for the com-
pilation of informing railroad statistics. Arrangements are

being made to collate and publish them more promptly, but

until this can be done it is impossible to promptly and prop-

erly co-relate innovations in methods with results.

Speaking generally, however, there is good ground for

believing that substantial progress has been made in acceler-

ating the movement of traffic, employing the available equip-

ment more intensively and running trains more nearly on
time.

The number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile,

commonly known as revenue ton-miles is the ultimate measure
of service in railroading. Applying this measure we find

that the revenue ton-miles of 94 per cent of class 1 railroads

(i. e., those having an operating income in excess of $1,000,-

000 per annum) was 34,250,247,814 miles in April, 1918,

as against 31,464,837,365 miles in the same month in 1917.

The increase is equal to 8.9 per cent. The average number
of freight cars in service had increased by 5.1 per cent,

being 2,387,670 in April, 1918, as compared with 2,271,359

in 1917.

The number of tons hauled per train shows an in-

crease of 6.9 per cent, being 696 tons in April, 1918, as

against 651 tons in April, 1917. The percentage of increa.se

in the carload is even greater, being 14.4 per cent, tlie average

carload in .April, 1918, being 29.4 tons as against 25.7 tons

in April, 191 7. The revenue ton-miles for freight locomotives

shows an increase of 7.9 per cent, being 1,125,875 in April,

1918, as against 1,045,921 in April, 1917.

Coal Movement

These figures all show- encouraging progress. Just at pres-

ent strenuous efforts are being made to speed up the move-

ment of coal so as to preclude the recurrence of the distress-

ing experience of last year. In both the production and
transportation of coal 1917 was a record year. Including

liituminous, lignite, and anthracite the production was
(150.000,000 tons. Of this some 11.563,056 cars, contain-

ing about 558,000,000 tons, were transported by tlie railways.

During the bad weather in January, 1918, there was a re-

duction of 79,131 cars in the number of cars of coal loaded

and moved as compared with the year 1917. Notwithstand-

ing tlie continued bad weather in Februar)-, 1918, the r;>il-

roads got on their feet and increased over February', 1918,

.1 1,250 carloads of coal. In March tlie increa.se was 46,613;

in April, 73,408; in May, 84,998; in June, 88,840; and for

the first four weeks of July, 113,198 cars. It will be seen,

therefore, that for the last six months the increase in coal

carried bv the railwavs has been 437,976 cars of coal

—

equal to about 21,998,800 tons.

One of the great advantages of governmental control is

that the transportation facilities of the countn,- can be con-

centrated upon the quick perfonnance of an urgent duty.

The energies of the Railroad Administration are now being

largely devoted to moving the coal mined as rapidly as the

Fuel Administration can deliver it.
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Of late cars have frequently been supplied to the coal mines
more rapidly than they have been able to load them and it is

probable that adequate transportation for the fuel require-
ments of the Nation will be available provided the coal
production during the warm weather can be maintained at a
point that will fully employ the cars requisitioned. The
country has been led to believe that coal production is limited
entirely by transportation and that any shortage is due to the
railroads. This is erroneous. The maintenance of an ade-
quate coal supply depends in the first instance upon pro-

duction which in turn is restricted by .shortages of labor

and other causes aside from tran.sportation.

Volume of Traffic

Some idea of the volume of the eastbound freight traffic is

to be had from a recent report of the Pennsylvania, which
shows that 250,000 freight cars moved past Columbia, Pa.,

during the month of June. Practically all the through east

and west bound freight is routed via this point. The average

daily movement was 8,544 cars or an average of about one
car every 10 seconds. On June 20, 9,531 cars passed Co-
lumbia, e.xceeding all previously reported one-day move-
ments on the Pennsylvania and establishing wliat is believed

to be the world's record for the greatest number of freight

cars that ever passed a given point in 24 hours.

Similar reports are being received from other districts. The
reports from the Eastern District indicate that the average

anthracite and bituminous coal dumped at tidewater ports

per calendar day in January was 2,2.3.3 cars. By May
this average had risen to ,3 ,.345 cars. The average daily

movement of anthracite and bituminous coal into New Eng-
land in February was 794 cars per day. By May it had risen

to 1,109 cars. On January 1 there were on hand at North

Atlantic ports approximately 41,000 cars of export freight at

piers, and on the ground. By the 8th of May this had Ijcen

reduced to approximately 28,000 cars, since which time a

further reduction has been affected. The movement of coai

via the Great Lakes shows an increase of 26 per cent over

last year in cars dumped in vessels up to the end of May this

vear. but it is hoped that a still greater gain may l)e shortly

secured.

Troop Movement

For many rea.sons it is not perhaps in the public interest

that a complete statement of the traffic that has been handled

for the government should be published at present, but some

idea of the sen-ice performed may be had from the statement

that from May 1, 1917, to July 31, 1918, about 6,455,558

trooiis had been moved on orders from the war and na^-\-

departments. Of this numljer 4,304,520, or nearly 68 per

rent were carried between January 1 and July 1, 1918. These

figures do not include soldiers, sailors, and officers traveling

at their own expense.

Transcontinental Lumber Movement

.-Vnotlier movement of government traffic tliat it is permis-

sible to mention is the shipment of lumber for ships, aero-

planes, and other government requirements, excluding rail-

ways, across the continent. Some 177,000,000 feet wero

shipped from the Pacific coast to Atlantic or intermediate

points in this way between January 1 and July IS', 1918,

and when speed was essential delivery on the eastern sea-

hoard has been frequently made within IS days after ship-

ment from the Pacific coast.

^Mention is also made in the report of the fomiation of the

Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints, the universal mile-

age 1)ook, the advances to the railroads of sums necessary for

the payment of authorized dividends and the redemption of

maturing obligations, the taking over of tlie Pullman sen-ice.

the consolidated express service the introduction of through

vvayl)illin<;. the harmonizing of accounting systems and the

establishment of a clearing house for the settlement of inter-
corporate balances, the order directing that suits against
earners must be brought in convenient districts, the aboli-
tion of car mileage and per diem rentals, the simplification
of interline passenger revenue accounting, the co-ordination
with otlier governmental departments, the creation of a safety
section, and the prohibition of the sale of intoxicants on
trains and in railroad restaurants and stations.

In describing the organization it is stated that while the
regional directors are, of course, subject to the authority .f
the director general, as they are all men of experience and
distinction as railway executives "the policy is to give them
large discretion and thereby free the members of the central
staff for a more careful study of the important questions that
come before them and the essential administrative work thev
must perform." The policy is said to be to keep the Wash-
ington organization as smaW as possible and avoid the crea-
tion of an unwieldy and expensive central administrative
bureau.

The description of the regional organization refers to
the individual railroads as "divisions." An explanation of
tlie plan for the grouping of the eastern lines gives the fol-
lowing reason

:

"Thus it has been deemed wise to put the Pennsylvania
lines and the Baltimore & Ohio lines east of the Ohio river
in the Allegheny District, and tho.'e west of the Ohio river
in the Eastern District, which contains the whole of the New-
York Central Division. This course has been followed in
pursuance of a policy that contemplates the preferential use
of the more northerly trunk lines for fast through freight and
fiassenger traffic, between the Chicago District and the East,
thereby releasing the lines in the Allegheny District for the
distribution of the enormous traffic that originates in the
Pittsburgh District where congestion of local and through
freight in the past has created some of the most costly and
exasperating blockades that have been known in the history
of American railroads."

In conclusion IMr. McAdoo acknowledges the sen'ices of
the officials and employees who "have worked with such
loyalty and zeal to accomplish what has already been done
that it is a genuine pleasure to make acknowledgment of their
splendid work. It is a constant satisfaction to be associated
with them. You can rely upon their patriotic enthusiasm
and alacrity in the work of winning the war, in which they
as well as the soldiers at the front have enlisted with such
laudable determination and patriotism."

R.MhWAYS IN- "Germ.an" Afric.a.—The total length of
the railways in the formerly German colonies in .-Vfrica is

aljout 2,488 English miles, of which 757 miles are in East
.\frica, 328 miles in the Camerons, 201 miles in Togoland,
and 1,201 miles in South-West Africa. The standard gage
of these lines is one meter, but in all cases where they are
in the vicinity of the South African lines the Cape gage
of 3 ft. 6 in. has been adopted.

TR.4VEL Concession to the Wounded.—The British
Ministry of Pensions announces that the Railway Executive
Committee have issued to all railway companies instructions
regarding the carriage by rail of invalid or mechanical chairs
in possession of men wlio have been disabled as a result of
injuries received during the war. Bath, invalid, mechanical,
or other chairs accompanying disabled soldiers and sailors

will be charged at 25 per cent of the ordinary public rate,

with a maximum charge of 2s. (S.48). This arrangement
will apply to discharged men in civilian clothes as well as to

men in uniform. When men are in civilian clothes they must
produce proper credentials to the railway authorities. The
concession has also been granted to officers.

—

Railway
Gazette, London.
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N. W. Region; a Group of Well-Managed Roads'
Northwestern Railway District Ranks High in Earning

Capacity and Operating Efficiency

IT
IS NOT SURPRISING that the Northwestern railroad region,
which inchides roads developed by Hill, Hughitt, Harri-
man and other capable executives, should compare favor-

ably with the rest of the country from the standpoint of
operating efficiency and net revenues. Comprising about
one-fifth of the area of the country, with one-fifth of the
operated railway mileage and one-seventh of the rolling
stock, this territory produces approximately one-fourth of the
net revenues from railway operation of the roads in the
United States.

Laying aside the overlap of the various regions, this dis-

trict comprises Wisconsin, one-tenth of Illinois bordering on
Wisconsin, the upper peninsula of Michigan, all of Minne-
sota and North Dakota, three-fifths of Iowa, one-half of
South Dakota, five-sixths of Montana, one-third of Idaho,
two-thirds of Oregon and all of Washington, or approxi-
mately 593,000 sq. miles. The roads under federal control

in this region operate over 51,000 miles of line. Wliile the

railway mileage and area of the territory are in approximately
the same proportion to the total mileage and area of tlie

country, the equipment of the railways is considerably less

in relation to the total equipment of all roads. The north-

western lines own about 340,000 freight cars, or 14 per cent

of the freight car equipment in the United States, 10,000
locomotives, or about 15 per cent of tlie total number in the

country, and 8,000 cars in passenger service, or 14 per cent

of all passenger equipment.

As previously indicated, the northwestern lines compare
more favorably with the remaining roads in the country from
the standpoint of operating income. According to the latest

statistics published by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the operating revenues of the carriers included in the North-

western region amounted to about $530,00.0,000, or 18 per

cent of those of all roads; operating expenses were $323,-

000,000, or about 15 per cent of those of all American rail-

ways, while net revenues from railway operation were

$207,000,000, or 24 per cent of those of all lines.

A Region of Relatively Prosperous Lines

In general, it may be said that tlie northwestern railroads

are, and have been, prosperous as compared with other

American lines. This prosperity is due in large measure to

good railroading, not only in the sense of efficient operation

but also of foresight and initiative in locating and construct-

ing extensions to open tlie way for further development of

the country. In fact, the railway companies played a large

part in building up the Northwest. They projected lines

far into the unpeopled wilderness, and then attracted settle-

ment by observing a paternalistic policy toward newcomers.
The extent to which he opened up untapped territory and
fostered development won for James J. Hill the name of

"empire builder."

District Consists Mainly of a Few Large Roads

The Northwest region consists mainly of a few large
systems. There are 10 roads with an operated mileage of
over a thousand miles each, and these constitute 88 per cent
of the entire mileage of tlie region. In order of length they
are the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, tlie Great Northern,
the Chicago & North Western, the Northern Pacific, the-

"This is the third of a series of .irticles describing the characteristics of
the seven operating regions into which the railways of the United States
are now divided.

Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, the Oregon-Washmgton Railroad & Navigation Co., the Chicago StPaul Minneapolis & Omaha, the Minneapolis & St Louis
the Chicago Great Western and the Southern Pacific line^
north of Ashland, Ore. In general, there has been undS
government control, little division of northwestern lines for
operating purposes. Likewise, there have been no com-
binations of important lines or sections thereof, under com-mon federa managers such as took place in other regionsand particularly in the Southwest. All the large northwest-
ern roads have their own separate managements under federal
control, thereby preserving their identity.

The Trend and Character of Traffic

The ruling direction of the lines in the Northwestern
region is east-and-west. Three of the largest roads, namely
the St. Paul, the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific
connect the North Pacific coast with the Middle West'Among the other prominent roads, the North Western system
penetrates far into the West and receives much transconti-
nental traffic from connections; the Soo follows a north-
western route from Chicago through the Twin Cities toCanada where it connects with the Canadian Pacific ofwhich It IS a subsidiary; and the Great Western connects
Chicago with the Twin Cities, Omaha and Kansas Cit>-
The direction of the lines conforms with the trend of

traffic which is governed by the economic character of the
region. The Northwest and the Far \\'est produce raw ma-
terials which are tran.sported to manufacturing centers of the
Middle West and East. West-bound traffic consists largely
of manufactured products and merchandise to supply the
needs of the agricultural, lumber and mining regions of the
Northwest or for shipment beyond to supply the trans-
Pacific trade. In addition, large' shipments of coal go to the
West, which produces only a small percentage of its own
fuel supply.

By far the heaviest traffic of the nine largest lines is in
products of mines. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916,
these roads hauled over 68,000,000 tons of this class of
freight, which was 37 per cent of their total tonnage. Ore
alone accounted for 17 per cent of the total freight"tonnage
for the year. The North Western and the Great Northern
handle the greatest part of this traffic, with a tonnage in ex-
cess of 12,000,000 each. The heaviest ore carrier in the
region, however, is the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, a rela-
tively short line not included in the list of large roads. In
1916, tliis railway moved 20,580,000 tons of ore. Another
important ore carrier is the Duluth & Iron Range with a
tonnage of nearly 11,000,000. Coal and coke traffic is also
heavy. In 1916 the nine largest northwestern lines moved
24,565,000 tons of coal and coke, or 13 per cent of their en-
tire freight tonnage for the year.

Agriculture is second to mines as a source of tonnage. In
the fiscal year 1916 die nine largest roads hauled 40,755,000
tons of agricultural products, or 22 per cent of the entire

tonnage handled during the year. Of this traffic grain is the
most important single item, 27,260,000 tons of this com-
modity having been transported in 1916, or IS per cent of
the entire freight tonnage of the roads. The North Western
led as a grain carrier, witli 5,477,000 tons, tlie St. Paul was
second with 5,063,000 tons, and the Great Northern and
Northern Pacific were third and fourth with 4,913,000 tons
and 3,435,000 tons, respectively. Forest products are third
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in rank as creators of tonnage. In 1916, 29,560,000 tons of

lumber and other forest products were transported, or 16

per. cent of the entire freight tonnage of the nine roads.

The tonnage of manufactured products in the fi.scal year

1916 amounted to 2.5,650,000, or IJ per cent of all the freight

handled, while the tonnage of animal products amounted to

7,2.>6,0()0, or ai)Out 4 per cent of the total tonnage of the

nine lines.

Traffic Density of Region Low
'Hie northwestern region is one of great distances and of

long hauls. This is particularly true of the three trans-

continental lines. The average haul of revenue freight on the

Northern Pacific in 1916 was 3.^4 miles; that of the Great
Northern was 270 miles, while that of the St. Paul was 262
miles. The traffic density is low compared with that of eastern

lines. The ton mileage of revenue freight per mile of road
averages between one-fifth and one-sixth of that on the roads
in Eastern Trunk Line territory.

Previous to government control there was keen competition
for freight in the Northwestern region. Between Chicago
and St. Paul, for instance, there are six separate direct routes,

and there were likewise six competing lines between Chicago
and Omaha. Tliere was also a strenuous struggle for trans-

continental traffic which was shared in by the Great
Northern, Northern Pacific, St. Paul and the North Western
in conjunction with the Union Pacific system. It cannot be
said of this region as it can of the .\llegheny operating dis-

trict that any one road dominated traffic. On the contrary,

all of the larger northwestern lines were strong and won
their fair share of business.

Competition was no less acute in the passenger field.

Exceptionally well-equipped trains were operated between the

large cities of the region and particularly between the Middle-
West and the coast. This policy naturally led to consider-

able duplication of train ser^'ice which was one of the first

conditions to attract the attention of the Railroad Administra-

tion in its campaign to conserve transportation facilities

during the war. Accordingly, last May two northbound

daily passenger trains and three southl)ound trains were

removed from the service between Chicago and St. Paul.

Three daily trains each way were discontinued between

Chicago and Omaha and between Portland and Seattle, and
like reductions were made between other cities. Of the re-

ductions in passenger train service made at this time the

greatest on any individual road in the region was on the St.

Paul. The .service of this line was reduced to the extent of

1,012,000 passenger train miles per year. The reductions

on the North Western amounted to 816,000 train miles per

year; on the Omaha, 299,000; on the Northern Pacific,

2.S6,000, and on the O. W. R. & N., 179,000.

Operating Economies Introduced by Regional Staff

The staff of the Northwestern region is practically the same
as that of the old Western region and has the distinction of

introducing successfully new operating nietliods made pos-

sible through unified control of the railways. The train-lot

system of handling freight and the marked economies effected

through tlic short routing of cars were covered in consid-

erable detail in articles of the Kailway Age of Mav 24 and

July 12.

The officers of the Northwestern region are now making an

intensive study of possible economies in the handling of 1. c. 1.

freight. The sailing day plan is being introduced in all the

larger cities and merchandise is being consolidated over

specified routes for designated destinations in order to insure

the full utilization of cars and to eliminate unnecessary

transfers. The staff of the region is also making a careful

investigation of the terminal situation. Each large terminal

has been put under a single manager and switching and
freight-house facilities are being consolidated where prac-

ticable. The Northwestern region does not contain the net-
work of terminals which one finds in the East, and, as a
result, has been generally free from congestion. It does,
however, contain the greatest railroad center in the world!
namely Chicago. Such congestion as has been experienced
has originated in that city. Railway operation in the Chicago
switching district constitutes a most complex problem which
is now being studied by the Railroad Administration.

The Regional Officers and Their Qualifications

The regional director and his staff are all men tlioroughly
familiar with the Northwest by virtue of years of exfieri-

ence on roads in that territor}-. The major officers of the
region are R. H. Aishton, regional director; M. J. Gormley,
assistant regional director; J. G. Woodworth, traffic assistant;

L. S. Carroll, chairman of the regional purchasing com-
mittee; H. J. Bell, supervisor of safety; L. C. Gilman, distria

director of the Puget Sound district, and J. H. Brinkerhoff,

terminal manager of Chicago terminal district. In addition

to these regional officers there are several officers of the former
western railroad region who still retain their jurisdiction

over the roads in all three western regions. These include
A. C. Johnson, chairman of the western freight traffic

committee, and P. S. Eustis, chairman of the western pas-

senger traffic committee, both of whom have headquarters
in Chicago.

R. H. Aishton, regional director of Northwestern railroads

is an executive whose rise has been particularly rapid in the

last few years. After five and a half years as vice-president

in charge of operation and maintenance of die Chicago &
North Western, he was elected president in May, 1916, to suc-

ceed W. A. Gardner, deceased. In the spring of 1917 fol-

lowing the creation of tlie Railroads' War Board, he was ap-

pointed chairman of the central department district com-
mittee. His work on this committee put him in close touch

witli operating conditions on all the roads in the Central

West and gave him experience that proved invaluable to him
when, in 1918, he "was placed in charge of all lines under

federal control west of Chicago and the Mississippi river.

as regional director of the Western region. Whep the western

district was later subdivided he retained the northern third

as regional director of the Northwestern region.

M. T- Gormley, assistant regional director, has been closely

associated with Mr. Aishton as his assistant for many years.

He first entered railroad service with the North Western at

Eagle Grove, Iowa, in 1893, and was employed in various

capacities in the track and building departments of that road

for four years, following which he became stenographer to

Mr. Aishton, who was then division superintendent at Boone.

Iowa. He later accompanied Mr. Aishton to Chicago when
the latter was appointed general superintendent. After

service as chief clerk and five years as trainmaster he again

became chief clerk to Mr. Aishton, then general manager.

He subsequently sen'ed with !Mr. Aishton as chief clerk and

assistant to the vice-president and assistant to the president.

During 1917, while Mr. Aishton was chairman of the central

department committee of the Railroads' War Board, Mr,

Gomiley acted as general agent of the American Railway
Association at militan,- headquarters, Chicago, where he was

responsible for the proper handling of troops and military

supplies in that territory. When the railroads were taken

over by the government and Mr. Aishton was placed in

charge of the Western region as regional director, Mr. Gorm-
ley was appointed operating assistant. When the Western

region was divided into three parts and Mr. Aishton was
given charge of the Northwestern operating district, Mr.
Gormley was formally given the title of assistant regional

director.

J. G. Woodworth, traffic assistant to the regional director

of northwestern railroads, has been for 13 vears traffic roan-
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ager and vice-president in charge of traffic of the Northern
Pacific. Thoroughly familiar with rates and rate structures

in the Northwest, he was well fitted to assume his present

duties.

L. S. Carroll, chairman of the regional purchasing com-
mittee of the Northwestern region, has for eighteen years

been purchasing agent of the Chicago & North Western, with

which road he has spent his entire railroad career. He still

retains his position as purchasing agent of the North
Western.

H. J. Bell, regional supervisor of safety, has been active

in safety work on the Chicago & North Western for a

number of years and was safety inspector at the time of

his appointment to the Railway Administration. He has

also been active in the National Safety Council and at

present is chairman of the Steam Railway Section and ci

member of the executive committee of that organiza-

tion.

Luthene C. Oilman, district director of the Puget Sound
district in charge of operation in Oregon and Washington,
is thoroughly familiar with transportation conditions in that

territor)- by virtue of years of e.xperience there. Before
taking his present position he was president of the Spokane,
Portland & Seattle, the Oregon Trunk, the Pacific & Eastern,
and the Spokane & Inland Empire with headquarters at

Portland, Ore.

James H. Brinkerhoff, terminal manager of the Chicago
terminal district, has been general superintendent of the Belt
Railway of Chicago for the past five years, during which
period he acquired a detailed knowledge of operating con-
ditions in the Chicago terminals.

A. C. Johnson, chairman of the western freight traffic

committee, with headquarters at Chicago, has been in the
traffic department of the Chicago & North Western for nearly
twenty years.

P. S. Eustis, chairman of the western passenger traffic

committee, with headciuarters at Chicago, has had 42 years
of railroad traffic experience in tiie West. For 14 years he
was general passenger agent of the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy, and since April, 1902, has been passenger traffic

manager of that road. He was appointed chairman of the
western passenger traffic committee early this vear.

Railway Executives Advisory Committee's Report

Unqualifiedly Recommends the Acceptance of the Contract

As Finally Approved by Director General McAdoo

THE FOLLOWING is the full report made to the railroad

companies by the Railway Executives Advisory Com-
mittee on the standard form of contract between the

government and the railroads. The report is signed by the

chairman of the committee, Thomas DeWitt Cuyler.

The federal control act was approved by the President

March 21, 1918, and immediately thereafter the Railway

Executives Advisory Committee undertook, through its coun-

sel, to negotiate with the representatives of the director gen-

eral a standard form of contract between the goverimient and

the railroads. After more than five months of continuous

negotiations, I am now able to lay before you the results.

These are embodied in a draft of proposed "standard

clauses," printed under date of September 5, 1918, and pro-

mulgated as the offer of the director general to the railroads.

With this draft, I also transmit to you the reports of the law
committee, which has been charged with the direct responsi-

bility of conducting the negotiations. These reports, together

with the draft of proposed contract, will give you an adequate

conception of the course of the negotiations and of the results

attained. You will, of course, appreciate that the problem
was not an easy one, either for the representatives of the

government or for the representatives of the railroad com-
panies.

For more than 30 years every conceivable question relating

to railroads had been the subject of political agitation and
discussion and of sharp differences of opinion. There had
thus grown up two distinct schools of thought, neither of

which was willing to measure its conception of justice to the

railroads by the standards of the other. Consequently the

puijlic official who was to act for both, had a wide diver-

gence and acute conflict of opinion to reconcile and was con-
fronted by a most delicate and difficult task. The problem
was one not alone of business judgment and expediency. It

had to he determined with due regard to a variant and crit-

ical public opinion.

Charged with these delicate and important re.sponsibilities,

the representatives of the government had a right to expect
the utmost frankness and a broad conception of justice on

the part of the railroads. To indicate how tliis situation was
met by our representatives, I make the following quotation
from Mr. Thorn's [A. P. Thom, counsel for the committee]
letter of transmittal of the latest draft, which indicates the
spirit which actuated Mr. Thom and his associates in the
negotiations and their views and advice as to tlie result:

"At the outset we w-ere confronted by the necessity of
establishing with the representatives of the government a

basis for successful negotiations. We realized that we could
expect to make no progress if we adopted an attitude of nar-
row, exacting and irritating contentiousness, nor unless we
established in the minds of the government conferees respect

for the legal and moral soundness of our projX)sals and for

the justice and reasonableness of our contentions. We did
not conceal from ourselves the difficulty of securing from any
governmental body the consideration of questions relating

to railroads free from the prejudices and antagonisms en-

gendered by 30 years of political agitation and discussion.

We kept constantly in view the fact that the possession and
use of our properties had, for the period of federal control,

gone from us, and that the only chance, of practical value

to us, to secure compensation from the government, depended
on the federal control act, approved March 21^ last, and on
these negotiations. We felt it a very solemn duty to prevent

the destruction incident to a rejection of the act as unconstitu-

tional and to escape the chaos of litigation, in place of agree-

ment, under it.

"We knew that the creation of an impasse between the

government conferees and ourselves might eventuate in one
or other of these results. We likewise knew that in the nego-

tiations the railroads did not occupy a plane of equalit}' with

the government; that, in any matter of radical and irreconcil-

able difference, the public would be likely to accept the gov-

ernment's, rather than the railroads', point of view. and.

under the patriotic impulse growing out of the war. would in

all probability view with suspicion and would earnestly con-

demn any demands of the railroads which were rejected by
the government as extreme and as indicating an unwillingness
on their part to participate in the general sacrifice which the
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war is imposing on every individual and on every business

interest.

"We have, therefore, tried, throughout the negotiations,

while adhering to a wise insistence on matters regarded by

us as essentials, to avoid all unnecessary friction and, no
matter how wide the differences at any moment were, to keep

them within the possibilities of continued consideration and
negotiation. Of course, matters of such momentous conse-

quence and of such infinite detail, have called for great

patience both on the part of the government conferees and
ourselves. There is hardly a line in the proposed contract

which has not been the subject of careful consideration, thor-

ough discussion and deliberate negotiation. For more than

five months we have been engaged almost daily on the matter.

We have been obliged at times to put aside a special subject

of negotiation as apparently unattainable, with the purpose
of coming back to it at a later and more favorable oppor-
tunity. We have been good naturedly accused by the repre-

sentatives of the government of using a concession made by
them to us only for the purpose of pinning the matter down
at that point and making it a new point of departure to secure

additional concessions. We have been forced to admit the

justice of this accusation, for naturally in many cases we have
oeen obliged to depend on a growing and gradual apprecia-
tion of the justice of our views and of the validity of our
contentions.

"In this way we have secured the proposal of a contract."

[See Railway Age, September 6, page 435.]

Some Desirable Features Not Included

'"It is true the contract as proposed does not contain a

numljer of features which are desirable from the standpoint of

the railroads. For example:

"(a) It does not reserve to the carriers a right to recover

for a diversion of their traffic or a disruption of their working

organization during federal control.

"As you know, we have never thought it possible, under

the law, to sustain the proposition that we are entitled to

such a reservation. In our opinion the agreed amount of

compensation in contemplation of law covers these elements

of damage, and, if we are not satisfied with the amount of

the compensation we can get by agreement, we are at liberty

to go into the Court of Claims where claims of loss from

these causes will be considered and an award made which

will recognize them. If we prefer an agreement, the President

cannot, in cases which are not exceptional, give us more than

the maximum prescribed by the statute, no matter how just

our claim for a greater sum. In either event, the compensa-

tion, whether agreed upon or awarded by a court, covers

and, in contemplation of law, pays for damage from loss

or diversion of business and also from disruption of the

company's working organization, which is of vastly more
importance, if the properties revert to their owners, than the

diversion of traffic. The legal question here involved has
been referred by the railroad Administration to tiie depart-

ment of justice and Solicitor General Davis has given a care-

ful opinion, which is in harmony with the legal conclusions

reached by the law committee and above stated.

"(b) It would be ver}' desirable, from the standpoint of

the railroads, to set a limit on the power of the director gen-

eral to order additions and betterments for the company's
property at its expense. The practical difficulty is that the

power is conferred by the statute, and is not dependent upon
contract. The director general declares that he does not feel

it consistent with his duty as a public official to attempt to

contract away a discretion in respect to so important a mat-
ter which Congress deemed it necessary in the public interest

to confer upon liim.

"(c) The most dangerous situation which, in our opinion,

will confront the railroads at the end of federal control is a

large accumulation of indebtedness represented hy demand
or short term paper.

"With this danger in mind, we endeavored to secure the

inclusion in the contract of a provision substantially as fol-

lows :

It will be the ijolicy ot the director general, so far as in his judgmcDt
consistent with the interest of the government, and as may be reaaooable
in view of the company's financial condition, to facilitate before the end
of federal control the funding of the obligations of the company to him
in such a way as to place the company upon a sound, easy and safe
financial basis.

"While it was not considered appropriate to make in the

contract a declaration of policy on this subject, we have
every reason to believe that the director general is fuUy alive

to the necessity for dealing helpfully and constructively with
this financial problem.

"With the results now known of the negotiations which
have been so fong pending, the law committee must meet the

responsibility of advising either the acceptance or the rejec-

tion of the proposed 'standard clauses of the contract be-

tween the government and the railroads,' as set out in the

print of September 5, 1918. We approach the subject on the

assumption that it is proposed to pay, except in the cases for

which the statute contemplates a more liberal treatment, the

maximum amount permitted by the statute, namely, the aver-

age railway operating income for tlie three years ended lune

30, 1917.

"On the one hand, the railroads are confronted with large

discretionary powers in the government which we cannot get

rid of or subject to reasonable limitations in the contract, and
which, if unwisely or unjustly exercised, are great enough to

result in very hurtful, or even destructive consequences to

these properties. In estimating these uncertainties, we must
remember that our government is engaged in a great war;

that all of our people are expected to make sacrifices and take

chances; that the government has, for war purposes, been

vested with unprecedented discretionary powers in respect to

every interest, individual and corporate; and that it is, in any
event, our government, of which we are entitled to e.xpect that

there will be no wanton exercise or abuse of power.

"On the other hand, we must realize that we have already

lost the possession and use of our properties for the whole
period of federal control; that at present we are without any
assurance whatever of compyensation ; that our hope of com-
pensation must be based on this statute, or on another appeal

to Congress, or on an attempted litigation outside of this

legislation.

Appeal to Congress or Courts Inadvisable

"We cannot escape the conclusion that a new appeal to

Congress is beset by such dangers of unfortunate and disas-

trous consequences as render that course in the highest de-

gree unwise, and that litigation, either under Uie federal con-

trol act or outside of it, would involve such uncertainties and
delays, and such impairment of security values during tlie

period necessary to carry these cases through the courts, as to

place litigation clearly outside the range of practical reme-
dies. We cannot become responsible for tlie ruin likely to be

the outcome of litigation. In this case a resort to the courts

is no remedy.

"In our judgment we are impelled, by every consideration

of prudence and wisdom, to find a solution of our problems in

an agreement. We think it fair to assume that, after five

months of unremitting effort and negotiation, and after the

questions at issue have been carried before and personally

passed on by the director general after argument, the stand-

ard clauses now presented embody all we can reasonably

hope—certainly within any reasonable time—to secure by

agreement, and we, therefore, without reservation advise the

acceptance of the proposed contract."

"The Railwav Executives Advisorv Committee has given.
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Us the importance of the subject recjuired, earnest considera-

tion to the draft of the proposed contract and to the reports

of counsel. The committee fully appreciates all that has

been, or may be, said as to the extent and unrestricted char-

acter of the powers conferred upon tli-j railroad administra-

tion by the federal control act; as to the disorganization of

business and of the working personnel which may and prob-

ably will follow a period of prolonged governmental control

and operation; and as to the financial problems which will

liave to be met in the period of recovery and reconstruction

afterwards. These considerations, however, no matter how
important, must not cause us to lose sight of the great and
controlling facts of the situation.

"We must not forget that the powers referred to were con-

ferred by an act of Congress and cannot be gotten rid of

except by a judicial declaration that the act is unconstitu-

tional. But the act furnishes the only method yet devised to

secure the railroads compensation for the possession and use

of their properties, which have gone from them for the period

of federal control. They are, therefore, interested beyond all

others in having the act stand and in avoiding all assaults

upon its validity.

"Nor must v;e forget, in respect to the claim of damage for

disruption of business and disorganization of the working

personnel, that the government's contention holding that such

damage is, in contemplation of law, included and paid for in

the amount of agreed or awarded compensation, is sustained

by the highest legal authority of the government itself and

by the unanimous opinion of our own legal representatives.

These lawyers have attained their present positions in com-

petition with the entire American bar, and their opinion can-

not be lightly disregarded. A governmental contention, sus-

tained by such convincing authority, can scarcely be con-

sidered as palpably unjust or unsound. Controversy in

respect to it is not inviting. Even if the claim for damages

were valid, it would be of little practical value, because, in

the first place, of the difficulty of proof, and, secondly, if a

judgment were obtained, of securing an appropriation from

Congress to satisfy it.

"The alternative of receiving, pending litigation, 90 per

cent of the estimated standard return, with the privilege of

having the amount of the compensation determined in the

Court of Claims does not, in the opinion of this committee,

afford a practicable remedy. In the first place, by the terms

of the act, it is entirely within the discretion of the director-

general whether or not to allow the 90 per cent. If it be ac-

cepted, the acceptance constitutes also an acceptance of all the

terms of the act. If the director-general does allow it, in

pursuance of his discretion, it becomes subject to any offset

or deduction the government may at any time elect to make
to reimburse itself for debts due it for additions and better-

ments or otherwise.

"It is hardly to be expected that the director-general will

pay the full ')0 per cent if he is to be confronted with claims

to be asserted in litigation against him for unknown amounts.

"Very few of the companies can stand a deduction of 10

per cent, even temporarily, on their standard return without

serious embarrassment. And the time required to carr}' sev-

eral hundred of these complicated cases through the courts

will cause infinite delay in arriving at a final conclusion,

and meanwhile the whole financial structure of the railroads
will lie subjected to a period of most harmful uncertainty with
its destructive consequences.

"The financial prol)lems which will liavc to lie met when
the properties are returned to us must receive serious consid-
eration. They, however, naturally arise out of the situation,

except as they are, in .some degree, the outgrowth of the ex-
cessive powers conferred upon the railroad administration by
the act of Congress. As these powers were not conferred fo'

inirposes of oppression, but were deemed necessary for tlie

efficiency of the railroads in a time of great national peril,

we must assume that they will be fairly and considerately ex-

ercised. There is nothing in the declared attitude nor in the

record of those responsible for the administration of the rail-

roads, to justify apprehension of a reckless disregard of

justice or of sound financial principles. Indeed it may be
doubted whether the financial uncertainties which confront
the railroads are, under the conditions mentioned, notably
greater than those which every other business interest and
every individual has to face in these times of universal danger.
"We must remember that the nation is engaged in a great

war. War cannot be successfully conducted without con-
centration of power. When, in the national interest, every
hou.sehold is entered by the national authority and the treas-

ures of its manhood are commandeered for the national
safety and defense, no business interest can expect or desire

to stand immune and demand absolute safeguards before it

is content to assume its share of the risks and sacrifices which
in fairness should be universal.

The Advantages of the Contract

"It is true that the railroads have ijeen taken from their

owners for the period of the war and a reasonable time there-

after. But Congress promptly passed an act to assure the

owners of compensation for the possession and use of their

properties thus taken over. We are offered a contract guaran-
teeing us an amount of compensation equal to the best results

we could ourselves secure from the management of our prop-
erties on the average during a test period of three years. It

cannot be denied that we are thus relieved, to an appreciable
extent, of business risks and uncertainties, with which war
conditions had confronted us.

"In the contract we are assured that, no matter liow great
our indebtedness to the government for deferred maintenance
which we should have, but did not, put upon the property
while we were charged with the responsibility of operation,
or for additions and betterments which we should provide for

our properties to meet our public obligations, the government
will not exact payment for itself until after our corporate or-

ganization is supported and our sinking funds, taxes, rentals

and interest (which together may be classed as our current
mortgage obligations) are provided for.

"It gives us the government's obligation to maintain our
properties during federal control up to the same .standard we
ourselves adopted when we were charged with the dutv, and
to return them at the end of federal control in like good
order and condition.

"It provides remedies l)y means of whicli we may recover

for any loss sustained through an ill-advised governmental
requirement as to additions and betterment expenditures.

"It gives us guarantees against forfeitures and loss arising

out of contracts or duties violated because of federal control

or other government action or omission.

"It creates a working system of accounting and payments,
of supervision and inspection, and methods and details for

the restoration of our property and the payment to us of debts

at the end of federal control.

"It is needless to undertake to recite all the contract prcv-

visions or to go into them more in detail. The proposal of

the government sets them out in a wa\- in which they can be

readil\- understood and from which their merits or demerits

may be readily judged.

Tt does not give us in the way of contract protection all

that we deem ourselves entitled to have, but the matters not

conceded to us lie within the region of a fair difference of

opinion and are negligible in comparison with the larger in-

terests which have, to a substantial extent, been safeguarded.

"We have the choice between the acceptance of this contract

and the guarantee it gives of immediate compensation, on
the one hand, and its rejection and a resort to litigation on
the other. This committee cannot regard litigation, with its
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attendant uncertainties and delays, as a practical remedy in

tlie circumstances, and caonot consent to become responsible

for the disorder in our national finances and the weakening

of the nation's financial power which would inevitably follow.

If there is to be litigation the responsibility for it must rest

elsewhere.

"In the opinion of this committee, enlightened self-interest

and the dictates of patriotism alike require the acceptance of

the proposed contract, and the committee without doubt or

hesitation so advises."

Employers Asked to Co-operate

in the Selective Draft

PRuvuST MAKSHAL GENERAL cKowDER has addressed a

statement to employers throughout the country, enlist-

ing their cooperation in connection with the classifica-

tion of the men who will register September 12, in part, as

follows

:

'Die time lias come when I must address to >ou some recom-

mendations as to your share of responsibility in the classifica-

tion of the new registrants under the selective service act. I

have noticed, in the general expressions of the public attitude

which reach this office, two frequent features which lead me
to the present comments. One of these features is the belief

that the process of awarding deferred classification to a

registrant requires merely the filling out of the questionnaire,

and that the selective service boards will perceive the pro-

priety of making the deferment, without the assistance fur-

nished by the registrant's formal claim indicating the defer-

ment desired. The other feature is the employer's failure to

realize his responsibility to intervene in aiding the board's

determination, and therefore to inform himself fully on all

the considerations which should affect the decision as to defer-

ment. Both of these features are due to a single larger fact,

viz., a failure on the part of many to reflect on the industrial

considerations governing deferred classification.

1. As to the first mentioned belief, it must be pointed out

that if it were universally acted upon, the process of classi-

fication would be seriously hampered and delayed. Some one

must indicate that the individual case is one which sliould

arrest the special attention of the boards in respect to the

registrant's occupational status. The boards do not possess

a superhuman omniscience. Nor are they permitted by cir-

cumstances to devote unlimited time to the search of ques-

tionnaires for possible grounds of claim. In 1917, out of

more than 3,000,000 registrants called, only 140,000 filed

occupation claims, or 4.7 per cent; thus 95 per cent of all

registrants raised no question of such deferment. Under the

questionnaire system the exact scrutiny of every page of this

95 per cent of questionnaires jiresenting no occupational

claims would have been an intolerable expenditure of time,

involving a delay fatal to the sjiecd and decisive action neces-

>.iry for filling the army.

The boards will do all that tliey ]x)ssil)ly can, on their own
initiative, to reach a just decision by a complete examination

of the questionnaire even where no claim is expressly made.

A registrant is therefore at liberty, if he sees fit, to trust to the

scrutiny of tlie boards to di.scover the necessity for his defer-

ment. Nevertheless, the boards will welcome and will need

all the aid that can be furnished by the indication of a claim

made for deferment. With this aid, the process will become

a simple and speedy one. Time and labor will not lie wasted

on needless search; and ample time will l)e gained for thor-

ough attention to those cases explicitly raising a question of

occupational deferment.

But who is to make that claim ? Ordinarily, the registrant

himself will indicate the claim on his questionnaire. But if,

through mistaken chivalr}-, he should fail to do so, another

may make it for him. In industry, agriculture, or other oc-

cupations, this other person will naturally be his employer or

some other representative of his associated group. And this

brings me to the second feature above mentioned.

2. Why should the employer, or other third person, in

such cases, make the claim? Because the employer in this

situation represents the Nation—l^ecause (in the statutory

phrase) "the maintenance of the military establishment or of

national interest during the emergency" requires that some
well-advised third person should look after that national in-

terest, which the registrant himself may not have sufficiently

considered.

It is at this point that I wish to address to employers (and
other representatives) the suggestion that they charge them-

selves, more systematically than hitherto, with this respon-

siljility. I have ajjove referred to such third persons as

"well-advised," and this is the place to emphasize to em-
ployers the importance of making themselves well advised for

the execution of this duty.

How many employers, having charge of some industrial or

other occupational group, have hitherto taken pains to inform

themselves systematically which of their employees are regis-

trants and which are not? How many have studied carefully

the required conditions for occupational deferment, as laid

down in the President's regulations pursuant to the statute?

How many have made it a point to sur\'ey their entire plant so^

as to single out the really indispensable individuals? With
the oncoming of a more extensive registration, an even larger

outlook is necessar}'. The general industrial conditions, the

supply of skilled men in the industrj- at large, the possibilities

of training substitutes, the availability of women workers

—

these are some of the considerations which bear directly on

the need of occupational deferment as related to the need of

the army.

Moreover, it is often forgotten that the selective draft is

only one element in the depletion of a particular industry's

man-power. A second and large element is found in the

voluntary withdrawals for enlistment; how large this is may
he seen from the circumstance that the total inductions by
draft have reached .some 2,000,000, while the total enlistments

in army and navy amount to some 1,400,000—nearly three-

quarters as many. A third element, very large, but unknown
as to its precise extent, has been the transfer of labor power
from one industry to another, i. e., into the distinctively war-
industries offering the inducement of higher wages. How
relatively small, in actual effect, has been the effect of the

selective draft is seen in the fact that, for all the occupations

represented in the 8,700,000 classified registrants of January,

1918, the percentage of the entire industrial population repre-

sented by the Class I registrants amounted to only 6 per cent.

It ran as low as 3 per cent for some occupations, and corres-

pondingly higher for some other occupations: but the national

average was only 6 per cent. Any notably larger depletions

in particular industries must therefore have been due, partly

to enlistments, and in probably greater degree, to voluntary

transfers into other industries.

These other influences are therefore to lie kept in mind by
employers and others, in weighing the question whether the

best solution, in the national interest, is to ask for the defer-

ment of individuals or groups of men. Such deferments may
assist the immediate situation in the particular establishment;

liut they merely force the army and the navy to seek elsewhere

for the same number of men thus deferred. The quantitative

needs of the military' forces are known and imperative; and
any given quantitv of deferments will ultimately have to be

made up by the depletion of some other occupation. Thus,

it l>ecomes the employer's duty to consider these largest

aspects of deferment, in seeking that solution of his own
problem which best comports with the national interest.

My present object is to urge upon employers the duty and'

responsibility of becoming well advised in all these matters;
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of equipping themselves with full infonuation as to the extent

to which their particular estaljlishment is affected by the lia-

bility of registrants to military service; of observing the ex-

tent to which other influences of depletion have affected it,

and the degree in which other metliods of supply can relieve

that depletion; and of laying these facts and other pertinent

ones before the industrial advisers now to be placed at each
district board, to the end that those individuals or groups who
are indispensable and irreplaceable would receive deferment,

whether or not they have made claim for it, and that the army
and the navy should not be deprived of its proper supply of
man-power by ill-considered deferments not absolutely de-
manded by the national interest.

General Crowder has issued complete regulations for the
handling of claims for deferred classification for industrial
reasons and has also announced that the first calls will be
from the age classes 19 and 20 and 32 to 36 years, in-

clusive.

Valuation Report on the Winston-Salem Southbound
Decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission Follows

Previous Findings on the Texas Midland

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

a report on its decision of August 8, with respect to

the valuation of the Winston-Salem Southbound. The
general trend of the decision follows very closely that previ-

ously given on tlie Texas Midland, and frecjuent references

are made to the earlier decision. An abstract of the earlier

report appeared in the Railway Age of August 30, page 377.

However, certain matters of controversy not enlarged upon
in the earlier report are discussed at some length in the

Winston-Salem decision.

The commission found the original cost to date of the

property to be $5,197,452. The cost of reproduction new
was placed at $5,356,836 and the cost of reproduction less

depreciation at $4,966,922. The investment in road and
equipment, as stated in the books of the carrier on June 30,

1915, was $5,598,557.73. By certain adjustments this was
reduced to $5,526,187 for road and ecjuipnient, including

land, and $29,357 representing non-carrier land. The cost

of reproduction values are shown in greater detail in the fol-

lowing table:

Summary, Entike Line—87.700 Miles of Main and 2.298 Miles of

Branch Line
Cost of re- Cost of re-

.'Vcct. Iiro<lactioii, production,
No. Classes new less depreciation

I. UOVD
1 Engineering $202,534 $202,534
3 Grading 1,765,876 L763,S58
6 Bridges, treslles and culverts 1,013,889 961,809
8 Tiis 189,970 96,916
9 Rails 521,678 492,481
10 Other track material 104,586 87,498
11 Ballast 269.635 235,302
12 Tmcklaying and surfacing 194,384 163,756
13 Right-of-way fences 768 477
15 Crossings and signs 153,385 140,649
16 Station and office buildings 121,168 110,898
17 Roadway buildings 19,484 17,658
18 Water stations 37,833 33.848
19 Fuel stations 12,987 9,278
26 Telegraph and telephone lines 37,319 31,197
27 Signals and interlockers U,284 10,111
35 Miscellaneous structures 41,670 35,420
37 Broadway machines 2,716 2,305
38 Roadway small tools 1,477 837
48 Other physical property 665 499

Total. 1 and 3 to 48 inclusive $4,703,308 $4,397,031

II. EfUTII'MENT

51 Ste.im locomotives 87.075 65,283
53 Freight-train cars 175,365 145,598
54 Passenger-train cars 14.120 10,583
57 Work equipment 15,605 11,162

Total, 51 to 58, inclusive $292,165 $232,626

III. GENERAL EXPENDITURES

76 Interest during construction $290,813 $271,301
.All other general expenditures accounts.. 70,550 65,964

Total. 71 to 77, inclusive $361,363 $337,265
Grand total. 1, and 3 to 77, inclusive. .$5,356,836 $4,966,922

As in the earlier report, the large part of tlie space was
devoted to a discussion of the protests of the carrier and
others. Portions of the report are abstracted below.

Original Cost to Date
It is claimed by tlie carrier in its protest that the amount

of original cost to date stated is less than should be shown
by reason of the failure to include certain items of actual
expenditure, e.g.: (1) Road and equipment; preliminary
surveys; services of the general officers of the proprietor
companies; superintendence; use of work equipment, inter-
est and other costs, furnished and paid by the proprietor
companies and not charged on the books of the carrier, and
(2) Land: Proportion of salaries and expenses of general
officers in connection with the purchase of land, and pro-
portion of salar)- and expenses of attorney in right of way
matters.

It is shown in the accounting report that the carrier pre-
sented a claim that the survey in question was made in 1892,
some 13 years before the carrier was chartered. Many
years have intervened since these claimed costs were in-
curred; they have never become an account stated. Nor,
as far as this record shows, have either of the proprietor
companies ever presented a claim against the carrier for
any part of the sums stated. We see no reason to set aside
the contemporaneous interpretation placed upon the trans-
action by the parties.

It is protested by tlie carrier that the tentative valuation
excludes any allowance for working capital, and that $70,000
should be included for this purpose. The accounting report,
which is a part of the tentative valuation, shows that on
valuation date the carrier had on hand $58,468.25. The
character and amount of tlie carrier's other current assets
also appears in its general balance sheet, which we will carrv
from the accounting report into the final valuation.

Cost of Reproduction New
The carrier protests the use of quantities as of 1915, in

connection with unit prices as in 1914. The prices em-
ployed by the bureau of valuation are not the exact prices
which were necessarily in effect upon the precise date, June
30, 1914, but were fi.xed with relation to that date in such a
way as to produce normal prices for periods ranging from
5 to 10 years prior thereto.

\\'e can not shut our eyes to the fact tliat the effect of the
breaking out of the European war was to demoralize the
markets for labor and material, so that prices current on
that precise date, June 30, 1915, or over a j)eriod of time
which would reflect tlie effect of a war which lias largelv
monopolized the labor and material market to the exclusion
of private industn.-, can not in any sense be said to represent
normal or fair values.

\\'ith respect to lands, however, as to which the cost-of-
reprotiuction theory is not applied, the values of which do not
fluctuate wildly with war, and as to which present value is
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the criterion, a different .situation is presented, and we have

employed values as of tiic date of valuation.

Railroad Crossings

It is protested by the carrier that the tentative valuation

omits certain items of proi^erty owned or used by the carrier.

These are detailed as ( 1 )
property owned or used, construct-

ed at the carrier's expense, such as overhead crossings with

otiier railroads, SO per cent of the grade crossings with an-

other carrier, and a certain spur and coal trestle, and (2)

property owned or used, but not constiucted at carrier's ex-

pense, of which the tracks and facilities of other carriers at

certain points, equipment of other carriers, private car lines,

etc., are specified.

It has been the practice of the bureau of valuation to ap-

portion the estimated costs of reproduction in accordance

with any agreement as to ownership of property of this

character which the interested carriers may make. Failing

such agreement, the cost of reproduction estimates of the

junior carrier omit, in the case of under-crossings, anything

lor the assumed reproduction of structures used entirely for

-the passage of the trains of the senior companies; but the

•cost of reproduction estimates of every junior carrier includes

-Ac estimated cost of reproducing the property exclusively

used by it. One-half of the estimated cost of reproducing

property commonly used liy iwth carriers, such as crossing

frogs, is carried into the tentative valuation of the south-

bound company. Such practice has been followed in the

tentative report in this case.

The carrier contends that if it be assumed for purposes of

determining the cost of reproduction that other railroads

exist as of valuation date, then as a matter of theory it

must be assumed that the identical structures wliich the

Southbound company as the junior carrier was ol)liged to con-

struct would likewise have to be constructed in reproduction.

The method followed in the tentative valuation does in

fact contemplate the assumed existence of the railroads as

crossed, and gives full credit in the cost of reproduction

estimates for whatever is shown to be owned by a carrier, or

occupied and used by it, while showing, as a historical fact

for whatever it may be worth, the expenditures in fact made

bv the carrier in original construction.

Contingencies

The general nature of the contingencies for which claims

are made may thus be stated: (1) Amounts paid the con-

tractor for a release of contracts when, after construction had

begun, the manner of doing the work was changed; (2) dis-

puted items of yardage not calculated in certain cases; (3)

yardage of earth rehandled because an apparently suitable

borrow pit, partially utilized, was found to be unsuitable;

(4) change in alinement found desirable after work had

been started on the location originally fixed; (5) grading

commenced, but not completed, for connection with another

carrier, upon land owned by the carrier, the project being

indefinitely deferred; (6) a trestle which was started for

drainage purposes and which the carrier was afterwards per-

mitted to fill. The protest also excepts to the omission to

take into consideration as a necessary item in the reproduc-

tion program property which in fact was acquired in original

construction ijut was abandoned by reason of proper and

reasonable changes of plans due to changed conditions dur-

ing construction. It is not contended by the carrier that all

such items, so far as they relate to the construction of tlie

carrier's property, are not taken into account in the state-

ment of original cost to date.

Obviously it can not be assumed that in theoretical re-

jiroduction of the property these contingencies would occur,

and no sum should be included in the estimate of cost of re-

production pew in the valuation, because of such past oc-

currences.

Interest During Construction

The carrier protests that the engineering program for re-

f>r()duction, adopted as the basis for the tentative valuation,

is too short. The length of the construction program as-

sumed bears directly upon the amount which is to be in-

cluded in the reproduction estimates for interest during con-

struction. This railroad has a main line about 88 miles in

length, with a branch about 2 miles long. The carrier

claims that to reproduce the railroad would require approxi-

mately eight years. Construction was in fact completed in

about two years. It appears from the record that except

for reconnoissance and preliminary surveys, for which nine

months was estimated as necessary, the road could be con-

.structed, from the letting of contracts to the putting into

operation, within two years. The interest shown in the re-

production estimates in the tentative report was reckoned for

one-half of the construction period assumed by the engineers

of the commission. Interest was computed on the equip-

ment accounts at the same rate for a period of 3 months.

Subsequent to the service of the tentative valuation, in

view of the desirability of a railroad under construction

having on hand a certain amount of money upon which to

draw for its expenditures during such process, the bureau

of valuation recommended that interest during construction

should be computed upon the road accounts enumerated and
general expenditures at the full rate for half the construction

period plus three months. Equipment being usually brought

only when the road is practically completed interest was
estimated in the tentative valuation for three months, and
the recommendation of the bureau did not change this amount.

Xo interest has been included in the reproduction esti-

mates contained in the tentative report on account of the

cost of land. The non-allowance of interest on the present

value of land in the reproduction estimate conforms to the

holding of the Supreme Court in the Minnesota Rate Cases,

ISO U. S., 352. 455.

Development Cost

It is contended by the carrier that in correctly estimating

the cost of constructing, completing, and equipping a going

railroad there must be added to the cost of construction and
assembling an amount to cover the cost of developing the bus-

iness. Computations were presented which purported to show
that after the road was opened to traffic in 1911 until the

date of valuation, June 30, 1915, the results of operation

had been a deficit of more than $410,000,. which deficit did

not include all the interest actually paid. Computations were
also presented, representing the total development cost

claimed by the carrier, amounting to $853,591. It is insisted

that this figure must be added to the cost of reproduction, in

order that the result will reflect the true cost of reproducing
the property in the condition existing on valuation date.

The valuation amendment requires us to ascertain the cost

of reproduction new, and not the cost of reproduction in

any other condition. By the method pursued by the bureau
of valuation in ascertaining quantities, such costs in the early

\ears of the enterprise as resulted in permanent increases

to the property, are all discovered and taken into account.

It appears from the offer of testimony by Uie carrier as

to development costs that all the data requisite to the com-
putation thereof appear in the accounting report appended to

tlie tentative valuation.

Whether, in fixing a value for purposes under the act to

regulate commerce, we should increase the cost of reproduc-
tion by the amount of deficit which the carrier may have
incurred during the early years of the enterprise, will be a

proper consideration when we come to state a single sum as

value of the common-carrier property for such purposes.

That question we leave intact. As stated, in the final \'alua-

tion herein made we have the basic facts. The record herein
shows no other values or elements of value.



Efficiency in the Handling of Railway Supplies*

PART II. Line Stock, Ordering Material, Surplus and
Obsolete Material, and Inventories

By Charles E. Parks
Assistant Kditor, The Santa Fe Magazine, Chicago.

Line Stock

THE VALUE of all material on the Santa Fe is carried in

the store department accounts until it is actually ap-
plied, that is, instead of charging it direct to operating

and addition and betterment accounts in large amounts
when it leaves the storehouse or is shipped to the work by
outside firms, it remains in the store department account

until it is actually used and so reported by the foremen doing
the work. This situation has given rise to what is known
as line stock, so called because the material is distributed

at various points along the line for the convenience of the

operating department.

Line stock corresponds to the mechanical department work-
ing stock and consists of the following material: Steel

bridges, lumber, and track material, including frogs, switches,

switch stands, guard rails, tie plates, rail anchors, rail joints,

bolts and switch ties. While this material is widely separated

and not directly under the supervision of the storekeeper, he

is as responsible for the condition and accounting of it as

though it were in the storehouse. On some divisions this line

stock is located at a dozen or more points; on others it is lo-

cated in two or three material yards, but it is the general

policy to have it located near section toolhouses and in ma-
terial yards. These material yards correspond with the me-
chanical department's substores.

The difficulties connected with line stock are largely of an
accounting nature. They include the inability to make a

proper inspection due to the inaccessibility of the material

and the time which must be consumed in checking it. This is

usually done by the storekeeper on a local train, the supply

train or on a motor car. Other difficulties met with are the

failure of track and bridge and building foremen to report

the material used; the delay in receiving requisitions, resulting

in a failure to include in the current month's accounts: and
the failure of those interested to keep the material properly

piled and free from surplus and worn out articles.

Tlie first difficulty has been met by concentrating the main
items at central points, leaving only the tie plates, and neces-

sary bolts and spikes at section headquarters. These are

sorted, piled, marked and located near the section toolhouse.

This permits the storekeeper to check the main items monthly
and a complete check of each section is made conveniently

at each inventory period. The second difficulty is met by
educating section foremen on the importance of rendering
accurate reports. The division superintendent's approval is

final and the requisitions are now forwarded to the store-

keepers on time.

Accounting for Line Stock

Line stock was established with a view of determining
when and where the class of material covered may have been
used—whether in main or yard tracks and what weight and
kind of material was released. This information is required
for three principal reasons:

(1) To determine the increased weight or cost of track
material applied over that released as a basis for the charge
to additions and betterments.

(2) To separate the cost of track material applied to yard

'The first article was publislied in the issue of September 6, 1918, page 423.

tracks from main and passing tracks so as to comply with
the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission
in respect to dividing operating expenses between freight and
passenger.

(3) To obviate the objection of charging the value of ma-
terial to the accounts at the time it is issued from stock, when
in reality it may be on hand unapplied at the end of the
current month or even the current year.

It had been the general practice of the Santa Fe to charge
out the value of this material when issued from stock, with
the results that operating accounts for the current month or
year were charged with the value of material still on hand un-
applied at the close of the month or year. It is the cu,«tom
of many other railroads to charge material to superintendents'
or master mechanics' suspense accounts to be distributed by
them. While this plan has the advantage of including the
charge in the accounts for the month in which the material
is used, it has the disadvantage of taking the material out
from under the custody and supervision of the storekeeper.
The stock books under this arrangement do not reflect all un-
applied material on hand, do not permit of diverting the
surplus material, and, as a rule, require large inventorv
adjustments.

In order to overcome the objections from the accounting
standpoint of charging out the material when it was issued
from stock of this class of material, the "line stock" account
was authorized. It is not intended that the reserve stock of
track material held at storehouses be carried in this account,
Imt only that held for immediate use located in material
yards, tool houses and other places along the line. Spikes
are not carried in this account except for large addition and
iietterment jobs, nor broken kegs of bolts on hand at section
toolhouses, but all other track material mentioned is carried
in the account.

Section and bridge and building foremen's timebooks re-

flect the material used and requisitions are made from the
information contained therein. They are then sent to the
division storekeepers after being approved by the superin-
tendent. Division storekeepers keep a stock record of all ma-
terial carried in line stock on their territories. This record
is based on an inventory and shows the location of the ma-
terial, the quantity, the receipt, issues and balance on hand.
.\s the niontlily requisitions are received, the reijuisition

numbers are recorded as well as the material issues. In this

way a complete record of the material carried in the line

stock is had.

Inventory of line stock is taken three times a year. Di-
vision storekeepers handle the adjustment by securing requi-
sitions covering any shortages and submitting forms showing
material returned to stock for any serviceable material re-

leased, or, in the event of new material, seeing that ship-

pers' invoices are passed in the current inventory month and
that invoices are received covering any transfers between di-

visions.

Tie plates are charged out by the general stores, a tie plate
statement covering all tie plates inserted during the month,
received, transferred and on hand, being submitted monthly
to the general line storekeeper, together with requisitions

covering all tie plates inserted during the month.

491
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Ordering Material

Accurate methods of ordering material have a very appre-

ciable effect on the net operating income of a railroad and

result in tiie economical use of supplies, the lessening of

waste and the consecjuent reduction in operating cost. Tiie

failure of a store department to sup[)ly the necessary material

when it is needed is the cause of untold amounts of concealed

loss annually and one of the jjrincipal contributing factors

to this delay is faulty methods of ordering. Accuracy in de-

livery is perhaps the principal element of successful store-

keeping and tills is directly dependent upon accuracy in

ordering.

Requisitions. The connecting link between the store de-

partment and all other departments of a railroad is the requi-

sition. On the Santa Fe there are only three forms of reipu-

sition, as follows:

Form 1071: This is originated by the mechanical depart-

ment for material required for shop and roundhouse use.

Form 1109: Largely used by the operating department for

material required in maintenance of way and structures, addi-

tion and lietterment and construction work, and by the me-

chanical department for all tools required.

Form 1110: A store department form for use by division

storekeepers in ordering material from the general store, and

by the general line stores in ordering from the system stores.

A correctly written requisition is the first step to a prompt

and accurate delivery and one of the gravest proljlems of a

railway store department is to secure from the maker of requi-

sitions accurate specifications, correct blue prints and pat-

tern memljers and proper catalogue reference. This infor-

mation is necessan- whether the material is supplied from

stock or whether it is purchased.

In order to insure complete information being shown on

requisitions submitted to the .store department the only

method which the Santa Fe has been able to develop is to

conduct intermittent campaigns of education with this end

in view, This has been done by letter, by personal instruc-

tions, liulletins, meetings and pulilicity of the question in

the employees' magazine. While the results produced have

not approached the millenium in requisition making, never-

theless a great improvement has been made in the character

of the requisitions submitted.

Errors due to incorrect blueprint references are a great

source of troulile in delivering material. It is necessary for

the store do]iartment to rccheck all requisitions, not only to

insure correct pattern numbers, but also blueprint references.

In order to do this properly all general stores are equipped

with a blueprint room containing a complete set of locomotive,

car, bridge and liuilding, and track drawings, also shop cards,

indexed and filed in the order of subject matter. This fa-

cility enables the general stores to expedite the checking of

requisitions received from local stores that are not provided

with drawings, as well as enaliling them to check the finished

material when received.

Siibstituliii,!^ Material. When requisitions lacking proper

catalogue reference for material to lie ordered are returned to

the originator, such actions result in delay to the material and

additional ex]wnse in handling. The Santa Fe store de-

partment docs not make a practice of substituting material

without first obtaining the consent of the originator of the

requisition, it lieing a policy of the department to meet all

demands as to kind, character and quality of material

wanted. This has been found to be the best and most eco-

nomical practice, giving satisfaction to the user of the ma-
terial and at the same time permitting the store department to

work off a surplus and thus preventing it from becoming

scrap. By substituting material where practicable, the Santa

Fe has materially lessened the value of the material that

had been bought and paid for but which it would ordinarily

have to throw into the scrap pile.

Surplus and Obsolete Material

A railroad store department is equally as interested in pre-

venting a collection of surplus and obsolete material as it is

in preventing a shortage. Surplus is merely a synonym for

extravagance and obsolete for waste. The value of this

class of material is only a part of the unnecessary expense

connected with it, as it must be handled, stored, hauled, in-

sured and taxed, all of which are additional charges.

The problem of preventing and disposing of this material

has been thoroughly investigated on the Santa Fe and on

foreign lines with the result that the store department is now
handling it in a very satisfactory manner. The accumulation

of surplus and oiisolete articles in storehouses is due to

several conditions, among which are the transferring of power,

changes in standards, the lack of co-operation received from

the other department heads, and the failure of local store-

keepers to keep in touch with their stock books and surplus

reports.

Surplus due to transferring power from one division to an-

other has been remedied by receiving advice of such trans-

fers from the mechanical department, so that the material

now used to protect certain classes of power on one di-

vision is transferred when the power is transferred. Changes

in standards brought about by weakness of material, re-

trenchment, legislation or other causes have been a prolific

cause of surplus and obsolete material. This condition has

been largely remedied by notice in changes in standards be-

ing submitted to the store department by department heads

interested at the time the changes are first contemplated.

The storekeeper then prepares a list of the material which

will become obsolete and submits it to the other department

interested. The latter then decides whether to u.se the old

stock, remake it or scrap it. If it is decided to use the old

material before introducing the new, the requisitions are

closely watched and delivery of the new material refused as

long as any of the old material is available. In order to

insure this being done, report is made to the general store-

keeper covering the articles on hand that have been made
obsolete. In mam' ca.ses the major portion of the stock is

transferred to the general store as soon as information of the

change of standards has been received.

When it is decided to apply the new standards as soon

as the material is obtainable, the store department generally

has no discretion as to the handling, except to ascertain

whether or not the old material can be converted to other

u.«es.

Disposing of surplus and obsolete material is not difficult.

Storekeepers report monthl}' to the general storekeeper all

surplus and obsolete material on hand. The latter is then in

liosition to transfer the surplus where a shortage exists on
another division, or he may apply it on requisitions. If no
disposition can be made of a local surplus, if standard
material, it is concentrated at the general store of each system
line and special items concentrated at the general system
store in Topeka. This permits of it being closely watched
and checked with all purchasing agents' orders and often the

material can be substituted for something that had been
ordered purchased. The saving effected on only a few items

thus sul)Stituted will more than pay the transportation charges
of the surplus material. Some obsolete material is scrapped,
especially locomotive and car castings and brass. Some of

it is re-worked when the cost of re-working does not exceed
the co.«t of a new article. When no disposition can be given
of obsolete material it is reported as being on fiand con-
tinually, until it eventually finds its way to the reclamation

l^lant.

By these means most gratifying results have been attained

in reducing the amount of surplus and obsolete material on
hand. The stock on the Santa Fe is clean and used, rather

than simply inventoried from year to year.
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Material Returned to Stock

A vast saving is effected on the Santa Fe each year through

the practice of returning to stock all new and second-hand
material unapplied and not required for immediate use, and
by a systematic accounting for this class of material. This
saving is represented by the difference between the cost of

the new or second-hand material and its scrap value. A
careful check is made by the store department of all mate-

rial offered for credit to prevent an accumulation of obsolete

stock and the burdening of the store accounts with worth-

less material. For this reason no obsolete material or mate-

rial requiring too e.xpensive repairs is accepted for credit Ijut

is scrapped. In case of controversies over the value of

material offered, a joint inspection is made by the store-

keeper, master mechanic, superintendent or the superintend-

ent of shops, but the store department reserves the right of

final decisions as its accounts must bear the burden of the

article.

Accounting for material returned to stock differs from
accounting for directly purchased articles in that payment
is made in the form of a credit entry in the account to which
the value of the article had been previously charged instead

of a payment in money. All material returned to stock must
be accompanied by a transmittal notice properly made out.

This notice is used by the store department as an invoice

and is given the same care and attention as is given a manu-
facturer's invoice. It performs the same functions as an
invoice, as the stock it represents stands as an asset to the

store department the same as new material bought from
manufacturers. This form is recjuired to be made as com-
plete as a requisition, showing a list of the material offered

for credit, the pattern number, size, quantity, and catalogue

reference, and also the date, division, account or engine to

receive credit. If the material is accepted by the storekeeper

the form is priced and a copy of it returned to the head of

the department in which it originated to be included in his

monthly credit I^ill. If the material is not accepted the

form is returned with a proper notation. At the end of the

month all these forms are charged to the store stock account.

The practice of returning serviceable material to stock has

so improved under correct management that, whereas a few
years ago 60 per cent of the material received at the recla-

mation plant was serviceable, now only about 6 per cent

can be so classified.

Inventories

Inventory of all material carried in stock on the Santa

Fe, with the exception of line stock and mechanical depart-

ment working stock, is taken annually. These latter stocks

are taken three times a year. Inventory of miscellaneous

material and supplies, including material in storehouses,

storage platforms and material yards, material in process of

manufacture on shop orders, stationery, ice and fuel is taken

by actual count, measurement or weight of every item car-

ried in stock and recorded on printed inventory sheets in

triplicate. Printed inventory sheets oft'er the same advan-

tages as printed stock books, as they are arranged accord-

ing to the standard classification and in the order in which
the stock is stored. They contain a description of the article,

the unit of measure, price, quantity, weight and amount.

The prices used on inventories must be supported by en-

tries in the standard price book which arc liased on the latest

invoices, and must show clearly whether based in price per

pound, hundred-weight, dozen, etc. All pricing, extensions

and footings are made by the store taking the inventory, ex-

cept on special inventories when the pricing and extension

are done by the general store. A recapitulation of inven-

tories is made by sections, followed by a grand recapitulation

of the sections. Adjustment sheets showing material paid

for prior to inventory but not received until later, material
issued from stock prior to inventory but not charged out,

and material received prior to inventor)- but not paid for
must accompany the inventory sheets.

The inventory of rail and new cross ties is taken by sec-
tion foremen under the super\ision of the division super-
intendent. All rail, whether new, second-hand or scrap, is

inventoried by length and sectional weight, the number of
pieces of each length of each sectional weiglit being shown.
New cross ties are inventoried under four or five classifica-

tions based on the kinds of wood. After the inventor}' has
been taken by section foremen and recorded by them on
special blanks provided for this purpose it is checked by
division storekeepers, roadmasters, and division accountants.
That is, the inventory books are collected personally \>y these
officials and the entries verified by actual count on each sec-
tion. Any discrepancies found are adjusted on the spot.
The books are then forwarded to the superintendent, where
they are footed and extended, a recapitulation by sections,
districts and a general recapitulation of the rail and ties on
the division made. An inventory of line stock is taken at

the same time as the inventory of rail and ties and is checked
and recapitulated in the same manner

All inventories are forwarded to the line or general store-
keeper, who checks all footings and extensions, investigates
all discrepancies between the inventories and book balances,
makes general recapitulations and certifies as to their cor-
rectness. The inventories are then forwarded to the auditor
of disbursements and all adjustments of stock books is made
on the inventor^' basis.

Modification of Contingent

Fee Warranty Expected

THE R.A.ii.\\ Av BisixEss Associ.\Tiox, through its secre-

tary, Frank W. Xoxon, has sent to its members a letter

entitled, "Railroad .A.dmini.stration Will .\sk for Mod-
ification of Contingent Fee Warranty." The letter follows:

"H. B. Spencer,»chairman of the Central Advisor)- Pur-
chasing Committee, authorizes me to say that the Railroad
Administration has decided to urge upon the Department of
Justice a modification of the warranty against contini;ent

fees which would enable the railroads to deal with regularly
accredited commission agents.

"The law department of the Railroad Administration is

preparing a proposal designed to meet the complexity and
decentralization that distinguish conditions in railroad buy-
ing from those affecting commodities already exempted from
the warranty—namely, te.xtiles for the armv quartemjaster
and coal for various departments. Probably the plan to l)e

sul)mittcd will provide for a certificate from the manufac-
turer that the commission agent is his bona fide representa-

tive.

"The attorney general has maintained the position that

he could consider requests for modification only when the

petitioner was the government department involved. It was
upon the motion of the War Department and of the Fuel .Ad-

ministration respectively that the modifications already made
were sanctioned."

The Ceuta-Tetua.v Railway was officially opened in

the third week of May. The line is narrow gage and has a

total length of 25 miles between Ceuta. ^lorocco, and
Tetuan, mostly over a level plain; five tunnels of a total

length of nearly half a mile, and five small bridges had to be

constructed.



Traveling Engineers' Association Convention

A Most Successful Meeting—Patriotism. Service and

Action the Keynote—Over 1,400 in Attendance

TllK TKAVKI.ING ENGINEERS* ASSOCIATION Opened its

twenty-sixth convention on September 10, at the

Olympic Theatre, Chicago, with President B. J. Feeny

presiding. After an invocation by Bishop Fallows, the pres-

ident delivered his address.

Address of President Feeny

The government of the United States has taken control of

the railroads and has placed the Hon. W. G. Mc.\doo in

change of them as director general of the United States Rail-

road Administration. This

association stands absolutely

lo\al to him first, last and at

all times.

It has been decided by the

Railroad Administration that

it is to the best interests of the

railroad world that the Trav-

eling Engineers hold their

convention this year on ac-

count of the greatly changed

conditions brought about

under government operation

and this will be a win-the-

war convention. We are all in

the service of the government

and we must render our serv-

ice to the greatest extent.

This association through its

Council of National Defense

Committee pledged itself to

the fullest co-operation and

support, and each and every

one of us must do all in our

power to obtain the maximum
efticiency from men, material

and supplies. It, therefore,

becomes the sacred duty of

every true and loyal Ameri-

can to concentrate his

thoughts, his energy and his

very life, if necessary, to the

supreme task of winning this

war. If we fail to win this

war the liberty so dear to the hearts of the American jieople

will be a thing of the past.

In entering this war we have taken upon ourselves a great

responsibility, and one which will command the labor and

service of every citizen. We must contribute the men and

material necessar)- to reach a turning point and to keep that

point behind us forever. Our heroic boys over there (among

whom arc many members of this association) are giving their

thoughts, their capacity for endurance and their lives for

you and their countr)-, and it is gratifying to note that beneath

the Flag of I'rcedom they are as brave men as ever faced a

foe. They are looking for us to support them in every way

possible as their success on F-uroixan battlefields depends on

the backing they receive from the patriotic and loyal citizens

of these United States. You and 1 cannot sit still with foldetl

hands and see someone else make the supreme sacrifice in our

behalf. We are in the war and we must win the war I

This association is one of the vitally important factors in

B.J.

President, Traveling

winning the war, for without good transportation our men,

money and munitions would be useless. Man power and
motive power will win the war. They are today the two

greatest necessities, and any preventable waste in this world's

crisis is inexcusable and indefensible. Upon members of this

association rests a great responsibility in conserving men
and material, and for the part you are playing in this war
you are not alone answering to yourself and your government,

but you are answering to the boys over there who are winning

the war. Conser\'ation is of prime importance—conservation

of every kind. Conser\'ation of

fuel is of vital importance.
This one factor means more
to our countr)- than any other
one thing. With the expan-
sion of our war industrie.^.

the increased demand for
fuel for our nav}; shipping
board and railroads, the most
drastic fuel economy must be
enforced if this countn- is to

escape a most serious fuel

shortage next winter.

Greater efficiency must be
oi)tained than ever before

and this must be done by
education and co-operation.

It is possible to get better

results from nearly all rail-

roads with practically no ad-

ditional expense, if even*' one
will profit by his experience

and put the knowledge so

gained into effect. We should

analyze what can be done un-

der present conditions on the

railroads which we ser\-e and

then make such recommenda-

tions as will be justified un-

der win-the-war conditions.

Our government wants con-

sen-ation—willing conserwi-

tion if possible. It will enforce

conservation if necessary,and

from now on let every man of this association who loves

.America and liberty say "1 will conserve. I will put my
best efforts forth every day in order that my country will win

this war."

In reviewing the requirements and duties of traveling

engineers on the various roads, 1 find that there is a lack

of uniformity as to just what is required of them. Standard-

ization of tile duties of traveling engineers is necessar>- to

render efficient service. Familiarity of its detail is essential

on account of the large numl)er of inexperienced men that

are being placed on the locomotives due to the great num-

ber of experienced men who have responded to tlie call of

our country to take up arms, and I earnestly recommend to

\ou

—

First—To apply yourselves entirely to the management

and operation of locomotives.

Six-ond—To co-operate with the various operating de-

partments.

Feeny

Engineers' Association

494
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Third—By making suggestions for the improving of
conditions which come to your attention in the performance
of your locomotive duties.

The Railway Supplymen"s Association has arranged for

our benefit a splendid exhibit of interesting locomotive sup-
plies and their representatives are here to explain the merits
of their material and devices. Much credit is due to the ?up-
plymen for their educational work, for we have learned from
them the most successful way to apply and operate the ma-
terial and devices which increase the efficiency of the loco-

motive. All members should spend as much time around,
and give as much attention as possible to, the exhibits. It

is far more necessary than ever ijefore on account of the dis-

tribution of government standard locomotives.

On the twenty-eighth day of this month every man in the

United States will be facing a financial obligation. A little

forethought now, a little economy, a little inconvenience, will

enaijle you to meet this obligation and it will give you a warm
feeling in your heart when you have fulfilled it. The obli-

gation I refer to is the Fourth Liberty Loan,

I recommend fhat our secretary be authorized to send a
telegram to the President of the United States, Hon. Woodrow
Wilson, and to the Hon. W. G. McAdoo, director general,

L'nited States Railroad Administration, informing them we
are in convention to help win the war and reaffirm our
pledge of full support.

Address by Frank McManamy
There has never been a time in the history of American

railroads when the motto of the Traveling Engineer's Asso-
ciation, which is, "To improve the locomotive service on
.\merican Railroads," meant as much as it does today. And
there is no man in railroad service who can do more to im-
jjrove the locomotive service on .American railroads than the

traveling engineer, if he is given proper support. The con-

vention of the Traveling Engineer's As.sociation was there-

fore authorized by the Railroad Administration because of

the value men who are on the firing line of railroad opera-

tion obtain from a convention of this kind, where they can
interchange ideas and discuss problems and difficulties which
all of us must meet and overcome if the national railroad

system is to be successfully operated.

Under government operation the work and the difficulties

of the traveling engineer have been greatly increased. He
is apt to be called upon to look after every known type of

locomotive and is expected to obtain equally good results

out of all of them.

When I issued instructions to increase shop hours to 70
per week, which roughly speaking meant an increase of 20

per cent in shop efficiency arid shop output the response of

the railroad employees was extremely gratifying and we have
yet to find the first instance where after knowing that it

was the desire of the government that the shop hours be in-

creased, that the men refused or failed to work the desired

number of hours. The same is true of the men in road

service, and men in hundreds of instances gave up their rest

period to prevent locomotives, which could not be properly

housed, from freezing up and thereby being disabled. The
increase in hours in railroad shops has enabled us to increa.se

the number of locomotives repaired about 500 each week
over the corresponding week last year and to decrease the

percentage of locomotives which are out of service for re-

pairs requiring more than 24 hours from over 18 per cent

to a fraction above 14 per cent.

Everyone knows the difficulty of building up the condition

of motive power during a period of heavy business, and par-

ticularly when there is a shortage of skilled labor at the

same time; luit thi~ has been accomnlishcfl b^- the govern-

ment during the most trying period in the histor\' of the
American railroads.

When the director general assumed control of the railways
it became possible for the first time in the history of the
country to adopt and enforce standards. The nece.ssit>', dur-
ing the past winter of transferring locomotives from one line
to another and the difficulty experienced ia making repairs
to such locomotives, when away from their home lines, em-
phasized the importance of standardizing locomotive con-
struction and this was at once started through the medium of
a committee composed of well known mechanical department
officials from different sections of the country-. .\s a result
of the work of this committee 12 standard specifications for
locomotives were agreed upon and 1514 United States stand-
ard locomotives have already been ordered and the locomo-
tives are now being constructed at the rate of about SO per
week.

That the standardization of locomotives will facilitate not
only the repairs to locomotives and the building of new ones
has already been demonstrated, because when standard draw-
ings and patterns have been made it eliminates further delay
either in the drafting room or in tlie pattern shop and enables
larger quantities of material to be ordered. Mechanics also
work to l)cttcr advantage on locomotives of the same general
type and dimensions.

President Wilson, on April 15, 1917, said:

"To the men who run the railways of the country, whether Ihey be
managers or operative employees, let me say that the railways are the
.irlerie.'i of the nation's life, and th,it upon them rests the immense responsi-
hihty of seeing to it that these arteries suffer no obstruction of any kind,
no inefficiency or slackened power."

The traveling engineer comes more closely in contact with
the men who operate the locomotives of the countn,- than
any other railroad official and can do more to prevent the
"Inefficiency and slackened power," referred to by President
Wilson than any other railroad official.

While the duties of the traveling engineer can be sub-
divided into a multitude of different items they can be
broadly covered under two heads. First, to see that the

motive power is kept in good condition for service. Second,
to see that it is efficiently and economically operated. Do
not understand from this that the traveling engineer is sup-

l)o.sed to look after the operation of shops and roundhouses
liecau.se that is a different line of work, but he should see that

all defects which develop in service which prevent economical
and efficient performance, should be properly reported and he
.should insist that repairs be made before the locomotive is

returned to service: to carry this out successfully his orders

to hold a locomotive for repairs should be observed the s?me
as the orders of federal inspectors. Locomotives should not

be offered for service unless they are in a condition to make
a successful trip and the traveling engineer should, as far as

possible, .see that they are not permitted to go into service un-
less in good condition. The traveling engineer should know
the condition of ever\- locomotive under his charge and
should see to it tliat they are shojiped for repairs before their

condition becomes such that tiiey might reasonably be ex-

pected to cause failure on tlie road. Instructing enginemen
as to the proper and efficient performance of their work is not

the least of his duties, and the man who is most successful

in having the locomotives properly maintained will obtain

the greatest degree of co-operation from the enginemen
under him and without this his road will be exceedingly

rough.

The economic use of fuel is one of the things that is usually

under the direction of the traveling engineer and to bring this

about he must have the co-operation of the shopmen, the

engineers and the firemen. Instructing enginemen as to the

proper u<e i>f \hf ;iir brake, oneriuion of th.> Inc-nmotive,
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transportation rules and proper metho<l.s of firing are .sonic

of the things which he must look after in addition to tlie

general condition of the locomotives while he is on the roaJ.

This no doubt sounds like a pretty big contract, and so it

is, but it is only an outline of what is being successfully

done by the various traveling engineers.

It is particularly imiwrtant at this time that every rail-

road man should do all in his power to promote efficiem y ^n

locomotive operation. Winter is but a few months away and

wc should hear in mind the e.xperiences of last winter i- 1

make every effort to go into the coming winter with every-

thing in the best shape it is possible to get it.

It requires about four tons of shipping to maintain one

American soldier in France. We have already more than n

million and a half of our boys "over there" and it is proposed

to put as many more millions there as may be necessary

to carry the war to a successful conclusion. It is up to the

railroads not only to supply cargoes for this four tons of

shii^ping for each soldier, but to transport the material for

building the ships. During the coming winter every railroad

man must prepare to do a little more and do it a little better

than he has ever done before.

Order No. 8, issued by the director general of railroads,

Februarj- 21, 1918, reads in part:

"The government now heinR in contrnl of the railroads, the officers and

employees of the various companies no longer serve a private interest. All

now serve the government and the pnhlic interest only. I want the officers

and employees to get the spirit of the new era."

No more important principle has been advanced in con-

nection with the government operation of railroads.

|'he government did not wi.sh to assume, in addition to

the other burdens imposed upon it, the task of reorganizing

and operating the American railroads. There was no par-

ticular desire on the part of the government or any sub-

stantial portion of the American people to go into the rail-

road business at that time. The railroads were placed under

federal control because in the crisis brought about by the

war they had practically ceased to function under private

management.

I shall not attempt to explain the reasons "for this condi-

tion becau.se they are many, and the important ones are well

known. It is .sufficient to state that in a national crisis, when

unusual and excessive burdens were placed upon the railroads,

when it became essential that the railroads should operate

at their highest efficiency as a national unit, the many weak

points in the plan of operating the railroads under private

management, in numerous systems or units had caused such

congestions in various centers of industry that the collapse of

the entire transjiortation system became imminent, at a time

when such a collapse would be a world wide calamity. No
organization with less authority and power than the federal

governinent could control and direct such a huge task as the

nationalization of the American railroads.

During the period immediately preceding the taking over

of the railroads by the government we have all heard many

railroad men express in a somewhat sarcastic spirit the wish

that the government would attempt to operate the railroads,

just to see what kind of a mess they would make of it. Such

expressions were doubtless made without having given care-

ful consideration to the fact that Uncle Sam has a score of

100 on evepithing that he has ever undertaken. The United

States makes no failures. The question is no longer, can the

government successfully operate the railroads, because that

iias already lieen demonstrated, the only question now is, how

big a success is it going to lie? That question will be largely

determined by the spirit in which the principles laid down by

the President and the director general are carried out and no

body of men can do more to aid in carrying out those prin-

ciples than the members of the Traveling Engineer's Asso-

ciation.

.\gain quoting from Order No. S issued by the director

general of railroads:

"Su|,reme devotion to country, an invincible determination to perform
the imperative duties of the hour while the life of the nation is imperiled

by war, must obliterate old enmities and make friends and comrades of

us all. There must be co-operation, not antagonism; confidence, not 8U».

picion; mutual helpfulness, not grudginfl: performance; just consideration,

not arbitrary disregard of each other's rights and feelings; a fine discipline,

hastd on mutual respect and sympathy ; and an earnest desire to serve the

great public faithfully and efficiently. This is the spirit and purpose that

must pervade every part and branch of the national railroad service."

The importance and the greatness of the service which
the .\merican railroad men are called upon to render is, I

fear, not fully realized. Even,'one knows that we are in this

war to win and that we are going to win and the splendid

reports of the work of our boys in France leaves no doubt

in any one's mind as to what they are doing and what they

are going to do: but the thing that railroad men here must
realize is that they are an e.ssential part of the .\merican

F3x]ieditionary Force. That they are truly a part of the

American army. That they have an important link in the

chain of communications with the front to maintain and to

operate successfully and that a failure of any part of our

tran.sportation system is the only thing that can possibly

endanger the success of the Allied army. But such a failure

will not occur if we who are operating the railroads do
our bit as well as the boys who have gone across. Just as

sure as Washington crossed the Delaware, Pershing with a

million of our boys behind him will cross the Rhine.

Mr. McManamy spoke extemporaneously of the operating

features of the government standard locomotives, which he

characterized as among the best ever designed. He said

there was nothing freakish about them and for that reason

it should be easy for the enginemen to become accustomed

to them. He anticipated that they would eliminate the

troubles encountered in maintaining equipment borrowed from
other lines. This foreign power, ^Ir. McManamy stated.

was often held up for periods as long as 30 days, due to

delays in securing material with which to make repairs.

Remarks by Mr. MacBain

D. R. ^MacBain offered some suggestions for increasing

the service secured from motive power. He dwelt partic-

ularly on the importance of the traveling engineers devot-

ing all their time to improving the condition of locomotives

and instructing enginemen in the proper metliods of han-
dling them. M the present time they are often required

to devote a large share of their time to the investigation of

minor matters of di.sciplinc to the exclusion of more im-

portant work.

Mr. Quayle's Address

Robert Qu'^^l*?- superintendent motive power and car de-

partment of the Chicago & North Western, spoke of the

importance of the work of the traveling engineer and the

necessity of having men who could handle it in a bro;id,

thorough manner. The traveling engineer, if he is the right

kind of a man. must be able to get others to respond to his

efforts. To do this he should work with the idea of ser\'ing

rather than dominating.

Touching on the problem of fuel conservation, Mr. Quayle

said that the production of coal was not keeping pace with

the demand. There is danger of a shortage which will slow

up our manufactures. Ever}- man must be thinking and

working to conser\-e the fuel supply. Coal must be utilized

to get the maximum result. To do that the locomotives must

be kept in the best of condition. The traveling engineers

should see that all necessary repairs are made before the

locomotive leaves the roundhouse.
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How Can the Traveling Engineers Best

Aid in the Maintenance of Locomotives

By F. P. Roesch

Fuel Supervisor, Northwestern Region, I'. S. Railroad

Administration.

There is no question but what the demand for power will

be equally as great if not greater this winter than it was last,

and to meet this demand it is imperative that all lend their

best and united efforts to put and keep the power in the best

possible condition.

Those whose dut}' it is to overhaul and maintain power are

up against a hard proposition. Skilled shopmen are scarce

and hard to get. The railway shops have been depleted by

draft, enlistments and by mechanics entering other fields

holding out the promise of a higher remuneration; therefore

the time of every shopman is worth much more to the Rail-

road Administration than is represented in mere dollars and
cents. Every hour spent in doing unnecessary work, every

hour spent in repairing an avoidable defect or breakdown, is

just that much of a setback to another locomotive waiting to

be turned out of the shop or roundhouse.

Here is where the traveling engineer can help in maintain-

ing power. The first requirement will be unqualified and
undivided loyalty to the United States Railroad Administra-

tion. Get the full meaning of this statement. Beyond doul)t,

during the coming winter it will be necessary to transfer

power from one road to another as the demands of the traffic

require. If a traveling engineer thinks and acts for his home
road only, is it not natural that when he sees a locomotive

lettered P. D. Q. Railway or even U. S. A., he will say: "That
is not one of our engines, so I won't bother my head with it" ?

And does it not follow that his attitude will be reflected in the

work of the enginemen? It may extend even to the round-

house men as far as the wipers.

Forget the X. Y. Z. Railroad and remember only the U. S.

A., because one engine is just as valuable to the Railroad

Administration as another engine, and all should receive

exactly the same amount of care and attention on your part

and that of the men under your supervision as the engines

bought for and owned outright by the company directly em-
ploying you.

Remember that in order to correct a defect it must fir.st be

known. Terminal inspectors are invaluable and find many
defects, but the real place to inspect a locomotive is on the

road and in service. Suppose, for instance, a follower bolt

was working out of a pistbn head, could any terminal in-

spection locate it? Are there not many other defects that

only manifest themselves when the engine is running that no
terminal inspection, no matter how thorough, can locate?

It is a short job to replace a follower bolt, but it takes

time to patch a cylinder. If shopmen don't have to spend so

much time repairing avoidable breakdowns they will have
more time to make repairs due to normal wear and tear.

Is it not clear that you can materially assist in maintaining
power by carefully noting each defect in every engine you
ride and in reporting it immediately, before it results in a
breakdown ?

•

There are at present 50 federal inspectors to cover 250,000
miles of railroad. When we look back and see what tliese

SO men have accomplished toward improving the general con-

dition of all the locomotives in the United States, we can
appreciate what 1,300 traveling engineers working along the

same lines can do.

After you have convinced yourself that you are working
for the U. S. A. and not the X. Y. Z. Railroad, line up the

men under your supervision in the same way. Show your
men that all locomotives are U. S. A. locomotives, and that

it is their duty to get the very best there is in them out of
them; that when laying on sidings waiting for other trains,

they should, if they would deserve the name of enginemen
in every sense of the word, get down and inspect their engines,
tighten up any loose nut or bolt they may find, put a nail or
piece of wire in place of any missing cotter or split key, fill a
grease cup or set up a wedge, if necessary, or do anything
else that they can do to help matters along, regardless of any
contracts or agreements they may have relieving them of this
duty. And have them make notes of any defects they cannot
repair, and report them on arrival, even though they are not
required to make work or inspection reports.

Think how much of the time of shopmen they can save by
a little timely attention to such small details, and how at one
stroke they can increase the number of federal inspectors from
50 to 65,000. The enginemen are now giving us much in
faithful and efficient service, but if the matter is put before
them in the right light they will give even more. There are
no slackers among them.

You can help by being optimistic. Next winter when
things are coming tough, kicking or whining will not help
matters. Therefore, radiate cheerfulness, smile and make the
others smile too. Encourage the enginemen ; when thev make
a good run or save a breakdown, tell them al)out it. If they
are doing wrong, show them the right way, not in a fault-
finding manner, but as Robert Quayle put it, "in a big
brotherly way," so that the men will see you are trving to help
them to help the cause.

But go farther yet with your encouragement. A kind word
to an engine watchman or hostler helper may save a bursted
branch pipe next winter. Above all things preach the
doctrine of U. S. A., not only among road men, but round-
house men also. You have no authority over roundhouse or
.shopmen, but do not hang back on that account. Yisit the
roundhouse, anyway, and cheer up the roundhouse foreman
occasionally. He needs it and deserves it. If he has taken
tlie slam or the blow out of an engine, following one of vour
reports, tell him about it. If a machinist has filed a brass
or a truck man has packed a box and has done a good job,
tell him. Let them know their work is noticed and appre-
ciated. There is nothing that sets work back as much as all
blame and no praise.

If the traveling engineer will work along these lines, put
his whole soul and energy into his work, and encourage all
others to do likewise, he can do as much toward aiding the
United States Railroad Administration toward maintaining
locomotives as a whole army of mechanics. Remember al-
way.s that the man who does not at this time give all that is

in him is as much of a slacker as the man who turns his
back on the Hun in the trenches.

Discussion

H. M. Curry (Nor. Pac.) spoke of the need of an esprit
dc corps among the enginemen in the present emergency,
and stated that in his opinion nothing would he of more
assistance in keeping locomotives in good condition and sav-
ing fuel than thorough wiping at terminals. Keeping the
engines clean would not only facilitate inspection but would
also make the working conditions more pleasant for the
enginemen and incite them to greater efforts to keep the
power in good condition.

J. B. Hurley (Wabash) spoke of the waste of fuel which
often results from the improper use of the injector. He
stated that in his opinion the injector should always be
operated by tlie engineer.

One of the members spoke of the desirability of avoiding
the unnecessary shifting of power due to the trouble ex-
perienced in operating classes of engines with which the
men are not familiar. He cited the instance of a class of
locomotives which gave so much trouble due to loose follower
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bolts that it was found advisable to remove the cylinder

heads and inspect the pistons at the end of every round trip.

H. C. Woodbridge, fuel supervisor, Railroad .\dniinistra-

tion, called attention to the fact that it would barely be

possible to get all the locomotives in good condition under

the present circumstances. It is therefore essential that the

roads face the conditions as they exist and make plans to

utilize the motive power to the best advantage.

Several members spoke of the hearty co-operation received

from the enginemen. The lodge halls of the brotherhoods

had been used by the traveling engineers for meetings with

the men. Appeals for economy in the use of fuel had met

with a hearty response.

J. C. Petty, (X. C. & St. L.) urged that the more expe-

rienced engineers should take upon themselves the duties

of the traveling engineers and by making clo.se inspection

of their engines and complete work reports enable the trav-

eling engineer to devote his time to instructing new men.

Mr. Hurley called attention to the necessity of properly

maintaining the wedges and binders. Well maintained

wedges saves the driving boxes and properly maintained

binders will reduce the number of broken frames. The

traveling engineers should do all they can towards keeping

the locomotives in good condition.

Mr. Roesch in closing the discussion said that the travelint;

engineer belongs in the cab instructing the engine crew.

He should see that it does what it can to properly care for

the engine. The traveling engineer should work to his

utmost covering as many locomotives as he can and to the

best of his ability see tliat they are in proper condition for

the engine crew to run. Time and material are of the great-

est value to the nation at the present time. He spoke of

the possibility of a general pooling of power, particularly

if conditions arise similar to those of last winter. The men

must l>e made read\- for such an emergency. Pooled power

has been operated successfully on some roads and there is

no reason whv it could not be as .
successfully operated on

all roads. Locomotives transferred from one road to anotlur

may give trouble at first but if they are taken in hand

pro'mptlv these troubles can soon be overcome. Thex- must

be o\ercome and the engines properly maintained for the

sake of the nation which is now the paymaster for all rail-

way men. It will cause inconvenience but the war creates

inconvenient conditions.

Superheater Locomotive Performance

Superheating as adapted to locomotive service established

itself as practical, simple and economical several years ago.

So much evidence has been presented from time to time, show-

ing the benefits derived from superheating, that the case is

well proven, and further substantiation here is out of place.

Our problem is one of maintenance and operation, one of

getting full measure of return out of the 25,000 superheater

locomotives in service in the United States. They are capable

of returning or saving 20 per cent to 25 per cent in coal per

unit of work done; they are capable of doing 25 per cent to

30 per cent more work per locomotive than similar saturated

steam locomotives, eitlier by hauling heavier trains at given

schedules, or given trains at faster schedules. These are

positive and direct returns that have been established under

dav by day operating conditions and are to be expected at all

times.

Now, more than any time in the past, is it imjjerative that

locomotives should he kept in a condition to sustain 100 per

cent operating load. Ever}' hour of high-priced labor must

be made to produce the most, and not wasted in working out

some uncertain guess. In the same way every pound of ex-

p nsive material must he made to earn its high cost; that is,

hxomotives should leave the freight yard fully loaded to a

rating of higher authority than that provided by the ability

of a poor fireman. The emergency of the times demands
that full measure be returned from every unit employed. In-

competence and carelessness have no place in the present

emergency. Locomotives must be operated and maintained

by those who knov: and who will. The full measure of the'

superheater locomotive is 100 per cent of its rating at all

times on a minimum consumption of coal and water.

To illustrate more clearly what is meant, the committee

takes the liberty of abstracting a recent pajjer by C. M.
Darden, read before the Southern & Southwestern Railway

Club. Tests of a Mikado type locomotive develojjed that a

change of yi-'m. in the diameter of the e.xhaust tip increased

the firebox temperature about 400 deg. by increasing tiie

draft, therein' providing more complete combustion, with a

resultant saving of $57,000 in coal per year. The locomotive

seemed to be performing satisfactorily before the change, with

no complaint from the crew, .\djustment in the valve gear

showed an increase of 7.8 per cent in draw-bar horsepower;

thus permitting this locomotive to haul the same tonnage at a

Distorted Ends of Superheater Units, One Result of

Stopped-Up Flues

liigher sustained rate of speed or a proportionate increase in

tonnage rating at the same rate of speed. There are several

engines of this type in the same class, which multiplies the

l)enefit to the railroad.

Similar investigation of a ten-wheel locomotive which had
been converted by the application of a superheater, indicated

changes which, when carried out. improved the coal economy
9.8 per cent and also resulted in making up 34 min. on a

schedule previously involving delays of over 50 min. The
engine is now hauling three additional cars and burning less

coal.

Just as any machine requires care and attention to keep its

production at a maximum, there are certain fundamentals in

maintenance and operation which are essential to the 100 per
cent performance of the superheater locomotive. They are

easy to comprehend and simple to carry out, hut to insure 100
per cent performance they must be kept constantly in mind
and continuously carried out by both shop and enginemen.

Importance of Correct Maintenance
Correct maintenance in tlie back shop and the engine house

is essential to the best operating results on the road. Unless a
locomotive is turned out in first-class condition, first-class

performance, from an operating standpoint, cannot reason-
ably be expected from it. The superheater requires a mini-
nium of attention to keep it in good condition. If it is not
given this attention, the superheater may be injured: but
the performance of the locomotive certainly zcill be injured.

Clean Flues
Correct flue cleaning must be a matter of shop routine.

Don't wait to clean the flues until there is a steam failure and
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a delayed train. Keep them clean all the time and prevent

the failure. It is not only the cheapest in the long run, but

it is the easiest. To knock a little clinker off one or two

units, and blow a small accumulation of soot and cinders

through into the front end with a ys-in. pipe on the end of

an air hose is a small job. However, with IS or 18 large

flues and 40 or 50 small ones plugged .solid with cinders for

several feet and the cinders embedded around the superheater

units so that a bar has to be used to loosen them, the job of

flue cleaning assumes considerable proportions. It is pre-

vention that is needed; not cure.

Dampers

Consider for a moment what liappcns in the locomotive

with a hot fire in the firebox if the crown-sheet is permitted to

become dry. A similar condition e.xists with the units when
the throttle is closed in a superheater locomotive which has

no damper. The same condition applies when the throttle is

closed and the damper has been fastened in the open position.

When the throttle is closed, steam ceases to flow through the

superheater units and there is then nothing to absorb any heat

which may be delivered to the unit pipes. If the hot gases

continued to flow through the large flues, particularly with

the locomotive drifting at high speed, the units would become
overheated. While damage might not be evident after a

single occurrence of this kind, continued overheating will

break down the structure of the material and damage the

units.

The Effects of High Water

In the operation of superheater locomotives, the water

should always be carried as low as the service conditions will

permit. It should be impressed on hostlers and others who
move locomotives around shops and terminals that flooding

the boiler is bad practice. It will result in water going over

into the superheater under conditions favorable to the forma-

tion of scale; it also encourages leaky units, both of which are

followed by a falling off in the performance of the locomotive

when it is on the road.

Lubrication and Drifting

The successful lubrication of superheater locomotives pre-

.sents no very difficult problem. Careful study of conditions

will generally indicate their cause and suggest means of

overcoming it. So-called carbonization of oil in the cylinders

is caused by the admission of air when the cylinders are at

temperatures above the flash point of the oil and by uncon-

sumed gases being drawn into the valve chamiiers and
cylinders through exhaust. The practice of drifting with

a slightly opened throttle should alwaxs be followed. The
use of oil having a flash point above the temperature of the

steam is also recommended. Experience has demonstrated

that the admission of oil to the valve chests only does not

provide the necessary lubrication for the C)'linders as satis-

factorily as when oil is fed directly to them.

The Problem and Its Solution

Clean flues, dampers in good operative condition, units

well maintained, water carried at the right level—all of these

must be. And they can be, easily, if every one will do his

share. Prevention must be borne in mind and acted on by all.

There is no other machine of which it is more true than of

the locomotive that "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure." Prevent plugged flues by cleaning them regularly,

when cleaning them is only a little job; pre^'ent disabled

dampers and damaged units by reporting and having com-
pleted the little jobs; carry the water at a reasonable level and
prevent a loss in superheater capacity: drift with the throttle

cracked and prnrnt lubrication difficulties. Prevention is

ea.^y and is economical. Cure is dift'icult and expensive;

it means overtime, delay and loss of service engine-hours,

Ihe items that have been considered for the most pan,
i;ertain in particular to the superheater, but the importance

of other things must not be overlooked. Correct steam dis-

tribution, absence of steam leaks, good maintenance of ma-
chiner}' and proper drafting are all matters of as vital im-
jjortance to the superheated as to the saturated steam locomo-
tive. But in these, as well as in those features which are

more closel}' related to the superheater, the pxjlicy of preven-

tion by overcoming small difficulties when they are small, is

the simplest and easiest way to produce the results which
must be obtained. On the roads which followed this policy,

there was a minimum of difficulty experienced last winter.

Their example lies before us and all must begin to profit by
it now in order to realize the best performance from the
sujierheater locomotive during the winter ahead.
The report was signed by Joseph Keller (Lehigh Valley),

chairman; Frederick Kerby (Baltimore & Ohio), Hiigh
Gallagher (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe), J. A. Cooper
(Erie), and W. A. Buckbee (Locomotive Superheater Com-
pany).

Discussion

Joseph Keller, chairman of the committee, after reading the
re])ort spoke of some tests that were made regarding" the
lubrication of superheater locomotives which were not com-
pleted in time to be included in the report. A vacuum gage
was applied to the valve chamber at the point where the relief

valve is usually located, to dctennine the amount of vacuum
obtaining under \-ar\ing conditions. The tests were made
on Pacific and Mikado locomotives having a 1 inch and a
l):(-in. steam pipe leading to the cylinders for the purpose
of admitting steam while drifting. In a test at 45 m. p. h..

with the drifting valve wide open, the vacuum varied from
26 to 36 per cent. With the valve closed it increased to 50
and 66 per cent. In some cases a vacuum of about 80 per
cent was obtained with the drifting valve closed. In everv-

case the amount of vacuum was considerably greater with
the drifting valve closed than when the steam was being
admitted to the cylinders through the drifting valves. This
indicated that regardless of the fact that drifting valves are
used there is an opportunity for the cylinders to suck in

gases from the smoke-box. An analysis of the carbonization
found in the valve chamber of the Mikado locomotive showed
that 27.72 per cent was oil matter, 23.17 per cent was iron
and 59.11 per cent was coke. This shows that the walls are
abrazed and iron fillings contriliute to the carbonization mat-
ter. It also shows that some of the smoke is drawn back
through the exhaust nozzle. These tests indicate the neces-
sity of preventing a partial vacuum forming in the cvlinders.

F. P. Roesch, fuel supervisor of the Railroad Administra-
tion, spoke of some tests made on the El Paso & Southwestern
in which it was found that it required a 2-in. steam pipe to

keep the cylinder drifting valves closed while the locomotive
was drifting, and that the supply of steam for this purpose
was very large. He suggested that steam be admitted to the

exhaust side of the piston in an endeavor to break the vacuum
and at best to dilute the gases drawn into the cylinders. As
an example of this he referred to the operation of the old

time water brake. He spoke of the necessity of projjerlv

maintaining superheaters and of the importance of not carrv-

ing the water in the boiler too hot.

F. Kirby, Baltimore & Ohio, called attention to the 'fact

that a leaky front end door or steam pipe will greatly affect

the efficiency of the superheater. He was verj- much in

favor of the use of pyrometers in order that the engine crew
ma)- better watch the performance of the locomotive. It

also gives an indication of the condition of the locomotive.

If the proper degree of superheating is to be obtained, the
efficicncv of the locomotive will be greatlv diminished bv
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keeping the water too high in the boiler. This not only

reduces the efficiency of the superheater but injures the

superheating joints. The hostler is responsible for a great

deal of this troul)le. The proper level for the water should

be found and marked on the glass. In commenting on
cylinder lubrication he has found by tests that unless the

valves are in good condition the cylinders will not be properly

lubricated. He has found that it is best gradually to close

the throttle on superheater locomotives when coming to a

stop. The maintenance of the superheater will be greatly

increased if the locomotive i.s not handled properly. On the

Baltimore & Ohio each fuel supervisor is provided with a

pyrometer which is applied to locomotives not performing

properly as the occasion demands.
Other meml:)ers spoke of the necessity for proper mainte-

nance of .superheater locomotives if the full efficiency of the

superheater is to be olitained. One member has found that

the cooling of the fire in order to prevent popping reduces

the degree of superheat sufficiently to affect materially the

efficiency of the locomotive.

Railway Fuel Conservation

By Eugene McAuliffe,

Manager Fuel Conservation Section, Division of Operation,

United States Railroad .Administration

'Iliere is no governmental function of greater importance

in existence today than that of the United States Railroad.

Men have said that food would win the war; that fuel, that

men and munitions, that ships would win the war. They
will, after the United States Railroad has gathered the grain,

tlK' coal, the iron, the lumber, and all the other raw ma-
terials, and transported them to the mill, furnace, and fac-

tory, to again move the finished jjroduct to ship-side. I am
wondering whether or not we have measured up the job that

remains for "the second line" to complete! Perhaps we do

not all realize that the first two million were largely made

up from the ranks of college students, the younger profes-

sional men, and those who were not closely tied into the

world's affairs. The call for 2,000,000 more men which

was just issued will cut deeper into the ranks of industry than

did the first call. That means that there can be no slackers

in the office, the shop, the cab or caboose; no slackers in the

mine or the factory; it means a full day, a full hour, and a

full moment for us all. It means work and save, and that is

our duty, and to you who lead and jilan and direct, it means

double duty.

I have consistently said that the men officering and oper-

ating the railroads, knew how, could. ;uk1 would save fuel.

It is simply a question of how to do the most with the means

at hand. To take a skilled man out of service as an in-

structor, creates a demand for an unskilled or partially skilled

man to take his place; to make extensive changes in loco-

motives, shops, coaling stations, etc., means heavy drafts on

labor and material. All this should be done, but done in an

orderly wav. The real issue is that of getting every man to

do the things he knows best how to do, with the means at

hand. Saving fuel means saving everything else chargeable

to IcKomotive operation; it means the expenditure of skill

that decreases boiler and machinery repairs, decreases main-

tenance costs, decreases overtime losses; the wasteful use of

fuel means the opposite.

I'he trouljle with the fuel end of the railroad where

it is given any measure of consideration at all, is that

it is gererally looked upon as a mechanical department

function, when in fact it really reaches into and

overlaps every department of the railroad. The con-

servation of railwav fuel begins at the mine, thence over

the track .scales, on to the coaling station, through the
breaker bar into the pockets, thence to the tender and the
furnace door, not to end at the stack mouth but to Ix-gin again
at the drawjjar and sweeping back it embraces the trainmen,
the despatchers, the yardmasters, the signal men, the men in

charge of air brake maintenance, the men in charge of lubri-

cation, the maintenance of way men, from the chief engineer
down to die trackmen, the superintendent and his assist-

ants. They too save fuel and waste fuel with the rest. The
fuel job is an operating department job and just so long as
it is looked upon as an annex of the locomotive department.
just so long will its economic possibilities be dwarfed and
stunted.

The man who is responsiljle for the operation of the road
should seize this greatest of opportunities for increased effi-

ciency by organizing a fuel department, drawing on the me-
chanical department for the best men it can spare, me-
chanical department training alone fitting a man for the most
important work. This man should be big and broad enough
to do justice to the mechanical department which has in times

past been coml)ed for results while other departments went
free. To save fuel, work must not alone be done with the

men in the cab and the shop, but with all the men on the

whole line and back to the coal mine. This man I would
call a Superintendent of Locomotive Ojieration and he

should have an assistant for each seventy-five locomotives,

such an assistant to be a man of the capacity of a first class

traveling engineer to help cover the field I have mentioned.

In addition a sufficient number of skilled firemen should he

detailed as firemen instructors to admit of giving each new
fireman a proper measure of training when road service be-

gins. The fireman instructor should also be given charge of

the work of training the fire cleaning force at terminals,

which duty will bring him in touch with the real pulse of the

locomotive end of fuel economy, the dirty fire. The motive

power department may need one or more traveling engineers

for work other than fuel economy; the superintendent may
require one or more assistants to pursue investigations, etc.,

but these men should be apart from the locomotive operation

organization whose function should be, the conservation of

fuel in all its collateral relations.

The supervisors attached to the Fuel Conservation Section,

the department I speak for, find in many places certain out-

standing conditions requiring correction, I will enumerate a

few only

:

TliiiiKS arc never quite as well as the men who live with them
daily think they are ; for example : nozzle and front end stand-

ards are not maintained ; this is frequently due to front end li-aks,

stopped up flues and superheater tubes, dislocated brick arches,

dirty boilers, etc. Try opening tlie front end of a dozen loco-

motives, then look down the stack.

The stationary steam plants of the average railroad are badly
designed and indifferently maintained ; air leaks in brick scttini;?

;

cracks in tire walls and behind tire arches with sliort circuiting

of gases; lack of stack dampers; an unwholesome disregard of
radiative losses, both on boiler sheets and steam lines ; leaking

water and steam valves, no attempt made to use exhaust steam
tor heating feed water or buildings ; fuel supply exposed and
wasted ; no facilities for cleaning tubes, etc. I will not speak
of the general disregard of tlic value of gas analyses and CO,
determinations in the larger plants.

Open lires in switch and roundhouse yards, the best of lump
coal used.

Overloaded tenders with coal littered all over coal chutes,

roundhouse and freight yard tracks ; look your hump yard over,
it will surprise you.
Cars leaving coal chutes with from 500 to 2.000 lb. of coal in

pockets.

Tenders that leak coal through the side and gangway and
through holes around the grate rigging; shop tenders standing
half tilled with coal for weeks ; road and yard engines that
carry coal on sides of tank and over water cistern to mix with
cinders and become valueless.

Cabooses stored with lump coal, the stove red hot with the
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doors open ; steam heated coaches cooled by opening windows
and ventilators ; switch shanties with open doors and red hot
stoves: coal piled outside on the ground in a pile so profuse as to
shout "welcome."
Badly made up trains, box cars moving in trains with open

doors, increasing train haul resistance.

Excessive standby time at initial and destination terminals, re-
sulting frequently from lack of co-ordination between mechanical
and transportation men.
Wasteful bring of engines on roundhouse tracks; fine coal

losses through grates when firing up engines, and the dumping
of half consumed coal put in fireboxes just before engine is placed
on cinder pit tracks.

A disposition to let the brick arch saving and the superheater
saving carry distorted steam distribution, defective valve and
cylinder packing rings, and dirty boiler losses.

Indifference to fuel and other losses chargeable to improper
lubrication of moving parts, including the internal lubrication
of the locomotive as well as freight train journals.

Train line leaks. Men who should know say freight train
line leaks absorb ninety-five per cent of the air made by loco-
motive compressors and consume six million tons of coal an-
luially ; a six-pound per minute, leak under a fifty car freight
train consumes, when supplied by single stage compressors, 800
or 900 lb. of coal in ten hours; a fifteen-pound leak will require
the service of two single stage air compressors and consume
2,600 lb. of coal in ten hours. I have reports of seventeen
pounds leakage on the engine and tender, and sixteen pounds per
minute under a train of 46 freight cars. Tlie remedy lies in the
repair shop and yard ; with the switchmen who fail to cut hose
by hand and in the crash and bang that takes place in switching
and hump yards. The single stage coiripressor should give way
to the cross compound using one-third the steam, and producing
more air, with decreased radiative losses. Let me impress on
you that the single stage air compressor with the air end running
at a temperature of 200 to 400 degrees Fahr. is the most extrava-
gant steam user ever constructed as measured by results ob-
tained; this fact alone should be sufficient justification for re-

ducing train line leakage losses.

The heroic women of France are rationed on fuel, a family

of five or .six get a wash basin full of coal dail}', with which

to cook, to heat, to cleanse. Coal like liberty has been so

free with us that we find it hard to attach a sense of value

to it; the value is there, however; not alone a money value,

liut a value that flows from an insufficient supply and we
must recognize the fact.

It is not the function of the Fuel Conservation Section to

do the work of conserving fuel, that work like everything else

connected with the operation of the railroads goes to make
up the work of the men who man and officer the several lines.

We will jioint the w'ay and help you all we can.

Progressive managers are in many cases forming fuel sav-

ing organizations of the character outlined above; only a few

have not as yet moved. On the whole the awakening to this

situation is startling. I am arranging to make every paid

railroad fuel in.spector a representative of the United States

Fuel Administration Inspection force, increasing their author-

ity and usefulness. Where information reaches me that a

railroad is being discriminated against in its fuel supply an

immediate investigation is made and a remedy applied. The
United States Fuel .Administration is working hard for cleaner

coal and the effort is bearing fruit. What we want is interest,

human interest, individual endeavor, a certain and defined

recognition of the fact that coal and fuel oil today, while

more costlx' than ever before, have a value beyond price.

For the past few days the name of Lens, a coal mining

town in northern France, has stood out sharply in the war
news headlines. For three years, the contending annies have

surged liack and forth on the outskirts of this city, the center

of the most important coal field in France. French guns

stationed behind the refuse piles surrounding these deep coal

pits yielded reluctantly to the enemy. The surrounding ter-

rain is a grave yard, twenty-five thousand allied troops falling

there in one i)attle. For what was this toll of human life?

For coal. The Allies are in Lens again. \Mien you liear

the name of Lens, think of coal.

Fuel Economy
Never before in the histor)' of the nation has there been a

time when the fuel supply was generally inadequate to the
demand, and never before was it so essential that our indus-
tries should be maintained at their ma.ximum rate of produc-
tion. It is realized now that upon the United States rests the
hope of all the free people of the world, and it is not too much
to say that the realization of this hope depends in no small
degree upon the effective distribution and use of the available
fuel supply.

According to the official figures in 1917 the railroads con-
.sumed 158,000,000 tons of coal. Estimates of the Fuel Ad-
ministration indicate that the consumption in 1918 will
aggregate 166,000,000 tons, an increase of 7 per cent over
last year. It is jjclieved that this entire estimated increase
can be avoided and a substantial saving effected over last
year if the earnest co-operation of ever>' railroad employee
can be enlisted in the application of individual economies.
A few weeks ago the United States Fuel Administration in

an official statement said that "a saving of 60,000,000 tons
of coal was the one possible avenue of escape from national
disaster. The necessities of war must be supplied. The coal
deficit must inevitably come out of the necessarj- fuel for non-
war industries. These industries employ millions of our
population and furnish the backbone of our national wealth.
Factories will shut down and men be out of work in propor-
tion to the coal deficit. Every ton of coal saved will keep
fifty workmen from idleness and permit additional creation
of several hundred dollars of national wealth."

Of the 60,000,000 tons of coal that the Fuel Administra-
tion states it is necessan' to save, a million and a quarter tons
per month could be saved by simple methods of economy that
any man using fuel on a railroad could at once apply, without
a minute's delay for additional appliances or personal in-
struction. These men have only to be impressed with the
importance of the subject to make this potential saving a
practical reality, and the committee believes that every road
foreman, supervisor, traveling engineer and fireman should
\>e acquainted with the situation so that its importance mav
l)e understood by every engine crew in the country.

But this probable shortage in the supply is not the only
factor that demands our consideration. The fact is, that in

the opinion of the fuel administrator it is physically impos-
sible to transport all the coal needed so that it may fairly be
concluded that the difficulty is mainly one of transportation.

This means that for every pound of coal saved, a pound of
another needed commodity may be transported and in the
same proportion ma\' the present traffic situation be relieved
and subsequent congestion avoided.

In its first report the committee provoked some discussion

because of its comments in respect to the purchase of coal to

specifications naming a definite standard of quality. The
necessity for utilizing all the coal in the ground was then

emphasized and to this principle there can be no dissent. In

the past three years, however, the increasing demand for coal

has unquestionably resulted in a deterioration in the average

quality, while in the face of actual shortage, industrial plants

have accepted a grade of fuel undeniably inferior to previous

averages. This has resulted in correspondingly reducing the

quality furnished the railroads. The shipment of slate, bone,

rock and other impurities familiar particularly to users of

bituminous coal reduces the available units of transportation,

increases the cost of labor per ton of combustible transported,

unloaded and utilized, reduces the efficiency of power plants,

increases the necessity for excess plant capacity, not infre-

quently actually reduces plant output and always impairs

locomotive performance both directly by reducing operating

efficiency and indirectly through the consequent increase in
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the cost of repairs. For these considerations, a reasonable

improvement should now be demanded in the cjuality of all

coal loaded for railroad use. It would not be unreasonable

to require the pre-war competitive standard.

There is not an element of l<x;oniotive maintenance that

does not in some degree affect fuel consumption. One of

the mo.st frequent causes of poor steaming locomotives is a

leak in the boiler front door or frame, which is frequently

compensated for by a reduction in the area of the exhaust

nozzle, thereby placing a double burden upon the boiler and

the coal sujjply further back. Ever)' report of a poor steam-

ing locomotive now' requires immediate and special atten-

tion. We should so organize and instruct our forces as to

insure ]jrompt investigation and the application of the proper

remedy in every instance.

In addition to the physical condition of the locomotives

and their efficient operation, there are a number of particu-

lars in which the motive power department may prove the

effective agency for fuel conservation. These may be grouped

under two headings: Those relating to the locomotive and
those to engine-house conditions.

Probably there is no single source of immediate and abso-

lute waste as great as the ash-pit. Every pound of uncon-

sumed combustible that linds its way to the ash-pit is a

direct loss and the total aggregates huge proportions. It is

impossible to eliminate this waste entirely, but it can be

minimized by proper firing methods so that the locomotive

will reach the pit with a light fire, by dumping the engines as

.soon as possible after arrival at the asli-pit so that the use of

green coal may be avoided, and by prompt niovement from

the pit to the engine-house. Another prolific source of ash-

pit waste is caused by defective crane buckets and careless

crane operation. Coal is lost through the buckets into the

ash-pit. There are frequent instances where the boiler wash-
ing program is not transmitted to the engine despatcher so

that locomotives are dumped and fired up again litfore it is

decided that they are to be washed, thus necessitating a

second trip to the ash-pit. It is safe to estimate that with

a modern locomotive a loss of not less than four tons of coal

is involved in this proceeding. Cars unloaded with a clam
shell bucket are frequently reconsigncd to the mines with

coal in the hopper amounting to a ton or more. Our trans-

portation necessities now demand that empty supply coal

equijiment ]>e examined iiy the coal pocket foreman and ever\^

pound removed l)efore the cars are reconsigned.

Two other factors require mention ; unnecessary movement
of engines, and excessive use of air jiumps.

There are innumerable particulars in which engine-house

au.xiliaries may increase the fuel cost. Relatively, the coal

consumption is small compared to that of locomotives, but the

necessity lor economy should lead us to investigate every

avenue of waste.

Some of the essential points that will in .some measure aid

in economy of fuel are brought out in the following sugges-.

tions:

1. The selection of fuel that is clean and of as high a heat

value as can be obtained on the line of road or as close to the

line of road to be supplied as possilile.

2. All fuel should be inspected to see that it is reasonably

free from slate, sulphur, shale bone and other impurities that

are non-combu.stiblc. Such impurities only take up room in

cars, coal pockets and on tenders that should be occupied by
clean coal, help to fill up tlie firebox and form clinkers which
in turn are responsible for engines failing for steam and de-

lays that thoroughly disorganize despatching, keep crews out

on the road niany hours after they .should have arrived at

the terminal and in many cases cause crews to be tied up be-

tween terminals on account of the hours of .^^ervice law. In

addition, there is the effect of dirty, clinkered fires on fire-

box sheets and boiler tubes.

3. Locomotives should Ije equipped with modern fire-

boxes with brick arches and combustion chambers so that

when coal is applied to the fire the gases that are given off

will burn and aid in steam-making instead of passing out

to the atmosphere unbumed. The installation of a com-

bustion chaml>er results in an increase of both volume and
heating surface, but the added heating surface is of little

value if the firebox volume is not to be utilized and filled

with the flame. With a restricted air opening or a heavy fire,

much of the fixed carbon is burned to carbon-monoxide and

this combustible gas must then be burned in the space above

the fuel bed, in addition to the hydro carbons. With a fair

grade of bituminous coal or ordinary firing methods, fully 50

per cent of the heat generated in the firebo.x is due to the

burning of combustible gases above the fuel bed, and in order

to burn them completely it is necessary to have an adequate

supply of ox)'gen above the fuel lied. The more intimate the

mixing of the gases and the greater the supply of o.xygen, the

quicker will the flame burn and the shorter will be its length

:

otherwise combustion is apt to be incomplete. It is therefore

apparent that to produce perfect combustion, it is as necessary

to provide for air above the fuel bed as below.

4. Coal should lie prepared by having it broken to the

proper size for firing and thereby eliminate the wasteful habit

of some firemen of throwing large lumps of coal into the fire-

box or throwing them off along the rignt-of-way.

5. It has been the habit of a large number of roundhouse

foremen on many roads to fire up engines as soon as it is

seen that whatever work there is to be done on an engine is

near enough done that the}' may accept an order for the

engine, regardless of whether the engine is ordered out or not.

.\lmost any engine can be gotten ready for serv'ice. even after

a wash-out, in not to exceed one hour and thirty minutes, and
no engine should be fired in excess of this amount of time

before a call. Some }'ardmasters are also prone to order

engines when they know the train to be handled will not be

ready on the call, and sometimes hours elapse before such

trains are ready, but the engine is burning coal all the time.

6. In coaling up engines at terminals or at coaling

stations along the road, care should be taken in regard to

overloading tenders, as this is not only wasteful, but very

dangerous to employees and others. Coal chutes should be

installed of such a design that tenders can be coaled without

the liability of trouble with the chute that would cause coal

to be spilled on the ground. Coal that is spilled on the

ground should be kept cleaned up.

7. Engines should be drafted, if possible, to burn one

grade of fuel, and a reasonable effort should be made to

keep that grade of fuel on the division to which the engine

is assigned. Draft appliances should have a standard set-

ting for each class of engines and the grade of fuel to be

used. It too frequently happens that, if a certain crew has

steam troubles, changes are made in draft appliances when
there is nothing wrong except improper firing or improper

operation of the engine. Changes are also made in draft

appliances to overcome sudi defects as leaky steam pijx'S,

leaky e.xhaust stands, leaky units or air leaks around the

smoke-arch door and steam pipes where they pass through

the smoke-arch shell, etc.

8. Engines should at all times be operated with the idea

(if doing the work assigned as economically as is consistent.

.\ watchful and consistent engineer can accomplish much
that will aid in fuel economy if he will at all times note any

defects that would increase the consumption of fuel and have

neces.'^xry repairs made on arrival at the terminal. Condi-

tions that cause the engine to burn an excessive amount of

fuel should always be given due consideration by both engi-

neer and fireman and the foreman in charge at the terminal

where such work is to be done. Steam leaks at steam pipe

joints, exhau.st stands, header and unit connections, pop and
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whistle valves, piston rods and valve stems or any leak that

will permit steam to pass out to the atmosphere without first

aiding in the "pull at the drawbar" should at all times be

kept to a minimum.
10. Valves, valve rings and cylinder packing blowing are

liberal contributors to excessive fuel use. Superheater and

small tubes partially or wholly stopped up with ashes or

clinkers are responsible for cutting off a great deal of heat-

ing surface and changing the effect of the draft on

the fire.

11. Permitting excessive brake pipe leakage to exist

causes air compressors to use far in excess of the amount of

steam they should use to maintain the desired pressure. If

brake pipe leakage were reduced to a reasonable minimum,
it would aid materially in fuel economy.

12. The valves and cylinders of the locomotive should be

kept well lubricated to avoid operating the engine against

dry valve seats and cylinder walls.

The problem has been and perhaps always will be the

educating of firemen. Lack of proper supervision or the

necessary interest on the part of the fireman himself, and

sometimes both, are in a great many instances responsible

for m.en being wasteful as long as they remain firemen and
when promoted they are unfit to educate new men.

Almost every man firing a locomotive today, with careful,

consistent firing, could save at least one scoop full of coal for

every mile run. With this accomplishment, we would save

many thousand tons of coal every year, which would in turn

furnish steam to haul many thousand tons of food stuffs,

clothing and amunitions.

War conditions have wrought many changes that have

made it necessary for the railroads to sacrifice many of their

most efficient firemen for military service, leaving their places

to be filled with unskilled men, who for a time, with tlie best

of supervision, are bound to be expensive men. .\ large

number of these men are also subject to militan- service and
about tlie time they become fairly efficient firemen they are

called to the colors and another place is left vacant again to

be filled by an unskilled man. The committee fully appre-

ciates the necessity of these men responding promptly to the

call of duty in a time like the present, but speaks of these

conditions to indicate the necessity for closer supcr\-ision over

men newly employed as firemen, to properly educate them
along the lines of economy in the use of fuel.

Let us not forget that to w'in the war and shorten the time

of its winning, we, who have been left at home, must use

every ounce of energy we possess, both individually and col-

lectively, in producing the necessar}- commodities to accom-
plish the end in view and conserve in every way possible any
commodity that will assist in winning the war, especially

food stuffs and fuel.

The report was signed by E. Hartenstein. chairman,
and N. E. Preston, F. R. McShane, W. L. Robinson, and
A. G. Turlay.

Discussion.

Eugene AlcAuliffe spoke of the poor quality of the coal

supplied in 1917. The ash content increased five or six

per cent over 1916, which resulted in a great deal of trouble

in operating locomotives. The Fuel .\dministration has been
trying to improve the quality of tlie coal as well as increase

the production. There has already been a marked improve-
ment in the situation.

F. P. Roesch, fuel supervisor, Railroad Administration,

mentioned the waste of fuel due to drifting down long grades
with steam on. He also spoke of the importance of saving

fuel which is now an end in itself aside from the question
of saving money.

V. C. Randolph, fuel supervisor. Railroad Administration,

stated that in his opinion economy in the use of fuel could
only be effected by the individual efforts of the engineers and

firemen. Their efforts will save more coal than all the ap-
jdiances that can be put on a locomotive.

H. H. Schulte, Lehigh Valley, told of the decreased fuel

consumption that had been Ijrought about by- increased super-

vision.

H. M. Curry, Northern Pacific, spoke of the waste of fuel

due to raising steam on locomotives without sufficient time

for doing the work without forcing the fire.

T. F. Lyons, New York Central, called attention to the

importance of reducing brake pipe leakage. By fastening

the brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir rigidly to the

underframe, the leakage can be greatly reduced and much fuel

can be saved.

L. R. Pyle, fuel supervisor. Railroad Administration, urged

the men to give coal the attention whicli its importance justi-

fied. On the majority of roads fuel is handled carelessly, as

if it were of slight value.

W. G. Tawse, Locomotive Superheater Company, told of

a case where 4^ tons of coal per trip was saved on a

127-mile division by cleaning out superheater flues which
were stopped up.

T. Keller, Lehigh \"alley, spoke of the utilization of silt

from the anthracite culm banks by mixing it with bituminous

coal.

J. B. Hurley, Wabash, mentioned the saving of fuel se-

cured through the elimination of boiler scale and the attend-

ant increase in the flue mileage; he also spoke of the benefits

of using brick arches, particularly where the coal has a large

percentage of slack.

A. N. Wilsie, Burlington, expressed the opinion that a

pyrometer was of great assistance in saving fuel and aided

greatly in securing the full efficiency from stoker fired en-

gines.

Robert Collett, fuel supervisor. Railroad Administration,

called attention to the need of determining what the fuel

conditions on the railroads actually are. He also spoke of

the futility of putting fuel-saving devices on locomotives and

not maintaining them properly. Other members talked of

the necessity of preparing fires correctly at the terminals, of

the waste due to steam leaks, and tlie loss of fuel at ash

pits. Several of the speakers described systems of ac-

counting for fuel and organizations developed for the pur-

pose of securing co-operation of all de[)artments in saving

coal.

Maintenance of Air Brakes

[The exact title of this report was "How Can the Travel-

ing Engineers and General .\ir Brake Inspectors Best Co-

operate to Improve and Maintain the Air Brake Ser\-ice?]—

Editor.

It is hard even for those who have been in constant touch

with railroad development to realize just how fast the tonnage

handled by the railroads has been increased during the last

few years,' and what efforts have been necessar\- on the part

of the railroads and manufacturers of railroad equipment to

meet the requirements of safely, promptly and economically

handling this increased tonnage. The increased weight of-

locomotives and cars, as well as the increased number of

locomotives u.sed to handle a train (as many as five locomo-

tives are u.sed on one train on some of our mountain roads),

has resulted in a constant increase in the length of trains and

the tonnage handled per train, all of which has exacted more

care in handling and greater efficiency in tlie maintenance of

air brakes.

The air brake manufacturers, to meet the more exacting

conditions impo.sed on the air brakes, have made even- effort

to improve and change the equipment to meet the require-

ments. Although the improvement in brake equipment for

both locomotives and cars has been rapid, it is doubtful if it

has kept pace with the requirements, and a higher state of
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muintenance than was required a few years ago is now neces-

sary if we expect to get the desired results.

We believe that practically all air brake troubles that

cause delay and damage to equipment are avoidable; also,

that they are due either to a poor condition of maintenance

or improper handling. Where improper handling is the real

cau.se. a continuation of the trouble is almost inexcusable, as

most men handling equipment are glad to handle it properly

if the right way is pointed out to them. As the traveling

engineer and general air brake inspector are looked to by the'

men for proper instructions, it follows that close co-operation

regarding the best methods of handling is absolutely neces-

sary on the part of the traveling engineer and general air

brake inspector. Where such co-operation does not exist it

will generally be found that the men have little confidence in

instructions given by either, and they will handle the equip-

ment according to their individual ideas.

It is tlie general opinion of men coming in close contact

with road delays tliat can be directly traced to air brake

defects, that such delays are avoidable and in most cases can

be traced to poor terminal inspection and failure to make
proper repairs or to a poor general condition of maintenance.

This applies particularly to freight service.

The incoming test of trains as a remedy for yard and road

delays caused by air brake defects is one that has been advo-

cated l>y general air-brake inspectors for years, but up to the

present time their recommendations have been disregarded.

This fact may be due in part to their failure to make the im-

portance of the incoming test realized by operating officials,

but surelv the mistake of allowing a car that arrives at a

terminal or repair point with a defective brake to be switched

into an outgoing train, is as inexcusable as allowing a defec-

tive engine to remain in the roundhouse without inspection

and di.scovering the defect after coupling to a train or after

an engine failure occurs on the road. We believe that if the

traveling engineer and general air brake inspector would co-

operate in keeping the importance of the incoming test before

the operating officials it would result in a practical .system of

incoming inspection being adopted in all yards, that would

materiallv decrease delays and damage to equipment and

lading.

The use of inferior low-cost material in air brake repairs is

responsiljle for more or less air brake inefficiency, and under

the present cost of labor there is no doubt that the use of such

material is much more expensive than the use of the l)est

material, even at a higher price. While the traveling en-

gineers and general air brake in.spectors do not, as a rule,

have much to say regarding the purchase of material, we
believe that their co-operation in keeping the attention of

higher officials on the quality of material being used would

in many instances result in the best material being furnished;

this in most instances would result in more lasting repairs

being made, which means a higher efficiency and lower total

cost of maintenance.

It has not l)een the intent in preparing this paper to go

into detail regarding the l)esf methods of oi)taining the desired

. results, as local conditions have much to do with the details

of maintenance of equi])ment, and the rules of most of the

large roads already require the following of recommended
]iractice as laid down liy the Air Brake and Master Car

Builders" .'\s.sociation. Closer co-operation between traveling

engineers and general air brake inspectors would assist in

such rules and recommended practices lu'ing more clo,sely

followed, which would result in improving ami maintaining

the air brake service.

The report was signed by E. F. Wentworth (Xew York

Air Brake Company), chairman; W. V. Turner (Westing-

house .\ir Brake Company), .\. G. Huston (Virginian Ry.),

1. B. Hurley (Walnisli Ry.), and L. R. Byle (United States

Railroad .-Vdministration).

Discussion*

The keynote of the discussion was that the traveling en-

gineers and the airbrake inspectors must co-operate to the

fullest extent. The duties of each of these classes are so

extensive that it is impossible for each to excel in the field

of the other. Airbrake problems must be referred to the air-

i)rake men and train operation problems to the traveling

engineer. A great deal of the trouble in handling trains is

due to excessive train pipe leakage. This should not exceed

eight pounds per minute and in any case it should not

exceed the capacity of the feed valve to charge the line.

By keeping train line leakage down the trains can be moved
much faster over the division and less fuel will be used.

Stuck brakes caused by train pipe leakage has made
double-heading necessary in some cases. The leakage should

be traced back to the repair tracks and no car should he re-

leased until the air brakes are tested and repaired regardless

of the cause for which the car was sent to the repair tracks.

A great deal of time will be saved and the equipment better

maintained if a thorough test of the i^rakes is made when a

train reaches a yard. On this incoming test minor repair*

can be made b)' the inspectors and the cars' requiring heavier

repairs should be set out immediately for the necessarj' re-

[jairs. This will reduce the delay of the outgoing test. Lo-
comotives have l)een found having a leakage of 16 lb. and
this should not be tolerated.

A great deal of trouble is caused by the manipulation of

the brakes. Many cases were reported where the brakes were

not brought to full release before starting, an effort being

made to release them with the engineer's valve in the run-

ning position. It is the duty of the traveling engineer to

teach the enginemen pro|)erly to diagnose the air brake

troubles in order that detail and explicit reports of repairs

can be made. One of the most common causes of train pipe

leakage is pulling hose apart and the ramming of cars to-

gether in switching yards. The former destroys the hose and
the latter destroys the brake pipes and causes the joints to

leak. The difficulty of operating passenger trains having

P. M. and L. N. air l)rake equipment, with the supplementary'

reseri'oir of the L. N. equipment left in service, has been

obviated on the Baltimore & Ohio by using only one train

pipe reduction in making a stop, the first application being

split to a 10 lb. reduction and then any amount of reduction is

jiermissihle. In giving instructions to the enginemen enough

information should be included to show them the reasons for

such instructions. Difficulties in obtaining proper and suffi-

cient labor to repair the cars were mentioned but it is ex-

pected that the increase in wages will hold the men.

Locomotive Cab and Cab Fittings

Tlie many types of engines make a universal design of

cab liardly feasible, but it is felt that the following sugges-

tions could be very well adapted to any design of locomotive

cab.

Body of Cab.—The overhang of a cab should be of dimen-
sions such as will insure protection from the elements to the

fireman. This really necessitates its extension to a point

approximately over the coal doors on the tender.

It is the opinion of the committee that the front windows
of the cab should be as close as consistent to the engine crews"

usual and proper position in the cab. This is to provide a

liroader view for the engine crew.

The side windows ]irovided for locomotive cabs are as a

general rule of the sliding type, and we believe that a sash

should be constructed in such a manner as to provide for

small panes of glass, for the reAson that the portion of frame

between window panes forms a brace lessening the liability

of breakage, and in case of breakage it reduces tlie cost of
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replacing, and lessens the opening in case of a broken window
pane while in service.

Ventilators should be provided and so constructed as to

exclude cinders.

Gutters on sides of cab should be located immediately over

the windows in such a way as to afford all of the protection

possible to the engine crew. The opinion of the engineman
is that it should be maintained immediately over the cab
window.

Cab Fillings.—Receptacles should be provided for signal

appliances, such as lanterns, fusees, flags, torpedoes, etc.

Torches, oil cans, hand tools, shaker bars, broom and other

portable cab equipment should have convenient receptacles

or hangers provided so that they may readily be located by
the engine crews.

Boiler Appurtenances.—The steam manifold has been
given various locations. Some are inside of the cab directly

on top of the boiler, and where two are used they are usually

located in the cab on the sides of the boiler near the top.

Those located outside of the cab are just forward of the cab
on top of the boiler and are provided with rods that extend

through the front of cab for the purpose of operating the

steam valves on the steam turret. This last mentioned ar-

rangement, that is outside the cab, has numerous advantages

over those located inside. It produces a cooler cab in warm
weather and a drier cab in the cold season; it lessens the

number of steam pipes in the cab and correspondingly de-

creases in number the pipe holes in cab that are generally

hard to seal and keep tight against severe weather.

It is believed that better provisions could be made for the

securing of the injector to the boiler. It is suggested that it

be provided with a bolting flange similar in a way to the

bolting flange on an air pump with a bed plate on the boiler.

In cases where injectors are located outside of the cab sub-

stantial rods ecjuipped with durable joints and suitable brack-

ets that will keep the rod from turning and thereby change

the capacity at times when it should remain constant, should

be provided. The operating handles should be located con-

veniently within reach of the engine crew.

There is no question but that the "Bull's Eye" type of

lubricators is most desirable, but the manner in which they

are secured deserves greater attention.

Throtlle and Reverse Lever.—It is desirable to have the

throttle lever so located that it can be readily handled by the

engineer and at the same time have his head outside of the

window in order to observe signals from either front or rear

of engine.

Where a power reverse gear is used an indicator should be

provided to indicate the position of the valve gear. When
air reverse gear is used, the steam connection globe valve

should be located within handy reach of the engineman in

the cab, so that the steam pressure may be readily turned on

in case of an air failure.

Brake Valves.—Automatic and independent air brake

valves in cabs should be located in a manner to provide ample

clearance with the handles in any position and so they may
be easily operated from the engineman's usual and proper

position in the cab.

The report was signed bv: J. H. Desalis, chairman; W. H.

Corbett, W. W. Shelton, H. H. Schulte and H..F. Henson.

Engine Failures, Causes and Remedies

It has been said that the engine failure rejxjrts form one

of the best Vjarometers of the efficiency of the mechanical

department, and this is indeed the case where all detentions

and reported failures are carefully investigated before they

are recorded. Where the engine failures charged depend,

however, on the reports of conductors or on interpretations of

the rules bv the despatcher's or trainmaster's clerk, the

accuracy of the charge is often open to question.

An engine failure on the line of road is an expensive
proposition, more far-reaching in its effects on the move-
ment of trains than is generally realized by mechanical men
who have had no road experience, often so upsetting the
despatcher's pre-arranged schedule that we cannot be sur-
prised if he loses his temper and feels like charging every
delay, regardless of cau.se, as an engine failure.

Definition of What Constitutes an Engine Failure

1. All delays waiting for an engine at an initial terminal,
except in cases where an engine must be turned and does not
arrive in time to be despatched and cared for before leaving
time.

2. All delays on account of engines breaking do\vn, run-
ning hot, not steaming well, or having to reduce tonnage on
account of defective engine, making a delay at a terminal, a
meeting point, a junction connection, or dela}'ing otha-
traffic.

Delays That Should Not Be Considered an Engine
Failure

1

.

Do not report cases where engines lost time and after-

wards regain it without delay to connections or other traffic.

2. In cases where a passenger or scheduled freight train
is delayed from other causes, and an engine (having a defect)
makes up more time than it loses on its own account, should
not be called an engine failure.

J. Do not report delays to passenger trains when they
are less than 5 min, late at terminals or junction points.

4. Do not report delays to scheduled freight trains when
they are less than 20 min. late at terminals or junction
points.

5. Do not report delays when an engine is given excess
of tonnage and stalls on a hill, providing the engine is work-
ing and steaming well.

6. Do not report delays on extra dead freight trains if

the run is made in less hours than the miles divided by ten.

7. Do not report engine failures on account of engines
steaming poorly, or flues leaking, on any run where the
engine has been delayed on side-tracks other than by defects
of engine, or on the road an unreasonable length of time

—

say, 15 hr, or more per 100 mi.

8. Do not report an engine failure for reasonable delays
in cleaning fires and ash-pans on the road.

9. Do not report failures against engines that are coming
from outside points to the shops for repairs.

10. Do not report cases where an engine is held in the
roundhouse for needed repairs and called for by the operating
department, they being informed that the engine will not be
ready until a stated time. Failure to provide that engine
before the stated time should not be called an engine failure.

11. Do not report broken draft rigging on engines and
tenders caused by air being set on train, account of bursted
ho.se or breaking in two.

1 2". Do not report delays to fast schedule trains when the

weather conditions arc such that it is impossible to make
the time, providing that the engine is working and steaming
well.

13. Do not report delays when an engine gets out of coal

and water, caused by iieing held between coal and water
stations an unreasonable length of time.

If rule No. 2 is correctly interpreted there is no need for

the 1,1 qualifying rules. However, if an engine apparentlv
fails on the line of road, it is charged as an engine failure,

although the engine may be in perfect condition and the delav
due entirely to other causes, such as mishandling on the part

of the crew, either engineer or fireman, excessive tonnage,

weather conditions, or any of a hundred possible causes anv
of which may result in a pcwr engine performance and for

which the engine or its condition is least of all responsible.

The true cause of the poor performance .should be deter-
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mined by a full investigation, which, however, may not be

possible immediately and, consequently, when determined

.several days may have elapsed before the cancellation of the

charge is requested. This being the case, it appears to this

committee, in justice to the mechanical department, it would

be much more equitable were all doubtful cases simply shown

as delays on the "morning report" and these delays then

promptly investigated and where the failure is established it

be .so reported on a subsequent report, or else a monthly re-

port compiled, showing all failures and delays.

Any criticism to be of value must be constructive; there-

fore, as a first step toward the elimination of engine failures,

we would recommend a closer relationship between all de-

partments of a railroad, "get-together" meetings about once

a month where engine and train performance can be freely

discussed and wrong practices corrected.

We would also recommend that the mechanical department

be kept advised as far ahead as possible of any power re-

quirements, so that fitting preparation can be made; where

no such system obtains the roundhouse foreman will some-

times take a chance when pressed for power and let an engine

go on the assumption that perhaps it can make just one more

trip.

A check of the various engine failures extending over a

period of two years shows as follows

:

TAti-uRts IN Two Years Tes 1.000 Miles of Road

.•\ir liiakc and pii'ine: '5

.•\5h pan and rigging J

.\xle, diivinu, broken 2

Krake rigging
^

Roiler i-tuds '

Boiler checks
^

Klow-of! cocks ^

By-pass valves
^

Cylinder packing
^

Crosshcads
j

Cylinder heads bi oken 5

Crank pins bfoken
^

Draft eear -j

Mues leaking '^':

Frames broken •'

Follower boU£
J

'[oaming '

I .rales and rigging ^
( ,ui(l.-s and guide bolts 3

lk;i.ni«lits °

Ili.M- (air and woter) 3

Injectors
lournals. hot '^

Lubricator ,
*

Piiis. bol 1^
risiiiii rods broken o

k.h.i valve ,•

-l.ilMs 1^
s|,nm:s and iigging o

Jur.s slipped 31

Terminal delays ;»;

Valve gear—Stephenson ''

Valve gear—Walschacrt 16

Wrist pins and nuts 3

Xo steam '

Man failur'S _13

l\,i:d 329

In thf list above presented is it not clearly established that

if the j)rovisions of the federal inspection laws were fully

complied with in letter and spirit at least half of these failures

would have Ijcen eliminated, and by the same token would it

not appear that one of the logical remedies for engine failures

is a strict compliance witli tlie federal inspection rules? An
analysis of the above reported failures shows that at least SO

per cent should have been preventable in so far as mechanical

failures are concerned and practically all of the man failures

likewise.

Let it be understood that this report is not intended to

reflect discredit on the engincmen, but rather on the methods

in use on too many of our railroads. New devices are con-

tinually being applied and too often men are expected to

familiarize themselves with tliesc with no other instructions

than that contained in descriptive pamphlets. One ounce of

ocular demonstration is worth a pound of reading in such

cases, and we feel that enginemen should not be condemned

for lack of knowledge where no adequate means for instruc-

tion obtains. We feel that all new methods or devices should

be thoroughly explained and demonstrated to the men whose

dutv it is to operate or work with them, before we can place

ourselves in position to criticise. Every roundhouse where
repairs are made can be fitted up with instruction rooms, con-

taining charts or models, or both, and certain hours or dates

can be set when in.struction will be given. Then if the men
do not avail themselves of the opportunities offered, action

can be taken in case of man failure.

The report was signed by F. P. Roesch (United States

Railroad Administration), chairman; J. R. Scott (St. Louis-
San Francisco), J. N. Raffertj- (Atlantic Coast Line), C. W.
Irving (Norfolk & Western), and W. F. Perkins (Norfolk S:

Western )

.

The Railways in the War
By Samuel O. Dunn

Editor of the Rail-jjay Age

On the first occasion when I addressed you (in 1911)
the two subjects pertaining to the railway business which
were uppermost in the public mind where those of advances
in rates and of operating efficiency. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission had just recently decided the first im-

portant case which the railway companies instituted to se-

cure general ad\'ances in rates. You will recall that the

Commission refused to permit the advances upon the ground
that they were unnecessary.

The decision rendered at that time affords a striking con-

trast to certain steps which recently have been taken, and
which have resulted in passenger rates being advanced about

50 per cent, and freight rates about 25 per cent. One can-

not help wondering what would have been the course of

develoiiments in the field of transportation if the Interstate

Commerce Commission had seen the light at that time, and
granted the advances in rates which subsequent develop-

ments have conclusively demonstrated were needed.

Recalling that decision of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission caused me to recall also the most sensational devel-

opment which occurred in the hearings in that case. This

was the attempt of Mr. Louis D. Brandeis, an attorney for

the shippers, to show that the railway managements, by the

.ipplication of the principles of so-called "scientific manage-
ment," could reduce their operating expenses one million

dollars a day. The railways are now being operated as a

single system by the Government. Expenses are increasing

more rapidly than ever tefore. This, therefore, would l>e a

most opportune time for those in charge of their manage-
ment to put the principles of Mr. Brandeis to the crucial

test. But they are not doing so—one circtunstance among
many which indicate that the attacks which were made upon
the railway companies for alleged operating inefficiency were

as unjust as many attacks which have been made, and are

still being made on them upon other grounds.

While, however, the railways did not display much alacrity

in applying the principles of Mr. Brandeis, they did show

great alacrity and energy in adopting every feasible means
for increasing the efficiency of operation. The statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission reflect in a striking manner
tiie results obtained. In 1911 the number of tons carried one

mile per freight locomotive was 0.913.259. In 1915 the

figure had been increased to almost 10,000,000, or almost

50 per cent. In 1917, the last year of private operation, the

average number of tons of freight carried one mile by each

locomotive was 12,636,545, an increase over 1911 of S5

per cent. This enormous increase in the amount of freight

traffic handled by each locomotive was due Ixjth to increases

in the average tons hauled per train, and in the average

miles made per locomotive. The average tons per train in-

ireased from 383 in 1911 to 649 in 1917, or 59 per cent.

The average miles traveled per locomotive per day increased

from 55'S in 1911 to 67 miles in 1917, or 20 per cent.

It is impossible accurately to estimate the amount of sav-

ing in operating expenses which was caused by this great
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increase in locomotive efficiency, but it amounted to liter-

ally hundreds of millions of dollars annually. There is now
a tendency manifested in some quarters to attempt to make it

appear that the inefficiency with which the railways were
being operated made it necessary for the Government to

take them over. I do not criticize the Government for taking

charge of railroad operation. As an American citizen, I

should feel deeply gratified if under Government control the

operation of the railways should be made far more efficient

than it was under private management. The highest effi-

ciency in railroad operation is essential as one important

means to winning this terrible war for democracy and hu-
manity. At the same time I challenge as without founda-

tion the allegation that the inefficiency of private manage-
ment made necessary the adoption of Government control.

The facts demonstrate beyond question that in the last year

of private operation the power of the railways as a whole
was more efficient and was operated more efficiently than

ever before. The same thing may be shown as to every

branch of operation.

How was this great increase in locomotive efficiency at-

tained ? It was attributable partly to the work of the man-
agers and officers of the railways, including the members
of this association, who have direct charge of the opera-

tion of the locomotives. It was partly due to the work of the

builders of the locomotives and of the numerous concerns

which are engaged in the manufacture of the specialties used
on equipment. The best type of locomotive will not produce
good results unless it is skillfully operated. On the other

hand, the most skillful railway motive power officer cannot

get the best results except with locomotives that are well

designed, well built, and equipped with the most modern
devices. The increase in locomotive efficiency has been due
to the fact that, on the one side, there has been constant prog-

ress in the design of locomotives and in the invention and
introduction of new devices to make them better machines,

and that, on the other hand, there has been constant im-

provement in their operation. The work of those who have

operated the locomotives and of those who have engaged in

inventing and perfecting new devices for improving them
have constantly reacted, one upon the other, and the result

has jjeen the wonderful progress to which I have referred.

This co-operation between the railways, on the one side,

and the locomotive builders and specialty manufacturers on

the other, will be as essential to continued progress in the

future as it has been in the past.

We have heard a great deal within recent months about

standardization of locomotives. I do not intend to discuss

that matter here. There is, however, oiie thought regard-

ing it vi'hich I desire to leave with you. This is that prog-

ress in design is far more important than standardization of

design. I question very much whether, if an e.\tensive pro-

gram of locomotive standardization had been adopted by the

railways of this country ten years ago it would now be
possible to show, as I have shown, that there was such a

great improvement between 1911 and 1917 in the design,

equipment and operation of locomotives that the amount of

freight handled with each locomotive was increased on the

average 85 per cent.

Of all the changes which have occurred in the railroad

business since it was my privilege to address your associa-

tion before, the greatest, of course, are those which have
been caused by the war in Europe and by the final entrance
of our country into it. It is questionalilc if there is any
class of American citizens engaged in industrial pursuits who
have felt the effects of this war more than the railway officers.

It caused an enormous increase in railroad business in
this country in 1916, the last year before we entered it. It

caused a still greater increase in railway business in

1917, the first year that our countr\- was in it. The or-

ganizations and facilities of the railways, after a long period

of restrictive regulation were inadequate to cope with this

enormously augmented business. There is no part of the
record which has been made by our country since we en-
tered the war which affords more just ground for pride and
gratification than the way in which the officers of the rail-

ways have risen to the demands of the occasion. During
the first nine months that the United States was in the war
the roads, in co-operation with the War Department, raised
regiment after regiment of engineers to be sent to France,
and they gave 70,000 of their officers and employees to the
army, many of these going "over there"' as memljers of these

'

engineer regiments. Under the direction of the Railroads'
War Board they handled a traffic which two years before
it would have been inconceivable that they could have
handled with the facilities at their disposal. Finally, there

came the tcrriljle winter of 1917-18. The weather experi-
enced was the most severe ever known. One of the great
trunk lines in the most congested eastern territor)' spent as

much for removing ice and snow in that winter as it did in

all the previous si.x winters combined. That simple fact

strikingly illustrates the conditions with which the operating
departments of the railways had to deal. Operating ex-
penses were increasing so fast that they were rapidly wiping
out earnings. The companies were confronted with demands
from their employees for enormous increases in wages

—

demands many of which it was clear ought to be granted
both as a matter of expediency and as a matter of justice.

You know the sequel. The Government decided that it

must step in and take control of railroad operation.

This development was regarded with alann and regret by
a very large majority of railway officers. They did not

know how revolutionary the change would prove to be. They
could not anticipate how it would affect them individually.

What has been the attitude of railway officers toward Gov-
ernment control? It has been that of American citizens.

They have put the welfare of their countr)' above every other

consideration. They said, in effect, at the start that

whether it was right or wrong, wise or unwise, for the Gov-
ernment to take over the railways, now that it had done so
they would loyally give it the best service of which they
were capable in any place to which it might assign them.
That has been their attitude ever since. It will be their

attitude until the war is won.

List of Exhibitors
Air Reduction Sales Company, New York.—.Xcetylenc apparatus, ovygen

anrl acetylenf irencrator. Represented by R. T. Peabody. \V. T.
McCarthy and R. A. Sosscng.

.American Arch Company, New York.—Represented by A. W. Clokev. R T
Himmelright, John P. Ncff and J. T. Anthony.

American Flexible Bolt Comp.iny, Pittsburgh, Pa.—.\merican stayholts,
American hollow staybolt iron, American rivets, American marine
staybrlts. Represented by R. W. Benson, W. F. Heacock, J. A. Trainer
W. Widmeier. M. M. McCallister and C. A. Scley.

-Vnchor Packing Company, Chicago.—Packings, nut lock for air stuffing
boxes. Represented by J. C. Weedon and J. A. McNuIty.

Ashton Valve Company, Boston, Mass.—Wheel press recording gage, air
and steam gages, safety valves. Represented by J. W. Motherwell,
H. O. Fettinger and J. F. Gettrist.

Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia, Pa.—Photographs of locomotives.
Represented by C. H. Peterson and C. H. Gaskill.

Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago.-^ Engine tender metallic connec-
tions for air, steam and feedwater between engine and tender; Barco
metallic steam heat connections for passenger cars, coach yards, stations
and roundhouses; Parco air reservoir connections; Barco automatic
smokehnx blower fitting; Barco loose bolt crosshead and slipper. Rep-
resented by F. X. Bard, C. L. Mellor. Charles Thomas and F. H. Stiles.

Bird-.\'-cher Company, New York.—Boiler chemicals. Represented by C J
McGurn. R. P. Bir<l, C. A. Bird. T. A. McFarland, T. A. Peacock,
C. C. Shaw, IT. E. Wheeler and J. M. Dooley.

Buda Company. The. Chicago.—Turbo-generator set, 500 watt capacity;
headlight case and reflector. Both meet United States headlight re-
quirements. Represented by M. .A. Ross, J. W. Clearv and H P
Bayley.

Chambers Valve Company, New York.—Chambers throttle valve. Repre-
sented by Frank Clark, W. H. Bellmaine and E. Barnett.

Commonwealth Supply Company, Richmond, Va.—Lewis power reverse
gear. Represented by S. H. Lewis.

Crane Company, Chicago.— Valves and fittings. Represented by Frank D.
Fenn and Fred W. Venton.

Dearborn Chemical Comp.-iny, Chicago.—Represented by T. IT. Price. O. H.
Rheymyerh, W. S. Reed. T. H. Ross. Paul Bowen, I. H. Bouen and
I. L. Becbe.
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Detroit I.ubricntor Company, Detroit, Mich.—I-ubricalor.

Flannery Bolt Company, I'itt.burgh, Pa.—Tate flexible utayboU. Repre-

sented by W. M. Wilton, Charles Hyland and George Howard.

Frankl-n Railway Supply Company, New York.—Franklin No. 8 firedoor,

Franklin automatic adjtularhle wedge, radial buffer, engine and tender

trvcks. Bepresrnteii by .T. L. Randolph, C. W. F. Coffin, C. J.

I'.urkhnldcr and .S. J. Rosenfcit
Represented by M. M. Mechan,

n. J. A. Graham, F. J. Walsh,

Imcr, W. O. Taylor and A. J.

Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.-

I). L. Eubank, P H. Stack, L. Glea<

C. McNair, G. F.. McVicar, I,. H. I

Poole.

Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y.—Packing. .

Garratt-Callahan Company, Chicago.—Magic boiler preservative. Repre-

sented by E. V. Sackett, W. E. Rollinson, T. C. McCoUum and A. II.

Ilawkinson. ,t i
•

i

Gillespie & Co.. A. W., Chicago, III.—Economy firebox door, Hcndrickson

jonrna' bearing boring machine. Represented by A. W. Gillespie and

li.immctt, II. G., Troy, N. Y.—Type D Trojan superheat metallic packing.

Represented by E. C. Sawyer. , . ,,

IKnry Manufacturing & Grease Cup Company, Tcrre Haute. Ind.—Henry

locomotive grease cup. Represented by Miss Mildred Netherton and

Harlow Varney.

Ihilson Grate Company, Keokuk, Iowa.—Hulscn locomotive grate. Repre-

sented by A. W. Hulson and J. W. Hulson.

HuntSpillcr Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.—Cylinder bushings,

cylinder iiacking, piston heads and bull rings, valve bushings, valve

Dackine valve Tee rings, ciosshead shoes, shoes and wedges, air pump

bushing's, =ide rod bushings. Represented by J. G. Piatt, V. W. Ellet,

E. J. Fuller. ,T. M. Monroe and C. F. Galloway.

International Correspondence School, Scranton. Pa.

leromc Edwards Mct.-llic Packing Company, Chicago, III.— Metallic packing.

JolinsManville Company, H. W., New York.—Power plant specialties, in-

sulations, J-M expander rings, J-M brake cylinder packing cups, steam

traps and slack take-ups. Represented by .1. E. Meek, J. C. Younglove,

G Christenson, T M. Barrowdale, P. C. Jacobs, C. E. Murphy, H.

Flanagan, J. H. Trent, D. L. Jennings and E. H. Willard.

Keystone Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Wedge bolts. Repre-

sented by B. J. Shafer and E. J. Zust. •

1 cslie Company, Tlie, I.yndhurst, N. J.—Leslie steam heat regulators, Leslie

electric headlight regulator and removable coupling nuts. Represented

bv S. Inglis Leslie and J. J. Cizels.

locomotive Feed Water Heater Company, New York.—Feed water heaters,

boiler feed pump. Represented by E. A. Averill and H. V. Jones.

I ocomotive Lubricator Company, Chicago.—Locomotive force feed lubri-

cators. Represented by W. J. Schlacks, O. H. Neal and C. W.
Rudolph. ^ „

Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, New York.—Represented by A. H. C.

Dalley.

Locomotive Stoker Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. —Photographs of shop equip-

ment and cab view of the Duplex stoker, and i.hotograph of Virginian

Mallet No. 802. Represented by C. W. Allen, E. C. Ilaskins, J. J.

Byrne, W. G. Clarke, O. B. Capps, W. S. Bartholomew, O. W. Dctrick,

J. J. Hanahan, C. E. Peterson, E. F. Milbank, E. Prouty and F. L.

Wassel.

I ,>comotivc Superheater Company, New York.—Represented by George L.

Bourne, F. A. Schaff, R. J. Van Meter, John Bell, William Boughton,

W. A. Buckbcc George Fogg, A. C. Loudon, B. G. Lynch, S.

Macdonald, A. C. McL.-ichlan, J. E. Mourne, H. B. Oatley, R. M.

Osterman, R. R. Porterfield. G. E. Ryder, G. E. Spengler, H. F. Spiccr,

K. E. Stillwell, W. G. Tawse and C. M. Wickham.

I <ing Jr Companv, Charles R., Chicago, and Louisville, Ky.—Railway

paints Represented by Charles R. Long. Jr., S. W. Russell, W. H.

Heckman and G. S. Turner.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.—Exhibiting Ashcroft gages. Consolidated

safety valves, Hancock inspirators, boiler checks and other appliances.

Represented hv C. L. Brown and F. J. Wilson.

Met.il Thermit Corporation.

.\athan .Manufacturing Company, .New York.— Injectors, non-lilliDg; lubri-

cators; boiler check; combined stop vaJvc; gage cocks; power reverse

3-way valve; coal sprinkler: balance lever starling valve used in con-

nection with injectors, water glass gages and cocks, globe and angle

valves. ^Government standard a« applied to siandardiled locomottrcs.)

Represented by W. E. lirumble. J. G. Arn. K. C. Davcrn, W. K. WaUh.

Richard Welsh. II. L. Gellys and Herbert Ewan.

National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, O.—The Sharon coupler.

National Railway Devices Co.. Chicago—Shoemaker vertical firedoor. Rep-

rescnt;d by Jay G. Robinson and Milton M. Auerbach.

Ohio Injector Company, Chicago.—Ohio injector, U. S. Government stand-

ard non-lifting injector, Chicago lubricator, Chicago Hange oiler, Chicago

auDmatic drifting valve and Chicago water glass protector. Repre-

sented by F. W. Edwards, W. S. Furry, Frank W. Furry and A. C.

Beckwith.

Okadce Company, Inc., Chicago.—Blow-off valves, hose-strainer, water glass

protector. Represented by A. G. Hollingshead, G. S. Turner. Harry

Vissering and W. H. Heckman.

O'Mallcy-Bcare Valve Company. Chicago.—Multiplate valves. Represented

by Thomas O'Malley, Edward O'Malley, J. C. Brown. J. N. Gallagher,

Walter Morris and G. .V. Macl.ain.

Paxton-Mitchell Company, Omaha, Neb.—Paxton-Mitchell metallic packing.

Represented by Joseph L. Paxton and J. T. Suscombe.

Perolin Railway Service Company. St. Louis, Mo.—Represented by R. P.

I.e Vake, Joseph Sinkler, Fred Wilcoxen and W. G. Newell.

Pillind Company New York.—Sentinel low water alarm. Baker valve gear.

Repreremed by R. H. Weatherly. F«d E. Pilliod. W. H. Bellmaine,

Edward Barnett, J. J. Donovan and K. Ekl-jnd.
. . r- i

Pocket List of Railroad Officials. New York.—RepresenUd by L. L.

Dinsmore. „ . ,, t

Pvle-National Company, Chicaso.-K-23, E-2, E and M turbo^generators,

also the standard and two special type incandescent headlight cases

with accessories. Represented by J. Will Johnson, WiUiam Miller, L. H.

Steger and F. Kerslen.
<- • u ^ r i> i \i

Railwav Review, Chicago.—Represented by II. A. Smith, C. L. bates. J. -M.

Lamniadet and J. E. Gorigeon.

Sargent Company, Chicago.—Sargent safety water gages. Soedige quick

acting blower valve. Represented by George H. Sargent. P. w

.

Raymond and George S. Garren.
, i, ,

Simmons-Eoardman Publishing Company. New 'V ork.-Copies of Ra.lmy

Ag' and Railwav Mechanical Eitgixcd. Represented by R. E. Ihayer.

A. F. Stuebing. L. B. Sherman and F. H. Thompson

Schroeder Electric Headlight & Generator Company. Evansville, Ind.—

Standard U. S. turbogenerator, U. S. standard headlight case and

reflector in operation, mounted interior set on ball bearings, parts and

accessories. Represented by W. A. Carson. E. W. Jones, F. W

.

Edmonds and W. T. Manogue. „. ., j , ,.. „ „ j , .

United States Metallic Packing Company. Philadelphia, Pa.—Models of

oiston rod and valve stem packing. Represented by M. B. Brewster.

Elliot Curtis. R. R. Wells, Harry Flynn, Harry Hyslop and L. B.

Miller.

United States Rubber Company. .

Vapor Car Heating Company, Chicago, III.—Steam hose coupler, reducing

valve, hose clamps, stop valve, end train pipe valves, McLaughlin flex-

ible steam joints. Represented by E. E. Smith.

Vissering & Co.. Inc., Harry, Chicago, Ill.-Viloco firedoor, locomotive

Sanders, piston and valve stem packing, bellringer. Represented by

Harry Vissering, G. S. Turner and W. H. Heckman.

Western Railway Equipment Company, St. Louis. Mo.—Lmdstr
Represented by S. H. Campbell and R. L. Langlim.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. -Represented by L. }.

Olmstead, A. K. Hohmyer. Lawrence Wilcox. L. M. Carlton, F. B.

Fanner, J. A. OMalley, V. Villette, F. W. Ainsworth. H. H. Burns

and F. M. Nellis.
, „ - u

White American Locomotive Sander Company. Roanoke, Va.—(.raham-

White Perfect sandcr. Represented by James Franti and W. 11. White.

Wvoming Shovel Works. The, Wyoming, Pa.—Represented by G. E. Geer.

yphon.

Copyright i).v t'ti
••-, u.i.;.'M,o..i. .V. s
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Is He Offering That Chew to the Wholt Train Load?



llie Great ln<:wn / VhI" yii/n'.! Mililary I rati

A Novel Scheme for Carrying Troops by Rail

The Great Indian Peninsula Railway of India Uses Military

Cars, Holding 66 Soldiers Each

By Frederick C. Coleman

SINCE AN UNFORTUNATE mishap which occurred to troops

in transit from the Northwest frontier of India some

time back, most of the trooping arrangements have been

conducted from the port of Bombay, and the Great Indian

Peninsula Railway with commendable promptitude has now
made most carefully planned and complete arrangements for

safeguarding the comforts of the men entrusted to its charge.

To make the situation regarding the new troop trains quite

clear it is necessary to refer to the general arrangements

which have from time to time been made for military traffic

in India. In "pre-mutiny" days, certain rivers and canals

were the only means of transport, but with the advent of

railways, the military authorities gradually utilized these,

and troops were conveyed to their different cantonments "by

rail" as this means of communication became established.

It can be quite understood, however, that in such a large

country as India, the journeys must be long even by rail and
that to convey European troops through a country wherein

the customs and habits of the inhabitants are so different is

no easy undertaking. The government therefore instituted

"rest camps'' or large plain barracks at convenient intervals

along the main lines of railway, to which the troops were

conveyed in relays, that is to say, they would undertake their

journeys in sections, resting one or two nights, as the cir-

cumstances might dictate, at the rest camps. As the speed

of trains increased and refreshment and food arrangements

became more organized this system of rest camps was more
or less abandoned and the journeys attempted by through
trains stopping at suitable intervals for meals. The trains

themselves, however, were wanting in convenience and
comfort for Europeans, inasmuch as they had to be made
up of the standard third class cars of the country, which it

may here lie noted are very different from the third class cars

used on English or American railways. If the class of car

could be gaged by the rate of fare, the third class cars in

India would be about 10th class in England, for the fare

charged to an ordinary passenger amounts to the large sum
of '4 cent per mile.

The cars themselves are plain open vehicles with wood
seats of slat pattern, and are built to accommodate about
100 third class passengers. When used for trooping this

number is considerably reduced, usually to two-thirds. It

is as well to point out here that in India third class travel is

of the "happy-go-lucky" style, for the passengers appear to

prefer having double complement in the car to half. There

then seems to be more voices to carry on the discussions, etc.,

which appear to go on continuously—the subject matter being

"picer," or money—probably the amount of fare paid, etc.

The noise in a third class car of an Indian Railway train

at night is somewhat appalling; it is only on the mail trains

where a slight extra fare is charged that the native passen-

gers appear to want to sleep.

A soldier outward bound for India and traveling over

the British railways from a country station to the ])ort of

embarkation is carried in a comfortable and well upholstered

third class car and has little to complain of. On reach-

India, however, (his arrival was usually timed for the

"cold" weather, but recently, owing to war conditions, the

journeys have had to be performed in the hot season), he

was accommodated in the cars we have mentioned above.

Some years ago, we believe, at the instance of the late Lord

Kitchener, the authorities did have iron rails provided along

the inside of the compartments of ordinary "thirds" on

which hammocks could be slung, and so provide more sleep-

ing accommodation for those men who previously had to lie

on the floor.

This order of things has now been entirely changed, for to

meet the problem of the better transportation of the Briti.sh

troops in India, the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, in

collaboration with the military authorities, has recently com-
pleted at its JNIatunga workshops, Bombay, several special

trains designed by A. !M. Bell, the company's carriage and

wagon superintendent, for the conveyance of troops coming

and going to and from the various Indian cantonments. A
complete train includes 11 cars: a stafl car. a combination

restaurant and sleeping car. a sleeping car for the officers, 6

military cars for the soldiers with a canteen car between and
a brake van.

The military car is perhaps the most interesting. The body

of the vehicle, 68 ft. long by 10 ft. wide, is built directly on a

strongly braced steel underframe, the bottom sills of the sides

being bolted to longitudinal angles running the full length of
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the unilerframe silLs. Tlie side posts are braced by diagonals

and the whole .structure is pulled together with long tie bolts

passing through from the plates to the sills. The framing of

the superstruj^ture is of Burmali teak, sheathed with planished

steel panel pJite on the outside and lined with teak on the

inside, lietween these two skins there is a 2 in. space which

i4 divided by a layer of heat-resisting material. The roof is

tireated in a similar manner which represents the standard

practiae for all of the ne\V passenger cars built for the Great

Indian Peninsula since the old "sunshade" arrangement was
discarded. The cars are each of the corridor type with end

are stowed Ijelow the lowe9t berths, and their kits are accom-

modated in parcel racks above the uppermost. At each end

of each car are two lavatories and also a wash-basin with a

plentiful water supply. .-Mjout two tons of water are carried

in galvanized cylindrical steel tanks placed below. tlie car

underframe, the supply for the high-level tanks, etc., being

pumped as required by semi-rotary hand pumps. The pro-

vision of this facility was necessary owing to the difficulty

of obtaining an adequate water supply at intermediate sta-

tions on certain stretches of railway.

The trains when made up accommodate half a regiment

Kitchen Car of the Military Train

doors and vestibules built according to standard dimensions.

To secure a maximum cross section with the utmost permis-

sible height, witliout departing from the standard 3-ft. 7-in.

diameter wheels, tlie tloor has been brought down onto the

underframe. The interior therefore measures from floor to

roof 8 ft. 5 in.

The internal arrangements of the military cars consist of

galvanized steel tubular framing which supports the berths

in tiers of three, a total of 66 being provided in each car,

with berths 7 ft. long, one above the other. This arrange-

ment is somewhat similar to that adopted on a troopship.

In the hot sea.son onlv 44 soldiers are usuallv carried in this

with complete kit and equipment, carry rations for the entire

journey, the only stops made en route being those for traffic

and locomotive purposes. Incandescent gas lamps are used

for lighting the interior. For ventilating, a double row of

"Monarch" exhausters are placed '"hit and miss" along the

roof, and above the windows there are openings which can

be closed with either Venetians or shutters. This combina-

tion permits of the inlet of a steady current of air from the

outside, through the interior, and out by the roof. The
officers are accommodated in a corridor sleeping car con-

nected to a coni|wsite sleeper and restaurant, while the stores,

niiniTal waters, ice, etc.. are carried in the end vans. The

The Military Car

manner, as the ujiper lierths are left vacant. Typical views

of one of these cars, as used for day and for night travelling,

are shown in the illustrations. The lowest berth forms a

seat by day, while the middle one folds down to form a back
for it, and the uppermost folds up against the parcel rack.

Tliere are no partitions to form compartments, but the berths

—being arranged transversely and opening off the side cor-

ridor—give similar effect, with the added advantage that the

tubular framing and the open slats of the berths give to the

car an open and well ventilated interior. The men's rifles

crew or staff attending upon the wants of the soldiers is also

accommodated in these. At meal times portable tables are

placed between each set of seats in the military cars and
the meals are served from the kitchen by orderlies ap-

pointed for this work.

The kitchen car is of the same over-all dimensions as the

other vehicles forming these militar)' trains. It has a large

central kitchen with tiled sides and floors with a large cook-

ing range situated in a central position. Tliis range is oper-

ated with oil burnt in vaporizing burners at, each end of its
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casing. All the usual kitchen arrangements are incorpor-

ated in this apartment. Adjacent is a cold storage for meat,

etc., and a compartment from which iced drinks, tea, coffee,

etc., are served. At the opposite end of tlie kitchen car are

quarters for the sergeant-in-charge, cooks, attendants, etc.

The Military Car by Day

A plentiful supply of water is carried in tanks underneath,

and electric ventilators are provided in the roof, operated

from the lighting system of the car.

A train made up in this manner is 7M) ft. in length and
weighs appro.ximately 400 tons, and the running time al-

lowed averages ,iO miles per hour, without stops. It has

The Car Arranged for Night Travel

thus been possible to reduce considerably the time of trans-

jiort of troops over many of the long runs between the mili-

tary depots in India, as no "rest halts" are required, and as

the kitchen car carries the necessary commissariat arrange-

ments, the only intermediate stops necessary are those re-

quired for locomotive and train purposes.

New Berlix-Vienn.'\ R.'vilway.—Construction of a fourth

direct railway from Berlin to Vienna is said to have been
approved by the German Railway Control Board.

T
Train Accidents in June.'

HE FOLLOWING is a list of the principal train accidents
reported as occurring on the railroads of the United
States in the month of June, 1918:

Atchison, T. & S. F.

Central Vermont
Lack. & W. V...
Mich. Central . .

.

Road
Missouri Pac
New York, N, H. & H.
Louisville & N
Southern
Denver & R. G
LehiKh V
Missouri K. & T. . . .

St. Louis S. W
Pennsylvania
K. C. Mex. & Orient

Cflttisions

Place
. .'Vcomita.

. Rittman,

.Burlington.

.Moosic.

. Tvanhoe.

Derailments

Place
Hope. Ark.
Lakeville.
Hubcr. Kv.

Kind of
Accident

Kind of
Train

P. &P.
F. &F.
P. &F.
F. &F.
F. &P.

Cause of Kind of
Derailment Train

Kil'd Inj'd

Kil'd Inj'd
2 91

Selby. Te.\.

HastinRS.
Woodland.

d track
b, wheel
d. bridffc

d. journal F.

Other Accidents

Road Place
N. H. & H....Saybrook J.

Cause of
.'\ccideni

b. pipe

The trains in collision at .\comita, N. M., on the third

were westbound passenger No. 7 and eastbound passenger
No. 2. The westbound train was standing at the station

and was struck by the eastbound at about 20 miles an hour;
both locomotives were wrecked. One engineer, one fireman,

two express-baggagemen and one porter, five passengers

and three others were injured. The engineman of train No.
2 had overlooked the fact that the right of his train to main
line at the meeting point had been taken from him by train

order.

The trains in collision near Rittman, Ohio, on the 4th,

were, westbound train consisting of a locomotive and empty
passenger cars, and an eastbound locomotive, running back-
ward, without cars. Si.x men were killed and three were in-

jured. The killed were all on the westbound train, the

engineman, the fireman, the conductor, two brakemen and a

porter. The men on the eastbound locomotive had seen their

danger in season to jump off, and they were injured, but not

fatally. The westbound train was running on the east-

bound track.

The trains in collision near Burlington, Vt., on the fifth,

were a southbound mi.xed train, not carrying passengers, and
a northbound locomotive, belonging to a worktrain, but run-

ning without cars. The collision occurred in a short tunnel,

and both locomotives were wrecked. Nine employees were
killed and seven were injured. The exact cause of the colli-

sion is not definitely known as most of the employees con-

cerned were killed ; but dependence on insufficient flagging is

believed to have been the primary cause.

The trains in collision on the Lackawanna & Wyoming
Valley at Moosic, Pa., on the 14th, were a worktrain, just

starting out of a side track, and a northbound freight, the

freight striking the rear end of the worktrain. Two em-
ployees were killed and nine were injured. The flagman

of the worktrain had put down torpedoes and had returned to

his train; but the torpedoes were not far enough back, and
the freight had not time in which to stop.

The trains in collision on the Michigan Central at Ivan-

hoe, Ind.. on the 22nd were a mixed train, w-estbound, carry-

ins a part of a circus, and a following extra train consisting

of empty sleeping cars. Four sleeping cars and a caboose at

the rear of the circus train were wrecked and took fire, and

'Abbreviations and m.irks used in .Accident List:

re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc. Other collisions b,

Broken d, Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction—.—unx. Unex-
plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. .Accidental obstruction malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while nin-

nint; P'. or Pass.. Passenoer train F. or Ft.. Freight train (includin|{
empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
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78 passengers and one employee were killed, and 120 pas-

.sengers injured. Tiie emploj'ee killed was the trainmaster.

The train of empty cars had run past distant and home auto-

matic signals set against it and had also been warned by a

fusee, the line of road being straight. The collision occurred

at 3:57 a. m. This collision was reported in the Railway

Age of June 28, page 1570.

The train derailed near Hope, Ark., on the third was the

northbound Sunshine Special. The locomotive was thrown

off the track and overturned at a switch which had been

maliciously tampered with. Two trainmen were killed,

and 79 passengers and 12 employees were injured, none

seriously, it is said.

The train involved in the accident at Lakeville, Mass., on

the ninth about 6 a. m., was a westbound passenger. The
train struck an automobile at a highway crossing and one

car was thrown off the track. No persons on the train were

injured, but in the automobile five men were killed and two

were injured.

The train derailed at Huber, Ky., on the ninth, was south-

bound passenger No. 7, the same train which was involved in

a collision, within about three miles of Hubcr, last December.

The train was derailed while running at full speed, and two

coaches were dragged some distance on their sides. The en-

gine and one car remained on the track. Sixteen passengers

were injured.

The train derailed at Amherst, Va., on the 12th, was

northl)ound passenger No. 32. The train struck a freight

car which fouled the main track and the lixomotive and four

cars were overturned. The fireman was killed and the en-

gineman was injured.

The train derailed at Salt Lake City, Utah, on the 12th,

was a westbound passenger. The train was running at a

speed of about fifty miles an hour; three coaches were de-

railed and partly turned over, two fell down a bank, one

tourist and two standard Pullmans derailed; one passenger

was killed and twelve injured. The derailment is believed

to have been due to distortion of track by solar heat.

The train derailed at Bear Creek Junction, Pa., on the

13th, was an eastbound freight, in which were 42 tank cars

filled with gasoline. The wreck took fire, ]iresumably from

friction of iron parts, and 17 cars of gasoline were Inirnt

up. The derailment was caused by a broken wheel.

The derailment on the Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas on the

17th was between Dallas and Wichita Falls. Six passengers

and three trainmen were injured. The derailment was

caused l)y tlie failure of a l)ridge wi'ukened b\- lire.

Tlie train derailed on the St. Louis Southwestern near

Selby. Tex., on the 18th, was a southbound special, carrying

soldiers. The engineman, fireman, and five soldiers were

injured seriously, and 29 other soldiers escaped with less

severe injuries.

The train derailed at Hastings, Pa., on the 21st, was a

local passenger, from Garway to Hastings. The engine was

thrown off the track at a misplaced switch and, with two

cars, was badly damaged. Two passengers and one trainman

were injured.

The train derailed near Wooland, Tex., on the 23rd. was

westbound freight No. 19. One brakeman was killed. The
cause of the dcrailement was the failure of a journal which

had liecome heated.

The train involved in the accident at Saybrook Junction,

Conn., on the evening of the 23rd, was eastbound passenger

No. 26. .\s the train approached the station, at moderate

speed, the windows of four coaches were liroken by a blast

of air or steam from the locomotive of a westbound train,

passing at the moment, due to the breaking of a connection

to the air jiuni]!. Twelve passengers were injuiTcl by glass.

Electric Car Accidents—Serious accidents to electric cars

were reported in June at four places : New York City on the

1st; Fast Brighton, .\la., on the 11th; Newark, N. J., on the

21st; and Angola, N. Y., on the 29th. Of the numerous per-

sonal injuries, none were reported fatal.

Canada—An express train was derailed on the Canadian
Pacific at Shepard, Alta., on the 19th and one on the Ca-
nadian Government Railway at Nash's Creek, N. B., on the

27th. In the first mentioned nine persons were reptorted

injured and in the other none.

Tight Rivets

THE .\meric.\x Fle.xible Bolt Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., has recently placed on the market a new type of

rivet called the "American" rivet. It has a rounded

head, which when driven into the work will more completely

fill the rivet hole than the ordinar}- type of rivet. One of

the illustrations shows actual photographs of sections cut

through riveted plates, in which both the ordinan-

Various Types of Heads Can Be Formed from the One Head
of the "American" Rivet

type of rivet and the '"American" rivet were used.

With the ordinary type of rivet it is practically im-

possible to upset the metal directly under the head on

account of the scjuare shoulder. With the '.\merican'" rivet

the metal is made to flow under the head and fill the rivet

iiole as the liead is upset in the process of riveting. By thus

Sections Through Plates Riveted by the Ordinary Type of

Rivet and the "American" Rivet Showing How the

"American" Rivet Completely Fills the Rivet Hole

filling the rivet holes more perfectly, the "American" rivet

requires less calking and less stock is required to form the

different types of heads. No sharp corners are formed in

its manufacture to weaken it. Any desired shape of head
may be obtained from the one stock pattern.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Rules for Adjustment of Labor Controversies Issued

—

Table d'Hote Meals in Dining Cars Ordered

Adjustment of Labor Controversies

WS. Carter, director of the Division of Labor, has

issued a circular regarding methods of adjusting

differences as regarding labor, in part as follows:

In the adjustment of differences of opinion, not involv-

ing rates or amount of wages, or hours, that arise in the

relations between the officials and employees, which differ-

ences are to be expected, sincere effort should be made to

reach a common understanding without the necessity of

reference to the director general, or to the Division of Labor.

Where such controversies are not so adjusted, or where
questions involving rates or amount of wages or hours are

raised, the following methods will be adopted:

(a) Requests by employees for increases in wages, in

addition to increases provided for in wage orders, will be

filed only with the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions, to which board has been assigned the duty of

hearing, and investigating such matters, as provided in

Article VII of General Order No. 27.

(/)) The method of securing interpretation of wage orders

is prescribed by the director general in Supplement No. 6

to General Order No. 27, and the prescribed method should

be followed in cases involving interpretations of wage orders.

(r) When employees are represented by railway boards

of adjustment, the procedure as to all controversies within

the scope of their duties will be as directed in general orders

creating such boards. The fact that certain employees are

not represented by railway boards of adjustment will in no
manner deprive them of any of the lienefits accruing from

such boards. An assistant to the director of the Division

of Labor has lieen appointed, and a staff of representatives

has lieen organized, for the especial purpose of rendering the

same .service to such employees as though represented by a

railway board of adjustment. Boards of adjustment have

been created by understanding with the larger organizations

of employees, for the convenience of handling such matters

and to relieve the director of the Division of Labor of ad-

justing same. It is not practicable to create railway boards

of adjustment, except for the larger organizations of em-

ployees.

((/) Requests for adjustments in wages by employees not

represented by railway boards of adjustment, which requests

are based upon exi.sting practices or adjustments reached

through former arbitrations and settlements, will be pre-

sented to the proper officials of the railroads, and negotia-

tions will be conducted in the usual manner up to the chief

operating officer, or officer designated by him. Should no

agreement be reached, and it appear to be necessary to take

the matter further, a joint statement of facts (in duplicate)

will be prepared by the representatives of the employees

concerned and the proper officials of the railroad, and sub-

mitted to the director of the Division of Labor of the United

States Railroad Administration. Attached to such joint

statement of facts will be such brief arguments by both

parties to the controversy as is believed desirable Ijy those

•concerned. When an adjustment is not then reached through

correspondence, a representative will be assigned to inves-

tigate, and if by his assistance no agreement is then reached,

the matter in controversy will be referred again to the direc-

tor of the Division of Labor.

((') Personal grievances or controversies arising under
interpretation of wage agreements, and all other disputes

arising between officials of a railroad and its employees not

Washington, D. C,
represented by railway boards of adjustment, will be han-
dled in the usual manner by the individual, his representa-
tive, or by committees of employees, up to and including the
chief operating officer of the railroad, or officer designated
by him, when, if an agreement is not reached, the chairman
of the committee of employees and the officer of the rail-

road will refer the matter to the director of the Division of
Labor, in the same manner as provided in Paragraph d
of this circular.

(/) When an employee, or class of employees, is not
represented by committees, and negotiations can not be con-
ducted in the usual manner, matters of complaint will be
taken up with the proper officials of the railroad. When
such employee or employees desire to appeal to the director

general, a complete statement of the cause of complaint will

be filed by such employee or employees with the director of

the Division of I^abor. When an adjustment is not reached
through correspondence, a representative will be assigned

to investigate, and if by his assistance no agreement is

then reached, the matter in controversy will be referred

again to the director of the Division of Labor.

(g) General Order No. S suspended negotiations for

revision of schedules or general changes in conditions affect-

ing wages and hours pending decision of the matter by the

director general, which was accomplished by General Order
No. 27. No order has since been issued either prohibiting

or directing that negotiations for revisions of working con-

ditions be undertaken. This matter is left to follow the

usual course, except that all requests for increases in wages,

reduction of hours, or special rates for overtime will lie taken

up directly with the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions. Where working conditions are not agreed upon
by committees of employees and the officials of the railroads,

a joint statement of the points at issue will be prepared and
filed with the director of the Division of Labor, attaching

thereto such brief arguments as may be desired. When an

adjustment is not then reached through correspondence a

representative will be assigned to investigate, and if by his

assistance no agreement is then reached, the matter in con-

troversy will be referred again to the director of the Divi-

sion of Labor.

Nothing herein contained has reference to employees of

railroads not under federal control.

Garnishment of Wages Prohibited

General Order No. 4,>, issued on September 5, provides

as follows

:

"W^hereas proceedings in garnishment, attachment, or like

process by which it is sought to subject or attach money or

propertv under federal control or derived from the operation

of carriers under federal control under the act of Congress of

March 21, 1918, are inconsistent with said act, and with the

economical and efficient administration of federal control

thereunder; and
"Whereas such proceedings are frequently commenced,

-particularly for the garnishment or attachment of amounts

payable, or claimed to be payable, as wages or salaries of

employees, which practice is prejudicial to the interests of the

Railroad Administration in the operation of the lines and
systems of transportation under federal control, and is not

necessary for the protection of the rights or the just interests

of employees or others: and
"Whereas if anv rules or regulations become necessan- to
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require employees to provide for their just debts, the same

will be issued hereafter;

"It i.-i therefon- ordered that no moneys or other property

under federal control or derived from the operation of car-

riers while under federal control shall be subject to garnish-

ment, attachment, or like process in the hands of such car-

riers or any of them, or in the hands of any employee or

officer of the United States Railroad Administration."

Table d'Hote Meals in Dining Cars

The Railroad Administration has been turning some of

its efforts toward an improvement and some degree of stand-

The American Car & Foundry Company has been making
regular deliveries of the double sheath box cars since Sep-

tember 1 and more recently of hopper cars. The Haskell &
Barker Car Company is also turning out gondolas and the

Standard Steel Car Company hopper cars. By the first of

the week it was stated that cars were being turned out at the

rate of over 1 00 a day.

203 New Locomotives Delivered in August

Director General McAdoo on September 6 authorized the

following .statement of new locomotives delivered to railroads

during the month of August:

veck August 1 to 3

Road No. Type

I.L.&W... 1 Mik^iflo

;.&W. ... 2 .Mallet

SKAMik.
Iik.ido

For week August 4 to 10 For week August 1 1 to 17 For week August 18 to 24

Road
N.&W.

B.&O
C.N.J
P.&R
!5.P

A.C.L
O.N
fi.N
A.T.&S.F..
r.p

Type
Mallet
.Mallet

17

4 USRA Mik.
1 Pacific

1 .Mallet

2 Switcher
I Pacific

3 M iJ<ado
1 Switcher

Mikadc
Mikado

Road
r>.&n, .

P.I..W.
W.S!L.E.
I.e.

Sou
li.vSiO. ..

C.SO. ..

P.RR. ..

P.&R. ..

l.C
G.N. ...

C.P..&Q.

No. Type Road
10 Consol. D.&H. ..

1 Santa Fe Me.C. .

.

1 I'SRA Mik. W.&L.E.
3 Switcher l.C
1 Snnta Fe

Santa Fe
L'SRAMik.
I'SRA Mik.
Mikado
Consol.
Mikado
Switcher
Mikado

C.N.J. .

C.&O. .

B.&O. .

P.RR. .

P.&R. .

St.L.-S.I
S.P. ...

I.e. ...
G.N. ..

A.T.&S.l
C.B.&Q.

o. Type
6 Consol.
2 Switch
8 USRA Mik.
3 Switcher

t-SRA Mik.
rSRA Mik.
Mikado
Consol.
Santa Fe
Switcher
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

Road
W.&L.E.
D.4H. ..

G.B.&W..
C.&E.I.

.

C.N.T. ..

Me.C. ..

III.C. ...

A.T.&S.F.
U.P
G.N
B.&0. ...
C.N.J. ...
l.C
C.B.&O .

P.RR.~...
P.&R. ...

Type
USRA Mik.
Consol.

10 USRA Mik.
2 Switcher
3 Switcher

26

3 Mikado
3 Mikado
3 Switcher
7 USRA Mik.
I Pacific
I Mikado
I Mikado
1 Mikado
I Consol.

N.Y.C. 3 Mohawk N.Y.C. 6 Mohawk N.Y.C. 5 Mohawk N.Y.C.

ardization of dining car service. Director General McAdoo

has announced that, effective October 1 , the custom of serv-

ing a la carte meals on dining cars will be abandoned so far

as lunch and dinner are concerned and the table d'hote plan

will be substituted. Breakfast will consist of a simple a la

carte menu at moderate prices and lunch and dinner will be

table d'hote meals of not to exceed four courses. The charge

for lunch and dinner will be $1 with the exception that on a

very few limited trains the charge for dinner will be $1.25.

While in a general way the plan contemplates a standard-

ization of meals, there will be such variation as local market

conditions make desirable. The meals, it is stated, while

simple, will be both ample and good, and the "small charge,

which will bring them within the reach of the most moderate

purse," is made possible by the many evident economies that

can be accompli slied, such as the increased capacity of dining

cars, the complete utilization of supplies and the saving in

skilled cooks and waiters who are very difficult to engage at

present. Patrons will be saved the delays incident to the

selection from varied menus and the inconvenience produced

by congested conditions of travel. The new plan is also ex-

pected to result in the conservation of food.

Arrangements have been completed for making the new
plan effective on the same day on all railroads under govern-

ment control. At the same time steps are being taken looking

to the co-ordination of dining car organizations and com-
missaries and the joint utilization of equipment which it is

thought will lead to far more satisfactory results, both for the

railroads and the public, than was possible under the old

conditions.

New Freight Cars in Quantity Production

Quantity production of some of the types of the standard

freight cars ordered by the Railroad Administration has been
attained and instructions have been sent to the car manu-
facturers as to which roads should receive the first deliveries.

In the case of box cars they are naturally being sent first to

the western roads that need them for the urain movement.

Of the total of 203 locomotives, 56 were on account of the
orders placed by the Railroad Administration and 147 were
on previous orders.

Insurance and Fire Protection

Circular No. 54 issued by the director general announced
that in supervising the work of the Insurance and Fire
Protection Section John Skelton Williams will be assisted
l)y Theodore H. Price, actuary to the Railroad Administra-
tion. In the work devolving upon it the section will have
the co-operation of an advison,- committee of which Mr.
Price is chairman. The other members of tlie committee
are R. M. Bissell, (president of the H.irtford Fire Insurance
Co., Hartford, Conn., and also chairman of the National
Conservation Committee and the National Board of Fire
Underwriters); Charles E. Mather of Philadelphia: D. R.
McLennan, of Chicago, and A. M. Schoen, a civil and elec-
trical fire protection engineer and expert, at present chief
engineer of the Soutlieastern Underwriters' Association of
Atlanta, Ga.
The section will have its own force of general inspectors

and loss investigators, reporting directly to it at Wa.^liint:-
ton, and through the Division "of Operation will communi-
cate to the regional directors and the officers and emplovees
of the operating force under them with regard to the work
of fire prevention and inspection on all railways under con-
trol of tlie Railroad Administration, with the object of utiliz-

ing existing organizations as they may be available, re-

organizing them when it may be necessary, and establish-
ing adequate fire protection and inspection organizations
for those properties upon which no such organization is

now maintained.

The circular sajs it is believed that if every employee can
be made to feel an alert consciousness of responsibility for

this loss, that it can be substantially reduced, thus effecting

an important saving in tlic cost of operation and avoiding
the interference with and delay of traffic that fires cause.

To tliis end the earnest co-operation of ever>- employee of
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the United States Railroad Administration is desired and

requested.

Service on Mississippi and Warrior Rivers

Director General McAdoo has given his approval of plans

for establishing transportation service on the Mississippi and

Warrior rivers under the direction of the Division of Inland

Waterways. A fleet of 30 steel barges and seven tow-boats

has been assigned for operation on the lower Mississippi and

weekly sailings will be established beginning the last week in

September between St. Louis and New Orleans, for both bulk

and package freight. The fleet will have a carrying capacity

of 6,000,000 ton-miles per week and the service will be aug-

mented as soon as additional equipment is available, forming

a substantial addition to the transportation facilities of the

middle west. It has been found necessary to make the estab-

lishment of proper and adequate terminal facilities a condi-

tion precedent to the inauguration of service at intermediate

points.

For service on the Warrior river steel self-propelled barges

originally designed by the Alabama & New Orleans Trans-
portation Company for the coal trade have been purchased,

together with other equipment sufficient to carry 300,000 tons

of coal annually from the mines on the Warrior river to

Mobile and New Orleans. The Lake Borgne Canal has also

been leased, giving a short route to New Orleans harbor from
Mobile Bay. The temporary fleet is now being repaired and
plans are being laid to obtain steel equipment sufficient to

carry 1,500,000 tons annually by water to the gulf.

Rates on Live Stock Feed

At the present time there are no commodity rates apply-
ing on velvet beans, meal, cake, etc., from Memphis, Tenn.,

to points in Arkansas, Louisiana and Oklahoma. In order

to encourage the movement of these commodities there has

been authorized the establishment from Memphis to all

points in Arkansas, Oklahoma and points in Louisiana

(west of the Mississippi river) the same rates as now apply

on cotton seed meal, subject to minimum carload weight of

40,000 lb. On account of the increased necessity for stock

feed and the scarcity of cotton seed meal, a demand has

been created at points in the Southwest for velvet beans,

velvet bean meal, velvet bean cake, copra meal and soya

bean meal. These commodities are used as live stock feed

the same as cotton seed meal. Live stock feeders in the

states of Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana, West of the

Mississippi river, who have heretofore used cotton seed meal

for feeding purposes, owing to the shortage of cotton seed

meal must now seek some other feed. Shippers at Mem-
phis, Tenn., advise that they are able to take care of the

situation by supplying velvet beans, velvet bean meal, velvet

bean cake, copra meal and soya bean meal, which com-

modities make good substitutes for cotton seed meal for

feeding purposes.

Improper Packing Being Checked

In tlie effort to imi^rove the general handling of less than

carload shipments and to reduce the amount of loss and

damage claims, particular attention has \icen directed to

the feature of improper packing, resulting in more rigid

inspection of packages, before accepting for shipment.

Reports from one middle West district indicate that dur-

ing tlie ]>eriod of four months just ending, a total of 27,541

small shipments were turned down by the receiving clerks,

14,570 of these shipments were repaired or recoopered, and
were accepted by the railroads for shipment. 12,971 of the

shipments, however, were rejected entirely by the railroads.

This, of course, means that consignees received their goods
in better condition, and undoubtedly also means a big sav-

ing to the railroads in avoiding numerous claims for loss

and damage which would have accrued had the shipments
been accepted as originally presented.

Particular attention is being given to this matter of less

than carload shipments, and many thousands of car miles

are being saved daily by the elimination of duplicate or

unnecessary package cars.

Estimates of Additions and Betterments for 1919

Called For

In order to detennine what additions and Ijetterments,

including equipment, and what road extensions should be
made during the year 1919, the Division of Cajjital Expendi-
tures, in D. C. E. Circular No. 10, is asking federal and
general managers to have prepared at once budgets setting

forth briefly each project which in their judgment should be
commenced on D. C. E. Form 9. Regional directors are ex-
pected to issue instructions in accordance with the circular
and to give such directions and supervision to the preparation
of the budgets for submission to them as they may deem
advisable. The regional directors are to note on the forms the
elimination of any project or jobs which they disapprove,
with comment as to their reasons, and to send the revised
budgets to the Director of the Division of Capital Expendi-
tures. It is not the intention that the budgets as submitted
.shall be approved, Imt they are to be prepared solely for the
purpose of affording an approximate forecast of the work
considered necessary for 1919 and its approximate cost.

Rules for Investigation of New Devices
The circular of rules governing the submission of devices

or inventions to the Railroad Administration, issued by the
mechanical department of the Division of Operation and
published in last week's issue, has been reissued by the
Division of Operation as Circular Xo. 18 in practically the
same form but made to apply to appliances for roadway
or track as well as for use on cars and locomotives. Cor-
respondence regarding matters of this nature which relate
to locomotives or cars should be addressed to Frank Mc-
Manamy, assistant director, division of Operation, and cor-
respondence relating to appliances in connection witii road-
way and track should be addressed to C. A. Morse, assist-
ant director, engineering and maintenance.

Re-Routing Saves Car Miles

The Railroad Administration has issued a statement sav-
ing it is following up closely the question of eliminating
circuitous routing, and is meeting with close co-operation
on the part of shippers generally. Several months ago ar-
rangements were made to check billing at the more important
junction points, change routing and send cars via direct
routes, calling attention of the initial lines and shippers to
roundabout routing. A report shows that during a recent
month three Wisconsin junctions re-routed 1221 cars, with
a saving of 9.^750 car miles. The real transportation econ-
omy in this, however, is in the fact that all these cars were
originally routed through Chicago, and were diverted to

other junctions, thereby avoiding handling through the Chi-
cago terminals.

Fruit Movement

Director General McAdoo has announced that a report

from Hale Holden, regional director of the Central Western
region, for the month of .\ugust shows that during that

month 138 special fruit trains, with 5640 cars, were operated

through from California to the Missouri river and Chicago.

The total California movement since the commencement of

the season about June 1 amounted to 446 trains, with 17,4Q5

cars. The Colorado fruit mo\-eraent commenced about

August 15, and during the latter portion of the month there

were moved a total of 45 fruit specials, with 1523 cars.
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I. C. C. Certifying Standard Return for Compensation

Contracts

The Interstate Commerce Commission is now furnishing

the director general daily with certifications of the amount

of the "Standard return," as provided in the railroad con-

trol act, representing the average net operating income of

the various railroads for the three years ending June 30,

1917, which is to he inserted in the standard contracts with

the individual roads to represent the amount of their com-

|)cnsation. Although the law makes the three-year average

tlie ma.ximum this figure is being used in the ordinary case.

Chief of Secret Service Appointed

Effective .Septemlx-r 18, William J. Flynn, former chief

of the secret service division of the Treasury Department, has

been appointed chief of the secret service of the United States

Railroad Administration in the Section of Claims and Prop-

erty Protection, with offices in the Southern Railway building,

\\'ashington, D. C.

* * *

H. S. Noble has been appointed federal manager of New
York and New Jersey canals to .succeed G. A. Tomlinson

who was appointed director of the Division of Inland Water-

ways of the Railroad Administration as noted in last week's

issue of the Railway Age.

Fuel Conservation at Stationary Plants

AN ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING of railway men directly

responsible for the consumption of fuel in the sta-

tionary plants on the railways under the control of

the Railroad Administration was held at the Fort Dearborn

Hotel, (Chicago, September 9, under the direction of Eugene

McAuliffe, manager. Fuel Conservation Section. Tlie meet-

ing was well attended and inspiring impromptu talks

were given by representatives of the Fuel .Administration,

the Fuel Conservation Section of the Railroad Administra-

tion and railroad men.

Mr. McAuliffe in o])ening the meeting called attention

to the great amount of fuel that will be required for the

railways this year. At the best possible estimate this will

amount to 166,000,000 tons, of which 16,000,000 tons will

be used in other than hKomotive fireboxes. This coal will

cost on an average $.5.50 per ton which is 250 per cent

greater than the average price in 1915. While from a purely

financial standpoint all possible saving in fuel should be

made, the most important reason is its scarcity. It is esti-

mated that the country will be short 75,000,000 tons and
the railways, the largest consumers of fuel, must contribute

a large amount to make up this shortage. Although much
has already been accomj>lished in using fuel economically

on locomotives there is practically a virgin field among the

railway stationary plants. While no attempt was made by
Mr. Mc.-\uliffe to go into detail regarding the manner in

which fuel can be saved in these plants he called attention

to the great imjiortance of keeping steam pipes and boilers

well lagged to prevent undue radiation of the heat. Par-

ticular attention was also called to the importance of pre-

venting all kinds of leaks. Piping extending for any great

distance should have ample ]irovision for expansion. Ex-
haust steam should ho used for heating wherever possible.

The buildings should lie kejit tight in winter so the heat

will not be wasted.

Fuel must be conserved. The .shortage of fuel in Eng-
land has required that countr)' to take 8,600 men from tlie

army to mine more coal. Coal should be salvaged the same
as scrap. At the present prices five tons of coal is wortli

one ton of ordinary scrap. One road adds a coal car to

the work train that is sent over the line to pick up the scrap

for the pur^jose of collecting the wa~te coal with the scrap.

Talks by Fuel Administration Representatives

David Moffet Myers, advisor)- engineer, United States

Fuel Administration, spoke of the work the Fuel .Adminis-

tration is doing; described its organization and offered freely

the services of the 600 men in that department to help the

railway men save fuel. He said that without question

50,000,000 tons of coal or 10 per cent of the countri's con-

sumption, could be saved by more careful operation of steam

generating plants without any expenditure for additional

equipment. He pointed out the fact that practicing fuel

"economy not only saved fuel but reduced greatly the de-

mands on the railroads for transportation.

George R. Henderson, administrative engineer for the

Fuel Administration in eastern Pennsylvania, prefaced his

remarks with the slogan:

"If we can't can the Kaiser we can help make the can."

And the can is made up largely of coal, he said. He de-

scribed the questionnaire sent out to all .steam plants for

the purpose of determining whether or not they were using

the coal to the best advantage. It has been productive of

good results. Committees have been formed in various parts

of the country to investigate conditions. The work of such

committees in the mills of New England has resulted in a

15 per cent saving in fuel. He spoke of several individual

cases where a large amount of fuel had been saved by re-

ducing light, consolidating electric lighting plants, etc. The
small plants are the more wasteful. Patriotic posters have

been used to a large extent to stir up the interest of the

power plant operators and particularly the firemen in saving

coal. It is important for ever}'body to do the best they can

with the equipment they have.

Joseph Harrington, administrative engineer for Illinois,

spoke of tlie necessity for considering the personal equation

of the men who handle the fuel. He cautioned that partic-

ular attention should be given the small plant. There are

so many of them that even though the waste at any indi-

vidual plant may be small the accumulative effect will be

ver)' large. Any organization developed on the railroads

should be large enough to give the small plants proper

supervision. He advocated strongly a two-pen recording

draft gage for boilers so that a continuous record of the

manner in which a fire is handled could be obtained and
the work of the fireman thus super%^ised. Mr. McAuliffe

agreed with him tlioroughly in this. Such a device Mr.
Harrington explained, would also have considerable moral

effect on the fireman. He would fire the boiler correctly

for he would know that a record was being kept of his

performance. He also spoke of the importance of weighing

the coal in order that the fireman will get a better idea of

what he is actually doing. It will give him an incentive

to improve his work and that is an important point that

should in no way be overlooked. Congenial surroundings

are also necessary. .\ convenienth" arranged plant, well

ventilated and kept picked up and clean will give the fire-

man a certain amount of pride and self-respect which will

be reflected in his work.

Osborne Monnett, engineer for the Fuel Administration,

spoke briefly, calling attention to some of the important

points that should be watched in the design and ojjeration of

boiler plants.

Fuel Oil Must Be Conserved

Nelson G. Phelps of tlie Oil Division of the Fuel Ad-
ministration spoke on the fuel oil situation. He said that the

time had now arrived when very serious consideration must
be given this product. Oil is needlessly wasted. The
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Bureau of Mines, a short time ago, estimated that 40,000,000
barrels, or 1,680,000,000 gallons, of fuel oil were wasted
yearly due to improper operating methods. It is very easy
to waste the oil when it is being burned and it is here that
a vast saving must be made. The country is facing a
shortage of 29,000,000 barrels and for the last six months
it has been necessary to draw from the storage supply.

In calling attention to the oil resiources of the country he
said that from the time petroleum was first discovered, in

1859, to 1891, the production steadily increased. At chat

time it was restricted almost entirely to the states of Pennsyl-
vania and New York and the production in those two states

during 1891 was 30,000,000 barrels. Last year it was only
9,000,000 barrels. Similarly in Ohio the ma.ximum pro-
duction came in 1896; in West Virginia in 1900; in In-

diana in 1904; Illinois, 1910; California, 1914, and Okla-
homa and Kansas will probably have their maximum pro-

duction this year. The entire production today amounts to

about 400,000,000 barrels yearly.

Improper combustion of the fuel oil is responsible for the

greatest waste. There should be some one made responsible

for fuel oil economy and detailed to instruct the furnace

operators in the use of the oil torch. Proper burners should

be used. By far the majority of homemade burners are

wasteful and it would be decidedly better to purchase a

burner that has been designed correctly. Too often the

fundamentals of burner construction are not understood.

Better efficiency will be obtained with oil heated to 110 deg.

before it enters the burner. The Fuel Administration is

planning to publish some educational matter on economical

fuel oil consumption which will be free for tho.se handling

fuel oil.

A Word from Fuel Supervisors

Various representatives of the Fuel Conservation Section

spoke calling attention to the more important defects found

around the railway stationary plants. By far the most
common is improperly lagged steam pipes and boilers, ex-

cessive leakage from both air and steam lines, and im-

properly maintained boiler settings. Mr. Roesch presented

some interesting figures showing that with coal at $3.50 per

ton in the furnace, steam at 150 lb. pressure leaking through

a ^-in. hole would waste $3,340 per year; through

a 1/32-in. hole $1,330 per year. Air at 100 lb. pres-

sure with coal at $2.00 per ton leaking through a 1/16-in.

hole $2.89 per month, and tlirough a 1-in. hole,

$741.82 per month. It was stated generally that positive and
absolute neglect was responsible for the greatest wastes. In

one case a road was extremely short of water at a certain

point, and at the same time was wasting 26,000 gal. through

leaky valves. Piping should be alaove ground in order that

leaks can be located and stopped. A case was reported

where a set of 9-in. locomotive air compressors was used
for furnishing air at high pressure to the shop for tools,

while a large shop compressor was used to supply air at a

lower pressure to the yards. The shop compressor was not

used to capacity and the two methods of producing the air

were used simply to give a high and low pressure line. With
a reducing valve the shop compressor could furnish air for

both the shop and the yard.

In some territories where coal has been very cheap it has

been difficult to make the men appreciate the value of fuel,

but with the extreme shortage throughout the countr}' they

are beginning to realize the necessity for economy and while

there is a lot to be done in educating these men they are giving

their support and co-operation. The fuel supervisors are

holding staff meetings at the important terminals. Their at-

tention is not restricted entirely to the mechanical department,
the transportation department is in a position to save a large

amount of fuel, and men from that department are included
in the meetings. Particular stress was laid on what coal

means to this nation and to all of the Allied nations in
wmning the war. If for the lack of it this countr^• could not
do the full measure of work that will be required of it. the
length of the war will l)e increased, and that means that
thousands of our American boys will be unneccssarilv sacri-
ficed. Saving fuel is the least we can do at home and every-
body will do this if they are made to appreciate its import-
ance.

Other Speakers

There were among other speakers at the meeting, H. T. Bent-
ley, superintendent of motive power, Chicago & Northwestern,
who told how necessar)- it was to stir up the enthusiasm of
the men in the practice of fuel economy. C. A. Brandt, of
the Locomotive Superheater Company, spoke of the possi-
bilities of the superheater in stationary boiler plants, par-
ticularly in roundhouses. This practice will reduce the
condensation to a large extent.

Mr. Anderson, of the Milwaukee Light & Power Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., spoke of the success with which
pulverized coal has been used in the power plant of that
company under stationary boilers. Boiler and furnace ef-
ficiencies of over 86 per cent have l)een obtained with the
piilverized coal, the net efficiency being greater than that ob-
tained with the automatic stokers. The Locomotive Pulver-
ized I'^uel Company's apparatus was applied last May, and
after changing the design of the furnace to adequately meet
the new conditions imposed by this method of combustion
no difficulty has been experienced with the proper operation
of the plant. Mr. Anderson made it clear that in the design
of the furnace lay the secret of succAs in using powdered
coal. He spoke very enthusiastically of the possibilities of
this method of firing stationary boilers.

The advantages particularly referred to for this method
were the constant degree of efficiency, the fact that constant
critical attention was not needed as in the case of stoker or
hand firing methods and the ea.se of control of the fire. The
waste of fuel accompanying the banking and cleaning of
fires is eliminated. M the plant in question which has peak
loads night and morning this feature was of particular im-
portance. It was possible to shut a boiler down at night and
by keeping the dampers closed to conserve the heat of the
brick work in the furnace, to start the fire in the morning
from the heat of the brick, the steam pressure having dropped
but little. To operate this system most successfullv a suf-
ficiently large installation should be made to warrant a pul-
verizing plant of sufficient size to i)ring the cost of preparing
the fuel down to a reasonaiile figure.

Mr. Maddox, of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, told of the
experience that road had had with this method of burning
fuel at its Parsons, Kans., plant. A sufficiently large fur-
nace volume and the proper baffling of the boilers is very
necessary. He believed that this method of bursing fuel
had come to stay, particularly in stationarj' plants. Lignite
has been used with especially good success although it was
fed to the boiler with seven per cent moisture.

Jap.\nese w.-vtchme-x's sense of responsibility.—About
a month ago a little after midnight, says a recent issue of
The Railway Times, Tokio, a person in a jinrikisha was just
crossing the railroad tracks at Hibunzaka, as the guards were
not closed, when a freight train suddenly came running and
struck him down to death. The two watchmen of the
crossing soon found that this fatal accident was entirely

due to their negligence of duty and realizing their responsi-
bility, threw themselves under a ne.xt approaching train

and killed themselves. The caps and uniforms which were
provided to them by tlie railways were nicely folded and
placed near the place of their death, meaning to return them
to their owner.
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Orders of Regional Directors

T.X
.M I'KkING WITH SHIl'MENTS Of GASOLENE. TllC EaSt-

tcm regional director orders that outlet valves on. the

bottom of empty tank cars that contain a small portion

of gasolene mu.st not he tampered with by railroad employees;

it is a dangerous practice.

Passenger Service.—The Eastern regional director directs

attention to the fact that trainmen must not allow passengers

to occupy more than one seat at any time, either for them-

selves or their baggage, when required for otlier passengers.

Expertses of Joint Ticket Offices.—Tlie Eastern regional

director advises that the Director, Division of Public Service

and Accounting, has decided that the basis upon which

monthly expenses of the joint ticket offices should be distrib-

uted is the gross ticket sales for the calendar year 1917, and
that this basis should be made effective September 1, 1918.

Red Cross Posters in Railroad Stations.—Permission has

been given the Red Cross to post in railroad stations a series

of Red Crass posters between now and September 28, when
the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign begins. They must be

removed at the beginning of the Fourth Liberty Loan cam-
paign.

Increase to Express Messengers.—The Eastern regional di-

rector advises that the American Railway E.vpress Company
has granted increases to e.xpress messengers effective July 1,

and it will be proper that the railroads pay their proportion

of such increases as in the past. The Express Company of-

ticials will be requested to submit a statement to each of the

lines indicating to just what extent the increases were made
and the proportion to be borne by the railroads. In the case

of any messengers who are carried on the payrolls of the

railroads, the Expre.ss Company has arranged to honor bills

for the increase in rates granted under General Order No. 27,

so that authority will not be necessarv in individual cases.

Bond for Transportation of Merchandise in Customs
Ciistody.—The Eastern regional director advises that a
bond has been executed by the director general and accepted

by the treasury department for all roads under federal

control in lieu of bonds heretofore given by such carriers

in the following cases:

1. The transportation of bonded nu-rcliandise in accordance with revised
statutes, Sections 3000; 3001; 3005; 3006, Act of June 10, 1880, and acts
amendatory thereto;

2. The privilege of lading and unlading bonded merchandise at night
and on Sundays and holidays under the Act of February 13, 191!.

This bond does not supersede bonds known as consump-
tion entry bonds, internal revenue bonds or warehouse bonds.

Troop Trains.—The Eastern regional director has issued

the following rules to govern the furnishing of information
as to the contemplated arrival of troop trains:

It is desired that no information with regard to the move-
ment of troops or troop trains be given to any person what-
ever except as follows:

1. Railroad ofHccrs and employees may be given such information as it

is necessary for them to have in order to provide for the proper movement
of trains.

J. Information necessary may be given to connecting lines in the form
provided by the cipher code.

3. Accredited representatives of the Red Cross, upon proper identifica-

tion at points where troop trains are scheduled to stop, may be informed,
upon application of the prospective hour of arrival of such trains. (Note:
Where troops or troop trains arc moving to a seaport this information
must not be given.)

Employees should be instructed as above and should be informed by
notice or otherwise that any discussion of troop movements with members
of their families or with others is a serious offense.

Agreements Covering Side Tracks, Pipe Crossings, etc.—
The Eastern regional director states that inquiry was recently

made of the director general's office as to whether the man-
agers under United States Railroad Administration should
execute in their own name side track agreements, leases for

land, permits for crossing for pipes, conduits, overhead
crossings for wires, etc., in which it was contemplated to use

the regular forms heretofore used by the corporation, and
stamp them '"United States Railroad Administration," etc.,

and subject to the usual 30, 60 or 90 days' termination.

In view of the fact that many, if not all, of these permits,

notwithstanding their short termination, create conditions

which may continue indefinitely, it is thought that the man-
agers should prepare the agreements on the usual forms of

the corfKtration, indicate the approval of the manager by

his signature at some appropriate place up>on the form, and
then forward it to the president of the corporation to be exe-

cuted by himself or such officer as the corporation may desig-

nate. Certain documents, of course, v/hich may be of a tem-

porar}- nature, may be acted upon without troubling the

corporation with the details. More specific instructions con-

cerning this and other matters are being formulated by the

.\dministration and will be sent you in due course.

Intervinv of Officers and Soldiers by Agetits of Railroad

.Idministration.—The Eastern regional director quotes from

a letter addressed to Hon. John Barton PajTie, general coun-

sel. Division of Law, by P. C. Harris, acting for the adjutant

general, indicating that the war department has amended
its requirements relative to the right to interview officers

and soldiers by agents of the Railroad Administration.

Agents of the Railroad Administration will hereafter be considered as

"proper officers" within the meaning of Paragraph 824 Army Regulations
(relating to the furnishing of information by persons in the military

service), and. upon presentation of proper credentials to the commanding
officer or officers, will be permitted to inten-iew soldiers at army camps
and stations, and all necessary facilities for assisting them will be afforded.

The interviews that will be permitted in such cases will be restricted

absolutely to the ascertainment of facts within the personal knowledge or
recollection of the officers or enlisted men concerned. Xo reference to or
examination of official records of any description cither by the person being
interviewed, or by the agent, will be permitted. Evidence from such
records, whether at the army camps or stations or in the war department.
will be furnished only by the war department, as prescribed by Paragraph
8J4 Army Regulations, in response to a request therefor made by the proper
representative of the Railroad Administration upon The Adjutant General
of the .^rmy.

Income Reports.—The following reports and information
are now being sent to C. R. Gray, Director, Division of

Transportation, Interstate Commerce Commission Building,
Washington, D. C.

1. Detailed income reports, showing comparisons with last year and indi-

cating the expenses by primary account.
2. Each report or statement used by transportation officers to measure

efficiency and cost of their operations.
3. l^eport used to measure efficiency and cost of locomotive performances.
4. Usual explanations provided for president or chief operating o65cer

covering increases and decreases as shown in (he above mentioned slate-

It is the intention that the reports on the new O. S. Forms
will take the place of the reports enumerated under head-
ings 1, 2 and 3, and it will be unneces.sary to continue send-
ing the reports last referred to after tliose which apply to

the month of .August. The O. S. Forms do not provide for

;in explanation of increases and decreases in expenses. It

will be necessar)- therefore, for the individual roads to con-

tinue sending in such explanation, but it should, as in the

case of the O. S. Forms, be sent direct to the Op>erating Sta-

tistics Section, 603 Southern Railway Building, Washington,
D. C. •

Mis-use of Refrigerator Cars.—The Eastern regional di-

rector calls attention to a rejxirt of the Refrigerator Car Com-
mittee of the Division of Operation as follows:

V\'c wish at this time to call your attention to the misuse of refrigerator

ciuipment, with particular reference to fruit and vegetable refrigerator
ears, by permitting them to be loaded with ice in body of the car, also

commodities which are permitted by present tariffs to have ice packed in

the >hipnient, such as lettuce and spinach. To maintain an efficient refrig-

erati>i car it is imperative that the insulation be kept dry and it is a
I>hysio;i] impossibility to construct or mechanically waterproof insulation
ihal will withstand shipments as above referred to without moisture coming
in eoutact with floor insulation.

.\n,ither very objectionable practice on tlie part of some yhipper^ or con-
jiignees is to leave in cars when unloaded at warehouses and team tracks
large quantities of decayed fruits and vegetables, and at times some of
tliein clean out their warehouses of these articles and put them into the
empty cars and allow them to return to the Pacific Coast. When the cars
;irc badly contaminated it requires days and in some cases weeks to clean
the car adequately for food products. This practice we believe could be
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easily stopped if warehousemen and yard clerks were instructed to see that

all refrigerator cars are completely unloaded. We also recommend that

oils in any form, or hides, or any other olTensive articles be restricted

frum these cars, as it requires considerahle scrubbing and fumigating to re-

move the stains and odor and the water required will necessarily get to

tile insulation.

Anotlier practice on the part of some shippers that should be discontinued

is the use of nails and spikes through the sides and floor of the car for

bracing, as these necessarily puncture the insulation and form a channel

for moisture to penetrate the insulation.

Prompt Payment of Freight Charges.—Provisions of Cen-

tral Order 25 requiring the prompt payment of freight

charges, are not applicable to the payment of freight charges

due from the British Ministry of Shipping, and bills for

such charges may be rendered monthly in accordance with

General Order 25-A.

Maintenance of Right-of-way Fence.—The Southwestern

regional director emphasizes the necessity of close attention

to the maintenance of right-of-way fences. Proper main-

tenance of fences helps to reduce to claim payments for

stock killed on the right-of-way and aside from this, it con-

serves live stock for marketing purposes.

Inter-regional Movement of Special Cars and Special

Trains.—The Southwestern regional director states that inter-

regional special car and special train movements may be made
regardless of whetlier such movements are in accordance with

published tariffs if the initial line receive special authority

from its regional director. Connecting lines may continue

the movement on the assurance from the initial line that

authority has been obtained. The regional director in charge

of the initial line will obtain authority for the continuation

of such movement when necessary from the regional directors

interested and at the time of granting permission for the

movement to the initial line.

Treating of Cross Ties.—-The Northwestern regional pur-

chasing committee sets forth rules prepared by the Central

Advisory Purchasing Committee for the purpose of prevent-

ing interference by commercial treating plants with the pro-

gramme of the Railroad Administration in securing its supply

of ties. The rules specify that no arrangement should be

made with any commercial tie treating plant both to furnish

and treat ties. Contracts should cover only the treatment of

ties to be furnished by the railroad from its regular source of

supply. In order that railroads may avail themselves of an

immediate source of possible supply and prevent possible

financial loss to those commercial treating plants which have

already purchased cross ties for treatment and resale, the

regional purchasing committees may buy from any commercial

plants in the region all the ties that they may now have on

hand at their plants either treated or ready for treatment, or

any ties which may be at this time enroute to their plant as

a result of previous purchases. Ties purchased in this manner
may be distributed by the committee to the roads most in need
of them. The Forest Products section of the Central Ad-
visory Purchasing Committee is compiling the information

necessary to formulate a definite plan for making use of the

capacity of facilities of all commercial tie and lumber treating

plants and for distributing the available supply of railroad

ties and timber among them to the best advantage, thereby

preventing confusion and interference of action between the

railroads and the plants. The rules apply to all switch ties

and cross ties either hewn or sawn.

Locomotive Coal.—The Northwestern regional purchasing
committee announces that the Railroad Administration has
authorized the Fuel Administration to divert from railroad

use such high grade gas and by-product coal as may be re-

quired to carr\' on the government's steel production pro-

gramme. It is understood, however, that the Fuel Adminis-
tration will arrange in advance for an adequate supply of the

most satisfactory quality of other coal available for railroad

use. Before submitting the changes in coal supply by local

fuel administrators, however, the railroads arc requested to

advise the regional purchasing committee.

The committee announces also that the order of the United

States Fuel Administration establishing a price for tipple coal

has been modified to permit negotiations between operators

and individual railroads for coal taken directly from tipples

to locomotives at mines. It is recommended that the amount
of coal so taken be increased if possible, to avoid the use of

cars. The average number of tons per day so delivered is to

be reported to the regional purchasing committee.

Specifications for Chain.—The Xortlnvestem regional pur-

chasing committee announces that the Chain Section of the

War Industries Board requests that railroads adopt standard
specifications for chain for locomotive tenders and cars, and
also that the inspection of chains be made only at the manu-
facturers' plants. The circular is accompanied by the Rail-

road Admini.stration's specifications for chains, which the

railroads are asked to examine for the purpose of determining

whether such chains can be generally applied.

Salary Increases to Subordinate Officials.—In Circular 28,

dated August 31, the Northwestern regional director an-

nounces salar}- increases to subordinate officials, effective

August 1.

1. Assistant yardmasters will be paid on an hourly basis of eight
hours per day, at a rate five cents higher than the day or night yard
foremen's rates.

2. Assistant general yardmasters will be paid at a monthly rate on the
basis of 10 per cent over the earnings of an assistant yardmaster on a ten-
hour b.isis

3. General yardmasters will be paid on a monthly basis at a rate 20 per
cent over the wages of an assistant night yardmaster working 10 hours.
with a maximum of $250 per month. Yardmasters at outside points where
no assistant yardmasters are employed will be paid the same rate as an
assistant day yardmaster working ten hours per day.

4. Trick despatchers will receive an increase of 20 per cent over the
present rate with a maximum of $210 per month.

5. Chief despatchers and night chief despatchers will receive an increase
of 20 per cent over their present rates with a maximum of $250 ocr month.

6. Trainmasters and assistant superintendents will receive an increase •(
20 per cent with a maximum of $275. In some cases assistant superin-
tendents or trainmasters are now paid $275, or more, in which cases ad-
justments should be made in individual cases on the merits in each instance
after negotiation with the regional director.

7. Road foremen of engines, travelling engineers and traveling firemen
will receive an increase of 25 per cent with a maximum of $250 per month.

8. Roadmasters will receive an increase of 25 per cent generally.

Railroads are asked to submit recommendations for in-

creases in the rates of pay of superintendents, master me-
chanics, etc., and these recommendations will be acted upon
promijtly upon receipt.

Interpretation of Clause Regarding Commissiaiis, etc.—In
Supplement 5 to Circular R. P. C. 11, dated September 5, the

Northwestern Regional Purchasing Committee sets forth si.x

questions raised by the assistant general counsel of the Rail-

road Administration relating to the interpretation of the

attorney general's ruling pertaining to contingent commis-
sions, etc., and answers from the assistant attorney general of

the United States:

Question 1. Does the character of federal control of railroads require

a different interpretation of these requirements than a direct contract for

supplies for the war department, etc.? Answer. The character of federal

control of railroads does not require a different interpretation of the cove-
nant against contingent fees than that which applies to the war and other
departments of the government.

Question 2. Docs the clause apply to a contract involving a commodity
upon which the government has fixed a price if the contract is made at that
price and the contractor pays a commission? Answer: No.

Question 3. Suppose a contract, calling for deliveries and payments dur.
ing federal control, was entered into between the railroad company and the
contractor prior to federal control, the contractor having agreed to pay a
commission as payments are made ; the Railroad Administration in taking
over the property takes over the contract as well and on subsequent pay-
ments by it on the contract, the contractor is to pay a commission. Would
this situation be affected? Answer: No.

Question 4. Is the clause intended to cover an instance where the con-
tractor has a rcKularly .iccreiliteil representative as his employee in the
capacity of sales agent who is paid:

(a) On a salary and commission basis:
(b) On an exclusive commission basis according to sales;
(c) On an exclusive commission basis in a certain territory covered by

bim.
It is tmderstood in the above cases that the contract is negotiated by the

sales agent in the name of the principal. Answer: Yes.
Question 5. In the cases set forth under No. 4 above would it make

any difference if the representative was so employed by the contractor prior
to federal control and continued in such capacity during federal control?
.\iiswer: No.
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Question 6. Does the clause apply in tlie case of a manutaciurcr's ageni

cpcratini? on an exclusive commission basis as tlic representative of several

companies where the agent negotiates the contract in the name of the com-

pany he represents? Answer; The covenant prohibits the payment of

contingent fees to manufacturers' agents operating on an exclusive com-

mission basis as a representative of several companies where the agint

negotiates the contract in the name of the company he represents.

Kales of Pay to Piece Workers.—The Northwestern re-

gional director outlines the practice which will be followed in

ai)|)lying the provisions of General Order 27 and its supple-

ment 4 to piece workers. This class of labor will receive for

each hour worked the same increases per hour as have been

awarded to the hourly worker engaged in similar employment

in the same shop. Piece workers, like other workmen, will Ijc

subject to the minimum allowances, >;[)ccified in Supplement

4, and tlie provisions for the [jayment of time and one-half

time for overtime, including Sundays and the following holi-

days: New Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Decoration

Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thank.sgiving Day and

Christmas. Railroads having the piece work plan in effect

for car or locomotive repairs are requested to submit to the

office of the regional director their recommendations as to any

further increase in piece work rates which should, in their

ofiinion, be made.

An Electric Snow Melting Device

SNOW STORMS .\ND BLIZZARDS have come to be an accepted

e.\cuse for the breaking down of train schedules. One

of the problems is to keep the switches and their throw-

ing mechanism free so that they can be operated promptly in

any conceivable kind of a storm. The "snow in the switches"

is a very important cause of delay in terminals, and at busy

junctions and detouring places, and if the turnouts can be

kept in service, much trouble can be avoided.

The common method of attempting this is to have men

shovel the snow out and then brush the switch points clean

with brooms. There are a number of objections to this, where

there are many trains or fa.st ones. The first o1>jection, for

this year at least, is that there are not enough men to do it.

Another is that when the wind is heavy the men are not

able to do the work. If the snow blows in between the stock

rail and the switch point at the rate of 60 miles an hour, it is

evident that it will be difficult to brush it out with brooms.

The points that are operated by switch stands can be taken

care of, but it may take a great deal of time. .\t an inter-

locking [)lant, where the men have to clear the snow out of

the switches, then step back and signal to the operator of the

interlocking station and have him attempt to make the

movement, Uie delay is apt to be more serious, and detentions

accumulate with the number of trains. Near the big cities it

is not clear to all our laborers that they should endure hard-

ships and work long hours at their normal rate of pay, when

thev can send word to their foreman that they are sick, and

then work at more comfortable jobs for a few days with the

contractors and make more money. Of course, there are

manv loyal men, but it is a temptation to which men who have

inadetiuate clothes for these extreme conditions do yield

occasionallv, and if they do fail to report, it is at a time

when the railroads cannot well employ extra or new men to

take their chances on busy tracks. There is danger to men

who try to do this work when there is a blinding storm,

whether thev are experienced or not. It is only necessary to

ride an engine in a bad storm to realize the danger to men

on the tracks, especially if there are a number of tracks and,

therefore, several routes that a train may take.

An electric heater device has been developed to help keep

the switches clear from snow, and to decrease the amount of

labor required. The heater units are enclosed in a ,S'l.-in.

wrought iron pipe. 20 in. long, and a battery of them is

placed between the ties, just under the rail, 1 hey are wired

from a circuit, as the amount and cha^actel' of the supply

current makes necessary, and a switch is pkced in this wir-

ing at some convenient point clear of the track. The current

can be turned on b\- an employee as the snowstorm starts.

The heat generated does the rest.

The temperature in the heater rises about 100 deg. C.

in the first half hour, and by the end of an hour is about

135 deg. C. above the outside temperature. This heat is

not enough to set fire to anything, but is enough to take the

frost out of the ground so that drainage is provided and the

snow which falls on the ground is melted. This melting snow

makes a light mist which prevents the accumulation of snow

or its freezing on the slide plates, and keeps the space on the

slide plates, or under the tie rods or other mechanism where

it is placed, free for operation. In an ordinarj- storm this is

completely effective and the track al>ove the heaters is kep*

as dr\- aiid clear as a llfxjr. It is effective also with a con-

A Switch Outfited With the Thawing Device With the

Covering to Confine the Heat

siderable wind, ])rovidcd that wind is at an angle with

tlie track.

During three years' trial with these heaters there has been
only one situation where men were required on the switches

in addition to the heaters, and that was when there was a

violent wind parallel to the track, so that none of the rails

acted as a wind-break. In tliis particular case, and it oc-

curred once, the snow was driven between the switch noint

and the stock rail faster than it could be melted, and all tFie

men possible were put on the switches at this location to keep
them clear. To remedy this particular condition, a covering
was put over the tie nxls and the space housed on either side

of the main track rail and the adjacent switch point, so that

the only vulnerable part of the switch left e.xposed was tliat

space between the stock rail and the main track rail adjacent.

The heaters were placed under this protection, so that the
heat was confined and allowed to escape onl)- through thiy

space. This housing is made of wood to prevent the heat
escaping or being transmitted, e.xcept the plate which moves
with the point, which is made of metal, so that the heater?

keep it warm and prevent the accumulation of snow or ice

upon it which would result in stopping its free movement
back and forth over its supports as the switch is operated.

Various parts of this arc hinged so that e-asy access is prcy-

vided to inspect the switch and make adjustments during
the storms. This was tried one year on two switches and was
completely successful.

Each of these heaters takes 11 amperes and requires .>6;j

volts. The heaters can be used for either A. C. or D. C.

current with equal effectiveness. For a tumoot with 15-ft.

switch jioints there have i)een used IS of these heaters to^

fit the current on which they were tried. Tliis gives a

total current consumption for these IS heaters of 7.26 K. W.
])er hour.

This device was developed under the direction of Francis

Roardman. division engineer on the Now Vork Central, at

New York. It is being ])laced on tiie market by The Q & C
Co., New York.



General News Department

The contractual relations between railroads and tele-

graph companies are to be examined by a committee wh-'ch

which has been appointed by the postmaster general. It is

composed of Joseph Stewart, special assistant to the attorney
generaU: G. W, E. Atkins, vice-president of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, and John Barton Payne, general
counsel of the Railroad Administration. The committee will

report what changes, if any, should be made in these con-
tracts or in the service rendered.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company has taken a

policy in the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New
York City, covering $1,000 on the life of each employee of

the road who has been in the service one year or longer.

About 7,000 employees will have the benefit of this arrange-
ment. An individual policy for $1,000 will be given into the

personal custody of each member. In the event of tlie em-
ployee leaving the service, the insurance company undertakes

to reinsure him without requiring a physical examination. It

is said that an employee who has been with the company for

many years and who has been paying at the rate of $72 a

year for a $1,000 policy, will be enabled to obtain the same
protection, plus sick benefits of $10.50 per week and a $40
monthly pension, for an annual outlay of $12; and this is a

typical case. The liberal provisions of the arrangement are

made possible by joint co-operative effort. By pooling tlie

interests of many thousand employees, plus the contribution

of $120,000 per year by the company, it is possible for each
individual member to obtain a measure of protection other-

wise out of tlie question.

Western Railway Club Meeting

Till' \\ eslern Railway Club will hold tlie first meeting of the

year at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Monday, September 16.

The gathering will be in the nature of a keynote meeting intended

to inspire the members to greater efforts in the coming months.

M. K. Barnum, assistant to the vice-president of the Baltimore

& Ohio, will present a paper and several other prominent railroad

officers will give short talks. .\s is customary, a dinner will be

served at tlie hotel at 6:,^(1 p. m. and the meeting will convene

at 8 :00 p. m.

Standard Baggage Car Designs

The United States Railroad Administration has completed de-

signs for a 70-ft. standard baggage car and is w-orking on the

designs for a 60-ft. baggage car. Alternate designs have been

developed for the 70-ft. car. one having the usual type of built-

up-end construction, and the other a cast-steel-end construction.

The latter, in addition to a combination platform and body bol-

ster casting, includes a cast-steel vestibule-end frame. It is re-

ported that from 1,200 to 1.500 cars will he ordered from the

standard desiiins.

Changes in Personnel, Bureau of Railway Economies

Important changes luu e recently been made in the per-

sonnel and scope of the Bureau of Railway Economics.
Washington. The Bureau, on July 1, was transferred to the

control of the railroad corporations—that is, the organiza-

tions outside the Ignited States Railroad .A.dministration

—

and these corporations, the original supporters of the Bu-
reau, decided to continue its work at least until the end of

this year. .Arrangements have now been made which vir-

tually insure its continuation after that time, with special

attention to the study of the various aspects of government
control of the railroads. W. J. Harahan, chairman of the

executive committee, retired from the committee on his ap-

pointment as federal manager of the Seaboard .\ir Line, and

Howard Elliott, chairman of the Northern Pacific, was
elected to succeed him. R. H. Aishton and C. H. Markhani
had retired from the committee on their appointment as re-

gional directors of the Railroad .Administration, and their

places will be filled later. Prof. Frank Haigh Dixon, who
had been chief statistician of the Bureau since October 1,

1910, resigned on July 15 and is now giving his time to his

duties as transportation expert for the United States Ship-

ping Board, making a study of ocean freight rates; and he

has been succeeded by Julius H. Parmelee, who has been
statistician of the Bureau since May, 1911.

New Preference List of Essential Industries

Railways operated by the United States Railroad -Admin-

istration are placed in the first of four classes of a revised

preference list of industries and plants compiled by the

Priorities division of the War Industries Board, establishing

the order of priority as the governing factor in the distri-

bution of labor, capital, facilities, material, transportation

and fuel and also as the basis for industrial exemption from
the draft. The list, which is described as the master-key
governing the flow of basic industrial elements to the indus-

tries essential to the war program, was made public on Sep-
tember 9, superseding all previous listing. In it the priorities

division has grouped major industries, according to their

relative importance, into four great classes, consideration

being given in this grouping to the factors of intrinsic im-

portance of the product for use during the war and the

urgency, the necessity for maintaining or stimulating and
increasing the total quantity of production, and the propor-
tion of the capacity of the industry or plant devoted to the

production of essential products.

Railways not operated by the Railroad Administration
(excluding those operated as plant facilities) are placed in

the second class. The railway supplies industry as such is

not listed but the preference list includes several classes of

plants engaged in producing the basic materials entering

into railway equipment and supplies. .Among these are:

Plants engaged principally in manufacturing locomotives or
travelling cranes, class II; plants enga.ged principally in

manufacturing electrical equipment, class 111; plants engaged
principally in manufacturing machine tools, class II; steel

making furnaces, class I; steel plate mills, class I; steel rail

mills, class II; and all plants operating steel rolling and drawing
mills, exclusive of those taking higher classification, class III.

The list is issued "for the guidance of all governmental
agencies and all others interested in (1) the production and
supply of fuel and electric energy, (2) in the supply of labor,

and (3) in the supply of transportation service by rail, water,

pipe lines or otherwise, in so far as such service contributes

to production of finished products." It is made up of indus-

tries and plants which in the public interest are deemed
entitled to preferential treatment. The inclusion of the in-

dustries and plants on tlie list does not operate as an em-
bargo against all others, but the effect is to defer the

requirements of all other industries and plants until the re-

quirements of those on the preference list shall have been
satisfied. The industries and plants grouped under class I

are only such as are of exceptional importance in connection
with the prosecution of the war. Their requirements must
be fully satisfied in preference to those of the three remain-
ing classes. Class I includes air craft, ammunition, army
and navy, small arms, blast furnaces, chemicals, coke, coal.

domestic consumers, explosives, feed, foods, guns, oil and
gas. public institutions and buildings, ships, and steel.

Priorities in the supplj' and distribution of raw materials,

semi-finished products and finished products are to be gov-
erned by Circular Xo. 4 issued by the priorities division

under date of July 1 and its amendments and substitutes.
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Collision at Alliance, Nebraska

In a butting collision on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

seven miles west of Alliance, Neb., on Tuesday, September 10,

between westbound passenger train No. 43 and an castbound
work train, 12 passengers were killed and 18 passengers and
trainmen were injured. Failure of the work-train conductor

to protect against the passenger is given as the cause of the

collision.

Chicago to New York in 12^2 Hours

.\ii airplane was started from New \'ork on Thursday morn-
ing. .September 5, with mail bags which it was hoped to deliver

in Chicago the same afternoon, the air line distance between
the two cities being about 800 miles, and the intention being to

travel at from 70 to 100 miles an hour ; but the aviator did not

reach Cleveland until al)out 9 p. m., and he was compelled to

stay there over night. He arrived at Chicago at 7 o'clock on the

evening of the second day.

The aviator started back from Chicago for New York on
Monday morning, September 9, carrying 2,000 pieces of mail,

but he was compelled to stop overnight at Lockhaven, Pa., on
account of trouble with his radiator, and he reached New
York at 11 :32 a. m. on Tuesday. His actual time in the air

was 7 hours 52 minutes, or a little better than 100 miles an
hour. Having some mail for Washington, he left New York at

12:10 p. m., and reached Washington at 3:07 p. m.
.\nother aviator who, according to the plans, was to follow

the first one within a short time, was detained, and left Chicago
on Tuesday morning at 6:25; and this one succeeded in reach-

ing New York the same day; but he did not arrive until 8
o'clock at night; and he was so high above the earth that he lost

his l>earings and groped around Long Island and over the

.'\tlantic Ocean and Long Island Sound for about two hours
before he landed; and then he came down at Hicksville, some
15 miles beyond Belmont Park, the regular landing place. This
man and his mechanician, who rode with him, were clothed with

electrically heated garments,

A. E. R. A. Convention Postponed

The Executive Committee of the .Xmerican Electric Railway
Association has decided, in view of the present conditions, that

it would be unwise to hold a convention along the lines of its

original plan, and accordingly arrangements for holding the

meeting in .'\tlantic City, October 8, 9 and 10 will be cancelled.

There will be substituted a one-day meeting to be held in New
^'ork on a flate to Ik- determined later.

American Gear Manufacturers' Association

The semi-annual meeting of the .\nicrican Gear Manufac-
turers' Association will be held at the Onondaga Hotel.

Syracuse, New York, September 19. 20 and 21.

A portion of the program has been announced as follows:

"Priority," by Charles -A. Otis, of the Priority Committee.
"What Is the Possibility of Women Becoming a Per-

manent Factor in the Gear Industry"—W. H. Diefendorf.

"Trade .'\cceptances"—C. E. Crofoot.

"The Outlook of the Steel Supply"—C. E. Stuart, secretary

and treasurer of the Central Steel Co., Massillon, Ohio.

"Traveling Conditions in FR.^NCE." says a Paris correspond-

ent of the Westminster Gazette, "is not only a matter of high

fares, infrequent trains, overcrowded cars, slow journeys, but it

is also a question of papers. We have got the paper habit in

France." In other words, travel is a matter of many formalities,

and it is necessary to make something of a study in geography

before setting out on a journey of any length, owing to the num-
ber of "zones" into which the country is divided. The result of

all the resulting restrictions, which have, however, undergone

some slight relaxation of late, is that it is extremely difficult for

civilians to travel, and if the necessary permits have been ob-

tained the passenger has to put up with far more inconvenience,

delay and overcrowding in the course of his journey than is the

case in England, owing to the extent to which the railways and

rolling stock are utilized for military requirements and such

urgent traffic as the transportation of foodstuffs to the interior.
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Traffic News
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The centralization of freight facilities in Buflfalo. N. Y., is

expected to concentrate 1. c. I. traffic in five of the ten freight

stations now in use.

Congestion of grain at St. Paul and Minneapolis on Monday
last necessitated an embargo on all shipments of grain to Minne-
apolis. On the tracks of the two cities about 6,000 cars of grain

were standing.

The movement of grain eastward over the Grand Trunk dur-

ing the month of August, mostly from ports on the Great Lakes,

for export from Montreal, amounted to 8,371,521 bushels; ana
the average load per car is given as 1,799 bushels.

.At Buffalo, N. Y., on Tuesday. September 11, an embargo was
ordered on all grain coming to that city from the west by rail.

A heavy movement of wheat from Ohio, Indiana and Michigan
was the cause. -About 1.600 cars of wheat were waiting in the

yards because of congestion on and near the elevator tracks.

A pump weighing five tons was carried recently by automo-
bile from Pittsburgh, Pa., to Norristown, 309 miles, in three days

;

and the same truck, a Pierce-.Arrow, took a similar load back to

Pittsburgh in considerably less time. The actual time on the

road was about 90 hours, or seven miles an hour. This truck has

been in use about twenty months.

The use of motor trucks to carry food products to Philadel-

phia from the southern part of New Jersey has now become
so general that, according to the New Jersey State Department
of -Agriculture, the number of such trucks in use runs up into

the thousands ; and, according to the same authority, hundreds
of trucks are run from that region every night to New York City.

Railroad companies delivering coal to consumers by order of

ihe Fuel -Administration for the purpose of relieving emergencies

will be allowed to charge for extra service. The railroad may
receive from the consumer or retail dealer the cost of the coal

including lawful transportation charges from point of origin to

destination, and the additional sum of 15 cents a ton, or such

greater additional sum as may be agreed upon by the road and
the consumer or dealer. The Bureau of Prices of the Fuel .Ad-

ministration will adjudicate any differences that may occur.

Receipts of grain at the primary markets in the month of
.August aggregated 166,607,000 bushels, or about 62 tnillion

bushels above the best previous record for August, which was
four years ago. This record was also about 6 million
bushels above that of any single month ever recorded, the
previous record being in December, 1915, when the total was
160.444.000. The receipts of wheat in .August amounted to
93.164.000 bushels or more than 50 per cent above the largest
month's record ever before made, which was in August, 1914.

Director General Mc.Adoo has announced rates on castor
bean hulls and stems, c. 1. and 1. c. 1.. the same as the rates
on fertilizer. Rates on this basis are to be established be-
tween points in the state of Florida and other states in

Southern Classification Territory, The castor bean industry
has become one of considerable importance, owing to the
effort of the government to have them produced in large
volume, primarily for the purpose of securing oil for use as
lubricants for airplanes. The stems and hulls will be used
as fertilizer.

Lehigh Valley to Use Pennsylvania Terminals

Oircctor General .Mc.Adoo announces that beginning Sep-
tember 15. the New York and Jersey City passenger termi-
nals oi the Pennsylvania will be used by the Lehigh Valley,
discontinuing the use of the Communipaw terminal of the
Central of New Jersey. Lehigh Vallev trains Nos. 5. 6. 7,

8. 9, 10. 29. 30. 11 and 28 wilf run to or from the Pennsyl-
vania station at New York, while the other trains (locals)
Nos, 1. 27. 3i. 40. 22 and 34. will use the Jersey City terminal
ot the Pennsylvania, The Lehigh Valley will run its troop
trains to or from Communipaw.
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A Piece of Freight 13,000 Feet Long

Ocean vessels taking oil from the Tampico fields, Mexico,

have to be loaded some distance out from the shore on ac-

count of the shallow water and the lack of harbor facilities;

and the oil is conveyed from the shore through pipes laid

on the bottom of the ocean. At Agua Dulce, about 70 miles

south of Tampico, two such pipes have just been laid by the

Texas Company, and each pipe is 2^/2 miles long. Each was
drawn from the shore to its position for use by a tug, as-

sisted by a steamship, the sections having Ijeen put together

on the shore and loaded on a series of four-wheeled trucks,

running on rails.

This pipe is 8 in. in diameter and each of the two lines

weighs .ibout 382,000 lbs., or as much as one of the large

modern freight locomotives. These pipes are more than

twice as long as any of those heretofore in use.

.\t the outer end of these pipe lines connection is made to

the tank in the ship by means of flexible metal hose.

Freight-Movement Economy at Philadelphia

The Philadelphia district committee of the car service section

of the United States railroad administration has issued regula-

tions for shipment ci 1. c. 1. freight from that city, which till a

book of 400 pages. .\l\ I. c. 1. freight to the territory lying, in

a general way, nr'rth and northwest of the city is sent by the

Philadelphia & Reading. The Baltimore & Ohio will have for

its territory the south and southwest, including the Baltimore

and Washington districts and the States south of the Potomac
and Ohio rivers. The Pennsylvania will take shipments for what
may be broadly described as the middle section of the country.

West of Philadelphia this will include the Harrisburg, Pittsburgh

and Erie districts, embracing central and western Pennsylvania.

The territory tributary to the numerous freight stations in

Philadelphia is divided into fourteen zones. To equalize the

service among the different sections of the city the "sailing days"

for various specified destinations will be rotated between the

various zones. If the 1. c. 1. freiglil from the city to a certain

destination is sufficient to warrant a car a day, the car will leave

each of the zones in turn on different days. Thus the shipper

in any given zone will have his choice of waiting until the car

coines around to a station in his neighborhood or of teaming his

goods across the city to a station in another zone.

Coal Production

The output of bituminous coal during the week ended
August 31 was approxiinately the same as the week preced-

ing, estimated at 12,642,000 net tons as against 12,620,000 net

tons during the week of August 24. The production for the

week represents an increase of 4.7 per cent over the esti-

mated average daily requirements for the coal j'ear, but pro-

duction for the first five of the six months of the coal year

has been nearly 13,000.000 net tons below the Fuel Admin-
istration's schedule of requirements. Production of anthra-

cite during the week is estimated at 2,259,715 net tons, an
increase over the week preceding of 5.9 per cent, and making
the total production for the coal year an increase of 2.7 per

cent. The percentage of full-time output of bituminous for

the week ending August 24 lost on account of car shortage
is reported as 9.9 per cent.

.'X report by the Car Service Section of the Railroad Ad-
ministration shows that the increase in cars of coal loaded
for the period from January 1 to August 31, as compared
with the corresponding period of 1917, has passed the half

million mark. For the week ended August 24 the total cars

of all kinds of coal loaded amounted to 263,982, as compared
with 229,594 in, 1917, and the estimate for the week ending
.\ugust 31 shows a total of 263.523, as compared with 233,097,

making the increase in 1918 up to and including August 31,

516.951 cars.

Norway's Fuki, Supply Sufficie;nt.—Commercial Agent
Norman L. Anderson, at Copenhagen, Denmark, states that

according to press reports Norway's supply of fuel for the
winter is secured, 400,000 cords of w-ood having been carried
by the railroads during the first four months of the year. The
transportation of wood will be continued all summer.
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Interstate Commerce Commission
Tentative Report on Time Zones

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a tentative
report of its attorney-examiner on the Standard Time Zone in-
vestigation prescribing the limits of Eastern, Central, Moimiain
and Pacific standard time zones with regard to the convenience
of commerce and the existing junction points and division points
of the railroads.

The report says that the preliminary investigation disclosed "a
wholly incongruous situation as to the limits of existing time
zones" and that they are so irregular as to preclude an attempt
to define them even approximately. As the result of the inves-
tigation the new lines of demarkation are moved slightly west-
ward in many instances in an effort to approximate the ideal
by fixing boundaries between the zones as closely as may be
to the median meridians. It is recommended that the changes
be made at 2 a. m. on Thanksgiving Day, November 28. The
report says the carriers generally asked that the present time-
changing points on their lines be not disturbed because they are
usually well-established division points and termini of despatch-
ing districts but it is held that the "inertia of things as they are
should not deprive any portion of the country of the benefits

of a well-adjusted time standard."

The proposed new boundary between the Eastern and Central
zones would extend from a point on the Canadian Ixjundary
near Port Huron, Mich., and south through the St. Clair River,
the Detroit River and Lake Erie to Toledo. Thence it passes
through Crestline, Columbus and Gallipolis, Ohio; Kenova,
W. Va.; Bristol and Johnson City, Tenn. ; Franklin, N. C.

;

Atlanta and Macon, Ga., to Appalachicola Bay, Fla.

Between the Central and Mountain zones the proposed line

runs from Portal, N. D. ; south along the -Missouri River to a
point near Pierre, S. D. ; thence southwest to the White River
and thence to the Nebraska-South Dakota State line ; through
Nebraska along the Nebraska and Republican rivers to Kansas,
near Phillipsburg, detouring west to Dodge City and back to

Mineola, using the boundary line of the State to the Cimarron
River, which it would follow into Oklahoma, moving generally
westward to Collingsworth county, Texas, and thence south-

west to the Rio Grande.
The proposed boundary between Mountain and Pacific zones

would begin at the east line of the Blackfeet Indian reserva-

tion and run south through Cut Bank, Helena and Butte. Mont.;
Pocatello, Idaho : Ogden and Salt Lake City, L'tah. and west

to the Utah-Nevada boundary, which it would follow from a

point near Uvada to enter .\rizona through Yavapai County,

to Seligman and down the Colorado River to the Mexican
border.

The act provides that the standard time of Alaska shall be

that of the 150th meridian, although the report suggests that it

might be expected that Alaska would lie in three zones.

Certain exceptions are inade whereby certain carriers are per-

mitted to carry their general time standards over into another

zone.

Personnel of Commissions
John M. Jones, chief of the tariff bureau of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, died at Washington September 7.

Mr. Jones was in railroad service from 1886 until about 11

years ago, when he resigned his position as chief 8l the

tariff bureau of the Southern Railway, at .Atlanta. Ga., to

take a place with the Interstate Commerce Commission. He
began his railroad service in the accounting department of

the Richmond & Danville, now a part of the Southern Rail-

way. He served successively on the Georgia & Pacific, the

Georgia & Alabama, the Tennessee Central and the South-
ern. Besides being chief of the division of tariffs under the

Interstate Commerce Commission, he was a member of a
number of important internal committees of the commission.
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Equipment and Supplies |
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Supply Trade News

Freight Cars
The Lucey M.\NUrAcruKi.N(; Co.mi'any is inquiring for flat

cars for export to Japan.

The Hirmingham Packing Company, Birmingham, Ala., is

inquiring for 10 refrigerator cars.

Iron and Steel

The Denver & Rio Grande lias ordered eight truss bridges

weighing 1,050 tons from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

Miscellaneous

The Bay City Foundry & Machine Company, Bay City, Mich.,

is inquiring for 20 sets of pile drivers.

Alaska Engineering Commission.—Sealed proposals will be

received by the Alaska Engineering Commission at Seattle,

Wash., by September 23, for iron and steel tools and tin shop

supplies, castings and repair parts for locomotives.

Signaling

The Erie has ordered from tlie T. George Siiles Company of

Arlington, N. J., one set of standard type "T," 64-way draw-

bridge circuit controllers for use at Cleveland, Ohio.

The Washi.n'gton, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric has
awarded a contract to the Union Switch & Signal Company
for the installation of light signals with continuous track

circuits on its double-track line between Naval .•\cademy

Junction and District Line, near Washington, D. C.

The Northern Te.xas Traction Company has ordered the

necessary signal material from the Union Switch & Signal Com-
I)any to extend the automatic block signals on its line between
I't. Worth, Tex., and Dallas. The extension will include six

blocks operating under the "traflic direction block" system, one

block for complete curve protection on single track and four

blocks of double track signaling for rear-end and curve protec-

tion. Thirty new style "N" light signals will be used. The in-

stallation will be made by railroad forces.

The Philadelphia & Reading has awarded a contract to the

Union Switch & Signal Company for the installation of auto-

niiitic block signals on its main line from Bound Brook, N. J,,

to Skillman, 14 miles. The work embraces the substitution of

semaphores for the existing enclosed disk signals and will include

a new interlocking plant at Manvillc Junction, N. J., and changes

in the interlocking plants at Bound Brook Junction, Belle Mead,
and at Manville Crossing. The signals will be operated by alter-

nating current. The Union Switch & Signal Company has re-

ceived another contract from the Philadelphia & Reading for

extensive additions to an eleclro-pneumatic jnish button installa-

tion at Rutherford (Pa.) yard.

Railway Co.nstrvction in Ecuador.—The Koppel contract

with the Ecuadorian Government for the construction of the

Huigra-Cuenca Railway has expired and the government is now
free to proceed with the construction of the spur from Sibamba
to Cuenca. The contract, which was made with the Koppel Co.,

a Berlin firm, called for a branch line of ISO kilometers (93

miles) to connect with tlie Guayaquil and Quito line at Sibamba.

According to a recent issue of the Guayaquil El Telegrafo, the

work (lone by the Koppel lirm was inferior, and great satisfac-

tion is felt that the matter is now out of their hands.

—

Coiiimcrce

Ref<orts.

This Is a Reminder that the Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign
will begin on September 28 and close October 19.

J.
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H. W. McCandless, vice-president of the Weir Frog Com-
pany, Cincinnati. Ohio, died on August 2L

Harry E. Passmore, formerly with the Grip Nut Company,
has accepted a position as production manager with the

Marble Cliff Quarries Company, Columbus, Ohio.

James A. Trainor, formerly assistant to the sales manager
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has been appointed as-

sistant general sales manager of the .American Flexible Bolt

Company, with offices

at SO Church street,

New York. Mr. Trainor
started his business life

with the Baldwin Lo-
comotive Works and
worked his way up
through various depart-

ments to the position

of assistant to the sales

manager. In Novem-
ber, 1917, he entered
the service of the U. S.

Government as a major
in the Russian Railway
Service Corps. This
organization was sent

to Russia to operate
the Trans - Siberian

Railway. Owing to the

upheaval in Russia,
part of this organiza-

tion was recalled to t!ie

United States and Mr. Trainor again entered the service of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, resuming his position as as-

sistant to sales manager, which position he held at the time
of his recent appointment.

R. S. Brown, whose election to the position of vice-presi-

dent of the G. M. Basford Company, was recently announced
in these columns, has been with that company since its forma-

tion about two years

ago. Mr. Brown was
born in England, but
came to this country in

early life. He received
his early education in the

public schools of East
Rutherford, N J. After
completing high school
he went to Pratt In-

stitute, Brooklyn, where
he was graduated in

1909. On graduation
he entered the service

of the Erie Railroad as

a special apprentice,

working successively in

the Meadville office of

the mechanical engi-

neer, in the Erie shops

R s Brown *' Susquehanna, the of-

fice of the general me-
chanical superintendent

at New York and the office of tlie purchasing agent at Nevr
York, On the formation of the G. M. Basford Company, Mr.
Brown went with the new company as above noted.

The American Flexible Bolt Company of Pittsburgh has
opened a branch office at Cleveland, Ohio, in charge of L.

W. Widmeier, who was formerly assistant .sjeneral sales man-
ager at the company's New York office.

Fred Preston, formerly manager of sales of the P. & M. Com-
pany. Chica.go, and last fall commissioned a captain in the Signal
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Corps of the United States Army with the Aircraft Production

Board in France, has been promoted lo the rank of major.

The Bettendorf Company announces the closing of its

present sales office in Chicago and New York, effective Sep-
tember I. Requests or communications to the company
should be referred to the home office at Bettendorf, Iowa.

J. C. Weedon has been appointed railroad representative
for the Anchor Packing Company, with headquarters at Chi-
cago, to succeed J. A. McNulty, resigned to become master
mechanic of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul at Dubuque,
Iowa.

American Locomotive Company

An increase of nearly one-half in the charges for taxes on

profits was the principal factor in reducing the earnings of the

American Locomotive Company in its fiscal year ended June 30,

last. The net profits available for distribution to the common
stockholders, after the payment of the usual 7 per cent dividend

on preferred stock, amounted to $4,161,137, $16.64 a share, as

compared with $5,451,680, or $21.80 a share in the preceding
year. The gross earnings for the vear ended June 30, 1918, were

$80,588,071, as compared with $82,213,845 in 1917. The decrease

in manufacturing, maintenance and administrative expenses and

depreciation, however, was greater than the decrease in gross

earnings, so that the manufacturing profit of $10,229,505 in 1918

represented an increase of $630,314 over 1917. Deducted from
this there was a charge for taxes of $4,018,951, as compared with

only $2,205,318 in 1917. The usual dividends on the preferred

stock were paid and the dividends on the common of 5 per cent,

the only difference between the dividends between this year and

las! being the one per cent Red Cross dividend paid last year.

The surplus, after the payment of dividends, amounted to $2,-

911,137, as compared with $3,951,697 in 1917. A charge of $1,000,-

000 was made for additions and betterments, as against $2,000,000

in 1917, so that the net credit to profit and loss, amounting to

$1,911,137, was practically the same as in 1917.

President Fletcher, of the company, said in his annual report

that the net profits of the year, amounting to $9,980,088, in-

cluded $893,811 obtained from munitions business, the remaining

profit being derived from the regular locomotive business. The
final deliveries of munitions were made from the Montreal and
Richmond plants in July, 1917, and the work of restoring these

plants for locomotive manufacture was practically completed dur-
ing October, 1917, since which time all the plants of the com-
pany have been engaged exclusively on locomotive production.

The cost of restoring the Richmond and Montreal plants has

been charged to a reserve created for this purpose out of previous

years' profits.

The deduction of $4,081,951 for taxes fully jirovides for all

income and war profits ta.xes computed in accordance with the

existing laws of the LInited States and Canada, and also includes

$1,400,000 for anticipated increases in the United States war in-

come and excess profits taxes for the six months ended June 30,

1918, which may become effective as of January 1, 1918, upon
the passage of the new war revenue law now pending in Congress.

"In arriving at the net profits for the year, there has been

included, under the head of manufacturing expenses and de-

ducted from earnings, the sum of $1,554,613 for depreciation on
all classes of property. In addition lo this regular yearly de-

preciation charge, the drawings and patterns account has been
written down upon the books of the company to $1. This charge,

amounting to $981,192, is also included under the head of manu-
facturing expenses and deducted from the year's earnings.

"During the year there was expended and charged against the

reserve for additions and betterments, created out of previous

years' earnings, $3,131,249, which included the purchase of a

steel-casting plant at Chester, Pa. ; also the cost of additions and
improvements to the several locomotive plants of the com-
pany. . . .

"In addition to the improvements and additions above men-
tioned, the company, in June of this year, bought the former
plant of the Kline Motor Car Corporation at Richmond, \'a., and
this plant is now being equipped for the manufacture of impor-
tant locomotive specialties and accessories heretofore largely

purchased from other manufacturers.
"The company sold during the year, to the United States

Rubber Company, the plant at Providence, R. I., formerly used
for the manufacture of automobiles, and subsequently as a fuse-

loading plant, and sold to the Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany the old locomotive plant at Manchester, N. H. Both plants

had been previously dismantled and their value written down to

a small amount on the books of the company."
Mr. Fletcher notes that the company has received an order

for 800 locomotives from the Railroad Administration, and then
says

:

"The plants of all the locomotive builders of this country will

be taxed to their maximum capacity during the war and prob-
ably for some time thereafter, to supply the requirements of
the railroads operated by the United States Railroad Ad-
ministration, industrial plants engaged in manufacturing war
essentials, and to meet the demands of our government and
its Allies for foreign service.

"It is believed that the standardizing of locomotive design for

domestic railroads will be a substantial factor in obtaining maxi-
mum tonnage production from the plants of the various builders.

"A scarcity and a general unrest of both skilled and unskilled

labor existed during the year notwithstanding frequent increases

of wages; these conditions still exist, and, together with the en-

listment and draft of men required for national service, the se-

vere weather conditions of last winter, and the then congestion

of rail traffic with consequent delays in obtaining materials, and
the shortage of fuel, affected the production for the year.

"The amount of money in inventories of materials and sup-

plies on hand and for work in progress as of June 30, 1918, ag-

gregated $25,411,835, as compared with about $11,000,000 in the

largest year of business previous to the war. This very large

increase is due to the higher costs of materials and supplies, the

necessity for having on hand a larger stock because of the un-

certainty of obtaining promptly materials and supplies as they

are required, and to the great increase in cost of all labor em-
ployed. . . .

"The amount of unfilled locomotive orders in the books on
June 30, 1918, was $74,736,543, as compared with $77,620,449 on
June 30, 1917."

The consolidated general balance sheet follows

:

l.iAElLniEii
Capital stock

—

Preferred $25,000,000
Common 25,000,000— $50,000,000

Bonded debt of constituent companies 1,957,000
Current liabilities—

•

Advance payments received on contracts $299,319
Accounts payable 6,459,126
Unclaimed interest and dividends 2,891'

Loans payable—account of Third Liberty Loan
Bonds 1,279,000

Other loans payable 6,000,000
Sundry accrued expenses, including accruals for
United States and Canadian income and war
taxes 4,899,699

Dividend on preferred stock payable July 22, 1918 437,500
Dividend on common stock payable Tuly 3, 1918 312,500

19,690.032
Reserve for accident indemnity and miscellaneous items 477.656
Reserve for additions and betterments 1,591,548
Profit and loss 17,828.507

>91,544,543

Assets

Cost of property (less depreciation reserves) $44,773,481
Sundry securities owned 643,453
Current assets

—

Cash on hand and in banks $2,709,397
Accounts and bills receivable 16.590,892
Employees' subscription for United States Lib-

erty Loan Bonds (less instalment payments).. 749,516
Employees' subscription for Canadian Victory
Loan Bonds (less instalment pavnients) 20,981

United St.ites Liberty Loan Bonds 503,250
Accrued interest 4,836
Materials and supplies 11.637,472
Contract work in course of construction 13,649,148
Locomotives and parts in stock 125,215

„ ,
45,990,707

Sundry deferred chaiges 136,902

$91,544,543

Trade Publications

Piston RiNcs.^Ever-Tyte piston rings, which are claimed to

increase compression and power and reduce waste of fuel and
oil, are described and illustrated in a four-page folder issued by
the Ever Tight Piston Ring Company, St. Louis, Mo. The
prices and dimensions are given in the pamphlet.
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Boston & Maine.—A plan for the rehabilitation of this railroad

with the aid of a loan of $20,000,000 from the Railroad
Administration was announced by Director General McAdoo,
while on a tour of inspection of New England roads. In-

terest on the money advanced to the Boston & Maine, the

direct general said, would be secured by mortgage bonds and
trust funds, and the approval of substantially all of the stock-

holders would be necessary before the plan could be put into

effect.

BiiFFAi.o, KociiESTER & PiTTsnuKGii.—This company has fded a

petition with the New York Public Service Commission, Sec-

ond District, for authority to execute an agreement with the

Central Union Trust Company of New York, under which
the railroad will issue $1,200,000 in equipment bonds. The
company proposes to use the proceeds of the bonds in buying
rolling stock, which will be leased to the company by the trus-

tees, the equipment to become the property of the road when
the bonds arc paid. The railroad lias arranged witli the United
States Railroad Administration for the purchase of the bonds
at par.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—See editorial comments else-

where in this issue.

Chic.\(x> & Western Indiana.—This company had $15,000,000

6 per cent notes which matured September 1 and which were
defaulted. These notes were sold a year ago by a syndicate

headed by J. P. Morgan & Co. An exchange of letters and
telegrams took place between the Morgan firm and John
Skelton Williams, director of the Division of Finance, of

the Railroad Admnistration which, so far as has been made
public to the date of going to press, amounted in substance to

a request on the part of Mr. Williams for the Morgan lirm to,

in some way, assure the renewal of the notes on a 6 per cent

basis, and the offer of Morgan & Company to renew the notes

on condition that the rentals from which the Chicago &
Western Indiana receives its income would be guaranteed by
the government, at a total cost, including interest charges,

underwriting, and bankers' commissions of 9^/^ per cent.

This offer was rejected by Mr. Williams who again demanded
renewal of the notes on a 6 per cent basis and Morgan &
Company replied that they would offer holders of the old notes

new Chicago & Western Indiana 6 per cent notes without any
bankers' commissions or charges for expenses, but would not

guarantee that these notes would all be taken by the holders

of the old notes. Mr. Williams otTercd to advance money
enough to pay off such notes as did not accept renewal on

condition that this money should only be advanced for 60 days

and that Morgan & Company and tlieir associates should ar-

range to carry the financing of these unrenewed notes after

60 days. This proposition Morgan & Company refused to

concede to, claiming tliat the notes could not be sold at

such a price.

Denver & Rio Grande.—See Western Pacific.

Grand Trunk.—Lord Southborough, better known as Sir Francis

Ilopwood, has been elected a director to succeed the late Col.

Frederick Firebrace.

A cable from London dated September 10, states that the

Grand Trunk is floating new issue of $15,000,000 three-year 6 per

cent notes at 99 for the purpose in part of redeeming $10,000,-

000 5 per cent notes maturing October 1.

Western Pacific—The Equitable Trust Company, as trustee

for the first mortgage bonds of the Western Pacific, in a report

issued on Tuesday, announced that $7,771,395 had been realized

upon the judgment of approximately $38,000,000 against the

Denver & Rio Grande, obtained because of the latter company's

failure to live up to its guarantee of the interest on the bonds.

.'Xmong the assets of the Denver company sold under the judg-

ment was its equity in the Utah Fuel Company, which brought

$4,000,(XK). In order to purchase this equity the Western Pacific

borrowed the sum required, which loan, it is supposed, will

be paid off.

Railroad Administration

General

E. H. Lamb, of the Northwestern regional director's staff,

and formerly general agent of the Chicago & North Western.
at Sacramento, Cal., has been apjj'unted representative of

the Northwestern region on Bureau of Suggestions, Com-
plaints and Public Relations of the United States Railroad
Administration, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

Regional

Hugh McVeagh has been appointed executive assistant and
P. L. McManus has been appointed transportation assistant

to II. A. Worcester, district director of the Ohio-Indiana
district, both with head(|uarters at Cincinnati. C)hio.

Federal and General Managers

H. A. Whittenberger, general manager of the Grand Trunk,
Western Lines, has moved his headquarters from Chicago to

Detroit. Mich.

F. R. Bolles, vice-president and general manager of the
Copper Range, has been appointed general manager, with
headquarters at Houghton, Mich.

The Galveston Wharf Company was placed under federal

control on August 1, and added to the jurisdiction of W. B.

Scott, federal manager, Houston, Tex.

J. S. Peter, general manager of the San Antonio & .Ar-

ansas Pass, has had his jurisdiction extended over the San
Antnnio, I'vable & Gulf, with headquarters at San .Antonio,

Tex.

S. G. Strickland, federal manager of the Chicago & North
Western, has had his jurisdiction extended over the Fort
Dodge, Des Moines & Southern and the Waterloo, Cedar
Falls & Northern, effective September 1.

F. B. Seymour, general manager of the Green Bay &
Western, and receiver and treasurer of the Waupaca-Green
Bay, has been appointed general manager of the Green Bay
& Western, the Kewanee, Green Bay & Western, the .Ahna-

pee & Western and the Waupaca-Green Bay. with hea<l-

quarters at Green Ray. Wis.

Operating

Gordon P. McHenry has been appointed assistant train-

master, of the Pittsburgh & Shawmut. with headquarters at

Brookville. Pa.

G. H. Gilmer has been appointed superintendent of the In-

terstate Railroad with headquarters at .Appalachia. \"a., vice

W. A. Johnson, resigned.

R. B. Williams, Jr., president of the Central New York
Southern, luis been appointed general superintendent, with
headquarters at Ithaca. X. Y.

D. B. Daley has been appointed superintendent of safety
for all lines under the jurisdiction of J. A. Edson, federal
manager, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

C. S. Darrach, superintendent of the St. Louis & Belleville

Electric, has been appointed also superintendent of the St.

Louis & O'Fallon, with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo.

E. E. Nash, assistant to federal manager of the Chicago
& North Western, at Chicago, has been appointed to the
same position on the Fort Dodge. Des Moines & Southern.

P. F. McManus, general superintendent of the Elgin.
Joliot S; Eastern, with office at Joliet, 111., has been appointed
.nctioral superintendent also of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
Gary.

Edward Bodamer, trainmaster on the Yazoo & Mississippi
\alley at Memphis, Tenn.. has been promoted to superin-
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tendent of terminals at that city, succecdin,^ S. J. Hays, re-

signed.

A. F. Page, chief despatcher on the Illinois Central at

Louisville, Ky,, has been promoted to trainmaster, with head-
quarters at Louisville, to succeed G. B. James, retired on a

pension.

F. L. Lewis, general superintendent of the San Antonio,
Uvalde & Gulf, has been appointed assistant superintendent

of transportation under federal control, with headquarters
at North Pleasanton, Tex.

G. B. Goodloe, superinendent of transportation of the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass, has been appointed assistant su-

perintendent of transportation under federal control; with
headquarters at San Antonio, Tex.

L. Podesta, superintendent of the Chicago Junction, has

been appointed superintendent of the Chicago Junction and
the Chicago River tk Indiana, effective September 1, with

office at Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

W. H. Fogg, general superintendent of the Chicago, In-

dianapolis & Louisville, has been appointed superintendent
of transportation under Federal control, with headquarters
at Lafayette, Ind., effective September 1.

H. V. Piatt, terminal manager of the Salt Lake (Utah)
switching district and Ogden switching district, has been ap-

pointed also general manager of the Ogden Union Railway
& Depot, with headquarters at Salt Lake, L'tah.

C. H. Smith, superintendent of the Green Bay & Western,
has been appointed superintendent also of the T-Cewanee,

Green Bay & Western, the Ahnapee & Western and the

Waupaca-Green Bay, with office at Green Bay, Wis.

J. H. Dyer, assistant general manager of the northern dis-

trict of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Portland,

Ore., has been promoted to genera! manager in charge of

the Southern Pacific-

Pacific System Lines
south of Ashland, Ore.,

the Western Pacific,

the Tidewater South-
ern and the Deep
Creek Railroad, with
headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal. Mr.
Dver was born at Col-

fa'x, Cal., in 1872, and
began work with the

Southern Pacific as a

track laborer in 1888

on the Sacramento di-

vision. He was subse-
quently brakeman, con-
ductor, yardniaster and
trainmaster on the

same division. In 1908

he was appointed su-

perintendent of the

Shasta division and in

1911 was transferred to the Tucson division, lie was again
transferred to the Sacramento division in 1914, and on July
1, 1916, was appointed assistant general manager at Portland.

F. L. Burckhalter, division superintendent of the Southern
Pacific Company at Portland, Ore., has been appointed as-

sistant general manager of the northern district, south of

Ashland, and T. H. William, division superintendent of the
Southern Pacific Company, at Oakland F'ier, Cal., has been
appointed assistant general manager of the Southern district,

south of Ashland.

Daniel E. Rossiter, whose ai)pointnient as division super-
intendent on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office

at Portage, Wis., was announced in the Raikcay Age of
August 23, was born at Orfordsville, Wis., and entered rail-

way service with the St. Paul, in 1895. He has been con-
tinuously in the employ of that road ever since. In the first

eight years of service he was agent and operator; from 1903
to 1908, train despatcher; from the latter date to 1912, chief
despatcher; and from 1912, to .August 15, 1918, trainmaster.

Dyer

Edgar J. Hamner lias been appointed superintendent of
the New York Terminals of the Baltimore & Ohio: the Bal-
timore & New York, and the Staten Island Rapid Transit,

with headquarters at St. George, S. I., X. Y., vice H. R.
Hanlin, transferred, and William B. Biggs has been appointed
terminal agent of the New ^'ork Terminals, with headquar-
ters at New York.

E. A. Blake, acting general superintendent of the eastern
general division of the Norfolk & Western, with office at

Roanoke, Va., has been appointed general superintendent of
the eastern general division, with office at Roanoke, vice V.
A. Riton, assigned to other duties. D. F. Peters, trainmaster
at Crewe, has been appointed superintendent of the Norfolk
division, with' office at Crewe, vice Mr. Blake.

The jurisdiction of the following Southern Pacific officers

has been extended over the Western Pacific, the Tidewater
Southern, and the Deep Creek: A. Pollok, superintendent of

dining cars, hotels and restaurants; R. L. Ruby, acting super-
intendent of transportation; E. L. King, superintendent of
telegraph; A. L. Hayden, contract agent, and P. J. Kindelon,
chief special agent; all with headquarters at San Francisco,
Cal.

W. H. Strachan, division superintendent of the Northern
Pacific, at Duluth, Minn,, has been appointed terminal man-
ager of the Duluth-Superior terminals, with headquarters
at Duluth, effective September 5. .-\s terminal manager he
will have charge of all terminal operations in Duluth, Minn.,
and Superior, Wis., in a district extending east to and in-

cluding Itasca, Wis., and west to Fond du Lac, Minn. He
will report to the manager of ore, coal and grain traffic of
Lake Superior and upper Lake Michigan ports.

F. M. Lucore, assistant general manager of the Southern
Pacific, Texas Lines, has been appointed superintendent of
transportation, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., of all

lines under the jurisdiction of W. B. Scott, federal manager,
namely Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, the Louisiana Western,
the Texas & New Orleans, the Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio, the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the Beaumont,
Sour Lake & Western, the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico,
the San .'\ntonio & .'Xransas Pass and the San Antonio.
Uvalde & Gulf. F. W. Parker, superintendent of transporta-
tion of the Gulf Coast Lines, has been appointed superintend-
ent of car service of all lines under the jurisdiction of W. B.

Scott, federal manager, with headquarters at Houston, Tex.
O. C. Castle, formerly superintendent of car service of the
Southern Pacific, Texas Lines, is now with the Car Service
Section of the .Railroad .'Administration at Washington. D. C.
P. Hewitt, superintendent of telegraph of the Southern Pa-
cific, Texas Lines, has been appointed superintendent of tele-

graph of all lines under W. B. Scott, federal manager, with
headquarters at Houston, Tex. H. L. Bennett, superintend-
ent of telegraph of the Southern Pacific. Texas Lines, has
been appointed assistant superintendent of telegraph of all

lines under the authority of W. B. Scott, federal manager.
with headquarters at Houston. E. B. Coombs, assistant su-

perintendent of dining cars of the Southern Pacific. Texas
Lines, has been appointed superintendent of dining cars, ho-
tels and restaurants of all lines under W. B. Scott, federal

manager, w-ith headquarters at Houston. H. M. Mayo lias

been appointed superintendent of safety, and C. L. Mac-
Manus has been appointed supervisor of station service of
all lines under the authority of W. B. Scott, federal manager,
with headquarters at Houston.

The Stockton division of the Southern Pacific is now a
part of the Northern district, the Portland division having
been assi.gned to J. P. O'Brien, federal manager at Portland.
Ore.; B. Mclntyre, assistant to vice-president and general
manager of the Southern Pacific Company, at San Francisco,
Cal., has been appointed assistant to general manager in

charge of wage schedules; J. F. Spelman, general superin-
tendent of the Western Pacific, at San Francisco, Cal.. has
been appointed also general superintendent of the main line

and Fernley branch. Southern Pacific, Salt Lake division;

T. F. Rowlands has been appointed superintendent oi the
Southern Paciiic. western division, at Oakland Pier, succeed-
ing T. H. Williams, promoted, and also superintendent of
the Oakland, .Mameda & Berkeley Electric lines, succeeding
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J. C. McPherson, wlio has received a commission as captain

in ilic- ciiKitieeriiig corps of the United States army; B. A.

Campbell, assistant division superintendent at Ogden, Utah,

lia.-> been promoted to superintendent of the Stockton di-

vision of the SoiUliern Pacific, with office at Stockton, suc-

ceeding H. B. Titcomb, resigned to enter the service of

another company; E. Entleman, trainmaster at Los Angeles

of tlie Southern Pacific, has been appointed assistant super-

inteiKlent of the Western division, with headquarters at

' lakland Pier, succeeding G. E. Gaylord, promoted; H. W.
Wistner, trainmaster of tlie Southern Pacilic at O^den, has

been appointed assistant superintendent of the Salt Lake

division; W. L. Hack has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Soutliern Pacific, Sacramento division, at

SacraTuento, succeeding W. H. Kirkbride, promoted; W. B.

Kirkland, trainmaster of the Southern Pacific, at Dunsnuiir,

Cal., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Shasta division, with the same headquarters, succeeding A. T.

Mercier, promoted; H. G. McCarthy has been appointed

trainmaster of the Shasta division, with office at Dunsmuir;

C. G. Tandy has been appointed trainmaster of the San

Joaipiin division of the Southern, Pacific, with office at

Fresno, Cal., succeeding F. N. McPhee, who is now in

military service; V. S. Andrus has been appointed trainmaster

of the Southern Pacific. Salt Lake division, with office at

Mina, Nev., succeeding F. F. Small transferred to Sparks,

Nev., succeeding W. H. McBean, who has been transferred

to Ogden, Utah; E. J. Kellum has been appointed train-

master of the Shasta division of the Southern Pacific, with

office at Dunsmuir.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. P. McMillan, auditor of the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf,

has been appointed auditor and acting federal treasurer, with

headquarters at San Antonio, Tex.

W. F. Wright, assistant to the purcliasing agent of tlie

Louisiana & Arkansas, has been appointed federal treasurer,

with lieadquarters at Texarkana, Ark., succeeding F. S. Car-

roll, resigned, effective September 1.

G. H. Westcott, traffic manager of the Copper Range, has

l)een appointed general freight and passenger agent and acting

federal treasurer; J. G. Stone has been appointed genera!

solicitor, and C. E. Wright has been appointed federal auditor,

all with headquarters at Houghton, Mich.

The firm of Glennon, Gary & Walker, Chicago, have been

appointed general solicitors of the Indiana Harbor Belt;

W. E. Osbom, general auditor, has been appointed federal

auditor, and H. A. McConnell has been appointed acting fed-

eral treasurer; both v.ith offices at Gibson, Ind.

Appointments have been made on the Fort Dodge, Des
Moines & Southern, effective September 1, as follows: S. R.

Dyer has been appointed general solicitor, with office at

Boone, Iowa; F. W. Johnston, treasurer and auditor, has been

appointed federal treasurer, with office at Boone.

H. T. Evans, auditor of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louis-

ville, has been appointed general auditor under Federal

control, with headquarters at Chicago. Byron Cassell, treas-

urer of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, has been ap-

pointed acting federal treasurer, with headquarters at Chi-

cago.

J. F. Evans, general auditor of the Western Pacific, at San
Francisco, Cal., has been appointed general auditor of the

Western Pacifio, the Tidewater Southern, and the Deep Creek,

and Charles Elsey, treasurer of the Western Pacific at San
Francisco, has been appointed acting federal treasurer of tlie

same road.

T. O. Edwards, assistant secretary and auditor of the

Southern Pacific, at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed

general auditor of tlic Southern Pacific system, lines south

of .Xshland, Ore., and W. F. Ingram, assistant treasurer at

San Francisco, has been appointed acting federal treasurer

of tlie same lines.

H. D. Sheean, general attorney of the Baltimore it (~)hio

( liii'ago Terminal, has been appointed general solicitor: F.

B. Huntington, auditor, has been appointed federal auditor,

and H. H. Hall, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer,

has been appointed acting federal treasurer; all with head-

quarters at Chicago.

H. O. Fairchild has been appointed general solicitor, J.

C. Thurman has been appointed federal auditor, and Arthur
H. Nongin has been appointed acting federal treasurer, of

the Green Bay & Western, the Kewanee, Green Bay &
Western, the Ahnapee & Western, and the Waupaca-Green
Bay; all with headquarters at Green Bay, Wis.

B. F. James, secretary and treasurer of the Colorado &
Southern, has been appointed acting federal treasurer of that

road and of the Denver & Salt Lake, with headquarters at

Denver, Colo. E. I. Grenfell, general auditor of Denver &
Salt Lake, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Colorado & Southern, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

J. D. Black has been appointed general solicitor of the Clii-

cago Junction and the Chicago River & Indiana, with office

at Chicago, and E. S. Gentle, has been appointed federal

auditor; F. D. O'Connor, assistant secretary and assistant

treasurer of the Union Stock Yards & Transit Company, has
been appointed acting federal treasurer of both of the above
roads.

Appointments have been made on the Chicago & Western
Indiana and the Belt Railroad of Chicago, effective September
1, as follows: J. R. Barse has been appointed general solici-

tor, succeeding C. G. Austin; R. L. Porter, auditor and as-

sistant secretary of the Chicago & Western Indiana and
secretary and auditor of the Belt Railroad of Chicago, has
been appointed federal auditor, of both roads, and J. E.
Murphy, treasurer of both roads, has been appointed acting
federal treasurer of both roads, all with headquarters at

Chicago.

K. K. Knapp, general counsel of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern,
has been appointed to the same position on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Gary, and R. W. Campbell, general attorney, has
been appointed general solicitor; both with offices at Chicago.
C. G. Nelson, secretary, treasurer and auditor of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & Gary, iias been appointed federal auditor of the
same road; F. W. Winkler, assistant auditor of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & Gary, has been appointed acting federal treas-

urer of the same road, with office at Rockford, 111.; G. W.
Williams has been appointed federal auditor of the Elgin.

Joliet & Eastern, with office at Chicago; F. L. Koontz, secre-

tary and treasurer of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, has been
appointed federal treasurer, with office at Chicago, effective

September 1.

Traffic

M. J. Dooley has been appointed division freight and pas-

senger agent, of the Houston East & West Texas, with head-
(piarters at Houston, Tex.

W. L. Lewis, traffi.; manager of the Elgin. Joliet & Eastern,
at Chicago, has been appointed traffic manager also of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary.

A. H. VanLoan has been appointed division freight agent
in charge of traffic at Shreveport, La., and of the Vicksburg,
Shre\eport & Pacific, with office at Shreveport, La.

Eugene Mock, traffic manager of the Midland Valley at

Muskogee, Okla., has been appointed division freight and
passenger agent, witli headquarters at the same place.

E. H. Shaufler, general traffic manager of the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient, at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
division freight and passenger agent, with headquarters at

Wichita, Kan.

H. K. Faye, traffic manager of the Western Pacific, has
been appointed general freight and passenger agent of that

road, the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek, with head-
quarters at San Francisco, Cal.

W. G. Crush, general passenger agent of the Missouri,

Kan.sas & Texas Railway of Texas, has been appointed gen-
eral passenger agent of that road, the Houston & Texas
Central and tlie Union Terminal of Dallas, with headquarters
at Dallas. Tex., effective September 1.
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The jurisdiction of E. B. Carson, general baggage agent ot

the Southern Pacific, with oftice at San Francisco, Cal., has

been extended over the Western Pacific, the Tidewater

Southern, and the Deep Creek.

J. F. Garvin, general freight agent of the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas Railway of Texas, has been appointed general freight

agent of tliat road, and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern,

with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., effective September 1.

W. S. Keenan, general passenger agent of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe lines, has been appointed also general

passenger agent of the Texas Midland and the Houston Belt

& Terminal, with lieadquarters at Galveston, Tex., effective

September 1.

F. R. Dalzell, assistant general freight agent of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe lines, has been appointed also assistant

general freight agent of the Texas Midland and the Houston
Belt & Terminal, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex., ef-

fective September 1.

J. B. Call, general freight and passenger agent of the Green
Bay & Western, has been appointed general freight and pas-

senger agent also of the Kewanee, Green Bay & Western,
the Ahnapee & Western, and the Waupaca-Green Bay, with

office at Green Bay, Wis.

J. S. Hershey, general freight agent of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe lines, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex., has

been appointed also general freight agent of the Texas Mid-
land and the Houston Belt & Terminal, with headquarters at

Galveston, eflfective September 1.

G. W. Luce, freight traffic manager of the Southern Pacific

Company, at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed freight

traffic manager of the Southern Pacific system, lines south of

Ashland, Ore., the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern
and the Deep Creek; Charles S. Fee, passenger traffic man-
ager of the Southern Pacific Company at San Francisco, has

been appointed passenger traffic manager of all the above
roads.

W. F. Sterley, general freight and passenger agent of the

Ft. Worth & Denver City, at Fort Worth, Tex., has been ap-

pointed assistant general freight agent of that road, the

Wichita Valley, the Houston & Texas Central, the St. Louis,

San Francisco & Texas, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, the

Brownwood North & South, the International & Great
Northern (Ft. Worth to Spring—Madisonville Branch) the

Abilene & Southern and the Ft. Worth Belt, with head-
quarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., effective September 1.

J. A. Brown, general freight agent of the Gulf Coast Lines,

with headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been appointed gen-
eral freight agent of the Ft. Worth & Denver City, the

Wichita Valley, the Houston & Texas Central, the St. Louis,

San Francisco & Texas, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, the

Brownwood North & South, the International & Great
Northern (Ft. Worth to Spring—Madisonville Branch) the

.Abilene & Southern and the Ft. Worth Belt, with head-
quarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., effective September 1.

C. W. Strain, general passenger agent of the Gulf Coast
Lines, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been ap-
pointed general passenger agent of the Ft. Worth & Denver
City, the Wichita Valley, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern,
the Abilene & Southern, the St. Louis, San Francisco &
Texas, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, the Brownwood North
& South, the International & Great Northern (Ft. Worth to
Spring—Madisonville Branch) and the Ft. Worth Union Pas-
senger station, with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., eflPective

September 1.

L. V. Beatty, general agent of the Kansas City Southern,
at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed division freight
agent, with headquarters at the same place, and J. O. Hamil-
ton, assistant general freight agent, at Texarkana, has been
appointed division freight agent of the Kansas City South-
ern, south of DeQueen, .\rk., and of the Texarkana & Fort
Smith, with headquarters at Texarkana, Tex. S. G. Hopkins,
division passenger agent, of the Kansas City Southern, at
Texarkana, has been appointed division passenger agent on
the Kansas City Southern south of DeQueen, .Ark., and of the

Texarkana & Ft. Smith and the Vicksburg, Shreveport &
Pacific, with office at Texarkana, Tex.

The following officers of the Kansas City Southern have
been appointed to the same or new positions on that road

and the Texarkana & Ft. Smith, the Midland Valley, the

Houston East and West Texas, the Vicksburg, Shreveport
& Pacific, the Kansas City, Me.xico & Orient Lines and the

Joplin Union Depot, effective September 1: R. R. Mitchell,

general freight agent, has been appointed to the same posi-

tion, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo. S. G. Warner,
general passenger and ticket agent, has been appointed gen-
eral passenger agent at Kansas City; H. A. Weaver, assistant

general freight agent, has been appointed to the same posi-

tion at Kansas City; J. R. Mills, assistant general freight

agent, has been appointed to the same position at Kansas
City, and F. D. Downie, general baggage agent, has been
appointed to the same position on all lines, at Kansas City.

The following officers have been appointed to traffic posi-

tions on all of the lines under the iurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt,

federal manager: C. O. Jackson, who has been general pas-

senger agent of the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande and assistant

general passenger agent of the Paris & Great Northern, be-

comes general ba,ggage agent, with headquarters at Dallas.

Tex. R. Daniels, assistant general passenger agent on the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texa>. has been ap-

pointed division passenger agent, with office at Dallas. Tex.

W. B. Wells, assistant general freight agent of the Paris &
Great Northern and general freight agent of the Ft. Worth
& Rio Grande, has been appointed division freight and pas-

senger agent, with headquarters at San .Antonio, Tex. Other
division freight and passenger agents recently appointed in-

clude H. W. Landman, who will be located at Ft. Worth,
Tex.; W. H. Yeargin, with office at Wichita Falls, Tex ; W. L.

Geer, with headquarters at W^aco. Tex., and G. B. Magruder,
with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

W. A. Kellond, manager of mail traffic and general ba.i?-

gage agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Parsons,

Kan., has been appointed general baggage agent of that road

and of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at

Springfield, Mo. J. C. Lovrien, division passenger agent of

the St. Louis-San Francisco at Kansas City, Mo., has had
his jurisdiction extended to include- the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas. F. J. Deicke, general agent, passenger department,

of the St. Louis-San Francisco at St. Louis. Mo., has been
appointed division passenger agent of the Frisco and the

Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas, with the same headquarters. L.

W. Price, division passenger agent of the Frisco at Okla-

homa City, Okla., has been appointed also division passenger

agent of the Katy. F. R. Newrman, division passenger agent

of the St. Louis-San Francisco, at Joplin, Mo., has had his

jurisdiction e.xtended over the Missouri. Kansas & Texas,

with the same headquarters. H. C. Conley, assistant general

freight agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco, at Oklahoma
City, Okla., has been appointed division freight agent of that

road and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with the same head-

quarters. H. B. Sperry, assistant general freight agent of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Kansas City. Mo., has been
appointed division freight agent of that road and the St.

Louis-San Francisco, with the same headquarters. F. J.

Lawler, commercial agent of the Frisco, at St. Louis. Mo.,

has been appointed division freight agent of that road and
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with the same headquarters.

A. H. Stevens has been appointed division freight agent of

the Missouri. Kansas & Texas and the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco, at Joplin, Mo. J. F. Reily, general freight and ticket

agent in Kansas of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, with

headquarters at Parsons, Kan., has been appointed division

freight agent of both that road and the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco, with the same headquarters.

C. C. P. Rausch, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Missouri Pacific, has been appointed to the same position

on the Missouri Pacific, the St. Louis Southwestern and the

Louisiana & Arkansas. B. S. Atkinson, purchasing agent
and traffic manager, of the Louisiana & Arkansas, has been
appointed general freight agent of that road with head-
quarters at Texarkana, .Ark. J. D. Watson, assistant to »he

president of the St. Louis Southwestern, has been appointed
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assistant general freight aKC't <>i that road with hca<l<iiiartcrs

at Si. Louis, Mo. W. M. Cook, manager of foreign freight

tratiic. of the Missouri I'acific at St. Louis, has been ap-

pointed assistant general freight agent of that road, the St.

Louis Southwestern and the Louisiana & Arkansas, with

office at St. Louis. L. D. Knowles, assistant general freight

agent, of the Missouri Pacific at Kansas City, has been ap-

pointed division freight agent of that road, with the same
headquarters. R. M. McWilliams, assistant general freight

agent, of the Missciuri I'acit'ic at Little Rock, lias been ap-

pointed division freight agent of that road and the St. Louis

Southwestern, with the same headquarters. Dan Jacobs, assist-

ant general freight agent, of the Missouri Pacific at Alexandria,

La., lias been appointed division freight agent of that road

,111(1 the Louisiana & Arkansas, with the same headquarters

J. T. Ferguson, local representative, agency and public ->^er-

vicc. of the St. Louis Southwestern at Shreveport, La., has

been appointed division freight agent of tliat road and the

Louisiana & Arkansas, with the same headquarters. F. L.

Feakins, assistant general freight agent of the Missouri

I'acilic at Omaha, has been appointed division freight agent

of tliat road, with tlie same head<iuarters. Other division

freight agents of the Missouri Pacific recently appointed in-

clude P. E. Watson, Pueblo, Col., who was formerly general

agent of the Missouri Pacific at that point; J. D. Yates,

Wichita, Kan., formerly general agent of the .Missouri

Pacific at that point; C. C. Cloutman, Atchison, Kan., for-

merly general agent of the Missouri Pacific in that city; G.

W. Pither, Joplin, Mo., formerly commercial agent of the

Missouri Pacific at that point, and N. A. Beach, St. Joseph,

Mo., formerly general agent of the Missouri Pacific at that

city. The following division freight agents of the Missouri
Pacific and the St. Louis Southwestern have been appointed:

C. C. McCarthy, St. Louis, Mo., formerly general agent of

the Missouri Pacific at that city; W. D. May, Memphis,
Tenn., formerly local representative, agency and public ser-

vice, of the St. Louis Southwestern in that city, and C. B.

Lindsay, Pine Bluff. Ark., formerly division passenger and
frciglit agent of the Missouri Pacific at that city.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

O. H. Gersbach, engineer maintenance of way of the In-

diana Harbor Belt, at Gibson, liid., has been appointed
chief engineer.

Raymond A. Greene, formerly a chemist with .\rniour &
Co., Chicago, has been appointed chemist and engineer of

tests of the Chicago &: .\lton, with headquarters at Bloom-
ington, 111.

G. W. Hegel, chief engineer of tlie Chicago Junction, has
been appointed chief engineer also of the Chicago River &
Indiana, with office at Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

A. Montzheimer, chief engineer of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, at Joliet, 111., has been appointed chief engineer
also of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary, succeeding I. W.
Troxel.

J. Horrigan, suiicrinteiidciit nf motive power of the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern, at Jidiet, 111., has been appointed super-
intendent of iiioti\e iKuvcr also of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& Gary.

E. R. Breaker, chief engineer of the San .^ntonio, Uvalde
& Gulf, has been appointed assistant mechanical superin-
teiulcnt under federal coutrcil, with headquarters at North
Pleasanton, Tex.

D. M. McLauchlan, assistant master mechanic of the South-
ern Pacific, at Brooklyn, Ore., has been appointed master
mechanic on the Portland division, vice C. E. Peck resigned
to go to another road.

J. A. McNulty, railroad representative of the .Aiichi.r Pack-
ing Company, at Chicago, has been appointed division master
mechanic of the Chicago. Milwaukee S: St. Paul, at l)uhuque,
Iowa, succeeding G. T. Messer.

WiUard Kells, assistant general superintendent of motive
power of the .Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Wilmington,
is'. C, has been appointed general superintendent of motive

power of the .Atlantic Coast Line and the Winston-Salem
Southbound, vice R. E. Smith, deceased.

R. J. Sporseller has been appointed road foreman of

engines on tlie Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines, with
headquarters at Lancaster, Ohio, to succeed J. L. Todhunter,
transferred. efTective September 5.

F. E. Morrow, assistant chief engineer of the Chicago &
Western Indiana and the Belt Railroad of Chicago, at Chi-

cago, has been appointed chief engineer, succeeding E. H.
Lee, who goes with the corporation.

T. J. Wyche, chief engineer and chairman of the Valuation
Committee of the Western Pacific, at San Francisco, Cal.,

has bSen appointed chief engineer of the Western Pacific,

the Tidewater Southern, and the Deep Creek.

W. T. Mead, acting group engineer of the western group
of the Presidents" Conference Committee, has been appointed
assistant valuation engineer of the Illinois Central, with head-
quarters at Chicago, to succeed D. W. Thrower, recently pro-

moted to valuation engineer.

J. M. Silliman, resident engineer of the Canadian Pacific,

at London, Ont.. has been appointed division engineer in

charge of maintenance of way forces on the Susquehanna
division of the Delaware & Hudson, with headquarters at

Oneonta, X. Y.. vice H. S. Rogers, resigned.

W. H. Kirkbride, assistant superintendent of the Sacra-
mento division of the Southern Pacific-Pacific System, with
headquarters at Sacramento, Cal., has been appointed chief

engineer of the South-
ern Pacific - P a c i f ic

System Lines south of

Ashland, Ore., with
headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal., suc-

ceeding W. Hood, who
remains with the cor-

poration. Mr. Kirk-
bride graduated from
Leland Stanford, Jr.,

University in 1895 and
for seven years was
engaged in mining en-

gineering, railroad lo-

cation and construction
work. In August, 1902,

he entered the service

of the Southern Pacific

as assistant engineer at

Sacramento, where he
remained until .'\pril,

1904, when he was ap-
pointed roadniaster of the Red Bluff district. In February,
1906, he was appointed assistant division engineer of the
Sacramento division, and in .\pril. 1909, was promoted to
division engineer of the Coast division, with headquarters at

San Francisco. He was transferred to the Sacramento
division in March. 1911, where he remained until De-
cember. 1917, when he was promoted to assistant superin-

tendent.

C. E. Peck, master mechanic of the Southern Pacific, at

Brooklyn. Ore., has been appointed assistant superintendent
of motive power, of the Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Lines, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., vice

J. T. Langley resigned to accept service elsewhere.

The jurisdiction of the following Southern Pacific officers

has been extended over the Western Pacific, the Tidewater
Southern and the Deep Creek; George McCormick, superin-
tendent of motive power, and A. H. Babcock, electrical

engineer; both with headquarters at San I'rancisco, Cal.

A. Daniels, assistant engineer on concrete construction at

Milwaukee, Wis., on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, has
been promoted to district engineer of the Northern district,

with office at Minneapolis. Minn., succeeding W. R. Powrie,
who has resigned to become superintendent for Morris &
Dougherty, contractors, on the I'nion station at St. Paul.

W. H. Kirkbride
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F. L. Carson, superintendent of motive power of the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass, has been appointed assistant me-
chanical superintendent under federal control, with head-
quarters at Yoakum, Tex. F. W. Bailey, superintendent
maintenance of way, has been apiiointcd assistant engineer
maintenance of way under federal control, with Iieadquarters

at Yoakum.

E. G. Lane, engineer maintenance of way of the Baltimore
& (Jhio, western lines, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed
chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, western lines, the

Dayton & Union and the Dayton Union, succeeding L. G.
Curtis resigned to accept service with the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Company, and H. R. Gibson, district engineer main-
tenance of way, at Cincinnati, succeeds Mr. Lane.

In the notice of the appointment of Earl Stimson as gen-
eral superintendent of maintenance of way and structures

of all lines under the jurisdiction of A. W. Thompson, federal

manager at Baltimore, Md., the statement was made that

Mr. Stimson graduated from Cornell University in 1895. This
statement was incorrect to tlie extent that while Mr. Stimson
attended this university from 189,3 to 1895, he did not .gradu-

ate from it.

J. A. Power, assistant .general manager of the Southern
Pacific, Texas Lines, has been appointed mechanical super-

intendent of all lines under the authority of W. B. Scott,

federal manager, with headquarters at Houston, Tex. C. R.

Morrill, assistant general manager of the Southern Pacific,

Texas Lines, has been appointed engineer maintenance of

way of all lines under W. B. Scott, federal manager, with
headquarters at Houston. E. E. Worthing, signal engineer

of the Southern Pacilic. Texas Lines, has been appointed
signal engineer of all lines under W. B. Scott, federal man-
ager, with headquarters at Houston.

Purchasing

J. M. Wagner lias been appointed purchasing agent of the

Copper Range, with headquarters at Hou.ghton, Mich.

William McMaster, purchasing and industrial agent of

the Indiana Harbor Belt, at Chicago, has been appointed
purchasing agent

C. H. Kenzel, purchasing agent of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, at Chicago, has been appointed purchasing agent

also of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary.

H. C. Robinson has been appointed purchasing agent of

the Chicago Junction and the Chicago River & Indiana,

with office at l^nion Stock Yards, Chica.go, succeedin,g

S. Salter.

W. C. Weldon, purchasing agent of the Colorado & South-
ern, has had his jurisdiction extended to include the Denver
& Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., succeedin.g

A. L. Cochrane,

The jurisdiction of A. S. McKelligon, general storekeeper

of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco,

Cal., has been extended over the Western Pacific, the Tide-
water Southern, and the Deep Creek.

L. B. Wood, purchasing agent and general storekeeper of

the Southern Pacific, Texas Lines, has been appointed gen-
eral storekeeper of all lines under W. B. Scott, federal man-
a.ger, with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

H. E. Dutton, purchasing agent of the Green Bay & West-
ern, has been appointed purchasing agent also of the

Keuanee. Green Bay & \\'estern. the .Vhnapec & Western
and the Waupaca-Green Bay, with headquarters at Green
Bay, Wis.

F. W. Taylor, purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific

Company, at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed pur-
chasing agent of the Southern Pacific system, lines south
of .Ashland, Ore., the Western Pacific, the Tidewater South-
ern, and the Deep Creek.

Special

J. S. Webster has been aiipointed chief special agent of
all lines under the jurisdiction of W. B. Scott, federal man-
asjer. with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Charles I. Sturgis, general auditor of the Chicago. Burling-
ton & Quincy. has been appointed controller with ofTice at

Chicago.

A. E. Wright, secretary and purchasing agent of the St.

Louis & O'Fallon, has been appointed secretary and assistant
to the president, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

E. T. Dumble has been appointed corporate manager in

charge of the fuel oil department of the Southern Pacific
Lines in Louisiana and Texas, with headquarters at Houston.
Tex.

C. E. Bahl has been elected secretary and treasurer, and
W. B. Johnson has been appointed auditor, of the Wheeling
& Lake Eric and the Lorain & West Virginia; both with of-
fices at Cleveland, Ohio.

E. S. Loucke has been appointed secretary and acting treas-
urer, of the Louisville & Nashville, and G. R. White, assist-
ant auditor of disbursements, has been appointed auditor;
both with offices at Louisville, Ky.

J. H. R. Parsons, vice-president and general manager of
the Southern Pacific. Louisiana Lines, has been elected vice-
president of the Southern Pacific Lines in Louisiana and
Texas, with jurisdiction over the Louisiana Lines only, with
headquarters at New Orleans, La.

George C. Morris, receiver of the Houston & Brazos Val-
ley, has been a])pointcd also treasurer, with headquarters at
Freeport, Tex., to succeed W. C. McLendon, who has been
appointed local treasurer under federal control. A. E. Mas-
terson has been appointed general attorney for the receiver,
with headquarters at Angleton, Tex.

G. L. King, as.'istant secretary of the Southern Pacific,
Pacific System, has been appointed assistant treasurer, assist-
ant secretary and secretary of leased lines of the Southern
Pacific Lines West of El Paso and Ogden, with headquarters
at San Francisco. Cal. A. D'Heur has been appointed cor-
porate mana.ger of the fuel and oil department, and E. B.
Leavitt has been appointed lease agent, with headquarters
at San Francisco, Cal.

C. J. Hellerstedt, assistant secretary of the Arizona &
Eastern, has been appointed secretary with headquarters at
Tucson, Ariz., succeeding Hugh Neill, who has been ap-
pointed assistant secretary, with headquarters at New York.
J. E. White, assistant treasurer, has been promoted to treas-
urer, with headquarters at Tucson, succeeding A. K. Van
Deventer, who has been appointed assistant treasurer at New
York. W. F. Bull, assistant secretary of the Southern
Pacific. Pacific System, has been appointed assistant secre-
tary of the .Arizona & Eastern, with headquarters at New
York.

Edward M. Hyzer, vice-president and general counsel of
the Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, has been ap-
pointed general counsel of that company, with headquarters
at Chicago. John D. Caldwell, secretary, becomes secretary
and assistant treasurer under the corporate organization,
with headquarters at Chicago. L. A. Robinson, controller of
the Chicago & North Western, has been appointed controller
of the Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis &- Omaha, with head-
quarters at Chicago. George W. Bell, land commissioner of
the Omaha, has been appointed land commissioner and as-
sistant secretary under the corporate organization, with
headquarters at Hudson, Wis.

H. H. Hoar has been appointed assistant treasurer of the
Kansas City Southern and the .Arkansas Western succeeding
H. Visscher and I. C. McGee, now respectively local treas-
urer and assistant treasurer of the Kansas City Southern
under the United States Railroad Administration. A. H.
Barnes has been appointed auditor of the Kansas City South-
ern succeeding L. J. Hensley who is now general auditor un-
der the United States Railroati Administration. R. J. Mc-
Carty, vice-president of the Kansas City Southern, has been
elected also president of the .Arkansas Western. The other
corporate officers are R. S. Robertson, vice-president; J. C.
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Gardner, secretary and treasurer, and J. M. Souby, assistant

secretary who is also solicitor and assistant secretary of the

Kansas City Southern.

Operating

E. A. Murphy has been appointed general inanaKcr of the

California & Oregon Coast, succeeding J. D. MacVicar, re-

signed to accept service elsewhere, efTective September 1.

Traffic

W. J. McDonald has been appointed transfer agent of the

Louisville & Nashville, with office at New York.

Rowland F. Hill, whose appointment as general freight and

passenger agent of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, with head-

quarters at f^amilton, Ont., has already been announced in these

columns, was born on December 14, 1889, at Hamilton, Ont.

He began railway work in July, 1906, as a stenographer in the

master mechanic's office of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.

The following September he was transferred in the same capacity

to the general freight and passenger agent's office. From Sep-

tember, 1909, to November, 1911, he was soliciting freight agent,

and then to May, 1915, was rate clerk. He then served as

chief clerk until September IS, 1915, when he was appointed

assistant general freight and passenger agent, which position

he held at the time of his recent appointment as general

freight and passenger agent of the same road, as above

noted. Mr. Hill's entire railroad service has been with the

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Albert W. Newton has been appointed chief engineer of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, for the corporation, with

headquarters at Chicago.

R. Montfort, consulting engineer of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, has been appointed chief engineer for tlie corporation

with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

A. McDonald, assistant master mechanic of the Grand

Trunk at Montreal, Que., has been appointed assistant to

superintendent of motive power with office at Montreal

shops.

F. W. Mahl, director of purchases of the Southern Pacific-

Pacific System at New York, has been appointed corporate

mechanical engineer of the Southern Pacific Lines west of

El Paso and Ogden, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

E. R. Battley, master mechanic of the Grand Trunk, at

Montreal, Que., has been appointed superintendent of motive

power, eastern lines, with headquarters at Montreal. D. J.

McCuaig, master mechanic at Toronto, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power, Ontario lines, with office at

Toronto; G. M. Wilson, master mechanic, at Montreal, loco-

motive shops, has been appointed superintendent of motive

power shops, at Montreal; J. C. Garden, master mechanic at

Battle Creek, Mich., locomotive shops, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power shops, at Stratford, Ont. J.

Vass, assistant master mechanic at Allandale, Out,, lias been

appointed assistant to superintendent of motive power, On-

tario lines, with headquarters at Allandale, and J. R. Leckie,

assistant master mechanic at London, has been appointed

assistant to superintendent of motive power, Ontario lines,

with hcadipi.-irters at London.

Special

J. W. James, special representative under J. M. Herbert,

formerly inter-regional director at St. Louis, has been

temporarily assigned to make a study of physical properties

and operations for the stockholders and receivers of the

Denver & Salt Lake.

Obituary

A. B. Eldredge, president of the Dululh. Soutli Shore &
Atlantic, with oflice at Marquette. Mich., died on September
9, after a brief illness, at the Hotel Manhattan, New York.

M. V. Richards, commissioner of the agricultural ind in-

dustrial department of the Southern Railway, with office at

Washington, D. C. died at .Xtlantic City, N. J., on Septem-
ber 8.

Morley Donaldson, formerly vice-president and general

manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific at Winnipeg, Man . died

at Ottawa, Ont., on August 27, at the age of 65. Mr. Don-
aldson was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and entered the

service of the Canada .Atlantic as chief draftsman in 1881,

s>d)sequently rising to the position of general superintendent.

When that road was merged with the Grand Trunk in 1905

he was appointed general superintendent of the Ottawa di-

vision. In 1912 he was appointed vice-president and general

manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific at Winnipeg, from which
position he resigned about a year ago.

C. W. Van Buren, who was killed in an automobile accident

nn .\ugust 25, at Canajoharie. N. Y., as was mentioned in

these columns last week, was born on October 18, 1867. in

Rensselaer county. N. Y. He was educated in the common
schools, later attending night school in New* York City. In

1889, he began railway work on the New York Central &
Hudson River, and served as a carpenter at the West .Mbany
shops until 1891. He was then appointed foreman; and two
years later was given charge of the car department work on
the Adirondack division at Herkimer. N. Y. In 1896, he was
transferred to Utica in charge of car department work on the

.Adirondack and Mohawk divisions of the same road and the

West Shore. He entered the service of the Canadian Pacific

in July, 1905, as general inspector on the lines east of Port
Arthur. The following year he was appointed divisional car

foreman of the eastern division, remaining in that position

until July. 1909. He then served as master car builder, of

the eastern lines of the same road, at Montreal until May,
1911, and then went to the Union Stock Yard & Transit Com-
pany, Chicago, as assistant general superintendent, remaining
in that position until January, 1915. and was then appointed
jreneral foreman of the Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit &
Car Company at Milwaukee. Wis. In April, 1915, he re-

turned to the service of the Canadian Pacific as general
master car builder, which position he held until the time of his

death.

Robert Ellerslie Smith, general superintendent of motive
power of the .'\tlantic Coast Line, with office at Wilmington.
N. C. was instantly killed on .August 25, as was announced in

our issue of last week.
Mr. Smith's death was
cansed by the accident-
al discharge of a rifie

which he was cleaning
and it is supposed th.it

he was not aware that
the rifle was loaded.
He was born on Feb-
ruary 11, 1862, at Read-
ing. Pa., and graduated
from Phillips .Academy,
Andover, Mass.. in the
class of 1882. He be-

gan railway work later

in the same year as a
machinist's apprentice
on the Philadelphia &
Reading. From 1855,

to November of the fol-

„ „ „ .
lowing vear, he was a

R. E. Smith If. ^1. \-drattsnian on the Nor-
folk & Western, and

then to October, 1890. was foreman of the same road at Nor-
folk, Va. He subsequently served as road foreman of engines
for about two years and from 1892, to January, 1896, was
general foreman of the Lambert Point shops of the same
road. In January, 1896, he entered the service of the .Atlantic

Coast Line, as fuel agent, and in February of the following
year was appointed superintendent of motive power of the
same road. From July, 1898. to March, 1905, he served as
assistant to general manager and since that time has been
general superintendent of motive power of. the same road.



The twenty-sixth annual convention of the Traveling En-
gineers' Association, which was held in Chicago last week,

may truly be recorded as one of the
Ihe Traveling most successful and enthusiastic meet-
Engineers' ings ever held by this association. The
Convention ni^n came to Chicago for business ; they

came to learn how they could help the

nation in winning the war. The attendance at the meeting

was so large that the Olympic theatre was requisitioned, as

the convention rooms at the hotel could not conveniently hold

the crowd. Every session was well attended. The men were

anxious to learn and to hear and absorb the ideas of the

members and the speakers. The supplymen noted particularl)%

as the railroad men circulated through the exhibition hall,

that they were there to familiarize themselves to the fullest

extent with the latest development in the devices and the

method of handling those with which they were unfamiliar.

The .spirit that pervaded the atmosphere of the convention

hall during all the sessions was one of patriotism and service.

Many brilliant talks were made, to which the meeting re-

sponded with enthusiasm. It is sincerely to be hoped that

the spirit of this meeting will be carried back home and that

it will be reflected in the spirit of the workers.

The Railroad Administration has decided to substitute table

d'hote for a la carte lunches and dinners on dining cars and
will establish a price of $1.00 for lunch

Table d'Hote and $1.25 for dinner. In the early

Meals on history of dining car service in this

Dining Cars countr}' the table d'hote system pre-

vailed. There has been much discussion

since it was abandoned as to whether it or the a la carte

system resulted in better service to the public and was more

economical for the railw'ays. The table d'hote system has

been used in England and on most of the railways of conti-

nental Europe, and, while the Railway Age has no informa-

tion as to the financial results it has yielded, we have long

believed, and have said, in our columns, that it resulted in

better service, as well as in lower prices to the public than

did the a la carte service which has been in such general

use on the railways of the United States. Prior to the war
the traveler could get a good meal on a good train on almost

an\- European railway for fifty cents to a dollar. The
method usuall}- followed in serving meals was to serve as

many guests as could be accommodated in the car at a given

time, each guest being given a slip of paper stating the

time which he was to eat and the number of the table at

which he was to sit. All the guests who came into the dining

car at a given time had to finish together, at which time their

places were taken by those who had been assigned to that

time. Under this scheme each guest knew just when he would

be served and when he must get through and tliere were none

of those long lines of passengers waiting to get into the din-

ing cars which recently have been so numerous on railway

trains in the United States. In our opinion, after the

table d'hote system has been in use for awhile, a large ma-
jority of travelers will find that they like it l>etter than the

a la carte system Iwcause of its greater convenience and

economv and because the food served will be, or ought to be.

iietter, while at the same time the railways will re(iuire less

servants to serve meals and will waste less food. It is not
to be expected, however, that the table d'hote system will be
introduced without causing much grumbling on tiie part of

persons who have been used to a la carte service and who
prefer it. The results of the change will be followed with
much interest.

"The government of tlie United States feels that there is

only one reply which it can make to the suggestion of the

Imjx'rial .\ustro - Hungarian govem-
Our Only Terms ment. It has repeatedly and with en-

"Unconditional tire candor stated the terms upon which

Surrender" the United States would consider peace

and can and will entertain no proposal
for a conference upon a matter concerning which it has made
its position and purpose so plain." This, President Wilson's

answer to the .Austro-Hungarian note proposing an unofficial

conference of belligerents, is the only answer tliat America
could have given. Now is no time to talk peace nor will

any other time in the future be proper to talk peace until

the stain of Kaiserism is entirely eradicated from the earth.

Our terms of peace are already announced in no unmistak-

able terms. To dicker about them now would be the most

foolhardy thing that we could do. We have the German
and the .\ustrian on the defensive. His morale is crum-

bling under Foch's repeated blows, and America with its

mighty industrial and man power has hardly begun to strike.

The morale of our own troops overseas has excited the ad-

miration of our allies. Could we consistently have taken

a single step that would have given them even the slightest

suggestion that the worst is over and that the war would be

settled by peace negotiations instead of by their own desper-

ate efforts at the front? Certainly not. We are fighting

this war now for good and all. It will no doubt take sev-

eral more months to finish it, but even if it takes years,

there will l>e no i)lace for any suggestion, however remote,

that might lead to its postponement for our grandchildren

and great grandchildren to tackle once again. We have the

Hun on tlie way to his defeat. We must press our advan-

tage to the only ultimate conclusion—Unconditional Sur-

render—while the present opportunity is in our grasp.

The sale of the Orenstein-Arthur Koppel Company by the

alien property custodian this week marks an episode of great

importance in the railway supply field.

The Orenstein- This company had little right on .Amer-

Arthur ican soil. The .American railway sup-

Koppel Company plv field is pre-eminent in its field and

that a German owned and operated

estalili.shment should have had a successful career in such

companv was more or less of an anomaly. The Orenstein-

Arthur Koppel Company was o\\Tied by the .Arthur Koppel

.\ktiengesellschaft. a German corporation with headcjuar-

ters in Berlin. It was incorporated in Pennsylvania about

ten vears ago and was one of several branches of the Berlin

comjjanv, there being otliers in South .\merica, Cuba, Mex-
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ico, England, Africa and Russia. The American company,

in short, was merely part of a net, but it was that part in

a position to learn what was going on in its line in this

countrv. It was in a most advantageous position to learn

what the American railway supply industry was doing and

to pass the infonnation along to the parent company and

with no good, one can bear in mind, to its American com-

petitors—particularly in foreign trade. Since the outbreak

of the war the company has had a most unsavory record.

As tliL- announcement of the sale pointed out, the company

received many contracts from munition plants, steel mills

and other concerns and thereby received valuable informa-

tion aljout war work for France, England and later for our-

selves with which it certainly did no good. It also received

contracts of its own—rumor has it that it kept its skirts

clean of an allied stain—to use a word representing its own

side of the matter—bv communicating with the Hun authori-

ties and thereby trying to effect the sinking of the ship on

which the material was shipped. A glimpse into the future

when we <hall be going ahead to build up our foreign mar-

kets in railway supplies would easily show what a damaging

influence an organisation of this kind would have offered.

Its transfer from 100 per cent German to 100 per cent Amer-

ican ownership is indeed a happy circumstance Fhe alien

property custodian will similarly sell a number of other

German owned concerns in other lines. There is not an

American in any line of industry that will not wish him

godsj-Hied.

Going All the Way
Rvii.wAVS .ARE DEVOTING more attention to the treat-

ment of their locomotive water supplies today than

ever ijefore. More roads are constructing treating plants

tiian at anv previous time, while an even larger number of

lines are making investigations to determine the manner and

the e.\tent to which improvements can be effected. 'Ihis

awakening has resulted from an increasing realization of the

improvements in locomotive operation which can be attained

in this wav, and it has been spurred on by the necessity of

adopting all practical means for increasing the productive

output of each engine, since it is becoming evident that rela-

tively limited relief will be secured through the addition of

new 'power this year. Another factor contributing to this

activity is the fact that results can be secured in a relatively

short time and with a comparatively limited expenditure, an

important consideration at present.

With the general interest in this subject now prevailing

it is important that no serious mistake be made which will

render ineffective the improvements being undertaken or

jeopardize future dcvelojnncnts along this line. As pointed

out bv John R. Weighty, in a letter to the editor in this issue,

three features should be considered in every plant—design,

ojieration and supervision. As regards design, the students

of water treatment are divided into two distinct schools hav-

ing radically different points of view. One group contends

that the type of plant selected is of relatively little importance

and that the proverbial "two barrels and a bucket" will

suffice. The advocates of this idea believe that almost any

]ilant ]5roperlv operated and supervised will bring the desired

results. Without depreciating the importance of proper at-

tention to operation and supervision the other group argues

tliat a thoroughly equipped plant designed to insure a com-

plete treatment of the water at a particular station will yield

results sufticienilv better than the simpler plant to justify the

increased expenditure.

There is no question but that even the simplest treating

plant intelligently installed and operated will affect improve-

ments in bad water areas. It is also true that an elaborate

plant carelessly or improperly operated and inadequately

'-upervised will give no Ix-tter if as good resulU as a make-

siiift plant properly handled. However, the neglect on the

part of a road to give proper attention to the manner of

operating a plant has no relation to the 1)^6 of plant itself

and there should be no e.xcuse for neglect in this regard with

any form of equipment. The most satisfactory plant should

lie the one complete in its details and then operatc-d properly.

One of the most serious handicaps which the water treating

industry has suffered has been brought about by the belief

that a complete treating plant, once installed would run it-

self. It is the failures resulting from this condition more

than any other cau-se which have served to discredit water

treatment and to create a prejudice against it on many roads

which is only now i)eing overcome.

At the present time, when so much attention is being given

to the possibilities of water softening it is of the greatest im-

portance that thorough studies be made of the conditions

existing at each source of supply and that plants be designed

which will result in the maximum efficiency at each station.

Xo one type of plant or standard form of equipment is uni-

versally adaptable to all stations on a road or even on a single

division. Each point requires individual analysis and design

if the best results are to be secured. After equipment has
been installed it is of equal importance that proper steps l>e

taken to insure its correct operation and that sufficient super-

vision be exercised to insure that this be done. The roads

which are securing mo.st satisfactory' results are the ones that

have taken these precautions, while those which have at-

tained little or no success will be found upon investigation, in

almost ever}- instance, to have neglected one or more of these

essential conditions.

The Most Dangerous Period of the War
THE SOLDIERS OF THE ALLIED NATIONS On the westem front,

including those of the United States, recently have been
winning victory after victory over those of the central powers,

and have now driven them back almost where they were four

years ago. The central powers, largely owing to this, no
doubt, have started a new "peace offensive." Austria-Hun-
gary has asked for a conference of representatives of all the

countries engaged in the conflict. Germany has offered terms

to Belgium.

In consequence of these developments it may appear to

many persons that the triumphal end of the war is drawing

near. On the contrary, the part of it we are now entering is

the most dangerous to the allied cause since the United States

liecame involved. It is so dangerous because the situation

which has been created by the victories of the armies of the

allies, and by the peace propaganda which has been begun by

the enemy, may be misunderstood by the peoples of the

United States and the other allied countries, and cause some
relaxation of their military and industrial efforts, and espe-

cially their industrial efforts.

The truth is, that any relaxation of the efforts of the armies

and peoples of the allies at this time might prove fatal in the

long run to their cause. The war is far from won. While

the central powers are being rapidly defeated on the western

front, and may soon be expelled from France and Belgium, it

is an important fact which many may overlook that Germany
and .\ustria are still in possession of vast territories on the

eastern front which they liave conquered from Russia, Serbia

and Roumania. These conquered territories in the east are

so populous and have such vast resources that if Germany
and Austria should be allowed to keep them, they would

actually be stronger after the war than they were tiefore it.
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Therefore, the safety of the world requires that the war shall

be continued until these powers have been compelled to dis-

gorge their conquests, not only in Belgium and France, but
also in the east. Probably there will have to be a long
struggle before they will give up the conquered territories on
the eastern front.

In the carrying on of this struggle the railway men of
America have a part to perform which affords to them a great
patriotic duty and opportunity. There are numerous >vays

in which they can do this duty and take advantage of this op-
portunity.

They should buy their full share of Liberty Bonds, and the

recent vast advances in the wages of railway employees should
result in their making much larger subscriptions to the next
bond issue than they made to earlier ones.

Being diffused throughout the country and being an un-
usually intelligent class of citizens, the officers and employees
of the railways can do a great work for their country by con-
stantly presenting to their neighbors the need for prosecuting
the war with unremitting energy until it has been completely
won.

But the greatest part of the duty and the opportunity of

railway officers and employees will be found by them very
near at hand. They will find it in the performance of their

regular work. The operation of the railways of the United
States with the highest efficiency will become both more im-
portant and more difficult from now on. Unless past experi-

ence is no criterion, the demands made by traffic upon the

facilities will soon become the heaviest ever known. At the

same time, owing to the adverse conditions of the late fall and
winter, the difficulties of operating the roads efficiently will

soon be at their maximum. Everybody knows what occurred

on the railways last winter. It is most improbable that the

weather of next winter will be as severe as that of last winter

was; but there is always severe weather in most of the United
States during most of the winter. In these circumstances the

duty of all classes of railway men is obvious.

In the first place, those who are directly concerned with the

repair of locomotives, cars and tracks ought to put forth her-

culean efforts from now on to get these facilities in the best

possible shape. Secondly, those who are directly concerned

with train operation should begin to make efforts surpassing

any they ever made to move all the traffic possible while the

good weather lasts. Finally, all should be girding up their

loins with the determination, when bad weather comes, to fight

it and its effects with the same tireless courage and energy

with which the soldiers of the United States are fighting the

enemy in Europe.

As a matter of fact, they will be fighting the enemy as

surely as the American soldiers on the other side are, and the

effectiveness with which our soldiers on the other side can
fight will depend largely on the way in which the railway
men in this country do their work. Our soldiers cannot fight

effectively unless they have ample provisions and munitions.

Neither they nor the soldiers of our allies can or will have
ample provisions and munitions unless the railways of the

United States are operated with the greatest possible effi-

ciency.

That the United States and its allies can win the war and
win it completely there can no longer be any serious ques-
tion. Whether they will win it decisively is another matter,

and one which will be settled as much by the workers of

America as by the soldiers of America. Of all the workers
of America none can contribute more to the failure of the

allied cause by slackening their efforts now or more to its

early success by greatly intensifying them than the officers and
employees of the railways of this country.

As to the patriotism of railway officers and employees there

can l)e no doubt. Whether they fully appreciate their

duty and their opportunity the world will be better able to

judge after the roads have gone throuch next winter.

The Boston & Maine Reorganization
-pHE RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION has Outlined a plan for
1 the reorganization of the Boston & Maine which

provides for a loan by the government of $20.000 000 in
addition to the $10,000,000 already advanced by the
government and for a consolidation of the leased line* with
the Boston & Maine itself. ITie government's loan would be
secured by a mortgage covering the combined properties and
since the laws of Massachusetts compel it, the outstanding
debentures of the Boston & Maine would also be secured by
this mortgage. Holders of stock of leased lines would sur-
render their stock for new preferred stock of the same par
value and carr>'ing varying rates of interest, based on the divi-
dends which are now guaranteed on the leased line com-
panies' stocks. This rate of interest for the ne.xt five years
is to be 20 per cent lower than the rate now guaranteed but is
to be restored to the full rate at the end of the five-year period
Thus, stockholders of the Fitchburg who are now' guaranteed
5 per cent would, for the next four years, receive 4 per cent
per year on their new Boston & Maine preferred, and the
stockholders of the Connecticut River who are now receiving
10 per cent, would get 8 per cent on their new preferred
The government refuses to recognize any claim of the Hamp-
den Railroad. Provision is also made for the i«ue of an
additional $12,000,000 preferred stock which mav be used
to pay off in part the $20,000,000 to be advanced by the
government.

It will be remembered that the plan which, after long and
sometimes rather heated discussion and controversv, had
been agreed to by the princijjal interests in\-olved' before
government control became effective, provided for new pre-
ferred stock to bear interest at the same rate as the guar-
anteed interest on the leased line companies' stocks, for
which new preferred was to be exchanged par for par for
leased line companies' stocks. Under the old plan, the Boston
6 Maine would have had to itself raise a considerable amount
of money through the sale of an issue of securities. This,
under present conditions, would be practically an impos-
sibility. The offer of the government, therefore, would
appear to be a very fair one.

The management of the Boston & Maine has all along con-
tended that an exchange of leased line companies' stock for
Boston & Maine preferred was the onl}- fair solution of the
problem involved in reorganization and has insisted that the
interest on this new preferred should be contingent on earn-
ings and not a fi.xcd charge. It would appear that the United
States Railroad Administration after an unbiased studv of the
situation has fully upheld the position taken by die receiver,
James H. Hustis, and the interests which have been work-
ing with him for a sound reorganization. The government,
of course, could go further in bringing pressure to bear on
leased line stcxkholdcrs than could the reorganization com-
mittee and also circum.stances have been such as to some-
what soften the mood of the reluctant leased line stock-
holders.

Tliere is a provision in the federal reorganization plan
which forbids the payment of dividends by the Boston &
Maine common stock during the n^xt five years.

Under the present plan, the Boston &: Elaine will be en-
abled to pay off back interest, to make such additions and
betterments as arc imperatively nccessan,- for the economical
operation of the property and, with ordinarily good luck, it

ought to be able to earn and put back into the property
during the next five years sufficient to form the basis of a

greatly improved credit for tlie company. Furthermore, the

holders of Boston & Maine funded debt will now, under the

present plan, have their bonds secured by a mortgage on the

consolidated Boston & ^[aine system. This is a quite neces-

sary part of the plan if possil)le serious loss to savings banks
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in Massachusetts is to be avoided. The lioston & Maine
debentures are held in quite large quantities \>\ saving--^

banics and it is essential for tlie credit of tiie Boston &
Maine, as well as for tlie general investment situation in

New England, that nothing should be done which would

impair the savings banks' investments in the Boston &
Maine. The placing of these debentures in the security of

a mortgage .should greatly strengthen their market value and
( f>rres|)ondingly benefit savings banks.

Union Pacific

ROUGHLY, about one-fifth of the total income of the Union

Pacific comes from its banking ojjerations and the other

four-fifths from the operation of the 7,987 miles of railroad

whicii makes up the Union Pacific .system. Changes in ta.x

laws and other considerations have led to a change in the

method which the Union Pacific used in stating its income

account and in dealing with the profit and loss account and

balance sheet items. In 1917, total income available for in-

had a credit balance to profit and loss of $138,740,000 and,

in addition, there was a total "appropriated" surplus of $41,-

328,000, of w^hich $35,418,000 was a reserve for depreciation

of securities and $5,450,000 appropriations for additions and
betterments.

As already e.xplained, the company carried nothing over

from the income account of the calendar year 1917 to the

credit of profit and loss, but during that year charged against

this account $14,582,000 additional reserve for depreciation

of securities. The Union Pacific owns Baltimore & Ohio
common and preferred, Chicago & Alton preferred, Chicago

& North Western common, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

jjreferred, Illinois Central stock, New York Central stock and
Railroad Security Companies' (a holding company for Illi-

nois Central stock) common and preferred to a total par

amount of $7Q,932,000. The company also owns bonds and
notes of other railroad companies with a total par value of

$121,413,000. The company carries on its balance sheet the

stocks just mentioned at a valuation of $90,447,000 and the

ijonds at a valuation of $114,130,000. The current quota-

tions for the stocks would put a valuation of about $50,-

484,000 on them, and for the bonds and notes a valuation of

about $106,708,000. With the apjjropriation from income

for depreciation of securities owned this year, the Union
Pacific now has a reserve for this purpose of $50,000,000.

This would appear to be an ample reserve, certainly for the

investments in other than affiliated companies. It is not

l)ossible to make any accurate valuation of the investment

in affiliated companies, although it is presumed to be carried

at a very conservative figure. This figure at the end of 1917

was $64,156,000 which included advances to affiliated com-

panies as well as stocks and bonds owned.

.\t the end of the year the company had on hand $6.-

742,000 cash, $6,245,000 Liberty Bonds, and no time de-

The Union Pacific

terest and dividends amounted to $55,529,000, comparing

with $57,081,000 income in 1916. Interest charges call for

approximatelv $13,900,000 in each year and tliere was left,

therefore, net'income of $41,536,000 in 1917 and $43,183,000

in 1916. In 1917, the Union Pacific paid 4 per cent on its

preferred and 10 per cent on the common stock, calling for

$26,211,000, and the entire remainder, with the exception of

a lew thousand dollars for sinking funds, was appropriated

for additions and iietlerments. In 1916, the company paid

4 per cent on its preferred and 8 per cent on its common and
appropriated $4,367,000 for additions and betterments, leav-

ing, after payment of sinking funds, $17,039,000 to be car-

ried to profit and loss.

.\t the end of the calendar vear 1916, the Union Pacific

posits. At the end of 1916, the company had $17,170,000

cash, no Liberty Bonds and $11,000,000 time deposits.

Except for minor readjustments due to the excliange of

outstanding bonds for other bonds, there was no change in

tile amount of stock or bonds outstanding. The Union Pa-

cific has $222,293,000 common stock $99,543,000 preferred

stixk, and $333,099,000 par value of bonds outstanding in

tiie hands of the public.

In 1917, the company spent $1,005,000 for extensions and

l)ranches, $13,729,000 for additions and betterments to road

and structures, and $7.54(1,000 for additions to equipment.

To turn now to the opc?ration of the property as a railroad

system. Total operating revenues amounted to $130,102,000,

an increase of 13 per cent over the revenues of 1916. Freight

revenues amounted to $93,348,000, an increase of 11.1 i)er

cent, and passenger revenues to $25,207,000, an increase of

25.5 per cent. Operating expenses showed a large increase,

the total expenses in 1917 being $77,295,000 or an increase

of 21.3 per cent. The increase in expenses, however, was

less than half as great proportionately as the increase in ta.xes.

The total taxes, including federal, state and county, war and

excess profits, amounted to $8,452,000 in 1917, an in-

crease over 1916 of 49.5 per cent.

Maintenance of wav in l^JK cost $15,348,000. or 6.5 per
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cent more than in 1916. The Union Pacific spent over g""""""'"""""""""" mci nm 1 miimmiiiiiiimmiiuiiiiMmiiiM'iii ijiiiiiiiimjiiiuimimiiiiiiiiuin

§400,000 for the employment of special watchmen in guard- | |
ing bridges and tunnels in 1917 that probably would not have | LcttCrS tO tllG EdltOT ^
been required except as a special measure in war time. There f f
was also an increase of $6,32,000 in the cast of maintenance |„„,„ I
c u -tJ- J .. t u i.1 i.i.1 ^1- iiimiiiniiliiiiniilllllllli' i i iiiiiiiiiiiuni nm , jiiiinim iiiiiii rr jiimilllllC=

of buildmgs and structures, brmging the total on this ac-

count up to $1,945,000. A considerable part of this niainte- ^ q, r td 1

nance expense was caused by replacement work in connection ^»lc r^liaSC 01 DOllCr WatCr TrCatmCnt
with addition and betterment work. The annual report gives

a long list of engine houses, shop buildings, turntables, water To the Editor:
stations, fuel stations, etc., which were built; some of them The development of methods for the treatment of boiler
replacmg lighter structures and, therefore, carrying a charge water for locomotive use has Ijeen from the outside in and
to maintenance as well as to additions and l)etterments. The not from the inside out. This, however is like many other
list of engine houses is indicative of the character of the things in the development of present dav railroad practice*
work. New 96-ft. stall brick engine houses were built at Whatever mav be the reason, it is a fact that some of the
Marysville, Ellis, Kansas City, Kans., Grand Island, Neb., fundamental things that make the present operating methods
and Pocatello, Idaho. The engine house at Ellis was a 14- possible have been practicallv forced upon the railroads bv
stall structure replacing an old 14-stall house, and the one at outside pressure. We could not have the heav\- freieh't
Kansas City a 35-stall structure replacing one of 19 stalls. trains of todav without the automatic coupler invented bv a

Transportation expenses in 1917 amounted to $.57,728,000, farmer, or the air brake, invented bv a non-railroad man
an increase of $8,326,000 over 1916. Fuel and wages, but So with the treatment of boiler waterfnot manv railroads ten
more especially fuel, were the items which account for this day would be treating their water at all if it were not for
large increase. The average cost of coal per ton in 1917 was the urging of the commercial side of tiie question If it

$2.41 as against $1.97 in 1916, and the cost per gallon of fuel were not for the profit to be had bv sellin" some patented or
oil was 2.02 cents in 1917 as against 1.84 cents in 1916. otherwise protected material or device not one "allon of water
The miles run to a ton of coal in 1917 averaged 10.23 and in would be treated for everv hundred at present

"

1916 10.61. Yard expenses increased even more than train Qf course it is legitimate and proper that, if a man can
expenses. This was due to the fact that prior to 1917 the save a road monev he should share in the profits but it does
Union Pacific from Omaha, Neb., to Ogden, Utah, was oper- not reflect the most credit on tiie railroad fraternitv when we
ated as two grand divisions with, of course, each division wait until some outside concern forces a "ood' thin" on
having a certain number of districts. This was changed and our attention. I do not presume to sav that" the mate"'riaN
the road is now t>eing operated, and was in 1917, by divisions, ..^^ devices put forward commerciallv are not worthv but I
these divisions varying from 100 to 200 miles in length, in^nd onlv to call attention to the fact that wliile tiie treat-
This change in operating method made, it is believed, a con- ^gnt of boiler water is recognized bv railroad officers as
siderable increase m yard work and, therefore, yard expenses, being good economv, thev seem to be content to allow com-
although, of course, tram expenses may have been or will be niercialism to make'them believe in it to the extent of doin" it

in the future reduced more than enough to offset the addi- ^^qsj^ jf ^ot all, concerns engaged in selling devices and nia-
tional yard expenses. terials maintain competent, efficient, technical staffs and

Although the I nion Pacific was at no time in 191 / in as render the necessary- service to make an installation to fit the
badly congested a state as some of the eastern trunk lines, conditions in each case, but is it good practice to depend
there were times when it was necessary to make effective rules

^j^ tijjg ggr^'ice alone? Is not the conclusion likelv to be
which amounted to embargoes. somewhat prejudicial?

Maintenance of equipment expenses amounted to $15,- xhere are three distinct steps in the development of water
813,000, an increase over 1916 of $2,641,000. The following treatment on everv railroad; design and installation of
table shows the average cost of repairs, excluding overhead pi^^^^ operation and supervision, and the most important of
depreciation and retirements, per unit of equipment: t^gse is supervision. The need for treatment proves itself

1517 1916 by the length of life of flues and fireboxes and bv the

F^X^'n^n'c^vs::::::::::::::::::::: ^'^ivt "m "leaking- and "foaming" trouiiies. whether it win pay to
Freight train cars 86 74 treat the Water requires a Water survey.

At the end of 1917 36.35 per cent of the locomotives were In considering the matter of operation, the whole question

in thorough order, 52.08 per cent in good order, 4.42 per cent can be summed up by saying that almost any kind of a plant

required repairs, and 7.15 per cent were in shop. .\t the end will do the work if properly operated, but no plant will do it

of 1916 34.68 per cent were in thorough order, 40.80 per if not. To get proper operation requires supervision.

cent in good order, 15.75 per cent required repairs, and 8.77 The treating plant is the servant of three departments on
per cent were in shop. In other words, the Union Pacific most roads, the engineering, transportation and mechanical.

began the year 1918 in much better shape in so far as power It doesn't make any difference what the organization may be,

was concerned than it entered 1917. or how much harmony may exist between departments, for

The table shows the principal figures for 1917 and 1916. the fact still remains that these three branches of the service

,9,7 19,6 are involved. The individuals in each branch have been

Average mileage orerated 7,987 7.93i trained to think along lines pertaining to their branches. .^

pni?nUTeTem;e\;.\"::::::;::::;::::::*25;j07:229 *2q:o92:8W m'-^n may be broad, honest, fair and anxious to co-operate.
Total cperatiiiB revenues 130.101,864 114,412,607 (j^jt Still he is an engineerini;. transportation or mechanical
Maintenance of way and structures 15,348.223 14,405,828 , , , ,

' j r »i' i .i . • j i j i i •

Maintenance of equipment 15,812.795 13,171,653 man, and has the kind of tlunker that IS developed bv his
Traffic exiienses 2,355.943 2,176,939 irirfimlnr linp nf wnrV
Transportatirn exi)enses 37,728,206 29,202,448 particular line 01 ^\orK.

General expenses 4,035.470 3,225,561 Somewhere in the oruanization the.se different interests
Total operating expenses //,295,15S 63,704,393

, i
,

'i i
• • -r . .

Taxes 8,451,691 5,651,544 center, and there should be the supervision. It mav be the

G?oss''1ncVnr!"^ ;:::;:::.\\':: ::::;:.:::.: ssjMim 57:o8o:808 divi.sion .superintendent, the general superintendent, the
Net income

11-o^S'lil? iHcl'l^l general manager, the operating vice-president, or the presi-
Dividends 26,210,900 21,765.06s ^ . ,,i, tii-i i*^.
Appropriations for additions and betterments. 15.313.973 4.367.075 dent. It IS probably better tO gO a little higher up than the

Surphif
^!'"^^.. '.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ."!*'! 17.039:643 Superintendent when fixing the responsibility for the over-
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head sui)ervision and (hccking, so as to get more breadth and

uniformity over a large system. This supervision should in-

clude checks of the treatment at short intervals by anal)sis,

at some central point, of the treated and untreated water, and

a comparison of the amount treated between checking periods

with the amount of chemicals used. Engine performance re-

ports should be compared with the analyses, and the condition

of the ijoilers and fireboxes watched in the same connection.

There can i)e no assurance of proper results otherwise. To

err is human and to advertise one's own deficiencies is un-

human; therefore, do not dejiend on the operator reporting

on his own work.
John R. Leighty,

iMiKincir M.iiiUi-i.ancc of Way, Missouri Pacific.

The Virginian Railway Brake Tests

New York.

To THK Editor : ....
In his communication in your issue of August 2.>, criticising

the government schedule and your report of the \irginian

brake tests, Mr. Humphrey, vice-president of the Westing-

house Air Brake Companv, evidently overlooked the openmg

jjaragraph of the report in your issue of July 26. It reads as

follows

:

"This train was f:n as the last of a long series of tests including both

nek iml road tests which have been conducted by the Bureau of Safe y

of the Inte?state Con;.l.erce Commission, to determine the pract.cab.hly

of the Automatic Straight .^ir brake system.

This c;tatcment makes clear that the tests were not "confined

to a 'tingle trip down a hill"; these government tests actually

involved nearly 30,000 car and train tests divided approxi-

mately half and half between rack and road, requiring more

than three months for completion.

Mr. Humphrey refers to a few of the many inventors who

through many years have striven to provide the railroads with

a i)rake having the functions now accomplished by the Auto-

matic Straight Air Brake:

(1) Rapid serial action in service apijUcations and in quick "'^='";

M The maintenance of uniform and constant brake cylinder pressure,

irresnective"fpi1ton travel or cvlinder leakage. The cylinder is fed from

Ihe brake pipe, the pressure in which in turn is maintained by the compen-

sating valve while the brake valve is in lap position.
^^.y,„A„ nressure

(3) Graduated release, permitting a varuation of biake ejlindcr pressure

''fsf £iiffSi"iio'n"'"f''-lhe brake available at any time during

or after anv service application, and an automatic emergency application

on full depletion of train pipe pressure.

It is true that these features have not heretofore been suc-

cessfully incorporated in any practical brake. As Mr.

Humphrey savs, the others who so attempted all fell short,

but this was no bar to the Automatic Straight Air Brake, and

we are quite satisfied to leave to the government report the

decision as to whether or not it satisfactorily performs all of

these functions.
.

Mr. Humphrey raises the question as to why two 8>4-in.

cross compound compressors were used on the locomotive with

which the tests were conducted. The tonnage locomotives of

the Virginian Railway are all regularly equipped with two

8jX-in. cross compound compressors for handling trains of

(lO'to 85 cars. The fact that a 100-car test was to be con-

<lu( ted over a section of road normally limited, as we were

oflicially told, by the demands of the brakes and the air

supply to a maximum of 85 cars was ample justification for

replacing the compressors, which were badly in need of repair,

with others which were in good condition, merely as a matter

of common prudence.

There is one other thing concerning the two 8^-in. cross

compound compressors which might well be mentioned.

Having initially equipped the 100 test cars with trainographs

it was thought desirable to take them as a 100-car train,

down Kellvsville Hill, so as to obtain a record of the condi-

tions before removing the Westinghouse K-2 triples. Not-

withstanding that all of the Virginian tonnage locomotives

were equipped with two Syi-in. cross compound compressors,

the railroad management stated that it had been officially

notified by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company that it

would not be responsible for trains of K-2 triples of more
than 85 cars. We were advised that if we desired to take

100 cars down the hill it would be necessary to use two
locomotives with four cross compound compressors.

We experienced no difficulty whatever in supplying the

100 A. S. .\. cars with air with the single locomotive and can

see no reason why 125 to 150 A. S. A. cars would not be

safe on this grade with one locomotive, since the A. S. A.

triple uses only 50 per cent of the air required for the K-2
triple.

Mr. Humphrey raises a question a; to the events of the

100-car tests, which may be misleading and should be made
clear. I quote the following from his communication:

"The results obtained were quite natural, for the reason that the physical
coiiditions which limit the flow of air through piping, the time element
which is governed by the laws of nature, and tlie mechanical limita:ions
(not to sneak of the cost of apparatus) are such as to prohibit the incorpora-
tion of these features in long train service without the necessarily unavoid-
able break-in-twos and stalling of trains such as occurred . . .

"If my understanding of the report is correct, there were three hrcak-
intwos going down the grade between Princeton and Rich Creek and two
stalls, over a distance of 15 miles, and another breakin-two between
Roanoke and Victoria, to say nothing of the addition d break-in-twos that
occurred east of Victoria. . . . and while many of the aforesaid
f»:aturf-s were attractive and sriectacular in test rack demonstrations, they
developed the same lack of flexibility and successful performance when
placed in sirv-ce as were demonstrated by the number of break-in-twoi
and stalls that took place in the tests mentioned."

This all refers to the graduated release function of the

A. S. A. brake and is beside the facts, as .shown by the govern-

ment records of what actually happened, and the effective

manner in which this function of the brake performed

throughout the tests. There was only one break-in-two whilst

the train was being operated in graduated release, and this

was at eight miles per hour, due to knuckles slipping past,

because of a drawbar carrier iron having come down.

The Virginian Railway freight train delay reports plainly

show that the physical factors to which Mr. Humphrey makes
reference do, as he states, impose a practical limitation on

results in trains of 65 cars and upward.- equipped with the

other t}'pes of brake. No progress in air brake development

could be expected so long as old principles of brake operation

were adhered to. It required a departure from them in order

to bring about the improvement for which ever)' railraid man
having regard for the safety of passengers, employees and
equipment was looking.

The other break-in-twos took place in portions of the train

being operated in quick release and were the ordinary every

day break-in-twos, except that there was no resulting damage,

which was remarkable.

The one Ijreak-in-two east of Victoria (instead of addi-

tional break-in-twos to which Mr. Humphrey refers) while

fully explained in your article deserves further attention.

The head end of the train had dropped over a summit, and

the engineman made a small brake pipe reduction: in re-

leasing, through an error in judgment, the brake valve was
held in release only nine seconds, the time being accurately

recorded on the chronograph record. We cannot believe that

any practical air brake man would charge this break-in-two,

whilst tlie train was in quick release, to any special system of

brakes.

The break-in-two near New River bridge whilst the train

was in quick release was the result of a knuckle pin with an

old break. The brakes were not applied. The break-in-two

near Rich Creek was with all brakes in quick release. The
break-in-two near mile post 120. was while the train was in

quick release. No brakes were applied.

This covers all of the break-in-twos in a 340-mile run

with a train of 103 cars. These statements are from the

actual records. Inasmuch as the 10.^ cars were started from

Ingleside without a pusher engine, contrary- to Virginian
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practice with smaller trains, it is surprising that more damage
was not done to knuckles and pins, and that there were not

more partings.

It is well known that break-in-tvvos at the same slow speeds

with a 100-car Westinghouse train (an ever-present terror

for trainmen and operating officers) frequently tear the train

in several pieces, even if they do not buckle the train, and
throw part of it over on the adjacent tracks in the face of

approaching trains.

The tests would hardly have been complete without these

break-in-twos. Although they were not planned in the pro-

gram, the results were welcomed. They fully demonstrated

that the A. S. A. brake will save many millions of dollars

annually to the railroads and eventually to the taxpayers

through break-in-tvvos alone. We are glad to have this im-

portant feature of the brake brought fully before your readers.

The break-in-twos occurred at various speeds, and under

varying braking conditions,—graduated release, quick release,

brakes applied and no brakes applied,—without a perceptible

shock, and demonstrated to the satisfaction of all those pres-

ent that the horror of accidents resulting from emergency

applications of the present-day brakes on long trains from

burst hose or from any other cause, disappears, with the in-

troduction of the A. S. A. brake. The train in every case

acted as a unit instead of the single cars as separate units.

The A. S. A. brake did away with the internal collisions

which are today so disastrous.

As to the three "stalls" referred to by Mr. Humphrey, the

engineman, who had no training with the brake, and who had

never handled a train of 100 cars down the mountain, was

simply over-cautious. His previous experience with shorter

trains had been such that he could not at first understand

how, in graduated release, with a slight brake pipe reduction

he could hold 7,500 tons down Kellysville Hill. After he

had made a few brake pipe reductions he "saw light," and
from that time on he handled the 103 cars of 7,500 tons in

graduated release with the same ease as though it had Ijeen a

five-car passenger train.

It is of interest that on Kellysville Hill, with two Syi-in.

cross compound compressors, 60 to 85 cars, and Westing-
house brakes, '"stalls" or inability to release the rear end,

resulting in the breaking of the train into two and three pieces,

are of almost daily occurrence and are a matter of record.

For instance, during the month of April, 1918, 65 cars was
the length of the average train down Kellysville Hill and
even with these short trains eight per cent broke into two or

three pieces.

I trust your readers will understand that there had been
no private road tests in advance of the government tests.

The first time the 100 A. S. A. cars were coupled together
they were started down the 12-mile grade with the full con-
fidence of every one present. We all knew that the worst
that could happen was that during the first few brake pipe
reductions the engineer might use too much air and stall the
train. It could not run away; the A. S. A. brake is "safety
first."

It will, perhaps, be of interest to your readers to know
that these government A. S. A. brake tests furnished the
first opportunity in air brake history to obtain automatically
such records from every car in every train of the rack and
road tests, standing and running, as to permit of establishing
the variables between the different series of tests, rack and
road, standing and running. From these records it was found
that the differences in resuhs were negligible.

We understand that two of the main purposes of the gov-
ernment report will be to dispose of the questions as to

whether, in the first place, the A. S. A. brakes of themselves
furnish a safe train control, and, in the second place, whether
they interchange with present-day equipment.

H. I. Miller,
President Automatic Straight Air Brake Co.

Enforcing the Caution

Signal for Automobiles

_ „ Jacksonville, Fla.
lo THE Editor:

I would like to offer a remedy for a great and increasing
evil, the danger to passengers in railroad trains, and to
people on the highways, from the reckless behavior of drivers
of automobiles. I am an engineer on the Seaboard Air line
and on two occasions recently we have had smash-ups caused
by the racing of automobiles with trains at high speed on
parallel highways, the driver finding out too late that the road
urned and crossed the railroad. In both cases the driver of
the automobile ran into the side of the train, resulting fatally
to persons in his car.

In another case recently I saw a car approaching a crossing

but the T:'^' ;'f
' ^"""^"^^ '^' "^^^^''^ longhand ?ou5!but tlie motorist became confu.^ed and stopped his car onthe track; our speed, however, had been cliecked, so that heescaped. Men in automobiles foolishlv assume that h^can estimate the speed of a train from a point in front of Uwhich IS out of the que.stion.

I propose to make it impossii)le for people to approach a

SO r'oH "ff '"^'l!
''''"' ^"' "P ^ -uEonarvsTn about80 rod. back frorn the track, and then make three humpsTnhe road. I would make each of the three ridges of such he gSas to enforce a predetermined rate of speed. Make experiments, if necessary, and have the first hump such that a carcan pass over it at 20 miles an hour, without damage; thenext one a such height as to impose a limit of 10 miles anhour, and the third, or last one, about SO ft. from the crossing

o compel a speed of not over 6 miles an hour. Make sure

!'^1 1'IT ''T" ''""°' "'^ °^'^^ 't' ^^ ^ speed higher
than that, without loo.sening his teeth

Gates are of very little value. They are run through fre-quently. Something must be done. Numerous motoriststake cliances at crossings just for the e.xcitement there is int; then they stop and look at the train as it goes by Excite"ment is caused in tlie engine cab also; for I do not wish toImrt any one, nor do I want to tear up the brakes bv making
emergency applications. People on highways should bemade to understand tliat they cannot safely estimate the
speed of a tram from a distance; especially in the nightAn electric headlight is very deceptive in the matter of dis-
tance. A (hm headlight is always liable to seem farther
awa)- than it is. \\y,, b.«ley Thomas.

IXTENSRE PASSENGER TR-UTIC IN ENGLAND.—During the
recent bank holiday wwk-end, the British railways probably
handled a more intensive passenger traffic than they have
ever carried at any previous period of their histon-. 'in the
absence of detailed figures it is impossible to state whether
a larger number of passengers may not have been carried at
some other holiday season, but on no previous occasion have
so many persons been conveyed in so few trains, with the
result that the average train and car loading to and from
the principal resorts was most unusually high. On tlie

Saturday before bank holiday, to give only two instances,
there were passengers for the 5:30 a. m. from Waterloo to
tile coast who liad been waiting at the station since the pre-
vious night, while outside the London Bridge terminus of
the Brighton Railway there were at 7 a. m. already a queue
of would-be passengers four or fi\-e deep, whose len^tli was
estimated at half a mile. These conditions are, of^course,
abnormal, but the combined effects of reduced train ser\-ice
and tlie tendency of the general public to travel in spite of
restrictions, plus the large number of naval and military
passengers, has been to bring average train-loading up to
considerably more than the pre-war standard. — Railway
Gazette, London.
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The First Standard 0-8-0 Type Switching Locomotive

Built by the American Locomotive Company; Total Weight

214,000 lb., Tractive Effort 55,000 lb.

THE FIRST ct I III-. siANPARD .-witcliinj,' locomotives de-

sijj:ned by the United States Railroad .Administration

has been recently completed at the I^ittsburjih works of

the American Locomotive Company. The locomotive is of

the 0-8-0 type, of which 150 have been ordered for this

year's ])roduction, to lie distributed among 17 different rail-

with a horizontal mudring and does not include a com-

bustion chamber.

The dome is located on the second barrel course. It is

32 in. in diameter and the throttle valve is placed well

forward to permit the boiler to be entered without the neces-

sity for removing the throttle. The throttle rigging is of

!<.
-. II ~_1 3801 UnsHiOnr/III —

The United States Railroad Administration Standard 0-8-0 Type Locomotive

roads. These engines are designed on the basis of 55,000
lb. a.xle load and have a totalweight of 214,000 lb. The
driving wheels are 51 in. in diameter and the cylinders 25

in. in diameter by 28 in. stroke. With 175 lb. Ijoiler pres-

sure, the tractive effort is 55,000 lb.

The ratios indicate that for the service intended, the loco-

the chambers inside connected type, the stem e.xtending

through a gland on the back head, located 8f4 in. to the

right of the vertical center line. The boiler is fitted with a

Security brick arch, Type .\ superheater and Franklin tire-

door. The main frames are each cast in one piece and are 5 in.

wide throughout, e.xcept for the slab section at the rear end.

Cross Sections of the Standard Eight-Wheel Switcher

motives have ample boiler capacity. The boiler is of the

straight top type with a tcle.scopic barrel, the outside diam-

eter of the first ring being SO in. There are 230 two-inch

tubes, laid out with ;4-in. tube sheet spacing and 36 S^j-

in. flues with 's-in. tube sheet bridges. The tubes and
llues are 15 ft. long over the sheets. The firebox is designed

Here the width is reduced to 2'j in., with a depth of 13J-^
in., this section being increased for 30 in. at the extreme rear

end where the deck plate is bolted to the frame, to 3 in. in

width by 18 in. in depUi. The upper rail is 6^4 in. deep

over the pedestals and 5-»8 in. deep at tlie smallest section

between the pedestals. The lower rail is 43^ in- i" depth

Amcr'ua's. Only Ternis~"L'iicnmlilionaI Sitrrenaer
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over the binders. and 3]/s in. at the minimum section. Under
the cylinders the section is increased to 9 5^ in. deep. There
is no front deck casting; the bumper casting is attached

8x0-0-0-0-0-0
o"oXo"pxo-o

;OQ.©OQ
,o^oIt5rb^o^-e7-^o)<oXo-o>^oxo^
o°o°o°o°o°o^p_£q2qO«£oOq^

(^SgogoOggSc ^

'rJO

l-^-

.v^rfg

jjr

Z30, 2 J/Aff5

J^, S^ F/ues

Firebcur IOS§x66^ Inside "1 '"

"F^
-<%o:t^

^-i¥

Half Sections Through the Firebox Showing the Tube Sheet

Layout

directly to the front end of the frame rails by means of 1-in.

flanged angle plates.

The details of tlie running gear follow very closely in

design those of the standard Mikado type locomotives, de-

scriptions of which have already b.een published.* The
piston is of the single plate, dished section type, the specifica-

tions calling for either cast or rolled steel. The bull ring is of

gun iron, riveted in place on the steel piston and fitted with

able in detail with that used on the light Mikado type loco-

motive. Paxton-Mitchell metallic packing is used for both
valve stems and piston rods.

Steam is distributed by a 14-in. piston valve, which is

interchangeable with that used on both the light and heav>'

Mikado type locomotives, as are also the valve chamber
heads. The engines are fitted with the Baker valve motion
and the Ragonnct power reverse gear.

Three standard tenders have been designed to meet the

requirements of all the standard t)'pes of locomotives. These
have 8,000 gal. 10,000 gal. and 12,000 gal. capacity respect-

ively. The 8,000-gal. tender will Vje used with both the six

and eight-wheel switching tyjie locomotives. The tank is of

the rectangular type ordinarily used with road engines and is

carried on a Commonwealth cast steel frame. It is 27 ft.

long by 10 ft. wide by 5 ft. 1 in. high and has a coal capac-

ity of 16 tons. The tank is fitted with the Locomotive

Stoker Company's coal pusher. The four-wheel trucks are

built up with cast steel side frames and bolsters, and are

fitted with 3.3-in. cast steel wheels mounted on axles having

6-in. by 11 -in. journals, llie trucks have a wheel base of

5 ft. 10 in. and are spaced 15 ft. 10 in. between centers.

Among the more important specialties are three 3-in. Con-

solidated safety valves, .\shton steam gages, Murden 2-in.

flanged blow-off cocks, Sargent quick acting blower valve

with Barco smoke box fitting, Hancock No. 11 nonlifting

injectors, Nathan five-feed lubricators, Franklin flexible

pipe couplings and the Radial buffer and Unit Safety draw-

bar between the engine and tender.

The principle data and dimensions are as follows:

General Data

Gage • '' 8!^ in.

Service Switching

Fuel J^i*. coal

Tractive effort 55,000 lb.

Weight in working order 214.0001b.

Weight on drivers 214,000 lb.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 381.9001b.

Wheel base, driving 15 ft.

Wheel base, total 15 ft.

Wheel base, engine and tender 52 ft. lO^i in.

Raiws

Weight on drivers -;- tractive effort 3.9

Total weight -=- tractive effort ,•;• 11 J-

J

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -=- equivalent heating surface ..700.0

Equivalent heating surface' -r- grate area 80.5

Firebox heating surface -^ equivalent heating surface,' per cent... 5.7

Weirht on drivers H- equivalent heating surface* 57.3

'\M^ m- H K^'"

Boiler for Standard Eight-Wheel Switching Locomotive

two ?4-in. by %-in. gun iron packing rings. 'Hie face of
\?ofumr'bo\htv!iLers''!\\l'!'.'.'!\^

!"'!"".*
^

the bull-ring is 4^ in. wide, increased to a width of 7-in. Equivalent heating surface* -=- vol. cylinders 244.5

at the bottom for 45 deg. on either side of the vertical center ^"" ="•" ^ ™'- <^y'i"ders....... 2.9

line. The crosshead is of the same design and interchange- dUniers
. ^; ^^

—

Kind Simple
* See the RnilTi-ay .-Ice for July 19, pase 131, and .\ugiist 30, page 373. niameter and stroke 25 in. by 28 in.
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Falves

Kind Pis'pn

Diameter '•» )"•

Greatest travel 5K ?"
Steam lap 1 ("
Exhaust clearance in-

Lead in full gear 'A '"

It heels

Driving, diameter over tires 51 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 10 in. by 12 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length Sin. by 12 in.

Boiler

Style Straight top
Working pressure 175 lb. per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 80 in.

Firebox length and width 102% in, by 66/4 in.

Firebox plates, thickness. .Crown, sides and back, ^ in.; tube, yi in.

Firebox, water space Front, 5 in. ; sides and back 4>4 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 230—2 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 1 36—SV4 in-

Tubes and flues, length 15 ft.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 2569 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox including arch tubes 212 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2781 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 673 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* 3737 sq. it.

Grate area 46.6 >q. ft.

Tentler

Tank Water bottom
Frame Cast steel
Weight loaded 167,900 lb.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by U in.
Water capacity 8.000 gal.
Coal capacity 16 tons

•Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface + 1.5
limes the superheating surface.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Instructions to Be Followed In Asking for Deferred

Classification of Railroad Employees

DIRECTOR GENERAL McADOO returned to Washington on
Monday, after having spent nearly two weeks on an
inspection trip over lines in the Eastern, Allegheny

and Pocahontas regions, on which he was accompanied by
several of his divisional directors and conferred with regional

directors and federal managers. The trip included the New
Haven, the Boston & Maine, the Boston terminals, the Cape
Cod Canal, the tenninals at Cleveland and Ashtabula, Pitts-

burgh, .'\ltoona, Harrisburg, the Virginian and Coal & Coke
railways and the terminals at Norfolk.

Deferred Classification to Be Asked for Necessary

Railroad Employees

Instructions that the federal managers give their active

personal attention to make sure that deferred classification in

the new selective service draft is properly claimed for rail-

road employees that are necessary and also that no such

claim is made where it can reasonably be avoided were tele-

graphed to the regional directors on September 10 by Walker
D. Hines, assistant director general, with directions that

they be given to the federal managers by telegram. The in-

structions state that, generally speaking, all skilled employees

engaged directly or indirectly in the movement of trains

should be regarded as necessary. A list of the kinds of

emiiloyees regarded as being in this class is fumi.-;hcd and in-

structions are also given as to employees clearly necessary

Imt not included in the list. Mr. Hines had preceded these

instructions with a telegram directing that steps be taken to

ascertain what emplo}'ees were to be required to register on

September 12 and to form local organizations to give assist-

ance in the filling out of the questionnaires.

"The railroad under government control is an essential in-

dustrial agency," Mr. Hines said in his telegram, and "its

necessarv employees should be given deferred classification,"

but he pointed out that the making of unnecessary claims is

both unfair to the government in its work of creating the

necessary military and naval forces and injurious to the Rail-

road .Administration in its effort to secure deferred classific.i-

tion for omiilo\ees who are really necessary. The list referred

to is as follows:

General officers, master mechanics, roundhouse and shop

foremen, machinists, blacksmiths, boilennakers. tin and

coppersmiths, pipefitters, electricians, freight car and pas-

senger car rciiairmen and inspectors, respective helpers and

app"rentice3 of all the foregoing, chemists, Icxromotive in-

spectors, gang leaders, superintendents and assistant super-

intendents, trainmasters and assistant trainmasters, train

despatchers and directors, yardmasters and assistants, road

Washington. D. C.

foremen of engines and assistants, travelling engineers, fire-

men instructors, locomotive engineers and motormen, loco-

motive firemen and helpers, conductors, brakemen and flag-

men, train baggagemen and express messengers, yard fore-

men and helpers, hostlers, enginehousemen, telegraphers and
telephoners, block operators, telegraph clerks, engineers of

maintenance of way, division engineers, roadmasters, field en-

gineers, supervisors, construction foremen, foremen on track

work (generally known as section foremen), bridge, building

and water service foremen, bridge building, ship and wharf
carpenters, signal maintainers, and telegraph and telephone

maintainers.

As to the emi)lo\ees not in the foregoing list, Mr. Hines

said, the federal managers should exercise the greatest care

and discretion to aid in obtaining deferred classification for

those clearly necessar)-, while refraining from taking this

step in other cases. Where a given position can be reason-

aV)ly filled by promotion or !))• the employment of an outsider,

male or female, no effort to secure deferred classification

should be made. The mere question of inconvenience or in-

creased expense is not sufficient for regarding an employee

as necessary. But where, on account of the character of the

work or the complete lack of availibility of another to do

tlie work, the existing incumbent is really necessar}-, the

federal manager should take all practicable steps to secure

deferred classification. In every case where deferred classi-

fication is sought the federal manager should make it clear

to the incumbent that it is his duty to the Railroad .Admin-

istration to claim deferred classification, so that the in-

cumlx^nt will feel no hesitancy about making this claim. If

the incumbent does not make the claim, the federal manager

or the appropriate superior of the incumbent in question

should himself make the claim on behalf of the United States

Railroad Administration. Steps should be taken to secure

the most effective presentation of the matter to the local board

and then to the district board, and the law department of tlie

particular railroad should he called on to assist where such

assistance appears to promise good results.

Director General McAdoo also gave instructions to the

regional directors, in Circular No. 57 issued on September

IS, giving a statement of the policy of the Railroad Admini-

>tration in support of claims for deferred classification:

•T attach statement issued by the provost marslial general

on September 9 to employers and other representatives of

industr)- urging their co-operation in the classification of the

new registrants under the selective-service act. In addition

to the instructions already issued, on and after September 9,

with a view to such co-operation, you are hereby instructed
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to see that the railroad officers shall, in presenting or sup-

porting claims for deferred classilication before district

boards, present the following to such boards as a statement

of the policy of the United States Railroad Administration

and of the general reasons in support of the claims made for

deferred classification:

"All applications made by officers of railroads under

federal control for deferred classilication for railroad officers

and employees and all affidavits made by railroad officers in

support of claims for such deferred classilication are made by

them as officers of the United States Railroad Administration

and by my authority and in pursuance of a general policy

which in my judgment must be adopted in order to meet the

war responsibilities which rest upon the railroads under

federal control.

"The government of the United States has taken possession

and control of the railroads as a war measure, and their

efficient and unhampered operation is indispensable to the

successful conduct of the war.

"The essential character of the railroad industry as a war
enterprise is not open to dispute. Indeed, in contrast with

nearly all war industries, the railroad industry is one of the

very few which has actually become a government enterprise

because of its essential character for war purposes.

"In such circumstances the men who are necessarily em-
ployed in rail transportation in this country are as truly em-
ployed in an indispensable war service as are our soldiers and
sailors.

"Since the railroads are indispensable and the branhces of

the service to which the employees belong are indispensable,

I understand the remaining questions for consideration by the

district board are whether a particular employee can be dis-

pensed with (1) on the ground that the railroad has more
of such employees than it needs, or (2) upon the ground that

it can readily replace such employees with others.

"Please state to the district board, with my full authority,

that after eight and a half months of a thorough and con-
tinuing study of this subject, being constantly in touch with
employers of railroad labor, the representatives of the rail-

road employees, and the representatives of the labor situation

generally for the whole country, there is no surplus whatever
of employees for running the railroads, and there is no sur-

plus supply of labor from which new employees can be drawn
to replace those who may be taken for military service. Any
competent railroad employee taken from an indispensable
branch of the railroad service will be subtracted from a force

which is already too small and which can not be adequately
replenished. The taking of any such employee by any dis-

trict board would be a step tending to injure the war opera-
tions of some railroads. The taking of such steps by numer-
ous district boards would in the aggregate constitute a cumu-
lative and far-reaching injury to the United States Railroad
Administration and would destroy the purpose for which the
government took possession of such control of the railroads.

"The scarcity of skilled railroad employees is in part due
to the fact that up to the present time the railroads of the
country, in addition to meeting their full share of the de-
mands of men for general military service, have been sub-
jected to the peculiar disability that they alone, out of all the
industries of the countn,', have had to furnish large numbers
of men for special military service. Hundreds of miles of
military railroads in France are being operated for the mili-
tary forces of the United States who have been drawn from
the ranks of the skilled officers and employees of railroads in
this country. In this way the drain upon skilled railroad
labor has already been proportionately greater than the drain
upon skilled labor of other industries, and this in part ac-
counts for the exceptional shortage of skilled railroad labor
which confronts the United States Railroad Administration.

"It must also be clear that employees in these classes can
not be supplied by the emplovment and training of new em-

ployees. Practically without exception these employments
are not suited to women, but able-bodied and vigorous men
are needed for the discharge of the duties. These men are
not available in adequate numbers and will become less and
less available as the war progresses. Besides, untrained men
cannot perform the functions, and if skilled railroad em-
ployees are taken for military service the substitution of un-
trained employees, even if available, would prove destructive

to efficient railroad operation.

"It is desired that the understanding and sympathetic co-
operation of the district boards shall be sought in all in-

stances. We are all striving for the same end, and that is to
win the war. To the extent that railroad men can be spared
from railroad service for military service we ought to spare
them. But to the extent that they are needed for railroad
service the district boards should not attempt to take them for
military service.

"The United States Railroad Administration intends to
ask for deferred classification only when the men on whose
behalf the request is made are needed in the public interest
for the continued performance of their duties and when ex-
perienced substitutes can not be found. And the district

boards, upon whom rests the responsibility for preser\-ing the
necessary labor supply for essential occupations, should be
urged to grant, in the interest of the national needs and with
a nation-wide view of the controlling factors, the applications
for deferred classification which are supported by the United
States Railroad Administration.

"Instructions have been issued through the regional di-
rectors to all officials of railroads under federal control to
see that proper applications are made for deferred classifica-
tion for all necessary railroad employees and to support such
applications vigorously, and at the same time to avoid mak-
ing applications wherever reasonably practicable.

"It is the patriotic duty of the men who are considered
necessary for the operation of the railroads to claim deferred
classification and to furnish the district boards with the
necessary information in their answers to questionnaires to
show the basis for such classification. Every man who is

helping in these necessary occupations to operate the rail-
roads in this country is rendering not only a service indis-
pensable to the war, but a service that is as'praiseworthv and
creditable as any war service could be."

Rules for the Issuance of Passes

The following rules governing the issuance of free trans-
portation have been issued i)y the Division of Operation in

(Tircular No. 19, effective January 1, 1919:

Annual and Time Passes.— 1. The issuance of annual
and time pas.ses will be confined to the offices of the director
general, director of operation, the several federal managers,
the general manager on lines where there is no federal man-
ager and the federal manager Pullman Car Lines.

2. Annual and time passes issued over the fac-simile
signature of the federal managers (or general managers on
lines where there is no federal manager) and countersigned
by the person indicated thereon will be limited to

—

(«) For, or on .iccount of, their own officers and employees who do not
require annual or time transportation on lines beyond their jurisdiction.

(b) For. or on acount of. such officers and employees of the corporation
as may be specifically authorized by the director general.

(c) To officers and employees of the American Railway Express Com-
pany whose duties are confined solely to lines under their jurisdiction.

3. Annual and time sleeping or parlor car passes will be
issued l5\- the federal manager Pullman Car Lines to officers

and employees under his jurisdiction.

4. All annual and time passes not included in paragraphs
2 and 3 will be issued only by the director general or director
of operation.

5. Annual passes bearing the personal signature of the
director general will be good on all lines under federal con-
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trol. on all trains, and for seats in railroad operated parlor or

chair cars.

6. Annual and time passes bearing the fac-simile signa-

ture of the director general will Ite issued by the director of

operation, and will be gfxxl on all lines under federal con-

trol or within the territor)- or over the lines specified thereon,

and will bear express limitation as to certain trains upon

which the pass will not be honored. Such passes will liear

the countersignature of C. R. Gray, director; W. T. Tyler,

senior assistant director, or J. H. Keefe, assistant director.

7. .\nnual and time sleeping or parlor car passes, other

than for officers and employees of the Pullman Car Lines,

and annual and time .steamship passes, bearing the fac-simil"

signature of the director general, will be issued by the direc-

tor of operation with the same countersignature as provided

in preceding paragraph.

8. Federal managers and general managers on lines

where there is no federal manager, will forward to the di-

rector of operation, on or before November 1, a list of an-

nual or time passes (including sleeping car or steamship

passes), required for officers or employees over lines other

than those under their control, indicating the lines or tern-

tor}' over which the passes are desired.

Trip Passes.—9. Trip passes will be issued over the fac-

simile signature of the director general or of the federal

manai^ers (or of general managers on lines where there is

no federal manager) and the federal manager of Pullman

Car Lines, and will be countersigned by the person indicated

thereon. Trip passes issued by the federal and general man-

agers and federal manager Pullman Car Lines will be lim-

ited to the lines under their respective jurisdiction.

10. Trip passes bearing the fac-simile signature of the

director general, with countersignature of person indicated

thereon, will be issued by the director of operation, regional

and district directors. Such trip passes will be honored for

transportation over the lines indicated thereon.

1 1

.

Federal managers and general managers on lines

where there is no federal manager, and the federal manager

of Pullman Car Lines desiring trip passes for, or on account

of their officers or emplovees over other lines under federal

control, will make request for same to the federal or general

manager of such railroad in the same manner that exchange

trip passes have heretofore been handled.

General.—12. Passes will not be issued which include the

privilege of free meals in dining cars, at restaurants, or or.

.steamships.

13. The current regulations of the Interstate Commerce

Commission covering the issuance and record of passes must

be observed.

Restrictions on Lumber Shipments

The Car Service Section has ordered an embargo, except

as shipments may be made under the permit system, on lum-

ber and other forest products to points north of the Ohio and

Potomac rivers, effective on September 16. It does not apply

to shipments on account of the government nor for railroad

car building.

In connection with the restrictions Director General Mc-
Adoo issued a statement in part as follows:

This order was not issued on account of an\- jjarticular

congestion or accumulation, but in order to bring the move-

ment of lumber into the industrial territor\- under such

control as will prevent undue accumulation or overshipnients,

also delay to cars and other elements of transportation

waste.

The experience of the freight traffic committees which

have been operating in New York, Philadelphia and Balti-

more for some months past, demonstrates not only the de-

sirabilitv, but the practicability of regulating the flow of

traffic by the permit system, based on conditions at destina-

tion with particular reference to the need of the consignee

and his ability to handle the freight promptly on arrival.

It is not the intent to stop the movement of lumber or

other forest products, but merely to control it. It is pro-

vided that permits will be issued by authorized bodies upon

presentation by the consignee of evidence which justifies

transportation service. This evidence will necessarily differ

in different cases, the test being, in each instance, whether

the need at destination and conditions there and en route

are such as to warrant the particular movement at the par-

ticular time in its relation to other demands for transporta-

tion service.

Requests for permits covering shif)ments destined to points

within the jurisdiction of the freight traffic committees at

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington should

be addressed accordingly. Permits for all other shipments

should be requested from the Car Service Section direct.

On account of short notice which was given it has been

necessary to consider as in transit such cars as were in process

of loading at the time the order was received by railroad

officers at various points. It has also been held tliat ship-

ments of fuel wood, logs, pulp wood or similar products

which originate and terminate on the line of a single rail-

road may be authorized by the transportation officer of such

railroad.

Grain Movement

Nearly 100,000 more cars of grain have been handled Ijv

the railroads this year than in the corresponding period of

1917, according to a statement issued by Director General
Mc.Adoo:

"The conditions existing in the grain trade this season
have brought about an unusual situation, due principally

to two factors, namely an abundant wheat crop, and a stabil-

ized price which removes any incentive to hold wheat back
on the farms for price fluctuations," he said.

"As a result of this situation, the grain has been shipped

as fast as harvested and, as a matter of fact, nearly 100.000

more cars of grain have been handled by the railroads to

date this season than in the same period last year. Naturally

this tremendous flow of grain has overtaxed the storage

facilities; at the present time not only are the seaboard

elevators filled to capacity awaiting export, but the elevators

at the primary markets arc practically unable to furni.sh anv
more storage, and should the grain be allowed to continue

to flow without control, the only possible result would be

the use of cars for storage, resulting not only in congestion

of tracks and terminals, but in putting the cars out of busi-

ness for the other transportation needs of the country.

"To meet this situation, the Railroad .Administration in

conjunction with the Food .\dministration, has arranged to

control grain movements throughout the country and to trans-

port all grain under what is known as the "permit" system

in charge of committees in the different grain zones which
means that shippers will Iw furnished with cars, and per-

mitted to ship, to the capacity of all the markets to take

care of and promptly unload the grain. This not only will

prevent congestion of the tracks and tying up of equipment,

but will result in a regular movement of the grain traffic and
the best distribution of equipment, with the effect of the

greatest efficiency which, of course, results directly to the

greatest benefit to the grain producers and the least dis-

turbance of his business arrangements.

"It is interesting to know that already IS per cent of the

winter wheat has moved from the farms, while the spring

wheat and oats are just beginning to move, and of the total

wheat crop it is estimated that about 45 per cent has already

reached the markets, which is far in excess of the usual

amount at this time of the vear."
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Monthly Report of Capital Expenditures

Actual expenditures in connection with work chargeable

to capital account by Class I railroads under federal control

during the iirst seven months of the year uinounted to

$299,123,730, according to the monthly report of the Division

of Capital Expenditures, dated September 12. Of this

amount $272,150,528 was charged to capital account and

$26,973,202 to operating expenses. The total authorization

to September 10 amounted to $1,104,777,305 chargeable to

capital account and $126,252, 909 chargeable to operating

expenses, so that the unexpended balance was $832,626,777

chargeable to capital account and $99,279,707 to expenses.

The itemized report is given in the table:

established a rolling preference by which the mills give prior-

ity to the orders for roads on which the requirements are

most imperative.

North Western Signs Compensation Contract

Hie Chicago & North Western was the first of the large

railroads to accept the terms of the standard compensation

contract offered by Director General McAdoo, based on the

three-year average of the net operating income for 1915,

1916 and 1917. With the approval of the directors and
stockholders the company executed a contract providing for

an annual payment as compensation of $23,364,028. This

covers also the following subsidiarj- companies: Pierre &

AUTHORIZ-XTIOA^S AND EXPENDITURES IN CONNECTION WITH WORK CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS OF SEPTEMBER
10, I91S

All Class X Railbo.\ds

Wo
specifically ai'

U. C. E. forms
to Septenibc

Chargeal

1918
Class of work budget

(n (2)
.\dditions and betterments ("excluding equipment)
Widening cuts and fills, filling trestles, etc.. $5,097,989
Ballasting 9,379.271
Rails and other track material 31.365,483
Bridges, trestles and culverts 38,185,921
Tunnel and subway improvements 2,185,242
Track elevations or depressions 4,112,536
Elimination of grade crossings 7,438,957
Grade crossings and crossing signals 631,082
Additional main tracks 44,574,583
Additional vard tracks, sidings and industry

tracks ." 97.199,114
Chan'jes of grade or alinement 6 359,027

nterlocking plants 10.962,462

Additions
to

budget
(3)

$526,771
198.226
784,268
948,661
47,071

thorized on
1 , 2, 3 and 4

V 10, 19)8
le to

—

^xpenilitures from
lanuarv I. 1918
to luly 31. 1913
Charged to

—

Unexpended
balance

Chargeable to—

Telegraph and telepho
Roaoway machinery and tools

Section houses and other roadway buildings.
Fences and snowsheds
Freight and passenger stations, office buildings
Hotels and restaurants
Fuel stations and appurtenances
Water stations and appurtenances
Shop buildings, engine-houses and ap-

purtenances
Shop machinery and' tools
Electric power plants, substations, etc
Wharves and docks
Coal and ore wharves
Grain elevators and storage warehouses
Real estate
Assessments for public improvements
All other improvements

Fot.'il ("excluding etiuipment) .

Equipment
Locomotives, steam
Locomotives, steam, ordered by R.R. Admin

istration
Locomotives,, other
Freight-train cars 212,858,464
Freight-train cars, ordered by R.R. Admin-

istration
Passengertrain cars 28.459,830
Work equipment 12,927,109
Motor cars and trailers
Floating equipment
Miscellaneous equipment
Improvements to existing equipment 35.807.654

Operating
expenses

(4)

$2,446,153
3,090,234

40.798,789
21,740,888

754,835
1.665,164
1,060,271
146,801

5,382,158

8,310,278
2,844,004
2,224.316
711.303
81.784
189.059
435.371

3,360,916
13,326

1,007,972
1,663,210

5.589,958
1,199.668
1,979,751
463,250
657.258
426,104
17.922
58.0.'7

283,622

$433,731,488 $27,840,848 $108,602,382

$196,926,868

5.129.149
955,857

1.306,847
817,655

20,138,359
199.282

6,090.558
13.430.047

62,694,927
9,142,488
10,781,347
3.236.167
7.024.937
2,914.202
3,309,141
1,179.306

27.889.552

243,752
37,227

2,223,359

8.528,003
248.728
226,979
268,672
128,869
118.621
56.320

1,499,925
148.979

1,164.425
587.826

3,389,037
1,945,440
1,623,362
2,313.379
227,224
89.503
14.831

199.700
51.690

$63,235
1,075.821

20,200
75,000
7,480

1,102.243 $17,626,691

Capital Operating Capital Operating Capital
account expenses account expenses account

(5) (6) C7) (8) (9)

$6,586,642 $694,134 $2,281,067 $1,752,019 $4,305,575
10,021,896 839,713 2,327,342 2.250,521 7.694.554
27.134.823 6.648,616 8,796,896 34.150.173 18.337.927
31,682,589 5.788.855 11.343,450 15.952.033 23.339.139
3.890,242 238.931 530,275 515,904 3,359.967
13.099.090 255.170 1,621.734 1.409,994 11,477.356
11,423,006 266,271 2.161.650 794,000 9,261.356
1,260.607 66.356 661.889 80,445 598.718

54.453.508 1.169.622 15.851,560 4,212,516 38,601.948

102.542,495 1,613,052 27,333,794 6,697,226 75,208.701
8,698,477 291.475 1,964.605 2,552,529 6.733.872
12.006.135 446.526 3.638,306 1.777.790 8.367,829
5,184,143 347,600 1,584,592 363.703 3.599.551
1.358,956 10.222 837.157 71,562 521.799
2,316,171 67,559 1,554,548 121,500 761.623
2.015,454 53,635 610.038 381,736 1,405,416

26,707,579 781,242 11.156,891 2.579,674 15.550.688
467.473 1,656 182.879 11.670 284.594

6.621.167 264,410 2.137.508 743.562 4.483.659
8,607,667 412,629 3.190,064 1.250,581 5.417,603

42 594,516 1,208,381 9.849.288 4,381,577 32.745.228
15:611,882 238,431 4,345,953 961,237 11,265,929
19,584.935 202.243 3.684.593 1,777.508 15.900342
4.530.262 213.485 462.981 249.765 4.067,281
5,332.572 272,856 2,437.854 384,402 2.894.718
2,436.483 80,751 1,577.613 345.353 858.870
401.628 1.549 500,149 16.373 98.521t

1.643.131 32.968 967 556 25.069 675.575
6.109,103 125.949 2,283,424 157,673 3.825.679

$437,322,632 $22,634,287 $125,875,656 $85,968,095 $311,446,976

76 873.355
2,359.213

88.136.785

289.460.000
13.365,017
5,880.24"
587.853

4 263.404
507.219

34.388.188 $4,346,199

6.000.000
1.008.552

55.236.910

S.938.644
7.755.393
1,2.S0.056

58.406
412.698
167.931

1 3 892,792 $13,280,492

70,873.3SS*
1.350.661

32.899,875

280.521.356*
5.609,624
4.600.191
529.447

3.850.706
339.288

20.495.396

Total equipment $486,979,925

ns. branches and

$2,343,979 $17,626,691 $629,360,635 $4,346,199 $135,165,366 $13,280,492 $494,195,269

Construction of exten
other lines ...

Total all work $941,041,902 $.30,947,654 126.252.909

^Expenditures to date. tExcess expenditure.

$762,827 $23,836 $38,094,038 Cr. $7.2.'<4 SI 1.109.506 $31,120 $26,984,532

$1,104,777,305 $26,973,202 $272,150,528 $99,279,707 $832,626,777

40,000 Tons of Rails Delivered Weekly

The Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, in addition

to the considerable amount of detail work still iiecessar\-

in following up the equipment contracts is devoting its at-

tention to the steel situation. Inasmuch as it was decided
not to place additional rail orders for the present because
of the shortage of steel and because a large number of roads
had not yet received delivery on their old orders careful

study has been given to the distribution of the nils tliat

are being rolled. Deliveries are now being made at the rate

of approximately 40,000 tons a week and the committee has

Fort Pierre Bridge Railway, Pierre Rapid City & North
Western Railway. Wyoming & Nortli Western Railway,
Missouri \'alley & Blair Railway & Bridge Company and
Wolf River ^'alley Railway.

Short Lines Resume Contract Negotiations

Tlie committee representing the short lines resumed nego-

tiations on Tuesday with the representatives of the Rail-

road Administration regarding the standard form of con-

tract to cover the ordinan,' case which the latter have offered

but which was still unacceptable to the short lines in some
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particulars. The proposed form provides that the short lines (3) The position of notaries public, members of draft

shall be allowed to solicit traffic, shall be guaranteed a car boards, officers of public libraries and of religious and elee-

supply proportionate to that of the government lines in the mosynary institutions are not construed as ptolitical offices.

same territory, shall receive rate division.s not less than they c j tt t • -o •

formerly received, and that they may have their locomotives ^P^^^ ^P ^-ocomotive Repairs

repaired at the government railroad shops for a reasonable Director General McAdoo has instructed the regional direc-

percentage over tlie cost of the work. It does not, however, tors to get the following message to even,- machine shop and
offer any compensation for losses caused by diversion of roundhouse in their territories:

traffic. "General Pershing needs more locomotives in France to

r. ,.. • c ^u -D '^^^P '^^ '^'" American smash going until the kaiser is pushedConditions in Southern Region nrmcc tiio Pii;r,« ti,<» «r,i„ " . _, V^h across the Kliine. Ine only way we can give General Per-
Director General McAdoo has received the following re- '^hing the locomotives he needs is for the railroads of the

port from 13. L. Winchcll, Southern regional director: United States to take as few new locomotives as possible and
"Conditions in the Southern region are somewhat more thus permit the locomotive builders to send their product to

satisfactory. France.

"Final figures as to the earnings for July are not in for "We can not do without new locomotives unless we keep our
all lines, but those received .show the following increases: locomotives in repair and moving all the time. I make a

In gross revenue $12,442,161 Special appeal to every railroad mechanic and workman to do
In expenses ^"^'"'^ his level best to turn the locomotives out of the shops quicklv
In net revenue from railroad operation $4,884,413 and to keep their wheel? turning on ever\' railroad of the

"The largest actual increase in net so far reported is by United States. Here is a direct way in which every man of

the Snuthem Railroad, ?;2,.i88,042. The Nashville, Chatta- >'°." ^an help Pershing and his heroic soldiers and make cer-

nooga & St. Louis road reports more than 200 per cent in-
^ain the early defeat of the kaiser."

crease in net ($549,46.3). Fuel Conservation Circular No. 13
"We still have a heavy lumber traffic in sight and can

f-.
,. . ,.

turn it into earnings as car supply permits. One hundred ,

^"^ene McAul.ffe, manager fuel conservation section,

thirty-five .southern mills report as balance of orders on
^^' '^'"^^ ^ '^^!^"1'"" "d<lressed to superintendents motive

their hooks more than 24,000 carloads unshipped. P°'"'[ ""'^ ^^' department officials, men in charge of car

"In order to reduce pressure on our consolidated citv
"^^^.'nt^nance, yardmasters and switchmen, conductors and

ticket offices, and to better accommodate the traveling pub-
r^mmen, contammg the list of recommendations submitted

lie, we have established inexpensive ticket agencies at the
'^>' ^ special committee of tlie Air Brake Association for the

following military camps: Wadsworth, near' Spartanburg; ^'.^^^^^[^^ of ^'u^h fuel losses as may be avoided by proper

Greene, near Charlotte; Jackson, near Columbia: Gordon,
'^'f

brake maintenance and operation. The recommendations

near Atlanta; Johnston, near Jacksonville, and at the marine ^"^ Published m iht Railway Age of August 9, page 252.

camp at Paris Island, South "Carolina. ^^'
chie operating officer of each railroad is asked to direct

"In a general way, we have no congestion down here;
^^e ^"^ntion of every employee ^vho is concerned with the

most of our lines can handle more business, although some
^^ntenance and operation of brake equipment to the ob-

are close on power, but I am insisting upon better engine-
'-.^'r' 1/if''

recommendations and to have copies of the

miles ner day
circular posted on bulletin boards and furnished to employees

"Our principal roads are loading more coal than ever
^^^ P"^^'".^ '" '^^i" ^^^booses.

before; they can load still more with better return of coal C. & O. Canal Taken Over
cars from connections (which matter is in hand); with some j,,^ Chesapeake & Ohio canal, connecting Washington
enlargement of facilities at a few pom s of restriction (which ^jt^ the coal fields at Cumberland, Md., has been taken over
work is in hand, or IS being planned), and with better car- by t,,^ Railroad Administration and will be operated under
miles per day, which essential is being followed insistently, the direction of the new Division of Inland Water^vavs
"We must soon have more coaches for our regular trains, xhere has been considerable agitation for the taking overof

or less travel. I he coach demand for military service is ^^^ watenvay but it was at first decided not to operate it

overtaxing our southern lines possibilities, and the demands ^ut to render it assistance. Five barges are to be iowed to
for extra equipment for regular trains, necessar)' to meet the Washington this week to be put in service on the canal and
public convenience, cannot always be met. A^e n^^re will be delivered later in the month. Eighn-four

" I he crop prospects generally are excellent; we will surelv
^oats are now operated on the canal

'

have more cotton east of the Mississippi than a vear ago.

Marine Section Discontinued
Railroad Men May Complete Terms of Political Offices

(-j^^.^,,^^ >^-^ 5j announces tliat effective September 1. the

Director General Mc.\doo has issued Supplement No. 1 marine section of the Division of Transportation, the creation

to General Order No. 42 making the following modification of which was announced in Circular No. 5. has been discon-

of the order recjuiring railroad officers and employees to tinued. Coastwise steamship lines under federal control will

keep out of politics: •"-' under the jurisdiction of the federal manager as announced

(1) It appears that prior to the issuance of General Or- in Circular No. 52. Shipping on the Great Lakes under
der No. 42, various railroad officers, attorneys and employees federal control will be under the jurisdiction of the regional

were elected to political offices and are now holding such director, Eastern Region.

offices. In such cases, no objection will be raised to the * * *

completion of such terms of office. In all other respects. The Car Service Section has asked all federal controlled

however. General Order No. 42 will apply to such officers, roads to furnish it with definite detailed information relative

attorneys and employi-es. to the number of cars under lease, or leased by federal con-

(2) In cases where prior to the issuance of General Order trolled roads, either from or to other railroads, private car

No. 42 railroad officers, attorneys and employees had been lines, firms or corporations.

nominated for political offices or had become andidates * * *

hxally for such offices, they may continue in railroad cm- G. C. Woodruff has been appointed cliairman of the com-
jiloyment until the election. mittee on 1. c. 1. freight, Eastern Region, vice C. H. Ketcham.
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Operation of the U. S. Military Railways in France
How Americans Adapted Themselves to New Transportation

Conditions Encountered Overseas

By J. G. Porter
Private, Co. E, 13th Engineers (Railway), American Expeditionary Forces

AT A CERTAIN PERIOD in the early part of the present

war the French High Command suddenly realized

that a new military railroad was a vital necessity to

its success on this front. Up to that time, this sector, one of

the most important and strongly fortified on the western front,

had to depend for supplies and ammunition on one incor-

porated single track narrow gage line and on an old high-

way known as the "Sacred Way." The "Sacred Way" ac-

commodated four camions running abreast; it was utilized

to tlie fullest possible extent and was equipped with tele-

phones, despatchers, and meeting places for west bound
traffic; it with the narrow gage road proved insufficient for

the enormous amount of material urgently needed at the

front for successful operations. Consequently, one of the

large French construction regiments was moved up and at

once started on the task of constructing 60 kilometers

(37.28 mi.) of single track line from the front to a junction

Type of Car Couplings

Use
Train on a Military Rail-

road

with a main line on one of the largest French railroads.

Because of the vital need of this road, the work was pushed
as fast as possible and at the end of 31 days, the first 23

kilometers (14.29 mi.) were completed and in operation.

ITiis relieved congestion at the loading points and by means
of a circuitous route the trains were turned over to the French
railway via a branch line. To the engineers in the United
States this may not seem a record-breaker in speed of con-

struction, but it must be remembered that absolutely all cuts

and fills had to be done by hand as there were no steam

shovels, air dump cars, etc., available. After a reasonable

time the line was fully completed, as were also two branch

lines. Double tracking was then started and finished last

spring. In the mean time, however, our regiment, the 13th

Engineers (Railway) had arrived in France and was at-

tached to the French amiy. On a certain date, nearly a

year ago, this road was turned over to us to maintain and
operate.

The 13th Engineers in Charge

For a few days before the road was completely turned
over to us, the station and yardmen were sent out to their

various stations on the road, the trainmen and enginemen
rode over the road with French crews and everyone was at-

tached to his French predecessor on the job in order to become
familiar with tlie methods of operators, supplies French
forms for reports, and other details of the work. The regi-
ment was quickly whipped into shape as the organization
was copied minutely after the French methods which had
proved their efficiency during three vears of war. Our
officers were made division superintendents, superintendents
of motive power or similar positions, and were given charge
of the larger detachments at important towns. The enlisted
men were made non-commissioned ofiicers and their rating
depended on the positions they were qualified to hold from
their former railroad experience in the States: thus the master
engineers were made traveling road foremen or given charge
of coal chutes and shops. The sergeants were appointed
station agents (or Chef de Gare), yardmasters, or placed in
charge of the water supply. The corporals were made con-
ductors or Chef de Train, and section foremen. First class
privates were made operators, and privates are brakemen,
clerks, firemen, switchmen, enginemen, callers, machinists,
and section men. This latter classification may not appear
to be quite just, and yet to conform with military regulations,
it is necessary. There are not enough non-commissioned
officers' places for all, and as it is necessary for conductors,
agents, and section foremen to have men in their charge, they
are of higher rank. As a consequence enginemen. ma-
chinists and some of the higher paid men on American rail-

ways, receive the least in a railway regiment, although the

difference in salary is slight. There are always a few jn
each outfit "who are disappointed by not getting the position

or rank they expected, but this feeling soon passes, and ever)'-

one settles down to his work.

Housing of the Men

We are not billeted in French families as we had ex-

pected to be, but live in the regulation French army barracks,

and each detachment is very much like a large family. .At

the different terminals there are large barracks for the train-

men and enginemen, all bunks being numbered to enable the

caller to find his victim. There are always reserve barracks

at the terminals for the use of train crews laying over from
the other end. Here they can draw a couple of blankets, are

assigned to a cot and can rest until called, the blankets being

then turned in at the desk.

At the smaller stations, the station crew generally lives in

barracks, while the agent and operators live in tlie station.

All grade crossings have gates and two crossing tenders and
as most of these crossings are isolated, the gate tenders live

in their .shanties and do their own cooking.

All stations on the road have kitchens with assigned cooks
and sufficient helpers for the number of men in that detach-

ment. At the terminals and larger stations there are several

kitchens and a man generally goes to the kitchen where he

has a pal working unless they happen to be serving pie or

pancakes at another location. The supplies are shipped out

from tlie regimental commissary department at the town in

which headquarters are located, in lots aufficient to feed

men at the various kitchens for 15 days. A supply car run^

over the road each day, however, with the daily supply of war
meat and bread. The conductor and brakemen on this train
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are u.sually to be found in the supijly car—and there's a

reason. Every 30 days each company office issues to each

man a meal book with three coupons per day in it, for the

following month. All roadmen, or anyone away from his

home kitchen can j)resent this meal-ljook at any other

kitchen, at any liour, and by signing his name on the back

of the coupon can draw a meal. Of course, all roadmen carry

the meal bcwk as religiously as they carry their mess kit, gas

mask, or tin Kelly. Every night each kitchen turns in these

tickets to the commissary department and this determines

the supi)lies to be issued to that kitchen for the next day as

this number of meals are subtracted from the original 15

days' supply which was issued to that kitchen.

Methods of Operation and Class of Trains

'i"he road is not equipped with dospatchcrs' phones, so all

l>l(x-king of trains between the various stations is handled

by the operators. Before double tracking was completed the

meets were difficult to arrange because of the different lengths

of the sidings, the different classes of trains, etc. The time

card shows 24 trains a day each way, all of equal rights and

class, although in time of emergency, the trains are handled

in the following order—troop, ammunition, sanitaire, artil-

lery, supply, miscellaneous and permissionaire. In extreme

cases this has been changed by the French army issuing a

"Special Movement" to some train, in which case that train

is superior to all others and cannot 1)C delayed. When I say

that the running time over a road 60 kilometers (.S7.28 mi.)

long is si.x hours, it may seem impractical at first, until some

of the factors are considered. Tlie vital need for this road

necessitated building it in as short a time as possible, con-

sequently the grades are heavy, the curves ver\' sharp, and as

both the French cars and rails are of light material, a fast

schedule cannot be maintained. Trains running on time

are always ,S0 minutes apart, for instance, the departing time

eastbound from one station is 2 min. after the hour and. 32

min. after the hour. From this schedule it can be seen that

the paramount idea is slowness and safety. Although the

trains move slowly, there is a smoothness and suret\- aJiout

it all that is very welcome in times of rush and emergency.

The method employed in obtaining the block is the same as

in manual block territor)- in the States, and a similar block

sheet record is kept. We have no train order signals and in

the double track territory a hand signal or "high ball" is all

that is required unless the train has work to do at that

station. Trains "permissionaire" stop at every station to

take on and discharge permissionaires or soldiers on fur-

lough. The trains sanitaire are the only solid air trains that

we handle and they stop frequently to water and feed the

patients.

The object of tlic trainmen and enginemeii over here is

not to make as many trips as possilile, but to keep as near

the bottom of the list as they can, l)ecause they draw their

$1.10 lying in the barracks the same as on the road. We
have oiily one regular run to which two crews are assigned.

This is a pickup run both ways and is a preference job during

troop movements and heavy business, but during quiet times

the crew generally wish they were back on the board.

Reports Required

The Chef de Train, or conductor, carries a sheet which

shows the train number, crew, classification of train, and

destination. The consist of the train is shown, and the time

of its arrival and departure at each station. All slow orders

and all explanations of delays are shown on this same sheet,

which is turned in at the end of the run and is filed in the of-

fice of the superintendent. On the back of this sheet are sev-

eral blank spaces to be filled in by tlic operators in single

track territory, because it is necessary for a train to stop at

each station to receive a written block to the next station.

signed by the agent or operator on duty. Several blank spaces

are also provided to be used by operators when for any reason

it becomes necessary to run a train against the current of

traffic. All trains use the left hand track under normal
conditions. The engineman carries no running orders or sheet

of any kind, but before leaving a terminal, reads all slow

orders written on the conductor's movement sheet. The
conductor also carries a train sheet in duplicate, one copy of

which goes to the French road, when the train is turned over

to it and the other copy goes to the files in the superintend-

ent's office. On this sheet all car numbers and series initials,

tonnage and destination are shown. It is a French form that

has not yet been printed in English, but our men are now
thoroughly familiar with it.

The caboose or way car is carried next to the tender in.«tead

of at the rear of the train, and is furnished with racks for

mail, parcels and way bills. The brakemen ride in cupolas

built at the ends of the cars. Most of these are open on
two sides or else the enclosed type have several windows
broken, so although it is comfortable in summer, it is not a

very pleasant place on a cold winter night.

The Chef de Gare, or station agent, has charge of the
0[")erators, switch tenders, switch crews, and yard masters.

All way bills are made out by a French Commissaire Mili-

taire at each station, Tliey are turned over to the Chef de
Train picking up the cars, and while they are a French form
and written in French, practically no confusion has occurred

although we sometimes are douiitful about the initial num-
ber or destination. Each station personnel includes two or

more interpreters to assist in all conversations with the French
authorities or those desiring information of any kind. .\11

station switching is done by switch tenders and the yard
crew of that station, leaving only the picking up and setting

out of cars for the train rrew>.

Methods of Communication

No telegraph instruments are in use and the block phone is

a simple wall phone connected two ways by a pair of

small, two-position knife switches. The phones to switch

shanties at yard entrances are of the same type. The more
important stations are connected by a long distance phone
over which we get our messages, line up of trains for the

day, receive sjjecial orders, etc. The French signal corps

still has charge of the exchanges on this long distance line,

and through them we are able to reach any station or any

place in France. The twenty-four hour system of time is

used and all clocks are regulated from the Paris obser\'atory.

At first, a departing time of 19.18 or 23.41 was a little con-

fusing, but i)y merely subtracting 12 for all time after noon,

it is really ver}' simple.

The Handling of Trains

.\11 cars are handled, destination for empties, and re-

routments made, from the local French army headquarters

or Regulatrice. Our superintendents' office or movement
office receives its orders from the local Regulatrice and from

the movement office. These are given daily to the various

stations and shipping points on the line. Troop trains con-

sisting of a certain number of flat cars, box cars, and per-

missionary cars are kept constantly in readiness in the large

yards and always remain intact. .As they move over the

road under no condition or circumstances are they allowed

to pick up or set out cars from the train.

All heavy artillery or French A. L. G. P. trains are handled

as "Special Movement." The initials, when translated stand

for "artillery of long range and great power." These can-

non frequently weigli as much as 60 French tons apiece

(a French ton=2.204.6 lb.) and are always handled to a

certain point by a special camouflaged A. L. G. P. engine.

From this point they are handled on a verj- slow schedule

bv our own engines and crews. On all A. L. G. P. ammuni-
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tion trains, a brakeman is furnished for every 10 cars, and

all side brakes are sealed into place to prevent them from

dropping down while the train is moving. Only the wheel

brakes in the cupolas are left free to operate and they must

be handled with the utmost care to prevent the ammunition

and explosives from jarring out of the racks in the cars.

The Equipment and Tonnage of Trains

The average empty l)ox-car weighs several tons and is

liS ft. long with a single pair of wheels at each end. The
body of the car is mounted on each side on a six or eight-leaf

spring over the axle. This is a very fragile arrangement and

after a derailment it is necessary to jack all cars on instead

of pulling them back, in the familiar American manner,

otlierwise the wheels are thrown out of line and another

derailment is likely to occur. An average load weighs 18

tons e.xcept cars of rock which run as high as 30 tons. The
extreme lightness of all cars is perhaps the main reason

for the almost absolute absence of hot l)oxes. Just a few

niithts ago, I had my attention called to the second hot box

I have seen since coming to France. The permissionaire cars

are more like American cars, some of them being 60 ft. long

with double trucks pivoted under each end. The sanitaire

or hospital cars, are the heaviest of all as they are generally

of steel and are very compactly built with their racks of steel

beds, kitchens, etc. They are electric lighted by dynamos
driven by the wheels and are by far the most luxurious car

we handle.

An 80-car train is as much as the French will accept from
us although we have given them as high as 94 and many
of the boys still cherish hopes of taking in 100 cars. The
trains generally weigh about 800 tons and never more than

1,200. With the heavy grades, sharp curves, and poor coal,

this has proved to be plenty for one engine and one pusher

to handle over the road. Before we came, the French rarely

handled more than 700 tons over this road with either their

own or the English A. L. V. F. engines.

The couplings have proven a severe trial to our true Ameri-

can switchmen. They are similar to the old link and pin

except that in place of the pin there is a hook that tlie link

fits over. The coupling has to be made very quickly when the

cars come together and the buffer springs are compressed,

otherwise, as the cars are very light they will bounce apart

on the slightest jar. Between the two links there is a screw

adjustment and once the switdiman is lucky enough to get

the two cars hooked together, he generally finds he has about

five inches of slack that must be taken up by the adjustment

l)efore the buffers touch. The drawbars are of very light

material but our enginemen have learned to handle them
with the utmost care. Each car is equipped with two stay

chains to supplement the drawbar.

Maintenance of Way Standards

The switch stands are the same as those used in England,
which have a heavy weight on one side to bring the points

back and to close them. A switch needs only to be lined

up for a facing train as all outgoing trains trail through it

and it will drop back to normal after the last pair of trucks

has trailed through.

The original rail in use was a double-ball interchangeable

rail made in France. All rails being renewed now, however,

are being replaced by American-made rails of about 75 lb.

weight. The gage is about two centimeters narrower (0.78

in.) than the standard American gage. Crushed rock is u.sed

almost entirely as liallast. The joints are \er\- similar to

the 100 per cent joint. All ties are creosoted and are equi])-

ped widi rail plates. Three lag screws are used in each end

of each tie instead of two spikes.

In many ways the rules and practices of operation and
maintenance of a militarv road as I have described them

here, will seem simple and almost impracticable to American
engineers. However, before passing judgment on French

methods, it must be remembered that just this same slow-,

simple, and efficient operation has kept their men at the front

so well supplied that for the last four years they have more
than held their own in this struggle. Truly Marshal Joffre

was right when he said in 1914, "This shall be a war of

railroads just as 1871 was a w-ar of artillery."

Orders of Regional Directors

COVERING CRANES WITH PRIORITY CERTIFICATES.—The
Eastern regional director announces that if there are

anv undelivered orders heretofore placed for which ap-

plication for priority certificate has not been made, such

application should be filed immediately.

Exchange of Free Transportation.—The Southwestern

regional director announces that transiwrtation now in the

hands of officers of railway lines not under federal control

will not be withdrawn but that additional transpwrtation will

not be issued.

Obsolete Freight Car Equipment.—The Northwestern

regional purchasing committee asks railroads under its juris-

diction to report any freight car equipment which they con-

template retiring so that the War Board of Electric Rail-

ways may determine whether it can be used on electric lines.

Salvaging Hides of Stock Killed on Right-of-Way.—The
Northwestern regional director recommends that the hides of

animals killed on railroad right-of-way be salvaged. This
practice, he says, is highly desirable at the present time be-

( ause of the shortage of leather.

Revised Prices on Portland Cement.—The Northwestern
regional purchasing committee announces the prices on
cement, as determined by the War Industries Board for the

four months ending December, 31, 1918, and the conditions

under which purchases of Portland cement are to be made by
the .several departments of the Government.

Re-rolled Rail.—The Northwestern regional purchasing
committee, suggests that railroads consider the use of re-

rolled rail and points out that the American McKcnna
Process Company has a capacity of approximately 15,000

tons per month. Railroads are asked to report the extent to

which they will use re-rolled rail as a substitute for new rail.

the amount of rail available for re-rolling, etc.

Dismantling of Freight Cars.—The Southwestern regional

director announces that when the cost of repairs to freight

equipment exceeds the amount allotted to be expended for

that purpose, the federal manager or general manager may
authorize in writing that the cars be dismantled. Before

such cars, or cars which are not w:orthy of repairs, are scrap-

ped the regional director advises that they should be set

apart for inspection by the corporation officers who will de-

termine their final disposition.

Conservation of Fuel.—The Southwestern regional director

(juotes a letter from Eugene !McAuliffe, manager of the Fuel
Consen-ution Section of the Railroad Administration, re-

commending that cinder pit forces, car riders in switch yards

and other employees be prohibited from making open fires

from lump coal taken from cars and engine tenders. He
suggests that when a fire is actually necessar)- a small shelter

house with a stove be installed, thereby reducing the con-

sumption of coal to a fraction of that used in the open fires.

Maintenance of Tracks—Army Camps.—The Eastern

regional director announces that the following order has been

issued to Colonel R. C. Marshall, in charge of Construction

Division, Quartermaster Corps : "Tlie Construction Division

will maintain or cause to be maintained in safe and service-

able condition all trackage within the camp and cantonment
reservation limits and camp quartermasters will keep careful
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account of all expenditures, including labor, necessary for

proper maintenance of trackage in any case in which rail-

road company fails to properly maintain trackage." The last

portion of the order, relative to camp quartermasters keeping

careful account of all e.xpenditures necessary for proper

maintenance of trackage, etc., has to do with cases where it

might be necessary for the war department to repair tracks

outside the military reservations. Any bills covering such

work should be given special treatment, each case to be treated

upon its merits.

Fuel Cost of Motor Car Operation.—The Northwestern

regional director calls attention to savings effected by the use

of kcro.sene to propel McKeen motor cars. McKeen motor

cars operating on the Ann Arbor and equipped with kerosene

carburetors used kerosene during the month of July at a cost

of 3.87 cents per mile, or a saving of 6.39 cents per mile

under the cost of operating the cars with gasolene. The ex-

pense of equipping !McKcen motor cars with kerosene car-

buretors amounts to $500 per car.

Protection of Cotton From Fire in Transit.—The South-

western regional director quotes a letter from the manager of

the Insurance and Fire Protection Section of the Railroad

Administration on the protection of cotton from fire in

transit. In the past the railroads carrying insurance on

cotton were restricted under their insurance contracts to the

loading and shipment of cotton in closed cars only, and
instructions were given that agents see to it that car doors

were securely closed, cleated and all openings closed spark

tight. Railroads are asked to observe equal caution under
federal control.

The Hazard of Smoking:,.—Emphasis is placed on the

necessity of prohibiting smoking on railroad property where
inflammables are handled. Federal and general managers
are asked to issue instructions prohibiting smoking in shops,

coaling stations, piers, warehouses, storehouses, freight houses

and offices, including record rooms, and around freight plat-

forms and all places where inflammables are handled or

stored. Watchmen, guards, officers and other employees in

charge of property mu.st see to it that the rule i.* enforced.

Reports of Lar^e Fire Losses.—Hereafter all railroads will

be required to send immediate telegraphic reports to the In-

surance and Fire Protection Section of all fire losses amount-
ing to $10,000 or over. This preliminary report will give as

full details as arc obtainable, including the character of the

property damaged and an estimate of the lo.ss, and will be

followe<i by a full report of the investigation of the loss. The
report should indicate whether any fire insurance was still in

effect on the property damaged or destroyed. If such is the

case, insurance companies should be given every opportunity

to examine into the loss, as has been their custom in the past.

Shortage of Metals.—The Eastern regional director ad-
vises that owing to the curtailment of blast furnace opera-

tions this year, and particularly in January and February,
there exists a very serious shortage of pig iron which is

vitally affecting war necessities, including the steel for proper

maintenance requirements of the railroads. It is necessary

that every possible effort should be made to get the maxi-
mum tonnage of scrap shipped to the steel mills at the ear-

liest possible date as tlie need is very urgent. The War
Indu.stries Hoard advises that nothing that could be done by
the railroads would contribute so much to the steel situation,

as the adoption by the railroads of a general "clean up scrap"

policy.

It is also urged that all railroads assort scrap into the

principal grades that will bring more than $29.00 per ton,

and do this before offering it for sale. The purpose of this

request is to save transportation and the delay consequent

thereto, because if old material is sorted when offered for

sale, it can be shipped direct to the point of consumption

and need not be sent to a broker's metal yard for re-handling

and re-classification there.

You are, therefore, requested to do all of this that you
can accomplish, bearing in mind, however, that if labor is

so scarce with the railroads and sorting facilities so meagre,
that the net result would be worse if the railroads were
going to undertake the sorting rather than to leave it to the

old material brokers, it will be better to let the latter under-

take the sorting and that the railroads should sell their

scrap unassorted.

Storage of Bituminous Coal.—The Eastern regional direc-
tor announces that the Fuel Administration has decided
upon certain changes in the allotment. The new basis pro-
vides that railroads may have on hand supplies of bituminous
coal as shown below, for example, 90 days for Massachusetts,
instead of 75 days. There are certain reductions in the terri-

tory most readily served.

M.^xiMi'M Number Days Storage Biti-iiixoi-s Ccai
STE.*M COAL

Slate State
Maine 120 District of Columbia 30
.Massachusetts 90 Virginia 30
Vermont.. 90 N'orth Carolina 30New IIain|)shire 90 South Carolina 30
.Northern New York 90 Ceorijia 30
fonnecticut 75 Florida '.'.

. 30
Rhode Island 7S Western Ohio " 30
Southern New York 30 Western Pennsylvania 30New Jersey 30 West Virginia 30
rjelawarc 30 Eastern Kentucky 30
Eastern Pennsylvania 30 Eastern Ohio 30
Maryland 30 Lower Michigan 90

Agricultural Development.—Attention has been called to
the establishment of the Agricultural Section of the Division
of Traffic, with J. L. Edwards as manager, at Washington.
Mr. Edwards expects at an early date to get in personal
touch with the heads of the agricultural work of the vari-
ous railroads. Many of the railroads have heretofore co-
operated in their agricultural work with the agencies of the
U. S. Department of .\griculture and also those of the U. S.

Food Administration. Tlie Agricultural Section will a.^sist

in co-ordinating these activities to the greatest extent pos-
sible throughout the country. The agricultural represen-
tatives of the railroads will be expected to keep in close
touch not only with the growers themselves and their or-
ganizations, but with all agencies interested in farm devel-
opment, especially representatives of the Department of
Agriculture, Food Administration, state agricultural depart-
ments, county agents, civic bodies, newspapers and maga-
zines, and private parties, such as manufacturers of farm
implements and fertilizer, and bankers; seeking the active

co-operation of all interests, including local agents and em-
ployees of other departments of the railroads, and endea-
voring to co-ordinate their efforts along the most useful
and practical lines.

.\ctive development work on the part of the existing agri-

cultural departments of the railroads is considered highly
desirable, particularly along the lines of increasing the

production of foodstuffs and other essential farm crops, bet-

tering the quality, bettering the preparation for market,
aiding in finding markets, greater u.se of lalior-saving de-

vices and machinery, more efficient utilization of lal>or, the

use of safer containers, proper loading of cars, heavier car

loading, better adjustment of schedules for handling perish-

ables, improvement in refrigeration in transit, furnishing

information of prospective transportation requirements for

moving fami products, etc.

It is expected that the carriers will continue to prepare
and furnish correct and appropriate information for use in

answer to inquiries looking to the development of undevel-
oped raw material and agricultural resources of their ter-

ritory. This can readily be done by employees reporting to

tlie freight or passenger departments of the railroads. Many
lines have assembled valuable data and specimens of min-
erals, soils, etc. It is expected tliat the same will be avail-

able for use, and that the roads will afford adequate in-

formation and service to prosjjective industries and settlers.

America's Only Terms—"Unconditional Surrender''



The Inadequacy of Present Depreciation Accounts
Proper Accounting Methods Essential During Government

Operation. Effect of Rules Now in Force

By Owen Ely

TF[E WIDE-SPREAD ANTAGONISM to the railroads which in

the past has been evident in the debates of legislatures

and of Congress, springs mainly from the old idea that

most roads are over-capitalized. It has been impossible to

discover in many cases whether a company's earnings were
over or under-stated in reference to the property account (the

New York, New Haven & Hartford furnishes a classic ex-

ample). This, of course, is a condition common to all in-

dustry, but it is less to be tolerated in the railroad industry

than elsewhere because the government has undertaken to

regulate both the amount of railroad revenues and the method

of keeping the accounts. The physical valuation of railroads

was undertaken to remedy the situation and to establish a

fair value for railroad property. The work is proceeding so

slowly and laboriously, however, that there is talk of suspend-

ing it.

Even though the valuation be abandoned, it is essential

that the current accounting for additions and betterments be

properly done. Tlie reforms introduced by the Interstate

Commerce Commission since 1907 make the property ac-

counts more accurate than they were before that date; and
as time goes on the error in the old accounts will be a smaller

and smaller percentage of the total investment. The com-

mission has not, however, given the problem the attention

which it deserves. Under the war administration it is to be

hoped that the director general will recognize the importance

of this subject and will, in co-operation with the commission,

make a .:areful study of the accounting problems involved.

The government has undertaken to return the roads to their

owners in as good condition as when they were taken over,

and this implies a proper accounting for new investment and

for depreciation of the old property. Moreover, one of the

surest means of restoring the credit of the railroads after the

war is to assure the public that a railroad balance sheet faith-

fully reveals the condition of the property, and the income

account its true earnings.

Before June 30, 1907, on which date the accounting regu-

lations of the Interstate Commerce Commission became ef-

fective, the property accounts of American railroads were not

kept according to any uniform principle. Some companies

retained the same figure on their balance sheet year after year

to represent the investment in road and equipment, additions

and betterments being charged to operating expenses in lieu

of depreciation. Under these prevailing conditions it was
impossible for stockholders to determine how accurately the

profit and loss balance measured the accrued profits. The
accounting practice in this country even at that time, how-

ever, was more nearly correct than that followed in England,

where the railroads do not credit to their property accounts

the value of lost or abandoned property, although expendi-

tures for renewals, as well as betterments, are charged

thereto.

Since 1907 the commission's accounting regulations have

required the railroads of this country to distinguish carefully

between operating charges and capital charges. Worn out

or abandoned i>roperty is charged to expenses (or profit and

loss) and credited to investment; when a replacement in-

volves any addition or betterment to the property, a net

charge is made to the property account to cover the value of

the betterment. There are many technical problems involved

m the theory of replacements, principallv relating to the
standard of "replacement in kind" adopted bv the commis-
sion. The rapid changes in the cost of suppli'es, the substi-
tution of new materials for old, and the use of improved
facilities has made it diftkult to interpret the commission's
rules. Nevertheless, in adopting a policy of replacement in
kmd rather than mere restoration of the original propertym terms of money value, the commission has followed the
right principle. If money value had been chosen as the
measure of replacement, the net income of the roads would
have been considerably increased, because the rapid rise in
prices of materials would have resulted in charging to ap-
propriations for betterments large amounts which should
have been charged to operating expenses. The roads might
thus have displayed a fictitious prosperity which would have
made it still more difficult to gain needed relief from the
government through increased rates.

At the same time that it established rules for replacement
accounting, the commission provided equipment depreciation
accounts. If the transportation industn' were fairly stable
and if the temptation to shift net earnings did not find easiest
expression in an arbitrar)' statement of equipment losses, it

would perhaps be unnecessan,- to insure the life value of the
equipment through depreciation reserves or otherwise; in
other w^ords, it might be assumed that the value of the units
going out of service each year would average about the same
in proportion to the total equipment inve.stment. But even
under such favorable conditions, the mere fact of the growth
of the property would require reserves to be set aside. Where
new rolling stock is being constantly added to care for in-
creased business, there is always an abnormal proportion of
"young" equipment, with a low mortality rate during the
period of its greatest service. Such equipment yields the
highest net earnings during the period of least retirements,
and it is evident that such earnings should be offset by the
actual, though unrealized, depreciation on such equipment
If any particular railroad should then reach a declining
period, it would find its equipment fully protected. The
failure to provide such reserves may be as important a factor
as loss of credit in bringing on a receivership.

If the transportation industry were similar to the average
manufacturing industry, depreciation resen'es might be main-
tained for all the principal items in the roadway and struc-

tures account, as well as for the equipment. Transportation
is not like other industries, however: a railroad covers such
a wide area, its facilities and plant are of such a varied char-
acter and subject to such different influences of wear and tear,

and the amount of its production fluctuates so widely, that

the depreciation rules applicable to a factor)' are of little

value. For these reasons, little progress has been made with
the depreciation principle as applied to roadway and struc-

tures. Although the commission made provision for de-
preciation accounts under maintenance of way and structures

e.\penses in the 1914 classification, very few roads make
charges to such accounts ; the total of such charges for Class I

roads in 1916 amounted to only $4,858,355 out of total

maintenance of way and structures expenses of $404,514,144.
Few railroads have kept experience tables for rails, ties,

ballast, etc. The physical depreciation of station buildings

can be worked out, but obsolescence due to traffic conditions,

America's Only Terms- -"VncondUional Surrender"
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etc., is an important and variable factor. The commission

allows large expenditures for replacements in roadway and

structures to he charged to expenses over a period of years

or charged to profit and loss as a lump sum.

licjuipmcnt differs from roadway and .structures in that

it is divisible into small units; experience tables can be com-

piled and an approximate rate of depreciation worked out

(although obsolescence is a disturbing factor). Moreover,

the danger of overstating the investment is probably greater

with respect to equipment than for roadway and structures,

because the equipment though abandoned may be kept on the

books, being replaced in operation by borrowed property.

Depreciation Accounts

Depreciation accounts for cqui])ment were established in

1907, and although the roads were not required to make any

charges to these accounts, most of the larger companies do so

at the present time. The fact that the commission has not

undertaken to regulate strictly the rate of depreciation to be

charged has lirought about a great variety of results, some

roads charging two per cent and others five or six per cent.

In some cases different rates are charged for the different

classes of equipment.

The general method and purpose of the depreciation ac-

counts may lie stated as follows: (1) Expenses are charged

with an amount representing an estimate of normal loss or

depreciated value, not restored by repairs (other losses being

chargeable to the retirements accounts or to profit and loss

account); (2) the amounts so charged are credited to "re-

serves for. depreciation," and these reserves ^re drawn on us

the various units are retired, thus avoiding the dangers due

to postponing retirements, and promoting a higher standard

of maintenance; (3) such reserves not being actual sinking

funds, do not call for any actual outlay of cash, but in effect

restrict surplus and thus make an equivalent amount of cash

available, when reciuired, for investment in plant or other

assets; (4) through the correct statement of net income, the

dividend rate is .stabilized and the company's credit increased;

and (5) by writing off the loss due to depreciation, and pre-

venting an over-statement of free surplus, the payment of

dividends out of capital, and the consetiuent exploitation of

the property is guarded against.

How does the reserve for depreciation affect the actual

iiolicv in respect to the operation, hire or purchase of equip-

ment? An ideal theory of equipment depreciation would,

perhaps, assume the equipment to be a constantly wasting

asset, and would restore such waste by immediate investment

of the depreciation fund in new equipment. In practice,

liowever, .-American railroads have not found it advisaljle to

maintain actual cash reserves from their depreciation charges,

or to invest such cash in new equipment. The purchase of

new equipment is largely financed through the sale of eciuip-

ment trust certificates, and the rate of interest required to

market such securities may be just as important a factor, in

deciding when new equipment shall be bought, as is the

operating deiiartment's need of rolling stock. The trust

certificates are retired in equal amounts from year to year

(generally over a period of fifteen years); thus the cash re-

leased by the depreciation expense charges may in effect be

devoted to meeting these annual payments, and the same

practical result be obtained as though the resen-e \vere im-

mediately invested as a cash fund in new equipment. The

connection is so indirect, however, as to be of little practical

interest. It is perhajis to be regretted that there is not a

closer connection between the actual financing of equipment

purchases and the accumulating of the depreciation reserve.

Possibly the reserve could be made an amortization fund in-

stead of a mere bookkeeping record. M any rate, the fact

that at present it rejiresents only an arbitrary accounting

jinxedure results generally in a wide discrepancy between

the eciuipment accounts and actual equipment values.

Rate of Depreciation

TTie nio-t iniportaiit problem of de])reciatii;n i> tin- deter-

mination of the rate, i. e., the yearly jjcrcentagc of the invest-

ment which should accrue to the depreciation re.^erN'e. This

must depend upon the practical conditions and problems to

be met. A correct method for determining the depreciation

of a telephone plant probably would not serve as the best

Ijasis to apply to a steam locomotive. Among the various

elements which enter into the problem are the following: (1

)

earning power; (2) efficiency of service; (3) amount of

service rendered; (4) wear and tear; (5) age in proportion

to estimated normal life; (6) special losses, as fire, wreckage,

etc.; (7) increased cost of replacement in kind, and different

values of various units, due to changes in cost of construc-

tion; (8) obsolescence, due to new inventions or new methods

of operation; (9) the increased durability and service capacity

of new equipment, or of old equipment rebuilt, owing to

progress in the art of mechanical engineering; and (10) the

varying proportion of the value retaine^ as salvage after

retirement.

Earning power would perhaps furnish a basis of depre-

ciation, if it were determinable. It is necessary, however, to

include future as well as present earning power, and there

are too many elements of uncertainty in such a basis. Finan-

ciers and railroad men have often regulated their maintenance

appropriations on the basis of current earnings alone: and

many a road, in trying to keep up appearances, has mort-

gaged its future and fallen into the hands of the receiver.

Earning ])ower is, therefore, in no sense a reliable gage of

depreciation.

Efficiency of operation, the second factor named, does not

furnish even an approximate test. It is possible to maintain

high efficiency even though the railroad as a whole may be

somewhat depreciated or certain parts very much worn out.

When a road is first constructed a certain amount of depre-

ciation is taken into consideration and the weakening of cer-

tain units is provided for in advance. On the average rail-

road of today the ties are of varying ages, with but a small

percentage new, yet the track may still be able to carry trains

of the size and speed anticipated when the roadbed was laid.

Rails are replaced less on account of age than because of the

constantly increasing weight of locomotives. It is obvious.

then, that a large part of the railroad plant, though physically

depreciated, may yet render good service. However, leaving

out of account traffic conditions, it is obvious that the great-

est commercial value of a road is when it is new; for even

though it ma\' operate at high efficiency for a number of

years, without large re])lacements being made, the time is

always drawing closer v.hen replacements must be provided

for, the prospect of which must inevitably affect the value

of the property.

The tiiird factor named, amount of service rendered, would
probalil}- furnish a fairly accurate test for estimating physical

condition, but it would involve the preparation of units and
standards of service for all the different parts of the railrcKid

plant and equipment. The science of transportation is still

in a stage of rapid change and development, and the great

amount of research necessary to prepare such standards would
probably not be justified by the result. .And even though it

were possible to tabulate the total work done (as, for in-

stance, the individual mileage of freight cars, loaded and

empty), other factors would have to be taken into account

—

inadcx]uate repairs, bad operating conditions, over-loading,

etc.

The next mentioned factor, wear and tear, corresponds

most closely with depreciation, if we exclude the special

losses due to wreckage, obsolescence, etc. Nevertheless, the

rate of depreciation could hardly, be made dependent on the

physical condition of the equipment, because this would in-

volve careful periodical inspection (although such inspection

()ii/v Terms "l'iicon<titionaI Siirrcnde
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could be made in connection with ordinar}' repair work).

However, the rate could be adjusted approximately for dif-

ferent periods in the life of the equipment so as to vary some-

what with the average condition at various ages, taking into

account also the heavier repair costs during later life. Thus,

assuming salvage to supply 20 per cent of the cost and the

average life to be 20 years, 5 per cent might be charged on

freight equipment during the first five years of life, 4 per

cent during the second five years, and 3J/2 per cent during

the remaining ten years. Such a method would be fairly

simple, and the rates could be made more accurate by keep-

ing experience records.

The fifth factor named, age in proportion to estimated

normal life, is the basis adopted under the accounting rules

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is, of course, the

simplest and most easily applied method of accruing depre-

ciation. Nevertheless, the success of this method is dependent

upon the careful determination of the average normal life for

the various classes of equipment. The large variation in the

rates charged tn- different railroad systems, is sufficient proof

that very little study of this subject has been made.

Under the present scheme of accounting, the remaining

elements of depreciation (extraordinary losses, increased cost

of construction, and ob.solescence), are provided for by the

insurance and retirements accounts. Insofar as obsolescence

involves increased expenditures, such amounts are chargeable

to additions and betterments. It is, as a general rule, un-

necessary to provide in advance for obsolescence, because the

greater earnings derived from the improved facilities will

permit the value of the abandoned property to be charged to

profit and loss. Nevertheless, it would be safer to make some

allowance for obsolescence in the rate of depreciation. So

far as the writer is aware, the commission has never paid any

attention to obsolescence in its accounting classification.

The problem of salvage or scrap value involves many un-

related factors, such as kind of materials used, condition of

equipment when scrapped, efficiency in demolishing, new uses

for scrap, market prices, etc. A large proportion of old

equipment is not demolished, but is converted into work cars

or sold to smaller roads. The percentage of salvage value is,

like obsolescence, a very uncertain factor; but an error of 20

per cent in the salvage estimate would mean only about S per

cent error in the rate of depreciation. The rules provide that

in fixing the depreciation rate, the anticipated value retained

as salvage shall be taken into account.

It is doul:itful whether there is a single railroad in the coun-

try today whose rate of depreciation is based on a careful

study of the actual physical depreciation of its equipment.

Few, if any, of the roads have worked out the elaborate

records or formulae which would be required if the insurance

principle were faithfully carried out. In other words, the

accounting rules promulgated by the commission have so far

accompli.'^hed very little except to force a more or less con-

servative statement of income and surplus. .\nd not only

has the commission failed to bring about the adoption of uni-

form rates, but the accounting rules which it has provided do

not encourage the adoption of fair rates of depreciation.

One of the main purposes of the depreciation accounts

adopted in 1907 was to eliminate as far as possible the

charges to renewals. The renewals account was retained in

the 1907 classification (the title being changed to "retire-

ments" in 1914) merely to "take up the slack" from the de-

preciation account. But the commission's rules for charging

off equipment los.ses provide that only such portion of the lost

value of the individual unit of equipment can be charged to

the depreciation reserve, as has been accrued in the reserve

for that particular unit. The difference between the value of

the retired unit and its accrued depreciation is charged either

to the retirements account, or to retirements and profit and
loss. (The charge to profit and loss represents unaccrued

depreciation in the early life of the unit before the company
began to carrv depreciation accounts). Suppose, for in-
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Stance, that a unit costing $1,000, with salvage value of $200,
its anticipated life being 20 years, is retired in its ISth year:
the rate would be 4 per cent, since .04 x 20 x $1,000 = S800,
the net loss. Assuming that the depreciation reserve had not
been started until the fifth year of its life, the charge would
be distributed as follows

:

4 per cent unaccrued depreciation for first S years o£
life, charged to profit and loss $200

4 per cent depreciation, Sth to 15th years, charged to
reserve 400

4 per cent depreciation. 15th to 20th years, charged to
retirements 200

Salvvge 200

$1,000

Under this accounting method there will always be htzvy
charges to the retirements accounts, since there is always a
large proportion of the equipment retired before reaching the
average age, and the de[)reciation rate is based on that age.

The writer estimates that with a 4 per cent rate about 10 per
cent of the value of retired equipment must always be charged
to the retirements accounts; if the rate were 2J/^ per cent, at

least one-third of the loss must be charged to retirements.

At the same time, for a long period large charges must be
made to profit and loss to cover unaccrued depreciation.

Rules Inconsistent in Application

The rules are thus seen to he inconsistent in application.

If a fair rate of depreciation is charged so as to spread over

the life of the equipment the estimated net loss, the rule

operates so as to force almost double charges to the expense

and profit and loss accounts during the early years, the result

being to accumulate a large reserve which cannot be used as

an insurance fund. Most of the railroads have therefore re-

fused to apply a rate as high as the known approximate rate

of loss. If the purpose of the commission was to force the

roads to accumulate large reserves to represent the depreciated

value of the property (in which case the reser\-es should not

now be listed as an "unadjusted credit"), they should not have

chosen such an indirect way of gaining this end, l>ut should

have directed the roads in 1907, or as soon thereafter as a

rate of depreciation was adopted, to make a lump charge to

profit and loss covering all of such unaccrued depreciation.

The pul)lished reports of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission do not reveal the amounts of the total equipment re-

tirements for all United States railroads. Following are the

charges to expenses for depreciation and for renewals or re-

tirements of equiiiment since 1908, for Class I rojds:

Depreciation Retirements

190S $47,534,000 $10,037,000

1909 47.052,000 14.146,000

1910
" 49.641,000 18,134,000

1911
"

49,820.000 15.840,000

1912 ;'.'.; 51,147.000 19.976.000

1913 61.583,000 23.200,000
191<i 73.737,000 17,547.000

1915 81,315.000 15.582.000

1916 '.'...'. .88.395.000 24,158,000

The amount of retirements charged directly to profit and

loss cannot be obtained; the "loss on retired road and equip-

ment," first published in 1915, amounted in that year to

$15,211,000 and in 1916 to $20,417,850, but it is impossible

to determine what proportion of this amount represented

equipment losses. Neither is it possible to discover how
much is charged to the reserve each year. Although the

amount of the accrued reserve of the operating roads has

been published since 1911, the figure for the leased companies

is not given separately from other "unadjusted credits." It

is also probable that many roads have made appropriations

to the reserve from profit and loss in addition to the amounts

charged to operating expenses. In 191.i, for instance, the

reserve increased by about $68,186,000, although the charges

to expenses totaled only S61,58j,000. The matter is still

further complicated by the fact that since 1914 small credits

to the reserve from the depreciation accounts under main-

tenance of way and structures have been made.

From the best figures obtainable, it appears that of the

I'nconditionnI Surrender"
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tntal euuiDment losses in 1915, $15,582,000 was charged to framing of the operating contracts but no details are yet

retirements expenses, about $15,000,000, or over, to the re- available as to the method to be adopted for protcctmg the

serve and perhaps $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 to profit and value of railroad properties during the period of government

loss. This is in agreement with the theoretical conclusionj operation,

formed above in regard to the effect of applying the com-

mission's rules. The aggregate reserve for Class I operating

roads is increasing very rapidly as shown by the following Advertising Under War Conditions*

fig^""^^-
Amount of rwerve Increase By Val Fisher

i^i
' *25966iM0 $49.i95;o6o Publisher, London, Eng.

\l\i ; 327;847!0O0 68,186,000

1914
'.['.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'. .194,737.000 55'5!S'SSS /^ OME WONDERFUL THINGS have happened in advertising,

}g ? 464.677,000 "•''"'•5SS W .u I A..- J T ^ . . I,

1916 (fiscal' War)..... 520,799!ooo 56,122.000^ ^ through War Conditions, and I want to touch on some
1916 (caiendarWrV •'•'••• • 574;943,ooo 54,144.000* K^

^j ^j^^^^ things, that vou may be prepared for the con-

^RToresents an increase (or six months. ditions that will probably arise as the War goes on. In the

With the low average rate of depreciation charged it will last four years the busine,;? men of Great Britain have learned

proixably be twenty vears or longer, under the present system, more concerning the importance of building good-will through

before the reserve will become stable (considering all the advertising than they did in the forty years preceding the

rm.U as a svstem). During this period the accounting pro- war.
, ,, , , ,

cedure'wiU continue to Ix; so involved as to make it impossible British manufacturers who have not a dollar s worth of

to arrive at anv fair conclusion from published figures in re- merchandise to sell, whose entire plants are employed on

lard to either {he policy of an individual road or the average government work, are keeping their advertising continuously
guiu wciu

*^, / ,„.„, before the public, because while they are perfectlv wnlling
condition for the whole country.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^y p^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ government while they are

The Obvious Remedy
^ perfectly willing for the sake of winning the war to have

The obvious remedy for the fallacy in the commission s (j^gjr factories commandeered and their normal business com-

rules is to do away with the retirements and profit and loss pietely stopped, yet they are not willing to sacrifice their

equipment accounts altogether and use the reserve strictly as good-will; they are not willing to have their names or their

an insurance fund, charging the entire value of retired units products forgotten.

to the reserve, and accruing depreciation on all equipment ^^^^j g^ ^j^gy continue their advertising, continue building

even though some units are past the normal age. The latter
^]-,gij. good-will, so that when the war shall be won there will

units would accrue more than 100 per cent of their value,
|,g ^j^ immediate demand for the billions of dollars' worth of

but the excess would be required to offset the unaccrued de- merchandise that their greatly enlarged factories will then

preciation on units retired before reaching the average age j^^n out.

Indeed no attention would need to be paid to individual -pj^jg jj, ^ ^jj^g when ever>- manufacturer, every business

units the credits to the reserve being based simply on the
j^^^^^ should look far ahead. Good-will cannot be built in a

entire value of equipment in service, on the same principle
^.^^^ g^gj, ^y advertising. The war will not last always.

as in writing group life insurance. The present reserves -^y^ j^^^g j^jj gggjj ^^le mistake of being unprepared for

would probably^ furnish enough of a margin of safety, and ^^..^j.. jj jg almost as great and serious a mistake to be un-

if the rate was accurately fixed, they would remain nearly prgpared for peace,

stationary, except as affected by the growth of business. ^yj^^^ ^rg ygy going to do with your acres and acres of

It is a fallacy to assume, as the commission has done, that
gniargg^j factory space now employed in the making of war

an average rate of depreciation for all the equipment (or
products all over America, if you don't build good-will now

all the units of anv class of equipment) can be determined
j^^. jj^^ „Q^g ^^^ ^^^g „q^^„ j^ j^^^^j-g „.j,gn ^j,g ^.^^ is won?

UDon and such a rate successfully applied to the mdividuai
j^^^^ ^^.^ ^.^^ „^^j^^ ^^ j-ggp j^e smoke coming out of your

tinits'of eauipment. Either a separate rate should be adopted
f.j^torv chimneys after peace is declared, if you don't keep

and annlied to each unit, based on its individual condition;
^.^^^ '^^^^ constantlv before the public now, and build a

or a .4iieral average rate should be taken and applied to the
\i^,^^^^ for your peace-time products that will insure a sa«s-

pni.inlnent' <« nui^^se To combine the two methods, as is
^^^^^j.^. business the minute vou stop making munitions or

done under the present rules, leads to complex accounting
other war supplies?

and confused results. .
The war has taught the manufacturers and business men

The classification permits, but does not require, the use
^^ Britain that advertising is not only the least expensive way

«f '^ -Pi^arate rate of depreciation for each individual unit;
^^ ^^jj ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ j'^ ^,1^^ j,^5 ^j^g f^^ more important

Sis however involves so much labor, that it has evidently
^^^^^-^^^ ^f building good-will—a good-will whose benefits,

Lpn found impracticable by the railroads. The alternate e,
g^pg^jj^^i^ j^ grjtical times, can hardly be measured. British

fhpn i<; siniDlv to applv a given rate of depreciation to eacn
i.^jij^gj/n^gn j^^ve also learned that advertising can be used

class' of equipment, or 'to the equipment as a whole, on the
.^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ j,^g g^jg ^^ jj^gj^ goods, and at the

c.'n-,*. nlan that a life insurance company writes group m-
^^^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^,^^ increase the good-will of the pub-

!nr7r,r^ 'for thousands of men in a factory. The growth o
j.^, j^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ 3^;^;^^ corporations have realized when

?he reserve will then furnish a simple test of the adequacy of
.^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ irrevocable damage was done, that

the rate i.
advertisins; would have saved them.

Tlie railroads of the United States, while they have not Moreover, vou Americans must not forget your opportuni-

nprhans \learlv recognized the principles involved, have
^j^,^ ^^^ foreign trade. Millions of people in Great Britain

WnVd bv experience that it is impracticable to charge a rate
^^^ Yx^Tict and Italv and Central and South America will

nf denreciation corresponding to the facts of physical wear
,^^ ^^^;„„ ^^ ^.^^ ^^^ American-made goods when the war is

nH tear and loss due to obsolescnce. It is to be hoped that
^^^.^,^ Those 'of vou who are best prepared, those of you

fi;» ^ir^tor .reneral and the Interstate Commerce Commission
^^.,^^^g good-will 'is most firmly established, will reap the

will ta£ cognizance of this situation and revise the rules^ .o
greatest benefit.

''''\
^'VdenreSaVon' "^t^obabk t"hat"som'e attention has , -rc^H-a^r'-o^ ^l^^^.^.7Jt^...^lI''^^^.\rZ'XJ^

;£dfS given to the problem in connection with the C„..mber of Commerce o, ...t city.
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The Roadmasters 36th Annual Convention
Abstracts of Committee Reports and Papers Presented at the

Meeting Which Was Held This Week in Chicago

THE THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION of the Road-
masters and Maintenance of Way Association was held

at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, on Tuesday, Wed-
nesday and Thursday of this week. The sessions were char-
acterized by unusual interest in the reports and papers, which
were prepared particularly in view of conditions confronting

track men at thq present time. The session on Tuesday was
devoted to discussions of various phases of the material prob-
lem, while labor was the principal theme on Wednesday.
The officers of the association during the past year were:

President, A. Grills, general roadmaster. Grand Trunk, St.

Thomas, Ont. ; first vice-president, J. B. Oatman, road-

master, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, DuBois, Pa.;

second vice-president, J. W. Powers, supervisor of track,

New York Central, Rochester, N. Y. ; secretary, P. J. Mc-
Andrews, roadmaster, Chicago & North Western, Sterling,

111. ; treasurer, Coleman King, supervisor, Long Island,

Jamaica, N. Y.

The convention was called to order at 9:30 Tuesday morn-

ing with over 350 roadmasters in the room. In his opening

remarks President Grills placed special emphasis on the fact

that the convention was to be considered a war council of the

trackmen of American railroads for the purpose of discussing

war-time problems of track maintenance and that the dis-

cussion was in no sense limited to members of the association.

A particularly fortunate circumstance in this opening

session was the presence of three regional directors of the

Railroad Administration, namely Hale Holden, director of

the Central Western region; B. F. Bush, director of the

Southwestern region and B. L. Winchell, director of the

Southern region. Each of the directors was called upon
to speak, the trend of the remarJts in each case being the

relation of the men who help to maintain and operate the

railroads in this country to those other men w^ho are "over

there."

Mr. Winchell gave a brief review of present railway con-

ditions and urged the men in his territory to study the manner
in which the problems are solved on other roads in order that

they may be able to put into effect on their districts such
practices as prove to be most suitable. He also placed special

emphasis on the necessity for the men who are "over here" to

do their maximum to help the men "over there."

Mr. Holden pointed out the purpose of the present meeting
as a means for the study of the war problems. He called

attention to the necessity of maintaining the railway machine
in the best possible condition for winning the war and that
in this connection it is necessary to keep skilled railroad men
in this country. While he admired the spirit of the men in

waiving exemption from service, he believed it was of ex-
treme importance that such exemptions be obtained for the
good of the railroads. He urged an enthusiasm in the opera-
tion of the railroads in their present status, and asserted that
any considerations as to the relative merits of private or gov-
ernment operation are entirely out of place at the present
time, and further the matter of the ultimate disposition of
the railroads can be deferred until the period of readjustment
after the war.

The necessity for salvaging scrap and all unused material
was the ke^oiote of Mr. Bush's remarks, which he illustrated
by the results secured in the pa.st two vcars bv the Missouri
Pacific, a line of 7,000 miles on which $600,000 worth of
track scrap has been accumulated annually. He described
the methods adopted to recover and return much of this
material to service.

Conservation of Track Materials
A large number of rails are permanently damaged in track

because the maintenance forces are unable to take care of
them properly, with the result that thev are battered and
chipped at the ends. On a number of roads these rails are
taken out of track, 18 in. is sawed off each end and the rails
are redrilled and used again on branch lines. The average
cost for this work, including labor, sawing, drilling, oil and
saw blades, is approximately 40 cents per ton. The com-
mittee recommends this as good practice.

Cracked angle bars can be welded by the acetylene gas'
process and used again. The cost of thi.s'work is from ?lT50
to $2 per pair. We believe that it would be better economy
to scrap the defective angle bars than weld them. Worn and
bent joints can be straightened and built up for 20 cents
per joint and used again. The bar is heated in an oil fur-
nace, placed in a die and swaged under a drop hammer. In
this manner the bar is swelled to its original .section by the
addition of pieces of steel 1% in. by % in. thick, placed in

the center of the bar.

A large number of usable track bolts can be recovered
wherever rail is being renewed, if they are oiled before re-

newals are made. Bolts which are recovered and used in

sidings and industrial tracks have an approximate life of
eight years.

Old track .spikes can be straightened and- used again in
sidings and industrial tracks at a cost of not to exceed 70
cents per 200-lb. keg. There are a numl>er of different ways
of straightening old spikes, but the most approved way and
the one recommended by the committee is with a press where
from two to four spikes may be straightened at a time. This
is a decided advantage over other methods on account of
bringing the head back to its original position, where, with
the hand method or trip hammer, it is impossible to straighten

the heads up.

W'om switch points can be made use of in several differ-

ent ways : ( I ) By cutting off a sufficient amount of the worn
point and replaning it; the cost of labor for this method is not
less than $20 per switch. (2) The worn point can be built up
by the acetylene gas process at an approximate cost of $2.25

per point, but a point so built up should only be used in

sidings.

Worn and broken frogs can be repaired at a large saving
over the cost of new frogs. To repair these frogs in the shops
costs considerably more than by the acetylene gas process.
To repair a 90-lb. spring rail frog in a shop with bolts,

rivets and new spring rail, including labor and price of rail,

will cost $70. A new frog of this kind costs $160. A Xo. 9,

100-lb. spring rail frog with new short points, bolts and
rivets, including labor, will cost $45 to repair. The cost of
a new frog is $152. Rigid frogs can best be repaired with
the gas process at approximately the following cost: New
point and both wing rails built up and bolted, including the

gas and labor charges, from $12 to $14 per frog, and by
shop process $25; saving by the gas process $13 per frog,

with the additional advantage that the frogs can be built up
under traffic, if necessarj', at a slight additional cost.

No tie plates should be discarded as scrap unless they are

entirely unfit for further use, but they should l-e made use

of on storage tracks and industrial sidings. Plates of heavier

section can be repunched and used on lighter sections of

rail to prevent rails cutting into the ties. This conser\-es ties.

To conserve ties in track they should be inspected in ac-
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cordance with the association's recommended practice. Ties

removed from track should Ije carefully sorted and those fit

for sidings or temporary tracks piled separately. Ties tit for

fuel should either be di.sposed of to company employees or to

outside parties to be used for that purpose, or they can be

loaded and used for engine fuel at a cost of .5 cents per tie

for loading and 2 cents per tie for unloading. Good use of

track and switch ties can be made for tribljing and docking.

No old ties should be burned e.xcept those which are abso-

lutely worthless for any other purpose.

J. B. 0.\TM.\x, roadmaster, B. R. &: P., Dubois Pa.,

chairman.

Discussion

The reclamation of rails by resawing drew forth a most en-

tiiusiastic and interesting discussion, and after attention had

been called by William Shea (C. M. & St. P.) to the practice

of riTolling rails, the discussion took somewhat the form of a

debate on the relative merits of resawing and rerolling. In

answer to a question \>y James Sweeney (C. & E. I.) W. P.

VViltsee (N. & W.) gave an extended account of the method of

resawing rails in use on the Norfolk & Western during the

past 18 years. In discussing the use of rerolled rails, special

emphasis was placed on the necessity for matching the rails

carefully by gaging before placing in track. P. J. Mc-
Andrews (C. & N. \V.) said that this problem could he great-

ly simplified by carefully grading the rails Ijefore sending

them to the mill, taking special care to see that the lots of

rails shi{)ped in by the various roadmasters were not mixed

up, in shijiments.

H. R. Safford (U. S. Railroad .\dministration) called at-

tention to the fact that a simple calculation is not alwa}s

possible in comparing the relative merits of two things or

two different processes, that the ([uestion is really an economic

one, that is, a matter of measuring the good to be obtained

against the relative cost. He pointed to the fact that it is not

alwa)s good practice to reroU rails that have been given ex-

tensive wear since this will necessitate rerolling to such a

cross section as to make the rail too light for any but minor

traffic. In many cases resawing would suffice although where

conditions will warrant rerolling will prwluce much i)etter

results.

W. F. Jones, general .storekeeper. New York Central, dis-

cussed in detail methods of repairing and reclaiming ma-

terials. He suggested that small roads without central re-

clamation plants should send materials to central plants on

large roads for reclamation. He urged the Roadmasters

Association to appoint a committee in each region to study

and recommend reclamation methods.

E. B. Temple, engineering assistant to Regional Director

Markham. Allegheny district, emphasized the imjiortance of

reclaiming scrap as fast as possible because of the imperative

need for materials. He told of the attention lliat the Rail-

road .\dministraCion is now giving to the collection of all

scrap and said that we have now come to a point where the

roads must prepare to reclaim much more material than

formerl)'.

M. Griffin, Central Railroad of New Jersey, described the

practice of that road in collecting all bolts with defective

threads found in renewing rails and sending them to the sho])

to be rethreaded and returned for use. Renewal of worn

switch points was discussed extensively.

T. B. Baker, Pennsylvania, told of experience with several

hundred switch points reclaimed by the oxy-acetylene process

in the last 18 months. There had been a few failures but

the condition after failure was no w'orse than the condition

l)cfore renewal was made. Renewed switches are used in

main track but he suggested that the roads should he conser-

vative as to this. Different members suggested that from 10

to 30 davs were necessary to train men to do this work.

P. T. Mc.\ndrev.s, Chicago &: North Western, stated that he

re[)aired all frogs by the oxy-acetylene process since better

results can be obtained than to wait imtil the frogs are worn
too much. T. Thompson, Santa Fe. and others stated that

manganese frogs are not successfully repaired.

Discussing the conser\'ation of crossing planks, several

members testified to the use of concrete slabs. William Muff,
Santa Fe, uses brick creosoted blocks on concrete foundations.

'I'he scraj:) jjroblem was discussed in detail.

On intjuiry as to the delay of trains in sorting scrap, J. B.

Oatman said that most of this was done while the train

moved between stations. H. Van Gorder, Chicago 8: North
Western, suggested that a train once a month was too often

;md would cost too much, but William Shea, Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, said this was a war measure and it made
no difference how much it cost to collect the scrap. It must
be done if the government needs material.

Right of Way Fences

A right-of-way fence is as necessary as any other unit thai

gees to make a railroad, and its proper maintenance is as es-

sential as the upkeep of other parts of the property. .\

d lapidated fence is not only ugly in appearance, but its

rondition increases the risk of accidents. For food conserva-

tion it is of utmost importance that the railroads keep their

right-of-way enclosures in the best condition to prevent any
accidental killing of stock. The cost of maintenance as com-
pared with the amount of stock claims paid should not be

considered at this time. Instead, the most thoroughly pre-

ventive measures should be taken to conser\'e the supply of

live stock.

Wooden posts, especially cedar, seem as yet to be the most
favored, but the increasing scarcity of timber will eventually

eliminate this kind of posts. Round and split posts are be-

ing used, but the round post is preferable because the split

post exposes the heart and thereby causes decay and the dry-

rot formed will easily catch on fire. Iron posts are on the

market and are used to some extent, but it seems to be,the

opinion that they will rust off quickly at the ground surface.

Concrete posts are being manufactured and used to a con-

s'derable extent. Tlie initial price of the concrete post and
tlie cost of installation are somewhat higher than for the

wocKlen post, but considering its lasting qualities it is un-

doubtedly the most economical. .\ well reinforced concrete

I)ost should last forever, as fire, water and climate do not

affect it. The round post is preferable, as the comers of the

square post will chip off and weaken it. Railroads may
make their own posts by installing plants at points where

sand and gravel are available.

For general right-of way fencing the ])osts should be 7 ft.

long. Some railroads are using an 8-ft. post at corners and
gate openings, l)ut it seems that a 7-ft. post is of ample length

even for that purpose when ]iroperl\' anchored and l>raced.

The 7-ft. post should be set 2 ft. 6 in. in the groixnd. In

swampy or wet ground the post should be tapered at the lower

end and driven into the ground with a wooden mallet instead

of digging holes by auger or digger. The posts should be

I>laced one rod apart except at corners and gate openings,

wliere they should be placed 10 ft. apart.

Through large towns and other places where appearance
is to be considered and also to keep off trespassers, a 10-ft.

post is recommended, placed 4 ft. in the ground and 10 ft.

apart.

A combination burb and woven wire fence is recommended
with (1) a barb wire at the ground followed by a 28-in.

woven wire and with three strands of barb wire at the top.

(2) a barb wire at the ground followed by a 50-in. woven

wire and one strand of barb wire at the top. For use at

.station grounds where posts are set 6 ft. above ground, a

58-in. woven wire with one strand of barb wire at the top

is good practice. When posts are set one rod apart, a stay of

heavy wire should be placed in the middle 6f the panel.
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The anchoring of a fence is one of the vital factors in its

permanence. The methods of anchoring vary considerably,

iDUt when wooden posts are used the following is recom-
mended : The posts at comers and gate openings should
have as anchors two pieces of 2-in. by 4-in. by 16-in. pine

lumber securely fastened to the post, one at the lower end
of the post and the other 12 in. higher. In addition, the

posts at corners and gate openings should have a wooden
brace 4 in. by 4 in. gained into the corner post 12 in. from

the top and into the second post 24 in. from the ground, well

spiked to the posts. As counter brace use two strands of No.

8 wire, twisted until it liecomes a hard and taut cable.

At sudden or abrupt changes of the ground along the

fence line where posts are liable to pull out, two 2-in. by

4-in. by 16-in. anchors should he fastened to the lowest point

of the post. Instead of using the wooden anchors at corners

and gate posts, whenever practicable it is recommended that

the.se posts should be placed in concrete 24-in. .square and

8 in. below the lowest part of the post.

C. Newberg, roadmaster, C. & N. W., Chicago, chairman.

Discussion

Chairman Newijerg amended the report by adding a de-

scription of some steel posts that have had considerable use

with material economy in cost of installation. Several speak-

ers told of the successful use of steel posts which had been

in service from six to nine years. Special emphasis was

placed on the ease of installing these posts. One speaker told

of 125 miles of concrete jx)sts used in his district which

were set in 1913; a few were broken by rough handling.

The report was amended to recommend the use of po.'^ts

longer than seven feet where required.

Labor-Saving Devices

The success of labor-saving devices is dependent to a great

extent upon the energy and ability of the operator. An
over-supply of labor-saving devices is perhaps as detrimen-

tal as a shortage of. such devices. The committee recom-

mended that roadmasters consider well before advocating

the purchase of heavy and expensive machines, as it is pos-

sible that such purchases may not be justified in view of

their cost. It also recommended the importance of securing

power-driven appliances which are capable of doing many
different kinds of work so as to keep the machines in con-

stant use.

No tool furnished to the track forces in recent years made
its appearance at a more opportune time or filled a greater

void than the power-operated tie tamper. It is the obser-

vation of the committee that the work is more uniform and

better than in the case of track tamped by hand, especially

since we are getting such a poor class of labor. A tamping

machine is of particular value around frogs and switches,

water pans, tunnels, etc., as it is possible to tamp with it

in places which cannot be reached by a tamping bar or pick.

Experience during the four years this machine has been in

use teaches tliat, under normal conditions in the northeni

states, each machine will be used during the season to tamp
about 20,000 ties.

As much new rail is received in high side coal cars, it

has become necessary that some mechanical device be used

for unloading it. The constant demand for the quick re-

lease of cars, the high cost of work trains and the few hours

of actual work possible on a line of heavy traffic rec|uires

a device that will work rapidly with a maximum factor of

safety for laborers. There are rail handling machines in

use which are capable of loading or unloading two cars of

rail at the same time. Nine men are required for the oper-

ation of these machines, one to operate hoists and four men
to each car of rails. The machine is operated by air from
the train line. Such machines will unload rails more quickly

than could be accomplished in- 40 men In- hand and with-
out damage to rails or injury to men. Thus a saving of
31 men per day is made possible. 'Hiis machine can also
be equipped with tongs to load or unload as manv ties with
three men as can be loaded or unloaded bv 20 men bv hand.
The committee recommends the use of rail lavikg ma-

chmes, especially where rail is of a heavv sect'ion, thus
relieving tong men for other work, the numljer released de-
pending on the weight of the rail to be handled. To obtain
the best results by the use of such a machine, care should
be used to unload the rails as near as possible opposite where
they are to be laid.

The majority of the committee are in favor of the use
of motor cars, particularly on lines of light traffic where
the length of sections is such as to warrant their use. There-
fore It IS the opinion of the committee that the economv in
the use of motor cars decreases in proportion to the nuini.er
of main tracks, which in turn shortens the length of sec-
tions. Perhaps the best argument in favor of these cars is
in the fact that thousands of them were bought by the men
themselves to avoid tlie drudgery of hand cars. The use of
motor car mowing machines, weed burners and chemicals
to destroy weeds are of great value in some territories.
On divisions where much ditching must be done bv work

trains or wheelbarrows, teams with scrapers have been tried
with good results and very little labor has been needed.
Dirt can be handled in verv short cuts, at the ends of cuts
and across the track for 20 to 2.=! cents per vard and it can
be hauled .=500 to 600 ft. for 50 to 60 cents'per yard (with
teams at 80 cents per liour and labor at 25 cents per hour).
Where conditions permit mowing the right-of-wa)- with

teams and mowing machines, the work can "be done by ma-
chinery- much cheaper than by manual labor.

W'hen heavy ditching lias' to be done the use of steam
ditchers is recommended, together with at least two 16 to
20 yd. side dump cars and a spreader car for .short hauls.
For a longer haul from four to six side dump cars should
be used. A light engine can i)e assigned to this work, ^^ith
an outfit of this kind, which includes a train crew, ditcher
engineer and fireman, dirt can be handled for 10 to 25
cents per yard, according to the length of the haul. Through
long usage the steam ditcher and spreader, esi)eciallv when
the latter is operated by air, have reached such a high state
of efficiency that they are practically indispensable and the
fact that they can Ije used for many different varieties of
work places them among the most important labor-saving
devices of the present time.

A saving of at least 60 per cent over that of manual labor
is obtained by using a No. 3 crane for removing ballast
from between tracks, preparing for stone l)a]last, digging
drains under tracks, unloading old ballast on fills, strength-
ening shoulders and filling up holes, loading and unloading
rails and for various other purposes.

In rail laying a two-wheel pony car is ver)- handv for

distributing spikes, bolts, angle bars, tie plates and even
scattered rails, ^^'here a heavy rail is to be replaced in track

by a small gang, a pony car makes it possible to load rail

and move it to the point where it is needed without send-

ing for additional help or using a flag to get the rail into

place. It is also useful for handling ties. With a dump
box these cars are very handy for distributing the surplus

gravel or stone ballast.

J. W. Powers, supervisor. New York Central, Rochester,

N. Y., chairman.

Discrssiox

]Much interest was shown in the records of pneumatic

tampers. ^Slany reported successful use of these machines

for both surfacing and spotting.

The latter requires frequent moving of tlie machines
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They may be used successfully in any ballast in which pick

or tamping bar is used. Skilled workmen are required to

secure the best results witli traiiu-d gangs and good mechanics

to look after the maintenance of tlie machine>. Machine

tamped track stays up much longer than hand tamped work.

The Best Method of Lifting Track

A report was presented on this suliject which outlined the

advisability of preparing a complete schedule of work and

described the procedure which should be followed in putting

the ballast under the tracks. The report was confined

largely to detailed suggestions for the conduct of the work

and concluded with recommended organizations for gangs

of 65 and of 80 men. The report was presented by George

Beckingham, superintendent of track, Grand Trunk, Mon-

treal, Que., chairman.

The Government and the Railway Labor Situation

By M. G. Kibbe

In Charge of Railway Division, United States Employment

Service, Chicago

The United States Employment Service has undertaken

the task of recruiting man power for the most essential

service. The railroad division has been organized for the

recruiting of all classes of railroad labor. Unfortunately

we were slow in starting. The wage was low and when the

first call was made for common labor at a higher wage by

the government it drew more heavily from the railroads

than from non-essential industries. A great effort is now

being made to correct this evil. The railroad wage has been

increased to compare more favorably with the increased cost

of living. The long haul or transportation of labor from

one part of tlie country to another is also being discouraged.

The recruiting of labor at so much per head is

being abolished. Fee agencies, a most distasteful prac-

tice, must no longer exist. When we need men so

Itadly why should they be asked to pay for an opportunity

to work? The government asks for your assistance and co-

operation to the extent of placing your orders for men with

tills brancli of the service. Each state has its federal director

of employment, and this oflicer must know how many men

you need, as otherwise his powers in drawing from non-

essential industries will be of little benefit.

You say you need men and need them badly. How many

do you need? They cannot be gotten in a day, and the

only way to get them is to make your wants known that

they may l^ requisitioned from candy stores and ice cream

parlors and put to work. The time has come for action, not

only on the field of battle, but at home. The railroads are

suffering for men and they must have them.

At present we are looking to the Mexican for relief, more

especially in the Southwest, but Mexicans are always an

unknown quantity and undepcndable. Congressional assist-

ance has been granted but men have been held back on the

other side of the border by the political trickster for pecuniary

advancement. Avery Turner has been appointed by the

Railroad Administration and sent to the :Mexican border

to assist in the importation and distribution of Mexican

labor. By co-operation with the U. S. Employment Serv-

ice and the U. S. Immigration Service it is hoped to straighten

out the tangle and get more men. Should the situation be

cleared up the southwest territory can be supplied during

the winter months and in the spring we can ship to northern

roads.

Most of you are complaining of a shortage of all classes

of help, but to go back to the old methods at this time will

bring no relief. The old method was to get men through

foul means or fair, to induce them to leave one road for

another, to promise them something they were not getting

and often these promises were not fulfilled. It mattered

not to the agency recruiting, as all it was looking for was
the fee of so much per head. The biggest rascal reaped

the greatest harvest while both roads and men suffered. The
opening of more competitive offices by individual roads will

not increase man power.

The increased wage with better housing conditions and
Ijetter food will induce a higher class of workers to enlist

in this class of work. Physical requirements are necessary.

Too many down and outs, not capable of doing a day's

work, have been recruited for track work in the past.

A clearance section has also been established. This de-

partment or branch of ser\'ice makes a complete tabulation

of all labor recruited in each state, and these reports go to

the general clearance division at Washington. In this way
it is possible to ascertain how much labor is furnished by

each state; and you can readily see how essential it is that

the state director be furnished with these reports promptly.

No accurate account can be given unless all report through

the same channel. Each state has been given its quota, an

estimated number based upon its population and its former

record, and as this record has been incomplete no doubt

these figures or percentages will have to be adjusted from

time to time.

Chicago has been drained to such an extent that it is

absolutely impossible to ship as many men to other states

as have been shipped in the past, unless many non-essential

industries are closed. This part of the service will be looked

after by the war industr)' and community boards which have

already been established. It is their duty to decide what are

essential and what are non-essential. This is by no means
a pleasant duty to perform. It will work a hardship upon
some, but we need their energy and their brains in more
important lines. The factories are needed for the manu-
facture of war essentials.

The United States Emplovinent Service was organized the

early part of this year as a branch of the department of

labor with only a small appropriation but it has grown to

such mammoth proportions that the whole country is de-

pending upon it for service. It already has established some
600 distinct recruiting offices; it no longer suffers for lack

of funds and its usefulness to both employer and employee
is no longer questioned. Our records show that we are

recruiting about 12,000 men per month in Chicago for the

railroads alone and we need twice that number. I am
satisfied that if the East was as well organized as the West
we would not be called upon to supply eastern roads. More
skilled labor is required in the East on account of so many
war industries being located in tliat territory, but I anticipate

that much of the common labor tliat has been shipped East

will soon drift hack into this territory.

Other Business

.A. paper read by C. W. Gennett, Jr., manager rail in-

sj^ection department, C. W. Hunt Company, Chicago, on

Common Defects in Rails and !Means of Detecting Them
in Track, will be published next week.

Labor conditions were discussed and the results secured

in holding men by improved housing. Some roadmasters

reported holding 90 per cent of the normal force: others

said such measures are of little avail if higher wages are paid

by nearby industries.

The Track Supply Association

The seventh annual exhibit of the Track Supply .Asso-

ciation was held in a room adjoining the convention hall,

approximately 50 firms being represented. The display this

vear was characterized by the practical nature of the indi-

vidual exhibits, the various manufacturers emphasizing those

devices of a labor-saving character.
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The officers of the Track Supply Association during the

past year were : President, E. T. Howson, western engineering

editor, Railway Age; vice-president, J. J. Cozzens, Union

Switch & Signal Co., New York; secretary-treasurer, W.
C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. ; directors,

F. A. Barbey, Frictionless Rail Co., Boston, Mass.; Edward
Coleman, American Hoist & Derrick Co., St. Paul, Minn.;

Ex-officio, R. A. Van Houten, Sellers Manufacturing Co.,

Chicago.

The name,s of the exhibitors together with the products

exhibited and the names of the representatives in attendance,

follow

:

Air Reduction Sales Company, New York.—Oxygen gas, acetylene gas,

hydrogen gas, nitrogen gas, welding and cutting apparatus, welding rods

and supplies and acetylene generators. Represented by R. T. Peabody,

E. M. Sexton, W. R. Campbell, Wm. McCarthy, Ray Sossong and
Ellsworth Mills.

American Hoist &• Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.—Transparencies and
pliotographs -of "American" Railroad ditcher. Represented by Edward
Coleman and C. T. Hook.

American Stee' & Wire Company, .Chicago.—Railroad fence, woven wire

fence -ind Ameri.-an steel fence posts. Retiresented bv L. B. Shanahan,
P. J. Hindmarsh, J. W. Collins, A. N. Frouds and W. E. Evans.

American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, O.—Anderson economy and
Ruckeye switch stands for yard and main track switches. Represented
by J. F. McGarry, Dan C. Higgins and F. C. Anderson.

Anchor Company, Cliicaco.—.^nti-^ail creepers, efficiency and welded types.

Represented by F. E. Powman, Orlando Metcalf and Geo. H. Chadwell.
Palkwill Manganese Cros'^irig Company, Cleveland, O.—Licensors, controlling

Balkwill patents on manganese railway crossings. Represented by S.

Balkwill.

Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem. Pa.—New Century switch stand,

switch stand model 1217, Steelton positive switch stand model 52-A.

Represented by R. E. Belknap, R. W. Gillispie, Neil E. Salsich and

J. F. Hennesy.

Carbic Manufacturinl Company, New York.—Carbic flare lights and carbic

cakes. Represented by G. B. Van Buren, T. J. Hegland and W. H.
Norden.

Chicagt/ Malleable Castings Company, Chicago.—Thomas rail anchor tic

plates Represented by T- S. Lewellyn, O. Lutz and W. M. Osborn.

Crerar, Adams & Co.. Chicago.—Eureka bonding drills, Calumet track drills,

jacks of all kinds. Represented bv E. C. Poehler, C. W. Gregory,
W. I. Clock, G. D. Bassett, J. A. Martin and Russell Wallace.

The Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh.—Barrett track jacks, auto-

matic lowering geared ratchet and ball bearing jacks. Represented by
C. N. Thi-!in and G. E. Watts.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago.—No. 41 light inspection car, equipped

with two-cylinder kerosene engine. Represented by E. C. Golladay,

Benjamin S. Spaulding, I.. H. Matthews, F. J. Lee, C. B. Skelton,

W. B. Lewis and F. M. Condit.

Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn.

—

Hand car exhibition engine. Represented by W. F. Kasper.

Hauck Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., Chicago.—Hauck kerosene
burner thawing outfits, steam thawing outfits. Represented by Willis

C. Squire. G. A. Nelson and A. Busch Hauck.

Hayes Track Appliance Companv, Richmond, Ind.—The Hayes derails and
stands, including the Model H derail, the Model EX derail, and a

simplified form of operating stand. Represented by S. W. Hayes,
R. W. Slautterback and T. Carpenter.

IngcrsollRand Company, New York, Chicago.—Imperial tie tamping equip-

ment and air operated track tools. Represented by Wm. H. Armstrong,
Chas. Dougherty and C. W. Melcher.

Lackawanna Steel Company, Lackawanna, N. Y.—Rail joints, safety head

angle bar, Abbott joint plates, hook shoulder tie plates, anti-rail creepers

and key bolts for traCK api)lianccs. Represented by Arthur P. Van
Schaick, Jay L. Hench, F. E. Abbott and G. O. Benson.

Luther Grinder Manufacturing Company. Milwaukee, Wis.—Power grinders.

foot power grinders to replace grindstones, hand power grinders to

grind twist or flat drills and miscellaneous tools. Represented by C. R.

Pfcifer, F, S. Hyland and .T. D. Suler.

The Madden Company, Chicago.—Illustrations three-men rail layer, Veerac

motor car, Harris-Muff ballast screen, models of Wagner switch point

straightener. Richter blue flag derail, red top fence posts and Blair

tie spacer. Represented by II. C. Holloway and T. D. Crowley.

The .Mexander MMburn Company, Baltimore, Md.—Portable carbide lamps,

Milburn oxy-acetvlene welding and cutting apparatus. Represented by

S. B. Moats and C. R. Pollard.

Mudge & Co., Chicago.—Mudge Class E-5-K kerosene inspection motor car.

Represented by Burton W. Mudge, Robert D. Sinclair, Karl J.

Ekiund, Robert Deeming, .'Albert C. Force, Fay E. Posson and .lean

K. Vanatta.

National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J., Chicago.—Nut locks.

Represented by R. L. Cairncross and .-X. T. Thompson.

National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland. O.—Rail anchors, rail

braces and tie plates. Represented by T. W. Aishton, J. J. Byers and

L. S. Wright.
P. & M. Company. Chicago.—P. & M. Ileuggi, Vaughan, Ajax, rail anchors,

bond >vire protectors. Represented by John Ritchie> John Reagan.

George E. Johnson. J. E. Mahoney, F. W. Reeve and P. V. Samuelson.

Pocket List of Railroad "Officials, New York.—Represented by J. Alexander

Brown. Charles L. Dinsmore and Harold A. Brown.

Positive Riil \nchor Company. Marion. Ind.—Rail anchors, Fallon girder

tvpe «uard rail hrace and plate, Busse guard rail. Represented by

\rnold H. Told. J. A. Shoulty, L. C. Ferguson, Alva M. Bogue and

E. A. LeBeau.

The Q 5: C Company, New York, Chicago.— Bonzano rail joint, special

guard rail clamp, universal guard rail clamp, Bonzano rolled steel step

or compromise joint. Freeland derails, Sampson rail bender. Repre-
sented by B. L. Barber, Bernard McGowan, A. R. Horn and J. V.
W^escott.

The Rail Joint Company. Xew York. Chicago.—Standard compromise frog

and switch and insulated rail joints. Represented by W. S. Boycc,

J. P. Norton. G Jenkinson. G. H. Larson, Alex, Chapman, R. W.
Payne^ E. L. Van Dresar and V. C. Armstrong.

Railroad Supply Companv, Chicago.—Tie plates, derailers. Represented by
A. H. Smith, H. G. Van Nostrand and E. H. Bell.

Railway Maintenance Engineer, Chicago.—Represented by L. B. Sherman,
E. T. Howson, W. S. Lacher and H. H. Simmons.

Railway Review, Chicago.—Represented by Willard A. Smith, Harold A.
Smith. J. E. Gougeon. Charles L. Bates and W. M. Camp.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.—Manganese switch point, rolled

steel double shoulder switch slide plate, special switch slide plate

H in. by 7 in., machine heel plate, switch stands, guard rail clamps.
Represented by Thomas E. .<\kcrs. Arthur Germunder, J. B. Strong,

J. Edgar Davidson and W. C. Kidd.
Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa.—Guard rail clamps, rail benders,

rerailers with d.-imp.-^, trollev rcrailers. compromise joints and derails.

Represented by B. John Buell and R. J. McComb.
Rodger Ballast Car Company. Chicago.—Improved operating device for

improved Hart convertible cars. Represented by H. S. Hart, J. O.
Neikirk, W. J. Hosceit and W. E. Morey.

Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago.—Sellers anchor bottom wrought
iron tie plate. Rcpr.-sented by J. M. Sellers, G. M. Hogan, R. A. Van
Houten and R. J. Piatt.

Southern Railway Supply & Equipment Company. St. Louis, Mo.—Saunders
car stopper. Represented by W. D. Achuflr and L. Boswell.

Track Specialties Company. New York, Chicago.—Trasco anchor plate,

Trasco guatd rail clamp, superior compromise rail joint, superior de-
railers. superior rail benders, tie plates, rail braces, Trasco guard
rail brace adjustable track shim, slide plate and switch brace and rail

joints. Represented bv J. A. Bodkin.
United St.ites Switch Company. Eau Claire. Wis.—Model of automatic

switch lock. Represented liy J. W. Hubbard.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.—Keystone insulated rail

joint. Renresented by J. D. Roctt.
Verona Tool Works. Pittsburgh. Pa—Track tools, track jacks, levels,

gages and nut locks. Represented by H. C. Mull, E. L. Ruby and E,
Woofliiigs.

William Wharton. Jr.. & Co., Inc., Easton, Pa.—Literature on guard rail
frogs and crossing layouts, switch rods and rail clamps Represented.
by H. F. McDermott, Charles M. Griffith, J. H. Hock, S. G. Llewellyn
and Malcolm Imbrie.

Wyoming Shovel Works, Wvoming. Pa.—Red Edge track shovels. Repre-
sented by H. T. Potter. H. C. Emery, G. E. Geer aad A. R. Wren.

At the annual meeting of the Track Supply Association on
Wednesday morning the following officers were elected:

President, Ed. Coleman, .American Hoist & Derrick Com-
pany, St. Paul; vice-pre.^idcnt, W. H. Armstrong, Ingersoll-

Rand Company, New York; sccretan,- and treasurer, W. C.

Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. ; directors, J. V.

Westcott, Q and C Company, Chicago, and D. T. Hallberg,

P and M Company, Chicago.

Exports of Railway Supplies from England for the

first six months of the present year, according to the British

Board of Trade, were as follows, the corresponding figures

for 1917 being given in parentheses: Locomotives, $3,962,-

130 ($.S, 7 10,795); cars, ?2, 795,385 ($1,695,290); rails,

$1,495,945 ($1,572,165).

The Indian W.-\r Loan.-—The Great Indian Peninsula

Railway has adopted a novel method for advertising the

new Indian War loan. Notices in English and vernaculars

"Help the Empire and buy the war loan," have been printed

on the ceilings of cars of a local service train running be-

tween Bombay and Kalyan.

—

Indian Engineering.

Restricted Holiday Traveling in England.—In order

to relieve the congestion on the railways during the busy

holiday season in England, leave for troops will not be

granted if it necessitates railway traveling on Saturdays,

Sundavs or Mondays. The instructions apply to cadets in

officers' training schools.

—

The Engineer, London.

Fire Damages to an English Railw.w.—Damage esti-

mated at $750,000 was done by a fire which broke out on

August 11 in the electric train sheds of the North-Eastern

Railway at Heaton, Newcastle, England. Thirty-eight elec-

tric coaches and the sheds covering 2J4 acres of ground

were completely destroyed. Fifty-three coaches were taken

out undamaged.

—

Railway Gazette, London.
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Steam Heat End Valve

with Automatic Drip

IN
RELIEVING tile conclcii.-iat ion at tlif rear end of pas.-i-n-

ger train heating lines the general practice ha.s been to

open the end valve slightly. This, however, has not

proved satisfactory and many different schemes have been

devised to take care of this drip automatically. All of these

have been arranged to drain through the hose and have
frec|uently caused freezing and decay of the hose. The
Gold Car Heating &: Lighting Company, New York, has
recently developed a new end valve, known as the Acme
valve No. 1126, in which the drip is automatically relieved

through the valve itself, thus eliminating the continual dri])-

ping through the hose.

Referring to the sectional view of the valve, it will In-

Sectional View of the Acme End Valve

seen that it is of the piston type, similar to existing Gold

end valves. In this case the piston is double seated witli

a composition seat at each end. When the valve is closed,

piston B is forced to the right 1)\' the cam on spindle H,
thereby automatically opening the drip-port. When the valve

is in the open position, the piston is forced to the left, the

seat on this end forming a tight joint which automatically

(loses the drip-port. A quarter turn fully opens or closes

tlie valve, and it cannot Ije jarred from its set f)osition by
ihe vibration of train, or unseated by the steam pressure.

.\n adjusting screw G is provided in the drip-port .V for

varying the opening.

The valve is substantiallv liuilt. the bodv of iron and

End Valve with Automatic Condensation Drip Port

the cam and spindle cast in one piece. The spindle is short

and of large diameter and should keep in perfect alinement

for years. The area of the passage through it is so large

that it offers less resistance to the flow of steam than the

train line itself. The seats of the valve are renewable and
lau be replaced without disconnecting any piping.

In addition to relieving the hose of the effect of the con-

tinual drip incident to the relieving of the condensation

through the hose coupling, it is also a protection to the train-

men when uncoupling the hose, as the opening between the

train line and the hose is tightly closed when the valve is

shut.

From a Hun Plane These Camouflaged Guns Might Look Like a Load of Hay

America's Only Terms—"Unconditional Surrender"



General Nev/s Department

The aerial mail carrier from Washington arrived in New
York on Monday, September 16, at 2 o'clock, only 2 hours
and 40 minutes after he left Washington, and this time in-

cludes a stop of eight minutes at Philadelphia.

The Railroad Administration has issued its first consoli-

dated time table of exiiress-train service du the Pennsylvania
and Baltimore & Uhio lines between New York, Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Washington. This supplements the recent
action making Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Ohio tickets

interchangeable for common points between New York and
Washington.

Internal revenue collections during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1918, from the transportation ta.xes imposed by the
war revenue law of October 3, 1917, included $30,002,163 from
the tax on freight transportation, $6,458,994. from the tax on
express transportation, $24,306,350 from the tax on passenger

transportation, and $2,236,699 from the tax on seats and
berths, according to a preliminary statcnK-nt of the commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue.

The Middle division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Harris-
burg to Altoona. is now divided, for purposes of train de-

spatching, into four districts: Harrisburg to Vandyke, 41

miles; Vandyke to Longfellow, 27 miles; Longfellow to

Petersburg, 36 miles, and Petersburg to Altoona, 27 miles.

This division is traversed every day by a large number of

very long freight trains, which must be enabled, so far as

practicable, to avoid unnecessary stops. Hundred-car trains

are not uncommon.

"Every bad locomotive is a Prussian soldier." This was
the keynote of a speech by Director General Mc.Vdoo to the

railroad shopmen at Altoona, Pa., on September 12. He urged
every shopman to put forth his best endeavor in getting locomo-

tives in working order; adding, "Every idle locomotive is work-
ing for the Kaiser. Every live locomotive is an American
soldier. Every moving locomotive is working for Uncle Sam.

Let us get on top of the Prussian locomotives and make Ameri-

can soldiers out of them."

section of the line between Anchorage and Seward a gap of

16 miles, along Turnagain Arm, a branch of Cook Inlet, on
which the grading had not been completed. This involved
some of the most difficult construction work on the whole
line and the laying of steel over this gap marks an important
step. Sixty per cent of this railroad is now ready for opera-
tion, and it is expected that before the end of the present
season rails will also be laid from Nenana, which is about
400 miles inland, southward 50 miles to Lignite Creek, which
will make the lignite coal in the Xenana fields available.

Buy Liberty Bonds
The regional directors are advising their federal and gen-

eral managers that Director General Mc.\doo desires that

each federal treasurer shall be instructed to attach to all pay
checks sent out between the present time and the close of
the Liberty Loan, a paster reading as fallows

:

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEEDS AS MUCH OF THIS MONEY AS YOU

CAN POSSIBLY SPARE.
HOW MUCH WILL YOU LEND TO YOUR

COUNTRY?

BUY LIBERTY BONDS
OR WAR SAVINGS STAMPS, TO THE EXTENT
OF YOUR ABILITY—EVEN IF IT INVOLVES
REAL SELF DENIAL; AND HELP WIN

THE WAR.

These pasters are to be on wliite or tinted paper, light

blue or pink 5 inches wide by 3 inches high, and should be
enclosed in a double red border.

Railroad Disasters in Europe .

A press despatch of September 11 reported a collision near

Schneidemuehl, Prussia, between an excursion train and a

freight, in which 33 children and three other persons were
killed, and 17 children were injured. The e-xcursion train

had run past a signal set against it.

-^ press despatch of September 13 reported a derailment
near Weesp, Holland, due to the weakening of an embank-
ment by heavy rain, in which 40 persons were killed and over

100 injured. Weesp is eight luiles southeast of Amsterdam.

Grain, Coal and Live Stock Movement
During the month of .\ugust, the roruls of the Central

Western region loaded 71.650 cars of grain and grain prod-
ucts, an increase of 22.722 cars over .\ugust, 1917, or 46.4

per cent. During the same period 145,213 cars of coal and
coke were loaded, an increase of 22,910 cars over the same
month last year, or 18.7 per cent. The loading of live-stock

amounted to 48,237 cars, an increase of 10,190 cars, or 26.8

per cent. Every effort is now being concentrated on supply-
ing coal mines with cars.

Alaska Railroad— 190 Miles Open
That part of the government railroad in .\laska between

Anchorage and Seward has been completed. This makes
possible the shipment of coal from the Matanuska mines
directly to Seward, a distance of 190 miles. .\t the close of
the active working season last year there remained on this

Train-Lot Plan of Moving Freight

In an article in the Railzvay Age of May 24, the trainlot plan

of moving freight in the West was described. The plan, which
is applied to shipments of grain, flour, lumber, oil, packinghouse
products and peri.'.hables, is steadily assuming greater importance.

Officers of the Northwestern region report that 90 per cent of all

the freight traffic now moving througli Minneapolis and St.

Paul is in train lots. From March 1 to the end of August, 1,591

trains in the Northwestern region alone were operated under
train movement notices. These trains consisted of a total of

46,907 cars which moved an average of 10.53 miles an hour.

Helping the Station Agent to Digest Orders

The station agent has many masters to serve, from the

top of the official list to the bottom. Railway officers some-
times overlook this fact and become impatient if their numer-
ous orders are forgotten, misinterpreted or misunderstood.

In recognition of this situation A. C. Tumy. general freight

agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, has sent the

following circular letter to all agents on that road:

In view of the nuiltijilicity of tariffs, embargo notices and instructions
of one kind oi another now Iicing .'sent to you from this office. I realize

that some of you tind it difficult at tintcs to interpret and live up to them.
Here in Chicago, which is at the source of information, so to speak, we
experience no little difficulty keeping up with everything. The same is

true of our division freight agents. . . . Whenever you are in doubt
about a freight rate, an embargo notice, short-line routing or anything
else, you are free to communicate with your division freight agent. He
will be glad to advise and instruct you. He is there for that ptirpose. and
you may always depend on receiving a prompt and courteous re-

sponse. . . . Much is exncctcd of us all in these busy times. \Vc are
with vou and back of you, ready to aid in every reasonable way.

American Only Terms—"Unconditional Surrender"
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Disastrous Collision at Marshfield, Mo.

A butting collision of an easlbound troop train and a west-
bound freight train on the St. Louis-San Francisco, one mile
east of Marshfield, Mo., Tuesday night, resulted in fatalities to

13, of whom 11 were soldiers and the remaining two, the fireman
and a brakeman of the troop train. Forty were injured, but
most of them not seriously. The accident was due to non-de-
livery of orders to the freight train and also to the fact that

the troop train ran by a block signal set against it. The re-

sponsibility for the non-delivery of the orders is being investi-

gated.

Colonel Slifer Acknowledges Receipt of Smokes

That the Railway Regiment's Tobacco Fund is an institu-

tion thoroughly appreciated by the .'\merican railway units
in France is attested froin time to time by letters received
from overseas. Among the latest of these testimonials is a
letter from Lieut. -Col. H. J. Slifer, of the Twenty-first En-
gineers (Light Railways), which was addressed to F. A.
Poor, president of the P. & M. Company, Chicago, and chair-
man of the tobacco fund. Colonel Slifer says: "The tobacco
for the Twenty-first Regiment has commenced to arrive. I

dare say that you were right in stating that if we get all of
the shipments that are due us, there will be a cloud around
the regimental headquarters which may be mistaken for a
battle front. I want to thank you and your associates in the
name of the oflncers and the enlisted men. It must have
been quite a task to thus look after the comfort of the rail-
way regiments. I note with a great deal of interest the va-
rious changes that are being made in the railroad field, and
as I receive the Raihvay A^c regularly I am very well posted.

Railway Fire Protection Association

The annual meeting of the Railway Fire Protection As-
sociation will be held at Chicago October 15. 16 and 17.
Charles N. Rambo, mana.ger of the insurance and fire pro-
tection section of the Division of Finance and Purchases,
United States Railroad Administration, has sent a letter to the
regional directors calling attention to the importance of this
convention, and asking them to see that representatives of
the railroads, so far as practicable, be sent to Chicago to
attend the meeting. All railroads were authorized, some
months since, to maintain* membership in the association.
Mr. Raiiibo expects to circulate, at the meeting, a handbook
summarizing the recommendations and inforination for the
benefit of fire prevention officers aflforded by the past pro-
ceedmgs of this association, with special reference to the
needs of new fire inspectors.

A. H. Smith, regional director, Eastern Region, has called
on the principal roads to each send a representative to the
nieeting, and has notified lines not represented at the meet-
ing to confer with the men who do attend.

Traveling Engineers' Association

At the closing session of the Traveling Engineers' conven-
tion, which was held in Chicago last week. A. F, Duflfy.
assistant luanager, Safety Section, United States Railroad
Administration, gave a talk on the subject of reducing acci-
dents and personal injuries on American railroads.
The secretary reported that the association now has over

1,300 members, and that over 200 members were admitted
during the convention. During the past vear the association
has invested $2,000 in Liberty bonds and has contributed to
the American and the Canadian Red Cross. Cash balance in
the treasury was nearly $800.
The following officers were elected for the coming year-
President, H. F. Henson. Norfolk & Western; first vice-

president, G. A. Kell, Grand Trunk; second vice-president,
W. E. Preston, Southern; third vice-president, L. R. Pyle.
Railroad Administration; fourth vice-president, E. Harten-
stein, Chicago & Alton; fifth vice-president, J. H. DeSalis.
New York Central; treasurer, David Meadows, Michit^an
Central; secretary. W. O. Thompson, New York Central-
executive committee—W. H. Corhett. Michigan Central-

S. V. Sproul, Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington: T. F.
How-ley, Erie, and F. Kerby, Baltimore & Ohio.
Chicago was chosen as the next place of meeting-.

Change in Division Names of Pennsylvania Lines
.•\ number of changes have been made in the names of divi-

sions on the Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh. The In-
dianapolis division is now known as the Columbus division and
includes the lines from Columbus, Ohio, including all yards and
terminals at that point, to but e.xcluding Hawthorne Junction,
Ind. The Vincennes division, the Indianapolis terminal division
of the St. Louis system and the Indianapolis terminal division
of the Southwest system have been combined under the name of
the Indianapolis division, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind.,
and made a part of the St. Louis system. This division also in-'

eludes that part of the former Indianapolis division, extending
from and incliiding Hawthorne Junction westwardly. The Louis-
ville division is now operated as a part of the St. Louis system.

Express Company Organizes

Department for Theft Prevention
The American Railway Express Company has organized a spe-

cial agents' department the purpose of which is practically the
same as that of the Property Protection Section of the Railroad
Administration. The circular creating the new department calls
on officers and employees to assist in the worthy cause when-
ever possible, .^ssistancc and information given by railroad em-
ployees and others will be appreciated by the express manage-
ment. The express companies having been formed into one cor-
poration, this special agents' department is the largest single or-
ganization of its kind, covering the entire United States and
operating somewhat like the Post Office inspection department
There are five chief special agents, one for each of the operat-

ing vice-presidents; twenty special agents, one in charge of the
work for each of the twenty general managers ; approximately
a hundred additional special agents and a thousand special offi-

cers. The chief special agents are: Joe L. Hagv, New York;
E. B. Harrigan, Atlanta, Ga.; W. E. Riggs. Chicago; F. w'
Schuler, St. Louis, Mo., and C. Cain, San Francisco, Cai. Several
members of the new organization were formerly superintendents,
and one of the chief special agents was formerly ?. general super-
intendent with one of the old express companies. The Property
Protection Section of the Railroad Administration and the ex-
press company's special agents are co-operating, and offenders
are being prosecuted in the federal courts.

Sailing Day Plan Extended in West
.•\ sailing day schedule for 1. c. 1. freight destined to points in

the Northwestern region will be introduced in Chicago about Sep-
tember 23. The schedule, which has been worked out under the
direction of J. H. Brinkerhoflt, terminal manager rf the Chicago
switching district, also conforms to the plan for the consolida-
tion of 1. c. 1. traffic over definite routes to designated destina-
tions, which was introduced by the Northwestern regional direc-

tor some time ago. The schedules have been printed in pocket
size for the use of railway officers and shippers. The book in-

cludes a list of stations in the Northwestern region arranged
alphabetically and grouped according to states. Letter symbols
indicate the days of the week on w-hich less-than-carload freight

may be shipped to each station and the route such shipments
will take. The plan is temporary and later will be replaced by
permanent schedules for al! the roads (of all regions) enter-

ing Chicago. It is estimated that the temporary schedule will

mean a saving of 410 cars a week in the Northwestern region.

A permanent schedule is being worked out on the basis of a more
detailed study of present facilities and service.

On September 16 the sailing day plan was inaugurated on all

railroad lines in California. It is estimated by R. L. Ruby,
superintendent of transportation of the Southern Pacific, the

Western Pacific and the Tide-Water Southern, that the new
arrangement will mean a saving of about 500 cars a week and an
increase in the average load per car of about 2.(XX> lb. .•\ ship-

ping day guide has also been issued for the purpose of inform-
ing agents and shippers in California of the detail' •• the
plan.
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The Bureau of Markets of the Department of Agriculture

has announced its readiness to enter into co-operative agree-

ments with operators of rural motor-truck routes, and opera-

tors who agree to conform to the general requirements of

the bureau are to be given current information from the

bureau's offices and authorized to display large metal signs

on their trucks. The government hopes to stabilize the rural

motor business by requiring adherence to approved business

practices. Truck operators who desire to co-operate with

the bureau must agree to maintain dependable service and

schedules; charge just rates based on cost plus a reasonable

profit; keep satisfactory records of operating costs and fur-

nish certain of them to the bureau; use uniform bills of lading

approved by the bureau, and provide adequate insurance for

shipments.

Grain Loading Shows Increase

A total of 298,581 cars of grain were loaded up tr. Septem-

ber 7, as compared with 206,698 in the corresponding period

of 1917, according to reports compiled by the Railroad Ad-

ministration showing the figures by regional districts for the

weeks ending August 24 and September 7. The increases for

the year are shown in all of the regions, although there was

a slight decrease during the week ending September 7 in the

Eastern, Allegheny and Pocahontas regions. A report of

the grain receipts at primary markets in the western district

up to September 7 show-s a total of 566,876,000 bushels, an

increase of 151.470.000 over the corresponding period of last

year.

The total grain in elevators at primary markets in the

western district on September 7 was 59,286,000 bushels, as

compared with 8.028.000 for the corresponding period of

1917. The total included 4,313,000 bushels of corn, 18,676,000

of oats, and 38.297.000 of wheat.

Coal Production

Production of bituminous coal during the w-eek of Sep-

tember 7, while limited by the loss of time on Labor Day.

exceeded production during the week which included July 4

by 1.000,000 net tons. The output is estimated at 11.249,000

net tons. The loss of time during the week places production

for the coal year to date approximately 17,000,000 tons behind

the summer requirements outlined by the Fuel .Administra-

tion and makes necessary an average daily production during

the balance of the coal year of 2,041,000 to make up the

deficit. This would be 3.2 per cent in e.xcess of -the average

daily production to date.

Production of anthracite during the week is estimated at

1,617,579 net tons, 28 per cent less than during the week
preceding.

For the week ending August 31, the percentage of full time

output lost by bituminous operators on account of car short-

age is reported at 11.2 per cent.

A report to Director General McAdoo by the Car Service

Section of the Railroad Administration shows the total load-

ing of all kinds of coal for the week ending August 31 to

have been 265,247 cars, as compared with 234.647 in the

corresponding week of 1917. The estimated total for the

week of September 7 was 227,000 as compared with 204.757.

making the increase up to and including the week of Sep-

tember 7 over the same period of 1917, 539,438 cars.

The National Coal Association has issued a statement

takiug issue with declarations by Director General Mc.\doo
that car shortage has not been mainly responsible for the

failure to produce suflicient coal. While conceding that the

car supply has shown marked improvement during the sum-
mer in some districts the statement says: "Shortage of cars

at the bituminous coal mines has curtailed production of

not less than 82.000.000 tons since January 1 and stands as

the dominating factor of all causes of curtailment."
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has adopted a special rule of practice to

the effect that original complaints filed in new proceedings

under the Act to regulate commerce, as amended, should

name as defendants, in addition to the director general of

railroads, the carriers not under federal control, and should

specify the carriers, or the principal carriers under federal

control, over whose lines the rates, fares, practices, etc.,

apply. The complainant may name as additional defendants

the' carriers under federal control over whose lines the rates,

etc., appl}-. The complainant must furnish as many complete
copies of the complaint as there maj- be parties defendant to

be served, including receivers and operating trustees of car-

riers not under federal control; as many additional copies for

the director general as there are carriers under federal con-

trol specified in the complaint and not named as defendants,

,nid seven additional copies for the use of the commission.
Service of the complaint will be made by the commission.

Personnel of Commissions
George M. Crosland has been designated acting chief of

the tariff bureau of the Interstate Commerce Commission
until a permanent successor to J. M. Jones is named.

J. H. Carmalt has resigned as chief examiner of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and pending the selection of

his successor, Henry Thurtell, will act as chief examiner.

Court News
Notice of Claim—Interstate Shipment

The South Carolina Supreme Court holds that tiling of suit

against a railroad for damage to an interstate shipment, under
the proviso of the interstate commerce act that if the loss, dam-
age, or injury was due to delay or damage while being loaded
or unloaded, or to carelessness or negligence while in transit, no
notice of filing of claim shall be required as a condition prece-

dent to recovery, was sufficient compliance with the stipulation

in the bill of lading that claims must be made in writing to the

carrier at the point of delivery or of origin within four months.
—Lindley Xursery Co. v. Southern (S. Car.), 96 S. 11. 221.

Liability to Passenger Riding at Reduced Fare

Action was brought against a railroad for the death of a

clergyman while traveling on a clerical ticket containing an
agreement, in consideration of reduced fare, to exempt the rail-

road from liability for damages caused by its negligence. The
\ew York Court of Appeals, by a divided court, affirming 171

.'\pp. Div. 687, held the release valid, saying in part, by Mr.

Justice McLaughlin : "Had the intestate, at the time of the ac-

cident been traveling on a pass there could be but one answer to

the question. .V recovery could not be had. This court settled

that question over half a century ago. Wells v. N. Y. C, 24
N. Y., 181. It was there specifically held that such a contract

was not against public policy. Does an agreement to sell a ticket

at a reduced rate of fare, in consideration of exemption from
such liability change the rule? I do not think it docs. No good
reason can be suggested why it should. If a railroad company
and a passenger he permitted to make such a contract at all,

then they are the sole judges of the amount of consideration

which will compensate the one for being relieved from liability

and the other for assuming the risk, whether it be the whole
fare or anything less than that. ... In fairness, it seems to me
the agreement should be enforced. The intestate was an in-

telligent man. He deliberately and voluntarily entered into the

agreement. It was printed on the back of the ticket, and as

evidence that he had full knowledge and appreciated the effect

of the agreement his signature is affixed thereto."—Anderson v.

Erie (X. Y.L 119 N. E., 557. Decided April 23, 1918.
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Locomotive Deliveries

A total of 54 new locomotives were shipped to railroads

under federal control from the various locomotive works
during the week ending September 7, according to a state-

ment issued by the Railroad Administration. Of these 28

were of the U. S. R. A. standard types and the balance other

types on former orders of the railroads. The American
Locomotive Company shipped 25, the Lima Locomotive
Corporation 5 and the Baldwin Locomotive Works 24.

Car and Locomotive Standards

The Committee on Standards for Cars and Locomotives
began its monthly meeting at Washington on Tuesday. It is

expected to continue in session until Friday. In addition to

giving final approval to designs for the 60-foot and 70-foot

baggage cars which have been prepared and from which
orders for about 1,500 cars are expected to be placed, the

committee expected to consider a plan of general instructions

governing betterments to freight cars providing they should

receive as nearly as possible appliances .that will be inter-

changeable with those in the standard cars. These will prob-

ablv be embodied in a circular to be issued.

Locomotives

The Tientsin Pukow Railway, China, has ordered 10 Mikado
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Pekin Kalgan Railway, China, has ordered S Mikado
and three Mallet locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

Freight Cars

II. KoppERS, Pittsburgh, Pa., is inquiring for one hopper car.

The Exeter Machine Works, Pittston, Pa., is inquiring for

28 standard 50-ton trucks and IS small steel car bodies.

Iron and Steel

The Wabash has ordered one riveted truss span and two
plate girder bridges, 304 tons, from the American Bridge Com-
pany.

Miscellaneous

The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has ordered
50 hard coal car heaters from the Refrigerator Heater & Ventila-
tor Car Company, St. Paul, Minn.

New Uruguayan Engineering Journal.— .\ new bilingual en-
gineering review, called Ingenieria Sudamericana (South Amer-
ican Engineering), has recently been founded at Montevideo.
It will be printed in Spanish and English and will be devoted
to engineering and allied interests in American countries. The
publishers are the Engineering Editorial Company, Reconquista
634, Montevideo, Uruguay.

—

Cotinnercc Reports.

Coal Shortage in Ireland.—Arising out of the question of re-

duced train services in Ireland, the president of the British
Board of Trade said that there is a shortage of coal there, and
the railway companies had, in consequence, been called upon to
reduce their passenger facilities. Asked why the coal rationing
system was not applied to Ireland, Sir .When Stanley said that
the conditions in Ireland are so totalh ditTerent, that it would
be impossible to apply the same system in Ireland as in Great
Britain.

Guy E. Tripp

The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company has opened its

own branch oltice in the Union National Bank building,
Cleveland, Ohio, for the better handling of the company's
contractors hoists, mine hoists and cableway business in that
territory. This oftice will be in charge of Ernest F. Pegg,
who has been handling the Lidgerwood line for the W. M.
Pattison Supply Company, its former agent. Mr. Pegg is,

therefore, fainiliar with all the Lidgerwood products and well
prepared to serve the trade.

Guy E. Tripp, formerly Colonel United States Army and head
of the production division of the Ordnance Department, has been

promoted to the rank
of Brigadier General
in the United States
Army, and placed in

control of the offices

having charge of the pro-
duction of ordnance ma-
terial in their respective

sections of the country.
The district chiefs will

report direct to General
Tripp, who is succeeded
as head of the produc-
tion division by Colonel
C. C. Jamieson. Pre-
vious to his connection
with the Ordnance De-
partment, General Tripp
was chairman of the

board of directors, West-
inghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Com-
pany, at New York.

E. O. Griffin, until recently assistant to the president of
the St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis.
Mo., has been elected vice-president and sales manager of

the Rabok Paint Com-
pany, with headquar-
ters at Houston, Tex.
Mr. Griffin was born
at Madison, N. C, on
January 3, 1867. He at-

tended the Southwest-
ern Baptist L'niversity,

Jackson, Tenn., for two
years, following which
he took the law course
at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity, Nashville, Tenn.
He entered railroad

service as assistant to

the master in chancery
on the International &
Great Northern in 1889.

In the following year
he was appointed as-

sistant to the receiver,
E. O. Griltin j tonrand in 1895 was ap-

pointed assistant to the

general manager. I'rom 1897 to 1903 he was chief clerk to

the vice-president and general manager, and from the latter

date to 1904 was passenger and ticket agent at San .-\ntonio,

Tex. In 1905 he was appointed southwestern passenger agent
of the Missouri Pacific, and three years later demurrage
agent of all lines entering Galveston. Tex. In 1909 he re-

turned to the International & Great Northern as chief clerk

to the superintendent, and two years later was appointed
general storekeeper. He was promoted to purchasing agent
and general storekeeper in August, 1914, and remained in

that position until December, 1916, when he was appointed
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assistant to the president of the St. Louis Southwestern
Lines in charge of the purchases, stores, tie and timber, fuel

and scale departments. He continued in that position until

August 1, 1918, when upon the reorganization of the St.

Louis Southwestern under Federal control, he was appointed

assistant purchasing agent for that part of the road between
Texarkana, .Xrk., and St. Louis, Mo. In addition to directing

the sales work of the Rabok Paint Company at Houston,
Te.x., he will represent the Southern Railway Supply &
Equipment Company, manufacturers of a general line of

railway hardware; the Scarritt Car Seat Company; the Harry
Benjamin Equipment Company; the Byrnes Belting Com-
pany; the Aquart Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of

coach cleaning compounds; the Falls Hollow Staybolt Iron

Company; the Great Western Smelting & Refining Company;
the Royal Waste Company, and Leo Krouse of Te.Narkana,

a manufacturer of hardwood lumber and cross ties.

Effective September 1, Captain J. J. Gaillard assumed the posi-

tion of district engineer in cliarj^t- nt tlic Atlanta office. Port-

land Cement Association, succeeding W. Jess Brown, who has

resigned to accept a commission as captain in the Ordnance De-

partment, U. S. Army. Captain Gaillard joined the forces of

the Portland Cement Association on January 1. 1918, and
since that time he has been doing general promotion and in-

spection work in the district covered by the .Atlanta office of

the association.

F. J. O'Brien, whose appointment as general manager of

the Globe Seamless Tubes Company. Chicago, was announced
in tlie Rnilzvay Age of September 6. began his business career

as a stenographer in

the manufacturing de-

partment of the Pull-

man Company in 1894.

He was subsequently
chief clerk to the gen-

eral manager and man-
ager of the sales de-

partment of the same
company, and in 1906

left the Pullman Com-
pany to become sales

representative of the

Kirby Equipment Com-
pany. He remained
with that company un-

til 1910 when he be-

came identified with
the Globe Seamless
Steel Tubes Company
as sales representative.

He was promoted to

general sales manager
in 1914, and in .'\pril. 1917, was appointed manager of mills,

with headquarters at Milwaukee. On Septeinber 1, 1918, he
was promoted to general manager of the company, with

headquarters at Milwaukee.

The Assets of the Orenstein-Arthur Koppel Company of

Koiipel, Pa., were snld l)y the -Mien Property Custodian in

an auction at Pittsburgh, on .August 12. to W. .A. Chamber-
lain of Pittsburgh acting for the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The price paid was $1,312,000. Included in this sale were a

number of subsidiary companies which were owned by the Kop-
pel company. These were the Koppel Land Company, the

Beaver Connecting Railroad, the Koppel Water Company,
the Koppel Sales Company, of Koppel, Pa.; the Pennsylvania
Car & Manufacturing Company of Pittsburgh, and the Uni-
versal Railway Products Company of Xew York. The com-
pany was taken over by the Alien Property Custodian sev-

eral months ago since which it has been operated as an
-American concern under the supervision of T. Hart Given.
On September 13, the Alien Property Custodian also sold at

an auction, also in Pittsburgh, stock in the H. Koppers Com-
pany, of Pittsburgh, amounting to $300,000 and representing
the 20 per cent enemy interest in the company. The buyer
was Hamilton Stewart, treasurer of the company and secre-

tary of the Harbison Walker Refractories Company. He paid
$100.75 a share for the 3,000 shares.

J. O'Br

Trade Publications

Pneumatic and Electric Tools.—The Independent Pneumatic
Tool Company, Chicago, has issued a four-page circular describ-

ing its pneumatic and electric tools with photographs and dimen-
sions.

Drag Scr.vpers.—The R. H. Beaumont Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., has just issued a new catalogue No. 38 describing and illus-

trating the Bcaumoni drag scraper s\-iem for the ground storage

of coal.

Tanks.—The W alter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has issued bulletin No. 246. This is a four-page pamphlet
and contains specifications for some of the storage, wooden and
car tanks, etc., carried in stock by ihe company.

Expansion Joints.—The Ross Heater & Manufacturing Com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y., has issued a folder describing and illustrat-

ing the Ross crosshead-guided expansion joints, water healers,

condensers and other apparatus manufactured by this company.

Strom Hearings.—Data sheets giving prices and dimensions

of all types of Strom bearings have been compiled in a 72-page
catalogue by the U. S. Ball Bearing Manufacturing Company,
of Chicago, to assist purchasers in making selection of the proper
bearings for their needs.

Rome Hollow St.vvbolt Iron.— Bulletin No. 2 of the Rome
Iron Mills, Inc., 30 .Church street. New York, enumerates the

advantages of Rome hollow staybolt iron, and bears out a claim

of economy with figures com.paring the cost of this kind of stay-

bolt iron per engine for the first year and each succeeding year,

and the ultimate cost of solid iron, which must be drilled and
frequently tested.

Pnkumatic .\xd Electric Tools.—The Independent Pneumatic
Tool Company, Chicago, has recently issued circular No. 27,

illustrating and describing in convenient tabular form the line of

Thor pneumatic and electric tools which the company manufac-
tures. These include the Thor cylinder and turbine air drills,

electric drills, pneumatic hammers, pneumatic holder-ons and
pneumatic sand rammers.

Scales.—The Standard Scale and Supply Company. Pittsburgh,

Pa., has issued an attractive catalogue A-235 of 48 pages, descrip-

tive of its products. Several pages are devoted to the design and
construction of railroad track scales and the other scales used

extensively in railway service. The catalogue is attractively

prepared with profuse illustrations and a complete de-criptive

index. The information contained is presented in a particularly

concise manner.

Calculating Bearing Loads.—The U. S. Ball Bearing Manu-
facturing Company has compiled in a booklet of convenient size,

formute and calculations necessary to determine the loads on
ball bearings resulting from various types of power transmitting

elements, with sketches illustrating the various bearing loads.

These include belt, rope and chain drive loads, spur, helical

and bevel gear drive loads, and helical bevel gear and worm
gear drive loads.

Insulating Brick.^—The Armstrong Cork & Insulation Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has purchased a four-page leaflet which

describes the composition of Nonpareil insulating brick for fur-

naces and ovens, and cites an instance as proof of the claim that

Nonpareil insulating brick will save from 60 to 75 per cent of

the heat ordinarily lost by conduction and radiation and makes
it possible to attain a desired temperature in less time than

would otherwise be required.

Horizontal Boring Machine.—.A detailed description of the

Landis No. 35 floor type horizontal boring, milling and drilling

machine, illustrated with numerous photographs of the assem-

bled machine and its parts, is contained in a 15-page catalogue

issued by the Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro. Pa. This

machine has an almost universal range of adaptability ami may
be used to bore, mill, drill, tap, spline, oil-groove, or rotary-

plane at one setting, and when a swiveling table is used, the

work can be finished on all sides without resetting. The cata-

logue also contains a sketch showing a sectional view of the

spindle driving and feeding mechanism, with all of the details

numbered.
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Boston & Maine.—The reorganization plan of this company is

commented on editorially elsewhere in this issue.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—The New York Public
Service Commission has approved the agreement between the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh and the Central Union Trust
Company of New York, by which the railroad will issue $1,200,-

000 equipment bonds at 6 per cent.

CANADIAN Northern.—\ temporary board of directors, working
in conjunction with the government, it is officially announced,
will administer the Canadian Northern Railway probably for

some time. Negotiations for the purchase by the government
of the Grand Trunk are being continued, and, till some con-

clusion is reached, it is unlikely that a permanent board will

be appointed. At present the Canadian Northern is being

administered by D. B. Hanna, A. J. Mitchell and Major Bell,

deputy minister of railways.

The Canadian treasury has completed the arrangements for

the payment of the purchase money for Canadian Northern
Railroad stock held by Sir William Mackenzie, Sir Donald
Mann and their associates and for the formal incorporation of

the railway properties in the government system. The financial

arrangements provide for the payment of $8,500,000 to the two
parties mentioned and the Canadian Bank of Commerce holders

and pledges of .SIO.OOO shares of Canadian Northern Railroad

stock taken over from them by the government. Sundry other

holders having 90,000 shares received $1,620,000, so the total

amount paid for 600,000 shares is $10,120,000.

Chicago & Northwestern.—This railroad has been the first to

notify the Railroad Administration of its acceptance of the

standard contract.

Chic.\go & \\'esterx Indiana.—J. P. Morgan & Co. have issued

the following statement in connection with the default of this

company's $15,000,000 6 per cent notes which matured Septem-

ber 1 : "We have noted Mr. John Skelton Williams's state-

ment, renewing his attack upon us and upon our associates, be-

cause of our inability to secure funds at 6 per cent, to finance

the obligations of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railway

Company. We have nothing further to say except to reiterate

our regret that Mr. Williams, while publishing his telegrams

to us, refrains from making public ours to him."

Denver & Rio Grande.—See Western Pacific.

Marshall & East Texas.—This company has sold a part of its

line extending from Marshall to Elysian Fields, 20 miles, to

the Waterman Lumber Company, Marshall, Te.x.

Union P.\cific.—This company owns $3,000,000 of Delaware &
Hudson three-year 5 per cent notes, as shown by the list of

securities in its annual report for December 31, 1917. These
notes represent one-third of the issue offered by the Delaware
& Hudson in July, 1917.

\\'f.stern PACinc.—In pursuance of a report by the Equitable

Trust Company, trustee under the first mortgage of the old

Western Pacific Railway Company, as to the sums thus far re-

covered upon a judgment of $38,000,000 against the Denver &
Rio Grande, the Western Pacific Railroad Corporation has

made an offer to holders of the bonds of the old company who
did not assent to the plan of reorganization. The new com-

pany offers five shares of its preferred stock and seven and

one-half shares of its common stock for each $1,000 face amount
of the bonds, together with an amount of cash equal to all

dividends which have been or may be paid prior to Oct. IS, 1918,

on which date the offer expires. Bondholders accepting the

offer are to surrender their bonds with their right to participate

in the judgment and to pay in cash the share which they have

received on their bonds out of tli<* proceeds of the foreclosure

sale of the VYestern Pticific Railway property, with interest at

5 per cent from July 1, 1916, to Oct. 1, 1918.

Railroad Administration

Regional

Richard B. Thornton has been appointed inspector of
telegraph and telephone of the Central Western region, with
headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Federal and General Managers

G. L. Blair has been appointed general manager of the San
Francisco & Portland Steamship Line, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal., effective September 12.

G. F. Hawks, general manager of the El Paso & South-
western, at EI Paso, Texas, has had his authority extended
to include the El Paso Union Passenger depot.

The Pacific & Eastern having been relinquished from
government control, the jurisdiction of J. P. O'Brien as
federal manager of that line has been discontinued.

The jurisdiction of E. L. Brown, general manager of the
Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.,
has been extended over the Denver Union Terminal Railroad.

M. J. Buckley, general superintendent of the Oregon-Wash-
ington Railroad & Navigation Line, with headquarters at

Portland, Ore., has been appointed general manager of that
road, the Southern Pacific lines north of Ashland, Ore., and
the Pacific Coast, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., ef-

fective September 12.

C. M. Scott, whose appointment as general manager of the
Arizona Eastern, with headquarters at Phoenix, Ariz., was
announced in the Rnil7ioy Age of August 30, was born in

Hamilton county, Ohio,

on April 10, 1872.

Mr. Scott entered rail-

way service with the

Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, now a

part of the Baltimore
& Ohio, as chief clerk

in the trainmaster's of-

fice in 18SH), and subse-

quently became chief

clerk in the superin-

tendent's office and
train despatcher. In

1896. he entered the

service of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy
as chief operator in the

despatcher's office at

St. Joseph, Mo., and
later he became secre-

tary to the general sup-

erintendent. In 1900,

he went with the .\tchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, in the gen-

eral freight and passenger agent's office at Prescott, .Ariz.

The following year he was employed in the chief engineer's

office, and later in the general manager's office of the same

road, at Prescott, Ariz. In 1905, Mr. Scott entered the

service of the Arizona Eastern and the Southern Pacific

Railroad Company of Mexico as secretary to the president,

with headquarters at Tucson, -Ariz. Later he became chief

clerk to the president, and in 1907, he was promoted to

superintendent of the Phoenix division of the .Arizona F.ast-

ern, with headquarters at Phoenix, which position he held

until his appointment as mentioned above.

Operating

John EUett has been appointed trainmaster of the Norfolk

& Western, with office at Crewe, W. Va., succeeding D. F.

Peters, promoted.

C. M. Scott
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W. A. Ginn has been appointed general agent of the Chesa-

peake & ( )hio and the Ashland Coal & Imn Railroad, with

office at Ashland, Ky.

J. .J O'Neill has been appointed general manager of the

Chicago, St. f'aul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters

at St. Paul, Minn., effective September 12.

J. Lord has been appointed trainmaster of the Sacramento

division of the Southern Pacific (Pacific system lines south of

Ashland), with headquarter.^ at Truckee, Cal., vice F. E. Keenan,
transferred.

J. E. Fahy has been appointed assistant superintendent of

transportation of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, western

lines, the Dayton & Union Railroad and the Dayton Union
Railroad, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

L. R. Smith has been appointed supervisor of transporta-

tion, with jurisdiction over the Southern Pacific, Pacific system

lines south of Ashland, the Western Pacific, the Tidewater South-

ern, and the Deep Creek Railroad, with headquarters at San

Francisco, Cal.

W. G. Choate, assistant to president of the Gulf Coast Lines,

has been appointed assistant general manager of the New Or-

leans, Texas & Mexico, the Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western,

and the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, with headquarters at

Houston, Tex.

W. C. Showalter, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific at

Missoula, Mont., has been promoted to superintendent of the

Rocky Mountain division, with the same headquarters, suc-

ceeding F. R. Bartels, who has been granted a leave of ab-

sence to enter military service.

E. W. LoUis, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, at Savanna, 111., has been promoted to superintendent, with

office at Des Moines, la., succeeding R. P. Edson, transferred;

C. E. Corcoran succeeds Mr. Lollis and N. A. Meyer has been

appointed trainmaster of the Milwaukee Terminal at Milwaukee,

Wis.

Martin W. Clement, whose appointment as superintendent of

freight transportation of the Pennsylvania Railroad, eastern lines,

with headquarters at Philadel|)hia, Pa., has already been an-

nounced in these col-

umns, was born on De-

cember 5, 1881, at Sun-

bury, Pa., and was edu-

cated at Trinity College,

Hartford, Conn. He en-

tered the service of the

Pennsylvania Railrc ad

on August L 1901, as a

rodman in the office of

the principal assistant

engineer of the United

Railroads of New Jer-

sey. He later served

successively as transit-

man and assistant super-

visor, and on January 1,

1910, was promoted to

supervisor in the office

of the general manager.

He was transferred to „,
1 m 1 » J' • • M. W. Clement
the Manhattan division

in June, 1913, and to the

Pittsburgh division the following December in the same capacity.

One year later he was transferred to the New York, Philadel-

phia & Norfolk as division engineer, and on .\ugust 8. 1916,

returned to the Pennsylvania Railroad as division engineer to

study improvements in and around New York. In November,

1916, he was appointed division engineer under the principal

assistant engineer of the New jersey division, and in June, 1917,

he was appointed superintendent of the New York, Philadelphia

& Norfolk. He was promoted to superintendent of freight trans-

portation of the Pennsylvania Railroad, eastern lines, on Sep-

tember 1, as above noted.

W. C. Garaghty, maintenance of equipment inspector of

the Baltimore & Ohio, western lines, with office at Cincin-

nati, Ohio, has been appointed safety agent of the South-

west district, with headquarters at Cincinnati. Ohio. W. J.

Head, trainmaster at Cleveland, has been appointed safety

agent of the Northwest district, with headquarters at Cleve-

land; H. C. Batchelder, terminal trainmaster at .\kron
Junction, Ohio, has been appointed trainmaster at Cleve-
land, vice Mr. Head, and T. C. Smith succeeds Mr. Batch-
elder.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

C. L. Smith has been appfiinte<l acting federal treasurer
of the I'l. Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, with headquarters
at Boone, la.

F. W. Johnston, whose appointment as federal treasurer

of the Ft. Dodge, Des Moines & Southern was announced in

the Railway Age of September 13, has been appointed federal

auditor; the announcement last week being in error.

J. W. Edwards has been appointed federal auditor of the
Pacific Coast, and J. L. Piatt has been appointed acting
federal treasurer, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., ef-

fective September 12.

E. L. Brown, controller of the Northern Pacific Terminal
Company, has been appointed federal auditor, and Lloyd L.
Mulit has been appointed acting federal treasurer, with head-
quarters at Portland. Ore., effective September 12.

I. T. Bennett, car accountant on the Litchfield & Madison,
has been appointed acting federal treasurer, succeeding F. M.
Campbell, who remains auditor of that road, with head-
quarters at Edwardsville, 111., eflfective September 4.

A. R. Howard, local treasurer of the International & Great
Northern and the Galveston. Houston & Henderson, has
been appointed also acting federal treasurer of the Houston
& Brazos Valley, with headquarters at Houston, Texas.
succeeding W. C. McLendon, resigned, effective September 15.

R. Blaisdell, federal auditor of the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation lines and the Camas Prairie, has been
appointed federal auditor also of the San Francisco & Port-

land Steamship Line. J. F. Meyer has been appointed acting

federal treasurer of those lines, with headquarters at Port-

land, Ore., eflfective September 12.

A. C. Spencer, general solicitor of the Oregon Washington
Railroad & Navigation Company, has been appointed gen-

eral solicitor also of the Southern Pacific lines north of

.Ashland. Ore., the Pacific Coast, the San Francisco & Port-

land Steamship Line, and the Northern Pacific Terminal of

Oregon, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., effective Sep-
tember 12.

G. R. Cottingham, general auditor of the Texas & New
Orleans and the Galveston. Harrisburg & San .Antonio, has

had his jurisdiction extended over Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas, the Louisiana Western, the New Orleans. Texas &
Mexico, the Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western, the St. Louis,

Brow-nsville & Mexico, the San Antonio & .\ransas Pass,

the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf, the Southern Pacific Ter-
minal Company and the Galveston Wharf Company, with

headquarters at Houston, Texas.

Traffic

H. A. Johnson, trafiic manager of the Colorado & South-

ern, at Denver, Colo., has been appointed traffic manager
also of the Denver & Salt Lake.

T. L. Peeler has been appointed industrial commissioner
for all roads under the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, federal

manager, with headquarters at Dallas. Texas, effective Sep-

tember 1.

Harry Parry, assistant general passenger a.cent of the

New York Central, with office at Buffalo. X. Y.. has been
appointed .general passenger a.gent of the lines east, and of

the West Shore Railroad, with headquarters at New York,

to succeed C. C. Howard, resigned to go into other business.

C. H. Stinson. freight traffic manager of the Wabash, at

St. Louis. Mo., has been appointed assistant traffic manager:
H. E. Watts, general freight agent, at St. Louis, has been

appointed general passenger agent, and F. H. Tristram,
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general passenger agent, at St. Louis, has been appointed as-

sistant general passenger agent.

F. W. Robinson, traffic manager of the Oregon-Washing-
ton Railroad & Navigation line, with headquarters at Port-

land, Ore., has been appointed traffic manager also of the

Southern Pacific lines north of Ashland, Ore., the San Fran-

cisco & Portland Steamship Line, and the Pacific Coast,

with headquarters at Portland, effective September 12.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

H. S. Marshall, cliief land appraiser of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, has been ajipointed valuation engineer,

succeeding W. W. K. Sparrow.

The authority of A. M. Frazee, electrical engineer of the

Duluth, Missabe & Northern, with office at Duluth, Minn.,

has been extended over the Duluth & Iron Range.

The authority of W. H. Woodbury, valuation engineer of

the Duluth & Iron Range, witli office at Duluth, Minn., has

been extended over tlie Duluth, Missabe & Northern.

F. E. Keenan, trainmaster of the Southern Pacific, at

Truckee, Cal., has been appointed district road foreman of

engines, with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal., vice W. L.

Hack, promoted.

W. J. Barnes has been appointed engineer of power plants

of the Baltimore & Ohio, western lines; the Dayton & Union
Railroad and the Dayton Union Railroad, with headquarters

at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Willard Kells, who has been appointed general superintendent

of motive power of the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters

at Wilmington, N. C, as has already been announced in these

columns, was born on
February 4, 1868, at

Dennison, Ohio, and was
educated in the grammar
and high schools of

Cleveland, Ohio. He
began railway work on
March 1, 1888, as a ma-
chinist apprentice with

the Erie Railroad, at

Susquehanna, Pa., and

later was promoted to

gang foreman, at Mead-
ville. Pa. On October 1,

1893, he was appointed

general foreman of the

same shop, and in Jan-

uary, 1896, was pro-

moted to master me-
chanic, Mahoning divi-

sion, with headquarters

at Cleveland. In Au- ^- '^="'

gust, 1898, he was trans-

ferred as master mechanic lo ihc Lima and Chicago divisions,

with headquarters at Huntington, Ind. From February 1, 1899,

to April 1, 1903, he was master mechanic of the Mcadville di-

vision at Meadville, Pa., and on the latter date resigned from
the service of the Erie to become assistant master car builder

of the Union Tank Line, with office at New York. The fol-

lowing month he was appointed master mechanic of the Auburn,
Pennsylvania and Seneca divisions of the Lehigh Valley, with

headquarters at Sayre, Pa. He was later transferred to Buffalo,

N. Y., in the same capacity and was given supervision of all

divisions in New York state. He resigned from the service of

the Lehigh Valley in December, 1910, to go to the Atlantic Coast

Line as assistant to the general superintendent of motive power,

with headquarters at Wilmington, N. C, and one year later was
appointed assistant general superintendent of motive power,

which position he held until his recent appointment as general

superintendent of motive power of the same road, as above

noted.

A. B. Ford, division master mechanic of tlie Great North-
ern, at Great Falls, Mont., has been promoted to general

master mechanic, with headquai ters at Great Falls, to suc-

ceed J. J. Dowling, transferred.

The jurisdiction of A. D. Williams, superintendent of

motive power. Northern district on the Southern Pacific,

has been extended to include the Western Pacific, Tidewater
Southern and Deep Creek Railroads, with headquarters at
Sacramento, Cal.

J. J. Dowling, general master mechanic on the Great
Northern, with headquarters at Great Falls, Mont., has been
appointed general master mechanic of the eastern district,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding G. A. Bruce,
deceased, effective Septem.ber IS.

S. Murray, chief engineer of the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation lines, has been appointed chief

engineer also of the Southern Pacific Lines north of Ash-
land, Ore., the Pacific Coast, and the Northern Pacific

Terminal of Oregon, with headquarters at Portland, Ore.,
effective September 12.

R. E. Chamberlain, division engineer of the Baltimore &
Ohio, western lines, with office at Flora, 111., has been ap-
pointed division engineer, with headquarters at Chillicothe,

Ohio, vice A. H. Freygang, promoted, and John Hewes, Jr.,

has been appointed division engineer, with headquarters at

Flora, 111., vice Mr. Chamberlain.

R. E. Roe, general master mechanic of the Gulf Coast Lines,

has been appointed assistant mechanical superintendent of the

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the Beaumont, Sour Lake &
Western and tlie St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, with office at

Kingsville, Tex., and C. S. Kirkpatrick, chief engineer of the

Gulf Coast Lines, has been appointed assistant engineer mainte-
nance of way of the same three lines, with office at Houston, Tex.

Purchasing

Until further notice, E. T. Burnett will perform the duties-

of purchasing agent of the Norfolk & Western, in addition
to his duties as chairman of the Regional Purchasing Com-
mittee for the Pocahontas Region.

G. W. Saul, purchasing agent of the Oregon-Washington.
Railroad & Navigation lines and the Yakima Valley Trans-
portation Company, has been appointed purchasing agent
also of the Northern Pacific Terminal of Oregon and the

Pacific Coast, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., effective-

September 12.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

R. B. Alberson has been appointed assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with
headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa, and W. B. Davids has
been appointed assistant secretary, with lieadquarters at

New York.

G. W. Webster, secretary of the Minneapolis. St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at Minneapolis. Minn.,

has been appointed also treasurer, succeeding C. F. Clement,
formerly treasurer, who is now federal treasurer, as an-
nounced in the Railway Age of August 9.

I. McQuilkin, vice-president in charge of accounting of the
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, has been elected vice-president

and treasurer of the corporate organization, with head-
quarters at Johnson City, Tenn. Edward C. Bailly has been
elected secretary, with headquarters at New York.

W. G. Besler, president and general manager of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey, continues as president under the
corporate organization, F. T. Dickerson, assistant to the
president and assistant secretary, has been appointed also

assistant treasurer under the corporate organization.

Felix E. Anderson, assistant to the president of the Ter-
minal Railroad .Association of St. Louis and subsidiary cor-

porations, has been appointed also treasurer, succeeding'

G. H. Steinberg, whose appointment as acting federal treas-

urer of the Alton & Southern, the St. Louis & C)'Fallon and
other roads in the vicinity of St. Louis was announced in

the Railzcay Age of August 30.

Roberts Walker, formerly president of the Cliicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, has been elected president of the Chicago-
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& Alton, succeeding W. G. Bierd, now federal manager.

Charles R. Bosse, transfer agent in the office of the secre-

tary in \e\v York, has been elected assistant secretary and
auditor. James Williams has been elected assistant treas-

urer, and Charles A. Roberts becomes corporate counsel.

The headquarters of all these officers will be in New York.

J, B. Munson, vice-president and general manager of the

Georgia, Southern & Florida, has been elected vice-president of

the Southern Railway Company under its corporate organization,

with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio. C. B. Hayes, controller

of the Mobile & Ohio, has been elected vice-president of the

Southern Railway Company, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala.

C. F. Steele ha.-; been elected vice-president, with headquarters

at Xew Orleans, La. F. S. Wynn, secretary, has been made

secretary and treasurer of the corporate organization, with head-

quarters at New York. W. S. Camp has been appointed as-

sistant secretary, with headquarters at Richmond, Va. Mr. Wynn
has been appointed, also, secretary and assistant treasurer of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with headquarters at New
York, to succeed J. A. Hilton.

C. W. Bunn, general counsel of the Northern Pacific, has

been elected vice-president and general counsel for the

corporate organization, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.

Thomas Cooper, assistant to the presideiit, has been elected

vice-president and land commissioner, with headquarters at

St. Paul. E. A. Gay, secretary and assistant treasurer, has

been elected secretary and treasurer, with headquarters at

New York. E. M. Willis, assistant to the president of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, has been appointed

assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the Northern

Pacific, with headquarters at New York. F. W. Sweeney,

chief examiner of accounts of the Interstate Coinmerce Com-
mission at Washington, has been appointed controller of

the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul. P. B.

Lacy has been appointed cashier with the same headquarters.

Traffic

William Blackstock Lanigan, wliose appointment as freigin

trattic manager of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at

Montreal, Quebec, has already been announced in these

columns was born on

October 12, 1861, at

Tlirec Rivers, Quebec.

He was educated at St.

Joseph's College, Three
Rivers, and at Stanstead

College. In July, 1877,

he began railway work
with the Quebec, Mon-
treal, Ottawa & Occi-

dental, now a part of the

Canadian Pacific. He
subsequently served as

telegraph operator on

the Grand Trunk until

September, 1884, and lat-

er served in the same
capacitv' on the Canadian
Pacific. He was then

agent at various places,

and from July, 1S91, to

December, 1900, was
traveling frei.ght agent
at Toronto. He later served as assistant general freight agent

at the same place, and subsequently became general freight

agent, at Winnipeg, of the western division. In March,

1908. he was appointed assistant freight traffic manager of the

western lines, which position he held until his recent appoint-

ment as freight traffic manager of all Canadian Pacific lines,

as above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Anton Anderson, principal assistant en.gineer of the Chi-

cago. Indianapolis & Louisville, has been appointed engineer

for the corporation, with headquarters at Chicago.

L. M. Perkins, engineer maintenance of way -of the North-
ern Pacific, lines west, with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash..

Lanigan

has been appointed engineer for the corporation, with head-
quarters at St. Paul, Minn.

Herbert W. Cox, real estate agent of the Terminal Rail-

road Association of St. Louis and subsidiary corpora-
tions, has been appointed chief engineer and real estate

officer, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Purchasing

W. F. H. Finke, tie and timber agent of the Southern
Railway Company, has been appointed purchasing agent for

the corporate organization, with headquarters at Richmond.
Va.

Obituary

Payson Ripley, division superintendent of the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe., at Chanute, Kan., died in that city on Sep-

tember 10.

George A. Merrill, formerly superintendent of the Cedar
Rapids division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with
headquarters at Cedar Rapids, la., died in that city on Sep-
tember 11, following a lingering illness of several months.
In the early part of this year, Mr. Merrill was granted a

leave of absence on account of illness, as was announced in

the Railway Age of .-\pril 26. Mr. Merrill, who was 51 years
old at the time of his death, began railroad work in 1881 as

a messenger boy for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at

Burlington, Iowa.

John Howe Peyton, president of the Nashville, Chat-
tanooga & St. Louis, at Nashville, Tenn., died on September
14, from the effects of a bullet wound through his temple.

Mr. Peyton was born
on March 17, 1864, in

Howard County, Mo.
He was educated at

Roanoke College, Sa-

lem, W. Va., and began
railway work in June.
1881, as a rodman on
the Richmond & Louis-
ville, lie subsequently
served consecutively as

a rodman on the Rich-

mond & Danville, in-

strument man on the

Tennessee & Midland
and the Farmerville &
Powhattan. In 1885 he
was appointed resident

engineer of the Lynch-
burg & Durham and in

1888 became resident

engineer of the Georgia,
Carolina & Northern,
and from 1889 to 1891 was assistant to chief engineer of the

Charleston, Clendennin & Sutton at Charleston. W. \'a.

From 1892 to 1898 he was engaged in general engineering
and contracting work. He then entered the service of the

L'nited States Army; from 1899 to 1900 was on a commission
sent to the Philippine Islands by the .\merican Episcopal
Church. From 1900 to 1901 he was resident engineer of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, and then to 1902 was chief engineer of

the Great Eastern. He then served as locating engineer of

the Louisville & Nashville until 1903, when he was appointed
engineer of construction of the .Atlanta, Knoxville & North-
ern. From 1904 to 1909 he was principal locating engineer
of the Louisville & Nashville. In 1909 he was appointed
consulting engineer of the North Coast Railroad. The fol-

lowing year he became assistant to president of the Louis-
ville & Nashville; two years later was appointed also chief

engineer of construction of the same road, and since Janu-
ary, 1914, served as president of the Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis. In 1907. Mr. Peyton issued the first edition of

the "American Transportation Problem." dealing with a

comparison between transportation facilities afltorded by in-

land waterways and modern railways. A secpnd edition of
the book was issued in 1909.

J- Peyton
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It was anticipated in some quarters that the work of
safety organizations would be materially impeded in the war-

time operation of railroads. On the
Safety Work contrary, safety work is becoming in-

to Conserve creasingly important as a means of

Man Power conserving man power during a period
when it is exceedingly difficult to re-

]ilace employees lost through the draft, accidents and other

causes. The director general of railroads is determined that

the services of no railroad employee shall be lost through
uijuries or death from accident, if precautionary measures
can prevent it. He therefore created the Safety Section of

the Railroad Administration which is directing the activities

of all existing safety organizations and is creating such
organizations on Class I railroads which did not have them.
The increased responsibility of railroad safctv officers

was emphasized in the railroad session at the National
Safety Council, the proceedings of which are outlined else-

where in this issue. In fact, the keynote of the meeting was
"conserve man power to win the war.''

The officers of the Railroad Administration should feel

highly gratified with the results following their support of

the Roadmasters' convention which was
Roadmasters held last week in Chicago. The success

Convention of this meeting was due in a large

Justifies Support measure to the encouragement which
the managements gave to the men who

desired to attend and to the presence at the various sessions

of regional directors and members of their staffs. The at-

tendance was double that of any previous year, while the in-

terest shown surpassed any previous record. The loyalty to

their country and enthusiasm for the work in this time of

stress which these men gained from this meeting were alone

sufficient to justify all of the expense involved. The re-

lation of their work to the winning of the war was discussed

by Regional Directors Bush, Holden and W'inchell, and also

by others, in a way that brought an increased realization

of the responsibility of railway men under present condi-

tions. More than this, the discussion of the possibilities of

the more general reclamation of materials and of methods

for the conservation of labor, brought out many helpful sug-

gestions. This convention illustrated the great possibilities

for good inherent in meetings such as this. The railways

need more of them now and in the peace times which are

to come.

"Save waste paper but don't waste paper." This, a slogan

suggested bv the War Industries Board, is one that all of

us should l)car in mind. The news-
Don t papers and periodicals have recently

Waste been called upon not only to eliminate

Paper exchange copies, reduce the number of

free copies to advertisers, etc., but also

to cut down the number of their pages, etc. These savings
will help considerably in saving paper, but they will have
to be supplemented by savings in stationery, in packages and
by reductions in the use of paper or paper products of all

kinds. And similarly waste paper must be saved instead

of being burned or thrown away, for the simple reason that
in itself it represents one of the raw materials of paper manu-
facture. The reason for all these things is not simply due to
a shortage of paper; it represents far more. First, there has
been a great increase in the government's requirements, in-
cident to the establishment of new departments, to the ship-

"

ment of commodities in paper containers of one kind or
another overseas, etc. The entire output of plaster board, to
take one example, is being utilized for the construction of
camps, hospitals, etc. Second, paper manufacture uses a
considerable quantity of fuel—from one pound of coal for

cheaper grades to three pounds for better grades being re-

quired for each pound of paper produced. On the basis of
averages, a saving of consumption of 25 per cent in paper has
been estimated to mean a saving of 2,500,000 tons of coal
yearly. Third, many of the chemicals used in paper manu-
facture are of prime importance for ammunition and for
the new chemical warfare lirought upon himself by the bar-
barous Hun. Chlorine, sulphur and caustic soda, particu-
larly, are needed for these purposes. A reduction in the
use of paper will further save tran.sportation space: it will

save money and it will save labor, all three very important
elements at present. In other words don't waste paper—it

and the materials from which it and its products are made
and the facilities for making it are too valuable under war-
time conditions to permit of waste.

An active and logical campaign is being conducted by the

Fuel Conservation Section of the Railroad Administration

and air brake men in general to show
Air Consumption the great waste in fuel which accom-

and panics the waste of compressed air. In-

Fuel Economy stances reported from time to time in-

dicate tliat there is alack of apprecia-
tion of the relation between the two. In one instance it was
found that locomotive air compressors were being used to

supply high pressure air to a shop, while a perfectly good
air compressor at the same plant was being operated far be-

low its capacity to supply low pressure air to the yards. By
working this compressor to full capacity and by the use of .a

reducing valve, enough air would be compressed for botli tlie

high pressure and low pressure systems without any need of

the locomotive air compressors. Tests show that train-pipe

leakage is a source of great waste. Leakage of seven pounds
a minute on a 50-car train absorbs 91 per cent of the ca-

pacity of a 9J^-in. locomotive air compressor. If, as .a

prominent air brake man once said, a label were placed on

one of the two compressors that usually accompariy locomo-

tives, stating that "this compressor is for tlie purpose of

supplying brake pipe leakage only," the waste due to this

leakage would become more evident to the operating men.

The trouble is, we think only of the air and not of the coal

used to compress the air. Railway men have become accus-

tomed to look upon leaks in tlie air lines as necessary evils.

It has not been profitable to go to the expense of stopping

all of these leaks. .\t the present time the conditions have

changed tremendously. We must not look upon wasted fuel

from a monetary standpoint. The fuel conditions are such

that there is an anticipated shortage of 75,000,000 tons this

vear. It is not the money that is saved by fuel economy

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST
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that is to help win the war, but the fuel itself. It will take

a tremendous amount of educational work to get everyone to

appreciate this, but it is well worth while. Fuel is fuel, not

money, and is far more valuable than what we have to pay

for it. Every pound saved will do more towards winning the

war than many times the amount of money it is worth.

The annual convention of the Railway Signal Association,

which was held in New York last week, indicated clearly

the earnestness and the purpose of

Railway Signal the railway signal officers and men

Association to do all in their power to carry on the

Convention "ork of the .Association in a manner

best adapted towards the wmnmg of

tlK' war. This is the first convention which has been

held .<iiHf the great change has occurred in the re-

lation'^ which the railroads bear to the government. Be-

cause of this change and the proposal to amalgamate the

various railroad associations, there was considerable specu-

1 ition beforehand as to the number of men who would be m
attendance. It was gratifying to both that the .sessions vvere

well attended, while the memliers were earnest and enthu-

siastic in their work. It is to be regretted that the railway

managements have not urged more of their men to attend

suili meetinns in the [)ast, as signal men cannot help l)ut bene-

fit from an interchange of ideas which can only take place in

"atherings such as. this. At the conclusion of the meeting last

week the men left with an added incentive to help win the

war bv doing all in their power to Ijack up the government

in the' efficient operation of the railways, as the work of the

association is directed along the lines of facilitating traftu

•and increasing the safety of operation. Some of the impor-

tant matters considered were the studies l)eing made with

reference to handling trains by signal mdications without

train orders, the problem of signaling single track roads

:ni<l the development of automatic train control devices.

"Bullets or Bolts"

ttrrVKRY TRACK SPIKE SAVED means more bullets." This

t. sentiment, expressed by several speakers afthe con-

vention of the Roadmasters' Association at Chicago last

week summarizes the material problem liow confronting the

railwavs of this country. Non-essential industries have al-

ready 'been denied the steel which they ordinarily require,

but the railways are essential to the war program and their

lueds are therefore being supplied. However, the rapidly

increasing militarv requirements have brought about a con-

dition wherebv t'here is not a sufficient steel producing

( apacitv to meet the demands for munitions as well as for

the so-called essential industries, including the railways.

(Obviously one or the other must give way and at this

critical time no railway man desires to curtail the supply of

.shrapnel, bullets or shells in order to give him rails, spikes

or car steel .so long as there is any reclaimable material

along his line which can be made to serve until the crisis

is past. This is the basis for the appeal which the Railroad

Administration is making for the collection and reclama-

tion of all materials. In past years the decision as to the

extent to whicli materials should be reclaimed was lia.sed on

considerations of economy. Now this is secondary to the

ability to save material 'uf (IM.v reasonable cost.

No road can determine the savings it can effect until it

^ives the most careful attention to this subject. On one

line the track walkers carry wire hoops on which they string

nuts and washers jiicked up in the course of their regular

work. These materials are now worth about eight cents per

pound, but in order to compensate the stores department for

its expense in handling and sorting them, a credit of only

tliree and one-half cents is allowed the maintenance of way
department. Even on this basis, the credit on this account

alone in one recent month on the road referred to averaged

$40 per .section, indicating that in that period each track

walker collected over one-half ton of nuts and washers. Ex-

tended over the railway mileage of this countr)-, this would
release every month for bullets over 30,000 tons of steel now
going into nuts and washers.

On this same road, it had previously been the practice

for the section forces to collect the drawbars found along

the right of way at the section headquarters where they

were loaded on a scrap train once each month and sent to

.system headquarters. This i)ractice has Ix-en changed so

that the.se drawbars are taken to the station daily by the

section forces. They are then loaded on the way freight

each day and sent to the nearest car repair point where they

may be needed. In this way local demands are supplied

promptly with greatly decreased transportation, while the

bars are returned to service with the minimum delay, which

in itself reduces the stock necessary to keep on hand. The
advantage of this plan is indicated by the fact that one

local train on this road handled an average of 26 drawbars

|)er day last month. This again released more shrapnel for

the use of our men in their march to Berlin.

These are typical of hundreds of ways in which the rail-

roads of this country can assist in supplying their own needs

for steel and thereby reducing their actually necessary de-

mands to the minimum. There is no more effective way
for railway men to assist in the winning of the war than

this. It is therefore their dutv to use it.

Increases of Railway
Earnings and Expenses

A QUESTION WHICH is of great interest and importance

to the owners of railroad securities, to the officers of

the Railroad .Administration and to the traveling and ship-

ping pul)lic is whether the advances in freight and pas.senger

rates made in June will prove sufficient to offset the increases

which are occurring in railway operating expenses. .\n

analysis of the statistics showing the earnings and exjjenses

of the large roads in July, as compiled by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, does not inspire much optimism.

In July, 1918, freight rates in eastern territory were about

4,1 per cent higher, and in southern and western territor\-

about 25 per cent higher than in July, 1917. These ad-

vances in rates, assuming no increase in traffic, should have

resulted in an increase in earnings of approximately S80,-

OOO.OOO. The actual increase in freight earnings was $86.-

000,000, indicating that there was some increase in the

amount of freight handled. In July, 1918, passenger rates

throughout the country were about 50 per cent higher than

in July, 1917. .Assuming no increase in business handled

this shoukl have cau.sed an increase in passenger earnings

of approximately $.i 7,000,000. The actual increase was
$.1 1,000,000, indicating a decline in passenger business.

The total increase in earnings which the advances in freight

and passenger rates should have theoretically yielded wa<

$117,000,000; and this is just what it did yield, showing that

total freight and passenger l)usiness was j^ractically station-

ary. Larger earnings from other .sources made the total

increase in earnings during the month $120,000,000. At

this rate the increase in earnings annuallv • would lie ap-

proximately $1,450,000,000.

Operating expen.ses in July, 1017. were $2,v8.000,000. and.

as reported for Julv. 19is, they were $.^1 7.000,000, an in-

crease of $79,060,600. But the figure for July, 1918. is

reall}- not correct. It includes only $25,000,000 for ad-

vances in wanes—in other words, onlv the first of tlie .<ev-

l.end [.ike They Fight
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eral advances in wages granted by the director general

—

whereas, as shown in detail elsewhere in this issue, several

additional advances since have been granted. Some of these

are retroactive to January 1, 1918, others are not. In the

aggregate all the advances in wages the Railroad Adminis-
tration has made will aggregate at least $50,000,000 a month.

Now, allowing nothing for advances in wages, the increase

in operating expenses in Juh' would have been appro.xi-

mately $55,'000,000, or at the' rate of $660,000,000 a year.

Add to this advance in wages at the rate of $600,000,000 a

year and they may aggregate $650,000,000—and you have an

increase in operating expenses at the rate of approximately

$1,300,000,000 a. year, or only $150,000,000 a year less than

the rate at which earnings are increasing. -Furthermore, the

train service employees, numbering about .350,000, already

kre asking for further ad.vances in wages.

The operating income of the railways in tlie first six

months of government control was approximately $,iOO,-

000,000, less than the amount which will be recjuired, on the

average, to pay six months' standard return to the railway

companies. In other words, the government incurred ap-

proximately that much deficit in operating the railways.

It would appear that with increases in expenses so nearly

keeping pace with increases in earnings,' on the present basis

of rates and wages, the Railroad Administration cannot

grant any further large advances in wages without incurring

the danger of being forced to make further advances in rates

in order to make up the deficit already incurred and to pre-

vent an additional one from being incurred.

Of course, the foregoing estimates arc ixised chiefly on

the statistics of a single month. Unfortunately, however,

every estimate of the annual increase in o|)erating expenses

which is made, whether based upon the experience of a single

month, or of a series of months, is larger than the last pre-

ceding eslitnate. In our issue for August 9 we estimated the

annual increase for Class I roads at $1,040,000,000. In

our issue for August .SO, on the basis of later information

we estimated it at $1,200,000,000. Now, on the basis of July
results, it is necessan,' to estimate it at the rate of $1,,S00,-

000,000. It would appear that one of the main things

needed on the railways just now is a tremendous drive to keep

down operating expenses.

Subscribe to Your Utmost
'T'he drive for subscriptions to the Fourth Liberty Loan

will already be under way by the time this brief note

comes to the attention of many of its readers. Six billion

dollars is to be raised in 4^4 per cent Liberty Bonds be-

tween September 28 and October 19. Railwaymen have
what is at once a difficult and an easy task before them in

this drive.

The difficult part lies in the way in which they must live

up to their former records in these loan campaigns. It may
bear repeating that in the first loan they subscribed credit-

ably; in the second loan ihey douljled their .iirst loan totals-

then in the third loan they considerably. more than doubled
their second loan totals. ' The total amount which will be
raised in the fourth loan, $6,000,000,000, is double that of
the third loan. It certainlv does not seem too much' to sav

I' yi>rk U'o<li
f,_ ,

Get Behind Foch with Liberty Bonds

Cotiilcsy of- Liberty Loan Coinmitlcc

One of the Best Ways to Flatten Him Out

that railwaymen to keep up their enviable record and their

proper proportion may again be expected to double their own
totals.

The easy part of the task is the far-reaching intensive

organization rapidly being built up to solicit railwaymen's

subscriptions; office committees, terminal committees, divi-

sion committees, shop committees and all sorts of commit-

tees—every man in railway service will be reached.

But insistence on 100 per cent subscriptions does not seem

to be enough. There should be 100 per cent subscriptions,

but in addition subscriptions in 100 per cent amounts. The
average subscription [X'r railroad subscriber in the Chicago

district in the third loan was S72, worked out on a basis

of 84 per cent of die employees as subscribers. The Liberty

Loan Committee of the Seventh Reserve District has esti^

mated that on that basis and on the basis of 100 per cent

sui)scribers in the fourth loan to double the total of rail-

waymen's subscriptions an average subscription in the fourth

loan should be expected of $120 per railway subscriber.

In view of the recent wage awards and the good pay which

railwaymen are now receiving that amount should easily

be reached, particularly inasmuch as payments may be made
in eight monthly installments, the eight months period not

beginning until January in the case of those still, paying

on the third loan. .

'

Show what you think of Kultur—of the happily rejected

Austrian peace squeal—of the actions of a race of barbarians

that murders women and children, that wantonly destroxs

places of worship, that mutilates prisoners—SUBSCRIBF.
Then show vour respect for our soldiers over there who carr\-

the message of right and libertv to the misguided Hun

—

Lend likethev Fight—Subscribe to your UTMOST.

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Short Lines Reject Proposed Contract; Wage Increases

Aggregate Over $600,000,000

DiKECTOR General McAdoo has announced the delivery

of 47 new locomotives to various railroads during the

week ending Septemljer 14, of which 27 were built by

tlie American Locomotive Company, 5 by the Lima Loco-

motive Corporation and 15 by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works. Of these, S were of the standard Mikado type and
the others were on orders previously placed by the railroads.

Wage Increases Aggregate Over $600,000,000

The orders issued ijy Director General Mc.^doo making
increases in the wages and changes in the working condi-

tions of railroad employees have followed each other so

rapidly and have overlapped to such an extent that it has

been difficult to follow, them carefully. Recent estimates

indicate that the increases already made, if applied to a full

year, would aggregate between $600,000,000 and $650,000,-

000 per annum, as an addition to a pavroll which for the

Class I roads amounted to $1,750,000,000 in 1917. More-

over, the end has not yet been reached because the Board

of Wages and Working Conditions has still to present to

the director general its recommendations on the application

of the telegraph operators for a further revision of their wage
scale. The numlier of employees of the Class I roads last

year was 1,740,000. They received an average of somewhat
over $1,000 a year and their estimated increase this year

therefore averages over 30 per cent or more than $300 per

-man. These figures are merely rough estimates because the

"facts that the increases as ordered have been applied to the

-wages in effect at a previous date, including any increase

received in the meantime, and that the classification of em-
ployees used in the orders is different from that according

to which statistics have been kept, have made it impossible

to calculate w!th anything like exactness the full effect of

the orders as nu-asurcd in money. The difficult}^ is further

increased by the fact that the number of employees in service

has fluctuated considerably since the latest statistics were

compiled and in many cases has been largely reduced.

The first order increasing wages issued since the govern-

ment assumed control of the railroads was General Order
No. 27, issued on. May 25, and based on the recommenda-
tions of the Railroad Wage Commission. It applied to all

^employees receiving less than $250 a month and was made
retroactive to January 1, 1918. Tlie basic feature of the

order was a scale of increases per month, ranging up to 43

per cent, together with daily, hourly, mileage and piecework

scales based on the monthly scale, the increases to be added

to the wages in effect on December 31, 1915. The total

addition to the pavroll as a result of this order was esti-

mated at $300,000',000 to $325,000,000 per year. As this

included any advances which had been made by the rail-

roads since that date it was found that many employees

\A0uld receive little or no advance frtim the order. Cases

of this kind and others where the employees wore not satis-

fied with the result were submitted to the Board of Wages
and Working Conditions for further consideration and rec-

ommendation to the director general.

Supplement No. 2 to General Order No. 27, issued on

July 3, extended the increases in wages to the employees

of the Pullman Company, operating department, effective on

January 1, 1918. It was estimated that this involved an
additional increase of $2,750,000.

On July 25 the director general issued Supplement No.
4 to General Order No. 27, making a revision of and further

Washinctom. D. C
increases in the wages of mechanical department employees,

based on the recommendations of the Board of Wages and

Working Conditions. This order applied to machinists,

boilermakers, blacksmiths, sheet metal workers, electrical

workers, carmen and molders and their helpers and appren-

tices, estimated to include in round nimibers 500,000 men.

The order superseded the provisions of General Order No.

27 as applied to these employees and provided minimum
rates and increases based on the rates in effect as of Janu-
ary 1, 1918. The increases were made retroactive to that

date and involved an additional increase in the payroll, above

that resulting from General Order No. 27, estimated at ap-

proximately $150,000,000 a year.

An addendum to Supplement No. 4 issued on September

1 and effective on that date estaijiished new rates for coach

cleaners. Sup])lement No. 5 to General Order No. 27, is-

sued on .\ugust 9, extended the provisions of Supplement

No. 4 to the corresponding classes of employees of the oper-

ating department of the Pullman Company.
Supplement No. 7 to General Order No. 27 was issued

on September 5 and provided a new scale of increases for

clerical forces and stationary- engineers and firemen, oilers,

boiler washers, power transfer and turntable operators, and

common laborers in shops, roundhouses, stations, storehouses,

warehouses, docks and yards. Various grades of increases

over the rates in effect on Januar)- 1 were provided and

made effective on September 1, superseding after that date

the provisions of General Order No. 27 for the classes of

employees affected.

Supplement No. 8 to General Order No. 27, issued on

September 5, applied to employees in the maintenance of

way department, except mechanics and helpers who were

provided for in Supplement No. 4, including building,

bridge, painter, signal, construction, mason and concrete,

water supply, maintainer, plumber, coal wharf, coal chute,

and fence gang foreman and their assistants, pile driver

ditching and hoisting engineers, bridge inspectors, track

foremen and assistants, track laborers, and miscellaneous

employees. The increases were based on the rates of Janu-
ary and were also made effective September 1, superseding

after that date the provisions of General Order No. 27.

Both supplements were based on tlie recommendations of

the board. Generally speaking, the wage increases con-

tained in Supplements No. 7 and No. 8 amounted to $25

a month or 12 to 13 cents an hour, including any increase

granted under the general order. .\ statement is.sued by the

Railroad .'\dministration said the two supplements affected

nearly one million employees and it has been estimated that

the\' involved an ailditional increase in the pavroll of from

$150,000,000 to .SI 75.000.000, per annum.
The Board of Wages and Working Conditions is expected

to submit its recommendation to the director general on the

application of the telegraph operators for further consid-

eration. The train despatchers, who were not satisfied with

what they received from the general order, also applied to

the board, but on the ground that they are officers their

application was transferred to tlie director general's office,

and has been considered by the Division of Operation.

The brothcrlioods representing the transportation depart-

ment emiilo>ees have also nvontly applied for furtlier con-

sideration of their wage scales on the ground that the ap-
plication of the increases of the general order to the rates in

effect in 1915 has re-established certain differentials and

Lend like The\ Fieht
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other relations which had been ironed out as the result of

the wage adjustments following the Adamson law. It is

expected that they will be given a hearing about the first

of the month.

Director General Declines Proposal for Test Suit on
Compensation Contract

Director General McAdoo on Septcmijer 19 gently but

firmly declined the proposal of the committees representing

the National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities

for "co-operation in securing an adjudication" upon the

questions at issue Ijetween the government and the associ-

ation's committees as to the form of the compensation con-

tract with the railroads, which the director general had
previously decided against them. The proposal, which was
adopted at a meeting of the financial committee of the asso-

ciation, and laid before the director general by Samuel
Untermyer, was in Ijrief that the contracts be executed by

tarns ,--r Ewirig

U. S. Railroad Administration Flag for All Vessels Under
Its Control

the carriers except one and that a friendly test suit be insti-

tuted on behalf of that one. If the suit were decided ad-

versely to the carrier the controversy was to be deemed ended
but if the decision should be adverse to the government
it was proposed that all contracts be amended to conform
to the decision. The director general jjreferred to end the

controversy in about half an hour.

Counsel for the various roads have been meeting with

the representatives of the Railroad Admini.stration adjusting

those details of the contracts which must be arranged before

tliey are presented for signature.

Labor Day Ticket Sales at Washington

As illustrating the enormous tax on railroad facilities at

the present time, a report has just been made showing that

on the two days preceding Labor Da}', a larger numl)er of

railroad tickets were sold in Washington than ever before.

In order to provide for the expected heavy business, extra

ticket windows and clerks were arranged for at the Union
station. Including sales both at the Union Station and at

the consolidated ticket office, a total of 13,636 tickets were
sold on Friday, August 30; these tickets aggregating $97,-

411.31. On Saturday, August 31, a total of 2,ioi3' tickets

were sold, aggregating $127,503.94. Tickets for the two
days, therefore, aggregated 36,649, for which $224,915.25
was collected.

The greatest number of sales made on any previous dav,

was on December 22, 1917. when a total of 13.047 tickets

were sold, aggregating $78,605.20.

Further Increase in Express Rates Proposed

Director General :Mc.\doo on Septeml>er 19 requested
the Interstate Commerce Commission to advise him as to
how express rates shall be further advanced sufficientlv to
provide the American Railway Express Company with
$12,000,000 of additional revenue with which to pay
increased wages. The express company has suggested
a method estimated to produce 523,679,000, of which
approximately half would go to the director general, un-
der the arrangement by which slightly over 50 per cent
of the express revenues go to the railroads for express pri\-
ileges, and the other half would be available for wages.
There may be some interest for railroad men in the fact
that the director general did not ask the commission as to
whether additional revenues are needed but merely as to
whether the method suggested, in its opinion, is proper, and
if not what method would produce the desired result. The
commis-sion promptly gave notice that on October 8 it will
hear testimony and argument at Washington by the express
companies and any other persons interested in regard to the
questions proposed by the director general.

Mr. McAdoo's letter to the commission was as follows:
"The amount realized from the advances in express rates

recently allowed by you, approximately $10,000,000, has
l)een entirely absorbed by the American Railway Express
Company in making advances in the wages of its emplovees.
I am .satisfied that those wages must be still further' ad-
vanced and that approximately $12,000,000 of additional
revenue must be had for that purpose. I have applied to
the express company for a suggestion as to what advances
should be made in the present express rates to }-ield that
additional income and have received from that companv the
memorandum attached.

"Acting under Section 8 of the federal control act I re-

quest you to advise me:
1. Whether in your opinion, assuming that approxi-

mately $12,000,000 of express revenue must be raised, the
method of advance suggested by the express companv is a
proper one? If in your opinion it is not, will you kindly
state what method should be followed.

"2. If in your opinion the method suggested by the

express company is proper, will the amount of advance pro-
posed by it yield the sum required; namely, approximately
$12,000,000? If not, what advance under that method will

be required to produce that result? If you believe that

some dift'erent metliod should be adopted, please indicate

the amount of the advance which should be made.
"At the present time the express business is being con-

ducted at a deficit which will be largely increased by the

advances in wages which mu.st be made. This deficit is

borne by the Railroad Administration. You will therefore

appreciate the importance of as speedy action as may be
consistent with a proper consideration of the questions sub-

mitted."

Tlie method suggested by the express company was as

follows

:

"It is suggested tliat the rates in Zone 1, both intra and
inter-zone be increased three scales; that is to say, that the

minimum rate of 55 cents be increased to 71 cents, and each

rate above that increased accordingly, and further that 10

cents per 100 lb. be added to the commodity' rates. This

will make an increase of first class as a maximum of 16

cents or 17 cents per 100 lb.; on second class 12 cents, and
on commodities 10 cents: with proportionate increases on

shipments of less than 100 lb.; that the rates both intra

and inter-zone in all other zones be increased by advancing

two scales and adding 10 cents per 100 lb. to commodit)-

rates. This will result in a maximiun increase on first class

of 10 cents or 12 cents, second class eight cents and com-

modities 10 cents per 100 lb., with a proportionate increase

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST
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on shipments of kss than 100 lb. It is estimated that this was not definitely decided. Specifications for the 70-foot car

will produce on Zone 1 business $17,037,000 and on all are now in the hands of the purchasing committee which is

other business $6,642,v300, or a total of $23,679,000, of e.xpected to ask for bids shortly. Revised specifications for

which the express company will get $11,780,303, the bal- the lighting equipment, to which there had been some ob-

ance $11,898,697 going to the director general in increased jection on the part of the lighting specialty companies, were

express privileges." adopted on the recommendation of a sub-committee after

The above was made public by the commission after consultation with six prominent electric lighting en-

Charles E. Elmqui.st, Washington representative of the Na- gineers.

tional Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, The committee gave consideration to the use of substitutes

liad written a letter to the director general suggesting that for steel for headlining of baggage cars, eliminated fish racks

ihe matter Ije presented to the interstate and state commis- from the 60-foot cars, appointed a committee to make a

-ions for hearing and consideration. special study of the use of folding devices and i>egan work

.
on proposed standard rules for the inspection of spark

Short Lines Reject Proposed Contract arrester devices in locomotive front ends and for the inspec-

The committee representing the American Short Line Rail- tion of ash pans to insure greater fire protection. The com-

road Association on Tuesday definitely declined to accept mittee also recommended standards for tinware in accord-

Ihe form of contract offered by the Railroad Administration ance with the standards approved by the Master Mechanics'

to be entered into with the short line railroads relinquished .Association.

from federal control in the week before Julv 1. The con- i? i /- .,.• ... c.. ...• m ^
, rr J J . ^ 1 ^v u . V " u 1 I

Fuel Conservation at Stationary Plants
tract offered proposed to take the short lines back under a -^

limited or partial form of federal control, without guar- On September 25, fuel conservation circular No. 14 was

anteed compensation, under which possession of the prop- issued by the Fuel Conservation Section, covering the uses

erty would remain with the company subject to the right of fuel at railway stationary plants. .\fx)ut 17,000.000 tons

of the director general to take it into actual possession at of coal will be consumed in these plants on the roads in the

a later date under a new contract. It proposed that the United States and its cost, delivered to the furnace door,

company should continue to operate its property and retain will be appro.ximately $60,000,000. The attempt to con.serve

all revenues and pay all expenses without any obligation the fuel used in these miscellaneous power and heating

on the part of the director general for the payment of ex- plants is apt to be relatively more fruitful than the efforts

penses or for any risk or accident. It provided for the directed towards locomotive fuel consumption, because the

rescinding of the order of relinquishment and for division general efficiency of small isolated plants is usually much
of joint rates on the basis in effect before federal control lower than that of the locomotives and they are ordinarily

unless .such division should be found to be unfair by the subjected to less thorough supervision. The circular men-

Interstate Commerce Commission after investigation. The tions many methods by which savings can be most readily

short lines were also to receive their jiroportionate share of affected in respect to the design and equipment of the plants

any increase in rates and were to be guaranteed an equitable and their maintenance, and to the methods of operation,

allotment of cars and, where feasible, of motive power. Tliey

were to pay the per diem rentals in effect or such as might . ^ .„ ...

be established by the director general, and the Railroad Ad-
ministration was to pay similar rentals for equipment be- ^^^^^I^^MM

In place of compensation it was proposed to insure to S^^MHBBgy '""'*^t^^^^pW|PCT^8|fcg.
the comi>any in any year the same proportion of competitive M^^^^^^sY .^t(f^^^iitfflr^^2!i!i&l3fm^^
traffic which it had enjoyed during the three vears ending l^O^^BH^^KKUiV^^^^^i^^^^i?!?'^ C
June 30, 1917, or to make an allowance to the company in ^^^^M^^HBfln^jp^^^'^^HWg^^ psTnool of
money if traffic were not so routed. Short lines were to ^^mHRh^H^^ ^^b^^^^H^^^ Ljlberfy
be allowed the right to use the purchasing agencies of the ^^^^^^^S^KZ'- " ^^M^0^^
director general in purchasing materials and supplies, to '-^^S^^^^^^fci^^iiBiBlB^^^ /y' /y>^ Ll/" U
liave the benefit of standard prices fixed for supplies, and ^^^wf^^K^r ^^^ ^^^^O^'^^^"^'^^^^'^

to have repairs done in the shops of the trunk line railroads ^^B/^mmCS'^^^
to the same extent as before federal control and at reason- J^lMJP^ i^« C ii T aLI F
able prices. The company was to be required to accept .^nK^St^' l^^''!7tji^^ n^O-S'^ll '^^'^^^

the contract in full adjustment, settlement and satisfaction ^J^^^^^ |'^VJ It... rdfriclcHenry Cried
of any and all claims against the director general. ' Jw^^^^^Z '-'^•ror it.. >AIdthdn ndle/^\fe
The proposed contract was drawn by the representatives ^Jf^ HlS Life For It . . . LlRCola WdS A

of the Railroad Admmistration after numerous conferences 3.^ M 1 • T" li.

with tlie short line committee, one of which last week was M rl '
C 'r\'

' '<^' ' '
\\

'
'

attended by the director general. The short line committee /YVllllOnS Ot Uur bonS HdVe
pro])osed several modifications which were not allowed and Die/U rOl' It

on finally rejecting the contract asked for a further hearing \\ I5 VoUT God GlVfen PriVlleiA,e'
licfore the director general. The representatives of the short !_ l]T^^^ol(-^ It ^^
lines are insisting on a basis of compensation such as that r

])rovided for in the federal control act w-hich is being used as jrx ¥ t y^r-
the basis for the contracts with the larger railroads. L# v^ wX

Mechanical Standards Adopted
Lil F^EI^Ty ftOND5'

Tlie Committee on Standards for Cars and Locomotives

at its meeting last week adopted most of the specifications 'TT n . Q 1

and general designs which had previously been approved ' ^^ ^'SJJ'^'^|tP®?Y''^^
for the' proposed standard 70-foot baggage cars and for the 01 1 nC World,
proposed 60-foot cars, although the matter of truck design ceurtcsy of Liberty loan Committ,t

Lend Like T/iej Fight



Annual Meeting of the Railway Signal Association

Zinc-treated Ties, Take-siding Indicators and a Number of

Other Details Are Considered

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Railway Signal Associ-

ation was held at Hotel McAlpin, New York City,

September 19 and 20, with about 250 members in

attendance. W. H. Elliott, (N. Y. C.) president of the

association, occupied the chair, and H. S. Balliet, (N. Y. C.)

acted as secretary of the meeting.

The president, in his opening address, dwelt mainly on
the changes in the relations of the railroads to the govern-
ment during the past year. He said, in part:

"Our association, among others, has been approved by
the director general of railroads to continue the valuable work
we have been doing; and until events arise which may make
other action desirable we should each do our part in car-

rying on committee work and the work of the association

but, of course, without detriment to our regular

work at home. Without the transportation furnished by the

railroads the participation of this country in the war would
be almost impracticable, and to the successful results now
being accomplished the use of signals and their proper main-
tenance has in large measure contributed. In practically

no other department is the work so entirely one of safety.

While the use of signals increases the capacity of a road it

is to the increased safety of operation of trains that the

growth of signaling in this country has been largely due.

The work of the association in establishing standards and
practices has been of great benefit. In unity we find

strength.

".\t the recjuest of the director general of railroads this

association has conferred with other approved associations

in formulating recommendations looking to the amalgamation

of all into one association. No opinion can be expressed

at this time as to the final outcome. It is desirable that w^e

cordially comply with the expressed wish of the director

general and assist in the formation of an amalgamated asso-

ciation, confidently leaving to the future to determine the

details of our work and the organization we may maintain.

"The regional committees of the association have done
much good work and should be encouraged to continue their

work of education and co-operation.

"Our service flag shows that 59 of the members of our

association have enlisted in the service of our country. Of
this and in our knowledge of the high personal character,

ability and experience of these men we are justly proud;

to them we extend our confidence, honor and regard, know-
ing full well that in all situations in which they may be

found they will acquit themselves with honor to their profes-

sion and to their country."

The secretary reported 78 new members, and three re-

instated, but this addition was more than offset by the deaths,

lapses and 59 names put upon the reserve list because of

iieing in the military or naval .service, leaving the net mem-
bership at present at 1,191. The soldiers, however, should

be added to this numlser, as the only technical change in their

status is that while they are in the national service they are

not required to pay dues. Each issue of the Proceedings of

the association contains a picture of the service flag, with

stars indicating the numljer of members thus set apart.

The board of directors reported the treasury- in good con-

dition. W. H. .\rkenViurgh has presented to the association

his signaling library, which is to be kept by the secretary.

Zinc-treated Ties

The most interesting discussion of the meeting was on a

subject which did not appear in the program, namely, the

resistance of ties as affecting the economical operation of
track circuits. Consideration of questions about creosoted
ties brought out the fact that because of the scarcity of creo-
sote oil at the present time zinc-treated ties have been used
in many places; and the zinc in the ties comes too near being
a good electrical conductor. A number of members said that
they had been obliged to shorten their track circuits where
these ties were used. It appears that trouble with ties is

most prevalent in hot and dry weather and least so in wet
and cold weather, .\fter about one year the difficulties

usually disappear. On the Union Pacific track circuits have
worked satisfactorily on track sections 2,000 ft. long with
zinc-treated ties. Brine from refrigerator cars has caused
similar trouble. The bad effects of Ijrine have been some-
what modified by oiling tiie roadbed; but those who have
used oil finally concluded tliat the best remedy was to shorten
the track sections.

F. W^ Bender (C. R. R. of N. J.), said that on one
section of that road I54 miles long, at Whitehaven. Pa., a
.section which, for sixteen years, has been operated with four
cells, two series of two each, with one-half ohm resistance be-
tween the batter)' and the rails, and a normal current of
aljout 600 milliamjx-res at the battery end of the block and
110 milliamjieres through the five ohm relay at the other end,
the introduction of zinc-treated ties made trouble. Because
of a derailment 2,580 new ties had to be laid in this scnrtion

and the.se were zinc-treated; and at once it was found im-
possible to make the relays pick up. To properly operate
the signal it was necessar>' to put in 16 cells of batterv;
four banks of four cells each. The leakage caused l)v the
ties resulted in a current at the batter}' end of 4.2 amperes,
in dry weather; and after a rain this rose to 9 amperes; and
only 80 or 90 mills could be got at the relay.

Some of the zinc-treated ties were tested, conductors being
attached to the tie at two points 4 ft. 8 J/ in. apart: and
the following resistances were found: 2,200, 1,700, 401. 400,
388, 329, 326, 260, 220, 125, ohms. The zinc-treated ties

in some cases generated a current of their own, a difference

of potential of 20 milli-volts being recorded at two points
on the tie 4 ft. 8^ in. apart. The block section was divided
in the middle l)ut still the current re<iuired was ver\- exces-

sive.

Mr. Bender projiounded the question whether it would not
be more economical to use untreated ties; in other words,
whether the zinc treatment prolongs the length of life a

sufficient amount to cover the excessive cost of battery. At
present the cost of batter)- material for this one section

amounts to from $75 to $100 a month, as compared with

$3.75 before the change in the ties. To divide the section

into five or si.x short sections would cost from $1,200 to

$1,500.

Mr. Bender knew of some roads which would not permit

the use of zinc-treated ties in block signaled territory. He
understood that the conclusion had been reached by those

roads that the additional life of the ties was purchased at

too high a cost. Just now there is another reason for

economizing in zinc and copper, because the government

needs these metals in the prosecution of the war.

The whole question was referred to committee No. 4,

C. F. Stoltz (C. C. C. &: St. L.), Cincinnati, chairman, for

investigation, with instructions to make public, as early as

possible, any instructive conclusions reached by the com-

mittee.
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Committee Reports

Taking up the severnl committee reports the meeting dis-

cussed first that of committee No. 2, mechanical interlocking,

C. J. Kelloway (A. C. L.), chairman. This committee

presented a specification for the improved Saxby & Farmer

interlocking machine, and a unit specification for painting,

including material. There was a considerable amount of

discussion of the interlocking, and a brief discussion of the

painting, but both specifications were finally adopted and

submitted to letter ballot.

Tliis committee also reported a specification for pipe

comjwnsation which, after a long discussion, was approved

for submission to letter ballot, except the table shown on page

258 of the September issue of the Journal of the Association.

This table was criticized as not containing enough detail to

enable workmen in the field to use it with facility. The

committee will present a revised table at the next meeting.

Committee No. 10, J. A. Peabody (C. & N. W.), chair-

man, made a report summarizing a number of subjects on

wliich it had presented discussions in the March and other

preceding meetings. It reaffirmed its opinion that overlaps

are not desirable for following movements, and this was

approved for submission to letter ballot. The same action

was taken concerning the designs presented by the committee

and printed in the March Journal, pages 46 to 62 inclusive,

for fixed stop boards, speed limit boards, resume speed,

yard limit, crossing one mile, whistling post, etc.

This committee reported on "take-siding indicators," and

presented drawings showing the practice on eight different

railroads. The drawings appear on pages 276 and 277 of the

September Journal. Of the large number of railroads which

liad i)een communicated with by the committee the great

majority reported that no such indicators were in use.

There was a long discussion on the fundamentals governing

the application of these indicators, as laid down by the com-

mittee. The declaration that such an indicator should al-

wavs be located not less than Ijreuking distance from the

switch was criticized by several members, as was also the

recommendation that the light on the. indicator should always

be a flashing or winking white light; and the list of funda-

mentals was finally referred back to the committee for fur-

ther action.

This (omniittee presented a large amount of matter as

information, including a report on the jiroblem of signaling

single track roads, printed in the March Journal, pages 36

to 46 inclusive; a report on various types of light signals for

day and night indications, given on pages 6 to 11, inclusive,

of the March Journal; and notes on various automatic-stop

inventions, given on pages 62 and 63 of the March Journal.

An account of the use of position light signals on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, presented as supplemental information,

was printed in the Railway Age of July 26, page 177.

Committee No. 3, F. B. Wiegand, chairman, submitted

typical circuits for power interlocking, shown in diagrams

printed in the March Journal, pages 26 to 30. This matter

was accepted as information. It also presented a specification

for power interlocking which, after a long discussion, was

referred back to the committee. This specification is printed

on pages 198-204 of the Journal for June.

A specification for impregnated fibre conduit for the pro-

tection of insulated wires and cables, printed on pages 211-

216 of the Journal for June was, after considerable discus-

sion, and the acceptance by the committee of numerous

changes in detail, approved for submission to letter ballot.

Committee No. 5, L. R. Mann, chairman, presented some

revisions of certain rules in the code for the maintenance of

mechanical interlocking plants, as shown in the Manual of

1913. The rules, as revised, were approved for submission

to letter ballot, the meeting having first instructed the com-

mittee to renumber the instructions as made necessarj' by the

revisions.

This committee presented some information, printed in the

Journal for June, pages 170-171, concerning the handling

of trains on single track without train orders, summarizing

replies from 15 different roads, without, however, giving

the names of the roads. The rules for operating trains by

signal indications, without written orders, as in use on the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis between Cowan, Tenn.,

and Sherivood, are given in the Journal for June, pages 172-

177.

Committee No. 13, on electric testing, P. M. Gault, chair-

man, presented a revised drawing (No. 1422) of an adjust-

able resistance for testing, and this was adopted for sub-

mission to letter Ijallot. The committee prop^es to present

at a future meeting a smaller instrument.

Committee No. 6, standard designs, F. P. Patenall. chair-

man, presented a number of new^ and revised designs. ITie

meeting adopted and submitted to letter ballot the designs

for a signal blade, page 17, March; a semaphore lamp No.

1100, page 188, June; electric lamp No. 1222, page 189;

details of same, page 190; ladders, etc.. Nos. 1362-1372,

pages 9-15 March; double tang ends No. 1376, page 16,

March; and crank bearings for 6-in. pipe, No. 1398, page

191, June.

A specification for signal roundels, lenses, and glass slides

was presented by R. E. Trout, chairman of a sub-committee

of Committee No. 6, and this, after slight changes suggested

by one or two members, was adopted for submission to letter

ballot. The committee will add to the specification a para-

graph relative to packing and marking. Some inforination

on the suliject of illumination was presented as a supplement

to this report.

A drawling. No. 1257, showing the application of inter-

locking fittings to a single switch, presented by Committee

No. 6 for discussion, was made the text of a long talk on

switchrods. dealing principally with the question whether

they should be fitted in a vertical or a horizontal position;

and it was voted as the sense of the meeting that the hori-

zontal rod is preferable.

A specification for single phase track transformer, pre-

sented by Committee No. 8, C. H. Morrison, chairman, and

printed on pages 266-273 of the September Journal, was

adopted and submitted to letter ballot, after correcting a few

typographical errors. The same action was taken on a re-

vised specification for alternating current motor semaphore

signal, given on pages 217-226 of the Journal for June.

Committee No. 11, R. B. Elsworth, chairman, presented a

code of directions for installation of lead t)pe stationary

storage batten,', printed in the Journal for March, page 22,

and revised in the report printed in the June issue, page

195. This was approved for submission to letter l)allot. The

same action was taken on a design for a concrete batters-

box No. 1343, page 193, of the Journal for June, and a

battery jar. No. 1053, page 194, after a correction had been

made in certain figures on the last named drawing.

Committee No. 7, E. G. Stradling. chairman, presented a

report recommending the use of the 2-ohm relay in track

circuits provided the recommended limiting resistance, shown

by the committee in tlie table on page 7 of the March "Jour-

nal, is used in series with the batter}-. This was approved

and ordered submitted to letter ballot, after eliminating the

clause which would confine the recommendation to caustic

soda battery. The table referred to (page 7 of the March

Journal) showing batter)- voltage limits, was also ordered

submitted to letter ballot.

Committee No. 12, R. C. Johnson, chairman, reported

that a draft had been made of a form of contract for the

installation of block and interlocking signals, copied in

large measure from the standard of the American Railway

Engineering AsstKiation, but the draft was not yet in shape to

be printed; the committee proposes to have it ready to be

shown in the next Journal. .

•'
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Officers

The officers of the association chosen for the ensuing year
are as follows:

President, R. E. Trout (St. L.-S. F.); first vice-president,
C. J. Kelloway (A. C. L.), automatically promoted from
second vice-president; second vice-president, F. W. Pfleging

581

(U. P.); secretary-treasurer, H. S. Balliet, Grand Central
Terminal, New York City. The following are added to the
Board of Direction for two years: G. E. Ellis (Interstate
Commerce Commission); H. K. Lowry (C. R I & P)-
B. Wheelright (Grand Trunk); E. E. Worthing (Southend
Pacific).

The Roadmasters Have Successful Convention
Latter Part of Program Includes Papers on Rail Defects and

Supply of Cross Ties

THE COMMITTEE REPORTS and part of the papers pre-

sented at the thirty-sixth annual convention of the
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association,

which was held in the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, last week,
were abstracted in the Railway Age of September 20. Ab-
stracts of two additional papers presented at that meeting
which were not available in time for that issue are included
in this article.

The convention was the most successful one in the history

of the association. An attendance of over 600 roadmasters
was recorded, this being almost double tliat of any previous
year. This large representation of officers engaged in track
maintenance from all parts of the country was in large
measure the result of the support which the Railroad Ad-
ministration gave through encouraging men in this branch
of the service to attend the meeting. The sessions were
characterized by unusual interest and by active discus-
sion.

At the annual business meeting on Thursday morning the
following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent, J. B. Oatman, roadmaster, B. R. & P.\ DuBois, Pa.;
first vice president, J. W. Powers, supervisor, N. Y. C,
Rochester, N. Y.; second vice president, W. P. Wiltsee,
principal assistant engineer, N. & W., Roanoke, Va.;
secretary-, P. J. McAndrews, roadmaster, C. & N. W. Ster-

ling, 111., (re-elected); treasurer, Coleman King, supervisor,

L. I. R. R., Jamaica, N. Y., (re-elected); directors, F. J.
Meyer, roadmaster, N. Y. O. & W., Walton, N. Y.; L. M.
Denny, supervisor, C. C. C. & St. L., Indianajrolis, Ind.;

and J. E. Bone, roadmaster. Mo. Pac, St. Louis, Mo.
Tlie annual report of the secretary showed that 152 new

members had been received during the year, bringing the

total membership to 1098. The report of the treasurer

showed a balance of $1648 in the treasury.

Common Defects in Rails and Means of Detecting

Them in Track

By C. W. Gennett, Jr.,

Manager, Rail Ins|)ection Department, Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

Chicago

The reports of defective and broken rails generally re-

quire the assignment of the individual case to one of six or
seven classes. Four classes are sufficient to cover all con-
ditions of w'hat may be termed honest failures; that is,

such a condition of the rail as requires its removal from the
track, but excluding failures directly due to bad mainte-
nance of track or equipment. The four classes recommended
for these reports are:

Class 1—Broken mils; me.nning, literally, rails which have broken com-
pktely through the section into two or more parts with a eenerally square
or angular fracture through the cross-section and without sign of the final
complete fracture having been caused, or contributed to, by any of the
other three classes.

Class 2—Broken b^ses, covering all cases of pieces broken out of the
•lase. such as crescent or moon-shaped breaks, and including also complete

- -'ures obviously resulting from a piece originally breaking out of the

aSSi. 1—Head failures; including all rails otherwise satisfactory, but

which require removal iecaus
crushed, mashed, or flowing he-

Class 4—Web failur

of defects, such splits the head,

ne Doii noics, which might be incorrectly supposed to come under Class 1.

A'arious subdivisions of these classes might be made in
some cases to afford more complete statistics, but, generally
speaking, it would seem to be better policv to concentrate
all efforts on obtaining accurate records o'f failures posi-
tively known to result from defective manufacture and
assign them to the proper one of four classes than to invite
possible confu.sion and error by requiring a more extended
and detailed description.

Defects of rails might be broadly classified as either
apparent or concealed. Apparent defects are those easily
discernible upon inspection at the mill. They consist of
flaws occurring on any part of the surface and which result
when seen by the inspectors, in causing the rail containing
them to be classified as No. 3 or scrapped according to the
size or number of flaws in it. If a flaw occurs near the
end of a rail, it may be sawed off, leaving a short length
of rail satisfactory for shipment, but frequently a reinspec-
tion of short rails locates other flaws so that' short length
No. 2 rails may resuh. No 2 rails are always painted white
on both ends and, in addition, two prick punch marks are
placed on the web about two feet from each end, so that
the rails can be later identified in the track. Short length
rails are invariably painted green on each end.

Pipes are often found on the ends of rails, usually in the
web or near its junction with the head, and occasionally
blisters occur on the web. The detection of either pipes or
blisters results in scrapping the rail. Seams resulting from
the opening of blowholes in the sides of the ingots \vhen be-
ing rolled may occur on any portion of the rail section and
manifest themselyes in faint lines running in a longitudinal
direction. They are generally more easily seen on the head
and on the base, but are often hidden from view by scale,
so that inspectors sometimes fail to notice them and the
rails pass shipment as No. 1, \vhen tliey should. have been
No. 2. Laps resulting from imperfect rolling methods are
defects which the mills have very largely overcome, but
they sometimes show, especially on the sides of rails and
cause rejection.

Concealed defects, that is, defects that cannot be discov-
ered by any examination of the rail's surface, are the most
important and dangerous. They are without question the
direct cause of most of the failures which have been divided
into the four classes above mentioned. Flaws, or pipes, or
seams, can be detected as described and ample precaution
taken to prevent rails containing them from being used in
main line tracks, but defects tliat are concealed in some
way afford no protection against the use of the rails, and
in many cases no manifestations of the defect occur until
rupture results.

The four classes for defective rails suggested above have
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\,wn put in what may he considered the order of tlu-ir

(hmiier, and they will l)e so considered here.

Broken Rails

Broken rails may result from innumerable causes, some

„f a chemical and some of a physical nature. It is easy to

imagine rails made of steel unduly hard and brittle and

hence without resistance to shock. Such steel will procluce

broken rails, but the physical and chemical tests laid down

b\' the specifications protect against such conditions to a

very large extent. Unfortunately, however, specifications

are' not what might be temied 100 per cent positive in this

respect and examinations of some broken rails have shown

them to be of such a chemical composition that their use

was unwarranted. Rails have also been known to contain

bard -i.ots, due, perhaps, to an imperfect fusion of some of

the materials added to the steel when it is in liquid form

and no specified chemical or physical tests are apt to detect

such conditions. Still, again, rails seem to have a faculty

of "just breaking," giving the square or angular fractures

across the section that have been mentioned, and beyond

the fact that steel has a limit of endurance, which has in

these cases probably been exceeded, we are totally unable to

assien a cause for the failure.

Such ca^es as these offer no signs of weakness to either

,hc- track-walker or the expert. With transverse fissures

Ihey constitute a most dangerous menace to traffic Irans-

verse fissures are first of a silvery color, mvariablv in the

, ad of the rail and on the gage side. Their developmen

c, crowth mav extend to the surface, in which event air ,s

admitted to the fracture and discoloration occurs I am old

tbat such cases can be detected by examining the gage side

of track carefully for indications of vertical rust streaks,

liS aVs"d"to be sure evidence of fissures but.-twit.

standing, many failures have occurred when the h-"re 1

not extend to' the surface and hence offered no po>Ml„bt>

of detection.

Broken Bases

Prior to the general adoption of
"ff>/^=^'"7

.\^
,
\'',,

tions .several years ago, the principal fea ures of ^^hlch arc

eavier or thicker bases, the most prolific source of rail

trouWe was due to the thin flanges of the older sections

"aking out in the form of half moons or crescent shapes.

Much reli^Fhas resulted by using the new sections with the

5 S r fi tes, but the cause of the trouble is so mtimately

tZ^nlii ^ith maintenance conditic«,sJ^t ':;:^en ^ase

till rr.n<;titute a serious class of rail failures. 1
ne piece oi

t£ lan e SatCiginally breaks off, generally at a tie, is

-.most always found to show a seam on tlie surface of the

Sure Rail manufacturers assert that seams are a per-

fpctlv nitural effect, to which all rails are susceptible, bu.

1 -f . r .n lin" that various conditions of treatment may

':"u influence £ production. Be that as it may, the

Sms- on the ase, which escape the inspector's attention,

S often covered at the mill with newlv-formed scale

offe^%u i a reduced strength to the section that ,t is unab e

°o resst the strains of unequal tie bearings. Bieces, ther -

fore break out and in n.any cases complete rupture of the

spctinn occurs soon afterward.
. . .,

Ss n ust be taken to prevent fractures cKcurring m th,

way from being ascribed to class l, that is. to 'Broken

Rails
" The question as to which class the failure belongs

rin almost always be answered by exaimmng he fracture

a?ro the base.
' H it is straight from flange to flange, it

should be classified as a broken rail; but if it contains a

3-agged or re-entrant angle, it should be put almost without

a doubt in the class of broken bases.

Hf..\d Failures

Any condition of quick-flowing metal on the head of the

rail, widening or mashing of the head so that the angle bar

fit is lessened, or any signs of dark streaks along the pol-

ished surface of the rail, are almost sure indications of

head failure. Segregated steel is the chief cause attributed

to this condition and segregation is one of the natural defects

of all steels. Segregation is the condition resulting from the

solidification of liquid steel, whereby some of the chemical

elements automatically .seek the center and top part of the

ingots that remain molten longest. It occurs in that part of

the ingot in which the pipe or shrinkage cavity always

forms and while both piping and segregation may be re-

tarded or reduced in amount, the total elimination of these

natural defects requires discarding the top of each ingot.

Obviously some difficulty exists in determining the

amount of each ingot that should be discarded and some-

times when too little discard has been made shipments of

segregated, and sometimes piped, rails unintentionally re-

sult
"
Segregation is always found in the top parts of the

ingots and therefore possibly in those rails that are lettered

1 or B and defects of the character described as head fail-

ures are verv largely confined to those rails. As might be

expected, segregation results in a hard, high carbon core

comprising the center of the rail section, surrounded by

metal of lesser carbon content, and, therefore, softer. As

mentioned, it mav flow rapidly, especially on cur%-es, it may

mash down in spots and it may develop the actual cavity

from which the term split head is derived. Split heads are

not as a rule, the same as piped rails, for pipes ought by

all reason to be limited to the center of the ingot, and hence

confined to the web of the rail, while splits are invariably

found only in the head. Defects possessing these character-

istics are not dangerous, but rails containing them should he

watched carefully and replaced at an opportune time.

Web F.\ilures

These failures are comparatively rare, consisting for the

most part of the separation of the base from the head

through some kind of longitudinal fracture in the web.

Cracked webs can be obser\-ed by careful inspection and

such rails ought to be removed. Tlie defect often occurs

at or near a joint, the fracture probably running into the

bolt hole, possibly in such a way that the bars more or less

shield it from view. Causes for such defects are not well

known, but no doubt loose joints contribute their share,

while on rails tliat have been shipped in vessels it is pos-

sible that some damage to the ends may have occurred in

the process of loading and unloading that would account

for failures of tliis type.

Rail failures are steadily on the decrease, recent statis-

tics indicating that there were only one-fourth as many

failures in five years on rails rolled in 1Q12 as there were

in the same time on rails rolled in 1008. Last year there

was approximately one failure for every two miles of track

reported- that is, one failure out of every 600 rails of all

makes, weights and conditions. Notwithstanding what rec-

ords may show, we all know that the subject of defective

rails is still a ven- serious one and that to meet it r<iquires

the fullest and most complete co-operation of everyone con-

cerned "Safety first" must be the motto and the price of

safety is eternal vigilance, not only at the mills where the

rails' are rolled, but. also, in the track where the rails are

used.

Inspecting Ties: the Outlook for an Adequate Supply

By John Foley

Forester. Pennsylvania Railroad, and .\ssociate Manager of the

Forest Products Section, United States Railroad

Administration, Washington

The lack of a surplus of ties today is not a development

of ve'^terdav. Throughout the more than two years during

which \ou have not had labor enough to put in all *»". ties
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you desired, those who make a business of producing ties

have been pleading shortage and high cost of labor as
reasons why they were not meeting railway demands.

Coincident with the unified o]K.Tation of railroads came
complaints to the directors of regions producing ties in
quantity, that the roads of other regions were taking ties

needed by the local roads and by paying high prices for

is no limit to the quantity of ties which a railroad may con-
tract to accept from any owner of them.

Gradually the feeling among tie contractors that the
admmistration policy is antagonistic to them is disappearing.
At hrst the contractors jumped to the conclusion that the rail-
roads would develop organizations duplicating those of the
contractors. This has not been done bv the railroads whichthem were forcing tlie latter to unwarranted expense. The for years have bought under the present plan and it is noconsequence of these complaints was the issuance last March contemplated, though advances in prices were quite generaUvof an order prohibiting the purchase of ties at prices in ex- made. You know the prices being paid alon" your lines and

cess of those paid December .1, 1917. This order stopped you have a good idea what ties cost to buv, make and deliver
the advancing of prices which was prevalent at that time.

It also stopped the production of ties very largely wherever
railroads which had advanced prices in 1918 reduced them
to the 1917 basis. Many producers who quit then in resent-

ment over the reduction have not resumed operations. For-
merly, when an individual railroad reduced the prices of ties

the owners of the ties could ship to a road which paid more.
But when the reduction was general, many producers con-
cluded they would engage in a more stable industry. For-
tunately, all railroads did not reduce prices; some did not

need to and some merely did not buy any until the matter
was adjusted.

The ill effects of this order were soon apparent, and in

.\pril the prohibition was removed so far as the ties on a

road's own lines were concerned. By that time the regional

purchasing committees had been organized, and the result

of their deliberations over ties was the formulation of the

following principles to govern buying;
No railroad under control of tlie director general may purchase ties

en any railroad under his control with which such road conreets.
ontrol of the director general may purchase

" e.— --" "..ui iits Lu.-i iL» uuv, maKe ana aenver.
If you are satisfied that the prices published are not suffi-
cient to justify the production of ties, acquaint your re-
sponsible officials with the facts, since prices are "fixed bv
the individual railroad companies, subject to the approval
of the regional purchasing committees."

Prices which bore some relation to one another could not
be h.xed for the various railroads until a standard was
adopted. Consideration of this suljject proved how timelv
was the statement made bv a representative tie producer at

such railroad connects,
es by the i'ndividual railroad
1 purchasing committee, and

sufficient number of ties

on any railroad not under his control
The prices shall be fixed on the various 1

companies, subject to approval by the regio
at such figures as will cause the production of
to meet tlie requiiements of all the railroads.

Every railroad should endeavor to secure tin

on its line, so that its own requirements can 1

amount of transportation.
Ties on railroads which produce more than are needed, for their own

use, should be transferred under the supervision of the regional conmiittees
to railroads on which a shortage e-xists.

Possibly some of the railroads which protested against

shipments from their lines would not have done so had they

suspected they would have been saddled with the responsi-

bility and work in the above program. Some are saying they

cannot spare any ties, but it is a fair assumption they can

ship as many as contractors could under former arrange-

ments. The principles laid down are the logical development

of the idea that the railroads under government control are

one. For them to compete with one another in the procure-

ment of their ties would Ije as ridiculous now as it was un-

fortunate before.

The above rules to govern the purcliase of ties were not

well received liy the tie trade. Naturally, the contractors

who had been shipping from one railroad to another, at

prices dependent on the necessities of the latter, felt that their

iiusiness opportunities were lessened by the new plan. How-
ever, they advanced no reasons why they should not find

entirely satisfactory the sale of their product to the railroad

along which it was produced.

In working out the details of executing the above buying

principles, the central advisory purchasing committee, in

conference with the regional purchasing committees, decided

that the fixed prices should be published and should apply

to the ties of all purchasers, large and small. They also de-

cided that payment for ties should Ix- prompt—as nearly

on a cash basis as was practicable under the conditions on

each road. These decisions were welcomed by small pro-

ducers of ties, but, of course, are objected to by those who
dealt in the ties which the small jiroducers may now sell

direct. The attitude of the Railroad Administration is that

the dealer is not barred by the present plan from selling as

many ties as he can procure from those who require his

assistance to make ties or to deliver them to a railroad. There

the 1918 annual meeting of the .\merican A\-ood Preservers'
Association, that "there is another bad feature about the tie
business. Every railroad has a different specification and
none of them live up to it.- Among 50 railroads which are
representative of conditions throughout the United States
there were 30 different sizes and shapes of ties specified as
.standard. Each of these was known as one to five designa-
tions. Ties of exactly the same size would be I's '"s A's
B's on different roads. Different roads used the same desig-
nation for ties of different sizes.

You have seen the standard specification which was
adopted after full consideration of all existing standards at
meetings throughout the countr)-. It omits nothing which
could not be agreed upon as essential anywhere It in-
cludes nothing which cannot be lived up to everj'where, like
making ties from live trees only, when, as a matter of' fact
millions of excellent ties have come from wind-thrown pine
trees m the South. It includes every kind of wood generally
used for ties and provides for such others as may be locally
de.^irable. The specification covers all the sizes' of ties for
which any real desire is expressed. It omits two American
Railway Engineering Association standards, the 6-in. by
9-in., because only one railroad specified such a tie to pro-
vide for those not thick enough to be 7 in. by 9 in. and the
7 in. by 10 in. because ties of that size are' not known in
the trade, being manufactured at sawmills, and bought as
lumber by the one railroad using them in quantity.

Ties smaller than the standard 6 in. by 6 in., which are
fit for some service in secondary tracks, together with culls
of larger size, are purchasable iis "usable rejects," as here-
tofore.^ The desire is that no tie be wasted if it can be of
use. The specification provides for the conser\-ation of
timber by including a graduation of sizes which will utilize
with the least waste those portions of any tree large enough.

In conclusion, Mr. Foley placed special emphasis on The
fact that the inspection of ties is to be done by employees on
the individual lines along which the ties are produced. He
urged that this inspection be made conscientiously, not only
for tho.*e ties to be used on the home road, but for those to be
shipped to other lines as well. .As a check on this inspec-
tion, he urged the roads which are receiving poor ties to call
the matter at once to the attention of the central purchasing
committee. He stated that the government is giving the
closest attention to the develojiment of all possible sources of
supply in this country and is also studying the possibility of
importing ties. Based on reports from all sections of the
country, he believed tliat the tie situation is now l)etter than
it was two montlis ago as respects quantity production and
that better ties are being produced. While there may be
some shortage next >ear. he did not believe that it would
l)e as serious as is expected in some quarters.

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST
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Railroad Administration's Standard Baggage Cars

Designs for 60-Ft. and 70-Ft. Cars of All-Steel Construction

for Passenger Service

THE UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION for SOme
time has been working on the designs of two standard
types of baggage cars, to be 60 ft. and 70 ft. long,

respectively. These cars are of steel construction through-

out, with the exception of the floor, and are generally similar

in design. The side elevation and floor plan illustrated

are for the 60-ft. car, while the details shown are tho.se in-

corporated in the design of the "0-ft. car. The designs

meet the Railway Mail Service irequirements as to strength,

and in some respects are stronger than called for by the

Post Office Department specifications.

The underframe is made up of fishbelly center sills of the

built-up type and Z-bar side sills. The center sill webs

of the double body bolsters. The principal transverse mem-
bers are built up of 54-in., single flanged diaphragms with
fillers of the same thickness between the sills, and have
continuous top coverplates 9 in. wide by S/16 in. thick.

A j/2-in. by 6-in. plate, about 55 in. long, is riveted to the

bottom flanges of the diaphragms, the center sill fillers, and
the center sill flanges.

The bolsters and end construction of the underframe may
be either built-up or of unit cast steel construction. In the

Ijuilt-up underframe the center sills extend throusih to the

end of the car Ijody, the spring buffer casting Ijeing riveted

between them. The transverse members of the double body
bolster are each built up of two diaphragms of 5/1 6-in.

-M'icf- _->-;:- \: lis

Underframe for the 70-ft. Standard Baggage Car with Built-Up Ends

are of 5/1 6-in. plate, spaced 16 in. apart and reinforced

top and bottom with 3J^-in. by jJ/^-in. by fs-in. angle

flanges. At the top these angles are applied on the

outside of the web plates only, while at the bot-

tom they are applied both outside and inside. The
center sill construction also includes a top coverplate 15

in. wide by J^ in. thick. At the deepest section

the sills measure 26 in. over the flanges. This

section is maintained for a distance of 11 ft. 6 in.' either

side of the transverse center line, at which points are lo-

cated the main transverse members. .\t these members the

re(kution in the depth of the section begins and reaches

till' minimum of 12'
i

in. over the flanges at the back side

plate, placed back to back. .A. top coverplate, 5 ft. 9 in.

wide, is riveted to the flanges of these members, the side

sills and the center sills. From a point 16;^4 in. forward

of the front transverse member of the bolster to a point 24J/2

in. back of the rear transverse member, the center sills are

closed by a Jg-in. bottom coverplate. The lower flanges of the

transverse members are reinforced by '-i-in. by 8-in. plates,

which are continuous from side sill to side sill. Side

bearing supports are provided by 6-in.. 14-T4-lb. I-beams,

placed longitudinal!}- lietween the transverse members of the

bolsters, ,S ft. 9' 2 in. on either side of the longitudinal

center line of the car.

The side sills are 6-in.. 15.7-lb. Z-bars, with the lower

Bus Bonds to 1 our UTMOST
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flanges turned out. A 3J^-in. by 3-in. by S/16-in. angle,

with the short leg turned up, is riveted to the lower flange

of the Z-bar, the face of this angle serving as a means of

attachment of the outside steel sheathing of the car.

Alternate types of construction are provided for the end

frame of the car. This may be either a unit steel casting

or built up of structural sections. The end frame of the

built-up construction is designed to be of equal strength to

that of the cast steel end, which is stronger than required

by the Railway Mail Service specifications. The main

vertical members are 12-in., 40-lb. I-beams, framed into

the bumper casting at the bottom and built into a transver.se

girder at the top. There are four intermediate end posts of

4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bars, two of which are to be omitted in

working to Post Office Department specifications. The
comer posts are built up of Z-bars, placed in the same

position as the intermediate posts, and two angles which

are so placed as to provide a means of attachment of the

outside side sheathing and the inside end sheathing.

The side frame is made up of channel posts pressed from

ys-in. steel. The side plate is a 4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bar, placed

with the web horizontal and the outside flange downward.

The top of the belt rail is ,S ft. J4 in. above the lower face

of the side sills. It is made up of the 4-in. by J^-in. strip

on the outside, riveted through to a 4-in. by 2-in. by l4-in.

angle on the inside of the sheathing. The sheathing is %-\n.

plate, to the inside of which is applied ^ in. of hairfelt in-

sulation. The interior sheathing is No. 20 corrugated steel.

The carlines are of ^-in. pressed channel sections. On
either side these are in one piece from the side plate to the

roof of the clere stor\' with a separate section for the latter.

The roof is covered with copper bearing steel plates insulated

inside and the ceiling is of sheet steel.

The underframe structure is covered with 1/16-in. steel

plate, which is riveted to the center sill cover plate, to the side

sills and to transverse supports flanged from
J
4-in plate.

On this is laid five .S-in. by 2^-in. intermediate longi-

tudinal stringers with specially gained stringers over the

top flanges of the side sills. Between these stringers the

steel plate is covered with a •>:4-in. layer of hairfelt. held in

place by 1-in. by 1-in. wood strips placed against the

stringers. On the .stringers is laid a transverse floor of

l.Vl6-in. by 5>4-in. material, finally surfaced with a maple

floor of -J^-in. by .3)4-in- tongucd and grooved material

placed longitudinally except between the doors, where it is

placed transversely.

The general arrangement of the 60-ft. and 70-ft. cars is

similar. The 60-ft. car is carried on four-wheel trucks,

while the 70-ft. car has six-wheel trucks. The trucks may
be either of the built-up pattern or the cast steel frame

type. In either case the general arrangement is the same,

being of the equalized pedestal type. The wheels are 36

in. in diameter and are mounted on axles with 5-in. by 9-in.

journals. Tlie six-wheel trucks have a wheel base of 11 ft.

and the wheel base of the four-wheel truck is eight feet.

Both cars have two doors on each side, one having an

opening of five feet and the other of seven feet. The side

door on one side is jilaced opposite the narrow door on the

other side of the car. In one end of the car a fish rack

is placed over the floor, which is fitted with drainage fa-

cilities.

The 70-ft. cars are 70 ft., 9 in. long over the end posts

and have a clear length inside of 70 ft. The uncoupled

length over the diaphragms is 74 ft., l^in. They are Q ft.

1 in. wide inside and have a maximum width of 10 ft. "s in.

over the eaves. The maximum height from the toji of the

rail to the top of the roof is 14 ft. I.VI6 in. The oO-ft.

cars are 60 ft. in. long over the end posts, have an inside

clear length of 60 ft. and a length, uncoupled, over the

diajihragm faces, of 64 ft. 1 '4 in. The height and width

clearances are the same in both cases.

Returns of Class I Roads
for Calendar Year 1917

THE BUREAU OF RAILWAY tcuNOMics has issued a bul-

letin, No. 128, giving a summary of the principal rail-

way statistics of Class I roads for the calendar year

1917. The figures are preliminary and tentative and are

in some cases liable to correction and adjustment. An aver-

age operated mileage of 232,699 miles of line is represented

in the statistics. The income account with comparisons for

the previous year is as follows

:

Year ended December 31 Increase
,- . -^

V 1917 over
United States 1917 1916 1916

Railway operatinR revenues $4,012,968,828 $3,593,605,875 $419,362,953
Railway operating expenses 2.828.179.885 2,356.133,528 472.046,357
Net operating revenue 1,184.788.943 1,237,472,347 S2.6S3.404

Railway tax accruals 214.096.050 156,966,020 57,130,030
Uncollectible railway revenues... 698,724 821,865 123.141
Miscellaneous operating income.. 9,983,157 2.889,285 7,093,872

Total operating income 979,977,326 1,082.573,747 102,596.421
Hire of equipment and joint facil-

ity net rentals Dr. 36.243.040 Dr. 41.963.035 5.719,995
Net operating income 943,734,286 1,040.610,712 96,S76,42b

.N'on-opcrating income 216.803,729 203.730,643 13,073,086
Gross income 1,160,538,015 1,244,341.355 S3.S03.340

Deductions from gross income:
Interest on funded debt 404,313,382 406,441,179 2,127,797
Interest on unfunded debt 13.658.809 13.976.185 317.376
All other deductions 153,417,687 180.032.037 26,614,350

Total deductions 571.389.878 600,449,401 29 059,523
Net income 589,148,137 643,891,954 54.743.817

Disposition of net income:
Dividend appropriations 222,378.713 175,107,298 47.271,415
Income anpropriated for invest-
ment in physical property. . 47,242.473 61.750,678 14.508.205

Other income appropriations. . . 25,582.319 47,892,603 22 310 2S4
Total appropriations of income 295,203,505 284,750,579 10.452.926

Balance to credit of profit and loss 293.944.632 359.141.375 65,196,743

The total capital securities outstanding on December 31,

1917, not excluding duplications resulting from intercor-

porate relations, amounted to $16,494,786,532. The equip-

ment in service included 61,512 steam locomotives, 354 other

locomotives, 2,329,683 freight train cars, 52,949 passenger

train cars, and 99,616 company ser\Mce cars.

The average number of general and division officers dur-

ing the year was 18,465 and their total compensation was
557,224,997. The total number of employees, excluding

officers, was 1,714,238 and their total compensation was
$1,681,571,049, an average of $980.94.

Including the estimated road and equipment investment

of non-operating subsidiaries, the approximate total property

investment of mileage operated bv Class I roads is given

as $17,783,000,000.

In the following table are given some of the principal

averages and ratios:

.Average per mile of line:

f"17
Operating revenues ( 1916

(1917
Operating expenses 11916

f 1"7Net operating revenue
| 1916

Taxes { 1916

• . fl917
npcraling income

\ 1914

Revenue ton-miles (freight density) | i9|(;

f 1917
Revenue passenger-miles (passenger density"!

^ 191^

-Average per train-mile:

J""Operating revenues ) 1915

„ . (1917
Operating expenses

t 1916

( l»17
Net operating revenue ) \9\6

Average per freight car-mile:
f 1917

Revenue ton-miles (tons per loaded carl
j 191^

Miscellaneous averages and ratios:

Operating ratio (per cent)
) 1916

.N (1917
.Average receipts per ton-mile tcents)

( J9I6

I / ^ (1917
Avi-race receipts per passenger-mile (cents)

) 1916

$17,281.06
$15,587.00
$12,17O.0&

$10,215.57

$5,102.06
$5,371.43

$021.96
$680.63

$4,177.09
$4.687. .'6

1.697.961
1.571,175

169.9-,1

150.002

$1.93

$0.96
SI.OI

.706

2.090
2.042
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Railroads Organizing for Liberty Loan Campaign
Instructions Issued That No Effort Should Be Spared to

Make Campaign An Overwhelming Success

THE RAii.w AY MEN of the United States are out to make
a new record for Liberty Bond subscriptions in the

coming Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign. They sub-

scribed for the first loan on a creditajjle scale, they doubled

their first loan totals in the second campaign, and then they

considerably more than doubled their second loan totals in the

third campaign. If history repeats itself, as they say it does,

the fourth loan totals are going to make the world sit up and

take notice.

No stone is going to be left unturned to secure a big sub-

scription. Under Director

General McAdoo's leadership

as expressed in Circular No.

56, the regional directors are

instructing their federal and

general managers to organize

the railroads and as in the

Third Loan campaign there

will be a great number of

committees reaching every

man in railway service.

Circular No. 56

It is the intention of the

director general that a copy

of Circular No. 56 should be

given to every railway man.

The circular in question has

two pages, the first reading

as reproduced in the center

of this page and the other

giving the details of the loan

and the methods of subscrib-

ing on the partial payment

plan. Employees will be al-

lowed to pay for their bonds

in eight monthly payments,

but in cases where third loan

payments are still being

rnade the eight months pe-

riod may be dated from the

first of the year. The full

details are given in the cir-

cular as follows:

The Fourth Liberty Loaii cam-

paign will begin on Septemebr !S

and close October 19, and in order

to encourage employees to subscribe

thereto federal managers are au-

thorized to take such amount of

the bonds as may be necessary to

care for such subscripti'ons, and cur.

rent federal funds may be used ;

K-nployees may pay for bonds

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF RAILROADS

WASHINGTON. SEPTEMBER 18, 1918

CIRCULAR NO. 56

The patriotic support of railway oiniilovees to the Third Liberty
lx\an was more than gratifying. On fomc railroads practically every
employee became a subscriber for one or more of these bondii

Now that Ihe Fourth Ijiberty Tjoan is about to begin, I curncstly

urge all railroad officials and employees to cooperate in securing a

"100 per cent" result on cvtry railroad. I believe that where the

officials and employees unite in a patriotic support the response will

i)c even more gratifying than that to the Third Liberty Loan.
I realize that there are many instances whore railroad employees

are not financially able to assume additional obligations. In .such

instances there should be no criticism of the failure of an employee
to subscribe to the Fourth Liberty Loan. I lielijvo, howe>cr, tliat

when the urgency of the need is presented to employees that few will

fail in their financial support of the Goxcrnment.
My attention has been called to the fact that in the past loins

many employees have subscribed through their banks and through
other agencies than the railroads. No criticism shoidd bo mado
against employees for subscribing to bonds in this way, but it is a

matter of pride to the Railroad iVdministration that the employees
on each railroad shall receive Ihe credit for all sid>scriptions they
nialcc.

Government bonds arc the safest investment in the world, and in

making such an investment railroad employees at the same tinte have
an opportunity to help win the war and give neeiled support to our
noble sons and brothers who are risking and giving their lives U|)on

the battle fields and upon tho seas.

I hope that 100 per cent of the railroad employees will suhscribn

to the bonds of the Fourth Liberty Ix)an. I can think of nothing
more inspiring than the great body of railroad employees clTcclively

banded together to work for the success of Ihe Fourth Liberty Loan,
and I urge upon each railroad employee patriotically to do his share.

In Ibis w'ay we can shorten the war, save many lives, and bring a
glorious victory to America and to deinocnitic principle everywhere.

payments shall begin with the pay roll for the last half of October, 1918.
Employees will be credited with interest on bonds during the period

of installment payments, and will be charged interest on deferred payment
both at A'/j jier cent. When the last installment payment is made the
bond will be delivered to the subscriber. Adjustment of interest will

h- made in the last month's installment payment Coupon (covering
interest which matures during the period of installment payments) will

be detached by the federal treasurer and the interest collected. Sub-
scribers will, however, receive proper proportionate credit on account ol

such coupons in the adjustment of interest to be made in the last install-

ment payment, as described above.

Should employees leave the service before completion of the payments,
the amount paid will be refunded without interest.

full at the time of subscription; or,

if they subscribe on the installment
plan, they may at any time pay up
the unpaid installments in full and
receive the bonds.
Employees should not hesitate to

llace their subscription with the
federal treasurer of the road on
which they are employed for fear
that their local district may not
receive credit for subscriptions, for
arrangements are being made so
that the subscriptions of railroad
employees will be reported accord-
ing to their homes, and the local
district will in each case receive
corresponding credit to apply toward
its quota.

Instructions are being issued to
regional directors relative to the
formation of committees, etc., to or-
ganize and promote this work, with
which committee when appointed all

railroad employees are urged to co-
operate.

While bonds are being issued in
both coupon and registered form, I

advise and urge that employees sub-
scribe for registered bonds, which
in case of loss or destruction by
tire will be replaced by the United
States Treasury.

Instructions to Regional

Directors

In addition to sending
out the circulars the director

general has sent a letter to all

regional directors instructing

them further concerning the

extensive and intensive cam-
paign for Loan subscriptions.

This letter reads in part as
follows

:

I enclose herewith a copy of cir-
iiilar No. 56 regarding subscriptions
ut railroad employees to the Fourth
Liberty Loan. A supply of these
circulars is being sent to you, for
the use of your immediate staff,

and o suftly is being sent directly
to all the federal and general tnan-

'ral of liaihoads.

far necessary in paying for such
bonds

C^fficers and employees will be per

period of not exceeding eight m
litted to pay in installments coverilig

nths, provision being made so that

such installments may be paid by deduction on the pay roll.

In connection with the Third Liberty Loan it was permitted that pay-
ments on new subscriptions might besin at the expiration of the period

covering installment payments on subscriptions to the Second Liberty
Loan, in order to avoi'd making payment on both subscriptions at the

same time.

I'or that reason payment to the Third Liberty Loan in many cases will

not be completed until June, 1919. Since the last loan, however, employees
generally have received substantial increases in wages, and therefore it

is unnecessary to avoid the making of payments on two subscriptions at

the same time.

Payments on subscriptions to the Fourth Liberty Loan may, however,
when the subscriber is also making payments on subscriptions te the
Third Liberty Loan, commence with the month of January, 1919. the
period of ci'ght months running therefrom. In cases where employees
are not making payments on subscriptions to Third Liberty Loan bonds,

igcrs.

Please instruct the distribution and bulletining of these circulars in order
that they may come to the attention of all railroad employees.

Please also instruct federal managers in your jurisdiction to promote
the organization at once of Fourth Liberty Loan Committees to encourage
officers and employees of your region to subscribe to the approaching
Liberty Loan. These committees should co-operate with the regularly con-
stituted committees of the Liberty Loan Organization.
Arrangements should be made so that subscriptions of employees will be

classified according to their residences. The amount in the aggregate
subscribed by employees of each particular federal rescr\'e district should
be subscribed with the reserve bank for that district, accompanied by a
list showing the amount of each subscription and names of subscribers
arranged according to the residences of the subscribers, so that each local
couununity may be properly credited therewith.

No deduction or allowance shall be made from the amount of subscrip-
tions of employees, filed with the federal treasurer, on account of possible
discontinuance of payments by employees, but on the contrary, tlie sub-
scriptions of the federal trcausrer to the federal reser%'e bank (or banks,
if his road lies in more than one federal reserve distritt) shall in the
aggregate equal 100 per cent of the subscriptions of officers and employees
filed with him.

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST
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Tlicrc arc enclosed herewith ihe following forms whicii are sugKcstcd

for use in furthering this campaign:

(a) Form of circular to be sent by you to federal managers instructing

the organization of committees and other features of the campaign.

(b) A form of circular to be distributed to officers and employees, by

federal managers.
The attached circulars and forms are intended as suggestive merely

and arc not to preclude the expression of individual initiative.

My attention has been called to the fact that in past loans many
employees have subscribed through their banks and through agencies other

than the railroads. No criticism should 'be made of employees for thus

electing to sub.scribe for bonds, but it is a matter of pride to the Kailroad

Administration and to e.-ich railroad if the employees on that railroad

receive the credit for all the subscriptions they make.

The Fourth Liberty I,oan campaign is as important as the great battle

now being fought in France. Everything possible should be done to bring

the situation home to each railroad employee. Once this is done I know
they will respond even more patriotically than they have in previous loans.

Let us roll up a total of railroad subscriptions that will serve notice on

Berlin that the railroad employees of .America ore in this fight to a finish.

Instructions to Federal Managers

Each regional director is doing his part to lielp the cam-

paign along and long letters of instruction have been sent

to every federal and general manager the country over. In

addition to suggesting methods of appeal to the men, and

directing the prompt printing of circulars, subscription

blanks, etc., these letters have advised the federal and gen-

eral managers concerning the form of organization and pro-

cedure which should secure the best results. The eastern

regional director in his' letter emphasizes that, "No effort

should l)e spared to make this campaign an overwhelming

success." He has detailed the following as the best method:

The best methods for securinK tile maximum results in this campaign

have been carefully considered, and it has been determined that the fol-

lowing form of organization should be immediately formulated upon

each railroad and substantially the same methods and procedure will be

followed by all lines in this region.

All committees should cooperate fully with regularly constituted com-

mittees of the Liberty Loan organization. The importance of the work

should be thoroughly impressed upon all.

I. General committee. Headed by the federal manager or other execu-

tive officer designated by him, who will issue necessary instructions and

who will select other officers and employees to serve on this committee

with him.

II. General office committee. .\ general officer to be designated by the

federal manager who will be assisted by a committee made up of gener.-il

officers and employees who necessarily must devote a portion of theiv

persopal effort to this work. This committee in turn shall appoint captains

under their jurisdiction in the various general office departments.

III. Diiiaional committee.'!. Three or more representative division offi-

cers and employees.
- v

While these officials and employees can devote only a portion of their

personal time to this work they must realize the importance of the ultimate

success of this Liberty Loan campaign and should ioWovt up daily the

work of such captains and leaders under theit jurisdiction in the re-

spective branches of the service as they may think it wise to appoint.

It is suggested that representatives of the various crafts and classes of

employees be utilized to the fullest extent in the furtherance of this

campaign.
. , , , , . r

IV. Terminal committee.':. These committees should he composed ot

three or more officers and employees.

V Stwf committee.^. .\ committee should be established at each shop

composed of three or more of the officers in charge and employees. It

may be necessary that further sub-committees be appointed in the mechanical

department to cover all outlying shops and the numerous sub-committees

and captains thereof should be appointed in all large shops and repair

VI DiinHonal committees. The divisional committee shall see that all

other' classes of employees not specifically covered herein .ire properly

organized under their jurisdiction.

It is the intention that every employee of the railroad sh.-ill be per-

sonally urged to subscribe for as large an amount of Liberty Loan Bonds

as possible. It is important that no employee should be overlooked and

that they should be solicited repeatedly by the captain or leader having

jurisdiction until such subscriptions as they may be willing to m.ike have

iieen secured.

A daily record should be made and turned in to each of the sub-

committees, and in turn to the general committee, showing the amount of

subscriptions received for the day. As these records are turned in from

day to day to local committees, renewed efforts should be concentrated

upon all employees not making subscriptions or not making sufficiently

large subscriptions.

In all solicitations of subscriptions, observe carefully the intention

of the director-general as contained in Circular No. 56. While it is

desirable to urge employees earnestly to subscribe, every employee should

be allowed to feel that he is a free agent and that his action is not being

influenced by the fear of coercion or the fear of criticism.

Daily telegraphic or telephone reports should be made by the general

committee of e.ich carrier as to the results being secured on their respective

lines to the undersigned, and for that purpose it will therefore be neces-

sary that .all Ihe gener.il committees, subcommittees, team ciptains, etc.,

shall make daily reports to the officers under whose jurisdiction they are

working. In this manner, ail concerned will be thoroughly acquainted with

just what progress is being made and the further efforts which are essen-

tial to bring about the desired lesults.

Complete instructions and forms for recording the subscriptions, making
payroll deductions and remitting the amounts collected should be issued

by the appropriate officers of each railroad.

Federal treasurers should be instructed to place subscriptions with

federal reserve district? according to the residences of subscribers, at

the same time filing with the federal reserve bank of the district in which
the subscriber resides a list of Ihe local committees, the amount of sub-

scriptions which should be properly credited to each and the names and
the amounts of each subscriber malcing up such subscription.

Federal treasurers will be authorized in due course, under proper regu-

lations, to use, as far as may be necessary, current funds on hand for the

payment, as the same become due, of the installments on the bonds sub-

scribed for.

All subscriptions received from railroad employees will be credited to

the local committees according to the residences of subscribers. Inquiries
from local banks should be answered in line with the foregoing.

Railway Business Association Activities

THE REGULAR QUARTERLY MEETING of the general ex-

ecutive committee of the Railway Business Association

was held at the Chicago Club, Chicago, on September
18, with President Alba B. Johnson in the chair.

Railways After the War
\A'. W. Salmon, chairman of the committee on railways

after the war, presented a plan of work for this committee

which was approved by the general executive committee.

Mr. Salmon's report was as follows:

"Your committee enters upon its work completely un-

hampered by any declaration of our asscx:iation in favor of

specified policies or measures. The one dogma by which
you are bound is that the public interest is paramount. I

am sure I shall have the generous support of the general

executive committee and of the asscKiation at large in pro-

posing that your committee establish its program upon the

highest plane of effectiveness possible to you with available

resources. This work has been undertaken because we be-

lieve it vital to the well-being not only of our own group

of industries, but of the nation. It is the purpose of the

general executive committee to afford you the fullest meas-

ure of relief from personal labor through staff and sjjecial

service."

Chainuan Salmon suggested that it would be valuable

for each member present to vohmteer any ideas he might

have as to the purpose to be sought by the committee and

the method to be pursued. The consensus of impression^

thus elicited w-as that in view of the complexity of the sub-

ject, any arrival at conclusions should be preceded by the

most thorough examination of material, consultation with

specialists and detailed committee conference.

The secretary presented a report, prepared at the request

of Chairman Salmon, comprising some account of the ma-
terial which the office has been preparing. The first step

w^as the compilation of a card catalog of hooks, pamphlets,

magazine articles, and newspaper clippings, the titles of

which suggest that they might have a bearing upon the sub-

ject. This list includes about 400 titles. The .second step

was an endeavor to determine in advance what to look for

in this mass of material. This object was approached by

drawing up a rough list of the phases which a responsible

legislator would have to deal with if he were drawing a

bill. When such a list shall have been discussed and re-

vised liy the committee and by the members of the associa-

tion, the result would be a program of subjects to be

studied.

The association, under that plan, could proceed to extract

from the books and other documents in the catalog material

bearing on each of the listed aspects and to classify it for prac-

tical use. \A'hen this task had been completed the commit-

tee could take up these subjects, one by one. with the mate-
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rial bearing upon it and witli the aid of well-infoniied per-
sons each at the appropriate stage.

Meantime, a widespread dissemination of the list of aspects
could be made with a view to obtaining guidance as to the
prevailing public thought. It need hardly be expected that

general public opinion will yet be found very clear or posi-

tive. What we may hope for is a response indicating which
are the phases that are regarded by the public as most im-
portant for them to be enlightened upon.

Touching the question of co-ordinated effort, it is the

view of some that the outcome of the proposed railroad con-
ference authorized by the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States to be called by the directors should be some
form of federated activity independent of the National
Chamber and giving opportunity for occupational and other

organizations, including the Railway Business Association,

to co-operate for the conunon end.

It was decided to take up in future meetings, topic by
topic, the aspects as they have been developed by the asso-

ciation office research.

Government Purchasing Policies

A. L. Humphrey, chairman of the committee on govern-

ment purchasing policies, reported progress in several of

the matters which members have requested the committee to

take up with the Railroad Administration. The Division

of Finance and Purchases in various conferences has shown
a disposition to give careful consideration to sul)jects laid

before it by the committee. Responsive to suggestions con-

cerning prompter remittances by railroads for goods deliv-

ered members are reporting substantial improvement, espe-

cially in the clearing up of the oldest accounts. In the mat-
ter of the warranty covenant against commission agents re-

quired by the Department of Justice in government con-
tracts the Railroad Administration has decided to ask for
a niodification as affecting railroad transactions, and has
made it evident that it will press its request vigorously.
Railroad purchases are more complex than those covered by
previous modifications, namely, fuel and certain textiles for
the army quartermaster, but it is believed a method is be-mg worked out which will permit legitimate commission
selling in the railroad field while eliminating what is re-
garded as illegitimate.

Other Business

The secretary was requested to notify the honorarv vice-
president, Mr. Post, and to spread upon the minutes for
reference as affecting future honorary vice-presidents that
the intention of the committee in creating that office was
not only to honor retiring presidents, but also to obtain their
counsel and that it is the earnest desire of the committee
that the honorarj- vice-president shall attend as many meet-
ings of the general executive committee as he can.

'

The following new members were reported since the last
meeting: Buffalo Wire Works Co., Inc., Buffalo- Joliet
Railway Supply Co., Chicago; A. G. A. Railway Light & Sig-
nal Co., Elizabeth, X. J.; Keyoke Railway Equipment Co
Chicago; Chas. R. Long, Jr., Co., Louisville; Chicago
Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago; Kearney & Trecker Co
Milwaukee; National \A'aste Co., Philadelphia; Liberty Steei
Products Co., New York; and Seeger-Walraven Co., Atlanta.

The committee on finance and administration, in a com-
munication from Chairman H. H. Westinghouse, reported
a budget which was ajiproved.

Decision was postponed as to the character, time and place
of the next annual meeting.

Safety Council Discusses Conservation of Man Power
Unification of Safety Work Under Federal Control Adds New

Interest to Railway Session

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL CONGRESS of the National Safety

Council was held at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.,

on September 16 to 20, inclusive. The Steam Rail-

road Section of the council convened on Tuesday afternoon,

September 17, with H. J. Bell, safety supervisor of the

Northwestern region, in the chair, and remained in

session for three days as this meeting was the first

under government control and the first since the uni-

fication of safety activities on American railroads, it marked
the beginning of a new and distinct period in safety work.

The principal address of the fir.st day vyas by H. W.
Belnap, manager of the Safety Section of the Railroad Ad-
ministration, who outlined in considerable detail what is

expected of the railway safety organizations in the promo-
tion of safety work. His speech was of especial significance

to those present as a pronouncement of the polic)' of the

Railroad Admini.stration with regard to the conduct of safety

work. Members of the Railroad Section were gratified to

learn that tlie government intends to pursue a vigorous safety

campaign in order to conserve human life as effectively as

possible during a period of incessant drain on the man-power
of the nation. Not only was this idea emphasized by Mr.
Belnap, but it was very forcefully expressed in a telegram

received at the congress from W. G. Mc.\doo, the director

general. He said in part:

Today m,Tn power means so much to tlie safety of the nation that the
conservation of the health and promotion of safety, not only of the workers
on our railroads Init in all industries, stands as a patriotic duty as %vell

?ailrnndr,?nr"'''f
','""*"*'• ^?"\'^<: .accident prevention work on all

of t^'^RaXoad Admin, "ration.''
'''""°" ""' "^ '"' "'"'"•"" ••'«"'»'"

What the Railroad Administration Expects of Railway
Safety Organizations

Mr. Belnap's address was in part as follows:
It has often been stated that the accidents whicli swell

the total are caused Ijy tlie negligence of the injured employee.
A general assumption of that nature is absolutely unwar-
ranted. Men cannot properly be charged with willful neg-
ligence in case of injur>- until it is clearly established that
proper instruction and supervision have in each instance
been given to the injured employee, and I am convinced if a
careful study is made of each accident, it will be found in
thousands of cases that tliis very lack of instruction and
.supervision has had an important if not a controllins; influ-
ence in the occurrence of the accident. ...
To gain the confidence and good will of all officers and

employees in railroad sen-ice, it is absolutely essential that
a real and constructive safety campaign be energetically
carried on, if accident prevention work is to be a success.
For the purpose of standardizing this work as far as it is

possible and practicable to do under date of May 27, Cir-
cular 5 was issued, directing that each railroad under fed-
eral control organize a general or central safety committee,
as well as safety committees on each division and in the
principal shops and terminals, these latter committees to
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he compo.sed of both officers and employees, the superin-

tendent of the division to be chairman of the division com-

inittee and tlie rankins; officer in each shop or terminal to

III- (hairnian of those committees.

This organization became effective on August 1, 1918.

It is realized that local conditions on the different

railroads must be taken into consideration, and that they

govern, in a measure, the plans and activities of each safety

organization. What is expected briefly summarized is:

1. That all officers in executive positions shall give safety

work tlu'ir active c()-oj)eration ; that they shall regard it as

(if the same importance as other Ijranches of railroad work,

and that they shall take an intensive interest in it and do

everything they consistently can to make it successful.

2. That the fundamental principles of safety shall be

wi.sely and energetically instilled in the minds of the men
who do the actual work of operating the railroads, and

tliey all shall become imbued with the importance of safety,

knowing that since it is they who are killed or injured, all

emplo_\'ees must take an active interest in the work and under-

stand from instruction and practice that proper observance

of the requirements of safety is a work of the men, liy the

men, and for the men.

.1. That the jiroper officers of railroads shall give atten-

tion to all reasonalile and practical suggestions and recom-

mendations made, in order that unsafe conditions and un-

safe practices may l)e promptly eradicated. In each instance

[iroper acknowledgment of suggestions and recommenda-

tions shall l)e made to the end that those making them may
be api)rised as to their disposition and of the fact that due

consideration was given to such suggestions or recommen-

dations.

4. That officers and employees shall co-operate to the

maximum and that proper efforts shall be made to get all

to realize that in safety committee meetings officers and em-

ployees meet on a common level—all being members of the

committee, and each having an important duty to ixTform

in the jirevention of avoidable accidents.

Mental Safety

L. Kramer, federal manager of the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco and the Mi.ssouri, Kansas & Texas, addressed the Rail-

road Section on the sul)ject of Mental Safety, .\mong other

things he stated that no individual is the master of his own

destiny, luit a great organization composed of men, all think-

ing along safe lines, can prevent injuries, much suffering,

loss of time, money and lives. If railroad men as a whole

would exercise their minds as much as they do their jaws,

and develop their mentality as well as their mu.scles, the

claim departments could lie abolished, the hospitals used

onlv for medical cases and much human suffering would

disappear from the homes of employees.

A Conductor's Part in Accident Prevention

This was the subject of a paper by J. C. Clark, assistant

to the general manager, in charge of safety, on the Oregon

Short Line. He said, in part:

Some time ago two trains had a meet at a siding located

on a grade of about one per cent. The train going up grade

!iad right of track, arrived at the siding first and stopped

on the main line between switches. The train coming down

llie hill was unable to stoji for the switch, and struck the

train standing on the main line. The conductor was a man
(if long experience, and he knew that the engineer was not

entirely familiar with tluit district, so he was riding the

engine'. When about one mile from the side track, where

the other train was standing, he told the engineer that he

was running too fast, and tliat he had better begin to slow

down for the switch. The engineer, however, drifted some

distanie farther liefore ajiplying the air brakes, and as a

result collided with the opposing train. . . The con-

ductor knew the engineer was using poor judgment, but he
hesitated to e.xerci.se his authority as the conductor of the

train, and a few seconds' hesitation in this particular in-

stance resulted in a serious accident.

All members of a train crew, especially if they are ex-

perienced men, are quick to see the possibilities of an acci-

dent, but there is a great tendenc}- on the part of many of

them to take a chance. It is up to the conductor, as tlie

responsible man of a crew, to see that no chances are taken.

As a rule, the conductor will act promptly to avoid hazards,

but if his will or judgment is opposed by the engineer or

the brakeman he is apt to hesitate too long. I think, in

.some cases, this hesitation is due to the fact that the con-

ductor and engineer are held equally responsible for the

obser\-ation of a large numljer of the operating rules. . . .

I believe better results could be obtained by putting the

responsibility of operating a train squarely up to one man.
In discussing !Mr. Clark's paper, J. L. Walsh, sufjerin-

tendent at Dallas, Tex., on the lines under J. S. Pyeatt, fed-

eral manager, emphasized the duty of conductor to the pub-
lic. Freight conductors, in particular, should notify ship-

[)ers and consignees loading or unloading cars, when trains

are to be moved.

Fundamental Principles of Safety

As the Safety Section of the Railroad Administration has

undertaken to establish a safety organization on every large

railroad in the country and, therefore, all railroads alike

are interested in safety, it was deemed advisable to present

for the consideration of the Steam Railroad Section, certain

general features of the subject that are basic or fundamental

with the view of suggesting an outline of procedure that

may be employed by all railroads in accident prevention

work. These were covered thoroughly and concisely in a

paper by T. H. Carrow, super^•isor of safety of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines.

Getting Close to Men ; Intensive Instruction by
Foremen

C. W. Hammond, division safety agent of the Xew York
Central, Cleveland, Ohio, read a paper on this subject, an

alistract of which follows:

I know one foreman in my district who has had as many
as four different gangs of men to supervise in one week.

\\'hen Saturday night came he was the only man left to

talk safet\' to. I have also seen 46 new men arrive one

night at one of our camps used for housing track employees

and at 6 o'clock, after breakfast, of course, there were only

seven men to go on the job. You hardly have a chance to talk

safet}- to these men, for as a rule, they are a safe distance

away. ...
I believe that the foreman of track employees should l^e

a man who will not only be able to talk safety to his men.

liut be able to com]iel them to exercise caution at their work.

This is sometimes rather a hard thing to do, as I have seen

four different nationalities working under one foreman, he

lieing the onl}- man who was able to speak the English

language. This does not happen often, I find, and I believe

it would be much In'tter to separate the different nationalities

that safer and more efficient service may lie obtained.

There is, perhajis, no better time to teach safety than be-

fore starting to work in the morning or at noon. If you

want to touch a man along almost any line you can get the

best results when he has a full stomach: therefore I find

that noonday meetings are most successful to carr\- home
safety ideas. . .\nother way of teaching safety to

grouits of men is to talk to them at their respective lodge

meetings.
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Maintaining Interest in Safety

J. A. Doyle, sufeU' inspector on the Chicago, St. I'uul,

Minneapolis & Omaha, presented a paper on this subject,

reading in part substantially as follows:

The practice on our line, and on a number of other lines,

of requiring an applicant for a position to fill out a ques-

tionnaire referring to the principles of safety, is an excel-

lent plan. It brings the matter to the man's mind at a time

when he is willing to accept and agree to carry out the

principles of safety in order to secure a position, and he is

made to feel that compliance is necessary in order to hold

the position after he gets it. The questionnaire exacts prom-
ises from him that he will avoid certain dangerous prac-

tices; that he will at all times look out for his own safety,

as well as that of his fellow workers.

The older men among the general employees are harder

to win over. They are of a "show-me" disposition, and,

while the unconverted on our line are small in numlx^r, we
are continually tr)'ing to "show" them. Their confidence

must first be secured and all su.spicion wiped out as to safety

work being an annex of the claim department, etc.

The safety meeting is the place where most iTien are won
over to the cause, though I sometimes feel that interest is

lacking at these meetings for different reasons. One reason

is, that the same line of procedure is followed meeting after

meeting; another is that often many who are present cannot

grasp sufficient knowledge from the discussion to permit of

their entering into the work intelligently. I think that if a

novelty—something out of the ordinary—would be intro-

duced occasionally, it would stimulate interest. Plan de-

bates on safety matters. To make it possible for all present

at safety meetings to understand fully the matter which

might be before the meeting, it is a good jilan to have a

small blackboard in every meeting place.

Prevention of Accidents in Yards, Especially Hump
Yards

C. B. Floyd, assistant to the general safety agent of the

New York Central Lines, spoke on this question. He said,

in part:

Men responsible for the general conditions of yards must

be trained to the necessity of having the yards, as regards

tracks, lights, obstructions, etc., in good order; every rea-

sonable precaution against defects in equipment should be

taken before cars are sent up to be humped; the rider should

be assured as to the conditions of brakes, making a personal

test of them while cars are in motion coming up the hill

before being cut oft'. The cut-off man should make sure

the rider is ready before making the cut; no cars should

be cut off unless there are men enough aboard to properly

control them, and numerous other precautions should be

taken with which we are all more or less familiar. One verj'

important feature, I think, is the kind and make of club

supplied. Every care should be used in selecting these,

more particularly as regards the kind of material, shape,

length, etc.

L. G. Bentley, secretary of the general safety committee

of the Chesapeake & Ohio, led the discussion on Mr. Floyd's

paper. He stated that the handling of coal in hump yards

was particularly dangerous because of the obstruction of

tracks and injuries to employees from falling lumps. C.

W. Hammond stated that lights were placed at the end of

yard tracks on the New York Central at night so that

car riders would be able to gage the proper time at which

to apply brakes. The brake club, exhibited by Mr.

Flo\cl, brought out a diversity of opinion on the proper

shape of a club. It was agreed, however, that brake clubs

should be of substantial material to prevent the possibility

of sustaining injuries through breaking thorn.

Prevention of Accidents Due to Coupling and

Uncoupling Cars

E. M. Switzer, superintendent of safety of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, presented a careful study of this

subject, an abstract of which follows:

In the five years ending June .30. 1917, 7.55 railroad em-
ployees were killed and 12,702 were injured in coupling
accidents. These constitute six and one-half per cent of all

accidents to men in train service in the United States, in-
cluding train accidents. Of all fatalities to train service
employees, 1 1 per cent are due to coupling accidents. These
statistics indicate that accidents in coupling and uncoupling
cars con.stitute a considerai)le part of all accidents to train-
men and that a larger proportion of them result in death
and, no doubt, in total disability than other kinds of acci-
dents.

A common cau.se of coujjling accidents is the practice of
kicking drawbars while cars are coming together. Probably
every railroad having a safety organization has issued in-
structions against it. That the campaign against the prac-
tice is succeeding, if slowly, is attested by statistics for the
past five years. Whereas in 1913, 259 accidents were due
to this cause, the number was reduced materially in the
i-nsuing years, being only 180 in 1917, or 25 per cent less
than five years previous.

Other important causes of coupling accidents are as fol-
lows :

1. Adjiisling couplers when cars or engines arc accidentally started.
2. Pulling the pin by hand without using the uncoupling lever.
3. Misjudging the speed of cars when opening or closing knuckles.
4. Misjudging the adjustment of slack in a train.

5. Losing footing while uncoupling moving cars.

6. Going between cars unnecessarily and contrary to rule.

L. F. Shedd, safety agent of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, read a discussion of Mr. Switzer's paper. He
emphasized in particular the necessity of regular inspection
of t(|uij)ment to discover defects likely to cause injur}-.

In addition, it is important that every trainman and switch-
man be his own inspector. He asserted that it is possible
through constant eft'orts to induce the men to exercise care
in this regard. He cited the record of Rock Island switch-
men in the Kansas City Terminal, as testimony to increased
carefulness on their part. In seven successive months, not
a single switchman was killed or injured.

Other Papers

Accident Prevention for Trackmen.—This subject was
covered exhaustively in a paper by Robert Holland, division

roadma.ster of the St. Louis-San Francisco, Neodesha, Kans.
He enumerated 28 distinct dangerous practices in track work
which should be eliminated in the interest of safety. In
the unavoidalile absence of Mr. Holland, his paper was
read b\- F. \Miittemore of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis.

\V. \\". Fuller, supervisor of safety of the Seaboard Air
Line, read a discussion of Mr. Holland's paper. The pre-

vention of accidents to trackmen in the South, he said, was
a particularly difficult problem because of tlie ignorant and
irresponsible type of laborers, largely negroes, upon which
the railroads have to depend.

Successful Methods of Securing Attendance at Safety

Meetings.—In an address before the congress as a whole

on September 17. Marcus A. Dow, general safety agent of

the New York Central lines,, outlined tlie methods he has

used with success in securing good attendance at large safety

meetings or rallies open to emplojees in general and their

families. Success in tliese undertakings, he said, depended

upon three things: namely, a good program, effective adver-

tising and the co-operation of officials. He described in

detail how these ends were achieved.
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General Discussion

In the general discus.sion which followed the regular pro-

gram of the Railroad Section, considerable attention was

given to the advent of women in railroad work and the steps

which are being taken to provide for their safety. In shops

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, a matron is provided wher-

ever women are employed and in addition two women have

been placed on each tirst aid team. On the Baltimore &
Ohio women engaged in hazardous occupations are required

to wear a standard one-piece garment, a standard flat-heeled

shoe and a standard cap.

Through the courtesy of Marcus A. Dow of the New York

Central Lines, the safety films, "The House That Jack Built"

and "The Rule of Reason" were shown at the meeting.

Election of Officers

R. C. Richards, chaimian of the central safety committee

and general claim agent of the Chicago & North Western,

was elected chaimian of the Railroad Section for the en-

suing year to succeed H. J. Bell. J. T. Broderick, super-

visor of special bureaus of the Baltimore & Ohio, was elected

vice-chairman, to succeed T. H. Carrow, and F. Whittemore,

superintendent of safety of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, was elected secretary to succeed C. M. Anderson,

supervisor of safety in the Southern region. Twenty-five

new members were admitted to the Section during the past

year and many more are expected to join in the coming year

as a result of the action of the director general in authoriz-

ing railroads under federal control to support memberships

in the Council. Over one hundred were present at the first

session of the section and the attendance continued good

throughout the entire convention.

Exhibits

Exhibits of devices of interest to railroads were shown in

the hotel by the following companies

:

E. C. Atkins & Co., Indi.inapolis. Tnd.— S.iw guard.

Dreger Oxygen Appai-alu5 Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.—Puliiiotois.

Endicott-Johnson & Co., liinghamton, N. Y.—Safety shoes.

Glauber Brass Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Drinking fountains.

F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, III.—Safety goggles.

Howe Safety Appliance Co., Granite City, 111.—Machine guards.

Improved Aluminum Casco Protector Co.. Waukegan, 111.—Gas masks.

H. D. Lee Mercantile Co., Kansas City, Mo.—Overalls.

Life Saving Devices Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.—I.ungmotor.
Mine Safctv Apiilianccs Co., Pittsburgh, P.i.—.Miscellaneous safety devices.

Protective Signal Mfg. Co Denver, Colo.—Manufacturing protective signals.

Safety l-'irst Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Miscellaneous safety devices.

Safety Service & Supplies Co., Chicago—Miscellaneous safety devices.

Sargent Company, Chicago—Safety water gage.

R. P. Smith & Sons Co., Chicago.—Safety shoes.

D. Square Co., Detroit, Mich.—Safety electric switches.

Standard Optical Company, Geneva, A. V.—"Stoco" glasses.

. Stonehousc Steel Sign Co.. Denver, Colo.—Safety signs.

Strong, Kennard it Nutt Co.. Chicago—Miscellaneous safety devices.

Surety Guard Company, Chicago— Machine guards.

SweetOrr & Co., Inc., Chicago—Overalls.
Trumbull Electric Co., Plai«ville, Conn.—Safety electric switches.

Utilitv Garment Co., Chi.-ago -Overalls.

Unified Operation of Railroad Terminals

THE YARDS A.ND TLKMINALS Committee of the American
Railway Engineering Association has issued a pre-

liminary report on the "Unit Operation of Railroad

Terminals in Large Cities," which is published in bulletin

208 just issued. This report contains a catechism on the unit

operation of terminals with appendices on "Unified Opera-
tion of Terminals," by John F. Wallace; "Unit Operation of

Large Terminals," by H. J. Pfeifer, chief engineer of the St.

Louis-East St. Louis Terminal District; and "Improvements
in Operating Methods of Intermediate Transfer Railroads,"

by E. H. Lee, president of the Chicago & Western Indiana.

An abstract of this repwrt follows:

Fundamental Principles

Under the unification of terminals are the following funda-

mental principles, which must be understood and applied:

( 1 ) A terminal is a clearing point and not a storage point.

(2) Each and ever}- facility within the unified terminal

limits mu.st be considered absolutely a part of the whole plant.

The word "facility," as used, includes "man-power."
(S) The use of each part must be co-ordinated with a

view to its effect upon the best use of the plant as a whole.

(4) Each individual eperating organization must be co-

ordinated and directed under one head.

The full application of these principles should give the most

economical operation of the plant. By accomplishing the

mo.'^t expeditious and efficient movement of cars : by avoiding

duplications, as in switching, clerical and other work, and of

facilities; and by employing man-power as well as physical

facilities and mechanical power to capacity, where and when
necessary.

As prerequisites to terminal unification, the following in-

formation should be obtained and analyzed:

( 1 ) A situation or key map on a small scale showing or

indicating: (a) The entering lines; (b) The terminal facili-

ties of each line; (c) The interchange connections and junc-

tion points of the lines in the district to be unified: (d) The
location and capacity of yards; engine terminals, including

coaling and water stations, cinder pits, sandhouses and engine

parking tracks; freight houses, transfer platforms and team-

tracks; (e) Tlie location and track capacity of large indus-

tries and private warehouses.

(2) Larger scale maps, indicating the facilities of each

road, in sufficient detail, for critical study.

(3) Topographical maps of the territory, where necessary.

(4) Record of traffic handled by each line, divided: (a)

As to local or through, as referred to the district: (b) As to

prevailing and possible routing: and (c) .\s to preponderance

of direction of tonnage due to commpdities and seasons.

(>) Outline of present method of oper'Tition. considering:

^^^H^L^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^K' -^s^H '-

Note—This loconioti'

The First Eight-Wheel Switcher for the United States Railroad Administration

.
built by the American Locomotive Company, and was described in the Raihcav Age of September JO. I'ai,
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(a) General movement; (b) Transfer or interchange move-
ment; (c) Use of individual facilities, yards, engine facili-

ties, freight houses, etc.

(6) It is the thought that the investigation of and recom-

mendation for any terminal unification should be made by a

representative committee composed of representatives of all

departments—transportation, engineering, mechanical and
traffic officials, including, where complex situations are in-

volved, at least two members from other locations than ihe ter-

minal under study.

Catechism on Unit Operation of Railroad Terminals

In the operation of the unified terminal facilities, the load

should be distributed evenly among all units so as to secure

their constant normal use at the most intense efficient rate,

coupled with the avoidance of any excess peak load on any
unit, treating both the individual carrier's terminal and the

unified terminal always as a part of the railroads as a whole.

Certain captions under which improved conditions may be

obtained by unification have been selected and, while con-

stantly bearing in mind the fundamental principles first

enumerated, questions are asked under each caption which
will suggest changes that will be fruitful of good results in

any unification where local conditions are favorable.

Interchange.

( 1 ) Are you now handling the maximum number of cars

by the most economical or direct route, either existing or rea-

sonably attainable?

(2) Can the number of interchange movements be reduced

advantageously by combining movements from various origins

to various destinations?

(3) Can you extend the practice of reciprocal interchange

now working so advantageously at many points ?

(4) Are you interchanging directly between yards instead

of on assigned interchange tracks? Could not delay and re-

handling be reduced by so doing?

(5) Are you, as far as practicable, making interchange

with regular crews who are familiar with the routes and the

work to be done?

(6) Can the volume of direct interchange be increased

by minor track changes or changes in practice?

(7) Are interchange facilities at any point inadequate

for periods of heavy traffic under new conditions, and, if so,

is it practicable at reasonable cost to make the necessary in-

crease in capacity, or is it better to relieve the situation by

rerouting interchange?

(8) Have you any separate route of interchange that could

be discontinued to advantage by consolidation with another

route ?

(9) Can you have cars grouped, either in cuts or solid

trains, before they reach the terminal, so as to reduce terminal

switching?

(10) Can interchange in any terminal be reduced to ad-

vantage by rerouting through outside junctions?

Consolidation of Industry and Team-Track Switching.

(11) Have all industrial plants sufficient track capacity

and other facilities so that cars may be promptly placed,

loaded or unloaded to the full capacity of the plant during

each working shift without unduly frequent switching or in-

terference with plant operation?

(12) Can you arrange for "one line" switching of indi-

vidual or grouped industries or team-tracks ?

Consolidation of Yards.

(13) Can greater efficiency in yard operation be obtained

through the consolidation of the yards of one or more rail-

roads: (a) By dividing large terminals into zones and as-

signing as great a number of receiving yards to as small a

number of classifying yards as possible, thereby assembling

the maximum number of cars into the minimum number of

classifications? (b) By pooling similar yards of neighbor-

ing railroads so as to conserve yard room, avoiding both the

duplication of switching and interchange between yards? (c)

By consolidating existing facilities, adapting such combined
facilities to a new program of operations which disregards

prior uses, with or without minor physical changes; or by
pooling the same in the sense that one line's facilities are used

to ser\'e the overflow of traffic confronting a neighboring line's

facilities? (d) By combining the use of two or more yards

to adapt them to the segregation of freight with respect to

commodities or destinations ?

Consolidation of Engine Terminal Facilities.

(14) Can you re-assign or co-ordinate the use of engine

terminal facilities so as to avoid or reduce delay and conges-

tion, reduce expense and engine miles, or improve super-

vision ?

(15) To what extent can neighboring engine terminal

facilities be adapted to the economical housing and handling

of engines grouped according to the nature or location of their

service or their size without regard to road ownership?

Consolidatiox of Car Inspection.

(16) Has "single inspection" been instituted wherever

cars are interchanged ?

17) Can greater efficiency be obtained by consolidating

the car inspection forces at adjacent yards, junctions or sta-

tions?

(18) Are car inspections and repairs so made as to in-

sure safety and prevent further damage to equipment and
lading?

(19) Is such inspection made so as fully to detect viola-

tions of loading rules and are these rules effectively enforced

in every case of such violation ?

(20) Has the force of inspectors been educated to the

making of effective inspection and is the inspection followed

unremittingly by the making of adequate repairs?

Consolidation of Car-Repair Work.

(21) Can you obtain greater efficiency through extending

consolidation of car repair forces and facilities: (a) By com-

bining in one repair \ard the work of one or more roads? (b)

By combining the forces and facilities in a given zone?

(22) Do you require car inspectors at outlying p)oints to

repair cars as far as possible and to make light repairs to

cars in industrial districts where cars are "made empt}'" or

placed empty for loading?

(23) Are you keeping maximum number of cars in service

by giving preferred attention to those needing light repairs?

Consolidation of Car Records.

(24) Can the number of records and incidentally the

amount of clerical work be reduced: (a) By the consolidation

of car record departments? (b) By the consolidation of car

record forces in yards reasonably near, one to the other.

whether these yards are combined or not? (c) By the

elimination of certain intermediate car records on each road

through a more comprehensive and manifold use of train and

yard reports so as to supply the greatest amount of informa-

tion from each report ?

Consolidation of Freight House F.\cilities.

(25) Can the freight houses of two or more lines be so

combined that certain houses may be used for inbound and

others for outbound business ?

(26) Can the u.se of a freight house be discontinued,

transferring its business to another, or to a combination of

other freight houses ?

(27) Can certain freight houses be assigned to designated

commodities (perishable or non-perishable) ?

Transfer of Freight Between Freight Houses.

(28) Are vou preventing transfer of freight behveen

freight houses: (a) By loading more intelligently at origin-

ating points? (b) By utilizing more fully in both directions
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drays, tractors, trucks, tunnels, or other means of conveyance,

so as to reduce the use of trap cars and save rehandling?

Consolidation or L. C L. Business at Terminals.

(29) Are you co-ordinating: (a) The routing of 1. c. 1.

freight; (b) The use of freight houses at either end of the

route; (c) The use of transfer stations; to avoid (1) Conges-

lion; (2) Unnecessary local transfer of freight between

liouses; (.S) Light loading of cars?

(.lO) Have you adopted "Sailing Days" for 1. c. 1. freight:

(a) To secure better and heavier loading of cars? (b) To
avoid breaking bulk in transit? (c) To reduce loss and

damage in transit? (d) To avoid "overs and shorts" by

such stowing in the car as to make individual shipments

readily accessible in "peddler" cars at intermediate stations?

(.31 ) What may be done in the way of extending railroad

service to include "store door delivery" of freight?

Consolidation or Team-Tracks.

(.i2) Can team-tracks in rea.sonably adjacent territory be

consolidated and thus bring al)out: (a) Reduction in classi-

fication? (b) More intensive use of valuable terminal prop-

erty? (c) More prompt release of cars? (d) Greater con-

venience to the public? (e) Avoidance of a needless dupli-

cation of operation or maintenance? (f) The use of yards

near passenger stations for baggage, mail and express when
desirable?

Burfau or Collection or Freicht Cii.a.rges.

(,J.?) \\'here the collection of freight charges is necessary

at otli?r than stations, have you given consideration to: (a)

Collection for all railroads by zones as a matter of economy

and public convenience? (b) Collection for all railroads

from all sources by a designated bureau?

Consolidation of Wharves, Docks and Elev.ators.

(34) Can you obtain greater efficiency in the use of water-

front facilities of one or more railroads by the consolidation

of: (a) Coal piers; (b) Grain elevators; (c) Merchandise

piers; (d) Other piers; so as to (1) Reduce number of units

operated; (2) Take full advantage of most modern facilities

to reduce double handling of freight; (3) Release facilities

for other uses; (4) Reduce switching or floatage; (5) Secure

more prompt release of cars?

(.35) Will beneficial results follow the placing of all

waterfront facilities, or those in certain zones, under single

control

?

Consolidation of Passenger Station Facilities.

(.16) Can you obtain greater efficiency in operation

through extending the consolidation of tlie passenger facilities

of one or more railroads: (a) By combining the forces of two

or more lines using the same station? (b) By using one or

more stations for handling the lousiness of two or more lines,

thus enabling certain stations to be closed? (c) By co-

ordinating the use of stations .so as to handle in the same
station the traffic from or to certain regions? (d) By con-

tinuing the use of adjacent stations, but consolidating their

forces? (e) By abandoning passenger ser\'ice on certain

sections of a line, the traffic affected to be accommodated on

other lines?

Consolidation of Passenger Station Sm^itcliing.

(37) Can you obtain greater efficiency in operation

through extending the consolidation of passenger switching:

(a) By coiiiliining the switching of two or more roads, using

tlie same station, where each now performs its own switching?

(b) By combining the switching operations of adjacent sta-

tions? (c) By extending any existing joint service to include

all switching operation of passenger equipinent within the

terminal? (d) By reassigning coach yards so as to reduce

haul of equipment to a minimum and to obtain maximum
efficiency ?

(38) Can an existing freight or other yard and terminal

be converted into a purely passenger facility, effecting

economy, reducing congestion in both freight and passenger

traffic, and decreasing haul of empty passenger equipment?

(39) Can you use wye tracks or loops for turning trains?

Consolidation of Ticket Offices.

(40) Are city ticket offices, other than at stations, so con-

solidated that all tickets for each road are sold by each ticket

clerk ?

(41) Are ticket forces now consolidated at stations used

jointly?

(42) Can ticket forces of adjacent stations be consoli-

dated to advantage?

(43) Have you analyzed the necessity of continuing city

ticket offices outside of stations?

(44) Have you analyzed the ticket sales in the office to

develop the relative number of tickets sold to a certain few

heavy traffic destinations, with a view of improving the ser-

vice Ijy confining sale of such tickets to one or more windows?

(45) Have you considered at depot ticket offices the

limited consolidation of sale of railroad tickets to heavy traffic

destinations, with the general sale of Pullman tickets, to

improve service to the public.

consolidation of telegraph offices

(46) Can you obtain greater efficiency in the use of tele-

graph facilities of two or more lines: (a) By further con-

solidation of adjacent offices? (b) By using the offices of one

line in handling trains on an adjacent line? (c) By
through routing of messages? (d) By consolidating or

co-ordinating relay offices? (e) By a more general use of

the telephone, telautograph, automatic telephone, or other

means of transmission; attracting attention by visible or

audible signals?

con\ersion of two or more single-tr.\ck lines into a
multiple track system.

(47) Can you convert two or more single-track lines

into a multiple track system, establishing currents of traffic,

to expedite train movement; to increase safety, capacity and
train tonnage ; and to promote economy ?

segregation of freight and passenger traffic upon
separate tracks where traffic is now mixed on
several single or double-tr.\ck lines.

(48) Have you considered the possibility of consolidat-

ing the passenger traffic of several lines, now carried over

three or more main tracks, upon two main tracks? (a) For
the purpose of providing a better entrance to a passenger

station? (b) For the purpose of setting free badly needed
tracks for use in freight ser^-ice? (c) For the purpnise of

securing freedom from interruption by passenger train move-
ments of freight, transfer or switching movements?

RO.ADWAY and STRUCTITIES.

(49) Have you, with the intensified use of terminals,

made proper arrangements for the maintenance and improve-
ment of all yard and main tracks and structures to such
standards as will render them reliably serviceable under the

new- conditions?

(50) Arc there limitations of curvatures, clearances or

other conditions that may interfere with plans of unification

in any case?

(51) Are the terminal buililings located and so main-
tained that the maximum efficiency of the terminal opera-

tion may be attained?

(52) Are trains delayed on account of inconvenient or

remote locations of billing offices?

(Si) Are terminal buildings reasonably accessible to the

homes of employees? How should this condition be im-
]iroved ?

(54) .\re proper conveniences in the way of rest rooms
provided for female employees; and are tlie buildings prop-
erly lighted, ventilated and heated?
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Regional Reports to the Director General
Two of the Regional Directors Describe the Steps Which Have

Been Taken to Consolidate Facilities for Common Use

AH. SMnu. director of the Eastern region, and Hale
Holden, director of the Central Western region,

have made reports to the director general covering
the progress that has been made under federal control.

Unification of Railroads in Eastern Region
An estimated annual saving of approximately $36,000,000

by consolidations and co-ordination of facilities and by other

economies in the Eastern region is shown in a report by
Regional Director A. H. Smith, dated August 29. made
public by Director General McAdoo.

'Ilic estimated annual saving in money for each item

where it can be determined or approximately estimated, is

summarized as follows:

Passenger and freight station facilities and forces $1,363,542
Engine house facilities and forces 96,078
Inspection facilities and forces 264,314
Miscellaneous facilities and forces 4.150,401
Freight operation 3,793.231
Passenger operation 8,668.038

Total $18,335,604

The arrangements listed in the.se statement have actually

been placed in effect, or ordered to be made effective at an
early date. There are a large number of similar arrange-
ments under way that will he made effective in the near
future, wliich will be reported from time to time as they

are consummated. The report covers the present Eastern
region only, on the assumption that a similar report will be
made Ijy the regional directors of the Alleghany and Poca-
hontas regions, including the period when those regions

were included in the Eastern territory.

In addition to the foregoing, arrangements have been

made which have resulted in great economies and improved
service, which it has not l)een undertaken to reduce into

money, l)ecause it is so variable and difficult to measure.

The report declares that it is fair to say, however, that con-

sen'atively estimated, this additional saving w-ill approx-

imate fully as much as that which it has liecn possible to

measure, namely, $18,3.35,000.00.

Among these are mentioned the following:

The prompt and preferred movement of government and

allied assignments through closer co-operation with the

several government departments and representatives of the

allied governments. Assemliling into solid trains and for-

warding to seaboard the large quantities of meat, provisions

and supplies for our allies and army in Europe, routing of

same by the roads best fitted to handle such class of traffic,

and concentration on the destination roads best equipped

to make the delivery, in many instances direct from the pier

to steamer. This results in prompter movement of im-

portant war traffic, avoids congestion at seaboard, permits

prompt release of equipment and reduces switching. In

this connection, mention might be made of the safe and
expeditious movement of an enormous number of troops to

cantonments and embarkation camps, a large percentage of

the soldiers that have gone to Europe liaviiig embarked at

ports in the ICastern region.

The arrangement for assemlding into solid trains of domes-
tic fresh meat and perishable freight for movement in solid

trains from Buffalo, Chicago, and Cincinnati and other

western points on certain days of the week for movement
via roads best fitted to handle it. Tliis permits of a fast

schedule, reduces liability as to loss and damage and per-

mits of reduction in the feeding requirements.

The arrangement for assembling into solid trains of do-

mestic fresh meat and jjerishable freight for movement in solid
trains by designated routes best suited for the handling of
such traffic which permits of a reduction in time, affords
proper refrigeration jirotection, and reduction in loss and
damage.
The arrangement for assembling oil from the mid-con-

tinental fields to eastern points into solid trains for handling
via designated routes, which permits of better ser\'ice, le-s
intermediate switching and junction handling, tiie efficiency
from which has been such as to increa.se the available tank
car supply.

The general classilication of freight eastbound by orig-
inating roads with the view of running it through to gen-
eral destinations with the elimination of intermediate switch-
ing.

The zoning of traffic from the west to the east with the
view of arranging it by direct and througli routes, of reduc-
ing the amount of traffic handled through the liusv gateways
of Chicago and St. Louis, and particularly of moving busi-
ness through the Niagara frontier, and avoiding tiie con-
gested Pittsburgh gatewa\-. This arrangement provides for
the movement from the Northwest of 1 greater amount of
traffic across the Great Lakes through Michigan for points
in northern New York state and nortiiern New England;
and the movement of traffic from the central west through
intermediate junctions between Chicago and St. Louis for
handling via the Niagara frontier: reducing switching, ex-
pediting movement of traffic, and increasing tjie capacity
of the available facilities.

It has also V)een arranged that the greater portion of the
traffic from St. Louis will be routed tiirouu'li the Niagara
frontier. Buffalo, Chicago and New York trunk lines will
be used to a greater extent for the through traffic, while the
short lines operating through St. Louis, Peoria, Chicago and
intermediate junctions to Toledo, Detroit and other Michi-
gan points will lie utilized to a greater extent for the short
haul traffic. This plan also provides that busine.ss moving
through the Buft'alo gateway for New England points on the
Bo.ston & j\Iaine and north thereof will move via .Albany
and Mcchanicsville gateways and avoid the Maybrook and
Harlem river gateways, which will keep the freight out of
the congested New York district. It furtlier i)rovides that
traffic from and through the state of Penns\lvania will move
to a greater extent via the Delaware &' Hudson through
Albany and Mechanicsville gateways for tlie .same purpose.

Handling company fuel and material by most direct routes,
saving unnecessar)' haulings, which under private control
was sometimes done to give the greater proportion of a
through rate to the receiving line.

Tlie interchange of labor to eliminate accumulations of
less carload freight.

The quick transfer of power to roads where most urgentli-
needed. All roads are required to report surplus equiJDment
and it is assigned as the need appears, keeping the avail-
able power in service and avoiding accumulations.
The common use of repair facilities to repair and get

into service cars and locomotives of other than the ownin"
roads.

The intensive loading and through movement in solid
cars from origin to destination of less carload freight, and
general adoption of the "sailing day" plan, increasing the
loading per car and expediting the movement of this im-
portant class of traffic.
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The co-ordination of floating equipment at New York

harbor, resulting in greatly increasing the efficiency of marine

equipment and the more economical movement of traffic in

the harbor.

The control of traffic through permits to eliminate long

hauls, cross hauls and movements from one port to another,

and the diversion of traffic to such ports as are best able to

accommodate it, including the diversion of traffic away from

the congested conditions of New York harbor to the South

Atlantic and Gulf ports, and to Montreal.

The arrangements recently made for the use of the Balti-

more & Ohio through the Youngstown district to relieve

other lines and facilitate traffic movement.

The utilization of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, New York

Central and Baltimore & Ohio for handling flow of lake

coal from mines on the Pennsylvania Lines West.

The co-operation established between the rail and water

transportation systems, i. e., with the coastwise steamship

lines, the Erie canal, and the Great Lakes lines.

The appointment of terminal managers at important cen-

ters to co-ordinate the facilities and operations of the sev-

eral railroads.

The elimination of competition as between railroads for

the purchase of ties, equipment, etc., and unifying control

of purchases through an organization that has been effected

of the purchasing officers of the railroads in the various

districts into local or group committees to co-operate in the

matter of consolidation and co-ordination of purchases as

far as practicable in their several zones, standardizing prices

and practices to give all the roads the benefit of the lowest

quantity jjrices, and by consultation with the regional pur-

chasing committees effecting the most economical admin-

istration of their own departments.

Abolishing of the freight and passenger traffic as.socia-

tions, including the statistical bureaus connected therewith,

succeeded by the freight and passenger traffic committees,

which have inaugurated a practice of establishing car capac-

ity loading as minimums in fixing new rates on low class

commodities, revising and standardizing rates to conserve

revenue by removing the downward tendency of rates re-

sulting from reducing the higher to the lower, and the pub-

lisliing of tariffs in consolidated and simplified form, all of

which will result in the saving of large sums to the railroads

annually.

The report to Director General McAdoo continues:

Starting from the first of the year, the primary accom-

plishment in the Eastern region was the outline of an or-

ganization pro tem, consisting of six district committees,

each committee made up of the chief executive of the rail-

roads in their respective districts, with local committees of

operating officers at the important terminals and commer-
cial centers. The desire of tlie United States Railroad Ad-
ministration for prompt unification of facilities and operation

of the railroads witli a view of greater efficiency and econ-

omy was immediately presented to those committees and
their efforts were directed from the beginning to this end.

This organization is virtually intact today, except that

the railroad presidents have been replaced by federal or

general managers and the district conferences have become
either separate regions or sub-districts of the Eastern region,

thereby showing that the plan or organization for the con-

duct of the properties in tlie Eastern region as establi.shed

at the first of the year has been the foundation of the plan
of subsequent organization which became effective June 1.

This organization, based upon the devotion of the per-

sonnel to the specified leadership, and its undivided sup-
port to the purposes of the director general and staff has
accomplished the adaptation of all the roads of the region

to the wishes of the government and has assisted primarily
in the establishment of United States Railroad .-Vdministra-

tion standards of various kinds. There has been virtually

no friction whatever in the work of the organizations, which

has had the effect of placing the officers and employees of

the Eastern region in a receptive attitude for obedience to

such United States Railroad Administration standards in

current conduct of the work as rapidly as such standards

are available.

The new organizations under the district directors, federal

managers and general managers, which have been in the

process of formation for the last two months are approxi-

mately established, the changes having taken place without

any interference with the work of the roads. The necessity

of effecting every possible unification and co-ordination of

facilities and operations to bring about the greatest efficienc)-

and economies, of dispensing with the services of every need-

less official or employee, and at the same time giving to the

public the benefit of the greatest measure of convenience and

service at the lowest possible cost, is being kept constantly

before the organization. You may be assured that no effort

will be spared in this direction.

Conditions in the Central Western Region

The director general has given out a short report made
to him by Hale Holden, director of the Central Western

region. In substance tlie report is as follows. In general

there was a free movement of all classes of freight and where

slight congestion occurred at Kansas City terminals, this

was cleaned up by a re-routing of freight. On the Ogden
rout of the Southern Pacific fire and accidents to snow sheds

would have delayed freight had not fruit been deferred to

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, via Fresno, and other

freight to the Western Pacific.

Except for the accidents to the snow sheds, there were no
serious accidents in the region. Loading has been as fol-

lows :

ToT.\L Cabs Coal Loaded
1918 1917 Increase Per cent of increase

167,829 150,152 17,677 11.1

Total Cars Grain Loaded
1918 1917 Increase Per cent of increase
52,062 35.658 16.404 46.0

Total Cars Revenue Freight Loaded
191S 1917 Increase Per cent oi increase

600,839 599,599 1.240 0.2

Total Cars Revenue Freight Received from Connections
1918 1917 Increase Per cent of increase

311,034 292,088 18.946 6.5

There was an exceptionally heavy movement of refrig-

erator cars to Colorado, Utah and California and extremely

hot weather made it necessary to haul ice long distances to

replenish the supply at several re-icing stations. During the

month there were IjS through fruit specials for California

to the Missouri river and Chicago, averaging 40 cars per

train. Tlie total California movement since June 1 amounted
to 446 trains, averaging 39 cars each. The Colorado fruit

movement began about August 15 and there were 45 fniit

specials moved, averaging 34 cars each.

The total movement from the mid-continent oil fields, via

the Southwestern region, amounted to 541 trains, averaging

28 cars per train.

In August, 184 troop trains were moved on schedule and
without accident. There are 14 roads reporting to tlie Cen-
tral Western regional office, although not all included in

the Central Western region, and these roads loided 220,658
coal cars in August, as compared witli 220,701 coal cars

in July, 202,549 coal cars in June, 1918, and with 150,940
coal cars in August, 1917. The heavy movement in July
resulted in a surplus whicli was disposed of by zoning coal

from western Kentucky out of Illinois, Indiana and Wis-
consin, furnishing a larger tonnage for the Northwest and
o]iening the state of Michigan to Illinois coal.

There are 10 per cent more men working in the car and
kxoniotive deparmients than there were in .\ugust. 1917.

Lend Like They Fight
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Although there is a shortage of track men, there is suffi-

cient to keep the roads in safe condition and to make some
progress with improvement work.

A man has been appointed to take charge of routing work
and each federal manager has been asked to appoint a traffic

and an operating man to pay especial attention to this matter.

Besides the elimination of 11,572,856 train miles per year

reported in June, there were further reductions in train ser-

vice in July, made possible by the elimination of 328 950
train miles per year and in August another 556,109 train

miles per year. Notwithstanding the increase in passenger

rates, passenger travel has continued in large volume.

Consolidated ticket offices have been e.stablished at Colo-

rado Springs, Col. ; El Paso, Tex. ; Fresno, Cal. ; Lincoln,

Neb.; Long Beach, Cal.; Oakland, Cal.: Pueblo, Colo.;

Sacramento, Cal.; San Diego, Cal.; Salt Lake City, Utah;
and San Jo.se, Cal.

George Morton, assistant general freight agent of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed chair-

man of the committee to install sailing days, and the car

saving per month so far aggregates at 13 stations 5,300 cars.

Good reports have been received in response to a circular

urging a campaign to induce shippers to move winter sup-

plies during the summer months

Between Wells, Nev., and Winnemucca, 191 miles, there

are to be 11 cross-over tracks built between the Southern

Pacific and Western Pacific tracks which are here parallel,

and the work will be completed by October 1, permitting

operation of these two roads as double track.

Between Denver, Colo., and Pueblo, the tracks of the

Denver & Rio Grande, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and

Colorado & Southern, will be operated as one railroad.

Orders of Regional Directors

STEEL NOT AVAILABLE FOR TANKS.—The Southern regional

director has issued a circular cjuoting a letter from the

Priorities Committee of the War Industries Board to the

Central Advisory Purchasing Committee stating that applica-

tions from contractors for priority on steel intended for tlie

construction of water tanks have been declined and that "it is

to be regretted that the railroad companies generally have not

yet realized the shortage of steel." The letter adds that

manufacturing concerns are being required to use wood or

concrete, not only for water but for the storage of fuel oil.

In view of the continued shortage of steel, the circular says,

all concerned should understand that applications will not be

approved by the Priorities Committee for the construction of

steel, water and oil tanks, and that construction of such tanks

must be confined at present to wood and concrete.

Grain Control Committee.—To control the issuance of per-

mits for the movement of grain under the embargo established

at primary markets by the Car Service Section on September

16, the following grain control committees have been ap-

pointed by their respective regional directors at the following

points

:

Chicago—]. II. Brinkerhoff. terminal manager, chairm<in: Fred Zim-
merman, railroad traffic assistant; T. 11. C'herry, Food Administration, Trans.
Divn.

Milwaukee, Wts.—C. O. Bradshaw, terminal manager, chairman; John
A. Millington, railroad traffic assistant; Chas. Thompson, Food Adminis-
tration, Trans. Divn.

Minneapolis, Minn.—H. A. Kennedy, terminal manager, chaitnian; T. E.

Sands, railroad traffic assistant; W. A. Prinsen, Food Administration,
Trans. Divn.

Duluth. Minn., and Suferior, Wis.—W. H. Strachan, terminal manager,
chairman; G. A. Sherwood, railroad traffic assistant; G. M. Bowman. Food
Administration, Trans. Divn.

5"*. Louis, Mo.—A. S. Johnson, terminal manager, chairman; W. A.
Rambach, assistant freight traffic manager, Missouri Pacific; J. F. Dodge,
repr., Food .-\dministration.

Kansas City. Mo.—W. M. Corbett, terminal manager, chairman; H. E.

Heller, railroad traffic representative; R. A. Peters, Food Administration
representative. (This committee will also have jurisdiction over Kansas
City, Kan. I

Onialij, Xcb.—W. M. JefTers, terminal manager, chairman; F. Mont-
morency, railroad traffic representative; F. D. Wilson, Food .Administra-
tion representative. (This committee will also have jurisdiction over South
Omaha and Council Bluffs.)

Peoria, II!.—H. D. Page, terminal manager, chairman; H. I. Battles,
Food Administration representative. (This committee will also have juris-
diction over Pekin.)

St. Joseph, Jl/o.— S. E. Stohr, chairman; F. E. Hollingshead. Food .\d-
ministration representative.

Warki)ig Relations With ReVmquished Short Lines.—The
Southern Regional Director has issued the following:

The government has definitely relinquished control of a
number of the so-called short lines. It is the desire of the
administration to protect each of them as far as may be
reasonable and practicable in the routing of traffic; to accord
them equitable divisions, and to give them a fair share of
available equipment. Specific routing charts applying from
the larger centers and the more important junctions will

shortly be made operative. These will give the same recog-
nition to the short lines as to the governmental controlled lines

in matters of preferential and secondary routes, as well as the
closing of unduly circuitous routes. When these charts are
ready to be put into practical use, certain instructions will

be given the trunk lines with regard to routing as in connec-
tion with the charts from points of origin not specified there-

in. In the meantime, please instruct all concerned to see that

routing desired by shippers, or indicated on bills of lading
or on connecting lines billing via all non-controlled lines is

accepted and respected, where such routing is not unduly cir-

cuitous. If it is desirable, for efficiency reasons, to divert

traffic instructed for movement over non-controlled lines, care-

ful record of such diversion? should be kept with view of

such lines being afforded a reimbursement with other traffic.

Non-controlled lines are authorized to call upon this office

to make good diversions if the -Administration lines do not
promptly liquidate the indebtedness.

Changes in divisions of joint rates now in existence, made
by advancing or reducing non-controlled lines' propKjrtions,

are not to be made without first securing authority from this

office. New joint rates, of course, cannot be established

without the necessary rate authority from the Southern Freight
Traffic Committee. The committee is now engaged in a
review of existing divisions, with a view of placing them on
an equitable and fair basis. In anticipation of a final de-

cision, how^ever, should the judgment of any official of an
administration line be that existing divisions are unfair to the

connection, the facts, together with a statement for the reasons

for this opinion, should be promptly communicated to this

office.

Where the non-controlled line has only one trunk line con-

nection, it should be treated as a shipper of freight local to

the latter line, and receive its pro rata of available cars.

Where it has two or more trunk line connections, the latter,

after surveying the trend of freight, should agree upon each
line's share of the responsibility of supplying an equitable

share of the equipment required by the short line.

Conservation of Scrap Car Wlwels.—The following sug-

gestions have been offered to the regional director l)y H. B.

Spencer, chairman, Central .Advisor)' Purchasing Committee:
"The need for both new and scrap cast iron wheels is so great

that I recommend instructions be issued to all railroads in

your region that immediate and effective action be taken to

utilize every second hand and scrap car wheel available. We
will require 687,600 chilled cast iron wheels for 87,000 cars

and locomotive tenders for the U. S. Railroad .Administration,

in addition to what is required for the overseas' sen'ice. In

order to produce these wheels, we must furnish at least 55

per cent old car wheels. \\itl\ charcoal pig iron available it

would have only Iseen necessary- to furnish 25 per cent old

wheels in the mixture, but charcoal pig iron is unobtainable

and we must make up the deficiency with old car wheels.

Ever)- railroad acquires and has on hand large quantities of

trucks, wheels and axles, which are not serv'iceable and should

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST
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be dismantled. In nearly every case a usable wheel or axle

will be procured and in all cases scrap wheels will be ob-

tained. A vigorous campaign requiring every railroad to dis-

mantle all unserviceable trucks and press off ever>' wheel from

the axles is the only thing which will relieve the present

situation."

No Place for Slackers.—The regional director for the Poca-

hontas region has issued the following circular to employees:

The part that the railroads take in the prompt winninB of the war is

measured by the effort of every employee to do his best.

lit. To so perform his duty, no matter how exalted or how humble,

that the soldiers "over there" may not suffer any loss of efficiency, or

be deprived of any possible comfort, through the failure of the trans-

portation facilities of the country.

2d. To so deal with the public, which is called on to pay hiRhtr rates

(both passenger and freight) for a rcstritted service, that all may under-

stand why these restrictions are necessary, and know that every effort

is being made to give the best possible service, second only to war
requirements.

All must realize that the responsibilities of railroad employees under

fedcisl control have chanscd only in that they have been increased, and

an appreciation of this fact will be rcHectcd not only here but also at

the front.

SL.VCKKRS Il.WE .\0 PLACE IX THIS KEGIO.N.

Inter-Regional Dining Car Committee.—An Inter-Regional

Dining Car Committee has been appointed by Edward Cham-
bers, director, Division of Traffic, especially charged with the

installation and sujiervision of the plan to standardize meals

served in dining cars. This committee is to be a permanent

one and the members in each region will report to the regional

director. The chairman of the committee, J. R. Smart, super-

intendent, Dining Service, New York Central Railroad, New
York, represents the Eastern region.

Delivery of Emergency Coal to Retail Dealers.—The
Northwestern regional purchasing committee states that a

railroad which delivers coal to any consumer or retail dealer,

at the request of the Fuel Administration, to relieve an emer-

gency, may receive therefor the cost of the coal, including law-

ful transportation charges from the point of origin to the

point of destination, and the additional sum of 15 cents per

net ton, or more as may be agreed upon by the railroad and

the retail dealer. In case of a failure to agree, the additional

sum may be fi.veil by the bureau of prices of the United States

Fuel Administration upon application by cither party.

Industry Track Agreements.—The Northwestern regional

director exhibits two forms covering standard track agree-

ments which were prepared in accordance with the terms of

General Order IS, one of which is to govern the construction,

maintenance and operation of new industry tracks and the

other the maintenance and operation of existing industry

tracks not previousl)- covered by written agreement. A sup-

pl}' of these forms has been printed and will be furnished to

railroads upon application.

Substitution for Brass and Copper Chain.—The North-

western regional purchasing committee suggests the substitu-

tion of .steel chain in place of certain specified types of Ijrass,

copper and bronze chain, as reconmiended by the War In-

dustries Board. The committee also lists a number of types

of chain, certain sizes of which it suggests might be eliminated

without serious inconvenience.

Concrete Water Tanks.—l~he Northwestern regional direc-

tor asks for detailed information concerning the serviceability

of concrete water tanks and the recommendations of indi-

vidual lines with regard to the use of concrete as a material

for the construction of water tanks.

Movement of Nnc- Locomotives from Builders.—-The North-

western regional director instructs lines under his jurisdiction

to see to it that the boilers of new locomotives are thoroughly

washed after coni|)leting tluir first trip. This steji is ordered

to prevent foaming.

Blueprints of Freight Car Specifications.—Bluejirints of

United States standard freight equipment, together with speci-

fications, may be secured upon aplication to J. M. Hansen,

secretarj' of the committee on production of the War Indus-

tries Board, Washington, D. C, at prices ranging from five

cents each to $1 , var)'ing according to the size of the print.

Prices of Cross Ties.—The N'orthwestern rt-gional pur-

chasing committee announces that the prices for ties in vari-

ous territories included in R. I'. C. Circular 19. will remain

in effect until July 1, 1919.

Salary Increases to Subordinate Officials.—The Xorth-

westem regional director announces that the director general

has authorized June 1, instead of August 1. as the effective

date for salary increases to subordinate officials. The extent

of these increases was indicated in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember l.S, ]iage 519.

Development of Coal Mities.— The Southwestern regional

director adds to his previous instructions with reference to

the opening of new coal mines agreed upon by the Railroad

and Fuel .\dministrations. According to this agreement ap-

plication for the opening of new mines is to be made by the

coal mining company in the first instance to the Fuel Admin-
istration which investigates as to the desirability of the prcv-

posed mine, whether the particular class of coal which would
he. produced is needed, and whether miners are available.

There have recently been some embarrassments in working out

this arrangement as the result of railroad officers interfering

by giving letters of recommendation to the applicants to be

sent directly to the I'uel Administration. This practice is to

be stopped immediately, and hereafter such information as is

desired describing pending applications will be called for

through the proper channel.

Grain Embargo at Primary Markets.—Tlie Northwestern,

Central \\'estern, and Southwestern regional directors have

.set forth the details of the system inaugurated by the Car
Service Section on September 16, for the control of the

movement of grain to primary markets. Effective Septem-

ber 18, an embargo was placed against all shipments of

grain consigned or reconsigned to Duluth, Minneapolis, St.

Paul, Superior, Milwaukee. Chicago, St. I-ouis. East St.

Louis, Peoria, Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City, Kan., St.

Joseph, Omaha, South Omaha, and Council Bluffs. Here-

after .shipments will move only on the permits issued in co-

operation with the Food Administration, the circulars con-

taining detailed instructions to govern the application of per-

mits and shipments thereunder. Grain control committees

have l)een appointed at each market, the personnel of which is

shown elsewhere in this issue, to consider requests for permits

and to control the movement of grain. Standard forms have

l)een prepared to cover the application for a permit, the

authorization to a freight agent by the grain control com-
mittee to accept and for\vard a given shipment, and the

agent's advice to the committee that a shipment has been

made.

Iron and Steel Products.—The Nortliwestem regional

purchasing committee asks for the sizes and amounts of

various iron and steel materials in storehouses on hand Sep-

tember 1, due on orders September 1, and used between

July 1, 1917, and June 30, 1918. The materials include

various types of wheels, ties, track bolts and spikes, tie plates,

rail anchors, firebox steel, bar iron, etc.

.Issignment of Ballast Cars.—The Southwestern regional

director asks that a canvass be made to determine the number

of ballast cars available, or which will be available, for

other service during winter months. He asks that the cars

be promptly assigned to the hamiling of cinders, stone gravel,

sand (both company and commercial) or for the transpona-

tion of other comnuxlities for which this class of equipment

is suitaljle, thereby releasing coal cars now in such se^^•ice.

Owning lines are instructed to retain control of ballast cars

so that they will Ix- available in time for shopping prelim-

inary to proper assignment next spring. Hence it would not

seem proper to place them in general service where they will

become badlv scattered.

[.eml Like They Fiehl
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Purchase of Thrift Statnps and War Saving Stamps.—The
Eastern regional director states that it is desirable to facili-

tate in every reasonable way the purchase of Thrift Stamps
and War Saving Stamps by the railroad officials and em-
ployees at railroad stations, yards, shops and other places
where large numbers of railroad eniphnees are at work. The

details relative to the provision of the stamps, the accounting
therefor and the proceeds of the sale thereof, should be
worked out through the federal treasurers, who can obtain
any additional information needed from the federal reserve
banks or tlie War Loan Organization, Treasur)- Department,
Washington, D. C.

Western Railway Club Opens With Keynote Meeting
Three Railroad Officers Speak on Problems and Responsi-

bilities in the Present Situation

THE FIRST MEETING of the Western Railway C'IuIj, held

at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on September 16, was
marked by three inspiring addresses. The speakers

were M. K. Bamum, assistant to the vice-president, Balti-

more & Ohio; H. R. Wamock, general superintendent mo-
tive }X)wer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and W. E.

Dunham, a.ssistant to general superintendent motive power
and car department, Chicago & North Western. All three

addresses are given in part below:

M. K. Barnum's Address

We can find no more timely keynote at present than the

motto, "What can we do to help win the war?" As railroad

men, there are very many things that we can do. Trans-
l)ortatinn is one of the most important factors in war ac-

tivities; without it the war would have to stop.

'I'he volume of freight business during the first si.\ niontlis

of this year for the Class I roads was .slightly l)clow the

same period for last year. A few figures for the month of

June may be of interest; as compared with June, 1917,

there was a reduction of 3.2 per cent in revenue ton miles; a

reduction of .5.6 per cent in freight train miles. The aver-

age tons per train were the same as for last jear, 698 tons.

The average tons per loaded car were 28.3 tons, an increase

of 1.8 per cent. Those figures will serve to give you an

idea of the business of the country oii the whole as com-
pared with last year. The decreases seem to have been

principally in the West and South, while in the East there

have been considerable increases. The greatest increase has

been in New England.

The locomotive situation has not changed much from

1917. There are a few more locomotives in the total than

for that year. A very few of the large orders of government

locomotives have been finished and delivered ijut the work
on the balance has been delayed due to the necessity of

pushing the work on locomotives for our troops in France.

The official reports for the month of June show that there

were about 14 per cent in and waiting shop, which is a

slight increase over the same month for last year. I men-
tion these figures to give you an idea as to the features that

the railroad men will have to concentrate their attention

on. The director general has recently asked that we give

special attention to the repairs of kxomotivcs, on account of

the delay in the delivery of the new locomotives.

The Material and Labor Situations

The obtaining of material for locomotive and car work
this year seems to be somewhat easier than last year, but

the labor supply has been very short, and it has been one of

the most difficult features for railroad men to contend with.

There has been some improvement in the matter of labor

fi)r railroads during the past month or two, and it may still

continue to imiirove, as tliere are several things that .should

have a favorable l)earing on the situation. In the first

place, the increases in the wages for railroad men, shop
men in particular, have made the joljs more attractive as
compared with contract work. In the second place, tliere has
been some reduction in the forces used for non-essential
work, and furthermore the passage of the new draft law
has appeared to help the situation somewhat.
The wage increases have affected especially the day

workers, and to some e.xtent the foremen and master me-
chanics, but up to this time no authority has been given
for increase in piece work rates, so that this will tend to
discourage piece work and will probably result in its

aijolition in many, if not all, shops. The experiences which
I think we have all had lead me to believe that if piece
work is abolished in tlie shops where it lias been in force for
a long time, it will eventually result in a decrease in the
output of those shops. It may possibh' not be felt for three
or four months, but it is not human nature to work with the
same industry and intelligence and to get the same results
when a man works by the hour or by the day, as when he
is paid so much jier job and a premium is put upon his
industry and his intelligence.

The reduction in the force used for non-essential industries
has, I think, only begun. I believe that this movement will
have to be pu.shed a great deal harder than it has been,
because there is a limited number of men available in this
countr}-; there are ver}- few coming from foreign countries,
and the draft is going to call for a good many of the able
workmen to give up railroad work and go into tlie govern-
ment service. It is probable tliat there will be more women
enter railroad work than heretofore. \\'omen should not be
asked or e.xpected to do work for which they are unsuited.
One thing that should receive, if ])ossible, more attention,

is the safety first movement, as a vigorous campaign in that
line will help conser\-e man power, which is one of the big
problems today. Another thing that will need to be watched
pretty closely is the tendency- of men to lay oft". A great many
men feel that they do not need more than a certain amount
of money to pay expenses, and the increase in wages has
already tended to make .sucli men take more time off. The
argument, of course, for increases in wages is to enable the
men to make a better living, to enal)le them to save some-
thing for investment in liberty loans and war savings
stamps, and if they do not take advantage of the increased
wages to do those things they should be checked up and their

attention called to the fact that they are not showing the
proper spirit.

The C.\r Supply Troblem

The freight car situation is likely to be as serious this

fall as last year, if not more so, as tliere are onlv a very
few more freight cars in the country than there were last \ear,

and about 6 per cent of the total are bad order cars. That
is not extremely high, but it ought to be lower. Some roads
have the bad order cars down to .^ per cent, and if some
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roads can do it, probably most of them can, although other

roads have as high as 10 or 11 per cent bad order cars.

The figures for June show 14.?,343 bad order cars, as com-

pared with 131,.i5.i the same month last year. That is not

perhaps a very large increase, but it is in the wrong direction.

The labor situation with regard to car work has been per-

haps a little more difficult than for locomotive work on

account of tlie lower rates paid, and the fact that good car

men, particularly men who have been accustomed to work

on steel cars, have usually been able to go out and get better

jobs, as far as pay is concerned, in ship yards or in munition

plants. The freight car repair work is being supervised for

the countPi' by an assistant to the director general and an

organization of district inspectors, and I trust that this

organization will, with the co-operation of the men on the

railroads, be able to improve the conditions before winter

starts in.

We all remember the hard winter that we had last year,

and I presume most of us feel that a part of our troubles

were due to poor facilities, or facilities that were not suffi-

cient for the requirements. I would urge that it is important

immediately to look over our facilities and see if anything

can be done to improve them before snow flies, which will

probably be pretty soon. I would call special attention to

the necessity for seeing tliat roundhouse conveniences are

in good order. The heating apparatus, the lighting ap-

paratus, the air and blower lines, the ash pits, the coaling

facilities and the tracks to and from the roundhouse, also

the storage tracks, are all features of the utmost importance,

and while the time is short, something can probably be done

to improve conditions which have not already jjeen taken care

of. I realize, of course, that all roads have been giving at-

tention to these matters during the year, but it is possible

that a little more can be done.

In spending time and money on these improvements, we

should always keep in mind, "Will this help win the war?"

as that is the one aim and object that should be before us

all. None of these problems is new to us, but they con-

front us witli more force and urgency than ever before, and

we must tackle them with increased energy and enthusiasm,

always bearing in mind that our success in these matters

affects vcr)- seriously the success of our lioys who are on the

other side and are fighting for us the battle of freedom.

Address of H. R. Warnock

The crucial test in which our country is engaged demands

the utilization to the utmost of every resource which we have

at our command. That one of these should be our trans-

portation machine gives us who are railroad men a signal

opportunity to play one of the most important parts in

assisting in the removal of the threat against the free in-

stitutions of the world that could possiijly fall to any single

class or group of our civilian population.

V.wn tiiough this opportunity comes to us with the dis-

ruption of the habits of a lifetime; even though it carries

with it the contradiction of our political theories, or that it

brings to us the threat of material loss; it should be suffi-

cient for us to know that those to whom we have entrusted

the conduct of our national affairs in this time of crisis

deem these now conditions necessary to the attainment of

the great issue confronting civilization. In that knowledge

we should all join, as I am sure we do, in co-ordinating

all our efforts toward the one great aim with a singleness of

purpose and a determination that knows no defeat.

We of tlie Western Railway ("lub are men whose interests

lie primarily in the mechanical department. Looking about

us, after having become somewhat adjusted to the new state

of affairs, do wx^ not find after all a large measure of com-

pensation for our disrupted prejudices in that many of our

long standing ideals as for the construction and up-keep

of equipment are entering the stage of actuality? To resent

those innovations is to confess insinceritv in the standards

and recommended practices to which, in other years, we
readily subscribed, but in the execution of which we seemed

to lack initiative, were over-worshipful of our own .schemes

and creations, or were frustrated through lack of s>-mpa-

thetic interest on the part of influences having a more force-

ful, though less intimate, connection with railway mechanical

affairs tlian ourselves.

Our earlier freedom in the following of diverse path-

ways to the same general goal permitted the development

and use of a wide variety of equipment, so wide in fact that,

e.xcept for the good offices of the Master Car Builders' and
Master Mechanics' Associations, particularly, in making
this equipment conform to certain definite limitations es-

tablished in the interests of interchange, this all-essential

principle in the conduct of the country's transportation busi-

ness would have been a near impossibility. However, out

of that time and method there has also come that wealth

of invention that alone makes possible the establishment of

universal standards on a basis that promises to be adequate

over a reasonable period. Fortunate indeed we are, that the

present line of action was not instituted as recently as 20
years ago, before the time when our eyes had been opened

to the vast possibilities in the way of increased power and
economy that are now matters of accepted practice, to say

nothing of the several improvements which, though not yet

established, are on the verge of coming into their own and
give us promise of still further economies in steam loco-

motive practice.

Th?: R.aii.ro.ax) Administk.atkix's Mechanical Policies

I have suggested that there is compensation in the existing

state of affairs. It is abundantly evident that the Railroad

Administration appreciates the great importance of ade-

quate power and car equipment and of having that equip-

ment in a good state of repair. It is not that there is an}'-

thing new or original in that policy since the e.xcellent things

that should be are mentioned by the score in the proceedings

of our railroad technical associations. It is rather that the

roads in a large measure have not been financially able to

embark on the betterment schemes in a wholesale way. Those
that were able did what they could, but the burden of carry-

ing along with their ovi-n repairs the modernization and
repair of less capable and more indifferent lines has been

simply too great to permit of attaining an average condition

of equipment, the countr)- over, that would measure up to

the requirement in the present crisis. It is the putting into

effect of these sliouhl be conditions that gives us in the me-
chanical department cause for satisfaction. Cases in point

cover the survey that has been made looking to the more
general application of superheater apparatus to engines con-

structed prior to the advent of that important facilit)'. Like-

wise investigation lias l>een set on foot' looking to the ap-

plication of stokers to those locomotives not so eiquipped

and whose size warrants resort to mechanical firing.

In the case of freight car equipment there is to l>e cited

the action taken by the Railroad .Administration in gradu-

ating the extent and cost of repairs to cars in accordance

as they are sufficiently modem a.* to age and construction to

bo deser\'ing of the attention that will restore them to service.

This will have Uie effect of retiring the weak and obsolete

cars that have lieen inveterate trouble makers to trunk lines

for years. At the same time this plan of freight car better-

ment involves the consistent reinforcement of wooden frame

cars wliore reinforcement is warranted, and the application

of hotter draft gears of specified types to all cars undergoing

repairs and not previously so equipped. These improve-

ments constitute a program that any aspiring equipment

officer would have been only too glad to have instituted on

his line years ago had the financial condition of his road

and the policy of his management so permitted.

We have, however, proof of realization on the part of the

lowers at present in control of the tremendous value of

Lend Like They Fight
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adequate maintenance and the willingness of those powers

to have repairs made to the limit of our capacity in the

way of labor and materials, and we, appreciating both the

opportunity and the necessity of bringing it about, should

not fail in doing our utmost in carrying on this program.

Whatever else may be said about the standardized car

and locomotive equipment being offered us, it is, at least, of

conservative and rational design and must offer worth-while

advantages in quantity production, under which plan only,

considering the stress on our industries, can we hope to

secure cars and locomotives in such numbers as to ap-

proach requirements. We do not expect, during the period

of the war, to realize any advantage through simplified

maintenance because of the fact that such standard equip-

ment as we may be able to get within that time represents

so .small a proportion of the total. However, with this in-

itial step taken we can reasonably look forward to a time

when it will have its very appreciable effect. Even though

the roads be returned to private management, the influence

of this innovation undoubtedly will persist with the bene-

ficial results referred to.

Rf-sponsfrilities or Men in Mechanical Department

We mu.st not fail to realize in the satisfaction which we
find in this new-found appreciation of our department that

it carries with it a responsibility in which cver\- man, from

the highest to the lowest, has not done his part until he has

done his best, not merely on occasion iiut all the time. Two
very important self-admonitions I would place before you.

Each individual must remind himself to be diligent. The
time for merely casual attention to the duties comprising the

daily routine, if ever there was such a time, is past. Our
individual duties have expanded, and that, tremendou.sly.

But new appreciation of the privileges and responsibilities

of citizenship in this splendid republic should give us

strength to carry each day's toil on to a successful issue.

The second self-admonition which I would urge upon
every one whether in the ranks or on the staff, is the un-

compromising suppression of that disposition which wrong-

fully has been termed the essence of railroading, "passing the

buck." The use of this inelegant terminology implies the

sense of responsibility evaded. So far should this dispo-

sition lie uprooted that not only will one's own responsibility

not t)c evaded but there will come, in its stead, a willingness

and purpose to go out of one's way if need be to co-operate

in attending to whatever duty lies close at hand. In these

times the railway employee cannot escape the brand of

traitor until he has taken the first step, nor does he earn the

designation of patriot until he has taken the second. I do

not advocate the indiscriminate meddling by one employee

or official in the affairs of another, but what is essential is

the cultivation of that spirit that will so unify the organiza-

tion tliat all branches and individuals are mutually helpful.

To observe an improper condition and to conceive an im-

provement without giving those most directly concerned the

benefit of criticism or suggestion is to fall short of the re-

quirements in this strenuous day.

While the present and the purpose immediately in hand
are of vastly greater consequence than the future, it is not

beside the point to give heed to the probable status of our

chosen industry after the present season of strife shall have

been brought to a successful close. We see our government

spending its resources for the upbuilding of the railways

with a lavish hand. As a war measure, freight and pas-

senger rates have been advanced as have also the wages of

the rank and file of those in railway service; this latter,

however, without reference to the degree of pcnnanence which

.shall apply. For the most part we believe it is no more than

fair that wages for the great body of railroad men should

continue on the present high plane, for certainly the sched-

ules applying to many branches of the sen-ice in times past

were neither adequate nor just.

Notwithstanding increased revenues and sweeping econo-
mies, we observe operating ratios advancing from 20 to

25 per cent over what they were before the government
took control, spelling a condition under which railroads,

without resort to the general treasun,', could not well exist.

We prefer not to contemplate the operation of the railways
on a basis, after the war, requiring the making up of de-
ficits out of the public fund. Given the privilege of ade-
quate return for the service rendered, the roads can render
the service required of them, deal fairly with their security

holders, and maintain a living wage for their employees
as well as can the government. Whether under private or

government control, the railroad industry should "stand on
its own bottom" and it is our privilege and duty so to direct

our efforts that the roads may be assisted in resuming this

basis of operation in due course.

Address of W. E. Dunham
It is peculiarly fitting at this time that we should stop

and consider what we can do more enthusiastically to help
our railways and the government at this time. We have
now to look at things a great deal differently than we did
a few years ago. Under the conditions which existed then

our horizon practically ended at the interchange point, but
we have to look at things now from all the way around the

earth. We have got to stop and consider what we do, what
influence it will have on the big thing, and that is, of course,

the winning of this war. We must face these problems with a

great deal more openmindedness than we ever did before.

We are asked by one branch of the government to save all

the fuel we can; we are asked by another branch of the govern-

ment not to use any copper. We have got to be a little more
analytical in wliat we do, and possibly be a little more thorough
and work out these problems more carefully before we issue

orders and expect somebody else to earn' them out at any
expense of material or time. Personal loyalty is necessary

in even,-thing we do, loyalty which does not stop and ask
what the other fellow is doing, whether it is necessary for

us to do this to be as good as the other fellow, but that

loyalty which will answ-er its own question with its own
inner consciousness as to whether we have done just ex-

actly w^hat we could do and all we could do all the time.

If we do that there is not any doulit but what even,' one of

us will feel just as much soldiers of this government as

those who are over in France.

The opportunities for ever}' one of us are so numerous that

if we attempt to look around and start on ever>-thing that we
see, we will practically be useless. In our work I believe that

we ought to follow a little bit the militar>' idea—have one
thing to do and do that to perfection. That does not mean,
of course, to be just hobbyists, but to carry the thing through
until it is done and done thoroughly. Put concentration in

your efforts.

We have on our railroads now, under the instructions of

the regional directors those whose duty it is to look after

reclaiming materials, so that we will not have to buy articles

or use new stuff to the detriment of the government in fur-

nishing good materials for the army across the water. It is

surprising how much you can do along that line when you
really get out and on the job.

One of our old employees who has been in France quite

a while with the railway corps, wrote to Mr. Quayle and
said. "If I only had that old scrap pile back of Chicago

avenue. I would think I had a gold mine.'' Let us get a

little bit more use out of that old scrap pile and let the

fellow over there have the new material. If we get started

on that line now, we will be ready for what is coming next

year. Without a doubt we will be told that we cannot ha\e

copper, that we cannot have paints of a certain kind, and
we will be told we cannot have this or that thing, and it is

well to start right now utilizing an\-thing we have on hand
before we ask for an^1hing new.
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General News Department

The Canadian Northern tunnel, the entrance of that road

to its terminal in Mmitreal, was opened for business on
September 21. 'Ivvo passenser trains between Montreal and
Toronto will sonn be put on.

The Western Railway Club, at its meetinR on September 16,

elected L. P. Michael, chief draftsman, Chicago & Xorth

Western, second vice-president and A. F. Stuebing, western

mechanical editor, Railzvay Age. secretary and treasurer to fill

out unexpired terms.

A passenger train of the Great Northern was stopped by

a robber near Mukilteo, Wash., on the night of September 23,

and registered mail of large value was carried off. The rob-

ber forced the engineman, by use of a gun, to stop the train,

and then to uncouple the mail and baggage cars and draw

them forward.

Disastrous Collision in France

A press despatch from Paris, September 20, reports a

collision between Dijon and Laroche, in which 30 persons

were killed and 25 injured. Most of the passengers killed

were children, as was the case in the recent collision in

(Germany. American soldiers, from a cantonment nearby,

took a prominent part in rescuing the injured passengers.

Increase in Grain Loading

Nearly 100,000 more cars of grain w^erc loaded by the

railroads under federal control during the period from July

1 to September 14 than during the corresponding period of

last year, according to a statement authorized by Director

General McAdoo, giving the figures by weeks for each region.

The total for the period in 1918 was 335,786 cars, as com-

pared with 233.841 in the corresponding period of 1917.

Disastrous Collision at Dresden

A press despatch of September 24 reports a collision at

Dresden, Germany, between an eastbound express train and

another train, in which 31 persons were killed and 50 injured.

This is the second collision of the first magnitude, reported

from Germany within two weeks, the former collision, re-

ported in the Raihvay Age last week, page 563, having resulted

in ?:^ fatalities.

Correction in List of Exhibitors at

Traveling Engineers' Association Convention

Through an oversight the name of the American Steel

Foundries, Chicago, was omitted from the list of exhibitors

at the convention of the Traveling Engineers' Association,

published in the Railway Age of September 13. This com-
pany had its usual space in the exhibit hall in which were

shown models of the Simplex coupler. Simplex coupler

pocket. Economy draft arm, Eclipse coupler yoke, Andrews
side frame and Atlas safety guard and third point support.

The representatives attending the convention were W. G.

Wallace, H. J. Melchert. P. A. Martin, W. A. Wallace and
B. C. Hooper.

M. C. B. Questionnaire on the Use

of Wood in Car Construction

The Master Car Builders' Association, acting in con-

junction with the American Wood Preservers' Association

and the Forest Products Laboratory of the Ignited States

Forest Service, has sent to the members a circular asking

for information necessary to permit a thorough study of the

proper utilization of wood in car construction and the de-

velopment of methods of protecting timber against decay.

The questionnaire also asks for data concerning the results

obtained by using hard woods and uncommon species of

wood in car building, the efforts made to save old car lumber
and the comparative life of single sheathed and double

sheathed box cars of similar weight and capacity.

Massachusetts Railroads

Train service and other railroad conditions in Massa-
chusetts are the subject of a long report which has just been
made by the Public Service Commission of that state to the

Railroad .Administration at Washington, in compliance with
a request recently made. Freight service has been poor for

at least three years, and passenger service has not been improved
much for many years, except that steel cars have been introduced

and electric lights have been put into through trains. The block

system has been extended, but roadways have not been kept
up to first-class condition, although they are reasonably
safe. It is recognized that labor conditions have greatly
hampered the roads, and the suggestion is made that perhaps
trackmen ought to be classed as skilled labor so as to put
them in a more favorable situation as related to the demands
of the draft and of rival industries. On the whole, it is be-
lieved that the general situation has improved materially
since the government took control of the roads. The people
have put up with inconvenience because of the belief that
economies which reduce the service have been necessary be-
cause of the war: but the limiting of local tickets to 48 hours
is believed to be an unwarrantable interference with pas-
sengers' convenience.

Revisions of M. C. B. Rules for 1918-19

The changes in the Master Car Builders' Rules of Inter-
change for freight cars, for the coming year, proposed by
the Arbitration Committee and referred to the Railroad
Administration, have been passed on. The new rules as
affecting bills for repairs will go into effect on October 1,

1918, although they will probably not be in the hands of all

the roads until some later date.

The rules have been retained as nearly as possible in the
present form, as far as they apply to roads not under federal
control. To take care of interchange between roads operated
by the Railroad Administration, a preface has been added.
.\rticle I of the preface covers' necessary changes in the rules
to conform to Circular 7 of the Division of Operation. Ar-
ticle II provides for the elimination of defect carding between
roads under federal control, while Article III eliminates
billing for certain minor items between roads under federal
control. Article IV covers the proper charges for re-weigh-
ing and stenciling cars belonging to Government controlled
roads.

The following list gives the items aiTected by the principal
modifications in the rules: rule 3. section h. paragraph 2,

covers the Railroad Administration's requirements with re-
gard to standards for certain repairs: rule 7 provides for a
standard original record of repairs made and the method of
handling: rules 32 and 43. covering the responsibility for
certain repairs, have been altered. Under rule 101 average
credit prices have been provided for certain air brake parts
and also for brake beams. The labor allowance for ordinary
repair work has been raised to 58 cents an hour and for work
on tanks of tank cars to 68 cents. Settlement prices for
destroyed cars have been increased to meet present condi-
tions. The percentage to be added to bills, as provided
under rule 106, has been reduced from 35 to 30.
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Revenues and Expenses for July

The effect of the large increases in freight and passenger rates

which became effective in June arc plainly to he seen in the sta-

tistics of revenues and expenses for the month of July just issued

by the Interstate Commerce Commission. For the first time this

year there is shown an increase in net operating income, from

$92,599,000 to $137,845,000, in spite of the continuing increase in

expenses, and the operating ratio was 67.64, less than it was in

July, 1917, while the ratio for seven months of the year was 83.61.

Freight revenues show an increase of approximately one-third

and passenger revenues an even greater increase. Mail revenues
continue to decrease. Total revenues were $468,000,000 as com-
pared with $348,000,000; operating expenses were $316,000,000 as
compared with $237,000,000. For the first seven months of the
year, however, the net operating income shows a reduction of
$242,000,000, operating revenues having increased by only $304,-
000,000 while operating expenses were about $540,000,000 greater.
The net operating income for the seven months was $290,001,183.
as compared with $532,574,488 in 1917. Total operating revenues
were $2,549,093,932 and total operating expenses were $2 131,-

412,009.

SUMMARY OF MONTHLY REPORTS OF LARGE ROADS—FOR THE MONTH OF JULY
inly roads having operatinK revenues above $1,000,000 for the year ended December 31. 191-.' [Includes 178 Class I roads and 14
Itching and terminal companies.] - » i woiis ^ui it

United States Eastekn Distiict

Per mile
of road operated

Per mile
of road operated

liles operated 232,336.92

Item

1. Average nu

""^Frdght $327,151,575

3. Passenger 104,403,679

4. Mail 4,430,674
5. Express 8,512 912
6. All other transportation 1 2,091,375
7. Incidental 11,434,565

8. Joint facility—Cr 523,5 1

1

9. loint facility—Ur 168,487

1917

231,241.95

$241,556,482
73,739,148
4,846,049
9,059,920
9,900.839
9,076,021
352.764
136,829

1918

59,404.60

$154,120,951
46,682,507
1,728,662
4,780.728
7,214,775
6,709,887
296,841
87,957

1917

59,021.64

$109,203,943
33.963,799
1,900,940
4,434,629
5.706,508
5,091,102
161,398
84,422

10. Railway operating

Expenses:

468,379,804 348.394,394 221,446.^94 160,377.897

of way and structures 53,904.452

12. Maintenance of equipment 82,953,281

13 Traffic 3,817.455

14. Transportation 164.127,135

15. Miscellaneous operations 3.393,576

16. General 9,092.888

17. Tr.-nsportation for investment—Cr 474,949

40,740,529
56,068,842
5,396,154

125,116,519
2.873,008
8,298,248
683,922

18. Railway operating

19. Net revenue from

xpenses 316,813,838 237,809,378

railway operations 151,565,966

20. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes")-

21. Uncollectible railway revenues
15,803,327

63,609
14,898,911

35,863

1,364

652

1,029

478

23,180,701
41,533,083
1,751,817

80,738,579
1.593,897
4,055.267

61,888

152,791,456 113,163.218

17,178,645
26,410,855
2,132,968

62,434,590
1.319,486
3,756,284

69,616

22. Railway operating income 135,699,030

23. Equipment rents
f' , ,?'Si t

24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) '^32,275

25. Net of items 22. 23 and 24 1 37,845,425

26. Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs..% 67.64

414

tl33,518
567,744

13.256,002
669,922

68.26

Southern District

70.56

Westesh DisrmicT

of road operated
Per mile

of road operated

Item

Average i liles operated.

1918

42,961.17 42

1917

763.30

Freight $50,840,839
Passenger 18,470.5503.

4. Mail
5. Express .

6. All other
7. Incidental
8. Tnint facility—

C

9. .Toint facility Dr

10. Railway operating rev

718.544
857.926
816.520

1.362.003
120.548
26.558

$35,957,629
9,895,088
746,829

1,196,208
669,793
904,766
93,882
22,587

1918

129,971.15

$122,189,785
39.250.622
1,983.468
2.874,258
4.060,080
3,362.675
106.122
53.972

1917

129,457.01

96,394,910
29,880,261
2,198,280
3,429.083
3.524.538
3.080,153

97,484
29.820

73.160.372 49.441.608 1.156 173.773.038 138.574.!

II. Maintena and structu 8.457.184
12. Maintenance of equipment 13,928.922
13. Traffic

14. Transportation
15. Miscellaneous oper.ttions
16. General
17. Transportation for investment—Cr.

18 Railway

19. Net rcvci

)perating expenses

lie from railfl'ay operations.

714.724
24.906,191

323,456
1.351,532
109,150

49.572,859 35,015,649

6,211,558
9,491,394
959,311

17.044,988
245,297

1.179,103
116,002

22. Railway operating income

23. Equipment rent:
24. Joint facility re

2.349.598
12.452

2,126,355
8.881

1,154

549

222
22

399
6

28
3

819

337

50

22,266.567
27.491.276
1.350.914

58.482.365
1,476.223
3.686.0S9
303.911

17.350,326
20.166,593
2.303.875

45,636.935
1.308.225
3.362.861
498.304

156
IS

352

114.449.523 89.630.511

456

55

(Dr. Il.il.)

25. Net of items 22. 23 and 24

26. Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs.

•Does n
Note—

T

nanielv. 1914. 1915 and 1916,
September 19, 1918.

de Kansas City Terminal Ry.. Louisiana & Arkansas Ry., and Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Rv. of Texas. tDebii item
age railway operatmg income corresponding to _item_ No. 22 above for the month of July in the three years of the "Test period,'

$344 per for the United States.
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Missouri & North Arkansas Taken

Over by Government

Train service on this road, 359 miles long, was entirely

suspended for lour or five days last week. On September 6,

the federated shops crafts on the road notified the manage-
ment that unless General Order No. 27 of the Railroad Ad-
ministration, and all its supplements, were made effective

on that road on September 7, the shopmen would stop work.
The strike took place, as threatened, on the 16th, and was
only settled when the road was taken over by the govern-
ment on the 20tli. The receiver had found it financially

impossible to pay the men according to the government wage
scale. W'hen it was announced tliat the road had been placed
under federal control the striking employees reported for

duty and trains were again run. The road had once been
taken by tlie government and sul)sequently returned.

Untermyer and Sisson Before Bankers' Association

Samuel I'litermyer, of New York, who represcnied the Kail-

road Security Holders' Committee in their negotiations about
their contracts with the government, and Francis H. Sisson, vice-

president of the Guaranty Trust Company, of New York, ad-
dressed a meeting of the Savings Bank section of the American
Bankers' .\s.';ociation at Chicago on Tuesday of this week. Mr.
Untermyer said that the railways had failed to secure modifica-
tion of the contract form in two vital and fundamental particulars.

.Section 3, known as the acceptance clause, requires tlie carrier

to accept an annual compen.<-.ation, which will not recompense it

for diversion of traffic, abandonment of operation, abrogation of

traffic agreements and traffic connections, or even complete dis-

memberment of the property. The bare pliysical properties may
be returned, but good-will, which has cost decades of labor and
millions of exj)eiKliture to upbuild, may be destroyed, without
any compensation to the railroad. The contract also requires

that tlie road be charged with the cost of all additions and better-

ments, which the director general may authorize for purely war
purposes, or which are incident to the process of unification;

and the cost of other changes from which the government gets

the entire benefit, and which the carrier may not want, and not

be able to use if the property is returned to private ownership.

Furthermore, the carrier will be charged with the abnormal prices

of the war period, not based on a fair value to the road. As the

government has reserved the right to use the entire standard re-

turn, over fixed charges, for additions and betlcrmeius not charge-

able to the United States, it is not likely that there will be any
increase in dividends, and probably most roads will be forced

gradually to redtice and finally to discontinue their payments
entirely.

Government ownership, at a fair price, will be far more ad-

vantageous for the government, and finally, it will probably be

more just to the security holders than federal control under the

onerous londit'.ons of this contract.

Mr. Sisson. in considering the possible solution of the trans-

portation problem, pointed out that government ownership of

railroads has been successful In no country, with the single pos-

sible exception of Germany, where, under military rule, it has

attained some decree of efficiency. The railroads of the United

States, however, have served the public at the lowest capitaliza-

tion and with the greatest efficiency of any railroads in the world.

In its tendency to assume credit for saving the railroads, the

Railroad .Administration is simply priding itself upon its part in

saving the transportation system from a disaster which other

government agencies have forced upon it. Moreover, it is priding

itself upon eflfecting economies through elimination of competi-

tion by pooling of operations and by the removal of all state in-

terference, together with raising of rates, all of which steps had

been strenuously advocated by the railroads themselves for years.

Mr. Siss' n recognized the defects of the old competitive system.

He advocated the establishment of regional railroad systems un-

der private control, with wasteful competition eliminated, and

perhaps with government guarantee of investment returns. He
thought that railroad stocks, when contracts were once signed,

would be in the same class as railroad bonds, since, with their

earnings definitely limited and guaranteed, speculative possibilities

will be largely eliminated, and their prices should not greatly

Ihictuate.
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Traffic News

The number of blast furnaces in blast in the Pittsburgh
district Is now 130 out of a total of 134, the greatest number
in operation at any one time since last December, and in

fact the greatest number in blast at any one time in this

territory for nianj- years. Xo furnaces in that territory are

banked or out of blast for the lack of coke or other causes

within the control of railroads.

The steamer J. M. Schoonmaker cleared from the Wheeling
& Lake Erie dock at Cleveland this week, with a cargo of

14,767 tons of Pittsburgh coal, in addition to its own fuel,

amounting to 406 tons. This is said to be the largest cargo
of coal ever loaded on the Great Lakes. The Railroad Ad-
ministration, Eastern region, has charge of lake shipping,

and has taken special measures to secure maximum loading
of vessels.

The Railroad .Administration, after careful consideration

of applications from shippers of sand, gravel and crushed
stone, to modify the recent increases in freight rates by sub-

stituting some other basis for the uniform advance of one
cent per 100 lbs., declines to adopt any other general basis.

Consideration will be inmiedlately given to all individual

cases where the Increases have brought about unnecessary
hardships.

Railroad and Pullman tickets will be sold in a single trans-

action at ticket offices, according to plans worked out by the

Railroad .Administration to be put Into effect about Novem-
ber 1. Under the present arrangement the passenger fre-

quentlj' stands in line three times; once to ascertain whether
Pullman accommodations are available, before buying his

ticket, again to purchase the railroad ticket, and finally to

purchase the Pullman ticket.

A system of government-owned, sea-level intercoastal deep
canals extending from Boston to Beaufort, N. C, was
recommended In a report submitted to the Senate on Sep-

tember 18 by Secretary Redfield of the Department of Com-
merce, in response to a Senate resolution. He urged the

permanent acquisition by the government of the Cape Cod
and the Chesapeake and Delaware canals and their prompt
improvement, as well as the construction of a sea-level canal

across New Jersey.

Coal Production

Production of bituminous coal during the week ended
September 14. while greater than that during the preceding
week, which included Labor Day, equalled the production
during the week ended .August 31. Preliminary estimates

place the production during the week at 12.692.000 net tons,

an increase over the corresponding week of 1917 of 15.7

per cent. The shortage for the coal year to date now
amounts to 13.624,000 net tons and makes necessary an
average daily production during the balance of the year 2

per cent in excess of the average daily production to date

if the estimated requirements established by the Fuel Ad-
ministration are to be fulfilled.

The production of anthracite during the week is estimated
at 2,088.000 net tons. 4 per cent above the corresponding
week of 1917. Total production for the coal year to date is

estimated at 47,733,000 net tons, an increase of 2li per cent

over the corresponding period of 1917.

The percentage of full time output during the week endin.?

September 7 lost on account of car shortage is reported by
tlie bituminous operators as 5 per cent.

The report by the Car Service Section of the Railroad Ad-
ministration shows the total coal loading for the week ending
September 7, as 227,603 cars, as compared with 204,791 in the

corresponding week of 1917. Estimated reports for the week
ended September 14. bring the increase In the total loading
up to that date since January 1 to 569.302 cars.
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Additional Locomotives for Railroad Administration

The United States Railroad Administration is expected

to place orders shortly for locomotives for 1919 delivery.

Reports have been received from the various railroads as to

their requirements for 1919 and careful surveys have been
made as to the number of engines that can be obtained for

domestic roads and for military use in France, as well as

for the Allied Governments. The locomotive companies
still have orders which will keep their plants busy until well

into next year, but tlie intention is to place the 1919 orders

well in advance so that arrangements can be made for ma-
terials.

The German Locomotive Industry

Rudolf Ditges. general secretary of tlie German Locomo-
tive Building Union, has been writing pretty freely of late

in the German papers about the post-war prospects of the

German locomotive industry.

He is of the opinion, says an item in the Engineer of

London, that employment will be very satisfactory, but he
does not think as erroneously assumed in many quarters,

that the maximum productive capacity will be attained: he
estimates that the production of the 19 south and north

German factories will exceed by far 4,000 locomotives, with

a total weight of considerably more than 200,000 tons.

He bases his belief on the following facts: Prior to the war
about one-fourth of the output of large and small engines

was exported: at present this is all available for filling home
orders, so that more locomotives are now at the disposal of

tlie home railways, field and military railways, than was the

case in peace times: the difficulties experienced in connection

with transport and traffic are due more to lack of coal than

of engines, although several thousand engines have been sent

to neutrals, to the .Mlies of the Central Powers, and to oc-

cupied territories. Most of them will return more or less

uninjured from the different military fronts, etc., and will be

sold to building contractors, large factories, and small brancli

railway line companies. There will thus be a considerable

demand for small locomotives at home; the broken trade

relations with the leading markets of the world, however,
will only be restored after overcoming many difficulties,

whicli will take some years to do.

The falling ofT of export orders, and the smaller demand
for small type engines will be temporarily compensated for

hy an increased home demand: but this will soon dwindle,

as expenses after the war will liave to be curtailed to the

utmost, and many firms will repair their old engines instead

of buying new ones. Furthermore, supplies of raw materials

will not be so easily obtained: still, there are considerable
stocks available yet in various available markets, and the

many workmen returning to normal life from the front will

enable them to be dealt with in the old and recently estab-

lished factories—among the latter being that of the A. E. G.

at Henningsdorf—so that there will be no lack of locomotives
in Germanv.

Machinery and Tools

TiiK Pennsvlv.\ni.\ Railro.xd is inquiring for one 18-in. and
one 20-in. heavy duty slotters; two 20-in. heavy duty back-
geared crank shapers, and one 18-in. crank slotting machine.

Signaling

The New York Centr.\l has awarded a contract to the Gen-
eral Railway Signal Company for the installation of an elec-

tric interlocking plant at the east end of its freight classifica-

tion yard at Rochester, N. Y.

B. J. McComb, superintendent of construction on the

Wheeling & Lake Erie, with headquarters at Canton, Ohio,
has resigned to enter the sales department of the Reading
Specialties Company, Reading. Penn. He will have charge
of the middle western territorv, with headquarters at Canton.
Ohio.

Payne G. West, assistant sales manager of the T. L. Smith
Company, concrete machinery manufacturers of Milwaukee,
Wis., lias severed his connection with that firm to become

assistant manager of

fuel sales for the Lake-
w o o d Engineering
Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Mr. West re-

ceived his education at

Carroll College, Wau-
kesha. Wis., and in the

college of engineering
of the University of

Wisconsin. He gradu-
ated from Carroll Col-
lege in the class of

1901. After spending a

number of years in

\arious construction
projects in different

manufacturing lines, he
became associated with
the T. L. Smith Com-

P Q ifj g,
pany in 1907 and was in

the continuous service

of that company for a

period Lii 12 years, during inost of which time he was assist-

ant sales manager. This position afforded him an opportunity
to gain a thorough knowledge of the machinery field as well

as of factory production methods.

Oscar F. Ostby, manager of sales of the Glazier Manu-
facturing Company of Rochester. X. Y., has been elected

vice-president of that company, with headquarters as hereto-

fore at 2736 Grand
Central Terminal. New
York. He will also

continue to represent
the Grip Nut Company
of Chicago, and the

White .American Loco-
motive Sander Com-
pany of Roanoke. Va.
The Glazier Manufac-
turing Company manu-
factures a complete line

of oil headlights as

well as a complete line

of electric headlight

cases and interiors.

Mr. Ostby, besides hav-
ing represented the

company for about a

year, has also been
much interested in the

locomotive headlight
field in the past in the

interc>t oi the International .-Xcetylene Association and
through liis connection with that association, strenuously

combatted the passage of headlight laws in several states

which demanded electrical equipment only. He was born
March 5. 1883. and received his education in the public

schools of Providence. R. L From 1^1 to November. 1904,

he was engaged in publicity work, following which he was
connected with the Commercial .Acetylene Railway Light &
Signal Company, and later, with the Refrigerator. Heater &

O. F. Ostby
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Ventilator Car Company, serving with the latter as general

manager. He has been one of the leading members of the

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association and was its

president in 1915-1916.

Fred G. Zimmerman, assistant to secretary of Harry \'is-

sering & Company, and the Okadee Company, lias been ap-

pointed acting secretary, succeeding Marshall E. Keg,

granted a leave of absence.

B. H. Tripp, special representative of the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company on the Pacific coast, has been appointed

district manager of sales for the Pacific coast territory, with

headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., succeeding M. W.
Priseler. The Los .Angeles branch of the company will also

come under Mr. Tripp's jurisdiction.

Charles H. Tucker has left the service of Toledo Bridge
\' Crane Coni|)any of Toledo, Ohio, and together with

William F. Billingsley and others has incorporated the

.Vmerican Crane & Engineering Company of that city. It

is reported that this company has a government contract for

locomotive cranes and will build a plant for their manu-
facture.

Trade Publications

Tight Rivets.—The American I'luxible Bolt Company, New
'^'ork, has developed a new type of rivet, known as the .\merican

rivet, which is described in Bulletin No. 301. It upsets from

both ends, and because of this is claimed to make a tight rivet.

Reproductions of actual photographs of plates sectioned for the

purpose, are shown to illustrate this point.

Flue Gas An.alyzer.—The Vulcan Fuel Economy Company,

Chicago. HI., in the August issue of Vulcan's Forge, describes

the Vulcan-Orsat flue gas analysis instrument, which is claimed

to be a decided departure from instruments of this kind now on

the market and to have the advantages of precision, ease of con-

trol, durability and quick interchangcability of parts. A copy of

litis paper will be sent on request.

The Lubrication of B.all Be.\rings.—The United States Ball

Bearing Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has reprinted in an

attractive booklet an article published in the .Vmerican Machinist

engineering of the company. Methods of determining the best

lubricants to use are described, as well as the proper housing of

ball bearings. The text is well illustrated with sketches show-

of February 21, 1918, by Otto Bruenauer, director of sales and

ing ways of sealing the bearings frotn dirt and water.

Superheater Unit Maintenance.—This is the title of an

eight-page painphlet issued by the Locomotive Superheater Com-

pany, Xcw York, describing the principles pertaining to the care

and operation of the locomotive which prevent the necessity of

repairs to the superheater units. Some of the matters dealt with

are the necessity for clean flues, the etTects of high water, the

maintenance of the damiicr and the ball end.s. etc. The pamphlet

is illustrated with a number of sketches and photographs of tools

that are especially adapted to the work of repairing superheater

units.

TiiKKAiiiNr, MACiii.NEKV,--.\n attractive 78-page catalogue, Xo.

24, has been issued by the Landis Machine Company, Waynes-

boro, Pa., which is devoted alinost entirely to a detailed descrip-

tion of Landis bolt threading and screw cutting machinery, but

also briefly descril)es the Landis pipe and nipple threading ma-

chine and the Landis pipe threading and cutting machine. It

contains many illustrations of the machines and sketches of the

detail parts, as well as a table of U. S. standard, V, Whitworth

and Internationa! threads and a table showing cutting speeds per

revolution of head per minute.

Electric Soliierino Irons.—The Cutler-Hammer Manufactur-

ing Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., and New York, has issued

an eight-page folder describing and illustrating the C-H electric

soldering irons and band tools. Two views are shown of the

soldering iron, which has a threaded heating core over which

the tip is screwed, and a new automatic rack is explained in

detail. A six-inch current regulating plate, which provides tem-

perature control where different grades of work are being done,

and the C-H 7050 feed-through switch for installation on the

heater cord, are also illustrated.

jiiiniiiiiitillliiriiiilutHlllllllilllliriiniiiiMiiiiliriiniiuiiiilrmiiiiiiiiiitrii

Railway Financial News

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—M the regular meeting of the

directors on Tuesday, the usual quarterly dividend of I'A per

cent was declared on the common stock, payable December 2

to stock of record October 31. S. T). Beldsoe and E. D. Engel
were elected directors to succeed Walker D. Mines, now assis-

tant director general of railroads, and Homer A. Stillwell,

deceased.

Canapian Northern.—The reconstituted board of directors con-

sists of D. B. Hanna, president C. J. Mitchell, Major Graham
Bell, Robert Hobson, Frank P. Jones, E. R. Wood. A. T. Riley

and C. M. Hamilton.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—J. P. Morgan & Co., the First

National Bank, the National City Co. and Harris. Forbes & Co.

have issued the following statement to the holders of the Chi-

cago & Western Indiana one-year 6 per cent notes, due Septem-
ber 1, )918: "With regard to the Chicago & Western Indiana

Railroad Company one-year 6 per cent notes which matured
on September 1, and were not paid, we have received advices

from John Skelton Williams, director of the Division of Fi-

nance Railroad .\dininistraiion. who states: 'The director gen-

eral would be willing to enter into a contract with the Chicago
& Western Indiana, whereby the standard rental to be paid

during the period of government control shall provide a sum
of money sufficient to pay all present fixed charges and ta.xes,

including 6 per cent per annum on this issue of $15,000,000 of

notes.' In view of this assurance from the Railroad .Adminis-

tration to be received by the Chicago & Western Indiana under
the government railroad control bill we have been requested

by the company with the assent of the Railroad Administ,ration

to ask the noteholders to extend their notes for one year at

6 per cent with the present collateral remaining unchanged,

upon payment for extension of the compensation of I'i per

cent of the principal amount of notes extended. Investment

yield on the extended notes would thus be slightly over 7'

4

per cent. Holders of the above notes are therefore requested

to present their notes at the office of J. P. Morgan & Co.. re-

ceiving at the time of deposit a receipt which when a sufficient

amount of notes has been deposited and the plan has been de-

clared operative will be exchangeable for extended notes, the

noteholders receiving at the time of exchange payment of the

coupon due Septetiiber 1. 1918. and the amount of compensa-

tion mentioned above, namely. $12.50 per $1.000-note." The
bankers are acting in the matter without compensation and

they urge the holders of the notes to accept the offer.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago^ & St. Louis.—Charles T. Lewis

lias been elected a director to succeed W. H. Newman, de-

ceased. Horace E. Andrews. C. B. Scger, and Edward S.

Harkness have been elected directors to succeed A. H. Smith,

R. S. Lovett, and H. .A. Worcester, respectively.

This company has agreed to accept the terms of the govern-

ment compensation contract. See New York Central.

New York Central.—The directors of the New York Central,

the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and the Mich-

igan Central, have authorized the officers to execute on behalf

of those companies the federal compensation contract with the

director general.

C. B. Seger, E. S. Harkness, and Charles T. Lewis have

been elected directors of the New York Central, succeeding

R. S. Lovett, Marvin Hugliitt. and F. J. Jerome. The resig-

nations of Leonard J. Hackncj and Frank J. Jerome as direc-

tors of the New York Central and the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis have been accepted by the boards of direc-

tors, the retirement of these men being made necessary by a

recent court decision that no person in the employ of the Rail-

road .\dministration be allowed to take part in the considera-

tion of the goveniment contract.

The New York (Central has declared the regular quarterly

dividend of lH per cent, payable November 1 to stock of record

October 8.

Lend Like Tliry Fight
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Railway Officers
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Railroad Administration

Regional

H. N. Rodenbaugh has been appointed staff officer, cngi.ieer-

ing on the organization of the Southern regional director, with

office at Atlanta, Ga. This was incorrectly reported as W. R.

Rodenbaugh in our issue of September 6, page 463.

E. J. Cleave, superintendent of the Philadelphia Terminal

division, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Phila-

delphia Pa., has been appointed terminal manager, at Phila-

delphia' on the staff of C. H. Markham, regional director of

the .Allegheny region.

T. E. Paradise, division master mechanic and trainmaster

on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headipiarters at

Centerville, Iowa, has been appointed mechanical assistant

on the regional director's staff of the Central Western region,

with headquarters at Chicago, effective September 19.

Federal and General Managers

A. De Bernardi, general manager of the Kansas City, Mexico

v\: Orient v\ith headquarters at Wichita, Kan., has been given

jurisdiction over maintenance and operation on all the railroad

terminals in that city.

H F. Anderson has been appointed general manager of the

San Antonio S; Aransas Pass and the San Antonio, Uvalde

& Gulf, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., succeeding

J. S. Peter, who has resigned to go with the corporate inter-

ests, effective September IS.

A. Robertson, federal manager of the Missouri Pacific,

the St Louis Southwestern, lines north of Texas; the Louisi-

ana & Arkansas and the Southern Illinois & Mis.souri Bridge,

"has had his jurisdiction extended to include the Memphis,

Dallas & Gulf, wdiich road has recently been placed under

federal control.

E T. Lamb, federal manager of the .Xthnita, I'.iiniingham

.St .'\tlantic, the Atlanta & West Point, the Western Rail-

way of Alabama, the Charleston & Western Carolina, and

the .Xtlanta Terminal Company, with headquarters at At-

lanta, Ga., has had his jurisdiction extended over the Georgia

Southern & Florida and the Hawkinsville & Florida Southern.

C. G. Bumham, federal manager of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & (Juincy, the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, the To-

ledo, Peoria & Western, west of Peoria, including the Peoria

terminals; the Rockport, Langdon & Northern, and the

Rapid City, Black Hills & W'estern, has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Davenport, Rock Island & Xorthwestern,

effective September 21.

LeRoy Kramer, federal manager of the Missouri. Kansas

& Texas, the St. Louis-San Francisco, the Oklahoma Belt,

the West Tulsa Belt, and the Kansas City. Clinton & Spring-

field, with office at St. Louis, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the St. Louis-San Francisco, lines east of the

Mississippi river; the latter lines were formerly under the

jurisdiction of E. T. Lamb.

Operating

R. E. Southworth has been appointed trainmaster of the

Los .\ngelcs division of the Southern Pacific, with head-

quarters at Indio, Cal., vice E. Entelman, promoted.

F. A. Watkins has been appointed assistant trainmaster on

the Toledo division, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Western

Lines. succeedin.g C. W. Blount, iiromoted, effective Septem-

ber 18.

C. E. Denney, assistant to the president on the New York,

Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Cleveland, O., has been

appointed assistant general manager, with the same head-

quarters.

C. G. Smith, trainmaster on the' Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, at Des Moines, Iowa, has been transferred to the

West Iov\'a division, with headquarters at Council Bluffs,

Iowa, effective September 12.

W. H. Guild, assistant superintendent on the Oregon-Wash-
ington Railroad & Navigation Company, at Portland,

Oregon, has been appointed assistant to the general manager
of the Union Pacific, effective September 19.

Walter Allen has been appointed chief despatcher on the

Denver & Kio Grande, Salt Lake division, with headquarters

at Salt Lake City, Utah, succeeding E. Standiford, who has

resigned to enter military service, effective September 12.

J. S. Pope, assistant trainmaster on the Denver & Rio

Grande, at Thistle, Utah, has been promoted to trainmaster,

with headquarters at the same point. P. Clifford, assistant

trainmaster, was also promoted to trainmaster, with head-

quarters at Thistle.

The Birmingham branch of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

running from Memphis, Tenn., to Birmingham, .-Ma., has

been returned to the management of the Frisco for operation,

although it still remains under the jurisdiction of the South-

ern regional director.

E. A. Kelley, superintendent of terminals of the New Or-
leans Terminal Company and the Southern Railway, with

office at New Orleans, La., has been appointed terminal man-
ager, at that city, of all government operated lines. He will

have jurisdiction over the terminals of all lines within the

switching limits of New Orleans, .Algiers, .\vondalc, Gretna

and Westwego.

Fred Wear, superintendent of the Butte division, of the

Great Northern, has l)een appointed terminal manager, at

Butte. Mont., effective September 18. Mr. Wear will have

jurisdiction over the terminal operations of the Butte. .\na-

conda & Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the

Great Northern, the Northern Pacific, and the Oregon Short

Line. The territory included in the district under his charge

extends to and includes Mountain Junction on the North,

the Butte Yard and M. U. transfer on the east and Silver

Bow, Mont., and Dawson on the west.

The following appointments have been made on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, eastern lines: A. M. Parker, superintendent

at Camden, N. J., appointed superintendent of the Phila-

delphia Terminal division, with office at Philadelphia; A. G.

Mitchell, superintendent of the Monongahela division, at

Pittsburgh, Pa., appointed superintendent of the West Jersey

& Seashore Railroad and the Camden Terminal division,

with office at Camden, N. J.; P. L. Grove, superintendent at

Wilmington, Del., appointed superintendent of the Monon-
gahela division, with office at Pittsburgh. Pa.; G. M. Smith,

assistant superintendent at Wilmington. Del., appointed

superintendent of the Delaware division, with office at the

same place; A. W. McClellan, division engineer at .Altoona,

Pa., appointed assistant superintendent of the Philadelphia

division, with head<|uarters at Frazer, Pa.; W. L. Burt, train-

master at New York, appointed assistant superintendent of

the Maryland division, with headquarters at Shamokin. Pa.,

and L. K. Marr, passenger trainmaster at New York.

appointed superintendent of the Philadelphia Terminal
division, with office at Philadelphia.

Augustus E. Ruffer, who has been appointed general

superintendent of the Erie Railroad, lines east, with head-

quarters at New York, as has already been announced in

these columns, was born on July 23. 1875. at Port Jervis.

N. Y. He began railw-ay work on October 19. 1889. with the

Erie as a messenger, and served for two years in the de-

spatcher's and superintendent's office. He then was ap-

pointed an assistant clerk to the chief despatcher, and from
1894 to 1896 was a clerk in the superintendent's office. From
1896 to September, 1905, he served in the office of the super-

intendent of transportation consecutively as tile clerk, acci-

dent clerk, special car tracer, manifest clerk, assistant chief

clerk and chief clerk. On September 1. 1905. he left the

service of the Erie to become special agent in the operating

department of the Lehigh Valley, which position he held

until October 1, 1906, when he returned to the Erie as

special a.gent in the operating department. On May 1, 1911,
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lie was ai)pointecl Iraiiimaster on the SiLsciuelianiia division,

and from May of the following year to December, 1915, he

was assistant superintendent on the New York division,

with headquarters at Jersey City. N. J. lie was appointed
superintendent of the Wyoming division, at Scranton, Pa.,

in December, 1915, and in May, 1917, was appointed superin-

tendent of transportation, with headquarters at New York.
He subsequently served as general superintendent of trans-

portation until his recent appointment as general superin-

tendent, lines east, of the same road as above noted.

J. G. Bloom, whose promotion to superintendent of the

Louisiana division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific was
announced in the Raihvay Age of August 2, was born at

Xenia, Ohio, on November 25, 1869. Mr. Bloom graduated

from the civil engineering course of (;)hio State University

in 1889. In August of that year he entered the service of

the Pennsylvania Lines in an engineering corps at Cincin-

nati, Ohio. I'or the next year and a half he was with the

Norfolk & Western as assistant roadmaster at Petersburg,

Va., following which he engaged in city engineering work
at Xenia, Ohio. In April, 1892, he became instrument man
on the Baltimore & Ohio South Western at Cincinnati, and
until 1902 he was consecutively assistant engineer, division

engineer and principal assistant engineer, following which
he became division engineer on the Baltimore & Ohio at

Newcastle, Pa. In 1903, he entered the service of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific as principal assistant engineer, at

Topeka, Kan., and subsequently became engineer maintenance
of way on tlie Southwestern and Choctaw districts. In

January, 1910, he resigned to become president of the South-
ern Ballast Company at Lester, Okla. Later he became
superintendent of construction with the J. F. Stevens Con-
struction Company of New York and the Robert Grace Con-
tracting Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. In October. 1914, he
returned to the Rock Island with which road he was engaged
on valuation work until July 1, 1916, when he became super-

intendent of the Amarillo division at Amarillo, Texas. In

tlie spring of 1918 he was appointed division engineer, with
headquarters at Herington, Kan., which position he held at

the time of his promotion to superintendent of the Louisiana
division at El Dorado, .'Vrk., on .'\ugust 1, as mentioned above.

B. A. Campbell, whose promotion to superintendent of the

Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters
at Ogden, Utah, was announced in the Railtvay Age of Sep-
tember 13. was born at Elgin, 111., on May 23, 1865. Mr.
Campbell began his railway career as a passenger brakeman
on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, on March 10, 1882,

and subsequently became train baggage man and freight

brakeman. On August 9, 1887, he entered the service of the

Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy as a freight conductor. Two
years later he became a passenger conductor and on March
20, 1900, he was promoted to trainmaster on the Sheridan
dixision, with headquarters at Sheridan, Wyo. On January
1, 1906, he resigned to go with the Denver & Rio Grande at

Salt Lake City, Utah. In the fall of that year he was pro-
moted to assistant superintendent, and on .'\pril 21. 1907, he
entered the service of the Southern Pacific. He was pro-
moted to assistant superintendent on January 1, 1913. and
three years later he was transferred to the Salt Lake division,

where he was located at tlie time of his promotion as men-
tioned above.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
A. B. Cauthen, secretary and auditor of the Durham &

Southern, with office at Durham. N. C. has been appointed
auditor, reporting to H. W. MacKenzie, general auditor, at

Portsmouth, Va.

R. G. Strait, chief clerk to the auditor of the Chicago,
Indianapolis iS: Louisville, has been promoted to general
auditor, efTcctixc September 18, succeeding H. T. Evans, who
has resigned to become auditor for the corporation.

E. F. Broomhall, secretary for the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Lines, at Parsons, Kan., has been appointed auditor
of disbursements, at St. Louis, Mo. E. N. Larson has been
appointed auditor of revenue, at St. Louis. C. E. Spooner,
general auditor in Kansas, has been appointed auditor, in

Kansas, with headquarters at Parsons, Kan., effective August
21.

General Order No. 44, issued by the Railroad .\dministration

on September 24, provides that the chief accounting officer in

general i-harge of one or jnore accounting organizations of the

director general shall be designated "federal auditor." The chief

accounting officer in charge of an accounting organization under

the federal auditor shall be designated "auditor." The order

states that federal auditors and auditors ought not to perform

any services for a railroad corporation, except in special cases,

after obtaining express authority.

Traffic

B. E. Morgan, freight traffic manager of the New York,

Chicago & St. Louis, at Cleveland, O., has been appointed

general freight agent, with the same headquarters.

Walter S. Randolph, general agent of the passenger de-

partment of the New York Central, with office at .Mbany,

N. Y., has been appointed assistant general passenger agent,

with office at Buflfalo, N. Y., to succeed Harry Parry, pro-

moted; A. L. Miller, general agent at Montreal, Oue., has

been transferred to .Albany, succeeding Mr. Randolph.

W. J. Mullin, general traffic manager of the Delaware &
Hudson, at Albany, N. Y., has been appointed general freight

and passenger agent and his former position has been abol-

ished; W. G. Story, general freight agent, has been appointed

assistant general freight agent; Paul Wadsworth, assistant to

general traffic manager, has been appointed assistant to

general freight agent, and Casper F. Beck, freight representa-

tive at Albany, has been appointed district freight agent; all

with offices at Albany; J. A. Flanders, Jr., freight representa-

tive, at Plattsburg, N. Y., has been appointed division freight

agent, and James T. Hayden, passenger representative at

Plattsburg, has been appointed division passenger agent;

both with offices at Plattsburg.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. D. Williams, superintendent of motive power on the

Northern district of the Southern Pacific, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Western Pacific, the Tidewater
Southern and the Deep Creek, with headquarters at Sacra-
mento, Cal.

A. H. Freygang, division engineer maintenance of way of

the Baltimore & Ohio, at Chillicothe, Ohio, has been appointed

assistant to engineer maintenance of way of the Baltimore &
Ohio, western lines, the Dayton & L'nion and the Dayton Union
Railroad, vice H. R. Gibson, promoted.

Harry G. Clark, general supervisor of maintenance of way
on the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed
chief engineer of that road, with headquarters at Chicago,
succeeding Charles A. Morse, who is now assistant director

of operation of the Railroad .Administration in charge of
maintenance of way.

Frederick E. Morrow, whose promotion to chief engineer
of the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of

Chica.so was announced in fhc Railway Age of September 13,

was born in Howard
county. Ind.. in 1880.

Mr. Morrow graduated
from the civil engineer-
ing course at Purdue
University in 1904.

From June to Novem-
ber of that year he was
employed in the en-

gineering department
of the Illinois Steel

Company. From that

time until .April 1907.

he was in the service oi

the Chicago & North
Western, with which
company he was em-
ployed as rodman, in-

strument man and as-

sistant engineer. Sub-
sequently he became

F. E. Morrow /• , . . • ^i.held engineer in the

. division of track and
roadway of the board of supervising engineers of the Chicago
Traction Company, which position he held during the re-
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habilitatiou of the Chicago surface lines. In April, 1910, he

entered the service of the Chicago & Western Indiana as

office engineer. In March, 1913, he was promoted to princi-

pal assistant engineer. Two years later he became assistant

chief engineer of both the Cliicago & Western Indiana and

the Belt Railway of Chicago, which position he held at the

time of his promotion to chief engineer, as mentioned above.

John P. Price, who has been engaged in special work rela-

tive to signal testing on the Kentucky division of the Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Louisville. Ky., has been pro-

moted to division supervisor of signals, with the same head-

quarters, succeeding Thomas L. Davis, who has resigned to

enter military service.

G. W. Corrigan, division engineer of the San Joaquin

division of the Southern Pacific, lines south of Ashland, with

office at Bakersfield, Cal., has been appointed division en-

gineer of the Los .Angeles division, with headquarters at

Los Angeles, vice W. M. Jackie, promoted; P. T. Robinson,

assistant division engineer of the Los Angeles division, at

Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed division engineer of

the San Joaquin division, with headquarters at Bakersfield,

vice Mr. Corrigan, and E. H. Miller succeeds Mr. Robinson.

H. S. Marshcdl, whose promotion to valuation engineer of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at

Chicago, was announced in tlie Raihvay Age of September 20,

was born in Marshall

county. 111., on Novem-
ber 27, 1884. Me gradu-

ated from the civil en-

gineering school of

Highland Park College,

Des Moines, Iowa, in

1907 and immediately
thereafter entered the

service of the .'\tchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe as

camp draftsman on lo-

cation at Quinlan, Okla.

He was later assigned

to construction work
on the panhandle di-

vision, where he re-

mained until the fall of

1908. From February.

1909, until the latter

part of 1911, he was as-

sociated in general
practice with J. E.

Craig, consulting engineer at Jacksonx ille. I'la.. and in the

fall of 1911 he became identified with the Little Dolores Land
& Irrigation Company, Mesa county. Colo., with which com-
pany he remained until October, 1912, at which time he
entered the valuation department of the Oregon Short Line
at Salt Lake City, Utah. During his service with the Oregon
Short Line, he studied law and was admitted to the bar in

April, 1915. In May of that year he went to Chicago as

assistant to the land committee of the president's conference
committee on valuation. In May, 1918, he entered the service

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as chief land appraiser,

which position he held at the time of his promotion to valu-

ation engineer, as mentioned above.

Marshall

Northern at Houston, Tex., ha? been appointed counsel,

with the same headquarters. R. E. Williams has been ap-
pointed auditor, succeeding W. J. Werner, who is now federal

auditor.

Henry Russel, vice-president of the Michigan Central, has
been appointed general counsel of the Chicago, Kalamazoo
& Saginaw. E. A. Wigren, assistant auditor of the Michigan
Central, has been appointed secretary of the Chicago. Kala-
mazoo & Saginaw, succeeding F. O. Waldo.

Charles Heebner, general solicitor of the Philadelphia &
Reading at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appoirted general
counsel, with the same headquarters. Gordon Chambers,
assistant real estate agent at Philadelphia, ha; been rp-
pointed real estate agent, with the same headquarters.

C. A. Wickersham, federal general manager of the Georgia
Railroad, the Atlanta & West Point and the Western Railway
of .Alabama, with office at .Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed
general manager for the lessees of the Georgia Railroad, and
president of the Western Railway of Alabama, and the At-
lanta & West Point, with headquarters at Atlanta.

James B. Sheean, general solicitor of the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at St. Paul, Minn., has been
appointed general counsel for the Chicago & North Western,
and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha corpora-
tions, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding Edward M.
Hyzer, who remains corporate vice president of both com-
panies, effective October 1.

W. H. Smith, assistant auditor of the .Atlanta & West
Point, and the Western Railway of Alabama, with office at

Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed auditor of these roads and
also on the Elberton & Eastern, the Washington &
Lincolnton, and the Georgia Railroad. He succeeds on the
last three roads W. H. Vincent, who has resigned to accept
service with the United States Railroad Administration.

B. A. Worthington, general manager of the Cincinnati,
Indianapolis & Western, under federal control and previously
president of that road, has been re-elected president of the
company, with headquarters at Indianapolis. Ind.. succeeding
John Henry Hammond, resigned. F. J. Goebel, secretary,
real estate and tax commissioner, has been elected treasurer
of the company, in addition to his duties as secretary, eflfective

September 10.

C. L. Wallace, treasurer of the Trans-Mississippi Terminal,
has been elected president, with headquarters at New Orleans,
La., succeeding J. L. Lancaster, now federal manager. J. G.
Drew has been elected \icc iiresident, with headquarters at

St. Louis. Mo.; Thomas J. Freeman has been elected general
counsel, with headquarters at New Orleans. La.; M. D. Cloyd,
secretary, has been elected secretary and treasurer, with
headquarters at New Orleans, effective September 5.

E. H. Lee, vice-president of the Chicago & Western Indiana,

and chief engineer of the Belt Raihvay of Chicago, has been

elected president of both roads; C. G. Austin, junior general

solicitor of both roads, has been elected vice-president and gen-

eral counsel of both roads; H. T. Evans, auditor of the Chi-

cago, Indianapolis S: Louisville, lias been elected auditor and
secretary of the Belt Raihvay of Chicago, and assistant secre-

tary of the Chicago & \\cstern Indiana ; all with headquarters

at Chicago.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. S. Clarke has been appointed treasurer of the Norfolk
& Western, with headquarters at Roanoke, Va., succeeding

J. B. Lacy, who is local treasurer of that road under federal

control.

James M. Fleming has been appointed assistant secretary,

assistant treasurer and transfer agent of the New York,
Ontario & Western, with head(|uarters at New York, suc-
ceeding A. L. Parmelee.

S. B. Dabney, attorney for the International S: Great

Operating

H. J. Main, assistant superintendent of the Smith? Falls

division of the Canadian Pacific, with office at Smiths Falls,

Ont., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Farnham division, succeeding W. J. Pickrell, promoted, and

J. A. Cook has been appointed assistant superintendent of

the Smiths Falls division, in place of Mr. Main.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

D. J. Kerr, office engineer of the Great Northern, with

headquarters in St. Paul. Minn., has been appointed corporate

engineer.

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST
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R. J. Needham lias been appointed mechanical and elec-

trical engineer of motive power and car departments of the

Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal, Que.

Russell C. Watkins, who has been appointed corporate

maintenance of way engineer of the Southern Pacific Lines

in Texas and Louisiana, with headquarters at San .Antonio.

Tex,, was born in Lowndes county, Alabama, on September
18, 1874. In 1895, following his graduation from college, he

entered the service of the Southern Pacific Lines as a track

student on the Devils River section between San .Antonio

and El Paso, where he remained until March 1, 1896, when
he was transferred to Houston, Tex., working as a track stu-

dent and assistant foreman. On October 1, 1896, he was
Riven leave to take a position as chief engineer of the Juarez

Construction Company in Mexico. Mr. Watkins returned to

the Southern Pacific lines as engineer in charge of grade
raising through the Rio Grande Valley east of El Paso in

Uie fall of 1897. Following the completion of this work in

1898 he worked with maintenance and locating parties on
the Texas lines until transferred to Louisiana. While there

he was consecutively assistant engineer of maintenance and
construction, office engineer, and temporarily division engi-

neer at San .Antonio. Early in 1905 he was appointed right-

of-way agent of the lines in Texas and Louisiana and on June
1. 1913, he was promoted to division superintendent on the

Houston division, with headquarters at San Antonio, which
position he held until his appointment as noted above.

Railw^ay Officers in Military Service

Major F. G. Jonah, corps of engineers, who was previously
chief engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco, has been pro-

moted to tlie rank of lieutenant-colonel.

Major G. M. Rice, corps of engineers, wlio was previously

chief cii.i;iiicer of tlie Puget Sound and Willajia Harbor, has
been prunintod to the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

Lieutenant-Colonel Lincoln Bush, formerly chief engineer

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and later consulting

bridge engineer, at New York City, has been commissioned
colonel in the construction division of the quartermaster corps

at Washington, D. C.

Obituary

Arch Bishop Eldredge, president and general counsel of

the Duhitli, South Shore & .Atlantic, and president of the

Mineral Range, whose death at New York, on September 9.

was announced in the

Raihvay Age of Sep-
tember 13, was born at

Fond du Lac, Wis., on
May 12, 1853. He was
educated at Princeton

University and Racine
College, graduating
from the latter institu-

tion in 1875. He en-

tered railway service

on January 1, 1882, and
subsequently was at-

torney in Michigan for

the Chicago & North
Western; from 1890 to

1910, general attorney
for the Duluth, Soutii

Shore & .Atlantic, at

Marquette, Midi,, and
from 1910 to December
1. 1911. director and
vice-president of the
latter road, witli the same headquarters, lie was tlien elected
president and general counsel, witli olVice at Marquette, which
position he held at the time of his deatli.

Captain W. W. Baldwin, who went overseas in the Rain-
bow division, was killed in action on ,August 1, He entered

Eldredge

the service of the New York, Westchester & Boston as
general passenger and freight agent and industrial agent
on December 1, 1915, resigning in June, 1917. to enter the
officers' training camp at Plattsburg.

Edward E. Kerwin, vice-president of the Virginia Railway,
with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., died on September 18, in a

hotel while on a visit to New York. He was born on December
18, 1861, at Turner,
N. Y., and began rail-

way work on August 1,

1871, on the New York,
Lake Erie & Western,
now the Erie, and served

as a waterboy and sec-

tion laborer until March.
1883. He was then a

telegraph operator and
station agent on the

same road and later

was telegraph oper-

ator and station agent
on the West Shore.
From March, 1885. to

.April. 1886. he was with
the Union Pacific as

telegraph operator, and
then went to the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St.

E. E. Kerwin Paul as telegraph op-
erator and station agent
on the Council Bluffs

division. Two years later he went to the Chicago Great
Western, serving as telegraph operator, station agent and train
despatcher. From March, 18S0, to June, 1902, he was in the
service of the Iowa Central first as train despatcher for two years,
and then chief despatcher two years, and later trainmaster for
eight years. In June, 1902, he was appointed trainmaster on
the Central of New Jersey, and the following October was pro-
moted to superintendent of the Central and the Lehigh & Sus-
quehanna divisions. He left the service of the Central of New
Jersey in February, 1914, and went with the Minneapolis & St.

Louis as general superintendent at Minneapolis, Minn. He was
later made superintendent at Watertown, S, D„ and since March.
1917, served as vice-president of the X'irginian Railwav at Nor-
folk. Va.

A W.\R Time Court Decision.—An interesting court decision

was recently given in Paris. A girl, along with other refugees,

was being taken to a place of safely, when the train in which
she was traveling met with an accident. The court held that,

as the accident took place when it was necessary for the safety

of the country that a certain line should be kept busily at work,

and that trains should be 'sent along it in quick succession, the

railway employees were so greatly overworked that they could

not reasonably be held responsible for any mistake they might
have made. The plaintiff was accordingly non-suiled.

Tr.vnsporting Our Troops.—The world has been astonished

at the great number of American soldiers transported to

Europe in the last half year. The number now approximates
1,500,000, and the loss of life in transporting them has been
almost infinitesimal. The success with which we have moved
our troops from the scattered camps in this country and
across 3.000 miles of ocean to the battle front is great evi-

dence of .American efficiency. We have not only surprised
our enemies; we have surprised our friends and ourselves.

The British controller of shipping, Sir Joseph Maclay. speaks
of this movement across the sea as "A transport miracle."

We have been inclined to attribute this achievement solely

to our Navy and our shipping, but the British controller
speaks in high praise of the share the .American railroads bad
in the work. He says: "If the American railroads had not
been operated with success the whole transport movement
might have failed, because it was essential to quick trans-

portation that the troops should be ready for the ships"

—

Treasury Dcfarlmcnt, Bureau of Publicity. War Loan Organisa-
tion.
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Announcement
In the intoRSts of the conscrv;ition of fuel, transportation

and materiab, the War Industries Board has limited the

availaijle paper supply. It has asked us to discontinue sub-

scriptions upon expiration unless they are renewed and paid

for; to cut down the supply of copies for the office and ad-

vertisers, and to eliminate every source of needless waste.

This order becomes effective at once.

We gladly comply with the full instructions from the War

Industries Board with the assurance that our subscribers

and advertisers will give us every co-operation. We urge each

subscriber particularly to watch the expiration date of his

subscription since it will be impossible to continue the sub-

scription after expiration, or furnish back copies in case the

subscription lapses.

The best advertising for tlie Fourth Liberty Loan is beyond

all doubt the record of happenings in the past two weeks.

In ten days alone no less than 100,000
On the prisoners and nearly 800 guns were
Road taken, Turkey lost Palestine and will

to Victory ^'^^ ^'^*'-' Syria, the German himself

suffered most severe blows in France,

and Bulgaria has finally absolutely cracked under the strain

in Macedonia and is already out of the war. But while

we are enthusiastically piling on dollar after dollar in Lib-

erty Bonds, we must still bear in mind that we are lending

to the end that the good work may go on. The war is as

yet by no means over. Berlin is still 478 miles from the

Allied lines in France, Metz has not fallen, only the Allied

aviators have seen the Rhine. Optimism and enthusiasm

are rightly the order of the day, but the time is by no means
ripe for over-optimism. The German has banked on Allied

over-optimism before and has done his worst with subtle

peace moves and stories of his own broken morale. We
must not give him the chance again. We must keep on
piling up the dollars to our utmost, keep on doing our daily

tasks with 100 per cent efticiency; and Foch and the boys

over there will do the rest by landing blow after blow until

the final and only possible conclusion—the Hun's uncondi-

tional surrender.

Up to September 21, 127 locomotives, built to the standard

designs of the Railroad Administration, had been delivered

to 10 different roads. Some difficulty

Tonnage Rating m^y be experienced at the beginning in

Charts for Stand- loading these locomotives properly be-

ard Locomotives cause of their being built to entirely

new designs. The Raikcay Age has
therefore arranged to pul)lisli tonnage rating charts of the

standard locomotives as they are built. The first three of

these charts, namely, for the light and hea\7 Mikados and for

the Eight-wheel switchers, are published elsewhere in this

issue. These charts .show the drawbar j)ull and the number
of tons it would be possible to haul over various grades at

different speeds. The calculations are based on a resistance

of four pounds per ton, and in the article accompanying the
charts the method is explained for determining the tonn;ige of
trains over the different grades and cur^•ature of track. The
methods to be followed when other than a resistance of four
pounds per ton is to be used are also outlined. These charts
should be of value to all operating officer; on the roads on
which the standard locomotives are used.

Two important railroad conventions were held during the

month of September. They were dominated by a win-the-

war spirit and received hearty and
Getting Full active co-operation from the Railroad

Value from the Admini.stration. They were both char-

Conventions acterized by record-breaking attendance

and by reports and addresses that were

full of practical suggestions and inspiration. Are the rail-

roads getting all tliat they should from these conventions?

The officers who attended and took part in the meetings

were largely from the firing line and final authority as to

the policies of their departments is vested higher up. They
are. therefore, unable to put into execution some of the

more important plans which were brought lo their attention

without first receiving authority from their superiors. In

many cases, they may be too modest or may not know just

how to insist upon a fair trial of such measures as they

believe to be best suited to their conditions. On the other

hand, the higher officers may not fully recognize the im-

portance of getting an expression from these men and of

encouraging them to follow up the suggestions that they re-

ceived at the conventions. It will be a great pity if full

use is not made of the potential power which can be so

easily developed. Doubtless, all of these men went to the

meetings with instructions to get the very most out of them.

Have they been asked to make written or verbal reports as

to their recommendations and are these being followed up
promptly while the inspiration from the conventions is still

at a white heat? If not, it is not yet too late if those at

the heads of the respective departments promptl\- adopt fol-

low-up measures.

An engineman, 55 years old, w-ho trusts himself to run a

fast train over a busy railroad at four o'clock in the morning,

when he has been awake since five

Cause of o'clock the preceding morning, lacks

Sleepiness in either intelligence or conscience. This

the Cab reflection must occur to thoughtful rail-

road officers who read the Interstate

Conmierce Commission's report on the Ivanhoe collision of

June 22, noticed in another column; for the significant

clause in that report is the following, printed in small type,

from Engineman Sargent's statement: "Had been up since

5 a. m., June 21, deadheading from my home in Jackson

on Train No. 41, and had had little or no sleep during the

day. Had had a coujile of heav}- meals before going out

[at 10:55 p. m.]" Other phases of this case

are discussed elsewhere: but to superintendents and train-

THI^'K! Hate You Bought Your Limit?
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masters this will be recognized as the "nub" of the state-

ment of the cause. The training of men's intelligence i?

difficult enough under any circumstances, and education of

the conscience often seems entirely out of the question.

Moreover, the trainmaster who has taught men to stay in bed

(when they ought to he there) is still liable to be thwarted

by runners who will mount their engines when worried about

domestic affairs or finances and will lack the courage to

acknowledge their condition. Still, it is well to at least set

forth causes of collisions truly. That the monitorship of

the fireman is of indifferent value as an aid to the engine-

man has already been commented on in these columns. On
this point the government report of the Ivanhoe wreck gives

us no further light. The engineman'.s statement adds to this

a touch of farce, tliousiii we are dealing with a tragedy, by

forcing the reflection tliat this engineman was working under

the new disjjensation, proclaimed by Mr. Adamson and

President Wilson, that society demands the eight-hour work-

day. How is *o«-iet\- going to regulate the 16-hour rest-day?

End of the Berlin to Bagdad Dream

THE SURRENDER ui' BuLGARi.4—Unconditionally—is of

special interest to railway students. Bulgaria w^as the

keystone of Mittel Europa and through its center, through

territory which will soon be occupied by the armies of Gen-

eral Franchet d'Esperey, passed the thread that held the

central empires together, the Berlin to Bagdad railway. For

a while Germany may be able to keep in touch with its

Turkish ally through Rumania and Russia, but the fall of

Turkey and the occupation of Constantinople are now only

a matter of weeks or days. In fact, the first steps looking

to the surrender—unconditionally—of the Turk may al-

ready have been taken Ijefore this will have appeared in

])rint.

But in addition to that, railway men are reading with

interest that by the terms to which Bulgaria has submitted,

all the Bulgarian'.-; means of transportation must pass to the

allies,—his railroads, his boats and his control of naviga-

tion on the Danube—and may be used to further operations

against Germany and .\ustria on the remainder of the Mace-

donian front and against the Turk to the East. The rail-

way lines through Bulgaria are thus put to an entirely dif-

ferent use from tiiat for which they have been used for the

past three years. This development is fully as important

as it looks on paper or on the map, for these lines are the

direct lines to Constantinople. The railways which the

German may be aide to use for a time through Rumania are

less direct—they wend their way through the mountainous

Carpathians and they reach, not that small part still left of

Turkey in Europe, but the Danube at Galatz ami the Black

Sea at Constanza. The Danulje. the boundary between

Rumania and Bulgaria, is the important freight route to the

East, but the surrender of Bulgarian control over the navi-

gation of that great river and the probability that Rumania

will soon revolt from German domination means that the

Danube, like the railways, will soon be serving the allies

—

not aiding in the fight against them.

This is another important case in which the railways come

to the fore as an important element in warfare, but that, in

this instance, is not so important as the fact that at last the

Berlin to Bagdad dream is ended. The evil effect on Ger-

man morale will be as far-reaching as the opposite effect

on the morale of the allies. The Berlin to Bagdad project

was one of the big factors in the Tan-Germanic plan. But

now the world i.s guaranteed that henceforth the Bagdad

railway will not be tied by a string to Berlin, liut that the

exceedingly rich territory it traverses will he developed in

a liumane and projjer manner, w^ith commercial and educa-

tional, and not with militaristic ends in view.

Efficiency of Freight Train

Operation in July

ST.vnsrics reg.ardixg tlie results of freight train opera-
tion in the month of July should be gratifying to the

Railroad Administration, to railway officers and employees
and to the public. There was a decline in the freight

traffic handled in both May and June, as compared
with the same months of 1917, with the result that the

total traffic handled in the first si.\ months of this year
was less than in the first six months of 1917. It could not

1)6 determined whether this was due to a falling-off in the

amount of available traffic or to a decline in the efficiency

of operation. The July statistics seem to throw light on this

c|uestion. and to indicate that it must have been due to a

decline in the total traffic offered. M any rate, they show
that in that month there was a marked increase both in the

amount of freight traffic moved and in the efficiency with
which it was handled.

The statistics for July are published in detail elsewhere
in this issue. The increase over July, 1917, in tlie amount
of revenue freight traffic handled was 5.6 per cent, and yet

the number of miles which locomotives, cars and trains trav-

eled in order to move it was reduced. This reduction of

train mileage, car mileage and locomotive mileage was due
to the fact that there was an increase from 684 to 72,>, or

of 5.7 per cent, in the average number of tons per train,

and of 27.3 to 30.1, or 10. ,> per cent, in the number of tons

per loaded car. The average numlier of miles traveled per

day by each freight locomotive and each car declined, but

the increases in the loads per car and per train were so great

that the average amount of traffic handled by each locomo-

tive and each car was increased.

One important feature of the results which should not be

overlooked is that the increase in the total traffic handled
has been entirely due to an increase in the amount of essen-

tial traffic handled, such as coal and foodstuffs. In fact,

the railways undoubtedly are handling less non-essential

business than they were a year ago, which means tliat they

are handling a very largely increased volume of the kinds

of business whose movement is essential to carPi'ing on the

war.

The extent of the augmentation of the movement of es-

sential traffic is illustrated by the statistics regarding the

nio\-ement of coal. A statement issued by Director General

McAdoo shows that up id and including the week ending

Septenil)er 21 the number of cars loaded widi coal in the

year 1918 exceeded the number which had been loaded up
to and including the corresponding week of 1917 by 607,070

cars, or approximately 3,1,000.000 tons. It is also well

known that the railways within recent weeks have been mov-
ing the grain crops so rapidly that practically all the ter-

minal elevators have been filled and it has been necessarj-

to place embargoes on the shipment of grain from the farms.

.\s would naturally be expected, the largest increases in

business handled are shown by the railways in the terri-

tories where there is the greatest activity in the production

and manufacture of strictly essential commodities. The
increase in revenue ton-miles in New England, and also in

the South, was 15.3 per cent, while in the .\llegheny region

it was 8.1 per cent and in the Central Eastern district 7.6

per cent.

.\pparently, the total amount of freight traffic moved in

July was greater than in any previous month in the history

of .American railwaxs. The numlier of both revenue and

non-revenue tons moved one mile by Class I roads under

government control was 38,761,000,000. The best previous

month's record ever made, apparently, was that of August.

1017. when the number of tons hauled one mile by prac-

ti.alv the same roads was 37.100,000.000.
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The Salaries of Railway
Divisional Officers

SOME KEADjusTMENTS already have been made by the

Railroad Administration in the salaries of divisional

officers. Still more general and radical readjustments

should be made in order to establish reasonable and satis-

factory relations between the salaries of these men and the

wages of employees. Even before the recent large advances

in wages were made by Director General Mc.\do.o there were

numerous cases in which master mechanics, roadmasters,

trainmasters, road foremen of engines and even division

superintendents were being paid less than employees who
were working under their supervision. This was a legacy

from i:)rivate management. The Railway Age long Ijefore

government control was adopted repeatedly criticised the

managements of the individual lines because they did not

pay tlieir divisional officers salaries commensurate with the

wages being drawn by tlie higher paid emplojees. In many
instances, however, the disparity between the wages of em-
ployees, and the salaries of the officers has been increased

iiy .the advances in wages which have been made under

government control.

Up to two years ago there were a few master mechanics

on a certain western line who were receiving $175 a month.

They received a raise prior to the recent advance in wages
which made their salary $200 per month. The increase in

the compensation of all officers and employees receiving less

than $250 a month further advanced tlieir salaries to $217
a month. On another railway operating in the same terri-

toPi' the salaries of master mechanics range from $250 a

month , up, with a large numl>er at this minimum figure.

The present wages of mechanics afford material for inter-

esting comparisons with these salaries of master mechanics.

Car inspectors who now work 12 hours a day will in a

.iO-day month earn $25o; if they work 11 hours a day, as

thousands of them do, they will draw $227 monthly. A
machinist working 10 hours for 30 days in a month
will, at the present rate of wages, earn $225. This is the

amount which will be drawn monthly by a majority of

machinists, black.smiths and boilermakers, as the shops are

now working 70 hours a week. In other words, a large

. ])art of the mechanical employees on the roads referred to

are receiving as much or more compensation than the master

mechanics, who have important official duties to per-

form.

Illustrations of this kind might be indelmitely multiplied.

On a certain road the car repair foremen receive about $175
a month and work the same hours as the men, .("ar repair

men receive 58 cents an hour on the basis of an eight-hour

day, with time and a half for overtime. Therefore, if a car re-

pair man on this road works 10 hours a day for 30 days in the

month he will earn $191.40. On the same road a division

• superintendent receives $225 per month salarj-. A night

conductor, who is paid 65 cents an hour and works 12 hours

a day and 30 days a month, will earn $234.
Unfortunately, these are not e.xtreme, but merely typical

cases. Among the results are, first, that it becomes increas-

:ingly difficult to persuade capable employees to accept pro-

motion to official positions because in many ca.ses this in-

volves actual reduction of their compensation: and, second,

that the officers find it increasingly difficult to handle the men.
Human nature among railway employees is very much the

same as it is in other walks of life, and it is not human for an
cmi)loyee to give the same respect and obedience to a superior
officer who is receiving less compensation than himself that

he would yield to one who was receiving a greater compen-
sation than himself. The salaries of divisional officers of

all kinds .should be so readjusted that they will exceed the

wages of the employees, and exceed them as much in pro-
portion as the importance of the duties and responsibilities

of the officers exceed the importaiue <•: ;iio-t ui the em-
ployees. Such advances in salaries would not cost much
in the aggregate, and they undoubtedly would in the long

run result in increases of efficiency which would greatly ex-

ceed their total cost.

The Liberty Loan and

the Iron Mines of France

IT
IS FiTTiXG that America should be carrying on her Fourth
Liberty Loan Campaign while American troops are push-

ing fonvard towards :Metz and the iron fields of Briey. To
leave these mines in German hands would be to leave them
in the hands of those who have sliown themselves unfit to
use them and would in effect compel the .Allies to sanction
one of the greatest steals in history, tlie seizure of the great
iron fields of Lorraine in 1871. The capture. of Metz is by
no means imminent as yet, Ijut while we are raising the
money here which will Ije used directly or indirectly to effect

its capture and while we are. pushing our Lil«erty Loan Cam-
paign and showing what 100 jjer cent .\mericanism means
it will be well to l^ear a few facts in mind.. This mar help
us to subscribe more willingly and in larger amounts.

Metz is the key to the iron fields of Criey and Longwy
in France, held, since 1914 by Germany, .ind to the great

fields in Lorraine held in' it since 1871. The former field

produced 19,000,000 tons of ore in 1914. The latter pro-

duced 21,000,000 tons while all the rest of Germany pro-

duced only 7,000,000 tons of ore and 14.000,(100 tons were
imported. In short the Lorraine fields taken from France
in 1871 produced one-half of Germany's entire ore supply.

The story goes back to 1871.

After France's defeat in the unfortunate Franco-Prussian

war Germany was particularly careful to seize as part of its

indemnity the iron fields of Lorraine, disregarding entirely

tiie fact that the inhabitants of .Alsace and Lorraine were

French in race and sentiment. But Germany left to France

the iron fields of Briey and Longwy containing ores high

in phosphorus, at that time not considered of much value

but later proving of greatest value after the invention of the

basic Bessemer process in 1878. It has rankled in Ger-

many's heart ever since that instead of leaving France pros-

trate industrially it had unwittingly left her these great re-

sources. Immediately the Hun had goose-stepped and tram-

pled over Belgium, he turned his attention to the territory

to the east of Verdun, wresting from France iron fields that

had suiijilied France with o5 to 70 per cent of her steel pro-

duction, 80 per cent of her pig iron output and 85 per cent

of her iron ore supply. Only one of Iier car and locomotive

plants was left to France. By means of this seizure and

the capture of the ore resources of Belgium, Germany nearly

doubled its iron ore ]>nxiuction despite the cutting off of im-

ports from Spain. Russia and other nations. France, by

using newly developed fields in Xormamiy, and with the

assistance of British coal and American ^teel, has partly

overcome the tremendous handicap and h.t.s supplied her

own as well as helping supply much of her .Allies' demands.

For one thing, she had equipped l>y June. 1918, no less

than 20 .American divisions with field guns.

Every dollar paid for Liberty Bonds is going to help

France further to overcome Germany's unfair advantage. It

is noins; to help our own troops regain tho.*e iron mines of

Rriev and Longwy and of Lorraine which rightfully belong

to France. Their restoration will tremendously handicap

Germanv's militar>- power by cutting off the larger pan of its

iron ore supply aiid handicapping almost beyond remedy its

munitions production and will be a most important step in

arriving at the ultimate conclusion of the war—Gennany's

unconditional surrender. But what is equally important.

it will uuarantee that these tremendous resources will be used

Unless You liuv liniids to Your I'tmost
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by a MaiiDu '.v1i'j::c hands are clean, and not by one which has

employed its industrial might in an attempt to trample un-

der foot the rights and liberties of the rest of the world.

Bear these facts in mind when you buy your Fourth Lib-

erty Loan Bonds and when you ask your employees or asso-

sociates to subscribe. It may help you take a bond or two

more than you originally planned.

Railway Men and Politics

Under Government Control

DiRKCTDR GENER.AL McAdoo recently issued an order pro-

hibiting railwaj- officers and employees from actively-

participating in jxjlitics while the railw-ays are under gov-

ernment control. The order especially applied to such things

as running for public office, serving on political committees,

and so on. It subsequently was modified to allow men hold-

ing oBice to fill out their terms and those who have been

nominated to finish their campaigns. The manifest purpose

and effect were, however, practically to restrict the political

action of railway officers and employees to the exercise of

their right of suffrage. It causes no surprise to persons

familiar with the course of events in the railway field within

recent years that representatives of the large brotherhoods

of railway employees have protested to Mr. McAdoo against

his order upon the ground that it denies to men in railway

service the full exercise of their rights as American citizens.

This raises a question which was almost certain to be

raised under government operation, and which is of the great-

est importance both to railway employees and to the American

peoi>le. Under private operation of railways the large bro-

therhoods of employees were active participants in politics,

both locally and on a national scale. They had legi.slative

agents at every state capital and at Washington to promote

legislation which they desired for the furtherance of the

special interests of their members. They promised the sup-

port of their votes to lawmakers and other public officials

who would favor the measures they wanted and publicly and

vigorously opposed the election of candidates that they knew,

or sus[)ected, would not help to secure the kind of legislation

and administration of the laws that they desired. While

the railways were under private control the purpose and effect

of these activities were merely to secure by political means

advantages for the emplo3ees over the railway corporations

and their .security owners. The public was indirectly af-

fected through the restrictions and increased expenses which

were forced upon the railway managements, but the effects

upon the public were indirect, and most ])cople saw little

or no impropriety in the political activities of the employees.

The situation is radically altered under government con-

trol. Suppose that the employees now carry on organized

political propaganda to secure the passage and administration

of laws in their own interests. The results of their activities

will not directly affect the railway companies. .\ny restric-

tive or burdensome laws which they may secure will apply

directly to the Railroad .\dministration, and the Railroad

Administration is a government bureau which directly rep-

resents the public in the same sense that the war department,

the navy department and the post office department do.

There is no question that to prohibit railway employees from

participating in politics as actively as citizens outside of

government service do is to restrict the exercise of the ordi-

nary privileges of citizenship. On the other hand, can the

govemment leave to its employees the same freedom to carry

on political agitation against their employer, the govern-

ment itself, as it must leave to the employees of private con-

cerns to carry on jiolitical activities to secure advantages over

private employers? Obviously not. In contests between

railway employees, on the one side, and railway corporations,

en the other side, the government could and did act as the

arbiter and was presumed to deal justly as between them.

On the other hand, if men emplo)ed directly by the govem-
ment itself are allowed without restrictions to participate in

politics, it is easily conceivable that they might so use their

political power as to force from Congress and the Railroad

Administration concessions which it would be highly inimi-

cal to tlie jjuljlic interest to have granted. There are apn

proximately 2,000,000 voters on the payrolls of the railways

and the results which might ensue if they were allowed

to exercise freely all the ordinan- privileges of citizenship

are too serious to contemplate.

The question of the part in politics which government

employees should be allowed to play is one which has come
up for consideration in even.' country which has engaged in

govemment operation of industry' on a large scale. The
government of Queensland, Australia, found it necessary to

pass a law prohibiting all govemment employees from taking

'

any part in politics except that of casting their votes at the

regular election. There has been much discussion in Eng-
land as to whether it would not be necessar}' completely to

disfranchise the employees of the railways in case govem-
ment ownership were adopted. In Pmssia the employees of

the railways have been prohibited from belonging to labor

organizations, the effect of which has been to prevent them
from acting in concert to promote their interests by political

means. The more employees a government has the more
necessar}' it is to keep them out of politics in order to pro-

tect the rights and interests of the general public.

The Automatic Train Control

ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE appears an abstract of the re-

port of the chief of the Bureau of Safetj' to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, regarding the accident on the

Michigan Central at Ivanhoe, Ind., on June 22 last. In

this report, Mr. Borland makes the following statements:

"With such a list of accidents • • * • occurring on roads where
modern signaling is in use the lesson of the urgent need for some further
safeguard cannot be overlooked. It is for this purpose that the auto-
matic stop has been devised, and devices of this kind iiave now been suffi-

ciently developed to warrant service trials on an extensive scale. While
it is true that automatic train control devices cannot be expected to per-
form all their functions with 100 per cent efficiency in the early stages
of their development, they cannot be perfected unless put into use on
.nore than an experimental scale and the weak points worked out through
actual operation, as has been the case with other signal devices. It is
the duty of railroads to surround their passengers with every known safe-
guard even though some of the devices may be called upon to act very,
infrequently."

The Ruil-a'ay Age in the past has advocated editorially

the installation of some form of automatic train control as

an adjunct to the automatic block signal system on a scale

large enough to determine whether such a device will ac-

tually serve the purpose for wliich it has been designed.

This report again focuses attention upon the need of such
installations; and the Railroad .\dministration has the au-
thority to make installations over a sufficiently extensive

territory for a proper study to be made and conclusions to

he reached as to the feasibility of such devices.

The Railroad Administration should receive tlie earnest

co-operation of all railway men in their development, and
the Railway Signal Association particularly should be in a

position to help materially in such a study, as the operation

of any control system will naturally come under the juris-

diction of the signal engineers. There appears to exist an

impression that the Railway Signal Association and signal

engineers in general are opposed to any form of automatic

train control, but this is not the case. The impression has

probably arisen from the fact that they are called on to pass

upon these devices, using American Railway Association re-

quirements as a basis. If it is found that automatic train

control is feasible and desirable, the system whicli comes
nearest meeting both the theort?tical requirements and also

those of practical service conditions will doubtless be the one

that will be most generally adopted.

Hoiith Is .\o/ l^iioualt



A New Design for Engine Coaling Facilities

Important Economies Effected in Track Capacity and Car

Supply at Several Points on the Erie

THE Erie is now engaged in an extensive program of

'reconstruction of engine coaling facilities at various

tenninals along its lines. These projects are a part
of the general improvements undertaken this year to avoid
the transportation difliculties experienced last winter to which
inadequate facilities for coaling engines contributed to a
great extent.

In accordance with the practice on most American rail-

roads the existing facilities for coaling engines on this road
were in general of the trestle type, designed to meet the

daily requirements only, which at certain of the more im-

efforts and a special force for the purpose. Under the con-
ditions obtaining last winter it was impossible. There were
delays at the mines and transportation delays resulting

from the severe weather as well as those due to the lack of
sufficient men to get the coal out of the cars on arrival at

the terminals. As a consequence the road was confronted
with a serious fuel sliortage which in extreme cases resulted

in the necessity of running engines out of terminals light

to meet the coal out on the line, leading to increased oper-

ating expenses and the loss of valuable time. At certain

terminals efforts were made to relieve the situation by pro-

560-0'

Layout of the East Buffalo Engine Terminal Showing the Location of the New Coaling Plant

portant terminals reached 1,000 tons a day. .\i)proximately

25 cars are necessary to carry this amount of coal. With no
storage available a sufficient number of cars must be kept

under load at some point in easy reach of each terminal

that the daily supply may be delivered to the locomotives.

This means the tying up of cars needed for other service as

well as the unnecessary occupancy of trackage and results

in the necessity for embargoes until the coal is moved and

the tracks made available for other shipments.

The successful operation of plants of this type is there-

fore entirely dependent on the maintaining of an uninter-

rupted flow of coal from the mines to the terminals in suffi-

cient quantity to meet the daily requirements. Even in

normal times this is a difficult matter, requiring organized

viding ground storage to supplement the trestles. Tliis

plan involved the use of a locomotive crane at the storage

pile to load the coal and was unsatisfactory as cars and

engines were necessary to transport the coal each day back

to the engine coaling chute of only small capacity, thus

affording no relief from the congestion of tracks or the

shortage of cars.

Lack of Space Complicated the Plans for Improvement

On the Eric as on many of the older roads, the chief in-

dustrial and other growth of the cities and villages through

which the lines pass has generally been in the territon' im-

mediately adjacent to the railways. This has resulted in

the restriction of space available for expansion and has made

You Must Buy Bauds to Your Limit.
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the improvement of terminals a difficult matter. This has

l)Ccn particularly true of engine coaling facilities involving

storage in close proximity to the coaling pockets.

To meet this situation it seemed advisable to store the

coal so that cars could be unloaded promptly at any

season and to so place these storages that the

coal could be loaded out into engines without further

use of cars. With this in view a plan has recently been

worked out ijy the International Conveyor Corporation of

New York to utilize the Stuart system of coal storage to

satisfy these requirements; it applies equally as well in con-

gested locations as in the more open areas. In this plan

the elements of storage and engine supply are co-ordinated

without the necessity of storage tracks or the use of cars

and motive power after the coal has once reached the ter-

minal. The plan effects an important conservation of car

supply and is of advantage as well to the trackage capacity

in the terminals.

Of the several plants of this type which the Erie is plac-

ing on its lines the one at East Buffalo, N. Y., is the most

important and is typical of what is being done at other

points. In this terminal the congestion is particularly severe;

The plan provides for receiving the car; and placing them
in the loaded yard to be dumped at the convenience of the

operator. The car> are then dropped down by gravit)' and
and the coal dumped into the hoppers, after which they

continue down grade into the empt> yard. From the hop-

pers the coal is picked up by a belt conveyor and discharged

through a transfer chute to the main belt which extends the

entire length of the storage area. From the main conveyor

tlie coal may be delivered to the storage or directly, to the

engine coaling pockets.

The delivery from the main belt is accomplished by means
of a stacker which is reeved through the main conveyor.

This machine has a horizontal movement the entire length

of the storage and is equipped with a boom conveyor that

rotates through 180 deg. for delivering the coal to storage

on both sides of the main belt. For deliver)- to the engine

coaling pockets the stacker deposits the coal on a third

conveyor which passes over the yard tracks.

A self-contained pivotable reclaimer is used when it is

desired to furnish coal to the pockets from storage. This

machine is equipped with a movable arm which carries a

conveyor and scraper plow. To reclaim the coal the plow

S^rr '•-*" and Lo^^^r.

Outline Elevations of the Coal Handling Equipment

still it has been possible to work out a plan for storing coal

and getting it to the point of consumption without any

further consideration of car movement. For this reason the

I'.ast Buffalo terminal is more interesting than others where

more room was available.

The conditions surrounding East Buffalo are typical of

tliose at many other terminals on the older roads. No
ground space is available directly at the point of consump-

tion and the storage has been provided adjacent to the yard

at a point considerably removed from the locomotive coal-

ing pockets with facilities that enable the continuous move-

ment of the coal to the storage or to the pockets without any

handling other than the first handling at the storage

point.

As may be seen on the map of the terminal, this plant

consists of two tracks placed on 13 ft. centers, providing

for loaded and empty cars, a track hopper, a system of con-

veyors, stackers and reclaimers and storage space 80 ft. by

440 ft. on both sides of the main belt, providing room for

30,000 tons of coal. The two tracks serving the plant are

laid on a 1 per cent descending grade in the direction of

car movement. The track capacity ahead of the hoppers

is used for loads and beyond for empties, equal capacity be-

ing provided for each.

is forced into the toe of the pile, and the conveyor, which
is carried to the back of the plow, destroys the stability of

the repose slope of the coal, gatliering it from the base of

the pile and delivering it to the main belt from which it is

taken by the stacker for deliver)' to the overhead conveyor
leading to the pockets, as above described. If desired the

coal can also be reclaimed for loading into oars.

In addition to the conser\'ation of car supply and the

virtual increase of track capacity another feature provided

for in this method is the prevention of fire from sponta-

neous combustion. When signs of overheating occur the

plant may be placed in operation and the coal taken up by

the reclaiming and stacking machines and delivered to

another point in the pile. It has been found that turning

tlie coal over and exposing it to the air is the best fire pre-

ventative. \Mth this method coals which are more highly

combustible than it has been possible to utilize in the past be-

cause of the likelihood of spontaneous combustion can be

stored for engine supply.

Tlie jilant is electrically operated and the stacking in and

reclaiming of coal requires but two men. The capacity of

the stacking in operation is from 300 tons to 400

tons per hour and the reclaiming from 25'"' ions to 300 tons

iier liour.

Was Voiir Terminal Subscribed 100 Per Cent?



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Uniform Rules for Coal Car Distribution ; Advances to

Railroad Companies; Traffic Conditions

THK kAiikiiAi) AD-MiNiSTKATKix and the committee rep-

resentinji the American Short Line Association are

expected soon to reach an agreement on a form of

contract by which a majorit\- of the short lines will come
under a modified form of federal control, in spite of the fact

that they disagreed last week. TTie form of contract offered

by the Railroad Administration on September 23 was de-

clined by the short line committee, l)Ut at a further confer-

ence held with Director General !McAdoo on Saturday, at the

request of the committee, an agreement was reached on sev-

eral points in controversy and others were left to be taken

up with John Barton Payne, general counsel, and Edward
Chambers, director of traffic. After the conference the short

line representatives expressed the opinion that an agreement
would 1^ reached.

One of the points which has given concern to the short

line officers has been the fact that railroads under federal

control have lieen given priority as to materials and .supplies

over the railroad companies outside the federal system.

Another ix>int has Ijeen the question as to the extent

to which they shall receive free transportation over federal

lines.

$295,000,000 Advanced to Railroad Companies

Since .April 1, according to a statement issued b\ the

Railroad Administration, the director general ha,'- advanced
to railroad companies the sum of $294,845,170. exclusive

of the current earnings of the roads applied directly by the

individual roads to their current ex[)enses and corporate

needs. This amount went to 85 different roads or systems.

The disbursements for the month of September aggregated

$52,993,750.

Of the total sum disbursed to October 1 $209,347,910 was
taken from the $500,000,000 revolving fund, and $85,497.-

260 came from the surplus earnings of various roads which

were turned over to the director general by the limited num-
ber of roads whose receipts for the period exceeded their

requirements.

The total amount of money turned i)ver to the director

general for tlie common fund from .\pril 1, to October 1. by

railroads reporting surplus earnings, was $11,5,000,000. To
this should be added $10,419,944 received from the new
American Railway E.xpress Company, making the total

receipts from railwavs and express companies for the period

$1 23,419,944. Of tiie $1 13,000,000 turned over by tlie roads

$64,507,660 went liack to roads which had temporarily

made the deposits with the director general, these same roads

having subsequently called upon the Railroad Administration

for advances considerably in excess of the deposits which they

had thus made.
The only railroads wliich have made deposits for the com-

mon fund during this periixl which have not asked for the

return of un\ portion of the fund> tbu.- dejio-^ited l)y them

were the following:

Atlantic Coa-t I-inr aiul l.oirsvillc & Nashville $10,650,000
Duliith. Missabr S: Xortliein 6,40O,OOU
.Atchison, Topcka & Sant,T I'e 4.600.000
Buli-.th & Iron Range 2.900.O0n
Northern Pacilic . 2,500,000
Klgin, Toliet S Kastern 2,500,000
Bessemer & Lake Erie 2.000,000
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 2.00O.00O
Central of N. J 1.500.000
I'ere Marquette 1.500,000
Pullman Car Lines l.OOO.OOO
Fort Worth & Denver Citv 900,000
SiKikanc, Portland & Seattle 600,000
r-eliin* « New Knglnn.1 550,000

El Paso Sr Southwestern 500,000
International % Great Northern 450,000
Grand Rapids Sr Indiana 100,000
Staten I>;land Rapid Transit 100,000
Texarkana & Fort SiriTli 100,000

Tot.ll $40,850,000

The railroads to which advances were made during Septem-
ber were

:

L'nion Pacific $5,000,000
St. LouisSan Francisco 4,490.000
Southern Pacific 3,700.000
Pennsylvania K. R. Lines 3.300,000
Chicago Jv: North Western 3,300,000
Mahimore & Ohio 3,000,000
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 2,700,000
New York Central Lines 2,630.000
Erie 2.500.000
Southern 2.000,000
Norfolk & Western 2.000,000
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific 1,700,000
New Vork. New Haven & Hartford 1.500,000
Delaware & Hudson 1,500,000
Illinois Central 1.325,000
Chesapeake & Ohio 1.300,000
Sealjcaril .\ir Line 1,100,000
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul 1,000,000
Western Maryland 1,430.000
Chicago & Alton 800,000
Missouri P.acific 800,000
liosion v\ Maine 550,000
Western Pacific 430,000
Minneapolis. St Paul & S. S. Marie 350.000
Kansas City Southern 350,000
f^eorgia 309,000
Terminal R. R. Assn. of St. L 300,000
Mononeahcia 300,000
Denver & Rio Grande 300,000
Chicago Junction 300,000
Banfor & .Aroostook 300,000
Midland \'.dley 270,000
Chicago & Eastern Illinois 350,000
Gulf. Mobile & Northern 300.000
Chicago. Peori.i & St. Louis 200,000
.\nn Aibor .- 158,000
Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha 150,000
Portland Terminal 150.000
Belt R. R. of Chicago 135.000
St. Louis Southwestern 130,000
Rutland 116,000
B. & O. Chicairo Terminal 100.000
Chicago & Western Indiana 1 OO.OOO
Maine Central 100.000
Florida East Coast 100.000
Richmond. Fredericksburer & Potomac 60.000
Alabama & Vicksburg 53,000
Chicago. Terre Haute & Southeastern 50.250
Western of Alabama 35.000
Norfolk Southern 30.000
t-'lster & Delaware 20,000
Louisville. Henderson &• St. Louis 17.500
Tennessee Central 15,000

Tc.ial $52,993,750

The amounts advanced to all railroad companies April 1 to

October 1 w^ere:

New York, New Haven & Hartford $48,464,000
Pennsylvania R. R. Lines 43.600.000
New York Central Lines 42.920.000
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul 16.725.000
Kaltimore & Ohio 16.500.000
Illinois Central 13.775.000
Erie 10.900.000
Chicago. R. I. & P 7.700.000
Southern Pacific Lines 7.500,000
Southern Rv 5.940.000
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy 5.800.000
St. Louis-San Francisco Lines 5.608,000
Scaboarl .\ir Line 5.450.000
Chesapeake & Ohio 5.050.00O
Union Pacific 5.000,000
Denver .S: Rio Grande 4.400 000
Missouri Pacific 3.550,000
Lehigh Valley : 3,500.000
Delaware & Hudson 3.500,000
Chicago & Noilh Western 3.300.000
Wabash .' 3.225.000
Missouri. Kansas & Texas 2.645,000
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh 2.600.000
Norfolk & Western 2.000000
Philadelphia & Reading 1.400.000
Chicago & Alton 1.400.00<l
Minneapolis & St. Louis 1,350,000
Chicago. St. P. M. & 1,350.000
Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville 1,325,000
Western Maryland 1,099,509
Hudson .^ Manhattan 1 ,000,000
Kansas Citv Soutliern 85O.00*

And in 100 Per Cent Amounts?
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Termin.il U. R. .'Xsbn. ot M. L irX'iS?
Central of Georgia - ^0,000

Indiana Harbor Belt iiS'SSS
Wheeling & Lake Eric '^"S'SSS
St. Louis Southwestern Ry 630.000

Grand Trunk Western Lines 621,000
Florida East Coast 600,000

Norfolk Southern 570,000

Boston & Maine "0,000
Chicago Great Western ,-107,660

Hocking Valley 500,000

Chicago Tunction 500,000

Western Maryland 500,000

Ann Arbor 488,000

Western Pacific -130.000

New York, Ontario & Western -400.000

Gulf, Mobile & Northern -400.000

Minneapolis. St. P. & S. S. M .• 350,000
Georgia 309,000
Baneor & Aroostook 300,000
Central New England 300,000
Kansas Citv, Mexico & Orient 300,000
Belt Rv. of Chicago 290,000
Cential Vermont 285,000
Chicago. Terre Haute & Southeastern 279,451

Midland Valley 270,000
Chicago & Eastern Hlinois 250,000
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton 238.775
Chicago & Western Indiana 215.000
San Anlrnio & Aransas Pass JOO.OOO
ChicaKo, Peoria & St. Louis JOO.OOO
Atlanta. Birmingham S: .Mlantic Ry 189,000
tllinois Southern 160,000
Dulnth, S. S. & Atlantic 150.000
Portland Terminal 150,000
Vieksburg, Shreveport & Pacific 1,^6.000

New York, Chicago & St. Louis 132.275
New Orleans Great Northern 1 20,000
Rutland 116,000

. Pittsburgh ,"!i Shawmut 1 Kl.OflO

Maine Central 100.000
B. & O. Chicago Terminal 1 00.000
Old Dominion S. S. Co 95.000
-Mabama S: Vicksburg 63,000
P.ichm'ord, Fredericksburg & Potomac 60.000

r Washington, Brdwine. & Pt. 1 50,000
• San Antonio. Uvalde & Gulf 45,000
Colorado & Southern 41,000
Franklin & Pittsylvania 35.000
Western Rv. of Alabama 35.000
Ulstff & Delaware 20,000
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis 17.500
Tennessee Central 15.000

Tot:il $294,845,170

In addition to the above sums advanced to the railroad

companies directly, the director general has advanced on

account of orders placed by him for locomotives and cars

now under construction, the further sum of $30,660,255.

The payments shown in the above tables, the statement

,suvs, are exclusive of very large amounts which were taken

from the earnings of the roads between January 1 and July

1, by the various railroad companies to meet their interest

and dividend requirements and for other corporate purposes.

Tlie total funds therefore which the railroad corporations

luive received since January 1 from the director general and

from the operations of the properties and current balances will

reach appro.ximately $1,000,000,000. The current operat-

ing expenditures and taxes of the railroad lines which the

director general has also paid during the same period is

estimated at between $.S ,000,000,000 and $3,500,000,000.

Weekly Report of Traffic Conditions

Director General McAdoo lias made public the following

suiTiman' of the traffic conditions in the various regions for

tlie week ending October 1, compiled by the Division of

Traffic

:

luistern Ri'gion—General movement of freight traffic is heavy except New
England, where the castbound flow at present is rather light.

Steps are being taken in various directions to arrange for stocks of fuel

and other traffic to avoid acute shortages during the coming winter.

Passenger travel generally heavy. It is noticeable that a large part of

the through travel is composed of a class of mechanics whose higher wages
seem to encouiage them to take vacations and travel long distances.

Complaints of set-vice are few to a gratifying degree, the ticket office

service being now generally satisfactory. The scrip books arc steadily gain-

ing popularity.

Allegheny Region—Arrangements are being put into effect to move freight

bv coastwise lines for the relief of rail lines.

Short peach crop in New York state, but apple crop estimated to be

five limes as grctt .-is last year. Grape crop light.

Regular passenger travel is much lighter on account ending of vacation

season, lessening shore resort travel and interference with cantonment travel

because of influenza. Se.ishore service to be reduced October 13 to winter

schedules. Three local trains eliminated on Cumberland Valley. Service

in consolidated ticket offices satisfactory. Continued inspection of pas-

-mger train servic» resulting in many small improvements as to cleanliness,

imforts, etc.

I'LfCahonlas Region—Freight: C. k O. now able to uke care of the mer-

chandise via Cincinnati. Cos! movement heavy and batisfaclory.

Passenger: Service in consolidated ticket offices satisfactory.

Southern Region—Reasonable and satisfactory progress reported from the

school of ticket seller:. Regular passenger uavel very heavy, and there is

some difficulty at occasional places in supplying equipment particularly

where state faiis make additional demands. Service at ticket offices imiirov-

ing and no complaints received for the week.

Northwestern Region—Handling grain under permit system proceeding in

a generallv satisfactory- way. Conditions as to car supply satisfactory except

temporary shortage of bcx cars for grain loading. It is predicted that all

terminal elevators in this region will be filled before the end of October.

The labor aitu,-ition is better and the I. c. I. freight service accordingly

improved.
Passenger train schedules being well maintained and, passenger travel

heavy. Consolidated ticket office conditions generally favorable except for

Minneapolis, -.vhere steps have been taken to remedy the limited space.

Central IVestern Region—Handling of grain under the embargo and permit

system working quite satisfactorily and not as many complaints as were

expected. .

Livestock movement has been very heavy, taxing to the limit the facilities

of Kansas City and Omaha.
Sailing day plan established at additional cities; further saving of 270

cars per week. Reports for the week show saving <if 444,721 car-miles by
re-routing.

Denver consolidated ticket office opened September 23.

Southwestern Region—Oil loaded week ending September 25, Mid-

Continent field, 7.768 cars; Louisiana and Texas, 1,881 cars.

General conditions good. Substantial increase in passenger revenues.

IVar Department—Frozen beef movement satisfactory and transportation

conditions generally satisfactory.

Quartermaster corps putting forth special efforts to increase movement of

supplies to reserve storage houses during October ind November.
Navy Department— TransiK)rtation situation generally satisfactory: less

than carload traffic seems to show improvement.
Coal supply better than had been stated and indications are that the de-

partment IS starting winter months with better ,Drotection in regard to sup-

plies on hand than last year. '

Food Administration— Improvement shown in handling of fresh meat and
packing house products. Difficulty in moving sheep from Utah and Idaho
territory, which mattei is having active attention of the Railroad .\dmin-
istration.

Grain situation working satisfactorily. Permit system for grain will be
extended to the following Eastern markets: Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo,
Cincinnati. Detroit and Indianapolis. Situation at Seaboard grain elevators

improved by better vessel sunply, and grain will be kept moving to Seaboard
in sitificient quantity to take care of all overseas demands.
Fnel Administration—Eastern Region: Coal car shortage in Ohio due to

scarcity of power, which is being corrected. The regular car supply at some
other points now having the attention of the Car Service Section.

Some coal congestion New England both water and all-rail, due to lack

of unloading facilities.

Tidewater: V'essel supply more than ample; transportation conditions good.
Lake situation: Vessel supply interfered with by storms and ample coal

at docks.

Coke: Car suppiv ccood. Shortage of labor limiting production, especiallv

in the South.
Fuel Administration, Oil Diiision—.\vcrage number of cars oil per day

from mid-contirent field for September, 1,020 cars as compared with average
of 944 for August.
Some complaints of slow service in the Southeastern jurisdiction now-

being look'-d ".fter for improvement.
V. S. Shipping Board—Few small congestions of cars at some of the

yards, all of which are being actively handled and no complaints as to lack
of transportation.

TratHc Executive of Allies—rC^r supply and movement good;^ some delay
in handling billets from Pittsburgh to Baltimore, which will be taken up
for correction.

General—Efforts are being made in many directions to be prepared for
slowing down of transportation service in winter, particularly in arranging
for the control of traffic so that the flow may be regular instead of spas-

modic: preparation of schedules for the movement of winter perishable
traffic; increased penalty for the detention of refrigerator cars loaded with
perishable freipht on track; relief of intra-city rail movements, and conse-
quent saving of terminal shifting and cars.

Progress is beginning to show- in the direction of standardizing packages
for the proper transportation of freight, and the first tariff covering the
standard packages for Southern perishable freight will soon be issued.

Reports coming to this division from the consolidated ticket offices show-
that the service is now- generally satisfactory, the only complaint recently
being from Bostcn. where improvement has been made to relieve the
difficulty.—H. F. L., R. R. Adm.

Proposed Increase in Express Rates

The proposed increase in express rates, which is to be

tlie subject of a hearing before the Interstate Commerce
Commission on October 8, is to be applied both to state and
interstate rates at the same time, according to a letter writ-

ten by C. \. Prouty, director of public service and account-

ing, in reply to one written by the special war committee

of the National Association of Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners to Director General McVdoo, which asked that

the proposed increase be referred to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Mr. Prouty says that tlie American Railway
Express Compan>- has not applied to the director general

for leave to advance its rates, but that that company is the

\ou Have Sold the War to Your Men
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;i.<;mt of tlie director general, and is responsible to him and
he is responsible for it. The letter discusses in detail the
reasons why it is considered necessary to increase the express
rates in order to give the express company approximately
$12,000,000 of additional revenue, saying that the recent
increase granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission
yielding the express company about $10,000,000 was only
sufficient to meet the sum distributed by the express com-
pany among its employees in increased wages and that it is

the opinion of the officers of the company that these wages
must be further increased. He also explained that as ap-
proximately 50.25 per cent of the express company's services

go to the railroads, the rates should be increased by suffi-

cient amount to >ield from $20,000,000 to $24,000,000 in
gross. Mr. Prouty says he entirely agrees with the director

general in that conclusion and does not believe he could
with justice neglect to make substantially that advance un-
less he is prepared to say that the express service should be
supported at the expense of the freight service. Starting

out with the proposition that the additional revenue must
be raised, he has secured from the express company a sug-

gestion as to how the advance should be met and has sub-
mitted to tlie commission questions as to whether the method
proposed is a proper and adequate one.

"So long as the government is operating these roads," he

said, "there seems to be no reason wh}' a lower level of ex-

press rates should be charged in one state than in another,

nor upon state than upon interstate traffic. If there are

local conditions which necessitate a departure from the gen-

eral schedule, they should be called to his attention at once

by the state commission and its suggestion will be investi-

gated and accepted, if possible.".

Director Prouty expressed the hope that the state com-
missions may do whatever they can to facilitate rather than

to impede the proposal, and that they will present their views,

preferably to the Interstate Commerce Commission, or in the

first instance to the director general. He calls attention to

tlie fact that when the proposed increase has lieen made
e.xpress rates will have only been advanced about 20 per

cent, while freight and passenger rates have been increased

by a greater per cent and that the industries are few where

both the cost of conducting the business and the price of

things sold have not increased several times 20 per cent.

He also requests the commissioners to bear in mind that if

the rates are too high, the government obtains the greater

part of the overplus and gives assurance that the rates will

be at once reduced when it becomes evident that such re-

duction can )%e made.

Freight Rate Authorities Issued

The Railroad Administration on September 25 began the

practice of making available for the press a summary of

the freight rate authorities issued by the Division of Traffic,

giving authority to the various railroads and tariff-issuing

bureaus to promulgate increases or other changes in rates

without the necessity of applying to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. The summaries in most cases give the

reason for the change. These rate authorities are numbered
and 1412 had been issued before the publicity plan was
adopted. The rate at which they are issued is indicated

by the fact that 34 were made public on September 25, 31
on September 26, 4 on Septemljer 27, 3 on September 28
and 8 on September 30. Some of the more important changes
authorized during the past week are as follows:

No. 1,420 .\>itlit>ri2e5 reqdjnslmcnt of class .ind commodity r.itcs from
l>oints in Enstcrn Tninl< Line territory to points in Central territory; also
to St. Panl. Minneapolis and points taking the same rates, restoring estab-
lished differentials and rate relationships as suggested in Section 7 of
director general's Order No. 2S. Will be published on statutorj' notice,
but as a large number of tariffs are involved it will take some time to
correct them all.

No. 1,443. .^uthoriIes publication on 30 days' notic* of reitriction against
the use of box cars for the loading of coal moving to the eattern seaboard

tor tran=tinpni(i,t via vc'sci as box cars cannot be unloaded by unloading
machines now in use at the seaboard for the handling of coal to vessels-
also provides for the elimination in the tariff of reference to minimum
weights in box or stock cars as they arc not to be used in this service
No. 1,446. Authoiizes cancellation of special rates on road-making ma-

terials between points on the Kanawha & Michigan Railway in West Vir-
ginia when consigned to the state commissioner of highways, cancellation
to be made on 30 days' notice, but not to be effective until November 30
or after this season's contracts have been completed. The rate which it is
proposed to cancel is $11.50 per car regardless of weight or distance kauledand includes brick, gravel, sand and slag when consigned to the state com-
missioner of highways. These rates are preferential in that thev provide
for a lower charge for shipments consigned to the state commissioner than
to others. Further, such rates are not compensatory and do not afford the
carriers proper revenue for the service performed
No 1.480. Authorizes coastwise steamship lines under federal control toamend term.na. tariffs or circulars effective on one day's notice to provide

that the steamship lines will assume the marine risk on all traffic while in
their possession 'The amount of any loss or damage to be computed upon
basis of value of the property at time and place of shipment. Most of ^e
rates vk sea and rail routes already include marine insurance, but there are
a number of such rates which require this liability to be assumed by owners
of the property, and the purpose is without a change in the rates them-
selves to make all sea and rail rates include marine insurance

,flC.°,- '•"n'';
^"thoHzes readjustment to he published on one dav's notice.

rt^.^1 \? ° "J- "" '^".•""""'us coal in carloads, between points in In-

sionh. Z X "^'TTr- '" """"."'"y ''='^">- because of the zoning of coalsupply by the Fuel Administration; also to give the mines located on one

Zl. LV "^
^'.""

'°u'" P"'"'* "' consumption in the state at the same
rates that apply from other mines in the same district via other lines ofrailroads. It has the effect of making the rates from all mines in an'
district the same to each point of destination via all railroads, whether thenam is over one or more roads.
The effect of the adjustment will be very generally to decrease the rate^now in effect because of the application via two or more lines, and of the

carried be"f„°e Th "'" ''°'" "'"." '° ""^"-i-K Poi"'» -here none werecarried before. There are minor advances in some of the rates to put them

Z.rJ'""'<"
,"'=''°""^-P "i"' »"'" "tes from the same district, and therelation of rates from the several producing districts has been raaimained

Railroad Men in Army to Be Utilized for Railroad Work
The need for skilled railroad emplovees has become so

great that the Railroad Administration is takiny steps to
have returned to railroad ser%-ice those who have enlisted
or have been drafted into the military service, but not vet
sent abroad, who are not being employed in such a wav'a^
to secure the full utilization of their'special skill and' ex-
perience. The purpose is not to interfere with the placinq
of railroad men in military railway service, but rather to
make it possible to spare tlie men needed for that service
\\ithout undue depletion of the working forces of the rail-
roads.

While there is a shortage of skilled men for domestic
railway service there is still need for large numbers of
additional men for military railway ser%'ice abroad. Yet it

has been found that thousands of' men of long experience
and special skill in railway work, including manv who ex-
pected to be inducted into military^ railway service, are in
training camps in this countn- receiving th'e ordinary- train-
mg of a soldier and frequently engaged in such work as
peeling potatoes or digging ditches" when thev could con-
tribute in much greater degree to the work of winning the
war if engaged in the kind of work for which thev are fitted,
either here or abroad. Many more, while employed in tech-
nical, mechanical or engineering branches of the military
work, have not been assigned to the particular kinds of work
for which they are most fitted and the purpose is to see that
skilled railroad men are given railroad work to do. either
here or abroad.

With this object in view, a conference was held last week
attended by representatives of the Railroad -Administration,
the War Department, the department of militar>- railwavs,
and the heads of the various railroad labor organizations.
The latter brought to the meeting some lists which they had
compiled at the request of the Railroad Administration,
showing the names of large numbers of their members who
are in the army but are not engaged in railway ser\-ice. The
organizations keep track of their men through their insurance
organizations and some 40.000 members of the four brother-
hoods of train ser\-ice employees alone were shown to be
in the militar\- service. While tlie records of what the men
are doing are incomplete, they were sufficient to show the

/Vow Help Setl Them Bonds
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State of affairs and an effort will he made to secure more that tiie rates of interest allowed by banks which jtay inter-

complete lists. est on railroad deposits has ranged all the way from 2 f)er

Meanwhile, the War Dejjartment has promised to to- cent to 5 per cent per annum, and the higher rates paid
operate in placing railroad men where they can be made have been used by some banks as an excuse for excessive

most useful and the Railroad Administration has been fur- rates charged to Customers.

nishing it for some time, on blanks preixired for the [)ur- The director general expects banks designated as railroad

pose, with the information regarding enlisted men who should depositaries to observe faithfully the interest laws of their

be returned to the necessary work of railroading. It is not respective states and not to charge rates of interest in ex-
the intention to return men from abroad; where railroad cess of those permitted by law.

men are located there they can be transferred to the rail- It is of great importance to the public welfare, to the

road regiments. Something over 50,000 men have been financing of the war, and to the commerce of the Nation,
enlisted in the railroad regiments i)ut the militarj' railways he says, that interest rates throughout the country .shall be
need an even greater number of additional men of expe- kept at a moderate level or within a reasonable range,
rience, as well as .still more unskilled men as stevedores. _ _ j./-. rix j-

Mr. Felton's department sent officers to the various train-
^^""^ ^^^^<* °y Careful Loading

ing camps to transfer the railroad men to the railroad regi- The beneficial effects of careful loading of cars is shown
ments, ijut it appears that a great many of the men wen; in a comparative statement of traffic handled during the

missed or they were enrolled in various other technical month of .August for the 25 principal terminals of the

services. United States issued by the Railroad Admini.stration.

The Division of Operation has established an office in For instance, during the week ended August 31, 338,198
charge of George M. Busby to render assistance to the cars were handled through these terminals in 1917, as com-
various roads in securing deferred classification under the pared with 337,309 cars handled during the same period of

draft and the return of essential men to railroad work. 1918, a decrease of 889 cars. For the same p>eriod in 1917
'Hie office will take up such matters with the office of the 11,391.216 tons were handled through the same terminals,

provost marshal general and other branches of the war do- while in 1918 there were 11,846.867 tons, an increa.«e of

partment. 405,651 tons.

_ . _ ,. . For the week ended .August 21, 1917, 240,758 cars were
Locomotive Deliveries

handled as compared with 242,361 cars in 1918, an increase
A total of 1879 new locomotives had been delivered to of i 603 cars. In the same period, 7,921,004 tons were

the railroads under federal control up to September 21, of handled as compared with 8,431,400 tons in 1918. an in-

which 127 were of the U. S. R. A. standard types, 200 were crease of 510,396 tons.

locomotives ordered for the Russian government and 114 p^^ the week ended August 14, 1917, 239,233 cars were
were the U. S. A. consolidation engines built for service on handled as compared with 238,144 cars during the same
military lines in France and since returned by the domestic period in 1918, a decrease of 1,089 cars. In the same pe-
roads for that service. The 127 standard types are dis- ^iod, there was an increase in tonnage handled of 515,256.
tributed as follows: In tliis period, 7.713,702 tons were handled as compared

B.-iitimore & Ohio 37 Light Mikados with 8,223,958 tons in 1918.
' Central of New Tersey 10 Heavy Mikados -r^ii. i jj\ i-t^a^ic ujij

Chesapeake & Ohio 10 Heavy Mikados For the week ended -August /, 2^0,415 cars were handled

Chkalo ^^^^'^""e'&'sfPaul ^5 iifavy Mikados '" 1^17 as Compared with^238,519 cars in 1918, an increase

Lake Ene & Western....

'

7 Light Mikados of §,104 cars. In this peHod 7,382,812 tons were handled
T^hieh & Hudson River 4Iiight Mikados , ... o -»^ -t t -^ ^ ^ • i rn o • r
Pittsbiireh & West Virginia 3 Light Mikados as compared With 8,262,4o6 tons in 1918, an mcrease ot
I'nion P.acific 6 Light Mikados ,v:70A94 inns.

1 Wheeline & Lake Erie 10 Heavy Mik.idos ^/y.0--+ lons.

^, , , , , .• . J X 1 .• At a number of the terminals there has been a decrease in
The weekly statement of locomotives shipped to domestic

^,^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ,^^^^^,^^ j^^i^„ ^,^^. ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ipi^
railroads shows that during the week ended September 21,

^^^ compared with the same month in 1917, although at the

'f
^^^ lcx:omot.ve.s were delivered to 17 differeiU roads, in- '

^^.^^ ^^ j^^^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ -^

eluding 38 of the U. S. R. A. standard types. Of these, 52
^^^^j^. ^^.^^^. instance

were delivered by the American Locomotive Company, 4 by
^^.^-^ ^^^-.^^^ ^.^.^; .^^^^^^^ .^ ^,^^ ^^. ^^^^^^

the Lima Loc-omotivc Corporation and 22 by the Baldwin
g;^; j^ara, Boston. Buffalo. Chicago, Charleston, Cleve-

Locomotive Works. This represents a considerable increase - ^^ Galve.ston, Hampton Roads, Kan-
as compared with the preceding week. In addition, the

^^^ ^_..^^. ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^, ^.^^j. j^,^^^. q^^^.^^ Omaha.
locomotive companies have been turning out a large number

portland' Thiladelphia, Pittsburgh, Seattle, St. Louis. San
of locomotives for shipment to the American Expeditionary-

^^.^^^^.^^^ Savannah, Tacoma: Minneapolis, St. Paul,
forces abroad. .p^j^^

Interest on Railroad Deposits „ . . _ ^ „, -^

. , ^r .r. .
, , 1- . 1

Execution of Contracts a Slow Process
Circular No. 59 issuetl bv the director general announces

that all banks and trust companies in which funds of the The negotiation of the detailed compensation contracts

U S Railroad Administration or of the various federal with the individual railroad companies, is hkely to tak.^

treasurers are deposited will be notified that in future the\- even more time than tlie negotiations between the committee

will be required to pay interest at the following rates: representing the railroads and the representitives of the

On deposits pavable hv check on demand: 2 per cent per Railroad Administration over the standard clauses of the

annum. ' ' contract which will be used in the ordinar>- case, \\hile

On time deposits payable after thirtv davs from date or the contract with the Chicago & North Western has been

after 30 days' notice: 3 per cent per annum. agreed upon and the directors of several otlier roads have

These rates will apply to all railroad deposits in all banks approved the execution of tlieir contracts, which are still

except in special cases' where, because of the smallness of to be approved at stockholders" meetings, there are many

the account or the particularly fiuctuating character of the roads on which the details will require considerable time,

balance it may be considered proper not to require the pav- particularly as it has been considered necessar)- to refer a

nient of interest. great man>- of them to the regional directors for in-

.An investigation recently made shows, the circular says, vestigation.

Every Railwayman a Liberty Roinl Subscriber
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Brotherhoods Object to Order to Abstain from Politics

Jlie generiil order issued Ijv Direttor General !McAd()<> on

September 1 requiring railroad officers and employees to

refrain from all political activity while connected with the

United States railroad service has aroused the opposition of

the brotherhoods of train service employees, which in a letter

addressed to the director general some time ago and in a con-

ference with him on Septemijer 26 protested against the

order as an unwarranted interference with their rights as

citizens. Ajiparently when the order was issued, opposition

to it from this source was not anticipated, because, while the

order was made applicable to both officers and employees, the

explanation which accompanied it referred particularly to

"common report" of the political activities of railroad corpo-

rations and the "skillful and effective coercion of employees''

without reference to any political activity on the part of the

employees themselves. The order prohibited memliership

in political organizations that solicit funds for political pur-

poses, acting as delegate to, or officer of, political conventions,

solicitation of funds for political purposes, conduct of

political campaigns, or becoming a candidate for political

office, except such offices as membership on local school or

park boards.

The order had no sooner been issued when numerous
letters and telegrams were received from railroad men who
were holding minor political positions or were candidates for

office, and on September 14 it was modified by a provision

that no objection would be raised to the completion of temis

of office and that nominees for political offices might con-

tinue in railroad employment untfl the election. A written

protest sent to Mr, McAdoo was jniblished in circular form

over the signatures of Warren S. Stone, W. G. Lee, Timothy
Shea and A. B. Garretson. The letter asked for a conference

with the director general, which was held at Wa.shington on

Thursday of last week. The letter also protested against an
order said to have been issued by operating officials pro-

hil)iting employees from having any interest either directly

or indirectly in any business in competition with commercial

people along the line of road. No such order has been issued

by the Railroad Administration, but such orders have been

issued by individual railroads in the past.

The protest of the brotherhoods was voiced in Congress

on September 25 by Representative Wood of Indiana, who de-

clared that in many railway centers railroad men are in the

majority among the voters and that they should be a pro-

scribed class as regards participation in their owti local gov-

ernmental affairs is unthinkaljle in a republic. Regarding
the order against engaging in business, he said that in many
localities railway men have formed co-operative organizations

for the purpose of lessening the cost of living and that many
have invested their savings in coal yards, garages and many
other local establishments.

Director General McAdoo explained that since railway

men are now government employees it is essential that they

alistain from political activities.

New Uniform Rules for Coal Car Distribution

The Car Service Section in Circular C. S. 31, has pro-

mulgated a system of rules to govern uniformly the rating of

coal mines (otlier than anthracite), and car distribution to

such mines, which are to l)e made effective on all roads load-

ing coal, other than anthracite, as soon as possible, Init in

any event in sea.son to pennit car distribution to be made in

accordance therewith l)eginning October 10. At the present
time the rules under which coal mines are rated and the
cars distriliuted vary considerably on different railroads with
the result that it has l)een almost inijiossible to gage accu-
rately the car supply for coal loading throughout the country
without Ijeing fully conversant with the details of the indi-
vidual railroad's rules. Under the new rules, mines will be

supplied each month with cars on the basis of shipping
ability as demonstrated by their performance for the previous
month. Each road will work on the same rules so that if the

percentage rate of di.stribution varies it will \jc known
whether or not a road is short of cars, because its figures will

be compiled on the same basis as those of even- other road.

There has always been more or less dispute as to the

accuracy of the various statistics used to demonstrate the

extent of car shortage or surplus and this has been particu-

larly the case in connection with coal car supply. The United
States Geological Survey publishes weekly figures compiled
from the reports of nine operators, giving a figure represent-

ing the percentage of loss of full time capacity because of car

shortage. These figures have frequently shown car shortages

at times when railroad men have declared that a full supply
was l>eing furnished and it is said that at times the discrep-

ancy has been caused liy tlie fact that reports were made as

of 7:00 a. m., whereas a sufficient supply of cars was fur-

nished during the day to accommodate all of the coal available

for loading. It is e.xpected that new uniform rules will not

only eliminate many sources of controversy as to the proper
rating of a mine, but will also make possible more accurate

statistics as to the adequacy or inadequacy of the car supply.

These rules have been in the course of prejjaration for the

past two months, during which time the Railroad .Adminis-

tration has obtained the views of representative transportation

men, of imjjortant bituminous coal loading roads, as well as

of the Fuel .Administration, the National Coal Assoiiation

and individual operators.

Riles for Rating for Car Distribution Purposes Coal Mines (Other
Than .\nthracite) Loading Coal at Mine Tipples.

The following rules shall Rovern the rating of coal mines (other than
anthracite) as the basis for tlie distribution of empty cars to such mines
rluring periods of car shortage;

a. The daily capacity of each mine (other than mines covered by para-
graphs b and r) shall be determined by taking the total coal tonnage ship-
ped by the mine during the preceding month, dividing it by the number of
hours worked i'l producing it (sec par.igrapli lO and mulliplying the iinolicnt
by the number of hours in the recognized work day (not more than 10
hours) of the individual mine. The result shall be termed the "daily
rating" of such mine. and. shall be the basis on which cars shall be dis-

tributed to it during periods of car shortage.

b. The daily capacity of a mine which is served jointly by or for two
or more carriers (steam, electric or water) shall be determined by taking
the total tonnage shipped by the mine via all such carriers during the
preceding month, dividing it by the number of hours worked in producing
it (see paragraph c) and multiplying the quotient by the number of hours
in the recognized work day (not more than 10 hours) of the individual
mine. The result shall be termed the "gross daily rating" of such mine,
and shall be the basis on which cars shall be distributed to il during periods
of car shortage: provided, that if track or other limiting conditions further
restrict its ability to ship via (note a) railroad, such conditions
shall be the limiting factor for the (note a) railroads .laily rating
of such mine.

r. The daily capacity of a mine delivering part of its output to a coking
plant, to locomotives at the tipple, or to local trade shall be determined
Ijy taking the total coal tonnage shipped in railroad cars during the pre-
ceding month, dividing it by the numller of hours worked (see paragraph r)
and multiplying the quotient by the number of hours in the recognized
work day (not more than 10 hours) of the individual mine. The re~ult
shall be termed the "daily rating" of such mine and shall he the basis on
which cars shall be distributed to it during periods of car shortage.

d. When the fires are withdrawn from part (or all) of the ovens at an
operation coking part of its output, for tlic purpose of shipping coal pro-
«hiction formerly used in charging ovens, the daily rating of the mine
shall be increased to include the average tonnage per day so diverted in
the previous month, until the beginning of the next rating period, at which
time the daily rating of the mine shall he determined in accordance with
paragraph a or r, due allowance being made for such average tonnage so
iHverted in computing the new daily rating. A corresponding decrease of
the mine's rating will be made when the ovens are again placed in blast.

When a mine that has been coking its entire output desires ti> ship coal and
the tires are withdrawn from part (or all) of its ovens, it shall be given
a daily rating for coal shipments corresponding to the average tonnage of
coal formerly coked until the beginning of the next rating period, at which
time the daily rating of the mines shall be determined in accordance w-ith

paragraph » or c.

e. In determining the number of hours worked in each day at a mine,
time will be counted from the established time for beginning work (or the
actual time if earlier than the established time) on the tipple until the
dumping of coal finally ceases for the day, making deductions for the noon
intermission when it is taken, and for the time lost by reason of being
blocked with loads, waiting for additional empty cars, or other railroad dis-

ability; provided, that if a greater number of hours is worked ;n the mine
than on the tipple the mine hours must be reported also. Time may be
deducted for railroad disability only when such railroad disability actually

Tin's K! Haw \ou Boiiehl Your Limit?
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reduces the quantity of coal dumped that day. Time may be deducte.l

when tipple is used for dumping coal into locomotives only when the tipple

cannot be simultaneously operated for loading cars.

f. Daily ratings determined in accordance herewith will be revised monthly

and made effective on the 10th of the month following the month's perform-

ance on which the rating is determined.

g. If a mine be idle for a period of one full calendar month or more,

the last rating determined will be the rating when work is resumed, pro-

vided the mine conditions be substantially the same as when the mine

closed.

h. A rating for development purposes based on current performance will

be assigned to a new operation in previously undeveloped coal. .^ new

mine will be furnished with a supply of cars suflficient to enable it to work

freely in the course of development for a period not exceeding 3 months

after shipments are begun; provided, that if theretofore its ability to load

150 tons per day is established, it shall then be rated. A new operation of

any other character shall be entitled to a development rating for a period

of one month after shipments are begun.

i. Each mine shall report on a prescribed form to the (note b)

promptly at the close of each day:

1. The number of hours in the recognized work day;

2. The established time for beginning the day's work;

3. -\ctual time work was begun this day on the tipple;

4. If noon hour intermission taken, how long;

5. If time lost account blocked with loads, waiting for railroad cars, or

other railroad disability, how much on each account;

6. Time work on tipple ceased for day;

7. Xumber of hours worked today on the tipple ; and in the

mine <see paragraph e^ ;

8. Number of net tons of coal loaded for shipment via (note

o) railroad;

9. Total number of net tons of coal produced and shipped via each other

outlet.

Joint mines shall furnish this daily report to each carrier serving them.

y. At the close of each month the mine manager or superintendent in

charge of actual operation shall report under oath on a prescribed form to

the (note 6^ having jurisdiction, separately for each

mine for each month, as follows;

1. Number of hours in the recognized work day;

2. Total number of net tons of coal produced;

3. Total number of net tons of coal shipped via the (note a)

railroad;

4. Total number of net tons of coal shipped via each other outlet;

5. Total number of hours worked during the month (see paragraph e).

This report must be forwarded not later than the 3rd of the month fol-

lowing that for which the statement is furnished. Joint mines shall furnish

this monthlv report to each carrier serving them.

k. If an operator declines or persistently fails to make reports or to

make accurate reports to the carrier as required herein, it will be assumed

that the mine worked full hours in producing and loading into railroad

cars the tonnage shipped, and the daily rating will be computed accordingly.

Note a. Designate name of issuing railroad.

Note b. Designate title of proper officer of issuing railroad.

Rules Governing the Distribution of Cars to Coal Mine Tipples (Other
Than .Anthracite').

Whenever the available car supply in any region (or district) is such

that all orders for cars can be filled, cars shall be pi'aced at each mine

in accordance with its dailv order. Whenever the available car supply is

.such that all orders for cars can not be filled, each mine shall be given

its pro rata share of cars (grouping of mines or pooling of cars not being

permitted) in accordance with the following rules:

1. The daily rating, or the daily order for cars if less than the rating,

shall be the basis for car distribution.

2. Each mine operator shall report to the car distributor at

(note 1) p. m. daily:

II, Number of unconsigned loads on hand at 7 a. m.

/). Number of empty and partly loaded cars on hand at 7 a. m.

c. Additional number of empty cars received prior to 10 o'clock a. m.

J. .\ggregate number of empty cars received during the day.

c. Number of cars loaded during the day.

f. Number of empty cars standing over at close of day.

g. Number of empty cars standing over at close of day which were re-

ceived prior to 7 a. m cars; and prior to 10 a. m

h. Numher of partly loaded cars under tipple at close of day.

i'. Number of unconsigned loads on hand at close of day.

/. .Additional number of empty cars required for loading following day.

k. Note 2.

Copies of orders for cars for a mine that is joint with any other carrier

(steam, electric, or water) shall be filed with a designated representative

of each such carrier. Such combined requisitions must not exceed the gross

daily rating of the mine.

,1. The recognized standard car for coal car distribution is 50 tons.

Others are compared thereto by tenths of a car, i. «., 80,000 pounds capacity

equals eight-tenths (.8) of a car; 140,000 pounds capacity, one and four-

tenths 11.4') cars, etc.. and charged :iccordingly against the mine.

4. a. All c.->.rs placed at a mine during each period of 24 hours ending

•at 10 o'clock a. m. (or when Sundays or holidays intervene, the longer

period ending at 10 o'clock a. ni. of the day immediately succeeding the

Sunday or holiday) shall be charged against the mine on the day when

such period ends; provided, that if the cars pl.iced at 7 o'clock a. m. do

not equal or exceed in number 40 per cent of the daily rating (or order

if less than rating) than the cars placed subsequent to 7 o'clock a. m. will

not b« charged against the mine for that day unless they are loaded or

partly loaded on the day placed.

h. Cars placed between 10 o'clock a. m. and the time the mine ceases

work tor the day, if loaded or partly loaded on the day placed, will be

charged against the mine on that day.

c. All cars of other than railroad ownership (commonly called "private

cars"^ placed for owner's loading will be considered as ordered.

5. The pro rata share of cars to which each mine i* entitled, except »«

provided in Rule 7, shall be based on its rating (or order when less than

its rating). When a mine has empty or partly loaded cars which were

placed prior to 7 a. m., or unconsigned loads, standing over at the close

of the day's business, such cars shall be charged against it each service

day thereafter while they are detained.

If on any day a mine be furnished with cars totaling less than 100 per

cent of its rating (or order if less than its rating) and for any cause what-

ever other than railroad responsibility fails to load the entire number, the

mine shall be considered as having been furnished ore hundred per cent

of its requirements and its order shall be arbitrarily reduced to the num-
ber of cars furnished.

6. Private cars and such cars as are assigned to mines by the Car Service

Section, United States Railroad -Administration, will be designated as

"assigned" cars. All other cars will be designated as "unassigned" cars.

7. If the number of assigned cars placed at a mine during any period,

as provided in Rule 4, equals or exceeds the mine's pro rata share of the

available car supply, it shall not be entitled to any unassigned cars. The
assigned cars, together with the mine's requirements, will be eliminated,

and the remainder of the available car supply prorated to the other mines,

based on a revised percentage by reason of such elimination.

8. If the number of assigned cars placed at a mine during any period,

as provided in Rule 4, is less than its pro rata share, based on a revised

percentage, it shall be entitled to receive unassigned cars in addition thereto

to make up its pro rata share.

9. If a mine receives more or less cars than it is entitled to during any
period, as provided in Rule 4 (and after eliminating assigned cars as pro-

vided in Rule 7) it will be charged with a surplus or credited with a

shortage accordingly and the discrepancy adjusted as promptly as practi-

cable.

10. A record showing the distribution will be maintained in the office of

each interested Superintendent, or his representative, and shall be open
for inspection by one representative from each mining company in the dis-

trict to which the record applies. Such record will show for that district

the mine rating and percentage of cars supplied to each mine, and the

totals for each railroad division, for the preceding rating period.

Note 1. Hour may be named by the issuing railroad.

Note 2. Issuing railroad may ask additional necessary information per-

taining to car supply.

Committee on Health and Medical Relief

A Committee on Health and Medical Relief has been ap-

pointed by the Railroad Administration, consisting of the

following: Dr. D. Z. Dunott, chief surgeon. Western Mary-
land, chairman; Dr. G. W. Cale. Jr., chief surgeon. Frisco

Lines; Dr. Victor G. Heiser, surgeon United States Public

Health Service; Dr. T. R. Crowder. chief surgeon and sanita-

rian. Pullman Company, and Dr. H. M. Bracken, state

health officer for Minnesota.

The committee will establish an office in Washington and
will conduct a surve\' of, and submit recommendations in

connection with, the proper protection of the health of em-

ployees and patrons of the railroads under federal control.

Increased Car and Train Loading in Allegheny Region

Director General McAdoo has received a report from C. H.
Markham, regional director of the Allegheny region, showing

that in that region tons carried per train during July, 1918,

averaged 972, as compared with 902 for July, 1917, an in-

crease of 70 tons or nearly 8 per cent. The increase in July.

as compared with June this year, was 50 tons. Tons per

loaded car average 36.8 for July. 1918. as compared with

34.3 for July. 1917, an increase of 2.5 tons, or about 7 per

cent. The increase in July as compared with June, was

2.6 tons.

District Managers Appointed for Procurement Section

.\nnouncement is made of the appointment of the following

district managers of the Procurement Section of the Central

Advisory Purchasing Committee: J. G. Stuart, general store-

keeper. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago district,

headquarters, Chicago, 111.; W. .\. Hopkins, supply agent.

Missouri Pacific, St. Louis district, headquarters, St. Louis.

Mo.; Oscar V. Daniels, Pittsburgh district, headquarters.

Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. F. Jones, general storekeeper, New
York Central. Eastern district, headqu.irters. \\'est .\lbany,

N. Y.

Mechanical Department Headquarters

The officers of the mechanical department of the Division

of Operation have been removed from the Interstate Com-

merce building to larger quarters on the northwest comer of

Seventeenth street and Pennsylvania avenue.

100 Per Cent Subscribers
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The Virginian Mallet Locomotives

THE American- Ldlomutive t'oMPAxv ha? recently de-
livered to the Virginian Railway 10 ^lallet locomotives
which are the heaviest locomotives ever built and, when

working simple, the most powerful. These engines weigh
684,000 lb., of which 617,000 lb. is carried on the drivers.

The total weight of engine and tender is 898,300 lb. They
have a tractive power of 147,200 lb. working compound, and
176,600 lb. working simple. The weight including the ten-

der is greater than that of the Triplex locomotives and the
tractive effort, working simple, is some 10,000 lb. greater.

These engines will operate over a grade of 2.07 per cent and
have been l)uilt to increase tlie traffic densit)' over an im-
portant single track section on the Virginian Railway. They
are to be operated in pairs in pusher .'iervice with a 2-8-8-2

Mallet engine at the head of the train, the three locomotives
being able to handle a train of 5.850 tons. A more complete
description of these locomotives will be published in a later

issue.

I. C. C. Report on Ivanhoe Collision

THE REPORT of W. P. Borland, chief of the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission, cover-

ing the investigation of the rear collision of west-

bound trains which occurred on the Michigan Central at

Ivanhoe, Ind., on June 22, 1918, at 3:55 a. ni., has been
made public. This collision, reported in the Railway Age,

June 28. page 1570, resulted in the death of 67 passengers

and 1 employee, and the injury of 127 passengers. The in-

ve.stigation was made in conjunction with the Indiana Pub-
lic Service Commission. The line is double track and this

division is completely equipped with automatic block signals,

normal clear. The line is straight for about 3.480 ft. ap-

proaching the point of accident, which was 990 ft. east of the

westliound home signal at Ivanhoe interlocking. The grade

is level, or very slightly descending for about half a mile.

The trains involved were westbound e.xtra 7826. with a

part of the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus, and westbound extra

8485, a train of empty passenger cars. No. 8485 running

into Xo. 7826. The circus train consisted of 7 stock cars,

14 flat cars, 4 sleeping cars and a caboose, all except the

caboose being the property of the circus company. The
killed were nearh- all in the sleeping cars, which took fire at

~ once.

The testimony, as summarized in the report, shows the

facts substantially as already reported. Tlie signal system

was working properly and the marker lights were burning

properly on the circus train. E.\tra trains are permitted to

run ahead of superior trains without orders until instructed

by signal or message to take siding. On double track extra

trains do not carry classification signals, nor is it necessary

for them to clear the time of regular trains; tliey are governed

l)v the automatic signals. If delayed the conductor must

communicate with the despatcher, and in the absence of

instructions must protect his train and clear the main track

as stion as possible.

Statement of Engineman Sargent

At the time of the investigation engineman Sargent of

Extra 8485, being under arrest, and on advice of his counsel,

refused to testifv, but in his report to tlie officers of the

railroad companv he made the following statement: "I was

called shortly after 8 p. m. June 21, for duty at 10:15

p. m., on deadhead equipment west, engine 8485, and left

Kalamazoo at 10:55 p. m. Had been up since 5 a. ra. June

""l deadheading from mv home in Jackson, on train No. 41,

and had had little or no sleep during the day. Before going out
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I liad eaten a couple of heavy meals, realizing that I would
not get anything more to eat until some time the next morn-
ing. Leaving Kalamazoo, I followed a freight train to the

M. C. yards and .stopped at a signal near Center St. I

got a proceed signal from someone on the ground, pulled

up to Michigan City, and stojiped at the stand pijie to take

water. While following tiiis freight train we stoj)ped first

between Dowagiac and Pokagon, because of the signal in the

danger position. I stopped again at Pokagon and Xiles for

the same reason, as this freight train was ahead. Leaving

Michigan City I had a clear track to East Gar)- and there

caught the tilock of tlic train ahead, and reduced s])eed, but

did not have to stoj) as the bl(Kk cleared before I reached it.

I reduced speed going through Gary, to comply with the rules,

and saw no more signals at caution or danger until ap-

])roaching the curve cast of Ivanhoe, where I found the

second signal east of where the wreck occurred at caution.

I was going about 25 miles an hour at this point, but did

not reduce speed us I expected that the ne.xt signal would

]iroi)ably clear before I got to it, or that I would see it, if at

danger, in time to stop. The wind was blowing ver}' hard

into the cab on my side and I closed the window, which

made the inside of the cab more comfortable. Before reach-

ing tlie next signal I dozed, Isecause of the heat of the cab,

and missed it. Not realizing what had happened to me

until within 75 to 90 ft., I awoke suddenly and saw the

tail lights showing red on a train directly ahead of me.

Not realizing that the rear end of this train was so close, I

started to make a service application, but before completing

it I placed the brake valve handle into the emergency posi-

tion. We struck almost instantly after making the brake

application. * * * I looked to see where the fireman

was, and saw he was running towards the gangway. * * *

1 have been in the service of the Michigan Central for ap-

proximately 28 or 29 years, the last 16 of which I have been

continuously employed as an engineman. I am in perfect

pliysical condition as well as mental condition and have had

no' illness within 25 or 30 years requiring the service of a

doctor. The accident was due solely to the fact that I acci-

dentally fell asleep and I had no intent to injure any person,

nor was same done with malice, but solely throu.gh an acci-

dent, as aforesaid."

Fireman Klauss of Extra 8485 was also under arrest and

refused to testify or make a statement.

Findings of the Inspector

In its conclusion the report says: "This accident was

caused by engineman Sargent licing asleep, and, from this

cause, failing to observe the stoj) indication of automatic

signal 2,581 and the warnings of the flagman of the circus

train, and to be governed by them. In the ab.sence of any

statement from Fireman Klauss, or of any testimony as to

liis actions immediately preceding the accident, it is im-

possible to fonn any conclusion as to whether or not he

contributed in any way to the cause of the accident. The
interval between the time when the circus train stopped and

the time of the collision was very .short. It appears from

the investigation that the flagman started back immediately

and made a diligent effort to get back far enough to properly

])rotect his train.

"This collision is another examjile of that class of acci-

dents which a modern system of signaling is powerless to

prevent. It has been repeatedly pointed out in reports of other

accidents investigated )>>• this Bureau that the only known
way to guard against .sucii accidents is the use of some form

of automatic device which will assume control of the train

whenever the engineman fails to obey the stop indication

of a signal. * * * Ever>-thing was favorable for the

second train to stop except the one failure that no signal

system can guard against, namely, the failure of the man.

"Since July. 1911, when this Bureau began the investiga-

tion of accidents it has reported on 50 accidents, or approxi-
mately 10 per cent of the total number of accidents investi-

gated, resulting in the death of 270 per.-ons and injuries to

1,405 others, in which the primary cause was the disregard of

signal indications. In a number of these investigations it

has been shown that the best signal systems, installed accord-

ing to the latest engineering knowledge on the subject and
maintained to a ven.- high standard, will not prevent accidents.

Employees of the highest class with long records for faith-

ful performance of their every duty have failed at a critical

time. * * * "With such a list of accidents, to refer only

to the more recent ones, as Tyrone, Milford. Amherst. Brad-
ford, Mount Union and North Vernon, all occurring on roads

where modem signaling is in use, the lesson of the urgent

need of some further safeguard cannot be overlooked. It

is for this jjurpose that the automatic stop has Ijeen devised

and devices of this kind have now tjeen sufficiently developed

to warrant service trials on an extensive scale. In tliis con-

nection it is noted that ordinary locations of automatic signals

will permit a much closer spacing of trains than will give a

flagman time to get back a sufficient distance to protect his

train; and under such conditions, protection by flag cannot

be relied upon if for any reason an engineman disregards

a sto]) signal indication. * * * The conditions which

contributed to this accident frequently exist, and * * *

they demonstrate that under such circumstances the flagging

rule can be relied upon to furnish but little if any additional

protection. A\"hile it is true that automatic train control

devices cannot l)e expected to perform all their functions

with 100 per cent efficiency in the early stages of their de-

velopment, they cannot be perfected unless jiut into use on

more than an experimental scale and the weak points worked

out through actual operation, as has been the case with other

signal devices. It is the dutv' of railroads to surround their

passengers with every known safeguard, even though some
of the devices may be called upon to act very infrequently.

"The cars on the circus train (of wood), were lighted by
oil lanterns hung in the center of the car and no other lights

were permitted. * * * Had the cars been of steel con-

struction they would not have burned and the number of

lives lost would have been far less. Even reinforced sills

would have resisted to a considerable extent the crushing

force of the collision and would have enabled many of the

injured to have been removed after the fire started. * * *

The exact cause of the fire could not be ascenained. liut it

probably originated from the lanterns in the cars and the oil

headlight. The head end of the engine was not broken open
nor was the ashpan or firebox damaged in such a way as

to s[)ill live coals.

"Engineman Sargent was first employed as a switch fire-

man in 1890, and had a good record up to 1910. when he
was discharged for running jxist a block signal in the stop

position and colliding with the rear of the preceding train.

After about two years he was reinstated on December M).

1911, and has had a clear record since that time. Firem in

Klauss. of train 8485, was employed in Octol>er. 1917. and
was making his tenth triji on the main line. None of tiie

employees had l)een on duty for excessive periods."

The school for ticket sellers, established by the Railroad
.\dnlini^t^ation in Chicago, was opened on October 1. It

is in the Edison building, and instrnciion is given to lit pupils

for positions as accountants and attendants at information
bureaus as well as lor ticket selling proper. The school is

designed particularly for the instruction of women, and the

course extends through eight weeks. During this time
students will be paid at the rate of $35 a month. The nian-

a.aer is W. H. .Abel, assistant general passe^iger agent of

tlic Chicago K- Alton.
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What the Future Holds in Store for the Railroads

Two Views on Effect of Federal Control on Securities and
Fate of Carriers After War

I\

ADDRESSES l>efore the American Bankers" Association at

Chicago on September 24, Samuel Untermyer, repre-

sentative of railroad security holders in their contract

negotiations with the government, and Francis H. Sisson,

vice-jiresident of tlie Guarant}' Trust Company, Xew York,
presented divergent views on the effect of federal control on
railroad securities and the proliaide final solution of the trans-

portation problem in this country. Brief alistracts of por-

tions of their s[ieeches were published in the Railway Age of

September 27. •

With reference to the future of securities, Mr. Untermyer
took a rather pessimistic view and ex])ressed the opinion that,

under the present form of contract, dividends would probablv
be materially diminished or entirely discontinued, and pre-

dicted that if the railroads are returned to their owners at the

conclusion of the war, they will 1k' burdened with onerous

charges for additions and betterments authorized by the gov-

ernment, and bereft of much Ijusiness which it took years

of private operation to create. He believed that the only re-

maining alternative for ."security holders was government

ownership at a fair ])rice. Mr. Sisson, on the other hand,

took a more optimistic view of the future of securities and
went on record as unalterably o]5posed to government owner-

ship. He believed that a more satisfactopi- .solution of the

railway problem would l>e one which would retain all of the

advantages of co-ordination and also of individual ownershiji,

Mr. Untemiyer's remarks were in ]iart as follows

:

Railroad Credit Doomed Under Private Ownership

The prol)able ojxTating and financial conditions of the

roads at the end of federal control are, of course, the chief

concerns of those interested in them, vastly more important

to them than the amount of compensation payable during the

uncertain tenure of federal control * * * That the

roads that are continued in operation will l)e in at least as

gocKl [physical condition as when taken over, to the extent to

which they are not dismembered, except as to the Imsiness

that is diverted from them, may, I think, be reasonably as-

sumed. The danger is rather that man\' of them will Ije in

better condition and with more eciuipment, l>etter roadbed and
heavier rails than they can afford and l)etter than their

nomial requirements demand.
These improved conditions will be largel\- represented by

charges against their properties that they may be unable to

meet. Added to these iairdens will be the ex])enditures that

may be made f(jr their account for additions, extensions,

equi|)ment, etc., for war and other purposes for which it may
eventually be determined that they are not liable. But mean-
time the oi)ligations have been fastened upon them whilst it

may take years of litigation for them judicialh' to estal)lish

the negative proposition that the)' are not lialile for them,

the Iturden of estaiilishing which is placed upon them. If

they fail successfully to carry that liurden they must take

and pay for these additions and extensions on the basis of

their cost to the government at inflated prices.

It would seem as though in most cases this would destrov

their credit and render them unable to finance these onerous

requirements. If the systems of transportation are unified

and co-ordinated, parallel and competing lines discontinued

or diverted into other channels, new connections and other

changes made that will unquestionably result in greater

efficiency and economy in the ojieration of all the systems

taken as an entiretv, some roads will benefit whilst others will

i)e virtually destroyed. Kven of those that are benefited the
burdens ma)- be too great to carr)-. I can see little hope for
most of them except through federal ownership on almost any
terms that the government mav impose. * * *

Basis of Compensation to Owners
How are the security holders of the railroads likely to

fare under government ownership in the light of this con-
tract? * * * Here again the entire field of conjecture
i.s open but there are signposts along the road. * * *

Xot only will the government be able to return the properties
iiereft of their chief element of value and Ix- fumi.shed the
basi.s for valuing them for the purpose of acquisition on that
quasi-confiscatory Ixisis, l)ut far more serious in its results
may Ije the valuation placed upon the tangible assets in the
light of these provisions.

It may well be doubted that the courts would hold that as
to properties the operations of which have been abandoned,
the rails, )ards, shops, stations, roundhouses, elevators, ware-
houses, etc., would be valued at their scrap value, and yet
this is not beyond the range of possibility having regard to
the fact that the carriers that have signed the contract have
thereby agreed to such aiiandonment and have given express
permission for their return in that condition. It was largely
in order to avoid that construction that a persistent effort was
made to safeguard against such a contingency, the result
of which is embodied in the document but in' a .somewhat
equivocal form that is far from satisfactory.

Assuming that the peril from this source has been over-
come and that the properties will be justly valued, the next
question that (xcurs to the present and future investor is as
to the basis and method of comiXMisation that will in that
event be adopted. Here we have something of a j)rcmonition
as to the attitude of the Interstate Commerce Commission if,

as is proljable, the valuation is placed under its jurisdiction.
* * * Certain principles have been tentatively an-
nounced by the commission which, if adhered to and upheld
by the courts, will seriously impair property values as at
present understood, but I do not Ixlieve that thcv will he
sustained. * * * Suffice it to say that if the views of the
commission as to values and elements of value as there an-
nounced are adopted in the acquisition of the roads the re-

covery may be limited mainly to replacement cost, which does
not liegin to re[iresent the jiresent cost of acquisition.

Proposed Plan for Purchase of Roads
Having ascertained the basis of compensation, in what

way is the go\-ernment likel)- to offer to pay for the prop-
erties? To pay outright in cash would seem impracticable
in view of our financial condition at the end of the war.
nor would it be necessar)- or profitable to either part\'. The
most logical and proliable method would seem to l>e to guar-
antee interest and dividends on outstanding securities to an
amount that would yield a reasonable rate of return on the
values of the projierties, or for the government to issue in
exchange its own long term securities at rates of interest that
would give to them a par value having regard to their greater
market and intrinsic value as government obligations.

If, for instance, a high class four per cent railroad bond
normally sells at 90, a long term government bond or
guarantee at 2'/j per cent should under peace conditions have
an etjual value. If a stock paying 6 per cent and earning an
average of twice that amount over a long series of vears

And in 100 Per Cent Amounts?
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has commanded an average price of par, shareholders would

doubtless i)e willing to accept a 4 per cent or even a 3 per

cent government obligation as an equivalent in market value.

There should be no difficulty in carr\'ing out such a plan as

to the pro.spcTous road. It would be fair to the .security

holders and highly profitable to the government. If a road

has been paying, say, 4 per cent on $50,000,000 lionds and

earning and paying 6 per cent on an equal amount of stock,

or $5,000,000 in all, and the government would guarantee

2^ per cent on the jjonds and 4 per cent on the stock, the

annual charge to the government would Ije $.>,S00,000, leav-

ing it an annual profit of $1,500,000 or equal to a profit of

30 per cent, and the securities would have at least as great

a market value as those of the company paying the higher

rates. I am assuming that the value of the properties is

fairly represented by the outstanding securities inasmuch as

rates are supposed to be based upon a fair return on capital

investment.

The difficulties will be encountered when it comes to

fixing values on properties representing capital investment

that are out of proportion to their net operating revenues.

Will their compensation be regulated by the investment or

the returns? Probably by a combination of both elements.

Whatever the result, they could also be compensated In- gov-

ernment guarantees equivalent to a return on whatever is

found to be the selling or condemnation value.

In any event even if the government pays generously for

the properties its net revenues will be greath' augmented by

reason of the greater value of the low interest bearing securi-

ties it may issue by way of pajTTient or guarantee on acquir-

ing the properties. If ten billion dollars par value of

securities of privately owned roads now yielding an average

return of $400,000,000 per year have a market value of, say,

five billion dollars, would not six billions of these securities

with a government guarantee of 3>4 per cent have an equal

or greater aggregate value? Assuming a continuation of the

same net operating revenues this would leave to the govern-

ment a net profit of $190,000,000 per year.

There is no occasion for driving an oppressive bargain

with the security holders. Assuming that a fair price is

paid, sufficient to maintain at least the present market values

of the securities, the savings in interest and dividends by

reason of the lower rate recjuired to command the same

market price would alone constitute a sinking fund sufficient

to pay for the roads in from 30 to 40 years without a dollar

of actual cost or outlay to the government, and this without

taking into account the vast economies from operations made

possible through unification of the systems. * * *

Government ownership at a fair price will be far more

advantageous for the government and infinitely better and

vastly more just to the security holders than federal control

under the conditions of this contract. * * *

Mr. Sisson said in part:

Proposed Solution of Railroad Problem

A regional railroad system based on natural traffic di-

visions would meet the tests of economic operation and of

economic utilization of railway capital. In the develop-

ment of such a system we should be able to retain

all the advantages that come from individual ownership

and operation, to retain the advantages that would

come from co-ordination of railway facilities under govern-

ment ownership and operation, and at the same time avoid

the evils that would undoubtedly develop from either govern-

ment ownership, or a continuation of the old competitive

system. It would lay a sound l)asis for the development of

a wholesome territorial competition in industr}', supervised by

regional commissions acting as regulating bodies under one

central commission.

It should be planned to have the ownership of these com-

I)anies under federal incorporation rest in the hands of in-

dividual holders who at the time of transfer would represent

the owners of the existing railway system. In taking over

existing securities of the railways, and in consolidating them
with the regional system, a broad viewpoint of value based
on fair, average market prices should he taken. In any plan
of reconstructing our railways it must be assumed that the

rights and equities of the present holder of railway securities

will be recognized. In effecting the exchange of securities

a government commission should take cognizance of these

claims and make proper adjustments. Some plan providing

for guaranteed dividends and a profit-sharing arrangement

with the government above the guarantee, together with .gov-

ernment representation on directorates would cement public

and private interests in this consolidated enterprise.

In.sofar as the regional road would lead to an economic
use of capital and thereby eliminate the wastes under the

competitive system, the equity back of the various railroad

securities should increase over a period of time. The de-

velopment of a rate structure for each regional railroad on

the basis that rates should be high enough to assure the

proper standard of ser\'ice. should improve the earning posi-

tion of the road. * * *

Factors Which Will Affect Railway Credit

If it proves impossible to reduce labor costs on the return

of peace, particularly when the time is reached, as it must
lie reached, for an efficient economic readjustment and the

consequent reductions in operating revenues, the position of

the railway security holder would not lie satisfactory if the

roads are returned to their competitive conditions. Their

future would be dependent entirely upon the breadth and
courage shown by the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the state commissions in so adjusting rates from time to

time as to show a fair return and adequate protection to the

security holder. * * *

Economic factors entirely outside the field of transporta-

tion, of course, a\t11 also affect railroad security values in the

future and must be reckoned with. The higher cost of living.

the depreciated purchasing power of the dollar, the level of

interest rates, and the increasing burdens of taxation will all

tend to emphasize the desirability and perhaps the necessity

for higher yields. This situation would seem to indicate a

greater demand for junior securities and second-rate tionds,

and a consequently lesser demand for the higher grade

issues. Higher values for the former, and lower values for

the latter would then follow, because with the government's

guarantee to assure interest pa>Tnents, the quality of the se-

curity behind the obligation will temporarily not seem so

important as before. * * *

Under the government's contract dividends are left subject

to some uncertainty in the right of the director general to

order the roads to expend money from their compensation, if

they cannot get it from other sources, to pay for improvements
or maintenance in excess of what they have spent. * * *

Tlie government's attitude towards the security holders as

evidenced in its administration of their properties will affect

the public attitude toward railroad security values. If there

is an evident desire to protect these values and to safeguard

the properties upon which they are based, so that public con-

fidence is inspired, sustained and possibly appreciated values

may be anticipated.

Railway financing has been practically at a standstill this

year and pressing obligations have been met with advances

b)- the government, which from .\pril 1 to September 1

amounted to $241,000,000, together with various short term

note issues.

If the jiractiCe of financing by the issue of short term or

demand notes is continued, instability of the railroad financial

structure must result even thougli payment of the notes is

You Have Not Given When You Buy a Bond
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not demanded durinj; federal control. The situation result-

ing from the accumulation of a vast floating, or short term,

debt maturing at the end of federal control, thereafter, would

be dangerous. Even if long term mortgage bonds are ulti-

mately accepted by the director general for these expenditures,

that would only serve to perpetuate and exaggerate the al-

ready excessive proportion of debt in the railroad financial

structure.

A further feature in the situation is the fact that these ex-

penditures represent capitalization by debt of heavy ex-

penditures at war prices. The standard contract expressly

forbids the carriers to make any claim for loss at the end of

federal control on account of these high prices. This would
be relieved if the director general would authorize very

liberal depreciation charges to operating expenses during
federal control so as to amortize the excess cost or at least the

greater part of it before the roads are turned back to their

owners. The propriet}' of such charges is recognized by the

government in computing costs under munition and other

contracts and in liguring war taxes.

Still other important factors will enter into the future of

the railroads. The shippers of the country must determine

whether they will continue to be "penny wise and pound
foolish." Their long continued fight against fair rates was
largely in.strumental in bringing the railroads to the situation

they faced last winter. * * *

Will lalior Ije satisfied with its fair share of the railroad

dollar, or will labor, by organized power, make private

ownership impossible, and compel the government to keep

open these arteries of commerce?
It seems vcr\- certain that there must be either a radical

change in the public attitude toward the railroads, a change

which will invite the confidence of investors and make pos-

sible the efficient and proper operation under private owner-

ship and direction, or there must be continued government

interference. * * *

Basis of Value In the Event of Federal Ownership

If government ownership is inevitable, then the basis of

value upon which this ownership is effected becomes of

major importance. There are many ways in which this might

be effected. Instead of absorbing the entire 1 7 billions of

dollars of railroad securities the government might be satis-

fied to leave the bonds outstanding in private hands, and

merely absorb the stock. If the government should be dis-

posed to allow the owners of the railroads a compensation

based on a fair capitalization of their estimated rental value

of approximately $950,000,000 a year, security owners would

receive a fair return for their holdings. * * *

If the government lun- the roads, the fact must be faced

that decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in-

dicate that its estimates would deprive the companies of

many elements of value which they believe rightfully belong

to them in any exchange. The contention ha?; lieen made

l)efore the commission that no allowance should lie made for

the important element of good-will, for appreciation in real

estate values, or even for investments made out of earnings.

The importance of this last mentioned item may be realized,

when the fact is borne in mind that the Pennsylvania Rail-

road alone has put back into its properties more than

$200,000,000 out of earnings, representing actual invested

value. * * *

In facing these contingencies the fact should ever be borne

in mind that in no country has government ownership of

railroads lieen successful, with the single, possible, excep-

tion of Germany, where under military rule it has achieved

some degree of efficiency; yet not even there has it produced

any marked improvement in initiative or progress in methods

such as have marked private ownership. The railroads of

the United States have served their public at the lowest cost,

the lowest capitalization, and with the greatest efficiency of

any railroads in tlie world. There has been nothing what-

ever in our experience with public ownership in this coun-

tr}- to justify the assumption that it can be profitably as-

sumed under normal conditions in the field of transporta-

tion.

Tonnage Rating of the

Standard Locomotives

By H. S. Vincent

THE \'ERY COMPLETE REPORT On Train Resistance and
Tonnage Rating presented to the Master Mechanics'
convention in 1914 summarizes the many conditions

which influence the hauling capacity of a locomotive as well
as the variety of methods in vogue among the railroads for

determining the proper rating. It is evident that there are
many factors such as track maintenance, operating condi-
tions, loading ratio, etc., which preclude the adoption of a
standard method of rating applicable to all roads. There is,

however, one important factor in rating locomotives in which
present practice varies through wide limits and which would
appear to be easily capable of standardization: this is the
frictional resistance of cars.

The construction of freight cars and trucks is so stand-
ardized, that assuming the same degree of maintenance and
lubrication there should be no difference in the frictional

resistance for any given capacity. Yet, we find in Table I.

of the report above mentioned, a variation in car resistance

of over 40 per cent between the eastern and western divi-

sions of the same road. It would seem, therefore, ver}- de-
sirable at this time when the railroads are being furnished
with a large number of cars of identical design, that some
concerted eft'ort be made toward the adoption of a standard
car resistance which would vary only with the capacity of
the car and the operating speed.

As a basis for detennining the tonnage rating of the stand-
ardized locomotives now being delivered by the Government
to the railroads, the writer has prepared a series of charts

for each of the three types of locomotivest so far built from
which the maximum hauling capacity in ton? of 2.000 lbs.

can be read directly for any comljination of speed and grade
within the given limits.

The tractive eftort formula used in the calculations is:

T =
w

Where: T = Tractive power.
d =: Dianicter of c.vlindcrs in inches.
L = Stroke in inches.
P =r Boiler pressure — lb. per square inch.
\V = Diameter of driving wheels in inches

The drawbar pull which varies with the resistance is

shown on the charts by the inclined parallel lines. On
straight level track tliis equals the tractive effort less the

frictional resistance of engine and tender. In determining
the latter resistance, the writer has adopted the method pro-

posed by F. J. Cole, in which the engine and tender resist-

ance is made up of the following:

(a) Engine friction or energ)* required to overcome the

friction of the driving wheels, pistons, valves, crossheads,

etc., equal to weight on drivers in tons x 22.2 lb.

(b) Resistance of engine and trailing truclis and two-

thirds of loaded weight of tender assumed to be the same as

the cars in the train.

(c) Head air resistance of engine, assumed to be 120
sq. ft. X .002 V-, in which V = velocity of train in miles

per hour.

•Copyright by H. S. Vincent, 1918.

tSimilar charts will be prepare*^ bv Mr. \'inccnt for other standard
locomotives as they are built and published in the /?at7n-ay Age with the
description of them.—Editor.

Unless You Buy Bonds to Your Utmost
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The tonnuge curves are based on a frictional car resist- and loadini^, when the rolling stock and roadbed are well

ance of four pounds per ton, which is a good average for maintained. However, the tonnage can be read from the

the usual mi.xed freight trains with varying weights of cars charts for any other car resistance factor or any combination

./ .2 .3 .4 .S

Orade (.Per Ceni).

.7 .8 .3 /.O /./ /.2 13 J.4 /.S /.6 J.7 /.8 /.9 ZO

.1 .2 .3 .4 e .7 .3 .3 J.O I.I I.Z /.3 1.4 I.S I.e 1.7 IS /.3 2.0

Grade (Per Ceirf-).

Fig. 1—Tonnage Rating Chart for the U. S. Standard Light Mikado Locomotive

»(i.< Voiir Office Force Subscribed lIH) Per Cent?
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Fig. 2—Tonnage Rating Chart for the U. S. Standard Heavy Mikado
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of resistances simply by converting tiiem into terms of grade, locomotive on a one per cent grade at a speed of 18 m.ij.h.,

usin" the following multipliers: "ith a mi.xed train having a frictional car resistance of four

One pound car resistance — .05 per cent grade. I)0unds per ton: also with a train of 50 tons loaded coal

One degree curve uncompensated = .04 per cent grade. cars, having a resistance of three pounds per ton.

For example: Find the tonnage of the light Mikado From Fig. 1 at the intersection of the ordinate for one

Grade ( PerCen^).

.4 .S .e .7 .8 .9 /.O l.l 1.2 /.3 /.4 /.S J.6 1.7 J.8 J.9 2.0

.1 .2 .3 .4 .S .e .7 .8 .3 I.O l.l 1.2 1.3 J.4 /.S /.6 J.7 /.3 /.9 2.0

Grade (PerCeni).

Fig. 3—Tonnage Rating Chart for the U. S. Standard Eight-Wheel Switching Locomotive

Evsfing Bonds la Not Enough
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per cent grade with the drawbar pull curve marked 18

m.p.h., we find the radial curve reading 1,500 tons.

For the train having SO ton cars with three pwund resist-

ance, we select the ordinate equal to 1— [(4— 3) x .05] =
.95 per cent grade, which at its intersection with curve for

18 m.p.h.. reads 1,575 tons approximately.

Taking the same example and combining the grade with

an eight degree uncompensated curve, we hav6 for the mixed
train, an equivalent grade of 1 + (8 x .04) = 1.32 per

cent, which at 18 m.p.h. gives a rating of about 1,130 tons,

and for the train with uniform loads we have an equivalent

grade of 1 + (8 x .04) — (1 x .05) = 1.27 per cent,

which at 18 m.p.h. gives a rating of approximately 1,180

tons.

For Passenger and Express Service.—To avoid confusion,

the charts have Ijeen based on a frictional resistance of four

pounds per ton, although in every case adjustment must be

made for a greater resistance due to increased frictional re-

sistance of passenger cars. For example: Find the ton-

Table I

—

Frictional Resistance of Freight Cars

Speeds 5 to 30 M. P. 11.

Weight in tons Resistance (Lb. per ton)

^oaded Empty Loaded Empty
15 6 6.40 10.30

20 7.8 5.91 9.60

25 9.5 5.44 9.05

30 11.1 5.07 8.45

35 12.6 4.74 8.05
40 14.0 4.40 7.65

45 15.3 4.18 7.26

50 16.5 3.90 6.85

55 17.6 3.65 6.50

60 18.6 3.43 6.26

65 19.5 3.24 6.00
70 20.3 3.07 S.82
75 21.0 2.90 5.63

nage which can be hauled by the heavy Mikado in pdssenger

service on 0.5 per cent grade combined with six degree curve

at 40 m.p.h.

From Table III we find the resistance for passenger

coaches at 40 m.p.h. is 6.65 II). per ton. The equivalent

grade is then

:

.5 + (6 X .04) + (2.65 x .05) = .8725 per cent.

From Fig. 2 at the intersection of the ordinate for .8725

Table II

—

Frictional Resistance of Freight Cars

From Bulletin No. 43—University of Illinois—Edward C. Schmidt

Speed, Train resistance—Pounds per ton
miles Column headings indicate average weights per car

per .

^ —
->

• hour 15 20 25 30 35 -10 45 50 55 60 65 70 75

6 7.7 6.9 6.1 5.5 4.9 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0

8 8.0 7.1 6.3 5.6 5.0 4.6 4.2 3.9 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.1

10 8.2 7.3 6.5 5.8 5.2 4.7 4.3 4.0 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.2

12 8.4 7.5 6.7 6.0 5.4 4.8 4.4 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.3

14 8.7 7.8 6.9 6.2 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.4

16 9.0 8.0 7.1 6.4 5.7 5.1 4.7 4.3 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.5

18 9.3 8.3 7.4 6.6 5.9 5.3 4.8 4.5 4.1 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.6

20 9.6 8.5 7.6 6.8 6.1 5.5 5.0 4.6 4.3 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.7

22 9.9 8.8 7.9 7.0 6.3 5.7 5.2 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.8

24 '..10.2 9.1 8.1 7.3 6.6 5.9 5.4 4.9 4.6 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.0

26 10.5 9.4 8.4 7.5 6.8 6.1 5.6 5.1 4.8 4.5 4.3 4.2 4.1

28 .: 10.9 9.7 8.7 7.8 7.0 6.3 5.8 5.3 4.9 4.7 4.5 4.4 4.3

30 : 11.3 10.0 9.0 8.0 7.3 6.6 6.0 5.5 5.1 4.9 4.7 4.5 4.5

32 11.6 10.4 9.3 8.3 7.5 6.8 6.2 5.8 5.3 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.6

34 12.0 10.7 9.6 8.6 7.8 7.1 6.5 6.0 5.5 5.3 5.1 4.9 4.8

36 12.5 11.1 9.9 8.9 8.0 7.4 6.7 6.2 5.8 5.5 5.3 5.1 5.0

38 12.9 11.4 10.2 9.2 8.3 7.6 7.0 6.5 6.0 5.7 5.5 5.3 S.2

40 13.4 11.8 10.6 9.5 8.6 7.9 7.3 6.8 6.3 6.0 5.7 5.6 5.5

per cent grade with the drawbar pull curve for 40 m.p.h.

we find a rating of approximately 730 tons.

The maximum tonnage as given on the charts is that

which the engine can start on a level straight track, assuming

a starting resistance of 12 lb. per ton for freight trains.

The minimum speed shown on the charts is that equiva-

lent to 250 ft. piston speed per minute, the highest speed at

which the locomotive will develop its maximum drawbar

pull.

Table I gives the resistance in pounds per ton for varying

weights of freight cars; this covers speeds from 5 to 30

m.p.h. and is based on the assumption that the resistance is

constant between these limits.

Table II is taken from Bulletin No. 43 of the University

of Illinois, and represents tests by Prof. Edward C. Schmidt
under actual service conditions. It will be observed that in

this table the resistance per ton increases with the speed, and
inversely, as the weight of the cars.

Table III gives the resistance for passenger cars at vary-

Table Ill--Frictional Resista nce of Passencer Cars

Speed. ResisUnce, Speed. RcsisUnce,
M. P. H. Lb . per ton M. P. H. Lb. per ton

5 5.89 42.5 6.90
7.5 5.60 45 7.20

10 5.51 47.5 7.3S
12.5 5.42 50 7.85
15 5.42 52.5 8.30
17.5 5.42 55 8.65
20 5.46 57.5 9.03

22.5 5.48 60 9.45

25 5.60 62.5 9.95
27.3 5.70 65 10.42
30 5.85 67.5 10.95
32.3 5.95 70 11.45
33 6.20 72.5 12.00
37.5 6.40 75 12.60
40 6.65 77.5

80
13.20
13.85

ing speeds. The data for this table, as well as Table I, is

taken from Bulletin No. 1001, issued by the American Loco-

motive Company.
No allowance has been made for weather or temperature

conditions or for drop in boiler pressure. In rating the loco-

motive a fixed percentage should be deducted from the maxi-

mum hauling capacity as given in these charts to suit local

conditions.

The Bridge and Building Convention

THE TWEXTV-EiGHTH .\Nxu.AL coNVENTiox of the Amer-
ican Railway Bridge and Building .\ssociation will be

held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on October 15-17,

inclusive. The convention will he largely in the nature of

a war council to discuss the problems now confronting the

bridge and building departments.

The program is as follows:

Tuesday Morning

10:00—Convention called to order.

Opening Business and Reports of Officers and Standing Committees.

11:00—Report of Committee on Water Supply, (a) Wooden tanks, (b)

Sources of supply.

Tuesday Afternoon

2:00—Report of Committee on Repairing and Strengthening Old Masonry.

3:00—Paper, Carrying Bridges Over, by C. F. Loweth, chief engineer,

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

4:00—Report of Committee on Use of Concrete.

4:45—Report of Committee on Shipping Company Material Economically.

Tuesday Evening

Moving Pictures of Recent Bridge Erection Work.

Wednesday Morning

9:30—Roundtable Discussion of Labor Conditions.

10:00—How the Bridge and Building Man Can Aid in Winning the War, by

R. H. .\ishlon, Regional Director, Northwestern Region.

10:45—Report of Committee on Small versus Large Gangs for Maintenance

Work.
11:30—Report of Committee on L.ibor Saving Equipment.

Wednesday .-XriERNOON

2:00— Address bv W. H. Finlev, President. Chicago & North Western.

3:00—Report of Committee on Bridge Floors.

Wednesday Evening •

.Association War Dinner.

Thcrsday Morning

9: JO—Papers and Discussion on the Material Problem. Unfinished and New
Business.

Election of Officers and Selection of Location for next Convention.

Thissday Afternoon

Trip to plant of Universal Portland Cement Company, at Buffington,

Ind.

Voii Must Buy Bonds to Your Limit.
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Orders of Regional Directors

PUHLICATION OF CHANGES IN PASSE.NGER TRAIN SCHED-

L.LF.s.—The Southwestern regional director outlines

methods to be followed for giving the public advance

information concerning timetable changes. I'rinted notices

of the effective date of all changes will be i)osted at stations

on railroads or branches where changes will occur ten days

before they became effective. In addition, all important

changes of train schedules, giving the time at terminals, in-

termediate principal cities and junction points, and at the

jirincipal cities on connecting lines, will be announced in

jjaid advertisements in newspapers on the lines affected. In

daily newspapers, the first insertion will ije made for ten

days, the second for five days, and the third one day before

the .scheduled change becomes effective. Notices in weekly

or semi-weekly papers will be inserted in issues published

within a period of ten days prior to the date the schedule

liecomes effective. Standard forms to he followed in making

these announcements are attached to the orders.

Salary Increases to Subordinate Officials.—The North-

western regional director answers c|uestions raised in con-

nection with the pay of supervisory officials. There was

some doubt in the niinds of railroad officers whether assist-

ant yard masters were to be paid for time in excess of eight

hours per day at pro rata rates, or whether eight hours" com-

])ensation was to cover the total wages establishing a fixed

basis i)er day or per month. On this point the regional di-

rector announces that they will Ijc paid on an hourly basis

for the actual hours worked, including the meal period, with

a minimum compensation of eight hours per day. There

was also some doubt as to the basis of compensating yard-

masters at outside points. Where no assistant yardmasters

are employed, day and night yardmasters at outside points

will be paid monthly salaries based on day foremen's rates,

plus five cents per liour, 10 hours per day, 30 days per

month, with no overtime.

Industry Tracks.—The Southwestern regional director

interprets General Order No. 15 as follows: The track or

])ortion of a track on a railroad right-of-way used wholly

or partly for the purpose of loading freight from and to cars,

to and from an industry, and not in use as a i)ublic delivery

track is to be regarded as an industry track and the cost of

maintaining it will be borne by the industry. If, however,

the track is used also for passing cars to and from other

industries or other tracks of the carrier, the expen.se will be

apportioned between the railroad and the industry- or indus-

tries affected. A percentage division of the expense may be

ado]>ted by agreement if it will produce substantially the

^ame results as the division of the expense in projiortion to

the amount of use of the track. With regard to the building

of the new industry tracks, if traffic is not sufficient to war-

rant the railroad paying the expense of its construction, it

is felt that the track should not lie built at all.

Re-routing Freight in Transit.—Tlie Northwestern re-

gional director has issued instructions to govern the diversion

enroute of carload freight to direct routes, or because of the

embargoes or congestion. A notation is to be made either in

ink or by rubber stamp on all waybills .stating that the

routing has been changed by the direction of the regional

director, signed liy the agent, and indicating the point at

which the routii^' was changed. In addition a postal card,

a standard form of which is included in the circular, will be

sent by the agent to the consignee advising him of the di-

version and the new route which his car will take. On the

arrival at destination of shipments, the agent of the line b\-

which the shipment was originally routed, as indicated on

the waybill, will also be notified of the diversion.

Ticket Forms.—The Northwestern and Southwestern re-

uional directors order the u.se of the following form of head-

ing in printing new forms of local and interline ticket-, con-

ductors" cash fare receipts and baggage checks.

IXITED ST.VTES RAU-ROAn .XDMIXI.'^TRATIOX

W. ('•. Mc.^doc, Director General of Railroa'is

North & .South Railroad

This heading will appear on the contract part of all

tickets, but sllal! not be inserted on the agent?' stub nor in

the going portion of round trip local tickets, nor on agents'

Htub and coupons of interline tickets. On baggage checks

the heading will be placed on strap or string check, and pas-

sengers" duplicate. The heading is to be used only until

the Inter-Regional Committee for the Simplification of

Ticket Forms issues its report.

Supply of Cars for Government Hay.—The Northwestern

regional director announces that effective September 25, the

Chicago office of the Inland Traffic Service of the War De-

partment will handle all orders for cars to hi: loaded with

hay and straw for government accounts. Orders for cars

required in this service will be placed by that office direct

with the railroad. A copy of the form of car order to be

used is attached to the circular. Shipments of government

hay and straw have lieen falling below the daily require-

ments of the various army camps, and to correct this situa-

tion the car supply available for such shipments will be

given preference over non-government orders for cars.

Free Transportation to Express Company Officers and

Employees.—'Fhe Southwestern regional diretnor announces

that officers and employees of the American Railway Ex-

press Company will be granted free transportation only

when traveling in the interest of or upon the business of the

express company. The principal officers of the express com-

pany, however, will have railroad passes in order to enable

them to travel at their discretion upon business of the com-

pany.

.[pplications for Grain Permits.—The Central Western

and Northwestern regional directors announce that consider-

able confusion has resulted from authorizing the application

for permits to move grain to primary markets by either the

shipper at the point of origin or the consignee at destination.

Hereafter all a]i|>lications will be made by the shipper

only.

iVomen as Section Laborers.—The Eastern regional di-

rector advises that the director general is oppwsed to the use

of w^omen as section laborers and as truckers in freight de-

pots and warehouses. He feels that this is not at all proper

work for women, and that it will not onl\- be viewed witli

disfavor by the public, but that in view of the wages now-

paid for this work it should be possible to secure men, and

the women should be transferred into some class of service

suitable to their strength and with proper regard to their

health.

Requisition for Cross Ties.—The Northwestern regional

purchasing committee directs that Form P. C. 4, Reciuisition

for Cross Ties, and Form P. C. 5. Cross-Tie Situation,

copies of which are attached to the circular, be used in plac-

ing all future orders for cross ties with the committee and

for reporting the present supply of ties and future require-

ments.

Stabilization of Live Stock Receipts.—The Northwest-

ern regional director announces that effective October 12,

live stock shipments to stations in Minnesota will be re-

ceived at the South St. Paul stock yards on any day except

during the period from noon Saturday to 3 p. m. Monday
of each week. This step has been taken to stabilize live

•^tock receipts.

Fiirloiighing Men to Railroad Sennce.—Thi director of

the Northwestern region announces that an arrangement has

been made with the adjutant general's office of the war de-

partment to grant indefinite furloughs, without pay or allow-
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ances, to certain skilled, necessary railroad emplowi-.- who
are at jiresent in military service in the United States.. When
such furloughs are granted by the war department, enlisted

men will be directed to report to the employer who requested

his services. The employer will In- required to report to the

regional director at the end of each month the status of the
furloughed man. Standard forms to be filled out in making
apjjlication for the return of an enlisted man and for making
monthly reports on the character of his work are attached to

the circular.

Unification of Terminal Facilities in the West
Extensive Changes in Operation Introduced to Prevent

Recurrence of Congestion in Rail Centers

THK RAILROADS have suffered from a serious epidemic
of freight congestion during the past two winters, a

malady generally originating in the great transportation

centers from which it radiated rapidly, Ijkxking the further

movement of traffic until the tracks of the terminals could

be freed of their accumulations of cars. The fact that

transportation paralysis results largely from the overcrowd-
ing of terminals has made the terminal problem a subject of

intensive study by officers of the Railroad Administration.

In the West this problem has gotten beyond the investigation

stage and many changes in terminal ojjeration have alread\'

been inaugurated. The guiding principle in all these reforms

has been the unification of the facilities of all the railroads

and the elimination of all unnecessary duplications of

service.

The main end sought, of course, has been to keep the

tracks clear and thereljy facilitate tlie uninterrupted circula-

tion of traffic. Efforts in this direction have not been un-

impeded; on the contrary, grain receipts at western primary

markets during the past two months have been unprecedented

in volume. In the two weeks beginning August 5, over 2o,000

carloads of grain were received in Chicago and 10,500,000

bu. were shi]3ped out, the greatest volume of grain ever

handled in a similar period in any primar)- market in the

world. While the first consideration in terminal unification

has been to prevent congestion, incidental, but nevertheless

important, purposes have been to conserve man power and

effect operating economies. Savings achieved in railroad

operation in the Chicago switching district during 1018 uj) to

Septemijer 4, arc estimated at $1,084,7.^0 per annum. The
unification of the Minneapolis-St. Paul terminals has resulted

in economies equivalent to $472,954 a year; at Omaha an

estimated saving of $212,970 a year has been effected; in the

St. Louis-East St. Louis switching district $4.^,466; and in

Duluth and Superior, $126,,>76.

Eliminating Duplications in Switching Service

A brief outline of what has been done in the Chicago

switching district, which is under the jurisdiction of the

Northwestern regional director, will indicate the character

of the work which has been done in all the western terminals.

In general, such direct interchanges between roads as were

not previously eliminated under private operation, have been

abolished when the volume of such business has been light

and this traffic has been taken over by the connecting belt

lines. For instance, the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis now delivers cars to the Belt Railway of Chicago

at Clearing yard for deliver}- by the Belt to the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul at Galewood yard. This traffic is

merged with other business destined to Galew'ood yard with

the result that the movement is larger than when the Pan
Handle made direct deliveries to the St. Paul. Under this

plan two eight-hour locomotives have been saved by the

Pan Handle for other service while the Belt has increased

its use of power to the extent of five engine hours a day.

Tlie net saving effected ijy tlie new arrangement has been,

therefore, 1 1 engine hours per day.

This arrangement has the additional advantage of reduc-
ing the numJK'r of engines on the main line tracks and in the
receiving line's yards.

While direct interchange is still maintained when there

is sufficient business to give locomotives proper tonnage, the
performance of this service has been divided l>etween the

roads involved in such a manner as to eliminate light engine
mileage. In other words, the delivering engine is given a

return load by the receiving line. An example of one-line
switching service is the present arrangement for the handling
of interchange between the Michigan Central and the Atchi-

son, Topeka &: Santa Fe at Joliet. Under this ]jlan switching
is performed exclusively by the Michigan Central, with a

net saving of eight engine hours per day.

Another important refonn inaugurated in Chicago was tiie es-

tal)lishment of one-line switching service at industrial jilants.

For instance, the industries in the East Chicago-Hammond-
Calumet district are served exclusively by the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal and the Indiana Harbor Belt, with

a resultant saving of 22 engine hours per day. This plan
gives the line performing the switching a larger number of
cars to handle, thereby insuring tonnage to the locomotives

utilized for the .ser\-ice. It reduces interference between
switch engines from their operating bases to industries, jire-

vents loss of time by one engine crew waiting until another

crew has finished its work, and eliminates the necessity of

separate demurrage checks by the respective roads perform-
ing switching service when such work is done on a tariff

basis. While in some cases the plan results in increased car

haul, the reduction in yard classification expenses on the lines

which discontinue jK-rforming tlie switching ser\-ice. exceeds

the added expenses incurred through increased switch-haul.

The handling of 1. c. 1. merchandise cars and trap cars

is also being unified. For instance, traffic of this nature to

and from industries located on the Chicago Junction is now
handled exclusively by that road, which makes interchanges

with other lines at Leavitt street yard. No longer does each

road go direct to the various industries for this traffic and
there is a net saving estimated at 56 engine hours per day
and 453 car miles per day.

Conserving Man Power
In addition to inaugurating joint switching as extensively

as practicable, the Railroad .Administration has consolidated

other facilities and has unified operating org;inizations when-

ever this could l.)e done advantageously. Although one of

the ends sought thereby was a reduction in operating ex-

penses, a no less important purpose was the conservation of

man power. Labor is scarce and by eliminating duplications

of service, employees are made available for other railroad

work.

In many instances station forces have been united without

injury to railroad service. The station forces of the New
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York. Cliicago k St. Louis and the Elgin, Joliot & Eastern

at Hobart, Ind., for example, were consolidated with a re-

sultant net saving of $1,021 per month. The agencies of

the Grand Trunk and the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern at Griffith,

Ind., have been likewise consolidated with a net saving of

S450 per month. Car checking, car inspection and demur-

rage forces have also been unified. The consolidation of car

checkers at Forest Park was made possible through the

inauguration of one-line switching service l^etween the Bal-

timore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, and the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & .Sault Ste. Marie. The services of one car checker

on the latter road were disjjcnsed with. Demurrage forces at

the Crane Company's plant at Forty-third street and Kedzie

avenue, and also in the territory along Forty-ninth street be-

tween Western avenue and Central Park avenue at industries

on the Chicago River & Indiana and the Indiana Harlior

Belt, were consolidated with a reduction in forces resulting

in a net saving of $80 per month. Through the unification

of car inspection forces of the Chicago & North Western and

the Belt Railway at Cragin, seven car inspectors were released

with a net estimated saving of $800 per month.

.\ number of freight houses which owed their existence

purely to competitive conditions were also closed and their

business taken over by houses of other lines. The Kinzie

street freight house of the Baltimore &: Ohio was closed and

its team track facilities abolished with a net estimated saving

of about $1,100 a month. The Erie street and Webster ave-

nue freight stations of the Erie which were maintained in

connection with barge service on the Chicago river were also

closed with a resultant saving estimated at $3,041 per

montli.

Railroad mechanical facilities have also been unified in

some instances. Tlie roundhouse facilities of the Indiana

Harbor Belt and the Grand Trunk at Blue Island have been

consolidated under an arrangement whereb}' the Grand Trunk

switch engines working at Blue Island are housed in the

Indiana Harbor Belt roundhouse instead of returning to

Hu\-ford. The net saving achieved through this change is

estimated at seven engine hours per day. Car repair forces at

the Union Stock yards have also been consolidated. Under

the plan introduced the Chicago Junction forces make light

repairs to cars going out over the various lines, relieving other

lines of the necessity of maintaining tlieir own forces. The

change has resulted in the release of five car repairs and a net

estimated saving of $525 per month.

Keeping Traffic Out of the Chicago Terminals

.A. very important change in railroad operation in its effect

on terminal operation in the Chicago switching district is

the rerouting of through traffic via the outer belt line, thus

relieving the tracks of the terminals of a large stream of

traffic. Tlie Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul catches east-

bound traffic at ^Milwaukee, Wis., consolidates it in train lots,

and changes the routing there to the extent of specifying de-

livery to the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and by that road to one

eastern connection. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy does

the same thing at Galesburg, 111., and Savanna, and the

Chicago & North Western at Clinton, Iowa. The staff of

the Eastern regional director is considering the introduction

of the same practice with reference to through west-bound

traffic. Tliis plan will undoubtedly greatly assist in keeping

the tracks of the Chicago terminal district clear and at the

same time will relieve the belt line of the necessity of putting

the cars through its classification yard for distribution to

separate eastern connections.

.Vnother means which is being used effectively to mini-

mize cross-town switching in Chicago is the control of coal

deliveries in tlie terminal district. Through the efforts of the

super\-isor of coal traffic of the Railroad .Administration at

Chicago, mine operators served by both the Chicago, Bur-
lington- & Quincy and the Illinois Central are sending

shipments over the road upon which the consignee is

located.

The success of this plan is, of course, limited to some extent

by variations in the respective car supplies of the two lines,

but when it is possible mine operators are shipping over the

road that goes direct to the point of final deliver}-. In the

first half of September only 34 cars from joint mines were de-

livered by the Burlington to the Illinois Central in Chicasjo.

as compared with 100 cars so delivered during 10 days in

June. This comparison, which is topical, indicates that the

mines are actively co-operating with the railroads in working

for a reduction in intra-terminal switching.

Similar steps have been taken by the terminal manager to

reduce cross-town switching of grain. As far as p)ossible

grain is delivered to elevators located on the tracks of the road-

haul carrier. Such a route is termed "first preference."

Other routes are given .second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth

preference according to the amount of terminal switching

which they involve. For the guidance of railroads, shippers

and consignees the terminal manager has prepared a chart

showing the names of all grain elevators in Chicago with the

capacity and railroad location of each. In addition, the road

haul carriers are graded from a standing as a first preference

route to a sixth preference route, with respect to each ele-

vator listed.

Handling the Greatest Grain Movement on Record

Tlie plan of regulating deliveries to elevators, as above out-

lined, was recently worked out as a means of assisting the

railroads in Chicago in handling the greatest grain receipts

in history. This unprecedented influx of grain commenced
early in August. The existence of a maximum price on grain

this year removed all incentive on the part of the farmer to

hold his products, with the result that grain has been shipped

direct from the thresher to the primary market. On July 29.

1918, tiiere were 8.199,000 bu. of grain in Chicago elevators

as compared with 383,000 bu. on July 30, a year ago. Grain
was being shipped into Chicago so rapidly that it threatened

to swamp the terminals. This result was only prevented

through the closest co-operation between the railroads, rep-

resented by the terminal manager's staff, the Grain Corpora-

tion of the Food .Administration, the "To .Arrive" committee

of the Chicago Board of Trade and the State Grain Inspec-

tion Department. Members of these organizations consti-

tuted themselves a committee meeting daily in tlie office of

the grain corporation. Every operation that had to do with

the prompt handling of grain was speeded up and in

consequence the abnormal receipts were disposed of suc-

cessfully.

As was previously stated, the greatest volume of grain e\er

received in a primary market during a similar period of time

arrived in Chicago in the two weeks beginning August 5.

Likewise the greatest quantity of grain ever shipped from a

primary market in the world left Chicago in that fortnight.

On one single day there were as many as 10.500 carloads of

grain on Chicago tracks, an equivalent of SO miles of rail-

road cars. When it is recalled that Chicago in tliose two weeks

e.xperienced some of the hottest days in its histor\-, it becomes

apparent that the movement of this traffic without congestion

and without placing a single embargo was indeed an unusual

feat. It was onl\- on September 16, when the amount of grain

in Chicago elevators had exceeded 29.000.000 bu. as com-

pared with 3,400,000 bu. in 1917, and there was no prospect

of any let-up in receipts, that the Car Service Section of the

Railroad .Administration inaugurated a permit system for

controlling the movement of grain to primary markets, as

was noted in the Railway Age of September 20.
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T^if Liberty Loan Special Now Touring Nezv York State. Pliotos from I'mlcr-u'ood & Under

Railroads Well Started on Liberty Loan Campaign
Indications That All Former Records Will Be Broken;

Liberty Loan Specials a Big Feature

THE Liberty Loan cami>ai{;x hud hurdly started lust

Saturday when Director General McAdoo received the

following telegram from General Manager Wardlaw
of the Central Vermont:

"995 out of a total of 1,249 Central Vermont employees

at St. Albans have subscribed $99,600 to the Fourth Liberty-

Loan. By their response the city of St. Albans has gone

over the top with 100 per cent of its quota within two min-
utes after one o'clock this morning."

Mr. Mc.Adoo also received the following telegram from
B. L. W'inchell, regional director of the Southern Region:

"Thinking you would not mind if we started on our Lib-

erty Loan work a day ahead of the official schedule, I am
glad to be able to report that I have word that the regional

director's office in Atlanta has received subscriptions from

even- one of its employees before closing the office this after-

noon .^0 that we have one hundred per cent on the lists on
Septemlter 27. \>."\\\ advise you amount later, but am sure

you will be more interested in the unanimous response. I

am communicating this information to all our federal mana-
gers in the hope that they can duplicate this on every line

in the region under federal control."

Liberty Loan Specials

One of the features of the Liberty Loan drive this time
consists of the Liberty Loan Specials. Twenty-four of these

trains are now moving throughout the countrv- to spread the

Liberty Loan message to almost ever}- town that is reached
by a railroad. Each train has an e.xhibit of .American and
.\llied equipment as well as a collection of trophies captured
from the Gennans. The trains are making onlv a short

visit in each town, liut their coming is being so well adver-

T^HEl Goverment must borro-w
-*- from tKe people six billiorv dol-

lars for wKich it gives its obligation
irv the form of Liberty Bonds bear-
ing interest at 4!4 per cent, per
annum.

The Government needs this
money to enable our brave army
and the brave armies of our Allies

to Keep up the push against the
Germans no-w so auspiciously
begun.

We cannot licK the Kaiser -with-

out this money and the sooner w^e

get this money and the sooner -we

convert it into the necessary muni-
tions and supplies for our heroic
boys, -who already have the Huns
on the run. the sooner v/ill they
finish the dangerous job w^e have
entrusted to them.

I earnestly urge every railroad

officer and employee w^ho loves his

country to go the limit of his means
to lend to the Government by pur-
chasing Liberty Bonds.

Director General W. G. McAdoo
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ti.sed that great throngs arc greeting them. The work of the

speakers, returned soldiers, and others on the trains, is prov-

ing nicst effective both from the standpoint of enthusiasm

and subscriptions. In the state of New York no less than

$2,000,000 in bonds was sold by two trains last Tuesday

alone.

The train which is now touring New York state is typical

of several trains throughout the various re.serve districts, not

only from the point of view of the makeup of the trains, but

of the successful work they are doing. This train is sched-

uled to visit 82 small towns in 22 days. It is being greeted

with the utmost enthusiasm and each town it visits is usually

prepared to meet it with liands, home guards, and citizen

committees. Even in smaller places where the train does

not stop crowds line the sides of the road to cheer the train

as it goes by.

The train is made up of a sleeping car, a dining car, a

baggage car which has been turned into a museum and two

flat cars upon which are mounted the large trophies. In

the museum are German machine guns, bomb throwers,

bomb rifles, flame throwers, bayonets, grenades, trench

knives, trench periscopes, wearing apparel and lesser odds

and ends. On the flat cars are cannon captured from the

Germans by our boys in France. The most conspicuous

trophy is a long barrelled 122 mm. field piece captured by

the Americans at Chateau-Thierry. Before the Gennans

abandoned this gun they stuffed the end of the liarrel and

then fired a shell which exploded and mushroomed the end

of the piece. There are also a ISO mm. field gun, a 140 mm.

trench mortar and a 240 mm. mortar, as well as some enemy

airplane bombs which were seized jjefore they had been

dropped by the German airjilanes. In addition to the speak-

ers, the train has with it two men from Tershing's army, two

representatives of the Foreign Legion, as well as two Cana-

dians, all six of these soldiers showing the effects of their

work in the trenches and all with thrilling stories to tell of

their doings.

At one town visited Saturday the train's audience sub-

scribed S140,000. over one-half of the town's fjuota. The

d & L'iidci-.,<,v.i. A. y.

An Interested Audience

next town subscribed $157,000, almost the entire quota, and
the third town, with $125,000, made up one-third of its

([uota.

CLEAR THE WAY!!

LIBERTY LOAN ,V

A Bibliography on Winter Railroading

WITH THE MEMORY of last Winter's experience still

fresh in mind and with a knowledge of the absolute

necessity for the continuity of railway communication
under existing circumstances, few subjects are of greater

imjiortance at the present time than the operation and main-
tenance of railroads under winter conditions. For this rea-

son, the list of references to articles on winter ser\'ice on rail-

roads, recently issued by the librap.- of the Bureau of Rail-

way Economics, Washington, D. C, will be of material in-

terest and unquestioned value to raihvay men. The scope

and classification of the matter covered in this bibliography

is indicated by the follow'ing list of subjects:

laiiitenance of

(leneral discus

Track protect!)

Snow fences

Snow hedges
Snow sheds
Miscellaneous
Care of water

of problems and methods.

methods
stations

Switches
Yards, tcr

Operatii

als, etc.

dur g blizzards, floods, etc.

vinter conditions

Ml of railroads in \>

al discussions

"Keeping the line open"
Locomotive performance u
Thawing frozen cars, etc.

Snow plows, spreaders, etc.

.Snow fighting on electric roads
Winter service conditions, Alaska and Canada
Winter service conditions, European railroads

The treatment under each subject is chronological so that

the reader obtains a summarized history of the subject in

which he is interested. The list covers 5o mimeographed

sheets and each item is not a mere index of the article, but

includes a brief synopsis of the matter covered. For in-

stance, the reference to an article in the Railu'oy Agr of

February 15, 1918, entitled "Pulling the Chicaco 'Terminals

£t'ery Railtvayman a Liberty Bond Subscriber
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Out of the Snow," occupies nearly an entire sheet. The
record goes back as far as 1871, and aside from its value in

giving tile busy railroad man a reference to the most valuable
articles in current publications, this bibliography possesses
not a little historic interest. For instance, the eight pages
devoted to snow plows give a vivid idea of the controversies
occurring in the early days of tiie development of modem
snow moving equi]iment, while an article published in 1871
in Big Railroading, describing a ijlockade of the Union Pa-
cific in the same locality where the blockade occurred in the

winter of 1Q16 and 191 7, is of especial interest becau-se of the
rare occasions upon which serious snow troubles have oc-
curred in that localitv.

Distribution of Overseas Traffic

THE E.VPORTS CONTROL COMMITTEE, appointed June
by order of the secretarj' of war, the secretary of the
navy and the director general of railroads, has issued

a zone routing chart to govern tlie distrijjution of overseas
traffic through the various availaijle ports with consideration
to efficiency and economy in transportation service, both
inland and ocean, based upon the war traffic iiurden of the

KNCfption: Soutlicrn iron districts may be routed via Texas ports «hen
necessary to fill tonnage.

C— V'i.i Gulf range or South Atlantic range.
I)~Via Gi^lf range, or South .Atlantic range, or New Vork. Philadelphia,

Baliimore. Hampton Roatis. or Montreal (through Chicago).
E—Via Gulf, South Atlantic or Pacific ranges.

Exceptions: FrcFh fruit and fish, and canned fruits and fish may be
routed through North Atlantic range.

F—Via Gulf, South Atlantic or Pacific ranges.
G—Via Gulf, South Atlantic or Pacific range''.

Exception: Fresh fruit and fish, and canned fruits and fish may be
routed through North Atlantic range.

Points circled on boundary lines are neutral as to territories on either
side.

Note—Except in extreme emergencies, shipments should oot be routed
via rail from one port to another, nor from a point near a port to a
more distant port, within the same zone.

The ranges of ports referred to are:

North .Atlantic Range

—

Portland, Me.,

New York,
Philadelphia,

R.iUimore,
Wilmington, Del.,

Hampton Roads:
Norfolk,
Newport News,
Portsmouth,
Pinners Point,

Lamberts Point,

Sewells Point.

South .Atlantic Range

—

Wilmington. N. C.
Charleston,
Port Royal,
Savannah,
Brunswick,
Fcrnandina,
Jacksonville.

Gulf Range (East of Miss.)—
New Orleans,
Ciulfport,

Mobile,
Pcnsacola,
Port Tampa,
Tampa.

Zone Routing Chart Governing Distribution of Overseas Traffic Through the Several Ports

I

rail carrier>. port facilities and emergenc\- retiuirements.
The zone boundaries are indicated by the lines on the map
and the instructions as to the routing from each zone are
shown below the map, lettered to correspond with the zone
lettering, as follows:

A—Via North .\tl.inlic ra'ige, or Monueal.
Exception: F. om territory on and west of the Buffalo-Pittsburgh line

freight niay be routed via South Atlantic and Gulf ranges, when neces-
sary to fill tonnage.

B—Via South -Atlantic ra

Hampton Roads.
Gulf range (e of Mii

Gulf Range (West of Miss,)—
Lake Charles,
Beaumont,
Port Arthur,
Orange,
Sabine Pass,
Galveston,

Texas City,

Houston,
Aransas Pass.

Pacific Coast Range

—

\'ancouver,
Seattle.

Tacoma,

Portland, Ore.,
San Francisco.

Los Angeles (San Pedro),
San Diego.

Texas Ports —
Lake Charles. La.
Beaumont,
Port -Arthur,

Orange,
Sabine Pass,

Galveston,

Te.\as City,

Houston,
.Aransas Pass.

THINK! Hate You Bouehl Your Li
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George D. Ogden, chairman of the committee, recently

issued some general instructions regarding the handling of

export freight in part as follows:

In the distribution of the combined amount of all exports, the existing

traffic control instrumentalities will be used as far as practicable, including

the committee of freight traffic control in charge of the Virginia gateways,

Washington, D. C, and the committee of freight traffic control in charge

of the Ohio river gateways, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Freight consigned to or for account of the war department will be sub-

ject to traii'iportation orders issued by the chief of Inland Traffic Service.

Freight consigned to or for account of the war rlepartment will be exempt
from embargoes unless otherwise ordered by the United States Railroad
Administration.

Freight consigned to or for account of the navy department and marine
corjts will be exemjjt from embargoes, unless otherwise ordered by the

United States Railroad Administration.

Export freii'ht consigned to or for account of the British, French and
Italian governments, together with commercial export freight, will be sub-

ject to railroad shipping permits of the freight traffic committee. North
,'\tlantic ports. New York, which committee now exercises supervision over
all ports. Boston, Mass., to Norfolk, \"a., and Newport News. Va., inclusive.

Kxport freitrht consigned to or for account of the British, French and
Italian governments, together with commercial export freight, via all ports,

Wilmington, N. C, to Galveston. Tex., inclusive, is subject to supervision

of the Southern export committee, .^tlanta, Ga.

Permit system of control used by the freight traffic committee. North
Atlantic ports, having jurisdiction over all ports, Boston, Mass., to Norfolk,
Va.. and Newport News. Va., inclusive, as now exercised, will continue.
The supervision of the Southern export committee over all ports. Wilming-
ton. N. C to Galveston. Tex., inclusive, as now exercised, will also continue.

It is coTitt-mplated similar system of supervision will be' established for
all export freight vis Pacific coast ports when occasion requires, announce-
ment of which win he ni.itle in due course.

Removing Mud from

Locomotive Feed Water
By C. P. Van Gundy

Chief Chemist, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

IN
THE VARIOUS articles which have been published on the

subject of water supply and water treatment, there is one

phase of the subject that is not given the prominence it

deserves. We see frequent figures on the soluble scale- form-

ing solids, the effects of scale, its cost and the methods of

preventing and removing it, but little mention is made of sus-

pended matter or in plain words, mud. Fine silt of course is

often deposited and held on the tubes and sheets as part of

the scale, as is readily determined by examination and analy-

sis, but where mud is present in large quantities in the water

supplied to the boiler, besides increasing the tendency to

foam, it is thrown down as sludge, and, together with the

loosened scale, .settles to the portions of the boiler where cir-

culation is least active. If it is not then removed speedily,

mud bums follow, resulting in leaks, buckling of the sheets

and the letting down of staybolts.

A curve showing the frequency of mud bums would have
its high points in the freshet season. The rivers of the

Middle West carry five or six pounds of suspended matter

per thousand gallons during high water periods, which
means that a locomotive may take into its boiler 100 to 120
lb. of mud on one trip. As an extreme case an analysis of

a small stream supply at a dispatching point showed 10 lb.

of suspended matter per 1,000 gal. of water, indicating that

each locomotive sent out was given 70 to 90 lb. of mud in

its tank.

To counteract the addition of mud frequent washing of

the boilers is necessary and even then mud burns occur with

greater or less frequency. I recall an instance of 16 failures

in one month in one district because of mud, with the con-

sequent loss of time and damage to the boilers. If we as-

sume two days out of service as the average result of a mud
burn and $50 per day as the net earning value of a loco-

motive, we have $1,600 loss for the month for lost time only

in the above case, without including the cost of labor and

material for repairs.

The following aggravated case came under my notice last

winter. A Mikado locomotive just out of the shop was put

in service on a division where the water was of fair quality

and was run one month. Because of a thaw the streams

became muddy and on the third day of the month, the boiler

was burned and the engine sent to the shop. She was in the

shop three days; 28 staybolts were renewed and the boiler

washed. On the seventh of the month it reached the other

end of the division, where it was again shopped for two
days, the boiler washed and 23 bolts renewed. We have,

then, as a result of one mud burn, 51 staybolts renewed and
five days out of service. Taking the net earning value of a

locomotive as before and including the cost of material and
labor, extra boiler washing and extra firing up. we have

very close to $400 as the cost of this one mud bum. If we
take the gross income from the use of the locomotive as a

basis, the loss would be about $900 at the time of the

occurrence, and, for a like occurrence now, more than $1,000.

In another case, a locomotive was dispatched after being

given water from the small stream above mentioned. Water
was taken at two or three points from a muddy river, and a

mud burn resulted before the engine had reached the end

of its run. Something over one hundred staybolts had to be

renewed and the locomotive was out of service four days.

Instances could be multiplied. It can be said that mud
burns occur frequently enough to be a serious hindrance to

economical operation, and any means that can be taken to

prevent them are worth consideration and adoption. Some
of our operating friends will tell us that the cure is to wash
our boilers more often, but that is not always feasible: it costs

money for labor, water and fuel, puts more or less strain on
the boiler, and keeps the locomotive out of ser\'ice. Boiler

compounds do not cure, in fact they often aggravate the

trouble, so that the only thing left is the rational one of re-

moving the mud before feeding the water to the boiler. When
the mud is very hea\'y, most of it can be removed by allowing

sufficient time for it to settle in the tanks and using a float

pipe for drawing off the partially cleared water from the top,

but obviously the better way is to take it all out by filtration

or by filtration and treatment in specially constructed

plants.

It might be observed that there are few instances where
it would be advisable simply to filter tlie water. Most turbid

waters carry, in addition to the suspended matter, certain

removable quantities of scale-forming solids in solution,

and a plant to remove these along with the mud would cost

very little more to install than one for the removal of the

suspended matter alone.

Taking as an example again the rivers of the Middle West,

we find that they average 1 to IJ^ lb. of suspended matter

per 1,000 gal. throughout the year, with the above mentioned

5 or 6 lb. maximum, while the incrusting solids average

2 lb. per 1,000 gal., with a maximum of 3J/S to 4 lb.. It is

evident in this case that the incrusting solids can be reduced

to ^4 !''• or ^ess per 1.000 gal., at the same time that all of

the suspended matter is removed.

This method has the further advantage that in treating to

reduce hardness or scale-forming solids, a more or less

flocculent precipitate is formed, which tends to collect the

suspended matter, the whole settling readily. This method

also generallv renders unnecessary the addition of alum or

other coagulant; which must be used when filtration alone is

employed and which tends to cause the formation of a harder

scale in the boiler.

Enough has been said to call attention to the damage that

may result from the use of turbid waters. It is highly de-

sirable to eliminate any condition that calls for the expendi-

ture of labor, the use of material, and lessens in any way the

ser\'ice or mileage we get out of our locomotives, when we

need ever}' pound of power we can get for the transportation

of our soldiers and war material.

You lime Vo/ Girni ]T hen You Buy a Hoiid
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Increased Traffic Shown by Report

BOTH FOR THE MONTH of July and for the seven months
ending July 31, the railroads handled this year a greater
ton mileage of revenue freight than in the correspond-

ing periods of 1917, according to the monthly report of
freight train operation compiled by the Operating Statistics
Section of the Railroad Administration. The report for
July shows a considerable improvement in efficiency as com-
pared with the preceding months of this year. An increase
of 1,897,376,211, or 5.6 per cent, in the revenue ton-miles
is reported, with a decrease of 1.2 per cent in freight train
miles and of 1 per cent in total car miles. The average
tonnage per train was increased 5.7 per cent and the average
carload 10.3 per cent.

For the seven months ending July 31 the report also shows
a slight gain, one-tenth of one per cent in the number of
revenue ton-miles as compared with the record made during
the corresponding period of 1917, but the average ton mile-
age per freight locomotive and per freight car per month was
less than in 1917. While the average trainload and the
average carload were greater both in July and in the seven
months' period than in the corresponding periods of 1917,
the average mileage per car and jier locomotive per day fell

below the marks set last year. There was an increase in

the percentage of empty car miles and the increased busi-
ness was handled with a greater numlier of cars and loco-

motives in service than in 1917. For July the ton mileage
per freight locomotive and per freight car increased 2.9 per
cent and 0.3 per cent, respectively. The ton mileage per
freight l(K-omotive increased from 1,206,144 to 1,240,520
and per freight car from 15,974 to 16,025.

The press notice issued by the Railroad Administration,

in commenting on the July figures, says: "The figures

furnish abundant proof that the policy of the United States

Railroad Administration in shortening routes and insisting

upon the heavier loading and more intensive employment of

tlie rolling stcKk and motive power is having the effect that

had been expected in increasing the capacity of the rail-

roads and reducing the cost of operation." But for the seven

months' period since the Railroad Administration assumed
control of the roads, the ton mileage per freight locomotive

per month has been 1,118,000 as compared with 1,134,000 in

seven months of 1917, and the ton mileage per freight car

per month has been 14,463 as compared with 15,078.

Analysis of the figures would seem to indicate that while

the Railroad .Administration has succeeded in handling more

traffic than was handled last year, which means more than

was ever handled before in a similar pericxl, the result was

accomplished by the use of a greater amount of eciuipment

than was available in 1917 and that while there was an in-

crease in the efficiency of each unit of equipment in July as

compared with July, 1917, the result for tlie seven months
does not equal the record for 1917 in this respect.
The July figure? reflect the beginning of the grain move-

ment, which during the past three months has showTi such a
large increase and which has caused a large movement of
empty cars westward. The increase in ton mileage was
accomplished with an increase of 1.5 per cent in the average
number of freight locomotives in service and of 4.3 per cent
in the average number of freight cars in service. There were
larger increases, however, in the number and percentage of
cars and locomotives in shop or awaiting shop. The aver-
age tons per train increased from 684 in July, 1917. to 723 in
July, 1918, and the tons per loaded car increased from 27.3
to 30.1. On the other hand the mileage per locomotive per
day fell from 65.6 to 64.2 and the average mileage per car
per day from 27.9 to 26.5. The percentage of empt^• car
miles increased from 32.4 to 35.3.

The comljined seven months' figures show a total increase
of 304,142.000 in revenue ton miles of freight, or 0.1 per
cent, accomplished with an increase of 1.3 per cent in the
average numlier of freight locomotives in service and of 4.2
per cent in the average number of freight cars in 5er\-ice.

Total train miles decreased 2.8 per cent, total car miles 4.9
per cent, and freight locomotive miles 2 per cent. The aver-
age trainload was increased from 644 tons to 661 tons, or
2.6 per cent, and the average car load from 26.5 tons to
28.6 tons, or 7.9 per cent, but the average mileage per
locomotive per day declined from 67.1 to 64.9. or 3.3 per
cent and the average mileage per car per dav from 26.9 to
24.5. or 8.9 per cent.

The statistics made public give the July figures of freight
train operation for the individual roads in one table, by
regions and districts in another, and the grand totals in

another. 'Hie seven months' figures are given onlv for all

roads combined.

The largest increase in revenue ton-miles for July is

shown by the New England district and the Southern re-

gion, 15.3 per cent in each case. .\11 of the regions show in-

creases e.xcept the Southwestern, which shows a decrease of
5.4 per cent. The greatest increase in ton mileage per loco-

motive is shown in the Southern region, 10.8 per cent, al-

though the New England district shows an increase of 10.7
per cent. Only the Southwestern shows a decrease. In ton
mileage per freight car the New England district shows the

largest increase, 14.7 per cent. The Pocahontas. Southern
Central Western and Southwestern regions show decreases

in this item. The Central Eastern and Ohio-Indiana dis-

tricts show the largest increase in train loading. S.5 per cent

in each case, while the New England district shows the
largest increase in carloading, 14.5 per cent.

The combined figures for all regions, for July and the

seven months ending July 31, are as follows:

Item 1918

AveiaRr miles operated—single track 220.697.13

Freight train miles 53.619.701
Loaded freight car miles 1,287,086.801
Emptv freight car miles 700.721,826
Total freight car miles—loaded and empty 1,987,808.627
Freight locomotive miles 62,210,369
Revenue ton miles 35.979,290.961
Non.revenue ton miles 2.781.999.789
Total ton miles 38.761,290,750
Average number of freight locomotives in service 31,246
Average number of freignt locomotives in or awaiting shop 4,414
,^verage number of freight cars in service 2,418.729
.-\veragc number of freight cars in or awaiting shop 167.153

Home 84,834
Foreign 82,319

Tons per train 723
Tons per loaded car 30.1
Average miles per locomotive per day 64.2
Average miles per car per day 26.5
Per cent of enijtty car miles 35.3
Per cent of freight locomotives in or awaiting shop 14.1
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop 6.9
Total ton miles:

Per freight locomotive per month 1.240.520
Per freight car per month 16.025

of July

1917

220,178.91
54,280.840

1,358,205,206
649,491,450

2,007,696.656
62.638.521

34,081.914.750
3,055.247,959

37,137.162,709
30,790
4,234

2,324,859
139,835
104,959
34,876

684
27.3
65.6
27.9
32.4
13.,«

Increase or

Amount
518.22
661.1.^9

71.11S.405
51.230,376
19,SS8.n:9

/.'s.;5:

1,897,376,211
273,248.170

1,624,128,041
456
180

93,870
27,318
20.125
47.443

Decrease
Per

Cent

Seven Months Increase or Decrease

1918

1.2 226,636.15
1.2 370.211,398
5.2 8.573,094.133
7.9 4.005.970.291
/.(I 12.579,064,424
('.7 430.754.063
5.6 224.830.996,874
S.9 20,045,711,892
4.4 244,876.708,766
1.5 31,287

4.0
19.5

19.2
36.0

4.651
2.418.801
131.816

28.6
64.9
24.5
31.8
14.9

34.376

1917

226.355.70
380.797.036

9.259.037,495
3.967.924.862

13.226,962.357
439,513,246

224.526.854.693
20,565.576,170

245.092,430,863
30,883
4,467

2,322,150
130,283
98,448
31,835

644
26.5
67.1
26.9
30.0

1.133.737
15.078

Per
Amount Cent

2fi0.45 0,1

10.5f5.63S 2.S
6S5.94S..'62 7.4
38.045.429 1.0

647.SQ7.93S 49
S.759.1gt 2.0

304.I42.1S1 0.1
519.864.27S .'.?

215 722,097
404 1.3

184 4.1

96.6S1 4.2
1.533 1.2

20.73S 21.1
22,266 69.9

17 2.6
2.1 7.9
2.2 '?
1.4 S.9
1.8 6.0
0.4 2.«
0.2 3.6

15.625 1.4
615 4.1

Unless You Buy Bonds to Your Utmost
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Train Accidents in July' ^^^ truin.-; involved in the accident at Rodamer, Md.. on
the 10th were a westbound freight hauled by engine 7124,

THK FOLLOWING is a list of the most notable train acci- and another freight which was passing on another track,
dents that occurred on the railways of the United Engine 7124 exploded and its boiler was thrown some dis-

States in the month of July, 1918: tance up the mountainside and then fell back to the track;

Collisions. the car next behind the engine was derailed and set afire

^ „ , ,
,

Kind of Kind of and four cars of the other train were knotked off the track.
Uatc Koao Place accident tram Kil d Ini d rt^, . r i t i i -ii j
•1-9. Nash., C. & St. L.. .Nashville be p & p 92 88

^ '^^ engmeman, iireman and one brakeman were killed.

ti6. Baltimore & oliio. . .Georgetown June, re P. & P.' I 49 Locomotive 7124 was a Mallet—2-8-8-0 type weighing
18. Phila. & Reading....Mlcntown xe F. & F. 12 , . Aornnn n T» u -i o r» • i- . tiabout 485,000 lb. Its boiler was 8 ft. in diameter. The

erinuns.
explosion is attributed to low water.

Cause of Kind of '
. . .,

Date Road Place derailment train Kii'd inj'd The train derailed near Hougliton, La., on the 11th was a

10. ISoTei- ohii:.V:'Jorrr'"""- boiler F.&F. 3 2
we.>^tb«und special Carrying troop.<. Four cars were over-

11. Vicksburg, s. & P...Haughton unx P. 6 turned and ditched, and six soldiers were injured.

Is: Wa&' .'^•..^.^..^.:.\d'r7an. Micl beain"' P. 3 I
The train derailed near Fierro, X. M., on the 13th was a

16. Pennsylvania I.. T. City N.Y. neg !•. 2 .southbound freight. This train consisted of 28 cars loaded
17. Long Island ( entral Park unx P. 1 ., i • 7 n , i , ,-
IS. St. Louis-San Fran. . Fickinger unx P. 4 49 With Ore and it became Uncontrollable on a steep descending

riu- trains in collision on the Nashville, Chattanooga & g''^'^^' ""^ "'''^ t'^™"'" °^ t^*-' '""^^k at a curve. One brake-

St. Louis, near Nashville, Tenn., on the ninth were west- ^^^ ^^'^^ injured, and 20 cars were wrecked.

Isound passenger No. 4 and eastbound passenger No 1.
^he train derailed near Adrian, Mich., on the L->th was

Both trains were moving at full speed, and both engines and eastbound passenger No. 28. Two coaches were overturned

six cars were wrecked. Eighthv-eigbt passengers and four '^"^ ^^11 down a Ijank. Tliree employees were killed and

trainmen were killed and 86 passengers and two trainmen 'h^ee passengers were injured. The derailment was due to a

were injured. The westbound train had encroached on }^^
brake beam

r. ., .

the time of the eastbound without right. The engineman ^he train derailed on the Pennsylvania Railroad at Long

and fireman of No. 4 were killed. The conductor'^ of this
I*^'''"^ '^ ">• ^'- '^- ™ ''^'^ ^^'^^ consisted of a Long Island

train, who should have seen that his train did not pass
Railroad locomotive and a number of empty passenger cars,

from double track to single track until No. 1 had been met, ^he engine was overturned at a derailing switch. The fire-

entrusted the duty of watching out for the eastbound train
"^an was killed and the engineman was fatally injured,

to a porter and an inexperienced flagman. It appears that The tram derailed at Central Park, L. I., N. Y., on the

the switches at the end of double track were in position for ^^th was a westbound express. Two cars of the train left

train No. 4 to proceed westward. The signalman in the inter-
the rails at a temporary end of double track, where by special

locking cabin at that point had just come on dutv and order, speed limit is IS miles an hour. These cars ran against

knew nothing about the location of the different trains; and "^ special passenger tram standing on the eastbound track,

when No. 4 came in sight he set the switch and cleared the The locomotive of the standing train was slightly damaged.

signal showing a clear road past the switch, .\fter No. 4 ;^nd three of the passengers on the express were slightly

had passed he reported its movement to the train despatcher injured.

and the despatcher told him that the train should have been The train derailed near Fickinger, Ark., on the 18th was

held; the signalman then sounded his emergency whistle, but southbound passenger No. 105. The engine and four cars

too late to halt the train. This accident was reported in the were ditched and a mail car fell into the Spring river. The

Railuuiv 4p(' of July 19 pace 1.34. /
engineman and fireman and two passengers were killed and

The trains in 'collision at'' Georgetown Junction, Md., on "^2 passengers and seven trainmen were injured. The cause

the 16th, were eastbound express passenger No. 4 and east- of the derailment was not determined.

bound local passenger No. 40, the e.xprels running into the Caiuida—The newspapers report three serious accidents to

rear of the local. About SO passengers were injured; one passenger trains on the Canadian Pacific in July, in one of

of them fatalh- and all the others stightlv. Train No. 40 "'lidi. a derailment near Lens, Ont., on the eleventh, the

was l)acking from a siding to the main track and appears locomotive and nine coaches are said to have fallen down a

to have been insufficiently" protected bv flag; and it is said hank: but the engineman and the conductor are the only

also that No. 4 had run past a block signal set against it.
persons who were reported injured.

The trains in collision at Allentown,"^Pa., on the 18th, were Electric Car Accidents—Of six accidents to electric cars

an eastbound through freight train of about 100 cars, and a reported in the United States in the month of July, three

train of pas.senger cars from which passengers had just been "'ere reported as fatal; a butting collision near Alliance,

discharged. Two locomotives and .SO loaded freight cars were Ohio, on the fourth, in which one person was killed and 11

wrecked. One lirakeman on the passenger train jumped off were injured; a derailment at a curve in San Francisco on

and was killed and two other employees were injured. The the thirteenth, seven persons killed and 41 injured; and a

collision was due to the freight train becoming uncontroll- butting collision near Chelsea, Mich., on the evening of the

able on a steep descending grade. It appears that after twentieth, in which 18 persons were killed. In this case a

cutting out a car the angle cocks had been left closed so westbound freight car and an eastbound limited passenger

that the engineman had control of the brakes on only a car collided at full speed and 17 passengers and one em-

small part of the train. ployee were killed and about 40 passengers were injured.

The train derailed near Newport, Tenn., on the ninth, was Both cars were wrecked and many of the injured persons were

a through freight. The locomotive was derailed at a curve by extricated with difficulty.

striking a jiile of bolts, and was ditched. The engineman

was fatally injured.

~TTrr ~~.
; ,

T~- .„ . .„ , , . ,. $5,300,000 in Two Days.—Twenty-two per cent of the ein-
* .Vhhrevntion.s and marks used in Accident List: v , , j j t

re. Rear collision—-be, Butting collision xc. Other collisions b. pl,ivocs of the L eiilral \\ estern Ke.sjion hail subscribed to the
Broken——-d. Defective- unf. Unforeseen obstruction unx, L^nex- ,

., " , ,- . i j,\ . ^ i i • ^
plained- derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace. Liberty Loan up to Septemtter 30, total subscriptions amount-
obst.. Accidental 'obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

;, .

, appro.xiniately $5,300,000. One hundred per cent ot
boiler. Ex|ilosinu ot locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while run -

'
'

, ,. r t t- c , . »••
ninr V or Pass., Passenijer train F. or Ft.. Freight tr.iin (incUid tlie employees and ofhcers of the lowa 1 ratisfer and the Mis-

;i:^.i^^Jr,^"t!!l4?I^g:r?^e^';;;;«^^s^^ " """'
-^"n & >''"-- '^^dse & BeU have subscribed.
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I General News Department |

Goggles for workmen and prevention of accidents in the
use of freight elevators are the subjects of the latest "Safe
Practices" pamphlets issued by the National Safety Council,

208 South Lasalle street, Chicago; No. 14, of eight pages,
dealing with goggles, and No. 15, of 12 pages, with elevators.

Dining car employees—stewards, cooks and waiters—to the

number of 32, were arrested on Saturday night, September 28.

by inspectors of the New York, New Ilavcn & Hartford, and
taken before court on charges of fraud in issuing meal checks

on which the money was not turned over to the company. Thir-

teen men were taken at Boston, 14 at New Haven, and five at

New York,

Prices of steel rails, the tixing of which by the government
has been the subject of conferences for several weeks, were
again discussed on Tuesday of this week by Director General
McAdoo with R. S. Lovett. director of the division of capital

expenditures, and W. B. Colver, chairman of the Federal
Trade Commission, It is understood that a general agree-
ment has been reached between the representatives of the

steel companies and the War Industries Board, but that the

Railroad .Administration has not vet been satisfied.

Car Conservation on Southern Pacific

.\s the result of efficicni loading during the seven monlhs ended

July 31. a reduction of 50,055 was made in the number of cars

wbicli would otherwise have been required to accommodate
freight loaded at the various stations on the Southern Pacific

—

Pacific System (excluding narrow gage lines). During July the

total nunihcr of tons loaded was 1,609,477, and the average tons

per car for all cars loaded was 24.3 compared with 23.9 last year.

The greatest increase in car loading was made on the Salt Lake
division, 17 per cent. The Coast division showed 12 per cent.

The San Francisco freight station increased its average loading

of 1. c. 1. merchandise from 10 tons per car in July, 1917, to 15.9

tons in July, 191.S, or an increase of over .50 per cent.

No Fault with Transportation

J. L. Replogle, United States Steel .\dministrator, says that

at the recent conference which he held with pig-iron, pipe, shell

steel and plate manufacturers, to discuss factors that were re-

ducing output, not one complaint was heard of lack of railroad

facilities. "There were at least 600 men altogether at the dif-

ferent conferences, and not one had any fault to tind with trans-

portation. They all agreed that it is adequate to all needs.

When you consider that supplying the needs of the steel in-

dustry, including movement of ore, coal and coke and the other

factors entering into production, as well as the movement of

the product from the mills, means transportation at the rate of

well up towards a billion tons a year, the record established

by the Railroad Administration in providing all facilities de-

manded is nothing short of phenomenal, 1 do not believe that a

similar situation has existed within the past ten years.''

—

Hall

Street .lour)ial.

The New Safety Organization on

Southern Pacific-Western Pacific'

Safety committees on the Southern Pacific, the Western Pa-

cific, the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek have been reor-

ganized by J, H. Dyer, general manager, in accordance with in-

structions from the director general. The plan of organization

calls for 33 safety committees : One general committee com-

posed of general officers at San Francisco. Cal,. 12 divisional,

four general shop, three local shop, six terminal, five local and

one marine committee. Nine of the 12 divisional committees
will be on the nine operating divisions of the Southern Pa-

cific, two on the Western Pacific and one on the Tidewater

Southern.
R. J. Clancy, assistant to the general manager, has been placed

in general charge of all committees. In commenting on the safety

record of the Southern Pacific during the past 10 years, Mr.

Clancy slated that 425.000.000 revenue passengers have been car-

ried 18,000.000.000 passenger miles with a degree of safety equiv-

alent to carrying a passenger a distance equal to 640,000 times

around the world without danger of loss of life in train acci-

dents. This, be believes, is the greatest record ever made by any

railroad and it is the purpose of the new organization to main-

tain it.

New York to San Francisco, 3175 Miles

The people of Keokuk, Iowa, have a plan for a short trans-

continental railway route, to pass through their city, and
they have petitioned the director general of railroads to order

it established. The proposed line is by way of Pittsburgh,

Pa.: Logansport. Ind.; EfTner. Ind.; Hamilton, 111.: Keokuk,
Iowa: Shenandoah. Iowa; Nebraska City, Lincoln, Neb.;
( )gden and Sacramento. Some of the lines between Logans-
port and Lincoln now carry but very little traffic, but the

priinioters of the new route say that the tracks are in fairly

good condition. The agitation for this route originated in a

meeting held in Keokuk on July 29, attended by manufac-

turers, stockmen and farmers, at the conclusion of which

Judge Feli.x T. Hughes w-as delegated to present the matter

to the director general The distance from New York to

San Francisco by the route indicated is about 3.175 miles

as follows:
Miles

Xcw York to Pittsburgh I'ciinsylvania 440

Pittsburgh to Columbus Pennsylvania J9I

Columbus to Logansport Pennsylvania 1 98

I.O(;ansport to Effner, Ind Pennsylvania 61

Kffner to Hamilton. Ill Toledo, Peoria & W 223

Hamilton to Keoktik, Iowa Hridge 1

Keokuk to Shenandoah Ihicago, B. & Quincy 244

Shenandoah to Nebraska City Chicago. R. & Quincy 33

.Vebraska City to Lincoln. Neb Chicago, B. & Quincy S8

Lincoln to Grand Island Chicago, B. & Quincy 97

Cr.ind Island to San Francisco Union Pacific and So. Pac L629

Total }.\7f

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association

.\t the annual meeting of the Railway Equipment Manufac-
turers' Association, which was held during the Traveling

Engineers' Convention. $100 was contributed to the Railway
Kegiments' Tobacco I'und and $200 to the .\merican Red
Cross. During the first day of the convention of the Travel-

ing En.gineers' .Association. W. E. Brumble. president of the

Railway Equiinnent Manufacturers' -Association, presented

the Traveling Engineers' .Association with a service flag

having 20 stars. This flag bears one gold star for Lieut. J.

Boyden Russell, who was killed in an aerial bombing expedi-

tion on the Italian front.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President. Gilbert E. Ryder, Locomotive Superheater

Company; vice-president, C. W. Floyd Coffin. Franklin Rail-

w-ay Supply Company; secretary. D. L. Eubank. Galena

Signal Oil Company; treasurer. B. C. Hooper. .American

Steel Foundries; executive committee members for three

years. C. L. Brown, Manning, Maxwell & Moore: Morris

Brewster, L'nited States Metallic Packing Company, and
1". AV. A'enton. Crane Company.

And ill 100 Per Cent Amounts?
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Traffic News Commission and Court Ne^vs I

The grain loaded by all the railroads during the period
from July 1 to September 21 amounted to 367,886 cars, an
increase of 106,000 as compared with the corresponding
period of 1917, according to the weekly report made public
by the Railroad .Administration,

A towboat and three steel barges carrying 2,200 tons of

grain and miscellaneous freight left St. Louis on Saturday,
September 28, for New Orleans, the initial departure of the
government service on the Mississippi river. The equipment
at present consists of S towboats and 30 steel barges. Weekly
departures from both St. Louis and Xew Orleans are con-
templated, although the capacity of the carriers is very
limited at present

Inland Waterways Conference

Director tJeneral McAdoo lias aulhcrized G. .\. Tomlinson,
director of inland waterways of the Railroad Administration,
to confer with owners and operators of boats engaged in general
traffic on the inside water route between Philadelphia and Tren-
ton and Beaufort, N. C, with the object of securing greater co-

ordination and efficiency of operation. As a result, Mr. Tom-
lin.son will hold such a conference in Washington on I'riday,

October 11, to which will be invited these owners and operators
of boats and also representatives of the chambers of commerce
of the cities along these waterways. Interested shippers in this

region will be welcome to tliis meeting it they desire to attend.

California Fruit Traffic

Shipments of California fresh fruits this year have broken all

records, amounting to 15,004?4 cars to September 15 against

ll,719f^ last year. Up to September 8, the e.xcess of shipments
this year amounts to 3,285 cars. A fourth more grapes than last

year and nearly twice as many peaches as last year have been
shipped. The California Fruit Distributors give llie following
ccimparisons of the totals of cars forwarded:

1917 1918
Cherries 295 351
Apricots 403 440J4
Pears 4,1 11 "4 3,991 V^
Peaches 2,238 3,036V5
Plums 2.598'/i 2,478J4
tSrapeS 2,062!4 4,683
Miscellaneous 11 j^ 23^

Totals 11.7193^ I5,004M

Coal Production

liitui-inous ccuil production durinjj tlie week ended Sep-
tember 21, according to the Geological Survey report, is

estimated at 12,650,000 net tons, or 19.4 per cent above that
for the corresponding week of 1917. A strike in the anthra-
cite fields caused a decrease in anthracite production of 11.3
per cent, the output being estimated at 1,847,000 net tons.
The percentage of full time output lost on account of car
shortage during the preceding week, according to the reports
of bituminous operators, was 4.2 per cent.

A report by the Car Service Section of the Railroad .Ad-
ministration shows a total of 263,830 cars of all kinds of coal
loaded during the week ended September 14, as compared
with 233,880 in the corresponding week of 1917. The esti-

mated total for the week ended September 21 was 259,295,
as compared with 222,202 in the corresponding week of 1917.
This makes the increase from January 1 to Septemlier 21
over the same period of 1917 a total of 607.070 cars.

The total coal produced in the United States in 1917, ac-
cording to a report by the Geological Survey, was 651.402,374
net tons, as compared with 590,098,175 in 1916. These figures

included 99,611,811 tons of anthracite in 1917 and 87,578,493
in 1916. The number of men employed in 1917 was 608.174.
working an average of 251 days, as compared with 590.949
working an average of 235 days in 1916.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has granted, with conditions, a request

tiled by Edward Chambers, traffic director of the Railroad
.Administration, for approval for the filing of tariffs on one
day's notice making changes in rates, fares, etc.. applying
jointly between carriers under federal control and those not
under federal control.

Counsel for the .American Newspaper Publishers' Associa-
tion and of several of the larger newspapers appeared at a
hearing before the fifteenth section board of the Interstate

Commerce Commission on October 1 to protest against the

application of the .American Railway Express Company for

an increase in the express rates for the carriage of news-
papers. The application for the increase was filed after the

recent 10 per cent general advance in express rates granted
by the commission and before the proposal for a new advance
made by the director general of railroads.

Personnel of Commissions
Hon. George W. Anderson, of -Massachusetts, who has

been a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission for

about one year, has been nominated by President Wilson for

appointment as United States circuit judge for the first cir-

cuit.

Henry Thurtell, attorney examiner for the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, has been appointed chief examiner, with
office at Washington, succeeding J. W. Carmalt, resigned.

George M. Crosland has been appointed chief ! the Bureau
of Tariffs, succeeding J. W. Jones, deceased.

Court News
Installation of Interlocking Plants

The Missouri Supreme Court holds that a contract wherein a

railroad agrees to defray the expenses of construction and
operation of "crossing signals and gates" at a crossing of its

tracks with those of another railroad does not obligate the for-

mer to pay the cost of an interlocking plant. It also holds that

where intersecting railroads were ordered by the Public Service

Commission to install an interlocking plant, one road having a

daily average of 16 trains over the crossing and ihe other si.x

trains, an apportionment against the latter of 28.6 per cent of

the cost of construction and maintenance was reasonable.—State

ex rel. Chicago & -Mton v. Commission (Mo.). 204 S. W., 531.

Decided June 13. 1918.

Tunnel Construction Contract Construed

The contract for building a tuimel jirovided that, if extras

were furnished for which prices were not fixed in the contract,

no payments should lie made for them unless they had been or-

dered in writing liy the railroad's chief engineer. Under the

plans, the framework of the roof of the tunnel was to he sup-

ported by posts resting on the door. The parties decided that

it would be better to have short posts niched into the walls of

the tunnel, instead of using longer ones resting on the floor of

the tunnel; it being agreed that the cost of the work of cutting

the niches for the short posts was equal to the difference be-

tween the cost of the long and the short posts and should he

paid for as lumber. In an action by the contracting company
against the railroad to recover compensalion claimed for certain

extra items of work done, material furnished, and expenses in-

curred, the Kansas Supreme Court holds tliat such work was not

an "extra" within the meaning of the contract.—Lantry Con-
tracting Co. v. Atchison, T. & S. F. (Kan.). 172 Pac. 527. De-
cided May 16, 1918.

litiying Hands Is .\ot Enough
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Iron and Steel

The St. Paul Union Depot Company, has ordered from
the St. Paul Foundry Company 272 tons of structural steel

for the new union station at St. Paul, Minn.

Signaling

Chicagi.i 4c -'Xlton.— .\ mechanical interlocking has been or-

dered from the General Railway Signal ( ompany for Schoper,
III.; 15 levers, and S spare spaces.

.VoRTHERN P.xciFic.—A Saxbv vt I'armcr interlocking machine
is to be put in at Jamestown, .\. D. The material is to be fur-

nished by the General Railway Signal Company.

Louisville & Nashville.—Automatic block signals are to be
installed on the line between Maplcwood, Tenn., and Brentwood,
16 miles. The material has been ordered from the General Rail-

way Signal Company.

Lehigh \'alley.—An electric interlocking, 16 levers, is to be
installed at the drawbridge at Newark Bay, New Jersey. The
machine, a model 2, unit lever type, together with other mate-
rial, has been ordered from the General Railway Signal Com-
pany.

Great Northern.—Automatic block signals are to be installed

on 117 miles (single track). The material has been ordered
from the General Railway Signal Company. The signals will

be single arm, upper quadrant, three-position, top-of-the-mast,

model 2-A.

Chic.vgo. Burlington & Quincy.—Material with which to en-

large the electric interlocking at Hawthorne, III., from 56 levers

to 96 levers has been ordered from the General Railway Signal

Company. Complete new locking will be provided ; also lever

lights, detector locks and approach and route locking.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.—An electric inter-

locking machine, 51 working levers, and 13 spare spaces, is to

be installed at Richmond Junction, Ind, The material has been

ordered from the General Railway Signal Company. The ma-
chine will have lever lights. Approach and sectional release

route locking will be provided. This plant will be installed by

the signal company.

.\nother .American Steel Company in P>h.\zii..—By a decree

dated .August 7. 1918. the president of Brazil has authorized the

American Steel Company's Brazilian corporation to operate in

this country. This is a branch of the .\merican Steel Export

Company of New York city. The objects of the company are

the manufacture of iron, steel, manganese, copper, and otl>er

melals and their alloys, the purchase and sale of metal products,

and the purchase and exploitation of mines and timber lands of

all kinds. The capital stock of the company's branch is $20,000,

divided into 200 shares of $100 each.

—

Commerce Reports.

Railway Service Suspended for the W.\r.—Not the least in-

teresting chapter in the history of British railway operation dur-

ing the war is that relating to the closing of stations and branch

lines" "for the duration." The total number of stations and the

mileage affected is by no means inconsiderable, and the sus-

pension is of two natures ; either no public traffic is handled at

all, or the week-day services are maintained, while the line or

station is closed on Sundays. On the South-Eastern & Qiatham,

for instance, both systems have been adopted. Some of the South-

Eastern & Chatham stations in the London district have been
closed up entirely, while on othei sections, as for example, the

Duntoii Green and Westerham branch, the normal week-day

service is maintained, but there are no Sunday trains. On the

same Hne there are also stations which are closed for passenger

traffic, excluding troop trains and specials, but which still handle

certain classes of freight traffic.

—

Raihtxtv Gasctte. T.oudiin.

Horace N. Trumbull, advertising manager of the SKF
Ball Bearing Company, of Hartford, Conn., has entered the
Reserve Officers' Training Camp, at New Haven, Conn.

M. F. Covert, assistant master car builder of Swift & Co.,
Chicago, has been appointed sales manager of the Chicago
and northwest territory of the Standard Car Construction
Company, with office in the Peoples Gas building, at Chicago.

F. O. Bunnell, chief engineer of the Southern Wheel Com-
pany. St. Louis. Mo., and formerly engineer of tests on the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacilic, has been elected vice-presi-
dent of the Southern Wheel Company, with headquarters at
St. Louis.

A. E. Brown, former general agent of the Chicago & Alton,
at_ Detroit. Mich., and previously in the same capacity for
the Denver & Rio Grande and the Western Pacific at that
point, has been appointed manager of the railroad depart-
ment of the Truscon Steel Company.

J. M. Hopkins, chairman of the board of the Camel Com-
pany, Chicago, has been appointed a member of the priorities
committee of the War Industries Board. Mr. Hopkins will
handle export matters except those for Japan and for the
allied governments ha\ing war missions.

The Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, New York, has
received an order from Morris & Company, packers, cover-
ing the installation of complete apparatus for pulverizing,
di.slributing and burning powdered coal, to be installed in

the company's plant at Oklalioma City, Okla.

The Ayer & Lord Tie Company, Inc., Chicago, has dis-
continued its creosoted wood block department and has
turned over that portion of its business and practically all

of its selling force to the Republic Creosoting Company.
Indianapolis, Ind. W. H. BIythe, of the .Ayer & Lord Tie
Company, will have charge of the block department of the
Republic Creosoting Company.

Robert C. Byler, for nearly four years advertising produc-
tion man for the SKF Ball Bearing Company, of Hartford.
Conn., has been appointed advertising manager of the SKI"
-Administrative Company of New York City, and will direct
the advertising of the SKF Ball Bearing Company of Hart-
ford, the Hess-Bri.ght Manufacturing Company of Phila-
delphia, and the .Atlas Ball Company of the same city, all

of which are controlled by the SKF .Administrative Company.
L'ntil arran.gements are made in New Y''ork. Mr Byler will

remain with the SKF Ball Bearing Company of Hartford.
Conn.

Trade Publications

Pulverized 1'uel.—The Locomotive Pulverized I'ucl Company,
New York, in Bulletin No. 6, describes results obtained from
burning coal under stationary boilers with the "Lopulco" pul-

verized fuel system.

Gun Iron.—Why Railroads L'sc Hunt-Spiller Gun Iron, is the

title of an eight-page booklet published by the Hunt-Spiller Man-
ufacturing Corporation, South Boston, Mass. It contains a brief

discussion of tl»e merits of gim iron which led to recognition of

its value in locomotive construction several years ago.

Train Operation by Signal Indication.—This is the title of

a pamphlet, 8'S in. x II in., issued by Henry M. Sperry, 120

Broadway. New York city, and containing a reprint of his arti-

cle describing the block signal practice on the Susquehanna di-

vision of the Erie Railroad, published in the Railzi'ay Age of

July 5, last. Mr. Sperry 's "constituents"—the L'nion Switch &
Signal Company, the General Railway Signal Company, the

Federal Signal Company and the Hall Switch & Signal Com-
pany—announce on the last page that other bulletins of ttiis

kind will be issued from time to time.

Ion Must Bin Bonds to Your Limit.
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Chicago it Alton.-^A contract has been given to Stresen-

reiiter, Cotton & Co., Chicago, for construction of 14

oni'-story bunk houses, for Mexican laborers. Each house

win be 20 ft. by 60 ft., containing four rooms and a

court through the center somewhat after Mexican style. The
walls will be hollow tile and the floors concrete. The new
buildings will be located at Dwight. Ill,; Chenoa, Elkhart,

Sherman, Fancy Prairie, Auburn, Godfrey and Yeo-

man s.

Illinois Central.—This road has awarded a contract

to T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago, for the construction of an

extension to a freight house at Rockford, 111., to cost about

$25,000. It will be a one-story brick structure, 32 ft. by 148

ft., with a slate roof and a platform on three sides, 10 ft.

wide on one side and 8 ft. in width on the other two sides.

The building will have a plank floor on a concrete base and
the platform will be protected by a canopy covered with

Paroid roofing.

Indianapolis Union Railway.—This road will build

a passenger train shed at Indianapolis, Ind., in connection

with the track elevation work it is doing in that city. The
general contract for the construction of the train shed, ex-

clusive of steel work and the foundation, has been awarded to

Latham & Walters, general contractors, Indianapolis. Price

& McLanahan, Philadelphia, Pa., are the architects. The
work to be done under the general contract will amount to

approximately $900,000.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines,—This road has

commenced the construction of car repair shops at Fifty-ninth

and Leavitt streets, Chicago. The buildings which will be erected

will be of brick and reinforced concrete construction and will

include a machine shop, a general service and office building, a

wood shop, a door shop, a paint shop, a fire station and a

supply shed. In addition an ice house and the fan house for a

smoke collecting system are being erected on the same property.

Charles B. Johnson & Sons, Chicago, have the contract for the

building construction and incidental track work will be done by

the railroad's own forces.

Philadelphia & Reading.—Work is now being carried out on

a new engi,ne yard near Essington, Pa., on the Chester branch

to be known as the Darby creek engine yard. This will consist

of a one-story engine house of brick and concrete construction,

72 ft. 8 in. wide by 211 ft. long and 26 ft. high, with a continu-

ous monitor with ventilating sash. Lean-to structures, 25 ft.

w^ide and 211 ft. long, will be provided to be used for power-

house, machine shop, storeroom and office. The engine house

will have two longitudinal inspection pits and a wheel jack pit,

with hoist. The yard will also include a 100-ft. turntable, w^ith

tractor, which will have a reinforced concrete substructure; a

concrete storage pit, 10 ft. wide by 173 ft. long and 10 ft. deep,

with a steel trestle track support; a concrete ash water pit, 4 ft.

wide by 200 ft. long and 5 ft. deep; a concrete inspection pif,

4 ft. w'ide by 76 ft. long and 3 ft. 6 in. deep; two 47.000-gal.

wooden tanks on concrete, and brick substructures, 21 ft. wide,

46 ft. 2 in. long and 26 ft. high ; two concrete water column pits,

8 ft. 6 in. wide, 16 ft. long and 8 ft. deep ; a concrete pump house,

14 ft. wide, 19 ft. long and 10 ft. deep, with a pump pit, 14 ft.

wide by 19 ft. 6 in. long and 32 ft. deep, and a concrete intake

well of 10 ft. diameter and 27 ft. deep.

San Diego & Arizona.—This road has been completed from

San Diego, Cal., east about 95 miles, and from El Centro, on the

Southern Pacific, west, about 31 miles, leaving a gap of approxi-

mately 10 miles, upon which construction work is now going on.

These 10 miles are in the canyon of Carriso creek, where 17

tunnels are being built, the longest of which is 2,612 ft., and the

next tengest 2,534 fl., the total length of all the tunnels being

2.6 miles. The road when completed will give San Diego a di-

rect line to the East.

Railroad Administration

General

William W. Morris, formerly of the purchasing depart-
ment of the Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, has been appointed
secretary of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee,
with office at \\ashington. D. C.

Regional

F. S. Wilcoxen, special representative of the Perolin Rail-

way Service Company at Chicago, has been appointed
assistant fuel supervisor of the Northwestern region of the
Railroad Administration, with headquarters at Portland. Ore.
Mr. Wilcoxen's biography and picture were published in the
Railzcay Age of January 4, 1918.

Federal and General Managers

E. E. Calvin, federal manager of the L^nion Pacific, the
Oregon Short Line, the St. Joseph & Grand Island, the Los
Angeles & Salt Lake and the Ogden Union Railway & Depot
Company, has had his jurisdiction extended over the Leaven-
worth Depot & Railroad.

W. B. Storey, federal manager of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, the Pan Handle & Santa Fe, the Rio Grande,
El Paso & Santa Fe, the Kansas Southwestern and the

Grand Canyon, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Atchison Union Depot & Railroad and the Pueblo L'nion

Depot & Railroad, effective September 24.

G. R. Htintington, federal manager of the Minneapolis.
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, the Duluth, South Shore &
Atlantic, the Copper Range, the Lake Superior Terminal &
Transfer, and the Mineral Range, has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Mackinac Transportation Line and the

Sault Ste. Marie cMich.) union depot, effective September 24.

C. G. Burnham, federal manager of the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy, the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, the T'i-

ledo, Peoria & Western (west of Peoria including the Peoria
terminals), the Rockport, Langdon & Northern, the Rapid
City, Black Hills & Western and the Davenport. Rock Island

& Northwestern, has had his jurisdiction extended to include

the Keokuk Union Depot.

The authority of Charles H. Ewing, federal manager of the

Philadelphia & Reading, the Central of New Jersey, the New
York & Long Branch, the -Atlantic City Railroad and the

Port Reading Railroad, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has

been extended over the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad New-
York Terminals, the Baltimore & New York Railroad and
t-he Staten Island Rapid Transit Railroad.

Operating

T. F. Dixon, trainmaster on the Great Northern, at Everett,

Wash., has been promoted to superintendent of the Butte

division, with headquarters at Great Falls. Mont., succeeding

F. Wear, promoted, effective September 18.

J. W. Allen, acting division superintendent of the Northern
Pacific, with office at Seattle. Wash., has been appointed

superintendent of the Puget Sound division, with head-

quarters at Seattle, vice J. J. McCullough, assigned to other

duties.

I. H. Luke, vice-president and general manager of the

Utah Railway. Salt Lake City. Utah, has been appointed gen-

eral superintendent of the Denver & Rio Grande. Utah lines,

with headquarters at Salt Lake City, effective October 1.

The ofiice of assistant general manager of the Denver & Rio

Grande at Salt Lake City has been abolished.

The following officers on the Oregon-Washington Rail-

road &: Navigation Lines have had their jurisdiction extended

You Hove Sold the War to Your Men
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over llie Suiitlifrn Pacific, north of Ashland, and the I'acihc

Coast Railroad: S. A. Hering, car service agent; E. A. Klip-

pel, superintendent of telegraph, and E. B. Wood, chief

special agent; all with headquarters at Portland, Oregon.

E. J. Henry, assistant manager of the marine department,
division of operations of the United States Railroad .Adminis-

tration, with office at Washington, D. C, has been appointed
supervisor, rail and lake traftic. .Mlegheny and Eastern re-

gions, with jurisdiction over the Lehigh Valley Transportation
Line and the interchange of business of other Lake Lines

with railroads of the administration at Eastern lake ports.

His headquarters are at the Lehigh Valley passenger station,

Bufifalo, N. Y.

George M. Smith, who has been appointed superintendent

of the Delaware division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

office at Wilmington, Del., as has already been announced in

these columns, was
born on October 9,

1866, in Baltimore
county, Md., and was
educated in the public

schools. He began
railway work in 1881 as

a brakesman on the

Baltimore & Potomac,
now the southern por-
tion of the Baltimore
division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. On
July 13. 1883, he was
made flagman, and on
February 13. 1885, he
was promoted to freight

conductor. He was
transferred to passen-

ger conductor on April

30, 1894, which position
° ^- ^"""' he held until January

15, 1911, when he was
appointed assistant trainmaster of the Maryland division, at

Perryville, Md. He was appointed freight trainmaster of the
Maryland division on February 1, 1915, with headquarters at

Wilmington, Del., and three years later was promoted to

assistant superintendent of the Maryland division at Lamo-
kin. Pa., which position he held until his recent appointment
as superintendent of the Delaware division, as above noted.

George Bradshaw, safety engineer of the Grand Trunk and
the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at Toronto,
Ont., has been appointed supervisor of safety of the Pere
Marquette, the Ann .Arbor, the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line,

the Fort Street L'nion Depot, the Lake Michigan Car Ferry
Association, the Grand Trunk-Western Lines, the Detroit &
Mackinac, the Detroit, Bay City & Western, the Port Huron
Southern, and the Port Huron & Detroit, effective Sep-
tember 25. Office at Detroit, Mich.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Joe Marshall has been appointed freight claim agent on
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad of Texas, with head-

quarters at Dallas, Tex., eft'ective September 16.

Robert Adams, assistant auditor of the Southern Pacific, has

been appointed assistant general auditor of the lines south of

Ashland, Ore., and assistant federal auditor of the lines north

of Ashland, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

J. J. Hooper has been appointed freight claim agent, with
headquarters at Washington, D. C, with general charge of

los> and damage freight claims over all lines under the

jurisdiction of E. H. Coapman, federal manager, with the
exception of the Piedmont & Northern, and the Baltimore &
Ohio (segregated line between Harrisonburg and Lexing-
ton, Va.).

J. O. Talbott, assistant general auditor of the Pere Mar-
quette, the Grand Trunk, western lines, the Detroit & Toledo
Shore Line and the Fort Street Union Depot Company, with
office at Detroit, Mich, has been appointed acting federal

auditor of all the above roads, also of the Ann Arbor, the

Lake Michigan Car Ferry .Association, the Detroit ft: Macki-
nac, the Detroit, Bay City & Western, the Port Huron South-

ern and the Port Huron & Detroit, vice C. S. Sikes, who has

resigned as general auditor to take service with the Pere
Marquette Railway Company (Corporation).

Traffic

J. J. Byrne, general eastern agent of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna li Western, with office at New York, has been
appointed assistant general freight agent; W. F. Grif&tts,

general passenger agent, has been appointed assistant general

passenger agent; A. B. Wallace, assistant general freight

agent, has been appointed cliicf of tariff bureau, and T. J. Mc-
Geoy has been appointed foreign freight agent; all with

headquarters at New York.

O. A. Constans, freight traffic manager of the Baltimore

& Ohio, western lines, with office at Chicago, has been
appointed assistant traffic inanager (freight); B. N. Austin,

general passenger agent, at Chicago, has been appointed

assistant traffic manager (passenger); S. T. McLaughlin,
assistant freight traffic manager, at Cincinnati, O.. has been
appointed assistant to traffic manager, and Edward Hart, Jr.,

western .genera! freight agent, at St. Louis, Mo., has been

appointed assistant general freight agent.

Harry Parry, who has been appointed general passenger

agent of the New York Central, lines east, and the West
Shore Railroad, with headquarters at New York, as has

already been announced
in these columns, be-

gan railway work in

. 1883, as a messenger in

' the traffic manager's
office of the Great
Western Railway, at

Hamilton, Ont. The
following year he be-
came stenographers in

the rate department and
subsequently served in

the freight claim de-

partment until the con-
solidation of that road
with the Grand Trunk.
From January to April,

1885, he was stenogra-
pher in the freight

claims department of

the Grand Trunk, at

Montreal, Que., and
then to the following

September was stenographer to the general freight and pas-
senger agent on the Northern & North Western, at Toronto.
Ont. He then served as clerk to the general agent in the

passenger department and assistant city passenger and ticket

agent on the West Shore at Buffalo. N. Y . until December,
1885, when he took a similar position with the New York
Central & Hudson River under consolidation arrangement.
In May, 1889, he was appointed city passenger and ticket

agent of the New York Central and the West Shore, at Buf-
falo, and in March, 1897. he was appointed general agent of
the passenger department of the same lines, at Buffalo. In
January, 1916. he was promoted to assistant general pas-
senger agent, which position he held at the time of his recent
appointment as general passenger agent of the same lines as
above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. Q. Barlow, assistant cliicf engineer, and R. M. Drake,
maintenance of way assistant to the chief engineer on the

Southern Pacific, Pacific system, have resigned.

The jurisdiction of J. F Graham, superintendent of motive
power of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company, with office at Portland, Ore, has been extended
over the Southern Pacific north of Ashland, and the Pacific

Coast Railroad.

Fred W. Bender, chief clerk in the signal department of
the Central Railroad of New Jersey, with headquarters at

H. Parry

.'Voir Help Sell Them Bonds
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Clark

lilizabeth. X. }.. lias been proiiiotcfl to assistant siwiial

engineer of that road and the New York & l-ung Branch,

effective September 25, succeeding J. S. Longworth, deceased.

John C. Wrenshall, Jr., division engineer of the Phila-

delphia & Reading, with office at Reading. Pa., has been

transferred to the Xew York division, with headquarters at

Philadelphia; W. D. Kenzie, division engineer at Taniaqua,

succeeds Mr. Wrenshall; John S. Goodman, division engineer

at Harrisburg, succeeds Mr. Kenzie, and N. W. H. Schafer,

Jr., supervisor at Lebanon, has been appointed division en-

gineer at Harrisburg, succeeding Mr. Goodman.

Harry G. Clark, whose appointment as chief engineer of

the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at

Chicago, was announced in the Railnay Af^c of September 27.

was born at Leaven-
worth, Kan., on July 8,

1875. Mr. Clark gradu-

ated from the civil en-

gineering course at the

University of Kansas in

1898. In September of

that year he entered the

service of the .\tchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe as

chainman on its Kansas
lines. Subsequently he

was a rodman on con-

struction and transit-

man on location with

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy in Iowa;
from October, 1900, to

September, 1905. he was
successively resident

engineer and division

engineer on the west-

ern division of the

Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, now a part of the Rock Island,

and division engineer of the Pan Handle and Arkansas di-

visions of the Rock Island. From September. 1905, to Octo-

ber, 1909, he was first district engineer on the Choctaw district,

and from the latter date to June, 1912, trainmaster on the

Arkansas and Oklahoma divisions. Mr. Clark was then

appointed assistant to the second vice-president, and later he

held the same position under the first vice-president in charge

of operation. On .A.ugust 1, 1918, he was appointed general

supervisor of maintenance of way. which position he held at

tlie time of his appointment as chief engineer, as mentioned

above. -

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

E. O. McCormick, vice-president in charge of tratTic of the

Southern Pacific, under private control, with headquarters

at San ["rancisco, has been granted a leave of absence.

J. G. Drew, vice-president of the Missouri Pacific, with

hcad<|uarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been elected also presi-

dent of the Natchez & Southern, with the same headquarters.

Marvin Hughitt, Jr., vice-president in charge of operation

of the Chicago & North Western, under private control, con-

tinues as vice-president in the corporate organization. John
D. Caldwell, secretary, has been electe<i secretary and as-

sistant treasurer of the corporation. Lewis A. Robinson,

controller under private ownership, lias been appointed con-

troller of the corporation. J. F. Cleveland, general right-of-

way agent, has been appointed land commissioner for the

corporation. The headquarters of these officers are at

Chicago.

Henry Ruhlender, chairman of the board of the St. Louis-

San Francisco, has been also elected president of the cor-

poration, with headquarters at New York. C. W. Hillard,

fourth vice-president, is second vice-president and treasurer

of the corporate organization, with headquarters at N'eu

York. T. A. Hamilton, secretary and treasurer, has been

elected tliird vice-president and controller nf the corporation,

with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo. S. J. Fortune, assistant

to the auditor under private control, has been made secretary

and assistant treasurer, with headquarters at St. Louis. W.
A. McAulifle has been appointed assistant treasurer at New
York, and F. H. Shaffer has been appointed traffic and trans-

portation agent at St. Louis.

Edward H. Lee, who has been elected president of the

Chicago & Western Indiana, and the Belt Railway of Chi-

cago, was born at Dayton, Ohio. He attended Ohio State

University in 1877.

1878 and 1879, and the

University of Wooster
during 1883 and 1884.

He began railway work
in 1880 on the Scioto

Valley as a rodman
and subsequently to

1887 was on various

roads as instrument
man, assistant engineer

and resident engineer,

including the Xew
York, Chicago & St.

Louis, the Wisconsin
Central and the L'nion

Pacific. He then went
to the Elgin. Joliet &
Eastern as office en-

gineer. From 1889 to

1893 he was chief en-

gineer of that road. ^- ^- I-"

Mr. Lee was engaged
in private practice as an engineer and superintendent for

contractors and in charge of field work for the Sanitary'

District of Chicago from 1893 to 1898. Since 1898 he has
been chirf engineer of the Chicago & Western Indiana and
the Belt Railway of Chicago. Since March, 1914, he has
been vice-president also. He has now been elected president
of these companies, as mentioned aliove.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. R. Leighty, engineer maintenance of way of the Missouri
Pacific, at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed chief en-
gineer of the corporation, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

E. G. Hawkins, power engineer on the New York Central.

lines east of Buffalo, with headquarters at Albany. N. Y..

has been appointed signal engineer of the corporation, with

headquarters at New York City.

E. H. Lycett, general accountant on the Missouri Pacific.

with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., has been elected secre-

tary and treasurer of that corporation and of the Natchez &
Southern, with the same headquarters.

P. J. Neff, district engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

at Springfield, Mo., under private control, has been appointed
engineer for the corporation, with headquarters at St. Louis.

.Mo.

Obituary
Samuel P. Shane, formerly frei.glu traffic manager of the

F.rie. with headquarters at Chicago, died on September 24.

at Cleveland. (Thio. Mr. Shane was in the service of the

Erie for more than 25 years. He left railroad service in

1908 to go into other business and, at the time of his death,

was president of the Great Lakes Towing Company at

Cleveland. Mr. Shane was born in Pittsburgh, Pa., on

May 31. 1857, and entered railway service in 1871. Subse-

quently he served in various capacities on the Pittsburgh.

Cincinnati & St. Louis, the New York, Lake Erie & Western,

now a part of the Erie, and the Erie. In February. 1903. he

became freight traffic manager of the last-named road. Six

years later he resigned to become general manager of the

Gilchrist Transportation Company at Cleveland, and later

liecame president of the Great Lakes Towing Company,
which position he held at the time of his death.

Eierv Raitivayman a Liberty Bond Subscriber



The KaisLT is at lii:' old trick.s uguiii. He began his latest

stunt two or three weeks ago when he had Austria propose

a meeting to consider peace terms.
Our Only Having been repulsed there he has ad-
Terms Are vanced to the next step in his campaign

Restated '"if' '''i* now had his own imperial

chancellor make a request for a restora-

tion of j)eace by negotiation. No longer having any reserves

left in the field to parry Foch's repeated skilful blows, he

has brought Up his diplomatic reserves instead, and has

launched in another quarter a new attack that, were it not

for the Allies' past experiences with similar drives for peace,

would be far more dangerous than a campaign in the field,

for the reason that its objectives and its methods might l)e

less well Understof)d. But, in this case, the Allies have
little to fear from the new peace drive. We know its ol)-

jectives beforehand. We realize that what the German wants
is to get away with his booty—or at least a large part of it

—

before he has i)een entirely subdued and defeated, and we
know that he hopes by discussing peace to undermine the

morale of our soldiers in the field and the people at home
by making them think that the war is nearly over, thus

leading us to rela.\ our efforts. But this time, the German
will reach neither of these objectives. The allied peoples

are behind this war to the limit and they realize that there

can be no let-up until the final and only conclusion. ' There
can be no discussion of peace terms with the arch villain

of the century—with an autocrat to whom treaties of peace,

j)romises to observe neutrality, or even international law

itself mean absolutely nothing—or with a tyrant who wants

to stop the war now before he is entirely defeated so that

his successors may arise again at some future time to trample

once more over the rights and liberties of the rest of man-
kind. The Allies have not yet completely won the war

—

they are, however, on the road that leads straight to victon-

and to the downfall of Kaiserism and autocracy. Tliey

have but one set of peace terms to offer. However these

temis may be stated or whatever their details may be they

are based on a single thing—unconditional surrender.

Lend the IF'ny They Fif^ht

The Railway Age holds no brief for the ma])-makers, but

it would like to suggest to any of its readers who may be

ready to take any stock whatever in the
It s a Kaisers proposal for a peace by negoti-

Long Way ation—who are beginning to think that

to Berlin t'le war is already won, or who have
not yet gone their limit in Liberty

Bonds that they secure a ma[) of the western front and mark
hy means of colored tacks tlio progress of the allied armies
from day to day. They will find two very interesting things,

as tliose of us who have kept such maps for the last few
weeks will testify. One is that there is an unbounding
pleasure and a pleasant feeling of optimism in advancing
these little tacks nearer and nearer the Franco-Belgian bor-

der day by day as Foch launches one successful attack after

another. And on the other liand thc\- will (juickly realize

that, however big the news]iaper headlines may hxik, Ger-
many itself is still manv, nianv miles awav and that the

advance of the tacks towards the line Itetween France and
Belgium—and still less the line between Belgium and Ger-
many—is e.xasperatingly slow. All of which will set a man
thinking and he can think along but one line. Namely.
that we cannot let the German out by peace by negotiation
while he still holds almost all of Belgium, while he still is

mining France's iron ore in the fields between Verdim and
Metz and while he is still burning towns and maliciously
blowing up cathedrals and other noted works of art in north-
ern France itself. In short, the map very plainly will show
that while the Allies are .going strong under Foch's able
direction, there is still a great ways left to go. And go it

we must. I'eace moves and stories of broken German morale,
notwithstanding, we mu,<t go our limit pushing behind that

line until it is at least over the Rhine. Every dollar spent
in Liberty Bonds will help directly or indirectly in ad-
vancing these tacks out of France and Belgium. Are you
putting all the effort you can behind your little jiart of that

line? In other word.s—Have you gone your limit in Liljerty

Bonds ?

' Buy Bonds to Your ITMOST
|

The .severe epidemic of Spanish influenza whicli seems now
to be running almost unabated throughout large sections of

the country cannot receive too much
'"^ attention on the part of railway oper-

Spanish ating officers. The authorities in many
Influenza cities have closed the theatres and other

places of amu.sement. Liljerty Loan
meetings have been called off and in many places the open-
ing of colleges has been postponed until the attack is over.

In riiiladelphia, which is suffering severely from the epi-

demic, the saloons have been closed. In New York, the
hours for opening various kinds of business have been re-

arranged so as to relieve the congestion on the city transit

lines. The danger of contagion is most serious in crowded
places. For that reason it behooves the railways to take
every possible measure to the end that they may not serve
in any greater degree than necessary as an agency in spread-
ing the disease. Crowding in passenger trains should In-

avoided as much as possible. The presence of an influenza

victim in the midst of a crowd is exceedingly serious. A
car added here or there will no doubt help considerably in

many cases. Insistence on open windows and ventilators

is a positive necessity. Notices siiould be placed in the cars

that any one having to sneeze or cough should do so in his

handkerchief; and what is more important, instructions

should be issued to the conductors and trainmen looking to

the enforcement of these things. Spitting in passenger

coaches is still occasionally seen and is a particular evil in

smoking cars. It is not only a most obnoxious habit but

under present conditions it is positively dangerous. The
present signs in cars on many railroads saying that spitting

is against the law are almost a joke. Such signs should

explain in far more emjihatic terms how obnoxious and dan-

gerous spitting is. Trainmen should be instructed to re-

monstrate with tho.se who persist in the habit. The situ-

ation is exceedingly serious and no steps should be left un-

taken to remedv it.

Bur Bond^ to Your Limit.
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Railway Employees in Politics

"T^iLE OFKICERS of the railway labor brotherhoods continue

to protest to Director General McAdoo against his order

prohibiting railway officers and employees from participat-

ing actively in ])olitic.';. 'Die heads of the brotherhoods had
conferences with the director general on September 27 and
October 3. According to reports, the director general refused

to recede from his position, and another conference is to be

lield on October 15.

Railway officers and employees are now in government

.service. It is difficult to see why, while they are in that

service, any rule very different from that applied to officers

and employees in the government civil service should be

applied to them. Civil Service Rule 1, Section I, provides

that officers and employees of the government subject to the

rules, "while retaining the right to vote as they please and

to e.xpress jjrivalely their opinions on all political subjects,

shall take no active part in political management or in poli-

tical campaigns. . . Petitions or other communica-

tions regarding public business addressed to the Congress or

either house, or any committee or member thereof, by offi-

cers or employees in the Civil Service of the United States

shall be transmitted through the heads of their respective

department or offices, who shall fonvard them without de-

lay, with such comments as they may deem requisite in the

public interest. Officers and employees are .strictly prohib-

ited from attempting either directly or indirectly to secure

legislation, or to influence pending legislation, except in the

manner above described.'' If this rule should be applied

to railway employees they would be obliged entirely to dis-

continue making representations directly to the state legis-

latures and to Congress regarding legislation which they

want, and to begin making such representations solely

through the officers of the Railroad Administration. It is

further provided by the Federal Civil Service rules that

"an employee may not publish, or be coimected editorially,

managerially or financially with any political newspaper,

and may not write for publication any letter or article, signed

or unsigned, in favor of or again.st any political party, can-

didate, faction or measure." During recent political cam-

paigns members of the railroad brotherhoods have been very-

active in doing most of the things prohibited by this rule.

Director General McAdoo is merely trying to give effect

on the railways to the spirit of the United States Civil Ser\'-

ice rules. He is not trying to apply them to the letter. liut

doubtless if government ownership and operation of rail-

ways should be adopted as a permanent policy, the Civil

Service rules would be applied literally, and in their en-

tirety, to officers and employees of the railways. Whether

all the 2,000,000 voters employed upon the railroads could

be forced to obey them is a momentous question.

It need hardly be said that strict and prolonged enforce-

ment of rules prohibiting railway employees from partici-

pating in politics would ultimately result in the destruction

of the railway brotherhoods as effective organizations. This

the heads of the brotherhood clearly foresee, and undoubt-

edly it is this which is causing them to make such vigorous

and persistent protests. On the other hand, if under gov-

ernment operation' railway employees should be allowed to

participate in politics without restriction, they probably

could, through their organizations, secure a power which

would enable them to dictate to both of the great political

parties and to the government itself.

If the present Railroad Administration, with its autocratic

authority, cannot keep railway' employees out of politics in

time of war, no future Railroad Administration, possessing

less power and exercising it in time of peace, could possibly

do so. The test of strength now being made by the director

general and tlie railway brotherhoods is one of national im-

portance and should be a subject of national interest.

The Case of the Engineer

npjiK trained engineer is a prime necessity in all the cona-

plex ramifications of modem warfare. Whether it bt

in the laying out of trenches, the building of bridges under

the enemy's fire, or the erection of buildings for the pro-

duction of war supplies, the advantages of the engineer's

.specialized training and skill are fully recognized. So
urgent has been the call for technical men for purely mili-

tary work that the United States army has arranged with

the colleges to give short courses of intensive training to

selected yoimg men of draft age who include in their niun-

lier practically all of the high school graduates who would
ordinarily be taking up the study of engineering. As a re-

sult, practically all civil activities requiring the services of

engineers are more or less embarrassed by a lack of prop-

erly qualified applicants for the subordinate positions in

their technical corps and, as outlined on another page of

tiiis issue, this shortage of competent men is being felt

keenly by the railroads. At present the job is seeking the

engineer while in the past the engineer was usually seeking

the job.

Superficially this would seem to indicate that the engineer

liad arrived but, insofar as it concerns the railroads, this is

not the case. The increases in compensation accorded him
have not been on a parity with the demand for his services, the

increased cost of living or the advances granted other classes

of employees. The engineers, along with other employees

receiving less than $250 montlily, were granted advances

under Order No. 27, based upon rates in effect on Decem-
ber 31, 1915, and like all other employees who had not been

wresting periodic additions to their pay checks through the

agency of collective bargaining, they found that the advances

awarded them did not compensate for the decreased pur-

chasing power of their earnings. But unlike most other

classes of employees who sought relief from the inadequate

provisions of Order No. 27, no supplemental order has been
issued in recognition of their contentions. Thus the transit-

man, the assistant engineer, the resident engineer and others

of their kind, find that after spending four years in tech-

nical training and from one to ten years in actual experi-

ence, they are being paid little if any more than the artisans

and foremen of the various crafts in the maintenance of

way department and notably less than the foremen, clerks

and craftsmen employed by construction contractors.

This inequitable situation is aggravated by daily contact

between the engineers and workmen and the humiliation

arising from the knowledge that the latter are also thor-

oughly conversant with these facts. Like foremen on
monthly pay the engineers are subjected to a further dis-

advantage tlirough the fact that unlike the workmen they

cannot increase their earnings through over-time, although

they are subjected to calls at any hour of the day or night

and their services are in no way restricted to definite jvork

day hours.

The present inadc(iuacy of compensation to engineers is

not the result alone of inequalities brought about by war
conditions. The salaries paid them had been dispropor-

tionately low for a number of years previous to the war.

This situation was reviewed in our columns about a year
ago and disclosed the fact that the decreased attractiveness

of engineering positions with railroads had had a noticeable

tendency in some cases toward decreasing the caliber of the

engineering graduates who applied for railway positions.

With an aggravation of this disproportion in compensation
under present conditions, a further falling off in the quality

of material available for positions is to In- expected.

Tlie men who at present compose the engineering depart-

ments of American railroads are far too loyal to allow their

present pli.ght to lead them into defection from duty, never-

theless it is paramount that this situaticm bf roTTCctcd at

77i«> Liberty Loan Is Liifniing.
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the earliest possible date if tlie spirit and personnel of the

technical staffs of the railroads are to be maintained at the

present high standard. The subject deserves consideration

also as a matter of simple justice to the men themselves.

The Service Rendered by

Railway Supply Companies

MAN ui'AciiJ KICKS of many classes co-operate actively with

those to whom they sell their products in getting the

best possible results from the use of those products. Numer-
ous manufacturers in the railway supply field, after they have

sold materials or devices, send out experts thorougldy familiar

with their construction and operation to help the railways

get the best use and the longest life from them at the least

cost. The development of the service rendered by suppl}'

companies has been due largely to requests made by the rail-

ways for it.

There has been a tendency on the part of the Division of

Purchases of the Railroad .Administration to insist that the

expense incurred iiy the railway supply companies in ren-

dering this service shall not be included in the cost of doing

business which the companies are required to furnish to the

Division of Purchases. The Division of Purchases has de-

fended its attitude on the ground that such service is not

needed because, as is contended, the experts of the railways

themselves can do everything needed in connection with the

maintenance and use of equipment, materials and devices.

Is not the Division of Purchases making a serious mistake

in taking this position? There is no difference of opinion

over whether service of the kind mentioned is necessary in

many cases. The difference arises over whetlier it should

be rendered by the manufacturers and included in their costs

and in the prices tliey charge, or by the experts of the rail-

ways and charged directly into railway operating expenses.

The real point of issue, then, is whether the service will be

better and its cost less in the long run if rendered by the

experts of the supply companies or of the railway.

The experts of the supply companies are more likely thor-

oughly to understand tlie maintenance and operation of de-

vices made by tlieir companies, because they are specialists

in these matters, while railway officers and employees have

to handle materials and devices of numerous kinds purchased

from many different concerns. Furthermore, it is even more
to the interest of the supply company than to that of the

railway for the l)est possible results to be obtained from
materials or devices furnished b\ the supply company, for

if the results obtained are poor, the supply company may
lose a customer that will be difficult to replace, while the

railway can readily turn to other supply companies for ma-
terial or devices of similar kinds. Experience certainly

does seem to show that the best results are obtained from
many materials and devices when tlie supply companies
which make and sell them are given full opportunity to

co-operate with the railway in carrying out the best methods
of maintaining and operating them.

As to co.st, it is difficult to see wliy it sliould be greater

when the service is rendered uniformly by a single supply

company to several or many railways than when rendered

by each railway to itself. It may be, of course, that in some
cases supply companies have added excessive amounts to

their prices to cover the cost of service, but if so, this raises

the question, not whether they should be allowed to render

a valuable service and charge for it, but whether they should

be allowed to charge too much for it.

Unless our observation is very misleading, if the service

rendered by the supply companies to the railways should be
discontinued, no good substitute for it usually would be
provided, because the higher officers of the railways are al-

ready so overwhelmed with work that they would not fur-

jiish the supervision necessarj- to jirovide a good substitute.

If this should be the case; many materials and devices will

wear out faster than they would if the service of the ^upply

companies were seciired, and the result will be that the

railway scrap pile will increase faster in future than it has
even in the past. Now, it i.-; very desirable that a compre-
liensive program for the reclamation of scrap should be

initiated and energetically carried out, but scrap prevention

or postponement is under present conditions much more im-
portant than scrap reclamation.

The railway equipment and supply companies of the

United States, by their co-operation with the railways, have
contributed greatly in past years to the improvement of the

design, manufacture and operation of all kinds of railway

equipment, materials and devices. They can and will con-

tribute even more in future if given the oppwrtunity. The
service they are in a position to render in connection with

the maintenance and operation of the things they make and
sell can be made, if the railways will properly and ade-

(juately avail themselves of it. a potent agency for further

increasing railroad efficienc\'.

One Way to Get More Rails

W(H i.D you ratlier have 10 miles of 130-lb. rail or 13

miles of 100-lb. rail? This in large measure is the

question confronting railway men today. In an endeavor to

distribute the steel output of the country among the con-

sumers that are most important to the national welfare, the

War Industries Board is drawing a sharp line between
the so-called essential and non-essential industries and is-

curtailing or withholding deliveries to many concerns.

.\ltliough the steel output of the country has been in-

creased greatly since 1914, the demands for war purf)Oses-

have increased so much more rapidly that tht surplus o€
steel available for industrial needs has becomi small, par-
ticularly in recent months. The railways are one ol the
industries most essential to the welfare of our country and
tlieir needs ought to be met. They are normally among
the largest users of steel for a wide variety of purposes
and their inroads on the available pnxluction are therefore

heav)-. Furtlurmore, their receipts of new materials, and
particularly rails, tiiis year have been hardly half of normal
and this has followed several years of subnormal renewals.

.\s a result their necessarj- demands in 1919 will show an
increase over the amount liiey received this year.

\\'ithin recent \iars there has been a marked tendency
towards the adoption of heavier sections of rails. The
Lehigh Valley has adopted a 136-lb. section while the Penn-
sylvania has made a l.iO-lb. section standard for its main
lines. The transitions from 90 lb. to 100 lb. and from 85
111. .to 90 lb. sections have been general. However, the
fact that each increase of 5 lb. in weight of section requires
S tons more steel per mile of track, is now a most important
consideration, and in view of the present shortage of steel, it

would seem advisable to return to some of the lighter rail

.sections recently abandoned. In practically all cases, rails

of these lighter sections are still carrying the same traffic

as tlie newer patterns, since it normally takes several years

to change out all of the rail in a line. By reverting to the

old section of rail on each line, no change in standards for

fastenings would result, a consideration which would render
the adoption of a common standard of rail section unwise
at this time.

If the average weight of section rolled next year was
reduced .> lb. it would result in a saving of 100.000 tons.

Under normal conditions a suggestion to use a lighter rail

would be open to criticism as a step backward, but at present

it has nnich to recommend it as an emergenrv measure.

Wake Up and Buy Another Bond.
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September 19—Dijon, France -'0 20 the war) put in some cab signals, not because thev were be-
Septembcr 24—Dresden. Saxony .11 50 i;„,.„j4 u -411 j 41. - 1 ^u '

Tune 22—ivarhoe. Ind 68 127 lieved to be a Suitable and necessary thing, but because it was
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deemed good policy to pacify the people, the legislature, the

September 17—Marshfield, Mo 15 39 inventors, or soniebodv, was pursuing a policy which is to be

Total 3.1-' 482 hoped is now out of date. That policy has had too much
Since this article was written the cable has hrouglit a report from Malmo. favor in this Country already.

Sweden, of a derailment, at a washout, killing many of the occupants of = ^
-.

a 24-car passenger train, the number being vaguely given as frnm ."iO to 2.';n. t/fai/nviv .Is,- Ga:i-:t,-, Ansust 7. |0u. page 239.

The Fourth Loan Is Double the Third.
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Setting the Clocks Back
New York City.

To niiE Editor:

A train is tied to its schedule, and the schedule is tied to

the clock. When the hands of the clock are moved forward,

therefore, the train should move forward (make up time)

and when the hands of the clock are moved back the train

should move back.

Some of us found difficulty last Spring, when the clocks

and watches were changed, in making it clear to our own
minds just where we were at; deciding whether a train which
was on the road at 2 a. m. should go forward, or backward,
or stand still. The above is a simple rule by which to ad-

just ourselves to such a change, if we find ourselves con-

fused. And one is to be made on the 27th of October.

It is a rule, I mean, for simplifying our mental processes

—not one to be literally acted on. A train cannot at once

go forward with the clock—make up 60 minutes—and so

it must run late; and it cannot go backwards an hour (or

any length of time) l)ecause it has no right to the road; and
the despatcher will not give it the right, when it has a load

of passengers or freight which cannot be thus sent where

it does not want to go. But, having got the principle clearly

fixed in your head, it will be easy to adjust your mind to

the change without any delay or doubt. Trains on the

road at 2 a. m. of October 27 will have to stop and wait an

liour, unless the despatcher gives them orders to run extra.

In some cases, the most convenient thing to do will l)e to hold

the trains, the previous evening, at their starting point, for

an hour, and notify the public beforehand that this is going

to be done. E. A. K.

what kind of a shovel he has. If he knows of a way to

get results by using less coal and less energy, why not let

him do it? The storj- of my troubles in interesting the men
higher up, and finally securing a scoop that had the ap-

proval of the firemen is a long one. But I did it, and I

believe that this question of a proper scoop has more to do
with the saving of coal than much of the stuff we read about.

It is "execution" or a part of it. E. J. M.

I
L.-nd III,- ITay Thvy Fifilu

I

Get the Proper Scoop for Firemen
Montreal, Aunust 28. I91.S.

To THE Editor:

I have just read your editorial on "The Real Secret of

Fuel Economy," and noted that as usual you hit the nail

on the head. May I say something along this line? Some
years ago I listened to a gentleman tell in a' convention

meeting how he had saved coal by keeping so close a check

on die quantity consumed by the engines on his road that

he could tell each night how much coal had been used on

the road that day. The whole story of office checking and

reports received did not impress me to any extent, nor do

I believe that it would impress any other man who had been

out on the road and observed at first hand what you so well

name "execution." When the gentleman got through with

his speech I asked him this question. "Have you ever con-

sidered the importance of the coal .scoop used by your fire-

men?" He answered, "No, not jiarticularly. There arc

many good scoops."

Let me explain win- I asked that question. Some years

ago I was in close touch with the hx-omotive men on a cer-

tain railway. One of the things they told me was that the

sctx)p they were supplied with was "rotten." It was too

big and therefore picked up more coal than was wanted!
that meant a waste of coal. Not being well balanced it

took extra energy to handle; that was a waste of energy or

man power. I found that the men were cutting the scoop

and trying to hammer it into .shape to suit thorn. Now a

man on an engine must get results; that is, he must "keep
her hot" no matter how much or how little coal he uses or

I

Buy Bonds to Your UTMOST \

Proposed Changes In Time Zones
Buffalo.

lo THE Editor:
The bold scheme for changing the boundaries of the

time zones proposed by Mr. Judd and printed by you on
August 2, page 209, certainly has its attractive features; but
what will the railroads say? He dismisses their objections
with a paragraph, simply obser\'ing that they will have to

submit.

In view of the numerous acid and brittle pills from Mr.
McAdoo's pharmacy that the railroads have swallowed in

the last eight months, it is possible that they will the more
meekly sul)mit to this innovation; but even Mr. McAdoo
will balk at some things. Mr. Judd seems to think that
millions of people are not merely inconvenienced; but that
they are deprived of their birthright, in being compelled to
live in places like Buffalo and Pittsburgh, where two times
are in use. The roads will challenge him to produce proof.

In advance of any final official action, it is perhaps
hardly worth while to discuss at any great length the
merits of the proposed change; but the American railroad
officer who desires to be really progressive will do well
not to be scared too easily. Changing watches at other than
division termini is not such a terrible thing as it is some-
times said to be. Colonel Henr\' S. Haines, president of the
-American Railway Association in 1892, in the course of his
annual address before the association, on October 12 of that
year, in New York City, dealing with the problem of de-
veloping a thoroughly satisfactor}' code of train rules, de-
clared that "this problem can only be said to have been
definitely solved when trains can be run frequently at high
speed from start to finish without time card or train order,

secure against derailment or collision and controlled only by
the block signal."

This advanced ideal, which was so far ahead of its time,

is brought to mind by the present discussion. Running trains

without a time card means running without watches—or at

least, running without depending on the watch as the vital

element of safety. The running of trains "controlled only
by the block signal" which in 1892 seemed somewhat vision-

ary to, perhaps, the majority of American railroad men, has
since become common on many hundreds of miles; and so we
have, today, in the matter of watches, a question not of

safety, but of convenience. Mr. Judd puts in a strong plea for

the convenience of the citizens. The railroads have a richt.

also, to plead convenience. But when a railroad arsrues

against the change on the ground that it would be unsafe.

it will find itself 25 years behind the times—or, at least

25 years behind the president of the .\merican Railway
Association. With complete block signal protection the safety

of trains is secured "without time card or train order" and.

consequently, without watches. The engineman who passes

through Sandusky or Toledo Junction at a m'le a minute
can, therefore, with perfect ?afet>', swap watches at the next

stopping place. In our worship of the watch, as in our

veneration for the Standard Code, we need to walk with

circumspection. The standard rules for the operation of

trains under automatic block signals have nothing to say

about time, or about clocks or watches. E. .\dams.

Have You Doubled Your Third Loan Subscription?
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The Huiu Are Still in France.
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Standard Six-lVheeled Siintcher for the United States Railroad Administration

U.S.R.A. Standard Six-Wheel Switching Locomotive

The First of the Smallest Government Engines to Be Built;

Very Similar to the 0-8-0 Locomotives

THE FIRST OF THE SMALLEST of tlif Standard locoiiiotives

to be built for the United States Railroad Administra-

tion, the Six-wheel switcher, has been completed by

the American Locomotive Company and it is one of fourteen

to be delivered to the Chicago Junction Railway. The loco-

motive weighs 165,0(30 lb. in working order, 55,000 lb. being

carried on each axle. It has 21-in. by 28-in. cylinders.

51 -in. drivers, and with a working boiler pressure of 190 lb.

a rated tractive effort of 39,100 lb. is obtained. Five loco-

motives of this design will also be delivered to the Atlantic

Coast Line and 20 to the Pennsylvania Lines West in the

near future. These engines are in many details similar to

the standard 0-8-0 locomotives which were described in the

Railway Age of September 20, page 542. The clearance

dimensions are 10 ft. 2 in. maximum width with 10 ft. over

cylinders and 14 ft. lA in. maximum height. The overall

length of engine and tender is 66 ft. 2^ in.

These locomotives are ver\- similar in design to the Six-

wheel switchers that have given such excellent results on the

Chicago & North Western in both switching and transfer

service and which were briefly described in the Railway Age
Gazette of March 30, page 698. These two engines have

the same size cylinders, the same size drivers, practically

the same size firebox, and there is only a difference of 6,000

lb. in the total weight, 2,000 lb. in the tractive effort (thi.-

is due to a working boiler pressure of 180 lb.), about 100 sq.

ft. in total evaporating heating surface and 40 .sq. ft. in

superheating surface. The boilers are of the same diameter

and of the same general type. These North Western engine?

have proved so satisfactory that there is every reason to be-

lieve that the standard engines, which are so nearly like

them, will be found to be efficient. In order to assist Ihe

roads that will use these locomotives in determining their

proper loading, a tonnage rating chart i> included with this

article, which is similar to those shown in the Rnil'cay Age
for October 4, page 627.

The boiler of the standard 0-6-0 switcher is of the same

general design as that of the Eight-whoel switcher. It was de-

signed for a pressure of 200 lb. but has a working pressure of

190 lb. It is 66 in. in diameter, of the straight telescopic type,

with 19/32-in. barrel sheets, 9/16-in. front tulie sheet and

yi-in. back tube sheet. There are 158 two-inch tubes and

iweiity-tour 5' j-ui. tlues. 15 ft. long over tube sheets. The
>ize and length of the tubes are the same as those in the

Kight-wheel switcher. The firebox is 72^ in. long by 66)4
in wide. The door and crown sheets are % in. thick and
the wrapper sheet and back head are 9/16 in. and ^i in.

thick, respectively. The water legs are 5 in. wide at the

throat and 43/< in. wide on the other tliree sides. I'bere are

tliree tubes for a Security brick arch and the O'Connor fire-

door flange is used. There are 346 flexible, 58 hollow and
.iiS3 solid staybolts. The boiler is equipped with a 24-unit

type .4 superheater having a heating surface of 442 5q. ft
,

which with an evaporating surface of 1,886 sq. ft. given an

equivalent heating surface of 2,536 sq. ft.

The general design of the frame for these engines is the

>ame as for the 0-8-0 standard locomotives. These frames

are 5 in. wide from the front to just back of the rear set oi

drivers, where a slab section 2 in. wide by 12 in. deep, in-

creasing to 3 in. wide by 18 in. deep at the extreme end is

provided. They are 5 in. deep over pedestals and 4]i in

deep at the smallest section of the upp)er rail. The lower rail

is 3 in. deep. A heavier section is provided under the cylin-

ders, the depth of the frame being increa,sed to 7^ in. and

to 9'.; in. at the buffer beam. The pedestal binders have a

minimum section of 3 in. by 5 in.

The side rods are of slab section, the front rod being 5 in.

by 1 y^ in. and the back rod 4 in. by 1 5/16 in. These are

coupled together with a 4-in. knuckle pin. The connecting

rods are of channel section, being 6 in. deep with '.s-in

flanges 3;/( in. w'ide, and V-i-in. webs. A cast iron box type

piston is used, having Hunt-Spiller bull and packing rings.

The piston rod is 33-4 in. in diameter. The crosshe-ad is of

the alligator type, having Hunt-Spiller gun iron shoes. The
steam distribution is controlled by tlie Baker valve gear,

which in general is of a design similar to that used on the

0-8-0 switchers, many parts of which are duplicates. Botli

the Lew-is and Mellin reverse gears will be used on Icxomo-

tives in this order. The packing of boUi tlie valve.' and
cylinders is of the United States Metallic Packing Company's
design.

The valves are 10 in. in diameter and arc fitted with bu.*h-

ings and packing and bull rings of Hunt-Spiller gun iron,

riu cvlinder lnisiiin<.'s are made of the same material.

Liberty Bonds H ill Help Push Them Out.
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The tender is identical with thai used witli the 0-8-0

switchers, having a capacity of 8,000 gal. of water and 16

tons of coal. The tank, has the Locomotive Stoker Company's

type D coal pusher, Commonwealth cast steel underframe,

and cast steel tender truck side frames to be furnished by the

American Steel Foundries and the Buckeye Steel Castings

Comjxiny. The tender wheels are cast iron, being H in. in

diameter.

There are a large number of details on this locomotive that

are common to the standard Eight-wheel switcher and a few

common to all of the standard locomotives. Among the items

common to both of the switchers may he mentioned driving

a.xles, driving boxes, shoes and wedges, pedestal crosstie,

grates, tulie setting, coal pusher, many of the cab fixtures,

bumper arrangement, bell details, reverse shaft joke and bell

crank. Such details as the dome cap, coupler, coupler draw-

head, eccentric rod Ijearings, cylinder cocks and gage cocks

are common to all of the standard locomotives.

These engines are to be equipped with the Shoemaker fire

door. Cole safety valve, Sargent safety three-face water gage.

No. 11 non-lifting Nathan injector, Detroit three-feed lubri-

cator, Pyle electric headlight, Westinghouse air brakes, Im-

Cirade (Per Cent).
.7 .8 .3 I.O I.I I.Z J.i 14 15 16 1.7 18 1.9 e.O

O .1 .z .S .4 .s
Copyright, 1918, by H. S. rinccnl.

.8 .3 I.O II I.Z 13 1.4 IS 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 P.O

Oracle CPerCenf).

Tonnage Rating Chart for the U. S. R. A. Standard Six-Wheel Switcher

The curves of hauling capacity are ciitistructiil for a car resistance of

4 lb. per ton. The chart may be used for anv other car resistance or for

any ooinbination of resistances by converting them into terms of grade.

1 lb. car resistance = .05 per cent grade

1 deg. curve uncompensated — .04 per cent graiie

Kor example, find the tamiaKC capacity of the locomotive at 16 m. p. h. on

a one per cent gr-ide combined with eight-degree uncompensated curve and

with a train having a frictional resistance of five pounds per ton.

The combined resistance in terms of grade are 1 + (8 X .04) +
(1 X 0.5) = 1.37 per cent at the intersection of the ordinate for 1.37 per

cent grade. With the drawbar pull curve for 16 m.

nearly 700 tons is the capacity of the engine.

,ve find that

Only a Quitter Favors a Negotiated Peace Now.
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perial type B uncoupling device, unit drawbar, Franklin
flexible metallic joints, Ashcroft steam gages, Chicago Rail-

way Equipment Company brake beams, Woods tender side

bearings, Westinghouse type D-i draft gear, Hancock
sprinkler. Chambers throttle and United States Metallic
Packing Company jineumatic Sanders.

The following table contains the principal data and dimen-
sions of these engines as compared with those built for the

Chicago & North Western by the American Locomotive Com-
pany a few years ago:

General Data

ri U. S. R. A. Chicago &
Standard North Western

•^age 4 ft. 8V5 in. 4 H. S<A in.
bervice Switching Transfer
I'uel Bit. coal Bil. coal
Tractive effort 39,100 1b. 37.000 1b.
Weight in working order 165.000 lb. l7l,000 lb.
Weight on drivers 165,000 1b. 171,000 1b.
Weight of engine and tender in
working order 309.000 1b. 298.000 1b.

Wheel base, driving 11 ft. 11 ft. 6 in.
Wheel base, total 11 ft. H ft. 6 in
Wheel ba.se, engine and tender 49 ft. }•/• in. 47 ft. 6^ iti.

Ralins

Weight on drivers -i- tractive effort 4.22 4.62
Total weight -H tractive effort 4.22 4 62
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -;-

equivalent heating surface" 782 732
Equivalent heating surface* H- grate

area 77.3 78.9
l'"irebox heating surface -f- equiva-

lent heating surface,* per cent... 5.41 5.89
Weight on drivers -^ equivalent
heating surface* 64.7 66.28

Total weight -^ equivalent heating
surface* 64.7 66.28

Volume both cylinders 11.22 cu. ft. 11.22 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* ~ vol.

cylinders 226.5 229.8
Grate area -i- vol. cvlinders 2.94 2 96

CyKnders

i^,!"'' , •;••••, Simple
Diameter and stroke 21 in. by 28 in.

[:^i"d Piston
Diameter .. join.
(Greatest travel 6 in
Outside lap Tg in'
[n.sirle clearance o in!
Lead m full gear i^ ;„.

llhccls
Driving, diameter over tires 51 in.
Driving, thickness of tires 31,^ in.
Driving journals, main, diameter and
,^

'?n.Ktli
.• , 9 in. by 12 m

Urivmg journals. other.s, diameter
and length 9 in. by 12 I'm

Boiler

^>\. Straight
VV orking pressure

1 90 lb. per sq. in.
Outside diameter of fir.st ring 66 in
Fjrehox, length and width 72!^ in.- by 665^ in.
I'lrebox plates, thickness ]^ in. and J^ in.
Tubes, number and outside diameter 158—2 in.
(•lues, number and outside diameter 24—5 54 in
Tubes and flues, length 1 5 /t.
Heatnig surface, tubes 1,233 sq ft
Heating surface, flues 515.sq. ft
Heating surface, firebox 138 so ft
Heating surface, total 1.886 sq. ft.
Superheater heating surface 442 sq. ft.
Kcjuivalcnt heating surface* 2.549 sq. ft
Grate area 33 sq. ft
Smokestack, height above rail 14 ft. '/i in
Center of boiler above rail 102 in.

Tender
Tank Water bottom

..r^.'","^ Commonwealth
weight 144.000 lb.
Wheels, diameter 33 in.
Journals, dianuler and length 6 in. by 11 in
Water capacity 8.0U0 gal.
Coal capacity 16 tons

*EquivaIent heating surface — total evaporative .t:,

times the superheating surface.

Simple
n. b/ 28 in.

io

a in

51 in.

Hi in.

9yi in. by 12 in.

954 in. by 12 in.

Straight
180 lb. per sq. in.

66 in.

72'/i in. by 65 ^i in.

H in.

160—2 in.

22—S« in.

16 ft
1.333 sq. ft
492 sq. ft
152 sq. ft

1,977 sq. ft.

402 sq. ft
2.580 sq. ft.

32.7 sq. ft.

14 ft. 5M in.

103 in.

Water bottom
Cast steel

127,000 lb.

33 in.

5 in. by 9 in.

6.500 gal.

10 tons

I
Lend the Way They Finht '
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$74,971,150 in Bonds Subscribed by Railway Men
Reports to the Director General Show How Well the Loan

Is Going in the Federal Regions

RKi»t)KTs I IF suuscKiPTioNS by railroad employees on

railroads under Federal control made so far to Di-

rector General McAdoo indicate tliat these employees

have purchased a total of $74,971,150 of Fourth Liberty

Loan Bonds. Most of the reports are as of the close of busi-

ness October 4.

The subscriptions of railroad employees so far reported

are given herevvith in the order of the total subscriptions in

each region although the number of cin]il(i\ees in tlie regions

varies materially:

Northwestern Region $16,408,150
Central Western Region 16,406,050
Eastern Region 15,209,100
Soiilhwesiern Region 10.392,900
Allegheny Regiin 7.830.000
Southern Recion 7,319.250
I'ocahont.is Region 1 ,345.700

Eastern Region

An incomplete report from A. H. Smith, Eastern regional

director, as of October 4, shows that out of 288,229 employees,

174,401 or 54 per cent had sub.scribed to the Fourth Libertv

Loan a total of $15,209,100, or an average of $81.00 per

subscriber.

Up to October 4, several eastern railroads had passed

90 per cent of their total employees suliscribed.

The Maine Central led all lines with 98 per cent, 5,966 of

its 6,080 employees having subscribed in tlie first four days.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western was a most credit-

able second, 20,.351 employees out of a total of 21,095 having
subscribed with the same promptness, or 96 per cent.

Third was the Grand Rapids & Indiana and fourth the

Lehigh & Hudson River, the former with 95 per cent and the
latter 94 per cent of all the employees signed up for bonds.

In amount of subscribers and bonds taken, the initial

report shows the Pennsylvania Line* west of Pittsburgh lead-
ing, there being 47,608 subscribers recorded for a total of
$4,091,900.

Up to the close of business October 4, out of 8,399 em-
ployees of the Wabash, 6,221 or 74.07 per cent had sub-
scribed to the Fourth Liberty Loan a total of $474,800. or an
average of $76..S2 per subscriber.

Allegheny Region

The report to the Director General from C. H. Markham,
director of tiie Allegheny region, shows that out of a total
of 315,990 railroad employees in that region 106.288 had
subscribed to the Fourth Liberty Loan a total of $7,830,000
up to October 4, or an average of $73.67 each; 33.64 per
cent of the employees in the region have bought bonds.

Pocahontas Region

N. D. :Maher. regional director of Pocahontas region, re-
ported as follows for railroads in his region for the period
ending with the close of business October 4

Chesapeake & Ohio $433,000
Norfolk & Western 737 gsQ
Virginian 158,900
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line 16,950

Total for the employees of railroads in tht
Pocahontas Region $1,345,700

A report from A. C. Needles, federal manager of the Nor-
folk & A\Vstern. shows that ever>- emplovee of the Norfolk

//(> Is a Quitter Ifho Does Not Buy Hif Limit.
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& Western ofSce building at Roanoke, Va., totalling 930

men, women and children, white and colored, has subscribed

to tiie Fourth Liberty Loan a total of $127,600.

Northwestern Region

The total reported to the Director General by R. H. Aish-

ton was $16,468,150, making the Northwestern region the

leader of the seven regions.

Reports received from railroads in the Northwestern region

up to 10:00 a. m. on October 5, the seventh day of the

liberty loan campaign, showed that 158,261 employees out of

a total of 266,038 in the region, or 59.59 per cent, had sub-

scribed to the fourth liberty loan. The aggregate amount of

the subscriptions was $16,468,150, or an. average of $104.05

per subscriber. Reports received up to 10:00 a. m. on the

previous day showed subscriptions totaling $14,187,450 a?

compared with $3,568,665 subscril:)ed by the same roads in

the linst six days of the third liberty loan campaign. It is

apparent, therefore, that the sale of the fourth issue of bonds

is progressing more rapidly in this region than was the case

with the third issue. The Northern Pacific led the roads of

the region in the aggregate amount subscribed on the seventh

day, with .subscriptions amounting to $3,110,950. The

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha was first among

the large roads in the percentage of employees subscribi.ig,

02.94 per cent of the men and women on its pay roll having

taken bonds up to October 5. Both the office of the regionil

director and that of the Chicago terminal manager reported

that 100 per cent of their officers and employees had sub-

scribed. In the regional director's office sub.scriptions totaled

$25,750, or an average of $250 per person.

The Northwestern region has classified its subscriptions

according to the kinds of employees. On October 5 the

officers and general office employees led in the percentage who

had sub.scribed 75.8 per cent having taken bonds. Mechan-

ical employees were second in rank with 71.89 per cent, and

agents and station employees third with 70.67 per cent.

Central Western Region

The Central Western region was second, from the stand-

point of total sub.scriptions. The report of Hale Holden, re-

gional director showed that for the period ended October 4,

50 per cent of the railroad employees in the region had sub-

scrilied $16,406,050 to the Fourth Liiierty Loan, an average

of $93 per subscriber.

Roads in the Central Western region reported subscriptions

up to 10:00 a. m. on October 5, to the amount of $16,937,550,

or an average of $89 per sul)scrii)er. Of the total number of

employees in the region, numbering 326,965, 58 per cent or

189,970 had taken l)onds. Of the large roads, the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific led in the percentage of employees

subscribing. Of the 27,319 employees of this road in the

region, 25,820 or 95 per cent were reported as subscribers uj)

to October 5. Subscriptions for the road totalled $2,096,150

or $81 per subscriber. The Chicago & Alton reported that

78 per cent of its employees had subscribed a total of

$552,250, or $81 per subscriber. The Des Moines Union
has been added to the list of 100 per cent roads, its 468 em-
ployees having subscribed an average of $57 per person.

Southvirestern Region

U. F. Hush, regional director of the Southwestern region,

reported that in tlie period ended at midnight October 4 rail-

road employees of that region had subscribed $10,392,900 to

the Fourth Liberty Loan.

Employees of the Missouri Pacific at the end of first week

of the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign had purchased $3,500,-

000 worth of bonds, a million dollars more than the amount
sutxscril^ed by employees of this railroad in the Third Liberty

Loan campaign.
niro(tr)r General Mc.\(Kh> has also announced that up to

the close of business on Friday, October 4, subscriptions to

the Fourth Liberty Loan totaling $194,500 had been made
by officers and employees of the central headquarters of the

Railroad Administration in Washington where the employees

total about 1,000.

Buy Bonds to Yc 1

Rail Failure Statistics for 1917*

By M. H. Wickhorst

Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee, American Railwa\'

Engineer Association, Chicago

THIS REPORT DEALS with the Statistics of rail failures col-

lected for the year ending October 31, 1917, furnished

by the railroads of the United States and Canada, in

response to a circular sent out by the American Railway

Association. The information furnished by each railroad,

showed the number of tons laid of each year's rolling from

each mill, the equivalent number of track miles, and the

total numlicr of failures that occurred in each year's rolling

from the date laid until October 31, 1916.

The failures were divided into four classes; namely, head,

web, base and "broken." The reports cover rollings for
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General Diagram of Rail Failures

1912 and succeeding years, and the ages of the rollings in

track would average about as shown below:

1912
1913
1914

.5 years

.4 years

.3 years

1915
1916
1917

2 years
! year

.Several months

The tonnages represented by the statistics in this report

are shown l)elow.

Year rolled Bessemer Open-hearth Totai

1912 211.125 1.308.601 1.519.7«6
1913 154,412 1.647.65* 1,802.071
1914 60,654 1,073.098 1,133.752
1915 12.141 1,075,111 1.087.252
1916 41,737 1.219.694 1. 261.431
1917 14.613 681.669 696,282

The equivalent track miles are as follows:

Year rolled Bessemer Openhearlh Total

!91> 1.518.71 9,259.97 10.778.68
1913 1,107.32 11.419.28 12.526.60
1914 431.39 7,388.40 7.819.79
1915 90.89 7.253.76 7.344.65
1916 319.44 8,213 09 8,532.53
1917 108.22 4.605.54 4.713.76

The table below shows the comparative performance of

Bessemer and open-hearth rails in failures per 100 track

miles; the relative failures of Bessemer rails are also indi-

Amorira's Only Terms—UnconditioFial Siurendfr.
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cated ljy tigurmg the failures of open-hearth rails as 100: of five years' ser\'ice, and the rollings for 191 J and 1914

„ „ ., inn. 1 1 r- •• c 1
also show successively decreased failures when compared

Years Failures per I OO track miles Comparative Failures .,-:.. ,,

\nv rolled service Openiiearth Hesscmcr Opcn-hearih Bessemer on a shortcr period of Service. The more reccnt or war-

j^'2 5 102.7 134.^ 100 131 time" rollings, however, are not starting out so well, al-

J9M ..'..' 3 oo.'s 7o!2 100 228 though the final performance can only be told after thev
'""

•

" '"-' "•*' ""^ '"* have been in track a sufficient length of time.

A summary of the general results as given in the reports In this connection, the writer wishes to call attention to a

for 1913 to 1917 inclusive is submitted in the following diagram submitted with a paper entitled, "The Rail Failure

table showing the average failures per 100 track miles of Situation," on which was shown the completed rail failure

the rollings for the several years, including both Bessemer ri-cord taken from the reports for 1913, 1914 and 1915, and

and open-hearth rails: on which also was projected what we would like the record

,.^ .,•
*" ''^ *" future reports. This diagram is reproduced in the

RoMc'ii 'I -'3 4 5 figure with the insertion of the records from the 1916 and
1908 ••. ..•• 398.1 1917 reports. It will be noted that thus far this estimate
190<) ... ••.. 224.1 277.8 . .^

. 1 ^ . . ^11- ^x.
1010 124,0 1S2.7 198.5 IS coming true, but when we come to recent rollings, the

Jll}^

—
Vg;, 32!? *49!3 '78!9 107 1 record may acquire an Upward hump. It may be that owing

vnY.'.W. 2.0 12..S 25.8 44.8 69.5 ...'. to war conditions the standard of quality of both the manu-
i<)M 1^ S198329
1015 0.7 ist 19.0 ...'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. facture of the rails and the maintenance of the track has

J'j{'' W "-^ — — — — not been upheld. It behooves the railroads to watch closely

the material going into rails and the condition of the track

It will be noted that the 1908 to 1912 rolling.^ show sue- in order not to have too large a crop of rail breakages blam-

cessively (iecreased numbers of failures compared on a basis able indirectly to the war.

I

Bay Bondi to lour LTMOST ~

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Railroads and Standard Equipment; Bankers Are Praised;

Repair Shops to Work on New Locomotives

SiXTY-i'ouK NKW LiK'oMOTivKS Were shipped by the build-

ers to railroads during the week ended September 28,

according to a statement issued by the Railroad Ad-

mini.stration. Of these, 42 were delivered by the American

Locomotive Company, 7 by the Lima Locomotive Corpora-

tion, and IS by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The total

included 42 of the U. S. R. A. .standard types, of which 14

Mikados were delivered to the Union Pacific, 12 Mikados

to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. 4 switchers to the

Toledo & Ohio Central, 6 Mikados to the Seaboard .\ir Line

and 6 Mikados to the Lake Erie & Western.

Railroads Reluctant to Accept Standard Equipment

The allocation of freight cars and locomotives ordered by

the Railroad Administration to the various railroads has

encountered some obstacles because many railroad companies

are displaying considerable reluctance to accept and pay for

the standard ecjuipment. The original plan was to have

the Railroad Administration acquire the cars and locomo-

tives with the idea of disposing of them to the railroad com-

panies after the period of government control is over if the

railroads are returned to their owners. This plan was

rhanged, however, and the 100,000 freight cars and the

1415 locomotives ordered were definitely allocated to the

railroad companies to be charged against their budgets and

financed by the companies. The roads were asked how
many of the standard locomotives they desired and they

placed their orders for various numbers, in some instances,

at least, because there was no opportunity to .secure any other

engines. Later some of them asked to have diftVrent types

than those originally allotted to them and several change*

were made when the request was received in time. This

luis resulted in several changes from the allocation as pub-

lisheil in the Kaihvay Age of June 28.

.•\bout September 1 .some of the car builders began to

lurn out the nevr freight cars in considerable quantities but

-.1 large number if road< have oljjected to accepting them.

Most of the objections have been on the ground that the

companies did not want to pay for the cars at the high prices

prevailing this year as all the revenue from their use goes

to the Railroad .\dministration and the companies can get

nothing but interest and the amount of the depreciation.

In other cases the objection was to the type of the standard

cars. Some changes have been made in the allocation, par-

ticularly where the road has been able to show that more
cars were allotted to it than should have been, perhaps be-

cause an order for cars previously placed by the road had
not been taken into consideration, but generally the Rail-

road Administration is taking the position that the com-
panies must take the cars and pay for them. On the other

hand, it is under.stood that some of the companies are refus-

ing to accept any cars they have not ordered. Thus far the

Railroad Administration has advanced the funds necessan-

to pay for the cars and locomotives delivered and up to

October 1 a total of $30,660,255 had been so advanced.

McAdoo Praises Bankers

In authorizing an annmincenient with regard to the ex-

tension of certain notes of the Baltimore & Ohio Director

General 'Mc.\doo took occasion to e.xpre.^s his appreciation

of the public spirit and patriotism of .American bankers

generally, and particularly of the attitude of the two New
York ixinking firms through whose co-operation the ex-

tension in question was arranged without commission.

"Mv duties as Secretary of the Treasury' and director

general of the railroads, involving as they do the raising of

enormous sums of money, have been greatly lightened by

the reliance that I have come to feel upon the wholesome

public sjiirit of the .American banking fraternity." he said.

'"With but few exceptions they have shown themselves will-

ing and eager to help in distributing the financial burden

of the war that is now being carried with an ease that sur-

pri.i^ed the world. They have helped to educate the finan-

rial communitv to a broader vision and to widen the feld

Anwrirax An^m'r $6,000,000,000 in Libirlv lionils
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of investments in this country and in so doing h;ivc- been

themselves benefited, for from being American bankers they

have become world bankers with all the duties and oppor-

tunities that the description implies."

The Division of Finance and Purchases was advised a

short time ago that the Baltimore & Ohio had $22,500,000
short time collateral notes maturing October 1 ; that the rail-

road had made in(|uiries as to the prospect for renewal as

result of which autliority was re(|uested to arrange for a

four months' extension on an interest basis of 7j4 per cent,

including banker's commission. In reply the company was
informed that market conditions did not, in the opinion of

the director general, justify the rate asked and that in agree-

ing to it he would be lending his approval to an interest

charge which he considered unwarranted in the present con-

ditions. The Division of Finance and Purchases thereupon

telegraphed a number of banks who were understood to be

holders of the maturing Baltimore & Ohio notes asking

whether they would be willing, under the circumstances, to

accept a renewal at 6 per cent. With but two or three ex-

ceptions these banks responded promptly agreeing to renew
at 6 per cent. Upon receipt of these replies the Baltimore

& Ohio was notified that the holders of approximately $11,-

000,000 of the notes had readily agreed to the desired ex-

tension and it was suggested that the railroad should com-
municate with the remaining holders and ascertain their

attitude in the matter, with the understanding that the Rail-

road .Administration would furnish the railroad with any

money that might be required to pay off the holders who
refused to extend their notes at 6 per cent.

As a result the Baltimore & Ohio has just been able to

inform the director general that the holders of about 80

per cent of the outstanding notes have agreed to an exten-

sion at 6 per cent so that the government will be called

upon to supply only about $4,000,000 out of the $22,500,000.

Railroad Shops Have Capacity for Work on New
Locomotives

The condition of locomotive repair shops of the various

railroads has been improved so much during the year that

in addition to repairing more than 500 more locomotives per

week than last January, some of them now have surplus

capacity to undertake some work to relieve the plants of the

locomotive builders. Last January the railroads were try-

ing to have some of their locomotive repair work done by

the locomotive builders. Now the builders are doing prac-

tically nothing in the way of repairing locomotives for the

Railroad Administration and at the request of tlie Baldwin

I-ocomotive Works, the mechanical department of the Rail-

road Administration has ascertained that at some shops there

are machines which are not being used to maximum capacity

and arrangements have been made to allow the surplus

capacity to be used on work for the Baldvifin company. The
work thus far arranged for includes the following:

The Philadelphia & Reading shop at Reading, Pa., will

plniie and slot locomotive frames at the rate of two per week

and will build new boilers at the rate of one per week.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western will plane and

slot SO sets of frames and finish SO sets of rods per week.

The Lehigh Valley shops at Sayre, Pa., will plane three

sets of frames per week and the shops at Easton will finish

16 driving boxes per week.

The l'>ie at its Meadville, Pa., shops will finish .shoes

and wedges for four locomotives per week and at the Sus-

.juehanna shops cylinders for one locomotive per week and

frames for three locomotives per week. At its Dunmore
shops it will finish driving boxes and shoes and wedges for

three locomotives per w-eek.

The New York Central will build new lioilers at its West

.\lbany, N. Y., shops.

It is understood that under no circumstances wiU this

work be allowed to interfere with the regular shop output.

Report of Wage Increases for Five Months Required

Ilie Division of Public Service and Accounting has issued

a circular for the purpose of determining the effect of the

wage increases upon operating expenses for the five months
ended May 31, 1918, requiring each Class 1 road to file a

report of the amount of the wage increases for that period.

In a circular issued some time ago carriers under federal

control were directed to include in their accounts for June
the actual or estimated amount of the wage increases for

the five months ended May 31. It is now desired to secure

a more accurate statement, particularly in view of the fact

that later supplements of General Order 27, making fur-

ther increases in wages retroactive to January 1, have in-

creased the amount. The information called for is the

amount of wage increases chargeable to operating expenses

classified among the appropriate general accounts without

reference to those increases which relate to additions and
betterments.

Instructions for Changing Back to Standard Time
On the recommendation of the Committee on Transpor-

tation of the American Railway Association Director Gen-
eral McAdoo has issued, in General Order No. 45 the fol-

lowing instructions, in connection with changing the hands

of the clocks and watches on Sunday, October 27, as pro-

vided in the federal ^aw "To Save Daylight and to Pro-

vide Standard Time for the United States":

First: At 2:00 a. m., present standard time, Sunday.

October 27, 1918, all clocks and watches in train despatch-

ers' offices, and in all other offices open at that time, must

l)e turned back one hour, to indicate 1 :00 a. m. Employees

in every open office must, as soon as the change has been

made, compare time with the train despatches Clocks and

watches in all offices at the first opening, at or after the

time the change becomes effective, must be turned back to

conform to the new standard time, and employees, before

assuming duties in such offices, must, after the change is

made, compare time with the train despatcher.

Second: Each railroad will issue necessary instructions

and arrange for such suj>ervision and check of the watches

of its employees as to insure that they have been properly

changed to conform to the new standard time.

Third: Regular trains must be held to conform to sched-

ules after change in time.

Fourth: Owing to the varying conditions which will

prevail on the railroads of the United States, it is not ad-

visable to issue a uniform rule or order to cover other de-

tails involved in the movement of trains at the period the

change in standard time becomes effective. Therefore, each

railroad mu.st adopt such measures as may be necessary

properly to safeguard t' e movement of its trains on the

road at the time of the change.

Violation of Safety Laws
In General Order No. 46 the director general states that

the records of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

reports of its inspectors show so many instances of violation

of federal statutes for the promotion of safety that it is evi-

dent that sufficient attention is not being paid to the pro-

Vision of General Order No. 8 issued on February 2J that

the safety laws, and orders of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission made in accordance therewith, must be fully com-

plied with. Enforcement of the provisions of this paragraph

of the order will be placed under the direction of Frank
McManamy, assistant director of the division of operation,

who will receive reports of such violations and handle them
either with the regional directors-; or direct, if found neccs-

san\ All necessan" investigations in connection therewith

Don't I. ft lite Kaiser Get Ati-av Note.
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will be conducted by the assistant director of oix-ration and
reports of violations will be sent to the regional directors

for correction and not for further investigation.

The Division of Operation has also issued Mechanical
Department Circular No. 3 signed by Mr. McManamy,
.stating that attention has been brought to numerous in-

stances where it has been necessary for Interstate Commerce
Commission inspectors to order locomotives out of service for

repairs under circumstances which indicate wilful violation

of the federal laws regarding safety and also where locomo-
tives were not in condition to render efticient and economical
service. In the future, the circular says, master mechanics and
shop and roundhouse foremen will be required to know
that locomotives are in good condition before leaving ter-

minals and it is directed that locomotives that are in viola-

tion of the federal laws or that are not in condition to make
a successful trip should be repaired before being offered

for service.

Demurrage Rules Amended
Director General McAdoo has issued Supplement No. 1

to General Order No. 7, effective on October IS, modifying
the national car demurrage rules to include in the exceptions

to the rules "private cars on private tracks when the owner-
ship of the car and of the track is the same." In the rules

which were made effective on February 10 the exception as

to private cars read as follows: "Empty private cars stored

on carriers' or private tracks, provided such cars have not

been placed or tendered for loading on the orders of a ship-

per." The new rules also include the following definitions:

"Private Car.—A car having otlier than railroad owncrsliip. A lease of
a car is equivalent to ownership. Private cars must have the full name of
owner painted or stenciled thereon, or must be boarded with full name of
owner or lessee.

"Private T'-ack.—A track outside of carrier's right of way, yard and
terminals, and of which the carrier does not own either the rails, ties,

roadbed, or right of way; or a track or portion of a track which is devoted
to the purposes of its user either by lease or written agreement,"

Tlie instructions and explanations which accompany the

rules provide that private cars while held under constructive

placement for delivery upon the tracks of their owners are

subject to demurrage charges after the expiration of 48 hours

free time.

The exception as to empty cars remains as before, but

the instructions and explanations state that empty private

cars stored on tracks not owned by the owners of such cars,

and switched by carriers, taken for loading without order

or requisition from shipper, and without formal assignment

by carrier's agent, .shall be regarded as placed for loading

when actual loading is begun. Private cars which have

been loaded from the tracks of their owners, received from

such tracks and held by the railroad for forwarding direc-

tions, are subject to demurrage charges from the first 7 :00

a. m. after they are received until proper forwarding direc-

tions are furnished with no free time allowance and with-

out notice.

Under the new rules, except as otherwise provided, private

cars while in railroad service, whether on carrier's or private

tracks, are subject to the demurrage rules to the same extent

as cars of railroad ownership, and empty private cars are

in railroad service from the time they are jilaced by the car-

rier for loading or tendered for loading on the orders of a

shipper. Private cars under lading are in railroad service

until the lading is removed and cars are regularly released.

Government Will Lend to Railroads at Six Per Cent

Believing that it will be for the general welfare and a

factor in l>eneficially stabilizing money rates, the director
general announces that as to all railroad mortgage bond
issues which may mature between the present time and Julv
1, 191Q, where railroad companies may find it impracticable
to ol)tain money for the renewal of their maturing Iwnds at

a rate of interest which the director general may feel war-
ranted in approving, he will lend to all such railroad com-
panies on safe and reasonable security at the rate of six

per cent per annum such funds as may be necessary to pay
off their maturing issues of mortgage, equipment or deben-
ture bonds.

The aid thus rendered by the director general to main-
tain on a moderate basis the rates of interest which railroads
may be required to pay on loans must not be interpreted by
tiiem as relieving them of the duty and responsibility of

using their best efforts to provide for their own financial

needs as occasions arise, but is intended to give them assur-
ance that the money required for their legitimate needs, and
for which they can offer satisfactory security, can be ob-
tained without their being required to pay exorbitant or

unreasonable rates or commissions.

"While the co-operation which the government has re-

ceived and is receiving from the bankers, capitalists and
investors of the country generally, in the huge task of finan-

cing the war and of providing the vast credits imperatively

demanded for our requirements and for our Allies, has been
admirable," the statement says, "at the same time there has
tjeen a tendency on the part of some bankers and money
lenders to demand exorbitant rates on railroad loans which
are fully protected, and for which there is no justification.

"Througii the War Finance Corjjoration, farm loan banks,

and in other ways, the powers of the government have been
exercised for the stabilization of interest rates and the pre-

vention of excessive charges for the use of money. There
is sufficient capital and credit in this countr)' at present to

meet legitimate needs, if carefully conserved and used, and
there is no reason why excessive rates should he demanded
where the security afforded is sound and condition and char-

acter of the borrower entitles him to credit.

"The manner in which interest rates on the London mar-
ket have been regulated and kept within rea.sonable bounds
furnishes an interesting study, and has been a potent factor

in the successful financing of Great Britain's war necessi-

ties."

Oklahoma Rates Reduced

Director General M(.:.\doo, convinced of the necessity of

making some revision in the class rates applicable within the

state of Oklahoma, has promulgated a new schedule to be-

come effective on 10 days' notice. This schedule was decided

upon after several conferences with Chairman Humphrey
and Commissioner Russell of the Oklahoma Corporation

Commission, also Senator Owen and Congressmen Ferris.

Thompson, Carter, Chandler, Morgan, McClintic, McKeown
and Hastings, together with W. V. Hardie, manager of the

Oklahoma Traffic Association, and is fully satisfactor}- to

them.

Oklahoma's trouble lay in the fact that the application

within the state of the so-called Shreve|)ort scale of class rates

constituted in itself a considerable advance over the state

commission's scale previously in effect and this, with the addi-

tional 25 per cent increase provided for in General Order

No. 28, resulted in rates about 60 per cent higher than for-

merly in effect, and considerably in excess of the interstate

rates from Kansas, Missouri and .Arkansas into Oklahoma,

tiie latter having been increased but 25 per cent.

The new schedule represents approximately an average of

the rates in a number of Soutliwestern states. It does not

fully equalize Oklahoma with interstate competitors, but in

the opinion of the Oklahoma representatives will provide

the needed temporan.- relief from a condition which was

aft'ecting Oklahoma's industries to a material extent.

For the present the interstate rates from states to tlie north

and east into Oklahoma, which are lower than the new Okla-
homa sdiedule. are to remain in eft'ect: but further consider-

ation is t)eing given bv the Railroad .Administration to a

He Must Give Up ALL His lUGotten Gains.
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more comprehensive revision and equalization of conflicting

schedules in the Southwest.

Agricultural Department Activities

The Railroad Administration, through the Agricultural

Section of the Division of Traffic and through other depart-

ments, is co-operating with the Food Administration and
the Council of National Defense in state campaigns to re-

duce the number of animals killed by train.s. On one rail-

road la.st year, the value of claims paid for livestock killed

was $600,000. Campaigns are already under way in sev-

eral of the Southern and Southwestern states where these

losses principally occur, to secure the co-operation of own-
ers of stock in keeping it off the right of way and to

secure a better enforcement of stock laws. As a result of

these efforts, a large conservation of food supply and of

leather has been obtained.

Several of the principal railroads in the Southern region,

through the agricultural departments, have sent their live-

stock agents to drought .stricken sections of Texas to assist

southea.stern purchasers in selecting suitable cattle for bring-

ing into the southeastern .states for breeding purposes and
for fattening.

The railroads, through their agricultural departments, also

are co-operating with the war department and Red Cross

in the collection of fruit pits and nut shells for making
charcoal for gas masks for our soldiers. They have taken

the matter up with canning plants, hotels, local agents and
others and are giving all the help possible to this important

work.

The Agricultural Section of the Railroad Administration

is also co-operating actively with the state agricultural

authorities in Missouri in an energetic campaign to increase

the number of silos. The railroads in Missouri are sending

out circulars and pamphlets, showing the great advantage

to fanners of using silage.

A meeting of the heads of the agricultural development

work of the federal railroads in the Eastern and Allegheny

regions has been called by J. L. Edwards, manager of the

Agricultural Section, at the office of Regional Director A.

H. Smith in New York for Friday, October 11, for the

purpose of working out plans for more thorough co-opera-

tion with the work of the United States and state depart-

ments of agriculture and the Food Administration and for

a general discu.ssion of the development work in hand and

plans for future work.

Marine War Risk Insurance

Director General McAdoo has issued a statement saying

that from the number of inquiries received, it is evident that

there is not a general understanding as to the inclusion of

war risk insurance by the Railroad Administration to cover

the movement of traffic by the coastwise steamer lines, par-

ticularly in tlie rase of shipments diverted to these lines by

the Railroad Administration, for the relief of the rail lines

over which it may have been routed by the shipper. The
rates of the coastwise lines under federal control will include

war risk insurance and the tariffs will so provide. These

lines are under the jurisdiction of H. B. Walker, federal

manager. New York, and comprise the Old Dominion S. S.

Company, Clyde Line, Ocean S. S. Company, Merchants &
Miners Trans[)ortation Company, Southern S. S. Company,
Mallory I^ine, and the Morgan T.ine (Southern Pacific).

To remove any uncertainty as to the assumption of war
risk by the government, the following notation is to he placed

on bills of lading covering coastwise water borne traffic:

"Rates include war risk and marine insurance suliject to the

provisions of the tariffs on file with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission notwithstanding any condition to the con-

trary in this bill of lading."

Where the traffic is routed by the .shipper and arbitrarily

diverted by the Railroad Administration for its purj)oses,

the rates and charges via the shippers' route will be pro-

tected, and in all cases of this kind, where a shipment is

diverted from a rail route to a water route, the movement
over the water route will be protected by both marine and
war risk insurance.

Wage Orders

Amendment No. 1 to Supplement No. 4 to General Order
No. 27, provides as follows:

To remove certain inequities resulting from the applica-

tion of section 2, Article III, of Supplement No. 4 to Gen-
eral Order No. 27, and as a substitute therefor, it is hereby

ordered, effective September 1st, 1918:

Compensation for Helpers

—

Shop Crafts

For helpers in the basic trades specified in Supplement
No. 4 to General Order No. 27, who, on January 1, 1918,

were receiving less than 32 cents per hour, establish a basic

minimum rate of 32 cents per hour; to this basic minimum
rate, and all hourly rates of 32 cents per hour and above
in effect as of Januar>' 1, 1918, add 13 cents per hour,

e.stablishing a minimum rate of 45 cents per hour.

Interpretation No. 1 to Supjilement No. 4 provides:

Employees in any department, performing the classes of

work specified in Supplement No. 4 to General Order No.

27 and Addendum No. 2 thereto, shall receive the rates of

pay and be govened by the conditions of emplojinent pro-

vided for therein.

If their present pay-roll classification does not conform.

they shall be given correct classification.

Division of Labor
H. H. Reed, chief clerk of the Division of Labor, has

been appointed special assistant to the director of the Divi-

sion of Labor. Mr. Reed has been assigned to handling

correspondence and cases to be submitted to railway boards

of adjustment, as provided in General Orders Nos. 13 and

29, and such similar orders as may be is.sued by the director

general creating additional railway boards of adjustment.

He will also handle for the director of the division, W. S.

Carter, correspondence and matters pertaining to interpreta-

tions of wage orders, submitted through the Division of

Labor to the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Con-

ditions in accordance with Supplement No. 6 to General

Order No. 27.

Brotherhoods Again Seek Modification of

Political Order

The heads of the four brotlierhoods of train service em-

plo\ees held another conference with Director General Mc-
Adoo on October 3 regarding their protest against the order

requiring all railway employees to abstain from political

activities. It is understood that Mr. Mc.\doo remained firm

in his attitude as expressed in the order, but that another

conference will be held on October 15, at which the brother-

hood leaders will endeavor again to have the order modified.

Instructions for Painting Freight Cars

The Division of Operation, in mechanical department

circular No. 1, repeats the series of instructions regarding

the painting of freight cars which were previously issued

by the regional directors, with an additional instruction in-

tended to make it clear that these directions apply equally

to all cars owned by railroads under government control

and that all cars should be repainted in accordance with the

instructions when on repair tracks, regardless of ownership.

Committee on Standards

The regular monthly meeting of the Committee on Stand-

ards for Cars and Locomotives, which was to have been held

at Washington on October 15, has been postponed and the

next meetinc will be held on November 19.

Don't Let the KaUer Fool You.



The B. & O. Completes the Long Fork Railway

This Line Is an Important Step in the Development of the Coal

Resources of Eastern Kentucky

By A. C. Clark

Assistant to Chief Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio
,

THE RECENT COMPLETION of the Long Fork Railway in

Floyd County, Kentucky, marks another step in the

development of the vast coal area situated in the eastern

part of that state. This road is a subsidiary of the Baltimore

& Ohio and extends from the forks of Beaver creek up the

Left Branch to mines of the Elkhom-Piney Coal Co. at

Weeksbury, near the headwaters of the creek. ITie length of

main line is 23.4 miles. There are also four short branch

lines aggregating 6.5 miles of single track.

The purchase and consolidation of coal properties in this

territory was carried out largely by the Beaver Creek Con-

solidated Coal Co. about 1905-06. However, no active de-
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velopment was attempted until 1911, when an agreement

was entered into with the Chesapeake & Ohio for tlie exten-

sion of its Elkhorn & Beaver Valley branch from Beaver

creek on the Big Sandy division to the headwaters of the

right fork of Beaver creek. The Chesapeake & Ohio com-

pleted the construction of this branch in 1913 and the line

was placed in operation the following year.

With transportation facilities available along the right fork

of Beaver creek, the coal operators turned their attention to

their properties on the left fork. With tlie assurance that

coal would be ready for shipment upon the completion of the

line, the Baltimore & Ohio undertook the construction of the

Long Fork Railway in 1916. The new line leaves the Elk-

horn & Beaver Valley branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio at

Martin, a small settlement at the junction of the right and

left forks of Beaver creek. From Martin the line proceeds

up the valley of the left fork, following the course of the

stream closely throughout its entire length. Fortunately the

valley is wide for a mountain stream and it was found pos-

sible to locate a line devoid of many of the difficulties gen-

erally encountered in mountainous countr)'. It was neces-

sary, however, to undertake no less than 26 stream changes

Bridge Ove rk ot Beavei

Caleb Fork

in order to keep within the limit of a maximum curvature of
10 deg.

Paralleling the water level of the creek at an elevation suffi-

cient to avoid overflow during high water, the line rises on a

maximum 0.6 per cent compensated grade for the first 15

miles out of Martin. From this jjoint to the mouth of Otter

creek, a 1.0 j>er cent compensated grade opposes tlie empty
inovciiifnt while the last two miles on the upper end of the

Looking North Towards Tunnel No. 3

line are on a 1.4 per cent basis. About 55 per cent of tlie

line is constructed on tangent.

There are live tunnels on the line with a total length of

2,142 ft. With the exception of tunnel No. 2 which was

driven through sandstone for a distance of 812 ft, all tun-

nelling was through a formation of stratified shale which was

not at all difticult to work. In the case of tunnel No. 1,

seams in the shale formation permitted such rapid disintegra-

Buy Bonds to Your Limit,
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tion tluit it was found necessary to line the tunnel tliroughout.

It is planned to line all of the tunnels eventually e.xcept No. 2

where the sandstone guairantecs a permanent natural structure.

To expedite the work at tunnel No. 2, a rectanjiulur drift,

appro.ximately 9 ft. by 14 ft. was driven throyghout the

entire length of the tunnel, the work being carried on from
both ends simultaneously. The required 12-cu. yd. section

was then obtained by removing the material from the sides

and top of this drift, working from both ends of the tunnel

1
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One of the Large Coal Tipples

and from two headings located appro.ximately at the one

third points. The method was found effective as a time

saver.

There are nine bridges on the line, all of which are of the

deck plate girder type on concrete piers and abutments. The
spans are all of moderate length.

The line is single track throughout, is provided with two
85-car passing sidings and is laid with 8S-lb. rail on standard

ballast section. Both granulated slag and washed gravel were

Looking North Through Tunnels Nos. 4 and 5

used as ballast. It was necessary to haul the gravel from

Huntington, W. Va., while the slag came from Ashland, Ky.,

Wheeling,, W. Va., and. Jackson, Ohio.

An engine house, fully equipped with a machine shop and

repair facilities, has been established at Weeksbury, the upper

terminal of the line. All engine and car repair work will be

carried out at this point which is conveniently located with

reference to the larger mining operations located at the head

of the valley.

The principal difficulties encountered in the construction

of this line were of a practical rather than a technical nature.

The winter of 1916-17 covered a period of sudden weather

clianges accompanied by alternate violent rainstorms and
heavy snows and the following spring witnessed a succession
of freshets which threatened to hamper the work seriously at
times. In addition, it was almost impossible to secure an
adequate supply of labor with which to maintain the desired
rate of progress. • Particularly during the past winter with its

general labor shortage throughout the country, it was prac-
tically useless to attempt to induce experienced workmen to
remain in this mountainous district. Of necessity, recourse
was had to the inexperienced local labor supply, and this

iuided a severe handicap to the task of completing the work
in the scheduled time.

When the line was turned over to the operating department
in May, 1918, there were already 30 mine openings in the
\:iiley. It is estimated that these mines have a coal supplv
of 550,000,000 tons available above water grade. No pros-
])ccting has yet been done l)clow water level, but it is re-

g:irded as not at all improbable that additional seams of
(ommercial value will be found whenever such prospecting
ind operation is justified. The coal taken from this district

' losely resembles the Jenkins coal mined along the Sandy
\ alley & Elkhorn to the south. Analyses of the product
show it to be very low in ash and with a small percentage of

sulphur and phosphorus. It is essentially a "by-product"
(oal and as such forms a welcome source of additional supply
for the growing by-product coking industry in this country.

The construction of this line was carried out by Bates &
Rogers, contractors, under the supervision of H. A. Lane,
chief engineer, Baltimore & Ohio, and Richard Mather, dis-

trict engineer of that road.

Report on Nashville Collision

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

the report of W. P. Borland, chief of the Bureau of

Safety, dated August 16, on the butting collision near

Nashville, Tenn., July 9, on the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, in which two passenger trains, No. 4 nortlibound.

and No. 1 southbound, met at about 50 miles an hour, and
six carloads of passengers were killed or injured. The facts

are substantially as stated in the reports already published

in the Railway Age, July 19, page 134, and October 4, page

o4(); but the number of casualties is given as 202, namely:

<S7 passengers and 14 employees killed, and 87 passengers

and 14 employees injured. The enginemen and tiremen of

licitli trains, and the porter of train 4, were killed.

Northbound train No. 4 left Nashville at 7 :07 a. m., and
jia.ssed "Shops" at 7:15 a. m. It had passed from the double

track and only about its length beyond the signal cabin at

Shops when (the operator in the cabin having been in-

formed by the despatcher that the train should have been

stopped) it was signaled from the cabin by the whistle which
is provided there for such emergencies; but the signal was
not heeded. It will be recalled that the flagman of No. 4

was an inexperienced man, never having been on this train

before. Conductor Eubank, in his testimony, says that

wliile still on the double track, between Nashville and Shops,

lu- told the flagman to look out for train No. 1 , at the same

time delivering to him the order making a meeting point

between No. 4 and No. 7, which order also gave the num-
ber of the locomotive of train No. 1 ; but the flagman in his

testimony says that this order was given to him by the con-

ductor after reaching Shops; and that the conductor said

nothing to him about looking out for train No. 1. The
report makes no comment or explanation concerning this

discrepancy in the testimony. This flagman's entire experi-

ence as a trainman appears to have been in making two

trips as a flagman on a freight train.

Conductor Higgle, who alternated with Conductor Eubank
on train No. 4, said that he always kept train No. 1 in mind

The Liberty Loan Is Lagging.
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until "ShopB" was passed; but he depended upon the flag-
man, porter and enginemen to identify the train.
The traveling engineer testified that Engineman Kennedy,

of train No. 4, who was killed, was a very careful man and
one who obeyed the rules. The traveling engineer had
observed that cnginemen, passing Shops, took the operator's
word as to whether the single track was clear of superior
trains; and thereafter, on May 28 last, the superintendent
issued a bulletin forbidding such practice; the bulletin
required northbound trains to assure themselves from the
train register that superior southbound trains had arrived, or
else to get an order to that effect from the train despatcher.

In its conclusion the report says:

.
"Conductor Eubank of No. 4 apparently- relied wholly

upon the other members of the train crew to identify train
No. 1 and allowed his train to pass from double track to
single track at Shops without making any effort to ascertain
whether train No. 1 had arrived. His statement that he
was busy collecting tickets and that he passed a train in the
yards between Nashville and Sho])s, which he did not see.

but assumed was train No. 1, can not be considered a valid
reason for overlooking or failing to identify that train.

His first duty was to provide for the safety of his train and
see to it that it did not pa.ss from double track to single

track before train No. 1 had arrived; and particularly in a

yard where switching movements are constantly being made,
he was extremely negligent in assuming that a passing train

was No. 1 without seeing it and without being notified of

its identity by some member of his crew who had seen it.

"That responsible operating officers were well aware of

the conditions existing at Sho|)s (trains passing without

being properly assured of the right to the road) is evidenced

by the superintendent's bulletin issued last May. It aji-

pears that bulletin contemplated orders would be issued and
delivered to outbound trains at Shops giving notice of super-

ior trains which had arrived, but no practice of this nature

was in effect. The custom of merely notifying outbound

train crews of the numlier of the locomotive hauling an op-

posing superior train was utterly inadequate as a safeguard,

for under the practices followed, the train crew was required

to observe and correctly read the number of the passing

locomotive under all conditions of weather and traffic. The
records show that during the month of June, an average of

23 trains daily wore operated to and from Nashville over

this division, and the number of yard movements materially

increased the density of traffic between Nashville and Shops.

"Under these circumstances, it is absolutely essential to

safety that some means be provided for supplying to out-

bound crews definite information regarding opposing super-

ior trains, as, for example, by the maintenance of a train

register at Shops, or by issuing orders to outbound trains at

Shops, giving definite notice of the arrival at that point of

superior trains which had not arrived at Nashville at the

time of departure of the outbound trains.

"This accident would have been prevented, beyond ques-

tion of doubt, by a properly operated manual block system

on the single-track line north of Shops, for which all neces-

sary appliances and facilities were already available. The
time table indicates that between Nashville and Hickman,

Ky., 172 miles, there are 27 train-order offices, of which 14

are continuously operated.

On this line there are four ]ias.senger trains in each ilirec-

tion, and a total of 12 scheduled freight trains. With this vol-

ume of traffic, and in view of the universally recognized fea-

tures of increased safety afforded by the block system, there

can be no valid excuse for the failure or neglect on the part of

the railroad company to utilize existing facilities for the jnir-

pose of operating a block system on that line.

"This accident presents a more appalling record of deaths

and injuries than any other accident investigated by the

Commission since the accident-investigation work was be-

gun m 1912. Had steel cars been used in these trains, the
toll of human lives taken would undoubtedlv have been verv
much less. * + *"

A.

I
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The Mechanics of Curve Resistance*

By J. S. Sullivan

Consulting Engineer, Winnipeg, Man.
M. Wkllin<;ton stated: "The coning now put in
wheels IS chiefly useful as a prospective provision
for wear; and experiment shows that whether the

wheel-base ts to roll very nearly in a straight line" This
statement appears logical but unfortunately it is not entirely
true as the writer will try to prove further on. What Mr
Wellington said years ago is still true, that "Curve resistance
has never yet been exhaustively investigated, and our knowl-
edge IS in several respects deficient."

Mr. Wellington also stated, "'i'he consequences of thi.
condition of things are these: first, the disproportion in the
diameter of the wheels: heme the necessary longitudinal
slipping, and hence the curve resistance, is materially in-
creased. If the increase of radius of wheel be 3/16 in
the extra distance slipped through per station of 100 ft bvone wheel will be 1.16 ft." The writer believes that' the
emphasized statements are exactlv opposite to the facts

Referring to the theory of centrifugal force in this prob-
lem, the writer believes that with track having anything like
the correct elevation of the outer rail this is a very minor
factor ITie theory of obliquity of traction, of course i<;

absurd for we have positive evidence on all railroads that
the flanges of railway wheels cut away the head of the out-
side rail, while the evidence is plain that there is no flange
wear against the head of the inner rail.

The writer will have to admit that he cannot offer an\-
.scientific formulae that will satisfactorily explain actual
curve resistance as we find it in practice. On the other
hand he has never seen in print a statement of what he
considers the real reason why all outer wheels of railway
equipment exert a pressure against the outer rail on a curve
The reason that this is true regardless of degree of cur^-e
speed of train or elevation of track (within reasonable limits)
IS that (/ revolving cylinder tends to rotate in a straight line
perpendicular to the axis of rotation. If our wht-els were
manufactured with flat treads and vertical flanges on ac-
count of their being fastened rigidly to the axle we would
in practice have our equipment carried on revolving cylin-
ders with a portion of the cylinder cut awav, and if this
were the case I believe it would be possible to devise formulae
that would correctly represent the actual amount of curve
resistance.

It is generally conceded that cur\-e resistance amounts t..

approximately 0.8 lb. per ton of load per degree of curvature.
.\ great many believe that the major portion of this resist-
ance consists in the skidding of the wheals in a longitudinal
direction on account of the difference in lengths of the inner
and outer rails. If this skidding actually took place, (the
difference in length between the inner and outer rails on
a 1-deg. cur\'e for a distance of 100 ft. being ajiprox-
imately one inch), and assuming a large coefficient of
friction for a moving body, say 22 per cent, a little cal-
culation will prove that the work done in this skidding would
only account for one-fourth of the 0.8 lb. mentioned above.

In order to check the writer's ideas he had a long 8-deg.
10-min. curve carefully measured. He then calculated what
the diameter of the inner and outer wheels would be to
make them directly proportional to the length of the t^vo
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rails on this curve. These wheels were then turned ac-

cordingly, with a standard flange but with a flat tread; they
were jjut under a steel flat car 36 ft. 10 in. long with a tare

weight of ,U,200 lb. and a live load of 99,000 lb. of steel

rails. The first experiments made with this car were with
the idea of testing the tractive force necessary to move it.

It was apparent from the start that the ecjuipment of the

dynamometer car used was not delicate enough to measure
small pressures accurately. The writer, therefore, abandoned
the idea of attempting to get a definite figure in pounds per

ton with this machine, but the results prove conclusively

what he expected, viz., that the resistance on the 8-deg.

10-min. curve was only 50 to 60 per cent of the resistance

on straight track.

The ne.xt test consisted of pulling another flat car, similar

in all details except that it had standard trucks which were
in very good shape. The dynamometer car results indicated,

as we expected, that the resistance on straight track was
only 40 to 50 per cent of the resistance on the curve. The
most im])ortant feature of these tests was the fact that the

trucks w^ith the special wheels never pressed against the

head of either the inner or outer rails while going around
the 8-deg. 10-niin. curve Ijut ran exactly as true as the ordi-

nar}- truck runs on a straight track and this was true re-

gardless of speeds from 5 to 25 miles per hour, thus proving,

of fact, however, the wTiter is convinced that tlie outer lead-
ing wheels on a truck take a position with the flange against
the rail head, and that there is absolutely no backward
skidding of the inner leading wheels of any railroad truck
in rounding a curve. Any skidding that may take place
in the wheels of the leading axle is equal and in a forward
direction. A very small amount of backward slip of the
inner wheel axles 1 and 3 going north and 2 and 4 going
south is indicated in column 4 where we know the taping
was taken on a larger diameter than the one the wheels
were rotating on. This, taken with the figures in column
6 for the inner wheels of the leading axles of the trucks,
which indicate a positive forward slip of the inner wheel,
(when we know that the diameter on which the wheels
were rotating could not have been larger than the diameter
on wliich measurements were made) would indicate that
the outer wheel was pressed so hard against the outer rail

that the resistance again.st free rotation was so great that
the result is that both wheels were actually skidded a short
distance forward.

By making a study of all the outer rear wheels of the
trucks it is very plain to the writer, as observation and ex-
jieriments proved, that these wheels press against the outer
rail and ride on a larger diameter than the official taping
indicates but not sufficient to overcome skidding entirely;

1

Distance on
.Axles rail measured

numbered in feet traveled
_l-2-3-4 from by wheels making 70
Korth to South complete revolutions

Axles No. r-^ ^ -^
Car moving North Outer Inner

No. I 605.88 601.68
No. 2 605.58 601.39
No. 3 605.92 601.73
No. 4 605.46 601.27

Car moving South
No. 1 604.67 600.48
No. 2 608.88 604.68
No. 3 604.63 600.43
No. 4 607.08 602. R9

feet taped in field

close to flange

Outer Inner
602.29 602.29
605.21 605.21
602.29 602.29
603.02 603.02

Difference
between

distance measured
on rail and 70

imes circumference

Outer
-1-3.58

-1-0. ?7

-f3.63
-t-2.44

602.29
605.21
602.29
603.02

602.29
605.21
602.29
603.02

Inner
—0.61
—3.82
—0.56
—1.75

—I. SI
—0.53— 1.86
—0.13

Seventy times cir-
cumference of wheels

in feet as officially
taped after test 1 in.
from base of flange

Outer Inner
601.01 600.83
604.11 604 U
601.38 601.01
602,11 602.29

601.01 600.83
604.11 604 II
601.38 601.01
602.11 602.29

DtflFcrencc
between distance

measured on rail and
70 times official tap-
ing of circumference

Outer

-1-4.87

-t-1.47

f4.54
-f3.35

-t-3.66

-f477
-f3.25
-(-4.97

Inner

+0.85
—2.72
-fO.72— 1.02

+0.S7
—0.58
-(-0.6O

at least to the writer's mind, that the rectangular shape of
the wheel-base, especially so for the short wheel-base of a
freight truck, has very little or nothing to do with causing
the pressure of the wheels against the outer rail.

The next test that was made was one to determine, if

possible, which wheels of a railway car do the skidding and
the amount thereof. The writer has always been of the
opinion that, on account of tlie extra horizontal pressure of
the leading wheel of a truck against the outside rail, unless
the vertical pressure on the inner rail was largely in excess
of the vertical pressure on the outer rail, there would be
very little or no .skidding of the outer front wheel of the

truck. The writer is convinced that this is true; also that

there is no backward skidding of tlie inner front wheel whicli

was more than was at first expected.

Some tests were made with a view of attempting to meas-
ure the amount of skidding of the wheels. A flat car with
a gross weight of 129,100 lb. was run a distance of about
600 ft. in both directions over the above mentioned 8-deg.

10-min. curve at a s]>eed of about four miles an hour. The
revolutions on all the wheels were counted and measurements
taken to show how far they would have to go to complete
70 revolutions. The table gives the results of these measure-
ments.

We started out with the idea that there would be very
little or no skidding of the outside leading wheels of any
truck. If one will note, however, the outer wheels on axles

No. 1 and 3, columns 4 and 6 on tlie car going north and
also the outside wheels on axles 2 and 4 in columns 4 and
6 when the car was going south, he would be apt to say that

these were the wheels that did the .skidding. .\s a matter

that is, there is some skidding of the inner wheel of the rear
axle of a truck although the amount is rather small.
The writer's object in giving this matter to the public is

to revive interest in this subject, bring out discussion, and
It po.ssible get more information, as it is only when the actual
causes of trouble are really understood that the proper rem-
edies can be applied. The second reason is to call the at-
tention of operating ofl^cers of railwavs to the fact that it
IS a waste of fuel to haul cars over railways, the wheels of
whicli are not running true.

The writer is convinced that the greater portion of the
curve resistance is caused by the pressure of the flange
against a single rail. Therefore, the mating of wheels or
the setting up of trucks not properly true that cause the
flange on one wheel of an axle to wear sharp is not only
shortening the life of the wheel but is costing the company
considerably more money to acquire this undesirable result
I he following is a summary of the writer's conclusions-

1. All outer wheels of railway equipment exert a pres-
sure against the outer rail when rounding a cun-e.

2. The cause of this pressure is the tendency of a cylin-
drical body to rotate in a straight line at right angle.s to the
axis of rotation.

3 There is never any skidding of either wheels of the
leading axle of a truck unless it is a forward skiddin<- of
both wheels cau.sed by tlie resistance to rotation being great
enough to cause a slight retardation to rotation which re-
sults in an apparent forward skidding.

4. Tliere is no skidding of the outer wheel of a rear
axle; in general, any .skidding that does take place is on
tlie inner wheel of the rear axle.

The Foiirlh Loan Is Double the Third.



Notable Stationary Installation of Pulverized Coal

Tests at Milwaukee Show Remarkable Efficiency and Demonstrate

Requirements for Burning Powdered Fuel

AT THE MEETINC. held recently by the Fuel Conserva-

tion Section of the Railroad Administration to dis-

cuss fuel economy in railway stationary plants* a

paper was read by John Anderson, chief engineer of power
plants, Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, Mil-
waukee, Wis., on the use of pulverized coal in stationary

power plants, in which he described the equipment at the

Oneida Street station of that company, and gave a report of a

test recently made. This installation is noteworthy not only

by reason of the high efficiency obtained, but also because of

Diagram of the Power Plant Arranged to Burn Pulverized

Coal

the fact that it has made clear some of the conditions neces-

sary for the successful operation of Iwilers utilizing powdered

fuel. An abstract of tliis paper with a brief report of the

discussion follows:

During the early part of 1918 the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way & Light Company, in an effort to detemiine the advisa-

bility of utilizing pulverized fuel in its plants, decided upon

*See Railway Age of Scpte 13, 1918, page 517.

a trial installation at the Oneida Street station. The neces-

sary equipment for preparing and feeding the coal was in-

stalled and the boiler was placed in ser\'ice during the early

part of May. From that time until early in August, when
the installation was finally jiroven successful, changes were
made to eliminate undesiralile conditions encountered during
the preliminar}' ojieration.

Equipment
The drying and pulverizing equipment, installed in a room

located near the plant coal bunkers, consists of one 15-ton
per hour indirect fired dr>'er, and one 4-ton per hour pul-
verizer. From one of the coal ijunkers the fuel as delivered
to the plant is carried to the dryer supply bin by means of a
.screw conve)'or and a bucket elevator. From this supply bin
the coal is drawn into the drying cylinder by means of
another screw. It is carried through the drjer by means of
gravity and discharged into an elevator which carries the
dried fuel to the pulverizer supply bin. In the dryer the
moisture is reduced from 1 1 per cent to 1 per cent at the rate
of about 10 tons per hour.

The coal in passing to the pulverizer supply bin is run
over a magnetic separator pulley, which removes any iron
and steel which has been carried that far. From the bin last

mentioned the fuel is fed to the pulverizer througii a small
screw conveyor located on the top of the mill.

The fuel after passing through the pulverizer is carried on
l)\- means of a screw conveyor to the pulverized fuel storage
l>iii located in front of the boiler. All drives on the convey-
ing and pulverizing equipment are so arranged that only the
machinery which is in use will be operating.

The equipment for firing the fuel into the furnace consists

of a blower and two screws, driven by variaiile speed motors.
The screws located at the base of the powdered coal bin carrj-

the coal at a uniform rate to the feeder pi)x^, where it is

thoroughly mixed with air by means of agitator wheels at-

tached to the end of the screw shafts. From the paddle
wheel the fuel is carried into the furnace by the air blast sup-
plied from the blower. The furnace is of the Dutch oven
type to insure the proper flame travel, thus preventing de-
struction of the brick work.

Operation

When the boiler was first put into operation, a numlier of
undesirable conditions resulted. An insufficient air supply
caused higl) furnace temi)eratures resulting in fusion of the
ash particles and a con.sequent accumulation of slag l^etween

the tubes, on the furnace walls and in the ash pit. The re-

moval of the molten slag presented considerable difficulty.

It was also found that the combustion chamber was of insuffi-

cient size. Higii gas velocities resulting from insufficient air

in the chamber tended toward destruction of the refractory-

surfaces of the furnace.

-V new furnace was therefore designed. The com-
l)Ustion chamlKT was enlarged and a regulated air supplv was
provided for by means of a number of au.xilian,' air ojjenings

equipped with dampers. The accumulation of slag in the pit

was prevented by raising the piint < f admission of the fuel

into the furnace. As a result the flame path has been raised

al)ove the base of the pit: hence particles of ash dropping
from the flame are not fused. The ash can therefore be
drawn from the pit in the form of a powder and small slugs
of slag. .-Xnalysis has shown that the ash contains practically

no carbon.

Have You Doubled Your Third Loan Subscription?
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Tests

Having established satisfacton' furnace operating condi-

tions, a series of efficiency and capacity tests were conducted

preliminary to proving the contract guarantees. The brick

work was then given a thorough trial by carrying the boiler

at a continuous rating of 1 <S0 per cent over a period of several

days. On August 12 and 1.5 a final efficiency test, the re-

sults of wliich are published herewith, was run.

The boiler is an Edge Moor, three pass water tube boiler,

equipped with a superheater. The coal feeders and burners

are of the Lopulco type, manufactured by the Locomotive

Pulverized Fuel Company, New York. Because of the

nature of the equipment the coal could not t>e weighed on the

firing floor. To arrive at exact coal figures, it was necessary

to run all drying and pulverizing equipment free of coal.

The fuel in the pulverized storage bin was run to as low a

level as possible and a measurement taken to detennine the

cubical contents of the powdered coal on hand at the start,

("oal for the test run was then weighed into the system at the

moist coal bunker. At the clo.se of the run the starting con-

ditions, so far as was possible, were again established. The
samples for analysis, upon which the test results are based,

were taken at the moist coal bunker as the coal was weighed

in. Moisture samples were also taken at the pulverizer

feeder and the burners. All analyses were made at the

laboratories of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & I^ight

Company.
The feed water used during the test was weighed on the

standard tank scales at 2,000 lb. capacity each. All tem-

peratures and pressures were taken with instruments which,

previous to the test, had been checked against standard in-

struments. Flues were blown five times during the 24 hours.

Flue gas analyses were determined by means of an Orsat

apparatus. Throughout the test very uniform conditions

were maintained. The speed of the coal feeders and the

drafts carried were held constant. The feed pump speed had
to vary somewhat from time to time. The variation in the

rate of evaporation was, however, due to slight changes in the

quality of coal during the test run.

Jjnc OF Test—Pulverized Fuel Burning Stationary Boiler

Date. AuRUSf 12-13, 1918

Make nf boiler ICdge Moor
Rated horsepower 468
Heating surface 4,685 sq. ft.

Time hred or test started 11:15 a, m.. 8/12/18
Time fire out or test finished 11:15 a. m., 8/1.V18
Duration of test 24 hr.

Maximum Minimum .\verage

Temperature of boiler room (deR. Fahr.) ... 99 85 93.3
Temperature of feed water (deg. Fahr.) 168 135 157.2
Temperature of staom (deg. Fahr.) 477 427 448.7
Barometer inches of mercury 29.35 29.20 29.25
Temperature of Hue ga.ses (deg. Fahr.) 515 455 495.3
Average boiler pressure 1 67.0 .lb.

Atmospheric pressure 14.4 lb.

Temperature of steam 373.8 Deg. F.
Superheat 74.9 Deg. F.
Safety valve set for 175 lb.

Fuel fired per hr 1.990 6 lb.

Total fuel 47,775 lb.

Total water 393,168 lb.

Water apparently evaporated per hr 16,392.0 lb.

Water apparently evaporated per lb. of coal 8.23 lb.

Factor of evaporation 1.1502
Water evaporated from and at 212 deg. F. per lb. of coal 9.47 lb.

Maximum Minimum .\verage

Carbon dioxide (COs), per cent 15.4 12.2 13.85
Oxygen (OV, per cent 5.6 3.2 4.38
Carbon monoxide (CO) None
Fuel used Bituminous screeninps
Fuel analyses

—

Amount of coal represented No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 Average
by each sample 19,775 lb. 20.000 lb. 8,000 lb.

Per cent of total 41.3 41.1 16.9
Moisture (per cent) 10.3 11.0 9.7 10.49
Volatile (per cent) 33.81 36.96 38.77 35 96
Fixed carbon (percent) 50.43 49.13 48.29 49.53
Ash (per cento 14.36 13.91 12.94 13. D3
Subhur (per cent) 1.90 2.06 2.12 2.04
11. t. u., as received 10,600 10,763 11,263 10,779
R. t. u.. dry 11,817 12,093 12.473 12 045

Vacuum in burner 000 in.

Vacuum under primary arch 000 in.

Vacuum in combustion chamber 000 in.

Vacuum in first pass 000 in.

Vacutun in second pass 0057- in.

Vacuum in breeching 09 in.

Feeder speed, r. p. m (No. 1). 53.6; (No. 2), 50.7

Coal per rev. of screw 318 lb.

.Accumulation of slag on tubes None
Mues blown during test 5 times
Operation of furnace Very satisfactory
Tulsation None
Condition of smoke Light
Heat effect on brick None
]{ack lash of flame in burner None
Pounds of steam per hr 1,639.03
I'ounds of steam per hr. from and at 212 deg. Fahr 18,842.6
Horsepower 546.2
Per cent of rating 116.7

el preparation deduction

:

Coal used in dryer 1,140 lb.

.Motor operation 449.3 kw. hr.

Coal equivalent at 3 lb. per kw. hr 1,348 lb.

Total deduction 2,488 lb.

Resulting net efficiency 81 per cent
Xo deduction made for stand by losses in dryer.

Pulverized Coal vs. Mechanical Stokers

1. Under this heading fuel preparation costs will first be

considered. In the case of powdered coal this can he classed

under three general divisions:

(a) The cost of crushing the coal. This expense is the

.same for pulverized coal equipment as for stokers.

(b) The cost of drying and pulverizing the coal. Al-

though no cost records are available at present, it is estimated

that 32 cents per ton will cover this preparation cost on a

200-ton per 24 hour plant using bituminous coal containing

about 12 ""per cent moisture.

(c) The maintenance costs of the drying and pulverizing

plant. This unit has not been determined from actual ex-

perience, however, it is estimated that 3 cents per ton will

cover the maintenance. In stoker practice the maintenancL

cost per ton of fuel fired is close to 5 cents per ton.

Summarizing the above facts it is evident that, with fuel

at five dollars p>er ton, the gross efficiency shown by the pul-

verized fuel boilers will have to exceed that shown by the

mechanical stoker fired boilers by six per cent in order to

offset coal preparation costs. A six per cent deduction from a

gross efficiency of 85.22 per cent results in a net efficiency of

79.22 per cent for the powdered coal burner. In stoker prac-

tice the maximum attainable gross efficiency at any of our

plants has been 80.54 per cent. Deducting the 2.5 per cent

for auxiliary uses, the resulting net efficiency is 78.04 p>er

cent, which is lower by LI 8 per cent than the figure obtained
in pulverized fuel practice.

Other advantages resulting from the use of pulverized fuel

are summarized herewith:

2. Continuous boiler operation at a uniform rating as

well as a constant efficiency is made possible. At no time
is there a loss in capacity due to the clinkering of coal on the

grates or the cleaning of fires.

3. Heavy overloads can be taken on or dropped off in a

very brief time through adjustment of tlie coal feeders and
the furnace drafts.

4. From 97 per cent to 98 per cent of the combustible in

the coal is utilized, regardless of the quality of the fuel.

5. The ash handling costs are reduced to a minimum due
to the reduced volume.

6. The banking conditions when operating with pul-

verized fuel are somewhat different from those obtained in

stoker practice. By stopping the fuel supply and closing up
all damjDers and auxiliary air inlets a boiler can be held up
to pressure for atxiut 10 hours. The furnace brick work
having been heated to incandescence during op)eration gives

off a radiant heat which is absorbed by the boiler rather than
lieing sent out through the stack. The ease of controlling the
fuel, feed and drafts, the ability to take on heavA' overloads
in a brief time, the thorough combustion of the coal and the

uniform high efficiency obtainable under normal operation,
make pulverized coal a most satisfactory form of fuel for

central station uses.

The full story of maintenance expense is only partly known
as yet. Indications are that no unusual difficulties will be
met. The cost of fuel preparation and labor for operating

The Huns Are Still in France.
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a boiler room fully equipf)ed with pulverized coal Ijurning

boilers will be a question for the engineer to decide for him-
self according to his particular conditions. If properly in-

stalled with respect to capacity of storage, size of dryer and
pulverizers, and on a sufficient number of boilers to properly
and fully employ the minimum number of men, the pulverized

fuel installation will undoubtedly be more advantageous. The
main item that must be borne in mind by engineers is that

the ea.se with which a high efficiency is obtained and the con-
stant nature of that efficiency, as compared to the lack of

constancy of efficiency in a stoker fired boiler, unless very
closely supervised, is the one factor about the burning of pul-

verized fuel which justifies its use. There is no doubt that

with a well equipped plant burning pulverized fuel, having
all the neces.sary recording and indicating instruments to

guide the operators in maintaining the proper conditions, a

lower cost of generating steam will be possible than has here-

tofore been the case in any type of equipment.

Discussion

Attention was called to the liberal deduction made for

coal used in operating the au.xiliaries. In computing the

relative economy of boilers fired by stokers and by pulverized

p. m. with 175 lb. pressure on the boiler and in the morning
the pressure was 165 lb. and the brick work was still hot
enough to ignite the coal when the blower was turned on.

These remarkable results are due to the fact that the damper
can be closed tightly and there is no heat lost up the stack.

In order to secure the best results the pulverizing and dry-
ing equipment should be of sufficient capacity to enable one
shift of workers to prepare all the coal required for the entire

day so this operation may be kept in the hands of one set of
men.

Mr. Anderson stated that in his opinion pulverized coal

would be the ideal fuel for central station use as it provided
the needed capacity for overloads and made it easy to bank
the fires. However, it would require a plant of considerable
size to show economy.

The furnace in which the powdered coal was burned was
12 ft. high, 10 ft. wide and IS ft. from front to back. This
gave a volume of slightly less than one cubic foot per pound
of coal burned per hour, or approximately four cubic feet per
horsepower. The draft in the furnace was very low. Sta-
tionar)' boilers equipped with stokers require a vacuum of

about 0.4 in. of water over the fire and nearly 1 in. at the

damper. With the pulverized coal when operating with a

Arrangement of the Drying and Pulverizing Machinery

coal, six per cent of the fuel burned under the Ijoilers was
allowed for preparation. The proportion actuall\' consumed
for this purpose as shown by the log was 4.22 per cent. The
drier and pulverizer were operated intermittently and there-

fore inefficiently and no deductions were made for standby
losses. The drier was designed to handle 15 tons an hour
imd the pulverizer 4 tons an hour, while the actual hourly
consumption was only 1 ton. With a plant in full operation

this loss should not amount to more than 2.5 or 3 per cent.

The coal allowed for operating the stoker and auxiliaries is

assumed to be 2.5 per cent, whereas it usually ranges between
3 and 5 per cent. The efficiency of stoker firtxl boilers varies

due to variations in the size of coal, while pulverized coal

hiaintains a constant economy. In this test three different

kinds of coal were used. Mr. Anderson stated that in his

opinion pulverized coal in regular operation would probably
show a saving of 10 per cent over stokers.

.\s an instance of the results secured by banking fires, it

was stated that on one occasion the fuel was shut off at 11

vacuum of 0.2 inch at the damper slag and honeycomb
gathered on the flues. The trouble was eliminated when the

draft was reduced to approximately 0.1 in. at the breeching.

The air was not all fed in through the burner, but a large

proportion was drawn in through a numl>or of openings about
10 in. in diameter in the front of the furnace.

A Turn of the Wheel.—Disclosures of the presence of Ameri-

cans engaged in building railroads in Italy, says the Omaha Bee.

suggests another of the anomalies of war. In days not so ver>'

far gone, we have been accustomed to watch "Tony the Wop"
tamp the ties and maul the spikes on American railroads. He
has constructed the roadbed and laid the rails, and afterwards

has manned the handcar and attended to the manifold duties of

the humble section hand. Now he is a soldier, fighting the Kaiser

for the preservation of his home land, and the young American

is doing for Italy the service that Tony and his kind did for

-America.

Liberly Bonds Will Help Push Them Out.
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Orders of Regional Directors

SULICITATION OF R.\II,ROAD EMPLOYEES.—llie United

States Employment Service, recruiting labor for War
Industries, has issued instructions that no railroad era-

jiloyees be solicited.

Dining Car Rates for Trainmen and Pullman Employees.

—The Railroad Administration has approved a uniform

charge of half rate for trainmen and Pullman employees en

route in dining cars, except that a fifty cent rate shall be ef-

fective on trains where $1.25 is charged for dinner. This

applies only to those employees who are actually engaged in

service on the train to which dining car serving the meal is

attached.

Shipments of iJrain \'ia New Orleans.—The Northwestern

regional director announces that hereafter United States

war department transportation orders will be recjuired on Itulk

grain destined to New Orleans, La., or via New Orleans for

jioints aiiroad, when shipped for account of the war dejiart-

ment.

Cost of Handling Material and Stores.—The southern re-

gional director has asked the railroads to advise promptly

the cost of purchasing, handling and storing material in and
distributing it from the company storehouses, including the

pay of officers and employees in the purchasing and other

stores departments, and their traveling, office, and other ex-

penses for the six months ending June 30, 1918. The roads

are also asked to furnish a statement of the issues of material

and stores for the six months ending June 30, 1918, by
months.

Fire Proteclion During the Winter.—The Southwestern

regional director quotes Bulletin 3 of the manager of the

Insurance and Fire Protection Section and requests that a

co]n- of it be placed in the hands of every officer in charge of

railroad property and its protection from fire hazards down
to and including foremen. 'Phe bulletin contains detailed

precautions to be ol)served during the winter to prevent fire

los.ses.

Must Notify Boards if Exempted Men Quit.—Local draft

boards must be notified when railroad men given deferred
classification on account of their employment, tenninate their

service.

Stock Car Loading.—The Northwestern regional director

orders the loading of stock cars to be confined to live stock,

live poultry or perishable freight, until November 15. Anv
road having a surplus of this e(|uipment will report that
fact to the regional director.

Econmny in Passenger Train Heating.—The manager of
the Fuel Conservation Section has addressed the regional
directors as follows, calling attention to the possibilities in
affecting economies in passenger train heating:

The time is at hand when passenger trains will be healed. Much coal
can be saved by attention to the suggestions given below. Will you kindly
ask the federal managers or the chief operating officials of the roads iii

your territory to bring these suggestions to the attention of all passenger
trainmen and to such others as ai'c concerned.

1. The temperature in cars should be maintained at about 65 deg. It
should never be more than 70 deg. Thermometers should be installed in
all cars. Where thermostats are used have them tested for accuracy.

2. Control the temperature by the steam valve or by the damper where
stoves are used—not by opening doors and windows. No man does this
in his home; why do it on trains? In live-steam systems regulate the pres-
sure afthe locoiiiotive.

3. Do not .lUow drip valves to run too wide open. Do not allow too
niuch steam to escape from the rear-end hose.
.4. Thoroughly insulate all steam heat pipes on cars, tenders and loco-

motives; and maintain all valves and connections so as to prevent steam
leaks. The most serious losses are by radiation and by leakage.

Keep stoves, stove dampers and all other healing equipment in good
rder.

6. In terminal yards keep cars heated only enough to prevent the frcez
ing of water pipes. Do not bring them up to final temperature too long
in advance of their use, and do not overheat them for purposes of car
cleaning.

7. By notices in cars and stations ask the public to co-operate and help
s greatly needed for war purposes.

E.xecution of Contracts and Agreements During Federal
Control.—'Phe regional directors have received the following

instructions from the Division of Law, United States Rail-

road Administration:

Admi
genci

Form
All contracts or agreements
nistration shall be executed
al of railroads, in the folio

)P SiCNATLBE

on behalf of the United States Railroad
n the name of W. G. McAdoo. director

ig form:
"W. G. McAiloo, Director General of Railroads.

"By (Name of Executing Officer Title).
" Railroad.*'

tlNIFOHMlTV OF EXECUnOK
2. All contracts or agreements of a general nature should be executed

by the federal manager, or in the name of the federal manager by his
assistant.

Federal managers may continue or establish practices whereby certain
officers or agents under their jurisdiction are authorized within specific limi-

tations to execute contracts or agreements relating to their particular de-
liartments, the execution to be in the name of the director general of rail-

roads, by such authorized officer or agent, in the form prescribed in the
lirst section hereof.

Bills of lading, live stock contracts and other similar local agreements
may he executed by agents as heretofore, printing or stamping required by
instructions issued .Tuly 16, 1918, operating lo constitute them contracts
with the director general of railroads.

Contracts Relating Jointly to Corpoiiate and Federal Interests

3. Contracts or agreements of a [lermanent nature, involving mutual
covenants or affecting the interests or property rights of the corporation,

which will or may extend beyond federal control, should be executed jointly

on behalf of the corporation and the director general of railroads. \\'here

such contract or agreements are principally or solely in the interest of the

corporation, they may be executed by the corporation, with an endorsement
.signifying the acquiescence of the director general of railroads during the
period of federal control, in the following form:

"The consent of the director general of railroads is hereby
given to the execution and delivery of this instrument.

"W. G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads,

"By (Name) , Federal Manager.
" (Name of Railroad) Railroad."

Where the corporation declines to become a pariy to' contracts or agree-

ments involving mutual interests or covenants, such execution may be made
in the name of the director general of railroads, limited to the period of

federal control. This policy should be followed only where absolutely

essential.

A. Whe:e additions, betterments or road extensions or equipment are

made or provided by the director general, the contracts in respect thereof
shall be made in his name.

Limitation to Period of Federal Control

5. .\11 contracts executed on behalf of the director general of railroads

t.\ce]it those containing covenants specifically providing otherwise, shall

contain the following: "This agreement of W. G. .Mc.\doo, director genera]

of railroads, shall not extend beyond the peri.id of federal control of rail-

roads, and unless sooner terminated, shall as to bin:, terminate at the end
of MK-h feJer.Tl control."

Buy Bonds to Your ITMOST

to save fuel King George Visits the Front on a Light Railway

Only a Quiln-r f'liiors a iSegotiated Peace Now.



Functions of Railway Corporate Organizations

Their Officials and Important Work as Illustrated

by Pennsylvania System

I

INyUiklKS HAVE liEKN MADE from time to time as to the na-

ture and importance of the duties perfonned by the cor-

porate officers of railroads whose oj)erating properties are

under government control. These questions may, jjerhaps, be

most clearly answered by taking as a concrete example one of

the larger railroad systems. The Pennsylvania lends itself to

this jmrpose well, owing to its size and prominence, and to its

long continued policy of publicity in regard to its operations

and activities.

The Pennsylvania System is over 70 years old, and full

reports of its corporate activities and investments in other

companies have been published so long that it is not difficult

to analyze the situation. It consists of over 180 active and
inactive railroad and other corporations with over $2,000,-

000,000 of outstanding capital issues. This represents the

cost of plant and appurtenances of the largest standard rail-

road freight and passenger carrying system of the United

States—one which, in 1917, had a ton mileage which ex-

ceeded by over 60 per cent the combined annual ton mileage

before the war of all the railroads in Great Britain and
France.

The total treasury investments of the system companies in

stock and bonds of other railroad companies is somewhat
more than $500,000,000. These 180 comporations embrace
what were originally over 600 separate corporations, but

which have been reduced by merger, consolidation, sale, or

otherwise, to the present number. The stock and bond-

holders of the corporations included in the Pennsylvania

Sy.stem must be in the neighborhood of 200,000 individuals

and corporations,' holding about one and a half billions of

these securities. Anything that might tend to weaken the

system, change its well established financial policy, fail to

protect the interests of its stock and liondholders, impair the

standard or efficiency of its transportation service, or per-

manently disrupt its management and organization would
l)e a national calamity.

Duties of Corporate Officers

This gives the first glimpse of the corporate officers' respon-

sibilities. The directors and officers of the corporations in-

cluded in the system must be re-elected each year and the

charter and franchise powers preserved. The records of its

directors and stockholders, its charters, franchises, deeds
evidencing property ownership, agreements, leases, plans of

the railroad and all of its structures, etc., evidencing its con-

tractual relations with the states, municipalities and other

corporations and individuals, are essential to the United
States Railroad .Administration, and these contracts and
evidences of ownership and operating rights must be observ'ed

during federal control. This means many thousands of docu-

ments that must be kept for use by the corporate officers and
available to the federal control officers.

The capital stock and bonds of the corporation must be

issued and transferred ; its mortgages and other indebtedness,

and the liens affecting its road and equipment must he looked

after, and its investments must be safeguarded. If for no
other reason, this must be done because the government is

using the borrowing powers, and indeed the financial re-

sources of the railroad corporations, by compelling them to

borrow the money and provide the securities to carry on the

work of additions to and betterments of the railroad and
equipment taken over by the government.
From the civil and mechanical engineering standpoint, the

surveys, plans and estimates and authorizations for new road

and equipment work desired by the government must be ex-

amined, and with the requisitions for additional land and
right of way reciuired therefor, must be either consented to or

objected to by the coqwration. For the Pennsylvania System

this means thousands of separate items of new improvement

work, including the acquisition of real estate and equipment,

running from $110,000,000 to $150,000,000 per annum,
which is none too much at present high prices for a system

that doubles its traffic about ever}- 12 years and serves 13 states

in the most expensive and populous jiart of the country.

Close Relations with Federal Management
As such new improvement work jjroceeds, the directors

must see that the corporate officers perifKlically inspect it, and
that it is completed for the lowest possible cost and will be

adapted to the permanent transportation necessities of the

corporation; similarly, that maintenance, renewal and re-

placement work on 25,000 miles of track and on the stations,

shops, bridges and other structures is properly carried out,

and that the standards of the Pennsylvania System shall not

be allowed to deteriorate, or if they are that claims shall be

made against the United States.

Close relations with the federal management must be main-
tained and the ob.scrvance of the government contract, when
executed, will affect all of the corporate departments and will

warrant the closest co-operation between the operating and
corporate organizations, and with the Railroad Central Ad-
ministration at Washington to agree upon the interpretation

and carry out the provisions and principles of the contract,

which are not detailed but must be settled by administration

rulings. Co-operative action must also exist to prevent

unnecessary outlays or expenditures, and to insure io tiie

government the greatest help from the experienced officers of

the corporation, as well as from the railroad officers for-

merly with the company and now with the government
The Pennsylvania System should receive about $87,000,000

annually of .standard compensation under the government
contract, in addition to about $,^0,000.000 of other income
from investments, the corporate officers must arrange

for its distribution to the companies interested, and from

them to their stock and bondholders, and others, in payment
of interest, dividends, ta.xes, etc. This will vary each quarter

because of additional capital exj^enditures, etc. The pay-
ment of these fixed and net lease-hold rentals of railroad and
miscellaneous properties and facilities, as well as the pa>Tnent
of interest on bonds and dividends on stocks of all the com-
panies must be looked after, as each set of stockholders will

be alert to their own interests. Probably 750,000 checks will

be issued per annum.

Elaborate Accounting and Auditing System Required

The accounting and auditing system re(|uired for each cor-

poration covering all the ai)ove-mentioned transactions, in-

cluding the costs and results of the improvement, maintenance
and u.se of the company's propert)- and t^iuipment while under
government control, and the reports required bv federal and
state laws must also be continued. Federal control is limited

by law to 21 months following the declaration of ]x\ice and
this means that the company must join in tlie execution of all

important contracts, leases and arrangements, or otherwise all

terminate with federal control and confusion would reign.

It is hardly necessary to say that the system corporations
must have a veri- complete and experienced legal organization

covering their activities with each other and with their stork

and bondholders, and the relations with the covernment, and

Hr Is a Quitter Who Does !\ot Buy His Limit.
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to attend to corporate litigation which is Ijound to arise.

Summed up, an active Executive, Legal, Financial, Ac-

counting, Secretarial and Real Estate and Engineering or-

ganization will be kept extremely busy, and e.xperienced men
that know the Pennsylvania System must be in command.
The insurance and inspection of proj^rties not taken over

by the government, as well as those carried as ''Miscellanccus

Rents" and used by the government in connection with the

railroad system, such as detached wharves, piers, docks, etc.,

like those rented from the cities of New York, Baltimore, etc.,

must continue.

Railroad valuation is still actively proceeding so far as

inventories and physical work are concerned, and later on it

will be incumbent upon the corporation officers to be pre-

pared to insist upon a fair valuation of their properties.

So long as the federal laws provide for the termination of

federal control within a relatively short period after the end
of the war experienced traffic men in the service of the cor-

poration must keep acquainted with changes in rates and
traffic and in touch with commercial demands, so that when
federal control terminates the traffic department will be pre-

pared to resume business on lines that will meet commercial

necessities which the war has created.

Management of Properties Not Under Government
Control

An examination of the Penn.sylvania System as disclosed

by the various manuals, reports, etc., shows that it has a

number of corporations that have not been taken over by

the government, and the corporate organization will con-

tinue to be responsible for their operation. The system

comprises about 95 railroads, but in addition there are S

bridge and ferry companies and 44 miscellaneous compa-

nies covering water supply, terminals, warehouse and real

estate corporations requisite for present use and develop-

ment of the railroad system, in all about 144 active com-

jianies. There are also several other inactive or unimportant

companies. The total capitalization of the companies not

taken over by the government must be about $50,000,000.

The corporate officers of the Pennsylvania System must

also supervise large holdings of property not immediately

used for railroad purposes, such as fuel lands and real estate

for future railroad and terminal development. In addition,

there are various employees' funds for savings, pensions and

relief pur])Oses and other guaranties and liabilities that must

he managed, running into several millions. Tlie Pennsyl-

vania's corporation directors and officers have a most ex-

tensive responsibility; and in meeting it they are without

the assistance of the large departments manned l)y many

able officers and experienced employees taken over under

federal control to operate the railroad properties.

Officers of Pennsylvania's Corporate Organization

The corporate organization appointed by the board of

directors is relatively simple, its chief officers being:

President, Samuel Rea (as chief executive of the entire

System ea.st and west of Pittsburgh and Erie).

Vice-Presidents, Geo. D. Dixon, Henry Tatnall (who also

acts as treasurer), W. H. Myers, A. J. County, (who also

acts as controller).

Assistant to president, W. A. Patton. .\ssistant to presi-

dent and engineer in charge of inspection of maintenance

of roadl)e(l. structures and equipment, J. G. Rcxlgers.

Corporate engineer, to insjiect i)lans, estimates of new

construction and the work as it progresses, H. (". Booz.

General Real Estate Agent, T. W. Hulmc.

General Counsel, F. I. Gowen.

Secretary, Lewis Neilson.

This organization acts not only for the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Comjiany, but also for all of its corporations east of

I'ittsburcli and Erie.

l-'or tiie Western Lines, including the Pennsylvania Com-
I)any, the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-
road Corapan)', and the other corporations west of Pitts-

burgh, the following are the chief corporate officers, assist-

ing President Rea:
Senior vice-president, J. J. Turner.

Vice-President and comptroller, E. B. Taylor.

Vice-President and engineer, Benj. McKeen.
Treasurer, T. H. B. McKnight.
General counsel, C. B. Heiserman.

Secretary, S. H. Church.

This is the outline of the $2,000,000,000 Pennsylvania
System corporate organization and the general scope of its

most important work. Similar studies of other corporate

organizations like those of the New York Central, Union
Pacific, .Atlantic Coast Line, Southern Railway, etc., will

find a similar necessity for an experienced corporate staff.

The railroads of the country, as a whole, represent a

capitalization of approximately' $18,000,000,000. The ac-

tual investment in their road and equipment probably ex-

ceeds $20,000,000,000. They have in the neighborhood of

600,000 immediate stockholders, but as many of the stock-

liolders are institutions, such as insurance companies, trust

companies, savings funds, charities, and endownment funds

of various kinds, it has been estimated that upward of 40,-

000,000 people have a direct financial interest in the con-

tinued solvency and prosperity of the railroads. The
safeguarding of such tremendous interests is a responsibility

of the most serious and extensive character, demanding men
of the best attainments.

Co-operation of Corporate and Federal Officers

Essential

The co-operation of the corporate officers is essential to

federal railroad operation and the carrj'ing out of railroad

improvements and extensions, and their financing. The
experience of the directors and corporate organizations can

lie obtained for the benefit of the country. The same ability

which made their corporations successful can perform a

great deal of constructive work that should be of assistance

in winning the war. These small but important groups of

experienced men have a reserve force that should be called

into active national work to a larger extent and until their

service to the country and their record for both patriotic

effort and econoni'cal and efficient transportation ser\-ice is

surpassed, they have no rea.son to feel that any criticism

can disparage that record.

Corporate officers realize that the war has deeply affected

other jiersons as well as themselves. They should continue

to take a wholesome interest in all railroad and pul)lic affairs

where their advice and experience will be of the greatest

value. The public does not forget that no more prompt or

generous response was made to the countr>' when we entered

the war than the unanimous action of the representatives

of eighteen liillion dollars of railroad property, binding

themselves to .ser\-e the countn,^ and sinking Uieir individual

and competitive interests so that cantonments might be built

and troops and war traffic might have the right of way.

That the Railroads' War Board gave an exhibition of great

skill in furni.shing efficient and economical transportation

is evidenced by the fact tliat the effect of the measures which

it put into service are yet felt and the record it made has

not so far been surpassed. \\'hen the relations of the cor-

|)orations with the government are settled by contract tlie

corporate officials can perform a most important national

service by bringing their best judgment to bear on the form

of government rehitions with the railroads which will be

estal)li.shed after the war. The officers of the railways in

the service t)f the government will not be in a position prob-

a!)ly to take an active part in the consideration of this im-

portant question.

Americas Only Terms— I'ncoudiliotml Surrender.



Will Railroads Experience a Shortage of Engineers?

A Discussion of This Subject Based on Data Secured

From Railroads and Technical Schools

No FACT HAS HEEN DEMONSTRATED more conclusively by
the war than the necessity for engineering talent, not

only in the conduct of actual warfare, but also in the

intensive [irosecution of industrial and construction activ-

ities incident thereto. So great has been the demand both

for experienced engineers and for young men possessed of

technical training that there are not enough trained and ex-

perienced men available for all requirements. Recognizing

the .seriousness of this situation, the Engineering Council,

an advisory body formed by the four leading national asso-

ciations of engineers and a number of local associations,

presented addresses last spring to the secretaries of war and
navy and also to the provost marshal general and members
of the .senate committees on naval and military affairs, call-

ing attention to the necessity for these men in various tech-

nical activities and to the unfortunate waste of such talent

resulting from the induction of men into the fighting forces

without regard to their qualifications for special duties.

This condition received partial recognition by the United

States Army at that time insofar as it concerned engineering

students through arrangements to assign a portion of them

to the Engineer Reserve, subject to s|K)cial call. The gov-

ernment also arranged for a special branch of the United

States Employment Bureau for recruiting engineers for tech-

nical positions and since the passage of the second draft

law arrangements have been made by the war department

for the enrollment of students as enlisted men undergoing

special training.

Under such circumstances it is to be expected that the

engineering departments of railroads will not only suffer

serious losses in personnel, but will also experience a lack

of high grade material to fill the many vacancies that are

occurring. Because this is a situation of no small concern,

particularly from the standpoint of the possiljle influence

on the progress of construction and maintenance work, in-

quiries were made of the chief engineers of a number of

representative railroads in various parts of the country as to

the adequacy of their present forces, the difficulty of filling

vacancies and the practicability of certain suggestions made
to relieve the situation. Inquiries were also addressed to

the heads of ten engineering schools with a view to secur-

ing data on the supply of technically-trained men in la.«t

year's classes.

Work Is Not Being Delayed

Most roads report an adequate force to conduct the work

under way, a few indicate shortages of 5 to 10 per cent and

one a deficiency of 30 per cent. Another road calls atten-

tion to the fact that it has been able to fill the gaps in its

construction and maintenance organizations with men re-

leas(Hl from its valuation department through the completion

of the major portion of the work. Still another road has a

sufficient force in all branches of the departments except

the valuation work. It is entirely possible that these re-

ports are more optimistic than would be the case if w^ork

was not being delayed by other causes than shortages of en-

gineers. In other words, the shortage in the technical forces

would be experienced to a higher degree if the supply of

labor and materials was adequate for the prosecution of the

season's program in the fullest measure.

The greatest shortage is in the supply of men in the lower

positions, such as rodmen, draftsmen, instrumentmen, in-

spectors and all grades up to assistant engineer. There is

a well defined lack of applicants for p>ositioDS of these grades.

As the chief engineer of one road explains the situation,

"about 75 f)er cent of the applicants may be placed in the

following classes; first, the young graduates who are just

out of school and who have little or no practical experience;

second, the fellow who has been out of school for a number
of years but who has not made a succi-ss of his profession."

Other roads complain that ver)- few of the applications they

receive from recent graduates are from the high grade men
of the classes.

There is a very good reason, for this condition. The at-

tendance at the technical schools interrogated was from 17

to 40 per cent lower last year than in previous years, while

the number of graduates in June of this year varicxl from

42 to 98 per cent of the number in former years, the average

being al)out 70 per cent. But these figures alone do not

give an adequate idea of the shortage, since a very large

proportion of the men graduating were definitely engaged
for some form of military or civil employment some time

in advance of the date of graduation. Enlistment in the

Engineer Reserve accounted for from 10 to over 50 per cent

of the graduates, and large numb^s left school before the

date of commencement. The number looking for positions

at the time of graduation was practically nil, one school re-

jiorting that the only ones so situated were two or three

foreigners who graduated during the year.

The shortage of men for minor positions can also be ex-

plained in another way. Men of this grade are available

for and attracted by the large number of moderate salan'

positions that are now available in the many construction

and industrial activities which require some technical train-

ing but only a limited amount of experience. On the other

hand, technical positions of the higher grade, created as a

result of the war, as a rule demand special experience or

training for a special puqjose and not so many of the higher

engineering officers of railroads are especially fitted for them,

although a great many railway construction men have earned

enviable reputations for the success which thev have secured

in construction work at the cantonments, shipyards and
other emergency building projects. The younger men, also,

have been subject to the draft law and this has had no little

bearing on the situation.

Higher Positions Filled by Promotion

It is true that the railroads have lost a considerable num-
ber of men occupying the more important engineering posi-

tions but not in like proportion with the vacancies occurring

among the lower ranks. The single exception to this is one

road in the Middle West which reported the greatest short-

age among resident engineers, assistant engineers of main-

tenance of way and designing engineers. These might be

classed as intermediate positions. However, almost without

exception the railroads are filling these ]X)sitions by pro-

motion from the lower ranks and while most of the roads

admit that this has involvctl the use of men with less ex-

perience as compared to the custom of previous years, tliere

is no indication that this has resulted in any marked de-

crease in the efficiency witli which the work is conductixl. In

filling the more numerous positions this has resulted in

rather rapid promotion for some of the men. For instance

one road reports that men with technical training have been

promoted to the position of assistant sujiervisor after about

three months' experience when under normal condit'ons this

America's Answer—SO.OOOJHW.OOO in Liberty Bonds.
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position would not be attained short of about three years' Pennsylvania LinCS ShOW Additional
Service.

The influence of valuation work on the supply of men in Improvement in L. C. L. Loading
the engineering department is dependent on three conditions. r-pnE excellent results achieved by the Pennsylvania
the present stage of the valuation work, the relative amount I Lines West in its campaign to promote the intensive
of construction work under way on the railroad and the re- •

utilization of car space were outlined in the Railuay
lation between the amount of construction now in progress j^g of January 25. Records for the loading of 1 c 1

and that in former years. Obviously, valuation work is a freight this year are even better than those attained in 1917,
much more formidable problem to the road that is compelled .^-hich were discussed in the article referred to. In July,
to start this work under the present conditions than to the 1918, the Pennsvlvania Lines west of Pittsburgh handled
road which is now bringing it to a close. The roads in the 23,856 cars of 1. c. 1 freight with an average loading of 19,402
latter situation at the present time are most fortunate, since

]i, pg^ car for all Lines West, including the St. Louis svs-
they are in a position to divert men to construction and

tern, and 19,920 lb. exclusive of it. In July, 1917, the Lines
mamtenance activities as they are relieved from the ap-

x\'est exclusive of the St. Louis system, for which no records
praisal work. The situation is the most serious on the small

,^^,.5 j^gpt^ had an average loading of 17,833 lb. per car;
road or one of limited resources and which therefore requires consequentlv the average loading for July, 1918, for the
but a small engineering staff to handle the amount of con- ^.^^^ ^.^^ of (he lines, was 11.68 per cent greater than that
struction work done. On such a road the organization of

f^j. ^jjg ^^jjie month last year
ii force to conduct valuation work presents a serious problem g^th ^91 7 and 1918 were years of heavy loading as the
and for the same reason the discontinuation of this work ^^3^^ ^f the car conservation campaign carried on bv the
would greatly relieve the situation. A special situation is superintendent of freight transportation and the superintend-
presented by two western roads possessed with considerable

^^^ ^f freight station service. A better conception of the
staffs of efhcient construction men, who had been engaged

results received is secured by comparing the 1918 figures with
until recently in the building of various extensions and

those for July, 1912, when the loading of 1. c. 1. freight aver-
improvements. The completion of this work in one case

^^ jg^^ ^1^^^ jj 000 lb. per car. If the same standard of
;ind the necessity for a discontinuation of it in the other performance had obtained in Julv, 1918, which obtained in
have made a large number of experienced men available for

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^f 19^2, it would have required 43,803 cars
valuation work. In fact until recently this proved to be -^^^^^^ ^f 23^556 cars to have handled the 475,224,895 lb.

the only opportunity for retaining the men in service.
^f 1 ^ 1 ^-^^ ^^.^-^^ ^^.^^^ transported by the Pennsvlvania

Considering the extent to which women have been em-
Lines west of Pittsburgh last month,

ployed in work entirely strange to them a year or two ago,
j^^ indicated in the article in the Railu'ay Age of January

it is rather remarkable that so few women are employed in ,.^ ^^^^^^^, 1 ^ j ^^^^-^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ j. ^^^ ^^j^ ^-^.-^-^^

other than purely clerical positions in the engineering de-
^^^ ^^^^ -^^^^.^^ forwarding 15 or more cars per month.

partments of railroads. I hey have been utilized to a lim-
^j^^^^ bulletins enable the division superintendents and

ited extent in drafting rooms as tracers and detailers with a
^^^.^^ ^ ^^ ascertain their progress,

few employed as computers. No specific data were obtained
^,^g ^^ j c. 1. freight handled in Julv, 1918, was

as to just why the number is so small. W ith prospects of
^^^^^^^ ^^^,^^ -^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^-^^ ^j- j^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^j^ ^go.

increased limitation on man power, it will be imperative to
j^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^y^^^^ j,^^^ ^j^^ intens'ive loading campaign

employ men only in positions where they are positively es-
^^^ .^^^^^^ shippers to bring their business up to carload

sential. Positions in the drafting rooms not requiring an
^5^^^ ,,,hich of course benefits transportation conditions,

intimate knoNvledge of field methods or mathematical tram-
^^^^ jj^e ^hj jo^js above the minimum. As the con-

ing, would seem to offer a favorable field for the emplo)-
^^^^.^^ ^^ freighthouses is one of the worst impediments to

ment of \vomen.
efficient railway operation, the conservation of car space and

The Situation in the Future the reduction in 1. c. 1. business is of considerable importance

The most serious aspect of the situation as to the person- during a period of swollen freight traffic. The following

nel of engineering forces lies in the fact that the most pro- statistics of 1. c. 1. loading on the Pennsylvania Lines west

nounced scarcity is in the lower ranks, i. e., the source from of Pittsburgh, \vere prepared by the superintendent of freight

which the higher positions must be filled. Since experience station service at Pittsburgh, Pa., and show a marked im-

is showing the necessity for employing men of limited train- provement in the records for this year over 1917.

illg in minor positions a further scarcity of such men will Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh

m;ike the situation increasingly severe. Lowering the limit Total Number of Cars Used in Forwarding L.C.L. Freight in July, 1918, >nl

of the draft age has placed under military control practically '"
«iy.''

""
July. Decrease, Decreai..

all of the voung men available for the lowest engineering
^

I9t8' i9i7' cars' percent'

positions, while the technical schools have been taken over No""hw«rsys'te"r .!'.'.'.:
! lo'.loj Isisso I'.ua ll'.ll

for the training of men for war seri'ice and will leave avail-
^<-^Ct'hwe« SyTtem

'

'.

'. !

!

".

:

'. if.Ill iI'mo 3.724 llli
able for civilian duty only men who are physically unfit for St. Louis sVsiem.. i.".'!!;! 31052

'•
.!

'...

even limited service positions and the few exempted on the Total Weight in Pov.nds of L.C.L. Freight Forwarded in July. 1918, and

grounds of dependency. The situation is one that concerns
j"iv,"''''

*"'
July, Decrease. Decrease,

not alone the railroads but all undertakings involving the 1918 loiV pounds' percent'

,
Pennsylvania Lines 475,224,895 596,994,250 121,769,355 20.39

emplo\Tnent of technical men. Northwest System 201.460,717 279,iO(i.449 77,645.732 27. 81
Central System 39.720.503 44,942,333 5,221.730 11.61

, ,
, . , , . Southwest System 234,043,675 272,945,568 38.901,893 14.26

The American Supply Service reached a new nigh mark in st. Louis System 46,866.520 •

September, overtopping its Au.ijust record by 10 per cent, ac- Average Number of Pounds Per Car of L.C.L. Freight Forwarded in July,

cording to associated press despatches. American ports '"*•
^"f

"" J"b', 1^17

.. .... ,. .^r rtrtn e e 1 ^ T^i .lulv, July. Incrcase, Increase,
handUd a daily avcra.ge of 25,808 tons of freioght. There was 1918 1917 pounds percent

als„ a gratifying increase in rolling stock, and there are now !JrhJ,l7t"'^ysur. .•..•.•.:: llyf? \lfst tsTs 'HI
more than 1.000 .American locomotives in operalion in I'rance, Central System is,406 I5,49i 2,91s 18.8I

, ., , , , r , ^1 in(W\ Tu- Southwest System 20,358 17,933 2,425 13.52
while the number of freight cars is more than lO.UOO. this St. Louis System 15,356

rolling stock is all used in ihe great syslcni of transporting men

and supplies to the front. Tuiy'l'ioi?'."'
^'''""' ""' '"''"''"' '" ""'P'"'""^ " "° figure, available for

Don't l.vt the Kaiser Get Away !\ow.
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The Bonner Rail Wagon System

Tiiii Bonner rail wagon system which is now Ijeing

worked out by a syndicate of public utility and equip-

ment manufacturing interests, with Colonel Joseph C.

Bonner, the inventor, as syndicate manager, is intended pri-

marily as a means of solving the freight carrying [jroblem on
electric railroads, but its advocates liclieve that it may also

prove of great value to the steam railroads, [jarticularly from

the point of view of less than carload traffic.

The system proposes a method whereby merchandise may
be carried from its source to its destination without re-

handling. The most important factor is a so-called "rail-

wagon," which is a van or container either horse drawn or

motor driven, into which the merchandise is placed, the van
or container then being hauled to a railway terminal or re-

ceiving point where it is loaded, as it stands, upon a sjjecially

designed chassis or carrier for transportation by steam or

electric power. This carrier vehicle or chassis may be a self-

contained gasoline or electric motor car, or a trailer adapted

to either electric or steam haulage. The van or container

will be nominally of five tons capacity and will have no ab-

normal proportions of weight over vehicles now generally in

use on the highways. It is to be constructed of steel and is to

order as to destination, so that the carrier cars may be run
beneath them and the containers then lifted clear of the street

or track level by the application of air (the bottom of the

container body resting on the lift of the carrier car). The
train can thus in a short space of time be made ready to

move upon its journey.

As to deliver)' at destination, the containers would be

dropijed off the carrier car either in the terminal yards pro-

vided or at the local freight station, being lowered by the

air equipment until the wheels rest on the street level, the

carrier car then being drawn from under and the container

left astride the tracks whence it could be removed by horse

or motor power.

The rail wagon, as above noted, is to be so constructed

that when it is disengaged from the chassis it may be drawn
over the road by horses or as a trailer tjehind a motor tractor.

But with the co-operation of a motor truck builder, plans

have also been drawn up for an additional motor vehicle

to be known as an "auto boss." This vehicle is a modified

motor truck of five to si.\ tons capacity adapted to the Bon-
ner system by attaching to the frame two side channels

placed like running boards, which serve as tracks for the

Bonner rail wagon. The rear axle has been shortened so

that the rail wagon can be loaded onto the auto boss and

Working Model of the Bonner Kail Wagon System as Worked Out for Electric Railway Operation

l)e mounted on standard wheels, the body itself to be, say, 16

ft. by 7 ft. by 7 ft. in size. From one to four of the con-

tainers may be loaded on the chassis noted above.

The containers are constructed in a way that eliminates

the usual cross axle of a wagon, wheels being about 40 in. in

diameter, thus providing for a clearance space beneath the

bodies which permits ol these containers being moved astride

the carrier car. Utilizing the ordinary air brake equipment

for operating jacks on the chassis, the containers are raised

about one foot and are then ready for transportation. The
containers are patterned so that the several wagon mounts

on one single carrier car are vestibuled, meeting end to end,

thus presenting an unbroken car body alinement. The width

over all of the carrier car is set at 7 ft. In order to insure the

prompt centering of the container body on the carrier car,

alinement rails may be placed alongside the track rails, thus

forming a grixive into which the wheels of the container will

be guided iiefore the actual mounting of these containers on

the carrier cars is undertaken.

It is evident that the loading of the containers either for

single car or train movement can be accomplished with

despatch, it i)eing apjiarently entirely jiracticaJile to line up a

large iiunibtT of containers astride the railway tracks, perhaps

in a terminal provided for tliis purpose, arranged in proper

carried to its destination. Provision has also been made
whereby the Bonner wagon ma>' be drawn into place or un-

loaded by the engine of tlie truck by means of a chain con-

nected with the yoke of the rail wagon.

Tlie Bonner rail wagon system is meant primarily to

eliminate rehandling of freight l)etween origin and desti-

nation, whereby its use is expected to save these rehandling

costs and the loss and damage claims resulting from such

rehandling. But it has the further important advantage,

its advocates claim, in that it supplies small units of from
one to eight tons capacity, three or four of these units being

capable of being loaded without rehandling or intermix'ure

in any way on one rail chassis in.<tead of being mixed up in

one large freight car. This will supply, in short, the ad-

vantages of small shipments with much heavier carloading

than is possible today in l.c.l. freight.

The idea has received the careful and detailed considera-

tion of a number of engineers connected with street rail-

ways, car building companies and steam railroads, and de-

tailed reports have been made in favor of its adoption in a
trial fonn at least. One of the reports made by a commit-
tee of five street railway engineers has proposed its adoption

on the Public Service Railway of New Jersey and the Hud-
son & Manhattan out of New York.

He Must Give f p ALL His lUGotten Gains.



General Ne\vs Department

The First Nine Months of Government Operation of the
Railways was the subject of a paper presented before the
Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, on Monday evening,
October 7, by E. T. Howson, western editor of the Railway
Age.

The tax on parlor and sleeping car berth and seat tickets
will be eight per cent instead of ten per cent if Congress
adopts the change in the revenue bill to this efifect, which has
been passed by the House and recommended by the finance
committee of the Senate. Director General McAdoo re-

quested this change for the purpose of making the tax
uniform on passage tickets and Pullman tickets.

Earnings of Express Companies
The monthly bulletin issued by the Interstate Commerce

Commission of the operating revenues and expenses of
express companies for the four months ending with April,
1917, shows a deficit for the eight companies covered by the
report of $4,442,815, as compared with an operating income
in the corresponding period of 1917 of $1,060,354. Charges
for transportation were $81,572,920, an increase of $13,000,000
for the four months ending with April, 1917, while operating
expenses of $45,861,562 were over $11,000,000 greater. The
larger proportion of revenues paid for railroad privileges and
a decrease in the revenue from operations other than trans-
portation account principally for the deficit. For the month
of April the deficit was $1,046,244.

Railroads File Claims for Special Compensation
Eighty railroads have filed with the Railroad Administration

claims for special compensation during Federal control on ac-
count of special considerations which affected their operating
income during the three test years before the war, and for
which they ask compensation in addition to the standard return.
These special considerations are such items as additional mile-

age, etc., or expenditures for improvements or equipment of
which the benefit was not reflected in the three-year average
in operating income.

Two conferences have been held by representatives of these
roads with the representatives of the Railroad Administration,
who are expected to announce this week the basis on which they
v/il! consider claims for special consideration.

Revision of M. C. B. Interchange Rules for 1918-19

Supplement A to M. C. B. Circular No. 16, referring to the
revised interchange rules, has just been issued stating that
all prices shown in Rules 98, 101, 107, 111 and 112 are effective
October 1, 1918. Revised Rules 104, 106 and 108 are also
effective (Jctober 1, 1918. However, it should be understood
that old Rules 58 and 95 governing responsibility are still

effective. That portion of Rule 104 which allows material
charge for missing brake beams, and that portion of Rule
111 which allows charge for missing air-brake parts is not
effective until November 1, 1918.

Circular No. 45, which provides that no bill shall be made
for certain items of minor repairs to railroad owned cars, has
been modified to apply only to cars belonging to roads under
I'nited States Federal control; this provision being also ef-

fective October 1, 1918, and known as Article III.

20 Killed in Accident at Bedford, Ohio

At the McMylcr Interstate Company's plant, at Bedford, Ohio,
on the morning of October third, 48 workmen, who had just

alighted from a southbound passenger train, and while standing
or walking on the northbound track, were struck by an express
train, and 20 of the men were killed; 28 were injured, three of

them probably fatally. There was a dense fog at the time.

Bedford is on the Pennsylvania Lines, ten miles south of

Cleveland. The place at which these men got off the train ap-

pears to be a temporary passenger station established to accom-

modate the McMyler works.

According to an officer of the road, quoted in a Oeveland pa-

per, it appears that some or all of these workmen got off the

train before it had come to a stop, and before there had been

time for a flagman to get off and run forward to signal the

northljound train.

Bridge and Building Convention

Further details relative to the program for the convention
of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association,

which will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Oc-
tober 15-17, inclusive, have been completed since the publica-

tion of the program in our last issue. C. A. Morse, assistant

director, division of operation, engineering and maintenance.
of the United States Railroad Administration, will speak-

before the convention on Tuesday afternoon on "Essential

Work." Moving pictui^es and descriptions of recent bridge

erection work which will be presented on Tuesday evening will

include the erection of the Quebec brid,ge. described by
George F. Porter, engineer of construction of the St. Law-
rence Bridge Company, who was in charge of the preparation

of the erection details for this structure. Moving pictures

will also be shown of the erection of viaducts on the Illinois

Central track elevation work through the Hyde Park section of

Ihirago.

Railway Fire Protection Association

The fifth annual meeting of the Railway Fire Protection Asso-

ciation will be held at the Congress hotel, Chicago, on October

15, 16 and 17. Charles N. Rambo, manager of the Insurance

and Fire Protection section of the United States Railroad Ad-
ministration, is scheduled to deliver an address on the first day

on "The Co-operation Expected of Fire Protection Associations."

L. F. Shedd, superintendent of safety and fire protection on the

Rock Island Lines will speak on "The Advantage of Having an
Insurance and Fire Protection Section." In addition the follow-

ing committee reports will he presented : Statistics—S. B. Berry.

chairman ; Fire Protection and Passenger Equipment—George L.

Ball, chairman ; Hand Book on Railroad Fire Prevention and
Protection—Robert Scott, vice-chairman.

At the morning session of October 16, Robert Scott will read

a paper on "Maintaining Interest in Fire Protection Work," and
E. Wanamaker. electrical engineer of the Rock Island Lines,

will discuss "The Handling of Acetylene Welding Outfits in

Shops." R. H. Newbern, superintendent of insurance and safety.

Pennsylvania Railroad, will also read a paper. In addition the

following committee reports will be presented : Committee on
Guards and the Government's View in Relation Thereto, Guard-
ing and Watchman Problems in Terminals and Yards—H. A.
Bruck, superintendent of insurance. Western Maryland, vice-

chairman; Committee on the Locomotive Spark and Ash Pan
Hazard—E. C. Sasser. chairman ; Committee on Fire Protection
and Protection in Terminal Classification and Storage Yards

—

F. .A,. Green, Pennsylvania Railroad, chairman.

In the afternoon of October 16. C. N. Bcistle, chemist of the

Bureau of Explosives, will read a paper on. "Welding, Cutting
and Sawing Processes—Oxy-acetylene Equipment." W. F.

Hickey of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, will read
the report of the Committee on Wharves and Piers, of which he
is chairman. The remainder of the afternoon session and the
session of October 17, will be devoted to open discussion and
the election of officers.

Don't Let the KaisiT Fool You.
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Traffic News

During the month of September, 1918, the Pennsylvania
Railroad moved an average of 6,835 cars a day over its main
line between Pittsburfih and llarrisburg, as compared with
an average of 5,049 in September, 1917, an increase of 886
cars, or 11,5 per cent.

A total of 112,600 more cars of grain were loaded by the
railroads during the period from July 1 to September 28,

1918, than during the corresponding period of 1917, according
to a statement issued by the Railroad Administration. The
total for 1918 was 399,770, as compared with 287,170 in the
corresponding period of 1917.

Roads in the Central Western region report that the
handling of grain under the embargo and permit system
is working satisfactorily and not so many complaints have
been received regarding it as were expected. The live stock
movement in the region has been very heavy, taxing to the
limit the facilities at Kansas City and Omaha. The sailing-

day plan has been established at additional cities, effecting

a further saving of 270 cars a week. Reports for the week
ending October 1, show a saving of 44,721 car miles through
rerouting. The Denver (Colo.) consolidated ticket office

was opened on September 23.

In connection with the restrictions upon the shipment of

lumber to points north of the Ohio and Potomac and east of

the Mississippi rivers, effective on September 16, the Rail-

road Administration has established extension bureaus of

the Car Service Section for the issuance of permits at Boston.
Cincinnati and Chicago. I'. E. Dewey, Boston, will issue

permits for lumber destined to points in New England; H. B.

Sargent, Cincinnati, will take care of destinations within the

state of Ohio, and W. L. Barnes, assistant manager. Car
Service Section, Chicago, will issue permits for movements
to points in Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois and Indiana,

Baltimore & Ohio and Fere Marquette passenger trains now
enter Chicago over the Pennsylvania from Pine Junction, Ind.

This change saves seven miles in distance. The roads operate

18 trains in and out of Chicago, so that approximately 41.000

train miles will be saved yearly. Another important feature of

tlie change is that the roads will use the Union station at Engle-

wood and the Pennsylvania station at South Chicago, the present

Baltimore & Ohio-Pere Marquette stations at those points being

abandoned. These trains will continue to run in and out of the

Grand Central station, Chicago (from 16th Street), but on ac-

count of the reduction in mileage the schedules are shortened

about 20 minutes.

On Monday. October 7. ihe number of cars of live stock and
perishable freight moved east from Chicago was 1,318, or 59

more cars than ever before on one day. These cars were loaded
with :

Cars
I.ivc stock 242
Dressed beef 392
I'rovisions and other peii.<lKil)k< 684

Tot.M 1.318

The previous high record was made on Saturday, the 5th of
October, when 1,259 cars of such foodstuffs were moved east.

The average for the past seven days is greatly in excess of that

for any similar period since January 1, being 1,143 cars daily.

Coal Production

Bituminous coal production during the week ended Sep-
tember 28 is estimated at 13,043,000 net tons, representing
the third successive week of increased production and an
increase over the corresponding week of 1917 of 1,863.000

net tons, or 16,7 per cent, according to the weekly bulletin

issued by the United States Geological Survey. During the
past six months, or the first half of the coal year, production
of bituminous coal is estimated at 311,216.000 net tons, which

is 33,418,000 net tons, or 12 per cent in excess of the pro-
duction during the corresponding period of 1917, but falls

short of the requirements for the calendar year to date by
3.4 per cent.

The percentage of full time output lost on account of car
shortage during the week ending September 21 is reported as
5.9 per cent.

The production of anthracite during the week ended Sep-
tember 28 is estimated at 2,071,000 net tons, an increase over
the corresponding week of last year of 3.2 per cent. The
total production since April 1 is estimated at 51,651.000 net
tons, an increase over 1917 of 2.1 per cent.

The report by the Car Service Section of the Railroad Ad-
ministration for the week ending September 21 shows a total
loading of all kinds of coal amounting to 260,840 cars, as
compared with 223,233 during the corresponding week of
1917. With figures for the week ended September 28 esti-

mated, the increase in 1918 up to September 28 over the cor-
responding period of 1917 is 641.761 car?

New England's Minimum Fuel

Requiremenib Met in Advance
Conliimous operation of the war industries of New-

England during the approaching winter is assured, says a
statement issued by the Fuel Administration, unless an un-
foreseen catastrophe to the mines, the railroads, or the
coastwise shipping, during October and November, inter-
rupts production of coal and its transportation. Unremitting
vigilance in the conservation of coal, however, will continue
to be absolutely necessary. If this be observed not even a
repetition of last winter's weather will prevent the furnaces
of New England from operating at full blast.

The subordination by the Fuel .Administration of the
requirements of other industrial centers to those of New
England is not an indication that the industries of New
England are of greater importance; transportation difficulties

alone have controlled the Adininistration's policy. The rail-

road facilities of New England are limited and this fact neces-
sitates the transportation by water of 66 per cent of the bi-

tuminous coal consumed in that territory. Approximately
75 per cent of the war industries of the United States are
located east of the Allegheny Mountains and north of the
Potomac river, and a large proportion of that percentage is

situated in New England. The requirements of other locali-

ties, in the order of their several transportation diflicullies,

will now be attended to.

Special Meals for Traveling Officers and Enlisted Men
The Railroad Administration and the war and navy de-

partments have recently agreed upon an arrangement for

furnishing meals in dining cars and eating stations to officers

and enlisted men which is proving very popular with men
in the service. The war and navy departments have raised
the meal allowance to 75 cents. In some instances the former
allowance was 50 cents and in others 60 cents. Orders have
been issued that a substantial and appetizing table d'hote
meal be furnished for this sum. The weight of each article

on the menu will equal or exceed the army and navy rations.

The arrangement will apply to officers and men traveling at

their own expense as well as to those who are traveling on
government orders, and includes inducted men on their way
to enter the service.

Typical menus for breakfast, luncheon and dinner are
shown below:

LUNCHEON
BREAKFAST • Soup
Fruit or Cereal Relish
Ham or Bacon Roast, Stew or Boiled Meat

Eggs Two Vegetables (Potatoes and
Potatoes One Other)

Bread and Butter Bread and Butter
Tea, Coffee or Milk Tea. Coffee or Milk

Pesserl
DINNER
Soup
Relish

Roast, Stew or Boiled Meat
Two Vegetables (Potatoes and One Other i

Bread and Butter
Tea, Coffee or MilV

Dessert

flin IUhuIs to ) our Limit.
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I
Commission and Court News | |

Equipment and Supplies

Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Coiiimerce Commission has withdrawn its

request of March 17, 1916, that copies of embargo notices

and rules and regulations be filed with the commission.

Express Rate Hearing

The Inter.state Commerce Commission held a hearing at

Washington on October 8 for the purpose of hearing testi-

mony on which to ba.se an answer to the questions put to

the commission by Director General McAdoo as to whether

the method of advancing express rates proposed by the

express company is a proper one, and adequate for the pur-

pose of raising the estimated $10,000,000 to $12,000,000 addi-

tional revenue needed to cover increased wages and other

expenses of the express company. Because approximately

half of the gross revenues from express traffic go to the

railroads the express company had prepared a plan designed

to raise approximately $24,000,000 of increased gross earn-

ings. Practically no representatives of the shippers took

part in the hearing, although there were several state com-

missioners, particularly from the west. J. W. Newlean, vice-

president, in charge of accounting, of the .'\merican Railway

Express Company, was the first witness and explained that

tlie express company had proposed what it deemed the sim-

plest method of raising the required additional revenue, tak-

ing into consideration the proper distribution of the burden.

The largest increase under this method falls on the traffic

in the first zone, for the reason that the operating costs

arc much higher in that zone than in the others, particularly

since the United States entered the war, on account of the

congestion in the east. In reply to questions by Commis-
sioner Hall, he said that other methods which have been

used were not susceptible of an exact estimate as to the

effect and that the percentage method was not used because

it was felt that a larger share of the increase should be borne

by the short haul traffic, in the case of which the terminal

expense is a large factor.

Personnel of Commissions

Alexander Wylie, assistant chief examiner of accounts of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, has been appointed

chief of the bureau of carriers' accounts; office a1 Washing-

ton.

Court News
Postponement of the hearing of all pending anti-trust

suits was asked of the Supreme Court on Monday in motions

filed by Attorney General Gregory. The suits on which post-

ponement was asked include those against the anthracite

coal carriers and also the Southern Pacific case.

Track Scales

The Missouri Supreme Court holds that the State Public

Service Commission Law of 1913 gives the commission power

to order the erection and maintenance of track scales when in

its judgment the facts warrant it, and is in conflict with and has

impliedly repealed Rev. St., 1909, § 3157, providing that railroads

shall maintain track scales at all stations shipping 50,000 bushels

of grain the previous year. On the appeal of the Missouri Pa-

cific it is held that the terms of the older act no longer tix tlie

measure of public necessity ; and although some evidence shows

the quantity of grain therein named, the commission is not

bound to find a public necessity where other evidence discloses

a different situation.—State ex rel. Missouri Pacific (Mo.), 204

S. W,, 395. Decided June 13, 1918.

Locomotive builders in the month of September turned out

480 locomotives, according to reports to the Railroad Adminis-

tration. The locomotives delivered to the railroads under gov-

ernment control, amounted lo 2S1, of which 151 were delivered

by the American Locomotive Company, 78 by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works and 22 by the Lima Locomotive Works. This

brings the total number of locomotives delivered to the railroads

under government control for the year to date to 1,951. In addi-

tion to those already mentioned, during September the builders

shipped 16 miscellaneous locomotives and completed 213 foreign

locomotives. Of the United States Railroad Administration's

locomotives, 174 have now been delivered.

Freight Cars

Fallaxsbee Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa., are inquiring for two drop

bottom cars.

The Merrill Stevens Ship Buh-ding Corporation, Jackson-

ville, Fla., is inquiring for one 80,000 lb. capacity fiat car.

The United States Railroad .Administration is preparing

to place orders for 886 baggage cars, including both the 60-

ft. and 70-ft. types, the designs for which were described in

the Raihvay Age of September 27, page 585. The administra-

tion has asked for the allotment of the steel required for

these cars.

The War Indu.stries Board is expected to place orders

shortly for approximately 5,000 four-wheel gondola cars for

the Italian government, on which bids were asked of the

builders to be submitted by October 10. Representatives of

the principal car building companies were in Washington in

connection with the matter last week. It was originally

proposed to order as many as 10,000.

Passenger Cars

The Goodye.\r Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, is in-

quiring for one combination passenger and baggage car.

Miscellaneous

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This road has awarded a contract to

ihe Roberts & Schaefer Company, of Chicago, for the building

of a SOO-ton capacity reinforced concrete, automatic, electric lo-

comotive coaling plant, using the Duplex shallow pit feeder, for

installation at Concord, Xy. A similar plant for this road is

now being constructed by the Roberts & Schaefer Company, at

Handley, W. Va.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines.—This road has

awarded a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago,

for the removal of the present elevating equipment at its coaling

plant, at Conway, Pa., and the installation of its standard auto-

matic-electric duplicate counter balanced elevating buckets, with
R. and S. tram car distributing C(iuipment on the existing bins.

The Pennsylvania has also awarded two other contracts to the

Roberts & Schaefer Company, one for a l,00O-ton reinforced

concrete automatic-electric locomotive coaling plant for four

tracks, to be installed at Dennison avenue, Columbus, Ohio, and

the other for a 500-ton four-pocket coaling plant of reinforced

concrete construction, with automatic-electric elevating equip-

ment for installation at Richmond, Ind.

Mexican Railway Construction.—\t has been decided to

construct branches from Mascota, Mexico, and Autlan, to connect

with the line of railway now being built between Guadalajara

and Chainela, a port on the Pacific ocean. These branches will

open up rich mineral and agricultural regions.

—

The Engineer,

London.

The Fourth loan Is Double the Third.
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Supply Trade News Rail^vay Construction

S. W. Baker has been appointed manager of the extra work
departn:ent of the Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., and M. K.
Tate has been appointed manager of the service department.

The Pacific Car & Foundry Company is having plans pre-
pared for a one-story plate sho]), 100 ft. by 340 ft., to be con-
structed in East Fifty-lifth .street, Portland, Ore. The build-

ing will cost about $30,000.

Garland P. Robinson, who has been assistant chief in-

spector of locomotive boilers for the Interstate Commerce
Commission since March, 1911, has resigned that office, ef-

fective on October 15, to take a place with the American
Locomotive Company.

The T. H. Symington Company, Rochester, N. Y., has closed

its Chicago and Baltimore offices for the period of the war. All

inquiries and correspondence from the Chicago territory will

be handled by the Rochester office and from the Baltimore terri-

tory by the New York office.

Frank H. Brown has been appointed sales manager of the

Sherritt & Stoer Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., and assumed
his new duties October 7. Mr. Brown was one of the founders

of the Brown & Zortman Machinery Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and has been associated more recently with the Davis Machine
Tool Company of Rochester, N. Y

A. G. Lapierre, until recently assistant in the Northwestern
regional director's office, has been appointed traffic manager
of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, with headquarters
at Chicago, succeeding E. H. Greene, resigned. F. O. South-
brook, efficiency man with Joseph T. Ryerson & Son Co..

Chicago, has been appointed manager of the order and pro-

duction department of the same company, with headquarters
at Chicago.

W. W. Coleman, president of tlic Bucyrus Company, South
Milwaukee, Wis., and T. H. Symington, president of the T. H.
Symington Company, Rochester, N. Y., have both been ap-

pointed special representatives to the chief of ordnance, with

office at Washington. Mr. Coleman will be in charge of all

matters relative to the production of cannon, carriages, their

equipment and appurtenances and accessories. Mr. Symington
will have charge of artillery ammunition, metal components.

The W. J. Crouch Company, Inc., and Rownson, Drew &
Clydesdale, Inc., announce the ainalgamation of their respective

organizations under the name of Rownson, Drew & Clydes-

dale, Inc., with general offices at 68 William street. New York.

P. G. Donald, president of Rownson, Drew & Clydesdale. Inc.,

will continue in this office, while I. Smullyan, president of the

W. J. (.Touch Company, Inc., will act as managing director of

the new firm. Victor E. Karminski and .'\. K. Hearne, both treas-

urer and general manager of the W. J. Crouch Company, Inc.,

and Rownson, Drew & Clydesdale, Inc., respectively, will in

future act as joint general managers of the new concern, Mr.

Karminski conducting the Crouch steel division, and Mr. Hearne
directing all other trading operations. Elaborate plans have been

made for the further development and expansion of the Rownson,
Drew & Clydesdale engineering division in order to cope with

the demand for the gravity runways, portable elevator conveyors

and other labor saving devices. These plans will be carried out

under the personal direction of John J. Smart, secretary and

assistant general manager of the W. J. Crouch Company, Inc.

M. Oppcnshaw, who has hitherto had charge of the advertising

for the W. J. Crouch Company, Inc., will be advertising manager

for the new company. H. Lad Landau, assistant secretary and

general manager of sales of the W. J. Crouch Company, will con-

tinue with the new concern. So will other leading oflicers of

the company, including John H. Allen, purchasing agent, who
will in the future be assisted by M. Greenberg, of Rownson,

Drew & Clydesdale, Inc.; Albert Smullyan. comptroller; O. W.
Andrews, traffic manager and head of the licensing bureau, and

.all others occupying positions of trust with the old companies.
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Baltimore & Ohio.—This road is making improvements to its

roundhouse facilities at Lorain, Ohio, which will cost about

$156,000.

Long Island.—This road has awarded a contract to the

Austin Company, Cleveland, for the construction of a build-

ing, 60 ft. by 225 ft., at Jamaica, N. Y., to cost approximately
$40,000 and to be erected in 45 working days.

Michigan Central.—This road has awarded a contract to

G. F. Bristol, Detroit, Mich., for the erection of an overhead

bridge at Miles street, Y'psilanti, Mich., to carry a highway over

the tracks of the railway. The viaduct will replace an old struc-

ture which has been in existence since the railroad was built

through the city. The bridge will be built practically on the

site of the old one, except that it will be skewed over the

tracks so as to carry the highway practically in a straight line.

The bridge will be of steel girders and reinforced concrete
construction and will cost approximately $40,000.

The Strauss Bascule Bridge Company is preparing plans for

the construction of a double-track lift bridge to carry the Michi-
gan Central and the New York Central tracks over the River
Rouge, south of Detroit, Mich., to replace an old structure

which is too light to carry the increased loads. The river is

to be widened and deepened under the Rivers and Harbors Act,

and consequently the new bridge will have a clear opening of

125 ft. The structure will be of steel and the estimated cost

$541,000, which will be borne equally by the two railroads. Bids

have not yet been asked for.

The Michigan Central has commenced the construction of a
classification yard, a roundhouse, machine shop, transfer plat-

form, car repair yard, etc., and a connection between the main
line and the .\ir Line division at Niles. Mich., to cost approxi-
mately $1,358,000. The appropriation for this year includes the
completion of a 30-slall roundhunsc, a machine shop, a coaHng
station and other facilities needed at the engine terminal and
for the building of about 47 miles of track. About 500,000 yd.

of grading is involved in the work now under way. Joseph E.
Nelson & Son, Chicago, have the contract to erect the round-
house and other buildings; the Link- Belt Company, Chicago, has

a contract for the construction of a 300-ton coaling station, and
the Dominion Construction Company, Toronto, Ont., has
been given a contract for the grading, track laying and bal-

lasting.

Missouri 1'acifk.—This road will soon commence the con-
struction of an engine house at Council Grove, Kan., to cost

about $6,000. The building will have three stalls, 110 ft. long,

and will be constructed by railroad forces. The rear walls
of the structure will be of brick and the balance of the building

will be of heavy frame construction.

The road is now constructing a store and oil house, 40 ft. by
75 ft., at Osavvatomie, Kan., which will cost approximately $15,-

000. It will be a one-story brick structure with concrete base-

ment and limber roof. The work is being done by J. C. Duncan,
St. Louis, Mo.
A contract has also been let for the construction of a dry

lumber shed at Sedalia. Mo., which will cost approximately $10,-

000.

Pacific Great E.\stern.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to the Northern Construction Company, Ltd., X'ancouver,

B. C, for an extension from Mile 183, north of Squamish, B. C,
to Mile 225 north of that point, or a distance of 42 miles. In

addition to grading, track-laying, ballasting and the installation

of telegraph and telephone lines, the work involves the construc-

tion of station buildings, section houses, water tanks and four

timber trestles, two of which will be 300 ft. in length, one 600

ft. and one 900 ft. long. Track has been laid for seven miles

and one bridge has been constructed. J. W. Kelly, Clinton, B. C,
has the contract for the construction of the bridges which involve

the use of 684.000 ft. b. m. of lumber.

Haie You Doubled Your Third Loan Subscrii)tion?
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Railroad Administration

General

W. C. DeLanoy, heretofore director of the bureau of war

risk insurance of the Treasury Department, has been ap-

pointed manager of the section of marine insurance of the

Railroad Administration, with office at Washington, D. C.

C. B. Heinemann, secretary of the National Association of

Live Stock Exchanges, has been appointed traffic assistant

in the division of public service and accounting, with office

at Washington, and will give particular attention to matters

pertaining to live stock traffic.

Regional

A. B. Newell, general manager of the Toledo Terminal

Railroad, has also been appointed general manager of the

local terminals.

Thomas E. Paradise, whose appointment as mechanical

assistant on the starff of the Central Western regional direc-

tor, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the

Railway Age of September 27, was born at Peoria, 111., on

November 22, 1880. Mr. Paradise entered railway service on
October 2, 1897, as a machinist apprentice with the Chicago,

iUirlington & Quincy at Hannibal, Mo. Five years later he

enlisted in the U. S. navy as a second class machinist, in

which capacity he served four years. At the expiration of

his enlistment he returned to Hannibal and entered the

service of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as a machinist.

In 1912, he was promoted to roundhouse foreman at

LaCrosse, Wis., and in 1916, he became master mechanic

at Centervillc, Iowa. The following year he was transferred

to Hannibal, in the same capacity, where he remained until

his appointment as mentioned above.

Federal and General Managers

C. G. Burnham, federal manager of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, and several smaller roads, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Paducah & Illinois.

J. A. Edson, federal manager of the Kansas City Southern

and other lines, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Missouri & North Arkansas, which road was recently placed

under federal control.

F. C. Batchelder, general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Terminal, with headquarters at Chicago, has had

iiis jurisdiction extended over the Chicago Heights Terminal

Transfer, effective October 1.

J. M. Gruber, general manager of the Great Northern,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Farmers Grain & Shipping Railroad, with

the same headquarters, effective October 1.

W. A. Winbum, federal manager of the Central of Georgia,

has been appointed federal manager also of the Louisville &
Wadley, the Sylvania Central, the Wadley Southern, and tlie

Wrightsville & Tennille, with office at Savannah, Ga.

A. Robertson, federal manager of the Missouri Pacific, the

St. Louis Southwestern, lines north of Texas, the Louisiana

& .Arkansas and the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge,

lias had his jurisdiction extended to include the Arkansas
Central, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., effective Oc-

tober 1.

C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the Illinois Central, the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, the Gulf & Ship Island, tlie

Mississippi Central, the Ne.v Orleans Great Northern and

ihe St. Charles .Air Line, has been appointed federal man-
ager also of tlie Helena Terminal (at Helena, Ark.1, with

office at Chicago. 111.

J. F. Murphy, general manager of the Missouri Pacific,

and of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific line from St. Louis,

Mo., to Kansas City, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

has had his jurisdiction extended over the Memphis, Dallas

& Gulf, with the same headquarters, effective October 1.

Operating

The St. Louis & Belleville Electric has been relinquished

from federal control.

R. E. Hanrahan has been appointed superintendent of the

Camas Prairie, with headquarters at Lewiston, Idaho, ef-

fective October 1.

R. A. Rice has been appointed general superintendent of

the St. Paul Union Depot, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn., succeeding R. R. Auerbach, effective October 1.

J. C. Deans, trainmaster of the St. Louis & O'Fallon, with

headquarters at East St. Louis, 111., has been placed in charge

of the operation of that road, succeeding C. S. Darrach.

J. H. Bice, general manager of the CDntonagon Railroad,

with headquarters at Ontonagon, Mich., has been appointed

superintendent, with the same headquarters, eflfective Oc-
tober 1.

C. W. Kates, general manager and purchasing agent of the

Escanaba & Lake Superior at Wells, Mich., has been ap-

pointed general superintendent, with the same headquarters,

effective October 1.

R. G. Edwards, assistant engineer of the Canadian Pacific,

with office at Havelock, Ont., has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the Windsor subdivision, with office at

London, vice F. S. Rosseter, transferred.

O. C. Schaad, trainmaster of the Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburgh, Southwest system, with office at Columbus,
Ohio, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Eastern division on the Northwest system.

Charles Molony, president of the Wrightsville & Tennille,

has been appointed general superintendent of that road, also

the Louisville & Wadley, the Sylvania Central, and the

Wadley Southern, with headquarters at Dublin, Ga.

Roy W. Norris, chief clerk to the superintendent of tele-

graph of the Chicago & North Western, with headquarters

at Chicago, has been appointed supervisor of telegraph and
telephone service for the Northwestern region, with the'

same headquarters, effective October 1.

W. T. Louden, superintendent, auditor and general freight

and passenger agent of the Missouri, Illinois Bridge & Belt,

with headquarters at Alton, 111., has been appointed terminal

manager at Alton, with jurisdiction over the Alton switching

district, including the area lying between Godfrey, 111.:

Glassy Lake, East Alton, and West .-Xlton, Mo., effective

October 7.

The jurisdiction of W. N. Deramus, superintendent of car

service, and R. L. Logan, superintendent of telegraph, of the

Kansas City Soutliern, with headquarters at Kansas City.

Mo., was extended on September 16, over the Texarkana &
Fort Smith, the Midland Valley, the Houston East & West
Texas, the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, and the Joplin

Union Depot, On October I, Mr, Logan was appointed

superintendent of telegraph also of the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient,

T. F. Durkin, assistant superintendent on the Denver &
Rio Grande, at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been promoted to

superintendent, with office at Helper, Utah, succeeding S. L.

Racey, who has been granted a leave of absence to enter

military service; W. R. McPherson, assistant superintendent

at Helper, Utah, las been transferred to Salt Lake City, to

succeed A. J. Broderick, assistant superintendent, with the

same lieadquarters, who will assume the road duties of

Mr, Durkin, promoted, effective October 1.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville and the Cincinnati,

Indianapolis & Western have been consolidated for operat-

ing purposes under the following organization: Officers from
the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville are H. C. May, gen-

Tlie Iliiii.s ArF Still in France.
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vral manager at Lafayette, Intl., who has been appointed
general superintendent at Chicago; E. P. Cockrell, general
passenger agent, Chicago; A. S. Kent, chief engineer, Chi-
cago; B. Cassell, acting federal treasurer, Chicago; W. A.
Callison, superintendent motive power, Lafayette, Ind.; and
L. B. Morehead, mechanical engineer, Lafayette, Ind., who
have all been appointed to the same positions. E. J. Roth,
purchasing agent at Chicago, has been appointed general
storekeeper, with office at Indianapolis, Ind. I*"rom the Cin-

cinnati, Indianapolis & Western, J. A. Simmons, general traf-

lic manager at Indianapolis, has been appointed general
freight agent at Chicago; D. J. Curran, treasurer, has been
appointed acting local treasurer, with office at Indianapolis;
W. J, Hiner, purchasing agent for the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

C'hicago & St. Louis, has been appointed purchasing agent
for the above consolidated roads at Cincinnati, Ohio; and

J. L. Hampson has been appointed fuel supervisor at Cin-
cinnati.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. B. Lacy is now federal treasurer of the Norfolk & West-
ern, with headquarters at Roanoke, Va., and not local treas-

urer as was mentioned in our issue of September 27, on page
609.

E. E. Whitted, district attorney of the Chicago, Burlington
'& Quincy, at Denver, Colo., has been appointed general
.solicitor of the Denver & Salt Lake, with headquarters at

Denver.

E. M. Kuntz, auditor of the Lehigh & New England, has
liccn appointed federal auditor, and G. W. Sitgreaves has
been appointed federal treasurer; both with offices at South
I'lethlehem, Pa.

R. V. Onslow, formerly assistant auditor of the Northern
Express Company, at St. Paul., Minn., has been appointed
auditor of freight overcharge claims of the Northern Pacific,

with office at St. Paul, Minn.

T. M. Cimningham, Jr., has been appointed acting general
solicitor of the Wrightsville & Tennille, the Louisville &
W'adley, the Sylvania Central and the Wadley Southern, with

lieadquarters at Savannah, Ga.

A. V. Davis Uas been appointed acting federal treasurer

of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with headquarters at

Wichita, Kan., succeeding W. H. Ross, who has resigned on
account of ill health, effective October 1.

C. A. Clark, federal treasurer of the Northern Pacific, has
jilso been appointed acting federal treasurer of the Camas
Prairie, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding

J, F. Taggard, treasurer, effective October 1.

H. H. Field, general solicitor of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Escanaba & Lake Superior and
the Ontonagon Railroad, with the same headquarters,

effective October 1.

G. J. Bunting, federal auditor, and A. G. Loomis, federal

^treasurer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-
(juarters at Chicago, have had their jurisdictions extended to

include the Escanaba & Lake Superior, with the same head-
quarters, effective October 1.

Ira A. Place, vice-president of the New York Central, with
office at New York, has been appointed general solicitor,

with headquarters at New York, in charge of the law depart-
ment, the land and tax department, the claims department
and the freight claim department.

J. A. Baumgardner, freight claim agent of the Southern
Railroad System, with office at Washington, D. C, has been
ajipointed assistant comptroller, in general charge of over-

charge freight claims of the Southern and all other roads
under the jurisdiction of E. H. Coapman, federal manager,
vice J. J. Hooper, transferred to the law department in gen-
eral charge of loss and damage freight claims.

John J. Beattie, vice-president and general counsel of the
Leliiffli &' Hudson River, for the corporation, has been ap-

pointed general solicitor, and Clifford S. Beattie has been
appointed claims attorney, under the United States Railroad
.\dministration; both with offices at Warwick, N. Y.

Louis M. Patterson, assistant local treasurer of the Maine
Central, has been appointed federal treasurer, with office at

Portland, Maine, vice Frank W. York, assigned to other
duties, and George E. Raynes has been appointed paymaster
with office at Portland, in place of Harold J. Cole, pro-
moted.

J. S. Hamilton, auditor of disbursements of the Seaboard
.\ir Line, with office at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed
assistant general auditor, vice L. R. Povi^ell, who has been
appointed auditor for the corporation, and L. L. Knight has
been appointed auditor of disbursements, vice Mr. Ham-
ilton.

M. L, Countryman, general solicitor of the Northern
Pacific; F. A. Barnes, federal auditor, and L. E. Katzenbach,
federal treasurer, all with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.
iiave had their jurisdiction extended over the Farmers Grain
& Shipping Railroad, with the same headquarters, effective
October 1.

J. M. Featherston, assistant auditor of the Carolina, Clinch-
fieJd & Ohio, and the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio of South
Carolina, has been appointed auditor, vice J. A. Mu8«, re-
signed, and G. A. Masengill has been appointed assistant
auditor, vice Mr. Featherston; both with offices at Johnson
Cit)-, Tenn.

E. J. White, general solicitor of the Missouri Pacific, the
St. Louis Southwestern, and the Louisiana & Arkansas, and
F. P. Johnson, general auditor of the Missouri Pacific, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., have had their jurisdictions
extended over the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with the same
headquarters, effective October 1.

C. H. Worcester, president of the Ontonagon Railroad,
with headciuarters at Chassell, Mich., has been appointed
acting federal treasurer, with headquarters at Ontonagan,
Mich.; R. Cousin, auditor, with headquarters at Chicago, has
been appointed federal auditor, with headquarters at On-
tonagon, Mich., effective October 1.

James C. Davis, general solicitor of the Chicago & North
Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdic-
tion extended to include the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& ( )maha, with the same headquarters, to succeed J. B.
Sheean, who has been appointed general counsel for the
Omaha and the North Western corporations.

W. B. McKinstry, general auditor of the Central of
Georgia, has been appointed also acting federal auditor of
the Wrightsville & Tennille, the Louisville & Wadley, the
Sylvania Central and the Wadley Southern, and W. C.
Askew, federal treasurer of the Central of Georgia, has
been appointed also acting federal treasurer of the above
nieiitioiicd four roads; both with headquarters at Savannah
Ga.

R. L. Kennedy, general attorney of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, has been appointed also general
solicitor of the St. Paul L^nion Depot, the Minneapolis
Eastern, and the Minnesota Transfer, with headquarters at
St. Paul, Minn.; C. Jensch, federal auditor, and C. P. Nash,
federal treasurer of the Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis &
Omaha, have had their jurisdictions extended over the St.
Paul I'nion Depot, the Minneapolis Eastern and the Min-
nesota Transfer, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., ef-

fective October 1.

A. C. Rhodes, general accountant of the Pere Marquette.
the Grand Trunk Western Lines, the Detroit & Toledo Shore
Line and the Fort Street I'nion Depot Company, with office
at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant federal auditor
of all the above roads; also of the .Vnn .Arbor, the Detroit
&• Mackinac, the Detroit, Bay City & Western, the Port
Huron Southern, the Port Huron & Detroit, and the Lake
Michigan Car Ferry .\ssociation; and Fred Horton has been
appointed general acccumtant of all the above roads; both
with offices at Detroit

Lihrrly fioiuls W ill Hell, Push Them Out.
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Traffic

The authority of T. A. Graham, assistant freight traffic

inanager of the Southern Pacific, with office at San Francisco.

Cal., has been extended over the Western Pacific, the Tide-

water Southern and the Deep Creek.

G. H. Smitton, traffic manager of the Great Northern, with

headcjuarters at St. Paul Minn, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Farmers Grain & Shipping Railroad, with

same headquarters, effective October 1.

H. E. Pierpont, traffic manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Escanaba & Lake Superior and

the Ontonagon Railroad, with the same headquarter.s,

effective October L

C. E. Perkins, freight traffic manager, and C. L. Stone,

passenger traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific, the St.

Louis Southwestern and the Louisiana & Arkansas, have

had their jurisdiction extended over the Memphis, Dallas

& Gulf, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., eflEective

October 1.

J. G. Ceirlisle, assistant freight traffic manager of the Central

of Georgia, has been appointed also general freight agent of

the Wrightsville & Tennille, the Louisville & Wadley, the

Sylvania Central, and the Wadley Southern, and F. J. Robin-

son, general passenger agent of the Central of Georgia, has

had his authority extended over the above named four road.=.;

both with headquarters at Savannah, Ga.

Wsdter S. Randolph, whose appointment as assistant gen-

eral passenger agent of the New York Central, with head-

quarters at Buffalo, N. Y., has already been announced in

these columns, was
born on May 13, 1862,

at Brockport, N. Y.,

and was educated in

the state normal school

in his native town. He
began railway work in

July, 1878, on the New
York Central,. and
served as telegraph op-

erator and ticket clerk,

at Brockport, until

January, 1881 when he

was transferred as

ticket clerk to Medina,

N. Y. He remained in

the latter position until

July, 1887, and then

was traveling passenger

agent, with office at

Buffalo, N. Y., until

October, 1900. He
served as excursion

manager, with headquarters at Buffalo, from October, 1900,

to January, 1907, and since the latter date was general agent

of the passenger department until his recent appointment as

assistant general passenger agent of the same road as above

noted.

M. T. McCraney, assistant general agent of the freight

department of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacilic, with office

at Chicago, has been appointed division freight agent (Chi-

cago Terminal division), with headquarters at Chicago. The
following commercial agents have been appointed division

freight agents, with headquarters at the same places as

formerly: F. H. Faus, Colorado Springs, Colo.; R. F. Atwood,

Kansas City, Mo.; F. C. Johnson, Memphis, Tenn., and S. L.

Parrott, St. Joseph, Mo. P. Portel, assistant general freight

agent, at Oklahoma City, Okla., lias been api>ointcd division

freight agent, with office at the same place; J. E. Utt, general

agent at Omaha, Neb., and A. D. Aiken, general agent at St.

Louis, Mo., have been appointed division freight agents,

with headquarters at the same places as formerly. R. G.

Brown has been appointed division freight agent, with office

at Minneapolis, Minn. H. I. Battles, general agent at

ndolph

I'eoria, 111., has been appointed division freight and passenger

agent, with headquarters at Peoria.

The following changes have been made in the traffic de-

partment of the -Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Kansas
Southwestern and the Grand Canyon, effective October 1.

A. G. Sheer, chief of the traffic bureau, with headquarters at

Chicago, has been appointed assistant general freight agent,

with the same headquarters. W. H. Simpson, general adver-

tising agent, and J. Brinker, express and mail traffic man-
ager, with headquarters at Chicago, have been appointed

assistant general passenger agents, with the same head-

quarters. C. L. Seagraves, industrial commissioner, with

headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed agricultural

agent, with the same headquarters. T. A. Walcott has been
appointed assistant general baggage agent at Topeka, Kan.
Charles Walsh has been appointed assistant general baggage
agent and C. C. Dana has been appointed assistant general

freight and passenger agent at Amarillo, Texas. H. K.

Gregory, assistant general passenger agent, at San Francisco,

Cal., has been transferred to Los Angeles, Cal. F. P. Cruice,

assistant general passenger agent at Phoenix, Ariz., has

been appointed assistant general freight and passenger agent,

with the same headquarters. W. T. Treleaven, general live

stock agent, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., becomes
live stock agent, with the same headquarters. The following

division freight agents have been appointed: J. F. Thompson,
general agent in the freight department at Chicago; G. E.

Roe, general agent, freight department, at Kansas City. Mo.:

E. L. Jansen, at Joplin, Mo., succeeding E. C. Kitching;

R. B. Cimningham, at Topeka, Kan.; G. W. Vetter, general

agent, at Tulsa, Okla. The following division passenger

agents have been appointed: G. T. Gunnip, general agent,

passenger department, at Chicago: J. P. Hall, general agent,

passenger department, at Denver, Colo.; George W. Hagen-
buch, general agent, passenger department, at Kansas City,

Mo., and J. P. Lindsay. The following division freight and
passenger agents have been appointed: T. B. Gallagher, at

Amarillo, Tex.; W. R. Brown, at El Paso, Tex.: R. M. Batch-

eller, general agent, at St. Joseph, Mo.; F. M. Williams, at

Trinidad, Col

Engineering and Rolling Stock

E. R. Manor, chief electrician of the Northern Pacific, with

iiffice at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed assistant en-

gineer of tests.

James D. Young has been appointed road foreman of

engines on the Lehigh & Susquehanna division of the Central

of New Jersey, witli office at Ashley, Pa.

Harry Modaff has been appointed division master mechanic
nn the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at Hannibal, Mo.,

succeeding Thomas E. Paradise, promoted.

H. S. Freeman, chief draftsman on the Great Northern, at

St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed office engineer, succeed-

ing D. J. Kerr, recently appointed corporate engineer.

J. W. Reid, bridge engineer of the Chicago & Alton, with

headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to enter the service

of the Robins Conveying Belt Company of Chicago, in an
engineering capacity.

W. H. Penfield, engineer of track maintenance of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, lines east of the Missouri

river, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction

ixtended to include the lines west of Mobridge, S. D.

C. F. Loweth, chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdic-

tion extended over the Escanaba & Lake Superior and the
( 'ntonagon Railroads, with the same headquarters, effective

< >ctober 1.

A. H. Hogeland, chief engineer of the Great Northern and
the Midland Railway of Manitoba, with headquarters at St.

I'aul, Minn., has had his jurisdiction extended over the

I'armers Grain & Shipping Railroad, with the same head-

i|uarters, effective October 1.

H. R. Carpenter, chief engineei- of the Missouri Pacific,

the St. Louis Southwestern and the Louisiana, & Arkansas,

(Jiiittrr Fmt .Segotiated Peace Now.
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with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with the same
headquarters, effective October 1.

Charles F. Losh, assistant engineer on the Norfolk &
Western, at Portsmouth, Ohio, has been appointed valuation
engineer, with office at Roanoke, Va., vice Chas. S. Churchill,

chief of valuation, who has resigned to accept service with
the Norfolk & Western Railway Company.

H. Rettinghouse, chief engineer of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
has had his jurisdiction extended over the St. Paul Union
Depot, succeeding W. C. Armstrong. Mis authority has also

been extended over the Minneapolis Eastern and the Min-
nesota Transfer, with the same headquarters, effective Oc-
tober 1.

G. H. Ballantyne, assistant engineer of the Western
Pacific, with office at San Jose, Cal., has been appointed
division engineer of the Eastern division of the Western
Pacific, also with jurisdiction over the Deep Creek Railroad,

with headquarters at Elko, Nev., and T. L. Phillips, assistant

engineer of the Western Pacific, at Oakland, Cal., has been
appointed division engineer of the Western division, with
headquarters at Sacramento.

Purchasing

J. L. Bennett, purchasing agent of the Central of Georgia,
has been appointed purchasing agent also of the Wrightsville

& Tennille, the Louisville & Wadley, the Sylvania Central,

and the Wadley Southern, with headquarters at Savannah,
Ga.

W. A. Linn, purchasing agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Escanaba & I-ake Superior and
the Ontonagon Railroad, with the same headquarters, ef-

fective October 1.

I. Seddon, purchasing agent of the Chicago, St. Paul, Min-
neapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has
been appointed also purchasing agent of the St. Paul Union
Depot, the Minneapolis Eastern and the Minnesota Transfer,

with the same headquarters.

Charles A. How, purchasing agent of the Missouri Pacific,

the St. Louis Southwestern and the Louisiana & Arkansas,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with the same
headquarters, effective October 1. .

W. L. Ector, division storekeeper of the Central of

Georgia, with office at Cedartown, Ga., has been appointed
division storekeeper at Columbus, vice R. L. Geeslin, re-

signed, and G. P. Ward has been appointed division store-

keeper at Cedartown, vice Mr. Ector.

J. H. Clemmitt has been appointed purchasing agent of

the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke, Va., vice

E. T. Burnett, who is now chairman of the Regional Purchas-
ing Committee for the Pocohontas Region. The position of

assistant purchasing agent has been abolished.

F. A. Bushnell, purchasing agent of the Great Northern.
with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., and also a member of

the Northwestern regional purchasing committee, has had
his jurisdiction extended over the Farmers Grain & Shipping
Railroad, with headquarters at St. Paul, effective October 1.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. R. Baldwin, vice-president and general attorney of the

Western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.,

has been elected vice-president and general counsel of that

company and the Tidewater Southern.

A. R. Barton, assistant auditor of the Belt Railroad of

Chicago, has been elected treasurer and assistant secretary

of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company and
the Belt Railway Company of Chicago, with headquarters

at Chicago.

Arthur B. Nichols, on the staff of the president of the

Boston & Maine, has been appointed treasurer of the Boston
& Maine, for the corporation, and William S. Trowbridge,
auditor of the Boston & Albany, has been appointed con-
troller of the Boston & Maine, for the corporation, both with
offices at Boston, Mass.

C. M. Levey, president of the Western Pacific, with head-
quarters at San Francisco, Cal., has also been elected presi-

dent of the Tidewater Southern, succeeding B. A. Bearce,
who was elected vice-president of that company Mr. Levey
was also elected president of the Deep Creek, succeeding
Duncan Mac Vichie, who has been elected vice-president.

William Church Osbom, chairman of the Texas & Pacific,
with headquarters at New York, has been elected president
of the corporation, to succeed J. L. Lancaster, who has re-

signed as president and director, to become federal manager
of the road under the Railroad Administration. C. L. Wal-
lace, assistant to the receiver, has been elected vice-president
of the corporation, with headquarters at New Orleans, La.

The corporate organization of the Norfolk & Western
Railway Company is now as follows: L. E. Johnson, presi-

dent, Roanoke, Va.; William G. Macdowell, vice-president,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Charles S. Churchill, vice-president, Roa-
noke; Jos. I. Doran, general counsel, Philadelphia; E. H.
Alden, secretary and assistant treasurer, Philadelphia: J. S.

Wynn, comptroller, fioanoke; J. S. Clarke, treasurer. Roa-
noke, and I. W. Booth, assistant secretary, Philadelphia.

Robert Crosbie, assistant to the controller of the Spokane
& Inland Empire and the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, with
headquarters at Portland, Ore., has been elected secretary,
and Paul McKay has been elected treasurer of these com-
panies and the Oregon Trunk, the Pacific & Eastern, the
Oregon Electric and the United Railways, with the same
headquarters. They succeed F. A. Smith, who resigned to
become federal treasurer of the Spokane. Portland & Seattle.

Clarence S. Sikes, general auditor of the Pere Marquette,
with oftice at Detroit, Mich., has been elected vice-president,
with headquarters at Detroit. E. M. Heberd, assistant sec-
retary at New York, has been elected secretary, and W. E.
Martin, assistant treasurer at New York, has been elected
treasurer; both with headquarters at New York. H. G.
Myers has been elected assistant secretary and assistant
treasurer, with headquarters at Detroit.

Frank S. Elliott, president of the Spokane & Inland Em-
pire and tlie United Railways, with headquarters at Portland,
Ore., has also been elected vice-president of the Oregon
Trunk, the Pacific & Eastern, and the Oregon Electric, suc-
ceeding W. F. Turner, who is now president of these com-
panies. Mr. Elliott has also been elected vice-president of
tlie Spokane, Portland & Seattle, succeeding George T. Reid,
who resigned to become assistant to the federal manager of
tlie Northern Pacific.

C. F. Craig, secretary of the Western Pacific and the Tide-
water Southern, has been elected secretary and assistant
treasurer of the former company, secretary and treasurer of
the Tidewater Southern, and treasurer of the Deep Creek,
with headquarters at San Francisco. Cal. D. C. De Graff
has been appointed auditor of the Western Pacific, the Tide-
water Southern and the Deep Creek. R. P. Dunbar, who
was secretary and auditor of the Deep Creek, remains sec-
retary of that company, with headquarters at Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Operating

H. B. Stevens, assistant engineer of the Canadian Pacific.

at Sudburj', Ont., has been appointed assistant superintend-
ent, with office at Havelock, in place of R. G. Edwards,
transferred.

J. B. Blair, assistant superintendent of the Canadian Pacific,

with office at Farnham, Que., has been appointed superin-
tendent of the Montreal Terminals division, and M. W. Bard,
assistant superintendent, with office at Farnham, has been
appointed acting superintendent of the Farnham division,

in place of Mr. Blair.

He Is a Quitter Who Does I^ot Buy His Limit.
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Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. R. Caswell has been appointed division engineer of the

Canadian Pacilic, with office at London, Ont., to succeed

J. M. Silliman, resigned to go to another company.

I. N. Clark has been appointed master car builder on the

Ontario lines of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at

London, Ont., vice T. A. Treleaven, retired; J. Brooks has

been appointed assistant master car builder at the London
shops, and W. A. Pitt has been appointed assistant master
car builder at the Montreal shops.

Richard Montford, who has been appointed chief engineer

of the Louisville & Nashville for the corporation, with head-

quarters at Louisville, Ky., was born on March 4, 1854, in

Ireland. He was educated at the Royal College of Science

for Ireland and graduated as a civil engineer in 1876. He
began railway work on July 1, 1880, with the Louisville &
Nashville, and for three years served as bridge engineer.

From 1883 to 1887, he was resident engineer in charge of

roadway, bridges and buildings, and then was chief engineer
until 1905, when he became consulting engineer of the same
road, which position he held until his recent appointment
as chief engineer for the corporation, as above noted.

Horace C. Booz has received his honorable release from
tlie United States Anny, in which he held a commission as

Colonel, and has entered upon his duties as corporate en-

gineer of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad. Prior

to the taking over of

the railroads under
government control,

Mr. Booz was assistant

chief engineer of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

After Vice-President
W. W. Atterbury went
to France in the sum-
mer of 1917, as director

general of transporta-

tion of the American
Expeditionary F'orces,

he asked that Mr. Booz
be sent over to become
one of the principal

members of his stafl.

The directors of the

railroad company on
September 26, 1917,

granted indefinite leave

of absence to Mr. Booz
for this purpose. He joined General .Xtterbury early in

October, 1917, when he was appointed engineer of construc-
tion in charge of building port and railroad facilities. Mr.
Booz was at first commissioned a major and was later ad-

vanced to colonel. The directors of the company have now
requested the discharge of Col. Booz, with regret, because
of his intimate acquaintance with the engineering affairs

of the road, Chief Engineer A. C. Shand and Assistant

Chief Engineer E. B. Temple having been taken over by
the United States Railroad Administration. Mr. Booz was
born at Bristol, Pa., in 1875, and received the degree of civil

engineer at Lafayette College in 1895. He entered the serv-

ice of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the following year, as

a transitman, and in November, 1899, was promoted to di-

vision engineer. He became assistant engineer in 1901. He
was appointed principal assistant engineer of branch lines in

May, 1905, remaining in that position until January, 1911,

when he was appointed assistant chief engineer of the com-
pany.

William Joseph Bergen, first assistant to the chief engi-

neer of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, witli head-
quarters at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed cliief engi-

neer of the corporation with the same lieadquarters, Mr.
Bergen was born at Waterbury. Conn., on February 16,

1872, and graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at

Troy. N. Y., in June, 1897. In May. 1899. he entered rail-

way service as assistant to the division engineer on con-

Colonel H. Booz

struclion of the I'.urlington & Missouri River, now a part of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; froin July, 1899 to Jan-
uary, 1900, he was levelman and instrument man on location
with the same road; and from January, 1900, to July, 1901, he
was division engineer on construction. In the ensuing five

and one-half years he was assistant engineer on the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis and from January, 1907, to August
of the same year, he was chief supervisor of track. On the
latter date he was promoted to first assistant to the chief

engineer which position he held until his recent appoint-
ment as chief engineer of the corporation, as mentioned
above.

Railw^ay Officers in Military Service

Charles B. Falley, formerly general superintendent of the

Evansville & Indianapolis, at Terre Haute, Ind., is now in

France as major of the 69th Engineers. R. E. Farmer, for-

merly assistant superintendent of the same road at Terre
Haute, is a lieutenant in the same regiment.

Obituary

James T. Avery, assistant secretary and treasurer of the

Norfolk Southern, for the corporation, with headquarters at

Norfolk, Va., died at Virginia Beach, Va., on October 2.

Robert Arthur Billingham, for the last two years mechanical
superintendent of the Tennessee Central, with office at Nashville,

Tenn,, died on September 29, at Schenectady, N. Y., after a long

ilhiess.

William A. Moncure, real estate agent of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., was injured

while alighting from a train at Fredericksburg, Va., on Oc-
tober 2, receiving injuries which caused his death on the fol-

lowing day. Mr. Moncure v\'as 48 years old.

Charles Gustavus Roebling, president of the John A. Roeb-
ling's Sons Company, of Trenton, N. J., who with his brother.

Washington .Augustus Roebling, completed the construction
of the Brooklyn Bridge, which was started by their father,

John .A. Roebling, died October 6 from Bright's disease at

his home in Trenton, N. J. He was 69 years old and was
born in Trenton. Mr. Roebling was president of the John
A. Roebling's Sons Company, of Trenton and Roebling, N. J.,

'and of the New Jersey Wire Cloth Company, of Trenton, and
vice-president of the John A. Roebling's Sons Company,
of New York. He graduated from the Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute with the degree of civil engineer in 1871.

and for a number of years was mechanical engineer of John
A. Roebling's Sons Company. The achievements of the

company are due in no small measure to his work. He was
engineer and builder of the Oil City Suspension Bridge at

Oil City, Pa.; in 1881 he was engineer and contractor of

machinery for the removal of the Cleopatra Needle from
.Me.xandria, Egypt, to Central Park. New York, and in 1902

he made cables for the Williamsburg Suspension Bridge

in New York. He assisted his brother, WasKing^ton A.

Roebling, in the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge. Their

father, who had undertaken the work, died in 1869, before

the actual construction was begun. Mr. Roebling was a

member of the Legislature of New Jersey in 1903 and presi-

dential elector for New Jersey in 1904. He was a member
of the Iron & Steel Institute of Great Britain and the Ameri-
can Iron & Steel Institute, and of the Institute of Mining
Engineers.

Our Individuai Part.—Every .\nierican at home should feel

an individual responsibility and do his or her individual part in

winning the war. There is not an .American citizen who cannot

help win the war. The Fourth Liberty Loan drive, which

is now on, offers a great opportunity for concerted ac-

tion and for individual action, and the loan will be a tremendous

success if each American will do- his or her indivdual t>art as

each .Vmerican soldier in France does his part. Our soldiers

deserve such support from the people at home.

Buy Bortfis to Your Limit.
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The statement was recently made by a railroad officer that

"this is no time to bother about the instruction of ap-

prentices, or of giving special instruc-

Intensive tion to employees in the various de-

Training partments." Is this right? Was there

a Necessity ^'^'^^ greater need for the introduction

of intensive educational methods, or of

added supervision on the railroads? Hardly! It is a serious

mistake to assume that these things are not essential. It

will pay, and pay well, to take capai)le workers who can

act as instructors off of productive work and use them to

instruct and help those who lack in experience and skill.

The increased and improved output of the small group

under such instruction w'ill be much greater than the in-

dividual output of the instructor, no matter how good a work-

man he may be—that is, if he has the faculty of imparting

his knowledge to others. It may not be advisable to develop

elaborate and extended courses of study, such as might be

used to advantage in normal times, but there is no good rea-

son why boys, new employees, and older employees jvho can
be fitted for larger resjionsibilities should not receive in-

tensive practical instruction along the lines in which they

are weak or deficient. Young men who are receiving tech-

nical instruction for the aviation department are said to

receive the equivalent of a college course in a few months.

Something of a similar nature must be developed in the

various departments of the railroads.

The title of this editorial was also the title of an individual

paper presented before the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' As.sociation convention in 1910

Education an by the late \V. C. Hayes, who for

Essential of many years was superintendent of

Fuel Economy locomotive operation on the Erie. A
few men who have occupied similar

positions have recognized that education was essential to

increased fuel economy, but the cost of fuel was so low, and

it was so easy to get, that comparatively little was done on

most roads to develop an adec|uate .system of instruction,

either among the engineers and firemen or among the various

other cla.sses of employees that have to do with fuel economy,

directly or indirectly. For the same reasons comparatively

little encouragement was given to the development and in-

troduction of fuel saving devices until the limit of size w'as

reached by the modern locomotives and it became necessary

to ado[it other measures to increase their capacity. It is

true that more attention was at the same time given to the

supervision of those who handled and u.sed the fuel, but only

to a limited extent. Now that the question is not how much
money can be saved, Ijut how much work can be gotten from

each pound of fuel; and when coupled with this we have

the absolute necessity of increasing the operating capacity

of the transportation machine to a maximum, the situation

takes on a verj' different aspect. The fuel conservation sec-

tion of the Division of Operation of the Railroad Adminis-
tration is pointing the way. What is needed is intelligent

attention and co-operation on the part of all those who can

help in any way—and this means at least a large proportion

of the employees of the operating and mechanical depart-

ments.

The table d'hote system established by the Railroad Ad-
ministration on dining cars has now been in effect a few

weeks and we believe that from the

Table d'Hote standpoint of the public it is a success,

System in and an improvement over the a la carte

Practice system which it displaced. We have

had considerable experience of the

meals .-served and in all cases they have been good, and

especially good for the small price of one dollar which

ordinarily is charged for them. Looking at the matter

from the standpoint of the Railroad Administration, it

seems very doubtful whether it can continue to serve such

good meals at this low price without incurring an even larger

loss than was suffered by the railways when using the a lai

carte system. Now that the Railroad Administration has

adopted the table d'hote system we suggest that it take

another step and follow the European practice of issuing

tickets to those desiring to take meals in the diners, the

tickets giving the number of the table and the exact hour
at which the guest will be served. The introduction of this

ticket system would reduce or completely abolish the waiting

in line at the door of the dining car. which is now necessary

on many crowded trains. It is probable that with the table

d'hote .system and the insurance of tickets, as suggested, it

would become possible materially to reduce the number of

servants that it is now necessary to employ on dining caxs.

Some people think that the American people would resent the

adoption of the ticket system, but we believe that after they

got used to it the\ would like it.

.\ttention has previously been called in these columns to the

fact that the increase in the minimum wage to 58 and 68

cents an hour in the car and locomotive
Effectiveness of departments, respectively, with no pro-

Piecework Should portionate readjustment of piecework

Be Restored rates has sounded the death knell of

piecework as an effective means of

liuilding up die output of each individual employed. The
indications are that the results foreseen have been fully

realized. The situation thus brought about is especially

serious in the car dejiartment where probably a considerably

larger proportion of the output is paid for on a piecework

basis than in the locomotive department. •> While the increases

in the minimum w'age have undoubtedly increased the de-

sirability of employment in tlie equipment maintenance de-

partment, the fact remains that it is practically impossible

to secure an adequate supply of labor in the face of a short-

age affecting practically ever)- industry in the country.

Furthermore, in the car department the removal of all

restraints upon the movement of foreign cars has increased

the aggregate amount of car repair work, at least in certain

sections of the countr\-, and ever\'\vhere has increased the

difficulties encountered in keeping up the output of repaired

cars. Winter is coming, when the need for an expeditious

turnover of the cars on the repair tracks as well as the dif-
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Acuities of accomplishing this end will be increased. To

secure anything like an adequate output the incentive of the

piecework system will be needed sorely. A readjustment of

piecework rates may still be effected in time materially to add

to the defenses of the railroads to meet whatever the winter

mav have in store.

Is This Necessary to Winning the VV^ar?

GOVERNMENT OPERATION of railways was adopted solely

as a measure for helping win the war. That this was its

only purpose was specifically stated by Congress in the Rail-

road Control law. It would have Ijeen easy to have raised

the question as to whether many things which have been

done jjy the administration in operating the railways were

really intended to help win the war or to perpetuate govern-

ment operation. This question may be raised still more for-

cibly regarding the propaganda relative to government

operation which is being carried on by different depart-

ments of the government.

We shall give two recent examples. Oscar A. Price for-

merly was private secretary to Director General McAdoo
and recently was appointed assistant to the director general.

Under date of Octol)er 5 the New York Times, the St. Louis

Republic and other newspapers published an interview which

Mr. Price had been especially delegated by Mr. McAdoo to

give. After discussing the question whether railway em-

ployees are more discourteous to the public under govern-

ment than they were under private operation, Mr. Price

continued, (the italics being our own)

:

"We have the positive intention tliat never aRain shall any American
railroad, at least while under the present manaRement, revert to the eon-

ditions of a bygone era when 'public be damned' policies prevailed. Per-

sonallv, I feei sure that the vast majority of the 2,300,000 railway em-

ployees in this country feel at the present time that they are more on their

mettle than ever. In talking with them in all sections from coast to coast

I come to the unmistakahle conclusion that, as a body, they are determined

to make the present test of government control and operation a success.

It is but natural thai this should be so—they never fared so well under

private control and operation as they arc faring today. Their prospects

for the future were ne^'er so bright as thcv are now. I am sure that thej

are more an.rious to obey, not only the letter, but the spirit of all orders

issued by the director general than they ever could have been to obey the

orders of their respective previous e.recutives. . .

"Railroad employees are not devoid of a knowledge of politics, as thexr

past record proves. They are thoroughly aware that if government opera-

tion and control are to become permanent they must prove a success now.

They are now on trial, and their success or failure, to a large extent, is

in the hands of the 2,300,000 employees."

Two points stand out prominently in the statements quoted

from Mr. Price. First, he refers to the "public be damned"

policy which, he alleges, formerly prevailed, and puts stress

on the fact that railway employees "never fared so well un-

der private control and operation as they are faring today."

Almost every man now giving his services in an important

capacity in the operation of the railways was in that "by-gone

era" the manager of a railway. This includes all the regional

directors and most of the directors of divisions of the Railroad

Administration. Tliey could enlighten Mr. Price as to some

important respects in which the public was better served in

that "by-gone era" 'than it is now. They could show him

that the reason why the railway companies refrained from

doing many things that are being done under government

operation was that the government under private operation

prohibited these things from being done. They could make

clear to him that the railway companies could not have ad-

vanced wages so prodigally as is now being done because

they had not the power to advance rates which the Railroad

Administration possesses and is exercising. The question

we started to raise, however, was whether Director General

McAdoo considers it essential as one means of winning the

war to employ Mr. Price and others to thus cast aspersions

upon the way in which the railways were operated under

private control by the very men who are now loyally serv-

ing him in important positions.

Another point which stands out prominently in Mr. Price's

.statements is his urmiistakable intimation that government
operation may be made permanent and his obvious bid for

the support of railway employees in the effort to make it

permanent. The employees are better off now than ever be-

fore; "their prospects for the future were never so bright."

Therefore, they should do everything they can to make gov-

ernment operation a success in order to insure its permanence.

This is the line of reasoning adopted. Any reference to the

fact that railway employees ought to do all they can to make
government operation a success in order to help win the war
is conspicuous by its ab.sence, although this form of appeal

is constantly addressed to railway officers. Is it necessar>'

as a means of winning the war for the Railroad .\dniinis-

tration to carry on propaganda among railroad employees

for permanent government operation of railways?

The Committee on Public Information, another govern-

ment department, is not satisfied to let the propaganda for

government management be carried on solely by the Railroad

Administration. It has just sent out to the press some mate-
rial regarding the railroad problem which it calls "The
Official Facts." It begins its presentation of "The Official

Facts" by saying: "When the railroads of this country

were taken under federal control they were suffering from
the effects of a long period of various sorts of adversity.

The measure of their recovery under government manage-
ment has now been put into figures by Mr. McAdoo, the

director general." The figures attributed to Mr. McAdoo
do not seem, at first glance, to agree with those compiled b)'

the Railroad Administration's own statistical bureau. For
example, the Committee on Public Information says the

number of tons hauled per train has increased 6.9 per cent.

The increase in the first seven months of this year, over the

same months of last year, according to the official statistics,

was 2.6 and the increase in July over July, 1917, was only

S.7 per cent. The committee says the average carload has

been increased 14.4 per cent. The increase in the first seven

months of this year over the corresponding months of last

year was only 7.9 per cent, and the increase in July over

the same month of last year was only 10..'? per cent.

The truth is, however, that the committee's "Official Facts"

are correct—that is, they are correct for the single morith of

April. Passing over all the other six months of govern-

ment operation for which statistics are available, the Com-
mittee has just happened to use those of the one month which

make altogether the best .showing for government operation.

But it says not a word to indicate that they are the figures

for a single month ! The committee says the eight-hour

day has been granted to railroad employees. The eight-hour

day has not been granted to a single class of railway em-
ployees, although the so-called eight-hour basic day has been

granted in many cases.

The Railii'ay Age found it necessary to point out in an
editorial, entitled "Efficiency Under Government and Private

Management" (issue for September 6), a large number of

incorrect statements and deductions which had been made
and distributed broadcast by Theodore H. Price, actuary' of

the Railroad Administration. Now comes the Committee on
Public Information and distributes all over the country a

lot of railroad statistics which, as used, are as misleading

as was the article which Mr. Price wrote and circulated.

The Railway Age ventures to ask whether it is necessary

as a means of winning the war for Oscar A. Price to carry

on a propaganda among railway employees for permanent

government operation of railways and for Theodore H. Price

and the Committee on Public Information, in their official

capacities to circulate misleading statistics all over the United

States regarding the results of government operation. The
Railroad Admini.stration and the Committee on Public In-

formation were created and are maintained by the public

solely to help win the war. It is difficult to understand
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how they can regard themselves as justified in carrying on
propaganda for the obvious purpose of bolstering up the

cause of permanent government operation when Congress

in the Railroad Control law expressly provided first that

the railways shall be returned to their owners 21 months
after the declaration of peace, and second, that "this act is

expressly declared to be emergency legislation enacted to

meet conditions growing out of war, and nothing herein is

to be construed as expressing or prejudicing the future

policy of the federal government concerning the ownership,

control or regulation of carriers."

The Big Problem of the

Railroad Administration

I

J IS GENERALLY ADMITTED that American railroads are a
vital factor in the winning of the war. Conditions have

been, and still are, such that but comparatively little can
be secured for the railroads in the way of additional equip-

ment and facilities. While government control has made it

possible to pool facilities and thus secure greater use from
them, it is evident that the transportation machine has been
worked practically to the limit so far as these things are

concerned in themselves.

The human factor still remains to be considered, however,

and there are great possibilities of increased production if

it is rightly handled. Under private management, with the

smaller organizations and competitive conditions, there was
a tendency for each road to ti-y to give better service or

make better records than its neighbor and this spirit of

rivalry extended throughout the entire organization of many
of the more important systems. This incentive is lacking

under government control and unified operation. On the

other hand strong appeals have been made on the grounds

of patriotism and loyalty for greater co-operation and more
effective work on the part of the employees — the

term employees including, of course, both officers and men.

It would appear, however, that much still remains to be

done in building up a strong morale among railroad workers.

The railroads are just as surely being used in the fight for

democracy as the men in the trenches. So important is this

question of morale in the army that General Pershing has

estimated that a Y. M. C. A. secretary is equivalent to 10

fighting men. A high morale is just as vital on the rail-

rsads in the interest of the quick and successful winning of

the war.

Supervision and leadership are tremendously important

factors in any organization; but to be applied effectively

they mu.st be applied through the officers in direct contact

with the men. There has been a tendency since the govern-

ment took control of the railroads to discourage the officers

and foremen. This has been far from the intention of those

in authority, but it has been the result. Now, you can no

more have a high state of morale on railways the officers

of whicli, from federal manager down to foreman, are dis-

couraged and dispirited than you can have morale in an

arm}' in which all officers from colonel down to corporal

are dispirited and discouraged. One reason why 'the lower

officers and the foremen have been discouraged has been that

tlu'v have been relatively the worst paid men in the service

and that the disparity between their compensation and that

of many employees has been increased b\' recent wage ad-

vances in which many of the lower officers and foremen have

not participated. Another reason has been a tendency on

the part of the Railroad Administration to deal ' directly

with the employees instead of dealing with them through

their officers. No officer or foreman can get the best work

out of men who are made to feel that they have little either

to hn]ie or to fear from him.

It is true that labor has been richly rewarded from the
wage standpoint. It is true also that the loyalty of labor
cannot be questioned; but nevertheless these men have
watched the treatment of their superiors closely and the
effect has been a breaking down in the morale that increased
wages and other considerations cannot offset.

The situation is summed up by an officer of a road which
for many years has been noted for the loyalt}- and efficiency

of its employees.

In fact, since the new wage went into effect, the labor situa-
tion has improved greatly because of so many men returning
to us. Tlie morale, however, is greatly lowered, efficiency greatly
lowered, and loyalty and pride gone. To those of us who had
a part in the upbuilding of the road during the past years,
the change has been tragic.

Further evidence of this breakdo\™ in morale is indi-
cated by the following incident which was recently reported
to one of the regional directors. (Unfortunately, while it

may appear to be an extreme case, observation would indi-
cate that it reflects a condition which is more or less gen-
eral.)

The assistant roundhouse foreman was found in a semi-
inloxicatcd condition. The general foreman took away from
him a pint bottle which was half rilled with whiskey. We found
about seven men asleep, practically all of them laborers. In
justice to the night roundhouse foreman, wish to say he dis-
covered this condition and telephoned Mr. , asking him
to cume down to the roundhouse.
One machinist helper was found asleep on an engine standing

on one of llie circle tracks. This machinist helper was a young
man, exempted from the draft and was being paid forty-tive cents
per hour. I suggested to Mr. the advisability of turning
this young man over to the draft board, advising them he was
a s.iirker and we had no further use for him; also suggested
to Mr. and Mr. to have a list prepared of all
employees at whom they had exempted and give them
to understand that if there were any more of them shirkingm this manner they would be turned over to the draft board.

I have cautioned our division officers about getting around a
little more at night and know what is going on. I will also
give this a little more personal attention.

Every railroad officer and employee, if he is a lo3al Amer-
ican citizen, must do his full part in remedying this situ-
ation. It is something that cannot be done, however, by a
mere issuing of orders, nor can it be accomplished without
the development of a spirit of enthusiasm and morale that
will require full co-operation and sv-mpathy on the part of
those highest in autliority. The prime requisite is for an
immediate and clear-cut recognition of the vital necessity
of building up a high morale among the officers and men
of our railroads. This is far more important than the com-
paratively meagre additions that can be made to facilities

and equipment or to changes in methods and practices. It

depends on giving a square deal to every officer and employee
and of really encouraging each in his work and having a
friendly interest in him. Secretary of Labor Wilson recently

had occasion to summarize* the measures that are required
in order to secure the highest efficienc}- from workmen. In
closing tliis summary he said: "And more important than
all of these is the spirit of co-operation of the man who
believes he is being justly dealt wiUi." The term "man"'
must include officers as well as workmen.

Develop this spirit of co-operation and then get the en-

tire railroad organization interested in playing a game to

see which section or department can make the best record

in helping whip the Kaiser, and we shall not have to worrj'

very much about the record of tlie railroads next winter.

Unless this is done, however, .\merica's participation in the

great war may be serioush' handicapped at tlie very time

that the most will be expected from it.

• The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
July. I9I8. pasc 72.
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Heavy Mallet Locomotives for the Virginian

Built for Operation on Heavy Grades; Weight 684,000 lb.;

Tractive Effort, Compound, 147,200 lb.

TEN Mallet locomotives having a tractive effort of

147,200 lb. working compound and 176,600 lb. work-

ing simple, are now being delivered to the Virginian

Railway by the American Locomotive Company.* These

locomotives were built to meet the problem of handling a

constantly increasing volume of traffic on an e.xceptionally

difficult section of railroad.

The portion of the line between I^llmore and Clark's Gap
on the Deepwater division, a distance of about 14 miles,

has a grade for the last 11 J4 miles of 2.07 per cent with

maximum compensated curves of 12 deg. For the first two

and one-half miles the grade is .5 per cent. This 14 miles

is all single track and includes five tunnels, which compel

the use of an absolute block system. It is the crucial part

of the entire system, as all the eastbound tonnage of the

Virginian passes over it.

During the last 11 years Mallet locomotives have been

employed in handling this traffic. The size and power of

these locomotives have progressively advanced to keep pice

with the growth in volume of traffic. The first installment

consisted of four engines of the 2-6-6-0 type with tractive

posed of one of the 2-8-8-2 Mallet engines having a tractive

effort of 115,000 lb., a head and two of the new 2-10-10-2

Mallet engines, each having a tractive effort of 147,200

lb., behind, giving a total tractive effort for the train of

409,400 lb. This train will have a weight of 5,850 tons,

the equivalent of 78 cars having an average gross weight

of 75 tons.

The 2-8-8-2 type Mallets which will be used on the head

end of the train were built by the American Locomotive

Company in 1912 and 1913. At that time these engines

were the most powerful locomotives in the world. The fol-

lowing comparison shows the extent to which these engines

are exceeded in the new 2-10-10-2 type:

2-8-8-2 2-10-1O-2 Per Cent
Type. Type. Increase.

Total weight of engine, lb 540.000 684.000 36.6
Total weight, engine and tender, lb 732,000 898,300 19.5
Heating surface, sq. ft 6,909 8,606 24.5
Superheating surface, si|. ft 1,311 2,120 61,7
tractive effort, compound, lb 115,000 147,200 28
Tractive effort, simple, lb 138,000 176.600 28

.\part from the enormous weight and power of the loco-

motive as a whole, some of the dimensions of the boiler are

Sections Through the Boiler and Firebox

effort of 70,800 lb. Next in sequence were eight of the same

wheel arrangement but with a tractive effort of 90,000 lb.

The third installment consisted of one engine of the 2-8-8-2

type with a tractive effort of 100,800 lb. The fourth lot

was six engines of the 2-8-8-2 type with a tractive effort

of 115,000'lb.

At present, trains passing over the mountain section are op-

crated by one 2-6-6-0 type Mallet road engine, with a tractive

effort of 90,000 lb., at the head end and two 2-8-8-2 Mallet

pusher engines, with a tractive effort of 115,000 lb. each,

behind. The maximum tractive effort thus available is

320,000 11). per train, which enables the handling of 4,500

tons in 60 cars having an average weight for car and load

of 75 tons.

The traffic volume is still growing, and as the track is

single, and as it is not desired to increase the number of

engines on any train above three, it has been found neces-

sary to put still larger locomotives into service. The un-

usually large locomotives under discussion were developed

in order to accomplish this result.

Upon receipt of the new locomotives trains will be com-

*The photograph of these locomotives appeared on page 623 of the

October 4 issue of the Railway Age.

impressive as showing the extent to which the usual limits

were exceeded in its design and construction. At the first

course it is 105 3/2 in. in diameter outside, while tlie outside

diameter of tlie largest course is 11 2 J^ in. Tlie barrel is

fitted with 381 tubes 2' 4 in. in diameter and 70 flues 5 '.4

in. in diameter, 25 ft. long. .A combustion chamber 36 in.

long is included. The firebox is 181 1/16 in. long and

108>4 in. wide. The front portion of the firebox is included

with the combustion chamber behind a Gaines fire-wall, so

that the grate is about 144 in. long and has an area of 108.75

.*c|. ft. .\ total heating surface of 8,606 sq. ft. and a super-

heating surface of 2,120 sq. ft. are obtained.

The high pressure valves are of the piston type. 16 in. in

diameter, while outside admission slide valves are used for

the low pressure cylinders. Steam admission is controlled

by the Chambers outside connected throttle and a Lewis re-

verse gear is used. Both the front and trailer trucks are

of the \\'oodward tyjie and the tender trucks are equalized.

The design as a wliole follows the builder's ordinary' prac-

tice, differing from previous designs only in modifications

made necessary by the increased size and capacity.

These engines were built at the Schenectady works and
the contract called for deliver)- completely erected and
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ready for service on Virginian tracks. The shipping ar-

rangement required considerable planning before the various

carriers could be convinced that they could safely accept

and move via their lines, locomotives of such size and

weight.

In preparing for shipment of large locomotives it is first

necessary to submit diagrams showing the estimated height

and width clearance dimensions, and the distribution of

weights on each axle to the operating or engineering de-

])artment of each carrier over whose line it is intended to

route the shipment, in order to secure their agreement to

handle it when offered to their line. If some projection ex-

ceeds the carrier's clearance limitations, an effort is made to

meet the objection by removing that part, if possible, and

reapplying it on arrival at destination. Or, if the weights are

too heavy for the trestles or the bridges via a natural route,

an effort is made to find a way to ship via a detour

route.

These large locomotives presented an unusual problem.

It was impossible to ship them completely assembled and

moving dead on their own wheels. After tlie consideration

of many plans, it was finally decided to leave the boiler on

the frames but trimmed of all outside parts and projections.

The cab, low-pressure cylinders, and some other parts were

removed 'and the remaining skeletons with their tenders were

shipped on their own wheels. Each locomotive required one

flat, one gondola, and one box car to carry the loose and de-

tached parts.

Authority was eventually secured for shipping in this

manner although under special operating instructions and

via detour routes. Each locomotive was accompanied by a

messenger who had sleeping quarters fitted up in the cab

which was loaded on a flat car. Approximately two weeks

has been the actual ninning time from Schenectad}-, N. Y.,

to Princeton, W. Va.

The principal data and dimensions are as follows:

General Data

Fuel ..

Tractive
Tractive
Wcifilit
WciKllt
Weight
Weiglit
WeiRht
Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

effort, simple
effort, eompouiid.
n >vorkiiiu order..

ft. S'A in.

. . . .Freight
...Bit. coal

.176,600 lb.

.147,200 lb.

.684.000 lb.

.617.000 lb.

32,000 lb.
on leading truck ,T'a-i/i i

on trailing truck 35,000 lb

of eneine aiid tender in working order ..898,300 lb.

drivins 19 "j 'O !"•

tot.il
^''

'o- f^'
nd tender ?' "

has

has ngii.

Ratios

Weigh; on drivers -;- tractnc effort, simple...

Weight on drivers -;i- tractive effort, compound
Tot.il weifcht — tractive effort, compound.
Tractive effort, compound X diani. drivers

face*
li^quival"

Firebox
W'eight
Total w
Volume
Equival
Grate a

-=- equivalent healing
.699.4
.108.4

:nt heating surf.ice* -=- grate area. •,•••.'

heating surface ~ equivalent heating surface," per cent 4.4

on drivers -H cquivalert heating surface* 52.4

eight -=- equivalent heating surface* • 5S.U

equivalent simple cylinders. .•.•• ' '^",,";

:nt heating surface* -=- vol. cylinders 2b7.4

rea -~- vol. cylinders -•'

Cylinder
Compound

and 48 in. by 32 in.

Valves

Kind
Uiamele

.h. p. piston; 1. p., slide

.h. p., 16 i

r.reatcst travel !' P-. W in.; 1. p.. 6

Steam lap '' P- ' '"•: '• P- ' -^

Exhaust clearance h- P-. !« '.n.; 1 p., 9/16

Lead in full gear h. p., 'A m.; I. p., 3,'!6 i

IVheeh
56 iOriving. diameter over tires

Driving, thickness of tires ;•,••.; ;.,"'':
'"'{'r

Driving journals, main, diameter and length. IJ in. by 15

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 11 in. hy 13

Engine truck wheels, diameter .30

Engine truck, journals 6"4 in. by 13

Irailing truck wheels, diameter
i',/

•:••,• ,,
Trailing truck, journ.ils 6'i in. by 13

Style .Ext. wagon top

,__, .'.' 215 lb.

Out'sTd'e^drametcr of first ring
liri'^'i:"

• '

'iL' Ino^
length and width 181 1/16 '" by 108 ;;

Working p

<—_^-_/g- >;<- -.&» y>:

-JlS—''---• -'li-
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Firebok plates, thickness, all H in*

Firebox, water space Front. 5J/$ in.; sides and back. 5 in.

Tubes, number and out-side diameter 381—254 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 70

—

$'A in.

Tubes and flues, length 25 ft.

HeatiuR surface, tubes and flues 8,090 sq. ft.

Heatiii^j surface, firebox, including .^rcli luhes 516 sq. ft.

HeatinK surface, total 8.606 sq. ft.

Superlieater heating surface 2,120 sq. ft.

Equivalent heatinir si-rface* 11,7S6 sq. ft.

Grate area 1 "« 7 <.i ft

Tender
Tank Water bottom
Frame Cast steel
Weisht 214,300 lb.
Wheels, diameter . .

.' * " * 33 in.
Journals, diameter and Icngtli 6 iii. by li in.
Water capacity 13,000 gal.
Coal capacity 12 tons

•Equivalent healinc surfac- - trt.-il evaporative heating surface H- 1.

5

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Traffic Conditions; Wages of Shop Employees; Budget

Instructions; Financing Equipment Purchases

THE SUMMARY of traffic coiKlition.s i.ssued by the Rail-

road Administration on October 9, i.s as follows:

Eastern Region:—The general movement of freight

traffic continues heavy, but careful control has prevented

any congestions or delays of a serious nature. Arrangements

have been made for sending freight by water so as to utilize

tlie boats to the greatest possible extent for the relief of the

rail lines on the eastern coast. Passenger travel continues

heavy with comparatively few complaints, and the congestions

at ticket offices very much lessened. Sales of interchangeable

scrip-books show a continued increase.

Pocahontas Region:—Passenger travel continues heavy

and conditions at ticket offices satisfactory excepting one or

two points due to shortage in force which it is hoped to over-

come shortly. A patriotic meeting of coal operators in West
Virginia promises good results at point of production. Grain

situation at Newport News shows improvement.

Southern Region:—The citrus fruit cro]i of Florida is

estimated at 7,200,000 boxes, or about 1,600,000 more than

last year. Crop two weeks ahead and something under 100

cars already moved. It is reported that the citrus canker

has been cjuite thoroughly eliminated. By conference with

shippers, service on Florida pcri.shables has been arranged.

School for instruction of women ticket clerks showing good
results. Operation of ticket offices satisfactory. Passenger

(ravel heavy, particularly to the Southeast and to points west

through the St. Louis and Cincinnati gateways.

Central Western Region:—Grain permit system continues

to work satisfactorily. Permits freely issued for shipments

of lumber. Re-routing reports sliow saving of 16,682 car

miles. School for women ticket sellers opened at Chicago
October 1. Ticket offices consolidated at Omaha October

1, an estimated annual saving of $42,500.
Southwestern Region:—The general service uninterrupted,

and both freight and passenger traffic well taken care of.

Oil loading for the week totaled 11.028 cars.

War Department:—Frozen beef movement and transpor-

tation conditions generally satisfactory. Continued shortage

of open top cars in South and Southeast for war department
lumber.

Mary Department:—Transportation situation .generally

satisfactor}-. Still some shortage of equipment in the South
for lumber which is being handled with Car Service Sec-
tion. Fewer and smaller accumulations of cars at navy
yards.

Fuel Administration:—Car supply uniformly good in the
East. Some accumulation on B. S: O. and need of power
on C. & O. Tidewater: Vessel suppl>- ample. Lake situa-

tion: Good, ample supply of coal at docks and dumping
increased. Southern region: Some car shortage in Birming-
ham district and in Southwest Virginia. Coke: Car supplv
good.

Fiiel Administration. Oil Di;-ision:—Some complaint as

Wasuisctok, D. C.

to slow movement in eastern territory which is being taken
up for im])rovement. Mid-continent field shows increased

loading and sufficient supply of tank cars.

Food Administration :•—IDecreasing complaints as to move-
ment of fresh meats and packing house products, showing
improvement in service. Live stock movement good e.\cept

difficulty in moving sheep in the central west, which is re-

ceiving attention. Grain moving satisfactorily and permit

system being carefully handled. This plan to be extended

to the eastern interior markets. Good grain movement from
seaboard. General situation as to perishables good and de-

crease in number of complaints as to express situation.

U. S. Shipping Board:—Small accumulations at numer-
ous yards which are being given active attention and general

situation good. No complaints as to lack of transportation.

Traffic Executive of Allies:—Reports generally good but

b)' reason of decrease of freight at ports, request faster move-
ment from the interior, which matter will receive atten-

tion.

War Industries Board:—Improvement in the new facilities

i)eing handled carefully. Number of large projects recently

authorized. War Industries Board aiding in disposing of

individual accumulations of cars with a view to avoiding

individual embargoes.

General:—Movement of troops continues in a satisfactory

manner.

The change in dining-car table d'hote meals took effect

Octoljer 1 and the reports received indicate that the service

meets with the approval of majority of travelers. The Bureau
of Suggestions and Complaints has already received several

letters commending the service and none in criticism. All

the reports indicate tliat the service will be a success.

Ver\' active attention being given to estimates of the fall

fruit and vegetable crop and the prospects that the unifica-

tion of the refrigerator equipment under the Chicago office

will result in a much better car supply.

Live stock receipts at Chicago show a very large increase

particularly in sheep and hogs; the first increasing about

100 per cent over last year and the second about 50 per cent.

.\merican Iron and Steel Institute states that all avail-

able furnaces with the exception of one located at Milwaukee
now in operation. No complaints as to transportation.

There were handled for export through various .'^ea ports,

for the week ending October 3, 7,167,000 bushels of wheat,

an increa.se of 4,078,000 over preceding week. In addition

to the wheat movement, 1,950.000 bu.shels of other grains

were shipjied. Tliis free movement from the seaboard will,

of course, relieve the interior.

The lake boats of the U. S. R. A. are movnng flour and
feed from tlic Northwest in hea\w volume.

The Conservation Division of the War Industries Board,

with whom we are working closely, reports that its instructions

to drvgoods retailers and wholesalers and knit goods manu-
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facturer.s, will effect an estimated saving of 17,312 freight

cars per annum.

Financing of Equipment Purchases

Methods of financing the purchase of cars and locomo-

tives ordered by the Railroad Administration and allocated

to the various railroads were discussed with Director Gen-

eral McAdoo and other officers of the Railroad Administra-

tion on Monday by a committee representing the Railway

Executives' Advisory Committee, including T. De Witt

Cuyler, chairman of the committee; Howard Elliott, chair-

man of the Northern Pacific; Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman

of the Southern Pacific; L. F. Loree, president of the Dela-

ware & Hudson, and Alfred P. Thorn, counsel for the com-

mittee. When the government placed orders for 100,000

freight cars and 1,315 locomotives it was understood to be

the intention of the government to own them during the

period of federal control and to make some arrangement for

their acquisition by the railroads afterward, but it was later

decided to require the railroad companies to pay for the

equipment under the authority granted by the railroad con-

trol act. Under this plan cars have been allotted to rail-

roads which are already furnishing cars to other lines and

object to buying more to be used generally.

At the conference with the director general the committee

of railwav executives expressed reluctance on the part of

the railroad companies to pay for this equipment, the cost

of which on orders already placed amounts to $76,873,355

for locomotives and $289,460,000 for freight cars. They

asked why the Railroad Administration could not pay for

the -ars from its revolving fund. The orders were placed

at the very high figures caused by this year's prices for labor

and materials and the railroad companies could not hope to

derive any revenue from their use except interest on the cost

during the period of federal control and it was stated that

some companies would be unable to pay for the equipment

allotted to them or in some cases even the initial 25 per

cent payment under a car trust plan. There has also been

objection on the part of some companies to the standard

types of equipment as being unsuited to their requirements.

The federal control act appropriated the sum of $500,000,-

000, which, together with funds available from any operating

income of the carriers, may be used as a revolving fund

"for the purpose of paying the expenses of the federal con-

trol, and so far as necessary, the amount of just compen-

sation, and to provide terminals, motive power, cars and

other necessary equipment, such terminals, motive power,

cars and equipment to be used and accounted for as the

President may direct and to be disposed of as Congress may

hereafter liy law provide." It also provides that the Presi-

dent "may make or order any carrier to make any addi-

tions, betterments or road extensions and to provide termi-

nals,' motive power, cars and other equipment necessar}' or

desirable for war purposes or in the public interest or in

connection with the property of any carrier; that it may from

the revolving fund advance to such carrier all or any part

of the expense of such additions, betterments or road exten-

sions and to provide terminals, motive power, cars and other

necessary equipment," such advances to be charged against

such carrier and to bear interest at a rate and payable on

such terms as may be detennincd by the President. The

executives urged that the equipment be financed in accord-

ance with the first of these provisions rather than the second,

luit Director General Mc.^doo indicated that the revolving

fund was intended to 1)e used more for extraordinary' ex-

penditures required for war purposes than for such ordinary

expenditures as equipment. He finally requested the execu-

tives to confer with a committee of officers of the Railroad

Administration, Walker D. Hines, Carl R. Gray, R. S.

Lovett, John Skelton Williams and Henry Walters, in an

effort to work out a practical plan of handling the matter.

Up to August 31, according to the monthly report of the

division of capital expenditures, $13,879,226 had been ex-

pended for locomotives ordered by the Railroad Administra-

tion, and $24,152,476 for cars ordered by the administra-

tion.

Interpretation of Order Increasing Wages of

Shop Employees

Director General McAdoo lias issued the following inter-

pretation No. 3 to General Order No. 27, and to Supplement

No. 4, Addenda Nos. 1 and 2, Interpretation No. 1 and

Amendment No. 1 thereto:

METHOD Ol- APPLYING INCREASES TO PIECEWORKERS.

Article I.

(a) The inci eases provided for in General Order No. 27 apply to each

hour worked and not tc piecework prices per item or operation.

(6) Overtime hours, prior to August 1, 1918, will be paid for at the

r.ite in effect as of December 31, 1917, and up to and including July 31,

1918; from August 1, 1918. at the rate of one and one-balf times the

.ivcrage straight time hourly piecework earnings for the current pay period,

provided that the straight time piecework earnings plus one-half additional,

equals the guaranteed minimum at the hourly rate of one and one-half

time.

(c) Any increase in wages due to increased rates of compensation

granted between January 1, 1916, and December 31, 1917, shall be deducted

from the amount of increase provided for in (ieneral Order No. 27, but

in no case shall such deduction operate to reduce earnings based on rates

in effect as of December 31, 1917.

(d) In the absence of established standard hourly rates for any one

or more of the seven classifications designated in Supplement No. 4, the

going rate in each craft in accordance with the classification existing prior

to the application of Supplement No. 4 for mechanics or helpers at each

point on each of the several railroads, shall be used as the base rate to

which will be added the increases provided for in Section C, .^^ticlc II,

General Order No. 2".

(r) Example I.—.Assume that in Yard B, 75 wood freight car builders

or repairers are employed, tlie base hourly rates in December. 1915. were:

15 at 32 cents per hour.

31 at 33 cents per hour.

17 at 34>^ cents per hour.

12 at 2:^ cents per hour.

Thirly-three cents thus becomes the going rate for the basis of com-

puting the hourly increase for all wood freight car builders or repairers

in Yard B. General Order No. 27. Article II. Section C. using the going

rate of 33 cents, establishes a rate of 46.75 or 13.75 cents increase over

the December, 1915, hourly rate. Between January 1. 1916, and December
31. 1917, increases amounting to 9 cents per hour had been put into effect.

The net increase established by General Order No. 27 is therefore 4.75

cents per hour to hourly workers, and represents the total iticrease per

liour to pieceworkers of the same class in Yard B. The same method of

procedure will apply to each of the respective groups of employees, such

as upholsterers, coach carpenters, cabinetmakers, passenger or freight

steel rir body builders or repairers, truck builders or repairers, coach

liamters. locomotive painters, locomotive carpenlers. molders. coremakers.

electricians, signal men and signal maintainers. tinners, pipe litters, cop-

persmiths, sheet metal workers, and all men classified and used as helpers.

(0 Where piecework lales or pieceworkers received no increase between

January 1, 1916, and December 31. 1917, it is evident that the average

earning rate was sufficiently in excess of the hourly rate to cover any in-

cicascs that may nave b-cn granted hourly workers. In detcrminmg the

increase to such pieceworkers, they shall receive the same increase per

hour as accrues to the hourly worker under General Order No. 27, illus-

trated herein by example 1, paragraph e.

(g) The application of increases to machinists, hoilerinakers and black

smiths, who are on the piecework basis, shall be as above outlined (see

example 2) except where the establishment of the minimum rate of 55 cents

per hour is less than the increase provided for in Section C, Article II,

Ger.eral Order No. 27, in which case the greater increase will apply. (See

cxamilc 3.)

('0 Example 2.— In December, 1915, machinists in Shop C were paid

a going rate of 35 cents per hour. Section C, .\rticle 11, General Order

Xo, 27, establi.shes a rate of 49.50 cents per hour. This would auto-

matically go to the minimum rate of 55 cents per hour, or 20 cents increase

over the December, 1915, hourly rate. Between January 1, 1916, and
December 31, 1917, increases amounting to 9 cents per hour had been put

into effect. The net increase established by General Order No. 27 is

therefore 11 cents per hour to hourly workers and represents the total

increase per hour to the machinists on piecework in Shop C.

(i) Example 3.— In December. 1915, machinists in Shop D were paid

a going rate of 42 cents per hour. The new rate provided for in Section

C. Article II of General Order No. 27. is 58.25 cents per hour, making an

increase of 16.25 cents per hour over the December, 1915, hourly rate.

lietween January 1, 1916, and December 31, 1917, increases amounting to

9 cents per hour had been put into effect. The net increases established

by General Order No. 27 is tiierefore 7.25 cents per hour to hourly workers,

and represents the total increase per hour to the machinists on piecework

in Shop D.

(;) If the increases for pieceworkers under General Order No. 27,

added to their average hourly straight time piecework earnings, by pay

period, do not equal the minimum hourly rates established for hourly

workers of the same class, the back pay due such pieceworkers, by pay

periods. January 1, 1918, to July 31. 1918, inclusive, will be computed on

the basis of the minimum hourly rates applicable to the respective classes,

as per Supplement No. 4.
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(ft) Example 4.—Pieceworker E, guaranteed a 58 cent minimum hourly
rate by Supplement 4, worked 208 straight time hours in March, 1918;
his average piecework earnings for this pay period were 55 cents per hour,
including the increase under General Order No. 27. Pieceworker E there-

fore receives the minimum rate of 58 cents per hour for the March pay
peritod.

(/) Example 5.—Pieceworker F, guaranteed a 58 cent minimum hourly
rate by Supplement 4, worked 208 straight time hours in March, 1918; his

average piecework earnings for this pay period equals 60 cents per hour,
including the increase under General Order No. 27. Pieceworker F, having
exceeded the minimum rate of 58 cents per hour for the March pay period,

receives back pay at the 60 cent rate.

(m) Example 6.—Pieceworker G, guaranteed a 58 cent minimum hourly
rate by Supijlement 4, worked a total of 268 hours in August, 1918, divided

as follows: SO straight time hours on hourly work at 58 cent rate. 158

straight time hours on piecework, average earnings per hour 65 cents, 20
hours overtime on hourly work at the rate of one and one-half time, or 58
plus 29, equaling 87 cents per hour, and 40 hours overtime on piecework,

or 65 plus 32.50. equaling 97.50 cents per hour (as per Art. 11, Sec. A.)
the total earnings for the August pay period are as follows:

50 hours at 58 cents per hour $29.00

158 hours at 65 cents per hour 102.70

20 hours at 87 cents per hour 17.40

40 hours at 97.50 cents per hour 39.00

Total $188.10

GENERAl. APPMCATION OF INCREASES. SUPPLEMENT 4 TO GEN-
ERAL ORDER 27.

Article II.

(a) The increases provided for in Supplement No. 4 to General Order
No. 27 apply only to hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly rates, with the

proviso that in no case shall a pieceworker be compensated for service

rendered from January 1, 1918. to July 31. 1918. or thereafter, at a less

rate per hour, for each straight time hour worked, than the minimum rate

established for the hourly worker as per the respective classifica.tions. Ef-

fective August 1. 1918, the one and one-half time rate overtime applies to

pieceworkers as well as to hourly rated employees.
(b) Increase provided for in General Order No. 27 for hourly, daily,

weekly and montlily paid employees, were cancelled with the issuance of

Supplement No. 4. and in no manner refer to or affect the increases pro-

vided for in Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27.

(c) The hours of service and overtime provisions of Supplement 4,

Article IV, Section 2, do not apply to supervisory forces on monthly salary,

referred to i^ Supplement 4. Article III, Section 5.

(d) Monthly supervisory forces specified in Supplement 4, .Article III.

Section 5. assigned to inspect new equipment under construction by con-

tract, sliall receive the salary increase of $40 per month.

(e) Excepting salaried supervisory forces and coach cleaners, employees
coming within the classifications specified in Supplement No. 4 to General

Order No. 27. shall be paid for overtime as provided in Section 2. Article

IV. of Supplement No. 4

(f) Employees voluntarily leaving the scrv:ce.—The amount accruing

under the provisions of Supplement 4 to General Order No. 27 will not

accrue to those employees who left the service voluntarily to accept or

secure employment at some other point on the same railroad or on another

railroad, or elsewhere, because remaining in the service at the point em-

ployed, unless transferred, was the consideration upon which the promise

to make the increases effective as of January 1, 1918, was based.

Article III.

R.VTES BASED UPON YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.

Supplement No. 4. Article II. Sections 2, 2-A and 2-B.

(a) Employees performing work recognized as mechanics* work in the

respective trades, who by agreement with duly authorized committees repre-

senting the craft or crafts, have had their rates leveled up to that of the

mechanic, shall receive the mechanics' rate as per Article 11. Sections 1

and 1-A; otherwise .\rticlc II. Sections 2, 2-A and 2-B will apply. The
period of experience on mechanics' work, in the trade employed, shall be

cumulative.

Example 7.—Employee H worked:
12 months on machinist's work for railroad C.

6 months on machinist's work in navy yards D.

12 months on machinist's work in manufacturing plant E.

18 months on machinist's work for railroad by whom now employed.

Total, 4 years.

Such employees should be paid the machinists' rate.

(b) Nothing in the above section shall be construed to mean that

mechanics of the respective trades who have qualified as such in other

industries, shall be paid less than the minimum rates specified in Article

II. Sections 1 and 1-A of Supplement No. 4. upon entering railroad service.

Article IV.

i;xPENSE allowance.

Sections 4 and 5. Article IV, Sup. No. 4 to General Order No. 27.

The allowance for expenses provided for i^ Section 4, Supplement No. 4

to General Order No. 27, is the same as shown in Section 5, and is at the

rate of $2 per day for three meals and lodging; 50 cents per meal, 50 cents

for lodging. It is not intended to make this feature retroactive prior to

August I. 1918.

.\rticle V.

SUPERVISORY FORCES.

Section 4, Article III, Supplement 4 to General Order 27.

This section applies to minor supervisory forces who are held responsible

for the work of their gang, have been so recognized, and who shall

receive 5 cents per hour in excess of the minimum hourly rate established

for the craft.

Article VI,

WHEEL SHOP EHPLOYEES.

General Order 27, Supplement 4, Article I. Section 1 and 1-B.
(a) Employees boring and turning wheels, and turning axles in wheel

shop, are classified as machinists by Section 1, Article I, of Supplement
No. 4 to General Order No. 27.

((>) Employees pressing on and off wheels are classified as machinists'
helpers by Section 1-B, Article I of Supplement No. 4 to General Order
No. 27. and receive an increase of 13 cents per hour OTer rate in effect
January 1. 1918, prior to application of General Order No. 27, with a
minimum guaranteed rate of 45 cents per hour.

Article VII.

FLUE WORK.

Supplement No. 4, .\rticle I, Section 2 and 2-B.
(a) Flue work, boiler department, includes flue welders under boiler

foremen.

(6) Heaters and helpers assisting welders shall be classed as boiler-
maker helpers.

Article VIII.

rivet heaters,

(a) Include rivet heaters in Supplement No. 4, Article I, Section 2-B.
Rivet heaters under 18 years of age shall be paid 25 cents per hour until
they reach the age of 18, and thereafter helpers' rates,

(fr) Rivet heaters in Supplement No. 4, ,-\rticle I, Section 6-B. under
18 years of age shall be paid 25 cents per hour until they reach t"he age
of 18, and thereafter helpers' rates.

Article I.X,

I

electrical workers.

Supplement No. 4, Article I. Section 5 and S-A.
It is not necessary for an electrical worker to be competent to perform

all items of work specified. Employees skilled in any of this work shall
be paid the rate established for the respective class,

-Article X,

material carriers and HELPERS,

(a) Material carriers in Supplement No. 4. Article I, Section 6-B,
applies only to employees regularly engaged in selecting and distributing
material to mechanics in car department.

(b) Laborers shall not be classified as helpers in the seven basic trade*.
unless they actually perform work recognized as helpers' work.

-\rticle XI.

locomotive CRANE OPERATORS.

Section 6, Article I, Supplement No. 4 to General Order No, 27.
Locomotive crane operators, when employed in the car and locomotiTe

shop yards, shall be considered under the same classification as "wrecking
ilerrick engineer" in Section 6. .\rticle I, Supplement No, 4 to General
Order No, 27, and receive 13 cents per hour ov-r the rate in effect January
I. 1918. prior to ihe application of General Order No. 27. with a guaran-
teed minimum of 58 cents per hour. (Where employed in other depart-
ments ihey shall be considered under the same classification as pile driver,
ditching and hoisting engineers, m Article I. Section b of Supplement No. 8
to General Order No. 27.)

Article XII.

DERRICK ENGINEER.

Section 6. .Article I. Supplement No. 4 to General Order N«. 27,

"Wrecking Derrick Engineer" covers the engineer operating a power-
driven cr.inc employed principally for clearing up wrecks,

.\rticle XIII.

MOLDERS AND HELPERS Cl-TpoLA TENDERS.
Supplement No. 4. -Article I, Sections 7 and 7-B.

(a) \ cupola tender is interpreted to be one who supervises the cupola
and prescribes the charge. Ihe fuel to be used and drawing the melt,

(6) Cupola tender heljiers shall receive an increase of 13 cents per hour
over rates in effect as of January 1, 1918. prior to the application of General
Order No. 27, with a guaranteed minimum rate of 45 cents per hour,

(c) Employees in charge of brass melting in foundry shall receive not
less than the tnolder's minimum rate, and helpers the same as helpers in

Section (fc) of this Article.

.Article XIV,

These interpretations shall apply to all addenda, amendments, and inter-

pret.itions to Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27, from their re-

spective effective dates.

Bills for Office Facilities

P. S. & A. Circular Xo, 31, issued on October 1, pro-

vides that, effective at once, no liills shall be made by a rail-

road under federal control for use of its office buildings, space

for offices, proportion of expense of maintaining, repairing,

heating, and lighting such offices, or for joint or proportionate

use of tek'piiones. telegraph facilities, office furniture, or

other appliances on such premises when they are used by

the United States Railroad .Administration, regional or dis-

trict directors, or other railroads under federal control which

became users subsequent to December 31. 1917. Such ar-

rangements as it is necessary to make for the use of the office

facilities of a carrier bv the Railroad .Administration, re-
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gional or district directors, or other railroads under federal

control shall be made by or through the regional director

in whose jurisdiction the offices are located.

Railroad Men and Politics

One of the first persons to be affected by the director gen-

eral's order that all railroad men must abstain from political

activity was Oscar A. Price, assistant to the director general,

who was the owner of a democratic county organ published

at Ronceverte, W. Va. After the order was issued Mr. Price

concluded that his connection with the paper was incon-

sistent with the spirit of the order and offered it for sale.

When no buyers appeared Mr. Price announced that the

paper would cease publication on November 1.

Report of Expenditures for Improvements

Expenditures of the Class I roads in connection with im-

provement work chargeable to capital account from January

1 to August 31 amounted to $365,371,511, according to the

monthly report of tlie Division of Capital Expenditures.

Of this $334,892,024 was charged to capital account and

$30,479,487 was charged to operating expenses; and

the
'

expenditures during the month of August amounted

to $66,000,000. The total authorization for improvements

up to October 10 amounted to $1,273,969,461, an increase

of $42,939,247 during the month.

The total expenditures during the month of August were

greater than those for July, shown in the previous report,

which amounted to $55,000,000. For the period from Janu-

ar)' 1 to June 30 the total expenditures amounted to $244,-

401,179. The detailed report showing the authorizations

to October 10 and the expenditures to August 31 is given

in the table.

Revised Instructions for Budgets

R. S. Lovett, director of division of Capital Expenditures,

has issued Supplement 1 to D. C. E. Circular No. 10, giving

revised instructions as to the preparation of budgets.

Paragraphs "Second" and "Third" of D. C. E. Circular

No. 10, dated August 23, 1918, relating to the preparation

of a budget of capital expenditures for 1919, are revised so

as to read as follows:

Second: After the federal manager (or general manager), under such

instructions as the regional director may have given, shall have prepared

his data with respect to projects which he recommends, the same should be

carefully gone over by the regional director who should then decide upon

the work to be included on or omitted from the budget; after which the

final budget for submission to the director of the Division of Capital Ex-

penditures and containing only work which the regional director is pre-

parid to recommend, should be prepared on D. C. E. Form 9 for distribu-

tion in accordance with the next succeeding paragraph "Third" hereof.

The federal manager (or general manager) and regional director should

invite and carefully consider suggestions from, and should confer with,

officers of the company owning the property to be improved, respecting

any work contemplated in advance of or during the preparation of the

budget, or at any time, but are to be governed by their own judgment,

as to the work to be recommended—definite notice to the company of

AUTHORIZATIONS AND EXPENDITURES IN CONNECTION WITH WORK CIIARGK AI'.l.K TO CAPITAI. ACCOUNT AS

Class I Rmlroads
Expenditures from
lanuary 1, 1918

to August 31, 191S
Charged to

—

Work
soecifically authorized
to October 10, 1918
Chargeable to

—

Class of work
(1) . ,

Additions and betterments (excluding equipment)

Widening cuts and fills, filling trestles, etc

Ballasting

1918
budget

(2)

$5,097,989
9,379,271

Rails and other track material ,;',"'„!,;
Bridges, trestles and culverts

Tunnel and subway improvements.
Track elevations or depressions...

Elimination of grade crossings

Grade crossings and crossing signal

Additional main tracks . • 44,574, 5SJ

Additional yard tracks, sidings and industry „- ,gq ,,4

Changes of grade or alignment ,5'J5?'9H
Signals and interlocking plants 10,962,462

Telegraph and telephone lines = "° '"^

Roadway machinery and tools

Section houses and other roadway buildings...

Fences and snowsheds .

Freight and passenger stations, office buildings.

Hotels and restaurants
Fuel stations and appurtenances
Water stations and aopurtcnances
Shop buildings, engine-houses, and appurtenances

Shop machinery and tools

Electric po
Wharves and docks
Coal and ore wharves
Grain elevators and storage warehouses.
Real estate

ssments for public improvements.

38,185,921
2,185,242
4,112,536
7,438,957
631,082

5,129,149
955,857

1,306.847
817,655

20,138,359
199,282

6,090,558
13,430,047
62,694.927
9,142, "

7.024,937
2,914,202
3,309,141

r— r
1,179,306

Aii other improvements 27.889,552

budget
(3)

$711,127
270,061
958,974

1.302,050
48,083

255',778

56,359
2,278,459

10,076,083
294,448
694.697
309,659
180,355
172,628
97,131

2,020,706
195,564

1,200,697
798,013

4.090,312
2,222,178
1,732,585
2,315,165
259,829
91.973
17,381

235,167
51,690

Operating
expenses
(4)

$2,950,607
3,216,499

42,421,512
22,544,608

798,527
1.675,747
1.158,100
155,330

5.441,568

8,840,390
2.878,096
2.273,369
718,199
82,412

202,157
444,149

3,484.479
23,639

1.072,443
1.754.964
5,997,435
1,261,234
2,039,297
469,240
657,339
426,104
17,922
58,440

284,183

Capital
account

(5)

$6,802,989
10.423,308
28,882,542
36,119.716
3,969,481

13,107.935
11,849.688
1,362,825

55,247.614

108.446,252
8,756,553
12,701,423
5,285,674
1,523,142
2,514,499
2,101,943

28,061.795
553,23$

7,225,370
9,373,759

48,345.262
18,398,689
20,493,428
4,542,773
5,367,067
2,639,761
570,487

1,720,586
6,123,802

(5p<perating
expenses

(6)

$838,648
1,074,519
7,356,018
6,756,174
338.812
284.548
294,520
78.160

1,190,291

1,634,482
480,349
552.126
390.115
12.625
80.614
78,464

864.172
2,272

252.098
488,582

1.393.405
266,124
287,218
.268.387
277.434
79.372
1.568

33.618
137.831

Capital
account

(7)

$2,813,712
2,730.354
10,266,663
14.402,371

707,885
1,819.802
2.472,402
746,421

18,823.101

31,949.032
2.292.606
4.196.902
1.766,707
925,157

1,684.616
709,637

12,495,470
233,315

2,344,714
3,866,785

12,128,594
4,882,415
4.145,538 •

529,738
2,823,480
1,759,731
537.334

1,011,403
2,583,251

OF OCTOBER 10, 1918

Unexpended
balance

Chargeable to

—

Operating Capital
expenses account

(8) (9)

$2,111,959
2.141.980

35,065,494
15,788,434

459,715
1.391,199
863,580
77,170

4,251,277

7,205.908
2,397.747
1.721.243
328.084
69.787

121.543
365.685

2.62O.307
21.367

820.345
1.266,382
4.604.030
995,110

1,752,079
200,853
379,905
346,732
16,354
24,822

146,352

$3,989,277
7.692.954
18,615.879
21.717.345
3.261,596

11,288.133
9,377,286
616.404

36.424.513

76,497,220
6.463.947
8,504.521
3,518,967
597.985
829,883

1,392,306
15,566,325

319,923
4,880,656
5.506,974

36,216,668
13.516,274
16.347,890
4,013,035
2,543,587
880.030
33.153

709.183
3.540.551

Total (excluding equipment) $433,731,488 $32,937,152 $n3,347,989 $462,511,601 $25,792,546 $147,649,136 $87,555,443 $314,862,465

Equipment

Locomotives, steam •. $196,926,868

Locomotives, steam, ordered by R.R. Admin-
istration

Locomotives, other • ; - • • • • • •

Freight-train cars •••.•• 212,858,464

Freight-train cars, ordered by R.R. Adinin-

Passenger-train cars ^^'IIo'q^S
Work equipment
Motor car and trailers

Floating equipment
Miscellaneous equipment
Impiovements to existing equipment

76,873.355 *I3,S79,226

6,538,810
557,039

5,323,337
507,923

35,807.654

85,197
1.181,488

20.200
75,000
23,240

1,299,528

289.460.000 ..

12,356,043 ..

6,499.296 . .

587,853 ..

4,809,517 ..

546,405 .

.

36.037,016

•24.152,476
8,501,921
1.456.439

58.547
549,813
203.283

15,275.575

62,994.129
423.258

32,260,262

265,307,524
3,854,122
5.042,857
529,306

4.259,704
343.122

20,761,441

Total equipment $486,979,925 $2,684,653 $18,639,549 $640,772.819 $4.694,017 $174.792.199 $13.945.532 $465,980.620

''•
STes ""i"" .°! ."".".'!°"f'.

.''.'.""-''-". '".''. .".".'"
20.330.489 1,219.025 23,836 38,673,667 Or. 7.076 12.450,689 30.912 26.222.978

Total all work $941,041,902 $36,840,830 $132,011,374 $1,141,958,087 $30,479,487 $334,.<:o2,024 $101. 531,887 $807,066,063

"Expenditures to date.
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the work actually to be undertaken being provided for in connection with

D. C. E. Forms 3, 4 and 6. The suggestions and conference herein con-

templated are not to comply with any legal requirement but to get the

benefit of the judgment of the company officers and to provide additional

•-opportunity for meeting the wishes of the company wherever reasonably

practicable.

Third : When the recommendations shall have been decided upon they

should be made on D. C. E. Form 9 in accordance with instructions given

in paragraph "Fourth" of D. C. E. Circular No. 10. The original type-

written copy and one carbon copy should be sent by the regional director

to the director of the Division of Capital Expenditures at Washington

;

and in transmitting the same the regional director should make such

general observations and add such information and suggestions with re-

spect to particular projects as he may deem useful for the information

and advice of the director of the Division of Capital Expenditures.

One copy should be sent to the president of the company owning or

previously operating the line with respect to which the budget is sub-

mitted. Such copy is only for the information of the company.

The regional director and federal manager (or general manager) will

retain such copies for their own files and use as may be necessary.

All copies should be mailed not later than December 31, 1918.

Regional directors, federal managers and all others con-

cerned in the preparation of the budget are urged to appre-

ciate and act upon the necessity of conserving capital, labor

and material for war purposes and to realize that such of

these as may be available for railroad improvements will be

no more than sufficient to provide the transportation facili-

ties absolutely essential to the country's business under war
conditions.

In planning improvements chargealile to capital account

addition the output of the railroad shops for the first six

months of the year was 4414. The number of freight cars

on order and undelivered on August 31 was 106,172 for

domestic service, and 55,8.35 for foreign service, the total

for domestic service including the 100,000 cars ordered by
the Railroad Administration, of which some 500 have since

been delivered. The output of the carbuilders for the first

six months was 48,656, of which 18,899 were for domestic
service, 3,311 private cars, and 8,723 for the army and navy,
not including tank cars, 661 were tank cars for railroads,

7,290 tank cars for private owners and 1,345 tank cars for

the army and navy. In addition there were 8,290 cars for

the Allied governments and 137 for neutral governments
A similar classification of the output for July and August
is not available, but it includes 4,260 for domestic service

and 9,223 for foreign service. The total number of freight

cars on order on January 1 was 42,696 and only miscella-

neous orders have been placed since for domestic service

except the government order for 100,000 cars. Deliveries

of the latter cars have been delayed in part by changes in

the allocation of the cars to the various roads and the neces-

sity of restencilling them because of changes.

The Railroad .'Administration has given out the following
table sliowing locomotive deliveries during September, which
Ijrings the total for this year up to 1951:

For week September 1 to 7

Road No. Type

rC.M.&St.P. 12 USRA Mik.
C.&E.I.
Sou. .

.

Me.C. .,

Ill.C. ..

Vgn. ...

i.I-.W.

USRA Mik.
Santa Fe
Switcher
Switcher
Mallet
Santa Fe

25

Road No.

P.&R 1

B.&O 10
Sou 1

A.C.L. ... 2
Ct.N 2

•) C.B.&Q. .

U.P
A.T.&S.F.
Ill.C

Pa. RR. .

Type
Mallet
USRA Mik.
Mallet
Mikado
Mikado
Switcher
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

LOCOMOTIVES SHIPPED DURING SEPTEMBER
For week Seplcmber 8 to 14 For week September 15 to 21 For week September 22 to 28 For week September 29-30

Road 1

C.M.&St.P.
Me.C
M.K.&T. ..

Pa.L.W. ..

H.V

Type
USRA Mik.
4-6-0

Mikado
Santa Fe
Mallet

27

Road No. Type
B.&O S USRA Mik.
Gt.N 2 Mikado
Gt.N 2 Switcher
A.T.&S.F.. 1 Mikado
P&R 1 Cons.
P&R 1 Mallet
Sou 1 Mallet
U.P 1 Mikado
Pa.RR. ... 1 Mikado

Road No. Type
M.K.&T... 18 Mikado
C.M.JiSt.P. 13 USRA Mik.
M.V 5 Mallet
C.&E.I. ... 5 USRA Mik.
Ill.C 3 Switch
U.P 6 USRA Mik.
Me.C 2 Switch

Road
Gt.N. ...

Gt.N. ...
I..&H.R. .

A.C.I.. ..

St.U-S.F.
B.&O, ..

P.&W.Va.
I..E.&W..
S.P
P.&R. ...

Type
Mikado
Switch
USRA Mik.
Mikado
Santa Fe
Mallet
USRA Mik.
USRA Mik.
Switcher
Cons.

Road
U.P
C.M&St.P,
T.&O.C. ..

C.&O
S.A.L. ...

Me.C

Road
r..E.&W.
C.B.&Q.
P.&R. ..

P.&R. ..

Pa.RR. .

Gt.N. ..

Gt.N. ..

Ill.C. ..

U.P. ...

No. Type Road No. Type
14 USRA Mik. S.A.L. ... 4 USRA Mik.
12 USRA Mik. C.M.&St.P. 1 USRA Mik.
4 USRA Swi'h
5 Mallet
6 USRA Mik.
1 Switcher

Type
USRA Mik.
Mikado
Mallet
Cons.
Mikado
Switcher
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

Type
Malle*
Cop<.

Road
fN.Y.C. .

No. Type
5 Mohawk

lo. Type

5 Mohawk
Road

X.Y.C. .

Ill.C. ...

Type
Mohawk
Mikado

Road
inc. ...

Type
Mikado

Road No. Type
IM.C I Mikado

Total 54

Grand lotal 251

In addition to the above, the .\mcrican Locomotive Company shipped 15 miscellaneous domestic and completed 15 foreign, and the Baldwin Loco-
otive Works shipped one miscellaneous domestic and completed 198 foreign locomotives.

the first consideration should be reasonable safety in opera-

tions, and secondly, increased capacity where that is needed.

Any improvement that is not required for either of these

purposes should be deferred until after the war unless ex-

ceptional circumstances make it necessary at tiiis time. Im-

provements designed to effect permanent economies should

be left for the companies to make when prices and costs

will be more normal, unless the economy is so great that

substantially the entire cost will be saved during federal

control.

Freight Car and Locomotive Output in 1918

The total addition to the freight car equipment of the

country up to September 1 this year has lieen approximately

40,000, according to reports recently compiled. Tliis in-

cludes private cars and tank cars. The total output of the

car builders up to August 31 was 63,139, including 27,718

for the armv and navT and foreign governments, and in

Claims Placed Under Jurisdiction of Legal Department

.\ circular issued by John Barton Payne, general counsel,

announces that as there has heretofore been no uniformit)-

as to the jurisdiction of loss and damage, freight and per-

sonal injury claims, it has been considered wise to place the

responsibility of handling such claims directly upon the

legal department. The general solicitor of each road will

be held responsible for the results and is requested to take
such steps as will bring the claim organization to the high-
est efficiency. In vaew of the economic conditions of the

countn,' generally, and particularly the operation of the rail-

roads, attention is drawn in the circular to the enomious
amount of money expended annually for loss and damage,
freight and personal injur)- claims. Tlie Claims and Prop-
erty Protection Section reporting to the Division of Law was
established to co-ordinate under one head the entire sub-
ject and to exercise supervisor)- jurisdiction, aiding to the

"Uticonditional Surrender"
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fulk-.st extent those coming in direct contact with the subject.

From time to time, orders througii the office of the director

general will be issued with reference to the uniform and

economical settlement of both loss and damage, freight and

personal injury claims. Full and hearty co-operation with

this work is expected from all officers and employees. Claim

agents are expected to co-operate to the fullest extent in con-

nection with the prevention of claims as well as the settle-

ment thereof.

Elimination of Loss and Damage

In connection with its campaign for the elimination of

loss and damage to shipments of less than carload freight,

the Railroad Administration has had printed posters signed

by Director General McAdoo of suggestions for co-operation

with carriers in eljminating loss and damage to freight in

transportation, which are to be posted in freight stations

and shipping rooms of manufacturers, 'llie poster says:

A total of 27,541 small shipments offered were refused

by railroads during four months on one middle western dis-

trict recently because of faulty packing. Of these shipments

14,570 were repaired or recoopered and finally accepted, but

12,971 were rejected entirely.

Be careful in the stowing and bracing of your carload

shipments to avoid disarrangement or shifting of packages,

which often causes loss and damage in the usual course of

transportation. Do not use weak and fragile packages for

commodities of excessive weight that will not stand the or-

dinary transportation.

Second-hand containers are undesirable, but when used

should be carefully reinforced and all old marks obliterated.

Tariffs require that full name and address of consignee

shall be marked on each and every piece of less-than-carload

freight. To comply carefully with this rule, it is greatly

to the interest of the owner of the freight to avoid mistakes

in identity, bearing in mind that many losses are due to

marks becoming detached or blurred so they can not be read.

Your own name and address should appear on each package

so tliat carriers may confer with you promptly if a package

goes astray or is refused and unclaimed at destination.

Your co-operation in carrying out the.se suggestions not

only helps to conserve the necessities for winning the war,

but goes far in eliminating the complaints of your patrons

as well as the labor and annoyance of claims.

Class Rates to Be Worked Out on Mileage Basis

Plans for bringing about a considerable degree of stand-

ardization and uniformity in freight rates on the basis of

cost of service and mileage are lieing worked out in a pre-

liminary way under the direction of the Division of Traffic,

for gradual application to all parts of the country as far

as class rates are concerned. The general scheme contem-

plates a number of graduated scales of rates on a mileage

basis, ranging up to distances of 500 or 600 miles and re-

lated to each other on a percentage basis in accordance with

the general variation in the cost of performing service in

various parts of the country. A general scale of rates based

on the cost of sen'ice for various distances will be taken to

represent 100 per cent and the scales to be applied in other

regions will be, for example, 80 jier cent or 120 per cent,

or other percentage of the standard scale, the rates being

higher in the West than in the East. Commodity rates will

not be affected. It is proposed to apply the scales thus

worked out to both state and interstate traffic and for this

reason it is proposed to work to some extent in co-operation

with the state railroad commissions, many of which have

already established distance scales for application in their

own states. It is not the intention to confine the application

of a scale to the boundaries of a single state but a given rate

group may include several states. Many of the details will

be worked out after conferences between the district and

regional freight traffic committees and the state commissions.

One of the first applications of the plan has been the

establishment of a new scale of class rates between points

in Oklahoma on both intrastate and interstate traffic which
represents approximately an average of the rates in a num-
ber of southwestern states. The scale adopted is regarded

as more or less temporary but further consideration is being

given to a more comprehensive revision and equalization of

conflicting schedules in the Southwest.

College Boys as Track i^aborers

THE DK.Ai.v OF THE WAR upon the the nation's man power
has resulted in the extensive utilization of high school

and college boys tor manual labor and particularly for

farm work. Last spring when the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy was in the market for track labor it occurred to

Thomas E. Pratt, chief special agent, who is in charge of

that work, that school boys might be used as advantageously

b}- the railroads as by the farmers. Accordingly he visited

the University of Chicago and presented to the young men
there the advantages of spending their vacations in useful

employment for the benefit of the country and, incidentally,

to their own financial and physical advantage.

.\s a result of Mr. Pratt's efforts about 75 University of

Chicago students spent the summer working as track laborers

Students Learn How to Use a Shovel

on the Burlington. The men were given free transporta-

tion in tourist sleeping cars from Chicago to the scene of

work and return, as well as free meals enroute. Under the

terms of the agreement efi'ected witli diem their compen-
sation was fixed at $2.50 per day plus any increase that

might later be authorized by the Railroad Administration.

While at work they were given free lodging in repainted

and refinished bunk cars. Each car contained eight bunks,

one bunk to a man. supplied with mattresses and blankets

and two cars were fitted w'ith shower baths. A kitchen car

in charge of an experienced chef provided board to the men
at the rate of $5.25 per week.

The majority of the students arrived at Alliance, Xeb.,

on June 20, and commenced work under a track foreman
of the road at Antioch, Neb., tlie following morning. Most
of the men continued at the work for a period of 60 days
and a few even longer. The route of the work train was
from .\lliance, Neb., northwest through Wyoming to Bil-

lings, Mont., and from Billings southwest through the" Big

Horn valley to Casper, Wyo.
The emplo\ment of these young men in this manner not

only disclosed their adaptability to track work but the dis-

cipline and association with practical railroad men proved

as beneficial to the boys as the strenuous physical training

they underwent. In the course of their work they passed

through a country where the\- had an opportunity to study

life in the mountains, oil fields, mines and western ranches.

"I'nconilitional Surrender"
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Important Changes on the Canadian Pacific

Lord Shaughnessy Retires From Presidency in Favor of

E. W. Beatty, But Remains Chairman

AFTER 20 YEARS MANAGEMENT of the Canadian

Pacific, Lord Shaughnessy has resigned as president

and Edward Wentworth Beatty has been elected to

succeed him. Lord Shaughnessy remains as the chairman

of the board. The change is not merely one of form. Mr.
Beatty becomes actual head of the great Canadian Pacific

system with its 13,388 miles of railroad and its 112 million

dollars of assets, and Mr. Beatty is but 41 years old. With
the election of Mr. Beatty and the retirement of Lord Shaugh-
nessy, Sir George Bury has resigned as vice-president in

charge of operation although it is understood that he has

not entirely severed his connection with the company. Grant
Hall, who has been general manager of the western lines,

has been elected vice-president in charge of operation of the

Canadian Pacific system.

There is to be no such division of executive duties between

the chairman of the board of directors and the president of

the company on the Canadian Pacific, as is sometimes the

case with American railroads. Lord Shaughnessy will re-

main as adviser to the company and as one of the great

financial figures, one of the great national assets of Canada,
but Edward W. Beatty is now the executive head of the

Canadian Pacific.

Mr. Beatty has been vice-president and general counsel of

the Canadian Pacific; all of his life's work has been with

that company. He was called to the bar in 1901 and a

month later was made an assistant in the law department of

the Canadian Pacific.

The fir.st thought that naturally comes to a railroad man
following this announcement is the fact that IMr. Beatty is

not an operating man and is an extraordinarily young man to

assume such vast responsibilities. The loss of Sir George
Bury throws into even greater prominence this lack of operat-

ing experience on the part of the new president. As a matter

of fact, however, Mr. Beatty has a grasp of operating details

that is understandable only when the work he has been doing

in the past few years is generally known. To the executives

of many of the larger railroad systems of the United States.

Mr. Beatty and his work are quite well known liut to the

great majority of American railroad men and Americans inti-

mately interested in railroads, both the man and his work
are quite unfamiliar. To the officers and even to the rank
and file of tlio Canadian Pacific employees Mr. Beatty is

thoroughly well known. While the actual direction of ofjera-

lion has been left entirely in the hands of Sir George Bury
during the time that he was vice-president in charge of opera"

tion, Mr. Beatty has been hardly less closely in touch with

the property and the personnel of the organization than has
Sir George.

Except Lord Shaughnessy himself, no one connected with

the jjroperty has been so closely in touch with the public re-

lations of the company as has Mr. Beatty. It would go with-

out saying that he has the confidence and respect of the board

of directors and more influential stockholders and it would
be the ordinary and conventional thing to say that he also

has the resi)ect and confidence of the organization and of the

Canadian government, but a conventional recitation of these

words would not by any means do justice to the situation

The respect with which the organization regards the new
president is not a conventional thing. It is an undeniable

fact founded on the experience of invariably receiving a

square deal from Mr. Beatty. Frankness, utter lack of

ostentation, modesty combined with first-class fighting ability

are the characteristics which impress both the railroad of-

ficers who come in contact with the new president only oc-

casionally, and likewise with the men who are intimately

associated with him day by day.

Unlike most American railroads—with tlie exception only

of the Union Pacific—the Canadian Pacific is a vast business

enterprise of which the operation of its miles of railroad is

only a part. It is true that Lord Shaughnessy had had ex-

perience as an operating man before he became president,

but it is equally true that Americans, both in the states and
in Canada, and even more so Englishmen, think of him
as the executive head of one of the greatest business enter-

prises in any country, rather than as a railroad man pure

and simple. An operating man no matter how high he may
stand in his own profession would not measure up to the

requirements of the presidency of the Canadian Pacific under
present circumstances. What is needed is rather a combina-
tion of business man, diplomat and statesman. At first

meeting Mr. Beatty would not impress one as a diplomat, at

least of the old school of diplomacy; he is far too frank, but

his frankness is not of the kind that hurts. He is not a

driver of men but rather a leader.

It is quite impossible to comment in any adequate way on

'Lncoiiditioiial Surrender"
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the work of Lord Shaughncssy. The Canadian J'acific is

of course the great monument which has been built up by

his work, but the development of Canada as a whole has

been almost equally indebted to this man who was bom in

Milwaukee, but whose life work has been in Canada. The

honors that have come to him have been many and varied,

but of them all he is probably prouder of the spirit of loyalty

which he has brought into being among the Canadian Pa-

cific's employees and officers, than of any other achieve-

ment.

It is probably true that in his choice of a successor—for we

may feel quite confident that the choice of the Canadian

Pacific board of directors was very greatly influenced by

Lord Shaughnessy's own personal opinion—one of the main

factors was the belief that Mr. Beatty was a man who could

sustain this spirit of loyalty insofar as it affected the com-

pany and attach it to himself as head of the business.

The Canadian railroad situation is less complicated than

our own and in some ways is probably as closely tied up in

the manner of its v^rking out, with our own, as if it were

actually within the ^nited States, yet the management of the

property in the next 'few years may mean the difference be-

tween private and public ownership in Canada. If the

Cnited States government should peiTnanently take over the

railroads now under the LInited States Administration, it

might lead to government ownership and operation of the

Canadian railroads, regardless of the inherent merits of the

Canadian situation. On the other hand the Canadian Pa-

cific is in a stronger position on the financial side, to resist

and escape government ownershij), than are the United

States railroads. Furthermore, the Canadian Pacific's ser-

vice to the public has been such that there is apparently no

strong public sentiment for punishing private owners for

either fancied or real misdeeds of the past.

Within the past year the Canadian government has taken

over the Canadian Northern so that with the Intercolonial

it now operates a railroad sy.stem of 11,224 miles; the Ca-

nadian Pacific competes to some extent with this government

sy.stem. It competes al.so with the Grand Trunk, which is

now under private ownership and management, but which is

in a far weaker condition financially to resist government

ownership than is the Canadian Pacific. Were the Grand
Trunk to be taken over bv the government we would have

the interesting situation of an immensely strong transcon-

tinental privately owned and privately operated railroad com-

peting with two less favorably situated and less economically

managed government-owned transcontinental systems. To
compete successfully, the Canadian Pacific would not only

have to be exceedingly well operated, but would have to be

managed throughout its affairs, and especially in its relations

to the public and with the government, in such a way as to

command the admiration and respect of both. It would have

to be utterly above suspicion, almost above reproach or criti-

cism. It is a huge task which has fallen upon the shoulders

of a man of fort)'-one.

A word should be said, in discussing the Canadian Pa-

cific situation, about Sir George Bury who has resigned.

He is one of the best operating men that American railroad-

ing has produced. He brought the Canadian Pacific through

the almost unbearably trying times of 1914-15 and has

operated the property all during the war with a skill that has

rarely if ever been equalled. He is a young man, although

not as young as Mr. Beatty, and a man of quite extraordinar-

ly strong opinions and personality. It is not surprising that,

after the strain he has been through and the responsibilities

which he has taken, he should feel that he did not care to

continue in charge of operating the property under a new
president. It is unquestionably a loss to the Canadian Pa-,

cific, but he leaves as his successor a man—Grant Hall

—

whom he himself picked out and advanced to the position of

general manager of the western lines.

Grant Hall is a man of great physical strength ai*d en-

durance, universally liked by his subordinates and a prac-

tical operating man of wide experience. He was bom at

Montreal, November 27, 1863. and was educated at Bishops

College and School, Lennoxville, Que. He entered the ser-

vice of the Grand Trunk as a machinist apprentice in 1883.

From 1887 to 1893 he was locomotive foreman on the Ca-

nadian Pacific; and from 1893 to 1898 general locomotive

foreman on the Intercolonial at Moncton, N. B. He returned

to the Canadian Pacific in 1898 and was consecutively gen-

eral foreman, master mechanic, assistant superintendent mo-
tive power eastern lines, superintendent motive power and
car department western lines and assistant general manager
of the western lines. He has been general manager of the

western lines since January 1, 1918.

photo from Press Tlliistrating Si-nve

A View of the Great Coal Center—Lens
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Orders Issued by the Regional Directors

A Great Variety of Instructions Have Been Sent Out

During the Past Week

DAYLIGHT Savings Law.—The Eastern regional director,

in Order No. 3000-420, dated October 11, transmits

General Order No. 45 (noted in the Railway Age,

October 11, page 860) and suggests that arrangements be

made (and properly advertised) to start over-night passenger

trains one hour late on schedule the night before, so as to

avoid holding them an hour on the road.

Shipments of Grain to Gulf Ports.—In instructions issued

Octol)er 10, the Central Western regional director states that

U. S. war department transportation orders are required on
all shipments of grain in bulk, or sacked, for account of the

war department, when destined to gulf ports, whether for

export or domestic use.

Budget for 1919.—In Circular 105, October 7, the South-

western regional director sets forth detailed instructions to

govern the preparation of budgets for the calendar year 1919.

The Imdgcts are to be prepared in time to reach the office

of the regional director by December 1, 1918.

Record of Shipments of Distilled Spirits.—In Order 88,

dated October 5, the Southwestern regional director requests

railroads in his jurisdiction to keep a record at freight stations

of the freight bills covering shipments of distilled spirits,

witli the names of the consignors and consignees, to assist

the internal revenue officers in discovering violations of the

law.

No Furloughs for Railroad Men in Army.—In Supple-

ment 7 to Circular 30, dated October 11, and Supple-

ment 9 to Circular 112, dated October 10, the Northwestern

ind Central Western regional directors, respectively, an-

nounce that the war department has ruled that no furloughs

will be granted to men in military service for railway work.

Previous instructions on this matter, abstracted on page

632 of the Railway Age of October 4, are hereby cancelled.

Coal for Heating Stoves.—In Supplement 8 to R. P. C.

Circular 5, and Circular 106, dated October 9, issued by
the Central Western regional purchasing committee and
tlie Southwestern regional director respectively, recommend
that lump coal be used to heat stations and signal buildings.

The manager of the Fuel Conservation Section of the U. S.

Fuel Administration .states that certain roads furnish un-

screened coal for the stoves in these buildings with the result

that fine coal is left in the bin or thrown away by the men
in charge of the fire.

Firr Protection During the Winter.—The regional director

of the Pocahontas region, in Circular No. 11, issued October
<), quotes Bulletin No. 3 of the Insurance and Fire Protec-

tion Section relating to precautions to be taken with reference

lo fire hazards as winter approaches. (Similar circular by
Southwestern regional director noted on page 670 last week.)

Leasing Right-of-way for Mining Purposes.—In Circular

108, dated October 10, the Southwestern regional director

states that a federal manager has no right to ]ierniit drilling

for oil or mining on the right-of-way unless the railroad has
fee simjile title to the ]iroperty and the corporation has ap-

proved of the arrangement. The Division of Law of the

Railroad Administration regards mineral development on
roads as a corporate matter except when it is essential to the

operation of the line. For instance, in the case of oil or
coal for fuel purposes.

Wage Schedules.—In Circular 182, dated October 12, the

Central Western regional director announces that while for

operating convenience individual railroads have in .some

cases been divided between two regions and have been placed

under the jurisdiction of two or more federal managers, this
arrangement does not require the making of separate agree-
ments with the train and enginemen upon these temporarily
separated units.

Contractors' Bonds.—In Order 91, dated October 10, the
Southwestern regional director cjuotes a letter from Walker
D. Hines, assistant director-general, which states that Gen-
eral Order 24 was not intended to modify previous practice
with respect to requiring contractors to give bonds at their

expense for the performance of work. Such bonds should be
required as heretofore. The Eastern regional director has
issued a similar order, 401-5AIII.

Terminal Delivery of Pacific Export Traffic.—In Circular
180, date4 October 12, the Central Western regional director
states that certain shipments for export via the Pacific Coast
ports have been diverted from the terminal lines specified,

thereby causing confusion in clearing the freight at the port
of exit. He asks that instructions be issued at once that such
shipments must not be diverted from the terminal lines speci-
fied in the bill of lading and waybill except upon authority
of that line.

Discontinuing Car Interchange Reports.—In Order 90,
dated October 9, the Southwestern regional director asks that
before any changes are made relative to discontinuing freight

or passenger car interchange reports or records, consolidating
or discontinuing car records, consolidating territory or chang-
ing the location of headquarters of car service officers or other
similar changes affecting matters in which the Car Service
Section is interested, the proposed arrangements be submitted
to the office of the regional director so that they may be for-

warded to the Car Service . Section for its suggestions and
approval.

Centralizing Questions of Sen-ice and Complaints L'ndet
One Head.—In Order 89, dated October 8, the Southwestern
regional director announces that questions of ser\'ice and
complaints in connection therewith, particularly as regards
the movement of live stock, perishables and other freight

requiring special attention, will be handled through the Car
Service Section in order to centralize the work under one
responsible head. The Car Service Section will be kept in-

formed regarding any instructions which may be issued to

the roads in the Southwestern region affecting changes in

service, packing instructions, etc.

Public Servi<'e Commission Laws.—The Eastern regional

director, in Order 3000-419, dated October 7, advises that

the Railroad Administration has received a complaint from
the Public Service Commission of a state in the Eastern
region that stops of a passenger train at a certain regular

station have been discontinued by a railroad under federal

control without first obtaining the consent of the commission,
although the law of the state requires that such consent must
be secured before regular stops of passenger trains mav be

discontinued. It should be understood by all concerned that

carriers under federal control are subject to all laws and
liabilities as common carriers, whether arising under state

or federal laws, or at common law, except in so far as may
be inconsistent with the provisions of the federal control act

or with any orders issued by the director-general, to whom
the powers conferred upon the President by the act have been
delegated. If there should be any instances where it is

thought that strict compliance with a federal or state law or

an order issued by any duly authorized individual, commis-
sion or public b(Kl\- pursuant thereto will result in undue
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loss of efficiency or will place unreasonable burdens upon the

railroads under federal control, an effort should be made to

obtain a satisfactor\' settlement of the propositions involved

by dealing directly with the federal or state authorities; fail-

ing whicli the matter should be submitted to this office for a

ruling before any arbitrarj' action is taken.

Movement of Oil.— In Supi)lement ,? to Circular 72, dated

October 9, the Northwestern regional director states that

while the handling of the oil traffic in train lots has been sat-

isfactor}', it is essential that an improvement be made in the

movement of miscellaneous shipments to various destina-

tions, and the return of empties, which cannot be included

in train-lots. Delays to this class of shipments are due to

holding cars in yards an unwarranted length of time before

placing them for unloading, failure to move tank cars

promptlv after unloading and the use of tank cars as peddler

cars in 'the distribution of oil to local stations. Corrective

measures must be taken to avoid unnecessary delays and

oil for railroad use must be given preferred attention.

Public Improvements.—In Circular 41, dated October 8,

and Supplement 1 to Order 26, dated October 10, the North-

western and Southwestern regional directors respectively, out-

line rules to be followed in handling public improvements

contemplated by state, county, district or municipal authori-

ties. When the cost chargeable to the railroad does not

exceed ?S00 the matter can be disposed of by the federal

manager. When the cost is over $500, but less than $5,000,

the federal manager will submit a report to the regional

director with his recommendations and will sign no agree-

ment regarding any improvement without the latter's ap-

proval, ''if the cost is $5,000, or more, the federal manager

will submit a report to the regional director which, when

approved bv the latter, will be forwarded to the director of

the Division of Capital Expenditures for final approval.

Lumber Situation.—In Supplement 5 to R. V. C. Circu-

lar 26, dated October 11, the Central Western regional pur-

chasing committee requests railroads in its jurisdiction to

furnish information concerning the lumber which they have

on hand and on order on a form prepared by the Forest

Products section of the Central Advisory Purchasing Com-

mittee The form inc|uires what percentage of the railroad s

estimated requirements for the balance of 1918 is now on

hand for maintenance of wav and structures, including build-

incTS and maintenance of equipment; what percentage of its

estimated requirements for the year 1919 is now on hand for

the same purposes, and what percentage of its estimated

requirements for the balance of 1918, and for 1919, is

ordered for those purposes.

Physical Examinations for Mechanics.—'Vhe Eastern re-

crionai director in Order 3000-421, dated October 11 quotes

as follows from a communication received from the director.

Division of Operation, under date of October 7, in regard to

physical examinations required in the employment of the

locomotive and car repair organizations

:

Wc continue to receive com|.;aints of unnecessarily rigid physical exam-

inatioi-'! vcnuir-d in Uie employmcni of the locomotive and car repair or-

l-in ^at ous Vour attention is again invited to the following paragraph

fn the letter addressed to Mr. Wharton by the director general under date

"^"Median'ics awlvinc for employment will not be denied sucli employment

for anv cause other than inability to perform the work. This preference

rule will be in effect as long as tliree-year apprentices or promoted helpers

are einoloved at mechanics' rates." ... . ^.

While I do not intend you to under.stand that physical exanuna ions

should be eliminated, it is clear that the requiremcuts shov.ld be decidedly

more liberal than in the past, and the fact that an en.ployee cannot pass

a satisfactory examinatior. to enable him to participate in relief and beneht

association^ should no' bar bim from employment, provided he waives mem-

bership in 'such associ.itions. I understand that men now arc in some cases

accepted for employment upon such waiver, but only for a period of six

months.

Control of E.xporl Freit^ht via North Pacific Ports.—In a

circular issued October il, the Northwestern regional di-

rector announces the appointment of F. W. Robinson, chair-

man; F. D. Burroughs and W. D. Skinner, as members of

the North Pacific Export Committee, with headquarters at

Portland, Ore., to control the movement of exports made
through all Puget Sound ports and through the ports of Port-

land, Ore., and Astoria. On the same date Mr. Robinson

appointed a sub-committee consisting of F. A. Peil, chair-

man; F. J. Calkins and A. Tinling. with headquarters at

Seattle, Wash., which will have immediate charge of the

movement of export freight through Seattle, Tacoma and

other Puget Sound ports.

In Circular 1, dated October 11, the North Pacific Export

Committee outlines the rules which will govern the movement

of export freight.

(1) Until further notice no shipment for exports to foreign countries

through the North Pacific ports will be received for transportation until

the agent at the point of shipment has been furnished with (a) a railroad

shipping permit issued by the committee, (b) a federal expert license issued

by the War Trade Board when shipments include anything the export of

which is subject to government permission.

(2) Railroad shipping permits will be issued only on satisfactory showing
of definite space engagement w^ith a steamship company which has met all

requirements of the railroads in connection with the issue of through bills

of lading.

(3) The railroad shipping receipt and way bill must show (a) the number
of the government CWar Trade Hoard) license when such license is re-

quired (b) the rail'oad shipping permit number, (c) the name of the
railroad which is to make the delivery to the ship.

(4) Shipments exceeding the quantity or weight provided in the railroad
shippiing permit must not be received, and when part lots are forwarded,
full description must be endorsed on the permit and the dale and place

of forwarding.

(5) If a shipment is to be made from more than one point a separate
permit will be required to cover the movement from each point. Likewise
if a shipment from a given point is divided between two or more initial

railroads a separate permit will be required for the shipment via each road.
(6) Railroad shipping permits arc issued with a time limit. Shipments

must not be accepted by the initial carrier after their expiration.
(7) Shipments heretofore authorized by permits issued by F. R. Hanlin,

joint export agent, or J. II. O'.Veill. terminal manager, Seattle, Wash., may
be accepted prior to the date of the expiration shown in such permits.

The U. S. Railroad Administration is e-xpected to place
orders shortly for additional locomotives for 1919 delivery.

It is reported that the .\merican Locomotive Company will

build 500.

The War Department, through the department of military

railways, is placing orders for approximately 40.000 freight

cars for service on military railways in France, some of which
may be loaned to French jrovernnient railways by General
Pershing.

Revision of rules for the settlement of claims for loss and
damage of grain in transit were the subject of a conference

at Detroit, Mich., last week, continuing through several days
and participated in by railroad agents and prominent ship-

pers. The conference was called at the request of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

Indictments have been returned by the federal grand jury

at Chicago at the instance of the Railroad Administration,

against an employee of the Chicago & North Western, who,

having in his possession annual passes over about 25 different

railroads, had rented their use to a number of business men
for extended trips throughout the West. Indictments were

also returned against five men who had used the free trans-

portation.

Severe forest fires ra.tiiiig in Northwestern Minnesota

since Saturday. October 12. liave burned to death hundreds

of people, and only partial reports have yet come to hand.

In the region west of Duluth about 100 miles and southwest

about 75 miles, many villages have been destroyed, and at

Duluth and Superior, the railroads suffered great losses. It

is reported that in the Northern Pacific yards at Duluth,

two hundred passenger cars were destroyed. State militia

and railroad employees rescued thousands of villagers and

farmers.
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The Development of the Brazilian Railways

Brazil Presents an Important Potential Market for

American Railway Supply Manufacturers

THAT Belgium was the largest exporter of railway sup- going on in the republic and the departure from concentra-
plies to Brazil is one of the interesting features in a tion upon coffee and rubber is certain to result ultimately in
report on the railways of Brazil recently prepared by the rapid expansion of the railroad systems into regions

tlie Latin American division of the Bureau of Foreign and iiitlierto untajjped which are rich in raw materials.
Domestic Commerce. Brazil imported from Belgium in 1912 Furthermore, the management of Brazilian railways should
over $8,000,000 worth of railway supplies, 30 per cent more be a matter of timely concern to .American railwav interests
than from the United States, which was second. Brazil because of the long experience of the Brazilian Republic with
secures almost all of its railway equipment from other coun- such problems as federal control and operation, the guaranty
tries. Since the beginning of the war it has imported but a of interest on railway investments, etc.

very small proportion of the amount of railway material pre- iv/r;i„ ^ r^ /• it j <- . . , t^i

viously imported. Whereas in 1912 it imported from five
^'^^^^^ '" Operation. Under Construction, and Plans

leading countries $22,500,000 worth of this material, in 1915 Approved
it imported only $1,200,000 and in 1916 $2,000,000, nearly With an area of over 8,000,000 square kilometers or more
all of these imports in the latter year being from the United than 45 per cent of the total area of South .\nierica, Brazil
States. The report thus emphasizes the importance of the now has less than 27,000 kilometers of railroad mileage in
market for railway supplies that will present itself in Brazil operation. \\'ith an area and population nearly three times
for the American railway supply inanufacturers after the as great as that of Argentina, Brazil has onlv' about three-
""" fourths of the hitter's railroad mileage. Tiie following table
An abstract of tlie report follows; taken from the Rctrospecto Commercial do Journal do Com-
Thc war has vitally affected many aspects of the economic niercio, Rio de Janeiro, presents the actual and projected

develojMnent of South America, but few of these aspects have railroad construction as of Januar)- 1, 1916:
been more directly concerned with the struggle than have ^

Under rians

the Brazilian railroads. The financial depr^ession of 1914 operalion str"t";„ govc?"«''em' Total
and tlie swift decline of Brazilian excliange have materially Owne-! by government:

Kilonielers Kilometers Kilometers Kilometers

decreased the net earnings of the various companies, espe- f^perate,i by ([.ivcrnment 4,8.^6 i.r99 i.ioi 7.-36

cially of those with large foreign obligations to meet. The oJer^Jed "nJlTgo^e.mr.feo.i:
'""'

'''*" '•*-'" "•'"
cutting off of the usual .supply of imported fuel has forced wi,Tg,^';anties 3.623 390 1879 S892
the companies to resort to native wood and coal, the latter jy.!"""" guaranties 2,227 14 "416 21657

being inferior in quality and hard to obtain. At present,
"" '"" '"""'''""'

_«:!!! ^£8 _293 ^^
too, the railroads are hampered by lack of capital and the

^°"'' -*•*** ^••^•' '''O' 33,289

impossibility of importing equipment. Fortunately, how- Factors in Development of Country
ever, there are also redeeming features to the present situa- The present population of Brazil is a mere fringe extend-
tion. The extraordinar)- diversification of industries now ing from one end of the lontr -eacoast to the other, but a
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fringe which is slowly widening as the development of the

country penetrates beyond the mountain barrier farther and

farther toward the interior of the more productive coastal

states. The important part which railroad construction has

already played in the promotion of the settlement and indus-

trial development of the country is strikingly revealed by an

examination of the map of the republic. Especially is this

true around Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, where five of the

seven lines through the coastwise barrier of the Serra do Mar

are located. Within a very limited area surrounding these

two important cities, a section which comprises perhaps a

twentieth of the total area of the country, live nearly a fourth

of the Brazilian people. A very large percentage of the total

railway mileage of the country is confined within this saiii'

small district, while the undeveloped interior of the countr\

,

with its great mineral wealth, its pastoral possibilities, and it>

vast forests of ruliber, medicinal plants, dyewoods, and hard-

woods is accessible from the coast only by means of a ftw

spurs of rail lines and by navigable rivers. The important

northern coastal states of Bahia, Pernambuco, Ceara, and

Para, though served by minor local railways, have no rail

connections with each other or with the south and are de-

pendent upon coastwi.se shipping for interstate trade. In

fact, the ports of the two latter states are in normal times

almost as accessible from New York as they are from Rio

—

a fact which vitally affects the trade organization of the

country.

Classification by Location

Classified according to location the railroads of Brazil

naturally group themselves into the following five divisions:

( 1
) Short, isolated lines, extending inland from various

and to Santa Anna do Livramento, on Uruguayan border,

whence connections are made for Montevideo.

(4) Railroads connecting more important Southern ports

with main line from Sao Paula to Uruguay: (a) From port

of Paranagua Curityba, furnishing outlet for herva matte

from forests of Parana; (6) from Sao Francisco inland,

tapping lumber region; (c) from Porto Alegre inland

On the Madeira-Mamore Railway

through farming district which makes specialty of hog rais-

ing; (d) from Rio Grande do Sul inland.

(S) Interior railroads: (a) Short line around rapids in

the Madeira and Mamore Rivers from Porto Velho to Gua-

jara Mirim; (b) from Bauru, in the State of Sao Paulo,

westward across the sparsely populated State of Matto Grosso

toward the Bolivian border; (c) a line in the State of Rio

Grande do Sul extending from Sao Borja, on the Argentine

The Alto da Serra Station of the Sao Paulo Railway

ports north of Rio de Janeiro: (a) From Bahia to Joazeiro,

on the River Sao Francisco, serving a cacao and tobacco

region; (b) from Sao Felix due we.st about halfway across

State of Bahia; (c) network about Pernambuco serving sugar,

cotton, and cattle region; (d) sliort lines extending inland

from other northern ports.

(2) Railroads radiating from Rio de Janeiro, chief port

of Brazil: (a) Northeast through coffee and sugar country

to port of Victoria; (b) north and northwest across the

Serra de Mar into manganese region of State of Minas
Geraes; (c) southwest to Sao Paulo.

(3) Railroads radiating from Sao Paulo, center of coft'ec

trade: (a) Well-equipped, doul)lc-tracked line southeast

across Serra do Mar to port of Santos; (b) lines tapping

coffee sections throughout State of Sao Paulo; {c) line south

from Sao Paulo to town of Uruguayana, on Argentine border.

border, south along the Uruguay River to Quarahim, on the

Uruguayan border, a recently completed bridge across the

Quarahim River furnishing connection with the Uruguayan

system; {d) a short line in the State of Maranhao joining

towns of Caxias and Cajazeiras. Caxias is on Rio Itapicuru,

which is navigable from this point to the ocean; Cajazeiras

is on Rio Parnahyba, navigable both up and down stream

from tliis point.

Classification by Ownership

Brazilian railroads may be classified according to owner-

ship under the following seven headings. (See mileage

table given in this report.

)

(1) Lines owned and operated by the federal govern-

ment.

(2) Lines owned by the federal government and leased
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to private companies. These lease contracts usually extend

over a period of 60 years, at the conclusion of which the sys-

tem reverts to the government without payment. Provisional

clauses of the contract provide for reversion with certain

payments at end of 30 years or sooner should public interest

so require. Work on uncompleted links and branches is

usually done Ijy the companies on the account of the govern-

ment, and sections so constructed are incorporated in the

system.

(3) Lines conceded by federal government with guaranty

of interest. The.se railroads have privilege zones, usually re-

served for them for 90 years. They also have a 6 per cent

guaranty, gold or paper, on recognized capital, fixed usually

at a certain amount per kilometer. These roads may be ex-

propriated by government under certain conditions.

(4) Lines conceded by the federal government without

guaranty of interest.

(5) Railroads owned and worked by states, which the

latter may under certain conditions build or authorize within

their borders.

(6) Railroads owned by states and leased to private

companies.

(7) Railroads conceded by states.

In many instances a private company operates a portion

of its sjstem under a federal or a state concession and an-

A Scene on the Parana Railway

other part under a lease either from the government or a

private company holding a government concession or lease.

Consideralde confusion arises from the fact that federal

railways are sometimes referred to as "'State'' railways.

Government Expenditures

The federal government has taken a keen interest in rail-

road development for many years. Formerly, concessions

were freely granted, and promoters were given heavy guaran-

ties on their capital, liut as a result of this policy the country

has been forced to tinance these lines until the sections

through which they penetrated should become sufficiently de-

veloped to allow a return upon the capital expenditure.

Some IS years ago the government formulated a plan

whereby, through a system of loans, it began the purchase of

these roads, most of which have been acquired.

(In the report there follows a detailed survey of the

principal railways but lack of space prevents the inclusion

of the survey in the Railway Age, although much informa-
tion of interest is given concerning the location of these rail-

roads, their capitalization, dividends, business, mileage and
equipment.)

Imports of Railroad Equipment

Practically all railroad eijuipment must be imported into

Brazil. The following table shows the material decrease in

the quantities of these imports jjetween 1912, a normal pre-

war year, and two war years. The quantities are given in

metric tons:

Articles and countries of origin

Rails, fishplates and railway acccssprie:

Tons
total. 234,718

Germany 34,940
Argentina 276
liclgium 72,761
United Slates 51.971
France 57,149
Great Britain 17.344
Other countries 277

Locomotives, total 16,791

Germany 5,985
Belsium 1,160
rnited States g.272
France 10
Great Britain 1,359
Other countries 5

.-\xlcs, wheels and accessories for cars, total.

.

14.094

1.494 3.564

1.054 3,519

440 '45

Germany 5,

Belgium 4,

United States 2,

France
fJrcat Britain 1,

Italy
Other countries

1,340
4

525

1,976
2

883

Cars, total 62,859

Germany 3,551
Argentina 67
Belgium 35,879
United Slates 17.285
rrancc
Cireat Britain . .

Other countries

i^ics giving the imported during 1915 and

For a clearer perception of the effects of the war on
Brazilian imports of railway material, the above table is sup-

plemented by the following one, which shows the values in

United States currency of the total imports of these commodi-
ties from the countries supplying the largest quantities:

roiintry of origin 1912 1915 1916

United States $6,106,622 $745,784 $1,793,360
I '.reat Britain 2,516,000 427.150 234.056
Cermany 3.500,863 17,730
Belgium 8.025,991
France 2.265,455 1,154 1.020

A fact which may be surprising to those who have not

studied this trade minutely is that in 1912 Belgium was ap-

l>arentlv safelv ensconced as the leader in the field, with over

SS.OOO.'OOO of exports to Brazil, nearly S2,000,000 ahead of

the United States, which was second. The next nearest com-
petitor was Germany, followed clcsely by France and Great

Britain. With 1915 came the practical extinction of im-

ports from Belgium and the dropping of the values of those

from the United States from $6,000^000 to $700,000. In

1916 the American imports increased by 51.000,000, while

others decreased. As far as the imports of railway materials

are concerned, therefore, the Brazilian market is in a sus-

pended condition. Speculations as to the possibilities for

after-the-war com[)etition are suggested by the 1912 figures.

Imports from United States

\\'hile the above tables were compiled from Brazilian

statistics, covering calendar years, tlie following figures of

Brazilian imports from the United States were taken from
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official United States statistics for the fiscal years ending cent over the rates in effect on Januan- 1. He also presented

June .50. Apparent discrepancies are due to this fact. a request for the yardmasters and assistant yardmasters.

Spikes saying that they did not desire to be classed as officials.

Locomotives ^^'^
Cars and t^"X W. G. Lee was prepared to submit a request for yardmasters,

v<-.,r 'x^ber Value Tons Value pans material
^y^^^ ^.^s told that thev had been classified bv Director Gen-

\l\l
92

*''"2'?R5 ''S;"? *''i28;o82 ^^'^fs^l? $ii5''.oi5 eral McAdoo as officials and their rates of pay would be

1916
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

11 i77',294 4,097 i37',092 5r,296 179.589 handled bv him. Mr. Lee objected because the regional di-
1917 . ..42 1,008,732 1,878 86,420 198,378 356,381 .. , , •,, J, , . j- ^ .^ j
1918 .!!.'.....! II 325,076 418 26,454 176,618 rectors had negotiated with the yardmasters direct instead——

- . , of through the organization.

, , ., , ,• : ^\ A-) The brotherhood officials each presented a series of de-
Since 1912 there has been, with the exception of the 42

^^^^^^^ designed to preserve relationships which had for-
locomotives shipped in 1917, which are said to "I'^ve been

^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^.^^^ ^j^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^ employees
used for the hauling of manganese ore desired by the Lnitc^ ^^^ -^^^^.^^ ^^^^, ^^.^ ^,^^ ,^^^^ ^^^^^^.^ ^^ ^^ j.^^ ^^. ^^
States, a decreasing stream of supplies and repair material,

^^^^^,^j ^^,^^^, -^^^^^^ ^^^ ^1^^^. ,^j^^ ^^,.^^^^ ^^ standardize
falling to a comparatively unimportant quantity in 1918.

upward to ^remove the discrepancies which resulted from

the application of the general order to var)'ing rates of pay

Late News from Washington on the different roads! They made various comparisons

. , between the wages received bv various classes of employees

THE COMMITTEE on standards for cars and locomotives has
^^.^^j^ ^j^^^^ received by other classes. Mr. Stone, for exam-

aroused a controversy with a number of roads by pro-
^j^.^ pointed out instance? where comparativelv inexperienced

posing to abolish all distinctive lettering and colors tor
j^^emen are receiving higher pav than experienced engineers

passenger cars and that all cars be painted standard Pullman
^^^ ^^ ^^^^ several comparisons between the wages of en-

color and lettered uniformly. The Tennsylvania particularly
^^^^^^.^ ^^d the comparativelv unskilled classes of shop em-

objects to having its red cars painted another color.
ployees. He said the engineers do not receive enough pay

Purchasing Committee to Organize Stores Department and their requests were not given the consideration they

K I Roth, purchasing agent of the Chicago. Indiunap- should have been in the previous investigations of wage

olis"& Louisville, is to be appointed manager of a stores schedules^
u^ i f »

section bein- organized by the Central Advisorv Purchas- Mr. Shea, for the firemen, presented a schedule of rates

in<' Committee of the Railroad Administration to exercise .requested, ranging from S4.50 to $6.82 per day in place of

iuri^diction over the storekeepins; departments of the rail- rates granted under General Order No. 27 ranging from

roads some of which are now under the jurisdiction of the ?2.46 to $5.47. He said this does not provide for a gen-

iDurchasin" department but some of which are under the eral standardization, but minimum standards of wages,

urisdiction of the operating department. It is proposed 'Hie brotherhood leaders generally declared that the general

to organize a staff of storekeeping officials, one for each wage order had given only very small increases to many of

region reporting to Mr Roth and to work out uniform plans the employees and that the increases m general were not

for handling this department. sufficient to meet the increased cost of living. Mr. Stone

. , _ , - also charged that no attention is being paid bv railroad

Train Service Employees Ask Further Increases in
^^^^^^-^^ ^jg^i^l, ^^^^, ^^ ,he hours of service I'aw nor to

Wages and Time and One Half for Overtime getting trains over the road expeditiously.

The wage increases granted by Director General Mc.\doo's It was also brought out in the discussion that the broth-

General Order No. 27 are not sufficient to satisfy the organi- erhood leaders two or three months ago filed a request with

zations of train and yard service employees. The Brother- Director General McAdoo asking him to do away with the

hood of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomo- age limit and other restrictions as to physical condition gov-

tive Firemen and Enginemen, the Order of Railway Con- erning the employment of train employees. Mr. Lee said

ductors, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and the that the purpose of tliis was to release the younger men iar

Switchmen's Union of North America, have all filed requests railroad senice in Fiwnce, where 65.000 railroad men are

for additional increases with the Board of Wages and \Vork- now employed and where he said the war department re-

ing Conditions. The requests, which include a proposition quired 120,000 men bv next June,

for time and one-half for overtime, were presented to the
Contract Negotiations

board at a hearing during the first week of this month and

after consideration the boiird will make its recommendations The execution of contracts l)etween the Railroad Admin-

to Director General McAdoo. The request of the yard em- istration and the railroad corporations for the use of their

ployees also includes a proposition for time and one-half i)roperty during federal control is being delayed by the time

for work on Sundays and holidavs. That of the other or- necessary to consider the applications for special compen-

ganizations provides for overtime in passenger service on sation above the standard return which have been made by

a basis of a day of 100 miles or five hours, or a speed basis about 80 of the companies. The amounts claimed as special

of 25 miles per hour, and in freight service a day of eight compensation range from small sums up to as high as

hours, or 100 miles, or a speed basis of 12^; miles an hour. $15,000,000, although in most cases the amounts have not

This proposition fomied an important part of the demands been definitely stated, but in the oral arguments that have

which led to the enactment of the .\damson law, but was been made and the briefs filed on behalf of individual corn-

withdrawn during the negotiations with President Wilson panics the conditions which are taken as the basis of the

and repeated at tlie time the brotherhoods made their pre- claims have been fully outlined. Counsel and executives

sentation before the Railroad Wage Commission. Dirtx-tor of the various railroads are in constant conference with the

General McAdoo, in his General Order No. 27, granted the representatives of the law department of the Railroad .\d-

basic eight-hour dav, but declined to grant the request for ministration in connection with these matters and other de-

time and one-half for overtime. " tails in connection with the contract. While several com-

The presentation before the Board of Wages and Working panies have accepted the standard clauses for the contract as

Conditions was made by A. B. Garretson for the conductors, offered by Director General McAdoo on September 5, and

W. S. Stone for the engineers, Timothy Shea for the firemen, some companies which have not made claims for special

w! G. Lee for the trainmen and S.E. Heberling for the compensation have approved the contracts, none of them

switchmen's union. Mr. Heberling asked for an increase have yet l)een signed by the director general and recently

sufficient to make the rates for foremen and helpers 50 per some changes in the standard contract have been allowed.
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Bridge and Building Men Have Live Convention

Committee Reports and Papers Create Much Interest at the

Meeting Held This Week in Chicago

THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL CONVENTION of the Ameri-
can Railway Bridge and Building Association was held

at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Tliursday of this week, A large part of the papers

and committee reports presented were of particular applica-

tion to the problems now confronting the railway men of the

country in doing their part toward the effective prosecution

of the war.

The officers of the association during the past year were:

President, S. C. Tanner, master carpenter, Baltimore &
Ohio, Baltimore, Md. ; first vicc-jjresident, Lee Jutton, divi-

sion engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago; second

vice-president, F. E. Weise, chief clerk, engineering depart-

ment, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago; third vice-

president, W. F. Strouse, assistant engineer, Baltimore &
Ohio, Baltimore; fourth vice-president, C. R. Knowles, super-

intendent, water .service, Illinois Central, Chicago; secretary

and treasurer, C. A. Lichty, inspector, purchasing depart-

ment, Chicago & North Western, Chicago.

The convention was called to order at 10 o'clock Tuesday
morning with over 100 members ])resent. The opening ex-

ercises were confined to the presentation of reports of officers

and standing committees. The report of the treasurer showed
a surplus for the year of over $100 and a jjalance in the

treasury of $1,044.'

Repairing and Strengthening Old Masonry

It has been deemed advisable to refer, in more or less

detail, to the report submitted by the masonry committee of

the American Railway Engineering Association in 1911, in

which the more common causes of masonry failure are given.

While this deals particularly with concrete construction, it

is applicable in its essential features, to all classes of

masonry. The following causes are mentioned:

(1) Faulty design: (a) Wlu're masonry is placctl on a grillage above the

water line, or wliere tlie water level is lowered after construction, causing
the grillage to rot and allowing the masonry to settle. . (h) Where the
grillage rests on piles and where the designer used too high a stress for

timbers in compression, (c) Where the wing walls of U-alnitmcnts were
built too light, (d) Where the designer used too high a bearing pressure
on the earth, or foundation piles, (e) Settlement of the body of a structure
causing cracks to appear where the wings leave the main portion of the
structure or, in the case of arches, at points b.Tclc of the parapets, (f) Lack
of proper drainage.

(2) Poor material or poor workmanship.
(3) Temperature cracks.

(4) Disintegration of the masonry, (a) On account of the alternate
freezing and thawing of exposed surfaces, (b) On account of exposure to

salt water, alkalies, acids or heat.

(5) Improper filling.

(6) Scour caused by (a) freshets, (b) driftwood. v;agon bridges,
etc., lodging against the masonry, (c) ice gorges or (d) inadequate water-
way.

t7) Sliding material.

Faulty Design.—If settlement resulting from faulty de-

sign, cases (a), (b) and (d), is not uniform in large struc-

tures, they will probably crack unless reinforced to prevent

settlement cracks. Tlie abutment could l)e divided into sec-

tions by vertical planes and prevent unsightly cracks.

In the case of arches (f) under high fills and supported on

ordinary soils it is difficult to jirevent cracking of the abut-

ments and ring unless reinforcement is used, on account of

the pressure on the foundation in the center of the arch being

much greater than at the ends of the wing walls.

Poor Matekial or Workmanship,—Failures from these

causes can be avoided by proper care. Portland cement, as

now placed upon the market, is very reliable and few failures

can be traced to this important ingredient. The use of dirty

sand or a poor grade of stone generally rests with the engi-

neer. Workmanship cannot be controlled as readily where
inefficient or unskilled labor is employed. However, a com-
petent inspector can generally get satisfactorj- results.

Temper,4ture Cracks,—Temperature crack.« will usually
occur in long walls, although some railroads report uncracked
abutments built of plain concrete in lengths of 60 to 100 ft.,

and of reinforced concrete in lengths of ISO ft. Expansion
joints are generally introduced at inter\'als of from 40 tc
SO ft.

Disintegration of the Masonry.—Disintegration, case
(a), can be prevented in arches and to a great extent in abut-
ments and retaining walls Ijy proper waterproofing. Very
little protection to exposed surfaces, however, can be pro-
vided beyond the use of the most durable material available,.

placed in a thoroughly workmanlike manner.
Improper Filling.—A properly designed monolithic

structure will resist failure, due to careless or improper filling

better than a structure built in sections. This is another
instance where proper inspection and supervision can be
exercised to good advantage.

Scour.—In designing structures over streams the size of
openings should be such as to take care of the maximum
amount of water that is likely to come to the opening. Should
the .scour extend below tlie founthitions, the structure is liable
to settle forward or bodily downward. A monolithic struc-
ture will resist failure better than one built in sections, but
cracks are liable to occur in either event. Complete failure
in many instances can be prevented by relieving the pressure
at the back or by placing struts across the opening.

Sliding Material.—A properly designed monolithic
structure will resist failure due to sliding material better than
a structure built in sections.

It is a fact that many masonry failures are not due to any
of the seven causes mentioned, but to overloading the struc-
tures. Very positive proof of this assertion can be found
upon looking into the history of two of the oldest masonry
structures on the Baltimore & Ohio.*
The second bridge, while not quite as old. is of greater

historical value. It is known as the Thomas viaduct, and
crosses the Patapsco river at Relay, Md., about eight miles
west of Baltimore. It is a double-track structure consisting

of a .scries of eight semi-circular arches, each having a span
of 58 ft., at the springing line, the total length being 612 ft.,

with a height of 59 ft.

To the writer the most remarkable feature surrounding
these old bridges, is the fact, that they were designed when
the equipment in use was undoubtedly lighter than the present
day automobile truck. Notwithstanding this fact, thev are
today earning as heavy traffic as any bridges in the countrsv
and i)id fair to continue to meet growing demands for manv
years to come. Tliey stand as monuments to the engineers

in wliose minds they were conceived.

J. P. Canty, division engineer of the Boston & Maine,
advised that the practice on that road in repairing old stone

masonry has been confined almost wholly to raking out the
joints and pinning and pointing them, or in some cases sim-
ply pointing. When the masonr)- was in such condition that

this method will not be effective and economical it was torn

down and rebuilt, although in some cases structures have
been saved by buttressing and reinforcing bulging or other-

wise defective masonrv with iron or concrete or both.

*Thc older of these at Gwynn's Falls near Baltimore was described in the
K.n/tiMV Asi- Ca-cllc of August 1", 1917. page 2'S.
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Discussion

This report brought out considerable discussion, partic-

uhirl) regarding tlie serviceability of old masonr\% the con-

sensus of opinion being that structures are frequently con-

demned when they could be carried over with minor re-

pairs.

L. D. Hadwen (C, M. & St. P.) emphasized the fact

that prevention is better than cure and stated that masonry

does not receive as careful inspection as steel structures.

Steel bridges are strengthened as soon as deficiencies occur

but masonry which is Ijeing overloaded or which is showing

signs of failure is not relieved as promptly. One common
source of trouble with masonry structures is deficient drain-

age in the embankments back of the structures. He urged

special consideration of this problem and the adoption of

such measures as may l)e necessary to insure the prompt

escape of water.

A. Montzheimer (E. J. & E.) described the reinforcement

of a center pier on a double track drawbridge across the

Grand Calumet river at South Chicago. This pier was

supported on piles cut off well Ijelow the water line but

extending several feet above the bed of the river. With this

form of construction there was serious vibration. To pro-

vide a more stable structure a cofferdam of steel sheet piling

was driven around the pier. Additional piers were driven

inside the cofferdam after which it was filled with concrete

deposited under water. This form of construction removed

.the difficulty.

Essential Work
By C. A. Morse

Assistant Director, Division of Operation, United States

Railroad Administration

We have a condition before us that we have to meet; that

is, the scarcity of labor and of material with a heavy busi-

ness on our railroads. Our problem is to determine how are

we going to take care of this business safely under these con-

ditions.

We all know that it is possible to extend the life of pile and

timber trestle bridges indefinitely, by replacing the separate

items that go to make up the structure from year to year, also

in ordinary times it has been considered wise to renew a

structure completely when it has reached a certain stage,

using the salvage for repairs that would otherwise require

the purchase of new material. Now with both lal)or and

material obtainable only in limited quantities, and knowing

that we can carry a structure over with perfect safety only by

making partial renewals it is up to us to do so. Again we

are using, or have been using, large quantities of treated

material, especially creosoted materials, in the past 10 years.

Today it is impossible to get creosote in sufficient quantities

to fill our requirements, while to renew bridges com])letely

with untreated material, means a comparatively short-lived

structure. Therefore in repairing structures to extentl their

life from one to five years, we should use untreated material

as it is much easier to secure this than the treated timber.

A few years ago, railroads could borrow money to take

care of additions and i)ettermenls for 4 per cent and under

those conditions it was not economical to spend over 4 per

cent of the cost of renewal in rejiairs that would extend the

life of the structure one year. As labor and material were

costing much less then than now, this did not permit of very

extensive repairs being made. Today, money for additions

and betterments expenditures is costing from 7 to 10 per cent,

and labor and material, when they can be had at all, are

from SO to 200 per cent higher than they were a few >ears

ago. These conditions are due to the war which we all hope

and believe cannot last over one or two years longer at the

most, and they will then be changed. Therefore, we are

warranted in making large expenditures for repairs at this

time, especially for repairs that will extend the life of the

structure until after the war, when renewals can be made for

proJjably 25 per cent and possibly 50 per cent less than they

can be made for at this time.

It behooves us, therefore, to make a careful inspection and

study of each structure, and if we can repair it, so as to make
it good for say, four years, for 40 or 50 per cent of what it

would cost to renew it in full, we should make the repairs.

If we can make repairs that will extend the life of the

structure one year for say, 7 per cent, two years for 8 per cent

per year, or three j-ears at 9 per cent per year on the cost of

renewal, such repairs should be made. It will be seen that

if this policy is carefully carried out, we will l>e able to get

through 1919, with few if any full renewals of pile and
trestle Ijridges, and in doing so, there will be a very great

saving made in both labor and material, esjiecially in the

latter.

The same careful inspection and study should be made of

our steel structures. In the first place, they should be kept

well painted as nothing gives added life to a steel bridge for

so little money as this. Many structures that are a little

light can be taken care of by strengthening if on important

main lines, and by reducing speed of trains on less important

lines.

We are all ambitious to improve the class of structures on

the territory under our jurisdiction. We must put such work
on the shelf, and bend our efforts toward holding to what we
have, leaving such things to be done when we are not fully

occupied in the one great task of winning the war. We can

afford to stop the wheels of progress temporarily, as, if we
do not win the war, there will be nothing to make progress

for.

We all have cases where we have watenvays that are not

large enough for the area drained. Many of these have

been in this condition for years. We naturally are trying

to remedy them a little at a time, and rebuild some each

year. We should not do any of that class of work during

these times, unless at a p)oint where washouts have occurred

recently, and then only if we find that there have been

previous washouts at these same places within the last two
or three years. We can afford to take a chance where this is

the only washout at that point for 6 to 10 years.

On building work, the question of replacing old depots

is usually up to the nvinagement and as there is little

chance of state or local authorities making demands for

better depots at this time, repairs to present structures are

about all that you have on that class of structures.

While you cannot do much new building work, you should

endeavor to keep the present structures painted, lx)th for

looks and to extend their life. This applies not only to

structures, but to roadway signs. In keeping the latter well

painted you add to the safety of operation. Signs are

erected for a purpose; in order to serve that purpose they

must l)e seen, and a well painted sign is more readily seen,

and attracts attention quicker than an unpainted, weather-

stained sign, that looks as though it was obsolete, and was
there only Ijecause some one had neglected to take it down.
The actual cost of painting roadway signs is small, and
there is nothing on a railroad that makes it look more
alive and up to date than well-painted roadway signs.

There is one thing in connection with buildings where
)'0u have it in your power to make a great saving; that is

in connection with the heating. It is surprising to see how
little attention is paid to keeping depots and mechanical
buildings like shojis and roundhouses tight so as to keep out

the cold, and keep in the heat. Good work can also be done
in keeping steam, water and air pipes and valves tight and
preventing leakage, which means fuel for pumping water
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and air, and making steam; there is no comparatively
small maintenance matter where so much can be saved as
this. Steam pipes should lie lagged, windows and doors
should have weather strips, floors should be kept tight, and
the bottoms of i>uildings where cold can get under the floors
should be boarded or banked up, Ijroken window panes
should be rcjilaced promptly, and every effort should be
made to save fuel. In many cases in the northern climates,
double windows and storm doors should be provided.

In many .sections of the country, and probably on nearly
every railroad, there still remain some wooden platforms at
depots. As these require renewal, they should be replaced
with stone screenings, gravel, cinders or something of that
cla,ss, (on earth filling if required) and eliminate the use of
wood in the.se platforms. This applies to small stations
where it is not planned eventually to put in brick or con-
crete platforms.

I always associate a master carpenter with the old time
freighter, who had on the Ixack of his wagon a "Jockey Bo.\,"
in which could be found anything from baling wire to a
wagon-hammer. If anything happened on the road, he could
always l^nd something in his jockey bo.x with which to re-
pair it. A master carpenter's headquarters shop together
with outlying buildings is usually a big "jockev bo.x" from
which he can dig up something with which to do any ordi-
nary job without waiting for the material ordered 'on his
requisition to show up. If you have not already found it
necessary to do so, I would suggest that you clean out the
box, and get all of this material into u.se; it is no time now to
have material lying around idle, with the idea that it will
come in handy sometime; now is the time when it should be
used.

Among the things that accumulate on a bridge and build-
ing foreman's hands are packing, O. G. washers and chords,
and sway brace bolts, especially where wooden bridges are
constantly being replaced with concrete structures or pipe.
I have noticed that it was hard to separate a foreman from
this class of material but all .surplus material of this kind
and all metal scrap should be shipped in to the storekeeper
now, while they are both so valuable.

I want to say a word to bridge engineers regarding their
second-hand material yards or their jockey boxes.

'

They
should be inspected carefully; material that can be useful
for strengthening liridges should be kept; girders and I-beams
that can be douliled up, should be listed and used as soon
as possible and the balance scrapped.

It has been customary to save a lot of light girders and
pony trusses for po.ssible future public road crossing use. I
believe we are warranted at present prices in scrapping all
such as we will probably be able to buy new spans, designed
purposely for road crossings, by the time we would use tliese,

• and get them for less or at least no more than we can get for
these at this time.

There is always an accumulation of odd sizes of timber
"hich is not standard. Now is the time when bridge engi-
luvrs, architects and ma.ster carpenters should get a list "of
tins material, and, regardless of standard plan buildings and
odd structures so as to use it up. By this means we will get
rid of a lot of dead stock and turn it in at an extremelv
high price.

There is usually an accumulation of window frames and
sa.sh, door frames and doors, window weights, etc., that
should be used. Glass, like ever>'thing else, is high, and by
getting after this matter, we can use i"t at this time, and by
so doing, clean up the odds and ends. Tlie same process
should l)e applied to anything that the store department has
on hand that is not being called for liecause it is not stand-
ard on that particular road for the time being. Material is
too scarce, and costs too much monev in these times to be
finicky about standards.

The Material Situation
Following the presentation of Mr. Morse's paper there

was a discussion of the material situation. Dr. Hermann
Von Schrenk described the conditions existing in the lumber
industry and outlined the increasing scarcitv of bridge and
building timbers owing to the large demands of the army
and the shipping board. He emphasized the importance
of salt boxes on untreated timber piling and other expedients
to increase the service secured from timber. He also reviewed
the situation existing in the timber treating industry and
emphasized the necessity of conser\'ing preservatives for the
most es.sential needs. He also emphasized the necessity of
using native timbers to reduce the demand for transp<^rta-
tion and stated that it is now necessary to use timbers whichm many cases have not been considered desirable before.
He also called attention to the necessity of giving more at-
tention to the protection of timber bridges from fire because
of the increasing age of these structures.

The Steel Situation

Conditions in the steel market were described by T. C.
Powell, member of Priorities committee of the War Indus-
tries Board in a written communication. In this report Mr.
Powell described the work of the Priorities division, stating
that it is divided into two divisions; one super\-isi'ng con-
struction which is immediately connected with the prosecu-
tion of the war, and the other, the construction which is
non-war.

The division in charge of non-war construction not only
controls the amount of steel necessary' for such construction,
but also carries out the plan under wliich no construction
costing above a certain sum can Ik- started without a permit.
This division has also undertaken to secure a report from
the entire country listing all the building now in jirogress,
including private residences as well as manufacturing plants.'

It IS recognized that in certain tvpes of construction steel
IS an essential material, but the Facilities division does not
accept the mere statement that the .style of construction de-
cided upon necessarily requires steel,' but goes further into
the projects to develop whether or not the tvpe of construc-
tion cannot be changed without incurring additional ex-
penses and by sub.stituting other available materials, the
use of which will conserve steel.

The same program is carried out in connection with rail-
road construction, and in many cases the plans of the rail-
roads or of the contractors working for the railroads, have
been modified, substituting concrete for steel, and in some
cases, substituting wood for steel.

In the case of bridge construction, the railroad .submittins;
plans for a new i)ridge. or the replacement of an old one!
IS asked to limit the use of steel to tlie minimum. In the
case of shop buildings, the steel is limited to those parts of
the building for which it is proved that no other type of
construction is possible. Water tanks and fuel oil' tanks
are being constructed of concrete.

Sources of Railway Water Supply

The water supply of any region except the deep under-
ground waters from porous beds which arc supplied from a
source perhaps many miles away, is abundant or deficient
according to the character of the rainfall. Of the water fall-
ing as rain, a part of the precipitation flows into the lakes
and streams and to the sea, a part is held by the vegetation
and soil and is evaporated by the sun directly, or through
plant growth, and a third portion is absorbed by the earth
and penetrates the pores and fissures in the rocks, loose sands
and clays lielow the surface, accumulating in the porous strata
from which it is secured by sinking wells.
The normal annual rainfall throughout the countn- has
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been estimated at 29 in., and the area is divided in this

respect into the following classifications: Deserts, or and

lands 10 in.; semi-arid, or light rains, 10 to 25 in.; moderate,

25 to 50 in., copious, 50 to 75 in., and excessive above 75 in.

According to the latest record, less than 6 per cent of the area

of the United States is in the excessive rainfall class, exceed-

ing 75 in. annually, 16 per cent ranges from 50 to 75 m., 25

per cent from 25 to 50 in., 30 per cent from 16 to 25 in. and

20 per cent less than 10 in. The difficulty in i)rovidmg an

ample supply at all seasons from many of the streams and

other surface supplies lies in the fact that the rainfall is not

equally distributed throughout the year.

Streams and Lakes

Small streams, if sufficient in quantity, present but few

difficulties in e.stablishing a pumping station. On rivers and

the larger streams, where the stage of water varies beyond the

limits of ordinary suction lift the proper location of pumps

with reference to tlie varying stage of water is essential to

satisfactory operation. Streams usually carry considerable

matter in suspension and the problem of protecting the intake

lines from mud, sand, leaves, etc., is quite important. The

matter carried in suspension by the water of streams may be

removed readilv by settling basins or filtration, and the water

is u.sually of a good quality except where the streams are

polluted by sewerage or industrial wastes. Smaller streams

are often affected by organic and vegetable matter,_ especially

after a prolonged dry period followed by light rains. This

condition accounts for a great deal of the trouble experienced

from foaming and pitting, by water that is usually considered

good boiler water.

The smaller lakes and ponds usually offer the most favor-

able conditions for establishing pumping stations, both as to

construction and quality of water. They are affected but

little by storms, and difficulties from the effects of currents

common with the larger lakes are not encountered. While

the quality of the water of tlie large lakes is uniformly good

the effects of currents and storms sometimes cause a great

deal of trouble from turbidity and sewerage pollution, as well

as stoppage of intakes, if they are located near the shore.

Reservoirs

Iini)ounding reservoirs are frequently found necessary for

the storage of"" water when a suitable supply is not available

from other sources. Where the reservoir is dependent either

on a stream or water shed for supply, the storage should be

sufficient to provide for the evaporation and al«orption that

will take place in addition to the normal consumption. The

factors to be considered are, the humidity, area of reservoir,

depth of water, temperature, proximity of forests and other

local conditions. The absorption will depend entirely on the

character of the surface and sulj-strata, and unbroken sub-

strata of clav or hard pan form the best possible bed for a

reservoir as the absorption through a formation of this kind

is less than through any other than an impervious rock. 'I he

rainfall will have to be considered carefully in connection

with the watershed to determine the catchment area required.

The size of spillway will depend on the rainfall and catch-

ment area and should be large enough to take care of the

maximum run off over the entire catchment area.

The successful operation of a railroad using steam as a

motive power' requires that the suppl>- of water be equal to

the demand at all times. The consumption will vary greatly

and the availalile supplv should be sufficient for the maximum

requirements with a safe factor to provide for future in-

creased consumption. Provision should also be made for

water for other than locomotive supply at terminals and other

points where such water is required. Tlie immediate supply

should be sufficient for a demand at least 50 per cent over

the normal requirements to provide for fluctuations m con-

sumption and extraordinar)- movements of trains following

temporary obstruction of traffic or other reasons. In con-

sidering a source of supply, accessibility is secondary to the

quality of the water. An ideal water for locomotives is one

that w'ill not form scale or cause corrosion, pitting or foaming.

The dam is perhaps the most important feature in con-

nection with an impounding reser\-oir and too much attention

can not be given to its construction. The foundation must

be sufficiently firm to prevent settlement. The connection

lietwecn the foundation and the dam mu.st be of the best to

prevent leakage and shifting, or sliding. Earth dams are

most commonly used on account of their cheaper construction,

and when properly built are cjuite as satisfactory as any other

construction.

Wells

A deep well is not always the most satisfactory method

of securing w^ater, as, where the head is far below the sur-

face, the cost of raising the water is excessive, but surface

conditions are often such that the only available water supply

is that secured in this way. Well waters, as a rule, are pure

and clear, although many are very hard. A hard water is

not objectionable for drinking purposes, but is unsatisfactory

for Ijoiler use. The majority of well waters respond readily

to treatment and as a well is usually drilled only when all

other possible water sources have failed, there is no choice

other than to use the water in its natural state or resort to

treatment.

x\n intelligent knowledge of the presence of underground

water can be secured only by a careful examination of the

locality in which the well is desired and of existing wells in

the vicinity. From the existing wells and ]oca\ geology, it is

often possible to determine the exact depth of the water-

bearing strata and the quantit)- as ^vell as the qualit>- of water

it is possible to secure. The ground water level has lowered

decidedly in certain sections of the country. While this de-

cline has not been confined to any particular section, it has

been marked in Indiana. Southern Michigan, the Great

Plains and in Southern California.

C. R. Knowles, superintendent, water se^^•ice, Illinois Cen-

tral, Chicago, chairman.

Wooden Tanks

By C. R. Knowles

Superintendent Water Service, Illinois Central, Chicago

The subject of.,\vooden tanks appears to be a timely one in

view of the present steel situation and the fact that the con-

crete tank has not been developed to such an extent that it can

replace either steel or wood entirely in tank construction.

Within the past few years steel tank construction had largely

supplanted that of wooden tanks on railroads on account of

the low cost of production, improvements in design and the

increasing scarcity of suitable timber. A surprising feature

of the situation lias been the fact that the manufacturers of

wooden tanks do not appear to be alive to the situation and

the opportunity to push their product. In spite of this appar-

ent apathy on the part of tl^e wooden tank manufacturers

there has been a decided increase in wooden tank construc-

tion on railroads which has been further augmented by the

ruling of the Railroad Administration prohibiting the use of

steel plates for the construction of water or oil tanks, except

in high tanks where it is essential.

The subject of timber suitable for wooden tanks will be

dealt with lightly here as the committee report on railway

water tanks in tlie 1915 jiroceedings of tlie association goes

into the question of tank timber extensively and but little can

be added at this time. At the time the 1915 report was

written cypress predominated as a tank material, while at

the present time redwood probably predominates with Douglas

fir a close second, although cypres? is still being used to
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a large extent, but at a greatly increased cost. Heart red

cypress, of course, leads all available timbers in tank con-

struction for long life although the scarcity of this admir-

able timber is growing more apparent year by year. Red-
wood is beyond a doubt second only in permanency to cypress.

Douglas fir and southern heart pine are about of equal value

as tank material with a life of approximately 10 years.

There has been but little change in the design of circular

wooden tanks since their first construction, as it is obvious

that this type of tank will permit of but slight modifications,

although there has been a wide variation in size, the capacity

increasing with the greater demand for water and the neces-

sity for additional storage. The only marked change in

wooden tank construction from the earliest form to the present

type has been that of eliminating the taper of the staves. The
sectional hoop with lugs and bolts lias now replaced the solid

hoop as it was found more satisfactory, especially for the

larger tanks. Consequently tlic necessity for tapering tanks

has been eliminated.

When the fibers of the wood comprising a tank are thor-

oughly saturated witli water, decay is practically impossible;

on the other hand if the wood was perfectly dry there would
be little likeliliood of decay. In water tanks, however, there

is always an intermediate condition of moisture in which the

wood is drv' on the outside and wet on the inside, thus pro-

moting rapid decay unless the timber has been carefully

selected and has a relatively long life.

It is difficult to point out any portion of the tank more
susceptijjle to decay than another, although the tops of the

staves probably decay more quickly than any other part of

the tank. If this is true it is very likely caused by a wider

variation in the degree of saturation owing to the tank being

filled and emptied. One of the arguments put forth in favor

of roofs on tanks is the protection given the tops of staves.

The advantage of a roof in the prevention of decay in the

staves is extremely douljtful, as the only function it can per-

form is to keep them dry, which is obviously im^jossible in a

tank used for the storage of water. Poor inspection of timber

is responsible for much of the decay in wooden tanks. A few

poor staves in a tank will cause trouble even if the remainder

of the staves are perfect.

Creosoted Tanks

The Illinois Central has recently started to use creosoted

timiier in the construction of its wooden water tanks. Nine
of these tanks constructed during the past year proved so

successful that this road is now building more and has prac-

tically made the creosoted tank its standard. Creosoted tanks

were resorted to on account of the high price and great de-

mand for steel for other purposes than tank constrtiction,

and the scarcity and cost of timber that would be suitable

for u.se without treatment.

The creosoted tanks built by the Illinois Central are of

their standard sizes, of 100,000 gal. capacity w-ith a 20-ft.

stave and .30-ft. bottom, and 50,000 gal. capacity having a

16-ft. .stave and a 24-ft. bottom, no change having been made
in the plans formerly used for the construction of untreated

wood tanks. The timl)cr used is loblolly pine, coming under

the general specifications for tank timber except that no
restrictions are made as to heart or sap. Hie timber is air

seasoned and should be permitted to season for three months
in favorable weather. The method of treatment employed
is the Rueping jirocess, using about 5 lbs. of oil per cu. ft. of

timber. The oil u.sed is a coal tar creosote, coming within

American Railway Engineering Association No. 1 specifica-

tions. The tank towers, constructed of 12-in. by 12-in. posts

and 6-in. by 8-in. braces, roof, frost liox, ladder and all tim-

ber entering into the complete structure is creosoted. A. ver\'

important feature in the construction of these tanks is that

all timber more than one inch in thickness is framed before

treatment so that it is rarely necessarj' even to bore a hole in

the treated timber during the field erection of the tank..

When one discusses creosoted tanks for the storage of

water the question is immediately raised as to the effect of the

creo.sote on the water. The Bureau of Industrial Research
of the University of Washington conducted extensive tests of
creosote wood stave pipe to determine its effect upon water
for domestic and irrigation purposes, and the conclusions
were that there was no detrimental effect of the creosote on
the water. These conclusions were borne out fully by the
results on the Illinois Central where the creosoted tank has
proven an unqualified success.

Frost Proofing

A wooden tank is in itself a certain protection against
frost. No frost proofing is required for the tank proper
throughout the greater portion of the country and in few
cnses is anv required even where the most severe cold weather
prevails, providing the consumption of water each 24 hr.

equals the capacity of the tank. This, of course, applies only
to the tank, as the inlet and outlet pipes will have to be
protected against frost where a freezing temperature exists.

The most effective frost box is one constructed with one or
more air spaces. The walls should be of dre~-ri) inl .iv.t^ !'.>cl

luml^er and lined with building paper to make them as nearly
air tight as possible. More frost protection is always re-

<|uired where surface water is used than with water from
wells, as the temperature of well water is usually above 50
deg. F., while the temperature of surface water is often only
slightly above the freezing point.

No set rules may be applied to frost protection, as weather
and other conditions vary so widely througliout the countr>'

that uniform practice is out of the question. The factors

governing are: (1) source of supply and initial temnemt'ire
of water; (2) minimum temperature prevailing and duration
of temperature below freezing, always reniemberin'.: that a

temperature of 20 deg. below zero maintained for two weeks
offers a far more serious problem in frost pnxifini; than 40
deg. below for two days; (3) size of inlet and outlet pipes,

and whether flow of water is continuous or intermittent; (4)
consim:i)tion of water in relation to the storage capacity of

tank. Wherever possible artificial heat should be dispensed
with as stoves are responsible for more than 50 per cent of
the tank losses from fire.

Discussion

In answer to a question concerning the use of creosoted

tanks l)y other roads, Mr. Knowles stated that he under-

stood that they had lieen used to limited extent by the Louis-
ville & Nashville and by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis. As to the effect of the creosote on water he
stated that a .sliglit taste was noticeable at first but that

this soon disappeared. J. P. 0"Xeil (N. Y. C.) asked if

the creosote affected the hands, face or eyes of the work-
men wlien erecting the tanks and Mr. Knowles stated that

he had heard of no difficulty of this kind.

There was also considerable discussion on the durability

of tanks built of untreated material and Mr. Knowles called

attention to the fact that the proper selection of materials

was of the greatest importance. He cited the cases of three"

cypress tanks built in 1904, 1907 and 1911 respectively.

The one first built proved to be in better condition than
tlie others and after being reconstructed following a life of
4 to 10 years, the use of specially selected material gave
better tanks than at the time originally built.

W. A. Alexander (Bangor S: .\roostook) described his

experience with tanks of untreated material and cited in-

stances of long life obtained with them. He emphasized the
superiority of wrought iron hoops as compared with steel and
stated that he frequently reinforced tanks having flat hoops
by putting round hoops between the flat ones. In discussing
the proofing of tanks he mentioned the tendency to decay
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produced Ijy enclosing the tank retaining the moisture form-

ing on the outside. He discouraged the use of large kero-

sene lamps as dangerous and preferred the use of stoves.

J. P. Wood (P. M.) described the installation of steam
coils in frost boxes and steam pipe pits where steam pump-
ing plants were in operation. He also reported having
used asljestos covering over water pipes with satisfactory

results.

Carrying Bridges Over

By C. F. Loweth
Chief Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago

This paper outlined the general considerations to be ob-

served in studying bridges and described the "classification"

of old bridges as conducted on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul. This involves the determination of the load-carry-

ing capacity of the structures in terms of the arbitrary

''Cooper" locomotive loadings, together with the like classifi-

cation of all locomotives owned i)y the road as well as any
others that may be operated or transjiorted over any part of

the lines. With this information available it is possible to

determine very quickly and accurately whether or not a given

bridge can carry a certain engine safely.

Practical considerations of speed restrictions, loading

schedules, and common sources of limitations on the capacity

of bridges were also discussed. An abstract of this paper
will be published in the next issue.

Discussion

Tliis report created much discussion. E. T. Howson
(Railway Age) called attention to the fact that roads are

now justified in making heavier expenditures to carry bridges

over than in previous years because of the abnormal cost

of new work. L. D. Hadwen (C, M. & St. P.) emphasized
the necessity of giving more than the usual consideration to

bridge inspectors' recommendations for the renewal of bridges

as these inspectors are inclined to ])lay safe. J. S. Robin-
son (C. & N. W.) urged the more frequent inspection of

old bridges as a means of carrying them over without danger.

L. Jutton (C. & N. W.) called attention to the fact that

many minor repairs are made Iw local foremen with little

supervision and that the old standards under which these

men are working should be revised Ijecause of present con-
ditions. A. S. Markley (C. & E. I.) urged close attention

to the removal of decayed timl>er in pile Ijridges in order to

eliminate tlie fire hazard, urging that sap rot be cut off

promptly. F. E. Schall (L. V.) emphasized the importance
of closer supervision and instruction of foremen tlian in

previous years in order that they may adopt all reasonable
mea.sures without endangering traffic.

Shipping Company Material Economically

The government has placed orders for 100,000 cars, but
we need at least 150,000 cars for replacements alone this

year. The cars on order will add only 4.3 per cent to our car
equipment w-hile the wear and tear of ordinary service depletes
our supply 4 per cent. To help meet this condition every one
of us must endeavor to contrive the quickest and most eco-
nomical way to handle material, and release cars with greater
despatch and with the least possible labor.

The first thing to be considered is loading properly and
to car capacity. In this the user must keep in close touch
witii the storekeeper. On one road, what is known as a sup-
ply train is run. This train has a regular schedule and all

parties in need of supplies must have their orders in at least

six days before the train leaves the division storehouse. Light
sujiplies are loaded in box cars and heavy supplies in gon-
dolas in order that they can be unloaded by air unloaders.

This supply train gathers up surplus materials and scrap

along the line at the same time and in the same manner as

it unloads it. This method is economical and successful.

Where there is a quantity of light material for various points

on different divisions car loads of this kind of material can

be handled by loading the cars to a transfer point where the

lading is transferred to cars which can be loaded to capacity

for that point direct. In handling our supply trains all

parties interested in receiving materials are advised of the

day of their arrival and as nearly as possible the time so

that they will be on hand to receive and help to unload their

supplies, thereby avoiding delays. In handling bridge mate-

rails which are not too hea\T single-end air unloaders are a

valuable help. These unloaders can be built verj' economi-

cally and cost about $1,000 in addition to an old flat car

properly strengthened.

To insure safety and promptness in handling materials

and the cjuick release of cars there must be harmonious
co-operation on the part of all concerned. Also if the division

car service man would send a statement each month to each

person on his division responsible for the prompt release of

cars, showing the time cars were received for unloading and
the time released and returned and classified in order as to

standing in promptness in releasing cars, an incentive would
l)e created that would result in much good to the car service.

In planning work it may be classified under the following

heads: (1) emergent. (2) urgent. (3) routine. Emer-
gency work includes that which demands immediate atten-

tion and supersedes all other work. Urgent work is that by
which the greatest good to the service can be obtained through

the release of cars. Routine work is that which follows in its

turn as orders are received.

Z. T. Brantner, shop superintendent, Baltimore & Ohio,

Martinsburg, W. Va., chairman.

This paper created considerable discussion, several mem-
bers urging the importance of closer co-operation with the

supply department in the handling of company materials and
in unloading cars promptly. It was the consensus of opinion

that although progress has been made in this direction fur-

ther improvements can be effected.

Labor Saving Equipment

The committee on labor saving equipment, F. E. Weise
(C, M. & St. P. )« chairman, presented a report directing

attention to the necessity for using all devices which con-

serve labor; the committee mentioned several well-known
de^•ices which are deserving of more general use.

Bridge Decks and Guards

The committee was impressed with the practical agree-

ment as to the use of T-rails for inner guards on the various

roads. Generally second hand and scrap rails removed from
running tracks or from stock are used. An old frog point, or

a point casting, is used where facing the traffic and in a few
cases also where trailing the traffic.

Points are of course used at each end of a single track

bridge, the di.stance from bridge ends varying from 30 ft. to

90 ft. The distance l)etween the heads of running rails and
guard rails is found to vary between 8 in. and 10 in. How-
ever, 8-in. and 9-in. spacings predominate. It is not clear in

some cases whether the inner guard rail is spiked to every

tie or every other tie.

The decks of timber bridges have been covered in previous

reports. It is noted, however, that 8-in. t)y 8-in. ties, 10 to

12 ft. long seem to be the most popular for decks of timber
trestles, with 6-in. by 8-in. outer guard timbers generally in

use.

For open floors in steel bridges, the general practice seems
to be as follows: Even- second or third tie is bolted to steel
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stringers or girders, outer guard rails are generally bolted

to every third or fourth tie by means of machine bolts or lag

screws, and inner guard rails are usually spiked to every

second tie, and in a number of cases to every tie. Most of

the information received did not indicate whether tie plates

were used under running rails on ties or bridges. We assume

that railroads using tie plates under rails on ordinarj- bal-

lasted tracks on roadway would likewise use them on bridges.

One road rejjorts the use of tic plates also under the inner

guard rail.

It is suggested that railroads working up new standards of

practice should be governed by the following principles, so

far as steel spans arc concerned : A constant distance should

be maintained from center to center of .stringers, and of

girders up to considerable span length; no change in size of

tie will then be found necessar)-. The width of deck and

the distance "in to in" of outer guard rails may thus be

kept uniform, which will give a good appearance, and also

reduce the number of sizes of sheets of galvanized iron

required to he held in stock where it is the practice to fire-

proof decks with sheet iron.

H. A. Gerst, assistant engino<T, bridge department, Great

Northern, St. Paul, Minn., chairman.

Discussion

This report created considerable discussion particularly

with reference to anchoring rails on bridges, the consensus

of opinion opposing this practice.

Small Versus Large Gangs for Maintenance

Work
The committee on this subject, J. P. Wood (Pere Mar-

quette) chairman, made a report in w'hich it discussed the

merits of both large and small gangs and advocated gangs

of five to seven men as the most economical under ordinary

maintenance conditions.

R. H. Reid (N. Y. C.) favored small gangs for ordinary

repair work but Ijelieved that a good-sized gang was abso-

lutely essential for larger work and that adequate progress

could not be made without it.

C. A. Lichty (C. & N. W.) called attention to the fact

that emergency work required an adequate force to clean

up the work quickly. Attention was also directed to the

increase in overhead expenses for the small gang Ijccause

of the necessity for a cook for the smaller units as well as

the larger ones. Winter time work also introduced a factor

in the difficulty of keeping the men properly employed but

it is the duty of the man in charge to arrange the work so

that there is an adequate amount to be done in the winter.

Other Business

On Tuesday evening George F. Porter, engineer of con-
struction of the St. Lawrence Bridge ("ompany, IMontreal,

gave an illustrated talk on the erection of the Quebec bridge,

accompanied by slides and moving pictures.

R. H. Aishton, regional director, Northwestern region.

United States Railroad Administration, made an address on
Wednesday morning. He paid tribute to the loyal support
of bridge and Ijuilding men in the present time of stress and
commended the idea of a war council which characterized
the convention. He said that the problem confronting all rail-

way men is to do more than they have ever done before while
they have less to do with. He emphasized particularly the
importance of watching the shipment of company materials
in order that no car may be used unnecessarily, for everv
car thus used is depriving our militar)- forces of the supplies
which it would carry.

W. H. Finley, president of tlic (liicago &: North Western,
commended the association at the \Vednesday aftemoori
session for its work in advancing the practical [.liases of

railroading and in bringing together practical and theoretical
knowledge of bridge construction.

On Wednesday evening the annual dinner of the Associa-
tion was held at the Sherman hotel. Moving pictures of
levee and flood protection work on the Mississippi river
were shown, followed Ijv slides of convention groups at
previous meetings. Following adjournment on Thursday
afternoon the members visited the plant of the Universal
Portland Cement Company at Buffington, Ind.

At the closing session on Wednesday the following officers
were selected for next year: President, L. Jutton, Chicago
& North Western, Chicago; fir.st vice-president, Fred Weise,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago; second vice-
president, W. F. Strouse, Baltimore & Ohio. Baltimore;
third vice-president, C. R. Knowles, Illinois Central, Chi-
cago; fourth vice-president, Arthur Ridgway, Denver & Rio
Grande, Denver, Colo.; secretary-treasurer, C. A. Lichty,
Chicago & North Western, Chicago; new members of the ex-
ecutive committee are E. T. Howson, Railway Age, Chicago,
and C. ^^'. \\right, Long Island Railroad, Jamaica, N. Y. '

Cleveland was selected as the location for the next meeting.

The Supply Exhibit
The Bridge and Building Sujjply Mens .Association pre-

sented an exhibit of devices used in the bridge, building
and water service departments in a room adjoining the con-
vention hall, the exhibits consisting principallv of models,
samples and literature covering these products and devices!
The officers who have been in charge of this Association

for the past year arc as follows : President, L. D. Mitchell,
Detroit Graphite Comjjany, Chicago; vice-president, P. c!
Jacoi)s, H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Chicago; treasurer,
Tom Lehon, The Lehon Company, Chicago; secretary, C. E.
Ward, U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Companv, Batavi'a, 111.;

memljers executive committee, \\'. H. Pratt, Heath &: Milligan
Manufacturing Company, Chicago; M. J. Trees, Chicago
Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago; C. F. Massey, C. F. Massey
Company, Chicago; C. L. Cockerell, Philip Carev Company;
E. T. Howson, Railway Age, Chicago; and E. J. Caldwell,
Barrett Company, New York.
The following is a list of companies exhibiting and their

representatives

:

American Hoist & Derrick Co., .St, Paul, Minn. Represented by F. J.Jolinscn 3rd W. O. Washburn. ^

/Vinerican V.-.Ivc & Meter Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Represented by J TMcGarry and Dan .T. Hisgins. > J- '
American Tar Products Co., Chicago. Represented by P. L. Griffiths

F. H. Fields and F. E. Walter.
Rarrett Company, The, New York. Represented by E. J. Caldwell G R

McVay, A, J. Ross, F. W. Freeman and K. C. Barth.
Bird &- Son, Inc., East Walpnie, Mass. Represented by M. I.. Caton and

H. A. Inwood.
Carey Co., Philip, Cincinnati, Ohio. Represented by C. L. Cockerell and

E. L. Schenly.
Chicago Bridge &• Iron Works, Chicago. Represented by M T Trees

H. C. Drown, C. M. Ladd and C. H. Scheman.
Chicago Pneumatic To51 Co., Chicago. Represented by Ed Alpin and

F. F. De Garmo.
Detroit Graphite Co., Detroit, Mich. Represented by T. J. Hogan L D

Mitchell and W. D. Waugh.
S

,
^. u.

Dickinson Co.. Paul, Chicago. Represented by A. J. Filkins.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Joseph, Jersey City. N. J. Represented by H. A.

^ealley. J. E. Simpson and Neal Cameron.
Duff Manufacturing Co.. The, Chicago. Reorcsentcd by C. N. Thulin.

and E. A. Johnson.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago. Represented bv E. C. Golladay, F. M.

Condit, L. H. Mathews, A. A. Taylor and C. U. Skctton.
International Filter Co., Chicago. Represented by M. P. Robinson.
Kelly-Derby Co.. Chicago. Represented bv C. W. Kellv, W. B. Holcomb

G. W. Ilarnbrook and O. K. Fisher.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W., Chicago. Represented by P. C. Jacobs D U

.Icnnings, W. II. Lawrence, C. E. Murphy, W. D. Otter, J H. Trent, E. H.
Willard and J. C. Younglove.
Lehon Co., The, Chicago. Rtpresented by Tom Lehon and D. B. Wright.
Mas.sey Co.. C. F., Chicagc. Represented by C. F. Massey, Paul Kircher,

R. G. Fliel, J. E. Moody and E. C. Alexander.
Mudge S: Company, Chicago. Represented by Burton \V. Mudge and

Herbert Deeming.
Nichols & Bro., Geo. P., Chicaga Represented by Geo. L. Nichols.
Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co., Chic"ago. Represented by .-S. J. Van Page

and J. P. Woolsey.
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O. & C. Company, 'Hie. New York. Represented by B. L. Barber and J^yQ railrouds the Lackawanna and the Lehigh & Hudson
-J- y„^'*'^°"-

, „ ., „ . . IT • „ ri,v,„„ n„nr,c,n.^H —arc 100 DCF cciit subscribed, and are now engaged in a
Railway Age and Railway Maintenance Engineer, Chicago. Keprcsentea " - '^^ f > . .

" "
iby E. T. Howson, I-L H. Simmons, W. S. Lacher and L. B. Sherman. thorough Second canvaSS tO get Second subscriptions.

Railway Review, Chicago. Represented by Willard A. Smith, Harold A. ^ particularly large proportion of office employees are

^"slo'w''consiructi'o" oJ., f. w.,'ch'ickgo. Represented by T. w. Snow Subscribers, this department e.xceeding that of the train serv-

and R. E. Guriey. ice or any Other department.
^^.Standard .\sphalt & Refining Co., Chicago. Represented by R. H. Trum-

.^^^^ ^^,^^.^^^^ ,^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ subscription is running higher

Texas Company, The, Houston, Texas. Represented by J. J. Flinn, W. L. fjian for the Third loan. In this the Grand Rapids & In-
•Gibbs and F. E Sheehan.

,
, , t „«= r nr,»^ht diana leads the Eastern region, with $136 per subscriber

U. S. Graphite Co., Saginaw, Mich. Represented by James G. Draught " ^.tuucttj • J -..l. ciji J
•and H. E. Borland. average; the Lehigh & Hudson is second, with $131 and

Volk'hardt Company, Inc., New York and Chicago, represented by Wm.
jj^g Central Indiana third, with $120.

voikhardt, Chas. Cogswell and Willis s<,uires.
Subscrifjtions bv some of the big roads in this region are

as follows: (the figures are as of October IS.)

Per cent of

Railroad Subscriptions $109,000,000 k„,,, Jl^cXd sub^^filn slbS'ng
Boston & Maine $I.2J1.450 55 70

TNI. u..ui,Ro.^ EMPLOYEES the United states topped
^'^'^^Tr^^.S^'ouis"^."!: ::;::::::;: I["S s* 78

the $100,000,000 mark in the Fourth Liberty Loan Delaware. Lackawanna & Western..
.
2.056,050 93 100

before the end of last week. They are now pushing LehigirviiVev".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.';
!"!!'

-^ •'•
• i'.594;50o 79 98

thei r total of subscriptions still higher and the thousands ^;^w
^?„7,^"c

•„,•-,
! •.:•.::;:::::; ; ; ; ; l:ll1:tm 89 7^

of Liljerty Loan committees are leaving nothing undone to Penn Lines West 6,25o,yoo S9 88

reach the 100 per cent subscribers' goal before the end of Keen Regional Rivalry in West
the campaign.

, x^. , ,^ i -nt aj a The Liberty -Loan campaign in the Northwestern and
On Tuesday of this week Director General McAdoo ad-

^^^^^^^ ^^,^^^>^ ^ has resolved itself into a race
dressed to the regional directors the following telegram.

,^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ railroad operating districts. Both
'T wish you would say to the railroadmen in your region,

^ ^^ ^^^^^ bond subscriptions from even-
officers and employees ahke how earnestly I hope that they

^^ i^,,g, ';„d officer on their pavrolls before the
will subscribe to the limit of their abiity to the Fourth Lib-

^J^^^^-^^ ^^ ^^^ campaign and' both hope to
ertyLoan. Lending their money o Uncle Sam is he hnest

_^^^.^^_^ ^,^.^ ^^^ ^^^^ j^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^^ *^4 ^^^
use they can make of it, not only because it is a safe invest-

^^^^^ subscriptions reported bv Central Western railroads
mcnt for themselves, but it will help their country win the

^^^^^^^^^ to $23,632,800, or 'a little more than a million
war. The fact that the kaiser is already making offers of

.^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Northwestern region, which was
peace should make us more eager to put this Loan over and

^,2,484,000. The Northwestern roads, however, reported
keep our lighting pressure at the maximum until we actually

^j^^^'g^.ig per cent of their officers and emplovees had sub-
get peace. Now is the time for every man in the fighting

^^ ^^ compared with 78 per cent in the Central Western
army in Europe and in the industrial and financial army

^^^^ Northwestern region likewise led in the average
at home to go the limit to make the great victories our

.^inscription per subscriber, which was $103.09 as compared
soldiers have alreadv won absolutely complete and nnal. 1 ., „',

. ', ^, • -r-i ^soiuieis iia\c .ui>.auv ^^ uii u .V
' . J -^ 11 With $93 in thc othcr region. The two regions were prac-

hone that when the returns come in ne.xt Saturday it will . i, j " »i i < inn „-.-„„*iiu|)c uiai. iviiv-.i iiii. ^ u
. tically even as regards the number of 100 per cent

be shown that the railroadmen in your region were one j ^i >.t .., .l . j .1 /^ . iDC siiuwu mat uik. la.i u.
, „ .„ , .,

^ roads, the Northwestern reporting nine and the Central
hundred Der cent. I hope that no railroadman will tail to ,,- . . • , . rj^f , . j • ,.1 • 1imiiun^u jjci I.C111.

jj Western reporting eight. The largest road in this class 111

do his full part.^
, , mn . k the Northwestern" region was the Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

Sevcral railroads have alreadv reached 100 per cent sub- v t ,-, 1 T- u _* 1 ti * c •» q cai
;, ',, ^ , T 1

'
e w : ui apolis & Omaha, which reported that everv one of its 8,861

scribers 1 he Delaware, Lackawanna & Western was able ' , 111 -i j t-i i ^1' • »u o . 1sciiucis. xiic
Y^"">" • , ,, , f u TTi<;o emplovees had subscribed. The largest line in the Central

to announce earlv in the week that every one 01 its 22,lo<i ,,, ^
' j- ^ ^ • <! inn / i »i r^u-iu .ininmiRL Lui^ i.i 11^

, W'estern district in the 100 per cent class was the Chicago,
employees had subscribed. A big sign hanging over the

^^^^ j^^^^^, j, ^^^^..^^ with 26.253 employees and officers
concourse of its Hoboken, N. J. terminal put up last week

^.^^^^ ^^^ bondholders. The Chicago & North Western re-
started with a percentage of 99.3. This soon became 99.4, ., j .,1 i ^ ^ , 1 i- i • »• -.i • -.i,,,,„,, '^W^n J /= 11 1AA 1 • 1' ported the largest total ot subscriptions in either region, with
then 99.6, then 99.9 and finally 100; whereupon m big '

, ^i^ .m mm 1 . » » 1 .1 /- . 1 t\- . „
'

. '
, „ , n'n ,^T 1 1 J 1 $4,516,jS0. Ihe largest total in the Central Western region

letters it was announced that 22,162 employees had sub-
* j 1 xi c *t, t> -c -^i ci mo ^no

., , ,,.., n^n nnn ,: uTT !•» 1 c' J •' was rcportcd by the Southcm Pacific, With $4,028,oOO.
scribed over $2,000,000 for "Unconditional Surrender.

'

t-i c ^i . 1 j . » i i
*•S-)

. Xhg Southwestern region reported total subscriptions

Regional Totals amounting to $16,229,300 by 95 per cent of the employees

At the close of business October 11, railroad employees in the territory for the period ended on midnight October 13.

of the nation had ?ul)S(ril)od $109,638,100 to the Fourth The average subscription reported ])er employee was $103.

Liberty Loan. The details follow: The roads under the jurisdiction of A. Robertson, federal

Number Per- .^mount Amount manager, led in the total amount subscribed, with $5,341,-
subscribers ccntage subscriptions per employee 550, and in the average amount subscribed, with $141. All

Soutluvcsn-rn Rccion .... 152.SSS 93 $15,186,300 100 , r , ,- , , r ,, r> i t i j t • • »t
Nortiuvestiru Region 209.667 80.42 21,626.050 103.15 01 the 15,161 emjilovees of the Kock Island Lines in the

Ar.SrR«f<;n".:.:::;: ^1:1% iHl I'l^^oo -74.34 region have taken bontls, thereby equalling the record of the

Eastern Region — 324,200 62 27.286,300 84 emplovees of the Rock Island in tile Central W estem region.
Central Western Region 72 21.371.450 91 ,

*^
. j .1 c .1 . T •«!» *

Southern Region .. 7.319.250 ... Ihe regional officcrs and the Southwestern 1 arirf Bureau, at

$109,638,100 St. Louis, also report records of 100 per cent.

The 43 railroads under the jurisdiction of A. H. Smith, Corporation Subscriptions

regional director Eastern Territor}', which number a total The railroad corjiorations are also subscribing heavily

of 533,784 employees, have since reported that 389,512 indi- for the Fourth Liberty Loan. The Southern Pacific Cora-

viduals, or 70.34 per cent of all, already have subscribed to pany has taken $5,000,000; the New York Central $2,500,-

the Fourth Lil)erty Loan. The aggregate of all subscrip- 000^ the New Haven $1,000,000, the Rock Island $1,000,-

tions is $32,593,000, or an average of $91.38. 000, etc.

Reports to the Eastern Regional Director up to Wednes- The director general last week addressed the following

day night showed 21 of the 43 roads in the Eastern region coniniunication to the presidents of all the Class I roads:

as having over 90 per cent of all employees subscrilied. "T hope the railroad corporations of the countr}- generally

"Unconditional Surrender"
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may ft-el justified in subscribing as liberally as practicable

to the Fourth Liberty Loan, and may be able to provide the

necessary funds for this purpose otherwise than through the

utilization of any portion of their standard return for the

current year, all of which will be needed, so far as most of

the railroads of the country' are concerned, to provide for

interest, dividends, much needed improvements, betterments

and equipments. I can see no reason why railroad com-

panies should not in anticipation of income to which they

may he entitled from investments or otherwise in the ensuing

year, subscriise now to Liberty Bonds through the banks,

which, I am sure will, if desired, gladly grant them tem-

porary loans in anticipation of their receipts coming in dur-

ing the next year. Let me express my cordial ajjpreciation of

the excellent support which the railroad companies gave to

the First, Second and Third Liberty Bonds issues, and I trust

that they will now do their utmost in ever)- way to insure the

success of our Fourth Liberty Loan."

The subscriptions by the corporations include among others

the following:

Southern Pacific $5,000,000
New York Central (including $500,000 for Western Transit
Company) 2,500,000

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 1.000,000
New York, New Haven & Hartford 1,000,000
Pennsylvania 5,000,000
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 5,000,000
Union Pacific 2,000,000

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, which first subscribed

$1,000,000, has since increased that subscription to $2,500,-

000, of which a considerable proportion is apportioned to

the Standard Steel Works Company.

The Work of the Fuel Supervisor

By F. P. Roesch

Regional Supervisor, Northwestern Region

IT
SKEMS HARD for soiTic pcoplc to understand exactly

what the United States Fuel Administration is. after.

They seem to be laboring under the impression tliat we
are trying to save money when we are saving coal. We are

not thinking about money; we are thinking about coal and
coal only. Last year tlie railroads burned aliout 160.000,000

tons of coal. We are now threatened with a shortage of 75,-

000,000 tons of coal; as a matter of fact the sui)])ly on the

docks at the head of the lakes is 2,000,000 tons short today.

Ju.st get this point—we are now short almost half of the total

fuel consumed last year by the railroads. Just think what
might happen if, on account of this shortage, we closed down
jiractically half of the railroads in the United States. That
is the reason that we are talking about saving coal—that and
nothing else.

In former times if a railroad saw a possibility of saving

$2 worth of coal at an expenditure of $1.90, they figured the

margin of profit was a little bit too close. Now what we want
to impress on everybod}-, from the man at the bottom to tlie

man at the top is that all we want is to save every pound of
coal in ever}- possible manner. We realize that we cannot
make any radical changes in our equipment or in our
methods of operation at the present time. We must do the

best we can with what we have at hand. We would like to

put on lots of refinements, but we are just as short of men as
we are of coal, and just as sliort of material as we are of
men.

Without the aid of fuel we cannot take munitions and sup-
])lies from their jioint of origin and deliver them to the boys
in France and unless we do keep them supplied we stand a
mighty slim chance of winning the war. That is why we
want to imjiress on you the necessity of saving fuel. Eighty-
.seven ]ier cent of all fuel burned on railroads is liumed in
the l(K-omotives. The greater part of that passes through the
liands of the firemen, so naturally we look to the firemen to

effect the greater saving. Some firemen can take the same
engine and same train over the same division on two or three

tons of coal less than the average fireman. Other men bum
from two to three tons more than the average fireman. Now
those are the things we want to correct. The firemen that

are shoveling more than the other fellow, are not shoveling

the coal for fun, the only reason is because they don't know
any better and have not been taught any better. It isn't their

fault; it is our fault. After the fireman is shown how and
doesn't do the business, then we have some excuse for criticiz-

ing him; but at the present time we have absolutely no ex-

cuse for blaming a fireman when he doesn't know any better.

Go into any machine shoj) and you will see an apprentice

instructor standing by the ajiprentice showing him how to

cut a thread on a 3/8 in. bolt, worth probably 10 cents a

thousand. That instruction is carried on for four years in

order to make a skilled mechanic out of the boy. How do
we make firemen ? We go out and catch some likely looking

fellow and lead him to a doctor. If after a careful examina-
tion it is found this boy has two arms, two legs and can see

and hear, he is put on an engine to get him engine broke.

.After he is engine broke he is put on the deck and shown
$40 or $50 worth of coal and told "That is a scoop and here

is the hole. Hop to it." He is told that when the gage
shoots around to 200 he is doing a good job. All we ask him
to do is to keep up steam. We don't care if it takes 100 lb.

or 2,000 lb. of coal, it is steam we are after and that is all.

We hand this Ijov fireman $50 worth of stuff without any
instructions and then blame him because he shovels more
coal than he should. The only reason we have never put on
instructors for the firemen and engineers was Ijecause we
couldn't see or [joint out definitely where the loss came in.

If the machinist apprentice sijoiled a ^-in. bolt it was
there to show for itself, but if the fireman put in two tons

more of coal than necessary there wasn't even any smoke to

show for it, and our records were so inaccurate that we had
absolutely no way of proving whether they were doing riglit

or doing wrong.

Speaking about little things, you can go through your
roundhouse and see steam leaks which would only take a

minute to tighten up. Go through your rip tracks, and you
see leaky air hose, or water going to waste, and >ou let it go.

The sum of all those things amounts to a whole lot. With
steam at 200 lb. pressure, a hole you could stop up with a
match will waste a little over two tons of coal a month. In
making uji trains the train men don't always tighten up the
air leaks. They will say that isn't their job and leave it for

the other fellow to do. Shutting box car doors is neglected

for the same reason. You think an open box car door doesn't

make much difference when it comes to the coal pile. Wind
blowing into a box car through an open door offers resistance

to the movement of that train, so when you find box car
doors open close tliem even though the car inspector did for-

get it.

In going through the various roundhouses, etc., you will

notice steam lines not covered. We are following that close-

1>' for the reason that you can get sucli big returns for a small
investment. Every 2 3/4 sq. ft., of expased steam pipe carry-
ing a pressure of about 80 lb. will lose through radiation one
ton of coal a year. Practically all railroads have most of the
wrapper sheets on the locomotives exposed. The radiation
losses due to exposed wrapper or side slieets are equal to one
ton for every 2.12 sq. ft. If you only have 100 locomotives
on a railroad fired up half the time you have a loss of 700
tons of coal a year. I give you these examples to illustrate

the losses due to little things; things we can all correct. .Ml

we ask you to do is to get the right view point. Lf^ncle Sam
is asking you to save a lump of coal wherever vou can.

Vou see fuel losses everywhere and wonder why the other
fellow doesn't get in the game. Get in the game vourself.

Give us your co-operation to help the bunch over yonder
to win the war.

''Unconditional Surrender"



General Ne^A^s Department

The ten-million-bushel grain elevator recently built by the
Chicago & North Western in Chicago was the subject of a
paper by W. II. Finley, president of that company, before
the Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, on Monday
evening, October 14.

The Railway Fire Protection Association's annual meeting,
which was scheduled to be held at Chicago this week, has
been postponed. This action was taken on account of the
epidemic of Spanish influenza and also because of the
urgency of the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign.

The Wisconsin & Michigan, a 98-mile road located in northern
Michigan, has decided to discontinue operation and is now trying
to locate its freight cars now scattered all over the country; 26
box, nine refrigerator, 12 gondola and 214 flat cars. The Rail-
road .Administration is assisting the company in the search.

The Short Line railroads have come to an understanding
with the Railroad Administration. An informal agreement has
practically been reached, between the representatives of the
Short Lines and Mr. McAdoo, on a form of contract by which
the road would be taken under government control, without
compensation. The proposed contract is, however, to be dis-
cussed by Mr. McAdoo with President Wilson before final

government approval.

New York Central night trains making long-distance pas-
senger runs, and beginning their trips on Saturday evening,
October 26, will be started one hour behind time, with certain
exceptions. For example the Twentieth Century Limited Ex-
press, due to leave New York for Chicago at 2:45 p. m., will
start at 3 :45 p. m. This arrangement is adopted so as to avoid
the necessity of holding the trains an hour at some way station
on account of the setting back of clocks at 2 a. m. on Sunday.
Regional Director .\. H. Smith has recommended this course
of action to all of the roads in Eastern territory. The New
York Central's exceptions to the rule are in such cases, for
example, as that of Train 11, the Southwestern Limited, leaving
New York at 4:50 p m., and Train 23, the Western express,
leaving at 6 p. m., which make a number of stops. These will

leave on time. Train 11 will be held at Rochester (12:30 a. m.)
for the clock to catch up with it, and Train 23 at Utica (1 :20
a. m.).

The Consohdated ticket office of the Railroad Administra-
tion at Milwaukee. Wis., was opened on October 10. The Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago & North Western
and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie have
quarters in this office. The Railroad Administration expects
to open the union ticket office in Chicago, on October 28.
This office will occupy practically the whole ground floor of
the Insurance Exchange building on the corner' of Wells
street and Jackson boulevard. At New York City it was
announced on Monday of this week that all of the new con-
solidated ticket offices had been opened. They are at 64
Broadway, 57 Chambers street (280 Broadway), 31 West 32d
street, near Broadway, and 114 West 42d street, between Broad-
way and Sixth avenue. All four have the same telephone num-
ber, 6700 Bryant. Each office sells all forms of railroad and
coastwise steamship tickets to all points, over all lines, and will
give advice regarding freight shipments.

Western Railway Club Meeting

The Western Railway Club will hold its monthly meeting
at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Monday evening, October
21. Edmund Burke, of Crane & Co.. will present a paper on
The Efficient L'se of Power Plants: Locating and Stopping
Leaks and Waste. A dinner will be served in the Italiaii
room at 6:30 p. m.. and the meeting will be held in the Louis
XVI room at eight o'clock.

No Labor Slackers Here

Although many industries seem to have considerable diffi-

culty in combatting a marked spirit of laxness among their

employees, the American Brake Company, St. Louis, believes

that it has no labor slackers on its payroll. For the purpose
of impressing both officers and employees with the duty to

perform an honest day's work, which each owes to his coun-
try and to the armed forces of the nation, a voluntary pledge

was prepared, which was signed by every man and woman
in the service of the company, high and low. The pledge
reads as follows:

We, the undersigned employees of the American Brake Company, do
licreby solemnly pledge:
To keep cotistajttty in our minds, during the hours of work as well as

during those of rest, that the greatest and most terrible of wars is being
fought by our own sons and brothers, to safeguard the honor and liberty
of all .\meric.ins and of the entire civilized world. We realize the vital
importance of whole-heaited and constant co-operation between us and the
fighting men. without which no victory and consequently no peace can ever
be won; and, therefore.

IVe vow to stand by them at all timgs and until the very end,
and if tliey do not relax tl'eir fighting we will never relax our

work.
We further solemnly declare that we will not indulge in unreasonable,

useless waste of time, money or food, or anything beyond normal and neces-
sary recreation.

WE SHALL LIVE AND WORK AS EARNESTLY AND AS FULL OF PURPOSE

HERE AS OUR BOVS FIGHT AND DIE OVER THERE.

Classification of Small Ties

At a conference between a number of tie producers and
L. S. Carroll and F. A. Bushnell, of the regional purchasing
committee for the Northwestern region, which was held in

Chicago recently, the question of the disposition of ties

which do not comply with present specifications, but which
formerly had been accepted by the individual roads was
considered. For instance, it was stated that the new speci-

fications require the making of ties from timber not less than
9 in. to 9J4 in. in diameter at the small end, whereas formerly
ties were accepted that had been made from timber as small
as 8 and 8;4 in. at the small end. The regional purchasing
agents have advised that the individual buyers of the various
roads have authority to purchase these rejected ties at a
price considerably in advance of that for culls, which is 34
cents, but not within 10 cents of the lowest price authorized
for ties complying with the specifications. It was stated that
the price to be paid is a matter for negotiation between the
individual roads and the tic producers.

Engineer Material Shipped Abroad
The following list of materials shipped from this country

up to August 31 by the corps of engineers for the use of our
armies abroad has been given out by the acting secretary
of war, Benedict Croweli:
Rails and accessories—standard gage track 213,000 tons
Rails and accessories—narrow gage track 6-4,000

"

Structural steel -tS.OOO
"

Corrugated iron /loOO
"

Barbed wire 16.000 "

Lumber, including ties, stringers and piles 57,000
"

Building materials:
Wall board 2,000

"

l-xpanded metal 5 000 "
^^'»''s .•• 10.000
CamouHage materials

:

\yirc netting 2,000,000 sq. yd.

I,""!' 1,200 tons
J.;!'^'-''P -.- 3,000.000 sq. yd.
hish nettmg ..... 1.300,000 " "

steel warehouse sheds (100) covering 2.000.000 sq. ft.
1 oiitoon equipment— Pontoon equipment for three divisions has been

shipped overseas, and the equipment for 36 additional divisions is now
being freighted.

In addition, large quantities of engineering materials have
been bought in England, France and Switzerland, including
8.015 tons of machinery, 5,117 tons of materials for locomo-
tives and cars, and 114,628 tons of materials for track and

"Unconditional Surrender"
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A New Office

Frederick D. Underwood, president of the Erie Railroad, has

been appointed icelireaker of the Port of New York. In making

this appointment the War Department has co-operated with the

United States Fuel Administration and the New York State

Fuel Administration to clear the way for coal should the bay

and river become ice-bound.

Mr. Underwood is a veteran icebreaker. When in charge of

the Soo Line he devoted much of his time in winter to keeping

the Straits of Mackinac open for car ferries. The Federal gov-

ernment, through the shipping control committee, is to see to

the furnishing of vessels suitable for lireaking ice in New York
waters.

Daylight Saving

A bill to continue indefinitely the present arrangement for

daylight saving, instead of turning the clock hands back on

October 27, as the law now provides, has been introduced in

Congress by Senator Calder, of New York, and was favorably

reported by the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on

October 10. Passage of the bill in the Lower House will be

opposed by numerous interests. The Philadelphia Bourse has

entered a protest, declaring that continuance of the present

arrangement throughout the winter months will defeat the pur-

poses for which the plan was adopted. During the late autumn
and winter months when the sun rises later, there is no unused

daylight in the morning. To require the performance of early

morning household tasks and the starting of work in factories

during a period when artificial light will be required and when
the vitality of workers is low, with no commensurate saving in

the afternoon, would be very unwise. This country would be

at variance with Canada, which uses the plan only during the

summer months.

The attorney general of New York has called attention to

the disturbance which the Calder bill would make in the open-

ing and closing of the polls in New York state on election day.

When the daylight saving plan was made effective the laws of

New York were amended to provide for the change up to the

last Sunday in October. On that day it will be incumbent upon

courts and public officers to conform to the provisions of the

state law, and if the federal "daylight extension" bill is passed

it will create a conflict between the state and federal time,

which cannot be remedied until the Legislature meets in Jan-

uary.

National Association of Railway Commissioners

The thirtieth annual convention of the National Association

of Railway and LUilities Commissioners will be held at the In-

terstate Commerce building, Washington, D. C, beginning on
Tuesday, November 12, and continuing probably four or five

days. The association will be welcoined to Washington by
Chairman W. M. Daniels of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and Mr. McAdoo, director general of railroads, has

accepted an invitation to address the convention, subject to

his possible absence by reason of his public duties.

The call for the convention, issued by James B. Walker,

secretary, 49 Lafayette street. New York City, calls special

attention to the importance of this meeting of the association.

It says in part:

"Never before have the members been confronted with

so many pressing problems. The railroad business of the

country is now conducted under government control, freight

and passenger rates have been advanced and the cflfects of

the changes are felt in every State, bringing to each regulat-

ing commission a series of new problems. Government
control has been extended to express, telephone and tele-

graph companies. ,

"The relations of the State Commissions to the National

Government, their ability to promote the success of govern-

mental operation and their undoubted desire to co-operate

to the greatest extent during the war. so as to strengthen

the arm of the nation in its mighty struggle, demand most

serious consideration.

"The State Commissions should begin a study of future

conditions. After the war the continuation of government

control or the return of railroads to private ownership no
doubt will be the subject of controversy. No one will be
more competent to speak upon this question than the regulat-

ing commissions. The subject probably will be considered
at this convention, and therefore it would be well for the
several state commissions to be prepared to give the results

of government operation in their respective states.

"Reports of standing committees will be taken up. as nearly
as the convenience of the convention will permit, in the order
in which they appear in the list of committees
given below. The Executive Committee may, for good
reasons, vary the sequence of reports after the convention
meets. The special war committee, appointed at the last

meeting, will present a report which probably will be the
most important feature of the convention. The chairman of

this committee, Mr. Thelen, of California, having resigned,

the chairmanship is now held by J. B. Eastman, of Massa-
chusetts. This committee has held numerous conferences
with officers of the government at Washington, and has kept
in touch with the National Railroad Administration."

President Niles having resigned. Charles E. Elmquist. of

Minnesota, first vice-president, has become acting president

of the association. Following are the committees from which
reports are expected: i

Special War Committee, J. B. Eastman (Mass.), chairman.
Public Ownership and Operation. Frank Irvine (N. Y.),

chairman.
Safety of Railroad Operation. C. C. McChord CI. C. C),

chairman.

Safety of Operation of Public Utility Companies. F. J. H.
Kracke (N. Y.), chairman.

Railroad service, accommodations and claims. C. S. Cun-
ningham (Mich.), chairman.

Service of Public Utility Companies, W. D. B. Ainey (Pa.),

chairman.
Railroad Rates. D. N. Lewis (Iowa), chairman.
Public Utility Rates, E. F. Morgan (W. Va.), chairman.
Car Service and Demurrage, O. B, P. Jacobson (Minn.),

chairman.
Express and Other Contract Carriers by Rail. R. C. Dunn

(Fla.). chairman.
Statistics and Accounts of Railroad Companies. C. B.

.•\itchison (I. C. C), chairman.
Statistics and Accounts of Public Utility Companies. E. J.

Bean (Miss.), chairman.
Grade Crossings and Trespassing on Railroads. (Chair-

manship facant.)

Valuation Committee, W. A. Shaw (Ill.\ Chairman.
Capitalization and Intercorporate Relations, W. B. Skelton

(Me.), chairman.
State and Federal Legislation. L. B, Finn (Ky.">. chairman.
Publication of Commissions' Decisions, J. R. Barhite

(N. Y.), chairman.

Maintenance Painters' Convention

The fifteenth annual convention of the Maintenance of Way
Master Painters' Association of the United States and Canada,

was held at the Hotel La Salle. Chicago, on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of this week. The first session was called to order

by President H. E. Conrad, master painter of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, on Tuesday morning. 42 members and visitors being

in attendance. A lar,ge part of the program was devoted to a

discussion of matters of particular concern to the maintenance

painter under the prevailing conditions. .X report of the pro-

ceedings including abstracts of those papers of general interest,

will appear in a future issue.

Passenger Traffic Officers

The annual convention of the .Xmerican Association of

Passenger Traffic Officers which was to have been held at

Baltimore on October 23 and 24 has been indefinitely post-

poned because of the prohibition against public assemblages

on account of the influenza epidemic. It had been planned

to hold the opening session of the convention at Washington
for an address by Director General McAdoo and to hold the

following sessions at Baltimore.
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Traffic News
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Commission and Court News I

Grain in Chicago elevators on September 28, 1918,

amounted to 31,794,000 bushels, as compared with 4.171.000

bushels on .September 29, 1917.

A code of uniform baggage rules and regulations has been

promulgated by the Railroad Administration, to be put into

effect December 1. It embodies a single joint tariff for all rail-

roads under government control. The new rules have been

formulated by a special baggage committee. . While they foatain

no radical changes they are expected to be of advantage to the

traveling public by doing away with many variations in rules

that have existed in various parts of the country. The railroads

have been working for years toward standardized baggage rules

and have attained a considerable degree of uniformity, but there

were many local exceptions.

Interstate Commerce Commission .

The commission has postponed the effective date of its

order in the private car case from Octiber 15 to November
IS.

The commission has issued an order authorizing railroads

not under federal control to put info effect the changes in

demurrage rules affecting private cars which were put into

effect by the Railroad Administration on October 15. The
changes are to conform to the commission's decision in the
private car .case.

Court News

Readjustment of Freight Rates on Assaults of Intoxicated Passengers

St. Louis-East St. Louis Traffic ^''^ Missouri Supreme Court holds that the state statute
of 1909. making it unlawful for any person to enter a pas-

The application of General Order 28 as interpreted by the senger train wh^e intoxicated, but excepting therefrom din-
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, and published jng and private cars, is in violation of the Fourteenth Amend-
in Supplement 23 to its freight tariff, 23-H, resulted in sev- ment to the Unit'ed States Constitution, and also of the State
eral inequalities in commodity rates. As a result the chair- Constitution, in that it does not operate equally and alike
man of the St, Louis District freight traffic committee was upon all similarly situated.—Lige v. C. B. & Q.' (Mo.), 204
directed to arrange for a conference with the commercial S. W. 508. Decided July 5. 1918.
interests and a representative of the Terminal Railroad As-
sociation, with the result that a modified tariff was drafted

and the Railroad Administration at Washington was asked Special Railroad Charter Upheld
for authority to make the changes. I his action resulted in f "
the issuance of Freight Rate .Authority 968. on September 14, 1" a decision rendered on September 23. Judge John S. Mc-
by the chairman of the Western freight traffic committee. Donald of the Kent circuit court. Grand Rapids, Mich., held that

This authority ordered the removal of the class rates on car- 'he special charter of the Detroit. Grand Haven & Milwaukee is

load business entirely, and provided a general rate of two unassailable and the reports of the company on the amount of

cents per 100 lb., with a minimum of $12 per car. on all traf- capital stock paid in, upon which its taxes are computed, are

fic not carried in the Terminal tariffs' list of commodities. correct. The special charter which was granted to this company
The commodity rates were also equalized substantially and provides that, the company shall pay an annual tax of one per
the minimum reduced from $15 to $12 a car. The amended cent on the capital stock paid in. This charter was first attacked

rates were published in the reissue of the Terminal tariff, '" 1884 in what is known as the Joy case (55 Michigan 94) in

23-1., L C. C. No. 110, and made effective September 25. which the legality of the organization of the company was up-
held by the court. In 1901 the state changed its method of assess-

ing railroads, passing the so-called ad valorem tax law. The
Coal Production constitutionality of this law was attacked by the railroad compa-

The output of bituminuos coal during the week ended "ies of the state in suits entered in the federal courts. The suits

October 5 is estimated at 12.585.000 net tons, a decrease of ^^'^""^ finally decided in the United States supreme court in 1906

3.6 per cent compared with the week preceding, but an in- ^nd all the railroad companies in the state except the Detroit,

crease of approximately 16 per cent over the corresponding Grand Haven & Milwaukee, were brought under the ad valorem

week of 1917. Production of anthracite durin?^' the week is 'a^^'- The charter of the latter company, which is perpetual, was

estimated at 2,052,000 net tons, the same as during the corre- '^e'd to constitute a binding contract. The state then began suits

spending week of last year. The percentage of full time out- m\\% own courts with the object of annulling the charter. These

put lost on account of car shortage during the week ending suits were decided in 1909, by the state supreme court, in favor

September 28 was reported by bituminous operators as IVi of the company, the court holding that the decisions in the former

per cent. cases had settled the matter. Up to that time the state had

Loading of bi'uminous coal on the railroads in the Eastern never questioned the correctness of the amounts reported by the

region from January 1. 1918, to October 1, shows an increase company as constituting its capital stock paid in. In 1910, how-
of 11.7 per cent over tlie record for the same period in 1917. ever, it began a suit in the Kent circuit court at Grand Rapids,

The shipments by the different roads are reported as below' setting up that the reports annually filed by the company were

Per cent incorrect, that the company was taxable upon the aggregate

„ , „ ^"'- "', P,','- amount of its capital investment, ineaning the total amount in-
Road Tons over 1917 , • , , . , , , ,j

Baltimore & Ohio 115 985 31.0
vested m the road, equipment, etc.. and that it should pay taxes

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 183!271 9.0 to the State on the correct amount for the 55 years since 1855;

Ch"cagi.'FS„\poliV&" Louisville;::::::; "mi 'm a"d for the future on that basis. The lowest amount which the

Cincinnati. Indianapolis & Western 5.094 67.0 State representatives claimed constituted the capital stock paid in

Detroit? Toi.^& h""'';:;;:;;;;:;::;;;:;:; ''s;559 1:° ^^'^s $7,000,000 which woum mean that the company was iiabie

Erie .'.— :::::::::::::::::::::::: 24:537 1:0 for the difference between $70,000 in taxes annualU- and $25,-

KanaXW.chigan;:::::::::::::::::: '"'%%% '2:° i7i-4o. or for the 55-year period approximately $2,475,000, not

New York Central 188.287 2.8 D including interest. In the opinion handed down by Judge Mc-

Pe?e"Ml?quettV"."..'^^'."!: :::::::::: :::::; '":633 ^5;? Oonald on Septembei 23, it is held that the long practical con-

Pittsburgh & Shawmut 43.567 3.0 D struction of the tax basis by the state officers and the company

Toi.',''st.*'L."& w: ::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : .
13:34' '*:° 's con.-iusive. u is expected" that the case win be appealed to the

Wab'ash '.'..'...:.'...:: 52,298 12.6 D state supreme court.—Michigan vs. the Detroit, Grand Haven &
Pitts.. Char. & Y I1.93S 5.0 .,., ,

Wheeling & Lake Erie "0.492 29.0 Milwaukee.
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News
irriitiiitnmiiiMtii;

64 Locomotives Delivered in Week Ending October 5

A total of 64 locomotives were .shipped by the builders

to railroads under federal control during the week ended

October 5. Forty were delivered by the .\merican Loco-

motive Company, 9 by the Lima Locomotive Corporation

and 15 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Of the total,

40 were of the U. S. R. .A. standard types of Mikado and

switching locomotives and the others, locomotives previously

ordered by individual railroads.

The detailed iigures follow:

Road
rs. A. L
C. M. & St.

T. & O. C...
P. M. & Y...
T. & O. C...
Portland Ter.

-! W. & A. . .

.

Penn. W. L.
Virginian . .

.

L. & X
A. & W. P.

Ic. & 6'.

Southern
P. & R
111. Cent
L. E. & W
A. T. & S. Fe

Great N
Canton
P. R. R

i C. C. C. & St. 1.

\\. C. L

Type
USRA Mikado
USRA Mikado
USRA Mikado
USRA Mikado
USR.\ switcli

Switch
USR.\ switch
Santa Fe
Mallet
USRA Mikado
USR.\ switch
USR.*"! switch
Mallet

Mikado

Mallet
Cons.
Mikado
USRA Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Switch
Mikado
USRA Mikado
Mikado

American Locomotive Company Signs Italian Contract

l''olIn\viiii4 the annual meeting of the -\merioan I.ncnmolive

Company, Tuesday, President W. A. Fletcher said that the

company had just closed a contract with the Italian Government
for 150 locomotives. The engines will be used on the Italian

State Railways and will cost in excess of $5,000,000.

The 150 locomotives are of the consolidaiion type. They will

have a total weight in working order of 147,000 lb.. 21 ;4 by 27^
in. cylinders, and will be equipped with superheaters.

"Business is very good," said Mr. Fletcher, "and we are highly

optimistic over the situation. At present we have orders on our

books which are suflficient 1o carry us well into 1919."

Freight Cars

The C.\r\f.gie Steel Comt.vny is inquiring for eiglit self-

clearing hopper cars.

The B.^ldwix Locdmotive Wokks, Philadelphia, Pa., is in-

quiring for 25 gondola cars.

The Inland Steel Comp.\ny, Indiana Harbor, Ind., is inquir-

ing for seven scale car trucks.

The Biddle Purch.\sing Comp.\ny. Chicago, is inquiring for

100 standard-gage, four-wheel trucks.

The M.vrk M.vnuf.acturing Company, Chicago, is inquiring

for six all-steel, .^0-ton, hopper-bottoni gondola cars and two

all-steel, 5tl-toii, two-way side dump cars.

Iron and Steel

The Great Xorthern has ordered 675 tons of steel for deck

and through girder spans from the Milwaukee Bridge Company.

M. M. Auerbach, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer

of the National Railway Devices Company of Chicago, died

at his home in that city on October 9.

H. G. Elfborg, consulting engineer and director of the

Ajax Forge Company, has severed his connection with that

concern. Mr. Elfborg has been connected with that company
for the past 23 years.

A. E. Brown, formerly general agent of the Chicago &
.\lton, at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed manager of the

railroad department of the Truscon Steel Company, with
headquarters at Chicago.

Albert H. Noyes, secretary and treasurer of the .Ayer &
Lord Tie Company, Chicago, has resigned to engage in

active service with the American Red Cross in France and
sailed for overseas duty on September 27.

Robert M. Dixon, president of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting; Company and of the Pintsch Compressing Com-
pany, died at bis borne in East Orange, X. J., October 16,

of heart disease.

John R. Edmonds, traveling representative of the Schroeder
Headlight & Generator Company, Evansville, Ind., has en-

tered the Engineers (Ry. ), L'. S. .\rmy, at Ft. Benjamin, Har-

rison, Ind. Mr. Edmonds is attached to an operating railway

regiment which is being organized to assist in the operation

of the V. S. .Military Railways in France.

M. V. Bailliere, whose resignation as mechanical engineer

of the Xew York Central lines west of Buffalo, with head-

quarters at Cleveland, Ohio, was announced in the Kailnay
.-/gi- of .August 16, has

become associated with

tthe
Roberts & Schaefer

Company, at Chicago,
as contracting engineer
of that company, suc-

ceeding Clyde C. Ross,
who has been promoted
to contracting manager.
In his new position,

Mr. Bailliere will be
engaged in the design-

ing, contracting and
erection of locomotive
coaling plants, "R and
S" gravity sand plants

and cinder handling
plants. He is a gradu-

ate of the mechanical
engineering school at

M V B iliiere
Cornell L'niversity. .-Xf-

ter completing his work
at Cornell he went t<i

the Helena Power Transmission Company, at Butte, Mont.,
where he remained for approximately a year and a half, fol-

lowing which he entered the service of the Xew York Central

as a draftsman in the engineering department at Cleveland.
Ohio. Subsequently he became assistant engineer and me-
chanical engineer, resigning from the latter position to go
to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, as mentioned above.

William Allis, chairman of the board of directors of the

.\Ilis-Chalmers Company, at Milwaukee, Wis., died on
October 10. Mr. Allis succeeded his father as president of

E. T. .-Mlis & Company and continued in that position until

the formation of the .Mlis-Chalmers Company, at which time
he became chairman of the board of directors.

Lauren J. Drake, president of the Standard Oil Coinpany.
of Indiana, died at his home in Chicago on October 10.

Mr. Drake was born at Buflfalo, N. Y., on January 29, 1846.

For years be was a director of the Standard Oil Company of

"L'nconditional Surrender"
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New Jersey, vice president and director of tlie (ialena Signal
Oil Company and active in other Standard oil properties.

Paul G. Cheatham, sales representative of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works and the Standard Steel Works at St.
Louis, Mo., has been transferred to the Chicago office, suc-
ceeding A. S. Goble, whose appointment as southwestern
district representative, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
was announced in the Railway Age of July 5. Mr. Cheatham's
transfer was effective October 1.

William C. Curd, contracting engineer in the railroad
department of Layne & Bowler Company, Memphis, Tenn.,
has resigned to enter the service of the William Graver
Tank Works in its rail-

road department, with
headijuarters at Chi-

cago. Mr. Curd was
born at Somerset, Ky.,

on May 28, 1880. He
was educated at Purdue
University, and after

completing his junior

year in 1902, he entered

the service of tlie Cin-

cinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, now a

part of the Southern,

with which road he was
engaged on construc-

tion work. Later he

was engaged on similar

work on the Louisville

& Nashville and the

Union Pacific. In 1905

he was appointed en- w c r i

gineer maintenance of

way on the Macon,
Dublin & Savannah, al Macon, Ga. The following year he

went with the Missouri Pacific as assistant engineer on
maintenance work, with headquarters at St. Lotiis, Mo., and
sul)se<|uently became drainage engineer in charge of water
-upply, water treatment and flood and river protection. He
remained in the employ of the Missouri Pacific until 1917,

when he resigned to go with the Layne & Bowler Company.
as contracting engineer, at Memphis, Tenn.

Trade Publications

HvDKATED Lime in Concrete.—The Hydratcd Lime Bureau of

the National Lime Manufacturers' Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has issued a four-page leaflet of information on the use of hy-
drated lime in concrete. This includes a statement of its physical

properties, the manner of handling and storing, the quantities to

be used, the method of incorporating, etc.

Tk.nck Work.—The Morden Frog & Crossing Company,
i-hicago, has issued a new general catalogue of 231 pages
assembled on the loose leaf system. This contains full page
ilhistrations of all the various designs of frogs, switches,

crossings, switch stands, compromise joints, etc., manufac-
tured by this company for use on steam roads, electric rail-

ways, elevated and subway lines and narrow gage industrial

railways. The last 10 pages are devoted to tables of data
used by engineers in switch work and to a table of dimensions
for tee-rails of all sections now in use between the weights
of 56 and 136 lb. per yd.

Pipe Corrosion.—A paper entitled The Preservation of Hot
Water Supply Pipe in Theory and Practice, presented by F. N.
Speller and R. G Knowlands at the annual meeting of the

American Society of Healing and Ventilating Engineers and
published in the journal of that society, has been reprinted in a

24-page booklet by the National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

This is a treatise on the subject of pipe corrosion and of the

factors controlling it, and the broad, simple principles applying

to every case of corrosion are briefly discussed, with particular

reference to hot water supply systems. The discussion of the

paper at the meeting is included, and the text is illustrated with

several sketches and photographs.

Railway Financial News
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Alabam.^, Tennessee & Northern.—Incorporaiion and charter
papers were filed in the probate court of Mobile county, Ala.,
on October 12, organizing the Alabama, Tennessee & Northern
Railroad Corporation. The new company, which has a cap-
italization of $2,500,000 in common stock and $1,700,000 in
preferred stock, will take over the property of the -Mabania,
Tennessee & Northern Railway, which has been in the hands
of receivers. The incorporators of the new company are : John
T. Cochrane, Mobile, Ala.; George C. \'an Tuyl, Jr., presi-
dent of the Metropolitan Trust Company, New York; Louis
y. Bright, president of the Lawyers Title & Trust Company,
New York; H. .\. Smith, president of the National Insurance
Company, Hartford, Conn., and K. R. Guthrie, J. A. Caviezel
and E. \. Carstens of Mobile. These were men also selected
directors of the company. John T. Cochrane, who has been
receiver and chief operating officer, was elected president;
Louis V. Bright was elected vice-president; E. A. Carstens,
secretary, and K. R. Guthrie, who has been assistant to the
receiver and treasurer under the receivership, was elected
treasurer and appointed assistant to the president. Practically
all of the other officers under the old organization have been
retained. The new corporation has taken over about 200 miles
of railroad and extensive terminal properties in Mobile owned
by the old company. The company has been in the hands of
receivers since November 22, 1915.

-Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western.—See Kansas. City & Mem-
pliis.

Baltimore & Ohio.—The $22,500,000 three-month notes of this
company which matured October 1 have been extended for
foiir months. See item under Doings of the United States
Railroad Administration in our last week's issue, page 659.

B0.ST0N & Mai.ne.— President Hudson is sending the following
circular to tlie stockholders. "My attention has been called
by several stockholders to a printed circular, dated September
28, 1918, addressed to the stockholders and appearing to be
issued by Edward Brown, president of the Minority Stock-
holders' Protective .Association, and asking stockholders to
send to that association $1 a share on their holdings of stock
to facilitate the financing by the United States Government of
a reorganization of the railroad. The wording of the circular
is such that some stockholders have assumed that it was
issued by authority or with the knowledge and acquiescence
of the officers of the Boston & Maine. Such is not the facu
No officer of this road is in any way responsible for this cir-
cular. On the contrary, ihey do not consider that the proposed
reorganization, which has been handled, not by the Minority-
Stockholders' Protective Association, but by the reorganization
committee appointed by the Boston & Maine and its largest
leased lines, will be facilitated in any way by the contribution
asked for in this circular, nor do they regard any such con-
tribution by the stockholders as at all necessary for the pro-
tection of their interests."

Cincinnati, Finolay & Fort Wayne.—Judge Hollister in the
United States District Court at Cincinnati. O., has ordered the
foreclosure of a mortgage of the New Y'ork Trust Company
of New York against this road and sale of the properly at
Findlay, 0., on or about November 15.

Kansas City & Memphis.—This road was sold for $275,000 at
public sale to the bondholders' protective committee of the
Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western Railroad, who hold first lien

on the property, amounting to $375,000. The Kansas City &
Memphis, which operates 56 miles of line between Rogers,
Ark., and Monte, Nev., has been in the hands of receivers since
July 18, 1914.

Exports of Merchandise from the port of New York during
the month of July, 1918, included steam locomotives valued at
$1,485,375, and steel rails valued at $340,815.—Bi///f/in of the
National City Bank of A'ew York.
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Railway Officers
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Railroad Administration

Federal and General Managers

W. L. Seddon, general manager of the Seaboard Air Line,

has been appointed also general manager of the Macon,
Dublin & Savannah, with office at Norfolk, Va.

W. G. Bierd, federal manager of the Chicago & Alton, the

Peoria & Pekin Union and the Peoria Railway Terminal has

had his jurisdiction extended over the Joliet Union Depot,

effective October 11.

The jurisdiction of J. M. Hannaford, federal manager of

the Northern Pacific and the Camas Prairie, has been extended

over the Big Fork & International l'"alls, and the Minnesota &
International, effective October 10.

R. V. Taylor, federal manager of the Mobile & Ohio, the

Southern Railway in Mississippi, and the Delta Southern,

has been apjiointcd federal manager also of the Meridian ,&

Memphis, with office at Mobile, Ala.

• E." P.- Blomeyer, vice-president and general manager of the

Ann .\rhor, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, has been

appointed general manager in charge of operation, with the

saiTie headquarters, effective October I.

C. E. Johnston, general manager of the Kansas City

Southern, with headciuarters at Kansas City, Mo., has had

his jurisdiction extended over the Missouri & North .Arkansas,

with the same headquarters, effective October 1.

W. J. Harahan, federal manager of the Seaboard Air Line,

the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, and the Durham & Southern,

has been appointed federal manager also of the Georgia,

Florida & .\labama, and the liennettsville & Cheraw, with

office at Norfolk, Va.

C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the Illinois Central, the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, the Gulf & Ship Island, the Misis-

sippi Central, the New Orleans Great Northern, the St.

Charles .Xir Line, and the Helena Terminal (at Helena.

Ark.), has been appointed federal manager also of the

Chicago, Memphis & Gulf, with office at Chicago.

A. Robertson, federal manager of the Missouri Pacific, the

St. Louis-Southwestern, lines north of Texas, the Louisiana

& .Arkansas, the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge, and

the .Arkansas Central, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

has had his jurisdiction extended over the Natchez &
Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana Railroad Transfer,

effective October 3.

Operating

W. W. Varney, trainmaster on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

western lines, with headquarters at Zanesville, Ohio, has been

appointed inspector of transportation, with the same head-

quarters.

J. A. Streyer, superintendent of the Seaboard .Air Line,

and general manager of the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, is

now superintendent of the Seaboard .Air Line and assistant

general manager of the Macon, Dublin & Savannah.

J. C. Grisinger, inspector of transportation on the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, has

been apjiointed superintendent of the Sterling division, with

headquarters at Sterling, Colo., succeeding J. T. McShane,
resigned, effective October 9.

L. B. McDonald, superintendent of the El Paso division

of the Soul hern Pacilio, Texas lines, with headquarters at

El Paso. Tex., has been transferred to the Houston division,

with headquarters at San Antonio. Tex., succeeding R. C.

Watkins, assigned to other duties. E. A. O'Donnell, superin-

tendent of the Houston Terminals, with headquarters at

Houston, Tex., succeeds Mr, McDonald. A. L. Kuykendall,

assistant superintendent at Jacksonville, Tex., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Houston Terminals, succeed-

ing Mr. O'Donnell.

Lewis K. Marr, trainmaster of the New York Terminal of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed assistant su-

perintendent of the Philadelphia Terminal division, with
headquarters at Phila-

delphia, Pa. He was
born on September 2,

1869, at Rising Sun.
Md., and was educated
in the common country
schools. In September,
1887, he entered the

service of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad as a

telegraph operator on
the Central division,

and in April, 1891, left

that service. On March
1.?, 1893, he returned to

the service of the

Pennsylvania as a tele-

graph operator on the

Philadelphia division.

The following year he

L K Marr "''^ appointed lever-

man on the D. E. & K.

division, and in Febru-
ary. 1896, was appointed assistant train director of the Phila-
delphia Terminal division. In January. 1903. he was pro-
moted to train director and subsequently served consecu-
tively as yard master and general yard master on the same
division. On November 27, 1910, he was transferred as gen-
eral yard master to the New York Terminal and since No-
vember, 1911, served as trainmaster on the same division

until his recent appointment as assistant superintendent of
the Philadelphia Terminal division as above noted.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

The title of Joseph W. Coxe, general auditor of the Norfolk
& Western, with office at Roanoke, Va., has been changed
to federal auditor.

E. Marvin Underwood, general solicitor of the Seaboard
.Air Line, has been appointed also general solicitor of the
Macon, Dublin & Savannah, with office at Norfolk, Va.

J. R. Frink, secretary, treasurer and purchasing agent of

the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, with office at Macon, Ga.,

has been appointed acting federal treasurer and purchasing
agent, with office at Macon.

L. O. Heintz, auditor of freight and passenger accounts of
the Missouri & North .Arkansas, has been appointed auditor
and R. E. Dunn, cashier, has been appointed acting federal

treasurer, with headquarters at Harrison, Ark.

S. W. Moore, general solicitor, and L. J. Hensley, general
auditor of the Kansas City Southern, with headquarters at

Kansas City, Mo., have had their jurisdiction extended over
the Missouri & North .Arkansas, with the same headquarters,
effective October 1.

W. J. Turck, assistant auditor of the Boston & .Albany,

with office at Boston, Mass., has been appointed auditor, in

place of W. S. Trowbridge, resigned to accept service else-

where, and L. H. Hilton has been appointed assistant auditor,
in place of Mr. Turck.

J. O. Talbott, acting federal auditor of the Pere Marquette.
the .Ann .Arbor, the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, the Fort
Street Union Depot Railroad, the Lake Michigan Car Ferry
.\ssociation, the Grand Trunk Western Lines, the Detroit &
Mackinac, the Detroit. Bay City & Western, the Port Huron
Southern, and the Port Huron & Detroit, has been appointed
federal auditor of the same roads, with office at Detroit, Mich.

Traffic

M. V. Mahoney, general freight and passenger agent of the
Wrightsville & Tennille, has been appointed freight and
passenger service agent, with office at Dublin, Ga.

"Unconditional Surrender"
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H. A. Jordan has been appointed freight and passenger

service agent of the Louisville & Wadley, the Sylvania

Central, and the Wadley Southern, with office at Wadley, Ga.

E. B. Carson, general baggage agent of the Southern

Pacific at San I'Vancisco, Cal., has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern and
the Deep Creek, with the same headquarters.

J. F. Holden, traffic manager of the Kansas City Southern

and the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with headquarters at

Kansas City, Mo., has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Missouri & North Arkansas, with the same headquarters,

effective October 1.

F. J. Robinson, general passenger agent of the Central of

Georgia, with office at Savannah, Ga., has assumed jurisdic-

tion over the passenger traffic departments of the Louisville

& Wadley, the Sylvania Central, the Wadley Southern, and
the Wrightsville & Tennille.

F. E. Batturs, general passenger agent of the Southern

Pacific, at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed assistant

passenger traffic manager of that road south of Ashland,

Ore., the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Soutliern and the

Deep Creek, with the same headquarters.

C. H. Jasper, assistant agent at the San l'"rancisco (Cal.)

freight station of the Southern Pacific, has been appointed

division freight and passenger agent on the Southern Pacific,

lines south of Ashland. Ore., with headquarters at Fresno,

Cal., succeeding C. L. McFaul, assigned to other duties.

George R. Angell, commercial agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Gulf, with office at Dallas, Texas, has been ap-

pointed division freight agent, with headquarters at Dallas,

and B. D. Shropshire, Jr., commercial agent at Fort Worth,
has been appointed division freight agent, with headquarters

at Fort Worth.

O. A. Constans, freight traffic manager of the Baltimore

& Ohio, western lines, with headquarters at Chicago, has

been appointed assistant freight traffic manager. S. T. Mc-
Laughlin, assistant freight traffic manager, at Cincinnati,

()hio, has been appointed assistant to the traffic manager,
and Edward Hart, Jr., western general freight agent at St.

Louis. Mo., has been appointed assistant general freight

agent.

H. K. Faye, traffic manager of the Western Pacific, with

head<|uarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed

general freight and passenger agent of that road, the Tide-

water Southern and the Deep Creek. Bode K. Smith, general

passenger agent of the Western Pacific, has been appointed

assistant general passenger agent of that road, the Tide-

water Southern and the Deep Creek, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal.

The following officers of the Southern Railroad System
have had their authority extended over the Baltimore &
Ohio (segregated line between Harrisburg and Lexington,

Va.); W. H. Tayloe, assistant traffic manager-passenger,

with licadquarters at Washington, D. C; H. F. Cary, general

passenger agent, with headquarters at Washington: W. H.
Paxton, general freight agent, with office at .\tlanta, Ga., and

J. H. Drake, general freight agent, with office at Richmond.
Va.

The jurisdiction of the following officers of the Phila-

delphia & Reading, the Central of New Jersey, the New York
S: I-ong Branch, the Atlantic City Railroad and the Port

Reading Railroad has been extended over the Staten Island

Rapid Transit Railroad, the Staten Island Railroad, the Bal-

timore & New York, and the Baltimore & Ohio properties

and piers on Manhattan Island: J. F. Auch, freight traffic

manager: W. C. Hope, passenger traffic manager: A. B.

Bierck, general auditor: J. S. Sneyd, federal treasurer: W. L.

Kinter, general solicitor; C. B. WiUiams, purchasing agent;

all with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., except W. C. Hope,

who is at New York.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

R. E. Jones lias been appointed fuel and oil supervisor

of the Duhith I'v: Iron Range and tlic Duluth. Missabe &
Northern.

G. F. McCormack has been appointed assistant division

engineer of the Sacramento division of the Southern Pacific

lines south of Ashland, with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal.

A. A. Miller, engineer maintenance of way on the Mis-

souri Pacific, at Little Rock. .\rk., has been appointed dis-

trict engineer, succeeding J. R. Leighty at Kansas City, Mo.,

and the title of engineer maintenance of way has been
changed to district engineer; J. A. Lahmer, drainage engi-

neer at St. Louis, Mo., succeeds Mr. Miller as district engi-

neer at Little Rock; W. M. Neptune, assistant engineer at

St. Louis, has been appointed principal assistant engineer,

succeeding Mr. Lahmer; Mr. Neptune will have charge of

water service drainage, flood and river protection, with head-
quarters at St. Louis.

E. Hanson, signal supervisor on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, with office at

Galveston, Texas, has been appointed signal engineer of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the St. Louis, San Francisco &
Texas, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the Brownwood North
& South, the Texas Midland, the International & Great
Northern (from Spring to Ft. Worth & Madisonville branch i.

the P'ort Worth Belt Railroad, the Houston Belt & Terminal
Railroad, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, the

Wichita Falls & Northwestern, the Fort Worth & Denver
City, the Wichita Valley, the Houston & Texas Central, the
.\bilene & Southern, the Fort Worth Union Passenger Sta-

tion, and the Union Terminal of Dallas, with headquarters
at Galveson.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

D. R. Carpenter has been appointed claim agent and secre-

tary, of the Tennessee Central, succeeding H. C. Lassing,
claim agent at Nashville, Tenn.

G. R. Martin, vice-president of the Great Northern, at St.

Paul, Minn., has been elected also president of the Lake
Superior Terminal & Transfer Railway Company.

Arthur T. Foss, controller of the Maine Central and the

Portland Terminal Company, has been elected treasurer of
these roads and controller and treasurer of the Rangeley
Lake and the Bridgton & Saco River, with headquarters at

Portland, Me.

C. S. Smith has been elected secretarj' and treasurer of
the .Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg, Shreveport &
Pacific, with head(|uarters at New Orleans, succeeding
Udolpho Wolfe, who is now local treasurer of these roads
under federal control.

J. C. Otteson, vice-president, secretary and assistant treas-

urer of the Wabash, with headquarters at New York has
also been elected treasurer, succeeding F. L. O'Leary, whose
headquarters were at St. Louis. Mo. O. Brewer has been ap-
pointed assistant secretary and H. Rogers Winthrop has been
elected vice-president.

W. G. Brantley has been elected president and general
counsel of the .\tlanta, Birmingham & .\tlantic. with head-
quarters at Washington, D. C. E. T. Lamb, former president,

is now federal manager. J. M. Caldwell has been elected

secretary and treasurer. with headquarters at Atlanta.

Ga., succeeding Floyd K. Mays, now assistant federal man-
ager.

Louis C. Fritch, formerly general manager of the Sea-

board -Xir Line, with office at Norfolk, Va., and more re-

cently a consulting engineer, with office in the Peoples'

Gas building, Chicago, has been elected vice-president and
corporate engineer for both the Chicago. Rock Island &
Pacific, and the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters
at Chicago.

John T. Cochrane, receiver and chief operating officer of

the -Alabama, Tennessee & Northern, with headquarters at

Mobile, .Ala., has been elected president. Louis V. Bright
has been elected vice-president, and E. A. Carstens, secretary,

with headquarters at Mobile. K. R. Guthrie, assistant to the

receiver and treasurer, has been elected treasurer and ap-
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the picsidcm. with otiii: Mobile.pointed as.sislant

Blewett Lee, general solicitor of the Illinois Central at

Xcw (Jrlcans. La., has been appoined general counsel, with

hcailquarters at New York, and L. A. Harkness, assistant

controller at Chicago, has been ai)pointcd controller, with

the same headquarters, succeeding W. D. Beymer, now fed-

eral auditor.

L. F. Loree, chairman of the board of directors of the

Kansas City Southern, with lieifdquarters at .Vew York, has

l)een elected president, succeeding J. A. Edson, now federal

manager. G. C. Hand, vice-president and .secretary has also

been elected treasurer, succeeding H. Visscher, who is now
local treasurer; D. W. Leitch lias lieen appointed transfer

agent and assistant secretary. J. J. Weiss has been appointed

assistant treasurer, succeeding I. C. McGee, wlio is now
assistant treasurer under federal control. A. H. Barnes has

licen appointed auditor, succeeding L. J. Hensley, who is

now general auditor under federal control. J. M. Souby has

liecn appointed solicitor and assistant secretary, and H. H.

Hoar has been appointed assistant treasurer. Messrs. Barnes.

Souby and Hoar will have their headquarters at Kansas City.

Mo. The other ofliccrs mentioned have their headquarters at

New York City.

F. H. Davis, vice-president and treasurer of the Chicago

& .Alton and the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters

at New York, has also been elected vice-president of the

Cliesapeake & Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana and

tlie Hocking Valley. A. Trevvett, assistant secretary, at

Richmond. Va., has been elected secretary of these roads,

succeeding Carl Remington, who has been appointed assist-

ant secretary. H. F. Lohmeyer has also been appointed as-

sistant secretary. A. C. Rearick, general attorney of the

Chesapeake & ()hio and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana,

has been appointed general counsel of these roads and gen-

eral attorney of the Hocking Valley, succeeding H. T. Wick-

ham, formerly vice-president and general counsel of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, and

the Hocking Valley. The above ofificers have their head-

quarters at New York. W. S. Bronson, assistant general

counsel, has also been appointed assistant secretary of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana

and assistant general attorney of tlie Hocking Valley, with

headquarters at Richmond. Va. W. N. Cott, assistant secre-

tary and assistant treasurer of the Hocking X'alley. has been

appointed assistant secretary of that road, witli headquarters

at Columbus, C)hio.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. R. Leighty, whose appointment as corporate chief

engineer of the Missouri Pacific, was announced in the Railway

./jrt' of October 4, was born at Spenccrvillc, Ind., on September

16, 1870. He graduated

from Rose Polytechnic

Institute in 1891 and

then entered the service

of the Wisconsin Cen-

tral, now a part of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, as a

freight bill clerk, .\

few months later he

went with the Chicago

& North Western as

a rodman, and subse-

quently became in-

strument man and assis-

tant engineer. As assis-

tant engineer, Mr.

Leighty had charge of

construction work in the

Wood street (Chicago)

yard and of the track

work in connection with

track elevation on the

Rockwell street branch to 43rd street. Chicago.

Later he became roadmaster at Sparta. Wis., and

at Carroll, Iowa, In 1889, he went to the Union Pacific

and was assigned to duties in connection with track recon-

struction and ballasting work in Wyoming. The following year

he entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio, as an assistant

engineer in division engineer's office at Newark. Ohio. Later

he served in the same capacity at Winchester, Va,, Parkersburg,

W. Va., and Cumberland, Md. In 1907 he was appointed en-

gineer maintenance of way on the Western District of the

Missouri Pacific with office at Kansas City. Mo., which posi-

tion he held until his appointment as chief engineer of the

corporation, as mentioned above.

D. J. Bnimley, valuation engineer of the Illinois Central

at Chicago, has been appf)inted chief corporate encineer.

Railway Officers in Government Service

Frank E. Webster, assistant general freight agent on the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been appointed assistant traffic director. Inland Traffic

Service, Forage Branch, with the same headquarters.

J- Leighty

Obituary
Daniel D. Schenck, president of the Toledo & Indiana, with

head<|uarters at Toledo, Ohio, died on October 12.

J. C. Nelson, engineer maintenance of way of the Seaboard
Air Line, with office at Norfolk, Va., died on October 6 of

pneumonia, at Norfolk, Va.

Lieutenant Hurst V. Campbell, in military service, died at

Baltimore, Md., on October 7. Mr, Campbell was formerly travel-

ing freight agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at De-
troit, Mich.

Randall Clifton, chairman of the southern freight traffic

commiltee, with headquarters at -Atlanta, Ga., and traffic man-
ager of the .Southern Railway, died on < )ctober 12. in that

city.

Hiram W. Belnap, manager of the safety section of the
division of (>perati<ui. L'nited States Railroad .Administration,

and formerly for seven years chief of the Bureau of Safety

of the Interstate Com-
m e r c e Commission,
died at his home in

Washington on Oc-
tober 12. of pneumonia. ,

following an attack of

the Spanish influenza.

Mr. Belnap was 51

years of age and had
been connected with

the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for

IS years. For eight

years he was an in-

spector of safety appli-

ances for the commis-
sion and in 1911 he was
made chief inspector of

safety appliances, his

title having been

changed later to chief

of the Bureau of

Safety, Previous to

his connection with the commission he had 14 years of

experience in various capacities in practical railroad serv-

ice in train operation. He was appointed manager of the

safety section under the Railroad .Administration last Feb-

ruary and for a time continued to exercise his usual

functions with the Interstate Commerce Commission, but

on July 1 he resigned his office with the commission to devote

his entire time to the new work, in which he has been en-

gaged in supervising and organizing the safety departtyients

of the railroads in accordance with a uniform plan designed

to provide centralized supervision, not only to insure proper

practices, but in order that each railroad might promptly

secure the advantage of experience which other roads have had

in the development of safety work.

H. W. Belnap

"i'nconditional Surrender"
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The most outstanding figures in the August statistics of rail-

way earnings and expenses are those showing the increase

in operating expenses and the decline
Railway Earnings of net operating income as compared

and Expenses with those reported for July, 1918. In

in Auo^ust commenting (issue of September 27)

on the July statistics, we remarked that

wiiile the\- sliowed an <ipp<trenl increase of only $79,000,000

in operating expenses over July, 1917, the real increase was

much greater, since not all the advances in wages which

had been authorized had been charged with the July ac-

counts. The statistics for August come much nearer dis-

closing the true situation. 'I'he increase of total earnings

in July (as compared with July, 1917) was $120,000,000;

the increase of operating expenses (as reported) $79,000,-

000; and the increase of net operating income, $40,000,000.

The increase of total earnings in August (over August,

1917) was $1,16,500,000; the increase of operating ex-

penses $112,000,000 (or $0,5,000,000 greater than the in-

crease reported for fuly), and the increase of net operating

income only $26,000,000 (or $14,000,000 less than in July).

To summarize, while the increase of total earnings in August

was $16,500,000 greater than in July, the increase of net

oi)erating income was $14,000,000 less than in July, chiefly

because more of the wage advances were taken account of in

August than in July. While the increase of operating ex-

[)enses reported for August was $112,000,000, everybodv

familiar with the underlying facts knows that further in-

creases of expenses are still to Ije expected. As things are

now going, it is ijut a matter of months until the increases

of expenses will completely absorb the increases of revenues

caused hy the advances in freight and passenger rates. We
see no reason for withdrawing the remark with which we
concluded our comments on the July statistics, viz: "It would

apjiear that one of the main things now needed on the rail-

vva\s i> u treineiuious drive to kee]) down o]ierating ex])enses."

At a meeting of the New Vork Railroad ("lub last week,

Frank .MiMaiiainy, assistant director. Division of Operation.

United States Railroad Administration,
Pay for presented a paper on su])ervision prol)-

Supervision and iem in the mechanical dejiartment.

You Will Get It which is ab.stracted elsewhere in this

issue. Mr. McManamy directed atten-

tion to the great need for increased and improved super-

vision. He said nothing about the salaries that should he

paid the supervising officers, but without doui)t that is the

key to the whole situation. The Railroad Administration

has been very generous with the workmen, l)oth in the car

and locomotive departments, but ap])arently has failed to

recognize the importance of keeping the super\-ising forces

satisfied as well as the workmen. Many ca.ses have been

reported of gross inequalities l)etween the compensation re-

ceived by foremen and other supervising officers of higher

standing and the men that work under them. In many in-

stances these men have i)een kept from returning to the

ranks where they could earn more money, by appeals to their

patriotism, but it is unfair to ask them to sacrifice while

their sulxjrdinates are enjoying the high wages. With the

removal of the incentive for production by the redu'tion

in piecework, it is necessary for these super\-ising sfficers

to double their efforts in getting output. It is no exagger-

ation to state that the output [ler man, in tlie car department
particularly, lias decreased 25 per cent since the incentive

for production Ijy piece work has been removed, and that

under the 58 cent hourly rate the men are .getting from 65
per cent to 70 [jer cent more for the work actually per-
formed than i)efore the new scale of wages went into effect.

Tile work of the supervising forces has also been increased,
as pointed out by Mr. McManamy, due to the dilution of
lai)or. The new employees, many of them inefficient, joia-
ing the mechanical department forces of the railroad must be
educated in the work before their production will be satisfac-
tory. This requires greater efforts from the supervising forces.
It is wathin the power of tlie Railroad Administration to ob-
tain this necessary increase in sujier\'ision. Treat these men
fairly; treat them as the workmen have been treated, and the
greatest co-operation will result. Make the position of a
supervising officer attractive to the thousands of able men in

the ranks and there will lie no trouble in obtaining com-
petent men for this work.

Never in the history of American railroads was the necessity
lor continuing old bridges in .service as imperative as it is at

present. New bridges are to be had only
Investigating through the commandeering of material

Old and labor sorely needed by other es-

Bridges sential undertakings, while the dis-

turbances to train ojieration incident to
reconstructioi-. constitute an ill-timed interference with war
traffic. For this reason tiie investigation of any bridge for

increased train loading should be so accurate that no waste-
ful factor of uncertainty need be introduced in making the
final decision. Such analy.ses, if carefully made, are tedious
and as a rule, require more time than is generally available
wlien a hurried call is made for a ruling on some new loco-

motive. In view of the importance of this matter at the pres-
ent time, when ((uestions as to new loadings come up from day
to da\-. the [presentation on another page of this issue of a
method of investigating old liridges is most opportune.
briefly the process provides that the load-carrying capacit)'

of the bridge and the bridge-.stressing capacity of the loco-

motive or train are each to be expressed in terms of some
common standard of train loading such as the well known
Cooper series. With both the structure and the load thus

"classified," a ruling as to the operation of the load over
tlie structure is a matter of simple com[iarison. The ad-
vantage of this system is that the tedious stress calculations

for the structure are made but oncc>—for the jmqxise of de-
termining its "classification"—whereupon the results of these

calculations are immediately available for the consideration

of any locomotive loading. For the same reason the de-
tailed moment and shear computations for the locomotive,

once made, can i)e applied to all bridges. The computations
lor the bridge may be made at any time when the press of
more urgent matters permits and, as explained in this paper,
the manipulations by which these computations are used in

making comparisons with given locomotive loadings, or
in considering modified stresses, reduced speeds or other
variations, are a matter of simple formulae requiring only a
limited time. Notwithstanding this, the same degree of
accuracy is assured as if a complete indejiendent investiga-
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tion had been made of the special load in question. The

method is fur from new, having Ijeen put to practical use

for over ten years. In view of the present importance of this

matter, its more extended application is a subject worthy

of serious study.

Patriotism as an Aid to Production

To jrucK the average output of a class of worker-; from

stati.stics is a difficult matter. Men who are able to

n-.ake reliable estimates .seem generally to hold the opinion

that the production per man has decreased very markedly

(luring the past three years and has even fallen off to a

noticeable extent since this country entered the war. The

reduction of output has affected railroads as well as manu-

facturing industries and foremen and officers have found it

a hard matter to remedy.

Among the methods suggested for overcoming this labor

slacking" is the placing of returned soldiers in the shops.

Whether this is practicable or not remains to be seen. It is

certain, however, that the idea back of the suggestion is

worth considering. Surely there is no class of workers that

would call a strike at this time, if by so doing they would

impede the flow of the stream of munitions and supplies

moving to our boys in France. The individual worker evades

the responsibility which the class of workers cannot escape.

If the individual could be made to realize that unless he

works every day and produces to his utmost, he is not doing

his part iii helping out the boys in khaki, there would be

less shirkers and fewer habitual absentees.

In this connection, it is interesting to note the results of

a voluntar}' movement among the railroad employees at Cen-

tralia. 111. Some time ago the employees at this point formed

an organization which was named the Illinois Central Em-
ployees Patriotic Association. In purpose it was purely a

[)atriotic organization. The officers were all elected from

the ranks of the employees and the expenses were borne by

individual subscriptions. In August the association held

a rally and flag raising to stimulate interest in the Fourth

Liberty Loan. The Centralia chapter of the Red Cross and

the State Council of Defense were represented and the total

attendance at the meeting was about 3,000. Two of the

features of the program were addresses by the district fuel

supervisor, who spoke to the railroad men and miners present

on the fuel i)roblem, and by a returned Canadian soldier

who made an appeal for increased jiroduction. .\t the con-

clusion of the addresses, the men all pledged themselves to

do ever}ihing in their power to increase the output and to

give their superior officers the fullest co-operation to help

bring the war to a speedy conclusion.

The effect of this meeting has been felt by the men at

Centralia. One of tlie railroad officers at that point stated

recently that since the meeting his department has been turn-

ing out more work than it did before the war with the same
number of men. There has also been a noticeable change

in the sjiirit with which the workmen go about their ta.sks.

While the results of the movement are gratifying, they are

not surprising. Tlie object which is upponnost in the mind
of every .American is the winning of the war and it is only

natural that an appeal for support to help win the war
.should bring the increased output which wage advances
have failed to secure. Organizations similar to that formed
at Centralia should be encouraged by railroad officers.

Where such associations are not feasible, occasional mass
meetings with speeches by returned soldiers can be made
to serve a similar purpose. The motive of patriotism is the

strongest force in the nation today. If that power can be
used as an aid to production, there will be no more labor

^lackins; for the iier'od of th',- war.

Southern Railway

THE Southern Railway, has of necessity, changed its

fiscal period from the year ending June 30 to the

calendar year, and a report has just been issued cov-

ering the six months, June 30, 1917, to December 31, 1917,

and the calendar year 1917. There is no extended comment
by President Fairfax Harrison on the work of the year, and
this is a distinct loss to students of contemporarj- railroad

history and science. In the five years since Mr. Harrison

has been president of the Southern his letters of transmittal

with the company's annual reports have been real contri-

butions to economic literature. Mr. Harrison was chairman

of the Railroad's War Board in Washington up to the

time the government assumed control and had an immense
amount of work and responsibility besides that of the man-
agement of the Southern Railway.

The showing made in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917,

was excellent and the Southern was actually able to earn'

a part of the gain in gross revenue through to net. Total

operating revenues in the calendar year 1917 amounted to

$90,717,000, an increase over 1916' of ?15, 162,000. Op-
erating expenses were $11,089,000 more in 1917 than in

1916; taxes increased by over a million, and interest and
rentals by over half a million. Net income available for

dividends amounted to $14,037,000 in 1917, an increase

of $2,513,000 over 1916.

The Southern, unlike the eastern trunk lines, has a very

large margin of capacity over and above the work that

most of its mileage has ever been called uf)on to handle,

although this is not true of certain main lines. A large

increase in both freight and passenger business could be

handled without the extraordinar}- expense resulting from
congestion, but, making full allowance for this fact, a gain

of two and a half million dollars in net available for divi-

dends is a remarkably good showing.

The increase in cost of labor and materials was probably

as great on the Southern Railway as on any large system

in the country. Fuel fcr train locomotives cost $6,715,000
in 1917, comparing with $3,450,000 in 1916. Furthermore,

the fuel received was probably of a considerably jxxjrer

quality, the average miles run per ton of coal being 11.67

in 1917 and 12.84 in 1916. The total tonnage of coal

consumed increased by about 14 per cent, while the cost

of fuel for train locomotives increased nearly 100 per cent

and for yard locomotives increased much more than 100
per cent.

The total tonnage of freight carried in 1917 was 37,-

063,000 and in 1916, 32,789.000. Of the total tonnage

40.86 per cent was products of mines in 1917 and 41.79

per cent in 1916; 18.01 per cent products of forests in

1917 and 16.46 per cent in 1Q16: and 30.02 per cent manu-
factures in 1917 and 29.47 per cent in 1916. It will be noted,

therefore, that the increase in heavy loading commodities was
not proportionately as great as the commodities that ordi-

narily move in smaller car load lots. Nevertheless, the

average loading per loaded car was 22.37 in 1917 and 20.23

in 1916, an increase of 10.58 per cent. The average freight

train load was 467 tons in 1917 as against 452 tons in 1916,

an increase of over three per cent. The increase in train

loading was accomplished despite the fact that traffic was
not as well balanced in 1917 as in 1916. The percentage

of loaded cars in each train was 69.82 in 1917 as against

72.49 in 1916.

The Southern carried its passengers with a considerably

less expenditure of train miles per hundred passengers.

The total number of passengers carried one mile in 1917

was 1,113,000,000. an increase of 37 per cent over 1916.

Passenger train mileage was 16.018,000 in 1917, an increase
'"'" — '- '--1*" "" "rip ner cent over 1916, The average number
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of passengers per train for the year 1917 was 66.57 as

against 42.49 for the year 1916. The movement of drafted

men and of troops presumably in part accounts for this

showing.

The expenditures for maintenance of way were about the

same in 1917 as in 1916; totaling $9,245,000 last year

and $9,781,000 in the previous year. There 'was a large

decrease in the amount spent for bridges, trestles and cul-

verts and a considerable decrease in the amount spent for

ties. The total expenditures for additions and betterments

to road amounted to $10,569,000 in 1917, comparing with

$6,811,000 in 1916. It is rather interesting to note that

in 1917 $2,108,000 was spent for additions and betterments

to bridges, trestles and culverts as against $1,218,000 spent

in 1916. Very often larger expenditures on additions

and iietterments to bridges, etc., necessitated also larger

charges to maintenance for this account, but this was not

the case with the Southern in 1917.

A total of $7,543,000 was spent for additions to equip-

ment in 1917. In 1916 only $717,000 was spent for ad-
ditions to equipment. Maintenance of equipment in 1917

per year, paying a dividend of 2'<^ per cent in November,
1917, and reserving from the income for the six months,

June 1 to December 31, 1917. 51,500,000, representing the

2>2 per cent dividend on the preferred stock payable in

April, 1918. This resumption of dividends was apparently
entirely justifiable and gave to Southern preferred stock-

holders only their due. During 1915 and 1916, these stock-

holders had foregone any return on their investment, thus
permitting the company to pull through the trying period
at the beginning of the European war in sound condition.

On December 31, 1917, the company had $7,445,000 cash
on hand and only a nominal amount—$455,000—loans and
bills payable.

In the following table are given the principal figures
for the operation of the Southern Railway for the year 1917
as compared with 1916:

1917 1916
Average mileage operated 6,983 6,979

Freight revenues $58,430,039 $50,976,995
Passenger revenues 24,303,183 17.637,413

Total operating revenues 90.716,569 75,554,652
Maintenance of way and structures 9.244,833 9,719.141
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The Southern Railway

cost $14,650,000 and in 1910 $11,0 12,000. The e.xpendi-

tures for repairs, exclusive of retirements and depreciation

per unit of equipment, were as follows

:

1917 1916

Locomotives $2,997 $2,523

Passenger train cars 842 738

Freight tiain cars 107 S3

In 1917 the company resumed the payment of dividends

on its preferred stock at the regular rate of five per cent

^taintenance of equipment 14.656,481

Traffic expenses 1,996,342

Transportation expenses 31,797,038

General expenses 626,048

Total operating expenses 60.113,598

Taxes 4.143.861

Operating income 26,429,962

Gross income 29,310,162

Net income 14,037,415

Dividends 1,500,000

Surplus 12,417,205

,357.614

,984,382

.804.088

468,242

.024,967

,096,724

,399,393

.749,851

.524,196
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Forest Fires Take Heavy Toll in Lives and Property

Railroacs Unremitting in Relief Work During Conflagration

Which Swept Northeastern Minnesota

Till-. KAii.Ki.AiJS iK;t only suffered greiit damage to their

property Ijut al.*o distinguished themselves in relief

work during the forest fires which swept northeastern

Minnesota a week ago. In general the tires commenced on

Octolier 11 and on the following day got beyond the control

of the inhaliitants and were s|)read at a rapid rate by a tierce

av.K: The contlagration started at points about 75 miles

we.-t and southwest of Duluth and covered the entire territory

between those ])oints and the head of the lakes. Many towns

were wijied out and the fact that a numljer of others escajied

seriou- 'lamaue niav be attributed to some of the freak haj)-

The Remains the Trestle Approach to the Interstate

Bridge

jienings which occur at time- during ^uch catastrophes. The

rescue work carried out by the railroads in the tire zone

diminished to a large e.xtent the loss in lives. In general,

railwav employees carried on relief work until compelled to

leave the fire-swept territory to avoid Ijeing trapped.

The Northern Pacific incurred property damage esti-

mated at $33,300 at ClcKiuet, $55,400 at Duluth, $4,-

()()0, at Moose Lake and $1,100 at Corona. Along

the lines of the Great Northern one interlocking plant,

one station, several section houses and a number of laborers'

cottages were destroyed ijy the fire, l)ut the greatest damage

was \o the Interstate ijridge used by the Minneapolis, St.

I'aul & Sault Ste. Marie and the Great Northern between

Superior, Wis., and Duluth, Minn. The Northern Pacific

lost ()5 freight cars and the Great Northern lost 5 at Clocjuet

and 15 outfit cars at Brevator just west of Cloquet. Many
m les of telephone and telegraph lines were burned. On the

Great Northern the damage to the track is estimated at

$40,000 or $50,000, that to buildings between $25,000 and

$30,000. and to the Interstate bridge about $90,000.

The last sunuiier was one of the dryest e.xperienced in

Minnesota for a numl)er of years. Very little rain had fallen

for two months and the water holes and streams were drying

up. .\ large number of settlers have l)een locating in this ter-

ritorv, who were engaged in clearing the land for farming

purposes. The slashings from the cut-over timlier land were

generally burned and these fires evidently got beyond the

control of the inhabitants. Bush fires were first noted l>y

George S. Stewart, general superintendent of the Great North-

ern, while out on the line on October 10 and he then issued

instructions to prepare for emergencies.

Location of the Fires

Serious fires first txcurred east of Swan river, where a large

number of new settlers, mostly Finns, had located. Other fires

then appeared around Mirbat, 75 miles west of Duluth, and

toward Cloquet, 41 miles west of Duluth. On the morning

of October 12, a strong west wind came up, which developed

into a gale by 4 p. m. At Su[)erior it was .so dark at that time

that ail the street lights were turned on. The air was full

of dirt, smoke and ashes and was heavily charged with

electricit}- while the sky was a blood red color.

The fires worked east along the Great Northern main line

on the Mesabi division as far as Carleton, which is .54 mile-

west of Duluth. The first town of importance burned was

Hrookston which is located 57 miles west of Duluth. The
town proper was destroyed. The Great Northern ore terminal

is located at this point and there is also a coal and water sta-

tion there. The coal shed, water tank, pump hou.se, depot and

one section house were saved at this point, largely through the

efforts of an Italian section foreman, who has ijeen with the

compan)- for many years. He kept the pumj) going throughout

the fire and continually sprayed the buildings with water. He

jMk
m
*^^^

Another View of Interstate Bridge

was the only per.-on who remained in the town during the con-

flagration.

The depot at Brevator, five miles east of Brookston, was

destroyed and 15 outfit cars wcupied by an extra gang were

burned. No men were lost, as they tied ahead of the fire and

were picked up l)y the relief train that moved the people out

of Brookston and picked u|i the settlers around Draco. .\t

Nagonat one section house was lost.

Cloquet, a thriving little city of 9,000 inhabitants, was

practically wiped out l)y the fire. Only 9 dwellings remained.

four of which were located near the west end and five in the

east end of the town, .\bout 60 jier cent of all the lumlier

was destroved. Of the five big sawmills two were left intact,

one was partially destroyed and the other two were completely

wiped out. A big paper mill, a toothpick factory and a box

factor\- were saved, as by one of its freaks the fire passed on

all sides of these factories. An important water tank at North

l.nd, just west of the Ckxiuet lumber yards, was saved largely

through the efforts of tlie section foreman and five men.

i-"rom 40.000,000 to 50,000.000 ft. of lumJK^r was piled upon
I'oth sides of and close to the track. The heat from these
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burning pik's badly \var|ied the rails and destroyed the track

for a distance of 1J4 miles. A 42 -ft. bridge was destroyed at

this place. Everything between North End and ClcKiuet was

burned, including the block signal.s, and telephone and tele-

graph lines.

At Scanlon, three miles from Clocjuet, the tire destroyed 12

houses, but no railroad property was damaged nor was any

railroad property east of there burned. Through the Iron

Range country a great many smaller fires occurred, l)Ut no

bridges or other railroad proi)erty were damaged on the Great

Northern, as eight engines with water cars were employed to

fight the fires as they started. At Kewattan two section houses

were lost and miles of telegraph or telephone lines were blown

The Remains of Union Station at Cloquet

or burnL<l down. ii_\' 9 p. m. on the evening of Octojjer 12,

the wind was blowing 60 miles an hour. Several mine loca-

tions in the fire zone were damaged to a considerable extent.

The Interstate Bridge Destroyed

The Interstate bridge is used i)y the Great Northern and

the Soo line, the street car company, and for vehicles and pe-

destrians i)etween Duluth, Minn., and Superior, \\'is. On
the north side the approach to the fixed span consisted of

l,,i50 ft. of concrete and steel construction and 1,000 ft. of

wood trestle running up to the fixed span. In addition, the

bridge had two 600-ft. approaches from the street on the

north side for the street car lines. There were two fixed

spans, each 302 ft. long, and each weighing 1,000 tons, while

the draw span was 498 ft. long and weighed 1,800 tons.

Fire brands from the fires burning in West Duluth were

carried by the wind and set fire to the wood trestle at the

point where it connected with the concrete and steel approach

at Arthur avenue, and in a short time the trestle was de-

stroyed, as were the two approaches from the street. A switch

engine and ai)Out 40 men arrived at the liridge about 10

o'clock Saturday night, Octoijer 12; at 10:30 p. m. the city

fire department had a hose working and at 1 1 a fire tug ar-

rived: i)Ut the wind was blowing a gale which made it almost

impossible to fight the fire. The fixed span on the north side

connecting to the south end of the trestle work had the deck-

ing entirely destroyed, together with the rail fastenings, while

the- steel floor stringers underneath were bent out of shajx;

and otherwise badly damaged. In addition to this holes were

found burned through the decking throughout the entire

length of the otherwi.se undamaged part of the structure.

By 8:30 the following morning ()0 men and two derrick

scows were on the way to clear away the deiiris. A large

amount of material was on hand for use in repairs to the

ore docks after the ore season closed, and this was used. Any
material not on hand was gathered from other division points.

The vacant ground to the west of the old approach will be

used for the framing of the woml timbers used for rebudiling

and these timbers will i>e towed out in the form of rafts by

motor boats to be lifted in place b)- the derrick scows. Work
will be carried on from both ends of the bridge. A railroad

derrick will work from the south end of the steel and con-

crete approach, erecting bents.

In less than 40 hours after work was started, all the debris

on the north side had been cleared away to the water's edge,

the piling was cut on 21 bents and these were ready for the

sills. It is expected to have the work completed and ready

for traffic in 30 da}s, while one side of the bridge will be

ready for use in about 1 5 days. The contract for the work on

the ijridge has been let to I'eppard & Farlton, and 1.50 men. 10

teams, 2 derrick scows and a pile driver are at work on the

reconstruction. With the exception of the ferries which ply

occasionally between Superior and Duluth. and the railroad

trains which operate over other Ijridges, all direct means of

traffic is cut off between the two cities.

The Rescue Work
Onh (|uick action on the part of the railroad officers suc-

ceeded in keeping down to a rem:irkaijly small figure the loss

of life along the line in the fire-swept territory. When con-

(i'tions began to look serious on Saturday, October 12, F. D.

Kelsey, division superintendent of the Great Northern, issued

instructions to all employees to keep a close check on condi-

tions and to the train crews to pick up people from the towns

where the fires were breaking out. Four relief trains were

>ent to the city of Cloquet on Saturday evening. The first

train consisted of passenger eciuipment and left Cloquet for

Superior at 9:15 p. m. with women and children. The other

three trains with a total of 130 box cars left at intervals of

about an hour, the last train with 54 cars leaving the Ijuming

cit\- at 11:40 p. m. At this time the city was practically

wiped out. Great credit is due the train and enginemen on

the last train, as they moved it slowly ahead of the fire from

the center of the city to the east end, keeping the whistle

blowing almo.st continuously, and stopping at all road cross-

Track Just East of Cloquet Station

ings to wait for stragglers to show up. At this time the smoke
and wind made it almost impossible to live outside, regardless

of the fire.

Four trainmasters, four traveling engineers and the road-

masters were out on the line directing the work. Too much
credit cannot lie given .ill clas.<es of employees for the excel-

lent manner in which they performed their work, regardless

of danger. The section foremen and their men fought the

fires until practically surrounded. The agents and operators

were some of the last to leave, sending in reports until the

wires went down. The operator at Brookston, a woman,
stayed in the station until a big store only 400 ft. away was
destroyed. This was onl\' one of a numi>er of such cases.

.\fter the train and enginemen were out of touch with head-
quarters they acted on their own initiative and waited as
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long as possible to iiick uj) all stragglers. The bridge and

building men also did e.\cellent work. The chief despatcher,

track despatchers, superintendents and general superintend-

ents arranged to meet all contingencies when the brush fires

first began to be rc[iorted in various localities. General Su-

perintendent Stewart arranged to have the city authorities and

piincipal business men of Superior meet the refugees, 4,700

of whom were brought m. On their arrival they were pro-

vided for in clubs, lodge rooms, churches, school houses and

private homes.

The Xorthcrn Pacific al?o operated a number of relief

Moose Lake -Afttr the 1-ire

trains between the fire district and Duluth and Superior, res-

cuing a large numljer of people. On Sunday, October 1,5,

a special relief train was run from St. Paul, Minn., to Moose
Lake and through the balance of the fire district with physi-

cians, nurses and state officials in charge of relief work.

This train, in addition to the regular trains, moved the in-

jured to St. Paul and Duluth, and picked up numbers of

women and children who had taken refuge in swamps along

the line and moved them to points where they could be taken

care of. On October 14, a train leaving St. Paul for Duluth
took several baggage cars of supplies to Moose Lake and on

Planing Mill and Wrecked Equipment East of Cloquet

the same day a supply of lumber and gasoline was trans-

jiorted from Duluth to Moose Lake. Each day since that

time hay and oats have been moved to points in the burned
district to feed the surv'iving cattle. In addition several com-
panies of militia, fire apparatus and auto trucks were dis-

triljuted throughout the fire zone.

Damage to Roadway

On the Great Northern miles of telephone and telegraph

line were destroyed, two miles of track and of automatic sig-

nals, and an interlocking plant at Brookston, where the road

Ijranches off to the iron range, were destroyed as was also

one small bridge and numerous buildings. On Sunday morn-

ing, October 1.5, three line gangs with material and extra

gangs and eight cars of rail and ten cars of ties were moving
to Cloquet. Because of the smoke and heat it was nearly

noon before the actual repair work could be started.

The Grand Rapids-Superior line of the Great Northern

handles a large amount of iron ore from the range and it is

essential that no interruption to this service occur; other-

wise lake boats would be held up at the docks. Traffic was
interrupted by the fire for only 24 hours and at the end of

that time the east-bound main line was opened up and trains

were being operated by the staff system. Twenty-one hundred
and eighty-eight cars of ore were on hand in the Allouez yards

when the calamity occurred and nine boats were loaded at the

Great Northern ore docks on Sunday, October 13. By get-

ting the line opened so quickly, enough ore was brought in

to the docks to supply the boats as fast as they tied up, occa-

sioning no delay to this traffic. On Monday, October 14,

shipping out of the American Head was impeded or totally

stopped by the smoke from smouldering forests. In addition

a dense fog helped to obscure large objects but a few yards

distant. Government sirens ashore were directing the course

of vessels in the fog and smoke trv'ing to make the harbor.

Cost of Locomotive Fuel in 1917

THE COAL CONSUMED by locomotives of Class I railroads

in 1917 cost approximately $115,000,000 more than it

would have cost at the 1915 prices, according to a

compilation made by the Bureau of Railway Economics from

the annual reports of railways to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The average cost per ton, according to the

bureau's figures, was $2.54 in 1917, an increase of $0.8364,

or 49 per cent, over the average cost in 1915. The results of

the study made by the bureau are given in the following

tables

:

CONSUMPTION OF FUEL BY LOCOMOTIVES

(Railv

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1917

having annual operating revenues above $1,000,000)

Item States

ANTHR.^CITE CO.\L:
Tons consumed 5,293,301

Aggregate cost $14,010,12=

Average cost per ton $2.64.68

BITUMINOUS COAL:
Tons consumed !^'f?]-"r?

5,293.301
$14,010,125

$2.64.68

61.551.592 24.064.797 46.875.238

.Aggregate cost.
rage cost per ton

TOTAL COAL:
Tons consumed 137,784,928

Aggregate cost $350,029,534
Average cost per ton $2.54.04

FUEL OIL:
Tons consumed 10.992.617

Aggregate cost $42,336,915

Average cost per ton $3.85.14

WOOD. COKE AND
CHARCOAL:

Tons consumed 371.186

-Aggregate cost $1,528,043
.\verage cost per ton $4.11.67

ALL FUEL:
Tons consumed 149,148.731

Aggregate cost $393,894,492
.Average cost per ton $2.64.10

Mileage "Rcpres

$336,019,409 $165,663,004 $52,810,044 $117,546,361
$2.53.62 $2.69.14 $2.1«.45 $2.50.76

66,844.893 24,064,797 46.875.238
$179,673,129 $52,810,044 $117,546,361

61,943
$607,106
$9.80.10

132.423
$538,976
$4.07.01

205.624
$852,414
$4.14.55

24.145
$94,138
$3.89.89

10,725,050
$40,877,395

$3.81.14

214.618
$894,929
$4.16.99

24.294.566 57.814.906
$53,756,596 $159,318,685

$2.21.27 $2.75.57
42,852 130,758

67.039.259
$180,819,211

$2.69.72
56.844

AVER.AGE COST PER TON
VEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1917, COMPARED WITH YEAR ENDED Jt-'NE 30, 1915

I'nited Eastern Southern Western
Item States District District District

CO.AL:
Average cost per ton:

19)7 $2.54.04 $2.68.79 $2.19.36 $2.50.76

1915 $1.70.40 $1.63.52 $1.36.46 $1.97.94

Increase. 1917 over 1915:
Amount $0.83.64 $1.05.27 $0.82.90 $0.52.82

Per cent 49.0 64.4 60.8 26.7

ALL FUFL:
.Average cost per ton

1017 $2.64.10 $2.69.72 $2.21.27 $2.75.57

1915 $1.77.38 $1.63.92 $1.36.76 $2.10.06

Increase, 1917 over 1915;
-Amount $0.86.72 $1.05.80 $0.84.51 $0.65.51

Per cent 48.9 64.5 61.8 31.2

NOTE: Fuel oil reduced to e<^uivalent in tons of coal on the basis of the

experience of the reporting carrier; hard wood on the basis of I'i cords,

and soft wood 2 cords to the ton; charcoal on the basis of 100 bushels to

the ton.
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The Mechanical Department Supervision Problem

The Dilution of the Quality of Labor Has Increased the Need of

More and Better Supervision

By Frank McManamy
Assistant Director, Division of Operation, United States Railroad Administration, Washington, D. C.

THE IMPORTA^CE or in fact the necessity of efficiency in

the railroad organization cannot he overestimated and

as stated by the director general in his report to the

President, the efficiency of the railroads depends entirely

upon the supply and condition of the motive power and the

efficiency with which it is operated.

The supply of locomotives has never been such as to cause

serious apprehension because with 18 per cent, which is ap-

proximately one locomotive in every six, out of service for

repairs, which was the situation last winter, we could not

well say that a shortage of locomotives existed. The im-

portant cjuestion, therefore, was to get the locomotives in

shape to perform efficient service and maintain them in that

condition. At the present time the big factor in this is the

question of supervision of shops and shop work.

The Interstate Commerce Commission reports the gross

revenues of all Class I railroads, that is railroads with an-

nual operating revenues in excess of $1,000,000 for the vear

ended June, 1917, as $3,824,419,739. Of this amount,

$633,543,697, or almost exactly one-sixth of the gross in-

come, was expended for maintenance of equipment. It was
exceeded by only one item—transportation. In view of the

prevailing cost of labor and material this figure will be

greatly exceeded in the current 3'ear.

Reports show that there are emi^loyed in the mechanical

department of the railroads under Federal control, 393,000

persons, of whom 255,000 are in the locomotive department

and 138,000 in the car department. These are the persons

who make up the maintenance of equipment forces and the

amount paid them for wages with the value of the material

they use makes up the enormous sum under the cajjtion

"maintenance of equipment."

To insure efficient and economical handling of this labor

and material, organization is required and the prime factor

in any organization is supervision. Railroad forces, and
particularly maintenance of equipment forces, have been sul)-

jectcd to heavy drain because of the war and this has resulted

in dilution of the quality of labor. Because of this dilu-

tion supervision both in kind and in quantity, becomes
even more important than heretofore. It is today the big

problem in railroad operation.

Supervision to be effective must be adequate in quantity,

therefore, the number of workmen under one officer must be

such that the officer is in constant touch with his force. Per-

sons who have studied military and industrial organizations

state that one man can properly supervise not to e.xceed from
25 to 35 men, a figure much below that which is often used
in railroad work which has been known to extend to nearly

100 men. The statements as to the numlier of men who can
lie properly supervised by one officer are iiased on studies

made when conditions were nonnal. In view of the neces-

sity for the intensive use of labor and material today, because
of the demand for both, the figures stated are. I Ijelieve, too
high.

Supervision to lie effective, must be constant. The with-
drawal of the foreman or supervising officer from his duties
many times each day to answer summons from those in

authority, the preparation of reports and routine office work
which could be done in much less time by persons with

•.'\hstract of a paper presented before the New York Railroad Club.

clerical experience, the daily attendance of staff meetings

which necessitates absence from usual duties for periods

ranging from 30 minutes to two hours, are not conducive to

efficient supervision.

Many supei-visory positions have been permitted to become

supervisory positions in name only. We find superintend-

ents of shops, master mechanics, general foreman, roundhouse

foreman and even men in positions of lesser responsibility,

required to devote so much time to office work, to personally

transmitting reports to superiors and to other work of like

character, that they can devote little or no time to the direc-

tion of the active work, and by active work I mean the actual

expenditure of the labor and material under their control.

Supervision to be effective must be respected, and this ap-

plies to those of higher as well as lower rank. The possession

of proper title to indicate the character of services rendered

which will command respect from those under his jurisdiction

and consideration from those in other departments with whom
he comes in contact, is a necessary advantage which should

be given each supervising officer.

Active competition for super\-isor\- positions should be en-

couraged by making such positions as attractive as possible

and if this is done, it will result in securing the best material

available, which is highly essential if the output in both

grade and in quantity is to be kept up to the standard.

Supervision to be effective must be instructive. Some one

has said that the principal reason for not getting the result

we anticipated w^as because we failed to explain just what
was wanted—a lack of understanding. To this cause may
be laid many failures both of men and of plans. It is neces-

sar)-, therefore, that instructions be complete, that they be

concise, that they be understandable, and that—above all,

they be workable.

The issuance of orders is the easiest thing in the world,

but to issue a large number of orders is to insure their being

disregarded. Voluminous instructions therefore should lie

carefully avoided. If this is done and the instructions issued

are brief and are to the point, better obser\-ance may be ex-

pected; instructions alone, no matter how carefully prepared,

are of little value without a proper follow-up or checking

system to see that the instructions are obser\-ed and the work
up to the required standard.

Super\-ision to be effective must be courageous. The qual-

ity of production come^ from the top downward. We get

from the average workman as good a job as we accept, no
better. Supen'ision must maintain the accepted standards

and this requires, in many cases, real courage, but it is neces-

siry, and the supervising officer is the only means whereby
this can be accomplished, \^'ith the conditions now existing

the maintenance of high standards is necessary to the morale

of the forces and to the preservation of proper discipline.

As previously stated, there are today in the locomotive de-

]iartment 255.000 employees, and in the car department 138,-

000 employees, a total of 393,000. There are approximately

20,000 more employees in the locomotive department today

than there were a year ago and approximately 8,000 more
in the car department than for this date last year. Added to

this we are working more hours, many more hours, per week
than we did a year ago. With the increase in force and the

increase in man hours, we are not in all cases receiving the
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/(.turns \vc should; I attribute tlii.s largely to ineflicicnt su-

])er\'ision.

I have endeavored to jjoint out some of the essential re-

(|uircmtnts of effective supervision but it must be more—it

must be responsible, as authority and responsibility go hand

in liand. \\'e cannot separate them and if we confer ade-

(|uate authority on an officer he must have sufficient confi-

cience in his own ability and judgment to do the work re-

quired and assume the responsibility for it.

Since the government has assumed control of the railroads

supervising officers havi- often made the statement that they

did not know just what authority they had and in many in-

stances when matters which have always been handled by

certain officials have been put up to them their reply has

been "I do not know wjiether I can handle this without in-

structions from \\'ashington," and this has Ijeen given as an

excuse for failure of almost all kinds.

Paragraph 1 of General Order No. 1, issued by the di-

rector general on December 29, 1917, reads as follows:

AH officers,

mie in the

line officers

agents and emi'loyccs of such Ir.-.nsportation systems may con-

performance of their present regclar duties, reporting to the

as heretofore and on the same terms of employment.

This in the absence of subsequent orders to the contrary,

seems to me effectuall}- to dispose of any doubt as to the au-

tl-.ority of supervising officers and leaves the question of

failure to properly supei-vise the work scjuarely up to the of-

licer involved. What is wanted in' the Railroad Administra-

tion is that each railroad officer or employee who remains in

the service, who continues to perform the usual duties as-

signed to him will if possil)le do a little more work than he

ever did before and do it a little better.

There can be no question as to the authority of railroad

officers under government control to perform all of their usual

duties and there has been no lack of support from the Rail-

road .\dministration wlun those duties were properly and

(liligentlx- performed.

.\ discussion of the (juestion of .supervision would not be

complete without considering co-operation in connection there-

with, because I believe the real test of the supervising officer

i< his ability to obtain the co-operation of the men working

under his direction. I sometimes feel, however, that the real

nn-aning of the word "co-operation" is not always realized.

Webster defines the word co-operation as "To operate together

(ir jointl)- for a common object or a common end" and Glad-

den has well said "Men cannot co-operate successfully for any

purjKxse if the sole bond between them is self-interest."'

The extent to which the super\-ising officer can get his

fun (• to work together for a common object dejiends almost

entirely upon his attitude towards the men and his interest

in the work that is l)eing done. The supervising officer who
( (insiders that his full duty has been performed when he has

issued instructions covering the work to be done is not going

to secure anv great amount of co-operation. He must show

the employee that he has a personal interest not only in the

ivork Ijut in the workman. They must know that in addition

to ])assing out the work sli])s he is going to follow them to

see that the work is promptly done and in a workmanlike

manner. He should also encourage workmen by seeing that

both material and tools are supplied to mechanics so that they

may keep their machines in (}])eration, for there is no one

thing that goes further to discourage a good me-

chanic and curtail the output than to require him to shut

down his machine while locating materials which .'ihould

iiave been delivered by a laborer or to secure tools which a

tool mcs-^cngcr should have delivered.

There is nothing that will keep a force of men at their best

i|uite so well as the knowledge that the super^-ising officer

is on the job, inspecting their work, both as to quality and
(|uantity, and that good work will be noted and the work-
man given due credit, as surely as work that is not up to the

standard will be corrected.

In addition to co-ojjerution between employees and super-

vising officers we must also have co-operation between differ-

ent departments if we are to get results out of our locomo-

tive shops. The work must be co-ordinated so that time lost

by one department in waiting for another is reduced to a

minimum. To bring this about it is usually necessary for

(.ertain employees in one department to work overtime or to

make an extra effort so that someone el.se is not waiting for

the job they are doing and this is one of the times when co-

operation between supervising officers and emjjloyees is of

direct benefit because without it there is frequently objection

on the part of the employees to work the necessary overtime
to help someone else.

.Absolute fairness in handling this is also necessary because

if the employee loses confidence in the suf)er\-ising officer's

fairness in matters of this kind, objection to the overtime

worked will usually- result.

C"o-o|)eration iietween shoj)s and roundhouses is extremely
important and roundhouse jobs should be given preference

and promptly handled, because in this way many locomotive
hours may be saved.

Increased shop output due to closer co-operation and better

.supervision over the maintenance of power will avail us little

without cc-operation between the transportation and the me-
thancal departments with respect to the use of j)0wer.

The freight locomotive mileage for the period from lanu-

ar)- 1 to June 50, 1918, was .?70,489,316. This mileage was

made by .U,197 serviceable freight locomotives and represents

an average daily mileage of 65.6 per Icxromotive. An increase

01 five miles per day for each freight locomotive will result

in an increase of 7.62 f>er cent in our freight locomotive

miles and would be the equivalent, measured by any stand-

ard, of 7.62 per cent increase in our freight locomotive stock.

It would be equivalent to adding 2,377 locomotives to our
present ec|uipment. \\'ith three exceptions this exceeds the

present number of locomotives on any railroad in the country.

It is ')(i2 locomotives more than the total number ordered

\)y the Railroad Administration for .their 1918 requirements
and represents the entire production of our locomotive build-

ers for five months.

F"iguring the average cost of a locomotive at $60,000. it

represents a capital expenditure of $142,620,000. With the

;!verage mileage per serviceable freight locomotive down to

6,v6 is there any conceivable plan by which the expenditure

of this vast sura of money can he so easily avoided as by
increasing our existing freight locomotive mileage by five

per day, particularly when we compare the average perform-
ance with the best mileage made by any Class I railroad

during that period, whicli is 101.9? This was made by one
of the coal carrying roads with heavy traffic and numerous
liranch lines and mine runs and therefore cannot be said to

have been made under exceptionally favorable conditions.

.As a matter of fact, there are few railroads where the aver-
age miles per day cannot be increased twice five by profjerly

utilizing the time serviceable locomotive? are unnecessarily
delayed at terminals.

In addition to the saving above referred to this will also

reduce the amount of terminal overtime paid and the num-
ijcr of crews which must be relieved under the Hours of Serv-

ice Law. Without this co-operatiort on the part of the trans-

portation department in the use of locomotives the verv l)est

efforts on the part of the builders and the repair sho|>s will

not be able to supplv the demand, because there has never
been a supply of amihing so unlimited that if wastefully used
it would not at some time or other lead to a shortage.

The freight car miles for the first six months in 1018 were
more than one hundred ninety billion. This mileage was
made by 2,410,907 freight cars and repre.^ents an average of
24.3 miles per car each day. If we can increase this figure
but two miles per day it will have the effect of increasing
the car miles 8.2.'; per cent, or over fifteen billion car miles.
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II wiiLild rrjjresfnt ;in increase in our freight car stock of

i'^S,417 curs. This number of cars figured at SI,.^50 each

would add $267,862,^50 to capital, would recjuire more

than one year for their construction and is about twice the

number of cars which the Railroad Administration ordered

for their 1918 requirements.

These figures are given not because it is ex])«cted that

everyone will be able to ecjual the best under the varied op-

erating conditions but it is evident from the wide margin be-

tween the average mileage per locomotive and the best mileage

jjer locomotive that the average conceals some ven,- disgrace-

ful individual performances w'hich should be improved and
in the conservation of fuel, of steel, of labor, and of time this

is a field that should not be neglected.

The railroads were taken over by the government not be-

cause it desired to go into the railroad business but because

under the conditions which existed at that time increased effi-

ciency was absolutely necessary. The efficiency with which

the railroads had been operated prior to that time was not the

C|uestion at i.ssue because, however great that may have been,

still greater efficiency was required.

It has been the general impression among the people, if

we are to judge by the remarks made when the subject was
discus.sed, that government operation of railroads would sim-

])ly establish a big political machine and that efficient rail-

road men would be displaced to make room for politicians

and for that reason the present organizations w-ould be de-

stroyed and replaced i)\' inefficient ones. Nothing could be

farther from the truth so far as the present Railroad Ad-
ministration is concerned. Order No. 1 of the director gen-

eral has made it clear that under government control of rail-

roads there would be no disposition to replace competent,

experienced railroad officers or employees. In fact, I can

say emphatically that no railroad officer or employee who is

efficient and diligent in the performance of his work was

ever so secure in his position as he is at the present time.

The question before us at the present time is not as to

whether government control or government ownership of rail-

roads is a good thing or a bad thing—that will be settled by

the people after the war.

The (|uestion before the railroad officers and employees to-

day is solely one of operating efficiency and still greater effi-

ciency in order to meet the demands placed upon them. The
operation of the railroads of the countr)- as a unit during the

war is the most severe test that has ever been placed upon
the railroad men of the country. The operation of railroads

is not only the Railroad Administration's job, it is also the

railroad man's job. It is not the Railroad Administration's

reputation that is at stake, it is the reputation of the railroad

man that is at stake; this brings the issue down to each indi-

vidual, which is just where it should be.

The question before us is not what is the other fellow doing

nor what did we do last year, but what am I doing now
to hel[) increase the efficiency of railroad operation. This
question will be best answered l)y the record of achievement.

The railroad men of the countn.- have furnished their full

cjuota for the front in all branches of service; they have gone
over the top in the Liberty Loans; they have repaired more
locomotives and pulled more tons of freight than ever before

and I am sure that the record of operating efficiency will be
equally as good during the time the railroads are under the

control of the administration.

Government Controls Timber Treating Industry

Report of Conference to Consider How Supply of Treated Timber

for Railroads Could Be Increased

THK KFFECT OF THE w.AR on the timber treating industry

and on the supply of treated timber available for the

railroads was the topic presented for consideration at

a conference of members of the American Wood Preservers'

As.sociation, the committee on Wocxl Preservation of the

American Railway Engineering Association and representa-

tives of commercial treating plants and of manufacturers

of preservative materials, which was held at Madison, Wis.,

on October 10. At this meeting John Foley, associate man-
ager of the Forest Products section of the United States

Railroad Administration, took the opportunity to inform

the industry regarding the plans of the Government.

The Railroad Administration is fully (ommitted to timlier

preservation and to the treatment of all forest products for

which plant capacity and preservatives are available. With
the centralization of tie purchases in the hands of the Rail-

road Administration it is necessary for commercial treat-

ing plants to change their practices of selling treated ties

to that of selling the treatment only, as described in the

Railway Age of September \.\ page 519.

The questions now confronting the industr}' are (1) the

extent to which the production of the preservatives now used

can be increased; (2) the possibilities of using other pre-

servatives not now commonly employed: and (,>) the extent

to which it may be advisable to revise present treating prac-

tices in order to conserve the supplv of preservatives for that

work most important.

In discussing the first question representatives of several

manufacturers of creosote stated that they saw little hope
of increasing the output of that material, in the near future.

Ihe production of tar has jjeen increased somewhat but a

larger amount is also being burned so that there is no in-

crease in the quantity available for creosote distillation.

Representatives of zinc chloride producers indicated that

there is some hope of an increased output of this material

provided sufficient sulphuric acid can be secured. One firm

now producing only a limited quantity expects to increase

ts out])ut considerably by Januar\- 1, while another exjjects

to increase its annual production by 1,000 tons next year.

Tlie government has now placed creosote on a so-called

clearance list under which the distribution is transferred

from the manufacturers to the War Industries Board. The
Chemical Section of this board allots the available supply

to essential users in projiortion to their demands. That for

the railroads is distributed to the plants by the Forest Prod-
ucts section, no distinction being made between railrcKid-

owned and commercial plants treating railroad materials.

Existing contracts for the delivery of oil will not be can-

celled or relet although the oil may be diverted from one
plant to another as the roads using the treated timber are

new parts of one unified system. No shipments of preser-

vatives can now- he made by the manufacturers without per-

mits and specific shipping instructions. These clearance

regulations apply at present only to creosote, but they will

i)e extended to zinc chloride as soon as it is found that there

is any tendency to accumulate larger than the normal supply

of this material. The government does not desire to take

over the distribution of zinc chloride so long as the plants

can secure it direct, for it dcK^s not desire to interfere with

the usu'^l procedure of business unless necessary. No steps
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have ijt'cn taken to li.x prices for preservatives and such

action is not contemplated unless it i? necessar)' to control

profiteering.

In the investigation of the possibility of developing sub-

stitutes for creosote and zinc chloride to increase the total

quantity of preservatives suitable for the treatment, a rep-

resentative of one manufacturer stated that his company

was prepared to build a large plant for the manufacture of

sodium fluoride if it could ascertain that there is a suffi-

cient demand to warrant taking this step. This company

now operates a small plant with a capacity of 35 tons per

month and is considering the advisability of greatly in-

creasing this output. It has been used in considerable quan-

tities by the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co.

for the past two years in tlie treatment of mine props for

use in coal mines where it has been found superior to zinc

chloride, i)articularly in the elimination of electrolysis. The

serious disadvantage attending the use of this material at

present has been the inability to develop a method of con-

trol whereby the strength of the solution and the depth of

[lenetration can be detennined accurately.

.Attention was also called to tlie possibility of using

wood tar as a substitute for the preservatives generally used,

and it was stated that from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 gal.

of this material can be produced. While it has certain

serious disadvantages its value as a possible substitute was

emphasized.

In endeavoring to ascertain the e.xtent to which it

may be possible to revise present practices in the treatment

of timber to conserve the preservatives for that work which

is most important it was stated that it is the policy of the

Railroad Administration in the allotment of creosote to

give preference to the preservation of materials involving a

high original investment such as bridge and dock work,

and that the treatment of ties and similar materials was

made secondary to this. Attention was called to the revis-

ion of the specification for the treatment of crossties with

zinc chloride which is now under consideration by the Com-
mittee on Wood Preservation of the American Railway

Engineering Association and which contemplates that (1)

ties shall be air dried before treatment, (2) they shall be

given a short preliminary steaming before the introduction

of the zinc chloride and (3) they shall be treated with

one-half pound of zinc chloride per cubic foot, injected in

a weak solution to secure the maximum penetration of the

timber. It will also probably be advisable to use ties

treated with zinc chloride in parts of die countrv' where

til is has not been considered economical before and where

creosoted ties have been used exclusively, for since it is

impossible to secure a sufficient quantity of creosote to treat

all of these ties it is more satisfactory to treat them with

zinc chloride than to insert them untreated.

The (luestion was rai.sed whether it was ever advisable

to treat piling with zinc chloride. The consensus of opin-

ion was that piling should not be treated with the preserva-

tive as long as any creosote was available or was being

used for the treatment of ties, iiut if no creosote could be

secured it was better to use zinc chloride than to install the

timlier in a structure untreated. Several instances were

reported where piling treated with zinc chloride has given

satisfactory service, jxirticularly in the west.

The conference brought out in an interesting manner the

]K)sition of the commercial treating plants. There has been
much uncertainty regarding the attitude of the government
towards this industr\- while the difficulty in securing the

preservatives has introduced much embarrassment in the

negotiations of the companies with their patrons. There
will l)e no distinction between commercial and railroad-

owned plants. With the plan outlined, each plant is assured

of its share of the oil for use on railway work while the

manufacturers are relieved of the difficulty of deciding be-

tween patrons in the distribution of their products. As

stated above the quantity of material to be treated is limited

solely 1j\- the capacity of the plant and the ability to secure

preservatives.

The attitude expressed ljy those representatives of com-

mercial treating plants who were present indicated that they

were well satisfied with the measures which are being

adopted. While adjustments may be necessar)- in the oper-

ating practices of certain plants, these are only such as may
be necessary to adapt them to the conditions brought about

by the war. In a few instances where plants ma\- not be

able to convert readil)' for railway work, it is expected that

they can be given work for the army or nav)-. In other

words, it is planned to concentrate the entire timber treating

capacity of the country' on essential work.

Orders of Regional Directors

NUMBER OF CARS IN TROOP TRAINS.—In Supplement 1 to

Circular 22, the Northwestern regional director an-

nounces that the maximum numijer of cars to be handled

troop trains either loaded or deadhead has been li.xed at

16 cars and during extremely cold weather the number

should be limited to 12 cars to insure proper heating.

S<ile of Undaimed Freight.—In Circular 116, the South-

v.estem regional director interprets General Order No. 34-A •

as permitting advertising as a method of disposing of un-

claimed freight if in the judgment of the individual road,

the best results will thereby be obtained. The order was

so worded that many took it to mean that unclaimed freight

must be sold at public auction without advertisement.

Movement of Oil.—Circular 115 of Southwestern regional

director—same as Supplement 3 to Circular 72, North-

western regional director, see page 700, Railway Age, Oc-

tober 18.

Management of Tif Treating Plant Changed.—In an

announcement, dated October 19, the Southwestern regional

director states that the properties of the Santa Fe Tie and

Lumber Preser\-ing Company, Somer\'ille, Tex., have been

assigned to the jurisdiction of F. G. Pettibone, district

director. These properties will hereafter be designated as

the Somerville Treating Plant. The Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe will continue to finance the plant but the South-

western regional purchasing committee will have jurisdiction

over the purchase and movement of materials into it for

treatment. Shipments from the plant will be made only

upon requisitions duly approved by the regional purchas-

ing committee.

Grade Coal to be Furnished to Railroad Administration.

—In Circular 117, the Southwestern regional director quotes

a letter from the manager of the fuel conse^^•ation section

which states that it is not the intention of the Railroad

Administration to accept coal from mines which is inferior

to the grade of coal produced for the commercial market,
with a few exceptions necessary- to make in the case of special

war requirements. Federal managers are asked to advise the

fuel conservation section specifically of any situation invoh-ing

delivery of inferior coal which they are not able to rectify

through their regular inspection forces.

Physical E.xamination for Mechanics.—Order 93 of South-
western regional director—same as Order 3000-421, Eastern
regional director, see page 700. Railu-av Age. October 18.

Track and Bridge Work for 1919,—In Order No. 94. the

Southwestern regional director gives detailed instructions re-

garding track and bridge work for 1919, with particular
reference to pile or trestle bridge repairs, track tie renewals
and inspection liefore renewal, switch tie renewals, and the
anplication of new joints to get further life out of rails.

The Southern regional director issued the same instructions
n Order No. 403.
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Convention of the Maintenance of Way Painters

Three-Day Meeting at Chicago was Devoted to Discussions

of the Present Problems in This Field

THE LABOR SITUATION, Conditions in the paint supply

field, and the use of hibor saving devices, were among
the subjects which occui>ied a considerable jwrtion of

the program of the fifteenth annual convention of the Main-

tenance of Way Master Painters Asscxiation, which was held

at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, Octoi)er IS, 16 and 17. The
first session was called to order on Tuesday morning by

President H. E. Conrad, miister painter, Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Huntingdon, Pa., with 41 members and guests of the

association j)resent. The registration of members was 3.3,

which is considered a good showing for a total membership
of 73, taking into account the epidemic which is now keeping

50 many people away from public gatherings.

The invocation was offered by Rev. Frank O. Beck of the

Wabash Trinity Parish, Chicago, and an address of welcome
was made by Harry B. Miller, prosecuting attorney. City of

Chicago, in jjehalf of the city and the Chicago Association of

Commerce.
All officers were re-elected for the ensuing year, these in-

cluding: President, H. E. Conrad; first vice-president, H. F.

Jones, master painter, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, Wabash, Ind.; second vice-president, Ole Stultstad,

master painter, Chicago & North Western, Winona, Minn.;
and secretary-treasurer, F. W. Hager, Fort Worth & Denver,
Fort Worth, Tex. St. Louis was selected as the place of the

next meeting, to be held October 14, IS and 16, 1919.

The paint situation of today was the subject of a paper

Ijy W. R. Parker, John Lucas & Co., Chicago, which outlined

the olistacles confronted by the paint industry as a conse-

(|uence of the war. It discussed the restrictions to which the

industry is subjected by the War Industries Board and the

efforts which the various manufacturers are making to do
their full share in winning the war. The influence of the

present conditions on the supply and purcha.sc of i)aint ma-
terial was illustrated clearly by a table showing the increased

cost of re|)resentative materials, based on June 1918 figures

as compared with the cost in effect on Januar}- 17, 1917, this

increase being given in percentages, as follows:

Per cent increase

Varnisl. gums Imoiu 10 to 7,'i

ShellacTN 180
Standard zinc oxide 5
l.chigh zinc 9
T.ithophone :'5

Silica 40
American ochre 90 to 170
American sienna 60
.^nlel ican umber 80
Linseed oil 75
Indian red 70
Grinders* lamp black 40 to 50

Robert H. Ford, i)rincipal assistant engineer, Chicago,
R(K k Island & Pacific, Chicago, sjioke on the labor situation

and gave a chronological account of the various events of the
past four years which have been instrumental in bringing
about the present shortage of labor. He described the social

distinctions between the .'^killed and un.skilled laborer and
explained the conditions which have led to the formation of
the tloating lal)or class of this country. It is the problems
arising from this ])articular cla.ss that have received the par-
ticular attention of the Ihiited States Employment Service
since the early ])art of this year.

Other matters which were discussed included "Structural
Metal I'rimers and Fini.-hing Coats," by G. G. :Mowat, Sher-
win-Williams t'ompaiiy, Cleveland, Ohio; "Proper Handling
of I'aint as Received by tin- Painters,"' by S. W. Russell,
president, Charles R. Long Company, Louisville, Kv. ; "Car-

bolenium Wtxjd Preservative," by B. M. McDade, sales man-
ager, Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.; and the
"Pro|xr Method of Painting the Interior of Water Tanks,"
a round table discussion jjy the nieml>ers. The general con-
clusion of this di-scussion was that while many metal paints
were a success on surfaces that were comjjletely immersed at

all times, ])ractically all paints were subject to failure when
exposed to alternate wetting and drj-ing. Several members
related exjieriences with special compositions that were ap-
plied with heavy coatings at In'gh temjxratures, but in prac-
tically all cases the time of service of these coatings was too
short to estaldish a thorough test. Three other papers pre-
.sented at this convention are abstracted below.

Painting Stations

By G. W. Thompson
Ciiief Chemi.st, National Lead Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Such a large number of paint materials enter into the
products used by painters that it is impossible for everj'one

t< l)ecome fully equii)i)ed with a knowledge of the suitability

of these materials for the various ends that are sought. The
iiumiier of jiaint materials is increasing steadily with a cor-
responding increase either in confusion or in the need of more
.-tudy on the part of the user of jxiint materials, unless there
is provided some simpler way of handling the whole question.
Paint s[iecifications for railroad stations have been compli-
cated and bewildering and I would urge a simplification of
formulae and simplifications of color schemes. This lack of
simplicity is due, in my opinion, to a failure to appreciate
some of the simpler princijjles of paint designing. I will
give a few illustrations of what I mean.

Take the tjuestion of (he durability of i)aint. As paint is

made of vehicle and pigment, the question we should ask is

to what extent is the durability of paint dependent ujjon the
pigment or upon the veiiicle, or both. It is obvious that pig-
ment alone will not prorect. It is e(]ually ol)vious that oil

alone will not protect, and yet it is perfectly true that pig-
ments do not decay apjjreciably and that paint decay is due
to the destruction of the oil present. These facts have led to
two different conclusions. One is that as it is the oil that
decays, the more oil in a paint the longer it will last. The
other is tjiat inasmuch as it is the oil that dcxays, dural)ility
is obtained !)}• the i)rotectivc action of the jjigment.

There is a popular demand for high gloss finishing paints.

I think this is a mistake. Ver\- few paints having a high
gloss, except enamel paints, will retain that gloss satisfac-

torily for more than a year. High gloss is generally obtained
liy an excess of oil, and my ex[K'rience has shown that a high
gloss paint at the end of one year will as a rule have much
less gloss than a plant whith had a semi-gloss at the Ix^-

ginning.

I would also direct your attention to the question of color
and color schemes. You comjiarc two paints and you see a
difference. Is the dift'erence trivial or is it a substantial
one? Placed side by side the difference appears to be .great.

Separate the two ]iaints a short distance from each other and
><)U ma\- not be able to see the difference. Applv these two
paints to two different buildings and they may give e<]uallv
satisfactory results in.sofar as the color effect is concerned.
In judging of colors there ought to be .some means of compar-
ing them that will allow for considerable differences so Ion"
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as those differences do not substantially affect their practical

use.

One other fundamental proposition should be considered

in desifininR paint. All paints intended for decoration

should be of colors that have no jarring effect upon the eye.

All paints when applied, to get the best artistic results, should

blend in harmony with all other colors which may come to

the eye from the same general source. What I have had to

say with regard to color may be summarized this way: Look

only for substantial differences in color. Do not select colors

that jar with each other, and do not demand pure whites ex-

cept for line effects, but always have them tinted to harmonize

with color environment.

Cleaning of Iron with Sand Blast; Use of

Spraying Machine in Painting

By A. E. Wilson

Master Painter, New York, New Haven & Hartford,

Hartford, Conn.

Painting over scale or the fine rust under the scale is labor

and material wasted, as corrosion will continue as long as

there is any rust under the paint. The only effective way

to remove this rust is by the use of a sand blast. This method

will remove all rust, dirt, etc., and leave tlie iron in a condi-

tion that will enable the new paint to stop further corrosion.

The best outfit to use is a portable machine that is light and

easily transferred in work cars and which can be set up on

the job without blocking the main track or stopping trains.

In using the sand blast care should be exercised not to hold

the nozzle too close or too long on the same place, as it will

wear away the metal. The cost of cleaning by the sand blast

varies according to the type of bridge to be cleaned, but it

will average about $1 a ton, which is much cheaper than it

can be done by hand.

The heavy scales of rust must be chipped off with ham-

mers or air chisels, as the sand blast will remove them only

by eating through and the men operating the nozzles are liable

to go through too far and damage the iron. It is necessary

to follow up the cleaning with a coat of good paint imme-

diately, as corrosion starts very quickly after the use of the

sand blast. All the surface cleaned should be painted before

leaving the work at night, or it will be covered with a fine rust

by the following morning.

As regards spraying ot paint on bridges, personally I prefer

the old fashioned way of applying a jiaint of medium weight

with a good brush, except in places where one can not reach

with a jjrush or swab. Put in applying cold water paint or

white wash on the interior of buildings or in the painting of

concrete buildings I think spraying the material is the best

and cheapest method. Concrete is so porous that it takes

quite a little time to rub in the paint to fill up the pores, and

unless you have reliable men they will skip over the outside

of the surface and not fill it in, thus leaving it ver)- uneven

when finished. A portable compressor and tank for this

work will pay for itself in one season if there are many con-

crete buildings to ])aint or white wash.

I would not recommend the spraying of staticMis or other

station buildings. It is in pockets and other places that are

difficult to get at with a brush, as on an I-beam bridge where

the I-beams are so close together and it is impossible to get a

brush or swab Ix-tween them, that the sand blast and spray-

ing machine do the liest work.

In using the spraying outfit, the air pressure on the tank

iiolding the material should not be more than is necessar>' to

rai.se the material and cau.se it to flow slowly from the nozzle

held in a working posit'on. The air pressure at the nozzle

should be just sufficient to atomize the material. The nozzle

should be held about 6 in. to 10 in. from the surface of the

work, and 1^ moved back and forth with smooth and even

strokes. Its operation is simple and any one with a little

], I act ire can cover a large area in a day.

Volume of Maintenance of Way Painting

Tiiis committee was appointed to gather data on the amount

of material and labor expended in doing work carried on

under the direction of the maintenance of way master pain-

ters. A questionnaire was sent to each member of the asso-

ciation requesting his co-operation in preparing an itemized

statement of the amount of material used under his direction

during 1917 and also the amount of labor in terms of total

hours work and total pay-roll for the year. The 23 replies

to this circular were thoroughly representative of the entire

country as they included districts from Texas to New Eng-
land and from Kentucky to Canada. The total mileage

covered by these reports is 12,690, or approximately 5 per cent

of the total mileage of main line in the United States. The
amount of territory covered by the individual repwrts varied

from 100 miles of line to 2,577.

With this information at hand, a table was prepared in

which the amount of wliite lead, lamp black, putty, linseed

oil, etc., reported by each district was entered. Then by

totaling the amounts for each material and dividing by

12,690, the total mileage, quantities were obtained which

represented the average amounts of material used f)e'r mile of

railway line. Then taking the round figure of 260,000 for

the total mileage of railway lines in the United States, figures

were obtained which represent approximately the amount of

material of each kind used in maintaining railroad structures

in the United States during 1917. The table below gives the

totals obtained:

White lead 3,400.000 lb.

Ked lead 3,100,0001b.
Lampblack 190,000 lb.

All other pigments 360,000 lb.

Fillets : 22.0001b.
Whiting 58,000 lb.

Putty 570,000 1b.

Glue 11,0001b
Mixed paint for bridges 630,000 gal.

Mi.\ed paint for stations 490,000 gal.

Linseed oil 480,000 gal.

Turpentine 130,000gal.
Other thinners 56,000 gal.

Other oils 120,000 gal.

Varnishes 33,000 gal.

Shellac 14.000 gal.

Alcohol 6.700 sal.

lirushes 140,000 gal.

\ similar analysis made with resjject to labor showed tliat

the labor required in maintenance of way painting aggregated

82 hours per mile of line at a cost of $27. The total for the

country was then estimated at 22,000,000 hours, or a total

pay roll of $7,400,000. Approximate unit prices applied to

the quantities of the various materials gave an approximate

value for all materials used by the maintenance painters in

the United States ?,\500,000! This means that the total

expenditure for maintenance painting aggregates close to

$11,000,000 annually.

W. S. Lacher, .Associate Engineering Editor, Railway
Age, Chicago, Chairman.

The Sixtieth street tunnel, underneath the East River, at

New York, providing a subway connection between the lines

operated by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company under

Broadway and Seventh avenue, Manhattan, and the new ele-

vated lines in Queens Borough lias been "holed through."

This tunnel, which crosses beneatli Blackwell's Island, is

the deepest of the railroad tunnels in New York, being, at

some places, more than 100 ft. below mean high water. The

engineers of the New York State Public Service Commission,

in charge of the work, report that, at some points, during the

course of construction, it was necessary to use compressed

air at the high figure of 48 lb. to the square inch, establishing

a record.
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Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
The First Compensation Contract Signed; Conditions

at the North Atlantic Ports

DRECTOR General McAdoo on Tuesday affixed his sig-

nature to the first of the contracts with the railroads

for their compensation during federal control based on

the standard return as certified by the Interstate Commerce

Commission. The first contract signed was with the Chicago

and North Western and other coqwrations (subsidiaries),

providing for an annual compensation of $23,364,028.55. A
separate contract was signed for the Chicago, St. Paul, Min-

neajxjlis & Omaha. The contract witli the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy and other corporations, which was also signed,

provides for an annual payment of $33,390,079.61. Con-

tracts were also signed with the Fort Worth & Denver, the

Wichita Valley, and the Colorado & Southern. The con-

tracts had previously been signed by the railroad executives.

Ten Months' Improvement at North Atlantic Ports

The Railroad Administration reports that accumulations

of e.xport freight in railroad terminals at the six North At-

lantic seaports had been reduced on October 1 to 18,796

carloads, of which only 5,383 carloads were on wheels. Last

December the export accumulations totaled 44,320 carloads

—

2,000,000 tons—with 12,552 loads standing in cars. Month
by month, as the congestion was brought down, the quantity

of freight handled went up, and the September exjx)rt ton-

nage was more than double that of last December, January
or February.

The statement characterizes the record as marking a revo-

lutionary transformation in railroad conditions. "Perhaps no
single development has had a more vital bearing on this

country's war efforts nor brought greater relief and satisfac-

tion to the responsible war leaders of both America and the

Allies."

In September, just past, the export, in addition to bulk
grain and coal, was 1,517,795 tons. Last December it was
682,563 tons. The increase was 69 per cent over September
of last year, and 281 per cent over September, 1914. The
trans-shipment of freight at the ports has proceeded so

smoothly during the past few months that the menace of a
break in the bridge to Pershing appears to be definitely re-

moved. A "delinquent bureau" was established through
wliich all "slacker" shippers and consignees were followed
up and compelled to dispose of accumulated freight and cease
misusing railroad facilities for storage purposes. "The rule
that the railroad machine should be used to transport freightj

not to hold it indefinitely, was enforced at all points."

Accumulation Reduced

The jieriodic accumulation figures for all ports (carloads)
are:

Per cent
of

October DecreaseDecenihcr M.irch .Tunc September
12.552 7.018 9,334 6.370 5.383 67.11

8,349 7,000 6,321 5,116 5,064 39.34

23,419 16.701 12,250 9,080 8.349 65.64

In c.ys
On piers

etc.

On ground.

Total ....44,320 30,719 27,905 20,566 18.796 57.59

For New York alone, which handles more than 60 per cent
of all North Atlantic exports, the figures are as follows:

Per cent

December Marcb June September October Decrease
In cars .

.

On piers
etc.

. 8,069 3,188 5,454 3,239 2,745 65.9S

I 4,832 3,557 3,180 2.862 1,919 60.28

On grounil . 13.687 9,729 7,311 5.537 4,914 64.09

Total .. . 26,588 16,474 15,945 11,638 9,578 63.97

Washington, D. C.

Serious Danger Removed

Last winter, when cars under load were backed up on side-

tracks for miles inland, railroad officers in desperation arbi-

trarily dumped cars of non-perishable freight out ujx)n the

ground to release track space and cars. In the harbor light-

ers were delayed for weeks at a time with loads because

the congested conditions prevented the prompt making up of

composite cargoes. On January 6 there were 213 ocean-

going steamers lying idle in New York harbor awaiting either

cargo or bunker coal for the trip to Europe, although at this

period shortage of bottoms was acute and tlie U-boat menace
at its height.

The records show that railroad facilities for export have
not been forced to their extreme limit at any time during the

past six months. Excluding United States government war
freight, which is accorded preference over all other traffic

and excluding also bulk grain and coal, the deliveries of ex-

port in carloads at North Atlantic ports for the past six

months averaged, daily, 1,055 cars in April; 1,348 in May;
1,351 in June; 1,480 in July; 1,232 in August and 1,651 in

September.

The total export tonnage (excluding bulk grain and coal

and government freight, which last year was very light) aj>-

pears as follows:

April May June July August September
1917 1,001.603 915,786 1,007,226 822,439 1,079,942 897,547
1918 1,086,307 1,407,598 1,290,351 1,515,155 1,389,923 1,517,795

Of the 1,651 cars delivered daily in September, exclusive of

United States government war supplies, only 215 carloads

were commercial exix)rt freight; 779 carloads were for ac-

count of the French, British and Italian governments; 47
carloads were for the Belgian Relief Commission and 610
carloads were grain and grain products for the United States

Food Administration.

Transportation Needs Fully Met
No shortage of railroad transportation for war activities

or essential industries existed during the summer months; in

fact, the capacity of the carriers for months has been in ex-

cess of the traffic offered. Exjx)rt tonnage hauled in Sep-
tember was 9.2 per cent greater than in August; and all

lines serving tlie North .\tlantic ports declared themselves
able to handle more freight. There has been some shortage
in production. The extraordinar>- demands for steel have
Ijuffled even the great efforts of that industry. Food supplies

have moved from the West to the seaboard in quantity and
at a s{>eed never before known. Shipments of livestock and
other perishables eastward from Chicago on October 8 aggre-
gated 1,318 cars. The increased movement of food has fully

kept pace witli the rapid increase of our expeditionar}' forces

abroad, and the requirements of the allied peoples.

The domestic freight traffic to the seaport cities has grown
at a rate ajiproaching that of the ex}X)rts. For the six weeks
ended Sei)tember 26 total deliveries at one port alone
amounted to 115,363 carloads, an average of well over 3,000
cars a day.

The ^Methods Employed

Tlie statement goes on to explain the measures taken to
accomplish these revolutionary- results. The War Depart-
ment, the Navy Department, the Food Administration, and
all the other Government Boards appointed experienced rail-

road traffic men to look after their interests. This prevented
conflicting demands or orders and cleared up much of the
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(luio.s jjrcviously existing. 'riic Export.s Control Com-

mittee has (o-ordinatc-d the operations incident to the e.xport

of freiglit to l'',ur()])e, frcjni all ports, and sees to the jjreven-

lion of congestion at any one port. The close co-operation

lietvveen our government and the agents of the Euro|H;an gov-

ernments has also been an important factor. A. H. Smitli,

(astern regional director, early |)laced the o|)erations of all

railroads at each iK)rt under a single joint committee, tlms

fixing res]K)nsil)ility for jiromj)! unloading and the regula-

tion of (leliii(|uent consignees. Carload .shii>ments were sub-

jected to a rigid system of permits. The consignee of freight

now has to get the [jermit nc-ces.sary for the shipment of his

car, and to do this he must show his ability to promptly un-

load the freight. Ajjijlications for pennits are pas.sed upon,

at each port, by a single committee on which all railroads are

represented.

Aderjuate .storage space has been provided at or near the

seajxjrts to hold reserves sufficient to prevent delay to steam-

ships. Freight movement from the west has been much sim-

|ilified l)y new arrangements for assembling at gateways, and

Ijy sending single commodities through in solid trains. Rail-

road jiiers are utilized for loading direct from cars to steam-

ers. The tugs, lighters and car floats owned by the rail-

roads have been put under a single management at each port.

Coal export for war needs, not included in the foregoing

figures, amounted, in the seven months ending with July, to

more than 1,000 carloads a day, or a total of 10,91.S,,S,S7 tons;

all this in addition to the vast sii[iplies needed by steamships

for fuel.

Conditions in Central Western Region

A report to Director General McAdiX) from Hale Holden,

regional director of the Central Western region, for the

month of Se[)tember, shows that the movement of traffic over

the railroads in that region was better than normal and
reviews in detail traffic conditions as well as economies

effected through better loading, consolidations of facilities

and more direct routing.

The re|K)rt demonstrates that the "sailing day" plan has

reached the j)oint where it is saving 3,429 cars per week.

There has been an increased loading in the region of coal,

grain and live stock. Particular attention has been paid to

the live stock situation with the result that an increase of

19 per cent in loading was brought about. Good results

were also achieved through more intensive loading of all

kinds of commodities throughout the month. Full car sup-

ply was availalile in the midcontinent oil-field for the load-

ing of oil. Mr. Holdcn's rejwrt also .shows that in spite

of disadvantages more shop work was accomplished in the

region than in Seiitember, 1917.

Ticket office consolidations in the region have been effecti'd

which will save a total of $567,978 per annum.
Tlu' report follows:

Movement of Business

The weather has been sea.sonable and favorable ojjcrating

conditions have existed on all lines with but very few isolated

cases of tem])orary congestion or accumulation and it has

Iwen necessary to divert from ]iroper routes or delay very

little traffic.

The movement of grain which was unusually heavy dur-

ing the month of Augu.st, continued in September up until

the eighteenth when on account of the fact that the elevator

cajjacity at i)ractically all primary markets was filled much
earlier than usual it was necessary, through co-operation

with the Food Administration and grain control committees

to place a limited embargo, under the permit system, at the

principal |iriniur\- markets. Grain control committees were

established and through the sjilendid co-operation of the

grain interests generally the situation has bei-n well in hand
since the date mentioned above.

The car supply generally has l>een adecjuate to meet re-

(|uirements with the exception of double-deck stock cars for

sjx'cial loading. Unfavorable feeding and weather condi-

tions on western mountain ranges caused practically all of

the stock rai.sers and feeders to want to ship at once. The
sujjply of both single and double-deck stock cars is limited

and there have been some disturbing elements to the situ-

ation in conse(|uence resulting from our inability to satisfy

all the interests. As a matter of fact, however, the business

has been moved as fast as the stock yards companies could

handle it and we have been compelled to hold back stock

at Omaha and Kan.sas City becau.se it could not Ix- taken

(are of by the stock yards company.

Car loading was as follows:

Total Cars Coal Loaded

1918 1917 Increase Per cent incrtasc

164,342 142,299 22.043 15.5

Total Cars Grain Loaded

33,658 27,402 6,256 22.8

Total Cabs Revenue Freight Loaded

553,868 573,377 19,509 dec. 3.4 dec.

Total Cars Revenue Freight Received from CoHNE(moNS
301,756 292,946 8,812 3.0

While there was a substantial increase in the loading of

several commodities, such as coal, grain and live stock, the

total loading shows a slight decrease caused by falling off

of miscellaneous loading and also by the more general in-

tense loading of cars this year as compared with the same
period last year. This is jjarticularly true of the less car-

load merchandise loading, where a ver\- large number of cars

were saved by heavier loading and the adoption of the "sail-

ing day plan."

Sailing Day Pif/n.—During the month of September the

sailing day plan vv'as inaugurated at the following points,

resulting in savings shown:

Car Savings Per Week
Cars Car.s

.MbvKiucrquc. N. M 48 Los .\ngeles. Cal 124

.\rkan.sas City, Kan 12 Muscatine, la 28
liurlington, l.i 1J5 Oakland, Cal 70
Davenport, la. . . . t Ottumwa, la 49
Rock Island. 11I..S 64 Pueblo, Col 82
Molinc, 111 J Raton. N. M 2
Dcming, N. M 11 Sacramento, Cal 40
Denver, Col 1.S7 San Francisco, Cal 138
Dodge City, Kan 45 San Jose. Cal 10
I'resno. Cal 55 Springfield. Ill 84
Crcat Renil, Kan 25 Stockton, Cal 49
lUitcliinson, Kan 54 Toiieka. Kan 110
Independence, Kan 6 Wellington. Kan 25
Kan.sas Cilv, Mo 570 Winfield, Kan IS
Earned, Kan 14
1-as \egas, N. M 48 Total 2.091

In my re[)ort for the month of August I .showed that the

total saving from the installation of the plan during that

month aggregated l,^^8 cars per week. The total saving to

date is therefore 3,429 cars per week which is without cjues-

tion having a favorable effect on the car situation generally.

fniit Traffic.—126 fruit sjiecials, with 4,758 cars operated

from California to the Missouri river and Chicago, with

an average of 37 cars per train. 74 special fruit trains orig-

inated in Colorado, with a total of 2,226 cars, an average

of 30 cars ])er train. .\s in former months, all fruit specials

were operated on conservative schedules and were filled to

enough tonnage with dead freight to insure economical train

load and satisfactorj- time jierformance.

Livestock.—The loading of livestock in this region shows
an increase of 19 per cent. Kansas City market handled
a total of 19,046 cars inbound, an increase over same month
last year of 5,705 cars or 42 per cent. 8,396 cars handled
outbound, an increase of 2,022 cars or 31.7 per cent. South
(^maha market had inbound 14,040 cars, increase 3,506
cars or 33. .i per cent. Outbound 7,243 cars, increase 1,243

cars' or 20 per cent. St. Joseph market handled a total of

5,662 cars inbound, an increase of 1,312 cars or 30 per cent;

outbound 1,527 cars, increase 449 cars or 41.6 per cent.

Oil Traffic.—A full car supply was available in the niid-
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(imlincnl fulds at all times. From this district a total of

510 oil trains were ojKTatcd, with 14,.S19 cars, an average

of 2S cars jjcr train, of which the Santa Fe handled 91

trains, with 2,984 cars or an average of 3.^ cars per train.

Troop Movements.—We operated from all camps a total

of 7,5 .s])ecial trains, with 26,766 nu'n, the larger movements

being 21 trains, 8,.516 men; 20 trains, 6,510 men; and 18

trains, 8,4.51 men. All trains were operated on schedule

and without accident.

Coal Traffic.—The coal situation in Illinois and Indiana

during the month of September was more satisfactory in

point of car supply than during the month of August, but

much less satisfactory from a production standjwint, as in-

dicated i)y the following figures which cover loading in the

Central zone or district and are a little more in excess of

the actual coal loading in the Central Western region:

August September

Cirs loaded 1918 1S4.235 172,585
Cars loaded 1917 l.Sfl.940 146,302
Increase over previous year 33,293—22% 26,283—18%

It will be noted less cars were loaded in September than

during the previous month due to mines not working Labor
Day and many mines being shut down on the 18-45 regis-

tration day, and for the primary a few days later. Con-
versely, these holidays enabled the railroads to make a better

showing as to car supply.

Even with the decreasing loading the Fuel Administra-

tion has been pressed to provide markets, and has only been

ajjle to do so liy arranging for the sale of coal to railroads

for movement jjeyond the normal commercial zone. In order

to continue the ratio of increased loading over last year,

]5articularly in Illinois, the Fuel Administration gave con-

sideration the latter part of September to the established

zone lines. As a result, the present summer zone line through

Wisconsin and Minnesota will be continued as winter line

on all prepared sizes and mine run. The lower peninsula

of Michigan will be held open all winter for Indiana, all

grades, and for Illinois screenings.

The accumulation of coal on track in the Chicago district

is growing less and is practically down to normal. The
state and Cook county organizations of the Fuel Adminis-
tration have taken hold of the situation vigorously and will

undertake to force unloading.

Taking it as a whole, the performance of the railroads

during the month of September in this territory in coal load-

ing was all that could be asked by the Fuel Administration.
There is the closest co-operation between the railroad officers

and the Fuel .\dministration and the general organization
is working harmoniously and to the best interests. Reports
for the five months since April indicate that the commercial
coal requirements for Illinois consumption were 48,.i60 cars
per month or a total of 241,800 cars. We have loaded and
handled 290„580, an excess over the requirements of the

Fuel Administration of 48,450 cars or 17 per cent. Figures
for September, not yet available in detail, indicate a still

further excess over the rcfjuirements.

Terminal Situation.—All the large terminals in the dis-

trict have been operated effectively and outside of the al)-

normal movement of grain and livestock above mentioned
there has l)ecn no congestion either in carload or less carload
business. The lalior situation at freight houses has become
more stabilized than for any other month during the past
year and the result has been a clean-up at all the le.ss car
load freight houses to practically a normal basis.

Power and Equipment Conditions.—Our labor situation
seems to be imiiroving and the force of men in the mechan-

* ical deixirtment as shown by the following statement is

encouraging. Figures quoted indicate a slight increase in

the percentage of engines out of service requiring over 24
I hours to repair, but the situation is better than indicated
I in view of the fact that more of our powder has had general

overhauling and is, I think, in better condition gencrallv

th.iii it was this time last year. Our orders for new ecjuip-

mciu are not being filled as rapidly as we would like to

see liiem but this condition is receiving necessar)' attention.

-Me.N in Car and LocO.Mf)TIVE DErARTMENTS
September

1918 1917 Increase Percent
Car deipartiticnt 25,63-4 22,538 3,016 13.5
Locomotive .department 63,306 56,693 6,613 11.7

Total 88.940 79,281 9.659 12.2
Total cars on line 379,106

liad orders 20,134
Per cent bad orders 5.3%
Had orders same date last year 20,020
Increase 114— .6%

Total locomotives on line 12.242
.Vuiuher out of .service for repairs requiring over
24 hours

I'er cent out of service
Nuniber out of service for repairs requiring over

24 hours same date last year

1,974

Number of locomotives turned out of shops:
1918 3,050
1917 2,621
Increase 16%

Nundjer of foreign locomotives turned out of shops:
1 1 locomotives repaited for B. & O.

Number of locomotives repaired for Kastern lines; classified repairs:
C. H. & Q. .\. T. & S. l". C. R. I. & P. I. C.

West Uurlington Shops Topeka Shops Siivis Shops Burnside Shops
2— 1!. &(). 2— n. SO. 3— B. &0. 4—D. &0.

Number of locomotives on foreign lines:

.\. T. & S. F. C. R. I. & P. I. C. S. P. U. P.
lyonl'cnna. ISonPenna. 3 on I!. & O. 2 on Penna. 4 on C. & O.

8 on l>isco. 1 on Penna. 3 on II. V.
3 on L. & N. 7 on B. & O.

Mdintenimce of Way.—The federal managers as a whole

rejiort the condition of their track and property in as good

condition as it was last year. There are one or two excep-

tions to this statement, the explanation being that shortage

of labor is responsible for the condition. The proper de-

partments at Washington have been advised of the rail and
tie situation which at the present time is more or less dis-

couraging. Our lines are .short approximately 2,30,000 tons

of rail and the only immediate prospect in sight is the out-

put from the Colorado Fuel &; Iron Company at Minnequa,
Colo., from wliiih we exjjcct to get 3,500 tons per week.

This is Ix-ing made a study of .special investigation by my
engineering staff. The tie situation is unsatisfactory. The
shortage as of Sejitember 1 represented approximately 6,200,-

000 ties, an average of 120 ties jx-r mile of line in the region.

This has been brought to the attention of the Central Pur-
chasing Committee. Attention is being given to the question

of providing for the more important classes of materials

which will be required for improvement and maintenance
work during the year 1919. Arrangements are in making
to ])lace orders so as to get a reasonalsly prompt deliver}'

next sjiring.

Rouliuj;.—Reports received so far for the month of Sep-
tember show a total saving of 492,714 car miles as result

of recruiting shipments from circuitous to direct routes.

These figures do not include savings effected by shippers

selecting direct routes upon the request of the carriers, nor

do they include all savings effected by the carriers in re-

routing at [loint of origin.

Consolidated Ticket OtHccs.—During the month of Sep-
temlier consolidated ticket offices were opened at Denver,
Colorado: Kansas Citv. Mo.; Peoria, Illinois; St. Joseph,
Mo.

Prior to Septemi)er 1, 21 offices were opened and there
now remain but five offices to be opened. It is estimated
that these consolidations will result in an annual saving
of $.579,059.16 for rent, $188,919. .57 for salary and other
expenses, or a total of $567,978.55. Our reports show that
in the offices that have been opened tlie ser\'ice is good,
although great difficulty is experienced in securing and hold-
ing exjierienced employees. The school at Chicago for the
education of women as ticket sellers and infomiation clerks
was ojiened Octolier 1. IMuch interest in the project has
lieen developed and more than 1,000 applications for en-
rollment were filed. The school opens with 50 students
which is the total that can he properly handled. The per-
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sonncl of the next class, which will start about eight weeks

hence, is also arranged.

Reductions and Increases in Passenger Train Miles.—
During the month of September there were additional elim-

inations of 26,500 passenger train miles in local service on
the O. S. L. between Ogden and Salt Lake City. On the

other hand because of the very heavy travel it was found
necessary to restore trains 7 and 8 on the Union Pacific

between Omaha and Ogden, effective September 1. As a

result of putting these trains on, the Union Pacific was
enabled to eliminate the second section of train 9 from

Omaha to Ogden and train 6 from Ogden to Omaha, so

that there was no increase or decrease in train mileage, but

the addition of trains 7 and 8 made possible the reduction

between Ogden and Salt Lake City mentioned above. In

addition, a revision of schedules on the L. A. & S. L. be-

tween Salt Lake City and Nephi resulted in saving 55,714

train miles. The net reduction is, therefore, 82,214 train

miles.

Early Movement of Winter Supplies.—The campaign to

induce .shippers and receivers of freight to arrange for early

movement of their traffic in order to relieve the situation

during the winter months has been carried on energetically

and reports show that excellent results have been and are

being obtained.

Foreign Line Representation by Home Line Roads.—One
of the most useful services perfomied in the past by the off-

line agencies was the information they were able to give

shippers in regard to rates, routes, terminal facilities, etc.,

with respect to their lines, and the assistance they were able

to render in connection with shipments to or from points on
such lines. In order that this service may still be available

in so far as possible, arrangements have been effected at a

number of important cities and will be put in effect at others,

by which each home line has been designated to represent

one or more foreign lines.

Unification of Facilities.—The pairing of tracks of the

Denver & Rio Grande, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and
Colorado & Southern between Denver and Pueblo was made
effective October 1. Consolidation of the Wabash-C. B. &
Q. trackage between Tracy and Albia, Iowa, and abandon-
ment of the Wabash line practically are perfected and will

be completed by the first of November. Joint operation of

the C. B. & Q.-C. & N. W. lines Orin Junction to Shoshoni
has been arranged for between Casper and Orin Junction.

Pairing of Western Pacific and Southern Pacific tracks in

Nevada is progressing and it is expected the operation of

these two main lines as double track will become effective

about October 15.

Nev^' Regulations Governing Repairs to Equipment
Director General McAdoo has issued General Order No.

47 prescribing the following regulations to govern the de-
tennination of costs and the compilation and rendition of
bills by one carrier under federal control against another
carrier under such control for repairs to c(iuipment actually

made on and after October 1, 1918. Bills for repairs actu-
ally made prior to that date are to lie rendered and the costs

for such repairs shall be determined as heretofore.

Kepairs to Cars

(1) The cost to rrp.iir freight and i).isscnger train cirs and work equip,
ment shall be borne and included in the operating expenses of the carrier
which, under the rules and practices, applicable at the time repairs arc
made, may be respnnsible for such repairs.

(2) The cost of repairs made by any carrier to its own cars or to cars
of another carrier for which il the repairing carrier is responsible shall

be based upon actual applied material and labor costs plus a proper propor-
tion of "shop expenses," as prescribed by the rules of the Interstate Com-
merce Conunission or which may hereafter be prescribed.

(3) If the cost of repairs made to cars by one carrier be chargeable
to another carrier such costs shall be based on the rules prescribed by the
Master Car Builders' Association, which were applicable at the time such
repairs were made. Details in support of such repair costs shall be pre-
pared as heretofore.

(4> There shall be compiled monthly, from the detail record referred to

in the preceding paragraph, one statement against each carrier under federal

control for the repair costs chargeable to it. Such monthly statements
shall be made in duplicate and shall show separately for freight train cars,

]>assenger train cars and work equipment:

(«) Total cars repaired.

(b) Total labor costs including shop expense costs.

(c) Total material costs including handling and other costs chargeable

to material.

(d) Added per cent,

(c) Total costs.

(5) The originals of such statements shall be rendered to and accepted

by debtor carriers as rendered, in accordance with the provisions of General
Order No. 20.

(6) The duplicates of such statements shall be attached to the detail

data from which they are made and retained by the carrier making the

repairs.

Repairs to Locomotives

(7) The provision' of paragraphs (1) and (2) of this order with respect

to repairs of cars shall in like manner apply to repairs of locomotives.

(8) The costs for repairing locomotives of one carrier under federal

control for or for account of another carrier under such control shall be
determined in the following manner;

(a) To the cost of all applied material there shall be added 15 per cent
to cover cost of handling.

(.b) To the cost of all applied labor there shall be added 10 per cent

to cover accounting and other incidental costs.

(c) Proportion of shop expense costs.

(rf) The aggregate of all such costs shall represent the amount to he
charged for the repairs.

(9) Dftails comprising such repair costs shall be compiled and kept

b>7 the repairing carrier, from which monthly statements in duplicate shall

be prepared against the carrier responsible for such costs. Such statements
shall show the repair costs for each individual locomotive stated in the

following detail

:

(a) Total labor costs.

ib) Total material costs.

(c) Shop costs.

((/) Added per cent for labor.

(e) .Added per cent for material.

if) Total cost.

(10) The orginals of such statements shall be rendered to and accepted

by debtor carriers as rendered, in accordance with the provisions of General
Order No. 20. Duplicates shall be attached to the detail data from which
they are made and retained by the carrier making the repairs.

.\ddjtions and Betterments Costs

(11) If additions and betterments be made by one carrier under federal

control to the cqi'.ipmenl of another carrier under such control, the ow-ning

carrier shall be billed by the carrier making the improvements for the costs

thereof. Such bill shall show the kind and class of equipment, the initial

and number thereof, as well as such details as to specifications and costs

as may be necessary to epable the owning carrier to make proper record

of the improvement. Bills for such costs shall be subject to check and
verification by the owning carrier. Bills for additions and betterments
costs shall not be included with bills for repair costs.

(12) If in repairing a unit of equipment a change in the standard
established by the owner be made such as substitution of parts, advice of

such change shall be given the owner.

Equipment Destroyed

(13) If a unit of equipment of one carrier under federal control be

destroyed on the line of another carrier under such control, advice of

such destruction shall be promptly given to the ow-ning carrier by the carrier

on whose line the unit was destroyed. Upon receipt of such advice the

owning carrier shall bill the destroying carrier therefor, in accordance with

Master Car Builders' Association rules as now in effect, or as may here-

after he prescribed.

Materials Fi/rnisbed bv One Carrier to Another

(14) Material furnished by one carrier under federal control to another
carrier under such control for use in repairing or improving the equipment
of the owning carrier shall be billed by the carrier furnishing it and paid

for by the repairing carrier at costs at which the material is carried in

the accounts of the owning carrier plus actual out-of-pocket handling or

shipping costs. Such material shall be taken into the accounts of the car-

rier to which it is furnished at such billed costs, to which shall be added
freight and other handling costs actually incurred by the receiving carrier.

The costs thus determined shall be used as a_ basis for determining the

cost ot material used in such repairs or improvements.
(15 1 Rills for material furnished as prescribed in the preceding para-

graph shall be made in detail. They shall be subject to check and reclama-

tion or rejection by the debtor carrier in respect to damage or shortage.

(16) Bills for repairs to equipment for which private owners or carriers

not under federal control (including Canadian and Mexican railroads) are

responsible shall, unless and until otherwise ordered, be made and rendered
as heretofore in accordance with Master Car Builders' rules applicable at

the time such repairs are made.
(17) Bills for repairs to equipment made by carriers not under federal

control against carriers under such control sh.ali be tested, verified and paid

by the carrier responsible for such repairs as heretofore.

(15) The provisions of this order in respect to the rendition of monthly
statements shall take effect on October 1, 1918, and shall apply only to

repairs actually made on and after that date. Bills for repairs made
prior i.< that date shall be rendered as heretofore.

New List of Systems of Transportation Under
Federal Control

The Division of Traffic in Circular No. 5 has promul-
gated a list of the railroads and systems of transportation

under federal control for use in connection with the com-
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piling and publication of tarilTs and schedules, the issuing,

publication, filing or changing of rates, fares, charges, clas-

sifications, regulations or practices, or matters pertaining

thereto. The list has been puijlished for the director general

and filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission for the

purpose of showing the names of the railroads and systems

of transportation under federal control for convenient use

and reference in all matters pertaining to or connected with

tariff pul)lication and rate regulation. The circular states

that the list must not be used or construed as determining

or affecting the status or relation with the government of

any carrier shown or omitted or the method or manner of

operation of any carrier under federal control. The list is

made up as of October 10 and will he amended from time

to time to include other lines as their status becomes fixed.

It includes nearly 700 names, including in addition to the

larger roads a considerable number of belt line, switching,

terminal, station, bridge and steamship companies, many of

which are subsidiary to one or more of the larger companies,

and also the inland waterway systems under federal control.

Report on Condition of Locomotives

The table showing the condition of locomotives on the

roads controlled by the Railroad Administration for the week
ending September 28, 1918, indicates that as far as locomo-

tives are concerned the railroads are in pretty good shape,

having a general average of only 14.4 per cent of locomotives

in shops. It is particularly gratifying to notice that the

number of locomotives turned out of the .shops for this week

Political Order Modified

Director General McAdoo has agreed to a slight modifi-
cation of his General Order No. 42, requiring railroad men
to abstain from political activities, at the request of the
brotherhoods of train service employees, who in several con-
ferences with the director general protested vigorously against
its provisions. The principal change, however, is in recog-
nition of the fact that railroad employees constitute a large
proportion of the population in many small communities
and permits them to hold local offices under certain condi-
tions, but as to the principle of the order the director general
has declined to yield. The changes are incorporated in
General Order No. 48 issued as a sub.stitute for No. 42 and
Supplement No. 1 thereto, as follows:

"The issunnce of General Order No. 42 was for the purpose of extending
to officers, attorneys and employees in the railroad service of the United
Slates subslantially the .same fejulations as to political activity which have
lieen applied for many years through civil service laws and executive and
departmental orders and regulations to other employees of the United
States. These laws, orders and regul.itions conform to a wise policy which
has long nad the snppor'. of the people of the United States regardless of
political parties. Since the government has taken control of the railroads
and their former officers, attorneys and employees have become public
serianls, it is necessarv that the same policy as to political activity be
extended to them as to other employees of the United States. As employees
of the government, they cannot be properly exempted from the policy ap-
plied to other governnjent employees.

"It has developed, however, since General Order No. 42 was issued that
there are many communities in the United States which are composed
largely, and in some respects almost wholly, of railroad employees and
their families, and that the proper civil administration of such communities
makes it necej-sary that railroad employees should hold municipal offices
It) is clear that in such cases exceptions should be made. Such exceptions
have been made by the government in other cases (such as navy yards in

LOCOMOTIVE CONDITION REPORT FOR THE WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 28, 1918.

No. of locos.

Regions on line

Allegheny 10,045

Central Wester 11.913

Eastern 18,395
Northwestern 9,267

Pocahontas 1,968

Southern 6.390
Southwestern 5,148

Total 63.126

Locos.
No. of locos. out of I .ocos. Foreign

No. of locos. awaiting service 24 hrs. turned out of shop
serviceable shop Per Cent 1918 1917 repaired

8,617 1,428 14.2 1,863 1,463 36
10,066 1,847 15.5 802 655 53
15,845 2,550 13.

S

1,911 1,585 58
8.011 1,256 13.5 375 357 19
1,741 227 11.5 194 149 6
5,428 962 15.0 .161 316 29
4,279 869 16.8 377 281 35

9,139

Number ol: employees
1917

44,763 39,079
60,924 54,396
78,991 71,091
32.368 29.922

9.537
22,374
21,139

^5,326 247.533

is an increase of 1,277 over the number turned out during

the same week of last year. At the same time the number of

employees increased 27,793 for the week, over the number
employed during the corresponding week last year. During
the week 2,36 locomotives were repaired in shops on foreign

lines.

Agricultural Committees

To promote agriculture in the southern and the far western

states the railroad administration has appointed committees

of railroad officers to investigate local conditions and sub-

mit recommendations looking to improved experimental work
and educational activities wherever practicable. In adopting

this policy the administration expects to promote agricultural

extension work more actively than in the past. Agricultural

emigration, however, will be frowned upon during the con-
tinuance of the war.

The agricultural committee of the north and west consists

of the following: L. Seagraves, industrial commissioner,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Chicago, chairman; F. S.

Welsh, New York Central; J. B. Lamson, C. B. & Q.; L. J.
Bricker, Northern Pacific; W. I.. English, St. L.-S. F.; F. S.

McCabe, C. M. & St. P.; Douglas White, Los Angeles & Salt
Lake.

For the southeastern region Texas and Oklahoma, the
committee consists of W. W. Croxton, general passenger
agent, A. B. &: A.. Atlanta, chairman: G. A. Park, I,ouisville

& Nashville; H. J. Schweitert, Illinois Central; T- C. Welty,
Missouri Pacific; B. L. Hammer, Seaboard AirLine; J C.
Williams, Southern, and T. L. Peeler, Dallas.

certain localities) where the population consisted wholly or in large part
of government employees, and where it was necessary for proper adminis-
tration of civil affairs such government employees should hold local political

"It has, therefore, been determined to permit railroad employees to hold
nuinicipal offices in the communities in which they live, provided they do
not neglect their railroad duties as a result thereof, and also to limit Sec-
tion 2 to a prohibition against railroad employees acting as chairmen of
political conventions or using their positions in the railroad service of the
United States to bring nbout their selection as delegates to political con-
ventions, in order to harmonize said Section 2 with existing civil servite
rules and departmental regulations.

"It is. therefore, ordered that no officer, attorney or employee shall:
"1. Hold a position as a member or officer of any political committee or

organization that solicits funds for political purposes.

"2. Act as a chairman of a political convention or use his position in
the railroad service of the United Stales to bring about his selection a* a
<Iclegatc to political conventions.

"3. Solicit or receive funds for anv political purpose or contribute toany political fund collected by an official or employee of any railroad orany otftcial or employee of the United Slates or any state.
"4. Assume the conduct of any political campaign.
"5. Attempt to coerce or intimidate another officer or employee in the

exercise of his right of suffrage. Violation of this will result in immediate
dismissal from the service.

"6. Neglect his railroad duties to engage in politics or use his position
Ml the railroad service of the United Slates to inteifere with an elecHonAn employee has the right to vote as Ic i.leases, and to exercise his civil
rights free from interference or dictation by any fellow employee or byany superior, or by any other person. Ivailroad employees may become
candidates for and .accept election to municipal offices where such action will
not involve neglect on their part of their railroad duties, but candidacy
for a noiimation or for election to other political office, or the holding ofsuch office, is not perm.issible. The positions of notaries public, members
of draft boards, officers of public libraries, members of school or park
boards, and officers of religious and eleemosynary institutions are not
construed as political offices.

"7. In all cases where railroad officers, attorneys and employees were
elected to political offices prior to the issuance of General Order No 42
August 31, 1918. they will bo permitted lo complete their terms of office solong as It does not interfere with the performance of their railroad duties
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After tlic completion of said terms of ofTice, they will be governed by the

j)rnvisions of this order.

"8. In all cases where railroad officers, attorneys and employees were

nominated for political offices, and had become candidates therefor prior to

llif issuance of CIcneral Order No. 42, .August 31, 1918, they will be per-

mitted to hold and complete the terms of office to which they may be

elected at the general election to be held November, 1918, to the extent

that the holding of such offices shall not interfere with the performance of

tlicir railroad duties. After the completion of such terms of office, they

sli.'dl he governed by the provisions of this order.

"Railroad men have given ample proof of their loyalty to their govern-

ment. I am confident that they will gladly and patriotically accept now
tliose reasonable governmental regulations concerning political activity

which their welfare and America's cause demand. They arc the same regu-

lations in their general scope and application as all other government em-

liloyees have lived under for many year>; without the loss of any essential

rights and with added dignity to their citizenship."

The new order was approved by President Wilson by his

signature.

Fluctuations in Expenses to Be Explained

The Railroad Administration is arranging to secure an

explanation of the causes of fluctuations in operating ex-

])cnses for the purpose of showing how they are affected by

wage rates or material prices. For this purpose the Di-

vision of 0])eration has issued Circular No. 21 which pro-

\ides:

1. Tn connection with form O. S. 7, "condensed income account and

operating expenses" (see circular No. 15), a monthly statement of "ex-

planation of fluctuations in operating expenses" will be required for all

Class I roads, cITectivc with the repoit for the month of August. 1918.

The statement .should be made in triplicate and forwarded to the operating

statistics section on or before the tenth day of the recond month following

that to which the figures apply.

2. It is considered impractical to prescribe ai standard form for the ex-

planation statement, but the following general principles should he observed:

3. The explanation statement should be typewritten on paper of letter

or legal size,

4. The text and the tabulated figures therein should explain the notice-

able increases or decreases in comparison with the same month of the

I)revious year.

5. The explanations of such notice.ihle increases or decreases should

follow the primary expense accounts as specified in form O. S. 7, and they

should he compared with the increases or decreases in the related units of

performance, such as train miles, locomotive miles, car miles, gross ton

miles, net ton miles, miles of road operated, and other data reported on

forms O. 5. 1 to O. S. 6, inclusive.

6. While it is not intended that any additional accounting shall he

made necessary bv this circular, it is dcsir.ihle that the explanations shall,

in the case of the major items of expense, make some distinction between

the elements of labor and materials, and between increases due to higher

wage rates or higher prices and additional forces or greater consumption

of material.

Revision of Switching Charges

The Division of Traffic of the Railroad Administration

has authorized on one day's notice the revision of switching

charges for movements not in connection with line hauls

which were increased under General Order 28 l)y the addi-

tion of specific amounts. This revision will be on tlie basis

of adding 25 per cent to the switching charges in effect

May 2.\ suliject to a minimum charge of $2.50 per car for

intra-plant switching and $5 per car for intra-terminal and

inter-terminal switching. The commodities affected are coal,

coke, stone, sand and gravel, brick, cement, plaster, lime

and cotton. The switching charges on these comnKxlities

were increa.sed by the addition of specific amounts ])rovidcd

ill General Order 28, and the revised basis will be a reduc-

tion in all cases. This authority does not apply where

freight rate authorities ])reviously issued have authorized

tiie revision of charges as increased by General Order 28.

It is issued as a temiiorary measure and it is expected that

further consideration will l)e given to a revision 9f switch-

ing charges not in connection with line hauls to a consistent

and reasonable basis.

The Railroad Administration has authorized the cancel-

lation on one day's notice of tlie jirovision published in

Southern territory to the effect that the minimum class rate

scale and minimum charge of $15 ]K'r car as authorized

liv General Order 2S will apply in comieilion with switch-

ing charges within (he limits of industrial switching dis-

tricts.

Improvement in Ticket Selling Practice

Effective on November 1, 1918, the .-ileeping and parlor

car rate and tiie additional passage charge for occupancy of

.space in sleeping or parlor cars will be combined and both

charges will be represented by the sleejiing or parlor car

ticket, except in cases of furlough fare, clergy, and similar

tickets, where the two charges must i.ie kept separate. When
fares are paid on trains, the sleeping or parlor car conduc-

tors will make the collections of Ijoth charges, and issue

one ticket to cover.

This plan will do away with the delays and confusions

now incident to the sale of three separate tickets, and the

collection of three separate charges for a railroad journey

in a sleeping or parlor car. .\s rapidly as the necessary

alterations in ticket offices ran be made, the sleeping car

and railroad ticket selling forces will be combined and it

will no longer be necessarx- for a passenger to go back and
forth between two different ticket windows at union stations

in order to get his sleeping car and railroad tickets and
arrange for hi.? accommodations, because both kinds of trans-

])ortation will hereafter Ije sold by the same ticket clerk.

It is thought that this arrangement, made possible by the

fact that the Pullman service is now under federal control,

will i)rove a great convenience and time saver to the traveling

])uljlic, and will tend to keep down the congestion at ticket

offices in union stations.

Effect of Influenza Epidemic

The Railroad Administration on Octoi)er 2,5 made pu!)lic

a report of the summar)' of traffic conditions in each region

for the preceding week. Tliese reports indicate continued

heavy traffic and difficulties caused by the influenza epi-

demic in nearly all parts of the countn.-. In the Eastern

region the statement is made that : "Passenger Traffic .shows

decrease on account of influenza and cancellation of public

gatherings." The Allegheny region reports that: "The in-

fluenza epidemic has seriously interfered with train move-
ments and station labor." The Southern region reports that:

"Passenger travel has been largely decreased by influenza

and the .state fairs of a number of states have been aban-

doned on this account." Tlie Central Western region reports:

"Passenger travel shows decreases on account of the epi-

demic." The Southwestern region reports: "Passenger travel

reduced by epidemic, which is also interfering with work
in shops and offices."

Permit System for Wheat

.\t the request of the Food .Administration and because

of lack of storage facilities at St. Paul and Minneapolis,

the Railroad .Administration has found it necessary to estab-

lisli an individual permit system for the shipment of wheat
into Minneapolis. This system has been in effect on all

coarse grains i)ut has not been in effect on wheat. It is now
necessary to introduce the individual permit system as to

wlieat to ])revent accumulations. The permit system went

into effect on October 2.v

Contracts Let for Boats for Mississippi River

Tlie Railroad .Administration has let contracts for tlie

construction of six steamers and 40 steel barges for .service

on the Mississippi and Warrior rivers at a total cost of

$6,170,000, deliveries to lx> in from two to 12 months after

the receijit of steel. The steamers will l)e eciuijiped with

engines of 180 horse ])ower and tlie l)arges will have a

capacity of 2,000 tons of freight in eight feet of water.

At the recent monthly meeting of tlic New York Railroad

Cliih. V). W. I'vi-. i>rcsi<lonl of llic Ttuo Products Company.
Inc., was elected treasurer to succeed the late K. M, Dixon.

Roy V. Writjht, managing editor of the Riiikitiy .Isc has been

appointed chairman of the subjects conimitlee.
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$164,992,150 Subscribed By Railway Men
Average Liberty Loan Subscription Over $100. The List of

100 Per Cent Roads a Long One

INCOMPLETE RETURNS to the DirLTtor-Gencral on Monday
showed the railway men of the country had subscribed

$164,992,150 to the Fourth Liberty Loan, as compared
with $106,655,450 to the Third Loan. The total number
of employees was 1,642,694, so that the average subscrip-

tion was over $100.

The Central Administration at Washington subscribed

100 per cent for an average subscription of $493.58. Of
tlie regions the Eastern secured the largest total, namely,

$44,580,450, but the Southwestern secured the best percen-

tage, namely 99.2 per cent, the employees subscribing with

an average subscription of $124.

The detail.s by regions follow:

Number Amount Amount
Region subscribers Percentage subscriptions per emp.

Central Administration Head-
quarters (WasliinKton) .... 1,01,1 100 $500,000 $493.58

Southwestern 165,9(6 99.3 20.661.J50 124
Northwestern 236,252 93.15 25,649.150 108.57
I'ocahontas 43,654 3,651,700
Allegheny 273,240 .S8.95 21,899,650 80.15
Eastern 473,001 S5 44,580,450 94
Southern 156,215 74 15,116,550 84
Central Western 293,373 94 32,933,400 HO

Total 1,642,694 $164,992,150

The 100 Per Cent Roads
The list of roads that reached 100 per cent .subscribers

is a long one and many important roads are included.

Among the more important lines are the following:

E.\STERN

lUiffalo Creek.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Wc'^ti-rn.

Grand Rapids & Indiana.

Lehigh & Hudson.
Lehigh Valley.

Lehigh & New England
New York Central.

Allegheny Region

Coal & Coke.
Long Island.

Northwestern Region

Chicago & Western Indiana.

Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer.
Chicago Junction.
Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha.
Copper Range.
Spokane. Portland & Seattle.

Wichita Falls & Northwestern.

Southwestern JJbcion

Memphis, Dall.-.s & Gulf.
St, Louis-San Francisco Ry. (North Inc. West Tulsa Belt).
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. (North Inch Oklahoma Belt).
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific.

Ch'cago, Rock Island & Gulf.
Horrton, Ea<t & West Texas.
Vicksburg, Shreveporl & Pacific.

Te.xas & Pacific.

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas.
International & Great Northern excluding Line Spring to Ft. Worth.
Beaumont & Great Northern.
Trans-Mississippi Terminal.
Ft. Worth .Si Denver Lines.
St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas—Fi. W.-R. G.-B. N. & S.
Houston & Texas Central.
Ft. Worth Belt.

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.

Missouri Pacific System.
St. Louis. Southwestern—North.
Louisiar.a & Arkansas.
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

So, Pacific Lines in Texas & Louisiana (excluding H. E. A W. T.-H. T. C).
Gulf Coast Lines.

Central Western Region

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Ves Moines Union.
Peoria S: Pekin Union.

Totals in the West

Liberty loan subscriptions in the Central Western region

aggregated $32,933,400 on October 19, representing 94.3

per cent of the employees and officers of the lines in that

territory. These figures, however, are not final, as further

subscriptions from outlying points are constantly being

reported. In addition to the subscriptions by the various

lines in the region, the regional director's staff, consisting

of 86 officers and emploxees, subscribed $66,300, or an
average of $771 per subscriber. Out of the 31 railroads in

the district, 21 have records of 100 f>er cent, four above 99
per cent, and all but four above 90 per cent. The Rock
Island lines in the region, which have been over the top

with 100 per cent for over a week, have increased the ave-

rage subscri])tions per subscriber to $108.57, the total sub-

scri|ition for the emjiloyees and officers of the Rock Island

lines in the Central Western district being $2,867,500. The
Oregon Short Line is the second 100 per cent road with re-

spect to the size of aggregate subscriptions; it reported
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$1,118,600 or $108.91 per subscriber. The Southern Pacific

lines in the region reported the largest total of subscriptions

with $5,854,700, and the Chicago, liurlington & Quincy was

second with $5,426,300.. Both roads were also in the 99 per

cent class.

Incomplete reports received from roads in the North-

western region up to 10 a. m. October 21, showed total sub-

scriptions amounting to $25,649,150, representing 93.15

per cent of the employees and ofticers in the territory. Out

of the 38 railroads reporting, 17 were in the 100 per cent

class, the largest of these being the Chicago, St. Paul, Min-

neapolis & Omaha with a total of $1,091,800, and an ave-

rage of $123.21 per subscriijer. The Chicago & North

Western led in the subscriptions per road, with $4,927,500.

New York Central Rally

One of the features of the Liberty Loan campaign on the

New York Central, was a "Buy Another Bond" rally at the

Grand Central Temiinal, New York, Friday afternoon, Oc-

tober 18. The rally took place in the big concourse and

was attended by 15,000 persons of whom 5,000 were rail-

road employees.

The sum of $240,700 in additional bond subscriptions

was secured at the rally, of which $60,700 was signed among

those on the rostrum and the remainder in small e.xtra pledges

by railroad workers. William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., president

of the New York Central Railroad Company, joined in the

rally from the floor with the crowd, subscribing $10,000

additional bonds, as did also A. T. Hardin, assistant re-

gional director. A. H. Smith, who was absent from the

city, telegraphed $5,000, and other $5,000 subscribers in-

cluded A. H. Harris, vice-president of the New York Central

Railroad Company; Ira A. Place, counsel of the New York

Central; P. E. Crowley, federal manager of the New York

Central, and Henry Russell, vice-president of the Michigan

Central, who a few days ago lost an aviator son on the

Western front.

Marcus A. Dow, general safety agent of the New York

Central, presided, and among the speakers were John Ken-

shop work, won high praise of musicians and generally were
tliought to be jjrofessionals. The band paraded Fifth ave-

nue and also played at Herald Square.

The wildest enthusiasm characterized the rally. 'Tony"
Francis, engineer of the Twentieth Century Limited, was
called from the entrv-wav to the train shed to the rostrum

The Largest Flag in the World as it Hung in Grand Central

Terminal, New York, During the Loan Campaign.

The Flag Is 80 by 160 Ft. in Size.

and in his grimy overalls sang '"The Long, Long Trail,"

the vast throng joining in the chorus. The rally closed with

an unprecedented scene, when E. L. Bartlett, holding aloft

a sign labelled "Twentieth Centur)' Limited for Berlin"

headed a serpentine march around the building that gathered

in over 3,000 cheering enthusiasts.

A dramatic incident of the rally was the unfurling of

Leon Rothier of the Metropolitan Opera House Sings the Mirsellaise to an Appreciative Audience of 15,000 at the Grand

Central Rally

drick Bangs, the novelist, and "Kiltie" Pat McCoy, a soldier.

The New York Central shop band from Avis, Pa., wiis in

attendance. The 40 members of this band are all active

mechanics in the locomotive and car shops at Avis. The
musicians, whose hands showed the callouses and grime of

revised service llags in the midst of tlie program. Chairman

Dow asked the vast throng to "face east and uncover in

honor of our lighting railroad men," and as the throng

olic\ed three large service flags were slowly unrolled from

the east balcony.
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Investigating Old Bridges For Heavier Loading*

The "Classification" of Structures by the St. Paul. Sources

of Weakness and Methods of Strengthening

By C. F. Loweth
Chief Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago.

IT
WAS FokMERLY the common jjractice, when a new engine

loading was uj) for consideration, to investigate all the

light bridges involved. Stresses throughout the structure

for this loading were figured and a decision then made as to

whether or not the load could lie handled safely. Each time

a new loading came u|j for consideration the process was

repeated and little or no use made of the previous computa-

tions.

The present practice on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul is to make an investigation or "classification" of each

structure. Its carrying capacity is determined in terms of a

standard series of train loadings. New engine and car load-

ings that come up for consideration are classified in the same
series of standard loadings, and it is then a matter of direct

comparison to tell whether such proposed loadings can be

handled over the various bridges safely. Every bridge which
is known to be, or suspected of being, overloaded is thus

classified.

In making these classifications it is necessary to establish

the maximum unit stresses to which the various materials can

safely be subjected. For the different materials these maxi-

mum safe stresses are taken as near the limit of strength of

the material as is considered safe. The maximum safe

stresses must be made low enough so there is no danger of the

material yielding, altering its cliaracter or reducing the

strength to carry loads after being subjected to this limiting

stress for any number of times.

As an illustration of what may be considered as safe limit-

ing unit stresses, the following are given and may be taken

to apply where the design and physical condition of the

structure are known to be first class:

Wrought Iron Steel
Lb. per sq. in.

Keanis and girders, fiber stress in bending 22,000 26,000

Truss members, tension on net section 20,000 24,000
Timber stringers, fiber stress in bending 2,000

(With suitable reduction for age for exposed timber over six or eight

years old.)

In fixing upon limiting unit stresses for loading old

bridges, it is necessary to take into account : ( 1 ) the character

of design, (2) the character of workmanship, (3) deteriora-

tion, (4) action under load, (5) speed likely to obtain over

the structure and confidence as to the observance of any

speed restrictions Uiat may be imposed, (6) element of cer-

tainty as to the assumed loading being the maximum to

which the bridge will be subjected, (7) importance of traffic

and the hardship which might result from temporary dis-

al)lement of tlie structure, (8) the probability of early re-

newal on account of change of line, etc., (9) judgment based

upon all of the factors surrounding the bridge, its location,

service and condition.

Standard Loadings

In the systematic investigation of a large number of bridges,

it is necessary to have a unit loading as a basis of comparison.

The familiar Cooper's series of standard train loadings

furnishes a convenient ami well-known basis. On account of

the fixed wheel rearrangement for all the classes and the

profwrtionality of wheel loads, it follows that the stresses in

•Abstracted from a paper read at the convention of the .American Railway
Bridpe and Building Association at Chicago. October 16, 1918. by R. L.
Stevens, assistant engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, who collabor-
ated with Mr. I.owell in its preparation.

America's Only Terms —^

all parts of Ijridges on account of these loadings are directly

proportional to the classes, that is, the stresses in every part
of the structure, for Class E-50 loading will be just 50 times
the stresses for Class E-1 loading.

In addition to the direct weight of the engine and carloads
or live loads, certain other effects must also be taken into

account. These include the impact action of moving loads,

centrifugal forces which tend to throw a larger projx>rtion of
the load on the outside of the curve, and traction which is a
force exerted along the track due to the traction of the locomo-
tive or to setting the brakes on the train. In determining the
maximum live loads which can Ije handled over any structure,
it is necessary to make proper allowance for these extra ef-

fects of the live loads. It is also necessary to take account of
the dead load stresses due to the weight of the structure itself

and wind stres.ses due to the effect of wind pressure.
The general methfxl of investigating any part of the bridge

and making a classification is as follows:

<imum allowable stress is determined which, in the simpler
ross iectibnal area of the member multiplied by the limiting

1. The
cases, is th

unit stress allowed.

2. Deduct from this the stress in th.- part due to dead load and wind
load. The remainder gives the allowable stress for the live load effect.

3. Divide this by the stress for unit live load (Class El) which gives the
classification for allowed live load, if at rest (train standing on the bridge).

). Divide this classification by the term which takes into account the
extra effects of the live loads, due to impact and centrifugal force, the re-
sult being the classification of the allowed live load at full speed.

As an illustration of this general method, assume that a

bridge memlier has a sectional area of 8 sq. in. Also assume

10 Ze 30 40 so 60
Sp^

so 30 100 no IZO 130 140

Classification of United States Standard Locomotives for

Maximum Bending Moments. All Engines Double-

Headed Except Santa Fe and Mallet Types. Train

Load Assumed at 5,000 lb. per lin. ft.

that the circumstances warrant the limiting unit stress of 24,-

000 11). jK-r sq. in., so that the total allowable stress is 192,000

lb. Assume that the total dead load stress is 17,000 lb., and

that the wind load is so small that it may be neglected. The
total allowable stress available for the live laid is then 192,-

000 lb.— 1 7,000 llx= 1 75,000 lb. Assume also that the stress

in the member for the Class "E-T" loading as determined by
the usual method of computing stresses in bridges is 1890 lb.

Unconditioned Surrender"
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- E 92.

1

Tlic totiil ;illowaljle live load, if at rest is, therefore,

175,000

189U

Assume tluit tliL- iinpiitt as determined by the ordinary

formula for tiie given case equals 0.865 of the live load. Then

if there is no contrifugal force and if LL represents the net

live loiui at full sjjeed

I.I. + 0.865 LI, = K 92.1

E92.1
I.I. = -- E 55.2

1.865

wliidi represents the cla.ssilication of the memlx-r at the as-

sumed unit stre.ss.

Classification of Locomotives

'I'he Class "E" loading above described, is an assumed

typical loading. Actual engine and car loadings vary a great

cieal with the spacing of the wheels and the distribution of

the weight on the various wheels. The effects of various

loadings on bridges are not in direct proportion to the weight

of the engine or cars, but depend on the number of wheels, the

sjjaeing of the wheels, the distribution of weight, etc. Actual

engine loadings can, however, be reduced to equivalents in

the standard train loadings corresponding to the different

span lengths.

This is done by computing the ma.ximum bending moments

and end shears for the given train loading for each span

length. These are divided by the ma.ximum bending mo-

ments and end shears for the unit Class "E-1" loading for the

corresponding span, the result being the classification of the

loading. As an illustration of classifications of various load-

ings a diagram is given wliich shows the classification of sev-

eral of the new United States standard locomotives.

Speed Restrictions

In the foregoing, the classification has been determined

with an allowance for the effect of the ma.ximum speed over

bridges. Where speed is reduced the effects of the live load

are much less and the allowance for impact and centrifugal

forces, if any may Ije correspondingly reduced. This will,

permit heavier loadings to be operated at reduced speed tlian

at full speed.

From the tests conducted by the American Railway Engi-

neering Association, it is found that the maximum impact

which will be obtained at reduced speed is:

Less than 30 percent for a speed of 10 m. p. h.

Less than 40 percent for a speed of 15 ra. p. h.

Less than 50 percent for a speed of 20 m. p. k.

Less than 55 percent fur a speed of 25 m. p. h.

Where the classification of the bridge indicates that some

loadings which might be desired to run cannot be handled at

full speed, the classification for certain reduced speeds should

be worked out.

An inspection of the diagram indicates that the effective

span of the bridges and the characteristics of the engine load-

ings detemiine in a very large way whether or not the given

loading can be run over the bridge, and that it is unsafe to

base such conclusions simply on a knowledge of the total

weight. Unfortunately it is assumed by some officers that the

effect of all locomotives of the same total weight is the same.

If this practice must be resorted to, the limits set must be on

a very conservative basis, otherwise there will Ije danger of

l^roducing unsafe conditions. This ]>ractice also would not

lie economical because it might lead either to the premature

renewal of some bridges or to the unnecessary ruling off of

certain types of engines.

Where Low Classification Usually Occurs

In older bridges there are certain parts where low classifica-

tions can usually be expected. These have been found to

(Kcur most often in tlie lightest members of the structure and
members which carry the smallest dead load stresses. Thus
it is found that the floor sy.stems of bridges have generally a

lower classification than girders or the chords of trusses.

The low classification of stringers is generally in the section

of the flanges near tiie center, in the riveting in flanges near

the ends of stringers particularly if they are shallow, and in

the riveting in connections of the stringers to the floor beams.

In plate girders the flanges frecjuently show low classifications

at points where the web is not fully spliced near the center

and at points near the ends of cover plates. The flange rivet-

ing near the ends of girders frc-<juently has a low classifica-

tion, particularly where the girders are shallower at the ends.

Webs of plate girders show low classification near the ends

of the girders where there is a relatively large expanse of web,

unsupported by stiffeners. The web splices near the end of the

span have a low classification where only one line of rivets

is used in each side of the splice.

In trusses, the |)osts and diagonals near the center of the

span usually show a low classification. This is particularly

true of the diagonals and counter-diagonals of light eye-bars

or loop rods. Suspenders, or hip vertical members, frequently

have a low classification. The classification of end posts and

top chords of truss bridges is frequently low on account of

the eccentricity of the member with respect to the location of

the pin.

The pins of old truss bridges frequently show a surprising-

ly low classification where computations are made in accord-

ance with the usual methods and it is necessary to take ad-

vantage of certain conditions which are more favorable than

the usual assumption to help out the classification. In timber

truss bridges the lowest classification usually occurs in the

floor beams, truss rods and diagonal braces.

It has been found that metal bridges suffer frequently from

corrosion at the top flanges of stringers and floor beams on

account of the action of brine drippings from refrigerator cars.

In bridges where ties are supported on shelf angles riveted to

the web of the girders, the shelf angles frequently show con-

siderable corrosion and tend to break at the root of the angle.

In pin connected trusses, excessive wear sometimes takes place

in the pin bearings, particularly in drawbridges.

Possible deterioration of the structure of the metal itself

has been a matter of apprehension in some quarters, but it

now seems to be recognized that no such integral deteriorating

action takes place where the bridge has not been subjected to

excessively high stress. If crystallization is found in the

metal of a structure, it probably was there at the time the

structure was built, on account of improper methods of manu-
facture of the material. It may, therefore, be taken as a cer-

tainty that iron and steel bridges, if not reduced in section by
n.i.st, etc., and if not shaky on account of inadequate bracing,

are fully capable of carn-ing the figured loads at reasonable
limiting unit .stress provided they are carefully insp)ected and
jiroperly maintained.

Strengthening Bridges

The .strengthening of light bridges may be either a matter
of reinforcing minor details which are found to limit the

carr\ing capacity of the bridge, or may consist of heavy re-

inforcing in an attempt to increase the strength of the

structure throughout.

The minor strengthening can usually be done at small ex-

pense and is an economical method of getting considerably
greater life out of bridges. Heavy reinforcing may or mav
not be economical as it involves doing work in the field which
is ex]Hnsive, while the maintenance of traffic during the time
the work is in progress, which involves some risk to traffic,

is unusually exjiensive. On ver\' large bridges where the
cost of replacing amounts to a ver\' large sum, some very ex-
tensive strengthening oper.itions have been carried out eco-
nomically. In making plans for reinforcing bridges, it is

usually preferable to add new material to the structure so
tliat the existing structure is not temporarily weakened,
rather than to remove parts and substitute heavier ones,
though the latter must sometimes be done.
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In plate girders the top and Ijottom flanges may be strength-

ened by additional cover plates, particularly at points where

the web is spliced and not effective for carrying its ])roportion

of the bending stress. Where there are no cover plates on the

girders, cover plates of desired length can be added. Plate

girders can be doubled up to make deck spans, using three or

more girders per span at small e.\pense, thereby using up
light girders atid providing bridges of large carrying capacity.

Where waterway or other undercrossing conditions permit,

timber bents can be placed under s[)ans to strengthen them.

Where the rivets in the flanges of girders show low classi-

fication, larger rivets can be substituted, or, where the rivet

spacing permits, additional rivets can be driven. Where the

web plates give a low classification, additional stiffeners can

be placed in the panels near the ends of the girders to give

additional support to the web. Shelf angles can be strength-

ened by short vertical stiffeners beneath them. Where web
splices with low classification occur, these can l)e replaced

with wider splice plates with additional rows of rivets in the

splice.

In through bridges the stringers can be reinforced by ad-

ditional riveting, by the placing of additional stringers either

timber or steel, and by shifting e.vi.sting stringers to secure

better distribution of the load. Where stringers are spaced

so that some stringers do not carry their full proi)ortion of

load, it is possible to introduce cross bracing so that all the

stringers in the panel act together to carry the load.

Floor beams can be reinforced by cover plates or angles

added to the flanges by additional riveting, or by shifting the

stringers toward the trusses to reduce the bending in the floor

beams. In very old bridges, floor beams are frequently of

much lower classification than the remainder of the bridge

and can sometimes be replaced with entirely new floor beams
at a reasonable expense so as to get additional life out of the

remainder of the structure.

In trusses the diagonals and counters can usually lie rein-

• forced with additional bars or rods with loops over the truss

pins and connected by turnbuckles to provide adjustment.

Similarly, bottom chords of eye-bars can be reinforced with

additional bars with yokes bearing on the heads of the origi-

nal eye-bars.

End posts of through bridges, having low classification due
to eccentricity can be strengthened by placing angles or plates

on the sides of the members, so as to reduce the eccentricity.

Where pins have low classification, it is .sometimes possible

to move the members on the pin to reduce the bending. ._ In

some cases, diaphragms placed inside of built-up numbers
will relieve bending on the pin. The pins themselves can be

strengthened by replacing with high carbon or special alloy

steel pins of the same size, or if additional strength is re-

quired, by boring out the pin holes and putting in larger pins.

The cost of strengthening bridges varies with the size of

the job, the amount of staging required, the amount of shift-

ing of members recjuired to reach different portions of the

work, the size of the crew available, the distance traveled by
the, crew, the tools available, etc. In a general way, it has
been found that the cutting out and replacing of rivets on
ordinary strengthening jobs co.sts from 25 cents to 75 cents

each and drilling and driving new rivets 50 cents to $1 each;

that is, the cost of such work will be given by the total num-
ber of rivets driven at these unit prices, jdus the cost of addi-

tional material required.

\\'ith the maintenance of old and light capacity bridges, the

question continually arises whether it is more economical to

strengthen the structure or renew it. As a general proposition

it would be [lermissible to spend each year for strengthening

an amount equal to the interest on the investment in a new-

bridge, less the cost of the additional maintenance required

by the old bridge on account of the greater attention it

receives.

It must be recognized, of cour.~e, that a newly designed and
heavy structure is preferaljle to a lighter structure. It is

possibly true that in case of a serious accident on a bridge, a
light structure might be destroyed while a heavy new structure

might withstand the same treatment without being seriously

disabled. Such consideration must be taken into account in

shaping the general policy in kee])ing light bridges in service.

Clearance and Weight Diagrams
for Standard Locomotives

FOR THE PURPOSE of presenting in a convenient manner
the clearances of the standard locomotives of the Rail-

road Administration, F. P. Pfahler, chief mechanical

engineer of the Division of Operation of the United States

Railroad Administration, has prepared the diagrams shown
in connection with this article. They are given for the light

and heavv INIikados and the Eight-wheel and Six-wheel

S4.?00Lb. Si.AOOLb.
— i6'zk'-

Si.300Lb.

SiMOLb.
eighi--IVheel Srrikher - Weight in Hbrkinef Order. 8. OOO Oaf. Tendei— Freight Trucks.

Wheel Loading and Spacing for the Standard Eight-Wheel Switcher

ciD EEJ

SS.OOOLb. SS.OOOLb. SS.OOOLb. 63.9S0Lb. 33.9S0lb.

Six-Wheel Sniitcher- IVeighf- in HYorking Order. 8.000 Oa/. Tendei— Freight Trucks.

Wheel Loading and Spacing Diagram for the Standard Six-Wheel Switcher
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switchers and rejiresent the correct diaprams for clearances locomotives. These diagrams should be of assistance to the

and give the official distribution of weights of the different men on the roads using the standard locomotives.

Heafy Mikado • For Loaded Engine.

ForLighi tngine.Heighis WillBe ^boof /^ Orea/er.

Clearance Diagram for the Standard Heavy Mikado

i/'ghf Mikado- fir Loaded Fngine.
ForLighf Engine. Heighis tVillBe Abovfii'oreoier

Clearance Diagram for the Standard Light Mikado
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Joint Conference on Grain Handling and Weighing

Much Attention Was Given to Grain Leakage and the

Construction of Box Cars to Prevent It

A C( INFERENCE to further the interests of uniformity in

the practices of terminal grain weighing departments

was held at Milwaukee, Wis., on September 25.

Among those in attendance were terminal weighmasters from

many important grain handling points, the Committee on

Grain Weighing of the National Scale Men's Association, and

several representatives of railroads and other interests con-

cerned. H. A. Foss, board of trade weighmaster at Chicago,

acted as chairman of the conference.

As a result of the deliberations, resolutions were passed

in which specitic recommendations were made as to the prac-

tices the members of the conference thought should be adopted

to improve the present conditions. In the matter of car seals,

it was stated that the seals used \)y some of the carriers on the

doors of lx)x cars bear duplicate identification marks which

make it possible to seal and reseal cars in a given yard or

district many times without any changes in the identification

marks to sliow that the original seals placed on the doors

have been broken and the cars resealed. On the other hand,

the use of con.secutively numbered seals, which many of the

carriers have adopted, makes it practically impossible to

break the seals of a car without the facts being indicated

either by an examination of the seals on the doors or by an

examination of the seal records of the carriers and temiinal

vreighmasters. The carriers were urged to adopt seals that

are consecutively numbered, no two bearing the same identifi-

cation marks.

The relation of rough handling of cars in transit to leakage

of grain was considered. Cars often receive rougher treat-

ment at terminals and interchange points than during road

haul movement. It is apparent that much of the rough

handling of cars in switching, either by switch engines or

over gravity tracks is unnecessar}- and avoidable. Since such

rough handling of cars causes much of the leakage of grain

the officials under whose jurisdiction the switching of

cars at tenninal markets comes were urged to enforce

greater care in this operation.

Construction of Box Cars to Prevent Leakage of Grain

Several recommendations were made regarding practices in

the construction and repair of cars which would tend to re-

duce grain leakage. It was stated that investigations made
by terminal grain weighmasters as well as grain leakage

statistics compiled by terminal grain weighing departments

show that a large majority of all the leaks of grain from lx)x

cars occur between the outside car sheathing and the car

sills, due to tlie tendency of the sheathing to spring away from
the sills under load. Examination of box cars used for

transporting grain indicates clearly that the nails used to

secure the sheathing boards to the sills are inadequate since

they do not effectively and permanently hold the sheathing

tightly to the sills under the stress and strain to which cars

are subjected in switching and handling. A few of the roads
have realized the inadequacy of nails alone for holding the

sheathing in position, and some of the grain carrt'ing lines

have experimented with metal strips to secure it in place.

These are of two designs, one consisting of flat bars of iron

fastened by means of holts, the other of an angle iron which
is al.so bolted to the sills. The flat bars were not considered
as wholly satisfactory for this purpose. It was resolved that
the carriers and builders of liox cars lie urged to find other
methods of securing the sheathing to the car sills more effec-

tive than nailing and that such improved methods should be

applied to the box car equipment now in use as far as it is

jjracticable to do so.

The effectiveness of grain strips in box cars in fulfilling

their function of freeing any grain lodged behind the inside

linings and thereby making it accessible to the unloaders was
considered. Extensive examination of cars used for carrying

grain showed that a large percentage of the grain strips are

warped, twisted and loose. This condition is so jjrevalent

in the older cars as to indicate need for more auraljle and
serviceable grain strips and better methods or securing them
in position. It was noted that some cars of recent construc-

tion are equipped with strips of much heavier design than are

generally used in the older cars, these strips being bolted

in position instead of being nailed. The railroads and car

builders were urged to investigate the question of grain strips

with a view to adopting a ty[)e that will perform its function

better than those now in use, and for the purpose of develop-

ing better methods of securing the strips in position.

Much of the leakage of grain between the sheathing and
the sills was attributed to the grain sifting Ix'hind the lining

through cracks and crevices in the belt rails where the brace

rods and side jjosts pass through. If grain can be prevented

from sifting through the belt rails into the pockets of the lin-

ing, leakage Ijetween the sheathing and the car sills is ma-
terially reduced. The lodging of grain in the jx>ckets of the

linings, where it is often inaccessible to the unloaders, not
only causes loss of grain, jjut results in the abuse of the car
by trespassers in railroad yards who damage the equipment
in tr\-ing to get the grain thus lodged. The railroads were
urged to find a means of filling all cracks in the belt rails

where the rails do not fit tightly around the side posts and
i)race rods, to make the inside wooden lining of cars grain
tight. Such methods should be applied to cars now in use
which are equipped with inside wooden lining as well as new-

cars. Furthermore, openings should Ix provided to admit
the free passage of any grain that may lodge behind the
lining.

The conference protested against the misuse of grain doors.

It was recommended that unloaders in releasing the grain
from cars should detach the grain doors from the top of the
doorway section by section wherever practicable. Grain
shippers should not use nails 'for securing grain doors to the
doorposts larger than the 16 penny size and no more nails

than are necessar}-. The purchasing agents of the railroads

were urged to revise their specifications for grain doors or to

take such other steps as might be necessary to stop the grow-
ing practice of using poor, culled, rotted or other unsuitable
lumber in the manufacture of such doors.

Inspection of Grain Cars and Scales, 'Weighing and

Handling of Cars

The marked variation in the percentage of cars reported

as leaking grain upon arrival by the weighing departments at

the various terminal mirkets has resulted in much criticism

and has tended to throw discredit on the reliability of all

reports of grain leakage. It is contended by many that these

variations are due in large part to differences in the methods
employed in .searching for evidence of leakage. A committee
was appointed to determine the most effective method of secur-
ing and recording reliable evidence of leakage from grain
cars, to the end that greater uniformity of practice might be
brought about and that steps might be taken to induce the
carriers to adopt similar methods for the guidance of their car
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inspectors when inspecting cars for leukape in transit. It I he distribution of the bad order cars amongst the differ-

was recommended tluit cars should, if [wssible, receive day- ent classes by regions is shown in another of the tables as of

light inspection and where grain leakage is found an effort September 21. Bo.\ cars comprise 42.5 per cent of the total

should be made to determine whether the loss is considerable number, hopper cars 18.2 per cent, gondola cars 25.2 per

or slight and the findings reported. A committee was also cent, and the remaining classes all vary below four per cent.

ajjpointed to draft rules to govern the testing of grain scales.

Regulations for the guidance of elevator designers and
c^^^^,^,„^,^^. „^ ^^^ o.„„ Ca. s.tc-.t.o.v .^s or Sept^.ee 21. i9i8. .v

Imilders in the installation of scales and the equipment used Regions

to weigh and handle grain to and from cars, and rules for (-^n.

the guidance of the loaders and unloaders of grain and ter- ,„ „ <- .u «"'. ^"'.''" ^'o"*"-

.
'^

1 I 1 T- u J r East- .Mlc- Poca- South- West- west- west- All

nunal weighmaSters were also adopted, tor the guidance Ot Oass trn gheny homas em em em em regions

those interested in grain weighing, standard weight super-
^°l^-^--

20,912 9.986 1.247 5,570 8,272 3.526 15.449 64.942

vision was defined. It was recommended that certificates stock
'.'.'.'.'.'. T.oi7 234 106 422 2'.i08 502 r.329 5'.738

issued for weights determined under standard supervision JJ°w- ::.:\:\:.^^ 'du H^ I'.ol' 6.0" i.«7 ull llfd
should state on the face that such supen'ision governed the Fiat .

.'

1.512 531 228 i.osi 658 322 i,800 6,102
... .

, ^ ,
.',.;. , . Coke 330 635 103 126 49 6 95 1.344

weighing. It was the sense 01 the meeting that It IS incumbent Miscellaneous 969 267 182 479 814 500 574 3,785

upon terminal grain weighing departments to inspect out-
.p^,^, JTJ^^ J^^ -J^^ ^^^ ^^^ "^ ^^^ ,-^3^^

bound cars as well as inbound cars. „ —:—
Percentage B. O.

Bad Order Car Situation

AGEXERAi, SUMMARY of the bad order car situation

taken from the reports of the railroads to the Division

of 0|KTation of the Railroad .\dministration for 10

weeks ending September 21, are interesting in that they show
a steady decrease in the number of bad order cars. At the

beginning of this period there were 173,771 cars in bad order,

It will be seen from this table that the greatest bulk of the bad

order box cars are in the Eastern and Northwestern regions.

In the Northwestern region they comprise 60 per cent of the

cars in bad order. In proportion to the number of cars in

the Allegheny region the number of bad order hopper cars

is, of course, high.

Referring again to the table showing a summary of the

bad order car conditions it will be noted that during the 10

Ten Weeks' Statement of C\k Condition Reports

July 20 July 27 Aug. 3

Number of ro.ids represented 158 158
Total revenue cars 2,474,787 2,503,828
Bad order cars 173,77! 179,670

Heavy repairs 86,488 93,533
Light repairs 87,283 87,137

Percentage of bad order cars 7.0 7.1

Ave. H. O. cars repaired per working day... 97,719 96,246
Heavy repairs 10.292 9,347
Light repairs 87.427 86,899

Number of cars transferred to other shops.. 346 215
Number of employees 134,615 137,360

!,492,749
175.781
93,287
82,494

7.1

97,348
9,744

87,604
459

138,659

Aug. 10

143
2,494,408

173,771
94,796
78,975

6.9

95,973
11.961
84,012

290
140,308

Week
Aug. 17

143
2,480,792

169,539
95.798
73.74;

6.8
96,668
9.833

86,835
1,363

142,895

ending
.\ug. 24

143
2,484,381

164,826
96.432
68,394

6.6
96,681
10.003
86,678
1,750

146,677

Aug. 31 Sept. 7 Sept. 14 Sept. 21

143 14U 139 139
2,493,145 2.407,798 2.493,730 2,493,074

157.339 158.133 155.899 153.798
91.656 92.301 91.134 90.956
65,683 65,832 64,765 62,842

6.3 6.6 6.2 6.2

97,027 96.346 99,009 97,077
10.359 9,750 10,473 10,442
86.668 86,596 88,536 86,635
1,862 2.188 2,501 1,791

150,042 150.006 145,141 146.00+

or seven per cent of the total revenue cars on the roads then

under the jurisdiction of the Railroad Administration, and

en September 21 there were 153,798 or 6.2 per cent, a decrease

of over 1 1 per cent. In order to increase the car supply it has

been the practice on nearly every railroad to concentrate at-

tention on bad order cars requiring light repairs. This is

weeks in question the number of employees in the car de-

partment increased from 134,615 to 146,004, with high weeks
of over 150,000. This is an increase of about 14 per cent

over the number of men em]jloyed a year ago at this time.

It is interesting to note that with this increase in the number
of employees the average number of bad order cars repaired

Details of the Bad Order Car
.\11

regions
Number of railroads 139
Total revenue cars 2,493,074
Total bad order cars 153,798
Heavy 90,956
Light 62,842

Percentage of bad order to revenue cars 6.2
Railroads having four per cent bad order or less 61
Railroads having more than four per cent bad order r 78
Number of cars damaged in trains 19,695

Cost of repairs
,'

t/'j°''.
i IJIJ-J?!

) Material $165,827
Number of carp dan'agcd in yards 6,716

Cost of repairs ( La'^'r ; ||§'H2
) ^r3te^Ial $82,258

Average number bad order cars repaired each working day.... 97,077
Heavy 10.442
Light 86,635

Total numl>er cars remaining to be repaired in contract shops.. 11,649
Total number cars in contract shops undergoing and awaiting

repairs 4,267
Number of cars transferred from one road to another to help re-

duce bad orders 1,791
Total number of employees 146,004
Net total increase during the week 1,170
'J'otal number of employees for same week of last year 128,457

Situation as OF SepteublER 21, 19:18.

Poco- Central South- North-
Eastern Allegheny hontas Southern Western \vestem western

42 15 3 24 20 18 17
789,811 398.935 88,869 242.743 372,349 214.266 386.101
55,833 28,501 4,867 12,394 19,583 6.944 25.676
34,553 20,772 3,125 7,012 11,751 4.052 9.691
21,280 7,729 1,742 5.382 7.832 2.892 15,985

7.0 7.1 5.4 5.1 5.2 3.2 6.6
9 6 1 12 12 14 7

33 9 2 12 8 4 10
2,899 1,8.'2 268 938 6,394 860 6,504

S27.528 $19,378 S3,643 $15,097 $35,791 $7,050 $12,568
$41,445 $2/.3.!6 $5,960 $21,471 $44,363 $8,447 $16,795

2.209 1,043 105 404 584 1.609 762
S19.614 $11,355 $2,190 $5,556 $6,578 $4,774 $8,503
S27.533 $16,442 83.990 $9820 $8,760 $6,418 $9,295
29,741 10,888 4.507 7,234 12,722 10,787 21,198
2843 820 274 1,205 2,184 857 2,259

26,898 10.068 4.233 6,029 10,538 9,930 18.939
7.750 1.609 2.092 HO 88

2,652 421 392 532 128 142

1,312 163 100 216
41,294 19,532 5.227 18,915 25,453 13,403 22,180

648 6 fdec.) 13 64 183 20 284
35,715 15,904 4.948 17,244 22.182 14,466 17,998

reflected in the table giving the summar>- of the conditions,

the light bad order cars decreasing from 87,283 to 62,842.

At the same time the heavy bad order cars have been kept

well in hand.

per working day has not kept pace with the increase in the

number of employees, although for the week ending Sep>-

tember 14 there was a high record of 99,009. The lowest

number reported is for the week ending August 10, when
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95,973 cars were repaired per working day with 140,308

employees.

It is also interesting to note the number of cars that have

been transferred from one road to another to reduce con-

gestion. This has as a rule steadily increased, except that

during the week ending September 21a less number of cars

was transferred than for the previous three weeks. It shows

the improvement in co-ordination of the work.

A study of the more detailed freight car condition report

for the week ending September 21 shows that during the week

26,411 cars were damaged in trains in the yards at a cost

of 5427,710. While this number is a little over one per cent

of the total revenue cars, an analysis shows that in the Central

Western and NorthwesterB territory the number of cars dam-

aged in this manner was about two per cent of the total

number of revenue cars in that territor)'. In these regions

there is considerable mountainous territon,- and it may be

possible that the general air brake conditions of the cars are

responsii)le for the proportionately large number of cars

damaged in this manner.

One of the tables gives details of the bad order situation

in the various regions for the week ending September 21.

"The Railroad Bureau for Brickbats and Bouquets"

What the Pubhc Sometimes Writes About to the Bureau

for Suggestions and Complaints

By Theodore H. Price

Actuarv to United States Railroad Administration

AS YOU TALL unconcernedly asleep in a Pullman car,

which, with all its drawl)acks, is the least uncom-

fortable means of traveling at night on land that has

as yet been devised, did you ever reflect upon the number of

persons and the complexity of the organization upon which

you are dependent for the safety and luxury in which you

are able to make your journey? The engineer and the tire-

man, the conductor and the brakemen, the Pullman con-

ductor and the porter, the steward in the dining car and the

waiters are all more or less in evidence, and of their presence

and the service they render you may be more or less con-

scious, but behind them and directing their activities is an

unseen host of others upon whose vigilance in the perform-

ance of their duties your life and comfort depend.

There is the train despatcher and the telegraph operators,

the track walker who patrols the right of way day and night,

and the section gang who must always be ready to repair

any defects, the switchmen, and the inspector who used to

go about tapping the car wheels with his tell-tale hammer
at the end of each division, the "hostler" who takes care of

the engine and the machinist who repairs it, the car clean-

ers, the iceman, the commissary chief who provisions the

dining cars, the ticket agent and the station master, the "red

cap" and the baggageman; if any one of these fails in his

appointed task, the passenger is almost certain to suffer or

be inconvenienced. Back of these again there used to be the

executive officers, the president, the various vice presidents,

the general manager, and the superintendent, with scores of

other functionaries who were the objects of relentless public

criticism if their subordinates were careless or inefficient.

Now that the railroads are under the control of the govern-

ment the operative duties of the railroad president and the

vice-presidents devolve upon a federal manager and his as-

sistants. They are in turn responsible to a regional director,

who is the representative of Director General McAdoo at

Washington; but in other respects the operating organization

is not much changed and, becau.se some people, forgetting

the exigencies of the war, assume that the government is

omnipotent, they are now disposed to be more, rather than

less, exacting in demanding perfection of service from the

machine that is called the American railroad system.

Composed, as this machine is, of literally millions of me-
chanical parts whose functioning depends upon the co-

ordinated watchfulness and care of thousands of fallible

human beings, it is really surprising that more accidents do
not occur, and that the reaction of man upon man does not

result in irritation oftener than is the case. When we con-

sider that a loose spike, a defective rail, a misplaced switch,

or a misread signal may precipitate a trainload of people into

eternity, and that an innumerable number of spikes, rails,

switches, and signals, to say nothing of the air brakes, coup-
lings, electric wires, and steam and water supi)ly pipes, with

an engine having about 15,000 separate parts that make up
a passenger train must all be as they should be if we are

to reach our journey's end successfully and on time, it is

little short of marvelous that travel is as safe as it has be-

come and that under the strain to which they are subjected

railroad employees are not oftener careless and impatient.

It is greatly to the credit of the executive officers who
through three generations had built up the fabric that is

called the American railroad system that they should have
succeeded in developing the esprit de corps by which the men
under them were animated. This had been acomplished in

the face of many difficulties, including especially a mass of

hampering legislation in 48 different states; and when, in

order to meet the exigencies of the war, it became necessary

for the President to put the transportation agencies of the

country under the control of Mr. ^IcAdoo, his first care was
to preserve and increase the spirit of idealism in the per-

formance of their duty that was characteristic of the Amer-
icans who had become proud of being called "railroad men."

There were not wanting those who predicted a speedy de-

cline in what has come to be called the "morale" of the rail-

road army, and there were some who, professing to discern

such a decline, persuaded others to look through glasses that

were darkened by a defeatist self-interest in the failure of

government control.

The director general, confident as he was of the lovalty

of the men, did not share this pessimism, Ijut feeling never-

theless that it was his duty to ascertain whether it had any
basis, he determined, with his customary directness, to ask
the public to tell him frankly how and where the service

could be improved.

Accordingly he issued an order establishing a Bureau for

Suggestions and Complaints, and on the third of September,
1918, the following notice was posted in even,- station and
passenger coach under the control of the United States Rail-

road Administration

:

To the Piihlic:

T desire your assist

while under Federal c

efficient.

Of course, the paramount ncces:

consideration.

and cooperation in making the

ol in the highest possible degree
lilroad service
tisfactory and

nust have first
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Our gallant sons who are fighting in France and on the high seas caanot
be adi^quately supported unless the railroads supply sufficient transportation

for the movement of troops and war materials and to keep the war indus-

tries of the nation goin? without interruption.

The next purpose is to serve the public convenience, comfort and neces-

sity to tlie fullest extent not incompatible with the paramount demands of

Ihc wjr.

In order to accomplish this, criticisms and suggestions from the public

will be extremely helpful, whether they relate to the service rendered by

employees and officials or impersonal details that may convenience or in-

convenience patrons of the railroads. It is impossible for even the most
vigilant manaaement to keep constantly in touch with local conditions and
correct them when they are not as they should be unless the public will

co-operate in pointing out deficiencies and dis-servicc when they exist, so

that the proper remedies may be applied.

I have therefore established a Bure.iu for Suggestions and Complaints
in the Ditector General's office at Washington, to which the public is in-

vited to resor'.

Aside from letters of complaint and suggestion, the public can render a

genuine service by sending letters of commendation of employees who are

conspicuously courteous and efficient in the performance of their duties.

Nothing promotes the esprit of a great organization more than recognition

from time to time of these employees who perform their duties faithfully

and commendably.
It is requested that all communications be brief and explicit, and that the

name and address of the writer be distinctly written.

.\lso give the time of day or night, the number of the train, the name
of the lailioad, and, if possible, the ii.-une of the employee whose conduct is

complained of or whose services are commended, together with such other

information .-is will enable me to take approjtriate action.

To deal with the letter.'^ which this notice was expected to

elicit, five trained men were selected and put under the di-

rection of the writer. They include Ballard Dunn, assistant

'actuary to the United State.s Railroad .Administration and

formerly sjiecial representative of president's office, Union

Pacific Railroad, Omaha; J. F. Jarrell, formerly editorial

writer (;n Kansas City Times and lopeka Capital, and later

with the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe as editor of its in-

dustrial and agricultural publications and in general chiwge

i)f pulilicit\- matters; T. T. Maxey, formerly of the Chicago,

Huriington & Ouincy as advertising agent; E. H. Lamb,
formerly general agent of the Chicago & North Western at

Sacramento, Cal. ; and Frank F. George, formerly secretary

to tile actuary to the United States Railroad Administration.

This liureau for Suggestions and Complaints, which a

newspaper man has facetiously dubbed the '"bureau of brick-

bats and bouquets," is Mr. McAdoo's latest application of

Ills motto "The public be pleased." It has now been in ex-

istence long enough to make it possible for those in charge

of it to draw a cross section of the composite public mind

as revealed in the many thousands of letters that have been

received.

The writers of these letters unconsciously divide them-

selves into two classes—one comprising those who are tem-

()eramentally censorious, and another which includes the

people who iielieve that praise is a duty and that "criticism

is best defined as an emphasis of the desirable."

The rhyme which runs

—

Between the oiitimist and pessimist the difference is droll,

The optimist the doughtnut sees—the pessimist the hole

finds fresh application in not a few contrasting letters upon

the same sul)ject, but between the two extremes there are

many who are evidently inspired by a iiul)lic-spirited desire

to improve the service that the railroads are trying to render

and a patriotic willingness to subordinate their own con-

venience and comfort to the primary purpose for which the

railroads were taken over, namely, the winning of the war.

Tliat this latter class is in a very large majority is one of

tile reassuring facts revealed by the experience of the Bureau

for Suggestions and Complaints.

Some of the newspaper writers who have been vociferous

in proclaiming the discourtesy and indifference of "l^ncle

Sam's railway employees" would perhaps be surprised at

tiie number of letters of commendation that have been re-

ceived, and while a few of them are no doubt the result of

auto-suggestion, it is evident that as a class the men and the

increasingly large number of women who cojnpo.se the "rail-

v. 'v army" of the United States are loyal and enthusiastic,

;nv-ous and willing to give the best that is in them to the

work in which thev are enlisted.

It may be appropriate to mention a letter from a man who
says that "I know that many will complain of the discourtesy

of railway employees to the jjui^lic, but I desire to file a

complaint in regard to the discourtesy of the public to rail-

way employees," as emphasizing the need of reciprocity in

politeness in a wa}- that man\- travelers would do well to

ponder, for it is undoubtedly true that some of the questions

that railroad men have to answer and .some of the demands
made upon them are ajjsurd and exasjjerating to a degree

that even Jolj would have resented.

Of the letters received probably three-fourths complain of

conditions that are presently unavoidable or of regulations,

the reasonaijleness of which is not apparent to the casual

traveler who fails to appreciate or understand the complexity

of the railroad machine or the necessity of protecting the

public against the ignorance, carelessness, and selfishness of

some and the dishonesty of others who feel that it is no sin

to evade the payment of their fares or "get the best of the

railroad."

Common Complaints

What may lie called the conventional complaints relate

chiefly to a few suljjects which are dealt with, as follows, in

the order in which they seem uppermost in the public mind
and have elicited the largest number of letters.

They are:

1. The crowded condition of the stations and cars and
the delay encountered in purchasing tickets.—Under this

heading there may ije considered practically all the com-
plaints which arise as a result of the unprecedented increase

in the passenger traffic of late and the shortage in the ticket-

selling forces that is the result of the draft and the high

wages which have attracted many experienced railroad men
into other positions where they can, for the present at least,

earn more than it is possible for the railroads to pay. The
enormous increase in passenger traffic with which the rail-

roads are now contending is not perhaps generally appre-

ciated. The complete comparative statistics for June, 1917,

and June, 1918, are not yet available, but a statement which
includes the passenger traffic of 208,988 miles of railroads

out of a total mileage of nearly .500,000 miles shows that

3,621,088,633 passengers were carried one mile in June,

1918, as compared with 3,049,803,635 passengers carried

one mile in June, 1917. The increase of 571,285,028 pas-

sengers carried one mile is equal to 18.17 per cent, and if

it be assumed that the average journey of each passenger

was 50* miles, wiiich is proliably an approximation to the

fact, we shall be justified in concluding that the railrtwds

reporting had to carry 11,425,700 more persons in June.

1918, than during the same month in the previous year, and
that there was an equal increase in the number of tickets

sold. .As the roads reporting include only about two-thirds,

Ijut the most important two-thirds of the total mileage in

the United States, it is not improbable that there was an ag-

gregate increase of 15,000,000 in the number of persons

traveling and the number of journeys made throughout the

United States in the month of June. 1918, as compared with

June, 1917. This means an increase of 750,000 in the

numi)er of persons traveling each day. The average pas-

-senger car will seat 50 people, and to carry 750,000 persons

15,000 cars filled to capacity would be required. They are

not to be had. They could not have iieen built even if they

had been ordered. The lal>or and material necessary are

unol)tainable. .According to the figures of the Interstate

Commerce Commission tliere were (excluding parlor and
sleeping cars) only 40,870 passenger cars of all sorts in the

•.\ccording to the figures of the Interstate Commerce Commission the
average journey per passenger in 1916 was 34.73 miles, which figure, if

applied to the returns for 1918. would indicate an increase of over 21.000.000
in the number of persons traveling during the month of June, 1918, as
compared with June. 1917. Inasmuch, however, as this year's figures
include the movement of many troops over long runs, I have preferred
to avoid an overestimate by assuming that the teniith of the average journey
».is 50 miles.
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United States in the year 1916, and the necessity of crowd-
ing these cars in order to transport tliose who now desire to

travel will at once be apparent even to the statistical tyro.

An average of about 1,100,000 troops a month is now be-

ing carried by the railroads on orders from the war and navy
departments. A great many other soldiers and sailors are

traveling on their own account and at their own expense.

The mothers, fathers, wives, sweethearts, and friends of

the.se men have also been traveling to visit them at the camps
at which they were stationed. The high wages that are be-

ing paid in industry generally, and jjarticularly in the ship-

yards and munition factories, the agricultural prosperity that

is the result of $2 wheat and 30-cent cotton have made many
of those who were not previously in the habit of traveling

feel ai)le to "take a trip," and they have yielded to the im-

pulse. Concurrently the force of ticket sellers has been de-

pleted by draft or resignation to accejit other and better-paid

positions, and those who were left have had to deal with the

unprecedented, increase in the passenger traffic that the fig-

ures given disclose.

Under the circumstances it is not surprising that some-

times long lines of people are to be found waiting at impor-

tant ticket offices. It is not possible for untrained men t®

.sell railroad tickets. This work requires a knowledge of

routes, rates, timetables, and connections that can only be

acquired by experience and an al)ility to make change
promptl)' and accurately and to be self-controlled when tired

or exasperated that cannot ije learned in a minute. In an
effort to meet tlie ])ublic demand the I'nited States Railroad

Administration has opened schools in some of the larger

cities for the education of women as ticket sellers, and not a

few graduates have been passed from these schools into ac-

tive service, but the number of women who have applied for

this instruction is not large, and after making allowances

for the drain that will Ije caused by the pending draft it

seems unlikely that the ticket-.selling force can l)e appreci-

ably increa.sed in the near future.

These conditions are frankly stated that the public may
have some idea of the situation and refarin from unnecessary

travel. The increase in passenger rates .seems to have had
no effect. Mr. McAdoo has appealed to the public to avoid

])leasure traveling, but he seems to have been unheeded. It

is not possible for the United States Railroad .\dmini.stra-

tion to put a (|uart in a pint bottle. It cannot carry the

soldiers who must be transported comfortalily and provide

the public with the luxury and accommodations to which
tliev have been previously accustomed. The former is an
imperative duty, and this is written that those who complain
of the crowded cars and the delays at ticket offices ma\' un-

derstand that some discomfort and inconvenience are un-

avoidable. Universal mileage books, good in the hands of

bearer upon any railroad under the control of the director

general, have been devised and are now on sale. Those who
use them will avoid the delay usually encountered in the

purchase of tickets, l)ut the best method of relieving the sit-

uation is to avoid unnecessary travel and jireach the gospel

of "winning the war by staying at home" among your friends

b\- both precept and example.

2. The surcharge of one-half cent a mile no'u: made for

transportation in parlor or sleeping cars, which charge is in

addition to the regular Pullman fare, is another thing that

provokes many complaints. The reasonal)leness of this

charge will be a|ipreciated in the light of the following com-
parisons: With one person in a berth the average sleeping

car will accommodate but 27 people, whereas a modern coach

has seats for approximately 60 peoi)le. Upon the average,

a passenger in a sleeping car occupies 13 'j square feet of

sjiace, whereas a passenger in a modern steel coach occupies

i)ut 7' 2 square feet. The average dead-weight per seat in

a sleeping car is .i,250 jiounds, whereas the averasie dead-

wxigln per seat in a niodern steel coach is hut 1,400 pounds.

The passenger capacity of a sleeping car is, therefore, less

than half of the pas.senger capacity of the average coach
and the engine load per passenger is more than double in

the case of Pullman cars that are completely filled, and still

further increased when they are only half filled, as was not

infrecjuently the case when a persoH with only one transpor-

tation ticket was permitted the exclusive occupation of a
section. In view of these figures the reasonableness of the

increased charge now made for the luxury of a Pullman car

at once becomes apparent. It is not necessary to elaborate

upon it.

.>. The rule which makes it impossible to reserve Pull-

man accommodations without paying for them and another

rule, formerly in force, which made it necessary that Pull-

man tickets not used should be sent to Chicago for redemp-
tion are the subjects of many complaining letters. These
rules were deliiierately adopted in an effort to prevent those

who were only thinking about a journey that thev were not

certain to make from preempting the Pullman space that

was urgently required b}- others who were compelled to

travel. When it was possible to reserve a berth by telegraph

or telephone or buy a Pullman ticket and get your money
back at the last moment, it frequently happened that sleep-

ers in which all the lierths were reserved in the morning
would go out half filled in the evening because the reserved

space had not been taken up or had been released so late

that it could not be resold. Now that it is necessar\- that

both the railway ticket and the Pullman space must be paid
for before a berth can be reserved, only those who are rea-

sonably certain of traveling make re.servations, and the Pull-

man cars are better filled, to the advantage of both the public

and the railways. The rule which made it necessary to send
Pullman tickets to Chicago for redemption has recently been
rescinded and they will now be redeemed at the oflfice of sale,

I)rovided they are presented long enough before the depart-

ur of the trains to permit of their resale. Thus tickets on
trains leaving during the forenoon of any day must be pre-

sented at the office of sale by 5 :30 oVlock p. m. on the pre-

vious day, and tickets on trains leaving after 12 o'clock

noon must be presented at least three hours Ijefore the de-
parture of the trains for which they are sold. Pullman space
released later will, if possible, be resold for account of the

buyer, and when so resold the tickets will he redeemed if

sent by mail to the Pullman Company in Chicago. The
necessity of providing Pullman cars for the transportation

of our troops on night journeys has made it necessary to

adopt these rules, all of which are designed to .secure a full

loading of the sleepers which are used by the public and
therein- release those which are necessar\- for the transporta-

tion of soldiers.

4. The sale of surcharge tickets- for transportation in

Pullman cars when no berths or seats are to be had is one
of the things properly complained of that has been remedied.

Formerly the Pullman Company, being a separate and inde-

|)endent organization, objected to collecting revenue due the

railroad companies. Now that iioth are under the control

of the United States Railroad -Administration this difficulty

has disappeared, and arrangements are being made in pur-
suance of which the Pullman Company will hereafter sell

tickets for the transportation surcharge to those, and only to

those, who are alile to secure accommodations in parlor cars

or sleepers. Much of the unnecessar)' confusion hitherto

arising will thus be avoided.

5. The limit of from 24 to 48 hours now placed upon
the use of tickets issued by a few roads that formerly sold

unlimited or 30-day tickets for short journeys has also pro-

voked many complaints. It is natural that tho.se who do not

understand why this limitation has been imposed should

resent it, but there is a g(xxl reason for the new rule. It is

to be found in the crowded condition of the trains, which
makes it excecdinijlv difficult for the conductor to be sure
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of collecting the tickets from everyone in the car, especially

when some of those who have no scruples about "beating the

railroad" are skillful in evading him. If these dishonest

persons could buy unlimited tickets and succeed, as many
of them do, in riding without surrendering them, they would

be able to resell the unused ticket or get a second or third

ride free, thus giving them an advantage over their more
conscientious fellow travelers. A limited ticket gfxjd only

on the day of issue makes such practices more difficult, and
tlie rule prohibiting the sale of unlimited tickets has been

framed in the interest of the honest as against the dishonest

person and is to be commended rather than condemned.

6. Ill-kept stations, cars,, and lavatories compose another

group of the grievances complained of in many letters that

reach the Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints. The in-

vestigations which have followed the receipt of these letters

reveal not a few cases of genuine neglect and carelessness.

Efforts are being made to prevent their recurrence and en-

force high standards of cleanliness and sanitation every-

where. It is to be admitted, however, that the shortage of

labor makes this difficult, and that while the war lasts, im-

maculate housekeeping is hardly to be expected. One of the

letters received upon this subject is worthy of special notice.

It came from a woman .ijj a Pennsylvania town where the

.station was unkempt. The writer said that she knew that

the station agent w^as doing all that he could, but that she

realized that it was impossil)le for him with the help at his

di>:^)0.sal to keep things in a presentable condition, and she

offered to organize a committee of women who would under-

take to sweep out and clean the station daily as a part of

theix war work. It has not yet been decided whether it

would 'be expedient to accept this offer, but the admirable

public spirit that it expresses is entitled to appreciative

recognition.

1. The departure and arrival of trains at inconvenient

hours and schedules which are arranged to prevent rather

than facilitate close connections between trains on roads

that were formerly in competition are matters that are com-

plained of in still another group of letters, many of which

liave been helpful to the officials who ever since the United

States Railroad Administration was organized have been

trying to co-ordinate the time tables of the various roads.

Now that competition is eliminated, there is every reason

why the national time tables should be .synchronized as far

as possible. Efforts are being made toward this end, but

the arrangement of a railroad schedule is a matter of infinite

complexity and its rearrangement is even more difficult.

There are many communities in the United States where the

whole scheme of living has become adjusted to the arrival

and departure of certain trains. To change their time would

involve almost a social revolution. Then again a single

change in a schedule may compel hundreds of other changes

at other points or on other roads, and each innovation must

lie carefully studied. Some improvements have already been

made, and ultimately, no doubt, a large portion of the time

now wasted in waiting for connections can be saved; but in

the effort to attain the ideal in this as in other respects great

care must be used to avoid droppins; a monkev wrench into

the machinery that is already working fairly well.

Miscellaneous Complaints

This about completes the list of what have come to be

called "conventional grievances" in the Bureau for Sugges-

tions and Complaints. Of course, it does not include many
other things that are complained of, nor does it take account

of the innumerable suggestions that are made for the im-

provement of the service. Some of these suggestions are

practicable and have been thankfully adopted. Others, as

for instance, a bachelor's advice that a nurserv car reserved

for mothers and children should lie run upon every train,

are impracticable.

Complaints of discourtesy on the part of employees are

less frequent than might have been expected and are about

equal in number to the letters of commendation received.

The consolidation of ticket offices, which was at first

criticized, is now generally approved as the new offices are

getting into working order and their convenience is appre-

ciated.

The delays in settling claims for lost or damaged freight

and baggage are the subjects of many letters which will, no

doulit, lead to a reform in the traditional policy of many
claim agents who had been in the habit of trying to save

money for their roads by a procrastination which often wore

the claimants out. Mr. McAdoo has ordered that just claims

shall be promjjtly paid, and that unjust or dishonest de-

mands shall be resisted and the claimants prosecuted where

there is any evidence of criminality.

Concurrently with the increase in passenger travel there

has naturally been an increased amount of baggage to han-

dle, but the comparatively small number of letters reporting

"lost trunks'" encourages the belief that the baggage men have

succeeded in meeting the strain to which they have been

subjected. It may not be amiss, however, to express the hope

that the American public will soon realize that it is a war

duty to travel with as little baggage as possible when travel

is necessan,'. Handling heavy jjaggage is a duty that can

only be performed by strong and vigorous men, and delay

in the transportation and delivery of hea\'y trunks is almost

inevitaljle when the number of such men available is con-

stantly being decreased by the draft.

Generally, and with few e.xceptions, the communications

reveal a widespread desire to co-operate with Mr. Mc.\doo

and the United States Railroad Administration in the effon

that is being made to improve railroad efficiency for the

winning of the war. To this evepithing else must be sub-

ordinated, and in comparison with this everything else is

trivial. Our soldiers must be carried in comfort on what,

for some of them, will be their last journey in their own
country. While they are risking their lives for our protec-

tion on the battle fields and in the trenches of Europe, they

must be kept liberally supplied with event-thing that they

may require. Our allies must be fed. Our wounded must

be brought back and tenderly carried to the homes and hos-

pitals that are ready to receive them. The Bureau for Sug-

gestions and Complaints was primarily organized to pro-

mote the efficiency with which the railroads may serve the

Nation in the doing of these things.

If it shall have exalted the convenience or comfort of the

individual to the disservice of the countn.- or a civilization

that has become militant in the assertion of right and the

protection of humanity, then it had better be discontinued.

Comfort and convenience must give way before the supreme

needs of war and be surrendered until victory is ours.

Call for Cranes by Director

General Military Railways

S. M. Felton, director of military railways, needs a

quantity of second-hand 8-wheel locomotive-type cranes of

IS-ton capacity and up. to till the needs of the rapidly growing
army and its attendant railway problems. Crane manufac-

turers have been unable to keep pace in any degree with new-

crane orders given them, their mills and shops being blocked

witli orders that will keep them working at their full capacity

In view- of this extraordinary and extreme condition, the

need of cranes of this kind being very great, Mr. Felton, has

sent a letter appealing to owners of second-hand cranes of

above general specification, to sell the cranes to Uncle Sam
and help to win the war. It is not required of anyone that

they donate their crane, nor that they sell at a loss, because

full value will be paid in all cases to acquire such machinery,

which will be turned over to essential war industries and help

war workers get war munitions Over There.
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General News Department

On suburban passenger trains rviniiing to and from Chi-
cago, smoking is now prohibited, on account of the epidemic
of influenza. This order was put into effect on October 22.

The appropriation bill reported to the House of Represent-
atives on ( )ctober 16 by the appropriations committee in-

cludes an item of $441,946,317 for the transportation of the
army.

Charges of evasion of Director General Mc.Adoo's orders
that women railroad employees shall receive the same wages
as are paid to men for similar service have been laid before
the Labor Division of the Railroad Administration by the

Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, accoriling to a statement
circulated by the National Women's Trade Union League.
This brotherhood is pushing its organization campaign
among women employees and at present 40 per cent of the
members are women.

Ambrose Swasey, of Cleveland, Ohio, has given Engineer-
ing I'oundation $100,000 for the endowment of engineering
research. This is in addition to a similar gift of $200,000
which Mr. Swasey made in 1915. His original gift made pos-
sible the establishment of Engineering Foundation by the

United Engineering Society, representing the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Mr. Swasey is a past president of the .American Society of

Mechanical Engineers and his latest gift is an expression of

liis appreciation of the war service which the United En-
gineering Society and the Engineering Foundation have
rendered tci the country.

An Acknowledgment

The article entitled "The Work of the Fuel Supervisor,"

by F. P. Roesch, which was published in the issue of

October 18, page 713, should have been credited to the Mis-
sabe Railway Club, as it was written particularly for that

organization.

Economical Loading in Northwest

Statistics covering the loading of 1. c. 1. freight in the

Northwestern region for the month of .August show an in-

crease of 5,023 tons of freight handled and a decrease of

15,917 cars used, as compared with the same month a year
ago. This represents an increase in tlie average loading per
car of approximately 20 per cent.

An Organization of Tie Producers

The Tie and Timber Division of the St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce held a meeting on October 4, at which preliminary
steps were taken in the organization of a national association
of firms engaged in the manufacture of railroad cross ties,

to provide a channel for communication and co-operation
with the United States Railroad Administration and other
branches of the Government in matters relating to the manu-
facture and sale of ties. .At this meeting it was decided to

call a convention of the men in this industry which will be
held at St. Louis, Mo., on November 19 and 20.

Railroad Builders in France Keeping Up with Armies

The demands from Gen. Pershing for iron and steel are
constantly on the increase. Every time an advance is made
by the .American Expeditionary Forces, there comes an order
for more steel rails. The railroad Iniilders are keeping right

up with the fighting forces. B. M. Barucli, chairman of the
War Industries Board says that Mr. Mc.Adoo has taken the

position; "Pershing comes first." A program has been made
for rails and other needs of the American railroad system
based on a clear conception that it is absolutely necessary

that the railroad system must be kept up; but he has shown
consistently a willingness to forego that program in the in-

terest of the American Expeditionary Forces.

Kansas City Southern Valuation Hearings

Final arguments on the protest of the Kansas City South-
ern against the tentative valuation of its property certified

by the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, nearly two years ago, were held at Washington
before the commission on October 17, 18 and 19. Samuel
L'ntermyer, counsel for the company, at first filed a motion
for a continuance on the ground that certain testimony
regarding land values w'as made necessary by the commis-
sion's decision in the Texas Midland case which the road
had not presented because of the understanding that it would
not be required. The commission denied the motion "without
prejudice." Mr. Untermyer also filed a motion that the

proceeding be dismissed on the ground that the valuation

act is unconstitutional. Arguments on behalf of the road
were presented by Mr. L'ntermyer and Samuel W. Moore,
general solicitor for the Kansas City Southern, and also by
the representatives of the Bureau of Valuation, the state

railroad commissions, and the Western L'nion Telegraph
Company, wliich objected to a part of its property being
scheduled as a part of the property of the railroad.

Development Committee of A. S. C. E.

The .American Society of Civil Engineers has appointed a

committee on development to make a survey of the activities

of that organization and to suggest any changes which may
be advisable from the standpoint of the welfare of the organ-
ization. This committee consists of seven members ap-
pointed by the president and one appointed by each of
twenty-one local associations. It includes Onward Bates,
consulting engineer, Chicago, chairman; W. L. Darling, con-
sulting engineer, St. Paul, and formerly chief engineer North-
ern Pacific: Frank T. Darrow. assistant chief engineer,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Lincoln, Neb.: H. R. Safford.

engineering assistant to regional director. Central Western
region, Chicago: E. S. Nethercut, secretary. Western Society
of Engineers, Chicago; Charles Hansel, consulting valuation
engineer, Pennsylvania and Philadelphia & Reading railroads.

New York, and W. H. Hoyt assistant chief engineer. Duluth,
Missabe & Northern, Duluth, Minn.

Make Every B. O. Locomotive a Live One
We cannot assume that there will be an early cessation of

fighting. We are not going to stop fighting until we get
this thing finished. Pershing needs locomotives—why?
Because we have the Germans on the move to Berlin and
they are moving so fast that it takes American locomotives
to keep up with them. Pershing wants locomotives that we
need for the railroads of the United States, and he wants
steel rails over there to put those locomotives on so he can
keep up with the Germans. I have said that General Pershing
can have those locomotives, as we railroad men will see that
he gets anything he needs from the railroads of the L'nited
States. We can give him those locomotives only if you make
every bad order locomotive a live one as quickly as you pos-
sibly can do it. I want you to work all the harder on these
dead locomotives. -A bad order locomotive is a Prussian
soldier, and I want you to jump on every Prussian soldier that
gets into the shops, mark "Prussian" on him in chalk and
then hammer hell out of him until you convert him into a
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live .\nierican soldier. Tliat i.s the way you can help I'er^liiii).;

and the boys in France. (From an address by Director General

W. G. Mc.Adoo at Connellsville (Pa.) shops on October 13.)

Well-Organized Thieves

Merchandise valued at more than $25,000 which had been
stolen from New York Central freight cars in Bay V'iew,

West Seneca and Gardenville yards, has been recovered by
Capt. Seth Conover of the Pennsylvania railroad police

force and allied city and special forces; and 13 railroad em-
ployees have been placed under arrest. Four of the men
arrested are special officers entrusted with the ijrotection of

property, seven are switchmen in the yards, and two men had
stations in the signal towers, where it was possible to

manipulate the signals so as to stop heavily laden trains where
thieves might cliliib aboard and carry on their looting before

the trains came into the city. Silverware, overcoats, Vic-

trolas, furniture, food, sweaters, suitcases, cameras, hats and
shoes were some of the stolen projjerty recovered.

—

Buffalo

Courier.

Canadian Pacific Freight Handlers' Strike

.-\ strike which was started by the freight handlers on the

Canadian Pacific at Calgary, .Mta., on September 21, has not

yet been settled, notwithstanding the company's strenuous

efforts to reach an amicable agreement witli its employees.
The freight handlers notified tlie company on the day men-

tioned that they would strike within four hours unless the

company would restore to his position a foreman who had
been reduced because of incapacity; or would agree to fill

the position according to seniority. The company would not
ccmsider such a proposal, and the men accordingly struck,

being joined by some of the clerks in the freight of^ce, all

the employees in the baggage room and a number of yard
clerks. The Canadian Department of Labor at once at-

tempted to mediate. The men who belonged to the Brother-
liood of Railway Clerks, Freight Handlers and Station Em-
ployees then said that, in addition to the matter about which
the specific dispute arose, there were other grievances which
must be adjusted before they would return to work; the

failure of the company to recognize their union, and to make
tlie effective date of certain increases of pay ^tay 1. instead

of .August 1.

The men had not submitted either of these grievances to

the cfimpany before stopping work. The road immediately
made an offer that if the men would return to work at once
and would abandon their contention in connection with the

foreman it would receive a committee with regard to the

other matters, and if no settlement could be reached it would
allow the (luestions to go to the Board of .Vdjustment formed
by the Canadian Railway War Board. The employees failed

to keep their promise to the government's representative

that they would return to work on this understanding, and
having been given several opportunities to do so, the com-
pany filled their places, employing among others a numl)er of

soldiers who had seen active service and had been discharged
from military service; and also a number of dependents of

soldiers still serving at the front. As there was apparently
no prospect of the strikers returning to work these new
employees were promised permanent positions.

In the meantime, the freight handlers at Winnipeg, Man..
who lielonged to the same union, had been negotiating in

regard to wages. They finally appealed to Grant Hall, then
vice-president and general manager of the western lines,

but no a.greement was reached and it was decided to refer

tlie matter to the Board of .Adjustment. .\t the last minute
the men at Winnipeg said they w'ould not allow the matter
to go to this board unless all the strikers at Calgary were
allowed to return to work. The company refused this request
anil the frei.glu handlers were then called out at Fort William.
()nt.: Winnipeg, Man.; Regina. and Moose Jaw, Sask.;

Lethhridge, Medicine Hat and Edmonton, .Mberta; and Van-
couver, B. C. .\fter they had been out for some time they
were joined by the mechanics employed in the Ogden repair

shops near Calgary and the mechanics at one or two outside
roundhouses. .At present a member of the Canadian govern-
ment is endeavoring to effect a settlement.

End of the Daylight Saving Season

The hands of the clocks throughout the United States will

be turned back one hour on the morning of October 27, at 2

o'clock, in accordance with the law. The bill which was intro-

duced in Congress by Senator Calder to amend the law and
to continue keeping all clocks and watches an hour ahead of

time, was passed by the Senate; but in consequence of the

numerous objections presented before the House Committee,
no action was taken in that body, and the law remains in

force. Three different methods will be employed by the rail-

roads to rearrange their trains when the clocks are changed.
The plan of the New Y'ork Central to start its principal

through trains on the evening of the 26th one hour beliind

time, was noted in our last issue. The Erie and the Lehigh
Valley will pursue a similar course. The Pennsylvania will

make no changes in trains until 2 o'clock. .\\\ regular trains

on the road at that hour must be stopped at the first open
telegraph or telephone office and there compare time with the

train despatcher; and they will tlien continue their journey

as extras, arriving at subsequent stations one hour ahead
of titne. Train 37. for example, leaving Xew York at 11:30

p. m., and due in Pittsburj,h at 9:55 a. m. will, if it sutlers no
unforeseen delays, reach Pittsburgh, according to the new-

reading of the clocks, at 8:55. ')n single track lines of the

Pennsylvania, all trains must be brought to a standstill at

2 o'clock and the men must change their watches; and they

can then proceed only on a regular order from the train des-

patcher. The Xew Y'ork, Xew Haven & Hartford, like the

Pennsylvania, will rutt its through night trains, after 2 o'clock,

as extras.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western proposes to start its

trains on time and to hold them one hour at some conveni-

ent station about 2 o'clock. For example, train Xo. 9, leaving

Xew Y'ork at 8:30 p. m.. will be held at Binghamton, and
train X"o. 10 leaving Buffalo at 5:50 p. m., will be held at

Scranton.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association

The Bridge & Building Supplv Men's .\s.-ociation. which
presented an exhibit in connection with the convention of the

American Railway Bridge & Building .Association at Chicago,

on October 15. 16 and 17, elected the following officers at its

concluding session on Thursday morning of last week:
President, P. C. Jacobs, H. W. Johns-Manville Company.
Chicago; vice-president, Tom Lehon, the Lehon Company,
Chicago; treasurer, C. E. Ward, U. S. Wind Engine & Pump
Co., Batavia. III.; secretary, M. J. Trees, Chicago Bridge &
Iron Works. Chicago. Members of Executive Committee:
G. R. McVay, the Barrett Company, Chicago, to succeed

E. J. Caldwell, resigned; W. O. Washburn, .American Hoist &
Derrick Company, St. Paul, and .A. J. Filkins, Paul Dickinson
Company, Chicago.

Railway Surgeons

The .\merican Association of Railway Surgeons held its

fifteenth annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on
October 16, 17 and 18. There was an attendance of only

about 55 on account of the influenza epidemic. The following
officers were elected for the coming year: President. J. P.

Kaster, chief surgeon, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka.
Kan.; first vice-president. J. M. Miller. \'illa Grove. III.; sec-

ond vice-president, Charles P. Frantz. Burlington, Iowa;
third vice-president. J. P. Lord. Omaha. Xeb.; treasurer.

11. B. Jennings. Council Bluffs, Iowa; secretary, Louis J.

Mitchell. Chicago.

Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels

Tlie .Association of Manufacturers of I'liilled Car Wheels
held its annual meeting October 15 at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Xew York. The following officers were elected for coming
year

:

President and treasurer, George W. Lyndon ; vice-presidents.

E. F. Carry, president, Haskell & Barker Car Company, and

J. .A. Kilpatrick, president, .Albany Car Wheel Company;
secretary, George F. Griffin, president. Griffin Wheel Company;
consulting engineer, F. K. X'ial. chief engineer. Griffin ^^'heel

Company.
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Railway Earnings in August

Net operating income of the railways for the month of

August as reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission
was $127,549,531, or $26,000,000 greater than in August, 1917.

Operating revenues, $502,759,622, were over $136,000,(X)0. or

37 per cent greater, reflecting the increases in freiglit and
passenger rates, while the operating expenses, $358,987,665,

showed an increase of $112,000,000, or over 45 per cent, a

large part of which is attributable to the increased wages.

For the eight months of the calendar year the net operating

income was $4'1 7,654,223, as compared with $633,752,969 in

1917. This is approximately $200,000,000 short of the esti-

mated amount of the government's guarantee to the railway

companies. For the eight months' period operating revenues
sliowed an increase of $440,000,000 while the operating ex-

penses increased $652,000,000. The mail traffic is the only

item of revenues that shows a decrease, while traffic ex-

penses and transportation for investment are the only items

of expenses to show a decrease. The detail figures follow:

UAir.W.W EARNINGS AND EXPENSES
I'oR THE Month of August

United States

Amo

Item ^ 1918

1. Aver.igi- mnnl)cr iiiili-s oiierated.. 232 866 10

Revenues:
2. Freight $349,816,570
3. Passenger 113,651,976
4. Mail 4,474,822
5. E.xpress 10 650.916
6. All other transportation 11.992.973
7. Incidental 11.794 533
S. Joint facility—Cr 527,496
9. Joint facility— Dr 149,664

10. Railway operatinj- revenues 502,759,622

Expenses:
1 1. Maintenance of way and structures 56.585,861

12. Maintenance of ecpiiiiment 115,747.516

13. Traffic 3 517,908

14. Traiisiiortation 171.597,296

15. Miscellaneous oiieratious 3.376.553

16. General 8 590 329

17. Transportation for investment—Cr 427.798

IS. Railway operating expenses 358.987,665

19. Net revenue from railway operations 143.771,957

20. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes").. 15,596.969

21. t'ncollectible railway revenues 51,907

22. Railway operating income 128,123,081

23. i;.:uipment re.nls 1.013,144

24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 1.586.694

25. Net of items 22, 23 and 24 127,549,531

26. Ratio of oper.Tting expenses to operating revs-.^r 71.4(1

Per mile Per
unt of road operated Amount of road operated

1917 1918 1917 1918 1917 1918 1917

232,202.31 _.^_ 55,703.42 59,336.78

$250,281,115 $1,502 $1,078 $162,059,307 $113,154,339 $2,714 $1,907
81,923,003 488 353 52.100,614 37,539,969 873 633
4,830,148 19 21 1.750,651 1,905,731 29 32
9,107,049 46 39 5.002,457 4.244,913 84 71
10,050,982 52 43 6,962,538 5.724,385 117 96
9,769,008 51 42 6,951,910 5,438,484 116 92
402,401 2 2 265,323 200.528 4 3
140,105 1 1 75.321 86,572 1 1

366,223,601 2,159 1,577 235.017.479 168,121,777 3,936 2.833

42,393,551 243 182 24.652,300 18,113,493 413 365
59,912,634 497 258 57.956,197 28,199,537 971 475
5,609.413 15 24 1.568.114 2,362,132 26 40

128,893,684 737 555 83,531,375 64,215,636 1,399 1.082
2,968,545 15 13 1,637.385 1,377,702 27 23
7,928,576 37 3,792.699 3.469,467 64 58
787,662 2 3 44,525 96,184 1

1,063

514

173,093,545

61,923,934

117,641,783

50,479,994

2,899

1,037

1 1,617,885
1,468,951

5,838,464
27,068

tSl

689

Southern District Western District

Per mile
of road operated Amount

Per mile
of road operated

Item 1918

, Average numlier miles operated 42,854.34

enues:
l-'reight $54,088,225
Passenger 19.936.449

Mail 724.363
Kxpre'^s 1,711,856

All other transportation 815,174
Incidental 1,380,639

Toint facilitv—Cr 145.320
Joint facility—Dr 26.036

R.iilway opei:iting revenues 78,775,990

ENSES:
. Maintenance of way and structures 9,342,230

Maintenance of equipment 18,053,700

Traffic 646,548

Transportation 25,338,742

Miscellaneous operations 326,518

General 1.311,701

. Transportation for investment—Cr 66,413

. Railway operating expenses 54,953,026

. Net revenue from railway operations 23,822,964

. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes").. 2.318.525

. Uncollectible railway revenues 9,790

Railway operating income 21,494,649

Equipment rents ,314.964 1,337 5(i

Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 162,473 134,95

Net of items 22, 23 and 24 21,647,140 15.185,7!

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs..% 69.76 68.?

tDehit iten..

Note—The average railwav operating income corresi)nnding to item No.
ucled in the "leM" period of three vcars ended June 30. 1917. was $306
Oclolioi l-f. 1'>1S.

1917

42,762.32

$37,104,308
11,405,914

733,747
1,235,631
707,396
955,937
95,118
23,896

52,214,155

6,614,733
9.803,126
979,321

17,303.806
254,379

1,166,021
132,438

35.988,948

16,225,207

13,983.2

3.461.984
116.853
48,307

188.966.153 145,887,669

22,591,331
39.737.619
1,303,246

62,727,179
1.412.650
3,485,929
316.860

130,941.094

58.025,059

50.316,471

69.29

17,665,325
21,909,971
2,267,960

47,374,242
1.336,464
3,293,088
559.040

93.288.010 1,005

445

si

390

45,339,673

63.95
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Traffic News
HllltlliniMIMinilltlllllllKllllllltllltlllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlltllllflllillllltllllllllllt?

The annual meeting of the National Industrial Traffic

League will be held at the Hotel Sinton. Cincinnati. O.. on

November 21 and 22. The docket for the meeting will be

distributed about November 10, giving in detail the subjects

to be considered.

Grain for Newport News has been temporarily embargoed
on account of the inability of the Chesapeake & Ohio to

take any more cars for that point. This failure on the part

of the C. & O. is due to the influenza epidemic which has

incapacitated a large number of train service employees. As
a result of the embargo about 250,000 bushels of oats is now
being lield in Minneapolis and St. Paul waiting for other

disposition.

Reduced passenger fares for soldiers and sailors are not

desired by the War Department, which does not approve the

Calder bill, proposing a cent a mile rate. While it is recog-

nized that such legislation would be very acceptable to the

officers and enlisted men of the army, the department feels

that it would result in an increase of travel over the already

much congested cailroads incommensurate with any ad-

vantage gained.

The Indiana State Chamber of Commerce is to establish

at Indianapolis a freight bureau, with a view to exercising

the highest intelligence in securing for Indiana, from the

railroads, every traffic advantage that belongs to that state.

The members of the Chamber are said to have resolved to

"wage a fight" against alleged discrimination in freight rates

in favor of Illinois as against Indiana. The new bureau will

be in charge of a committee of 15, who will represent all

parts of the state; and an appropriation of $12,000 a year has

been made to maintain the bureau.

The Shreveport (La.) Chamber of Commerce has adopted

resolutions calling the attention of the director general of

railroads to the intimate connection between rate adjust-

mefits and the success of Liberty Loan campaigns. The
Shreveport merchants feel a growing uneasiness over the

probable effect of proposed rate revisions, such as the pro-

posed readjustment of lumber rates between points in Texas,

contemplated increases in commodity rates from St. Louis.

and the proposed new mileage scales for southern and west-

ern territories. While the Chamber of Commerce does not

question the justification for further necessary blanket in-

creases nor object to the correction of specific maladjust-

ments that may have been caused by General Order No. 28,

it does believe wholesale changes in rate relationships will

tend to unsettle business conditions and endanger the success

of future bond sales.

Transit Privileges Extended

The Railroad -Administration has arranged a plan by which

milling-in-transit and transit privileges generally at the vari-

ous transit points will be available via all lines, so that com-

modities shipped into a transit point may, on surrender of

the bill of lading, be shipped out at the balance of the through

rate, over any line.

Precautions Against Freezing

Director General Mc.\doo has issued a statement asking

the co-operation of shippers in the conservation of perishable

food products. He says:

"Tlie loss of fruit and vegetables on account of freezing

during the course of transportation in winters past has been

enormous. The conservation of food, as urged by the Food
Administration, makes it particularly necessary to give seri-

ous consideration to the protection of fruits and vegetables

with the approach of winter. Extra precaution in the pack-

ing, as well as protection against exposure at the point of

origin and destination is very essential. The Weather Bu-

reau advance notices of temperatures should be closely ob-

served by shippers and shipments withheld when very low
temperatures prevail and when forecasted. -^ delay to con-

serve the property is to the advantage of both shipper and
consignee. The best protection available will not always pro-

tect perishable freight in extremely cold weather."

Coal Production

Production of bituminous coal during the week ended
October 12 is estimated at 12.321.000 net tons, ^in increase

over the corresponding week of last year of 12 per cent. For
the first six months of the coal year of 1918 production of

bituminous coal is estimated at 312.282.414 net tons, an
increase of 37,745,242 net tons, or 13.7 per cent, as compared
with the corresponding period of 1917. This, however, was
3.7 per cent behind the estimated requirements. During the

week ending October 5. the percentage of full time output
lost on account of car shortage is reported at 5^2 per cent.

For the week ending October 12 production of anthracite

is estimated at 1.955.000 net tons, a decrease of 4.7 per cent
compared with the preceding week.
The Car Service Section of the Railroad Administration

reports the total loading of coal for the week ending October
5 as 270.909 cars, as compared with 236,154 in the correspond-
ing week'of 1917. For the week ended October 12. with the

figures for some roads estimated, the increase in coal loading
in 1918 up to October 12 over the same period of 1917 was
713.076 cars.

Reductions on Sheep and Apples

The traffic department of the Railroad .Administration has
authorized the establishment on one day's notice of a rule to

provide that : Sheep in carloads, originating in Arizona, Cali-

fornia. Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, Ne-
braska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota. Oklahoma,
Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah. \\'ashington or Wy-
oming, may be stopped at West Chicago. Illinois, to be rested,

fed and watered at public feed yards for a period not exceed-
ing six months, on a basis of the lawful tariff rate from point
of origin to final destination in effect on date of shipment
from point of origin, provided sheep remain in possession of

and under control of carrier. Sheep handled through public
feed yards, served by carrier's rails to be considered as being
in possession of carrier. .All excess weight from stopping
point to be charged for at local rate from stopping point.

Where carrier furnishes food, the charge therefor will be
current market price plus 10 per cent in addition to charge
for labor incident to the feeding of the stock.

Tariff authority has also been issued for the publication on
one day's notice of a minimum rate of $1.10 per hundred
pounds on apples, in carloads, from Pacific coast states to

eastern territory where the rate in effect prior to May 25,

1918. was $1.00 or less; and where the rate in effect on May
25, 1918, was higher than $1.00, then the new rate will be 10 cents

higher per hundred pounds above the old rate. These are reduc-

tions from the rates established by General Order 28 and will

be published as emergency rates to expire May 31, 1919. The
old rate on apples from Pacific Coast states to eastern territory

was generally $1.00 per hundred pounds, and was advanced by

General Order 28 to $1.35.

Pooling of Stock Trains Out of South St. Paul

In .\ugust the Northwestern regional director initiated a
plan under which train-lot movements of live stock between
South St. Paul. Minn., and Chicago are confined to four roads,
alternating by trains. During the month of September an
aggregate of 2.990 cars was moved in this manner by the

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, the Chicago Great Western and the Chicago. St.

Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha (Chicago & North Western).
A total of 53 trains were run with an average of 56 cars per
train. Allowing one hour for weighing the stock and making
deliveries of cars to the carrying line, no train was delayed
to e.Kceed 20 minutes; and all but three trains out of the 53

started on time. All of the trains made the trip to Chicago
within the 36-hr. limit set for the run.
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News
iiiiniiiiiiiniitiiiiilitiiiMiiiiitiiiinitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiirriiriirtiifr

The War Department's inquiries for freight cars for service

on the military lines in France are classified as follows: 4,060

flat cars, 9.670 low-side gondolas. 7. 135 high-side gondolas.
7,840 gondolas with cabs, 10,010 liox cars, SSO refrigerator

cars and 1.050 tank cars, making a total of 40.315. Bids are

being recei\ed this week.

600 More Standard Locomotives Ordered

The United States Railroad Administration has ordered
for 1919 delivery 600 locomotives in addition to the 1,415

which it has already ordered. Of these, 500 will be built by
the American Locomotive Company and 100 by the Lima
Locomotive Corporation. The orders are distributed as

follows: .American Locomotive Company, 150 eight-wheel

switchers. 200 light Mikados, 50 heavy Mikados. 25 light

Santa Fe and 75 2-8-8-2 type Mallet; Lima Locomotive Cor-
poration, 50 six-wheel switchers and 50 light Mikados. Bids
have been asked for the specialties, which will be in accord-
ance with the standard specifications used for the previous

orders.

Tlie United States Railroad Administration has author-
ized the building of 2,000 100-ton coal cars for the Virginian,

to be equipped with six-wheel trucks and to conform gen-

erally to the standard specifications. This departure from the

standards is authorized to enable the \'^irginian to use larger

cars, which its grades make desiralde. than the standard cars

already ordered.

Cars Built in Railroad Shops

A total of 5,701 freight cars and 85 passenger cars have
been constructed in railroad shops from January 1 to .August

31 this year, according to reports to tlie Mechanical Depart-
ment of the Railroad Administration. For the first six months
of the year 4,414 freight cars were built and 66 passenger
cars. In July 518 freight cars and 9 passenger cars were
built and in .August 769 freight cars and 10 passenger cars.

The total by classes for the eight months period is as follows:

KEVV CARS CONSTRUCTED IN RAILROAD SHOPS
Steel Steel
under- center

Class of C.irs Steel fr,ime sills Wood Total
Passenger
Sleeping .... . .... ....
Parlor
Dining 3 3
Parlor observation .... .... ....
Passenger coach .... .... ....
Passenger baggage 1 .... . 1 2
Passenger and mail .... 4 4
Mail
Raggage and mail .... . .... ....
Baggage 21 3 . 25 49
Express 4 1 . 19 24
Express and refrigerator .... . .... ....
Horse express .... . .... ....

Milk 3 3

Total Passenger Equip.vent 26 4 55 85

Frftght
Stock 200 . 699 899
Hopper 293 293
Gondola 486 . 1,083 1,569
Flat 118 . 135 253
Coke rack .... .... ....
Work cars .... . 57 57
Miscellaiieous freight cars .... . .... ....
Caboose 42 . 280 322
Box 501 . 1,785 2,286
Refrigerator 18 . 4 22

Total Freighi Eoucpment 1,365 . 4,336 5,701

Total Frejght AND Passenger 26 1.369 4.391 5,786

Locomotives

The Pennsvlv.ania Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is in the market for one 30-in. gage locomotive weighing
about 25 tons, and one standard gage locomotive, weighing
aliout 70 to 80 tons of the Consolidated or Ten-wheel type.

Oscar F. Ostby, railway supplies, has moved his office from
2736 Grand Central Terminal, Xew York, to Room 1044 in

the same building.

Charles V. Eads, formerly connected with the Sarco Com-
pany, at Chicago, has become associated with the Lehon
Company, in charge of its waterproofing department, and
will have his headquarters in Chicago.

H. D. Megary, assistant to the president of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has
been elected secretary, with tlie same headquarters, succeed-
ing W. B. Seelig, resigned. Mr. Megary will continue to act
as assistant to the president.

Lloyd H. Atkinson has resigned as vice-president of the
Air Reduction Company, Incorporated. 120 Broadway, Xew
York. Mr. Atkinson has been in poor health for some time,
as a result of overwork, and will take an extended vacation
liefore engaging in one of the war service activities.

Phillips Wesley has been appointed manager in charge of
the oxyliydrogen plant and sales office of the International
Oxygen Company at Pittsburgh, Pa. The company an-
nounces also that Jack Heller, long with L. Heller & Sons,
has joined its Xew York sales force, succeeding Mr. Barnitz.
George Quelch, one of the staff engineers of the International
Oxygen Company, 115 Broadway, Xew York, sailed recently
for England to supervise the installation of a 480-cell plant
of I. O. C. unit oxyhydrogen generators for the British
admiralty.

C. D. Morton has left his position as sales engineer for the
Page Steel & Wire Company to become a captain in the gen-
eral engineer depot, L'. S. A., at Washington. Chas E. Good-
now, formerly assistant sales manager of the electrical and
special wire department of the -American Steel & Wire Com-
pany, and more recently identified with building construction
work in Washington and Brooklyn for the army and navy, is

now with the Page Steel & Wire Company. Mr. Goodnow's
efforts will be devoted to sales and service on Armco iron
welding rods and "Copperweld" electrical wire.

Lieut.-Colonel Lament Promoted

Lieut.-Col. Robert Patterson Lament, president of the
-American Steel Foundries, who has been assistant chief in

the procurement division of the ordnance department of the
army, has been pro-
moted to succeed Brig.-

Gen. Samuel McRoberts
as division chief of ord-
nance, w i t h head-
quarters at Washing-
ton. D. C. His military
rank, however, con-
tinues the same. Col.

Lamont was born at

Detroit, Mich., on De-
cember 1, 1867, and
graduated from the

University of Michigan
in 1891. .After leaving
college he was engaged
as engineer of con-
struction at the World's
Columbian Exposition
in Chicago, and from
1892 to 1897. was secre-

tary and engineer of

glau. He then became
.Appliance Coinpany as

elected first vice-presi-

;. and was elected presi-

Lieut.-Col. R. P. Lamont

the contracting firm. Shailer & Schin

connected with the Simplex Railway
first vice-president. In 1905. he was
dent of the .American Steel Foundries
dent of that company in 1911.
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Railway Officers

TiimiiimiiiimiuMiiitiiiiiiiiniriMii

Railroad Administration

Central Administration

E. J. Roth, lurmerly purchasing agent of the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louisville, who was appointed on October 1

general storekeeper of that road, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis; the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana,

and a group of roads in that territory, has been furloughed

and appointed manager of the Stores Section of the Central

Advisory Purchasing Committee, with office at 601 G street,

Washington. U. K. Hall, general storekeeper of the Union
P'acilic, has been appointed associate manager of the section,

with office at tlie same address in Washington.

Regional

G. W. Jett, in addition to his iluties as superintendent of

telegraph of the Norfolk & Western, has been appointed
supervisor of telegraph and telephone facilities for all roads
in the Pocahontas Region,

Federal and General Managers

Phil Carroll, general nuinager of the Te.xas & Pacific, with

office at Dallas, Texas, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern.

J. F. Murphy, general manager of the Missouri Pacific, the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific line from St. Louis, Mo.,

to Kansas City, and the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his jurisdiction extended
over the Arkansas Central, the Natchez & Southern and the

Natchez & Louisiana Railroad Transfer, with the same head-
quarters, eflfective October IS.

Operating

J. A. Gillies, district engineer of the .Vtchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, western lines, at La Junta, Colo., has been ap-
pointed trainmaster at Dodge City, Kan.

J. W. Allen, whose promotion to superintendent of the

Puget Sound division of the Northern Pacific, with head-
quarters at Seattle, Wash., was announced in the Raihvay Age
of October 4, was born
at La Porte, Ind., in

June, 1861. Mr. Allen
began his railway career

in the freight office of

the Wabash at Kansas
City, Mo., in 1878.

Three years later he
went to the Mexican ("' fy
National, now a part A
of the Constitutionalist ^
Railways of Mexico, in

the auditor's office at

Laredo, Texas, p'rom
1884 to 1890, he was in

charge of the export
grain elevator of the

Kitchburg Railroad, at

Boston, Mass. In the

latter year he entered
the service of the

Northern Pacific, as ' ^' '^""

agent, at Seattle, Wash.,
and served in that capacity continuously until January, 1918,

when he was appointed acting superintendent at Seattle,

which position he held until his promotion to superintendent
of the Puget Sound division, as mentioned above.

A. Patriarche has been appointed assistant to the federal

manager of the Pere Marquette, in charge of traffic, having
authority also over traffic matters of t!ie Grand Trunk, west-

ern lines, the Detroit & Toledo Shore line, the .\nn Arbor,
the Detroit & Mackinac, the Detroit, Bay City & Western,
and the Port Huron & Western, with office at Detroit, Mich.

J. K. Graham has been appointed manager of station opera-
tion of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Eastern Lines; the

Coal & Coke; the Wheeling Terminal Railroad; the Western
Maryland; the Cumberland Valley, and the Cumberland &
Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Baltimore. Md., in charge
of station service, inspection of freight service and prevention
rif freight claims.

G. G. Derby, division superintendent or tht .\tchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe at .Arkansas City, Kan., has been transferred

to the Southern Kansas division, with headquarters at Cha-
nute, Kan. J. E. McMahon, division superintendent at

Pueblo, Colo., has been transferred to the Oklahoma division,

with office at Arkansas City, Kan., in place of Mr. Derby.
O. J. Ogg, trainmaster at Raton, N. M., has been promoted
to assistant superintendent of the Panhandle division at

Wellin^gton, Kan. A. Ewng, division superintendent -at

Clovis, N. M.. lias been transferred to Dodge City. Kan., in

place of H. A. Tice, who has been transferred to Pueblo,

Colo. C. E. Smyer, trainmaster at Dodge City. Kan., has
been promoted to division superintendent at Clovis, N. M., to

succeed A. Ewing.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

D. A. Barton has been appointed auditor of freight receipts

of the Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Denver,
Colo., succeeding F. M. Dewees, deceased. Eflfective

October 16.

T. O. Edwards, general auditor of the Southern Pacific

nines south of -Ashland), has been appointed federal auditor,

with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal. The title of general

auditor is abolished.

J. F. Evans, general auditor of the Western Pacific; the

Tidewater Southern, and the Deep Creek, has been appointed
federal auditor, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal. The
title of general auditor is abolished.

George Thompson, general solicitor of the Texas & Pacific

and other roads under the authority of J. L. Lancaster, fed-

eral manager, with headquarters at Dallas, Te.xas. has had
his jurisdiction extended over the Weatherford. Mineral
Wells & Northwestern.

F. M. Hickman, acting federal treasurer of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his

jurisdiction extended over the Arkansas Central, the Natchez
& Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana Raiload Transfer,
with tlie same headquaters, effective October 15.

W. M. Edgar, general superintendent and treasurer i>f the

Weatherford. Mineral Wells & Northwestern, has been ap-

pointed acting federal treasurer, with office at Weatherford,
Texas. S. B. Smith, auditor and assistant general freight and
passenger agent, has been appointed auditor, with office at

Weatherford.

The title of the following officers of the Southern Pacific

I lines south of .\shland. Ore.), are now as follows: Robert
Adams, assistant federal auditor; F. L. McCaffery, auditor of

disbursements; F. W. Pope, auditor of freight accounts;

O. F. Giffin, auditor of passenger accounts, and W. H. Dewey,
auilitor of equipment service accounts, all with headquarters

at San Francisco, Cal.

E. J. White, general solicitor of the Missouri Pacific, the

."^t. Louis Southwestern, the Louisiana & Arkansas and the

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, and F. P. Johnson, general auditor

of the Missouri Pacific and the Memphis. Dallas & Gulf, with

lieadquarters at St. Louis, Mo., have had their jurisdictions

extended over the .Arkansas Central, the Natchez & Southern
and the Natchez & Louisiana Railroail Transfer, eflfective

October 15.

L. J. Hensley, general auditor of the Kansas City Southern
and auditor of the Texarkana & Ft. Sniith, with headquarters
at Kansas City. Mo., has been appointed federal auditor of

these roads, the Midland Valley, the Houston East & West
Texas, the Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific, the Kansas City,
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Mexico & Orient, the Missouri & North Arkansas and the

Joplin L'nion Depot. All auditors for the individual lines

appointed heretofore will he under the jurisdiction of the

federal auditor.

A. J. Biard, general auditor of the Texas & Pacific and the

Trans-Mississippi Terminal, with office at Dallas, Texas, has

been appointed general auditor also of the St. Louis South-

western of Texas; the International & Great Northern (ex-

cluding line from Spring to Ft. Worth and Madisonville

Branch); the Trinity Branch of Missouri, Kansas & Texas of

Texas; the Beaumont & Great Northern; the Galveston,

Houston & Henderson; the Houston & Brazos Valley, and

the Weatherford. Mineral Wells & Northwestern, with head-

quarters at Dallas, Texas.

O. H. Bower, auditor of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of

Texas and the L'nion Terminal of Dallas, has been appointed

general auditor of those lines and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe; the St. Louis, San l-'rancisco & Texas; the Ft. Worth &
Rio Grande; the Brownwood, North & South; the Texas
Midland; the International & Great Northern (from Spring

to Ft. Worth & Madisonville branch); the F"t. Worth Belt;

the Houston Belt & Terminal; the Wichita Falls & North-
western; the Ft. Worth & Denver City; the Wichita Valley;

the Houston & Texas Central; the .Abilene & Southern, and
the Ft. Worth union passenger station; effective October 16.

Traffic

The jurisdiction of W. L. Martin, traffic manager of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Stc. Marie, with headquarters

at Minneapolis, Minn., has been extended over the Duluth,

South Shore & Atlantic and the Mineral Range.

H. S. Smith has been appointed chief of tarif? bureau of the

Chesapeake & r)hio; the .\shland Coal & Iron Railroad; the

Sandy Valley & Elkhorn, and the Long Fork Railroad, vice

R. A. Knightly, deceased.

J. B. Payne, traffic manager of the Texas & Pacific and
other roads under the authority of J. L. Lancaster, federal

manager, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas, has had his

authority extended over the Weatherford, Mineral Wells &
Northwestern.

C. E. Perkins, freight traffic manager, and C. L. Stone,

passenger traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific, the St.

Louis Southwestern, the Louisiana & Arkansas and the

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., have had their jurisdictions extended over the .Arkansas

Central, Natchez & Southern -and the Natchez & Louisiana

Railroad Transfer, with the Same headquarters, effective

October 15.

The jurisdiction of tlie following officers of the Kansas
City Southern has been extended over the Missouri & North
.Arkansas: R. R. Mitchell, general freight agent; J. R. Mills,

assistant general freight agent; S. G. Warner, general pas-

senger agent; F. D. Downie, general baggage agent, and J.

W. Spoor, live stock agent, all with headquarters at Kansas
City, Mo. C. E. Veach, general freight and passenger agent,

has been appointed division freight and passenger agent, with

headquarters at Harrison, .Ark.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. L. Kirby, division engineer of the Seaboard .\ir Line,

with office at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed engineer main-
tenance of way, with office at Norfolk, Va., vice J. C. Nelson,

deceased.

Silas Zwight, general master mechanic, and W. J. Bohan,
mechanical engineer of the Northern Pacific, have been ap-

pointed assistant mechanical superintendents, both with head-

quarters at St. Paul, Minn.

E. F. Mitchell chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific and
other lines under the authority of J. L. Lancaster, federal

manager, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas, has had his

anthority extended over the Weatherford, Mineral Wells &
Northwestern.

D, E. Helvem, division engineer on the .Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, at Pueblo. Colo., has been jiromoted to engineer

of the northern <listrict. western lines, with headquarters at

La Junta, Colo., succeeding J, A. Gillies, appointed train-

master at Dodge City, Kan.

S. A. Jordan, assistant division superintendent of the Balti-

more & Ohio, with office at Brunswick, Md., has been ap-

pointed engineer maintenance of way of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, Eastern Lines, and the Coal & Coke Railroad,

with head(iuarters at Baltimore, Md., vice J. B. Myers, as-

signed to other duties.

H. R. Carpenter, chief engineer of the Missouri Pacific, the

St. Louis Southwestern, the Louisiana & .Arkansas and the

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
has had his jurisdiction e.xtended over the Arkansas Central,

the Natchez & Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana Rail-

road Transfer, with the same headquarters, effective C)ctober

15.

Our statement in the issue of ( )ctol>er 11. page 683, to the

effect that the jurisdiction of H. Rettinghouse, chief engineer
of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with head-
quarters at St. Paul, Minn., was extended over the St. Paul
Union Depot Company, succeeding W. C, Armstrong, was
incorrect in that Mr. .Armstrong remains chief engineer of

the St. Paul L'nion Depot corporation, which is now
engagecl in the construction of the Union station at that

point. Mr. Rettinghouse has taken over only those duties of
Mr. Armstrong incident to the operation of the existing
station.

Purchasing

C, S, Filler has been apixiinted storekeeper of the Ilalti-

more & Ohio Railroad, Eastern Lines, with office at Keyser,
W. Va., vice E. A. Workman, transferred.

R. L. Irwin, purchasing agent of the Texas S; Pacific and
all other lines under the authority of J. L. Lancaster, federal
manager, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas, also becomes
purchasing agent of the Weatherford, Mineral Wells &
Northwestern.

Charles A. How, purchasing agent of the Missouri Pacific,

the St. Louis Southwestern, the Louisiana & .Arkansas and
the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo., has had his jurisdiction extended over the .Arkansas
Central, the Natchez & Southern, and the Natchez & Louis-
iana Railroad Transfer, with the same headtiuarters. effective

C)ctol)er 15.

The following officers have been ai>pointed on the Balti-

more & Ohio. Eastern Lines: T, C, Hopkins, assistant store-
keeper, at Glenwood, Pa., appointed storekeeper, with the
same headquarters, vice T. H. Barker, assigned to other
duties; T. B, Cushing, appointed assistant storekeeper, at
Foxburg, Pa., vice A, D. Rosier, assigned to other duties,

and L. A. Abear, appointed assistant storekeeper, at .Alle-

gheny, Pa., vice S. W, Adams, assigned to other duties.

J. H. Clemmitt, whose appointment as purchasing agent
of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke, A'a., was
announced in the Railuay .-/.qr of r)ctober 11. was born
November 20, 1881, in Richmond, A'a. He was educated in

the public schools and entered the service of the Norfolk k
Western in November. 1896. rilling various positions in the
office of the purchasing agent. His entire railroad and busi-
ness experience has been with the Norfolk & Western. On
December 1, 1913, he was appointed chief clerk, which position
he held until his recent appointment as purchasing agent as
above noted.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. F. Aitchison, special auditor of the Grand Trunk and
Grand Trunk Pacific, has been appointed acting auditor of
disbursements on the Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk
Pacific.

J. M. Rosevear, auditor of disbursements of the Grand
Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific, with office at Montreal,
Que., has been appointed general auditor, with the same
head(|uarter-
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W. D. Robb, vice-president of the Grand Trunk, with ot'tice

at Montreal, Que., has assumed the duties of U. E. Gillen,

vice-president in charge of transportation, who is aljsent on

account of illness.

C. B. Ferry, vice-president and assistant secretary of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at New
York, has also been appointed corporate treasurer, with the

same headquarters, succeeding A. G. Loomis, who is now fed-

eral treasurer.

D'Alton C. Coleman, assistant general manager of the

Canadian Pacific Western Lines, has been appointed vice-

president of the western lines, with headquarters at Winni-
peg, Man., succeeding Grant Hall, promoted to vice-president

in charge of operation of the Canadian Pacific system, with

headquarters at Montreal, Que.

T. D. Heed, receiver of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

with headquarters at Chicago, has been elected president,

succeeding W. J. Jackson, who is now federal manager of

that road. Alvin W. Krech, chairman of the board of

directors of the Western Pacific and president of the Caro-

lina & Yadkin River, with headcjuarters at New York, has

l)een elected vice-president of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

with headquarters at New York. W. H. Lyford, general

counsel of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, witli headquarters

at Chicago, has also been elected vice-president, with the

same headquarters. F. R. Austin, assistant auditor, has been
appointed secretary and audito', with headquarters at Chi-

cago, succeeding H. J. Cronin. R. R. Hunter has been ap-

pointed assistant secretary, with headquarters at New York.

Operating

C. H. Towle, assistant superintendent of tlic Canadian
Pacific, with office at Sudbury, Ont., has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent, Smith Falls Division.

J. K. Savage, superintendent of the Canadian Pacific, On-
tario district, has been appointed assistant general superin-

tendent, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.

R. A. Sewell has been appointed assistant superintendent.

Montreal Terminals Division of the Canadian Pacific, with

office at Montreal, Que., vice R. W. Scott, promoted.

T. A. Wilson, assistant superintendent of the Canadian
Pacific, with office at Smiths Falls, Ont., has been
appointed superintendent, Smiths Falls division, vice J. K.
Savage, promoted.

R. W. Scott, assistant superintendent of the Canadian
Pacific, with office at Montreal, Que., has been appointed

superintendent of the Trenton Division, w'ith office at To-
ronto, Ont., in place of W. J. Uren, transferred.

Charles Murphy, general superintendent of the Manitoba
district of the Canadian Pacific, has been promoted to general

manager of the western lines, with headquarters at Winnipeg,
Man., succeeding D. C. Coleman, promoted. A. E. Stevens,

general superintendent of the Saskatchewan district, has been
transferred to Winnipeg as general supefintendent of the

Manitoba district in place of Mr. Murphy. W. A. Mather,
assistant general superintendent of the British Columbia
district, has been promoted to general superintendent of the

Saskatchewan district, with headquarters at Moose Jaw,
Sask., to succeed Mr. Stevens. C. A. Cotterell, superintend-

ent of the Medicine Hat division, has been promoted to assist-

ant general superintendent of the British Columbia division,

with headquarters at \'ancouver, B. C, succeeding Mr.
Mather.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

C. Gribbon has been appointed division master mechanic
oi the Canadian Pacific, London division, witli otVice at Lon-
don, Out., in place of A. Maynes, transferred.

George W. Hand, valuation engineer of the Chicago &
North Western, has been appointed corporate engineer of the

same road and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha,
with headquarters at Chicago, effective Novemlicr 1.

Obituary
Charles L. Thomas, chairman of the Cincinnati district

freight traffic committee of the L'nited States Railroad Ad-
ministration and traffic manager of the Baltimore & C>hio,

Western lines, with headquarters at Cincinnati. Ohio, died in

that city on October 15. Mr. Thomas was born at Jersey
City, N. J., on May 3, 1864, and began railway work in 1881

with the Chicago & Atlantic (now a part of the Erie.) as

bookkeeper and assistant paymaster in the construction de-

partment. He filled various minor positions in the freight

department from May, 1883, to October, 1890, when he was
made division freight agent. He was then successively as-

s-istant general freight agent and general freight agent until

July, 1896, when he became general freight agent of the Erie

lines west of Salamanca and Buffalo. In November, 1905.

he was promoted to assistant freight traffic manager of those

lines and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with head-

quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio. In December of that year he

became general traffic manager of the Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton, and in March, 1911, was appointed freight traffic

mana.ger of that road and the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western. He was also appointed general traffic assistant of

the Baltimore & Ohio in January, 1915. In October, 1916,

he became freight traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Cincinnati, Ohio, and in July of this year he was appointed

traffic manager of the western lines, with headquarters at

Cincinnati. When the Cincinnati district traffic committee
was appointed in July, Mr. Thomas was made chairman of

that committee also.

Robert M. Dixon, president of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, and of the Pintsch Compressing Com-
pany, New York, died at his home in East Orange. N. J..

October 16, of heart

disease. Mr. Dixon had
been associated with
the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Company
or one of its predeces-

sors since 1883. He
was born September 19.

1860. at East Orange.
N. J., in the house
where he lived at the

time of his death. He
was educated in the

public schools and
graduated from Stevens
Institute of Technology
in the class of 1881

with the degree of me-
chanical engineer. For
two years he was em-
ployed with the Dela-

ware Bridge Company,
of Trenton, N. J., leav-

ing tliat company in March, 1883, to become assist-

ant engineer of the Pintsch Lighting Company, which
was merged with the Safety Car Heating & Lighting
Company in 1887, with Mr. Dixon as chief engineer. He
was elected vice-president of the company on January 15.

1902, and became its president in May. 1907, which office he
held at the time of his death. Mr. Dixou spent the greater

part of his life in the field of railway car heating and lighting,

being identified with the first application of steam from the

locomotive for heating railway passenger cars and with the

development of gas and electricity for lighting railway cars.

He was also active in the lield of harbor and coast lighting.

Mr. Dixon was a member of the .\nierican Society of Me-
chanical Engineers for 35 years. He was a trustee and a

member of the finance committee of the United Engineer-
ing Societies from 1917 until the time of his death. He was
also active as an executive officer of the New York Railroad
Club from its early days. He served as treasurer since 1903,

prior to which he was chairman of the financial committee.
He was a member of the executive committee of the club for

35 vears.

Dixon
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Announcement
T^HE Railwny Age was Inidly delayed last week because of
* a general strike of printing pressmen and assistants in

practically all the printing plants in New York City.

The men were out for eight days. Without attempting to dis-

cuss the causes, it is worthy of mention that because of the

strike the larger portion of the important business periodicals

of this country were delayed at a time when they have achiev-

ed a new importance in American business life and when the

news contained in them is of more than ordinary importance

because of its war-time nature. This issue of the Railway
Age is being made up on the usual schedule but it also may
be slightly delayed because of the piling up of work ahead of

it.

.\ speaker at a recent convention expressed the psychology

of compensation most aptly when he said that the scale of

living is largely a matter of compari-
A son. A man and his family are in

Continuous need of a larger income just as soon

Performance '^^ their neighbors have more money to

spend. This has been the principal

difficulty of the Railroad Administration in dealing with the

wages of employees and there is no doubt but that the wage
commission was thoroughly cognizant of this fact in making
the recommendations which afterward comprised Order No.
27. By proposing to make all increases entirely on a per-

centage basis it was e.\i)ected to effect a minimum disturbance.

That this plan was not a complete success is accounted for

largely by the fact that the relationship had hetn destroyed

after the date upon which the rates were based so that it was
necessary to offer greater inducements to certain classes of

employees than were provided by Order No. 27 to get them
to stay in the service. Having once disturbed the balance

of relative compensation as it had existed in the past, each

class of employees in turn has presented evidence to show
that it was the victim of discrimination, and in recognizing

the.se inequalities in the successive supplemental orders, new
inequalities have been introduced which give rise to new
petitions for relief. Now come the brotherhoods with

petitions for what they want. Whatever the terms of their

present grievance there is no question but that the underlying

cause for complaint is not so much a matter of the relation

between their wages and the increased cost of living as it is

that the advances accorded to other classes of railway em-

ployees have tended to destroy the prestige which they have

enjoyed as a favored class. The end is not yet.

Fuel economy is not only a necessity at this time but it is

vital to the success of this country and our Allies in winning

the war. The railroads are awakening
Locating and to the important part that they have to

Strengthening i)lay in the conservation program.

Weak Spots ^laiiy officers and men who did not

realize that they were important factors

in the situation are giving the problem thoughtful considera-
tion with excellent results. The cnginemen can hardly be
expected to put forth ver\^ great efforts if they do not see a
disposition on the part of tlie management and the various

departments to back them up in any efforts that they may
make. On the other hand, the engine crew is a very irap>or-

tant factor in the situation so far as fuel economy on the

engine itself is concerned. The draft and other causes have
made it necessary to break in many new men. Under the

mo.st favorable conditions there is very wide variation in the

performance of different crews on even one division. Some
men are better trained for their work, have a higher con-
ception of their duty, or are naturally better adapted for

their work than are others. These men do not need very-

much attention: they will res}X)nd generously to an appeal
such as is being made to them at the present time. Other men
consistently make poor records and their standard of perform-
ance is low. The quickest results can be obtained by
locating these men and concentrating efforts upon them.
This is not such a very difficult problem even on roads
where little attention is given to individual fuel performance.
The important thing is to so organize the supervision and
place such checks upon the individual performance that

those who are making the poorest performance may be
quickly located and coached so that they can at least be
brought up to the present average performance.

There will not be much diflkulty about dividing the credit
for the excellent showing made by the railway men of this

count r\- during the Fourth Liberty
The Loan campaign. The results obtained

Fourth Liberty were .so excellent that there is honor
Loan ^nd credit enough for ever)'body and

perhaps still some to spare. Credit is

due to the director general for the easy terms of payment he
allowed, to the regional directors and officers who directed the
campaigns in their regions or on their roads, to the com-
mittee chainnan and members who signed up the subscrip-
tions, and to the subscribers who came across so splendidly
and helped raise the 100 per cent honor flags on so many
railroads. The Railway Age doubts if there is any other
industry which achieved as good results as the railwavs. The
railwa}nien subscribed for a total of aiwut $170,000,000 in
lionds tiirougli their railroads. The total of $106,000,000
made in the Third Loan was not doubled as many had hoped
it would be, but when one considers the intensive campaign
that was made in the Third Loan an increase of 60 per cent
is sometiiing to feel proud of. The figures that appeal most,
iiowever, are the high pro[X)rtion of subscribers and the high
average amount subscriix^d. There are few other companies
in any industry that can show 91,000 employees with every
employee subscribing an average of $106, as on the New
York Central; ever)- one of 22,162 employees subscribing on
the average $112 each as on the Lackawanna; or every one of
2.S,nO employees subscril)ing $111 each on the average as on
the Lehigh Yalley. We would like to know how many other
companies of any kind in this countn,- can show such records
as the Wheeling & I-ake Erie, even,- one of 5,745 employees
subscribing for an average of $140 each, the Grand Rapids &
Indiana with even.- one of 2,922 employees subscribing for an
average of $141 each, the Lehigh & Hudson River with 750
employees reaching $150 each, and so on through a long list

of roads. The drive was made for 100 per cent subscribers
and subscriptions in 100 per cent amounts. It achieved
both.
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Efficiency of Freight Train Operation
TThe statistics of frtitilit tr;iin oi)er;ition since govern-

ment control w-df. adopted afford material for an in-

teresting stud)'. Government control was adopted largely,

if not mainly, to increase efficiency of freight ti^ain opera-

tion. The proponents of government operation are making
a strong effort to convince the public that this has heen not

merely accomplished, but accomplished to such a striking

degree as to justify basing upon it arguments in favor of

permanent government management.
Some of the statistics seem to support this view. Some

of tliem seem to indicate a marked decline of efficiency.

When it is possible to take part of the statistics Ijearing

upon a subject, and apparently prove one thing with them,

and to take others and apparently prove the opposite, either

there is' something wrong with the .statistics, or in order

intelligently to understand and interpret them it is necessarj'

to ascertain carefully and give full weight to the conditions

which have affected the operations whose results the statis-

tics are supposed to reflect. There is nothing wrong with

the statistics in this case. The explanation of their apparent

inconsistency is to be found mainly in the changes in the

conditions under which the railways are operated which
have occurred since last year.

The statistics regarding freight operations in July, 1918,

which are the latest available, illustrate this fact as well

as any. They show in the first place, that the total ton-

miles in that month were almost exactly the same as in Julv,

1917. They also show that the railways had more cars and
locomotives than in Jul\-, 1917, and that therefore, ton-

miles per car and per locomotive were less than a year ago.

This would seem to indicate a decline of efficiency. But
it does not necessarily for these reasons, among others:

First, the policy of the Railroad Administration is to .send

traffic as much as possible over the shortest available routes.

This tends to reduce the average distance each ton is hauled.

Therefore, the fact that ton miles were stationar}- may have
been due, not to the fact that the tonnage hauled was sta-

tionary, but to a reduction of the length of the average haul.

Now, this apparently was what it was due to. All the

figures available indicate that there was a reduction in the

average haul and some increase in the total tonnage handled.

Second, the statistics regarding the number of cars and
locomotives, especially the numlser of cars, in service as com-
pared with last year, are misleading. They indicate, for

example, that there were 94,000 more freight cars in service

in July, 1918, than in July, 1917. But there were not.

Most of this apparent increase is due to the fact that the

roads are now being required to rejiort as in service many
cars they were not so reporting last year. If the statistics

were compiled on exactly the same basis as last year, they

would show little or no increase in cars in service and might
show an actual reduction.

Again the statistics show an increase of the percentage

of empty car mileage to total car mileage. It was confi-

dently expected in some quarters that unified operation would
reduce empty car mileage. Why has it increased ? Largely

because of the reduction of the production and consumption

of so-called non-es.sential commodities. The non-essentials

are largely articles which are made in the East and shipped

westward. The essentials are in the main, especially since

we are shipj)ing such vast quantities of supplies to Europe,

things that move eastward. Because of the reduction of

the non-essentials handled and the increase of the essentials

handled, the preponderance of the westbound over the east-

bound movement has grown extremely large on man\' lines,

making it necessary to send an increased number of cars

westward, empty. During recent months, for example, there

were accumulated on the western lines approximately 60,000
cars to handle the grain croii. Most of these had to be sent

west empty.

1 he statistics show an increase of 39 tons in the average
train load. This is being held up as vindicating the policy
of the Railroad Administration in loading cars and trains
to capacity. The uninitiated might l>e led to conclude that
it was not James J. Hill, but the Railroad Administration
that first exploited the "tonnage" system. As a matter of
fact the increase in tons per train in July, 1918, over July,
1917, was just about the same as in the year 1917 over
1916 and in the year 1916 over 1915. While in past years
the increase in tons per train was due mainly to increase
in the number of cars per train, for which the railroad man-
agements deserved the credit, the increase in the average
tons per train this year has been entirely due to an increase

in the average loading per car, for which shippers deserve
some credit. In July, 1917, the average number of cars

per train was 37.7, while in July, 1918. it was only 36.9.

On the other hand, in July, 1917. the average tons per
loaded car was 27.3, while in July, 1918, it was 30.1. Now,
it is obvious to anybody who looks beneath the surface that

this increase in the average carload, and the consequent in-

crease in the average trainload, are largely due to the same
cause as the increase in empty car mileage, viz., to the change
in the relative amounts of non-essential and essential traffic

handled. The so-called non-essentials are usually manu-
factured articles which move in small carloads, while most
of the essentials, such as coal, ore, luml)er and grain, move
in large carloads. Therefore an>lhing which increases

the relative amount of essential traffic handled will auto-

matically increase the average carload and trainload.

The statistics show an increase of 27,300, or 19 per cent,

in the number of freight cars in or awaiting shop. This

would seem to indicate that freight cars had been allowed

seriously to deteriorate. Undoubtedly there has been de-

terioration. The number of new cars delivered this year

has been far below the number normally required for re-

placements. Furthermore, until adequate increases were

made in the wages of shopmen, the railways were so short

of shop employees that there was a large increase in cars

needing repairs. But the situation is not so bad compared
with last year as the figures .seem to indicate. As already

noted, the roads are now being required to report as "in

service" many cars they did not formerly so report. Now,
many of these cars which formerly were not reported were

really in bad order, and of course, when they began to be

reported the bad order figures began to grow rapidly. Recent

orders will cause many of these cars to be scrapped which

will have exactly the opposite effect on the statistics.

Again, statistics indicate that tliere has been a decline in

miles per car per day from 27.9 in July. 1917, to 26.5 in

July, 1918, or 5 per cent. It was confidently assumed by

the strong believers in unified operation that it would in-

crease this figure. Why, in spite of unified operation, has

it been reduced? Partly because, as already shown, there

has been an increase of the number of bad order cars re-

ported as in service. Partly because the railways accumu-

lated a large number of cars in the west, and held them

there to move the grain crop. Partly because of the decrease

of other traffic as compared with coal traffic, cars handling

coal making on the average less miles per day than most

other cars.

On the whole, in spite of tlie fact that there has been no

such increase in tlie total traffic handled as tliere jvas in

1916 and 1917, it is clear there has been at least a 'normal

increase in the efficiency of freight train operation. The
evidence of this increase of efficiency is that the traffic is

being handled with much less delays and congestion than

last year at this time. An\body who attempts to show, how-
ever, that the increase of efficiency is due to government opera-

tion, or uiiilicatiov, or that it is as great as has been for

\'ears predicted would result from government operation,

will have a hard job on his hands. Director General Mc-
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Adoo has kcjit alile and experienced men trained and de-

veloped under private management in charge of operation.

In the main, they have acted on the same principles and

used the same methods they did under private management.

Such new methods as they have used with good effect have

been chiefly methods which they fully understood and would

gladly have used under private ojx-ration, but which foolish

laws, for which the government itself was responsible, for-

bade them to use. Under private management of the rail-

roads, the government made the most efficient practicable

operation impossible by overwhelming the roads with pref-

erence and priority orders and refusing to let them pcx)l their

earnings, traffic and facilities. The government itself has

set aside its own preference and priority orders; it is ignor-

ing its own laws prohibiting co-operation between the rail-

ways; and it is using methods and brains developed under

private management. There is no apparent reason for

doubting that ecjually good results could and would have

been obtained under private management if the shackles

imposed by the government on the railroads had been broken.

In other words, the results argue eUxjuently again.st the

folly and injustice the government showed in dealing with

the railways under private operation rather than in favor

of permanent government operation. The most important

thing the government has done thus far is to remove the

obstacles to good railroading which it had itself set up;

and, these obstacles out of the way, the able railroad men
in its service have got increased efficiency—just as they got

increased efficiency year by year under private management
in .spite of government interference.

The Short Line Railroad Contract

THE RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION has offered the short

linos a form of contract under which some 600
or 700 small railroads are to be restored in a sense to

federal control, from which they were relinquished just

before July 1, but will not be "unified" or "scrambled" into

tiie government railroad system. They will not be paid any
compensation but they will be given a considerable degree of

protection against the conditions which have placed many of

them in such an unfortunate plight since the plan of govern-

ment control was adopted. VVhile the contract is said not to

be as liberal as desired, it has been accepted by the committee

of the American Short Line Railroad Association and will

probably be accepted by the individual companies.

The contract provides that the short lines are to remain
under the direction and management of their owners and
sliall jje entitled to all the revenues and responsible for all

the expenses and obligations of operation; but provision is

made for a fair division of joint rates and there is a guar-

antee of the same [)roportion of competitive traffic as was
enjoyed on the average for the three }'ears ending December
M, 1917. The short lines are to receive an e(iuitai>le allotment

of cars (and where feasible of motive power), a reclaim of

two days' per diem on cars for roads not more than 100 miles

long; they are to have as far as practicable the benefit of the

purchasing agencies of the director general in the purchase

of materials and supplies, and of government prices; and may
have car and locomotive repairs made at the shops of con-

necting lines upon the same terms as they enjoyed before

federal control.

Director General McAdoo, in discussing the short line

question before a congressional committee, said he thought
the short lines would find the government at least as benevo-
lent a master as the trunk lines had been. .As his organiza-

tion consists mainly of former officers of the trunk lines,

the short line owners have felt heretofore that they

have had very little change in masters, except that the latter

are now more powerful than before; and certainly the con-

dition of many of the short lines since the first of the year
has been much worse than it was before. The short lines

have been regarded by the Railroad Administration as a
liability rather than as an asset; in fact, John Barton Payne,
general counsel of the administration, gave the House Com-
mittee an estimate that their operation would result in a
deficit for 1918 of over $20,000,000, exclusive of any com-
pensation, and this undoubtedly represented one of the

rea.sons why the Railroad .Administration did not care to take

them over, .\nother rea.^on was that some of the short lines

undoubtedly made unreasonable demands for compensation
and it was much easier to deal with a road that was desired

after it had btrn relinquished or when it was possible to

threaten it with relinquishment.

One of the most unfortunate features of the short line sit-

uation heretofore has Ijeen the uncertainty in which these

roads have been left. Altliough ser\'ed with the same notice

that tliey had been taken over that the larger roads received,

and with the earlier orders and notices of the director general

giving them instructions of various kinds, which most of

them obeyed, particularly as there was a legal penalty* pro-

vided for failure to do so, many roads were dumfounded to

be told later that they had not been taken over and that no
juri.sdiction had been exercised over them. There has al-

ways been the greatest uncertainty as to which roads were
regarded as taken over and which not; and not knowing
whether the)- were to receive any guarantee of comj)ensation,

many roads naturally fell into great difficulties in handling
their financial matters with their local banks, particularly

when a large i)roportion of their traffic was in many cases

diverted to the government controlled lines, after the right

of the shipper to route his freight had been abolished.

The wage question also brought difficulties. The short

lines as well as other roads were directed to bulletin tlie di-

rector general's circular practically promising an increase in

wages for the emplo}ees, yet when the wage order was is-

sued it applied only to a list of the larger roads which had
been definitely taken over. The short lines had generally to

meet the government scale of wages in order to retain their

employees and they will continue to have to do so. in most
cases, although they have neither the backing of the federal

treasun,' nor the control over rates which made it possible

for the director general to advance wages before earning the

uecessar}- money.
In the matter of priority in orders for materials and sujv

])lies the short lines not taken over have l>een discriminated

against. Railroads under federal control were given a rat-

ing of Class A-4, l)ut the roads not under government control

were placed in Class R-1. Under the government contract

the short lines will presumably be given the same priority

rating as the other roads. They had already been given the

benefit of the higher rates for freight and passenger sers'ice

as an offset to their increased exjienses and under federal

control they will doubtless lie protected in these against any

possible action of the state commissions. They will be as-

sured their former proportion of competitive traffic and with

the increased volume of business and the higher rates many
of them ought to do \er\- well—in fact the Ijetter situated of

the short lines may fare better under such an arrangement than

if their earnings were pooled and they were left dejiendent

upon a guarantee. It is understood that the ]>lan for guaran-

teeing the proportion of competitive traffic is retroactive to

July 1, and that the roads will be compensated for any diver-

sion of traffic.

Some of these lines probably ought never to have been

built and in cases where their condition is such that they

could not hope to be profitable on any reasonable basis it is

probable that arrangements may ]» made for their lieing torn

up and scrapjied; and the present prices for scrap materials

are such that some companies could sell their property prob-

ablv for more than it cost them originallv.
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Letters to the Editor

iiiiiiitiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiinfn

We Had Tnju^ht of That

ClllCMiO.

'Jo THK Km Ink:

I havi- read tlie editorial in your issue of October 18 en-

titled "Is This Nece.ssary to Winning the War?" Don't you

think it a little mean to suggest motives that apparently

stand out so plainly in the circulars you criticize when an-

other motive less plainly outstanding may \x in reality the

inspiring cause of the objectionable document? You know
there is to t)e an election after a bit.

Querist.

Tractive Effort of Mallet Locomotives
Tenhksskx.

To THE Editor:

There are in use at least three different formulae for

calculating the tractive effort of four-cylinder compxxind
locomotives, each of which, when applied, gives a different

result from the others. In the present practice of shifting

l^ower from one road to another, with a rental charge of one
mill per pound of tractive effort per day, it is evident that

the rental instead of being based on the power of the locomo-
tive, as is intended, is dependent on the formula which is

used in calculating the tractive effort. Also in comparing
published locomotive data the tractive force as shown may
be misleading, not only when comparing Mallets, but when
comparing Mallets with simple engines.

The three formulae which are being used for Mallet com-
pound locomotives are:

Replacements in Kind

(R + 1)W

CPD's

To THE Editor:

I have read with interest the article by Owen Ely in the

Railway Age of Se|)tember 20, regarding the inadequacy of

the present depreciation accounts. Mr. Ely's statement, how-

ever, that the standard of "replacement in kind" was adopted

by the Interstate Commerce Commission in relation to addi-

tions and betterments, is hardly in accordance with our under-

standing.

It is true that from 1907 to July 1, 1914, (the beginning of

federal control), the basis mentioned by Mr. Ely was that

required by the accounting classification of the commission.

Effective July 1, 1914, however, that basis was changed, and

the present basis of writing into tlie accounts, the value of

the new unit of property and writing out of the accounts the

original or ledger value of the unit replaced has been in

effect. Tlie quotations below from the "Classification of In-

vestment in Road and Equipment" bring this out very clearly.

"". Property Retired and Replaced.—When a unit of property other

than land or equipment—such as a section of road, side or yard track,

shop or power plant machine, building, or other structure, is retired from

service and replaced with property of like purpose, the ledger value of

the retired property shall be credited to the appropriate accounts of this

classification at the time that the property is retired from service."

"If, however, the property retired and replaced with property of like

purpose is of minor importance, such as a small roadway building or

other small structure, and is replaced in kind without betterment, the

cost of the replacement shall be charged to operating expense accounts,

and no adjustment made in the road and equipment accounts."

"When the renewals to he made to an important building or other

structure will constitute the major portion of its value when renewed,

the property, when taken out of service, shall be considered as retired

and accounted for as provided above, and for the purposes of this clas-

sification the renewed property shall he considered as an addition, and
the appraised cost thereof shall be included in the accounts of this clas-

sification, consideration being given to the second hand portions remain-

ing therein. In no case shall the charge for the renewed property ex-

ceed the cost (at current market prices of labor and material) of new
property of equal capacity and equal expectation of life in service, less

a suitable allowance on account of the second hand parts remaining
therein."

The only cases where the "replacement in kind" theory is

now applied is in cases of minor replacements as mentioned

above, and in the case of betterments as covered by the

further quotation from the classification given below.

"Betterments and improvements of existing facilities through the sub-

stitution of superior parts for inferior parts retired, such as the substi-

tution of steel-tired wheels for cast wheels under equipment, the appli-

cation of heavier rail in tracks, and the strengthening of bridges by the

substitution of heavier members. The cost chargeable to the accounts of

this classification is the excess cost of new parts over the cost at current
prices of new parts of the kind retired.

D. J. Kerr,
Corporate Engineer, Great Northern.

in all of these formulae:

r = tractive effort working compound
I' = huiler pressure
1) — diameter of low pressure cylinders
d = diameter of high pressure cylinders
s ^ stroke of piston

W = diameter of driving wheels

11=

R — ratio of cylinder volumes = —
d>

C =z constant, dependent upon cylinder volume ratio and cut-oflF.

Formula (1) is based on the assumption that equal work
(ir power is developed in the high and low pressure cylinders;

also that the total m. e. p. is 0.85 of the boiler pressure. This
fomiula is a development of the well known formula used for

>im[)le locomotives and when used the results are comparable
with the tractive effort of simple engines. The WTiter has

always used this formula and has found it to agree very

closely with the actual results obtained in service.

Formula (2) is also based on the assumption that equal

power is developed in the high and low pressure cylinders.

The ratio R of the cylinder volumes is taken care of in the

constant C, but an analysis of the value used for C, which
varies from about 0.500 to 0.575, develops that a much high-

er m. e. p. has been assumed than is used in formula ( 1 ) or

in simple locomotives. There does not appear to be any
justification of the assumption that the m. e. p. should be

higher than for simple engines, and certainly not if the

tractive effort is to be used as a measure of comparison.

Fonnula (,i) is based on the assumption that the m. e. p.

for the high pressure cylinder is 2/3 of the boiler pressure

and the m. e. p. for the low pressure cylinder is 1/4 of the

boiler pressure, the ratio of cylinder volumes not being con-

sidered.

.\.n illustration of the application of formulae (1) and (2)

to the heavy Mallet t>T3e locomotive described in the Railway
Age of Octolier 18, shows tliat the tractive effort by formula

(i) is l.i5,200 lb., whereas by fonnula (2) it is 147,200 lb.

The ratio of cylinder volumes is 2.56 and for 85 per cent

cut-off in the high pressure cylinder the value of C is 0.526.

To get 147.200 lb. tractive effort from these engines would
require the assumption of a total m. e. p. of 92.5 per cent of

the boiler pressure.

The writer desires to bring this to the attention of those

interested through your columns, in the interest of uniformity,

personallv favorinc; the sjeneral adoption of formula (1).

W. S. M.



A Change in the Express Contract Suggested

Interstate Commerce Commission at Request of Director

General Reports on Increase of Rates

THE Intkkstate Commekck Commission has replied to

Director General McAdoo's retjuest for data and recom-

mendations regarding the proposed increase in express

rates with a suggestion that the amount which the express

company declares it needs in additional revenue to pay in-

creased wages might be obtained by a modification of its

contract with the director general, reducing the percentage

of express revenue paid to the director general for express

privileges, or that the rates be increased by one-half the

amount proposed, pemiitting all the revenue to accrue to the

(.•xj>ress company without giving an approximately equal

amount to the railroads. The iirst of these suggestions was
urged by counsel for the state commissioners at the recent

hearing before the commission and in telegrams received from

about 20 of the state commissions since the hearing, who pro-

])osed that the percentage of gross express revenues paid to the

director general be reduced from 50.25 to 45.25.

In the opinion, which is by Commissioner Clark, the

commission says the suggestion merits careful consideration

if the financial condition admits of the possibility of adopt-

ing it and that the present basis of compensation of the

railroads for express service is certainly not scientific; but

the commission concludes that unless one of these suggestions

he adopted the allocation of the increase proposed by the

express company is proper and preferable to any other

method that has been suggested.

The method proposed by the express company contemplat-

ed an increase of approximately $23,679,000 in the gross

e.xpress revenue by increasing the express rate schedules in

zone one and between zone one and the other four zones,

three scales on the first two classes and 10 cents per 100

pounds in commodity rates, and in and between the other

four zones two scales on the first classes and 10 cents per 100

pounds in commodity rates. The commission was asked

l)y the director general to advise him whether this method

would produce the required amount and, if not, what basis

of increase would; whether the proposed method is prop)er

or if a different method of procuring the increase ought to

lie adopted; what should be the amount of the increase.

Of the amount .stated $ll,780,,30,i, or 49.75 per cent., would

l)C retained by the express com])any, while the remaining

$11,898,697, or 50.25 per cent, under the existing contract,

would be paid to the director general for express privileges.

The sum which would be retain .d by the express company
was said by the director general to be required to meet wage
increases that will have to be made in the near future and

that cannot l>e provided for out of the present revenues,

which already reveal an operating deficit. After discussing

the effects of the proposed method, Commissioner Clark says

in part:

It seems to \ie established that under the method of in-

crease here proposed the greater increase in rate would be

applied in the territory- of lowest rates, of greatest cost of

operation, and of greatest increase in those costs. The
method would involve a departure from the original zone

relationship established by us, but that departure seems, un-

der the circumstances here presented, to be justified. As
to the method of making the incrca.se on the relative zone

basis suggested, it must be borne in mind that the

proposal here made is an emergency measure and that the

need for prompt action, stressed hv the director general in

view of the deficit confronting the express company, to

which reference has already lieen made, will not permit of

tile extended investigations necessary to the working out,

experimentally, of other possible forms of increase. At the

hearing but two other plans were suggested as preferable to

that advanced by the express company: (1) A straight per-

centage increase, and (2) modification of the contract be-

tween the express company and the director general, presently

to be referred to. It is stated of record that under one jilan

thought of by the express company six months would be

required to rework its tariffs. Here the tariff work is com-

paratively simple and will Ije rendered correspondingly

simple in changing back to the lower basis if and when,

as the express comi)any hopes will come to pass in the not

distant future, conditions will warrant taking off the in-

crea.se. Contrasted with a .straight percentage increa.se, even

on a basis that would, like the pro]X)sed method, place the

greater increase in the zone of greatest costs, it is preferable,

in view of the nature of the demand now made upon the

shipping public to meet a war emergency, to distribute the

increase in the same amount to all shipp)ers in the same

zone, regardless of the length of haul, rather than to dis-

tribute it in varying amounts, according to the length of

haul and the volume of rate.

It was strongly urged b)' counsel for state commissions at

the hearing, and in telegrams received from alxwt 20 of the

state commissions since the hearing, that the desired increase

in express revenue could, and more properly should, be pro-

cured by a modification of the express company's contract

with the director general reducing the percentage of gross ex-

press revenues paid to the director general for express priv-

ileges from 50.25 to 45.25. In support of this suggestion

it is said that, relatively, the approximately twelve millions

of dollars now sought b)- the express company would con-

stitute but an inconsiderable deduction from the recent in-

crease in freight revenues^ while at the same time it would

adequately meet the present needs of the express company for

additional revenue. It is conceded by the express company-

that such a modification of the contract would yield approxi-

mately the re(|uired amount, and it would tx' acceptable tc

the exi)ress company if the needed revenue should be pro-

vided in that way. i

We have no data ujxjn which to base an opinion as tO'

whether or not 45.25 per cent, of the gross revenue from the

express business would be remunerative for the serv-ice per-

formed by the railraids. If it would be properly remuner-
ative and the revenues from 0|x-.ration of the railroads wili

I)emiit being drawn upon for the additional sum that would
accrue to the express company under such a modification

of the contract, it must be assumed that the burden of in-

creased rates will not be laid upon the public. The sug-

gestion merits careful consideration if the financial condition

admits of the passibility of adopting it.

No que.stion of needed additional revenue for the railroads

has been presenteii or suggested here. It seems appropriate

to point out that for the purpvose of securing some twelve

million dollars of needed additional revenue for the express

company the proposed increased express rates will yield an
additional total revenue of some twenty-four million dollars.

Increasing the rates by one-half of the extent proposed would
if the entire revenue fnim the increase accrued to the express

company, secure the additional revenue which it needs. Con-
tracts between express companies and railroads have long

provided, as does the one between the express compan\' and
the director general, that the compensation of the railroad

765
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shall be a certain percentage of the gross revenue of the

express company. It results from this that it is impossible

to reduce the rates of the express company without taking

money from the railroad company and impos.sible to in-

crease the rates of the express company without giving ad-

ditional revenue to the railroad company, 'i'his basis of

compensation is certainly not scientific, and under it the ex-

press company does not pay the railroad com]jany for the

service which the railroad performs upon any demonstrably

appropriate basis.

The railroads have been and are compensated by the

United States government for transporting the mails on

the basis of the weight carried or of the space occupied

in the cars or trains. A similar basis of charges ijy the

railroad comjiany to the express company would, we think,

l>e preferable to the basis now and heretofore emjjloyed,

and would obviate the embarassments and inequities to

which we have referred as growing out of the past and

present basis of contract. The question of a different basis

of compensation from the e.xpress company to the railroads

is well worthy of study.

I All things considered, we conclude that unless the sug-

gestion to privide the needed revenue for the express com-

pany through a modification of its contract with the director

general, or the suggestion to increase the rates by one-half

the amount proposed and permit all the revenue therefrom to

accrue to the express company, is adopted, the allocation of

the increase proposed by the express company is proi)er and

is preferable to any other method that has been suggested.

No view as to jurisdiction of the initiation of the proposed

rates has been requested or considered, and no opinion on that

[>oint is expressed.

Navy Guns Mounted on Railway Cars

SECRjn'ARY OF THE NAVY DANIELS has authorized the

following statement regarding the use of the heavy

naval guns mounted on railway cars:

Press despatches from France detailing the destruction

wrought back of tlie German lines by huge naval guns op-

erating with the French and American forces make it jxissi-

ble now to disclose some particulars of these guns and how

they were built, which has been a jealously guarded secret.

These guns were originally intended for the new battle

cruisers, but a change in the design of the cruisers left the

guns available for other use, and as there was in the navy no

inunediate need for them afloat, Rear Admiral Ralph Earle,

chief of the Navy Bureau of Ordnance recommended that

tliey be placed on railway mountings for land ser\'ice with the

armies in France. He felt that if these guns could be placed

upon railway mountings that would make them readily mobile

like the British and French naval guns of smaller caliber,

they would prove a valuable adjunct to our forces overseas.

He was directed to proceed with the design and construction.

The American naval guns throw a heavier projectile and

have a greater muzzle velocity than any previously placed on

a mobile shore mounting. From the first it was seen that in

order to make the project successful, the railway battery

must be made completely mobile, so that it might operate

without being based at any one particular spot. For this

reason, it was necessary to provide not only the railway cars

mounting the guns, l)ut also locomotives and cars sufficient to

accommodate all the operating personnel of the expedition,

together with the ammunition, repair shops, cranes, stores

and miscellaneous material.

The final plans and specifications which were prepared

at the naval gun factory, Washington, under immediate

supervision of the bureau, by Captain A. L. Willard, Com-
mander Harvev Delano and the bureau's designing drafts-

man, G. A. Chadwick, were completed in less than iO work-
ing days, being ready for submission to the bidders about

Jamiary 25, 1918. Large mounts were to be built, capable

of taking these big caliber guns, each mount with its acces-

sories to be operated as an indej^ndent train. The equip-

ment included locomotives, gun cars, ammunition cars, crane

cars, con.struction, sand, timber, berthing and kitchen, fuel,

workshop, and staff radio cars, cars for officers, battery head-

quarters and miscellaneous purpose cars. The locomotives

built for this purjwse were of the standard Consolidation

type. The weight of the engine alone is approximately 83

tons and the weight of the tender approximately 56 tons.

A form of pit foundation is provided to enable the guns to

be fired at high angles of elevation. The removal of the gun
from over the pit formation and its restoration to complete

mobility is but the work of a few minutes. The entire mount
is covered with armor plate, 1,600 square feet of plate being

required. By shifting the position of the gun-mount on the

tracks the gun can be brought to bear on any desired target

and the pro[x."r angle of train obtained. When the first gun
car was completed last April, gun and mount were put

through the severest tests and showed accurate fire at much
further ranges than had ever before been possible with pro-

jectiles of such large size. There was then only one proving

ground in the United States, that at Sandy Hook, N. J.,

owned Ijy the war department, capable of permitting ranging

at extreme distances, and this was, on request of Secretary

Daniels, utilized for the proving tests.

The car equipment is unusually complete. One car is a

complete machine shop, with every facility for repairs, with

blacksmith forge and anvil, lathes, shapers, grinders, and
drill jiresses. Ammunition cars are heavily armor plated.

The kitchen cars have complete cooking and serving

ajjparatus; the berthing cars have folding bunks for the men,

and other cars carry complete sets of spare parts.

Even,- effort was made to secure rapid construction, work
being begun the day the contracts were awarded. The
Baldwin Locomotive Works built the engines and the Stand-

ard Steel Car Company, the box cars. The huge steel girders

were fabricated by the American Bridge Company, some of

the plates Ijeing so large they could not be produced at its

I'encoyd works, and had to be manufactured in Pittsburgh.

Work at all these plants proceeded night and day and the

material and completed mounts and cars were produced in

record time. Many of the important parts of the gun mounts

were made at the naval gun factor)-. Washington, which

worked under forced draft and had its part of the work done

ahead of schedule, as did the oUier builders.

The first gun, mounted comjilete, left the Baldwin shops on

.\pril 25, 1918, in charge of Captain T. A. Kearney,

assistant chief, Bureau of Ordnance, and Lieutenant Com-
mander L. B. Bye, also of the Bureau, for the anny proving

ground at Sandy Hook, where the tests were made in the

presence of officers of the army and navy and of the .\llied

governments. These guns are all manned and operated by

officers and men of the U. S. Navy, under the command of

Rear .\dmiral Charles P. Plunkett. former director of the

Office of Gunnery E.xercises and Engineering Perfomiances.

As soon as the manufacture of the material was well under

way, the task of assembling and training personnel for the

expedition w-as begun. Rear .\dmiral Plunkett was placed

in charge of the expedition, and under his direction the force

of officers and men necessary- was built up. The officers

were drawn both from the regular navy and naval reserves,

and the men, for the most part, were taken from the Great

Lakes Training Station, Chicago.

The training of the men was carried on intensively and in

a manner calculated to secure a thoroughly efficient force.

The men responsible for the work of erection and operation

of these mounts in France were trained by employing them
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as insf)ectors at the various plants actually manufacturing the

material for the project, so they became thoroughly familiar

with every part and with the method of fabrication. The
men serving the guns in action were trained at the naval

proving ground in the proper method of handling the heavy
projectiles and powder charges, as well as in the actual firing

of the gun. Others were given training at the army proving

ground at Sandy Hook, in the installation of the pit founda-

tion; also in practical work in track laying, track repairing,

and other essentials of railroading that are necessary in the

operation of the guns.

The first party of officers and men for this expeditionary

force arrived in France June 9; the first shipment of mate-

rial left the United States on June 20, and the entire

organization was completed and ready to move to the battle

front in France late in August. This battery was in action

at the front for the first time on September 16, and has
continued in active operation since that date.

Interstate Commerce Commission Asserts Itself

Holds Railroad Control Act Has Not Deprived It of Authority

to Decide on Relations of Rates

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION and the Rail-

road Administration have had their first open clash of

authority in a rate case and the commission has over-

ruled the contentions of the director general's legal depart-

ment.

The commission on October 24 issued its decision in the

case of the Willamette Valley Lumliemien's Association v.

Southern Pacific Company, et al., ordering an equalization of

the rates on lumber and forest products from points in the

Willamette Valley in Oregon to various jwints in Montana,
Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebra.ska, Minne-
sota, Wisconsin and Michigan, and Manitoba and Saskatche-

wan, with the rates from the coast group, including Portland,

Ore., to the same destinations, on the basis of the coast rates.

Incidentally, the commission denied the ((intention of rep-

resentatives of the railroads and of the Railroad Administra-

tion that the rates which were increased 25 per cent by the

director general's General Order No. 28 are presumed to be

right in themselves and in their relation to each other and
that they cannot be changed without an affirmative showing

that they are wrong.

This is the first case in which the commission has had
occasion to review rates increased by the director general's

order and the opinion, by Commissioner McChord, decides an

interesting question raised as to the comparative authority of

the commission as conferred by the interstate commerce act

and of the director general as conferred by the federal control

law, holding that while the facts as to the amount of revenue

needed by the government to operate the railroads for war
purj^oses are with the director general, it is the function of the

commission to deal with questions of the reasonableness and
justness of rates as affected by their relationships.

The complaint of the Willamette Valley Lumbermen's
Asscxriation, asking for an equalization of rates with West-
ern Oregon was filed with tlie commission on March 6, 1917.

The Department of Agriculture also intervened and filed a

brief in support of the complaint. The evidence was heard

and the tentative rejx)rt of the commission's examiner was
sen'ed on April 9, 1918, and the case was set for argument on

June 15, 1918, but on June 5 the hearing was cancelled by
the commission in order that the director general, who had
announced a general increase in freight rates in General Order
No. 28 might be made a party defendant. Neither the com-
plainant nor the director general submitted any additional

evidence. The complainants took the position that the rela-

tionship complained of still existed in aggravated form
because of the increase of 25 per cent in both groups of rates,

while an answer w-as filed on behalf of the director general

stating that the rates in force and complained of were
estalilished in accordance with the general order, that the

public interest required a general advance in freight rates

and that the alleged unlawfulness of the rates complained of
is to be determined alone by the provisions of the federal
control act. The answer also contained a denial that the
rates as now in force are in violation of the provisions of
that act. The argument was held at Washington on October
3 and in addition to the counsel for the individual railroads

concerned, R. Walton Moore and B. W. Scandrett appeared
for the director general of railroads. Their arguments Com-
missioner McChord in his opinion has condensed into the
following main contentions

:

1. That the words "just and reasonable" used in the con-
trol act, have meanings different from those applied to them
in the act to regulate commerce.

2. That the evidence now in the record is irrelevant to the
issues presented by the su[)plemental complaint and is insuffi-

cient for their determination.

3. That the rates initiated by the director general in

themselves, and in their relation to each other, are presumed
to be right, and they can not be changed without an affirma-
tive showing that they are wTong.

The.se contentions, Commissioner ^IcChord says, raise

([uestions of the utmost inij)ortance with respect to the com-
mission's power to determine the issues presented on the
record in this case.

After quoting section 10 of the control act, he continues:
This law requires that the commi.ssion in determining ques-
tions concerning rates initiated by the President shall take
into consideration the fact that the defendant carriers are
being operated as a unified and co-ordinated national system
and not in competition; that the rates were initiated under
a certificate of the President; and that consideration shall be
given to that certificate and to any reconunendation the
President may make with respect to such rates. In other
words, Congress intended that the commission is not to

interfere by any action it may take, or an)- order it may
make, with the operation of the railroads of tlie countn- for

purposes for which government control was assumed, or
reduce rates initiated by the President without carefully

weighing all the circumstances under which they were
initiated and fully considering tlie reasons therefor and the
purpose sought thereby.

The words "just and reasonable" as used in the control act

obviously bear a similar or closely analogous meaning to that

attaching to their use in the act to regulate commerce; in both
cases they are to be construed in the light of all tlie circum-
stances and conditions; certainly they are not to be more
narrowly constn:ed. Rates made by the President must be
reasonal)le in and of themselves and they must be relatively

just in view of all the conditions enumerated in the control

act and in view of other circumstances and conditions.

The second contention, that the evidence already taken in
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this case is irrelevant and insufficient to support the issues

raised in the supplemental complaint, is untenable. It is to

be remembered that the real issue in the case is now, and was

when it was heard and first submitted, one of relationship.

In his argument counsel for complainant .stated that no com-

plaint is made of the increase in the rates from Portland.

The allegation is that the rate adjustment is unduly

|ircju(licial to comjjlainant's members in favor of other ship-

jjers of lumber from north coast points. The complainant

also asks for the establishment of joint rates. The rate situa-

tion was developed on the record, and its effect on shippers

from the Willamette Valley was shown. On argument it was

stated by a representative of the director general that there

had been no change in the situation so far as the physical

movement of, and the rate adjustment applicable to, ship-

ments by complainant's members to the territory involved are

concerned, since the director general assumed control of the

principal defendants, except the increase in the rates.

Increased rates on forest products prescribed in General

Order No. 28 have been published and are now in effect so

as to make the situation of complainant's members more un-

favorable than when the case was heard.

Rates from Portland to points in the territorj' involved on

lines of the defendants were increased 5 cents per 100 lb.

Because of the rates initiated by the director general, the

alleged undue prejudice against complainant's members has

been increased. What additional evidence need the com-

jjlainant offer except the fact of the increase in the dis-

crimination? That appears from the rates on file, and they

are proper to be taken into account. Even if the old relation-

ship had been maintained by an increase of 25 per cent in

the through charges no new evidence is needed, nor could any

well be submitted by complainant that would enable the com-

mission better to determine the questions at issue than the

evidence now in the record. In simple justice to complainant

it should not now be called upon to make further expendi-

tures to show simply what the commission already has before

it.

Commissioner McChord then refers to the public state-

ment issued by the director general at the time the general

rate order was issued, that the commission would doubtless

lind it proper to make readjustments to effect equalization as

between the numerous interests necessarily affected and that

llie director general would co-operate heartily with the com-

mission in any readju.stments needed to accomplish still

further the object of avoiding undue preferences which may
develop upon detailed consideration l>y the commission. The

opinion continues:

It is thus contemporaneously slated by the authority

initiating the increased rates that the question of their

rea.sonableness and justness might Ik- dealt with by this com

mission, and doubtless the commission would find undus

preferences in some rate adjustments wliicli should and would

be corrected. There is no authority in the control act for

perpetuating during the period of federal control a rate

adjustment that is unlawful under the act to regulate com-

merce.

If it should be shown to us that to grant the prayer of the

complainant would interfere with the operation of the rail-

roads as a unit, or would deprive the government of needed

revenue to operate the railroads for war purposes, a different

situation would Iw presented from that now under review.

The facts with respect to such showing are with the director

general. It is not even suggested on the record that what

tlie complainant seeks in this case, if granted, would in any

manner interfere with the operation or maintenance of the

defendant railroads under federal control for the puq^oses

that dictated the assumption of their control by the federal

government.

The evidence shows that the defendant, on the lines of

which the traffic originates, had attempted for a numlier of

vears to secure an agreement from the northern lines to the

establishment and maintenance of joint rates on lumber and
forest products to points in the destination territory described

in the report of the examiner, but was unaljle to do so. The
reasons given by the northern lines for a refusal to enter into

the arrangement were that they considered it their duty to

MTvt luralier mills on their own lines to the exclusion of mills

on other and competing lines, and that they were unwilling

to shrink their revenues below the Portland rates on traffic

from connections.

It has long been well settled that no carrier has the right so

to adjust rates on its own lines as unduly to prejudice

shipi>ers on other lines, or to deprive such ship{>ers of reason-

able and just rates, merely through a desire to serve shippers

(jn its own lines. It is also a rule of well-nigh universal

application that shippers may not be deprived of just through

rates merely because carriers can not agree upon a division of

joint rates.

On the face of this record, and under existing conditions,

there appears to be no good reason why shippers of the cc«n-

plaining association should not have such relatively reason-

able rates to points on defendants' lines as will insure them

against undue prejudice as compared with their competitors.

It does not appear that the establishment of the joint rates

prayed for will in any way interfere with the operation of the

federally-controlled defendants as a unit. Indeed, so far as

appears from this record it will serve to effectuate the purpose

of unified operation. Heretofore because of the rate adjust-

ment complainant's shippers have practically been unable to

make shipments to points east of Missoula, Mont., on the

northern lines. In so far as a proper rate adjustment will

^>ennit them to make increased shipments there will be an

addition to the total receipts of the railroads.

The third contention made on behalf of the defendants is

that there is a presumption that the rates and relations of

rates initiated by the director general are just and reasonable

and can not be changed with propriety except on affirmative

evidence by the complainant to the contrary.

One obvious answer to this contention is that the director

general did not initiate the inequality in the rates which

evoked the complaint. The increases initiated by him were

superimposed on the then existing basis. That basis was

initiated by the defendants and had i>een maintained by

them for many years before federal control. At the hearing

the complainant assumed the burden of showing that the

rate adjustment was unrea.sonable and unjust. All the facts

arc now in the record with resi>ect to that adjustment. It is

inconceivable, in our opinion, that the Congress did a vain

thing in conferring upon this commission pwwer to determine

whether or not the rates initiated by the director general are

just and reasonable. The same force and effect must be

given to that part of the law as to its other provisions. The
simple fact is tliat if the rates were unlawful because unduly

prejudicial when tlie evidence was submitted, the changes in

rates since federal control have increased the prejudice.

From a consideration of the entire record, including the

changes brought about by federal control and taking into

account the provisions of the control act, together with the

exceptions of the defendants, we find that the rates on lumber

and forest products in carloads, from pwints in Oregon

located on the main line and branch lines of the Southern

Pacific Company south of Portland to and including Leona,

to points on the lines of defendants in the states of Montana,

Wyoming. North Dakota, South Dakot.i. Nebraska, Minne-

sota, \\"isc()nsin. and Michigan, and the provinces of Mani-
ti.lia and Saskatchewan, Canada, to which the present rates

contemporaneously maintained from the coast group, includ-

ing Portland, Ore., are 40 cents per 100 pounds or greater,

are and for the future will be relatively unjust and unreason-

alili- and unduly i>rejudicial to the extent that they exceed

the rates contemporaneously maintained from the coa.st group,
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including Portland, to the same destinations. We further

find that joint rates should be established on the basis found

lawful.

.'Vn order will be issued to carry out the findings herein

made.

Pacific Type Locomotives

for the Central of New Jersey

SIX LARGE Pacific locomotives, designed for fast pas-

senger service, have recently been built by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works for the Central of New Jersey.

These locomotives have driving wheels 79 in. in diameter;

and with 26-in. by 28-in. cylinders, and a steam pressure of

210 lb. the ma.Yimum tractive effort e.xerted is 42,770 lb.

As the weight on drivers is 181,400 lb., the ratio of adhesion

is 4.24. The locomotives are therefore able to handle

heavy trains, while at the same time their proportions fit

them for sustained running at high speed.

The boiler is of the Wootten type, with a conical ring

in the middle of the barrel, and a combustion chamber 36

in. long. Flexible bolts are used exclusively in the throat,

sides and back-head, and in the water-space under the com-

bustion chamber; and three rows of expansion stays sup-

port the forward end of the comlmstion chamber crown.

The grate is composed of three groups of rocking bars, each

group being arranged to shake in two sections; and separat-

liead pins and main crank pins are hollow-bored. A light

design of valve gear is used, with the pins working in phos-

phor bronze bushings. The gears are controlled by the

Ragonnet type B power reverse mechanism.
The main frames are of most substantial construction,

being 5J^ in. wide, and 7^ in. deep over the pedestals.

The pedestal shoes and wedges are of gun iron, and the shoe

and wedge bearing surfaces of the driving-boxes are fitted

with phosphor bronze liners. The Commonwealth rear

frame cradle is applied to these locomotives in combination

with the Cole design of trailing truck.

The tender has a one-piece, cast steel frame, and is

ecjuipped with an air-operated water scoop.

Further particulars are given in the following table of

dimensions;
General Data

Gage '. 4 ft. 8!4 in.

Service Passenger
Fuel Mi:xed anth. and bit.

Tractive eflfort 42,770 lb.

Weight in working order 291,400 lb.

Weight on drivers 181,400 B).

Weight on leading truck 50,600 Ih.

Wciglit on trailing truck 59,400 lb.

Weiuht of engine and tender in working order 460,000 lb.

Wheel base, driving 13 ft. 10 hi.

Whnil base, total 35 ft. Sin.
W IulI base, entine and tender 72 ft. O'/i in.

Ratios

Wciulit on drivers -H tractive effort 4.2
l(.tiil weight -^ tractive effort 6.t
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -f- equivalent heating surface" 678.

J

Equivalent heating surface* -~ grate area 52.5
l-irchox heating surface -i- equivalent heating surface,* per cent 6.1

Weight on drivers -4- equivalent heating surface* 36.4
Total weight -i- equivalent heatiut: surface* 58.5

w
UK J

A Neat Design of Pacific Type Locomotive for the Central of New Jersey

ing these groups are two groups of drop-plates, which run

lengthwise of the firebox. With a grate area of 94.8 sq.

ft., this firebox is suitable for burning either lump antliracite

or a mixture of fine anthracite and bituminous coal. There

are two round fire-doors, whose centers are 38 in. apart

measured transversely.

The reciprocating and revolving parts are comparatively

light in weight, and are of a design which is specially suit-

able for a high-speed locomotive. The piston heads are

steel castings of dished section, fitted witli gun iron bull

rings bolted on. The packing rings are also of gun iron,

and are of the Dunbar type. Gun iron is also used for the

cylinder and steam chest bushings, and for the valve bull

rings and packing rings. The last named are turned with

a shoulder, to keep them from working out in case of break-

age. The piston rods are of heat-treated steel hollow-bored.

The crosshead is a one-piece steel casting, with a wide

shoe on the top. It is lined WMth babbitt and slides in a

box-shaped guide. It has a short lug, to which tlie union

link of the Walschaert valve gear is attached. This style

of crosshead has a comparatively' small bearing area on the

guide when backing up, but this cannot be considered a

disadvantage on a fast passenger locomotive. The cross-

V'ohunc both cylinders 17.4 en. It.

Equivalent heating surface* -H vol. cylinders 286
Grate area -e- vol. cylinders 5.45

Cylinders

Simple
.26 in. by 28 in.

Piston

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 79
Driving, thickness of tires 3J4
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11^ in. by 14
Driving journals, others, diameter and length lOK iti. by 14
Engine truck wheels, diameter 36
Engine truck, journals 6^ in. by 12
Trailing truck wheels, diameter 48
Trailing truck, journals 9 in. by l-S

Boiler
Style Woott
Working pressure ; 210 lb. per sq.
Outside diameter of first ring 78

length and width 126^ in. by 108 ^i
plates, thickness Sides, back and crown, ii in.: tube, yi

space Front, 5 in.; si^es and back, 4
I uOcs. number and outside diameter 252 -2
Hues, number and outside diameter 36— 5 vjt

Tubes and flues, length 19
Heating surface, tubes and flues 3,454 sq.
Iteating surface, firebox . ..103 si-
Heating surface, total .',757 Si.
Superheater heating surface ..816 sq.
Equivalent heating surface" 4.981 sq.

94.8 sq.

Kirebo.x
Eirebo.x
Firebox.

(5ratc
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Tender

Tank Water bottom

Frame Cast steel

WeiRht 178,600 lb.

Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by 11 in.

Water capacity 9.000 gal.

Coal capacity * 2 toni

•Equivalent heating surface — total evaporative heating surface + l.I

times the superheating surface.

Wartime Standardization

of Railroad Track Scales*

By C. A. Briggs

Associate Physici.st, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

IN
MEETING the present demand for physical resources and

man power very profound changes are being made and

it is by the elimination of the unessential both in the

numlx;r of things produced and the variety in their design and

by added efficiency that our military effectiveness must be

maintained and increased. Many manufacturers of various

staple articles have studied their catologues and products to

determine what could lie eliniinaed and the results were gen-

erally surprising.

It is stated that one-third of the styles and patterns of

scales now carried can \>e eliminated as unessential. At the

present time a large number of railroad track scale designs

are on the market, and there is, as a result, a great expendi-

ture of time and effort in selecting a scale to meet any par-

ticular ser\'ice. It is now necessary to reduce this number

to the fullest practicular extent. This spells railroad track

scale standardization.

Seven or eight years ago, the bureau of standards

took up the question of railroad track scales to determine

tin- methods and equipment required to maintain such

hirLic scales in proper working condition and in this un-

dertaking, it had the assitance and co-operation of several

scale companies, railroads and others. It was soon apparent

that scales were not, in general, constructed on an engineer-

ing basis. For instance in respect to the important subject

of scale capacities it was found that the nominal capacities

i^ivon to scales were greatly exaggerated, and had no relation

whatever to the work which could reasonably be expected of

them. This is a troul)le which has not yet been entirely

eliminated.

.\s a result of a careful study of the problem, the Bureau

of Standards .soon adopted for the definition of the capacity

of the scale the following:

The c.ip.icity of the scale is the weight of the heaviest car it will weigh,

provided that the scile will support a train of such cars passing over

it without stresses being developed in the members of the scale which are

ill excess of thost: hereafter specified.

This definition can be understood alike by the engineer

and by the layman, and gives to the layman at once the es-

sence of his concern in the matter in purchasing a scale.

On comparing the construction of scales with the work re-

quired of them, a very surprising condition appeared to

exist.

The working stresses employed were, as a rule, con-

siderablv in excess of those associated with other structures

without reference to the fact that a scale is not merely a de-

vice for supporting a load but an instrument which has to

perform the exacting functions of weighing loads while sup-

porting them.

More surj^rising still, the scales were for the most part

reputed to be giving satisfactory results. The subsequent

work of the bureau with its testing equipment demonstrated

the unreliability of such contentions, and showed that the

"Abstract of a paper presented before a meeting of the Scale Manu-
facturers' Association, September 10, 1918.

conclusions in the case of many of the scales were due to the

lack of proper testing facilities with a corresponding igno-

rance of the actual conditions of the scale.

In preparing these specifications, the bureau was very

careful not to place unnecessar)- restrictions on the scales in

reference to ty[X's and details of construction, as it was
desired to permit the greatest possible development in their

construction and if the restrictions w^ere made as to details,

it was felt that opportunities for invention and improvement

would be narrowed and benefits thereby lost.

In this circular considerable attention was devoted to

( apacity rating. It is believed that this is the first compre-

hensive and logical basis for determining the capacity of

scales in a systematic manner that has lx«n presented. This

circular together with the tolerances adopted by the bureau

for railroad track scales served to bring out many facts and
viewpoints.

Objections have been raised to the working stresses speci-

fied and among the various motives which this bureau has

found prompting the desire to have more liberal specifica-

tions adopted has been a wish on the part of those manufac-
turing scales to have old designs or imjjerfect new designs

come under the most approved spjecifications. This, of

course, w-as a natural tendency but it has had a very ad-

verse effect on the adoption of proper sjjecifications, and
caused some very fundamental defects to be incorporated in

many proposed changes in the specifications. This has had a

very serious effect which should be given careful consider-

ation in reference to the present problem.

As a result of the comments and criticisms received, it

appears that most of the provisions of this circular are well

founded. However, in regard to the working stresses, the

bureau felt that a change might be justified and decided,

when the circular was reissued, to provide for two classes of

scales, in one of which the working stresses for knife-edges,

and for the cast iron intension in transverse bending were in-

creased.

Another important factor must receive consideration.

Since the Government has taken over the management of

the railroads it has guaranteed their revenues. An import-

ant percentage of the revenue is collected from weighings

made over railroad track scales and if they are neglected the

government will have to suffer as a consequence in the

amount of uncollected revenues which it will eventually be

called upon to make up.

To summarize:
1. The government has a peculiar interest in the ac-

curac}' of railroad track scales.

2. Numerous designs for scales on the market arise from

the natural activities of competition, and several sets of

specifications from different sources for purchasing scales

are in existence.

3. There is a need for limiting the number of designs to

those which are essential.

4. The designs available have suffered on account of

the conditions outlined.

The bureau has to propose:

1. That a numlK'r of standard railroad track scales not

to exceed six should be established, representing all jxKsible

combinations of lengths and capacities; and that except for

very unusual cases all demands for new scales be met by

selecting one of these tvTpes.

2. That insofar as is practical the scales be selected in

accordance with jiroper specifications. These sjiecifications

should be based on sound engineering principles in order

to make them as permanent as possible.

.V That in the accepted t)-pes produced by any given

manufacturer, the details for that manufacturer be fixed and

not changed unless the change is incorporated in all sub-

sequent scales produced by him.



Repairing a Bascule Bridge Trunnion Bearing

To Insert a New Bushing It Was Necessary to Lift an Entire

Span, Weighing About 800 Tons

THE PARTIAL FAILURE of a bearing for one of the main
trunnions of the Chicago & North Western's bascule

bridge over the north branch of the Chicago river

near Kinzie street, Chicago, presented a number of features

of interest, particuhirly the behavior of the Ijridge after the

failure occurred and the manner in which the trouble was

overcome. The bridge is a single-leaf bascule span of the

Strauss type, carrying double track. It crosses the river on a

skew so that provision for a clear waterway of 100 ft. re-

quired a span 170 ft. for the north truss and one of 162 ft.

for the south truss, the trusses being of the through riveted

sub-panel Warren type.

The main trunnions are located at tlic level of the top

chords of the trusses and transmit the weight of the entire

span, including the counterweight, to the tower. They are

21 in. in diameter. The tower consists essentially of two

structures of this kind, except that the power input required

to open and close the bridge proved somewhat excessive. In

January, 1917, the bushing in tlie hanger Ijearing on the north

side of the Ijridge developed such excessive friction with the

trunnion that it turned with the latter when the bridge was

being opened until it was in a position directly above the

trunnion as shown in one of the drawings, and having once

assumed this position, it was impossible for it to return

to its proper place under the trunnion. To accomplish this

displacement, it had forced off the cast iron cap by breaking

the bolts on the west side and tearing off the comers of the

bolt flange on the east side.

At the breaking away of the cast iron cap a jar was felt

by tiie liridge tender, and there was some difficulty in closing

and locking the bridge due to a slight lateral displacement of

the free end of the liridge, and to a very slight settlement of

tfl. Lf^fi-a-fl-B-i

Sectional Elevation of the Bridge Showing Method of Jacking Up to Repair the Trunnion Bearings

main vertical legs rising outside of the trusses on each side

and connected above them by a heavy deep transverse girder.

The latter sen-es as a support for the trunnion hangers, two

heavy box-shaped memtiers having their lower ends approxi-

mately level with the top chords of the trusses, so that the

truss chords pass between the tower legs and the hangers,

while each of the trunnions, passing through all three mem-
bers, serves to susjjend the truss between the adjacent tower

leg and the hanger. In other words, tlie trunnions act in

double shear. As the trunnions are securely anchored against

turning in the chords they turn in the hangers and the tower

legs for which purpose phosphor bronze bushings were pro-

vided under the trunnions in those memtiers. As shown in

the drawing these consist of half of a hollow cylinder Js in.

thick, placed between the trunnion and the cylindrical surface

of the cast steel bearings which are framed into the members.

These bushings are held in place by cast iron caps which

fit over the trunnions and are bolted to the bearing castings.

The bridge was built in 1007 and its operation entailed no

more than the usual difficulties incident to the operation of

the north truss at the trunnion. The difficulties from these

displacements were readily overcome by adjusting the rails at

the end of the bridge, and the wedge in the bearing under the

rear end of the nortli truss. It was noted that the bridge

oix;rated more freely, requiring less power after the bushing

was out.

.\n inspection was made immediately after the accident

occurred. It was found that while a slight settlement of the

north truss had occurred, the trunnion was not down on the

steel bearing block. A bar bent to the diameter of the bush-

ing could be passed freely around the trunnion and moved
along the trunnion in the space formerly occupied by the

bushing.

.\n attempt was made, a few days after the accident, to

replace the bushing, using the power of the bridge to force it

into place. The bushing was broken in the attempt and this

method was dismissed as impracticable. A new bronze

bushing was ordered immediately. It was impossible to

secure early deliver)- of a bronze bushing, and a steel bushing

was ordered also for temporary- use. to be put in before the

771
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bronze bushing was delivered, if conditions made it neces-

>ary. This steel bushing was not used. The bridge con-

tinued to operate throughout 1917 so freely that no appre-

hension was felt about carrying it through the winter without

the new bushing, which was on hand late in 1917.

It had been concluded from a study of the problem that the

trouble was caused by inaccurate alignment of the trunnion

and its bearing. Accordingly the new bushing was designed

to correct the condition by making it l.S/16 in. thick at one

edge and 11/16 in. thick at the other edge. The difficulty,

however, lay in inserting the new bushing since it would be

necessary to lift the entire north half of the span a sufficient

amount to afford a working clearance under the trunnion.

The load amounted to about 800 tons.

The manner in which this span was lifted is illustrated in

the general elevation. Two 500-ton hydraulic jacks were

j.laced on the pier under the east end of the north truss direct-

ly below tiie trunnion. As this could not be done without tak-

ing the structure out of service, it was necessary to carry out

this operation at a time when the bridge could be.st be spared,

;ind navigation on river could be interrupted. The bridge

was originally built to carry all of the traffic entering the old

Kinzie street passenger terminal of the Chicago & North

Western, as well as the freight movements over what is known
as the North Water street line, but the completion of the new
jiassenger tt'rmin;il on Madison street relieved the structure

of a large |)r()|K)rtion of the traffic, although the use of the old

Sectional View of the Trunnion in Its Bearings

terminal site as a coach yaVd results in frequent movement
across the bridge. It w'as found that interruption to rail and
river traffic for a few hours would cause least inconvenience

immediately after 5 o'clock on u Sunday morning and ac-

cordingly tlie time was set for Sunday, June 9.

Arrangements were made with the American Bridge Com-
pany to furnish the lifting equii)ment and do the work.

Preliminary oi^erations included the preparation of a bearing

in the masonry to receive the jacks, cutting down some angles

cm the heel of the north truss and also applying a bearing

I
late ;\t that ]>oint to facilitate tlie application of the load to

til jacks. Tile high-pressure piping and pump were also in-

stalled at a point near the east end of the bridge. The jacks,

however, could not be put into place until the river was closed

against traffic since they interfered with the of)ening of the

bridge.

The bridge was taken out of ser\'ice and the river was

closed to traffic shortly after 5 o'clock when the jacks were

shifted into place and connected to the piping. A switch

engine was placed on the north track close to the east end of

the structure so that a steam line could be run to the pressure

[)ump. All nuts holding the caps in place were loosened up
before the bridge was lifted, so the caps could rise as the

trunnion was lifted out of its bearings. The bridge was also

unlocked and the free end raised from the north pier a dis-

tance of about eight inches, to insure that there would be no

/Cast iron cap pushed c'''''fs s^at

bij the bushing

" Trunnion han^i

Approximate Position of the Bearing Fittings After the

Bushing Was Displaced

binding at the end, when bridge was let down on the new
bushing. The brake was then applied to the operating ma-
chinery- to insure that no turning movement of die bridge

could take place while the lifting was in progress. About
6:15 a. m. all the prejjarations were completed, the pump was

started at 6:25 and by 6:45 the north truimion was raised

the required 1% in.

The annular space between the trunnion and the bearmg
casting in the north trunnion was thoroughly cleaned out and
scraped. A jet of compressed air was used to blow out any

dust and fine materials, and a curved rod was used to explore

the entire space to insure that there were no large obstacles

in the cavity. Following this the trunnion and the bearing

were thoroughly covered with grease, the new bushing was
laid on top of the trunnion, concave side dovm, and slid

around the trunnion into the correct position underneath.

This operation w^as completed by 7 o'clock. The pressure

was then slowl\- released from the jacks and the bridge re-

turned to bearing on the trunnions at 7:13. After replacing

the caps it was found that the bridge operated freely. The
new bearings produced a displacement of about ^ in. to the

north at the free end of the span.

As a precaution against any recurrence of this trouble two

pairs of 5-in. by Jtjl-in. by ?4-in. angles were bolted to the

diaphragm of the hanger above the trunnion in a position

that brought their lower ends in direct bearing upon the re-

taining cap. This work was done by the erecting department

of the .American Bridge Company under the general direction

of O. F. Dalstrom, bridge engineer of the Chicago & North

^^'estem.



Importance of Unit Operation of Large Terminals*

"Savings in Expense Aggregating a Value of Millions Annually

in Some of the Larger Terminals"

By H. J. Pfeifer

Chii-f Enuituer, St. Louis-East St. Louis Terminal District, St. Louis, Mo.

THE RAILWAY FACiLiTiKS existing at the convergence of

a considerable nuniijer of railway lines, almost al-

ways a large city and its environs, constitute a large

terminal. It is spread out over an area of 200 to 1,000

square miles in extent, and is usually an industrial center of

ma^gnitude. Into, out of and through it pass both passenger

and freight traffic.

In a numl>er of large tenninal.^, passenger facilities and
operations are already at least partly unified, through the

establishment of union stations, and where they are not, the

cost in money and time of bringing about unification is so

great that consideration of the subject, under war conditions,

is hardly worth while. Therefore thought and attention

should be centered on the unit o|)eration of large freight

terminals, with a view to determining what, if any, economies

can be secured by this means.

Terminal handling of freight involves two distinct

processes, the movement of a car loaded or empty, and its

loading or unloading at warehouses, team-tracks, stations,

stock-yards, industrial plants, etc. This discussion will be

confined to an attempt to determine the basic principles gov-

erning terminal car movement. Assuming that a large

terminal is the center of a circle with railway lines radiating

toward it, almost invariably, for topographic or other reasons,

they approach the terminal in groups and are not uniformly

spaced around the circle.

Without unified operation little or no advantage can be

taken of this, because under individual operation each line

brings its trains into its own yard, where they are broken up
and reassembled with cars from other trains for delivery to

intermediate or direct connections, or for final delivery for

loading or unloading on the line itself. Outliound trains are

assembled ready for the road by reversing the process just

outlined. As every line entering the terminal handles its

traffic on the same general basis, much intermediate switching

is necessary to secure car interchange between lines, which

accounts for the existence of the belt and switching lines and

yards in every large terminal.

The process of moving a car through a large terminal in-

dividually operated is briefly as follows: The inbound train

containing the car enters the yard of the initial line, where

it is broken up. The cars of which it consists are regrouped

with those of other inbound trains and delivered to local

points for loading or unloading, to direct connections, and to

intermediate connections, where the regrouping process is

repeated one or more times until the car is either in a train

ready for movement beyond the terminal limits, or placed for

loading or unloading. As cars caimot be moved economically

except in trains of considerable size, no group of cars can

ordinarily be transferred from one yard to another until the

necessary time has elapsed to accumulate a train large enough

for movement.
Intermediate switching, which almost always involves extra

car mileage, as well as delay and expense, is necessary, lie-

cause many, in fact most lines, do not interchange enough

cars with each other to justify direct handling, for the reason

that trains of sufficient length for transfer do not accumulate

•From an appendix to a prelimin.iry report of the yards and terminals

committee of the American Railway Engineering Association, published in

Btilli-tin JOP.

rapidly enougli. The intermediate line takes cars from and
for all, and, by reclassifying, accumulates trains of sufficient

size for economical handling much more quickly than the
individual line.

In a system of completely unified freight terminals the
control by an individual railroad over its inbound freight

train ceases with its delivery on a receiving track in an
assigned yard, within the terminal limits, and does not begin
over its outbound train until it is built up complete in readi-

ness for road movement; all intermediate service of every
nature is performed by the terminal organization. It can
readily be seen that the more railroads there are, and the
greater the extent of the industrial district served, the greater

and more complicated is the service to be {jerfomied.

With unified terminal operation, facilities are so arranged
that a numlx-r of lines deliver and receive their trains with
road i)ower in the same yards. For example, roads A and B
are so close to each other that the trains of one can enter the

yards of the other with little if any excess mileage or expense.

Each road has its own inbound and outbound yard system.

By assigning the yards of one for inbound, and of the other

for outljound movements, the following will result : The
volume of traffic (between the consolidated yards and every

other point in the terminal is the sum of that between the

mdividual yards and those points. The number of classifi-

cations to and from the consolidated yards will \x reduced 50
])er cent, and as a consequence the number of cars assembled
in each classification in a given time will on the average be

doubled. As each road now builds up its trains in its own
yard for road haul, after delivery of cars by connecting lines,

there is no increase in the number of classifications required

for outbound movement. If three or more lines are consoli-

dated into one yard the number of classifications will be

jirojiortionately decreased and tlie number of cars assembled

in each classification proportionately increased.

If roads A and B consolidate their yards and C and D do
likewise, the number of classifications moving between them
will be in the ratio of 1 for the consolidated yards to 4 for the

individual yards, and the number of cars assembled in each

classification in a given time will be 4 times as great. If 6

or more lines consolidate in pairs, the ratio of classification

will still he 1 to 4, and the number of cars in each classifica-

tion 4 to 1. If, however, 6, 9, or more lines consolidate in

groups of 3 each, the ratios become 1 to 9 and 9 to 1, respec-

tively, and with groups of 4, 1 to 16 and 16 to 1, respectively,

and -SO on.

It can readily be seen from what has just been said, that if

a large terminal is arranged so that the number of yards

l>etween which cars are transferred is reduced, the number
of cars moving in transfer, between each pair of yards in a

given time, is increased; provided the volume of traffic re-

mains constant. It is also true that the number of cars, mov-
ing in any transfer route in a given time, is approximately

inversely proportionate to the square of the number of yards

served by them. In other words, if a given car movement is

handled through 5 yards, there will be 16 times as many cars

in each transfer between yards in a given time as if the same

volume of traffic were handled through 20 yards.

A consolidation as great as this would practically eliminate

773
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all intcrmc-cliritc switchinj^ and make possible the |ja>sing of

tars through ihe terminals with two classituations—one to

break up tlie train as it comes from the road or local point,

and the other to build uji the train ready for the road or de-

livery to the local point.

Economies from Consolidation

'J'he economies in time and exiKn.se resulting from such a

consolidation are many and varied, as follows:

Elimination of one or more intermediate classifications,

resulting in a saving of car days, car damage, extra switching

expense, locomotive hours and man)' other sources of delay

and expense. The money value of these savings depends, of

course, on the size of the terminal and the reduction in com-

plexity of service it is possible to bring about through yard

consolidations. That it will involve savings in time and

exjx;nse aggregating a value of millions annually in some of

the largest terminals is not an unreasonable expectation.

A unified terminal, such as is suggested, may be compared

to the telephone system of a large city. Each classifying yard

corres]X)nds to a central exchange—the yard forces to the

tele])hone operators; the yard itself and the locomotives to the

switchboard; the transfer tracks between yards to the main
trunk lines between exchanges and the cars to the messages.

Here, however, the comparison ends, l>ecause cars cannot be

transferred singly, but must be held until a sufficient number
have accumulated to make a train of proper size.

As the movement of a car through a terminal, or over a

road, is governed by its destination, regardless of its origin,

the following general principles governing the expeditious

and economical movement of freight cars through a large ter-

minal, are suggested:

A—The train being the unit in which car movement is

conducted between two points, cars moving to common points

should be gotten together at as early a stage in their move-

ment as possible, and kept together as long as possible.

Therefore, if two or more lines come into a terminal from the

same general direction their trains should enter a common
yard, so that cars moving to common joints in the terminal

can be put together.

B—As cars can be kept more closely together in a small

group of yards, the number of classifying yards should be

maintained at the minimum, consistent with the movement of

cars by reasonably direct routes.

C—As a given number of cars will accumulate in trains

of proper size, to be moved, more rapidl\- with a small num-
ber of classifications, the minimum number consistent with

securing the required separations should be used.

D—As intermediate switching involves loss of time and
extra expense, car movement should be consolidated as much
as possible to reduce it to a minimum.
The system of terminal ojieration above outlined is sus-

ceptible of indefinite expansion as the traffic increases, with-

out adding yards in new locations with resultant changes in

the routing of cars, provided that the general direction of

llow of traffic remains the same. The classifying yards may
be duplicated again and again in the same manner that addi-

tional units are added to sectional bookcases and filing sys-

tems, if one unit is too .small.

If extensive new territory is developed or a distinct group

of new lines enters the terminal, yards in new locations may
Isecome necessarv'.

The suggested s\-stem of ojieration reduces the numlier of

yards in which classifying service is performed, and a num-
ber of yards in every large terminal will be abandoned as

classifying yards. The)' can be used for the storage of cars

classified or unclassified if that is necessary; the holding of

cars for prospective loading or for any similar purpose.

It would seem possible to so arrange and consolidate the

use of existing yards and other facilities in every large ter-

minal without incurring any large construction expense, and

thus bring about a great saving in car handling and classify-

ing expense. These savings mean a reduction in locomotive

hours, car damage, clerical expense, car days consumed and
in many other ways.

A careful and detailed study of each large terminal, with

a view of determining what can be done toward securing

o]>erating economies along the lines above de.scribed, would,

in the opinion of the writer, be fruitful of results of enormous

value to the government and the transportation interests of

this count^^•.

Revised Annual Report Forms for 1918

REMSED ANNUAL REPORT EijRMs for jteam railroads for

1918, consisting of two reports for each carrier, a cor-

porate annual report to be returned by officers of the

cor]ioration, and an annual report of operations to be returned

by the federal auditor, were agreed upon at a meeting of the

committee on general accounts of tlie Railway Accounting

Officers' Association with the statistician and other account-

ing representatives of the Interstate Commerce Commission
in New York on October 9. A tentative conclusion had been

reached by the commission's representatives that there should

be a separate report for federal and other corporate transac-

tions for the year 1918 and Statistician M. O. Loreoz had
submitted a detailed statement of the proposed contents of the

two reports for consideration. The committee also considered

an informal suggestion that had been made, to the effect that

one report might be rendered for each road, covering both

corporate and federal matters, but it was its opinion that it

will be impracticable during the period of federal control to

make one report covering both purjwses, for the following

reasons

:

"The corporation will not conduct any operations, and its

officers will have only indirect knowledge of the results. A
corporate officer, therefore, could merely transmit such infor-

mation, and could neither certify to, nor be responsible for,

the accuracy of such reports.

"The results of operation as conducted by the federal ad-

ministration will be affected as to the accuracy of comparison

with previous similar results by many changes in methods,

and the corporation is neither responsible for, nor esfiecially

interested in, the results.

"The federal officers conducting the operations are respon-

sible to the director general for results, and the administra-

tion should direct and control such reports of current opera-

tions as it decides should be made to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

"The figures cannot be combined for ])urposes of a con-

solidated report, so as to state facts without considerable

elimination of duplications, and would then combine assets

and liabilities of two distinct interests. The income account

could not be comliincd without the insertion of an item for

which provision is not now made, namely, a reconciliation

between the net results of federal operation and the compen-
sation paid to the owners."

Therefore, the committee reconiniendcd that two sei)arate

and distinct reptjrts should be made, if it is decided that the

operating results of the Railroad .\dministration are to be
reported to the commission, and the following schedule for

the two reports, representing the memorandum submitted,

modified in accordance with suggestions made by the com-
mittee, was proposed and will be used.

The committee also considered the matter of accounting on
the corporate books of the carriers whose jiroperty is being
operated under federal control, for the salaries and expenses
of the corporate organization and of lap-over items of

revenues and expenses prior to JanuaPi- 1. The coinmission's

accounting organization had tentatively recommended that

the salaries and expenses of the corporate organization be
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Schedule Page Subject . Corporal- Annual Report Annual Report of Federal

No, Operations.

JOl 101 Identity of respondent. Retain Change to provide for a brief

statcirient of the property cov-

ered by the report.

102 103 Directors Rc'ain _ ^ *^?^'*«-

103 103 Principal general officers Corporation officers. Federal officers.

lot-B \^^^ Corporations controlled ^ Retain Omit

108 108 Control over respondent Retain Omit

109 109 Voting power and elections Retain
S^""!'

no 110 Guarantee and suretyships Retain Ohut

200-A 200 ) Balance sheet <-.._. Retain in present form, but add Retain m present form (items

200-L 201 \ lines for the following ac- not applicable being left bK^nk

counts: by Federal Auditor), but add

Inv. in Rd. and Eq. through lines for the following ac-

U. S. Govt, counts:

Approved Compan Deferred Lia-

Not approved bilitics.

Total Company Deferred As-

U. S. Govt. Deferred Assets sets.

U. S. Govt. Deferred Liabili- Company Unadjusted
lies. Debits.

U. S. Govt. Unadjusted Debits. Company Unadjusted

U;S Govt. Unadjusted Credits. Credits.

The above foyr accounts .in each report arc to be detailed on
n separate paRc under heads such as the following:

Cish, Decenbcr 31, 1917.

Agents and Conductors balances, December 31, 1917.

Materirils and Supplies, December 31. 1917.

Other Working Assets <or Liabilities), December 31, 1917.

Addition* and Betterments.
211 202 Investment in road and equipment— To be divided into three parts: Investments made by the U. S.

(a) Road and Equipment, in- Government on lines owned
chiding investment through U by the Company and
S. Government, approved ; (b) assumed by the Government.
Road and EquipiTicnt. through
U. S. Government, not ap-
proved; (c) Total Road and
Equipment.

211-L 204 Investments on leaded lines * To be treated in a manner sim- Improvenients finally assumed
ilar to the preceding. by U. S. Government and

made on lines leased by the

Company.
2I1-Z 205 Securities included in investment Retain Retain
214 310 Sinking funds Retain Retain
215 211 Deposits in lieu of mortgaged prop-

erty sold Retain Retain
216 211 Special deposits Retain Retain
217 213 Investment in securities Retain Omit
218 2H Invcstmcnr in securities Retain Omit
219 216 Investment in securities of non-

afl'iliated companies Retain Retain (Liberty Loan Bonds).
221 217 Investment in securities Retain Omit
230 218 Investment advances Retain Retain
223 318 Loans and hills receivable Retain Retain
228 218 Other unadjusted debits Retain Retain
2.16 219 Insurance and other funds Retain Retain

251 224 }

to to \ Stock and debt Retain Omit
263 230 I

271-275 235 Sundry current liabilities.... Retain Retain
384, 28C 235 Sundry unadjusted credits Retain Re.ain

285-A ! 2^^ Depreciation Retain Retain

?ino-P 300 Profit and loss account Retain Retain
30O-O 300 Dividends Retnin Omit
300-1 301 Income account Retain Retain

On a separate page, details of Accounts ^19 and 551. to
fliow relations between U. S. Government and the Corpora-
tion, are to be given.

310 302 Revenues Omit Retain
3:to 302 Miscellaneous operations Retain Retain

320 303 \

to to > Operating expenses Retain—Salaries of corporate
322 309 ) employees to be charged to Retain

appropriate operating expeiise

accounts.
350 310 Taxes Retain Retain

(To be expanded somewhat to dis-

tinguish taxes of various kinds
assessed by the Federal CJovern-
menL)

371 311 Income from lease of road Retain Omit
371-A 311 Abstract of leases Retain Omit

(Corporation to give leading fea-

tures of its contract with U. S.

R. R. Adm. peculiar to each road.)

373 312 Joint facilities Omit Retain
375 "313 Separately operated properties Retain Omit
376 313 Hire of freight cars Omit Retain
381 318 Joint facilities Omit Retain
383 321 Rent for lease of road Retain Omit
383-A 321 Abstracts of leases Retain Omit
391-395 322 Income appropriations Retain Omit
396 323 Miscellaneous profit and loss items... Retain Retain
411 400 Road operated Omit Retain
413 401 Miles of road by States Retain Cols, (i) and (j). Retain Cots, (b) to (h) ; also

413 401 Miscellaneous physical properties Retain Retaifi

414 402 Tracks operated Omit Retain
415 403 Miles of track by States Retain Cots, (i) and (j). Retain Cols, (b) to (h); also

(k).
417-A 404 Equipmcm Omit Retain (See Note).

(Note.—Federal Auditor to report company equipment in service of U. S. R. R. Administration and assigned to the
particular road and also to report separately equipment owned by the U. S. (jOvcmmcnt and assigned to the particular com-
pany on December 31, 1918.)

417-B 405 Equipment not in service of U.S.R.R.
Adm. nor of respondent Retain Omit

419 408 Electric locomotive equipment Omit Retain (See Note under 417-

A).
613 SOI Ties laid Omit Retain
515 504 Rails laid Omit Retain
S31-S 506> Statistics of operations Omit Retain
541 508 Tonnage by commodities Omit Retain
561-A 510 Employees Retain Retain
561-B 512 Engincmen and trainmen Omit Retain
571 514 Consumption of fuel Omit Regain
581 515 Contracts Retain Retain
591 616 Changes during year Retain Retain

517 Verification Retain Retain first oath only.

775

charged to the account, "Maintenance
of Investment Organization," but the
committee recommended that such ex-
penses shall be charged to the appro-
priate primarj- accounts under the

commission's classification of of)erat-

ing expenses, on the ground that to

charge them to investment account
would represent an improjjer distri-

bution, and in order that proper com-
parison of the operating expenses
might be available in later years, and
this position was approved by the com-
mission's representatives. The latter

had tentatively suggested that lap-

over items of revenues clearly ap-
plicable to the period prior to Jan-
uary 1, 1918, shall Ije credited to

income account. "Miscellaneous In-

come," and charged to general bal-

ance sheet account. "Other Deferred
Assets," and that similar items of ex-

penses should be charged to "Miscel-

laneous Income Charges" and
credited to "Other Deferred Liabili-

ties." The committee recommended
that the items be so handled.

A question as to the accounting for

scrap rails sold at prices in e.xcess of

original cost had been submitted by
the chief examiner of accounts of the

commission, who stated that the high
prices now being realized in the sale

of scrap rail and the fact that a num-
ber of carriers are crediting to op>er-

ating expenses the entire proceeds of

such sales, indicates the necessity of

bringing the matter to the attention of

carriers in such a way as will result

in uniform accounting consistent

with the princijiles of the classifica-

tions. The committee adopted a reso-

lution that the principles which
should govern the credits for scrap

rail really are no different from
those which should govern the credits

for other scrap derived from renewals

and replacements, but that to attempt

to ascertain or estimate carefully the

original cost of scrap removed in

each instance would involve a large

amount of lai)or at a time when the

demand for conser\-ing man-power is

at the maximum. As the increases

in the prices of scrap are in a large

degree consistent with the increases

in the prices of corresponding new
material and the apparent abnormal
conditions with regard to scrap really

are due to the fact that because many
carriers had wisely contracted ahead
for new rail requirements, the prices

of scrap have temporarily' advanced
ahead of the advances in the prices

of new rail purchased. Therefore, it

was resolved that no change should

be made at this time in the existing

methods of accounting for the scrap

rail derived from renewals or replace-

ments, but the committee suggested

that the whole matter should be taken
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iH> l)v tla- Inter.staU t^ommerce Commissions representatives

with the Railroad Administration for consideration.

The committee also considered a suggestion made to the

commission by W. J.
Cunningham, manager of the operating

statistics .section of the Railroad Administration- that a saving

of accounting labor would result if carriers in rejx)rting net

ton-miles to the commission were allowed to utilize certain

( omplications made from the wheel reports for operating

purposes, whereas the net ton-miles reported to the commission

have generally been made from waybill abstracts. The com-

mittee expressed itself as being in favor of the compilation

ol net ton-miles from the wheel reports and requested the

chairman to so advise Statistician Lorenz.

Accounting Officers to Co-operate

with Railroad Administration

AT THE REQUEST of the advisory accounting committee of

the United States Railroad Administration, transmitted

through its chainnan, A. H. Tlant, President R. E.

Berger of the Railway Accounting Officers' Association, has

created various sub-committees, composed of members of the

Railway Accounting Officers' Association, to co-operate with

the advisory accounting committee in any way that it may

designate. This action is part of the offer extended by the

association to aid the director of the Division of Accounting

of the Railroad Administration in accounting matters and to

be of the utmost service in every possible way to the govern-

ment in winning the war.

On July 1 the director of Public Service and .\ccounting

directed the advisory accounting committee to take steps to

simplify and standardize railway accounting methods as far

as possible. In the furtherance of tliat idea, President Berger

appointed certain territorial sub-committees of freight, freight

station, passenger, passenger station, and disbursement ac-

counts to co-operate with the administration through the

advisory accounting committee, and the necessity has now

become apparent for a sub-committee on general accounts for

a like purpose and to deal with matters of general accounts

coming up for decision.

Proceeding upon the assumption tliat many of the ques-

tions which may be expected to arise will affect both the

federal roads and the corporate companies, it was considered

proper and desirable to give both of these interests repre-

sentation on this sub-committee and the following committee

of seven has been appointed:

Sub-Committee on Generm. Accounts

F. A Barnes (chairman), federal auditor T.reat Northern, St. Paul, Minn.

W D. Beymer, federal auditor, Illinois Central, Chicago.

A. E. Bierck, federal auditor. Philadelphia & Reading, Philadelphia. Pa.

W. B. McKinstry. federal auditor, Ccntial of Georgia. Savannah, Ga.

C. r. Sturgis, controller, Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

H. T. Evans, auditor, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville R. R. Co.,

Chicago.
W. H. .Smith, auditor, Atlanta & West Point R. R. Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Other sub-committees also have been appointed as follows:

Freight Accounts

J. .\. Robinson, general chairman (chairman. Committee on Freight Ac-

counts R. A. O. A.).
Eastern Sub-Committc-

F. E. Shallcnbcrger (chairman), auditor through freight traific, Pennsyl-

vania System Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A. J. Moran, auditor of freight accounts. Eric, New York City.

\V. T. McCulloch. auditor of revenue. New York Central, New York City.

.T. P. O'Mallev, auditor of merchandise receipts. Baltimore & Ohio, Balti-

more, Md.
N. H. Kicker, auditor of freight receipts. Boston & Maine, Boston, Mass.

A. S. Dutton. auditor of freight accounts, Michigan Central, Detroit. Mich.

Western Sttb-Committee

W. W. Strickland (chairman\ freight auditor, .\tchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe. Topeka. Kan.
Paul Peters, auditor freight traffic, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

Chicago.
F. B. Sherwood, auditor freight receipts, Illinois Central, Chicago.

W. J. Wright, auditor freight receipts. Missouri Pacific, St. Louis, Mo.

H. li. Ochiltree, auditor freight accounts, Union Pacific, Omaha. Neb.

P. K. Bramon. auditor freight accounts, Chicago. Burlington & Quincy,

Chicago.
Southern Sub-Committee

J. A. Robinson (cbairn^an), assistant auditor, Southern. Washington, D. C.

W. H. Smith, auditor, AtlanU & West Point, Atlanta, Ga.

George Becker, auditor receipts, Louisville & Nashville, Louisville, Ky.
E. L. Prince, auditor of freight receipts, .Atlantic Coast Line, Wilming-

ton, N C.

W. A. Rooks, auditor of traffic. Central of Georgia, Savannah, Ga.

B. B. McCaa, auditor freight accounts. Seaboard Air Line, Portsmouth, Va.

Disbursement Accounts

A. P. Disbrow, general chairman (chairman. Committee on Disbursement
Accounts R. A. O. A.).

Eastern. Sub-Committee

A. P. Disbrow (chairman), auditor of disbursement, Erie, New York City.

G. H. Piyor, auditor of disbursement, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.
R. B. Fergr.son, auditor, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, New York

City.

J. F. Reynolds, auditor, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

E. Deschenes, federal auditor. Central Vermont, St. Albans, Vt.

M. R. Council, auditor of disbursement, New York Central, New York.

Western Sub-Committee

E. H. Ennrell (chairman), auditor of disbursement. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.

F. A. Barnes, federal auditor. Great Northern, St. Paul, Minn.
P. E. Purcell, auditor of disbursement, Wabash, St. Louis, Mo.
H. W. Johnson, auditor of expenditures, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

Chicago.
A. Hermany, auditor of disbursement, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

Qjicapo.

T. M. Niven, assistant federal auditor, Missouri Pacific, St. Louis, Mo.

Southern Sub-Committee

F. C. Uhlraan (chairman), auditor, Western Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
A. E. Fowler, auditor. Southern, Washington, D. C.

G. W. Danner, assistant federal auditor, Texas & Pacific, Dallas, Texas.
W. H. Wilson, auditor of disbursement, Norfolk & Western, Roanoke, Va.

J. H. McEwen, a'lditor of disbursement, Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis. Nashville, Tenn.

J. F. Dartt, auditor of disbursement, Illinois Central. Chicago.

Passenger Accounts

C. G. Weaver, general ,.hairman (chairman. Committee on Passenger Ac-
counts, R. A. O. A.).

Eastern Sub-Committee

T. L. Ferris (chairman), auditor of passenger accounts. New York Cen-
tral. New York City.

C. S. Covert, auditor of passenger accounts, Pennsylvania Lines West of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

H W. Snow, auditor of passenger receipts. New York, New Haven 4
Hartford, New Haven, Conn.

P. J. Reilly. auditor of passenger accounts, Erie, New York City.

C. H. Poumairat, auditor of passenger receipts, Baltimore & Ohio. Balti-

more. Md.
H. 1. Broderick, auditor of passenger accounts, Michigan Central. Detroit,

Mich.

Western Sub-Committee

C. C-. Weaver (chairman), atiditor of passenger traffic, Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific. Chicago.

J. F. Mitchell, ticket auditor, .^tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.
O. F. (nffin. auditor passenger accounts. Southern Pacific, San Francisco,

Cal.

J C Briggs, auditor of passenger accounts, St. Louis-San Francisco, St
Louis, Mo.

F. B. Southard, auditor of passenger accounts. Union Pacific, Omaha, Neb.
W. F. VanBergen, auditor of passenger accounts, Chicago & North

Western, Chicago.
Soutl^frn Sub-Committee

H. B. Cutter (chairman), assistant auditor of receipts, Louisville & Nash-
ville, Icuisville, Ky.

S. D. I.Ovke, Jr., auditor of passenger accounts. Seaboard Air Line, Ports-

mouth, V^a.

L. D. Lacy, auditor of i>assenger traffic, Chesapeake & Ohio, Richmond. Va.
W P. Kerrigan, assistant auditor of receipts, Nashville, Chattanooga &

St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn.
C. I*. Coleman, auditor of passenger accounts, Galveston, Harrisburg &

San .Antonio. Houston, Texas.
T. W. Kennedy, auditor. Merchants' & Miners' Transportation Company,

Baltimore. Md.
Freight St.\tion .Accounts

T. 1.. .-^helton, general chairman.

Eastern Sub-Committee

L. K. Luff (chairman), federal auditor, Delaware & Hudson, Albany, N. Y.

J. .T. Demeritt, auditor of agencies, Boston & Maine, Boston, Mass.
P. L. Overman, auditor of freight and passenger accounts. Western Mary-

land. Baltimore, Md.
F. E. Briggs. auditor of freight accounts. New York Central. New York.
J. M. Watkins, auditor of revenue, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.
W. B. Kraft, auditor of freight traffic. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

ll'estern Sub-Committee

H. J. Sterling (chairman), federal auditor, Union Pacific, Omaha, Neb.
E. /.. .Murphy, assistant auditor, Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chi-

cago, 111.

H. C. Abbey, auditor of station accounts, Missouri Pacific, St. Louis, Mo.
J. O. Clifford, auditor of freight accoiints, Chicago & North Western,

Chicago.
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F. C. Freiburg, auditor of freight accounts, St. Louis-San Francisco,

St. Louis, Mo.
F. W. Pope, auditor of freight accounts. Southern Pacific, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

Southern Sub-Committee

T. L. Shelton (chairman), auditor of station accounts, Southern, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Roy W. Smith, auditor of receipts, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Loaia,
Nashville, Tenn.

O. D. James, auditor of freight traffic, Chesapeake & Ohio, Richmond, Va.
Walter MacDowell, auditor of receipts, Norfolk & Western, Roanoke, V».
L. B. Butts, auditor of station accounts, Illinois Central, Chicago.
V. T. Boatwright. assistant auditor of freight accounts. Seaboard Air

Line, Portsmouth, Va.

The Short Line Contract Is Finally Agreed Upon
American Short Line Railroad Association Committee Offers

Co-operation in Arranging Details

AFTER SEVERAL WEEKS of negotiations between the repre-

sentatives of the Railroad Administration and a com-

mittee of the American Short Line Railroad Associa-

tion, Director General McAdoo on October 25 approved a

form of contract to be entered into with the shrt lines, which

provides for taking back under a modified form of federal

control lines relinquished shortly before July 1, but without

compensation and without taking over their operation unless

the director general shall consider it desirable to do so later

in any case for war purposes.

While the form of contract represents many modifications

from the form which the short line committee had proposed

to the Railroad Administration, the committee has accepted

it and it is expected that the companies will execute it for

the degree of protection it affords and in order to remove the

uncertainty of the status in which they have been left.

The contract provides that until it is necessary for the

director general to exercise control over the .'^hort line roads

for war purposes, they are to remain under the management
and direction of their owners and are entitled to all the

revenues and responsible for all expenses and obligations:

that the rates, fares, and charges for transportation services

performed jointly by the short lines and the trunk lines

shall be divided fairly between the director general and the

company. The arbitraries and percentages of joint rates

received by the short lines on January 1, 1918, shall not be

reduced, and when joint rates are increased, the short lines

shall receive their proportion of such increased rate in the

same ratio, differences to be settled by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. The short lines are to receive an equit-

able allotment of cars (and where feasible motive power),
and for the equipment furnished by the director General
they shall pay the same rental as the director general pays
for their equipment used by him, and an allowance of two
days' free time on cars for loading and unloading is made
on lines of road of 100 miles in length or less.

Such arrangement shall be made for the routing of com-
petitive traffic over the short line as will guarantee to it the

same amount of competitive traffic as was enjoyed for the

average of the three years ending December 31, 1917, and
the short line as far as practicable is to have the benefit of
the purchasing agencies of the director general in the pur-
cha.se of material and supplies, and at the prices paid by
him; and have its repairs made at the shops of its connecting
lines upon the same terms as ioefore federal control.

Tliere shall be no discrimination against the company in

the matter of publishing tariffs and routing. Short lines

are to be treated in the same manner as the trunk lines, ex-
cept that nothing in the contract shall he construed to re-

quire the estalilishment of joint rates where joint rates were
not in effect at the beginning of federal control.

The order of relinquishment issued in June is to be set

aside, and the roads restorvd to federal control on the basis
of the contract, and the right is given to the director general
to take over the operation of any road if in his opinion a
war necessity arises.

The director general will formulate definite rules and
regulations governing exchange transportation which shall

apply to the short lines without discrimination.

No definite list of the railroads relinquished in June has
ever been given out by the Railroad Administration, but a list

has been made of 753 railroads, operating 27,319 miles, or
an average of 36 miles each, which have not been included
among the roads operated by the Railroad Administration,
exclusive of the 1,734 industrial or plant facility roads that
were relinquished. The list of short lines includes 70 roads,
operating over 2,300 miles of narrow-gage line.

A Perplexing Problem

The question of the treatment of the short line railroads has
been a perplexing one ever since the government took over the
railroads. A large number of them received the official notice
that they had been taken over, around the first of the year,
but the Railroad Administration soon made it known that
many of them were not considered as desirable or useful
parts of the national transportation system for war purposes
and that it proposed to relinquish many of them. While
some of the short lines were relinquished at their own request,

most of them declared that they would be ruined if left out-
side the government system and that Congress clearlv in-

tended them to be taken over.

After the federal control act was passed on March 21, the
director general directed the three regional directors, A. H.
Smith, R. H. Aishton and C. H. Markham, to make a study
of the short line situation and to report as to each road, in-

dividually, whether it was in their opinion needful or de-
sirable for the purposes of the national government. The
regional directors recommended a large number for relin-

quishment and many for retention, but when the question
of contracts with the short lines came up difficulties were
encountered and the Railroad .'\dministration proposed to
Congress an extension from July 1 to January 1 of the tinje

within whicli it might relinquish such roads as were pro-
posed to he relinquished. The short lines proposed an
amendment that no road should be relinquished unless its

connecting and competing lines were relinquished at the
same time and this was adopted by Congress, but not until

after the Railroad Administration had forestalled the action
by sending out notices formally relinquishing most of the

short lines. The administration apparently felt that it did
not want to take over all the short lines and also that it

would be able to make contracts much more easily with a
line after it had been relinquished than if it were definitely

taken over. This position was approved by President Wil-
son, w-ho vetoed tlie amendment adopted by Congress in a

message in which he said that most of the short lines except
the industrial roads ought to be retained, but that the gov-
ernment should not be required to deal in the same way
with all of them but should be left free to enter into arrange-
ments with them "which will in each case be to the interest

alike of the roads dealt with an(} of the local public."

When it appeared that a large number of the lines were
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to l;e relinqui.'ihed, the executive committee of the short line

association propo.sed to Director General McAdoo that the

"matured" lines l)e taken over under the standard contract

and that the "unmatured" roads l>e taken under the pro-

tection of the government by a contract without compensa-

tion. They also sul)mitted a proposed form of contract which

has been the basis of subsequent negotiations.

Recently the short line committee rejected the contract in

the form the administration proposed to offer it, but after a

number of Congressmen had called on Mr. McAdoo on the

subject negotiations were resumed at their request.

Short Line Association Co-operates

The committee of the American Short Line Railroad .As-

sociation which has handled the negotiations with the Rail-

road Administration has written to Director General Mc.\doo

offering its co-operation in the making of the individual

contracts and promising to make an investigation of the

condition of each line with a view to recommending the

scrapping of any line which may be deemed not sufficiently

useful to warrant its being made a party to the proposed

contract. The association also proposes to hold a series of

meetings in various cities with the various short line owners

for the purpose of explaining the contract to him.

The notice issued by Director General McAdoo says the

contract follows the general principles announced by the

President at the time he vetoed the short line resolution and

that "it is believed that this will be satisfactory to short line

owners and will enable them to continue in operation as

successfully as before federal control."

Text of Proposed Agreement

The Standard clauses of the contract for short line rail-

roads in which the director general reserves the right to make

changes or insist on other provisions as the facts of the par-

ticular case make the same necessary, are as follows:

This agreement made thi? day of 191S, be-

tween William G. McAdoo, director general of railroads (hereinafter called

the director general), acting on behalf of the United States and the Presi-

dent, under the powers conferred on him by the proclamation of the Presi-

dent hereinafter referred to. and the

Company, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state(s)

of (liereinaftcr called the company) :

Witnesseth that
.

(a) Whereas, by a proclamation dated December 26, 1917, the President,

acting under the powers conferred on him by the Constitution and Laws

of the United States, by virtue of the joint resolutions of the Senate and

House of Representatives bearing date April 6 and December 7, 1917, re-

spectively, and narticularly by virtue of Section 1 of the act of Congress

approved August 29, 1916, entitled "An act making appropriations for the

support of the army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, and for other

purposes." took possession of and assumed control at 12 o'clock noon on

Deceir.ber 28, 1917, for war purposes of certain railroads constituting a

system or systems of transportation (not including the railroad of the com-

pany described herein), and appointed W. C. Mc,\doo director general of

railroads; and,

(6) Whereas, the act of Congress called herein the Federal Control .\ct,

approved by the President March 21, 1918, brought under federal control

the railroad hereinafter described under the following provision: "That

every railroad not owned, controlled or operated by another carrier company,

and which has heretofore competed for traffic with a railroad or railroads

of which the President has taken the possession, use and control, or which

connects with such railroads and is engaged as a common carrier in general

transportation, shall be held and considered as within 'federal control,' as

herein defined, and necessary for the prosecution of the war, and shall be

entitled to the benefit of all the provisions of this act''; and,

(i) Wmereas. by oroclamation. dated March 29, 1918, the President, pur-

suant to said Federal Control Act, authorized the said W. Ci. McAdoo, as

director general, either personally or through such divisions, agencies or

persons as he may appoint, and in his own name or in the name of such

divisions, agencies or persons, or in the name of the President, to make

with the carriers, or any of them, such agreements as may be necessary and

exiiedient respecting any matter concerning which it may be necessary or

ex|iedicnt to deal and to make any and all contracts, agreements or obliga-

tions necessary or expedient in connection with the federal control of such

railroads as fnlly in all respects as the President might do:

Now, THEREFORE, the parties hereto, each in consideration of the agree-

ments of the other herein contained, do hereby covenant and agree to and
with each other as follows:

Section 1, ta) This agreement shall be binding u|X)n the United States,

the director general and his successors, an.l upon the company, its successors

and assigns, and.
This agrecnent shall not he construed as creating any right, claim,

privilege or benetit against cither party iiereto in favor of any state or

any subdivision thereof, or of any individual or corporation other than the

parties hereto.

((>) Wherever in this agreement the words "director general" are used.

they shall be understood as designating William G. McAdoo, or such other

person as the President may from time to time appoint to exercise the

powers conferred on him by law with relation to federal control.

Section 2. The company's said railroad affected by this agreement shall

be considered as including the following roads and proi>erties:

Section 3. (a) The company accepts the terms and conditions of said

Federal Control Act and the terms of this agreement, and expressly accepts

the covenants and obligations of the director general in this agreement set

out at.d 'he rights arising thereunder in full adjustment, settlement, satis-

factiot: and discharge of any and all claims and rights, at law or in equity,

which it now has or hereafter can have against the United States, the
President, the director general, or any agent or agency thereof by virtue

of anything done or omitted, pursuant to the acts of Congress herein re-

ferred to.

This is not intended to affect any claim said company may have against
the United S'ates for carrying the mails or for other services rendered not
pertaining to. or based upon the Federal Control Act.

ih) The company, on its ow-n initiative or upon the request of the director
general, shall take all approi)riate and necessary corporate action to carr>-

nut t!>c obligations assumed by it in this agreement or lawfully imposed
upon it by or oursuant to the Federal Control Act.

Section 4. It is expressly agreed and understood that the possession and
use of the railroad property herein de'^cribed subject to the right of the
director general to take the said property into actual possession as herein-
after provided, as a war emergency, shall remain in the company, and the
company shall continue to operate the same, and all revenues accruing from
the operation thereof shall l>elong to the company, and all expenses arising
out of or incident thereto, and all taxes of whatsoever character imposed
thereon, or upon the company shall be paid and borne by the company, it

being expressly agreed that unless and until the director general shall as
a war necessity take over the actual possession and operation of said rail-

road, assumes no obligation for the payment of any expenses or charges in

connection therewith, nor of any risk or accident in connection w-ith the
operatirn or control of said property.

Seciio.n 5. .All rates, fares and charges for transportation services per-
formed jointly by the company and any transportation system in the pos-

session of, and operated by, the director general shall be divided fairly be-
tween the director general and the company. It is agreed that the arbitra-

ries ar.d percentages of joint rates, both passenger and freight, received by
the company as of Tanuary 1. 1918. shall not be reduced, and whenever
joint rates have been or shall be increased, the company shall receive as its

propotlion of such iiicreased joint rates .tmounts in the same ratio as its

nrbitraries or percentageF bore to the joint rates before they were increased.
Section 6. The company shall receive an equitable allotment of the cars

(and, where feasible, motive power) in the pos.«ession or under the control
of the director general. For the equipment thus furnished it shall pay the
per diem lentals now in effect or as they may be established from time to

time by the director general, and like rentals shall be paid by the director
general to the company for any of the company's equipment used by him:
Proz-ided, horvcver, that there shall be a time or reclaim allowance to roads
of 100 miles or less in length, of two days, which will be assumed by the
delivering road.

Section 7. Such arrangements shall be made for the routing over the
company's line of competitive traffic as shall insure to the company in any
month the same proportion of such competitive traffic as it had of the total

of such traffic for the average of the three years, counting the calendar
years of 1915, 1916 and 1917, taking into account both class and quantity of
tonnage, it being understood and agreed that if in any month such propor-
tion of competitive traffic delivered to the company shall be less than that

based on the average for the three-year period, the director general will,

within 60 days after the close of :;ny such month, deliver such additional

amount of competitive traffic as shall make up the required amount.
Section 8. If differences arise as to any matter arising tmder this con-

tract, either party may refer the question to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and its decision shall be final and binding.

Section 9. The company, so far as practicable, shall have the right to

use the purchasing agencies of the director general in the purchase of ma-
terials and .supplies at the prices which the director general shall pay
therefor, and to have its repairs done in the shops of its connecting lines

to the same extent and upon the same terms as were enjoyed before federal

control; where roads have heretofore not had the repairs done at the shops
of the connecting line, but at private shops which have since been closed,

they may have their repairs done at the shops of the connecting line upon
fair terms.

Section 10. There shall be no discrimination against the company in the
matter of publishing tariffs and routing. In all publication of rates, tariffs

and routing, covering the territory in which the company's road is situated,

the company shall be treated in tlie same manner as the trunk lines, except
that nothing it. this section shall be construed to require the establishment
of joint rates where joint rates were not in effect at the commencement of
federal control.

Section II. It is expressly pgreed that if in the opinion of the director
general a necessity shall arise making it necessary or desirable for any
purpose connected with the war. for the director general to take into his

own hands the possession, control and operation of said railroad and the
properties herein described, he shall have the right to do so. In such event
this contract shall be terminated and a new contract made providing for the
payment of compensation as provided by the Federal Control Act; and if in

the meantime it becomes nccessarj* in his opinion to issue any orders or
directions to said company affecting the movement of troops or war supplies,
said company shall obey such orders or directions.

Section 12. In view of the foregoing covenants and agreements, and
subject th.eret.-). the order of relinquishment issued on the day of
June, 1918, is hereby rescinded and set aside as of the date when the same
was issued: and the said railroad and the properties herein described are
hereby brought fully within the terms and under the control of the said
Federal Control .'\ct. the same in all respects as if the said order of relin-

quishment had not been issued.

Section 1.^. The director general will formulate definite' rules and regu-
lation;- governing exchange transportation, which rules and regulations shall

be made applicable to the company without discrimination.



Orders Issued by the Regional Directors

These Are of Special Interest Because in Many Cases They

Interpret or AmpHfy General Orders

PRIVACY FOR TRAIN DESi'ATCHKKS.—In Circuhir 118 the

Southwestcm region;il director recommenils that steps

be taken at opportune times, or when it becomes reces-

sary for any reason to rearrange offices, to place train des-

patchers in a room by themselves. He states that on a

number of roads in this region it is quite a prevalent practice

to locate train despatchers in the same room with the chief

despatcher, telegraphers and clerks. He asserts that from a

safety first standpoint it is highly desirable that the des-

patchers be located so that they will be subject to as little

intrusion and interruption when on duty as possible.

Shipments for Account of War Work Council Y. M. C. A.
—The Southwestern regional director in Circular 121 and
the Eastern regional director in Order ,3000-429 announce
that the director general has notified the general secretary of

the National War Work Council of the Y. M. C. A. that the

provisions of General Order No. 25 and circulars bearing

upon credits and bonds do not ajjply to shipments for their

account.

Number of cars in Troop Trains.—Order 97, Southwest-

em regional director—same as Supplement 1 to Circular 22

of Northwestern regional director. See page 7.i2 of Railway
Age of October 25.

Denomination of Bills Tendered in Payment for Tickets.

—In Order 98 the Southwestern regional director states that

the Bureau of Suggestions and Complaints has received a

numl)cr of complaints by reason of disputes concerning the

denomination of bills tendered in payment for tickets. Here-

after all ticket clerks, particularly in the larger offices, will

announce to passengers definitely and audiblx' the denomina-
tion of bills at the time they are presented in payment for

tickets.

Posting of Printed Matter on Railroad Premises.—Order
3000-430 of the Eastern regional director refers as follows to

his letter of October 1, in regard to p)osting of printed matter

on railroad premises:

Recently a rcqtiest has been made on one of the -ailroads by the United
States Employment Service to post a sij^n in a depot reading, "United
States Emplovnient Service," with the street niimher and the name of the

town. The Department of Labor has a distinc-t under.standinR with the

Railroad Administration that requests for the (wsting of sijjns in depots or

elsewhere will not be presented to the individual roads, but that all such
requests must be presented at Washington. Kvery request of this character,

theret'ore, shotdd be denied.

Maintenance of Air Brakes on Freight Cars.—In Order
99 the Southwestern regional director states that the general

condition of air brakes on freight cars is such as to require

immediate and continued careful attention. The following

instructions are effective at once:

1 .^fter the air brakes are cleaned and tested the air pipe should be

properly fastened in place to prevent the rattling and hi caking of joints

and all lealcs made tight.

2. Tra-ns made up in transportation yards should have the brakes tested

and all leaks remedied before departure. This should also be done on all

cars passing over shop rracks.

3. Railroad? should endeavor to clean, test and put in good condition,

all automatic brake -eqninment on freight cars. The number of brakes thus

repa-red t.ach month should be equal to at least one-tenth of the equipment
owned bv that road.

4. Federal managers should see tc it that a record is maintained by
the mechanical department to show the amount oi this work that is done,

and be prepared to make romplete reports to the office of the regional

director upon request.

Interpretation of General Order 15—/);J»,v?ry Tracks.—
In Circular 119 the Southwestern regional director quotes an

interpretation In- Walker D, Hines, assistant director general,

of paragrapli (e) of General Order 15. General Order IS re-

(|uires industries to pay for, own and maintain that part of

an industr)' track be)ond the right-of-way of the railroad
company. Paragraph (e) gives the railroad the right to use
the industr}' track when not to the detriment of the industr)'.

With reference to paragraph (e) Mr. Hines states that in
cases where federal managers are satisfied that the plant
deals in a commodity which in itself presents an inherent
hazard of fire or explosion of exceptional character, or that
other permanent conditions connected with the plant present
hazards of fire or explosion to such an extent that it is

permanently and constantly to the "detriment of the industn,-"'

to permit operations upon the track which are not required
for the industries' own lousiness, paragraph (e) need not l)e

insisted upon.

Diversion of Carload Freight in Transit.—The Southern
regional director in circular letter Xo. 404, dated October
22, gives instructions to govern where carload freight is

diverted en route to direct routes or because of embargoes or
congestions. A notation should Ije made on waybills showing
that the routing was changed by direction of the regional
director, under authority of the director general's order No.
1, and a jwstal advice card should be sent to the consignee on
a prescrii>ed fomi. On arrival at destination of shipments
which have been diverted in transit, agents, in addition to

notifying consignee, will notify agent of the line by which
shipment was originally routed and indicate it on the way-
bill. This is necessan' to insure against delay where con-
signee or consignor has jjlaced instructions for delivery or
reconsignment in advance of arrival of order with the line

over which it was expected shijmients would move.
Incandescent Electric Lamps.—The Eastern regional

director in Order J000-4,n states that the United States Fuel
.\dmini.stration has formulated a program of fuel conservation
through the discriminating use of the most efficient t\-pes and
the most suitable sizes of incandescent electric lamps. The
lollowing features are embodied in the suggested program:

1. -Miandon the manufacture of standard 20-watt (Sl4), 60 and 120-watt
carbon filament lamps of the 100-130 volt range.

2 Abandon the manufacture of 30 and 60-watt standard round bulb
multipk carbtm filament lamps.

3. Abandon the manufacture of standard 120-130-volt range carbon fila-

ment lamps of types used principally for decorative purposes.
4. Discourage the use of carbon filament lamps except where the tungsten

filament lamp cannot be used.

5. .\bandon the u.se of metallized carbon filament (Gem) lamps.
6. In industrial and commercial installations use a smaller number of

large high efficiency gas filled tungsten lamps instead of smaller less dGcient
lamps.

7. Use lamps of sizes which will provide no more than the necessary
illumination.

8. Use gas filled tungsten lamps where practicable instead of a vacuum
tungsttn lamp of 100 watts and larger.

9 Extingtiish lamps whenever their light is not needed.
10. Eliminate extravagant and wasteful lighting.

It has Ijeen decided that the Railroad Administration
sliall adopt the suggestions of the Fuel Administration quoted
above, in so far as they apply to the railroads.

Routes for Perishable TralUc.—The Southern regional

director has issued a circular to fruit and' vegetable shippers

describing new arrangements for the routing of perishable

traffic to eastern and western gateways, modifying the rules

established in !March in the hope of still further expediting

this important traffic. Prior to la.st season many routes were
availalile for the movement of perishable traffic from Florida

to eastern and western markets, almost all of which were

utilized. This resulted in the business being divided so that

some of the lines were unable to give such special service as

would otherwise be oijtained. In March some of these routes

779
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were discontinued with the view that so far as possible the

perishable traffic might be moved to destination by particular

routes and in trainload quantities. The result of this change

was gratifying and overcame to a large extent the complaints

which had previously been made with regard to delays in

traffic. The new routes are outlined in detail in the circular.

A service bureau has been established at Jacksonville, Fla.,

whicli will keep informed as to the movements of fruit and

vegetables and will arrange for diversion or reconsignraent of

shipments and special agents have been appointed at 12

cities which will furnish the Jacksonville Service Bureau

with such passing reports as may be required and will ar-

range for such reconsignraents and diversions as may be

directed.

Protection of Perishable Freight.— The Northwestern and

Southwestern regional directors have issued Circulars 50 and

100 respectively, containing a number of suggestions in con-

nection with the handling of perishable freight during the

winter. The circular was issued lx)th as a food conservation

and as a claim prevention measure. Attention is called to

the enonnous loss of perishable food products through

freezing in transit. Agents are requested to discourage ship-

pers from forwarding perishable freight during unfavorable

weather conditions or when advance weather reports indicate

cold temperatures even though refrigerator cars may be

available for loading. Exposure in warehouses and on open

platforms should be avoided wherever possible and prefer-

ence should be given to the loading of such 1. c. 1. shipments

when accepted for transportation. Prompt delivery at des-

tination should be rigidly enforced. Train crews should be

warned of the necessity of keeping the train despatchers ad-

vised of carload perishable freight in trains, especially dur-

ing the approach of low temperatures so that protection may
be arranged for when possible. A close check should be

kept on all cars of perishable freight passing terminals and

of deliveries to connections to avoid delays and mishandling

to the utmost.

Working Relations with Relinquished Short Lines.—
The Southwestern regional director in Order 96 and the

Eastern regional director in Order 3000-428 announce that

the same recognition will be given to the short lines as to the

government-controlled lines in the matter of routing as well

as in the closing of unduly circuitous routes. Officers of

federal lines will respect routing via non-controlled lines

when desired by shippers or indicated on bills-of-lading or on

connecting lines' billing, when such routing is not unduly

circuitous. If, for the sake of efficiency, it is desirable to

divert the traffic from private lines, a careful record of such

diversion will be kept with a view of reimbursing those lines

with other traffic.

Advances or reductions in the non-controlled lines' propor-

tions of the existing joint rates will not be made without

first securing the authority of the regional director. If, how-
ever, in the judgment of any officer of an administration line,

the non -controlled proportions are unfair, the facts, accom-

panied by a statement containing the reasons for this opinion,

should be forwarded promptly to the regional director.

In case a non-controlled line has only one trunk line con-

nection, it .should be accorded the same treatment as a shipper

of freight local to the latter line and should receive its pro

rata of available cars. In case it has two or more trunk line

connections, the latter should analyze the freight movement
and agree \i\ior\ a plan wliereby each line will furnish its share

of equipment to the short line.

A New Floor Surface for Slopes

THE STUDIES made incident to the installation and main-

tenance of the ramps and stairs in the Grand Central

Terminal at New York have constituted a very inter-

esting problem. Preceding and during the construction

of the station ramps finished with different wearing surfaces

were laid on various grades and the effect of these

various installations on the public using them was ob-

served to determine as nearly as possible the most suit-

able grades and surfaces. The primarj' object of these

experiments was to secure a wearing surface in both the

ramps and stairs that would ensure safety to pedestrians.

Fast walking surfaces were of hardly less importance be-

cause of the great number of people passing through the

station daily; and because of the large area embraced in the

ramps and stairs, long wearing qualities were essential.

Since the completion of the station the traffic has increased

at a rate of approximately 9.0 per cent per year. This per-

centage of increase is based on the number of passengers

carried, excluding the traffic arising from th-e use of the

ijuilding by the public having occasion to pass through the

station for reasons other than a train journey. Based on
actual count more than 60,000 persons pass over certain

of the more important ramps daily and more than 20,000

persons have occasion to use certain of the stairways every

24 hours. Because of the increasing importance of handling

To Electrii-y Swiss Roads.—Press despatches report an an-

nouncement by the Lausanne Revue that the United States has

offered to make a loan of 750,000,000 franc? ($150,000,000) to

Switzerland in order to electrify the railways. Switzerland thus

would become independent of German coal.

A View of One of the Ramps in the Grand Central Terminal,

Mew York

this traffic with as little delay as possible and the fact that

some of the surfaces adopted as a result of the preliminary

experiments became worn or slippery or both, with the pass-

age of time the experimentation witli different materials has

been kept up constantly.

In connection with these continuous experiments, a test

installation of 100 per cent non-slip Solry tile on a 10 jjer

cent ramp for pedestrians was made about five years ago.

This material is manufactured in four or five colors as re-

quired and furnished with or without the non-slip feature.

In the ramps at Grand Central the non-slip surface was
essential. Since its application no accidents from slip-

ping have occurred and careful counts of pedestrians pass-

ing indicate that in addition to the non-slip feature the sur-

face is fast, or in other words, its use makes for rapid

handling of the traffic. The excellent results obtained from
the test installation led to its use in other ramps and for stair

treads and landings.

The material is a combination of cement, grit and an abra-
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sive. It is manufactured in squares of 6 in., 18 in. or

24 in. in tile made by pouring the mixture into forms and

letting it set, or it may be laid in plastic form and cut to the

size required. It is used in both forms at the Grand Central

Terminal.

When put down in plastic form the joints are cut to any

width specified and filled in with the same material so that

an even wearing surface is presented. The joints are cut

through to the base to take care of expansion and contrac-

tion, and then the surface is cut to produce any form or

shape required. In plastic form the risk of tile working

loose is avoided and the cutting of tile to fit along walls

and curves which generally results in an unsatisfactory

condition is done away with. The plastic method is also

less expensive than tile.

The exeriments in the Grand Central Terminal liave dem-
onstrated the importance of continuing non-.slip surfaces

beyond the end of the ramp and stair. By so doing the

pedestrian leads right from the ramp or stair and picks up
speed rapidly when passing to the level surface. It has

been found that the Solry surface presents the same favor-

able features on flat surfaces as on grades.

This surface has also given satisfactor)- service at Grand
Central on ramps and platforms used jointly by pedestrians

and trucks, the material giving no indication of raveling

under the action of truck wheels. It is further claimed for

the surface that it is dustless, thus reducing the expenses

for cleaning.

In addition to its use in the Grand Central Tenninal,
installations of this surface have been made by the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Co., in New York; in the Union
Station at Toronto and in the Union Station at Richmond,
Va. It is manufactured by the Soln.' Tile Co., Inc., Brook-
lyn, New York City.

Standard Scales of Class Rates Are Proposed

Government Control and Absence of Competition May Allow

Adoption of a Scientific System

THE R.MLRO.'VD .ADMiNiSTK.-^Tiox is proposing to Stand-

ardize class freight rates on a basis intended to

eliminate the discriminations and inequalities result-

ing from differences between the rates in various states and
between state and interstate rates and to bring about a

greater degree of uniformity in those sections of the country

where conditions of transportation, density of traffic and of

population, etc., are similar.

Director General Mc.^doo has submitted to the Interstate

Commerce Commission and the state railroad commissions

Zones for Proposed Standard Scales of Class Rates

a system of tentative class rate scales, graded according to

mileage, for adoption in place of existing scales in southeast-

em territory, cast of the Mississippi river and south of the

Ohio river and the main line of the Norfolk & Western; also

in all of the state west of the Mississippi river and Wisconsin

and Minnesota. No new scale is proposed at present for Offi-

cial Classification territor)-, north of the Ohio and east of

the Mississippi, because the rates in that territory are already

on a more uniform basis than in other parts of the country

and have been approved by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, which has itself prescribed a distance scale for

Central Freight Association territory.

Four scales of class rates are proposed, three of which

arc related to each other on a percentage basis. These are
the 100 per cent scale, the 75 per cent scale, the 120 per
cent scale and an alternative scale proposed as a possible

substitute for the 100 per cent scale for southern terri-

tory.

The plan contemplates a division of the territory west of the

Mississippi into zones within which it is proposed to apply
the .scales to both intrastate and interstate traffic as follows:

In Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Missouri north of the

Missouri river, the 75 per cent scale: in North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri,

south of the Missouri river Louisiana west of the Mississippi

river and Texas common jxiint territor)-, the 100 per cent

scale; in California. Oregon and Washington also the 100
per cent scale. For .Arizona. New Mexico, Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, Idaho. Montana and Texas differential territory

the 120 per cent scale is suggested.

The line dividing Texas common point territory from
Texas differential territor}- is drawn through Amarillo, Lub-
bock, Big Spring, San .\ngelo, San Antonio and Corpus
Christi the common point territor)- being east and differential

territory west of that line.

The 100 per cent scale is exactly the same, except for its

extension to 1,000 miles, as that recently agreed upon for

application in the state of Oklahoma as a result of a con-

ference between Director General Mc.\dc)o and the railroad

commissioners and some representative shippers of that state,

to whom it was entirely satisfactory.

For the southeastern territory two alternative scales are

suggested, the first being the same as that offered for ap)-

plication in 100 per cent western territor)* for use with the

Western Classification, and the second being a special scale

designed to be used in connection with the Southern Qassi-

fication. It is hoped that the people of the southeast may
find it advantageous to adopt the western scale and the

W'estern Classification in place of the Southern, which the

Railroad Administration traffic officials feel would not only

prove a great convenience to the shipping public but also a

long step toward a uniform classification.

The four scales of proposed rates are reproduced herewith.

They range up to 1.000 miles, except that for 75 per cent

western territory, which runs only up to 600 miles. It will

lie noted that the rate? are graduated by S-mile stages up to
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l.SO iniles, by 10-mile stages from ISO to 210 miles, by 15-

mile stages from 210 to 300 miles, and by 25-mile stages

from 300 to 1,000 miles. The rates for the various classes

bear the recognized and approved percentage relation to

each other and the rates for the various zones have the same

percentage relation to each other for each distance as the

percentage relation of the zones, except as this is modified by

the disregard of fractions.

The plan does not contemplate that the scales should be

applied to traffic moving from one territor)' to another except

within the state of Texas but that the present inter-terri-

torial rates shall be continued.

Scales Are Only Tentative

The proposed scales have been sent to the chaimien of th»

state railroad commissions with letters explaining them over

the signature of the director general, and also to commercial

organizations. Emphasis is laid on the fact that they are

only tentative and that there is no purj^ose to force any par-

ticular plan or schedule of rates, but that suggestions and

criticisms are invited. The advice of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is being sought as provided for in the

PeK«nU{c« too 8S 70 «0 47 61 40 30 25 20
Oiaiea ' 2 3 4 S A B C D E

Milrl.

5 26 21 IS 12 13 10
27 23 11 8

15 29 25 20 17 12 9
20 31 26 19 15 16
25 33 28 23 13
30 . 30 26 21 16

37 31 26 19
39 33 27 16

iS 36 29 25 19
43 37 22

38 32 27 21 18
60 4« 32 28 22 23

48 41
70 42 34 29 23 20
75 51 43 31 24 26

62 36 21
46 38 32 25 28

66 33 26 28
67 48 23
68 49 41 35 27

loa 60 28 31 24
61 52 43 24
63 44 38 30 32 26

120 64 45 33 26
125 56 46 26 20
130 67 47 40 31 27
135 69 59 36 28

60 49 33
72 60 43 34 37 29

150 73 62 37 29 22
65 63 46 36 30 23

79 65 47 37 40 32 24
82 70 67 33 26

60 61 40 43
200 . !

:

88 75 45 35 26
210
225

91 77 64
67 57 45

36 27 23

240 99 84 50 40 30 25
255 103 8» 72 «2 31 26
270 106 64 50 54 42 32
285 109 93 13 27

95 78 67 45 28
325 117 99 70 55 60 47 3& 29 23
350 122 104 49 37 31 24
375

, 89 76 60 66 38
132 112 79 67 53 40 26

425 137 116 96 64 55 41 34
450 142 99 67 72 43
475 146 124 102 68 37 29
500 ISO 128 105 90 60 46 38

154 92 72 79 31
550 158 134 HI 81 63 47 32
576 138 113 97 76 49 41
600 166 141 116 85 66 60 33
625 118 101 68 51 42
650 172 146 81 88 69
675 . 175 149 123 89 70 63 35

178 107 84 45
725 181 154 92 72 64 36
750 156 129 110 a 46
775 159 112 95 75
800 190 162 133 76 57 48

116 91 98 68
850 196 167 137 78 39
875 139 94 101 80 60 50

202 172 96 103 81
926 144 123 96 105 82 62 51

208 177 98 106 83
975 211 179 148 127 99 84 63 S3
1000 214 182 150 128 101 109 86 54 43

Standard Scale of Class Rates for 100 Per Cent Western
Territory, Applying Western Classification. This Scale

Is Also Proposed for Southeastern Territory.

eighth section of the federal control act and it is expected that

hearings will be held by that body to the end that the

widest possible investigation as to the i)ropriety and reason-

ableness of the plan may be made. In addition they have

been sent to the various traffic committees ajjpointed by the

Railroad Administration, consisting of both railroad men and
representatives of the shippers, that they may analyze them

and offer constructive criticisms and suggestions.

The director general's letter to the chainnau of a state

commission in the proposed 100 per cent western territory

is as follows:

"I have long felt that the rates of transportation, state

and interstate, should be uniform in those sections where
the conditions of transportation are .substantially identical.

Certainly when the Government of the United States is

].erforming the ser\'ice there should be no discrimination

between citizens as to the compensation paid. Ajjparently

this can only be accomplished by prescribing uniform sched-

PereenUKu 100 as 70 to 47 SI 40 3* s
Clisuf. 3 i A B C

)I,U.
a 21 18 M 12 13 M t

21 18 IS 12 M 8
15 a 21 a IS 12 U M S
20 a 21 18 IS 12 M IS 8
26 25 21 IS 15 10 S
30 .- 2« 18 IS 12 U 10 S

24 20 17 U S
29 25 17 14 IS 12 *

45 31 22 16 IS 12 »
32 27 22 19 16 13 10

34 29 1< 1/ 14 10

35 30 25 21 16 U 14 11

.36 31 26 18 14 11

70 37 31 26 22 17 19 IS u
38 32 2« a 18 l> IS II

33 27 a 18 20 IC 12 10

90
40
41

34 28
29

24
25

19
n

20
21

IS
IS

12
12

10

43 37 30 20 22 17 IS II

IW . . 44 26 21 22 18 13 II

105. 38 32 27 21 IS
46 39 32 23 18 14 12

115^.' 47 28 22 24 19 14
•

12

120 34 29 23 »
49 42 25 20 IS 12

130 .'.'.'.".'..'... 50 30 24 26 20 15 13

52 44 36 31 24

53 45 27 21 K
54 32 25 28 22 IS 14

66 47 39 33 17

57 48 27 29 23 17

69 35 28 30 24 18 U
43 37 25 19 IS

64 54 30 33 26 19 K
66 46 40 31 34 26 20
68 58 48 41 27 20 17

225 71 60 S3 36 28 21 IS

74 35 3S m 22 U
65 54 36 31 a IS IS

68 48 38 41 32 24 20 It

82 57 45 39 42 33 2S » IS

71 59 43 34 2S 21 IT

88 53 41 4S 3S 2< 22

350 92 64 55 43 47 37 23 IS

81 48 38 29 24 19

99 47 SO 40 30 25 20

425 103 72 62 48 S3 41 26 21

91 75 S5 43 32 27 21

110 it 56 44 33 28 22

500 113 79 68 58 4S 28 23
99 81 4« 35 29 23

119 101 71 66 61 48 36 30

575 73 62 37 31 M
600 125 106 88 59 50 38 31 2S

Standard Scale of Class Rates for 75 Per Cent Western
Territory, Applying Western Classification

ules for application over those territories which are similarly

affected.

"With this in view, I have caused to be prepared, and here-

with hand 3'ou, several copies of the proposed 'Standard

Scale of Class Rates for 100 per cent Western Territor)-'

which it is suggested shall apply intra and interstate within

the territor}- consisting of the states of North Dakota, SouUi
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas; that

])ortion of the state of Missouri south of the Missouri

River; that portion of the state of Louisiana west of the

Mississippi River, and that portion of the state of Texas
known as Texas Common Point territon,-, as described in

Railroad Commission of Louisiana vs. A. H. T. Railway
Company, 48 I. C. C. 312, except that portion of the Pan-
h.andle & Santa Fe Railroad west of Canyon. Texas. It is

also proposed to apply this .«cale intra and interstate betw-een

points in the states of California, Oregon and Washington.

"It is not my idea that these scales should apply inter-

territorially; for instance between two points one of which
is in 75 per cent and the other in 100 j">er cent territory-.

The onl\- excejrtion to this is that it is projxised to apply

inter-territorially within the boundaries of the state of Texas,

the scale of 100 per cent territor}- in conjunction with the

scale of differential rates set forth in Railroad Commission
of Louisiana vs. A. H. T. Railway Company, 48 I. C. C.

312, without, however, the increase as provided for in general

order No. 28 between points in Texas in 100 per cent terri-

tor}- and points in Texas in 120 per cent territor}-, in ex-
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actly the same manner and to the same extent as is provided
for in the above mentioned order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. It is believed tlie overhead or specific rates,

which will be continued in effect, will amply protect inter-

territorial traffic, as well as the few interstate movements
beyond the maximum distance for which the proposed sched-

ule is fixed within 100 per cent territory.

"You are requested to consider whether the scale pro-

posed is properly constructed and inherently reasonable for

application within your state. Of course, you will under-

stand that the prescribing of a uniform scale of class rates

does not mean the discontinuance of all commodity rates, nor

Pereenliceti — 100 S6 70 60 47 61 40 30 25 20
Clusen ' 2 3 * 5 B C D E

Miki.
9 26 21 18 15 12 13 ID 8

9
10

10 29 26 20 1?
IS 33 28 23 20 16 17 8
20 37 31 26 22 19 16
25 19 20 16 12 10

42 3S 26 20 21 17 13 11
31 26 21 22 18 13

46 28 22 18 14 12
48 34 29 23

"

24 19 14
50

"

50 43 35 30 24 20 15 13
54 46 38 32 25 28 22
55 47 39 33 28 22 17

65 41 35 27 23 17 16
59 60 35 28 30 24 18

7i'.'..y 61 52 43 37 29 31 24 18 16
80 29 32 25 le
85 65 65 46 39 31 33 26 20 16
90 66 56 46 40 2( 20 17
95 . 68 32 35 27 20 17

70 60 12 33 36 28 21 18
105

:

50 29 22 18
73 62 34 37 29 22

115 76 65 53 46 30 23 19
120 , 36 39 23 19
125 79 67 47 37 40 32 24 20
130 66 56 48 38 41 32 20
135 39 26 21

71 60 39 43 34 26
86 73 60 52 34 26 22

ISO/.. ... . .. 88 62 26 22
160 ... 77 64 66 43 46 36 27
170 95 81 67 57 48 38 29 24
180 9b 83 69 69 46 50 29 25 20

102 87 61 48 52 41 31 26
200 ::: 74 64 53 27 21
210 76 51 56 33 27

114 97 80 68 68 29 23
240 119 101 83 71 66 48 36 24
265 124 105 68 63 50 37 31
270 127 108 76 60 65 61 38 32 26
285 111 92 62 67 52 39 26
300 63 68 64 40 34

140 66 6< 35 38
102 69 74 68 29

175 129 71 78 61 46 38
158 134 111 81 63 40 32

t2S ... 115 98 77 66 49
«0 170 145 119 102 80 87 68 51 43 34
475 123 105 70 53 35
500 163 86 92 72 54

157 130 111 94 56 46 37
550 133 114 97 76 67 48 38
575 166 91 99 78 68 49 39

199 169 139 80 60 50 40
625 :

:

142 122 95 104 81 61 SI
206 175 144 124 97 105 82 62 41

675 ; . 210 179 147 126 99 107 84 63 S3
700 150 101 109 86 54 43

217 184 152 130 111 66 43
750 .

:

155 133 104 113 88 66 66
775 224 190 105 114 67 66 46
800 228

197
160
162

137 107
109

116
118

91
93

68 57
58

46
82S 46
850 235 200 164 141 71

876 167 143 112 122 96 72 60 48
900 206 114 123 73 61 48
925 24C

213
172 148

150
lis
118 I2S

98
100

74 62
63

49
960 50

263 216 119 129 101 76 51
lobo:::;;::;:::: 267 218 180 164 121 131 103 " 64

Standard Scale of Class Rates for 120 Per Cent Western
Territory, Applying Western Classification

even that exceptions may not be made to the class rates them-
selves under special circumstances.

"I am sending these same schedules to the Interstate Com-
merce Coinmission, with the request that after full investi-

gation it will advise me what ought to be done in reference

to the establishment of these scales. I am also sending these

scales to the freight traffic committees within the territorj',

and to various commercial organizations.

"If agreable, I would be glad to have the various state

commissions express their views to the Interstate Commerce
Commission; but if preferred, they can address me per-

sonally.

"I am also requesting my directors of traffic and of public
service to take this matter up, either with individual com-
missions, or with some body representing all commissions in
the affected territor}-, as you may desire.

"I am especially anxious that you shall understand that

I am not wedded to any theory or any schedule. My purjxjse

is to Ijring on a full and intelligent discussion of this whole
subject, to the end that what is right and in the public inter-

ests may prevail. Similar schedules will be presented in
other parts of the country."

Breaking Down Rate Walls

The same letter, with the exception of the description of
the territory in the second paragraph, was sent to the other
commissions.

In working out the plan for a revision of class rates it has
been the puqiose of the Railroad Administration traffic effi-

cials to take advantage of the fact of government control and
the absence of competition between railroads to bring about
the adoption of a "scientific" .sy.stem of rates, based on cost

of service as measured by distance, and to take advantage of
the freedom from the control of the state commissions to do
away with the confusion and discriminations resulting from
the multiplicity of rate regulating bodies and the conflicts

between state and interstate jurisdiction. While it is desired
not to antagonize the .state commissions but to secure their

co-operation, it is hoped to break down .some of the "rate
walls" erected at the state boundaries in many instances by
tlie efforts of state commissions to favor the shippers of their

states as against those from outside, ^^hile some communi-
ties would be deprived of advantages they have had over
others, it is believed that the loss of these will be compensated

PtrcenticM 100 86 7C 64 62 ^ 35 40 30 25
Cluscs ' X 1 6 6 A B C D
WJ,,

25 a 19 16 13 1 J 10 8 J
28 24 21 18 12 10 u 8 7
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'
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91 78 69 58 47 40 32 3« 27 23
200 80 60 48 33 37 28 23
210 95 82 7i 49 33 33 29 24
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286 110 96 84 70 67 48 39 33 2S
.100

111
96 85 72 44 34 28

325 99 60 51 40 46 34 25
350 101 90 76 61 62 41 47 35 30
375 121 92 77 63 42 48 3C 3*
400 124 107 64 56 SO 3S
425 109 97 44 SI 38 32
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475 133 101 69 58 47 S3 40
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525 119 103 66 41 »
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Standard Scale of Class Rates for Southeastern Territory,

Applying Southern Classification

for in many instances by tlie opening up of new opportuni-

ties in other directions. Many of the state commissioners
have learned in advance of the plans being worked out and
have been in \\'ashington expressing some misapprehensions
as to their effect.

The standard scales are also expected to effect an impor-
tant simplification of tariff" publications.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Some of the More Important Activities This Week

Are Covered in Separate Articles

Washington, D. C.

appeal, writ of error, supersedeas, or other process in law,

equity, or in admiralty, as a condition precedent to the prose-

cution of any such appeal, writ or error, supersedeas, or other

process, or otherwise in respect of any such cause of action or

proceeding."

Mr. McAdoo Prescribes More Direct Contact Between
Railway Officers and Public

Director General McAdoo has written to the regional

directors that it is very desirable that they shall arrange

occasionally for direct contact between the officers of the

railroad and the public served by its line. This contact, he

says, should be arranged for not only at the larger cities

which were formerly regarded as highly competitive points,

but also at those points which are local to and served coily by
the one line of railroad.

Without limiting their discretion, the director general sug-

gests that they may successfully accomplish this object by

once in a while arranging trips of op)erating, accounting and
traffic officers together, who shall visit city officials, boards of

trade, chambers of commerce and important industries of

each city or town for the purpose of informing the public why
it was necessary, in order to meet war necessity, to do things

in a certain way; also to explain '"the advantages which have

accrued and will accrue in the future by the improvements in

transportation conditions worked out by the Railroad Ad-
ministration and which are bound to be continued f>ermanent-

ly because of their efficiency, economy and expedition in the

handling of traffic."

An opportunity will thus also be afforded, Mr. McAdoo
says, for advising Uie public as to the organization in each

region for the conduct of business and for directing them to

the proper office with which to take up the various matters of

rates, claims, car supply, service or other needs which may
from time to time arise, impressing them with the fact that

the local officers are prepared and anxious to handle all mat-

ters of mutual interest between the communities and the rail-

road companies, and that it is not necessary to appeal to

Washington in the transaction of the ordinary' business of

the railroad.

The local officers, he suggests, should be impressed with

the importance of giving every consideration and attention to

matters that may be brought before them, and all suggestions

should have careful consideration: "'and there is no doubt

that the stimulation of the local railroad agents and employes,

as well as the satisfaction of die public, will amply prove the

wisdom of this procedure."

Data to Be Furnished Corporate Officers

P. S. & A. Circular No. 32 provides that officers of railroad

corporations whose property is operated under federal control

ma}- make requests upon accounting officers of lines so

operated for operating statements, statistics of operation, etc.

.\ccounting officers of all Class I lines under Feileral control

shall, upon request of corporate officers for operating data,

furnish them with a limited number of copies of the monthly

reports of revenues and expenses rendered to the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Accounting officers of other lines

under federal control shall likewise furnish copies of monthly

statements of revenues and expenses which are prepared for

the information of the federal or general managers of such

lines.

.\11 reasonable requests by officers of the corporations for

DIRECTOR General McAdoo left Washington on Sun-

day for an inspection trip over the lines of the Norfolk

& Western and lines in the central west and as far as

Duluth, Minn. He was at Roanoke, Va., on Monday and

was accompanied over the Norfolk & Western by Regional

Director Maher of the Pocahontas Region and officers of the

road. He arrived at Columbus, C, Monday night and left

Tuesday morning over the Pennsylvania lines for St. Louis.

He was expected to be at Chicago on Wednesday, at Duluth

on Thursday and at Chicago again on Saturday, returning to

Washington after an absence of about eight days. The
itinerary, in addition to the roads named, included the Illi-

nois Central, the Soo Line, the Great Northern, the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern, the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha and the Chicago & North Western. The director

general was acompanied by C. R. Gray, director of the Divi-

sion of Operation.

Suits to Be Brought Against Director General

Director General McAdoo in General Order No. 50 states

that since he assumed control of the railroads suits are being

brought and judgments and decrees rendered against carrier

corporations on matters based on causes of action arising

during federal control for which the carrier corporations are

not responsible, and that it is right and proper that actions,

suits and proceedings based on causes of action arising during

or out of federal control should be brought directly against

the director general of railroads and not against the corpora-

tions :

It is therefore ordered, "that actions at law, suits in equity,

and proceedings in admiralty hereafter brought in any court

based on contract, liinding upon the director general of rail-

roads, claim for death or injur}- to person, or for loss and

damage to property, arising since December 31, 1917, and

growing out of the possession, use, control or operation of any

railroad system of transportation by the director general of

railroads, which action, suit, or proceeding but for federal

control might have been brought against the carrier company,

shall be brought against William G. McAdoo, director general

of railroads, and not otherwise; provided, however, that this

order shall not apply to actions, suits, or proceedings for the

recovery of fines, penalties, and forfeitures.

"Subject to the provisions of General Orders numbered 18,

18-A and 26, heretofore issued by the director general of rail-

roads, service of process in any such action, suit or proceed-

ing may be made upon operating officials operating for the

director general of railroads, the railroad or other carrier in

respect of which the cause of action arises in the same way as

service was heretofore made upon like operating officials for

such railroad or other carrier company.

"The pleadings in all such actions at law, suits in equity,

or proceedings in admiralty,.now pending against any carrier

company for a cause of action arising since December 31,

1017, based upon a cause of action arising from or out of the

operation of any railroad or other carrier, may on application

be amended by substituting the director general of railroads

for the carrier company as party defendant and dismissing the

company therefrom.

"The undersigned director general of railroads is acting

herein by authority of the President for and on behalf of the

United States of America; therefore no supersedeas bond or

other security shall be required of the director general of rail-

roads in anv court for the taking of or in connection with an

784
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information in explanation of charges or credits to the cor-

porations upon the federal books shall also be complied with.

Requests for data in addition to those authorized shall first

be submitted to Director Prouty. Arrangements should also

be made for co-operation between federal and corporate ac-

counting officers with respect to making the records of addi-

tion and betterment expenditures available to reasonable

mspection by accredited representatives of the corporation.

Old Car Wheels in Demand

Condemned freight cars, of which large numbers are stored

in out of the way places, are to be required to contribute

something to the war-time necessities of the country by fur-

nishing old car wheels to be melted up and mixed with new

metal to make new wheels. There is a shortage of the char-

coal pig iron needed for making new car wheels and a drive

is being made by the Railroad Administration to round up

the old wheels, which represent a satisfactory substitute for

it. The old wheels now command a market price of $30

a ton, or about $85 per car, but special efforts are being

required to get them out because of the demand for other

purposes of the labor required to dismantle the old cars,

which have been allowed to accumulate for that reason and

in some cases because the roads were not prepared to write

them off the books yet. The mechanical department of the

Railroad Administration had an idea of where thousands of

such cars could be found, however, and by calling upon its

inspectors and the inspectors of the Interstate Commerce
Commission is receiving scores of reports of bunches of old

cars which the regional directors and federal managers are

then asked to turn in. This will result in clearing the stor-

age tracks of many cars which for a long time have been

fit only for dismantling.

Companies Must Pay for Standard Equipment

Director General McAdoo has decided to adhere to his

original decision that the railroad companies must pay for

the cars and locomotives ordered for them by the Railroad

Administration and he has so advi.sed the committee repre-

senting the Railway Executives Advisory Committee that

called on him on October 14 to protest against this plan

and to ask that the Railroad .\dmini.stration itself finance

the purchase of the standard ecjuipment. The director gen-

eral has notified the committee and the railroad companies

that after full consideration of the matter by members of

his staff to which the question was referred it has been de-

cided that the federal control act authorizes the director

general to require the companies to pay for cars and loco-

motives and that no other course would be expedient or

proper than to require the companies to pay for such equip-

ment as in the opinion of the director general is necessary

to provide for the traffic. He proposed, however, that the

Railroad Administration should pay to the companies the

amounts which would accrue in accordance with tlie Inter-

state Commerce Commission rules for depreciation and re-

tirements, which would help the companies in financing the

equipment, if they will apply such amounts to the payment
of instalments on the cars or toward their indebtedness to

the government, or to the payment of maturing obligations

on equipment bought before federal control. With this as-

sistance he expects the companies promptly to accept the

allocations which have been made and to take the necessary

steps to finance the equipment.

The delivery of the standard cars which are being built

has been .somewhat delayed by the question of allocation

because more cars have been built than have been accepted

by the railroads, but the cars will now be lettered as orig-

inally allocated, with the exception of such changes as have
been made at the request of the roads in a few instances.

Of the 70 companies to which cars were allocated only about

a dozen have made specific protests against the tyjies of

cars and in about half the cases a readjustment has been
made, while the other cases are yet undecided. For instance,

the allocation of cars to the Northern Pacific was withdrawn
for the reason that cars it had previously ordered had not

been fully taken into consideration. The number allocated

to the El Paso & Southwestern and the Central of New Jersey

has been reduced and in some cases single sheathed cars

have been substituted for double sheathed cars, or vice versa,

or changes have been made as between box cars and coal

cars. An exchange was made between the Southern and
the Southern Pacific of double sheathed and single sheathed
cars in equal numbers. Most of the companies have filed

formal protests against accepting the equipment and others

are expected to do so, and the question as to whether the

companies can be legally required to pay for the equipment
will be referred to the Interstate Commerce Commission, as

provision for this is made in the contracts. The protests

have been particularly against accepting the cars. There
have been practically no protests against accepting the loco-

motives, although there have been some changes as to types.

Piece-Work

The course to be followed in relation to the piece-work
system in railroad shops was discussed at a conference at

New York on Tuesday of mechanical officers from each
region delegated by the regional directors. The recent

changes in the wages of shop employees and in the methods
of computing them, resulting from the wage orders of the

director general, have caused much dissatisfaction with the

piece-work system among the employees by reducing the dif-

ference between what may be earned at piece-work and the

day rates, and also, it is said, have affected the effectiveness

of the system as an incentive to increased output. General
Order No. 27 increased the wages of the piece-workers and
day-workers proportionately but Supplement No. 4 to that

order increased the day wages in the car and locomotive de-
partments without corresponding increases in piece-work
rates, although the piece-workers were guaranteed a wage
as great as they would have received at the hourly rates.

The piece-workers have been protesting and it was decided
to make an investigation of piece-work, which now prevails

in alxiut one-fourth of the shops, with a view to determin-
ining whether the results in efficiency and economy warrant
its furtlier extension or its discontinuance in the interest of

uniformity.

!Mr. McManamy had called a similar conference at Wash-
ington for Wednesday and some of the mechanical officers at-

tended, Ijut in view of the New York meeting they returned
to New York where the whole question will be discussed fur-

ther and recommendations made to the regional directors.

Standard Report Forms Prescribed

In General Order No. 4<). issued by the director general,

there are prescrilied standard forms of monthly ticket and
excess baggage reports to be used by agents in reporting to

the accounting officer, also a form for reporting transportation

requests exchanged for tickets. These are to be used for

October business. .All other reports of these transactions are

to be discontinued, except that special periodical reports of

tickets furnished governmental departments, or other reports

of a special nature necessary- for accounting purposes, may be

compiled and furnished.

The order is accompanied by samples. The forms for

reporting local ticket sales and local e.xcess baggage collec-

tions are to be printed on paper of light canar)- color, and
forms for reporting interline ticket sales and interline excess

liaggage collections will be printed on white paper; but the

color scheme may be disregarded in preparing the duplicates

to be retained by agents.

These re]iorts will be introduced at the consolidated ticket

offices on the date named, and at all other agencies as soon as
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llif M(Kk of f(jrnis at present in use l^ecomes exhausted, but

in any event not later than January 1, 1919.

Increased Car Loading

Director General McAdoo has issued a comparative state-

ment of the traffic handled by the railways under federal

lontrol during the week ending Septeml)er 21, 1917 and

191«, at 25 of the more important railroad termini of the

country. The purpose of the statement, which will be issued

regularly hereafter, is to provide the public with infomia-

tion which will assist in measuring the Ijusiness activity of

the United States as shown by the traffic handled and at

tile same time give an idea of the efficiency or inefficiency

with which the railroads are functioning in so far as the

tar loading is concerned. The subjoined statement is note-

worthy in that it shows an increase of 5.30 per cent in the

tonnage and a decrease of one fifth of one per cent in the

cars used to carry this increase in the tonnage.

The average car load this year is .56 tons as against 34.1

tons in 1917.

Cars Tons

1917

Atlanta 2.1.i3

llirminghanl 4,79.i

Koslot, S,678

Buffalo f,-t06

Chicago 49,368
Charlcstoi; 1,646

Clevclaii 4,82

Duluth & Superior 29.366

Galveston 1,120

Hampton KoaHs 11,435

Kansas City 7,827

r.os .\ngeles 2.2.'i8

New York 28,571
New Orleans 4,283

Omaha 3.794

Portland 1.855

Philadelphia 20,251

Pittsburgh 8,860

Seattle " """

St. I.o

San Fiancisco
Savani
Tacom

1918 1917
2,071 58,055
5,207 199,086
7,835 137,641
8,699 291,916

49,480 2,043.298
S44 19.360

9,S27 306,163
28,102 1,301,451
1,397 26,864

14,223 500,687
10.031 173,033
1.464 44,276

25,547 685.342
4,803 129.668
4.311 119.283
2,394 39.776
15,373 543,885
7,857 264,070
2,446 60.012

12,892 413.229
2,526 109,166
1.656 32,226
1,282 25,511

12,420 316.543
10,807 492,325

1918
57,332
241,282
161,407
315,801

2,085,268
40.314

367.844
1,227,966

34,259
604,061
244,084
34,779

678,802
142,992
145,877
62,935

485,004
275,048
76,641

451,423
71,475
38,547
38,495

375,368
517,801

8,774,805
441,941
5.30%

Universal Transit to Be Established

The Division of Traffic has issued the following instruc-

tions to the freight and traffic committees:

"As an aid in the efforts of the Railroad Administration to secure the

maxin'um in transportation efficiency of the carriers under federal control,

•t would seeni necessary to, at the very earliest possible date, establish

what might be termed 'universal' transit, i. e., outbound shipments from

a transit point to be allowed to move via any road regardless of the one

hauling the inbound or raw product to the transit point, providing that such

arrangements be confined to direct routes, and that nothing under such

extension shall create circuitous or unduly out-of-route transportation.

"Tariffs restricting the application of outbound shipments to the ro.ifls

hauling the inbound, or tariffs in any wise in conflict with the foregoing,

shall be corrected, and where necessary to establish joint rates in order

to apply the 'universal' transit system, such joint rates are to be established

as soon as possible.

"Existing transit arrangements involving circuitous routes and backhauls

shall be abrogated, or a proper charge therefor made, before doing which,

however, associations or individuals enjoying such privileges are to be con-

sulted, so that the abrogation, or the making of a charge, may be brought

about with the least possible interruption to current business and the matter

worked out harmoniously.

"It should be understood that where there is a transit charge in effect

today it f^s not to be disturbed at this time, the question of applying a

charge for transit service generally throughout the country, or the elimination

of the existing transit charges, being a matter for future consideration."

Formerly the granting of transit privileges was based on

commercial necessities existing at certain points, but carried

a restriction which forced the outliound product to move

via the same railroad that handled the raw product into the

transit point. Under conditions that exist today, with unified

t(vUrol, the restrictions that operated under private control

ciukl not lie continued witiiout a material loss in transpor-

tation, .such as switching at transit ]ioints, loss in car days.

and the use of circuitous routes in order to force the out-

bound product to the railroad or system that handled the

inbound product.

Inspection of Ashpans and Spark Arresters

^lechanical Department Circular No. 5 provides that the

following rules will govern in the care and inspection of

ashpans and spark-arresting appliances in locomotives used

on railroads under federal control:

1. A careful and thorough inspection of every part of the spark-arresting

appliances in the front end of iocomolives must be made every time the
front end door is opened for whatever purpose; but at intervals of not
more than seven days, and at the same time the ashpans. hoppers, slides

or other apparatus for dumping cinders, and dampers, must also be inspected.

Observe if the slide or hopper operates properly and closes tight. When
conditions such as extreme drought or the state of adjoining property or

crops require it, this inspection must be made at least once every 24 hours.

2. A rtcoT'l of conrlition on arrival must be made under the proper
heading on an approved form, immediately following each inspection, with

the date made, together with a complete statement of any repairs or re-

newals required. The above record to be made and signed by the person
who made the inspection.

3. Nettings and spark arresters must be put in perfectly tight and
serviceable condition before the locomotive is put into service. Renew
netting and plates in front end when worn thin or defective, instead of
patching them. Ashpans and hoiipers must be tight, and dampers, slides

or apparatus for dtimping cinders must be in good working order, closing

tight.

4. Record of repairs and renewals made must be enteied under the
proper hpadini: on an approved form when repairs have been made, with
the date; the entry to be made and signed by the person doing the work.

5. These are the minimum requirements, and local conditions or regula-

tions requiring additional precautions are not affected hereby.

Rules for Telegraph and Telephone Economy

To relieve the railroad telephone and telegraph facilities

from unnecessary business the director general has issued

the following rules in circular No. 61

:

1. l_^se the telegraph and telephone only when the mail will not answer
the purpose.

2. Send by mail messages written late in the day, on Saturday after-

noons. Sundavs or holidays which cannot be acted upon at once, and which
will roach their destination by mail in ample time for action.

3. Omit superfluous words; avoid unnecessary file numbers and refer-

ences

—

be brief.

4. Use telegraph code systems where it will effect a saving.

5. Limit the use of telephone facilities, both railroad and commercial, to

railroad business and to the shortest time practicable.

6. The Telegraph Section, Division of Operation, will establish an
effective system of censoi ing with a view of reducing the number and
length of telegraphic communications.

Handling of Remittances

John Skelton Williams, director of the division of finance

and purchases, in circular No. 1 orders that the practice

which has been brought to his attention in the case of a few-

carriers of permitting funds collected by agents and conduc-

tors to be remitted direct to the federal treasurer must be dis-

continued. Such remittances must be made direct to banks
as instructed l)y the federal treasurer of each carrier, e.xcept

that if more convenient, the following may be remitted direct

to federal treasurers: Special collections for miscellaneous

items, including rents, etc., company paper, such as vouchers,

pay checks, etc.; non-bankable paper, including discharge

certificates and other evidences of disbursements made by

agents under direction of federal treasurer.

Marine Insurance Section

As previously noted, the Marine Insurance Section has

been established in the Division of Finance and Purchases

and William C. De Lanoy was appointed manager. In

supervising this section John Skelton Williams, the director

of the division, will be assisted by Theodore H. Price,

actuary of the Railroad Administration. The Marine In-

surance Section will be charged with the duty of providing

for such insurance as the director general may desire against

marine and war risks on vessels and floating equipment under

the control of the Railroad .\dministration, and on the con-

tents of such vessels antl floating equipment, and with adjust-

ment of marine insurance losses, and shall perform such other

duties as niav be assigned to it bv the director general ;is to
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insurable ri.^k.^ connectL-d with the oix'ration of such vessels

and floating equipment.

The name of the Insurance and Fire Protection Section has

Ijeen champed to the F"ire Loss and Protection Section.

Bad-Order Cars Down to 6 Per Cent

The number of bad order freight cars is being gradually

reduced and is now down to about 6 per cent, or 149,000

cars, whereas in July it was 6.9 per cent. Forty-eight per

cent of the railroads under federal control have reduced

their percentage of bad order cars to 4 or less.

Freight Bills on Stored Freight

P. S. & A. Circular No. 25-A provides that transportation

charges are due and payable when carload or 1. c. 1. freight

is placed in storage, either on the property of the railroad

company or in private warehouses. If charges are not col-

lected from the warehouse company, they should l>e collected

from the consignee under the terms of General Order No. 25

at or immediately succeeding the time of placement in storage

and not after final delivery to consignee. The provision in

Circular No. 25 with respect to industrial railroads applies to

so-called plant facility industrial railroads. It does not

api)ly to "common carrier"' industrial railroads so long as in

good faith deliveries are promptly made by them to consignees

and the trunk line carriers' agent is furnished with adequate

information with respect to such deliveries so as to permit the

prompt rendition of the freight ImIIs.

Collection of Per Diem

P. S. iK: .\. Circular No. ii provides that beginning October

1, lines under federal control delivering cars direct to lines

not under federal control (not including Canadian and Mexi-
can lines) will Ije held responsible for collection of per diem
accruing on all federal controlled cars so delivered. Per diem
collections made as so directed shall be credited to the appro-

priate income account of the line making collection and not

apportioned among other carriers under federal control. Fed-
eral controlled lines making use of equipment of non-

controlled lines will render statements to and make settlement

with such lines in the same manner as heretofore. Canadian
and Mexican lines will report per diem direct to car owners

in the same manner as heretofore.

Care of Journal Boxes

The Mechanical Department has issued Circular No. 4

as follows:

1. It is desired that all freight car journal bo.ves be repacked with
properly prepared packing ,it least once every 13 months, at which time
all packing will be removed from the boxes and the boxes cleaned; dust
guards to be renewed when W'heels are changed.

2. The date and place where the work is done must be stenciled on
the car body in one-inch figures and letters, using the same station initial

that is used for air brake stencil.

3. Thi-i work to be done as far possible when cars are on repair track
undergoing heavy repairs. When on repair track for heavy repairs, cars
which have not had Iioxes repacked within nine months will have all boxes
repacked and the record stenciled on the car as above.

4. This does not contemplate any change in the intermediate packing
of boxes when it i.s necessary to do so. No change should be made in
the stenciling unless all boxes are repacked.

Orders and Circulars Compiled in Pamphlet

The Railroid .\dministration has compiled and published
in pamphlet form all of the general orders and circulars

issued by Director General McAdoo up to July 1, with an
index for each, together with the text of the laws under au-
thority of which the President acted in taking over the rail-

roads, his pnxrlamation of December 26, 1917. taking over the
roads, the federal control law, the President's proclamation
authorizing the director general to exercise the powers con-
ferred by Congress on the President, and the proclamation
taking over the coastwise trans]iortation lines. It is proposed
to issue later editions from time to time.

Another Supplement to Order No. 27

The director general has issued supplement No. 6 A to

General Order No. 27 by which Supplement No. 6 to Gen-
eral Order No. 27 is amended by adding thereto the follow-

ing:

Where differences of opinion arise necessitating a formal interpretation

of any wage order issued by the director general, and where the question

iiivtjlved '.rs of general application and covers a large number of railroads,

application for such . interpretation may be made either by a regional

director or by the chief executive of the railroad organization representing

the class of employees involved or the chairman of any railway board of

adjustment or the director of the Division of Labor. Such application

shall be sent to the office of the director of labor, and he will record

and transmit it to the Hoard of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions,

wli'ch will promptly investigate and make recommendation to the director

generol. I'pon tl:e receipt of interpretation from the director general, the

director of labor will send such interpretation to the railway boards of

.idjustirent for their information and guidance.

Supervising Cost Accountants

The division of public service and accounting has ap-

pointed a force of supervising cost accountants and assist-

ants who have been assigned to the various plants building

cars and locomotives for the Railroad Administration to

check up manufacturing costs. There are seven of the sup-

ervising cost accountants assigned to seven districts as fol-

lows: S'ew York, N. Y., J. J. Decent; Pittsburgh, Pa.,

E. L. Staats; Columbus, O., E. J. Huston; Chicago, 111.

C. C. Peffer; Chicago, III, W. J. Babcock; St. Louis, Mo.,

G. O. Baird; Seattle, Wash., M. H. Reasoner.

Semi-Monthly Paydays

The director general lias issued orders to the regional

directors that beginning not later than January 1, 1919. all

railroad ])ayrolls which are now being paid on a monthly

basis shall be paid semi-monthly.

American Railroad Methods a

Revelation in France

AccnKDixc, TO Ch.-^rles N. Wheeler, special corre-

spondent in France for the Chicago Tribune, the

.American railroad regiments are producing record

results through the introduction of operating methods un-

familiar to the French. For instance, the French did not un-

derstand how two independent railroads could i)e operated

over the sartie line until they saw American trains running

regularly over their roads without in the least interfering

with French traffic. The car record system was also a nov-
elty. On the French roads which are operated by the state,

a new car starting on its maiden journey may not be located

for a year or more or may never be heard of again at the

point of original departure. In war times, however, this

practice could not continue. If a car happened to be loaded
with "75s" it was essential to know tiiat it reached its desti-

nation and was not lost somewhere in transit. Therefore,

the .\mericans inaugurated a system of car accounting,

through which a careful record is kept of the movement of

every car.

.\nother innovation to the French was gravity switching.

Some of these French switchmen evidently had never seen a
liuni]). and when they first saw cars released at the top for

distribution they could not understand why a smash-up did
not result. Fiiey were soon convinced of the value of this

method of switching, however, when they witnessed the
clearing in six hours of a yard where ordinariy the French
took three days.

In July, 1917. plans were drawn for making one big port
in France handle the .\merican importations. At the present
time 11 French ports are handling this traffic, and in a com-
paratively short time there will be 25 great unloading ports
in France.
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The establishment of a car ferry system between England

and France has also greatly improved transportation ef-

ficiency. For instance, a car loaded with coal in Wales is

put on a vessel at an eastern British port, brought acro.'is

to France with as little concern, apparently, as transporting

a ferry load from Jersey City to Manhattan Island, and is

then run off on the proper track and coupled to a train for

its final destination, which may be many miles inland in

France. This scheme results in handling the coal only

twice, namely, when loaded in the west of England and

when unloaded somewhere in France.

The Americans have also constructed many new lines, new

bridges, stations, railroad yards, etc. About 3,000 miles of

American tracks have been laid so far.

What Some of the Officers Are Doing

Brig. Gen. W. W. Atterbury, formerly vice-president of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, eastern lines, is the head of the

American operating system in France. Col. W. J. Wilgus,

formerly consulting engineer and previous to that vice-presi-

dent of the New York Central, is, in the language of Mr.

Wheeler, "s system shark," who reduces everything to per-

centages. Col. J. A. McCrea, formerly general manager of

the Long Island, is general manager of the railroad operat-

ing system in France under Gen. Atterbury. Col. M. C.

Kennedy, formerly president of the Cumberland Valley, is

deputy director general of railroads for England. Col. H.

H. Ala.xfield, formerly superintendent of motive power on

the Pennsylvania Railroad, eastern lines, is working in a

similar capacity in France.

Col. C. M. Bunting, formerly controller on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, eastern lines, is business manager of the

American railroad system in France. Lieut. -Col. H. M.
Waite, formerly city manager of Dayton, Ohio, is chief engi-

neer. Lieut. -Col, V. R. C. King, formerly superintendent

on the .\tlantic Coast Lines, is in the operating department.

Lieut. -Col. H. H. Adams, formerly president of the Kansas

City Temiinal, is representative of the transportation system

on the general staff of the American Army. Among the di-

vision superintendents are Lieut. -Col. H. J. Slifer, formerly

consulting engineer at Chicago, and previously general man-
ager of the Chicago Great Western; Major F. G. Robbins,

formerly general superintendent of the Erie at Chicago;

Lieut. -Col. G. T. Slade, formerly vice-president of the North-

em Pacific, and Major C. L. Hinkle, formerly general su-

perintendent of the Toledo, St. Louis & W'estem. Other rail-

road men in service in France, mentioned l)y Mr. Wheeler,

are Major R. K. Rochester, formerly division superintendent

of the Pennsylvania Lines at Cleveland, Ohio, who is man-
ager of the regulating station ; Major F. W. Green, formerly

assistant to the president of the St. Louis Southwestern, and
Major E. B. Cushing, formerly assistant general manager
of the Southern Pacific Lines in Louisiana and Te.xas, who
are port superintendents.

Other division superintendents include Major Thomas A.

Dooley, Jr., formerly assistant district engineer of the Ameri-
can Car & Foundr\' Company; Major Thomas R. Ryan, for-

merly general manager of the Brazilian Railway, and IMajor

John S. Douglas, formerly superintendent of machinery of

the Standard Steel Car Company.

News Concerning the Thirteenth Engineers

A recent cable to the Chicago Daily News from Junius B.

W'ood, war correspondent, contained .some interesting in-

formation concerning the Thirteenth Engineers (Railwavs),
the officers and men of which were recruited from railroads

entering Chicago. Verdun, he says, now has an American
station agent who is the most important man in the city aside
from the militar>' commander. This railroad officer is Cap-
tain V. H. Hagelbarger. formerly trainmaster on the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, at Bureau, 111. The regiment of which

Captain Hagelbarger is a member operates more than one

hundred miles of railroad, a large part of which is under

shell fire so that a night seldom passes without the tracks

ijeing cut in some place.

The French have gradually turned over more and more
lines of track, doubling that which the organization originally

operated. The men hailed with joy the acquisition of the

\'erdun terminal a few weeks ago. The latest acquisition is

the old Commercy-Verdun line which was again opened to

traffic when the Germans were driven from the St. Mihiel

salient. The colonel of the regiment is Nathaniel L. Howard,
formerly division superintendent on the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, at Hannibal, Mo. The lieutenant-colonel is

Charles L. W'hiting, formerly division superintendent of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Lewistown, Mont.
One of the greatest e.xploits of the regiment was the ballast-

ing of 1,400 meters (about one mile) of standard gauge rail-

road and laying 90-lb. rails within 24 hours. The French
militar)' authorities could not believe that such rapid work
was possible until they were told that trains were already

running on the new line. The work was performed by French
and Chinese laborers with American foremen. The road has
handled as many as 70 trains in a day.

Each railroad station is surrounded by truck gardens.

More than 30 of these gardens are tended by railroaders be-

tween trains and they furnish fresh vegetables three months
in the vear.

Final Liberty Loan Figures in West
The final statement of subscriptions to the Fourth Liberty Loan

by employees in the Northwestern region showed that 23 out of

3S roads made 100 per cent records and that the average for the

entire territory was 97.92 per cent with an average subscription

per person of $112.24. The aggregate amount of subscriptions

taken by employees and officers in the region was $27,853,750.

The officers and general office employees made the best percent-

age record achieved by any class of employees in the region,

with 99.59 per cent. Mechanical employees were second with a

percentage of 99.38. while they were first from the standpoint of

the aggregate amount of subscriptions, with a total of $7,815,300.

The Chicago & North Western led the individual lines of the

region in the aggregate amount of subscriptions with a total of

$5,483,900. The Copper Range, a 100 per cent line, had the high-
est average subscription per subscriber with $313.11.

Final returns on liberty loan subscriptions in the Central
^^'estern region showed 21 out of 42 roads in the 100 per cent
class and 96.7 per cent of all the officers and employees in

the region in the list of subscribers. .\ total of 36,016,550
was subscribed by the employees of all roads in the
region, while the average subscription per person was
$117.14. .\mong the individual lines, the largest sub-
scription was by the Southern Pacific, namely $6,369,350.

The .Atchison, Topeka &: Santa Fe was second with
$5,505,700, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy third, with

$5,426,300. The Union Terminal (St. Joseph, Mo.l was first

among the roads from the standpoint of the average subscrip-

tion per subscriber, this average being $369.40. The Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific had the largest subscription total of any
of the 100 per cent roads, reporting that $3,168,300 worth of

bonds had been taken by its officers and employees in the Cen-
tral Western region.

Corporation Subscriptions to the Liberty Loan
In addition to the subscriptions made by the railroad cor-

porations noted in recent issues of the Raihcay Age, others
were made as follows:

Delaware & Hudson $500,000
Buffalo & Susquehanna 100.000
Missouri Pacific 1,000.000
Kansas City Southern 250,000
Baltimore & Ohio 1.000.000
Wabash 500.000
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh 250.000
Seaboard -«ijr Line 500.000
Southern Railway 2.000,000
Nashville, Chattanoopa & St. Louis 200,000



General News Department

Officers and employees of the Alaska Engineering Com-
mission employed on the construction of the government's
railroad in Alaska, subscribed for $317,500 of the Fourth
Liberty Loan, about $100,000 more than they subscribed for

the Third Loan.

At the thirteenth annual meeting of the Associated Busi-

ness Papers, held in New York last week, officers were
elected as follows: president, A. C. Pearson, Dry Goods
Economist, New York; vice-president, Samuel O. Dunn,
editor, Railway Age, and treasurer, Fred D. Porter,

National Builder, Chicago.

The Federal Labor Bureau at Altoona, Pa., has calls

constantly for large numbers of artisans, mechanics and
laborers. The last list received from the Pennsylvania Rail-

road specifies 8,087 positions which need to be filled on that

road. More than 200 men are wanted in the shops in that

city, and 350 laborers on track work. The Cambria Steel

Company is looking for 1,100 men, mostly laborers.

The price of steel rails is an unsettled question which is

still under consideration by the price-fixing committee of the

War Industries Board. The committee some time ago
recommended a price of $56 a ton, based on a cost figure

which would allow a profit to the less efficient mills, but the

Railroad Administration objected on the ground that this

would represent too large a profit on most of the product.
Apparently this position was supported by the President, to

whom Mr. McAdoo referred the matter several weeks ago.

A central hay inspection yard for eastern and southern
lines was opened on the Pennsylvania Lines in Chicago at Thirty-

third street on September 24. Formerly hay inspection took place

on the team tracks of the individual lines, but on account
of congestion this outer yard was established. The centraliza-

tion of hay inspection is proving of great convenience not
only to hay dealers, but to the Forage Bureau of the War
Department. The Forty-seventh street team track of the

Pennsylvania Lines is being used as an auxiliary inspection

point.

Fire Prevention Day

Director Genera! McAdoo has asked all railroad employees

to seriously celebrate National Fire Prevention Day (No-
vember 2). lie calls attention to the fact that the annual

fire waste in the United States is from $300,000,000 to $400,-

000,000. "Bad housekeeping," in the words of the fire pre-

vention engineers, is the cause of many fires, and fire pre-

vention day is intended to be a reminder of our duty in this

matter.

The American "Train Control"

The automatic train stop and cab signal made by the

American Train Control Company, of Baltimore, Md., has

now been applied to 32 locomotives of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, and the system is being operated on the line between
Gordonsville, Va., and Cobhani. 7 miles. Apparatus is now
being installed for the operation of the system for 15 miles

additional, Cobham to Charlottesville.

Women in Railroad Service

Miss E. M. Vensel, block signal operator on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad at Gist, Pa., on the Soutliwest branch, near

Connellsville, fills a man's place in emergencies as well as in

routine duties. On the afternoon of October 12 she held oflf

a gang of train wreckers until help arrived. Noticing three

men tampering with a switch she ordered them away, but

their response was a show of pistols. But she also had a

revolver, and she opened fire; and she returned shot for shot

until a freight train came along and frightened the men away.

Miss Vensel stopped the train, and the trainmen found some
ties ready to be piled on the track.

St. Paul Road's Bond Bureau

H. E. Byram, federal manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, has organized a Liberty Loan bureau which will

handle all work pertaining to bonds purchased by officers

and employees of that road. T. W. Proctor, assistant gen-

eral freight agent, at Chicago, has been appointed chairman

of the new organization. Approximately $9,000,000 worth

of Liberty Bonds of the four issues have been bought by

St. Paul employees, the major part of them on the installment

plan. The bureau will take over all the work in connection

with tlie collection of installments, which was formerly

handled by the federal treasurer and the auditor. All accounts

will be kept by the bureau, and receipts will be issued and

bonds delivered by it upon the completion of payments.

Railway Electrical Engineers' Convention

The opening session of the tenth annual convention of the

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers was held on the

morning of October 29 at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago. C. J.

Causland of the Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh,

president of the association, made the opening address in

which he outlined briefly the principal activities of the organ-

ization and called attention to the importance of the work
of the committees this year. Following the president's ad-

dress the report of the secretary was presented, which cov-

ered the two years since the last convention, in 1916. The
registration at the opening session included 35 members and
27 associates.

Bootlegging in Baltimore

So extensive has become the "bootlegging" between Balti-

more and Washington since the last-named place became dry

that the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Railway has

been obliged to increase the number of trains, particularly on

Saturday and Sunday, and has added special cars to some
trains. There are now five trains leaving the city each day.

largely for the accommodation of those who convey supplies of

liquor for tliemselves or their friends. Most of the trains

are well filled with passengers with one or more satchels.

The assumption is that these satchels contain the needed
refreshment for parched throats: but this is a matter of con-

jecture, so far as the railway officials are concerned. It has

been estimated that as many as 1,000 passengers sometimes
use these trains; and another guess is that the minimum
amount of booze transported in this way will reach from 20

to SO barrels a day. The passengers are of all colors and
both sexes.

To correct an evil complained of when these "bootleggers"

first commenced to make their pilgrimages to Baltimore, the

company sought to prevent those unduly under the influence

of liquor from taking the same cars as the sober patrons;

and those who are now carrying on this underground liquor

traffic are required to board the extra trains (or cars) at

Eutaw and Pratt streets.

This road is not the only one which has to contend with

the bootlegging trafiic. Both the Baltimore & Ohio and the

Pennsylvania have had experience with the element. The
business is also carried on by automobile.

—

Baltimore Sun.
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Vaccinate Employees to Curb Epidemic

The Chicago & North Western has secured 25,000 doses of

an anti-influenza serum from the Mayo Foundation, Roches-

ter, Minn., for the purpose of vaccinating its employees and

officers. Approximately 700 of the 750 employees in the

general offices at Chicago have received their first inocula-

tion and about 6,000 on the entire system have been vacci-

nated. The treatment calls for the administration of three

doses, seven days apart. The vaccination is optional with

North Western employees, but so many seem to desire it

that efforts are being made to secure an additional supply

of the serum. The vaccine was prepared by Dr. E. C. Rose-

now and is furnished free to the railroad by the Mayo Foun-
dation. The use of the serum is still an experiment and a care-

ful record is being kept by the roads of the course of each

treatment. The decision to try out the vaccine followed the

apparently unimpeded inroads of the epidemic among the

employees of the system, particularly on the western lines,

and the resultant bad effect on railroad operation.

Pointed Reminders for Lines of Scant Clearance

Since American railway men have been operating railroads

in France, it has become necessary for them to issue warn-

ings to the American soldiers riding on military trains. In

this connection three of the railway clearance cards used

for this purpose have been received by some of the Northern

Pacific officials from Corporal Andolph Rudeen, a foT-ie"-

employee, who is now a member of the 25th Engineers. Some
of the placards read as follows:

127 AMERICAN SOLDIERS KILLED

Riding on Tops and Sides of Railway Cars.

KEEP INSIDE

There is Only Six Inches Clearance Between Tops and Sides of Cars and

Tunnel Arches and Bridges and Signal Towers.

KEEP INSIDE

WAIT UNTIL YOU GET TO A TRENCH TO STICK YOUR HEAD OUT

LOTS OF TIME

YOUR HEAD MAY BE HARD
But Not as Hard as Bridges and Tunnel Arches. Only Six Inches Qear-

ance. Don't Ride on Tops or Sides of Cars.

RAILWAY COMPANY WILL HOLD YOU RESPONSIPLE FOR DAMAGES TO BRIDGES AND

TUNNELS AND SIGNAL TOWERS—THEY ARE NOT INSURED KEEP

YOUR ULOCK INSIDE

THREE KINDS OF FOOLS

1—Fools.

2—Damned Fools.

3—SOLDIERS WHO RIDE ON TOPS AND SIDES OF CARS.

There Is Only a Slight Clearance Between Sides of Cars and Signal Towers.

IF YOU EXPECT TO SEE THE NEXT BLOCK, KEEP YOURS INSIDE

Canadian Pacific Freight Handlers' Strike Settled

The strike of freight liandlers on the Canadian Pacific

which had been pending since September 21, was finally set-

tled on October 24. As the strike was spreading to other

classes of employees and as transportation conditions were

already much disturbed by the influenza epidemic, the

Canadian government requested the railroad to name the best

possible terms on which the freight handlers would be per-

mitted to return to work. The company then offered to take

back all the men out on strike without discrimination, except

that at Calgary, where the trouble originated, it would refuse

to take back 25 per cent of those who first struck. The rail-

road further agreed to submit to the Canadian Railway

Board of Adjustment all grievances which the men claimed

to have in connection with pay, etc.; but reserved the original

point of dispute at Calgary, namely, the right of the company
to appoint or dismiss foremen without any reference to the

union, or without any regard to the question of seniority in

the service.

The cabinet of the Canadian government decided that the

terms of this offer were acceptable, with the amendment
that 25 men instead of 25 per cent of the original strikers

should be kept out of service, the question of keeping them

permanently out of service to be passed on by the Canadian

Board of Railway Adjustment.
It was understood that the company would select the 25

strikers who had proved themselves most obnoxious in the

way of interfering with new men and causing friction in the

freight houses and that it could present to the board of

adjustment the evidence it had of these pernicious activities.

After the cabinet had reached its conclusion regarding the

terms of settlement, these were telegraphed to the repre-

sentatives of the men and were acceptd by them. All of the

strikers with the exception of the 25 at Calgary reported for

duty on October 24. The government approved the stand

of the company with respect to the original cause of the

dispute and stated that the railroad would not be asked to

arbitrate that point.

A Rosy Picture

A press despatch from Washington published last week
says that cross-country operation of mail carrying motor
trucks, tried out by the Post Office Department on an experi-

mental scale during the last year, has been a great success.

James I. Blakeslee, Fourth Assistant Postmaster General,

says that one truck route between Philadelphia and Washing-
. ton, cutting chiefly through territory without direct rail con-
nection and costing $800 a month to operate, has in eight

months developed a revenue of $16,000 monthly. Another
route into Washington, where 28 parcels a day were moved
during the first month, now shows one ton of merchandise
each way each 24 hours.

"Seventy lines are now in operation, all but one east of

the Mississippi, and there are visions of a system which will

furnish $360,000,000 annually in revenue for road construction

or otlier purposes.

"General Pershing," said Mr. Blakeslee, "has 9,000 trucks

damaged or ruined over on the other side. We want them
all and can fix up and put every one of them to work. And
he's got some boys over there shy a hand, or an arm, or a

leg, to whom we can give good pay.

"Operating at night is the most profitable. The typical

route is about 180 miles long, 90 miles out and 90 miles back.

Almost always the constant operation of the lines produces
a return load. Of course, we'll have to have concrete roads,

but the business can produce the money to build them. There
are some economies in distribution of produce that are simply
amazing. Milk retails now in Washington at 17 cents a
quart. Milk is coming in on mail trucks direct to consumers
for 10 cents a quart, and the trucks are being weighed down
with five-gallon cans as consumers learn of the possibility.

Food is usually handled ten times on its way to a consumer.
We can cut that to five.

"Watching these figures, since December, w^hen we started,

has given me a new sort of inspiration. We shall be moving
the mails * * * jn airplanes for tlie thousand-m'"'- dis-

tances, trains for the 500-mile and trucks for the 250. i hat's

about the schedule."

Railway Accounting Officers

The executive committee of the Railway Accounting Offi-

cers' Association announces that June 11, 1919, is the -me,
and New York City the place for the next annutl me ing.

The Central Railway Club

The November meeting and annual dinner of the C-i^ral
Railway Club will be held at the Hotel Statler, Uu. ilo.

Thursday, November 14. There will be a business session
at 2 o'cock in the afternoon, at which the following topical
question will be discussed: "How Can a Railroad Man Help
Win the War?" At the dinner at 7 in the evening, Henry L.

Joyce, manager of the marine department of the Central of
New Jersey, will be toastmaster and the speakers will include
Howard MacSherry of Newark, N. J., and the Rev. George
F. Williams, director of St. Mary's on the Hill, Bufifalo.

Following the usual custom there will be a big delegation
attending from New York, leaving Hoboken at 8:55 Wednes-
day evening, on the Lackawanna.
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Traffic News

W. D. Trump, terminal manager in charge of all lines in

Detroit, Mich., issued an embargo, effective October 28, on

all intra-terminal switching, except of essential war material.

Exceptions will be granted only through special permits is-

sued by the terminal manager.

The street passenger railroads in New York City—elevated,

subway and surface—are now carrying about 400,000 fewer

passengers daily than were carried at this time in 1917. This

is due, in part, to the epidemic of influenza, but also it is be-

lieved that the migration of mechanics from one industrial

establishment to another has taken a good many men out of

the city.

Postmaster General Burleson has announced that airplane

mail service between New York and Chicago will be started

between December 1 and 15. It is proposed that the ma-
chines shall leave Chicago and New York at six o'clock each
morning, and make the trip in 10 hours. Mr. Burleson prom-
ises to establish airplane mail carriers between New York
and Denver after the war.

A delegation of shippers and others interested in trans-

portation on the New York Barge Canal held a conference
with Director General McAdoo last week regarding canal

matters and Capt. Charles Campbell, chairman of the Canal
and Terminal Interests Campaign Committee, sent a tele-

gram to the director general in connection with the confer-

ence, urging him to return the New York Barge Canal to

the State of New York and "insure the election of a Demo-
cratic governor and congressman this fall." In reply. Direc-

tor General McAdoo sent a telegram saying that the federal

government has not taken over the New York Barge Canal,
but that the state still retains entire control of it and should
complete thj waterway promptly so that it can be used to

full capacity. The Railroad Administration, he said, is

merely operating barges on the state's waterway and doing
everything it can to make it useful to the people of the state

and of the United States. Every citizen and every corpora-
tion desiring to use the canal can do so as freely as the Rail-

road Administration is using it. They can purchase canal
boats, barges and tugs and operate them on the canal with-
out any interference from the Railroad Administration.

Priorities for Lumber Manufacturers

Regulations under which lumber manufacturers may obtain
priority assistance for securing necessary labor, transporta-

tion, supplies, equipment, and materials have been issued by
Judge Edwin B. Parker, priorities commissioner of the War
Industries Board. Manufacturers are prohibited from mak-
ing any sales or deliveries except for essential uses, namely:
The requirements of the United States government and its

allies; the needs of the railroads operated by the government;
and for supplying to others lumber of primary importance in

war work or in essential civilian requirements.
The circular gives revised rules governing priorities in

production and delivery of lumber.

Cape Cod Canal

The efforts of the Railroad Administration to make the

Cape Cod canal navigable for the largest type of vessels in

the coastwise trade are meeting with success, according to

a statement issued. It is expected that all dredging will be
completed by December 31.

The steamers "Coastwise" and "Bristol," the largest col-

liers in the New England coal trade, capacity 6,900 tons each,

passed through the canal on September 20 and 21 respectively,

resulting in a saving of several hours' time, and over 60 miles
distance for each steamer. These vessels are 359 ft. in

length, 49 ft. beam and drew 18 ft. through the canal, which
they passed at low tide.

A fleet of four powerful tug boats and a force of competent
pilots are maintained at the canal. The Public Health Serv-

ice will establish a branch hospital for the care of sick or

injured seamen, and the United States Coast Guard has lo-

cated the site for a life saving station. The Department of

Commerce has recently improved the lights in Buzzard's
Bay, showing the western approaches of the Cape Cod canal,

and is investigating improvements of a similar nature at the
eastern end of the canal. Supplies of coal for tug boats are
now available at Sandwich.

Coal Production

The production of bituminous coal for the week ended
October 19 not only decreased 6.7 per cent because of the
influenza epidemic, but fell to the low weekly record of last

May, according to the weekly report of the Geological Sur-
vey. Preliminary estimates place production for the week
at 11,523,000 net tons, which exceeded the production during
the corresponding week of 1917 by 1,300,000 net tons, or 12.3

per cent. Tl'c influenza epidemic also caused a loss in the
anthracite fields and the production for the week, estimated
at 1,715,000 net tons, was 12.3 per cent below that for the
corresponding week. For the week ending October 12 the
percentage of full time output lost on account of car shortage,
according to the reports of bituminous operators, was 7.9

per cent.

Fuel Administrator Garfield has issued a report on the
fuel situation showing an encouraging situation as to the
advance stocks of coal now on hand and an increase of 37,-

000,000 tons of bituminous coal produced during the first six
months of the coal year as compared with the last year.
This has been made possible. Dr. Garfield says, by
cordial co-operation between the mine workers, the operators,
the Railroad Administration and the Fuel Administration.
Reports to Director General McAdoo show that the rail-

roads loaded 232,356 cars of coal during the week ended
October 19 compared with 216,294 for the corresponding
week of 1917. For the year up to October 19 the increase
over the corresponding period of 1917 was 730,203 cars.

Unprecedented Live Stock Receipts at Kansas City

Live stock receipts in the Kansas City (Mo.) stock yards
in the last week of September were the greatest in the history
of that market. The receipts of live stock from the roads
supplying those yards in the week from September 23 to
September 28. inclusive, amounted to 259,868 head, as com-
pared with 180,726 head during the same week of 1917, or
an increase of 44 per cent. The total number of cars received
and forwarded during that week was 7,366. The entire month
of September was also a record period for live stock traffic.

The number of head handled by the railroads during the
month was 1,404,423, as a.gainst 885,967 delivered and shipped
during the same period last year. The increase over Sep-
tember, 1917, was, therefore, approximately 59 per cent. The
total number of cars used for this traffic during the month
of September was 27,446, or 7,731 greater than the number
utilized for the same business last year, an increase of ap-
proximately 39 per cent. Live stock receipts and shipments
at Kansas City during the month of .August were also very
heavy, a total of 869,887 head were handled, 209,011 more than
last year, or an increase of 32 per cent.
The unprecedented movement of live stock is attributed

mainly to the severe drought in the southwestern states last
summer. The exceptional traffic was handled with very little
congestion on tlie railroads.

New French R.mlw.w Project.—The committee called
"Switzerland-Ocean," or "45th Parallel," recently met at Lyons
to discuss the execution of a project for a railway line, Turin-
Lyons-Limoges-Bordeaux, which will greatly facilitate and in-
crease the economic relations with Italy via Turin, Milan, and
N'enice, and beyond, and with North and South America on the
west. A delegate of the Minister of Commerce, various repre-
sentatives of the municipalities concerned, and presidents of
chambers of commerce assisted at the meeting.

—

The Engineer,
London.
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Equipment and Supplies

Locomotive Deliveries

.•\ total of 54 liicciniotivcs were delivered to railroads under
federal control durinx the week ended October 12. of which
36 were of the U. S. R. A. standard types. Of these, 39 were
shipped by the American Locomotive Company, 9 by the

Lima Locomotive Corporation and 6 by the P.aldwin Loco-
motive Works to the following railroads:

Works Road Number Type
rc.ranc! Trunk, New England... 10 U. S. R. A. Mikado
I.ouisvillc & Nashville 13 U. S. R. A. Mikado

I Chic.ngo Junction 5 U. S. R. .\. Switch
1
Chesapeake & Ohio 4 Mallet

= 2 U. S. R. A. Switch
.I.chigh Valley 5 U. S. R. A. Mikado

Total 39

Lima Illinois Central 9 Mikado

Total 9

{Philadelphia & Reading 1 Consolidation
St. I.ouis-San Francisco 1 Santa Fe
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Ke... 1 Mikado
Great Northern 1 Switcher
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 1 Mikado
Clcvc., Cinn.. Chic. & St. Louis. 1 U. S. R. A. Mikado

Total 6

Crand total 54

.\ total of 62 locomotives was shipped to various railroads

under federal control during the week ended October 19, of

which 39 were of the U. S. R. .A. standard types, as follows:

Works Road Number Type
r N. Y. C. & St. L in USRA Mikado

r.. & N 6 USRA Miksdo
I C. & 5 Mallet

I

Krie 5 USRA Switch
Amcrit%in J W. Pac 5 Mikado

^, Chic. June 5 I'SRA Switch
I
C. & A 7 USRA Mikado

I

W. & L. E 4 USRA Mikado

I Total , 47

Lima 111. Cent 9 Mikado

Total 9

rP. & R 2 Consolidation
P. R. R 1 Mikado

l;,ildwin J C. C. C. & St. L 2 I'SRA Mikado
]
A. T. & S. Fe 1 Mikado

I Total 6

Freight Cars
E. George & Co., New York, is inquiring for 75 50-ton ure cars.

The Air Nitrate Comp.\nv, New York, is inquiring for 275
car bodies.

G. H. HuTCHixs & Co., New York, is inquiring for 2 20-ton
freight cars.

The B.\lti.m(,re & Ohio is inquiring for 100 steel underframes
for caboose cars.

J. Watkins White, New Orleans, La., is inquiring for a num-
ber of tank cars.

W. W. LixDSY & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is inquiring for four
75-ton, open top cars.

The Liberty Ship Buildinx Company, Bloomington, N. C, is

inquiring for one transfer car.

The It.\li.\n government has ordered 10,000 freight cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Company, New York, is in-

quiring for 35 U-shaped steel dump cars.

The Willi.\m CR.^MP & Sons Ship & Engine Building Com-
r.\NV, Philadelphia, Pa., is inquiring for one platform car.

The Pennsylvani.\ Equipment Comp.\ny, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is inquiring to lease 15 dirty oil tank cars and 5 refined oil

tank cars with a capacity of 80,000 gal., for six months, with
option of releasing: for an additional six months, and is also in

the market for 30 to 35, 42-in. or 44-in. gage mine cars.

The United States W.\r Department has placed orders for

freight cars through the Department of Military Railways for

service on military railway lines abroad as follows : .American

Car & Foundry Company, 8.300; Standard Steel Car Company,
7,060; Liberty Car & Equipment Company, 800; St. Louis Car
Company. 400; Pressed Steel Car Company, 5,475; Pullman Com-
pany, 4,400; Haskell & Barker Car Company. 5.950; Standard

Car Construction Compr.ny. 100; General American Tank Car
Corporation, 400; Cambria Steel Company, 1,100; Keith Railway

Equipment t'onipany, 500 ; Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Com-
pany, 1.200; Koppcl Industrial Construction & Equipment Com-
pany, 500; Pennsylvania Tank Car Company. 660; Ralston Steel

Car Company, 1.000; Keith Car & Manufacturing Company, 1.150;

Piettendorf Company, 1,000.

Passenger Cars

The Pexnsylv.\ni.\ Eucipment Company, 1420 Chestnut
street. Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for one second-

hand. 50 passenger capacity, steam, gasoline-electric, or gaso-
line jirnpelled passenser and baggage car.

American Soldiers Moving a Heavy Railroad Gun on the St. Mihiel Front
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Herbert W. Drew, president of the Northern Railway
Supply Company, Chicago, died at Washington, D. C, on
October 14.

John W. Greenlaw, secretary of the Greenlaw Manufactur-
ing Company, Boston, Mass., died on October 30, of pneu-

monia, in Maiden, at the age of 81.

E. C. Carroll, sales representative of the National Carbon
Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to

enter the production department of the Globe Seamless Tube
Company at Milwaukee, Wis., efifective November 1.

A. H. Weston, who has been track engineer for the Lacka-
wanna Steel Company, Buffalo, for the past eight years, has

resigned to become general manager of the Key-Bolt Appli-

ance Company, Buffalo, manufacturers of a new design of

hcilt for ship construction and track work.

A. M. Brown, assistant manager of the compressor sales

division of tlie Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company at New
York, has been appointed district manager nf sales, with

office at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding G. A. Barden, wlio will

remain in Philadelphia as sales representative for the com-
pany.

The Chicago Railway Supplies Liberty Loan Committee,
of which Charles K. Knickerbocker, vice-president of the

Griffin Wheel Company, was chairman, secured subscriptions

from railway supply companies amounting to $6,875,000,

which was greatly in excess of the quota of $5,270,000 as-

signed to the committee.

At a meeting of directors of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, the vacancy caused by the death of

Robert M. Dixon, president of the company, was not filled,

but W. L. Conwell, vice-president, was appointed executive

officer of the company with full powers of the president. At
a meeting of directors of the Pintsch Compressing Company,

J. A. Dixon, vice-president, was appointed executive officer

witli full powers of the president.

The Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, New York,
ha.s received an order from Morris & Company, Chicago, for

equipping that company's steam power plant at Oklahoma
City, Okla., with a complete ''Lopulco" system for crushing,

drying, pulverizing and burning coal. Morris & Company
expect to use native coals and to inake use of Texas lignite.

The power plant contains 7 Edgemoor boilers having a total

of 3,100 hp., all of which are to be equipped.

John J. Smart, vice-president and director of Rownson,
Drew Si Clydesdale, Inc., died October 23 of influenza at

the age of 43 years. When the firm of W. J. Crouch Co.,

Inc., was founded, Mr. Smart was one of the original mem-
bers and served as manager of the engineering division.

Wlien Crouch & Co., amalgamated recently with the old

English firm of Rownson, Drew & Clydesdale, Mr. Smart
was made head of the manufacturing division.

The Barber-Green Company, Cleveland, Ohio, amiounces the

appointment of F. E. Smith as chief engineer. Mr. Smith
was formerly connected with the en.gineering department of

tile Stephens-Adamson Manufacturing Company, of the

Granby Mining & Smelting Company, and the American Zinc

& Chemical Company. Geo. C. Sanford, formerly connected

with the Elevator Supplies Company and the Otis Elevator

Company, now becomes superintendent of the Barber-Green
Company.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company is contemplating

tlie construction of a reinforced concrete plant in Detroit.

Mich., which will be five stories in height, with a finished

basement, and will cost between $200,000 and $250,000. The
structure will be 180 ft. by 60 ft. The company also will

l>uild a 45 ft. by 150 ft. extension to the erecting department
at its No. 2 plant at Franklin, Pa. The building will be of

brick and steel construction, and will cost about 530,000. Bids

are now being received on these buildings.

John P. Hopkins, chairman of the board of directors of the

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, and former mayor
of Chicago, died in that city on Sunday, October 13. He was
ill only a few days and death was attributed to a weak heart

superinduced by an attack of Spanish influenza. Mr. Hopkins
was born in Buffalo, New York, in 1858. He moved to Chicago
in 1880 and accepted a position with the Pullman Palace Car
Company as a machinist. Later he went into business for him-
self as a partner in tlie firm of Secord & Hopkins, general
merchandise, at Pullman, 111. This venture proved successful

and was the foundation for a large fortune. Mr. Hopkins was
a national figure in politics. He served the unexpired term
of Carter H. Harrison, Sr., as mayor of Chicago in 1893-94,

and was several times chairman of the Democratic National
Committee. Since the beginning of the war he has served as

secretary of the Illinois Council of Defense. In 1905 he be-

came interested in the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company
and was the largest stockliolder. He was one of the original

organizers of this company and was chairman of the board
of directors at tlie time of his death.

Frank W. Furry, president of the Ohio Injector Company,
died at his home in Chicago on October 23, after a short
illness, at the age of 60 years. Mr. Furry was born at Wads-

worth, Ohio, on Feb-
ruary 25, 1858. From
1884 to 1893 he was
connected with the

Ferdinand Shumacher
Milling Company, now
the Quaker Oats Com-
pany, and was then
until .April. 1894. in

railway service, having
been employed on the

Atlantic & Great West-
ern as a telegraph oper-
ator at Sherman. Ohio,
and on the New York.
Pennsylvania & Ohio
as telegraph operator
at -Akron. Ohio, and
later as city agent of

the Valley Railway.
Mr. Furry moved to

Chicago in .April. 1894,

when he organized the
Ohio Injector Company of Illinois, with which company he
had been actively en.ga.ned and was its president at the time
of his death.

Trade Publications

Condensers, Pumps .\xd Cooling Towers.—Under the name
of "Condensers, Pumps, Cooling Towers, etc.," the \\'heeler

Condenser & Engineering Co., Carteret, N. J., has just pub-
lished bulletin 112-.A describing its condensing machinery in

detail. The bulletin contains 32 pages, is profusely illustrated
and features, a discussion of the choice of the kind of con-
denser.

Wood Preserving.—The Carbolineuni Wood Preserving Com.
pany, of New York, has recently issued a circular in which the

advantages and economies derived from supplementary surface
treatment of timber are discussed at length. The information
is concisely presented and includes service records of structures

treated by this method. Several photographs illustrate clearly

the method of application while others show the condition of
timber thus treated after years of service under various con-
ditions.

W. Furry

Exports of MERcn.\NniSE from the port of New York during
iht month of August, 1918, amounted to $205,686,073. Included
in this total were steam locomotives valued at $752,051, and steel

rails at $610,535.—Si/Z/c/m of the .National Cil\ Bank cf Sew
York.
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Railway Financial News
Chicago & We.stern 1.nuian.\.—The directors have authorized

the renewal of the $15,000,000 one year 6 per cent notes which

fell due September 1 last, but which were not paid because of

the lack of funds. The renewal of these notes is for one year

from September 1, and they are upon the same interest basis as

the original issues. In consideration of such renewal, however,

a premium of 1J4 per cent will be paid at the time of renewal.

Hocking Valley.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and The National City

Company have announced that this company's 6 per cent

gold notes, due November 1, have been extended to Febru-

ary 1, 1919, with the approval of Director General McAdoo.

The agreement, under which the notes are issued, prevent-

ing the railroad from entering upon new obligations with-

out fully securing the old, continues in force. Director

General McAdoo has agreed, it was announced, to advance

the funds necessary to provide at maturity for any of these

notes, but the Railroad Administration desires that all

railroad corporations, as far as possible, shall provide for

their own financial requirements. Noteholders are re-

quested by the railroad company to extend their notes, so

that the government will not be called upon for funds at

this period, while plans are being made for permanently

financing the company.

Northern Pacific.—The stockholders at a special meeting voted

unanimously to authorize the directors to conclude the con-

tract with the government. The amount of compensation to

be paid the road, as certified by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission is $30,130,069. This amount is subject to slight modi-

fication.

Railway Construction

Baltimore & Ohio.—This road has awarded a contract to T. S.

Leake & Co., Chicago, for extensions to roundhouses at Flora,

111., and East St. Louis. At the former point eight 102-ft.

stalls will be added to the present structure and at East St.

Louis, 11 additional 100-ft. stalls will be constructed. The

extensions will be of brick construction. The contract was

awarded on a cost plus percentage basis.

Boston & Albany.—This road has prepared tentative plans

for a new passenger station at Springfield, Mass. The plans

call for building a new passenger station and office building, a

passenger subway, a baggage and express subway, and a build-

ing lo accommodate the baggage, mail and express business sepa-

rate from the passenger station building. There will be eight

through and one stub end station tracks, with platforms 20 ft.

wide, and a Bush train shed covering all tracks and platforms.

Two all-electric interlocking plants will be provided at each end

of the station. A new outbound freight house will also be pro-

vided at the Liberty street local delivery yard, and the yard

will be reconstructed to increase its capacity. The cost of the

proposed improvements will be about $2,500,000, none of

which is to be spent for the purchase of land.

CaN;\dian Northern — .\ new brick station, two stories high

and 129 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, is being built at Rainy River,

Ont., to cost about $30,000. The contractor is Claydon Com-

pany, Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Contracts have been

awarded to Paul Kicsen & Sons, 'Milwaukee, Wis., for the con-

struction of a reinforced concrete mechanical coaling plant at

New Lisbon, Wis., to cost about $25,000, and a plant of similar

type and cost at Watertown Junction.

Cornwall Railroad.—A contract has been given to J. H.

Greiner, Lebanon, Pa., for building a machine shop extension at

Twenty-second and Gulford streets, Lebanon, Pa. The build-

ing will be 25 ft. high, 60 ft. wide, and 140 ft. long of brick

and iron construction and will cost about $25,000.

Illinois Central.—Bids are being received for a one-story,

40 ft. by 200-ft., freight house at Herrin, 111., to cost about

$25,000. A contract has been awarded to Joseph E. Nelson

& Sons, Chicago, for the construction of a one-story, 40-ft.

by 200-ft., passenger station, freight house and express build-

ing at Stithton, Ky., the cost of which is estimated at $85,000.

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons have also been awarded a contract

for the construction of water works facilities at DuQuoin,
111. The Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company, Chi-

cago, has been awarded the contract for water work facilities

at Bois, 111. A contract has been given to G. A. Johnson &
Son, Chicago, for the construction of engine pits and paving

in a roundhouse at Jackson, Miss.

New York Central.—A contract has been given to the Walsh

Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa, for carrying out im-

provements, on the Pennsylvania division of the New York Cen-

tral, at Avis, Pa. The work will include an extension to the car

shop 45 ft. high, 202 ft. wide and 350 ft. long ; also an extension

to the blacksmith and machine shop 41 ft. high, 126 ft. wide and

206 ft. long. There will also be a steel mill building with brick

curtain walls and tile roof, on concrete foundation. The cost of

the improvements will be about $855,000.

Pennsylvania.—The new engine house and machine shop

at Pitcairn, Pa., now nearing completion, will cost, with the

other improvements, about $1,500,000. The engine house is

semi-circular and contains 34 stalls and there are three drop

tables. This is a reinforced concrete building. The machine
shop is 54 ft. x 120 ft., and is of steel. There are two turn-

tables, each 110 feet in diameter, and there is a storehouse of

reinforced concrete, measuring 50 ft. x 100 ft. There is also

a brick office building two stories high, 40 ft. x 80 ft., also

an ice house and an oil house combined, 38 ft. x 77 ft. This
building is of reinforced concrete and one story high

The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a contract to the

Brann & Stuart Company, Philadelphia, Pa., for building an

extension to the engine house at Thirtieth street. West Philadel-

phia, at a cost of about $100,000, and a contract has been given

to the William Steele & Sons Company, Philadelphia Pa., for

building an extension to the stalls of the engine house at Forty-

sixth street. West Philadelphia, at a cost of about $60,000.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines.—This road has re-

ceived authorization to build a 50 pit locomotive repair shop at

Marietta, Pa., at an estimated cost of $5,000,000. Plans for tlie

work are rapidly being formulated and it is expected that the

entire plant will be in operation in the early fall of 1919.

Philadelphia & Reading.—A store and oil house, one story

high and 85 ft. long, and a master mechanic's office, two stories

high, 19 ft. x 38 ft., are being built at Tulip and Somerset streets,

Philadelphia, Pa. Buildings are of concrete and brick. The con-

tractor is Pringle Borthwick, Philadelphia; cost, about $46,000.

St. Louis MuNiaPAL Bridge.—The Southwestern regional di-

rector has authorized the construction of connections between

the municipal bridge at St. Louis, Mo., and the Merchants' Bridge

and Terminal Railroad at the west end, and the tracks of the

Alton & Southern at the east end, so that in case it is later de-

cided to do so, the bridge can be promptly put into use.

St. Louis Southwestern.—This road will soon commence the

construction of a one-story frame passenger station on a con-

crete foundation, 24 ft. by 156 ft., at Maiden, Mo. The building

will be constructed by the road's own forces; cost $6,500.

St. Paul Union Depot.—The foundations of the headhouse

of the St. Paul Union Passenger Station have been completed

and work on the superstructure has been started. The head-

house will be ISO ft. by 300 ft., with an adjoining waiting room,

80 ft. by 400 ft., extending over the tracks. The total number of

tracks which will enter the terminal will be 22. In addition, the

project involves the construction of 12 miles of track, 500,000

cu. yd. of grading and the erection of a small engine house. The

total cost of the terminal improvements will amount to approxi-

mately $11,000,000.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.—A contract

has been awarded to the Fruin-Cohien Contracting Company,

St. Louis, Mo., for the construction of an engine terminal and

a two-story concrete coal hopper with pits at East St. Louis,

111., to cost approximately $127,000.
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Railroad Administration

Central Administration

Sydney B. Congdon, who has lieen secretary to John
Skelton Williams as comptroller of the currency, has been
appointed assistant to the director of the division of finance

and purchases, with office at Washington.

Federal and General Managers

The Quanah, Acme & Pacific has been placed under federal

control and assigned to the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, fed-

eral manager, Dallas, Texas.

G. L. Peck, federal manager of the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has

had the Chicago Union Station included in his jurisdiction.

A. W. Trenholm, federal manager of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,

has had the Fairchild & Northeastern added to his jurisdic-

tion.

H. B. Earling.'genera! manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, lines west of Mobridge, S. D., with headquarters

at Seattle, Wash., has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Port Townsend & Puget Sound.

E. L. Brown, general manager of the Denver & Rio Grande
and the Denver L^nion Terminal, with headquarters at Den-
ver, Colo., has had his jurisdiction extended over the Pueblo

(Colo.) Union Depot & Railroad.

Operating

The Arizona & New Mexico has been released from federal

control.

D. F. Bunch has been appointed chief dcspatcher on the

Appalachia division of the Southern Railroad, vice C. C.

Craig, resigned.

E. D. Hungerford, superintendent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacilk, at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has been appointed

terminal manager of all lines at that point.

The jurisdiction of J. L. Nichols, superintendent of the

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, with headquarters at

Chicago, has been extended over the Chicago Heights Ter-

minal Transfer.

W. L. Robinson has been appointed supervisor of fuel

consumption on the Baltimore & Ohio Western Lines, the

Dayton & Union Railroad, and the Dayton Union Railroad,

with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

O. N. Harstad, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Minneapolis, Minn., has been promoted to super-

intendent of the Aberdeen division, with headquarters at

Aberdeen, S. D., effective November 1.

W. H. O'Dea has been appointed trainmaster of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, with office at Scranton, Pa.,

vice H. J. MuUaghy, furloughed to accept other service with

the United States Railroad Administration.

Joseph L. Vaughan, conductor on the Dakota division of

the Northern Pacific, has been appointed trainmaster, with

headquarters at Jamestown, N. D., and William W. Berry,

conductor on the Rocky Mountain division, has been ap-

pointed trainmaster, with headquarters at Missoula, Mont.,

vice W. C. Showalter, promoted.

J. E. Fahy has been appointed assistant superintendent of

transportation of the Baltimore & Ohio, western lines, with

headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio. T. J. Daly has been ap-

pointed trainmaster at Newark, Ohio. L. I. Kerr has been
appointed assistant trainmaster at Barnesville, Ohio, succeed-

ing W. H.' Arnold, who has been promoted to trainmaster
at Cambridge, Ohio.

Eben D. Moon, division superintendent of the New York
Central Cwest of Buffalo), with office at Hillsdale, Mich.,

has been appointed superintendent of the Michigan division,

vice E. R. Bissell, appointed terminal manager at Cleveland,
Ohio; J. R. Todd, assistant division superintendent, with
office at Erie, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the
Lansing division, vice E. D. Moon, transferred, and J. J.

Daley, trainmaster, with office at Wesleyville, Pa., has been
appointed assi.stant superintendent of the Erie division, vice

J. R. Todd, promoted.

Abner Leake Kuykendall, whose appointment as superin-
tendent of terminals of the Southern Pacific at Houston,
Texas, was announced in the Railway Age of October 18, was
born at Grand View, Johnson county, Texas on March 20,

1876. He received a high school education and began railway
work in 1894 as an express messenger for Wells Fargo &
Co. on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. Subsequently he was
employed in various capacities on the same road, including
clerk, warehouse foreman, switchman and night yardmaster.
He then went to the Southern Pacific, and has filled suc-
cessively the positions of warehouse foreman, night yard-
master, general yardmaster, and assistant superintendent of
transportation at Jacksonville, Texas. Recently, as noted
above, he was promoted to superintendent of terminals at

Houston.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Maury Middleton, acting local federal treasurer of the
Southern Railroad, has been appointed also local federal treasurer

of the Piedmont & Northern, with headquarters at Wash-
ington. D. C.

H. H. Field, general solicitor of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, the Escanaba & Lake Superior and the Ontonagon
Railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his juris-

diction extended to include the Port Townsend & Puget
Sound.

E. F, Parham, federal treasurer of the Southern Railroad
and other roads under the jurisdiction of E. H. Coapman,
federal manager, has been appointed federal treasurer also

of the Piedmont & Northern, with headquarters at Wash-
ington, D. C.

The jurisdictions of H. D. Sheean, general solicitor of the

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal; F. B. Huntington, fed-

eral auditor, and H. H. Hall, acting federal treasurer, all with
headquarters at Chicago, have been extended over the Chi-
cago Heights Terminal Transfer.

G. J. Bunting, federal auditor of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul and the Escanaba & Lake Superior, with head-
quarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction extended to

include the Port Townsend &: Puget Sound. A. G. Loomis.
federal treasurer of the former roads, with office at Chicago,
has been appointed also acting federal treasurer of the Port
Townsend & Puget Sound.

The authority of H. B. Dike, general solicitor of the Min-
neapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at

Minneapolis, Minn., has been extended over the Lake Su-
perior Terminal & Transfer Railroad. T. B. Thompson has
been appointed federal auditor, of the latter road, with head-
quarters at Duluth, Minn., and H. N. Paist has been appointed
acting federal treasurer, with office at Minneapolis.

Traffic

J. R. Veitch, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash.,
has been appointed general frei.ght and passenger agent of
the Port Townsend & Puget Sound, with the same head-
quarters.

P. F. Finnegan, assistant. Division of Traffic. I'nited

States Railroad .\dministration. with headquarters at Wash-
ington, D. C, and formerly general freight agent of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Chicago, has been appointed freight

traffic manager of the western lines of that road, with head-
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•quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding C. L. Thomas, de-

ceased. Mr. Finnegan also becomes chairman of the Cin-

cinnati district freight traffic committee in place of Mr.

Thomas.

T. P. Chambers, general agent of the freight department of

tlie .\lchison, Tupeka & Santa Fe, at Los .Kngeles, Gal., has

been appointed division freight agent at that point. E. W.
McGee, general agent of the passenger department at Los

,\ngeles, has lieen appninted division passenger agent at the

same place. N. W. Hall, general agent of the freight depart-

ment, and J. B. Duffy, general agent of the passenger depart-

ment, at San Francisco, Cal., have been appointed division

freight agent and division passenger agent, respectively, with

the same head(iuarters. L. McPhetridge has been appointed

division freight and passenger agent at Fresno. Cal. W. R.

Dowler, general agent at San Bernardino, Ca!., has been

appointed division freight and passenger agent at that point.

S. C. Payson, general agent at San Diego. Cal.. has been ap-

pointed di\isinn freiglit and passenger agent at that place.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. S. Shaw, Jr., has been appointed division engineer of

the Michigan Central, with headquarters at St. Thomas, Ont.,

succeeding J. E. Johnson.

E. L. CoUette. assistant engineer of the St. Louis-San

Francisco, at Springlield, Mo., has been appointed district

(engineer at that place, succeeding P. J. Neff.

G. O. Hammond, general mechanical superintendent of the

Kew York, New Haven & Hartford, with office at Xew
Haven, Conn., has resigned, effective November 1.

E. A. Whitman, chief engineer of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at Minneapolis.

Minn., has had his authority extended over the Lake Superior

Terminal & Transfer Railroad.

C. F. Loweth, cliief engineer of tlie Chicago, .Milwaukee &
St. Paul, the Escanaba & Lake Superior and the Ontonagon

Railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdic-

tion extended to include the Port Townsend & Puget Sound.

The authority of E. G. Lane, chief engineer of the Balti-

more & Ohio, western lines, and the Baltimore & Ohio Chi-

cago Terminal, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has

been extended over the Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer.

B. J. Farr, master mechanic of the Grand Trunk (Western

Lines), at Battle Creek, Mich., has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power and car department of the Western
Lines, with headquarters at Detroit. Mich., succeeding W. H.

Sample, who has gone to the Grand Trunk in Canada.

C. P. Richardson, assistant engineer of track elevation of

tlie Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at

Chicago, resigned, effective October 19. to lake a position as cost

engineer on the Davenport project of the United States

Housing Corporation, with headquarters at Davenport, Iowa.

The jurisdiction of T. A. Foque, general mechanical super-

intendent, and of P, Swenson, superintendent of bridges and

buildings of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

has been extended over the Duhith. South Shore & .Vtlantic

and the Mineral Range, boih wiih headquarters at Minneapolis,

Minn.

Purchasing

E. T. Stone, purchasing agent of the Minneapolis. St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie, with office at Minneapolis. Minn., has had

the Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer Railroad included

in his jurisdiction.

The jurisdiction of W. S. Galloway, purchasing agent of

the Baltimore & Ohio system, with headquarters at Balti-

more, Md., has been extended to include the Chicago Heights

Terminal Transfer.

O. H. Wood, assistant purchasing agent of the Great

Northern, at Seattle. Wash., has been appointed purchasing

agent of the Pacific Coast Railroad, with ihe same headquarters,

succeeding G. W. Saul.

W. A. Linn, purchasing agent of the Chicago. Milwaukee

& St. Paul, the Escanaba & Lake Superior and the Ontona-

gon Railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his

jurisdiction extended to include the Port Townsend & Puget

Sound.

Lyle Miller has been appointed division storekeeper of the

.Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe at Riverbank. Cal.; G. W. Rig-

gins has been appointed to that position at Gallup, N. M.;

A. J. Dodge has been appointed division storekeeper at

Dodge City, Kan., and N. O. Sharpe has been appointed

storekeeper for the eastern division, with office at Emporia,
Kan.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

C. I. Millard has been elected vice-president of the Norfolk
Southern, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.

James McNeill has been appointed secretary and treasurer

of the Detroit & Mackinac, with office at New York.

W. R. Grim has been elected vice-president of the Louisi-

ana & Arkansas, with headquarters at Texarkana, Texas.

J. E. Gordon has been appointed controller and secretary

of the Gulf & Ship Island, with office at Gulfport, Miss.

Henry J. Hart, general solicitor of the Bangor & Aroos-
took, has been elected vice-president and general counsel, with

headquarters at Bangor, Me.

F. J. Fell, Jr., general accountant of the Pennsylvania, has

been appointed auditor of the Cumberland Valley, with head-

quarters at Philadelphia, Pa.

W. C. Carrick has been appointed auditor of the Richmond,

Fredericksburg & Potomac and the Washington Southern,

with headquarters at Richmond, Va.

George Hodge, assistant to general manager of the

Canadian Pacilic, Eastern Lines, w^ith office at Montreal,

Que., has been appointed assistant to the vice-president.

H. A. Elliott has been appointed general attorney of the

Arizona & Eastern, and W. M. Shirk has been appointed

assistant treasurer, both with headquarters at Clifton, Ariz.

W. R. Cole, chairman of the board of the Nashville. Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.,

has been elected also president to succeed J. Howe Peyton,

deceased.

C. E. Stockdill, assistant to the vice-president and general

manager of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Win-
nipeg. Man., has been appointed assistant to the vice-presi-

dent of the western lines, with the same headquarters.

C. C. Huitt lias been appointed assistant to the president

of tlif MissDuri Pacific, with headquarters at New York,

N. ^^ E. H. Lycett, general accountant, has been appointed

assistant secretary and assistant treasurer, with office at

St. Louis, Mo.

R. Rosa, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the

Nevada-California-Oregon Railway, with office at New York.

has been elected treasurer, vice R. M. Cox. resigned, and

O. R. Belcher, superintendent at Alturas, Cal., has been

elected assistant treasurer, succeeding Mr. Rosa.

The following new corporate officers have been chosen on

the Charleston & Western Carolina: George B. Elliott, chair-

man, executive committee. New York; R. D. Cronly, secre-

tary and assistant treasurer, Wilmington. N. C; J. J. Nelli-

gan, treasurer, Baltimore, Md., and J. E. Shannon, auditor,

Wilmington. N. C.

E. H. Boles, general attorney of the Lehigh N'alley. has

been appointed general counsel, with headquarters at New
York. D. G. Baird, secretary, also has been appointed treas-

urer, with nrtioc at Pliiladelphia, Pa. J. W. Robbins, assistant

secretary, also has been made assistant treasurer, with office

at Philadelphia. H. R. German has been appointed assistant

secretary, with office at Xew York. A. F. Bayfield has been

appointed auditor, with headquarters at Philadelphia.
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H. E. Bissell, right of way and claims agent of the Grand

Trunk Facitic. with office at Winnipeg, Man., has been ap-

pointed hind and tax agent. The claims departmet is now in

charge of H. H. Hansard, solicitor, to whom all correspond-

ence pertaining to claims on account of injuries to persons or

livestock should be addressed.

Frank A. Greene, assistant superintendent of insurance

and safety ^if the Pennsylvania Railroad, under the United

States Railroad .Administration, since June, 1918, and previ-

ous to that time assistant superintendent of the insurance

department, has been appointed insurance agent of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad for the corporation.

J. D. Farrell. vice-president of the Union Pacific system,

has also been elected first vice-president of the L.os Angeles

& Salt Lake, with headquarters at Portland, Ore. C. P.

Smith has l)een elected secretary, with ofiice at Los Angeles.

Cal. F. C. Loofbourow has been appointed assistant secre-

tary, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, I'tah; W. J. Doran
has been appointed treasurer, and J. M. Evans has been

appointed auditor, both with headquarters at Los Angeles.

W. L. Ross has been chosen president and receiver of the

Toled'i. St. Louis & Western and president of the Toledo
Terminal, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio. James .Steuart

Mackie has been appointed agent for receiver and acting

secretary, with lieadquarters at Xew York. Bryan Thomas
has been appointed secretary of the Toledo Terminal Rail-

road, and W. C. Carr has been appointed treasurer, lioth with

headquarters at Toledo.

Anthony D. MacTier, general manager of the Eastern

line-^ 'if the Canadian
elected vice-president.

Pacific, at Montreal. Que., has been

with headquarters at Montreal. He
was born in December.
1867, at Blairgowrie.

Scotland, and was edu-

cated in S e d b e r g h .

Yorkshire. England. In

May, 1887, he began
railway work with the

Canadian Pacific as a

stenographer and

served in the office of

the general baggage
agent and the general

superintendent until
1889. He was then for

two years assistant to

the superintendent of

sleeping and dining

cars, and from 1891 to

May. 1896, served in

the car service, stores

and fuel departments.
A. D. MacTier

j^^ ^^.^^ appointed gen-

eral baggage agent in

1896. and from 1899 to 1907 served as general fuel agent. He
was then a])pointed assistant to the vice-president, remaining

in that position until December. 1912. when he was appointed

general manager. Eastern lines, and now liecomes vice-presi-

dent of the same road as above noted. Mr. MacTier's entire

railway service has been with the Canadian Pacific.

C. E. Perkins, president of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, has also been elected

president of the Ft. Worth & Denver City, the Ft. Worth
& Denver Terminal, the Wichita Valley, the Wichita Falls

& nklahoma. the Wichita Valley, the Stamford & North-

western and the Al)ilene & Northern. S. Kesler has been

elected secretary and treasurer of the seven latter companies,

with lieadquarters at Ft. Worth, Texas, and D. B. Keeler,

vice-president of those companies, has also been elected

controller.

R. D. Cronly has been appointed assistant to general

counsel, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the

.Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Wilmington. X. C.

J. F. Post, Jr., has been appointed assistant secretary, with

office at Wilmington. J. J. Nelligan has been appointed

treasurer, and J. B. Kirby has been appointed assistant treas-

urer, both with headquarters at Baltimore, Md. S. B. Woods
has been appointed assistant to general counsel, and J. E.

Shannon has been appointed auditor, both with headquarters
at Wilmington.

J. T. Mahaney, auditor of the Wichita Falls & Xorth-
western, has had his jurisdiction extended over the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. E. W. Peabody, statis-

tician of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has been appointed
treasurer of that company, including the M. K. & T. of Texas,
and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, with office at St.

Louis. A. C. Rearick, general counsel of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, has been appointed coimsel for the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, with office at Xew York.

D'AIton C. Coleman, whose election- as vice-president of

the western lines of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters
at Winnipeg, Man., w'as announced in the Railway Age of

October 25, was born
at Carleton Place, Ont.,

on July 9, 1879. He be-

gan railway work in

N'ovember. 1899, as a
clerk in the assistant

engineer's office of the

Canadian Pacific at Ft.

William. Ont., and sub-

sequently was em-
ployed as a clerk in the

office of the superin-
tendent at Ft. William,

Ont.. and of the gen-
eral superintendent at

Winnipeg. Man., until

January. 1902. when he
became chief clerk in

the superintendent's of-

fice at Cranbrook. B. C.

He was then succes-
D. C. Coleman ^^.^^^. ^,,jgf ^i^^^. j^ j,,g

general superintend-
ent's office at North Hay. Out., and Winnipeg. Man., and
chief clerk to tlic assistant general manager at the lat-

ter place. ( )n June 1, 1907. he was appointed super-
intendent of the Third district. Pacific division, at X'elson,

B. C, and on December 1, 1908. he became superintendent
of car service of the western lines at Winnipeg. On .April 1,

1912, Mr. Coleman was promoted to general superintendent
of the Manitoba division at Winnipe.g. and in July of the
following ^ear he was made general superintendent of the

Alberta division at Calgary. .Alta. In January. 1915. he was
appointed general manager of the western lines, in charge
of maintetiance and operation, with headquarters at Winni-
peg, which position he held until his recent promotion to

vice-president, as noted above.

Operating

The St. Louis & O'l'allon, which was under the jurisdiction

of A. S. Johnson, terminal manager, St. Louis, Mo., has been
released from federal control, effective October 16.

S. H. McCartney, secretary and auditor of the Nevada-
California-Ore.gon Railway, with office at .Alturas. Cal., has
been elected general manager, vice R. M. Cox, resigned.

W. H. Sample, superintendent of motive power of the

Grand Trunk Western Lines, at Detroit. Mich., has resigned

and has been appointed general superintendent, motive power
and car departments, of the Grand Trunk system (in Canada),
with headquarters at Montreal, Que. .\ portrait of Mr.
Sample and a sketch of his railway career were published in

the Raihuay .J.ir<' of September 28. 1917. page 586.

Alfred Price, assistant general manager of the Canadian
Pacific. Eastern Lines, at Montreal. Que., has been appointed
general manager. Eastern Lines, with office at Montreal.

J. T. Arundel, general superintendent of the Ontario district,

with otTtce at Toronto. Ont.. having retired from the service.

Allan Purvis, general superintendent of the Quebec district.
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Hand

with office at Montreal, Que., has been appointed general

superintendent of the Ontario district, and J. M. Woodman,
superintendent at Montreal, has been appointed general

superintendent of the Quebec district, in place of Mr. Purvis.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

George W. Hand, valuation engineer of the Chicago &
North Western and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha, vi'ith headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed

corporate engineer of

those companies, with

the same headquarters,

efifective November 1.

Mr. Hand was born at

Huntertown, Ind., in

1882, and was educated

at Purdue University.

In March, 1903, he en-

tered railway service

with the Chicago &
North Western as a

tapeman and has been

with that road ever

since. During his first

four years of railroad

experience he was em-
ployed as tapeman,

rodman, and instrument

man on location work,

construction work and

surveys. From 1907, to

1910 he was assistant
, . , ,

engineer on track elevation work, followmg which he was

transferred to the chief engineer's office and assigned to

special duties, which included making specific investigations,

studying standards and carrying on state valuation work.

When the federal valuation law was passed, he was assigned

exclusively to valuation work and was subsequently appointed

valuation engineer and a member of the valuation committee

of the North Western and valuation engineer of the Omaha.

He has continued in these capacities up to the time of his

recent appointment as corporate engineer of both companies.

Daniel Joseph Brumley, valuation engineer of the Hlinois

Central, with headquarters at Chicago, who has been ap-

pointed' chief engineer to look after the interests of the

corporation, with head-

quarters at Chicago, as

has already been an-

nounced in these col-

umns, was born near

Belmore, Ohio, on

March 19, 1865. He
was educated in the

civil engineering school

at Ohio State Uni-

versity, graduating in

1895. In June of that

year he began railway

work as assistant sec-

tion foreman on the

Louisville & Nashville

at Evansville, Ind. Dui'-

ing the latter part of

1896 he became assist-

ant engineer for the

Columbus & Hocking
Coal & Iron Company
at Straitsville, Ohio.

The following two years he was successively assistant super-

visor on the Louisville & Nashville at Belleville. 111.; section

foreman at Evansville, Ind.; rodman at Louisville. Ky., and

assistant engineer at Clarksville. Tenn. In December, 1898,

he was transferred to the chief engineer's oflice at Louis-

ville. Ky. In September, 1901, he left the Louisville & Nash-

ville to go to the Mexican National as roadmaster at

Laredo, Texas, but returned to the former road one month

later as roadmaster at Elizabethtown, Ky., where he remained

until October. 1904. when he was appointed division engineer

of the Indianapolis Southern at Indianapolis, Ind. In March,

1905, he became principal assistant engineer of the Illinois

Central, the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the Indianapolis

Southern, with office at Chicago. Mr. Brumley was engineer

of construction of the two former roads from June, 1910, to

April, 1913, when he was appointed engineer maintenance

of way. In November, 1913, he was promoted to assistant

chief engineer, with headquarters at Chicago, and in April,

1914, he became valuation engineer, which position he held

until his appointment as chief engineer of the corporation,

as mentioned above.

William McNab, valuation engineer of the Grand Trunk,

at Montreal. Que., has been appointed chairman of the valu-

ation committee, vice H. R. SaSord, who has gone to Chicago

to take a position in the Central Western region of the United

States Railroad Administration. A. Crumpton, assistant

valuation engineer, at Montreal, Que., has been appointed

valuation engineer, both with headquarters at Montreal.

Traffic

Frank E. Emery has been appointed general agent of the

-Arkansas & Louisiana Midland, at St. Louis, Mo.

B. F. Seggerson has been appointed traffic manager of the

New Mexico Central. wMth headquarters at Santa Fe, N. M.,

to succeed C. A. Richardson, assigned to other duties.

Railway Officers in Military Service

Captain L. M. Pill, formerly valuation engineer on the

Mobile & Ohio, with headquarters at Mobile, .\la., has been

commissioned a major on the general stafif of the American
Expeditionary Forces in France.

W. J. Wilson, superintendent of the Washington Terminal

Company, Washington, D. C, has been commissioned a

major in the United States Corps of Engineers and expects

to leave the country in the near future for service in con-

nection with the military railways abroad.

Obituary

George A. Stockburger, trainmaster on the New York
Central, with office at .Albany, N. Y., died at his home in

Albany on October 23, at the age of 45.

Chester P. Siems, chairman of the Siems-Carey Railway

and Canal Company, died on October 23 at his home in New
York City at the age of 33. In 1907 he entered the engineer-

ing department of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, and in

the fall of 1908, left the railroad company and joined his

father in forming the firm of Siems & Co.. which carried

out some large contracts on the Great Northern and the

Northern Pacific.

John C. Nelson, engineer of maintenance of way of the

Seaboard Air Line, w^ho died at Norfolk, Va., on October 6,

as noted in our issue of October 18, was born at Belton,

Texas, on November 3. 1862. He began railway work as a

rodman with an engineering corps on the Richmond & Meck-

lenburg in July. 1882. From February to April. 1883. he was

levelman on the Richmond & Danville, and from the latter

date to February. 1884, was resident engineer on the Rich-

mond & Mecklenburg. He then became assistant engineer

on the Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific, where he

remained until March, 1891. The following three months

he was resident engineer on the Louisville Southern, return-

ing in May, 1891. to the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific as assistant engineer. In July of that year, Mr. Nelson

was appointed engineer maintenance of way of the Cin-

cinnati division of the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St.

Louis at Springfield. Ohio, and in September, 1899, he be-

came division engineer of the Eastern division of the New
York Central & lludson River at New York City. He re-

turned again to the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific

in 1902 as roadmaster. and in 1907 he went to the Seaboard

Air line as engineer maintenance of way, which position he

held at the time of his death. Mr. Nelson was a charter mem-
ber of the .American Railway Fingineering Association.



Announcement
Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age, sailed re-

cently for a trip to England, France and Belgium, and will

be absent about two months. He goes as a member of a

party of fifteen business paper publishers and editors, who

are making the trip at the invitation and as the guests of

the British government. It is the intention to give the mem-
bers of the party opportunity to study the military, indus-

trial, economic and other conditions in the countries men-

tioned, both through conferences with their political, mili-

tary and business leaders, and by means of visits to their

great centers of population and industry.

The party was made up and goes under the auspices of

the British Ministry of Information, represented in this coun-

try by the British Bureau of Information, of which Geoffrey

Butler, with headquarters in New York City, is Director.

The other members of the party are H. M. Sweltand, pres-

ident. United Publishers Corporation, New York; David

Beecroft, editorial director. Class Journal Company, New
York; A. J. Baldwin, vice-president, McGraw-Hill Publish-

ing Company, New York; H. C. Parmelee, editor. Metallur-

gical & Chemical Engineering, New York; Floyd W. Par-

sons, Editor, Coal Age, New York; E. B. Taylor, adver-

tising manager, Dry Goods Economist, New York; H. Cole

Estep, . editorial director, Penton Publishing Company,

Cleveland; H. G. Lord, president, Textile World Journal

Co., New York; W. W. Macon, associate editor. Iron Age,

New York; F. F. Cutler, president. Shoe & Leather Re-

porter, Boston; Allen W. Clarke, president, American Paint

Journal Company, St. Louis; Edward L. Darville, associate

editor. Hardware Age, New York; H. L. Aldrich, president,

Aldrich Publishing Company, New York, and Roger W.

Allen, president, Allen-Nugent Company, New York.

It is expected that during his absence Mr. Dunn will be

able to send back some articles to the Railway Age; and we

believe his comments on the foreign situation, written both

while he is away and after he returns, will be of no little

interest to the readers of the Railway Age.

During the convention of tlie Association of Railway Elec-

trical Engineers, one of the speakers made use of a striking

means of illustrating a woeful lack of
A Vast efficiency in the matter of industrial

Industrial lighting. After careful computation he

Army ^^'^s obliged to conclude, he said, tliat

the labor of an anny of more than a

million and a half of men was lost in the United States from
no other cause than from the lack of proper lighting. If

better and more scientific methods of illumination are with-
in our reach it is high time that greatly increased activity

were started along the lines of correct lighting. Tlie labor
situation has never before been as serious as it is at present.
If proper lighting will result in effecting economy and in-

creasing production equivalent to even a small proportion of
the labor of a million and a half of men no time should be
lost in making the necessary changes, regardless of cost.

Notwithstanding the unprecedented amount of advertising
which the Liberty Loans had, there were some opportunities

which were neglected. One important
Good one was the use which might have been

Advertising made of the car windows of coaches and
Space "'^d Pullmans. It is, of course, a well

recognized fact that a man may see a
particular article or particular fact advertised a thousand
times and not be moved to act, and the thousand and first

time there is something about the advertisement or about his
mood which "sells" him the idea. When a man is traveling
in a railroad car he is generally in both an obseri'ing and
a receptive mood. The extent to which card advertisements
are used in street cars and subways is a recognition of this
fact. To have advertised the Liberty Loan by means of a
transparent poster, such as used in Europe, pasted across
the next to the end window facing in on coaches and Pull-
mans would have been a comparatively inexpensive method
of reaching the public in a new way at a particularlv oppor-
tune time. The idea might well be used now in connection
with the United War Work Campaign. Besides using the
next to the end windows, a poster might be used filling only
a part of the space of the middle windows on each side, with
the poster facing out. While this would be unsuitable for
through express trains, on local trains it should be a ver>'
effective method of reaching quite a large class of people in
addition to the actual travelers on the train.

With conclusive proof that the locomotive brick arch will
save fuel and increase the hauling power of locomotives, it is

strange that greater care is not taken
Locomotive jn its maintenance and that a more
Brick Arch extensive program of equipping old

Maintenance locomotives with arches is not carried

out. The most authoritative tests of
brick arches yet made are those of the Pennsylvania Railroad
which were described in its bulletin No. 30, an abstract of
which appeared in the Railway Age Gazette of May 4, 1917,
page 93 J. It was shown that the drawbar horsepower of
locomotives may be increased from 12 to 16 per cent and it

is a generally recognized fact that the brick arch makes pos-
sible a fuel saving of at least 10 per cent. Numerous in-
stances have bcx-n brought to our attention where locomotives
are pemiittcd to run without the arch brick in place. With
the surplus of power reported at the present time there is no
e.xcuse for this as there is plentj' of fire brick available in the
market for locomotive use. Furthermore, as locomotives
pass through the shop no better investment could be made
than to equi]> them with arches. The best figures available
indicate that only about 60 per cent of the locomotives in
this country have brick arches. There has been a material
decrease in the application of fire brick arches to old loco-
motives this year as compared with last, although ever}- new
locomotive is equipped with an arch. With the extreme de-
mand for fuel economy it is hard to reconcile the fact that
this matter has not been given more serious consideration.

801
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The appalling train wreck in Brooklyn, N. Y., on Novem-
ber 1, the worst disaster on rails tliat has ever occurred in

Greater New York, happens at a time
The when, unfortunately, petty political dif-

Brooklyn ferences color the discussions concern-

Disaster ing the causes; but the real difficulty is

extremely simple. A public service

commissioner lays the blame on Mayor Hylan. Mr. Hylan

was formerly a locomotive runner for the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company, and is said still to be a member of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; he knew of the pro-

posed strike of the brotherhood men and telegraphed to the

officers of the company asking them to avert the strike, but

did not ask the men to defer their walk-out until the Public

Service Commission could have time to consider the contro-

versy. Others blame the strikers, on general principles;

and the main charge against the company is that it did not

show proper respect for tlie National War Labor Board.

These charges may be well-grounded, but they involve a

long inquiry; and such inquiries seem never to afford the

least assistance in getting at the bottom of the trouble, in

train accident investigations. The published evidence in-

dicates the real difficulty in Brooklyn as simply the neglect

of some officer to see that no motorman was intrusted with

a high speed passenger train until he was thoroughly

acquainted with the road. Whether it was the highest oper-

ating officer or the lowest, or some one between these grades,

who was immediately at fault, is not yet disclosed. This

requirement seems to be neglected because of its very sim-

plicity. Men who are well acquainted with the road will

make blunders; the great majority of runners have a full

knowledge of the road before the superintendent ever has

occasion to ask about it; and so a vital element is left at

loose ends. In the Nashville collision of July 9, last, the

absence of an experienced trainman and the presence of a

green man in his place, was one of the tragic elements which,

if it had \xen otherwise, probably would have prevented the

collision.

As tlie unprecedented winter of 1917-1918 recedes farther

into the distance the statistics showing the efficiency of freight

operation reflect an increasing improve-
Freight ment. The monthly report compiled by

Operations the Operating Statistics Section of the

for August Railroad Administration shows an in-

crease in the ton-miles of revenue freight

handled in August of 7.6 per cent, as compared with August,

1917, while for the eight months' period there was an in-

crease of 1.1 per cent. Up to July 1 the railroads this year

had handled less ton-miles than during the first si.x months
of last year, but the increase in July produced a gain of one-

tenth of one per cent for seven months and the August show-
ing made a still further improvement. The improvement
accom[)lishcd under the direction of the Railroad
Administration, as far as this report indicates, has
been principally in the increased train and car loading as

compared with the results gained last year and in spite of

the decline in the speed of movement as indicated by the

reduced mileage per car and per locomotive per day, 4.8 per
cent more ton miles were handled per freight locomotive per
day and 3.3 per cent more ton miles per car per day.

The reduced mileage per day may doubtless be explained
in part by a reduction in the average haul as a result of the

efforts toward short-routing and the elimination of cross-

hauling, which have i)een particularly effective in the case
of coal under the zone .system. A shorter average haul
would tend to bring down the mileage per day because of
the greater effect of the time required at terminals. The
proportion of empty car mileage in August also continued
to show an increase, from 31.2 per cent in 1917 to 32.4 in

1918. This is probably one effect of the plan of centralized

regulation of car distribution, under which empty cars are

ordered to the place where the)' are needed for loading in-

stead of being required to work their way, but it is believed

that better service results, sufficient to justify the increased

haulage of empty cars.

Ever since this country entered the war, the railroads have

struggled with the problem of reinforcing old equipment
It has been necessary to put cars of

Latitude in w-eak construction in service, and with

Methods of Re- the car service rules suspended the pro-

inforcing Cars portion of these cars remaining on the

tracks of the owning roads has been so

low that little reinforcing work could be done. Largely as

a result of this condition, it has been impossible to make
much headway in reducing the number of heavy bad order

cars. The high jjercentage of cars in bad order off the

home roads is particularly striking. The Railroad Admin-
istration has recently issued instructions for reinforcing

which should help the situation somewhat. It seems, how-
ever, that much better results could have been secured had
the roads been allowed more latitude in the method of doing

the work, particularly in applying metal draft arms. Of the

cars held out of the service, probably 80 per cent are in bad
order on account of defective draft gear. It is obvious that

to remedy this, the draft attachments should be strengthened

instead of rep)eatedly repairing them in kind. The Division

of Operation has specified that draft arms shall l)e of cast

steel. Because of the fact that the reinforcing is limited to

this one material, the roads must secure the draft arms from

the owner. It is necessary to hold the car on the repair track

and write to the owning line for the material, and it often

happens that the roads do not have draft arms for that par-

ticular class of car. It is then necessary to follow the original

construction in repairing the car. A number of roads have

used, for reinforcing wooden cars, draft arms that are built

up of plates and channels. Such members can i)e designed

so that they will fit many classes of cars with but slight alter-

ations. The amount of rolled shaj^es and plates required is

almost negligible and the saving in man-power that could be

effected by using this type of construction should i)e suffi-

cient to outweigh the minor disadvantages. It is to be hoped
that the Railroad Administration will revise its instructions

and permit the roads to apply built-up draft arms in order

that the work of reinforcing wooden cars mav be accelerated.

Increase Tie Production

ONE OF THE MOST SERIOUS problems now confronting the

Railroad Administration in the maintenance of the

roadway is that of securing an adequate supply of ties. In

a report submitted to the director general by Hale Holden
covering conditions in the Central Western region for the

month of September, the statement was made that there was
a shortage of 6,200,000 ties or 120 ties per mile of line on
the roads in that region on September 1. This indicates a
deficiency of about 40 per cent and is fairly typical of condi-

tions over the country. Furthermore, this exists in spite of

the fact that many roads, particularly those which use treated

ties, maintain a normal stock equivalent to nearly a year's

requirements and these roads are only beginning to experi-

ence a shortage. From present indications conditions will

be much worse next \car unless prompt measures are taken.

Part of the responsibility for the present situation comes .

from the shortage of labor, which is universal in all indus- I
tries, for the contractors have been unable to maintain large "
enough forces to produce the usual number of ties. Another
contributing cause was the ill-advised action of the central
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purchasing committee last spring which aroused the opposi-

tion of the large tie producers and caused a number of them

to transfer their activities to other channels. Their hostil-

ity, having once been aroused, the promulgation of standard

specifications and uniform prices for ties, excellent measures

in themselves, served to widen the breach still further, as a

result of which the production of ties is now far below nor-

mal—a situation which forecasts trouble next year.

A movement is now being inaugurated which has large

possibilities for good or for trouble. The St. Louis Cham-
ber of Commerce has taken the initiative in calling a two-

day meeting of tie producers at St. Louis on November 19-20

to perfect an organization which will afford a channel for

communication and co-operation with the United States

Railroad Administration and other branches of the govern-

ment in matters relating to the manufacture and sale of ties.

This meeting should provide an opportunity for the discus-

sion of the controversies which have arisen between the

Railroad Administration and the tie producers and offers a

great opportunity for the harmonizing of the differences

which now exist. It will be unfortunate if the meeting de-

velops into the formation of a united opposition to the Rail-

road Administration at a time when ties are so seriously

needed. In the end, uniform specifications are of advantage
to the manufacturer of ties, as well as the roads using them.

Likewise, uniform prices, determined with a full knowledge
of the cost of production and allowing a fair profit, insure

a producer against losses which has been common in the

industry. It has been unfortunate that an antagonistic

spirit has been created. It is to be hoped that representa-

tives of the Railroad Administration and of the tie pro-

ducers will take a sufficiently broad view of the entire situa-

tion that this meeting may be productive of real constructive

effort to protect the interests of both sides and to increase

the output of ties to meet the present demands.

Standard Freight Rates

IN PROPOSING to put into effect throughout the greater part

of the United States a system of "scientific" scales of class

rates graded according to distance, the Railroad Adminis-
tration is undertaking to develop on a large scale a principle

toward which the Interstate Commerce Commission has been

working for a number of years and which the state commis-
sions have followed to an even greater e.xtent. Regulation

of rates by commissions has naturally tended toward the

adoption of distance as the principal factor in making rates

and this has been particularly true where commissions have
been authorized by law to initiate rates tlicniselves, as in the

case of the numerous state railroad commissions that have
prescribed mileage scales based on someone's formula for

ascertaining the cost of service. The Interstate Commerce
Commission, not having the power to initiate rates, has not

carried the idea so far, but where it has had to prescribe

rates to be substituted for tho.sc in existence in order to re-

move discriminations or other causes of complaint it has
quite frequently prescribed distance scales or scales in which
mileage was the predominant factor, with modifications as

concessions to the commercial conditions on which railroad

men have usually placed greater emphasis than they have
upon the factor of distance.

While commission regulation of freight rates has un-
doubtedly had a salutar}' effect in removing most of the un-
ju.st discriminations which had grown up in the days of

unregulated rate making and unbridled competition in rates,

it has hardly attempted to bring about in a broad way any
particular "system" of rate making. Except in particular

cases, or where, as heretofore mentioned, state commissions
have bodily prescribed scales of rates, rate regulation, while
gradually tending toward the cost of service and distance

basis of rate making, has in practice usually regulated rates

with reference to the numerous conditions which railroads

have used in their own rate making, merely substituting the

judgment of a public body supposedly free from selfish in-

terest and prejudice for that of the practical railroad men
who frequently did have the selfish interests of their own
companies and sections of the countr)- to consider.

While attempting to prevent the kind of discriminations

that resulted from the railroad methods of rate making, gov-
ernment regulation has never been able to prevent, and, in

fact, has been responsible for, another class of discrimina-
tions resulting from the effect of different policies of regula-
tion and from the competition of the selfi.sh interests of some
of the states whose commissions had power to make rates,

and railroad officers in recent years have been nearly as

vociferous in complaining of the discriminations resulting

from conflicting state and interstate regulation as the ship-

pers and commissions formerly were in complaining of rail-

road discriminations.

Now the Railroad Administration, having large powers
of its own and also being comparatively free from the re-
strictions of the commissions, is seking to take advantage
of those facts and of the at least temporary absence of com-
petition between railroads, not only to bring about a scien-
tific system of rate making, but also to do away with the
conflicts and discriminations resulting from simultaneous
.state and interstate regulation. The plan, which was de-
scribed in last week's issue, is confined for the present to
class rates without affecting commodity rates, and to appli-
cation only within pre.scribed zones and not interterritorially.

The Railroad Administration has worked out scales of class
rates, graded by distance up to 1 ,000 miles and has divided
the countrj-^—exclusive of the Official Classification territory,

where rates are already on a more .systematic basis than in
other parts of the country—into various zones where the
rates are to be 75 per cent, 100 per cent or 120 per cent,

respectively, of the rates of the standard scale, the percent-
ages representing the differences in conditions affecting the
cost of service in the different parts of the country. While
the commodity and the inter-zone rates are not to be dis-
turbed, at least for the present, the zones are each large
enough to contain several states. The application of the
standard scales therefore would put out of business various
existing scales created in most cases by state commissions, as
well as some interstate scales created by railroads, besides
removing many of the "rate walls" erected by state commis-
sions for the protection of the shippers of their states and the
consequent discriminations which have frequently resulted
to the prejudice of the shippers located in other states or to
those engaged in interstate commerce.

Therefore, to the long list of practices which the Railroad
Administration has taken advantage of the centralized con-
trol and the absence of competition to standardize, there must
now be added standardized freight rates and many who will
deplore the idea of standardizing rates will have their ob-
jections tempered by the fact that the state commissions are
also to be subjected to the standardizing process. The rail-

road men that advocated centralized regulations for the pur-
pose of bringing about an elimination of the conflicts be-
tween state and interstate regulation and their resulting dis-
criminations, succeeded only to the extent of creating a con-
siderable body of public opinion in support of their idea.
Instead of centralized regulation they got centralized man-
agement as a probably necessar}- consequence of the break-
down of the system of regulation which they had so strongly
criticized, but they at least have the satisfaction of seeing
some of their ideas vindicated by the government.

Given a free hand to operate the railroad system of the
United States in the most efficient manner possible and with
an incidental purpose of conducting at the same time a
laboratory experiment in government operation, the Railroad
Administration has not long allowed itself to be hampered
by the numerous restrictions which a dual system of govern-
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meiit regulation had thrown around the operation of tlie

roads by private corporations. It is interesting to note oc-

casionally how many problems the Railroad Administration

has found time to attack in addition to its paramount job of

increasing tran.sportation efticicncy as an aid to winning the

war and it might be easy to question the wisdom of upsetting

rate conditions as well as so many other conditions at a time

when war itself is making so many revolutionary changes

which are inevitable, but as the war job is apparently prov-

ing to be somewhat easier than had been anticipated it is

possible to manifest considerable interest in the outcome of

the proposed experiment with scientific freight rates.

In this case the Railroad Administration is displaying a

greater degree of diplomacy and of tact than it has found

time for or has considered necessary in many instances. In-

stead of attempting to force its plan into effect, it has sub-

mitted it to the federal and state commissions and to shippers'

organizations in a tentative way for their suggestions and

criticisms and apparently it intends that the proposals shall

be given the fullest consideration before any action is taken.

There is much more of political and other kinds of high ex-

plosive in a proposal to standardize freight rates than, for

example, a plan of standardizing cars and locomotives or

even demurrage rules. Already there are indications that

the state commissions will not welcome the proposed inter-

ference with their former prerogatives and there will natu-

rally be some criticisms from the shippers and committees

who are adversely affected in the Procrustean process of

bringing about uniformity. The Railroad Administration

has tackled a large problem, hut one which presents a won-

derful opportunity for substituting order for a condition

somewhat approaching chaos.

New Books

Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association.

1569 pages, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in half morocco, cloth or

paper. Published by the Atnerican Railway Engineering

Association, Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Price half morocco

%7, cloth $6.50 and paper $6.

The contents of the volume for 1918, as with its predecessors,

is divided between reports of committees, 1074 pages; dis-

cussions, 194 pages; and monographs 301 pages. The con-

vention report this year is distinctive in that it includes the

reports of two new committees, namely, those on Economics

of Railway Operation and Economics of Railway

Labor. The report of the first named is more or

less of an introductory nature although it included

39 pages devoted to a bibliography of the subject.

The report on Economics of Railway Tabor, being

an exceptionally live subject at the present time

was a basis for one of the most important reports

presented at the convention last March. The discussion of

this report also includes valuable information, particularly

on labor saving devices. The report most far reahcing in

its influence is that of the special committee on Stresses in

track covering 184 pages and introducing material not previ-

ously available in any form. Valuable scientific data of

original character is also presented in the report of the com-

mittee on Iron and Steel Structures covering impact tests

on structures carrying electric locomotives. There is also

a set of specifications for movable bridges. Only two

monographs are included in his year's proceedings, one on

screw spikes and tie plates and the other on the design of

docks and wharves by W. H. Hoyt, assistant chief engineer,

Duluth, Missabe & Nortliem. The first one covers by far

the larger proportion of the space and is an exhaustive re-

port on this subject by a joint committee composed of offi-

cers of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Pennsylvania

Lines.
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Standardize and Conserve Paper
Buffalo. N. Y.

To THE Editor:

I have read your journal and have been a contributor for

nearly 35 years—before Wellington's time—and it is only

lately that I have seen anything favoring the conservation

of paper. I have argued time and again for a rational use

of letter heads, catalogs, specifications, etc., but to no avail.

I think you can buy envelopes varying in size by eighths of

inches, some long, some wide, some short and ad infinitum.

Many people are opposed to standardization, but when
90 per cent of the business men use 8^ in. by 11 in. paper
why not everybody

—

"eventually, why not rwvf'l

Emjxe Low,
M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Standardization

To THE Editor:
We are now about to enter into a phase or cycle of stand-

ardization whicli needs to be keenly observed by everj-

thoughtful mechanical man; laying aside all prejudice let

us view the e.xperiment broadly and with unbiased minds.

For the time being every jjet idea must be relegated to the

background and those things which we have harbored for

the most of our lives we are to forget for the present. Fall

into line is the command and do with what has been allo-

cated to our territory as if every detail were part and parcel

of our own inventive genius. This is what our Government
has in effect requested and commanded and as good citizens

and soldiers it is ours to obey to the letter. In order that

nothing escape our attention, however, we note in passing

that first of all we must make new patterns for the new-

standard locomotives, carry a new stock of gray iron and
cast steel parts, a new line of fittings such as checks, water

gages, steam valves, turrets, pops, gages, etc., etc., etc. We
also note that our reamers, taps, milling cutters and dies are

not suitable—nor have we jigs or templates suitable for re-

newals and repairs. All of \vhich is merely by the way, in-

asmuch as we are preparing to lay in our stock accordingly

so as to have everything in readiness for the next lot of new
locomotives.

Now the question is shall we accept these machines as

they are without a comment or suggestion? Who is to guide

the future design from the pitfalls to which every designer is

a victim now and then? How long are these splendid

engines to remain as they are? By whose authority are we
to assume they will be the 1919 Model Mikado? Who is to

follow up their daily performance and what is to be done if

some detail is found to be unpractical? Shall we keep to

the design, literally renewing those parts which fail, just

exactly as they were before they broke, or shall we do as we
have done heretofore and strengthen the weaknesses as they

occur, keeping a memorandum of the various changes to be

made in the next design in order to meet the conditions with

whicli we are confronted on our various divisions. Common
sense tells us that we are to face these questions and do the

things as we have always done them. Locomotive designing

is not yet finished; we must go on and on to perfection, sug-

gesting, experimenting, changing until the highest art is

readied and reached again.

W'ho will then gainsay this plain simple reasoning? Does
it not argue into the thinness of air the delusion of perma-
nent design or THINGS FIXED? Millard F. Cox.



./ Construction Canif' in the IVoods

Soldiers Build Logging Roads in Spruce Forests

Over 350 Miles of New Railways in the Northwest Are Carrying

Airplane Lumber to the Mills

By Major W. A. Welch
Division Engineer, Air Service Aircraft Production Board, Portland, Ore.

Ouk LdUNTkv AND OUR ALLIES must havc airplanes

and seaplanes to win. Spruce is necessary for them
because of its lightness, strength and splendid fiber.

No other wood known can approach it in this regard. In

no other place except along the western stretch of the Coast

Range mountains in Oregon and Washington can it be

Trestle 65 it. Higli Huilt of Round and Square Timbers

secured. The territor}- is only 400 miles long and 50 miles

in width—the wildest and most inaccessible part of the

United States. This area was tapped at only six points by
branch railroads which cross the Coast Range mountains.

Most of tlie timber lies between these lines.

During the two years preceding the United States' entrj-

into the conflict buyers for Britain and France had made
heavy purchases of spruce in the North Pacific states and,

as a result, America, when she began seeking this timber

found that virtually all the easily accessible spruce along

water courses and along logging railroads had been logged.

Mountains that climb at acute angles and range from 1,000

to 5,000 ft. in height, fore-sts of giant trees rising from under-

brush, impenetrable to man without tools—deep canyons,

numerous water courses—clay and soapstone soils—a rain-

fall from 100 to 140 in. annually, and all of it between

November and May. Such is the character of the countn,-

which the men entrusted to the immense job of getting out

the spruce were called upon to conquer.

In die face of such obstacles, the Spruce Production Divi-

sion of the Signal Corps undertook this work. There was

no organization. There were ver>' few maps and only in-

complete and much incorrect data concerning spruce sections

extant. The first task was to seek out the heaviest stands

of spruce. Unlike other timber, it does not grow in solid

stands; instead the heaviest, on an average, totals between

15 and 20 trees out of ever)' hundred.

The cruisers' reports of all these forests were collected

and the best bodies of spruce determined. Locating engi-

neers, who were secured from the western railroads, were

sent to make reconnaissance and preliminary estimates of

railroads necessary to open up these areas, ^^^lere these

estimates showed the roads would cost S3 or less per 1,000

ft. b.m. for the spruce they would carry, locating parties

were put in the field and preparations were begun to rush

these roads to completion.

These engineers have been given commissions in the Air

Service Air-Craft Production Bureau of the Army. They
gladly gave up good positions and salaries, to accept these

805
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commissions and get into this work and have put their very

souls into it. Their parties are made up largely of enlisted

men who enlisted to get to France and fight the Hun face

to face. They have accomplished some of the most difficult

and rapid location in the history of our railroads, and have

rendered better service to their country than they could have

done "over there."

The construction forces were put in the field behind the

location parties as rapidly as equipment and supplies could

be assembled. Contracts were let on a cost plus basis for

this construction work which had to be opened up at every

Tunnel Portal Along a Rugged Shore Line

possible point. Camps were constructed, some entirely of

canvas, others with framed mess halls and barracks. Sani-

tary precautions were carefully taken and each camp was

made a military unit under the command of an officer. Ex-

perienced grading, logging and construction foremen have

direct charge of the work which is all done bv soldiers.

Junction of a Logging Spur with a Main Line

'ITiirteen roads were decided on, ranging from o miles to

72 miles in length, and aggregating a total of 173 miles of

main line and 181 miles of spurs which, when complete,

will open up 1,500,000,000 ft. of spruce. Some of these

lines are of standard main line construction because of their

value after the spruce is cut; others are temporary and de-

signed only to meet the present emergency. All of them
have been designed to carry heavy logging traffic during the

rainy season and this has necessitated many typ)es of con-

Track Carried on Stringers Supported by Log Cribs

struction. Where much earthwork was necessary, great care

has been taken to provide drainage and all track is being

heavily ballasted, in some places beach sand is being dis-

tributed one foot thick on all fills before the ballast is placed

and the cuts are ditched 18 in. deep. Grades have been

Heavy Cribbing Used at a Place Where Piles Could Not Be

Driven

kejit under two per cent on main lines wherever possible

and curvature under si.\ degrees.

On temporar\- lines much stringer and pile work has been

done, several of the short lines being built entirely on logs,

36 to 60 in. in diameter and 70 to 100 ft. in length, placed

on cross logs by hoisting engines and the ties notched into

them. This construction has been both clieap and rapid in

verv heavv timber and since it eliminates most of the clear-
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ing and grubbing, which costs $10,000 per mile, there is a

great saving. Three-pile bents with sawn caps and stringers

have been used where piles can be obtained on tlie work;
this also saves the expensive clearing and provides a road-

bed vk-hich will outlast the needs and will carrj- the traffic

through the rainy season. Much heavy crib work has been

done where fills were necessary on steep soapstone side hills

in which piles could not be driven. These cribs are con-

structed of fir and hemlock logs from 30 to 60 in. in diam-

eter. The work was done with logging equipment.

Many bridges are being built, some 80 and 90 ft. high,

these being combination pile and frame trestles with several

Howe truss spans. The delivery' of material for these

bridges was one of the most difficult problems. Where the

bridges were near the coast, tliis material was rafted and
towed to sea and released by the tugs two or three miles from

the beach, when the tide was setting in. The coast guards,

in their surf boats, followed the rafts in until they were near

enough to carry lines through the surf to the men and teams

on the beach, who would then land the rafts with these lines.

Most of these lines were begun this spring and more than

10,000 soldiers have been working throughout the summer.
Logs are now coming over most of them while the rails are

being laid on the olliers, and before the rains come all of
them will be in operation. This rapid construction has been
made possible only by the wonderful co-operation and the

splendid morale of the soldiers and civilians who have gone
at all their tasks determined to put them through, and keep-
ing the one thought always in their minds that each tree

felled means another airplane and that airplanes mean vic-

tory. Nearly 4,000 soldiers are working in this cut-up plant
at Vancouver, Wash., and nearly 1,000,000 ft. b. m. of air-

plane spruce is being turned out each day by this mill.

But tlie war would not wait for us to build these rail-

roads and open up these forests. It demanded immediate
production and the greatest problem which Col. Brice P.
Disque, commander of the Spruce Production Division, was
called upon to solve was that of immediate production. He
solved it promptly by putting soldiers into all the bodies of
spruce which could be reached by motor trucks and began
riving or splitting the immense spruce logs into cants which
could be handled by these trucks and sawed with straight

grain at the cut-up mill. It was tliis riving that kept pro-
duction up, while the railroads were building and other

methods of getting the logs to the mills were being worked
out.

Convention of Railw^ay Electrical Engineers

Discussion of Committee Reports Brings Out Interesting

Practices of the Several Roads

THE TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION of the AsSOciation of

Railway Electrical Engineers, held at the Hotel La
Salle, Chicago, 111., October 29-31, 1918, was presided

over by the president, C. J. Causland of the Pennsylvania

Railroad. The meeting this year was essentially a war
time convention. Practically every paper read was obviously

prepared with our present national emergency in the minds
of the committee. Wherever it had been found possible to

effect economies tlie several committees liad made a special

effort clearly to present these practices to the members of

the association. Although in point of numbers the actual

attendance probably did not e.xceed that of former years to

any great e.xtent, the spirit of the convention and the lively

interest taken in the discussions of the various reports com-
bined to make the 1918 meeting one of the most successful

of any ever held by the association. It is particularly sig-

nificant that an unusual number of the senior active mem-
bers of the association were present and that many of these

attended the convention under instructions from their supe-

rior officers.

Electric Headlights

One of the activities with which the electrical department
is largely concerned just now, and will be for several months
to come, is the installation of electric headlights. While
the practice of installing electric headlights and cab lights

is in general the same on a majority of the roads, there exists

quite a diversity of opinion concerning tlie details of such
installation. The recommendations made by the committee
were drawn up for the purpose of inviting discussion and
were not made with a view of their being adopted as read.

Some of the members seemed to think that cab wiring should
be enclo.sed in conduit and were able to justify themselves
in this position by citing specific instances of satisfactory-

service rendered from the use of conduit in their cab wiring.
The use of the handrail for carrying wires from the cab
forward to tlie headlight was also discussed and opinions
seemed to differ considerably regarding the use of this rail

as a conduit. The discussion concerning the details of elec-

tric headlight installation and operation consumed practi-

cally an entire morning session; the various opinions ex-

pressed indicate that considerably more experience with num-
erous details should he obtained before installation methods
can be standardized in even,' respect.

Lighting

Another of the reports which drew much favorable com-
ment',was the one dealing with the subject of lighting of

engine terminals and yards. New possibilities for lighting

large outdoor areas have recently been brought about by the

use of floodlights with high candlepower incandescent lamps.
Certain localities can \x effectively lighted with low inten-

sities of illumination and it is to such cases that the flood

light is well adapted. For lighting tracks or similar areas

the best results are obtained by locating the flood lights at

a height of about 60 to 75 ft. from the ground. By mount-
ing the lights high in the air it has been found that any
glare is done away with. Flood lighting lamps have been

developed to such a degree of perfection that when they are

properly located and mounted higli enough it is quite pos-

sible to look directly toward such a unit from a distance

without feeling any particular eyestrain or being momentarily
blinded.

For lighting the roundhouse circles flood lights work out

to advantage when they can be located high enough and far

enough away to give a wide beam. In lighting the circles

two things must be aimed at. First, a general illumination

between the house and the turntables and, second, a more in-

tense light at the ends of the turntables to enable the turn-

table operator and hostler to ascertain when tlie turntable

is in the proper position.

Stationary Power Plants

In the report of the committee on the question of war time

economy of stationan,' power plants, a number of very timely

and important points were brought out. During the present
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crisis, both national and international, the problem of ob-

taining equipment for the extension of old, and for the con-

.struction of new plants, has reached a point where atten-

tion must be diverted to the maintenance and operation of

existing plants. Two great problems to be considered in

the oi)eration of power plants in the order of their import-

ance, are continuity of service and maximum efficiency

However, in striving for continuity of service, maximum
efficiency must not be lost sight of. By maximum efficiency

is not meant the highest possible efficiency of any one par-

ticular branch or unit, but the highest possible economy of

the plant as a whole—the best and most economical service

for the least expenditure of fuel, supplies and labor. This

may mean that some one particular unit may be required

to operate inefficiently within itself in order that maximum
efficiency may be obtained from the plant as a whole. Oper-

ation and maintenance of the steam boilers is necessarily

a most important feature. To secure the maximum efficiency

from a steam boiler the heating surfaces must be kept

clean. While it is entirely proper in some cases to use a

t)oiler compound for the purpose of removing scale, it should

Ije used only after a careful analysis of the feedwater has

been made. Boiler compounds should not be used promis-

cuously as their indiscriminate use may lead to much trou-

ble, and indeed in some cases, a complete shutdown. There

is one scale remover that never fails when used with suffi-

cient frequency and supervision, and that is the mechanical

method, the use of a tube cleaner and scaling hammer.

Many steam generating plants operate an air compressor

for the use of certain shop tools as well as for train line

charging systems. Compressed air is one of tlie most ex-

pensive forms of energy used in railway shops and is usually

the most neglected. Unlike steam or water an air leak

cannot be seen and due to the fact that they are not un-

sightly, they are sometimes neglected. It should be remem-

bered, however, that each cubic foot of air that is wasted

is equal to approximately nine cubic feet of steam.

A great many shutdowns in the power plants are caused

by hot-boxes and 99 per cent of these hot-boxes are due to

negligence. It takes a bearing some little time to heat up

to the danger point and if it is insisted on that the attendants

feel the bearings at intervals of not over 20 minutes apart

practically all of the hot-boxes will be avoided.

It was recommended by the committee that when install-

ing new pipe lines fittings be avoided wherever possible.

Fittings in small pipes, especially, should be entirely elim-

inated by the use of oxy-acetylenc or electric welding.

On some roads the care of the power plant does not fall

within the jurisdiction of the electrical engineer but not a

few of the members present at the convention indicated that

they were partially or wholly in charge of the stationary

|)ower plants. This would seem to be a logical placing of

responsibility and it is believed that there will be an in-

creasing tendency in this direction in the future.

Electric Arc Welding

The longest, most comprehensive, and perhaps the most

valuable report of the entire convention was that of the

committee on Electric Arc Welding. The three systems now
in general use for metallic arc welding are as follows:

1, multiple operator system; 2, single operator system

—

stationary type; 3, single operator system—portable type.

'Hio multiple operator s)'stem is one in which more than

one operator receives current for welding direct from the

same machine which is centrally located in a shop or ter-

minal. A control panel is provided for each operator, such

as will enable current of different values to be obtained in

any one circuit without interference from the other operators.

The single operator stationary type system is one in which

a separate machine is provided for each operator. As many
of these machines are stationed at different points in tlie

shops or terminals, as the demands require, each machine

receiving its power direct from the shop power circuit. The
single operator portable type system differs only from the

single operator stationary system in that the machine is

mounted on a truck in order that it may be moved from one

point to another as the occasion requires, receiving its power

from receptacles conveniently located about the shop or ter-

minal.

The carbon arc process was the first method of welding

metals with the electric arc and has been in use for more

than 30 years. The advantages of the carbon arc, where

it can be used, are greater speed and lower cost. The class

of work to which this process is adapted includes building

up operations, repairing broken parts, electric cutting, etc.,

but it is not suitable for work where strength is of first im-

portance, such as boiler side sheets or locomotive frames.

The welding committee prepared an excellent description

together with working drawings for such equipment acces-

sories as are required by the welding operator. Of first

importance in this list is the face shield. These are usually

of either of two types. The more simple shield is arranged

to be held in the left hand while operating the arc with the

right, and consists simply of a tapered wooden box with

suitable handle carrying the necessary protective glass. The
helmet type of face shield is one which is slipped over the

head and permits the freedom of both hands. Welding

screens and welding booths are described in considerable

detail.

A small sandblast outfit which has given good results was

also recommended by the committee as being an essential

device for clearing the dirt and oxide from the surfaces on

which the welding is to take place. A suitable tjpe of elec-

trode holder which has been found satisfactor\- was also

presented by the committee. In cases where portable weld-

ing outfits are used a cable reel has been found of decided

advantage; working drawings from which this cable reel

may be built are also included in the report.

Probably the most important feature of the entire welding

report is the section dealing with definitions and symbols

covering the different types of welds. Due to the fact that

application of electric arc welding is progressing rapidly, it

has become necessary for the Emergency Fleet Corporation

and the United States Nav)- to adopt a standard form of

nomenclature which has been perfected in part. It was

suggested by the committee that the use of this nomenclature

be made general with the hope that it may be extended to

the entire industrial world.

Not only did the committee go into much detail concern-

ing the latest practices of the art of electric arc welding,

but it also presented a chart showing what it considered to

be the proper wielding organization for steam railroads.

During the di.scussion which followed the reading of the

paper on arc welding, the question arose as to the length of

time required for the training of a welding operator. Those

who have had experience recently in breaking in new men
for this work claim that, for certain classes of work where

the operator repeated the same small operation continuously,

it was possible to instruct an operator in a very brief period

of time. To make a first class welding operator, however,

capable of satisfactorily welding all classes of work, re-

quires a much longer time, the instructions usually covering

a period of several months.

Mr. Wanamaker of the Rock Island stated that in his opin-

ion the subject of electric arc welding was far from a simple

one. He said that for the last four years he had been de-

voting a great deal of his time to a study of this subject

and that, while he had made satisfactory progress in ac-

complishing certain kinds of welding, he felt that he had
still much to learn concerning this subject. Mr. Wana-
maker emphasized clearly his belief that the proper person

to place in charge of electric welding on the railroads is
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the electrical engineer. In connection with this, however,

he made it very plain that the subject of welding could not

be treated superficially and that if success was to be ob-

tained in a marked degree the most diligent study must be

pursued by those in charge of the work.

Other Business

In addition to the more important reports previously cited

four other papers were presented covering the following sub-

jects: Conservation of Present Electrical Equipment; Train

Ligting Equipment and Practices; Organization of the

Electrical Department; Electrical Equipment of Ore and

Coal Docks and the report of the Committee on Data and

Information.

The election of officers for the ensuing year took place

on Thursday afternoon. John E. Gardner, C. B. & Q.,

was elected president to succeed C. J. Causland. L. S.

Billau, B. & O., was elected senior vice-president and L. C.

Hensel, Frisco Lines, junior vice-president. Two new mem-
bers were elected to serve on the executive committee—F. J.

Hill, Michigan Central, and E. Lunn, Pullman Company.
The exhibits shown by the members of the Railway

Electrical Supply Manufacturers Association were of more
than ordinary interest.

On the evening of Thursday, the final day of the conven-

tion, a war dinner was tendered to the members of the Asso-

ciation of Railway Electrical Engineers by the members of

the Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

F. F. Skeel of the Crousc-Hinds Company, president of the

R. E. S. M. A., acted in the capacity of toastmaster. A. J.

Farrelly, Chicago & North Western, gave a brief and inter-

esting outline of the growth of the Association of Railway
Electrical Engineers. The growth and development of the

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers Association was
also humorously described by W. L. Bliss of the U. S. Light

& Heat Corporation.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Advances to Railroads Now Total $363,116,970 Not Including

$58,433,628 Advanced to Equipment Builders

THE Railroad Administrathw announced on November
1 that from April 1, 1918, to November 1, 1918, the

director general has advanced to all railroads, ex-

clusive of the current earnings of these lines applied directly

by the individual roads to their current expenses and cor-

porate needs, the sum of $36J, 116,970.

In addition to this payments have been advanced by the

director general to the equipment builders on account of the

standardized locomotives and freight cars, which have to be

paid for by the companies, amounting to $58,433,628, mak-
ing an aggregate of all advances during this seven months'

period of $421,550,598. These advances were made to 100

railroad companies and systems.

The railroad systems to which the director general has

advanced as much as $10,000,000 or more to November 1

are:

rcmisvlvania Railroad Lines $.';6.620.000

New York Central Lines 55.320,000
New York, New Haven & Hartford . 50.000,000
Baltimore & Ohio 22.250,000
Chi'cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 16.925.000
Illinois Central 15,475,000
Erie 12,900,000

These seven systems have received nearly two-thirds of all

the money advanced thus far by the director general to all

the roads.

For the month of October the total amount advanced to

railroads, including advances made by the director general

to the railroad corporations for corporate needs and to fed-

eral managers to provide for prior and iircsent requirements,

including back pay, old vouchers, improvements, betterments,

etc., was $68,271,800. The advances during the month were
made to 56 different lines, over one-half of the amount going
to five systems as follows

:

Pennsylvania Railroad Lines $13,020,000
New York Central Lines 12.400.000
Baltimore & Ohio 5.750.000
Erie 2,000.000
Illinois Central 1 ,700,000

Of the total amount so disbursed to the railroads to No-
vember 1, 1918, $222,741,410 was taken from the $500,000,-

000 revolving fund, and $140,375,560 came from the sur-

plus earnings of certain roads which had been turned over

from time to time to the director general by particular roads
whose receipts for the period exceeded their needs. The

Washimgton. D. C.

statement makes no separation as ix'tween the amounts lomed
to railroads and the amounts paid on account of the'r com-
pensation, nor lictween the advances to the federal managers
and tho.se to the corporations.

"Under the provisions of the law," the statement says, "the
director general has authority to supervise or regulate the

issuance of new .securities by railroad corporations, and it has
been the endeavor of the Railroad .\dministration to aid the

railroad companies to obtain at reasonable and moderate in-

terest rates the capital which they might need, either for new-

expenditures or for the extension or renewal of maturing
obligations.

"The record shows that through the aid and intervention

of the director general many hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars of interest have been thus saved to the railroad corpora-
tions. The following instances will illustrate the results of
the Railfoad Administration's policy in this respect.

"The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad had an issue of $22,-
500,000 of notes maturing October 1. The company applied
to the director general for assi.stance, stating that the best

terms for renewal which it had been able to elicit were
equivalent to 7}^ per cent per annum. As the notes were
abundantly secured by high-class collateral, the director

general informed the company that he regarded the interest

rate proposed as excessive and that he could not consistently

sanction it. The Division of Finance thereupon communi-
cated, informally, with a number of banks which held the

maturing notes, and upon receiving advice from the holders
of approximately one-half in amount of the notes of their

willingness to renew at 6 per cent per annum without com-
mission, the director general advised the railroad company
to offer an extension at 6 per cent to all the noteholders.
witli the understanding that the government would advance
funds to pay oft" those holders not agreeing to renew. Hold-
ers of 80 per cent in amount of the maturing notes promptly
renewed at 6 per cent per annum and the government ad-
vanced the Baltimore & Ohio company- the funds to pay oft"

the balance.

"The Chicago &: Western Indiana Railroad Company told

the director general that $15,000,000 of its notes would
mature September 1, and that the best proposition from the
bankers for renewal was equivalent to 9.^^ per cent per
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annum. The director general informed the corporation that

he would not sanction renewal on such terms, but would

approve a rate of not exceeding 1]/^ per cent {)er annum, to

include bankers' commissions. The railroad company has

now been able, through its bankers, to arrange with over 80

per cent of the noteholders to renew on those terms, thus

saving the company 2^ per cent per annum, or $375,000 in

interest.

"The Chicago & North Western Railroad Company's issue

of $5,000,000 of notes secured by high-class collateral, were

maturing October 22, 1918, and the company asked the di-

rector general for aid or authority to renew at about 7^/2 or 8

per cent. As a result of the director general's intervention

and the co-operation of the bankers, the notes were renewed

at 6 per cent per annum, without commission.

"The Hocking Valley Railroad asked the director general

for assistance to enable it to meet $5,000,000 of notes matur-

ing November 1, 1918, stating that the company had been

unable to secure the money with which to pay the notes at

less than 7 per cent to 8 p>er cent. With the help of the

director general the company has been enabled to renew a

portion of the loan at 6 per cent per annum, while the gov-

erimient has agreed to advance to the company such funds

as will be required to provide for any unrenewed portion at

the rate of 6 per cent.

"These are a few illu.strations of how the railroad admin-

istration has held down interest rates to railroad corporations

in uncertain and difficult times.

"In other ways, also, the director general has held a re-

straining hand on money prices. On September 30, 1918,

he issued a circular announcing that the rates of interest

which depositary banks would be required to pay on railroad

accounts after October 1, 1918, would be reduced from the

higher rates which had previously prevailed to 2 per cent on

demand deposits, and 3 per cent on time deposits, notice being

given at the same time that banks designated as depositaries

of railroad funds would be expected to limit their charges for

money to their customers to the legal rates.

"It is gratifying to report that as a result of the active

efforts of the Railroad Administration to maintain and pro-

tect the credit of railroad corporations, and to stabilize and

keep to a moderate level the rates of interest which these

companies may be required to pay, the interest rates on nearly

all new railroad loans have been kept down to 6 per cent per

annum, the uniform rate which the government itself has

charged on all loans which it has made to railroad companies

up to this time."

Seniority Rights of Employees in Military Service

Director General McAdoo has issued general order No. 51

giving the following in.structions regarding the seniority

rights of employees who have entered the militar}' service:

The majority of railroads under federal control have

already made announcement with respect to the preservation

of seniority rights for employees who have entered the mili-

tary service of the Army and Navy, and have indicated that

so far as practicable, preference in re-employment or rein-

statement would be given to soldiers and sailors when mus-
tered out of the service.

( 1
) In order that as nearly as practicable there shall be

a uniform treatment of this matter, the following general

principles will govern:

(a) In the case of an employee having established

seniority rights, so far as practicable, and where the em-
ployee is physically qualified, he will be restored to Euch

seniority rights.

(b) In the case of employees who do not have senior-

ity rights under existing practices, a consistent effort will

be made to provide emplo}'ment for them when mustered

out of military service.

(2) Upon railroads where the assurances given on this

subject have been more specific than the provisions of para-

graph 1 hereof, .such assurances shall be observed.

Repairs to Refrigerator Cars

The mechanical department in Circular No. 7 has issued

the following instructions governing repairs to refrigerator

cars:

In order to insure the greatest possible degree of efficiency

in refrigeration and conservation of foodstuffs, refrigerator

cars having trucks of 60,000 pounds capacity or over will,

when receiving general repairs or being rebuilt, be made to

conform to the following United States standard refrigerator

car requirements:

No. 1. General arrangements.—The general arrange-

ments of cars shall be as near as practicable to that as shown
on blue print 1386, United States standard refrigerator car.

No. 2. Ice boxes.—Ice boxes shall be arranged in accord-

ance with blue print 1389, United States standard refrigerator

car design.

No. 3. Hatch arrangement.—Hatch arrangements shall

conform and receive appliances as designed for United States

standard refrigerator cars, as per blue prints as follows:

1390. Hatch arrangement.
1606. Hatch plug hinge.
1607. Hatch plug hinge strap.
1608. Hatch plug lifter guide.
1609. Hatch cover hinge.
1611. Hatch cover lever.

1613. Hatch plug lifter.

1614. Hatch hinge butt.
1615. Hatch cover lock lever guide.
1630. Hatch plug lift ring.
1653. Hatch cover lever anchor.
1731. Hatch hinge pin.

No 4. Well trap.—Well trap and well trap cone shall be

arranged to conform with United States standard refrigerator

car, as shown on blue prints

—

1610. Well trap cone.
1616. Well trap.

1617. Well trap

No. 5. Drain pipe.—Drain pipe shall be arranged in ac-

cordance with blue print 1604, United States standard re-

frigerator car.

No. 6. Floor and walls.—Floors and walls shall conform

to blue print 1387, United States standard refrigerator car.

No. 7. Floor racks.—Floor racks shall conform to United

Standard refrigerator car blue prints, as follows:

1644. Floor racks.
1724. Floor rack hinge plate.
1726. Floor rack hinge loop.
1727. Floor rack link holder.

1728. Floor rack pin bearing.
1729. Floor rack bearing.
1732. Floor rack" hinge pin.

No. 8. Doors, fastenings and cushions.—Doors and at-

tachments shall be arranged and receive appliances as de-

signed for United States standard refrigerator cars, in ac-

cordance with the following blue prints:

1391. Door arrangement.
1623. Side door hinge.
1635. Locking rod guide.
1639. Door locking rod,
1649. Locking rod back plate.

1657. Side door seal pin keeper.
1658. Side door seal pin.

1659. Side door lock arm.
1664. Seal hook and chain.
1675. Door open fastener.

1654. .Side door locking rod socket. 1676. Clip for door open fastener.
1655. Side door locking rod socket. 1677. Link for door open fastener.
1656. Side door step. 1730. Door hinge pin.

No. 9. Van Dykes.—Van D}kes of the above prints will

be furnished each railroad upon making application to Frank
McManamy, assistant director, Division of Operation.

No. 10. Reports.—Railroads will send blue prints of

cars that do not meet the above specifications to the ^lechani-

cal Department, Division of Operation, Washington, D. C,
with the following information:

(a) Number of cars owned that will
need to be changed to meet
the requirements.

ib) Estimated cost of making the
changes.

(d) Number of cars that can bo
changed monthly at each shop.

(<•) Number of cars that can be
changed in all shops per
month.

(f) Location of shops where cars (/) Length of time that it will re-
will receive such changes. quire to make changes on all

cars owned.

A^o. 11. Special application of floor racks.—(a) In
order to improve refrigeration of cars as at present con-

structed, all railroads owning refrigerator cars will imme-
diately arrange to apply floor racks in accordance with item

No. 6, w-here they have not already been so equipped. It is

desired to have all refrigerator cars requiring such racks
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ei|uip|x'd within the next twelve months; therefore, there

should be no delay in ben;inning this immediately.

(b) Monthly report will be furnished to the general

supervisor of car repairs, Washington, D. C, showing the

number of cars equipped with floor racks; those equipped

with similar racks and the numiier remaining to be equipped.

The blue print numbers refer to the standard designs for

refrigerator cars which have been prepared for some time,

but from which orders have not yet been placed.

Taxation Questions

The proposal in Congress to combine war taxes and ordi-

nary taxes in the pending revenue bill has brought about a

complication affecting the division of taxes as between the

Railroad Administration and the railroad companies. The
federal control act provides that the corporations shall pay
war taxes out of the amounts they receive from the Govern-
ment as compensation, while ordinary taxes shall be paid by
the Government while it is operating the properties. John
Barton Payne, general counsel for the Railroad Adminis-
tration, appeared before the Senate finance committee last

week and urged a specific provision in the law to make cer-

tain the respiective tax obligations by ear-marking a part of

the proposed taxes as war taxes. Alfred P. Thorn, counsel

for the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee, presented

a brief contending that the Government should pay any in-

crease in taxation imposed during the period of federal con-

trol.

Railroad Administration Wants Its Share of

Increased Express Rates

The Railroad .Administration does not a|>prove of the sug-

gestion made jjy the Interstate Commerce Commission, which
was originated by representatives of some of the state com-
missions, that the increase in revenues which the express

company needs to pay increased wages be derived by re-

ducing the proportion of express earnings payable to the

Railroad Administration. In a statement commenting on

the commission's opinion it says:

"The contract lietween the director general and the express

company provides that the express company shall pay to the

government for tiie express privileges accorded to it by the

director general 50.25 per cent of the gross revenues from the

express business. This percentage represents the average

which has been paid for 10 years by the express companies

to the railroads, and it is fair to assume that this percentage

represents what is required for the performance of that part

of the total service which has been performed by railroads

in the past. Moreover, the heavy increases in operating costs

on the railroads have necessitated substantial increases in

freight and passenger rates averaging probably 25 per cent

or more, and averaging in the case of many passenger rates

as much as 50 per cent. In such circum.stances it is clearly

unwise to make an actual reduction in the basis of the gov-

ernment's compensation for the express privileges accorded

to the express company for services on passenger trains. By
the preservation of the present established basis of compen-
sation for the express privileges, the increase in revenue of

the Railroad Administration from the carrying of express

business on passenger trains will be no greater than the in-

creased revenue paid for transportation of passengers and
their baggage, and such increase from the express business

is just as appropriate and necessary as the increase from
the passenger business.

"Another consideration of first importance is that the rela-

tively low rates for transportation of express matter have had
the effect of transferring to pas.senger trains the transpor-

tation, as express, of many articles and commixlities which
ought normally to go by freight. Tliis tendency has been
accentuated l)y the substantial increases recently made in

freight rates. The result of this undue transfer of freight

matter to passenger trains has been to congest and delay the
passenger train service. The proposed increase in express
rates will probably fall short of establishing a proper relation
between express rates and freight rates, and certainly on this

account no less increa.se in express rates than is proposed
would be advisable.

"The entire amount of this increase which will inure to the
express company is to Ije u.sed for making necessary increases
in wages of express employees. The portion of the increase
which will inure to the Railroad Administration will be no
more than is needed to provide for hea\'y increases in operat-
ing cost fairly chargeable to the express business."

It is not expected that the proposed increase in express
rates can be made effective before January 1.

Forest Products Section to Distribute Creosote

The War Industries Board has issued a circular of regula-
tions intended to set forth a definite working arrangement
for the distribution of creosote due to the present .'shortage.

The board and the Railroad .Administration have felt the
need of clo.ser co-operation with the industry and it is ex-
pected that the arrangement will provide prompt deliveries
to the government and w-ar industries and in general relieve
the situation with the least possible interference with exist-
ing trade conditions. Creosote has been placed on the clear-
ance list and requirements of the army, navy and Emergency
Fleet Corporation will be allotted by a section of the War
Industries Board. With the approval of the priorities com-
missioner, producers are required to give preference, first,

to direct orders of the army, navy and Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, and, second, to direct orders of railroads and of
other transportation facilities under the direction of the Rail-
road .Administration and to direct orders of telegraph and
telephone companies under control of the post office depart-
ment. Harbor commissions and war industries requiring
creosote for u.se on direct government account will submit
applications to the board.

The Railroad .Administration has adopted a program of
conservation and substitution of materials in the treating of
ties, etc., which will undoubtedly result in a considerable
saving of creosote. The Forest Products Section of the Cen-
tral Advisory Purchasing Committee will receive the allot-

ment for railway uses and will distribute it for all railway
work and work under the direction of the Railroad Admin-
istration and when deemed necessan,- will divert shipments
under contract from one road to another.

Traffic Conditions

The weekly report of traffic conditions made public by
the Railroad Administration for the week ending October
26 continues to reflect the influence of the influenza epidemic
in the reduction of passenger traffic and to some extent of
freight movement, and in the Southern region the effect of

the epidemic on trainmen lias resulted in some local conges-
tion in traffic and, consequently, embargoes. In the Southern
region general changes in passenger schedules were made
effective on October 20, .some of the schedules being length-

ened. In the Central Western region the Southern Pacific

reports that a Liberty Loan Special operated through Cali-

fornia, Arizona and Nevada, covered 4,781 miles and visited

145 towns, reaching 380,000 people. The Allegheny region

reports arrangements made for the sale of through tickets

between points on the Philadelphia & Reading and the

Pennsylvania via Philadelphia. The war department reports

a slightly increased amount of express traffic held at New
York, the arrivals exceeding the unloading by about 500
cars. Some shortage of open top equipment is reported at

Chicago, but taking the situation throughout the countn,',

the transportation conditions are said to continue to be satis-

factory. The navy dejiartment reports some congestion at

the Boston and Washington na%-\- vards, which is being given
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attention. The export situation at practically all Atlantic

and Gulf ports continues easy, although the deliveries to

vessels show slight decrease under the arrivals. A heavy

movement of cars and car ])arts to the French government is

reported. Tlie reports indicate that the table d'hote dining

car service continues to meet with approval.

Rail Distribution

C. A. Morse, assistant director of the Division of Opera-
tion in charge of engineering and maintenance, is now giv-

ing close attention to the distribution of new rail. Because
of the congestion in the steel mills, no new orders for rails

have been placed this year and deliveries will be made on

only about 1,400,000 tons of a total of 2,000,000 tons under
previous contracts for 1918 rolling. Thus less than one-

half of a normal year's requirements will be secured. Roll-

ings have been at the rate of less than 25,000 tons per week
for most of this year. Plans had recently been made to in-

crease this to 35,000 to 40,000 tons weekly during Novem-
ber, but the receipt of orders for rails for our forces overseas

has forced the mills to divert this extra tonnage there.

The orders now being rolled were placed two or three

years ago. In general, they are well distributed among the

roads of the country, although in some instances lines now
Ijadly in need of rails have none under contract. An attempt

is being made to divert some of the rail to those lines on
which it is most needed, the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and
the Grand Trunk Western being among the roads which are

receiving rail diverted from the Erie and other roads. Ap-
proximately 65 per cent of the present output is now being

given to the lines in the Eastern region, orders being largely

concentrated on the roads in this and the Northwestern
regions in order that they may get as much of this rail as

possible into the track before winter. About December 1 it

is expected that the mills will be turned on to orders for

Southern roads where rail can be laid throughout the winter.

Ticket Plan for Dining Cars Tried Experimentally

Tlie European plan of assigning seats in dining cars to

passengers for a particular hour is being tried out experimen-

tally on the Congressional Limited train between Washington
and New York and also on a train Isetween New York and
Boston, in connection with the new table d'hote dining car

service. The plan was put into effect on the Congressional

Limited on November 1. This train northbound on that

date consisted of 10 cars and two diners each seating 30,

and 240 people were served with meals. There were four

sittings, at 5:30, 6:15, 7:00 and 7:45 p. m. Stewards

passed through the train before meal time and gave tickets

to passengers assigning them to seats and giving the option

of any one of the four periods for which seats were available.

The dining cars are located in the middle of the train and
two stewards passed through the train in opposite directions.

It was found that the maximum time required to serve a

meal was 35 minutes, leaving a maximum interval of 10

minutes to reset the table. Reports received indicate that

the passengers readily accepted the idea, which prevents the

necessity for standing in line to wait for meals, and may be

extended to other trains of heavy travel if the plan continues

to work out satisfactorily.

To Aid Shippers in Tracing

In order to accommodate shippers as far as possible in

keeping in touch with their freight, B. L. Winchell, regional

director of the Southern region, with the approval of tlie

Railroad Administration, has adopted a plan in the Southern

region which it is liopcd will meet this situation. A central

organization in Atlanta has been established which will

maintain records of the interline car loads passing the South-

ern region border line gateways, as well as certain interior

iunction points. For instance, if a carload of freight from
N'ew York for Memphis is overdue at destination, the Mem-

phis merchant to whom the shipment is consigned, can call

up the Freight Service Bureau at Memphis for information
as to the car's whereabouts, and communication with the

central office of record at Atlanta ordinarily will develop
the facts without delay. The local freight service bureau
will be expected to show solicitude as to the transjX)rtation

necessities of shippers.

Shippers Fear Another Rate Increase

The plan projxjsed \>y the Railroad Administration for

establishing standard mileage scales of class rates is arousing
mucli opposition on the part of shippers, according to reports

reaching Washington, because of the number of instances

in which the proposed standard scale rates exceed the rates

now in effect. The Railroad Administration officials assert

the plan is intended to bring about uniformity rather than
to increase rates but many shippers assert that it represents a

standardization upward that will result in a considerable

increase in the long run and some profess to see in the

plan an attempt to obtain the full amount of the increases

contemplated in General Order No. 28, which provided for

first raising the state rates to the interstate level before ap-
plying the 25 per cent increase. After many protests from
.state commissions, congressmen and shippers this plan was
abandoned and the 25 per cent was applied to the existing

rates.

Wage Board to Consider Express Wages
In addition to the duties heretofore conferred upon the

Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions, Supple-

ment No. 9 to General Order No. 27 provides that it shall

be the duty of the board to hear and investigate matters pre-

sented by officers and employees of the American Railway
Express Company or their representatives, affecting: (1)
Inequalities as to wages and working conditions whether as

to individual employees or classes of employees. (2) Condi-

tions arising from competition with employees in other indus-

tries. (3) Rules and working conditions for the several

classes of employees, either for the countrj- as a whole or for

different parts of the country.

The board in the performance of these duties shall, as in

the case of railroad employees, be solely an advisory body
and shall submit its recommendations to the director general

for his determination.

Lubrication of Locomotives

Mechanical Department Circular No. 6 gives the follow-

ing instructions regarding the lubrication of locomotives:

Investigation has developed that, in many instances, locomotives are not
properly lubricated, which in addition to increasing coal consumption also

causes excessive wear on cylinders, cylinder packinff. valves and valve
ch3mbers, as well as on piston rod and valve stem packing.

It has been found that this is due on sonic roads to the practice of
draining lubricators of all oil upon their arrival at the terminal and put-

ting in the exact amount allowed for the trip before leaving. If excessive
switching is necessary during the trip, or if any other unusual delays
occur, or if the oil feed is not so regulated that it will last during the trip,

the locomotive is often operated to the terminal with cylinders not lubri-

cated. Cases are also found where on account of this practice yard en-
gines are worked for hours without cylinder oil. This practice is ex-
tremely expensive.

Lubricators should be filled before locomotive leaves terminal, and suf-
ficient oil should be carried on the locomotive to provide against any neces-
sity for damaging cylinders, valves, packing or other parts of the ma-
chinery during the trip. Piston rod and valve stem packing should be
I)ropcrly lubricated, and a suitable swab provided to retain the oil.^

Enginemen will be held responsible for the proper use of all lubricating
oils furnished them.

Railroad Men Given Opportunity to Vote

Although some of the officers of the train service brother-

lioods are understood to have told Director General Mc.\doo
that liis general order, requiring railroad men to abstain

from political activity, was an infringement on their rights

as citizens, 'Mr. McAdoo took no chances that they or anyone

else should infer that he did not want them to exercise their

right and privilege of voting at the critical election of last

Tuesday. The director general on November 1 sent the fol-

lowing telegram to the regional directors

:
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"In accordance with usual practice and the laws and cus-

toms of the various states, please instruct all federal and gen-

eral managers to give to railroad employees the largest pos-

sible opportunity without interfering with necessary railroad

operations to exercise their right of suffrage on election day,

November 5."

No Modification of Warranty Covenant

The attorney general has declined to grant the request of

the Railroad Administration for a modification of the war-

ranty convenant against commission agents in contracts with

the government for supplies. The Railroad Administration

had proposed a provision that the contingent fee clause

would not apply to regularly cstaljlished selling agencies

established before the war. The refusal to modify was based

on the fact that the clause is inserted in contracts with all

government departments and was approved by the President

and cabinet and no lesser authority should change it. The
secretary of war had personally secured from the President

an approval for waiver of the clause in certain cases approved

by the war department board of contract review.

Henry Bartlett to Consider New Devices

Henry Bartlett, formerly chief mechanical engineer of the

Boston & Maine and a member of the committee on stand-

ards for cars and locomotives of the mechanical department

of the Railroad Administration, is to devote his attention

especially to the examination and testing of new devices for

the mechanical department in accordance with rules pro-

viding for the submission of new devices and inventions out-

lined in a circular issued by the division of operation in

Septemlx?r. Mr. Bartlett has been giving attention to such

matters for some time, but the lessening of the work on

which he has been engaged in connection with the standard

car designs will enable him to devote a larger proportion

of his time to new devices.

Hearings on Increased Wages

Hearings were held this week at Washington before the

Board of Wages and Working Conditions on the application

of the i)rotherhood.s of train service employees for further

increa.ses in wages, in addition to those granted them under

General Order No. 27, Ijy way of standardization to restore

relations between the wages of various classes of employees

which were somewhat disturbed by the order. They also

have asked for time and one-half for overtime.

New Ticket Selling Plan Postponed

Because of the shortage of labor due to the influenza epi-

demic it has been found necessarj' to change from November
1 to December 1 the date for having railroad tickets and
Pullman ticlcets sold at the same window. The adoption of

the plan requires some alterations in ticket offices. The
change, however, has already gone into effect at some offices.

Interesting Data on Rail Renewals
Some interesting information on rail renewals over a

long period of years has been made public by the Committee
on Economics of Railway Location of the American Railway
Engineering Association in connection with a circular issued in

Bulletin No. 210 of the association soliciting data on the effect

of curvature on cost of maintenance of way and structures, etc.

This table is submitted as illustrating what the committee
desires in the way of data on the influence of curvature on
rail renewals. The table is taken from a report of some in-

vestigations on the Pennsylvania Lines as presented by
Robert Trimble, chief engineer of construction. It shows
the number of renewals on all main tracks in 159 miles dur-

ing a period of 31 years, for track on tangent and on various

degrees of curvature.

Rail Renewals on Tangents and Curves on the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayme
& Chicago, for all Main Tracks from Rochester to Crestline

Length of Ratio of

.Average track re- No. of renewals

lenptli newed in renewals in Average (tangent be-

Alinenient of track 31 years 31 years life ing=to 1)

Tangent 1.037.633 2,9g8,S61 2.88 10.76 1.00

Curve 0° to 1° 117,107 332,539 2.84 10.90 0.99

Curve 1° to 2° 157.323 510.289 3.24 957 1.12

Curve 2° to 3° 79.847 267,823 3.3S 9.25 1.16

Curve 3° to 4° 46,382 186,291 4.01 7.73 1.39

Curve 4° to 5° 34,819 15.?.764 4.42 7.04 1.53

Curve 5° to 6° 4,580 24.146 5.27 5.90 1.82

I'holo from Undcnvood & UndcrK,

Swiss Refugees from Russia Arriving on Native Soil
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Volume of Traffic

Again Shows Increase

THE RAILROADS in August con-

tinued to break the records

set last year as to the volume

of freight traffic handled, accord-

ing to the monthly reports of the

Operating Statistics Section of the

Railroad Administration. The
revenue ton miles increased 7.6 per

cent over August, 1917, after the

July report had shown an increase

of 5.6 per cent, and for the eight

months of the year ending August

31 the increase as compared with

1917 was 1.1 per cent. The in-

crease in ton miles in August was

handled with an increase of only

.2 per cent in freight train miles

and a decrease of 1.4 per cent in

car miles. Tliere was a slight in-

crease in the number of locomotives

and of cars in service and the

average tonnage per train and per

car was increased 6.6 and 8.3 per

cent, respectively, l>ut the percent-

age of empty car miles increased

and the average mileage per car

and per locomotive per day con-

tinued to show a decrease. The
net result, however, was an in-

crease in the ton mileage both per

locomotive and per car per day.

The figures are reported both by

roads and by regions and as a con-

solidated total. The New England

district shows an increase in rev-

nue ton miles of 14.8 per cent and

the Southern region an increase of

14.3 per cent. The figures are

summarized as follows:
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lUustratior. Redrawn frcm Similar Table Made by Operating Statistics Section

Percentages of Increase or Decrease in Factors Influencing Freight Train and Freight

Car Efficiency in the Month of August, 1918, as Compared with

the Month of August, 1917

TRAFFIC AND OPERATING CONDITIONS IN AUGUST
Month of August Increase or decrease Eight months

Item 1918

Averace miles operated—single track 220.418.00

Freisht train miles 52,792.883

Loaded freight car miles 1,277,794,320

Empty freight car miles 612.299.738

Total freight car miles—loaded and empty 1,890,094,058

Freight locomotive miles 60,969,854

Revenue ton miles 35,660,217,405

Non-revenue ton miles 2,809.629,463

Total ton miles 38.469,846,868

Average numher of freight locomotives in service 30,450

Average number of freight locomoti-ves in or

awaiting shop 4,549

Average numher of freight cars in service...... 2,342,032

Average number of freight cars in or awaiting

shop 155,472

Tons per train 729

Tons per loaded car ^-^

Average miles per locomotive per day 64,6

Average miles per car per day 26.0

Per cent of loaded car miles 6".6

Per cent of freight locomotives in or awaiting 14.9

shop

Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop 6.6

Total ton miles:

Per freight locomotive per day 40,754

Per freight car per day S-SO

Per mile of road per day 5,630

•Decrease.

1917

220,125.22

52,675,864

1,295.885,621

588.761,682

1,884,647,303

60,713,578

33.136,229,870

2.908,102.833

36,044,332,703

29,893

4,191

2,265,018

136.915

684

27.8

65.5

26.8

.\mount

292.78

117,019

•18,091,301

23,538,056

5,446,755

256,276

2,523,987,535

•98,473,370

2,425,514,165

557

358

77,014

0.9 6,4

0,6 10.0

38,896

513

5,282

1918

227,500.99

425,829,519

9,899,418.281

4.642,821.267

14.542,239.548

494,901.484

262.655.500.995

23.071,823.215

285.727.324,210

31,364

4.670

2,421,736

136,041

671

28.9

64.9

24.7

68.1

14.9

5.6

37,491

486
5,169

1917

227.199.28

436,044.775

10.606.451.040

4.579.607.630

15,186.058,670

503,499,098

259.774.408.817

23.711.618.534

283,486.027.351

30,937

4.465

2,325.961

Increase or decrease

Per
cent

0.1

.\mount

301.71

•10.215.256

•707.032,759

63.213.637

•643.819,122

•8.597.614

2.881,092.178

•639.795.319

2,241,296,859

205

95,775

131.979

650
26.7

67.0

26.9

69.8

14.4

5.7

37,710

502

5,134



Railroads Must Play Big Part in Conserving Timber

Natural Resources Must Be Conserved If We Are to Do

Our Part in Reconstruction Period

By A. Gibson

Superintendent Timber Preservation and Tit Treating Plants, Northern Pacific, Brainerd, Minn.

Ir
NO WAY can the conservation of one of our most im- 280,000,000 tics. On a basis of six years' life untreated

portant natural resources be made more effective than by these tracks would require annual renewals of over 46,000,-

the railways treating all of their cross ties, bridge and 000 ties, making an approximate total of tie renewals for all

other timbers (that can be treated) by a preservative that will tracks of 191,000,000. Changing these figures to board
extend their service at least lYz times. There is no experi- measure, and estimating main line ties at 38 ft. board
ment about this; it is well known that cross ties and other measure per tie, they would represent 5,510,000,000, ft.

timbers can be and are made to last very much longer by board measure. Estimating yard, and passing track and spur

treatment. track ties at 32 ft. board measure per tie, the requirements

VVe should not lose sight of the fact that during the years represent 1,472,000,(100 ft. Ijoard measure, making a total for

gone by we were drawing our tie and timber supply from all tracks of 6,982,000,000 ft. board measure. This is only
virgin forests and the timber used was very high grade. We one item of tlie numerous drains on the forests by the rail-

have now reached the period where second growth trees are roads. In addition to this there are the demands for build-

being cut and young growth trees are much inferior to what mgs of all kinds, bridges, wharves, docks and numerous
we were getting 15 years and more ago. The result will structures in which large quantities of timber are used,

be shorter life and in consequence a larger consumption. Assuming that the life of cross ties can be extended by the

The annual requirements for cross ties alone are appalling, use of preservatives and proper tie plates to 15 years instead

We have about 290,000 miles of main tracks. Figuring 3,000 of 6, the requirements for main tracks would be reduced to

ties per mile this will require 870,000,000 cross ties; if the 58,000,000 ties or 2,204,000,000 board feet, and for passing
average annual life untreated is estimated at six years this and other tracks to 20,000,000 ties or 597,000,000 ft. board
means that main track renewals will rec|uire approximately measure annually, or a grand total of 78,000,000 ties or

145,000,000 ties. It is also estimated that there are approxi- 2, cSOl,000,000 board feet, making a total yearly saving of

mately 100,000 miles of passing tracks, yard tracks and 1 13,000,000 ties or 4,1 81,O00,000"ft. board measure for rail-

spurs, on which about 2,800 ties per mile are used, a total of road cross ties alone.

SAVING PER TIE PER YEAR

Tabic show ing economy in trcatirig cross ties; with ties aind creosote at prices indicated, on the basis of labor for placing iin track at tie. 8
cents !

[or handliiig and treat;iiig at tie pi:int and alio wing 5 per cent for 15 years on treatment. includirig all labor and material at tic iplant;

Creosote
per gal.

ass.uminK that treated t ics will laslt 15 vears and untreated 6 years

at 40c at 45c at 50c at 55c at 60c at 65c at 70c at 75c at 80c at 85c at 90c at 95c at $1
$0,060 $0.0387 $0.0433 $0.0486 $0.0587 $0.0686 $0.0733 $0.0786 $0.0833 $0.0886 $0.0933 $0.0986

.065 .0370 .0720 .0773 .0820 .0873 .0920 .0973

.070 .0353 .0407 .0460 .0500 .0553 .0600 .0653 .0706 .0753 .0800 .0853 .0900 .0953
,075 .0340 .0393 .0443 .0486 .0540 .0586 .0640 .0686 .0733 .0786 .0840 .0886
.080 .0326 .0373 .0426 .0473 .0526 .0573 .0626 .0673 .0726 .0773 .0826 .0873 0926
.085 .0313 .0.-!56 .0410 .0456 .0510 .0556 0610, .0656 .0710 .0753 .0807 .0860 .0900
.090 .0300 .03-17 .0393 .0447 .0493 .0541 0600 .0646 .0693 .0746 .0793 .0846 0893
.095 .0280 .0326 .0380 .0426 .0470 .0526 .0572 .0627 .0680 .0726 .0780 .0826 .0880
.100 .0267 .0313 .0366 .0513 .0566 .0613 .0666 .0713 .0766 .0813
.105 .0253 .0300 .0347 .0400 .0447 .0493 ,0547 .059.1 .0653 .0700 .0747 .0800 .0853
.110 .0240 .0286 .03.13 .0386 .0433 .0480 .0533 .0580 .0633 .0680 .0733 .0780
.Its .0220 .0266 .0320 .0367 .0420 .0466 .05,?0 .0566 .0619 .0666 .0720 .0766
.120 .0206 .0253 .0306 .0353 .0406 .0453 ,0.506 .0553 .0606 .0653 .0706 .0753
.125 .0193 .0240 .0293 .0339 .0393 .0439 .0403 .0539 .0593 .0639 .0693 .0739 0793
.130 ,0180 .0230 .0280 .0326 .0380 .0426 .0480

.0466
.0526 .0580 .0626 .0680

.135 .0167 .0210 .0260 .0310 .0366 .0413 .0513 .0566 .0613 .0666 .0713

.140 .1153 .0200 .0253 .0300 .0353 .0400 .0453 .0500 .0553 .0600 .0653 .0700

.145 .0140 .0183 .0233 .0283 .0333 .0383 .0436 .0483 .0533 .0583 .0633 .0683

.150 .0120 .0166 .0220 .0266 .0320 .0366 .0420 .0466 .0520 .0566 .0620 .0666

.155 .0107 .0157 .0207 .0256 .0306 .0357 ,0406 .0457 .0506 .0557 .0606 0656

.160 .0093 .0140 .0193 .0240 .0293 .0340 .0.'93 ,0440 .0493 .0540 .0593 .0640 0693

.165 .0126 .0176 .0276 .0326 .0373 .0426 .0473 .0520 .0573

.170 .0106 .0160 .0206 .0260 .0306 .0360 .0406 .0460 .0506 .0560 .0606

.175 .0146 .0193 .0246 .0293 .0346 .0393 .0446 .0493 .0546

.18C .0133 .0180 .0233 .0280 .0333 .03 SO .0433 .0480 .0533 .0580

.185 .0116 .0163 .0213 .0263 .0313 .0363 .0413 .0463 .0513 .0563

.190 .0100 .0146 .0200 .0246 .0100 .0346 .0400 .0446 .0500 .0546

.195 .0133 .0186 .0233 0286 .0333 .0386 .0433 .0486 .0533 0586
.0173 .0273 .0320 .0373 .0420 .0473 .0520 0573

.0306 .0360 .0406 .0460 .0506 0560

.0293 .0346 .0393 .0446 .0493 0546

.0279 .0330 .0379 .0433 .0479
.220 .0120 .0166 0220 .0266 .0320 .0366 .0420
.225 .0153 .0203 .0253 .0.103 .0353 .0403 .0453
.230 .0133 .0186 .0233 .0286 .03 53 .0386 .0433
235 .0173 .0230 .0273 .0320 .0373 .0420 0473

.0206 .0260 .0306 .0360 .0406
.245 .0143 .0190 .o;m3 .0290 .0343 .0390 0443

.0173 .0226 .0273 .0326 .0373 .0426
Pa SIS ON Which Above Table Is Prepared

UNTREATED
2'.< Cros? ties

Placing .

at 50c each = •

each =:
$1.25

.63

$1.88

1 C
1 P

Tie

50c - $0.50
25c - .2S

IV^ ....at 25c
C>al creosote
plant expense

= $0.25
= .08at 8c

Vnilealed _ $1.88
1.33

Int,srest at 5 per .cent per annum on 33c— 15 years
.33
.25Trcated =

$0.55

Total saving 50.55 4- 15 = $0.0366 per tie per year.

815
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The treating of cross ties with preservatives is not only a

move in the interest of conservation, but it is economical for

the users, as the table on the preceding page shows. It is pre-

pared from experience in the treatment and use of Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Montana, Idaho and Washington timber in rail-

road tracks in those states.

There are various other items of expense in connection

with tie renewals which are not taken into account in this

table, and which cannot very well be shown, owing to variable

conditions. The originating points from which ties are shipped

to the treating plants are different for almost every shipment,

the more frequent disturbance of the roadbed for untreated

ties, more especially when traffic and labor conditions are

abnormal and the additional hauling and handling are

typical. Therefore, if the table errs in any way it is in

favoring untreated ties. With present processes of treatment

large cjuantities of inferior species of timber, not suitable for

general use in buildings or for ties untreated, can be used,

such as birch, ash, elm, cottonwood, red oak and jack pine;

timbers that will not last to exceed three years without treat-

ment before decay will render them unsafe.

In the fall of 1907 and summer of 1908 the Northern

Pacific treated quite a large number of cross ties of the above

species (approximately 600,000) at Brainerd, Minn., with

creosote oil and placed them in main line and branch tracks.

They are giving very good service. To all appearances the

red oak, birch, elm, cottonwood and jack pine will last for

many- years yet. The only sign of failing is caused by

mechanical wear and splitting in some instances, but the gen-

.eral results are good. A large number of ties of these species

.have been used on this road each year since 1907. Red oak,

Ibirch and elm are much superior to our best grades such as

tamarack or fir for tie timber when treated with creosote

owing to their susceptibility to treatment, resistance to

mechanical wear and spike-holding qualities. Tamarack and

tfir are our most refractorj' timber to treat, but they can be

and are treated successfully, although in a few years the

supply will have to come from Montana and west of there, as

the eastern forests are beginning to show marked signs of

depletion in what was considered an inexhaustible supply

about 25 or 30 years ago.

When a member of an engineering party on preliminary

-and location surveys in 1884, I made the trip on foot from

South Trairie, Washington, the eastern end of the Northern

Pacific line from Pugct Sound at that time to what is now

Lester, thence up Camp Creek to the west end of the Stam-

pede Pass tunnel, and in all that territory we found no signs

of timber being cut except a few small trees for building

settlers' cabins. For the entire distance from South Prairie

•to the summit of the Cascades on the west slope there was one

magnificent virgin forest as far as the eye could reach. It

was the accepted opinion that Washington had timber to

.-upply the United States for hundreds of years to come. To-

day tiie best timber is all cut off except in a few gulches and

inaccessible spots where spur tracks are now built so that

logging can be carried on economically.

In the winter of 1885 I made the trip by stage, buckboard

-and on foot from North Yakima, Wash., the west end of the

Northern Pacific from St. Paul at that time, to the east end

of the Stampede Pass tunnel and found the same for-

est conditions existing as on the west slope; an unbroken

stretch of magnificent forest from Teanaway to the summit

of the Cascades and down the west slope to Tacoma and

Seattle.

The large stumps are the only remaining evidence today of

the grand trees that fell in the terrible slaughter. There are

stiir quite large patches of birch, ash, elm, cottonwood and

some red oak in Minnesota and Wisconsin and smaller

patches of cottonwood and elm along the streams from Lake

Superior to Puget Sound that can he utilized for tie timber,

•if treated, and which if not used in this or some other

similar way will rot on the ground in a few years and be a

loss to the country.

Unless all signs fail our country is going to develop very

rapidly after we have won this war. Our population will

also increase, which will naturally demand a large extension

of our present railroad mileage, and this with the demand
for materials from foreign countries will tax our ability to

the utmost to meet requirements. Therefore, the more we
conserve our present natural resources the better prepared

will we be to furnish the balance of the world with the neces-

sities it may need, and timber will be one of the most im-

portant items. During the present war the supply of creosote

in this country and from abroad has been reduced so that

present prices make its use almost prohibitive, but undoubt-

edly this will be adjusted when the war is over and tank

vessels are again available for ocean traffic.

T
Train Accidents in August'

HE FOLLOWING IS .-^ LIST of the most notable train acci-

dents that occurred on the railways of the United

States in the month of August, 1918:

Collisions
Kind of Kind of

Date Road Place Accident Train Kil'd Inj'd
2. Pennsylvania Walker's Mill. Pa. re F. & F. 3
7. N. Y., N. H. & H....Westbrook re F. & F. 2

30. Louisville & N Nortonville be F. & F. 1 3

Derailments

Cause of Kind of
Date Road Place Derailment Train Kil'd Inj'd

1. Pennsylvania Terre Haute unx P.
R. G. . Bla

10. Miss. Central So. Hattiesburg malice P
13. Pennsylvania Protection unx P. 6
19. Bait. & Ohio Newburg. W.Va. acc.obst. P. 3

19. N. Y. Central Bergen, N. Y. reg. P. 15
28. Norfolk & W Ada, W. Va. exc. speed P. 2 14

The trains in collision on the Pennsylvania Lines near
Walker's Mill, Pa., on the second were eastbound freights.

The leading train, witli a locomotive at tlie rear, was at a

standstill, and was about 200 ft. in advance of an automatic
block signal set against the following train. This train,

which, it appears, had passed an automatic block signal in-

dicating caution, came on at about 35 miles an hour; and
its engineman, fireman, and one brakeman were killed. This
collision occurred at 4:40 a. m.
The trains in collision on the New York, New Haven &

Hartford near Westbrook, Conn., on the night of the seventh

were eastbound freights. The locomotive of the second train

was overturned and ten cars were wrecked. The engineman
and fireman were killed. The men on the engine having
been killed it is not known why the speed of the train was
not controlled ; but the collision occurred during a severe

electrical storm, accompanied by rain and hail, and it is

believed that these men were either shocked or killed by
lightning just prior to the collision.

The trains in collision near Nortonville, Ky., on the 30th

were through freight trains. The collision occurred in a

cut, and both engines and seven cars were wrecked. The
track was blocked about twelve hours. The engineman of

the northbound train was killed, and the southbound en-

gineman was injured. The collision was due to oversight

on the part of the train despatcher. After issuing a meet-

ing order he put another train on the schedule of one of

the trains without giving a copy of the meeting order to the

new section.

The train derailed at Fruitridge Avenue, Terre Haute,

*Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re. Rear collision he. Rutting collision xc, Other coUisioi

Broken d. Defective unf. t'nforeseen obstruction unx.
plained- derail, Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace
obst.. Accidental obstruction——malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc,

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on -road fire. Cars burned while run
nine P. or Pass.. Passenger train F. nr Ft., Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.') .^sterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
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Ind., on the first was westbound passenger No. 21. One mail

clerk was killed; three mail clerks, three employees and 24

passengers were injured, all of the injuries being classed as

slight. The train was running at about 60 miles an hour.

The cause of the derailment was not determined. The track

was found in good condition. Eye-witnesses thought there

must have been some obstruction on the rail.

The train derailed near Blanca, Colo., on the seventh was

a westbound passenger. Four coaches were overturned and

eleven passengers were slightly injured. The cause of the

derailment was a broken rail.

The train derailed on the Mississippi Central at South

Hattiesburg, Miss., on the 10th was a westbound passen-

ger. The engine was overturned at a maliciously misplaced

switch and the track was blocked about 10 hours. The en-

gineman and the fireman were kiUpd.

The train derailed near Protection, N. Y., on the night

of the 13th was eastbound passenger No. 576. The engine

and three cars were overturned and fell down a bank. Six

passengers were injured. The derailment occurred at a

frog, but whether or not this frog was defective or broken

and 'was the cause of the derailment, or was broken in con-

sequence of the derailment, could not be determined.

The train derailed on the Baltimore & Ohio near New-

burg W Va., on the night of the 19th of August was west-

bound passenger No. 47, moving up grade, drawn by two

engines. The leading engine was overturned and the en-

gineman, fireman and one trainman were killed. It is be-

lieved that the track was disturbed by something dragging

from a car in a preceding train.

The train derailed near Bergen, N. Y., on the afternoon

of the r9th was eastbound passenger No. 28. It consisted

of one express car, two mail cars, one baggage car and four

coaches. The engine and all cars except the rear coach

were partly tipped over on the south side of the track. The
train was running at high speed, but the number of persons

injured (all passengers) is given as only fifteen. Trackmen
were working at this point, and it appears that the rails

were not properly alined when the train came on.

The train derailed near Ada, West Virginia, on the 28th

was eastbound passenger No. 4. The engine and four cars

were overturned, the engineman and fireman were killed,

and nine passengers and five employees and mail clerks were

injured. The cause of the derailment was presumed to be

too high rate of speed around a curve of eleven degrees on

a steep descending grade, no defects being found in track or

equipment.

Electric Car Accidents.—In Chicago on the 7th, when a

freight train ran into a street car, five persons were killed

and 27 injured; at Anderson, Ind., on the .?Oth, in the de-

railment of an electric car, one person was killed and 5 in-

jured. At Cleveland, Ohio, on the 7th, an electric car, thrown

off the track by running into a heavy truck, fell off a high

bridge; eight passengers injured.

Final Liberty Loan Totals Reach $184,868,300

Railroad Men's Subscriptions $78,000,000 Over Third

Loan. Complete Returns for Eastern Region

THE FINAL REPORTS to Director General McAdoo show

that the railroad men of the United States subscribed

for a total of $1 84,868,.>00 in Fourth Liberty Loan

bonds. This compares with $100,655,450 subscribed in the

third loan, an increase of $78,212,850.
, ^ ..u

A tabulation of subscriptions by regions shows that the

honors for the campaign belong to the Southwestern region,

99 1 per cent of the 170,333 employees of Uiat region having

subscribed for a total of $21,487,650, an average of $126 per

subscriber The Eastern region, the largest of the seven,

naturally led in the total subscribed with $54,697,200, but

its percentage of employees subscribing and the average sub-

scription were not as high as in the Southwestern region.

The Railroad Administration headquarters in Washington

led all the regions, all of the 1,014 employed there sub-

scribing an average of $495.10 each.

The totals in detail follow:

Number Percentage Amount Amount per

Region subscribers employees subscriptions subscriber

Administration He;.dq'.ar.
$502,000 $495.10

ters (Wasl;.) tiVni 96 54.697.200 102.00
Eastern

170333 99.1 21,487.650 126.00
Soutlwestern 170.jJJ va.

36 082.850 120.58
Central Western 307.546 ^0

ov
4330 550 89.48

Pocahontas 4S.yo4 a/

^

I6.253,i00 88.00
So"<hf" 291985 94.86 23.611.100 80.86
Allesheny Z91.98S v, o

27,853.750 1 12.24
Northwestern _»;*. 10 j :"•'

Eastern Liberty Loan Totals

Final returns of suliscriptions to the Fourth Lilierty Loan

by officers and employees of the 48 railroads comprising the

Eastern Region reported to Regional Director A. H. Smith,

Grand Central Terminal, show that 98 per cent of all em-

ployees subscribed, tlie average amount per subscription be-

ing' $102.00. The total subscription was $54,555,200, made

by'' a total of 551,944 employees.

The officers and clerks of the regional director's staff sub-
scribed $113,250 additional.

Twelve of the roads show that 100 per cent of all em-
ployees subscribed, namely, the New York Central, Brooklyn
Eastern District Terminal, Buffalo Creek, the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, the Grand Rapids and Indiana, the

Lehigh & Hudson River, the Lehigh & New England, the

Lehigh Valley, the Pittsburgh & Shawmut, the Susquehanna
& New York, the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, and the Wheel-
ing & Lake Erie. In addition to this 24 railroads show be-

tween 90 and 100 per cent of all employees subscribed. The
Lehigh & Hudson River led all other roads in the Eastern

Region in the average amount per subscription of $150.00,

the Grand Rapids and Indiana ranking second with $146.00,

the Wheeling & Lake Erie third witli $141.00, and the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and Central Indiana, fourth

and fifth, with $124.00 and $123.00, respectively.

The New York Central, both east and west, showed 92,-

586 employees, or 100 per cent subscribed, the average

amount per subscription being $106.95. The division East

and West is as follows:

East of Bui^falo— -Average

Number of Number
craploves subscribed
59.903 59.903

Percentage
subscribed

lUO

Amount
subscribed
$6,334,050

amount
subscribed

105.75

West op Buffalo—
32,683 32,683 ICO 3,568,400 109.15

The New York Central total of subscriptions is $9,902,-

450, which is the largest amount subscribed by any individual

road in the Eastern Region.

Tlie Pennsylvania Lines West showed 95 per cent of all

employees subscribed, the average amount per subscription

being $110.00. The total subscription was $8,735,801, made
bv a total of 82,990 employees.
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The office of the regional director has made a detailed

tabulation sliowing how the Ijonds were taken by classes of

employees on the 48 railroads in the Eastern region. The fig-

ures, with the exception of the average subscription per sub-

scriber are copied from the tabulation.

Number Number Amount Average
in sub- Per sub- sub.

service scribed cent scribed scribed
Officers and general office

employees 37.065 36,463 98 $6,363,300 $174.51
Agcntsand station employee" 36,011 82,482 95 7.237,000 87.76
Engineers 23.724 22,977 97 2,732,650 118.49
Firemen 23,619 22,096 93 1,740,300 78.76
Conductors 19,354 18,612 96 2,175,650 116.8,?
Other trainmen 48,552 46,075 95 3,881.950 84.25
Mechanical department 154,295 150,331 97 17,604,850 117.11
Roadw.-.y department 107.882 99,598 98 7,647,750 76.8S
Miscellaneous employees 51,442 49,069 95 4,720,250 96.19

Inasmuch as these totals are probably typical of all the re-

gions it is worth noting that the office employees made the

best record, 98 per cent of the total number subscribing for

an average of $174.51. The enginemen were second, 97 per

cent of their number in the Eastern region having subscribed

for an average of $118.49, the mechanical department em-
ployees a close third with 97 per cent, and an average sub-

;
scription of $117.11, while the conductors were close behind
with 06 per cent and an average subscription of $116.88.

Fourth Liberty Loan Totals for Eastern Region
Percent-

Total Average age em-
Total Total number amount ployees

amount of number of sub- per sub- sub-
subscriptions employees scribing scription scribed

Ann Arbor $134,550 1,363 1,355 99 99
Bait. & Oliio, West 2,569,700 29,150 28,908 88 99
Bangor & Aroostook 182,550 1,925 1,723 106 89
Boston & -Albany 506,450 8,468 7,611 72 83
Boston & Maine 2,564,550 31,532 30,051 85 95
Brooklyn, liast. Dist. Term. 42.i50 438 438 97 100
Buffalo Creek 21,050 204 204 103 100
Buff. Rocii. & Pitts 924,850 7,567 7,463 124 98
Central Indiana 28,200 247 228 123 92
Central Vermont 217.SOO 2,656 2,395 90 90
Ches. & Ohio of Ind 147,750 1,616 1,435 103 89
Chic. Ind. & I.ou 369.400 4,172 4.042 1 96
Cin. Ind. & West 188,900 1.683 1,598 118 94
Clev. Cin., Chic. & St. L... 2,736,000 25,106 24,492 111 97
Det., Bay City & West 5,600 161 96 58 60
Detroit Terminal 23,050 219 218 106 99
Detroit Tel. & Iron 159.250 1,842 1,542 97 81
Detroit & Mackinac 66.150 735 695 95 95
Delaware & Hudson 1.747,800 15,701 14,913 117 95
Delaware, Ljck. & West 2,533,650 22,162 22,162 114 10(1

Erie 4,346,900 4Si263 43,375 100 95
Grand Rapids & Ind 429,000 2,923 2,923 146 100
Grand Trunk, New Eng 152,900 1,391 1,205 127 87
Grand Trunk, West 645.550 10,028 8.578 75 85
Hocking Vallcv 363,750 5,169 3,924 92 75
Indianapolis Union 62,350 867 756 82 87
Lake Erie S: West 383,300 3,823 3,657 104 95
Lehigh & Hudson River 114,100 756 756 150 100
Lehigh & New Eng 131,900 1,295 1,295 102 100
Lehigh Valley 2.944,150 25,053 25,053 117 100
Maine Central 618,200 7,907 7,098 87 89
Manistique & L. Sup 5,250 100 77 68 77
Michigan Central 1,706,750 18,896 18,295 93 96
New York Central, East 6,334,050 59,903 59,903 105 100
New York Central, West... 3.568,400 32.683 32,683 109 100
N. Y. Chic. & St. Louis 795,550 7,681 7,424 107 96
N. Y., N. H. & Hart 3,167,700 43,953 42,391 75 96
N. Y., Ontario & West 548.450 5.024 4.740 106 94
Pennsylvania Lines, West.. 8.735.800 82,990 79,032 110 95
Pen- Marquette 882,950 10,271 9.158 96 89
Pitts. Si Shawmut 75,700 611 611 122 lOO
Rutland 261,500 2,189 2.177 120 99
Susquehanna & N. Y 17.500 160 160 109 100
Toledo & Ohio Cont 641.600 6.742 6.475 99 96
Tol.. St. Louis & West 408,050 3,316 3,316 123 100
Toledo Terminal 26.650 360 345 77 96
Ulster & Delaware 63,050 582 537 117 92
Wabash 1,141,000 9,266 9.262 123 99
Wheeling & Lake Erie 813,350 5,745 5,745 141 100

Total 54,555,200 551,944 531,920 102 96

Regional organization, 253 employees (100 per cent subscribed).. $113,250
Local sub-committee subscriptions through the A. R. A 28,750

Grand total $54,697,200

St. Louis Roads Make Liberty Loan Record

Every one of the 40,889 em]iloyees of the Missouri Pacific,

tlie St. Liiuis Southwestern, the Louisiana & Arkansas, and
the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge, which comprise the

lines under the jurisdiction of A. Robertson, federal manager,
subscribed to the fourth Liberty Loan. The total of the

bonds taken on these railways was $6,665,500, or an average

of $10.> per employee. The 35,520 Missouri Pacific em-
ployees alone subscribed a total of $5,864,050, or $165 per
employee, 'llie lines under Mr. Robertson rank high if not
the highest among the federal managers' districts as to average
subscription per person.

This commendable record was only achieved after a most
vigorous Liberty Loan campaign. To give impetus to the
campaign a meeting of 1,000 delegates representing the em-
ployees of the lines was held at Planters Hotel, St. Louis,

on September 14. Among those who addres.sed this assembly
were A. Robertson, ferloral manatier: B. F. Bush, South-

Loan Meeting at Ewing Avenue Yard, St. Louis

western regional director; E. J. White, general solicitor of
the lines under Mr. Robertson; J. F. Murphy, general man-
ager of the IMissouri Pacific, John Moran, general chairman
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Daniel Upthe-
grove, general attorney of the St. Louis Southwestern; S. L.

Watts, general chairman of the Brotherhood of Railway Car-
men of America and a number of other representative officers

and employees and officials of the various labor organiza-
tions. F'ollowing die meeting at the Planters Hotel, the
federal manager, in company with the general chairmen of

The Locomotive VVhiLh Handled the Liberty

various laiior unions as well as railway officers and em-
ployees, made a tour of his district holding meetings at sta-

tions, roundhouses, shops, churches, opera houses, which were
attended by all employees who could possibl}- be spared from
their work. The crowds were uniformly large and en-
thusiastic. The photographs show the locomotive which
handled the Liberty Loan Special and a typical meeting
which was held at Ewing Avenue yard, St. Louis. It will be
noted that considerable ingenuity was displayed in decorat-
ing the engine. The stars and stripes arc in evidence on
various parts of the locomotive, President A\'ilson's photo-
grapli has a prominent position in the headlight, the Ameri-
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can eagle is mounted on the s;md dome and a miniature

cannon on the pilot.

As previously mentioned, the total subscription of the

Missouri Pacific was $5,864,050, or an average of $165 per

employee. The totals and averages for the other three lines

were $710,300 and $151 on the St. Louis Southwestern, a

total of $86,650 and an average of $136 for the Louisiana &

Arkansas, and a total of $4,500 and an average of $115 on

the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge.

Mechanical emplo)ees subscribed more heavily than any

other class of employees on these lines. The total of their

subscriptions amounted to $1,862,550. Roadway employees

were next with a total of $1,474,800 and officers and general

office employees were third with $867,300.

Signals Required to Facilitate Traffic in Australia

Automatics Prove Profitable on Lines Operating Under

the British Board of Trade Standards

By C. B. Byles

Signal Engineer, New South Wales Government Railways, Sydney, N. S. W.

CONSIDERABLE PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE in recent ycars

in the installation of automatic signaling on the New
South Wales Railways. This system consists of 4,677

route miles, of which 4,102 are single, and the balance con-

sists of two or more tracks. Three trunk lines radiate from

Sydney, south, west and north, respectively. These lines are

double for distances varying from 100 to 200 miles from the

metropolis, and beyond that the whole of the mileage is single.

The three trunk lines referred to carry a fairly heavy pas-

senger and freight traffic, comprising interstate expresses,

mail trains and trains of less importance. The speed, how-

ever, at which even express and mail trains are operated

is relatively low, owing to the exceedingly heavy nature of

the country through which they pass. The remainder of

the system consists of an extensive mileage of single track

branch lines, and over these the traffic is, for the most part,

very light. Within the suburban area of Sydney, extending

to a radius of about 20 miles, a dense residential traffic is

dealt with and the train service provided compares in density

with that in the suburban areas of most of the principal

cities of the world.

It should be remembered, in considering the conditions

under which the traffic is handled in New South Wales, that

the British Board of Trade standards in respect of safe

working are adhered to. Thus, many practices which are

permissible under somewhat similar physical conditions in

the United States are not allowable in New South Wales.

The larger part of the system is interlocked, and the ideal

aimed at is the complete interlocking of the whole system.

It is considered necessary, as a rule, for an officer to be in

attendance at all places where main line switching move-

ments take place, and the practice which prevails in the

United States of permitting a train crew to side track a main

line train for a more important one to pass is unknown here.

At places where the attendance of a traffic officer is necessary

for switching purposes or for station attendance, he is re-

quired also to operate the signals and to manipulate the

block telegraph s)-stem or other system of working in opera-

tion. It thus comes about that, at stations where the con-

ditions in other respects call for the emploTOient of an officer,

very little is gained by installing automatic signals, and

hitherto, under such circumstances, the manual block system,

operated under suitable safeguards, has been considered suf-

ficient to meet the requirements.

The single line portions of the system are, for the most

part, worked by means of the electric tablet or electric staff

systems, only a comparatively small mileage being worked

by means of ordinary train staff and ticket. No attempt has

been made to introduce automatic signaling on single lines,

and it is difticult to see at present how this could be done.

in view of the fact that the possession of a token as authority

for passing over a single line has always been regarded as

an indispensable feature of safe working. The introduction

of automatic signaling on single track lines and the disuse

of the token would introduce a variance of practice and, in

view of the dependence upon a fixed habit on which the use

of the token system relies for its efficacy, very serious con-

siderations would arise in connection with any scheme in-

volving an exception to this hitherto invariable rule.

From what has been written, it will be clear, therefore,

that the scope for automatic signaling is confined to:

(a) The country stretches of double track lines on the

three trunk systems.

(b) The suburban areas.

Taking first the country- lines, the use of automatic signal-

ing is not found to be justified in cases where traffic attend-

ance is necessary for purposes apart from signaling. There
are, however, many sections of double track lines passing

through sparsely populated country upon which the distance

between attended stations is greater than the length of block

sections necessary to handle the traffic. Under these cir-

cumstances, automatic signals have, with advantage, been

installed to divide the sections between attended stations.

The length of such sections varies, of course, according to

circumstances, but they average about five miles and, at the

present time, the number of countn,' sections of automatic

signals is 40. This equipment will probably appear small

to American readers who are accustomed to stretches of hun-

dreds of miles of automatic territory, but it must not be for-

gotten that the conditions in respect of through traffic are

entirely different from those prevailing on American rail-

ways, and in view of the comparatively recent development

of heavy traffic on these railwa>'s, it is somewhat remarkable

that even this amount of automatic signaling has become

necessan.' and profitable. In support of this statement it

should be mentioned that it was only within the last 10 years

that anv considerable mileage of trunk line beyond the

metropolitan area has been doubled.

The standard practice for automatic signals is upper-

quadrant left hand, 3-position. Upon the countr>- sections

referred to, the mechanisms are invariably of the low voltage

t}-pe. and BSCO cells are employed for both these and track

circuit purposes. The signals are of the familiar topmast

mechanism tvpe, and, so far as construction is concerned,

American practice has been followed to a large extent. A
feature which has been adopted with advantage is the con-

centration in a small hut of the track relays and batteries

for each signal location. This plan has been found to afford

great assistance for maintenance purposes, and advantage is

taken of the roof to ensure a water supply for the batteries.
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Turning now to the automatic signaling in the .-uliurlnin

area, it may be stated that this extends from the metropolis,

roughly, for a distance of nine miles on one line, and eight

on another, the bulk of the route being four-track and in

some cases eight-track. The earlier portions of these in-

stallations consist of lower-quadrant, two-arm signals, and
as when the sy.stem was first introduced an electro-pneumatic

power plant already existed in Sydney yard, advantage was
taken of this to provide electro-pneumatic signals. Outside

the electro-pneumatic area, with the exception of one smaller

installation of all-electric signals operated with 60-volt mo-
tors (also lower quadrant, 2-arm), upper-quadrant, 3-posi-

tion signals, operated by alternating current mechanisms
with alternating current track circuits have been introduced,

and in view of the advantage of alternating current opera-

tion it is hoped to extend this system in all future suburi)an

work. For the alternating current signaling, power is sup-
plied at 2,200 volts from the power house belonging to the

railway department, from which the whole of the tramway
system and railway lighting system of the metropolis is sup-
plied. The alternating current is supplied to the signal

mechanisms and track circuits in the usual way through trans-

formers at the various locations, and the signals are lighted

electrically. It is unnecessary to enter into any exact details

of these signals as American practice has been fairly closely

followed. A point of interest, however, is in connection with

the lights provided for the upper-quadrant signals. It has

spectacle remains at red, but when the upper arm rises to

90 deg. a stud engages in the slot of the down rod and lifts

the lower spectacle so that it shows with a green light. This
arrangement has lx;en found quite satisfactorj- in practice

and has the great advantage that it conforms to the practice

in mechanical signaling areas throughout the state. There
is ver}' considerable scope for the use of automatic signaling

on the Xew South Wales Railways, and but for the war much
greater progress in this respect would have taken place than

has been the case.

Ninety-two Passengers

Killed in Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN
THE DER.iViLMENT of a southbouud passenger train of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, at a sharp curve at

Alalbone street, Brooklyn, N. Y., on the evening of

Friday, November 1, about 7 o'clock, 92 passengers were

killed, and about 100 injured. The derailment was due to

excessive speed, the motorman evidenth' being not well

accjuainted with the road.

The train; from Park Row, Manhattan, and destined for

Brighton Beach, consisted of five cars, two of them motor
cars, and all but one or two of them wooden. It was
crowded with passengers on their way home from work, and

Cars Wrecked at Malbone Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., on November 1

not been considered expedient here to introduce the yellow

light for the third indication, and instead of doing so, the

original British practice of two lights has been maintained.

When electric lighting of the signals is provided, the lower

light is controlled by the contact-makers on the mechanism
barrel, and the indications are:

Two greens
—

"All Clear."

Green above red
—

"Caution."

Two reds
—

"Stop."

In the case of the country signals, where electric lighting

is not available, a lower movable spectacle has been pro-

vided, which is operated by a slotted connection from the

main mechanism. The lower spectacle shows two lights only

—red and green. \\'hen the arm rises to 45 deg. the lower

was about ten minutes behind time liecause of delay due to a

mistake in taking the wrong track at a junction, which mis-

take necessitated a short backward movement. At Malbone

street, where the tracks run in a covered subway for about

200 ft. the southbound track was recently changed so as to

divert the trains into a new subway, at the right of the older

line, and it was at tlie entrance of this new subway, on a

curve of 240 ft. radius, with a speed limit of six miles an

hour, that the derailment occurred. The motorman. who
was one of the few sur\'ivors in the leading car, admitted

that the speed was about thirty miles an hour, and good

judges estimated it at a much higher rate. A naval officer

riding in the train, thought that it was seventy miles an hour.

The first car was wrecked bv striking the first column at the
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beginning of the row of steel columns which constitutes the

left side of the new sujjway, and, with one or two following

cars, was crushed into a mass of wreckage as bad as ever

was seen in a butting collision of trains running at a mile a

minute.

The motomian, 29 years of age, was a crew despatcher,

serving as motomian because of a strike of regular motor-

men. He had had some little experience as yard motorman
but seems to have made few or no trips in charge of trains.

1 he strike, started by the men to compel recognition by the

company of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, had
been compromised by a conference which was in session at

the time of the derailment.

The mistake at the junction was due to the absence of
classification lights on the train so that the signalman did
not know its destination; and the motorman accepted the

wrong signal because of his inexperience on that part of the

line.

Women in the Offices of the Canadian Railways

Equal Men in Accuracy and Performance on Simple Jobs,

But Are Not So Good for Complex Work

By J. L. Payne
Comptroller of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada

WHEN Canada began sending troops in large numbers
to France the railways were among the first and
chief sufferers from the shortage of labor which fol-

lowed. In view of the general character of railway em-
ployees, as to physical fitness and those qualities which are

broadly comprehended in the word "manhood," this was not

surprising. Wherever you find him there is something in

the nature of a railway man which suggests a ready respon-

siveness to such a call as the war created. He is courageous,

self-contained and sympathetic. Beneath the veneer of a

bluff and often blunt exterior he carries a warm heart. I

know railway men from long contact with them at their work,

and this sums up my diagnosis of them. Be that as it may,
they threw themselves by thousands into the great struggle,

and hundreds of them now sleep 'wliere poppies blow in

Flanders."

The Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk together lost

15,000, and this fact at once presented an acute problem to

those charged with the duty of keeping up the working staff.

The adjective is used advisedly; for while in 1915 a marked
decline in traffic took place, in 1916 and 1917 business

swelled to an unparalleled volume. This accentuated the

losses from enlistments, and administrative officers were at

their wits end to keep the wheels moving. In one staff of 700
there were in the first six montlis following the outbreak of

war more than 900 changes. It is not my purpose to deal in

this short .sketch with that aspect of what happened, but to

limit my observations to the measures which were taken to

recruit the general office staff. In short, I shall write almost

wholly of what was done to meet tb.e demand for clerical

help.

Oliviously young men were not to i)e had in considerable

numbers. Only those who were ineligible for military service

were available, and the young fellow who could not take some
place in the campaign was often unsuitable for the strenuous

work of a big railway office— for it is both hard and trj'ing.

In this situation it became necessary to fall back on women.
Now, contrary to my suspicions, it was not a new thing to

utilize female clerks. By degrees young women had been

taken into certain branches of the head offices, until in 1914

they made up 40 per cent of the staff in the passenger and
freight auditing divisions. This was at least twice the pro-

portion which I had assumed; Imt it was no new thing to dis-

cover I was wrong. Such experiences are slowly developing a

chastened spirit and a shrinking from positiveness in relation

to many things. Wishing to learn on the spot what had been

the general results of this revolution in the larger railway

offices, I ran down to Montreal the other day and got into
personal touch with a number of the principal departmental
heads. I was anxious to find out a great many things grow-
ing out of this new situation, and it was my good fortune to
find everybody communicative on the subject. My inquiries
were distributed over a number of heads, and in the cate-
gorical order in which they were made I shall proceed without
further introductory remarks to present the answers.
The Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk employ upwards

of 1,500 female clerks. Fifty per cent of these have been
brought in as the result of war conditions, and to that extent
they may be said to have taken the places of men who were
enlisted from the general offices. These recruits did not, as
has been said, enter a new field. There were other girls there
who had been initiated and had become accustomed to the
work and to the conditions. This was clearly fortunate for
both the railways and the new clerks. In groping for an
answer to the comprehensive question as to what measure of
success had attended this employment of female clerks on a
large scale, I found myself compelled to approach final con-
clusions by a series of stages. The issue turned sharply on a
comparison with men, and in pursuing that parallel a number
of striking facts were disclosed. I wanted to know, for
example, in what respects girls had been found either
superior or inferior to male clerks, whether or not they had
more readily adapted themselves to certain t>'pes of work, to
what extent they had revealed definite defects and so on.
Along those lines, therefore, the inquisition proceeded.

Accuracy and Responsibility

The chiefs told me that in respect of accuracy tliey had
found female clerks on the same footing as men. This was
in compilation work. Neither sex had showed a clear
superiority; but the girls got through their assignments
quicker and were contented in their plodding. So that, while
not a whit more liable to make mistakes, they accomplished
a slightly higher volume of work as a group. This gave them
the edge in the rivaln,-; but at that point a strange difference
was asserted, ^^llen it came to assembling a mass of tabula-
tion sheets and striking what are termed "balances." the male
clerks showed an undoubted superiority. The girls shrank
from any complexity, or what might broadly be defined as
responsibility.

This preference for simplicity of task was best described
by the inspector of a large bank to whom I incidentally ap-
pealed for collateral information as to his experience in the
exigencies brought about by the war. "We have not," he
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said, "a young man in our head office who would hesitate

before taking any promotion offered to him. He would

without doubt answer in the afiirmative if asked whether or

not he felt able to hold down the general manager's job."

And that is true of young men in all stations. Many of tliem

might lack the ambition and self-confidence which would

stimulate positive effort toward high places; but very few of

them would shirk the responsibility involved. "It is different

with girls," said the inspector; "they prefer to work along the

lines of a definite pattern which is congenial by familiarity

rather than to venture upon tasks which are more or less

intricate or executive in character." This it might be

observed, probably proceeds as much from a dread of failure

as an innate sense of limitations.

Right here would seem to be the place for the recognition

of what, for the want of a better definition, mu.st be classified

as a defect in the employment of female clerks. The idea

in a broad way is touched upon in N. H. Greenberg's letter

to the Rail-way Age of September 6. In all offices experience

is very properly appraised at high value. It represents the

just basis of salary increases, and carries with it the expecta-

tion of promotion to positions having to do with the direction

of a subordinate staff. It is not so much that )0ung women

are wanting in the capacity to direct others as that they have

no aspirations in that direction, and, with but few excep-

tions, are temperamentally unsuitable. In the rarest in-

stances, moreover, has it been found practicable to place

women in charge of men. The latter resent such control.

Then there is the uncertainty of their tenure. Just when

they have attained to the highest measure of usefulness they

are apt to get married.

When a man takes a wife his anchorage is assured; but

when a girl enters into matrimony she is invariably lost with

all the training she has acquired. The brighter they are the

greater is this danger, as I know from a bitter experience. I

have had 10 office assistants of the gentler sex, and seven of

them were lost to me through marriage. I am in mortal dread

that the eighth is moving stealthily in the same direction.

This is a factor in the whole problem of female labor which

not only cannot be ignored, but which is a distinct and irrep-

arable weak spot from the employer's point of view. The

Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk lose 25 per cent of tlieir

female clerks every three years because of marriages; and

strange to say, not more than three per cent of these lost

clerks marry other clerks in the railway service.

Before the war female clerks started in the railway offices

at $.50 per month and went up to $90. Now the minimum

is $55 and the maximum $105. Young men were paid on a

more liberal scale. The McAdoo award, which was adopted

in Canada, placed the sexes on an equal footing. Where they

do the same work thev receive the same remuneration. This

has had the effect of' making it easier to secure competent

clerical help. I inquired as to what had developed along this

Ime, and was told that, whereas giris had been readily

obtainable in the eariy months of the war, there was now some

difficulty. The demand from other indu.stries had created a

competitive situation: so that, on the whole, the railways

were not able to exercise the same selective privileges as they

had done four years ago. This has made for the employment

of mediocre skill in some measure.

Temperamental and Sex Eccentricities

Allusion has been made to the difficulty in having female

clerks move up to high posts, and in that connection it was

pointed out tliat men do not like to be under the direction of

women. That is not sun:5rising when the liistor>- of the race

is taken into account; but it is amazing that another obstacle

to the advancement of women arises out of the resentment of

their own sex. Girls would rather receive orders from men.

They fret under the control of another woman. No matter

how this fact is viewed, there is no escape from the conclu-

sion that at bottom the real cause lies in the other fact,

existent since creation, that every woman is ever)' other

woman's rival. Hinged to that unwritten law, which men are

never able to understand nor to recognize, are other and very

subtle difficulties which are inseparable from the employ-

me into contact with Miss B. I don't like her, and never

ment of women in groups. They take strong likes and dis-

likes, which rest on reasons no man can ever find out. "I

cannot take up that work," says one, "because it would bring

should like her." The patient chief, who has not after

many }ears of study got one whit nearer the psychological

foundation of the matter, suggests: "You do not know her.

She only came in a week ago." No use, however. "Of
course, I do not know her," is the reply, "but nevertheless I

dislike her and would rather leave than work either with her

or ne.xt to her." This may seem like introducing trivialities.

I assure you the chiefs of divisions do not hold to that view.

These temperamental and sex eccentricities are part of the

very warp and woof of the whole fabric, and are only small

to those who are inexperienced.

"Have you succeeded in meeting the dearth of male clerks

by the substitution of female clerks?" was my final question

to the executive heads of the Canadian Pacific and Grand
Trunk. \\'hile the reply was in the affirmative, there were
large and somewhat important qualifications. Some of these

have been presented. One chief of a large branch was quite

convinced that, while the work was being done as accurately

and effectively as in the years of peace, it was costing more.

He was prepared to say that, allowing for loss of time from
illness and other interferences, it took four young women to

do the volume of work fomierl)- done Ijy three }'Oung men.
While this had not occasioned the same relative increase in

cost, it had nevertheless added to the expenses in some de-

gree. From what others had told me, I am disposed to think

this additional cost arose in large degree from the difficulty,

to which I have alluded, of getting girls to change readily

from a class of work with which they had become familiar to

another. It had not cost more for minor clerical services.

Women Workers Have Come to Stay

.\s to the permanency of existing conditions in railway

general offices, I found a consensus of judgment on the point

that girls had come to stay. It would be premature to speak

dogmatically: but it would be surprising if railways should

be immune from the obvious change which has come into

nearly all the affairs of life. Women have not only invaded

practically all fields of human activity, but they claim the

right to remain. They usuallv have their way. Whether or

not, in the final reckoning of real values, this will make for

l)etterment and happiness, time alone will tell. I have no
disposition to speculate: but I am not isolated in wishing

that women had bent all their resourcefulness and exalted

influence in other directions. Perhaps the forces of adjust-

ment will operate side by side with this momentous move-
ment, and all will come out right.

Space docs not permit my taking up the place which has
been given to women in the mechanical br.inches of the rail-

ways. The facts, however, have been presented by others in

fairly full measure. Both the Canadian Pacific and Grand
Trunk now employ hundreds of women in the workshops,

where only men were found anterior to the war. On the

whole, the experiment has been successful. Recruits from
all classes in the community have entered the shops in large

numbers. They like the novelty and freedom given b}' the

uniform they wear. The men accord them chivalrous treat-

ment, and they have displayed an adaptability which is little

short of marvellous. They do a great variety of skilled work,

and do it singularly well. This is strikingly true in the

paint and upholstering ,«hops. They also operate lathes and
other machines with skill and allround efficiency. In some
varieties of piecework they have attained a speed unequalled
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by men. They make good earnings, and it looks as though

another preemption has been lost to the male sex.

These general conclusions accord with the recently pub-

lished report of the United States Employment Service at

Washington. I have no disposition to enlarge on this aspect

of the situation as created by the war, but the question is

irresistible: What would have happened to the railways if

women had not come in this way to their rescue?

French Chef de Gare System and Train Operation

The Need of Centralized Control of Freight Train Move-

ments, Freight Car Supply and Train-loading

FREDERIC A. DELANO, Major of Engineers, U. S. A., for-

merly president of the Wabash Railroad and later a

member of the Federal Reserve Board, at Washington,

and who is now in France, has made to Brigadier General

W. W. Atterbury, chief of railroad operation under General

Pershing, a special report on French railway operating

methods from which the following article is taken. As the

reader is, no doubt, aware, from letters which have been re-

ceived from France during the i)ast year, American trainmen

in France do not in all cases have their railroad all to them-

selves; they have to run over French railroads on which

French emyloyees are in authority and many French practices

prevail.

The report follows:

One thing that surprises every American railroad man in

the French method of railroad operation is the immense

authority given to the Chef de Gare. He is a good deal more

than our "station agent," even though the position of station

agent or local agent in some of our large stations in America

is not infrequently very important. Under French methods

of o])eration, the Chef de Gare not only is in complete charge

of all operations within the limits of his station, including

distribution of cars and movement of trains, but a through

train having arrived at the station, may not pass out of it

without his authority.

That such a system should have developed in France, and

until the time of this war proved reasonably successful, indi-

cates either that it has some good features about it, or that

the conditions surrounding the operations of French railroads

are so different from those we are familiar with in America

as to justify it.

Manifestly, one of the good points of the system lies in

the fact that raising the importance of the local agent at-

tracts to the service a higher class of men. Hence, small

wonder that the competition for places in this branch of ser-

vice is keen, and that there are numerous applicants for

vacancies, which are filled by periodic examinations of can-

didates. Thus, if a railway sj-stem has fifty or one hundred

places to fill it is not unusual for five, or even ten times

that number of )oung men, limited to the ages eighteen to

twenty-five, to present themselves as candidates.

The applicants are all given a simple written and oral

examination in reading, writing, arithmetic and geography,

and those who are accepted arc taken on probation for a year

at a very low salar>-. At the end of the year they are given

assignments as assistant station agents, these being graded

into three or more groups, according to the size of the station

to which they are to be assigned and the difficulties of the

positions.

Tlie French, in spite of paying ver}' small initial sala-

ries, are apparently able to attract a good class of men
for this service, and judged (as they should be) by French

standards, the position of Chef do Gare at the larger stations

is decidedly important and well paid.

The objection to the system which has developed in "war-

time," and especially since the problem of supplying the

English and American annics has thrown a large transfK>r-

tation burden upon the railroads, is that it places a serious

limitation on the transjwrtation capacity of the railroads.

It is no exaggeration to say that there are a good many
single track railways in the United States which do a much
larger volume of business, particularly in tonnage moved,
than some of the double tracked lines of France. This has
been accomplished in the United States in three ways:

( 1 ) By reason of much greater tonnage moved (jer train.

(2) The closer intervals at which we can run trains by
reason of the block system.

(3) Because the movement of trains is not left in the

hands of the station agent, but is solely in the hands of train

despatchers and trainmasters at centralized points, who, act-

ing under a general superintendent of trans[)ortation, move
trains much as the coninianding general of an army moves
his troops.

Another way in which the French S3'stem has broken down,
under the pressure which has been brought ujwn it, is in the

supply of empty cars for loading. Doubtless under the con-
ditions of business, much of it very .short haul and well bal-

anced, which exi.sted on French railways prior to the war,
the distribution of cars to local industries could be safely

left to the Chef de Gare. The Chef de Gare would ordin-
arily receive a sufiicient number of loaded cars to supply cur-
rent wants when made empty; and while there were exceptions

to this rule, the exceptions were probably not very common.
In the same way, the import and export tonnage at French
ports was so nearly balanced that the loaded movement of

cars to and from seaports was nearly, if not quite, equal, so
that there was no great necessity for a centralized su[>er-

vision of car movement.
But the war has changed all this. On the one hand, the

commercial business of France has been compelled to suffer

and has Ijeen star\^ed to a minimum, while fully two-thirds

or even three-fourths of the freight business of the railroads

is cither directly connected with the transportation of food,

ammunition and the other requirements of the army, or indi-

rectly connected with army needs in supplying raw material
to the factories making army supplies. In addition to this,

England and the United States have been pouring into the

seaports of France an immense tonnage of freight which has
had to move, in the case of the United States, from 500 to

700 miles across France; and this movement, while it was all

long haul business and would lend itself to economic and
low cost transportation, has, because it moves only in one
direction, put the burden on the railways of a heavy move-
ment of empty cars. This is what we call a badly balanced
business

!

In trying to keep the seaports supplied with cars the man-
agers of the railways soon found that the trains of empties
which they were sending back from the battle front to the

seaports were being u.^ed to supply the various stations with
their local or commercial reciuirements; and this at once
developed another fatal weakness of the system: to wit, the

lack of centralized supervision over the car supply.
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The remedy for this situation may be viewed from two

standpoints

:

First, what should be done while the war lasts?

Second, whether there is not room for a decided improve-

ment even after the war.

It would seem to be a pity to lower the standard or morale

of the Chef de Gare. Every railway officer, whether in Amer-

ica or in France, must appreciate the importance of having

the railway service well represented in its relations with the

public, and if this public relation can Ijc improved by aggran-

dizing to some extent the position of the local agent, as ap-

pears" to be done under the French system, it is all to the

good. If, on the other hand, the operating capacity of the

road is diminished, or the full use and distribution of rail-

road cars is not secured, that is a serious matter which should

be met in some adequate way.

Under the American system of centralized supervision of

train despatching, and with the more frequent block signal

interval, it is not only possiljle to move trains safely and at

closer intervals, but a station agent is held responsible for

unnecessarily delaying a train. For example, there would be

no excuse under our sy,stem for holding a through freight

train at a station, however important; and yet that occurs in

France repeatedly, and by reason of the lack of centralized

supervision a station agent at any point does not know that

a train is coming until it arrives. Even then he may obtain

a very tardy or inadequate notion of its importance.

It may be that in France the volume of passenger business

being relatively greater, on account of the density of popula-

tion, or the volume of freight being relatively less on account

of the much shorter hauls, has caused the serious delays to

freight trains and freight cars to be readily tolerated. Cer-

tain it is that long-distance freight trains scheduled to make

] 8 to 20 miles an hour, common in the United States for all

high-class freight, are comparatively unknown in France,

while the movement of the heavy bulk commodities, such as

coal, iron ore, and iron products, in heavy trains, at very low

rates, is entirely unknown.

Under the Chef de Gare system there is, as already sug-

gested, no supervision of the use of cars; for instance, there

is nothing to prevent a station agent at "A" from using a

car for unimportant short haul Vaisiness, or even for l^rouet-

tage (intra-yard) service, when there may be a great shortage

of cars for more important business a few miles away. In

America the decision as to how cars shall be distributed is

left with officers sufficiently high in rank and well in-

formed as to general conditions to enable them to weigh the

relative importance of the demands and dctennine upon a

desirable, and as near as may be equitable, distribution. In

a country as big as the United States it often occurs, and

must occur occasionally in a country like France, that there

are times in the year when certain commodities must be moved

in preference to all others; thus when the harvest season is

on, crops which are being harvested must often be moved

promptly, if at all. At other times coal must have preference.

Some liusiness can frequently afford to wait, whereas other

business cannot.

The breakdown of tlie transportation facilities in France

today cannot be attributed in any sense to lack of railway

trackage. That seems to be ample, and in many cases more

than ample. It is true that yard facilities, and especially

passing track facilities, are very inadequate for handling

such trains as we in America would deem necessary and

economical, but the break down must be attributed to the

following:

First, to the shortage of personnel in the locomotive and

train service.

Second, to the shortage of locomotives and cars, chiefly the

fornier, the apparent shortage of cars being due largely to the

fact that they are not moved promptly.

Third, to the Chef de Gare system by diminishing the

capacity of the road and slowing dovra the movement of

trains and of cars.

In conclusion, the solution seems to lie, as already indi-

cated

—

First, by putting in a centralized despatcher system, tele-

phonic or telegraphic, through which a General Superinten-

dent of Transportation will have supervision over the train

movements, through the Chef de Gare if you like, yet in

complete command and control.

Second, b}- a system of car records and car distribution

through a centralized office.

Third, by introducing the American block system on the

more important lines so that trains may be safely operated

at closer intervals.

Fourth, by increasing, carefully and intelligently, the train

load so that more tons may be successfully moved in each

train. In other words, the movement of this greater tonnage

will be accomplished without increased personnel (a) by re-

ducing transit delays on the road, and (b) by running trains

in larger units. There seems to be very considerable room

for improvement in both directions.

The Vibrophone

IT
IS VERY OFTEN DESIRABLE to Use some distinctive whistle

or signal as a warning for traffic or to facilitate some
phase of railroad operation, and various devices for

this purpose have been developed and placed on the market.

A new audible warning signal of this character which is of

interest to operating men has been placed on the market

under the name of the Vibrophone by the Newman Manu-
facturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Vibrophone is an air vibrating whistle for use in con-

nection with existing air lines. It makes a loud penetrating

and distinctive noise that can be readily distinguished from

any locomotive, factory or

other steam or air whistle,

even at a distance. It is

simple in construction as it

has no complicated mechan-

ism or small parts to repair,

be lost or kept in order and

can be easily attached to air

lines with a piece of -)4-in.

pipe. It consists of three

parts, a brass cap, the mega-

phone and a phosphor-

bronze diaphragm. The
Vibrophone is designed to

operate with a pressure of

from 25 lb. to 80 lb. of air. A
good noise is produced with the minimum pressure but the

greatest penetrating and carr}'ing power is obtained when the

pressure ranges from 60 lb to 80 lb. When it is necessary to

use this instrument on a pressure of over 90 lb. and it is not

desired to cut it down by tlie use of a safety valve, the

Vibrophone can be furnished specially equipped for the high-

er pressure. It is claimed that the volume of air required is

less than for the common types of whistles ordinarily in use.

One of the uses for this whistle is at hump and scale

tracks in classification yards. It can also be used to advan-

tage on work trains, wrecking trains, inspection cars and

snow plows, flangers and other equipment of a similar nature

which may be run ahead of tlie engine. Other uses are

on drawbridges and similar structures as a warning to water

craft or approaching trains, as a fire alarm at shops, round-

houses, docks and other structures, or at signal towers for

signaling passing trains, stopping' traffic or calling for help

in emergency.

The Vibrophone



Orders Issued by the Regional Directors

These Orders and Instructions Indicate Great Activity in

All Departments of Operation

SEMI-MONTHLY PAY ROLLS.—In Order 107 and Circular

iy« of the Southwestern and Central Western regional

directors respectively, it is announced that the director

general desires all railroad payrolls which are now being

paid on a monthly basis to be paid semi-monthly, effective

not later than January 1. See also Railway Age, Nov. 1,

page 787.

Movement of Oil.—Circular 196 of Central Western re-

gional director—same as Supplement 3 to Circular 72 of

Northwestern regional director. See page 700, Railway Age

of October 18.

Use of Stock Cars.—In a telegram dated October 30, the

Northwestern regional director canceled his instructions of

October S, restricting the loading of stock cars to live stock,

live poultry and perishable freight. This does not affect any

local restriction required by an individual road.

Emergency Transportation to Express Employees.—The
Northwestern regional director announces in Supplement 11

to Circular 20 that the roads in his jurisdiction are now
authorized to issue emergency transportation to employees of

the American Railway Express Company on account of sick-

ness or death, including passes for corpses. This action was

taken on account of the influenza epidemic at the request of

vice-presidents of the express company.

Movement of Business Cars.—In a circular dated October

25, the Central Western regional director announces th;it

federal managers may operate their business cars over other

lines when it is necessary to do so for business purposes.

Ordering Rail for 1919.—In Circular 124 the Southwest-

ern regional director announces that the distribution of rail

for the balance of 1918 and the calendar year 1919 will be

handled from Washington. Out of 2,000,000 tons of new
rail ordered by the railroads for delivery in 1918 it is ex-

pected that not over 1,400,000 tons will be delivered, making

a shortage of about 600,000 tons in 1918, and at the present

time it is not known in Washington how much rail can be

rolled during 1919 as the entire proposition is dependent on

how much steel will be required for war purposes. Under
instructions from Washington the rail mills will not accept

orders for new rail from individual railways and it is up to

the individual lines to indicate on their 1919 budgets the new
rail which is actually required for safety purposes only.

After tlie budgets for all the railroads liave been received in

Washington the allotment of rail to the different railroads

will be handled by the Railroad Administration officers.

Railways will have to accept such amounts of rail as are

assigned to them and make the best disposition thereof that

is possilile.

Air Compressors for Locomotives.—The Southwestern re-

gional director, in Circular 125, suggests the advisability of

changing to 8,V2-in. cross compound pumps on heavy power
when locomotives receive class 1, 2 or 3 repairs, if the cross

compound pumps can be obtained. An SJ/^-in. cross com-

pound air compressor will produce approximately three times

as much air as will a 9' j-in. simple air compressor, approxi-

mately twice as much air as an 11 -in. simple air compressor,

while the number of pounds of steam used per 100 cu. ft. of

air is approximately one-third as much in a cross compound
pump as in the simple types. The use of the compound
compressor will therefore be in the interest of the maximum
supply of compressed air as well as in the interest of fuel

economy.

E.vport Licenses.—Hawaii.—In Circular 123, the South-

western regional director announces that the impression that

export licenses are necessary for shipments to Hawaii is in-

correct, as Hawaii is a part of the United States of America.

Storage Coal.—The Southwestern regional director, in

Order 103, and the Central Western regional director, in a

circular dated October 24, direct the roads under their juris-

dictions to formulate a program for taking up their storage

piles of coal which will insure absolutely the consumption of

storage coal by March 1, 1919.

Heating Troop 'Trains.—The Southwestern regional direc-

tor, in Order 104, and the Central Western regional director,

in a circular dated October 25, direct the roads under their

jurisdiction to ascertain that steam heat equipment on troop

trains is in proper condition as to pipes, valves, etc., and that

steam hose is applied to each car. When heat is required

and where hose is lacking, it should be applied to the equip-

ment by the road upon which the trains originate, to eliminate

delays in the tran.sportation.

Clearance Warning.—In Order 101, the Southwestern re-

gional director calls attention to a .suggestion by a safety-

committee on one of the Southwestern roads that a board be

installed at switch stands of tracks leading into industries

where there is not sufficient clearance, reading "These build-

ings will not clear a man on top or side of cars." The re-

gional director suggests that unless something better is in

use, this board be installed on all roads in his region.

Protection of Employees Against Loss of Pensions and

Similar Benefits.—In Order 102 the Southwestern regional

director and in Order 3000-436 the Eastern regional director

state that there has been a numlicr of cases of employees on

one road under federal control on which a pension or other

similar benefit system is in effect, having been transferred

to service, under the director general, not within the scope of

the pension or benefit system which covered his previous em-

ployment. Railroads will recjuest the corporations, where

they have the power and right to do so, to take such action

as may be required to preserve the transferred employee's

status with respect to the pension or benefit system after

federal control, to the extent that it would have been preserved

if there had been no federal control and the employee had
remained at work on the road and the other conditions of the

preservation of the status had been observed. Until furtlier

orders during federal control, any such transferred employee

will retain the benefits of the same pension or similar system

as attached to his previous employment provided he complies

with such conditions if any with respect to payments, etc., as

may be obligatory upon him under such a system.

Pay of Miscellaneous Stipennsory Officers.—In a circular

dated October 22, the Central Western regional director asks

for recommendations regarding increases in rates of pay for

such officers, sub-officers and similar employees as were not

covered in General Order 27 and its various supplements.

Legal Representatives of Railroads at Washington.—Ir»

circular No. 122 the Southwestern regional director and in

Order 3000-432 the Eastern regional director announce that

R. Walton Moore, Colorado building, Washington, D. C, has
been designated statutory agent and will perform tlie service

formerly di.scharged by the legal representatives of individual

lines at Washington who have acted as statutory agents for

the service of matters of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, and as intermediaries in the settlement of accounts to

the various departments of the government. Accounting and
other departmental matters will hereafter be handled by him

825
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direct with the jjropcr department of the government or, in

the event of dispute, may be taken up with the appropriate

division of the Railroad Administration. If any legal rep-

resentatives or statutory agents at Washington of individual

roads still remain on the payroll they should be discontinued

effective November 1, unless their retention has been definitely

authorized. This does not include those who may be retained

and paid by the corporation. To avoid confusion it is sug-

gested that any of the corporations which do not desire to

maintain for their separate accounts statutory agents at Wash-
ington should issue formal revocations of the designations

heretofore made.

Industry Tracks.—The Southwestern regional director,

in Supplement 1 to Circular 102, states that in special cases

when an industry^ desires a track constructed for temporary

use which is not necessary from the standpoint of the rail-

road, it may be arranged to have the industry bear the entire

expense of the construction of the track, including the co.st

of the turnout. When such a temporary track is removed,

the industry will be credited with the value of the salvaged

material less the cost incurred in removing it. Cases of pro-

posed industry tracks of this character are to be reported to

the regional director for approval

Export Permits.—The North Pacific Export Committee,

Northwestern region, has issued circular No. 1-A, canceling

circular No. 1, outlining rules to govern the movements of

export freight through Portland, Oregon, Astoria and Puget

Sound ports. The revised rules are as follows

:

1. Until further notice no shiirinent for exnort t,. foreign com.Lrics

except Canada through the ports named will be received for transportation

. [until the agen- at point of shipment has been furnished with a railroad

shipping permit (except as provided in paragraph 5) issued by this com-

mittee.

2. Railroad shipping permits will be issued only on satisfactory showing

of compliance with requirements of U. S. Government in connection with

export shipments, including export licenses when required, and definite

. space engagement with a steamship company which has met all requirements

J
of the railroads in connection with the issue of through bills of lading.

Such permits will be numbered with prefix J. E. A. and issued in the

name of this committee. Permits covering shipments to be exported via

Puget Sound ports will be issued by F. .\. Peil, chairman, Puget Sound
sub-comnrttee. headriuarters Seattle, Wash., and permits covering ship-

ments to be exported via Portland or A:'.oria will be issued by the under-

signed.

3. Railroad shipping receipt and way-bill must show

—

(a) Number of Government (War Trade Board) license when
such license is required,

(h) Railroad shipping permit number,

(c) Name of railroad which is to make delivery to ship,

4. Shipments exceeding quantity or weight provided in railroad shipping

permit must not be received and when part lots are forwarded full descrip-

tion must be endorsed on permit with date and place of forwarding,

5. If a shipment is to be made from more than one point or from a

point other than that named in the railroad shipping permit, the holder

of the permit may surrender same to manager, Trans-Pacific export bill of

lading bureau. 14.) Liberty street, New York, N. Y., or to G. T, Stolp,

joint agent North Pacific coast terminal lines, Railway Exchange building,

Chicago, HI, who will authorize initial railroads to accept a specified

tonnage after endorsinu upon the original railroad shipping permit the

tonnage to be forwarded from each point. Aggregate tonnage must in no

case exceed specifications in the permit.

6. Railroad shipping permits are issued with a time limit; shipments

must not be accepted by initial railroad carrier after expiration of permit.

7. Shipments heretofore authorized by permits of F. R. Hanlon, joint

rxp<irt ai;ent. or ' II. O'Neill, terminal manager, may be accepted prior

:i. the date of exi irati-n ih.-.'-n in such permits.

J. Shipments ^ovccd hy I'. S. War Department transportation orders

are not subject tu 'hes- requiren.tnts.

Denomination of Bills Presented in Payment for Tickets.

—Circular of Central Western regional director, dated Oc-

tober 24—same as Order 98, Southwestern regional director,

see page 779, Railway Age of November 1.

Protection of Perishable Freight.—Circular dated October

28, of Central Western regional director, same as Orders 50

and 100 respectively of the Northwestern and Southwestern

regional directors. Sec page 780, Rai'wav Age of Novem-
ber 1.

Exeaition of Contracts During Federal Control.—In Sup-

plement 1 to circular 109, the Southwestern regional director

announces that all operating contracts or contracts pertaining

to the handling of road and equipment or for rendering

transportation service to or by the Railroad .Vdministration,

which are made in the name of the director general, including

written agreements respecting the transfer of passengers,

baggage, mail or 1. c. 1. freight or respecting electric or tele-

phone service, gas supply, water supply and the handling of

fuel still contain a provi.«o substantially as follows:

.\nything in this agreement to the contrary notwithstanding: the term
hereof shall be concluded, as to the undersigned director general of rail-

roads, by termination of federal control of the railroad whereof a portion

is brought hereunder; provided; at the election of any outside party oper-

ating said railroad consequent on the termination during the term hereof

of said federal control, ihis shall for the remainder of the term hereof be

deemed a new and independent agreement between said outside party, as

the (sec Note "a") he.-ein, and the (see Note "b"). -Mso, the covenants

or undertakings herein shal! inure to the benefit of or bind the party, as

the interests thereof may appear, from whom said railroad was com-
mandeered provided said party so elect.

Note "a": Insert the particular designation used in referring to the

director general of railroads in the agreement.
Note "b": Insert the particular designation used in referring to the

other party in the agreement.

Working Hours of Locomotive ami Car Repair Forces.—
In order 106 and a circular dated October 26, the South-

western and Central Western regional directors respe(i:ively

announce a working schedule for employees in locomotive

and car departments during the coming winter:

The hours for men in the locomotive department should be not less than

58 per week divided as follows: Five days of 10 hr. each, 8 hr. on Satur-

day. If Sunday work is found necessary, 8 hr. every second Sunday
should be worked.

Such overtime as may be necessary to balance shop work for the com-
plete lepairs to a locomotive that is being turned out will, of course, be
worked as usual in addition to the above hours.

Beginning November 15, the hours for car department employees should
not be less than 53 per week, divided as follows: Five days of 9 hr..

8 hr. on Saturday. If Sunday work is found necessary, 8 hr. every second
Sunday should be worked.
Gn roads which can maintain the percentage of bad order cars below

tou.', S hr. per day may be worked.
.A reduction in the hours of the car department forces is made because

work must be done chiefly in daylight hours.

Plan of Organization of Purchasing and Stores Depart-

ment.—Order 108 of the Southwestern regional director and
Circular 195 of Central Western regional director outline a

plan for the organization for the purchasing and stores de-

partments as agreed to by the director of the Division of

Finance and Purchases and the director of the Division of

Operation of the Railroad Administration:
1. The purchasing department shall be in charge of a general purchasing

agent or purchasing agent reporting direct to the federal manager, or

general manager where there is no federal manager in charge.

2. The purchasing agent, in co-operation with the regional purchasing

committee, shall buy all material and supplies, including fuel, dining car

and restaurant supplies, and sell all scrap and obsolete material, including

equipment. He shall also have direct charge of the handling of scrap

and the reclaiming of usable material.

3. He shall be resnonsible not only for the purchases and sales, but for

the quantity of material on hand, the custody, care and distribution thereof,

and charges therefor, and necessarily shall have charge of all material not

in actual use and of the storehouses and other places where material

is stored.

4. He shall be aided by and shall appoint a general storekeeper and
other necessary assistants such as fuel agents, stationers, tie and timber

agents and commissary agents, who shall report to the purchasing agent
• direct.

5. An exception as to paragraphs 3 and 4 may be made, with approval

of the regional director, upon railroads where the stores department is

separately organized, and now reporting direct to the federal manager.

6. All storekeepers and all others, more than half of whose time is

devoted to the handling or accounting for material, shall be appointed by

and be under the charge of the general storekeeper and on his payroll.

7. All appointments of purchasing agents, general storekeepers, fuel

agents, tie and timber agents, shall be subject to the approval of the

regional directors.

8. The regional purchasing committee with the approval of the regional

director shall appoint a supervisor of stores to have general supervision

over the stores department and reporting direct to the regional purchasing
committee.

Fuel Conservation.-—In Circular 128 the Southwestern re-

gional director and in Order 3000-434 the Eastern regional

director quote a letter from the manager of the fuel conserva-

tion section, calling attention to fuel savings which may be

effected b}- stopping water waste. The percentage of water

wasted by railroads is estimated as high as 15. C. R.

Knowles reported to the American Water Works Association

in 1916 that as a result of a water wa.ste campaign the

Illinois Central reduced its expense for city water alone

from 5225,113 in 1914 to $190,439 in 1915. The expense
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for city water represented, he said, only about 40 per cent of

the total cost of water, 60 per cent being for water pumped
by company forces. Mr. Knowles estimates that American
railroads consume daily approximately 1,950,000,000 gal. of

water at a daily expense of over $100,000.

The manager of the fuel conservation section is of the

opinion that a considerable saving in coal and also in money
could be effected by the railroads through a campaign among
employees to reduce water waste. He lists some of the most

common forms of waste on railroads and remedies which have

been applied.

Annual passes for 1919.—The question has arisen on a

number of railroads whether an employee requiring annual

passes over the lines of other federal managers should be

furnished an individual pass over his home line in addition

to the pass covering the other lines, or whether one pass will

cover all lines. In order 109, the Southwestern regional

director announces that the office of C. R. Gray, director

of the division of operation of the Railroad Administration

at Washington, will issue one pass per employee which will

cover both transportation on the home line and other roads.

Salary Increases.—In a circular, dated October 31 the

Central Western regional director announces that the in-

creases of 25 per cent recently granted to the roadmasters

has also been authorized for supervisors of bridges and

buildings; the same increase will l)e given to master car-

penters who have heretofore received a monthly salary and

have been classed as officials. The increase is retroactive

to June 1.

Electric Car Lighting Specifications

THE United States Railroad Administration has re-

cently issued specifications governing the electric light-

ing for the United States standard equipment. Tliese

specifications were formulated by a committee of six electrical

engineers working in connection with a subcommittee from

the committee on standards for cars and locomotives of the

Railroad Administration. The subcommittee consisted of

W. H. Wilson of the Northern Pacific, John Purcell of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and J. J. Tatum, general

supervisor freight car repairs of the Railroad Administration.

The committee of electrical engineers was made up of Ernest

Lunn, chief electrician of the Pullman Company; J. R. Sloan,

car lighting engineer of the Pennsylvania; L. S. Billau,

assistant electrical engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio; A. E.

Voigt, car lighting engineer, Santa Fe; E. W. Jansen, elec-

trical engineer, Illinois Central, and E. Wanamaker, elec-

trical engineer of the Rock Island. A large number of the

M. C. B. Standards were followed. The specifications are

given in full below.

SPEClFUATliiNS FOB ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF U. S. STANDARD CAR EQUIPMENT.

Ci'iiiTii/.—Cars shall be lighted by me.ins of a nomiiral 30volt belt-

driven axle generator system. The battery boxes and axle generator

equipment shall be so installed as to permit safe operation of the cars in

third rail electric zones.

Axle Generator (Capacity).-—The axle generator shall be of a nominal

2 kw. capacity, with 45 amperes net output. It shall cut in at a train

speed not to exceed 15 m. p. h. and shall deliver its full rated net output

at train speed not to exceed 20 m. p. h., and shall be safe to operate both

mechanically and electrically at an r. p. m. equivalent to a train speed of

75 m, p. h., with 33 in. diameter car wheels, and with the pulley sizes as

specified.

Armature Pulley.—The armature pulley shall be of malleable iron and
be 8 in. in diameter; all other details to conform to M. C. B. recommended
practice, as shown on the top figure of sheet U-11 in volume 51 of the

M. C. B. Proceedings.

.Axle Pulley.—The axle pulley shall be, first choice malleable iron, second
choice pressed steel, 20 in. in diameter with 10 in. face at base of flanges.

Shall have flanges of the same angle of flare as those on the generator
pulley, 2 in. in height. The hub shall have a uniform internal diameter
of 7'A in. and a length of 6^ in.

Axle Generator Bearing.—The bearings of the axle generator shall be of
ball bearing type and of the size known commercially as Number 412.

A.i'le Generator Air Cap.—The generators shall have an air gap such as

to permit an oval shim .05 in. thick and yi in. wide being passed between
the armature and pole faces at all points.

Armature Shaft.—The armature shaft shall be of chrome nickel steel

of an elastic limit 85,000 lb., tensile strength 100,000 lb., elongation in

two inches, 17 per cent and reduction in area 35 per cent.

Axle Generator Regulation.—Means shall be provided for automatically

preventing the generator from being overloaded and also for automatically

controlling the proper charging of the batteries and preventing excessive

overcharging. The ampere hour meter system of control shall be used,

except where systems are used which prevent excessive overcharging by
constant potential means.
Lamp Regulation.—Means shall be provided for maintaining voltage on

the lamp circuits within limits of plus or minus one volt within the range

of load to be handled at all speeds above the cutting in speed.

Axle Pulley Bushing.—A suitable corrugated pressed steel axle pulley

bushing shall be provided having an external diameter throughout its

length oi 7'A in. and with a face not less than &'A in. The internal

diameter shall conform to the dimensions of the axle as called for on
the specifications covering this portion of the equipment.

Axle Generator Suspension and Bell Tension Delice.—Thc axle generator

shall be of the body hung type. The horizontal distance between the

center of axle and the center of armature shaft, with generator in normal
operating position, shall be as close to six feet as the physical limitations

of the car will permit. The generator shall be provided with suitable lugs

for the application of two ^^ in. safety chains. These chains shall be of
such length that if the generator breaks loose from its fastening it will

clear the top of the rail by at least 8 in. The belt tension de\'ice shall be

designed so as to permit of the following:

fa) Means for proper alinenient.

(b) Means of securely locking the axle generator in position when
so alined.

(c) Means for providing an approximately constant belt pull in

any operating position of the axle generator. The sup-

porting bearings shall be provided with means of proper

iubrication, preferably by the compression grease cup.

Method of Determining Capacity of Generator.—All circuits of the axle

generator equipment, with the exception of lamp voltage regulator, shall

be connected in a normal manner to a dead resistance, with the field

resistance adjusted so as to give 40 volts measured on the load side of

the generator regulator and with the commutator hand hole covers off

and with the generator driven at a r. p. m. equivalent to the minimum
full load output speed. No part of the equipment except resistance units,

bare cojiper solenoids, and commutator shall at any time before the ex-

piration of five hours attain an observable rise in temperature in excess

of 65 deg. C, and at no time shall the observable temperature of any part

of the apparatus (with the above exceptions) exceed 90 deg. C. This is

based on A. I. E. E. Qass A insulation. If the insulation is not impreg-

nated the above temperature values shall in both cases be decreased by
10 deg. C.

Batteries (Capacity).—The capacity of the batteries shall be 200 ampere
hour.

Type.—The batteries shall be of the Plante type.

Crates.—The battery crates are to be made of oak, open type, lead lined

and fastened together with brass screws or wooden dowels. .-\sphaltum

and roofing, paper, mica or sanded surface on both sides, shall be used
between the lead linings and the wooden crates. The covers shall be of

lead with filler openings as large as permissible. Ventilated lead filler

plug shall be used. The posts on the battery elements shall be of the

rectangular type. The bushings for the posts shall be of high grade soft

rubber. The dimensions of the posts, bushings, filler openings and filler

plugs shall be in accordance with the attached blue prints.

Separators.—Except with Manchester type of positive plate combination
of hard rubber with wood veneer separators shall be used. With -Man-

chester positive plates single thick wooden separators may be used.

Battery Boxes.—The battery carrying boxes shall be of steel, wood lined

throughout. Dimensions of boxes shall be in accordance with M. C. B.

Standard practice as printed in Paragraph 10, Page 800, Volume 51 of the

M. C. B. proceedings. The location of the boxes on the car shall be as

indicated for a 30-volt system on sheet U-* of volume 51 of the M. C. B.

proceedings. The battery compartment doors shall be constructed so that

they may be opened witliout interference with the third rail construction.

Wiring—Conduit—Fuses.—The conduit, wiring and fuses shall be in

accordance with M. C. B. practice as given in text and drawings of
volume 51 of the M. C. B. proceedings, except that

—

(a) The armature field lead from the generator to the car wiring
shall be Number 4 AWG.

(b) The field connection from the regulator locker to the con-

nections with the field lead on the axle generator shall be
Number 8 AWG.

(c) -Ml other wiring from the battery to the regulator
cabinet and from the axle generator terminal box to the

regulator cabinet shall be Number 4 AWG. The generator
leads shall be encased in lH in. woven canvas hose with
rubber lining.

Trfliti Line.—Two train lines shall be provided together with receptacles
and one train line jumper and shall be in accordance with M. C. B. Sheet U
and text on page 798 of volume 51 of the M. C. B. proceedings.
Lamp Bulbs.—The lamp bulbs shall be 32 volt, 50 watt, S-19 bulb.

Number 100 base for center deck fixtures. They shall be 32 volt, 15 watt,
S-17 bulb, Number 100 base for door and desk lights.

Lamp Fixtures.—The 60 ft. cars shall be equipped with seven 50 watt
lamps on the center line of the ceiling. The 70 ft. cars with eight 50 watt
lamps on the center line of the ceiling. A 15 watt lamp shall be located
in a convenient position at the desk. .A 15 watt lamp shall be installed
over the center opening on the inside of each side door.

Junction Boxes, Fixtures and ReHcelors.—Junction boxes shall be located
at the lamp outlets on the center deck and shall form a part of the lighting
fixtures. The reflector shall be of the porcelain white enameled shallow
bowl steel type, approximately 12 in. in diameter and designed to be
secured and permanently attached to the junction box cover. This cover
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sh.ill he securely fastened 10 the junction liox. The lamp at each si.lc door

shall be provided with porcelain white enameled steel reflector of the angle

tyije so located as to project the light outwardly through the side door

opening. ...
Circitils.—The center lights shall be operated on two circuits, alternat-

ing lamps being connected to the same circuit. The desk light and door

lights shall be connected to a third circuit with switches controlling the

individual lamps.

Switches.—M\ circuit switches shall be of the push button type, 15

ampere capacity and to conform with the N. E. Code. The switches

controlling the center deck lights shall be installed in the regulator

cabinet and in such a manner that renewals may be made without re-

moving the panel board. The switches controlling the desk and the door

lights shall be located conveniently adjacent to these lights. In addition

a 75 ampere capacity D. P. knife blade type of switch shall be provided

on the switch board for controlling the train line circuit.

Locker for Electrical Equipment.—Steel ventilated locker of .sufficient

size to contain the generator regulating apparatus and switch board panel

shall be conveniently located near the desk.

.Accessibility of Regulator Parts.—Parts of generator and lamp regulators

subject to renewal shall be mounted so they can be replaced without taking

down the panels.

Any apparatus or equipment, its location and installation, not specified

in the foregoing, but necessary for successful and safe operation, shall be

in accordance with M. C. I!, practice as given in volume 51 of the M. C. B.

proceedings.

Railway Notes from China
Peking.

APERSISTENT RUMOR has it that a domestic loan

of $50,000,000 is to be floated by the Ministry of

Communications for the purpose of purchasing new

equipment for several of the important lines. This loan

would probably proceed from the funds of large mining in-

terests and other large shippers who lind their output re-

duced because of the lack of locomotives and goods wagons.

It is estimated that this amount would be sufficient to take

care of the needs of the government railways for ten years

to come. The need for this equipment is attested by the fact

that locomotives on two important lines have an annual mile-

age performance 50 per cent higher than that of the United

States in peace times, in spite of the Chinese policy to prolong

the life of equipment by heavy repair in order to save costs

of freights on new units. The Peking-Hankow has with-

drawn a through passenger train from Peking to Hankow
for lack of cars, and in spite of wasteful use of equipment by

the military, goods wagon performance is two or three times

as high as the old peace time record in the United States.

Irrespective of the success of these negotiations the Peking-

Mukden is reported to have ordered ten new Pacific types

from an American builder and the Peking-Suiyuan and the

Tientsin-Pukow are negotiating for as many more. If the

loan goes through, these orders will probably be merged into

the general scheme in order to assist in producing uniformity

of design. There are possibilities that all of the rolling stock

ordered under the proposed arrangement will be retained by

the ministry as a central supply and will lead to the gradual

pooling of all locomotives and cars on the contiguous portions

of the government system. Under such conditions, the ques-

tion of uniformity of design becomes all-important to the

ministry and to the builders.

* * *

A hitch has occurred in the arrangements with the Fu
Chung Corporation whose loan to the Ministry of Communi-
cations for the purchase of 55 cars and two locomotives to

be used on the Taokow-Chinghua line has been reported

hitherto. It appears that the corporation now insists that

these cars shall be for the exclusive use of the Taokow-
Chinghua line which serves the mines of the coqioration.

This is considered worth sufficient to the corporation that it

will reduce the interest rate on the loan from 8 per cent to

4 per cent in exchange for the guarantee. But this, the

Ministry of Communications is unable to ensure, for tlie cars

must go over the Peking-Hankow line to the principal

market, whicli will put the cars into the soldier infested

region, with results to the wagons which are easily foreseen.

On the other hand, the Peking-Hankow is loo short of curs

to make good such losses by exchange of equipment. Hence

a practical impasse has been reached.
* * *

The transfer of the Harbin-Changchun section of the

Chinese Eastern line from Russia to Japan, which was an-

nounced a short time ago, brought forth an immediate offi-

cial denial from the Japanese authorities. The tilt be-

tween newspapers and Japanese foreign office had scarcely

warmed up before official reports from Russian sources and
Reuter's confirmed the truth of the transfer. The Chinese

Government immediately lodged a protest because the trans-

fer had been made without permitting China to become a

party to the proceedings. Curiously, the Japanese press im-

mediately began to stress a report that United States inter-

ests had secured control of the Trans-Siberian lines,—re-

viewing the old report of Harriman's vision of a line around

the world, and pointing out the continued presence of Ameri-

can officials and staff upon that line.

The through traffic arrangements which have existed for

a short time between the Canadian Pacific and the China-

Japan through-traffic system was made the subject of

discussion at the recently concluded conference, with a view

toward including other trans-Pacific lines and their trans-

continental connections. A tentative plan was drawn up
which requires only the agreement of the steamship lines to

make it effective.

The Peking-Hankow line is engaged in a race against time

to make its extensive bridge repairs before the flood season

arrives. Heavy rains have already occurred, but this is con-

sidered good omen as indicating that the season's rainfall will

be sufficiently distributed so as not to overtax seriously the

very poor drainage basins. After the floods of last summer
256 openings were made in the line between Paotingfu and

Yenching. Some of these were nearly half a mile wide, and

at one place carried a span of a truss bridge nine miles down
the river. Several other spans are still deeply imbedded in

sand, and most of them which were unplaced were so badly

wrenched as to make replacement difficult and in many cases

impossible.

The line in Hupeh and Hunan which was seriously broken

up by the military movements there is reported to be restored

sufficiently to carrj* traffic through.
* * *

There is a report that work will be resumed on the exten-

sion of the Lung-Hai line eastward from Hsuchowfu. This

is a Belgian line—so-called from the source of the capital.

This extension was contemplated from the first, but Yuan
Shih Kai expended $20,000,000 of the funds to further his

monarchical ambitions and work had to cease. It is a

mvstery as to where the funds are to be obtained now.
* * *

Because no protection can be had in Sezechuan, the Siems

Carey survey parties have been called in. All have ar-

rived at Peking except one, which is on the way. That ends
all actual construction work on the railways of China ex-

cept for a short liranch from the Peking-Suiyuan to a coaT

mine whose output is needed for locomotive fuel. The work
is lieing done entirely by railway forces attached to the

maintenance of way department.

Employees of the American Railway Express, to the num-
ber of 125,000, including messengers, clerks, drivers, freight

handlers and porters, have filed a coinplaint with the War
Labor Board asking for higher wages, shorter hours and
better working; conditions. The Railroad Administration
recently announced that questions affecting the wages of
express employees would be referred to its Board of Wages
and Working Conditions.
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The prohibition of smoking in Chicago suburban trains

imposed on account of the influenza epidemic was removed
on November 6.

The St. Louis & Hannibal announced on November 1 the

resumption of regular passenger train service after a sus-

pension of three weeks because of a strike.

Quicksilver, to the value of $45,000, is reported to have
been stolen from a car in the yard of the Erie Railroad at

Jersey City, N. J., last May. This statement, published in

New York papers, is said to have been given out by the

consignee of the mercury who, discouraged at the delay in

getting satisfaction, concluded to give the facts to the public.

The police have thus far had no success in their search for the

thieves.

Car Interchange Rule Modified

At the suggestion of the mechanical department of the

Railroad Administration, the Master Car Builders' Associa-
tion has modified its rule 3-1, which provided that after Oc-
tober 1, 1918, all wooden cars of less than 60,000 lb. capacity,

having short draft timbers, would not be accepted in inter-

change. An investigation was made to determine how many
cars such a rule would cut out of joint service and it was
found that on the first of this month there were 58,188 such
cars of which 40,514 were box cars. The rule was modified to

change the effective date to October 1, 1920.

Double Track Operation of the Southern

Pacific and the Western Pacific

As announced by the Railroad Administration during the

summer, arrangements have been made for the operation of

182 miles of the parallel lines of the Southern Pacific and
the Western Pacific in Nevada as double track, and the vari-

ous physical changes required to make this plan feasible,

are now practically complete. The new double track district

extends from Weso, two miles east of Winnemucca. east-

ward to Alavon, four miles west of Wells. In this distance
the two roads are for the most part close together and no-
where more than five miles apart. The lines cross at only
one point, at Palisade, where the grades are separated. The
two lines follow a location along the south channel of the

Humboldt river with grades ascending from west to east,

the ruling grade of the Western Pacific being 0.4 per cent

against eastbound traffic and that of the Southern Pacific

1 per cent.

The advantages to accrue through this arrangement include

a more expeditious movement of trains, avoidance of con-

gested conditions and increased safety, and since the West-
ern Pacific line will be used for the eastbound movement, a

21 ft. grade instead of a 53 ft. grade opposing Southern Pacific

trains moving eastward. The saving in time to be accom-
plished is estimated at 2 hr. for each freight train and 30

min. for each passenger train. Physical changes required to

make this plan possible include the construction of 11 cross-

over connections and one water station, the total cost being
approximately $118,000. As far as conditions will permit
one station in each town will be used by both roads. At
Carlin arrangements are being made for the trains of both
lines to pass through the Southern Pacific yards, and at

Elko through the Western Pacific yards. The Southern Pacific

station at Carlin and the Western Pacific station at Elko
will be used by both lines. .\t Battle Mountain, where the

lines are five miles apart, the highway between the two
stations will be improved so that auto stages can be used to

overcome the inconvenience of the one way movement of

trains on each of the lines.

Illinois Railroads More Heavily

Taxed than Other Property

In a statement submitted to the State Board of Equaliza-

tion of Illinois on behalf of the Chicago & North Western

on October 22. T. A. Polleys, tax commissioner of the road,

asserts that Illinois railroad property is taxed on the basis

of a higher percentage of its true value than is other property

in the state. .According to well recognized methods, he ar-

rived at an estimated true value of real estate in Illinois of

$10,929,069,000. The total full-value assessment of all real

estate of the state of Illinois, as equalized by the board in

1917, was $5,374,247,661, which is equal to 49.17 per cent of the

current true value.

According to seven distinct and recognized methods of

estimating the aggregate current market value of the Illinois

railroad property subject to ad valorem taxation, Mr. Pol-

leys found a maximum valuation of $1,101,277,000 and a mini-

mum of $751,348,000. The average of the seven separate

estimates of the current market value is $937,829,000. The
total full value assessment made by the Board of Equalization

against all ad valorem railroad mileage of the state in 1917

was $606,723,882, or 64.69 per cent of the composite estimated

true value just stated. This percentage is 15.52 per cent

greater than that represented by the ratio of the assessment
of other real estate in the state to its true value.

At the conclusion of his statement. Mr. Polleys says:

"There seems to be no reasonable doubt that railroad

property as a whole in Illinois is assessed at a very much
higher ratio of its true value than is true as to taxable real

estate. Certainly nothing should be added to such railroad

assessments at this time; very appropriately they might be

reduced. The taxes to be paid by Illinois railroads under the

assessment now being made by this board will be borne by
the federal government and not by the private owners of the

railroads. The government has transmitted to each member
of the board a written communication urging that, in this

year's assessment no increase be made and that reductions

be granted where the same are justified and consistent under
the circumstances. The government is asking at your hands
no mere act of favor; it is asking for justice, and justice only.

It is asking that the railroads of the state, now under govern-
ment control, be valued for taxation upon substantially the

same basis of valuation which prevails as to real estate. It

is asking for that equality in taxation which is guaranteed by
the constitution of your state and which the decisions of the

highest tribunal of your state have repeatedly declared should
not and cannot be denied."

Fresh American Beef for the Men in the Trenches

On September 20. an .\niericaii captain ate a meal on the

battle front in France and was so impressed with the ex-

cellent quality of the beef which he ate that he made inquiry

as to where it came from. He discovered that it was .•\meri-

can beef and he got the shipping tag which accompanied it.

He sent this to his wife in Chicago and investigation upon
her part disclosed the following facts:

The beef which he ate had been killed in Kansas City, Mo.,

and on July 10 was put into a chilling plant there. It was
shipped on July 16, and was placed in a freezer plant in

Detroit, Mich., on July 20. It was shipped from Detroit,

frozen, on -August 13. and was served in an ofiicers' mess
in France on September 20.

Immense quantities of beef are handled in this manner.
When one considers that the daily beef ration overseas for

one million men amounts to 875.000 lb., and that the entire

supply of beef for American troops and a good share of the

supply for the allied troops comes from the United States,

the stupendous task of the War Department and the railroads

is apparent.
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Large quantities of this meat are bought by the War De-
partment in Chicago. As the volume of the business grew,

trouble was frequently encountered as the result of improper
icing and of the delayed movement of loaded cars within tlie

Chicago terminal district. During the warm weather of the

past summer, considerable beef deteriorated, and some was
entirely lost. For the purpose of eradicating these difficulties

the Chicago terminal manager appointed a corps of traffic

supervisors. Concerning these supervisors, R. B. Robertson,
assistant chief of the Chicago branch. Inland Traffic Service,

War Department, says:

"Their work has been so thorough that the entire move-
ment, commencing with the ordering of cars, the initial icing,

switching of empties to freezer plants and the loading, top-

ping and tamping; and the switching of the loaded cars to

the assembling yards of the road haul carrier for forwarding
East is handled very smoothly."
The supervisors take note of the manner of loading and

the condition of the beef, and particularly of the manner in

which cars are pre-cooled and re-iced, and see to prompt
billing notification to the carrier line; and they follow the

cars to the road-haul train. They also look after beef pur-

chased by the British Ministry of Shipping. Cars containing
this beef are consolidated in solid trains and the average
time from Chicago to New York is between three and four

days.

Hearing on Railway Mail Pay Case

Hearings in the railway mail pay case, in which the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is to determine reasonable
rates for the transportation of mail by railways and prescribe

the basis, space or weight or otherwise, for computing rail-

way mail pay, were begun before Attorney-Examiner G. N.
Brown at Washington on November 4. The post office ap-

propriation law of 1916 prescribed a space system of com-
puting railway mail pay, and rates based thereon to be sub-

stituted experimentally for the weight system, and authorized

the postmaster general, with the approval of the commission,

to put it into eflfect on certain routes to enable the commis-
sion to determine the proper melliod and rates. The post-

inaster general put the plan into effect on November 1, 1916.

on nearly all of the mail routes; and a large part of the inter-

vening time has been taken up by the post office department
and the railways, represented by the Committee on Railway
Mail Pay, in collecting and preparing statistical evidence.

The commission's decision, when rendered, will be made
retroactive.

When the law providing for the system of paying the rail-

ways on the basis of the footage of car space authorized in-

stead of the tonnage basis was passed it was declared by its

sponsors that it would increase the payments to the railways:

but it has had the effect of reducing the total by about $12,-

000,000 a year. The railroads have protested against the

rates as being too low, and have also objected to the plan as

being impracticable from the operating standpoint and be-

cause it did not compensate the roads for all the space used.

Exhibits were introduced at the hearing on behalf of the

post office department showing that on April 30. 1918, the

compensation to the railways for carrying the mails was at

the rate of 10 cents per ton mile. It was also shown that the

annual miles of service of cars carrying inails authorized on

the space plan had been reduced from 577,867,985 on No-
vember 1, 1916. when the space svstem was inaugurated, to

541.943,368 on June 30, 1917; to 510,486,407 on March 31, 1918,

and to 504,961.489 on June 30, 1918, while the annual rate of

compensation to the railroads had been reduced during that

time from $64,447,982 to $52,182,052.

Superintendent Gaines of the eleventh division of the rail-

way mail service of the post office department, testified that

the runount of service required of the railways had been re-

dr-'"l by making a more efficient use of the space, by closer

supervision to prevent authorizing a greater amount of space

than is needed, and in part by reducing the amount of dis-

tribution of mail in railway post office cars by performing

that service after arrival at terminals and using storage cars

in place of the R. P. O. cars, thereby putting into one car as

much mail as could be put in three cars equipped with the

distributing facilities. A standard R. P. O. car he said has a

capacity for 240 sacks of mail if equipped with the distribut-

ing racks and of 900 without them. He asserted that the
changes had not resulted in impairment of the postal service
and that they gave to the carrier full pay for the service per-
formed while giving the government all the service for which
it paid. Under cross-examination, however, Mr. Haines ad-
mitted that railroads are not always paid for all the space
where they find it necessary to run a 30-foot apartment car
over a route on which only a 15-foot car is authorized, be-
cause they know that a 30-foot car will be required to handle
the additional mail at a junction point farther along.
The hearing was adjourned until January 7.

Loading Records in Central Western Region

The railroads in the Central Western region sliowed

marked increases in the loading of grain, coal and livestock

in the month of October. The number of cars of grain loaded
was 33,418, an increase of 4,596, or 15.9 per cent, over Oc-
tober, 1917: 183,380 cars of coal were loaded, 24,461, or 15,5

per cent, more than during the same month last year. The
number of cars of livestock loaded amounted to 68,749, which
was 4,644, or 7.2 per cent, in excess of the record for October,
1917.

Railway Business Association

Effectiveness of program has required the general execu-

tive committee of the Railway Business Association again

this year, as in recent years, to postpone the date of the

annual meeting, which under the by-laws is to be held, if

feasible, in December. The date has not yet been fixed, but

will be not earlier than January, in Chicago.

There will be a dinner conforming to whatever suggestions

may be obtained from the food administrator; the cost of

such dinner to be met by subscription of members for them-
selves and their invited guests: no officers of railway cor-

porations or officers of the L'nited States Railroad Ad-
ministration to be invited, the design being to assemble dis-

tinctively an audience of railway supply men.

New York Railroad Club

The New York Railroad Club meeting on Friday evening,

November 15, will be in the nature of a special fuel conserva-

tion rally. Eugene McAuliffe, manager of the Fuel Conserva-

tion Section of the United States Railroad Administration,

will address the meeting on the broader phases of the work
in which his section is engaged. Robert Collett and H. C.

Woodbridge, fuel supervisors for the Eastern and Allegheny

Regions, respectively, will also speak, as well as a number

of the representatives of the Railroad Adininistration,

Railroad Y. M. C. A. at Glassport, Pa.

On Monday evening, November 3, the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie opened the fifth Railroad Y. M. C. A. building on that

system. This road now has one building to every 45 miles

of main line. The new building, at Glassport, is three

stories in height, the two top stories being used for bed
rooms. The restaurant, reading and lounging rooms are on
the first floor.

Western Railway Club Meeting

The November meeting of the Western Railway Club will

be held in the Crystal room of the Hotel Sherman at 8 p, m.

on Monday, November 18. Major E. C, Schmidt will present

a paper on the Organization and Work of the Fuel Conserva-

tion Section, United States Railroad Administration. The
meeting will be preceded by a dinner in the Italian room at

6:30 p. m.

Railway Telegraph Superintendents

The .Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents

will hold its annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chi-

cago, on December 5 and 6. This will be the first annual

meeting since 1916, the convention last year having been

postponed on account of war conditions.
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Traffic News

The Federal Express now has a sleeping car nightly from

New Haven to Washington and one from Washington to New
Haven.

To relieve the congestion of Sunday travel between Baltimore

and Norfolk, Newport News and Old Point Comfort the Rail-

road Administration has put on Sunday-night boats. Steamers
of the Chesapeake Steamship Line will alternate with those of

the Baltimore Steam Packet Line.

A total of 52S.334 cars of grain have been loaded by the

railroads up to October 26 this year, as compared with 388,-

175 during the corresponding period of 1917. Grain loading
for the week was 28.249 cars, as compared with 24,994 during
the corresponding week of 1917.

The new consolidated ticket offices of all roads under fed-

eral control situated in the loop district of Chicago were
opened on November 4, in the Insurance Exchange building,

at 161 West Jackson boulevard. L. H. McCormick, formerly

general agent, passenger department, of the Rock Island lines at

Chicago, has been appointed manager in charge of the section of

the ticket office occupied by the western roads, and C. C. Clark,

formerly assistant general passenger agent of the Michigan Cen-
tral at Chicago, manager of the eastern and southern lines

section.

State Commissions Asked to Study

Proposed New Class Rates

Charles E. Eliiiquist, secretary and Wasliington representa-
tive of the National Association of Railway and Utilities

Cotnmissioners, has sent a letter to all state commissions re-

garding the plan of the Railroad Administration for standard-
izing class freight rates. He urges them to give to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission the benefit of their criticisms

or suggestions. The letter says:

"We may assume that it is the present intention of tlie

Railroad Administration to put a standard scale of class

freight rates into effect within the different zones that may
be created. The standard scale will eliminate all state class

rates as well as all present interstate class rates, and may
vitally affect commodity rates. The Interstate Commerce
Commission has not decided upon a course of procedure for

the investigation of these rates. If it decides to proceed in

the matter, it should have the benefit of criticisms and sug-
gestions of state commissioners upon the effect of the rates as
well as upon the manner of making the investigation.

"It is advisable, therefore, for the state commissions
prom])tly to examine the proposed scale of rates for the pur-
pose of determining:

1. Whether the same will produce an increased revenue.
2. The per cent of increase or reduction in the present

class rates.

3. The per cent of increase over the class rates applying
prior to the effective date of order 28.

4. The necessity for continuing existing commodity rates.

5. Whether the standard scale has any relation to the op-
eration of the railroads as a war measure.

6. Whether it is advisable at this time to attempt any
such far-reaching readjustment of rates, regardless of their

amount.
"State commissions and the shippers of the country are

facing a condition and not a theory. If the Railroad Ad-
ministration is finally to adopt standard class rates, it is im-
portant for the commissions and the shippers to give the
Interstate Commerce Commission all the information that
they can secure, and also the best constructive criticism that
can be brought to bear upon the question. This should be
done regardless of the legal questions involved. The commis-
sions have here an opportunity to give to the public the
benefit of their knowledge of rates and local conditions. It

now looks as if the war would soon be over, and suggestions

should be made with due regard to the fact that the railroads

will soon be again operated in times of peace."

Influenza Reduces Coal Production

The influenza epidemic continued to decrease seriously

the production of bituminous coal in the week ended October
26, the output being 309,000 tons or 2.7 per cent less than in

the preceding week. Shipments from a number of districts

also decreased in that period, according to data furnished
by the Geological Survey. The output, including lignite and
coal coked, was estimated at 11.215.000 net tons, as com-
pared with a production of 11,524,000 net tons for the week
ended October 19. An increase of 411,000 tons is shown
over the corresponding period of 1917, when production
reached 10,804,000 net tons. The decline in production during
the last few weeks now makes necessary an average daily

production in the remainder of the coal year of 2,047,000 net
tons, an increase over the daily requirements of about 1.6

percent and over the average daily production for the coal

year to date, 1,988.000 net tons, or 3 percent.

Production of anthracite in the week ended October 26,

estimated at 1,714.000 net tons, is exactly the same tonnage
as produced in the preceding week, although it is a decrease
of 339,000 net tons, or 17 percent, from the production in the
corresponding week in 1917. The daily average production
in the last week is estimated at 286,000 net tons as compared
with 334,000 net tons for the coal year to date and with 332,-

000 net tons in the corresponding period of 1917. From
April 1 to date, the total production is estimated at 59,-

087,000 net tons, as compared with 58.789,000 net tons in

1917, an increase of 298,000 net tons, or .5 percent.

In the week ended October 19, the total loss by all causes
from 100 percent production was 20.6 percent, of which car
shortage comprised 7.6 percent, labor shortage 8.5 percent,
mine disability 3.0 percent and all other causes 1.5 percent.

Total coal loading on the railways during the week ending
October 16 was 236.605 cars, as compared with 219.127 during
the corresponding week of the previous year. The increase
in 1918 up to October 26 is estimated at 724,978 cars.

War Emergency and Reconstruction Conference

Preliminary plans for the War Emergency and Rcconslruc-
ticin Conference of War Service Committees to be held at

.Atlantic City, December 4. 5 and 6. are announced by the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Reconstruction will be given a prominent place on the
program.
The conference will be divided into groups at three ses-

sions, the first to be held on the evening of December 4, the
second on the afternoon of December 5, and the third on the
evening of the same day. On the evening of December 4
each war service committee will meet with its chairman to
consider the problems of reconstruction as they affect that
particular industry as well as to take up other problems
which the war has demonstrated are vital to industry. On
the afternoon of December 5 the war service committees
will meet in groups which arc related as to their use of basic
materials and as to their distribution problems, etc. With
these groups will meet the commodity or section chiefs of
the War Industries Board. Related groups will form them-
selves into ten major groups on the evenin.g of December 5

to take up the question of raw materials, price control and
subjects arising from related group meetings. After the
.general meetings of the committees of the related groups and
of the major groups it is hoped there will be presented defi-

nite recommendations covering the reconstruction period,
with the possibility of creating an executive committee em-
powered to gather data and to function with industries to
meet the many problems that the nation's industries will

be called upon to solve with the end of the war.

Railway Cars of Reinforced Concrete.—The London Times
reports that experiments are being made at the plant of the

Ebbw Vale Steel Company in the construction of railway cars

of reinforced concrete.
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Interstate Commerce Commission

Conference Ruling on Average Agreement

The commission has modified conference rulings 409. 463,

and 497 as follows: No average agreement made under the

uniform demurrage rules may properly combine in one ac-

count the cars of more than one consignee; but an average

agreement may be made with a public elevator, warehouse or

cotton compress to apply to cars consigned to or handled by

such elevator, warehouse or compress, so long as the elevator,

warehouse or compress is held strictly responsible to the

carrier for the detention of cars and for any demurrage
that results from such detention. In pursuing this course

carriers must accept full responsibility for the correct ap-

plication of the rule. (See conference ruling 498.)

Personnel of Commissions

John R. Thompson, senior mechanical engineer for the

Interstate Commerce Commission, in the central district of

the Bureau of Valuation, Chicago, in charge of mechanical

and electrical branches, has resigned to take a commission as

captain in the engineer corps of the army. S. A. Chamber-
lain, senior inspector of motive power of the Commission,

at Chicago, has been promoted to succeed Mr. Thompson.

State Commissions

The Public Service Commission of Massachusetts, on a com-

plaint of the National Dock & Storage Warehouse Company,
has declared illegal and discriminatory a switching charge made
by the Boston & Albany on cars moved from its own pier, at

East Boston, to that of the complainant. The decision continues:

"In view of the fact that the Boston & ."Klbany is now under
direct control of the Federal Government, which was not in

any manner made a party to the proceedings, the commission
feels that it is sufficient at present for it to state the facts, and
its conclusion with respect thereto, believing that the United

States Railroad Administration, .when the situation is thus

brought to its attention, will effect the desired change. In the

meantime the case will be kept open, and the commission will

be prepared at any future time to take such further action as

may seem appropriate and necessary."

Court News
Injunctions Not Sustained

The United States Supreme Court, in a decision handed
down on November 4, declined to review decrees of the

lower courts dismissing injunction proceedings to prevent

the ousting of the wires of the Western Union Telegraph
Company by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad on its right

of way. The suits also involved the Western Union's lines

along the right of way of the Atlanta & West Point and the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.

Defect in Apparatus—"Terminal"

A railroad's rule required an engineer to report defects in

his engine at terminals. In the case of an undesired emer-

gency setting of air brakes, the South Carolina Supreme Court

holds that the defect should have been remedied when tlie

train reached a place where the work could be done, though
this place was only a terminal for trains that began and ended
their trips there and not for trains merely passing throu.s^h;

and the railroad would be liable for injuries to a conductor
when thrown from the top of a car therebv.—Scott v. A. C.

L. (S. Car.), 96 S. E. 305. Decided March 25, 1918.

Additional Steel Probably Available Soon

The prospects of peace and the curtailment of the steel

reciuirements of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, which is

already slowing down its activities, are expected to result in

a rearrangement of steel requirements which will free addi-

tional steel for the use of the Railroad Administration, which
will probably be able to place additional orders for cars,

locomotives and rails earlier than has been expected of late.

Plans have been prepared for some time for refrigerator,

stock and general service cars and the orders placed during

the spring for 100.000 box and coal cars were less than they

would have been if more steel had been available.

Locomotive Deliveries

A total of 58 locomotives were shipped to roads under

federal control during the week ending October 26, including

42 of the U. S. R. A. standard types, as follows:

Works Roads Number Type
-, C. & A 3 U. S. R. A. Mikado

Erie 7 U. S. R. A. g-« heel Switch
! T. & P 11 U. S. R. A. Mikado
I
W. & L. E 6 U. S. R. A. Mikado

American i>H. V 3 M.illet

[Erie 4 V. S. R. A. Mikado
;
Chic. June 4 r. S. R. .V 6-wheel Switch

I Rutland 4 U. S. R. A. Mikado
J P. L. W 1 Santa Fe

Total 43

Lima 111. Cent 9 Mikado

Total 9

A Penna I Mikado
„ ,, . IC C. C. & St. L 3 U. S. R. A. Mikado
^^'''"""

fUnion Pac 1 Mikado
J St. L.-S. F 1 Santa Fe

Total 6

Grand total 58

Production of Locomotives

The standard gage steam locomotive industry of the United
States, operating under the direction of the War Industries

Board, has increased its rate of production approximately
100 per cent in the past three months, according to a state-

ment authorized by B. M. Baruch, chairman of the War In-

dustries Board. During the last week of October the output
of the three standard gage companies was 144 locomotives.
I^rom 1910 up to August, 1918, the largest number ever turned
out in a single year was 3,776, which would represent an
average weekly output of 72.6 locomotives. The statement
emphasizes the fact that this increase in production has been
accomplished without any expenditure to increase plant facili-

ties or enlarge the existing works, but has been made possible
by a redistribution of orders and concentration by each of
the plants on particular types of locomotives. Last August,
the statement says, the government was seriously consider-
ing the establishment of government plants to meet the
demand for locomotives, at a proposed expenditure of ap-

proximately $25,000,000, but at the suggestion of the War
Industries Board the expenditure was held up in favor of the
plan of redistribution. Apparently the plan of extending
government aid for the extension of the plants has also been
abandoned. What the statement calls the "Pershing" loco-
motive, built on standard plans designed for the United
States military railways, is said to have been made the sole
type of steam locomotive in use behind the .American lines
in France and also to have been adopted by the British and
French governments as the standard type for their armies
on the western front ; and under the arrangement adopted,
the construction of all locomotives of standard ga.tre for use
in France was assigned to the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
whereas orders for the Railroad Administration were divided
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between the American Locomotive Company and tlie Lima
Locomotive Corporation.

The statement expresses the opinion of J. Rogers Flan-

nery, director of railway equipment and supplies of the War
Industries Board, that during the next 30 days the rate of

production will show a still greater increase. Normally the

output of the Baldwin works has not exceeded 60 locomotives

a week. During the week referred to it turned out 87 steam

locomotives, 7 gasoline locomotives and 3 electric locomo-
tives, besides making general repairs on 10 steam locomo-
tives. The American Locomotive Company has also ac-

complished excellent results, for while the number of loco-

motives is not so great, the tonnage is proportionately as

large. It is stated that the government is spending this year

in the construction of locomotives for use in France and
on the railroads in this country approximately $200,000,000.

Freight Cars

Thk Bay City Foundry & Machinery Company, Bay City,

Mich., is inquiring for 17 pairs of freight car trucks.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for a 40-ft. caboose

car.

The Kanotex Refining Company, Arkansas City, Kan.,

has ordered 50 40-ton tank cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The White Eagle Petroleum Company, Wichita, Kan., has

ordered 30 40-ton tank cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

Passenger Cars

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadclpliia, Pa., is in the market for one second-

hand combination baggage and jjassenger coach, not over SO

ft. long.

The United States Railroad Administration has begun the

preparation of designs for 375 standard type passenger cars

and 129 combination passenger, baggage, mail and express

cars, and specifications will soon be issued on 886 baggage
cars of the 60 ft. and 70 ft. types.
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Supply Trade News

Signaling

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.— .\n order has been placed

with the Union Switch & Signal Company for the material for

alternating current block signals to be installed over the Peoria

bridge, Peoria, II!.

Alabama Great Southern.—An order has been given to the

General Railway Signal Company for a 12-lever, all-electric inter-

locking, to be installed by the railroad company's forces, at War-
rior River drawbridge, Alabama.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Two Improved Saxby &
Farmer interlocking machines are to be installed at Bensonville,

111., and two at Shermerville, 111., both to be furnished by the

Union Switch & Signal Company.

Pennsylvania. Western Lines.— .An order has been placed

with the Union Switch & Signal Company for a Saxby & Farmer
interlocking, 36 levers, to be installed by the railroad company's
forces, at Crafton, Pa.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.—A contract

has been given to the General Railway Signal Company for a

48-lever electric interlocking machine, and other material, to be
installed by the railroad company's forces.

Philadelphia & Reading.—A contract has been awarded to

the Union Switch & Signal Company for the complete installa-

tion of a low-voltage, remote-control interlocking plant on the

Lebanon Valley branch. The interlocking apparatus will be
located in the station at Palmyra. Pa., approximately one mile
from the switches and signals to lie controlled. All apparatus
will be operated from primary battery.

illllliiliriiriiriiiiiiiiiiiir

Francis Jordan, sales engineer for the George Cutter Com-
pany, of South Bend, Ind., with headquarters at Chicago, has

resigned to go with the Wilson Welder & Metals Company
at New York.

At a special meeting of the board of directors of the Inde-

pendent Pneumatic Tool Compamy held in Chicago, October
30, Roger C. Sullivan was appointed a director and elected

chairman of the board and a member of the executive commit-

tee, to fill vacancies caused by the death of the late John P.

Hopkins.

J. Weinland, district manager of the Liberty Steel Prod-

ucts Company at Chicago, has been appointed assistant to the

president of that company and the Davis Brake Beam Com-
pany, with headquarters at New York. S. W. Midgley, in

charge of the railroad department of the Liberty Steel Prod-

ucts Company, with office at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Wein-
land as district manager; effective November 1.

Thomas D. Crowley, sales agent of the Madden Company,
Chicago, has been appointed assistant general sales agent
of the Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Mr.

Crowley was born at

Clinton, Iowa, on
August 18. 1884. He
first entered railway
service in 1901, as a
timekeeper in the track

department of the Chi-
cago & North Western.
He was later assistant

foreman and extra gang
foreman in the same de-

partment and in 1907
was appointed assistant

roadmaster on the Wis-
consin division with
headquarters at Mil-
waukee. In 1909 he
was appointed super-
visor of materials in

the general storekeep-
er's department at Chi-

cago and subsequently
was appointed road-

master with headquarters at Sparta, Wis. In April. 1914, he
went with the Madden Company as sales agent and continued
with that firm until his appointment as assistant general sales

agent of the Sellers Manufacturing Company, a new position

in that firm.

Charles G. Du Bois has been elected vice-president of the
\\'estern Electric Company, Incorporated. Mr. Du Bois
entered the employ of the company in 1891 at its New York
oflfice, and occupied successively the positions of chief clerk,

secretary and supervisor of branch houses. In 1907 he became
comptroller of the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany and in this capacity inaugurated and supervised a com-
prehensive system of accounting for the Bell telephone sys-

tem. During the winter of 1917-1918, Mr. Du Bois was in

Washington in the capacity of comptroller of the American
Red Cross, which position he still retains. Mr. Du Bois is

48 years of age and graduated from Dartmouth College in

1891. He is a director of the Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, and other corporations.

Canadian Locomotive Company, Ltd.

The annual report of the Canadian Locomotive Company,
Ltd., for the year ending June 30, 1918, shows a profit from
operation of $677,937, after charging business profits war
tax and all other charges except bond interest and deprecia-
tion and adding interest from investments. This compares

D. Crowley
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with $721,255 for the year ended June 30, 1917, and with the

exception of last year, represents the largest profits since

the first annual report of 1912. There was deducted from
the profits $90,000 for interest on first mortgage l)onds;

$25,000 as provision for special replacements, and $100,000

for depreciation; and $225,000 was paid in dividends on the

common and preferred stock. The balance to the credit of

profit and loss at the close of the year, was $929,417, as com-
pared with $690,577 last year. In his report, Aemilius Jarvis,

cliairman of the board, says:

"The prospects for the coming year are of the brightest. We
have contracts in hand that will keep our shops fully occupied

for many months to come, all taken at satisfactory prices,

and unless something occurs in the matter of supplies, ma-
terial, or something unforeseen, our next year's statement

should be as satisfactory."

The general balance sheet follows in brief:

Assets

Fixed assets—
Real estate, buildings, plant and equipment, includ-

ing goodwill ($2,722,006):
Balance, 1st July, 1917 $5,495,072
Additions during year 60,234

$5,555,306
Less: Sales and deductions 63.756

$5,491,550
Sinking fund investment account 47,907
Investments in Dominion of Canada 5}^ per cent Vic-

tory Bonds $248,916
Current assets

—

Work-in-progress, at cost, less cash received on
account thereof 496,885

Materials and supplies 390,663
Trade accounts receivable, less reserve for bad debts 415,239
Officials' and employees' balances, including balance

of amount due from latter for Victory Bonds pur-

chased on their behalf 29,733
Cash in banks and on hand 567.006

2.148,442

Deferred charges to operations 7,045

$7,694,944
Liabilities

Capital stock

—

7 per cent cumulative preference shares, fully paid. $1,500,000
Ordinary shares, fully paid 2.000.000

$3,500,000

First mortgage bonds 1.500,000
Current liabilities

—

Trade accounts payable, wages and other charges
accrued and due $936,370

Bond interest accrued 45,000
Dividend No. 26 26.250
Dividend No. 4 30.000

1,037,620

Reserves

—

General depreciation _.
$450,000

Amortization of expenditure on munition equipment 65,000
Special replacements 165,000
Sinking fund 47,907

727,907

Profit and loss accounts 929,417

$7,694,944

Trade Publications

Flange Oilers.—The Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit,

Mich., has issued catalogue F-6, illustrating and describing the

Detroit automatic flange oiler.

Portable Cranes and Hoists.—The complete line of portable

floor cranes and hoists manufactured by the Canton Foundry

& Machine Company, Canton, Ohio, is listed in a 34-page

catalogue issued by that company. The constructidn and

operation of the cranes is described in detail and each type

is illustrated and the principal dimensions given.

Heat Insulation.—Nonpareil high pressure blocks and cement

for heat insulation is the subject of a 20-page catalogue pub-

lished by the .Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. This material is used for insulating boilers, ovens,

feedwater heaters, tanks, etc. Various installations in which

Nonpareil blocks or cement were used, are illustrated in the

catalogue.

Hoisting Machinery.—The equipment manufactured by the

Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, consist-

ing of trolleys, traveling and portable cranes, electric hoists, etc.,

is presented in a complete and attractive catalogue. No. D-1919,

containing 56 pages, 8'/2 in. by 11 in., and over 100 illustrations.

A large amount of data is also given in tabular form as to

prices, dimensions and clearances.

I
Railway Construction |

liiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiJjiUiiiiiMitiiiJiuiiniiitiiitiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriMiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiniiitiiitiitiiiriiitiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiff

Chicago & North Western.—This company will soon con-

struct a passenger station and subway at Great Lakes, 111., the

aggregate cost of which is estimated at $200,000. The station

will be a one-story frame stucco building, with basement and

composition roof, 110 ft. by 30 ft. The subway will be construct-

ed of reinforced concrete. This will have a width of 66 ft. and
will pass under the tracks of the Chicago & North Western and
the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee. John Marsch, Chicago,

has the contract for the subway ; J. A. Sackley & Co., Chicago,

the contract for the excavating, and the contract for the station

building has not yet been let. The road's own forces will con-

struct the retaining wall.

The North Western is also building a roundhouse and a re-

pair shop addition at Ashland, Wis., the contract for which was
awarded to L. O. Peppard, Minneapolis, Minn.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—Improvements are now being carried

out at Edmonton, Alta., as follows:

Four stall extension to roundhouse ; 10,000 ft. additional track-

age in repair yard ; 5,400 ft. additional trackage in freight yards,

and extension to storage tracks, 11,000 ft.

Illinois Central.—This road has awarded a contract to A.

W. Stoolman, Champaign, 111., for the construction of a one-

story frame freight house, 200 ft. by 40 ft., and the alteration

of a passenger station at Benton, 111. A platform will be con-
structed on one side of the freight house, 18 by 200 ft. These
improvements will cost about $30,000.

The Illinois Central will also build additions on each end of
an ice house at Waterloo, Iowa, which will increase the capacity

of the structure by 5,000 tons. The cost of the additions will

be about $27,000.

The road plans to build a frame engine house, 38 ft. by 240 ft.,

at Birmingham, Ala., to provide space sufKcient for four Mallet
locomotives.

New York Central.—This road has given a contract to the

R. W. Smith Corporation, New York, to build four yard offices

of frame construction at Syracuse, N. Y. One of the offices is

to be a two-story building, 36 ft. high, 30 ft. wide, and 60 ft.

long, and the other three are to be one-story buildings, 18 ft.

high, 25 ft. wide and 41 ft. long. •

Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines.—This road has
given a contract to Roydhouse Arey & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

to build a frame roundhouse at Emporium Junction, Pa. The
work is now under way and will cost about $60,000.

Pennsylvania Railroad. Western Lines.—This road has
under construction at Wellsville, Ohio, various engine house
and shop improvements, the plans for which have been pre-
pared in the office of R. Trimble, chief engineer of construc-
tion, Pittsburgh, Pa., which office is also directly supervising
the work.

Peoria, Hanna City & Western.—This company has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $75,000 to build and
operate a railroad from Hollis Junction, Peoria county, 111.,

to Hanna City. The incorporators are: E. J. Case. Thomas
Newsam, Warren Sutliff, Wm. Newsam, George Deemy and
Walter J. Marsh.

Philadelphia & Reading.—A contract has been given to

A. L. Carhart for building a six-track rectangular brick engine

house, supported on concrete foundations, at Rutherford. Pa.

The building will be 133 ft. wide by 115 ft. long, with extension

for fan house, foreman's ofHce and equipment for boiler wash-
ing system. The contract also includes the construction of

an outside inspection pit, ISO ft. long.

Raritan River Railroad.—Tliis road has awarded a contract

to the .\ustin Company, of Cleveland. Ohio, for the construction

of a 12-stall, reinforced concrete engine house; a machine shop,

100 ft. lon.g; a boiler house, and a store house, each 80 ft. long;

to be built at Soulh .\mboy, N. J., in 100 working days, at an
approximate cost of $196,490.
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I
Railway Officers I
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Railroad Administration

Central Administration

Charles A. Lutz has been appointed treasurer of the United
States Railroad Administration, vice L. G. Scott, comptroller
of the Wabash Railway Company, acting treasurer, resigned.
Mr. Lutz was formerly chief of the bureau of carriers' accounts
of the Interstate Commerce Commission and later comptrol-
ler of the American Express Company.

Federal and General Managers

E. E. Calvin, federal manager of the Union Pacific, with
office at Omaha, Neb., has had his authority extended over
the Salina Northern, effective November 1.

The jurisdiction of C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the

Illinois Central, with headciuarters at Chicago, has been
extended over the Dunleith & Dubuque Bridge, effective

October 30.

The jurisdiction of C. G. Burnham, federal manager of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and other smaller roads, with
office at Chicago, will also have jurisdiction over the Hannibal
Union Depot and the Winona Bridge Railroad.

The Eastern Texas and the Dallas Terminal Railroad &
Union Depot have been added to the jurisdiction of J. L.

Lancaster, federal manager, at Dallas, Texas, and the Valley
Terminal Railroad has been included in the jurisdiction of

A. Robertson, federal manager, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo.

James Russell, formerly vice-president of the Denver &
Rio Grande, has been appointed general manager of that

road, the Rio Grande Southern, the Denver Union Terminal,
'hf: Salt Lake City l.Inion Depot and Railroad and the Pueblo
Union Depot and Railroad, with headquarters at Denver,
Colo., succeeding; E. L. Brown, resigned on account of ill

health.

J. E. Gorman, federal manager of the Rock Island Lines,

with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Des Moines Union, the Des Moines Western
and the Iowa Transfer. J. A. Wagner, superintendent of the

Des Moines L^nion, has been appointed general manager of

that road, the Des Moines Western and the Iowa Transfer,

with headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa.

Operating

The jurisdiction of E. L. King, superintendent of tele.graph

of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco,

Cal., has been extended over the Arizona Eastern.

G. F. Hawks, general manager of the El Paso & South-
western and the El Paso Union Passenger Depot, has been
appointed federal manager, with office at El Paso, Texas.

W. T. Peyton, assistant general superintendent of the Ft.

Worth & Denver City, has been appointed superintendent of

Ft. Worth terminals, witli headquarters at North Ft. Worth,
Texas.

G. G. Moore has been appointed superintendent of the

Southern ]\icific Terminal Company and the Galveston Wharf
Company, with jurisdiction over all terminals on Galveston
Island. His headquarters are at Galveston, Tex.

J. R. Loftis, trainmaster on the L'tah lines of the Denver
& Rio Grande at Thistle, l'tah, has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the Green River division, with office at

Helper, ITtah, to succeed E. F. Marshall, transferred to the

Colorado lines; effective November 1.

H. O. Halsted, general superintendent of transportation

of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.,

has had his authority extended over the Pere Marquette, the

Ann Arbor, the Grand Trunk Western Lines and other roads
and car ferry lines under the jurisdiction of Federal Manager
F. H. Alfred.

F. E. Sanborn has resigned as general superintendent of
the Maine Central, with office at Portland, Maine, and has
been assigned to other duties; the office of general superin-
tendent has been abolished. F. O. Wood, assistant superin-
tendant at Portland, has been appointed superintendent trans-
portation, in charge of the transportation and car service
departments, with oiifice at Portland, and H. R. Withee, assist-
ant superintendent at Bangor, has been appointed assistant
superintendent, with office at Portland, vice Mr. Wood.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
Richard A. White, general auditor of the New York Central

at New York, has been appointed federal auditor of the New
York Central, the Lake Erie & Pittsburgh, the Troy Union
Railroad, the Central New York Southern and the Cherry
Tree & Dixonville, with headquarters at New York.

Frank J. Burke, assistant land and tax commissioner of the
Texas & Pacific, has been appointed land and tax agent, in
charge of land and tax matters for the receiver, with office
at Dallas, Texas. W. H. Abrams will continue as land and
tax commissioner, acting in an advisory capacity; effective
October IS.

W. C. Logan, auditor of the Ft. Worth & Denver City,
has been appointed also auditor of the Ft. Worth Belt, with
office at Ft. Worth, Texas, succeeding O. W. Matthews,
resigned. W. O. Hamilton, secretary and treasurer of the
Ft. Worth & Denver City, with headquarters at Ft. Worth,
succeeds Mr. Matthews as acting federal treasurer of the
Ft. Worth Belt.

S. L. Merriam, general counsel, and J. C. Bills, assistant
general counsel of the Pere Marquette, have been appointed
general solicitor and assistant general solicitor, respectively
of that road, the Ann .Arbor, the Grand Trunk Western Lines
and other roads and car ferry associations under the juris-
diction of Federal Manager F. H. Alfred, both with head-
quarters at Detroit, Mich.

W. H. Bums, general auditor of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, has been appointed federal auditor of that road
and the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with headquarters at
Chicago. William Hodson has been appointed acting federal
treasurer of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, with office
at Chicago, succeeding Carl Nyquist, who has resigned to
become treasurer of the corporation.

C. C. Gleesner, auditor of freight claims of the Baltimore
& Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed
freight claim agent in charge of loss and damage freight
claims and their prevention, of the Baltimore & Ohio. Eastern
Lines; the Coal & Coke; the Wheeling Terminal Railroad;
the Western Maryland; the Cumberland Valley, and the Cum-
berland & Pennsylvania, with office at Baltimore. Md.

E. A. Stockton, general auditor of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, Eastern Lines, with office at Philadelphia. Pa., has been
appointed federal auditor of the same lines; the \\'est Jersey
& Seashore; the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, and the
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain, and J. S. Donaldson,
assistant controller, with office at Philadelphia, has been
appointed assistant federal auditor on all the roads above
named.

D. W. McLeod, auditor of the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe
and the Ft. Worth Union Passenger Station, with head-
quarters at Galveston. Texas, has had his jurisdiction ex-
tended to include the Houston Belt it Terminal, succeeding
J. W. McCulIough, resigned. A. C. Torbert. local treasurer
of the former roads, has also been appointed acting treasurer
of the Houston Belt & Terminal, with office at Galveston, in
place of T. C. Dunn, resigned.

Frank R. Austin, who has been appointed federal auditor
of tlie Chicag.) & Eastern Illinois and the Evansville & In-
dianapolis, with headcjuarters at Chicago, was born at Evans-
ville. Ind. He began railway work in August. 1890. in the
auditor's office of the Evansville & Terre Haute, where he
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remained for five years, when lie was transferred to the treas-

urer's office. Two years later he returned to the auditor's

office, serving in various capacities until March, 1906, when
he was appointed auditor. He held that position until July,

1911, when the Evansville & Terre Haute was consolidated

with the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, at which time he was
priimoted to assistant auditor of the latter road. His ap-

pointment as federal auditor became effective August 5.

T. O. Edwards, general auditor of the Southern Pacific,

lines south of Ashland, Ore., with office at San Francisco,

Cal., has been appointed also federal auditor of the Arizona

Eastern. W. F. Ingram, acting federal treasurer of the

former lines, with headquarters at San Francisco, will also

have authority over the latter road. Robert Adams, a.-^sistant

general auditor of Southern Pacific lines south of Ashland,

and assistant federal auditor of the lines north of .\shland,

with office at San Francisco, has been appointed also assistant

federal auditor of the Arizona Eastern. The following offi-

cers of the .Southern Pacific, all with headquarters at San
Francisco, will also have jurisdiction over tlie .\rizona East-

ern: F. L. McCaffery, auditor of disbursements; F. W. Pope,

auditor of freight accounts; O. F. Giffin, auditor of pas-

senger accounts, and W. H. Dewey, auditor of equipment
service accounts.

Traffic

Marius de Brabant has been appointed assistant general

freight and passenger agent of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake,

with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., effective November I.

M. A. Cummings and A. G. Little have been appointed

assistant general freight agents of the Southern Pacific lines

south of Ashland, Ore., both with headquarters at San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

F. V. Berry, assistant general freight agent of the Maine
Central, at Portland, Maine, has been appointed general

freight agent, with office at Portland, vice W. K. Sanderson,

assigned to other duties; the position of assistant general

freight agent has been abolished.

E. H. Shaw, assistant traffic manager of the Southern Rail-

road, with office at Washington, D. C, has been appointed

traffic manager of the Southern Railroad lines and associated

railroads, with jurisdiction over all lines except the Piedmont
& Northern, vice Randall Clifton, deceased.

B. W. Herrman, general freight agent of the Norfolk &
Western, with office at Columbus, Ohio, has been appointed

general freight agent, with office at Roanoke, Va., and S. S.

Bridgers, assistant general freight agent at Roanoke, has

been transferred as assistant general freight agent to Co-

lumbus, Ohio; S. M. Stevenson has been appointed assistant

general freight agent, assigned to special duty, with office at

New York City, and C. A. Cowles has been appointed as-

sistant general freight agent, with office at Roanoke.

The Grand Trunk Western Lines having been placed under

federal control and grouped with the Pere Marquette, Ann
Arbor, Detroit & Mackinac and other short lines under Fed-

eral Manager F. H. Alfred, the consolidation of the passenger

department is announced witli the following officers in charge

of all lines; W. E. Wolfenden, general passenger agent, and

John Dunphy, assistant general passenger agent, Detroit,

Mich.; J. D. McDonald, assistant general passenger agent,

Chicago; A. E. Plumer, general baggage agent, Detroit; O. L.

Kinney, Chicago; J. W. Kearns, Detroit; Neil DeYoung,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; F. A. Young, Saginaw, Mich.; J. K.

Cooper, Toledo, Ohio; all division passenger agents.

R. P. Paterson, assistant general freight agent of the Pere

Mar<iuette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has had his

jurisdiction e.xtended over the Grand Trunk, Western Lines;

the .^nn Arbor; the Detroit & Mackinac; the Detroit & To-
le 'o Shore Line; the Detroit, Bay City & Western; the Port

Pluron Southern; the Port Huron & Detroit; the Fort Street

LInion Depot Railroad, and the Lake Michigan Car Ferry

Association. R. L. Burnap, assistant freight traffic manager
of the Grand Trunk at Chicago, has been appointed assistant

general freight agent of the lines named, with the same
headquarters. H. S. Bradley, traffic manager of the Ann

.\rbor, has been appointed chief of the tariflf bureau of all the

roads mentioned above, with office at Detroit. F. A. Butter-

worth, assistant general freight agent of the Pere Marquette
at Chicago, has been appointed division freight agent of that

road and the Grand Trunk Western Lines, with the same
headquarters. W. H. Spicer, division freight agent of the

Grand Trunk at Detroit, will also have jurisdiction over the

Pere Marquette; the .'\nn Arbor; the Pontiac, Oxford &
Northern; the Port Huron Southern; the Port Huron &
Detroit, and the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line; and P. Birrel,

commercial agent of the Pere Marquette at Detroit, has been
appointed general agent of those roads. C. A. Gormaly,
commercial agent of the Grand Trunk at Chicago, has been
appointed general agent of that road and the Pere Marquette,

at the same place. F. M. Briggs, division freight agent of

the Pere Marquette at Grand Rapids, Mich., will also have
authority over the Grand Trunk Western Lines. A. Z. Mul-
lins, commercial agent of the Grand Trunk at Grand Rapids,

has been appointed district representative of the Grand Trunk
Western Lines and the Pere Marquette, with the same head-
quarters. T. W. Avis, traveling freight agent of the Pere
Marquette at Grand Rapids, has been appointed district rep-

resentative of that road and the .\nn .Arbor, at the same place.

The jurisdiction of W. Henderson, division freight agent of

the Pere Marquette at Saginaw, Mich., will include the Grand
Trunk Western Lines and the Ann Arbor. C. E. Wagner,
commercial agent of the Grand Trunk at Saginaw, has been
appointed district representative at that point for the Pere
Marquette; the Pontiac, Oxford & Northern, and the Detroit

& Huron. W. G. MacEdward, general freight and passenger
agent of the Detroit & Mackinac at Bay City, Mich., has been
appointed division freight agent of that road and the Detroit,

Bay City & Western, with the same headquarters. R. W.
Youngs, division freight and passenger agent of the Pere
Marquette at London, Ont,, will retain the title of division

freight agent only. J. W. Redmond, commercial agent of

the Pere Marquette at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed gen-
eral agent of that road, the Ann Arbor, and the Detroit &
Toledo Shore Line, with office at Toledo. F. W. Goldie,

general agent of the Pere Marquette at Milwaukee. Wis..

will also be agent for the Grand Trunk Western
Lines. W. F. Kerwin, general agent of the Ann Arbor at

Menominee, Mich., has been appointed district representative

at that point, and A. Allison, general agent at Manistique.

Mich., has been appointed district representative at the same
place.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

O. A. Garber, master mechanic of the Illinois Central at

East St. Louis. 111., has been transferred to Waterloo, Iowa,
as master mechanic of the Minnesota and Iowa divisions, suc-

ceeding Norman Bell, resigned to enter military service.

G. W. CundifF has been appointed road foreman of engines

of the Mobile & Ohio and the Southern Railroad in Missis-

sippi, with headquarters at Jackson, Tenn., to succeed A. J.

Merriwether, who has been appointed fuel supervisor, with

office at Jackson, Tenn.

G. C. Wilson, electrical engineer of the L'nion Pacific, with

headquarters at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed electrical

engineer of the Central of Georgia, with headquarters at

Savannah. H. B. Gamer succeeds Mr. Wilson as acting elec-

trical engineer of the L'nion Pacific.

Fullerton P. McGough, manager of the Pittsburgh office

of the North American Railway Construction Company,
Chicago, has been appointed division engineer of the Balti-

more & Ohio, with office at Grafton. W. Va., succeeding

G. F. Eberly, who has been transferred to the construction

department, in charge of the lines between Connellsville and
Fairmont.

The jurisdiction of Maynard Robinson, division master me-
chanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Temple, Tex., has

been extended to include the old Galveston division. The
Galveston and Southern divisions have been combined and
will be known as the Southern division. R. E. Bell, division

master mechanic at Galveston, Tex., has been appointed joint

master mechanic of the Galveston Terminal Association.
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J. E. Murray, chief electrician on the Chicago & North
Western, with headquarters at Chicago, lias resigned to

become electrical and mechanical engineer of the Grand
Trunk Western Lines, with headquarters at Battle Creek,

Mich. Irving A. Peters, foreman of the electrical department
on the Chicago & North Western at Chicago shops, succeeds

Mr. Murray as chief electrician of the entire system under
the jurisdiction of the mechanical department.

N. L. Arbuckle, resident engineer on the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Columbus, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed acting engineer maintenance of way of the Indian-

apolis Terminal division, with headquarters at Indianapolis,

Ind., succeeding I. M. Brown, deceased. R. B. Stokley, acting

engineer maintenance of way on the Cincinnati-Sandusky
division, with office at Springfield, Ohio, has been transferred

to the Peoria & Eastern division in the same capacity, with

headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., to succeed L. B. Elliott,

who takes the place of Mr. Stokley. Effective November 1.

Ernest R. Breaker, whose appointment as assistant me-
chanical superintendent of the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf,

with headquarters at North Pleasanton, Texas, has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born at Fayette, Mo., on

July S, 1886. He was educated at Washington University,

and began railway work in April, 1909, as assistant engineer

on construction on the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf, in charge
of bridge work. In 1911 he was made chief engineer in

charge of construction and maintenance, and in 1915 he was
appointed also mechanical engineer. He was given complete
charge of the mechanical and maintenance departments in

January last, and when the road was placed under federal

control recently was appointed assistant mechanical super-

intendent in charge of motive power and car departments and
maintenance of way and valuation.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

R. C. Vaughan, assistant to third vice-president c.pf the
Canadian Northern, with office at Toronto, Ont., has been
appointed assistant to the president.

Louis C. Fritch, who was elected vice-president and cor-

porate engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and
appointed vice-president of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, as

mentioned in the Rail-

ci'ay Age of October 18,

was educated at the

University of Cincin-

nati, where he studied

civil engineering and
also took a course in

law. He entered rail-

way service in 1884 with
the Ohio & Mississippi

as supervisor's assist-

ant, and later was suc-

cessively assistant en-

gineer and engineer of

maintenance of way.
On November 1, 1893,

he was appointed di-

vision engineer of the

Baltimore & Ohio
.Soutliwestern, which
had absorbed the Ohio
& Mississippi, and in

September, 1899, he be-

came superintendent of the Mississippi division of the former
road, w'hich position he held until November, 1902. Mr. Fritch

went to the Illinois Central in February, 1904, being engaged
on special work until March, 1905, when he was made assist-

ant to the genera! manager. In November, 1906. he was
appointed assistant to the president, and on March 1. 1909, he
was made consulting engineer. He left the Illinois Central
in November of the latter year to go to the Chicago Great
Western as chief engineer. In March, 1914, he became assist-

ant to the president of the Canadian Northern, and from

L. Fritch.

August, 1915, to June 15, 1917, he was general manager of

the lines east of Port .'\rthur, leaving that road in May,
1917, to become general manager of the Seaboard Air Line.
He remained in the latter position until June of this year,

when he established an office in Chicago as consulting en-
gineer. He now becomes vice-president and corporate en-
gineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the Minne-
apolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Chicago.

R. P. Ormsby, assistant secretary of the Canadian North-
ern, with office at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed secre-
tary of the company, succeeding W. H. Moore, resigned.

G. B. Wood, assistant to the president of the Kansas City
Southern, with headquarters at Beaumont, Texas, has been
transferred to Kansas City, Mo., with the same title, succeed-
ing R. J. McCarty, vice-president, resigned.

R. M. Calkins, formerly vice-president in charge of traffic

of the Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul, has been elected presi-
dent, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding H. E. Byram,

who was appointed fed-
eral manager of the
road. Mr. Calkins was
born on August 12,

1863, at Ogdensburg,
N. Y. He began rail-

way work in 1879 as
clerk and telegraph op-
erator for the Chicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul
at Monticello. Iowa,
and from 1881 to June,
1892, was local agent at

various points. He was
then for four years
agent at Kansas City,

Mo., and from June.
1896. to June, 1898, was
division freight and
passenger a.ijent at

Mason City. Iowa. In

June, 1898, he left the

St. Paul to become
general freight and passenger agent of the Des Moines

Northern & Western, at Des Moines, Iowa, returning to the

former road in February. 1899, as assistant general freight

a,?ent at Chicago. On February 1, 1909, he was appointed

general freight and passenger agent of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound and the Montana Railroad, with

headquarters at Butte. Mont., and in June of the following

year he was made traffic manager of the Chicago, Mihvaukee

& Puget Sound. From January 1, 1913, to December IS, 1917,

he was traffic manager of the Puget Sound lines of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Seattle,

Wash., and on the latter date he was elected vice-president

in charge of traffic for the entire system, including subsidiary

lines, with headquarters at Chicago. When the St. Paul was
placed under federal control, Mr. Calkins was appointed

traffic manager, but resigned in August last to engage in ship-

building work in Puget Sound.

M. Dailey has been appointed vice-president in charge of

operation on the Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia,

the .Alberta & Great Waterways Railway and the Central

Canada Railway, with headquarters at Edmonton. .Mta.

M. H. McLeod, general manager and chief engineer of the

Canadian Northern, with office at Winnipeg, Man., has been

appointed vice-president of operation, maintenance and con-

struction, with jurisdiction over all lines and headquarters

at Toronto, Ont.

F. B. Simpson, assistant secretary of the Chicago. Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, has been elected treasurer: R. J. Marony,
assistant secretary, has been elected assistant treasurer;

John A. Peterson has been elected assistant treasurer, and
L. J. Tracy has been appointed controller.

H. W. Wenham has been appointed auditor of the corporate

organizations of the .Mabama & Vicksburg Railway Company
and the Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific Railway Company,

R. M. Calkins
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with office at New Orleans, La., in place of H. H. LeRoy,

who is now auditor of those railroads under tlie United States

Railroad Administration.

William U. Moyer has been appointed assistant to the

president of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, with liead-

quarters at Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Meyer was born in 1881,

at Philadelphia, and has been in the service of the Penn-

sylvania for 21 years. He first served in the office of the

auditor of passenger receipts, and in September, 1900, was

transferred to the office of Samuel Rea, who was then fourth

vice-president. Later he served as chief clerk to Mr. Rea

when he became second vice-president and afterward presi-

dent. Mr. Moyer now becomes assistant to president, as

above noted.

W. H. Coverdale, chairman of the board of the Pittsburgh

& Western, has also been elected vice-president of that com-

pany and president of the West Side Belt, with headquarters

at New York. H. E. Farrell, president of the Pittsburgh &
Western, also has been elected vice-president of the West

Side Belt, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa. Arthur H. Van
Brunt has been appointed advisory counsel, and J. J. O'Brien

has been appointed assistant secretary of both companies,

with headquarters at New York. John S. Wendt has been

appointed general attorney of both companies, and D. W.
Summerfield has been appointed secretary and treasurer,

both with headquarters at Pittsburgh.

Operating

E. T. Mulquin has been appointed manager of the Sugar

Land Railway, with office at Sugar Land, Texas.

J. L. Jamieson, trainmaster of the Canadian Pacific at

Ignace, Ont., has been promoted to superintendent, with

headquarters at Kenora, Ont., succeeding J. M. MacArthur,

who has been transferred to Medicine Hat, Alta., as superin-

tendent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. Walton has been appointed division master mechanic

of the Canadian Pacific, with office at Farnliam, Que., suc-

ceeding W. Wells, transferred.

George S. Goodwin, mechanical engineer of the Rock

Island Lines, has been appointed corporate engineer of

equipment of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with head-

quarters at Chicago,

having jurisdiction over

matters relating to

the maintenance of

equipment department

involving the corpora-

tion's interests. Mr.

Goodwin was born at

Corinth, Me., on No-

vember 29, 1876, and

was graduated from

Cornell University in

1899, with the degree of

mechanical engineer.

While attending college

he spent his vacations

in railway shop work
and specialized in rail-

way engineering during

the last year. He en-

tered the service of the

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul in June, 1899,

as a special apprentice at West Milwaukee, Wis., and subse-

quently was employed in special test work, etc., during which

time he had charge of the company's dynamometer car on

other roads as well as the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

In May, 1904, he entered the mechanical engineer's office of

the Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn., where he was en-

gaged in work connected with the standardization of locomo-

tive and car details and also the design of new equipment.

Mr. Goodwin went to the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific in

January, 1906, as chief draftsman at Chicago, and in May,

Goodwin

1910, he was promoted to assistant mechanical engineer at

Silvis, 111. He was appointed mechanical engineer of the

Rock Island Lines, in charge of locomotive design, with head-

quarters at Chicago, in June, 1913, which position he held at

the time of his recent appointment as corporate engineer of

equipment of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

D. W. Gross, valuation engineer of the .Atlantic Coast

Line and the Charleston & Western Carolina, has been
appointed corporation engineer of those companies, with

headquarters at Wilmington, N. C.

Railway Officers in Military Service

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, has

been appointed colonel of engineers in the United States

Army, and plans to sail at once for France, to report to

Brigadier General Atterbury. Mr. Willard has been granted

indefinite leave of absence, and L. F. Loree, who is a mem-
ber of the executive committee of the Baltimore & Ohio,

will act as chairman of the committee during his absence.

Mr. Willard's selection was made by General Pershing at

the request of the French Government, which desires the

services of an experienced American railroad operating offi-

cer as an assistant,to the French Transport Department. The
French Government is said to have decided to take over the

operation of all French Railways.

Obituary

H. Ruben, general baggage agent of the Chicago & Alton,

died at his home in Chicago on October 26, aged 54 years.

G. Dungan, assistant superintendent of the Chicago,

D., died on October
W. _

Burlington & Quincy, at Deadwood, S.

22.

Captain William Wallace Newcomb, a former employee
of the h'aihvay Age, died of pneumonia, October 10, three

days after the arrival of the transport on which he crossed

to France. Captain

Newcomb received his

commission in the

Ordnance Department
shortly after the en-

trance of the United
States into the war. He
had but recently been
made New York man-
ager of the brokerage
house of Jackson &
Curtis. He was gradu-

ated from Yale Uni-
versity in 1908 and
he was in charge of the

copy service depart-

ment of the Raihi'jv

Age from 1911 to 1913,

and did much to build

up this service. He was
a man of unusually
fertile and original

thought, and advertis-

ing came to him rather as a natural gift than as the result

of labored study. The underlying reason for his rather

surprisingly continuous flow of new ideas was the remark-
able capacity he had for close observation. His brain was
apparently in a peculiarly receptive mood for detailed im-

pression. His almost boyishness of manner sometimes failed

to convey to a stranger the power of analysis and minute
observation which he possessed. In 1913 he was offered the

position of assistant to the new president of the McCall
Publishing Company, New York. Within the year he was
elected secretary of the company, and for four years had the

duties and responsibilities in the management of a very large

business that are not often entrusted to so young a man or

to a man whose early training had not been directly in that

particular business.

Captain W. W. Newcomb



"Railroad men tamper with switches." This is the some-

what startling headline on a safety bulletin which has been

issued by George Bradshaw, supervisor

Safety First of safety of the Pere Marquette, the

and the Grand Trunk Western and other

Prayer Book Michigan railroads. The substance of

the bulletin is to the effect that in

leaving niuin-line switches unlocked, breaking locks to save

the trouble of finding or keeping a key, and other loose

practices, yardmen and trainmen are seriously impairing

proper discipline, as related to switches, and thereby may
wreck trains. He calls upon the intelligent and thoughtful

employees to aid in condemning bad practice and arousing

the proper spirit in the thoughtless. This bulletin is com-

mendable not only by reason of its substance, but also in its

style. It fills just one page, 6 in. x 9 in. ; but there is another

page on which a very large photographic picture of a switch-

man, at a switch, helps to enforce the lesson of the bulletin;

while on the front cover, or title page, in large type, the

bulletin board where the sheet is to be posted and the classes

of men to whom it is to be given, are set forth in graphic

style, thereby impressing on employees that the bulletin must

be read and heeded. Printing bulletins and then neglecting

to see that the men give due attention to them has been one

of the persistent sins in the railroad world. Mr. Bradshaw's

document enforces this lesson. To "read, mark, learn and

inwardly digest" is just as essential an injunction in the

promulgation of railroad rules, as it is in the study of the

truths of the prayer liook.

With the demand for prompt handling of trains and for a

general increase in the efficiency of transportation, every

means must be taken to insure a train

Air Brake reaching its destination without delay

Conditions Must when once it leaves a terminal. No
Be Improved better service to this end can be given

by the mechanical department than to

insure that the air brake equipment is properly inspected

and well maintained. It has been found far better to hold

a train at the terminal until the brakes are in proper condi-

tion than simply to make a perfunctory inspection and take

the chance of a failure on the road. In order to do this

properly there must be adequate facilities at the tenninals

for making the tests and repairs and a thoroughly compe-

tent and painstaking corps of air brake men to do the work.

One of the western roads in particular makes a very de-

termined effort to reduce its train delays on the road by

careful inspection at terminals. From 10 to 16 men are

assigned properly to inspect and repair each freight train

before it is allowed to leave the terminal. By doing this it

has been found that the trains can be run over a distance

of 500 miles with despatch and without unnecessary delays

at intermediate points which cause serious interruption to

the operation of the road. It is far better to hold one train

a few hours longer at a terminal than to send it out in a

defective condition with a possible delay of a few hours on

the line and the resulting delay to other trains. Cases are

known where reinspections have shown a decrease of over

10 per cent in the operative brakes on a train. This is noth-

ing short of criminal negligence and should be stopped.

Every road should \>c made to do its share of the work, and

where facilities for testing and repairing are not available

they should be provided.

There are few industries that can look forward to the

problems of reconstruction with greater easiness of mind than

the railway supply field. The fact

Supply Field that railways are of equally great im-

Already portance in peace or war puts the

"Reconstructed" equipment builders among the fortu-

nate few who will have to make but

comparatively minor changes to get back on a peace basis.

In fact, the industr}- has been referred to as having been on

that basis for some time, or more particularly since various

of the larger equipment builders were able to turn from

munitions manufacture to the building of cars, locomotives

or specialties for the use of railways here or in France. It

seems to be generally agreed, further than that, that the

coming of peace is going to prove most advantageous to the

railway supply field. For the immediate present the supply

companies are working on orders both for the Railroad

Administration and for the American armies overseas. New
and additional orders have been placed within the la.st few

weeks for both and there is now in prospect an order for

100,000 freight cars for the Railroad Administration, the

building of which will be facilitated by the release of steel

from more direct war purposes. Following this there will

have to be orders placed for the rehabilitation of the railways

of France and Belgium, which will no doubt require a period

of years. Extending into the more distant future there is the

necessity for making up the demand for railway equipment

and material of a world that has been practically unable to

secure such supplies since the Kaiser (since retired) "cut

loo.se" in 1914. An article on another page of this issue

emphasizes that to fill this great demand for railway sup-

plies there are but two sources, the plants in the United

States and Great Britain, and it is a foregone conclusion

that both countries will be ovenvhelmed with demands upon

them for material. The railway supply field is indeed for-

tunate in having such splendid prospects Ix-fore it for both

domestic and export trade.

Now that till- Railroad .Administration can no longer call

upon the public for co-operation in order "to win the war,"

it will be interesting to note what
The War changes will develop in the attitude

Incentive for of the railroad patron toward transpor-

Economy tation service. Will he reassume a

spirit of pronounced individual-

ism with regard only for his own selfish interests

or will the habit of working for the common good,

acquired during the great conflict, persist? In this connec-

tion it is fitting to call attention to a tN'pical result achieved

through the excellent teamwork of the shippers and carriers.

Loading statistics for government-controlled roads in 25 of

the more important railroad terminals of the countri-, showed

an average carload of .>6 tons for the week ended September

21, 1918, as compared with 34.1 tons for the corresponding

week in 1917. In addition, the figures indicate an increase

841
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of 5.30 per cent in the tonnage and a decrease of 0.2 per cent

in the cars used to carry the increased traffic. These data

are conclusive evidence of the sincere efforts exerted by the

shipping public during the war to conserve transportation

facilities. With tlie incentive of military necessity gone,

undoubtedly some will relax into careless practices. It is to

be hoped, however, that the thorough lesson in co-operative

effort learned during the historic period about to be closed,

will not generally be forgotten. Under fear of defeat and

economic disaster, the American people were forced to discard

their wasteful habits and to husband their resources to the

utmost. The shipper learned that he had to place his coun-

try's interests before his own immediate advantage. In doing

so, he was working for his own benefit in the long run.

Capacity car loading meant adding to the car supply. Load-

ing heavilv, he knew, increased his chances of loading again.

Likewise the reduction of car detention for loading and

unloading was known to be an effective means of accelerating

car circulation and, consequently, of increasing the working

supply of equipment. As it is unlikely that the freight traffic

of the United States will materially decrease while the

countries of Europe are being rehabilitated, it would seem

that an intelligent conception of his own selfish interests

would demand that the railroad patron continue, for some

time, all the practices introduced during the war in order to

make the most economical and efficient use of our trans-

portation facilities.

The Railways and the Armistice Terms

IN NO INSTANCE has the importance of railways in warfare

been better shown than by the terms of the armistice to

which the German emissaries had to submit on Monday.

The text of the armistice requires in section 6 that roads

and means of communication of every kind, railroads, water-

ways, etc., shall be in no manner impaired. Section 7

demands that all civil and military personnel at present

employed on them shall remain. Five thousand locomotives,

150,000 freight cars, 5,000 motor lorries, etc., shall be de-

livered to the associated powers within a period of 31 days.

The railways of Alsace-Lorraine shall be handed over within

a period of 36 days "together with all pre-war personnel and

material. Further, material necessary for the working of

railways in the countr>- on the left bank of the Rhine shall

be left in situ. All stores of coal and material for the upkeep

of permanent ways, signals and repair shops, left entire in

situ and kept in an efficient state by Germany during the

whole period of armistice. . .

."' Without further infor-

mation at hand, it is a bit uncertain as to whether the "pre-

war personnel and material" which must l>e handed over

with the railways of Alsace-Lorraine are additional to the

5,000 locomotives and 150,000 cars specifically mentioned,

but presumably they are additional. At any rate it is worth

noticing that in section 2 of the text of the armistice demand-

ing the immediate evacuation of invaded countries, Alsace-

Lorraine is classed with Belgium and France and not with

the Rhinelands mentioned in section 5. In thus losing

Alsace-Lorraine, Germany loses about 3.6 per cent of its

total railway mileage or about 1,250 miles. Assuming that

Alsace-Lorraine has a similar proportion of the equipment

of the German railways it will also mean to Germany the

loss of about 1,000 locomotives and about 25,200 freight cars.

In view of the small amount of news that has come out

of Germany since the beginning of the war, it is difficult to

"guess" as to what proportion of Germany's total railway

equipment will be handed over to Marshal Foch through the

armistice. Excluding the 3.6 per cent for Alsace-Lorraine,

the 5,000 locomotives and 150,000 freight cars given up for

the period of the armistice will be about one-fifth of all of

Germany's equipment of this kind. Before the war Germany

had 29,520 locomotives and 692,053 freight cars. How-
many it has to-day Marshal Foch has not yet told us, but

there is no doubt that its ill-gotten gains in the way of rail-

way equipment from northern France and Belgium in 1914

have long since been compensated for by losses through shell-

fire, bombing and wear and tear such as the builders could

never hope to make up for. The handing over of this vast

amount of railway equipment, representing probably one-fifth

of all the locomotives and freight cars in Germany, ranks

with the important provisions of the armistice. The extent

of the demand for it shows that despite the increased im-

portance of motor transport in the war, the railways have
again shown themselves of first importance as a weapon of

warfare.

Precautipns Against Freezing

A FEW WEEKS AGO the director general of railroads issued

a statement asking the co-ojieration of shippers in

ihe conservation of perishable food products. He said, " I'he

loss of fruits and vegetables on account of freezing during

the course of transportation in winters past has been enor-

mous." He asks them to take extra precautions in pack ng

and to watch the weather bureau reports and withhold

shipments when very low temperatures prevail, or when
they are forecasted. Is this an attempt to shift the responsi-

bility for possible losses in foodstuffs this winter to the

shoulders of the shippers? Can they be held responsible for

inadequate equipment for transporting their products or the

delays that are occasioned in transit, or again, for the lack

of care given these products in transit? We must have food,

cold weather or not. After a consignment is received by

the railroads it is up to them to protect it to its destination.

The food situation this winter will approach the seriousness

of the fuel situation last winter, unless proper protection is

afforded the perishables from the time they leave the hands
of the producer until they are received by the consumer.

What has been done to insure its protection? Can the

responsibility be placed successfully on the shipper because

of a lack of "extra precaution in the packing?"

It cannot be said that the seriousness of the situation has

not been realized. The director general acknowledges it in

his statement. The press has called attention to it repeatedly.

In Januar}', 1916, G. C. White of the Dei>artment of Agri-

culture, in a paper before the Second Pan-American Scien-

tific Congress, called attention to the extremely poor condi-

tions and classed as "archaic'" the methods followed to

provide adequate heater service for the protection of perish-

able freight.

The government is appealing to every citizen in tlie coun-

try to conserve food. We see signs everAw-here, "Don't stop

saving food." We are morally bound to persist in con-

serving food for the sake of our less fortunate allies and for

j)cople in the devastated sections of Europe. Are the rail-

roads going to do their part? They must, or be ready to

shoulder the responsibility for wastage, w-hich if as great as

that of previous years will be a most severe indictment. This

loss can be controlled and materially reduced. There

are insulated cars which are designed for proper protection

of perishables in hot weather, but very few have adequate

facilities for protection of their contents in cold weather. It

is as necessarj' to provide artificial heat in winter weather

to prevent freezing as it is to provide ice in summer to pre-

vent decay, and this heat must be provided. There are

heaters particularly adapted for just such service.

The big job for the railroads this winter will be to equip

the cars with adequate heaters, to provide the proper equip-

ment for handling the perishable freight and to eliminate

delays between the shipping point and the point of delivery.
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A Necessity in Time of War,
A Virtue in Time of Peace

THE SHORTAGE OF STEEL, culminating in the drastic reg-

ulations governing the use of this material for non-

war purposes, placed a serious responsibility on the rail-

roads as heavy users of steel in the curtailment of their

requirements by the salvage and re-use of old materials

released from service. This did not mean the introduction

of new or untried methods, but rather the general extension

of practices that had been subject to more or less desultory

application on the roads for years. There was room for much
improvement in this direction. Some roads were giving little

or no attention to such measures as is evidenced by the fact

that one large road has been meeting its entire requirements

for a certain class of equipment for the last three years by

the reclamation of discarded eijuipment of this tj'pe pur-

chased from a junk dealer, who in turn had acquired his

supply from a neighboring road. Obviously if the second

road could afford to reclaim this material after paying the

junk dealer for handling it, the first road could reclaim it at

an even greater saving. Even on the roads which have

studied reclamation most thoroughly, new opportunities for

savings have been disclosed by the increased study of this

subject in recent months.

The conditions brought about by our participation in the

war have, of course, done much to intensify this work and
bring about a more general application of the practices

followed i)y certain of the roads for years, and through the

pressure brought to bear by the War Industries Board and
in some cases through an absolute lack of the necessary new
materials, the railroads of the country were being forced to

do what they should have done of their own volition in times

of peace.

Now that peace is at hand and the necessity for economy
in the use of steel as a war measure has been largely removed,

there is a danger that the advantages of the careful and
conscientious reclamation of all materials released from

service will be largely lost by a decreasing enthusiasm in the

work. To avoid this there must be no lessening in the

educational work which has been so largely responsible for

the results produced thus far. The war has taught us the

advantages of educational measures and such work must
continue. The men must be taught that even in times of

peace economy in the use of materials is just as important

as the efficient performance of the full day's work.

Standard Car Lighting Specifications

THE SPECIFICATIONS for tile electric lighting of cars,

adopted by the Railroad Administration and pub-
lished in the Railway Age of November 8, page 827, are an
excellent example of what extreme standardization means.
By these specifications the Railroad .\dministration has

eliminated the high speed axle generators and a type of

storage battery that has several desirable characteristics and
which is widely and successfully used in tliis countrj-. By
limiting the pulley ratios to 2JX to 1 and specifically men-
tioning the size of the pulleys it has offered discouragement
to the manufacturers of high speed machines to further

develop their products. For instance, one important manu-
facturer finds that in order to meet these specified require-

ments it will be necessar}- to use a generator weighing
approximately 700 lb., whereas if a different pulley ratio

were permitted a machine of .^20 lb. which is a standard
product, would meet approximately the same U.S.R.A.
requirements of cut-in and full-load speeds, and with a

dilTerent pulley ratio and a cut-in .speed of IS miles [ler hour

and a full-load speed of 201/4 miles per hour, a machine
weighing 475 lb. could be used. With this reduction in

weight there would be an accompanying decrease in the cost

of the generator. High speed equipment has proved satis-

factory and has its adherents.

Furthermore, for the sake of standardization but one size

of ball bearing is specified, which if consistently followed
will require one important manufacturer to redesign his unit

with no operating advantages gained. The specifications

also call for batteries of the Plante type, thus shutting out

entirely the Edison battery. 'J'he latter type has many char-

acteristics in its favor. It has been made standard on one
of the largest roads of the country and is u.«ed extensively on
other roads. It is particularly rugged, light in weight and
easily handled, and in cases where the equipment is required
to stand for a considerable time with the lights in operation,
it is found particularly desirable.

\\'hile the .specifications represent good practice they are
so narrow that further develojjment in the electric car light-

ing industry will be materially hampered and economical
operation will be restricted. This is contrary to American
ideals and will result in the subjugation of progress for the
idealistic and undesirable plan of extreme standardization.
These .spe<:ifications rejjresent perhaps the most drastic
attempt thus far made to limit progress and confine railroad
practices to narrovi- limits.

The Railroads After the War
A LTHOUGH THERE STILL REii.^ix unsettled numerous
•'> important and complicated problems growing out
of the government's action in taking over the railways
last December, the virtual termination of the war naturally
brings to the front again the question of the future of the rail-
ways, a question by no means lost sight of, although rather
kept in the ijackground during the past few months. This
represents one of tlie important reconstruction f)robIems now
to be faced and although it is le.<,s immediately pressing than
some of the others, because of the provision in the federal
control act for a period of readjustment, it is not too early
to begin the consideration of concrete plans.

Several courses are theoretically possible, including gov-
ernment acquisition of tiie railway properties, a continuance
of government operation with private ownership under some-
thing like the present plan, a return of the railways to their
owners as if nothing had happened, and a return to cor-
porate control under somewhat different conditions. The
law under which the government is now operating the rail-
ways distinctly states that it is '•emergency legislation en-
acted to meet conditions growing out of the war."' and that
federal control shall continue during the period of the war
and for a reasonable time thereafter not exceeding 21 months
after the peace jjroclamation. The President may also re-
linquish the railroads at anv time. Affirmative action by
Congress is, therefore, required to prevent the return of the
properties to the management of their owners and inci-

dentally to the regulation of sundry commissions and the
restrictions of several laws whicli also have been kept more
or less in the background since last December.

There has prevailed a rather general impression, whidi
we believe there has been no official effort to remove, that
the present administration has had no expectation of re-
turning the roads to private management, but that it has
hoped and expected to demonstrate to the American people
that the government can operate the roads more successfullv
than they could be operated under corporate control. Others
have gained the impression that the effort has been not neces-
sarih- to demonstrate the superiorit}' of government over
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corporate management but U) bring about certain reforms

and take advantage of the government control for war pur-

poses to conduct a laboratory experiment in unified opera-

tion, free from the restrictions of the Sherman law and the

harassing influences of state regulation, as an exami^le for

the future.

Director General McAdoo has carefully refrained from

conunitting himself as to the future of the railroads, on

the very plausible ground that he was too busy with the

war to take thought for the morrow, although he did once

allow tlie use of his name on a statement referring to an

ambition to "humanize the .science of railroading and neg-

ative the idea that corporations have no souls." At any rate

some of the activities of the Railroad Administration have,

in the opinion of many, gone far beyond what could be

classed as temporar)' or war measures.

Director General McAdoo's ideas as to the future, and

undoubtedly those of the President, whose authority he

is exercising, may be indicated before long by the character

of the activities of the Railroad Administration, whether

they are principally devoted to a continuance of the pro-

cess of unification and scrambling or whether they

are turned in the direction of the readjustment.

However, what the government and the Railroad Ad-

ministration may have desired or intended to accomplish

may now be of less consequence than what they may be able

to accomplish and whatever the plans and purposes may
have been, it is quite possible that they may have been

changed by circumstances over which the administration had

no control. It is generally assumed that the possibility

of Congress voting for permanent government ownership,

if such a possibility ever existed, has been materially lessened

by the election of a Republican majorit}' in both Houses of

Congress on November 5. It has often been predicted that

the question of the disposition of the railroads might be

the big issue at the next presidential election in 1920, but it

now seems possible that it will have to be decided, if not

before that time, at least before the Congress and the Presi-

dent elected in 1920 take office in March, 1921. It therefore

becomes important that attention be given to what the de-

cision shall be.

While the public has been inclined to postpone critical

discussion of the results of government control while the

nation was engaged in war, we strongly doubt whether it

has been convinced that the government has made such

a success of railroad operation as to warrant its adoption

as a permanent policy. On the other hand, in spite of the

handicaps created by war conditions, such as the .shortage

of labor and materials, it has possessed numerous advantages

which the corporations did not have, such as the power to

fix rates with some reference to increasing wages and its

freedom from regulation, and to return the roads to their

owners subject to the former conditions of regulation might

be something like subjecting a hot-house plant to the rigors

of the weather.

The only definite plan that has attracted general atten-

tion, between government ownership or operation on one

side and a mere return to former conditions on the other,

is that of regional consolidation of railroads under corporate

management, but under strong federal control and possibly

a government guarantee. Chairman Daniels of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission outlined some advantages of

such a plan in his address before the National Association

of Railway and Utilities Commissioners this week. His

idea apparently was to retain the advantages derived from

the elimination of competition and from a considerable degree

of centralization while avoiding the dangers of a single

control of the entire railway system of the country. Per-

haps some such compromise between the old regime and the

new might be acceptable.

fliiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiitiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiritiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiniiiiitiiiuiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitMiiiiitti'

Letters to the Editor
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An Interesting Record of Earlier Days
New York, N. Y

To THE Editor:
The recent death of Augustus Mordecai brings to mind a

feat of railroad engineering which in its day was considered

a great achievement and in which he participated. That was
the change from the 6-ft. gage to the standard of 4 ft. Syi

in. on the old Atlantic & Great Western Railroad, now a

part of the Erie system.

The longest day of the year—^June 21-—in 1880 was select-

ed to change the gage on 280 miles of main track and sid-

ings between Salamanca, N. Y., and Da>ton, Ohio. About
1200 trackmen, carefully instructed beforehand and distri-

buted for this special piece of work attacked the track at 4

o'clock in the morning and the last section was completed by

10:30, in 6 1/2 hours, so that the regular express trains from

opposite ends were not delayed and met at Gallon, Ohio.

at 4 p. m. There was no interruption of traffic.

The work had been prepared for about a year. It was ex-

cellently organized by Charles Latimer, chief engineer of the

road, who died in 1888. He was aided at that time (in

1880) by a staff of young, ambitious engineers, all of whom
afterward made their mark. Henry C. Thomson, Arthur M.
Wellington, Jonathan Wainwright, Augustus Mordecai and
the writer, who is the only one living now. Augustus Mor-
decai was the only one of that staff that remained on the

road and grew up with it through all its different adminis-

trations.

He had a real affection for it and when it became an

integral part of the Erie system it was appropriate that he

should become its chief engineer in the line of promotion.

GUST.W LlNDENTH.^L.
Consulting Engineer.

Compensation for Railway Officers
New York

To THE Editor:

I notice on the editorial page of the August 23 issue of the

Railway Age an article entitled ''Compensation for Railway
Officers".

I am glad to see someone, after all these years, come out

and back up this class of railroad men who are so notoriously

underpaid.

As far back as 1901 I knew cases of trainmasters and
division engineers on some of the big trunk lines who were

drawing salaries of $150 to $175 per month, while locomotive

engineers made from $225 to $250. In these cases the offi-

cials mentioned were subject to call any hour of the twenty-

four; trainmen under the sixteen-hour law were required

to be given eight hours' rest. I have been to train wrecks and
wash-outs where officials have been on duty for 72 hours

without sleep and train crews were relieved regularly at the

end of the time required by the law. It seems to me that the

railroad officers should at lea.st get as much money as the men
who report to them. I know of one case at the present time

of a division engineer on one of the big trunk lines in the

Middle West, who after 18 years of service, is now drawing
the magnificent salary of $2,000 per year and trainmasters

are paid $175 per month, i. c, unless the Railroad Adminis-
tration has taken them into consideration in tlie recent ad-

vance of wages to railroad men.

SUPPLYMAN.
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Lacka\A^anna Improvements in Orange, N. J.

A Very Heavy Traffic and Adverse Physical Conditions

Contributed to the Difficulties of Construction

THE DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN is llOW Com-
pleting an interesting grade separation project

through Orange, N. J., which involves the elimina-

tion of 26 crossings at grade with the tracks, the replace-

ment of the two-track portion of the old line within the

limits of the improvement with three tracks liuilt largely on

an improved alinement, and the enlargement of the freight

and passenger facilities. Work on this project was begun in

May, 1916, and is now complete except for minor details.

About 382,000 cubic yards of filling were placed in making
the embankment necessary for the raise of the grade: 4.5,000

Overhead Highway Bridge at Scotland Street

cu. yd. of concrete were required in the retaining walls and
station foundations, and o 0,000 cu. yd. of concrete were
placed in the bridges and trestles where 625 tons of struc-

tural steel and 800 tons of reinforcing steel were also re-

quired.

This project is a part of an extensive program of recon-

struction on the Morristown line of the Lackawanna, which
includes tlie renewal of stations and the elimination of all

grade crossings. This line constitutes one of the two ap-
proaches to Hoboken, the eastern terminal of the road. It

extends west from that terminal through the most highh
developed residential section of New Jersey within commut-
ing distance of New York City, and for tliis reason the line

has been developed especially for suburban traffic, although
a number of kxal freight trains and four through passenger
trains are oj)erated over it daily.

The improvement of the Morristown line has been under
way for years. An account of the changes made at South
Orange appeared in the Knihcay Ai;e Gazette of March
24, 1916. With the completion of the work in Orange there
remains only the section through East Orange, which adjoins

the present work on the east, to complete the entire improve-
ment. This will involve the elimination of 14 grade
crossings.

Work Carried On Under Difficult Conditions

1 he Orange section of the improvement, with which this

article is concerned, embraces 2.25 miles of line and extends
from the boundary between East Orange and Orange on the

east, west to the east end of the recent improvement through

South Orange. The unimproved line through Orange had
two tracks east of Forest street and three tracks west of

the point. The alinement west of Orange station involved a

five-degree curve, and the line occupied an unsatisfactory

location along Scotland street where the tracks closely

adjoined the street driveway. There were no large industries

to be served by sidings within the limits of the improvement,
but it was necessary during construction to maintain service

to seven coal yards, a branch dejiot of Swift & Company,
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Layout at Orange Station

an ice plant, a brewery and for several small lumber dealers.

The district included within the limits of the improvement
is a populous section, and the right of way is limited in

width. There were 140 train movements to be handled daily
over the improvement, consisting of the local freight and
the four through passenger trains mentioned above, and the

suburban traffic. The suburban train equipment is of the

845
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heaviest type, the trains in the rush hours, for the most

part, being made up of 8 to 10 steel cars each.

The plans for the improvement contemplated the elimin-

ation of the 26 grade crossings; the replacement of the

oriijinal track.*; witli a three-track line throughout the entire

the best development of the temporary tracks and a tem-

porary station was built.

The freight and express business of the two stations in

Orange and the three in East Orange is all handled at

Orange station, and the freight house and yard had long

West End of the Improvement

district, the third track to be used as an express track New
York bound in the morning and outbound in the evening;

and the improvement of the alinement west of Orange

station by extending the tangent at the west end of the im-

provement to an intersection with the tangent on the east

end, and connecting them by a 2-deg. curve compounded
witli a 2-deg. S2-min. curve. This shift in alinement extends

over nearly one-third the total length of the improvement

and the change simplified the construction, in that eight of

the bridges and one-third of the line could l)e constructed

without interference with traffic. It also improved Scotland

street, as the old location was abandoned in that vicinity.

Tlie plans also provided for the enlargement of passenger

and freight facilities, improved la)outs for the coal dealers

and other shippers along the line, and, most important of

all, the elevation of tlie tracks to a new grade throughout the

entire improvement.

The carrying out of this construction program under the

conditions outlined above presented several special prob-

lems. The limited right of way available made the construc-

tion of the temporary tracks necessary for operation during

construction a difficult matter. All these tracks for shifting

the alinement had to be made substantial to carr)- the hea\'\-

suburiian cfjuipment as well as the heavy freight traffic

ago outgrown their capacities. The freight layout was
crowded in the area of greatest activity between Essex avenue

and Lincoln avenue, where both vehicular and pedestrian

traffic was ver}' heav)* to and from the' temporary station.

The handling of the freight business during construction

was another important problem. How this and other prob-

lems were met will be described in the sequence of con-

struction.

Grade and Alinement Changes

In planning the improvement it was found to be desirable

to elevate the tracks rather than the streets, and with the

exception of Scotland street, all tlie streets were carried

under the tracks in subways. Tlie profile was determined

by a 12-ft. 6-in. vertical clearance over the streets, except

at the west end of the improvement where the height of the

grade line was controlled by the connecting grade with the

recent improvements through South Orange. At this point

a 1.3 per cent ascending grade was installed, beginning at

the east face of the Montrose avenue overhead highway arch

at Mountain station. This grade was continued east until

the desired clearance over streets was obtained. The first

five streets under the 1.3 per cent grade were depressed to

give the 12-ft. 6-in. under clearance, and at Cone street

Profiles of Temporary Track Shifts East of Center Street

of the Boonton brancli in the event of a blo(.:kade on that line.

The necessity for maintaining street traffic across the im-

provement also complicated the construdtion plan. The
city authorities gave their co-operation in this regard, per-

mitting the closing of streets wherever necessary to con-

fonn with plans favorable to the simplest and most expedient

meth(xls of operation and tiie construction of the temporary

tracks necessary to maintain traffic.

In planning the enlargement of passenger station facil-

ities it was necessary to move both stations to blocks adjoin-

ing tlieir old locations, where the additional propert}- neces-

sary was more easil\' available. At Higlihmd avenue this

arrangement permitted keeping the old station in service

during the construction of the new one, but at Orange
station the building was on the wrong side of the tracks for

where a 13-ft. 6-in. clearance was necessary liecause of a

trolley line, the street was depressed for the additional

clearance. The grade installed at the east end of the ini-

jjrovement is temporar}- and will be changed when the pro-

posed improvements through East Orange are made.

Tlie change in grade involved embankments containing

382,000 cu. yd. of fill. Approximately 68,200 cu. yd. of

the material was secured from the cut necessary to bring

the new freight yard site to the proper level, and the remain-

ing 313,800 cu. yd. was hauled from Madison, N. J., a

distance of 14 miles, where it was obtained by widening a

big cut opened in a recent improvement through that section.

The material secured at Madison was loaded by steam

shovel, hauled by work trains to Orange, and unloaded by

the contractors from temporary trestles. The 68.000 cu. yd.
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secured at the freight yard was moved to place over a nar-

row-gage track and trestle.

The construction work was divided into three sections,

each section being let under a separate contract and to a

different contractor. The first section was awarded to the

construction of the embankment at the permanent grade.

Through this section the limited right of way and the neces-

sity of shifting the temporary tracks from the north to the

south of the center line prevented the construction of the

temporary tracks clear of the slopes of the new embankment

Improvement

Hyde, McFarlin, Burke Company, New York, and extended

from the east limits of the work up to and including the

construction of Lincoln avenue bridge. Section 2 was let

to the F. M. Talbot Company, New York, and extended

from Lincoln avenue bridge up to and including Freeman

street bridge. Section 3 was let to H. F. Curtis, New York,

and extended from Freeman street to the westerly limits of

the improvement. The station buildings were let under a

still different contract. This division of the work was made
because of the varying conditions obtaining on the different

sections, with the thought that the work might be more

quickly performed by this arrangement.

The general plan of the improvement shows the location of

the original tracks, the new tracks, and the temporary tracks.

Beginning at the east end of Section 1, the first position of

the temporary tracks was to the north of the original aline-

nient. The additional right of way necessary for this

arrangement was comparatively free from buildings, and a

shift to the southerly side was obstructed by the Orange

Brewery Company buildings.

At a point just west of Hickory street the temporary

tracks crossed over to the south side of the right of way to

avoid the buildings of Swift & Compan}- and others.

Through this section their location was determined by the

necessity of constructing a coal trestle clear of traffic between

Cone street and Essex avenue. I^eaving Essex avenue, the

tracks were placed as far to the .south as possible to clear

the construction of the new station, freight house and ex-

press building, and the greater part of the freight yard

as well as the bridges, coming liack to a junction with the

original tracks at Scotland and Glebe streets. West of

T-incoln avenue the change in alinement was permanent and
no temporary tracks were necessary on Section 2. The
construction through this section was made more simple

since there was no interference from traffic.

At Freeman street, the cast end of Section .i, the new aline-

ment ajiproaches the old, and from Forest street west to the

west limits of the improvement temporary tracks were neces-

sary. Throughout this section the shift was to the east-lx)und

side. The fill for the tracks could be made first for two
tracks only, leaving the fill for the third track to be deposited

after the first two tracks had been placed in .service. There
was sufficient room alongside the temporary track to permit

the construction of the bridge abutments and slabs without

the wing walls. At Forest and Nassau streets the tem-
porary tracks were so close as to peniiit the construction

of aliutments and slabs for two tracks only. The bridges

and fill were completed after the temporary tracks were per-

manently replaced by the operating of the two westerl\-

tracks on the finished embankment.
On Section 1 it was necessary to change the grade of the

temporary tracks from time to time in conjunction with the

and the elevation of the grade

was controlled by the grade of

the intersecting streets at Oakwood
avenue. Hickory street and Center

street.

The temporar)- grades are shown
in the profile of temporary' track

shifts. As the work progressed the

tracks were raised under traffic east

of Oakwood avenue and west of

Hickory street in the order indicated

in the profile, so that connections

might be formed with the new tracks

at the permanent elevation, thus per-

mitting the placing of tlie remainder

of the fill.

The Bridges

With the exception of Scotland

street, all the streets were carried un-

der the tracks in subway. With the

same exception all the bridges were

built of reinforced concrete. The
long spans required over the freight

yard at Scotland street precluded the

adoption of reinforced concrete, so

structural steel was used. This

bridge is of the through girder type,

with six spans of varying lengths, the

maximum being 74 ft. 7 '4 in. The
girders are set along the curb line

.il ft. apart, with two sidewalks 9 ft.

wide carried on cantilever brackets,

brackets and floor beams are encased in concrete and support

reinforced concrete slabs. The railing is made of concrete

The structural steel
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and is composed of precast panels witli the posts cast in place

after the panels had been set. The superstructure is supported

on reinforced concrete piers.

Most of the streets included in the improvement are 50 ft.

wide, and as slab top reinforced concrete bridges with center

pier supports dividing the street into the two clear openings

of 24 ft. were well adapted to the width of the streets, this

type was generally used in the subways. The reinforce-

ment of the slabs is placed nonnal to tlie axis of the center

pier, even in bridges built on a skew. The parapets of

these structures are built integral with the slabs and are

reinforced for girder action to carry the triangular loading

on the slab adjacent to the parapet.

The piers are made up of a .series of 10-ft. elliptical

arches separated by columns about 4 ft. in width. These

columns are supported on a continuous footing, which is

an inverted T-beam in section, the stem of which projects

8 in. above the crown of the roadway to form a curb and

protection to the columns. A chamfer 6 in. wide on all

exposed edges of the pier and carried along the face of the

l>ridge produces a pleasing effect.

At Essex and Lincoln avenues, adjacent to the station,

the street width is 60 ft. Here, in addition to the pier in

the center of the street, piers were placed along the curb

lines, effecting a reduction of span.

In Section 2 the surface of the ground along the changed

alinement was considerably lower than the existing crossings

on Section 3, which determined the profile of the tracks.

The greater vertical clearance prevailing made possible the

use of three flat segmental arches spanning the full width

of the streets at Joyce, Mitchel and Stetson streets instead

of tlie multiple span flat top structures. The abutment

quantities of the arch type were very small because of the

low springing line placed 7 ft. above the sidewalk. The

arch type had a slight advantage in cost over the high flat

top. The 12-ft. 6-in. clearance at the curb line was main-

tained in these bridges.

An interesting development resulted in the design of the

This Type of Bridge Was Used Extensively at

50 ft. Streets

bridges over Cone and Center streets. A trolley line in the

center of the former and a 5 -ft. sewer in the latter prevented

center piers in these streets. A shallow floor depth was

maintained for the 30 ft, clear span from curb to curb by

using 30-in. 200-lb Bethlehem girder beams. Tliese were

entirely encased in concrete to conform in appearance with

the other structures. A lower bearing sub-soil was encount-

ered at these bridges than elsewhere, and as the foundation

pressures would not exceed a maximum of three tons per

square foot, a reinforced concrete box abutment was de-

veloped which effected a considerable saving compared with

a "ravity abutment. The same arch pier effect previously

described was given to the wall of the box along the curb

line of the street.

The bridge over Central avenue is an irmovation in the

design and construction of the small type railway bridge.

This is a four-way, reinforced, flat-slab bridge. Columns

on the curb and along the center line of the street divide

the deck, which is two feet in thickness, into eight rectan-

gular panels, two in the width and four in the length of the

bridge. The ends of the slabs are also supported on columns

set in recesses built in the abutments. The slab is canti-

levered beyond the abutment and is entirely independent

of it. A suspended beam or apron is built integral with

the slab to prevent the back-fill and drainage from per-

Coal Trestle with Shed

colating through the horizontal joints. The abutments take

no slab reaction and are, in effect, retaining walls. It was

possible to reduce the section for the reason tliat the sus-

pended apron reduces the live and dead load surcharge

pressure against the back of the wall, thus eft'ecting an

appreciable saving over the massive abutments required in

support of structural steel bridges, where the bridge seat

is a source of much trouble on account of the collection of

water, snow and ice on its wide surface. Reinforcing steel

was placed in the curb to provide a tie between the columns

and footing of this bridge, insuring a greater degree of

fixedness in the column and slab connection. In addition to

the improved appearance, the arch parapet face adds

greater stiffness to the edge of the slab and columns. The

parapet including the coping was built with the slab and

substantially reinforced. The panels of the concsete balus-

trade were precast. The posts were cast in place.

Bridges of the types described above were built at 23

of the 26 intersecting streets within the limits of the im-

provement, the three remaining streets being closed across

the right of way. AW bridge decks were w\aterproofed with

two plies of Minwax saturated cotton cloth laid in and

covered with hot asphalt. Two J^-in, layers of asphaltic

mastic protect the membrane from injur>- by the ballast.

Before applying the mastic the membrane was covered by

asbestos paper to prevent fusion of the mastic with the

higher grade asphalt covering the cloth. The waterproofing

and protection coat is carried in a reglet up the back of

the parapet wall to the base of rail and down over the ends

of the slab to an offset in the back of tlie abutment two feet

below the construction joint between the slab and the top of

the abutment.

Reinforced Concrete Coal Trestles

Within the limits of the improvements were seven coal

yards, and with the change in grade of the main tracks it

was necessary to provide new facilities for them. The

usual tvpe of open trestle, expanded in design to serve as

a retainnm wall, which would have been necessarj' to support
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the embankment had there been no demand for a trestle, was
adopted. The foundations for these trestles differ to meet

tlie varying conditions. Several of them support sheds over

tlie tracks; others are v^fithout shed; several dealers plan to

build bins between piers with hopper bottoms for discharge

directly into wagons. Where no shed is provided, the piers

are 10 ft. wide, and on the far side a wooden jilatform and
railings are cantilevered from the piers. The trestle shown
in the illustration supports a shed.

The piers are not reinforced and are used as buttresses,

bracing a two-foot curtain wall. The footing imder this

wall is extended to provide the additional weight necessary

to balance tlie overturning and sliding movements in sup-

Type of Bridge Used Where Center Supports Were Imprac-
tical—A 30 ft. Span I-Beam Encasement

porting the embankment. The sections are tied together

to make the entire mass effective. The outline of the founda-

tions in plan, while varied as described above, is a series

of T-sections so proportioned that under maximum loading

the resulting pressure is very nearly uniform. The track

stringers are reinforced concrete beams with removable
track fastenings extending clear through the beams. Thi.-

type of fastening has been found very satisfacton,-.

Provision has been made throughout the improvement for

carrying the wiring in a battery of 4-in. fiber ducts set in

concrete. These ducts are carried across the bridges, in

retaining walls where they exist and in the fill where there

Arch of 51 ft. Span at Joyce Street

are no walls. Nine ducts are for low tension wires, three

for signal work, three for Western Union wires, one for

company telephones and two are spare. Six ducts are pro-

vided for future high tension wires, one being used at present

for the wires of the ligh'ing system.

In the embankments the ducts were set in concrete below

the shoulder of the embankment after it had settled. The
cross-section of the bridge slab shows the metliod of carry-

ing the ducts across the bridges. Tlie slal) and duct were

built in separate operations. The dovetail joints between
them are insulated by waterproofing membrane to prevent

a possible electrolytic action b\' stray currents following tlie

reinforcing steel of the slab. This insulation is carried over

the toji of the duct and covered with three inches of concrete.

The Passenger and Freight Facilities

The most important of the station improvements was
made at Orange station. This layout includes the pas-
senger station, the shelter house, the freight house, express
building and a signal tower grouped in a comparatively
small area. The old site for these facilities was cramped
by tlie improved property adjoining it. This applies par-
ticularly to the ajjproaches, and it was impossible to reach
the site with freedom. For this reason a new location was
chosen at the point where the new line departs from the old,

pennitting ample driveways to be developed at the station
level.

The passenger station and shelter house are of the
Byzantine type of architecture with exterior walls of dark
red wire cut brick laid in flemish bond and trimmed with
artificial stone. The roof is of glazed tile. The interior

walls of the main waiting room are laid up with pressed
brick above a sanitary marble base. From the bottom up
to the springing line of the arches, at which line there is

a belt course, the brick is laid up in a special diaper pattern.

Above the belt course they are laid in flemish bond.
The floors in tlie station are terrazzo, broken into panels

Ijy strips of mosaic. Ceiling lights are used for general

A Section of Coal Trestle Almost Completed

lighting. The seat lights are of the reading lamp type and
bracket lights serving the same purpose are provided over

the seats along the walls.

The main waiting room is 30 feet b)- 65 feet in area, with
a central ticket office, built in as a booth, with a bay window
provided on the track side. The retiring room for women
and the smoking room, together with toilets for each, are

located in tlie east end of the building and tlie baggage
room, news stand and telephone booths at tlie west end.
The entrance to the baggage room from the waiting room
is between the news stand and telephones.

A subway connects the main station and shelter house.

This subway is lighted with vault lights placed in the plat-

forms instead of between tracks, an arrangement which is

very satisfactory, as the walking on them keeps the lights

clean. A mixture of alundum in the top half inch surface

finish of the stairs forms a safety tread. This surface is

placed on a concrete l)ase.

The platforms, about 700 feet long, are partly covered
with canopies built on concrete coliunns witli timber over-

head construction and tile roofs. The platforms end in

stairs leading to tlie streets.

The freight house, .5,i by 210 ft., the express building

20 ft. by 345 ft., and the signal tower are all designed in

keeping with the main station building. The old freight
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facilities were badly distributed on both sides of the main

tracks. In the new layout they have been centralized and

ample driveways paved with concrete have been provided.

This was accomplished by locating the new plant just west

of Lincoln avenue between the old and the new right of

way at the point of their separation. By this arrangement

much of the old right of way could be utilized.

The surface of the ground at the site chosen was consid-

erably higher than the grade of Lincoln avenue, which has

been made the principal thoroughfare to the station, freight

and express buildings. In preparing the site 68,200 cubit

yards of earth was moved and utilized in the track embank-

ment.

The handling of the freight business during construction

was a problem in itself. The portion of the yard on the

north side of the tracks was kept in operation by a switch

track, leaving the westbound temporary track with a trailing

point switch opposite the temporary passenger station. This

switch track was connected with the lead track of the old

freight yard and during the construction of Lincoln avenue

bricige this connecting track was carried across the depres-

sion of the street to the north of the bridge on a pile trestle.

Cross Secfion CenterPiei

-3-0"

Sec/ion fhrvugh

theAt^fment

Details of the Central Avenue Subway

The express building is located adjacent to the freight

yard and the retaining wall, starting from the west abut-

ment of Lincoln avenue bridge. This wall forms the inner

wall of the building, and tlie continuation of the station

platform over Lincoln avenue forms the roof. The signal

tower is also an integral part of the platform construction

and space is jjrovided in it for an elevator to handle express

between the platfonn and the ground floor of the express

building.

The signal tower is a three-story building extending down

into the express building. The heating plant for the entire

layout is hxated in the basement of the tower. The jilant

is of the combined pressure and vacuum type designed for

a 5-lb. pressure in severe weather. Once the air is expelled

from the system no pressure is necessar}' for heating in mild

weather, thus effecting more than 25 per cent saving in coal

as compared with an ordinary plant. The piping system is

of the flat layout type. There is, however, sufficient grade

to c;iTry tlie return back to the boilers.

The station layout at Highland avenue is similar to the

above, but smaller. A simple heating plant in the ba.«e-

ment furnishes the heat for the station and shelter house.

The design and construction of this improvement was

carried out under the general direction of G. J. Ray, chief

engineer of the Lackawanna. The design of the buildings

was directed by F. J. Nies, architect, and of structural steel

by A. E. Deal, bridge engineer. A. B. Cohen, concrete

engineer, was in charge of the concrete design. G. T. Hand,
division engineer, supervised the construction with W. H.

Speirs, resident engineer, in direct charge of the work.

With an American Railway Regiment

THE FOLLOWING is a portion of a letter received by J. F.

Holden, traffic manager of the Kansas City Southern,

from his son James, who is now a private in the 14th

Engineers (Railways) in France. The company of which

he and his brother are members was with the British for

eight months in northern France. The young men escajjed

with tlieir lives in the German drive of March 21, when the

company retired to a base point. Recently they re-entered

the war zone at another point, and the letter is descriptive

of their trip back to the front

:

The troop trains over here remind me of the circus trains

at home, so many cars for the animals, including men, as

they are put in with the horses, a string of flat cars for trucks

and wagons, then another string of "animal" cars with a

couple of passenger cars for the officers. It was on such a

train that we left on .August . We have no

horses in our regiment so with clean, new straw which they

have at embarking points for such purposes, the men made
themselves comfortable. I was in a cupola. There arc no

air brakes on the freight trains over here but every third or

fourth car has a hand brake with protection for the man who
applies it. There is always such a car at the rear of a train.

The other cars simply have a lever on the side, which when
pushed down holds a brake shoe against the wheel for the

purpose of holding cars when standing on sidings. We had
a British engine, a big Consolidation widi "R O D" on the

tank, ROD meaning Railway Operating Division. The
British have great numbers of these engines on all line* in

the north of France, including a large number of .American

and Canadian built tliat make one homesick when they go by.

The road trains usually have a French train crew, the idea

l^eing, I suppose, that an English crew would be up against

it sometimes on a French railroad. Switching or transfer

jobs, of course, have a complete "'Tommy" crew. I liave

seen some tremendous yards.

Our trip, which took a day and night, was most interesting.

.At one station we saw a whole row of bomb holes where some
Fritz had tried to hit the railroad, including an important

bridge. There was a great deal of construction work in

progress. We passed trains constantly and when one with

.Americans went by, there would be cheering. As )ou no
doubt know, .American detachments are in with British bat-

talions; so there would usually be a car or two with just

Yanks in it.

We lost our ROD engine in the afternoon and got a

big French engine with high drivers, which is typical of their

locomotives. Most are balanced comp)ound. The country-

became hilly and we had a jiusher for miles. It was neces-

sary for the train to stop in order to feed the men but until

dark there was no let-up in the going. I dropped ofif to

sleep in a corner and awakened about two hours later with

the train standing and a regular air raid overhead. The
searchlights were sweeping the sky right over us, the tracer

bullets were going in the same direction and there seemed to

be guns all around. We were in a yard at the time and of

course Fritz likes yards. The cooks, who were in the next

car, had seized the opportunity of feeding the men whose
greatest concern at the time was not about the raid but some-
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thing to eat. As the train might start any moment, it was
necessary to do a lot of running up and down along the train

to see that everyone was fed. No one seemed to have a

thought for the raid. In our old camp, I have seen a bunch
playing poker and not quitting for a second with bombs
dropping all around. Must admit my nerves are a little too

excitable to take such an indifferent view of an air raid.

The next morning we awakened in a yard on the outskirts

of Paris. Commuters' trains were going by in a peculiar

type of car, an enclosed double decker with four wheels. An
engine could pull twenty or thirty at a great rate. It was
raining hard. We pulled out for the front about nine. We
went by some beautiful homes and attractive towns, suburbs

of Paris. The line was a busy one with the trains rushing

by. War seemed very far away and yet in a couple of hours

at a slow gait we would be right into it. Imagine an enemy
at Bridgeport, Conn., trying to reach New York; the sub-

urban traffic of New Rochelle and other such places is .still

going, and as you take the "7:S1" to town you pass troop

trains on their way to Bridgeport to help hold the line. The
trains passing—as we were coming out of Paris—with the

people reading their papers as at home, put in mind such a

simile and gave me an idea how anxious Frenchmen have

felt over the defense of Paris.

We came out of a tunnel and crossed the Mame and there

on the bank was a "dough boy"' washing up. The Mame
and the American .soldier will always associate themselves

in my mind, because the Marne is the place where the Yanks,

through tlieir wonderful fighting, stopped the Germans and
drove 'em back. The countr}' became more interesting with

signs of war. Shell holes, wires down, villages shot up

—

but not to the extent we had l)ecome used to up in the British

front. As we passed the stations we saw more and more
of the American army. At one place were numerous brand
new guns, tractors, trucks, with everj- one busy getting them
unloaded and working. The sight of American soldiers cer-

tainly looked good after one year of nothing but British.

When one lad at a station told us what outfit he belonged to,

the Artillery, and how they had been ordered up to

help take a position, and when half way there, had received

word to turn back as they were not needed, the jxxsition

having been taken, it was hard for me to suppress an indi-

vidual cheer of my own. ^^'o soon reached our destination,

were billeted and two days later left for our present Ixmie.

Federal and State Commissioners in Convention

Termination of War Removes Some Restraint on Discussion

of Railroad Administration Policies

TiiK THIRTIETH ANNUAL CONVENTION of the National

Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners

began its sessions on November 12 at Washington.

At the opening of the convention the Interstate Commerce
(.'ommission and 25 state commissions were represented, the

total number of delegates being more than one hundred.

Winthrop JM. Daniels, chairman of the Interstate (Commerce

Commission, delivered the address of welcome, the E.xecutive

Committee presented its report and Charles E. Elmquist, of

Minnesota, acting president of the association, delivered the

annual address.

The association has 18 standing committees and each was

scheduled to present a report. The first on the order of

business was the report of the Special War Committee, which

was presented by its chainnan, Joseph B. Eastman, of Massa-

chusetts. The other members of this committee are Frank

H. Funk of Illinois, Travis H. Whitney, first district. New
York, Paul P. Haynes of Indiana, C. B. Gariiett of \'irginia

and Charles E. Elmquist of Minnesota.

William G. McAdoo, director general of railroads, was

expected to address the convention, but, owing to a recurrence

of an attack of influenza, sent in his stead Charles A. Prouty,

director of public service and accounting of the Railroad

Administration.

The status of the state commissions during federal con-

trol and of the railroads after the war apparently were the

subjects uppeniiost in the minds of those present, and the

fact that the war is now regarded as over seemed to present

an opportunity for a freer discussion than has heretofore

been considered advisable or patriotic. This fact was par-

ticularly emphasized in Mr. Elmquist's address and in the

report of the Special War Committee, l)oth of which deplored

the lack of interest displayed by the Railroad .\dministration

in the offers of co-operation of the state commissioners and

the tendency, which they ascribed to the railroad men in

Director General McAdoo's organization, to ignore the juris-

diction of the states.

Mr. Elmquist said the representatives of the carriers had

rallied under the banner of exclusive federal control and
were following the plans outlined by the railroads before the

Newlands Committee to such an extent that they had
"cracked the l)oundaries of states and scrambled both state

and interstate rates in one omelet.'' The state commissions,
he said, had taken the position that they should not re.sort

to litigation to protect their prerogatives during the war, but
now they should proceed to exercise their authority anil to

continue the activities they have largely suspended during
the war. He urged the committees to give special considera-
tion to the proposals of the administration to standardize

class freight rates, the proposal to increase express rates and
the future disposition of the railways. On this last f>oint he
said he did not believe there is a friend of public ownership
in the country who thinks government operation has had a
fair chance to demonstrate its possibilities. He hoped the

convention would adoj)t a resolution asking the Interstate

Commerce Commission to suspend the class rate scales until

peace is restored and people have had an opportunity to

adjust their business affairs, and that the Railroad Admin-
istration would give early consideration to the possibility of

reducing the rates it recently increased.

An abstract of Chairman Daniels' address follows:

Chairman Daniels' Address

No other year in our history has recorded so fund;imental

a revolution in our transportation .system as the year just

elapsed. So numerous and far-reaching have been the

changes involved in federal control of carriers that it is per-

plexing to single out a particular topic upon which to dwell.

The war railroad problem—the maximum utilization of

transportation .systems to subserv'e the government's military

necessities—seems to have been solved. The eventual status

of railroad control and regulation, now that peace 's at the

door, is so complicated and intricate that I shall contint

myself with but a few general observations thereon at the

close. In this situation it has occurred to me that it might
Ik" helpful to the national association if I confine myself
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mainly to indicating the causes which led up to federal con-

trol, and to outlining the way in which, to date, federal

control has affected the functioning and the activities of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

It may come as a surprise to those whose wish is father

to their thought to learn that the commission's activities have

persisted through this troublous time. They should rest

assured, however, that^as Mark Twain once remarked of

his own rumored demise—the report of our death is grossly

exaggerated.

I. First, as to the transition to federal control.

The work of the commission has traditionally not involved

actual participation in railway management. The only ex-

ception of moment has been in the domain of locomotive and

safety appliance inspection. We have more than once dis-

claimed the role of general manager of railways. But the

exigencies of war-time transportation would not permit our

standing wholly aloof. As early as March, 1916, the freight

congestion at eastern seaboard terminals became so acute that

the commission deputed to Commissioner Clark the task of

meeting railroad executives in New York to organize relief;

and until the dissolution at the end of May, 1916, of the

organization then effected, he served as a member ex-officio,

but in active participation in its work. Commissioner Mc-
Chord at a later period when car supply problems became

acute undertook at Louisville a similar task. In our annual

report to Congress in the fall of 1916, the commission recom-

mended that it be vested with power to control the supply,

distribution, interchange and return of cars. Responsive to

this suggestion the Esch car service act was enacted in May,

1917. A new bureau of the commission, that of car service,

was created; and in collaboration with a joint committee of

the carriers exerted wide regulatory powers in the actual

distribution of car equipment. While the carriers' executives

were in control of operation generally, the commission was

thus simultaneously charged with a task of actual railway

management in the matter of car distribution. Similar

functions had devolved upon other governmental bureaus.

The priority director, for instance, had been entrusted with

the control of the issuance of priority orders; and the require-

ments of the food administrator as to car loading, and of

the fuel administrator in relation to coal movements, threat-

ened to precipitate a situation of divided power and responsi-

bility in railroad administration.

The carriers, despite what co-operative measures they had

united in, were still operating in competition with each other.

Rather than forego remunerative traffic they chose to see their

own rails overtaxed and their jealously guarded terminals

congested. The law itself which forbade the pooling of

traffic was an obstacle to the maximum fluidity of movement.

In short, the operating situation was grave, and war exigen-

cies were acute.

There was another equally threatening situation connected

with rates and railway finances. And this leads me to

observe parenthetically that neither the law nor the theor>'

of utility regulation had ever addrc.«.sed itself to a condition

where unit costs for labor, material and supplies advance

sharply and continuously by a series of rapid shocks, each

seemingly more radical than its predecessor. The general

principles of utility regulation have a.ssumed that increases

or decrea.ses in un't costs for labor and supplies will proceed

in a fairly gradual and leisurely manner; that a compensatory

movement might be anticipated whereby slight rises in certain

unit prices would be offset by corresponding decreases in

other unit prices; and where even a gradual increase in all

unit prices would be in a large degree or even wholly offset

by the economies attendant upon a larger volume of business

or traffic. It is unnecessary to say that in time of war these

assumptions broke down comi^letely.

Moreover, the normal rrvtes of return, whether in the form

of interest on bonds, or dividends on new investments, were

largely revolutionized by war conditions, when the govern-

ment was in the market for enormous amounts of capital for

war loans, and when the profits in many war industries were

reputed to be extraordinarily large. If rates were to keep

pace with ever-rising costs, not only would their level have

to be unusually high, but continuously rising and absolutely

unstable. Moreover, it was doubtful whether rates could be

raised high enough so that prospective earnings would attract

sufficient additional investment to carrier securities to guar-

antee the necessan,' and indispensable additions, extensions

and betterments made imperative by war exigencies. Both

on operative and on financial grounds some drastic reorgani-

zation was inevitable.

In December, 1917, the commission formulated and sent

to Congress a special report supplementing its annual report.

We there insisted upon the unification of carrier operation

during the war.

Federal control became a fact by virtue of the President's

proclamation of December 26, 1917. While the railroads

were to remain subject to all existing statutes and orders of

the Interstate Commerce Commission and to all statutes and

orders of regulating commissions of the various states in

which they were situated, any order, general or special, made
1)\- the director general was to have paramount authority and

to be obeyed as such.

II. The colossal magnitude of the director general's task,

no less than the war emergency which had created it, rendered

imperative on the commission's part a prompt offer to the

Railroad Administration of any assistance that lay in our

power. This tender was promptly and cordially accepted by

the director general, and for some weeks after the beginning

of federal control, the individual commissioners, in addition

to their regular work, were engaged in prosecuting various

investigations at his request, (a) This first phase of our

activity as shaped by federal control was one of individual,

unofficial, volunteer co-operation with the director general

and his railroad cabinet.

I will not venture upon a comprehensive enumeration of

the various undertakings by my colleagues in this early

formative period, but will cite a few illustrative examples.

Arrangements w-ere perfected whereby the tariffs to be filed

by the director general should conform, essentially, to our

tariff circular 18-A, and the formal integrity of tariff publi-

cation was thus secured. The momentous problem of railway

wage increases was entrusted by the director general to the

Railroad Wage Commiss-'on, a body of four, of w-hich Com-
missioner McChord was a member. Studies to suggest pos-

sible economies of operation were prosecuted by Commissioner

Aitchison along the line of short routing and the elimination

of cross hauls. A similar study of fuel economy was made
bv Commissioner Woolley, with far-reaching results affecting

not only the wider utilization of improved coking processes,

but involving also the eventual establishment of central power

super-stations which promises eventually to effect revolu-

t'onarv econonv'es m transportation. Various concrete situa-

tion* such as the threatened discontinuance of track elevation

in Indianapolis, the matter of disputed elevator rentals, and

the institution of store door deliven- at New York were com-

mitted to Commissioner Harlan. During this period, as well

as subsequently, our bureaus were freely put at the disposi-

tion of the director general.—the Bureau of Safety Inspectors,

the Bureau of Carriers' Accounts and the Bureau of Statistics

being conspicuous contributors to the successful launching

of the new regime.

There has continued until quite recently another co-opera-

tive enterprise resulting from the passage of the federal

control act which ought not to be overlooked. The framing

of the compensation contract with the carriers according to

the terms of the federal control act presented a matter of no

little difficulty. Four of my colleagues. Commissioners Clark,

Mcvor. Hall and .\nderson, have collaliorated for months in
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the tedious and oftentimes vexatious drafting of the standard
contract. A new bureau of the commission, called the Com-
pensation Board, was constituted to cope with the necessities

of this work. In this instance our voluntary administrative

co-operation extended well beyond the initial period of federal

control, but m essence has been akin to the work of individual

commissioners previously cited.

A second and wholly new and distinct phase of the com-
mission's activity resulting from federal control is the advisory

junction,—the rendering of advice at the instance of the

director general in matters involving large administrative

readjustments affecting the shipping and traveling public.

This second function is unlike the first in jjeing not one
of voluntary co-operation, but having its legal foundation in

section 3 of the federal control act. We interpret this as

laying upon us the legal obligation of responding to the

requests of the director general for advice or expert opinion

upon administrative matters which he submits for our con-

sideration, and, when necessary or appropriate, of taking

testimony and hearing arguments from all interested parties

in the premises to enable us to discharge this function.

Two pending and pertinent illustrations of this second new
function come readily to mind. I refer to the Railroad
.Administration's endeavor to effect uniformity in freight

descriptions in the three classifications, and to the Railroad

Administration's recent request that the commission advise

as to the effectiveness of the proposed method of increasing

express rates and of distributing the same between different

sections of the country.

It will be observed in botli instances that the commission
is not requested to advise whether the end contemplated

—

uniformity in classification description or the augmentation
of express revenue— is or is not desirable. That responsi-

bility the Railroad Administration assumes as its own. But
the effectiveness of the methods Ijy which these proposed ends
,ire to l)e attained is suinnittcd to the commission for its

deliberate judgment and opinion.

III. The third new phase of the commission's activity

is the formal adjudication of complaints brought under sec-

tion 10 of the federal control act. Without pausing to incjuire

liow far the commission is to he governed in its findings by
various considerations recited in this section of the statute,

attention is directed to the point that it is upon complaint,

and ajjiiarently upon complaint only, not in cases where upon
our own motion or initiative an investigation has been started,

that the commission is empowered to enter upon a hearing

involving presidential rates. This consideration taken in

conjunction with the fact that by General Order No. 28

practically all fares and rates ijccame presidential-made rates

and fares involved a temporary stoppage in the issuance of

many matured and maturing reports and decisions of the

commission. The rates attacked in practically all of our

pending cases had been displaced by presidential rates. The
presidential rates could not be passed upon by us nor a

lawfully effective order issued affecting them until the presi-

dential rates as such had been assailed by complaint to the

commission. The commission had, therefore, no alternative

but to institute new rules of procedure adapted to this situa-

tion, holding in abeyance a large number of cases until by
supplemental complaint the pleadings had been so amended
as to make the director general a party, thus enabling him
to have his day in court.

The commission has already issued two reports and deci-

sions in cases to which, by supplemental complaint, the

director general had been made a party. The first was the

Willamette Valley Lumbermen's Association vs. Southern
Pacific Company. In this case mills upon the W'illamette

N'alley had been required to pay upon their lumber traffic,

in carloads, rates based upon the combination over Portland

to various destinations in Montana and points east thereof.

'Tlie decision and report found that rates so made were rela-

tively unjust and unreasonable and unduly prejudicial to

the extent that they exceeded rates contemporaneously main-
tained from the Pacific Coast group, including Portland, to

the same destinations and joint rates upon this basis were
required to be established.

The second case was the Kaw River Sand & Material

Company vs. the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Company, and was decided upon the second of this month.
Here the comjjlainant, located beyond the switching limits

of Kansas City, was accorded the Kansas City rates to desti-

nations upon the Santa Fe, but rates higher than the Kansas
City rates if the destination was to a point upon a connecting

line. The commission held that under present conditions

involving the elimination of carrier competition, where ther

was aijsorption of switching charges within a switching dis-

trict, the provisions therefor should be uniform where similar

circumstances and conditions prevail, and the complainant
was accorded relief in conformity to this finding.

The R.ailwavs After the W.ar i

The recital iiitherto has concerned itself wholl\- with the

transition to federal control and the commission's activities

as affected thereby. Let me, in closing, venture a few sug-

gestions relating to our post-bellum railroad policy. Permit
me to say in [massing that these suggestions reflect not the

views of the commission, but only my individual views and
are necessarily tentative because of the impossibility of fore-

casting conditions as they may exist a tAvelve-month hence.

I am inclined to think that most well-posted students of

transportation are coming to the conviction that the future of

railroad operation in this country after the provisional

arrangement now existing shall have terminated will conform
to either one of two types. The fir.st is complete government
ownership and operation; the second is corporate control, not

of the ante-hcllum type, but modified and transformed in

essential particulars.

Should the government continue the operation of railroads

there will be difficulty in satisfactorily answering the conten-

tion that the government should own outright the property
which it operates rather than pay rental therefor. In what
method the government should acquire title, whether by
expropriation or by an exchange of government securities for

corporate securities, and if .so. on what terms of exchange, I

do not here stop to inquire, as the problem, is involved and
complex.

On the other hand, if there is a reversion to corporate

control, there will be, in my judgment, certainly the follow-

ing changes which must hereafter be imposed upon corporate

ownership and operation.

First, the elimination of competitive wa.ste. The reduction

of passenger train mileage between important terminals has
not evoked widespread complaint as to inadequate ser\'ice.

It has served to eliminate much of the conspicuous display

and competitive waste of running a number of half-filled

trains where a smaller number of more completely filled trains

suffice. Similar economies in locomotive and freight car

mileage have resulted from the utilization of shorter routes,

and this possibility of economy should not vanish even should
there be a reversion to corporate control.

Second, the .system of open instead of closed terminals

has, I think, come to stay: and it would perhaps be equally

probable that common use of equipment in the general interest

of the commerce and transportation of the country will not be

readily surrendered.

Third, the realization of additional transportation econo-

mies which might result from the regional consolidation of

parallel and competing lines or systems is unquestionably
desirable in the public interest.

Fourth, the financing of railroads if corporate ownership
continues will, in my judgment, be subjected to federal con-

trol whereby a competent tribunal will have to pass upon
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proiKjsed .security issues and perhaps in co-operation with

regional tribunals, will proljably have to pass also upon the

propriety and necessity for the construction of additional

projected lines of railroad.

Fifth, a scientific sy.stem of cost analysis ought to be

devised so that whether curriers are operated by the govern-

ment or by owning corporations there will be greater accuracy

than now exists as to the jaroper charges to be made for

maintenance and depreciation in order to determine with

some approach to certainty what the real earnings of the

carriers are, in contrast to the earnings as computed at pre.-^ent.

In essence, tlie mission of the highway i.'^ to open the

narrow gates of the parish upon the broad thoroughfares of

the world; and our modern, steam-traversed highway.'^ will

best fulfill their destiny when they accommodate, whether

under government or corporate operation, tlu- maximum of

traffic with the minimum of friction.

Report of the Special War Committee

The report of the Special War Committee, which recom-

mended that Congress should be asked to determine more

definitely the relation which state regulations should bear

to federal control, was in part as follows

:

The state commissions liave a record, since the war began,

in harmony witli the spirit and needs of the times. They

have helped their country i)y allowing and facilitating reduc-

tions of service needed for the conservation of labor and

fuel; by refraining from requirements, reasonable under ordi-

nary conditions but wasteful of capital and energy in time

of war; and by peniiitting without undue delay or controversy

increases in rates fairly demanded by the rapid advance of

wages and prices, and necessary to relieve utilities of more

than their fair share of the burden of war conditions. On
the [lositive side, they have also helped their country by

special investigations and proceedings directed toward the

more efficient handling of freight by both carriers and public,

the conservation and better use of electrical energ}' and of

labor, provision of transportation facilities for war industries,

co-operation with fuel administrators, and the like. They

have responded loyally to every call for assistance made upon

them by those more directly connected with the prosecution

of the war, and it is our only regret that such calls have

lieen too few and that those in authority have too seldom

appreciated the capacity for assistance which the commissions

possess.

It was inevitable that in the war emergency radical

changes should have been deemed necessar}- in the conduct

of the affairs of the transportation and utility companies. It

was inevitable that these changes should have raised per-

plexing questions of practice and of policy affecting the

future as well as tlie present. It was equally inevitable that

these questions should have caused doubt and anxiety to the

«tate commissions, for they have occupied a difficult position.

On the one hand has been the earnest desire not to interfere

Avith measures, however drastic, which were essential to the

]irosecution of the war. On the other hand has been their

duty to safeguard the public and to protect and preserve

rights established after long struggle in the past. It is with

some of the more important of these vital questions that the

committee wishes to deal in this report.

R.-\ii.RO.\r)S

The situation has been pnxluctive of uncertaint\- and

imrc^t. The act of Congress jirovided that the carriers, while

under federal control, should be "subject to all laws and

liabilities as common carriers, whether arising under state or

federal laws or at common law, except in so far as may be

inconsistent with the provisions of this act or any other act

;ili])licable to such federal control or with anv order of the

President." It was also provided that notiiing in the act

sliould \>e construed "to amend, repeal, impair, or affect the

existing laws or powers of the states in relation to taxation

or the lawful police regulations of the several states, except

wherein such laws, powers, or regulations may affect the

transportation of troops, war materials, government supplies,

or the issue of stocks and bonds.'"

The language quoted leads to the inference that Congress

did not intend to reduce state regulation to a nullity, but

wished to preserve it, so far as it did not interfere in any

proximate and tangible way with the transportation of troops

and munitions, and that this regulation which it sought to

jjreserve included authority over intrastate rates, for the

regulation of rates is undoubtedly an exercise of police powers.

The interpretation placed uf)on the act by the Railroad

Administration, however, has apparently l>een ver\' different.

We say "apparently," because no authoritative and compre-

hensive statement upon this subject has Ijeen made either by

the director general or by his immediate legal advisers. In

practice it has been assumed by the Railroad Administration

that the President, acting through the director general, has

power to initiate intrastate as well as interstate rates, regard-

less of the provisions of state statutes, and that the state com-

missions have no power of review over rates so initiated.

They have been filed with the state commissions "for infor-

mation only" and not in accordance with state statuton-

provisions. In the case of service, tife practice has varied.

but it has seemed to be the assumption that the power of

the director general over service and accommodations is com-

plete and that the state commissions may exercise authority,

if at all, on sufferance only. In certain instances their

authority has been directly challenged, even in matters of

purely local concern. Recently, for example, representatives

of the Illinois Central Railroad under federal control have

formally declared that the Board of Railroad Commissioners

of Iowa "has no power to render an order effective in any

way affecting the property in any manner connected with

the use and operation" of that railroad, and that all its

property "is in the possession and under the control of the

United States government: that said control and possession

are exclusive of all other controls and possession."

Confronted by this situation it has l)een the belief of this

committee that the state commissions ought not to embarrass

the government, at least while the war continued, by litigation,

but should seek the adjustment of differences by friendly

negotiation, and endeavor in every way, regardless of juris-

dictional questions, to aid in making federal ojieration a

success. \\e have acted from the beginning upon this belief,

and it is our information that this has iR'en ver>- generally

tlie attitude of the state commissions.

On December 27, 1917, the president of this association

wrote the director general tendering the hearty co-operation

of the state commissions and stating that their organizations

were at his command for the ser\ice of the countr>'. This

was followed by a conference at Washington on Januar)- 16.

and by a further conference at White Sulphur Springs on

June 26, at which as many as 30 states were represented.

The director general was told that the state commissions

wished to be of all possible assistance, but were perplexed

l)v doulit and uncertainty: that shippers and the general

public were calling upon them for relief, while many railroad

officials challenged their jurisdiction. The following para-

graph from the resolutions then ]iresented indicates the

remedy suggested

:

The st.itc commissions i!o not dtsire to work at cross-nnrposes with tlir

nation.ll railro.-;ii administration. We know th.it in unity there is strength

.ind we want to help present a common front in this hour of neett We
helieve that most of the difficulties which now portend would he swipt

away if yon would issue a general order or in some other way set forth

clearly and lefinitely your conception of the relationship between the

national railroad administration and the slate commissions. We believe

that a definite plan can be worked out under which, waiving for the time

bolhcr.somc questions of jurisdiction, the states will know definitely your

views on what they should do and what they should not do. While we

cannot prevent any passenger or shipper from raisinc issues of jurisdiction.

:i,i,! wl.ile "e i-nii nor hind even the commissions, we can say to you that
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siicU a plan, worked out between you and ourselves and detinitely an-

nounced by you, would undoubtedly receive the hearty and loyal support

of most of the state commissions and nould go far to prevent •iiiestion?'

of jurisdiction being raised from other aources.

Subsequently, at the director general's recoinniwidatioii,

this matter was taken up by the war committee with Judge
Prouty of his stal¥ and a definite draft of a general order

on the plan suggested was prepared.

Up to the present time, neither this general order nor any
order with similar intent has been issued by the director

general. But even if one should be issued, while the situa-

tion would be clarified and improved, there would still be

need for further action, at least now that the war is over.

There will no longer be the same need for concentration

under a single leadership upon one end, regardles> of all

others, and the powers and duties of the state commissions

with reference to the railroads ought not, we think, to be

dependent either upon the sufferance of the director general

nor, so far as it can reasonably be avoided, upon interpreta-

tion by the courts of ambiguous provisions after prolonged

litigation. Undoul;tedly the question could be raised in the

courts, for there are many who believe that the Railroad

Administration has gone, even in time of war, beyond con-

stitutional right in limiting state regulation, and the power
of the federal govenunent over intrastate matters is certainly

far more restricted in time of peace. But, without waiver of

legal rights, it is desiralsle that the subject should receive

renewed consideration by Congress. In other words, if

federal control is to continue after the war ends,—and we
assume that it will, for some time at least,—the issue ought

to be faced squarel)', and there should be a more definite

determination by Congress than is contained in the present

act, of the status of state regulation with reference to such

control.

<.'u.\ci.usi()NS or Committee

From tlie e.KiKTience already gained, it seems to your com-
mittee that the following conclusions, among others, may
fairly lie drawn

:

( 1 ) The operation of a national system of railroads in

the United States is not like the conduct of an ordinary busi-

ness, if for no other reasons, becau.se of tremendous size.

Tliere is danger in too great centralization of control and
the creation of a bureaucracy too far removed from the

immediate influence of public opinion. However well inten-

tioned they ma\ be, the chief executive officers of such a

system cannot have any adequate knowledge or understanding

of local conditions and j)roblems, and the inevital>le tendenc}'

is to arbitrary action and the development of rules super-

ficially uniform, but often discriminatory and unfair in their

a])plication to particular cases.

(2) While thi> difficulty may lie overcome in some
measure by delegation of authority, subordinates are responsi-

ble to the man who ai)])oints them and tend, in the last

analysis, to rely upon what they believe to be his wishes

rather than upon independent judgment. This has been well

illustrated in tlu- case of the |)rcsent federal control. The
attempt has been made to delegate authorit)" in rate con-

troversies to regional and district committees, but, in its

actual working, this plan has caused dissatisfaction. .\

common result has been confusion, delay and final reference

of the dispute to the central authorities in Washington.

(,?) Under nonnal peace conditions the peojile of this

country will not lie satisfied, we believe, with a mere o[)por-

tunity to bring their complaints in regard to rates and service

l)efore railroad executive officers who can refu.se puidic hear-

ings, if they so desire, and say "Yes" or "No," without

giving their reastMis, subject to appeal to Washington which,
in most cases, is ,i long distance away.

( 4) It is our belief that local tribunals of .semi-judicial

character for the consideration of local questions will be

nece.ssary to a successful and democratic administration of

the railroad properties, even under federal control, and that

the state commissions are well suited to the purjjose. A
similar result might, it is true, be secured by the apjx)intment

of regional federal commissions; but tribunals directly re-

sponsiide to the local communities will be far more satis-

factory in the long run. They will offset bureaucratic

tendencies, and introduce an element of home rule which the

size of the countn,- and the complexity of its conditions

make essential.

(5) Railroad regulation started with tlie states, and
every advance in the law has been prompted by and secured

as the result of the experience of local commissions. Disre-

garding the past, however, we believe tiie>' have, since federal

control was established, amply demonstrated their usefulness

to the puldic because of tlieir intimate acquaintance with
local conditions. Even before the act of Congress was passed,

the widespread publicity given by the secretarj' of this com-
mittee to tlie proposed car spotting charge at industrial tracks

resulted in its abandonment, and influenced Congress in

reserving to the Interstate Commerce Commission power to

revise rates upon complaint. Activity of state commissions
after General Order No. 28 was issued, resulted in a speedy
elimination of a provision which would, by the immediate
raising of all intrastate rates to the interstate basis, have
inflicted great injury upon large sections of the countr}-, and
also in Ijroad changes in the minimum charge provisions.

Their continued activity has since resulted in other important
modifications, and many complaints in which they have
interested themselves are now pending.

(6) The need for local public tribimals is accentuated
by the fact that the men now operating the railroads under
federal control, aside from the director general, are ver)'

largely the men who operated them under private control.

Broadly speaking, the situation could not well be different,

but in view of the training and acquired prejudices of these

men, and the fact that many of them lielieve that federal

control will be temporary, tlie desiraiiility of preserving
established means of public regulation is evident. At the

time W'hen the war began they were united in an endeavor
practically to eliminate the states from the field of railroad

regulation. It was Ijoth necessar)- and desirable to place the

operating management of the roads in the hands of experi-

enced railroad men, but policy-detennining power is a dif-

ferent matter, ^len who for years have viewed railroad

policy in the light of railroad interest do not over night
become satisfactory exponents of the puldic intere.st. It is

for this reason that the War Committee has urged larger

representation of the puljlic upon the director general's

staff, and it is equall} a reason for maintaining state regu-
lation.

(7) This need is further emphasized by the fact that

the present Railroad Administration has .shown a tendency
to go far beyond immediate war pur{ioses in its conduct of

railroad affairs. It is considering, and to some extent has
alread}- introduced, radical and far-reaching changes in

operation, management and rate staicture. While such
changes may prove desirable, it is clear that they require
most careful consideration and that state commissions, because
of their special knowledge and experience, can be of great

value in this connection. As this committee pointed out in

a letter to tlie director general, however imperfect the old
rate structure may have been, it was upon this structure that
tlie business of the countr\- has developx'd. and sudden or
violent changes are likely to do more hann than good.

(8) Finally, it may be said that federal control does not
remove the need, upon general grounds, of a co-ordinate but
independent system of public super\-ision. One of the
dangers of public ofieration of utilities is that it may be
subject to political or financial abuse, involving waste, graft

and inefficiency. This danger is more likely to develop in

time of peace than in time of war. and the only known
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preventive is eternal vigilance. The value of separate state

regulation in this respect is obvious.

Stating the situation concisely, while a federal control of

railroads, which excludes local regulation may, perhaps, be

tolerated in war time, it is neither expedient nor wise in

time of peace. This view is based upon the merits of the

question, without regard to any constitutional right which

the states may, and probably do, have to regulate commerce
within their own borders, even when carried on under

federal auspices.

So far as service and accommodations are concerned, we
believe that this proposition admits of no reasonable di.spute.

It surely is unwise to leave solely to the discretion of an

organization centering at and responsible to Washington the

operation of local passenger trains, the establishment, main-

tenance and sanitation of station facilities, the investigation

of accidents, the protection of railroad crossings, the provision

of spur tracks and other matters affecting local service, safety

and equipment. We know of no way in which adequate

consideration can be given to local conditions, and the time

and rights of the public protected, unless independent local

tribunals like the state commissions are permitted to retain

the same direct authority in dealing with such matters which

they have exercised for many years past. The idea, appar-

ently held in some quarters, that this problem can be met

by the establishment of a central bureau at Washington is

manifestly ill-conceived. Complaints cannot be handled

satisfactorily by long-range correspondence. One of the most

valuable features of state commission work has been the

informal adjustment of innumerable disputes by personal

investigation and direct dealing with parties.

The same may be said of general supervision exercised

over accounts, expenditures and methods of administration.

Publicity is a cure for many evils, and the mere fact that a

government bureaucracy is substituted for private manage-

ment does not make such publicity any the less desirable.

If state commissions, independently appointed, are given

general powers of investigation and supervision over accounts

and operation, it will be a safeguard against the abuse of

public management which so many fear, and a direct incentive

to a conduct of affairs which will in other respects endure

the light of day.

In the realm of rates there is more opportunity for dispute.

One of the major themes of the railroad representatives who
united last year in an appeal to the Newlands Committee

for the practical elimination of state regulation was the

confusion caused by the conflict between interstate and intra-

state rates; and the problem presented by the so-called

"Shreveport Cases" has been recognized and considered by

this association. Clearly, more uniformity, greater concen-

tration and better co-operation in the treatment of rate ques-

tions are desirable than have prevailed in the past. On the

other hand, we think it equally clear that the knowledge

and experience gained by the state commissions in long years

of dealing with these questions are valuable as.sets which

ought not to be lost to the country under either private or

federal control. Their value has been demonstrated time

and again in practice during the past few months.

Your committee has no hesitation in saying that under

federal control, the state commissions should possess the

right of review over intrastate rates. Loss of time and

unnecessary' conflict of treatment can be avoided in important

cases by friendly co-operation between the state and federal

regulatory bodies, by the making of a joint record, and by

conference prior to final decision—in other words, by follow-

ing the practice already successfully introduced in New Eng-

land. We also believe that the right of review should and

will be exercised in no arbitrary' way and with due regard

for the contracts which have been entered into between the

Railroad Administration and the carriers and for the neces-

sity of protecting the federal treasury.

Summing up what has been said above, the Special War

C'ommittee believes that this association, if federal control

is to be continued, should ask Congress to determine more
definitely the relation which state regulation should bear

to such control, this request being made, of course, without

even implied waiver of any constitutional right. In our

opinion, it is desirable in the public interest that the state

commissions should possess, under federal control, substan-

tially the same authority over service and rates and the same
general powers of supervision and investigation which they

have e.xercised under private railroad ownership. We believe

that these recommendations are not inconsistent with the

intent of Congress at the time when the existing act was
passed. Action of the kind suggested is preferable to the

litigation which seems likely to result if it is not secured.

When the war emergency passes, however, it is to be assumed
that each state commission will in any event exercise such

jurisdiction as it believes that it possesses.

Regardless of these questions, we further strongly urge

the state commissions to do everything in their power to help

the Railroad Administration in the Successful operation of the

railroad properties, and to help shippers and the general

public to secure proper adjustments of reasonable complaints.

They should respond promptly and frankly to any request for

information which the Railroad Administration may make
and, upon their own initiative, furnish further suggestions

in regard to the operation or improvement of the properties

which the public interest may seem to demand. In the case

of shippers, we believe that the commissions should continue

their activity in investigating changes in rates, interstate as

well as intrastate, and in endeavoring to secure reasonable

adjustments. In particular, we recommend thorough con-

sideration of the tentative class rate scales for the different

sections of the country which have been prepared by the

Railroad Administration, and which have been or are to be

sent to the Interstate Commerce Commission and to the state

commissions for criticism and suggestions. This is an ex-

ceedingly important matter. W'hile it is true that railroad

rates often seem illogical and crudely complex and incon-

sistent, too bold surgical treatment of such imperfections is

likely to produce more ills than it cures, and cautious con-

sideration is peculiarly desirable.

Whether or not federal control should continue even beyond
the t'me sjiecified in the present act, or, if not, what alterna-

tive plan should replace it, are questions which lie, in our

judgment, beyond the province of the Special War Com-
mittee. They seem certain to provoke widespread controversy,

and the state commissions should prepare to aid Congress in

their consideration. The alternatives seem likely to be the

continuation of federal control in its present or some modified

form; the resumption by the carriers of their former status

unchanged: or some midway plan, which we understand
owners of their securities are formulating, for the creation of

regional railroad systems under federal charter, with private

management, but subject to a centralized and comprehensive
system of public regulation accompanied by some public

guarantee of a minimum return on securities. In order that

the state commissions may be informed and in a position to

act, we recommend that either the Executive Committee of

this association or a special reconstruction committee be

directed to keep in touch with the situation as it develops,

with power to advise the commissions fully and to represent

them before Congress or other tribunals in the discussion of

these questions when so authorized.

Express Comp.^^xies

On July 1, 1918, the four principal express companies of

the country transferred to a new corporation, knowTQ as

the American Railway Express Company, all their property,

excepting cash or treasury assets and certain real estate: and
upon the same date a contract became effective under which
the director general eni]iloyed this new express company as

the sole agent of the government, under his supervision, to
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conduct the express business upon all lines of railroad under

federal control.

Without undertaking to analyze all the terms of this con-

tract, of which the members of this association are fully

informed, it is sufficient to say that the director general has

assumed that he has the power to initiate changes in express

rates, exempt from suspension of either the Interstate Com-
merce Commission or state commissioners, and has acted upon

this assumption. Whether or not he deems rates so initiated

to be subject to review by the commissions has not, to our

Icnowledge, been stated.

The right of the director general to exercise exclusive

authority over express rates and charges is shrouded in even

greater doubt than exists in the case of railroad rates and

charges. Presumably it is dependent, if it exists at all, upon
the general war power of the President. If this is the case,

it is a right which will cease to exist when the war is

over.

The desirability of positive action by Congress with a view

to narrowing the opportunity for litigation, and determining

more definitely the status of the e.\press companies and of

their public regulation, is quite as desirable as in the case of

the railroads, and similar arguments apply.

With the railroad and express pro{)erties under unified

control, the time is opportune for an investigation of this

question which will determine whether the railroads should

receive, as now, a certain percentage of the express revenue,

and what that percentage should fairly be, or whether their

compensation should be fixed upon some more equitable basis.

Such an investigation would also, we think, throw needed

light upon the question as to whether the maintenance of

separate express companies is desirable or whether tlie rail-

roads should do this business directly with their own
facilities.

Proposed Class Rates Opposed

rhe proposed standard scales of class rates to be applied

lo both .state and interstate traffic were the subject of a special

session on Tuesday evening, called to offer an opportunity

for an informal discussion. This meeting was made the

occasion for many criticisms of the Railroad Administration

with particular reference to its attitude toward the state com-

missions. There were many statements that the proposed

revision of rates could not in any sense be called a war

measure and there were other objections on the ground

that the proposed scales would in many specific instances

bring about large increases in rates in certain states. Some
of the commissioners proposed to rest their objections on

the ground that the railroad Administration has no au-

thority to fix rates for state transportation, while others

wished to attack the rates on their merits.

A special committee appointed at the meeting presented

a resolution, which was adopted, declaring to the director

general and to the Interstate Commerce Commission that

it is the opinion of the association that the present is an

inopportune time to establish uniform standard scales of

class rates to apply on all traffic and calling attention to the

fact that the state commissions are charged with the duty,

under the statutes of the several states, of prescribing and

establishing reasonable schedules of freight rates. These

commissions cannot and do not subscribe, the resolutions

stated, to the view that they can be required in times of

peace to surrender their jurisdiction over such matters, and

they believe that the present abnormal conditions, with high

unit costs due to the war, make it inadvisable to enter upon

an investigation for the purpose of establishing standard

schedules revolutionary in character. When the times again

favor the work of readjustment and the establishment of

uniform scales they should be taken up by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in co-c)]icration with the state com-

missions and after full investigation orders should be rnade

by the commissions covering their respective jurisdictions.

Jurisdiction of State Commissions

The question of the jurisdiction of the state commissions

again came up when Director Prouty addressed the meet-

mg. He said the director general had not made announce-

ment of his attitude toward the question because his staff

has not agreed and the director general has not reached

a final conclusion on the interpretation of the law and also

because he has considered it more important to go ahead

than to spend time in talking about jurisdiction. He hoped

that the administration and the commissions could get to-

gether on that basis for the purpose of accomplishing the

things that ought to be accomplished. He thought Congress

had intended to put in the hands of the President the

power to do what it was necessary to do with the rail-

roads but now that the military' pressure has been relieved

tliere should Ije no more practical difficulty over the ques-

tion of jurisdiction of the state commissions. He said

the director general recognized that the state commissions

could handle local matters more satisfactorily but he ad-

vised them, instead of issuing orders, to make recommen-

dations to Washington.

Judge Prouty then offered to answer any questions; these

disclosed considerable resentment because railroad officers

had displayed a tendency to ignore the state commissions

;',nd Ijecause they had been advised to take up rate matters

with the regional and district traffic committees. A. E.

Helm, counsel for the Kansas commission, said it was doubt-

less proper for the director general to have selected ex-

perienced railroad ojx^rating men as his assistants but he

ilid not see the necessity of his doing the same with the

traffic officials and asked whether a state commission was

expected to continue to take instructions from a traffic com-

mittee. Judge Prouty said they had the option of going

to the committee or direct to his office in Washington, de-

pending on whether or not they thought it worth while

to trj- to enlist the support of the traffic committee. He
said he thought a common understanding of the question

of jurisdiction would be advisable but that apparently the

state commissions had one idea of it and the adminis-

tration another; the most satisfactory way to get along would

be to ignore the rjuestion and "not start another war."

Director Prouty also discussed the progress of the valu-

ation saying it would not be necessary to change his pre-

diction of last year that the field work would be completed

as of the average date of Januarj' 1, 1920, but that the

office work had been more seriously impeded by the war

and that more than another }-ear would be required to com-

plete it. He thought the land and accounting work could

be finished by Januar}' 1, 1920, but that the completion of

the work would depend on how much time the railroads spent

in contesting the tentative reports. The bureau has Ijeen in-

structed, he said to include a final value in the ensuing

tentative reports.

Other Committee Reports

Among the reports of committees presented was one from

the Conimittee on Public Owiiership and Operation which,

however, presented no conclusions, but merely recommended

that the committee he continued with instructions to proceed

with the general study of tlie subject. The committee recalled

that last year in its report it had made a prediction that

"higher rates appear inevitable unless the government be-

comes a directing force and takes its controlling part in

the shaping of the new railway policy." Since that time,

the committee said, the government has assumed the actual

operation of the railroads with the result that rates have be-

come very much higher than the imaginations of a year ago

could have pictured. For this reason it did not care to venture

r.nv further predictions and stated that it is impossible at

this time to present anything approaching or even sug-

gesting specific conclusions or recommendations.
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The Coininittet- on Safety of Railroad Operation, of which

C. C. McChord of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission

IS chairman, presented a report in which it called atten-

tion to the fact that the method of enforcement of the federal

safety statutes has been changed by General Order No. H

of the Railroad Administration and that it is still too

early to say whetlier the application of disciplinary meas-

ures as contemplated by that order will prove an effective

substitute for court procedure. It appears from the results

of inspections during several months following the promul-

gation of the order that the fear of puni.shment of the in-

dividual has not served as a sufficient deterrent to bring

about any marked im]>rovement in the addition of safety

appliance equipment.

The report also shows that the number of cases of excess

service reported by 10 railroads in the eastern section show.^

a very material increase for the year ending June 30, 1918,

from 28,755 in 1917 to 126,856 in 1918. For the four

years 1914 to 1917 the total number of cases was over

9,000 less than in the single year 1918. On one of the

roads the number of cases of e.\cess service reported in-

creased from approximately 4,000 to nearly 37,000. Many
of these cases, the report sa\s, are reported to he due to

inability of railroad.^ to .secure necessary men and the dis-

turbed industrial conditions present other problems affecting

safety of railroad operation. It is true of railroading as well

as of other hazardous occupations that accidents increase

alarmingly when large numbers of inexperienced men are em-

ployed in responsible positions. It is not necessary, the

report says, to look for undeveloped devices and inventions

to bring about an increase in safety because the general adop-

tion of the best devices available and the best methods and

practices which have hem developed as a result of years

of experience and which are now commonly emplo)ed b)-

the more progressive roads would result in a ver\- material

reduction in the increasing annual list of railway casualties.

Officers of the association were elected as follows. Presi-

dent, C. E. Elmquist, of :v[innesota; first vice-president,

C. M. Candler of Georgia; second vice-president, J. B. East-

man of Massachusetts. J. B. Walker, secretary- and L. S.

Bovd, assistant secretary-, were re-elected.

A resolution passed on Thursday is appended on page 867.

Train Accidents in September'

THE lOLLOWiNt. IS a list of the most notable train acci-

dents that occurred on the railways of the United

States in the month of September, 1918:

Collisio7is

Kind of Kind of

Date Road Place accident train Kil'd Inj d

9. Penn No. Olean be P. & V. J
1 10. Chi., B. & Q \ll.ance be P. & I;. 1

1

-1

tlO. Boston & MT IHnnmerston re
J- f L' .'^ ]%

tl7. St. I-ouis-S F Marshfield be P. & F. 1j 49

Pcrailirenls

Cause of Kind of

n.ite Road Place derailment train Kil'd Inj'd

i. Norfolk & W Pnrtlock neg. P. « 8

27. Southern Hot Springs r.
^

u

29. N. Y. Central Cook. Ind. b. truck V. 5

Other Accidents

Cause of Kind of

Date Road Place accident train Kil'd Inj d

S. Lehigh Valley Corfu, N. Y.. boiler F. 3

12. New York Central... Fonda, N. \. boiler I'. 2 1

The trains in collision at North Olean. N. Y., on the

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List;

re, Rear collision lie, liuttinK collision xc, Otlier collision^-—-b,

Broken d. Defective^ unf, tintoreseen obstruction- unx Unex-

plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch— -ace.

„bst., .\ccidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road——fire, Cars burred while run-

ning P. or Pass.. Passenger train F. or Ft.. Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

evening of the ninth were southboimd passenger No. 9336

and a locomotive, without train, standing on the main track.

Three trainmen were injured. The collision was due to

the error of a telegrapher in reporting the track clear while

the yard engine was still occupying the section.

The trains in collision near .Alliance, Neb., on the 10th

were west-bound jjassenger No. 43 and a work train. Both

locomotives were wrecked, and the first coach of the passen-

ger train was partially telescoped. Six passengers were

killed and 18 injured, all of them in the first coach. Five

employees (not on duty) were killed, and three injured.

The collision was due to the failure of the men in charge

of the work train to protect against No. 43.

The trains in collision on the Boston & Maine at Dum-
merston, Vt., on the afternoon of the tendi were a south-

bound local passenger and a following .soutlibound freight.

The three rear cars of the passenger train were badly dam-

aged; tliree passengers were killed and one trainman and

15 passengers were injured. The line at this point is op-

erated by automatic block signals. The train which was

run into was passed at Dummerston by the White Moun-
tain express. ."After the express had cleared the block sec-

tion the switch was opened and the train moved immediately

from the siding to the main track. It had stopped to permit

the trainman to set the switch straight, and while standing

was run into. This movement from the side track was made
in disregard of the rule that after the switch had been opened

the train should not enter the main track until sufficient

time had elapsed to allow a train that had passed the signal

in the rear to be brought to a stop before reaching the switch.

The freight train had received a caution signal 8,400 ft. in

the rear of the switch. This signal was held in the caution

position by tlie express train then traversing the block in

advance. The local train was standing just at the entrance

of that block.

The trains in collision near Marshfield, Mo., on the even-

ing of the 17th of September, were an eastliound extra carry-

ing United States troops, and a westbound freight train. Both

engines, several passenger cars and a number of freight cars

were badly damaged. Twelve soldiers and three trainmen

were killed and 37 soldiers and two trainmen were injured.

The troop train was being run on a schedule order, but no

copy of this order had been furnished to the freight train;

and in addition to this the troop train had run past an auto-

matic l)lock signal set against it.

The train derailed on the Norfolk & Western at Portlock.

\'a., on the evening of the third was eastbound passenger

No. 4. The engine and first four cars were overturned and

tlie fifth car deraikxi. The engineman was .severely scalded

and the fireman seriously injured. Three other employees

and three passengers were slightly injurcxl. The train had

run past a signal sot against it at the grade crossing of the

Virginian Railroad, and was thrown off the track at the de-

railing switch.

The train derailed near Hot Springs, N. C, on the 27th

was a westbound freight. The engineman and fireman were

killed.

The train derailed on the New York Central near Cook,

Ind., on the 29th, was a northbound freight. By the break-

ing of a truck, six cars were thrown off the track and fell

down a bank; and five boys (trespassers), riding on one of

the cars, were killed.

The train involved in the accident near Corfu, N. Y., on

the fifth was an eastbound freight, drawn by two engines.

The boiler of the leading engine exploded, was blown off

the frame and lodged on the westbound track. Its wheels

and frame and running gear were not thrown off the track,

and were pushed some distance until the train could be

stopped. The engineman, fireman and one brakeman were

killed. The explosion was due to low water.
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The train involved in tlie accident at Fonda, N. Y., on

the 12th was an east-bound freight. The boiler of the loco-

motive exploded and the fireman and a student fireman were

killed and one other trainman was injured. The explosion

was due to low water.

Accidents to electric cars were reported in September from

Hammond, Ind.
;
Jamestown, N. Y. ; Turners Falls, Mass.;

and Bryan, Tex. The last named, a derailment occurring

on the 23d, is the only one in which, according to the reports,

a fatality resulted: one passenger killed, two injured.

Supply Field Expects Continuing Good Business

Requirements of Railroad Administration, Rehabilitation

Overseas and New Markets the Reason

THh siGNiNi. Hi' THii .-^KM isiicE with German}- has

promptly brought forth many expressions of opinion

as to the effect of the coming of peace on the busi-

ness of the railway ecjuipment builders. The need for new
cars and locomotives for our own railroads, the need for new
equipment in the rehabilitation of the railway lines of

Belgium and France, as well as the demands from other

countries which have been practically unaljle to secure new
railway material for replacements and extensions since the

outbreak of the war, it is felt all jwint to a continuing favor-

able business in railway supplies.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

In a memorandum to the stockholders of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, dated November 7, President John F.

Miller says:

In view of the fact tlial ihr clKiiitie in ihc company's fi.scal

year has postponed nntil March tlio issue of the annual report

and accompanyinf;: tinancial statements which you have hereto-

fore received in October, it is proper tliat you should be advised
in general terms of the present condition and future outlook of

tlic company's business. This action seems especially pertinent

since there is now more or less uncertainty as to the probable
elTect of an immediate peace upon the prospects of the larger

niainifacturing concerns, many of which have been principally

employed in war work.
t'.ontrary, perhaps, to the jjencral opinion, the Westinghouse

.Air Brake Company is not now engaged in the execution of any
contract or contracts invohing muin'tions or other products used
directly or solely for war purjioses. The brake equipments and
draft-gear now l)einc supplied lor apiilication to the cars and
locomotives ordered by the United States Railroad .\dministra-

tion include a relatively small number originally intended for

use on American lines in France, but the demand for additional

locomotives and cars for use in the United States is so great and
so insistent that even if the United States government should

for any reason decide not to ship additional locomotives and
cars to France, there is no doubt that the entire number of

equipnients on order will be required in the United States as

promptly as they can be produced. .Again, the assistance that

the United States must lend in the rehabilitation of Belgimn and
France will undoubtedly continue the increasing deina[id for

additional transportation facilities in this country, so that there

is no reason to anticipate any reduction in the volume of brake

business during 1919.

Current monthly shipments of air brake material and acces-

sories exceed in value the sl,ipments of any corresponding period

in the history of the company, and the value of unfilled orders

on November 1. 191,S. approxima'cd $11,000,000.

The same statements apply with equal force to the signal

business of the Union Switch & Signal Coinpany, which promises

lo show unusually favorable figures for the fiscal year ending

Deceinber 31, 191S, with every prospect of their continuance

through the year 1919. The war work of that company, which

has been handled with distinguished success and without any

interference with normal activities, will bring the net earnings

for the year 191S much beyond any previously reported for a

similar period. The Switch company's principal contract with

the United States govermnent is nearing completion, and the

supplementary contr;icts on which work has been commenced
can lie canceled without loss, if the government so elects.

The business of the company's other subsidiary and associated

companies, the National Brake S: Electric Company, of Milwau-

J<ec ; the American Brake Company, of St. Louis, and the Loco-

motive Stoker Company, of I'itisbnrah, has been and continues
to be extremely satisfactory.

Pressed Steel Car Company
President F, N. Hoffstot of the Pressed Steel Car Com-

pany, replying to inquiries concerning the effect of the
termination of the war on the business of the company, is

quoted in Monday's issue of the Wall Street Journal' as
saying

:

"It is my opinion that an early peace would be greatly to the
advantage of this company.

"Strictly war business, subject to cancellation and adjustment
by the governmeiu. represents but a small percentage of our
present unfilled orders, although our entire capacity is engaged
on govermnent work of one kind or another, but as this pro-
duction is used essentially for constrtiction and upbuilding, we
feel our business would be increased rather than decreased as a
result of peace. It is only recently that companies in our par-
ticular line of business have been able to secure even the promise
of a uniforin, adequate supply of materials and men, but the
curtailment of non-essential industries should greatly improve
conditions both as In materials and labor,

"It is my opinion, that there will be a large and increasing
<Ieniand for our products, not alone from the suspended and
accumulated deinands due to the war, but froin foreign countries
whose stocks of our products have been completely exhausted."

United States and Great Britain Only Locomotive
Exporters

An interesting analysis of the export prospects in the

locomotive field has been made by the New York stock
exchange firm of Clark, Childs & Co. This analysis em-
phasizes that there is a severe shortage of locomotives the
world over and shows that the great demand tor motive jjower

for the railways of the world that will follow the coming of

peace will have to be met entirely by the plants in the United
States and England. The analysis follows:

Annual capacity of .America's only two big locomotive building
concerns, the Baldwin and the .American, was between 5,500 and
6,000 high pressure type engines. It is reasonable to estimate
that war-time efficiency and plant extensions have enabled these
conce'-ns to increase production possibly 1,000 locomotives per
annum.
Domestic demand a year ago was such as to consume the en-

tire production of the country. In the meantime railroad equip-
ment the world over has been deteriorating, and when the war
ends .^nly two countries. America and Great Britain, will be in

a position to suiiply their own needs, and to take locomotive
contracts from the rest of the world.

Indeed, it appears that England and the United States are
likely to be snowed under with contracts for motive power.
British works are about the only competent ones left in the
world outside ihc United States. Great Britain's capacity at the

beginning of the war was about 2,500 locomotives per annum,
and the shops were kept busy supplying home demands, as well

as those of "the Possessions," and in building locomotives for

those comvianies in other countries wherein British capital was
strongly represented.
When war broke out the shops were taken over by the British

government, put to work on munitions and ordered to build no
more new locomotives, and to merely keep old ones in repair.

Thus the condition of locomotive equipment in the British Isles

and in the Colonies mtist be such it will keep the English fa-
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cilities busy for a long time, leaving other markets pretty much
to America, provided that this country can give assurance of

prompt deliveries.

In Germany, before the war, locomotive production was about

4,800 per annum, but it is unlikely that Germany will get a great

deal of "outside" locomotive business, and her home needs for

equipment must be pressing.

France, before the war, was always short of locomotives, and

five of her six shops were in territory ravaged by the Germans.

Before French works can be reconstructed France will be forced

to buy enormous numbers of locomotives in some other market.

Belgium had eight locomotive works, sufficient to supply her

own needs and to manufacture a surplus for sale to neighbors,

l)Ut her factories have been razed and machinery carried off to

Germany.
Austria bought most of her locomotives in Germany.

Russia's locomotive works, of which there were several of

considerable proportions, have either been destroyed by her own

people or by the enemy.
Holland, Denmark and Norway purchased their locomotives

in foreign markets.
,

Italy manufactures merely enough railroad motive power tor

lier own needs, and cannot at present increase her output.

There is bound to be great expansion in China, which has no

locomotive building facilities. Japan constructs only enough tor

her own needs. There are no locomotive works of any conse-

quence in the Balkans and none that are modern in Turkey.

Every railroad in South America is short of locomotives. Asia

and South Africa are suffering for locomotives and other equip-

ment.
. , , r

In short, it would appear certain that one great phase of re-

construction to follow cessation of hostilities is an era of loco-

motive building such as the world has never seen. Only two

countries are in position to accept locomotive contracts, and in

this country there are only a few companies to handle orders,

which seem likelv to come pouring in on a scale sutftcient to

keep them working day and night for a considerable period after

the disbandment of the opposing armies.

Marked Success of "Sailing Day" Plan

To THE K.4iLRO.\u iiAN Car coii.^crvation during a period

of car shortage means much; but to some shippers, who

look only to their immediate needs, car saving is a de-

sideratum insufficiently tangible to appeal to them. But the

sailing-day plan, as introduced in the Northwestern region,

has demonstrated to them that economy in cars also produces

creater regularity and promptness. This engages their mter-

est and their co-operation. On June 6, previous to the in-

auguration of the scheme, a shipment of two crates of drugs

left Chicago at 11:30 p. m. and arrived at Ossian, Iowa at

nine on the third morning. Under the present schedule

Mmilar shipments leave Chicago at 11 :.?0 p. m. and arrive

at Ossian at nine on the second morning, saving 24 hours.

Formerly shipments were transferred at Dubuque, Iowa,

transfer Now thev are loaded in a direct peddler car at

Chicago, breaking bulk at Giard, Iowa, and peddling be-

yond that point. Innumerable instances of this kind could

be cited The committee has rearranged the loading from

Wisconsin points throuah Milwaukee in both directions, cut-

tin" out the transfer at that point by establishing sailing days

at Waukc^an 111.; Kenosha, Wis.; Racine, Sheboygan, Mani-

towoc Fon du Lac and Winona, Minn., Minnesota transfer;

Eau Claire, Wis., and one or two other points. Practically

80 per cent of the merchandise formerly transferred at Mil-

waukee is now being loaded through in peddler cars.

Milwaukee formerly transferred 75 cars a day; now about

1 ; and the committee is confident that a further reduction

can be made. Between some points the new arrangement

has caved 48 hours.
r •

i .i i

Theoretically it mav seem possible to get freight throttgh

a big terminal' transfer without loss of time; but, practically,

the switching of cars through a congested terminal, moving

them to freight houses, etc., is subject to many delays.

The sailing-day plan promotes regularity of movement

Sailin" days are established only after a careful study of

the volume of traffic, thereby insuring full tonnage on the

days designated. Cars are never held back for additional

tonnage. At Green Bay, Wis., transfer in September of last

year, when 1,195 cars were loaded, no less than 283 were

set back for additional tonnage. In the same month of this

year 1,090 cars were loaded, and not one was set back.

The improvement in ser\-ice rendered under the plan is

beginning to make an impression on the shipping public, and

already a considerable number of letters have been received

from shippers and consignees commending the new scheme.

A typical letter says: "The sailing-day plan of handling

freight is very satisfacton,- to us and meets with our ap-

proval, for the reason that orders come to us more regularly.

This gives us a chance to put up our goods in better shape

and get them to our customers in better condition."'

The sailing-day committee in the Northwestern region was

appointed last summer. At the present time practically every

principal station in the region is sending cars to specific

points on specific days. Cars earning from two to three tons

are now rare; the rule is full tonnage at regular daily, semi-

weekly or tri-weekly intervals. The saving in cars in the

Northwestern region at the present time amounts to over

20,000 a month, an economy which is reflected, of course,

in a larger available supply of cars for other purposes. At

Green Bay transfer the average loading per car in September.

1917, was 11,820 pounds; this year 15,930 poiinds, an in-

crease of 4,110 pounds. Last year 1,195 cars were loaded.

this year 1,090, a reduction of 105 cars. It is e.\pected that

some of the transfer stations can be discontinued.

The sailing-day scheme is resulting in a decrease in the

loss and damage to merchandise, according to claim depart-

ments of railroads in the region. At all of the principal

stations in the region freight has been concentrated on one.

two or more lines making the loading of through cars pos-

sible, whereas under the old system several transfers were

necessary. Obviously, the fewer the transfers the less the

damage resulting. The plan now includes the operation of

pick-up cars on certain days, increasing the percentage of

loaded cars in local trains.

The concentration at certain centers of freight destined to

points in the East, thereby making possible through cars to

Buffalo, Cleveland, New York, etc., has reduced the conges-

tion at Chicago and other gateways, has e.xpedited the move-

ment of freight, and has helped to get rid of the embargoes

on merchandise that formerly existed in Eastern tcrritor)-.

In all of the details it has been the aim of tlie Railroad Ad-

ministration to operate the plan for the best convenience of

the shijiping public. At Chicago, the largest tenninal in the

region, with a large number of receiving and transfer stations,

the sailing-day plan, under the immediate supervision of the

terminal manager, was put into effect only six weeks ago.

Christmas Mail
The division superintendents of the railway mail service, fol-

lowing a conference at Washington, estimate that there will

be 200 carloads or 100.000 sacks of mail arriving at New York

during a 10-day period beginning about November 10. to be sent

to soldiers and sailors who are in Europe or on the seas. It

is expected that the Christmas mail throushout the United

States will break all records, and that the volume of all classes

of mail handled this winter will be greater than ever before.

In previous years it has been possible for the railway mail

service to reduce its force during the summer rhonths, but dur-

ing the past summer it has been necessar>- to greatly increase

the working force over the entire country, due to the increased

volume of mail matter. The winter months are always the

heaviest, but during the past summer the volume of mail han-

dled was greater than last winter, not alone in the eastern

states, where most of the war work is done, but over the entire

country. One superintendent of a division in the .Atlantic coast

states reports an increase of approximately 40 per cent over

last summer.



Recent Locomotives for the French State Railv^ays

Four-Cylinder Compound Pacific Type and Simple Consoli-

dation Type Built in Great Britain

By F. C. Coleman

A CONSIDERABLE number of British built heavy 4-6-2

express passenger locomotives and 2-8-0 freight

locomotives have recently been put into service

on the French State Railways. The passenger locomotives

are four-cylinder compounds of the Pacific type, a class

coupled axle. The valves of the low-pressure cylinders are

flat slides, their location being shown in one of the illustra-

tions. In the case of the low-pressure cylinders, intercepting

valves actuated by hand-operated pneumatic gear are pro-

vided to allow the working of the low-pressure cylinders at

Is'ailways Four-Cylinder Compound Pacific Type Passenger Locomotive

which, according to French notation, which takes account

of axles instead of wheels, is known as the 2-3-1 type.

The high-pressure cylinders are 16 17/32 in. in diameter

and the low-pressure 25 3/16 in. in diameter, the stroke

in both cases being 25 19/32 in. The high-pressure cylin-

ders are outside the frames i)ack of the saddle casting

low speeds with high-pressure steam. The valve gear of both

high and low-pressure cylinders is of the Walschaert type.

The ijearings of the coupled axles are 8.66 in. in diameter,

the length being 9.25 in. in the case of the front axle and
9.45 in. in the case of the .second and third axles. The high-

pressure crank pins have bearings 5.11 in. in diameter by

Consolidation Type Freight Locomotive for the French State Railways

and the connecting rods drive on the second coupled axle.

These cylinders an' provided witli piston valves and with
a by-pass which is actuated by pneumatic gear coupled
to the throttle handle. The low-pressure cylinders are inside

the frames and their connecting rods drive on to the front

5.51 in. long, while the cranks of the crank axle on which
the low-pressure pistons act have bearings 9.05 in. in diam-
eter with a length of 5.51 in. The boiler has a barrel 5 ft.

9'4 in. in diameter outside at the back ring, while the length

between tube plates is 19 ft. 4 5/16 in. The firebox shell is

861
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10 ft. 2 in. long at the bottom, 3 ft. 11 3/8 in. wide at the

front end where it has to pa.ss between the frames, and 6 ft.

10 5/8 in, at tlic back. The roof of the lirebox .<hell is of

the round top pattern and is directly .stayed to the crown of

the inside fircixxx by screwed stays. The inner firebox is ol'

copper and tlie stays are also of copper, except above the

brick arch, where they are of a manganese alloy. The boiler

tubes are of solid drawn steel. The grate is of the finger-bar,

rocking type, with a drop section at the front end. The en-

gine is iitted with a top header .superheater which has 24

elements and is fitted with a Foumier pyrometer.

Ihe general fittings of the engine include Lethuiller-Pinel

safety valves, Detroit sight-feed lubricator and Flaman
speed indicators. The front and rear drivers are fitted with

a Leach pneumatic sander, while a hand sander is provided

for the centre pair of drivers. A train-heating apjjaratus

of the combined steam and compressed air type is included

in the fittings. The buffing gear between the engine and
tender is of the Roy type, this being also used in the case

of the freiglit locomotive.

The bearing springs are under-hung, and compensating

beams are provided between the coupled axles and between

the rear axle and the trailing truck. The tender has a tank

capacity of 5,400 gal., and carries 6.6 tons of coal.

With an effective pressure per sq. in. on the pistons equal

to 50 per cent of the boiler pressure, the engine can exert a

tractive effort of 20,760 lb. The boiler pressure is 227 1!j.

per sq. in.

The freight locomotives are each of the simple two-cylinder

Con.solidation type (1-4-0 ijy French notation), having out-

side cylinders 23^ in. in diameter by 25 9/16 in. stroke, the

connecting rods being coupled to the third pair of driver>.

The cylinders are fitted with piston valves and are provided

with a by-pass which is operated by a pneumatic q,'linder

and directly controlled b)' tlie throttle handle. The piston

rods and tail rods are fitted with United States air-cooled

packings, and the valve gear, as in the passenger engines, is

of the Walschaert type.

The truck is of the Zara type, the framing or cradle Ijeing

pivoted at its rear end on the transverse equalizing spring

of the leading drivers. The weight carried by the truck is

to the leading pair of drivers. The springs of the truck

are arranged above the journal boxes, as is also the trans-

verse spring of the leading drivers previously referred to.

The remaining springs are under-liung, and they are equal-

Interior View of the Cab of the Pacific Type Locomotive

ized tliroughout. The coupled axles have bearings 8.26 in.

in diameter by 9.84 in. long, while the bearings of the truck

axle are 5.7 in. in diameter by 10.23 in. long. The journal

One of the Pacific Type Locomotives in Process of Construction, Showing the Location of the Low Pressure Valve in the
Cylinder Saddle

taken by swing links on the cradle at a point between the

leading driving axle and the truck axle, the effect being that

a lateral movement of .43 in. is allowed in each direction

b(i.\e> are fitted with I'erfection j lacking, a mixture of woolen
waste, hair and asbestos. The main crank-pin bearings
are 5.7 in. in diameter bv 6.69 in. long.
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The boiler has a barrel 5 ft. 7% in. in diameter inside

at the front end, and 14 ft. 9J4 in- long between tube plates.

The firebox .shell is 10 ft. 10 in. long outside at the bottom

and 3 ft. 11 '4 'n. wide. As in the case of the passenger

engine, the firebox shell is of the round top typ)e, the inside

firebox is of copper, and the tubes are of steel, solid drawn.

The boiler is fitted with the Robinson superheater.

These freight locomotives are capable of exerting a trac-

tive effort of 14.125 kilos (31,140 lb.) when working with a

mean effective pressure on the pistons e([ual to 75 per cent

of the boiler pressure, which is 170 lb. per sq. in. Both

t)pes were constructed by the North British LcKomotive Com-
pany, Limited, of Glasgow, Scotland.

The more important data relative to both the passenger

and freight locomotives is given in the following table:

General Data

4-6-2 2-8-0

Gage 4 ft. 8.6 in. 4 ft. 8.6 in.

Service I^assenger Freight
Fuel Bit. coal Bit. coal

•Inactive effort" 25.800 11). 35.250 11..

Weight in working order 212,800 lb. 165.400 11..

Weight on drivers 127,100 lb. 145,500 11.,

Weight on leading truck. 49.600 lb. 19.9i;0 lb.

Weight on trailing truck 36,100 lb.

Weight of eneine and ten-

der in working order.. 328,600 lb. 264.700 lb.

Wheel base, driving 1.1 ft. 5 7/16 in. 16 ft. 8 13/16 in.

Wheel base, total. .'.i ft. 9 3/16 in. 24 ft. 1 1 ki in.

Wheel base, engine and
tender 64 ft. 3.>^ in. S3 ft. 7 J4 in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers H-

tractive effort 4.9 4.1

Total weight -r- tractive

effort 8.2 4.7

Tractive effort X diam.
drivers -^ equivalent
heating mrfacet 596.2 826.7

Equivalent heating sur-

facet -T- grate area... 72.1 71.7

Firebox heating surface
~- equivalent heating
surface. t per cent 5.4 7.5

Weight on driver -r-

equivalent heating sur-

facet 4S.4 60.2

Total weight ~ equiva-
lent heating surface! .

.

65.9 68.4
Volume both cylinders

(equivalent simple) ... 7.4 cu. ft. i2.6 cu. ft.

Equivalent heatitig sur-

facet -i- vol. cylinders. 448.2 192.3
Grat area -r- vol. cylin-
ders 6.2 2.7

Cylinders

Kind Compound Simple
Diameter and stroke 16 17/32 in. and 25 3/16 - = - in. by 25 9/J6i».

in. by 25 19/32 in.

Valves

Kind H. P., Piston; Piston
L. P.. SUOe

IVheels

Driving, diameter over
tires 76H in. =6 11/16 in.

Driving journals, front,

diameter and length... 8 21/32 in. by 9'A in. SJ4 in. by 9 13/16 in.

Driving journals, others,
diameter and length.. . 8 21/32 in. by 9 7/16 in. i^yi in. by 9 13/16 in.

Engine truck wheels, di-

ameter 37 13/16 in. 33;^ in.

Trailing truck wheels, di-

ameter ASH in.

Boiler

Style Straight top Straight top
Working pressure ...... 227 lb. per sq. in. 170 lb. per s<|. in.

Outside diameter of tirst

ring 66'A in. 68 13/16 in

Tubes and flues, length.. 19 ft. 4 5/16 in. 34 ft. 9 3/16 n..

Heating surface, tubes
and flues 2,105 sq. ft. 1,647 sq. ft.

Heating surface, (irebox.. 177 sq. ft. 182 sq. ft

Heating surf.ice, total ..

.

2,282 sq. ft. 1.829 sq. ft.

Superheater heating sur-

face 683 sq. ft. 393 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating sur-

facet 3,307 sq. ft. 2,418 sq. ft.

Grate area 45.9 sq. ft. 34 sq. ft.

Tender

Tank Water bottom Water bottom
Weight 115,800 1b. 99.300 1b.

Wheels, diameter 37 13/16 in. <7 13/16 in.

Water capacity 5,400 gal. 4.750 gal.

Coal capacity 6.6 tons 5.5 tons

* Calculated in accordance with American practice.

t Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heatnjL- *iirface + 1.5

times the superheating surface.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Effects of the Signing of the Armistice; the Railroads in

Congress; New Wage Orders

THE first effect on the railroads of the cessation of hostili-

ties will be felt in some reduction of the pressure for

rush transportation. One of the first acts of the gov-

ernment after the signing of the armistice was to cancel out-

standing draft calls, which together with a reduction of the

number of troops to be sent overseas will bring about a reduc-

tion in the demands on railway facilities for the move-
ment of men and supplies. Activity in the manufacture of

munitions will gradually cease and hundreds of contracts

for army supplies will be cancelled, thereby reducing the

pressure on transportation facilities. The cessation of activi-

ty on war contracts will also release an additional amount
of steel and other materials for railway uses and there will

be no more draft calls to increase the shortage of labor. Reg-
istrants from 37 to 45 years of age will not be classified.

The War Industries Board began on Tuesday a modifica-

tion of the restrictions whereby it has controlled American
industry in the interest of the war program by announcing a

list of commodities in respect to which the curtailment of pro-

duction is modified to pennit the resumption of activities by
42 classes of so-called non-es.sential industries to an extent of

SO per cent of their former activity. This will make possible

a considerable increase in the traffic in these commodities to

take the place of the war commodities as their production is

decreased. The Fuel Administration also ordered removal
of limitations on the use of fuel in the production of build-

ing materials. The order of the War Indu.siries Board also

removed the requirements of permits and licenses froin a

considerable list of construction projects, including all build-

ings, structures, roadways, plant facilities or other construc-

tion projects of every nature what>oever undertaken by tlie

Railroad Administration or by any rail or water transporta-

tion company, organizing or utility, where they are under the

direction of the administration or by the American Railway
Express Company. The priorities division will, so far as

practicable, assist industries in procuring materials, fuel,

transportation and labor to enable thorn to increase their

operations to normal limits as rapidly as conditions may
warrant. Precedence will be given to such activities as will

tend to provide for deferred maintenance, additions, better-

ments and extensions of railroads, telegraph and telephone

lines and other public utilities and to promote and stimulate

intensive development of inland waterways.

It was officially stated at tlie office of the Railroad Admin-
istration that no reductions of the freight and passenger rates

or of wages which have been incre-asetl during tlie period

of the war are to be expected in the immediate future, but

that consideration is being given to the possibility of elim-

inating the extra fare of one-half cent for Pullman pas-

sengers.

The Railroad Administration expects to be able now to

turn its attention toward developing business in order to keep
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up its revenues, instead of turning it away, and an improve-

ment in passenger accommodations is expected. Several ad-

ditional trains have Ijeen put in service recently and this

policy is to be continued. Arrangements have been made to

rare for the usual winter travel to Florida and California.

As far as the railroads themselves are concerned the

(|uestion of their disposition is not immediately pressing

because the federal control law provides a period of 21

months after the peace proclamation. It also provides that

the President may relinquish the roads before that time

but if anything is done toward returning the roads to their

owners it is more likely to come as a result of congres-

sional action. There is a strong tendency in Congress toward

the return of the roads to private management and a move-

ment in that direction will doubtless be started at once if

there is an extra session in the spring and the new Republi-

can Congress takes the floor. This will take the form

of the introduction of bills to repeal the federal control

act. Senator Cummins of Iowa and Representative Esch of

Wisconsin will head the interstate commerce committees of

the two houses under the new line-up and both of them

have serious objections to some of the things done by the

Railroad Administration.

The advocates of government ownership are also expected

to become active shortly, and it is understood that bills have

already been prepared toward this end by Senator Cummins
providing for government ownership, but proposing leasing

to private corporations for operation and by Senator Norris

providing for ownership and operation by a corporation repre-

senting the government.

The convention of the state and federal commissioners

this week also indicated that the temiination of hostilities

abroad is likely to result in the renewal of domestic con-

troversies regarding the railroads and to remove some res-

traint on criticism of the Railroad Administration that have

been withheld during the war.

A bill to amend section 10 of the federal control act

in order to restore to the Interstate Commerce Commission

its former jurisdiction over railroad rates was introduced

in the Senate by Senator Cummins on Monday shortly after

the signing of the armistice terminating the war was an-

nounced. While the act now gives the commission the power

of final review of rates initiated lay the President, the pro-

posed amendment would authorize the commission to suspend

such rates before their effective date.

Weekly Report of Traffic Conditions

The weekly summary of traffic conditions in tlie various

regions made public by Director General McAdoo on Novem-

ber 1.3 continues to reflect generally favorable transportation

conditions in various parts of the country, although the

effect of the influenza epidemic is .still being felt in some

places and shortages of labor and of cars arc reported in

some localities. As the lake season approaches a close,

cross-lake routes are being u.sed for the relief of the Chicago

gateway. ,the coni5olidated ticket office program for the en-

tire eastern region has been completed. The joint use of

the Southern Pacific and Western Pacific tracks in Nevada

has been made effective, using the Western Pacific eastbound

and the Southern Pacific westliound. There has been no

serious complaint of shortage of grain cars excejit in Illinois,

Ohio and Indiana and the Car Service Section is arranging

to provide relief.

Mechanical Committee to Consider Car Designs

The committee on standard appliances for cars and loco-

motives holds its regular monthly meeting at Washington on

•TSlovember 19 and will give attention to the designs for

the 37.S passenger coaches and the 129 combination cars

which it is proposed to order. The drawings for the 60-

foot and 70-foot baggage cars and for the 2.000 hopper

cars for the Virginian arc now in the hand? of the purchas-

inar committee.

Accounting Rules for Water Carriers

Director General McAdtx) has issued General Order No.

52 prescribing rules and regulations for the accounting of

transactions of water carriers under federal control.

Signal Supervisors Classed as Officials

The Railroad Administration announces that Director Gen-
eral McAdoo has decided that signal super\'isors and assistant

signal supervisors shall be considered as officials and that

therefore, their compensation shall be fixed by the director

general on the recommendation of the regional directors.

The director general had previously made a similar decision

as to train despatchers, yardmasters, master carpenters, super-

intendents of bridges and buildings, claim agents and other

classes of supervising officials, and in many cases increases

in salaries have been made by the action of the regional

directors and federal managers with the approval of the

director general. Such a decision by the director general re-

moves consideration of the salaries of such supervising

officials from the jurisdiction of the Board of Wages and
Working Conditions, which makes recommendations to the

director general on employees' wages. Protests were made
bv the Switchmen's Union and the Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen against negotiations by the regional directors

direct with the yardmasters without recognizing the organiza-

tions of which many of them are members.

McAdoo Asks Railroad Men to Support War Work
Campaign

Director General IMc.^doo addressed the following appeal

to tlie American army of railroad men for support of the

United War Work campaign:

"A great united war work campaign will begin on Monday, November
11. to obtain funds which are urgentlj' needed to carry on the beneficent
war work which is being patriotically performed in behalf of our army and
navy by the Young Men's Christian Association. Young Women's Christian

Association, National Catholic War Council, Jewish Welfare Board. War
Camp Community Service. American Library Association and Salvation

Army.
"The workers of these organizations have gone to the front and shared

the dangers and hardships of our soldiers and sailors. Through their tire-

less energy, thoughtfulness and devotion they have carried cheer and
comfort and assistar-ce to our men fighting in the trenches and on the

hiph seas, as well as to those in training camps here and abroad. The
splendid work of these organizations has been officially recognized by the

-American government and they are worthy of the support of every loyal

American. Every individual who can afford to do so ought to give aid

by making the most liberal possible contribution.

"The service that each of these great organizations renders is distinct

in that it has reference to the peculiar needs of those who differ in their

veligious beliefs or preferences, but this is a distinction without a difference

for all seven organizations are inspired by the same ideals of helpfulness

and imbued by a common desire to make the gospel of Faith, Hope and
1 ove a reality to t^'-e men who are fighting for humanity. This unity of

purpose is expressed in the unity of the appeal th.it is now being made to

the people of the t'nited States and I urge th.it every railroad employee
shall respond to it generously and even to the point of foregoing the things

that l:e can do without that those who are away from home and suffering

may he cared for a-d comfort<>d and feel 'hat they are unforgotten while

they are 'Over There,' whether they are fighting or engaged in the work
of recons*ruction that must follow the war."

Data Requested for Maintenance Record

For the pur[)oso of making a record of the amount and

( haracter of maintenance of way work performed on the rail-

roads during federal control and during the three-year period

ending June .^0, 1917, in order to comply with the provisions

of the federal control law requiring that the railroads be

returned to their owners in substantially as good condition a?

when they were taken, the Division of Operation has issued

circular No. 22 directing the roads to send to C. A. Morse.

assistant director of the division in charge of engineering and
maintenance, the following information, not later than Decem-
ber M, 1918, as to each property for the fiscal years ended

lune .SO, 1915, 1916 and 1917, and also the calendar vear

1918:

1 . Xamr of corporate comppnies, comprising "iach property, that make
separate annual reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission, with their

principal rern-'ni limit* and total miles of road.
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2. List of operating divisions sejiarated as between main and branch

line mileage and side track mileage. Where there is more than a single

main or branch line main track, mileage should he given separately for

each additional main track. The termini limits of the main lines should be

stated. If a division includes portions of two or more corporate companies,

inforriiation should be flivided to cover each corporation.

3. Gross ton-mile freight traffic and car-mile passenger traffic, by

divisions, divided into main and branch line traffic, to be given separately

for each of the four years.

4. Division charts to be furnished for main and branch lines showing

rail in each main track December 31, 1917, with year laid, kind, section,

weight per yard, and whether new or relayers when laid. Charts should

be 8 by MM in., or multiples for folding to that size, with 1 in. on left

side for binding.

5. Division charts to be furnished for main and branch lines showing
ballast in each main track Pecember 31, 1917, with kind and depth of

ballast. Charts should be 8 by lO'-J in., or multiples for folding to that

siie, with ) in. on left fide for binding.

6. Hov many cubic yards of ballast of each kind inserted on each

division during each of the tour years, divided as between that charged

to additions and betterments and that charged to maintenance, separated

as follows:

Ma
h. branch lines.

c. .Sidings.

7. A. How many cross ties were inserted on each division during
each of the four years seiiarated into kinds of wood, sizes, treated and
untreated, divided as follows;

a. Main lines.

b. Branch lines.

<-. Sidings.

rf. New work.
B. Mow many feet B. M. switch ties were inserted on each division dur-

ing each cf the four years separated into kinds of wood, treated and
untreated, divided as follows:

a. Main lines.

b. Branch lines.

c. Sidings.

d. New work.
C. How many tie plates were inserted on each division during each of

the four years, divided as follows:

a. Main lines.

b. Branch lines.

c. Sidings.

d. New work.
n. How many anti-creepers were inserted on each division during each

of the four years, divided as follows:
a. Main lines.

b. Branch lines.

c. New work.

8. All information to be furnished on paper 8 by lO'j in., using separate

sheets for answering each of the questions, and the data for each railroad
to be bound together with suitable paper covers with name of road, etc.,

on front and hound on 10'5-in. side.

Repairs to Refrigerator Cars

The mechanical department of the United States Railroad

Administration has issued Circular No. 7 covering repairs

to refrigerator cars. This circular requires that refrigerator

cars having trucks of 60,000 lb. capacity or over will, when
receiving general repairs or being rebuilt, be made to con-

form to the United States standard refrigerator car require-

ments. This affects the general arrangement, ice box, hatch

arrangement, well trap, drain pipe, floor and walls, floor

racks and doors, fastenings and cushions.

Van Dycks of the prints covering these requirements will

be furnished each railroad on application to Frank McMa-
namy, assistant director. Division of Operation. The rail-

roads are also requested to send blue prints of cars which do
not meet the specifications of the mechanical department,

with the following information

:

(a) Number of cars owned that will need to be changed to meet the

requirements.
(b) Estimated cost of making the changes.

(c1 Location of shops where cars will receive such changes.

(d) Number of cars that can be changed monthly at each shop.'

(e) Number of cars that can be changed in all shops per month.
(f) Length of time that it will require to make changes on all cars owned.

All railroads owning refrigerator cars are requested to

arrange immediately to apply floor racks in accordance with

the standard specifications, where they have not already been

so equipped. It is requested that a monthly report be fur-

nished the general supervisor of car repairs at Washington,

showing the number of cars equipped with floor racks, those

equipped with similar racks and the number remaining to

be equipped.

Bad-Order Car Situation

As a continuation of the weekly statement of car condi-

tion reports published in the Railway Age of October 25,

page 748, the following three weeks' report is given, together

with the percentage of bad order cars by regions, for four

weeks ending October 12. It will be noticed that the per-

centage of bad order cars for all the roads under the juris-

diction of the Railroad Administration has been reduced

to 5.8. For the week ending July 27 the percentage of bad

order cars was 7.1. This shows a marked decrease and

indicates an improvement which is particularly desired at

this time.
Car Condition Reports

Sept. 28 Oct. 5 Oct. 12

Number of roads represented 137 140 139
Total revenue cars 2,484.491 2,492,862 2,448,437
Bad order cars 149,520 145.686 142,965

Heavy repairs 89,357 85.776 84,308
Light repairs 60.163 59.910 58.657

Percentage of bad order cars 6.0 5.8 5.8

.\verage bad order cars repaired per work-
ing day 97.863 94,840 92,583

Ileavv repairs 10.737 10,203 9,922
Light' repairs 87.126 84,637 82,661

Number of cars transferred to other shops. . 3.780 4,845 4,947
Number of employees 145,328 145,242 143,902

Percentage of Bad Order Cars by Regions

Oct. 12 Oct. 5 Sept. 28 Sept. 21

Eastern 6.3 6.4 6.7 7.0

Allegheny 7.1 6.7 7.0 7.1

Pocahontas 6.1 5.5 5.3 5.4

Southern 5.1 5.0 5.1 5.1

Central Western 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2

Southwestern 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.2

Northwestern 5.8 6.3 6.5 6.6

All regions 5.8 5.8 6.0 6.2

Locomotives to Be Stored at Strategic Points

In order to provide a reserve of power in the congested

districts in the eastern section of the country the Railroad

Administration has arranged to store 50 of the new standard

locomotives at Potomac yards, ju.st outside of Washington,

D. C, and 110 in the vicinity of Cleveland, Ohio. It is the

aim of the administration to hold these locomotives to clear

up any blockades that may occur during the winter.

McAdoo Not Moved by Strike Threat

Threats of representatives of the Order of Railroad Teleg-

raphers in the South to call a strike unless their request for

additional increases in wages was passed upon by Thurs-

day of this week, elicited from Director General McAdoo
the following statement to railroad telegraphers:

I regret to learn that efforts are being made by some persons to induce

telegraphers in the railroad service of the United States in certain sections

of the country to strike on the fourteenth of November undess the

director general makes a decision before that date on the request of the

telegraphers for increased wages. 1 cannot believe that genuinely patriotic

men will listen for a moment to advice from anyone to strike against

the government of the United States. All employees of the railroads are

now in the service of the government and never in the history of the

United Stctes have its employees struck against their government. It is

impossible for the director general to render a decision on the telegraphers'

claims on or before November 14. The case is under consideration and will

be decided at the earliest possible moment. A grave mistake will be made
if any body of employees should quit their posts. It is just as essential

now to keep a continuous flow of supidies to our soldiers and sailors in

France as it was while the war was actually raging. I earnestly request

each patriotic employee to remember his duty to l;is government and to

remain at his post and await with confidence the action of the director

general which will be taken at the earliest possible moment. In this hour
of glorious triumph for world democracy let us not fail to do our part

by standing to our posts as our soldiers and sailors have so gallantly

stood to theirs.

The petition of the telegraphers for further increases in

addition to those granted by General Order No. 27 was
considered by the Board of Wages and Working Conditions,

and its recommendations are before the director general for

a decision.

Other Wage Controversies Settled

In General Order No. 5.i the director general approves

an understanding reached between the regional directors and
the officers of the organizations of telegraphers, switchmen,

clerks and maintenance of way employees providing for the

organization of Board of Adjustment No. .^ to adjust con-
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troversies growing out of the interpretation or application

of wage schedules .similar to Boards No. 1 and No. 2 pre-

viously organized.

The director general has issued General Order No. 54 pro-

viding a method of settling disputes between the express

company and its employees involving questions other than

wages and working conditions which are to be referred to

tile Board of Wages and Working Conditions. In case an

agreement is not reached with the officers of the company in

the usual way the cases shall be transmitted to the director

of tlie Division of Labor. This arises from a strike of some

600 express employees on a question of jurisdiction.

The threatened strike of telegraph operators in the south-

east ordered for Thursday unless an order for increases in

wages was forthcoming was called off after receiving a state-

ment from Director General McAdoo saying that the order

would not be issued by that time.

More Compensation Contracts Ready

Compensation contracts between the Railroad Administra-

tion and the Baltimore & Ohio and Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe are nearly ready for signature by the director gen-

eral and the first of the contracts with the short line roads

also is expected to be signed this week.

Orders Issued by the Regional Directors

A Wide Variety of Subjects Are Considered Involving

Many Phases of Operation

MAINTENANCE OF AlK liRAKE APPARATUS. Order 500-

62A225 of the Eastern regional director invites

special attention to the need of following up the

observance of M.C.B. Rule No. 60, relative to the main-

tenance of triple valves and air brake equipment.

Dining Car Rates for Postal Clerks.—Ovder 200-4-69A2 24

of the Eastern regional director states that the uniform

charge of half rate for trainmen and Pullman employees in

dining cars should include Railroad Postal Clerks engaged

in service on the trains to which dining cars are attached.

Discontinuance of Mileage Charge for Electric Car-Light-

ing Equipment.—Order S00-60A218 of the Eastern regional

director refers to M,(^B. Rule 10, code of passenger car

rules, which covers charges for electric car-lighting equip-

ment. As between roads under federal control, the payment

of such charges has ijeen discontinued by Section 1, Item 1

of General Order No. .U from the Director General.

Employment of Women for Calling Train and Engine

Crews.—Order 3000-441 of the Eastern regional director

states that there has jjeen some complaint about tlie use of

women for calling train and engine crews. The service

requires that the caller must find the train or engine man

for whom he is looking, who is often asleep either at his

home, hotel, Ijoarding-house or caboose, where he rnust be

awakened and his signature secured as acknowledging the

call. The service is, therefore, considered as unsuitable for

women and th.ey should not 'in any case be so em])lo\ed.

Nine Hour Day for Maintenance of Way Forces.—In

Order 113 the Southwestern regional director announces that

maintenance of way forces, including sections and extra

gangs, the bridge and building department, and other depart-

ments of the maintenance of wa_\- service will work under a

nine hour day, effective November 11.

Car Supply for Covcrnmeiit Hay.—In Supiilement 1 to

Circular 35, the Northwestern regional director announces

that the orders issued l)y the assistant chief of the Inland

Traffic Service of the war department at Chicago for cars

required for the loading of hay and straw for government

account, will hereafter W sent to the shipper and will be his

authority for ordering cars from the railroad agent for gov-

ernment loading. A copy of each order will continue to be

sent to the transportation officer of the road on which the

cars are to be loaded. Under the previous practice the orders

were sent direct to the railroad agent at the loading point.

Rental for Cars Used in Inter and Intra-plant Switching.—

In Order 114 the Southwestern regional director states that

in a discussion looking to the adoption of a uniform rule

iioverning the u-e of railroad cars by industries in jilant

switching and making a charge therefor, the decision was

reached that while it is improper for a plant to use railroad

equipment for its own intra-plant purposes, the difficulties

of policing where plants perform their own switching are

almost insuperable under present conditions and would be

more expensive than results would justify. Therefore, to

avoid the use of good equipment by plants which are utiliz-

ing railroad equipment freely for intra-plant purposes, rail-

roads are requested to handle the matter with a view of sub-

stituting some equipment of their own or leasing them

equipment of railroad ownership which is unfit for road

service on some reasonable basis.

Yardmasters Wanted for Foreign Service.—In a circular

dated November 2, the Central Western regional director

announces the receipt of a telegram from S. M. Felton,

director general of military railways, calling for 200 yard-

masters and 75 assistant yardmasters for foreign service,

whose rank will be that of 2nd Lieutenant. Candidates

will advise the director general of military- railways, Wash-
ington, direct of their names, occupations, draft status and

the address of their local draft boards.

Movement of Oil.—-In Supplement 4 to Circular 72 the

Northwestern regional director announces that the train-lot

method of handling oil which was first introduced in April,

was adopted by the Chicago & North Western at the Casper

(Wyo. ) oil fields, effective November 11.

Regulations for Movement of Cotton.—In Supplement 2

to Order 82 the Southwestern regional director announces

that the Western Weighing and Inspection Bureau has been

authorized to inspect and check cotton in Arkansas and

Louisiana. The duty of the bureau is to check cotton into

the compresses, certifying to the agents the number of bales

received and examining them for country- damage; to check

outbound compressed cotton for countr)- damage on the same

general lines that govern the Maritime Association at jwrts;

to certify conditions to the agent before bills of lad-'ng can

1)6 signed, enforcing the rule as to minimum loading and

keeping a record of the number of bales topped; and to

maintain a force at ports to check cotton for deliver)- to

steamships against the Maritime Association. The bureau

insjwctor at each jiress will keep in close touch, throueh the

railroad agent, with the amount of cotton for daily delivery

to each press, and will notify superintendents of the rail-

roads as soon as the situation at the press threatens to

become congested, thereby giving the superintendents time

to make their own investigations and to issue embargoes if

necessary.

In order that each agent at a compress )ioint may know
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what cotton is enroute for each press the superintendents
will arrange to notify the agent dail}' of the approximate
number of bales signed for the previous day for delivery to

the press. The expense in Texas and Oklahoma will con-

tinue to be divided between the several roads on the l)asis of

tlie number of bales handled and the bureau is authorized
to assess the new expense in Louisiana and Arkansas on the

same basis.

Shippers' Export Declaration.—In Order 110 the South-
western regional director and in Order 3000-440 the East-

vrn regional director calls attention to recent complaints on
the part of the U. S. Treasury Department to the effect that

the railroads and the American Railway Express are not

complying with the amended regulations regarding shippers"

export declarations, which provide that shippers shall pre-

pare and sign four copies of a declaration if the goods are

destined to foreign ports and two copies if destined to non-
contiguous territories of the United States. Receiving agents

must not accept shipments for export unless the regulations,

referred to, have been complied with.

Disposition of Stored Material.—In Supplement 1 to Cir-

cular 44 the Northwestern regional director requests the roads

under his jurisdiction to report promptly to T. C. Powell,

manager of inland traffic, Washington, D. C, any accumu-
lation of stored freight in warehouses, on tracks, piers, etc..

at ports and interfering with railroad operat'on. It was
recently decided that the responsibility for disposing of the

large quantities of inert stores purchased largely for exjiort.

shall rest upon the Commodity Sections of the War Indus-
tries Board. The co-operation of the railroads in notif\ing

the board of freight which should be disposed of, is there-

fore solicited. Ht'reafter reports will be sent at least monthly
to Mr. Powell, and cojiies of them to the regional director.

Issuanre of Free Trniisportatioii to Direetors and OfHeers

of the Corporations.—Order 1600-1 A229 of the Eastern

regional director quotes from a letter from Director of Opera-
tion Gray to the chief executive officer of each of the corpo-

rations for railroads under federal control, as follows:

With respect to the nuitlcr of railroad transporation for officers of tile

corporation.';: It has been decided that pa.sscs will be issued uiion your
request, for directors and for officers wlio are iissirned to work on the
line, which transportation will be good over the railroad owned by your
company.

,

In addition to this, the chief executive officer will be furnished an
annual pass over a much larger territory, and the vice presidents, where
they devote substantially their entire time to the busi'ness of tile corpora,
tion, will be given transportation Kood over all lines in the region in
which the railroad owned by your company is located.

Issuance of Free Transportation.—Order 1600-1A21S
of the Eastern regional director states that the following de-

cisions have been reached l)y the U. S. Railroad Administra-

tion with respect to the issuance of free transportation

:

It has been decided that the past practice in connection

witii Post Office Commissions shall be continued for the vear

1Q19.

It has been decided that for the year 1919 a certain amount
of annual transportation will lie issued i)y the Railroad .\d-

niinistration good over all lines under federal control within

a designated region. Revision of pass circulars or regula-

tions by individual railroads should provide adequate in-

structions to conductors and others interested in establish-

ment of this plan.

E.vehange of Transportation unih Canadian Railroads.— It

is not the intention to discontinue or curtail the exchange of

transportation with Canadian railroads. It will be jirojier

to exchange trip trans])ortation direct with Canidian rail-

roads; also to request direct such annual transportation as

your officers or em])loyees rec|uire over Canadian roads.

Canad'an railroads, however, will send the'r reouests for

such annual transportaticn as they may need over federal

controlled roads to the Director of the Divis-on of (.)peration

at Washington, who will furnish cue puss to cover each indi-

vidual's requirements.

It has been the custom in the past for railroads to furnish

transportation to mechanical experts inaugurating service

or giving attention to the maintenance and operation of cer-

tain .specialties such as superheaters, electrical headlights,

stokers, air brake equipment, etc. It will be proper for the

federal managers and general managers to continue this prac-
tice, issuing transportation for such limited periods and
covering such territory as may be necessary for these various

exports to carry on their work.

Military Meals on Dining Cars.—Order 1200-4-69A221
of the Eastern regional director quotes from a letter from
Edward Chambers, Director, Division of Traffic, as follows:

At a recent conference with the several military deoartments. an under-
standing was reached whereby the so-called military meal (breakfast, luncheon
and dinnerj would he served at 75 cents per meal, to all officers and
enlisted men in uniform (with the exception noted below), including the
selective draft men wearing arm brassards, whether payment is made
by meal order or by cash.

Exception: There are a number of nurses and enlisted women in the
Army, Naw and Marine Corps, who are not required by military regulations
to wear street uniforms; nevertheless, they have a recognized military
standing and should be accorded the privilege of purchasing military meals
at 75 cents, provided they present for inspection furlough papers or other
official documents cle.irly establishing their military status at time of
entering car.

Menus typical of the meals that will be provided were submitted to,

and received approval of the military authorities.

In order to insure uniformity of service and compliance with the re-

quirements of the .Xrmy and Navy as to the character of the ration, the
Inter-regional Dining (Tar Committee has been directed t« supervise the
installation of this plan.

Fuel Conservation.—Circular of Central Western regional

director dated November 6—same as Circular 128 of the

Southwestern regional director and Order 3000-434 of the

Eastern regional director. See page 826, Railway .\ge of

November 8.

Commissioners Desire Assertion

of Jurisdiction of State Commissions

THE National .'Association of Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners at its session Thursday unanimously went
on record in favor of as.serting the jurisdiction of state

conunissions over intrastate affairs and the early determina-
tion of the future status of railroads, by adoj)ting a resolution,

which called attention to the fact that the war has closed, ex-

pressing the opinion of the association that suital)le action

should be taken by the Director General or the President to

recognize the full and unimpaired authority of the states over

intrastate rates, .service and facilities of carrier properties

under federal control, but that in any event it is the dut}-

of each State (\)mmission to exercise and maintain its con-
stitutional and statutory authority to extend which it may
deem the imblic interest demands, taking into account, as

factors in any detemiination reached, tlie present status of

the railroads and the responsibilities of the treasury and the

desirability of achieving results by friendly co-operation

wherever [lossible. It was also resolved that consideration

ought to be given l)y the President and Congress to legisla-

tion defin 11'^ die future status of the railroads and that the

ii.ssociat'cn i~ emphatically < f the cp'nion that any ]ilan for

future operation of railroads sliculd safeguard the powers
of local tribunals responsible to the people of the several

states with res])ect to matters essentially intrastate in

character.

The Committee on Car Construction of tlie Master Car
Builders' .Association lias sent mit Circular 19 to members
asking for sug:.a:estioiis for the modification of the mct'iods

outlined in Rule 22 of the interchange rules for the splicing

of car sills. Recommendations are to be sent to W. F. Keisel.

.Ir., Pennsylvania Railroad. .-Mtoona. Pa.
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A Scene from El Gran Pacifico Railway in the State of Guerrero. Phot o C* of Pan American L'ni,

Mexico as a Potential Market for Railway Supplies

A Statistical Study of Our Trade in Such Material with That

Country. Prospects for the Future

By Edward Scott Swazey

THE INTEREST OF RAILWAY MEN in the Construction and

reconstruction of Mexico's railways is inevitably

linked up with the restoration of normal business

and investment conditions in that country.

The report on Mexican railways by the Latin-American

Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
published in the Railway Age of August 16, describing the

location and development of the principal roads and assem-

bling some of the scanty data available regarding present

conditions, serves to remind us of the great future market in

j)lay in Mexico's trade and development is absolutely predi-

cated upon a proper understanding of conditions there.

In the railway field ^Mexico now signifies to the investor

the reestablishing of the security of the old capital and the

employment of new capital ; to the manufacturers of supplies

it means the reconstruction of badly damaged lines and
eventually new construction, and the continuing sale of mater-

ials for maintenance; and to the operator Mexico means the

movement by rail of international freight.

In 1912, according to an analysis of the government report

TABLE I.

Railway Matei ials Exported fkom t HE United States to Me xrco, 1910-1917

(Years ending June 30)

Value

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918

1,916,640
412,447

391,148
187,980
170,337

1,838,585
623,159

1,734,717
496,741
119,139

893,758
121,208

651,768
125,004
113,996

551,576
8S,765

462,236
217,3.'l
94,028

101,705
42,300

95,424
169,156
66.700

64,633
45,721

32,192
34,417
31,715

123,652
314,868

72,899
43,736
16,068

72.341
579,993

365,673
46,937
27,316

233 798
t529,767

Passenger and freight cars for steam

For other railways
•

2,698,552

(Not 1

4,812,331 1.905,734

sted separately.)

1,413.936
54.540

399,600
354,570

475,285
30,483

327,518
95,543

198,678
20,819
144,015
44,336

571,223
16,499

168,410
98,229

1.092,260
25,808

409,217
47.971

,

•
•

•

Track material
•

Grand total of items listed

Qoa

2,222,655

'tity

928,829 407,848 854,361 1,575,256 *

1910 1911 1912 ' 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918

67,920
45

20,951

63,812
68

16,125

32,459
15

16,141

19,979
18

13,698
2.812,751
685,594

3,119
5

11,141
1,643.286
419.840

1.874
7

4,215
1,196,589
243,777

3,609
38

2,373
583.859
353,174

1,750
76

3,259
624,931
692,923

4,118
tS6

Car wheels (n'.imber)

Ties (number)
*

• Not given by country in reports

t Figures for steam locomotives
so far issued
inly available for 1918. Electric locomotives repres ented only >mall amounts in previous years.

the country to the south of us. It is not unreasonable that

the recurrent revolutionary troubles (our war-bom, almost

automatic) foreign trade expansion, and of late our own war

activity should have combined to nearly eliminate Mexico

from our usual run of calculations of foreign trade and in-

vestment possibilities. But in looking ahead, and after

reconstruction, the part which we should again be able to

referred to above, $557,000,000, or 60.5 per cent of all capital

invested in Mexican railways was .\merican, this same amount
representing 52.6 per cent of all .\merican capital invested in

Mc.\ico. Wliat this equity is worth now or what it may
come to be worth, it is idle to speculate. If the Mexican gov-

ernment retains control of the lines it may be expected that

the necessity for raising additional funds will cause them to

868
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protect at least the bondholders. If control is restored to

private owners, the question of recompense for damages done

i>ecomes of prime importance.

Although railroad construction in Mexico is far from its

possible state of development, attention for the next several

years must be devoted to the rebuilding and reconstruction

of existing lines, representing a prolmble outlay of over

1911 may be considered as of normal activity, with, for ex-

ample, exports each year of about $2,000,000 worth of rails,

and of locomotives valued at |S00,000. During the next

three years this trade fell off very considerably, though 1916

and 1917 show up somewhat better, as do the two items for

which 1918 figures are available.

These iigures of trade in specific articles are in themselves

/6

/4

CI

s

4

0.

><; >-
\,V--

1910

Average monthly iinports f

13/S June
I9IS

and exports to Mexico for years ending June 30, 1910-1915, and by months for the last three fiscal

United States Trade with Mexico

$50,000,000 (United States gold) on the basis of normal

prices.

Figures to show Mexico's total imports of railway materials

and supplies are not available. Rails and track material, how-
ever, averaged about $4,750,000 for 1910 and 1911, of which

78 per cent came from the United States, 12 per cent from

Great Britain and 7.7 per cent from Gennany. Of the

only roughly indicative of the potential market which we
know exists for these products. To what extent this potential

market can be made real, depends on the general trade con-

ditions, controlled by the status of Mexico's internal affairs

and by the determination of our own traders to make the

most of every possible opening. The best index of these con-

ditions, not biased by any personal beliefs, is an analysis

A Busy Scene at Hermosillo in Sonora

$3,000,000 worth of "railroad cars and coaches'' imported

(the average of the two years) 95.5 per cent came from the

United States.

Our own export figures for the different classes of material

are somewhat more complete for the period from 1910 to

date, although .some items are not in all cases classified .<sep-

arately. Table I shows the value of the United States' exports

to Mexico of rails, locomotives, cars and certain materials, and
with two exceptions the quantities also. The years 1910 and

of the actual volume of trade which has taken place between
the United States and Mexico.

Going back to more or less normal years, it appears that

of Mexico's total imports, averaging about $100,000,000
(U. S. gold) yearly, 58.7 per cent came from the United
States in the five-year period 1904-08, dropping to 54.9 per

cent for the next five years. Great Britain's corresponding

percentages were 11.8 per cent and 12.1 per cent, with Ger-
many's increasing from 9.4 per cent to 11.9 per cent. Of the
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exports from Mexico, those to the United States increased

from 70.0 per cent (1904-8) to 75.9 per cent (1909-13),

Great Britain taking 11.8 pK;r cent and 11.5 per cent, and

Germany dropping from 7.6 per cent to 4.1 per cent. With

Germany's trade disorganized after the war, we should con-

trol 65 to 70 per cent of Mexico's imports—and these imports

should increase greatly with any betterment in the economic

conditions of the people—and we should take in return about

80 per cent of Mexico's exportable products.

Table II shows this Mexican trade from our own view-

point—that is, in relation to the total United States foreign

trade. Though our imports from Mexico have Ijeen only

from 3.6 per cent to 4.8 per cent of our total, and our ex-

ports to Mexico an even smaller proportion (the proportion

itself dropping because of the great \var increase in our

foreign sales), the aggregate amounts are very appreciable.*

TABLE 11

United St.\tes Trade with Mexico

(Millions of Dollars )

U. S.

Years Total U.S. Total imports
V. S. exports to Ratio. U.S. from Ratio,

June 30 exports Mexico pe r cent imports per cent

190S .... 1.860.8 55.5 2.9 1,194.3 46.9 3.9

1909 .... 1,663.0 49.8 2.9 1,311.9 47.7 3.6

1910 1,745.0 58.2 3.3 1,556.9 58.8 3.7

. . 2,049.3 61.2
52.8

2.9

2.3

1,527.2
1,653.3

57.4
65.9

3.7

1912 2,204.3 3.9

1913 2 465.9 54.4 2.2 1,813.0 77.5 4.3

191"; .... 2,3^4.6 38.7 1.6 1,893.9 92.7 4:8

1915 2.768.6 34.2 1.2 1,674.1 77.6 4.6

1916 4.333.5 47.9
79.0

1.1

1.2

2,197.9
2,659.4

97.7
112.1

4.4

1917 6,290.0 4.2

1918 5,928.3 1P6.9 l.S 3,946.1 140.S 4.S

It is interesting to note that although we have been inclined

to consider that conditions in Mexico during the last three

years have continued to l>e hopelessly chaotic, and though

the difficulties in the way of doing business have been and

are severe, the actual value of our exports in 1917 passed the

high pre-revolutionan,- figure and during the year just ended

this value is nearly double the normal. Even considering

the higher prices of all articles, it can l)e said that the volume

of our old export trade has practically been restored.

On the Line of the Tropic of Cancer

The accompanying chart shows the way in which this

trade has varied from month to pionth during the last threi

vears, the very distinct upward tendency in our export-

having been checked chiefly by our own export restriction.-.

The Mexico of the next fifty years at least must be

dependent upon foreign capital if she is to attain any worth-

while development, and she must make it safe for that capital

if it is to be obtained. Capital will probably be scarce

after the war, and in particular those Kuroi>ean countries

which have in the past financed the development of tlie

newer countries, will be largely engaged at home. Mexico

cannot therefore afford to continue to antagonize the United

•Our exports to Mexico averaged $56,000,000 lUiring 1908-1911, Jropping
to a low of $34,000,000 in 1913. while onr imports for these years have
increased nt a fairly regular rate from $47,000,000 to $98,000,000 in 1910
ai'd $;41,iH)0.000 in the year ending last June.

State.- and to make it unsafe for the inv^-tl>r^ of ihi- country

to co-operate with her in her upbuilding. Whether Carrania
will come to understand this, whether he will gradually

become jjowerful enough to exercise the necessary control

over the outlying sections of the country, or even to maintain
the present extent of his control, is still to be seen. Certain

it is that his course of action will be largely determined by
our aijility to counteract the pro-Germanism so deeply im-
bedded there. Much will be accomplished along this line

by the definite defeat of Germany in the world war. It can
hardly l)e believed that the Mexicans have any great love

for Germany or things German. It is rather to be suppiosed

that the desire has been to land on the winning side, and
if tile Mexicans have been deluded into believing that most

The Constitucionalist Railway Station at Queretaro

of Texas and New Mexico can be theirs if only they bother

us .sufficiently, they are to l>e pitied for their ignorance, and
educated out of it. Pro-German rumor flies fast enough
even in the United States, among those who read and are

more or less accustomed to thinking for themselves.

The problem is as much ours as theirs. Where cmr

capital and our enterprise properly applied can help to

develop Mexico to her proper status among nations, it can

also bring us our returns in increased markets for our prod-

ucts, in direct interest return, and in more complete Pan-
.\merican unity.

Certain it is that we must have Mexico's own best interests

at heart actually and sincerely, and that we must endeavor
to make them understand this. What diplomacy can do we
may hope will be done; but for tangible results in tlie per-

sonal. as distinct from governmental sphere, we must de-

jiend on the pioneer trader to reblaze the old trails and
re-establish confidence in us.

,<;, Or..ia! Pi'clos. CofyrishI by Vn^nzvcod & Underwood. N. Y.

The Station at Peronne as the Germans Left It



General News Department

Employees* Magazines, published by railroads for their

employees, are to be delivered to all employees at the time
wlien they are paid their monthly or semi-monthly wages.
This is in accordance with a recent order of the director

general.

Permission to lay tracks to connect with coal mines will

no longer be granted by the Fuel Administration; announce-
ment is made that applications will no longer be received at

Washington, but should be made direct to the local railroad

officers, as before the war.

The Alaska (Government) Railway is now completed for

211 miles from Seward, the gap of 15 miles along Turnagain
Arm having recently been closed. The first train through to

Anchorage carried Hon. Thomas Riggs, Jr., former member
of the Alaskan Engineering Commission, and now territorial

governor of Alaska.

A final order of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
establisliing zones for standard time is expected to be issued

shortly; it is understood that the final order represents little

change from the form of tentative report issued several weeks
ago, because no objection was made at the hearing before

the commission on the tentative report.

One thousand dollars was the fine imposed on one of the

Zl dining car employees recently arrested for fraud or em-
bezzlement, on complaints made by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, and some of whom have been
under trial at Boston. The largest fine was imposed on the

man who had counterfeit meal checks printed. A tmmber of

waiters were fined $300 each. Thirty-two other men are to

be tried in December.

Intensive car loading on the Big Four (tlie Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) in the month of July last ef-

fected a saving of 24 per cent in the number of cars used for

1. c. 1. freight. The amount of freight loaded, 105,419 tons,

was about 16 per cent less than in the same month of last

year, while the number of cars used, 11,093. was 36 per cent

less than in 1917. The average loading per car this year was.

19,006 lb., as compared with 14,445 lb. in 1917.

The spontaneous "peace holidays" of November 7 and No-
vember 11. wliich were rclcbrated in Chicago as everywhere
else, seem to have resulted in a serious accumulation of live

stock at the Union Stock Yards; and the directors of the

Central Western and the Northwestern regions found it

necessary to put embargoes on the shipment of animals to

Chicago for 48 liours, be.ginning at midnight Noveml)er 12.

Extensive arran.gements had to be made t" feed and water
tlie stock whicli was stopped in transit.

Five hundred houses are needed at Cumberland, Md., to

provide homes for 1,500 men who are expected to move to

that city during the first three months of the next year to

work in the new shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, now under
construction; and the Chamber of Commerce of Cumberland
is looking for capitalists to provide the needed money. The
railroad company has put up to the Cliamher of Commerce
the question of providing for this increased population, and
the real estate and banking interests of the city thus far

have not been able to meet the situation. The bankers say
that their resources have all been taken up by Liberty Bonds
and other investments made necessary by the war.

"Track Inspection" of grain, with some innovations, is

again being tried by the Illinois State Grain Inspection De-
partment at Clyde (Chicago), on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, and if found successful will he put into effect on
other roads. Moisture testing machiTics have been placed

in the switching yard, with a deputy inspector in charge, and

the grain is being inspected, tested and split there so that

samples can be delivered direct to the board of trade as soon

as the cars arrive. It is believed that this method will result in

a saving of one or two hours. In the event of a great rush

of grain, moisture testing machines in the city offices of the

grain inspection department will take care of the overflow.

Enormous Shipments to Gen. Pershing

.V press despatch from Tours, France, says that the ton-

nage discharged at the nine .American base ports in France

in October by the service of supply with the American Ex-
peditionary Forces increased nearly 20 per cent as compared
with the previous month. The total was more than 919,000

tons, as compared with 767,000 in September. An average

of 7,020 soldiers were landed daily in October. Our Yankees
assembled and placed in service 150 French and Belgrian

locomotives, 2,546 freight cars, and 1,262 American locomo-
tives. Nearly 13.000 -American freight cars are now being

operated by the Service of Supply. .American engineers re-

paired in October over 300 French locomotives and 1,000

cars.

The Post Office and the Railways

Under Federal Control

Slason Thompson, of the Bureau of Railway News and
Statistics, Chicago, calls the attention of Director General
McAdoo to the fact that the announcement made recently

by the Post Office Department concerning the great volume
of mail carried during the summer months does not seem to

correspond with the statement of railroad companies, re-

ceipts as published by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
One mail superintendent reports an increase of about 40 per
cent of mail handled during the past summer over 1917; and
at the Pennsylvania Terminal, New York City, the weekly
increases in parcel post packages have been 160 per cent, 274
per cent, 233 per cent and such like figures. Now. says Mr.
Thompson, the income account for class 1 roads, for the
months when these rate increases were recorded, show as
follows:

Karnisc.s fro.m Transportation of Mail

1918 1917

February $8,949,646 $10,634,687

May 4,562.564 4.994.881

Ausust 4.474.82J 4.830.148

Total, three months $17,987,032 $20,459,716

Eicht months' avcrSRC '.n .\iit!it=t 31 36.024..17S 40.331.83B

Railway Fire Protective Association

The annual meeting of the Railway Fire Protection .Associa-

tion, which was recently postponed on account of the influenza

epidemic, will he held in Chicago on Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday. December 3, 4 and 5.

Chicago Car Foremen's Association

At the annual meeting of the Car I'oremen's Association

of Chicago, held at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago, on Novem-
ber 11. the following officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President. E. C. Chenoweth. mechanical engineer,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; first vice-president, M. F.

Covert, Standard Car Construction Company; second vice-

president, James Reed, assistant master car builder. New
York Central; treasurer, F. C. Schultz, chief interchange

inspector: secretary. .Aaron Kline. 841 Lawlor avennc.

Chicago.
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Railroad Men Handle 14-Inch

Guns on Railway Mountings

Lieutenant-Commander D. C. Buell, of tlie United States

Navy, well known to railroad men as director of the Railway

Educational Bureau, of Omaha, Neb., has just returned from

an interesting expedition to France where he had charge of

the erection and putting into service of a mobile battery of

14-inch naval guns on railway mounting. This battery has

been in active operation on railway lines at the front and has

wrought considerable destruction back of the German lines,

as described in a statement, authorized by the Secretary of

the Navy, published in the Railway Age of November 7.

Lieutenant-Commander Buell has been connected with the

Bureau of Ordnance of the Navy since last February. He
was in Washington to offer his services in connection with

the fuel conservation campaign when he happened to hear

that a railroad man was needed to supervise the construction

and later the erection of the mounting and equipment for

the big guns. Within a few hours he had enrolled in the

navy as a lieutenant and he was allowed four days in which
to arrange his business affairs at Omaha before reporting at

the Baldwin Locomotive Works at Philadelphia. He was
later promoted to lieutenant commander, in recognition of

his services in expediting the work; and he was sent to

France, with 200 railroad men, whom he selected from among
the enlisted men at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station,

to mount the guns, make up the trains of cars which accom-
pany them, and organize the forces. This work was done at

the locomotive erection shop operated by the Nineteenth
Engineers (Railway).

Marked Increase in Passenger Traffic in August

According to statistics for the month of August. 1918,

compiled by the Operating Statistics Section of the United
States Railroad Administration, the railroads under federal

control showed an increase of 11.6 per cent in passenger
miles over the same month in 1917. All of the regions
showed increases except the Northwestern territory, which
showed a decrease of 6.8 per cent. Data are missing for a

number of Class I roads appended to the table. According
to the statement, the Boston & Maine is the only one of

these lines which lost in passenger business. The decrease
which it showed would reduce the percentage of increase for

the New England district.

Passengers Carried One Mile On Federal-Controlled Lines

Passenger Miles

(Thousands) Increase

Miles August, August, Per
Region operated 1916 1917 Amount cent

Eastern

—

New England District 4,286 234,388 218,001 16,386 7.5

Central District 20,274 619,028 570.190 40,637 8.6

Ohio-Indiana District 15,866 293.682 282,176 11,856 4.1

Total, Eastern Region... 38,426 1,147,098 1,070,367 76,730 7.1

Allegheny Region 12,549 791,112 709,142 81,970 11.6

Pocahontas Region 4,290 89,875 70,385 19.470 27.7

Southern Region 37,002 598,427 447,121 151.306 33.8

Northwestern Region 46,632 450,519 483,628 d 33,109 d 6.8

Central Western 49,886 765,361 698,811 56,551 9.5

Southwestern Region 26,889 314.266 243.707 70,565 29.0

All Regions 215,674 4,156,659 3,723,156 433,503 11.6

Reports Missing—Class I Roads

Boston & Maine \'irginian

Grand Trunk in Maine Charleston & W. Carolina

Maine Central Georgia

Ann Arbor Gulf, Mobile & Northern
Chicago. Detroit Xr C. G. T. J. St. Louis-S. F. (Eastern lines)

Detroit S: Mackinac DuUith. S. S. & A.

Detroit & Toledo Shore Line .Miner.il Range
Detroit. Grand Haven & Mil. Denver & Salt Lake
Grand Rapids and IndiaiiA Western Pacific

Cincinnati Northern St. Louis-S. F. (of Kansas & Okla.)
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Traffic News
iiiiiiiniriKiiiiiiiniiiililiiHiiiiHilllillililiiHHiimmilliHmiiiimu miiiiuiiiiiiiimuniiHn:

Grain loading this year up to November 2 amounted to 547,597

cars, as compared with 412,540 in 1917. according to the weekly

report of the Railroad Administration.

Joint passenger train service in Nevada over the Southern

Pacific and Western Pacific .railroads was begun on November 3.

All trains of both roads now run east over the Western Pacific

and west over the Southern Pacific between Winnemucca. Nev.,

and Wells, 182 miles.

The production of bituminous coal during the week of No-
vember 2, as in the preceding four weeks, continued on the

downward grade, being estimated at 10,965,000 net tons, a de-

crease compared with the preceding week and the corresponding

week of 1917. The total coal loading of all kinds by the rail-

roads for the week was 228,879 cars, as compared with 233,971

in the corresponding week of 1917. With the figures for the

week ending November 9 estimated, the railroads have loaded

723,074 cars more of coal this year than during the correspond-

ing period of 1917. The percentage of full time output lost on
account of car shortage during the week of October 26 is

reported as 8.4.

Volume of Freight Passing Through Chicago

Statistics recently made public by R. II. .\ishton. regional

director of the Northwestern region, show the volume of

freight traffic passing through the Chicago terminal district

during the month of October, 1918. In that period 182,368

loaded cars and 69,370 empties, or a total of 251,738 cars,

were brought into the terminal. This is a daily average of

8,120 cars, equal to 100 trains of 81 cars each. During the

same month there were forwarded from the terminal district

225,414 loaded cars and 159,781 empties, or a total of 385,195

cars, or an average of 155 trains of 80 cars daily; grand total,

incoming and outgoing, 636,933 cars.

National Industrial Traffic League

The annual meeting of the National Industrial Traffic

League will be held at the Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, Ohio,
on November 21 and 22. Among the subjects which will be
discussed in the reports of the various committees will be
the return of the railroads to their owners after the war and
a consideration of the relative merits of government and
private ownership; the proposed mileage freight rates for

southern and western territory; the withdrawal of excep-
tions to various classifications; the application of the average
agreement to warehouses and public elevators; the recodifica-

tion of demurrage rules; demurrage charges accruing on in-

bound loaded cars at grain elevators due to the inability to
get cars for outbound grain; the joint uniform baggage
tariflf; the settlement of freight claims and standard forms for
the presentation of freight claims; the long and short haul

—

Poindexter Bill S-313; and the proposed uniform freight
classification.

Railway Equipment Exported from the port of New York
during the month of September, 1918, included steam locomo-
tives valued at $1,261,055, and steel rails at $S92.9A4.—Bulletin

of the Natioual City Bank of N. Y.

Latin-American Trade.—Trade of the United States with

Latin America has increased 136 per cent since the year ending

June 30, 1914. immediately preceding the outbreak of the

European war. Exports and imports in the fiscal year ended

June 30. 1918, exceeded by far those of any earlier year. -Ac-

cording to figures made public by the National City Bank of

New York, 1918 trade aggregated' $1,770,000,000, against $750,-

000.000 in the fiscal year just before the w^ar.
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Commission and Court News | | Equipment and Supplies
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission lias approved a note to the regulations

for the transportation of dangerous articles providing that

during the war or until further order of the commission,

fiber cartons may be substituted for interior metal cans.

These fiber cartons must be of not less than 0.05 in. material

and must be securely closed.

Standard Locomotives Ordered

The distribution of the order for 600 locomotives for 1919

delivery, published in the October 25 issue of the Railway Age
on page 757, has been changed as follows: American Loco-

motive Company, 50 six-wheel switchers. 150 eight-wheel

switchers, 150 light Mikados, 50 heavy Mikados, 20 light

Santa Fe, five heavy Santa Fe and 75 2-8-8-2 Mallets, and the

Lima Locomotive Corporation, 100 light Mikados.

Court News

Refrigeration of Cars

In an action by a shipper against a carrier for damage caused

by insufficient refrigeration the South Carolina Supreme Court

holds that the rule of the Interstate Commerce Commission that

carriers shall be relieved for failure to keep cars under re-

frigeration before the first re-icing station is reached, if the

shippers delay the cars at loading stations more than 24 hours,

casts the burden on the .shipper in such case to prove that dam-

age from insufficient refrigeration was caused by negligence of

the carrier after reaching the re-icing station. Judgment for

the plaintiff was reversed, the evidence not being sufficient to

Locomotive and Car Deliveries

A total of 50 locomotives were shipped to the railroads

under federal control during the week ended November 2,

of which 40 were shipped by the American Locomotive Com-
pany; six by the Lima Locomotive Works, and four by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. These locomotives included

35 of the U. S. R. A, standard types.

The three principal locomotive builders during the month
of October, shipped 265 locomotives to railroads under fed-

eral control, in addition to 343 locomotives completed or

shipped for miscellaneous domestic service or for use abroad,

a total of 608. The 269 locomotives included 158 of the

U. S. R. A. standard types. The detailed statement issued

by the Railroad Administration follows:

For pev

Road
T.&O.C.
P.M.&Y.
T.&O.C.
P.Terni.
W.ofA. .

Pa.L.W.
Virgn. .

L.&N. ..

A.&W.P.
Erie . .

.

C.&O. ..

For Week October 20 to 26

No. Type Road No. Type
.15 USRA Mik. G.T.-N.E. ..10 USRA Mik
..10 USRA Mik. I..&N-.

. . 1 USRA Sw'h

. . 2 Switcher

. . 1 USRA Sw'h

. . 1 Santa Fe

. . 1 Mallet

. . 1 USRA Mik.

. . 1 USRA Sw'h

. . 1 USRA Sw'h

.. 1 Mallet

No. Type Road No.
N.Y.C.&S.E.IO USRA Mik. C.&A 3

13 USRA Mik. L.&N 6 USRA Mik. Erie 7

35

f Sou
Ill.Cent. ..

I..E.&W. .

A.T.&S.F..
U.P
Gt.N
P.RR

I
C.C.C.&St.l

I A.C.L. ...

USRA Sw'h C.&O S
Mallet Eric 5
USRA Sw'h W.Pac ;

USRA Mik. Chi. It ;

C.&A 7
W.&L.E. ... 4

Mallet
Mikado
USRA Mik.
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
USRA Mik.
Mikado

39

P.&R. ..

St.L.-S.F.
A.T.&S.F... 1

Gt.N 1

C.B.&Q. ... 1

C.C.C.&St.L. 1

1 Consoli.l.

, S.nnta Fe
Mikado
Switcher

. Mikado
USRA Mik.

P.&R. .. .

P.RR
C.C.C.&S.L.
A.T.&S.F...

Mallet T.&P.
USRA Sw'h W.&L.E. ... 6
Mikado H.V 3
USRA Sw'h F.rie 4
USRA Mik. Chi.Tt 4
USRA Mik. Rutland ... 4

P.L.W 1

For period October 27 to 31

Road No. Type
Rutland ... 2 USRA Mik.
H.V 1 Mallet
Erie 1 Mallet
Sou 11 Mallet Mik.
Erie 5 Mallet Mik.
N.Y.C 2 Mallet Sw'h
P.L.W 1 Santa Fe
C.&rN.W. .. 1 Mikado
W.&1..E. ... 2 USRA Sw'h
A.C.L 2 USRA Sw'h

Consolid. Penna Mikado P.&R 1 Mallet
Mikado C.C.C.&St.L. USRA Mik. C.C.C.&St.L. 2 USRA Mik
USRA Mik. U.Pac Mikado
Mikado St.L.-S.F... Santa Fe

Lima :il.Cent. ... 8 Mikado Ill.Cent. Mikado Ill.Cent.

Grand total

and the
In addition to the above the ,\nierican Locomotive Company shipped 29 miscellaneous domestic locomotive?
the Paldwin Locomotive Works shipped 1 miscellaneous domestic and completed 299 foreign locomotives.

Ill.Cent. 9 Mikado . 5 Mikado

36

completed 14 foreign locomotives.

support the jury's finding that the carrier was negligent.—Brown
v. Southern (S. Car.), 96 S. E., 298. Decided July 6, 1918.

Court Sustains General Order 18

Judge Triebcr, in the United States District Court for the

Eastern District of Missouri, has recently handed down a

decision involving General Orders 18 and 18-A, issued by

Director General McAdoo, which require that all suits against

carriers while under federal control must be brought in the

county or district where the plaintiff resided at the time of

the accrual of the cause of action or in the county or district

where the cause of action arose. Suit was brought in St.

Louis by a woman whose husband resided in Pittsburgh and

was employed by the Pennsylvania Railroad. Defendant

pleaded General Order 18 and 18-A; and the plaintiff de-

murred to the plea. The court held that the federal control

act authorized the President and the director general, acting

for him to issue the orders; that the act is constitutional; that

the general orders in question were promulgated because of

public necessity in time of war; and are sustained.

A total of 785 freight cars and six passenger cars were con-
structed in the railroad shops during the month of September.

Locomotives

The Pennsvlv.\ni.\ Eovipment Company. 1420 Chestnut
street. Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for a second-hand,
60- to 80-ton, 6-wheel switching engine, with a wheelbase not

over 11 ft. 6 in.

Signaling

Pere M.\rouette.—An order has been given to the Union
Switch & Signal Company for automatic block signals for 67

miles of road between Fowlerville. Mich., and Elmdale, and for

23 miles between Grand Rapids. Mich., and Waverly. This work
will require 150 high and 5 dwarf signals and 115 switch indi-

cators. Keystone insulation will be used at rail joints and ends
of sections.
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Supply Trade News

Leonard C. McChesney, advertising manager for the

Thomas A. Edison industries for 16 years, died of heart

disease November 10, at his home in Orange, N. J.

The Washington (D. C.) offices of the Austin Company
have been moved to 1406 G street, North West. C. F. Chard,

formerly of the Philadelphia office of this company, vifill be

in charge of tliis office.

Major E. Tyden, vice-president of the International Seal

& Lock Company, has been promoted to lieutenant-colonel

in tlie Division of Ordnance. Colonel Tyden is located at

Rock Island, 111., as production manager of the Rock Island

arsenal.

The Hall-Scott Motor Company will build an addition to

its macliine shop at Berkeley, Cal., which will be of concrete

construction and will cost about $40,000. Upon the completion

of this building the company will have a total area of 31,250

sq. ft. for shop use.

In order to have a name more descriptive of the products

it manufactures, the Cleveland Galvanizing Works Company,
the general offices and plant of which are at Cleveland, Ohio,

will be known in the future as the Chain Products Compciny.

The company, under its old name, has been in business

since 1886.

Marshall E. Keig, secretary and treasurer of Harry Vis-

serinfi; & Co., Chicago, who was given leave of absence in

August to enter the Signal Corps of the Army as a private,

has been commissioned a second lieutenant in charge of

purchases in the west for tlie Signal Corps, with headquarters

at Chicago.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company announces the

appointment of R. H. Wilson as assistant to the president,

with oflicc at St. Louis. Mr. Wilson has been with tlie

company for years, latterly as Houston representative. He
is succeeded there by E. O. Grit'fm, formerly storekeeper and
assistant general manager of the International & Great
Nortliern: and more recently, assistant to the president of

the St. Louis Southwestern in charge of purchases.

In Charge of Foreign Trade Service

Allen Walker, New York manager for the United States

Chamber of Commerce since the organization of that body
in 1913, has joined the Guaranty Trust Company of New
York, and will have charge of its foreign trade service.

Prior to joining the United States Chamber of Commerce,
Mr. Walker studied commercial organization in Europe, and
extensive travels and studies have familiarized him with
market conditions in other parts of the world. Since the

United States entered the war, lie has been responsible for

the organization of many commercial and industrial groups
which have been brought into contact with various Govern-
mental departments through war service committees. He
has had charge of the administration of the agreement be-

tween the L'nited States and .Argentina which the Interna-
tional High Commission established for the settlement of

commercial disputes by arbitration and has acted as arbiter

in many cases of disagreement, due to transportation and
embargo difficulties arising out of the war, between domestic
and foreign business houses.

The foreign trade service of the Guaranty Trust Company
of New York is the agency through which a variety of ser-

vices are performed for the American exporter and importer.
It supplies information regarding business opportunities in

foreign countries and the commercial conditions peculiar to
each. Classified indexes of foreign and domestic manufactur-
ers and dealers are maintained for the purpose of bringing
buyers and sellers together. By reason of his wide experi-
ence and his knowledge of what American industries want

in the way of foreign service, Mr. Walker is regarded as

especially fitted to assist our manufacturers and exporters

in that development of international trade which is now
recognized as one of the most important features of our re-

construction program.

L. J. Kennedy, who for many years has been associated

with the Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equip-
ment Company, died in Chicago on October 30. Mr. Kennedy
was born in Watertown, N. Y., in 1880, but at an early age
moved to Chicago and received his education in the public

schools of that city. In 1900, he returned to the east and
entered the employ of the Consolidated Railway Electric.

Lighting & Equipment Company as a machinist in the

factory at Sheltun, Conn. He was later employed as an
inspector, taking care of car lighting equipment on various

roads running into Chicago. Mr. Kennedy applied the first

electric lighting equipment to the Golden State Limited and
also to the Twentieth Century Limited. Later he had charge
of the maintenance and operation of the lighting on those
trains. After holding this position for some time, he was
placed in charge of the manufacture and sales of the Con-
solidated company at Chicago, and later, when the Consoli-

dated company discontinued its manufacturing in Chicago,
Mr. Kennedy remained in charge of the sales only. In 1913,

he left the employ of the Consolidated company to engage
in boat building on the North Side of Chicago. Later he
went to New Mexico on account of the health of his family
and accompaiiied Pershing's Expedition into Mexico. In
1916, he returned to the employ of the Consolidated as sales

engineer, but left the company again in 1917 to once more
engage in the boat building business in which he w'as very
successful in completing some large contracts for pontoons
for the army.

Trade Publications

Locomotive LuBRiCATORS.^The Detroit Lubricator Company,
Detroit, Mich., has published a 62-page catalogue covering the

Detroit Bullseye locomotive lubricators and other locomotive
specialties manufactured by this company.

Co.\L Gates.—Catalogue No. 37 of the Beaumont Manufactur-
ing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., illustrates and describes the

Beaumont standard types of gates for controlling the flow of

coal, ashes, coke, etc., from bins and pockets. The purpose of

the catalogue is to present the results of the company's experi-

ence in designing and installing gates for varied purposes, and
the types illustrated in the catalogue have been adopted as

standard.

Car Heating.—A 12-page folder, entitled Vapor System with
No. 1112 Vapor Valve, published by the Gold Car Heating &
Lighting Company, New York, presents the advantages of a
new vapor valve. No. 1112, for use with Gold's vapor system,
which is designed for application on the inside of the car. The
construction and operation of the valve are fully described, as
well as the method of applying it, which is made clear with a
number of sketches.

Railroad Machinery C.\talocues Wanted.—.X representative

of the Federated Swiss Railroads recently called at the Zurich
consulate general and asked that catalogues be obtained
for him from American manufacturers of mechanical iron
rail savi-s, boring machines for iron railroad rails and
wooden railroad ties, mechanical spike pullers, ap-
paratus for carrying and laying iron rails, machines
for drawing together rails at joints in tracks, railroad
gang cars, propelled by hand and with motor attach-
ment. He informed this office that heretofore all machinery
and tools for the Swiss railroads have been obtained from
America through agents in Germany who can no longer supply
these needs. For this reason he wishes to place his orders in

America or with agents that American manufacturers might
appoint in Switzerland. The representative of the Swiss rail-

roads surmises that new improvements have been made in the
past few years by -American manufacturers of this class of
machinery, and he is particularly interested in hearing about
these.
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Boston & Maine.—The reorganization plan provides that the

company takes over tlirough consolidation its seven princi-

pal leased lines. The stockholders of the leased lines will

get share for share one share of the preferred stock of the

reorganized Boston & Maine. This stock will pay the

same dividend as that guaranteed by the existing leases

except that the dividends will be reduced by 20 per cent

for five years in order to provide a fund for improvements
and paying debts. Dividends on the new preferred take

precedence over the existing preferred stock.

The federal government, it was also announced, will

loan to the reorganized company $19,879,060 to pay the

overdue indebtedness of the parent road and its subsidi-

aries. In exchange for this sum the Boston & Maine will

issue $17,606,060 S per cent bonds and $2,273,000 6 per cent

bonds, all of which will be secured by a mortgage to

cover the existing bonds and notes of the Boston & Maine
and its leased lines. At tlie conclusion of the reorganiza-

tion the Boston & Maine will have $38,817,300 first pre-

ferred, $3,149,800 ordinary preferred and $39,505,100 com-
mon, a total for the stock of $81,472,800. The funded debt

will total $103,167,890.

Earnings for five years over and above the amount
necessary to pay dividends on the first preferred and 4 per

cent on the present preferred will be paid into a sinking

or trust fund to secure repayment of the government
advances. In the meantime the Boston & Maine has an

option to sell at not less than par $12,000,000 6 per cent

first preferred, the proceeds to be used to pay ofT $12,000,000

bonds. If this is done no further payments will be made
into the trust fund and earnings thereafter may be paid out

in dividends. The earnings released by the temporary
reduction in dividends on the preferred stock are to be

invested in permanent improvements or applied to the

reduction of debt.

There is no provision in the reorganization plan for tak-

ing over the Hampden Railroad. If judgment is recovered
against the Boston & Maine the necessary sum will be
loaned by the federal government.
See editorial on Boston & Maine reorganization plan in

Raiht'ay Age, September 20, 1918, page 537.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—The annual meeting of the stock-

holders has been postponed until December 10.

Interborough Rapid Transit.—All of the $33,400,000 3-ycar 7

per cent convertible notes of this company, which were offered

for subscription at 981-2 a few weeks ago, have been sold.

Norfolk & Western.—President L. E. Johnson in a letter sent

to stockholders states that the company's compensation for the

federal use of its property, while not yet finally determined, will

approximate $20,700,000. President Johnson says that this will

provide for interest charges and other requirements, and the

usual dividends, with a surplus which may be used for ad-

ditions and betterments. President Johnson adds that the

standard clauses of the company's contract with the govern-

ment, as approved by Director General McAdoo, have also

been approved by the directors of the company. His letter

continues: "In addition to the standard clauses, the contract

when executed will also embody special terms applicable to

your company. Consideration of these may necessitate further

adjournment of the meeting of stockholders. In its final form,

the contract will come before the adjourned meeting for rati-

fication."

The approximate amount of the federal compensation men-
tioned by President Johnson, after allowing for non-operating

income and fixed charges similar lo those of 1917 and deducting

$2,000,000 for estimated war taxes, would cover the pre-

ferred dividends and leave a balance equal to about 12 per

cent upon the $120,445,400 common stock outstanding. This
calculation is not contained in President Johnson's letter

and is entirely unofficial.

Railroad Administration

Federal and General Managers

J. P. Beckwith, general manager of the Florida East Coast,

with office at St. .\ugustine, Fla., has been appointed federal

manager.

W. D. Duke, general manager of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac, with office at Richmond, Va., has been
appointed federal manager.

The Coal Belt Electric railroad has been placed under
federal control and assigned to the jurisdiction of A. Robert-

son, federal manager, St. Louis, Mo.

W. P. Kenney, federal manager of the Great Northern,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has had his authority

extended over the Minneapolis Western.

C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the Illinois Central, with

headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed federal manager
also of the Central Elevator & Warehouse Company, New
Orleans.

Operating

C. W. Blount has been appointed trainmaster, and F. H.
Herron, assistant trainmaster of the Ohio River & Western,
both with headquarters at Zanesville, Ohio.

E. F. Rummell has been appointed trainmaster on the

River division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Min-
neapolis, Minn., succeeding O. N. Harstad, promoted.

M. J. Ruland has been appointed trainmaster on the Salt

Lake division of the Denver & Rio Grande, at Thistle, Utah,
succeeding J. R. Loftis, promoted; effective November 4.

F. C. Dow, acting superintendent of the Coast Division,

the Tacoma Eastern Railroad, and the Milwaukee Terminal
Railroad, has been appointed superintendent, with office at

Tacoma, Wash.

A. T. Mercier, assistant superintendent of the Shasta
division of the Southern Pacific, has been appointed super-

intendent of the lines north of Ashland, Ore., with head-
quarters at Portland, Ore., succeeding F. L. Burckhalter,

assigned to other duties on the Pacific system lines.

S. M. Estabrook has been appointed manager of dining
cars, hotels and restaurants of the Southern Pacific (lines

south of Ashland. Ore.), the Western Pacific, the Tidewater
Southern and the Deep Creek railroad, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal., succeeding A. Pollok, resigned.

G. H. Dougherty has been appointed general fire prevention
inspector of the Kansas City Southern, the Texarkana & Ft.

Smith, the Midland Valley, the Houston, East & West Texas,
the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient and the Joplin Union depot, with headquarters at

Kansas City, Mo.

Arthur Williamson, road foreman of engines on the West-
ern Maryland, with office at Hagerstown. Md., has been
appointed superintendent of the Elkins division on the West-
ern Maryland; the Cumberland Valley, and the Cumberland
& Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at Cumberland,
Md., vice J. F. Chisholm, deceased.

The Memphis, Dallas & Gulf has been included in the

jurisdiction of J. W. Dean, general superintendent of the

Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark.,

and of T. M. Wallis, assistant general superintendent at Nash-
ville, Ark. C. C. Henderson, vice-president and general
manager of the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, has been appointed
assistant general manager, with headquarters at Nashville.

M. McKernan, superintendent of safety of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his
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jurisdiction extended over the St. Louis Southwestern, the

Louisiana & Arkansas, the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, the

Arkansas Central, the Natchez & Southern, the Natchez &
Louisiana Railroad Transfer and the Southern Illinois &
Missouri Bridge. E. Richards has been appointed assistant

superintendent of safety of the same lines, with office at St.

Louis.

A. O. Veitch, assistant superintendent of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Avery, Ohio, has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the Rocky Mountain
division, witli office at Three Forks, Mont., vice J. W. Ross,

deceased. D. J. Hagerty has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of the Missoula division, with office at Avery, vice

Mr. Veitch, and E. L. Cleveland, traveling engineer, has been
appointed trainmaster of the Trans-Missouri division, vice

J. P. Phelan, promoted.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

D. C. Follas has been appointed federal auditor of the

Toledo Terminal Railroad, with headquarters at Toledo,
Ohio, succeeding Bryan Thomas, resigned.

F. B. Mcllvciine has been appointed auditor of freight

overcharge claims of the Michigan Central and the Chicago,
Kalamazoo & Saginaw, with office at Detroit, Mich.

H. F. Green, real estate and tax commissioner of the

Chicago & Alton, has been appointed real estate and tax

agent of that road, the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, the

Peoria & Pekin Union and the Peoria Railway Terminal,
with headquarters at Chicago.

J. M. Coddington, formerly special accountant on the staff

of G. E. Hustis, federal auditor of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, has been appointed assistant auditor of

freight and ticket accounts, of the Lackawanna, with offices

at Scranton, Pa., succeeding A. W. Lishawa, who resigned

to become treasurer of the Wright-Martin Aircraft Corpora-
tion and Simplex Motor Company, New Brunswick, N. J.

Oscar Homer Bower, whose appointment as federal auditor

of the Pyeatt group nf lines, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.,

was announced in these columns on October 25, was born at

Carrollton, Ark., on De-
:ember 12, 1882. He
began railway work on

August 3, 1898, with the

Ft. Worth & Rio Grande
as messenger at Coman-
che, Tex., and from No-
vember, 1899, to June,

1901, was freight and

ticket agent successively

at Proctor, Tex., and
Blanket. He then filled

various clerical positions,

including that of chief

clerk at Ft. Worth, Tex,,

until March, 1909, when
he was made special ac-

countant of the Ft.

Worth & Denver at Ft.

Worth. From April 1,

1910, to August, 1912, he

was secretary and audi- °"'"^

tor of the Wichita Valley

at Wichita Falls, Tex., and from the latter date to August 31,

1913, was chief clerk to the general mana.ger of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas of Texas at Dallas. He then became chief

clerk to the auditor of that road at St. Louis. Mo., and was
promoted to auditor of receipts, with headquarters at Dallas,

Tex., on January 1, 1914, reinainin.a; in that position for nine

months, when he became auditor. On October 1, last, he was
appointed federal auditor of the roads under the jurisdiction of

J. S. Pyeatt, federal manager, including the Ft. Worth & Den-
ver City, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grr.nde, the Ft. Worth Belt, the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Houston & Texas Central, the

International & Great Northern (from Spring to Ft. Worth and
the Madisonville branch), the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of

Texas, the St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas, the Texas Mid-
land, the Union Terminal of Dallas, the Wichita Valley &
Northwestern and the Wichita Valley.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Charles Emerson has been appointed master mechanic of
the Fargo division of the Northern Pacific, with office at

Dilworth, Minn., in place of R. P. Blake, transferred.

J. E. O'Brien, mechanical superintendent of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his

jurisdiction extended over the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf.

J. F. Kimball, division foreman of the El Paso & South-
western, at Carrizozo, N. M., has been appointed master
mechanic of the Western division, with headquarters at

Douglas, Ariz., in place of F. P. Roesch, resigned.

Charles P. Richardson, assistant engineer of track elevation
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed
engineer of water service of the Rock Island lines, with head-
quarters at Chicago, succeeding J. M. Browm, who resigns
to enter the service of the Rock Island corporation.

A. J. Wharf, chief engineer of the Peoria & Pekin Union,
has been appointed assistant chief engineer of that road, the
Chicago & Alton, the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis and the
Peoria Railway Terminal, with headquarters at Peoria, 111.

W. F. Rech has been appointed bridge engineer of those
roads, with office at Chicago.

W. H. Brown, division engineer of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, Western Lines, with headquarters at Zanesville, Ohio,
has had his authority extended over the Ohio River & West-
ern. F. A. Collar has been appointed assistant division
engineer of the latter road; A. R. Dean, supervisor, and R. J.
Sponseller, road foreman of engines, all with headquarters at

Zanesville.

B. J. Farr, whose appointment as superintendent of the mo-
tive power and car department of the Grand Trunk Western
Lines, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., was announced in

the Railway Age of November 1, was born at Ellenburg, N. Y.,
on September 8, 1876. He began railway work in 1893 as a
machinist apprentice for the Central Vermont at St. Albans, Vt.,
and after completing an apprenticeship of five years he was
made erecting shop foreman, being advanced to general foreman
in 1900. In 1905, he went to the Delaware & Hudson as general
foreman of the motive power and car department at Sche-
nectad}', N. Y., and the following year he became master me-
chanic for the United Fruit Company's lines at Port Limon,
Costa Rica. From 1908 to 1914. he was employed in the engi-
neering department of the Isthmian Canal Commission at Gatun
and Cristobal. He then became connected with the Grand
Trunk, as general foreman on the western lines, at Battle
Creek, Mich., and in 1916 was promoted to master mechanic
at that point, which position he held until his recent appoint-
ment as superintendent of the motive power and car depart-
ment. He will also have jurisdiction over the Detroit & To-
ledo Shore Line.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. F. Brunner, assistant to general manager of the Pitts-
burgh & Lake Erie, has been appointed assistant to president,
with headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pa.

J. C. Nelms, Jr., general auditor of the Norfolk Southern,
with office at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed secretary and
auditor for the corporation, and G. E. Christie has been ap-
pointed assistant secretary and assistant treasurer.

George D. Dixon, vice-president of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, with headquarters at Philadelphia. Pa., has been elected
also vice-president of the Lehigh & Hudson River, succeed-
ing J- J- Beattie, who has resigned as vice-president and
director to resume his place as general solicitor of the road
under the Railroad Administration. John W. Sanford has
been appointed secretary and treasurer of the L. & H. R.,

with headquarters at Warwick, N. Y.
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George H. Crosby, vice-president, secretary and treasurer

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has asked to be re-

lieved of active duty after 47 years' service with that company
and the board of directors has granted his request, effective

November 1. Carl Nyquist has been elected secretary and
treasurer, with headquarters at Chicago.

Robert Phipps Ormsby, who has been appointed secretary

of the Canadian Northern Railway Company, with head-

quarters at Toronto, Ont., as has already been announced
in these columns, was born on June 26, 1869, at Arklow,
Ireland. He was educated in the grammar schools and at

Cambridge University, England. He was in the service of

the Canadian Pacific for a short time at Vancouver, B. C,
and then went to the Great Northern, at St. Paul, Minn. In

1902 he entered the service of the Canadian Northern, as

secretary to the chief solicitor, and since 1910 served as

assistant secretary until his recent appointment as secretary

of the same road, as above noted.

Will H. Lyford, vice-president and general counsel of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago,
whose election to the former office was announced in the

Railway Age of Octo-
ber 25, was born at

Waterville, Me., on
September IS, 1858. He
was admitted to the

bar in October, 1884,

but entered railway

service in 1879 with the

Chicago & Eastern Il-

linois, with which com-
pany he has remained
ever since. From July,

1879, to February, 1880,

he was assistant engi-

neer, and from the lat-

ter date to January.

1882, was employed as

stenographer for the

general superintendent.

He then became chief

clerk to the genera!

manager, and in April.

1883, was advanced to

the position of claim agent. On October 10, 1884, he was

appointed assistant general solicitor, and three years later

was promoted to attorney in charge of the law department.

Mr. Lyford became general solicitor on February 1, 1889.

and on March 15, 1892, was appointed general counsel.

Traffic

S. C. Griffin has been appointed traffic manager and freight

claim agent of the Sugar Land Railway, with office at Sugar

Land, Texas.

E. F. Flinn has been appointed general western freight

agent of the Grand Trunk Railway System (lines in Canada),

with ofiice at Chicago, and Hugh H. Hamill has been ap-

pointed general agent (freight department), with office at

Detroit, Mich.

W. B. Hinchman, assistant to the traffic manager of the

Tonopah & Tidewater, the Death Valley and the Bullfrog

Goldfield, with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal., has been

appointed assistant traffic manager of those roads, with office

at Goldfield, Nev.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. E. Nicholson, assistant to chief engineer of the Norfolk
Southern, at Norfolk. Va., has been appointed chief engineer

for the corporation.

G. J. Wentz has been appointed master mechanic of the

Montana, Wyoming & Southern, with oflice at Belfry, Mont.,
vice H. R. French, resigned.

J. M. Brown, engineer of water service of the Rock Island
lines, has been appointed corporate engineer of maintenance
and construction, with headquarters at Chicago.

W. H. Lyford

Railway Officers in Military Service

C. D. Young, superintendent of motive power of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, with office at Wilmington, Del., has been
commissioned a lieutenant-colonel in the Transportation
Corps, Engineers.

Captain W. M. Vandersluis, formerly signal engineer of

the Illinois Central, at Chicago, now in the Motor Transport
Service of the American Expeditionary Forces in France,
was promoted to major early in October and has since been
transferred to the transportation service in the capacity of

signal engineer, reporting to the general manager of that

service.

Obituary

J. D. Phillips, supervisor of signals of the Philadelphia &
Reading, at Reading, Pa., died at his home in that city on
October 27, of influenza.

Paul Elliott Walker, attorney of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific for Missouri and Kansas, died at his home in

Topeka, Kan., on November 11, aged 42 years. He had been
connected with the legal department of the Rock Island since

November, 1902.

James L. Clark, division freight agent of the New York
Central, at Chicago, died at bis home in that city on Novem-
ber 4. He began railway w ^rk as a clerk for the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern in 1867. Subsequently he filled various
minor positions with that road, the Hoosac Tunnel Line
and the Lackawanna Line, until May, 1890, since which time
he had been successively general agent, general western
freight agent and division freight agent of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, and division freight agent of the New
York Central since it absorbed the Lake Shore.

Albert A. Robinson, LL.D., formerly for 22 years con-
nected with the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and subse-
quently for 13 years president of the Mexican Central, died

at his home in Topeka, Kan., on November 7, at the age of

74. Mr. Robinson was born at South Reading, Vt., and was
graduated from the University of Michigan in 1869. The
University in June, 1900, conferred upon him the honorary
degree of doctor of laws. He entered the railway service in

1869 as axman with the engineers' corps on the St. Joseph
& Denver City. In 1871, he was appointed assistant engineer
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in charge of location

and construction, and two years later was made chief en-

gineer. This office he held for 13 years, and also, in the
meantime, was successively superintendent, assistant general
superintendent, geneial superintendent and general manager.
In 1886 h was chosen second vice-president, and for the five

years ending with May 1, 1893, he was also general manager.
He went to the Mexican Central in 1893. as president, in

which position he remained until December 1, 1906.

B,-,-.;,;. p..-,,-,,,' pr.p,.,. rr'-rn--l-t !:. c'V C. V. V.

A Light Railway Engine Made from Parts of a Discarded

Motor Car
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The Organization of Our Railroads After the War
Clear Thinking Now About This Great Problem Is of the Utmost

Importance If We Are to Avoid Mistakes

By E. P. Ripley

Former President, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

I

HAVE been much interested in reading the articles by John
R. Hall, Frank W. Noxon and F. J. Lisman in the

Investment Section of the Railway Age, and each of these

gentlemen has treated the subject from liis own angle—yet

each arrives by his different route at these conclusions:

1. That the railroads will never go back to pre-war con-

ditions;

2. That government ownership and operation is not only

undesirable but dangerous;

3. That a combination or compromise policy, which shall

preserve the private interest and thus foster efficiency while

giving the government large authority and an interest in the

profits, promises best for the country and for the transporta-

tion industry.

I imagine that this midway plan in its general outlines

will commend itself to the average citizen. Of course, we

have with us the state socialist who believes in the state's

ability to manage all industr}', but the great aiass of our

people know that our government never has transacted any

business efficiently and economically at the same time, and

that in the few cases where efficiency has been attained it has

been in utter disregard of expense.

The troubles of our railroads have been due, of course, to a

mistaken attitude on the part of Congress. Admission of

this is found in the fact that as soon as the government

obtained control it proceeded forthwith to do nearly every-

thing it had previously prohibited and a good many things

which may have been good but which the railroads would

hardly have dared to suggest—this being true, it follows that

a proper co-ordination of our railway system must be

preceded

1. By obliteration of state lines as regards all transporta-

tion matters. Like all reforms this will be opposed by those

who hold regulatory positions under the states;

2. By repeal of some of the national laws which are

oppressive;

3. By enabling the nation to guarantee the credit and par-

ticipate in the profits of the roads (rehabilitating those w4iose

credit has been destroyed largely by its own acts) and receiv-

ing in return representation on the various boards of

directors.

Since the majority of those who have given the suViject any

attention are substantially agreed on these principles, it

would seem not too early to consider a few of the details

—

and here we have wide divergence between Mr. Hall, who
proposes one corporation, privately owned to be sure, but

none the less an absolute monopoly, and Mr. Lisman who
suggests a possible fifteen corporations dividing the country

into groups and in his usual painstaking way points out

methods by which his plan could in actual practice be carried

out.

For myself, I must confess a feeling that the interest of

the public requires competition—not such wild and unregu-

lated competition as heretofore existed, but a healthy rivalry

as to the accommodations and facilities offered the public,

even though in an entirely different part of the country, so

that the customs prevailing in New England, for example,

may be compared with those of the Middle West or Pacific

states. Competition of this kind alone would have its influ-

ence, but there would be direct competition in many cases

which would have its effect also.

There is another reason which leads me to favor a number
of regional roads rather than one vast corporation—viz., that

no one man or body of men can successfully operate so large

a system even wMth the best of assistants (this is not intended

as a criticism on the director general whose first object is to

win the war and who is directing his energies to that end,

and who is doing to the public what it would not submit to

for a moment under other conditions.) It is a common say-

ing that 10,000 to 12,000 miles is the limit over which one

man can project his personality or influence as manager.

Personally, I should be inclined to increase this slightly,

especially on lines of light traffic, but there certainly is a

limit beyond which it is unsafe to go.

For these reasons Mr. Lisman's plan, or something like it,

appeals to me; it is surrounded with difficulties, some of

which he points out, but they do not seem to me insuperable,

especially if the plan could have hearty backing by one or

both of the great political parties or by a substantial majority

in Congress, but it may as well be admitted that in the pres-

ent disturbed conditions, the status after the war is likely to

have scant consideration. Yet it is not too early to appoint a

committee to consider the question and perhaps to draw an

enabling act.

French Official Photograp Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. N. Y.

Destroyed Bridge Across the Marne Near Chateau Thierry
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Government Ownership and War Taxation*

Punitive Paternalism Either in the Regulation of Railroads

or in the Imposition of War Taxes Is Unsound

By Otto H. Kahn

PATERNALISTIC CONTROL, even when entirely benevolent

in intent, is generally harmful in effect. It is apt to be

doubly so when, as sometimes occurs, it is punitive in

intent. The history of our railroads in the last ten years is a

case in point. In their early youth our railroads were allowed

to grow up like spoiled, wilful, untamed children. They were

given pretty nearly everything they asked for, and what

they were not given freely they were apt to get somehow,

anyhow. They fought amongst themselves and in doing so

were liable to do harm to persons and objects in the neigh-

borhood. They were overbearing and inconsiderate and did

not show proper respect to their parent, i. e., the people.

But the fond parent, seeing how strong and sturdy they

were and on the whole, how hustling and effective in their

work, and how, with all their faults of temper and demeanor,

they made themselves so useful around the house that he

could not really get along without them, only smiled com-

placently at their occasional mischief or looked the other

way. Moreover, he was really too busy with other matters

to give proper attention to their education and upbringing.

As the railroads grew towards man's estate and married

and begot other railroads, they gradually sloughed off the

roughness and objectionable ways of their early youth, and

though they did not sprout wings, and though once in a while

they still did shock the community, they were amazingly

capable at their work and really rendered service of ines-

timable value.

But meanwhile, for various reasons and owing to sundry

influences, the father had grown testy and rather sour on

them. He cut their allowance, he restrained them in var-

ious ways, some wise, some less so, he changed his will in

their disfavor, he showed marked preference to other chil-

dren of his. And one fine day, partly because he was an-

noyed at the discovery of some wrongdoing in which, despite

his repeated warnings, a few of the railroads had indulged

(though the overwhelming majority were blameless) and

partly at the prompting of plausible self-seekers or well-

meaning specialists in the improvement of everybody and

everything—one fine day he lost his temper and with it his

sense of proportion. He struck blindly at the railroads, he

appointed guardians (called commissions) to whom they

would have to report daily, who would prescribe certain rigid

rules of conduct for them, who would henceforth determine

their allowance and supervise their method of spending

it, etc.

And these commissions, naturally wishing to act in the

spirit of the parent who had designated them, but actually

being, as guardians are liable to be, more harsh and severe

and unrelenting than he would have been or really meant

to be, put the railroads on a starvation diet and otherwise

so exercised their functions, with good intent, doubtless, in

most cases, that after a while those railroads, formerly so

vigorous and capable, became quite emaciated and several

of them succumbed under the strain of the regime imposed

upon them. And then, seeing their condition and having

need, owing to special emergencies, of railroad services which
'
required great physical strength and endurance, one fine

morning the parent determined upon the drastic step of

taking things into his own hands. And so forth

*.^n address before the National Industrial Conference Bo.ird, New York,
October 10, 1918.

The Legisl.«iox of 1909

To drop the stj'le of story-telling: Individual enterprise

has given us what is admittedly the most efficient railroad

system in the world. It has done so whilst making our aver-

age capitalization per mile of road less, the scale of wages

higher, the average rates lower, the service and conveniences

offered to the shipper and the traveler greater than in any

other of the principal countries.

It must be admitted that in the pioneer period of railroad

development, and for some years thereafter, numerous things

were done, and although generally known to be done, were

tolerated by the government and the public, which should

never have been permitted. But during the second adminis-

tration and upon the courageous initiative of President

Roosevelt these evils and abuses were resolutely tackled and

a definite and effective stop put to most of them. Means
were provided by salutary legislation, fortified by decisions

of the Supreme Court, for adequate supervision and regulation

of railroads.

The railroads promptly fell in line with the countrywide

summons for a more exacting standard of business ethics.

The .spirit and practices of railroad administration became
standardized, so to speak, at a moral level certainly not

inferior to that of any other calling. It is true, certain

regrettable abuses and incidents of misconduct still came to

light in subsequent years, but these were sporadic instances,

by no means characteristic of railroading methods and prac-

tices in general, condemned by the great body of those re-

sponsible for the conduct of our railroads, no less than by

the public at large, and entirely capable of being dealt with

by the existing law, possibly amended in nonessential fea-

tures, and by the force of public opinion.

Unfortunately, the law enacted under President Roosevelt's

administration was not allowed to stand for a sufficient length

of time to test its effects. The enactment of new railroi'd

legislation in 1909, largely shaped by congressmen and sen-

ators of very radical tendencies and hostile to the railroads,

and acquiesced in by President Taft with ill-advised and

opportunist complacency, establi.«hed, for the first time in

America, paternalistic control over the railroads. It was an

unscientific and ill-advised statute, gravely defective in im-

portant respects and bearing evidence of having been shaped

in heat, hurry and anger. Mr. Taft himself, it seems, has

since recognized its faultiness, for he has repeatedly and

publicly protested against the over-regulation, the starvation

and tlie oppression of the railroads which were the inevitable

and easy-to-be-foreseen consequences of its enactment.

The states, to extent that they had not already anticipated

it, were not slow to follow the precedent set by the federal

government. The resulting structure of federal and state

laws under which the railroads were compelled to carry on
their business, was little short of a legislative monstrosity.

T^KGISLATION AND COMMISSION Ha\E BrOKEN DoWN
You all know the result. The spirit of enterprise in rail-

roading was killed. Subjected to an obsolete and incongru-

ous national policy, hampered, confined, harassed by multi-

farious, minute, narrow, and sometimes flatly contradictory

regulations and restrictions, state and federal, starved as to

rates in the face of steadily mounting costs of labor and
materials—that great industry- began to fall awav. Initiative

8S2
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on the part of those in charge became chilled, the free flow

of investment capital was halted, creative ability was stopped,

growth was stifled, credit was crippled.

The theory of governmental regulation and supervision

was entirely right. No fair-minded man would quarrel with

that. The railroads had exercised great, and in certain

respects undoubtedly excessive power for a long time, and all

power tends to breed abuses and requires limitations and

restraints. But the practical application of that theory was
wholly at fault and in defiance of both economic law and
common sense. It was bound to lead to a crisis. It is not

the railroads that have broken down, it is our railroad legis-

lation and commissions which have broken down. And now
the government, in the emergency of war, probablv wisely

and, in view of the prevailing circumstances, necessarily, has

assumed the operation of the railroads.

The director general of railroads, rightly and courageously,

proceeded to do immediately that which the railroads for

years had again and again asked in vain to be permitted to

do—only more so. Freight rates were raised 25 per cent,

passenger rates in varying degrees up to SO per cent. Many
wasteful and needless practices heretofore compulsorily im-

posed were done away with. Passenger train service, for .he

abolition of some of which the railroads had petitioned un-
successfully for years, was cut to the extent of an aggregate

train mileage of over 47,000,000. The system of pooling

for which since years many of the railroads had in vain en-

deavored to obtain legal sanction was promptly adopted, with

the natural result of greater simplicity and directness of

service and of considerable savings.

The whole theory under which intelligent, effective and
systematic co-operation between the different railways had
been made impossible formerly, was thrown into the scrap

heap. Incidentally, certain services and conveniences were
abolished, of which the railroad managements would never

have sought to deprive the public, and the very suggestion

of the abrogation of which would have led to indignant and
quickly effective protest had it been attempted in the days
of private control.

Lest this remark might be misunderstood, let me say that

I have no word of criticism again.st Mr. McAdoo's adminis-
tration of the railroads, as far as I have been able to observe

it. I think, on the contrary, that he is entitled to great

praise and that he has handled the formida1)le and complex
task confided to him with a high degree of al)ility, fine cour-

age, indefatigable energy, and with tlie evident determination

to keep the running of the railroads clear of politics and to

make them above all things effective instruments in our war
effort.

Government Ownership
For a concise statement of the results accomplished else-

where under government ownership I would recommend you
to obtain from the public printer, and to read, a short

pamphlet entitled "Historical Sketch of Government Owner-
ship of Railroads in Foreign Countries," presented to the

joint committee of Congress on interstate commerce by the

great English authority, W. M. Acworth. It will well repay
you die half hour spent in its perusal. You will learn from
it that, prior to the war, aliout fifty per cent of the railways
in Europe were state railways; that in practically every case
of the substitution of government for private operation (with
the exception, subject to certain reservations, of Germany)
the service deteriorated, the discipline and consequently the

punctuality and safety of train service diminished, politics

came to be a factor in the administration and the cost of
operations increased vastly. (The net revenue, for example,
of The Western Railway of France in the worst vear of
private ownership was $1,^.750,000, in the fourth year of
government operation it fell to $5„i50,000.) He quotes the

eminent French economist, Lerov-Bcaulicu, as follows:

*'One may readily see how dangerous to the liberty of citizens the ex-
tension of the industrial regime of the state would be, where the number
of functionaries would be indefinitely multiplied. . . . From all points
of view tiie experience of state railways in France is unfavorable as was
foreseen by all those who had reflected upon the bad results given by the
other industrial undertakings of the state. . . . The state, above all,

under an elective governmenl, cannot be a good commercial man-
ager. . . . The experience which we have recently gained has provoked
a very lively movement, not only against acquisition of the railways by
the state,, but against all extension of state industry. I hope . . . that
not only wc, but our neighbors also may profit by the lesson of these facts."

Mr. Acworth mentions as a characteristic indication that

after years of sad experience with governmentally o\\Tied and
operated railways, the Italian government, just before the

war, started on the new departure (or rather returned to

the old system) of granting a concession to a private enter-

prise which was to take over a portion of the existing state

railway, build an extension with the aid of state subsidies,

and then work on its own account both sections as one under-
taking under private management.

I may add, as a fact within my own knowledge, that
.shortly before the outbreak of the war the Belgian govern-
ment was studying the question of returning its state railways
to private enterprise and management.

Mr. Acworth relates a resolution unanimously passed by
the French senate a few years after the state had taken over
certain lines, beginning: "The deplorable situation of the
state system, the insecurity and irregularity of its workings."
He gives figures demonstrating the invariably greater effi-

ciency, economy and superiority of service of private man-
agement as compared to state management in countries where
these two .systems are in operation side by side. He treats

of the effect of the conflicting interests, sectional and other-

wise, which necessarily come into play under government
control when the question arises where new lines are to be
built and what extensions to be made of existing lines.

He asks: "Can it be expected that they (these questions)

will be decided rightly by a minister responsible to a demo-
cratic legislature, each member of which, naturally and
rightly, makes the best case he can for his own constituents,

while he is quite ignorant, even if not careless, of the interests,

not only of his neighbor's con.stituency, but of the public
at large?" And he replied: "The answer is written large

in railway history. . . . The facts show that parliamen-
tan,^ interference has meant running the railways not for

the benefit of the people at large, but to satisfy local and
sectional or even personal interests." He maintains that in

a countr)' governed on the Prussian principles railroad opera-
tion and planning may be conducted by the government with
a fair degree of success, as an executive function, but in

democr;itic countries, he points out that in normal times "it

is the legislative branch of the government which not only
decides policy but dictates always in main outline, often
down to the detail of a particular appointment or a special
rate, how the policy shall be carried out."

For corroboration of this latter statement we need only
turn to the array of statutes in our own states, which not
only fix certain railroad rates by legislative enactment, but
deal with such details as the repair of equipment, the mini-
mum movement of freight cars, tlie kind of headlights to be
used on locomotives, the safet}- appliances to be installed,

etc.—and all this in the face of the fact that these states have
public .service commissions whose function it is to supervise
and regulate the railroads.

The reason why the system of state railways in Germany
was largely free from most, though by no means all, of the

unfavorable features and results produced by government
ownership and operation elsewhere, is inherent in the habits

and conditions created in ^lat countr)- by generations of

autocratic and bureaucratic government. But Mr. Acworth
points out ver}' acutely that while German manufacturers,
merchants, financiers, physicians, scientists, etc., "have
taught the world a good deal in the twenty years preceding
the war, German railway men have tausjht the world
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nothing." And he asks: "Why is this?" His answer is:

"Because they were state officials, and, as such, bureaucrats

and routinicrs, and without incentive to invent and progress

themselves or to encourage or welcome or even accept inven-

tions and progress.

"It is the private railways of England and France, and
particularly of America, which have led the world in improve-

ments and new ideas, whilst it would be difficult to mention

a single reform or invention for which the world is indebted

to the state railways of Germany."
The question of the disposition to be made of the railroads

after the war is one of the most important and far-reaching

of the post-bellum questions which will confront us. It will

be one of the great test questions, the answer to which will

determine whither we are bound.

Competitive Service

And, it seems to me, one of the duties of business men is

to inform themselves accurately and carefully on this subject,

so as to be ready to take their due and legitimate part in

shaping public opinion, and indeed to start on that task

now, before public opinion, one-sidedly informed and fed of

set purpose with adroitly colored statements of half truths,

crystallizes into definite judgment.

My concern is not for the stock and bondholders. They

will, I have no doubt, be properly and fairly taken care of

in case the government were definitely to acc[uire the railroads.

Indeed, it may well be, that from the standpoint of their

selfish interests, a reasonable guarantee or other fixed com-

pensation bv the government would be preferable to the

financial risks and uncertainties under private railroad opera-

tion in the new and untried era which we shall enter after

the war. I know, indeed, that not a few large holders of

railroad securities take this view and therefore have this

preference.

Nor do I speak as one who believes that the railroad situa-

tion can be restored just as it was before the war. The
function, responsibility and obligation of the railroads as a

whole are primarily to serve the interests and economic re-

quirements of the nation. The disjointed operation of the

railroads, each one considering merely its own system (and

being under the law practically prevented from doing other-

wise) will, I am sure, not be permitted again.

The relinquishment of certain features of our existing

legislation, the addition of others, a more clearly defined and

purposeful relationship of the nation to the railroads, involv-

ing amongst other things possibly some financial interest of

the government in the results of railroad operations are cer-

tain to come from our experiences under government opera-

tion and from a fresh study of the subject in case the

railroads, as I hope, are returned to private management.

Personally I believe that in its underlying principle the

system gradually evolved in America, but never as yet given a

fair chance for adequate translation into practical execution,

is an almost ideal one. It preserves for the country, in the

conduct of its railroads, the inestimable advantage of private

initiative, efficiency, resourcefulness and financial responsi-

bility, while at the same time, through governmental regula-

tion and supen'ision, it emphasizes the semi-public character

and duties of railroads, protects the community's rights and

just claims and guards against those evils and excesses of un-

restrained individualism which experience has indicated.

It is, I am profoundly convinced, a far better system than

government ownership of railroads, which, wherever tested,

has proved its inferiority except, to an extent, in the Germany
on which the Prussian Junker jilanted liis heel and of which

he made a scourge and a horrible example to the world; and

the very reasons which have made state railways measurably

successful in that Germany are the reasons which would

make government ownership and operation in America a

menace to our free institutions, a detriment to our racial

characteristics and a grave economic disservice.

Punitive Taxation

I have spoken of the treatment of our railroads in the

past 10 years as "punitive paternalism." In some re-

spects this same term may be applied to our existing and
proposed war taxation.

Of course, the burden of meeting the cost of the war must
be laid according to capacity to bear it. It would be crass

selfishness to wish it laid otherwise and fatuous folly to en-

deavor to have it laid otherwise.

We all agree that the principal single sources of war rev-

enue must necessarily be business and accumulated capital,

ijut these sources should not be used excessively and to the

exclusion of others. The structure of taxation should be har-

monious and symmetrical. No part of it should Ije so

planned as to produce an unscientific and dangerous strain.

The science of taxation consists in raising the largest ob-

tainable amount of needed revenue in the most equitable

manner, with the least economic disturbance and, as far as

possible, with the effect of promoting thrift.

The House bill proposes to raise from income, excess or

war profit and inheritance taxes §5,686,000,000 out of an
estimated total of $8,182,000,000. In other words, almost

70 per cent of our stupendous total taxation is to come from
these few .sources. It seems to me that the effect and meaning
of this is to penalize capital, to fine business success, as well

as thrift and self-denial practiced in the past, thereby tend-

ing to discourage saving.

The House bill fails, on the other hand, to impose certain

taxes the effect of which is to promote saving. Intentionally

or not, yet effectively, it penalizes certain callings and sec-

tions of the country' and favors others.

Let me say at the outset that my criticism does not refer to

the principle of an 80 per cent war profits tax. Indeed, I

have from the very beginning advocated a high tax on war
profits. To permit individuals and corporations to enrich

themselves out of the dreadful calamity of war is repugnant

to one's sense of justice and gravely detrimental to the war
morale of the people. Strictly from the economic point of

view, the 80 per cent war profits tax is not entirely free from

objection. Whether England did wisely on the whole in fix-

ing the tax at quite so high a rate is a debatable point,

and is being questioned by some economists of high standing

in that country, not from the point of view of tenderness for

the beneficiaries from war profits, but from that of national

advantage.

Moreover, conditions in America and England are not

quite identical, and I believe it to be a justifiable statement

that British industry is better able to stand so high a tax than

American industry, for reasons inherent in the respective

liusiness situations and methods.

However, everything considered, circumstances being what
they are, I believe the enactment of the proposed 80 per cent

war profits tax to t)e expedient, provided that, like in Eng-
land, the standard of comparison with prewar profits is fairly

fixed and due and fair allowance made, in determining tax-

able profits, for such bona fide items of depreciation and other

write-off's as a reasonably consers'ative business man would

ordinarily take into account before arriving at net profits.

Among the principles of correct and effective taxation

which are axiomatic are these:

1. No tax should be so burdensome as to extinguish or

seriously jeopardize the source from which it derives its pro-

ductivity. In other words, do not be so eager to secure every

possible golden egg that you kill the goose which lays them.

2. In war time, when the practice of thrift is of more vital

importance than ever to the nation, one of the most valuable

liy-products which taxation should aim to secure is to compel

reduction in individual expenditures.

o. Taxation should be as widely diffused as possible, at

however small a rate the minimum contribution may be fixed,

if only to give the greatest possible number of citizens an
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interest to watch governmental expenditure, and an incentive

to curb governmental extravagance.

It may safely be asserted that our war taxation runs counter

to every one of these tested principles.

The Experience of Engl.'\nd

The characteristic difference between the House bill

and the revenue measures of Great Britain (I am not

referring to those of France and Germany, because they

are incomparably less drastic than ours or Great Britain's) is,

first, that we do not resort to consumption taxes, and only to

a limited degree to general stamp taxes, and, secondly, that

our income tax on small and moderate incomes is far smaller,

on large incomes somewhat smaller, and on the largest in-

comes a great deal heavier.

The House rate of taxation on incomes up to, say, $5,000,

averages only one-fifth of what it is in England; the House
rate of taxation on maximum incomes is approximately 50

per cent higher than it is in England. Moreover, married

men with incomes of less than $2,000 are entirely exempted
from taxation in this country. In England all incomes from

$650 on are subject to taxation.

I believe, on the whole, our system of gradation is juster

than the English system, but I think we are going to an ex-

treme at both ends. And it must be borne in mind that our

actual taxation of high incomes is not even measured i)y the

rates fixed in the House bill, because to them must be added
state and municipal taxes. There must further be added
what to all intents and purposes is, though a voluntary act,

yet in effect for all right-minded citizens tantanioimt to taxa-

tion, namely, a man's habitual expenditures for charity and
his contributions to the Red Cross and other war relief works.

The sentimental and thereby the actual effect of extreme

income taxation is not confined to the relatively small number
of people in possession of ven,' large incomes directly affected

by it. Tlie apprehension caused by the contemplation of an

excessively high ratio of taxation is contagious and ajjt to re-

act unfavorably on constructive activity.

It is highly important that taxation should not reach a

point at which lousiness would be crippled, cash resources

unduly curtailed and the incentive to maximum effort and
enterprise destroyed. And it should not be forgotten that

both theoretically and actually the spending of money by
the government cannot and does not have the same effect

on the prosperity of the country as productive use of his

funds by the individual.

If all the European nations have stopped during the war
at a certain maximum limit of individual income and inherit-

ance taxation, even after four years of war, the reason is

surely not that they love rich men more than we do or that

they are less democratic than we are. The reason is that these

nations, including the financially wisest and most experi-

enced, recognize the unwisdom and economic ill effect under
existing conditions of going beyond that limit.

The same oljservations hold good in tiie ca.^e of our pro-

po.sed inheritance taxation (maximum proposed here 40 per
cent, as against 20 per cent maximum in England, and much
less in all other countries). And again, there are to be
added to federal taxation the rates of state legacy and in-

heritance taxation.

Inheritance taxation, moreover, has that inevitable element
of unfairness that it leaves entirely untouched the wastrel
who never laid l)y a cent in his life, and penalizes him who
practiced industry, self-denial and thrift. And it cannot be
too often said that the encouragement of thrift and enterjirisc

is of the utmost desirability under the circumstances in which
the world finds itself, because it is only by the intensified

creation of wealth through savings and production that the
world can be re-estaljlished on an even keel after the ravages
and the waste of the war.

Furthermore, business men of necessitv have onlv a lim-

ited amount of their capital in liquid or quickly realizable

form, and through the absorption by the inheritance tax of
a large proportion of such as.sets many a business may find it-

self with insufficient current capital to continue operations
after the death of a partner. This effect is not only unfair
in itself, but is made doubly so as being a discrimination in

favor of corporations as against private business men and
business houses, inasmuch as corporations are, of course, not
amenable to inheritance taxation.

While in the case of the rich we discourage saving by the
very hugeness of our taxation, or make it impossible, we fail

to use the instrument of taxation to promote saving in the
case of those with moderate incomes. And the enormous
preponderance of saving which could and should be effected

dcx's not lie within the possibilities of the relatively small
number of people with large means, but of the huge number
of peojjle with moderate incomes.

-Moreover, while the rich, in consequence of taxation, lim-
itation of profits, etc., have i)ecome less able to spend freely
since our entrance into the war, workingmen and farmers,
through increased wages, steadier employment and higher
prices of crops, respectively, liave become able to spend more
freel}-.

Workingmen are in receiiJt of wages never approached in
|)re-war times, many of them making incomes a good deal
higher than the average professional man, while the profits
of ijusiness, generally .^peaking, are rather on a declining
scale and certain Ijranches of business have been brought
virtually or even com|)lctely to a standstill.

Of our total national income, conservativelv estimated at,

say, $40,000,000,000 for the last year before our entrance
into the war, i. e., the year 1916, it is safe to sav that not more
than $2,000,000,000 went to those with incomes of, say,

$15,000 and above, while $38,000,000,000 went to those with
lower incomes.

A carefully compiled statement issued !)y the Bankers
Trust Company of New York estimates the total individual
incomes of the nation for the fiscal vear ending June .i0, 1919,
at about $53,000,000,000, and calculates that" families with
incomes of $15,000 or less receive $48,250,000 of that total;
or, applying the calculation to families with incomes of
$5,()0{1 or less, it is found that thev receive $46,000,000,000
of that total.

CoxsuMPTiox Taxes
While the House bill impo.ses luxury and semi-luxury

taxes, it fails—as I have mentioned before—to resort to con-
sum[)iion taxes of a general kind—a deliberate but, in my
o|)inion, unwarrantable omission.

My advocacy of consumption and similar taxes, such as
stamj) taxes of many kinds, is not actuated by any desire

to relieve tho.se with large incomes from the maximum of
contribution which may wisely and fairly be imposed on
them. I advocate consumption and general stamp taxes

—

such as every other i)elligerent country witliout cxce[)tion

has found it well to impose—because of the well attested fact

that while productive of ver\- large revenues in the aggregate
they are easily borne, causing no strain or dislocation, and
automatically collected; and because of the further fact that

they tend to induce economy, than which nothing is more im-
portant at this time, and which, as far as I can observe, is not
jjeing practiced by the rank and file of our people to a degree
comparable to what it is in England and France.
The tendenc}- of the House bill is to rely mostly on heaw

taxation—in some respects unprecedentedly heaxy—of a
relatively limited selection of items. I am—as I have already
said—in favor of the highest possible war profits tax and of
at least as high a rate of income and inheritance taxation
during the war as exist in any other country. But apart
from these and a few otlier items which can naturallv sup-
jjort very heavy taxation, such, for instance, as cigars and
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tobacco, 1 believe that the maximum of revenue and the mini-

mum of economic disadvantage and dislocation can be secured

not by the very heavy taxation of a relatively limited selec-

tion, but by comparatively light taxation distributed over a

vast number of items. I believe such taxes would be pro-

ductive enough to make good the impending revenue losses

from prohil)ition.

I think, for instance, the imposition of a tax of 1 per cent

on every single purchase exceeding, say, two dollars (the tax

to be Imrne by the purchaser, not by the seller, would be

productive of a large amount of revenue and be harmful to

none. A similar tax was imposed in the course of the Civil

War and appears to have functioned so well and met with

such ready acceptance that it was not repealed until several

years after the close of that war.

There is apparently small limit to the zeal of many poli-

ticians and others when it is a question of taxing business and

business men, especially those guilty of success. We are, I

believe, justified in inquiring to what extent there is a rela-

tion between this tendency and political considerations which

ought to be remote from the treatment of economic subjects

such as taxation.

Let us take, as an instance, the case of the farmer. I do

not pretend to judge whether in these war times the farmers

of the country are bearing an equitable share of taxation in

proportion to other callings or not. I certainly recognize

that they are entitled to be dealt with liberally, even gener-

ously, for I know the rigors of the farmers' lives, the ups

and downs of their industry's productivity, and fully appre-

ciate that their work lies at the very basis of national exist-

ence. Everything that can fairly make for the contentment,

well being and prosperity of the farmer is to be wholeheart-

edly welcomed and promoted.

Yet we cannot avoid noticing that the average value of

farm lands in this country is estimated to have increased be-

tween 1900 and 1918 more than 200 per cent, that the

value of farm products has been vastly enhanced, but that

according to the latest published details of income tax returns,

the farmer contributes but a very small percentage to the total

income tax collected. Of 22 selected occupations the farmers'

class contributes the least in the aggregate, although it is

numerically the largest class in the country.

Let it be clearly understood that I have not the remotest

thought of suggesting "tax dodging" on the part of the

farmers. I know well how fully they are doing their part

towards winning the war and am entirely certain that they are

just as ready to carry patriotically their due share of the

financial cost of achieving victory as the splendid young fel-

lows taken from the farms, many of whom I met in Europe,

have been ready to bear their full share of the cost in life

and limb of achieving victory.

The point of my question is not the action and attitude of

the farmer. But here is a great industry exempt from the

excess profit and war profit tax and apparently not effectively

reached by the income tax, which is entirely natural, because

in this case the income tax can neither he retained at the

source nor are the large bod)- of the farmers, many of whom
do not keep, and cannot be expected to keep, books, in a posi-

tion to determine their taxable income.

Is it conceivable that the politicians who are so rigorous

in their watchfulness that no business profit shall escape the

tax-gatherer, would not devise means to lay an effective tax if

the same situation existed in a business industry ?

The point of my question is, taking the case of the farmers

as an instance, whether in framing our system and method

of taxation, the steady aim has been to ascertain impartially

what is equitable and wisely productive of revenue and to

act accordingly, or whether considerations of the anticipated

effect of taxation measures upon the fortunes of individual

legislators or of their party, have been permitted unduly to

swav their deliberations and conclusions.

Turning aside from this interrogation mark, I will only

add, in returning to our general scheme of taxation, that

there are numerous taxes of a tried and tested and socially

just kind—some of them applied in this country during the

Civil War and the Spanish War—which would raise a verj'

large amount of revenue and yet would be little felt by the

individual. Some of them have been suggested to our legis-

lators, but have not found favor in their eyes. Their non-

imposition, taken together with the entire character of our

taxation program, the burden of which falls to an enormously

preponderant extent upon the mainly industrial states and the

business classes, not only proportionately, which, of course,

is just, but discriminatingly, which is not just, seems hardly

explainable except on the theory that the intention of those

who were primarily in charge of framing that program was

punitive and corrective and that they were influenced

—

though I am willing to believe unconsciously—by sectional

and vocational partiality.

The fact that the revenue bill was passed in the House by

a unanimous vote does not mean, of course, that it met with

unanimous approval on the part of Congressmen. The debate

.shows this. The bill, as reported after months of labor,

either had to be approved practically as it stood or rejected

and returned to the committee. It is not possible for a body

of 400 men to deal in a detailed manner with a subject so

complex as a taxation measure of the magnitude of the

present one.

The bill could not be made over or materially amended in

the House. In view of the urgency of the emergency and

the vital need to raise the sum asked for by the Treasun,', no
patriotic course was open to the House but to accept the bill

and pass it up to the Senate.

I know it is not popular to say things in criticism of war
burdens of a financial nature. One's motives are liable to

be misunderstood or misinterpreted and he is ver}' apt to have

it scornfully pointed out to him how small relatively is the

sacrifice asked of him compared with the sacrifice of position,

prospects and life itself, so willingly and proudly offered

by the young manhood of the land.

It is a natural and effective rejoinder, but it is not a sound

or logical one. Heaven knows my heart goes out to our splen-

did boys, and my admiration for their conduct and achieve-

ments and my reverence for the spirit which animates them

knows no bounds. But I am acquainted with hundreds of

Imsiness men who bemoan their gray hair and their respon-

sibilities which prevent them from having the privilege of

fighting our foe arms in hand.

And I know- no American business man worthy of the

name who would not willingly give his life and all his pos-

sessions if the country'? safety and honor required that

sacrifice.

A New Railway in Santo Domingo.—A line for a railroad

from the mines to La Piedra on the Ozama River has been

located and staked out. La Piedra is considered a good place

for establishing a terminal. It is planned to have the railroad

yards at this point and to build a roundhouse, shops and stores,

as all the material and machinery for the mines will be handled

there. The country through which the proposed railroad is to

run will permit of easy construction, and as there is but one

important river to cross, a 100-ft. steel bridge with reinforced

concrete abutment is contemplated.

—

Commerce Rcfiorts.

Spanish Railway" Rates.—The federation of employees of

the Madrid, Saragessa & Alicante Railway of Spain has ad-

dressed a petition to the government in which it recognizes that

with present excessive costs the company cannot pay its em-

ployees the wages demanded by increased costs of living, and

that it is imperative that the company should be authorized to

raise its rates in the same way as rates have been raised in

every other country.



Problems of the National Banks in War Time*

In War Times Bank Credits Are Often Adjusted to Conditions

Instead of Creating Them and Thus Are an Effect, Not a Cause

By W. P. G. Harding

Governor of the Federal Reserve Board

THE NATIONAL BANKS of the United States have in other

times and in other wars proved their loyalty and
efficiency. In fact they were born in the midst of

the convulsions of a country torn by civil war and tlieir

creation is due to the desperate needs of the nation in those

dreadful days.

Through the establishment of the national banking sys-

tem not only was a market afforded for United States bonds,

but facilities were provided for the issuance of a national

currency capable of circulating without discount in all sec-

tions of the country. So rapidly did the national banking

system grow that in 1865, shortly after the close of the

Civil War, there were 1,517 national ijanks, having aggre-

gate assets of $1,359,867,074, included in which were United

States bonds to secure circulation of $272,6J4,200 and about

175,000,000 government bonds held as investments.

In 1898, when we were at war with Spain, consciousness

of our banking strength undoubtedly had much to do with

the ease with which 3200,000,000 of 3 per cent bonds were

sold to the public at a substantial premium; but the national

banks co-ordinated under the Federal reserve system are

now engaged in the most stupendous work they have ever

undertaken, and in according to the national banks their

meed of praise, I do not wish to slur nor underestimate the

importance of the work which has lieen done by the state

banks, savings banks and trust companies as well. There
is no question, however, that through the op>eration of the

Federal Reserve system the vast fiscal undertakings of the

government have been successfully carried out thus far with-

out any undue disturbance to our financial structure and
without a money panic or crisis of any kind.

For three years the burden of supporting the Federal

Reserve system was borne almost entirely by the national

banks—all through those times when many of the banks

could not perceive that any substantial benefit would be

likely to enure from membership, and when stock in the

Federal Reserve banks was looked upon as a dead invest-

ment. Even a year ago, five months after the United States

had entered the war, there was only 86 non-national banks

which were members of the Federal Reserve system. It is

gratifying to note, however, that henceforth the responsi-

bilities and privileges of membership will be shared by the

state institutions which are now coming over in constantly

increasing numbers and that today about 750 state banks

and trust companies are members, with total resources of

nearly six and three-quarters billions of dollars.

The problems of the American banker have always been

more complex and difficult than those of banks in other

countries and their work is more varied and exacting. This

is due, in part, to our wide expanse of territort-, and to the

amount of pioneering which has to be done incident to the

building up and development of a new country. It is due
also to the fact that the spirit of American institutions de-

mands independence of action and that the tendency in this

country has been toward a large number of independent

banking units, most of them of small and moderate capital,

rather than toward a compact group of highly capitalized

banks conducting their operations throughout the country

*An adOress before the Nation.il Bank paction of the American Bankers'
Association at Chicago, September 25. 1918.

through tlie medium of branches. The need of some means
of co-ordinating this large number of independent banks,-

or reserving a portion of their resources for the commoa
defense of the financial front, the necessity for providing a

more elastic currency which could expand and contract in

accordance with business requirements, and of establishing

a broad discount market, are some of the causes which led

to the establishment of the Federal Reserve system. It is

,not my intention, however, to attempt to discuss your routine

work or your every day problems, but I wish instead to

touch upon .some of those questions which confront you, and
those militant duties which are imposed upon you, in your
work of holding the financial trenches in the great battle

now raging for liberty and civilization.

The Federal Reserve Board, from the time when it became
evident that this country would be forced into the war, has

spared no pains to fortify the position of the Federal Re-
serve banks, in order to enable them to meet all legitimate

demands which may be made upon them and to render the

greatest amount of assistance to the member banks in the

performance of their war time duties to the government.

Upon the recommendation of the Federal Reserve Board,

Congress amended the Federal Reserve Act in several im-

portant particulars on June 21, 1917. The effect of these

amendments has been to bring into the system a large num-
ber of state banks, besides enabling the Federal Reserve

banks more effectively to control the countr\-'s gold which
had been widely diffused, having been used for purposes

of circulation and held in vaults of member and non-member
banks. As you know, all the lawful reserves of member
banks are now kept on deposit with the Federal Reserve

banks, and as Federal Reserve notes may be issued with-

out limit against deposits of gold or gold certificates, the

gold holdings of the Federal Reserve banks have been aug-

mented to an amount exceeding $2,000,000,000, and the dis-

counting power of the Reserve banks has thereby been

greatly increased. Both the member and non-member banks
have V)een urged repeatedly to transfer their gold as it ac-

cumulates to the Federal Reser\'e banks, and the appeal has

not been in vain, for the response has been very general and
gratifying. In the vaults of the Reserve banks gold is avail-

able either as a basis of new note issues or as a means of

extending their loaning facilities, while in circulation or

distributed among the 25,000 or more commercial banks, it

is of no more value than any other form of currency. There
still remains in circulation and in bank vaults, however,

about $900,000,000 in gold certificates and coin, most of

which can be deposited and should be deposited, their place

to be taken as far as necessarv bv Federal Reser\-e notes.

In mobilizing the gold of the countrv- into the vaults of the

Federal Resers'e banks, it is not the intention to increase

the volume of loans beyond the amount actually required,

but these are war times, and any inability on the part of

Federal Reserve banks to respond to legitimate demands
made upon them would be disastrous. It is clear that in

proportion as the gold holdings of the Federal Reserve banks
are increased, the ability of such banks to extend accommd
dation to other banks or to issue notes is enlarged. Ai
reserve holdings are curtailed, the lending power of thi

banks is correspondingly reduced.

887
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The national banks of the country tan render good service

at this time by informing the people in their respective com-
munities of the absolute falsity of the statements which
have been made occasionally and which appear to be the

result of a deliberate propaganda, that it is the intention

of the government to confiscate bank deposits. Such a state-

ment is absurd upon its face, but is well calculated to alarm
the ignorant, and, although it has been denied and de-

nounced in the strongest terms jjy the Secretary of the

'i'reasury and other high authorities, it is evident, from
the projiortion of the money paid out every week in payrolls

which does not return to the banks, that large amounts in

the aggregate are being hoarded or carried upon their per-

sons by workmen who are now receiving unusually high

wages. Banks should give especial attention to the problem
of bringing into sight any money hoarded in their communi-
ties, and should urge its investment in war savings stamps
or Liberty Bonds, as well as the estaiilishment of bank
accounts. There is good reason to believe that the present

is an opportune time, in industrial communities especially,

for organizing systematic campaigns for bringing concealed

money into the vaults of the banks, or for effecting its e.x-

change for government obligations.

One of the most important functions of any V)ank is the

granting of credits. This is a power which should be exer-

cised with prudence and discretion in any circumstances,

but under present conditions there are many new and per-

plexing features to be considered. As the paramount busi-

ness of this country at present is war, and as the govern-

ment is the largest purchaser of all essential commodities,

it is clear that the banks of the country should do their part,

not only in aiding the government to obtain the funds and
credits needed, but that they should so readjust their own
lending operations as to contribute most effectively toward

supplying the government with necessary articles and com-
modities. Therefore the question of credit conservation has

been a vital one for months past. \A'ar expenditures are

essentially different from any which are ordinarily made
in times of peace. Instead of contributing toward a per-

manent addition to the national wealth, the large payments

which the government is making for the maintenance and
equipment of our military and naval establishments involve

waste and destruction—inevitable concomitants of war.

This process necessarily tends to inflation, which, together

with concentrated demand and the need for quick deliveries,

brings about rapid advances in the price of necessities. In-

finities such as are dealt with in higher mathematics have

no place in the arithmetic of war financing, even though the

figures run into the billions. The supply of credit, of goods,

and of man power is limited, and as far as possible these

resources should be conserved and set aside for the use of

the government, whose abnormal demands—inevitable and

necessary in the present circumstances—must be counteracted

by greater economy on the part of our civilian population,

whose efforts should be directed toward decreasing the nor-

mal waste incident to our business pursuits and to our every-

day life.

Credit extended for non-essential purposes involves the use

of labor, of transportation, of material, and of reserves which

ought to be kept free for purposes of the government. Un-
restricted credit means unnecessary competition with the

government, and tends to impede and delay its operation,

and needlessly advances prices.

At a time when the supreme business of the country is

war, it is idle to talk of business as usual, for our accus-

tomed business and personal habits cannot in many cases

be continued Without interfering with the government's work

and the consequent infliction of serious injur}- upon the

nation. Uncle Sam, at this time, is a world banker—he is

extending credits in large amounts to foreign countries asso-

ciated with him in the war, and his power to continue to

play the part of ''Uncle" in the financial sense depends upon
the extent of his resources in men, goods and gold, and the

avoidance of unnecessary credit. Needless recourse to the

facilities of the Federal Reserve banks weakens proportion-

ately his gold reserve, and this gold re.serve is the financial

backbone of civilization. Any waste of the raw materials

and manufactured products of the countr}' adds to our finan-

cial burdens by increasing the amount which we must import

from other countries, and such waste at the same time

reduces the volume of goods which should be available for

export purposes—the best means of paying for imported

commodities.

The far-sighted banker does not content himself by con-

sidering merely present problems, but he turns his eyes to

the future and endeavors to lift the veil in order that he

may see the shadow of coming events and make his plans

accordingly. Many thoughtful bankers feel, therefore, that

the preservation of our economic strength is of the greatest

importance in making provision for that period of readjust-

ment which will follow inevitably the re-establishment of

peace. By refraining from buying luxuries and by restrict-

ing the use of necessities to the actual requirements of health

and reasonable comfort, a reserve purchasing power can be

created which will be of the greatest value in bridging over

our industries during the period of reconstruction which will

follow the war, w-hen "swords will l.»e beaten into plow
sluires" and Mars will give place to ^Mercury and Ceres.

An intelligent and prudent use of credit will be an im-

portant factor in strengthening the national resources during

the period of the war, in aiding its successful prosecution,

besides maintaining our economic strength for the time when
our armies will return to the emplo}Tnents of peace. It is

important, however, that a w'ise discretion should be exer-

cised and that there should be a careful discrimination be-

tween essential, less essential, and non-essential credits.

It is difficult to suggest any fixed and definite rule to

govern in distinguishing between these various classes of

credits. A loan might be desired for what appears at first

glance to be a non-essential purpo.se, and yet failure to

obtain the credit might create a condition which might in-

directly have a distinctly harmful effect upon the ability of

productive enterprises in the community to obtain credit.

It is important, therefore, that bank officers should inform

themselves as to the ultimate use to which the proceeds of a

proposed loan will be diverted. Present conditions fully

justify the banks in taking such steps as may be necessary

to restrain speculation, but at the same time, a general refusal

to make loans on good security w'ould seriously impair the

liquidity of investments and would force liquidation which
might disturb very seriously the whole financial situation.

It is important to avoid shaq:) and radical readjustments of

credit and wherever possible lines should be reduced without

undue hardship to the borrower or without causing a shock
wliich would render the granting of necessarv credits more
difficult.

The problem of non-essential credits is, however, not en-
tirely one for the consideration of the banks. The question

will be determined for them in many instances by the Capital
Issues Committee and by other governmental bodies such as

the War Industries Board, which has large powers in the

determination of the character and quantity of production
and of priorities in the delivery of materials and goods.

In normal times great enteqjrises and large developments
are the result of credits previously arranged by bankers, but
the military necessities of today have changed the order so

that in many cases developments are predetermined, and
bank credits are adjusted to conditions instead of creating

them, thus becoming an effect instead of a cause. Your
]irobU'ms, gentlemen, are by no means confined to placing

proper restrictions upon non-essential or less essential credits,

l)Ut they include means of sustaining tlirough adequate
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credits, the vast number of enterprises and industries wlio^e

operations are essential or contributory to the conduct of the

war and to the health and necessar}' comfort of the pulilic.

In addition to direct advances to the government, you are

Ijeing called upon to furnish funds for use of the mercantile

community and for the payrolls of mining and manufactur-
ing and transportation coni[)anies, and for the production

and movement of crops and livestock. In these operations

you will find your membership in the Federal Reserve Sys-

tem of the greatest value, for not only can you rediscount

freely with your Federal Reserve Banks the notes which rep-

resent your loans in most of these transactions, but you can

effect through these banks such exchange transfers as you
may desire and can call u[)on them to send you any currency

that you may need. Shipments from Reserve Banks or

branches can reach most of you within twenty-four hours,

and in order to facilitate your transactions and to encourage

a freer movement of domestic exchange, serious consideration

is now Ijeing given to having the Federal Re.ser\'e Banks
absorb all rests incident to transfers of currency for member
banks, both from and to Federal Reserve Banks. You have

also recourse to the War Finance Corporation, which is au-

thorized to make advances to banks, bankers, or trust com-
panies, and to savings banks, upon terms and conditions set

forth in Sections 7 and cS of the War Finance Coqjoration

Act.

Your attention is directed to the great importance of in-

creasing our supplies of foodstuffs, of cotton and wool, of

coal, and of all manufactured articles of an essential char-

acter, and it is hoped that you will extend your credit lines

with this object in view as far as may be consistent with the

principles of sound banking and business prudence. While
it is desiralile that you sliould remain free to exercise your

own discretion as regards the security of loans and the details

of your l)usiness, it is necessary, nevertheless, that we should

all work together in carrying out a general policy. The
exigencies of the times require that banking policy must be

determined in Washington to a greater extent than would
nonnally be the case, but every confidence is felt that the

splendid ixitriotism which has Ijeen manife.sted in the past

by national bankers in the hour of the nation's peril, will

continue to be exhibited today when our country is engaged

in the greatest war of all history, and that through your cor-

dial and effective co-operation complete victory will crown

our military undertakings, to be followed by a lasting and
American peace.

INVESTMENTS SECTION
WILLIAM E. HOOPER.

Financial Editor.

The economic events of the last three months can only
be seen in their proper significance by placing them against

the background of the successful F"ourth
r'leaged Liberty Loan Campaign and the pros-

to peds of an early peace. Preliminary

Save estimates of the number of people who
suijscriijed to the Fourth Liberty Loan

puts the number at 21,000,000. It must be remembered that

the great majority of the individuals sub.scribing did so on
some kind of an installment plan. This means that during
the period of installment payments on subscriptions to loans,

which period, in some cases, extends as far as fifty weeks,
there will be a saving on the part of one out of every five per-

sons in this coimtry. Every form of industry will, to a
greater or less extent, feel the effects of this economizing.
The best that any other countrj', ally, enemy or neutral, has
done, in its sale of internal loans, has been to get subscribers

from one out of every nine. The fact that the United States

could show one out of ever}' five as sub.scribers, of course, em-
phasizes once again the much higher standard of living and
wealth in this country than in any other, but it also is of
great importance in considering the trend of investment con-
ditions, the prospects for pro.sperity in any trade or industry',

and, furthermore, is an indication of a state of mind which
may be of even more importance than the actual dollars which
are withlield from expenditure on jxT.sonal wants to be
loaned as a credit to the national government.

War Stocks

and
Peace Stocks

Photo from l.-nlr.jl .V.-;m Fhcio .Vrrri. ,

Swinging a Big Shell from Ammunition Car to the Gun

Industry has passed beyond the stage in this country where
it is manufacturing the tools to manufacture war necessities.

It is now, and has been for some
months, using the plants, which in the

first six to nine months of the war it

Imilt under such great pressure, to man-
ufacture the pnxlucts actually needed in

the government's conduct of the war. Munitions play a
smaller part in the grand total of these requirements than
might be at first expected. As a matter of fact, as things

stand today, it is probable that orders for munitions could be
immediately stopped and comparatively few of the manufac-
turing concerns of the country would be vitally affected. On
the other hand, the volume of business which the manufactur-
ing plants of the country are doing for the government, ex-

clusive of making munitions, is stupendous. To fit them-
selves to do this business, a great number of companies had
to make extensive additions to their plants at a time when
labor and material were high<?r than ever before. Onlv a

part of the huge capital investment required has been financed

even by short term notes or bonds, and is today being tem-
porarily carried through liank loans. Except for such ma-
chinery as is used in making shells, explosives and arms
and artilleni-, that which is now at work for the government
can lie almost without alteration used in manufacturing for

the general jiublic; that is, for the ordinary consumer de-

mands. The great capital investment necessitated by the war
does not, therefore, need amortizing before peace. Rather
the problem is as to providing work to keep the plant which

has now been created busy under peace conditions.
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The law of supply and demand has been, in this country,

very largely superseded by price fixing by law. This funda-

mentally changes the point of view from

Eliminating which tlie financial status of any partic-

_, . . ular company, engaged in industry,
Competition ^^^^ j^g studied. Vulnerability to com-

petition or immunity therefrom has

been the determining factor in the failure or success of

innumerable business enterprises. Eliminate the element of

price competition and a quite new aspect is given to state-

ments of earnings and profits. The number of different

articles and products of industries with a fi.xed price made
by the United States government is much larger than the

average man realizes. This list ranges from shoes to wheat,

from coal to butter. The fixing of the price which the gov-

ernment will pay for articles is not a new experiment, but

what is being done now is for the government to fix the

price which the private consumer shall pay in his private

transaction with the retailer. This is still an e.xperiment;

not only is it impossible to say that it has been a success or

a failure, but the very definition of success or failure has

not as yet been clearly decided upon. The government might

view the experiment as successful if it temporarily produced

tlie results which the government desired, although the man
vitally interested in a particular industry might view the

results as a disastrous failure, if, in the long run, sources

of natural wealth were left undeveloped, which otherwise

would have been developed, or the standard of product,

turned out in the industry, was permanently lowered. It is

essential that an investor in a particular industry define

clearly to himself what he means by successful price fixing

and even if the particular industry in which he is interested

is not today subject to price regulation by the government,

the possibilities of such a policy being adopted must be borne

in mind, and the possible results studied.

There is a certain element of humor in the fact that during

tlie very time when the government is taking all sorts of

measures to nullify the working of the

International ^^^^ °^ supply and demand and to elim-

inate competition, the International
Harvester Harvester case should have been settled

by an agreement on the part of the com-

pany to abandon its appeal to the Supreme Court from the

decree of the United States District Court pronouncing the

company an unlawful combination in restraint of trade and

ordering its dissolution. There would seem to be a rather

curious twist in the mental processes of the politician

economist who has, for the last twenty years, been rather

vainly attempting to keep competition alive by artificial

means and who now is voting for laws aimed at the elimina-

tion of competition and voting to turn over the railroads

of the country to a single federal administration in order

that the wastes of competition may be eliminated. If the

change in argument were less an absolute reversal of itself,

it might be called inconsistency, but some way inconsistency

hardly seems a comprehensive enough term to apply to it.

However, the International Harvester case is of importance in

itself in addition to being a reminder of a previous state of

the politically economic mind. In making the announcement

that it will carry out a dissolution plan, the Harvester com-

pany said that it was for business reasons that it had come

to an agreement with Uie Department of Justice. The com-

pany will divest itself of the manufacture of certain machin-

ery lines and have only one representative in any city and

town, etc., and if, at the end of 18 months, these measures

have not, in the opinion of the government, "proved adcijuate

to restore competitive conditions" in agricultural implements,

the government shall have the right to seek further relief. Is

it not barely possible that the ideas of the Department of

Justice as to what constitutes a restoration of competitive con-

ditions, have been so modified as to suggest to the Harvester

company's officers that they could carry out an "acceptable"

dissolution without plunging the agricultural implement in-

dustry into the throes of a cut-throat war of competition?

Whereas the taking over in some form or other of the

railroads of the country by the Government seemed inevit-

able not only to the government but to

Government ,y,ost of the railroad executives, includ-

Telephones and ing those who feared the evils of gov-

Telegraphs crnment ownership most wholeheart-

edly, the taking over of the telegraph

and telephone lines of the country was by no means so

obviously necessary. The reasons most often given for gov-

ernment control and operation of railroads were that in this

way only could wasteful competition be eliminated and the

full use of all facilities be obtained. The real underlying

reasons, however, why the government had to step in were

the financial ones, which were so grave that had not the

government taken charge and raised rates to an extent never

even proposed by private owners, bankruptcy of railroad

companies would have taken place on a great scale, but

neither financial needs nor the elimination of competition

could be urged as making government operation of the tele-

phone and telegraph systems of the countr)' inevitable.

There was almost no waste due to competition in the tele-

phone system and very little in the telegraph system. On
the other hand, the contract which the government made
with the telephone and telegraph companies was not a hard
driven bargain such as that made with the railroads, but

was a "mutually satisfactory agreement" between the post-

master general and President Theodore N. Vail of the

American Telephone & Telegraph Company and President

Newcomb Carlton of the Western Union. Interest charges,

taxes and the existing rate of dividends is to be continued

by the government, and apparently there is no disposition on
the part of the postmaster general to radically change the

existing order of things or to superimpose an organization

of his own upon the present remarkably efficient organiza-

tion of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company and
Western Union Telegraph Company. The taking over,

therefore, of these means of communications neither had the

excuse which the taking over of the railroads had, nor had
it the radical or unjust features which attached to the taking

over of the railroads.

Wheat was one of the first of the commodities for which the

government fixed a price. The price was intended to be high

enough to encourage as large a produc-
Loans tion of wheat as possible. Since, how-

to Move ever, land can be planted with grains

the Crops other than wheat or with some other

farm products, the fixing of prices for

other commodities, such as sugar, for instance, and the

making of a price for other commodities by open market
competition, had its effect on the acreage planted to wheat.

In general, the crop conditions this fall are excellent and
the wheat crop will be one of the largest in the history of

the countr}-. Having protected the consuming public against

an overcharge on the part of farmers or speculators for

wheat, it was but right that the government should protect

the farmer against competition for money from the govern-

ment itself when it became necessary to finance the moving
of the crops. Even in ordinary- years, the witlidrawal of

money from the large banking centers to pay for harvesting

and moving the crops is a considerable strain. Under con-

ditions as they now are, with one Liberty Loan follovring
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another so closely, it was essential that no chances should

be taken in this all-important matter of getting in and selling

this year's crops. On August 5 the managing director of

the War Finance Corporation announced that the corporation

would advance loans to banks to cover advances made in

assisting the movement of crops. At first the rate of interest

on these loans was fixed at six per cent, but later was reduced

to five per cent. Loans were made up to 75 per cent of the

face value of notes given in the prices of getting the crops

moved and were limited to four months. The advances are

made on written application through the federal reserve

banks acting as the corporation's fiscal agents. Paternalism

has advanced quite a long ways when the government fixes

the price at which the farmer may sell his wheat and arranges

to finance for the local bankers, farmers and merchants tlie

movement of this crop, and dictates to the consumer what

part of his diet may be made up of wheat.

Before the signing of the armistice, the United States had

loaned more than $7,220,000,000 to our Allies. This does

not mean that we shipped gold to

Loans Europe, but rather that the government

to Our of the United States arranged for

Allies credits in this country approximately

as follows: Great Britain, $3,745,000,-

000; France, $2,065,000,000; Italy, $860,000,000; Russia,

$325,000,000; Belgium, $171,000,000; Greece, $15,800,000;

Cuba, $15,000,000; Serbia, $12,000,000; Roumania, $6,-

700,000, and Liberia, $5,000,000. The goods purchased

with these credits have been in large measure already manu-
factured, so that if the Fourth T^iljerty Loan had been suffi-

cient to carry the needs of our government through the period

of peace negotiations and demobilization, the transactions

with the Allies would have been completely financed. This

country could then have continued the loan to the Allies

indefinitely, receiving, of course, interest on this huge sum
which would have gone a considerable way toward paying

the interest on the outstanding Lilierty Loan bonds. What
will probably happen, however, is that at least one, if not

two, more Liberty Loans will be necessary to see the country

back on a peace basis. An alternative to this would be a

calling for repayment of the loans to the Allies. As a

matter of fact, this country is in a much better position to

raise additional loans than are the Allies. In the long run,

it will lie of great economic advantage to the United States

if she can complete war financing within this country and
remain a creditor nation to the Allies to the extent of more

than $7,000,000,000.

The National City Company of New York has compiled

statistics and facts in regard to the internal war loans of the

belligerent countries. By this is meant
Internal the borrowings by the different govem-
War ments from its own people. The com-

Loans pilation was made before the Fourth

Liberty Loan campaign was under-

taken, so that the figures for the United States do not include

the nearly $7,000,000,000 bonds which were sold in this

campaign. One of the most interesting comparisons made
possible by this compilation is that between the borrowings

of Great Britain and Germany. Great Britain's totals, in-

cluding four war loans, the sale of national war bonds, which
sale is continuous, and of war savings certificates, was
approximately $13,500,000,000. Germany had had eight war
loans, with a total of $20,800,000,000.

'

All of Germany's
war loans were issued at a price below par, most of them at

98, although two, both of them 4^ per cent bonds, were
issued at 95. The bonds in general pay 5 per cent interest,

although in a number of instances "treasury certificates"

were offered at the same time bearing Ay^ per cent interest.

Great Britain's first war loan was a 31/2 per cent bond issued

at 95, the second was a 4j/2 per cent bond issued at 100, the

third was a 4 per cent bond issued at 100, and the fourth, a

5 per cent bond, was issued at 95. The first national war
bonds were 4 per cent, issued at 100, and the remainder

were 5 per cent bonds issued at 100. France, with her coal

mines in the hands of the enemy and some of the most

important manufacturing centers as well as a great area of

her agricultural lands in the hands of the Germans, raised

nearly $7,000,000,000 in three war loans, the first two being

5 per cent bonds, the first issued at 88 and the second at

88.75, and the third, a 4 per cent bond, issued at 68.60.

While it is true that financing the war by means of bond
issues is to some extent placing the burden of this financing

on future generations, it must be remembered that both the

principal and interest of these bonds are payable to future

generations. Thus, during the next 20 to .30 years, taxes

in this country. Great Britain or in France will possibly have

to be sufficient to pay both interest and principal on the

greater part of these internal loans, but the very people who
are being taxed are the people who will receive the interest

and the principal of the bonds that they hold, so that in a

very real sense they will be taking out of one pocket through

taxes what they put into the other pocket through interest

and principal on their bonds.

Germany as a Competitor or

as a Crippled Dependent
Come years ago an executive officer of the Prussian State
*^ Railways, in conversation with a member of die Rail-

way Age staff, 'commented on the marvelous system of

train despatching on American railroads. What impressed

him so greatly was the amount of freedom of action left to

the individual despatcher and the amount of initiative and
good judgment required to make a successful train des-

patcher. In Germany, he explained, train despatching was
purely and simply a matter of following rules; a rule had
been worked out for ever\' conceivable situation, and it was
the train despatcher's duty to find the rule that applied to

any particular situation and then to follow that rule. He
was asked what would happen if a situation should arise

which was unique and which was covered by no rule. He
replied, perfectly seriously, "Oh! we have a rule to cover

that also. It is the duty of the despatcher to stop all trains

and to apply to headquarters if a situation arises which is

not covered by any of the ordinan- rules." This is a char-

acteristic of the German people. Highly organized as their

industrial system is, it is peculiarly liable to complete stop-

page if the unforeseen happens.

Much discussion has taken place both in this country and
in England in regard to competition with Germany after the

war. In nearly all of this discussion it has been assumed
that the marvelous industrial machiner}' of the countrj' would

continue to function even after the Allies had dictated terms

of peace which would include reparation and the giving up
of Alsace and Lorraine. Now suddenly, however, the Allies

are faced with the possibility that not only has the German
war machine broken down, but that the country is like a

cheese which a starving mouse has nibbled his way into and

eaten even-thing of hut the thinnest of rinds. It would now
appear that Germany is bankrupt not only morally but

materially and financially. There is the possiliility that

Germany's sixty million people will become a pauper burden

which will have to be carried throu.gh the coming winter at

least on the charity and humanity of the .\llies.

A great number of enemy alien companies engaged in
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mining, manufacturing and other commercial work in this

country have been sold by the Alien I'roperty Custodian and

in addition there have been established quite a number of

concerns engaged in the manufacture of goods such as dyes

for which the world, or at least America, was almost wholly

dependent on Germany prior to 1914. If Germany is to

become a dependent on the world's charity instead of a com-

petitor, this fact will have an important bearing on the

immediate future of American industry and finance. As a

competitor Germany might hope to enter almost at once into

foreign trade, meeting the United States or England without

being at too great a disadvantage. If Germany goes to pieces

as she now appears to l>e on the verge of doing, effective com-

petition will be almost out of the question.

In the long run, competition might be a barrier to the

most effective development of American foreign trade. At

present, however, the prospect of having to help feed Ger-

many this winter is more appalling than would be the pros-

pect of having to meet the old Germany in the competitive

markets of the world. Revolution, which would amount to

anarchy, might well mean just this. Chaos in Germany will

prevent the immediate exacting of labor, materials or money
sufficient to restore Belgium and the invaded portions of

France; nor would it carr}' with it, immediately at least, any

prospects of Germany as a market for American manufac-

tures and raw materials. What raw materials and foodstuffs

we would have to send to Germany would be sent as a

charity for which the United States might never expect to be

reimbursed. In a purely economic sense, this would be of

enormous loss to the world. After all, what we want within

this countr}^ as well as between this country and any other

is a healthy rivalry which shall stimulate production.

Unfortunately, the economic question is not the only one

involved here. Morally, Germany is unfit to be recognized

as a competitor. Justice may condemn Geniiany to suffer

for years to come even without the Allies acting as inter-

preters and enforcers of this justice. If such be the case,

Germany may be an economic burden on the rest of the

world which will press heavily not only on the resources of

the rest of Europe but of the United States as well.

The Labor Situation

WHEN THE DRATT AGE was raised to include all men be-

tween 18 and 45, the prospects were that there would

be a very severe labor shortage in this country. While the

government has been regulating the price at which the prod-

ucts of labor could be sold, it did little to regulate the price

of labor. As a matter of fact, wage scales were raised in

nearly every industry w-hich the government touched. One
of the first things the Railroad Administration did was to

drastically increase wages to railroad employees, and it was

announced when the government took over the telephone and

telegraph lines that wages of telegra[)hcrs would also be

increased. Unskilled labor was the greatest beneficiary of

changed conditions; but by wandering from one job to another

unskilled labor, while keeping up the price of "a day"s pay,"

did not as individuals benefit by any means to the full extent

of the wage scale increase, and the country as a whole lost

incalculably large sums through temporary idleness and

through the necessity of Jjrcaking new men in continuously.

One thing the government tried to do was to eliminate waste-

ful competition in the market for unskilled labor, and a

United States central labor recruiting agency was established.

In August, it was estimated that there was a shortage of

1,000,000 unskilled laborers, and a new list of non-essential

work was promulgated which covered a very broad field; for

instance, the manufacture of automobile accessories, teaming

other than the deliver}- of products for war work, cleaners

and dyers, and mercantile stores were all declared to be non-

essential industries. Those engaged in non-essential indus-

tries subject to the draft were required to eitlier make appli-

cation at the United States labor agency for work in essential

industries or themselves to transfer their services to essen-

tial industries or to be subject to the draft.

The result was that non-essential industries had to take in

utterly inefficient labor at an even higher scale than was
formerly being paid to efficient labor, and essential indus-

tries had to face continuing demands for increased wages,

and there was a large movement of women into both essen-

tial and non-essential industries.

Labor in this coimtr)' and abroad is making demands both

for increased wages and bettered working conditions and for

power in the actual management of industr)-, the like of

which has never been known before.

This labor situation has a ver)- direct bearing on the in

vestment value of securities of railroads, public utilities and
industrial companies. Now-, however, there comes in the new
element of the return to industrial occupations of the men
who have been called to the colors as soldiers. Will this

squeeze out from industry the inefficients and, to a large

extent, the women who are just beginning to be able to

compete as unskilled laborers with the men in shop w-ork, in

street railway work and in many other industries ? In so far

as the United States is concerned, the men in the army will

return to this countr>- physically and mentally of a different

class than when they volunteered or were drafted. The im-

provement in physical condition will be great, but the change

of attitude of mind will l>e even greater.

A man who has gone through the discipline fitting him to

serve in France can never look at his work in quite the same
way as he did before this experience, whether he be a young
farmer, a man who has worked at a trade, a helper in a

country- store, a miner or a day laborer. He will have

acquired through the militan,- training a new outlook on life,

and a new standard by w-hich to measure values.

On the other hand, the man w-hose horizon w-as limited by

the farm and the village movies, by the factor.- and the corner

saloon, will in innumerable cases rebel at the thought of

returning to these circumscribed conditions. After the Civil

W3.T, there was the great undeveloped w-est into which the

mu.stered out soldier could venture forth and from which he

could carve his own fortune without the old bonds of New
England industrial or agricultural conditions.

The returning soldier will have to fall back into tlie old

order of industrial and agricultural conditions or he will have

to compel changes in this old order. Herein lies both the

danger and the opportunity of American industn-. Indus-

trial companies will have a laetter class of labor material to

deal with, but labor will demand a greater share both in the

profits and in the determination of conditions in the industry.

Those industrial concerns which still treat labor as a com-

modit}- to be bought at the cheapest possible price and to be

treated accordingly are likely to find then-Lselves saddled

with the inefficients who are crow-ded out by the return of the

soldiers. Those concerns which have already adopted a

policy which presupposes that the laborer is a human being

witli ambitions and aspirations like other human beings and

have held forth an incentive for their employees to work

intelligentlx- to increase profits should he able to have a

choice of the man whose outlook has been so greatly liroad-

ened by their experiences with the colors. An industrial com-

pan\- which can so arrange its l)usiness as to have the w-ork

that can be done more or less mechanically, done by

i-nachines. and the work which requires greater intelligence

and individual .skill, done by men who have been physically

and mentally trained in the army, and pay these latter w-ages

which will be commensurate with the new ideals of living,

and will share profits or otherw-isc stimulate and reward

ambition and good work will be the ones to profit greatly by

the change in labor conditions.
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New Offerings of Securities

NOTHWITHSTANDING the fact tluit iiew issues of corpora-

tion securities had to be "not imomiuitible with the

national interest" and had to be j)assed upon by the

capital issues committee of the United States government

there was a considerable volume of securities offered to the

public in July, August, and the first week of Septemiier. Of
the principal offerings during this period ten were public

utilities issues, seven were lionds or notes of manufacturing

companies, five were municipal issues, one was a short term

note issue of an eastern trunk line railroad, and the others

were securities of shipbuilding, fisheries., etc., companies.

The yield on investment in these securities ranges all the

way from 4.35 per cent on the State of Maryland income tax

exempt 4^ per cent bonds, maturing serially from l')21 to

1933, to 8 per cent on the Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company
first mortgage and collateral trust 3-year 7 per cent gold

notes due 1921. In general the municipal issues were offered

at prices which would yield the investor from 4J4 to 4^ per

cent interest; the public utilities at prices to yield the inves-

tor from lYz to 7-)4 per cent interest and the manufacturing

companies from 7i.4 per cent to 8 per cent interest.

The municipal issues are exempt from the federal income

tax and supertaxes and are generally tax free in the state of

issue. The following are typical of the municipal bonds

offered for sale during the last three months: State of Mary-

land 43/j per cent serial bonds dated August 15, 1918, and

maturing serially from 1921 to 1933 inclusive of total offer-

ing 2,500,000. These bonds were offered by the Mercantile

Trust & Deposit Company of Baltimore and the First

National Bank of New- York at the prices for the different

maturities which gave the investor an interest yield of 4.35

per cent. State of Louisiana Port Commission serial 5 per

cent gold bonds dated July 1, 1918, and due serially from

July 1, 1929, to 1958, total issue $2,500,000. The bonds
are tax exempt in Louisiana when registered and of course

are exempt from federal income taxes. They were offered to

the public by Halsey, Stuart & Co. of Chicago and William
R. Compton Company, New York, at prices ranging from
101.26 for bonds maturing in 1929 to 102.64 for bonds
maturing in 1958, the interest yield to the investor being

4.85 per cent. The City and County of Denver (Colorado)

4^ per cent water bonds dated November 1, 1918, due
November 1, 1948, total issue $10,800,000. The bonds were

offered to the public lay Harris, Forijes & Co. and E. H.
Rollins & Sons of New York and by the International Trust

Company and Boettcher, Porter & Co. of Denver at 9 5 '4,

yielding the investor 4.80 per cent interest on his money.

The bonds were issued to purchase the plant and distributing

system of the Denver Union Water Company, the price

agreed upon being $13,970,000. The net earnings of the

Water Company for the year ended Novemi^er 1, 1917, were

$1,004,554. The bonds are general obligation of city and
county of Denver. The Lake Worth Drainage District of

Palm Beach County, Florida, 6 per cent bonds maturing

serially from 1922 to 1944 are offered at prices yielding a

much higher interest return than the other principal munici-

Bond Coupon

Amalgamated Sugar Company First Mtg.
Serial Conv 7

American Cotton Oil Compa
Bethlehem Steel Corporatit

Serial

Date

.\ug. 1, 1819 to

Sept. 7,. 18-19

Offering Price

99'/2 to 96J^

99 ;4

China Mail Steamship Corporation First

Mtg. Short Term
Cities Service Company Series B Conv.
Dchentures

City and County of Denver. Colo.. Water

City of Memphis, Tenn. River Terminal.
Duquesne Light Company (Pittshurgh)
Secured

Tulv 15, 18. July 15. 19-22 99J4 to 97
($7,500,000 annually)

linating Co. (Boston)

Hydraulic Power Company of Niagara
Falls Ref. and Imp. Mtg 5

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company First

MtK. and Coll. Trust 7

Interborough Rapid Transit Company Se-

cured Conv 7

Jacob Uold Packing Company Serial.... 7

Kansas City Railways Company Coll..

"Series A" 7

Lake Worth Drainage District of Palm
Beach County, Florida, Serial 6

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company Coll.

Trust 6
Mark Manufacturing Company Sce\ired,

.Assumed by the Steel and Tube Com-
pany of America 6

Mengel Box Company Serial Debentures. 7

Moline Plow Company Serial 7

Northern States Power Company Sinking
Fund Conv 7

Pennsylvania Electric Company Secured. 7

Potomac Electric Power Company Gen.
Mtg 6

Standard Gas & Electric Company Coll.

Trust
'

State of Louisiana Port Commission Se-

rial Canal 5

July 1, 18-19 to 21

April 1. 18-i3 to 48

July 1. 18-21

Aug. 1, 18-22
May 1, 18-38 (Option

after Mav 1. 23)

May 15. 18-21

Jan. 1, 17-22 to 44

Aug. 31, 18-28

June 1. 17-20

.Nov. 1, 18-20 to 2i
($1,000,000 annually)

Sept. 1, 18 ($1,000,000
annually) 19, to 24

-Vug. 15. 18-23 .

July 1, 18-23

July I. 18-23

99.53 to 98.68

\02'/,

95 !i

100.60 to 102.40

Yield Bankers Amount

7.50 to 8 Continental and Commercial Trust
and Savings Bank (Chicago) $3,750,000

7)i First National Bank of New York.. 5.000.000

IVi, 7H. IVi Bankers Trust Co. Guaranty Trust
Co 50,000.000

y</2 BIyth, Witter & Co. (Los Angeles). 1,750.000

Henry L. Doherty & Co 6.000.000
4.80 Harris. Forbes & Co. E. H. Rollins

& Sons 10.800.000
4.85 .'\. B. Leach & Co.. Inc 500,000

7Y2 Harris. Forbes & Co. First Na-
tional Bank lO.OOO.OOO

7.10 Lee. Iligginson & Co 3.000.000
4.65. 5 Bonbright & Company 500,000

Spencer Trask & Co 1.500,000

A. B. Leach v<k- Co., Inc 3.500.000

7, 7%, T/i

97yi

97Vi

99!^ to 98H

99!<S to 96 !4

96
97K
93

J. P. Morgan & Co 33.400,000
National City Company 3.000.000

Halsey, Stuart & Co., Chicago 7.750,000

William R. Compton Company 1.028.000

Drcxel & Co'. First National Bank. 15.000.000

yy^ Cont. and Comm. Trust and Sav-
ings Bank

to 7.40 Halsey, Stuart & Co

State of Maryland Serial 4!

State of Oregon Highway 4

Steel & Tube Company of America Se-
cured Conv 7

Stewart Manufacturing Company Fitst

Mtg. Serial 6
West Penn Power Company First Mtg.

Series "C" 6

of .\me Cum.

Sept. 3, 18-21 97h

July 1. 18-29 to 58 101.26 to 102.64

.\uR. 15, 18-21 to 33

July 1, IS-Oct. 1, 23-43 92.58 to 97.69

July 1, 18-21 97H

July 1, 18-20 to 24 98'/|—95>ii

March 1, ]6-Junc I. 1958 98

97K with 25%

7/i. 7^

4.85

4.35

4.50

Guaranty Trust Co
Montgomery & Co

Bonbright «£; Compai

Hals WilliamStuart & Co.
Compion Co

Mercantile Trust & Deposit Co.
(Baltimore)

A. B. Leach & Co., Inc. E. H. Rol
lins & Sons

Wm. A. Read & Co

Central Trust Company of Illinois. .

B. Leach

2.100.000

750.000

2.500.000

2,500.000

690.000

5.00O.000

500,000

2,223,000

750,000
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pal issues sold during this period. The bankers—Wm. R.

Compton & Co., New York, and the Mercantile Trust Com-
pany and Kauffman-Smith-Emert of St. Louis—offered the

bonds of all maturities at 100, yielding the investor 6 per

cent. The total amount of the offering was $1,028,000 and
the bonds are secured by a tax lien on 130,000 acres of land
"averaging in value at least $35 per acre."

The characteristic of the municipal issues is their exemp-
tion from federal income taxes. This makes them an invest-

ment for individuals with incomes subject to super taxes

which makes the yields at as high or higher net rate of inter-

est—no taxes being deducted—as manufacturing company or

other companies bonds on which the gross interest rate is

much liigher but from which the federal income tax has to

be deducted. Although therefore they are a thoroughly safe

investment in general—the high yield of the Florida Drain-
age District bonds indicates less absolute security of prin-

cipal and interest—they are not as attractive for the salaried

man with an income not subject to the higher super taxes as

some of the industrials and public utilities.

Far and away the largest issue of a manufacturing com-
pany's bonds was that of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation 7

per cent secured serial gold notes. The total authorized

issue was $50,000,000 issued in five series A, B, C, D and E.

The first four series are for $7,500,000 each due A in one

year, B in two, C in three, and D in four years. Series E
is for $20,000,000 due in 1923. The one-year notes were

offered at 99^^ yielding l]^ per cent interest, the two-year at

98% yielding 75 8 per cent interest, the three-year at 98 J^
yielding 7^ per cent interest, the four-year at 9 7 J/2 yielding

7^ per cent interest and the five-year at 97 yielding 7^
per cent interest. The company pays the federal income tax

up to and including the normal 2 per cent without deduction

from the 7 per cent interest, but the holder of these notes

must himself pay such super income taxes as he is liable for.

The bonds are to be secured by the deposit of $70,000,000

consolidated mortgage 30-year sinking fund 6 per cent series

A bonds.

The War Finance Corporation took $20,000,000 of these

notes in order to permit the company to complete the produc-

tion of government orders for "commercial steel products

essential to the government's war programme." Holders of

these notes have the privilege of converting them into con-

solidated mortgage 6 per cent bonds due August 1, 1948, at

a price equivalent to a 6^ per cent income basis at the time

of such conversion. Thus if an investor buys a four-year

note at the offering price which was 97 }4 he would get an

interest return on this note of 7^ per cent and at any time

before July IS, 1922, could exchange it for a bond on a basis

of exchange which would give him a long term bond due in

1948 and yielding 6J/2 per cent income annually for that

period.

The extent and rapidity of the growth in business of the

Bethlehem Steel Corporation is so well known as to need

comment only in the way of an analysis of the methods used

to provide additional plant facilities and working capital.

In 1913 the corporation booked orders amounting to $39,936,-

000 and had at the end of the calendar year $24,866,000

uncompleted orders. The manufacturing profits for that

year were $8,531,000. The tremendous jump in business

came in the calendar year 1915. The amount of orders

booked is not reported, but at the end of the year there was

$175,433,000 uncompleted orders and the manufacturing

profits for that year were $23,783,000. In the calendar year

1917 the orders booked are not reported, hut at the end of

the year there was $453,809,000 uncompleted orders. Manu-
facturing profits amounted to $51,003,000 about $9,000,000

less than the profits in 1916.

Since the formation of the corporation in 1905 up to

December 31, 1917, only $17,742,000 had been paid out in

cash as dividends out of a total of $106,256,000 availalile

for dividends after charging off ordinary' and extraordinarj'

repairs and making provision for depreciation and depletion.

In 1917 the corporation readjusted its stock capitalization,

issuing $44,586,000 new class B common stock and $29,-

724,000 new 8 per cent cumulative preferred stock. Two-
thirds of the new common was issued as a stock dividend and
$15,000,000 of it sold at par for cash. The new preferred

was sold for cash at par, so that during 1917 the company
received approximately $45,000,000 new money from the

.sale of stock and also sold during that year approximately

$50,000,000 two-year notes of the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany—a subsidiary' of the corporation. These notes were

secured by $25,000,000 treasury bonds of the company and

$37,600,000 short term notes of the British government
maturing prior to February 15, 1919. In his letter to the

bankers underwriting the new issue of notes President E. D.

Grace of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation says that through

the sale of these new notes and the liquidation of the $37,-

600,000 British treasury bills due February 1, 1919, the

corporation will be able to pay off the Bethlehem Steel

Company notes due February 15, 1919, and complete its

construction programme and have adequte working capital.

There are now approximately $650,000,000 orders on hand,

and President Grace says that of tliis less than 12^ per cent

are for guns, armor plate, projectiles, and similar war
material.

The policy toward cash dividends has been thoroughly

conservative and the raising of nearly half of the additional

$100,000,000 required in 1917-18 through the sale of stock

also indicate a sound financial policy. The Bethlehem

Steel Corporation and its subsidiaries have outstanding a

comparatively small amount of funded debt. The steel

company has $12,760,000 first lien bonds due in 1942 and
$23,538,000 purchase money sinking fund 5 per cent bonds

due in 1936. Other subsidiaries have outstanding com-
paratively small issues of bonds.

An investor considering the purchase of the new Bethlehem

Steel Corporation notes should ask himself first whether he

will probably want to convert his notes into a long term

bond yielding 6^ per cent interest on his investment and if

not whether the corporation will be likely to need to refund

these $50,000,000 notes as they fall diie during the next

five years.

If we assume that the corporation will have to sell new
securities the price at which these can be sold will depend

in good part on the continuance of the booking of orders—if

not on as huge a scale as at present, at least on a scale which

will keep the plant reasonably busy. There seems to be

every prospect of shipbuilding continuing for two or three

years at least on a large scale and the Bethlehem Corpora-

tion has facilities for building one million dead weight of

shipping per year, which is about one-third of the present

steel shipbuilding capacity of the United States.

These notes are rather an investment for a business man
who is able to form a judgment of his owti as to possible after

war conditions in the steel trade than an investment for an

individual not in close touch with general business conditions

and entirely dependent on income from investments.

Although the war has brought immensely increased busi-

ness to the meat packers, the security of these companies

are in "war securities" in the generally accepted meaning
of that term. The war, however, has necessitated a large

increase in inventories and a consequent need of larger work-

ing capital. The Jacob Dold Packing Company sold to

the National City Company recently $3,000,000 7 per cent

serial gold notes due $500,000 annually, November IS,

1910. to November 15. 1922, inclusive, and $1,000,000 due
November 15, 1923. These notes were offered to the public

by the bankers at par for the one-year notes, 99.^4 foi" the

two-year notes, 99':( for the three-year notes, 99'/^ for

the four-year notes and 90 for the five-year notes. This

makes the interest yield 7 per cent on the one-year notes,

ly?. per cent on the two-year notes, and 7^ per cent on the
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remainder of the notes. This company is one of the eight

largest packing companies in the Lliiited States. In 1916,

it handled 952,000 head of live stock, and in 1917, 793,000

head of live stock. The sales in 1910 amounted to $29,593,-

000, and in 1917 to $40,000,000, The earnings available

for interest and taxes have averaged $1,100,000 per year

for the last 5 3^ years, while the interest charges on this

issue of notes calls for $210,000 annually, so that if the

company's earnings averaged as high in the next five years

as in the preceding five, it can pay both the interest and
the principal of these notes as it falls due from earn-

ings.

The company has no otlier debt outstanding in the hands
of the public and the proceeds of these notes are to be used

to pay off bank loans. On January 1, 1917, the company
had $2,725,000 bills payable which might be considered

the normal amount, the company having averaged between

two and three million dollars bills jxiyable from 1911 to

1917. On January 1, 1918, bills payable amounted to

$6,940,000. There was $1,040,000 cash on hand and $2,-

373,000 accounts receivable. The merchandise and supplies

on hand totaled $6,212,000, comparing with $3,821,000,

January 1, 1917, and with merchandise and supplies vary-

ing from two to three million dollars in 1911 to 1917.

The Steel & Tube Company of America sold $5,000,000
three-year 7 per cent secured convertible gold notes and
these notes were offered to the public by Wm. A. Read & Co.

at 97%, yielding the investor 7.80 per cent interest. The
notes are secured by the deposit of $5,000,000 7 per cent

.series A general mortgage sinking fund bonds due July 1,

1943, and are convertible at par into these bonds.

The Steel & Tube Company manufactures steel tubes and
is a producer of pig iron, having plants at South Chicago,

Indiana Harbor, Evanston, 111., and Zanesville, Ohio. The
company is not listed in Poors Manual of Industrials so

that the investor is dependent upon such information as is

given out by the bankers making the offer and such an

investment must of necessity depend largely on faith in the

business judgment of the bankers.

The Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company sold $3,500,000
first mortgage collateral trust 7 per cent gold notes due

1921, and these notes were offered to the public by A. B.

Leach & Co. at 97J^, yielding the investor 8 per cent inter-

est. This company's business consists of the manufacture

of steel ingots, heavy pressed steel, steel roofing, automobile

frames, etc. Of the entire output at present President J. H.
Foster says that 70 per cent represents standard products

which are being used for government purjjoscs; the remain-

ing 30 per cent is mainly shell forgings. In 1915 the manu-
facturing profits were $719,000, 1916 $1,210,000 and in

1917 $1,702,000.

The proceeds of the sales of these notes will be used to

pay off the $1,800,000 7 per cent notes due October IS, 1918,

and for plant extension and additional working capital.

The company has outstanding $947,000 7 per cent cumula-
tive preferred stock on which it has paid dividends regu-

larly and $5,000,000 common stock on which it has paid

8 per cent annual dividends since 1908.

Exclusive of good will and patents total assets of the com-

pany on May 31, 1918, amounted to $12,055,000 which

included $7,731,000 current assets with $3,313,000 current

liabilities. The company is obliged to set aside 25 per cent

of its surplus after interest charges, taxes and preferred divi-

dends, of which two-fifths may be invested in permanent

improvements and the remaining three-fifths must be used

to retire notes.

As will be seen, the company is in a strong position as

regards working capital and is conservatively capitalized

as regards earning power shown in each year since 1908.

On the other hand the profits now being shown are from

government work and the manufacture of munitions. With

the declaration of peace will come presumably a change in

the character of the business which the company will do
and with new conditions the earning power shown in 1916-17

may be an untrustworthy criterion of earning pow'er in times

of peace. These notes therefore are an investment which
must be made with the knowledge that the investor is to

some extent relying on his own judgment of conditions in

the steel trade after the war or in the judgment of the

bankers making the offering.

The Moline Plow Company is a long established business,

having manufacturing plants at Moline, 111., Stoughton,

Wis., Freeport, 111., and at various other places. The prod-

ucts of the company are plows, farm wagons, seeding

machines, binders and tractors, and at one of the Freeport

plants the company manufactures automobiles and commer-
cial bodies. The company recently sold to a banking
s}Tidicate headed by the National City Company and the

Guaranty Trust Company $6,000,000 7 per cent serial gold

notes due $1,000,000 annually beginning September 1, 1919,

to September 1, 1924. The bankers offered the bonds to

the public at 99i/2 for notes due in one year, 98 J4 due in

two years, etc., to 96j/2 for notes due in six years. At these

prices the investor receives 7J/^ per cent on one year notes,

7j^ on two and three-year notes and 7j>4 on four, five, and
six-year notes. In the fiscal year 1915 the companv had
gross sales of $10,212,000 with $669,000 net income avail-

able for interest and dividends. Both 1914 and 1915 were
bad years for the company, and the regular 7 per cent

cumulative dividend on the first preferred and ly^ per cent

paid on the common and 1 J/$ per cent paid on the second
preferred left a deficit for the year. In 1916 and 1917 gross

sales were not reported but net income from operation

amounted in the fiscal year ended July 31, 1916, to $1,101,-

000 and in the 1917 fiscal year to $1^761,000. In 1917 the

regular 7 per cent dividends were paid on the outstanding

$7,500,000 first cumulative preferred stock, 6 per cent on
the $1,500,000 non-cumulative 6 per cent preferred and
2 per cent on the $10,000,000 common stock, leaving a sur-

plus for the year of $752,000. A vice-president, F. G.
.•\llen, says that when the present financing is complete the

net current assets will be more than three times the amount
of the note issue. As of June 30, 1917, the company had
$6,680,000 bills payable whereas in the previous four years

bills payable had averaged in the neighborhood of $2,000,-

000. Inventories in 1917 amounted to $11,297,000, com-
paring with $8,023,000 in 1916 and $5,982,000 in 1915.

These notes of the Moline Plow Company would appear
to be good "peace investments." Agricultural implements
are likely to have a wide market and a comparatively high
price for some years after peace is declared and the ^loline

Plow Company should be in a position to manufacture trac-

tors if the trend of development in more scientific agriculture

warrants it on a large scale. The longer term notes are

especially attractive at the price at which they are offered

and while, of course, such notes should form only a part of

any one's investment who is entirely dependent on income
the high yield combined with the nature of the business done
by the company makes this a good investment for a part of

such funds or for a business man not dependent on income
from investments.

The offering of $33,400,000 Interborough Rapid Transit
7 per cent notes by J. P. Morgan & Co., and associates, was
the largest offering of public utilit}' securities during the

period under review. These are three-year convertible notes
due September, 1921, and the offering price was 98yi so that
the interest yield to the investor was 7l4 per cent. The notes
are secured liy the deposit of $52,187,000 Interborough Rapid
Transit, first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent bonds due
1966. and the notes are convertiiile into these bonds at STyi
at which price the bonds would yield over 5^4 per cent.

The proceeds of these bonds is to be used to complete the
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Interborough Rapid Transit Company's capital expenditure

on the new suljways in New York, and will cover the entire

amount with the exception of $6,000,000 expenditures which

are to be deferred until after the war. 'I he Interborough

Rapid Transit's relations with New York City in regard to

street railway, subway, and elevated lines operations are

somewhat complicated, but in brief the city raised the capital

to build the old subways and leased them to the Interborough

for SO years with the option of renewal for 25 years; the

Manhattan elevated is leased to the Interborough by a private

company and the Interborough and the city each raised part

of the capital to pay for the new subways and additions and
extensions to the old subway and elevated. Provision is

made whereby the profits over and above rentals and interest

charges is to be shared by the city and the Interborough, and
provision is also made that deficits and rentals or interest

charges shall become cumulative and payable out of the earn-

ings of future years. The city still 'has $40,000,000 to

provide to complete its part of the capital expenditures on the

new subways.

President Theodore P. Shonts, in his letter to the bankers

who underwrote the bonds, says that the company is entitled

to take out of the revenues of the Interborough $17,208,000

which includes corporate income other than Rapid Transit

earnings and that the amount required for interest charges

on all bonds and notes outstanding and for sinking funds

is $11,973,000.

The gross earnings of the Interborough in 1916 were

$35,892,000; in 1917, $39,866,000, and in 1918, $40,498,000.

Expenses have increased rapidly, especially in 1918, so that

there was $11,757,000 available for interest charges in 1916;

$12,458,000 in 1917, and $9,429,000 in 1918. The com-

pany is asking for an increased rate of fare, but the opposi-

tion which it is meeting is very strong.

There is a danger in the Interborough Rapid Transit situa-

tion as there is in other public utility companies' situations,

that hostility, stupidity or cupidity on the part of local

authorities will refuse to let the company readjust its rates in

accordance with the increased cost of doing business. To
offset this there are two factors peculiar to the Interborough

situation. The fact that the city itself is a partner in the

enterprise makes it most unlikely that any policy will be pur-

sued which would [lermanently impair the company's credit.

Furthermore, New York City has shown a tendency to grow

even more rapidl}- than the extension of Rapid Transit

facilities, and the period of transition which is now being

experienced because of the opening of the new subways is

not likely to be a long one. New' Yorkers seem to be willing

to tolerate any degree of crowding on the Rapid Transit lines

and as soon as the new parts of the subway are worked at

or near their capacity there should be ample profits to pay

both the city rentals and interest on the company's funded

debt even without an increase in rate of fare, providing that

the costs of operation are not greatly increased over what
they are now. And the public w-ill continue to submit to being

crowded in non rush hours as well as in rush hours.

The fact that the notes are convertible into first mortgage

bonds, due 1960, makes them an investment which, while

\ielding a high rate of interest at present, permits of taking

advantage of changed investment conditions three years from
now by converting notes into bonds—if the change should be

in the nature of higher prices and lower interest yields—and
of taking the payment in cash for the principal of the notes

if the change should be in the nature of still lower prices for

long term 5 per cent bonds.

The only offering of steam railroad bonds was the $15,000,-

000 Lehigh Valley 6 per cent, 10-year collateral trust bonds

which were offered by Drexel & Co., of Philadelphia, and
the First National Bank of New York. The offering price

was 97''^ so that the interest yield to the investor was 6.35

per cent. The l)onds are secured by the deposit of $4,000,-

000 Lehigh-Buffalo Terminal first mortgage, -iy^ per cent

bonds, $2,600,000 Consolidated Real Estate Company 4 per

cent mortgage bonds, and $17,400,000 Lehigh Valley general

consolidated mortgage bonds due 2003, bearing interest at

5, 43<2 and 4 per cent.

The Lehigh Valley is now, of course, under the United

States Railroad Administration, and the government's rental

is more than sufficient to pay interest charges and to continue

the regular 10 per cent dividend which the company has paid

for a number of years on its $60,608,000 outstanding stock.

The Lehigh Valley under progressive management has great

potential earning power. If the roads are restored to their

owners 21 months after peace, the Lehigh Valley will be in

a strong position to compete successfully with the Erie and
the New York Central on through business, and hold up its

end in competition with the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern and the Central of New Jersey on through business and
coal business. If the roads were to be taken over by the

government, holders of these notes could hardly fail to receive

full interest and pavment of principal when the notes fall

due in 1928.

C^fy-'sl't ^.V Vi^dcrzroc^l & L
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The American Locomotive Company

THE EQUITY which the stoc:k of the American Locomotive

Company has in the earnings of the fiscal year ended

June jO, 1918, are very considerably larger than

would appear from a casual reading of the company's in-

come account. In the 1918 fiscal year the company earned

$80,588,000, comparing with $82,214,000 in the previous

fiscal year. Manufacturing maintenance and other expenses

amounted to $70,359,000 as compared with $72,615,000 in

1917. Thus the manufacturing profit was $6.^0,000 greater

in 1918 than in 1917, and totaled $10,2.S0,000, hut included

in manufacturing expense is $981,000, which was the figure

at which drawings and patterns were carried. The value

of these was written down to $1, and a corresponding charge

made to manufacturing expense. Of the net profit.-; in 1918

only $894,000 was derived from manufacture of munitions,

and the company is now engaged exclusively in the manu-
facture of locomotives and locomotive parts. Munitions

were made at the Montreal and at the Richmond plants, but

by October these plants had been almost completely restored

for locomotive manufacturing. The cost of these changes

to the Richmond and Montreal plants was charged against

a previously created reserve from the earnings of years prior

to 1918.

After paying interest charges the company had $9,9,i0,000

in 1918 available for ta.xes^and dividend.-^ and .$9,407,000

in 1917. There has been set aside $4,019,000 for United

States and Canadian taxes out of 1918 earnings. This

compares with $2,205,000, the taxes in 1917. It would

appear that this 1918 provision is fully sufficient to more
than cover any taxes which are at all likely to be imposed.

The company pays 7 per cent on its preferred stock and 5

per cent on the common, and had in 1918 a surplus of

$2,911,000 after dividend payments. The surplus in 1917

was $3,952,000, from which' there was $2,000,000 reserve

for additions and betterments, leaving a credit to profit and
loss of $1,952,000. Only $1,000,000 was set aside for addi-

tions and betterments in 1918. leaving a credit to profit and
loss of nearly the same as in 1917. Since the Montreal and
Richmond works have been restored and the cost already

charged to reserves, it would seem that setting aside $1,000,-

000 this year as against $2,000,000 last year before such

changes were made, is a generous provision for future needs.

The company has adopted a new policy in regard to parts

and specialties. It has bought a steel castings plant at

Chester, Pa., and has installed a brass foimdry. The com-
pany also bought the plant of the Kline Motor Car Corpora-

tion at Richmond, and is to manufacture at this plant loco-

motive specialties, including such things as a power reverse

gear, etc.

The high cost of materials and the difficulties of getting

deliveries is placing a heavy burden on the working capital

of a great variety of manufacturing companies, and the

American Locomotive Company is no exception to this rule.

The company has contracts from the United States Railroad

.\dministration for 800 of the .Administration's standard

locomotives and these locomotives are now in the process

of being built. Materials and supplies on hand are carried

at $11,637,000, and contract work in course of construction

at $13,649,000. This compares with $7,306,000 materials

and supplies, and $11,170,000 contract work in course of

construction in 1917, and with a total of 511,000,000 for

these two accounts in years of largest business prior to the

war. .\t the end of the 1918 fiscal year the company had
$16,591,000 accounts and bills receivable and $2,709,000
cash on hand. This compares with $12,025,000 accounts

and bills receivable and $4,711,000 cash on hand at the

beginning of the fiscal year. The accounts payable total

$6,459,000 at the end of the 1918 year, comparing with

$4,424,000 at the beginning of the year.

Apparently the cost of restoring the munition plants to

fit them for locomotive building again was about $1,100,-

000, this amount having been charged to the reserve for

restoration of munition plants and other contingencies. At
the beginning of the year there was also a reserve of 53,723,-

000, and at the end of the year a reserve of $1,591,000, so

that since $1,000,000 was added to this account from the

year's income, there was apparently charged to it about
$3,131,000 for expenditures made in 1918. These additions

and betterments include the cost of buying the steel castings

plant.

British O/ncial Photograph. Copyright by !_'i\Jf:ronii tS- Vndcr-u-ood, .V. 3'.
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Yukon Gold

THE CREDIT STRUCTURE of this Country is founded on

the amount of gold held in the vaults of the banks

and of the United States treasury. There is com-

paratively little gold in circulation, but each yellow-backed

treasury note represents actual metal in the United States

treasury vaults, each federal reserve bank note represents a

credit based on a certain percentage of the metal in the vaults

of the banks and each bank credit (power to draw checks)

likewise is based on a certain percentage of the actual metal

being deposited in bankers' vaults. If, therefore, we in-

crease the supply of gold in the hands of bankers in this

country, we much more than proportionately increase the

amount of money (credit) which the country as a whole

has to pay to its workers for the production of raw materials

and finished products and likewise we increase the volume

of credit which we can extend to our allies for the purchase

of food supplies and war supplies. On the other hand, no

increase in the amount of gold can of itself increase the

productive capacity of the workers of this country or add

to the natural resources and raw materials which are to be

worked up into finished products such as food and war
supplies, clothing, etc.

Thus, viewing each of the countries of the world as a

separate individual, it is of the utmost importance to any

one individual country to have as large a share of the gold

supply of the world in the vaults of that country as is pos-

sible. Carrying this a step further, it is of the greatest

importance for any one country to produce as much gold as

possible. To produce gold, we must expend labor, power
generated by fuel or water power, and wear and tear on

machinery. In other words, in the production of a given

amount of gold, a certain amount of other raw materials,

considering labor as a raw rnaterial, are consumed. About
the same amount of these other materials is required now
to produce an ounce of gold as was required prior to 1914,

but by no means as much of these materials can be secured

in the open market with the ounce of gold now as could

be secured in 1914. Dollars and cents are based on a gold

standard, meaning a certain weight of gold to the dollar. It

takes more dollars and cents to secure the same labor and
machinery now than it did in 1914.

A large number of gold mines which were profitable in

1914 are now being run at very much lower margins of

profit. It is even claimed that gold mining on a large

scale will be abandoned while present economic conditions

continue.

The experience of the Yukon Gold Company is a good
illustration of what has taken place. This company owns
placer mines in Dawson, Alaska, in California and in Idaho,

and in 1916 bought a lode mine at Jarbidge, Nevada. In

1916, the gold produced from these mines totaled $4,384,000,

and the working cost of producing this gold was $2,291,000,

leaving $2,092,000 as profit from which to pay interest on
investment in machinery, etc. In 1917, the production of

gold amounted to $3,911,000, and the working costs were

$2,227,000.

A gold mine is a wasting asset. Therefore, the owner
must expect to receive each year not only the interest on the

money invested, but also a part of his capital, or else the

company must continue to acquire year by year new mines

to represent and take the place of the depletion of the mines
previously acquired. In 1916, there was $1,050,000 dis-

tributed in dividends by the Yukon Gold Company, and
the company spent $1,893,000 for acquiring and developing

new properties. In 1915, it had become obvious that to

continue acquiring new mines it would be necessary to

borrow additional capital and notes totaling' $5,000,000,

due $625,000 annually, were disposed of. In 1916, the

first of these notes was due, but was extended for eight

years. By 1917, it had become plain that under present con-

ditions the company could not continue to pay dividends

and pay off $625,000 a year of notes. Even if no dividends

had been paid and the regular charges had been made for

depletion ($807,000) and for depreciation ($633,000), there

would have been a deficit of $67,000.

A better understanding of the distinction between money,
credit, and value, between money wages and actual wages,

and between inflation and expansion, can be had by a

study of the effect of present conditions on the gold mining
industry of the United States, especially if we carefully con-

sider the various remedies which are being proposed to stim-

ulate the production of gold.

In the first place, it is necessar}' to keep very clearly in

mind the meaning of such terms as the "cost of money" and
the "cost of gold production." By cost of money is gen-

eralh- meant the interest rate which a borrower is willing

•'''It * ^.^
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to pay for the use over a specified time of a certain amount

of money, and by money is really meant credit. The cost

of the production of gold, on the other hand, is, as previ-

ously pointed out, the dollars and cents way of stating the

wastage of materials other than gold in the recovery from

the earth of a certain weight of gold.

It has been proposed to decrease the weight of gold re-

quired to make a dollar. Were this done, however, the

entire machinery of foreign trade and of payment of interest

and principal on bonds would be thrown out of gear. At

best it could help the miner of gold only for a very short

period of time when the dollars' and cents' cost of the

wastage of materials would readjust itself to the new weight

of gold in the dollar, and the miner would be as bad off as

before. In the meantime, unless all other countries having

a gold standard were immediately to readjust their weights

for their gold coins, the dollar in foreign trade would depre-

ciate in value by just the proportionate decrease in gold

contained. Another remedy which has been suggested is for

the government to pay a bounty to gold miners. This is

artificial stimulation of a particular industry at the expense

of all other industries. Governments have paid bounties

to particular industries to develop them and have been suc-

cessful in so doing. The shipbuilding industries of foreign

countries is a case in point, although ship subsidies in this

country have been bitterly resisted; but there is a difference

between a subsidy to develop a particular industr}- which

it may be argued will in time take care of itself and artific-

ially .stimulate a particular industry which will have to con-

tinue indefinitely to subsist in part on this bounty.

It has been suggested that the taxes on the gold mining

industry be reduced or eliminated, and curiously enough,

some of the same economists who see the futility or fallacy

in granting a government bounty to the gold miner advocate

an exemption from taxes. There is no fundamental differ-

ence between a bounty and the remission of taxes; each is

an artificial stimulation of one industry at the expense of all

other industries.

After all, is the gold mining industry so vital to national

needs? Conceive for a moment that all gold mining in the

United States were stopped, but that gold mining in British

and French possessions continued at the present rate : the

labor and materials heretofore consumed in this country upon
the ])roduction of gold would be utilized in the production

of some other products—luml)er, coal, cattle, or something

else. If we could so simplify the problem as to see this

additional production of useful materials as the exact

amount which this country would have as a surplus export-

able to other countries, it would be obvious that other

countries would have to send us in exchange either our share

of the gold which they were producing or other commodities

which we would have had under other circumstances to pay
for in gold. After all, is the gold mining industry so im-

portant as the gold miners would have us believe?

American Hide & Leather Company

IF ONE WERE to examine only the income account for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1918, and the balance sheet

as of that date, it would be hard to realize that the American

Hide & Leather Company, since its incorporation in 1899,

has been unaljle to pay dividends even on its seven per cent

cumulative preferred .stock until 1916, except for a short

period in 1906 and 1907. This preferred stock, of which

$13,000,000 is outstanding, sold in the years from 1899 to

1916 at prices ranging from 12 to 60. In tlie 1918 fiscal

year, the company earned $2,386,000 net, after the paNTnent

of expenses, discount, and making allowance for taxes and

interest on its bonds. This is equivalent to more tlian 18

per cent on the outstanding preferred. In 1916 the com-

pany made a payment of five per cent on the preferred,

and has since been declaring dividends semiannually

of two and a half per cent each. A total of 15>4 per cent

has been paid on the ])referred stock since 1899, so that there

is an accumulated dividend of about 117 per cent.

The American Hide & Leather Company manufactures

about 75 per cent of the total aimual output of the tanneries

of the United States of upper leather for shoes. It was a

combination of about ?0 tanneries and leather factories

situated in various parts of the country, principally, how-
ever, in Boston, Chicago and New York state. There were

times in the past when the company was forced to borrow

rather heavily from the banks to finance its current accounts.

The change that has come over the earning power and

assets position of the company since 1915 is very striking.

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, gross sales amounted

to $19,092,000 and, after the payment of expenses and
interest charges, there were $960,000 available for dividends.

This compared • with $107,000 available for dividends in

1914. The 1915 balance sheet showed hides, leather and

other inventories of $9,433,000, with $659,000 cash on hand.

There were $1,500,000 current liabilities. The inventories

were about the same in 1914, with only $468,000 cash on

hand and current lialiilities of $2,723,000. On June 30,

1918, there was $11,889,000 of hides, leather and other

inventories, after allowing $700,000 for possible depreciation

Cotviisiit I'v C^ir.mittee on Public Information. F'\~ - •
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in values, and there was $1,078,000 cash on hand. Total

current liabilities amounted to $3,628,000. Total current

assets, including cash and inventories, amounted to $17,-

781,000, so that after subtracting the total current liabilities,

there was $14,158,000 net current as.sets with only $3,-

156,000 bonds outstanding. In other words, the $13,000,-

000 preferred stock, which is preferred as to assets as well

as to earnings, had an equity in $11,002,000 current assets

after the satisfaction of the mortgage bonds from current

assets, and, in addition, had a preferred equity in the entire

plants and good-will of the company. There was $85 net

current assets, after allowing for outstanding bonds, per

$100 of preferred stock.

At present, the American Hide & Leather Company pre-

ferred is selling at about 87. This preferred is followed

by $11,500,000 common stock selling at about 20.

The board of directors of the American Hide & Leather

Company is pursuing a rather conservative policy against

the protest of a protective committee representing some of

the preferred stockholders. Apparently, the directors' posi-

tion is that, while earnings of 18 per cent of themselves

would justify a larger payment toward accumulated divi-

dends than five per cent per year, it is necessary first for

the company to so strengthen its working capital as to be

able to pretty surely weather any period of depression that

might follow the declaration of peace. Thus, while there

was only $627,000 paid out in dividends in the 1918 fiscal

year, $1,400,000 of bills payable were liquidated and the

total increase in net current assets was $1,668,000.

The preferred stock of the American Hide & Leather

Company at best is a speculative investment, but for a busi-

ness man or railroad man with an assured income has a

speculative investment with some rather attractive features.

W. H. McElwain Company

THE w. H. m'elwain company is one of the largest

New England shoe manufacturing and wholesale

shoe houses and, while extraordinarily high profits

in 1916 would surprise no one who has to buy shoes at

retail, a falling off in profit, necessitating a reduction in

common stock dividends from 12 per cent to 6 per cent in

the year ended May 31, 1918, comes rather as a surprise.

Especially is this so in view of the fact that the gross sales

in the 1918 fiscal year were far and away the greatest in

the history of the company and amounted to $35,553,000.

In 1916, the gross sales amounted to $28,141,000. The net

profits in 1918 amounted to $1,143,000 as compared with

$2,068,000 in 1917.

The McElwain business was established in 1895. Tlie

company lias outstanding $4,550,000 first preferred six per

cent cumulative stock, $2,000,000 second preferred six per

cent cumulative stock, and $2,500,000 common stock. The
preferred stock is quite widely distributed, there being 2,307

preferred stockholders in 1918. The common stock, on the

other hand, is largely held by directors, managers and
officers of the company. The first preferred sold in 1916
as high as 102i/^ and in the 1917 calendar year ranged in

price from 102 to 92^. In other words, it is selling at a

price reflecting surety of dividends and a very large equity

in assets. Six per cent on the first preferred calls for only

$273,000, and at no time since the incorporation of the

present company in 1911 has there been failure to earn this

amount several times over; 1915 was one of the worst years

for the company, and even in this year there was $649,000
net earnings.

On May 31, 1918, the company had $255,000 cash,

$6,712,000 bills receivable, and $7,608,000 merchandise at

cost or less; a total of $14,575,000 quick assets. Total debts

amounted to $7,421,000, leaving net quick assets to an
amount equal to $157 per share of first preferred stock.

This is exclusive of the plant which is valued at $3,460,000,

and of securities in the treasur}- valued at $426,000.

It would appear probable that tlie McElwain Company
took government contracts for shoes at a price which allowed

it considerably less profit per pair of shoes than it would
have made under existing conditions in the manufacture of

civilians' shoes. The management planned with care and
foresight for 1917-18 and the policy which the company
had pursued toward its employees and officers in past years

gave it a better strategic position as regards labor than

most other emplo}'ers had.

In 1916-17 the company laid in a large supply of mer-
chandise, it having at the end of the year a total of

$8,527,000 inventories, valued conservatively. Tliis com-
pares with about $5,000,000 of merchandise carried on hand
on an average in previous years. The inventories of May
31, 1918, totaled $7,608,000. In the 1916-17 year, the

company, employing about 7,500 persons, reduced its hours

of labor in its New Hampshire factories from 55 to 52 a

week and in 1917-18 further reduced them to 50 hours per

week. President McElwain says that this reduction of five

hours was without any noticeable reduction in output.

During 1917-18 608 women replaced men as machine oper-

ators on the same basis of pay as the men, and 27 women
occupied minor executive positions, and of these 14 came
from colleges or professions and were given intensive train-

ing.

Besides the common stock interest which many of the

officers of the company have, they are further interested in

the company's earning power through a bonus system, under
which a definite percentage of profits is distributed among
executives, superintendents, and foremen in proportion to

their salaries. In 1916-17, 187 men participated in this

bonus and $217,000 was d'-'ributed. In 1917-18, 197 men

»
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participated, but, with the lower net eiiriungs, only about

$52,000 was distributed as bonuses.

The relation of cash to working capital and working liabil-

ities is rather low, and, although the credit of the company
is such that it is unnecessary to carry very large bank bal-

ances, it is proposed to issue for cash $500,000 par value

additional common stock. The preferred stock is being re-

tired at the rate of $50,000 par value a year and the in-

crease in common stock is conservative.

The first preferred stock yielding at the present prices an
income of a little over six per cent would appear to be a

conservative investment where the man was either not wholly
dependent on income from investments or had a consideraljle

part of the remainder of his investments in government,
municipal, and first mortgage bonds.

Holly Sugar Corporation

THE CONTRAST between the attitude of mind of a man
as a consumer of food products and the same man as

an investor in corporation securities is strikingly

brought out in the case of the Holly Sugar Corporation.

This company was incorporated in 1916, taking over the

property of an older corporation which had been for a num-
ber of years engaged in the manufacture of sugar from beets.

The reorganization was quite conservative, and with the rise

in the price of sugar which took place in 1916 and 1917,

appeared to be going to work out particularly successfully.

As a matter of fact, liowever, in the fiscal year ended March
31, 1918, the results were far from satisfactory. We have
here, therefore, the contrast between what each one of us

knows to have been the shortage of sugar and the difficulties

of procuring it as a consumer and the comparatively high

price vvhicli we had to pay for it, with the actual experience

of a sugar manufacturing company which, under these same
conditions and apparently through no fault of management,
could not make a satisfactory financial showing.

In the year ended March 31, 1917, the net profit

amounted to $1,874,000, of which $381,000 were paid out

in dividends and $312,000 appropriated for the retirement

of preferred stock, leaving a Inilancc to be carried to profit

and loss of $1,181,000. In the year ended March 31, 1918,

net profit after allowing for reserves for excess profits ta.x

amounted to $1,197,000. There were $297,000 paid out in

dividends, representing seven per cent on the cumulative

preferred stock and $1,019,000 appropriated for redemption
of preferred stock, leaving a .-^mall deficit to be carried to

profit and loss account.

The company has outstanding now $4,000,000 par value

of seven per cent cumulative preferred stock and 58,000
shares of no par value of common stock. There are no
bonds outstanding. In 1916, after the retirement of pre-

ferred stock and the payment of dividends on preferred

stock, the surplus amounted to over $20 per share on the

common. Of course, there was a very much larger amount
of preferred stock retired in 1918, and, while there was noth-

ing left after the payment of preferred dividends and this

appropriation for retirement of preferred stock, for dividends

on the common, the common had a large equity in the

earnings which were used to retire the SI,01 9,000 preferred

stock. The common stock, therefore, has a large potential

earning power even in a year like 1918, but this does not

greatly take away from the outstanding fact that, notwith-

standing the shortage of .sugar and the high price at which
it was sell'iig, a conservatively capitab'zed beet sugar manu-
facturing company showed a large fnll'ng off in profits.

The Food Administration fixed prices in 1917 for both

cane and beet sugar, hut it is claimed that the price for beet

sugar was fixed so near to the price w^hich the .Administra-

tion fixed for beets that it left a very small margin of profit

to the beet sugar factory.' Furthermore, the beet sugar
factory prices were on a sliding scale, being highest at the

point of production and lowest at the point of delivery to

retailers farthest away from the point of production. In
other words, the freight rate had to be absorbed in the
sugar price set by the beet sugar producers. This scale of
prices was adopted because cane sugar comes into the
country pretty largely at the seaboard, and at the seaboard
the beet sugar has to meet the competition of cane sugar
without a railroad freight rate added to it.

The Holly Sugar Corporation's plants are situated at

Slieridan, Wyo., Swink, Colo., Huntington Beach, Cal., and,
during the 1918 fiscal year, the company bought a con-
trolling interest in the Santa Ana Sugar Company and oper-
ated its plant at Santa Ana, Cal., and leased the plant of
the Grand Junction Sugar Company at Grand Junction,
Colo. It would appear, therefore, that the amount of man-
ufacturing done must have been much larger in 1918 than
in 1917, and yet the net profit from this larger Ijusiness was
less this year than in the previous year. Furthermore, not-
withstanding the shortage of sugar, the acreage, planted to
beets under contract, is estimated to be 25 per cent less

in the fiscal year ending March 31, 1919, than it was in

the 1918 fiscal year. This is because of the relatively

greater profits to farmers offered under tlie price fi.xed for
wheat by the Government than that fixed for sugar beets.

Not only, therefore, does tlie sugar manufacturing company
face a great curtailment of profits due to the small margin
between the price fixed for its raw materials—sugar beets

—

and its finislied product— .-^ugar—but the price fixed for
sugar beets is so low as to endanger the I)eet growing industry
of the country.

The working capital situation of the Holly Sugar Cor-
poration is fairly good. Total current liabilities amount to
only $132,000, of which $29,000 is accounts payable and
$70,000 dividends payable May 1, 1918, on the' preferred
stock. Total current assets amounted to $1,663,000, which
included $264,000 cash, $837,000 inventories of refined
sugar and stock in process of refining and supplies and
$316,000 notes and accounts receivable.

The beet sugar interests have appealed to Herbert Hoover,
the National Food .Administrator, and if a more liberal
policy is pursued both toward the beet farmer and the
refinery, the preferred stock of the Holly Sugar Corporation
offers rather attractive speculative possibilities. The margin
of safety which the company is earning for the preferred,
even under such conditions as those that prevailed in the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1918, is large. Even after the close of
the war there ought to be a continuing demand for sugar
which will assure a high price for some time, as compared
with pre-war prices.

\\'hen normal conditions are restored in the ocean carry-
ing trade, and sugar from Java can again compete in world
markets, it may be that sugar prices will tend strongly
downward; but even under such conditions the seven per
cent preferred dividend on the Holly Corporation stock
appears to be pretty well assured.

Pacific Development Corporation

O.Ni: Of THE QiESTioxs most often asked in regard to

building up a large export business for the United
States after the war is that as to how payment for

our goods is to be made by foreign countries. The answer
is that it should be paid for in part by credit, and in part by
trade; that is, by products of these foreign countries. That
was the method adopted by England, and it was largely

due to the fact that the majority of the other countries of
the world owed England—had paid for goods received by
credit—that England was able to so largely finance her allies
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as well as herself in the first three years of the war. A few

of the great companies and banks, like the Guaranty Trust

and the National City, are making rapid progress in estab-

lishing the facilities for credit payments by other countries

for United States goods, and some of the larger manufac-

turing companies are making efforts to at least fully inform

themselves of the possibilities of building up an export

business. Trading companies, however, are comparatively

few; we have a certain number, some of them immensely

successful, such as W. R. Grace & Co. and Gaston, Williams

& Wigmore.
A new company was formed in January, 1917, combining

various well-established businesses under a single general

direction with the object of combining in a scientific way

the various functions of American foreign trade. There

were five principal companies taken into this holding com-

pany organization: The Pacific Commercial Company, the

largest trading company in the Philippine Islands; Ander-

son, Meyer & Co., Ltd., doing a general export and import

business in China, but principally selling engineering and

machinery to that country; Hartmann Brothers, Inc., doing

a general importing business of foreign merchandise into

this country; the International Vegetable Oil Company,

manufacturing cottonseed oil in this country and vegetable

oil in the Orient; and the American Machine & Mfg. Co.,

manufacturing vegetable oil machinery'. Since a good part

of the products of the Philippine and quite a part of the

Oriental territory, covered by Andersen, Meyer products, are

copra and other oil-bearing seeds and nuts, it will be seen

how nicely the various parts of the trading business have

been combined under the new holding company. The inclu-

sion of a company manufacturing vegetable oil producing

machines is a rounding out of the business which would

appear to hold out large possibilities of traffic. The increase

in the consumption of vegetable oils in place of butter and

animal products has been very rapid, and the scarcity and

high price of milk and, therefore, butter must continue for

some years after the war, since it takes about seven years

to build up a dairying herd of cattle.

The Pacific Development Corporation thus answers to a

large extent, in its organization for business, this question

of how foreign countries are to pay for our exports. The

Philippine company will take vcgetaijle oils and credit in

exchange for all kinds of merchandise from this country;

the Chinese trading company will take vegetable oils,

Oriental goods and credit in payment for machineiy, man-

ufactures and engineering service; tlie vegetable oil com-

pany will manufacture these product? in part in its mills

in the Orient and in part in its mills in thu south of the

United States to take up the slack period when these south-

em states' mills are not manufacturing cottonseed oil; and

the products other than vegetable oil, taken from the Orient

and the Philippines in payment for American goods, will

be sold in this country through the organization of Hart-

mann Brothers. The buying organization of the Philippine

trading company and the Chinese trading company can

be utilized as a means of locating and developing markets

for the machine and manufacturing company.

The Pacific Development Corporation had outstanding at

the end of 1917 $4,139,000 par value of stock, divided in

82,773 shares of $50 par value each. Since January 1, an

additional $1,506,000 par value of stock has been sold. The
company is paying dividends at the rate of seven per cent

[jer year. The net profits accruing to the Development Cor-

pora'tion for 1917 amounted to $1,227,000. Dividends at

the seven per cent rate were not begun until August, so that

only $112,000 was paid out in dividends. Not all of the

profits which accrued to the parent company, however, were

declared by the subsidiary companies in dividends so that

the Development Corporation's income account shows a total

income of $335,000, with expenses and provisions for in-

come and e.xcess profits' taxes of $119,000, leaving $216,000

net from which $112,000 dividends were paid and $103,000

carried to the Pacific Development Corporation's surplus

account.

It must be borne in mind when considering the Develop-

ment Corporation's stock as an investment that the assets

consist of stock of other companies. It has practically no
physical assets of its own except these investments. An in-

vestment in Pacific Development Corporation's stock is an

investment in the earning power of the combined subsidiaries

without further security, but, under present conditions, this

earning power is large. The development corporation car-

ries the stocks of its subsidiary companies on its balance

sheet at a valuation of $4,497,000, and it will be recalled

that net profits amounted in 1917 to $1,227,000 or 27

per cent on this valuation. The Development corporation

at the end of 1917 had $220,000 cash on hand. It had notes

payable serially from .'\pril, 1918, to December, 1918.

totalling $775,000. The sale of $1,506,000 stock .should

and presumably has taken care of the payments due on

these notes and additional capital required for a rapidly ex-

panding business. The sales of the company so far this

year are running 61 per cent in excess of the sales in 1917.

As a semi-speculative investment for a business man or

salaried man, not dependent on income from investments,

the stock of the Pacific Development Corporation, looks quite

attractive.

With the Big Guns



^/^

The recent circular issued by the Division of Operation of

the United States Railroad Administration concerning rules

for the investigation of new devices

Testing and or inventions has, we believe, been

Developing misinterpreted by many railroad men.

New Devices ^^ ^'^ understand the circular, it con-

tains rules and plan of procedure for

persons wishing to interest the mechanical department of the

Railroad Administration in their particular apjiaratus or

devices. It does not necessarily mean that the individual

railroads will be obliged to follow this circular liefore they

proceed with any investigations or tests. In the Railway

Age of September 6, page 431, the last paragraph in the

item under Rules for Submission of New Devices states:

"Nothing in the foregoing is intended to prohibit any rail-

road from testing and developing devices invented by its

employees, or testing other devices which in the opinion of

the officers of the road have sufficient merit to warrant it."

While this paragraph was omitted from the circular put out

by the director of the Division of Operation, it is understood

on good authority that it applies to the case. It would be

the height of folly and it would greatly hamjjer the develop-

ment of improvements on the roads unless this freedom were

[x^rmitted.

The state railroad commissioners at their annual convention

last week made it perfectly clear where they are going to stand

on the question which will probably
State become a vital issue shortly as to the

Commissioners future disposition of the railroads.

as Standpatters '^hey are going to occupy a position of

strenuous opposition to any plan of

government ownership or operation of the railroads which

would interfere with their rights, powers, prerogatives, occu-

pations, salaries or other emoluments, which means any plan

which would be likely to find much support outside of the

ranks of the state commissioners. They find no comfort at

all in the present order of things, because while the director

general has expressed a desire for their co-operation and a

willingness to have the benefit of their knowledge of local

conditions, he has let it Ije known that he prefers to act upon

their recommendations where they do not run counter to his

purposes rather than to allow them a ver}- large field

for the exercise of the authority conferred upon them by state

laws by issuing orders. For similar reasons they are likely

to be found opposed to any plan for the operation of the rail-

roads which may i)C advanced as a compromise between gov-

ernment ownership and the former condition of com|ietitive

private management and dual state and interstate regulation.

Any such plan which might l)e adopted for the purpose of re-

moving the disadvantages of the former system could hardly

be expected to eliminate the advantages resulting from com-
petitive operation for the sake of securing the benefits which
might result from unified operation, and at the same time

permit the continuance of competition in regulation. Ap-
parently the state commissioners, in their anxiety to safeguard

the powers of local tribunals over the instrumentalities of

national commerce, are again putting them.selves in the stand-

pat attitude which they occupied before the Newlands com-
mittee. While they passed resolutions urging legislation to

define the future status of the railroads, tliev offered no sug-

gestions except that any plan adopted should keep them on

the job. We fear they are going to be hard to satisfy.

The Imperial Government Railways of Japan have been

sending a more than ordinarily large number of representa-

tives to this countr\' during the past

Our Japanese few years to study American railroad

Railway practices and methods. Doubtless this

Friends increased representation is due to the

fact that war conditions prevented

their making similar studies in Europe. What sort of men
are these representatives, and how should we treat them?

Inquiry shows that they are all men of exceptionally good

education and training and that they are apparently in line

for important official positions on the Japanese railway

system. American railroad officers have been glad to furnish

them with such technical information as they were desirous

of obtaining, but it would appear that they could well afford

to go a step further in the interests of our own country and

its future relationship to Japan. It is understood that some

of the representatives have gone back to their own country

with a high ai)[)reciation for .American railroad organizations

and methods, but with an opinion of .\mericans in general

which was not very flattering. This was doubtless because

of their being so intently interested in their investigations

that they did not Have an opportunity of meeting on a social

basis Americans of their own class, so far as education and

social standards are concerned. It is extremely desirable

that these men return to Japan with a t)etter knowledge and

appreciation of what real American life is like, and railroad

officers with whom they come in contact should assist in

every way that they can to give them a bigger and broader

insight into our American life.

Considerable delay and much unnecessary' expenditure are

caused bv the rough handling of freight cars at terminals.

Anywhere from $100,000 to $150,000
Damage to a week is expended in repairing cars

Equipment at damaged in yards. This not only over-

Terminals burdens the repair forces, but it causes

material delay to shipments, because

these damaged cars must be segregated and either their loads

transferred or delayed until the repairs are made. The cause

of this is largely due to the careless handling of the cars in

the classification yards by the yardmen. The large amount

of freight that is being handled undoubtedly drives the yard

forces (pretty hard and an attempt to speed up the switching

operations lias resulted in recklessness. Then again, the em-

plo}.-ment of new and inexperienced yardmen who have not

l)een properly trained is another cause for this excessive

damage. The matter is assuming such large proportions that

something must be done to correct it. Tlie old adage that

"haste makes waste" applies particularly to this problem.

There is need for concerted action by both the transportation

and mechanical forces. The hand brakes must be kept in

good operative condition, sufficient switchmen must be at

hand in the yards properly to handle the cars switched, and

the speed of switching must not be so great that the speed

of the ears cannot be properly controlled by the hand brakes.

903
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Railroad Commissioners on Safety

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE on Safety, briefly noticed

last week in our report of the Washington convention

of the National Association of Railroad Commissioners, is

an interesting document of four pages; but the intere.st is all

in the diagnosis. The description of the difficulties is mostly

very good; but the methods of cure are as costly as ever.

And it is because of the cost, in Ijrains, education and money,

that well-known remedies for dangerous appliances and dan-

gerous practices are not more generally adopted. It would

probably make for progress if tliis aspect of the situation

were more frankly faced by all concerned.

The first subject dealt with is the enforcement of the laws

requiring safe couplings, air brakes and other freight-car

(and engine) appliances. The Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has for many years been prosecuting the railroads in

the courts for violating these laws, and over a million dollars

has been collected in penalties. Now, the director general

has instituted a change. He sees no sense in going into the

criminal courts to transfer money from the government's rail-

road pocket to one of its other pockets, and so he proposes

to enforce compliance with these laws by imposing punish-

ment on persons who commit "wilful and inexcusable viola-

tions" of them. Mr. McChord's committee cannot find that

as yet Mr. McAdoo has accomplished any marked improve-

ment in practice, and seems to doubt whether fear of punish-

ment will prove an "entirely successful" deterrent. \Vhether

the "persons" to be punished include officers and inspectors

who overlook or wink at unsafe practices, as well as the

trainmen who are directly responsible for them; whether the

Administration has officers possessing the necessar}' grit to

punish brotherhood enginemen and brakemen when they

carelessly smash couplers and draft gear; and whether

"inexcusable" violations of law are to be punished (as they

should be) when not classed by the courts as "wilful" are

points on which this report throws no light.

The enormous increase in the number of trainmen and

telegraphers working a longer day than is prescribed by the

law, are prominent points in the report. It is not ver\'

strange to find no remedy proposed, for the problem is a

perplexing one.

When jobs are plenty, as at present, man\- employees who

otherwise are satisfactory workmen will throw up their jobs

and go to another road if censured. This, of course, breaks

down all discipline, and the superintendent who seeks to

accomplish increased safety in train operation finds himself

completely baffled. This is one of the cold truths to he

found in this report (expressed, however, in restrained lan-

guage). Another picture, pretty true to life, is the following

:

"Under private management, many lailroad companies needed no spur

to indnce them to adont safety devices and improve operating practices;

every practicable safeguard of merit was used by tbem in tbe operation

of their roads. Tbe managements of many other railroads, however, were

extremely backward in these matters: sometimes, it is true, because of lack

of means, but often because of extreme conservatism, and again because

of being -willing to let well enough alone. Practically all the recommenda-

tions that have been made for improved safety conditions have had in view

merely the compulsory adoption by all railro.lds of the improved practices

and safeguards used by the most progressive and advanced railioads."

The report goes on to recommend the block system, calling

attention to the unanswerable arguments in its favor which

have been presented many times in the past, and emphasiz-

ing the finding in the case of the recent terrible collision near

Nashville, Tenn., that all necessary appliances and facilities

for blocking trains were already available and might have

been used. The automatic train-stop is favorably men-

tioned, but is rightly placed after, not before, the plea for

the general introduction of the block system. The con-

nivance on the part of officers, at "habitual violation of rules

for the ostensiisle purpose of avoiding delay to trains" is

properly characterized as a great evil.

The general effect of this report .should Ije to impress on
the public—what already forces itself on the minds of rail-

road officers every day—that many of the problems of the op-

erating department can be solved only by very slow processes.

If steel rails are so scarce that the roadmaster cannot
make reasonable renewals and cannot warrant the safety of

his track for high speed the only remedy is low speed. The
application of this remedy would stir up all sorts of remon-

strances, criticisms and wailings; but there is no other way
out, except by the sacrifice of safety. The problem of incom-

petent, inefficient or unruly help, in its last analysis, means
that when a competent telegraph or telephone operator can-

not be found, an office may have to be closed. When com-
petent trainmen are not to be had, the question of sending

out men who are only partially competent must not be settled

with the eyes shut; the trains must tiot be started out. These
are radical suggestions, and Mr. McChord and his fellow

committee-men did not go so far as to put them on paf>er;

but if we remain content with partial remedies we can expect

only partial results. With how much earnestness do we de-:

sire complete safety?

The Problem of Reconstruction

'T'he sudden cessation of hostilities and the prospects
* of an early peace will develop a number of serious

problems which must be dealt with with great tact

if this country is to come through the reconstruction period

successfully. That it must do this is important for many
reasons, not the least of which is that we must demonstrate

the effectiveness of the fundamental principles underlying

our democracy and be an example to those countries that are

about to form republican governments. That the importance

of these reconstruction problems is generally recognized is

indicated by the many conferences and meetings which are

shortly to be held to consider them. For instance, a War
Emergency and Reconstruction Conference will be held under

the direction of the Chamber of Commerce of tlie United

States of America at Atlantic City on December 4, 5 and 6

;

the reconstruction committee of the National Civic Federa-

tion will meet in New York on December 2 ; a conference of

labor men will be held in .\lbany early in January to

formulate a reconstruction program.

For three years the industries of this country have been

working to the limit of their capacity, and gradually, as the

shortage of labor and material have become more pronounced,

non-essential industries have been curtailed and efforts have

been concentrated on manufacturing and shipping abroad

munitions and other equipment for the carrying on of the

war. This great energy must now be suddenly diverted into

other channels and we must readjust ourselves to normal

conditions. Not a few are prophesying a period of industrial

unrest and internal dissension. This must be avoided. Tlie

United States entered the war with the very highest of ideals

and it has made great sacrifices because of these ideals, and

with a view to insuring a square deal to those peoples who
have been oppressed and have suffered under autocratic forms

of government. Can we uphold these ideals at the peace

table if at the same time there is industrial dissension

throughout the United States?

The interests of labor and capital are interdependent and

the only real solution of the problem is for each side to look

at it in a broad way and to make an earnest attempt to

recognize the viewpoint of die opposite side. The whole

situation is based on certain economic principles, and if

capital refuses to give a square deal to labor, or if labor

insists upon unreasonably high wages which will make it

necessarv to close down our industries and go through a
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period of industrial paralysis, both sides will suffer greatly

and needlessly. If the two interests can get together in a

big way they will both profit by it, although each side may
seem to lose temj)orarily because of compromises which will

have to be made. On the other hand, the country will be

assured a periotl of prosperity, and an un-Christian conflict,

which is contrary to the very principles for which our boys

laid down their lives on the other side and for which the

entire nation has made sacrifices, will be avoided. There

will be no place in the larger program for the employer who
asserts that he will be glad when hard times come in order

that labor may be taught a good lesson, or for the equally

narrow and bigoted labor leader who cannot find terms

strong enough with which to abuse the employer and question

his motives. The unreasonable elements on both sides of

the question form an exceedingly small proportion of the

total population and sooner or later an enlightened public

will surely relegate them to the scrap heap.

Don't Stifle the Morale

Ui'-To-DATE METHODS and Standard practices are impor-

tant to the success of any enterprise; the right form of

organization and well-defined channels of authority are even

more important, but the really vital factor in the success of

any organization is the development of a high morale, thus

encouraging each individual to put forth his very best effort.

Railway red tape in many instance? has tended to stunt the

healthy growth of such a spirit. Will government control,

with its bureaucratic methods, superimposed upon this still

further stifle and possibly largely destroy that morale which

is so necessary if the railroads are to serve the public ac-

ceptably.

Possibly no one factor has been so important in encourag-

ing railroad officers to improve their various departments

as the formation of the different railway associations or or-

ganizations. Practically every department of the railroad is

represented by one of these organizations and here the officers

or foremen met in convention at regular intervals to consider

important problems, exchange experiences and develop the

best practices and standards.

There is a possibility of the Railroad Administration or-

dering the various associations to amalgamate. It must l)e

admitted that certain changes can he made with excellent

results, but care should be taken to preserve the individuality

of these organizations and to encourage a hearty and general

participation in their direction on the part of all of the

members. For instance, it would be a serious mistake to

fomi one large unwieldy organization which would be divided

into a number of sedions and in which the work would be

done largely Ity committees without holding meetings of the

membership generally and at regular intervals.

The forty or fifty important railway associations now in

existence have developed normally and gradually to meet the

changing conditions in the railroad field. At the beginning

of the war they were all in a healthy condition and there is no
reason why they should not continue in this condition. They
fell short of doing their best work for two reasons. First,

the higher executive officers in man\ cases had little, if any,

appreciation of the work of the minor organizations and in

many cases have not taken steps to see that their roads were

represented at the conventions and that their representatives

participated not only in the discussions at the convention,

but in the preparation of the reports to the extent that they

should. On the other hand, of course, many of the more pro-

gressive roads insisted that their men attend the conventions

and backed them up in making investigations and securing

data for reports or individual papers. More and more, how-

ever, men were being sent to the meetings with instructions

to report in writing as to the recommendations that they feel

should be made on the basis of facts that are developed at the
conventions, and there has been a pronounced improvement in

this direction.

The second reason why the work of these organizations is

not as effective as it should be is that in many cases the

work of the association ends with the education and inspira-

tion that it gives to its individual members, or which is

conveyed to the railroads in general through the railway press.

Its recommendations are placed on record, but cannot be en-
forced. The Railway Age* (See Footnote) has consistently

recommended, and notably in an editorial in its issue of

May 4, 1917, page 926, that there should be a closer co-

operation between the different organizations, so that in the

mechanical department, for instance, the various minor or-

ganizations can pass their recommendations up to a major
mechanical department association, which will finally pass

upon them and authorize them either as recommended prac-

tices or standards, whichever may Ije most desirable.

It would be comparatively easy, without even changing
the names of the present organizations or their present plans
of meetings to tie them up in such a way that they could re-

port to the American Railway Association and could work
under its general direction. The American Railway Asso-
ciation would undoul)tedly prefer to have several major
organizations under its immediate direction rather than the

larger number of minor associations. The general mechan-
ical department organization, for instance, could act as a
clearing house for all of the mechanical department organiza-
tions, approving of their recommendations and forwarding
them to the higher organization. A flexible organization of
this kind would preserve the identity of the various organiza-
tions and encourage them and would tend to uplift rather

than to destroy the morale throughout the railroad field.

It may not be out of place at this time to repeat the sugges-

tions that were made by the Railway Age in an editorial in

its issue of May 24, 1918, page 1263, and which are as

follows

:

"It would seem that the adoption of some such plan as

the following would be sufficient at present: First, make the

various technical associations divisions of the American Rail-

way Association, but let them continue to meet separately and
have such discussions and adopt such recommendations as

to privilege in their respective fields as thev consider wise;

second, give the American Railway Association authority to

co-ordinate the work of the various associations so that har-

mony in their recommendations will l)e lirought about where
they touch upon the same general subject; as, for example,

on the relation of wheel loads and .strength of track, and
refer back to the subsidiary organizations for further consid-

eration recommendations of which it does not approve; and,

third, vest in the American Railway As.sociation the authority

and duty of making to the director general recommendations
'regarding the practice which it may be deemed desirable

to have enforced upon all railways."

The important thing is to guard against loss of interest

and restrictions of action which will necessarily follow the

amalgamation of the organizations and which will far out-

weigh the disadvantages which now exist, and which can be
largely overcome by a co-ordination of activities such as sug-

gested above.

'Amonp the more important editori,ils which the Railway Age has
miblished during the past two years nn the co-ordination of the work of
the various railway assccintions arc the following:

Closer Co-operation for Mechanical Department .-Xssociation. itay 4. 1917,
p:tgc 926.

Amalgamation of Railway .Associations. May 24, 1918, p^ge 1263.

Is the Amalgamation of Railway .Vi-sociations .-Xdvisable? May 31, 1918,
|.a<c I.IK..

Proposed A;nalgam,-ition of Krihvay .'\ssociation, August 2, 1918, page 199.
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United States Standard Refrigerator Car

All-steel Underframe, Basket Type Ice Bunkers, Solid

Insulated Bulkheads; 30-tons Capacity

IN
CONNECTION with the Mechanical Department's Circular

No. 7 covering repairs to refrigerator cars, the United

States Railroad Administration has issued specitication

No. 1,386 covering a 30-ton steel underframe refrigerator

car body, which has ice compartments at each end with

stationary insulated bulkheads and ice receptacles of the

basket type. These cars are made to conform as nearly as

]3ossiblc to other standard type cars. Many of the parts of

the air brake rigging, the body center plate, body side bear-

ing, side bearing and truck clearances, draft gear details,

limiting dimensions for couplers and several other minor de-

tails are the same as those used in the other standard cars

constructed for the Railroad Admini.stration. The lumber

gears may be used,

dimensions:

The cars have the following general

outsidr, between end linings 39 ft,

inside between bulkheads 33 ft,

inside 8 ft

Height inside, floor to ceiling.
Height inside from '

Length over stri'kii

Width over eaves.
Width over-all (s

floor grates to ceiling

g plate 42 ft

9 ft

c Lidders) 9 ft

right from rail to top of car at eaves 12 ft

ight from rail to top of brake mast 13 ft

•ight from rail to top of running board 13 ft

Distance center to center of trucks 31 ft

Height from rail to center of coupler 2 ft

Height from rail to bottom of center sill 2 ft.

The framing of the car is made up of 7j4-in. by
side sills, mortised to lit the angle on the side sill

ii«
2M

5A

/^
5%
lOJi
2^
6'A

10/,
. *yz

5^ -in.

member

3^'-^-

End Elevation and Section of U. S. R. A. Standard Refrigerator Car (Drawing No. 1386)

sections are in accordance with the Master Car Builders'

standard practices and the same as used on the standard

bo.\ cars.

The cars are to be equipped with the \\estinghouse KC
10-12 type air brakes, of either W'estinghouse or New York
Air Brake Company's manufacture, with 25-50 double pres-

sure spring type retaining valve of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company's design. Braking power to be about 60
per cent of tlie light weight of the car, based on 50 lb.

cylinder pressure. The piston travel is to be betv^feen 5 in.

and 7 in. Friction type draft gear is specified, having a

minimum capacity of 150,000 11). and a maximum travel of

234 in. The clearance between the coupler horn and striking

plate to be 3 in. As in all other freight cars the Chicago,

Murray, Sessions type K, Westinghouse or Miner draft

of the underframe. There are 12 intermediate 5-in, by 2-in.

side posts and 12 diagonal braces of the same materiaL

There are two belt rails 4^ in. by 2 in., located 2 ft. \'X in.

and 4 ft. 10 in. above tlie bottom of the side sill, respectively.

The side plate is 8^4 in. by 4.'4 in. There are two inter-

mediate 4-in. by 4-in. end posts and two belt rails 4^ j in.

by 4 in. The corner posts are 6'/s in. by 7 in. The roof

framing consists of a ridge pole 5 in. by 4^/^ in. and two
purlines 3J4 in. by 1^ in., with lf4-in. carlines having
^-in. tie rods located at every oilier carline. The end plates

are 6 '4 in- '^v 8 in., gainetl out to receive the insulation.

The door posts are oak members 13/10 in. by 3'4 in. The
roof has 13/16-in. roof boards whidi are covered witli a

No. 22 gage outside metal roof. The inside and outside

sheathing of both the sides and ends is 13/16 in. thick. The

907
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inside of the cars is provided with a floor rack of 1-in. by

4-in. boards fastened to four 3^-in. by 2-in. stringers. The
floor racks are hinged at the sides.

Underframe

The underframe center sill is of the fishbelly type, being

made up of two 5/16-in. web plates located 12J^ in. apart,

K-,7.-

Longiiudinal SecHon Thruugh /hs/s.

Standard Refrigerator Car Sections Showing Insulation

(Drawing No. 1387)

25 in. deep at the center and having at the top 4-in. by 3 Va-in.

by S/16-in. angles and at the bottom 4-in. by 3J4-in. by
^-in. angles on the outside and 4-in. by 3^-in. by 7/16-in.

angles on the inside of the plate. There is a 203'2-in. by

j4-in. cover plate extending the full length of the car be-

tween the end sills. The side sills are 9-in., 17.5-lb. chan-

nels with 4-in. by 3^-in. by %-in. angles riveted to them
to support the wooden side sills of the car body. The end
sills are channels of the same section as the side sills. The
crossbearers are made of 34 -in. pressings with 6-in. by
7/16-in. top cover plates and 6-in. by ^-in. bottom cover

plates, nie body bolsters are built up of 34 -in- pressings

with a 6-in. by 7/16-in. top cover plate and a 6-in. by ^-in.
bottom cover plate. The diagonal braces at the comer of

the car are made of 5/16-in. plate pressed to channel section.

Insulation

The specifications call for two courses of 1-in. insulation

in the sides and ends and three courses with a combined
thickness of 2^4 in. in the roof. The floor insulation is of

pure cork board 2 in. thick. An option of hairfelt. Key-
stone hairfelt, fiaxlinum and linofelt is provided for the

insulation. The side walls of the car consist of an inside

sheathing 13/16 in. thick to which is applied on the outside

a layer of waterproof insulating fabric. This sheathing is

fastened to two belt rails 4^4 in. by 2 in., a 2-in. air space

thus being provided. To the outside of these belt rails is

nailed a ^-in. shiplap blind lining, on which is applied

waterproof insulating fabric, the 2 in. of insulation, another

layer of waterproof insulating fabric and the 13/16-in. out-

side tongued and grooved sheathing. The ends are sub-

.stantially the same, with the exception of the thickness of

the belt rails and air space, which is 4 in. The section

through the door is preci.=<;ly the same as that through the

sides. No break is made in the insulation around the comer
posts. The waterproof insulating fabric is of No. 350 drill,

which is a cotton cloth weighing approximately 33/2 lb. per

100 sq. ft. and thoroughly saturated with an odorless water-

proofing compound, preferably of an asphaltic base of ap-

proximately the same consistency of waterproof compound
used on insulating paper. It extends continuously from
side sill to side plate and from door post to door post around
the end of the car.

Tlie flooring is made up of a 13/16-in. blind floor at the

bottom, a layer of waterjjroofing compound on top of this,

then a layer of 2-in. cork insulation, another layer of water-

proofing compound and a l-)4-in. tongued and grooved floor

witli the joints white leaded. The quantity of waterproofing

compound used in each of the two layers is 30 gal., and the

specifications for this material require that it must be per-

fectly waterproof, having a melting point of not less than

175 deg. F. ; it must be pliable at zero, highly adhesive when
hot, not sticky when cold, and absolutely odorless.

The roof is made up of a 13/16-in. ceiling on which is

laid a layer of waterproof insulating fabric. A blind roof

13/16 in. thick supports three layers of insulation, having a

total thickness of 23^2 in., on which is laid a layer of the

waterproof insulating fabric, h. slight air space is left be-

tween this and the roof boards which are 13/16 in. thick.

.\n outside metal roof is to be applied on top of this. A layer

of 3'-'-in. insulation 4 in. wide is mortised into the side plate

at the outside for the full length of the car in order to pro-

vide insulation at points where the carline tie rods pass

through the side plate. On the outside a 1-in. layer of in-

sulation is applied in the air space between tlie ceiling and
the blind roof, being folded over and held in place by a

234-in. by 1-in. nailing strip.

Ice Comp.^rtments

.\n ice compartment is located at each end of the car. They
have stationary insulated bulkheads and an ice receptacle

of the basket type. The distance from the outside end of

the car to the inside face of the bulkhead is 4 ft. l^ in., the

distance between the liulkheads being 33 ft. l-y\ in. The
bulkhead is made up of two layers of tongued and grooved

13/16-in. boards, with a layer of 1 in. insulation between
them, and it is supported by four intermediate 3-in. by
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3-)4-in- oak posts. The opening at the top of the liulkhead is

14 in., having a No. 20 wire yi-'m. mesh galvanized screen.

The opening below the bulkhead is 12 in. The ice basket

is a screen made of No. 7 wire with l]4-in. by lj4-in.

mesh, which is galvanized after weaving. There is a space

of 2 in. between the l)asket and the walls of the ice com-

partment. The inside dimensions of the ice ijasket are 2 ft.

9 in. deep by 7 ft. 10 in. wide and 6 ft. 3 3/16 in. high.

A 4-in. air space is provided between the wall of the ice

box and the end of the car. As in the sides, the end consists

of %-in. shiplap sheathing with two 1-in. layers of in.sula-

tion and a 13/16-in. outside sheathing. The ice is sup-

ported on 3-in. by IJ/^-in. oak grates which are carried on

six S-in. by 3-in. wooden members. The sides and the ends

of the ice box are covered with No. 24 galvanized iron for

the full height of the box. The drip pan is made of No.

12 galvanized steel with the sides and the ends flanged

upward.
The ice hatch has an opening 22 ;4 in. by 2 ft. 4'4 in.

The hatch frame is 1 H in. thick, supported at the ends by

suitable cripples and filling blocks on the inside to sub-

stantial blocking extending across the full width of the car

and at the outside liy a filler block between it and the side

plate. In addition to this there is a malleable iron frame

5/16 in. thick and of Z-section, which extends around the

upper portion of the hatch. The inside of the hatch passage

is covered with a flashing of No. 22 galvanized iron. The

hatch plug is made up of two layers of 3/16-in. boards with

two 1-in. layers of insulation between them. It is attached

loosely to the hatch cover in such a manner that it may freely

fit the hatch without binding, but yet so that it can be raised

with the cover.

None of these cars have been ordered by the Railroad

Administration up to the present time.

Mines Can No Longer Cry Car Shortage

IN
THE si.K MONTHS ending September 30, the coal mines

in Illinois, Indiana and western Kentucky loaded 1,209,-

223 cars as compared with 1,087,359 in the same period

in 1917, according to B. J. Rowe, supervisor of coal traffic

for the Railroad Administration in that district. This con-

stitutes an increase of 121,864 cars loaded, or 10 per cent.

The mines in this territor)- are in the unusual position of

having produced and shipped more coal during the summer

months of 1918 than will probably be produced during the

coming winter. The Illinois mines alone shipped 45,000,000

tons of coal in the six months ended September 30, whereas

the most liberal estimates do not place the production in the

half year just begun at more than 40,000,000. It is not

believed that the signing of the armistice and the closing of

war industries will reduce the consumption of coal in the

districts more tlian 5 per cent.

Despite this excellent record the press has repeatedly given

publicity to complaints on the part of mine operators that

their production was being impeded In- a shortage of equip-

ment. It is probable, however, that the uniform rules for

the rating of coal mines, other than anthracite, which were

put into effect by the Car Service Section of the Railroad

Administration on September 12, will put a quietus on the

fault finding of the mines. According to these regulations

the daily capacity of each mine is determined by taking the

total coal tonnage shipped during the preceding month, di-

viding it by the numlier of hours worked and multiplying

the quotient by the number of hours in the recognized work

day of the individual mine. The result is tenned "the daily

rating" of the mine and is the basis on which cars shall be

distributed to it during periods of car .shortage.

Under former conditions each road had its own method of

determining rating and the statistics on the fjasis of which

the ratings were computed were supplied by the mine ope-

rators and usually unverified by the carriers. As would

naturally be expected, the ratings under that plan were

generally liberal. This was particularly true of mines sers'ed

jointly by two or more railroads. These often had ratings

100 per cent or more in excess of their capacity. As a result,

they often received more cars than they could load, thereby

tying up equipment which might have been used elsewhere.

A joint mine in Illinois with an actual capacity^ of 200

cars, ordered 399 cars in one day this summer. It received

280 cars from the railroads serv-ing it, but loaded only 196,

leaving 84 cars unused. On July 18, 38 joint mines in Illi-

nois received 851 more cars than they were able to use and
,^79 cars were left over on August 9 at 22 joint mines in the

same state.

These instances are t^-pical of the results which obtained

before the uniform rules governing the rating of mines and
the distribution of coal cars were put into effect. Under these

regulations the orders for equipment have been substantially

reduced. Previous to October 10, the effective date of the

new rules, orders by mines in Illinois and Indiana averaged

about 12,000 cars a day, whereas at present they rarely ex-

ceed 9,500 cars. The old ratings likewise gave the mines on
the Illinois Central approximately 3,200 cars per day al-

though the greatest number of cars ever loaded in the

histOPi' of the road was 2,105. According to the new ratings

these mines are credited with 2,100 cars per day.

It is interesting to note the effect of the new ratings on car

supply statistics. On Friday, November 15, the number of

cars available for coal loading on all railroads in Illinois

was equal to 148 per cent of the total orders for equipment.

One road which was always short of cars under the old

method of computation, had a supply of equipment equiv-

alent to 255 per cent of the orders received for that

day.

These figures are especially significant, as Friday and
Saturday formerly showed car shortages more often than the

other days of the week. The coal car records for Monday,
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday of the week ended No-
vember 16 were even better, as compared with the orders

received, than those for tlie Friday just noted. On No-
vember 11, the supply of coal cars on Illinois railroads

equaled 162 per cent of the orders received from the mines.

On Tuesday, November 12, the percentage was 179, on Wed-
nesday, 161, and on Thursday, 153.

It is not to be inferred that these favorable percentages

are due entirely to the new method of rating coal mines. As
a matter of fact, on account of the enormous production this

summer, there has been a gradual reduction in the output

of the mines this fall. Another factor which has tended to

increase the car supply has been the close supervision of car

distril)Ution by regional directors. .^ noteworthy result of

their control of the supply of equipment has been the prompt
return of empty coal cars to the owning roads. Under former

conditions, coal carrying lines often suffered severely from
the shortage of equipment because connecting lines failed to

route their cars back.

The greatest strength of the new rules governing ratings

is the requirement that the records kept bv the mine operator

be included in a sworn statement. Another important stipu-

lation is that copies of orders for cars by a mine that is joint

with any other carrier shall be filed with a designated rep-

resentative of each road. Such combined requisitions must
not exceed the gross daily rating of the mine. These clauses

and others included in the new rules have been effective in

radically reducing the inflated ratings which were formerly

the rule.



The Coming Industrial Expansion of the World
New Railroad Construction One of the Economic Factors

That Will Play a Dominant Part

ASKETCH OF THE IMPORTANT extensive railroad projects

the world over, combined with an expression of lielief

that after the war conditions will permit of the speedy

carrying out or continuance of these projects, is the inter-

esting feature of a report recently issued by the Guaranty

Trust Company of New York. 'I'he report, which is copy-

righted by that company, follows

:

With peace an accomplished fact, we are face to face with

its problems and with those involved in the readjustments

of finance and business from a war to a peace basis. And
the most important question confronting our industrial and

financial leaders is: What will be the major trend of

economic developments?

The best ap[)roach to an answer to this question seems to

be an interpretation of relevant developments already in

process before the war intervened. The provision of es-

sential transportation agencies in the industrial and geo-

graphical frontiers of the world indicates that a combination

of economic forces was laying the foundations before the

war for a period of unusual world-wide industrial expansion.

It appears likely that after the brief period of readjustment

the world war will be found to have accelerated this move-

ment materially.

Reasons for Expansion

These pre-war preparations for industrial expansion were

the logical outgrowth of conditions in the leading industrial

nations. The United States, Japan, and Germany exempli-

fied perhaps most completely the industrial development

which characterized the latter years of the nineteenth cen-

tury; and because of their relative industrial progress these

countries, natural!)', were looking increasingly for oppor-

tunities to ex])and, either through colonization or the en-

largement of foreign trade and investments. And as a further

consequence, toward the end of this period, it became neces-

sary also for the surplus capital of other countries, which had
contributed to this industrial growth, to seek opportunities

in new areas.

This combination of events is a repetition of a familiar

experience. Once intensive industrial development is under
way it often carries a nation pa.st the point of best distribu-

tion of productive factors, with a consequent disturbance of

the equilibrium of industrial forces. Not until the point of

best adjustment is past are the industrial leaders brought to

a realization of the need for readjustment. But always the

remedy for relatively over-intensive development lies, not in

contraction, but in expansion. Additional supplies of raw
materials must be obtained and new markets for finished

goods developed.

Transportation the Basis of Expansion

For such expansion, means of transportation, of course,

are indispensable, because any degree of territorial division

of labor, and effective occupational division as well, are

conditioned upon transportation. For this reason, out-

standing progress in material civilization lias been as.sociated

hitherto with one or another of the conspicuous discoveries

in the field of transportation, or else with the utilization of

the existing agencies in new fields. The invention of the

compass broadened immensely the field of marine navigation;

but perhaps its most significant single result came centuries

later when, in .seeking the coveted sea route to Asia, .America

was discovered. Down to the last few centuries, concentra-

tions of population and civilization remained close to water,

and only with the application of steam to land transportation

was a cheap means of communication found which made f)os-

sible the really marvelous industrial development of the last

three-quarters of a century.

Pre-War Plans for Development of Frontiers

Because of the unusual pressure in recent years for out-

lets for surplus capital, many plans were formulated for

the development of transj)ortation in various parts of the

world. Isolated as they may appear when viewed singly,

they are more rightly understood when regarded as so many
expressions of a wide-spread desire to share in the industrial

progress which comes with the development of new countries

—the precursors of another of the world's recurrent periods

of notable industrial expansion.

.Among the undertakings of special significance in this

connection, first place should be given to the Panama Canal

—

opened in the first month of the war—becau.se it. more than

any other single undertaking in recent years, is destined to

affect the trade and industry of the entire world. Closely

associated with this enterprise is the construction of the

.Alaskan Railway, now being completed and making avail-

able our only important supply of coal on the Pacific Coast.

The Canadian railway building program included the

completion of the second and third trans-continental lines

whose western extensions were to open up considerable virgin

territory in the Canadian West and Northwest.

Australia, with an area equal to that of the continental

United States, and with practically all its population of

less tlian 5,000,000 concentrated along the coast, proposed

the construction of two intersecting trans-continental rail-

roads.

In Africa, the rail sections of the Cape-to-Cairo rail-water

route were under construction, as were railroads reaching

from the east and the west coasts into the heart of tlie con-

tinent. Among the many projected roads was a northern

trans-continental between Algiers and Cairo through the

one-time granary of the Roman world.

Railroads traversing Persia and Afghanistan were planned
which would give direct rail communication between Europe
and India, and the Bagdad road was to be extended toward

the Persian Gulf.

China, after having remained in an isolated position with-

out adequate means of communication between the extended

parts of the country, was adopting the modern means of land

communication. A beginning was made in the construction

of a number of relatively short lines and a net-work of trunk

lines was planned, of which the more important were those

to connect Chengtu, the capital of the largest and possibly

the richest of the interior Chinese provinces, with the coast;

a road across Mongolia to the Trans-Siberian, and another

westward through the heart of China eventually to connect

with the railroads in Russian Tuikestan.

The construction of the Trans-Siberian line, although

mainly for political purposes, had ojiened the way for the

development of the resources of that region. In 191.>, the

Russian Minister of the Interior formulated a program for

the building of 50,000 miles in the following decade, which
was unique in its scope and co-ordination of its various

911
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projects. The proposed lines in Siberia included the com-

pletion of the Amur River link of the Trans-Siberian, a

trunk line across Southern and We.stern Siberia paralleling

the Trans-SilxTian, and numerous feeders for each of these

trunk lines.

Brazil has one of the largest undeveloped areas of any of

the countries of the world. Like the Australian common-
wealth, practically the whole of its scant population is con-

centrated near the shores, and for the most part railroad con-

struction has been intended to serve these isolated com-
munities. Only in recent years have any efforts been made
to connect these various settlements by rail lines. Extensive

railroad construction schemes were under way in Brazil which

pointed, not only to the linking up of these isolated settle-

ments, but to the development of the great interior of the

country and to furthering the diversification of industries so

characteristic of Brazil in recent years. The Bolivian govern-

ment was planning the extension of the Bolivian railways to

the northeast and the east of the Andes to open up the great

expanse of territory in that region. Some of these lines

were to be connected with the projected lines of Argentina to

the south and with proposed trans-continental lines reaching

from the eastern coa.st of Brazil to Bolivia. In fact, a num-
ber of railroad projects under way pointed to the opening up
of the great interior of the whole South American continent.

It can scarcely be thought that the coincidence in time of

these various undertakings for the development of the frontier

regions was wholly, or even mainly, fortuitous. The timing

of Germany's aggression in the interest of her contemplated

short cut to industrial and political pre-eminence among the

nations may well have been due to a realization that the

peaceful industrial progress promi.sed by this combination of

effort in the widely scattered lands, and in which the neigh-

boring peoples would share, was about to make forever im-

possible the Kaiser's domination of the world.

Railroad Building During the War

Actual construction of railroads has been suspended in

some cases, and in others retarded, but in not a few instances

it has been hastened by the war. Doubtless Brazil has ex-

perienced a more nearly complete suspension of railroad

building than any of the other countries mentioned, but

preparation is being made for prompt resumption of con-

struction, with the return of more normal conditions.

The Chinese building program also has been affected un-

favorably by the war. Nevertheless, important additions

have been made, aggregating approximately 800 miles dur-

ing the war. On the lines complete in 1917, two are of

especial significance. One of these, a 140-mile section of

the Canton-Hankow line, is a link in the route which will

soon unite South China and Peking. The other is a 60-mile

feeder of the Trans-Siberian Railway in Manchuria. Early

in this year a line was extended from South Alanchuria into

Mongolia, the first railroad to penetrate this territory. Fi-

nancial arrangements have recently been made for the early

construction of a line across Southern Manchuria and for

another connecting the Peking-Hankow and Tientsin-Pukow

lines.

Construction in Siberia has proceeded rapidly. The com-
pletion in 1915 of the Amur River division of the Trans-
Siberian in the East, together with the extension in 1913 of

the Ekaterinburg-Tiumen line to Omsk in the West, has
given virtually a double track from European Russia to

Vladivostock. Several of the new lines projected in 1913
are now in operation. Of these, the most extensive is the

Altai Railway, 510 miles in length and connecting the

Trans-Siberian with the rich agricultural section to the

south of its intersection with the Ob River. Farther west the

Kulundin Railway, extending 200 miles south from the Si-

berian trunk line, was completed in 1916. Another feeder

for the trunk line, connecting it with the coal and iron fields

in the upper Tom River Valley, is in operation, 147 miles

having been completed. Five short lines connecting the

Trans-Siberian with the Amur River have also been con-

structed.

The notable achievement in Africa has been the continua-

tion of the southern rail link in the Cape-to-Cairo route.

Within recent weeks this line was completed to Bukama on

the navigable Congo, 2,600 miles from Capetown. A pro-

jected 550-mile road between the Congo and Lake Albert

would complete this trans-continental route. The railway

in German Ea.st Africa, was extended to Lake Tanganyika

on the eve of the war, and there is now, with the road's

western coimections, a rail-water line across the center of the

continent. Tlie railroad from Lobito Bay has been extended

eastward to Katanga, a rich mineral region of the Belgian

Congo, and, with the road already reaching tlie Indian

Ocean at Beira, gives a second east and west trans-

continental line. A permanent standard gage railroad was

laid by the British Expeditionary Forces from Eg}-pt into

Palestine. Military considerations have prevented publicity

concerning other construction in the Near East but there

are evidences that considerable mileage has been built.

Despite the magnitude of the Australian contribution to

the Allied military and naval forces, the east and west trans-

continental railway, begun Ln 1912, was completed in 1917.

In all, more than 3,500 miles of track have been built in the

Commonwealth in the years 1915-17. One-third of the

mileage necessary to complete the north and south trans-

continental is now in operation.

In Canada, the work of providing two trans-continental

railroads has been completed; feeders are being added, and a

line from La Pas to Hudson Bay i| under construction.

From 1912 to 1916 more than 10,000 miles of track were

put in operation, nearly 7,000 of which were added in the

first two years of the war.

Post-War Outlook

The total of new railway mileage constructed during the

war is doubtless less than would have been built had peace

continued. Moreover, the need for new transportation lines

will be more urgent now than before the war. Demand for

foodstufi's and raw materials of manufacture will give ex-

traordinary stimulus to the settlement and exploitation of the

frontier regions. Meanwhile, the steel producing capacity

of the world has been increased, and this, together with tlie

new shipbuilding facilities, will make possible both the

speedy prosecution of the railway building programs and the

provision of merchant ships. The increased productive

equipment and improvements in industrial processes incident

to the war will tend to lighten the task of readjusting in-

dustry to a peace basis.

The mingling on the battlefields of men from distant lands

is making for mutual understanding, and the hard condi-

tions of life to which the soldiers are exposed in the trenches

are fitting many thousands of them for the peculiar tasks of

pioneering. One effect of the war will be a tendency to break

down the racial barriers that have impeded the movement
of people between countries, and also, in some instances, the

economic barriers.

It is fortunate that in recent years the achievements of
sanitary engineering in the Panama Canal Zone, Havana,
British Guiana and elsewhere have proved that practicallv

the whole of the tropical countries can be made healthful
for the white race. And lieside.';. both in South America and
in Africa, altitude largely neutralizes latitude, giving climatic
conditions comparable to those in the Temperate Zone. The
development of the internal combustion engine and its ap-
plication to agricultural machinery also will undoubtedly
facilitate the development of these regions.
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It would appear, then, that economic forces of world-wide
scope were laying the bases at the outbreak of the war for

industrial expansion and that in a general way the main
arteries of communication have been constructed, or are in

process of construction, to open up the world's undeveloped
areas. During the further extension of these arteries it is not

to be expected that a large immediate expansion of the world's

business will result. It takes some time after transportation

lines are laid before regions are developed to such an extent

as to be felt appreciably in the world's business.

But the war lias increased the industrial capacity of the

belligerent nations and quickened the spirit of adventure in

man, as well as his resourcefulness and inventiveness. In
other words, it has created conditions which wnll induce men
to get out into new regions. Therefore, we may expect a
rather earlier development of the hinterlands of the world
than would normally have come.
Our financial and industrial leaders are now confronted

with the problem.s incident to the readjustment of industry
to a peace basis. The difficulties of the present task will
be lightened and the strength of our industrial fabric in-

creased if our leaders keep in mind the long-term develop-
ment of w'orld enterprise, which promises a period of almost
unparalleled opportunities for the expansion of business.

Conservation of Fuel on the Railroads

Prominent Railway and Fuel Men Present Interesting Papers

Before the New York Railroad Club

AT THE NOVEMBER MEETING of the New York Railroad

Club, fuel economy was discussed by Eugene
McAuliffe, manager of the Fuel Conservation Section

of the Railroad Administration; E. J. Pearson, federal man-
ager of the New York, New Haven & Hartford; B. R.

Pollock, federal manager of the Boston & Maine; D. R.

MacBain, superintendent of motive power of the New York
Central Lines West, and Robert Collett and H. C. Wood-
bridge, of the Fuel Conservation Section. Abstracts of

these papers follow:

Railway Fuel and Fuel Conservation
By Eugene McAuliffe

For two years our people have enjoyed the stimulus of a

great patriotism which alone made it possible to change a

peace loving people into a great militant nation; a nation

whose railways, already inadequate to meet the ever-growing

demands of a great people, were suddenly confronted with

the problem of moving and countermoving a great army, and
of gathering from forest, furnace and mill tlie material neces-

sary, not alone to house, ecjuip and train these millions of

men, thousands of whom came from the railroad ranks, but

to construct docks and warehouses in our own country

and abroad, together with the material necessary to the fur-

therance of the greatest shipbuilding program ever conceived.

In addition to this great work, regiments of American rail-

road engineers have built and equipped in France hundreds

of miles of railroad, from material all originating in the

United States.

From this brilliant page in the history of American rail-

road achievement I will only refer to the movement of

3,810,693 officers and enlisted men from January 1 to Oc-
tober 31, inclusive, of this year, superimposed on the greatest

increase in civilian travel ever experienced, and an increase

in bituminous coal loaded for the five months ending
Octolwr 31, as compared with the same period in 1917, of

596,282 cars.

Tlic successful conclusion of this greatest of tasks made
victory possible, and when you are asked to recall the fuel

problems of last winter it is but for the purpose of again
impressing on you that coal and oil are basic and funda-
mental commodities that not alone deserve, but command,
our best thought. Neither will I attempt to touch on the

recent overwhelming victory which fell to the .-Mlied powers,
except to say, that where in the past the necessities of war
impelled us to great economies, the necessities of peace now
call for even greater vision and effort on the part of those

who are administering the Fuel Conservation Section, one
of the greatest of the manv arms of our government.

Somehow in the past the railway fuel job has never been
measured up rightly on many railroads, and looking fer the
cause, I can only attribute it to the fact that in the days
of the wood burner locomotive, the theory was current that
as the locomotives burned the fuel the fuel problem rested

with the department which handled the locomotives, and
perforce all responsibility rested with the master mechanic
and the engine crew. I cannot fancy into what proportions
the fuel bill would grow if it were not guarded by the efforts

of the mechanical department and the enginemen, but I have
been impressed for years with the fact that tlie problem was
one large enough to Ijecome the special charge of the general
manager. In fact, the general character of the general
manager's duties fit him alone to handle the fuel problem,
including purchase, inspection, distribution, and economical
consumption.

The intelligent purchase of the fuel in the quantities re-

quired by the railroads represents a work that can not be
handled as ordinary material is purchased. Buying coal
is like buying real estate; you must acquaint yourself with
the field and each particular producing property. Of the
money paid for coal under normal competitive conditions,
pcrliaps 75 per cent goes for labor, and it is well to see just
how the labor is performed. Any specifications furnished
in advance represent at best post mortem results; anv stand-
ard of real efficiency or staled maximum ash content is hard
of enforcement because of the extreme difficulty of cor-
rectly sampling and determining results.

In the majority of cases proximity of location determines
the field purchased from, and to get results the man who
purchases coal should have personal knowledge of every
opening from which he buys and must maintain, through
competent field inspectors, a constant touch with each mine.
I long ago learned that a competent, honest and broadminded
railroad coal inspector was the best friend the producer
could have, and while the educational period is often pro-
ductive of some sorrows and disappointments, the operators
and mine employees .soon learn to appreciate the help he
gives. The wisdom of such an organization was well proved
last winter in the ^Middle West. But limited decline in the
grade of coal as compared with the pre-war period was
suffered by roads following this plan of organization: while
in other districts where coal is largely bought through con-
ference and by correspondence, the decline began early.

Economy in consumption involves the combined and har-
monious effort of every l)ranch of the operating department.
In pressing economy in the use of fuel on operating men I
have never felt any pangs of conscience for the reason that,
unlike mistaken economy in maintenance of rolling stock
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and the permanent way, no disastrous result can pos.*ibly

follow. When the engine crews save fuel a collateral result

frequently exceeding the value of the fuel saved is shown

in decreased wage, overtime, maintenance, and loss and

damage charges. To save fuel the locomotive must be

handled and fired skillfully, and the established rating

must be maintained, because it is the rating that largely

determines the earning capacity of the machine, which is,

after all, but a moving factory for the creation of trans-

portation. Prompt movement, with avoidance of delays at

terminals and enroute, means decreased wage and overtime

bills, and congested yards contribute heavily to freight claim

losses.

If the men who are now attemjrting to improve train

movement, including those engaged in the maintenance of the

locomotives, cars, and air brakes; those who maintain the

permanent way; those who look after the shop steam plants;

the water service; the men who control the work of the

terminals; the despatchers who guide the trains over the

division; if all of this sjilendid army of men could be induced

to think in terms of fuel, no other comparison of results

obtained would be necessary in so far as cost of service

was concerned, because when you show a good fuel per-

formance you can be assured that everything else in the

operating line is receiving attention.

Many roads employ unorganized, secondary supervising

forces, men whose duties are frequently undefined. The
frequent changes made in the personnel and duties of this

force bears evidence that in many cases it is not working

satisfactorily. To get the unification of effort necessary to

the conservation of fuel and to secure the many collateral

betterments of operation I have mentioned, I would urge the

consolidation of this force, including traveling engineers and

assistants, instructors, firemen, smoke mspectors, and men
in allied work, under one head, who in turn should report

to the chief operating officer. The function of this staff

organization should be the conservation of fuel in the broadest

sense. To properly supervise engine crews, there should be

one man of the qualifications of a thoroughly competent

traveling engineer for each 50 to 75 locomotives, the lesser

number applicable where the heavier types are used. In

addition, a sufficient number of firemen instructors should be

employed to give each new fireman a proper start in his

arduous work, any spare time to be used in training fire

cleaning forces at terminals, where much work can be done.

On many roads the plans I have outlined will require

few additions to the supervision pay roll; on the whole I

am suggesting no more than the making, out of a scattered

and sometimes conflicting force, of a fully co-ordinated unit

that will assist in welding the purchasing, mechanical, trans-

portation and maintenance divisions of the operating de-

partment into a fine working whole that will keep down unit

transportation costs and make for better service.

Address by D. R. MacBain

The thoroughness with which the matter of fuel economy

is practiced is the chief requisite for success. Even,- person

on the entire railroad must ha\'e interest in the work and

contribute to the end of fuel economy. The thoroughness

with which fuel economy is practiced must extend from

the president down to the lowest man in the ranks. T,oco-

motives should not be overloaded, nor should they be under-

loaded, but they .should carry full tonnage, and those who
send the locomotives out on their trips should have sufficient

authority to regulate tlie tonnage and should know what the

full tonnage is for the jirevailing conditions.

There is nothing more important in good locomotive per-

formance than correct front end conditions. The draft must

be regulated to meet the average conditions of fuel and of

firemen. The nozzle must not be too large and interfere

witli the proper steaming of the engine. A poorly main-

tained and designed front end means wasted fuel. Standard

arrangements should be effected. They should not be

altered without the authority of responsible men in the

mechanical department. Likewise the running gear of the

lix'omotive must be properly maintained and particularly

the driving box, the improper maintenance of which causes

poor steam distribution with an accompanying waste of fuel.

Both piston and valve packing should be carefully main-

tained.

A very important factor in the economical use of fuel on
a locomotive is that of supervision and education. New
firemen are not being trained as they should. Too often

they are sent out indiscriminately with any train crew that

happens along. The best enginemen should be picked out to

train the new men and to stay with them until they are

capable of performing the work properly. The new men
should not only be taught the fundamental principles of

firing, but should have the reasons for the methods carefully

explained to them. It would be wise to maintain a per-

manent staff of instructors. The engineers need as much
tutoring as the firemen. There haven't been enough travel-

ing engineers properly to teach the enginemen. Ninety per

cent of all men are always glad to get new ideas and learn,

and the effectiveness and efficiency of the ser\-ice depends

upon the instruction to the engine crew. These supervisors

or instructors should be relieved of all work except that

which pertains to the education of the engine crew in

handling the locomotive.

The Responsibility of General Officers for Fuel

Economy

By E. J. Pearson

What may be termed a deficiency in railroad management
is that of at times permitting matters not directly pressing

to proceed along the lines of least resistance. The question

of fuel economy has suffered too often on this account. While
we hope the war is over, nevertheless there is a period ahead
during which the very best effort of every railroad officer

is necessary tow-ards increasing the success of federal opera-

tion. Our problem today to a still greater extent in handling

the railroads under our charge is. first, that of service, and
second, efficient and economical operation which will result

in the railroads paying their way. We have no magic way
of securing funds except from revenues and from savings.

Fuel is tlie most important item for attention.

The Railroad Administration has been liberal in granting

sums for putting power in a generally better condition than
formerly. Tliis work has lieen directed by Mr. McManamv.
His previous broad and extensive knowledge of the general

condition of power on American railroads has enabled him
to take hold of this problem in a surprising manner. He has
given directions, established requirements and afforded assi.st-

ance which has been an object lesson to many of us. His
effective work is responsible largel>- for the much better

condition of power as we approach this coming winter. I

am sure it will enable us not only to meet the requirements
of transportation, but to support tlie demand for fuel economy
in a manner not heretofore possible.

The question that now confronts us is—-Wliat further can
we do? The im]iortant step is that of securing interest and
this is a matter that means commencing at the top. There
are various means of accomplishing this. Ten vears or more
ago I recall an arrangement on one of the important roads
by which the despatcher's train sheet carried the fuel record
of each train. As a result abnormal usage was immediately
iirought to the notice of those responsible. Performance on
that road was much better than on its neighliors'. Com-
petition between roads and between the enginemen on the
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same road in the matter of fuel economy has produced

good results.

At the present time incentive in the matter of good service

and of efficient operation, which also means economy, is

originating at the top. Such essentially is the policy of the

director general and the men directly under him. Valuable

infonnation for our guidance is being furnished. Statistical

information for all lines is in preparation. This will afford

a basis of comparison which will be gratifying to tho.se roads

securing the most favorable results. It will encourage them
to do still Jjetter and it will certainly be a prod to those which
are less successful.

If you will carefully analyze the information, the sug-

gestions and the requirements that have been given us by
the fuel department you will find nothing therein which is

other than in line with the details of requirements for good
railroading. It is surprising that many of the jjoints must

be repeatedly brought up for attention. As to a large extent

these are advisory, it becomes our duty to establish our

working methods on such a basis that orders are not necessary

because of arbitrar\' authority, but in.stead that they are ac-

cepted and complied with by all concerned because their

merit is obviously apparent to those whose duty it is to

carry them out. If you will study the information is.sued

by the Fuel Department on this basis, you will realize, I

believe, more fully than ever, that the success in achieving

the very large measure of economy that is possible and that

it is up to us to secure, will depend on influence from the

top, on our leadership, on our support of the policies of

the Fuel Section of the administration. The result will be

better, more efficient and less exjiensive railroading, satis-

factory to the administration and creditable to the several

departments and large number of officers and men through

whose co-operating endeavors only, can such success Iwcome
realized and which it is our duty to secure.

Fuel Economy in New England

By B. R. Pollock

In ordinary times 60 i)cr cent of the fuel consumed in

New England is transported iiy water and discharged from

large and small vessels as well as barges, and communities

situated near discharging plants are not dependent u])on rail

transportation to any degree, while cities and towns inland

are dependent upon a short haul only, the result is that

railroads can employ their energies largely in the handling

of other commodities. Because of war activities and the need

of vessels for other purjioses and for various other reasons

over which we had no control, a large number of the coal

carrying vessels were withdrawn from carrying coal into

New England, making it necessar\- for railroads to not only

absorb the loss due to the withdrawal of these vessels, Imt to

take care of an increase in coal as well as other traffic due
to this increase in war activities.

This load thrown onto New England railroads when they

were alrcad}' handling their maximum amount of traffic

forced them to adopt extreme measures which under ordinan'
circumstances they would not do. Passenger train service

was curtailed: parlor and dining cars were cut off; pas-
senger stations were clo.sed or partitioned off to reduce the

area necessary to heat; old timber and ties were gathered
up, portable saw's were employed to saw them and stations

and heating plants were put on wood rations except during
the months of December, January, February and ^Nlarch, ex-

ceptions being made at places where water would freeze in

pipes. A canvass was made of all power jilants and where
possible arrangements were made to supply them, either en-
tirely or partly, with wood, and where we could not get
wood cut !>}• our own people we employed outsiders who had
small plants to saw wood for us, and in some places our

employees said: "You furnish the ties as they come out ol

the track and we will do the rest."

The public was appealed to to bear with us under the
circumstances as it was not a question of how well we could
live, but whether we could live at all.

We suffered seriously because of the fjuality of fuel
we were receiving and made up our minds that if we were to
give the maximum service we must obtain good fuel. We
had a limited number of fuel inspectors, and, because of the
large number of points from which we were receiving fuel,

decided to place in.spectors at junction points where the
fuel was received on our lines, with instructions to reject

coal not fit for engine use. This resulted in not only helping
the Bo.ston & Maine, but other roads—thanks to the helpful-
ness of the manager of the Fuel Conser\'ation Section.

As the conditions became more urgent we realized it was
not a one, two or three-man job. Committees were formed,
a general committee composed of general officers, a fuel con-
servation committee for investigating and suggestion, and nine
division committees consisting of a superintendent, master
mechanic, division engineer, road foreman of engines, agent,
locomotive engineer, fireman, power plant man, one rep-
resentative at least from each department. Sub-committees
at important places were also appointed. These committees
hold regular meetings at which matters relating to fuel
economy are discussed, and between times, on post cards
sent out for the purpose, suggestions are received from em-
ployees in all capacities, all of which are acted upon through
the divisional committee meetings. Thus you will see that
the con.ser\-ation propaganda is carried on in a similar man-
ner to that of the "Safety First."

Places where coal is used or ashes drawn are visited,

men talked with and interested, and usually we get more from
the man on the job than we give him as to how things
should be done and we feel that if we cannot get our men
interested and their support and co-operation, our efforts
cannot be successful. Efforts in other directions also have
been started with a view to greater results.

The suggestions we receive from the fuel administrator
and other sources, are placed in tlie hands of our men, and
are very helpful to all of our committees in the important
work of fuel con.servation.

Address by Robert Collett

The efforts of the Inul Conservation Section have lx>en
chiefly directed towards passing on to the various railroad
oflicers the good things we have found their neighbors doing.
In all of this there has never lx?en a time that any suggestions
that were applicable to the conditions have not been kindlv
received, and if there has been anything left undone the fault
lies with ourselves and not in lack of co-operation.

If anything more is needed to further the cause it is the
continued co-ordination of the efforts of all departments.
More peo[ile need to know more about the fuel, its potential
l)ossibilitics and the relation these possibilities hear to good
railroad operation. In times past fuel economy campaigns
were more or less spasmodic, too much of a local proposition,
frequently due to the stress of dull business and hard times.
Obviously the organization was not so thorough as might
otherwise have obtained and it was not surprising that w-ith
the return of heavy business the efforts of those selected to
specialize w-ere diverted to the natural channels of keeping
the business moving. Those campaigns also sometimes de-
pended too much on statistics which were too prone to
error and were lacking in that personal contact toward every
angle of the situation which is so essential in order to bring
about the interest that alone will bring results.

The efforts to establish a fuel economy department entirely
separate from the supen'ision already provided for looking
after locomotive and train performance, without including
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such supervision, has fallen somewhat short of e.xpecta-

tions. Maximum results are now obtained where the full

measure of responsibility is being taken by each individual

and department, such responsibility being clearly established

and defined with the supervision complete from the chief

operating officer right down the line. This is extremely im-

portant.

To obtain results the supervisor must first understand the

language of the individual he is to supervise and then he

must really supervise. He must not follow the line of least

resistance, but by friendly counsel and encouragement point

the way.

Never again will fuel become the commonplace proposition

it once was. By reason of the lessons we have learned through

the stern necessities of war every department of the railroad

will see to it that the use of fuel receives more nearly than

it ever has in the past the attention it deserves.

Remarks by Mr. Woodbridge

H. C. Woodbridge, assistant manager of the fuel con-

servation section, Allegheny region, spoke briefly and to

the point concerning the effect of leaks in shop air lines

and power houses upon the coal pile. He mentioned an

instance, fairly typical of conditions in general, in which he

had recently found a shop compressor running at about one-

half of its full capacity to maintain the leakage, at a time

when no work was being performed in tlie shop.

New Wage Increase for Telegraph

and Telephone Operators

D[RECTOR General McAdoo on November 16 announced

his award of increased wages, effective October 1, for

telegraphers, telephone operators excepting switchboard

operators, agent-telegraphers, agcnt-telephoners, towermen,

levermen, tower and train directors, block operators and

staffmen. The award affects between 60,000 and 70,000 em-

ployees, and involves increases approximating $.50,000,000

per annum.
All rates of wages paid as of January 1, 1918, prior to

the application of General Order No. 27, and exclusive of

all compensation for extra services, are first reduced to an

hourly basis, which is arrived at in case of monthly paid em-

ployees by dividing the annual compensation by the number

of regularly assigned working days for the year 1918, and

then dividing the daily rate thus obtained by the regularly

assigned or established number of hours constituting a day's

work exclusive of the meal hour. The hourly rate for weekly

and daily paid employees is arrived at similarly.

Rates thus obtained, where less, arc first advanced to a

basic minimum of .55 cents per hour, and to this basic mini-

mum, and to hourly rates which are above the minimum, 13

cents per hour is added.

Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal hour, con-

stitutes a day's work and overtime will he paid at the rate of

time and one-half. There has been no consistent practice on

the several railroads with respect to this item. On the ma-
jority of railroads there has been in effect, however, varying

rates for overtime, some of which were less, and in instances

more, than the time and one-half rate.

The award does not apply to cases where individuals are

paid $30 per month or less for special service which only

take a portion of their time from outside employment or busi-

ness, and in the case of employees who are jiaid upon a com-

mission basis or upon a combination of salary and com-

mission, not including express or outside commissions, the

Board of Railroad Wages and ^^"orking Conditions is in-

structed to make individual recommendations when properly

presented.

'Hie director general has for consideration, and will an-

nounce some time during the week, an award covering com-

pensation for exclusive agents who are not telegraphers.

The text of the award, which is supplement Xo. 10 to Gen-
eral Order No. 27, is as follows:

Abtici.e I

(a) All employees herein specified shall be paid on the hourly basis.

(b) To determine the hourly rate for positions held by monthly paid

employees, other than those provided for in paragraph (a). Article VIII,

multiply by 12 the regular monthly rate in effect as of January 1. 1918,

prior to tlie application of General Order Xo. 27 (exclusive of all com-
pensation for extra services) and divide by the number of regularly

assigned working days for the year 1918: thin divide the daily rate thus
obtained by the regularly assigned or established number of hours con-

stituting a day's work, exclusive of the meal hour.

Cc) To determine the hourly rate for positions held by weekly paid

employees, other than those provided for in paragraph (a), .^rticle VlII,

multiply by 52 the regular weekly rate in effect as of January I. 1918,

prior to the application of General Order Xo. 27 (exclusive of all com-
pensation for extra services), and divide by the number of regularly

assigned working days for the year 1918: then divide the daily rate thus
obtained by the regularly assigned or established number of hours con-

stituting a day's work, exclusive of the meal hour.

(d) To de*ermine the hourly rat-; for positions held by daily paid
employees, otber than those provided for in paragraph (a). Article VIII,
divide the regular daily rate in effect as of January 1, 1918, prior to the
application of General Order Xo 27 (exclusive of all compensation for

extra services) by the regularly assigned or established number of hours
constituting a day's work, exclusive of the meal hour.

(c) Where there are no regularly assigned or established daily hours,

for the purpose of computing the hourly rate, ten hours shall be used as

the divisor.

(f) In determining the hourly rate, fractions less than one-fourth of

one cent shall be as one-fourth of one cent; over one- fourth and under
one-half, as one-half cent; over one-half and under three-fourths, as three-

fourths of one cent; over three-fourths, as one cent.

.Method of obtaining hourly rate as of January 1. 1918:

Monthly

Examples

I. $100 X 12 = $1,200, divided by 307 days := $3.9087, divided by 8
equals 48.86c. Hourly rate 49c.

ir. $100 X 12 = $1,200, divided by 312 days = $3.8461. divided by 9
equals 42.73c. Hourly rate 42.75c.

III. $100 X 12 = $1,200, divided by 365 days — $3.2876, divided by
10 equals 32.S8C. Hourly rate 33c.

IVeekh

Examples

IV. $20 X 52 equals $1,040, divided by 312 days equals $3.3333, divided

by 8 equals 41.66c. Hourly rate 41.75c.

V. $20 X 52 equals $1,040, divided by 365 days equals $2.8493,
divided by 10 equals 28.49c. Hourly rate 28. 5c.

Daily

VI. $3.00 per day divided by 8 equals 37.50c. Hourly rate 37.5c.

$3. CO ler day divided by 9 equals 33.33c. Hourly rate 33.5c.

$3.00 per day divided by 10 equals 30.00c. Hourly rate 30c.

Article II

—

E.\tes of P.\y

For positions held by telegraphers, telephone operators (except switch-

I)oard operators'), agent telegraphers, agent telephoners, towermen. lever-

men, lower and train directors, block operators and staffmen. who were
on January 1, 1918, prior to the application of General Order Xo. 27,

receiving less than 35c. per hour, establish a basic minimum rate of 35c,

per hour, and to tliis basic minimum rate and all hourly rates of 35c. and
above, add 13c. per hovir, establishing a basic minimum rate of 48c. per
hour.

.Article III

—

Preserv.atios of E.^tes .\xd Cl.^ssificatiox

(a) The minimum rates and all rates in excess thereof, as berciD

established, and higher rates which have been authorized since January 1,

1918. except by General Order No. 27, shall be preserved.

(b) The e'ltering of employees in the positions occupied in the service

or changing their classification or work shall not operate to establish a
less favorable rate of pay or condition of employment than is herein
established.

(c) Where existing pay roll classification does not conform to Article

II, employees performing service in the classes specified therein, shall be
classified in accordance therewith.

Article IV

—

Exception

The provisions of this order will not apply in any case where amounts
less than $30 per month are paid to individuals for. special service which
only takes a portion of their time from outside employment or business.

Article V

—

Hours of Service, Overtime and Calls

(a) Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal hour shall constitute

a day's work, except that where two or more shifts are worked, eight con-

secutive hours with no rtllowance for meals shall constitute a day's work.
(b) Overtime shall be computed at the rate of time and one-half time.

Even hours rhall he paid for at the end of each pay period; fractions

thereof will be carried forward.
(c) When notified or called to work outside of established hours.
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employees ^\i^ hv paiu p. minimum allowance of two hours at overtime rate.

(d) Kn^ployees will not be required to suspend work during regular

hours or to absorb overtime.

Abticle VT—United States Mail

When the cariying of United States Mail and Parcel Post by the

employees herein specified becomes unduly burdensome or interferes with

the proper operation of trains, they will be relieved from such work.

Article VTI—Discipline and Grievance's

(a) An employee disciplined, or who considers himself unjustly treated,

shall have a fair and impartial hearing, provided written request is pre-

sented to his immediate superior within five (3) days of the date of the

advice of discipline, and the hearing shall be granted within five (5)

days thereafter.

(b) A decision will be rendered within seven (7) days after completion

of liearinR. Tf an appeal is taken, it must be filed with the next higher

official and a copy furnished the official whose decision is appealed within

five (S) days after date of decision. The bearing and decision on the

appeal shall be Roverned by the time limits of the preceding section.

(c) At the hearing, or on the appeal, the employees may be assisted

by a committee of employees, or by one or more duly accredited repre-

sentatives.

(d) The right of appeal by employees or representatives, in regular

order of succession and in the manner prescribed, up to and inclusive of

the highest official designated by the railroad to whom appeals may be

made is hereby established.

fc) /Xn employee on request will be given a letter stating the cause of

discipane. A transcrijit of the evidence taken at the investigation or on
the appeal will be furnished on request of the employer or representative.

(f) If the final decision decrees that charges against the employee were
not sustained, the record shall be cleared of the charge; if suspended or

dismissed the employee \vill be returned to former position and paid for al'.

time lost.

fg) Committees of employees shall be granted leave of absence and free

transportation for the adjustment of differences between the railrcad and
the employees.

Article VIII

—

Rules for Application of this Order

fa) The foregoing basis will not be applied to positions where the

compensation as of January 1, 1918, was upon a commission basis, or

uiK)n a combination of salary and commission (not including express or

outside commissions). The Board of Railroad Wages and Working Con-

ditions will consider and make individual recommendations as to the correct

salary for such positions when presented to it in the manner prescribed

in Supplements No. 6 and No. 6-A to General Order No. 27.

(b) The pay for female employees, for the same class of work, shall

be the same as that of men, and their working conditions must be healthful

and fitted to their needs. The laws enacted for the government of their

empluvment must be observed.

fc) Vacations with pay are abolished, effective January 1, 1919.

Article IX

—

Interpretation of this Order

The rat3s of pay anil rules herein established shall be incorporated into

existing agreements and into agreements which may be reached in the
future, on the several railroads; and should differences arise between the

management and the e-unloyer of any of the railroads as to such incor-

poration, intent, or application of this order prior to the creation of addi-
tional railway boards of adiustment, such question of differences shall be
referred to the director of the Division of Labor for decision, when
properly presented, subject always to review by the director general.

Agreements or pr.actices, except as changed by this order, remain in effect.

After issuing the order, Director General McAdoo made
public a telegram which he had received on November 16

from J. F. Sicfert, general chairman of the Order of Railway
Telegraphers, stating that the operators, despatchers, train

directors and levermen employed on the Terminal Railroad
Association of St. Louis and affiliated lines would cease work
at 7 o'clock on Monday morning unless the award was made
by that time. To this Mr. McAdoo replied: "It so happens
that the order recommended by the Board of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions was signed by me before receipt of
your telegram. If the decision had not thus been made be-

fore your threat of a strike was received the order would
have been withheld until this threat had been eliminated.

You mu.st understand that the United States Government
cannot be intimidated, and that it is highly improper to at-

tempt to do so."

Standard Time Zones Defined By the Commission
Dividing Lines Moved West; Most of the Large Cities

Relieved of Double Standard

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its

report fi.\ing the boundaries of Eastern, Central,

Mountain and Pacific standard time zones, and the

changes arc to go into effect at 2 a. m. on January 1, 1919.

This order is made pursuant to the daylight-saving act, and

it follows closely tlie tentative report issued by the commission

two months ago, and noticed in the Raiki'ay Age of Septem-

ber 13, page 525. Tlie present order is dated October 24.

Tlie daylight saving act requires common carriers engaged in

interstate and international commerce to govern their move-

ments by standard time, and provides that in determining the

time within which acts shall be done by any federal officer

or department the United States standard time shall govern.

The lines fixed by the Commission separating the time

z.ones are shown in tlie map. Some railroads, however, which

cross the boundaries between their division or terminal points

will lie pemiitted to carry their general time standard into

an adjoining zone. These exceptions are enumerated in the

order and the commission says that in such cases it expects

that the carriers will advertise and show on their time tables

and bulletin lioards the arrival and departure of trains with

reference to the standard of time generally used in the various

communities.

The law, and this order, continue the use of the mean as-

tronomical time of the 75th, 90th, lOSth and 120th degree

meridians west of Greenwich as standards for the Eastern,

Central, Mountain and Pacific time zones, respectively, which

have lieen used as standards since 1883, when the original

plan was adopted. Several states and many municipalities

have since adopted the time of one of the standard time meri-

dians, but the commission finds that [lublic sentiment and

habits have been more potent factors in fixing time standards

than state statutes, and the usages of carriers have been and
are largely controlling in determining local time, as it has

been generally less inconvenient for conmiunities to adjust

standards and habits to railroad time than to endure dual

time standards. Tlie local conflicts as to what time standards

should be followed in cities such as Cleveland and
Detroit have been prolonged and bitter, and similar contro-

versies have occurred at many less important points situated

nearly midway between the time meridians.

The most pronounced differences in the line dividing East-

ern from Central time are between Toledo, Ohio, and Kenova,
W. Va., and south of Atlanta. The present line, from Lake
Erie southward, takes in places as far east as Buffalo. Pitts-

burgh, \Mieeling and Parkersburg, and from Atlanta it turns

eastward and runs to the coast at Savannah. The new line

sticks close to the meridian of 82'.' and pretty nearly con-

forms to that suggested in the map presented by Mr. Judd
in the Railway Age of August 2. page 209. The new line be-

tween Central time and ^lountain time is somewhat more
direct than the existing one, as far south as North Platte,

Neb, Thence southward the old one forms a serpentine

course to the east.

Between Mountain time and Pacific time the new line

runs near the eastern boundary of Idaho, whereas tlie old one,

according to the Rand-McNally Atlas, is not far from the

western boundary- of that state. From Ogden south the line

is not much changed.

To accomnKxlatc the lines to railroad division termini the

order makes numerous exceptions, as below:

1. Those ]iortions of the lines below named located east
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of the Eastern-Central boundary line .shall lie e.\cei)ted from
the Eastern zone and .shall be included in tiie Central zone,

VIZ.:

Railroad From

—

Atlantic Coast Line Georgia- Fla. state line.

Baltimore & Ohio Dundas, Ohio
Baltimore & Ohio Columbus, Ohio
Chesapeake & Ohio Huntington, W. Va..
Cleveland, Cincin.. Chic. & St. L. Delaware, Ohio
Cleveland, Cincin., Chic. & St. L. Marion, Ohio
Cleveland. Cincin., Chic. & St. L. Columbus. Ohio
Cleveland, Cincin., Chic. & St. L. Clyde, Ohio
Cleveland. Cincin., Chic. & St. L. Edison, Ohio
Georgia, Florida & Alabama Georgia-Fla. state line.

Lake Erie & Western Fremont, Ohio
Louisville & Nashville Kiver Junction. Fla..

Northern Ohio Plymouth, Ohio
Norfolk & Western Valley Crossing, Ohio.

Norfolk & Western Williamson, W. Va..
Pelham & Havana Georgia-Fla. state line.

Pennsylvania Company Hellevue, Ohio
Pennsylvania Company Newark, Ohio
Pennsylvania Co., Toledo div's'n . Toledo Junction
Penns'lv'a Co., Zanesville div's'n. Lancaster, Ohio
Southern Johnson City, Tenn , .

Toledo & Ohio Central Martel. Ohio
Toledo & Ohio Central Columbus, Ohio
Zanesville & Western Thurston, Ohio
Zanesville & Western Fultonham. Ohio . . .

.

To—
River Junction, Fla.

Parkcrsburg, W. Va.
Newark, Ohio.
Uig .Sandy Uiver.

Gabon, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Uelaware, Ohio.
Sandusky, Ohio.

Mt. Ciilead, Ohio.
Carabelle, Fla,

Sandusky. Ohio.
Apalacbicola Kiver.

Akron, Ohio.
Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio River at Kcnova,
Havana, Fla.

Sandusky. Ohio.
Columbus, Ohio.
Mansfield, Ohio.
Trinway, Ohio.
Embreeville, Tenn.
Thurston, Ohio,
Corning, Ohio.
Zanesville, Ohio.

Shawnee. Ohio.

Railway, McDonough, Ga., to Macon, Ga.; Perry, and
Thomasville, Ga. All others on this boundary line not speci-

ficially named shall be considered as within the Central

zone.

3. Those portions of the lines named below east of the
Central-Mountain boundary line shall be excepted from the

Central zone and shall be included in the Motmtain zone,

viz:

Railroad From

—

Great Northern M. St. P. & S. S. M. Ry. . . Nortbgate, N. Dak.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. . Curtis, Neb Line between town-

ships 30 and 31
west of sixth prin-
cipal meridian.

Do. Ravenna, Neb Line between town-
ships 18andl9 north.

Fort Worth & Denver City Childress, Tex Donley County, Tex.
Missouri Pacific Hoisington, Kan Ness County, Kan.
.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe... Great Bend, Kan Ness County, Kan.
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient. . . Altus, Okla San --Xngeio, Tex.

4. The following lines, located west of the boundarj- line,

shall be included within the Central zone, viz:

Railroad From— To—
Missouri Pacific Glade. Kan Lcnora, Kan.
Clinton & Oklahoma Western. .. Ralph, Okla Cheyenne, Okla.

Boundaries of the Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific Time Zones

2. The following railroad lines ItKated west of zone

boundary line above described shall be included within

the United States standard Eastern time, viz.:

Railroad From

—

Apalacbicola Northern Apalachicola, Fla
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic. jManchester, (ia.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Oltio. . . . Dungannon, Va,

To—
.Port St. Joe. FJa.
. Line of Dooly County.
. Johnsoi'i City, Tenn.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio. . . . Virginia-Kent'ky line.Elkhorn City, K^
Norfolk & Western branch Big Sandy River Morcoal and McVeigh.

The following named municipalities shall be considered as

within the Eastern zone: Fremont, Clyde, Bellevue, Monroe-
villc, Willard, Shell)y Junction, Galion, Lancaster, Dun-
das and Gallipolis, Ohio; Dungannon, Va.; Bristol, \"a.-

Tenn. ; Asheville and Franklin, N. C; points on Southern

Wichita Falls & Northwestern... Elk City, Okla Forgan, Okla.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Tex. Okla.-Texas state line. Wellington, Tex.
Galv'st'n, Harrisb'g & San Ant'o. Del Rio, Tex 100 degree meridian.

5. Those portions of the lines named below located west

of the Mountain-Pacific boundary line, shall be excepted from
the Pacific zone and shall be included in the Mountain
zone, viz:

Railroad From

—

To

—

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. . Butte. Mont Deer Lodge, Mont
Gilmore & Pittsburgh Armstead, Mont Gilmore and Salmon.
Oregon Short Line Blackfoot, Idaho .... Mackay, Idaho.
Oregon Short Line Morelnnd June..Idaho. .Aberdeen, Idaho.
Oregon Short Line Brigham. Utah Malad City, Idaho.
Oregon Short Line Clearfield. Utah Syracuse, Utah.
Los .Angeles & Salt Lake Delta, Itah Lucerne, Utah.
Los Angeles & Salt Lake Milford, Utah Newhouse, Utah.
Los .Angeles & S.tlt Lake CalieiUe, Nev Utah-Nevada state line.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Railroad Unification Will Continue Despite End of the War;

Equipment Orders Delayed

NEITHER THE END OF THE WAR nor the election of a Re-

publican Congress supposedly hostile to the idea of

permanent government operation or ownership of the

railroads is to interfere with Director General McAdoo's

plans for continuing the process of railroad unification. The
law under which the roads are now being operated provides

for the termination of federal control not later than 21

months from the date of the peace proclamation, and also

authorizes the President to relinquish the roads before that

time, but it can be stated authoritatively that Mr. McAdoo is

not contemplating any relinquishment of control over the

roads, and that he does not consider the fact that the 21

months presumably will soon begin to run sufficient reason

for anticipating now the process of readjustment. While he

does not believe that the time should be allowed to expire

without the adoption of some permanent plan for the future,

he expects that Congress will actively take up the considera-

tion of that question at the next session, and meanwhile he

proposes to give an oljject lesson of the methods by which

he thinks the transportation service may best he conducted.

Having taken over the railroads to meet conditions grow-

ing out of the war, the Railroad Administration has never

considered that its activities were limited merely to changes

which could be declared necessary to winning the war, and

now that the war has been won the director general plans to

go right ahead with his efforts to demonstrate the superiority

of a unified railroad system, under federal control and com-

paratively free from state interference, unless Congress shall

in some manner call a halt. For example, he considers the

proposed zone system of standard class rate scales, to be ap-

plied to both state and interstate freight, a most important

reform which promises results sufficiently valuable to justify

an effort to make it effective even under a temporary control.

He considers that he has already given better service in many
respects, and now that the pressure of war traffic may be ex-

pected to be lightened, the director general expects to make
government operation produce better service and to be able to

give greater consideration to public convenience, and he also

hopes that the economies resulting from unification will ulti-

mately produce results that will make it possible to reduce

rates.

While there has been a strong impression in many quarters

that Director General McAdoo has been working in the direc-

tion of government ownership, he has stated on more than

one occasion that he is not in favor of goverrmient ownership,

and he has declined to commit himself beyond a policy of

unified operation of the railroads as a national system of

transportation, without the wastes incident to competition and
with uniform methods and practices throughout the countr)-.

In this connection it is recalled that in his recent letter to

the regional directors asking them to arrange for more direct

contact between the officers of the railroads and tlie public,

he asked tliat railroad officers explain "the advantages which
have accrued and will accrue in the future by the improve-
ments in transportation conditions worked out by the Rail-

road Administration and which ,irc bound to be continued
permanently because of their efticiency, economv and ex-

pediency in the liandling of traffic.

There had Invn some speculation in Washington, as soon as

the attention of the authorities was suddenly challenged from
the problems of war to the necessity of the transition to a

peace basis, as to whether the .scrambling process would be
continued with the former degree of activity, or whether there

Washington, D. C.

might not be a slowing up in the efforts in that direction in

anticipation of the expiration of the period of government

control. Some of the railroad men who compose the organ-

ization of the Railroad Administration had begun to feel some

of the same kind of nervousness that ])revailed among the

officers of the individual roads about die time Mr. McAdoo
began their reorganization. They wondered whether to pro-

ceed any further in their efforts to find permanent and com-

fortable residences in Washington. They may now feel it

advisable in considering their future prospects to cast a

weather eye in the direction of Capitol Hill.

Republican leaders in Congress are now engaged every day

in discussing a reconstruction program, which includes a pro-

vision for dealing with the railroad question, embodied in a

resolution drafted by Senator Cummins. One of the chief

ideas of the plan is to keep control of reconstruction measures

in the hands of Congress rather than of the executive, and the

Cummins resolution provides for the creation of six joint

congressional committees of 10 members each to investigate

and make recommendations to Congress. One of the six

would be a committee on interstate transportation, to con-

sider whether the railroads should be returned to their own-
ers and operated as heretofore, whether government operation

should continue, with or without government ownership, or,

if private ownership is to be continued, what system of regu-

lation and control will be Ijest adapted to the purpose. This

plan was approved at a conference of Republican Senate

leaders on Tuesday. The joint committee on interstate

transportation would also consider the question of the dis-

position of telegraph and telephone lines which have been

taken over by the government, and control of which Post-

master General Burleson is apparently endeavoring to make
permanent.

Price Question Delays New Railroad Orders

The idea of using large orders for cars, locomotives and
rails for the railroads to take up the slack in the steel busi-

ness and ease over the transition from war to peace has en-

countered a .stumbling block in the price question. It ap-

pears that the government is no more anxious than private

corporations to pay war prices, but the government has certain

advantages over private corporations in the matter of prices

which may assist in removing the difficulty. While the Rail-

road Administration has placed additional orders for loco-

motives since its original order for 1,025 in April, bringing

the total up to 2,030, it has been deterred from increasing its

order for 100,000 freight cars by the scarcity' of labor and
materials and because of the war department's requirements
for cars for French service; and it has placed no rail orders

this year because of objection to the price recommended by
the price-fixing committee of the \\"ar Industries Board. It

has been understood that it was actively preparing to place
new orders as soon as the steel was made available and at a

conference last week of a committee representing the .American
Iron & Steel Institute with Chairman Baruch and other offi-

cers of the War Industries Board, the steel men suggested
that large railroad orders would help considerably to keep
the steel industries and their employees busy during the re-

construction period. It was then that the stumbling block
came into evidence.

Director General ^McAdoo has ordered the railroad cor-
porations to pay for the cars and locomotives alreadv ordered,
in sjiite of their protests. While he declined to change his

position in this matter at their request, he is said to have
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some doubts as to whether he can make his decision stick

without a lawsuit. The railroad corporations have still

greater objections, now that the war is supposed to be over,

to paying war prices for equipment over which they will have

no control for some time, from which they will earn no

revenue, and which they could probably purchase at much
lower prices later on if or when their properties are restored

to them. Director General McAdoo also has a similar disin-

clination to pay high prices for equipment over which he may
have control for only a short time. The steel companies do

not see how they can reduce prices materially as long as the

war wages continue and the Department of Labor is trying to

maintain wages.

Point is given to the statement that there is some doubt as

to the effect of the director general's order that railroad cor-

porations must pay for the equipment by a brief filed by

attorneys for the Toledo, St. Louis &: \\'cstern in the federal

court at Toledo, contesting the order directing Walter L.

Ross, receiver of the road, to buy 1,250 freight cars at a cost

of $3,572,250. The company contends that payment should

be made from the director general's revolving fund.

If John Skelton Williams, director of purchases for the

Railroad Administration, can succeed in lowering prices,

possibly the objections of both the director general and the

railroads can be overcome, as the administration is willing to

assist in financing the purchases.

As far as the rail question is concerned, the rail mills

will be kept busy for several months to come in turning out

rails on the uncompleted orders placed a year or two ago by
many roads for 1918 delivery and on some orders placed in

advance for 1919 deliven-. It was recentl) estimated that of

the 2,000,000 tons ordered for 1918 rolling, only about

1,400,000 tons would be delivered this year. It now appears

likely that hardly more than 1,100,000 or 1,200,000 tons will

have been delivered by the end of the year, and there are

472,000 tons on order for 1919 delivery, which means that

it will be well into 1919 before present orders are completed.

Deliveries during most of the year have Ijeen at the rate of

about 25,000 tons a week, and now that the war is over it is

expected that deliveries may be made at the rate of perhaps
50,000 tons a week, beginning with December, because the

steel mills can change ver\- quickly from rolling shell steel to

rolling rails. The rails delivered this year were contracted

for at comparatively low figures, $30 to $36 a ton, at about
the time the standard price was raised to $45 a ton because
the steel companies offered to take contracts for future delivery

at the old prices. When the Railroad Administration began
pooling rails this fall and distributing rail delivered on the old

orders to the roads which had failed to place advance orders,

the steel mills, it is said, displayed marked reluctance, taking

the position that rails for the roads which had not ordered

in advance should be placed at higher figures. No new con-

tracts have been placed, however, because the price question

has remained unsettled. The cost of probably 80 to 90 per

cent of the new rails would be charged against the Railroad
Administration rather than against the corporations, because
they would he used largely for maintenance work rather

than for new work.

The federal control law provides two ways of securing ad-
ditional equipment and other improvements. The revolving

fund of $500,000,000 plus any surplus earnings may be used
to provide terminals, motive power, cars and other necessary

equipment or the President may make or order any carrier

to make the improvements at the carrier's expense. A com-
pany may make claim for loss accruing to it by reason of ex-

penditures for improvements or equipment made by order of

the director general, the claim to be adju.sted as provided in

the act by reference to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
but the companies are debarred by the standard contracts with
the government, which li;)ve not yet been signed in most cases,

from rlainiiiisj a loss on tlie ground that the cost was greater

than under other market and commercial conditions. There
are limitations to the revolving fund and it is probable that

Director General McAdoo sees very clearly the expediency of

keeping his expenses sufficiently below the sum of the revolv-

ing fund and current revenues to avoid the necessity of asking
for another appropriation.

Although the $500,000,000 has been drawn on rather

heavily, yjlans are being considered by which it may be re-

plenished sufficiently to enable it to continue revolving. The
principal drafts on the fund have been to make advances to

railroad companies on account of their unsettled compensa-
tion or loans to meet maturing obligations. It is now con-

templated that many of such loans shall be transferred to the

War Finance Corporation, if certain changes in the law can

be made, which would then reimburse the revolving fund.

It has also been proposed to use the War Finance Corpora-

tion to assist railroad companies to finance the purchase of

equipment or other improvements ordered by the director

general. In case a company cannot find a market for its

own equipment trust securities, the War Finance Corporation

might take them and issue its own securities at a lower rate

of interest.

Conditions in Central Western Region

A substantial improvement in the railroad ser\-ice given in

the loading of livestock, grain and coal during the month
of October, 1918, as compared with the same month in 1917,

was noted by Hale Holden, regional director for the Central

Western Region, in a report for the month of October to Di-

rector General McAdoo. The number of cars of livestock

loaded showed an increase of 7.2 per cent; coal cars loaded,

an increase of 15.5 per cent; grain cars loaded, an increase

of 15.9 per cent. Special arrangements were also made for

handling the fruit traffic from California and Colorado, 116

fruit specials with 4,545 cars having been operated during

tlie month from California to the ]VIissouri river and Chi-

cago, and 24 through trains, with a total of 643 cars, having

been operated from Colorado. A full car supply was main-

tained at all times for the movement of oil traffic in the re-

gion. Mr. Holden reported with regard to coal that the out-

look is better for the winter than it has been since tlie fall of

1915.

W'ith regard to routing, Mr. Holden reported a saving of

7,507 cars for the month of October, or 1,310,588 car miles,

an average of 174 miles per car. A number of unifications

of facilities were also arranged, with a resulting saving of

approximately $400,000 per annum. Some extracts from the

report follow:

The car supply for coal and other rough freight was ample
to meet requirements but the shortage of box cars suitable

for grain loading on certain lines, has been quite pronounced,

due, in a measure, to the heavy outbound movement of grain

and flour from primary markets, which rapidly depleted the

supply for loading at country points. Arran,genients are al-

ready effective for movement of an additional supply of

empty cars from other regions to meet this condition.

The harvesting of the sugar beet crop in the western
territory commenced during the month and is progressing

satisfactorily. To handle this traffic it was necessary tem-
porarily to withdraw a considerable number of cars from the

coal trade but this has been accomplished without visible

effect on coal production.

There was experienced a shortage of double deck cars for

sheep movement in Colorado, but the condition was not seri-

ous nor long continued, and the range stock movement has

been handled with reasonable satisfaction to the shippers.

Coal, grain and livestock loading increased quite substan-

tially but there was a falling off in the loading of forest

products, ore and miscellaneous freight to the extent that

the total revenue freight loaded shows a decrease of 3.9 per
cent. The fact that this record is made as of carloads, how-
ever, is not conclusive because the indications are there was
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heavier loading per car. indicating that the total tonnage

of all freight loaded will probably show an increase for the

month.
Oil Traffic.—A full car supply was maintained at all times.

Operated out of the Mid-Continent fields a total of 586

trains, with 15,973 cars, an average of 27 cars per train, of

which the Santa Fe road handled 94 trains, with 2,849 cars,

an average of 30 cars per train.

Troof Movements.—The Eiglitli Division, with 20,732 men,
moved from Camp Fremont, California, to Camp Mills, Long
Island, during period October 18 to 24, inclusive. This move-
ment consisted of 42 trains with a total of 580 cars, all of

which departed from Camp Fremont on schedule time. No
personal injuries of consequence were reported. Altogether,

and including the Eighth Division, a total of 97 trains, with

39,194 men, moved within the Central Western Region.

Coal Traffic,—Coal loading generally for the Central West-
ern Region sliowed an increase of 15.5 per cent. In the

western fields of Colorado. Utah and Wyoming, there is every

evidence that the market was l<ept completely full of coal.

The coal situation in Illinois and Indiana has been most sat-

isfactory and tlie loading has exceeded all previous months
of the year except July, which was the record month. Not-

withstanding the heavier loading, there was less complaint

of car shortage than in any similar period during the past

seven months. The only serious car shortage in October
was on the C. C. C. & St. L., but that has been corrected and
mines on that road are now enjoying full car supply. Pro-

duction of coal in these states has overtaken consumption.
This was recognized by the Fuel Administration and all

restrictions against furnishing bituminous coal for non-essen-

tial or non-preferential uses, even including country clubs,

have been withdrawn. During the month some mines were
closed for a time for lack of market, and unbilled coal in cars

awaiting sale is ajipearing at the mines in certain fields at

times in considerable quantity. .As a result, some of the

mines have temporarily suspended operations. The outlook

for the winter is better than it has been since the fall of

1915. The country is stocked up to a greater extent than

ever known before. The car supply in October was better

than it has been during any sustained period since July, 1916,

and the mines are producing more coal than ever before in

their history.

W\ things considered the Railroad Administration can, in

respect of fuel supply, view the future in this region with

serenity, confident that there will be no lack of fuel through
any failure of the transportation system.

Sailing Day Plan.—-During the month of October the Sail-

ing Day Plan was inaugurated at i3 additional stations in

this region which, combined, show a weekly saving of 527

cars, making a total car saving at points w-ithin the Central

Western Region on account of sailing day. of 4.251 cars per

week.
Terminal Situation.—.Ml of the large terminals in the region

have been operating effectively and there has been practically

no congestion in carload or less carload business. The ter-

minal managers at Kansas City, Omaha. Ogden. Salt Lake.
Peoria, Tri-Cities and Des Moines all report a free movement
through their gateways and generally satisfactory condi-

tions.

Poivcr and Equipment Conditions.—The labor situation in

the mechanical department seems to have become stabilized

which is reflected in increased shop output at various points.

Number of Men- in C.\r .-wd Locomotive Dep.\rtments October 19, 1918

19t8 1917 Inc. Percent
Car department 23,976 22,052 1,924 8.7
Locomotive department 64.151 57.640 6.511 11.3

Total 88.127 79.692 8.435 10.5

Niimher or Locomotives Ti-rn-ed Ovt of Shop. Week Ending Octofier 19

l"!? 1917 Increase

?46 733 113 15.4%

We have repaired five eastern line locomotives in Central
Western Region shops during the month and have just re-
ceived 35 additional Baltimore & Ohio locomotives
for general overhauling at shops of the Chicago. Burlington
& Quincy: Atchison. Topeka &• Santa Fe: Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific and Illinois Central. Fifty-seven of our

western line locomotives are still in service on eastern lines

and we have received from builders during the month of

October 80 new locomotives.

Maintenance of Way.—Federal managers as a whole report

the condition of their track and property to be as good as it

was last year with a very few exceptions.

The number of men working on maintenance of way this

year compared with last year is as follows:

October, 1918 69,401
October. 1917 63.868
Increase 5.533
Per cent increase 8.7

Routing.—The reports of activities in the way of re-routing

indicate a saving of 7,507 cars for the month of October or

1,310,588 car miles, an average of 174 miles per car. Of this

total 2,880 cars with saving of 836.764 car miles, or an average
of 290 miles per car, were routed by agents at points of origin.

We have been making special efforts to secure proper initial

routing and the above figures indicate that good results are

being obtained. Large volume east-bound traffic from South-
ern California, heretofore moving over Southern Pacific to

Ogden, has been diverted over the Los Angeles & Salt Lake
and reverse movement for Southern California destinations,

formerly moving over Southern Pacific and Western Pacific,

has been re-routed over the Los .Angeles & Salt Lake at

Ogden, Salt Lake and Provo connections. Coal from Wyo-
ming for Northern Idaho is now moving through Silver Bow
and over northern lines, which results in a saving of 270
miles per car compared with the distance via the Huntington
gateway.

Unification of Facilities.—Pairing of tracks of Denver & Rio
Grande and Santa Fe between Denver and Pueblo was made
effective October 1. .Arrangements for pairing of Western
Pacific and Southern Pacific tracks between Winnemucca
and Wells were concluded during the month of October and
joint operation began November 3. Agreement was entered
into for consolidation in the vicinity of Salt Lake. Provo and
Ogden which will effect a yearly saving of $340,000. There
have been some consolidations effected at Peoria between the

eastern and western lines resulting in a saving of $4,600 per

month by proper use of car inspection and car repair forces.

During the month of October the inspection of cars at Blue
Island, III., on the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern, was
discontinued and this work transferred to the Faithorn

Terminal, resulting in approximate saving of $14,400 per

annum. The general good effect of unification of facilities is

most noticeable at large terminals where terminal managers
make use of their authority to transfer bad order cars from
one line to another line able to make repairs promptly.

General Order No. 55

Director General ]Mc.\tloo. on November 14, issued Gen-
eral Order No. 55, prescribing the following regulations

to govern the assessment and collection of transportation

and other charges for all services performed by carriers

under federal control; the refund of overcharges, and the

collection of undercharges, and also the disposition in the

accounts of such carriers of uncollectible undercharges and

agency relief claims:

(11 Officers and agents of carriers under federal control are required

and expected to collect the correct amount due for each service performed,

determined or determinable by the application of the lawfully published

rate or rates applicable to such services, plus charges for intermediate or

terminal service not included in and made a part of such rate or rates,

and war taxes applicable to the foregoing.

(2) They shall continue, or if not already established, institute such

methods as may be necessary to insure, as accurately as possible, the cor-

rectness of such ch.irges before the collection thereof.

(3) When the amount of overcharge is determined after collection of
charges, refund shall be made on prescptation of original freight receipt,

and the amount of such refund shall be indorsed on such receipt.

(4) Formal claims for overcharge presented by claimants shall be pre-

pared on the standard form approved by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. They shall be supported by the original paid freight receipt, and if

claim is based on weight, misroutitig. valuation, etc., by all other obtain-
able documents or particulars. If the criginal paid freight receipt cannot
be presented claimant's indemnity bond may be required. If overcharge
is based on the rate clear reference shall be shown to the tariff or base
in which the rate claimed is published. Such formal claims shall be pre-
sented to. and adjusted by. either the initial or the destination carrier. If
claims are presented to intermediate carriers they shall be immediately
transmittd to one of those named.

(51 Claims paid by carriers other than the carrier which collected the
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freight chnrges shall, in the discretion of the accounting officer, be sent to

such collecting carrier to be registered, in order that duplicate payments

may be avoided.

(6) No apportionment shall he made among carriers of overcharge

claims paid, or of agency relief claims covering charges absorbed, such as

switching, elevation, transfer charges, terminal delivery charges, icing, cost

of grain doors, or other analogous items. This rule does not apply to

claims for charges on freight destroyed or confiscated.

(7) Claims for overcharges which cannot be refunded by agents shall

be promptly forwarded to the proper officer having juiisdiction. Such

officer, upon receipt of such claims, properly supported, shall take imme-

diate steps, consistent with accuracy, to determine the correct charge

applicable. If the amount claimed be found correct, or if an overcharge

in any amount be found, such amount shall be promptly refunded, and

any difference between the amount claimed and the amount refunded clearly

explained to the clnimant. If the claim be wholly invalid, the claimant

shall be notified pr-^mjitly.

(8) In the event an undercharge be developed after collection of trans-

portation charges, or in the investigation of a claim or otherwise, the

officer or agent having jurisdiction shall promptly prepare a freight bill for

such undercharge, upon which bill shall be shown all facts incident to

the transaction, and such freight bill shall be promptly presented for

collection.

(9) The duty of collecting such undercharge shall rest with the officer

or agent whose duly it is to collect transportation charges, and he shall

exhaust every reasonable effort to collect such amounts.

(10) In the event of failure to make collection of an undercharge,

after every reasonable effort has been made to do so. tlic officer or agent

charged with the duty of collecting the undercharge shall promptly trans-

mit the bill therefor, with a statement of all facts incident to his efforts

and failure to collect, to the accounting i fficer having jurisdiction. Appro-
priate adjustment of the agent's accounts shall be made by station claim

or otherwise, according to the established practice of the carrier.

(11) If the facts presented with such undercharge indicate that every

reasonable effort has been made to collect it, appropriate action shall be
taken as follows:

(a) General order 55 reads; If a bill for an undei charge be for five

dollars or less in any one case, and in tlie exercise of his business

judgment he concludes that further efforts to collect would be futile,

the chief accounting officer shall direct that it be charged off.

(b) If a bill for an undercharge be for more than five dollars

($5.00) in any one case, it shall be promptly transmitted by the

accountinr officer to the chief counsel of the carrier interested, and his

recommendations as to its disposition shall be followed.

(c) If the party liable for the undercharge cannot be located, or
service cannot be had, or where, upon investigation by counsel in good
faith, it is found that legal process would be futile and ineffectual,
counsel shall direct the claim to be charged off and it shall be so

disposed of: otherwise, suit shall be entered for its collection.

(12) All undercharges determined to be uncollectible as prescribed

in subparagraphs a, b. and c. of paragraph 11 hereof, shall be borne by
the carrier which originally settled the freight charges on the erroneous
basis, regardless of the responsibility for such error in settlement.

(13) In the even* that suit be instituted to collect an undercharge, the

cost of such suit shall he borne by the suing carrier. If the undercharge

be not collected under suit, the amount thereof shall be disposed of as pro-

vided in paragraph 13 hereof.

(14) In the event freight be destroyed or confiscated in transit, so as

to preclude the possibility of delivery of the freight or collection of the

charges, no part of the freight charges accruing thereon to any partici-

pating carrier shall be included in interline accounts. If waybills have

been audited and settled before information concerning the destruction or

confiscation of the property is available, such waybill shall be made void,

and resettled with participating carriers by correction account or through

claim channels.

(15) The provisions of this order shall apply to overcharges, uncol-

lectible undercharges, and to other charges herein referred to. which

accrued cr which may accrue on and subsequent to January 1. 1918.

Settlements which have already been completed on the basis of rules

heretofore in effect, shall not be readjusted.

Arrangements to Give Preference to Exports

of Foodstuffs

Owing to the cessation of hostilities, the previously arranged

shipping program for overseas freight on account of the

United States and her allies will be materially changed as to

commodities. At a recent meeting between members of the

New York Freight Trafiic Committee and representatives

of the ministries of shipping of the British, French and Ital-

ian governments, it was determined that foodstuffs of all

kinds shall be given preference in shipments abroad.

According to tlie report of the Exports Control Committee,

for the week ended November 17, in order to take care of

the prospective demand that will be made for transportation

facilities, a large numljer of ])ermits have been cancelled and

freight held non-essential will not l)c forwarded from points

of shipment. Any freight for which permits will hereafter

be issued will be for immediate overseas movement, with

the e.xception of some weight cargo. Various commodities

now on ground storage will have to be held for future de-

velopments. Goods for the account of the Belgian Relief

Commission and for neutral countries probably will be moved
in considerable volume.

The war department is now engaged in taking an inventory

of all freight on hand which is considered non-essential for

overseas. There is an earnest desire evidenced by all those

concerned so to arrange matters that the railroad terminals

will promptly be cleared of freight now on hand and in

transit. According to the report of the Exports Control Com-
mittee there was a decrease of 75 cars of steel at the South

Atlantic and Gulf ports for the week ended November 17.

The indications are that there will be quite a heavy move-

ment of clothing to Belgium and Northern France in the

near future, and cars will be needed to transport it to the

seaboard.

The grain situation, according to the Exports Control Com-
mittee, for the week ended October 7, shows that at North
Atlantic ports there were 422,102 tons in elevators, while

93,690 tons had been cleared. At the Gulf ports there were

258,510 tons on hand, while 13,862 were cleared. The stor-

age capacity of elevators at Gulf ports is being utilized, but

the slow lifting at these points prevents the maximum turn-

over as transfer facilities. There is sufficient quantity of

grain at Philadelphia and Baltimore amply to provide for

ships in port and due. Government oats at north Atlantic

ports, of which there are several hundred cars being held, will

be forwarded from shipping point at the rate of 30 cars a

day, but cars have been bunched in transit and have arrived

beyond the possibility' of immediate unloading Sn,to the

elevators. At New Orleans the excess accumulation of grain

in cars has been entirely cleared up, and in view of the avail-

able space in elevators and open tonnage allocations, permits

were issued during the week to cover 426 cars of grain to

move from interior points.

At Galveston the handling of export grain continues in-

active. No grain has been delivered to vessels since October

16, and there are no ships in port, although five have been

scheduled to call during the present month. The stock of

grain in elevators is 2,289,000 bushels, and permits were

issued during the week to cover 52 additional carloads to

move from interior points.

In the Puget Sound district the situation has not improved
in the past week. There has been an excess of arrivals over

deliveries of 248 cars, which is chargeable to the arrival of

export freight without permit or shipped under expired per-

mits. In the San Francisco district there were 1.448 cars on
hand on November 8 as against 1,426 on November 1.

On Novemljer 9 the primary- elevators of the country' held

a total of 114,041,000 bushels of grain, as compared with

17,356,000 bushels on the same day in 1917. On November
9, 1918, there were in the primary elevators 3,767.000 bush-
els of corn, as compared with 157,000 bushels on the same
day 1917; on the same day in 1918 there were 15,841,000
bushels of oats, as compared with 12,160.000 liushels on
the same day in 1917; on the same day in 1918 there were
94,433,000 bushels of wheat, as compared with 5,039,000 on
the same day in 1917.

P. S. & A. Circulars

Recent circulars issued by the Division of Public Service

and .Accounting are summarized as follows:

P. S. & .A.. Circular No. 40 provides that effective at

once, no hills shall be made by one carrier under federal

control against other carriers under federal control for tariffs

or other publications, or copies thereof, furnished by one such
carrier to another; neither shall any charge lie made by any
tariff bureau or publication agent for the publications fur-

ni.shed to the lines under federal control. Tariffs, or copies

thereof, or other such publications furnished by lines under
federal control, or by tariff bureaus, or publication agents, to

the public or to lines not under federal control shall be billed

as heretofore.
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P. S. & A. Circular No. 41 provides that all valid claims

for overcharge presented for payment by shippers or con-

signees to lines under federal control on or after November
1, if not paid within 30 days, shall bear interest at a rate of

6 per cent to the date of payment. Interest shall not be

paid on any overcollection of war taxes which is refunded in

connection with the overcharge. Any overcharges collected

prior to January 1, 1918, or subsequent to December 31,

1917, claims for which have been filed prior to November
1, 1918, shall bear interest at a rate of 6 per cent per annum,
if not paid within 30 days from the la.st-named date. General

Order No. 25 requires shippers and consignees to promptly

pay transportation charges. In die event that an overpay-

ment is made by a shipper or consignee, due to an error in

weight, rate, extension, or classification, it is the duty of the

carrier to promptly adjust the error; therefore, accounting

officers of lines under federal control shall immediately in-

augurate appropriate methods of accounting such as will

result in tlie payment of claimants of overcharge claims

within the prescribed free time of thirty days after filing or

with a minimum of delay beyond that period.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 42 provides for the method of

accounting for tickets issued in exchange for scrip, mileage,

government transportation requests or other forms of orders.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 43 provides that, pursuant to

General Order No. 49 prescribing standard forms of monthly
ticket and excess baggage reports, carriers under federal con-

trol shall issue in.structions to their agents for the prepara-

tion of such reports to conform with detailed regulations set

forth in the circular.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 44 provides that, immediately

after the close of the September accounts there shall be for-

warded to the Division of Pulilic Service and Accounting a

copy of the trial balance of the federal books, the accounts

arranged so far as practicable, in the numerical order as to

primary accounts provided by the classifications of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and arranged further in se-

quence, first, Income, second. Profit and Loss, and third.

Balance Sheet Accounts. I. C. C. account numbers shall be

shown with the name of each account.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 45 extends the provisions of Gen-
eral Order No. 20 to include bills rendered to or l)y the

Pullman Car Lines.

Maintenance Records

A meeting of the engineering rejire.sentatives of the seven

regions will be held at Washington on November 26, with

C. A. Morse, assistant director of the division of operation,

in charge of maintenance and engineering, to discuss the

amount of infonnation in addition to that called for by Cir-

cular No. 22, which will be required in order to keep a proper
record of the amount of maintenance during the period of

federal control as compared with the work done during the

three-year test period before federal control. This is neces-

sary in order to comply with the provisions of the federal

control law recjuiring that the railroads be returned to their

owners in substantially as good condition as when they were
taken. Circular No. 22, which was published in last

week's issue, sets forth the more important informa-
tion required and meetings of the chief engineers of rail-

roads in each region have been held for the purjiose of

deciding on the amount and character of additional data
which it will he advisable to collect. Each of the regional

engineering assistants had prepared his own tentative outline

for consideration at the regional meetings. Because of the

increases in the casts of labor and materials it is proposed to

record units of work done rather than the amount of money
expended. Mr. Morse is not building up an elaborate organ-
ization, Imt has appointed a maintenance committee consisting
of the engineering assistants to the regional directors or other
representatives of each region, as follows: Eastern region.

Francis Lee Stuart; Allegheny region, E. B. Temple; Poca-
hontas region; J. E. Crawford; Southern region, W. R.
Rodenbaugh; Northwestern region, J. C. Hough; Central

Western region, H. R. Safford and Southwestern region,

E. A. Hadley.

Traffic Tonnage at Principal Cities

Director General Mc.\doo has issued the following com-
parative statement showing the freight handled by the rail-

ways under federal control at 25 of the more important rail-

road termini of the country during the 23 days ending
October 14, 1918.

The purpose of this statement is to provide information

that will assist in measuring the relative business activity of

the country as indicated by the comparison between the

tonnage handled this and last year at the points named.
Other cities will be added to the list as rapidly as ar-

rangements can be made for the compilation of the figures.

It is hoped that the information will be useful as a partial

index of the country's business expressed in terms of cars and
tons that will complement and supplement the statements

issued by the Federal Reserve Board and the clearing houses

in which the volume of business is reflected in terms of

dollars.

Tlie subjoined statement is noteworthy in that it shows an
increase of 6.13 per cent in the tonnage as against an increase

of only 0.23 per cent in the number of cars used to carry the

increased tonnage.

^ Cars , , Tons .

1917 191S 1917 1918

.Mlanta 7.617 7,489 197.668 211,179
Birmingliam 16,047 15,920 664,394 691,737
noston 29.097 25.027 429.181 473,458
Huflf.ilo 26.429 25.735 927.518 931.810
Chicago 155,899 156,809 6,027,182 6,352,070
Charleston 3,334 5,475 88.070 183.128
Cleveland 30.504 34,096 1.149.320 1.336.680
Diilulh & .Superior 80,892 89,335 3,576.881 4,046,549
Galveston 4,533 4.410 84.669 101,799
Hampton Roads 35.882 45,191 1,493,576 1,863,135
Kansas City 24.565 32.382 554,666 768,124
I.os .\ngeles 6,001 5.559 140.539 135.418
N'ew York 92,852 84,223 2,219.105 2.262,372
New Orleans 15.034 14.928 467,185 432,140
Omaha 13.219 13,074 434.261 445.887
Portland. Ore 6,627 7,761 152.923 198,839
I'hiladelphia 66.517 46,885 1.819.457 1,547.232
rittshuruh 26,535 26.066 847.876 942,385
Seattle 28, SS.'* 30.059 929.964 1.012,274
St. r.ouis 17.966 20,195 574.543 674.266
San Francisco 11,081 8,476 345,880 259.190
Savannah 6.023 5,987 100,165 111.005
Tacoma 3,096 4.327 96.029 140,520
Twin Cities 42.533 43.031 1.087,119 1,288.020
Toledo 34,433 34.431 1.544,790 1,134,412

Total 785.074 786.871 25.952,961 27,543.629
Increase 1,797 1.590.668

= 0.23% =6.13%
Average tons per car 33 35

Passes for Corporate Officers Restricted

Some of the money which the government pa\s to the rail-

road corporations as rental for the use of their property may
be returned to the government in the form of passenger
fares paid by officers and directors of the corporations when
traveling, because the issuance of passes to the corporate
officers will be considerably restricted as compared with for-

mer years. C. R. Gray, director of die division of operation,
has written to the chief executive officers of each railroad
corporation, saying it has been decided that passes will be
issued upon their request for directors and other officers who
arc assigned to work on the line, which transportation will

be good over the railroad owned by the company. In addition,
the chief executive officers will be furnished an annual pass
over a much larger territon-, and the vice-presidents, where
they devote substantially their entire time to the business of
the corporation, will be given transportation good over all

lines in the region in which their railroad is located. This
letter does not promi.se passes to vice-presidents located in
New York of a railroad located in the West, who would
have to travel over other lines to reach their propertv, and
it indicates a decided reduction in the number of passes
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which will he uvailahle to directors and officers Vjelow the

rank of vice-president.

Express Company Taken Over and Rates Raised

The American Railway Express Company was directly

taken over by the government and placed under the jurisdic-

tion of Director General McAdoo as of noon on November
18 by a proclamation signed by the President on November
16, and on November 20 Director General McAdoo issued

General Order No. 56 initiating an increase in express rates

effective January 1, which it is estimated will produce an

increase in revenues of about $24,000,000. The proclama-

tion stated that the entire transportation system of the ex-

press company had been necessarily in substance and effect

placed under federal control and that it was desirable in

order to administer its business and operations to the best

advantage to make it specifically clear by proclamation that

the President has the entire possession, use, control and ope-

ration of the system, but it is understood that the main reason

for the step was to enable the director general to initiate the

increase in express rates without incurring the liability of

having them suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, which might have been done if they had been initiated

by the company, and also to make it impossible for state

commissions to refuse to accejjt the new rates.

The status of the express company was a peculiar one,

which had led to many misunderstandings. It was a private

corporation formed by consolidation of the principal express

companies and had made a contract with the director general

making it the sole agent of the government for conducting

the express business of railroads under federal control and
which gave the director general control over its actions. It

had been popularly assumed that the company was actually

under federal control like the railroads and the Pullman car

lines, and Director General McAdoo had been obliged to take

up the rate question in order to secure revenues with which
to pay increased wages, had had to deal with a strike of ex-

press employees and had referred the entire question of

express wages and working conditions to his Board on Rail-

way Wages and Working Conditions. It was, therefore, con-

sidered that express cjuestions couM Ije handled more simply

Ijy taking over the company.

The essential features of the rate increase order provide

that in the territory north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers

and east of the Mississippi river, the increase in express

merchandise rates ranges from 16 cents to 17 cents per hun-

dred pounds regardless of the distance hauled in that terri-

tory. The increase in the balance of the United States will

range from 10 cents to 12 cents per hundred pounds on mer-

. chandise. The increase on food products will be about

three-quarters of the increase on merchandise shipped by

express.

When the director general recently submitted the plan for

increased express rates to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion for its advice he indicated to the commission that it was

necessar}- to raise approximately $24,000,000 additional

revenue, which under the contract would go practically half

to the railroad revenue and half to the express revenue, and

inquired whether the plan proposed would yield approxi-

mately that amount, and if so whether the plan was proper.

The commission after a public hearing announced its con-

clusion that.' if the amount of increa.sed revenue was needed,

the plan proposed was proper and preferable to an\- other

method that had been suggested. The commission pointed

out that under this plan the greater increase in rates would

be applied in the eastern territory which is the territory "of

lowest rates, of the greatest cost of operation and greatest

increase in those costs," and stated that while the plan would

be a departure from the original zone relationship estab-

lished by the commission, that departure appeared under the

circumstances now presented to the commission to be
justified.

The commission, however, raised for the director general's

consideration the question whether, the increase in rates could

be obviated by a reduction in the amount which the express

company is required to pay the Railroad Administration for

the express privilege, but as the director general has here-

tofore announced, he considers that such change in the con-

tract is not practicable in view of the relative cost to the

Railroad Administration of handling the express business

and in view of the heavy increase in the operating costs

attributable to the railroad handling of that business.

The commission took the position that the Railroad Ad-
ministration had not shown its need of increased revenue,

although the latest monthly report of railroad earnings and
expenses would seem to indicate why the $12,000,000 addi-

tional revenue could be made useful. Some people thought

there was some significance in the remark with which the

commission concluded its opinion, that "no view as to juris-

diction of the initiation of the proposed rates has been re-

quested or considered and no opinion on that point is ex-

pressed." It was also thought likely that when the express

tariffs were filed the commission might suspend them pend-
ing an investigation to determine whether the SI 2.000.000

increase might not be given to die express company without

giving an equal amount to the railroads, but with the express

company under federal control the rates become President-

initiated rates which the commission cannot suspend but may
only review after complaint and investigation.

The authority of the President was exercised, as in the

case of the railroads, through Newton D. Baker, Secretarj'

of War, and the taking over includes all appurtenances and
property of ever}- kind or nature, directh- or indirectly owned,
leased, chartered, controlled or used in the conduct of or in

connection with the business of the American Railway Ex-
press Company. The proclamation further directed that the

possession, control, operation and utilization of the system

shall be exercised by and through William G. McAdoo and
that he might perform the duties imposed upon him so long

and to such an extent as he shall determine through the

board of directors, officers and employees of the express

company under the contract already made. Until and except

so far as the director general shall otherwise provide, the

board of directors, officers and employees of the company
shall continue the operation thereof in the usual and or-

dinary course under such contract.

In a statement explaining the increase in express rates

Director General McAdoo said:

"The fact that the eastern territory is the region of greatest

cost of operation and of greatest increase in such cost is due
to the fact that in that region tliere is the greatest percentage

of short haul traffic on which relatively the terminal and
other costs are greatest. Another important advantage in

increasing the rates in the eastern territory to a greater extent

than other parts of the country is that it will have a tendency
to restore the proper balance bet\veen express and freight

rates, which has been disturbed in recent years by the greater

increases in freight rates that have been granted in that terri-

tory than in other parts of the countn,-, which has resulted

in the transfer from freight to express transpwrtation of much
traffic which ought to move by freight. This eastern territory

has been swamped with express traffic for the past two years,

a great deal of it having been diverted from the regular

freight trains, causing congestion of terminals, over-crowd-
ing of passenger trains and producing a volume of traffic

which prevented giving good express service on shipments
which were usually handled in that way.

"It is expected the increased express rates will have the

effect of transferring considerable of the short haul business

to motor trucks and back to the freight service where it really
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should be handled. It is also anticipated that another result

will be the transferring of the handling of some of the

smaller packages to the parcel post. It will increase the rates

in some of the middle western states where the express rates

have been unduly low; in fact, in some cases where they

have been lower than the freight rates and considerably

lower than the express rates in surrounding states which had

adopted the Interstate Commerce Commission basis of rates

made for the express.

"The express company increased the wages of its em-
ployees to the extent of about ten million dollars beginning

July 1, which used up approximately the increase of 10 per

cent in express rates effective July IS. It soon became evi-

dent that many express employees were still underpaid and
the question of their wages is now being presented to the

Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions and it is

expected that the further increased wages will practically

consume all of the increased revenue which will come to the

express company after January 1 under this order."

The rate order provides for an additional increase in the

states which did not accept the 10 per cent increase recentlv

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Its

main provisions are as follows:

Between points in Zone 1 and between points in Zone I and points in all

ntlicr zones, the first and second class rates, both interstate and intrastate,

shall be increased three scale numbers. Between points both outside of

Zone 1, the first and second class rates, both interstate and intrastate, shall

be increased two scale numbers.
Merchandise rales from points in the United States to points in Canada

shall be increased 15 cents per 100 pounds, and commodity rates not stated

in scale numbers shall be increased 10 cents per 100 pounds.
Commodity rates, both interstate and intrastate, stated in .scale numbers,

shall be increased not more than 10 cents per 100 pounds.
Commodity rates, both interstate and intrastate, which are stated in cents

or in dollars and cents per 100 pounds, per pound, or other unit of weight,

shall be increased 10 cents per 100 pounds, except as to niilcaRe or com-
modity rates on milk and cream. Commodity rates, both interstate and
intrastate, which are stated in cents or in dollars and cents per crate, barrel

or other package or per car, shall be increased at the rate of 10 cents

per 100 pounds based upon the authorized billing weight.

Milk and cream mileage or commodity rates, both interstate and intra-

state, shall be made 25 per cent higher than rates in effect July 1, 1918.

Intrastate first and second class rates in states which have not adopted
the existing Interstate Commerce Commission basis of first and second class

rates, shall be made the same as the increased iriterstatc rates in the same
zone.

In states which did not adopt the increase of 10 per cent on commodity
rates on intrastate traffic as authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mis.'^ion on interstate traffic, by Fifteenth Section Order No. 746, such com-
modity rates shall be increased 10 per cent and in addition i'ncreased 10

cents per 100 pounds, except on milk and cream which shall be made 25 per

cent higher than rates in effect July 1, 1918.

All intrastate rates which are to be increased under this order, if not

now on file, shall be immediately filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Such intrastate mles shall not be applied to interstate shipments

and the schedules coiUainins said rates shall be so restricted.

Weekly Report Traffic Conditions

Director General McAdoo"s report of traffic conditions

throughout the country for the week ended November 18

shows that as a result of the subsidence of the influenza epi-

demic, freight and passenger service have materially im-

proved. An encouraging note is sounded affecting the relief

work which this country will have to perform in the stricken

European areas. While on October 1 there were but 7,000,-

000 bushels of grain in elevators and cars in the eastern

region ready for shipment overseas, at the end of the current

week 10,000,000 bushels were on hand to be loaded into ves-

sels bound for European ports.

Arrangements for diversion of carload freight traffic from

Pittsburgh gateway have been cancelled.

Tickets between New York and .Vtlantic City have been

made interchangeable between the two roads.

Passenger schedule on Cumberland Valley has been rear-

ranged to make better connections to and from the West.

Re-routing reports of week ending November 14 show sav-

ing of ,1 2 7,OS 7 car miles in central western region. The Salt

Lake Line handled 100,000 men on special trains for ship-

builders during October.

With the con.sent of the War Industries Board the general

lumber embargo was cancelled under date of November 16.

The Food Administration reports continued shortage of

cars for grain loading in Indiana and Illinois, and diffi-

culty now being experienced in that direction in Idaho.

These matters are being taken up by Car Service Section.

The Fuel Administration reports that in the Eastern, Alle-

gheny and Pocahontas regions there is a surplus of car sup-

ply, and transportation is ample, except that the Chesapeake

& Ohio is still overloaded eastbound.

In general, the car supply is reported as ample, and no

material is reported to be held on account of car shortage.

Director General to Supervise Employees' Magazines

Director General ^IcAdoo's office has arranged a plan for

exercising a general super\Msion over the various employees'

magazines published by many of the railroads, without inter-

fering with the present management of each magazine. It

has been arranged that they shall have a uniform date of

issue and shall be distributed to the employees at the time

they receive their pay checks. The director general's office

will furnish them with a considerable amount of copy in the

shape of orders, circulars and notices regarding the activities

of the Railroad Administration and in addition some special

articles by members of the organization. A newspaper man.

Isaac Gregg, heretofore on the Washington staff of the New
York World, has been added to the staff of the director gen-

eral's office, to assist in preparing publicity matter including

the material to be sent to the employees' magazines.

Notice to Be Given Companies of Expenditures for

Capital Account

In Sujjplement No. 1 to General Order No. 12 the director

general says "standard clauses'' for the contracts between the

government and the railroad companies provide that "prompt
notice" shall be given the company of the making or order-

ing of additions, betterments, road e.xtensions, equipment,

etc., costing more than $1,000, with an estimate of the cost

thereof, and that "such notice shall be given before the begin-

ning of the work or the acquisition of the property whenever

in the judgment of the director general it is practicable to

do so." In order the better to comply with said agreement.

paragraph "Fifth" of General Order No. 12, dated March
21, 1918 (which authorized in certain circumstances work
involving charges to capital account not in excess of $25,000

to be contracted for and commenced in advance of approval

by the director general) is amended, effective Januar\' 1, to

read as follows

:

Fifth: A requisition for authority on the form prescribed

liy D. C. E. Circular No. 1 and Supplement 1 and by other

supplements issued or that may be issued thereto shall be

prepared and a cop\' thereof shall be for^varded by mail to

the president of the company to be charged therewith, as pro-

vided in said circular, as notice of the making or ordering

of such addition, bettcmient, road extension, equipment, etc..

required i)y said agreement: and such copy should be so for-

warded before the beginning of the work or the acquisition

of the property except in cases of emergency or other cases

where the delay incident to the preparation and fonvarding

of such requisitions will be detrimental to the government,

the service, or the company: and in all such exceptional

cases the requisitions shall be forwarded as soon after the

beginning of the w-ork as reasonably practicable. No work

involving a charge to capital account of $1000 or more shall

be contracted for or commenced unless it be authorized by

the regional director except in cases of emergency: and no

work involving a charge to capital account in excess of $10.-

000 shall lie contracted for or commenced unless it be au-

thorized by the director of the Division of Capital Expendi-

tures except in cases of emergency and in other cases where

the delay incident to awaiting such authority on the usual

form would be detrimental, in which latter cases preliminan."
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authorit}'

ticablc.

^^hould lje oljtiuncd In* tclegnq)!! whenever prac-

Monthly Report of Capital Expenditures

The monthly report of authorizations and expenditures

in connection with work chargeable to capital account for all

Class I railroads as of November 10, 1918, prepared by Rob-

ert S. Lovett, director, Division of Capital Expenditures,

shows that a total of $403,864,950 was spent from January-

1, to September 30, chargeable to capital account, and $35,-

483,125 chargeable to operating expenses.

Of this amount, $173,716,897 was charged to capital

account for additions and betterments, $216,186,206 for

equipment, and $13,961,847 for construction of extensions,

Ijrunches, etc. The total expenditures on capital account

represents 34.3 per cent of the amount specifically authorized

during the calendar year 1918.

A total of $433,731,488 was included in the 1918 budget

for additions and betterments, and $52,825,757 had been

added to the budget up to November 10, 1918, for the same
purposes. For equipment, $486,979,925 was included in

the 1918 budget, and $6,580,113 has been added since. For
additions and betterments, $121,099,793 had been specifically

authorized up to November 10, chargeable to operating ex-

AUTHORIZATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Class of work 1918 budget

(1)^ (2)

Additions and Betterments
(Excluding Eqmpment)

1 Widening cuts and fills.

filling trestles, etc... $5,097,989

2 Ballasting 9.379.27!

3 Rails and other track
material 31,365,483

4 Bridges, trestles, and
culverts 38,185.921

5 Tunnel and subway im-
provements 2.185,242

6 Track elevations or de-
pressions 4,112.536

7 Elimination of grade
crossings 7,438,957

crossing signals 631,082
8 Grade crossings and
9 Additional main tracks.. 44,574,583

10 Additional yard tracks,

sidings and industry
tracks 97,199,114

n Changes of grade or
, „. „,,

alignment 6,359,027

,2 Sigmds^and interlocking
^^^^^^^^^^

"
''tnfs'"''.

'".'."'.?'""
5,129,149

14 Roadway machinery and
tools 955,857

15 Section houses and other
roadway buildings 1,306,847

16 Fences and snowsheds.. 817.655

17 Freight and passenger
stations, office buildings 20,138,359

IS Hotels and restaurants. 199,282

19 Fuel stations and appur-
tenances 6,090,558

20 Water stations and ap-
purtenances 13,430,047

21 Shop buildings, engine-
houses and appurten-
ances 62.694,927

22 Shop machinery and tools 9,142,488

23 Electric nower plants,

substations, etc 10.781.347

24 Wharves and docks 3.236,167

25 Coal and ore wharves.. 7,024,937

26 Grain elevators and stor-

age warehouses 2,914.202

27 Real estate 3,309,141

28 Assessments for public
improvements 1,179,306

34 All other improvements. 27,889,552

Total (excluding
equipment) $433,731,488

Equipment
35 Locomotives, steam $196,926,868

Locomotives, steam, or-

dered by R.R. Admin-
istration

36 Locomotives, other
37 Freight-train cars 212.858,464

Freight-train cars, or-

dered by R.R. Admin-
istration

38 Passenger-train cars . .

.

28,459.830
39 Work equipment 6.538.810

40 Motor car and trailers.

.

557.039

41 Floating equipment 5.323.337

42 Miscellaneous equipment 507.923

43 Improvements to exist-

ing equipment 35.807.654

Total equipment $486,979,925

44 Constr'.iction of exten-
sions, branches and
other lines $20,330,489

Total, all work $941,041,902

* Expenditures to iate.

IN CONNECTION WITH WORK CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL ACCOLTCT AS OF NOVEMBER
10. 1918--CLASS I RAILROADS

-\dditions
to budget

(3)

1,411,428

1,512,709

94,083

323,517

372,768
69,316

3,533,884

14,369,943

318,988

1,666,063

466,831

280,660

1,650,249

1,706,624

2,455.969
2,666,420
307,073

155,337
1,771.745

20,200
412,342

Work specifically authorized
on D. C. E. forms 1, 2, 3

and 4, to November 10, 1918
Chargeable to

—

Expenditures from
January 1, 1918,

to September 30, 1918
Charged to

—

Unexpended
balance

Chargeable to

—

Operating
expenses

(4J

$3,067,061
3,275,271

46,056.163

24,232,283

863,220

1,676,752

5,780,288

9,281,505

2,906,950

2,420,807

745,318

84,649

208,850
452,329

1,109,456

1,907,836

2,072,696
524.607
661,002

59,180
284.706

Capital

31.553.047

38,879,214

4,008.516

13,423.050

11,966,544

1,439,032
57,914,301

114,841,142

8,780,638

13,800.195

5,520,453

1,696,214

7,756,753

10,672,695

20,912,341
4.891,347
5,416,026

Opel sting
expenses

(6)

8,441,692

7,771,538

515,724

312,950

313,830

83,142
1,513,549

2,092,494

606,108

629,301

406,890

15,091

320,188

573.852

321,253
276,433
284,012

Capital
account
(7)

$3,250,776
3,463,873

11,574,965

17,560.499

701,773

2,134,334

2,842,244

39.128,671

2,621,982

4,746,873

2,046,069

1,064,181

1,846,772
727,926

2,590,363

4,281,751

15,698.759
5,467,487

4,978.991
644,677

3.077.488

1.086,808
2,887,854

Operating
expenses

(8)

$2,070,281
2,051,356

37,614,471

16,460,745

347,496

1,363,802

865,165

7,189,011

2,300,842

1.791,506

338,428

69,558

123,419
278,928

789,268

.333,984

1.751,443
248,174
376,990

Capital
account

(9)

19,978,082

21,318.715

3,306,743

11,288,716

9,124,300

615,212
36,245,116

75,712.471

6,158,656

9,053,322

3,474,384

632.033

5.166.390

6.390.944

15.933.350
4.246,670
2,338,538

$52,825,757 $121,099,793 $490,549,941 $30,276,047 $173,7)6.897 $90,823,746 $316,833,044

76.873.355
2.359.213

94,716,146

289.460,000
12.417.401
7,016.124

.S87.558

5.129.889
603,677

40,421,567

•23.857,762
1,684,932

66.404,773

•44.490.812
8,836,325
1.537.526

58.547
632.523
221,932

17.277,675

53,015.593
674,281

28,311,373

244,969,188
3,581,0/6
5,478,598
529,011

4.497,366
381.745

23.143.892

$19,276,960 $646,235,905 $5,213,654 $216,186,206 $14,063,306 $430,049,699

$2,066,072 $23,836 $39,063,037 Cr. $6,576 $13,961,847 $30,412 $25,101,190

$61,471,942 $140,400,589 $1,175,848,883 $35,483,125 $403,864,950 $104,917,464 $771,983,933

t Expenditure in excess of authorization.
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penses, and $490,549,941 had been specifically authorized

chargeable to capital account. For equipment, $19,276,960

had been specifically authorized up to November 10, 1918,

chargeable to operating expenses, and $646,235,905 had been

specifically authorized chargeable to capital account. The
detailed report is given on the opposite page.

Export Traffic

Director General McAdoo has announced a report from the

Exports Control Committee for the month of October showing

that arrivals of carload export freight at North Atlantic

ports, (inclusive of bulk grain and coal), during the month

totaled 45,210 cars, while deliveries were 42,655 cars, re-

sulting in an increase of freight on hand, principally due to

recent arrivals of United States government freight. The
situation was the same in South Atlantic and Gulf ports,

there being a slight increase at those pcfrts. Arrangements

have been made for a proper distribution of ocean tonnage

to take care of this movement.

The estimated tonnage of export freight, including govern-

ment freight, but exclusive of bulk grain and coal, handled

during the month of October, compared with October export

tonnage of previous years, is as follows:

V/ith October, 1913 177.5% increase
With October, 1914 166,4% increase
With October, 1915 70.0% increase
With October, 1916 27.1% increase
With October, 1917 57.2% increa.se

The average daily delivery of cars of export freight at

North Atlantic ports, April to October, 1918, inclusive, was

as follows:

Port .'\pril

Boston ion
New York 680
Philadelphia 105
Baltimore 124
Newport News 24
Norfolk 22

July Aug. Sept. Oct.

712 1,029
147 160
109 113
147 145
107 112

Totnl 1,055 I. ,151 1,480 1,232

Hiere was a decided increase during the month of Oc-
tober due to the rajjidly increasing volume of freight for

account of the government.

Government freight on iiand at all North Atlantic ports on
railroad operated terminals, as of November 5, was as

follows

:

The total arrivals for the week ending Novemlier 5, in-

clusive, were:

Over 4,000 cars for the governnuuit were under load at

New York at one period during die first week in November.
There is said to be ample storage space at the .seaboard and
the closest co-operation is being given by the \\<\t department
and the Navy Department in the matter of prompt disposition

after arrival. To show the enormous increase in the move-
ment, the deliveries to all North .Atlantic ports during Sep-
tember were about l.S.OOO cars, while for October tlu'\- were
liver 20,000.

I'hc provision program for account of the French govern-
ment calls for the movement of 14,000 tons via New York
and 1,000 tons via Boston; while the program of the Italian

government calls for 40,000 tons via New York, during the
month of November. Provisions on hand as of November
7 amounted to 176 cars, of which 56 cars are for account of

the Commission for relief in Belgium. Frozen beef on hand
as of November 7 amounted to 60 cars. Permits covering
approximately 1,000 cars, or 15.000 tons, were i.<sued during
one week liy the North .Atlantic committee.

Railroad Agents to Cash Liberty Bond Coupons

V. S. & A. Circular No. 46 provides that effective at once,

local freight and ticket agents, including agents of consoli-

dated ticket offices, are authorized to cash coupons of Liberty

Bonds when such coupons are due and payable. They
should be considered as cash and .so remitted, under proper

safeguards, to the federal treasurer or to the bank where
deposits are ordinarily made. Federal treasurers and federal

auditors shall issue such instructions to agents under their

jurisdiction as may be necessary to make the foregoing pro-

visions operative at once.

Standard Appliances Committee Meeting Postponed

The meeting of the Committee on Standard Appliances for

Cars and Locomotives, called to be held at Washington on
November 19, was postponed until December o.

Increased Savings in Car
Mileage Through Rerouting

THE Di\EKSiuN oi xKAiFic to direct routes by lines in

the Northwestern region is resulting in larger savings

in car mileage every month. Instructions issued shortly

after the railroads were placed under federal control soon

caused the rerouting of a considerable amount of traffic, but

it was necessary for each line to study the possibilities of

the policy carefully before extensive diversions of traffic

could be made. The steady improvement in the results

achieved with increased experience under the rerouting plan

is reflected in the statistics for the period from May 1 to

September 30. In the months of May and June 4,441 car-

loads were rerouted in the Northwestern region, resulting in

a total reduction in haul of 850,860 car miles. In July,

6,252 carloads were rerouted with a reduction in haul of

680,952 car miles; in August, 10,807 carloads were rerouted

with a saving in car mileage of 1,147,457, while in Sep-

tember, the records show 13,441 cars rerouted and a saving

in haul of 1,375,186 car miles.

These statistics are no real measure of what has been ac-

complished in the interests of economical routing, as they

only indicate the numl)er of carloads rerouted by the car-

riers and do not include shipments which are now being

properly routed by the shipper as the result of the campaign
to that end carried on by the railroads. In fact, the principal

aim of the Railroad .Administration has been to induce the

shipper originally to name the most economical route, thereby

eliminating tlie necessity for rerouting by railroad officers.

There are, of course, no records of the savings in car miles,

resulting directl}- from improved routing by shippers. The
large economies effected in .August and September are there-

fore not fully re])resentative of what has actually been

achieved. They indicate only the savings attained through

die perfected arrangements of the railroads for correcting

the routing of shipments in transit.

From the first special railroad officer? and committees

have been delegated to execute diversions at various ter-

minals and junction points in a region. On the individual

railroad organizations federal managers are now held re-

sponsible for the correct routing of the business which they

originate and likewise are expected to report any traffic

handled by other railroads which could have been handled
to better advantage by the lines under their jurisdiction.

Despite the close attention given the problem for some
months past, railroad officers continue to uncover business

\\'hich can be routed more economically. In this connection

it should be pointed out that the short line is not always the

economical route. Other conditions which must be con-

sidered include grades. cur\'es. the condition of connections
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with other roads, the weight of rails, the absence of con-

gestion, etc.

Minnesota Transfer, Minn., has been foremost among the

terminals of the region in rerouting work. From May 1 to

September 30, 9,570 carloads were diverted to new routes,

with a reduction in haul of 1,189,466 car miles. In the

Chicago switching district, t>etween June 1 and September M,
1,939 cars of westbound business were rerouted with a re-

duction in haul of 245,.U 3 car miles.

A special effort has been made to divert eastbound traffic

to Lake Michigan car ferry lines, not only to effect a re-

duction in loaded car mileage, but to avoid the use of the

Chicago terminals. To this end the territory in Wisconsin

and the upper peninsula of Michigan has been zoned and

instructions have been issued to use the routes across Lake

Michigan in preference to the routes through Chicago.

Additional traffic necessary to give the car ierry lines full

tonnage eastbound is secured by diverting traffic to these

routes at Minnesota Transfer and other points. Since the

inauguration of the plan to divert traffic across the lake,

6,551 cars have Ijeen rerouted over tlie ferry lines with a

saving in car mileage of 587,809.

Since the railroads in the Northwestern region first under-

took to divert traffic 34,941 carloads have been rerouted with

the total reduction in haul of 4,054,455 car miles, or an

average reduction in haul per car of 113 car miles. The

details are given in the following table:

Total
Caiioads
Rerouted

At Minnesota Transfer, Jlinn., by joint agent for all

lines, May to September 9,570

By agents in the Chicago Switching District, we.stbound

traffic only—June to September 1.939

Eastbound traffic diverted to Lake MichiKan car ferry

lines—for period ending September 30, 1918. by—

C. & N. W., at Green Bay, Wi's 759

C. & N. W., at Milwaukee, Wis 876

at Menominee, Mich 521

at Oconto, Wis
C. & N. W.,

C. & N,

C. & N. W., at Antigo, Wis.
WiC, M. & St. P., at Mihvauk<

C, M. & St. P., at Menominee, Mich

U., St. P. & S. S. M.. at Stevens Point, Wis

M., St. P. & S. S. M., at Minneapolis, Minn.

M.! St. P. & S. S. M., at Manistique, Mich..

Total. 6,551 cars; 587,809 car miles.

104

2,560

532

413

513

.1,705

Keciox

KeducticiM
in Haul

(Car Miles)

1,189,466

65.8-'8

94.092

41,268

14,035

13,228

150,589

70,632

68.605

70,254

9,27S

C. & N. W.—May to September .

D., M. & N.—July to September 57

M.' & St. I..—June to September 2,245

C, M. & St, P.—August to September 797

u'., St. P. & S. S. M.—June to September 1,053

O. W., R. R. & N.—May to September 1 .623

Nor. Pacific—July to September 3,375

D. & I. R.—July to September 260

C C, VV.—July to September 248

C, St. P., M. & O.—-^ugust to September 4,387

Ft. D., p. M. & S.—August to September 207

Gt. Nor.—August to September 573

S P. & S.—August to September 62

Sou. Pac. Lines in Ore.—August to September..
•""

n. S. S. & A.—July to September 259

Total
.54 041

individual freiglit houses of the.se lines in the Chicago switch-

ing district either by trap or ferry car, by dray or via the

Illinois tunnel system. Under the present arrangement,

merchandise for the same destination is consolidated into one

car and routed over one line. The economies resulting in-

clude ( 1 ) a saving in freight house e.xpense due to the fact

that tonnage is handled only once at Chicago, whereas it

was formerly handled twice; (2) a reduction in car days as

a result of eliminating the use of cars for the transfer of

tonnage from the inbound line to the outbound line; (3) a

reduction in payments for transferring freight to connecting

lines, which come out of the carriers" revenues; (4) better

ser\'ice and a diminution of claims.

The table shows the number of carloads of 1. c. 1. freight

consolidated since the introduction of the plan:

I'lrRoinir .Merchandise Cars Lo.xded at Transfer Statio.\s in Chicago
DlSlR/CT

Total Carloads

The Consolidation of L. C. L. Merchandise in Chicago

One of the most ini|)ortant features of the rerouting plan

is the consolidation of 1. c. 1. freight originating, and trans-

ferred, ,in the Chicago switcliing district, over certain lines

for specific destinations, therebv eliminating intra-terniinal

switchintr. For example, under the old plan merchandise

might arrive at Kensington Transfer on the Michigan Central

and be consigned to St. Paul, Minn., in separate lots, over

the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, the Chicago Great Western and the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincv. Tliis freight would have to be moved to the

Ch cago and
Loaded

orrest Hill
at
Tra isfer--B &0.

Date,
1918

July

For
Eastern
Points

For '

Western
Points

91
August
September
October

102
110
169

Chicago

—

C, B. & Q August
September

riiicago—C. G. \V

.

Chicagu—C. J

Chicago. Union St. Sta.—C, M. & St. P.

Chicago, 40th Street—C. & N. \V

October

October

August
September
October

August
September
October

Transfer. Chicago— lU. Central.. October

-C. R. T. & P.

ington Transfer—M. C.

linglevvood Transfc

July
.\ugust
September
October

July
.\ugust
September
October

Island Transfer—N. Y. C. & St. L.. July
August
September
October

Tot:il 1.836

143
218
268

One of the Light Locomotives Used by the 12th Railroad

Engineers in France



Strengthening a Long Steel Viaduct on the C. & E. I.

Introduction of Heavier Power Necessitated New Center

Girders and Reinforcing of Columns

THE ruRCHASF, OK HEAVIER POWER by the Cliicago &
Eastern Illinois created a prol)lem for the engineering

department of that road because of the inadequacy of

two Ijridges to carry new locomotives. In consec|uence, seven

Santa Fe-ty|H" engines weighing M'.MMl lbs. and 25 ^likado

Close View of the Channel Span Showing a Portion of the

New Center Truss

locomotivc> already in service weighing 300,000 lbs., were

prevented from operating in the districts containing the two
bridges, thus restricting the train-loading to that handled

by Consolidation locomotives weighing 190,000 lbs. One
of these bridges is over the Okaw river, about three miles
from Findlay, 111., on the Chicago-St. Louis main line of this

road, while the other is over the Kaskaskia river at Shelby-
ville. III., on the line extending south from the main line

at Findlay into southern Illinois. Thus the .structures intro-

duced a .serious obstacle in the coal route of this road from
the southern Illinois Jields.

The Okaw river structure was a wrought-iron viaduct and
the one over the Kaskaskia river is a steel viaduct. Each
was 1,400 feet in length, the fomier l)eing built in 1892 and
the latter in 1896. After a study of the situation it was con-

cluded to replace the main line l)ridge by a concrete arch

structure providing for two tracks, thereby permitting the

completion of double track as far as Findlay. In the case

of the bridge at Shelbyville, on the other hand, it was
deemed inadvisai)le to re.sort to renewal at this time, in view
of the fact tliat it was found ])ossiijle to introduce reinforc-

ing tliat would bring the capacity of the structure up to an
ec]uivalent of Cooper's E-55 loading.

This viaduct consists of 14 towers and two rocker bents

(if varying heights, carr)-ing ,S5-ft. tower spans, 15 clear

>pans of 50 feet, and one clear span of 35 feet, in addition

io a 125-ft. deck truss si)an over the channel of the river.

The bridge was designed for a loading equivalent to

Cooper's E-35 or E-40. The condition of the structure was
good except that the cast pedestals under the columns were of

a faulty design and had developed cracks in a great many
cases.

The reinforcing included the addition of a center girder in

all of the girder spans, as well as a center truss in the truss

span, reinforcement of the columns of all bents and the addi-

tion of new center columns in the bents carrying the truss

span. Tlie erection of the new center girders, with the excep-

tion of those in the towers adjoining the truss span, was
deferred until girders could be released from the old viaduct

at Okaw river following the completion of the new structure

929
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at that point. All of the other work was .started la.st fall

and completed in the spring of this year.

The old columns were of the Z-bar and plate section con-

sisting of four S-in. by 3-in. Z-bars riveted to a 12-in.

plate. These were reinforced by riveting cover plates to the

outstanding legs of the Z-bars on both sides of the columns

and by increasing the strength and area of the column ba.ses

by means of plates and angles as shown in the drawing.

The reinforcing plates for the column.s were punched in

the shop, but for every shoj) hole in the plate there was a

corresponding hole to l)e drilled in the field, or about 36,000
l,S/16-in. diameter holes in all. The plates were clamped
into position against the columns so that they could be used

as templates for punching the holes in the flanges of the

Z-bars with a screw-operated punch worked by hand. Air-

operated riveters were used for all of the riveting, and air-

operated drills might have Ijeen used to advantage for the

field holes but for the lack of high-speed steel for drills.

Two men working with each punch could make about 300
holes per day. Only a small gang, averaging about 12 men, was
employed on this work, and as the drilling was the slowest

operation on the work practically the entire crew was em-

ployed on the punching until this had been completed on

about 12 of the columns, when all the bolts available for tem-

porary connections were used up. The riveting was done

with a penumatic hammer supplied with air by a pipe line

considerably larger area than the old casting on which it

rests, and this additional area was made of use in carrying

the load b\- putting a new reinforced concrete cap on the

masonry pedestal to enclose the old casting and come up
even with the top of the new sole plate.

The introduction of the center truss and new center

girders in the adjoining panels was a more complicated job be-

cause the regular train movements interfered more seriously

with the work. The new truss is a riveted span of the same

depth as the old ones, which are pin connected. The distribu-

tion of the load to the new truss is obtained by use of heavy

Reinforced Column Base

carried across the entire Ijridge. The reinforcing plates on

the columns were milled for direct bearing at all splices.

Old splice plates were remowd and replaced on top of the

reinforcing plates.

Tlie assembling of the i)ase reinforcement was a more
complicated operation. Because of the presence of anchor

bolts and bottom struts the new material had to be applied

almost piecemeal. The sole plate was inserted between the

base of the column and the hearing casting by jacking up the

column and sliding it underneath, this plate being slotted to

clear the single anchor bolt. This new column base has a

Side £letvfion. Half Inside Face.

Method of Reinforcing the Column Bases.

cross frames, the connections of which were not riveted until

the new girder was swung. The new steel was supported

from the old b\- means of timbers bolted to the bottom chords

of the old trusses and was placed by a derrick car from the

deck, removing enough ties temporarily to clear the mem-
bers being handled. The work was begun at one end of the

span and, in general, proceeded in the regular order, putting

in a section of the bottom chord first, followed by two web
members and finishing with a section of the top chord. The
time occupied in one of the.se operations, including the re-

moval and tlie restoring of the deck, was about five hours.

Hy co-operation with the despatcher this much time was
made available without serious delays to trains: in fact, the

longest delay to any train during the work was 20 minutes.

This portion of the repair work on the structure was in prog-

ress from Septeml)er. 1917, to March, 1918. the erection of

the truss and the two adjoining girders (x'cupying about two
m-^nths.
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Following the completion of the Okaw river bridge, the

old viaduct was removed and work started on the reuse of

the old girders of this structure as center girders and cross-

girders in the viaduct at Shelbyville. The girders available

were 60 ft. long and S ft. deep, while they were reused in

spans of 35 ft. and SO ft. between side girders having a

depth of 6 ft. Accordingly the second-hand girders were
cut to the rei|uired lengths, the portions remaining being used

to make cross-girders, which serve to carry the end reactions

of the center girders to the side girders. The center girders

frame into the webs of the cross girders and the latter frame

into the webs of the side girders as close as practicable to

their bearings on the columns.

Owing to the fact that the new girders are shallower than

ihf old ones, the introduction of the former did not interfere

with the top laterals. The ties are supported on the center

girders by means of timber shims placed on their top iianges.

There was no bottom lateral system so the new iron could
be placed readily from underneath by a derrick car standing
on the track. 'The new steel required for this work consists

only of new cross frames, connection angles, etc.

All of this reinforcement was designed and installed under
the direction of J. E. Bernhardt, bridge engineer of the Chi-
cago & Eastern Illinois, and under the general direction of L.
C. Hartley, chief engineer. J. A. Dunn was the resident en-
gineer. The Strobel Steel Construction Company of Chicago
had the contract for the first division of the work, and the
Kelly-Atkinson Construction Company, Chicago, for the sec-

ond part involving the use of the old girders from the Okaw
river bridge.

Orders Issued By the Regional Directors

List of Old Locomotives Requested; Suggestions Governing

the Handling and Issuance of Embargoes

INTEKCHANUE OF FrEE TRANSPORTATION WITH ShORT
Lines, Not Under Federal Control.—Order 1600-1-

A252 of the Eastern regional director states that for the

balance of the year trip passes can be exchanged with short

lines not under federal control on the same basis as prior

to government control.

Age of Locomotives.—The Eastern regional director in

Order 5001-1-A246 asks for a list of locomotives over 25

years old which are not good for efticient service. Also a list

of locomotives over 20 years and less than 25 years old, the

type or condition of which is such that they are not con-

tributing to the efficiency of operation. LcKoniotives in either

list which have been heretofore reported to the Regional Pur-

chasing Committee for sale should lie marked with an X.

Railroads Under Federal Control.—Order 1500- 1-4- 16.5

A

245 of the Eastern regional director states that the Director,

Division of Traffic, has advised that the following railroads

should not have api)eared in the Division of Traffic Circular

No. 5, dated Octolier 10, 1918, and will be eliminated in

the first supplement: Eeetonia Railway, Waynesburg &
Washington Railroad, Rapid Railway, Thomas Railroad
and Hoboken Railroad, Warehouse & Steamship Company.
The New York and Hartford Transportation Company, ap-
pearing in the same circular, should read, Hartford and
New York Transportation Compan}-.

L'sc of Vircct&r General's Name on .Menus, Folders, Etc.—
Order 1500-1-.5-19A242 of the Eastern regional director

states that at the present time notices of the director general
appearing on menus, folders, etc., show in many cases the
director general's name and title at the top. As his name
and title ajipear as signature to the notices, this is an unde-
sirable duplication and should be eliminated. Since menus
are not official publications in the sense that tariffs and time
tables are, they should show only "United States Railroad
.\dministration" and name of road concerned, omitting the

director general's name entirely, except as signature to anv
of his official notices which are authorized to l)e printed on
menus.

Form O.S'-/, Di.^lrihiilion of Locomotive Hours.—Order
1801 -22A249 of the Eastern regional director states that the

following instructions have been received from W. J. Cun-
ningham, Manager, Operating Statistics Section, regarding
Items 6 and 7 on Fonn OS-4:

In the case of locomotives belonging to one vailrcad which are sent to
the shops of another railroad for repairs, the hours of such locomotives
should be taken into account and reported by the owning road on Form

US-4, under Items 6 and 7, "Unserviceable Locomotives"—awaiting or
undergoing repairs. The hours of such locomotives should not be taken
into account by the road which makes the repairs.

.^lulenuM of Unsettled Freight Claims.—Order 600-19A
247 of the Eastern regional director requests that the freight

claim agents send to J. H. Howard, Manager, Claims and
Property Protection Section, Southern Railway Building,
Washington, D. C, a statement of all un.settlcd freight claims
for damage by freezing during the winter of 1917-1918.
The statement should be prepared by months, for November
and December, 1917, and January, Februar}- and March,
1918, and then a recapitulation for the five months showing
the total number of claims and the total amount of monev
involved. The date of movement of the freight will deter-
mine the month in which to include it.

Form O.S.y, Condensed Income Accounts.—Order 1801-
22A2j3 of the Eastern regional director states that the ques-
tion has arisen as to what should be done with certain items
of income not provided for specifically on Form O.S. 7, Con-
densed Income Account. With the approval of the Division
of Public Service and Accounting, it is ruled that all items
of income properly chargeable or creditable to the income
account of the director general, not otlierwise provided for

in the Conden.sed Income Account, shall, for the puqioses
of the Condensed Income Account, only, be included net in

an entn.- opposite a new item to l)e numbered Item 2i-.\,

and called "Miscellaneous Income (Net)." This will take
care of such items as income from unfunded securities and
accounts, interest on bank deposits, etc.

Repairs to Locomotives.— The Southwestern regional direc-

tor announces that the practice of railroads repairing locomo-
tives at their home shops, which prevailed during corporate
control, will be continued as far as practicable. When the
facilities are insufficient and it is desired to move engines
for repairs to shops on another line under the same federal

manager's jurisdiction or shops under authority of another
federal manager, the approval of the regional tiirector must
be previously obtained.

Issuance of Free Transportation.—Sujiplement 1 to Order
109 Southwestern regional director—same as last i)ara-

gra])h abstract of Order loOO-I.\215 of Eastern regional

director. See page 867, Railway .-Ige, November 15.

Grain Embargo—Primary Markets.—In Supplement 6 to

Circular 34, the Northwestern regional director states that

the Food Administrat'on anticipates a heavy movement of

oats from Chicago and Milwaukee for war department and
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Allied account. To secure the proniijt movement into these
markets agents at country stations should be directed to tele-

grai)h the Grain Control Committees all applications tiled

with them for perm.ts to shi]) oats to those cities. All jjcr-

mits issued will be transmitted by wire to the loading
station.

Handling and Issuance of Embargoes.—The Southern
regional director, in Circular Letter No. 405, calls attention

to the large number of eniiiargoes which have been issued
which might iiave been avoided by a more judicious method
of disposing of the imnu'diate problem contronting the issu-

ing line.

The Car Service Section has issued instructions outlining
a method of imposing and handling embargoes, and it is not
the pur])ose of this circular to suggest any moditication of

those instructions. However, the embargo is being used for

the purpose of correcting local and temporary congestions
or delays, and it is such action that is causing criticism. It

is of prime importance, before im])os!ng an embargo, that

the road issuing should know pos.t.vely that the conditions

fully warrant the action taken and that other methods will

not serve.

Frequently, embargoes are issued against consignees when
a different handling of the situation vt'ould render promulga-
tion of a formal embargo unnecessary. For instance, when
an individual permits an accumulation of coal, the superin-

tendent or other proper official should communicate with

the Fuel Administration and ask that the coal be reconsigned

or delivered to some other consignee, or be diverted to the

road's own use; in this way, a particular accumulation can

be gotten rid of more quickly and an embargo avoided. Also,

the superintendent should judge of the consignee's situation,

and if necessary telegraph the mines to stop loading to that

particular firm until it is in position to resume prompt re-

ceipt and unloading. Similarly, accumulations of freight

from local territory, resulting in a local or individual con-

gestion, may be overcome by having the agent where the

condition exists, through the superintendent, correct the

trouble by a judicious placing of equipment at the loading

point, or for a few days equipment might be refused alto-

gether by a "stop order." Such a method will correct an

unduly heavy flow of cotton to a compress, or seed to an oil

mill, and the like.

.\s far as may be possible, embargoes against l.c.l. freight

particularly should be avoided, for such immediately

throw an unduly heavy burden upon the express company
in handling freight in addition to nonnal express matter. In

many cases, l.c.l. congestions can be lessened by arranging

for merchandise cars to temporarily break bulk at other than

a congested place, or by having the originating po"nt accu-

mulate freight intended for transfer at the congested point

into way cars, to be loaded into overhead way cars. Accu-

mulations of merchandise at stations in the cities and larger

towns for local delivery ought to be removed by "campaign"

methods among consignees, securing the co-operation of the

commercial clubs and Irn-al city officials, thus obviating the

necessity of an embargo.

Numbers of embargoes are issued for short peritxls—some

as short as 24 hours—which have created the impression

that the issuance is not properly super\'ised, being left largely

to the discretion of sui)ordinate officials. Chief operating

officials should be charged with personally watching the im-

position of each and every embargo, and be prepared to jus-

tify it as being the only means left the road for controlling

the particular situation dealt with. There is no doubt but

that a more careful study of conditions in advance of in-

structing an embargo and the careful scrutiny of emlian^oes

as they are planned to l)e issued will materially curtail the

number of them.

i>-i.Roads are asked to inaugurate such a svstem of suoen-'-

sion as will eliminate all unnecessary embargoes, and to

arrange with the proper official that when instructions to
issue an embargo are given the regional director be given
at the same time a brief statement of the embargo and the
reasons for it.

Load Assumption in the

Design of Concrete Floor Slabs

BULi.KTiN No. 210 of the American Railway Engineer-
ing Association contains a monograph by George H.
Tinker, bridge engineer, New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, Cleveland, Ohio, which is an analysis and compila-
tion of information which he collected from bridge engi-

neers of various railroads in this country on the practices

followed in assuming the distribution of loads in the design

of concrete floor slabs and flat top culverts. The questions

asked in the questionnaire submitted to the bridge engineers

were as follows:

(II Iii the designing tt fl.nt tip culverts or reinforced concrete floor

slabs, what is your practice in considering the distribution of axle loads

—

longitudinally, transversely and vertically?

(2) In connection with the above, what impact allowance do you use?

(3) Can y.-.u refer to any investigations or data bearing upon this

subject?

Answers to this questionnaire were received from ,v> dif-

ferent roads. The author ])repared an analysis of these

replies as given in the table on the opposite page and followed

it with his explanation as follows:

Explanations and Analysis

Under the head of "Distriljution of axle loads, longitud-

inally," it will be noticed that 12 use "concentrated" loads

and 6 "uniform" loads. These generally mean the same

thing, /. e., a moment taken from the moment table for con-

centrated loads or an equivalent load deduced from it. Com-
bining these, it appears that 56 per cent use the moment
table, 28 per cent distribute an axle load over five feet, 16

per cent over four, and three per cent over two feet.

Referring to the distribution transversely, it should be

noted that all of those noted as 8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft. or tie, in-

dicate a uniform distribution for the length of the tie or

slightl}- more, depending on whether the writer considers

the distribution at the level of the base of rail or a few inches

below the bottom of the tie. Those given as 12 ft., 13 ft.,

or 14 ft., are included with those specifying uniform dis-

tribution for the distance between tracks. From this it ap-

pears that 71 per cent distribute over the length of the ties.

23 per cent over the distance between tracks, and 6 per cent

over a distance of five or six feet.

By "vertical" distribution is meant the lateral distribution

at varying depths below the rail. Five each specify vertical,

6 in. per foot and 1 2 in. per foot, and four 24 per foot. Eleven

others have lieen .shown as vertical, as best indicating the

distribution as shown by the context. Combining these, it

appears tliat 44 per cent prefer a vertical distribution as

against 56 per cent who prefer a lateral distribution var)'-

ing from ,i in. per foot to 24 in. per foot. It should be

noted that 24 in. per foot is a slope of 45 deg. at each end

of the tie.

The impact requirements are various and intricate. Some
of the salient points may be indicated as follows:

,59 per cent use 50 per cent impact; 45 per cent use 50

per cent or less.

42 ])er cent use 100 per cent impact; 55 per cent use over

50 per cent.

60 per cent use constant impact for all depths of fill.

-il per cent use varying impact for different depths.

51 per cent use a simple percentage of impact.

45 per cent use a formula.
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AKY OF Replies

Distrihutii

rigitudinally

1 of axle loads

Transversely

Imi-acl

r liallasl; 10 ft. till for

Vertically

-10% for

fiilverls

Uniform 10 ft (Vertical) Straight 50% Floor slabs only.

Concentrated 10 ft (Vertical) 100%
3 ft Tie 12" per ft 75% for </ < 5 ft

Concentrated Kntire width of slab.. Eiinal to increase of load. 25% for fl. slabs; full impact for cul-

verts Add 5 ft. of fill.

Uniform; 12,000 lb. per sq. ft... 8 ft. at base of rail.. 6" per fl 50%,

5 ft. for J => 15' 10 ft 6" per ft 50% for rf^ 15 ft

Concentrated Ill ft Vi-rtical 30O
Full impact, 5

.1 ft

Cniforin: J.IOn lb.
i I.

ft. fol

verts

entraled for liner slabs

. for reinf. |)arallel «ith track.

Unifor

14 ft.

rlical)

300 + Z.

L
npact, h X

/, +D
pact for culverts.

Design for 3' fill up to depth at

which fill = impact.

. (X'ertical) 50% of 5 -

( Vertical) 50% of L -

h + D

3 ft. for reinf. at angle v

IV for d-<_2V; Unif. for

rf =>6' 9 ft.

k.i) fl (Vertical)

for

ft" per ft.

50% of L —
L + D

50% for d =< 6" to zero ford => 2 X
span

5 ft 6 ft. for d = 2 ft. to

15 ft. for d = 10 ft..V per ft. to 6" per ft. . .50% for d =6' to zero for d = 18'. .

.

Kqniv. luiiforni biad K ft 12" per ft lower unit stresses I

30O
4 ft '.S ft 24" per ft Full impact, 5'

300 -f h
Vertical 100% for d < 5' to zero for d = 20'.

.

300
Concentrated 12 ft (Vertical) Full impact, 5

nted .8 ft 24" per ft.

.8 ft (N'ertical)

.100%

. None

300 + L

. Full impact, 5-

.Tie (Ill' from (

.9 ft (Vertical)22 Concentrated

23 Concentrated 13 ft (Vertical)

id of tie iMill impact,

' 1 unit stress for 1-. L

5 ft. . 10 ft. .12" per ft Full fill to zero for

5 fl.

5 ft.

5 ft.

3 ft.

. 10 fl.

.5 ft.

fl.

300 + /.

.50% for li — to for ,/ = !1' .Arch effect assumed for d^ 10';

uniform slab for all depths.

per ft Full impact for d = 18";

to for d= 12'

L
/) X

(9 ft.) (." lier fl

(9 ft.) 2 \- 15' for •

per fl. for

50%
frts; 24"

;labs 50%

Full

L + D

npact, S-
300

300 -f L
.
\crtical) 100%

12 ft. of (ill; zero for d>5 ft
'.'.

'-'" !«' fl .50% for d =<; 2' tozero for d =z ^ 12'. Arch effect assumed for d > 12'.

n. L. 500 lb. per sq. ft. Uni-
form slab for all depths.

Regulations for Admitting Mexicans

AiMKMoKANDUM RECENTLY SUBMITTED tO the SCCretar}'

of labor jointly by the director general of the

United States employment service and the commis-
.sioner gt'neral of immigration, contcmjilating the issuance of

instructions for admitting j\[exic:in laborers tt) the country-,

has been approved by the secretary and Commissioner Gen-
eral A. Caminetti has issued an order providing that immi-
gration officers will attend to the admission of alien laborers,

the jirocurement and recording of the necessary data regard-
ing them, and eventually, will see to the return of the aliens.

Employment officers will attend to the distribution of ad-
mitted laborers, ascertaining first, of course, if and where
such laborers are needed, and in everv instance whether the

laborers are of the kind suited properly to fill the positions
involved and tluit the wages offered are tliose prevailing in

the vicinity; will see that laborers properly qualified are
sent where a sufficient supply is not available and that none
is sent to places where there is already a sufficiency of sim-
ilar labor unemployed; will assist, in order to expedite the
handling of business, in the procurement from prospective
employers of the agreements required under departmental
orders; and will co-operate with immigration officials in
keeping track of laborers after they are admitted and in es-

tablishing and enforcing a follow-up system, to insure, as
far as possible, the eventual return of those admitted.
The privilege of importing Me.xican laborers under the de-

partmental orders will not be extended to agents or agencies
that operate on a fee basis.



General New^s Department

The Railway Fire Protection Association will hold its

meeting in Chicago (December 3, 4 and 5) at Hotel Sherman
instead of at Congress ITall as heretofore announced.

An airplane carrying forty passengers flew over London,
England, on Saturday. November 16. piloted by Cliflford B.

Prodger. The airplane passed over the city at an altitude of
6,000 ft.

Senator Cummins has introduced a bill. S. 5027. to with-
draw the authority heretofore granted to the President and
to other departments of the government relating to priorities

in transportation and to restrictions upon the sale and dis-

tribution of commodities.

Two freight houses, the inbound and the outbound, cif the
Chicago & Alton, at East St. Louis, 111., were almost entirely

destroyed by fire on November 12. The conflagration started
with an explosion in a section of one of the buildings contain-
ing some empty gasoline drums. Total estimated loss, in-

cluding 11 freight cars, $150,000.

The United War Work Campaign was the subject of a

telegram sent last week by Director General McAdoo to the
various railroad corporations expressing the hope that they
might contribute to it as generously as possible; the rail-

road corporations had responded in fine fashion to the Fourth
Liberty Loan and he hoped they would show the same degree
of patriotism in this instance.

Five watchmen and a "special agent," all employees of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the St. Louis-San Francisco.
were arrested at St. Louis on November 12, together with
five other persons, alleged to be connected with extensive
thefts with which the railroad employees were charged. The
detectives say that goods already recovered or traced, in

connection with the prosecution of these men. will amount
to $75,000 in value. Five tons of copper wire, all in one car.

is one of the items mentioned.

The Russian Railway Service Corps, both officers and en-

listed men, will have the same status and benefits as officers

and enlisted men in the railway engineering organizations
of the United States Army if Congress passes a bill which
has been introduced by Senator Poindexter and referred to

the Senate Committee on Military .\fifairs. This corps was
enlisted and sent to Russia under special arrangement with

the Russian government, which was to pay its expenses, and
the members have not been considered as members of the

I'nited States Army.

The Priorities Division of the War Industries Board has

announced the formal cancellation of outstanding priority

ratings except on contracts for the Navy, the Emergency
Fleet Corporation and the telegraph and telephone companies,
effective November 22. The order does not, however, imply
the cancellation of priority orders, directions and requests

which are retained for the protection of those who have
respected and observed them. .Application for priority serv-

ice may still be made in ur.gcnt cases and priorities have been

recognized. It is declared to be in the public interest thai

all possible assistance be rendered toward stimulating the

construction of railroad locomotives and the manufacture
of other materials, equipment and supplies. Preference list

number two and supplement and amendments are also

cancelled. It is the intention to continue all maximum prices

thus far estalilisbcd on comniodities.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh

As the date bf the regular meetin.u of the Railway Club of

Pittsburgh occurs Thanksgiving Day. the meeting is hcin.y

held this week (Thursday").

Coal Zoning System Saving Car Miles

Estimates made earlier in the fuel year, that approximate!}
160.000,000 car miles would be saved in the coal year through
the operation of the zone system for the distribution of

bituminous coal, are being fully realized, it is announced
by the Fuel Administration.

This system has had a large share in bringing the nation's

supply of bituminous coal to its present proportions, which,

says the statement, will, with patriotic economy, be sufficient

for the winter's requirements.

By this method of distribution the coal supply of all sec

tions of the country is normally derived from mines relatively

near, thus preventing abnormal and wasteful transportation

movements. The latest figures show that 368.858.000 net

tons of bituminous coal has been produced and delivered

since April 1, about 60 per cent of which is aflfected by the

zone system. Even more than the originally estimated

160.000.000 car miles will be saved in round-trips to and from
the mines, the equivalent of a five per cent increase in the

production.

Sailing Day Plan in Northwestern Region

With a view to increasing the efficiency of cars and decreasing

the cost of operation, R. H. Aishton, regional director of the

northwestern region, has established a committee known as the

L. C. L. and Sailing Day Plan Committee. Practically every

important station in the Northwestern region has now in effect

plans for starting cars to specified points on certain days, so

that instead of cars going out with two or three tons, they are

now moving on a regular daily, semi-weekly or tri-weekly

service with full loads. The saving of cars amounts to over

20.(XX) per month. The carrying out of this plan has also re-

duced the amount of freight handled at transfer points to such

an extent that it will soon be possible to eliminate some of

the transfer stations entirely.

The claim departments report that the loss and damage \o

merchandise has been reduced quite materially in that at all of

the main points in the region the freight has been consolidated

on one, two or three lines, making through cars, whereas under
the old system it was necessary to pass it through several trans

fer points before reaching its ultimate destination.

The operation of pick-up cars has also been regulated so thai

local freight trains are making mileage with loads instead of

empties.

Innumerable letters have been received from shippers ex

pressing favorable comment, particularly on the fact that sched-

ules are now being maintained. The concentration at certain

centers of freight destined to points in the East, making through
cars to Buffalo. Cleveland, New York, etc., has eliminated large-

ly the congestion that existed at Chicago and other gateways;
has expedited the movement of freight, and reduced materially

the embargoes.

This plan has been worked out in such a way that it will not

•nterfere with the interests of the shipping public, although the

saving in dollars and cents in the way of car mileage, extra time
for crews, etc.. is large. At Chicago with its innumerable re-

ceiving and transfer stations the inauguration of the sailing day
plan was delegated to the terminal manager and on September
30. he was able to announce to the public that cars to certain

points would move on certain days, naming the routes by which
the freight would move ; and shippers are gradually getting used
to concentrating their freight for through cars moving on estab-

lished schedules.

The records of a number of shipments selected at random
sluiw a saving of 24 hours from Chicago to many places in Iowa,
Wisconsin and other states.

934
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Railway Revenues and Expenses for September
Net operating? income of the railways in September, as

reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission, continued

to show an increase, although less in amount than was shown
in the previous two months since the rate advances were put

into effect, amounting to $99,038,750, as compared with $94,-

982,497 in September, 1917. Operating revenues increased

$129,000,000, while operating expenses increased $126,000,000,

and taxes (exclusive of war taxes) were slightly less than

in 1917. For the first six months of the year there was a

decrease in net operating income, in July there was an
increase of $45,000,000. in August an increase of $26,000,000.

and in September the increase was slightly over $5,000,000.

For the nine months period the net operating income was
$518,656,323, as against $730,414,706, a decrease of $212,000.-

000, so that up to the end of September the Railroad Ad-

ministration was still some $200,000,000 short of the nine

months' proportion of its guarantee, estimated at over $900.-

000,000 for the year. Railway operating revenues for the

nine months were $3,541,343,402, an increase of $570,000,000.

while operating expenses were $2,861,753,017, or $779,000,-

000 greater than in 1917. Taxes show an increase of nearly

$8,000,000. The increase in revenues includes $367,000,000

increase in freight, $173,000,000 increase in passenger, and
$11,000,000 increase in express, w-hile mail revenues fell off

nearly $5,000,000. The expenses include an increase of

R.MLWAY REVENUES AND EXPENSES FOR SEPTEMBER
United States Eastebn Disthict

Per mile Per mile
Amount of road operated Amount of road operated

Item
"^
TgiT 1917 1918 1917 ' 1918 1917 1918 1917

1 Average number miles operated 232.397.53 232,709.07 59,537.01 59,538.13

Reven u ES

:

2. Freight $341,058,242 $242,174,017 $1,468 $1,041 $152,859,702 $107,585,003 $2,567 $1,807
3. Passenger 105.772.737 82.527,870 455 35.S 47.406,027 36,515,239 796 613
4. Mail 4,343,521 4,771.814 19 21 1,622,985 1,869,916 27 31

5. Express 13.731,911 9.402,030 59 40 6,619.624 4,464,749 111 75
6. All other transportation 11.382,528 9,856,985 49 42 6,714,190 5,421.522 113 91

7. Incidental 11,492,630 9,811,691 49 42 6.911,297 5,537,965 116 93
8. Joint facility—Cr 5(18.211 395,986 2 2 282,996 200,884 5 3

9. Joint facility— nr 153,820 141,896 1 1 80,009 80,615 1 1

10. Railway operating revenues 488.135,960 358,798,497 2.100 1,542 222,336,812 161,514,663 3,734 2.712

KXPENSES:
il. Maintenance of way and Structures 59,962.827 40.658.262 258 175 26,424.554 17,828.262 444 299
12 Maintenance of equipment 117,967.295 58.375.169 508 251 53,998.100 27,530,068 907 462
13' Traffic 3.457.832 5.393.805 15 23 1.560,634 2,139,061 26 36
14 Transportation 176.977,007 129.430.372 762 556 85.036.621 63,260.401 1,428 1,063

IS. Miscellaneous operations 3.439,153 3,067,763 15 13 1,702,487 1,456,209 29 24

16 General 9.171.051 8,112,884 39 35 4,030,195 3,484,571 68 59

17. Transportation for investment—Cr 360.275 721.574 2 3 55,343 60,873 1 1

18. Railway operating expenses 370.604,890 244,316,681 1,595 1,050 172,697,248 115,637,699 2,901 1,942

19. Net revenue from railway operations 117.531,070 114,481,816 505 492 49,639.564 45,876,964 833 770

20. Railway tnx accruals (excluding "War Taxes").. 16,102,550 16.797,896 69 72 6,158,448 6.202,158 103 104

21. Uncollectible railway revenues 38.567 45,993 16,670 13,298

22. Railway opeiating income 101.389.953 97.637,927 436 420 43,464,446 39,661,508 730 666

23. Equipment re.ils t928.386 tl,509,270 t4 t7 tl.0n3.457 t2,582,579 tl7 143
24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 1,422.817 1,146,160 6 5 728,791 609,396 12 10

25. Net of items 22, 23 and 24 99.038,750 94,982,497 426 408 41,732,198 36,469,533 701 613

26. Ratio of oper.Tting expenses to operating; revs. .% 75.92 68.09 77.67 71.60

Southern District Western District

Per mile Per mile
Amount of road operated Amount of road operated

Item
'

1918 1917 1918 1917 ms 1917 1918 1917

1. Average number miles operated 42,782.92 42,856.57 130.077.60 130,314.37

Revenues:
2 Freight $52,809,802 $35,800,581 $1,234 $835 $135,388,738 $98,788,433 $1,041 $758
3 Passenger 19.360,876 12,301,910 452 287 39,005,834 33,710,712 300 259
^ Mail 705.983 722,143 17 17 2.014,553 2,179,755 15 17
:' Express 1,900.456 1,087,214 44 25 5,211,831 3,850,067 40 29
6 All other' transportation 799,832 787,530 19 19 3,868,506 3.647,933 30 28

7 Incidental 1,268,596 978,146 30 23 3,312,737 3.295,580 25 25

H Joint facility—Cr 111.070 95,991 3 2 114,145 99,111 1 1

9. Joint facility—Dr 23,348 19,114 1 .. 50,463 42,167

10. Railway operating revenues 76,933,267 51,754,410 1,798 1,208 188,865,881 145.529,424 1.452 1.117

^V'^M^ntenance of way and structures 9.558.313 6,208,649 223 145 23,979.960 16,621.351 184 128

r' Maintenance of eauipmcnt 18.449,981 9,432,337 431 220 45,519,214 21.412,764 350 164

i' Trnkc 666.813 973.627 16 23 1,2.10.-185 2,281,117 10 18

14 Transportation 26..^31.160 17.323.644 620 404 65,409,226 48,846,327 503 375

is' Miscelaneous operations 328,889 267,212 8 6 1.397,777 1,344.342 11 10

16 General . 1.434.576 1.192.110 34 28 3.706.280 3.436,203 28 26

17. Transportation for investment—Cr 75,268 143.054 2 3 J29.664 517.647 2 4

18. Railway operating expenses 56,894,464 35,254,525 1,330 823 141.013,178 93,424,457 1,084 717

19. Net revenue from railway operations 20.038,803 16.499.885 468 385 47.852,703 52.104.967 368 400

'0. Railway tax accruals (excluding "War Taxes") .

.

2.359.573 2,319,968 55 54 7.584,529 8.275.770 59 64

21. Uncollectible railway revenues 7.812 5,527 .. 14.085 ^7.168

22. Railway operating income 17.671.418 14.174.390 413 331 40 254.089 43.802,029 309 336

'3 Fouinment rents ^118,401 1,194,903 13 28 193,472 1121,594 2 tl

24. Joiiit facility rent (Dr. Bal.) 269,210 175,604 6 4 424.816 361.160 3 3

25. Net of items 22. 23 and 24 17,283.807 15.193.689 404 355 40.022.745 43.319.275 308 332

26. Ratio of operating expenses to operating rev»..% 73.95 68.12 74.66 64.20

'>j„te The average railway operating income corresponding to item No. 22 above for the month of September in the three years 1914, 1915. 1916.

included in the "test" period of three years ended June 30, 1917, was $415 per mile of line for the United States.
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$115.0()(),0()0 in maintenance of way and structures, $277,000.-

000 increase in maintenance of equipment, and $380,000,000

increase in transportation. General expenses were $11,000.0011

greater, while traffic expenses were about $10,000,000 less

than in 1917. The iigures for September follow:

Engineering Education to Be Discussed

with British Educational Mission

.\ joint meeting of the British E(liK-;itional .Mission to the

United States and the Society for the Promotion of Engi-

neering Education will be held at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., December 6-7.

The topics to be discussed are:

"The Organization of Engineering Education in (ireat

Britain and the United States." Discussion led l)y a mem-
ber of the Mission representing Great Britain an<l Chas. S.

Howe, President Case School of Applied Science, represent-

ing the United States.

"The Effect of the War on Engineering Education in

Great Britain and the United States." Discussion led by a

member of the Mission representing Great Britain and Dr.

C. R. Mann. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, repre-

senting the United States.

"The Liberal Element in Engineering Education." Dis-

cussion led by a member of the Mission representing Great

Britain and Professor George F. Swain. Harvard University,

representing the United States.

The National Railway Appliances Exhibit

The Board of Directors of the National Railway Appli-

ances Association held a meeting on November 12. and al-

lotted space for the exhibit to be held at the Coliseum in

Chicago, on March 17 to 20, 1919, inclusive.

The exhibitors who are awarded space are listed below:

Adams & Wcstlake Company.
Adams Motor Mai'ufacturing Company.

A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal Company.
Air Reduction Sales Company.
Ajax Rail Anchor Company.
Alexander Milhiirn Company.
American Abrasive Metal Company.
American Hoist & Dei rick Company.
American Steel & Wire Company.
The American Valve .Si Meter Company.
The Anchor Comjjany.

Armco Iron Culvert S: Flume Manufacturers' Association.

Associated Manufacturers of Malleable Iron.

The Austin Company.
Balkwill Manganese Crossing Company.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company.

Bethlehem Steel Company.
The Buda Company.
Burden Iron Company.
Bryant Zinc Company.
E. M. Camp.
Carbic .Manufacturing Company.
Carnegie Steel Company.
Cast Iron Pipe Association.

Chicago Bridge & Iron Works.
Chicago Flag & Decorating Company.
Chicago Malleable Castings Company.
Chicago Railway Sign.al & Supply Company.
Chipman Cliemical Engineering Company.
Cleveland Railway Supply Company.
Crerar, Adams & Co.

Diamond Slate Fibre Company.
Paul Dickinson, Inc.

The Duff Manuf.acturing Company.

Edison Storage Battery Company.
Electric Storage Battery Company.
Thos. A. Edison. Inc.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

Fairmont Gas Engine & Raihvay M.Mor Car Company.

Federal Signal Company.
The Frictionless Rail,

General Electric Company.
General Railway Signal Company.

Wm. Graver Tank Works.

Grip Nut Company.
W. & L. E. Gurley.

Hal: Switch & Signal Company.
Hegeman-Castle Corporation.

Hatfield Rail Joint Manuf.acturing Company.

Haves Track Appliance Company.
Hubbard & Company.
Hazard Mannfactrrinf; Company.
Ingersoll-Rand Company.

II. VS. Johns-Manville Company.
O. F. Jordan Company.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company.
Ka':slin'* Company.
Kelly-Derby Company.
Kil'iourne & Jacobs Manufacturing Company.
Keystone Grinder Manufacturing Company.
Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company.
Lackawanna Steel Company.
Layne & Bowler Company.
Lipman Refrigerator Car & Manufacturing Company.
Lon.:-, Chas. R., Jr.

M. W. Supply Company.
Macomher $r Whyte Rope Company.
MacRae's Blue Book Company.
Madden Company.
Marsh & Truman Lumber Company.
The C. F. Massey Company.
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company.
The Miller Train Control Corporation.

Mercury Monufacturing Company.
Monroe Calculating Machine Company.
Mudge & Co.

National Carbon Company
National Lead Company.
The National Lock Washer Company.
The National Malleable Castings Company.
Northwestern Motor Companv.
Nichols, Geo. P. & Ero.

National Surface Guard Company.
Ogle Construction Company.
Okonite Company
O'Mallev Beare Valve Company.
Page Steel & Wire Company.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials.

Positive Rail Anchor Company.
Protective Signal Manufaclurirg Company.
Pyrene Mfg. Company.
Q & C Company.
The Rail Joint Company.
The Railroad Supply Company.
Railway Review.
Reading Specialties Company.
Signal .\cce5sories Company.
Simmons-Bnardman Publishing Company.
Southern Pine Association.

Squire Cogswell Company.
Snow Construction Company, T. W.
.Standard Asphalt & Refining Company.
Standard Underground Cable Company.
Toledo Scale Company.
Tr'^ck Specialties Company,
Templelon. Kenly & Co.

Underwood Typewriter Company.
Union Switch & Signal Company.
U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company.
Verona Tool Works.
Volkhardt Company.
Wa'ls Frogless Switch & Manufacturing Company.
Waterbury Battery Company.
Wayne Oil Tank & Pnmp Company.
Western Electric Company.
Wyoming Shovel Works.

Preference List to Be Cancelled

The entire preference list of the War Industries Board, a
classification of industries in the order in which they were
regarded as essential to the winning of the war. which was
the basis for orders giving priority as to transportation, fuel

and raw materials, will be cancelled at once, it is announced
by Edwin B. Parker, chairman of the priorities committee.
Priority orders will continue to be issued, however, to aid

in reconstruction work, giving preference in the allocation of

materials and facilities to railroads, shipbuilding plants,

waterways, public utilities, etc. Steel is already being of-

fered to various manufacturers with assurance of prompt
deliveries without priority orders.

The War Industries Board, through the priorities com-
missioner, has issued a rule giving to lumber orders for the

railroads a priority rating higher than that accorded any
other class of orders. Lumber priorities for the War Depart-
ment are cancelled, while priorities for the Xavy. Shipping
Board and other departments are given an automatic rating

of Class .\-5. .Ml orders heretofore or hereafter placed by
anj' railroad company in the United States, except private

railroads not operated as common carriers, are to be accorded
by the mills receiving the order holding the same a rating

of Class .\-3. the effect of which is to give all railroad orders,

whether or not the railroad is under tlie jurisdiction of the
Railroad Administration, a rating higher than tliat accorded
any other class of orders.
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Traffic News I Commission and Court News

Thirty-five thousand women and children, whose homes
are in Canada, but who are now in Great Britain and must
soon return, will constitute the first after-war passenger-
traffic problem of the railways of Canada. It is expected that

these will come over before the demobilization of the
Canadian soldiers begins. The Canadian Railway War Board
has no idea of discontinuing its activities at present.

The annual convention of the National Industrial Traffic

League opened at the Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, Thursday
morning with a record attendance. G, M. Freer, president

for the past three years was unanimously re-elected. One
hundred and twenty-three new members were admitted
during the past year, IS resigned and ,2 were dropped for non-

payment of dues, making the total membership 536, a net

gain of 106, at the Thursday morning session progress re-

ports were submitted by the committees on weighing, on
baggage and (in railroad leases and sidetrack agreements.

Coal Loading

The total loading of all kinds of coal by the railroads dur-

ing the week ended November 2 amounted to 219,792 cars,

as compared with 222,547 in the corresponding week of 1917,

according to a weekly report issued by the Railroad .Xdniinis-

tration. A similar decrease is shown in the estimated reports

for the week ended November 9 and is attributed to intlucnza

among the miners and railroad workers. The total increase

for the year up to November 9 as compared with the same
period in 1917 was 698,661 cars. According to the Geological

Survey report the percentage of reduction of full-time output

on account of car shortage for the week of November 2 was
5 per cent.

Reduced Fare for Returning Soldiers

Because of the law allowing only iyi cents a mile for

transportation and sustenance for soldiers and in order to

make certain that soldiers will not be required to pay any
part of the expense of returning to their homes after being

discharged from the Army, Director (ieneral Mc.Adoo has

authorized a reduction of one-third in the current coach

fare for this purpose, making the rate to them approximately

two cents a mile. It is estimated that the resulting total

reduction of railroad revenue will be $12,000,000. If the dis-

charged soldiers require sleeping car accommodations, they

will pay the additional charge of appro-ximately five mills

a mile, in tourist cars, and will have money left to pay for

their meals. The low rate will be applicable until further

notice to all discharged soldiers as well as to the 1.32,000 men
stationed at the 14 camps throughout the country.

To Improve Transportation to South America

W. G. Mc.'Vdoo, secretary of tlie treasury, as chairman of

the United States Section of the International High Commis-
sion has taken up with the Shipping Board the question of

providing adeiiuate transportation facilities between Latin

.\merica and the United States and has made to the Shipping

Board a number of suggestions relating to the further prose-

cution of its constructive plans. These suggestions include

the immediate availability of ships for both the East and
West coasts of South .America and the careful planning of

freight allocation so as to avoid empty cargo space on south-

bound trips. Improvement of service for the West Indies

and the avoidance of confusion and crowding of schedules by
a careful adjustment of calling dates are also covered. The
United States Section of the International High Commis-
sion has requested the Shipping Board to permit vessels

now plying between the United States and South .Vmerican

countries, to continue in such employment, except sn far as

diversion therefrom may be a public necessity.

Interstate Commerce Commission

Classification Hearing

Hearings on various aspects of the proposed consolidated

freiglit classification were held at Wasliington before Ex-
aminer Disque, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, all

of last week and most of the present week, at which a large

number of shippers and railroad traffic officers gave facts

and opinions concerning the proposed rates on various com-
modities. J. C. Colquitt, the commission's freight classifica-

tion representative, sat with Examiner Disque. .-\n important

announcement was made at the hearing that the commission
is considering extending the provisions of the Official Classi-

fication, with the rates of the Central Freight .\ssociation

territory scale, to the territory now covered by the Illinois

classification, which would indicate that the commission is in

accord with the plan of the Railroad Administration for

publishing interstate rates and classifications which shall

supersede those of the states.

Personnel of Commissions
Charles E. Elmquist, the representative at the national

capital of the National .Association of Railway and Utilities

Commissioners, who was elected president of the association

at its convention last week, has also been appointed general

solicitor for the state commissions in addition to his former
duties as solicitor for the valuation committee of the associ-

ation and secretary of the Special War Committee. He has
also been given an assistant and his office will be a general
clearing house at Washington for the state commissions, in

obtaining information and in appearing before Congressional
committees. The Special War Committee was continued, to
give attention to after the war problems.

Court News
Six months in jail, and a fine of $1,000, is the penalty which

has been imposed in the United States District Court, at

Charleston, W. Va., in the case of the government against
I. K. Dye, formerly traffic manager of the Coal & Coke Rail-
road Company, for violation of law in unjust discrimination
in the distribution of coal cars to mines. Dye was arrested
in November. 1917, and was indicted on five counts, .\ccord-
ing to press despatches he was convicted of favoring certain
mines with which he had contracts, at the expense of other
mines in the same territory. .Attorneys for Dye announced
on Tuesday of this week that they would appeal the case to
the higher court. Judge Keller suspended execution of the
sentence to allow for the appeal.

Hours of Service—Periods of Rest—Daytime Offices

The Circuit Court of .Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that two
periods, one of 3 hours 7 minutes, and one of 2 hours 24 minutes,
during which a telegraph operator in a railroad station, who
lived in the building, was of? duty, and during which it was his

practice to sleep, were substantial periods for rest, and not to

be counted as periods of labor under the Hours of Service act.

It is also held that a railroad office, in which the regular hours
of the telegraph operator, who is also station agent, are from
7 a. m. to 6 p. m. daily, with an intermission of an hour at noon
for dinner, and in which he is required to serve ordinarily from
30 to 40 minutes at 1235 a. m. and from 30 to 40 minutes at

4.20 a. m., in order to attend to trains, but in which the aggre-

gate of his time on duty does not exceed 13 hours in any 24-hour
period, is an office "operated only during the daytime" within

the meaning of the act Judgment for the railroad was af-

firmed.—United States v. Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie, 250 Fed.. 382. Decided March 11, 1918.
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Equipment and Supplies

Cars Constructed in Railroad Shops

The statement of new cars constructed in railroad shops

during the month of September, referred to in last week's

is.iiie. 15 as follows:
Steel

Class of Cars I'nderframe Wood Total

Passenger:
Passenger baggage 5 5

Milk- 1 1

Total passenger equipment 6 6

Freight:
Stock 22 22
Hopper 3 144 147
Gondola 10 10

Flat 7 .. 7

Work cars U 13

Caboose 5J 68 121
Box 455 455
Refrigcratnr 10 .. 10

Total freight equipment 7i "12 785

From January 1 to September 30. 6486 freight cars and 92

l)asseng"er cars were constructed in railroad shops.

Railroad Supplies for Army in France

Whether the outstanding orders for cars. locomotives and
other railroad supplies placed through the Director General

of Military Railways for service in France shall or shall not

be cancelled, has not yet been determined. They have been
held up since the signing of the armistice, pending a decision

as to whether the French government desires the orders coin-

pleted for its account. This includes the 40,000 freight cars

recently ordered. An arrangement was made with the P'rench

government by which it might acquire after the war the rail-

way material sent over for the use of the American Expedi-
tionary Forces.

Up to November 1 there had been shipped abroad 16,813

standard-gage and 3,650 narrow-gage freight cars, 1,326 loco-

motives and 440,650 tons of rails and fittings. The shipments
included 251,000 tons of 80-pound rails, 47,955 tons of 67'/,-

pound Russian type rail, 17,053 tons of 25-pound rail and 45.-

159 tons of fabricated portable track; 14,668 tons of angle

bars, 13,393 tons of track bolts, 6,281 tons of spikes, 9,622 tons

of (narrow gage) turnouts and 3,261 tons of slip switches.

Locomotive Deliveries

A total of 56 locomotives have been delivered by the vari-

ous builders to the railways during November ui> to and in-

cluding November 9, of which 48 were of the L'. S. K. A. de-

signs. They were distributed as follows:

NumberRoad
Atlantic Coast Line
Central New Jersey
Chicago & North Western.
Erie
Hocking X'allev

New York Central I

Michigan Central
Rutland
Southern 1

Wheeling S: Lake Erie

3 L'. S. k. A.

Type
6-wheel switchers
6-wheel switcher

Total 46

f Illinois Cen
) New York

U.
Mikado
U. S. R. A. heavy Mikados
Mallet
U. S. R. A. 8-wheel switchers
U. S. R. A. light Mikados
V. S. R. A. 8-wheel switcher
r. S. R. A. light Mikados
U. S. R. .v. 8-wheel switchers

Mikado
V. S. R. .\. light Mikados

nd total.

In the statement issued on page 876 of the November 15

issue a mistake was made in some of the items for tlie period

of October 27 to 31. Under the .\merican Locomotive Com-
pany the deliveries for the Erie should have read: one V

.

S. R. A. Eight-wheel switclicr and live U. S. R. A. heavy
Mikados; for the Southern. 11 U. S R. .\. liglit Mikados. and

for the New York Central, two L. J!>. k. A. Eight-wheel

switchers.

In addition to the number of new locomotives built last

month, which was published in last week's issue, 19 were
constructed in railway shops, as follows:

Central New Jersey 1 Swi'cher
Louisville & Nashville 2

Pennsylvania Lines East 13 Decapod
Pennsylvania Lines East 1 Pacific
Southern Pacific 2

Total 19

Standard Car Deliveries

t )i the 100,000 standard freight cars ordered by the Railroad

.Vdministration in April, 4,588 had been delivered up to

November 14, and of the orders for 1,025 standard locomo-
tives, since increased to 2,030. a total of 426 had been
delivered up to that time. The cars were delivered by the

various car building companies as follows: American Car &
Foundry Company, 1,595; Haskell & Barker Car Company.
594; Pressed Steel Car Company, 1,112; Pullman Company.
146; Ralston Steel Car Company. 191, and Standard Steel Car
C'ompany, 950.

The Railroad Administration is now giving out a weekly
statement of the car deliveries similar to its statement of

locomotive deliveries. The combined statements for the two
weeks ending November 9 show the following deliveries

.imounting to about 800 cars per week:
ToUl

accepted for
Manufacturer given roads

..\. C. & F. Co 250

..\. C. & F. Co 972
A. C. & F. Co 607

.A. C. & F. Co 21

.Ralston Co 126

.Std. S. Car Co 112

. Pressed Steel Car Co.. 151

. Hask. & Bark 484

. Pressed Steel Car Co. . 49

. Pressed Steel Car Co. . 177
:d Steel Car Co..

Road
B. & L. E
C. & N. W
C. & N. W
C. C. C. & St. L.
C. C. C. & St. L.
C. C. C. & St. L.
C. C. C. & St. L.
C. & N. W
P. & L. E
r. O. & O

C
N. Y. C.
N. Y. C.

Number Type
55 T. S, Hopper. .

40 T. D. S. Bo.x..
SOT. Comp. Gond
55 T. S. Hopper.

.

55 T. S. Hopper..
55 T. S. Hopper..
55 T. S. Hopper.

.

50 T. Comp. Gond
SOT. S. Hopper..
SOT. S. Hopper..
50 T. Comp. Gond

245

151

177

; T. S. Hopper Std. S. Car Co 500
55 T. S. Hopper... .Pressed Steel Car Co.. 501

Total 1,656

Miscellaneous

The Ogle (construction Company, Chicago, has received
a number of contracts for coaling stations on various rail-

roads. It will build a 150-ton capacity frame station on a

concrete foundation for the Colorado & Southern at Ft.

Collins, Colo., and a station of like capacity for the same
road at Trinidad. Colo. These stations will cost about $18,000
each. It will also build similar stations for the Ft. Worth &
Denver City at Ainarillo. Texas, Childress and Wichita Falls

It has orders from the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St

Louis for a 400-ton station, with a steel sub-structure and a

timber superstructure, at Ansonia. Ohio, and a 100-ton timber
station on a concrete foundation at Sheff, Ind. At Nelson.
111., it will build a 350-ton timber station on a concrete foun-
dation for the Chicago & North Western. The station will

include a 300-ton coal pocket on one side of the four main
line tracks and a 50-ton pocket on the other side, with an
auxiliary conveyor connecting them. The company has
orders from the same road to build 150-ton stations with
frame superstructure and concrete foundation at Casper.
Wyo.. Scrihner. Neb., and Onawa. Iowa.

Signaling

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.— .A contract has been
awarded to the General Railway Signal Company for the in-

stallation of an electric interlocking plant at the crossing of the

B., R. & P. with the Erie and the Pennsylvania at Riverside

Junction, N. Y.

New York MuNicir.M. R.mlw.w Corpi r.mion.—This company
has awarded a contract to the General Railway Signal Com-
|iany for the installation of alternating current block signals and
interlocking on its line under ground, to be built in Sixtieth
street, Manhattan. New York City. This line extends under the

East River to the Queensboro Plaza, Long Island City.
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Supply Trade News Railway Construction

At a meeting of the board of directors of Fairbanks, Morse
& Co., at Chicago, November 13, R. H. Morse was elected

vice-president in general charge of purchasing and traffic,

and will also continue as a director; C. W. Pank, general
director of sales, was elected vice-president in charge of

sales of all factory products; W. S. Hovey, general manager
of the plant in Beloit. Wis., was elected vice-president in

charge of general manufacturing at all factories; W. E.
Miller, first vice-president, was elected vice-president and
treasurer, and F. M. Boughey, retired as treasurer to become
secretary and controller; all with headfiuarters at Chicago.

Latin-American Demand for American Steel

Latin-,'\merican concerns wishing to specify .-\merican

structural steel for building and railway purposes can now do
so without difficulty by referring to pamphlets in Spanish
and English, just issued by the liureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce, Department i)f Commerce. These pamph-
lets are intended to facilitate sales of such materials in Latin

countries, and are published in response to numerous requests

from those countries.

The text defines with scientific accuracy the generally ac-

cepted American standards, as adopted by the .American So-

ciety for Testing Materials, and the publication of the series

has been made possible by the co-operation of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the Bureau of Standards and the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The five pamphlets announced are, "Standard Specifications

for Structural Steel for Buildings." Industrial Standards No. 8;

"Standard Specifications for Structural Steel for Locomotives,"
Industrial Standards No. 9 ; "Standard Specifications for Car-
bon Steel Bars for Railway Springs," Industrial Standards
No. 10 ; "Standard Specifications for Quenched and Tempered
Carbon-Steel .Xxles. Shafts, and Other Forgings for Locomo-
tives and Cars," Industrial .Standards No. 12; and "Standard
Specifications for Carbon Steel Forgings for Locomotives,"
Industrial Standards No. 13. These can be purchased at five

cents a copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C, or from any of the

district or co-operative offices uf the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Conmicrcc. Other iitniiliers of the series will follow.

Trade Publications

St.\nd.\ri) Wooden Buildings.—The .-\ustin Company. Cleve-

land, O., has issued an eight-page circular introducing the stand-

ardized wooden buildings built hy that company to afford the

same areas, framing arrangements and other features provided

in its standard structural steel buildings. These involve the use

of wooden columns and roof purlins with .\ustin lattice trusses.

The smaller standards can be completed within 30 days and the

larger ones in 60 days.

Graphite Products.—The United States Graphite Company,
Saginaw, Mich., has published General Catalogue, No. 20, which

gives detailed information about the line of lubricating graphite,

greases. i)aints. etc., mamifactured by this company. It also

includes the report of tests made by the chief engineer of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York, to deter-

mine the efficiency of graphite under actual operating conditions,

and a number of microphotographs and curves.

B.\LTi.M()RE &• Ohio Chicwgo Terminal.— .-X contract has been
given to the Drumm Construction Company. Chicago, for
building an extension to the roundhouse at Burley .Avenue
and East Eighty-seventh street. Chicago; the existing 15
stalls 70 feet in length will each be extended 33 feet. The
addition will be of reinforced concrete, steel and brick con-
struction, and will be equipped with drop pits and a new
heating system. The same contractor will build a two-story
brick and reinforced concrete toilet and locker building 24
feet by 81 feet at the same location. The cost of the entire
work will be about $140,000. The road also contemplates
the construction of a cinder pit to cost about $10,000.

Chicago & Alton.—This company has awarded a contract to
Mulvill Bros., Alton, III., for the grading of 12.2 miles of
second track on the main line between Renicker, 111., and
Nilwood. Tracklaying will be done by the company's own
forces.

Chicago, St. Pal-l, Minneapolis & Omaha.—The 23-stall en-
ginehouse of this company at Itasca, Wis., was badly dam-
aged by fire recently. 15 stalls being completely destroyed.
These will be rebuilt at once, contract having been awarded
til Peppard & Fulton. Minneapolis, Minn., and Duluth.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—A contract has been given to
the Crowell-Lundoff-Little Co., Cleveland, Ohio, to build an
eight-stall engine house and machine shop at Napoleon, O.;
the cost of the structure will be about $80,000.

Illinois Central.—This road is calling for bids on a com-
bination freight and passenger station, 34 ft. by 192 ft., to be
constructed at Dawson Springs, Ky. The building will be of
brick and frame construction, with a slate roof. It will have
a brick platform ruiming the whole length of the structure on
the track side, which will be covered with a canopy, with a
composition roof. .\t one end a heavy timber freight plat-
form, 60 ft. by 34 ft., will be constructed. The building will
be provided with a steam heating plant. The cost of the work
is estimated at $30,0(X).

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.mpanv.—

A

freight house is being built at Walla Walla, Wash., to replace
one destroyed by lire last July. It will be of frame construc-
tion, with concrete foundation, and will cost about $25,000.

Pennsylvania Lines.—This company is preparing plans for
an addition to its shops at Fourteenth and Canal streets, Chicago.

Peoria. H.vnna City & Western—Construction work is under
way on this road, which it is proposed to build from
Mollis. 111., northwest to Hanna City, tapping five coal mines
en route and connecting with the Peoria Railway Terminal
at Hollis. E. J. Case, Warren Sutliff and George H. Deemy,
all of Peoria, 111., are among the incorporators.

SoLTHERN.—This road is engaged in grading for 12 miles of
second track out of Bakersfield. Cal., and 10 miles between
Tehachapi and Cameron. It will probably be some time
before tracklaying is commenced and the major portion of
the work will be done next year.

Western Pacific.—This road proposes to build a concrete
bridge at Marysville. Cal., but it is problematical whether it

will be constructed this year. When commenced the work will
be done bv the railroad forces.

United War Work Find.—This fund was the recipient of

$130 on November 15. contributed by passengers on the

Twentieth Century Limited. The train was 105 minutes late

in reaching Chicago, and the rebate slips of 130 of the 137

passengers were given to George W. Cobb, who turned the

amount over to this fund.

Location of Purchasing Offices of Brazilian Railways.—In
connection with the report on the development of Brazilian rail-

ways, published in the Railway .-igc of October 18. page 701, a
number of inquiries have been received regarding the location of
the purchasing offices of these railways. Information of this

character can be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce or its di^^trict or co-operative offices by refer-

ring to file No. 9465.
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Canadian Pacific.—The directors have elected Grant Hall, vice-

president of the company, a member of the board to till the

vacancy caused by the resignation of Sir George Bury. Mr.
Hall was also appointed a member of the executive com-
mittee of the board of directors.

Interborough Rapid Transit.—This company has arranged.
through J. P. Morgan & Co., to issue additional three-year

convertible 7 per cent notes to the amount of about
$6,000,000. This amount represents, approximately, the bal-

ance of the issue of $39,700,000 authorized some time ago,

$33,400,000 of which have been issued.

Kansas City Terminai..—The Continental Commercial Trust
and Savings Bank of Chicago has purchased, in conjunction
with the Halsey-Stuart Company, an issue of $9,850,000

Kansas City Terminal Railway Company five year 6 per

cent notes, which are secured by $13,783,000 first mortgage
bonds of the Terminal company and will be offered for

sale in the near future.

Lehigh Valley.—The stockholders at a special meeting adopted
a resolution authorizing the directors to e.xecute the con-
tract with the director general. The compensation fixed

by the government was $11,321,233, but this sum is subject
to such charges and corrections as the Interstate Commerce
Commission may decide upon.

New York Central.—The loan of $6,000,000 at 6 per cent in-

terest made by the Central Trust Company to the New York
Central last May, has been extended for six months at the

same rate of interest.

New York, Ontario & Western.—The stockholders have voted
to accept the company's contract with the government for

the use of its road during federal control. The amount of

. the company's rental compensation has been fixed at

$2,103,589.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.—The attorneys for this railroad

filed a brief in the United States District Court at Toledo
on November 19, attacking the power of the director gen-
eral of railroads. The brief is in answer to an order from
Director General Mc.~\doo to Walter L. Ross, receiver for

the railroad, to purchase 1,250 freight cars at a cost of

$3,572,250. Stockholders protested the order. The Ross
petition refers to the proclamation of the President of the

United States taking possession on Dec. 28, 1917, of all

railroads, in which the President said: "Investors of railway
securities may rest assured that their rights and interests

will be as scrupulously looked after by the government as

they could be by the directors of the several railroad

systems." The company, through its receiver, contends
that payment for the equipment should be made from the

revolving fund at the director general's disposal, under the

congressional act. Hearing was set for Nov. 25.

Railway to Chimney Mountain, China.—The Peking-

Suiyuan Railway administration is contemplating the construc-

tion of a branch line from Hsuanhuafu to Yentungshan, or Chim-
ney Mountain, which is reported to be rich in coal and iron ores.

In a memorandum to the Ministry of Communications, the ad-

ministration states that the government sometime ago proposed

to develop ihe iron and coal mines of Yentungshan, but to ensure

success, transportation facilities should be the foremost consider-

ation. A branch line connecting Yentungshan with the Peking-

Suiyuan Railway can be easily built and this branch line would

also be of use to other mines in the region. The Ministry of

Communications has approved the project and surveying parties

have been sent out to survey the route. The Peking-Suiyuan

administration has also sent deputies to arrange for the purchase

of land for the branch line. The land will be bought according

to the land-purchase regulations of the Peking-Suiyuan Rail-

way. The construction work on this branch line will begin as

soon as the land is bought. The first railway station will be situ-

ated at Houchiamiao. of Hsuanluia.—T/ic Far Eastern Rr7'lczi'

Railroad Administration

Central

V. p. Turnburke, statistician of the Great Northern, has

been appointed assistant manager of the Operating Statistics

Section, with office at Washington, D. C. succeeding Joseph
L. White, who has been appointed assistant to G. H. Parker,

assistant to the assistant director general of railroads

Federal and General Managers

V. C. James lias lieen appointed assistant to Federal Man-
ager J. S. Pyeatt, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas., suc-

ceeding O. M. Colston, resigned.

The title of W. L. Park, general manager of the Chicago
Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
changed to federal manager, effective November 14.

F. E. House, general manager of the Duluth & Iron Range.
and the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, with office at Duluth.

Minn., will hereafter have the title of federal manager.

The title of W. H. Bremner, general manager of the Min-
neapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Minneapolis.
Minn., has been changed to federal manager, effective

November 14.

A. J. Davidson, general manager of the Oregon Trunk, the

' )regon Electric, and the Spokane. Portland & Seattle, has
been appointed federal manager, with office at Portland,
Ore., effective November 14.

G. F. Hawks, whose appointment as federal manager of

the El Paso & Southwestern and the El Paso Union Pas-

senger Depot Company, with headquarters at El Paso, Texas.
was announced in the Raihi'ay Age of November 8, entered

railway service in 1874 and has been connected with the El
Paso Southwestern since April 1, 1907. when he became
general superintendent. He was promoted to general man-
ager on September 1, 1915, and was elected vice-president

and general manager on October 24, 1917. In July last he

was appointed general manager under federal administration.

which position he held until November 1, when he was ap-
pointed federal manager as above noted. A portrait of Mr.
Hawks was published in the Railway Age of .August 30.

page 394.

E. J. Pearson, federal manager of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, the Central New England, the New York
Connecting, the Wood River Branch Railroad, the Union
Freight Railroad, the Narragansett Pier Railroad, the Boston
Terminal, the New England Steamship Lines, the Hartford
& New York Transportation Line and the New Bedford.
Martha's Vineyard & Nantucket Steamship Line, announces
the following appointments, effective November 1: B. Camp-
bell, assistant to federal manager and traffic manager on all

lines, with headquarters at X'ew Haven, Conn.; C. L. Bardo,
general manager, and Edward Gagel. chief en.gineer, on all

the railroad lines, both with headquarters at New Haven:
J. H. Gardner, mana.aer on all the steamship lines, with head-

quarters at New York; J. C. Sweeney, general solicitor:

George G. Yeomans, purchasing agent: H. S. Palmer, federal

auditor, and A. S. May, acting federal treasurer, for all lines,

and all with headquarters at New Haven. W. H. Wiight
has been appointed manager of the Boston Terminal, with

headquarters at Boston, Mass.

James Russell, whose appointment as general manager of

the Denver & Rio Grande, the Rio Grande Southern, the

Denver Union Terminal and the Salt Lake City L^nion Depot
and Railroad, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been
announced in these columns, was born at Duntroon, Ont.,

on February 27. 1865. He began railway work in 1878, and
until 1882 was telegraph operator and agent on the Hamilton
i"^ Northwestern. The following two years he was employed
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as telegraph operator on the Chicago, St. I'aiil. Minneapolis
& Omaha, the Union Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, and subsequently until 1887 was telegrajih operator
and train despatcher on the Michigan Central. Prom the

•latter date to 1898, he was with the Great Northern suc-

cessively as train despatcher, chief despatcher and super-

intendent. He was then engaged in other business for live

years, returning to railway work in 1903 as superintendent
of the Missouri Pacific. From 1907 to 1909, he was super-

intendent on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and in the

following four years was general superintendent of the

Spokane, Portland & Seattle. ' Later he was general super-

intendent of the Great Northern, and in 1914 he went to the

Denver & Rio Grande, where he remained until 1917 as

assistant to vice-president and general manager. He was
subsequently vice-president and general manager of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis, and later—September-November

—

was vice-president and general manager of the St. Louis
Southwestern. He then returned to the Denver & Rio
Grande as vice-president in charge of operation, and in

July last, was appointed assistant general manager under
federal control. On November 1 he was appointed general

manager of that road and other lines as mentioned alinvc.

Operating

M. S. Montgomery has lieen aijpointcd fuel supervisor of

the Kortliern Pacilic, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn.

J. L. Durland, general fire prevention inspector of the

Southern Pacific Terminal Company and the Galveston
Wharf Company, with headquarters at Galveston, Texas,
has had his jurisdiction extended to include all Galveston
terminals.

The authority of D. B. Daley, superintendent of safety of

the Kansas City Soutliern and other lines under the juris-

diction of J. A. Kdson, federal manager, with headquarters

at Kansas City. Mo , lias been extended over tlie Missouri
& North .Arkansas.

F. N. Tinsman, superintendent of the Pan Handle division

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at

Kl Reno, Okla., has been transferred to the Colorado division,

with office at Colorado Springs, Colo., succeeding J. A.
McDougal. who succeeds Mr. Tinsman.

L. W. Bowen, general superintendent of the Great Xortli-

ern. at St. Paul. Minn., having been granted an extended leave

of absence, P. F. Keating, general superintendent, at .Superior.

Wis., has been appointed general superintendent of the East-
ern district, and D. J. Flynn, trainmaster at Grand Forks.
N. D., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Superior and Mesabi division, with headquarters at Superior.

Wis.

F. M. Clark, heretofore superintendent at New London,
lias been appointed superintendent of the Danbury division

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and of the Central
New England, with office at Danbury. Conn., in i)lace of

H. C. Oviatt, promoted: and R. M. Smith has been api)ointed

assistant superintendent of the New Haven division of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters at

New London, Conn. The New Haven division now includes

what was formerly the New London division.

T. J. Brady, superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Eastern Lines, with office at Pittsburgh, F'a., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Keyser division, with head-
quarters at Keyser, W. Va. The Keyser division was recently

created and consists of that portion of the Cumberland
division formerly known as the West End, west from Viaduct
Junction. Cumberland, to the east end of Grafton Yard.
C. B. Gorsuch has been appointed acting superintendent of

the Cumberland division, with headquarters at Cumberland,
Md. The Cumlierland division has been changed to cover
that portion which was formerly known as the East End. ex-

tending from \'iaduct Junction, Cumberland, to the west
end of Brunswick Yard, iiuluding the Romney and Berkeley
Springs branches, ami the line between Patterson Creek and
McKenzie. E. P. Welshonce, trainmaster at Keyser, has
been appointed assistant superintendent and M. A. Ca.-ney,

road foreman of engines, has been appointed trainmaster:
lioth with offices at Keyser.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. M. Metheany, assistant secretary of the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, with ofiicc at Grand Rapids, Mich., has been ap-
pointed auditor.

A. C. Torbert, acting federal treasurer of the Houston Belt

& Terminal, also has been appointed acting federal treasurer
of the Galveston Wharf Company, with office at Galveston,
Texas.

Martin Walsh, assistant general manager and traffic man-
ager of the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, has been appointed acting
federal treasurer, with office at Nashville, Ark., effective No-
vember 1.

Arthur E. Haid has resigned as assistant general attorney
of the St. Louis-San Francisco to enter the general practice
of law at St. Louis, Mo., and will be associated with Holland.
Rutledge & Lashly.

G. R. Cottingham, federal auditor of the Southern Pacific
Terminal Company and the Galveston Wharf Company, with
office at Houston, Texas, will also have jurisdiction over all

Galveston terminals.

George Thompson, general solicitor and A. J. Biard, federal
auditor, of the Texas & Pacific, the St. Louis Southwestern,
of Texas, and other lines under the jurisdiction of J. L. Lan-
caster, federal manager, both with headquarters at Dallas.
Tex., will also have authority over the Dallas Terminal &
I'nion Depot. J. W. Hogan has been appointed acting fed-
eral treasurer of the latter companv. with office at Tvler.
Tex.

Traffic

The jurisdiction of Gentry Waldo, traffic manager of the
Wharf Company, has been extended to include all Galveston
Southern Pacific Terminal Company and the Galveston Wharf
Company, has been extended to include all Galveston terminals.

The following officers of the Missouri Pacific will also
have jurisdiction over the .Arkansas Central, the Natchez &
Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana Railroad Transfer:
W. A. Rambach, assistant freight traffic manager, St. Louis.
.Mo.: W. I. Jones, general freight agent. St. Louis; D. R.
Lincoln, C. E. Warner, J. F. Harris and G. H. Hamilton,
assistant general freight agents, all with headquarters at St.

Louis. C. C. P. Rausch, assistant freight traffic manager, and
W. M. Cook, assistant general freight agent, both with office

at St. Louis, will, in addition to the above roads, have author-
ity over the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf. R. M. McWilliams,
division freight agent at Little Rock. .Ark., will have included
in his territory the Memphis. Dallas & Gulf; Dan Jacobs,
division freight agent at Alexandria. La., will also have
authority over the Natchez Southern and the Natchez &
Louisiana.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

C. B. Smith has been appointed general foreman of the
Philadelphia division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at
Philadelphia. Pa.

E. L. Grimm, mechanical valuation engineer, has been
appointed mechanical engineer of the Northern Pacific, with
headquarters at St. Paul. Minn., vice W. J. Bohan, promoted.

The jurisdiction of I. A. Cottingham, chief engineer of the
Southern Pacific Terminal Company and the Galveston
Wharf Company, with office at Houston. Texas, has heen
extended to include all Galveston terminals.

T. F. Donahue, general supervisor of road on the Balti-
more & Ohio, Eastern Lines, with office at Pittsburgh. Pa..
has been appointed roadmaster in charge of maintenance of
way and structures, with headquarters at Keyser. W. Va.

A. H. Hodges, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio.
Eastern Lines, with office at Glcnwood, Pittsburgh. Pa . has
been appointed master mechanic, and L. Clamblitt, assistant
road foreman of engineers, with office at Cuinberland. Md..
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lias In-cn appointed road foreman of engines; both with head-

quarters at Keyser, W. Va.

H. C. Oviatt, heretofore superintendent, at Danbury, Conn.,

has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the

New York, New iiaven & Hartford; the Central Xew
England, the New York Connecting, the Wood River Branch,

the Union Freight Railroad and the Narragansett Pier Rail-

road, with headquarters at New Haven, Conn.

E. G. Chenoweth, mechanical engineer in charge of car

design on the Rock Island Lines, with office at Chicago, HI.,

has been appointed mechanical engineer with authority over

both locomotives and cars, in place of G. S. Goodwin, me-

chanical engineer in charge of locomotive design, who has

resigned to accept the position of corporate engineer of

equipment.

J. T. Wilson, district engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with oftke at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed consulting

engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Eastern Lines, the Coal &
Coke, the Wheeling Terminal Railroad, the Western Mary-

land, the Cumberland Valley, and the Cumberland &^ Penn-

sylvania. Richard Mather, district engineer at Huntingtoii,

W. Va., is now district engineer, with headquarters at Balti-

more, Md., and A. C. Clarke has been appointed district

engineer.

E. F. Mitchell, chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific, the

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, the International & Great

Northern (excluding line from Spring to Ft. Worth and

the Madisonville branch), the Trinity branch of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas of Texas, the Beaumont & Great Northern,

the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Houston & Brazos

Valley, the Trans-Mississippi Terminal and the Weatherford,

Mineral Wells & Northwestern, with office at Dallas, Tex.,

will also have jurisdiction over the Dallas Terminal Railroad

& Union Depot.

H. J. Armstrong, engineer maintenance of way of the

Missouri & North Arkansas, has been appointed division

engineer at Harrison, Ark. V. V. Kirkpatrick, formerly as-

sistant division engineer of the Kansas City Southern, has

been appointed valuation engineer of Missouri & North

Arkansas, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo. The juris-

diction of C. S. Heritage, bridge engineer, and of R. E. Van

Atta, principal assistant engineer of the Kansas City Southern,

both with headquarters at Kansas City, has been extended

over the Missouri & North Arkansas.

Purchasing

N. P. Randolph, purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific

Terminal Company and the Galveston Wharf Company, with

headquarters at New Orleans, La., will also have authority

.3ver all Galveston terminals.

The jurisdiction of R. L. Irwin, purchasing agent of the

Texas & Pacific, the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, and

other lines under the authority of Federal Manager J. L.

Lancaster, with office at Dallas, Tex., has been extended to

include the Dallas Terminal Railroad & Union Depot.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. A. McCoy has been appointed auditor and general freight

and passenger agent of the North Louisiana & Gulf, with

head<iuarters at Hodge, La.

A. F. Allen, secretary of the Newburgh & South Shore,

with office at Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected treasurer,

vice S. H. Berwald, resigned, and G. J. Gazeley continues as

assistant treasurer.

John F. Auch, freight traffic manager of the Philadelphia &
Reading, has been appointed vice-president, and Howard F.

Glazier has been appointed assistant treasurer, both with

headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.

The executive committee of the New ^'ork. Chicago & St.

Louis announces the following corporate officers: Chairman

of the board and president, O. P. Sweringen; vice-presidents,

M. J. Van Sweringen, W. S. Hayden, J. R. Nutt and C. L.

Bradley; vice-pn^idciu and general counsel. H. D. Howe;
secretary, W. D. Turner; treasurer, L. B. Williams; assistant

treasurer, A. M. Spencer; controller, L. R. Deevers; all with

headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

Purchasing

Paulino Lopez, purchasing agent of the Constitutionalist

Railway^ of Mexico, with office at Mexico, Mex.. has re-

signed, and his former position has been abolished; Augustus
Herrera succeeds Mr. Lopez, with the title of assistant to

the general purchasing agent, taking charge of all matters

heretofore handled by the former. Mr. Herrera was formerly
purchasing agent for the National Railways of Mexico,
having resigned that position when the Constitutionalists

Railways of Mexico took full control of the railway lines in

Mexico.

Operating

W. J. Uren, superintendent of the Canadian Pacific, at

Toronto. Ont.. has been appointed superintendent of the

Farnham division.

T. H. Hamilton, assistant superintendent on the Canadian
Pacific, with office at Trenton. Ont., has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent on the Smith's Falls division, with of-

fice at Smith's Falls, in place of J. A. Cook, resigned.

J. A. Tobin, assistant superintendent of the Canadian Pa-
cific, at Toronto. Ont., has been transferred to the Trenton
division, with headquarters at Trenton. < )nt . succeeding
T. H. Hamilton, transferred to the Smith's Falls division,

with office at Smith's Falls, Ont., in place of J. A. Cook,
resigned; eflfective November 14.

John Kenneth Savage, whose appointment as assistant gen-
eral superintendent of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters
at Toronto, Ont.. has already been announced in these
columns was born on October 5, 1876, at Forreston, III., and
was educated in the public schools. He began railway work
on March 1, 1890, with the Canadian Pacific, and served as
station agent at various places in Quebec, until May. 1894.

and then for three years was despatcher at Farnham, Que.
From January to September, 1904, he was ' night chief

despatcher at Toronto, and then to September, 1906. was
inspector of train despatching. Western lines, with headquar-
ters at Winnipeg, Man. He was then to the following March.
chief despatcher at Kenora, Ont.. and later served as train-

master at Brandon, Man. From December, 1908. to Janu-
ary, 1912, he was chief despatcher at Central Brandon and
then to January, 1917, he was superintendent of the Regina
division, Saskatchewan. He then served as superintendent of

the Smith's Falls division at Smith's Falls. Ont.. until his

recent appointment as assistant general superintendent on the

same road as above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

A. F. Rust, valuation engineer of the Kansas City South-
ern,, lias been appointed consulting engineer for the corpora-

tion, with headquarters at Kansas City. Mo.

Samuel T. Wagner, chief engineer of the Philadelphia &
Reading, has been appointed chief engineer for the corporate

company, with headquarters at Philadelphia. Pa.

W. J. Robider. master car builder of the Central of Georgia,

with office at Savannah, has been appointe<l general master
car builder of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at

Montreal, Que., succeeding C. W. VanBuren, deceased. Mr.
Robider was born on February 15. 1869, at Savannah, Ga.,

and entered the service of the Central of Georgia as an ap-

prentice in the car department in October. 1884. He subse-

(piently served as foreman in the passenger shop and then as

.ueneral foreman of the car department. In October. 1905. he

was promoted to master car builder and since the government
took control of the railroads in the United States, he has

served as an alternate member of the Committee of Stand-

ards and Inspection. His appointment as general master car

builder of the Canadian Pacific became effective on October
15.
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Mark Twain in "A Mediaeval Romance," the scene of which

was laid in the year 1222 wrought the reader's feelings up
to the highest pitch of excitement and

Speaking then at the end of the fifth chapter he

of stopped short and said: "The truth is,

Resignations ^ l^^^^ got my hero (or heroine) into

such a particularly close place that I

do not see how I am ever going to get him (or her) out of

it again, and therefore I will wash my hands of the whole
business and leave that person to get out the best way that

offers—or else stay there. I thought it was going to be easy

enough to straighten out that little difficulty, but it looks

different now."

With the relaxation of war-time severity the traveling public

will again call upon the railroads to furnish for passengers

everything that is pleasant and to take
The care to impose nothing that is un-

Two-Day pleasant. The assembled railroad

Ticket Limit commissioners at Washington have al-

ready given notice that centralized

strictness is exceedingly distasteful to them and their con-

.stituents, and their message to Mr. McAdoo, as it is read

between the lines, seems to be that they intend to "move
immediately upon his works" with all the vigor of Grant at

Fort Uonelson. One of the tilings which, according to the

Springfield Republican, must be discontinued without de-

lay is the two-day limit on all local tickets. Inasmuch as

99 per cent of such tickets, probably, are used within a very

few hours after they are bought, it is not easy to see why so

much prominence should be given to this point. One of the

objects aimed at in the adoption of this rule was to prevent

the dishonest use of a ticket for a second journey, in which

trick many conductors have joined, defrauding their em-
ployers of thousands of dollars. The public will reply to

this with the taunt "detect your thieves yourself; it is not

our business." But that is easier said than done. Those
railroads which have tried to introduce strictly business

methods in the collection of tickets and fares on trains have

met the opposition not only of innumeralile obstinate pas-

sengers, but of state officers as well. However, the dis-

couragement of dishonesty is a constant duty, and it may
I)e that the Railroad Administration can contrive some new
way to deal with this ancient problem.

In the period immediately preceding our entrance into the

war deferred maintenance had necessarily accumulated. Dur-
ing the last two seasons maintenance

Take Up li;is lieen still further neglected because

Deferred of conditions inherent to the period

Maintenance tlirough which we were passing. Con-
sequently the roads now require tlie

cx])enditure of greatly increased sums for maintenance if

they are to be brought back to the standards normally pre-

vailing previous to 1914. For instance, it has been estimated

by one student of the rail situation that the roads are over

10,000,000 tons in arrears in the renewal of rails. During
the year now closing, the renewals have been less than one-
half those of a normal year. The railways themselves must
make good the deferred maintenance which accumulated

previous to the inauguration of federal control. Under the

terms of the act providing for the taking over of the rail-

roads jjy the government it is provided that the roads will be
returned to their owners at the termination of the period of
federal control in as good condition as when they were taken
over. The government is, therefore, under agreement to make
good all the deferred maintenance which has accumulated
this year. Railway managements have been criticized in the
past for their common practice of making improvements in
times of general industrial activity and high prices and of
retrenching during periods of industrial depression when
labor and materials were cheaper. In other words, few
managements had the ability or courage to spend during the
periods of greatest economy l)ecause these were times of de-
creasing earnings. The large quantities of materials which
the roads will require will, if ordered, do much to tide many
industries over the period of transition until they can develop
their peace time business and will provide employment for
their men. Plans should be initiated at once for the railways
to undertake at the earliest possible date the extensive pro-
gram of reconstruction which the ])ropcrties require.

Although only a short time has passed since the signing of
the aniiistice, various events occurring in the material market

indicate that the transfer of industrial
A New Aspect activities from war work to peace pur-
on the Material suits will take place rapidly. Repre-

Situation sentativcs of the .steel trade have in-

dicated their desire to discontinue the
economic waste entailed in the manufacture of war materials
after the need for them has disappeared. The government
has also taken cognizance of the state of peace through the
el'miiiation of certain war work. Changes that will un-
doubtedly follow in due season will make vast quantities of
steel and iron available for non-war purposes. Similar
action has been undertaken with resjjcct to lumber. The
United States Shipping Board has announced that wood
ship production will be curtailed within the limits of those
ships now under construction or those contracted for by
efficient yards. To offset these reductions in war work, the
Priorities Committee has already taken action to decrease
the restrictions on certain non-war work. It has provided
for the removal of the restrictions on all railroad and public
utilities construction and many other projects, while railway
supplies appear in the list of undertakings to receive prece-
dence in jirograms for increased production. These changes
indicate elearl\- that the relation of the railroads to the steel

market will soon bear a different aspect than it had during
the war. It is true that the changes have only begun
and that prices are still on a war basis, but a readjust-
ment is bound to take place and with this prospect in
view, railway men preparing plans for improvements to
be made next season must study the effect which these
changes will have on the work to I . done. During the past
sea.son, work on bridges, buildings, water tanks, etc., was
planned with the knowledge that steel was scarce and that
in many cases its use was prohibitive; also that there were
certain definite restrictions on the use of lumber. The.se con-
ditions will not hold during the coming season, and while
all materials should be considered with an open mind, it is

necessary- to scrutinize relationships carefully before arriv-
ing at a decision.
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An Opportunity for Patriotism

SHIPPERS, ir THp;y will only look at it in the right way,

may exi^erience the same patriotic thrill that accompanies

the purchase of a Lilx,<rty Bond or a war saving.s stamp, or a

contril)ution to the United War Work Campaign, whenever

they pay an express rate after January 1, when the increased

rates initiated by Director General McAdoo go into effect.

Of course, they may feel, in much the same way, that they are

contributing to one of the expenses of the government ever}-

time they pay a freight bill which has been increased 25 per

cent, if they are numbered among the numerous shippers

who, being shippers, naturally feel that freight rates are too

high. But, as the result of a coincidence, there will be an

especial glamor about paying the higher express charges,

because it so happens that the $12,000,000 by which the

railroad revenues will be swelled by the increase in express

rates announced in the afternoon papers of November 20, is

precisely the amount l)y which it is estimated the railroad

passenger revenues will be depleted by the order announced

in the morning papers of the same day, that discharged sol-

diers returning to their homes shall be transported at a re-

duction of a 1/3 per cent from the regular passenger fare.

We understand the slogan of the next Liberty Loan cam-

paign is to be, "To Bring the Bo)'S Back Home." The
slogan of the man who pays an express rate, therefore, may
well be, "Bring the Boys All the Way Home," for he can

easily convince himself that his money is paying the liill.

Director General McAdoo has done a handsome thing

in helping to make it possible for our returning heroes,

and those who would have been heroes if the necessity

had not been suddenly removed, to travel from the point

at which they leave the government service to their homes,

within the allowance of 3JX cents a mile which another

branch of the government has allowed them for that pur-

pose, without being compelled to satisfy a soldier's appe-

tite for food and other incidentals for JX cent a mile.

We also believe that any railroad officer would have been

glad of an opportunity to do the same thing. The boys de-

serve it. The railroad officer might have issued the order

for the reduction in rates as easily as could the director

general of railroads. He could not so easily, however, pass

around the privilege of paying for it. He would have to

consult the Interstate Commerce Commission and 48 state

commissions first. We trust the express shippers will ap-

preciate their advantage over the freight shippers. Their

dollars will stand in the same relation to those of the shippers

by the slower method of transportation as the man in uniform

to the man Miind the man behind the gun. The glory goes

with the uniform and the express shipjier is helping to pay

for that. The freight shipper is paying the high wages of

the man who staged at home and got less glory.

And thus is illustrated the wisdom of the scriptural saying

that "it is more blessed to give than to receive." Mr. McAdoo
doubtless knew, when he reduced the soldiers' rates, just

where he would be able to recoup and if the express shipper

or even the freight shipper has any doubts as to whore he

shall get his, let us whisper in the words of Clifford

Thome: "The IHtimate Consumer." The world having

been made safe for democracy, whv shouldn't democracy pay

the bill?

These thoughts are inspired merely by a modest desire to

suggest the proper philosophical viewpoint to the harassed

.shipper who, like many others, now finds himself obliged

to deal in larger figures on both sides of his accounts than

in the good old ante-liellum days when a dollar was just as

large and round as today, but was of a less ethereal substance.

A glance at the Interstate Commerce Commission's latest

monthly report of railroad revenues and expenses will con-

vince him that Mr. McAdoo does not krr{> the shippers'

monev; he merely keeps it in circulation, which is what the

circulating medium is for.

William G. McAdoo and the

Administration's Railroad Policy

THE CLOSE OF THE WAR and the necessit)' for appointing

a new director general of railroads to succeed William G.

McAdoo affords an excellent opportunity for President Wil-

.son to make known to the country in unmistakable terms

what his policy toward the railroads and other public

utilities now in the hands of the government is to be.

Possibly he will do so in his message to Congress at the

opening of the new session next week.

Before choosing a man for such an important position it

will undoubtedly be necessary for the President to make up

his own mind as to whether he wants some one to begin now,

or soon, to carr\- on the process of readjustment which the

federal control act plainly contemplates and for which it

allowed a reasonable time, not to exceed 21 months, or

whether he wants him to follow the plan which it was recently

announced Mr. ISIcAdoo intended to follow, of continuing

the process of unification just as if government operation had

Ijeen decided upon as a permanent policy. It would nat-

urally be supposed that the President already has clear ideas

on the subject, but what is needed is a definite public an-

nouncement of them.

It is scarcely necessary to say what we believe that policy

should be. The strange thing is that there should be any

douljt about it. But the policy w-hich has been followed dur-

ing the past year in the case of the railroads, and more re-

cently in the ca,se of the telegraph, telephone and cable lines,

is so w'idely at variance with that which it had been an-

nounced would be followed, that some definite explanation of

the intentions of the administration for the future is called

for.

In the case of the railroads we were assured that the exer-

ci.se of the President's authority to commandeer them was
purely to meet the emergency conditions created by the war.

The law specifically said so, and the President himself an-

nounced that nothing was to be altered or disturbed which it

was not necessary to disturb. We recall that the administra-

tion draft of the federal control bill carefully omitted to

confine its effect to the period of the war, but Congress cor-

rected the omission and the President signed the bill with a

time limit in it. Since that time a careful ob.serv'er might
have been excused for forming an opinion that almost every-

thing in the railroad business was being disturbed which
it was possible to disturb. We do not object to all the disturb-

ances that have been made. Our only point is that the policy

has l)een what might have been entirely proper if the govern-

ment's control had been made permanent, but went rather

farther than was suited to a temporary control.

In the case of the telegraph and telephone lines, spokesmen
for the administration called for votes for the measure au-

thorizing the President to take them over by declaring that it

was not proposed to exercise the power unless some war
necessity should demand it thereafter. No one was greatly

surprised when it was learned soon after that the conditions

were deemed sufficiently imperative to require that the lines

be taken over, but there was a great deal of surprise when,
the armistice having intervened before any effet tive measures
had been taken, the unification of Western Union and
Postal operations was undertaken, and the authority con-
ferred by Congress was further taken advantage of to

commandeer the ocean cable lines after the war had prac-

tically come to an end. The express business was also taken
over after the armistice had been signed, but it had been so

generally understood that the express company had virtually

liecn taken over, and so many direct reasons appeared for

the step, that there has been less comment on the possible

indirect reasons than there has been in the case of the other

utilities. The telegraph, telephone and cable lines were
placed under the direction of the postmaster general, long
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an out-and-out advocate of government ownership of those

properties. The railroads were placed under the direction of

a man who said he was not in favor of government ovraership

but whose actions since have been such as to create a strong

impression that he was at least trying to bring about a plan

of permanent government operation.

If such an impression does Mr. McAdoo an injustice it

may be attrilmted to the fact that he has allowed it to spread

uncontradicted, and while he has had plausible reasons for

not announcing his ideas for the future disposition of the

railways until he had had an opportunity to develop them
after experience, he has never given any impression that he

attached much importance to the changes which Congress

put into the 1)111 against his wishes for the purpose of con-

lining its effect to the emergency. Possibly Mr. McAdoo,
or Mr. McAdoo and the President, were so confident that they

could demonstrate the superiority of government over private

operation that they felt that they could afford to overlook the

limitations inserted liy Congress and to rely on the removal
of the limitations liefore it would he necessar\' to consider

them seriously. If such was the ca.se, recent developments,

such as the election of a Republican Congress, the resolution

passed by the state commissioners at their Washington con-

vention, and the resolution passed bv the Industrial Traffic

League, opposing government ownership and demanding the

return of the roads, may have shaken tlieir confidence.

However, whether or not this explanation of the situation

1)0 correct, wc believe the time has come to give some effect

to the section of the federal control act which expressly de-

clares the law to be emergency legislation, and to that which
provides for the termination of federal control within a rea-

sonable time—not exceeding 21 months—from the procla-

mation of peace. The purpose for which the railroads were

commandeered having been accomplished, from now on at-

tention should be directed to putting the affairs of the rail-

roads in such shape that they may be returned to their

owners. We do not l)elieve that this should be done at once

by an order of relinqui.shment, becau.se the relations of the

corporations to the government arc .still in such a chaotic

state that financial disaster might ensue. But these rela-

tions should from now on become simplified rather than fur-

ther complicated, and at the same time consideration should

be given to the legislation needed to improve the .system of

government regulation and to preserve the advantages of

.some of the reforms which the Railroad Administration has
accomplished. What success the Railroad .Administration

has attained is attributable far more to its freedom from the

re.strictions imposed upon private management than to anv
superiority of government control over private management
and we should endeavor to perpetuate rather the advantages
than the disadvantages of the present system.

Mr. McAdoo, with the almost unlimited authority con-

ferred upon him by law and with the assistance of some of
the ablest railroad men tliat the former regime had developed,
has undoul)tedly accomplished with a considerable degree of
success the primarv object for which the railroads were
placed under his charge—the operation of the railroads in

such a way as fully to meet the demands of the war traffic.

Very likely the Railroad .Administration has been able to

handle the war traffic more successfully than it could have
been handled by the railroad companies under anv plan
of voluntary co-operation subject to the limitations which
had l>een placed upon the private companies. To sav this,

however, is not to concede that the railroad companies might
not have done just as well or better if allowed some of the
freedom from restrictions wliich tlie Railroad .Administration
lias enjoytxl, nor docs it eliminate the conclusion that the
Railroad .Administration might have done better had it not
attempted to do more. Neither does it follow that the meth-
ods which were successful in time of war could be success-
fully followed in ordinary times.

The railroads under the direction of the Railroad Admin-
istration have handled a greater volume of traffic than the

railroads under private management had ever handled, with

very little increase in facilities, but at an enormously greater

expense. The Railroad Administration has done even less

than the railroads ever did in a year to increase the supply of

cars and locomotives, partly because of war conditions and
partly because instead of placing orders immediately it

stopped to standardize first. If it has succeeded in handling
a greater volume of traffic satisfactorily without much addi-
tion to the equipment, the methods by which it has done this

are of considerable importance. While giving Mr. !McAdoo
credit for having the courage to do what the situation called

for, it is well to recall that he did not originate the idea that

operating efficiency could be increased by heavier car and
train loading and by using cars as rolling stock instead of
as warehouses. But where the Railroads' War Board could
only appeal to the patriotism of shippers to load cars to ca-

pacity and to waste as little time as possible in loading and
unloading them, Mr. McAdoo was able to embargo the

shipper who did not load heavily and to impose a demurrage
rate effective in the states as well as in interstate traffic high
enough to secure the prompt release of cars.

A strong talking point for the Railroad Administration
has been the improvement in the handling of the coal traffic.

Up to November 16, the railroads this year handled 645,831
more cars of coal than during the corresponding period of
la.st year, and there was less car shortage. This was due
not to the fact that there were more coal cars, because most
of the coal cars which the Railroad Administration ordered
have not yet been built, but it is attributable mainly to the

adoption of the zone system to avoid cross-hauling, which
was repeatedly urged by the Railroads' War Board last year.

The basis of the plan which was later adopted, and which,
according to a recent statement of the Fuel Administration,
has saved over 160,000,000 car miles, was worked out under
the direction of the Railroads' War Board, but it had no
power to make it effective.

Another point to which the press notices issued by the

Railroad .Administration have pointed with pride has been
the improvement in the handling of export traffic, although
the facts would seem to indicate that this has been the result

of a greater degree of co-ordination between the government
traffic officers, the Allies and the Shipping Board and the

railroads, which the Railroads' War Board tried to bring
about but was able only to recommend, rather than primarily
a matter of railroad efficiency.

Mr. McAdoo also was able to pay railroad employees
wages high enough to keep them on the job because he was
given an emergency \var power to raise freight and passenger
rates sufficiently to do so. This has made him popular with
the employees, some of whom are offering to contribute to pay
him a salary to remain in office, but it has made him rather

unpopular with shippers and we imagine that the man who
succeeds him and has to maintain an equilibrium between
the two factions during times of peace may have to spend
more hours in his office.

In many respects the problem of the proper handling of
the railroads in time of peace presents even greater difficul-

ties than tlie railroad war problem, which is one of the rea-

.sons why its solution should be undertaken before it becomes
more difficult. While there appears to be a widesj>read de-

mand for the return of the roads to private management,
we have heard of very little demand, except that of the state

commissioners, for a return under the conditions which for-

merly prevailed. The railroads are not asking for the com-
jilcte freedom from regulation which Mr. ^fcAdoo has en-
joyed. The representatives of the railroads that have ex-
pressed themselves on the subject recently have conceded the
necessity for a very strong form of government regulation.

If a beginning could be made now toward working out
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a plan for the future of tliu railroads we believe the chances

for a satisfactory result would be much greater than if an

effort is made to take advantage of the government's tempo-

rary control to "put over" any particular theory.

What's to Become of the Railroads?

WILLIAM G. McAdoo, director general of the United

States Railroad Administration and secretary of the

treasury, resigns all of his offices; Samuel Rea advises cau-

tion in discussing the railroad situation; and the Associa-

tion of Railroad Security Owners, (juick on the trigger as

always, gets to the newspapers first with a somewhat inco-

herent statement. In the meantime, there has been some

very earnest and thoughtful study of this, the greatest single

economic problem which faces the United States—the ques-

tion of the future status of the railroads.

The facts stand out clearly and ruggedly enough. A
successor will be appointed to Mr. McAdoo; a constructive

policy for working out an organization for the railroads must

be adopted. There will be more than one plan suggested.

The government or rather the present administration will

presumably have and eventually announce some definite

plan. If the present admini.stration is for government own-

ership, the sooner a definite announcement of this fact is

made, the better for all concerned. Bankers, holders of

railroad securities, insurance company and saving bank offi-

cers, manufacturers of railway supplies, and shippers, whose

business is vitally affected by the policy of railroad rates

and operation which is adopted, have a clear right to know
how the administration stands on this question.

There will pretty surely be some advocates of a return to

ownership and operation of the railroads by the existing

corporations. The greatest railroad system in the world,

our own, was built up under corporate ownership and man-
agement; no other system holds out the same incentive to

betterment of service, economy in operation, progress in both

the science of railroading and the design and development

of plant and equipment.

But authority to fi.x income and expenses of any corpora-

tion or individual must carry with it the responsibility for

the success of the corporation or individual. This was the

fundamental defect in American regulation of railroads.

Even given an Interstate Commerce Commission of in-

finitely greater capacity than the personnel of the com-

mission has ever included and there would still be this fatal

defect. If the commission were not responsible for results

it would be economically wrong to give it final authority in

the fixing of income and expen.ses. Will the public be will-

ing to turn back the railroads to their owners and curtail

the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission? How
about the local state authorities who.se depredations on the

roads were as harmful or more harmful than the honest but

rather stupid mistakes of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion. A return to private ownership and initiative, com-

petition and progress, will bring about a more rapid develop-

ment, a better service, as low or lower rates, as any other

solution of the railroad prol)lem, but a big constructive pro-

gram must be developed to liring this about.

Difficult as is the problem, (and to some it even ajipears

insumiountable), there is, however, a very real question

whether or not if such a solution of the problem is, in the

long run, the most desirable and is economically sound

where any other solution so far suggested is economically

unsound it would not be lietter to face the difficulties, take

the immediate losses and hardships, and attem])t to do that

thing which is right, even if it does not appear as the most

e.xpedient. At any rate, it can do no hann to face the facts

squarely. Such a plan might entail the following: The

Clavton act and the Sherman law should be repealed. The

Interstate Commerce Commission should take jurisdiction

over the regulation of the railroads within the states and
could do so, it would seem, under the Supreme Court's de-

cision in the Shreveport case. A secretarj- of railroads or a

secretary of transportation might be appointed and be a

member of the President's cabinet. The railroads should be

returned to the coqwrations that owned them in fully as

good condition as when they were taken over. If there is

to be a period of depression or at least of considerable reces-

sion of business, no very extensive new financing need be

undertaken except by such companies as are financially able

to raise new money. Some railroads would have to pass

through a receivership prol>ably, and there is the rub. It

would take an immense amount of courage to carry out such

a program as this, and a co-operation on the part of the

railroad executives, bankers and politicians, that it will be

extremely difficult to bring about.

In the discussions in the Railway Age and elsewhere of

the problems of reconstruction and administration of the

roads after the war, it has been assumed almost unanimously

that it would be impossible to return to old conditions.

Even E. P. Ripley of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in

his discussion of this subject in the Investments Section of

the Railway Age of November 15, assumes that some new
form of railroad administration will have to be devised.

Those who have given the greatest study to this problem

propose some form of regional operation of the railroads

under private ownership, but with some form of partnership

with the government, by which the government's credit may
l)e used to help finance the railroads and in return that the

government shall have a voice in the management of the

roads. This does not mean necessarily the elimination of

competition. It is true that in the plan outlined by F. J.

Lisman and published in the Investments Section of the

Railway Age of July 12, competition, e.xcept as between

regions, was to be almost entirely eliminated, and it has been

erroneously said that Frank Trumbull, chairman of the

board of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, and first chairman of tlie Railway Execu-

tives Advisory Committee, also favors the elimination of

competition. This is entirely incorrect. Whatever study of

regional railroads IMr. Trumbull may have made, he is by

no means of the opinion that competition must be eliminated.

Crm])ctition as between different railroads would not be in-

consistent with government participation in the ]>rofits of all

ccmpanies and participation in the responsibility for the

success of railroad operation as a whole. One of the great-

est advantages of such a plan lies in the fact that govern-

ment and private co-operation would be substituted for an-

tagi nism. To repeat, until the time that President Wilson

too'c over the roads, the Interstate Commerce Commission

and state commissions had the authority but not the re-

s]Knsibility for the broad policies of railroad management.

In any of the plans which may have been formulated by

members of the Railway Executives Advisory Committee, it

is safe to say that the changing of this condition is a basic

part of such plans.

The all important question is: can private credit be en-

listed in the work of rehabilitation of the railroads, or must

government co-operation be sought.

On Decemlier 4 the Railway Executives Advi.sory Com-
mittee will hold a meeting to di.scuss the present situation

and the future of the railroads. It is to be ho]xxl that at

this meeting the di.«cussion will be entirely frank, regardless

of former prejudices and former rivalries, and that 1)efore

the dangerous step of taking the government into partnershiii

sliall be decided upon, the possibility of private ownership,

private operation, private responsibility and private authority,

sul)ja-t only to such government regulation as has been

found necessary with other great industries will be carefully

and courageously considered.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

McAdoo's Unexpected Resignation Brings Out Speculation as

to His Successor and Government's Policy

DiRKCToK General McAdoo left Washington Saturday

evening for an inspection trip over the railroad lines

in the South, his final inspection trip as director gen-

eral of railroads, which will complete a general survey of

railroads in all parts of the country, as on previous trips he

has recently travelled extensively over the western lines, the

central and eastern lines and those in New England. Mr.

McAdoo planned to be away from Washington aljout nine

or ten days, returning before the President sails for Europe.

He had a conference at Atlanta on Monday with Regional

Director Winchell and other railroad officers of the Southern

region, after which he went to Pensacola, where his sion is

at a naval aviation training station. Later he planned to

go to New Orleans and possibly up to St. Louis for a further

conference with railroad officers. The trip had been planned

before his resignation.

Mr. McAdoo was accompanied by C. R. Gray, director of

operation; John Skelton Williams, director of finance and

purchases; Oscar A. Price, assistant to the director general,

and for the first part of the trip W. S. Carter, director of

labor.

A definite announcement by President Wilson or by

Director General McAdoo as to the future policy of the

Railroad Administration as to whether it proposes to con-

tinue along the lines of the past year or whether it will begin

I)reparation for winding up its aft'airs is to be made within

a few days. Members of the staff of the Railroad Adminis-

tration have lieen working on the details of the announce-

ment this week.

McAdoo Resigns as Director General

William Gibbs McAdoo has resigned as director general

of railroads, effective on January 1, 1919, or upon the ap-

pointment of his successor. He announced on November 22

his intention to retire to private life and, after a period of

rest, to resume the practice of law in New York City. His

resignation both as secretary of the treasury and as director

general of railroads was tendered to President Wilson in a

letter dated November 14 and was accepted by the President

in a letter dated November 21, to become effective in the case

of the cabinet office upon the apjwintment and qualification

of his successor. The fact that a separate time is suggested

for his retirement from the railroad office from tliat for his

retirement from the treasury is taken as an indication that

the new director general of railroads to be appointed will not

combine the two offices.

Mr. McAdoo's rea.«ons for the step, as given in his letter

to the President, were that for almost six years he has worked

incessantly under the pressure of great responsibilities, whose

exactions have drawn heavily on his strength, and that the

inadequate comjiensation allowed iiy law to cabinet officers

and the ver}' burdensome cost of living in Washington had

so depleted his personal resources that he must, for the sake

of his family, get back to private life to retrieve his personal

fortune. He has received no compensation as director gen-

eral of railroads and under the law could not be paid a

salary for that office in addition to his salar}' as secretary,

of $12,000 a year, although he has fixed the salaries of mem-
bers of his staff and of his federal managers at figures greatl\'

in excess of his own and is paying his regional directors

$40,000 and $50,000 a year. In his recent report to the

President he showed that 136 officers of the regional and

central administration were being paid salaries aggregating

Washington, H. C.

$1,642,,300, which is an average of over $12,000 a year. In

announcing his resignation to the newspaper men, Mr. Mc-
Adoo declared that the reasons as set forth in the letter were

his only reasons, that he had fully intended to retire to

private life at the expiration of his first term as secretary of

the treasury in March, 1917, but that he had remained in

office because of the prospect of the country becoming in-

volved in the war. Now that an armistice has been signed

and peace is assured he felt at liberty to ask relief from his

official responsil)ilities to look after his private affairs.

President Wilson, in accepting Mr. McAdoo's resignation,

expressed deep regret and the highest appreciation of his

"distinguished, disinterested and altogether admirable serv-

ice'' in both posts. Regarding the railroad office he said:

"The whole country admires, I am sure, as I do, the skill

and executive capacity with which you have handled the

great and comjilex problem of the unified administration of

the railways under the stress of war uses, and will regret, as

I do, to see you leave that post just as the crest of its diffi-

culty is passed."

Mr. McAdoo's announcement of his resignation was totally

unexpected and even leading members of his railroad staff

appear to have been kept in ignorance of the plan until after

it had been given to the press. In spite of the strong rea-

sons officially stated, a flood of speculation was aroused as

to the possibility of other motives actuating the step and

naturally many political considerations were advanced. The
most common suggestion of this character was that Mr. Mc-
Adoo intends to become a candidate for President in 1920,

and that he is now retiring, at the pinnacle of his success

both in his handling of the countr\''s finances and in his

management of the railways under war conditions, before

subjecting himself to any possibility of loss of prestige under

the new conditions.

It was argued that while Mr. McAdoo as director general

has undoubtedly made a success of the handling of war traf-

fic, the large measure of credit which he has gained from that

achievement might not fully survive the opposition and criti-

cism which are regarded as an inevitable accompaniment of

the process of readjustment, particularly with a Republican

Congress, and that the prospects of a possibly thankless task

are not such as to induce him to make further personal sacri-

fices. For instance, there have been many indications that

a strong fight will be made to bring about the return of the

roads to their owners within the 21 months' period provided

by the law, and while Mr. ISIcAdoo has not yet publicly

stated his plans or ideas for the future of the railroads it is

known that he was strongly opposed to this limitation on the

time allowed him to work out his theories. It is also re-

ijarded as certain that an effort will be made to curtail the

almost unlimited authority he has posse.ssed in dealing with

rates and there are difficulties on the horizon in dealing with

the demands of labor for the maintenance or even further

increase of the high wages he had granted during the past

year without a control over the rates. At any rate, it is con-

sidered that Washington has nothing further to offer him
short of the Presidency.

Naturally there has been much speculation as to whom
the President will appoint as director general of railroads,

particularly as it is considered that the appointment will

give some indication as to whether the new man will be

appointed for the purpose of preparing to restore the roads

to their owners, or whether he will be expected to continue

947
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the process of unification. The names most frequently men-

tioned are Walker D. Hines, assistant director general, and

Charles A. Prouty, director of the Division of Public Service

and Accounting. There has been an idea prevalent that

Mr. McAdoo would some day relinquish the direction of the

railroads to his assistant, but there is also a strong feeling

that the President would not appoint a railroad man to the

office.

Pending the President's announcement there have been

.some signs of a cessation of activity on the part of the Rail-

road Administration as far as new plans for the future are

concerned, which have led to some speculation as to whether

or not they indicated a plan for an early settlement of the

relations of the administration with the corporations. For

example, prospective orders for new equipment have been held

up and activity in connection with changes in rates has been

suspended, although only a week before Mr. McAdoo's
announcement of his retirement the newspapers had been

allowed to predict an active continuance of the work of com-

pleting the railroad unification.

Railroad Equipment Orders Held Up and Improve-

ment Program Carried Over Into 1919

[Since the following ivns received from Washington I he

builders have been notified to resume work on the orders for

600 standard locomotives mentioned as having been held up.

—Editor.]

The Railroad Administration has held up the order

for 600 locomotives recently placed with the American

Locomotive Company and the Lima Locomotive Works, for

which the contract had not definitely been signed, and has

asked the builders for a statement of expenses already in-

curred in connection with the tentative order. It is stated

that the reason is to give the railroad corporations an oppor-

tunity to say whether they want the locomotives and will pay

for them instead of endeavoring to force the railroads to

purchase equipment, which was the policy of the Railroad

Administration while the war was still in progress. The
prospective orders for 2,000 hopper cars for the Virginian

and for the 886 baggage cars for the Railroad Administra-

tion also has been held up, and it is understood that nothing

will be done for the present regarding the expected orders

for 375 passenger coaches and 129 combination passenger,

baggage, mail and express cars, except that the viork of com-

pleting the designs for the passenger cars will be taken up

at next week's meeting of the Committee on Standard Appli-

ances for Cars and Locomotives. Uncertainty as to what

the future may develop as to the continuance of the Rail-

road Administration, the volume of traffic and the question

of prices are also given as reasons.

Expenditures for equipment and improvements authorized

for this year by the Railroad Administration but not com-

pleted, together with the additions and betterments which it

is estimated must be authorized for next year, will constitute

a program of capital expenditures for 1919 amounting to

$909,000,000, according to a statement authorized by

Director General McAdoo, without reference to any additional

orders for equipment.

The statement was issued Ijv way of comment on the

various suggestions being made that tlie Railroad .\dminis-

tration place large orders for equipment and other materials

and supplies to help tide over the transition from war to

peace conditions in the steel and allied industries. It was

issued after the decision had been reached to hold up the new

locomotive order, but no announcement was made of the

latter action.

The Railroad Administration had previously let it he

known, as reported in last week's issue, that neither it nor

the railroad companies were anxious to place orders now at

war prices, although it had been expected that the release

of additional steel would give the administration an oppor-

tunity to go into the market w-ith large orders. The 100,000
cars ordered in April consist of lx)x, gondola and hopper
cars, and none of the refrigerator, general service and stock

cars, for which standard designs w-ere prepared, have been
ordered because the shortage of steel made it necessary to

curtail materially the original program.
The statement is as follows:

"The equipment which has been ordered by the Railroad

Administration and allocated to the railroads and not yet

delivered is approximately 1,415 locomotives and 100,000
freight cars, representing a contract price of approximatelv

$366,333,355.

"As to immediate railroad additions and betterments

(excluding equipment and new extensions), authority has
l)een granted to the latest available date (November 10) for

the railroads and also for the 108 terminal and switching

companies other than the class 1 roads, aggregating $533,-

860,502. Of this amount only $179,995,902 had been

expended up to September 30, 1918, and it appears probable

that about one-half of the aggregate work thus authorized

to be done in 1918 will not be done during this year.

"It is estimated that corresponding additions and better-

ments which mu.st be authorized for the year 1919 will aggre-

gate upwards of $250,000,000, excluding equipment. It is

also estimated that maintenance of way and structures will

necessitate verj' substantial e.xpenditures in order to bring

the property up to standard.

"It would seem, therefore, tliat the following necessar)'

expenditures remain to be made for this year and next, not

including additional equipment:

.\niotiiits already authorized for additions and betterments, way,
structures, probably not yet e.xpended $293,000,000

Equipment ordered and not yet delivered 366,000,000
Additions and betterments to way and structures to be author-

ized for 1919 250,000.000

Tiital $909,000,000

"It is evident, therefore, that a very substantial and abso-

lutely necessary program will be carried forward by the

Railroad Administration."

The figure given for the number of locomotives ordered

does not include the 600 recently ordered from the American
and Lima Companies, for which the specialties have not

yet been placed. Bids on these had been asked and the loco-

motive specialty manufacturers were in Washington last

week being interviewed by the purchasing committee, when
on Thursday they were suddenly told without explanation

tliat they could go home, and it was subsequently learned

that the builders had been directed to hold up the orders

and to render statement of how much they had expended on
them. Of the locomotives originally ordered, about 500 have
been delivered and of the 100,000 cars, about 5,000 have
been delivered, much of the delay since the original delay

incident to the process of standardization being attributed

to the inai)ility of the builders to obtain the necessar>- lumber.

This is the rea.«on for the issuance of the order by the War
Industries Board last week, giving priority for orders for

lumber for railroad purposes.

As the orders for the 100,000 cars was distributed among
practically all the car building plants in the countr\- it would
seem that there was no object in placing additional car orders

until more of the original order have been delivered. It has

also been suggested that as the railroads succeeded in

handling the war traffic with practically no new cars except

the 42,000 which had been ordered prior to January 1, the

administration might wait to see what is to be expected in

the way of traffic under peace conditions before placing new
orders, .\nother suggestion is that the price question is the

important consideration.

The 1918 budget of improvements, only half of which are

expected to be completed, will be further reduced by the dis-

continuance of work on projects undertaken directly for war
purposes, such as trackage and other facilities at camps and
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other centers of war activity. A survey of this class of work

has been undertaken to find out how much of the work can

be discontinued and how much is warranted by the pros-

j.'ccts for the future.

Volume of Traffic at Principal Terminals

Director General McAdoo has issued the following com-

parative statement showing the traffic handled by the rail-

ways under federal control at 25 of the more important rail-

road terminals of the country during the week ending October

21, 191S.

The statement in the form submitted comprises only a

few of the more important cities of the country. Others

will be added to the list as rapidly as arrangements can be

made for the compilation of the figures. It is hoped that

the information will be useful as a [lartial index of the

country's business expressed in terms of cars and tons that

will complement and supplement the statements issued by the

Federal Reserve Board and the clearing houses of the United

States in whicli the volume of business is reflected in terms

of dollars.

The statement shows an increase of 5.25 per cent in the

tonnage as against an increase of only .28 per cent in the

number of cars used to carry the increased tonnage.

Cnrs Tons

'loTT 1918^ ' 1917~ 19lP
Atlanta 2,581 2,149 66,227 58,354
liirmingh.-mi 5,401 5,092 224,384 222.313
Hoston 8,644 8.216 120.837 151.062
RufT.ilo 8,923 7,811 309,042 294,602
Chicago 49,469 50,931 1,940,892 1,953,666
Ch.irIfeston 1,083 1.431 22,592 35.257
Cleveland 10,510 9.794 371,531 400,963
Duhith & Superior 23.852 27,122 1,042,381 1,159,116
Galveston 1,217 1.152 26.061 20.450
Haminon Roads 12,970 13.589 529.794 535,217
Kansas City 7.928 9.574 184.143 229.684
l.os .\ngoles 1,727 1.704 39.246 39,741
New Yorli 26,990 26,427 666,533 689,244
New Orleans 4.358 4,589 119,506 141,338
Omah.1 . 4,767 3.521 160.045 118,301
Portland. Ore 2,175 2,200 55,671 57.041
Phil.i.Vlpliia 20,063 15.499 535.103 475,867
I'illshiirch 8,4.50 7.849 271,265 297.941
.St. I.ouis 11.091 12.469 359,150 411.125
.Seattle 2,579 3,104 72,332 79.642
San Francisco 3.658 2.737 109.886 83.725
Savannah 2,011 2.036 37,905 42.5IS
Tacoma 1,434 1,710 40,720 62.877
Twin Cities U.l'l 13,631 346.585 402,923
Toled. 9.554 10,906 388,241 499.327

Total 244,556 245,243 8,040,072 8,462,294
l!icrease 687 422.222

=0.28% =5.25%
-Averase tons per ear 32 35

Many Car Thieves Convicted

Tlie activities of the Claims and Property Protection Sec-

tion in its war on car thieves are bearing fruit in various

sections of the country.

Reports to the director general show that as a result of

operations directed from Washington three car thieves,

arrested in the act of tampering with a freight car in the

New York Central yards at Buffalo, N. Y., were sentenced
l)y Judge Hazel to long terms of imprisonment. Howard
Brown and John Malloy, received five years each, while
Joseph Torms got one year and six months. Brown was
also fined $1,000. For receiving stolen goods, Samuel Gold-
berg was sentenced by the same court to serve one year and
six months in the penitentiary. At Buffalo there are now
pending 69 indictments for this class of offenses, and many
more are expected from the grand jury which is now in

session.

At Pitt.sburgh, on November 20, Charles A. Fairfax, an
employee of a transfer company, who secured various notices
of freiglit arrivals and thus obtained possession of certain
shipments, was sentenced to a year and a day in the peni-
tentiary.

At New Jersey, Jacob Behrman, of Paterson, was con-
victed on Neveml)er 19 of receiving 80 bundles of silk stolen
from interstate shipments, \^'eek before last there were 12
arrests for this class of offenses at Sandusky, Ohio, and 7

of the parties have confessed. A large amount of goods were
recovered as the result and searches made incidental thereto.

Arrests made on November 22 in Washington by In-
spector O'Dea of the Railroad Administration force, make a
total of .S8 in the past six weeks for railroad thieving at

the Washington Terminal and for receiving stolen goods.
At Arcadia, California, on November 22 Dale Jones, a

bandit, who was wanted in connection with the hold-up of
an M. K. & T. train at Paola, Kansas, on July 10, last, was
killed by a deputy sheriff who attempted to arrest him. In
the gun battle that ensued, the deputy was killed as well as
the wife of Jones, who accompanied him in his flight. Two
other bandits, Roy Sherrill and Roy King, charged with par-
ticipating in the hold-up, [^leaded guilty and were sentenced
to serve 25 years apiece in the Leavenworth penitentiary on
No\ember IS. Roy Lancaster, another member of the band
.sought by the federal authorities for tliis same "job," was
killed at Kansas City, Mo., on September 24. 'ITie Paola
hold-up was one of the boldest ever consummated in this

country, and in the effort to run down the parties responsible
there have been various gun battles in Kansas City, Colorado
Springs and Denver. In these encounters more than a dozen
people have been shot and three police officials killed.

Additional Economies Reported

Figures made public by tlie director general show that
economies amounting to $25,286,207 per annum have been
effected in three regions, the Southern, Southwestern and
Northwestern, by unification of terminals and the cutting
down of train service. In the Northwestern region $25,229,-
.i52.45 a year has been saved, according to tlie report of
R. H. Aishton, regional director, made up as follows:

Reduction in passenger train service, $20,155,954; elimina-
tion of duplication in freight train .service, $1,3.38,726;
unification of terminals at Chicago, $940,765.90; unification
of terminals at Minneapolis and St. Paul, $465,65.>.60: uni-
fication of terminals at Omaha, $212,970; unification of
terminals in the Duluth-Superior district, $126,.S76.00;
unification of terminals in the St. Louis, East St. Louis dis-
trict, $4,37,466.45; consolidation of live stock agencies at
Kansas City, $12,948; economies in the handling of ore in
the Lake Superior district, $660,000; joint switching, $489,-
618. .30, and miscellaneous economies, $388,874.20.

B. L. Winchcll, regional director for the Southern region,
reports that in addition to economies previously effected, a
saving of $17,000 a year has been brought about in the
terminal arrangements and rearrangements at Louisville,
Kentucky.

In the Southwestern region, B. F. Bush, the regional di-
rector, reports that through the consolidation of freight vards
and depots there will he a total annual saving to the gov-
ernment of $39,766 a year. Of this sum, the con.<olidation of
the freight depot and freight yards of the Missouri. Kansas
& Texas, with those of the Houston Belt & Tenninal Com-
pany, wipes out an annual exjienditure of S30.000.

Large Increase for Non-Telegrapher Station Agents

Director General McAdoo, on November 23, announced
his award, effective Octolier 1, with respect to rates of pay,
rules for overtime and working conditions upon railroads

under federal control for agents whose regular assignment
does not require the sending or receiving of railroad train

orders by telephone or telegraph. The order applies to

approximately 2,500 employees.

There is estalili.shed, first, a basic minimum rate of $70
per month and to this basic minimum, and to all rates of

$70 and above in effect as of Januani- 1. 1918, ])rior to the

application of General Order No. 27. there is added $25 per
month. The only exceptions to this basis are in the case of

those who are paid $30 per month or less for sjjecial service,

which takes only a portion of their time for outside employ-
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ment or business, and also in the case of all agents who re-

ceive $50 per month or less, to whom a straight advance of

$25 per month is granted.

Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal hour, con-

stitute a day's work. Overtime for the ninth and tenth hour

of continuous service to be paid pro rata. All after the

tenth hour is to be paid for at the rate of time and one-half.

The usual provisions with respect to right of appeal in cases

of individual grievances are established.

Capital Expenditures of Switching and

Terminal Companies

A report of the Division of Capital Expenditures of au-

thorizations and expenditures in connection with work

chargeable to capital account for 118 switching and tenninal

companies and the Pullman Car Lines shows expenditures

up to September 30 amounting to $12,275,656 charged to

capital account and $422,590 charged to operating expenses,

as compared with total authorizations up to November 10 of

$54,454,247 chargeable to capital account, and $2,259,427

chargeable to operating expenses. The total budget for S3

companies for 1918 as shown in the report, was $17,612,882,

and the additions to the budget amounted to $1,166,344. Of

the capital expenditures actually made to September 30,

$6,321,653 was for additions and betterments, $2,926,842

was for equipment and $3,027,161 was for construction of

extensions, branches and other lines. The equipment col-

umn includes an item of $2,314,022 for passenger train

equipment, which doubtless represents principally the ex-

penditure of the Pullman Company.

Shop Employees' Hours Reduced

The emergency under which railroad employees in loco-

motive and car repair shops worked long hours during the

war period having in some degree passed. Director General

McAdoo, on November 22, issued directions under which the

locomotive and car shop hours, as far as practicable, will be

reduced to 9 hours per day, effective on November 25, and to

8 hours per day effective on December 9.

The director general sent the following telegram to all

regional directors:

T.ast spring when the railroads were still striiggliniz with congested
traffic and w-eather conditions were very severe, the different mechanical

organizations responded in a most gratifying way to the request that the

men work a greater number of hours i^ the shops throughout the country

than they had been accustomed to, or than some of their agreements with

the railroads provided, in order to repair locomotives and cars for the

prompt transportation of munitions of war and for food and other sunplies

for our army and navy abroad and the Allies. It is now possible, in

view of the signing of the armistice, to anticipate an early return to

normal conditions, and directions have been issued that wherever prac-

ticable the locomotive and car shop hours shall be reduced on November 2.=;

lo nine hours per day where greater number is now being worked and
to basis of eight hours per day on December 9. The director gcncml

desires to express his deep appreciation of the patriotic response of the

mechanical workmen on all railroads and his gratification that it is no

longer necessary to call for number of hours of service heretofore required.

Claim Circular No. 3

The Claims and Property Protection Section has issued

Circular No. 3 prescribing regulations governing the investi-

gation and settlement of claims for loss and damage to fruits

and vegetables as follows:

It is the practice of some carriers to pay claims for damage on fresh

fruits and vegetables when records show sliipment was received at point

of origin in apparent good condition, and damage by frost, deterioration

or decay is found at time of delivery, even though investigation discloses

no fault in the transportation service.

Other carriers decline to assume any liability when shipper's specific

shipping instructions, as provided by tariff publications, have been fully

complied with, and damage by frost, deterioration or decay is found to

exist at the time of delivery, the damage being attributed to the inherent

vice of the commodity or to some cause other than negligence of the

Such varying practices result in undue preference and unjust discrim-

ination, and should not exist. Therefore, to establish uniform practices,

the following rules are prescribed:

Rule 1.—Skippers of fresh fruits and vegetables must give carrier rca-

soTiaWc advance notice of the commodity to be shipped and the kind of
car required.

Rule 2.—Shippers must declare in writing to the initial carrier at loading
station whether or not their shipments are tendered by them for transporta-
tion under refrigeration or ventilation, as provided in current tariff pub-
lications. Changes in refrigeiation or ventilation instructions en route,
given reasonably in advance to the carriers, may be made by the shipper,
or the owner, or the duly authorized agent of either.

Rule 3.—Th; agent at the loading station must insert on the waybill
the shipping instructions as to refrigeration or ventilation required by the
shipment en route.

Rule 4.—The carriers shall keep accurate records of the services per-
formed^ so there will be no question as to the compliance with shipper's
instructions. The information shown by the carrier's records shall be fur-
nished to claimant in connection witli claim when there is controversy
regarding the service performed.

Rule 5.—Damage to fruits or vegetables caused by frost or freezing
shall he investigated, and when it is found that such damage is due to

unreasonable delay, failure to comply with shipper's instructions, or other
negligence of the carriers, claims for damage due to such causes shall be
paid.

Rule 6.—When the service and protection afforded by the carriers is in

accordance with shipper's instructions, as provided in current tariff pub-
lications, and there is no evidence of negligence, unusual handling, or un-
reasonable delay, claims for damage shall not be paid. When carrier's

handling is not in accordance with such instructions, and as a consequence
loss or damage has occurred, or there is evidence of negligence, unusual
handling, or unreasonable delay, and damage results therefrom, claim for

loss occasioned by such causes shall be paid.

Board of Adjustment No. 3

Membership of Board of Adjustment No. 3 created in

accordance with the director general's General Order No. 53

to adjust controversies growing out of the interpretation of

application of wage schedules applying to telegraphers,

switchmen, clerks and maintenance of way employees, will

be as follows: H. A. Kennedy, terminal manager. Twin
Cities, chairman; S. N. Harrison, receiver, Wisconsin &
Michigan; F. Hartenstien, superintendent, Washington
Terminal; E. A. Gould, general superintendent, Missouri

Pacific, representing the railroads, and George E. Kipp,
Order of Railroad Telegraphers; W. A. Titus, Switchmen's

Union of North America; Richard P. Dee, Order of Railway
Clerks, and T. H. Gerrey, United Brotherhood of Mainte-
nance of Way Employees, vice-chairman, representing the

organizations.

Director General Prohibits Christmas Presents

Director General McAdoo has issued a circular, No. 64,

directed against the practice formerly conmion, but which has
been considerably reduced in recent years, of giving Christ-

mas presents to railroad men. The circular says:

"A practice has grown up by which officers and employees

of railroads have been given Christmas and other holiday

presents by shippers, and by business houses who furnish

supplies and materials to railroads.

"While in many instances these presents do not represent

material value, yet the practice is essentially objectionable,

and it is the policy of the Railroad Administration that it

should lie discontinued entirely."

Santa Fe Contract Signed

Before leaving on his southern trip. Director General

McAdoo affixed his signature to the compensation contract

with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, which has since been
signed by President Ripley. It provides for an annual rate

of compensation of $42,885,310.80, the amount of the stand-

ard return as certified by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion without any extras. Tlie contract covers also tlie fol-

lowing subsidiaries: Kansas Southwestern; Gulf, Colorado

& Santa Fe; Panhandle & Santa Fe; Rio Grande, El Paso
& Southwestern, and tlie Grand Canyon Railroad.

Railroad Employees Willing to Pay McAdoo Salary

Director General Mc.\dt)0 has received a telegram from a

number of railroad employees at St. Louis saying that the

railroad em]iloyees of St. Louis have pledged $2,000 a month
toward his salary' and that they are opposed to his resigna-

tion and heartily in sympathy with his financial straits.



Special Foundation Work for a Railroad Bridge

New Burlington Structure Over the Platte River Is

Supported Entirely on Concrete Piles

By J. H. Merriam

Resident Knginccr, Chicugo, Uurlington & Quiiicy, Bridgeport, Neb.

THE CONSTRUCTION of a ncw bridge over the

Platte river, near Grand Island, Neb., on the

line of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy between

Lincoln, Neb., and Billings, Mont., involved the crossing

of two channels, one near each river bank with a

stretch of shallow water between them. This is a character-

istic condition in the Platte river for almost its entire length

concrete piers supported on reinforced concrete piles. The
total length of the bridge is 917 ft. It is 200 ft. shorter and
12 to 14 ft. higher than the pile trestle which it replaced,

niis additional height is for the purpose of reducing the

grade on the east side of the river, this grade reduction in-

cluding about five miles of line change with 250,000 cu. yd.

of excavation and embankment. The entire change of line.

sn'-8'-

mnmiA
- ^ar/ous elevations ofrivsr bed
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General Elevation of the Platte River Bridge

and from previous experience it has lieen found j)racticable

to reduce the width of the river at the point where a per-

manent bridge is constructed. On the bridge in question the

length of the crossing was reduced 200 ft. from that of the

existing structure and the consequent deepening of the river

lied together with a natural tendency to scour required the

together with the new bridge, will have grades not exceeding

0.3 per cent and will eliminate a 1 per cent grade.

The Platte river has a range at this point of about eight

feet between extreme low water and high water. During high

water, the bed of the stream scours to a depth of about four

times the rise of tlie water. For in.=tanco, if the river raises

Pile Yard Showing Forms

use of deep foundations. These were placed on concrete

piles and embodied a special form of construction.

The new bridge consists of three spans of 60-ft. deck

girders over each of the channels with 19 spans of 2S-ft. re-

inforced concrete trestle slabs over the shallow portion of the

river between them and two approach spans of 20-ft. trestle

slabs at each end of the bridge to serve as approaches. E.\-

cept for two bents of reinforced concrete piles under each of

the approaches, the .substructure of the bridge consisted of

a foot, the l>ed of the stream goes down about four feet, and

when this flood water goes down, the sand fills back to its

normal condition. For tliis reason, the bridge was designed

to take care of scour.

Owing to the heavy traffic over the existing bridge, it was
necessary to construct a temporarj' bridge from which to

conduct all construction operations. The new center line

crosses the river about 18 ft. down stream from that of the

old bridge, and the center line of the temporary or construc-
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tion br'dge was built 15 ft. down stream from the new
alincment. The temporary bridge consi.sted of three-pile

bents witli six 8-ft. by 16-ft. stringers per span of 15 ft.

The concrete piling used in the foundation is known as the

Bignell concrete jet piling, which had not Ijefore been used
exclusively on a bridge of this size on the Burlington. They
are 16 in. by 16 in. in section and 40 ft. long, made of re-

inforced concrete with a four-inch pipe or opening throughout

the entire length. At the point of the pile, this is reduced

to a one-inch opening by means of a special casting, but

there are five small openings into the pipe from each side

through which water may be discharged while sinking, in

order to overcome side friction.

The entire 575 piles used on this work were made on the

ground at the bridge site. These were made in batteries of

six, an average of 18 to 24 being completed per 10-hr. day.

The work included setting up the forms, placing the rein-

forcing and pipe openings, and the concreting. The concrete

Hose Attachment on the Top of a File

was mixed by a ])lant erected on a flat car which moved along

a track parallel to the forms and w-as s])outcd direct into

the forms. '1 he side forms were removed in 24 hr. and the

piles were allowed to cure from three to seven days before

they were removed to a storage yard. In no case were they

used earlier than 60 days after concreting.

Before sinking these piles, they were fitted with a two-inch

pipe which was placed inside the four-inch pipe and fitted

into the nozzle at the lower end. The connection at the top

of the pile was made up of standard pipe fittings so as to

ap])ly water through two lines of oj^-in. hose, one of which
furnishes water inside the two-inch pipe for discharge from

the jet at the point of the pile, while the other supplies water

to the annular Sjjace outside the two-inch pijie and inside

the four-inch pipe, which in turn feeds the small ojiening

along the sides of the piling. The jet at the point is for the

purpose of digging or loosening the material ahead of the

pile while the side openings keep the material moving up

and overcome side friction, so that the pile settles by its

own weight. No driving is required in sinking the piles.

The water pressure for the point of the jet was carried at

about 175 lb. per sq. in. and that for the side openings was
maintained at 100 to 125 lb.

The piles were sunk their entire length through sand in

5 to 15 min. When clay was encountered it sometimes re-

quired 50 to 60 min. per pile. In the case of this bridge, a

Concrete Coffer Dams in Place Ready for Sinking. Old
Bridge on the Right. Temporary Construction

Bridge on the Left

stratum of clay was encountered at a depth of 27 ft. which
varied from 3 to 13 ft. in thickness. From 6 to 13 piles

were sunk per 10-hr. day. The plant and equipment used
for sinking the piles consisted of a power plant with two
locomotive-t}j)e boilers, carrying steam pressure at 160 lb.,

two Gardner duplex pumps, 20 in. by 12 in. by 10 in., and
one Knowles duplex pump 20 in. by 8 in. by 18 in. The
two Gardner pumps furnished low pressure water for the

Raising a Pile Preparatory to Sinking

side openings and the Knowles pump furnished high pressure
water for the jet at the point. This plant was "located on
the river bank and water was supplied at the point of sinking
through two si.x-inch pipes whicli were laid on the old bridge
and controlled at the hose connections by suitable valves.
A 25-ton bridge derrick was used in handling the piles with
the aid of a special device for carrying, up-ending, and
sinking them, since thev were all sunk from 5 to 18 ft. below
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the surface of the water. A special device or wrench was
used to disconnect the hose from the top of the pile after the

sinking was complete.

The piles were driven inside of concrete boxes * that had
been previously constructed and sunk to depths varying from

10 to 20 ft. at the site of each pier, there being from 15 to

24 piles per pier. Since the water was shallow it was found

practicable to build up a shoe or cutting edge for these bo.\cs

with 12-in. by 12-in. timbers on the river bottom, using

enough courses, usually one or more, to bring the top above

the surface of the water. The forms were then placed so

that the concrete boxes could be built on these timbers. Each
box was topped with timbers which were removed after the

iStrcelelbci

Sections of the Top and Bottom of a Bignell Pile Showing

the Facilities for Jetting

pier was complete. The top of the concrete was sunk below

low water mark. After the piles were in place, the sand

inside the boxes was excavated by means of a sand pump
until the tops of the piling were uncovered to some depth.

A sealing course of concrete was then placed through the

water and after this had set sufficiently, the box was un-

watered. In no case was the sealing course placed to such

a depth as to cover the tops of the piles, consequently, when
the box was unwatered, the tops were exposed to view and

their location and condition could be noted. The piers were

then concreted to completion in the dry.

•.\n article describing the open concrete caissons used by the Burlington
appeared in the Raihuay Age of June 21, 1918, page 1473.

Owing to the height of the bridge above the construction

track, it was necessary to use a tower installed on a flat

car to hoist the concrete mixture to a sufficient elevation to

spout it into place.

The girder spans were placed in the usual manner after the

completion of the piers. Concrete deck slabs were placed

on top of tlie girder imbedded in a mortar base. The slabs

conform to the Burlington standard and are 5 ft. long by 14

ft. wide with a parapet on each side to hold the ballast. The
reinforced concrete trestle slab spans were all constructed in

place. To make this possible the bases of the piers were

provided with footings for false work Ijents to carry the

deck and forms on which the slabs were poured. These slabs

are built in sections and provided wath lifting stirrups so

that they may be taken out and replaced in case this is ever

necessary. The falsework under these slab spans was left

in place for 30 days to insure complete hardening of concrete.

Work on this bridge was begun in March, 1917, and com-

pleted on July 10, 1918, much trouble being experienced

with labor shortage during the summer of 1917. All work
was handled under the supervision of G. A. Haggander,

bridge engineer, Chicago, and F. T. Darrow. assistant chief

engineer, Lincoln, Neb., and was done by company forces.

The Railroads and a New Era

of Agricultural Development

THE RAILROADS HAVE LONG been foremost in the promo-

tion of agricultural development because of their pecu-

niary interest in the creation of new traffic. It was

feared by some that government control, by destroying com-

petition between individual lines, would w-ipe out, in a large

measure, the development activities of the railroads. Recent

events, however, indicate that tlie contrary will be the case.

Acting upon the roc|uest of Hon. Franklin K. Lane. Secre-

tary of the Department of Interior, A. P. Davis, director and

chief engineer of the U. S. Reclamation Ser\'ice, invited

federal managers to send competent representatives to the

International Farm Congress which took place at Kansas

City, ]Mo., on October 17, to assist in working out a sound

land settlement policy, particularly for the benefit of returned

veterans of the war. The reclamation service has an appro-

priation of $200,000, one-half of which has been set aside for

a survey of cut-over and swamp lands and the other half for

an investigation of arid lands suitable for irrigation.

Knowing the familiarity of the railroads with such tracts

available for development, acquired after years of practical-

studv of agricultural possibilities. Secretary Lane has called

upon them to provide the Reclamation Service with all pos-

sible information regarding areas of 5,000 acres, or more, ad-

jacent to their lines which are available for successful devel-

opment. The secretary estimates that more than 15.000,000

acres of irrigable land still remain in the government's hands,

that there is a total area of swamp and overflow lands in the

country of between seventy and eighty million acres, while

cut-over lands suitable for agriculture, approximate two hun-

dred million acres.

All of these lands require an initial investment to put them

in suitable condition for cultivation. A resolution passed

by the International Farm Congress proposes that this be

done jointly by tlie federal and state governments. The fed-

eral government, according to the plan outlined, will provide

the money for reclamation and will carr>' on tlie work of pre-

paring farms for cultivation. In order to place sufficient

responsibilit}- upon the individual states and thereby to elimi-

nate, as far as possible, the danger of injur>' to the scheme

through "pork barrel" politics, the state will be required to

provide the lands to be used, whether they have been previ-
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ously in private hands or state-owned. The lands offered by

tlie states will be subject to the approval of the federal gov-

ernment both as to quality and cost. The state will provide

facilities for the agricultural training of soldiers lacking ex-

perience or knowledge of local conditions, and the cost thereof

will be shared equally by the state and federal governments.

Provision will also be made for the repayment by the individ-

ual settler of the cost of the acquirement and reclamation of

the land and the preparation of the farms for cultivation,

these payments to be made in small installments extending
,

over long terms at low rates of interest, so as not to prove un-

duly burdensome on the farmer.

Details of the plan, with the exception of the clauses pro-

viding for the co-operative efforts of the federal and state

governments, are modeled after those included in the Wright

law of California, under which two tracts of about 4,000

acres each were set aside for development and settlement by

tlie state. One of these tracts has already been fully settled

and the operation of the law has proved a decided success.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has submitted a map
to the Reclamation Service showing all the irrigation tracts

in Wyoming set aside under the Carey act of that state. This

law provided for the private development of irrigation proj-

ects and the regulation by the state of water rates to home-

steaders. In these areas about 1,000,000 acres are still avail-

able for settlement. Members of the agricultural committee

for the Railroad Administration are taking vigorous steps to

create a sentiment in various western states favorable to the

proposed reclamation scheme. Letters have been received

from Governor Capper of Kansas and Governor-elect Carey

of Wyoming, which indicate that they will use all their in-

fluence to make the project a success. It has also been

learned that the governor of New Mexico is favorable to the

plan. Under the states defense act he is custodian of the

funds of the State Council of Defense, $500,000 of which

remains in his hands unexpended. He is considering seri-

ously urging the use of a portion of this amount in any

preliminary work that may be necessary to launch the rec-

lamation movement in his state.

Train Accidents in October'

THE roLLOWiNG IS A LIST of the most notable train acci-

dents that occurred on the railways of the United

States in the month of October, 1918:

Collisions

Kind of Kind of

Date Road Pl.ice Accident Train Kil'd Inj'd

5 Atchison, T. & S. F.... Hackney be
J- J F-

?
2

9 Pennsylvania McVeytown re g- § £• i A
II Long Island Woodhaven xc P. & F. 17

U Pennsylvania Hush River re F. &!•. -'

Derailments

Cause of Kind of

Date Road Place Derailment Train Kil'd Inj'd

26 Norfolk & W Norfolk open draw F. 4

The trains in collision near Hackney, Kan., on the morn-

ing of the fifth were westbound passenger No. 17 and a

westbound freight standing on a side track. One engineman

and two firemen were killed, and one passenger and one

employee were injured. Following some switching opera-

tions by the freight train, a facing point crossover switch had

been left open, and the passenger train ran through this

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re Rear collision be, BultinR collision xc, Other collisions b,

Uroljen d. Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unexplained

derail Open derailing switch ms, Mispl.accd switch ace. obst.,

Accidentai obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of tr.-ick, clc—

—

boiler, Exnlosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars burned while running

p or' Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (including

empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

switch and struck the side of the engine of the freight,

which fouled the crossover track.

Tlic trains in collision near McVeytown, Pa., on the ninth

were westbound express passenger No. 37 and a preceding

first-class train No. S3. The collision occurred in a dense

fog while the leading train was running about 15 miles an

hour and the other one about 25 miles an hour. The en-

gineman of No. 37 was killed and the fireman of 37 and
three employees on train 53 were injured. The rear cars of

No. 53 were empty. The trains were running on eastbound

track No. 2, the westbound tracks being blocked by the de-

railment of a freight train.

The trains in collision at Woodhaven, L. I., N. Y., on the

evening of the 11th were an eastbound passenger train, and

a switching engine standing on a side track. The passenger

train, made up of electric cars, with the motorman sitting

in the front vestibule of the leading car, ran over a facing

point switch set for the side track, and collided with the yard

engine at about 25 miles an hour. The motorman and 16

passengers were injured. The collision was due to disregard

of an automatic block signal.

The trains in collision near Bush River, Md., on the

morning of the 13th were northbound passenger trains, both

of which had discharged their passengers at the preceding

station. The leading train had been stopped because of

delay to a freight train ahead, and the following train came
on, in a dense fog, and crushed the two rear cars of the stand-

ing train. Two trainmen were killed. The second train

had passed an automatic block signal set against it, and, con-

sidering the fog, was running at excessive speed.

The train derailed at Norfolk, Va., on the night of the

26th, was a yard freight train consisting of 44 cars and two

locomotives, the two engines being at the head of the train

but moving tender first. The leading engine ran into an open

draw and fell into Elizabeth river, about 30 feet deep.

One engineman, one fireman, and two brakemen were

drowned. The bridge (a lift bridge) had been opened

after the train had passed, at about 12 miles an hour, a signal,

in the clear position, located 560 ft. west of the draw. (At

the speed named the bridge tender would have 31 seconds in

which to open the draw after the leading engine had passed

the signal.)

Electric Car Accidents.—Of the half-dozen prominent

collisions or derailments occurring on electric lines in Oc-
tober, only two were attended by fatal results. These were

l)oth on elevated lines in New York City, viz:

In a rear collision of southbound passenger trains on the

Intcrborough Rapid Transit Company's line at Jackson

avenue, on the morning of the third, a motorman and one

passenger were killed, and about 25 passengers were injured.

A local train from ISOtli street ran into a preceding train

which was standing at the station platform, having been

detained a few^ minutes. Tlie colliding train had run past

an automatic signal set against it; and also had run over

an automatic train stop; but the train-stop was located at the

stop signal, not the caution signal, and was not far enough

in the rear of the standing train to allow space in which to

stop the moving train.

In a rear collision of northbound trains at 187th street

and Third avenue, on the evening of the eighth, the motor-

man was killed and 13 passengers were injured. A Second

avenue express train ran into a Third avenue local train,

which had Wen stopped a short distance in the rear of the

station at Fordham. The rear part of the last car of the

standing train was empt)'.

The Pennsylvania State College Engineering School at

State College, Pa., was destroyed by fire on the night of

November 25; estimated loss, including equipment, $300,000.



The Valuation Aspect of Abandoned Property

A Rational Analysis of the Problem Leading to Allowance

for Replacements Promoting Economies

By Wm. G. Raymond
Dean, College of Applied Science, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

THE QUESTION as to how abandoned property should be

treated in a valuation has caused much discussion and

it can hardly be said to be satisfactorily answered.

The present discussion is the result of an attempt to answer

it in a particular case, in which the valuing engineer endea-

voring to reach a conclusion had reasoned as follows:

Abandonments in general come about from five causes,

although tlie fourth and fifth may be called one. The five

causes are:

1. The item abandoned is worn out in service and is to

be replaced by a new item of like kind or at least by an item

designed to perform the service of the worn out item.

2. Inadequacy of the item to perform the necessary serv-

ice for an increased demand for the product. A small reser-

voir adequate for the community served when it was built

becomes totally inadequate although not worn out when the

community served has grown in size and demand.

3. The item becomes obsolete Ijecause the demand for its

product ceases or is greatly lessened for one reason or another.

4. The item becomes uneconomical to operate because of

advances in the art of manufacture which have resulted in

the production of an item to perform the service for which

the abandoned item was designed at such a reduction in cost,

or increased regularity of output, that the operator is forced

to dispase of the older item, although not worn out, and to

install a more modem item in its place. This has frequently

happened during the development of electric power generat-

ing apparatus, the telephone, phonograph, etc.

5. Akin to 4 is the abandonment of an item not worn
out, and not abandoned out of necessity because of the in-

vention of more economical machines, but abandoned simply

because a more economical way of performing tlie service for

which the item was designed has been found and the oper-

ator, though not forced to do so, elects to make the change.

A common instance of this sort is the abandonment of a

piece of railroad line of high grades and perhaps sharp

cunes, for a newly located and constructed low grade line

more economical of operation. Another instance of this sort

recently called to attention is the removal of a gas plant

from the top of a hill where it was originally built by order

of the community, a long way from rail connections for its

supplies, to a point on low ground with a rail connection.

It is not necessary to move the plant but economy seems to

dictate the aliandonment of the old site for the new one.

It seems unnecessary to discuss a sixth cause, because the

regulating authorities have seemed to recognize the situa-

tion and have made provision to cover the loss involved in

the change. Such a cause is the change in form of construc-

tion to conform to the orders of public bodies, as the placing

of telephone and other wires underground at the loss of the

overhead construction abandoned.

The treatment of the abandoned property in a valuation
will depend on the cause of the abandonments.

1. When an item is worn out in seri'ice its cost less the

salvage, if any, is credited to capital and the cost of the

new item is charged to capital. If the cost of the old item

has not been received during the life of the item, or is not
received at the time of discarding, the owner loses that sum
as he should, unless he has been prevented by some author-

ity from collecting the cost of the item during its life or at

the time it is discarded. If it is of that class of small items
kept up by charges to maintenance in operating expense,
the cost is received presumably during the period of time
over which the particular item is spread, a month or a year.

If the item is of that class of major items whose costs are
too large to carry in operating expense all at one charge,
it is proper to collect a capital consumption allowance in
the charges for service, distributed over a period approxi-
mately equal to the life of the item so that the burden may
be distributed and not produce great inequality in operating
expense. There is never any question but that the cost of
an item discarded because it is worn out in service is to be
collected in charges for service, either distributed over a
period of years or in a single charge as the case may be.

Abandonment for this cause, then, gives no trouble except
as a question may arise as to which method should be
adopted for charging the cost. The cost is recognized as a
proper charge. It will not concern us further now.

2. Inadequacy reached at some time is a trifle more trouble-

some although it seems that it should not be. If in the begin-
ning it has been recognized that sooner or later the item would
become inadequate, and an estimate of the time has been
made, and an annual capital consumption allowance calcu-
lated to return the cost at the expiration of the u.^eful life of
the item has been collected in the rates, and if the estimate of

the period of usefulness has been correct, there is no trouble

at all. When the retirement takes place, the cost is written
off, or credited to capital, and dicre is in hand in cash or
other property a sum equal to the cost of the item; a sum
that has been collected in bits through the years, and perhaps
invested in new property items if not held as cash in bank.
It is immaterial what has been done with the accumulations,
the owner spent so much for an item of property which has
served its usefulness and he has received back the same
sum in his charges for service. He may use this sum, if it

is in cash or convertible securities,' and additional money
if necessary, for the creation of the larger propert)' now re-

quired. If the sum is in other property not convertible, he
finds the new money necessary from some other source.

When the new property is to be valued at a later date, the
old property is ignored, it was created and used, and has
been paid for by those served.

If, however, the estimate of time has not been just right,

it will have been too short or too long. If the former the
cost will have been collected before the item is retired; if

the latter, something still will be due when the property is

retired. This that still is due might then be amortized over
a few years if too large to charge in one year's expense, and
if this is completed before a valuation of the new property
occurs, no question will arise. If, however, the old item
remains partly unpaid for when the valuation occurs, the
valuing agency should take into account the amount uncol-
lected, and in general, perhaps, would do so if the matter
could be presented properly. It seems clear that this would
be right.

But let it be supposed that the first item has been thought
to be an everlasting item and no collection of amortization
allowance ever has been made. When the new item must
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he purchased or created new capital must Ijc forthcomiii}^

and the owner will have invested capital equal to the cost

of the retired item and the cost of the new item. Shall he

be allowed in a later valuation to collect a return on the

entire sum? He will douijtless have realized by now that

nothing is everlasting and will desire to collect a capital

consumption allowance. Shall he have this on the discarded

property as well as that existing? If he has not been pre-

vented from reimbursing himself in the past by rates fi.xed

too low by public authority it would seem that he should

stand in the same position as the manufacturer of any article

of commerce who does not charge enough for his output to

cover the depreciation of his plant as well as interest on

the cost. Such a manufacturer would have to stand his loss

when his outgrown machinery must be discarded or he would
have to increase his price so that future purchasers of his

product would pay for the plant used in the service of past

purchasers. Whether or not he could do this would depend
on the market and his competition. He certainly would do
it if he could. And while it might seem unfair to the later

purchasers, it is proljahle that any man who had made such

a mistake in ordinary business would be expected to recoup

himself later if he could. However, the man serving the

public and subject to public control, who had lost by his

own error, could hardly claim the right of reimbursement,

and hence it would seem that he must e.\pect to have his

property valued as it stands on the date of valuation with-

out the inclusion of his discarded items. Of course, in gen-

eral only major items, too large in cost to be handled in

current operating expense, are being considered.

3. So far as can be recalled at this writing few privately

owned public utilities are likely to have abandoned property

questions arise due to the cessation of the demand for their

product although it is conceivable that in some quarters gas

properties may become obsolete ov«ng to the introduction of

cheap electric current. This would mean the loss of the

whole property and a question of valuation could not arise.

The third cause for abandonment of property will be passed

over as not likely to arise soon as a question of valuation.

4. When an item becomes uneconomical to operate be-

cause the advancing art has developed newer types operating

much more cheaply, or with much greater satisfaction to con-

sumers, it is discarded for the newer type. This case is

somewhat similar to the second. Tlie owner should have

recognized the fact of advancing art and should have col-

lected in his charges a sum sufficient to cover an early re-

tirement of an unworn out item. H he has done so a valu-

ation subsequent to the replacement will raise no question.

If he has not covered the cost by the time the item is retired,

a question may arise. So long as there is no competition

he may go on using the old item, ])erhaps until it is worn

out or he has recovered its cost in his charges for service

and it is to be presumed that he will not make the change

unless the service of the new item will be so much of an im-

provement on that of the old that he may hope to earn enough

to pay

1. return and retirement allowance on the new item, and

2. return and retirement allowance during a short period

on the unamortized sum remaining in the old item.

But if a question of rates arises before he has recovered this

unamortized sum, a public valuing body is likely to value

only what it finds and tlie owner is likely to lose whatever

sum remains invested in the old item. In this case upon

proper proof of the situation being produced it would seem

fair, so long, at least, as rates have not been raised to pay

for the old item, to permit the rates to remain sufficiently

high for a sufficient time to reimburse the owner. for his

complete outlav still remaining in the old item. If he had

not expected this to be allowed, prolxibly he would not have

made the change so soon and tlie i>ublic would not so soon

liave had the advantage of the better serv'ice and the lessened

cost. In such a case fair treatment would seem to mean a

value including the investment remaining in the old item,

and operating expenses sufficient to include a sum for its

early amortization. Sometimes this is done by considering

the old item as legitimately retained emergency equipment.

Here should be no subterfuge.

5. The fifth cause has produced perhaps the most serious

cjuestions that have arisen, and it is not clear that they have

alwa}-s been settled rightly. These are questions right now
of immense importance to the railroads of the United States

under valuation by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

To try to reason clearly a special case will be considered.

Let a railroad from A to B, 100 miles long, be built at

a cost of $5,000,000, or 550,000 a mile. Let it be operated

for some 10 years and in that time let it build up a good

business. Let it appear that there are tliree relatively bad

parts of the line each about 10 miles long with much heavier

grades than any other portion, over which the trains ojjerated

over the rest of the road by single engines must be helped

by pushers. Let it also appear that so much pusher sen-ice

is less economical than the operation of lighter and conse-

quently more trains over the entire line, trains that can be

hauled over the heavj' grades with single engines under-

loaded on the better portions of the line. There comes a

time when it appears desirable to reduce the grades over the

three bad places, and the engineering department is asked

to show how this can be done to best advantage, what it

will cost, and whether it will pay. The department reports

that two of the bad places may be improved best by cutting

down the hills and filling the hollows deeper, doing some

really heroic surgery on mother earth at an expense of about

$500,000 in each place, and that the third place may be

improved best by a relocation on a reduced grade at an ex-

pense of $1,000^000. The department also reports that the

saving in operating costs, brought about by these improve-

ments will amount to $150,000 annually or 75^2 per cent

on the cost of the improvements. The improvement seems

to be warranted, is made, and operation on the improved

line is begun. The line is the same as before e.xcept for the

10 miles of abandoned line, the two ends of which are con-

nected by the relocation.

Just after operation begins a general rate question arises,

and a valuation of the property is ordered with a deter-

mination of operating expense. Just before the improve-

ment was made a valuation based on actual costs would have

shown $5,000,000 for the roadbed, right of way, track, and

permanent buildings and fixtures, and an annual operating

expense of $1 ,460,000. Forgetting equipment and retire-

ment allowances, there w'ould seem to be a call for a gross

income of say, 7>1 per cent on $5,000,000, plus $1,460,000,

Just after the improvement is made, if the property is

valued just as it is found, and as before on the basis of

actual cost, there would seem to be a value of $5,000,000

less $500,000 for the ten miles abandoned, and plus $2,000,-

000 for the improvements; and an operating expense of

$1,460,000 less 5150,000 or $1,510,000. The^gross income

to cover operation and 7J-S per cent on the cast of the per-

manent way before the improvement is $375,000 for return

and $1,460',000 operating expense or $1,835,000. The gross

income to cover operation and 7'2 per cent on the cost of

the permanent way after the improvement is $507,500 for

return and $1,310,000 operating expense or $1,817,500.

There is no return on or amortization of the abandoned 10

miles costing $500,000. But the owner went into this im-

provement under the hope that his gross income would be

maintained so that he could continue to pay a return on
what he had invested already and also, by the saving made
possilile, could pay a return on the cost of the improvement;

and perhaps could amortize the cost of the abandoned line
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by future growth of business at the then prevailing rates. If

allowed to maintain the rates he was charging before the

improvement he would almost certainly be able to do this.

No increase in rates would be necessary. But the regulating

body steps in and says—if it does—You cannot have in-

cluded as property that which you have abandoned. We
shall allow you to earn 1 ]/> per cent on that which you have,

and your operating expense.

The owner has been to great expense to reduce operating

costs, looking to the future to reimburse him for his loss of

investment in so doing. Should tlie public then take advan-

tage of him and say, "You have reduced operating costs and

we shall pay you only your reduced costs and a return on

what we find you have of property in service"? Or should

the public say, "You have made a fine improvement that has

reduced operating costs; we shall pay you the same rates

on which you counted, that with the growth of your business

you may amortize your discarded investment, and with the

expectation that when you have so done you will give us

the benefit of your lower operating costs"?

Doesn't the answer seem obvious? Will improvements of

this sort be made, if the owner cannot reasonably hope to

have his abandoned investment amortized? The improve-

ment, costing the public nothing, and eventually benefiting

it, is desirable from the puljlic viewpoint as well as from

that of the owner; indeed, under a regulation that limits the

return to operating costs plus a fixed rate of return on in-

vestment there is no inducement to the owner to make such

improvements as have been considered. Indeed, he must

have reasonable assurance that he will receive not only what

he abandons, but a share in the profit that results eventually

from the improvement.

What will happen if the public owns the enterprise? If

it decides to make such an improvement as has been con-

sidered, it will still have to pay a return on the money rep-

resented by the abandoned property until the debt in that

sum has been discharged. And the public cannot do this

unless it charges enough to those whom it serves to pay the

return and amortize the debt. Shall it demand less charges

of the private owner?

Now, after the lapse of a good many years, the case may
be different. It will be pertinent then to inquire whether

the cost of the abandoned property has been amortized.

Properly kept books should show this. But properly kept

books are rare. An estimate may be made, and if it seems

that the company owner has been fully reimbursed for the

abandoned j)roperty, it may be written off, or ignored in a

valuation. If it could have been written off, imt has not,

although earnings have been sufficient, but have been ap-

plied to other uses, it would seem to be fair to ignore such

aijandoned property. There is some question as to what a

court would do. The law is less elastic than commission

procedure. It seems likely that the courts would require the

finding of value only for that which is in existence at any

time of valuation. While a commission with power quite

properly might inquire into what would seem to do justice in

each particular case and could direct the procedure accord-

ingly, should not that which is fair prevail. Has the Inter-

state Commerce Commission adopted the fair procedure in

each case?

First Mountain Type Locomotives for the Santa Fe
Two of Similar Design Differing in Details, for Comparative

Trial; Heaviest 4-8-2 Type Yet Built

IN
JUNE, 1918, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe re-

ceived from the Baldwin Locomotive \\ orks, two Mountain

type locomotives for use in passenger service, which are

designed to develop 54,100 lb. tractive effort. These en-

gines bear the road numbers 3700 and 3701, and although

they are generally similar in design there are a number of

differences in the details. Engine 3700 is fitted for coal

favorably with any of the same type which have been built

heretofore. They are the heaviest of the type thus far built

and with one exception have not been exceeded in tractive

effort by any 4-8-2 type locomotives having driving wheels

of equal or greater diameter. Tlie locomotives built by the

Norfolk & Western in 1916, with drivers and cylinders

each one inch larger in diameter than the Santa Fe engines,

One of the Two Mountain Type Locomotives Recently Built for the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe

burning service and has the Baker valve gear, while engine

3701 burns oil and is equipped with the Wal.<chaort valve

gear. There are several other differences to which reference

will be made later.

The proportions of these locomotives as a whole, compare

develop a tractive eft'ort of 57,200 lb. A comparison of the

more important dimensions of the Santa Fe l<x:omotives

with those of several other notable 4-8-2 type locomotives is

presented in the table on the following page.

LTsing Cole's ratios as a basis of comparison, the Santa Fe
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locomotives have ample evaporative capacity, the boiler

being something over 100 per cent in this respect. The grate,

however, is relatively small, and has a rating of only 87 per
cent. In other words, the development of the maximum horse-
power which should be obtained from cylinders of the size

employed on these engines, at the rate of 3.5 lb. of coal per
horsepower-hour, will require an hourly combustion rate of

138 lb. per sq. ft. of grate instead of the 120-lb. rate on
which Cole's ratios are ba.sed. The New York Central loco-

motives referred to in the table have a 98 per cent boiler,

Comparison of Principal Dimensions of Notable 4-8-2 Type
Locomotives

Road SantaFe N. Y. C. N. & W. C.R.I.&P.
Year built 1918 1916 1916 1913
Tractive effort, lb 54,100 50,000 57,200 50,000
Total weiiiht, lb 353,900 343,000 341,000 333,000
Weight on drivers, lb 227,700 234,000 236,000 224.000
Cylinders, in 28 by 28 28 by 28 29 by 28 28 by 28
Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in 200 185 200 185
Diameter of drivers, in 69 69 70 69
EvaporatinK heating surface, sq. ft. 4,790 4,430 3,984 4,117
Superheating surface, sq. ft 1,086 1,212 882 994
Grate area, sq. ft 71.

S

66.8 80.3 62.7

with a slightly higher grate rating, and the Norfolk & Western
locomotives have a boiler between 80 and 90 per cent, with a

90 per cent grate.

Apart from the changes incident to the use of different

fuels, the boilers of the two Santa Fe locomotives are alike.

A conical ring is placed in the middle of the barrel, in-

creasing the shell diameter from 82 in. at the front end to

96 in. at the throat. The firebox has a combustion chamber
45^ in. long, and firebrick tulses are used in both the

boilers. An arch is fitted in the coal burning locomotive,

which is fired with a Duplex mechanical stoker and is

equipped with power-operated grate shaker and fire door.

On engine 3701 the standard arrangement of Santa Fe oil-

buming equipment, with Booth burner, is used. The super-

heaters are of the same size as those used in the Santa Fe
3160 class Mikado type locomotives.

Flexible staybolts are applied in the breaking zones in the

sides, back and throat of the firebox, and in the sides and
bottom of the combustion chamber, while four rows of ex-

pansion stays support the forward end of the combustion
chamber crown. In the case of such of the expansion-stays
as cannot be placed radially with relation to the outside

shell, bosses are electrically welded to the roof sheet in order
to provide a sufficient number of threads for the stavbolt

sleeves.

The main dome is located immediately in front of the

combustion chamber, while the auxiliar}' dome is farther

forward on the conical ring. This dome is placed on the left-

hand side of the boiler over a 17-in. opening the center of
which is 14 in. from the longitudinal boiler center. The
opening thus clears the dry pipe, and permits easy entrance
to the lioiler for inspection purposes.

The dynamic augment in rail pressure due to the effect of
the counterbalance, is kept within reasonable limits by using
comparatively light reciprocating and revolving parts made
of s]iecial materials. The piston heads are .steel castings of
dished section, while tlie piston rods, main rods, side rods,

and main crank pins, are of Nikrome steel. The piston rods
are of the extended type. The cros.sheads interchange with
those of the 3160 class Mikados and are of the Laird type,

with comparatively light bodies of .40 per cent carbon steel.

Fifty per cent of the weight of the reciprocating parts is

balanced. The driving-wheels are fitted with Mansell tire

retaining rings.

Locomotive No. 3700, with the Baker valve motion, is

equipped with piston valves of the Santa Fe standard design
and with the Ragonnet type B power reverse mechanism;
while locomotive No. 3701, which has the Wal.schaert motion,
is equipped with the American Balanced Valve Company's
piston valves and the Lewis power reverse gear.

The running gear details include several features of in-
terest. The main frames have a width of 5^ in. and the
upper and lower frame rails between adjacent pairs of
driving pedestals are united by vertical ribs, which are cast
in one piece with the frame and greatly increase its strength
in a vertical direction. These ribs support the equalizing
beam fulcrum pins. The frames are braced transversely at

each pair of driving pedestals and also midway between the

pedestals. Long journals with driving boxes of the Cole
type are u.sed on the main driving axle and the shoes and
wedges interchange with those of the 3160 class Mikados.
The rear frame is of the Commonwealth cradle pattern,

and in this case is used in combination wth the Delta
trailing truck. Locomotive No. 3700 is equipped with a
leading truck of the Economy constant resistance tj-pe, while

the leading truck of No. 3701 has three-point suspension

swing links and a one-piece, cast steel frame in lieu of a

frame of the built-up design generally used.

The guide-yoke and valve motion bearer of each locomotive

are braced to the boiler by heavy wrought iron rods having
jaws on their upper ends which are pinned to brackets

studded to the boiler shell. These brackets are fitted against

external liners riveted to the boiler shell. Ample strength is

thus provided in a vertical direction, while provision is made
for lateral movement due to the expansion and contraction

of the boiler shell.

The tenders have six-wheel trucks and one-piece, cast-steel

frames and the details interchange with those of the Mikado
type locomotives previously mentioned.

Although these locomotives represent a type that is new
to the Santa Fe System, and are in a certain sense experi-

mental, their design is based on that of locomotives which

are giving satisfactory results on this road, and no radically

new features are embodied in their construction. Few rail-

ways in this country present more difficult operating condi-

tions than the mountain divisions of the Santa Fe, where

there is an excellent field for demonstrating the capacity and
efficiency of the IMountain type in heay\' passenger service.

The table which follows presents the principal dimension.?

and data pertaining to these locomotives:

General Data

Gaire 4 ft. 8'/ in.

Service Passenger
Fuel Oil, soft coal
Tractive effort 54,100 lb.

WciRht in working order 353,910 lb.

Weisht on drivers 227.700 lb.

WeiRht on leading tnick 65.7001b.
Weight on trailing truck.: 60.5001b.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 587,600 lb.

Wheel base, driving 18 ft.

Wheel base, total 39 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 76 ft SH in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers — tractive effort 4.2
Total v.reight -4- tractive effort 6.5
Tractive effort X diam. drivers — equivalent healing surface*. .581.5
Equivalent heating surface* -— grate area 89.8
Firebox heating surfpce -f- equivalent heating surface,* per cent. ..5.8
Weight on drivers -r- equivalent heating surface* 35.

S

Total weight -i- equivalent heating surface* 55.1
\'o!ume both cylinders 19.9 cu. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* -4- vol. cylinders 322.6
Grate area -=- vol. cylinders 3.6

CyliHders
Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 28 in. by 28 in.

Valves
':$;"<' Piston
Diameter 1 5 in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 69 in
Driving, thickness of tires 3'4 in.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 12 in. bv 20 in.
Driving journals, others, diameter and length 11 in. by 12 in
Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in
Engine truck, journals 7 ;„ by 1' in
Trailing truck wheels, diameter '.'.] '. 47 in'
Tr.ailing truck, journals 9 in. by 14 in!

Boiler

;,'.'''^ ; Conical wagon-top

n
''.''5'"8 .P^ssure. 200 lb. per sq. in.

I lutside diameter of first ring g^ in
Firebox, length and width I22!<i iii! by 84"Jin!
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Firebox plates, thickness. .. Sides, back and crown, H in.; tube, — in.
Firebo.x. water space Front and sides, 5 in.; back, 4;^ in.
Tubes, number and outside diameter 253—2^ in.
Flues, number and outside diameter 43—5^ in.

Tubes and flues, length 21 ft.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 4,416 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox, .including arch tubes 374 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total . .4,790 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 1 ,086 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* . 6,4 19 sq. ft.

Grate area 71.5 sq. ft.

Tender
Tank Water bottom
Frame Cast steel
Weight 233,700 lb.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.
Tournals, diameter and length 5J4 in. by 10 in.
Water capacity 12,000 gal.
Oil capacity 4.000 gal.

•Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface + 1.5
times the superheating surface.

Organization and Work of Fuel Conservation Section

The Measures Taken to Secure Economy in the Use of Fuel with

an Estimate of the Savings Effected

THE Western R.mlway Club met at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, on November 18. Major E. C. Schmidt, as-

sistant manager of the Fuel Conservation Section,

United States Railroad Administration, presented a paper on
the work of that department, which was discussed by repre-

sentatives of the Fuel Administration and of tlie railroads'

fuel organizations. Abstracts of both the paper and the dis-

cussion follow:

As implied in the circular announcing the formation of the

Fuel Conservation Section of the U. S. Railroad Adniini.stra-

tion, the purposes of this deixirtment are:

(a) To effect economies in the fuel consumed b\' loco-

motives.

(b) To effect economies in the fuel consumed at railway

power and heating plants, pumping stations and the like.

(c) To bring ai)out an improvement in the quality of the

coal mined for railway purposes. It may be worth while,

briefly, to state here the conditions existing last spring and to

review the considerations which have shaped the general

policies of this section, and which have determined the points

where its effort is l)eing most vigorously applied. Most large

railroads have had for years some special organization for

overseeing the use of fuel and for educating enginemen and
others in its proper handling. Much effort has been expended
in defining proper methods and practice and, in general, these

methods are well understood by those concerned. In view of

these facts our task was, therefore, one of enlisting indi-

vidual interest and effort in order to insure the constant appli-

cation of well-known methods, rather than one of educating

men as to how fuel should lie conserved. An exception to

this statement lies in the presence nowadays of an unusual
number of new firemen on locomotives; but this condition has
not been overlooked.

The transportation department, by the quick movement of

trains, by tlie avoidance of stops and train delays, and by
better co-ordinated handling of locomotives at terminals, can
influence coal consumption almost, if not quite, as fundamen-
tally as the motive power department. Indeed there are verj"

few individuals in the operating departments of railwa3'S

whose daily work does not affect, whether directly or indi-

rectly, the consumption of fuel. Eugene Mc.\uliffe, director

of the Fuel Conservation Section, in an address at the last

convention of the Traveling Engineers' Association, well

stated the scope of fuel economy as follows: "The conserva-

tion of railway fuel, beginning at the mine, goes thence over

the track scales on to the coaling station through the breaker
bars into the pockets, thence to the tender and the furnace
door; not, however, to end at the stack mouth, but to begin
again at the drawbar, and, sweeping back from there, to in-

volve the trainmen, despatchers, yardmasters, signal men, men
in charge of air brake maintenance, men in charge of lubrica-
tion, and maintenance of way men—in fact, evervone from
chief engineer to track men. and from superintendent to train-

men." These considerations have led us—not to ignore en-
ginemen and shopmen—but to appeal to superintendents,
trainmasters and despatchers, as they had not been appealed
to thus far, and to emphasize in all possible ways the influ-

ence of their work on fuel conservation.

The shortage of labor and the difficulty in obtaining ma-
terial made it clear at the outset that we ought not to insist

ujjon widespread changes in equipment; and the stress of
readjustment which the roads were undergoing, as well as
tlie shortage of men, also made it desirable that we should
not at once insist upon the application of new methods, nor
upon extensive changes in the personnel or type of organiza-
tion of the railway fuel departments.

About 90 per cent of railway fuel is used for locomotives;
the remaining tenth is used in stationary power and heating
plants, pumping and coaling stations, and in similar situa-
tions. The majority of these plants are small, and so situ-

ated as to make adequate supervision difficult. In the main
they are wasteful, and they use in the aggregate an amount
of coal which demands effort at conservation; by their very
wastefulness they offer an excellent opportunity to make
savings.

Since the beginning of the war there has been a serious de-
terioration in the quality of coal, due to the pressure for in-
creased production and the subsequent falling off in methods
of cleaning and also to the reopening of mines which produce
inherently inferior coal. The Fuel Administration has for
months been at work on this problem, spurring on the miners
and mine o]ierators to greater care in the prejiaration of coal;
and improvements have been made under their effort. Not-
withstanding this progress, the situation, as far as railway
fuel is concerned, seemed to demand more radical treatment
i)ecau.se improvement in the quality of coal is .so fundamental
to our whole con,scrvation program.

General Policies of the Section
The general policies of the section have been determined

by the considerations thus briefly reviewed. They mav be
summarized as follows:

1. To exercise merely general control over the railway f-tl departments
Ml their work of supervising and sitimulating the cfTort of firemen, en-
gineers, roundhousenicn and shopmen; rather than to attempt to deal
directly with the individual.

2. To strengthen the orcani^ation of these railway fuel departments,
to magnify the importance of their work, to increase their authority where
necessary, and to cause the establishment of such organizations on roads
where they do not exist.

3. To cull the best practices of these organizations and to bring about
tluir general adoption.

4. To lay particular stress upon the opportunities for conservation in
railway transportation departments, emphasizing the opportunities for
iconomy open to superintendents, trainmasters, despatchers, and trainmen
in their daily work.

5. Avoid rigidly any widespread changes in equipment, either on loco-

motives or in stationary plants, seeking, however, to get the best possible

results out of existing equipment.
6 To avoid foisting upon the railroads new methods, trying rather to

enlist the co-operation and interest of everyone concerned toward greater
individual effort in the daily application of well-known practice.
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7. To lay especial emphasis upon the necessity for improvement in the

stationary power and heating plants located at terminals, shops and round-

houses, and in pumping plants, coaling stations and similar situations.

8. In co-operation with the United; States Fuel Administration to do

everything possible to bring about an improvement in the quality of coal

supplied for railw.ly use.

Our total supervising force consists at present of 11 men.

For the purpose of investigating in special cases the prepara-

tion of coal at the mines we have one man in the field. At

the time that tliese supervisors were installed in office, we

called in each region a meeting of the officials of the roads

in that territory to explain to them our purposes and plans,

and to make to them specific suggestions concerning im-

provements. Responsible operating officials have never been

reached so authoritatively nor in such large numbers in con-

nection with the conservation of fuel. The meeting held on

August 1 in Chicago, for example, was attended by 550 offi-

cials occupying positions of such authority and influence as

to make their interest and opinion immediately effective on

their roads. Following these meetings our supervisors have

at once begun their insjiection of each road, observing the op-

portunities for improvement and making directly to chief

operating officials their request for changes.

Organization of Railway Fuel Department

In this connection we have been making the following

tentative recommendations concerning the organization of

railway fuel departments. We have suggested that the head

of this department be relieved of all duties except the re-

sponsibility for the conservation of fuel. We have recom-

mended that we have as assistants men of the experience and

capacity of the usual first-class traveling engineer, and that

there be one such assistant for every 75 locomotives. We
have suggested that in addition skilled firemen be detailed

as instructors in sufficient number to give each new fireman

adequate training before beginning his road service; and

that these fireman instructors have charge of the fire-cleaning

forces at terminals. These men are to give their entire time

to fuel economy, and are to be in addition to such traveling

engineers as the motive power department may require for

otlier purposes.

In our stationary plant campaign we have sought to re-

main in constant contact and co-operation with the United

States Fuel Administration; and while we have maintained

jurisdiction over the railway plants we have kept ourselves

informed of the aims and recommendations of the Fuel Ad-

ministration and, insofar as they are applicable to the rail-

ways, we have incorporated them in our own procedure.

Many railroads maintain fuel inspectors to inspect coal at

the mines. Since July we have been accumulating informa-

tion concerning these inspection organizations and we have

been perfecting with the Inspection Section of the Bureau

of Bituminous Coal of the Fuel Administration arrangements

looking toward improvement in the quality of coal by greater

care in its preparation and cleaning at the mines. As a re-

sult of these arrangements every railroad fuel in.spector has

now been formally authorized to act for the Fuel .Adminis-

tration in his daily work and in his dealings with mine op-

erators; and he has been provided with credentials showing

his authority. In situations demanding improvement he re-

ports to us the facts in detail and also deals directly with the

operator in tr)'ing to effect improvements in preparation. In

cases where, notwithstanding his effort, coal of poor quality

is persistently shipped, the inspectors' reports are verified and
such mines or parts of mines are being prohibited by the

Fuel Administration from making further shipments and the

Railroad Administration is withdrawing tlie car supply from

such operations. Supplementing this process, we ourselves

have recently been inspecting mines complained of and when
we were assured that the product was unfit for locomotive

use we have asked the Central Advisory Purchasing Com-
mittee of the Railroad Administration to instruct the railroads

to cease purchasing or accepting coal from these mines.

While statistics are being accumulated which ultimately

may reflect the results of our efforts, we are not yet able to

draw conclusions from them; but evidence of the effectiveness

of our campaign comes to us in other forms from many di-

rections. From practically all railroad officials we have had
a most hearty response to our appeals, and the interest which
they have expressed has translated itself, in almost every in-

stance, into improvements clearly obvious to us and to our su-

pervisors. Fuel departments, have, in many instances, been

thoroughly reorganized; in others they have been enlarged in

accordance wij;h our suggested tentative standards. In many
cases the heads of these departments are now reporting di-

rectly to general managers or federal managers and their

recommendations are being acted upon with much more au-
thority than has ever been the case. In other instances rail-

roads which had no definite organization for fuel supervision

have formed fuel departments and are giving the conservation

of fuel adequate attention.

Certain details of equipment and many elements of loco-

motive maintenance which affect fuel economy are receiving

more attention than before. Campaigns for economy in the

uses of fuel at stationan,' plants have been organized on many
roads, and definite organizations charged solely with the re-

sponsibility in this field have been formed where hitherto

such responsibility has been a purely incidental duty of

men already overburdened.

In response to the natural question as to how much fuel we
expect to save I would conclude by presenting the following

estimate. It should be understood as a mere estimate not yet

supported by adequate statistics; but it is made with care, is

probably conservative, and is based upon a thorough balanc-

ing of all the facts stated and implied above.

Present estimates indicate that during the calendar year

1918 United States railroads will use" about 175,000'00O
tons of coal for all purposes, including both bituminous coal

and anthracite. Of this amount about 157,000,000 tons will

be consumed in locomotive service and about 18,000,000 tons

at stationary power plants and for miscellaneous purposes.

In addition, the railroads will use approximately 42.000,000
barrels of fuel oil. Basing our calculations on these totals

we estimate that the savings likely to result from our cam-
paign during the period for which it has been under way will

be at the following annual rates

:

Two per cent saving due to improvement in the qualitv of
coal, or 2 per cent of ITS, 000.000 '.

. . . 3,500.000 tons
Three per cent saving on the co.-il used in locomotive se^^•-

ice, or 3 per cent of 157,000.000 4.710.000 tons
Ten per cent saving on the coal used at stationary power
and heating plants and for miscellaneous purposes, or
10 per cent of 18,000,000 1.800.000 tons

Total annual coal savings 10,010,000 tons
Two per cent saving on the fuel oil used for all purposes,

or 2 per cent of 42,000,000 840.000 bbls.

Discussion

Following Major Schmidt's paper, Joseph B. Harrington,

administrative engineer of the United States Fuel Adminis-
tration for the State of Illinois, pointed out that the rail-

roads present a different problem from stationary power
plants because they extend over such a large territory. This
decentralization makes it necessary to use small units at coal-

ing stations, pumping plants and similar points. These are

fundamentally uneconomical, due to the equipment and to

the types of men who of necessity are employed to operate

them. !Mr. Harrington stated that in some instances im-
provements designed to eft'ect economy in the use of fuel had
been withheld because it was impossible to demonstrate the

economy that would be effected by the individual factor in the

equipment. He pointed out the necessity of considering the

fuel saving problem in a broad light. Although the results

of the various measures cannot be segregated, when all the

necessary equipment has been provided the complete plant
will give the desired .results. Partial installations, however,
are not effective. It is not sufficient to plug some of the
leaks; they must all be stopped.

ISIr. Harrington stated that in his opinion tlie ultimate
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solution of the fuel problem is to make the fuel department

one of the major parts of the railroad organization, dignifying

it by making the man in charge a vice-president. Coal is

handled in such great quantities that the men working on the

railroads do not realize its value. The fuel conservation

department of the railroads should be established on a per-

manent basis, as the preventable fuel losses are serious and

enormous. It is not so much a matter of learning what to

do, but of getting it done. The widespread opinion that

large plants are, in general, economical and small plants

wasteful has not been borne out by inspection. Some of the

larger plants have proved to be in the poorest condition and

some of the smallest were very economically operated. Effi-

ciency is more a matter of personnel than of equipment.

F. P. Roc.sch, fuel supervisor of the Northwestern Regional

District, made a plea for the continuation of the fuel conser-

vation movement. The Fuel Conservation Section made a pa-

triotic appeal and received a patriotic response from the rail-

road men. Since the signing of the armistice, however, there

has been a marked relaxation. This is the wrong attitude,

for while the war is over the period of readjustment will be

a difficult one and unless wasteful practices are corrected this

country will not be able to secure what it has gained. Mr.

Roesch quoted a statement of Regional Director Aishton

that accurate statistics of the fuel consumed would result in

greater savings than any other single factor and went on to

point out that while great efforts were made to secure

monetary savings, the saving of pounds of coal did not make
as strong an appeal. For that reason, fuel statistics should

be reduced to a dollar and cents basis. Mr. Roesch cited

a few concrete examples of what had been accomplished in

saving fuel through the inspection conducted by tlie regional

fuel supervisors. He called attention to the waste due to

heating passenger cars during lay-over p>eriods, gave figures

showing the cost of steam and air leaks and showed the re-

sults secured by feeding the cleanings from blacksmith forges

to stoker fired stationary boilers.

L. R. Pyle, fuel supervisor, Central Western regional

district, called attention to the fact that the higher officers

of the railroads are showing more interest in fuel economy
than ever Ijefore and are willing to install the needed equip-

ment where improper conditions are brought to their at-

tention. He spoke of the necessity for being constantly on

the watch for wasteful practices, and of making recommenda-
tions for improvements in writing so they could not be over-

looked. To secure the best results, it is necessary to give the

enginemen locomotives in good condition and then to show
them how to operate them economically. It is not sufficient to

apply corrective measures and then pay no further attention

to the matter. It takes constant following up to maintain

good conditions and to make the improvement permanent.

J. G. Crawford, (C. B. & Q.), spoke of tlie losses due to

improper operation of coal chutes and urged that more at-

tention be given to the handling of coal between the mine
and the engine tender. He pointed out that the failure to

clean chutes periodically resulted in spontaneous combustion,

influenced the consumption of coal unfavorably, and some-

times caused failures due to locomotives being loaded with

fine coal that had accumulated for a considerable period at

the bottom of the chute.

Transverse Fissures and Phosphorus Streaks in Rails^

New Evidences of the Influence of Segregation and of the

Advantage of Reheating Blooms

By G. F. Comstock

Physical Testing Laborator}-, Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

THE SUBJECT of transverse fissures in steel rails has been

discussed very tlioroughly in recent years from various

points of view and the final opinions expressed may

be roughly classified into two groups

:

(l)"That these fissures are the result merely of fatigue

of the steel and are independent of the quality of the metal.

(2) That the quality of the metal and the mill practice

must have something to do with them.

The view that these fissures were due merely to normal

fatigue under alternating stresses seemed most reasonable

to the writer until quite recently, because, from work done

in this laboratory, as well as the work of other investigators

of the problem, no structural differences, in the vast ma-

jority of cases, were found between metal at the nuclei of

transverse fissures and metal at similar positions in the

same rails or in other rails that had not developed fissures.

Within the last year or two, however, since the method of

etching polished sections for the microscope with a cupric

chloride solution has been tried systematically on lengthwise

sections, passing through the nuclei of transverse fissures,

evidence began to accumulate that there was a certain

structural peculiarity of the metal associated with these

fissures, and very often showing its most distinct development

at the nucleus rather than elsewhere in the section examined.

When the use of cupric chloride reagents was discovered

and advocated for the detection of phosphorus segregation in

steels, and this method began to be applied to longitudinal

•Abstract of a paper to be presented before the .\nierican Institute of

Mi'ning Engineers, at New York, in February, 1919.

sections cut through the nuclei of transverse fissures in rails,

it was found in many cases that the most distinct of the

streaks shown in this way passed through the nucleus. In

some of these rails the streaks were about the same through-

out the section examined, but in practically none were they

absent or even indistinct. Fig. 1 is a photograph, taken at a

magnification of about 2y2 diameters, of two polished mi-
croscope specimens etched with the aqueous picric acid solu-

tion, which darkens the high-phosphorus streaks. The edges

of these specimens show parts of transverse fissures, with the

polished sections cutting through the nuclei, and in each

case it is plainly seen that the nucleus of the fissure is di-

rectly in line with the most distinct dark streak on the

polished surface. Figs. 2 and 3 are photomicrographs of the

polished surfaces of specimens cut, like those in Fig. 1,

through the nuclei of transverse fissures in rails, but

etched with cupric chloride. Each of these shows the edge

of the specimen at the nucleus of the fissure, and the most
distinct high-phosphorus streaks are shown in every case

passing directly into these nuclei.

Transverse fissures generally have their nuclei a short

distance inward from the surface of tlie rail section, and it

has often been noted that the nucleus will occur at the same
distance below the top of the head as the topmost distinct

high-phos]iliorus streak. This streak would, of course,

have been subjected to a greater bending moment in ser\'ice

than any streak existing nearer the center of the rail, and
hence might be expected to crack first.

The cause of the high-phosphorus streaks is the selective
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freezing in the ingot, which cannot be avoided by any means
now known. The effects of this selective freezing may, how-
ever, be remedied or overcome by diffusion in the solid state,

which is a very slow process in regard to phosphorus. If

longer heating of the solid steel in rail manufacture by
allowing more thorough diffusion will decrease the intensity

or distinctness of the high-phosphorus streaks, then rails

rolled from reheated blooms should show these streaks less

distinctly than rails rolled direct from ingots. A more in-

teresting fact in this connection is that out of the few hun-

Fig. 1—Two Polished Specimens for the Microscope Etched

with Aqueous Picric Acid, Showing Parts of Transverse

Fissures on Their Edges and the Most Distinct Streaks on

the Polished Surfaces in Line with the Nuclei

dred rails that have failed from transverse fissures on the

New York Central Lines, just two of them had been rolled

from reheated blooms. If it could be shown, therefore, that

rails rolled from reheated blooms had the high-phosphorus

Streaks less in evidence than direct-rolled rails, a strong sup-

port would be secured for the theory that these streaks had

some influence on the origin of the fissures.

To investigate this point, samples of rails were secured,

some of which had been rolled direct from ingots, and

Figs. 2 and 3—Photomicrographs of Longitudinal Sections

of Rails at the Nuclei of Transverse Fissures, Etched with

Cupric Chloride, Showing Distinct Streaks at the Nucleus in

Each Case

some of which had been rolled from reheated blooms. These

were in all 24 transverse-fissure rails and 12 good service

samples. The first thing done to each sample was the mak-

ing of sulphur prints from a cross-section generally within

an inch or two of the transverse fissure, provided it appeared

on the sample received. These prints were classified as

good, fair, poor, or bad, according to the amount of segre-

gation shown.

Sections for microscopic examination were also cut from

the heads of all the samples, longitudinally and upright, that

is, parallel to the plane of the web and graded with respect

to the presence of alumina, slag inclusions, and the dis-

tribution of sulphides, by e.xamination of the carefully pol-

ished sections before etching. Data on the amount of free

ferrite and cementite were obtained by examination of the

sections after etching with the usual alcoholic solution of

picric acid.

The samples were next repolished and etched with Stead's

cupric chloride reagent, all as nearly as possible to the same
degree, and were classified in the same way as the sulphur
prints, according to the quality of the metal judged from
the distinctness of the streaks shown. Finally the samples
were all repolished again and etched for 15 to 20 sec. with

an aqueous picric acid solution and graded as before.

Classification of Samples

Trans- Rails Rolled Rolled
verse* that gave direct from
fissure good from reheated

In regard to Grade rails, service. ingot, blooms.
per cent per cent per cent per cent

Good 67 58
Fair .. 25 17

Sulphur print •' Poor 8 17

' Good
Poor .

Bad .

Presence of slag "| I'oor ..

[Bad .

.

fGood .

Distribution of sul- J fair ..

phides by microscope
[ poor ..

f None .

, , , . I
Traces

Amount of free ferrite
"j Little .

L Much .

.

.\mount of free ce-] One streak. .

mentite [Considerable

Cupric chloride etching- poor
[Bad .

fGopd
-Aqueous picric acid I

Fair

etching ]
Poor

In the table tliese results are all averaged for the rails

that failed from transverse fissures and for those that en-

dured good service without failure, in order to get the average

classification of each kind of rails with respect to the dif-

ferent characteristics that were examined. The classification

of direct-rolled rails was practically the same as that for the

transverse-fissure rails, and the rails rolled from reheated

blooms were also similar to the good-service rails, so that it

did not seem desirable to fill out the last two columns of the

table except in regard to the high-phosphorus streaks.

The first six of the aspects of the structure considered in the

table give, for the two kinds of rails, classifications that are

similar in their general indications, showing that none of these

peculiarities could be an important cause of transverse fis-

sures. The last two criteria, however, show a decided dif-

ference in the classification figures for the two kinds of rails,

and indicate that there is here at least some relation between

these aspects of the structure and the formation of the

fissures. Thus, while 88 per cent of the failed rails were

classed as poor or bad in regard to the high-phosphorus

streaks shown by the cupric chloride etching, only 42 per

cent of the good ser\'ice rails were so classed; and the

aqueous picric acid etching checks these figures in almost

the same way. Comparing the direct-rolled rails with the

rails rolled from reheated blooms, the figures are more

strongly suggestive, becoming 89 and 88 per cent, respectively,

for the sum of the poor and bad classes of the direct-rolled

rails after the two methods of etching, and only 27 and 28

per cent for the same classes of the rails rolled from reheated

blooms. Here is, then, a clear indication that reheating the

blooms in rail manufacture will give a product decidedly

more free from high-phosphorus streaks than the direct-

rolling process will give, and it has also been shown that
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rails can be made, and are made, that are practically free

from these streaks.

It is not claimed that reheating the blooms is a sure cure

and the only cure for transverse llssures in rails, but the

evidence here given supports strongly the contention that

segregation of phosphorus in abrupt alternate bands of

almost microscopic size, running lengthwise in the rail head,

as an important cause of transverse fissures, and that by re-

heating the metal from which the rails are rolled these

bands may be reduced by diffusion and the tendency to-

ward the formation of transverse fissures may be materially

lessened.

Shippers Are Hostile to Government Ownership

N. I. T. League Convention Brings Out Frank Expressions

on Future of Railroads; Prouty Speaks

UNDOUBTEDLY THE MOST significant feature of the armual

convention of tlic National Industrial Traffic League,

held at Cincinnati, Ohio, on November 20 and 21, was

the unanimity of sentiment in opposition to government opera-

tion of the railroads. The expression of opinion on this sub-

ject had been generally suspended during the period of the

war for patriotic reasons, but as the reason for the acquisition

of the transportation system by the government has now
passed, the first meeting of the League since the conclusion of

hostilities was the signal for a frank discussion of federal

control and the future of the railroads. It was the sense of

the convention that the next year or two will constitute a cru-

cial period in railway history and that the League will have

to be on the alert to prevent developments inimical to the

interests of shippers and to assist effectively in bringing about

a solution of the transportation problem that will prove satis-

factory to the public. A resolution offered by the executive

committee and unanimously adopted puts the League on record

as unqualifiedly opposed to government operation or owner-

ship and provides for the appointment of a special committee

to promote legislation necessary to protect the interests of

the League if the railroads are returned to their owners. The
resolution reads as follows:

WnEREy^s, lender present legislation the railroads will be returned to

private operation within 21 months after the close of the war, and.
Whereas, the National Industrial Traffic l.caRUe is on record as oppos-

inc government ownership of the railro;-ds ot tlic country, and
Whereas, the executive committee is of the opinion that operation of the

railroads by their owners is preferable to government operation, and.
Wherea.s, the executive committee is convinced that before the railroads

are returned to their owners for oi'eration additional legislation is neces-
sary in their interests, as well as for the protection of the public.
Therefore, we recommend that the president of the League appoint a

special committee of nine members, to consider such additional legislation

and measures as mav be deemed necessary to carry out the spirit and
purpose of this recommendation, said connnutcc to rc;iort tu the executive
committee at an early date.

Judge Prouty Speaks

Next to passing the resolution, the mo.'^t important part of

the proceedings was an address by Judge Charles A. I'routy,

director of the Division of Public Service and Accounting of

the Railroad Administration. The judge was very enthusi-

astically received despite the fact that he voiced opinions

which were obviously contrary to those held by the memtxTS
of the league. He stated that the railways had broken down
as carriers of war traffic and that the Railroad Administra-

tion had been established in order to give the war and navy
departments and the War Indu.stries Board the service re-

quired to insure the winning of the war. Since the first few
months of government operation that service has been ren-

dered, and while the public had to suffer many inconveniences

and privations during that period it has not been the duty
and business of tlie Railroad Administration to satisfy ship-

pers and travelers. Now conditions have changed; the press-

ing need for giving preference to the movement of war ma-
terials is past—in fact the emergency on account of which the

railroads were taken over by the government is gone.

There are strong arguments in favor of returning the car-

riers to their owners immediately. In his opinion, however,

certain legislation will be necessary before that event takes

place. In view of the existence of a Republican congress

and a Democratic administration, there is little prospect of

the return of the rail lines before the expiration of 21 months
after the signing of peace.

Many governments have tried government operation of
railroads and up to date no government which has done it

has gone back to private control. There has been consider-
able complaint regarding government service, but at the same
time no disposition to return to private operation. Govern-
ment ownership achieved a high degree of success in Ger-
many, but what was possible through the autocratic proc-
esses in force in that country might not be successful here.

The judge stated that he had never been an advocate of gov-
ernment ownership and operation, but had often been curious

as to just how it would work out in actual practice. Due to

our conditions the experiment of government operation is

with us. In order to settle the question of its merits as com-
pared with private operation, it should be given a fair trial

under normal jieace conditions. A fair trial means a co-

operative spirit on the part of shippers and the general pub-
lic and the absence of obstructive and unsympathetic activi-

ties. Up to the present time the duty of the Railroad Ad-
ministration has been to do things necessary- to win the war.
From now on the test of government operation will be to serve

the public more cheaply and efficiently than the private com-
panies can.

Judge Prouty said that shippers should form their judg-
ments on the basis of services which are legitimate functions

of common carriers. In the past shippers have enjoyed a
great many privileges which they had no right to enjoy. He
cited as an example daily telegraphic reports on the location

of cars which were formerly furnished traders who insisted

on them. Luxuries of this kind had to be paid for by some-
body and naturally would, in the end, come out of the ship-

pers' pockets. Some services, however, which were tem-

porarily suspended on account of the war, will now be re-

sumed. The informative work formerly performed by off-line

traffic offices should be done, llie Railroad .Administration

solicits the co-operation of the National Industrial Traffic

League in devising a definite plan under which these services

may be rendered.

Judge Prouty believes the present committee method of ad-
justing rates and regulations should be retained as a perma-
nent practice. He favored such a plan some years ago, but the

Interstate Commerce Commission was too conservative to take

any action in that direction. The plan is now in effect and,

he believes, is proving successful. Some criticism has been
offered because the shippers' representatives on the various

freight traffic committees are not paid for their sjcrvices. The
chief benefits of the scheme are due to the fact that these

men are in close touch with the public. If they should re-

ceive a respectable compensation for their committee work
they would be apt to assume the attitude of bureaucrats and
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forget the interests of the shippers. It is hoped that a plan

can be devised under which these men need spend only a por-

tion of their time on tlie committees instead of all, as has re-

cently been the case under the pressure of war conditions.

Judge Prouty concluded his address with a few remarks on

specific topics. On the subject of overcharges he said that in-

asmuch as tlie Railroad Administration recjuires the prompt

payment of freight charges the least it can do is to repay

overcharges promptly. There is no excuse for a delay of

months in the payment of overcharges which is common on

some roads. If he continues in his work for two years

more, the judge says there is one thing that will be done

—

overcharges will be promptly repaid.

With reference to embargoes, he said that he had always

been a believer in handling congestion at the point of origin,

but that he thought that the time has arrived to embargo

the man who fails to unload promptly and not penalize a

whole region on his account. He also said that he believed

shippers should be advised promptly of embargoes.

On the subject of revenues, the judge stated that it was

likely that the Railroad Administration would face a delicit

of about $200,000,000 at the end of the year. He believed,

however, that from now on the operating revenues would

commence to increase. He expressed the opinion that if

the railroads had not been taken over by the government,

every one of them would now be in receivers' hands. There

is not a public utility except the railroad companies that

has not lost money in the last 10 months.

Report of Freight Claims Committee

J. M. Belleville, general freight agent of the Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., and chairman of the

freight claims cominittee, read the report of that committee.

He said that replies received from the members of the League

in response to specific inquiries on the subject, indicated

that there has been a general lack of courtesy and prompt-

ness in the settlement of claims by the railroads. He stated

that he had a conference with J. H. Howard, manager of

the Claims and Property Protection Section of the Railroad

Administration and that Mr. Howard promised to stir up

the railroads and force a settlement of old accounts, if the

shippers would send him lists of the claims. Mr. Belleville

said that express claims were even in a worse condition

than railroad claims and that current express claims es-

pecially were accumulating. He stated that, on behalf of

the League, he had urged the American Railway Express

Company to take some effective action regarding them.

With reference to the standard form for the presentation

of freight claims, he stated that Mr. Howard had modified

his order making the use of them mandator)-, to the extent

that the shippers' present supplies of forms may be used

until exhausted. At ISIr. Belleville's request, C. E. Childe,

manager of the traffic bureau of the Commercial Club of

Omaha, related the substance of a conversation with Mr.

Howard. A part of the standard form provides that the

shipper certify that his statements are correct. The Rail-

I'oad Administration intends to pay claims to responsible

shippers on this certification with no checking except a

finding that the shipment involved was received in good

order and delivered by the road in liad order. W'ith the

establishment of this practice, it is expected to pay such

claims within 90 days after filing. If it is later found that

the representations liy the shipper were false, the Railroad

Administration will prosecute for fraud.

Regarding the so-called "John Barton Payne'' rules

covering concealed loss and damage, Mr. Belleville said

that they were only tentative and not official. Despite

that fact, freight claim agents and particularly those on

western lines have been refusing to recognize loss in hulk

shipments in connection with which there is no record of

bad order in transit. Mr. Belleville called attention to

( ircular No. 1 recently issued by Mr. Howard instructing

all railways to settle claims strictly in accordance with

their legal liability. This circular, he said, showed con-

clusively that the Payne rules were not official and that

their observance by railroads was illegal and improper.

Mr. Belleville stated that a large number of members of

the League had complained that railroads are returning

claims to claimants, declining to act upon them because of the

expiration of the two-year and one-day period within

which suit for recovery should have been brought in ac-

cordance with the terms of the bill of lading. This action

has been taken, although the claims had been filed with the

carrier within the statutory time and their settlement had

been delayed by the neglect of the railway freight claim

department until the expiration of the two )ears and one

day period. He stated that it was the opinion of the com-

mittee that the action of the railroads in availing them-

selves of this technicality is unjust and unreasonable and

that the League should communicate with the director of

public service and accounting of the Railroad Administra-

tion, asking that all freight claim agents be instructed that

claims for loss and damage to freight shall be settled upon

the merits of the claims without recourse to a technicality,

for the existence of which the carriers themselves are re-

sponsible.

The chairman of the committee also called attention to

numerous complaints by members regarding the failure of

railroads to make reports to shippers of shortages found to

exist at the first break bulk point under shippers' seals, and

shortages found in ferry cars handled under shippers' seals.

Mr. Belleville stated that it was the opinion of the com-

mittee that it is the duty of the railroads to report promptly

to shippers all shortages found either at break bulk points or

at distributing points for ferry car shipments and that the

League should instruct a committee to take up the question

with the proper authorities of the Railroad .'\dministration.

The report of the freight claims committee was approved

and the recommendations it contained were acted on by the

passage of appropriate resolutions. A resolution was also

passed protesting against the deduction of a two per cent

cash discount by carriers in the settlement of claims—

a

practice initiated through instructions by the general counsel

of the Railroad .Administration—unless settlement for the

claim is made within the discount period observed by the

shipper in his transactions.

Report of Committee on Demurrage
The committee on car demurrage and storage. F. B. Mont-

gomery, chairman, reported that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has approved a conference ruling agreed upon
by the League committee and the Committee on Relations

of the .\merican Railway .Association, which would make
it possible for public elevators, warehouse? or compresses to

include in their average agreement accounts, cars consigned

to or handled by them.

With regard to the proposed e.^tablishment of demurrage
bureaus throughout the countr}-, the committee reported that

it believed the League would be successful in placing ship-

pers' representatives on these bodies.

On the subject of the recodification of demurrage rules, it

was reported that the committees had conferences on this

question with the Committee on Relations of the American
Railway .Association and with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

Tlie chairman reported that there is considerable demand
by shippers for the application of the average agreement to

out!)ound shipments and for a reduction of the present stand-

ard of demurrage rates. The committee has notified the

Committee on Relations of the American Railway Associa-
tion that these two matters w-01 be taken up at the next
joint meeting of the two bodies.
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In the general discussion of the report it was announced

that the American Railway Association has agreed to con-

sider Nocember 11, the date of the peace celebration, as a

free-day, thereby cancelling any demurrage charges which

may have accmed at that time.

Committee on Rate Construction and Tariffs

Frank E. Williamson, traffic commissioner of the Buffalo

(N. Y.) Chamber of Commerce, presented the report of the

committee on rate reconstruction and tariffs of which he is

chairman. He called attention to the interpretation by the

railroads of General Order 28, on the basis of which they

are exacting excessive minimum charges on short road hauls

and switching. Judge Prouty was later questioned regarding

this matter and stated that the order was not intended to cover

switching services, and such charges which had been made
on the basis of the false interpretation of the meaning of the

order, should be promptly refunded as overcharges.

Mr. Williamson also stated that his committee had re-

ceived a number of complaints from members stating that

railroads are refusing to furnish tariffs to shippers free of

charge. Luther M. Walter, assistant to the director of the

Division of Puldic Service and Accounting, who was present

at the meeting, stated that if shippers failed to secure them

after complaining to the district freight traffic committees, he

would personally see to it that they received tariffs, provided

the applicants were directly interested in the issues desired.

Report of Executive Committee

The executive committee reported that a proposed uniform

telegraphic code for use by shippers and carriers in tracing

freight, etc., thereby effecting economy of time and money
as well as telegraphic service, is now being worked out in

detail by the Car Service Section of the Railroad Adminis-

tration.

The proposed withdrawal of exceptions to the various

classifications brought out considerable discussion which indi-

cated that the sentiment of the League is that such action

will lead to the complication of tariff publications. A resolu-

tion was accordingly adopted putting the League on record

as having a pronounced preference for exceptions to the

classifications in lieu of the commodity rates which are pro-

po.sed to take their place.

The baggage committee sulimitted a progress report giving

detailed information regarding the steps being taken to es-

tablish a joint uniform baggage tariff, and the efforts being

made by the American Railway Association to have the na-

tional code of weighing rules adopted by the railroads not

now using it, namely, the Trunk lines and tlie New England
lines.

The committee on railroad leases and side track agree-

ments reported that it is still endeavoring to have the liability

in these contracts modified so that the user of a side track

or the lessee of railroad properties will not be responsible

for conditions not under his control. It is pointed out that

some agreements put the responsibility on the lessee for what
is nothing more nor less than the negligence of the carriers

themselves. The committee suggested that members refuse

to sign contracts which impose unreasonable liabilities upon
them.

Report of Express Committee
W. H. Chandler, chairman of the express committee,

stated that the proposed increases in express rates would pro-

vide the American Railway Express Company with twice as

much revenue as it required. He stated that the present

unified express service was not good, but admitted that this

was probalily due to the fact that the government had com-
mandeered a large amount of the express equipment, a large

traffic had moved via express which should have moved as

freight, and the express company had been required to em-
ploy a large number of green men. In response to complaints
from members, he recommended that they insist upon pay-

ments of claims up to the value declared. He called atten-

tion to Rule 19 of the official express classification which

states specifically that express companies are liable up to the

value declared.

There was considerable uneasiness evident in the meeting

regarding the purpose and effect of the proposed mileage

scales for southern and western territories. \\'ith reference

to this subject, the president of the League stated that he was
assured by the director of the Division of Public Service and
Accounting that the Interstate Commerce Commission would
hold hearings on tlie scales and that shippers would have
every opportunity to present their views regarding them.

R. D. Sangster, chairman of the bill of lading committee,

presented a progress report. With reference to the proposed

establishment of railway collection bureaus throughout the

country, he recited the experience of shippers with the bureau

at Kansas City, which has been in existence for a number of

years. While there seemed to be general approval of the

bureau plan in theory', it has been found that in practice it

tends toward delay in the settlement of bills and creates

considerable dissatisfaction because of the arbitrarj' manner
in which the bureau performs its work. The subject of

collection bureaus was recommitted to the committee for

further investigation.

Under new business, a motion was offered and passed re-

questing the officers of the League to urge the various regional

directors to put into effect the practice of advising con-

signees of changes in routing recently adopted in one region,

and to extend the practice to the extent of giving the infor-

mation to shippers also.

A resolution was also adopted requesting the Railroad

Administration to establish rates for inland waterway traffic

which will bear a proper relation to existing rail rates, and
joint rail-and-water rates whicli will give the shipper served

only by a railroad, the opportunity of taking advantage of

water service.

Election of Officers

G. M. Freer, president of the National Industrial Traffic

League for the past three jears, was unanimously re-elected.

R. D. Sangster, traffic commissioner of the Commercial Club
of Kansas City, Mo., was elected vice-president to succeed
W. H. Chandler, and O. F. Bell, traffic manager of the
Crane Company, Chicago, was re-elected secretar>'-treasurer.

The following honorary vice-presidents were elected: Paul
M. Ripley, traffic manager of the American Sugar Refining
Company, New York; H. W. B. Glover, traffic manager of
the Soudiern Cotton Oil Company, Richmond, Va. ; W. W.
Ingalls, Jr., traffic manager of Penick & Ford, New Orleans,
La.; W. H. (Chandler, manager of the transportation bureau
of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, Boston, Mass.; Seth
Mann, attorney and manager of the traffic bureau of the San
Francisco (Cal.) Chamber of Commerce; J. A. Morgan,
traffic manager of the Houston (Tex.) Chamber of Com-
merce, and Bruce Terbush, traffic manager of the Stone-
Ordean-Wells Company, Duluth, Minn.

The Annual Dinner

Among the speakers at the annual banquet were Luther
M. Walter, assistant to the director of public ser\'ice and
accounting; P. F. Finnegan, traffic manager of the Balti-
more & Ohio, Western Lines, and until recently assistant to
the director of the Division of Traffic of the Railroad Ad-
ministration; C. W. Galloway, federal manager of the Balti-
more & Oliio, Western Lines, and H. C. Barlow, traffic direc-
tor of the Chicago Association of Commerce. Mr. Walter
voiced the opinion that one of the greatest benefits derived
from our war experience is the co-operative spirit which
actuated carriers and shippers alike in handling the trans-
portation problems. He believes that the solution of the rail-
way question lies in an extension of the co-operative prac-
tices of the last ten months.
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Mr. Barlow enumerated three important transportation

problems, one of which has been solved and two of which

are yet unsolved. In ancient times there were no limitations

on the movements of men until the institution of private

property was created. The blocking of highways through the

ownership of land resulted in a clash of interests which was

solved by the monarchs of tho.se times by the creation of

royal highways accessible to all. Since that time the public

highway has been an established institution of society. The
two remaining problems concern transportation under mod-
em conditions, both on land and on sea. The freedom of

the seas is a question which will require satisfactor}' settle-

ment to permit the freest development of commerce between

nations, while the problem of more immediate and local con-

cern is how to regulate a private institution doing a public

service—namely the railroads—to the best interests of all.

Mr. Finnegan stated that many of the complaints directed

against the Railroad Administration during the period of the

war were unjustiiied. He cited Pullman service as an exam-

ple. Previous to the war there were 2,700 Pullman sleepers

m operation in the United States. Of these, 2,100 were com-

mandeered by the government, leaving only 600 to serve

civilian travellers. It was, therefore, not surprising that

many railroad patrons were required to climb into upper

berths. He predicted that many practices common under

former competitive conditions would never return. He stated

that prior to January 1, 1918, he got a lot of pleasure out of

sending a carload of freight from Chicago to New Orleans,

La., via Columbus, Ohio and Cincinnati, back to Cairo, 111.,

and then on to destination. Roundabout routing of that

character, he thinks, is a thing of the past. It is estimated

that of all 1. c. 1. traffic, 90 per cent requires two or more

transfers between the point of origin and destination. This

is a condition which is not conducive to economical operation

and will undoubtedly be remedied. He prophesied that the

exports in the next five years will Ije exceptionally large and

that if export shipments are to be handled expeditiously and

without congestion, shippers must get over the idea that New
York is the only port.

Mr. Galloway stated that the patriotic spirit which per-

vaded not only railroad men but shippers and the general

public, greatly aided in solving the transportation problem

during the war. As an illustration of the operating achieve-

ments of the railroads, he cited the troop movements in and

out of Camp Sherman, Ohio. This camp which is on a

single track line was filled three times and emptied twice.

Each time that troops were moved from the camp, 61 special

trains were operated, involving 450 sleeping cars. The trains

arrived at camp and were despatched ahead of time until

the commanding officer insisted they not be moved until the

scheduled time of departure.

Railway Business Association

(^'
I

'ill, I'KijiiLLM of what type of customer the furnisher

I of railway supplies is to deal with in the future,"

is tlic general subject announced to be dealt with at

the tenth annual meeting of the Railway Business Associa-

tion at Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on Thursday, January 9,

morning, afternoon and evening.

Alba B. Johnson on that occasion wiU appear for the first

time as presiding officer. He is expected to devote his open-

ing address at the first business session to the internal affairs

of the organization and at the dinner to deliver an address

upon the public aspects of the policies affecting railways

which he advocates.

The other speaker scheduled for the dinner is John Barnes

of Milkaukee, who was first chairman of the Railroad Com-
mission of Wisconsin, afterward a member of the highest

Wisconsin court, and now general coimsel of the Northwest-

ern Mutual Life Insurance Company. Judge Barnes's sub-

ject will be "Future of Our Railways."

The organization of the Association which resulted from

the convention last April is reflected in a more complex pro-

gram at the business sessions than formerly. The following

committees will present reports at the morning session:

Finance and Administration—H. H. Westinghouse.

Government Purchasing Policies—A. L. Humphrey.
Railways After the War—W. \\. Salmon.

The announcement of the meeting lays stress upon the

hope of the general executive committee that members hav-

ing motions, resolutions and inquiries will where feasible

submit them in advance, or at the business sessions, so that

they can be considered by standing or convention committees.

.\n opportunity will be given to the sponsors of proposals

affecting scope, policy or method to be heard before the con-

vention committee on resolutions.

It is planned to make the attendance distinctively one of

railway supjily men. Members are urged to invite repre-

sentatives of non-member companies to attend all the ses-

sions and to be their dinner guests. All those attending will

be luncheon guests of the association. Business dress is sug-

gested for the dinner, which will be short and comparatively

simple. After careful consideration the general executive

committee was convinced that under existing conditions it

would not be feasible or appropriate this year to invite rail-

way officers whether they are now serving the United States

Railroad Administration or are still officers of their respective

corporations; and in order that there may be uniformity in

that respect members who in past years have entertained

railway officers at association dinners in New York have

requested the committee to announce tlie understanding that

all members are to refrain from giving such invitations.

nlral News Pholo Smirc. N. Y.

Type of French Gun Being Used Against Fortresses Guarding the City of Metz



iA-Inch Gun on Railway Mount

Railroad Men Man Mobile Battery for Navy
Fourteen-Inch Guns Placed on Railway Mountings Worked

Destruction Back of German Lines

A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT of publicity has been given

to tlie service of railroad men with our Army abroad,

but it is not generally known that a considerable num-
ber of railroad men have had an active part in one of the

important activities of the Navy. In the Railway Age of

November 1 there was published a statement by Secretary of

the Navy Daniels giving a general description of the batteries

of 14-inch naval guns placed on railway mountings in such

a way that thev can lie moved almost anvwhere on railways

1ikyaJLLmt
)
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Erection Work in France

in France, which have been in action at the front since Sep-

tember. Tliese batteries were constructed in this country,

shipped to France and there erected and equipped for service

under the immc<liato direction of Lieutenant-Commander D.

C. Buell of the United States Navy Bureau of Ordnance. Mr.
Buell is well known to railroad men in this country as di-

rector of the Railway Educational Bureau of Omaha, Neb.

A force of over 200 former railroad employees was selected

by him from among the enlisted men at the Great I-akes

Naval Training Station. From these same men were drawn
the crews which operated and manned the gtm trains in

France.

It is now possible to publish a more detailed description

of these gun batteries, which were completed in time to work
considerable destruction back of the German lines before hos-

tilities were brought to a close. Each of the batteries, of

which several have been put in service, consists of a 14-inch,

50-caliber naval rifle carried on a special railway mount, to-

gether with a locomotive and ammunition and auxiliary cars,

which form a complete self-sustaining unit designed to op-

erate either from railway tracks or from a pit foundation,

individually or in conjunction viith several similar batteries.

The gun car shown in the illustration consists of t\vo main
longitudinal girders, fabricated of steel plates and structural

shapes and provided with suitable transverse stiffeners,

mounted on two front and two rear six-wheel trucks. A
housing is provided at each end of the girders for the forward

and rear jacking beams used when raising the car on its

foundation. Somewhat forward of the center of the car is a

transom casting against which the transom bedplate bears

when the car is jacked up over the foundation. The transom
is rigidly fixed to the gun girders and is designed to transmit

the stresses incident to firing to the transom bedplate. Se-

cured to the inboard sides of the girder immediately above

the transom are two deck lugs which support the gun. The
entire mount is covered with armor plate, 1,600 square feet

of plate being required. The gas engine connected with an

air compressor and a winch for operating the gun mechanism
and to draw the car back to its original position when firing

are mounted on the fonvard truck.

Firing is accomplished from positions on a track laid in the

form of a complete circle of a radius not less than SCO feet.

This arrangement provides unrestricted latitude for training

the gun and is used for elevation of the gun up to 15 degrees,

which gives a range up to 24,000 yards. If greater range

and elevation are desired it is necessary to set the car on a

foundation over a pit. The rails and ties are taken up for

the distance required to construct the pit and foundation and

967
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tlie recoil is taken into the pit. When firing from the track

the recoil is absorbed by the car as it travels backward against

the resistance of the tightened brakes. The gun may be fired

at any angle from 10 degrees to 43 degrees. Each battery

unit is provided with supplies and repair parts, augmented

by stores and equipment carried on a staff train. A single

unit consists of one locomotive, one gun car, two ammunition

cars, one construction car, one construction car with crane,

one sand and log car, one fuel car, one battery kitchen car,

three berthing cars, one battery headquarters car, one battery

head(iuarters kitchen car, and one workshop car. The loco-

motives, as Well as the cars, although specially built for the

Navy, are of the standard types used by the American Expe-

ditionary Forces, designed to conform with the requirements

of tlie French railways, and the fittings for the most part

are standard naval fittings.

The gun car is usually attached to the end of the train,

which is made up so that cars may be dropped off in the

most convenient order in the vicinity of the gun's position.

If pit firing is necessary the construction cars are brought

to the site selected, where they are used to handle the timbers

and steel framework employed in the foundation. The gun

car is pushed over the completed foundation, the truck wheels

are locked by brakes and the weight of the car is transferred

to the foundation by means of jacks and lifting screws. Dur-

ing action tlie ammunition car is brought to the rear of the

gun car. Shells are conveyed to the breach by a monorail

crane in the ammunition car and a shell tray mounted on a

truck in the gun car.

In addition to the officers and crew necessary to the opera-

tion of the guns, additional medical and engineer officers and

a crew detailed to transportation work that may be allocated

a Hat car with portable sides and ends forming a bin for

erection material. A 10-ton pillar crane is mounted at one

end over the truck. The fuel car is a standard bo.x car di-

vided into compartments by partitions. One-half of the

space is used to carry fuel and the other for cement and

wood for building a foundation. The workshop car is a

box car with one end partitioned off for a storage room for

oil. The berthing cars are box cars fitted with seven tiers of

folding berths, three berths in a tier. Battery headquarters

car is a standard box car suitably partitioned and equipped,

as is the kitchen car.

The advantage of this type of battery consists of its free-

dom from the difficulties associated with auxiliary power-

driven accessories and from dependence on a supply base.

Lowering the Girder Onto the Trucks

among the various batteries as circumstances require is ac-

commodated on a staff train. The staff train consists of one

locomotive, one staff headquarters car, one staff kitchen and

dispensary car, one spare parts car, one staff construction

car, one staff workshop car, one staff auxiliary car, and one

staff berthing car.

The locomotive used is of the Consolidation type used for

the American Expeditionary Forces and was built by tlie

Baldwin Loconiotive Works. The various gondolas, flat cars

and box cars were built by tlie Standard Steel Car Company
in accordance with American car construction practice and

designed to conform to the operating standards of the French

railways. The ammunition car is a standard steel frame box

car covered witli bullet-proof steel. The construction car is

Gun Ready to Be Placed in Slide of Railway Mount

Except the air compressor and winch, the mechanical func-

tions of the battery are performed solely by hand power. The
guns used throw a heavier projectile and have a greater muz-
zle velocity than any previously placed on on a mobile shore

mounting. The removal of the gun from over the pit foun-

dation and its restoration to complete mobility represents the

work of but a few minutes.

Tlie plan of utilizing 14-inch guns by placing them on

railwa)' mountings for land service was recommended to Sec-

retary Daniels by Rear .\dmiral Earle, chief of the Navy
Bureau of Ordnance, on December 26, 1917. The plans and
specifications for the gun were prepared under the supervi-

sion of Capt. A. L. Willard and Commander H. Delano at

the Naval Gun Factor}-, Washington, and the construction

was under the direction of Capt. T. .\. Kearney and Lieu-

tenant-Commander L. B. Bye of the bureau. It was consid-

ered that the success or failure of tlie plan hinged upon
speedy delivery and the results represent an important record

in die achievements of the Na^'y. W'lien Mr. Buell was in

Washington last Februar)' to offer his services in connection

with the railway fuel conservation campaign he happened
to meet tlie assistant chief of the Navy Bureau of Ordnance,
who told him that a railroad man was needed to supervise

the construction and later the erection of the gun batteries

and asked him to volunteer his services. Before the day was
over he had been enrolled in the Xavy as a lieutenant. He
was allowed four days in which to arrange his business af-

fairs at Omaha before reporting at the plant of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works at Philadelphia as naval inspector of

ordnance in full charge of the construction work of the ex-

pedition. He was later promoted to lieutenant-commander
in recognition of his services in expediting the work.

Designs had been completed on January 25, bids were
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opened on February 6, and rejected on account of delivery

dates, new bids were called for and opened on February 13,

and the contract was signed the same day. The Baldwin

company's contract called for delivery on June 15. The first

gun was completed and moved to the Sandy Hook proving

ground on April 25, only 72 days from the date of the open-

ing of bids. The last gun was fini.shed and delivered May
25, 21 days ahead of Baldwin's schedule, and all cars and

special equipment were delivered by the Standard Steel Car

Company for shipment on June 1, 100 days from the date

that bids were opened and 155 days from the time that the

project was first considered. There was practically no

change in designs during the construction and the material

was obtained and fabricated without interference with other

projects, largely as a result of the personal interest and co-

operation of S. M. Vauclain, vice-president of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

While the entire expedition was ready for shipment by

June 1, the beginning of the German drive caused some un-

certainty as to the port in France to be used, and the first

ship left on June 20, arriving at the port in France on July 8.

Other sliijis carrying the material arrived later in the month.

The locomotive and car erection in France was done at the

shops and yards operated by the Nineteenth Engineers (Rail-

way), and although carried on under considerable difficulties

was greatly assisted by the co-operation extended by the

railroad forces attached to the army, particularly by General

Atterbury and by Major McDonough of the Nineteenth En-
gineers. There were many interesting experiences connected

with the work of erection in France. The first gun train was
completed and ready to leave for the front on August 11,12
days after the gun girder had been unloaded, and the last

train was completed and left for the front on September 21.

The first gun was fired against the Germans on September 5,

less than 250 days from the time the project was first

thought of.

The men who were to work and man the batteries had been

assigned to the various manufacturing plants in the United

States during the construction in order that they might be

familiar with the equipment and it was necessary to accom-

plish the entire erection without blue prints, which failed to

arrive on time. The railroad crews for each gun train con-

sisted of an engineer, fireman, engine switchman, conductor,

brakcman and flagman, machinists and machinists' helpers,

Ijoilemiaker and boilermakers' helper, and a car man and
car man's helper. The railroad crew on the staff train

was similarly organized, but in addition included a round-

house and emergency gang of 20 men.

Press Comments on McAdoo's Retirement

In General There Is Appreciation of His Work But Not

Agreement on Reasons for Resigning

[New York Herald.]

THE UNSCRAMBLING of the big eggs—the restoration of

the gigantic railway system of the country to private

control is now in order. * * * If the problem of

restoring the roads to their owners with earning power and
efiiciency unimpaired can be successfully solved, the country

will be spared the enormous additions to the national debt,

the owners of the roads will be happy—notwithstanding the

government's temporary guarantee of earnings will terminate

—shippers will be pleased to return to the old order of things

and the public mind will be relieved of the fear of govern-

ment ownership, with all tlie danger political and social this

would imply.

[Kansas City Star.]

Secretary McAdoo has impressed the country as an execu-

tive of remarkable ability. * * *

In assuming the direction of the railroads while at the

same time acting as head of the treasury, he undertook more

than it was possible for any one man to do. As one of his

friends expressed it in conversation last spring, he was neces-

sarily in the hands of his subordinates. He was in no posi-

tion to give independent judgments on puzzling questions of

policy.

In view of the overwhelming task that was put up to the

railroads it is difficult to appraise the success of the Railroad

Administration at this time. Evidently many hampering
restrictions were swept away, and the situation was gradually

cleaned up. Mr. McAdoo dealt with the questions vigorously

and with no lack of courage.

[New York World.]

The resignation of William G. McAdoo from the offices of

secretary of the treasury and director general of railroads

ought to find a sufficient explanation in impaired health and
strength. * * *

That Mr. McAdoo has filled them with great and grow-

ing ability will hardly be questioned anywhere, and it is

doubtless not going away from the truth to say that he has

found them beyond his strength. The President's charac-

terization of his service in both posts as "distinguished, dis-

interested and altogether admirable" will be generally ac-

cepted as no more than merited.

[New York Tribune.]

The country will unanimously regret the retirement of

William Gibi)s Mc.\doo, secretar)' of the treasury and direc-

tor general of railroads. * * *

His going is a cata.strophe for the Wilson administration.

[Boston Tr.a.nscript.]

In the event that Mr. Wilson does not demand a third

term in 1920 Mr. McAdoo might well be his chosen successor

as the Democratic nominee. By leaving the treasury' and re-

linquishing his other responsibilities as director general of

railroads at this time ISIr. Mc.\doo is spared the necessity

of floating additional war loans, collecting additional revenue
and prolonging governmental operations of transportation

facilities in the difficult days ahead.

[Boston Herald.]

He has always had a passion for playing with big figures.

Never in the history of the world did a man fall into an op-
portunity to do just that to the extent which became his when
the United States undertook the financing of the allies and
the raising of its own colossal war revenues. ^luch the same
has been true of his management of the railroads. He has
dealt in large units. He has spent money lavishly. He has
moved toward large things.

Such men invariably find the task easier with an incoming
tide than witli an outgoing one. They inevitably make the
job a little harder for their successors than it has been for

them. They usually reach a stage where they like to turn
the entailments over to somebody else. In saying that we
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have no purpose to disparage Mr. McAdoo. To him the

countr}' owes a great debt of gratitude.

[New York Times.]

To these herculean tasks [as secretary of the treasury] of

war-time there was added the direction of all the railway

systems of the country, and again his great abilities, his

sagacity in the choice of assistants, and his marvelous indus-

try and untiring devotion to duty were manifested.

[Albany Journal.]

But the administration had in mind only to make an at-

tractive showing of results of government control. As means

to that end were employed a salaryless director general, re-

duction of salaries of railroad officials, and increase of

charges for the services of the railroads.

Now, as soon as he can decently do so, the director general

"gets out from under," right after control of the express

companies has been added to tlie duties of the position. The
expert railroad officials whose salaries have been cut are

sticking to their work.

[Hartford Courant.]

In lifting the railroads to a higher degree of efficiency,

Mr. McAdoo has had two powerful levers that the managers

of the roads under the old condition were unable to use. He
has boosted freight and passenger rates to unheard of figures

and he has consolidated them in a way that would have horri-

fied the Interstate Commerce Commission and the trust "bus-

ters" in the days before the war. Even with these powerful

and most useful instruments in his hand, it is doubtful if Mr.

McAdoo has increased the country's railroad efficiency except

in respect to the government business, and he has failed to

make them pay. There is some fear when he and his suc-

cessor are through with them, if they do get through, the

roads will be in worse physical condition than when he took

hold.

[Raleigh News and Observer.]

Equally as great, and if anything greater, has been the

work of Secretary McAdoo as head of the Railroad Adminis-

tration. In this capacity there was displayed the same

genius for organization and co-ordination that has been

characteristic of the retiring secretary in all of the high and

responsible duties which in the course of a comparatively

short but exceedingly strenuous career he has been called

upon to perform. There was opposition to government con-

trol of railroads and secret efforts undoubtedly were made to

make it odious and unsuccessful. But under McAdoo's wise

and forceful leadership this new venture in governmental

policy was made to serve the purpose for which it was

adopted—the utilization of the nation's transportation facili-

ties for the prosecution of the war—and despite increased

passenger and freight rates the policy is now so firmly en-

trenched tliat it is certain the country will not go back to.

private control without widespread opposition.

[New York Times.]

It is time for the people of the United States to take seri-

ous note of this eviclent drift toward government ownership

at Washington and to determine whether they want it to go

further. The question is not new, it has been under dis-

cussion for many decades. Examples of government opera-

tion of railroads in other lands have been cited both by

those who approve and those who oppose the principle, the

latter having much the better of the argument so far as the

cost and quality of the service are concerned. The people

of the United States have for .some months had experience of

government operation of the railroads. While it would not

be fair to base conclusions wholly upon a demonstration car-

ried on under the unusual conditions of war, the people do
know that under government control accommodation has been

restricted, the cost of service has been greater; and while

charges have been raised, the taxpayers must make up deficits

that have nevertheless accrued.

[New York Commercial.]

As director general of transportation, Mr. McAdoo dis-

played the courage of his convictions. His first act was to

treat the Sherman law and the Interstate Commerce Act as

scraps of paper. He pooled traffic and raised freight rates

to cover cost of maintenance and operation. He had the

backbone to tell the truth and the wisdom to put the transpor-

Ding in the New York Tri'^tine

Leaving a Job Or So

tation systems of the country on a business basis. It would
be interesting to hear what he really thinks of government
control and operation of railroads and other public utilities.

[New York E\'ening Post.]

(By David Lawrence.)

President Wilson is himself so strong an advocate of

frankness in public business and politics that he will not

mistake the sincerity' of purpose and disinterestedness of his

many friends w^ho believe that he is face to face with a crisis

in his own career both as the leader of the democratic party
and the representative of America at the peace confer-

ence

Fourth, they believe that Mr. Wilson's Cabinet is superan-
nuated, and in a rut, and that the resignation of William
Gibbs McAdoo deprives the administration of one of its most
efficient public servants, and that the President should have
never permitted him to resign until after reconstruction was
well under way, or at least ^Mr. Wilson had returned from
Europe. * * *

The revolt inside the democratic party is not of recent

origin but has been growing for several months, and may
explain the lukewarm activity of many democratic nationjJ
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committeemen in the recent election, many of whom felt a

large part of the repuljlican criticism of the record of the

democratic congress was absolutely true, and that it was use-

less to try to make the people think otherwise.

[New York Sun.]

It cannot be said that a rounded achievement marks the

present moment as the appropriate time for retirement. The
war is virtually over, but much of the financing of the war,

the success of which up to date has been due in so large a

degree to Mr. McAdoo's sagacity and energy, is by no means
over. Some of its hardest problems are ahead. The same

thing is true with regard to the immeasurably difficult and

complex questions involved in government control of trans-

portation, an experiment in which the director general of

railroads has so often expressed his surpassing interest and
for the undertaking of which he may properly be considered

as largely if not chiefly responsible. The test of that momen-
tous experiment and the problems of its continuance are

ahead, not behind him as he takes leave of it and relinquishes

the vast power his office gives him to determine a:nd shape its

future course.

[Philadelphia Public Tedger.]

It is therefore proper and timely for the owners to take

the initiative, as they are preparing to do, to ask the federal

government for an early announcement of its policy. Does it

Ding in the Xcrv York Tribi^iie

That Wage Problem Again

Still regard the war emergency requires a retention of con-

trol, or does it intend to maintain that control as long as pos-

sible to demonstrate a theory of government ownership? If

the latter, the federal authorities cannot be too often or too

insistently reminded that they have as yet no mandate from

the people for such a policy. And they must realize that the

problems involved in relinquishing control are going to be

far more difficult than any encountered in the taking over of

the roads. Changes have been made in the direction of

greater efficiency of operation, in the elimination of dupli-

cated service and waste, etc., which the public will be un-

willing to see undone.

[W.all Street Journal.]

There are stormy days ahead for the administration. Mr.
McAdoo passes the menacing railroad labor problem to

others for solution. A\'ashington has demanded power un-

precedented in our history, but has not always seen that

responsibility of the gravest kind goes with it. How strict

an accountability can be exacted by the people of what is

still a democracy remains to be seen. It is at least some
comfort in the difficult days before us that the present Con-
gress has only three more months to live. Mr. ^IcAdoo wiU
have an admirable strategic position on the outside, looking

in.

[Springfield Republican.]

The future of the railroads, like the future of the wire sys-

tems, must be determined with the larger public interest in

view. The Association of Owners of Railroad Securities,

which has just announced an aggressive policy, backed by a
formidable array of counsel, to force the early return of the

railroads to their owners, seems to be wholly reactionary in

its spirit. * * *

Rut even pocket interests do not run together consistently.

The early restoration of pre-war conditions of competition

and of rate making by the Interstate Commerce Commission
might not prove favorable to railroad dividends in the cases

of all companies. There would still be strong roads and
weak road.s affected alike by blanket decrees of the rate-mak-
ing power. And roads would be required to compete although
possessed of no power to fix the price of what they had to

sell. It is not surprising that some railroad security holders

today prefer, in their own interest, indefinite operation by
the government with a guaranteed compensation.

[Providence Journal.]

(Special Despatch.)

The basic reason for the withdrawal of William G. Mc-
.\doo from the cabinet is not. as stated for public consump-
tion, the fact that the secretary of the treasun' found it

impossible to live in Washington on his official salary, but
that he found himself in total disagreement with what he
considers the President's set purpose to impose government
ownership or government control of all public utilities of this

country. He was determined to remain no longer a member
of a caVjinet which was fast drifting into that policy. * * *

Mr. McAdoo has insisted from the start that the roads be
returned to their owners at the earliest possible moment after

tiie close of the war, consistent with the public safety, and
on the stipulation of certain changes regarding co-operation

of movement and reduction of unnecessary' competition. His
ideas have been bitterly opposed. With the signing of the

armistice and the bringing up of the entire question of trans-

portation readjustment, the situation became so acute that

he was compelled to make his choice between resignation as a

member of the President's official family, or remaining in

office and helping to formulate a policy entirely distasteful

to him.

[New York E\t:ning Post.]

( Special Correspondence.

)

If the government is to retain control of the railroads,

this will be demanded; if there is a maintenance of rates and
wages on war-time basis, with \^estem products falling in

price, the West will resent it. The opinion of the average

citizen in the interior has undergone considerable modifica-

tion on government ownership in the past ten months, re-

sulting from the experiences with accommodation and rates

in railwav management; and often the wish is heard that
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we were back to the "good old days" when the public was
courted instead of being ordered.

[Philadelphia Public Ledger.]

Perhaps his greatest service of all was his administration
of the railroads at a most critical period. The war had put
a burden upon them which was more than existing conditions
permitted them to bear. Mr. McAdoo brought order out of

chaos, remedied the conditions which hampered tran.'^porta-

tion and brought to the greatest efficiency possijjlc in the cir-

cumstances a system which had long been hampered by busi-

ness rivalries and government restrictions. He had able

lieutenants in this work, to be sure; but the main responsibil-

ity rested upon his shoulders, and the main credit belongs

to him.

[Knoxville Sentinel.]

The resignation of Secretary of the Treasury William G.
McAdoo comes as a bombshell to the public. * * *

The impelling reason that Mr. McAdoo gives for his res-

ignation is sufficiently convincing. * * *

The future disposition of the railroads and conduct of the

transportation system of the country itself is going to con-

stitute one of the most disturbing issues of the immediate
future and is going to bring on a battle royal between the

conservative or reactionary forces, as they will be called,

and the progressive elements, as they will style themselves.

Labor and capital, in all likelihood, will lock horns on this

issue and the operative hosts of these arteries of traffic and
commerce through which flow the very life blood of the

nation may be perilously implicated in the struggle.

[Indianapolis News.]

The business of the treasury has, in these trying times,

been well managed. As to the railroads not so much can be

said. The question is not so much as to Mr. McAdoo's ad-

ministration, but rather as to whether government and polit-

ical management under any one can be efficient.

[New York Evening Post.]

Selection of Mr. McAdoo's successor as head of the treas-

ury is in some respects of less immediate importance than

selection of his successor, as director general of railways.

[Youngstown Vindicator.]

As director general of the railroads Mr. McAdoo hsis

managed so well that a few months have to a large extent

retrieved the harm done by years of mismanagement, ques-
tionable finance, and mistaken government policy. The
railroads are now for the first time in American history being
put on a solid business basis, and if they continue to be as

well managed as they have been this year, their prosperity

is assured. The leading railroad men of the country are

unanimous in giving Mr. McAdoo credit for this remarkable
achievement.

[New York Sun.
]

(Special Despatch.)

\\'ith nothing definite yet disclosed at the White House
regarding Secretary McAdoo's successor as Director General

of Railroads there was increased evidence to-day that the

resignation of Mr. McAdoo had focussed attention on the

question of government ownership of the railroads and had
led to much uncertainty.

For this uncertainty as to the administration's probable

attitude on this occasion, however, there appears to be little

if any ground. The resignation of Mr. McAdoo, it can be

stated flatly and positively, had nothing to do with govern-

ment ownership.

[Cleveland Plain Dealer.]

There can be no criticism of Mr. McAdoo's decision.

There can be only regret that the nation is to lose an official

who has so abundantly proved his capacity, his ability and
his patriotism.

Solid Express Train

SINCE THE merging of the express companies, solid trains

of express are becoming very frequent. The photograph

shows one of the largest straight express trains sent out

of Kansas City in August. It is made up of 15 cars of re-

frigerated fruit destined to Eastern points. This is one ex-

ample of the saving of manpower and equipment brought

A Fifteen-Car Solid Express Train Leaving Kansas City

* * * The mention of men like Secretary Lane, for-

merly of the Interstate Commerce Commission, of Mr.

Walker D. Hines, now of the Railway Administration Board,

gives assurance that experience and practical judgment will

be considered in the candidacies.

[Buffalo Courier.]

Financiers of the highest rank and railroad officials of

the widest experience have joined in praising his work in

both branches almost to a man. Hardly a word of protest or

criticism has come in either direction.

about by the consolidation. One engine, one train crew,

and one express employee are used for tliis train, whereas

formerly, with this business divided up between three or four

companies, this manpower and equipment might have been

doubled, if not trebled.

At a meeting at Chicago on Tuesday of the members of

the Order of Railroad Telegraphers of the Chicago district,

it was voted to strike unless the recent wage award to the

telegraphers is niodilied in a manner which is satisfactory

to the men.
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Orders of Regional Directors

REDUCKD FARES FOR OFFICERS, SOLDIKRS, ETC., DIS-

CHARGED FROM DUTY.—The Eastern regional director,

file 1 600-2-7A263, quotes from a wire from Edward

Chambers, from which the following is extracted:

Reduced fares for officers and soldiers discharged frpm camps will also

apply to officers, enlisted men, nurses and enlisted women of U. S. army,

navy and marine corps from all places of discharge wherever located, in.

cludirifj camps, receiving ships, naval stations, navy yards, mobilization

points, concentration points and cities and towns where recruiting head-

quarters are located. All agents should he immediately authorized to issue

tickets at reduced fares on presentation of discharge certificates. Reduced
fares will aijply from place of discharge or from any intermediate point

between point of discharge and destin.-ition. Tickets to be sold at tw^o-

thirds one w.iy coach fare via route of ticket, with full collection additional

passage charge and sleeping and parlor car rates. No reduction to be made
where cash fares are collected on trains. War tax must be collected in

all cases. Where a body of men is moved from any place to a point of

demobilization on transportation requests discharge certificates will be

honored from demobilization point to place of enlistment, and tickets will

not be issued on such discharge certificates by agents at place where trans-

portation request is honored. Reduction applies where holders of discharge

certificates pay their own fares, but does not apply to U. S. government
requests, settlement for which will be made on usual basis. Tickets must
be sold only between points on federal controlled railroads, not steamship

lines, but you should at once ascertain from non-federal controlled roads,

including Canadian lines if they desire to participate, and when this infor-

mation is received tariff will be supplemented or reissued. No understanding
has been reached as to distribution of traffic, which should be routed via

reasonably direct routes, and so regulated as to avoid congestion. Military

meals at 75 cents each to Be furnished discharged soldiers, etc.. under
conditions previously authorized. This traffic should be excluded from all

trains from which holders of furlough fare certificates arc excluded.

Taxation of Material and Supplies on Hand.—Order
2002-4.\262 of the Eastern regional director calls attention

to the fact that material and supplies on hand are the prop-

erty of the United States government and therefore not sub-

ject to ta.xation. Where tax reports heretofore have been pre-

pared listing such items, the notation "none subject to tax"

should be inserted, with any further explanation deemed
necessary.

Two Days off Per Month for Yardmasters.—The Eastern

regional director, file 1 200-4-56 A257, in referring to rates

which were recently authorized, effective June 1, 1918, for

general yardmasters, assistant general yardmasters, yardmas-
ters and assistant yardmasters, states that the provision for

allowing two days off per month should 1ie made effective

as of June 1, 1918, the date the rates were placed into effect.

In the event that the various classes of yardmasters have not

had two days off per month since June 1 arrangements should

be made to compensate them for the days they have not been
relieved.

Uniform Semi-Monthly Paydays on all Railroads.—The
Ea.stern regional director, file 1500-1-3-20A266, states that

it is desired that all payrolls, including those containing the

names of officers, shall be paid not less frequently tlian semi-

monthly.

Report of E.xpress Car Loadiiii^.—The Eastern regional

director, file 1801-96A267, states that a recent check of ex-

press loading on one of the lines showed that on some days
if cars had been loaded solid an entire car could have been
saved. This is a very important matter when a long haul is

considered and relatively so for shorter hauls. In the nature

of the business, much express matter at large terminals is

loaded hurriedly, and with the class of labor now employed
undoubtedly some of it is improperly loaded and less put in

cars than could be. It would therefore seem nccessarj' for a

check to be made of express loading and to this end, in-

spectors should be assigned, where necessar)% especially upon
trunk lines handling a large volume of business in carloads

and in train loads to see that as far as possilile the de-

sired end is attained. If bad stowing or light loading of ex-

press cars is found at points where cars are being loaded,

the matter should be called to the attention of the local ex-

press officials by the inspector, for correction, and report

should be sent to the federal manager so that he may take
the matter up with the proper executive official.

Where bad loading is discovered along the line or when

cars reach destination, these instances should be reported for

similar handling. A very careful check might .show that in

some instances mail and express could be loaded in the same

car and save cars. On a line where loading is heavier in one

direction than in the other, and cars have to return in some

instances, deadhead, this inspection would not be required in

the light direction.

Extending Railroad Facilities to Freight Forwarders.—
The Eastern regional director, file 600-84A268, states that

there is a practice more or less general of so-called forward-

ing companies consolidating less than carload shipments and

forwarding as carloads in name of one shipper, consigned to

one consignee and one destination; also distributing from

such cars in small lots. In the receipt and deliver)' of such

traffic the carriers must not furnish labor nor permit the use

of their facilities to a greater extent than for other traffic.

Any tariffs now at variance with these instructions should be

amended through regularly authorized procedure.

Wage Schedules Governing Railroad Employees.—The
Eastern regional director, file 1200-220A269, asks for infor-

mation with regard to the agreements in force between the

various railroads and their employees. It is appreciated that

a good many of the crafts and classes of employees have no

printed agreements with some of the railroads, and that the

wages and working conditions of these employees are gov-

erened l)y i)lue print or typewritten instructions. The state-

ment should include list of such instructions.

Embargo on Movement of Hogs.—In Circular 209 the

Central Western regional director outlines a permit system,

similar to that in effect on grain traffic, to regulate the move-

ment of hogs from all points to various market centers and

stockyards under the embargo issued by the Car Service

Section on November IS.

Grain Embargo; Primary Markets.—Supplement 4 to

Circular 161 of the Central Western Regional director an-

nounced that, effective November 22, grain consigned to

points in the Chicago switching district will not be accepted

without a proper permit from the grain control committee at

Chicago. The grain embargo on primary markets placed

September 18, as applied to Chicago, has been extended to

apply to grain billed to all points in the Chicago switching

district.

Loading and Unloading Tank Cars.—In Order 123 the

Southw-estern regional director calls attention to a resolution

passed by the advison,' committee on tank cars of the Na-
tional Petroleum War Ser\-ice Committee which requests

loaders and receivers of petroleum and its products to utilize

Sundays, holidays and Saturday afternoons for the unloading

and loading of tank cars, with the view of conserving tank
car equipment. The Oil Division of the Fuel Administra-

tion has asked the Railroad Administration to co-operate

with sliippers and receivers of petroleum in so far as neces-

sary to provide any switching service required on those days.

The regional director wishes it understood by all concerned
that everything possible must be done to reduce detention

of tank car equipment to the minimum.
Sheltering Guards Who Accompany Shipments.—In Or-

der 121 the Southwestern regional director recommends that

arrangements be made for slieltering guards who accompany
shipments during the coming winter season. In cases where
it is not feasible to leave a caboose with the guarded cars for

the guard's accommodation, the cars should, when practi-

cable, be placed near a yard office or other shelter while wait-

ing for trains to be made up. When shipments have a suffi-

cient number of guards in charge to require an extra caboose
for tlieir accommodation, an extra caboose should be left

with the cars.

Consolidation of L. C. L. FreiglU vin Forwarding Com-
panies.—In Order 120 the Southwestern regional director

states that railroads will take no action to interfere witli the
legitimate operation of forwarding companies who consoli-
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date 1. c. 1. shipments and forward them at carload rates, as

well as receive such shipments and distribute them in small

lots. The railroads, however, must not participate in the

receiving or distribution of such freight either by furnishing

labor or permitting the use of their facilities. If any tariffs

are at variance with these instructions, correction should be

made as early as possible.

Association Membership.—In Supplement 1 to Circular

105, the Central Western regional director announces that

the following associations have been approved under the di-

rector general's order No. 6 and payments for their support

may be made and charged to operating expenses: Western
Association of Short Line Railroads, Local Freight Agents'

Association of Houston, Tex. ; Local Freight Agents' Asso-

ciation of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Local Freight Agents' Asso-
ciation of Toledo, Ohio.

Facilities for American Railway Express Company—In
Order 119 the Southwestern regional director outlines the

practice that is to be observed in determining the rental for

present and additional facilities required by the American
Railway Express Company.

Gold Inside Connected Vapor Valve

IN
THE APPLICATION of the vapor heating system to pas-

senger cars the usual practice has been to place the vapor

regulating valve underneath the car. To overcome the

objections arising from the inaccessibility of this location

and the extreme exposure to which the valve is subjected, the

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, has
placed on the market an inside connected vapor valve which
is designated as No. 1112.

The construction and operation of the valve is simple and
may readily be grasped from an inspection of the sectional

Location of the No. 1112 Vapor Valve in the Heating System

view. At the right are the branch pipe and radiator admission

connections, the steam passing from the former to the latter

through the diaphragm controlled admission valve H. The
operation of the admission valve is controlled by an expan-

sion diaphragm of a design which provides sufficient flexibil-

ity to obviate the necessity of the use of an adjusting screw

within the range of the working pressure encountered in pas-

senger train heating practice. The movement of the dia-

phragm is transmitted to the valve by a single straight stem

which is normally held in position against the diaphragm by

the coil spring G. The valve is thus always open except

when closed under the action of the expansion of the dia-

phragm. The sensitiveness of the valve is not impaired by
the use of packing on the stem.

All working parts of the valve are readily accessible. The
diaphragm chamber is closed by a flat cover B, held in place

by two swing bolts T. The joint between the cover and the

casing is steam tight without the use of a gasket By re-

moving this cover the diaphragm may quickly be removed, if

necessary, while the system is in operation, to accomplish

which it is only necessarj' to turn off the steam tempo-

rarily.

The admission valve disk slides into place on the end of the

main stem, and may be removed by first removing the plugs

in the opposite sides of the admission valve chamber.

Section Through the Valve Body

One of the illustrations shows the position of the vapor

valve with relation to the rest of the s}-stem. With the valve

inside the car, in order that the temperature in the diaphragm
chamber may be sensitive to outside conditions, a ventilating

drip horn is used. This is divided into two parts by a verti-

cal diaphragm, the lower end of which extends below the

bottom of the horn, placed at right angles to the longitudinal

center line of the car. With the car in motion, or with a

wind blowing, a draft is created up one side of the ventilat-
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Gold No. 1112 Inside Connected Vapor Valve

ing horn and down the other, whicli ventilates the diaphragm
chamber and maintains the sensitiveness of the operation of

the valve. On the basis of service tests it is claimed that the

valve will maintain practically a constant temperature at the

return of 210 deg. F. On the other hand, with the radiators

turned off, the compactness of the valve case and the direct-

ness of the operating connection between the valve and the

diaphragm insures that all these parts will be sufficiently

wanned by direct conduction to prevent freezing. The valve

complete, with the ventilating drip horn, w-eighs only 16 lb.
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The demonstration farm of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, at TuUahoma, Tenn., about 1.000 acres, has been

sold. The land was divided into a number of separate tracts

and sold at auction, and the total sum realized is said to

have been $43,050. The improvements which have been made
by the railroad company have increased the value of the

land four-fold, or more.

Thanksgiving Day having, this year, unusual significance,

Director General McAdoo, calling attention to the extraordi-

nary reasons why the American people should give thanks

to Almighty God for the unusual blessing they have received,

issued a call, addressed to all regional directors, to the effect

that they should see that all work not absolutely necessary,

on government controlled railroads, be suspended on Thanks-
giving Day.

The position-light signal introduced on the Pennsylvania

Railroad three years ago by Signal Engineer A. H. Rudd,

and now exten.sively used there, is being tried on the Metro-
politan Railway at Willesden Green (London), England.

A picture of the signal is shown in the Railway Gazette

(London), for October 18. The editor of the Railway

Gazette inspected the signal on a bright sunny day in July,

and found the lights very distinctly visible at a distance of

about half a mile, in spite of the fact that "a decided haze

was rising from the metals."

The World's Greatest Chance-Taker, is the title of the

colored calendar which has been prepared by the National

Safety Council, W. H. Cameron, general manager, Chicago,

for use by manufacturers and others in preaching safety first

to employees during 1919. This calendar, of which 150,(X)0

copies were distributed for 1918, is furnished at the same
prices as last year, ranging from 25 cents each for single

copies to 12 cents each for lots of over 500. The usual safety

admonitions to avoid stepping on nails, to keep fingers away
from buzz saws, to be careful with matches, etc., are enforced

by striking colored pictures, one for each month, in which
the late Kaiser Wilhelm holds the center of the stage.

Senator Lewis, of Illinois, has introduced a resolution

declaring it to be the opinion of the United States Senate

that the policy of the United States government for the

future should be that of government ownership of inter-

state railroads, telegraphs and telephones, and also national

lines of communication necessary to complete postal and
telegraphic service to the citizens of the nation; also that

the government should possess and own all natural agencies

for utilizing fuel produced and created from the land and
produced and created as the result of natural agencies, and
to construct and own ships and agencies of water transporta-

tion necessary for merchant marine. The resolution also

provides that the method of the operation of these agencies

is a subject to be regulated and adjusted in eacli instance

according to the demands and circumstances surrounding

the operation of that particular agency at the particular

time of demand for the use of that agency.

Meeting of Engineering Committee

The engineering representatives of the seven regions held

their second meeting at Washington on Tuesday, with C.

A. Morse, assistant director of operation in charge of engi-

neering and maintenance. There was a complete discussion

of the subject of data required to keep a record of the amount
of maintenance work during the period of federal control

as compared with that for the three-year test period, as well

as comparative prices of labor and material. The reports

were received from the sub-committees of each region but no
definite conclusion was reached.

Conference of Safety Specialists

Regional representatives of the safety section of the Rail-

road Administration will hold a meeting at Chicago on

December 3 with the safety representatives of the various

railroads to discuss the safety first program. A. W. Duffy,

assistant manager of the safety section, will preside.

Hours of Service Violations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its an-

nual statistical analysis by the Bureau of Safety of the carriers

monthly hours of service reports, showing a total of 263.322

instances of employees continuing on duty for a longer

period than that allowed by law in the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1918, as compared with 134,000 in 1917, 97,000 in

1916. 70,000 in 1915 and 162,000 in 1914.

Canadian Government Railways

Following the policy announced when the Canadian gov-

ernment took direct control of the Canadian Northern Rail-

way, the lines which already were owned by the government

are to be consolidated, for purposes of operation, with

the "C. N. R."; and odficers of the latter have had their

authority extended as indicated below. .At the same time

the board of directors of the Canadian Northern has been

enlarged by the addition of Thomas Cantley of New Glasgow,

N. S.; A. P. Barnhill of St. John, N. B., and Sir Hormisdas
Laporte of Montreal.
The government railway system now aggregates about

14.000 miles, extending from Sydney, N. S., to Vancouver,

B. C. The roads included are the Canadian Northern, the

Intercolonial, the National Transcontinental and the Prince

Edward Island.

S. J. Hungerford, formerly general manager of the Cana-

dian Northern, Eastern Lines, has been appointed assistant

vice-president, with headquarters at Toronto.

W. A. Kingsland. heretofore general superintendent of the

Canadian Northern lines in the Province of Quebec, is ap-

pointed assistant general manager of Eastern Lines, with

headquarters at Montreal.

E. Langham, general purchasing agent for the Canadian

Northern, will have his authority extended to cover the

entire system.
Louis Lavoie, purchasing agent for the department of

Railways and Canals at Ottawa, has been appointed assistant

general purchasing agent for the system.

Burning Electric Locomotive Ties Up Four-Track Line

On November 20 an electric locomotive on one of the lines

running out of New York caught fire a short distance outside

of the city, completely tying up a four-track railroad for

about two hours. The fire was caused by a breakdown in

the insulation of a 640-volt lead to one of the motors, which

formed a ground and set the insulation of the cables on fire.

The engine crew, which had just started the fire under the

heater for the car heating system, mistook the smoke of the

burning insulation for the smoke from the heater, with the

result that the fire from the burning insulation and the wood-

work on the locomotive gained such headway before it was

observed that they were unable to control it; although it is

said that had the means at hand been properly used at the

inception of the fire, no serious trouble would have occurred.

Local fire apparatus was called and the power was shut off

from the portion of the line in the vicinity of the fire. By
the time the fire apparatus had arrived the fire had developed

throughout the entire locomotive and had assumed such

proportions that it was impossible to get at it effectively, and

975
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it was a case of leaving the fire to burn itself out. It was
surprising to those witnessing the spectacle that an electric

locomotive had so much combustible material in it, as these
are ordinarily considered fireproof machines.

I. C. C. Statistics for 1916

The printing ot the twenty-ninth annual report on the
Statistics of Railways in the United States for the year ended
June 30, 1916, which circumstances have unavoidably de-
layed, has just been completed. This report fills 755 pages,
and is similar to the corresponding report for 1915, with the
omission of details for individual roads of outstanding capi-

talization and of investment in securities, etc., and with fewer
details for steam railway companies of Class III and for
switching and terminal companies. Copies may be had of
the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Of-
fice, Washington, for one dollar each. The text (99 pages),
without the tables, cost 20 cents.

Recent Changes in the M. C. B. and M. M. Associations

F. MciVIanamy, assistant director of the division of opera-
tion, U. S. R. A., in charge of the mechanical department,
has been made an honorary member of both the Master
Car Builders' and the Master Mechanics' associations. George
Laughlin, superintendent of car department. Armour Car
Lines, has been appointed a member of the arbitration com-
mittee of the M. C. B. Association. J. J. Burch, district car
inspector, Norfolk & Western, has been appointed chairman
of the Loading Rules Committee of the M. C. B. Association,
succeeding A. Kearney, resigned, and J. E. Mehan, assistant
master car builder of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul,
has been appointed a member of this committee, increasing
the number of members to eight. The following changes in

committees have been made to fill the vacancies caused by
the resignation of C. D. Young, who has entered active
military service: H. E. Smith, of the division of operation,
inspection and tests section, has been appointed a member
of the M. C. B. committee on Specifications and Tests for
Material. B. J. Burns, superintendent of rolling stock of
the Michigan Central, has been made chairman of the M. C.
B. committee on Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment,
and F. Waring, engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad, has
been made a member of the committee. F. Waring has been
appointed chairman of the committee on Specifications and
Tests for Materials of the M. M. .'Association, and J. C.
Ramage, superintendent of tests on the Southern Railway,
has been made a member of the committee. A. R. Ayers,
superintendent of motive power. New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, has been made a member of the committee on Specifi-
cations and Recommended Practice of tlie M. M. Associa-
tion.

The revised specifications for tank cars are now ready for
delivery and prices are given in Circular No. 22. Another
recent circular announces an increase in the price of Pintsch
gas from $1.10 to $1.45 per receiver.

Chicago Banker Favors Government Ownership
In an interview published in the Chicago Tribune on

November 26, John J. Mitcliell, president of the Illinois Trust
& Savings Bank, Chicago, expresses his conviction that gov-
ernment ownership or operation of the railroads furnishes
the only adequate solution of the railroad and utility situa-
tion as it now exists. He said in part: "Events which have
transpired since the period of the war have led me to com-
pletely change my views toward government control or
ownership of railroads and transportation utilities. . . . Un-
der present conditions it would mean almost bankruptcy for
a number of lines to be given back to their original owners.
Their credit has been destroyed. Under the heavj' expenses
which they are now operating they would not be able to
borrow money and they would not be able to maintain rates
or cause a readjustment of wages without serious difficulties.

These things the government can do.

"The roads have spent millions in establishing agencies.
not only in thi.s country, but in different countries abroad. to

They have built up good will, made their roads known, and
established avenues of traffic. All these results have been
dissipated through the present government control, which
has completely changed the course of traffic and undone all

the special work by which each road established its identity
and earning power.
"The government with its credit behind the properties

could borrow money at 4l4 per cent, against the present
charge of 6 per cent. The government alone can regulate
wages and raise or lower rates in accordance with what it

may deem fair dealing. The roads tried for years to advance
rates to a point adequate to meet increasing expenses, but
were unable to do so, and only the taking over of the proper-
ties last year and the government's increase in freight and
passenger rates saved the roads from bankruptcy.
"The government has substantially nuHified the Sherman

law and through its pooling arrangements, or what amounts
to the same thing, can save expenditures that the private
corporation could not under existing laws. The government
can economize in the use of terminals, the routing of freight
and passengers, and secure the best economic results, if

those who direct the policies are willing and competent to
do so. Private owners could not do these things.

"In the end, if expenses run beyond income after guaran-
teeing bond interest and reasonable return to investors in

the properties, appropriations can be made to meet the de-
ficits and the excess charges be raised through taxes. In
this way the well-to-do will carry the burden instead of it

being distributed among the small taxpayers. There is in

the air a spirit bred by the war and special events in Europe
that cannot be ignored and it points toward government and
municipal ownership or control."

Tie Producers' Meeting Postponed

The meeting of Railroad Cross Tie Producers, which was
originally scheduled to be held in St. Louis on November
19 and 20, was postponed to December 3 and 4 because of
the epidemic of Spanish influenza. The meeting will be
called to order at the Planters' Hotel, St. Louis, at 10 a. m.,

on December 3. Representatives from all the large tie

producing sections of the country are expected to be present
and to discuss the problems in that industry. Information will

be presented showing the comparative number of cross
ties now being produced in the different districts in com-
parison with the output of previous years; the effect of the
new specifications on tie production, both as to the number
of ties produced and the grades now being made: the cost

of standing timber and of its manufacture into ties; labor
conditions; the disposition and method of conservation of

the smaller timber which has heretofore gone into the manu-
facture of ties and the problems of financing the manufacture
of ties from the tree to the right of way, etc.

This is the first movement of a national character which
has ever been initiated to deal with the problems of cross

lie manufacture. Its purpose is to establish a basis of co-

operation with the United States Railroad Administration
in order to increase the output of ties and relieve the present
acute shortage.

Passenger Traffic Officers

The annual meeting of the American Association of pas-

senger traffic officers is to be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, January 22 and 23, 1919. The opening session

will be held at the New Willard Hotel. Washington, D. C,
at 10 o'clock Wednesday morning, and the order of exercises

includes an address by the director general of railroads;

while the afternoon session, and the sessions of the following

day are to be held at the Southern Hotel, Baltimore, Md.

Associations Approved

The Toledo Local Freight Agents' .\ssociation and the

Western Association of Short Line Railroads have been
added to the list of associations which have been approved
by the Railroad Administration and whose members, there-

fore, have leave from Washington to charge their due bills

railroad operating expenses.
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Traffic News Commission and Court News |
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The Boston & Portland line of the Eastern Steamship
Company has suspended its trips for the winter or longer.

This line of boats has been running regularly, summer and
winter, for 74 years.

Rates on coal to points in New England "are clearly

unjust and a grievous burden." This is the main point in a

telegram which the Public Service Commission of Massa-
chusetts sent to the director-general at Washington last

week. The telegram says that the people of New England
have been trying for five months to get the Administration
to carry out its promise to readjust the rates; and if Director
Chambers is not at once instructed to make a reduction,

the commissioners desire to have a hearing before the

director general.

Additional Passenger Charge Abolished

Director General McAdoo has announced that, effective Decem-
ber 1, the additional passage charge of I6-/3 per cent of the nor-

mal one-way fare now required from passengers traveling in

standard sleeping cars and parlor cars, and S}/} per cent of the

normal one-way fare required from passengers traveling in tourist

sleeping cars, will be abolished. This means a reduction of one-

half cent per mile in the fare of passengers using standard sleep-

ing or parlor cars, and one-fourth cent a mile in the fare of those

using tourist sleeping cars. The charge in question has served

a useful purpose in conserving sleeping car equipment and its can-

cellation, it is estimated, will cause a reduction of passenger rev-

enues at the rale of $57,000,000 per year.

Coal Zone Restrictions Modified

Because of congested conditions on the Chesapeake &
Ohio, the Fuel Administration has announced tnodifications

in the restrictions heretofore governing parts of Zones L
and M. The producing districts affected are those known
as the K and M; the Kanawha district on the C. & O.; the

Guyan Valley, and the Logan districts on the C. & O.; and

the Kenova-Thacker districts on the Norfolk & Western.

all in West Virginia; and the Sandy Valley and Elkhorn

districts, in Kentucky. Producers in those districts are now
permitted to ship coal into a portion of Indiana and into

an increased portion of Ohio. Shipments into Indiana, how-
ever, must be confined to coal for industrial plants.

Coal Loading to November 10

The weekly report of the Car Service Section of the Rail-

road Administration on the quantity of coal of all kinds

loaded by roads for week ended November 9, as compared

with the same period of 1917, shows the following:

191S 1917

Total cars Hituminmis 1-".S,M 197,885

Total cars Anthracite • 32,5.'.i 38,571

Total cars Lignite 3,432 4.650

Grand total 213,796 241,106

The decrease in loading has been due to influenza among
the miners and railroad workers. The total increase in 1918

up to and including the week ending November 16, over the

same period in 1917 has been 645,831 cars.

Improvement in the influenza situation in the producing

fields was expected to bring about an increase in coal pro-

duction during the week of November 16, but the celebration

attending the signing of the armistice offset whatever in-

crease might have been so derived. The output is estimated

at 9,707,000 net tons, a decrease of 14 per cent compared with

the week of November 16. The percentage of full time out-

put lost on account of car shortage during the week of

November 9 is reported as 2.6 per cent. The output of

anthracite during the week ending November 16 decreased

11^ per cent.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The American Railway Express Company has filed with

the Interstate Commerce Commission a fifteenth section

application for permission to file tariffs increasing express

rates as authorized by General Order No. 56 of the Director

General of Railroads.

Court News
Obstruction of Drainage

Where the drainage of land is obstructed by a railroad

embankment, the Mississippi Supreme Court holds that the

owner is not entitled to recover damages sustained by his

tenants and share croppers as well as by himself. Where
the obstruction can be obviated at moderate expense by the

construction of culverts, damages cannot be assessed on the

theory that the cause thereof will permanently continue. The
owner must bring successive actions for damages to his crops

as they accrue.—Yazoo & Missisippi Valley (Miss.), 79 So
65. Decided May 13, 1918.

Duty to Alighting Passenger

The .Alabama Supreme Court holds that if the proper

phj'sical facilities are provided for alighting, no duty rests

on the railroad in ordinary cases to render manual assistance

to passengers alighting from a train, even though requested

to do so. Further, it is held that when the lowest car step is

not higher above the ground than is usual for other vehicles

from which people safely alight without a footstool, no stool

need be provided. But where the distance from the step to

the ground is three feet or thereabouts, a footstool or some
other convenient means must be furnished.—.Atlantic Coast

Line V. Farmer (Ala.), 79 So. 35. Decided April 18. 1918.

Value of Shipment Lost—"Place of Shipment"

Action was brought for the value of a shipment of a hag ot

potatoes consigned from New York City to Lakewood. N. J.,

and lost in transit. The bill of lading provided that llie value

of the property should he taken at the place and time of ship-

ment. The New Jersey Supreme Court holds that tlie charge

for caning the goods from the place where the plaintiff bought

them, in New York City, to the railroad's freight station there,

did not constitute a part of the value of the shipment wiihin the

meaning of the bill of lading. The words "place of shipmcnl"

therein mean the city, town, or locality where the shipment origi-

nates as contradistinguished from the place of destination, and

cannot be construed to mean the actual street or station frou)

which the goods are shipped.—Blessing v. Central of New Jersey.

New Jersey Supreme Court. 103 Atl., 1045.

Recovery of Freight Undercharges

Carloads of fruit were shipped in interstate commerce to »

commission merchant, which, as to one of the cars, as to which

no bill of lading was sent the consignee, told the terminal car-

rier that it was acting as a commission merchant, and was not

owner, and that it would not accept the goods until informed

on what terms they would be released. The terminal carrier

understated the freight charges, which were paid. As to the

other cars the consignee made no such statement to the carrier

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court holds that although

the consignee would not be liable for the undercharges on the

first car, the carrier was not estopped as matter of law to claim

from the consignee undercharges on the shipments as to which

the latter did not stale it was not ownei-, the carrier having mis-

stated these a'so.—New Y'ork Central & H. R. (Mass.), 119

N. E. 855. Decided May 25. 1918.
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Waiver of Written Notice of Loss

A coiUracl for llic intrastate shipment of live stock pro-

vided that the shipper should give written notice of loss

within 10 days after unloading. In an action for damages
(he California Court of Appeal holds that where parties con-

tract for such a written notice, the right to notice is waived

by the carrier, Tf, after receiving less formal notice, it pro-

ceeds to investigate tlie damage sufifered and makes sugges-

tions or gives directions as to the care or disposition of the

damaged property. It also holds that the notice need not

be given within the lime limited in a case in which the extent

or character of the damage suffered cannot be ascertained

within that time. The contention of the railroad was that a

carrier has no power lo waive such a provision in a shipment
contract, and several decisions of the federal courts were
cited in support of that view. The court said that all these

cases except one, Clegg v. St. Louis & S. F., 203 Fed. 971, 122

C. C. A. 273, derived their force and effect from the fact that

tlie provisions in question were contained in a statute or in

a form of bill of lading prescribed by statute, and which was
ill general use by railroads engaged in interstate commerce,
and the damage in each case resulted to property in transit

in such commerce. Bliss v. Southern Pacific (Cal.), 172 Pac,
760. Decided May 17, 1918.

Division of Through Freight

Rates in the State of Colorado

The Denver & Salt Lake brought an action to review an order

(if the Colorado Public Utilities Commission fixing a division of

Ihrough rates on coal from the Oak Hills districts, on the plain-

tiff's road, to points in the eastern part of the state on the roads

of the C. H. & Q., the Union Pacific and the Rock Island. The
Colorado Supreme Court makes the following rulings : A di-

\ ision of freight rates between railroads by a Public LUilities

Commission tliat gives far less than the average ton-mile rate

on the through haul to the raih'oad which has necessarily the

liighest ton-mile cost, is unjust and unreasonable. In making
the division the commission could not consider for any purpose

local freight rates not offered in evidence. When a reduction is

made in a through freight rate it does not follow that the com-
mission may base a division of such new rate between roads

upon a former apportionment, regardless of its inequalities. A
division of through freight rates between connecting roads, made
by the commission without any regard to luileage basis as an

element, is an error of law, reviewable by the Supreme Court on

appeal. A prior division of freight rates, based on agreement,

does not prove its reasonableness after the commission has re-

duced the through rate. Because a railroad is located where coal

of superior qualily is mined, which will come into competition

with coal on which connecting carriers get a longer haul, is no

reason for discrimination against such railroad by the commis-
sion in adjusting division of tlirough rate. An order for division

of rates, based in part on the comparison with what has been

agreed to between roads carrying from other coal fields with a

less costly liaul, is erroneous. It is held that the defendant rail-

roads cannot complain of an adjustment of through rates from

dilTerent coal fields which rcf|uircs them to haul coal between the

same stations at different rates dependent on thf field from which

tlie coal comes, as unlawful discrimination, and seek to justify

the same condition operating in their favor affecting the plaintiff

railroad. The consideration of the relative number of cars fur-

nished on through hauls of coal by the respective carriers in fix-

ing a division of rates is error ; that being a separate matter for

adjustment, either by the commission or the railroads. Since

(be power to make rates and fix division of rates has been lodged

in commissions, both state and federal, carriers cannot retire from

a rate or division so fixed, leaving shippers on their lines with-

out opiiorlunily to compete; their remedy lies in appeal to the

commission and courts. Section 32 of the Colorado Public Utili-

ties Commission act. providing that "upon hearing, the Supreme

Court shall enter judgment, either affirming, setting aside, or

modifying the order of decision of the commission," does not

authorize such court to modify an order of the commission by

fixing a division of rates between carriers; that power belonging

to the commission.—Denver S; Salt Lake (Colo.'), 171 Pac. 74.

Decided February 4. 1918.

Equipment and Supplies

Standard Cars and Locomotives Delivered

A tota

by the car

as follows:

Road
.\. C. L
C. C. & O...
C. C. & O...
C. & N. W...
C. & N. W...
C. & N. W...
C. C. C. & St.

C. C. C. & St.

C. C. C. & St.

C. C. C. & St.

N. Y. C
N. Y. C

f 1,052 of the new standard cars were delivered

builders during the week ending November 16,

Total
accepted for

Number Type Manufacturer given roads

. .. 146 .'iO T. Comp. Gond... Haskell & Barker.. 146
73 50 T. S. Hopper Press. Steel C. Co.

76 55 T. S. Hopper Std. Steel Car Co.
... 93 40 T. D. S. Box A. C. Sr F. Co

80 50 T. Comp. Gond....^. C. & F. Co
16 50 T. Comp. Gond.. .Haskell & Barker..

55 T. S. Hopper A. C. & F. Co....
55 T. S. Hopper Pullman Car Co...
55 T. S. Hopper Ralston Co
55 T. S. Hopper Std. Steel Car Co.

Comp. Gond... Press. Steel C. Co.

250
76

1,065
257
500

L. 186

50 T. Comp. Gond... A. C. & F. Co...

186
200
200
198
35

Total 1,052

Locomotives delivered during the week to railroads under

federal control totaled 38, as follows:

Road
Cent.

X. Y. C.
Erie
Wabash 3

E. P. & S. W.... I

Pcnna. I.. W 2

C. of N. J 2
X'irginian 1

Hock. Valley 1

Number Type
. 14 USRA Mikado

8 L'SRA 8-\V. S«
1 USRA Mikado
3 USRA Mikado
I USRA Mikado

USR.\ 6-W. S»

Individual

USRA 6-W.
Mallet
Mallet

Total 33

2201-4
390

itch.. 7011 & 7030
itch.. 102-3

809
220

I C. C. C. & St. L.

Grand total.. 38

The latest available figures indicate that a total of 514 of

the United States Railroad .Administration's order of 1,430

standard locomotives have been completed, consisting of 93

out of 570 from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. 409 out of

800 from the American Locomotive Company, and 12 out of

fiO from the Lima Locomotive Works. These figures do not

include the recent order of 500 locomotives to American

Locomotive and 100 to Lima.

Pershing Car and Locomotive Orders Held Up
.A despatch from Tours. France, the headquarters of the

Railway Service Expeditionary Forces, announces that 43

construction projects, including a deepwater dock for 20

ships, terminals, warehouse and railroads have been cancelled.

and orders for 2,000 locomotives. 61.000 freight cars and

hundreds of cranes, tugs, barges and derricks have been

recalled, while orders for cars and locomotives are recalled

as far as the Expeditionary Forces are concerned. Only the

recent order for 40.000 freight cars divided between 17 car

building companies in the United States, reported in the

Raiki-ay Agi- of Xovember 1. and orders for 1.500 locomotives

placed with Baldwin have been definitely cancelled as yet as

it is hoped some arrangement can be made for the disposition

of the remaining outstanding orders to the French govern-

ment or the French railways.

The locomotive and car orders for the forces overseas to-

taled 2.510 and 70.000, respectively. In the case of the loco-

motives, 500 were ordered in July and the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works left ofT producing United States standard loco-

motives to work on "Pershing" locomotives exclusively. The
order was soon supplemented by 10 more for replacements

and then by 500. making a total of 1.010, of which some 750

have now been delivered. The 1.500 which are cancelled were

covered in tw^o orders placed in September. Similarly as to

the cars, two orders were placed in July for 10.000 and 20.000

respectively followed by 40.000 more in September. The lat-

ter 40.000 are the ones mentioned as cancelled.
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Supply Trade Ne^A^s Financial and Construction

The Grip Nut Company, Railway Exchange building,

Chicago, announces its removal to 943 Peoples Gas building.

J. D. Apgar, formerly with Vandyck Churchill Company,
in New York territory, is now associated with the Machine
Tool Engineering Company, New York City.

The Union Switch & Signal Company announces that on
and after December 1 its New York office will be located on
the 21st floor of the City Investing building, 165 Broadway.

The Q and C Company of Canada, Limited, has been incor-

porated with Charles F. Quincy, president, and Frank F. Kister,

secretary and treasurer. This company will manufacture and
sell in Canada railway devices controlled by the Q and C Com-
pany.

Charles S. Chadwick, secretary and treasurer of the Ep-
pinger & Russell Company, has been appointed general

manager, with office at New York, to succeed Jesse Eppinger,

deceased. Mr. Eppinger, who died on October 24, had been
with the firm for over 35 years, and for a number of years

had held the position of general manager.

The American Manganese Steel Company, San Francisco,

Cal., has let a contract to H, P. Hoyt & Co., San Francisco,

for the construction of a new plant at Oakland, which will

be of structural steel construction, 240 ft. by 180 ft., with an
80-ft. crane span and 50-ft. side bays. The approximate cost

of the main building, without equipment, is $100,000.

Trade Publications

Tanks.—A list of the storage, pressure, car tanks, etc., for sale

by the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., with

the dimensions and weight of each, is published in bulletin No.

252.

Discount Guide.—George B. Carpenter & Co., Chicago, 111.,

have issued a 66-page discount guide to catalogue No. 110,

dated September, 1918. This constitutes a complete state-

ment of discounts and price revisions, tabulated by page
numbers of the general catalogue and covers tbe complete
line of railroad and construction equipment handled by
that company.

Tool Holders.—Tool holders manufactured by the Gisholt

Machine Company, Madison, Wis., for use in turret and engine

lathes equipped with turret tool posts, are illustrated and de-

scribed in a six-page folder issued by that company. Complete

dimensions, sizes and prices are given. These holders were de-

signed to make possible the use of worn down tools to the last

inch or so, a fact which is of importance with the prevailing price

of tool steel.

Locomotive Condulets.—The Crouse-IIinds Company, Syra-

cuse, N. Y., has designed several new condulets for use in elec-

tric headlight wiring on steam locomotives, which are listed and

illustrated in bulletin No. 1000-1. A plan view and side elevation

of a locomotive and tender wired with conduit and condulets, and

sectional views of the mstallation are shown in the catalogue, with

a list of the materials required. These drawings are complete in-

sofar as it is possible to make them and they should be of value to

anyone charged with the work of installing electric headlights.

Feedwater Filter.—a multiple filtration feedwater filter and

grease extractor designed for power plant work and manufactured

'by the Lagonda Manufacluring Company, Springfield, 111., is de-

scribed in some detail in Catalogue R, issued by that company.

This is a compact, self-contained unit and the multiple filtration

assures thorough cleaning by filtering and refiltering the water.

The fihering element may be easily cleaned and used repeatedly.

The catalogue contains a number of illustrations showing the con-

struction of the filter and several installations, as well as a table

of dimensions.
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Railway Financial News
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Judge Julius M. Mayer, of the

U. S. District Court, has made an order approving the final

administration accounts of Walter C. Noyes, who was
appointed on January 18, 1915, receiver of this company
in litigation instituted by the Central Trust Company of

New York as trustee. Judge Mayer directs that the

receiver be discharged after he has distributed a balance

of $51,783.15 in his possession. Some small claims are to

be settled and what is left will be applied toward the

deficiency judgment held by the Central Union Trust Com-
pany of New York for $68,273,372, and will be distributed

among the holders of bonds of the par value of $71,353,000.

Cincinnati, Findlay & Fort Wayne.—This road was sold at

foreclosure on November 18 to the bondholders' com-
mittee for the upset price of $200,000.

Stockton Terminal & Eastern.—This property has been sold

at foreclosure to E. F. Davis, president of the First Na-
tional Bank of Oakdale, for $65,000. The company, operat-
ing 19 miles of line between Stockton, Cal., and Bellota,

has been in the hands of receivers since June 11, 1917.

Railway Construction

Pere Marquette.—This company is building a new yard at

New Bufifalo, Mich., the plans for which include about 19
miles of track; a 16-stall enginehouse, with a 90-ft. turn-

table; a machine shop building, and a 250-ton Roberts &
Schaefer coaling station.

Union Pacific.—Work is in progress on a one-story addition
which this company is making to its present machine shop
at Omaha, Neb. The building w^ill be used by the motive
power department for assembling and erecting. The esti-

mated cost, including additional machinery, is $500,000.

Court Order Restrains Acceptance of Standard Cars

A temporary restraining order was issued Mondaj- in the

United States District Court, at Toledo, against William G.

McAdoo, as Director General of Railroads, instructing the
receiver of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad not to

accept cars, sign contracts or to do anything that would
jeopardize or compromise the interests of the stockholders
of the road. A hearing on the injunction was set for De-
cember 16.

The case in question is one in which the stockholders'
protective committee of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western
seeks to prevent Mr. McAdoo from compelling the road to

accept 1,250 freight cars, which the committee asserts the
road does not now need and for which the committee declares
the road would have to pay an exorbitant price.

France Projects Aerial Lines.—The French Government is

contemplating the creation of about twenty aerial lines connecting

Paris with the chief towns of France and the great foreign

centers.

Economic Program in Spain.—In connection with the renewal

of the charter of the Bank of Spain, which expires in 1921, a

commission has been appointed by the Spanish Ministry of

Finance to draft a new bill and at the same time to work out

a comprehensive economic program, which includes (1) the pur-

chase of the railroads and their operation by the State; (2) the

utilization of the waterfalls for motive power; (3) a special min-

ing law providing for the participation of the State in "extra

profits"
; (4) the creation of a national industrial bank ; and (5)

the rebuilding of the nation's industries.

—

Commerce Reports.
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Railway Officers
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Railroad Administration

Central

H. G. Jordan has been appointed general inspector of the

Fire, Loss and Protection Section of the Railroad Ad-
ministration, with jurisdiction over the Northwestern and
Central Western regions, with headquarters at Chicago.

The Division of Public Service and Accounting has

appointed seven supervising cost accountants, assigned to

seven districts as follows: New York, J. J. Decent; Pitts-

burgh, Pa., E. L. Staats; Columbus, O., E. J. Huston; Chi-

cago, C. C. Peffer; Chicago, W. J. Babcock; St. Louis, Mo.,

G. O. Baird, Seattle, Wash., M. H. Reasoner.

Regional

John E. Mahaney has been appointed supervisor of stores

of the Northwestern region, with headquarters at Chicago.

Edmund K. Fleming has been appointed supervisor loss

and damage for the Central Western Region, with head-
quarters at Chicago.

J. L. Haugh, engineer of capital expenditures in the office

of the Northwestern regional director, has been appointed
engineering assistant to the regional director, with head-

quarters at Chicago, to succeed Ralph Budd. Mr. Haugh
has been disoliarging the duties of engineering assistant since

Mr. Budd's resignation some months ago, to become chair-

man of the board of directors of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. C. E. Cox, of the valuation department of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed engineer of

capital expenditures in the office of the engineering assistant,

to succeed Mr. Haugh.

Federal and General Managers

The authority of D. C. Douglass, federal manager of the

Maine Central, with office at P'irtland, Maine, has been

extended over the Portland Terminal Company.

The Rock Island-Frisco Terminal at St. Louis, Mo., has

been placed under federal control and assigned to the juris-

diction of Federal Manager L. Kramer, St. Louis.

A. G. Whittington, general manager of the Texas & Pacific,

the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, the International &
Great Northern (excluding the line from Spring to Ft. Worth
and the Madisonville branch), the Trinity branch of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, of Texas, the Beaumont & Great
Northern, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Houston
& Brazos Valley, the Trans-Mississippi Terminal and the

Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern, with head-

quarters at Houston, Tex., has had the Dallas Terminal Rail-

road & Union Depot included in his jurisdiction.

Operating

Ralph G. Richardson has been appointed superintendent

of station service on the Long Island, with office at Jamaica,

N. Y., vice R. W. Farrell, who has been assigned to duty on
another road in the .Allegheny Region.

W. M. Thurber, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, with office at Dubuque, la., has been promoted to

superintendent of the Dubuque division, succeeding M. J.

Flanigan, transferred to the Hastings and Dakota division,

with headquarters at Montevideo. Minn., vice F. M. Melin,

resigned; C. H. Buford, superintendent of the Wisconsin
Valley division, with headquarters at Wausau. Wis,, has been
transferred to the Superior division, with headquarters at

Greenbay, Wi.<?.. succeeding W. E. Tyler, assigned to other

duties; P. H. Nee, trainmaster, at Montevideo. Minn., has

been promoted to superintendent, with office at Wausau,
Wis., succeeding Mr. Buford. H. L. Riggs, assistant super-

intendent of the Superior division, has been appointed train-

master to succeed Mr. Nee, and H. A. Hargraves has been
appointed trainmaster with office at Dubuque, succeeding
Mr. Thurber.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. F. Smith, local treasurer of the San Antonio, Uvalde
& Gulf, has been appointed acting federal treasurer, with
headquarters at San Antonio, Texas, succeeding H. P. Mc-
Millan, resigned.

Charles S. Smith, assistant auditor of the Virginian Rail-
road, with offices at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed acting
federal auditor, vice W. C. Everett, resigned to accept serv-
ice with the corporate company.

Guy V. Shoup has been appointed general solicitor of the
Southern Pacific, lines south of Ashland, the Western Pa-
cific, the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek Railroad,
with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

J. H. Reddy has been appointed auditor of disbursements
of the Delaware & Hudson; the Greenwich & Johnsonville;
the Schoharie Valley; the Wilkes-Barre Connecting; the
Champlain Transportation Line, and the Lake George Steam-
boat Line, with office at .Albany, N. Y., vice A. J. Gies, re-
signed to accept service elsewhere.

M. E. McKirahan has been appointed freight claim agent,
having general charge of loss and damage freight claims and
the prevention of causes of such claims, of the Southern
Pacific (lines south of Ashland, Ore.), the Western Pacific,

the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek, with head-
quarters at San Francisco, Cal. R. G. Fagan and W. F.
Whiteman have been appointed assistant freight claim agents
of the same roads, with office at San Francisco.

D. R. Sessions has been appointed claims attorney, D. V.
Cowden. tax attorney, and Wm. M. Singer, contract attorney,
of the Southern Pacific (lines south of Ashland), the West-
ern Pacific, the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek,
all with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal. Bagley & Ash-
ton have been appointed local counsel for roads of this

jurisdiction within the state of Utah, with headquarters at

Salt Lake City, Utah. All other local counsel will, unless
otherwise arranged, continue to act for their respective
roads as heretofore, reporting to General Solicitor Guy V.
Shoup.

Traffic

J. W. Hunter has been appointed division freight agent
of the .Southern Railroad Lines, with office at Mobile, Ala.,

vice J. H. Andrews, transferred.

T. D. Guthrie has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Georgia Southern & Florida and the Hawkins-
ville & Florida Southern, with headquarters at Macon. Ga.,

vice G. H. Wilcox, resigned.

L. P. Green has been appointed superintendent of safety

of the Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault .Ste. Marie; the Duluth,
South Sliorc & Atlantic; the Mineral Range; the Lake Su-
perior Terminal & Transfer, and the Copper Range Railroad,

with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

F. H. Clark, general superintendent maintenance of equip-

ment of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore. Md.,
has resigned.

A. J. Lewis, general foreman of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, of Texas, has been appointed shop superintendent at

Denison. Texas.

A. Kearney, assistant superintendent of motive power of

the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke, Va., has

been appointed superintendent of motive power, with office

at Roanoke, vice W. H. Lewis, retired.

R. W. Burnett, shop superintendent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas, at Denison, Texas, has

been appointed mechanical superintendent of the ^Hssouri,

Kansas & Texas and the other roads under the jurisdiction
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Oviatt

of J. S. Pyeatt as federal manager. Ilis headquarters are

at Denison.

The authority of H. F. Greenwood, superintendent of shops

of the Norfolk & Western, \vith office at Roanoke, Va., has

been extended to include all departments at East Roanoke
shops, and J. J. Barry, master mechanic, at Portsmouth, O.,

has been appointed general master mechanic, with office at

Roanoke, Va.

Harry C. Oviatt, who has been appointed superintendent

I if motive power of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

the Central New England, the Ne\V York Connecting, the

Wood River Branch,

the Union Freight Rail-

road and the Narra-

gansett Pier Railroad,

with headquarters at

New Haven, Conn., as

has already been an-

nounced in these col-

umns, was born in

Milford, Conn., on De-
cember 5, 1871, and re-

ceived his education in

the grammar schools.

His entire railroad

career has been with

the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, he
having entered its em-
ploy as a fireman in

May, 1889, later being
made an engineman.
In 1900 he was trans-

ferred to the mechani-
cal department as an air brake inspector. Three years later

he was appointed foreman of engines, and in August, 1904,

was promoted to master mechanic. He subsequently served

as general inspector of the mechanical department, and in

May, 1913, was appointed assistant mechanical superintend-

ent. The following September, he was appointed superin-

tendent of the Old Colony division, and in November, 1914,

was selected to organize and supervise the bureau of fuel

economy on the same road, with the title of assistant me-
chanical superintendent. He subsequently served as super-

intendent, first of the Shore Line division, and later of the

New Haven division, until May, 1917, when he was appointed

general superintendent, of the lines west. From September,

1917, to May, 1918, he was temporarily in the employ of

the International Shipbuilding Corporation, engaged in gov-

ernment work at Hog Island as transportation manager,

and from May, 1918, until his recent appointment as super-

intendent of motive power, he was superintendent on the

New Haven with office at Danbury.

Purchasing

The authority of J. A. Turner, purchasing agent of the

Mobile & Ohio, at Mobile, Ala., has been extended to include

the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, and H. G. Reiser, purchasing

agent and superintendent of telegraph of the Gulf, Mobile &
Northern, with office at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed

assistant purchasing agent.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. L. Ungewitter, assistant to the receiver of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western, has been appointed treasurer and

assistant to president and receiver of that road; assistant to

the president of the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, and as-

sistant to president and treasurer of the Toledo Terminal,

with office at Toledo, Ohio. C. S. Sikes, vice-president of

the Pere Marquette, with office at Detroit, Mich., also has

been appointed vice-president of the Toledo Terminal Rail-

road. Bryan Thomas, heretofore federal auditor of the

Toledo Terminal, has been appointed auditor and secretary

of that road, and auditor and assistant secretary of the

Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the Detroit & Toledo Shore
Line, with headquarters at Toledo.

Operating

H. C. Taylor has been appointed car service agent of the

Ontario district of the Canadian Pacific, with office at To-
ronto, Ont., in place of G. T. Coleman, transferred.

William Allan Mather, whose appointment as general

superintendent of the Saskatchewan district of the Canadian
Pacific, with headquarters at Moose Jaw, Sask., has already

been announced in these columns, was born as Oshwa, Ont.,

on September 12, 1885. He graduated from the McGill Uni-

versity in 1908 and entered railway service in the construction

department of the Canadian Pacific in May. 1903. From
January, 1911, to March, 1912, he was resident engineer at

Winnipeg, and from the latter date to January, 1915, he was
superintendent at Kenora, Ont. He was then transferred to

Medicine Hat, Alt., as superintendent, where he remained
for six months, when he was promoted to assistant general

superintendent of the British Columbia district at Vancouver,

B. C. He held the latter position until his recent appointment

as general superintendent of the Saskatchewan district.

Obituary
W. A. Cowan, general superintendent, Western Lines, of

the Canadian Government Railways, with office at Cochrane,

Ont., died on November 17.

John McManamy, general supervisor of equipment of the

mechanical department of the Railroad Administration, and
a brother of Frank McManamy, assistant director, Division

of Operation, died suddenly at his home at Grand Rapids,

Mich., on November 13, of pneumonia.

Charles John Augustus Morris, of the firm of Morris,

Shepard & Dougherty, railroad contractors, at St. Paul,

Minn., died in that city on October 27, aged 68 years. From
May, 1898, to 1900, Mr. Morris was chief engineer of the St.

Paul & Duluth, now a part of the Northern Pacific. His
first engineering work was with the St. Paul & Pacific on

the location and construction of that line from Barnesville,

Minn., to St. Vincent in 1871, and the construction of the

railroad bridge over the Mississippi river at St. Cloud, Minn.,

in the same year.

Charles R. Van Hise

President Charles R. Van Hise, of the University of Wis-
consin, died at a hospital in Milwaukee, Wis., on November
19, from pneumonia meningitis following treatment for a

nasal infection. Dr. Van Hise was born in Fulton. Wis.,

on May 29, 1857. Following his graduation from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin in 1879, he joined its staff as an in-

structor of mineralogy and geology. He became professor

in these sciences in 1886, and in 1903 was elected president

of the University. Although the greater part of his working
life was passed at Madison in connection with his university

work, Dr. Van Hise found time, especially during the summer
vacations, to perform much valuable work for the govern-

ment, and as his reputation and authority grew he was able

also to accept commissions from large mining interests for

investigation into mining fields in many parts of the world.

His special work for his state and government was per-

formed mainly as a member of the Wisconsin Geological and

Natural History Survey, the United States Geological Survey

and the Wisconsin Forestry Board.

.\s a political economist, Dr. Van Hise took great interest

in controversies between capital and labor. In 1912 he was
appointed chairman of the board of arbitration in the wage
controversy between the Eastern Railroads and the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers.

Two years later he was sent by the government to Panama
to report on the earth slides that had so greatly impeded
the work of canal construction. At the entrance of this

country into the war in 1917, he was appointed by President

Wilson a member of the Advisory Board to assist Herbert

Hoover.
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Novel Collision

Record

Important for Subscribers

In the interest of the conservation of paper, the Railway

Age will print at the end of the present volume only a suf-

ficient number of indexes to meet direct requests from its

nibscribers. Those desiring indexes should, therefore, im-

mediately advise the New York office, 2201 Woolworth

Building.

In the collision at Birdsell, Nebraska, September 10 last,

killing eleven persons, the railroad management has a

half dozen kinds of well-known bad

practices to account for, and in addition

one kind that has never before appeared

in the records—the mistake of a work-

train cngineman who carried a watch

fitted with two hour-hands and who thought he was

working under Mountain time when in reality he was in the

section where Central time was the standard. To the "man
in the street" the use of such a watch would seem to invite

disaster; and the statement in the report, which is abstracted

in another column, that cnginemen had made such mistakes

(though without causing any collision) several times before,

would seem to be sufficient to convert railroad officers to

the same view. And yet this practice seems to be one of

long standing! The conductor of this work-train was

jointly responsible; he simply "forgot"; the passenger en-

gineman seems to have been dreaming (when he could have

avoided the collision by keeping a good lookout); his fire-

man had the stock excuse—engaged in shoveling coal—and

three or four other men combined ignorance, dullness and

inexperience. Columns might be filled with discussion of

ways of improving the discipline and the training so as

to forestall the disasters which result from these varied kinds

of negligence. The one comprehensive remedy for such

collisions is the block system, for the non-use of which there

is no excuse. Further, Mr. Borland's report indicates that

in this case the manual block system was ostensibly in use,

but was suspended under slipshod conditions.

The heart of the resolutions adopted Wednesday b}' repre-

sentatives of 90 per cent of the railroad mileage of the United

States lies in the definition of desir-

Railway ^ble government regulation as that

Executives' which "* * * will provide uni-

Committee formity of regulation in es.sential mat-
ters, insure business treatment of the

vast interests involved, attract adequate capital and assure

the commercial, manufacturing and agricultural interests of

the country transportation facilities which shall keep pace
with their growing interests and deal equitably with ques-

tions affecting wages and the working conditions of railroad

employees." With the exception of Newman Erb, who is a

buyer and .seller of more or less financially crippled rail-

roads, the meeting was unanimous in its stand against gov-

ernment ownership. It is obvious, however, that the resolu-

tions ad<)]ited are a statement of underl\'ing. fundamental
principles only. These principles niiglit he made effective

in various ways and probably even members of the perma-
nent committee differ as to which of these ways is most
desirable, most feasible and most practicable. The estab-

lishment of credit, especially, is one which must be viewed

by executives of different roads in a different light. It is

generally conceded by all that a road like the New York
Central ought to finance its needs of the next few years by
the issue of stock rather than bonds, but the practical ques-

tion then arises as to whether tlie company could sell stock

if it had only its individual credit to rely on. Roads like

the Union Pacific face no such serious problem. The pres-

ent railroad situation is a crisis in the economic affairs of

this country and there should be the closest co-operation be-

tween the railway executives whose lives have been spent

building up this great railroad system, the present Railroad

.\dministration, with its experience of a year's unified and
regional operation, and Congress which, according to Presi-

dent WiLson's solemn warning, must tackle the required legis-

lation.

i'rior to 1917, maintenance of equipment expenses on the

majority of the larger roads varied from 10 to 15 per cent

of total operating revenues. The
Ratio of ratio of maintenance of way expenses

Equipment Repair to total operating revenues varied from

Expenses 9 to 12 per cent. The ratio of trans-

portation expenses to total operating

revenues varied from 25 to 35 per cent. It has been a

rather interesting fact that especially in the last year, the

ratio of maintenance of equipment expenses has increased

much more than the ratio of maintenance of way expenses.

This is because rail renewal was next to impossible and
because of the scarcity of labor, on the one hand, and,

on the other, the high price of maintenance of equipment

material and the necessit}' of buying and applying it, re-

gardless of material and labor costs. In September, the

maintenance of equipment figures look peculiarly out of line.

For instance, the .\tchison, Topeka &: Santa Fe spent $5,-

923,000 on maintenance of equipment as against $5,398,000

on transportation, and $1,865,000 on maintenance of way;

iiut this road was one of a few exceptions. The Chicago &
North Western spent $2,967,000 on equipment, $5,328',000

on transportation and $1,795,000 on maintenance of way;

the New York Central $5,575,000 on maintenance of equip-

ment, $10,154,000 on transportation, $3,207,000 on main-

tenance of way, and so on. The point about tlie September

figures is that, in many instances, the roads charged into

this month a part or all of the retroactive increa.^es in the

employees' wages in the mechanical department. The fact

is that maintenance of equipment expenses have been run-

ning uj) alinornially as compared with maintenance of way
expenses and. in many instances, even as compared with

transportation expenses, and it might be well worth while

for anv general manager to make an analysis of his own
company's expenditures in order to determine in his own
mind whether maintenance of way was not now way below

what it ought to be and will be of necessit}' within a year

or so, and whether the expenditures for heavier equipment

made on the justification of holding do\\Ti transportation ex-

penses did not entail a maintenance charge which would

985
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eat up the saving.s which .should have resulted from lower

transportation expenses.

Recovering Lost Ground

Now THAT THE WAR IS OVER, the Railroad Administra-

tion is confronted with the problem of restoring the

railroads to the condition they were in when taken over

on December 28, 1917. Conditions have been such during

the past season that it has been neither possible nor advisable

to do more than the most essential work, and that which could

be discontinued safely has been put off in order to concentrate

all of the labor and materials possible on those factors con-

tributing most directly to the winning of the war. With the

passing of this crisis the situation has changed and the Rail-

road Administration can now properly consider those sugges-

tions necessary to the rehal^ilitation of the roads.

The law under which the properties of the carriers were

taken over stipulate that "every such agreement shall also

contain adequate and appropriate provisions for the mainte-

nance, repair, renewals and depreciation of property, for the

creation of any reserves or reserve funds found necessar\' in

connection therewith, and for such accounting and adjust-

ments of charges and payments, both during and at the end

of federal control, as may be requisite in order that the prop-

erty of each carrier may be returned to it in substantially as

good repair and in substantially as complete equipment as it

was in at the beginning of federal control."

The existence of this accumulation of improvement and

maintenance work and recognition that it must be made up

directly or by cash payments, has led to the suggestion that

the Railroad Administration place large orders for equipment

and other materials now to aid the industries in tiding over

the transition from wartime to peace conditions. Partially

as an answer to these suggestions, the director general issued

a statement a few days ago to the effect that the expenditures

for equipment and for improvements chargeable to capital

account (and therefore to be paid for by the corporations),

authorized but not yet completed on the properties under

federal control, together with the additions and betterments,

which it is estimated must be authorized for next year, will

constitute a program of capital expenditures for 1919 esti-

mated to amount to $909,000,000. This refers only to addi-

tions and betterments work chargeable to capital account and

indicates the great need for improved facilities.

There is, in addition, a very large amount of work to be

done not included in the above figures. This includes work

chargeable to operating rather than capital account. It is

work of this character to which particular reference is made

in the section of the law quoted above, since this is current

repair work. We have referred previously in these columns

to the fact that the rail renewals this year are only about 40

per cent of the normal amount. The renewal of ties has been

almost equally curtailed. These are largely typical of con-

ditions in the entire maintcnance-of-way field.

It is true that the cost of any work done now will be con-

siderably greater than normal. This increased cost accounts

in large measure for the large total of work authorized,

chargeable to capital account, as noted above.

No one should advocate that either the government or the

private owners of railways should sjiend money unneces-

sarily during times of high prices for labor and for material.

However, the government took over the railways as a war
measure in times of excessive costs of operation and it owes

it to the owners of the properties to maintain them in as near-

ly normal condition as possible from year to year, and in

times of high and low cost alike.

It is fortunately true that the physical properties of a rail-

road can be under-maintained for certain periods without

showing the full adverse effects. However, this cannot con-

tinue indefinitely or for any considerable period. Further-

more, when the effects do become evident, the deterioration

proceeds so rapidly that it requires far more work and mate-

rials to return the properties to their original condition, than

it would have done to maintain them in that condition from

year to year. It is to be hoped and expected that the Rail-

road Administration will proceed with the development of

plans to overcome the deterioration which has taken place

this year and bring the properties back as soon as possible

to the condition in which they were a year ago.

President Wilson on the

Railroad Question

PRESIDENT Wilson's discussion of the railroad problem,

in his address before Congress on Monday, was not

such a strong pronouncement as is usually expected of him,

ijut the opinions he expressed are eminently sound and fair.

The President rather surprised some of his friends who had
expected him to advocate a plan of government ownership of

railroads, as well as some others who feared that he was be-

coming imbued with socialistic tendencies, when he an-

nounced that it will "presently"' become his duty to relin-

quish control of the railroads, even before the expiration of

the statutory period of 21 months after the proclamation of

peace, "unless there should appear some clear prospect in the

mean time of a legislative solution." He admitted frankly

that he had no answer ready to the question of the policy

to be adopted towards the railroads permanently but he was
perfectly clear as to what should be done in the near future

unless some acceptable plan is speedily forthcoming.

"The only thing that is perfectly clear to me," he said,

"is that it is not fair either to the public or to the owTiers of

the railroads to leave the question unanswered." This means
that he is not in accord with the idea of taking advantage

of a temporary control of the railroads, undertaken to serve

a purpose that now has been attained, to retain control of

the roads for the purpose of working out an experiment in the

hope that it would prove so popular that the statutor}- time

limit would eventually be removed. It may perhaps be sug-

gested that the President might have been more definite in

his ideas as to a permanent railroad policy if the country

had not recently elected a Republican Congress, but his

language certainly does not display any enthusiasm for

government ownership. He merely mentions it in passing

as a possibility, as the oppKjsite extreme to going back to

the old conditions of private management, unrestricted com-
petition and "multiform regulation," which he says would
l)e "a disservice alike to the country and to the owners of

the railroads."

Some significance will undoubtedly be attached to the

particularity with which he describes a third possibility, "an
intermediate course of modified private control, under a more
unified and affirmative public regulation and under such

alterations of the law as will permit wasteful competition

to lie avoided and a considerable degree of unification of

administration to be effected, as for example, by regional

corporations under which the railways of definable areas

would be in effect combined in single systems." This is in

accord in many respects with suggestions that have recently

been made by President Ripley of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, Chairman Daniels of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and others, who, while opposed to government
ownership, wish to preserve under a plan of private man-
agement some of the advantages which have been demon-
strated under the unified control of the government.

The president also stated more definitely some of the ideas

which railroad men have urged for several vears and which
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formed an important feature of their presentation before the

Newlands Committee last year. The one conclusion that he

was ready to state with confidence was that "it would be

a disservice alike to the country and to the owners of the

railroads to return to the old conditions unmodified. Those,"

he said, "are conditions of restraint without development.

There is nothing affirmative or helpful about them." This

language does not refer to any shortcomings on the part of

the railroad managers. It does not attribute to them the

responsibility for what many are pleased to call their "break-

down" last winter. What the President had in mind had
been definitely stated earlier in his message when he said:

"E.\ceptional circumstances and exceptional methods of ad-

ministration were not needed to convince us that the railroads

were not equal to the immense tasks of transportation im-

posed upon them by the rapid and continuous development

of the industries of the country. We knew that already.

And we knew that they were unequal to it partly because

their full co-operation was rendered impossible by law and

their competition made obligatory, so that it has been im-

possible to assign to them severally the traffic which could

best be carried by their respective lines in the interest of

expedition and national economy."

Some new element of policy he declared to be absolutely

necessary, for the service of the pul>lic, for the release of

credit to those who are administering the railways, and for

the protection of their security holders, and he hoped that

Congress would have an impartial study of the whole problem

instituted at once and prosecuted as rapidly as possible.

Congress can find a large amount of useful material on

this subject in the records of the Newlands joint committee

on interstate commerce, which, if brought up to date and
supjilemented with .some of the ex]iericnce of the past year,

might prove an excellent foundation for early action, l)Ut it

will probably be found desirable to appoint a new committee.

Politician or Economist?

THERE .\RE NOT A FEW who have Studied President Wil-

son's actions critically who feel that first and foremost

he is inclined to approach and decide problems on the

basis of politics rather than from the viewpoint of an econo-

mist. It is not unnatural, therefore, that these men should

suggest that it is for purely political reasons that President

Wilson has turned the railroad prolilem over to Congress

without any specific recommendations. Only a few weeks

ago the President was considered by many as an advocate

of state socialism, and was believed to be fully in accord with

the government ownership of railroads and public utilities.

The Railroad Administration was industriou.sly at work com-
pleting its plans for the complete unification of the railroads

and frankly announced that it intended, during the interval

between the declaration of jieace and the turning back of the

railroads to their owners, to conduct an experiment on a large

scale to demonstrate the advantages of complete unification

and government control.

The whole situation has changed since election day and
the signing of the armistice. If the President were actuated

by political motives, the logical thing, under present condi-

tions, would be for him to shift the railroad problem on to

other shoulders at the earliest possible opportunity. With
a Republican Congress, peace conditions, and a complicated
labor situation, the problem of operating the railroads and
effecting a final solution of the railroad problem would be
no easy task from the \\'hite House. Indeed, it has been in-

timated that even under present conditions, the President was
carrying a red hot coal stove in his hands which he was ex-

ceedingly desirous of unloading as quickly as possible.

It is likely, however, that if the President had been try-

ing to solve the difficulty from the standpoint of an econo-

mist he would have handled tlie situation as he actually did.

The reconstruction and the railroad problems cannot be

solved on the basis of pure theory. The President was right

when he stated in his message last Monday that "it is sur-

prising how fast the process of return to a peace footing has

moved in the three weeks since the fighting stopped. It

promises to outrun any inquiry that may be instituted and
any aid that may be offered. It will not be easy to direct it

any better than it will direct itself. The American business

man has a quick initiative." The business men and those

who have a thorough understanding of business and transpor-

tation must solve the problems, and in the words of the Pres-

ident again, "All that we can do as their legislative and exec-

utive servants is to mediate the process of change here, there

and elsewhere as we may."
In thus discussing the reconstruction problem the Presi-

dent must have had in mind the various reconstruction con-

ferences that are now being held throughout the land, and
particularly the War Emergency and Reconstruction Con-
ference which is being held at Atlantic City this week under
the auspices of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States. It was necessary during the war for the A\'ar Indus-
tries Board to have closely associated with it in an advisory

capacity more than 350 war service committees, each repre-

senting different crafts that it was necessar)' to deal with in

order to secure the greatest possible co-ordination from all

of the industries in helping to win the war. It is now pro-

posed to u.se these war service committees of business men to

determine the solution and adjustment of the problems of the

reconstruction period. It is expected that the results of this

conference will be far reaching and immediate, particularly

if Congress will co-operate with the business interests by
promoting such legislation as may be necessary in order to

make possible a speedy readju.stment of the industries.

The solution of the railroad problem is, of course, much
more difficult than the readjustment of industries to peace
conditions. The railroads were forced into a most unfortunate
situation because of the peculiar laws and regulations under
which they have had to operate and because of the fact that
they have had to submit to regulation by state as well as fed-

eral authorities. It will be absolutely necessan.- that certain

legislation be wiped off the statute books and that new legis-

lation be enacted which will hold the railroads strictly ac-

countable to the public and yet will be broad enough to allow
them to develop and perfect their facilities. It will be neces-
sary for Congress to take up the question, but in effecting a
solution it should be guided iw those who understand the
transportation problem thoroughly. The Railway Executives
Advisory Committee has studied the question for a long time
and its suggestions should be listened to carefully. It is note-
worthy that the Railroad Administration was able to im-
prove operation by adopting the ven," measures that these

practical executives had long advocated, but were prevented
from using because of restrictive regulations and laws.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States is plan-
ning for a series of conferences of men of wide experience and
observation in various phases of the transportation problem.
Undoulitedly these conferences will result in practical recom-
mendations that will be presented to tlie business interests of

the countr}-.

It is evident that the advocates of government o«-nership
are comparatively few in number; on the other hand, as the

President has indicated, it is impossible for tlie railroads to gO'

back to private ownership under the impossible conditions

that existed before we entered the war. The problem, then,

is to so modify these conditions tliat the roads can operate
to advantage and so that investors will have an incentive

for bu\'ing railway securities.

Congress has a big job on its hands, and because the Presi-.

dent has handed it a red hot coal stove, the job must bC'

handled quickly and settled once and for all.
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Express Company the

Agent of the Railroad
New York, N. Y.

To THE Editor:

I have read the article in your issue of November 1, cover-

ing the report of the Interstate Commerce Commission to

the director general regarding proposed increase in express

rates, and assume that the language used is substantially that

of the commission.

While the commission's criticism of the usual form of

express contract may be well grounded, its reference to pay-

ments by the express company "for the service which the

railroad performs" appears to lose sight of the fundamentals

of the relationship, namely, that it is the railroad company

which is hiring the express company and which is paying the

express company for the service which the latter performs.

Further on it suggests that the basis of charges "by the

railroad company to the express company" be similar to that

charged by the railroad to the government for transporting

the mails. Mail service is something on which the govern-

ment has a monopoly and the government therefore assumes

the position of employer in its relations with the railroad.

Express service, however, is really a transportation duty of

the carrier and the carrier stands in the position of em-

ployer when it arranges with an express company to perform

the service.

In, the particular situation discussed l)y the commission

this distinction would very likely make no difference, but it

might become very important in other instances, and, as one

of the underlying conditions, a mistaken conception of it

ought not to go unchallenged. A true conception is very well

illustrated in the director general's contract with the Ameri-

can Railway Express Company, wherein it is clearly set forth

that the "Director General employs the express company."
Express.

Three-Cylinder Freight Locomotives
Forest Hills, N. Y.

To The Editor:

When in June, 1917, you illustrated and described the

new Pennsylvania Decapod freight locomotive, I addressed

you on the subject of this engine (see Railway Age Gazette,

June 29, 1917) and suggested that it might have been better

if it had been fitted with three cylinders instead of two.

It may be of interest to point out that there has lately been

completed at the Doncaster Works of the Great Northern

Railway, England, a powerful freight engine of the 2-8-0

type, having three cylinders arranged on the lines suggested in

my communication. This engine is in general similar in

appearance and design to the one illustrated in my article

on British Goods Locomotives in the Railway Mechanical

Engineer, December, 1916, page 621. The chief differences

are that tliis engine has three 18 by 26 in. cylinders, instead

of two 21 in. by 28 in., and that the second pair of coupled

wheels are those to which the main rods connect. The third

cylinder is between the frame.-; and the second coupled axle

is cranked. Thus all three pistons drive on one axle, the

cranks on which are 120 deg. apart.

Walschaert valve motion is applied to the outside cylinders

and by an ingenious arrangement of levers, the arrangement

of which is the sul-)ject of a patent granted to H. M. Gresley,

locomotive engineer of the Great Northern, the combined

action of the right and left-hand motions operates the valve

for the inside cylinder. Piston valves are used for each

cylinder. The cross-head guides are of the three-bar type,

not unlike those used by the Pennsylvania on its 4-4-2 and
4-6-2 type passenger locomotives.

This is the first three-cylinder locomotive having cranks

at 120 deg. to be designed for main line freight traffic in

England. There are on the North Eastern a large number
of three-cylinder Atlantic type express locomotives, and

three-c)linder tank locomotives both for passenger and freight

traffic. E. Cecil Poultney.

W^omen As Railroad Clerks

Cincinnati, Ohio

To THE Editor:

Your edition of September 6 contains a letter under the

caption of "Women as Railroad Clerks," which seems to call

for a reply.

I do not in any way underestimate the importance of the

railroad clerical positions. The conclusions contained in the

letter referred to do not seem to be borne out by the actual

conditions. As a general proposition it may be stated that

the large proportion of positions, not only in local freight

offices, but in general offices, may be creditably filled by

women. Who will say that women do not make better

abstract and accounting clerks than men? The full utiliza-

tion of accounting machines for abstracting and statistical

work demonstrates clearly that there is a broad field for

women in railroad service. Women may be used entirely

for expense and bill clerks. They may be used as cashiers,

and counter clerks and they handle the public verj' efficiently.

Women are now being used successfully as ticket clerks; also

for information bureaus, car record clerks, etc. In these

positions they are releasing men for more essential work.

The chief trouble is that enough attention has not been

paid to the education of the woman clerk. Her activitj' in

the railroad office has been confined to certain lines, largely

stenographic. But it has been developed that where work

of clerical importance recently has been placed upon the

female clerk, good results have been obtained. Women un-

doubtedly can handle claims, and at least make investiga-

tions which are limited to the records, as well as men.

Tlie objection to women, based on the fact that they get

married after being educated, is somewhat specious. Surely

experience has shown us that there is no greater difficult)'

in this respect than there is in the constant change and

turnover of the male employees due to their seeking better

positions and broadening the field of their experience. I

will agree that there are certain classes of male railroad

clerk; who seem to be indispensable, but I am not at all

certain that even in some of these capacities women are not

competent if given the proper training. It cannot all happen

in a day but it is surely a fact tliat the opportunity for the

woman clerk in the railroad organization is becoming greater

If railroad offices are handicapped because of the employ-

ment of women, the responsibility evidently rests, in some

degree, with the supervising force, who are failing to in-

struct properly the female assistants. It cannot be stated

that a lack of proper clerical knowledge is alone limited to

women clerks. New male clerks are being hired daily in

all railroad offices who are inexperienced. Instructions must

be given to these clerks; the same effort of course would

only have to be directed to inexperienced female clerks.

In view of the great need of men in railroad organizations

in directions where we will admit that women are not fitted

for activity, does it not behoove those charged with the im-

mediate responsibility to make every efi'ort possible to utilize

such material as is available from the ranks of young

women? Hugh McVeagh.
Exfcutive .Assistant to District Director, Ohio-Indian? District, Eutera

Region, U. S. Railroad Administration.



President Proposes to Relinquish Railroads

Urges Congressional Study of the Problem But Opposes

Prolonging Period of Uncertainty

EARLY RELINQUISHMENT of the railroads from the present

form of control by the government, unless Congress

shall be able to formulate within a reasonable time a

definite and acceptable plan for the future policy towards

the roads, was forecast by President Wilson in his address

before a joint session of the two Houses of Congress on

Monday. He declared that while he had no answer ready

to the question of the permanent policy to be adopted towards

the railroads and would welcome a Congressional solution

of the problem, the one thing perfectly clear to him is that

it is not fair either to the public or to the owners of the rail-

roads to leave the question unanswered and that it will "'pres-

entl\- become his duty to relinquish the roads, even before

the expiration of the statutory period, unless there should

appear some clear prospect in the meantime of a legislative

solution." But as he also said later, "the one conclusion I

am ready to state with confidence is that it would be a dis-

service alike to the country and to the owners of the rail-

roads to return to the old conditions unmodified," there ap-

pears some doubt as to whether the suggestion of relinquish-

ment should be construed as in the nature of a promise or

as a threat.

Plans for the creation of a joint congressional committee

to take up a study of the question were at once discussed by

Senate leaders. The President expressed a hope that Con-

gress will have a complete and impartial study of the whole

problem instituted at once and prosecuted as rapidly as pos-

sible. This suggests a continuation of the investigation un-

dertaken by the Newlands committee, which was interrupted

when the government took over the roads last Decemlier.

But unless Congress can agree within a reasonable time on

[
a definite railroad policy for the future he stands "ready and
anxious to release the roads from the present control" and
"must do so at a very early date" unless some plan is ad-

vanced which would avoid "prolonging the period of doubt

and uncertainty."

How long a period the President thinks he should allow

for the determination of a railroad policy he did not say,

but his words certainly do not indicate any intention of pro-

ceeding with the "scrambling" policy indefinitely in the hope
that the people will like it so well they will vote to make it

permanent at the election in November, 1920. In this re-

spect the President's declaration seems somewhat at variance

with the purposes scmi-officially ascribed to the Railroad

Administration shortly before the announcement of Mr. Mc-
Adoo's resignation. As the nearest approach to a crystalli-

zation of opinion on this subject thus far manifested in

Congress is a strong sentiment in favor of the return of the

roads to their owners, the President's statement would seem
to indicate an early termination of the affairs of the Rail-

road Administration and the activities of the latter may now
i)e expected to be directed rather in the direction of a settle-

ment of the complicated relations with the railroad companies

rather than toward more complete unification.

The position assumed by the President came as somewhat
of a surprise to some of his friends, who had expected a

pronouncement in favor of government ownership. While
he referred to such a policy as a possibility, if necessary as

an accompaniment of complete government control, he merely

mentioned it in passing as the opposite extreme to simply

releasing the roads and going back to old conditions. He
placed far more emphasis on the third possibility

—"an inter-

mediate course of modified private control."

The text of that portion of the President's address which

refers to the railroad question is as follows:

The President's Address

"The question which causes me the greatest concern is the

question of the policy to be adopted towards the railroads.

I frankl}' turn to you for counsel upon it. I have no con-

fident judgment of my own. I do not see how any thought-

ful man can have who knows anything of the complexity of

the problem. It is a problem which must be studied, studied

immediately, and studied without bias or prejudice.. Noth-

ing can he gained l)y becoming partisans of any particular

plan of settlement.

"It was necessary that the administration of the railways

should be taken over by the government so long as the war
lasted. It would have been impossible othenvise to establish

and carry through under a single direction the necessary

priorities of shipment. It would have been impossible other-

wise to combine maximum production at the factories and
mines and farms with the maximum possible car supply to

take the products to the ports and markets: impossible to

route troop shipments and freight shipments without regard

to the advantage or disadvantage of the roads employed;

impossible to subordinate, when necessary, all questions of

convenience to the public necessity; impossible to give the

necessary financial support to the roads from the public

treasury. But all these necessities have now been served,

and the question is, what is best for the railroads and for the

public in the future.

"Exceptional circumstances and exceptional methods of

administration were not needed to convince us that the rail-

roads were not equal to the immense tasks of transportation

imposed upon them by the rapid and continuous development
of the industries of the country. We knew that already.

And we knew that they were unequal to it partly because

their full co-operation was rendered impossible by law and
their competition made obligatory, so that it has been im-

possible to assign to them severally the traffic which could

best be carried by their respective lines in the interest of

expedition and national economy.

"We may hope, I believe, for the formal conclusion of the

war by treaty by the time spring has come. The twent)'-one

months to which the present control of the railways is lim-

ited after formal proclamation of peace shall have been made
will run at the farthest, I take it for granted, only to the

January of 1921. The full equipment of the railways which
the federal administration had planned could not be com-
pleted within any such period. The present law does not

permit the use of the revenues of the several roads for the

execution of such plans except by formal contract with their

directors, some of whom will consent while some will not,

and therefore does not afford sufficient authority to under-

take improvements upon the scale upon which it would be

necessary to undertake them. Ever\- approach to this diffi-

cult subject-matter of decision brings us face to face, there-

fore, with this unanswered question: What is it right that

we should do with the railroads, in the interest of the public

and in fairness to their owners?

"Let me say at once that I have no answer ready. The
only thing that is perfectly clear to me is that it is not fair

either to the public or to the owners of the railroads to leave

the question unanswered and that it will presently become
my duty to relinquish control of the roads, even before the
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expiration of the statutory period, unless there should appear

some clear prospect in the mean time of a legislative solu-

tion. Their release would at least produce one element of a

solution, namely certainty and a quick stimulation of private

initiative.

"I believe that it will be serviceable for ijie to set forth as

explicitly as possible the alternative courses that lie open to

our choice. We can simply release the roads and go back

to the old conditions of private management, unrestricted

competition, and multiform regulation by both state and fed-

eral authorities; or we can go to the opposite extreme and

establish complete government control, accompanied, if nec-

essary, by actual government ownership; or we can adopt an

intermediate course of modified private control, under a more

unified and affirmative public regulation and under such

alterations of the law as will permit wasteful competition to

be avoided and a considerable degree of unification of ad-

ministration to be effected, as, for example, by regional cor-

porations under which the railways of definable areas would

be in effect combined in single systems.

"The one conclusion that I am ready to state with confi-

dence is that it would be a disservice alike to the country

and to tlie owners of the railroads to return to the old con-

ditions unmodified. Those are conditions of restraint with-

out development. There is nothing affirmative or helpful

about them. What the country chiefly needs is that all its

means of transportation should be developed, its railways,

its waterways, its highways, and its countryside roads. Some

new element of policy, therefore, is absolutely necessary

—

necessary for the service of the public, necessary for the

release of credit to those who are administering the rail-

ways, necessary for the protection of their security

holders.

"The old policy may be changed much or little, but surely it

cannot wisely be left as it was. I hope that the Congress

will have a complete and impartial study of the whole prob-

lem instituted at once and prosecuted as rapidly as possible.

I stand ready and anxious to release the roads from the

present control and I must do so at a veiy early date if by

waiting until the statutory limit of time is reached I shall

be merely prolonging the period of doubt and uncertainty

which is hurtful to every interest concerned."

Congressmen Express Themselves

Any Congressional committee which might be created to

take up an investigation of the railroad question would vir-

tually take up the work undertaken by the old Newlands

committee, and it is expected that the work of this com-

mittee will be revived. A number of prominent members

of Congress expressed interest in undertaking such an in-

vestigation, although there was some doubt expressed as

to whether anything could be accomplished at the present

short session of Congress.

Senator Smith of South Carolina, chairman of the Senate

Committee on Interstate Commerce and of the Joint Com-
mittee on Interstate Commerce, said that the last of the three

alternatives mentioned by President Wilson is the one that

will more nearly meet the necessities of the case and in his

opinion would iJe the most generally approved by the public.

Senator Cummins of Iowa expressed hearty agreement with

the President that the railroads should not be returned under

the former system of regulation and that Congress should go

forward immediately with an exhaustive inquiry into the

whole problem. Senator Underwood of Alabama declared

it is physically impossible for there to be any legislation at

the present session and that the President's attitude will

obviously result in throwing the problem into the lap of the

next Congress, which the Republicans will control.

Representative Sims, chairman of the House Committee on

Interstate and Foreign Commerce, declared that return of

the railroads without legislation to preserve the benefits

which government operation has conferred would be the

strongest possible force operating for the creation of condi-

tions that could be remedied only by the government taking

over the railroads. He was satisfied Congress would not ac-

cede to the proposal to abolish state regulation. Repre-

sentative Esch of Wisconsin, who is expected to be the next

chairman of the House committee, agreed with the Presi-

dent's suggestion of an immediate inquiry and suggested that

the present joint committee, which has already taken more

than 7,000 pages of testimony, should undertake it.

Senator Watson of Indiana agreed that the railroads

should not be returned without a modification of the old

conditions, saying he did not believe they will ever be per-

mitted to return to the competitive system. Senator Kellogg

of Minnesota urged immediate study of the question and a

strong government control over the issues of securities and

over service. He declared that further legislation should be

had before the roads are returned. Senator Penrose of Penn-

sylvania commented on the fact that the President had in-

vited the opinion of Congress and declared that he would

undoubtedly hear from the American people after a commit-

tee has had an opportunit)- to investigate the present plan,

under which, he said, "the railroad system of the country has

been nearly ruined and certainly demoralized."

It was apparent that an effort was being made to have the

present Democratic Congress deal with the question. Chair-

man Smith of the Senate committee said on Tuesday that he

would at once hold conferences with Chairman Sims of the

House committee and with Railroad Administration officials

with a view to taking up a study of the railroad situation in

an effort to obtain legislation at this session. The chairmen

of both committees have received letters from S. Davies War-
field, president of the Na'ional Association of Owners of

Railroad Securities, asking that representatives of the associa-

tion be given a hearing.

The first bill on the railroad question called forth by the

President's address was introduced by Senator Thomas on

December 3. The bill was prepared by W. W. Cook, general

counsel of the Mackay Companies, providing for the creation

of five regional railroad corporations for the New England,

Central, Southern, Northwestern and Central Pacific districts,

and also for the creation of a federal railroad board of six

members to supervise the organization of a federal railroad

company in each district to operate the railroads. The fed-

eral railroad board would consist of six members, one a new
cabinet officer known as the Secretary of Railroads and five

members to be appointed by the President with the advice and

consent of the Senate. Under the plan the government would
guarantee the payments of 3 per cent dividends on the stock

of the federal railroad companies and the federal board would
be given the power to fix and determine interstate rates and
service, and also such intrastate rates and service as Congress

has the power to regulate under the Constitution. This plan

has long been advocated by !Mr. Cook. It was referred to

the Committee on Interstate Commerce.
Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia introduced a bill on

Wednesday to repeal Section 10 of the federal control act,

which prohibits the Interstate Commerce Commission from
suspending President-made rates.

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, who
was commissioned a colonel of engineers last month and
ordered to sail for France, has been honorably discharged

from the service. He had made all necessary arrangements
for the trip to Europe, but the necessitj' for his service in

I'raiice has become less pressing, and he now takes up the

duties of the presidency of his road, unfettered by other

assignments.
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Railway Executives Begin

Work on Reconstruction Plan

RKi'RESENTATiVES of the member roads of the Rail-

way Executives Advisory Committee, at a meeting

held December 4 at New York, adopted the following

resolutions

:

1. That private initiative, enterprise and responsibility

in the creation, extension, improvement and operation of the

American railways should, as a matter of national policy, be

fostered and preserved, and that government ownership and

operation of these facilities is not conducive to the highest

economic efficiency of the country.

2. That the principle of reasonable, responsible and ade-

quate governmental regulation of these facilities is recognized

and accepted, but such regulation should provide for encour-

agement, protection and upbuilding of the railways as well

as for the correction and check of any abuses.

3. That in view of the termination of the war emergency,

which caused the taking over of the railroads and their opera-

tion by the federal government, the remaining period of fed-

eral control should be characterized liy a policy of restora-

tion of the integrity of individual properties and of prepara-

tion for their return to their respective owners in the highest

possijjle state of efficiency to serve the countrj'.

4. That a system of governmental regulation or control

to be applicable when the properties are returned, should

be provided by Congress, which, while safeguarding the

public, will provide uniformity of regulation in essential

matters, insure a business treatment of the vast interests in-

volved, attract adequate capital and assure the commercial,

manufacturing and agricultural interests of the country of

transportation facilities, which shall keep pace with their

growing necessities and deal equitai)ly with questions affect-

ing wages and working conditions of railroad employees.

5. That the standing committee, with the advice and as-

sistance of the law committee, be requested to consider and

report back to an adjourned meeting of member roads pro-

posals to accomplish the foregoing results and plans and

methods to be favored in connection with the return of the

railroad properties to their respective owners.

6. That in their consideration of the subject the com-

mittee invite the co-operation and assistance of advisers

fairly representative of the best and soundest thought and

experience of the country.

7. That assurance be given to the director general of

railroads and his associates of our earnest desire to co-oper-

ate with them in the performance of their important and diffi-

cult trust and in the adoption of plans for the return of these

properties to private management and operation, which plans

shall be just alike to the public, to the owners of the proper-

ties and to the employees engaged thereon.

In summing up the accomplishments of the Railway

Executives Advisory Committee in its negotiations with the

Railroad Administration over questions relating to proper

allowances for purcha.se of new equipment under war condi-

tions, depreciation of old equipment bought before the war,

retirement of ecjuipment and salvage items, A. P. Thorn,

counsel for the committee, stated that the roads had been

allowed approximately $175,000,000 in the way of conces-

sions. Mr. Thorn said that he expected the majority of gov-

ernment contracts would be signed by the time William G.

McAdoo had relinquished his duties as director general of

railroads.

Charles Hayden, a director of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific; S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago, Great West-

ern; William Church Osbom, general counsel for the El

Paso & Southwestern and the Texas & Pacific; Henry Ruh-
lender, chairman of the St. Louis & San Francisco; L. E.

Johnson, president of the Norfolk & Western; E. E. Loomis,

president of the Lehigh Valley; W. R. Cole, president of the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, and Bird M. Robinson,

president of the American Short Line Association, were

elected additional members of the permanent committee of

the Railway Executives Advisory Committee.

The Fourth Liberty Loan
in the Southern Region

BL. WiNCHELL, Southern regional director, has re-

cently issued a detailed report showing the sub-
• scriptions to tlie Fourth Liberty Loan by em-

ployees on the Southern railroads. The total subscription

was $16,898,550. Of the total number of employees, 80.1

per cent subscribed, and the average subscription was $89.60.

The detail figures follow:

FOURTH LIBERTY LO

Name of railroad

W. Ry. of Alabamn
.\tlanta, Bir. & .Atlantic.
.Mlantic Coast Line
Alabama Hreat Southern.
Carolina, Oinchficld & O.
Central of Georgia
Charleston & W. Carolina
Cin., N. O. & Texas Pac.
Florida Ea5t Coast
(Georgia Railroad
Georgia .South. & Florida.
Gulf and Shin Island
Gull, Mobile & Northern.
Illinois Cen. & Y. & M. V.
Louisville & Nashville. . .

.

Louisville, Ilend. & St. L.
Mississippi Central
Mobile & Ohio
Nashville, Chat. & St. L.

.

New Orleans Great North.
Norfolk Southern
Piedmont & Northern
Washington Southern &

Rich.. Fred'bg & Pot
Seaboard .Air Line
Southern & .Ass'd Roads. .

Southern R. R. in Miss...
St Louis-San Francisco..
Tennessee Central
Western Railway of Ala..
Washington Southern . . .

Winston-Salem Southb'd..
Yazoo & Mississippi Val..
Ark. .i!: M-m. Br. & Term.
Memphis Union Station..
Union Railroad
Charleston Terminal
Kentucky & Ind. Ter. R.R.
Regional Director's Office
Short Lines & Terminals.

Total 16,898.550 235,371

AN—RAILROADS I.N SOU! HERN REGION
Final Report

Percent-
Total Total age of Average
number number employees amount

employees sub- sub- per
Total on rolls scribing set ibing subscriber

$100,950 1,341 1.168 87.1 $86.40
217.100 2,719 2.625 96.5 82.70

1,601.800 20.000 18.746 93.7 85.40
Incl ided with Southern Railroac
Incl Lided with Southern Railroac

1,018,350 9.258 9,258 100.0 110.00
172,250 1,244 1,123 90.3 153.40

Incl jded with Southern Railroad
288,800 3.000 2.874 95.9 100.50
174.250 1,697 1,333 79.7 128.80
131,400 2.004 1,492 74.5 88.10

Incl idcd with Mississippi Central
86,650 1.317 1.041 79.0 83.20

1,722,350 22.598 21,033 93.1 81.90
2,708,000 46.683 34,282 73.4 79.00

72,250 1.021 859 84.1 84.10
218.050 2.773 2.626 94.7 83.00
572,900 7.536 6.339 84.4 90.10
956,850 12,200 9,978 81.8 95.90

Included with Mississippi Central
230,900 2,676 2,550 95.3 90.60

Incl uded with Southern Railroad

260.000 3,735 2,803 75.1 92.70
1.695,050 17,837 15.305 85.8 110.80
3,761.300 66.724 44,974 67.4 83.60

76.200 747 742 99.5 102.50
378.050 3.00O 2,992 99.7 126.40
102.700 1,300 1,082 83.2 94.90

Included with .Atlanta & West Point
Include d with Rich,, Fred & Potomac
19,400 2S6 2,S6 100.0 67.80

Included with Illinois Central
4,900 58 58 100.0 84.00
24,450 242 242 100.0 101.00
52.900 495 495 100.0 106.90
12.800 80 80 lOO.O 160.00

118,500 979 979 100.0 121.00
41,500 223 223 loo.n 186.00
77,950 1,598 909 56.7 85.80

British Omdal Photo. Copyright by Vnierwood & Underwood, .V. K.

This Is the Way the Huns Tried to Leave the Railways
That Is—Before They Had to Run Too Fast
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Santa Fe Type Locomotive zvith Several Unique Features

2-10-2 Type Locomotive for the Rock Island Lines

New Type of Cab and Spark Arrester; Grease Lubrication on

Crossheads and Trailer

ANUMBER OF NOVEL and interesting features are in-

cluded in the design of a recent order of ten loco-

motives of the 2-10-2 type built hy the American
Locomotive Company for the Rock Island Lines. These in-

clude a new type of cab, a new spark arrester, and unique

lubricating arrangements. These locomotives are designed

for a load of 60,000 lb. on each pair of drivers. They are

intended to traverse 16 deg. curves and have lateral mo-

Front End. of the Rock Island 2-10-2 Type Locomotives with

the Security Spark Arrester

tion driving boxes on the front axle. The front and rear

wheels are lifted with Detroit flange lubricators.

The clearances permitted the application of a boiler of

large capacity. The boiler horsepower is 96.2 per cent of the

cylinder horsepower rating. In the design of the boiler few
innovations have been introduced. It is of the conical ex-

tended wagon top type with a 5-ft. 4-in. combustion chamber
and tubes and flues 2^4 -in. and 5^4 -in. in diameter respec-

tively, 21 ft. 3 in. long. A type A superheater with 46 units

is applied. The firebox has a Security arch and is fired by

a Duplex stoker. The grates are operated by the Franklin

power grate shaker.

The Security spark arrester which has been in use for

several years on the Rock Island Lines is used. This con-

sists of a cylindrical or truncated conical box made of

perforated plate or netting, closed at both ends and set be-

tween the nozzle stand and the stack extension. The box
is reinforced around the openings where it is fastened to

these parts. The petticoat pipe is supported on two braces

inside the box. At the outer end a sliding door is provided

which permits of readily inspecting the box or doing any
work inside it. The entire box can be inserted or removed
through the smoke-box door. The spark arrester is sup-

ported entirely between the nozzle stand and stack exten-

sion. The arrangement of the front end is clearly shown
in the illustration.

Several months ago the Rock Island applied a new type

of cab to a Mikado locomotive. It proved so satisfactory

that a similar design is being used on all new power. The
front wall of the cab, instead of being vertical, is sloped at

the same angle as the back-head of the boiler and is set so

that it projects forward only a few inches beyond the back-

head. With this arrangement all the staybolts in the

wrapper sheet are readily accessible for inspection or re-

pairs. The angle of vision through the front cab window-

is also increased. The front part of tlie cab, which is elimi-

nated in this design, serves no useful purpose but offers an
opportunity for dirt to collect.

The main valves are of the piston type, 14 in. in diameter,

and are operated by the Baker valve gear controlled by the

Mellin power reverse. The valve chamber and cylinder

imshings and piston and valve packing rings are of Hunt-
Spiller gun iron. The piston rod packing is of tlie King
type. The Nathan Manufacturing Company's drifting valve

is used. A McCord force feed lubricator supplies oil to

the valves and the lubrication of the air pump and stoker

is provided for by the use of a Nathan two-pint two-feed

hydrostatic lubricator.

A departure from the usual practice is the application of

grease lubrication to tlie crossheads and trailer box hub-
liners, both of which are shown. The crosshead gibs are

of gun iron with recesses in the wearing surfaces, filled with

babbitt. Grease is fed from a well at the center through
a single hole to a groove extending across the face of the
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gib. 'I'he hub-liner on the trailer bo.x is fitted with two

lugs to one of which is welded a grease cup. The cup feeds

grease to the hub-face at a point behind the center line. An
annular groove is provided to facilitate the passage of the

lubricant.

'1 he tender used with these locomotives has a cistern of

uni(|ue design with a flanged bottom. The sides are stif-

fened by T-irons which are continuous down one side, across

the bottom and up the other side. In the ordinary design

the side and bottom T-irons are joined to angle irons ex-

tending aroimd the bottom edge of the tank and are rein-

forced by gusset plates. This new type of construction

stiffens the sheets and prevents vibration which often causes

them to crack at the sides just above the gusset plates. It

also eliminates a calking edge at the bottom of the tank.

The tender is carried on a cast steel frame. The air con-

nections between the locomotive and the tender are made
with Barco flexible metallic joints of the 3-V type.

Among the specialties applied to these locomotives not

already mentioned are Westinghouse E-T No. 6 brakes

with an 8)-2 in. cross compound compressor, Commonwealth
locomotive cradle castings. Miner A-18 draft gear, Chambers

throttle valves, Pyle-National headlights, Economy radial

bufters, Nathan non-lifting injectors, Sellers coal sprinklers,

Cylinders

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 30 in. by 32 in.

Valves

Kind Piston
Diameter 14 in.

Greatest travel 6Ji in.

Outside lap 1 1/16 in.

fnside clearance in.

Lead in full gear A in.

IVheels

Driving, diameter over tires 63 in.

Driving, thickness of tires 314 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 12 in. by 20 in.

i^riving journals, others, diameter and length.
Front 10 in. by 19 in., others 10 in. by 13 in.

Kngine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

r—'^J'—^
^4r—«'

yip-

Trailer Box Hub Liner

Ashton safety valves, and Viloco H double type sander.

The principal dimensions, weights and ratios are given

below

:

General Data

Gage " "• 1^- '?;
Service •.•••: .Freight

Puel Bituminous coal

Tractive effort" ".:..: ".900 lb.

Weight in working order 383,000 lb.

Weight on drivers 302.500 lb.

Weight on leading truck 26,000 \h.

Weight on trailing truck 54,500 lb.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 572,900 lb.

Wheel base, driving 22 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total • .41 ft. 3 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 80 ft. 2n in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers 4- tractive effort 4.21

Total weight -^ tractive effort -5.33

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -f- equivalent heating surface* 710.1

Etiuivalont heating surface* - grate area '9.$

Firebox heating surface -h equivalent heatniB surface," per cent o.lJ

Weieht on drivers -H equivalent heating surface* .47 4

Total weight -r- equivalent heating surface V '

'o'
•""?^

Volume both cylinders 26.18 cu. ft

Equivalent heating surface* -=- vol. cylinders 243.5

Grate ai ea t- vol. cylinders 3.06

Crosshead for the Rock Island 2-10-2 Type Locomotives

Engine truck, journals 6'/i in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 43 in.

Trailing truck, journals 9 in. by 14 in.

lioilcr

Style Conical
Working pressure 185 lb. per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 85 ;i in.

Firebox, length and width 120 in. by 96>i in.

Firebox plates, thickness Crown, back and sides ^ in., tube H in.

Firebox, water space Back and sides 5 in., front 554 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 226, 2!4 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 46, SVj in.

Tubes and flues, length 21 ft. 3 in.

Heating surface tubes and flues 4,217 sq. it.

Heating surface, fireboxt 391 sq. ft.

Heating s-,irface, total 4,60S sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 1,1 SO sq. ft.

Equivalent healing surface* 6,378 sq. ft.

Grate area 80.2 sq. ft.

Center of boiler above rail 10 ft. 2 in.

Tender
Tank Water bottom
Frame Cast steel
Weigh*. 189,900 ft.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.
Journals, diameter and 'ength 6 in. by 11 in.
Water capacity 10,000 gal.
Coal capacity 16 tons

"Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface + 1.5
times the superheating surface.

tincludes combustion chamber and arch tube heating surfaces.

Our Fourth Liberty Loan.—Railroad employees on the lines

on the Great Northern Railway in Canada subscribed for

$76,800 worth of bonds of our Fourth Liberty Loan.

Siamese to Study .American Railway System.—Eight Si-

amese students connected with the Royal State Railways are

about to leave Siam for the United States for the purpose of

taking up the study of American railway methods. This is »

new departure inaugurated by the recently appointed commis-

sioner general of the Siamese State Railways. These students

will be under the care of the Siamese Legation in Washington.

—

Commerce Reports



Annual Report Interstate Commerce Commission
Fundamental Aims of Railway Policy Discussed.

Commission's Relations to Federal Control

The

THE REQUISITES of an adequate transportation system, as

the Interstate Commerce Commission sees them, are

outlined by the commission in its annual report to

Congress for the year ending October 31, made public on

December 5. In addition to a discussion of what may be

done with the railroads in the future, as to which no recom-

mendations are made at this time, the usual routine account

of the commission's activities is amplified by a discussion

of its relations with the Railroad Administration. An ab-

stract follows:

In our previous reports we have, as provided in the act to

regulate commerce, transmitted to the Congress such informa-

tion and data as were considered of value in the determina-

tion of questions connected with the regulation of commerce,

together with such recommendations as to additional legisla-

tion as we deemed necessary. These bore on the regulation

of competing common carriers, privately owned and of>€rated.

We deem it both unnecessary and inappropriate to renew
these recommendations under existing conditions, an impor-

tant feature of which is temporary unified operation of the

carriers Iw a governmental agency during national emer-

gency and under war powers. That emergency is passing,

and in the light of experience gained and to be gained there-

from it will be profitable to appraise the results of unified

operation and to apply them, in so far as pertinent, to the

solution of the problems expressly reserved by the Congress

for later consideration. The conditions, without precedent

or parallel, which the war has produced now press upon the

Congress matters of the gravest national and international

concern. While we do not deem the present conditions and
moment opportune in which to recommend concrete proposals

for legislation, we may indicate certain lines of inquiry which

must be pursued in order to reach sound conclusions.

The Future of the Railroads

Whatever line of policy is determined upon, the funda-

mental a'm or purpose should be to secure transportation

systems that will be adequate for the nation's needs even in

time of national stress or peril and that will furnish to the

public safe, adequate and efficient transportation at the low-

est cost consistent with that service. To this end there should

be provision for ( 1 ) the prompt merger without friction of

all the carriers' lines, facilities and organizations into a con-

tinental and unified system in time of stress or emergency;

(2) merger within proper limits of the carriers' lines and fa-

cilities in such part and to such extent as may be necessary

in the general public interest to meet the reasonable de-

mands of our domestic and foreign commerce; (3) limitation

of railway construction to the necessities and convenience of

the government and of the public, and assuring construction

to the point of these limitations; and (4) development and
encouragement of inland waterways and co-ordination of rail

and water transportation systems.

Among the plans which doubtless will be proposed are the

following: (1) Continuance of the present plan of federal

control; (2) public ownership of carrier property with pri-

vate operation under regulation; (3) private operation under
regulation with governmental guarantees; (4) resumption of
private control and management under regulation; and (^)
public ownership and operation. Additional plans and mod-
ifications or combinations of those enumerated might be
listed.

If the policy of private ownership and operation under

regulation is continued, the following subjects will require
legislative consideration: (1) Revision of limitations upon
united or co-operative activities among common carriers

by rail or by water; (2) emancipation of railway operation
from financial dictation; (3) regulation of issues of securi-

ties; (4) establishment of a relationship between federal and
state authority which will eliminate the twilight zone of juris-

diction and under which a harmonious rate structure and
adequate service can be secured, state and interstate; (5)
restrictions governing the treatment of competitive as com-
pared with noncompetitive traffic; (6) the most efficient utili-

zation of equipment and provision for distributing the bur-
den of furnishing equipment on an equitable basis among
the respective carriers; (7) a more liberal use of terminal
facilities in the interest of free movement of commerce; and
(8) limitations within which common carrier facilities and
ser\'ices may be furnished by shippers or receivers of freight.

Should the policy of pulilic ownership and operation be
adopted there must be considered: (1) The just and fair

price at which, and the terms under which, carrier properties

are to be acquired; (2) prohibiting the operation of railways
as a fiscal contrivance, insuring their administration in the

interests of the convenience and commerce of the people, re-

quiring that the)- shall be self-supporting and that their

rates shall be properly related to the ascertained cost of serv-

ice, and retaining and extending the economies and advan-
tages of large .scale production in transportation; (3) re.spon-

sibility and relationship of the railway administration to

Congress and other federal authorities and to the states;

(4) guarding against the intrusion of party politics into rail-

way management; (5) a status for railway officers and em-
ployees under which the railway service will attract and re-

tain the best talent; and (6) maintenance of a tribunal for

the determination of controversies which will inevitably arise

even under public operation.

The above outline is a mere enumeration of some impor-
tant points to be considered. We will at an appropriate
time report to Congress such information, suggestions or

recommendations as we believe may be of assistance in solv-

ing the many and difficult transportation problems.

The Commission's Relations to Federal Control

The magnitude of the task devolving upon the director

general, no less than the war emergency which had created

it, rendered imperative on our part a prompt offer to the

United States Railroad Administration of any assistance that

we could render. This tender was accepted by the director

general, and the individual commissioners, in addition to

their regular duties, prosecuted important investigations at

his request.

.\mong these matters were the following: The assembling
of financial information covering prospective capital require-

ments and security issues for the current year; the mainten-
ance of the integrity of tariff publications in substantial con-
formity with the commission regulations; assistance in ob-
taining greater uniformity in freight classification; an inquiry

into the advisabilit)' of federal control of express companies;
an inquiry into the information or sources of information
available to the United States Railroad Administration in

the several departments or branches of the government: an
inquiry into the intercorporate relations of railroads; an in-

vestigation of the wages of railway employees, for which pur-
pose a special commission was appointed by the director gen-
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eral, including a member of this commission; an inventory

of the property of carriers under federal control; studies of

possible economies in transportation by shorter routing of

traffic and the avoidance of unnecessary cross hauling and by

physical connection of railroads which had previously been

operated under competition; the undertaking to serve as in-

termediary in matters before state commissions affecting car-

riers under federal control; an inquiry into the proposed dis-

continuance of operation of certain short lines of railroad;

an inquiry into methods of fuel economy; and examination

of statistical and accounting problems.

In addition to the above list of matters, which is merely

illustrative, various concrete situations affording difficulty or

perple.xity were, at the director general's request, investigated

by members of the commission, and recommendations sub-

mitted thereon. Among these may be mentioned: proposed

federal control of the St. Louis municipal bridge; the pro-

jected removal of the freight terminal at Sedalia, Mo. ; infor-

mation as to existing schedules of coal rates; the development

of certain inland waterways; grade crossing elimination in

Indianapolis; rentals of carrier owned elevators at Kansas

City, Mo. ; store-door delivery in New York City.

In addition the service? of various bureaus of the commis-

sion have been freely utilized at the instance of the director

general, in particular the bureaus of tariffs, of carriers' ac-

counts, of statistics, car service, and valuation.

At the director general's request, four of the commissioners

have served on a general conference committee on the draft-

ing of the standard compensation contract.

The federal control act laid the legislative foundation for

the operation of carriers by the federal Railroad Administra-

tion. During the period of the emergency which led to its

enactment to meet conditions growing out of the war it has

changed in certain instances the functions of this commission,

superseding in some cases the powers formerly exercised by

us, altering in some degree our jurisdiction, and in other in-

stances imposing upon us new duties. Certain salient

changes resulting from this act are worthy of notice.

Changes in the Initiation of Tariffs

Railroads or transportation systems not under federal con-

trol remain, so far as interstate traffic is concerned, in all

respects subject to the act to regulate commerce. For the

most part, their gross revenues are small in comparison with

those of the carriers under federal control.

For the carriers under federal control the President may
initiate rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations and
practices which shall not be suspended by us pending final

determination, by filing the same with us. His power so to

initiate is not in terms confined to interstate traffic. Many
of the schedules so filed purport on their face to apply alike

on interstate traffic and on traffic moving wholly within the

boundaries of any one state. Such schedules take effect at

such time and upon such notice as he may direct, thus super-

seding the requirements of section 6 of the act to regulate

commerce where statutory notice of 30 days is required, ex-

cept where the commission allows changes upon shorter

notice. The power of the President to initiate increased rates,

fares, charges, or classifications is not limited l)y the proviso

in the second paragraph of the fifteenth section of the act to

regulate commerce, as amended, which precludes the filing of

an increased rate, fare, charge or classification, except after

approval thereof has been secured from the commission. The
fifteenth section applications then pending have in practically

all cases been ordered withdrawn by the director general. It

has resulted that fifteenth section applications have been
greatly reduced in number, and are practically confined to

carriers not under federal control or where such carriers par-
ticipate in traffic.

The total number of new tariffs filed has also shown a
marked diminution. The policy of the Railroad .'Administra-

tion is clearly in the direction of a smaller number of tariff

issuing bureaus. This will effect a material reduction in the

number of schedules filed, and will simplify the tariff situa-

tion.

Effect of Control Act Upon Rate Controversies

General Order No. 28 issued by the director general in-

creased freight rates and passenger fares generally through-

out the United States upon federally controlled roads. The
rates and fares so increased became and still are the govern-

ing rates of the countr}'. Many of our matured and maturing

reports and decisions were deferred to enable us to give care-

ful consideration to the effect of this order. The rates under

attack in practically all pending cases had been increased by

the rates initiated by General Order No. 28. It was urged

that these higher rates could not be passed upon by the com-
mission so as to yield a lawfully effective order until the rates

initiated by General Order No. 28 had been assailed as such

by formal complaint to the commission.

The number of new complaints attacking rates instituted

by the director general has up to date been less than the

usual number filed against carrier-made rates. It is assumed
that this is in part attributable to the feeling that existing

rates partake somewhat of the character of a war measure.

Certificates Prerequisite to Executing Compensation

Contracts

The federal control act provides that a carrier taken under

federal control may be guaranteed during the period of

federal control an annual sum
not exceeding a sum equiv.Tlen1 as ne.irly as may be to its avcraee annual
railway operating income for the three years ended June 30, 191".

And also that

Tlie average annual railway operating income shall be ascertained by the

Interstate rommcrce Commission and certified by it to the President. Its

certificate shall, for the purpose of such agreement, be taken as conclusive

of the amounl of such average annual railway operating income.

In making the certificates we were governed by the con-

sideration that the federal control act employed certain specific

terms of the accounting system prescribed by us for the reports

required of the carriers. The end of the three-year period

designated in the statute did not however coincide with the

end of the fiscal year currently in effect. We were, therefore,

compelled to compute the railway operating income attribut-

able to the first six months of the calendar year 1917 in con-

formity, so far as possible, with the accounting methods laid

down by us for the carriers' observance. This certification

is made subject to such changes and corrections as we may
hereafter determine and certify to be requisite in order that

the accounts and reports of the company used as the basis of

computing said average annual railway operating income may
be brought into conformity with our accounting rules or

regulations in force at the time of such accounting, or in

order to correct computations based on such accounts or re-

ports.

The difficulty which arose from the dift'erent standards of

maintenance and depreciation observed by different carriers

was met by a provision in the standard compensation contract.

Stated in general terms, this provides that during federal con-

trol the Railroad .\dministration shall expend sufficient on
the carrier's property to insure its return in substantially as

good repair and complete equipment as it was on January 1.

1918, with the proviso that an average annual expenditure for

such purposes, equal, making due allowance for differences

in wages of labor and cost of materials, to that made bv the
carrier itself during the test period shall be deemed a satis-

faction of the covenant, and with a further proviso that ex-

penditures in excess of those so made by the carrier for the
test period, but required for the safe and proper operation of
the property, assuming a use similar to the use for the test

period, shall be made good bv the carrier.
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On September 3, 1918, we transmitted to the President the

first lot of certificates required by the federal control act.

The act to regulate commerce is based upon the constitu-

tional power of Congress to regulate interstate and foreign

commerce. The federal control act is based upon the war
powers of the national government. The latter power, while

its exercise has ordinarily been of shorter duration, is of much
wider extent than the former.

The Commerce Act as Affected by Federal Control

The federal control act would apparently have permitted

the President to allow the carriers, as such, to operate the

railroads under his general supervision and control. He has

chosen, however, not to do so, but to operate them directly

through the director general. The orders issued by the direc-

tor general are the orders of the President whose representa-

tive he is.

It has thus come about that for the time being certain sec-

tions of the act to regulate commerce have, in their application

to carriers under federal control, been superseded by the

orders of the director general. Thus General Order No. 1

authorizing the disregard of established routes where effi-

ciency or economy would thereby result has superseded the

fifteenth section of the act to regulate commerce in so far as

carriers were previously protected from being short hauled

and in .so far as the shipper's right to route the movement of

freight is concerned.

Similarly, the director general's Order No. 1 unifying the

transportatipn systems under federal control supersedes the

protection thrown by section 3 of the act to regulate commerce
around the carriers' exclusive right to the use of their tracks

or terminal facilities.

Section 10 of the federal control act provides that the com-
mission shall not suspend, pending final determination there-

on, rates or fares initiated by the President; and that rates

and fares initiated by the President shall become effective at

such times and on such notice as he directs.

Fifteenth section applications to file increased rates, fares,

charges or classifications are no longer compulsory so far as

carriers under federal control are exclusively concerned. It

is disputed whether the provision of the same section relating

to the burden of proof to show that an increased rate is just

and reasonable is qualified by section 10 of the federal con-

trol act.

Advisory Function of the Commission

If it be assumed that the power of the director general to

initiate rates applicable wholly within a state is not inhiV)ited

by section l.S of the federal control act, the question arises

whether the jurisdiction of the commission has not been ex-

tended by section 1 of that act to embrace a review of state

rates so initiated. The first proviso of section 1 of the act

to regulate commerce is that "the provisions of this act shall

not apply to the transportation of passengers or propert)', or to

the receiving, delivering, storage, or handling of property

wholly within one state." The government has taken over

transportation systems carn,'ing both state and interstate

traffic. The federal control act empowers the President to

initiate rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations, and
practices whenever in his opinion the public interest requires,

by filing the same with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Our jurisdiction to determine the reasonableness and justness

of any such order of the President relates to "any rate, fare,

charge, classification, regulation, or practice of any carrier

under federal control." The findings and orders which the

commission may enter after hearing are such as are authorized
by the act to regulate commerce as amended.

There have been raised at least two important questions
relating to the fourth section of tlie act to regulate commerce
as affected by the federal control act. The first is whether
pending fourth section applications filed l)v the carriers pro-

tecting their deviations from the rules of tlie fourth section,

until a determination of the applications by the commission,
may be continuously passed upon as heretofore; the second
is whether the rules of the fourth section apply to rates

initiated under the federal control act.

Under the language of section 8 of the federal control act

the director general may avail himself of our advice, assist-

ance, and co-operation. It has been and is our disposition

and policy to respond to such requests, and when necessary

or appropriate, we take testimony and hear arguments from
interested parties in the premises. Important instances are

the pending consolidated classification case and the express

case.

Formal Docket

The numijer of formal complaints filed is 342, a decrease
of 309. During the same period 576 cases have been decided
and 77 have been dismissed by stipulations or on complain-
ant's request, making a total of 653, as against 852 during
the previous year. We conducted 596 hearings and took aj>
proximately 104,983 pages of testimony, as compared with
1,228 hearings and 210,133 pages of testimony during the
preceding year. The reduction in formal complaints Ts at-

tributable in large part to the patriotic motives of shippers,
and in part to the amendment to the fifteenth section of the
act.

Investigation and Suspension Docket

The amendment of August 9, 1917, to section 15 of the act
prohibits carriers from filing schedules of increased rates,

fares, or charges except after approval thereof has been se-

cured from the commission. The operation of this law
naturally has had the anticipated effect of sub.?tantially re-

ducing the number of instances in which the power to suspend
proposed increased rates, fares, or charges filed by carriers
was sought or exercised. During the period covered by this
report 10 such proceedings have been instituted, a decrease of
186, and 103 such proceedings have been disposed of, a de-
crease of 120. Under supplementan,- orders of suspension
many proposed new schedules were added to pending investi-
gations. The commission declined to suspend "protested
schedules in 18 instances, a decrease of 218 as compared with
the previous year.

Bureau of Correspondence and Claims

The number of informal complaints received was 5,458.
an increase of 158 over the preceding year. During the same
period carriers filed 2,761 special" docket applications for
authority to refund amounts collected under the published
rates, admitted by the carriers themselves to be unreasonable,
a decrease of 2,1 22 under the preceding year. Orders author-
izing refunds were entered in 2,752 cases, a decrease of 2,607,
and reparation was so awarded in amounts aggregating S682,-
900.50. In addition. 182 cases were dismissedor othenvise
disposed of without orders.

Tariffs

There were filed 141,254 tariff publications, a decrease as
compared with recent years, notwithstanding the large num-
ber of schedules filed to establisli the 15 per cent increases
authorized in eastern territory and the 25 per cent increases
ordered b\- the director general. This reduction niav he at-
tributed in part to the operation of the amendment which re-
quires carriers to .secure the approval of a proposed increase
before the tariff containing it is filed. During this period
2,891 schedules tendered for filing were rejected for failure
to give lawful notice, and 556 schedules containing increased
rates or fares tendered for filing were refused becnuse the
carrier had not secured the approval required.
Our Bureau of Tariffs receives and responds to continu-

ally increas,ing demands for rate infomiation from shippers,
from tlic Railroad .Administration, and from departments and
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bureaus of the government, including those chiefly interested

in the transportation of troops and war materials.

During the year carriers have filed 5,282 applications for

authority to file tariff.s making increases in rates. The total

number of such applications filed since the amendment of

August 9, 1Q17, is 6,682. One thousand two hundred and
forty-two aj)plications have been approved, 83 denied in full,

116 denied in part, 3,897 withdrawn by the applicant car-

riers, 168 assigned to docket for formal hearings, and 1,237

are now pending.

Classification

Following the policy outlined in our previous reports, we
have endeavored to stimulate the work in the direction of uni-

formity in freight classification. At a conference of the

classification committees, called on our suggestion, it ap-

peared that the work that had been undertaken by the car-

riers' uniform classification committee, and which did not in-

clude fixing of ratings, might be brought to a conclusion at a

not distant date. We addressed an inquiry to the carriers as

to why they could not, by January 1, 1919, or earlier effect

an assimilation or consolidation of the three general freight

classifications into one volume containing one set of uniform

commodity descriptions with three rating columns, one for

each territory, subtended, and with one set of general rules.

Shortly after this communication was sent, the director of

traffic of the Railroad Administration took up the question,

and after conferences with us he appointed a small commit-

tee, of which our classification agent was a member, to take

up the unfinished work of the uniform classification commit-

tee and bring forward a suggested consolidated classification

carrying uniform rules and regulations and with three col-

umns of ratings, one each for the official, western and south-

ern classification territories. It was understood that the re-

port of this committee in the form suggested would, upon re-

quest of the director general, be made the subject of an in-

vestigation by us. Under section 8 of the federal control act

request for such an investigation and advice to the director

general l:)ased thereon was made upon us. Hearings have been

held in important commercial centers throughout the country,

but have not been concluded.

It was not intended that this committee's work or its report

should contemplate making the consolidated classification a

source of additional revenue. Without forecasting anything

with regard to the report which we will make after the hear-

ings and arguments are closed, it seems not inappropriate to

say that the individual representatives of the several classi-

fication territories injected numerous proposed increased rat-

ings in the proposed consolidated classification. These were

especially numerous in the southeast. Objections have been

voiced to various features of the proposed classification,

mainly with respect to the increased ratings and the rule re-

lating to mixed carload ratings.

Uniformity in classification ratings will necessitate a great

many changes. A change in rating automatically effects a

change in rate, to say nothing of the effect on commercial

competition lietween competitive articles or commodities. No
two of the existing classifications have the same number of

classes.

The ideal situation would be complete uniformity in

ratings and a definite relationship in percentages of the rates

on the several classes to the rate on the first class. Some prog-

ress has Ijcen made in the direction of more uniformity in

the relationship of the rates on the several classes to the first-

class rate, but conditions have created numerous and widely

varying relationships, which have long existed, and now exist.

Express Companies

The block system of stating express rates has been adopted

for intrastate business in all but three of the states, and

these three are now, as we understand, preparing schedules

substantially in accordance with that system. The comple-
tion and adoption of these schedules will remove the conflict

between state and interstate express rates pientioned in

our last report.

Effective July 1, 1918, the principal express companies
were merged into one company, which is operating under a
contract with the United States Railroad Administratioa.
It is expected that this consolidation will permit of substan-

tial economies in operation and bring about improvement in

the ser\'ice. The character of the express service rendered
during the past year has been complained of frequently as

inferior and inadequate. The cause of these complaints has
been attributed by the express company to extraordinary de-

mands upon the service and insufficient and inefficient

labor, due to war conditions. Informal complaints of de-

lays in service and in adjustment of loss or damage claims

and lack of pick-up and delivery ser\'ice have been received.

These have been brought to the attention of the carriers and
a disposition to dispose of them properly has been shown,
although in some instances the process of adjustment has

been slow.

Bureau of Inquiry

Forty-six indictments were returned for violations of the

act to regulate commerce and acts supplementan' thereto.

Twelve were against carriers or carriers' agents and 32
against shippers, passengers, or interested parties other than

carriers. Two indictments, for conspiracy, were against car-

riers and shippers jointly. During the year 34 cases were

concluded. In 20 cases pleas of guilty vi-ere offered by the

defendants. In four cases verdicts of guilty were rendered,

in four cases verdicts of not guilt}^ were rendered, and in one

case the jury disagreed. In one case a demurrer to an indict-

ment was sustained. In five other cases indictments were dis-

missed upon motion of the government, deaths of defendants

necessitating such action in two instances.

It has been necessary for the government to use a large

proportion of the available railroad ser\'ice for military traffic

and for serving industries that are engaged in producing mu-
nitions, especially those on railway lines which reach Atlantic

ports. At times embargoes have been laid against the trans-

portation of certain commodities for private purposes to such

ports, especially lumber. As embargoed lumber could read-

ily be sold at enhanced prices in the markets at the points of

deliver}- affected, certain shippers took action to procure its

transportation into such markets despite the restraining em-
bargoes. These shippers, without the authorization of gov-

ernment representatives, caused many carloads of lumber to

be billed to seaboard terminals, improperly naming as con-

signees the United States Shipping Board, the Quartermas-

ter's Department and divers individual officers of the United

States Army. Transportation of such shipments as govern-

ment freight was thus procured. While some of this lumber

was sold, in competition with lumber dealers who employed

honest methods, to government contractors, most of it was
disposed of at the points of deliver}' for private uses. The
practice added to traffic congestion and effected an unjust

discrimination against honest lumber dealers who did not re-

sort to such means in order to secure transportation. Nine
indictments, charging discriminations in violation of the

Elkins act, have been obtained against the dealers who em-
ployed these unfair methods.

The Chicago &: North Western Railway Company, the Min-
neapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. iMarie Railway Company, the

Cliicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company and sev-

eral Itmilier shippers have been indicted for granting and re-

ceiving concessions in violation of the Elkins act. Rails and

other track material of substantial value were leased by the

carriers to the lum1)cr companies and the latter were not re-

quired to pay adequate compensation for the use of such

material.
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Bureau of Law

On October 31, 1917, there were 29 cases involving orders

or requirements of the commission pending in the courts, of

which 15 have been concluded. During the year two cases

were instituted, so there are now pending in the different

courts 16 cases. Of these, two are in the Supreme Court and

14 in district courts. Of the IS cases finally disposed of, two

were dismissed on motion of the petitioners; two, instituted

for the collection of penalties, were dismissed on motion of

United States attorneys; in one, pro.secution was abandoned

by the petitioner after the Supreme Court of the District of

Columbia had rendered a decision upholding the order of the

commission; in one prosecution was aliandoned by the parties

after a decision had been rendered by the Supreme Court in

a case involving the same subject matter, namely, the Illinois

Passenger Fares Case, and in nine, final decisions were ren-

dered by the Supreme Court.

Bureau of Carriers' Accounts

The functions of the bureau with the licginning of the op-

erations by the government of the railroads and other car-

riers under the jurisdiction of the commission were in some

respects altered and enlarged. As to the railroads taken

over by the government certain changes in detail as to ac-

counting and reporting are necessary because of the mamte-

nance for each carrier of two separate organizations, one by

the government for operating and another by the carrier for

financial or corporate purpo.scs, whereas fomierly but one

organization was maintained. Like changes may prove to be

necessary in the accounts and reports of sleeping-car, tele-

graph and telephone companies, depending on the contracts

to be made with such companies by the federal government.

Some provision also seems necessary for accounting for and

reporting the expenditures of the administrative offices in con-

nection with the operation of the railroads and other carriers

now under government control.

During the period from January 1, 1918, the date the ac-

counting under federal operation of certain systems of trans-

portation became effective, to March 21, 1918, the date of

the approval of the federal control act, the activities of the

bureau were directed largely toward a completion of the gen-

eral examinations of accounts in the field, previously started

or arranged for; to a study of the probable necessary changes

in accounting practice growing out of the assumption of

operations by the government; and to the formulation of

methods of conducting future examinations and the work of

the field force generallv in view of the changed conditions.

The matter of the revision of the accounts and reports is still

being prosecuted in co-operation with the carriers and those

having charge of their operations. No changes are at present

contemplated as to the railroads not taken over by the govern-

ment.

The value of strict uniformity in accounting has perhaps

never been better illustrated than in its relation to the federal

control of carriers. The uniform systems of accounts have

made it practicable for tlie Congress to fix a liasis of compen-

sation for railroads and other systems of transportation, based

upon the "average annual railway operating income" for the

three-year period ended June .iO, 1917, to be certified by the

commission as required by the federal control act. Some re-

adjustment of the items affecting "average annual operating

income" as stated in the reports of the carriers for the three-

year period may be necessary, due to erroneous accounting, but

this is a detail of relatively easy disposition.

It should be understood, however, that uniformity of ac-

counting, so often referred to in this and previous reports, is

not so far-reaching as to control, in a physical sense, what the

managerial policy of any railroad or other carrier shall be;

nor has the act to regulate commerce been construed by tlie

commission as vesting in it any such authority or power. For

example, no attempt has been made to require the observance

of a fixed standard of maintenance. The determination of

the scale of maintenance to be followed by a carrier in the up-

keep of its physical property is an exercise of the right to ad-

minister that property according to the best judgment of those

to whom it has lx?en entrusted; a right with which the com-

mission is not empowered to interfere.

On the other hand, depreciation, while not within the con-

trol of carriers, is an inevitable factor of operating expense,

and therefore should not be ignored by them in their accounts.

Its measure, however, depends to a large extent upon physical

and operating conditions, which vary a great deal with differ-

ent carriers and in different sections of the countr>-. In recog-

nition of this fact the commission has so far permitted the car-

riers to determine for themselves the rate of depreciation that

shall be charged, the reasonable accuracy of which, based upon

its own experience, each carrier must be prepared to justify.

Bureau of Statistics

The work of this bureau has been considerably increased,

owing to the statistical requirements growing out of federal

control. Manv special statements have been prepared upon

the request of various officials of the Railroad Administration.

In this bureau also are prepared the computations which lie at

the basis of the certificates of average annual railway

operating income, which we are required to make to the

President.

In making these certificates, the amount of railway operat-

ing income, as defined in the federal control act, is first ascer-

tained from the annual reports for the fiscal years 1915 and

1916 and the special report for tlie fiscal year 1917. The

figure thus ascertained is modified in two particulars: (1) by

charging to "Railway tax accruals" for the six months ended

June ,30, 1917, one-half the actual war taxes assessed for the

calendar year 1917 under the act approved October 3. 1917;

and (2) by charging to the appropriate operating expense

accounts for the six months ended June 30, 1917, the total

amount of wage increases actually earned in that penod un-

der the Adamson law. .A.part from tliese two adjustments the

onlv ones to be made are such as we may now or hereafter

determine and certify to be requisite in order that the ac-

counts and reports of the company may be brought into con-

formity with the cstal)lished accounting regulations.

As explained in the report of last year, our statistical re-

quirements have been considerably curtailed to reduce clerical

labor of the carriers. By notice of April 12. 1918. we lim-

ited the monthly reports of revenues and expenses of steam

roads to those companies having annual operating revenues

above $1,000,000.
.

Revised rules for reporting accidents were issued, effective

as of October 1, 1918. The classes and causes of railway

accidents will be analyzed more fully in order to make the

statistics as useful as possible to those engaged in the work of

accident prevention.

In Appendix C there are presented various figures com-

piled from reports on file in this bureau.

There appears first a statement of revenues, expenses and

operating income for the months in 1918 for which returns

are available in comparison with those for corresponding

months in 1017. The railway operating income is stated

with the modifications specified in the federal control act.

The first six months of 1918 show a marked decline as com-

pared with the previous year. In June the accruals on ac-

count of retroactive wage increases were included, which fact

explains the extraordinarily poor showing for that month in

operating income. In July and succeeding months the effect

of increases in freight rates and passenger fares appears both

in revenues and income. The railway operating income,

without adjustment on account of equipment and joint fa-

cility rents, is given by months for the years 1914 to 1918.

The statement of railway accidents shows that fatalities to
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trespassers are much more numerous than to employees and

passengers combined. The larger number of "Other non-

trespassers" killed is mainly the result of grade-crossing ac-

cidents, the figures being considerably in excess of those re-

ported last year. Of the total number of persons injured,

however, the major portion are employees.

A series of tables is also included to illustrate the develop-

ment of steam roads in the United States since 1908. The
continuity of the tables is somewhat impaired by the change

in the date of the closing of the stati.stical year. It will be

observed that this development has been in the direction of

providing relatively more facilities on the e.xisting lines

rather than in the building of new railroads. Until the year

1916 the miles of yard tracks and sidings increased about

as rapidly as the traffic, mea.sured in loaded freight-car

miles.

The operating income in relation to reported investment,

while falling to a low level in 1914 and 1915, reached its

maximum in 1916, when tlie carriers received practically 6

per cent on the investment shown by their books. The pro-

portion of funded debt to capital stock shows but little

change during the period. In the relation of net income, that

is, income after payment of interest and rentals, to capital

stock, the low point is the year 1915, while the year 1916

shows the highest ratio in the table. It is true, however, that

the total amount accrued in dividends reached its maximum
in 1911, following the prosperous year 1910, and since 1913

the proportion of stocks paying a dividend has declined. The

dividends in relation to both dividend-paying stock and to

all stock showed but little tendency in 1916 to recover from

the low average of 1915. The tendency to an increased car-

load and train load is marked. The economies of an expand-

ing traffic were in large measure offset by increasing costs of

operation. When all freight and passenger traffic is reduced

to a ton-mile basis, the total operating expenses per ton-mile

showed little tendency to decrease. This is also true with re-

spect to laljor compensation per ton-mile. The receipts per

ton-mile show some tendency to decline. It should be noted

that the ton-mile basis, with a varying proportion of various

classes of traffic, and with changes in the length of haul, is

not an entirely reliable index of rate changes. Earnings per

passenger per mile increased during this period.

Bureau of Safety

A detailed report of the work of tlie Bureau of Safety is

published as a separate document.

Violations of the safety appliance acts occurring subse-

quent to December 28, 1917, on roads operated by the director

general have not been filed with the various United States

attorneys for prosecution, as has been the practice heretofore.

However, all infractions of the law on such roads are being

referred to the director general to be dealt with in accordance

with his Order No. 8,' and suits for the penalty are being

filed as to all violations occurring on roads which are pri-

vately operated.

It is as yet too early to express definitely the degree of

success attained under this order in comparison with the for-

mer method of instituting suit for the penalty under the

statute. Under the former system there was a double pur-

pose served by prosecutions for the penalty, that of publicity

in defending such suits and the disciplinary measures taken

by the carrier to prevent subsequent cases being filed. Great

care must be taken to place the responsibility on the proper

party regardless of position, so as not to pennit the shifting

thereof from officials to emplo>ees or the evasion of same in

any manner. With this object in view, our inspectors are

procuring the facts and circumstances surrounding every vio-

lation of tlie law which comes under their observation, and

this information is transmitted to the director general for

action.

The casualties on steam railroads in connection with the

operation of trains during the calendar year 1917 are sum-

marized as follows:
Number

of persons

—

Oass of person Killed Injured

Trespassers 4.243 3.829

Kmployees 2.781 52.780
Passengers 301 7,582
T'ersons carried under contract, such as mail clerks. Pull-

man conductors, etc 42 792
Other non-trespassers 2.200 5.987

Total of above classes 9,567 70.970

In addition, there were 520 persons killed and 123,835 in-

jured in non-train accidents.

Safety Appliance Acts

During the calendar year ended December 31, 1917, 166

employees were killed and 2,508 injured in coupling and un-

coupling cars; casualties resulting from employees coming in

contact with overhead and side obstructions and from falling

from and getting on and off cars occasioned 591 deaths and

16,384 injuries. This represents an increase of 30 in the

number killed and 68 in the number injured in the former

class of accidents, and 27 in the number killed and 447 in

the number injured in the latter class of accidents, as com-

pared with the calendar year ended December 31, 1916.

During the fiscal year, 95 cases, involving 377 coimts, were

transmitted to the several United States district attorneys

for prosecution. Cases aggregating 66 counts were tried,

of which 48 counts were decided in favor of, and 17 counts

adversely to the government, 14 of which 17 counts are now-

pending appeal to the Circuit Courts of Appeals and 1 count

is pending decision in the District Court. In cases involving

373 counts, there were 338 confessions of judgment and 3>

dismissals. In the various Circuit Courts of Appeals, there

were decisions in 6 cases involving 49 counts, in 5 cases of

w'hich, involving 38 coimts, judgment was in favor of the

government, while in 1 case of 11 counts, judgment was for

the defendant. There are now pending in the various Dis-

trict Courts 145 cases involving 560 counts.

Hours-of-Servtce Act

During the year there were transmitted to the several

United States district attorneys for prosecution 60 cases, in-

volving 529 counts. Cases aggregating 154 counts were

tried, of which 85 were decided in favor of, and 64 adversely

to the government. In cases involving 780 counts there were

626 confessions of judgment and 154 dismissals. In the

various Circuit Courts of Appeals there were decisions in 7

cases involving 187 counts, in 172 counts of which judgment

was in favor of the government, and in 15 counts judgment
was for the defendant. In 2 cases involving 120 counts, in

which judgment for the government was affirmed by the

Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, the defendant has applied

to the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari. This applica-

tion is pending decision. There are also pending decision

before the latter court on wTits of certiorari, 2 cases involving

29 counts, and before three Circuit Courts of Appeals on writs

of error 3 cases involving 23 counts. Pending trial in the

various District Courts are 111 cases involving 1.174 counts

Investigation of Accidents

During the year ended June 30, 1918, 91 train accidents

were investigated by the commission. In these accidents,

comprising 65 collisions and 28 derailments, 374 pjersons

were killed and 1,730 were injured; the collisions investi-

gated caused the death of 295 jjersons and the injury of

1,165 persons, while in the derailments investigated 79 per-

sons were killed and 565 were injured.

Twent)'-six of these collisions occurred on block-signaled

lines, 13 in automatic block-signal territory', and 13 in

non-automatic block-signal territon,-; 1 occurred within the

limits of an interlocking plant ; five occurred on track where
yard rules were in effect, while 31 occurred on lines operated
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by the train-order and time-interval system. Of the 13 col-

lisions investigated which occurred in automatic block-signal

territory, 8 were due to failure of enginemen to heed auto-

matic block-signal indications, and 1 was caused by failure

of a train crew to obey a rule requiring a train on a siding to

wait two minutes after the switch was opened before pulling

out on the main line; in the other 4 cases the signal system

in use was not involved, 2 of these accidents being due to

trains running away on mountain grades and 2 involving

trains running against the current of traffic, which move-

ments were governed by train orders.

The most disastrous accident investigated during the

year, which resulted in the death of 60 persons and the injury

of 1 28, occurred on a line operated by a modern automatic

block-signal system; it was caused by an engineman falling

asleep and failing to see a stop signal. In the report upon

this accident it was pointed out that since accident investiga-

tions were begun in 1911 appro.ximatcly 10 per rent of the

total number of accidents investigated were cau.sed primarily

by the disregard of signal indications. As many of these

accidents occurred on lines equipped with the best signal

systems, properly installed and maintained, the urgent need

of some further safeguard such as automatic devices designed

to compel obedience to signal indications is apparent.

With but two or three exceptions the collisions investigated

which occurred in non-automatic block-signal territory were

caused by la.x practices and non-observance of rules. The
investigations disclosed that in many instances little, if any,

additional protection, as compared with the train-order and

time-interval system, was afforded, and the principal need

disclosed by the investigation of these accidents is for closer

supervision as well as strict adherences to the methods and

practices prescribed for the operation of the non-automatic

block .system.

Approximately half of the collisions investigated occurred

on lines operated b)' the train-order and time-interval system,

and many of them were due to the inherent weaknesses of

that system of train operation. Many could have lieen pre-

vented by the proper application of block signal principles,

and it is beyond question that the adoption of the block sys-

tem on lines now operated by the train-order system would
result in a material reduction in the annual casualty record.

We call attention to recommendations in previous reports

relating to the standardization of railroad operating rules.

In addition to the feature of increased safety w-hich would
result from uniformity in operating rules, accident investiga-

tions frequently disclose situations where safety conditions

would be materially improved by the application and inter-

pretation of rules which are now in effect on the more ad-

vanced and progressive roads of the country.

In many sections of the country railroads are experiencing

difficulty in securing experienced and competent men. In-

stances have been disclosed where mere boys have been
employed as operators, with little or no experience and train-

ing. In view of the abnormal industrial conditions attention

is called to the necessity for extraordinary zeal in the instruc-

tion and examination of employees, as well as constant super-

vision to insure that proper practices are being followed.

Of the 28 derailments investigated 17 were caused by
defective track and 3 were due to defective equipment; in 3

other cases the speed of the trains was the primarv cause; in

3 cases the derailments occurred on account of local condi-

tions, and in 2 investigations the causes of the derailments
were not definitely ascertained. To secure proper track main-
tenance constant inspection, necessary repair work, and re-

nevial of worn materials arc essential. If the abnormal de-
mands for steel and steel products have resulted or do result

in curtailment of the supply of new rails available, and the

continued use of worn rails, this fact, together with increased
traffic in nianv parts of the country, requires that more than

ordinary precautions in the matter of inspection and repair

be taken. Thorough inspection must also be relied upon to

insure the safety of equipment.

Investigation of Satety Devices

Under authority of the act of October 22, 1913, tests have

been conducted during the past fiscal year of an air-brake

system. A detailed report upon this device will be trans-

mitted to the Congress separately. During the year plans of

93 devices were examined and opinions thereon transmitted

to the proprietors.

The annual statistical report of January' 1, 1918, pub-

lished by this bureau indicates a net increase during the

year of 1,123.8 miles of road operated by the block system,

the total miles of road operated by the block system on Jan-

uary 1, 1918, being 99,531.7 miles.

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection

The work of the bureau of locomotive inspection during

the fiscal year ended June 30. 1918, is shown in detail in

the report of the cliief inspector, published separately. The

tables appearing below show, in condensed form, the number

of locomotives and tenders and all parts and appurtenances

defective,and the number ordered out of service on account

of not meeting the requirements of the law. They also show

the total number of accidents due to failure from any cause

of locomotives and tenders and al parts and appurtenances

thereof, and the number killed or injured thereby.

LOCOMOTIVES INSPECTED. NUMBER FOL'ND DEFECTIVE, AND NUMBER ORDERED

OUT OF SERVICE

1918 1917 1916

Number of locomotives inspected 41.611 47,542 52,650
Numlier foun.l defective 22,196 25.909 24.685

Percentage found defective 53 54.5 47

Number ordered out of service 2,125 3,294 1,943

NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS, NUMBER KILLED AND NUMBER INJURED. BY COMPARISON

1918 1917

Number of accidents 641 616
Increase over previous year per cent 4.1

Number killed 46 62
Decrease from previous year percent 25.8
Number injured 756 721
Increase over previous vear per cent 4.8

The following table shows the total number of persons

killed and injured by failure of locomotives or tenders, or any

part or appurtenance thereof, during the three years ended

June 30, 1916-1918, classified according to occupations:

1918 1917 1916

In- In- In-
Killed jured Killed jured Killed jured

Members of train crews:
Engineers 11 245 16 230 11 205
Firemen 19 306 21 304 12 225
Drakemcn 6 62 13 60 9 74
Conduc'ors 21 3 14 1 6
Switchmen 2 8 1 8 ... 6

Roundhouse and shop employees:
Poiler makers 1 U ... 11 1 11

Machin-sts 11 ... 8 1 11
Foremen 1 4 ... 1 1 3
Inspectors 4 4 ... 3 ... 3
Watchmen 3 ... 5 ... 8
Boiler washers 4 ... 7 ... 10
Hostlers 8 ... 6 ... 6

Other roundhouse and shop em-
ployees 2 19 2 19 1 21

Other employees 26 5 22 ... 7
Non-employees 24 1 23 - I 3

Total 46 756 62 721 38 599

Summarizing, for the purpose of comparison, accidents and
casualties resulting therefrom during the year shows an in-

crease of 4.1 per cent in the number of accidents, with a

decrease of 25.8 per cent in the number killed, and an in-

crease of 4.8 per cent in the number injured.

The decrease in number of locomotives inspected is due to

the fact that a sulistantial percentage of the inspectors were
engaged in special work. During November and December.
1917, and Januan,', February, and March, 1918, almost all

inspectors were directed to check the congestion at terminals
in an effort to see that locomotives were properly furnished
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so that the coal movement might be facilitated and the fuel

shortage relieved. A number of inspectors were permanently

transferred to the service of the director general.

The period covered by this report was tlie most difficult in

the history of American railroads in which properly to main-

tain locomotives. This is primarily due to tlie war condi-

tions, which made it necessary to u.se to their maximum
capacity all locomotives that were serviceable and to return

to service many locomotives that had been out of service for

years awaiting disposition, and which in some cases were put

in service without having been thoroughly repaired. Proper

maintenance of locomotives was also made difficult by the

large number of mechanics who entered military service. The
unusual demands for power resulted in the use of many loco-

motives in violation of federal laws, no doubt, with the

thought that the movement of traffic was being expedited

tliereby, but the results of this practice were clearly demon-

stratcfi during the past winter.

Bureau of Valuation

It was stated in our report for 1917 that the field work

of the engineering section would be completed during 1919.

While the war has interfered with the prosecution of this

work to a greater degree during the current year than before,

it is still hoped that this limit can be met. From October 1,

1917, to September 30, 1918, road and track parties covered

53,244.56 miles of main line and 81,469.7,-i miles of tracks,

which was in excess of any previous year. Some districts

will finish slightly in advance of others, but it is still believed

that our engineering field work can be substantially accom-

plished by January 1, 1920.

Our last report stated that the office work of the engineer-

ing section should be finished during 1920, but that statement

must be somewhat modified. The effect of the war upon the

office forces has been much more serious than in the field.

For some reason it has been more difficult to maintain the in-

tegrity of that force, it having several times happened that

more than 25 per cent of the office employees in a given dis-

trict have changed during a single month. It is impossible

to predict just what the effect of this v.'ill be, but unless con-

ditions become worse, not much additional time will be re-

quired.

Our land section can not produce completed reports until

certain information is received from the carriers as to their

lands; and inability to obtain this has limited the progress

of this section. At the present time carriers are doing fairly

well in this respect and it is expected that this section will

complete its work within the year 1920.

The greatest difficulty has been experienced in obtaining

and retaining competent accountants. Tlie needed informa-

tion can be readily collected from the books of tlie carriers,

but it is difficult to find men who are competent to put this

into the form of a completed report. The field w^ork of this

section will be finished in the first half of 1920, but there

may be some delay in the preparation of final reports.

Attention is again called to the fact that, owing to the

failure of carriers to furnish necessary information as to their

equipment, and especially as to their lands, it is found neces-

sary to stop work upon particular properties and proceed with

other properties. Today the work of the liureau in all

branches is well advanced upon every considerable road in

the country and is approaching completion upon many of the

most important, liut reports liave been delayed by the lack of

this information. Carriers did not realize at the outset the

difficulties involved in compiling the original cost of their

lands and unreasonably dela>'ed the beginning of that work.

On the whole, it is believed that while the war has seriously

affected this work it will not greatly postpone the period of

final completion nor increase the total expense.

Rejiorts in the first contested cases whicli were exhaustively

presented, in which the methods and principles employed

liave been stated, have been transmitted to Congress for its

information. The methods and principles there stated are

being applied to valuations now before us and will be fol-

lowed in the further progress of our work.

Nine Months of Federal Railway Control

AMERICAN SHIPPERS paid 9.28 mills per freight ton

mile in August, 1918, against only 7.19 in August,

1917, an advance of nearly 30 per cent; in Sep-

tember, 1918, operating expenses of the railways absorbed

75.95 per cent of operating revenues against only 68.37

per cent for the same month in 1917, and the American

public paid nearly $560,000,000 more for inferior service

during the nine months to September 30, 1918, than it did

during the same period in 1917. These are the concrete

results under government control as computed by the Bureau

of Railway News and Statistics, Chicago from the monthly

reports to the Interstate Conimerce Commission and the

latest report of freight train operation issued by the Operat-

ing Statistics section of the Railroad Administration.

The relative figures of receipts per freight ton mile for

August may be accepted as representative of what they will

be for the two years in question. In the month of August

last. Order No. 28, increasing freight rates, was fully ope-

rative, while Order No. 27, advancing wages, was only par-

tially so, as its scale is being constantly added to by supple-

mentary orders.

The advance in the operating ratio is even more startling

than it appears, for September is naturally a month of

high revenues and moderate expenses. In the ten years

prior to 1917 the operating ratio for September ranged be-

tween 61.25 per cent (1909) and 67.43 per cent (1913).

The tale as to the great increase in the amount paid by

American shippers and travelers may be told in three lines:

Operating Operating Op. ratio

revenues expenses including
(OOO omitted) (000 omitted) taxes

For ) monlhs to September 30, 1918.. $3,637,420 $2,948,135 85.29%
For 9 months to September 30. 1917.. 3,079,191 2,167,019 75.41%

Increase $558,229 $781,126

That the expenses outstripped the revenues, great as they

were, is not surprising, for the remedy of advanced rates

was not applied until the epidemic of higher wages had run
nearly six months.

More in detail the income account for the corresponding

nine months of the two years under review was as follows:

Income .Account of Steam Railw.ays for Xine Months to September
30, 1918

1918 1917
.Average milenge 260,623 260,013
Operating revenues:
From freight $2,519,831,304 $2,162,788,494
From rasscngers 792,921,553 629 913.411
From m;vil 41,484,473 46.765,632
From express 92,047,932 Sl.340.132
From other transportation 93,969.823 .•>6.970.831
From inridcntal. etc 94.217,712 81.413,461
Joint facility, balance 2,947,650

Total operating revenues $3,637,420,447 $3,079,191,961
Operating expenses:
Maintenance of way and structures $471,398,456 $361,736,028
Maintenance of equipment 801.170.664 317,787.097
Tmffic expense 39.777.117 49 978.081
Transportation expense 1.524.913.539 1.143.495.706
Oeneral expense 84,910.701 74.016,323
Miscelbncou' and other 29,986.380 20,004.097
Tr.insportation for investment (credit) red 4.020.742

Total operating revenue $2,948,135,115 $2.167.010.332
Net revenue from operation 689.285.332 012.174,629
Tax accruals (exc. war taxes) 144.166.280 154.909,441

R.Tilway operating income $543,119,052 5757. 255, 188

The most disquieting feature of this statement is the fact
beliind it that the vast expenditures for maintenance of way
and of equipment do not provide the equivalent in facilities

that half the amounts did a decade ago. The railwav cost
of living has doubled in ten vears.



The Rock Island Builds Two Rainbow Arch Bridges

A Limited Weight Structure and a Shallow Floor Are

Two Advantages Gained by This Design

THE USE or THE SO-CALLED "rainbow" arch for high-

way over crossings was adopted in two instances by

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific because this type

of structure afforded the advantages of reinforced concrete

in locations where concrete construction would otherwise

have been found impracticable. Concrete girder bridges of

the through type, while affording a relatively thin floor in

cases where there is limited headroom, assume decidedly

The Bridge at Little Rock

unwield}' proportions for spans much in excess of 35 or 40

ft. On the other hand, arch bridges of the usual design are

of no avail where the clearance is limited. The rainbow
arcii provides a structure of limited weight, while affording

a thickness of floor as shallow as may be obtained in any
case where reinforced concrete construction is used.

The rainbow arch is essentially an adaptation to concrete

of the bow-string arch used quite commonly in this country

years ago for highway bridges. The principal modification

in the application to concrete lies in the elimination of the

fc^^^H^. /-.

Steel Frame tor the Arch at Horton with Temporary False-

work Cross Beams in Position

diagonal web members, while the vertical web meml^ers serve

purely as floor hangers. In other words, the upper chord is

virtually an arch rib w-ith the bottom chord serving as a

tie to take the thrust at the springing line. From the prac-

tical standpoint, it is really a concrete truss bridge. In the

two cases in which it has been applied on the Rix'k Island,

the spans have been placed on old masonry from which the

old superstructure had Ix-en removed. One of the plioto-

graphs shows a bridge of this type of 60 ft. span, built at

Little Rock, Ark., while another photograph and the draw-

ings show the details of a 56-ft. span built at Horton, Kan.

The bridge at Horton aft'ords a roadway 22 ft. 9 in. wide

between the trusses with a 6-ft. cantilever walk on one side.

The arch has a rise of 11 ft. with a radius of 36 ft. 3 in. for

a length of 21 ft. at the crown and a radius of 49 ft.

Sy^ in. for the remaining portions on either side. The
arch rib is 2 ft. wide and 2 ft. 3 in. deep, while the bottom

chord, which has the same width, is 2 ft. 9 in. deep. Hang-
ers, spaced at intervals of 7 ft. 0-)4 in., are 1 ft. 6 in.

wide and 8 in. thick. These support floor beams spanning

from truss to truss which are of the T-beam type with a

width of 1 ft. 6 in. and a total depth of 2 ft. 3 in. at the

center line of roadway. The roadway slab which is sup-

ported by these floor beams is 9 in. thick. The sidewalk

ii-
Floor Beam Side>valk Bracket. Hand Roi/

Details of the Concrete Work

is supported by cantilever brackets of somewhat lighter

pro])ortions tlian the floor beams. A reinforced concrete

hand railing built monolithic with the structure is pro-

vided I in either side.

One important advantage from the standpoint of con-

struction which was secured with this design, comes about
through the use of structural steel trusses for the reinforce-

ment, since these served to support the concrete formwork,
thus eliminating all falsework underneath the structure.

One of the drawings shows the part view of this reinforce-

ment. It consists of a complete arch rib and bottom tie,

each consisting of four 5 -in. by 3J.2-in. angles arranged in

the form of a rectangular section with lacing on four sides

of the top chord and on the two vertical sides of the bottom
chord. Owing to tlie fact that the compression in the con-
crete of the arch rib is responsible for a considerable por-

tion of the horizontal thrust at the springing line, the

angle members of the bottom chord are supplemented by
si.x rnd« \\i, in. in diameter anchored to diaphragms at

1003
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the ends of the bottom chord against which the concrete

of the ribs has direct bearing.

The hangers consist of four angles arranged in the form
of an I-section connected by batten plates. These were
given a length such that the bottom chord has a chamber
of 3 in. when erected. To compensate in part for secondary
stresses the riveted connections of the rib to the bot-

tom chord and tlie splicing of the top chord at the crown
were made with the splice in the bottom chord at the center

of the bridge separated by 15/16 in., after which the six

tie rods in the bottom chord were drawn up until the

splice was closed. Pin bearings were provided at each
end of the span with rocker shoes at one end to provide
for expansion.

This plan also shows the arrangement by which the

The Steel Frame and Method of Supporting the Formwork

forms for the concrete were supported on the steel work.
Old I-beams 24 in. deep, weighing 80 lb. per ft. were taken
from stock and riveted between the hangers of the two
trusses. A staging underneath the bottom chord was sus-

pended from these beams and on this a platform was built

which served as a support for the form work for the beams
and slabs of the floor. After tlie floor had been poured and
a sufficient time had elapsed for the concrete to cure, the
staging and temporary beams were removed, after which
the concrete for the arch ribs and hangers was poured.
The span at Little Rock, which was built in 1017, cost

$4,900. The basic design according to which these

bridges were built is covered by a patent owned by the
Marsh Engineering Company of Des Moines, Iowa. The
work on these two structures was carried on under the gen-
eral direction of C. A. Morse, then chief engineer, and
I. L. Simmons, bridge engineer, of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific.

Luther M. Walter Opposed to

Government Ownership

UNLESS WE CAN HAVE private management with intelli-

gent regulation we shall destroy the spirit of competi-
tion and the premium on genius which have made our

countrj- great. The great difficulty with any scheme of gov-

ernment ownership or government operation is that it inevi-

tably places a query in the minds of those connected with it

whether policies contemplated will be applauded or disap-

proved by the voters of the countn.-. I am unalterably 0{)-

posed to any action that will put the ownership or control of

our railway system into the maelstrom of party politics, which
has been the bane of the industrial and social life of the

country.

This is the substance of remarks which were enthusiasti-

cally applauded by 350 shippers and railroad men at a noon-
day luncheon of the Traffic Club of Chicago on November
29. Luther M. Walter, assistant to the director of Public

Service and Accounting of the Railroad Administration, was
the speaker, and he laid emphasis on clauses in the govern-

ment control act and the President's proclamation which are

specific in stating that federal control of railways was estab-

lished only on account of the war emergency. Continuing,

Mr. Walter said in part:

"Now that the reason for government operation has ceased

to exist, the railways should, according to the expressed in-

tent of Congress, be returned to their owners. Just how and
when this will be done must now be determined and the policy

decided upon by the administration should be made known
to the security holders and the general public. There are

three possibilities—the immediate return of the roads, their

return at the end of 21 months following the signing of the

peace treaty and their retention until definite legislation is

passed which will ensure the healthy and prosperous

development of our transportation system under private

riianagement.

"With wages higher than ever before, with war traffic

gone and nothing as yet to take its place, it would be a ca-

lamity to return the roads to their o\vners without protecting

them from the disastrous deficits which would inevitably pile

up under the divided and short-sighted regulation of pre-

war times. In its annual meeting at Cincinnati last week the

National Industrial Traffic League announced its unqualified

opposition to government ownership or operation and urged

legislation which would protect the shipper and the public

and at the same time remedy the conditions which impeded

successful private operation before the establishment of fed-

eral control.

"There is some difference of opinion among security hold-

ers on the best disposition of the roads. Some fear unfair

treatment in the event of a reversion of the properties to pri-

vate hands and are therefore willing to cash in now if the

government will offer reasonable compensation. Others believe

private operation to be to the best interest? of the nation, but

advocate the passage of the necessary protective legislation.

One of the reforms desired is federal control of the issu-

ance of securities, .\nother problem which must be solved

is the definite limits of state as against governmental regu-

lation. These and other fundamental questions affecting

transportation were being studied by a congressional commit-
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tee before the war, and this body will undoubtedly resume

its work."

Not only is Mr. Walter per.sonally opposed to government

ownership, as indicated previously in the foregoing abstract

of his speech, but he believes that shippers and the public in

general will demand the return of competition—not wasteful

competition, but a competitive condition which will retain the

benefits achieved through the pooling of facilities, the eco-

nomical routing of traffic and other results of joint action, at

the same time producing the high quality of service which is

only possible under private management outside the sphere

of partisan politics.

New Schedules for Chicago Live Stock

Plan to Prevent Congestion in Union Stock Yards and Resulting

Blockade on Terminal Lines

FROM 1,300 TO 1,500 out of the 20,000 cars which ar-

rive in Chicago daily are loaded with live stock. To
avoid congestion in the Chicago terminal district and

the Union Stock Yards, it is essential that this traffic be

distributed as evenly as possible tliroughout the course of

the week and that the packing houses receive advance in-

formation regarding shipments under way so that stock

may be expeditiously disposed of upon arrival.

The first step taken to staljilize the movement of live

stock for the Chicago market occurred on December 10,

1917, when the United States Kood Administration estab-

lished two zones in the territory tributary to Chicago with

separate sets of shipping days. The first zone extends

approximately 300 miles from the city and receives ship-

ments for movement to arrive at Chicago for the Tuesday,

Thursday, Friday and Saturday markets. The second zone

includes territory about 100 miles beyond the first zone, or,

to be more preci.se, all stations from which trains can make
the Chicago market within the 36-hour limit on stock ship-

ments. Live stock from the second zone is accepted for

movement for arrival at Chicago for the Monday, Wednes-
day, Friday and Saturday markets.

The zoning system proved of great assistance to both the

packers and the railroads, but was defective to the extent

that it did not prevent congestion at the Chicago stock yards

on Mondays. In the second zone, in districts where the

quantity of stock shipped was not sufficient to justify more
than one shipping day a week, the stock was generally

shipped to arrive at Chicago on Monday, which is regarded

as the best market day by many farmers. Unusually heavy
arrivals on Monday, or, in fact, on any other day in the

week, proved a hardship on the packers, especially because

they had no previous advice of the volume of the shipments

and were not prepared to handle them.

These difficulties, it is believed, will be overcome by new
schedules for the movement of live stock to the Union Stock

Yards, Chicago, which will become effective on railroads

in the Northwestern region on December 9. Each railroad

has been divided into districts and the day or days of the

week and the time of day when stock cars will leave the

stations included in each district are definitely fixed. In
general, it has been arranged to give the shipper an oppor-

tunity to load on some other da^' than Saturday so that ar-

rivals at Chicago on Monday will not be abnormal. In the

past shippers of stock have suffered considerable loss of

time and inconvenience becau.se the railroads have not
strictly ob.served their live stock schedules. The new plan
will remedy this condition. If a train is scheduled to leave

a station at 2:30 p. m.. it will leave at that time with the

punctuality of a passenger train. The shipper mav as-

.semble his .stock accordingly and load it to conform with this

time of departure.

To avoid congestion at Chicago the new scheme provides

a number of protective measures. In order to enable the

Union Stock Yards & Transit Company to arrange for the

necessary force to handle the stock promptly, the railroads

will arrange, under the plan, to give advance notice of the

arrivals for the following day's market. Federal managers

of all railroads within the States of Illinois, Iowa, Minne-

sota and Wisconsin, which extend into the Chicago terminal

district, will make a daily report by telephone, not later

than 10:30 a. m., to the United States Bureau of Markets,

Union Stock Yards, Chicago, stating the total number of

cars of live stock which will arrive at the yards from their

respective roads for the following day's market, classified

as indicated below: Cattle; calves; hogs, single-deck; hogs,

double-deck; sheep, single-deck; sheep, double-deck; horses;

mules; mixed shipments. The report will include stock to

be received from connections. Federal and general man-
agers of such connecting lines will cooperate by furnishing

the information as to stock to be delivered sufliciently in

advance so that the daily report may be made to the Bureau

of Markets before 10:30 a. m.

Train despatchers having jurisdiction within the Chicago

terminal district will report by telephone to the Bureau of

Markets Ijetwccn 4:,^0 a. m. and .^ a. m. the number of cars

and kind of stock which have reached the Chicago Junc-

tion Railroad during the night and up -to the time the re-

port is given, and the e.stimated time of arrival on the Chi-

cago Junction of each train then en route which will arrive

up to S p. m. of that date. The report will also include

the number of cars and the kind of stock in the trains en

route and their train numbers. Example:

Up to 4.^5 a. 111. the following cars of stock have reached the Chicago
Junction from thi- C. & N. W., Galena division, 150 cattle, 5 calves, 27
hogs, 42 sheep, 3 Iiorses, 1 mule, 3 mixed.
The following trains are en route: No. 132. engine 1736, reach the

Chicago Ti'nction. 5.10 a. m., has 5 cars cattle, 27 hogs, 12 sheep, 6 horses.
Extra 1742, 5.45 a. m.. 32 cattle, 15 hogs.
Extra 1754, 6.15 a. ni., 28 cattle. 17 hogs.

Each railroad will report b\- telephone to the train des-

patcher of the Chicago Junction as soon as possible after

6 p. m. of each day (a) the train numbers of the stock ship-

ments under way; (b) the estimated time of arrival at the

Chicago Junction; (c) the number of cars and kind of stock

in each train en route at that time. Example:

Trains on C. ,v X. W., Galena division, will reach the Chicago Tunclion
as follows:

Extra 1708. 11. p. m., 50 cars cattle.

Extra 1710, 12.30 a. m., 40 cattle, 5 calves.
Extra 1714, 1 a. ni , 3C cattle, 20 hogs.
Extra 1718, 1.35 a. m.. 30 cattle, 7 hogs.
Extra 1722, 2.30 ?. m., 42 sheep, 2 horses, 1 mules, 3 mixed.
No. 132. eneinc 1736, 3.30 a. m., 5 cattle, 27 hogs, 12 sheep, 6 horses.
Extra 1742, 5.15 a. m., 32 cattle, 15 hogs.
Extra 1754, 5.45 a. m., 28 cattle. 17 hogs.

This report is to be supplemented at intervals during

the night if there is any change in the estimated time of

arrivals. It is highly important in handling live stock

traffic that the train despatcher of the Chicago Junction re-

ceive the information included in the reports so that any
action necessar)- to avoid congestion may be taken at the

proper time.
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In addition to making these reports, the railroads will Orders Of Regional DireCtOfS
send by mail to the regional director a daily statement

covering the movement from each district. Example: f") ental charge for locomotives.—In Order 126 the

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION X\ Southwestern regional director anBounces that the

,.r ^ ,. . T^- . ^ 1 r n -I J rate for the rental of locomotives to industries and
W. G. Mc.ADOO, Director General of Railroads ,,,-,, i i r ^

Railroad. small lincs has been set at one-tenth cent per pound of trac-

Repokt of movement or Live Stock to Union Stock Yards, Chicago tive pOwer per day, with a minimum of $30 per day. ThiS

Pistrir^t Number of rate of rental will apply in all cases where locomotives are
Number Date . Day of Shipments Cars Shipped loaned to any such industries Or Small Hnes.

i \\?r w'f"f'' Z "^cy to 5hip."—In Circular 19 the terminal manager
10 11/6 Wedncsdav 54 -;

^^ .=

10 11/7 Thursd.iy 41 of the Chicago terminal district announces that the routmgs
u. H. Aisuton, indicated in the publication, "Way to Ship," have been

eg.ona tree or.
compiled to Conform with circulars issued by the North-

The new schedules not only are designed to avoid con- western regional director covering the routing of 1. c. 1.

gestion at the stock yards and further to stabilize the move- freight moving from or via the Chicago gateway. The au-

ment of the traffic to the Chicago market, but they are cal- thors of the "Way to Ship," namely, the Chicago Associa-

culated to produce better service for the shippers. The ad- tion of Commerce, will be advised of changes made and will

vantages to the shippers accruing from a strict observance arrange for supplements or corrected issues when necessary,

of live stock schedules under the new arrangement have The publication will therefore be considered as an official

been pointed out previously. It is also planned under the guide, subject to change, in routing and loading 1. c. 1. mer-

new scheme to give closer attention to the comfort and con- chandise shipments. The employees of railways as well as

venience of the shippers en route from point of origin to shippers will be governed by the routing directions it

destination. In the past caboose cars on stock trains have contains.

been overcrowded because other than actual owners or em- Dining Car Rates for Soldiers.—Circular 137, South-

ployees accompanied stock. This is in violation of instruc- western regional director, is substantially the same as Order

tions, and stock contracts from now on will be issued only 1200-4-69 A221 of Eastern regional director (see page 867.

to owners or regular employees of owners. Railroads have Railway Age, November 15).

been instructed to exercise care to insure the transfer of Endorsing Bills of Lading "Subject to Delay."—The
those accompanying stock from one caboose to another with Eastern regional director, file 600-43 A277, states that it has

the greatest safety and the least possible inconvenience, and been customar}- in the past during times of trouble, for the

officers in charge, particularly at terminals, have l)een di- carriers to accept freight, endorsing the bills of lading "Sub-

rected to see to it that nothing is left undone to provide ject to Delay." It will, of course, be necessar)- to continue

satisfactory service to the shippers. to receive freight where conditions are known to exist that

While the carriers intend to give closer attention to the may retard transportation, and it is suggested that when
wants of the shippers, they also hope to receive greater co- conditions warrant, the following endorsement be used on

operation from the latter in return. Shippers are urged to bills of lading and live stock contracts in lieu of the above:

have their stock loaded on time and to place orders for cars Abnormal conditions prevail on the lines of carriers which will handle

far enoush in advance to avoid any delay in loading and this shipment and it is subject to delay. This advice is given to the owner
'^

. .

' ' " of the property covered by this contract, in order that he may have due
to economize train service. They have been also asked to notice of the fact.

order only as many cars as are needed to avoid a surplus at ^j^^ Southwestern regional director has issued a similar
one station and a shortage at another, and to refrain from

^^^^^ designated as No. 128.
duplicating orders at stations on various lines in the same ^^^ •

;^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^.^^^^ ^^ Shipper^s Order.—The South-
territory. Agents are requested to explain to shippers that

^^.^^^^^^ j^^^j ^-^^^^^^ .^ Order 125 calls attention to the
stock will be moved on the schedules only on the days

^^^^ ^j^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^. ^^^ ^^^^.
.

j^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
specified If It IS found that the business handled does not

^^j^^^ commodities to the principal markets "to shipper's
justify the continuation of all he sh.ppmg days provided ^^^^^„ ^^.^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ information as to the person at
for, consideration will be given to the elimination of certam

-^^ ^^ destination who is to be notified. This practice is

days. In general, additional loading days were specified in
f^^bidden in Rule 38 of the Western Classification, which

the new schedules in order to brmg about a distribution
^^^^.^^-^^ ^j^^ .^^^. ^^ ^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^. ^^^ shipments con-

throughout t^ie week of arrivals at Chicago from the various ^. ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ \^.^^^ ^^^^^
districts, and in particular to avoid congestion at the stock .,° , •

, . j • i i u ti j- ,."
' ^.^ ,

the shipment is consigned is plainly shown. The director
yards on Mondays.

r .i r> . i ,v .
states that this rule will applv on all shipments whether or

Hale Holden. regional director of tlie Central \\ estern re- „ ^ ^u ^ -a X i
• \. . .u ii- .xx.iiy. i

, ' , /T^ 1 , c 1 . XT 1 X not the tariffs covering them are subject to the Western
gion, has issued an order (Decemiier 3, Supplement No. 1 to

Classificition
Circular 209) to further facilitate the shipment of hogs. The ',„

.
', ^" . , .- /rii-j* tc ^ •.

, . , A cr . .1 . I, J • ^ J ^ 1 t.- • Annual Transportation for Dependents.—In Supplement
order is to the eftect that where designated stock shipping xr c * /^ j xt i nn i.(. c ,fu t i j- . -
,

•
1 J 1 .1 . J ., No. 5 to Order No. 109 the Southwestern regional director

days are provided under the zone arran<;cment, and the per- „i. * „ v -n i -i i ^ ,.• r ..i inir> a
•{ J ^1 1 1 i .1-11 •

1 r n states It will be permissible to continue for the vear 1919 the
mits under the embargo rules automatically expire before the r .• •

..t. r i
'

» ^'
, , .

•

^ ^. j-\i • .. TT former practice covering the issuance ot annual or term trans-
date of such service, agents must immediately wire the Hog ^„,»„»- . 5 j j » i c e \- c
r^ , , r^ •.. r a ^- ; • -f portation to wives and dependent members of families of
Control Committee for the necessary time extension, specify- '^a; < , ,,,i; , . . ^. • j • jr" , J , , ,, ^ 1

• ' 1- .' officers and employees. Where such transportation is desired
ing tlic date of the next regular service. „ r • j '

i- ^ r ^u j • j • .» u u •*
-^ over foreign roads a list of the passes desired is to be submit-

ted to the regional director.

Seven hundred and thirty-one officers and employees of the Society of Railway Financial Officers.—The Eastern re-

Canadian Pacitk have been killed in the great war. This gional director, file 102-1-8 A289, states that under date of

number is shown on the company's Roll of Honor, recently October 9 the Society of Railway Financial Officers waaH
issued by C. H. Buell. staff registrar. The total is up to advised that until further orders the director general ap^|
October 1; and the number of wounded, since the war began, proved of that .society making assessments and the carrier^!

is 1,585. The service flag of the company shows that 9.497 paying same, as may be necessary, for the current expenses
employees of the company joined the colors between August, of the association, such pa}Tnents to be charged to operating

1914, and September. 1918. expenses. I
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Rectangular Tanks Switching Locomotives.—The Eastern

regional director, file 500-1-65 A284, asks whether locomo-

tives used in switching service have rectangular tanks or

otherwise and whether it is desired to make any change; if

so, why?
Memberships in Various Organizations.—The Eastern re-

gional director, file 102 A283, states that a number of ap-

plications have been received for permission to charge to

operating expenses dues incident to membership in chambers

of commerce, boards of trade, cotton exchanges, traffic clubs,

and similar organizations. The conclusion has been reached

that no railroad under federal control should maintain more

than four such memberships in any organization as a charge

against operating expenses.

The Southern regional director has issued a similar cir-

cular designated as Circular Letter No. 410.

Restrictions Against Use of Box Cars for Loading Perish-

able Commodities During Winter Season.—The Eastern re-

gional director, file 2,000-26-157 A287, states that in order

to secure immediate uniformity of action respecting certain

outstanding embargoes against receipt of carload shipments

of perishable commodities loaded in box cars, without lining,

or other provisions requiring heater protection, the following

rules should be observed:

1. Cancel any outstanding embarijoes against acceptance from connec-

tions of carload shipments of perishable freight loaded in box cars.

2 Refrigerator cars must be restricted to use where such cars are

actually required to aflFord protection to perishable traffic.

3. Accept perishable commodities loaded in box cars without protection

subject to railroad responsibility where length of haul involved and direction

of movement warrants judgment that shipment may move to destination
without loss or damage.

4. If change in weather threatens loss or damage to perishable freight
loaded in box cars, transfer of lading must be made to suitable equipment.

5. Instructions applicable at originating points are also to apply at point
of reconsignment.

Common Use of Terminals.—The Eastern regional direc-

tor, file 600-8SA273, calls for the following information:

1. Suggestion has been offered that terminals of all lines under federal
control at common points be thrown open for the unrestricted receipt and
delivery of carload freight.

2. Before this question is decided it is necessary that I be furnished
with statements showing the approximate amount of switching charges col-

lected, which would represent a loss of revenue to the carriers if terminals
were used in common by all lines.

3. In_ submitting figures consideration should be given to the practice
of one line absorbing the switching charges of another at common points,

as where this is done there is no actual net loss.

A. In some cases only a part of the switching charge is absorbed by
the lineh.Tul carrier, and the difference between the total charge and the
absorption would represent loss of revenue under unrestricted use of ter-

minal facilities.

5. Please have the information called for in Paragraph 2 furnished at

the earliest date possible, for quarter ended September 30, 1918.

6. Also advise how and to what extent this would complicate operations
and cause congestions.

Reports of Fire Losses.—The Southwestern regional-

director has issued Order No. loO, cancelling Order No. 162

relative to reporting fire losses. This revised order instructs

that prompt telegraphic reports be made to the regional-

director of fires resulting in losses of $5,000 or over, showing
the character and extent of the loss, whether covered by in-

surance, the means taken to extinguish the fire and where
rolling' stock is involved the number of cars and the damage
to equipment and contents.

A similar order has been issued by the Eastern regional-

director.

Transverse Fissures Cause Rail Failures

Engineer-Physicist Howard Suggests That Rails Are Being

Stressed Beyond Service Limit

WP. BuKL.A^ND, chief of the Bureau of Safety of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, has issued a
* report of an investigation made by James E.

Howard, engineer-physicist of the commission, of the rail

failure which occurred on the Long Island Railroad near

Central Islip, N. Y., on April 15, 1918. The failure of

two rails caused the derailment of a troop train consisting of

a locomotive and 12 steel coaches when traveling at a speed

estimated to be about 30 miles an hour. The track was

laid with 80-lb. steel rails, 30 ft. in length, with 17 or

18 oak ties under each rail. The ballast was gravel and

cinders and anticreepers were used. No tie plates were used.

An abstract of Mr. Howard's report follows:

The derailment resulted from the failure of two rails

located on the north side of the track, the failure being

clearly due to the presence of transverse fissures in the two

rails. It is believed that the line of rupture first developed

was that next the receiving end of the first rail followed in

succession by the other lines of rupture in the direction in

which the train traveled, the last fracture made being the

one nearest the leaving end of the second rail. Each rail

displayed a number of transverse fissures. Seven were dis-

played by rail No. 1 and six by rail No. 2. A seventh

fissure was found in the latter when the rail was nicked

with a chisel and broken for convenience in handling.

When polished and etched rails 1 and 2 were shown to be

structurally very unsound. This decided lack in uniformity

had also been observed in machining the rail sections. Por-

tions of the cross section were spong)', other parts were hard

and machined with difficulty. The flange of one section dis-

played irregular shaped voids along a part of its length. The

interior sponginess surrounded a central core in the head,

with streaked metal in the web and upper part of the base.

From information acquired, it appears that the Lacka-
wanna Iron and Steel Co., at the time these rails were rolled,

used horizontal heating furnaces at the South mill at Scran-

ton, new soaking pits having been introduced later in the

year 1898. This practice would lead to such indications as

were witnessed in these cross sections.

The chemical composition of these rails is shown on
table No. 1, as follows:

Table No. 1

—

Chemical .^NALvsEs of Rail 1 and Short Length
Rail Used in Bending Test

Mangan- Phos-
Description Carbon cse phorus Sulphur Silicon Copper

Rail No. 1:

Corner of head 0.63 1.24 0.053 0.121 0.183 0.735
Center of head near web. .41 1.14 .021 .041 .157 .703

Short length rail:
Corner of head 61 \.o'> .040 .127 .157 .721
Center of head near web. .60 1.37 .043 .143 .149 .696

Rai] No. 1 :

Ne.ir periphery of head
and base 62 1.30 .044 .OSS

From center core of head .41 1.26 .020 .044

The results of tensile tests of longitudinal specimens from
the head of rail 1 are shown on table No. 2:

Table No. 2

—

Tensile Tests or Specimens from Head of Rail 1

[Diameter of stem, 0.505 inch; length, 2 inches.]

.Approxi-
mate elastic Tensile

limit strength Contrac- Appear-
pcr square per square Elonga- tion ance of

I-ocntion inch inch tion of area fracture
Pounds Pounds Per cent Per cent

Inside 77.000 85.000 1.5 5.7 Gianular
Do 7.';. 500 lOG.OOO 5,0 5.7 Do.

Middle of head 67.000 116,000 10.5 13.3 Do.
Do 67,000 102.000 4.0 5.7 Do.

Outside 60.500 72.000 2.5 5.7 Do.
Do 73.500 102,500 4.0 5.7 Do.
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The ten.sile tests showed brittle metal. In machining some

parts of the rail showed toughness, while other parts were

weak and brittle. Kail No. 1, as a whole, was irregular in

chemical composition and physical state.

The internal strains in the failed rails were measured.

Each of the strips on which the stresses in the head and base

of rail 1 were measured expanded in length when detached

from the remaining portions of the rail, showing the metal

along them had been in a state of compression when the rail

was intact.

The disposition of the strains in the interior of the head

were indicated by the measurements. The relief of internal

strains of tension occurred on the gage side and upper part

of the head, with strains of compression released on the out-

side of the head and next the web. The maximum tension

in the head, when the rail was intact, was therefore at some

place on a diagonal line leading from the center of the head

to the upper corner on the gage side, crossing the locality in

which many transverse fissures have their nuclei. There

was a change in the dimensions of the head when it was

detached from the web, most pronounced along the top of

the rail. The gaged length on the top of the head showed

an extension of 0.0029 in.

When detached from the base (taken on a section located

Syi ft. from the receiving end), the upper element of the

head of rail 1 expanded 0.0030 in. while the under side of

the head contracted 0.0024 in. on each gaged length in the

fillets. The gaged lengths on the sides of the head were

just above its neutral plane, each expanding one-thou-

sandth of an inch. These measurements represent the first

stage in the examination of this section. They were followed

by the detennination of the internal strains in the strip of

nietal from the middle of the head. The metal in this part

of the head was in an initial state of tension, excepting the

outside edge of the strip. The tension was greatest at the

edge on the gage side of the head, while in the vicinity of the

nuclei of transverse fissures it reached a value of 7,660 lb.

per sq. in. Two sections of rail 2 were also examined for

internal strains.

The rails had been in service for a period of 20 years.

To outward appearances they were good-looking rails; little

wear had taken place. The shapes of the heads showed but

little distortion; yet within them destructive transverse

fissures had developed. Over w-hat interval of time these

transverse fissures had been in existence, or the rate of their

development, is not known.

These rails had carried the lighter traffic of the railroad

for a period of time without known examples of transverse

fissures having appeared. War activities increased the traffic

seven to ten-fold in the amount of tonnage currently passing

over them, with a considerable increase in the weight of the

equipment, conditions which not unlikely contributed toward

the formation of transverse fissures and accelerated their

development.

The metal was no doubt defective at the time the rails

were rolled. The rails having been in service for a period

of 20 years before displaying these transverse fissures would

lead to the inference that the defective state of the metal had

had -slight influence, if any, on the development of the

fissures, and that they had developed when traffic over them

increa.sed and for that reason.

The structural unsoundness of the metal unquestionably

detracted from its strength in a crosswise direction, and

variations in strength in the direction of its length lowered

its tensile strength. There was a considerable margin, how-

ever, between the elastic limit of the steel, and the sum of

the internal stresses and the direct bending stresses under

train loads, as the latter arc understood to be. The margin

between the working stresses and the elastic limit of the steel

is the factor which has most to do with retaining the integrity

of the metal unimpaired. What advantages accrue from

liigli tensile strength and ability to display a given elonga-

tion or contraction of area in the tensile test when referred

to the endurance of rails under service conditions, are yet

obscure matters.

The present rails affording such pronounced examples of

defective steel, at the same time being coupled with a long

term of service before displaying transverse fissures, gives

emphasis to the quer)' what influence the structural unsound-

ness may have had in accelerating or retarding the inception

and rate of development of these transverse fissures. Judg-
ing from the present exhibit, the lesser number of trans-

verse fissures recorded as having occurred in Bessemer rails

(jver those made of open hearth steel, can not owe their

( omparative immunity to the excellence of the earlier product

of the Bessemer process, nor more specifically to the casting

conditions then in vogue. It may be possible that a certain

looseness of structure in the zone of transverse fissures will

permit the metal to respond to internal strains without start-

ing an incipient fracture. The prevalence of transverse

fissures in steel structurally sound and of satisfactorj- chem-

ical composition removes from consideration the suggestion

that essentially unsound steel must be present in order that

a transerve fissure may be developed.

This derailment again forcefully calls attention to the

dangers resulting from transverse fissures in rails. In these

rails there were 14 transverse fissures, of which 13 were

disclosed at the time of the derailment and one other in the

subsequent examination of the rails. In two other rails

which were also examined at the time 8 transverse fissures

were found, making 22 fissures in all.

The continued display of transverse fissures in rails de-

mands action should be taken for their prevention. If pres-

ent equipment has reached that stage when increase in

wheel loads is no longer permissible, this feature should be

taken into account in the design of new equipment. This

idea calls for a suspension of the trend which has marked
the design and construction of new rolling stock, and which,

in the immediate past, has been in tlie direction of both

heavier motive power and rolling stock.

If the prevalence of this type of fracture is accepted as

evidence that wheel loads are too high, tlie correction can not

be made at once. The cciuipment. such as it is, must be

used, and can be replaced only by the gradual process of

renewal. For the time being reliance must be placed on

superior maintenance of way and vigilance in track inspec-

tion to obtain immunity from die dangers which attend

broken rails.

There are no remedial measures, as such, for the restora-

tion of overstrained steel. The safety feature is in no way
changed, whether the overloading is done on sound or un-

sound steel. Loads must be regulated according to the

properties of the materials which are obtainable, but this

will not be considered an excuse for the manufacture or use

of steel if it can be improved in what is so vaguely desig-

nated as its quality.

It has been held on the part of some that the responsibility

for the fonnation of transverse fissures rested upon the steel

mills, although it has not been made clear what detail of

manufacture was under consideration in attaching responsi-

bility to the properties of the steel. Importance has been

placed upon the facts that certain heats of steel developed

transverse fissures, while other heats did not. In the prep-

aration of these accident reports efforts have been made to

acquire data upon the conditions of manufacture, investi-

gating all tangible suggestions ^vhich have come to notice

having to do with mill practice. The results of these efforts

have not confirmed the views of those who regard the cause

of transverse fissures as being due to mill practice. The
discover}- of a mill defect and its correction would put the

matter of transverse fissures on a much less disquieting basis

than the results of the investigations have led to. They tend
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to indiciite that rails are being strained beyond the ability of

steel permanently to endure the service stresses, which is a

very serious situation to meet.

The installation of rails of far greater sections than those

which are now being rolled, in itself not yet found promising,

would seem to exhaust the efforts which have been made
in providing for present equipment and speeds on track as

now constructed.

Opportunity is open to acquire more exact data from the

track than are now available concerning the conditions which

attend the formation of transverse fissures. The limit of

rolling loads on wrought iron rails was very early reached,

and it has already been passed on rails of low carbon. The
hardest rails, as well known, display transverse fissures and

fail without warning. An appreciation of the conditions

which prevail in the track should lead, without delay, to

concerted action toward the elimination of this dangerous

type of rail fracture.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Marking Time Because of the Resignation of the Director

General, Judge Lovett Resigns

Washi.nctox, D. C.

100,000 cars, of which only a small percentage has been de-

livered, although it is understood that no definite decision

to cancel any orders has been reached.

The question as to whether the corporations can be forced

to accept and finance cars ordered by the Railroad Adminis-
tration lias been accentuated by tlie restraining order obtained
by the Toledo, St. Louis & Western to prevent the director

general from compelling it to accept 1,250 freight cars, in

addition to the general uncertainty caused by the sudden
termination of the war. The law authorizes the President
to order carriers to make improvements or to provide ter-

minals or equipment "necessary' or desirable for war pur-
poses or in the public interest." It would have been much
easier to prove that cars or equipment were necessar}- or de-

sirable fcr war purposes while the war was in progress than
it will now be to prove them necessar)- or desirable in the

public interest, particularly in the case of orders placed at

high war prices but not completed until after the war emer-
gency had passed. As the President stated in his address
to Congress, some of the companies will consent to the plans
for equipment and improvements, while some will not, and
in view of the uncertainty, the administration does not want
to commit either itself or the corporations any further than
is necessary.

Most of the cars already turned out have been delivered

to the roads that did not object to their-allocation. Most of

the other roads have tiled formal protests and many of them
are understood to be awaiting the final decision in the Clover
Leaf case, which comes up on the question of a permanent
injunction on December 16. Less difficulty exists as regards

the new locomotives, as they are in greater demand, while
the fact that the railroads this year have handled a greater

traffic than ever before with very few new cars has strength-

ened the argument of the roads that claim they do not need
them now.

AT THE TIME that President Wil.son proposed an early re-

linquishment of the railroads from federal control, just

six of the contracts between the Railroad Administra-

tion and the railroad companies providing for the compensa-

tion of the railroads during federal control had l)LH.»n signed,

those of the Chicago & North Western; Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha; Chicago, Burlington & (Juincy; Fort

Worth & Denver City; Colorado & Southern, and Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe. The same contracts covered a number
of subsidiary roads. In addition, contracts with 10 roads

had been approved by subordinates in the Railroad Adminis-

tration and were before General Counsel John Barton Payne
for action. These included the Lehigh Valley; Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh; Central of New Jersey; New York,

Ontario & Western; Missouri & North Arkansas; Trinity &
Brazos Valley; Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac; Great

Northern; Gulf, Texas & Western, and Minnesota & Inter-

national. Two contracts, those for the Southern Pacific and
the Boston & Maine, were under discussion liut had not been

approved, 12 had been drawn up by the Railroad Admin-
istration and sent to the companies for discussion, 25 con-

tracts had been prepared in a preliminary way by tlie Rail-

road Administration, but were awaiting further information

from the corporations or the consideration of claims for spe-

cial compensation in addition to the standard return. A
number of other contracts had been prepared by the com-
panies in preliminar}- form, but had not received detailed

consideration by the Railroad Administration. The Railroad

.\dministration has been awaiting receipt of a considerable

amount of detailed information which has been requested of

the railroad companies in a questionnaire sent to them a

short time ago.

Railroad Administration Marking Time

The Railroad Administration has practically marked time

since the announcement of Mr. Mc.\doo's resignation and
pending the announcement of his successor. This has been
due not only to the belief that the days of the Railroad Ad-
ministration are numbered and that its future activities will

be in the direction of "unscrambling" rather than along con-

structive lines, but also to the uncertainty' as to how orders

for equipment and improvements may be financed. While
the operating department is busy with the readjustment of

traffic from war to peace conditions, the Division of Capital

Expenditures and the purchasing department have been
working for several days with a view to gathering up loose

ends. A large proportion of all recent requests for authori-

zations for new work have been turned down and an investi-

gation is being made as to what the railroad corporations

will assume in the way of capital expenditures as well as

the possibility of cancelling any of the outstanding orders for

Limit to Wage Increases

That there is a limit to the wage advances to be made by
the Railroad Administration is made clear in a letter writ-

ten by Director General McAdoo under date of November 27

to G. H. Sines, chairman of tlie Board of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions, in reply to a letter enclosing com-
munications and petitions signed by railroad employees pro-

testing against Supplements Nos. 7 and 8 to General Order
No. 27 on the ground that the increases for shop and main-
tenance of way employees were not made retroactive to Janu-
ary 1, instead of September 1.

"As I have previou.'jly stated," Mt. McAdoo said, "I am
obliged to consider, not only the interests of the employees of

the railroads, but also the interests of the people of the United
States, in determining questions of wages and working con-
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ditions. The officers and employees of the railroad.s are no

longer servants of private railroad corporations; they are

now servants of the public. The director general is also a

servant of the public, owing a duty to the public as well

as to the employees. I cannot be indifferent to the interests

of the public, any more than I can be indifferent to the

interest of the employed, and my constant effort has l^een

to find the line of justice as represented by fair wages and

working conditions, and square it with the interest of the

employees and the interest of the puljlic.

"I have not hesitated to announce decisions which in-

volved immense increases in the wages of railroad employees

throughout the country, estimated at over $500,000,000.

These increased wages must be paid by the people of the

United States, and in order to pay them I sometime ago

announced large increases in freight and passenger rates.

Numerous protests against these have been made by ship-

pers and farmers and other organizations throughout the

country, and warn us all that we must keep our demands

within reasonable limits, because there is a point beyond

which the public will not sustain us in raising wages.

"At my direction, on May 25, 1918 (General Order No.

27), railroad employees in all crafts were granted increases

in rates of pay, and for reasons with which you are familiar,

these rates of pay were made retroactive to January 1, 1918.

The employees named in Supplements 7 and 8 received in-

creases in their rates of pay at that time; and, as stated in

General Order 27, no problem so vast and intricate as that

of doing practical justice to the two million railroad em-

ployes of the country could be regarded as completely settled

and disposed of by any one decision or order. Therefore,

your board was established to take up, as presented, any

phases of the general problem relating to any class of em-

ployees or any part of a class of employees which still justly

call for further consideration. At my direction, the claims

of employees mentioned in Supplements 7 and 8 to General

Order 27 were given further consideration by your board,

and after an exhaustive investigation, decisions embodied

in Supplements 7 and 8 were rendered.

"It is true that wages in excess of those provided for in

Supplements 7 and 8 are paid in some localities and by some

industries, but these are of a transient character, such as ship-

yards, munition plants, etc., and their work will cease or

be greatly reduced upon the return of peace. It is, how-

ever, undeniably true that the wages established in Sup-

plements 7 and'S compare as a class favorably, and perhaps

much more favorably, with those paid elsewhere.

"When we consider these railroad wage questions, it must

be remembered that the railroad business is not temporary,

such as referred to above, but of a permanent character, and

offering to emplo)-ees steady work. It must also be remem-

bered that the revenues of the railroads are not affected by

the varying conditions which permit private enterprises to

earn high profits, but, on the contrary, are limited by rates

fixed by lawful authority and measured by the ability and

willingness of the public to pay them. Railroad employ-

ment is also not affected to the same extent as are other

industries, by fluctuations and uncertainties, due to dull

periods. Railroad employees not only have steady work and,

generally speaking, more favorable living conditions as

against temporary and uncertain employment, and frequently

less satisfactory living ccmditions in war industries, but they

also have a reasonable amount of free transportation for

themselves and their families, as well as other privileges and

advantages which are everywhere recognized as of substantial

benefit to them.

"Contrasting the permanency of railroad employment, the

opportunities for promotion and other privileges enjoyed, the

bases established in Supplements 7 and 8, in ni}- judgment,

are fair and reasonable. From reports, communications

and resolutions I have received from railroad employees in

various parts of the country since Supplements 7 and 8 were

promulgated, the vast majority of railroad men appear to

be satisfied with those orders, and I am sure that they are

willing to give loyal, faithful and efficient service to their

government at the rates of pay prescribed therein. We can-

not justify to the American people the great increase in

wages and the immense improvement in working conditions

already granted unless every employee proves by his work

that he is worthy of it. I want the men to prove themselves

worthy of it, and I believe that they will.

"Your board has given all the time and thought to this

particular matter which it is right and proper for them to

do, and it is essential that they should now give consideration

to the matters arising with respect to other employees.

"I cannot, therefore, see my way clear at this time to direct

that the board should reopen this particular matter, as there

has never been a time when the public interest demanded
more urgently the devotion and unselfish services of all

classes of railroad employees.

"It is necessary that the employees of the railroad should

understand that the decisions made in Supplements 7 and 8

cannot now be reviewed, as it is not practicable at this

time, with the reconstruction period before us, to consider

the matter, and it was not my intention following the pro-

mulgation of General Order 27, in granting further increases

in rates of pav, that thev should be retroactive to January

1, 1918."

Wages of Telegraph Operators

In connection with protests and threats on the part of teleg-

raphers in various parts of the country to strike because

of dissatisfaction with the wage order, Director General

McAdoo sent the following telegram to H. B. Perham, presi-

dent of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers

:

Telegrams received from individual members of your organization indi-

cate that they do not understand that when a wage order affecting all

employees of a class is thought to be detrimental to certain employees
of this class, a rule has been established whereby the representa-

tives of that class are privileged to aijain appear before the Board of

Railroad Wages and Working 'Conditions and present the claim of such

individuals. Other classes of employees have already availed themselves

iif th-s- privilege. It would be unfortunate if you did not conuininicate to

thf men you represent that they have this privilege and suggest to them
that their claims should be submitted to the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions, which will give them prompt consideration.

Interpretation of Wage Order for Shop Employees

Director General McAdoo has issued the following inter-

pretation No. 1 to supplement No. 7, to general order No.

27, the supplement applying to the wages of shop employees:

OVERTIME, MONTHLY, WEEKLY OF DAILY PAID EMPLOY'EES.

.ARTICLE I.

Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period,

constituting a day's work from the effective date of Supple-

ment No. 7 to General Order No. 27, the increases provided

for therein and applicable to monthly, weekl}- and daily

paid employees, specified in Articles I, II and VI of Sup-

plement No. 7, are based upon the recognized number of

working days constituting a calendar year (including Sun-

days or holidays where they have been considered a part

of the employees' assignment) and the rate of pay in effect

January 1, 1918, prior to the application of General Order

No. 27, exclusive of overtime. The following examples

illustrate the method to be used in establishing the straight

time hourly rate, as the basis of paj-ment for overtime

service.

l^xample (a). Employees working 30 days per month at a wage amount-
ing to $60 per month on January 1, 191S, prior to the application of
General Order No. 27, would on September 1, 1918, under Supplement No.
7. .\rticle I-(a) automatically advance to the basic rate of S62.50 per
month, pins $25 increase, establishing the rate of $87.50 or $I.05O per year.
In computing the pro rata rate per hour for overtime pay for monthly,
weekly or daily paid employees, take the number of working days consti-

tuting a calendar year, multiply by eight and divide the annual salary by
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the total hours, exclusive of overtime and disregarding time alisr-nt on

vacations, sick leave, holidays, or for any other causes. In determining

the hourly rate, fractions less than one-fourth of one cent shall be as

.one-fourth of one cent; over one-fourth and under one-half, as one-half

cent; over one-half and under three- fourths, as three-fourths; over three-

fourths, as onr cent.

Example (b). Yearly wage, $1,050 — 2,880 hours = 36.45, or 36.5c. per

hour.

E.\ample (c). Yearly wage, $1,200 -^ 2,880 hours = 41.66, or 41.75c. pci

hour.

Example (d). Yearly wage, $1,300 -=- 2,880 hours = 45.14, or 45.25c. per

hour.

Example (c). Yearly wage, $1,500 -=- 2,880 hours — 52.1, or 52.25c. per

hour.

Example (f). Yearly wage, $1,800 -H 2,880 hours = 62.5c. per hour.

Note.— It is to be understood that 2,SEC hours is illustrative only; the

hours per year will vary as the assigned work days per year vary.

ARTICLE II.

On February 21, 1918, the director general i.ssued Gen-

eral Order No. 8, paragraph 3 thereof reading as follows:

The broad question of wages and hours will be passed upon and reported

to the director general as promptly as possible by the present Railroad
W.nge Commission. Pending a disposition of these matters by the director

general, all requests of employees involving revisions of schedules or gen-

eral clianges in conditions affecting wages and hours will be held in

abeyance by both the managers and employees. Wages, when determined
upon, will be made retroactive to January I, 1918, and adjusted accordingly.
Matters of controversy arising under interpretations of existing wage
agreements and other matters not relating to wages and hours will take

their usual course, and in the event of inability to reach a settlement,

will be referred to the director general.

If employees coming within the scope of Supplement No. 7

to General Order No. 27, were paid a punitive rate for

overtime after the regular day's work, Sundays and or holi-

days prior to February 21, 1918, the same conditions should

apply on the eight-hour basis. Any punitive overtime rate

established for employees under thi.s interpretation since Feb-

ruary 21, 1918, except as established by the director gen-

eral is unauthorized and cannot be recognized.

Example (a). Employees working 10 hours per day January 1, 1918,

prior to the application of General Order No. 27, and who were, prior to

February 21, 1918, paid at the rate of time and one-half for overtime,
should be paid as follows:

8 a. m. to 12 noon 4 hours work.

12 noon to 1 p. m 1 hour for meal excluded.

1 p. m. to 5 p. m 4 hours work.

5 p. m. to 7 p. m 2 hours at rate of time and y'l time.

11

Elapsed time

Time for meal ' hour deducted.

Overtime -' hours.

Total time to be paid for. 11 hours.

Example (b1. Overtime commences immediately following the eighth

consecutive hour of continuous service, after deducting the meal period.

On the basis of pro rata time for the 9th and lOth hour.

8 a. m. to 12 noon 4 hours.

12'noon to 1 p. m 1 hour for meal excluded.

1 p. ra. to 5 p. m 4 hours work.

5 p. m. to 7 p. m - hours overtime, pro rata rate.

7 p. m. to 9 p. m - hours overtime, \yi times pro rata

rale.

Elapsed time 13 hours.

Time for meal 1 hour deducted.

Continuous service 12 Iiours.

Total time to be p.aid for. 13 hours.

Example (cl. Fni|iIoyces working straight through eight consecutive

hours.

6 a. m. to 2 p. m 8 hours work.

2 p. m. to 4 p. m 2 hours overtime, pro rata rate.

4 p. m. to 6 p. m 1 hours overtime, 1 J4 times pro rata

rate.

Elapsed time 12 hours.

Continuous service 12 hours.

Total time to be paid for. 13 liours.

IIOIIRLY RATES.

.-\RTICLE III.

The employee.'^ coming under the provisions of Article

III, IV and V of Supplement No. 7 to General Order No.

27, who were on Januarv^ 1, 1918, prior to the application

of General Order No. 27, paid on a basis of 10 hours or

more to constitute a day, for whom hourly rates have been

established, as per the above specified Articles, shall, on

and after September 1, 1918, the effective date of Supple-

ment No. 7, receive one-eighth of the wages received for 10

hours on January 1, 1918, prior to the application of Gen-

eral Order No. 27, as their basic hourly rate, to which shall

be added 12 cents per hour, provided the hourly rate thus

obtained shall not exceed the maximum rate specified in

the respective articles.

Example (a). Employees coming under the provisions of Articles III,

TV and V of Supplement No. 7, to General Order No. 27, on a ten hour

basis, rate $2.50 per day; one-eighth of 250 equals 31.25 cents per hour,

adding the increase of twelve cents produces a rate of 43.25 cents under

Article-; III and IV. Under Article V (a), the rate would revert to the

maximum of 43 cents; under Article V (b), the rate would revert to the

maxim of 40 cents.

Note.—To determine the hourly rate \o be paid employees on the hourly

basis and tor whom ten hours or more were the established hours of service,

use the method and example (a) of above Article III; for classes specified

in Supplement No. 7, Articles III. IV and V, working less than ten

hours, and over eight hours, one-eighth of the wage received for the

number of hours recognized as a day's work.

PAY FOR CALLS.

ARTICLE IV.

Employees who are notified or called to work outside the

eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period and
continuous service, constituting their regular assignment,

shall be paid a minimum allowance of three hours for two
hours' work or less; if held over two hours, time and one-

half will be paid, computed on the minute basis.

Example (a):

8 a. ni. to 12 noon 4 hours work.

12 noon to 1 p. ra 1 hour for meal excluded.

1 p. m. to 5 p. m 4 hours work.

6 p. m. to 7.30 p. m I J4 hours overtime, IJ-a times pro
rata rate.

Elapsed time 10J4 hours.

Time for meal 1 hour.

Break in continuous service 1 hour.

Time for call 3 hours, minimum guarantee;

Total time to be paid for.. H hours.

ARTICLE V.

Exclusive of employees whose regular assignment includes

Sundays and or holidays, employees notified or called to work
on Sundays and or holidays, will be paid not less than the
minimum allowance of three hours, and where no existing

agreement or practice is more favorable, such employees will

be paid as per Examples (b) and (c) of Article II.

ARTICLE VI.

ra\ment of overtime at a rate in excess of pro rata will

be computed from and added to the pro rata rate.

ARTICLE vn.

Unless acceptable to a majority of employees in a depart-

ment or subdivision thereof, the meal period shall not be
less than 30 minute.-; or more than one hour.

ARTICLE vm.

Where unjustifiable inequalities develop or exist in the

rates of pa\- for relativel)' the same service and responsibility,

as between employees of the same class within the respective

groups, as specified in Supplement No. 7 to General Order
No. 27, the regional directors are hereby authorized to

establish uniform rates of pay by zones or districts through-
out their respective regions, under the following conditions:

(a) The maximum rates established by Supplement No.
7 to General Order No. 27, must not be exceeded.

(b) Rates established by Supplement No. 7 to General
Order No. 27 must not be reduced.

(c^ The specifid differentials in tlie established min-
imum rates for hourly workers, to be preserved.

(d) All rates herein provided for shall be filed liv the
regional directors witli the Board of Railroad Wage; and
Working Conditions.
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Weekly Traffic Report

According to the report on traffic conditions for the week

ended December 2 tliere has been a steady improvement in

both freight and passenger movement in nearly every section

of the countn,'. The shipment of foodstuffs overseas, for use

in the stricken European sections, continues unabated, being

given preference over all other commodities. A summary
follows

:

Eastern Region.—Movement of freight traffic has in-

creased in some districts, but general results indicate decrease

in total movement. Change in overseas program has con-

fused movement of export freight somewhat, and efforts are

being made, with success, to secure storage facilities. Thirty-

five steamers now loading at New York—foodstuffs being

given preference. Rail service on frozen beef and provisions

placed on three-day basis Chicago to New York to hurry

movement. Stockyard facilities consolidated at East Buffalo.

Ticket sales indicate considerably heavier travel than for sev-

eral weeks past, Ijoth as to short-haul passengers and through

passengers on limited trains.

Allegheny Region.—Passenger travel nomial; war work-

ers' travel falling off rapidly, and seven special workmen's

trains withdrawn from service. Expected this character of

service will be further decrea.sed in December. Further prog-

ress in arrangement of mterchangeable tickets between the

different railroads. Coal production shows increase over

previous week, which has resulted in a reduction of stored

empty cars. Heavy movement of grain on the way for Bal-

timore and Philadelphia. Movement of freight generally

satisfactory, and no longer nccessar)' to divert traffic from

regular gateways. Resumption of car-lot movement from

Eastern territory to the South by rail reported.

Pocahontas Region.—Regular travel continues good; pas-

senger earnings showing substantial increase. Large move-

ment of discharged soldiers from camps reported. Unrest

among shippers of coal, iron and other materials over uncer-

tainty as to result of cancellation of government contracts.

Grain movement via Newport News discontinued to relieve

eastern end of the Chesapeake & Ohio. General movement

of traffic shows decrease from previous week.

Southern Region.—Passenger travel fairly heavy. Move-

ment of laborers from the powder plants has been quite heav}-.

Extension of sleeping car service reported to care for winter

tourist travel. ]Movement of demol)ilized troops from the va-

rious camps quite heavy. Prosj^ects seem bright for large

winter tourist travel. Through sleeper and coach service ar-

ranged to the west coast of Florida. Cotton continues to

move slowly, the farmers generally holding for higher prices.

Lumber traffic not moving well, with indications of some

slowing down of orders. Supply of liox cars continues in

excess of requirements; supply of flat car? nonnal ; refrige-

rator car situation easy.

Northwestern Region.—Movement of loaded freight cars

shows considerable decrease, particularly in coal and ore.

Grain and livestock movements .show increases. Decreased

activity of Spruce Production Division being felt on the

coast. Heavy movement of fruit continues from tlie

Wenatchee and Yakima Valleys, with car supply and service

entirely satisfactory. Export situation at Puget Sound ports

shows decided improvement. Passenger travel aliout nonnal.

Heavy soldier travel expected as a result of demobilization.

Central ]Vestcr>i Ret;io)i.—Movement of loaded cars gen-

erally .shows decrea.se, l)ut grain and livestock show increases.

Permit s\-stem for movement of hogs working satisfactorily.

Passenger travel on some lines shows improvement, but is

below normal for the region as a whole. C. B. & Q. dis-

continues sleeping car between Denver and Casper, Wyoming.
Wabash Railwav eliminated local train service with annual

saving of 1<37,Q74 train miles.

Southvc'teni Region.—Grain movement to gulf ports con-

tinues heavy. Congestion on T. & P. considerably improved;

freight otherwise receiving prompt movement. Forest prod-

ucts increasing in volume. Passenger travel now about nor-

mal. Demobilization of troops proceeding actively. Good
effect reported as a result of arrangement of passenger sched-

ules for better connections. Work of calling upon repre-

sentative business men proceeding, and helpful suggestions

are being received and acted upon.

War Department.—At New York the accumulation of

overseas freight is somewhat aljove normal, but the unload-

ing during the week exceeded the arrivals by 601 cars. Good
progress being made in returning to interior storage points

the tonnage which had arrived at the ports, and is not now
to he shipped overseas. Transportation conditions generally

throughout the coimtry are satisfactory. There is still a

little delay in unloading, due to labor conditions, but this is

showing some improvement.

Navy Department.—Transportation situation good. Tem-
porary movement of navy traffic is heavy owing to speeding

up of contractors in filling their contracts. Congestion in

Washington Navy Yard and Indian Head continues, but it

is hoped will be absorbed.

Fuel Administration.—Full car supply, and transportation

ample. Coke movement good. Production still short of re-

quirements. Bituminous coal production adequate, except in

P. R. R. territory. Antliracite still .short.

Fuel Adtninistration—Oil Division.—Supph' of equip-

ment and transportation conditions remain satisfactory. Not
possible yet to make any more definite estimate of the change

in volume of traffic.

Food Administration.—Frozen meat and packing hou.se

products movement shows considerable improvement, and
complaints materially decreased. Live stock—only difficulty

reported in regard to car supply of L. & N. R. R., which is

having attention. Fruit and vegetables—Florida car situa-

tion is being taken care of, but some complaints as to car

shortage in New York State and Virginia apple territory,

which is being given attention. Heavy movement of export

flour being arranged for January shipping. Hog permit

system will require some adjustment so that embargo against

certain markets will not overtax the free markets.

Exports Control Committee.—Allied governments arrang-

ing storage of freight not now wanted overseas. U. S. War
Department has made good progress along the same lines.

Export freight held at North Atlantic, South Atlantic and
Gulf ports shows decrease. Pacific coast situation shows
slight increase of cars on hand for Puget Sound ports, and
also for the San Francisco district. There is some disturb-

ance of the sailing schedules from those ports.

Troop Mo^'ement.—During the past week about 25.000

men have been discharged from camps, and with the excep-

tion of one case at Camp Lee, the men have been handled
without any inconvenience. Arrangements being made to

satisfactoril}- deal with the troops arriving from overseas

shortly.

Provision for Return Journey of Discharged Soldiers

Instructions have been issued by Director General Mc-
Adoo to furnish discharged soldiers and sailors, traveling to

tlicir points of enlistment, with so-called militari- meals at

the special rate of 75 cents, as granted to men in the service

under an arrangement made with the several militari- de-

jiartments sometime ago. Special reduced fares accorded dis-

charged soldiers and sailors are on the basis of two-thirds

of the normal coach fare applying via route traveled, or two
cents per mile, except that the rate per mile would, of course,

1)6 higher in those states where the basic fare is more than
three cents per mile. By the reduction of the fare and the

special meal rate made, it is believed they have been amply
lirovided for, particularly in view of the fact that the addi-

tional passage charge for occupany of spac? in parlor and
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sleeping cars is cancelled on December 1, so that such dis-

charged soldiers and sailors, who are allowed 3 J/2 cents a

mile, will have at their command at least a half cent per

mile more than they actually need to cover their total ex-

penses in reaching home.

Jurisdiction of Allegheny Region Extended

Director General McAdoo has issued an order extending

the jurisdiction of the Allegheny region, under Regional

Director C. H. Markham, to include the lines of the Penn-
sylvania and Baltimore & Ohio, west of Erie, Pa., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and Parkersburg, W. Va.

District Director H. A. Worcester, with office at Cincin-

nati, Ohio, will continue in this capacity for both the Alle-

gheny and Eastern regions, reporting, respectively, to

Regional Directors Smith and Markham, in respect to the

lines belonging in their region.

The Allegheny region was created because of the vital

necessity for stimulating, in every way, the production of

coal and coke for war purposes, and, to this end, the Western
lines were required to divert the greater volume of their

through traffic from the Pittsburgh gateway to the Northern
trunk lines, thereby releasing the Pennsylvania and Balti-

more &: Ohio eastern lines for the handling of their vastly

important local traffic. This emergency having pas.sed, it is

now possible to restore the integrity of these trunk lines.

The order was issued in Circular No. 66 as follows:

Effective this date the following railroads are transferred

from the Eastern to the Allegheny region

:

1. Pcnsylv.inia Lines wcM of Krie and Pittsburgh; Cincinnati Lebanon
& Northern Railway ami T.orain. .Ashland & Southern Railroad, G. L.
Peck, federal manager, Pittsburgh, Pa.

2. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad west of Parkersburg and Pittsburgh, and
Davton & Union R.iilroad. C. W. Gallowav, federal manager, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Until otherwise advised by Regional Director Markham,
H. A. Worcester, district director, will in respect of these

properties continue in his present capacity, reporting to Mr.
Markham, and in respect of the lines under his juridiction

in the Eastern region reporting to Regional Director Smith.

Advances to Railroads

Since April 1, 1918, according to a statement authorized

b\' Director General McAdoo, the United States Railroad

Administration has advanced to the railroad and other

transportation properties under government control, includ-

ing loans and payments made to railroad corporations to

meet their needs, advances made for operating deficits, and
payments on account of the new standardized equipment,

the .sum of $.'i 15,690,060. Of this sum the amount secured

from the $500,000,000 revolving fund was $,il6,206,5.i6.

The balance was obtained from the surplus earnings of

certain roads and from the American Railway Express Com-
pany, $199,483,524. Of the $500,000,000 revolving fund,

the amount remaining after deducting the above advances to

the railroads was $183,793,464.

Of the $199,483,524 deposited with the director general

from time to time by various railroad lines from their surplus

earnings, very much the larger portion was returned to the

railroads which had temporarily made the deposits, and the

only railroads which have turned over, in individual cases,

surplus earnings to the director general up to December 1,

1918, of as much as $1,000,000 in excess of the amount
advanced to them by the Railroad Administration, were the

following

:

Lou. & Nash. & .\t\. Coast rhir..l!nrlington & Ouincv $.^950,000
Line $12..'!,';5.16S niiUith & Iron Range. . . 3.400.000

Atch.. Toneka & Santa Fe 11.200,000 C'n-. & N. W 3.270.000
Duluth, Missahe & North- Central R. R. of N. T. .

.

2,500000
cm 10,400.000 Pere Marquette 1.920.000

Union Pacific Svstem 7. ,^00.000 Pullman Car Lines I.SOO.OOO
Northern Pacific 6,777,933 Rich., Fred. & Pot I..';40.no0

Elgin. Tolict & Eastern.. 6,000,000 Los Angeles & Salt Lake L.SOO 000
Bessemer S- L.ikc Erie... 4.000,000 Atlantic S. S. Lines L.^OO.OOO

The aggregate sum? advanced bv the United States Rail-

road Administration to all the transportation systems from
April 1 to December 1, 1918 (including 121 railroad prop-

erties) are shown in the following list:

Penna. R, R. Lines $77,670,000 Nor. Southern $948,000
N. y. Central Lines 59,870,000 N. Y. C. & St. L 854,775
N. Y., N. H. & H 50,450,000 Atlantic Coast Line 800,000
Balto. & Ohio 24,075,000 Texas & Pac 750,000
Chic, M. & St. P 21,675,000 Ann Arbor R. R 761.800
111. Central 16,225.000 Central Vermont 735,000
Erie Railroad 13,900,000 Ind. Harbor Belt 720.000
Southern Pacific Lines.. 12,500,000 Chic. Git. Western 707,660
Southern Railway Lines. 10,542,650 Whecline & Lake Eric.. 700,000
Chic., Rock I. & Pac 7,700,000 Grand trunk Western. .

.

621.000
Chesa. & Ohio 7,050.000 N. Y. O, & W 575,000
Delaware & Hudson 6,790,000 Chic. & E. Ill 537,000
Chic, Bur. & Quincy 6,550.000 Phg. & Shawmut 528,500
St. L. & San Francisco.

.

6,020,000 Lehigh & New England.

.

525,000
Mo. Pac 5.650,000 Hocking Valley 500.000
Seaboard Air Line 5.610.000 Chic. let. Ry 500.000
Chic. & N. W 5,230,000 Western Pacific 430.000
Union Pacific Lines 5,000.000 Int. & Grt. Nor 407,215
Denver & Rio Grande... 4.800.000 Gulf. Mobile & Nor 400,000
Phila. & Reading 4,400.000 K. C. M. & 400.000
Wabash Railroad 4,345,000 Chic. T. H. & S. E 387,9J3
Northern Pacific 4.000.000 Bangor .5: .Aroostook 373,000
M. K. & T. Lines 3,995.000 Cinn.. Ind. & Western.. 330,000
Buff., Roch. & Phg 3,670.000 Ft. Worth & Denver City 340,000
Lehigh Valley 3.500.000 Alia., Birm. & Atlantic. 339.000
Boston & Maine 2,817.000 Old. Dom. S. S. Lines.. 315.000
Great Nor 2.800.000 Georgia R. R 309,000
Nor. & Western 2.500.000 Central New England.. 300.OC0
Del.. Lack. & Western.. 2,500,000 PhK. & W. Va 300,000
Western Maryland 2,372.999 Belt Ry. of Chic 290.000
Chic, St. P.. M. & O... 2,350.000 Midland Valky 270.000
Minn., St. P. & S. S. M. 2,052.000 Rutl.nnd R. R 266,000
Minn. & St. L 1,895.003 Detroit, Tol. «,• Iron 262,775
Chic. & Alton 1,635,000 San Ant. & Aransas Pass 253.000
Chic, Ind. & Louisville. 1,525.000 Ft. Dodge. Des M. & Sou. 266.000
Louisville & Nash 1,500,000 V. S. & P 218,000
Central of Ga 1,450,000 Chic. & W. Ind 215.000
St. Louis & S. W 1,370.000 C hie. P. & S. L 200.000
Maine Central 1,300.000 Trans-Miss. T. Ry 190,000
Pullman Car Lines 1.200.000 N. O:. Tex. & Mex 176.100
Kansas City Southern. .

.

1,060.000 III. Sou 160,000
Hudson S: Manhattan 1.012.000 Duluth. S. S. & Atl 150.000
Virginian Railway 1,100,000 Portland Terminal 150,000

"I R. R. Assn. of Monongahela R. R 150,000
.. 1.081.000 .Amer. Ref. Transit Line. 132,000
.. 1.050.000 Cumb. & Penna 127,900

990,648 N. O. & Grt. Nor 120,000
975,000 Balto. & Ohio Ch. Tml .

.

100.000
Toledo Terminal 100,000

St. L.
Fla. E. Coast
Denver & Salt Lake
Colo. St Southern. .

26 ccciving in cacl case less than $100.000 $1,030,000
Payments on account standardized engines and cars 87,715.125

Tctal $515,690,000

In the following list are showTi the amounts advanced by
the director general to various railroads during the month
of November, 1918:
Penn. Railroad Lines. $21,050,000.00 Ft. Worth & Den. City $255,000.00
Southern Pacific 5.00O.O00.0O Florida East Coast... 250.00000
Chic M. & St. P 4.750.000.00 Ft. Dodge. Des M. & S. 246.000.00
N. Y. Central Lines.. 4.5.SO.0O0.00 Minn. & St. Louis 225 000 00
Southern Ry. Lines... 3,294,650.00 Old Dom. S. S. Line. . 220 OOO'OO
Delaware .'(,• Hudson.. 2,000.000.00 Wabash Railroad .... 220.000.00
Boston & Maine R. R. 1,892,000.00 Chic. Grt. Western... 200.000 00
Balto. &• Ohio R. R... 1.825.000.00 Cinn. Ind. Sr Western 200.000.00
Louisville & Nashville l.SM.OOO.OO Norfolk Southern 188.000 00
Mo., Kan, & Texas Ry. 1,3.50,000.00 N. Y.. Onlaria & W ' 175 0nOOO
Pullman Car Lines... 1.200.000.00 Pitstburgh & Shawmut l/S'ooo'oO
Maine Central 1.000.000.00 N. O.. Texas & Mexico 176.100 00
Erie Railroad 1,000,000.00 Colorado & Southern. 170 000 00
Clue. St. P., Mnls. & Atl.. Birm. & Atlantic 150.000.00

1,000,000.00 Rutland Railroad 150.000 00
800.0O0.OC Chic, Bur. & Quincy. 150.000.00
800.000.00 Monongahela R. R... 150.000 00
800,000.00 Sc.iboard Air Line... 150.000 00
750.000.00 Ann Arbor R. R 148.800.00
750.000.00 Soo Line 142.000 00
630.000.00 Amer. Ref. Trans. Line 132.000.00
560.000.00 Chic & N. W 130.000 00

Omaha . . . . .

Missouri Pacific . .

Chesa. & Ohio
.Atlantic Coast Line
Texas & Pacific...
Illinois Central . .

.

Buff., Roch. & Phg
Western Maryland
Lehigh & New England 525 f/OO.OO Chic. T. Haute & S. E. 108.46168
Central Vermont 450.000.00 Chic, Ind. & LVille.

.

100.000.00
N. Y.. N. H. & H 450.000.00 Cumberland & Penn.. 10' 900 00
Denver & Rio Grande. 400.000.00 Central .if Georgia. .

.

lOO'oOO 00
Denver & .S.alt L.ake.. 400.553.01 Phg. ,1 West Va lOO.OOoloo
Virginian Railroad .. 300.000.00 Chic. & E. Ill 100.000 00
Great Northern 300.000.00 Toledo Terminal lOO.OOO.OO
Fcrminal R. R. Assn.
of St. 1 256.000.0flt

15 railroads receiving sums amoun'ing in each case to less
than $100,000 $550,500.00

Payments on account of standardized locomotives and cars.... 29 ""SI 496 00The total amount of advances to all railroads in the month of
November, inchidine payments made on .account of new
rolling Slock for various .-ompanics. as shown above, was.. 94,139,461.53

lotal amount received during November from 70 railroads
on account of suruhis earnincs 'nd including $10,422,968
from American Railway Express Company, was 47.646.069.00

Excess of advances 'o railroads for the mnn'h of November,
1918, over and above amounts received for same period as
above was .... 46.493.391.00
All loans to railroad rompanies by the director general have been made

at the uniform rate of 6 per cent per annum interest.

Committees of Freight Traffic Control Discontinued

C. R. Gray, director of the Division of Operation, an-
nounces in circular No. 23 that the emergencies under which
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the Committees of Freight Traffic Control at Washington,

D. C, having charge of traffic passing through Potomac
Yard, Va., Hagerstown, Md., and Hampton Roads, Va.,

and at Cincinnati, Ohio, having control of traffic passing

through various Ohio river gateways, having passed, and
there being no longer any necessity for continuance of such

committees, they are discontinued, effective December 1. In

disbanding these committees, Mr. Gray expressed cordial

appreciation of the efficiency and zeal with which they have

handled the work assigned to them.

Export Situation

According to the report of the Exports Control Committee

for the week ended November 25, owing to the large amount
of ocean space available for the clearance of frozen beef and
provisions, the rail movement, Chicago to New York, has

been placed on a three-day schedule. This arrangement will

contribute materially to the relief work now being done by

this government in the stricken European areas. Eighty cars

of frozen beef were on hand at the terminals the morning

of the 26th as against 204 cars on Monday, the 25th. All

cars are in process of deliver}'.

The storage of supplies of war materials intended for the

use of the allied nations will release valuable pier space

much needed for other traffic. Considerable freight for the

account of the British, French and Italian governments on

hand at terminals and .in transit, and not needed abroad,

will be sent to the various storage houses. These commodi-
ties include automobile trucks, barbed wire, empty projec-

tiles and shells and lumber.

The total arrivals of freight cars at the North Atlantic

piorts during the week mentioned were 12,009 as against

12,285 delivered, making an excess of deliveries over re-

ceipts at these ports of 276 cars.

There was also a decrease in the amount of freight on

hand at South Atlantic and Gulf ports for the week ended

November 21 of 153 cars. During the week the Southern

Export Committee issued permits covering a total of 951 cars

of grain, cotton, steel rails, wire, etc., from interior points

to Galveston, New Orleans, Mobile and Savannah.

At the port of New York 37 cars of Russian rails which

have been in ground storage have been disposed of, while

200 cars of billets have been ordered to the Erie Railroad

for unloading on the ground at its terminals. Most of the

commodities held in the cars and on the piers other than

recent arrivals are temporarily held up awaiting definite

decision from the allied governments as to their final dis-

position.

At the port of Savannah, Ga., there is an accumulation

of approximately 90,000 bales of cotton on the tenninals,

with six ships in port taking on cargoes, including 70,000

bales of cotton.

For the week ended November 21, there were 391,470 tons

of grain in elevators at the North Atlantic ports, while 98,-

340 tons had cleared. For the same period there were stored

in elevators at the Gulf ports 263,076 tons of grain, while

23,074 tons had lieen cleared.

The situation in the Puget Sound district shows a net in-

crease of 167 cars on hand over last week and an excess of

arrivals over deliveries of 189 cars. The San Francisco dis-

trict shows a net increase of 13 cars on hand, the increase

in cars on wheels being 19, in storage 1, while there was a

decrease of 7 cars in ground storage. There is also an ex-

cess of 13 cars in arrivals over deliveries. This increase is

due to the commandeering by the government of Pacific Mail
boats and to the order of the Netherlands government to give

priority to Java freight on Java Pacific boats.

The changed condition in the war situation has compli-

cated the port situation somewhat, as a great deal of traffic

will not now be needed abroad, but all War Department
property for overseas will now be sorted out at inland junc-

tion p)oints, and only such traffic allowed to go to jxirts as is

wanted for overseas shipment.

Employees Want McAdoo to Stay

Mr. !McAdoo has received hundreds of letters and tele-

grams expressing regret because of his resignation as director

general of railroads and appreciation of the work he has
accomplished, from all classes of railroad service, from em-
ployees to managers and corporation officers. The employees,

however, are most expressive of their desire to retain him
as boss and many of them have backed up their words by
concrete evidence. In addition to the numerous offers to

"chip in" toward an adequate salary, four employees of the

St. Louis-San Francisco enclosed certified checks for $1 each

as a Christmas present.

The executive council of the railway department of the

American Federation of Labor called on Mr. McAdoo on

Saturday after his return from his southern trip, to present

resolutions asking him to retain his office, and also another

resolution, which was transmitted to the President, proposing

legislation which would "provide a salary in keeping with

the services rendered." The resolutions also protested

against any plan to return the roads back to private control.

Replying to a telegram from J. H. Kirkland, O. E. Sum-
mer and H. J. Harrigan, pledging employees of railroads

operating out of St. Louis to contribute $2,000 per month as

part of his salary. Director General McAdoo has sent the

following letter:

1 am gcmnnely toiicheH by your telegram of the 24th of Xovember, in

which you tell mc that the employees of the various railroa<is operating
out of St. Louis desire to pledge two thousand dollars per month as part

of my salary if I will remain as director general of railroads.

It would be difficult for me to express adequately my appreciation of this

evidence of the friendship and regard of the employees of the railroads
centering at St. Louis, but I would not permit them to contribute any part
of their hard-earned pay toward my salary as director general of railroads.
It would not be just to these generous employees for me to accept their
kind offer, as I could never in any circumstances permit myself to become
a burden upon them or upon any of my friends.

For the reasons stated in my letter to the President it is necessary for
me to resign as diiector general of railroads as well as secretary of the
treasury. It is with genuine regret that I part from my friends in the
railroad service of the United States. I have enjoyed laboring with them
in the service of the country, and I am proud of them for the loyalty and
patriotism with which they have worked for their country in this great

While after the first of January I shall no longer be their "boss" I
shall always be their friend.

In reply to another letter from employees Mr. McAdoo
said:

I deeply appreciate your kind telegram of the 25th in which you express
regret that I have found it necessary to resign the director generalship
of railroads, and I especially appreciate your expression of thanks for
what T have done "in behalf of the railroad men, especially the railroad
shop foremen."

It has been my earnest effort since I have been responsible for the
direction of the railroads of the United States to give all the employees
just wages and working conditions. While it is not possible to satisfy every
man, nevertheless it is possible to reach a fundamental basis which is

satisfactory to the vast majority.
It is with very great regret that I sever the pleasant relationships I have

established with the railroad employees of the United States. I have been
glad to work wtih them for our country in this great period through which
we have just passed and are passing, and while I am obliged to return
to private life and shall no longer be their "boss." I shall alw.ivs lie their
friend.

Rules for Inspecting and Testing Stationary Boilers

The Division of Operation has issued Mechanical Depart-
ment Circular 11 dealing with the rules and instructions
for the inspecting and testing of stationary boilers. These
rules apply to all steam boilers except those of locomotives
or boilers used solely for heating which carry a pressure not
exceeding 15 lb. Under the rules the chief mechanical of-
ficer of each railroad will be held responsible for the de-
sign, construction and inspection of the boilers. The work-
ing pressure of the boiler is to be determined by the me-
chanical engineer and the minimum factor of safety al-

lowed is four. The maximum allowable stress for staybolts
is 7,500 lb. and for round or rectangular braces supporting
flat surfaces 9,000 lb.
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Each boik'r is to have at least one safety valve of suffi-

cient capacity to prevent an accumulation of pressure more

than 5 per cent above the working pressure and it is to

be set at a pressure not to exceed 6 lb. above the working

pressure. Tlie working safety valves are to be tested each

day the boiler is in use and all safety valves are to be

tested every three months and any necessary adjustments

made.
The boiler steam gages are to be graduated to at least

50 lb. above the working pressure and they are to be tested

once each three months, or whenever necessary. Three gage

cocks and one water glass are to be provided, so located

that the lowest reading shall be at least 3 in. above the

lowest safe water line.

Each boiler is to be subjected to a hydrostatic pressure 25

per cent greater than the working pressure before being

placed in service, and not less than once each 12 months

thereafter, careful inspection being made during the time

the pressure is applied and after. A certified report of the

inspection and repairs (Fonn MD-27) is to be filed with

the chief mechanical officer of the railroad and a copy sent

to the Division of Operation at Washington. Locomotive

type boilers working under a pressure of 125 lb. or more

shall have the staybolts tested at least once each month.

Those working under a pressure of less than 125 lb. shall

have the staybolts tested every three months. Vertical boilers

having a working pressure of 100 lb. or less will have stay-

bolts tested at the time of hydrostatic test. No boiler is to

remain in service with five or more broken staybolts. The
boilers are to be washed once each month or oftener if

water conditions require.

An inspection of the boiler under steam shall be made
by a competent inspector each six months, who will report

to the division and local officer in charge, a certified report

of the inspection and repairs (Form MD-26) to be filed

with the chief mechanical officer of the railroad and a copy

sent to the Division of Operation at Washington.

Fusible plugs must be cleaned of scale not less than once

each three months. Suitaljle valves must be placed between

the boiler and steam header where boilers in batteries are

connected to the same header. Each steam outlet for the

boiler is to be equipped with a suitable valve in operative

condition. Fcedwater heaters are to be cleaned and in-

spected once every three months or oftener if water con-

ditions require. The boiler room shall be kept in a clean

and sanitary condition. Old clothes, waste, etc., must not

be allowed to accumulate in or around the boiler room.

The rules are to become effective January 1, 1919, as

minimum requirements, and shall be put in full force on

every railroad under Federal control on that date. When
a railroad has in effect additional rules which provide

greater safeguards, such additional rules may be continued

in effect.

Railroad Administration's Embargo Policy

The Railroad Administration has issued a statement ex-

plaining its policy with respect to embargoes as follows:

"The difficult experiences of railroads in recent years with

serious traffic congestions which clogged transportation, re-

sulted in the Railroad Administration early in the year mak-
ing comprehensive plans to prevent the movement of freight

in the areas wliore congestion was threatened. This policy

was then extended with respect to numerous sorts of traffic

destined to difficult areas to prevent the loading of shipments

except upon the issuing of permits which would only be

granted Upon showing that the shipments could be unloaded

at destination.

"The consistent carrying out of these policies has resulted

in an exceptional degree of freedom from congestion during
the period of heavy business this fall and there are now out-

standing no general embargoes against the free movement of

traffic. In this respect transportation conditions are much
better than for several years past at this season of the year.

"In view of the greatly improved conditions it is the policy

of the Railroad Administration to employ embargoes in the

most sparing manner possible and with the greatest possible

consideration of the public, and it is hoped that the necessity

for such steps will be comparatively small. At the same
time, if difficult conditions do unexpectedly arise, the only

way to deal effectively with them will be through the prompt

use of measures which will prevent railroads being clogged

through having thrown upon them shipments which cannot

be promptly moved and which would only serve to impair

the current transportation capacity.

"Due to improved transportation conditions, it is not ex-

pected that embargoes will be necessary during the coming
winter to anything like the extent to which they were used

a year ago. With the experience gained during the past

year, and the system which has been worked out during that

time, tlie Railroad Administration is in a position to direct

the operation of the roads in such manner as to result in the

handling of a maximum amount of tonnage with the least

practical interference.

"There is now outstanding a list of standard exemptions

to embargoes, which was carefully worked out and issued

in Feljruary, 1918, with accompanying instructions that com-
modities listed should be exempted in the order shown where
the use of embargo in varying degrees might be necessary.

The effect of this has been that much unnecessary work and
delay in making shipments has been avoided by the elim-

ination of applications for and issuance of permits in con-

nection w-ith such commodities the nature of which made it

necessar)' that transportation should be arranged. This list,

for instance, has recognized in the first instance the necessity

of moving live stock and perishables, following in turn have

been fuel in its varying forms, food and feed for human and
animal consumption, government freight, etc. Experience

has proven that this list should be maintained substantially

as at present, as it is satisfactorily protecting the public

interest."

Judge Lovett Resigns

The appointment of Carter Glass as secretarj' of the treas-

ury was announced Thursday noon, effective December 16.

Mr. McAdoo announced that no decision had yet been

reached on the appointment of director general of railroads

and the appointment may not be made until next January 1.

It is apparent that some difficulty has been experienced in

getting the right man to accept the office and Mr. McAdoo
may stay a few days after Januar}- 1 to complete his work
and make his report.

President Wilson had not fully made up his mind when
he sailed, and is said to be hesitating as to whether to

appoint a railroad man or some other. Mr. McAdoo an-

nounced Thursday that he had accepted with great reluc-

tance the resignation of Judge Robert S. Lovett as director

of the division of capital expenditure, effective Januan,- 1.

He will return to the Union Pacific after two months' rest,

as ])resident, succeeding C. B. Seger, who has resigned, and
his leaving may have had something to do with the delay in

appointing a director general, as he was being considered for

the appointment. Judge Lovett issued a statement that upon
cessation of hostilities he had resolved to relinquish as early

as practicable, without inconvenience, his position with the

Administration, which he had taken only for the period of

the war, and take a rest which his health demands, and that

Mr. Seger had received an attractive offer which it was nec-

essary for him to act on without delay. He added: "I

should like to say, even at the risk of appearing ful-

some, that in my judgment no business agency, public or

private, has been more absolutely free from political influ-

ences and considerations or more completely dominated
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sole!}' hy what was conceived to be right and in the puljlic

good, tlian the railroad administration, due to the inspiring

e.xample and superb firmness of character of the Director

General himself."

Mr. McAdoo said: "No commendation, however strongly

expressed, could do justice to him. Judge Lovett has not

only had charge of one of the most important divisions of

the railroad administration, but has also been an invaluable

co-adjutor and counsel in connection with the great problems
of unified operation and Federal control of the railroads dur-

ing the past year."

Bills of Lading for Cotton

The Railroad Administration has issued instructions pro-

viding for the resumption of the issue of thorough export

bills of lading for cotton under the following conditions:

1. TlirouRh export bills of ladini; will not be issued until and unless
a definite contract for ocean carriage has been made with specified sailing
date.

2. Representatives of ocean carriers shall secure from the export com-
mittee having jurisdiction, the necessary permit for the forwarding of the
shipment from point of origin to point of export.

3. Upon receipt of this permit by the forwarding agent, through export
bill of lading will be issued, but shipment should not be accepted (and of

course the bill of lading not issued) until a reasonable period to move the

shipment to the port in time for the specified sailing.

4. TariflFs should be supiilemented to provide that the payment of de-

murrage and storage charges at port shall apply to traffic moving under
through bills of lading, conunencing the day following the sailing date as

fixed in the contract; permits should not be granted to ocean carriers or

their representatives except upon their agreement to pay these charges to

rail carriers.

Opening of New Coal Mines

D. C. E. Circular No. IS advises that in view of the dis-

continuance by the Fuel Administration of control over the

opening of new coal mines, it is understood that the question

of constructing tracks and other necessary railroad facilities

sought in connection with the opening of new coal mines
will be handled in the first instance by the federal manager;
if the federal manager recommends the project, he will so

report to the regional director; if the regional director so

recommends, he will so report to the director of the Division

of Operation, who will transmit the papers to the Division of

Capital Expenditures with his recommendations.

Explosive Bureau Recognized

The Bureau for the Safe Transportation of E.vplosives

and other Dangerous Articles, according to Circular No. 63,

is a recognized agency of the United States Railroad Admin-
istration, and the instructions issued by this bureau are with

the approval of the director general. Operating railroad offi-

cials must take prompt and adequate action to remedy any
conditions on their lines that are not in accord with the re-

ciuirements of the federal regulations as showTi by the reports

of the inspectors of the bureau.

First Short Line Contracts Signed

Director General McAdoo on December 4 signed the first

of the special contracts with the short line railroads, by which
they are taken under a modified form of federal control with-

out guarantee of compensation. . It was in the case of the

Missouri & North Arkansas. He has also signed with the

Western Allegheny and the South Georgia.

Committee on Car and Locomotive Appliances

The Committee on Standard Appliances for Cars and Lo-
comotives held its monthly meeting in Washington, beginning

Tuesday. The meeting was devoted largely to the considera-

tion of designs for the proposed standard passenger cars.

Women in the Service of the Railv^ays*

Used on a Great Variety of Work; a Large Proportion

of Them Will Remain in Service

By Pauline Goldmark

Manager, ^^'omen's Service Section, U. S. Railroad .\dministration.

Women's employment in the railroad service on a

large scale is new. It has really been a wartime

innovation due to the shortage of man power

—

especially in the shops and roundhouses. Last January

the total number of women employed was 60,000. By
July it had increased to 81,000 with the following geographi-

cal distribution: 45,000 in the Eastern di.strict, 8,000 in the

Southern and 27,000 in the Western district. By October 1

these numbers were prol^ably increased to a total of approxi-

mately 100,000.

Naturally the greatest number are in the clerical and semi-

clerical occupations. Of the 81,000 employed July 1, 61,000

were working as clerks of all kinds, stenographers, account-

ants, comptometer operators, etc. In this class appear women
ticket sellers and bureau of information clerks who .served

the pul)lic for the first time; they were found well fitted for

this type of work, and special instruction agencies were

opened by the government in various states to train them in

the intricacies of tariffs and routes.

The next largest group of 4,000, it is not surprising to

learn, appears in woman's time honored occupation of clean-

ing. Women have long been cleaning stations, offices, etc.,

but now they are employed in the yards to clean coaches and
Pullman, both inside and outside, and in the roundhouses

*.\(ldress before Labor Reconstruction Conference, .\cademy of Political

Science. New York, December 6, 1918.

doing the heavier work of wiping locomotives; SCO were so

employed. In personal service, including work in dining

rooms and kitchens, as matrons and janitresses, 2,000 were

found. In the railroad shops, women entered the greatest

variety of new occupations. Three thousand were employed
ranging at one end of the scale from common laborers, at the

other end of the scale to skilled mechanics earning the ma-
chinist's or carmen's rate of pay.

Owing to these increases and to the need of caring for tlie

special interests of women, the \\'omen"s Sen-ice Section was
created on August 27, under Mr. Carter, director of the Divi-
sion of Labor. Women's interests had already received

attention in the first orders of the director general. He speci-

fied (1) that where women are employed their "working con-

ditions must be healthful and fitted to their needs": (2) that

'the laws enacted for the government of their employment
must be observed"; and (i) "their pay when they do the

same class of work as men shall be the same as that of men."
These general directions were taken over by the Women's

Service Section as its first sailing chart. The scope of its

work, it w^ill be noted, is drawn on broad lines, and includes
supervision of all the factors affecting the industrial welfare
of the women emplo}-ees. The field agents of the \\'omen's
Service Section have been making inspections on the rail-

roads both in the East and West. They are reporting on the
exact character of the work required, its suitability for
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wonK'ii, the observance of the state labor laws as to hours of

work, and, most important, the application of wage rates

insuring ecjual pay' for equal work ii respective of sex.

It is perhaps not fully known to this conference that the

rates of pay for all the diversitied occupations of the great

transportation service of this country have been standardized

and new increases adjusted for ever}^ class of employee. This

is now true for positions of the highest skill and responsi-

bility down to the humldest scrub woman. To give a con-

crete example:—under a special order the pay of coach clean-

ers was raised 12 cents per hour, the present minimum being

28 cents and the maximum 40 cents. In a conference on

women in industry such as this, no point it seems to me needs

to be more empha-sized than the equality of pay for both men
and women in this service. The Railroad Administration

put itself squarely on record in its first wage order on this

fundamental principle, and is living up to it in regard to

every occupation.

Women were undoubtedly fir.st engaged about a year and

? half ago, before the railroads were put under federal con-

trol, because they could be obtained for less pay than men.

They were, for instance, engaged as common laborers at 20

cents=22 cents an hour, at a time when men were receiving

28 cents=30 cents for the same class of labor. With rare

exceptions where adjustments are still necessary, the wage

orders have absolutely stopped this undercutting of men's

wages by women. The Women's Service Section receives

many complaints regarding wages, but in the large majority

of cases, the grievances are due to incorrect application of

the wage orders or to a wrong calculation of the wage in-

creases, rather than in discrimination ijetween men and

women.
Soon after women began to be largely employed it lieraine

apparent that some of their work was neither profitaljle nor

a])propriate. The u.se of w^omen as section laborers, for in-

.stance, in a gang of men working along the tracks at a dis-

tance from any house or station was judged to be unsuitable.

This was also found to be the case where women were em-
])loyed as truckers in depots and warehouses on account of

the extraordinary physical exertion required of tliem. In

view of the wages now paid it was believed possible to secure

men and to transfer the women to some class of work suitable

to their strength and with proper regard to their health. The
railroads were accordingly asked to discontinue their enijiloy-

nient in l^oth these positions.

Similarly, the work of calling train and engine crews was
found to be undesirable. The service requires that the caller

must find the train or engine man for whom he is looking,

who is often asleep at his home, hotel, or boarding house or

caboose, where he must be awakened and his signature

secured as acknowledging the call. For olivious reasons the

railroads were requested to di.smiss women from this occuikv-

tion. Under these orders, on one railroad employing more
than 2,000 women, 223 employed as laborers and 193 em-
plo\'ed as truckers w^ere transferred to other jobs. To those

of us who are accustomed to methods of factory inspection

and the difticulty and delay of securing the enforcement of

lal)or laws, it is a new and welcome experience to secure the

kind of concerted action which now exists under the federal

control of the railroads. The publicity which is needed to

secure support for the labor laws, is not required when the

government itself is the employer and specifies the conditions

of work wliich it wishes to have maintained.

It docs not mean, however, that the \^"omen's Service Sec-

tion is not busily engaged in securing improvement of condi-

tions of work. The sudden growth in the number of women
employed has not been accompanied in many places by
proper supervision for health and comfort. It has therefore

proved necessary to secure proper equipment and better super-

\-ision of all the conditions of work where women are em-
pl(ne(l. If, for instance, the\- are working in i.solated posi-

tions at night in the round houses or telephone offices, it has

been necessary to secure the transfer, especially of young

girls, to day time shifts. Owing to seniority rights among
railroad employees the last comers are given the most unde-

siral)le hours. Last fall there was some indication that

women might be employed on night shifts as watch-women.

The Women's Service Section has, however, taken the position

that older men who may be incapacitated for more active

work should be employed on these shifts and the employment
of women restricted to the day time hours.

'Ihere can be no question that women working as laborers

have been doing work involving too great muscular exertion.

They have handled lumber, loading and unloading it in the

yards. They have also lifted great weights of iron scrap

—

all work of tliis kind is now bemg discontinued.

The variety of occupations is surprising. One of the rail-

roads reports the emplo)ment of women in 99 different opera-

tions. It follows that the conditions of work show wide

variation and the adjustment of local conditions in case after

ca.se must be taken up. It is obviously difficult to frame rules

cf general application at once for such diversity of conditions.

Ccmjjarisons with other industries can probably best be

made in respect to the women employed in the shops. They
are operating a numijer of machines such as bolt threaders,

nut tappers, drill presses, for which no great skill or experi-

ence is needed, and which is classed as '"helpers work," and
rated at the specified pay of 45 cents an hour. They are also

employed for highly skilled work. A number have succeeded

as electric welders and o.xyacetylene burners. They have

been found well adapted for work on the air brake equip-

ment and are cleaning, testing and making minor repairs on

tri])lc valves. In some places they are now working in a

st'])arate group on the lighter weight valves, weighing not

more than 40 pounds. After a period of training they are

giving satisfaction without the help of any man operator.

This is an exceptional achievement which is the result of

careful training and the selection of the proper type of

worker, as well as a real desire to develop women as a new
source of laljor. They have responded to this treatment, take

a pride in their work and are doing it well. In other places,

however, the introduction of women into these trades has

been reluctantly undertaken, and they have been given the

least possible instruction. Given this .spirit, the employment
of women at new and unaccustomed tasks is not a success and
results only in indifferent and uninterested workers.

^^'omen are found now performing the duties of crane

operators, and hammer operators in the shops, of turntable

operators in the round hou.ses and of packers of the journal

bo.xes in the yards; they are acting as attendants in tool

rooms and storehouses; they are doing block signal work and
acting as lever women in the signal towers. This list covers

in general the more highly skilled operations in which
women have become proficient. The scarcity of male labor

has not been sufficient to cause the employment of large nuni-

i)ers in any one of these jobs. On the railroads, as elsewhere

in industry, the women of the United States have not felt the

compelling pressure cxjiericnced in England to leave their

wonted occupations and enter new lines of work, but the

attraction for the most jiart lying in the opportunity to earn

higher wages tlian women can usually obtain. A remarkabl\"

fine type of woman is now to be seen in many of tlie shops,

who enjoys the greater freedom of her work as compared witli

factory routine, although in many cases the discomfort, the

dirt and exposure is far greater. It remains to be seen

whether the women will remain in these jobs to any great

extent. The railroads will of course recognize the seniority

rights of all their employees returning from military service,

but as far as the new employees are concerned, women will

have the same privileges as other new employees in retaining

their positions or being assigned to other jobs. There can be

no doul)t that in the clerical and semi-clerical positions, they
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have proved their worth and will to a great extent be retained.

It has, in fact, .seemed questionaijle under any circumstance.s

to have women working as laborers in yards and round

houses in the immediate neighborhood of offices which de-

pend to a great extent on men's laljor for their inside force.

One further point must be mentioned in regard to the priv-

ileges which the women enjoy. They have been given fair

treatment not only in regard to pay, but in regard to com-

plaints. A woman is given a hearing according to specified

procedure and can appeal her case respectively to the director

of labor or to the adjustment boards at Washington. The
representatives of the brotherhoods are members of the

boards. Thus the women share the gains secured through

years of collective bargaining on the part of the men.

In the post war period, while there is federal control of the

railroads, the women will retain their own seniority rights,

including the privileges of promotion. The present indica-

tions are that they will remain as a permanent part of the

great army of clerical workers, rather than in the out of door

occupations and in the shops and roundhouses where the

environment is oftener unavoidably unsuitable.

In the recognition given to the labor of women, the policies

regulating their employment on the railroads forms a new

chapter in the industrial history of our country. It may be

considered one of our great gains of the war, hastening the

day of uniform recognition in all industries of these prin-

ciples.

Report on Birdsell Collision

THE REPORT OF w. P. BORLAND, chief of the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission, on the

disastrous collision on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Birdsell, Neb., September 10, last, is dated No-

vember 23. This collision was reported (as occurring near

Alliance, Neb.), in the Railway Age of November IS, page

858. Six passengers and five employees (not on duty) were

killed, and 27 persons were injured.

Alliance is the point where time is changed from Central

standard to Mountain standard. Birdsell is six miles east

of Alliance, and Hoffland is S miles east of Birdsell. The
collision occurred at 2:55 p. m. The trains involved were

westbound passenger No. 43 and work train extra No. 714.

The passenger train held a clearance card, received at Hoff-

land, and also a permissive card, received at the same place,

directing it to "proceed expecting to find a train in the block

between this station and Alliance." The work train had two

train orders, neither of which referred in any way to train

43, and tlierefore, according to the rule, .should have cleared

the main track (at Birdsell) ten minutes before train 43 was

due there. The collision occurred on a curve to the left in

a cut about 900 ft. long, with a bank about 15 ft. high on

the left, or inside of the curves The engineman could have

seen the work train from a point about 4,000 ft. distant, but

nearing the cut liis vision was limited to about 400 ft.

The fireman could have obtained a good view at a dis-

tance of 2,200 ft., and a still better view at a point 1,550 ft.

away. The weather was clear. All of the fatalities, with

one exception, occurred in the smoking car (wooden),

which was between two cars having steel underframes and of

much heavier construction.

The testimony of witnesses, as summarized in the report,

shows that six or seven men were grossly negligent in this

case, not to mention the officers, who, if the discipline was

as bad as is here indicated, must have tolerated much loose

practice.

Conductor Penninger of the work train admitted that he

entirely overlooked train No. 43, saying it was "just a lapse

of memory on my part." He received his last train-order

at Alliance, about 2 o'clock, when he had onlv about ^3

minutes before the time when he must clear No. 43, and
yet he handed the order to the engineman and said nothing.

He had witli him a telephone which he was intending to set

up at the point where the work train was taking gravel frona

a pit and the telephone seems to have occupied his mind.

He had checked the register at Alliance, but without con-

sulting his timetable.

Engineman Ellis of train 714 worked both east and west

from Alliance and he carried a watch with two hour-hands,

one showing Central time and the other showing Mountain
time. The orders received by Ellis in the morning were

shown to the fireman but not to the front end brakeman;
while those received in the afternoon were not shown either

to the lireman or the brakeman. The reason that he did not

clear No. 43 was that he was calculating on Mountain time,

and thus acting as though it were one o'clock when it was

two o'clock. He and the rest of the crew had eaten their

dinner at Alliance, where the town uses Mountain time as its

.standard, and he seems to have gone to work after dinner

without giving a thought to the difference in time. He had
seen the conductor talking with the trainmaster at Alliance

and assumed that they were consulting as to when and where

No. 43 should be met; he then looked at his watch and noted

that it was 1:15, Mountain time, and calculated that he

had cne hour and 18 minutes to go to Birdsell and clear the

main track. Not until No. 43 came in sight and he had
tried to move forward to get out of the way did he realize

that he had made a mistake in reading the time. He said

that mistakes of that kind were not unheard of and men-

tioned two cases of enginemen (with watches like his), who
had taken the side track an hour earlier than was necessary,

to meet trains, not realizing that they had made a mistake

of an hour until the conductor called tlieir attention to the

fact. He himself had never had an experience of this kind.

Alliance is not the end of a division and is not, said the

engineman, the best place to change the time. He and many
other trainmen used watches with two hands so as to obviate

the necessity of setting the watch each time a transfer was

made from one side of Alliance to the other side. His fire-

man had neither watch nor timetable, and he did not recall

having said anything to the fireman about No. 43.

Fireman Peters of this train had made only ten trips, and

had had no previous railroad experience. When examined,

on entering the company's employ, he had received a book of

rules but no timetable. He did not know what time train 43

was due at Birdsell.

Brakeman Howard of the work train understood that they

were working on Central time and knew that No. 43 was
due; he knew that his train was on the main track on the

time of No. 43, but assumed that the conductor and engine-

man had in their possession an order giving them some right

over 43.

Brakeman Ogle of the work train was making his second

trip as a brakeman and had had no previous railroad ex-

perience, except six montlis in the bridge gang. At his ex-

amination he had received a book of rules but no timetable.

Conductor Cotant of train 43 thought there were no rules

restricting the speed of a train running on a permissive

card, but thought that an engineman in such case should pro-

ceed with caution, particularly in approaching stations and

at places where the view was obscure.

Engineman Fitzpatrick of train 43 said that he was
running about 45 miles an hour and that he first saw the

work train when he was within 125 ft. of it. His under-

standing of the rule concerning permissive cards was that he

and the fireman "should keep a good lookout and still keep

the train going in good shape." He showed the permissive

card to the fireman Init did not tell him to keep a good look-

out around curves. He said that "at one time it had been the

practice to slow down absolutely at obscure places when
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Tunning on a permissive card; but this resulted in con-

stantly losing time and they were instructed to go ahead with

their trains and only look out for a flag or an indication from

tlie train in the block."

Fireman Ogden of train 43 first saw the work train when

only 100 ft. from it, and after the engineman had called to

liim. The reason that he did not see it sooner was that he

had gone into the tender to dig down coal. He admitted

that it was hfc duty to keep a lookout on curves.

Conclusions. The report gives the cause of this collision

as the presence of the work train on the main track without

authority and without flag protection, for which Conductor

I'enninger and Engineman Ellis are responsible. It is held

that if the conductor had examined his timetable while check-

ing the register at Alliance, he would not have overlooked

No. 43; and if the engineman had consulted his timetable,

prominently inscribed "Central time east of Alliance, Moun-
tain time west of Alliance," these words mu.st have attracted

his attention. Brakeman Howard was familiar with the

rules and his failure to call the attention of the conductor

and the engineman to train No. 43 was inexcusable. Fire-

man Peters and Brakeman Ogle, inexperienced men, were

apparently working without proper supervision or instruction.

"The evidence indicates that the manual block system, as

operated on this division, affords little or no protection against

collisions between trains moving in the same direction. * * *

Engineman Fitzpatrick, in running at full speed, apparently

was following the prevailing custom on this division; though

a rule on the timecard says that moving a train under caution

or under control means that the speed must be such that the

engineman shall be able to stop within the range of vision.

"This rule obviously has application to the movement of a

train when running under a permissive card notifying it of

the presence of a train in the block ahead. There is urgent

need of a change in block signal practice so as to make it

conform to the principles of safety which are intended to be

embodied in the block system."

Conductor Penninger and Engineman Ellis were experi-

enced men with good records. None of the men had been on

duty more than S'4 hours.

A Double Track Cut-off Line Completed by the A.E.F.

By Its Operation Much Time Is Saved in Transportation

Between the Base Ports and the Front

A DOUBLE TRACK CUT-OFF line by means of which much
valuable time is being saved in the tran.sportation of

men and supplies in France was one of the many
projects in the con.struction program of the American Ex-

peditionary Forces. The cut-off is ajjproxiniately 5.75 miles

in extent and it is located in the zone of the Services of Sup-

pi \-. Its construction involved 160,000 cu. yd. of cut,

Derrick Placing One of the Sixteen SO-ft. Steel Girders

414,000 cu. yd. of fill in addition to a bridge one-half mile

long spanning an important French river. Its principal pur-

pose was to provide the means for running trains around the

city of Navarre, where several French railroads converge,

thus avoiding delays in train movements arising from the

congestion of traffic in the city. The cut-off effected the im-

portant saving of 6 to 8 hours on every train in addition to

five miles in distance between the base ports and the rail

heads, back of the front, and in operation east and west-

l)Ound trains will skirt the terminal and yards passing the

city in a direct line, avoiding a long loop into the city which

had to l)e followed prior to the improvement.

In planning the connection between the cut-off line and
the existing doulile track main line a double track turnout

which would have made necessarj- a crossover cutting one

of the French tracks, was avoided and the connections were
taken off from ojjpositc sides of the right of way. On one
side the new line was carried up on a fill to a sufficient

height to permit of an overcrossing of the main line by means
of a steel girder bridge. Beyond the bridge the two tracks

converge to standard double track construction.

The largest fill on the line contains 180,000 cu. yd. of

material. The placing of this fill involved the constructic"

of a timber trestle 40 ft. in height, the material for which
was practically all .secured by detachments of forestry regi-

ments working French timber lands hundreds of miles from
the site. The great part of the fill was secured from a cut

to the west of the embankment, being moved by steam shov-
els and transported to the site in American made side dump
cars. The remainder of the fill was secured from borrow

Wheel Scrapers Were Used Extensively in Filling

pits near the base of the embankment and moved to place
with wheel scrapers. Approximately 300 horses were em-
plo)-ed in the scraper operations.

The liridge portion of the cut-off, 2,190 ft. long, is made
up of ninety-nine 14-ft. timber spans and sixteen 50-ft. steel

girder spans. This is the longest bridge which engineers of
the .\merican E.xpeditionary Forces have built in France
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Efficiency, Mo

I'he timber span.'; are supported by pile trestle bents, while

the longer steel girders rest on clusters of 4J piles. Two
pile drivers of the steam-hammer type worked from each end

of the bridge toward the center of the river, while a drop

Jiammer worked westward from

the shore end. In this structure

Jiearly 2,000 piles 50 ft. or so in

length had to be driven.

While the 180,000 cu. yd. fill

Tind the river bridge are the out-

standing features of the job, other

smaller structures had to be built.

For e.xample, there is a canal

which liad to Ije spanded by a steel

girder bridge, several highways

where overhead and undergrade

crossings had to be built, and a

number of roads which called for

relocation and rebuilding.

This project was completed

early in October. The construc-

tion was carried on under the di-

rection of the chief engineer,

American Expeditionary Forces,

through the Division of Construc-

tion and Forestry, by the 16th

Engineers (Railway), the regi-

ment recruited in Detroit, and

under the direct charge of Lieut.

-

Col. G. H. \A'ebb, formerly chief

engineer of the Michigan Central.

Freight Train

Operation

THE RAILROADS under federal

control during the month
of September handled 9.5

per cent more revenue ton miles

than were handled during Sep-

tember, 1917, according to the

monthly report of freight train operations compiled by

the Operating Statistics Section of the Railroad Ad-

ministration, and for the nine months, January to Septem-

ber, inclusive, the increase in revenue ton miles was 2.1 per

cent. The report shows continued increases in the tonnage

per train and per loaded car both for September and for the

nine months, and while the average miles per car per day

showed an increase of 1 3^ per cent in September, the average

for the nine months shows a decrease of 6.7 per cent.
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The average miles per locomotive per day decreased from

65.5 to 65 in September and from 66.8 to 65 for the nine

months, a decrease of 2.7 per cent. The percentage of loaded

car miles continues to show a decrease both for September

and for the n-ne months. There was an increase in ton

OPERATING STATISTICS
Increase

September or Decrease

Item 1918

Average miles operated—single tr.ick 226,47^.90
Freight train miles 53.025,993

Loaded freisht car miles 1.299,365,739

Empty freiRht car miles 6-42.r2S.976

Total freight car miles^loaded and empty 1,9-42.094.715

Freight locomotive miles 61.458.876
Revenue ton miles 35,763,3S0,794

Non-revenue ton miles 2,828,756 577
Total ton miles 38,592,137,371

.Vverage number of freight locomotives in service 31,512
Average number of freight locomotives in or

awaiting shop 4.669

.-\verage number of freight cars in service 2,414.218

Average number of freight cars in or awaiting
shop 149,563

Tons per train 728
Tons per loaded car 29.7

Average miles per locomotive per day 65.0

Average miles per car per day 26.8

Per cent of loaded car miles 66.9

Per cent of freight locomotives in or awaiting
shop 14.8

Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop.... 6.2

Total ton miles

—

Per freight locomotive per day 40.812

Per freight car per day 533

Per mile of road per day 5.680

• Decrease.

1917

226,608.39
52.988,930

1,325,063,036
563,772,820

1,888,835.856
61,088.176

32,666.038.568
2,802,966,284

35,469,004,852
31,090

139,817
669
26.8
65.5

Amount
•135.49
37.063

•25,697,297
78,956,156
53,258,859

370,700
3,097,342,226

25,790,293
3,123,132,519

422

•0.5

0.4
•3.3

38,027
496

5.217

1918

228.692.39
481,386.409

11.261,598.155
5,314.972.149

16.576,570.,104
559.31 2.0O1

300,327,201.897
25.979,630.234

326,306,832,131
31,544

138,501
678
29.0
65.0

37,895
491

5.227

1917

228,431.75
491.614,845

11.995.524.502
5,171,811,009
17,167.335.511

567,4,>i5,604

294,127.393.178
26,625.964.513

320.753,357,691
31.126

26.7
66.8
26.8
69.9

Amount
260.64

•10,228,436
•733.926.347
143,161,140

•590,765,207
•8,173.513

6.199.808.719
•646,334,279
5,553,474,440

418

37,747
501

5,144
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miles per mile of road per da_v amounting to 8.9 per cent for

the month of September and to 1.6 per cent for the nine
months. The total ton mileage per freight locomotive per

day shows a slight increase for nine months and an increase

of 7.3 per cent for September. The ton miles per freight car

per day showed an increase for Septemljer but a decrease for

the nine months. The statistics art- reported both by regions

and districts and Jjy the combined totals. The largest increase

in revenue ton miles for September was shown by the North-
western region, an increase of 14.2 per cent. For the nine
months' period the largest increase was sho\\Ti in the Southern
region, 8.3 per cent. The combined figures for September and
the nine months' period as compared with the corresponding
I)eriods of 1917 are shown in the table.

Railway Fire Protection Association Convention

First Meeting Since Federal Control Addressed by Manager
Fire, Loss and Protection Section

THE FIFTH AXXUAL MEETING of the Railway Fire Pro-

tection Association took place at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, on December 3, 4 and 5, with an attend-

ance of nearly two hundred. The convention was the first

since the inauguration of government control as well as the

first since the unification of railway fire prevention work
under the Fire Loss and Protection Section of the Railroad

Administration. B. S. Mace, superintendent of insurance of

the Baltimore & Ohio and president of the association, pre-

sided. In tlie enforced absence of G. L. Ball, .secretary and
treasurer, R. R. Hackett, insurance inspector of the Baltimore

& Ohio, acted as secretary. By far the most important fea-

ture of the program was an address by Charles N. Rambo,
manager of Fire Loss and Protection Section, who spoke on

the co-operation e.xpected of the individual railway fire pro-

tection organizations by the Railroad Administration. Fol-

lowing is an abstract of his remarks:

Rambo Outlines Plans of his Section

In operating the railroads, the director general, as an eco-

nomic matter, instructed that the carriers should not renew

any fire insurance on property under federal control or any

liai)ility in connection with the operation or use of such prop-

erty. This meant that the former average annual insurance

carried, amounting to slightly over two billions of dollars has,

or will eventually e.xpire. This insurance indemnity did

not represent the full value of the properties owned by the

railroads or of their liabilities to others for property in transit.

In the majority of instances, the railroads insured only a

percentage of actual value and in other instances did not

purchase or carry any insurance whatever, so that the meas-

ure of insurance value does not represent to any degree the

value of railroad jiroperties which might be subjected to fire

loss or damage.
The director general in ordering the termination of insur-

ance, however, called particular attention to the inspection

of properties with the observance of measures far prevention

of loss which it would be desirable to adopt, as the insurance

companies had, to a large extent, heretofore performed in-

spections as a part of their service as in.surers and for the

mutual protection of themselves and the railroads insured.

A questionnaire was sent out by the director general to all

railroads, calling for statistics and information, including

the organized work incident to fire protection. From the

many replies received it was indicated that there was no uni-

form or well defined method and that with the exception of

a few of the larger roads, fire prevention work and its super-

vision was being given very little attention unless the insur-

ance companies happened to present suggestions through

which they believed the properties should benefit.

The director general recognized the large annual fire waste

in the United States, estimated at approximately $300,000.-

000 per \-ear and especially the annual fire waste on railroad

properties whicli, from statistics furnished from 160 Class I

roads and 83 switching and terminal roads averaged $7,056,-
500 per year over a tliree-year period, this figure including
amount of losses experienced in excess of insurance carried.
With the figures reported on the roads under federal con-

trol, the average annual fire loss for the last three years has
meant that approximately twenty-seven dollars has been lost

by fire per mile of railroad and that for every day in the
year there was an average fire waste of $19,333 on railroads,
the average annual loss to properh- value insured being 34.3
rents per $100.

Recognizing that a large majority of fires are preventable
and are due to carelessness or failure to provide adequate
fire protection measures, he brought about the establishment
of the Insurance and Fire Protection Section of the United
States Railroad Administration, now known as the Fire Loss
and Protection Section in order to standardize practices as
far as possible and co-ordinate the work. . . .

A comparison of international fire losses in the year pre-
ceding tlie war proves to us that we have been a wasteful na-
tion in permitting the destruction of our properties and ma-
terials l)y fire as we have in many other directions, and it

would appear that there has been no greater needless and
licedless waste than that produced by fire. The average loss
of seven European nations and the United States was a little

less than 50 cents per capita. Our per capita fire loss was
approximate!}- $2.10, so that the average of seven European
countries without the United States was less than 27 cents.

These statistics emphasize our nation's carelessness. We
must lie awakened to the fact that the fire menace and fire

los.'^es mean an absolute waste, and insurance is merelv a
means for distriliuting the loss, not of replacing the actual
|)hysical property destro>ed, as the wealth destroyed has ac-
tually passed out of existence. ...

At the outset the director general issued in the form of a
fire prevention po.ster. a notice or request which I believe, in

a nutshell, places the guarding of the properties against loss
by fire ver\- clearly before the officers and employees of rail-

roads, and which I believe is of sufficient importance for me
to quote as follows:

1. All officers and employees of r.l!lro.nd.« should be on guard at all
limes, show their loyalty and cooperation, and through earnest efforts
and constant vigilance, accent their responsibility toward the elimination
of the unnecessary fire loss to railroad properties!

-. I-et each employee consider himself a fire inspector or warden as
far as his particular duties are concerned, and in so far as any dangerous
condition may come to his notice; and let each one have in mind constantly
that through no act of his, or through no lack of action on his part, will

he create a fire hazard or allow one to pass unnoticed.

3. If you know of or see a fire dancer or hazard, report it immedi-
ately to your superior in charge of your department.

4. Keep in mind co-istanlly that the I'lrst rcq'iisite in the prevention

of fire waste is good housekeeping—meaning cleanliness. Remove accumu-

btions of nihbish and waste, and guard inflammable property and materials

from all sources of danger by fire. Guard against not only physical defects

but neglects brought about through carelessness, indifference, ignorance,

pr wilfulness on the part of any person. Smoking is a general habit;

Bu.nrd carefullv against hazards and careless practices incident to it.
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5. Railroad operation is in its nature so continuous that destruction of

property used in it leaves marked consequential losses. The acceptance

of individual responsibility will prevent not only large waste of property

which cannot be replaced today, but temporary loss of employment through

the destruction of facilities, and serious interference with operations.

Organization for Fire Prevention Under Federal

Control

Primary attention to fire prevention is to be given by each

railroad under federal control through its operating officers

and under them, if the railroad is of a sufficient size to war-

rant it through the establishment of fire protection and fire

prevention departments, under the supervision of men
trained in the study of those questions and under whom will

be the individual railroad's staff of fire prevention inspec-

tors. These inspectors will travel over the railroad's proper-

ties, giving careful study to the fire dangers and making

periodical inspections of all properties with frequent inspec-

tions of the larger properties, seeing that everything is being

done that can possibly be done to eliminate fire dangers.

These departments of the railroad are the educational

channels, doing their work directly under the management

of their road and with the officers, agents and employees;

recommending, suggesting and conferring in connection with

the correction of bad practices or the reduction of dangers.

The training of the human element is the great problem to

be contended with and a constant vigilance is necessary to

overcome the frequent thoughtless, careless, or even negligent

habits so often found. With the officers of the railroads giv-

ing tlie fire prevention work their active co-operation, re-

garding it of prime importance to the safeguarding of their

operations, much may be accomplished.

The fire protection organizations of the railroads, through

the federal or general managers, will come under the direc-

tion and authority of the regional directors of their district.

The Fire Loss and Protection Section of the Central Admin-

istration will deal primarily through the regional directors,

but will be of such co-operation through the federal or gen-

eral managers and the various fire protection departments as

may be necessary or desirable. The staff of general inspec-

tors of the Fire Loss and Protection Section will act in an

advisory and co-operative way through visits to the various

regions and the large and important properties therein to

assist the local forces in the proper protection of the proper-

ties.

Preventive Measures

The essential features to be considered by those who study

the problems of fire protection are:

First: Construct buildings on fire-resisting lines so as to minimize the

possibility of lire starting and prevent its unrestricted spread and oppor-

tunity for serious loss. The proper time to guard buildings against loss

by fire is during their construction. . . .

Second: Prevent fires from starting through the reduction and safe-

guarding of common hazards and those inherent to the particular property.

Third: Provide adequate private and public facilities for extinguishing

a fire, should it start, and be prepared to fight a small fire before it becomes

dangerous. All of the expense met with in the installation of fire fighting

equipment, water supplies, etc., can be counted as naught if the men to

promptly use it are not trained and ready, and if it is not properly cared

for and kept in serviceable condition.

One of the first demands in connection with the study of

fire prevention is that of good housekeeping, involving such

detailed enforcements as will insure cleanliness throughout

a property as a matter of daily duty and through which

means the possibility of lires may be largely avoided. This

can. be accomplished by the appointment of employees in

each portion of a property with such authority as may be

necessary to see that cleanliness is observed and through the

posting of official notices in prominent places requiring the

carrying out of fire protection rules so prepared as to meet

conditions usually found in railroad properties.

Approximately seventy-five per cent of the fire loss could be

p^e^'ented by the general exercise of constant care and by

seeking out and removing unnecessary hazards.

Fire Fighting Apparatus

The subject of fire e.xtinguishing apparatus is necessarily

one of great detail and brings out the study of the extent

and character of the properties and the natural conditions

.surrounding them, and their use and occupancy. The class

of appliances will necessarily cover a wide range, starting

however, with the idea of having an ample supply of water

to meet the maximum of conditions that might arise. Care-

ful study is necessary to determine the specific character of

fire extinguishing devices required to meet the demands of

each class of property. These include the use of automatic

sprinkler protection which is the best class that may be con-

sidered and which is recognized as the only one producing

the maximum of efficiency and success in controlling fires;

water mains and fire hydrant systems under ample volume

and pressure from public or private reseri'oir or other source

of supply, with incidental fire pumps, elevated tanks, stand-

pipes, fire hose, fire extinguishers, steam jets, sandpails,

water barrels and pails; all of which must be studied and
installed with a due regard to their relative values. An im-

portant fire fighting agency on railroad properties is the

locomotive and yard engine used at terminals and large yards

remote from public protection, so equipjjed for supplying

water under pressure with the aid of fire hose as to give

good service in event of fires in rolling equipment and its

lading. Tug boats equipped with fire pumps are also a valu-

able factor in fighting fires on waterfront properties. . . .

Rigid and systematic inspection of all fire apparatus

should also be made by specially delegated employees on

each property, preferably members of fire brigades, at least

once a week; everj-thing, including the smallest piece of

apparatus, should be in its place and in good order ready

for use, and a repoit of such inspection should be made to

those in authority on each property. In connection with

fire extinguishing apparatus, a study of its utility should be

given, as well as the care of appliances, that we may be as-

sured of it being an approved and well tested and tried de-

vice, the durability to be studied in connection with the

economies.

Fire alarm systems are an important factor, particularly

in large properties, to obtain prompt use of fire appliances,

through the immediate summoning of drilled employees and

municipal departments.

The success of fire prevention must be due entirely to

well-organized forces. The organization of the fire preven-

tion and protection work on railroads must be undertaken

with intelligence and a due regard to local conditions. It

is necessary that the importance of the work be recognized,

by all in authority, and in charge of property. Fire pre-

vention requires thorough publicity that all employees may
be advised of its scope, and tliat education respecting it

.should penetrate all parts of a system in order that the old

and prevalent idea of "security" against fire dangers may
be eliminated. . . . Fires, like accidents, happen at

unexpected times. Continued vigilance is therefore essential

and without a general co-operation and knowledge of dangers,

we cannot escape their consequences. . . . There has

been sent to the various railroads a form giving the causes or

origin of fire losses, that they may be studied by the in-

spectors and others and used as a guide for compiling the

losses that may be incurred. A knowledge of the causes of

losses is essential to the proper comprehension of fire dangers.

Report of Committee on Statistics

The report of the Committee on Statistics was read by
E. B. Berry, supervisor of fire protection. Southern Railroad,
chairman. It follows in part:

Of the 75 railroads (representing 186, ,540 miles) holding
membership, 49 railroads (representing 141,149 miles) re-

ported 5,701 fires in 1917, with a total loss of $4,889,146,
an average loss per fire of $857.59, and an average loss per
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mile of road of $34.47. This compares favorably with

$921.28, average loss per fire, and $38.71, average loss per

mile of road, reported for the year 1916.

It is practically impossible to present for your considera-

tion comparative figures owing to the fact that although the

same number of roads sent in statements, the mileage re-

ported in 1917 is 21,044 miles greater than reported in 1916.

The information is sufficient, however, to show that the aver-

age fire loss on railroads is being maintained with a very

unsatisfactory degree of consistency.

In respect to the origin report for 1917, you will again

find five origins caused 65.02 per cent of the total number
of fires, locomotive sparks causing 22.04 per cent; unknown
causes accounting for 21.05 per cent; heating appliances,

11.37; adjacent property, 6.14; locomotive hot coals, 4.42.

The amount of loss charged to these origins is $2,971,727,

or 60.59 per cent of the total.

As in the past, the property subject to the most consistent

and uniform loss is rolling stock, which suffered 38.72 per

cent of the number of fires and 19.74 per cent of the loss.

Bridges and trestles sustained 9 per cent of fires and 2.97

per cent of the loss, merchandise in transit 8.91 per cent of

fires and 15.26 per cent of the loss. Piers, wharves, etc.,

sustained .23 per cent of 'fires with 23 per cent of the total

loss. While the increased tonnage handled by the railroads in

1917, as well as the increased value of tonnage and building

cost, gave a relative increase to the carriers' liability for fire

loss, the only encouraging feature of this report is the re-

duction of $4.24 in loss per mile of road.

Inspection Bureaus and Inspectors

R. H. Newbem, superintendent of insurance and safety of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, read a paper on What Inspection

Bureaus Should Do and What Inspectors Should Be. He
stated that all plans for the construction work which will be

undertaken by the railroads now that the war is over, should

be submitted to the insurance departments for criticism to

insure proper location of fire lines and hydrants, to specify

the size and class of mains and fittings, to lay out watch-

man's .service, fire alarm systems and to safeguard exposures

by the installation of cut-offs, fire doors and fire shutters,

etc. All requisitions for fire equipment should be submitted

to the insurance department by the purchasing department
for approval, to permit standardizing the equipment as well

as to effect economies in its purchase.

He emphasized the importance of employing high grade

fire inspectors and enumerated essential qualifications which
such officers must have. He cited the records of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad as justifying the development and main-
tenance of a well-organized fire inspection bureau. For
many years the road has issued annual statements showing
the number of fires extinguished by the employees with the

company's fire apparatus. In 1917, there were 334 fires so

extinguished with a loss of but $12,500 in properties having
a valuation in excess of $10,000,000. For a long period the

Pennsylvania Railroad has had an average fire loss of less

than 10 cents per $100 risk. It is estimated that the annual
expense for fire protection on the Pennsylvania System is

about $400,000, which is slightly greater than the annual
fire loss.

Other Reports and Addresses

A paper on Guarding and Watchmen Problems at Ter-
minals and Yards was presented by H. A. Bruck, Superin-
tendent of Insurance, Western IMaryland. An abstract of
this paper will appear in a later issue.

Robert Scott, superintendent of insurance and safety of

the Atlantic Coast Line, read a paper on how to maintain
interest in fire prevention, an abstract of which will be pub-
lished later.

R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern
region, addressed the convention on Wednesday morning. He

pointed out the fact that fire losses are operating charges

which the United States Government and therefore the pub-

lic rather than private corporations must bear. From this

position, it should be to the interest of the public to co-

operate in the reduction of these losses by proper preventive

measures. Mr. Aishton also urged increased interest in the

enforcement of rules which past experience has shown ad-

visable to eliminate unnecessary hazards. It is the duty

of the insurance inspectors to see that these instructions are

followed. Mr. Aishton stated further that the director gen-

eral and the regional directors are much interested in the

work of fire prevention and intend to get behind it just as

they have the movement of munitions and troops.

L. F. Shedd, superintendent of safety and fire prevention

of the Rock Island Lines, delivered an address on The Ad-
vantages of Having a Fire Loss and Protection Section.

C. P. Beistle, chemist of the Bureau of Explosives, read
a carefully prepared technical discussion of the various types

of portable extinguishers which do not require special skill

or knowledge in maintenance and use.

J. E. Martin, Jr., engineer, insurance department, Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation, read a progress report of the Com-
mittee on Fire Protection in Passenger Equipment in the

absence of G. L. Ball, chairman. There was considerable

general discussion of this report. While there was unan-
imous condemnation of hand grenades and dry powder as

extinguishers, there was divergence of opinion regarding the

relative merits of carbon tetra-chloride and acid and soda
machines. Among the objections to the acid and soda ma-
chine was that it was subject to corrosion and freezing and
was not ab.solutely safe, occasionally bursting and resulting

in injuries to em]iloyees or passengers. The carljon tetra-

chloride machine, on the other hand, is criticized because of

its small capacity, its .small discharge openings which are

subject to clogging and the tendency of its working parts

to clog after long use. ConsideraJjle difficult}' has also been
experienced in protecting the latter type of machine from
theft by automobilists.

Robert Scott, vice-chairman of tlie Committee on a Hand
Book on Railroad Fire Prevention and Protection, reported
that Mr. Rambo, the chairman, had undertaken to prepare
a handbook in his capacity of manager of the Fire Loss and
Protection Section of the Railroad Administration, and that
this publication would soon be distributed among fire pre-
vention officers of the railroads.

W. F. Hickey, superintendent insurance department, New
Haven, read the report of the Committee on Fire Prevention
and Protection of ^^harves and Piers, of which he is chair-

man. It was a comprehensive and detailed discussion of
proper construction of piers and extinguishing equipment
and of the organization which should be maintained to pre-
vent fires.

E. Wanamaker, electrical engineer. Rock Island Lines,
read a paper on handling acetylene welding outfits in shops.
An abstract will appear in next week's issue of the Railwav
Age.

Hale Holden, regional director, Central Western Region,
addressed the association in the afternoon of the second day's
session. He stated diat it was fortunate that the fire pro-
tection association was organized several years ago, as it

offers the Railroad Administration an opportunit>- to dissem-
inate information and secure unified action through an
agency alread>- well established. He commended tlie work
of the association, saying that next to safeguarding life and
limb the conser\-ation of railroad propert)- from loss through
fire was the most important duty of railroad men. the direc-
tor general and the regional directors will energeticallv as-

sist in promoting fire prevention. Regardless of the final

solution of the railroad problem the elimination of fire losses

will receive increa.sed attention. It is a permanent part of
railroad work.
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C. N. Ramljo was j^iven the chair for a time to answer
inquiries of members regarding work of the lire loss and
protection section. He explained the two types of report

forms he has prepared to be tilled out and sent him monthly,
one covering inspections made and other fire losses incurred.

The Membership of the Association

The report of the Executive Committee, read Ijy Robert

Scott, chairman, showed an increase in members during the

past year of 14 and a loss through resignations of 10 mem-
bers. The total membership to date is 122 men representing

67 railroads, one electric line, al.so the Railroad Administra-

tion, the Emergency Fleet Corporation, and Uie U. S. Steel

Corporation. Nine members were reported with the colors.

Encouragement from the Director General

A telegram was received during the first day's session from

Director General McAdoo commending the Association for

its past work and pointing out its great opportunity for in-

creased usefulness in the future as an agency for reducing

the irretrievable economic loss resulting from fires on our

railroads. In reply the Association telegraphed the director

general its appreciation of the words of encouragement con-

tained in his message and the assurance that every effort

would be made by the organization and its members indi-

vidually to make the program of the Fire Loss and Protection

Section successful.

The report of the Committee on Fire Prevention and
Protection in Terminal, Classification and Storage Yards,
read by P. A. Bissell, general fire inspector of the Railroad
Administration, was an elaboration of a report on the same
subject submitted last year and abstracted in the Railway
Age. In the di.scussion of the report, fire cars were highly

recommended by those who have used them. E. W. Osborn,
insurance inspector of the Northern Pacific, stated that but

for fire cars the road's loss in the recent forest fires in

northern Minnesota would have been a half million more.

They did especially good .service in the large yard in Du-
luth. This yard, containing 2,000 cars, was attacked by
the fire at one extremity, and by dropping a suction hose

into the bay from a fire car, the yard forces were able to

cut off the conflagration. A progress report of the Com-
mittee on Oil Burning Appliances, B. S. Mace, chairman.
was read. It contained tentative rules for storage and use

of fuel oil and for construction and in.stallation of oil burn-
ing equipments in railroad shops. Robert Scott, Atlantic

Coast Line, was elected president of the association for the

coming year; E. B. Berry, Southern Railroad, was elected

vice-president, and G. L. Ball, Frisco, was re-elected sec-

retar}'-treasurer.

Aero Alarm Company, New York and Seattle, had an
exhibit of automatic fire alarms at the Hotel Sherman for

the benefit of members of the association.

Convention of Railway Telegraph Superintendents

Censoring of Messages and Question of Standards for

Railroad Administration Considered

THE ANN'UAL MEETING of the Association of Railway

Telegraph Superintendents was held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, on December 5 and 6. M. H.

Clapp, manager of the Telegraph section of the United States

Railroad Administration and president of the association,

occupied the chair, and W. L. Connelly (N. Y. C.) acted as

secretary of the meeting.

The president, in his opening address, discussed the

changed conditions which began to occur after the last an-

nual meeting which was held at St. Paul, Minn., in 1916.

(Railway Age Gazette, June 30, page 1157.) These condi-

tions which became more abnormal after the entrance

of this country into the war entailed extra work on the

members as railroad officers, which resulted in but few being

able to find time to devote to association affairs. The annual

meeting which was to have been held in Washington, D. C,
in 1917, was finally postponed to conserve time and re-

sources. The executive committee, however, issued a call for

a special meeting, which was held at Chicago on Noveml)er

22 and 2.3, 1917. At this meeting brief reports from the dif-

ferent special committees were considered, as was the con-

.servation of telegraphing and telephoning over commercial

and railroad wires. The shortage of operators, plans for

schools of instruction and the emergency use of facilities in

the operation of railroads to meet the war situation were also

discussed. Tlie president outlined the conditions brought

about by the government assuming control of the railroads

the first of the year and sjioke of the proposed amalgamation

of the various railroad associations. He further stated that

while the association had not made much progress during the

last two vears the outlook for the future was decidedly

bright.

Committee Reports

Reports were submitted by special committees 1, 2, 5, and

7, while committees 3, 4, and 6 also presented brief reports.

Special committee No. 1, reporting on The Construction and
Maintenance of Outside Plant, wished to decide certain fun-

damental principles for use in writing pole line specifications

and the following questions were presented for decision:

(a) Shall the pole lines be designed to have a factor of

safety in construction under certain assumed loadings of ice

and wind for the territory in which they are located, and the

ultimate number of wires to be placed on them?
(b) The committee recommended that the different wind

pressures to be assumed be 2, 4, 6, and 8 lb., which are pro-

duced by wind velcK:ities of 33.5, 49, 61.5, and 72 miles,

respectively. The different ice loads recommended were yi
in., fi in., J4 '"•! }& '"•. ^nd no coating of ice on the con-

ductors.

(c) The factor of safety to be used in connection with

pole line structures was recommended as two, except where
the poles are located within striking distance of main tracks,

in which case there shall be a factor of safety of three.

(d) The classes of poles recommended for use are class

"AA," "A," "B," "C" and "D" (present Western Union
standards).

(e) It was recommended that the lowest wire on pole lines

should clear the ground by at least 1 ft.

(f) It was recommended that pole lines having capacities

for 6, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 aerial wires be considered

standard, and that specifications for 60, 70, and 80 aerial

wires be provided but not to be used except in .special cases.

(g) It was recommended that the minimum spacing be-

tween poles be 75 ft. and the maximum 130 ft.
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(h) Tin- committee recommended that storm guys should

not ordiniirilv be considered a part of the pole line structure

when figuring the necessarj' strength for carrying the differ-

ent wire loads, but should be used in order to keep down the

vibration of the lines when they are subjected to storm

conditions.

Committee No. 2, reporting on The Construction and

Maintenance of Inside Plant, suijmitted to the meeting a

report covering the location, instalhition and wiring of equip-

ment for the ordinary way station.

Committee No. 5, reporting on Protection Against light-

ning and High Tension Circuits, made the following recom-

mendations :

(a) All wires should enter the stations through line fuses

of 7 to IS ampere capacity with cutout of the so-called self-

cleaning air gap or vacuum t>pe on the office side of the line

fuses. Reports on vacuum arresters indicate that for the

present it would be advisable to use an air gap arrester in

multiple with each vacuum arrester. This recommendation

is based on information that vacuum arresters now in service

on railroad tele[)hone lines do not maintain their low voltage

breakdown at all times. Future developments may eliminate

the necessity of air gap arresters in parallel with vacuum
types.

(b) Low ampere fuses, '/ to one ampere, should lie used

between the arresters and the telephone equipment.

(c) After installation, reasonable maintenance being as-

sumed, protectors used at telephone stations owned by rail-

roads shall not break down on voltages below .S.SO volts d.c,

but should break down at 750 volts d.c.

Committee No. 7, reporting on Railroad Message Traffic,

presented to the meeting a report and recommendation of the

requirements that must be met in order to justify the instal-

lation of the printing telegraph.

Elimination of Unnecessary Telegraph and Telephone

Business

The president, as manager of the Telegraph section of the

Railroad Administration, in speaking of Circular No. 61 is-

sued by the director general under date of October 25 with

reference to relieving the railroad telephone and telegraph

facilities from unnecessary business, .«tated that the circular

was jjased on a resolution adopting a rejiort of the special

committee at the meeting held at Chicago on November 22,

1917. A brief comparison was then made jjetween Circular

No. 61 and the special report. In this connection the form

of traingram envelope and blank was discussed and the pres-

ident announced he was working on the compilation of a

cipher code for the Railroad Administration for use in ob-

taining brevity in telegrajihic transmission, and that he has

already recommended that the symbol system be made the

standard.

A plan for the estalilishment of a standard system of

censoring w-as presented and discussed, also the question

whether telegrams should be censored before or after trans-

mission.

With reference to the establishment of a standard system

of censoring, which has been started but not yet completed,

it is the intention to place a censor in the office of the Tele-

graph .section at Washington as well as in the offices of the

regional directors and on the various railroads. The work

of each censor should be done under authority given In- the

highest officer of the organization to which he is assigned.

It shall be their duty to go over messages sent over railroad

wires, and it will be necessary for them to visit different

offices as occasion arises. Censors should be furnished with

copies of messages sent over commercial wires by railroad

employees, and it is to be the duty of the censors to take up
WMth the officers and employees over whom they have juris-

diction any violations of Circular No. 61. It has not iieen

definitely decided whether telegrams should be censored after

transmission or before they are sent.

Adoption of Standards

Referring to standards the president stated it to be his

intention as manager of the Telegraph section to develop

and fix certain standards in conjunction with the Association

for the use of the railroads under federal control in connec-

tion with telegraph and telephone facilities; this subject

being brought up to obtain the views of the members of the

Association. In considering the establishment of standards

it was felt that they could be listed under the three heads

of outside plant, inside plant and traffic.

Some of the standards suggested for establishment in con-

nection with outside plant are pole lines, underground con-

struction, wire crossings, transpositions, installations of

cables, terminal pole construction, maintenance rules for

linemen and gangs, and specifications for different items of

material.

Under inside plant some suggested standards cover such

.subjects as switchboards of all classes and sizes for telegraph

and telephone circuits, single line telegraph circuits, concen-

tration units, equipment arrangement in railroad telegraph

and telephone offices, wiring of telephone sets, selector tele-

])hone circuits and .systems, jack bo.xes for telegraph and

telephone circuits, phantom telephone circuits, block tele-

phone circuits, general specifications for location and wiring

of equipment and a handbook of standard telegraph and

telephone circuits. In connection wuth inspection and manu-
facturers' specifications and instructions for telephone and

telegraph material it was felt that consideration should be

given to such items as batteries, concentration units, tele-

phone receiver and transmitter cords, jack boxes, telephone

and telegraph selectors, desk and wall telephone sets, tele-

phone sets for. blind sidings, cables for office and outside use

and wire.

Under the head of traffic, subjects for consideration were

operating rules, .symbol system, mailgram system, standard

message blank, the placing of the initials of the railroad

after the signature on messages, plan for numbering mes-

sages and standard wire signals.

The president, in suggesting the subjects outlined above,

wished to obtain the views of the association as a guide and
stated it was his intention to include in his lists, in so far

as practicalde, such standards and .specifications as were

agreed upon b}' the association.

There were registered at the opening sessions 86 active

members, 14 associate members and 34 visitors and guests.

Recommendations on pole lines were amended to make the

maximum spacing of poles 140 feet. The subcommittee of

Committee Number One, on underground conduits, sub-

mitted amendments to the recommendations. During the

discussion of the report of Committee Number Two. the

importance of proper protection for office equipment was

brought up. This matter was also considered by Commit-
tee Number Five in connection with protection against light-

ning in high tension circuits. It is particularly necessary that

liroper protection be furnished where high tension lines

parallel telegraph and telephone lines, one railroad having

had seven stations destroyed in four years, due to inductive

surges.

The report of Committee Number Five shows that 46

different types of lightning arresters are used on railroads

with amjicre fuse capacity ranging from one-half to 20 am-
peres. A number of types of grounds are in use and in-

vestigations show that no regular method of testing these

grounds are adopted In' the various railroads. It was
recommended that standard grounds be presented, as well

as standard tinethods of testing them, and that some stand-

ard form of .systematic inspection be adopted in order to pro-

vide standard practice for the roads.



General News Department

The governor of Florida, in a message to a special session
of the Legislature on November 29, recommended the aboli-
tion of the State Railroad Commission. The governor sug-
gested that if and when the railroads shall be returned to
their owners, the commission can be re-established.

The landing place for the airplane mail carriers, flying
from Washington to New York, has been changed' from
Belmont Park, 20 miles east of New York, to Elizabeth,
N. J., 12 miles west of New York. The post office depart-
ment expects to have airplanes carrying mail regularly
between New York and Chicago on and after December 1.

A recommendation of army engineers that the Interstate

Commerce Commission be required to exercise the same
supervision over water carriers that it does over rail carriers,

is contained in a report on the development of transportation
on the Ohio river, forwarded to Congress by the Secretary
of War. The engineers also recommend that the commission
be authorized to fix minimimi and maximum rates for freight
movement by water.

Correction

In the list of firms to whom space had been allotted for

the 1919 Annual Exhibit of the National Railway Appliances
Association, published in our issue of November 22, pa.qe 936.

the name of the Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y., was
omitted. This company was allotted space at the same time
the other firms received their allotments and its name should
have appeared in the original list. •

Transportation Conference

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States has
called a conference representing the various interests of the
nation—financial, commercial, industrial, agricultural, labor,

civic, social, and governmental—affected by transportation,

to meet in Washington December 12 and 13. The purpose is

an exchange of views with respect to future control and
ownership of the transportation agencies. This is only the
first of a series of conferences which it will be necessary to

hold before any declaration can be made.

Railway Engineers to Be Demobilized

The department of military railways, like many other war
activities, is winding up its affairs as rapidly as possible.

While many of the railway forces abroad will undoubtedly
be required there for some time, certain units have been
assigned to early convoys for return to this country, accord-
ing to an announcement by General March, chief of staff,

and he included also 38,000 men in railway engineers and
special units as among the troops designated for demobiliza-
tion in the United States. S. M. Felton, director general of
military railways, hopes to be able to complete his work
in Washington and to return to Chicago in about two
months.

employ discharged men should communicate at once with
the federal directors for the states in which their work is

located. It is also provided that the railroad and fuel

administrations, the Shipping Board and the post office

department may send accredited representatives to the camps
to furnish the camp commanders with information as to
opportunities for employment, but such representatives will

not be permitted to deal directly with the men themselves.

Tie Producers

The proposed meeting of Railroad Tie Producers' Associa-
tion has been again postponed, because of a renewed outbreak
of influenza. The meeting will probably be held at St. Louis
in the fourth week in January, in connection with the conven-
tion of the American Wood Preservers' Association.

Yardmasters Form New Association

At a meeting held in Cincinnati on December 1, si.x or-

ganizations of yardmasters and terminal officers were con-
solidated to form the "Terminal Railroad Yardmasters of

America," intended to be a national organization. Among
the associations represented are the National Association of
Yardmasters, the Terminal Officers' Association of America,
the Brotherhood of Railroad Yardmasters and the Railway
Yardmasters' Association of America. F. N. Mason, C, M.
& St. P., Milwaukee, Wis., formerly grand president of the

National Association of Yardmasters, w-as elected president,

and Frank X. Luxman, "Soo Line," St. Paul, Minn., was
elected first vice-president. The promoters saj' that the new-

organization represents a membership of 2.500 men. Head-
quarters will be established at Columbus. Ohio.

Banker Modifies Stand on Government Ownership

John J. Mitchell, president of the Illinois Trust & Savings
Bank, Chicago, whose espousal of government ownership
was quoted in the Railiray Age of November 29, has since

modified his attitude toward the solution of the railroad

problem. In an interview made public on December 3, he
recommends the operation of the railroads through an or-

ganization similar to that of the federal reserve banking
system. According to his plan, a board of control, with
headquarters at Washington, would be appointed in a man-
ner to be determined by Congress and would consist of the
foremost men in the country. This board might be made
up of seven members with either three railroad men as a
minority or four railroad men as a majority. There should
then be appointed regional directors, seven in number, pos-
sibly, covering the entire country. The properties might
remain under their present ownership for operation, but
subject to the supervision of the regional directors and in

turn to the final authority of the government board at Wash-
in.gton.

To Assist Discharged Soldiers in

Obtaining Employment
Representatives of the United States Employment Service

are to be stationed in all army camps and stations in this

country to assist discharged soldiers in securing suitable

civilian employment, according to an arrangement made
effective between the War Department and the Department
of Labor. Under this arrangement, agents of individual

companies will not be allowed to enter the camps to recruit

labor for any particular enterprise or solicit or make con-
tracts with discharged soldiers. All employers desiring to

"Soldiers First!"

This is a new slogan on the Canadian Pacific. A. D. Mac-
Tier, vice-president, has posted a bulletin which reads in part:

"It is desired that all officers and employees concerned
shall, in so far as possible, place themselves in the position

of the father, mother, wife, sister or other relative of the

returning soldiers, and deal with them as they would wish
to be dealt with under similar circumstances. . . . Troop
trains are to be given every possible despatch . . . and
arc to be given preference over all other trains including
regular passenger trains.
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"Station staffs at destination points should be fully and
promptly advised of the expected time of the arrival of troop
trains, with all particulars available as to the names of steam-
ships from which the passengers come, and any other known
details. Operators should keep in close touch with the
movements of the trains so that the information posted may
be up to the minute. Train inquiry clerks as well as all

other station staff concerned will be expected to deal courte-
ously and patiently with all inquiries, giving them correctly
and clearly the fullest iuformation possible in response to
their inqiries."

The Railway of the Forty-fifth Parallel

The railway across Europe following the forty-fifth parallel

which for many years has been a favorite subject of dis-

cussion by various French interests has again been brought
up for consideration. Press despatches from Paris under
date of November 24 tell of an interview in L'Information
with Jules Cels recently appointed Under Secretary of Public
Works and Transport in which in speaking of the work of
his department, he says:

"Studies are being made of a plan for a great international

railway route from Bordeaux to Odessa. There is also a

committee studying the project of constructing a tunnel
under the English Channel and another through the Vosges
Mountains, west of Alsace."

The general line suggested follows the forty-fifth parallel

of latitude and runs from Bordeaux to Lyons, then to Milan,
Venice and Triest, thence by way of the Save Valley to

Agram, the Jugo-Slav center, and thence to Belgrade,
Bucharest and Odessa. Most of the railway links in this

chain are already constructed, but they are under various
administrations, and there are unfinished links, chiefly across
Jugo-Slav districts.

Records of Passenger Train Performance

in the Northwestern Region

Although unnecessary duplication of passenger service has

been eliminated by the Railroad Administration, the rivalry

which formerly existed between the roads in the matter of

maintaining published schedules has not been abolished. In

the Northwestern region the performance of passenger trains

is summarized in monthly reports, showing for each road the

number of trains operated, the number on time and those

arriving at destination from 15 to 30 minutes, from 30 to 60

minutes and one hour or more behind the schedule. Similar

data are shown for the trains received from connecting

lines.

The reports show that during the month of September the

total number of trains operated was 7,574, of which 5,711,

or 75.4 per cent, arrived at the destination on time; 659 were
15 to 30 minutes late; 686 were 30 minutes to one hour late,

and 518 more than one hour late. This included 419 trains

received late from connecting roads. In October the total

number of trains was 7,862, of which 5.938, or 75.5 per cent,

arrived on time. There were 674 from 15 to 30 minutes late;

703 from 30 minutes to one hour late, and 547 one hour or

more late. The trains received late from connections num-
bered 435. .Among the individual roads, one of the best show-
ings was that of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.
This road operates about 800 passenger trains each month,
and during September and October 88 per cent of these

arrived at the terminal on time.

Campaign Against Car Thieves

Reports from the secret service of the Railroad Administra-
tion indicate that the campaign for the apprehension of car

thie\es is progressing with very satisfactory results. Last
week, Monday, merchandise valued at $4,006 was recovered
at Bessemer and Blue Creek. Ala., from a "fence" there and
several arrests were made. At Halifax. N. C, an employee
of the Atlantic Coast Line and five citizens of local promi-
nence were arrested in connection with a series of car rob-
beries extending over a huig period. One of the defendants

committed suicide. Several thousand dollars' worth of goods
were recovered. At Detroit, last Friday, four "receivers,"
having in their possession 4,930 half pints of whiskey, stolen
from the Wabash Railroad, were arraigned. On Saturday an
18-year-old express messenger between Washington and
Philadelphia was arrested by the railroad inspectors. He
had been stealing property from trunks in express cars
mounting into the thousands of dollars. His method was
to break open trunks, rifle the contents, and then throw the
trunks into a river while the train was crossing the bridge.
Much of the property stolen in this manner was recovered
in Washington and returned to its owners.

Airplane Activities in Time of Peace
The latest revision of the Post Office Department's an-

nouncement concerning the establishment of an airplane line
for carrying letters between New York and Chicago shows
the date for beginning the service as December 15. The rate
for letters by airplane, which now is 16 cents, is to be reduced
to six cents an ounce; but the change is a reduction only in
name as the present rate includes ten cents for special de-
livery which, under the new arrangement, will be optional
with the sender. It is planned to have the airplanes deliver
letters, both at the terminals and at way stations, at the
proper time to be taken out by the regular letter carriers;
and this applies to the New York and Washington as well as
to the New York and Chicago line. Faster machines are to
be put in use between New York and Washington, with the
intention of insuring arrival of the mail in tim.e for the regu-
lar delivery in the afternoon.

The airplanes take only first-class mail, but this includes pack-
ages, sealed, measuring not over 30 inches in length and girth
combined.

The New York-Chicago air route will be divided into three
legs. Starting from Elizabeth, N. J., the first regular stop
will be Bellefonte, Pa., with an emergency landing field at
Lehighton, Pa.; the next regular stop will be at Cleveland.
Ohio, with an emergency landing place at Clarion, Pa., and
the final leg from Cleveland to Chicago, with a stop at Bryan,
Ohio, to take on and discharge mail.
A new type of seaplane, which is now being tried by the

navy department, designated N. C. 1, made a flight at Rocka-
way, L. I., near New York City, on November 27, carrying
50 men. This machine was equipped with three Liberty
motors, with a combined energy of 1,200 hp.
An army airplane of 400 hp., a "De Haviland Four," arrived

at New York on November 30 from Dayton, Ohio, in four
hours, 10 minutes from the time of starting, no stop having
been made. The air line distance is calculated at 550 miles,
making the average rate of speed 132 miles an hour. This
machine arrived at Mineola, about 20 miles east of New
York City Hall, at 3:10 p. m.. with only half its gasoline used
up.

The War Department has turned over to the Post
Office Department 100 De Haviland No. 4 and twelve Hand-
ley-Page airplanes. The De Haviland fours will carry 400
lb. and the others are large bombing planes, capable of car-
rying a ton or more.

Investment Bankers

The seventh annual convention of the Investment Bankers
Association of America will be held at St. Louis, Mo., next
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. December 9, 10 and 11.

John E. Oldham, of Boston, Mass., will present the report
of the committee on Railroad Securities, of which he is

chairman, on the first day.

New England Railroad Club

The December meeting of the New England Railroad Club
will be held at the American House, Boston, next Tuesday
evening, and the subject for discussion is fuel conservation,
with an address by Robert Collett, assistant manager of the
Fuel Conservation Section of the United States Railroad
Administration.
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Grain loading up to November 9, this year, has amounted
to 568,565 carloads, as compared with 437,550 in the corre-

sponding period of 1917.

Free storage of l.c.l. freight, after December 17. will end

24 hours after arrival, according to notices which have been

circulated at Baltimore, Md.

Bituminous coal production and distribution are now so

satisfactory that abolition of all price and zone restrictions

are likely to be removed on December 15. Anthracite dis-

tribution, however, remains a problem.

In order to permit the full utilization of cars in the sliip-

ment of tobacco, a plan for the adoption of a so-called

"standard hogshead" which will allow double tiering in box

cars used for this purpose is being worked out by the Rail-

road Administration in conjunction with the War Industries

Board. Tobacco to be used in the manufacture of cigarettes,

chewing and smoking tobacco, is carried in hogsheads 48 in.

by 52 in., 48 in. by 56 in. or 48 in. by 60 in., which does not

permit of full utilization of oar room. -An effort is being

made to have adopted a standard hogshead 46 in. by 48 in.,

which it is hoped will save one third of the cars now used.

Standard Ticket Forms Approved

The report of the Railroad .-\dministration Ticket Committee
has been completed and approved to be effective December 1.

The report covers standard forms of passage tickets, con-

ductors' cash fare receipts and exchange tickets, ticket orders,

furlough fare certificates, clergy certificates, sleeping car

tickets, parlor car tickets, and baggage checks.

The club car has been restored on the Congressional

Limited between New York and Washington.

Export Bills of Lading

The Trans-PacifiC Export Bill of Lading Agency is to be

established December IS, at 143 Liberty street. New York
City, C. H. Morehouse, agent, to attend to the issuance of

export bills of lading, for goods going across the Pacific

ocean. The shipper will be required to make all necessary

copies of bills of lading, and he must himself see to all book-
ings with steamship lines. Railroad permits are required in

all cases and may be obtained by the exporter or shipper

through his Pacific coast representative. Advices of clear-

ances at ports of exit, when required, must be obtained by
exporlers or shippers through the agency with whom the book-

ing was made.

Soft Coal Production Improves

The steady decline in the production of bituminous coal from

13,000,000 tons a week in September to less than 10.000,000 tons

seven weeks later, has come to an end. The Fuel .Vdministra-

tion reports that in the week ending November 23, production

rose to nearly 11,000,000 tons, a gain of 12.5 per cent. The total

production of bituminous coal and lignite, including coal coked,

from. April 1 to November 23 is estimated at nearly 400,000,000

net tons, a gain over tlie corresponding period of 1917 of 40.-

000,000 tons, or 11 per cent. For the first time this year there is

a drop in production because of no market. The transportation

change in the period of a few weeks is declared to be significant

because it is indicative of the possibility of a reversal later with

a return of unfavorable conditions. This condition has been

brought about by the accumulation of stocks made possible by

the heavy shipments during the last four months, the possession

of which has taken the keen edge off the industrial demand.

The railroads during the week ending November 16 loaded

195,423 cars of all kinds of coal, as compared, with 245,317

during the corresponding w'eek of 1917. The total increase

in coal loading for the year up to November 23 is estimated

at 630,539 cars.

Interstate Commerce Commission

C. C. McCain, agent, has filed a fifteenth section application

for increased class and commodity freight rates from stations

in New England and Trunk Line territories subject to New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Scranton, Williamsport, Cum-
berland, Albany or Syracuse rates, or points basing thereon,

to points in Central Freight Association territory, St. Paul,

and points taking the same rates or rates basing

thereon, and to points in Trunk Line territory where rates

are made with relation to New York to Chicago rates, also^

increased class rates from Norfolk, Va., and other points to

liuffalo, St. Paul, and points basing thereon, and points in

C. F. A. territory, to restore differentials and relationships

temporarily disarranged under the blanket 25 per cent sup-

plements.

Personnel of Commissions

John A. Shirley, who has lieen district inspector of loco-

motive boilers for the Interstate Commerce Commission at

San -Antonio, Texas, since 1911, has been nominated by the

President for appointment as assistant chief inspector, suc-

ceeding Garland P. Robinson, resigned.

Court News
Removal of Industry Tracks

In a suit in equity to enjoin the removal of a spur track in

Pawtucket, R. I., which was being done under the Rhode Island

grade crossings, act of 1911-12, the Supreme Court of that state

holds that the power to eliminate grade crossings at a certain

point includes the power to remove spur tracks at such point to

another location; such power being necessary to enable the rail-

road to continue serving the public as a carrier. Such removal
without compensating the merchants and industries using such spur

tracks for their loss in being deprived thereof, is not in violation

of their constitutional rights; the custom of railroads in furnish-

ing such facilities gives the merchants no property rights therein.

The statute is not unconstitutional as taking property of the

railroads without compensation therefor, no property being taken,

and the right given to the railroad by the state to have a track

at the location of such crossing is subject to the police power of

the state to require abandonment of a crossing when public

safety demands it. The bill was therefore dismissed.—Armour
v. New York, N. H. & H. ( R. I.), 103 Atl., 1031. Decided June
19, 1918.

"Doing Business"—Effect of

Government's Taking Over Railroads

The Federal District Court for the Southern District of New
York holds that a foreign railroad corporation which had for-

merly maintained an office in New York where it solicited busi-

ness cannot be deemed "doing business" in that state during

the period when it was dismantling the office and preparing to

abandon it, pursuant to order of the L'nited States Director of

Railroads. \\ hatever in the way of "doing business" in the state

had theretofore gone on ceased on .April 25, 1918, as the result

of the taking over of the railroads by the government and the

order that was given. It also holds that where a Virginia rail-

road company which maintained no lines in New York solicitet

passenger and freight business in New York, it was not thereby

"doing business" there, as the solicitors merely sought to obtain

business, received no money for freight, and issued no tickets

for transportation of passengers ; hence service of process on
one of the company's New York solicitors would not give the

New York court jurisdiction.—Partola Mfg. Co. v. Norfolk &
Western, 250 Fed., 273. Decided July 2, 1918.
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Freight Cars

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotive Deliveries

A total of 52 new locomotives were shipped to railroads

under federal control during the week ending November 23,

of which 49 were of the U. S. R. A. standard types, as follows:

Individual
Works KoaJ Number Tyjie engine No.

USRA Mikado 2203-20
USRA 6 VV. Switch. .7047, 52, 55
Santa Fe 7242
USRA 6 W. Switch.. 104-7
Mallet 221-2
USRA Mikado 391-.^

USRA Mikado 650-3
USRA 8 W. Switch . 437, 439
USRA 8W. Switch. 1878-80

L. Lities West. . . 1

of N. J 4

, "E. P. & S. W
N. Chatt. & St.

N. Y. C
Southern

The Ru.ssian Government has recently reinstated orders
for 4,000 of the freight cars it had previously ordered and
later cancelled. The American Car & Foundry Company
will build 2,600 and the Standard Steel Car Company 1,400.

Miscellaneous

Coi.oR.vDo & Southern.—This road has awarded a contract
to Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, for the construction of
a 300-ton capacity bucket-conveyor type, coaling station at

Seventeenth and Champa streets, Denver, Colo. The plant
will deliver coal to engines on two tracks and will be oper-
ated by a IS-h. p. oil engine, Fairbanks-Morse type Y. The
station will have a concrete foundation and a wooden super-
structure, and the engine-house will be constructed of con-
crete.

C. & St. 1-. 6
A. I...

[ G. N.

USRA Mikado 5152-6

USRA' Mikado 6105-10
Mikado 825
.Mikado 3136

Signaling

•Ten USRA Mikado number.s 2211-20 cfinstructcd for the Wabash and
three USR.^ Mikado 391-3 constructed for the El Paso & Southwestern were
sent to CUveland. Ohio, to be stored as part of an emergency pool.

Cars Built in Railroad Shops

A total of 765 new freight cars and 2 passenger cars were
constructed in railroad shops during October, according to

a statement by tlie Railroad .Xdministration. The details

follow

:

Class of cars St(

Passenger;
Passenger baggage

Total passenger e(iuipmcnt. . .

Freicht

:

Stock
Hopper
Gonaola
Flat
Coke rack
Work jr-rs

Miscellaneous freight cars
Caboose 1

Box 12
Refrigerator

Total freight cquipMient 1.1

Total passenger uul frciglit. . 1,5

Wood Total

447

447

Locomotives

The United St.\tes Raii.ro.\d Admixistk.\tion, as briefly re-

ported in last week's issue, has reinstated the orders for 500

locoinotives from the American Locomotive Company and
100 from the Lima Locomotive Works, which had been held

up for about a week. Director General Mc.Vdoo announced
the execution of the contract with the -Vmerican Locomotive
Company on December 4, stating tliat the contract with he
Lima company would be signed in a few days. The announce-
ment stated that these two contracts involve about $40,000,-

000 and have been awarded on a basis to yield the locomotive
builders approximately 6 per cent on cost. The locomotive
Iniilders guarantee the government against any increase

above the stipulated price on account of wages or overhead
expenses, while the cost of the principal materials will be
regulated by the government through the price-fixing com-
mittee. The delay is explained as having been due to the un-
certainty of conditions as they appeared immediately after the

signing of the armistice. Director General Mc.'\doo directed that

the orders be held up pending an investigation to ascertain

whether the railroad corporations would pay for the engines,

but after the operating department had reported that they were
needed it was decicled to authorize that the work be again
taken up.

Pennsvi.vam.\ Rah.ro.m). Eastern Lines.—.An electro-mechani-
cal interlocking machine is to be installed at Gunpowder,
Md. It has been ordered from the Union Switch & Signal
Company.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Automatic block signals are to
be installed between New Franklin, Mo., and Sedalia. 39
miles. The material will be furnished by the Union Switch
& Signal Company.

New York Central.—A 36-lever style "A" mechanical inter-
locking machine is to be installed at New Durham, N. Y.
The interlocking machine will be furnished by the Union
Switch & Signal Company.

Lehigh Valley.—A 20-lever, style "A," mechanical interlock-
ing macliinc has been ordered from the General Railway
Signal Company for Glendon, Pa.; also a 16-lever electro-
mechanical interlocking for Park Place, Hazelton, Pa.

Pennsylvania, Western Lines.—A contract has been awarded
to the L'nion Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., for
the -installation of automatic block signals on five miles,
double track, between Clymers, Ind., and Logansport.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific-Three 16-lever and one
12-lever mechanical interlocking machines and 17-d. c. style
"S" signals have been ordered from the L'nion Switch &
Signal Company, to be installed by railway signal forces at
Clio, Iowa; Paxico, Kan.; Tindall, Mo., and Bishop, Kan.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincv.—An order has been given to
the Federal Signal Company for automatic block signals at
various points as follow^s: South .Aurora, 111., to Savanna,
104 miles; Creston, Iowa, to Pacific Junction, 82 miles; Pacific
Junction, Iowa, to Gibson, Neb., 24 miles; Xapier, Mo., to
Table Rock, Neb., 48 miles; Guernsey, Wyo., to Wendover,
S'A miles. All signals on single track will be operated under
the absolute permissive block system.

Virginian.—The necessary signal material has been ordered
for an installation of a. c. automatic block signals on 13 miles,
double track, between Gilmerton, \'a., and Sewall's Point.
In this district two new a. c. electric interlocking plants and
one mechanical interlocking plant with power signals will
be installed. The present interlockings, consisting of three
mechanical and two d. c. electric plants will be enlarged and
remodeled. Material has also been ordered for the installa-
tion of 15 miles of a. c. automatic block signals, on account
of double tracking, between Clark's Gap, W. Va., and Mullens.

The Danish State Railways for a long time have been in
need of more freight cars and have now ordered 750 from the
"Scandia" factory in Randers, Denmark. This will give
work to 500 people who have been unemployed. .A set of
wheels for a freight car before the war cost S40. while now
t!ie\- cost $348.

—

Commerce Reports.
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William T. Van Dom, president of the Van Dorn Auto-
matic Coupler Company, Cliicago, died at his home in that

city on November 29.

William Casey, formerly manager of the Canadian Loco-
motive Company, Ltd., Kingston, Ont., has been appointed
to the position of general manager.

L. C. Sprague, district manager of sales of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company, at New York, has been appointed
assistant secretary, with headquarters at 52 Vanderbilt avenue
in that city.

William M. Kinney, inspecting engineer for the Universal
Portland Cement Company, Chicago, has been appointed
general manager of the Portland Cement Association, with

headquarters at Chicago.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,

announces the appointment of Joseph Meyerson as secretary

to the president. Mr. Meyerson was associated for 10 years

with the Southwestern Tariff Bureau, latterly as secretary

to F. A. Leland.

C. B. Matthai, an attorney for the Union Pacific corporate
organization, has been elected secretary of the McKeen
Motor Car Company, of Omaha, Neb. He succeeds C. W. Y.
Loucks, who resigned recently as secretary and sales man-
ager to enter the officers' training camp at Plattsburg, N. Y.

J. K. Mahaffey has been appointed sales manager of the

Pittsburgh district for the Edison Storage Battery Company,
with office at Pittsburgh. Mr. Mahaffey has been with the

Edison Company for the last two years. He served for sev-

eral years with the General Electric Company, and a num-
ber of other electrical concerns.

George T. Cooke has resigned as eastern sales manager of

the Vapor Car Heating Company, Inc., to accept the presi-

dency of the Union Metal Products Company, with office in

the Singer building,

New York. Mr. Cooke
was born in Chicago on
May 28, 1883. After

receiving a technical

and mechanical train-

ing he entered the em-
ploy of the Pullman
Company in 1901 as

draftsman. Later he

was made chief drafts-

man of the Calumet
repair shops, and sub-

sequently was
promoted to chief in-

spector and finally me-
chanical inspector. In

1911, he left the Pull-

man Company to be-

come southern man-
ager for the Chicago
Car Heating Company,
at Atlanta, Ga., and in

1913, he was transferred to this company's New York office

as eastern manager. When the Chicago Car Heating Com-
pany and the Standard Heat & Ventilation Company, Inc.,

were absorbed by the Vapor Car Heating Company, Inc., in

1917, Mr. Cooke was made eastern manager, in charge of

sales and mechanical matters in the eastern territory, which
position he held until the first of this month, the date of

his connection with the Union Metal Products Company as

president.

John E. Galvin has been elected president of the Ohio
Steel Foundry Company, of Lima, Ohio. Mr. Galvin has

been operating vice-president since the organization of the

R. W. Burnett

company in 1907. In 1916 he built a converter and electric

foundry at Springfield, Ohio, for the manufacture of small

steel castings, and later sold it to the Ohio Steel Foundry
Company. This plant is now known as the Springfield

works of that company.

Bertram Smith, heretofore district sales manager at De-
troit, has been appointed assistant general sales manager of

the Edison Storage Battery Company, with headquarters at

the main office. Orange, N. J. Mr. Smith is one of the old-

timers of the storage battery business, having formerly been
with the National Battery Company.

R. W. Burnett has resigned as master car builder of the
Delaware & Hudson to become associated with the Joliet

Railway Supply Company as assistant to the general manager,
and with the National

Car Equipment Com-
pany as vice-president,

with headquarters at

Chicago. Mr. Burnett
was born at Farmer
City, 111., in 1868, and
in 1890 became con-

nected with the Union
Pacific in the car de-

partment at Denver.
Colo. In 1892 he went
to the Pennsylvania as

a car inspector at Chi-
cago, and from -August,

1892, to July, 1899, was
successively foreman
and general foreman of

the car department of

the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, at

Chicago. During the

early part of 1900 he

was employed as general foreman of the car department of

the Long Island, going to the Central Railroad of New
Jersey the latter part of the year as general foreman of the

car department at Elizabeth, N. J. From 1904 to January,

1907, he was successively assistant master car builder and
master car builder of the Erie at Meadville, Pa. On the

latter date he went to the Canadian Pacific as assistant master
car builder, being made general master car builder in 1909.

He left the latter road in November, 1915, to become vice-

president of the National Car Equipment Company, returning

to railway service on September 1, 1917, as master car builder

of the Delaware & Hudson.

William P. Dalton. formerly for many years chief engineer
of the Schenectady plant of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, has been appointed assistant manager of the Schenec-
tady works of the General Electric Company. For the last

three years, Mr. Dalton has been with the Washington Steel

& Ordnance Company, engaged in war work. He was gradu-
ated from Cornell Ihiiversity in 1890.

Lieutenant Clarence E. Holbom was instantly killed in

an airplane accident at Call Field, Wichita Falls, Texas, on
December 3. Lieutenant Holbom, previous to entering the

military service, had been in the advertising department of
the Hyatt Roller Bearing Compan}', New York. After
leaving school he entered the service of the Simmons-Board-
man Publishing Company, publisher of the Raila.'ay Agt\
and for a number of years was connected with it in various

capacities in the business and advertising departments.

W. C. L. Lamot, of Antwerp, advises that he is about to

return to that city and would like to get in touch with any
.American firms who desire to establish an agency in Belgium.
Mr. Lamot was established in Antwerp from 1907 until the

outbreak of the war, as an importer, exporter and shipping
agent on his own account and had extensive business con-
nections in both the industrial and commercial world. Since
1914 he has been acting as general merchant and commission
agent in London, supplying many Belgian and British air-

plane, munition, and engineering works. To facilitate mat-
ters he has given the Raihcay Age a list of his connections
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as well as references. His present address is 22 Northumber-
land avenue, London, W.C,2.

L. E. Schumacher, who for the past eight years has been
chief inspector of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, at East Pittsburgh, I'a., has been promoted to

works manager of the Krantz Manufacturing Company, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., the latest subsidiary of the former com-
pany. Mr. Schumacher has been with the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, 18 years prior to

which he was with the Niagara Falls Power Company. The
Krantz concern makes safety switches, panel boards and
floor boxes.

Trade Publications

Boii-ER Tube Cleaners.—A general catalogue, X-4, has been
issued by the Lagonda Manufacturing Company, Springfield,

Ohio, describing in detail the boiler tube cleaners. and accessories

and other boiler room appliances manufactured by this company,
and slating the work for which each lyjic of cleaner is best

adapted. All are illustrated and a number of sectional views are
shown with the parts named.

Iron .and Steel Products.—A new edition of the Interstate

Blue Book has been published by the Interstate Iron & Steel Com-
pany, Chicago. This book contains 204 pages and gives complete
information regarding all Interstate products. Bars, bands,

angles, channels, tees, flats and special shapes are shown with
sizes listed for both wrought iron and high or low carbon steel,

and the many other products of the company, including wire and
wire products, staples and rivets arc fully illustrated and de-

scribed. The book contains the National Iron & Standard Steel

classifications of price extras, as well as a number of weights
and gages and other valuable information conveniently arranged
for ready reference. The alloy and special analysis steels from
the South Chicago plant arc also described.

Railroad Water Softening.—The Wm. Graver Tank Works,
Chicago, has issued a treatise on the subject of water soften-

ing which consists of a collection of 31 reprints of full-page

advertisements appearing in the Railzvay Age. These adver-

tisements are unusual in that little or no reference is made
to any particular make or type of water softener, the material
being almost entirely in the nature of a comprehensive ex-

position of the entire subject. Of particular note are 12

sheets presented in the form of articles covering various
phases of this subject, prepared by W. R. Toppan, manager
of the railroad department of the W. Graver Tank Works.
These appear with such titles as "Operating Efiiciency In-

creased by Purifying Water," "Water Softening in Relation
to Ton Mileage," "The Method of Water Treatment De-
termines the Uniformity of Results." In addition to these

31 pages there is an 8-page appendix on the chemistry and
economics of water softening. This service to combine in

a very short space a large amount of information required

by the water service engineer in solving the problems aris-

ing in his work.
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Proposed Branch to Pukow Railway.—Last year the mer-
chants of Chinkiang, China, and Yangchow petitioned the Min-
istry of Communications to extend the Pukow-Sinyang Railway
to Kwachow, which is near Yangchow and opposite Chinkiang.

It is proposed that the extension should be effected by building

a line from W uyi, on the Ticntsin-Pukow Railway, to Kwachow,
a distance of some 60 odd miles. Owing to the impossibility of

securing necessary funds for the work no progress is being made
with the Pukow-Sinyang Railway, and seeing that the govern-

ment is unable to do anything at the present moment with their

project the chambers of commerce of Yangchow and Chinkiang

have decided to raise the necessary funds themselves and start

the building of the connecting line at once. The two chambers

of commerce are now planning the issue of debenture bonds to

secure the capital. Kwachow, Yangchow and Chinkiang are im-

portant trading centers through which the abundant products of

the Eastern Kiangpei must pass, and it is believed that as soon

as rail connection is completed which will make these three cities

accessible to the Tientsin-Pukow line, and the Pukow-Sinyang

line, the trade development of these localities will be materially

quickened.

—

The Far Eastern Review.

Railroad Administration

Central

Luther M. Walter has resigned as assistant director of the
Division of Public Service and Accounting of the Railroad
Administration to return to his law practice in Chicago as

a member of the firm of Borders, Walter & Burchmore, and
he will also become one of the general counsel for the
National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities, which
is planning to conduct an active campaign for the return of

the roads to their owners. For this purpose he will also have
an office in Washington. Mr. Walter was formerly an
attorney for the Interstate Commerce Commission and later

commerce counsel for Morris & Co., of Chicago. He was
also counsel for the National Industrial Traffic League.

Regional

W. A. Hopkins has been appointed supervisor of stores
for the Southwestern region, with headquarters at St. Louis.
Mo., eflective December 1.

W. Rogers has been appointed telegraph and telephone
engineer for all lines in the Southwestern region, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo.

J. T. King has been appointed acting operating assistant

to the Southern regional director, with headquarters at

Atlanta, Ga., succeeding George R. Loyall, resigned to be-
come assistant federal manager of the Southern Railroad and
associated lines.

J. L. Haugh, whose appointment as engineering assistant

to the Northwestern regional director, with headquarters at

Chicago, has been announced in these columns, was born in

1887. He took a two
years' course in special

engineering work at the

University of Michigan
and one year at the
University of Wiscon-
sin. Mr. Haugh com-
menced railway work
with the Chicago &
North Western in 1905

as a draftsman on
maintenance work. The
following jear he was
employed as instru-

mentman on construc-

tion on the Manitowoc,
Green Bay & North-
western, and the next
two years was succes-

sively topographer on
railway location and in-

, , ,, strumentman on main-
j. L. Haugh ^ ^. ^, .

tenance on the Chicago
& North Western. He was then for a year locating engineer
on the Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern, and the follow-

ing two years was assistant to the engineer in charge of

construction on the same line. Subsequently for two years
he was assistant to the engineer in charge of construction
of the St. Louis, Peoria & Northwestern from Peoria, 111., to

Gerard, and later for six months was engineer on heavy
grade reduction between Manlius, 111., and Radnor on the

Chicago & North W'estern. He was then for 25-2 years as-

sistant engineer on valuation work, and then became as-

sistant to the chief engineer of that road. He served in the
latter capacity for one year, when he was made engineer of

capital expenditures in the office of the Northwestern regional
director at Chicago, which position he held until his recent
appointment, as mentioned above.
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Federal and General Managers

The jurisdiction of P. R. Todd, general manager of the

Bangor & Aroostook, with (jffRC at Bangor, Me., lias been

extended over the Van Buren Bridge Company.

The jurisdiction of E. M. Rine, federal manager of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with office at New York,

has been extended over the Lackawanna & Montrose.

F. C. Batchelder, general manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal and the Chicago Heights Terminal

Transfer, has been appointed assistant to federal manager of

the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines, with headquarters at

Chicago.

G. R. Loyall, operating assistant to B. L. Winchell,

regional director of the Southern Region, has been appointed

assistant federal manager of the Southern Railroad Lines

and associated railroads, with jurisdiction over all lines,

and headquarters at Washington, D. C.

Operating

R. B. Coleman, general manager of the Georgia, Florida &
Alabama, with office at Bainbridge, Ga., has been appointed

general superintendent.

G. B. Small has been appointed supervisor of the fire loss

and protection department for the Great Northern and will re-

port to the general manager.

J. C. Snavely will return as superintendent of the relief

and pension department of the Norfolk & Western, effective

December 1, 1918, and V. A. Riton will be assigned to other

duties.

H. F. Burch, assistant to the general manager of the Dela-

ware & Hudson with office at Albany, N. Y., has been appointed

superintendent of the Saratoga division, with office at Albany,

vice M. F. Leamy, transferred.

J. D. Beltz, trainmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Eastern Lines, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been ap-

pointed acting superintendent of the Pittsburgh division,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, vice T. J. Brady, promoted.

John Wynn. trainmaster of the Northern Pacific, at Dickin-

son, N. D., has been appointed assistant to the general

manager, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn. S. A. Wilder,

trainmaster at Jamestown, N. D., also has been appointed

assistant to the general manager, with office at St. Paul.

R. E. Landis, superintendent of the Spokane division of the

Great Northern, with office at Spokane, Wash., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Fergus Falls division, with head-

quarters at Melrose. Minn., vice B. Lantry, who has been ap-

pointed superintendent of tlie Spokane division at Spokane,

vice Mr. Landis.

B. S. Mace, superintendent of insurance of the Baltimore

& Ohio, has been appointed superintendent of fire prevention

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Eastern Lines; the Coal

& Coke, the Wheeling Terminal Railroad, the Western Mary-

land, the Cumberland Valley, and the Cumberland & Penn-

sylvania, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

H. R. Barton has been appointed general fire prevention

inspector of the Missouri Pacific, the St. Louis Southwestern,

the Louisiana & Arkansas, the Memphis. Dallas & Gulf, the

Arkansas Central, the Natchez & Southern, the Natchez &
Louisiana Railroad Transfer, the Southern Illinois & Mis-

souri Bridge and the Coal Belt Electric railroad, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, \[n.. reporting to H. R. Carpenter,

chief cngineor.

William Mack Thurber, whose appointment as superin-

tendent of the Dubuque division of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, with office at Dubuque, Iowa, was mentioned in

the Railway Age of November 29, was born at Muscoda, Wis.,

on March 14. 1881. He graduated from the Muscoda high

school in 1898, and commenced railway work in October of

that year on the Prairie du Cliien division of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul. From March LS, 1899. to May 26.

1902, he was telegraph operator on the Illinois division, and

from the latter date to June 11. 1902. was clerk in the

despatcher's office on the same division. He was then

assistant train despatcher until September 15, 1908, when
he was advanced to chief despatcher on the Illinois division.

On September 1, 1917, he was promoted to trainmaster on
the Dubuque division, which position he held until Decem-
ber 1, when his appointment as division superintendent, as

noted above, became effective.

Arthur Theodore Mercier, whose appointment as super-

intendent of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

Portland, Ore., was recently announced in these columns,
was born at New Orleans, La., on December 11, 1881. He
was graduated from Tulane University in 1903, and was
assistant engineer on the New Orleans Levee Board until

1904. He was then employed by the Southern Pacific on
the Los Angeles division as roadmaster's clerk and transit-

man, being assigned to work in connection with reconstruc-
tion necessitated by the overflow of the Salton sea. From
1906 to 1908 he was general foreman and engineer in charge
of terminal construction at San Pedro, Cal., and during
1909 was assistant division engineer on the Los Angeles
division. He was then made assistant district engineer of

the Southern district, and in November, 1912, was appointed
division engineer on the San Joaquin division. The follow-

ing year he was transferred to the Los .Angeles division, as

division engineer, serving in that capacity until February.
1917, when he was made assistant superintendent of the
Shasta division, with headquarters at Dunsmuir, Cal. He
held the latter position until his recent appointment as super-
intendent of the Southern Pacific lines north of .Ashland,

Ore., as noted above.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

E. A. Wigren, assistant auditor of the Michigan Central
and secretary of the Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw, has been
appointed federal auditor of both roads with office at Detroit,

Mich.

W. M. Montgomery has been appointed acting auditor of

the Silverton Railway and the Silverton Northern Railroad.

with office at Silverton. Colo., vice C. W. Montgomery,
deceased.

G. C. Butler has been appointed auditor of the Georgia,
Florida & .Mabama, and L. G. Papy, secretary and treasurer,

with office at Bainbridge. Ga., has been appointed acting
federal treasurer.

L. C. Wilds has been appointed acting federal treasurer

of the Fort Worth & Denver City, the Wichita Valley, the

Ft. Worth Belt and the Abilene & Southern, with head-
quarters at Ft. Worth, Te.xas, effective December 1.

W. O. Hamilton has been appointed acting federal treas-

urer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas and the
I^nion Terminal of Dallas, with headquarters at Dallas,

Texas, in place of R. P. Roach, resigned, effective De-
cember 1.

M. Eckart, auditor of receipts of the New Orleans, Texas
&• Me.xico ; the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico : the Beaumont,
Sour Lake & Western, the Orange & Northwestern, and
the New Iberia & Northern, with office at Kingsville, Tex., has
been appointed auditor, with headquarters at Houston, Texas,
vice J. W. McCullough, resigned to accept service with the cor-

poration.

Traffic

F. C. Francis, chief clerk to the general passenger agent
of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed
division passenger agent at Chicago.

E. C. Hoag. assistant industrial commissioner of the St.

Louis-San Francisco and the Missouri. Kansas & Texas,
has been appointed industrial commissioner, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, in place of R. W. Hockaday, resigned.

J. E. Springer succeeds Mr. Hoag. with office at St. Louis.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. E. O'Hearne has resigned as superintendent of motive
power of the Chicago & Alton.
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Charles W. Weaks has been appointed road foreman of

engines on llie Toledo division of tlie Pennsylvania Railroad,

Western Lines, at Toledo, Ohio, in place of R. Palmer,
promoted.

W. C. Burel has been appointed master mechanic of the

Pittsburgh division of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern Lines,

with headquarters at Glenwood, Pa., succeeding A. H.
Hodges, transferred.

F. L. Nicholson, consulting engineer of the Virginian Rail-

road, witli office at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed chief

engineer, vice H. Femstrom, resigned to accept service with
the Virginian Railway Company.

B. Wheelwright, acting signal engineer of the Grand Trunk,
Canadian lines, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has
been appointed engineer maintenance of way of the New
England lines, with office at I'ortland, Me.

G. R. Galloway, master mechanic on the Baltimore & Ohio,

at Lorain, Ohio, has been appointed general master mechanic
of the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines; the Dayton &
Union, and the Dayton Union Railroad, with office at Cincin-

nati, vice P. H. Reeves, assigned other duties.

J. A. Tschour, general foreman in the locomotive depart-

ment of the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines, with office at

Willard, O., has been appointed master mechanic of the New
Castle division, vice M. A. Gleeson, who has been appointed
master mechanic of the Cleveland division, vice G. R. Gallo-
way, promoted.

J. O. Enockson, master mechanic on the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, with office at Sioux City, Iowa, has been
appointed superintendent of motive power and machinery with

head(|uarters at St. Paul, Minn., and J. L. Riley, general fore-

man at Sioux City, fowa, has been appointed master mechanic,

succeeding Mr. Enockson.

Edwin G. Chenoweth, whose appointment as meclianical
engineer of the Rock Island Lines, in charge of both locomo-
ti\e and car design, with Iieadquarters at Chicago, has already

been noted in these

columns, was born on
December 18, 1873, at

Union City, Ind. He
graduated from Purdue
University in 1895, and
entered railway service

as a special apprentice
on the Erie, at Hunt-
ington, Ind. After com-
pleting his apprentice-

ship he was etnployed
as machinist for five

years. During this time
he took a post-graduate
course at Purdue Uni-
versity and subsequent-
ly was air brake in-

structor and foreman
of the air brake depart-

ment of the Erie at

Huntington. In 1901

he went to the Penn-
sylvania as a draftsman at .Mtoona, Pa., and later was em-
ployed in a similar capacity on the Pere Marquette, the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and the Philadelphia & Reading.
He returned to the Erie in 1906. as mechanical engineer,
with headquarters at Meadville, Pa., and in July, 1912. he
became connected with tlic Rock Island Lines as assistant

superintendent of the car department. One year later, Mr.
Chenoweth was promoted to mechanical engineer, in charge
of car design, which position he held until his recent appoint-
ment, as mentioned above.

W. I. Jefferds, formerly assistant cliief draftsman of the

Erie, with office at New York, has been appointed resident

engineer and assigned to Meadville. Pa., to take charge of
the engine terininal facilities now being constructed there
which will consist of a 56-stall engine house, machine shop,
storehouse, coaling plant and ash handling facilities.

E. G. Chenoweth

George E. Murray, whose appointment as electrical and
mechanical engineer of the Grand Trunk Western Lines, with
headquarters at Battle Creek, Mich., has been announced
in these columns, was born on December 8, 1884, at Decatur,
111. He began railway work with the Wabash in 1903, and
two years later went with the Peoples' Gas & Electric Com-
pany, of Defiance, Ohio. He returned to the Wabash in 1906
to install the machinery and equipment in the new car shops
at Decatur, remaining with that road until 1910. He then
became connected with the Chicago & North Western, where
he had charge of electrical equipment in shops, and, subse-
quently, was made chief electrician of that road, which posi-
tion he held until his recent appointment with the Grand
Trunk Western Lines, as noted above.

Richard Mather, whose appointment as district engineer
on the Baltimore & Ohio, of the consolidated territory com-
prising the Huntington districts and the Baltimore district.

with headquarters at

Baltimore, Md., has al-

ready been announced
in these columns, was
born on October 3,

1877, at New Haven,
Conn. He was educated
in Sheffield Scientific

School, Yale Univer-
sity, graduating in 1897.

He began railway work
as axeman on construc-
tion with the Chicago
& North Western in

April. 1898. Subse-
quently he served as
instrument man and
resident engineer, and
in January. 1902. he
resigned to become a
resident engineer with
the Chicago Great
Western on the ex-

tension of the Macon City & Fort Dodge from Ft. Dodge
to Omaha. On completion of this project he accepted a posi-
tion of assistant en.gineer with the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago. In May. 1905. he
went to the Erie in charge of the construction of the Gene-
see River Railroad, a low grade cutoff between Cuba. N. Y.,

and Hunts. On the completion of this work he entered the
emplo)' of the Baltimore & Ohio as assistant engineer in

charge of surveys and studies of the Eastern Kentucky and
Southern West Virginia coal field in connection with the

Baltimore & Ohio entry into that territory. On January 1,

1916. he was appointed district engineer at Huntington, where
he remained until the consolidation of this territory with the
Baltimore district.

J. T. Carroll, mechanical assistant to Charles H. Markham,
regional director of the Allegheny region. United States

Railroad Administration, has been appointed general superin-

tendent maintenance of equipment of the Baltimore & Ohio,
Eastern Lines: the Coal & Coke, the Wheeling Terminal, the

Western Maryland, the Cumberland \'a11ey and the Cumber-
land & Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Baltimore. Md..
succeeding F. H. Clark, resigned.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
S. M. Felton, director general military railways, will resume

his duties as president of the Chicago Great Western shortly
after the first of January.

R. Ross, assistant treasurer of the Nevada-California-Ore-
gon, with office at New York, has been elected treasurer,

succeeding R. M. Cox. resigned. O. R. Belcher, superin-
tendent, with headquarters at Alturas, Cal.. has been elected
assistant treasurer.

W. H. Wright, auditor and superintendent of the Wiscon-

R. Mather
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sin & Michigan, has been elected vice-president and general

manager, with headquarters at Menominee, Mich., succeeding

S. N. Harrison, who has resigned to join the Railway Board

of Adjustment in the Division of Labor of the Railroad Ad-

ministration at Washington, D. C.

Malcolm Hugh MacLeod whose appointment as vice-presi-

dent in charge of operation, maintenance and construction of

the Canadian Northern, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., was

announced in the Rail-

Tixi-y Age of November

8, has had his authority

extended over all the

Canadian Government
Railways. Mr. MacLeod
was born at Isle of Skye,

Scotland, on July 13,

1857, and received his

education at Franklin,

Pa. He entered railway

service as a chainman

and rodman with the

Victoria Railway in 1878.

From 1879 to 1881, he

was rodman and assist-

ant engineer on con-

struction on the Credit

Valley Railroad, now a

part of the Canadian
Pacific. He then became
a transitman on location M. H. MacLeod

surveys with the On-
tario & Sault Ste. Marie, and in 1882, was assistant engineer

on construction with the Toronto & Ottawa. He entered the

service of the Canadian Pacific in 1883, and was employed on

various construction and location projects. He was appointed

chief engineer of the Temiscamingue Railway in 1894, and held

that position until 1897, when he became assistant chief engineer

of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway of which he was later chief

engineer. In 1909, he was appointed chief engineer of the Cana-

dian Northern, lines west of Port Arthur, Ont., and in 1907, be-

came also general manager. He continued in these positions up

to the time of his appointment as vice-president with headquar-

ters at Toronto.

C. A. Hayes, general manager, eastern lines, of the

Canadian Government Railways, with office at Moncton,

N. B., has been appointed vice-president in charge of traffic,

with jurisdiction over all lines, of the Canadian Northern

Railway System, and the Canadian Government Railways,

with office at Toronto, Ont. The jurisdiction of R. C.

Vaughan, assistant to the president of the Canadian North-

ern Railway System, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.,

has been extended to include all the lines of the Canadian Gov-

ernment Railways. S. J. Hungerford, general manager of the

Canadian Northern, lines east of Port Arthur, with office at

Toronto, Ont., has been appointed assistant vice-president, with

jurisdiction over all lines of the Canadian Northern Railway

System and the Canadian Government Railways, with office at

Toronto, Ont,

Operating

S. H. McCartney, secretary and auditor of the Nevada-

California-Oregon Railway, has been appointed general man-

ager, with headquarters at Alturas, Cal., succeeding R. M.

Cox, resigned.

W. E. Bell has been appointed acting division superintend-

ent of telegraph of the Grand Trunk Pacific, Lines in Alberta

and British Columbia, with office at Edmonton, Alta., vice

W. J. Rooney, granted leave of absence.

F. P. Brady, general manager of the Canadian Government

Railways, Western Lines, has been appointed general man-

ager of the Canadian Northern Railway Lines East of Port

Arthur and all Canadian Government Railway Lines East of

O'Brien, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., and the juris-

diction of A. E. Warren, general manager of the Canadian

Northern Railway, Western Lines, -has been extended to

include all Canadian Government Railway Lines West of

O'Brien, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man.

S. Worth has been appointed superintendent in charge of

operations of the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay. with office

at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and W. C. Paul has been appointed

trainmaster, reporting to the superintendent.

Obituary

Michael J. Clark, who had been secretary of the Chicago

& Western Indiana since March. 1885, died at his home in

Chicago on November 27, aged 77 years.

Horace Ellsworth Andrews, president of the New York
State Railways, the Mohawk Valley Company and the

Rochester Railway & Light Company, died at his home in

New York, on December 1, at the age of 55. Mr. Andrews
was also a director of a number of other railroads including

the New York Central and the Michigan Central.

Samuel Nathan Harrison, who had just been appointed

a member of Board of Adjustment No. 3 of the Railroad

Administration, died of pneumonia at Washington, D C,
on December 1. Mr.
Harrison was born at

Trenton, Ont., on Feb-

ruary 20, 1867, and en-

tered railway service

in 1881 with the Wis-
consin Central. He re-

mained with that road

for eight years, succes-

sively as messenger,
telegraph operator on

the Northern division,

clerk and operator in

the mechanical depart-

ment at Stevens Point,

Wis., and train de-

spatcher. He was then

train despatcher on the

Chicago & North West-
ern until 1894, and from
the latter date to 1898

was with the Wiscon-
sin & IVlichigan as

train despatcher and superintendent of transportation. The
following year he was train despatcher on the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and the Chicago & North West-
ern, and from 1899 to 1900, w-as chief clerk in the president's

office of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad.

During 1900 he was superintendent of the Chicago Heights
Terminal Transfer Railroad at Chicago Heights, 111., returning
to the Wisconsin &: Michigan in January, 1901, as

superintendent of transportation. Two years later he

was made superintendent of that road, and on May 1,

1911, was promoted to general manager. On Febru-

ary 1, 1912, he was appointed receiver, with office at Me-
nominee, Mich., which position he held until his recent ap-

pointment on the Board of Adjustment, as mentioned above.

F. W. Taylor, mechanical superintendent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, of Texas, and other lines under the jurisdic-

tion of Federal Manager J. S. Pyeatt. with headquarters at

Dallas, Texas, died on November 14, aged 43 years. He was
born at Water Valley, Miss., on October 24, 1875, and began
railway work in 1893 with the Illinois Central as a machinist

apprentice. Subsequently he was roundhouse foreman at

Water Valley, general foreman at Jackson, Miss., and Louis-

ville, Ky., until October. 1908, when he was made master
mechanic at Mattoon, 111., being transferred four years later

to Waterloo, Iowa. On January 1, 1915, he became con-

nected with the International & Great Northern as superin-

tendent of motive power, where he remained two years. He
then went to the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, of Texas, as

superintendent of motive power, with office at Denison,

Texas, and later was appointed general manager, with head-

quarters at Parsons, Kan. He held the latter position until

-August last when he was appointed mechanical superin-

tendent of that road and other lines under the control of

J. S. Pyeatt, federal manager.

S. N. Ha
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One of the tirst things that happened after the government

took control of the railroads was an entire disorganization of

the traffic departments of the different
The roads. It was stated that under uni-

Traffic Service fled operation there was no need of

Department retaining freight and passenger traffic

solicitors and much was said about

the savings that were made possible by eliminating a large

proportion of tlie men employed in the traffic department.

That there is exceedingly important work to be done by men
of this kind is indicated by the instructions which have been

issued by the Southern regional director outlining the duties

of representatives in the so-called traffic service work. It

would appear that the plan is to go even beyond the de-

mands that were formerly made upon the traffic solicitors. If

men are selected who are capable of carrying out the sug-

gested activities, the cost of conducting the work of the traffic

department promises to be even more expensive than it was
under private operation of the railroads.

A considerable amount of the business sent over the rail-

road telegraph wires could be handled to as good advantage

by the proper use of the mailgram. A
Censoring feeling seems to exist among those using

Telegraph these facilities tluit it is much easier to

Messages dash off a message and turn it over to

an operator to handle than it is to send

the same information by mail. It is natural to feel that in-

formation sent i3\- wire will be received sooner and that more
prompt action may be expected upon its receipt than if

liandled by train mail. As a consequence the wires are l5ur-

dened with messages that should not have been sent. Such a

condition has a tendency to lessen the importance that should

be placed upon messages. The Railroad Administration has

issued instructions governing the proper censoring of all

messages and insuring more general use of the mails. This
should place on the message the importance it deserves.

Not one of us but outwartll)- or inwardl}' grumbled when we
had to pay the extra half cent a mile to travel on a Pullman

car. It will be recalled that the Rail-
The road Administration raised passenger

Extra fares to a flat three cents a mile—an

Half Cent increase in the East, in many instances,

of 50 per cent—but also added a new
charge of half a cent a mile for the passenger traveling in a

parlor car or sleeper. The administration has now abolished

this extra half cent charge. Annoying as the charge was, it

was in the line of justice. It could be fully justified either

b)- the cost of service or the value of service. A parlor car

holds about 28 persons, with possibly a few extra in the

drawing room. A coach, even where everN-one occupies a seat

by himself, holds 40, and twice this number if two people
occupy each seat. The weiglit of a coach loaded to capacity

is not as great as a corresponding type of parlor car with 28
people in it. .\s to value of .<er\'ice, the proof lies in the fact

that, grumblingly or not, the same class of passengers who
have been traveling in Pullman cars continued to do so after

the half cent supercharge had been imposed. If it had not

been wortli a half cent to them they would have traveled in

coaches and the Pullmans would have been deserted.

A telegrajjh line is so necessary a part of the operating
machinery of a railroad that it ought to be built according to

the best wisdom available; and yet the
Making .\merican railroad world has waited

Telegraph Lines until this year 1918—three quarters of

Safe a century—to have its experience
lormulated in simple specifications

calling for rational provision against wind and sleet. These
specifications, adopted by the Railway Telegraph Sujjerin-

tendents at Chicago last week {Railway Age, page 1024)
call for a factor of safety of two; or, in case of poles which,
if weakened, might fall on a main track, fifty per cent
greater. The adoption of these specifications should do
away with a great amount of rule-of-thumb practice in this

field. The committee is expected also to furnish, in its final

report, a provision regarding safe maintenance; a clause to

the effect that poles must be renewed when they have weak-
ened 40 per cent (reducing the factors of safety to 1.2 and
1.8). The association might well have added a strong
declaration concerning the importance of setting all pole
lines far enough from the nearest track so that they never
could hit or obstruct a train, for the 40 per cent deterioration

rule is not capable of precise application. Keeping weak
poles in service has been a widely prevailing sin, against
which no specifications will fully guard. And yet nearly
every winter furnishes examples, somewhere, of very costly

delays to trains and losses of traffic because of lines de-
stroyed by wind and ice.

The railroads under private management were severely
criticised at different times because, when periods of busi-

ness depression threatened and traffic
Stop liegan to fall off, they restricted their

Killing purchases instead of going out into

Prosperity t'le markets and restoring confidence

i)y the liberal buying of equipment
and supj)lies. With the ending of the war some departments
of the government have continued contracts for materials

that will never be used in order to bridge over the period
during wliich the readjustment of industrial activities to

peace pursuits must ije carried out. The railroads have
been suffering for the lack of equipment and materials for

several years and yet we find the purchasing department of

one road sending out the following instructions: "Any fur-

ther shipments made us on unfilled orders after this date will

be made at your own risk. And materials so shipped will

in all probability be returned to you witli transportation

charges collect. Within the next few days we will communi-
cate with you, giving reference to unfilled orders that we
want cancelled and deferred shipments arranged on other

orders. Too great importance in the strict obser\-ance of this

letter cannot be given." The wording of this communica-
tion was exceedingly injudicious, even if the facts concern-
ing it are correct, as related elsewhere in this issue. The
Railroad Administration, because of the uncertainty as to

its continued existence, naturally hesitates to make capital

expenditures that may not meet the approval of the railroad

corporations, hut there is a great amount of deferred main-
tenance which should be attended to at once and which is

an operating charge over which the railroad corporations

have no control. Is the government, through its Railroad

.\dministration. coinc; to "rock the boat" at tjii? critical

1035
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time by not doing the very things it is asking the industries

to do in order to insure continued prosperity and high
wages?

W. S. Carter, director of the Division of Labor of the

United States Railroad Administration, is to be congratu-

lated upon the address which he made-
Railway Labor before the Academy of Political Science

and hist week, and which appears on an-

Wall Street other page of this issue. It is unfor-

tunate, however, that it was necessary

to make the statement that the employees felt that Wall Street

was responsible for the fact that their demands were not

complied with under private management. If the men had
such a belief, where did they get it, if not from their leaders?

What justification had their leaders for preaching that sort

of a doctrine to them? Is it not true beyond question that

the majority of the railroad officers w^ere anxious to make
working conditions and compensation satisfactory to the em-
ployees? On the other hand, these officers were under cer-

tain responsibilities to the stockholders and in many cases

were working hard to keep the roads out of bankruptcy.

Why not place the blame exactly where it belongs, recogniz-

ing that the financial interests were possibly at fault in some
cases, and put the responsibility squarely up to the Interstate

Commerce Commission or the state regulating bodies which
would not grant the roads such rates as to make it possible

for them to meet all of the demands of the men and at the

same time give the railway security owners a fair return

upon their investments? It is easy enough to place the

blame upon the railroad managements and upon the finan-

cial interests, and it is true that in many cases they were at

least partly at fault. Was it right, however, for tlie labor

leaders and their followers to make many of the statements

that they did prior to federal control and oppose increases of

rates because they felt that the railroads were not giving

them a square deal? It is true that the Railroad Adminis-

tration was able greatly to increase the compensation of the

employees, but it is just as true that this could only be done

by making a corresponding increase in the rates. Is this not

as clear a demonstration of the inevitable partnership be-

tween lalior and capital as could be wi.shed for? Profit and

loss sharing in theory between the two may be repudiated by

both, but in practice it is unavoidable.

The Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' conven-

tions were omitted entirely in 1917 because of the entry of

this country into the war. In June, 1918,
Splendid Prospects the mechanical departments were more

for June or less under a cloud because of the con-

Conventions (litionof thcequipment and the Railroad

Administration did not look with favor

upon a general convention; a meeting was held, therefore,

consisting of a small group of representative members from

the different roads and only matters of extreme importance,

or which had been licld over from the previous year, were

given any consideration. The changed conditions in the me-
chanical department require a real convention for June, 1919,

and the various committees should go forward with the prep-

aration of their reports with a view to the larger opportunities

that lie before the mechanical department in the future. One
feature of the convention that will deserve special attention

will be the exhilsits. It will be more than ever important,

even after the return to normal conditions, that the roads take

advantage of every design and device that will make possible

greater efficiency or more economical operation. It was be-

cause of the extreme importance of this during the war that

the exhibits were so effective at the Traveling Engineers' con-

vention last fall. Those who saw the way in which these

exhibits were used, and who may have been skeptical as to

the value of exhibits as an educational measure, were con-

verted to their real importance. The motive power and car

department officials throughout the countn.- will not only

need the inspiration of constructive and inspiring con%'en-

tion programs next June, but they will be equally in need of

information concerning devices of the above-mentioned nature

and of the improvements that have taken place in the last

two years in the railway supply field. Another extremely

important factor that must not be overlooked is that foreign

railroads will send many representatives to this countr\- dur-

ing the next year to study our methods and arrange for the

purchase of equipment. If the fact could be generally pub-

lished within the next month or two that special attention

w-ill be given to making the exhibits at the mechanical con-

ventions a feature for these representatives, many of them
would undoubtedly make arrangements to visit this country

at that time.

It is not too early to get busy in arranging the details both

for the technical programs and the exhibits.

What Was This Understanding?

A I THE TIME the President settled the wage controversy be-

'* tween the railroads and the train service employees in

September, 1917, the impression was created that there was
an understanding between the administration and labor

leaders. This impression has been strengthened by develop-

ments from time to time, none of which are more pertinent

than one arising out of the recent controversy between the

railroad administration and organized labor over the issuance

of Order No. 42 early last fall, prohibiting all railroad

employees from engaging in political activities. AVhen the

director general issued this order the impression was created,

purposely or otherwise, that it was directed toward lobbying

and allied activities on the part of the corporations, and it

was so received by the public in general. However, the four

train service brotherhoods saw at once that it also prohibited

all political activities on their part and would require the

elimination of their representatives at Washington and

elsewhere.

They at once protested vigorously to the director general,

and they have been exceedingly bitter in their attacks against

the "disenfranchisement" of their members in their publica-

tions. In the December issue of the Locomotive Engineers'

Journal, published by the Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers, there appears a statement of their negotiations with

the director general on this subject signed by W. S. Stone,

grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers;

Timothy Shea, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen and Enginemen; A. B. Garretson. president of the

Order of Railway Conductors, and \\'. G. Lee, president of

the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen. After referring to

their conferences with the director general on September 26

and October o, relative to the modification of Order No. 42,

the letter states that this committee departed with the under-

standing that it would be called to Wa,«hington again to con-

fer with Mr. Mc.^doo before a final decision was rendered

on its protest. However, nothing further was heard from him.

and Order No. 48, replacing Order No. 42, and modifying its

provisions only insofar as it applied to local politics was

issued on October 22.

The letter concludes with the significant statement that

"this order is not in keeping with our understanding of the

statement made to us by the President prior to placing the

railroads under government control." In view of the numer-

ous rumors which have existed in the past it would be inter-

esting to know the nature of this understanding.
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The Cost-Plus Contract

/^NE PROBLEM which has confronted the chief engineers
^^ of American railways during the last two years of ris-

ing prices, and which may be the source of no little

difficulty for some time to come, is tliat arising from the use

of the various cost-plus forms of contract for railroad con-

struction work. After years of experience with the unit price

and lump sum forms of contracts, the provisions and the

conduct of the negotiations under these types of agreement
have ijecome so thoroughly established by precedent that there

remains little opportunity for legitimate contention between
the contracting parties.

Following the inauguration of the European war, the grow-
ing uncertainty as to the supply and cost of labor and ma-
terials soon indicated that contracts could not be awarded
satisfactorily on a unit price basis, both from the standpoint

of the contractor and the railroads. To protect himself

against all these contingencies, the contractor had to estab-

lish a unit price high enough to protect him.self against any
contingency which might arise, leading in many cases to

entirely unwarranted profits where conditions developed fa-

vorably. On the other hand, contractors who had been

awarded work in the early months of the war or before its

inception, were not long in fmding tliemselves hopelessly

involved in a situation that promised speedy bankruptcy.

Consequently many of the railroads found it necessary to

come to the relief of the contractors, in many cases changing
the contract so as to use one of the "cost-plus" forms of

agreement for the duration of the remaining work.

While 'these newer foniis of contracts have Ijeen in use for

some years in certain classes of work, they were rather a

novelty in railroad work and proved to be an untried in-

strument, in many cases for both the railway officers and
contractors. In view of this and the fact that the new form
of agreement removed most or all of the contractor's incentive

for economy in the conikict of the work, it is to be expected

that some contentions liave arisen between the contracting

parties. The most fruitful source of difficulty arose with

the cost-plus jjercentage contract since this clearly offered

an incentive for extravagance.

Many contractors are, of course, sufficiently broadminded
to see further ahead than tlie profit to be obtained from the

present work and have made every effort to conduct the

projects under their control with the greatest possible effi-

ciency, but even where the responsible head of such an

undertaking is so minded, it does not always follow that his

subordinates in direct charge of tlic work are equally far-

sighted. The fault has in part been due to the inade(iuacy of

the contract agreement, in that the railroad has not always

been afforded adequate control over the expenditures of the

contractor. In certain cases, the latter has assumed tliat he

has had unlimited authority in this respect and has estab-

lished rates of pay for his men that were not only wasteful,

iiut created serious unrest among the railway employees,

while purchases of material made with a view to securing the

most favorable deliveries had little regard to price.

The cure for this is oliviously a more well defined control

of these matters by the chief engineer and possibly the rail-

way purchasing agent. Another step in advance is attained

through die elimination of incentive for increased cost of the

\vork by discarding the cost plus percentage form in favor

of the cost plus a fixed price or, as in the case of certain

grading work done this year, cost plus a certain sum per

yard of material moved. While the war is over, uncertainty

as to future conditions will demand the use of contracts on

other bases than a fixed unit price for some time to come
and no doubt with greater advantage to the railroads than

has been the case during the last year or more, for widi the

possibility of lower prices greater economy will accrue to the

railroads than with a unit price contract based on the present

high costs. The solution of the difficulties experienced with
contracts during the past year would seem rather to point
the way to an improvement in the form of these contracts than
an immediate return to the unit price method.

Mr. McAdoo Being Forced Into the Open
T

J
.NUER oRDi.v.ARV ciRcc.M ST.A.NCES there Would be this^ much merit in the proposal of William G. McAdoo,

director general of railroads, to pass new legislation re-
taining the railroads under government control and opera-
tion for a period of five years—that it faced the issue squarely
and did not hide under the cloak of a war measure. The
political conditions are such, however, that it would be im-
possible to have this question of the advisability of a five-year
experiment under government operation of the railroads
passed upon by representatives of present public opinion.
The present majority in Congress has Ijeen overthrown at the
elections. To ask this Congress to commit the countrv' to a
colossal experiment in economics foreign to American insti-

tutions and .\nierican genius is grossly unfair, both to Con-
gress and to the public.

The President in his address to Congress, Januarj- 4, 1918,
asking it to pass the legislation necessan,- to carry out his
railroad proclamation, said:

"The common administration will be carried out with as
little di.sturinuice of the present operating organizations and
personnel of the railways as possible. Nothing will be altered
or disturbed which it is not necessary to disturb."

It is fair to assume that Mr. ]Mc.'\doo accepted both the let-

ter and the spirit of this pronouncement of his chief. Mr.
McAdoo says in his letter to the chairman of the Senate inter-

state commerce committee: "There are those who may say that
an extension of five years for such a test will mean govern-
ment ownership. Personally, I do not believe it." He makes
the statement that during the year that he has l)een in charge
of operation of the railroads he has made no attempt to prove
or disprove any theory of government ownership or any other

kind of theory, and claims that the roads have been operated
solely in the interest of performing the work required b}' war
conditions and in the interests of giving the public the best

service possible consistent with paramount war needs. Mr.
McAdoo may honestly believe, and we have no doubt that he
does, that this is the ideal which he has held fast to during
the past year, but circumstances have l)een such that what-
ever the ideal of the individual director general, facts and tlie

actions of subordinates are in contradiction to this ideal.

Not one thing, but a thousand things have been dope dur-
ing the past year in the working out of a railroad organiza-

tion which were based, not on the necessity for performing

war work and rendering the necessary public ser\'ice, but of

remodeling the railroad structure to conform with a theory of

government ojieration. If an\- one will take the trouble to

go through the files of the Rail'<.i'ay A,(;c. checking off in the

weekly compilation of the doings of the Railroad .•Adminis-

tration those things which were solel\' necessary to meet war
conditions and then look over as many of the other orders and
actions of the Administration as he has time for. no other ar-

gument will i)e necessary to convince him that whether he in-

tended it or not, Mr. Mc.\doo"s administration has been a

series of steps in the tearing down of the old order of manage-
ment and the establishment of an entirely different structure.

Mr McAdoo says that President Wilson agrees with him
in desiring to force upon Congress the decision either to re-

turn the roads to their owners or to enter upon a five-year

experiment of government control. Mr. Mc.\doo also says that

this latter course would take the railroad question out of poli-

tics for the present. It looks very much as if what he meant
was that the momentous question of a five-year experiment
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in government operation would be settled without the public

having a voice in the matter and by representatives whom the

public had repudiated.

No one .should iilind himself to the seriousness of such a

step as that wliich Mr. McAdoo has asked Congress to take.

A year of operation by the government has shaken almost to

the foundation the morale of railroad officers and employees;

has rai.sed freight rates 25 per cent or more; has raised

passenger rates about 50 per cent, and has left railroad credit

hanging in mid-air. Reorganization now under private

initiative and private capital may or may not be feasible, l)ut

five years of such a cour.se would make the return of the roads

to their owners inconceivable.

Mr. McAdoo wants to return the roads immediately if he

cannot retain them for five years, because the prospect of re-

linquishment of the roads 21 months hence upsets the morale

of railroad officers and employees and prevents a logical de-

velopment of additions and betterments ! And yet he believes

that five years of government operation would not prevent

the return of the roads to their owners, and would not neces-

sarily mean government ownership!

The sudden cessation of the war has forced Mr. McAdoo
into specifically asking for a five-year e.xperiment of govern-

ment operation. But he still refuses to acknowledge that the

inevitable outcome of sucli an experiment would be govern-

ment ownership. No one else, however, should be deceived.

You can turn a diamond into charcoal, but you cannot re-

verse the "experiment."

The Railroads—Practice vs. Theory

ONE OF THE SPEAKERS at a recent meeting of the Recon-

struction Committee of the National Civic Federation

made a very distinct impression when he stated that the com-

plicated industrial problems which must be solved in going

back safely to peace conditions must be treated on the basis

of practical experience rather than from the standpoint of

the theorist. Ought not Congress to approach the railroad

problem in the same attitude? Judging from some of the

bills which are being introduced and some of the statements

that are being made in the press, a number of people are rid-

ing their hobbies pretty hard and are allowing their imagina-

tions to run rampant on this question. This country cannot

afford to run the risk of applying any untried theories to

the solution of the railroad problem; the fact must not lie lost

sight of that a succes.sful transportation system lies at the

very basis of the prosperity of this country.

Legislators and regulators have been allowed more or less

free rein in applying their theories to the roads in the past,

with the result that they have very nearly put them out of

business. Ought we not at this time to consider only apply-

ing remedies to those conditions that have so disastrously

affected the railroads in tlie past and at the same time take

full cognizance of those things that have proved successful

under government control? In the first place, the unfortu-

nate condition in which tlie railroads found themselves at

the entrv of this country into the war is now generally recog-

nized to have been largely due to the application of the Sher-

man Act, to a restrictive rather than a constructive policy on

the part of the Interstate Commerce Commission and to the

conflicting laws and regulations on the part of 48 states and

the federal government.

First and foremo.st, therefore, the Sherman Act sliould be

repealed, at least so far as it ajijilies to the railroads, and

the roads should be placed under one central regulating

body which must be made to feel the grave resiionsiliility of

dealing with the railroads in such a way that they can pras-

per and give that service that is so necessary to promote

general prosperity and .serve the public acceptably.

The second large problem that has been a nightmare to

the railroads is that of finances. ^Vith the costs of o[ieration

and taxes steadily increasing over a long jx^riod of years and
the regulating bodies constantly trying to decrease or hold

down the rates to a ver\' minimum, the roads have been

starved. The repre.sentatives of the public have tried to jus-

tify themselves by charges of poor management or transgres-

sions on the part of the railroads in the past; they have over-

looked the fact that the railroads conducted their business

at that ]X'riod on about the same level as to ethics as did the

other industries and on a higher plane than the politicians

and demagogues, who were either clinging to them as para-

sites or fighting them for political reasons. The railroads

must be responsible to the public and it is well that they

sliould be subjected to wise regulation, but they must be

allowed to earn sufficient returns so that the public will be

encouraged to invest in their securities.

Another great problem of the railroads concerns the labor

situation. As the railroads have grown larger and larger,

the officers have not been able to keep in as close contact

with the men as was desirable. This has led to misunder-
standings on both sides. Unfortunately some railroad man-
agers have entirely misunderstood the handling of men and
have adopted narrow and bigoted policies. On the other

hand, labor has often allowed itself to be led by ignorant

men—men who were not always averse to exploiting those

whose cause they were paid to represent. The public authori-

ties have not been willing to recognize the needs of the em-
ployees by making it possible for the railroads to pay them
as highly as might be desired. The labor situation when
the railroads were taken under government control was a

most serious one. Under the period of federal control both

sides have had an opportunity of sizing up the situation criti-

cally. Undoubtedly both have recognized that they were in

error in certain respects and are willing to try to look at the

situation from the viewpoint of the other side.

It is exceedingly desirable and indeed necessary for the

future success of the roads that the managements and the

men should come to an understanding before the roads are

released from federal control. It is important also that the

managements and the men should recognize that the interests

of the public must be considered. The public should insist

tliat something in the nature of an industrial disputes act be

enacted .so that the men cannot strike nor the managements
lock the men out without first having the merits of both sides

of the rjuestion carefully investigated. Failing to agree after

such an investigation a full and frank statement of the facts

should be made to the public by an impartial body. The
party at fault would then be forced by public opinion to take

the right attitude. The application of such a law has met

with good results in Canada.
There are many other aspects of the railroad problem, but

those' which are mentioned are the most important points

to be considered. There is sufficient talent among practical

railroad officers to settle in a satisfactory manner all of these

questions on the basis of their combined practical experiences

and without unnecessarily inviting difficulty by a lot of

theorizing. Judging from the trend of events and the expres-

sions of practical men who are versed in transportation mat-

ters, the business men of the countr\-, who are vitally inter-

ested in a practical solution of the problem, are going to in-

sist that it be settled on a practical basis and without any

unnecessary experimentation. This means, for instance, that

government ownership and a numlier of questionable theories

that have been advanced will be thrown into the discard and
that the roads will go back into the hands of their owTiers

without any unnecessary changes and in such a way as to

secure all of the advantages of private ownership and some
of the advantages of closer co-operation which have been

demonstrated by federal control and which the railroad man-
agements themselves have tried for years to bring about, but

have lieen prevented from so doing by laws and regulations

which should be wiped from the statute books. Let us stop

for a moment and take a sensible view of the situation.



The American Red Cross has made a remarkable

record during the war in taking care of the wounded
and of reHeving those who were helpless and in distress

in the war zones.

It has an even larger task before it d'.'.ring the re-

construction period upon which we are now entering.

The movement needs the support and sympathy of

every red-blooded patriotic American.

During the week beginning December 16, the Ameri-

can Red Cross is making a drive, not for money, but

for membership.
The campaign will be known as the "Red Cross

Christmas Roll Call."

Railroad officers and employees should do their part

in helping to make this roll call include every Ameri-

can—man. woman or child.
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Open to. Question
Yeadom, P«.

To THE Editor: ...
If the recent order of Director General AIcAdoo insisting

upon all employees being courteou.s to those traveling upon

the various lines now under government control, or transact-

ing business with these lines in any other way, is correctly

reported in a recent issue of one of our most reliaijle morn-

ing papers, a portion at least of the order is certainly open

to criticism.
i, i,- i

To the part of this order directing courtesy, no well-think-

ing person will object for a moment, and a large number of

the leading railway companies of the country have always

insisted upon such deportment. I can recall numerous in-

stances which in the past have come under my observation

in which employees of railways have been severely disciplined

for discourteous treatment of patrons.

Of course, it is probable that the difficulty of obtaining

and retaining employees in all departments during the

peculiar conditions of the past two or three years has in-

creased the tendency of some employees to rudeness in de-

portment, and has also compelled officials against their

wishes to be more lenient than is cu.stomary in this matter.

The part of the order which, if correctly printed, to which

I would take exception, is the director general's reference to

remarks alleged to be frequently made by employees when

questioned as to belated schedules of trains or inefficiency in

service; such as "The Government's running the roads now,

etc."

Reference also appears to be made in the order to an

ancient remark often in the days gone by attributed to rail-

way officials when told of the rights of the public, this re-

mark relegating the long-suffering public to everlasting con-

demnation! (By the way, is anyone able to name the author

of this once familiar saying definitely?)

When Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage was especially promment

among the ministers of the Gospel in Brooklyn, he was often

criticized in many of the newspapers, and sometimes very

harshly. Some friends once suggested to him that he have

the.se critics called to account for their utterances, which

were practically untrue. The gifted man smilingly replied

that these remarks never annoyed him, so long as he knew

thev were untrue.

Doubtless these remarks which appear to have been

deemed worthy of notice by the director general, if made at

all, were only made facetiously by the employees, and if it

was believed by the government officials that they had a

tendency to do injury, it would have been easy to post the

men quietly as to the wishes of the management, and doubt-

less a pleasant conformity to such suggestion would have

followed at once.

It has never appeared good practice to me to pay atten-

tion to all the thoughtless remarks made by employees, and

usually the official who listens to most reports of such things

keeps himself and others in unnecessary hot water. Lord

Palmerston, years ago, said that the freedom of speech of

England was the safety valve through which many men

blew off their superfluous energ>', and certainly if the ''pop

valves" of our railway employees are not fastened down

tight, they will blow off their surplus energy, and like the

boilers of the engines on their lines, go on doing good and

acceptable work.

In the words of an old-time superintendent, who repri-

manded a subordinate for paying too much attention to

overheard remarks of the men, "It always looks as if there

is a sore spot about one somewhere when such remarks

hurt I"

While not on any account advocating disrespectful, or care-

less, service, I certainly could never approve of the idea that

one holding a government position is surrounded with such

a halo of majesty that his very^ person is sacred and dared

not be mentioned except in deepest veneration, and his

decisions accepted as infallible as Holy Writ. This may
answer in Germany, but never in America or Great Britain.

As to the supposed attitude of railway officials and their

subordinates to the public, if it ever did exist, it has years

and years ago passed into "innocuous desuetude!"

C. H. CwiUTHMU.

Locomotive Lubrication
Chicago. 111.

To THE Editor:

I noted on page 812 of the issue of the Railway Age for

November 9, Mechanical Department Circular No. 6. This
circular states that investigation has developed an increased

coal consumption, with excessive wear of cylinders and
packing, valve and valve chambers, as well as piston rod

and valve stem packing, due to locomotives not being jirop-

erly lubricated. This improper lubrication is attributed

largely to the practice on some railroads of draining lubri-

cators of all oil at the terminal, and putting in the exact

amount allowed for the trip before leaving. It is further

stated that this amount is often insufficient when excessive

switching is necessary, or when any unusual delays occur, or

when the feed is so regulated that the oil will not last dur-

ing the trip, and on account of this, locomotives are operated

to the terminal with cylinders not lubricated and yard en-

gines are worked for hours without cylinder oil. To over-

come this the circular instructs that the lubricators shall be
filled before the locomotive leaves the terminal, and suffi-

cient oil shall be carried on the locomotive to provide against

an\' of the above contingencies.

I am afraid that there is danger of greatly increasing the

cost of lubrication without realizing the economies expected,

l)ecause I have never yet found a locomotive engineer, no
matter how much oil he was using to make the trip, that

felt that he was getting enough. In most instances, I be-

lieve they will use all the oil that is given them and still

ask for more. The more oil the valves and cylinders of

superheated locomotives receive beyond what they need, the

more carbonization troubles will follow. Carbonization

changes the oil from a lubricant to an adhering abrasive,

that causes increasing wear of the moving parts and sticking

of packing rings, as well as clogging of ports and exhaust

nozzles. It also causes difficulty in removing valves, and
often reduces cylinder clearance so as to make dangerous
any lengthening or shortening of main rods, because of the

likelihood of pistons knocking out cylinder heads.

The circular also states that piston rod and valve stem

packing should be properly lubricated and recommends that

a suitable swab be provided to retain the oil. When valves

and cylinders are properly lubricated, the valve stems and
piston rods are equally well lubricated. It is, therefore,

inadvisable to hide the internal condition by equipping valve

stems and piston rods with oil or swab cups.

This circular seems to admit the need for some reliable

automatic oil feeding device that will deliver a definite

amount of lubricant at every revolution of the drivers re-

gardless of speed or pressure, that needs only to be filled,

requiring no attention from the enginemen. not even turning

on or off and that has no feed regulation and nothing to

adiuft. W. J. SCHLACKS.



The Reconstruction Conference at Atlantic City

Co-operation the Keynote in Meeting of 4,000 Business Men
to Consider Readjustment Problems

A GREATER FEELING OF CO-OPERATION among the busi-

ness men of all industries, a new regard for the

laboring man's position, a new open-mindedness on
the part of business men as to the meeting of the labor

problem, an appreciation of the advantages of foreign trade,

strong expressions of opinion in favor of private initiative

and control of industry and the withdrawal of governmental
war-time regulation as soon as possible, were some of the

high points in the war emergency and reconstruction con-

ference held at Atlantic City, N. J., last week under the

auspices of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

The conference was attended by about 4,000 business men,
meeting in group and general sessions. The general sessions

of the conference were addressed by men among the leaders

of American industry and the diverse thoughts of some 375
separate industries were co-ordinated in 32 resolutions

adopted practically unanimously at the last session as general

expressions of opinion on readjustment problems of the busi-

ness men of the country.

The success of the conference was in no small measure
due to the work of one man—a railroad man

—

W. H. Manss,
until about a year ago the assistant to the vice-president in

charge of traffic and

commercial develop-

ment work of the Balti-

more & Ohio. Mr.

Manss is pre-eminently

an organizer and his

entire business career

has been spent in or-

ganizing one work and

another and in giving

those with whom he

works that inspiration

and enthusiasm which

means accomplishment

and success. Mr.
Manss is a native of

Cincinnati. He received

degrees from Whitten-

burg College and Yale

University and spent ^- "• "^^"^^

two years and a half at

Berlin University in Germany. Upon returning to this

country he entered railway service and there began his

organizing work by starting and building up the industrial

development department of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, originating among other things the idea of the seed

and soil special which was adopted by many other railroads,

and which has done an immense amount of gootl for the

agricultural development of the West.

Mr. Manss later left railway ser%'ice for a time and served

as civic industrial commissioner of the Chicago Association

of Commerce. It was he who organized the National Wool

Warehouse, representing the wool growers in the West. He
then returned to railway service and served for a number of

years as industrial expert. For a time he was vice-president

and general manager of the Southern Settlement and Develop-

ment Organization, following which he became assistant to

the vice-president in charge of traffic and commercial develop-

ment of the Baltimore & Ohio. In that position he made a

record of locating two industries per day for several 3'ears

with an estimated annual revenue of $28,000,000.

He was furloughed from the railroad to act as director of

the War Service Committee of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States and as such consummated the organiza-
tion of some 375 war service committees representing as many
different trades or businesses, and upon receiving the ap>-

proval of the appointments of the committee by the particular
trade it represented certified it to the War Industries Board,
whereupon it acted as the body through which the board
had dealings with the trade. The Reconstruction Confer-
ence was the climax of this work and the successful accom-
plishment of bringing together business men of no le?.= than
375 trades and of co-ordinating their varying ideas into a
single set of resolutions which the conference could offer as

the sense of the business men of the countn,' was very largely

due to the organizing ability of Mr. Manss as carried out
with the enthusiasm he imparted to his assistants and co-

workers.

Now that the work of the conference is completed, Mr.
Manss has announced his resignation, effective Januarv 1.

He has been asked by Daniel Willard to return to the Balti-

more & Ohio company, but his final plans have not been
announced.

The Conference

The War Emergency and Reconstruction Conference
Congress lasted four days, December 3 to 6. On Tuesday,
the first day, meetings were held by the 375 or so war service

committees. The conference proper had its first general
session on Wednesday morning, Harry A. Wheeler,
president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,

delivering the introductorj' address. At the afternoon general
session on Wednesday addresses were made by Charles M.
Schwab, director general of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-
tion, and William C. Redfield, secretary of commerce. In
the evening the war service committees met in 35 related

group sessions and the suggestions made by the meetings of
the previous day were correlated and passed on to the 10
major group meetings which met Thursday afternoon and
evening. The delegates also met in general session Thurs-
day morning and w^ere addressed by John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,

and by Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works. A paper by James A. Farrell, president of the

United States Steel Corporation, was read in Mr. Farrell's

absence by O. K. Davis, secretarj' of the National Foreign
Trade Council. At the final session Friday morning the

conference was addressed by Paul M. Warburg, former mem-
ber of the Federal Reserve Board, and the conference voted
on 32 resolutions meant to express the opinions of the busi-

ness men of the nation on reconstruction and readjustment.

The conference covered so much ground that it is possible

to reproduce here only some of its high point- md even
those can be expressed only briefly.

Mr. Wheeler's Introductory Address

In his introductor)- address Harrj' A. Wheeler, president

of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, sketched

the problems that were to come before the conference. He
emphasized particularly the part that business men must play
in reconstruction and invited attention to the necessity of

sending to Versailles a representation of busine?; men to the

end that economic matters should have their due considera-

tion as well as diplomatic questions. He touched upon the

following points as being those which should likewise re./ve

1041
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consideration: problems of internal readjustment; the settle-

ment of war contracts, including the disposal of stocks now
in the hands of the government, cancellations, etc. ; considera-

tions of price fixing; the protection of new industries; com-

binations for the development of foreign trade; the wisdom

of perpetuating some industrial combinations; questions of

rail and ocean transportation; the relations of labor to the

new order, etc.

From Charles M. Schwab's Address

We have faced, and will face a great change in the social

structure of this great country of ours, a change to my mind

ultimately for the better, for the happiness of mankind and

the development of human nature, a change of true democ-

racy, a change by which the man who becomes the aristocrat

of the future will not be such because of birth or wealth, but

the man who has done something for the good of his country

and his fellow men. The man of the future in this great

countr)' of ours will be the doer of deeds for the upbuilding

of the interests and the happiness of mankind. . . .

Before this war the maximum output of ships in the United

States in any one year was something less than 400,000 tons.

When the Emergency Fleet Corporation started, all the ship-

yards of the country that were available for shipbuilding

were occupied, and rightfully so, by the needs of the navy,

and, therefore, it was necessary to construct the works in

which these ships might and had to be built. To give you

some idea of the progress we have made—and I do not speak

of launchings, but of ships placed in commission, because

only then are they useful—during the month of October there

were placed in commission in the United States 416,000 tons

of shipping. In the month of November just ended, for

which we have not received the exact figures, I anticipate we

have placed in commission something over 500,000 tons of

shii>s.

This, my friends, brings me to the point, the chief thought

which I have in my mind to give you today. We may
construct 100,000,000 tons of ships, but they will have no

value to this great nation of ours unless we do what is more

important than the construction of ships, and that is to devise

the ways and means for the operation of these ships. A great

merchant marine for the United States is essential for its

ultimate success, and its successful operation is not for the

benefit of any one man or class of men or any one branch of

business, but is for the good of every individual citizen of

the United States. I do not care whether he is farmer,

lumberman, manufacturer or merchant, a great mercantile

marine is essential for every man in the United States. I

do not care what plan, in the opinion of our great legislators

at Washington, may be best for the operation of these ships

so long as they are operated economically and so long as the

expense of operation is not l^orne by any one or few, but b>-

the whole people.

No American shipping can be profitable or successful or

enlist private capital today, as shipping is now operated,

and vou, the manufacturers of the United States, must raise

your voices for the successful operation of our mercantile

marine. Do not let the cry that a few may profit by subsidies

or otherwise deter you in the least. I do not care in what

form the people pay the bill. If the government operates

the ships themselves and they operate them at a loss the

people pay the bill. If the ships are operated by private

concerns and a loss accrues that is made up in some form of

subsidv, the people themselves pay the bill. So that what-

ever form mav l)e adopted we must find the means of doing it.

I do not hesitate to say, however,—not as a politician,

because in that I have never had any part—I do not hesitate

to say as an American business man that the real develop-

ment of anv great enterprise depends on the individual initia-

tive of the American liusiness man. I do not believe we will

ever get the full economical development of any great branch

of .\merican industry that is not developed under private

enterprise and by private capital. You may guard it in any

way )'ou see fit, but provide such laws and regulations as

will not hamper its operations. But, gentlemen, point me if

you will to any great industry of transportation or other

development that has not been the result of the initiative of

a few enterprising citizens in its inception.

What part has this in this great transition? I will tell you

It is well illustrated by the steel industry. During this year

the steel industry will have made approximately forty-five

million tons of steel. Before the war twenty-five million to

thirty million was considered a big output. This great de-

velopment has been brought about by needs of the war. In

my opinion, it is higher on the average than the amount which

this countr}' needs at this time. This countrj' will rapidly

develop to the full need of it, but at this moment it is more

than we need for purely domestic wants. Our great outlet

for all our manufactures must be foreign markets. How are

we going to get into the foreign markets unless we have the

ships and the mercantile marine to earn,- our goods to the for-

eign markets? Therefore, gentlemen, it is your duty, it is the

duty of every society, it is the duty of every chamber of

commerce, it is the duty of even,' single individual, to raise

up their voice to be heard, to let their clamors be loud and

long for the development and maintenance of this mercantile

marine of ours. . . .

The Labor Problem

My friends, there is one other question of great and timeh

importance, to cover which no one can lay down general rules,

and that is this great and important labor question. I am
one of the men who believe in the fairness of American labor

I am one of the men who believe that the only foundation

upon which any of these things can permanently rest is the

economic use of everything, whether it is labor, material.

manufacture or what not. Any foundation of organized labor

or capital that is on a false basis must fail. We started in

some 20 years ago on a series of exploitations that many
people called trusts and there were many such concerns

organized that had as their prime motive the artificial idea

of either restricting production or increasing the selling price

You have seen them, one after the other, fail and fade away
That was on a wrong basis. Our Congress, our legislature

in Washington, realized it, and rightly and justly took steps

to correct it. What has been true of capital will be equally

true of labor, and, therefore, the education of the American
laboring man must be to have him realize that his permanency
and success, and the success of the nation, will depend upfon

labor conditions and capital conditions that are founded on

economic principles first of all.

I am not oppo.sed to organized labor. I believe that labor

should organize in individual plants or amongst themselves

for the better negotiation of labor and the protection of their

own rights; but the organization and control of labor in

individual plants and manufactures, to my mind, ought to

he made representative of the people in those plants who know
the conditions; that they ought not to lie controlled by some-

body from Kamchatka who knows nothing about what their

conditions are.

But, gentlemen, in the years gone by, I seriously doubt

many times if labor has received its fair share of the pros-

perity of this great country. We, as manufacturers, have got

to open our e\'es to a wider vision of the present and the

future with reference to our workmen. \\"e have got to devise

ways and means by which capital and labor, that have so

often been termed synonymous shall share equally, not in

theory, Init in practice. We have got to devise ways and
means of education. We must not only talk about these

things, but we must do these things. We have got to realize

that many unjust demands will be made by labor as they

probably have been made by capitalists and employers in the

past. That is one of the lessons tliis great war has taught us
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—true democracy. The thing we have to do is to teach, not
patronize, to educate and have the American laborer know
and feel that he can stand with his head in the air, as you can
and as I can, and say with pride, "I am an American citizen."

That is what I feel is our duty, as manufacturers now, if

we want to preserve the situation in America. We have to

study it with utmost care. Each manufacturer must study
his own case and his own situation from his own standpoint
and must know his own condition. There can be no general

rule that will be applicable to all. We ought to urge a con-

tinuance of work in every direction. Matters will adjust

themselves industrially in this country sooner or later by the

natural course of events, but what we want to prevent is that

sudden slip of the cog which will give us a social jolt that

may be dangerous to our industries for years to come. We
must be patient. We must go along with small or no profits

if necessary. We must bend every effort to keep our em-
ployees busy, employed and satisfied. They must be made to

realize the situation as w^e see it and be content to help us
in that development. We must get closer together with our
work people. We must listen with patience to their side of

the story, and we must induce them to listen with patience to

our side of the story. We now .stand shoulder to shoulder
for the protection of our mutual interests and above all for

the protection and glorification of this great and glorious

country of ours.

Representation in Industry

From the Address of John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

Obviously the day has passed when the conception of

industry as primarily a matter of private interest can be

maintained. To cling to it is only to lay up trouble for the

future and to arouse antagonism. In the light of the present,

every thinking man must adopt the view that the purpose of

industiT is to advance social well-being rather than primarily

to afford a means for the accumulation of individual wealth.

It must be jjome in mind, however, that industry cannot be

successfully carried on unless not only the community and
the workers are adequately served, but those whose money is

invested are enabled to realize a just return.

Who are the parties to industry? They are four in number
—Capital, Management, Labor and the Community. Capital

is represented by the stockholders and is usually regarded

as embracing Management. Management is, however, an
entirely .separate and distinct party to industry—it consists

of the executive officers, who are the administrators of the

industry and who bring to it technical skill and managerial

experience. Labor is represented by the employees, but its

contribution, unlike that of capital, is not detachable from
tlie one who makes it, for it is his physical effort, his strength,

his life.

Here the list usually ends, for the fourth party, namely,

the community, whose interest is vital and in the last analysis

controlling, is too often ignored. The community's right to

representation in the control of industry and in the shaping

of industrial policies is similar to that of labor. But for the

community's contribution, in the maintenance of law and
order, of agencies of transportation and communication, of

systems of money and credit and of other serv'ices, all involv-

ing continuous outlays, the operation of capital, management
and labor would be cnonnously hampered, if not rendered

well nigh impossible. Furthennore, the community is the

consumer of the product of industry, and the money which it

pays for the product provides the wages, salaries and profits

that are distributed among the other parties.

Might not the four parties to industn' subscribe to an
industrial creed somewhat as follows:

1. I believe that Labor and Capital are partners, not
enemies; that their interests are common interests, not op-

posed, and that neither can attain the fullest measure of pros-

perity at the expense of the other, but only in association
with the other.

2. I believe that the community is an essential party to

industry and that it should have adequate representation with
the other parties.

3. I believe that the purpose of industry is quite as much
to advance social well-being as material well-being and that
in the pursuit of that purpose the interests of the community
should be carefully considered, the well-being of the em-
ployees as respects living and working conditions should be
fully guarded, management should be adequately recognized
and capital should be justly compensated, and that failure in

any of these particulars means loss to all four.

4. I believe that every man is entitled to an opportunity
to earn a living, to fair wages, to reasonable hours of work
and proper working conditions, to a decent home, to the
opportunity to play, to learn, to worship and to love, as well
as to toil, and that the responsibility rests as heavily upon
industry as upon government or society, to see that these
conditions and opportunities prevail.

5. I believe that industry, efficiency and initiative, wher-
ever found, should be encouraged and adequately rewarded,
and that indolence, indifference and restriction of production
should be discountenanced.

6. I believe that the provision of adequate means of un-
covering grievances and promptly adjusting them is of funda-
mental importance to the successful conduct of industry.

7. I believe that the most potent measure in bringing
about industrial harmony and prosperity is adequate repre-
sentation of the parties in interest; that existing forms of
representation slunild be carefully studied and availed of in

so far as they may be found to have merit and are adaptable
to the peculiar conditions in the various industries.

8. I believe that the most effective structure of representa-
tion is that which is built from the bottom up. which includes
all employees, and, starting with the election of representa-
tives in each industrial plant, the formation of joint works'
committees, of joint district councils, and annual joint con-
ferences of all the parties in interest in a single industrial
corporation, can be extended to include all plants in the same
industry, all industries in a community, in a nation, and in
the various nations.

9. I believe that the application of right principles never
fails to effect right relations; that the letter killeth and the
spirit maketh alive; that forms are wholly secondary while
attitude and si)irit are all important, and that only as the
parties in industry are animated by the spirit of fair play.
justice to all and brotherhood, will any plans which they may
mutually work out succeed.

10. I believe that that man renders the greatest social
service who so co-operates in the organization of industry as
to afford to the largest number of men the greatest oppor-
tunity for self-development and the enjoyment by every man
of these benefits which his own work adds to the wealth of
civilization.

As the leaders of industry face this period of reconstruction,
what will their attitude be? Will it be that of the stand-
patters, . . . who attempt stubbornly to resist the inevi-
table, and arming themselves to the teeth, invite open warfare
with the other parties in industr>', the certain outcome of
which will be financial loss, inconvenience and suft'ering to
all. the development of bitterness and hatred, and in the "end
the brinsjing al)0ut through legislation if not by the force of
conditions far more drastic and radical than could now be
amicably arrived at through mutual concession in friendly
conferences? Or will it be an attitude, in which I myself
profoundly believe, which takes cognizance of the inherent
right and justice of the principles underlying the new order,
which recognizes that mighty changes are inevitable, many
of them desirable, which, not waiting until forced to adopt
new methods, takes the lead in calling together the parties
in interest for a roundtable conference to be held in a spirit

of justice, fair play and brotherhood with a view to working
out some plan of co-operation which will insure to all those
concerned adequate representation, an opportunitv to 'earn a
fair wage under proper working and living conditions, with
such restrictions as to hours as shall leave time not alone for
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food and sleep, but also for recreation and the development
of the higher things of life.

Never was there such an opportunity as exists today for

the industrial leader with clear vision and broad sympathy
permanently to bridge the chasm that is daily gaping wider
between the parties in interest and to establish a solid founda-
tion for industrial prosperity, social improvement and national
solidarity. Future generations will rise up and call those

men blessed who have the courage of their convictions, a

proper appreciation of the value of human life as contrasted

with material gain, and who, imbued with the spirit of

brotherhood, will lay hold of the great opportunity for leader-

ship which is open to them today.

Foreign Trade

From the Address of James A. Farrell

The task before us today in respect to foreign trade

expansion is not so much to convince as to advise and guide.

Entrance into foreign trade is no longer a matter of choice

with us.

There can be no great revival of trade in the countries

where we hope for it most, unless we are ready to provide

capital for their development. We must enter into the indus-

trial life of those countries, engage in enterprises with them
aind create out of their resources the new wealth from which
^vitl come our pay. Habits of investment are acquired by
>sxp»erience, and conditions in this country have favored invest-

ments in local enterprises. We have just begun to acquire

'experience with investments outside of the country, and the

development among us of a body of cosmopolitan investors

such as has long existed in England must vitally affect the

future of our foreign trade. It means, however, an enormous
stride in commercial and industrial capacity that we should

have passed out of the ranks of the debtor nations, and
become ourselves large creditors of all the Allied countries.

We must look to private investors to assure the broad and
deep foundation on which must be reared the American for-

eign commerce of the near future.

It may be hoped that the structure will be raised the more
•easily because of the concession tardily secured from Congress

in the shape of what is known as the Webb Act.

The value of presenting a united front, industrially, com-
mercially and financially, in foreign markets, cannot well be

overestimated. The abnormal conditions, attending the period

of economic reconstruction that lies immediately before us,

will, of course, demand the broadest and most generous

interpretation of the right of combination. As I found occa-

sion to say at another time, it is difficult to realize the

colossal scale on which Europe will have to Isorrow to make
good the destruction of war. Billions of dollars' worth of

property will have to be replaced and the demands of the

work of reconstruction will be too vast to be met by private

enterprise. In the presence of the gigantic needs of the war-

swept territories in Europe and of their poverty-stricken

population any application of the old-time methods of com-
petition must sound trivial. Co-operation on a large and
map;nanimous scale and in the most sympathetic spirit must

be the rule if the economic recover)' is to be quick and thor-

ough. Moreover, we shall greatly lessen the possibility of

perpetuating in the domain of commerce the hatred and bitter-

ness engendered by the war if we refuse to be drawn into

any convention, agreement or understanding that would make
us parties to a boycott of the commerce of any of the nations

that have been arraigned against each other.

In this matter of "economic warfare after the war," there

-should be no ground for misunderstanding our position. An
auirepentant Germany, still wedded to her idols of militarism

-.;nd the relentless application of superior force, can estaljlish

no fight to demand the raising of the economic blockade

which has been a most potent instrument in ending the war.

In pursuance of the policy of combining national and com-
mercial interests the German nation thought itself entitled

to plunder its neighbors for its economic or commercial needs.

Thus, Germany's pwlicy of peaceful penetration in the eco-

nomic sphere was the forerunner of the war of aggression

which she launched in 1914. But, when we have exposed

German ambition and denounced German methods it would
be a curious way of preventing their revival by committing

ourselves to the acceptance of German principles. Only on
the theory that the menace of Prussian militarism must
survive can there be any reason found for looking to the

future security of the world in the waging of a perpetual

bloodless war, inspired by the same enmities, suspicions and
fears that but lately divided the world today. Nor can the

fact be ignored that in a trade war, as in the class of military

force, the balance of slaughter must be reckoned with since

the casualties cannot all be on the other side. It is certain

that if Germany is to be compelled, as she ought to be, to

repair the wanton destruction she has wrought in Belgium,

Northern France, Poland and Serbia, she must have access

to the raw materials of manufacture, in the conversion of

which into finished products she may earn the money needed
to pay her debts.

As a matter of fact, given the frank acceptance by Ger-
many of the terms of peace which will be dictated by the

Allies, there can be no reason for separating her economic
wants from those of the rest of Europe. These will be suffi-

ciently imperative to use up all the surplus foodstuffs and
raw materials that can be spared for many months to come.

I take it that we are all desirous to see the government in

our own country as well as the governments of our Allies,

release the control over commerce, industrj' and transporta-

tion which has been justified by the necessities of war. . . .

All indications point to a reasonably quick return to the

normal condition of foreign trade. The situation, therefore,

increases the importance of renewing interest in the subject

on the part of those whose pre-occupation in more absorbing

pursuits has turned their attention away from it, and of

expanding this interest among those to whom the subject is

comparatively new. The fact should be steadily kept in view

that no element of our national life should be more interested

than labor in the development of our foreign trade. . . .

It may be hoped that when peace returns bringing with

it normal conditions of commerce the necessity' for contrib-

uting to the prosperity of our new merchant marine by every

means in our power will be impressed on every department
of American industr}' and on even,' productive interest in the

country. Foreign nations have been quick to recognize the

new position in which the possession of so large a proportion

of the mercantile ship tonnage of the world has placed the

United States. It is a position that presents great opportu-

nities and devolves on all concerned, including the legislators

of the nation, great responsibilities. It is nothing less tlian

a new era in its commercial and industrial development that

tlie possession of this huge merchant fleet will open to the

United States. There was a period in our history, and a

jiarticularly glorious one it was, when the gaze of this nation

was turned seaward, and when we took as a matter of course

the job of being the ocean carriers of the world. But two
generations of development mainly landward have somewhat
dulled the old aptitudes and disturbed the old sense of con-

fidence. I have not the faintest doubt that both will return

as they are needed, and that nothing but the shortsightedness

of self-seeking politicians and the misplaced activity of

injurious friends of labor can prevent this nation becoming
once more the foremost seafaring people of the world.

Readjustment Policy of Public Finance

Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive
^^ orks and also of the Railway Business Association, pre-

sented his paper first before the related group meeting on
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machinery, machine tools and power equipment, where it was
so well received that he was asked to present it again before

the general session, following the reading of Mr. Farrell's

address.

Mr. Johnson asked the delegates to conceive the national

income composed of a stream of commodities and services

pouring forth from the farms, factories, mines and railroads.

That income, he said, measured in dollars approximately

$50,000,000. He then traced at the outset of the war what
the Secretary of the Treasury did in proposing that $4,000,-

000,000 worth of the goods constituting the national income
be placed at the disposal of the government for war pur-

poses. He pointed out that at the time of the signing of the

armistice the war appropriations exceeded $24,000,000,000.

Mr. Johnson inquired what shall be the essential points

of a readjustment policy of public finance. The burden of

taxation must be lifted from business, he said, as a sound
method of financing the government. He spoke of the neces-

sity of taxation for maintaining the American army in France.

He called the attention of the business men to whom he was
speaking to the necessity for the closest possible scrutiny of

the $6,000,000,000 tax measure which is now pending in

Congress. He spoke of the desirability of apportioning

taxation with reference to the encouragement of business

activities and of limiting the amount to be raised by the

proposed revenue bill for 1918 now pending in Congress to

a maximum of $4,000,000,000 or to such sum as Congress

judges to be necessary. This is a proposition so manifest

to business men, he said, as to require no further discussion.

Financial Reconstruction

Paul M. Warburg's paper which he read before the general

session of Friday morning discussed chiefly the financing of

our foreign trade, and emphasized in great measure the neces-

sity of investment with that end in view.

In trying to survey the field or our future financing, Mr.
Warburg said in part, we may take it for granted that should

our government cease to make advances to our Allies, some
of them are most likely to offer for sale in our market their

own government bonds or notes, or their industrial properties.

I feel certain that vast amounts of the obligations of our

strong friends will find a cordial recejition here and will be

readily absorbed; but taking it all in all, it appears extremely

doubtful whether our investment houses will find it possible

to place foreign securities on a broad enough scale to meet

the large foreign requirements for our goods. The task will

be made all the more difficult, because as some of these

countries have just passed through a period of unrest and
great financial strain, we may expect the investor to insist on

some evidence that new political conditions liave come to stay

and that he may rely on an undisturbed economic develop-

ment before he risks his money. On the other hand, this

period may ofter great opportunities for the acquisition of

most valuable foreign properties. Some, jiarticularly those

with strong credit, might possibly prefer sooner or later to

dispose of some of their national securities or assets rather

than to increase their indebtedness to us by the acceptance of

further loans; other countries may have to sell in order to

pay their debts because their national credit has been

destroyed.

From the business point of view it would obviously be to

our advantage to buy assets of this sort (or, as the case may
be, to make advances secured by such assets with an option

to buy them) instead of taking an unsecured long-term for-

eign government obligation. It is evident why, in the long

run, it is more desirable for the United States to acquire the

electric light and power plants, telegraph and telephone lines,

railroads, mines, or other industrial plants, than to advance

to others the money with which to carr\' these properties;

for wliocver owns and controls tlicse foreign properties is most

likelv to secure for his nationals the orders for raw material

and manufactured articles that go with the upkeep and de-

velopment of these properties. Regular orders of this nature

have shown themselves to be a most valuable nucleus around
which further business crystallizes.

We shall, therefore, soon be driven into a position of great

importance in international finance, and this responsibility

will be facing us long before we may expect to see our market
for foreign securities develop far enough adequately to meet
the situation. I believe that so-called "investment trusts"

will ultimately play an important role in solving this problem.
Companies of that character are well kno\vn in England,
particularly in Scotland.

In these circumstances, it occurred to me some time ago that

by converting the War Finance Corporation into a Peace
Finance Corporation and authorizing it, to acquire directly,

or make advances on foreign securities, we might create an
instrument that would promote our foreign trade and at the

same time greatly assist foreign nations in need of our sup-
port during a period of political and economic transition. . . .

Whatever form of financing, however, the reconstruction

period may bring, whether issued by our own government, or

by a Peace Finance Corporation, or by foreign governments
or foreign corporations, it is certain that their successful

absorption will depend upon the saving capacity of our people.

I i:)elieve we cannot emphasize too strongly that the time
has not yet come when our people, large or small, may relax

their efforts to curtail unnecessar\^ consumption, both for the

sake of releasing for export the greatest possible quantities

of goods thereby stimulating our export industries, and for

the purpose of accumulating funds available for investment.

The slogan, "Don't stop saving food," would gain in scope

and strength by abbreviating it into "Don't stop saving."

Our more than 21,000,000 Liberty Bond holders must be

trained to liecome permanent investors; thrift must become a

national virtue, a priceless inheritance left to us by the war.

It is sincerely to be hoped that the people by saving and
curtailment of unnecessary consumption and expenditures,

and the business community by a program of wise modera-
tion, particularly dealing with non-essentials and as long as

this can be done without creating unemployment, will do their

share in consolidating both our gold and investment strength,

on which two factors our abilit)' to secure our proper position

in foreign lands and our power to act boldly and generously

in dealing with other nations is largely predicated.

In thinking of financial reconstruction and of the financial

world of the future, do not too many amongst us have this

one thought uppermost in their minds : Is the United States

hereafter going to be the leading financial countrj-? In other

words, are we going to take England's place as the foremost

financial power? Do not these men forget that if England
were to surrender her entire trade and hanking to us, we
should collapse, and that if we were to unload all our busi-

ness on her, she would break under the burden? The whole

truth of the matter is, that we have both grown to be pillars

supporting the same structure and that neither can fall or

become weakened without bringing danger or disaster on the

other. England, herself the owner of billions of foreign

obligations, will remain the banking center of Europe: a

world clearing house for goods and credits. I believe that

her banks and ours will be found in close co-operation

sharing the burdens in bond issues and credits, and relieving

each other as the tide may swing from time to time.

Personally, I think it is finer and healthier for us not to

think so much of the rank as of the responsibility of our

position.

The war has accentuated and vastly accelerated the growth

of government responsibility and influence in business. This

development is worldwide at this time; it is natural, logical

and inevitable. While it will tend to elevate business, there

is danger that unless carefully safeguarded in both form and
scope, it may tend to corrupt and to debauch government.

It is this peril that we are facing at the moment of our

proudest triumph, and it must be our serious concern that a
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national effort bom in idealism should not bear the seeds of
ultimate national decline. The reconstruction period places
us face to face with this problem and it is during this period
that thoughts will have to be developed leading to a solution
entirely fair to the people.

In the case of the railroads, it is not solely a question
between security holders and shipper; it is a question which
affects on the one hand the integrity and safety of our future
political life, on the other the very foundation of our eco-
nomic development. The next year or two must bring forth
legislation which ought to be for the railroads what the
Federal Re.serve Act has been for the banks. To find the
proper formula will be a national contribution of the highest
order. It will be a difficult task, but just for that reason
one worthy of the efforts of the best minds of the countrj-.

It is not solely a question of railroad technique or finance.

A larger problem is involved; one that will face us at every
future step in the evolution of the relation between govern-
ment and private enterprise; the problem of finding men big,

trustworthy, expert and independent enough to measure up
to the task, and to make tlic task, independent, clean, non-
partisan and dignified enough to measure up to the men.
Until that phase of the problem is solved, government regu-

lation or operation in times of peace will remain imperfect

and fraught with dangers threatening to outweigh its benefits.

No time ever was more propitious than the present for making
a determined start in this direction.

The 32 Resolutions

The opinions of the conference were expressed in the form
of 32 resolutions passed practically unanimously at the Fri-

day morning's general session. These resolutions were made
by following their presentation in the sessions of the 375

war service committees and their approval and co-ordination

first by the related group meetings, then by the major group

meetings and finally by a clearance committee. The reso-

lutions are all of interest to the readers of the Railway Age,

but space does not permit of their inclusion in full in this

article. The subjects covered by the resolutions were as fol-

lows, those of particular interest to Railway Age readers,

being given in greater detail.

1. Cancellation of War Contracts. 2. Surplus Govern-

ment Supplies. 3. Removal of Restrictions of Industn'.

4. Pivotal Industries. S. Industrial Co-operation. The
war has demonstrated that through industrial co-operation

great economies may be achieved, wa.ste eliminated, and effi-

ciency increased. The nation should not forget, but rather

should capitalize these lessons by adapting effective war
practices to peace conditions through permitting reasonable

co-operation between units of industry under appropriate

federal supervision. It is in tiie public interest that reason-

able trade agreements should be entered into, but the fail-

ure of the government to either clearly define the dividing

line between these agreements which are, and those which are

not, in unreasonable restraint of commerce, or to provide an

agency to speak for it on application of those proposing to

enter into such agreement in effect restricts wholesome co-

operation and deprives i)oth industry and the general public

of its benefits. The conditions incident to the period of

readjustment renders it imperative that all obstacles to reas-

onable co-operation be immediately removed through ap-

propriate legislation.

6. Federal Trade Commission.

7. Industrial Relations. The convention heartily approved

in letter and spirit the principles of the industrial creed so

clearlv and forcibly stated in the paper read to it Thursday

morning by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and urged upon all

units of industry, where they may not now be employed,

the application of such principles.

8. Relocation of Labor. 9. Public Works. 10. Taxa-
tion. 11. Inventories.

12. Railroads. The Congress of the United States should
speedily enact legislation providing for the early return
under federal charters, to their owners of all railroads now
being operated by this government under federal regulations
permitting the elimination of wasteful competition, the pool-
ing of equipment, combinations or consolidations through
ownership or otherwise in the operation of terminals, and
such other practices as will tend to economies without de-
stroying competition in service.

13. Means of Communication. We are opposed to govern-
ment ownership and operation of telegraphs, telephones, and
cables.

14. Merchant Marine. We recommend that the construc-

tion of a great merchant marine be continued and amplified,

and that its operation under American control be kept safe

by such legislation as may be necessary to insure its stabilit)'

and its lasting value to American industries.

15. Port Facilities. The recommendations of the Port

and Harbor Facilities Commission of the United States Ship-

ping Board for development of ports are supported. Vessels

of foreign register needed for our commerce by sea are at-

tracted to tho.se ports which are best fitted to coal, to load.

and to unload cargoes, and thus provide means for a quick-

turn-around. After ascertaining the port facilities of Eu-
ropean countries, and their plans for further development,

the Commission has recommended that there should be a

local port commission at each of the important ports upon
our coasts, that upon these commissions there should be

representatives of industrial, commercial, and railroad inter-

ests centering at the port, that facilities should be installed

to meet the needs of the port, and that a zone system should

be arranged by which exports and imports would flow through

these ports which are within economic transportation distance

of the points of origin and destination. There should be co-

operation with the Facilities Commission in its task of ex-

panding means which will enhance the position of the United

States among maritime nations.

16. Public Utilities. 17. Water Powers. 18. Interna-

tional Reconstruction.

19. Favoring the European Commission. In order to

contribute to the fullest toward the prompt solution of the

problem presented, the Chamlier of Commerce of the United
States is requested to enlist the co-operation of national

bodies devoted to the extension and promotion of American
commerce and particularly foreign trade, in the appointment
of a commission representative of American business, which
shall proceed without delay to Europe and establish ma-
chinery for the following purposes:

.\. To study at first hand the reconstruction needs of European countries
in conjunction with business men of those nations in order to advise the

husiesss men of the United States as to how they may be most helpful

in meeting the necessities of Europe and caring for the interests of

.\mcrican industry and commerce.
B, To be available to the peace delegates of the United States for any

needed information which they may be able to present or for any other aid

which may be given by the business men of the United States through
the medium of such a commission.

20. European Committee. 21. ^Markets for Foreign

Trade.

22. South American Relations. 23. Property Rights in

Mexico. 24. Fxlucation in Foreign Commerce. 25. Ap-
proving the Work of the Forest Products Laboratories. 26.

Cost Accounting. 27, 28 and 29 relate to the work of the

Chamber of Commerce, etc. 30. Acknowledging the appre-

ciation to the speakers at the Conference. 32. Favors the

organizing of the countrv's industries in representative trade

associations.

31. Trade Press. The conference has been singularly

fa\-ored by the trade press of America in having its daily

proceedings published in the special editions of a paper gotten

out each morning for that purpose alone. For this splendid

service and the spirit which inspired it, the conference now
desires to express its appreciation and to extend its thanks.



The Material Yard at Hvtcl, Hrtc

San Francisco's Venture in Railroad Construction

The City Has Just Completed a 68-Mile Line As a Facility

for the Hetch Hetchy Project

By A. J. Cleary

Assistant General Manager, Hetch Hetchy Railroad, San Francisco, Cal.

Tu CONVEY construction material for the Hetch Hetchy
water supply project, which San Francisco is develop-

ing in the Sierra Nevada mountains, that city has built

a railroad 68 miles in length, extending from Hetch Hetchy
Junction, a station on the Sierra Railway of California 26
miles east of Oakdale, to the Hetch Hetchy dam site, in the

Yosemite National Park. This is believed to be the first

steam railroad of any considerable extent to be built and also

operated by a municipality.

The Hetch Hetchy project is being developed to furnish

San Francisco and the neighboring communities with a do-
mestic water supply of 400 million gallons daily. The proj-

ect will cost $45,000,000 independent of a pipe distribution

Map of the Hetch Hetchy Railway

system witliin the city limits, which the city will probably ac-

quire from the existing water company.
A dam ,->00 ft. high and about 900 ft. in length along the

crest will be constructed across a gorge at the lower end of

Hetch Hetchy vallew When constructed to the full height it

will contain approximately 500,000 cu. yds. of cyclopcan con-

crete. Impounded by this structure will be a reservoir seven

miles long and one mile wide, containing 1 1 2 billion gallons

of water. This will be released from storage and allowed to

flow 1 2 miles down the canyon of the Tuolumne river, where
it will be diverted into a tunnel 18.3 miles in length and 10 ft.

3 in. in diameter, at the lower end of which will be a regu-

lating reservoir, whence the water will drop 1,215 ft. into a

power house. From hero the water will flow through two
tunnels, 5.7 and 11.3 miles in length, respectively, thence

across the San Joaquin valley in a pipe line, 45 miles long

and through the Coast range by a tunnel 31 miles in length.

From the westerly end of this tunnel the water will be brought
to the San Francisco peninsula, through a pipe conduit 19
miles in length, while 21 miles of tunnel and tw^o miles of

pipe aqueduct must be constructed on the San Francisco
peninsula. The total distance from the Hetch Hetchy valley

to the city limits is 166 miles, of which 66 miles will be tun-

nel, 88 miles steel pipe line, and 12 miles river channel.

On the upper portion of the aqueduct, which traverses the

Sierra Nevada mountains, there were no means of transporta-

tion when the city undertook the project, except ven.' poorly
maintained wagon roads, with grades often as high as 18 per
cent. Motor truck haul over such roads could not be made
for less than 50 cents per ton-mile. .\s 233,000 tons of con-
struction material and equipment will be necessan,- for the

mountain division of the work, the imperative need for a
railroad in connection with the project was at once evident.

i<? 40 30 20
Miles from Hetch Hefchy.

Profile of the Line

Since hauling can be made by rail at a cost of approximately
5 cents per ton-mile, and the cost of the railroad complete
was approximately $2,000,000. the amount of money saved
by its construction would be $5,000,000, if all this freight

were hauled the entire length of tlie railroad. As some, how-

1047
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ever, will be delivered to intermediate points along the line, it

is figured that the saving by building the railroad will be be-

tween $2,000,000 and $3,000,000.

A contract for grading nine miles of the railroad, from

Hog Ranch to the Hetch Hetchy dam site, in the Yosemite

National Park, was awarded to the Utah Construction Com-
pany in 1914 at a total contract price of $180,000. This

portion of the road is through the canyon of the Tuolumne
river in a granite formation, over an exceedingly rough and

precipitous country. The width of this portion of the road-

bed was 22 ft., the intention being, after the completion of

the project, to convert the upper nine miles of the railroad

into a scenic automobile boulevard. The contractor com-

pleted this work in February, 1915. A contract for grading

the remaining 59 miles and laying and ballasting the track

over the entire 68 miles of roadbed, was awarded to F. Ro-

landi on December 6, 1915, for the estimated sum of $1,543.-

080. Actual construction was begun in February, 1916, ami

completed two years later with the exception of some of thi

ballasting and minor details.

The Line Is in Difficult Country

The elevation of Hetch Hetchy Junction, where the city's

railroad begins, is 935 ft. Thence the railroad crosses two

low ridges and drops to an elevation of 625 ft. in a distance

of nine miles, to cross the Tuolumne river, which is bridged

about 15 ft. above extreme high water. From this crossing

the road continues along the river canyon, past Jacksonville,

one of the oldest mining camps in California, thence fol-

lows up the gorges of Moccasin creek and Grizzly gulch to
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The Hetch Hetchy Valley—Terminus of the Hetch Hetchy
Railroad

Priest, a climb of approximately 8 miles, on a continuous

4 per cent grade, compensated for curvature.

From Priest the road continues along a comparatively level

plateau through Big Oak flat, Groveland and Second Gar-

rotte, famous mining camps of the early days and vividly

described isy Bret Harte in his stories. Continuing ]»st

Hamilton, the road descends to the south and middle forks

of the Tuolumne river, which are crossed on ballast deck

trestles. There is then an ascent to Poopenaut pass, where

an elevation of 5024 ft. is attained; thence the road descends

on a continuous 4 per cent grade to Hetch Hetchy dam site,

at 3869 ft. elevation.

The trip from South Fork to Hetch Hetchy dam site, a

distance of 24 miles, is considered by all who have been over

the road as the most picturesque railroad location in the

United States, if not on the American continent. Traversing,

on the railroad, the summit of one of the ridges of the Sierras,

the tourist sees in the foreground, 3,000 ft. almost vertically

below him, the precipitous canyon of the Tuolumne, beyond
which, in every direction as far as the eye can see, the granite

summits of the mountain ridges reach to the horizon, their

Typical Construction Work

contour interrupted at intervals by such well known peaks

as North Dome, Kolano Rock, Smith Peak, Mount Gibson
and Laconte Point.

With the exception of 9 miles of railroad from Hog Ranch
to the Hetch Hetchy valley, the roadbed is 16 ft. wide. It

involved the excavation of over 1,000,000 cu. yd. of material.

In view of the roughness of the country- and the fact that

the railroad is to be operated principally for freight traffic,

sharp curvature has been used to avoid heav)' cuts, the

maximum curves being 30 deg. There are no tunnels on the

Hetch Hetchy railroad, as the maximum grade of 4 per cent

and curvature of 30 deg. allows sufficient flexibility, even

in an exceedingly mountainous country, to minimize grading

costs.

Construction

The maximum construction force was about 800 men. The
excavation was done principally by stationmen, at costs vary-

''ng from approximately 32 to 58 cents per yard. Scraper

teams proved more economical than steam shovels on this

work, due to the fact that the excavation was so light and
that only one-quarter of the total yardage for the entire rail-

road was in rock.

The roadbed is ballasted with river gravel for a dis-

tance of IS miles, and with decomposed granite for 15 miles.

The remainder of the ballasting is Ijeing performed by the city

at the present time. It is certain that decomposed granite

will stand up in very good shape for a number of years. The
ballast pit for this material is located on the summit of the

Priest grade, where there is a downhaul of 1 5 miles westward
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and 4 miles eastward. For the upper portion of the road,

gravel will be used, as a suitable pit is contiguous to the work
near Hamilton. The ballast is 6 inches deep under the ties,

which are of redwood and of Oregon pine, 6 in. by 6 in. by

8 ft.

Alternate bids were invited for excavation on an un-

classified basis and for a segregated basis of excavated

material, classified as granite, hard rock, soft rock and
earth. It was found more desirable to award the contract

on the basis of unclassified material—67 cents per cubic

yard being the price bid by the contractor for excavation.

The Type of Motor Truck Used for Express and Light

Freight Service

For hauling excavated material a distance in excess of

400 ft. one cent per cubic yard per 100 ft. overhaul charges

were allowed.

The following table shows the quantities, unit prices

and total construction costs for the road, with the excep-

tion of ballasting, which was not completed by the con-

tractor, but taken over by the city and performed on a

day labor basis.

Items Quanlity
Grading

—

Excavation 1,161.997.2

220 ft. and deck plate girder approaches. The plate girders
have a span of 40 ft. and are supported by reinforced concrete
piers as in the main bridge. This structure is shown in one
of the photographs and forms the gateway to what has been
named Rainbow canyon by the tourists, on account of the
variegated coloring in the serpentine rock on each side of the
gorge.

Traffic Possibilities

The railroad was located with a view to its construction
at a minimum cost, but at the same time, contiguous to all

important points on the Hetch Hetchy aqueduct and passing
through the territory most likely to furnish freight. The
chief producing mine of the district will turn out several
carloads of ore and concentrates daily. Practically the entire
territory traversed is highly mineralized, and adjacent to the
railroad are many mines which were famous in the early days
of California. The railroad runs practically above the
Jilother Lode for a distance of about IS miles.

The road is operated as a common carrier, and since its

construction one large saw mill has been built along the
line, and it is expected that numerous other timber holdings
will be developed in the immediate future. It is expected
that the revenue from freight and passenger traffic over the
line will more than reimburse the city for the entire cost of
the road's construction.

The rates charged for transportation are fixed to cover
not only the cost of operation but also, within the construc-
tion period of the Hetch Hetchy project, to pay the cost
of constructing and equipping the road, less salvage value at
the time its usefulness to the city ceases, as well as interest
on the cost. For the purpose of rate making, it was assumed
that one-tenth of the cost of the road, less the items having
salvage value, would be amortized annually from freight

3,249
11.892
1,306
2,106

cu. yd.
sta. yd.

I in. ft.

lin ft.

lin. ft.

1.042
13.165

1,000

70.130
27

2.824.2
780

2,702
1,665

miles
miles
cu, yd.

miles
sets
lin. ft.

pes.

Fencing

—

Common
Hog-tight

Ballast-
Sec. 4 gravel ( 40 per
cent complete)

Sec. 5 gravel
Sec. 5 gravel

Track construction

—

Track laid
Switch sets
Guard rails

Point castings
Rail braces
Anti-creepers
Derails
Cattle guards

Redwood water tanks. . .

.

Tuolumne River bridge-
Truss
Girders

Trestles-
Lumber, erected
Iron in trestles

Masonry

—

Concrete
Dry rubble

Telephone line-
Complete
On poles already set...
Station instruments in-

stalled
Extra work—
At Station 2924+ 50, dr

per ft

Excavating portals, 235 cu. yd. <n' $1.50
Force Account Bills No. 1 to No. 266 pertaining to

road work only

1.75
2.50
3.15

15.00
15.00

400.00

lb.

M ft.

cu. yd.
sq. yd.

ft. tunnel, 130 ft. @ $13

28,958.73
2,993.64

Total $1,612,178.86

The slopes on embankments are 1 J/2 to 1 ; in cuts they

var}- with the character of the material.

Acros.^ the Tuolumne river, below Jacksonville, the road

is carried on a steel railroad bridge with a clear span of

The Tuolumne River Bridge

rates. In order to make the railroad self-supporting, there-

fore, transportation rates for passenger haul are /Ji cents

per mile. For c. I. freight 12^ cents per ton-mile, and for

1. c. 1. 173^ cents per ton-mile.

Due to the 4 per cent maximum grades it was first thought
advisable to use geared locomotives on the railroad. Both
Shay and Heisler engines have been used, but it was found
that the cost of upkeep on geared equipment is so excessive

that direct-connected engines of the ^Iikado type will be tried

in the near future. While geared locomotives are satisfactory

on similar roads of comparatively short length, such as 20 to

30 miles, Uie wear and tear on a geared engine for a continu-
ous run of 68 miles is such that the locomotive is in the shop
about 50 per cent of the time. ^Moreover, the speed at which
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geared locomotives operate make them unsatisfactory for

work of this magnitude.

For hauling express, a special type of rolling stock has
been devised, which consists merely of motor trucks, provided

with two flange wheels in the rear and a four-wheel pony
truck in front, as shown in one of the photographs. These
trucks have proved very efficient on the rails. The notable

feature about them is a turntable attached to the chassis. By
inserting jacks under each end of this device the truck can

be lifted from the rails, swung around, and its direction re-

versed within about two minutes. A Cadillac automobile.

Laying Track Through the Forest

equipped in the same manner, is used for inspection trips over

the line.

The construction of this railroad, as well as the entire de-

velopment of the water supply project, has been under the

executive direction of M. M. O'Shaughnessy, city engineer of

San Francisco and general manager of the Hetch Hetchy
railroad.

The Operation of the

Largest Ticket Office

SoiiE TIME AGO a passenger purchased a ticket from

Omaha, Neb., to Lameni, Iowa. The shortest route be-

tween the two points is via Osceola, Iowa, and the

passenger has to change cars at that point. Acting

upon the advice of the ticket salesman, who had a thorough

and intimate knowledge of train schedules, the passenger

bought a ticket to Chariton, a junction point 26 miles beyond

Osceola, and changed cars there, thereby saving 12 hours'

time. This instance is typical of the problems which daily

confront a ticket clerk. As there is a limit to the detail

which any man can retain in his memor}- it is essential

that no one salesman be allotted too large a territory or be

assigned to too many lines.

This principle was recognized in the organization of the

consolidated ticket office at Chicago, the physical features of

which were described in the Railway Age of July 5, page

.30. In general, the pooling of ticket selling was avoided

as far as practicable. In the western section of the con-

solidated office, which is the largest unilied ticket office in

the country, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago
&: North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe each have separate ticket

booths while the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the

Chicago Great Western jointly occupy one of the remaining
booths, while the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the

Line the other. In the section occupied by the eastern and
southern lines, ticket selling is more extensively pooled. The
Pennsylvania Lines and the Baltimore & Ohio jointly accupy
a booth, as do the New York Central Lines and the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis. The two remaining booths are

occupied by five roads each, one by the Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Illinois Central, the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois, the Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville

and the Chesapeake & Ohio, and the other by the Michigan
Central, the Wabash, the Grand Trunk, the Erie and the

Pere Marquette.

While at first glance the unification of the sales of so many
roads would seem to lead to serious complications, the prob-

lem of the ticket seller is simplified by the fact that most of

the roads are light passenger lines: and railways serving the

same territor\- have been grouped together. The Illinois

Central and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, for instance, are

the largest passenger carriers out of Chicago and the re-

maining lines in the booth, the Big Four, the Monon and
the C. & O. are adjacent roads. The 13 salesmen stationed

in the booth were all recruited from the former individual

offices of these lines and previously had a fairly thorough

knowledge not only of the schedules and tariffs of their own
roads, but also of competing railways. They are therefore

well equipped to render satisfactory service in the booth

which they occupy.

Both of the five-road sections are arranged to contain

four ticket cases, each complete in itself, and two cashiers'

cages, thereby eliminating unnecessan- steps and the inter-

ference of one salesman with another. Telephones have been

placed under the counter within easy reach of the salesmen

and these are connected with a Pullman diagram desk which

is located in the center of the booth. The section is in charge

of an agent who has general supervision over ticket sales and

accounts, and reports to the manager of the office.

Other booths in both the western and the eastern and

southern lines' offices are smaller than the five-road sections,

but have a similar organization and equipment. The in-

formation which the individual ticket seller is required to

furnish a traveler has been minimized as far as possible by

the establishment of an information bureau in the front of

t'aih office. The bureau is manned by eight people employed

at the counter to answer the inquiries of prospective travel-

ers and five people at telephones to answer calls from various

parts of the city. The telephone inquiries in the office of the

eastern and southern lines are averaging about 200 per

hour.

The western lines' office is handling from 600 to 700 trans-

actions per day, many of which involve more than one ticket,

or about 16,000 transactions per month, representing sales

totaling over $500,000. On the opening day tlie section oc-

cupied by the eastern and southern lines handled 976 trans-

actions representing sales of over $37,000. Since that time

some daily sales have totaled as much as $50,000. The of-

ficers in charge expect the annual sales on the eastern and

southern side to total $17,000,000, or over, and on the

western side about $10,000,000.

The employees in tlie eastern and southern lines' section

number 89 and in the western lines' section, 86. C. C. Clark

is manager, and M. Wolf, is assistant manager of the former

section, while L. H. McCormick is manager, and James
^foriaritv- assistant manager of the western lines" office.



McAdoo Proposes Extension of Federal Control

Declares Present Plan Inadequate and Legislation for Further

Test Only Alternative to Early Relinquishment

EXTENSION OF THE PERIOD of federal control of railroads

for five years, or until Januar}- 1, 1924, in or-

der to make possible a more complete test of
government control, and as an alternative to a re-

turn of the roads to their owners under the former
conditions, was recommended to Congress bv Director

General McAdoo in a letter addressed on Wednesday
to Senator E. D. Smith, chairman of the Senate Committee
on Interstate Commerce, and Representative Thetus W. Sims,

chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce. Mr. McAdoo based his recommendation on the

ground that it is impracticable, as well as opposed to the pub-
lic interest, to attempt to operate the railroads under the

provisions of the present law and that it will be impossible to

secure legislation during the present session of Congress pro-

viding a permanent solution of the railroad problem. He
declared that he is not interested in proving or disproving

the theory of government ownership or any other kind of

theory, but he hoped that Congress would make possible a

test of unified railroad operation under proper provisions of

law which will make the test effective and at the same time

"take the railroad question out of politics" while the test is

being made. Unless this is done, he said, the roads should

be returned at the earliest possible moment. He added that

"the President has given me permission to say that this con-

clusion accords with his own view of the matter."

]Mr. McAdoo did not specify what he meant by "proper

provisions of law"' to make the test effective, and to avoid the

difficulty now encountered in making improvements, nor did

he discuss the possibility of another alternative—a continu-

ation of the present system of control for a shorter period

than 21 months, or until the new Congress has had a short

time in wliich to deal with the question.

Tlie text of tlie joint letter to the chairmen of the congres-

sional committees follows:

Mr. McAdoo's Letter

The question of railroad legislation is of such vital impor-

tance to the country that I take tlic lil)crty of submitting to

you my views as to the course that should now be pursued.

The war is ended and we are now confronted with the neces-

sity either of legislating intelligently about the railroad prob-

lem at this session of the Congress or of promptly returning

the railroads to their owners.

Less than three months of the present session of the Con-

gress remain. It will be impossible, I presume, to secure

legislation in this short period providing a permanent solu-

tion of the railroad problem. This being true, only three

courses are open : ( 1 ) Government operation of the railroads

for one year and nine months following a proclamation of

peace, which would mean, in my judgment, government op-

eration for a period in no event longer than two years and

three months; (2) the prompt return of the railroads to pri-

vate control; or (3) extension of the period of federal control

to five years.

I am convinced that it is wholly impracticable, as well as

opposed to the public interest, to attempt to operate the rail-

roads under the provisions of the present law. In the first

place the time is too short, and, secondly, the present legis-

lation is inadequate.

As to the shortness of time, it is clear to me that the rail-

roads cannot be successfully operated under federal control

during the next two years in the face of an automatic transfer

to private control at the end of that time or of an earlier re-
linquishment by proclamation of the president. Ever)' month
that passes will bring more clearly to the minds of the officers
and employees the fundamental change in management that
is impending, and the question as to what that change means
to the individual. It is against human nature that there can
be complete and single-minded attention to dutv under such
difficult circumstances. This will be especiallv true on ac-
count of the inevitable discussion as to what ought to be done.
Already this discussion is in full swing, and its reaction on
officers and employees cannot be consistent with the complete
concentration upon their daily duties. State railroad commis-
sions, railroad security holders, railroad executives, shippers'
organizations and other interests are naturally and properlv
discussing the suiiject and proposing various solutions. How-
ever desirable the discussion is for the crystallization of pub-
lic sentiment it cannot re.sult otherwise than to produce a

state of uncertainty and ferment among the vast army of rail-

road officers and employees who will inevitably feel that thev
face a rapidly approaching change in management.

Present Plan Inadequate

No i)usiness in the I'nited States so imperatively requires
disciplined organization and composed conditions of opera-
tion, for officials as well as for employees, as the railroad
business. Not only does the safety of the lives of millions of
passengers depend upon such di.sciplined and efficient organi-
zation, but the commerce of the countrj- as well. To keep
this vast army of officers and employees in a state of uncer-
tainty and ferment for a period of two years would be harm-
ful in the highest degree to the public interest. It would be
impossible to prevent a serious impairment of the morale of
the railroad organizations.

From the standpoint of needed improvements, the period
of two years is entirely too short a time within which to plan
and carry out the comprehensive improvements which ought
to be made to meet the country's requirements under peace
conditions. Many of the improvements could hardly be com-
pleted and put into operation inside of the two-vear period,

and under such circumstances and facing a change to private

management at the end of two years it would be unwise in

the highest degree to make the improvements and impossible

to secure the hearty co-operation of the railroad corporations

Because of the inadequacy of the present legislation the

authority of the states and the federal government has been
left in doubt by provisions whicli I opposed wherv the bill was
under discussion. Conflict between state and federal juris-

dictions will grow more acute under this law. The revolving

fund appropriated by the Congress will be insufficient to carr>-

the federal operation for a two-year periad. More than that, it

is of the utmost importance to the commerce, industr\- and life

of the American people that a comprehensive programme of

improvements to railroad properties shall be carried fonvard
over a period of at least five years; sucli a programme will in-

volve expenditures of at least 5500,000,000 per annum, or

$2,500,000,000 for the five-year period. The needed funds
are not provided by the present law. ^loreover, it is difficult

under the present law, witliout the consent of the corporations,

to carr\' forward a comprehensive plan of joint improvements,
which, to be of value to the public, must of itself disregard

the selfish and irreconcilable comp>etitive interests of the vari-

ous carriers. Many terminal improvements, to be genuinely
ser\-iceable to the public, must be made without regard to the
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interest of any particular carrier. Therefore, agreements be-

tween the government and the railroads affected will in many

instances, be impossible, and if the government should pro-

ceed with such improvements, using the people's money for

the purpose, without securing the carriers' consent, litigation

would undoubtedly arise upon the termination of federal con-

trol, with the danger that a large part of the government's

investment in the properties might be lost.

Upon the efficiency of the transportation machine in Amer-

ica depends in great measure the future prosperity of the

nation. Involved in this prosperity is the extension of our

foreign trade. We produce so much more than we consume

that markets must be found for that surplus. Those markets

are the competitive markets of the world. We must be able

to enter them upon equal terms with any other nation. Our

transportation system, both on land and water, must therefore

function at the highest point of efficiency and at the lowest

possible cost if we are to get our reasonable and fair share of

the world's trade and in turn be able to keep a prosperous,

contented and happy population at home.

To attempt to continue federal control under the inadequate

provisions of the present federal control act and for the very

brief period it authorizes would be to multiply our difficulties

and invite failure. On the other hand, I am convinced from

the experience of the past year that the return of the railroads

to the old competitive conditions will be hurtful alike to the

public interest and to the railroad themselves. This course,

however, will bring fewer evils in its train than the unsatisfac-

tory, if not impotent, federal control provided for by the pres-

ent act. The railroads were taken over as a war measure.

They have been operated during the past year for the para-

mount purpose of winning the war. I think it will be gener-

ally admitted that the war service has been successfully ren-

dered, and I am sure that experience of great value and bene-

fit has been gained not only for the public, but for the rail-

roads themselves during this brief test.

There is one, and to my mind only one, practicable and wise

alternative, and that is to extend the period of federal control

from the one year and nine months, provided by the pres-

ent law, to five years, or until the first day of January, 1924.

This extension would take the railroad question out of politics

for a reasonable period. It would give composure to railroad

officers and employees. It would admit of the preparation

and carrying out of a comprehensive programme of improve-

ments of the railroads and their terminal facilities which

would immensely increase the efficiency of the transportation

machine. It would put back of the railroads the credit of

the United States during the five-year period so that the

financing of these improvements could be successfully carried

out. It would offer the necessary opportunity under proper

conditions to test the value of unified control, and the experi-

ence thus gained would of itself indicate the permanent solu-

tion of the railroad problem.

The American people have a right to this test. They

should not be denied it. It is to their interest that it should

be done. In my opinion, it is the only practicable and reason-

able method of determining the right solution of this grave

economic problem.

Not Interested in Question of Government Ownership

I am not now and have not been for the past year interested

in proving or disproving the xlieory of government ownership

or any other kind of theory. The railroads have been op-

erated' for the past year with the purpose of serving efficiently

the paramount need's of the war and at the same time furni.sh-

ing the best possible service to the public, whether such op-

eration tended to prove or to disprove any theory of railroad

control, no matter what it might be. I have formed no opin-

ion mvself as to what is the best disposition of the railroad

problem because the test has not been sufficient to prove con-

clusively the right solution of the problem. I believe that a

five-year test will give the American people the right answer.

An ounce of experience is worth a ton of theory, and with the

start alread)- made under war conditions it would be a com-

paratively simple matter to complete the test so well begun

and thereby gain the invaluable experience which will deter-

mine the solution of a problem which has vexed our state and

national politics and our economic development for the past

generation.

There are those who may say that an extension of five years

for such a test will mean government ownership. Personally

I do not believe it. But whether such a test would indicate

that the ultimate solution shall be government ownership or

a modified form of private ownership under eft'ective federal

regulation, should not cause us to hesitate or refuse to act. It

seems to me that in a democracy like ours, where public opin-

ion and the judgment of the majority must finally control, the

plain duty is to take those steps which will fully inform pub-

lic opinion, so that the judgment may be based upon knowl-

edge rather than upon theor)-. Any test which will illumine

the subject so completely that public opinion may operate

upon it intelligently would seem to me to be desirable in any

circumstances.

In this coimection, may I draw your attention to the state-

ment I made before the committee of the Senate on January

21, 1918, in reply to a Senator who asked if I believed "in

the government ownership of railroads," I said

:

"I do not, or I have not, at least, felt that it was necessary to take the

actual ownership of the railroads. I belive that it will be impossible

after the return of peace to restore the competitive conditions to the same

extent as they existed prior to the outbreak of the war. I favor some

form of governmental regulation and control of a far stronger, more
intelligent and effective character than we have had heretofore, because

I am satisfied that a stronger government control will be demanded and

will have to be worked out, both in the interest of the public and in

the interest of the security-holders of these railroads."

Those who may oppose an extension of five years should

face the situation squarely and acknowledge that they prefer

the immediate return of the railroads to private control under

the old conditions without remedial legislation. It is idle to

talk of a return to private control under legislation which will

Which?

From the Chicago Tributi
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cure the defects of the existing laws. There is neither time

nor opportunity for such legislation at present. It is impos-

sible and hopeless for tlie government to attempt the opera-

tion of the railroads for 21 months after peace under the

present law. Therefore, the countrj- should squarely face the

condition that the railroads must promptly go back into

private control with all existing legal difticulties unless the

only practical alternative, viz., an extension of time, is

promptly granted.

1 hope that the Congress in its wisdom will grant a five-

year period for a test of unified railroad operation under
proper provisions of law which will make that test effective

and at the same time take the railroad question out of politics

while the test is being made. Unless this is done, I do not

hesitate to say the railroads should be returned to private

ownership at the earliest possible moment. The President

has given me permission to say that thi> conclusion accords

with his own view of the matter.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Equipment Orders Not Being Cancelled—Passenger Service

Will Be Considerably Improved

Du^ECTOR GENERAL MCADOO is to submit to I'resident Wil-

son about the first of the year a comprehensive account

of liis stewardship in connection with the railroads,

which will be a rather complete account of the activities and

possibly of the policies of the Railroad Administration during

the past year. The report will cover the calendar year, which

also represents the period of Mr. McAdoo's tenure of office as

director general of railroads. The various departments or

sections of the departmental divisions have been very busy

recent!)' compiling their parts of the record, which are to be

collated or summarized by the heads of the various divisions,

and Director General McAdoo will prepare a general re-

port. C. R. Gray, director of the Division of Operation, has

retired to Old Point Comfort to prepare his part of the work,

after liaving received reports from the numerous sections in

his division.

Railroad Administration Not Cancelling Orders

In rei)ly to various inquiries that have reached Washing-

ton regarding rumors that the Railroad .\dministration had
cancelled or was likely to cancel outstanding orders for

equipment, officials of tlie Administration say that no can-

cellations have been made, except in the case of the recent

orders for 600 locomotives, which were held up and then re-

instated before the contracts were formally signed, and it is

understood that none are proposed, although as reported last

week an investigation was undertaken of the situation as to

the outstanding car orders. In some cases, however, manu-
facturers have taken advantage of the opportunity afforded

by the sudden termination of military activities to present

invoices and rush deliveries on old unfilled orders placed by

individual roads as long as two or three years ago, some of

which would have been cancelled but for the fact that the

clerical forces of tlie purchasing departments have been de-

pleted and changed during the war. In order to prevent a

rush of such deliveries at least one road sent a letter to sup-

ply manufacturers directing them not to make shipments

after Deceml)cr 2 and saying that such shipments would be

made at the manufacturers' risk and might be returned.

The purpose of tliis was to allow a check of the old out-

standing orders to sec which should have been cancelled.

Shops on Eight-Hour Basis

Frank McManamy, assistant director of the Division of

Operation, has sent to the regional directors the following

interpretation of the director general's order to reduce shop

liours wherever practical to eight per day, stating that the

numerous inquiries received and the different ways in which
this has been put in effect clearly indicates it has not been

uniformly understood:

"The purpose of this order was to reduce the hours worked
in locomotive shops and roundhouses and in car shops and

Washincto.v. D. C.

repair yards to a liasis of eight hours per day on Decem-
ber 9. At roundhouses and other places where the work is

continuous 24 hours a day three eight-hour shifts should be
established. In shops where a single eight-hour shift will

not properly maintain the equipment a second shift should
be organized as soon as men can be obtained, pending which
the work should be taken care of by necessan- overtime in

accordance with agreements with the employees.
'Tt is believed that under present conditions of business

with increased force, wliicli is available, that at practically
all points shop work can be handled on the eight-hour basis

without the necessit)' of requiring excessive overtime, and
every effort .should be made to do this."'

Passenger Service to Be Improved
The war now being practically over, it will be the policy

of the Railroad Administration, during the remaining period
of federal control, to give to tlie public the best service of
which the railroads are capable, says a statement "to the
American people" issued by Director General McAdoo. While
the necessity still remains for moving large quantities of sup-
plies to Europe, and while a considerable proportion of the
railroad passenger equipment will be needed in returning
.American soldiers and sailors to their homes, the problem can
now be definitely appraised, he says, and there is every reason
to believe that ade(|uate service may be given in the future
for the ordinary business of the nation.

"On January 6 last," Mr. McAdoo said, "important
changes in passenger train service on the Eastern roads be-
came effective, and at that time I issued a public statement
saying that everj' patriotic citizen can directly help the
government in clearing up the present unsatisfactor}- situation
on the railroads by refraining from all unnecessarj- travel at
this time. The policy thus outlined has of necessit}- been
continued throughout the period of the war because the
primary duty of the railroads was to contribute their maxi-
mum power to the winning of the war.

"This emergency has now passed. The war has been won.
In this epochal outcome, the American railroads have plaved
a vital part. Transportation has underlaid every industrial
activity during the war as it does in peace time. Without
adequate transportation our troops and the supplies for our
own army and for the armies of our .-Vllies could not have
been moved. To this splendid achievement those Americans
who refrained from traveling unnecessarily during the war
may justly feel that they contributed.

"During the war the transportation of civilian passengers
and of freight not needed in the war was of secondar}- im-
portance. After giving priorit}- to the movement of war
necessities it has been the policy of the Railroad .Administra-
tion to supply the most adequate ser\'ice possible, both pas-
senger and freight, to non-war business.
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"As rapidly as possible service will be improved, although

trains which were run under private control merely for com-

petitive reasons will not be restored. Such service was un-

necessary. Plans have already been made for service to Cali-

fornia, Florida and the Southeastern states during the coming

winter. The public may be assured that the Railroad Ad-

ministration will do everything possible to meet the needs

of the traveling public. In line with this policy was the re-

cent elimination, effective December 1, of the extra one-half

cent a mile for traveling in Pullman cars, and of one-fourth

cent a mile for traveling in tourist coaches, which was im-

posed as a war measure partially for the purpose of keeping

passenger travel during the war at a minimum.
"There were some wasteful and e.\travagant practices dur-

ing private control of railroads. These will not be restored

during the period of federal control, but within the limits

of good business practice, the public may expect every rea-

sonable convenience and comfort on the railroads operated

by the goverrmient."

Weekly Report of Traffic Conditions

Transportation conditions throughout the entire country

showed a decided improvement for the week ended Decem-
ber 9, according to a report made public by Director General

McAdoo. Passenger traffic increased Ijoth in regular and
limited Pullman trains, while in some of the regions addi-

tional train service has been established. The discontinu-

ance of the sur-charge on parlor and sleeping cars made a

noticeable addition to travel, especially in the Southwestern

region.

Following is a partial summary of the report:

Eastern Region—While movement of freight traffic as a

total shows some decrease, it is believed that the readjust-

ment of trade conditions will gradually remove this tendency.

Cars of freight at New York terminals show an increase as

a result of stopping export of a great deal of overseas freight;

domestic freight on hand at terminals shows no increase.

During November 9,v344 cars of eastbound traffic were

handled by Lake Michigan car ferries, avoiding the Chicago

gateways. Increase in passenger traffic both in regular and

limited Pullman trains; and heavy movement of troops to

interior demobilization camps.

Allegheny Region—Regular passenger travel normal, but

war workers" special train .service being further withdrawn.

Further progress made in the interchangeability of passenger

tickets between roads in this region. Coal production is still

increasing. Loading of express traffic being followed up,

and resulting in some elimination of express cars ijy the

better loading of others. Further lifting of embargo against

rail shipments.

Pocahontas Region—General passenger travel very heavy,

particularly due to the discharge of soldiers and sailors and

laborers returning from munition plants. Additional train

service on the Norfolk & Western locally to accommodate the

increased traffic. Movement of freight shows material in-

crease, particularly in coal and lumber.

Southern Region—Passenger travel generally normal, al-

though in some spots the influenza continues to discourage

travel. The winter tourist travel to Florida is gradually in-

creasing, and the ticketing of discharged soldiers has been

extremely heavy. Pullman and parlor car sen'ice estab-

lished November 2.S between Jacksonville and Tampa on

Seaboard Air Line trains Nos. 3 and 4. Women students

graduating November 16 from the schools of instruction have

been placed in various offices, and reports in regard to their

efficiency are very satisfactory. The work of the Southern

freight service bureaus seems to lie increasing, and it is lie-

lieved their usefulness to the public is being enlarged. Move-

ment of cotton is still slow, and this has its effect on the

purchasing power of the communities, and therefore on the

general movement of traffic.

Central Western Region—Grain -loading shows small in-

crease, and live stock a large increase, but freight movement
shows very heavy decrease. Loading of L. C. L. freight at

number of stations shows an average increase of 10 per cent

in weight per car. California orange crop is estimated at

14,322,000 boxes, or practically twice the crop last year;

while the lemon crop promises 25 per cent increase over the

heavy crop of two years ago. Passenger travel is still below-

normal, but shows slight improvement.

Southwestern Region—Coal movement shows reduction,

due to the mild weather and the large supply stored by indus-

tries. Oil from mid-continent field continues to show heavy

movement. Movement of forest products continues to in-

crease. Regular passenger travel increasing, and unusually

heavy to California and Texas. Through sleeper via Mis-

souri Pacific reinstated between St. Louis and Denver.

War Department—Some accumulations at various storage

points due to heavy movement of traffic primarily intended

for overseas. Newport News continues to be badly congested,

but the discontinuance of this point for overseas traffic will

help out the situation materially. Trans{X)rtation conditions

through the entire countr\- generally satisfactory, and the

work of reconsigning and diverting to interior storage of

large quantities of war department property originally con-

signed to the ports for overseas, is reported to have been satis-

factorily handled.

Food Administration—Fresh meats and packing house

products—situation reported generally good. Some com-

plaint of movement from Birmingham, Ala., to New York.

which is being looked after. Live Stock—The permit sys-

tem on hogs has been removed and all restrictions with-

drawn for the present. Fruits and Vegetables—Movement
from Florida territory becoming quite heav}', but car supply

sufficient. Grain—Permit system continued on wheat alone.

December program of export grain and grain products ex-

tremely large, and it is expected that die ship tonnage will be

available to carry it out. This will result in further relief to

interior markets.

Express Section—No congestions or unusual conditions in

the express department this week. Arrangement with post

office department for through storage car movements ex-

pected to relieve stations. Complaint as to delay in mails

being actively investigated and correction applied.

Coastwise Steamship Lines—Number of wooden vessels re-

leased to the Shipping Control Committee, and more will be

released. Of the four Lake boats taken over by tlie Coast-

wise Lines three will be released, and action on the fourth

will be determined later.

Troop Section—Discharge of men has proceeded, but not

very rapidly, the total of which we have record being 80,500.

Number of vessels containing returning troops arrived at

New York. General demobilization proceeding in an or-

derly manner.

Exports Control Committee—Arrangement for storage of

accumulation of supplies which will not be needed overseas

by LTnited States and Allies is progressing very favorably.

Plan of throwing overboard at sea high explosives accumu-

lated at seaboard is expected soon to be carried out. Some
shortage in ocean tonnage needed for the Food Administra-

tion's program.

General—Cattle receipts at Chicago show small increase,

w'hile hogs and sheep receipts show quite a heavy increase,

particularly the latter. Slight increa.se in blast furnaces idle

on account of necessary repairs. General transportation con-

ditions reported excellent. Shortage of production in coke

districts, but no lack of transportation for same.

Short Line Contract Signed

Director General Mc.\doo on December 5 signed one of

the co-operative short line contracts with the Gulf, Texas &
Western.
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Budgets for 1919

The niilruiuls ;ire now enjiUKwl in preparing their budgets

of improvements for 1919. These are to be submitted to the

Division of Capital Expenditures as a preliminary estimate

of the requirements for the year, but specific requests for

authorization will be made separately and in view of the

uncertainty as to the volume of traffic and the high prices

new prevailing, the requests for authorization are not expect-

ed to amount to as much as the budget estimates. It is prob-

able also that the Division of Capital Exi)enditures will not

make any autliorizations for next year except for such work
as the corporations are willing to undertake and finance.

Improvement Work as Reported by D. of C. E.

Only 38.7 ])er cent of the amounts specifically authorized

for capital expenditures had been expended by Class I roads

from January 1 to November 1, 1918, according to a report

by the Division of Capital Expenditures. Total expenditures

to November 1 chargeable to capital account amounted to

$463,617,707, while the total authorizations chargeable to

capital account amounted to $1,199,426,026, while the

original budgets and additions amounted to $1,002,513,844.

In addition to the usual monthly report the Railroad Ad-
ministration has given out a table showing the authorizations

and expenditures for individual roads.

Organization of Agricultural Section

In addition to the standing committees of the agricultural

section recently appointed, sub-committees have been ap-

pointed for various districts from among the agricultural

representatives of railroads operating in the territory. The
chairmen will invite participation of traffic department rep-

resentatives, who are charged with looking after agricultural

development on lines not having agricultiiral departments,

and also agricultural representatives (if any) of lines not

under federal control. They will also invite the directors

of extension of the States Relation Service of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture to serve with the sub-committees in

advisor)' capacity.

The first oljject of these sub-committees will be to study

methods for the co-operation of the agricultural depart-

ments of the railroads with each other and with the ap-

propriate federal and state authorities, to secure harmony
and co-ordination of effort along definite lines, and to elimin-

ate possilile duplication of work. Tliey will confer with state

authorities when deemed advisable, with the agricultural

colleges, and with the active civic and business organizations,

which will, no doubt, be found agreeable to working in close

co-operation with the agricultural section to obtain the de-

sired results.

.\L"THORlZ.\'riONS AND EXPENDITURES IN CONNECTION WITH WORK CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL ACCOfXT AS OF
DECEMBER 1, 1918

Work specificallv author,
izecl on D. C. li. Forms

I, 2, 3 and 4,

1918 Additions to December 1, 1918.

( 1 i=s v( work Budget to budget Chargeable to

—

Expenditures from
January 1, 191S,

to November 1, 1918.
Charged to

—

Additions and Betterments-
(Excluding equipment)

-Widening cuts and fills, filling trestles,

etc
-Ballasting
-Rails and other track material
-Bridges, trestles and culverts
-Tunnel and subway improvcmrnts
-Track elevations or depressions
-Elimination of grarle crossinvrs
-Grade crossings and crossing signals...
-.\dditional main tracks
-Additional yard tracks, sidings, and in-

dustry tracks
-Changes of grade or alincment
-Signals and intrrlockiuK pL-ints

-Telegraph and telephone lines
-Roadway machinery and tools
-Section bouses and other roadway build-

ings
-F'ences and snowsheds
-Freight and passenger station.s, office

buildings
-Motels and restaurants
-Fuel stations and appurtenances
-Water stations and apptirtenances
-Shop buildings, engine-houses and ap-

purtennncfs
-Shop machinery and tools
-Electric power plants, substati'ons, etc..

-Wharves and docks
-Coal and ore wharves
-Grain elevators and storage warehouses.
-Real estate
-.Assessments for public improvements. .

-All other improvements

;.= 097 989
9.379,2 1

31,365,483
38.185,921
2,1S5,J42
4.112.536
7,438.957
631.0.X2

44.57-1,583

97.199,114
fi.359,0.?7

10,962.462
5,l?9,149
955.857

20.138,359
199,282

6,090.558
13.430,047

62,694,927
9,142,488
10,781,347
3,236,167
7.024,937
2,914.202
3,309,141
1.179.306

27.889,552

$1,013,343
355,523

1,659,349
1,862,620

99,485
392,903
392,986
98,207

3,618,211

16,794,656
388,045

1.824,940
602,533
495.326

3,397.333
375,941

1,706,677
2,439,774

11,094,580
5,253,356
2.892,733
2.666,420
321.032
119,796
30,731

516.289
379,192

Operating

(4)

.$3,198,637
3,278,271

47,746,055
24,874,402

885,730
1,688,164
1,195,987
174,811

5,805.310

9.672,517
2,980,660
2,498,278
860.872
88,184

6,882,426
1.406,471
2,128,517
541,208
667,022
437,393
16,788
64,123

285.038

Capital
account

$7,340,926
9,759,168

32,570,648
39,757,747
4,016,780
13.493,266
12,010,242
1,515,755

58,147.671

121,440,278
8.948,321
14,102,888
5,700,456
1,974,788

30.621,190
754,674

8,098,844
11,763,370

55,757,980
21,163,102
21,427,548
4,909.716
5,430.937
2,670,676
582,966

2,087,157
6.455.945

Operating
expenses

(6)

$1,117,634
1,586,673
9,478,596
8,597,487
686,347
338,582
379,286
94,022

1,655,991

2,488.432
865,547
709,921
433,309
29,935

1,104,064
2,224

335,583
665,783

2,033.448
340,708
375.799
284,014
292,616
139,666

1,514
31.518
148.165

Capital
account

(7)

$3,672,626
3.992,394
12,980,746
20,829,803

862,865
2.717,946
3,518,123
824.026

24,829,504

46,223,879
2.876,085
5.255,623
2,380,589
1,164.022

15.199.603
297.803

3,160,673
4,985,558

21,245,759
6.253.965
5,627,782
712,557

3.586.011
2,059,647
569.028

1,172,129
3,442,681

Unexpended balance
Chargeable to

—

Operating
expenses

(8)

$2,081,003
1,691,598

38,267.459
16,276,915

199,383
1,349,582
816,701
80.789

4,149,319

7,184,085
2.115,113
1,788,357
427.563
58,249

2.791,490
25,188

843,726
1,368,343

4,848,978
1,165.763
1,752,718

15,274
32,605
136,873

$3,668,300
5.766.774

19.589.902
18,927,944
3.153.915

10,775.320
8,492.119
691,729

33,318.167

75,216,399
6,072,236
8.847,265
3.319.867
810.766

889.589
1,362,475

15,421,587
456,871

4,938,171
6,777,812

34,512,221
14,909,137
15,799,766
4,197,159
1,844,926
611.029
13.931

915.028
3.013,264

Total (excluding equipment) $433,731,488 $61,329,477 $125,209,969 $507,687,414 $34,507,862 $203,373,738 $90,702,107 $304,313,676

Equipment
-Locomotives, steam $196,926,868
Locomotives, steam, ordered by K. K.

.\dministr;ition
-Locomotives, .'ther

-Freight-train car:

Freight-train car;

ministration
-Passenger-train cars
-Work equipment
-Motor car and trailers

-Floating equipment
-Miscellaneotis equipment . .

-Improvements to existing equipment.

ordered by R. R. Ad-

28,459,830
6.533,810
557,039

5.323,337
507.923

35,807.651

$211,591
2,109,376

20,200
852,787.
87.131

4.863,980

76.873,355
2.360.538

97,080,440

289,460.000
13,618.835
7,582,826
587.558

5,415.334
611,420

41,716.379

28.621,655
888,772

70,140,989

59,193,472
8,714,440
1,739,760

58.164
650.411
269.906

18,466,865

48,251,700
1,471,766

26,939,451

230,266,528
4,904,395
5,843.066
529.394

4,764,923
341,514

23,249,514

Total equipment . . .

xtension

$486,979,925 $8,145,065 $19,706,628 $652,094,311 $5,601,747 $245,139,960 $14,104,881 $406,954,351

$20,330,489 $2,646,678 $23,836 $39,644,301 Cr. $6,291 $15,104,009 $30,127 $24,540,292

Total all work $941,041,902 $72,121,220 $144,940,433 $1,199,426,026 $40,103,318 $463,617,707 $104,837,115 $735,808,319
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Material Standards for Freight Car Repairs

Frank McManamy, assistant director of the Division of

Operations, has issued Mechanical Department Circular No.

8, prescribing material standards for freight car repairs as

follows

:

When renewing parts or applying betterments to freight

cars owned by the railroads under federal control, if suitable

material, either new or second hand, that is standard to the

car, is in stock it shall be used. Where such material is not

in stock, material standard to United States standard cars

should be used if available.

1. Bolsters—Body bolsters, when renewals are made,

should be either cast steel or built up type.

Truck Bolsters—When renewals are made should be cast

steel box girder type.

2. Column Castings—Truck column castings when used

should be made of malleable iron or cast steel.

3. Side Bearings—If body or truck side bearings require

changing or renewing, frictionless type should be used, inter-

changeable in capacity and dimensions with those used on

United States standard cars.

4. Side Truck Frames-—When necessary to renew side

truck frames, cast steel U-shaped section. United States

standard car type with separable journal boxes to be used.

5. Coupler Operating Device—Coupler operating device

to be of type directly connected to coupler knuckle lock with-

out use of clevis, link, chain or pin and to be interchange-

able with operating device on United States standard cars

uliere possible.

6. Draft Gears— (a) Friction draft gears, either Card-

well, Miner, Murray, Sessions T>'pe "K," Westinghouse or

similar gears, of not less than 150,000 lb. capacity with a

maximum travel of 2}^ in.

(b) Spring draft gears, if used, to be at least equal in

capacity to two M. C. B. Class "G" springs, interchangeable

with friction gear without change in car construction.

(c) Clearance between coupler horn and striking casting

to be three inches.

(d) Coupler to be key connected to draft gear.

7. Hand Brakes—If renewals are required on open top

cars, hand brakes should be changed to drop handle tj-pe and

so located as to be below top of car where construction of car

will permit and of a tj-pe interchangeable with United States

standard cars.

8. Doors—Side doors on box or stock cars (except double-

deck stock cars) will be bottom supported, the attachments

uniform with those on United States standard cars.

9. Ends—Box cars with weak constructed ends requiring

two-thirds of end to be renewed, should be reconstructed as

follows

:

(a) Horizontal corrugated steel ends (two or three piece)

having top section 3/16 in. thick and bottom section or sec-

tions 34 in. thick and corrugations 2I4 in. deep.

(b) Vertical reinforced ends with four or five inch "Z"

CLASS 1 RAILROADS
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZED TO DECEMBER ], 1918, AND THE EXPENDITURES MADE IN

CONNECTION THEREWITH TO NOVEMBER 1, 1918

Expenditures to November 1, 1918

No.
of

road Name o£ road

1—Alabama & Vicksburg Ry
2—Alabama Great Southern Ry
3—Ann Arbor R. R
5—Arizona Eastern R. R
6—Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry
7—Atlanta & West Point R. R
8—Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Ry
9—Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R

1 0—Atlantic City R. R
11—.Atlantic Coast Line R. R
13—Baltimore & Ohio R. R. (incl. Coal & Coke)
1 4—Bangor & Aroostook R. R
15_Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western Ry
1 6—I?essemer & Lake Erie R. R
17—Boston & Albany R. R
18—Boston & Maine R. R
19—Buffalo & Susquehanna R. R
20—Buffalo, Rochester & Pittshumh Ry
21—Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Ry
22—Central of Georgia Ry
23—Cmtral New England Ry
24—Central R. R. of New Jersey
25—Central Vermont Ry
26—Charleston & Western Carolina Ry
27—Chesapeake & Ohio Ry
28—Chicago & Alton R. R
29—Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R
30—Chicago & Erie R. R
31—Chicago & North Western Ry
32—Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R...... ..

33_Chi'cago, Detroit & Canada Grand Trunk Jet.

34—Chicago Gre.it Western R. R
35—Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville Ry
36—Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry
37_Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis R, R
39—Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry

(Including C. R. L & G. Ry.) ^ , „
40—Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Om.iha Ry.

41_Chieago, Terre Haute v"!: Southeastern Ry...

42—Cinci'nnati, Indianapolis & Western R. R.
.

.

.

43_Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Ry.
44—Cincinnati Northern R. R ••

45—Cleveland, Cincinnati. Cliic. & St. Louis Ry.
47—Colorado & Southern Ry
48—Cumberland Valley R. R
49—Delaware & Hudson R. R
SO—Delaware. Lackawanna & Western R. R
51 -Denver & Rio Grande R. R
172—Denver & Salt Lake R. R
52—Detroit & Mackinac Ry.
53—Detroit & Toledo Shore Line R. R. . .

.
•

54 Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee Ry....

5S_Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R. R
5S—Duluth & Iron Range R. R . .

57—Duluth, Missabe & Northern Ry. . •

58—Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry
59—Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry..
60—El Paso & Southwestern R. R

Additions Extensions. Additions Extensions.
and Equip- branches and and Equip- branches and

betterments new lines Total betterments ment new lines Total

$121,979 $234,951 $356,930 ?11S,644 $3,490 $122,134
486,433 7,454 493,886 714,109 17,732 731,841
86,443 18,301 104.744 71,884 27,497 99,381

203,853 44,382 248.235 132,308 16,133 148,441
20,299,175 24,428,239 $3,970,199 48,697.613 7.969.439 11.713.604 $1,324,130 21.007,173

364,012 253,161 617,173 323,481 152,885 476.366
219,865 1,233,625 2,033,506 3,486,996 164.465 239,302 3.655 407.422
587,657 804,000 1,391,657 175.730 175,730
170,658 170,658 42.386 42,386

2,728,374 3,453,865 3.036,501 9,218,740 1,238,973 1.324.441 434.330 2.997.744
14,488,100 45.316,125 379,422 60.183,647 6,304,664 4,159,229 637.824 11.101,717

205,496 1,255.569 1,461.065 111,574 222,075 333.649
53,433 53,433 46.003 46.003

6,573,805 1,993,940 271,525 S.839.270 1.329,085 70.150 70,592 1.469.827
1,616,039 957,060 2,573,099 194.330 292.724 487,054
7,408,761 8.733,144 16.141.905 1,937,131 321,966 2.259,097

29,827 2.417 32.224 7,569 777 8,346
1,843,606 5,474,305 7.317,911 1,638.305 2.965,180 4.603,485
271,145 4,152.531 4.423,676 165.359 3,333 168,692

1,226,962 1,863,453 3.090,415 793.387 727,996 1.521,383
768,252 28.419 796.671 247.728 295 248.023

10,081,586 7.685.099 17.766.685 2,776.864 1,252.053 4.028.917
383,392 93,537 476.929 46.024 37,895 83.919
107,633 107.633 10,845 10,845

7.073.669 12.964.625 1,131,783 21.170.077 2,164.004 1.473.581 368.720 4.006.305
1.827,233 1,751.745 3,578,978 634,101 514.765 1.148.866
1,365,126 5,295.191 6,660.317 1,161.598 960.387 2.121.985
558.955 29,342 588,297 172,616 172.616

8,007,469 15.531,467 23,538.936 3.358,127 4.432.967 7.791.094
7,568,018 6.250,609 13,818.627 6,369.836 3,508.816 9,878.652

72,639 72,639 112,495 112.495
795,326 1,062,235 1.857.561 371.013 61.621 432,634
602,989 1,466,143 2,069.132 148.738 302.144 450.882

15,972,627 9.383,499 773,432 26,129,558 4,698.705 4.246.680 350.827 9,296.212
40.367 12,245 52,612 34,997 8.243 43.240

7,787,087 10,577.788 18.364.875 3,060,986 2.899.327 S.960,313

792,240 481,242 1,273.482 442,462 386.812 829,274
129,875 106,174 236,049 69,n:'4 80.473 149,497
327.808 969,289 40,165 1.337,262 202,707 75.149 9.207 287.063

1,666,102 685,956 2,352.058 1.265.666 358.362 1.624.028
287,603 50,668 32.500 370,771 78.723 .30.480 109.203

10,429,456 9,565,320 19.994,776 2.940.453 1.657.972 4.598,425
317.547 729.401 1.046.948 128.186 162.553 290.739

1,562.174 77.048 1.639,222 345.449 27.024 372.473
2,803.544 6,608,672 9,412,216 805.976 18,0.611 1.084.587
2.532,336 6,800.014 9,332.350 1.SSS.6S8 1,365.230 3.253.918
2,761.195 368.465 92,241 3,221.901 912.309 79.330 34,050 1.025.689

12,195 10.073 22,268 2.540
716

5.014
106

7.554
912

76,331 88.500 164,831 5.359 45.408 50.767
172,417 737 173.154 60.117 60.117
517,049 1.786.710 2,303.759 56,175 16.628 72.803
366.187 714.901 1.081.088 285,101 372.123 657.224

2.021,336 712.958 2,734,294 1.145.524 39.108 1.184.632
44.871 590.647 635.518 33.654 2.108 35.762

754.857 3.542.871 3.297.728 303.895 472.836 776,731
1,407.539 2.335.009 3,742.548 820.265 1.166.338 1,986,603
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Capital expenditures specifically authorized
to December 1, 1918 Expenditures to November 1, 1918

1,837,265
1,551,382

12,396
157,190

1,566,365
9,058,729
112,130
12,874
45,094

3,386,683
622,204

1,520
6.700

18,837,906
200,214
239,754

8,924

1,317,719
1,010,200
217,040
642.590

18,557,947
718,497
841,075

4.184
12,641

6,883,920
1,844

3,541,251
13,328,908

80,244
1,473

165.365
174,064

291

No. Additions
of and Equip-

road Name of road betterments ment
61—Erie R. R $7,619,323 $15,896,147
62—Florida East Coast Ry 879,456 2,565,325
63—Fort Worth & Denver City Ry 349,136 447,793
64—Fort Worth & Rio Grande Ry 46,954
65—Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry... 2,119,991
66—Georgia R. R. Lessee Organization 111,009
67-Georgia Southern & Florida Ry 69,419
68—Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry 128,196
69—Grand Trunk Western Ky 1,414,091
70—Great Northern Ry 8,661,709
71—Gulf & Ship Island R. R 369,635
72—Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry 2,746,374
73—Gulf. Mobile & Northern R. R 926.065
74—Hocking Valley Kv 3.727,294
75—Houston Si Texas Central R. R 240,430
76—Houston. East & West Texas Ry 44.820
77—Hudson & Manhattan R. R 296.064
78— Illinois Central R. R 16.867.411
79— International Great Northern Ry 1.002,631
80—Kanawha & Michigan Ry 557.145
81—Kansas City, Mexico & Orient R. R 8,010

(Including Kansas City, Mexico & Orient
Ry. Co. of Texas)

S3—Kansas City Southern Ry 1.544,142
84-Lake Erie & Western R. R 555,047
8,S—Lehigh & Hudson River Ry 80,759
86—Lehigh & New England R. R 167,872
87-Lehigh Valley R. R 9,011,068
88—Long Island R. R 1,962,146
89—Los Angeles & Salt Lake R. R 1,434,695
90—Louisiana & Arkansas Ry 20,294
92—Louisiana Western R. R 53.779
93—Louisville & Nashville R. R 7,041,248
94—Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Ry 173,925
95—Maine Central R. R 678.281
97—Michigan Central R. R 5.414.983
98—Midland Valley R. R 194,415
99r-Mineral Range R. K 12,147
1110—Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R 365,656
101—Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry. 1,150,529
102—Minnesota & International Ry 31,950
177~Missouri & North Arkansas R. R
103—Missouri. Kansas & Texas Ry 2,097,419 2.478,434
104— Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. of Texas 1,033,146 113.725
105—M'issouri Pacific R. R 3,261,582 14,630,338
106—Mobile & Ohio R. R 453.467 451.068
'.07— Monongahela Ry 1.731.269 378.489
108—Morgan's Louisiana St Texas R. R. & S. S. Co. 179.594 148.862
109—Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry 1,993.509 1,710.161
110—New Orleans & Northeastern R. R 139.478 619.528
HI—New Orleans Great Northern R. R 88,147 11,099
112 -New Orleans. Texas St Mexico Ry 40,145 28.529
1 13—New York Central 36,356,014 36,640,625
114—New York, Chicago St St. Louis R. R 2,791.004 4,041,498
115—New York. New Haven & Hartford R. R... 15,538.130 6,032,545
116—New York, Ontario S: Western Ry 174,883 128,022
117—New York, Philadelphia S: Norfolk R. R... 649.086 104,364
118—New York. Susquehanna & Western R. R... 463,120 22,957
119—Norfolk St Western Ry 11,666,460 17,955,266
120—Norfolk Southern R. R 384,325 633,628
121—Northern Pacific Ry 6,457,973 11,537,843
122—Northwestern Pacific R. R 262,633 344.878
123—Oregon Short Line R. R 2.009,726 2.207,660
124—Oregon-Washington R. R. S: Nav. Co 1.376.704 487.315
125—Panhandle & Santa Fe Ry 410,996
126—Pennsylvania Co.—Lines West 22,678,438 6.163,885
127—Pennsylvania R. R.—Lines East 63,445,962 30,596,976
128—Pcre Marquette Ry 2.939.188 4,633,454
129—Philadelphia St Reading Co 12.018,308 19,999,914
130—Pittsburgh St Lake Erie R. R 5,209,473 5,058,219
131— Pittsburg St Shawmut R. R 572,446 4.414
132—Pittsburgh St West Virginia Ry 339,437 364,357
133—Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Chic. St St. Louis R. R. 20.341.755 1.514,680
134—Port Reading R. R 37,104
135-Richmond. Fredericksburg St Potomac R. R.. 735.765 2,432,266
136—Rutland R. R 478,323 605.183
137—St. Joseph & Grand Island Ry 300,595 39.746
138—St. Louis. Brownsville S: Mexico Ry 47.244 13.192
139—St. Louis-San Francisco Ry 3,896,357 7.354.086
140—St. Louis. Siin Francisco & Texas Ry 71.169
141—St. Louis Southwestern Ry 861.703 1,354,514
142— St. Louis Southwestern Rv. of Texas 783.564 1.485
14.r— S.in Antonio & Aransas Pass Ry 91.830 16.717
144—Seaboard Air Line 2.047.237 6.704.527
145—Southern Pacific Co 12.274,965 13.901.243
146—Southern Ry 3,158.658 19,360.376
147—Southern Railway in Mississippi 16.470 1.157
149—Spokane. Portland Si Seattle Ry 615,937 1.797,670
ISO—Staten Island Rapid Transit Ry 269.852
151—Tennessee Central R. R 154.292 6,709
l.'ii—Texarkana & Ft. Smith Rv. (inch i'n K.C.S.)
153—Texas St New Orleans R. R 355.992 7.222
154—Texas St Pacific Ry 1.422,547 4.770.066
155-Tolc.lo & Ohio Central Ry 1.104.357 1.177.957
156—Toledo. Peoria S: Western Ry 25.186 10.720
157—Toledo. St. Louis & Western R. R 240.779 3,727,129
158—Ulster & Delaware R. R 24.714 6.960
159—Union Pacific R. R 14.265,038 13.251.944
160—Vicksburg. Shrcveport St Pacific Ry 105.345 155.812
161--VirKinia Ry 3.752.538 3.916.276
162—Wab.ish Ry 1.020,319 9.109.303
163—Washington-Southern Ry 605.210 261,480
164—Western Marvland Ry 3,329,242 1.700.063
165—Western Pacific R. R 896.354 4.421.739
166—Western Rv. of Alabama 175.684 225.343
167—West I crscv & Seashore R. R 1.000.210 470.097
168—Wheeling S: I,ike Erie Ry 748.976 5.595.604
169—Wichita Falls & Northwestern Ry 10.215 810
170—Wichita Valley 76.557 1.282
171—Yazoo & Mississippi Valley R. R 3.736,473 36,833

Extensions,
branches and
new lines Total

$23,515,470
$75,000 3,519,781

796,929
46,954

426.798 4,384,054
1,662,391

...' 81,815
285,386

2,980,456
700,174 18,420.612

481,765
2,759,248

1,265,450 2,236,609
7,113,977

824,366 1,687,000
46,340

302,764
425,591 36,130,908

1,202,845
640,000 1,436,899

16,934

2,861,861
1,565,247
297,799

424,100 1,234,562
5,000 27,574,015

26,427 2,707,070
626,262 2,902,032

24,478
66,420

1,648,133 15,573,301
175,769

4.219.532
18,743,891

274,659
13,620

531,021
1,324,593

32,241

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

4.575.853
1,146,871

14,813 17,906,733
904,535

392,300 2,502,058
328,456

116,635 3,820.305
759,006
99,246
68,674

75,000 73,071.639
6,832,502

21.570.675
302,905
753,450
486.077

29,621.726
1,017,953

377,160 18,372,976
607.511

651,253 4,868,639
370,799 2,234,818

1,133,167 1.544.163
28,842.323

6.591,710 100,634,648
7,572.642

32,018,222
10.267,692

576,860
703.794

9.637,651 31,494,086
37,104

3,168,031
1,083.506
340.341
60.436

11.250.443
71.169

2,216,217
785,049
108.547

153.000 8,904.764
579,259 26.755.467

22,519.034
17.627

2.413.607
269.852
161.001

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
363.2i4

6.192.613
497,775 2,780.089

35.906
3,967.908

31.674
288,308 27,805,290

261,157
238,672 7.907.4S6

10.129.622
866.690

48,065 5,077.370
5,318.093
401.027

1,470.307
6.344.580

11.025
77.839

3,773.306

'Additions EjcteosioDS, . 1

and • Equip- branches and
betterments ment new lines Tstai

$2,370,918 ?185,923 $2,556,841
704.705 1,002,889 $122,507 1,830,101
125,165 8,747 133,912
28,684 28,684

1,046,986 1,108.631 381,975 2,537,592
55.923 80,317 136,240
79,208 11,946 91,154
18.131 17,168 35,299

393.410 5.275 398,685
6,705,824 3,398,438 707,769 10,812,031

38,247 144,368
806,702 6,622 813,324

5,480 743,645 832.450
80,470 1,368.448

101,313 3,197 22,718 127,228
20,064 272 20,336

151,780
8,165,012
392,733

12,426.524
73.933

291,864 20,883,400
466.666

317,897 62.600 112,294 492.79J
740 8,496

475,567 421,676 897.243
206.235 11.428 217.663
53,058 1.831 54,889

26,535 269.567 381,874
589,664 3,624 2,214.331
150,725 32,496 1,075,990

446,227 769,554 17,599 1,233,380
21.411

23,637 6,517 30.154
2,368,667 1,011,572 6,039,6ia

1,414 109,996
402,794 420.285 823.07?

1,680.901 3.455.762 5,136,663
43,184 160,82?
1,473 8,363-

36.278 192,03»

31.233
60.068 505,881

31,235

2,085,323 1.212.209 3,297,532
558,582 2.086 560,668

2,110.185 227.728 16,650 2,354,563
30.177 350,038

743,480 278.633 8,006 1,030,119
219,435 308.238

1.157.736 364.939 135,560 1,658.235
420.818 552.707

42,491 23,229 65,720
3,480 35,397

11.452,085 9,141,594 41,754 20,635,433
584.826 1,958.098 2,542,924

7.939.697 254,037 8,193.734
0.720 184,080

144.198 88.164 232.362
170.099 10,472 180.571

4.140.274 7.318.399 198,591 11,657,264
221,86)

3.296.509 6.349.755 486,061 10,132.325
206,180

801.717 339,850 213.508 1.355.675
147,142 133,788 991.734

434,640 647.697
7.358.554 1,232,384 8.590,938

23,899.449 13,349.017 4,230,744 41,479,210
3.525.259 4,000.644

5.831.200 4,113.351 9,944,551
560.734 1.571,453

244 188.264
132.247 83.385 215.632

1,343.375 1.577.855 8,974.497
65.485

314.630 701.560 1.016.190
309.225 70.574 379,799
98.653 17,463 116,116

30,962
2.161.907 803,937 2,965.844

18.407 18.407
363.988 982,218 1.346.206

78.863
13.487 91.659

834.985 1.538.994 2.373,979
3,909.846 7. 901. 160 303.250 12,114,256
S.175.720 1,933.595 10,109.315

9.649 810 10.459
14.327 432.557

S66.74S
286 60.769

102.410 633 103.043
674.423 1.341.140 2.015.563

150.901 37.326 897.436
10.720 33.393

219.774 131.810 351.584
17.987 9.619 27.606

3.367.418 8.746.733 166.546 12.280.697
5.474 93.507

1,604.434 151,106 3.020.913
474,771 704.940 1.179,711
46.964 160.238 207,202
693.346 669.360 20,220 1,382.926

851.607 1,337,952
168.806 222.271

456.350 345.202 801.553
430.518 202.813 633.331

5,762 399 6.161
17,879 267 18,146

1.592.901 5.574 1,598,475.
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bars, securely fastened to place on end sills and end plates.

End plates to be diagonally braced on inside of car, under
roof, to side plates, or with reinforcements equivalent in

strength.

(c) End lining to be 1;54 in. thick, tongued and grooved,

extending from floor to end plate, with corners sealed with

beveled corner strips l>4x II/2 in., securely nailed to place

to prevent possibility of grain leaks.

10. Metal Strap to be Applied to Side Sheathing—Double
sheathed box cars will have applied to face of sheathing of

car at side sill a small angle iron, channel iron or strap se-

curely bolted in place to insure sheathing being held tight

against side sill to prevent grain leakage; bolts to have single

nuts and to be riveted over. Location of bolt sjjacing to be

the same as on United States standard cars where jjracticable.

Channel or strap to be painted on back with freight car

paint before it is applied.

,11. Grain Door Nailing Strip—Door post should have

qrain door nailing strips on inside face (approximately lj'2

in. X 3J.4 in.), full height of door opening securely fastened

lo place with screws or heavy wire nails.

12. Roofs—When roofs are changed or renewed outside

flexible type metal roof with mulHons between roof sheets

and with flexibility at eaves and ridges, made of 22 or 24

gauge galvanized iron will be applied. Roofs should be in-

terchangeable with United States standard cars having same
length and width sheets. To permit the use of standard

sheets, the following changes may be made:
(a) Increase or decrease in thickness, or omitting eave

moulding, fascia or both.

(b) Increase the width of roof flashing at eaves.

;

(c) Where cars are equipped with all-metal roofs, such

construction may be continued when renewals are necessary,

,
if considered desirable to do so.

13. Preservation of Material—When rebuilding or re-

pairing, wood or steel cars—On all-wood cars, wood pre-

servative, freight car paint or its equivalent will be applied

to all mortises and tenons ; ends of posts and braces ; and post

and brace shoes at sills. Top of all sills will be painted,

including face of side end sills.

(a) On refrigerator cars, sills will be painted all over

in addition to the above.

(b) When applying metal parts on outside of wood cars,

both the wood and metal part shall be painted before ap-

plied, except when applying metal roofs. Before outside

metal roof is applied it should be painted on underside.

(c) Steel cars, steel underframes, steel center sills or

steel draft arms, when assembling should have red lead ap-

plied before one metal part is applied, lapping another.

In complying with the above in.structions, it is imperative

that careful consideration be given to [^reservation and re-

clamation of material. Material removed from one car, in

order to standardize such car or a part thereof, fit for further

use, shall be reclaimed and used in making repairs to other

equipment.

New Rules for Grain Traffic

In general order No. 57 Director General Mc.\doo has

issued the following rules governing the inspection, selection

and coopering or rejection of cars for bulk grain loading,

the recording of loss of grain from car by leakage (if any)

during transit, and the disposition of claims for loss and

damage of grain:

Claims on grain shipped in bulk constitute a large pro-

portion of loss and damage claims. Some of the widely

varying practices of both shippers and carriers with respect

thereto are of doubtful propriety, and in many cases result

in undue preference and unjust discrimination.

This condition may be attributi\l largely to the great num-
ber of intricate factors entering into the grain business; the

condition of scales and weighing practices, w^hich, in many

instances, result in weights of doubtful accurac)'. Grain in

bulk is sometimes loaded at large terminal elevators where

so-called official weights are obtained; in other instances, at

country elevators where weights are obtained on small scales

in many drafts; and in other instances where scale weights

are not used ijut loading weights obtained on measurement
basis; and at some points where no elevators are located, grain

is ^veighed over wagon scales, loaded into cars and the sum
of the wagon scale weights used to represent the amount
shipped.

Destination weights are arrived at in as many different

ways as the loading weights, but, as a general rule, the bulk

of the grain shipped is destined to terminal markets where

official weights are secured, and the differences between these

loading and destination weights constitute the basis of claims,

although losses resulting from the taking of samples for in-

spection purposes and the failure of consignee to unload all

the grain and other wastage, over which the railroad has no

control, are not taken into consideration or accounted for.

In view of the foregoing, there is no good reason why
carriers should assume responsibility for claims, the basis

of which is solely the dift'erence between these loading and

out-turn weights.

Therefore, claims for loss of bulk grain will be recognized

only where there is evidence of negligence on the part of the

carriers. Teaks due to improper coopering of cars or placing

of grain door boards are not to be considered as evidence of

negligence on the part of the carrier, and the following rules

shall apply until superseded by others that may be adopted

as a result of investigation and study of the subject now
being carried on by carriers and shippers in connection with

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

At the present time there is lack of uniformity in the dis-

position of grain claims. One purpose of these rules is to

clear up this present situation and dispose promptly of such

claims as come within these regulations.

R':LF. 1

—

Selection oe Cars for Loading.

Suitable car? will be furnished for bulk grain loading. (See Definition.)

Definition: .\ suitable car for bulk grain loading is one that is grain tight

and fit or can be made so by the shipper at time and place of loading by

ordinary and proper care in use of cooperage material and by a reasonable

amount of cleaning.

Rule 2.

—

Rejection bv Shipper.

While carriers are expected to furnish suitable equipment, it is the duty

of the shipper to reject a car which is unfit for the loading intended. Ship-

pers should not load bulk grain in a car with door post shattered or broken,

or with other defects of such character as to render car obviously unfit, or

with inside showing the presence of oil, creosote, fertilizer, manure, coal or

other damaging substance of like or kindred character.

Rule 3

—

Cooperage.

Grain doors, or grain door lumber of proper quality and dimensions will

be furnished by the carrier and installed by the shipper to cooper side and
end doors and other openings of cars used for hulk giain loading.

Note 1—Carrier's pgent at loading station will ascertain the number of

temporary sectional grain doors, or the number of feet (board measure)
<tf grain door lumber used to cooper the car and the approximate weight
thereof, and note same on waybill.
Note 2—Should tlie carrier's supply of grain door material run short.

local agent will promptly notify his superintendent who will immediately
send the required material or authorize local agent to purchase a supply to

take care of the emergency.
Note 3—Shippers or consignees must not appropriate carriers' grain doors

or- grain door material, neither shall they use the same without specific

authority from the carrier.

Accessories such as nails, paper, cheesecloth, burlap or similar material
for calking or lining cars, required to prevent loss of grain by leakage,
shall be supplied by the carrier and applied by the shipper or at his expense.

Rule 4

—

Consignor, Consignee or Owner Required to Lo.ad or Unload

Carload Freight.

KxceiJt as otherwise provided by tariff, owners are required to load into

or on cars grain carried at carload ratings, and consignee or owner is

required to unload the car, which includes the removal of entire contents.
including sweeping the car. Loading includes adequate securing of the load
in or on car, also proper distribution of the weight in the car bv trimming
or leveling.

Rule 5

—

Shipping Weights.

Where shipper weighs the grain for shipment, he shall furnish the carrier
with a statement of the car initials and number, the total scale weight, the
type and house number of the scale used, the number of drafts and weight
of each draft weighed, the date and time of weighing, and state whether
official board pf trade, grain exchange, state or other properly supervised
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shipping weights; also state number and approximate weight of grain doors

usevl. This information shall be furnished as soon as practicable, forwarding

of car not to be delayed for this record.

Rule 6

—

Destination Weights.

Consignee shall furnish the carrier with a statement of the car initials

and number, the total scale weight, the type and house number of the scale

used, the number of drafts and weight of each draft weighed, and date and

time of weighing, and state whether official board of trade, grain exchange,

state or other properly supervised unloading weight.

KuiE 7

—

-Leakage or Damage Record.

If damage to or leakage of grain is detected while in carrier's possession,

the necessary repairs must be made to prevent further loss or damage and a

complete record made thereof. In case of a disputed claim, the records of

both carrier and claimant on said car shall be made available to both parties.

If shipper, consignee, ow-ner or bis or their representative should discover

leakage of grain from car. he must immediately report the facts to carrier

and alTord reasonable opportunity for verification.

The result of hammer testing will not be accepted as proof of loss.

Rule 8

—

Claims on Clear akd Defective Record Cars.

(a) Clear Record Cifi: If, after thorough investigation by the carrier,

no defect in equipment or seal record is discovered, such record shall be

considered to show that the carrier has delivered all of the grain that was
loaded into the car. If evidence is produced by the claimant indicating a

defective record, such evidence shall be investigated and given due consid-

eration.

(b) Defective Record Cnrs: Where investigation discloses defect in

equipment, seal or seal record, or a transfer in transit by the carrier of a

car of grain upon which there is a difference between the loading and
unloading weights, and the shipper furnishes duly attested certificate show-
ing correctness of weights, and the carrier can find no defect in scale or

otlicr facilities and no error at points of origin or destination, then, the
resulting claims will be adjusted subject to a deduction of one-eighth of

one per cent of the established loading weight as representing invisible loss

and wastage.
Note.—Transfer in transit, as referred to in Section *'b'* of this rule,

is a transfer for which the railroad is responsible, and not a transfer
because of a trade ride, governmental requirement, or because of orders of

consignor, consignee, owner or their representative.

(c) Leaks over or through grain doors and other leaks due to improper
cooperating by shipper shall not be considered defects for which the carrier
is responsible.

Rules Governing Industry Tracks

Director Generiil McAdoo lia.s issued Supplement No. 1 to

General Order No. IS, wliich prescribed requirements for new
industr)- tracks, as follows:

1. General Order No. 15 is not to be construed as re-

cjuiring or authorizing a federal manager to enter into a

contract on behalf of the director general to pay for that

])art of an industry track on the right of way from the switch

point to tlie clearance point where, in the judgment of the

federal manager, tlie amount of traffic to be derived by the

United States Railroad Administration from the construc-

tion of the industry track is not sufficient to justify such ex-

jienditure. In cases where, in the judgment of the federal

manager, the circumstances justify the construction of an

industry track, but the amount of revenue to he derived there-

from liy the United States Railroad Administration does not

justify the ])ayment ljy the director general of the cost of that

I)art of the track on the right of way from the switch point

to tile clearance point, an agreement may be made, otherwise

in accordance with General Order No. IS, but providing for

tlie payment of the entire cost of the track by the shipper

with a provision for refund up to, but not exceeding, the cost

of the jiart of the track from the switch point to the clearance

point, at the rate of $2 per car of carload freight yielding

road haul revenue, delivered on or shipped from the track

during federal control.

2. Track material contained in tiiat ]iortion of an industry

track on the railroad riglu of way whidi was installed and
paid for by the industry during federal control, shall re-

main the property of the industry, except to the extent that

refund of the cost thereof shall have been made by the rail-

road or the director general, but such ownership shall be

subject to the right of the railroad to use the track when not

to the detriment of the industry.

,1. Upon the discontinuance of use of an industry track

for the purposes of the industry, the industry .shall have the

right to have tlie track material on the right of way which

was paid for by the industry during federal control, taken up
and delivered to the industry' except to the extent that the

cost of such track material shall have been refunded to the in-

dustry by the railroad or the director general. The work of

taking up the track shall be done, if the federal manager

shall so desire, by the forces of the federal manager, but in

any event at the expense of the industry.

Interpretations of Wage Orders

Director General McAdoo has issued the following in-

terpretations of wage orders:

Interpretation No. 4, to General Order Xo. 27.

Employee's claim:—That he was in the employ of the railroad from a date

prior to January 1, 1918, up to 6 a. m.. June 1, 1918.

Employer's claim:—That employee's lour of duty was from 6 p. m. of one

day until 6 a. m., the next, and that t:ie last "day" on which the employee
worked was May 31, 1918, although his hours extended to 6 a. m., June 1,

1918; that the employee left the service voluntarily.

Decision:—E.mployec having been in the service on May 25, 1918, the

date of the issuance of General Order No. 27, is entitled to back pay for

services rendered from January 1, 1918, to the date he left the service.

Interpretation No. 5, to General Order No. 27.

Employee's claim:—On and prior to December 31, 1915, employee occu-

pied position as agent at a certain salary. In July, 1917, his position was
changed at the same salary and continued until June, 1918. Employee
claims the increase aiTorded hy General Order No. 27 upon his salary as of

December 31, 1915.

Employer's claim:—The position occupied by the cmploj'ce on May 25,

1918, was at a lower salary on December 31, 1915, than was paid to the

position occupied by the employee on May 25, 1918; therefore, the increase

afforded by General Order No. 27 should be based upon the salary of the

position and not upon the salary of the man.
Decision:—General Order No. 27, Article II, Section F, paragraph 1,

explicitly provides that the wage runs with the place. Therefore, the in-

crease should be applied to the salary which the position paid on December
31, 1915,

Interpretation No. 2, to Supplement No. 7, to General Order No. 27,

Question:— Shall employees coming under the provisions of paragraph (a)

Article V, Supplement No. 7 to General Order No. 27, paid on a tonnage or

piece work basis and earning in excess of 43 cents per hour (the maximum
rate established) receive any portion of the increase provided for, if thereby
such increase would establish a rate in excess of 43 cents per hour.

Decision:—Paragraph (2) Article V of Supplement No. 7 to General
Order No. 27 specifically states, "Provided tliat the maximum shall not
exceed 43 cents per hour." Employees paid on a tonnage or piece work
basis whose average hourly earnings, per day period, equal 43 or more cents
per hour arc therefore not entitled to any portion of the ii-crease, but are
guaranteed not less than 43 cents per hour.
The provisions of paragraph (2) Article 'VIII, Supplement No. 7 to

General Order No. 27, protects higher rates and is to be observed.

Interpretation No. 2, to Siipple.ment No. 8, to General Order No. 27.

Question:— It is intended that house and bridge carpenters in the main-
tenance of way service shall rec.-'ive the rates of pay and be governed by the
conditions specified in Art. I. Section 6, of Supplement No. 4 to General
Order No. 27, under the heading of Carmen!'

Decision':—House and bridge carpenters in the maintenance of way
service come under the provision of Supplement No. 8 to General Order
No. 27 and their rates of pay arc established as per paragraph (e) Article
1 of Suppl'.ment 8.

Report of Exports Control Committee

According to the report of the Exports Control Committee
to Director General McAdoo for the week ended December 7

the changed conditions causing the diversion of munitions
and the substitution of food and supplies has created an en-
larged export program for the footl administration and the

Allies. The combined frozen beef and provisions program
through the ports of New York, Boston, Philadelphia and
Baltimore will total 113,786 tons for the month of Decem-
ber, divided as follows: British Ministry of Shipping, 36,-

786 tons; French, 30,000; Italian, 4S,000.

The movement of provisions and frozen beef on a three-

day schedule, Chicago to New York, has been discontinued

and traffic is now running on a four-day schedule. The
Food Administration's program for December for the At-
lantic and Gulf ports approximates 1,500,000 tons. For the

South Atlantic ports there are assigned 40,000 tons.

There are in addition to this large amount moving under
war department transportation orders 8,000 tons of flour via

New York, 19,000 tons via Philadelphia, 19.000 tons via

Baltimore, and 27,000 tons already permitted to move to New
York. There are 44',000 tons which will move via Pacific

Coast ports, making the total estimates under the original

figure of 120,000 tons. This flour is to be used for relief

purposes.
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There i.s now moving in solid trains from the west a total

ot 1,073 cars of flour destined to New York, as well as a

solid train of 30 cars for Boston. In order to expedite the

delivery of this large volume of Hour after arrival at the sea-

board, arrangements have been made for conferences between

the New York Trafiic Committee with representatives of the

British Ministry of Shipping, Wheat Export Company, Food

Administration, Grain Corporation and the Shipping Control

Committee semi-weekly in New York.

At the North Atlantic ports the arrivals of carload export

freight exclusive of bulk grain and coal, during the month

of November totals 50,143 cars, while deliveries were 46,449

cars, or 3,694 cars arriving in excess of deliveries. There

has been an increase of only 420 cars in accumulation at all

South Atlantic and Gulf ports during the week. Permits

were issued to cover 1,319 cars, largely grain, of export traffic

for movement through the ports at Galveston, New Orleans,

Mobile and Savannah.

For the week ended November 28 there were 276,808 tons

of grain in elevators at the North Atlantic ports, while 220,-

398 had been cleared. At the Gulf ports there were 250,892

tons of grain in elevators, while 31,820 had been cleared.

Volume of Traffic at Principal Termini

The comparative statement showing the traffic handled by

the railways under federal control at 25 of the more impor-

tant railroad termini of the country during the week ending

November 7 shows an increase of 2.62 per cent in the ton-

nage as against a decrease of 7.86 per cent in the number of

cars used to carry the increased tonnage, as follows:

Cars
'^a"^

IgiT !91S^ 1917 1918

AHanta 2,515 2,128 80,767 80,122

mrmin<.ham' 4 13 4 463 176,659 240,532

BnZn 8 716 7 311 128,037 157,931

g°ffX 8 S3 7 114 284,337 251,773

Chicaeo 49 177 49,277 1,572,698 1,650,778

ie^£T''--.-:i-;:;: kill liVs .iroll 3^^

sSir'^ ••; 'VZ ":m "^^ ^^
I OS Angeles V,';.':: 1903 1,5.38 41,980 32,600

New York ..27 155 24.298 653,528 625,952

New Orleans . 3.867 4,486 116,610 134,916

Omiha ....::: 4333 3 804 144,492 130.973

p^tland . 1737 2.044 44,810 52,957

PhiadeVnhia .... 48 969 13.749 516.396 446,832

Ktsburrh 7 298 6.674 248.366 256,543

S lonls 11947 12,109 418,476 418.984

Seattle
''

21288 3,082 67,276 83,362

Sin Francisco . 2,678 2,587 84,220 62,056

Savannah 1,865 1519 33,080 33,075

Tacoma 1.231 1.208 14.294 38.420

Twh, Cities' 12.246 9,840 316,200 252.822

Toledo ..:;;:::::: s:27o siseo 346,479 38i,96o

Total .Iss^ioi "2r4'775 7.391,527 "•585.764

D^^^^ •••••••• '•'•'••••

J^V% =2."%
Average tons per car 32 35

Accounting Circulars

The Division of Public Service and Accounting has recently

issued circulars in part as follows:

P. S. & A. Circular No. 51 provides that federal auditors

must make no changes from the method of accounting or

classifying accounts during the test period that may affect the

contract settlement with the corporation or that will transfer

amounts in accounts from those included during the test

period within those used to compute the standard return to

other income accounts without submitting the proposed

changes to and obtaining permission from the undersigned

to make such changes. If any such changes have been made

since January 1, 1918, without approval federal auditors

sliall at once submit a full statement requesting permission

to '-ntinue the changed methods or classifications.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 52 gives additional instructions

with respect to bills for the use of joint facilities.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 53 says that the proposed contract

between the director general and the railroads under federal

control provides for compensation to the company for the

complete service rendered by it in connection with the move-
ment of carload freight prior to January 1, 1918. The pro-

visions of General Order No. 17 respecting "lap-over"' revenue

are not in exact accord with the terms of the proposed con-

tract, and where the provisions of the said order on this sub-

ject are in conflict with those of the proposed contract the

latter shall govern.

The intent of the provisions of the proposed contract is to

credit and pay to the company all revenue on carload traffic

on which the company had completed its ser\-ice prior to

January 1, 1918. Revenue on carload traffic, on which tlie

company had not completed its service prior to January 1,

1918, if not included in the revenue for the month of Decem-
Ijer, 1917, or prior thereto, by estimate or otherwise, shall be

considered as revenue of the director general and not as "lap-

over" revenue.

Protests Against Wage Order for Telegraphers

Protests against Director General McAdoo's recent order

increasing the wages of telegraph operators and employees

engaged in similar work were laid before the director gen-

eral on December 5 by a delegation of 17 representatives of

the Order of Railroad Telegraphers, who declared that very

little increase would result to the men on some roads and that

in some respects the order would make the position of the

employees worse instead of better because their wages would

l)e reduced witli the reduction in hours. The delegation did

not include H. B. Perham, president of the Order of Railroad

Telegraphers, but a group of "insurgents" who have been

threatening to strike. The director general referred the matter

to the Board of Wages and W'orking Conditions for a hear-

ing to begin on December 9 and meanwhile any men whose

pay would be reduced by the supplemental order will be paid

on the basis of General Order No. 27. The Railroad Ad-
ministration had estimated that the order would increase the

payroll by $300,000 a year.

Turns Back Steamer Lines

The Clyde, Mallory, Merchants and Miners, and Southern

steamship companies were relinquished from federal control

on December 5 by order of Director General McAdoo. Steam-

ship companies owned by railroads will be retained under

management of die Railroad Administration. The four

lines turned back to private management were taken by tlie

government April 13 under war powers of the President, and

their operation consolidated with other steamship lines under

the Railroad Administration. The relinquishing order be-

came effective at midnight December 6, but for accounting

purposes It is regarded as effective from December 1.

Designs for Passenger Cars

The Committee on Standards of tlie mechanical depart-

ment of the Railroad Administration at a meeting in Wash-

ington last week agreed upon the floor plan and general de-

signs of the proposed standard 70-ft. passenger coach and the

70-foot combination passenger, baggage, mail and express

cars. The general designs and the specialties selected follow

very closely those approved for the proposed standard

baggage cars.

Apprentice System May Be Extended

Frank McManamy, assistant director of the division of

operation of the Railroad Administration, has been designat-

ed by the administration to confer with the government Board

for Vocational Education on plans for the co-operation of the

Railroad Administration in the development and extension

of the apprentice .system for training railway employees. The

board has been in existence for about a year, having been

appointed for the purpose of investigating and recommending

methods of vocational education. Mr. McManamy held his

first conference with the board on Thursday.



Effect of Federal Control on Railway Labor
An Outline of Efforts to Create Improved Relations Between

the Employer and Employees

By W. S. Carter

Director of the Division of Labor, United States Railroad Administration

To STATE AT THIS TIME what has Ijecn the effect upon la-

bor of federal control of the railroads will necessitate

an explanation of what has been done in so short a time.

Having regard for the fact that approximately two millions

of employees are affected, and much that has been done, if

not experimental, has at least been in the nature of pioneer-

ing, I am convinced that a continuance of the sympathetic
policy of the director general of the railroads will in the not
distant future eliminate that feeling of unrest, if not despera-

tion, so pronounced at the termination of private control.

An effect of federal control of the railroads upon labor has
been the demonstration to them that there are orderly means
by which all differences of opinion between employees and the

railroads may be equitably adjusted. Almo.st immediately

after the creation of the Division of Labor of the Railroad
Administration this work was systematically undertaken; in

fact, it may be said that the principal purpose of the creation

of this division was to Ijring about a kindlier relation be-

tween official and employee. These relations had become
strained under private control, and for this unhappy situation

neither operating officials nor employees were entirely to

blame. In the early days of wage bargaining the general

manager of a railroad was privileged to grant increased wages

and improved conditions of employment when in his own
judgment they were justified. In those days it was the

operating officials of a railroad that dictated its policy affect-

ing employees. In many instances these policies were liberal,

to the extent that employees accepted a denial of requests, or

accepted compromises, with the l)elief that the reasons offered

by the operating officials of a railroad wliy requests could not

l)e granted were sincere.

Strained Relations in the Past

Then came the concentration of authority over expenses in-

cidental to labor costs in boards of directors, often common in

personnel to groups of railroads. Some employees went so

far as to say, and lielicvc, that a comparatively few of the

great banking institutions of the country had assumed the

right to prohibit operating officials granting any wage in-

crease, even when it was known by such officials that eco-

nomic conditions justified a liberal policy. An opinion

prevailed toward the last that operating officials had lost

practically all authority over wage matters; that they had 1h>-

come but the agents to enforce the will of "absent landlords."

Some employees believed that even their highest operating

officials were obligated to deny any and all requests "that

meant money" to the railroads, and were forbidden to adjust

liberally the personal "grievances" of employees. Some of

them found that where formerly operating officials had dis-

pensed discipline alloyed with kindness, and where leniency

had once successfully been pleaded, an apparent change in

policy had been established. Unadjusted grievances accumu-

lated, the feeling of oppression became more and more pro-

nounced, and with this change of mental attitude of the em-

ployee came a decrease in efficiency of service, a lowering of

morale, almost a complete absence of esprit dc corps, on more

than one railroad.

And then came an experience that led employees to think

•Address before the Academy of Political Science thirty-eighth annual
convention, .^sto^ Hotel. New York City, December 7, 1918.

that "Wall Street was so far away" that it never made a con-
cession until its dividends and interest were jeopardized by
a strike, or a threatened strike. Even had such a belief been
imscd upon error, the belief was sincere, and thereby some
railwa}' employees reached the conclusion that their only hope
for relief lay in a threatened strike. They were convinced
that tlie strike alone was the only influence of employees
recognized by those who dominated the railway labor
situation.

The government took over the railroads with a majority
of cmplo\ees mentally depressed and educated bv experience
to believe in this theory, and it has taken time and patience to
convince that under federal control justice will prevail, with-
out strike, or threats of strikes.

As a part of the great harmonizing plan of the present di-
rector general, three Railway Boards of Adjustment have been
created, to wliich nearly all employees working under agree-
ments with their respective railroads may appeal with^cer-
tainty that a just decision will be reached. And for all em-
ployees not working under such wage agreements the Division
of Labor of the Railroad Administration is a court of resort
where justice will be secured.

Railw^ay Boards of Adjustment
For its p,sychological effect it was believed that for the

strongly organized classes of employees, accustomed to adjust-
mg matters in controversy in accordance with provisions of
existing wage agreements, that Railway Boards of Adjust-
ment should be composed of an equal representation selected
i)y these organizations and the regional directors of the Rail-
road Administration. By this method that constant fear of
prejudiced arbitrators." so pronounced among railway em-
ployees, has been entirely removed. Each and everv member
of these organizations of railway employees has the knowl-
edge that he himself has a personal representative on the
Railway Boards of Adjustment, and that no so-called "neu-
tral" holds the Iialance of power. Of course, emplovees know
that in the event of a "deadlock"' on these cqui-partisan
Ijoards, the director general will take upon himself the duty
of rendering a decision.

It was with the belief that deadlocks were inevitable that some
railroad men of long experience, both officials and employees,
douined the practicability of this plan, but experience' has
not produced a single failure of these Railway Boards of
Adjustment to reach decisions, equally balanced as they are.

Credit for this success is not alone due to those whose
vision and optimism has been vindicated. It has been a de-
termination of the members of these boards to be fair that
has made "deadlocks" avoidable and decisions acceptable.
But back of tliat, the chief executives of the employees' or-
ganizations are deserving of much of the credit for success,
for they have said, in effect, to their respective representatives
which they have selected, "You ar no longer an advocate, you
are now a judge."

All members of these Boards of Adjustment are technical
experts in matters of wage bargaining and adjustments of
the many other controversies that constantly arise between the
railroads and their employees. They approach all matters
submitted for adjustment with a thorough knowledge of de-
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tail and jjast practices. None of them can be convinced by
the .specious artjuments that have so often led astray most
estimable gentlemen who have served as neutral arbitrators.

It was not only a fear that a bi-partisan board would destroy

its usefulness by inability to avoid partisanship, but predic-

tions were made that em[j]oyees would refuse to accept unfa-

vorable decisions. Long years of experience in such matters

demonstrate that members of the older railway employees'

unions seldom violate an agreement. When the executives of

one of these organizations, or other representative officer or

committee, enters into an agreement to abide by a decision it

is seldom or never repudiated. It was this knowledge of the

loyalty to their organizations and methods of enforcing disci-

pline by such organizations that removed fears that unfavor-

able decisions of Railway Boards of Adjustment would not be

accepted in good faith by employees.

For that great number of employees who had never been

permitted to participate in wage bargaining and grievance

adjustment through the machinery of labor union committees

the Division of Labor of the Railroad Administration directly

acts as adjuster of controversies. An assistant director, with

high reputation and years of experience in the work of me-
diation and labor adjustments, has been assigned the especial

duty of investigating and adjusting matters of controversy not

coming within the jurisdiction of Boards of Adjustment. He
is assisted by men of like reputation and experience in iield

work, known as representatives of the division of labor.

This theory, however, if time will permit it to be carried

to its logical conclusion, will place all railroad employees

within the scope of work of Boards of Adjustment, upon

which each class will have a representative.

Standardization

Time will develop, in all probability, that one of the most

pronounced effects upon railway labor of federal control will

be the standardization of wages and working conditions of

railway employees. A purpose long asserted by organizations

of such employees had been accomplished only to a limited

extent, both as to classes and to territory, under the pre-

existing conditions.

It has not been so many years ago that on some of our most

important railway systems a policy prevailed that produced a

different wage, if not a different condition of employment, on

the several divisions of the same railroad. In some instances

tliese differentials were established to meet the reciuests of the

employees themselves, but in such cases a closer study will

probably demonstrate that it was the inability of employees

to secure a higher standard wage rate on all parts of a sys-

tem that led them to press the claims of certain portions of

the railroad where, because of peculiarly objectionable con-

ditions, they had more convincing arguments to present for

increased wages. Thus, by these methods of expediency,

there were developed higher wage rates for the same classes

of employees on the western divisions of the principal western

railway systems. Thus, we iind where increased w-ages could

not be secured for an entire railroad, increases beyond a

standard were secured where mountainous or desert conditions

prevailed.

At one time it could be clearly shown that the cost of living

was higher on western railroads than in the eastern region,

and that other living conditions were not so desirable. Usu-

ally, however, it was the theory of expediency that caused

railwa)' employees to advocate these differentials.

This fact was brought out in recent years, where the so-

called "district wage movements" were instituted by certain

classes of employees and district standard secured. With the

unification of the railroads under federal control the argu-

ment was immediately advanced by many employees, "Now

that all railway employees are working for the govern-

ment, all employees should be paid the same wages for the

same' work." But there had arisen another condition since

the i^eginning of the great war that led employees to con-
tribute to the defeat cf their desire for standardization. Cost
of living had advanced with such gigantic strides that many
employees subordinated their altruism to their individual
interests. Upon each man fell the burden of this deprecia-
tion in purchasing power of his individual earnings, and be-
cause of this burden he has, for the moment, subordinated
his long-expressed desire for standardization of wages for his

entire class to his desire to maintain his past individual
standard of living. Notwithstanding this individualistic de-

mand the direct result of the great increased cost of living,

certain classes of railway employees have remained true to

their desire for standardization.

General Order No. 27, issued on May 25, 1918, was the

result of the recommendations of the first wage commission
created by the director general of the railroads early in the

present year. Increased cost of living since December,
1915, was the basis of computation adopted by that com-
mission. To this was applied the humanitarian theor>- that

the increased cost of living had fallen heaviest on the low
paid employee. But regardless of the amount of increase

in wages produced by General Order No. 27, hundreds of

thousands of employees earnestly protested against the ap-

plication of the order, because it "re-established the dift'er-

entials" in wages prevailing in December, 1915, many of

which differentials had been eliminated by wage negotiations

during tlie years 1916 and 1917. This protest came largely

from the approximately 350,000 employees engaged in the

skilled shop trades. In carrying out their fixed purpose of

standardizing wages and working conditions they had during

these two years secured such an agreement on the majority

of the southeastern railroads and were aggressively pressing

that purpose on other railroads, when the railroads passed

under federal control.

Their theory had been that the highest paid men should

be content with but minor benefits, when by so doing, the

lower paid men were privileged to be advanced to a standard

with all men in the same class of work.

The underlying tlieory of the wage advance, of the first

wage commission, while intensely humanitarian, completely

undid all that had been done by shopmen, clerks, teleg-

raphers, and others, toward standardization during tlie two

years interv-ening between December. 1915, and Januan.',

1918. Perhaps it will be of interest to know how General

Order No. 27 produced tliis result. The first wage commis-
sion having based its recommended increases on the rates ex-

isting in December, 1915, recommended that any increases

placed in effect subsequent to January 1, 1916, should be

considered as a part of the wage increase granted through its

recommendation. Thus, where in December, 1915. two like

employees had been paid $3.00 and $3.50, respectively, per

day, and the lower paid man had secured an increase of 50

cents per day in 1917, thus establishing a standard rate of

$3.50 per day. General Order No. 27, increased tlie wage

of the one who had earned $3.50 in December, 1915, to $4.77,

while the employee who had earned $3.00 per day in De-

cemixT, 1915, was increased to $4.23 per day. and of tliis in-

crease of $1.23 per day, 50 cents was deducted because of the

wage increase of 50 cents per day in 1917.

To those who did not understand what had been done a

somewhat humorous situation was produced in which the

man who liad already received his increase was more dis-

satisfied than the man wlio had waited a year for it. Those

who did understand the cause of complaint knew tliat both

of the men used in this illustration would have been more

])leascd had each received the same increase and thereby have

preserved the standardization created in 1917.

But a peculiar situation had developed for the employees

in train and engine service. Their "district standardization"

luid been estal)lished to a great e^xtent before the close of 1915,
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and, therefore, the wage order (No. 27) based on the first

commission's report, did not re-etstablish the former differ-

entials.

The sympathetic attitude of the director general for the

desire of railroad employees for standardization was amply

evinced in that portion of his General Order No. 27, wherein

he created a second wage commission, which he has desig-

nated as the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Con-

ditions, and to which he delegated the following duties:

This bo;ird shall at once establish an office at Washington, D. C, and

meet for organization and elect a chairman and vice-chairman, one of

whom shall preside at meetings of the board.

It shall be the duty of the board to hear and investigate matters pre-

sented by railroad employees or their representatives affecting;

(1) Inequalities as to wages and working conditions whether as to

individual employees or classes of employees.

(2) Conditions arising from competition with employees in other

industries.

(3) Rules and working condilions for the several classes of employees,
cilher for the country as a whnle or for different parts of the country.

The board shall also hear and investigate other matters affecting wages
and conditions of employment referred to it by the director general.

This boa"d shall be solely an advisory body and shall submit its recom-
mendations to the director general for his determination.

In his supplements to the original General Order No. 27

this great work of standardization has been rapidly accom-

plished. Supplement No. 4 (July 25, 1918) established a

minimum standardized wage, hours of employment and rates

of overtime for approximately 350,000 employees engaged

in the shop trades. Supplement No. 7 (September 1, 1918)

and Supplement No. 8 (September 1, 1918) accomplished a

like purpose for perhaps a million employees engaged in

clerical and other station work, maintenance of way, common
labor, etc. Supplement No. 10 (November 16, 1918) stand-

ardized minimum wages, hours of employment and rates of

overtime for nearly 62,000 telegraphers, telephone operators

(except switch operators), agent telegraphers, agent tele-

phoners, towcrmen, levermen, etc., and a few days later

Supplement No. 11 accomplished the same purpose for all

station agents not performing telegraphic service. In cre-

ating a "minimum standard," rates that were higher are

preserved.

Of course, in the pioneering work apparent discriminations,

if not injustice to individuals, developed, and to remedy

these the director general has directed the Board of Railroad

Wages and Working Conditions to make further investiga-

tions in order tliat all may know that they will have a

"square deal."

Wages Intended to Be Permanent

The one thing that has, to some extent, defeated the pur-

pose of such an admirable policy has been the abnormal in-

crease in wages of temporary war industries. Just why the

railroads, under federal control, should not pay 80 cents per

hour when this rate is paid !)y other governmental agencies is

difficult to explain. But when it is realized, as it will be,

that the director general's plan has been to establish wage

rates that will be permanent, beyond the war period, and

after tlie cost of living has decreased, railway employees will

not complain. I am sure that had the director general re-

mained with us it would have been liis purpose to have main-

tained the rates of wages and working conditions established

bv him. It has been ^o accomplish this that he has refused

to compete in wage increases with other agencies and in-

dustries whose activities will be greatly affected by a return

of peace.

And yet, it must be confessed, that many employees are

distrustful of the government, as they have been taught to

be distrustful of their former emplo\ers. While such a com-

parison is exaggerated, and all comparisons are said to be

odious, a celebrated author points out that even a wild

animal, in time, responds to the treatment accorded it. Jack

London in his wolf, "White Fang," portrays man—with all

the bad and good that is in him. An animal with but the

instincts that nature gave him and his kind in common, de-

veloped into a ferocious beast under ignorant and cruel

masters, and half starved, over-worked and cruelly treated,

viciousness developed to an extreme degree. .\nd yet, as if

by some magic power, another master made of him a docile,

faithful creature. True, White Fang viewed with suspicion

well-meant advances first made by his last master. He had
been taught in his past life that all masters were cruel. It

required but patience, tact and kindness to regenerate a de-

generate. We have but to view a certain European situation

to recognize that with man as with London's creature of the

wild, like causes produce like effects. Anarchy is the natural

child of tyranny, although, 'tis true, tliat no tyrant confesses

his parentage.

Happily, no railroad employee had yet become a "White
Fang" or a Bolshevik, but the leaven was there; unwittingly

implanted Ijy those whose selfish interests had blinded them
to the destructive agency of their own creation.

Another administrative measure, equally as important to

railway employees as those mentioned in the foregoing, has

been the recognition of the eight-hour day by the director

general. In some instances he has not yet been able to grant

higher rates of overtime after the eighth hour of work, but

usually in such cases it can be shown that the other benefits

of the wage order liave been a great advance, and even in

these ca.ses the eight-hour day has been established with

pro-rata overtime for work performed in the ninth and tenth

hour, and time and one-half for any work performed after

the tenth hour in any day's work. \\'here pa.st practices have
resulted in an eight-liour day and time and one-half for

overtime for large numbers of employees in any class, this

practice has been extended to all employees in that class.

As early as February 21, 1918, less than 60 days after the

railroads passed under federal control. General Order No. 8

was issued, which contained the following provisions:

"No discrimination will be made in the employment, retention, or condi-
tions of employment of employees because of membersliip or nonmcmbership

in labor organizations."

This privilege thus granted, the principle of wage bargain-

ing having been recognized, and existing wage agreements

confirmed by the director general, thus placed all employees

on roads under federal control on an equality with employees

on most of the roads where a more liberal policy has hereto-

fore prevailed.

The fact that the Division of Labor was created with the

director of that division on full equality w^ith directors of

other divisions indicates the general attitude of the director

general. It may be said that for the first time "labor" is

recognized on equality in solving the problems of railroad

administration.

No doubt, there has been impatience among railroad em-

ployees because of delays in adjustments of matters affecting

their well being, but it should be remembered that all that has

been accomplished has l>een the result of the first 1 1 months

of federal control. Having regard for the fact that ap-

proximately 2,000,000 employees have been involved; that

varying conditions existed on many railroads, and that it

must take time to solve such problems, I feel sure progress

has been made with unusual rapidity in the settlement of

most questions.

Under the existing Congressional act. the railroads will

pass back to private control on or before 21 months after the

declaration of peace. Under private control, as under federal

control, the labor problems are of great importance, and

should have the seriou.s consideration of tliose who are to

re-assume control. If Congress decides to enact additional

legislation affecting the railroads, I sincerely hope that the

rights and aspirations of labor in the operation of the rail-

roads will receive due consideration. What has been done

under federal control may serve as an illustration of what

mav be done under an^• form of control. But so long ls the
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roads are under fc-dcnil control, it is evident that labor prob-

lems will be dealt with along different lines than was the

practice when the roads were operated by private corporations.

An effect of federal control on railway labor has been the

inspiration for better things—that life is really worth living.

I have said this with full knowledge that federal control

of labor produces effects in keeping with the peculiarities of

temperament of those who govern. I speak of the present and

not of the future. What the future has for the well being,

contentment and consequent efficiency of railroad employees

rests with those who are to dictate policies of the future.

Railway Activities in the War

AN OUTLINE of tile activities of the railroad engineer

forces in France is given in the annual report of the

secretary of war as follows:

Trans-Atlantic shipping was only one link in the chain of

communications that had to be established between our home

shores and the fighting front. Before our armies could

function in the field, vast piers, docks and warehouses had to

be built at the French ports assigned to our use, and railroads

with the necessary rolling stock had to be constructed or se-

cured from the French. This tremendous task was assigned

to the aniiy engineers who had made such an envialile record

for themselves in connection with the building of the Panama
canal.

Under the leadership of Maj. Gen. W. M. Black, chief of

engineers, a program of construction was prepared, providing

for the movement and supply in France of not less than

4,000,000 men, orders were placed for tlie vast quantities of

material required, and immediate steps were taken to com-

mence operations in France.

These operations involved the development of some sixteen

French ports, located from the English Channel to the Medi-

terranean, with such facilities as piers, unloading machinery,

warehouses, and railroad yards; the repair, expansion and

maintenance of the standard gage railroad lines assigned to

our use by the French; the construction of narrow-gage lines

from the main line railheads to points near the trenches, and

the provision of cars and locomotives to operate over these

railroads to supplement the greatly depleted supply of French

rolling stock. The orders placed up to November. 1918, on

account of these projects amounted to $700,000,000, a sum
five times as great as all the purchases of material, equipment

and supplies made for the Panama canal.

Of this huge sum, about $400,000,000 is for American-

built rolling stock, orders for which have been placed, as

shown below:

Orders Placed to November 10, 19IS, for Rolling Stock for the
.\merican Expeditionary 1*'orce

Shipped for
Type- Ordered Cost France Cost

Locomotives, stand.Tril g;iKC. . . SMI $140,000,000 1,183 $30,000,000
Cars, standard gage 91,.'534 240,000,000 17,268 44,000,QOO
Locomotives, narrow gage 1,294 11,000,000 406 3,000.000
Cars, narrow gage . 8.623 7.000.000 3,631 3,000,000

Total 104,992 $.198,000,000 22.508 $100,000,000

In addition to the foregoing, 209 locomotives had been pur-
chased at a cost of $11,000,000 for army use in this countn'.

For the construction of the railroad track that we have
added to the French .system to adapt it to our needs, and for

the military and lumbering roads that we have constructed,

the General Engineer Depot had ordered up to November 1

sufficient rail to lay 7,500 miles of track. Nearly half of this

amount has already Ijeen shipped abroad and the schedule of
shipment in force at the time the armistice was signed called

for the monthly shi[inu'nt of material for about 600 miles of
new track. In addition, enough rail for about 1,000 miles of
narrow-gage track has l)een ship|)ed for the construction of

tile 00-centimeter lines close behind the trenches, used for
traffic in these sections.

The cessation of hostilities has, of course, rendered unnec-
essarj' the completion of our expeditionarj' project, and steps
have been taken to reduce orders and cancel contracts for such
items as will not be needed in France. In this connection,
however, care is being taken to assure ourselves that we are
not depriving France of material which she so urgently needs
to replace that worn out during her terrific self-deiiials of
tlie past four years. We cannot refuse to render all the as-

sistance possible in the reconstruction of that heroic nation.
As the work on these huge projects took form, it was ap-

parent that a separate organization must be created within
the engineering department to handle the transportation prob-
lem. Accordingly, the office of director general of military'
railways was established and Samuel M. Felton, president of
the Chicago Great Western, was appointed to the position.
His intimate knowledge of railroad problems, coupled with
a personal trip of inspection over all our lines of communica-
tion in France, have rendered his advice particularly valu-
able and have greatly facilitated the progress of the war de-
partment in these particulars. The immediate responsibility
of the work in France was intrusted to Brig. Gen. W. W.
Atterbury, formerly of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who was
appointed director general of transportation and who, with
his able staff, has succeeded in transporting our troops and
their supplies over the 500 miles of railroad from seaboard
to battle line with remarkable efficiency and despatch.
The director general of military railways has performed

two principal functions—that of purchasing transportation
equipment, such as cars, locomotives, cranes, tugs and barges,
and that of securing personnel for the transportation depart-
ment of our army in France. Within a month after the
declaration of war, a beginning had been made of recruiting

tlie railway regiments, which are made up almost entirely of
men formerly employed by the railways of the United States.

At the present time the number of these men in ser\'ice in
France is nearly 60,000. They are organized and trained as
military units, in companies, battalions and regiments, and
these units are designated by different titles, indicating the
general nature of the services they are to render, such as
standard-gage railway operating regiments, standard-gage
railway shop regiments, light railway construction regi-

ments, railway operating battalions, and locomotive-repair
battalions.

Each of these units is made up of men skilled in many dif-
ferent trades or crafts, such as engineers, firemen, brakemen,
machinists, boiler makers, pipe fitters, car builders, black-
smiths, oxy-acetylene welders, staybolt testers, etc. Included
in the 60,000 men above mentioned are about 2,800 locomo-
tive engineers, 2,800 firemen, 2,000 conductors, and 5,700
brakemen. About 1,800 of these troops are officers, among
whom are railway superintendents, superintendents of motive
power, superintendents of telephone and telegraph, assistant
division superintendents, train despatchers. master mechanics,
accountants, towboat captains, and towboat engineers. The
removal of so large a number of skilled men from the service
of the railroads of tliis country at a time when they were
obliged to operate at an intensity never before equalled, seri-

ously increased the difficulties under which they labored. If
tlie war had continued, however, and our army program had
been carried out, it would have been necessary to call upon
the railways for still further sacrifices whidi, I am sure,
would have been most cheerfully met.
The report also shows that in the 1 9 months elapsing from

the declaration of war to the signing of the armistice the army
created an embarkation service which succeeded in shipping
overseas 2,075,834 men and 5,153.000 tons of cargo. In the
last 10 months tlie army embarked 1,880,339 men and
shipp)ed 4,660,000 tons of cargo. Included in the cargo ship-
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ment were 1,145 Consolidation locomotives of the 100-ton

type, of which 350 were shipped set up on their own wheels,

so they could be unloaded onto the tracks in France and run

off in a few hours under their own steam. It is stated that

shipment of set-up locomotives of this size had never been

made before. Special ships with large hatches were with-

drawn from the Cuban ore trade for the purpose, and the

hatches of other ships were especially lengthened so that when
the armistice was signed the army was prepared to ship these

set-up locomotives at the rate of 200 a month. The army
also shipped 17,000 standard-gage freight cars and at the

termination of hostilities was preparing to ship flat cars set

up and ready to run. Rails and fittings for the reinforcing

of French railways and for the construction of our own lines

of communication aggregated 423,000 tons.

The report of General Pershing to the secretar)' of war
also pays a high tribute to the work of the Engineer Corps,

which includes the railway activities, saying that "the work
has required large vision and high professional skill, and
great credit is due the personnel for the high proficiency that

they have constantly maintained." The report says that the

eventual place the American army should take on the western

front was to a large extent influenced by the vital questions

of communication and supply. "Constantly laboring under

a shortage of rolling stock," General Pershing said, "the

transportation department lias nevertheless been able by effi-

cient management to meet every emergency."

The report of the chief of staff of the army says that during

the fiscal year 5,377,468 officers and men were moved by

railroad to and from camps in this country.

The report of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification to

the secretary of war refers to the allotment of the sum of

^74,000 for the development, construction and test of a rail-

way car propelled by 200 horsepower oil engine with electric

drive, fitted with an armored cab, searchlight and conning

tower and carrying a normal armament of two machine guns.

The construction of the car is ncaring completion and it

is expected that tests will be conducted in tlic near future.

On August 19, 1916, tlie board made an allotment of $4,500
for the construction and test of a railroad flat car mounting
a seven-inch howitzer, and on May 4, 1917, $7,000 additional

was made available for this purpose. The car and mount
have been completed and delivered and the tests will shortly

be conducted.

Railway Statistics for 1917

THK RAILWAYS of the United States were taken over by
the government at the apex of their efficiency and tlie

nadir of their credit," is the opening sentence of the

annual report of the Bureau of Railway News and Statistics,

Chicago, for the year 1917, just issued.

This claim is based on the statement tliat .i94,040,446 tons

of freight were carried one mile in 1917, being an increase

of 8 per cent over the highest previous record, and 36.5 per
cent over the year to June 30, 1914. The low level of credit

is shown by the inadequate provision in facilities and equip-

ment to cope with such increase in traffic. Between 19i4
and 1917 there was no increase in the number of locomotives

and only 1 1 per cent in tractive power. The same condition

obtained in freight cars, whose capacity increased less tlian

4 per cent in three years and a half.

The bureau's statistics cover reports from 485 roads,

operating 252,029 miles of line and 392,350 miles of all

tracks. The equipment for these roads on December 31,

1917, is given as locomotives 63,828, passenger cars 54,779,
freight cars 2,384,705 and company cars 125,051. The in-

vestment in equipment alone at 1909 prices is computed to be
$4,844,056,000.

The average number of railway employees in 1917 was
1,780,235, whose compensation aggregated $1,781,027,000,
or over $1,000 per man yearly. Between 1907 and 1917 the
number of employees increased 10.8 per cent and their com-
pensation 66.1 per cent. The Adamson law and incidental
changes in conditions of employment added approximately
$201,000,000 to the yearly railway pay roll. The advances
under federal control will add something like $750,000,000
to the 1917 figures. The pay roll in 1917 absorbed 43.71
per cent of the operating revenues.

The gross capitalization of these roads is computed to
be $20,072,730,672 and the net capital after deducting inter-

corporate investments $16,823,695,000 or $66,755 per mile
operated, or $69,983 per mile after deducting mileage oper-
ated under trackage contracts. The investment in these roads
to December 31, 1917, less accrued depreciation, was $18,-
400,886,812.

Federal valuation to December 31, 1917, had cost the
United States $8,867,073, and the railways $20,578,415, a
total of $29,435,120, or more than three times the cost of
production, new, of the only roads whose valuation has been
confirmed so far.

There were 550,652 stockholders in the 485 roads reporting
to the bureau in 1917, an increase of 28,551 over the pre-
ceding year. Nearly $1,700,000,000 railway bonds are held
by national and state banks, savings and trust companies,
to say nothing of those owned by life and fire insurance com-
panies. Individual ownership of railway stocks and securi-
ties is in the neighborhood of a million.

In 1917 the railways reporting to the bureau carried
1,085,879,000 passengers a total of 39,739,682,000 miles
for 2.103 cents per passenger, mile, and 2,362,294,000 tons
of freight a total of 394,040,446,000 miles or 7.28 mills per
ton mile. The number of passengers per train was 68.1
against 56.2 in 1916, and the journey was 36.5 miles against
34.0. The average number of tons per train was 620 against
553 in 1916, and the average haul was 167 miles against 160.

These great results were obtained with scarcely any increase

in train mileage.

The receipts from mail decreased from $61,944,597 in

1916 to $59,128,692 in the face of an enormous increase in

mail carried, and in contrast with an increase from $90,928,-
474 to $107,115,528 in railway receipts from express.

The percentage of low and high rate commodities re-

mained about the same as in 1916.

The revenues from operation were $4,074,672,000, the

largest on record, and tlie expenses, including taxes, were

$3,101,057,880, with an operating ratio of 76.15 per cent.

The charges on account of interest amounted to over $431,-

000,000 and for rent of leased roads $133,000,000. After

all deductions for betterments, etc., the balance available for

dividends, surplus, etc., was $359,527,974 against $429,-

238,789 for the same item in 1916.

A preliminary income statement for the year to June 30,

1918, in the introduction computes the operating revenues as

$4,360,730,544; operating expenses $3,430,420,192; accrued

taxes $228,764,574 and net operating income $701,445,581.

The operating ratio for the year to June 30, 1918, including

taxes, was 83.91 per cent.

The opening gun. in what is intended to be a "nation-wide

light for the retention of the railroads in the hands of the

j^overnnient," is announced to be held at Macauley's theatre,

Louisville Ky., next Sunday night, December 15. This an-

nouncement, according to a Louisville paper, is put out by

the "Central Body" of railroad employees' unions of Louis-

ville. One of the chief speakers is to be M. L. Clawsen, an

attorney, said to have been instrumental in securing a recent

increase of wages for employees of the express companies.
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Standard Heavy 4-8-2 and Light 2-10-2 Locomotives

Both Boilers of Essentially the Same Dimensions with

Ample Steaming Capacity in Each Case

THE riKST LOCOMOTIVKS oi till.- United States Rail-

road Administration standard licavy Mountain type

iind light Santa Fe type have recently been deliv-

ered by the American Locomotive Company.

The boilers used on these two types are practically identical

;

the size of the shell, the number and diameter of tubes and

flues ;ind the jirincipel firebox dimensions are the same. The
principal difference between tlie two boilers is in the slope of

the niudring, the height of the center line of the boiler on the

Mountain type locomotive milking ])ossible the maintenance

of a deeper backhead with les-s inclination of the grate than

dimensions of the standard 4-8-2 type locomotive with a

few of the recently built locomotives of this 1)^6. It will be

found that although the total weight of this locomotive is

slightly less than that of the A. T. & S. F. locomotive*

the weight on the drivers is considerably higher, as is also

the tractive effort, which exceeds that of any locomotive of

this type previously built. It will also be observed that the

cylinder stroke is longer than has usually been adopted for

locomotives of this type, which accounts for the high starting

tractive effort obtainable.

A similar comparison of Santa Fe types shows less

The U. S. Standard Heavy Mountain Type Locomotive

was necessary on the 2-10-2 typie. The design of both types of interest, as the comparison in order to be fair must be con-

of locomotives conforms closely in tlie details used to the fined to locomotives of medium weight; the standard light

other standard types which have already been built, and a 2-10-2 type is designed to keep within axle loads of 55,-

considerable measure of interchangeability exists in the dc- 000 lb.

tails Ot the variOU.S classes. Comparison or Principal Dihensions of Not.\bi.e 4-8-2 Type Locomoth-es

The boiler provides ample cajKicitv in each case. Stating Road U. S. Std. Santa Fe N. Y. C. N. & w.

the relation between the boiler capacity and the cylinder de- y""^^,^,/,,- '''"Wis"" "IpTs"
'"^"^1"" ^'wT

niand on the basis of Cole's ratios, the Mountain type locomo- Tractive effort, ih... ........... 58.000 5-1,000 50.000 57,000

The Standard Light 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

five has practically a 100 iier cent boiler, while the boiler To«-->i weight, lb 35J.000 353.900 343.000 341,000,,,'.,.• . • 1 , , 1 . inn » Weisht on drivers. !b .'43,003 227.700 234,000 236,000
for the Santa I-e type is equivalent to ahOUt UW per cent. Cylinders, in 28by3D 28 by 28 28by2S 29by28
The design of the boiler itself is well balanced, both as to r.oiier pressure, lb. per sq. in... 200 200 185 200

the ratio^f tube length to diameter and the ratio of grate E~fin^;^,S";vrfa;;,-sn.'fL 4.666 4.790 4.43? 3.98?
area to heating surl ace. The latter relation checks almost ex- Superheating surface, sq. ft 1,085 1,086 1,212 882

actly with Cole's assumption of 120 lb. of coal per square foot
Grate area, sg. ft 76.3 71.5 66.8 80.3

of grate per hour at the maximum boiler outjiut. The tonnage rating charts which are shown for the two
In the table is presented a comparison of the ])rincipal 'See Raii-.i-ay .4gc. November 29, 1918, pane 9S7.
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types are similar to those shown in the Railway Age for Octo-

ber 4, page 627, and October 11, page 656.

f

The boiler for both types is 86 in. in diameter outside of the

first ring and is increased to an outside diameter of 96 in.

at the firebox by a conical course just ahead of the dome.

course is placed to the right of the top center line, while the

forward, straight course is closed on the top center line. The
tubes and flues are 20 ft. 6 in. long, ending at the rear in a

combustion chamber tube sheet which is placed five feet

ahead of the firebox throat. T)'pe A superheaters and Se-

Longitudinal Section of the 2-10-2 Type Boiler

The longitudinal seam in the dome course is placed at the

left side of the top center line, the dome pad being used as

an inside welt strip for the portion of the seam in

front of the combustion chamjjer. The dome is of pressed

Firebox Section and Tube Sheet Layout

steel, standing eight inches above the top of the boiler

shell on the 4-8-2 and 13 in. on the 2-10-2 type and

has a clear opening of 25 in. The steam on the conical

tThe curves of hauling capacity are constructed for a car resistance of

4 lb. per tnn. Tlic chart m.Ty he used for any other c.-ir resistance or for

any combination of resistances by converting them into terms of grade.

1 lb. car resistance = .05 per cent gr.ade

1 degree curve uncompensated = .04 per cent grade
For example: Find the tonnage which can be hauled in passenger serv-

ice by the 4-8-2 type locomotive, on 0.5 per cent grade combined with 4

deg. uncompensated curve at 40 m.p.h.

From T.ible lU (see the October 4 issue) the resistance of passenger
coaches at 40 m.p.h. is 6.65 lb. per ton. The equivalent grade is then

:

0.5 + (4 X .04) -f (2.65 X .05) = 0.7925 per cent
At the intersection of the ordinate for 0.7925 per cent grade with the

drawbar pull curve for 40 m.p.h., we find 925 tons as the capacity of the
locomotive.

curity Brick arches are used on both types of locomotives.

Both locomotives are fired with stokers, the 4-8-2 type
being equipped with a Standard stoker and the 2-10-2 type
with the Duplex. Both have Franklin power grate shakers
and the 4-8-2 type is equipped with a Shoemaker firedoor,

while the 2-10-2 type has the Franklin door. In both cases

the throttle rigging is of the Chambers backhead type. On
the Mountain type locomotives the boiler is fed by Hancock
No. 13 non-lifting injectors, while on the 2-10-2 type the
Ohio non-lifting injectors of the same number are used.

The 4-8-2 type boiler is fitted with Consolidated safety

valves, while the Santa Fe type has Coale valves.

The frames of both locomotives are similar in design, both
having single front rails cast integral with the main frames
and Commonwealth rear frame cradle castings spliced to

the rear ends of the main frames. The frames of both types

are six inches wide. The top rail on the Mountain tyf>e has
a maximum depth over the pedestal of 7-)^ in., witli a mini-
mum depth of 6y^ in. The lower frame rail is 5% in. in

depth over the ends of the pedestal binders and 4-)^ in. in

depth at the minimum section. The standard pedestal taper

in all cases is one in twelve. On the 2-10-2 type the top

frame rail is ly^ in. deep over the pedestal with a minimum
section 6 in. deep, while the lower rail has maximum and
minimum depths of 4^4 in. and 4J4 in., respectively. The
frame bracing is similar in both cases. Vertical crossties are

bolted to the pedestal jaws of each pair of drivers except the

rear, the forward casting also being attached to the inclined

lower rail immediately back of the cylinders. Horizontal

crossties are attached to the top rails of the Mountain typye

locomotive in front of the for^vard drivers, this casting also

supporting the guide yoke, and between the first and second,

second and third, and third and fourth pairs of drivers. The
l^racing of the Santa Fe type is similar; starting with tlie

guide yoke which is located between tlie first and second pairs

of drivers, transverse castings are attached to the top rails

betw-een each succeeding pair of wheels.

The cylinders of the Santa Fe tvpe locomotive are the

same diameter and stroke as those of the heavy Mikado type

and, including the cylinder and valve chamber heads, are in-

terchangeable with those used on the latter locomotive. The
Mountain type cylinders do not interchange with any other

type yet built, but the valves and steam chest covers used on
these locomotives are interchangeable with those used on the

2-10-2 t^-pe, both the light and heavy Mikado tN-pes and the

eight-wheel switcher. The crosshead body, with the excep-
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tion of the finish for the wrist pin fits, the front end main
rod clearance and the piston rod fit is identical for the heavy

Mountain type locomotive, both the light and heavy Mikado
type locomotives and the eight-wheel switcher. The cross-

head shoes are not interchangeable. The piston and rod used

Cole-Scovilie type, the journals in both cases being 9 in. in

diameter by 14 in. in length.

The Baker valve gear is applied on the Mountain type lo-

comotives while the Santa Fe t)pe are fitted with the South-

em valve gear. In both cases the valve motion is controlled

on the light Santa Fe locomotive arc- identical with those by the Ragonnet power reverse gear.
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Wheel Loading and Spacing Diagram for the U. S. Standard Heavy Mountain Type Locomotive

used on the heavy Mikado tyijc. Paxton-Mitchell metallic

packing is used for the piston and valve rods on both the

Mountain and Santa Fe types.

On both the light Santa Fe and the heavy Mountain types

the main driving journals are 12 in. in diameter by 13 in.

roSQQ
_4p\—f?l-.

Both locomotives are ser\'cd with tenders carrying the

standard 10,000-gal. tank mounted on Commonwealth cast

steel frames. The passenger tenders are fitted with equal-

ized trucks having frames of the built-up type, while the

trucks under the freight tender have cast steel side frames.
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Wheel Loading and Spacing Diagram for the U. S. Standard Light Santa Fe Type Locomotive

long. The other journals on the Mountain type are 1 1 in. in

diameter by 13 in. long and the driving boxes for these axles

interchange with the main driving box for the light Mikado
t}pe locomotive, with the exception of slight differences in

the finish of the crown brass, wliich is bored out 1/32 in.

oversize for the Mountain type journals and 1/100 in. over-

In both cases the trucks are fitted with Woods roller side

bearings. The connection between the engine and tender in-

cludes the Unit safety drawbar and Radial buffers, while the

rear ends of the tenders are fitted with Westinghouse D-3
tvpe draft gear.

.\mong the s[)ccialties are Everlasting blow-oft" cocks on

, 100---

-\ IBC)-

Clearance Diagram for the Light 2-10-2 Type

size in the case of the .Mikado. The other journals on the

Santa Fe type are 10 in. in diameter by 13 in. in length and
the driving Ijoxcs used on these axles interchange with those

of this size used on both the light and heavy Mikado type

locomotives.

The leading trucks on both locomotives are of the con-

stant resistance type, while the trailing trucks are of the

Clearance Diagram for the Heavy 4-8-2 Type

the 4-S-2 type, Murden blow-ofif cocks on tlie 2-10-2 type,

Ashcroft and Ashton steam gages on the 4-8-2 and 2-10-2

types, respectively, Detroit six-feed six-pint lubricators on
both types and Leslie steam heat equipment on the 4-8-2

type. Greenlaw flexible pipe couplings are used on the
4-8-2, while the 2-10-2 is fitted with Barco couplings.

The principal dimensions and data for both types are given
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in the clearance and wheel load diagrams and

ing table:
Cenci-al 'Data

4-8-2

Gage 4 ft. 8 /i in.

Service Passenger
Fuel Soft coal

Tractive effort .i8,000 lb.

Weight in working order 352.000 1b,

Weight on drivers 243,000 lb.

Weight on leading truck 51,500 1b.

Weight on trailing truck 57,500 1b.

Weight of engine and tender in

working order 547,500 1b.

Wheel base, driving 1 8 ft. 3 in.

Wheel base, total _ 40 ft. in.

Wheel base, engine and tender..'.. 75 ft. 8'A in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort. ' 4.2

Total weight -f- tractive effort 6.1

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -=-

equivalent heating surface* 637.0

Equiv'l't heat, surface* -H grate area 82.4

Firebo.-c heating surface -;- equiva-
lent heating surface,* per cent... 5.9

Weight on drivers ~ equivalent
heating surface* 38.7

Total weight -=- equivalent beating
.surface* 56.0

Volume both cylinders 21.4 cu. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* ~- vol.

cylinders 293,9
Grate area -^ vol. cylinders 3.6

Cylindc'rs

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 28 in, by 30 in.

Valves

Kind Piston
Diameter 14 in.

in the follow-

2-10-2

4 ft. S'A in.

Freight
Soft coal
69.400 lb.

352.000 lb.

274.000 lb.

23,000 lb.

54,000 lb.

540,300 lb.

21 ft.

40 ft. 4 in.

76 ft. Vi in.

5.9

43.6

Simple
27 in. by 32 in.

Wheels

Driving, diameter over tires 69 in. 57 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and
length 12 in. by 13 in. 12 in. by 13 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter
and length 11 in. by 13 in. 10 in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in. 33 in.

Eiigine truck, journals 6^3 in. by 12 in. 6J^ in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter.... 43 in. 43 in.

Trailing truck, journals 9 in. by 14 in. 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler

Style Conical Conical
Working pressure 200 lb. per sq. in. 200 lb. per sq. in.
Outside diameter of first ring 86 in. 86 in.
Firebox, length and width 114!^ in. by 96 J4 in. 114;^ in. by 96}4 in.

Firebox plates, thickness—Sides, back
and crown, H in.; tube yi in. H in.; yi in.

Firebox, water space— Front. 6' in,

;

sides and back 5 in. 6 in. ; 5 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 247

—

2% in. 247—2!4 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 45

—

5'/i in. 45

—

Sl/i in.

Tubes and flues, length 20 ft. 6 in. 20 ft. 6 in.

Heating surf.iee, tubes 2,970 sq. ft. 2,970 sq. ft.

Heating surface, flues 1,323 sq.ft. 1.323 sq. ft
Heating surface, firebox 373 sq. ft. 373 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4,666 sq, ft, 4,666 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surf.ice 1,085 sq. ft. 1,085 sq. ft,

Ei|uivalent heating surface* 6.283 sq. ft. 6,283 sq. ft
Grate area 76.3 sq. ft. 76.3 sq. ft.

Tender

Tank Water bottom Water bottom
Frame Cast steel Cast steel
Weight 193,700 1b. 188.300 1b.
Wheels, diameter 33 in. 33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by 11 in. 6 in. by il in
Water capacity 10.000 gal. lO.OO'O gal.
Coal capacity 16 tons 16 tons

•Equivalent heating :

times the superheating
rface = total evaporative heating surface + l.S

Service Work for Freight and Passenger Traffic

Southern Regional Director Emphasizes Necessity of More

Personal Contact with Railroad Patrons

BL. WiNCiiELL, regional director for the Southern re-

gion, in Circular Letter No. 414, calls attention to
* the need for more personal contact between the ship-

ping and travelling public and the railroad representatives

since the discontinuance of the off-line agencies and outlines

methods by which it may bo brought about. After referring

to his letter instructing the discontinuance of the off-line

traffic offices, in which he said it was not the intention that

any community shall be left without proper sources of infor-

mation and advice as to matters connected with the passenger

or freight service, Mr. Winchell says:

Pursuant to these suggestions, it was understood that the

Southern region lines would reorganize their freight and pas-

senger traffic work and I have no doubt that the work has

been gradually developed, as originally set. Nevertheless,

from facts l^rought out from time to time, and from com-

plaints received, etc., it is apparent that tlie public is not, in

all cases, receiving the full amount of attention, especially in

freight service work, that it has the right to expect.

Principally, the shippers feel the lack of personal contact

with the railroad representiitives, some of them being visited

but rarely, or not at all. A comparatively minor number of

shippers have in their employ men trained in railroad traffic

work, and such no doubt are largely able to help themselves,

but the great majority of the shippers who have in the past

relied upon the freight solicitor for aid especially feel the

lack of this personal contact with the carrier and his solici-

tude towards their affairs. As a direct result, not only do all

manner of complaints reach the several directors, but ship-

pers are making of them specific requests for information and

for assistance which can be ver)' easily taken care of by the

freight service agent. It is desired that this condition of

affairs be remedied as promptly as possible, and as good, or

Ijettcr service, be given under federal control as was given

under private management.
The discontinuance of off-line agencies necessitates the

service forces looking after matters formerly handled by such

agencies, and keeping in touch with the service of other lines

to a greater extent than ever heretofore. The service forces

should be so divided as to permit regular and frequent

rounds of visits to the shippers located in the larger places at

which there are resident service men, not in solicitation, of

course, but purely for the purpose of keeping in close touch

with the problems and requirements of the individual ship-

pers. Similarly, there should be traveling service agents who
visit regularly the local and smaller stations, where patrons

should be called upon. The shipper at these local and out-

of-the-way stations usually is the most neglected of all the

patrons.

Invariably should shippers be impressed with the fact that

the service men are to be called upon to aid them in every

reasonable way, whether the problem at hand concerns the

representative's railroad or that of another. The frequency

of these visits, both at the cities and smaller places, should

be determined by circumstances, but it is the suggestion that

in any case such ought not to be further than 30 days apart.

The attitude of the individual representative should at all

times be one of soliciting the confidence of the public, and
that of one personally interested in the commercial welfare

of the shipper and the personal comfort of the passenger, and
evidence of this attitude should be in a demonstration of the

efficiency with which the patron's matter is handled.

Some of the railroads have undertaken to define the par-

ticular duties resting upon the representatives engaged exclu-

sively in traffic service work. Where it has not already been

done, a list of these duties as in relation to the public, should
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be compiled and placed before the agents and representa-

tives. An outline of these is, for convenience, stated below:

Duties of Service Agents
J'UKIGIIT

1. The prompt quotation of freight rales requested by shippers and

:igents. This relates to the representative's own road as well as any

other sections of the country, as may be requested by shippers and

consignees.

J. Informing shippers, as they may be interested, as far as practicable,

of important changes in rates, classifications, and tariff rules and

regulations. Also keeping shippers posted as to regulations, of the

various government departments as may concern the particular kinds

of business of the shippers.

0. Watching, with extra solicitude, the interests of new industries, or

new shippers, so as to develop their necessities with view of having

such promptly supplied.

4. Handling claims for shippers within the customary regulations.

5. Examining damaged freight at request of. the owners (or agents) for

the purpose of determining the cause and extent of the damage,

and for the prompt disposition of resultant claim.

6. Tracing delayed local freight and giving passing reports of local

freight, and where avoidable causes are ascertained, making sug-

gestions to proper officer of the carrier, and also to shippers and

consignees (where proper to do so), as will tend to improve trans-

portation conditions.

(.Tracing delayed interline freight and furnishing of passing re-

ports of interline shipments to be taken up at request of shippers at

places where there is no administration service bureau with the

administration's central bureau.)

7. Assisting in securing cars for loading.

8. Determining the shipper's prospective needs for cars and posting the

transportation department accordingly.

9. Keeping informed as to probable dates of large movements of freight

requiring special attention in the way of providing equipment or

other facilities therefor.

10. Supplying shippers with information with respect to embargoes and

aiding them in finding open routes that may be available from time

to time.

11. Keeping informed of freight ready to be forwarded into embargoed

sections in order that shippers may be notified as soon as an open

route can be found.

12. Keeping posted as to where commodities are produced or where they

can be produced and thus bringing buyer and seller together.

13. Assisting manufacturers and dealers in disposing of their goods, fur-

nishing names of brokers, buyers, etc.

14. Furnishing information and advising shippers of terminal deliveries

and routing to facilitate prompt transportation and quick delivery

at destination.

And as to those traveling service agents who visit local agents, includ-

ing resident agents to whom a group of local agents report:

15. Furnishing local agents with needed information with respect to

through rates and the routing of traffic; instructing and educating

the smaller local agents in the proper application of tariffs, use

and interpretation of classifications, rules and regulations provided

for their guidance, and otherwise instructing and educating them in

all details of their duties coming under the jurisdiction of the

freight traffic department.

16. Checking tariff cases to see that they contain all the tariffs needed

or which are required by law to be posted at the station, and tak-

ing measures to fill shortages.

17. Checking records of agents covering over and short freight, and

assisting them in disposing of overs and in locating shortages.

18. Checking the agents' claim records for the purpose of determining

if all claims are promptly and properly handled in accordance with

general instructions and authority given them for settlement.

19. Checking up freight warehouses for undelivered freight with view of

assisting in disposition thereof.

20. Otherwise assisting agents wherever the latter's work seems deficient

and where it seems that they do not properly understand same, keep-
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22,

ing in mind that there is now a greater

than at any time in Ihe past.

In making rounds among shippers, service mer

f their road by:

Urging shippers to the prompt loading of

maximum loading.

Aiding the freight claim agent in securing

ed of such assistance

can assist the operations

ars and the securing of

ettlement of undercharge

!ing the pr

ivithin the traffic

local official in

claii____

23. Encouraging shippers to make suggestions and receiving their com

plaints about other than traffic matters and immediately placing the

data before the proper official.

24. In proper seasons, urging shippers and receivers of freight at all

points to lay in stocks, with view of avoiding an undue rush and

congestion at other periods of the year, thus minim

on transportation facilities.

25 In their rounds, noting instances of poor service, not

department's jurisdiction and posting the proper

charge.

26. Watching crop conditions and other large movements with view of

posting superior officers as to prospective resulting tonnage in time

to make provision therefor.

27. Studying possibilities of service and where the scope of authority

admits taking action; otherwise making recommendation to superior

officers.

PASSENGER
1. The quotation of fares requested by passengers and agents, irre-

speetive of whether these be between points on representative's own
line or elsewhere.

2. Instructing and educating agents and baggagemen as to the proper

ajiplication of passenger and baggage tariff rules and regulations,

and o.herwise instructing and educating agents and baggagemen in

the detail^ of their duties coming under the jurisdiction of the traf-

fic department-

3. At fixed intervals, checking tariff cases of agents with view of having

them include all tariffs applying from that station required by the

law to be posted.

4. Supervising the arrangement of tariffs by the agents so that infor-

mation may be promjitly and accurately furnished.

5. Assisting in procuring special or extra cars when needed.

6. Keeping the transportation department posted about probable require-

ments for extra cars.

7. Keeping in close touch with military authorities and agents at military

camps, and assisting them, as well as the transportation department,

in the handling of military traffic.

8. Keeping close watch of special car movements from point to point,

and giving prompt advice of future movements.
9. Watching carefully the loading of regular line equipment so that when

necessary extra equipment may be provided for.

10. Keeping informed as to dates of probable large movements of pas-

sengers requiring extra cars.

11. Watching carefully to see that patrons are given prompt and courteous

treatment by station, train and Pullman employees.

12. Investigating reports of unsatisfactory service, and initiating inves-

tigations of train and station service and facilities where such may
appear inadequate, bringing such information to the attention of su-

perior officers.

1 3. Inspection and reports of service given the public by employees of

news companies operating restaurants in depots and supplying service

on trains, and that the companies comply with the rules governing
them and their obligations to the public under their contracts with

the carriers.

14. Constant inspection of Pullman and other passenger equipment, with

reports of deficiencies to superior officers.

1 5. Constant inspection of the condition of waiting rooms and toilets, both

for white and colored people, and reporting deficiencies to superior
officers.

16. Keeping hotels and other public places posted as to schedules, sleeping

and parlor car service, arrival and departure of trains, equipment, etc.

17. Watching schedules printed in newspapers (where such are published),

to see that they are accurately printed and that changes are promptly

made.
IS. Keeping in close touch with the daily requirements made on passenger

trains with view of seeing that there is sufficient equipment pro-

vided; conferring with and actively co-operating with division su-

perintendents and depot superintendents to the end that adequate
accommodations may be supplied.

19. .\ssisting the transportalion department in the latter's requirement

that ticket and baggage offices at local stations are open a reason-

able time before the departure of trains.

20. Inspection and reports on parcel check rooms and other public facil-

ities in and about railroad stations or operated on railroad property.

2). Checking bulletin boards in waiting rooms to see that the public

notices of train passings are properly posted.

22. Aiding agents and baggagemen in Iceeping their records, disposing of

unclaimed baggage, stowage of baggage in the most economical way
for handling and delivery, and testing baggage room scales with

view of determining their accuracy.

23. Checking local agents' ticket stocks and assisting them in keeping the

proper stock on hand.
24. Studying the possibilities of the service in every phase, and making

recommendations to superior officers.

25. Aiding patrons requiring authorized special service of any character,

to obtain that service.

It is suggested that circulars be compiled showing the

names of the service and commercial representatives of each

line, defining the scope of territor)- in which each works, for

distribution among connections, and thus aid in bringing

about active co-operation between representatives of all lines.

To accomplish the best results, not only must the hearty

co-operation of the transportation and other departments be

enlisted, but systematic siipen'isio)i must be had and periodi-

cal reports must be made so that the necessary direction may
be given the activities of all engaged in the service.

While I am addressing you with special reference to

freight and passenger traffic service, all branches of the ser\'-

ice are involved in the broad duty owing to the public, and
it is desirable that the importance of this fact will be fully

understood and appreciated i)y all. The successful opera-

tion of the properties under your jurisdiction requires the

undivided co-operation on the part of all branches of the

service; while there is not now competition, in the sense the

term was most generally employed prior to federal operation

of the transportation lines, there should be no relaxation in

the efforts of each line fomiing the national transportation

.system to see that the public is given that ser\-ice which it

does and has the right to expect, keeping the thought con-

stantly in mind that it is necessary, as far as possible, to

eliminate the causes which lead to complaints, and that

thereioy conijilaints themselves will be done away with.



Railroad Rental as Fixed by the Commission

In Arriving at Average Operating Income for Three Years,

Commission Made Only Obvious Readjustments

THE certifications thus far made to the President by the

Interstate Commerce Commission of the average

railway operating income of the carriers for the

three years ending June 30, 1915, 1916 and 1917, the basis

for their compensation by the government during federal con-

trol, arc published as an appendix to the commission's an-

nual re]X>rt as follows:

Average
Kamc of carrier annual railway

operating income

Ahnapcc & Western *H'!,l?-J?
Akron & liarbcrton Belt A'^-iiH^
Ann Arbor 526,882.96

Arizona Eastern ^ •lil'ilt-^l
Arizona & New Mexico •'^'?,^1„
Arkansas Central 5'fxfrf
Arkansas Western d 5'H, , J
Asheville & Craggy Mountain d 3,017.13

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 38,443.724.93

Atlanta, 'nirniingham & Atlantic 358,058.43

Atlanta Terminal Co 68,935.62

Atlanta .'5: West Point ?5?'??5i^
Atlantic City ,„?H'S?f-?^
Atl.intir- Coast Line. 10,180,915.15

Atlantic & Western 12.660.72

Augusta Southern 22,587.01

Augusta & Summervillc d 286.90

BaUimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic 86,647.38

Baltimore & Sparrows Point 55,520.12

Bangor & Aroostook 1.555,775.29

Barnegat d 8,867.25

Bath & Hammondsport 7,221.43

Bellingham & Northern 40,305.24

Bessemer S: Lake Erie 4.674,714.44

Bic Fork & International Falls 31.931.82

Bingham & Garfield 1,234,492.96

Birmincham Terminal Co 77,456.16

Blue Riclge 37,887.22
Brimstone R. R. & Canal Co 42.113.26

Broc.klvn Eastern District Terminal 306,259.63

Buflalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 3,276,410.42
Canadian Pacific Lines in Maine 251,555.44
Carolina ft Northwestern 64.599.62

Catasauqua & Fogelsville 141,512.32

Central New England 1,468,123.63
Central of Ceorgia 3,450,903.32
Central of New Tersev 9,352,301.13
Central New York Southern 16.502.19
Charleston Terminal Co 24,986.24
Charleston Union Station Co 12,368.57
Charleston vt Western Carolina 466.921.15
Charlotte, Monroe & Columbia d 344.43
Chattahoochee Valley 42,341.29
Chattanooga Station Co 43.604.48
Cherry Tree & Dixonville 67.926.10
Chester & Delaware River 161.332.28
Chesterfield & Lancaster 1.267.43
Chicago & Alton 3.178.314.92
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 33,360.683.11
Chicago Great Western 2,953.449.94
Chicago. Memphis & Gulf 45.699.03
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 27,154,551.02
Chicago & North Western 23.201.015.60
Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha 4,934.789.51
Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern 111.984.61
Cincinnati Northern 317,628.01
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis 9.938,597.23
Colorado & Southern 2,481,211.88
Connecting Terminal '. . . 61.243.93
Cooperstown & Charlotte Valley d 15.381.59
Cui!iberland & Pennsylvania 235.806.60
Cumberland d 412.32
Cumberland Vallev 1.228.966.51
Dallas Termii-al Ry. & Union Depot Co 40.820.22
Danville & Western 135.308.08
Delaware & Hudson 7.409,600.12
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 15,749.476.74
Del;.ware & Northern 6,649.96
Ticnison & Pacific Suburban 4,702.45
Denver & Salt T ake 353.2S9.67
Detroit & Mackinac 310.664.04
Uetrnit Terminal 186,460.40
Dulutli S; Iron Range 2.355.241.74
Duluth. Missabe & Northern 5.122.051.04
Dulutli South Shore & Atlantic 594.637.41
Dulutli & Superior Bridge Co 33.048.48
Dululli Terminal Ry 23.830.40
Duluth Union Depot S: Transfer Co 32,175.84
Dunleith S: Dubu.iue BriJge Co 138.178.32
Durham ,'!; Sotnhcrn 134.321.70
Durham Union Station Co 6.953.60
Fast St. Louis Connecting 127.219.89
Electric Short Line d 1.966.94
Elgin, .Toliet & Eastern 2,862,177.21
Kl Paso & Southwestern 4.145.102.30
Erie 1 5,503,938.92
F.scanaba & L,ike Superior 58.688.01
Florida East Coast 2.842 84' ''0

Fort Worth & Denver City 1,891,386.40
Oal!atiTi \'alley d 8,980.77

Average
Name of carrier annual railway

o|H:rating income

Galveston, llarrisburg & San Antonio 3.230,644.60

Jaiveston Wharf Co 5*2,069.SJ
Georgia Coast & Piedmont d 7.007.36

Georgia, Florida H Alabama 57.637.73

Georeia & Florida • d 562.98

Georgia Northern 62,707.69

Georgia Railroad Lessee Organization 858.622.42

Gettysburg & Harrisburg 38.955.46

Gilmore & Pittsburgh 40.376.93

Grand Canvon 233,496.47

Grand Rapids '& Indiana 929,385.42

Great Northern 28.666.681.07

Green Bay & Western 204.877.83

Greenwich & Tohnsonville 49.534.30

Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe 2,828,217.50

Gulf, Mobile & Northern 558.337.86
Gulf and Ship Island 597.455.62

Gulf Terminal Co 25.754.02

Gulf. Texas & Western d 44,609.81

Hannibal Connecting d 2.565.55
Marriman & Northeastern 51.645.62
Hartwell Ry 4,393.75
Hocking Vallev 2.637.167.48
Houston East & West Texas 375.565.53
Houston Sr Shrevcport 85,031.76
Houston & Texas Central 1,717,505.76

Iberia & Vermillion 14,495.36
Indianapolis Union 226,781.02
Interstate 83.786.51
Iowa Transfer 2.414.96

Kanawha S: Michigan 1.295,141.37
Kanawaa & West Virginia 45.260.63
Kankakee «: Seneca d 42,164.52
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient and Kansas City, Mexico

& Orient of Tex.as. combined 9,073.39
Kan,sas City, Shrevcport & Gulf Terminal Co 6,014.66

Kansas City Southern 3.216.697.65
Kansas Southwestern d 43.852.04
Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western 95,958.60
Lake Charles & Northern 73,493.70
Lake Erie & Eastern 127.081.06
Lake Erie & Western 1,548,541.69
Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer Ry. of the Slate

of Wisconsin d 93.05
Leavenworth Terminal Railway & Bridge Co 43.583.48
Lehigh & Hudson River ' 519.371.13
Lehigh & New England 1.135.760.91
Lehigh Vallev 11.321.233.25
Lessees Buffalo Creek 409.397.76
Lorain. Ashland & Southern d 108.877.98
Lorain & West Virginia 137.277.98
Louisiana & .Arkansas 407.987.27
Louisiana Railway & Navigation Co 357.353.37
Louisiana Southern 25.463.28
Louisiana Western 895.178.49
Louisville. Henderson & St. Louis 343.915.53
Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge & Railroad Co 169.701.70
Louisville ft Nashville 17.310.494.67
Louisville S Wadley 2.547.66
Macon. Dublin & Savannah 90.575.92
Maine Central 2.955.696.88
ManitoM & Pikes Peak 29.922.68
Manufacturers' Ry d 44,381.21
Maryland, Delaware & Virginia 49.543.23
Memphis Union Station Co 121.353.84
Michigan Central 8.052.127.48
Middletown ft Hummclstown d4.112.91
Midland Valley 444.345.95
Milwaukee Terminal 32.556.60
Mineral Range 147.432.29
Minneaoolis & Rainy River d 9.033.98
Minneapolis. Red Lake & Manitoba 14.633.72
Minneapolis & St. Louis 2.639.857.25
Minneaoolis Western d 3.538.67
Minnesota & International 202.455.24
Missouri & North Arkansas 13.146.42
Missouri Valley & Blair Railway & Bridge Co d 13.014.18
Mononpahela 583.086.47
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Co. 1,188.525.58
Nashville, Chattanooga S- St. Louis 3.182.089.03
Natchez, Columbia & Mobile 27.56
Nevada Copper Belt 43.304.38
New Orleans Great Northern 575.951.79
Newport & Richford d 29.479.08
New River, Holstnn & Western 4.407.08
New York, New Haven & Hartford 16.867.128.09
New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk. 996.050.76
New Orleans Terminal Co 565.034.70
New York. Chicaco ,t- St. Louis 2.218.856.59
New York, Ontario & Western 2.103.589.41
New York. Susquehanna & Western 800.587.1

7

Norfolk Southern 1.166,990 77
Norfolk & Western 20,534,163.48
North East Pennsylvania d 23,793.83
Northampton & Bath d 2.585.22
Northern Pacific 30.057,760.06
Northwestern Pacific 1,235.101.00
Northwestern of South Carolina 26.580.7"
Ocilla Southern d9.826.26
Ohio River & W^e.stern dI8.819.70
Oregon Trunk 84.722.38

d Deficit.
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Average
annual railway

Name of carrier operating income

I'anhandle & Santa Kc 1,330.663.88
I'ere Marquette 3,748,196.09
Perkiomen 339,090.56
Philadclohia & Beach Haven d 22.905.36
Philadelphia & Chester Valley 5,074.21
Philadelphi.i. Newtown & New York 2,565.67
Pickering Valley 24,917.31
Pierre & Fort Pierre Bridge 11,341.17
Pierre, Rapid City & North Western d 15,344.01
Pine Bluff-Arkansas River d 12.887.78
Pitt.sburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny 180,614.38
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 8,980,219.40
Poteau Valky d 3,232.19
Puget Sound & Willapa Harbor 82,149.27
Quincy, Omnha & Kansas City 29.396.50
Raleigh & Charleston 17,371.55
Karitan Rivir 160.256.70
Reading & Cr,luinbia 18,230.27
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac 1,137.373.75
Rio Grande. El Paso & Santa Fe. 18,060.06
Rosslyn Connecting d 6,598.83
Rupert & Bloonisburg 6,050.57
Rutland 1,023,883.21
St. Joseph & Grand Island 373,811.11
St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal 412,427.56
St. Louis & O'Fallon 99,702.27
St. Louis Southwestern 3,355,748.99
St. Louis Southwestern of Texas 555,164.52
St. Louis Transfer d 10,855.70

St. Louis, Troy &.Eastern 143,257.24
San Antonio & Aransas Pass 373,051.70
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes 46.666.42
Savannah Union Station Co 27,429.09

Schoharie Vallev 10,707.82

Seaboard Air Line 6,497,024.85
Seattle, Port Angeles & Western 72,664.93

Shrcveport Bridge & Terminal Co 48,229.99
Sioux City Bridge Co 81,060.81

Sioux City Terminal Ry 17,352.93
Southern Pacific 38,021,937.62
Southern Pacific Terminal Co 207,444.48

Spokane. Portland & Seattle 1,871,083.00
Standard & Hernando ; d 12,773.51

Stony Creek 17,368.77

Sunset Ry 64,562.79

Svlvania Central 3,283.68
Tacoma Eastern 133,525.16
Tallulah Falls 5,353.98
Tamaqua. Hazleton S: Northern 1,457.50

Tampa & Gulf Coast 2,359.80

Tampa Union Station Co 14,660.40
Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia d 46,914.90
Tennessee Central 162,733.55

Terminal R. R. Association of St. Louis 2,574,510.88
Texarkana & Fort Smith 318,729.68
Tex:is .t New Orleans 715,135.69
Texas & Pacific 4,107,432.49
Texas Southeastern 23,012.96

Toledo & Ohio Central 1,086,650.87
Toledo, St. Louis & Western 994.294.38
Tonopab & Tidewater 182,638.84
Trinitv & Brazos Vallcv d 238,904.66
Tu^ River & Kentuckv River 19,698.73

Ulster & Delaware. .
.'. 128.009.47

Union R. R. of Baltimore 1,387,766.97

Union Ry. Co. {Memphis, Tenn.) 84,690.41

Union R. R. Co. (Pennsylvania) 1,370.290.23

Virginia-Carolina 73.326.05
ViviiiT.ian 3,247.603.41
Wa.lKv Southern d 10,028.36
Wr'rr ?lioals 10,553.30
Washi-iL-ton Southern 468.432,81
Washington & V,-inrlemere 5,027.19

Watertown & Sioux Falls 51,339.50

Wavcross & Southern d 6.350,56

Waynesburg & Washington 12,028.15

Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern Ry 31,148.57

Western Allegheny 51.490.47

Western Maryland 3,079,593.35
Western Pacific 1,900,349.74
W.-si(iii of Alabama 288,237.53
Wh'cling & Lake Erie 1,586.037,32
Wlir.Iinv» Terminal 113,151,33
Wii l.ila Falls & Northwestern 145,245.24
Wii hin Vallev 352,367.05
Wilk.s-I'.arre & Eastern 179.547.57
Willi, niijon & Pond Creek 9.304.64

Willi.ims Valley 2,486.86
Winston-Salem Southbound 260.251.62
Wright.sville & Tcnnllle 24.496,61

Wvoming & Nortlnvestern 180.029.97

Y.azoo & Mississippi Valley 3,862.317.83

Zanesville & Westerr- d 107,598.45

d Deficit.

The commission under date of September 3 addres.sed tlie

following explanatory letter to the President regarding op-

crating income certifications:

"The federal control act, approved March 21, 1918, pro-

vides as regards carriers taken under federal control and

making operating returns to this commission that 'The aver-

age annual railway operating income shall be ascertained by

the Interstate Commerce Commission and certified by it to

the President.'

"The certificate which we are required to transmit to your-

.self for the purpose of your making an agreement with any

such carrier as to its just compensation is by the act made
conclusive of the amount of its average annual railway oper-

ating income for the three-year period ended June 30, 1917.

"In transmitting to you herewith certificates numbered 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 82, 116, 289, 291 and 360, inclusive, we deem
it proper to explain briefly our construction of Section 1 of
the federal control act, and of our action both as regards these
certificates and those to follow.

"The federal control act employs certain specific terms of

our accounting system, and indicates that in the certificate

the terms are to be used in the same sense. Furthermore, the

end of the three-year period designated in the statute does not
coincide with the fiscal year currently prescribed, and we
must therefore compute the average annual railway operating
income attributable to the first six months of 1917 in con-
formity, so far as we reasonably can, with the accounting
methods prescribed by us for the carriers' observance.

"The term 'railway operating income' designates a particu-
lar item in the sworn monthly and annual reports required of
carriers. It is essentially the excess of railway operating rev-

enues over the sum of concomitant railway operating ex-
penses and railway tax accruals.

"Into the various refinements which from a technical ac-

counting standpoint might modify this item determined as
above indicated, we do not deem it appropriate here to enter.

We note only in passing that the statute employs to other
specific terms of our system of accounts, to wit, 'equipment
rents' and 'joint facility rents,' and requires their inclusion

whether debits or credits to arrive at the carrier's annual just

compensation which the statute provides shall not exceed 'a

sum equivalent as nearly as may be to its average annual rail-

way operating income for the three vears ended Tune 30th.
1917.'

"We have perforce been obliged to observe in connection
with the preparation of these certificates the narrow time
limits within which a procedure to be workable must be con-
fined. It is not impossible that if these limitations had not

been present, a more detailed and comprehensive scrutiny

of the carriers' financial reports might have been effected and
a revision tliereof proffered which from a standpoint of ac-

counting accuracy might be superior to tliat which for prac-

tical reasons we here offer.

"We are of opinion, moreover, that the Congress intended

that our certification should proceed within practical limits

and along our established accounting lines. The financial re-

turns of the carriers under the current accounting system were
before the Congress when the act was passed, and while we
are not in terms bound in making the certificates to refrain

from deviating from the accounting methods which have in

general been mandatory since July 1, 1907, we are of opinion

that no radical departure therefrom was contemplated b\- the

Congress nor enjoined upon us by tlie act. ^^'e have always

exercised the power to revise the carriers' returns. In our

certificates we have reserved the right and power to correct

the amount certified as average annual railway operating in-

come to the extent tliat the commission may certify to be

requisite in order to bring the accounts into conformity with

the regulations in effect at the time of such accounting, and

to correct computations based thereon.

"It is proper to state that all carriers do not observe the

same standards of maintenance and depreciation. These de-

pend somewhat upon var}-ing operating and traffic conditions

in different sections, and to a larger extent are affected by

variations in the administrative policies of the carriers. There

is, however, no fixed standard, and aside from the conjectural

character of the assumption of a single standard for all car-

riers, such an equalizing attempt would involve a complete

revision of the accounts and reports of each carrier, a task so

vast that it is utterly impracticable to attempt it. To meet

this difficulty in a practical way it is proposed to provide in
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the contract with carriers an automatic correction in the form
of a provision that during federal control the government shall

expend enough on the carrier's property to insure its return at

the end of federal control in substantially as good repair and
complete equipment as it was on January 1, 1918, with the

proviso that an average annual expenditure for such purposes

equal, making due allowance for differences in wages of labor

and cost of materials to that made by the carrier itself during

the test period shall be deemed a satisfaction of the covenant,

and with a further provision that expenditures in excess of

those so made by the carrier for the test period, but required

for the safe and proper operation of the property, assuming a

use similar to the use during the test period, shall be made
good by the carrier.

"We regard the provisions of the Adamson act as superim-

posed upon our accounting regulations, and are of the opinion

that the wage entries since January 1, 1917, should conform

to the standard established by that act. In this particular,

tlierefore, carriers' returns have been revised I)y us so as to in-

clude in the computation as a part of operating expenses the

wage accruals under the Adamson act for the first six months

of the calendar and fiscal year 1917.

"Conformable to our accounting usage we think it appro-

priate to compute for the six months beginning Januan' 1,

1917, appropriate accruals for that period of the war taxes,

and deduct the same in arriving at the figure properly to be

reported under the head of average annual railway operating

income. In harmony with published rulings of the Treasury
Department we have calculated such tax accruals for the first

six months of 1917 at one-half of the total for that year."

Commissioner Anderson added the following dissenting

statement

:

"In the foregoing statement I am unable to concur. I can-

not join in certificates made pursuant thereto.

"As originally drafted, the federal control act re([uired of

this commission merely a certificate based upon the returns

made; but as finally enacted we were required to 'a.scertain'

and certify the average railway operating income as the basis

of probable contracts between the government and the car-

riers, approaching $1,000,000,000 ayear.

"In my view Congress thus put upon the commission the

duty of ascertaining, within ])ractical limits, and as 'nearly

as may be,' the net earnings of the carriers during the test

period. I do not think the methods adopted by my olleagues

meet the requirements of the act.

"I do, however, concur in the method of leaving deferred

maintenance to be dealt with by an automatically correcting

provision in the proposed contracts. I agree that back wages
paid under the Adamson act and war taxes should be de-

ducted as proposed. But I think other analogous readjust-

ments, not numerous, though substantial, are required and
might easily and speedily be made."

Southern Regional Orders

Shopping Locomotives.—The Southwestern regional di-

rector, in Order No. 1.S9, directs that locomotives moved in

trains, destined for the shop, must have all coal and water
removed from the tenders before beginning the trip.

Right to Route Freight.—The Western Union Telegraph
Company has the right, in the Southwestern Region, to route

its .shipments of freight. This is provided for in Order No.
137 of the regional director, and constitutes an exception to

the routing provisions of the director general's Order No. 1.

Live-stock Attendants.—The Southwestern regional di-

rector orders that an additional caboose shall be provided,
or, if necessary, a coach, whenever accommodations are lack-
ing on a freight train for officers and enlisted men acc()nipan\-

ing shijiments of live stock, particularly horses for the War
De|iartnicnt.

Orders of Regional Directors

Cu.NSKKv.ATiD.N- OF STEiiL.—In Circular 140 the South-
western regional director announces that the Facili-

ties Division of the War Industries Board has can-
celled restrictions on the class of material to be used in con-
structing tanks or other railroad projects.

Sheltering Guards Who Accompany Shipment.—In Order
131 the Southwestern regional director quotes Order 121
containing instructions regarding the sheltering of guards
who accompany shipments during the winter season, and
appends the following statement:

It has developed that some railroads are requiring guards to execute the
usual form of freight train release. This was not contemplated when the
arrangements for transporting guards was made with the War Department
nor is it considered that the release is of any particular value under the cir-

cunislances, especially when the guards are officers or soldiers.

The Embargo on Movement of Hogs.—The Central West-
ern and Southwestern regional directors in a circular dated
December 5, and Circular 143, respectively, aimounce that

the embargo against the movement of hogs to various markets
established by the Car Service Section has been cancelled at

the request of the Food Administration. The permit system
of handling traffic under the embargo outlined in Circular

209 of the Central Western regional director, and Circular

139 of the Southwestern regional director, is thereby can-
celled.

Grain Embargo Primary Markets.—The Southwestern
regional director announces that the Car Ser\'ice Section has
removed the embargo placed against the movement of grain

to primary markets e.xcept on wheat. The removal of the

embargo was effective December 3, and will continue until

January 1.

Freight and Passenger Service Work.—The Southern re-

gional director, in Circular No. 411, says a good deal of

complaint is still coming from patrons who claim they

are not securing from home offices information which form-
erly they got from the off-line offices and that there

is no reason why a shipper should not be able to pro-

cure all the rate information he may require, and
with reasonable promptness. If the agent, the freight serv-

ice agent, or other freight traffic representative hasn't the

information at hand, he should procure it either from the

general office or from the proper official of the initial line

at interest, even if it is necessan.' to use the railroad wires

to secure it. The Director of Traffic instructs: "I shall be
glad if you will impress upon the traffic officials in your re-

gion that there is no excuse for not securing such necessary

information for the shippers. Won't you please see that all

of your people understand this requirement?" Mr. Chambers
also points out that it is ven,- desirable that division freight

and passenger agents and traveling service men shall cover

their own line thoroughly and make even.' effort to educate

the agents, a number of whom are doubtless new men. in the

proper service to the public.

Salaries of Telegraphers.—The Eastern regional director,

file 401-7A307, quotes from a telegram from ^Ir. Gray in

regard to tlie application of Supplement 10 to General Or-
der 27:

"On account of conflicting statements maile to director general about
the effect upon salaries of Supplement No. 10 to General Order 27, won't
you please instruct that it be applied to the October. 1918. rolls, and secure

by wire from each line statement of the agprcgate amount and per cent of
increase for telegraphers occasioned by same as applied both to the basis
of wages before application of General Order 27 and since. Please instruct

federal managers to write me quickly giving names and positions of
telegraphers whose present compensation under General Order 27 is

adversely affected by this supplement or which have not been increased
thereby."

The Eastern regional director later, file 401-7A308, advises

that the director general has granted a rehearing to agents

and telegraphers before the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions which has been set for December 9.
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Pending the result of this hearing, no rates under Supple-

ments 10 and 11 to General Order 27 shall be put into effect

which serve to decrease the present compensation of agents,

telegrajjhers, and others, coming under these two supplements.

Discharge of Essential Employees from Military Service.—
The Eastern regional director, file 1200-3S-2A309, quotes

Circular No. 77 dated November 21 1918, issued by

Chief of Staff, War Department, Washington:

1. Deparlmeiit commanders within the United States, commanders of

ports of embarkation, and commanders of camps not under the jurisdiction

of department commanders or of chiefs of bureaus of the war department,

are authorized to discharge enlisted men upon their own application when

there is sickness or other distress in the soldier's family, or when he is

needed to resume employment in an industry or occupation in which there is

urgent need of his services, provided that such discharge will not disrupt

or cripple an existing organization, and that the soldier's services can be

spared. Consideration will be given to the fact that the machinery of camps

must be utilized in the demobilization of the army and due regard must be

taken that it is not retarded by the discharge of personnel connected

therewith.

2. The instructions contained herein apply only to individual and excep-

tional cases and are not intended to release men in large groups or blocks

for any general employment or occupation.

3. Application for discharge under the provisions of this circular will

be made in each individual case by the soldier concerned and through his

immediate commanding ofScer. No man who voluntarily enlisted prior to

April I, 1917, will be discharged under this authority.

4. Men discharged under these instructions will be included in such

weekly reports of men discharged as are required by the war department.

5. Cases of the character indicated arising in places not covered by this

authority will be forwarded to the .Adjutant General of the .\rniy

for final' action.

Holiday Travel.—The Eastern regional director, file 1600-

SO.-V.ill, quotes from a letter from C. R. Gray, director.

Division of Operation, in regard to the desire of the director

general that special attention be paid to movement of pas-

senger travel during the holidays:

The director general instructs that especial attention be paid to the move-

ment of holiday travel.

I appreciate that it is always exceedingly difficult to anticipate and pro-

vide for travel of this character, because it is not a quantity which can be

measured as in the case of a specific movement to a given place.

The director general, however, feels that a very great improvement is

possible in the movement:
(a) By the provision of a sufficient quantity of coaches to prevent the

crowding of passengers; and
(b) A prohibition against the overloading of trains by requiring them to

handle so many cars that schedule time cannot be made.

It is entirely possible that the holiday travel this year will be unusually

heavv. so that more than the ordinary precautions will be necessary.

Won't you kindly instruct all of the lines in your region regarding this

matter, requesting that the federal managers give it their personal attention.

Taxation.—The Eastern regional director, file 2002-

3A3 10, quotes from a telegram received from Judge J. B.

Payne, general counsel. Division of Law, under date of De-

cember 4:

Referring to circular of September 27. Please wire all roads under your

jurisdiction not subject to Federal Capital Stock Tax or where doubt exists

and against whom assessment has been made and payment demanded to file

claim for abatement on internal revenue Form 47. Payment of tax where

liability clearly exists should be made from federal funds.

The regional director enclosed with this a copy of a letter

dated November 19, 1918, from the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, treasury- department, on the same subject, in which

Commissioner Roper agrees that roads under federal control

not having any outside activities are not liable to tlie Capital

Stock Tax.

Posting of Placards of Bureau of Public Health.—The
Eastern regional director, file 1600-38A301, advises that the

treasury department, bureau of public health service, is pre-

paring placards warning against venereal diseases, which

will he framed under glass in an oak frame, with holes

drilled in same to facilitate posting, which it is desired to

place in all men's toilets in railway stations, railway coaches

and Pullman cars.

Free Transportation to Joint Train Baggagemen and E.\-

prcss Afessengers.—The Eastern regional director, file 2100-

11A306, states that with respect to issuance of transportation

to joint train baggagemen and express messengers who are

carried on Express Company's payroll, it has been decided

that if a portion of the salary of such employees is billed

ajra'nst the railroad, they should be treated as railroad em-

ployees. This rule also applies to joint train baggagemen
and express messengers carried on the railroad payrolls, and a

portion of whose salary is billed against the Express Com-
pany.

Clearance Warning.—The Eastern regional director, file

1800-100A304, states that at a recent meeting of a General

Safety Committee, the following suggestion was submitted

and approved for adoption:

Install a board in a conspicuous location at or near switch stands of

tracks that lead to industries where there are obstructions that do not afford

sufficient clearance. These signs should read substantially as follows:

CAUTION
THESE BUILDINGS WILT, NOT CLEAR A MAN

ON TOP OR SIDE OF CARS.

In the construction of new sidetracks particular care should

be taken to see that proper clearance standards are ob-

served so as to avoid such conditions, as the elimination of the

source of danger is, of course, more effective than the placing

of cautionary signs.

Maintenance of Telegraph and Telephone Wires During

Winter Season.—The Eastern regional director, file 700-A-

305, quotes from a letter received from Martin H. Clapp,

manager of the Telegraph Section, Division of Operation, as

follows

:

On account of the approach of the season of the year when storms may
he expected that will seriously interfere with our telegraph and telephone

wires, it is suggested that the attention of the superintendents of telegraph

and those in charge of the restoration of the wire service of the different

railroads be called to the following points:

1. Have definite plans and understandings relative to the use and
handling of available maintenance forces during storm emergencies.

2. Have definite plans for obtaining promptly and accurately information
relative to the extent and amount of storm damage and the necessary

material to repair it.

3. Have definite plans for handling and moving promptly material and
cable for storm repairs.

4. In case of complete prostration of telegraph lines, have definite

understandings relative to the order wires are to be restored.

5. If the pole lines and railroad wires are maintained jointly with or

entirely by a commercial telegraph company, have definite understandings

as to the action to be taken in case of storm damage, with view of cooper-

ating and using all the available maintenance forces of both the railroad

and the commercial company to the best advantage.

Violations of Federal Laws.—The Eastern regional di-

rector, file 3000-444, refers to General Order No. 46, in

regard to violations of various federal laws pertaining to

safety appliances, hours of service and locomotive inspection:

In the handling of cases of violations it is observed that

the federal managers in some instances upon receipt of no-

tices of such violations have instituted investigations and
made reports based upon such investigations. This action

is not sufficient and it is not to be inferred in referring these

cases to the officials of the railroads that they are sent to

them for investigation. It is not the purpose to substitute tlie

judgment of tlie officers and employees who are responsible

for the defective conditions for the judgment of the courts

which previously passed upon the evidence. Violations of

the laws referred to, which will be from time to time sub-

mitted, will be supported by ample proof. This information

is sent you in view of the erroneous impression that may
exist on the subject and in order that it may be properly un-

derstood by those concerned.

As set forth in the Director General's General Order No. 8

of February 21, 1918, and No. 46 of October S, 1918,

measures should be taken to insure the enforcement of the

laws enacted to promote safety of employees and travelers

upon the railroads and. in cases of wilful and inexcusable

violations, proper disciplinary action should be taken with

the person or persons responsible therefor, such action to be

determined bv the facts in each case.

The Chicago Terminal Yard Masters' Association recently

complained to the police that someone representing himself

as an agent of the association had been soliciting advertising

funds. Similar frauds have been perpetrated in other cities,

the victims being in most cases proprietors of small stores.
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The Railroad Question Before Congress
Washington, D. C.

A 7.THOUGH IT HAD BEEN UNDERSTOOD that SOITle of the

Democratic leaders in Congress had hoped to deal

with the question of the disposition of the railroads

during the jiresent sliort session, which expires in March,

and before the new Republican majority comes into power,

there had been little display of activity before Mr. McAdoo's
recommendations were written. It had been understood that

the Joint Committee on Interstate Commerce created at the

suggestion of President Wilson in 1916, and generally known
as tlic Xcwlands Committee from tlie name of its first chair-

l-n,i; llu- New York Tribune

And Congress Has Been Worrying Because It Didn't Have
Enough Responsibilities

man, would initiate the ]iroposecl in(|uiry into the railroad

situation with a view to determining upon a policy to be

adopted.

Chairmen Smith and Sims of the Senate and House com-

mittees on interstate commerce, and also chairman and vice-

chainnan, respectively, of the joint committee, have been con-

ferring with congressional leaders and tlie Railroad Admin-
istration regarding the program to be followed to carr)' out

the President's recommendations in his address of Decem-
ber 2 and have agreed that the present committee should take

charge of the investigation. A resolution was to be intro-

duced .some day this week extending the life of the old com-

mittee, which was required to submit a report to Congress

by the first Monday in December.

The committee began its hearings in November, 1916, and

continued them at various times until the President took

over the railroads, taking over 7,000 pages of testimony and

hearing prominent railroad officers, shippers, state commis-

sioners and others. It was to have made a report a year ago

but the time was extended.

An effort was made to call the committee together last

Friday but it was found impossible to obtain a quorum.

Representative Edward W. Gray of New Jersey has intro-

duced a bill to create a national railway system under federal

charter providing for a board of directors in which the gov-

ernment, the stockholders and bondholders, and the em-
ployees shall be represented. The surplus earnings are to

be divided between the government, the employees, a fund
for betterments and an emergency reserve fund. The bill

makes participation in the system voluntary on the part of

the railways and, to put the plan in motion, provides that

the President shall appoint a committee of three to enter into

negotiations for the purchase of stocks and bonds of existing

companies.

Senator Hardwick of Georgia introduced a bill in the

Senate on December 5 to amend section 14 of the federal

control law by providing for the termination of federal con-

trol not later than six months from the adoption of the

amendment.
The Republican Publicity Association, through its presi-

dent, Jonathan Bourne, Jr., has issued a statement opposing

government ownership of railroads, in part as follows:

"The question of government ownership is not one to be

decided according to the demands of temporar\- emergency.

r,.-n • ,, .V,:.- Id* Herald

And Only an Infant at That

It is doubtful whether there was any real need for the gov-
ernment to take over the railroads when it did. If the rail-

roads had been granted even a portion of the increase in

rates which Mr. McAdoo established soon after he got con-

trol, the private managers could have conducted the roads

with as good service as the public could expect.

"Neither was there, nor is there, any reason for govern-

ment operation of the telephone, telegraph and cable lines.

Experience has shown and will continue to show that govern-

ment operation is more expensive and less efficient.

"But cost in money and character of ser\-ice are minor
considerations. The fundamental evil of government own-
ership lies in the effect it has upon the individual, creating
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in his mind a wrong conception of hi.s relation to the govern-

ment. The gradual exten.sion of government ownership and
operation carries with it the necessary assumption that pri-

vate operation is either inefficient or dishonest, and that the

citizen must look to the government for service.

Fro-'i llic New York Tribune

As Usual When Teacher Leaves the Room

"The problem of government ownership and operation is

not merely one of higher costs and poorer service, although

those are material considerations. The real danger is the

shackling of enterprise and the inculcation of the idea that

the jjeople of the country must rely upon the government for

everything, instead of depending upon themselves."

Government control of railroads was characterized as

"wickedly wasteful and inefficient" by Representative Simeon
I). Fess, chairman of the Republican Congressional commit-
tee, in an address to the National Association of Credit Men
at the Washington Commercial Club on December S. Rept-

rcscntative Fess asserted that at no time in the history of the

roads had the service been so bad as at present. He de-

clared that there was no one on whom responsibility for

p roller management could be fixed. IMr. Fess said that al-

th<jugh the roads could not be returned to their pre-war status,

a satisfacton' policy could be adopted under which they could

be operated more efficiently and without great expense to the

government.

Prevention of Fires: Maintaining the

Interest of Officers and Employees*

By Robert Scott

Superintendent of Insurance and Safet)', Atlantic Coast Line.

As TO HOW INTEREST in fire prevention is to be aroused

and maintained among officers, it has been found that

these men, all of them being reasonable and practical,

are open to conviction when confronted with cold facts prov-

ing what has already happened, and when shown by sugges-

tion or otherwise what is likely to happen if certain well-

defined precautions are not observed. It, therefore, follows

that statistics in connection with fire losses, classified accord-

ing to origin, are necessary and that this information should

be presented in attractive form, easily taken in at a

glance. . . .

After having reached the man higher-up it is necessan,' to

go a step farther and awaken the rank and file to the dangers

of fire. Magazines published in the interest of emplo\'ees

are used by some roads in driving home to the men in trans-

portation, mechanical or roadway service that by exercising

simple measures of precaution many fires can be prevented

and much valuable property saved. . . . Monthlyorquarterly

*.\bstract of paper read at th
lection Association at Chicago 1-^^. -. .

given in the Railway Age of December. 6

nnual meeting of the Railway Fire Pro-
mber 4. A report cf tliis meeting was

His Little Job
From the Chicago News
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bulletins announcing results for a given period have been

found most helpful in conducting a campaign of publicity for

the purpose of keeping interest at high water mark. These
periodicals may be used in presenting to employees the com-
mon causes of fires, illustrating how easily they are started

and the difficulties experienced in extinguishing them. A
majority of fires on railroad property are due to a few
common causes, nearly all of which are preventable.

In presenting this matter to employees it should be pointed

out that fire prevention is a mutual proposition as between the

road and tlie men. It is wiser to appeal to their reason rather

than to the sentimental side of their nature.

On some roads committees have been formed for the study

of fire problems. These committees sometimes embrace fire

marshals, chiefs or captains of fire brigades, all of them
being considered necessary parts of an efficient organization

for the inspection of buildings and tlieir valuable contents

for fire hazards.

Among the most helpful agencies in creating interest in

fire prevention, as well as maintaining it, are the traveling

inspectors or supervisors. These men, experts in their line,

do much real good in spreading the gospel of fire preven-

tion by word of mouth. They are able to accomplish many
things that cannot be done through the distribution of printed

matter. . . .

It might be timely to suggest the adoption of motion pic-

tures as a factor in creating interest in fire prevention.

There are some people who can best be reached in this man-
ner.

Relinquishment of Government
Control of Railroads*

By Lewis J. Spence,

Director of Traffic, Southern Pacific

No PROBLEM OF RECONSTRUCTION is more important to

the public tlian the future operation of our transporta-

tion systems. I do not intend to deal with this ques-

tion by criticising the performance of tlie Railroad Admin-
istration; it isn't necessary. An experiment in lailroad and

steamship operation has been undertaken which must be

tested by your own experiences, but it may be appropriate to

remind you tliat you liave not yet by any means experienced

all of the evils of government ownership or permanent gov-

ernment control.

It has been nearly eleven months since possession, control

and operation of the principal railroads of the country and
tlieir proprietary steamship lines were assumed by tlie govv

emmcnt. The law provides that federal control shall con-

tinue for a reasonable time after the war—not to exceed one

year and nine months following the proclamation of peace.

It also authorizes the President to relinquish control in the

meantime whenever he shall deem such action needful or de-

sirable. The act was expressly declared to be emergency
legislation, enacted to meet conditions growing out of the war.

The owners and users of the transportation systems patri-

otically accepted that reason for assuming control of the prop-

erties, but it is not surprising that the question should now
be persistently asked why governmental operation of the

transportation systems of the country should be continued for

21 months after the proclamation of peace, or, indeed, for

any longer period of time than may be necessan' to restore

them to individual management in an orderly way.

Since the cessation of hostilities an industrious publicity

bureau has devoted much attention to an explanation of other

benefits accruing from unified control, and has especially em-

•An address delivered at the annual meeting of the Traffic Club of New

phasized the elimination of "competitive waste." The defi-

nition of "waste" which is most appropriate to this discussion
is "useless expenditure." If the expression "competitive
waste" is intended to mean that every expenditure arising
from competition in transportation is a useless expenditure
I venture the opinion that it will not strongly appeal to you.
If, on the other hand, competitive waste means only extrava-
gant expenditures which are not necessary to afford the pub-
lic adequate service and facilities, and reasonable competi-
tion, I sui^mit that railroad officers, under private manage-
ment, have a disposition to eliminate waste which has never
been characteristic of governmental agencies, and that they
may be depended upon to eliminate competitive waste in so
far as the necessary action to accomplish this result shall
not be prohibited by law, and in so far as its accomplishment
will not deprive the public of adequate service and facilities,

and reasonable competition. If joint ticket offices con-
veniently and adequately serve the public and are found to be
more economical than individual ticket offices, I predict that

consolidated ticket offices will be continued.

If extravagant duplication of passenger trains can be
avoided by co-ordination of service without depriving the
public of the comforts and conveniences which may reason-
ably be expected, there is every reason why railroad officers

should promote such co-ordination if they are not prohibited
by law from so doing.

If the shippers are willing to have cars loaded to their
maximum capacity—as they should be to promote efficiency

and economy—it is only necessary for them to advocate or
concur in the publication of minimum carload weights which
will insure such maximum loading and continue the effi-

ciency and economy which the Railroad Administration has
established by more arbitrary methods.

Competition is where two or more persons are engaged in
the same business and each is seeking patronage; where com-
petition does not act at all there is complete monopoly.
Elimination of competition is the avowed policy of the
director general of railroads. It is a fundamental principle
of tlie present system of federal control, and it is inherent in
government ownership or any other form of unified control
and operation which has ever been proposed.

If my interpretation of public sentiment is correct, what-
ever benefits have been obtained during federal control are
believed to have been outweighed by the disadvantages at-

tributable to the elimination of competition, and the para-
mount desire of the public is that there shall Ite a prompt
restoration of the benefits of reasonable competition in rates

and service; tliat the shipper's right to route his freight shall
be respected; that the courtesy and accommodation which
are bom of individual initiative and competitive endeavor
shall be revived; and that there shall be an impartial con-
sideration of rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission
which shall l>e fair alike to shippers and carriers. These
advantages are not obtainable under unified control and
operation; and personally I do not believe that there is any
satisfactory middle-ground between government ownership
and monopoly, on the one hand, and individual ownership,
with fair competition, on the other hand.

Government ownership would be accomplished bv the pay-
ment of just compensation for the property acquired. There
are members of Congress who favor this solution of the
transportation problem, and there are quite a number of
security owners who have been driven to the conclusion that
government ownersliip would be preferable to private owner-
ship and operation under a system of regulation which denies
the carriers sufficient revenue to meet enforced increases in
wages and in other uncontrollable expenses. If I believed
government ownership to be the salvation of securitv owners,
it would not become me as a director and trustee to discourage
that destiny; but I have too much confidence in the good
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sense of the American people to believe that we shall be

driven to a solution which, I am sure, would be inimical to

tile public interest, and would be a national calamity.

If it is a correct conclusion that competition is eliminated

in every substantial sense by any plan of federal control or

uiiified operation, whether it contemplates the operation of

all of the lines of the country as one system or their opera-

tion in unified groups, and if it is a correct conclusion that

the pulilic interest requires the preservation of that indi-

vidual initiative, resourcefulness, efficiency and fair com-

petition whicii have developed the cheapest and most effi-

cient transportation in the world, the people should become

aroused to a sense of their responsibility and forestall the

drift of our tran.sportation systems to government ownership

or some other form of unified control.

The organization and the policies of the railroad ad-

ministration; the propaganda in favor of continuing govern-

mental control of the railroads after the disappearance of

the avowed necessity for taking them over; and finally the

seizure of the ocean cables, after the conclusion of an armi-

stice, have too much significance to be ignored by the public.

The evident desire to continue in peace the governmental

administration of the great systems of transportation and

communication is revealing a tendency toward state socialism

which threatens to underm.ine our free institutions; and our

most conservative statesmen, irrespective of party, are be-

ginning to view this tendency with the greatest concern.

It must be apparent to evervone who is familiar with the

subject that some comprehensive legislation will have to be

enacted to correct the intolerable burdens of the past and

ensure the successful development of the railroads as useful

instrumentalities of commerce. For example, labor diffi-

culties, which are always with us, have been greatly in-

creased by the exigencies of war and the federal control of

railroads. There have been wage and adjustment commis-

sions to deal with wages, hours and working conditions,

which have resulted in generous treatment of employees, and
I believe it will be to the interest of the public, the employees

and the railroads to have such a tribunal of adjustment under

private control; but I believe quite as firmly that the findings

of such a commission should be subject to the review and
ajiproval of the same governmental agency which is charged

with the regulation of rates, and that such governmental

agency should also be charged with the duty of readjusting

rates contemporaneousl_v with any readjustment in wages
which it may approve and authorize; but, the longer the

railroad and steamship lines are continued under imified

control and operation, the more completely their individu-

alities will he obliterated, their organizations disru])ted, and
tlu'ir individual credit impaired. If unified control is not

to be jirolonged for exploitation by the advocates of govern-

ment ownership or the apostles of paternalism, the situa-

tion, in my judgment, requires prompt, concerted and vigor-

ous action by the public.

'I"hc short cut would lie for the President to exercise the

authority conferred upon him by the federal control act to

relinquish control of the properties; l)Ut if this course is taken
his notice of intention to relinquish the properties on a

specified date should be accompanied by a recommendation
to Congress to enact the necessar)' legislation to provide a

tribunal for the consideration of wages and the contempo-
raneous adjustment of rates.

Why should not a public petition be made to the President

to so deal with the question? If he submits it to Congress
in this way, it will, of course, be important that the people
should not fail to exert their influence upon the members of
Congress to ensure the enactment of the legislation imme-
diateh- required to become effective with the return of the
properties.

\\\\] the people rise to (heir responsiliilitv?

Standard Ticket Forms Approved

As iJKii.iLV N(jii-.Li in la.-t week's issue. Director General

.McAdoo has approved a report completed by the Rail-

road Administration's standard ticket committee

recommending standard forms for tickets and baggage checks

of all kinds which are to be used in printing new forms of

local and interline tickets, conductor's cash fare receipts,

stop-over certificates, baggage checks and other fonns. and

also in replenishing stock as the supply now on hand be-

comes exhausted.

The various forms are prescribed in complete detail in a

circular issued by the Division of Traffic, representing the

work of the committee which was organized by the passenger

department early in the year, consisting of O. P. McCarty,

formerly passenger traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio,

ciiairman; \V. J. Cannon, assistant general passenger agent,

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; J. V. Lanigan, assistant gen-

eral passenger agent, Illinois Central; F. E. Batturs, general

passenger agent. Southern Pacific, and A. B. Smith, general

passenger agent, Xew York, New Haven & Hartford. The
work of the committee was based to a considerable extent on

that which had been carried on for several years b\- a com-

mittee of the Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.

The new forms, which will go into effect gradually as the

present supplv becomes exhausted, represent a material de-

crease in numbers as compared with the various forms now
in effect. A considerable saving in space has been effected

by eliminating various more or less complicated contract pro-

visions which are replaced by the simple statement that the

ticket is sold subject to tariff regulations. They are also ex-

pected to simplif}- greatly the work of the conductors by re-

ducing the number of forms which they will be required to

familiarize themselves with or to examine, and they will also

represent a simplification in the interest of the passenger.

The forms as worked out b}- the committee were also gone

over with committees of conductors, appointed by the presi-

dent of the Order of Railway Conductors and of ticket agents

appointed by the president of the International .Association

of Ticket Agents, and several changes were made at their

suggestions.

The text, the style of type and the arrangement of matter

for the various forms, as well as the size of the tickets,

coupons, etc., are prescribed in detail in the circular. In case

local conditions on any lines seem to necessitate a revision of

any of the forms the matter must be submitted in advance to

the Division of Traffic and authority for the proposed changes
secured. The quality of stock specified must be used when
practicable, but if the exact quality cannot i>e secured, stock

nearest the specification may be used. The circular contains

reproductions and other detailed specifications of the follow-

ing forms: Local card, one way; local card, round trip; local,

blank destination, one way, round trip; local, blank desf'na-

tion, half, clergy, party; conductor's cash fare receipts; con-

ductor's stopover certificate, conductor's scrip book exchange
check: child's age certificate; commutation card, monthly, 60-
ridc and 54-ricie; commutation card, 46-ride monthly and
26-ride family; commutation book, monthly. 60-ride: round-
trip pastor contract; interline, one-way, single combination;
interline, multi-road; interline, multi-route; steamship one-
way, local and interline; steamship round trip, local and in-

terline: scrip book, S.^0 and S15: scrip book, S90: instruc-

tions for detaching coupons from scrip books: furlough fare

certificate; prepaid order; order for tickets at reduced fare;

clergy fare certificate; .sleeping car tickets; parlor car tickets;

sleeping and parlor car, conductor's cash fare check: baggage
check, local and interline; baggage check, prepaid local and
interline; baggage check, C. O. D. ; baggage check, delivery

to hotel or residence; parcel check; station claim check;
storage tag.
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General News Department

Apalachicola, Fla., will be in the eastern time zone instead

of in tlie central, according to an amendment to the recent
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission fixing zone
boundaries, which has just been announced.

The University of Illinois announces a registration this

year of 5,216 students, not including the medical students

and others who study in Chicago, and of the 5,216, the num-
ber registered in the college of engineering is 1,584.

The American Society for Testing Materials is to found a

scholarship in the department of civil engineering at the

University of Pennsylvania, as a memorial to Edgar Marburg,
one of the organizers of this society and for 16 years its

secretary until his death on June 27, 1918. The executive

committee asks members to contribute $2.50 each towards
this fund, the purpose being to raise the sum of $5,000 to

maint.iin this scholarship.

Mounted railway artillery could be profitably used as a

supi)lenient to existing coast defenses in some situations,

and the idea is suggested in the annual report of General

Coe, chief of coast artillery. "Where headlands connected
with the mainland are suitable for emplacing this class of

armament," he said, "the use of railway mounts may be

justified. This might enable such guns to be withdrawn for

service with the mobile forces or to reinforce points under

actual attack."

The Metropolis bridge over the Ohio river at Metropolis,

111., was the subject of a paper presented by Ralph Modjeski

before the Western Society of Engineers on December 9,

to a large attendance. The paper treated of the design and

construction of this bridge from the standpoint of the de-

signing engineers, who were C. H. Cartlidge, late bridge

engineer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and Mr.

Modjeski. Several articles describing the progress of this

work appeared in the Raihvay Age during the period of con-

struction.

Collisions in France

A press despatch of Thursday, December 5, reports a rear

collision on the evening of that day at Meung-sur-Loire, 11

miles soutliwest of Orleans, I'Vance. in w-hich 12 or more
persons were killed and 25 injured. An express train appears

to have run into the rear of a freight.

On Saturday, the 7th, a collision was reported near Cha-

teauroux, in which the number of persons killed and injured

was given as 80 or more; 30 killed and 50 or more injured.

Chateauroux appears to be 88 miles south by west of

Orleans.

Anticipates Great Demand for Lumber by Roads

In an address before a meeting of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association at Chicago on November 22,

Hon. Edwin B. Parker, priorities commissioner of the War
Industries Board, asserted that in normal times the railways

use approximately 1,250 million feet of lumber yearly for

car construction alone. During the war their consumption

of lumber has been sub-normal; in fact, the railroads are

approximately four years behind in their ordinary peace-

time improvements, additions and extensions. This work
must now l)e done; much of it cannot be longer deferred.

Although the Railroad Administration authorized expendi-

tures of $1,002,500,000 for additions and betterments on rail-

roads during the year 1918. only a little over 34 per cent of

the amount authorized has been spent. .-Xs these improve-

ments are urgently needed, it is believed that now that

materials and labor are available, they will be made promptly.

There are also important railroad terminal projects that

have been deferred on account of the war, among them those

at Chicago. I.ns AnL-i-les, .St I'aul, Cincinnati. Baltimore and

New York

Test Suit on Handling Claims

Two caseswhich are being prosecuted against the Chicago,

, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha in the Ramsey County

(Minn.) District Court vvill test the validity of Director

General McAdoo's order making himself the defendant in

damage suits and prohibiting action against the individual

railroad corporations. The attorneys for the plaintiffs attack

the director general's order on the grounds that the federal

control act expressly provides that all legal action is to be

taken as previously, but that no property of a defendant rail-

road shall be attached during the control period. One of the

cases is a suit for $20,000 damages for the death of Andrew
Mertz, a switchman, fatally injured in the performance of his

duties, and the other a suit for $25,000 for personal injuries

sustained by Albert Lavalle, a fireman.

A decision was rendered on this point in the district court

of Ramsey county, Minn., on December 10, by Judge J. C.

Michael. This was in the cases of Kadlac vs. Minnesota

Transfer, and Keefe vs. the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha. It was held that in all cases where the cause of

action arose before October 28, 1918, which was the date of

the director general's order No. 50. directing that damage
suits be brought against him, the action would lie against the

railroad and not against the director general, as neither the

President of the United States nor the director general

might rightfully issue a retroactive order. The director

general intended his order to cover all cases back to the

time when he took charge of the railroads, that is to say.

January 1. 1918. In both of these two cases, an employee

was killed wliile on duty.

"Agent for the Prosecution"

Among the many suggestions presented by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in its annual report lor the future

control of the railroads some may be better than others, but

none of them will gain much in the importance to be attached

to them because of the particular source from which they

emanate. After a long and patient trial of the administrative

methods of the Interstate Commerce Commission it has been

generally voted a failure. Its membership changes from time

to time, but after all these years its character and its theory

of operations remain the same. It has made of itself a re-

actionary body; it has proved a means of obstruction in

practice and a dead weight in the development of the rail-

roads of the country.

What ails the Interstate Commerce Commission is not

lack of powers or lack of laws, but lack of an understanding

of business conditions. So far as it was designed for certain

definite purposes of regulation, it has neither met expecta-

tions by maintaining an attitude of judicial impartiality nor

has it succeeded in suppressing the inclination to assume the

role of agent for the prosecution. What is needed first of all

is a radical change in the commission itself.—A'ltf York

World.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents

The thirty-sixth annual meeting of the .\ssociation of Railway

Telegraph Superintendents, held at Chicasto last week, was re-

ported in the Railu-ay Age. page 1024. The last day's session

was devoted to the presentation of a paper on the "Buzzer as a

Telegraph Receiver"; a discussion on the remarks of Presi-

dent Clapp. who as manager of the telegraph section of the Rail-

road .\dniinistration discussed Circular 61 with reference to re-

ias3
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lieving the railroad telegraph and telephone facilities from un-

necessary business and censoring, the adoption of standards and

the election of officers.

One of the most important matters acted upon by the associa-

tion was in the adoption of rules for specifications for the con-

struction of railroad pole lines to meet the load, wind and ice

conditions existing in the territory where the line is to be con-

structed. A factor of safety of two was decided on except where

the poles are located within striking distance of the main track

when a factor of safety of three is used. The proposed specifica-

tions will apply recognized engineering principles to pole-line

construction.

The officers elected for the ensuing year were

:

President, M. H. Clapp (N. P.) ; first vice-president, J. F.

Caskey (L. V.) ; second vice-president, F. T. Wilbur (I. C.) ;

secretary and treasurer, W, L. Connelly (N. Y. C.) ; eastern

division chairman, W. P. Cline (A. C. L.) ; western division

chairman. W. H. Hall (M. K. & T.).

Postmaster General's Annual Report

The annual report of the postmaster general, A. S. Burle-

son, gives the surplus of receipts over expenses for the year

ending June 30, last, as $19,979,798, a sum far larger than

any similar previous surplus. The gross revenues of the

department from all sources during the year are given as

$388,975,962, or about 59 millions greater than in the preced-

ing fiscal year.

The postmaster general renews his recommendation that

all telegraph and telephone lines should be owned and oper-

ated by the government. He declares that experimental

control during the war has demonstrated the correctness of

his opinion in this matter.

.\ large part of the report is devoted to the use of airplanes

for transmission of mail, and he presents plans for a large

extension of this facility. The airplane service between New
York and Washington (about 224 miles by railroad) has been

regularly maintained since May S, last. The average north-

bound trip takes two hours thirty minutes, and the south-

bound, two hours fifty minutes, the prevailing winds being

from the west. An average of IVi, tons of letter mail is being

carried each month. The report describes as follows the

aerial lines which it is proposed to establish:

"1. New York to San Francisco,- with feeders from (a")

Chicago to St. Louis and Kansas City, (b) Chicago to St.

Paul and Minneapolis, (c) Cleveland to Pittsburgh.

"2. Boston to Key West, with feeders from (a) Philadel-

phia to Pittsburgh, (b) Washington to Cincinnati, (c) At-

lanta to New Orleans.
"3. Key West, via Havana to Panama.
"4. Key West, via the West Indies, to South America."

Negotiations have been begun with Central and South

.American countries looking to the use of airplanes in carry-

ing mail overseas.

The construction of an underground railroad from the

Grand Central Terminal. New York city, to the Pennsylvania

Station, something over one mile, is recommended, and an

argument for it is set forth at considerable length. The
estimated cost is $1,500,000. The proposed railroad would

be double track, and the tunnel 7 ft. high, and 11 ft. wide. It

is estimated that 650 tons of mail pass daily between these

two stations. It is calculated that, compared with the use

of motor trucks on the surface of the streets, which now
make 77 trips daily, the annual saving in operating expenses

would be $200,000.

Government and Railroads ; Varied Views

Frank \V. Noxon, secretary of tlic Railway Business

.Association, has compiled a pamphlet giving the views of

congressmen, bankers, railroad men, economists and others

on the railroad problem. The material is grouped by topics,

the main divisions of the subject being: "Modified Private

Control or Government Ownership," "For a New Policy of

Encouragement," "Plans for Regional Monopoly." "Wider

Scope for Federal Regulation," and "To Do Away With

Wasteful Competition." The grouping together in this man-

ner of expressions of opinion gives an extraordinarily com-

prehensive view of the various sides oi this complicated

question. Copies of the pamphlet may be obtained from the

secretary of the Railway Business Association, 30 Church
street, New York.
The Illinois Manufacturers' Association, at its 25th annual

meeting at Chicago on December 10, adopted resolutions

expressing the unalterable opposition of that body to govern-
ment ownership of railroads. Charles H. Sabin, president

of the Guaranty Trust Company, of New York, delivered the

principal address at the annual banquet of the association.

He declared government ownership unjustified by the ex-

perience of this or any other countrj'. He favored the early

repeal of the Sherman law and the substitution of a statute

based upon the elimination of economic waste. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission, both through inadequate legis-

lation on the part of Congress and an inadequate grasp of

its own responsibilities, has failed to meet the needs of the

public in its control of railroad affairs. Anti-trust laws are

anachronisms in their regulation of transportation. The
public should be alive to the political dangers of government
ownership of the railroads and other public utilities. The
banker or investor who says that he would be willing to

have the uncertainty ended by government purchase of his

railroad securities would only temporarily serve his selfish

interests. Government ownership of railroads would be fol-

lowed by public ownership of all public utilities and then of

natural resources, and the end of such a program could be

only economic chaos, financial disaster and political corrup-

tion.

The Railroad Securities Committee of the Investment
Bankers' Association, of which John E. Oldham, of Merrill.

Oldham & Company, Boston, is chairman, presented a report

at the annual convention of the association held this week,
at Atlantic City, expressing the opinion that railroad regula-

tion as practiced prior to the w^ar was a demonstrated failure,

and suggested that the Sherman -Anti-Trust Law and the

various state anti-trust law's applying to transportation

should be repealed.

The Illinois State Federation of Labor in its annual con-

vention at Bloomington, on December 7, adopted a resolution

favoring the retention by the government of the railroads

of the countrv.

Air Brake Association

At a meeting of the executive committee of the .Air Brake
Association, held on December 5 in Pittsburgh, Pa., it was
arranged to hold the twenty-sixth annual convention in Chi-

cago on May 6, 7 and 8, 1919. The subjects adopted by the

committee for discussion are as follows:

-Air requirements for pneumatically operated devices for

locomotives, C. H. W'eaver. chairman.

Cleaning, repairing, lubricating and testing freight car

brake cylinders, by Mark Purcell.

Reclamation and conservation of air brake material, T. L.

Burton, chairman.
Twenty per cent overload allowed on heavy grade braking,

by C. H. Rawlings.
Holding standing trains and cars on grades, by R. J.

Watters.
Recommended practice report. H. .A. Clark, chairman.

M. C. B. air brake defect card.

How can enginemen and trainmen assist in air brake main-

tenance, by H. .A. Click.

It was decided to invite car and locomotive builders

each to send a representative to the convention for their

information as to the best methods of installing air brake

equipment.

Western Railway Club Meeting

The regular December meeting of the Western Railway

Club will be held in the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, at 8 p. m.

on December 16, R. H. .Aishton, director of the North-

western region, w-ill speak informally, and Dr. Hermann von

Schrenk, consulting timber engineer, will give an address on

"The Selection and Proper Utilization of Lumber in Car

Construction."
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Traffic News

Fuel Administrator H. A. Garfield on December 1 vacated
the order issued on May 7, last, placing an embargo on the

sliipment of coke through the New England gateways, a step

rendered necessary at that time because of trafific congestion.

The United States Shipping Board has ordered the resump-
tion of direct passenger service between New York and
Valparaiso, the first move in the re-establishment of im-
proved transportation between the United States and the

countries of Latin America.

The restoration of club cars, observation cars and other

forms of special passenger service and a limited amount of

passenger advertising were discussed at a conference of the

regional passenger committees of the Railroad Administra-
tion in Washington, Wednesday and Thursday, with Gerrit

Fort, passenger assistant in the division of traffic.

The lake season closed officially on November 30 and,

according to a report by A. II. Smith, director of the Eastern
Region, a total of 28,200,000 tons of cargo coal were loaded
during the season, fully meeting the schedule of the Fuel
Administration. Approximately 100,000,000 tons of ore, bi-

tuminous coal, anthracite coal and grain were moved through
the lake ports in practically a seven months' period, in a

satisfactory manner.

A total of 229,131 cars of coal of all kinds were loaded by
the railroads during the week ended November 23, as com-
pared with 243,548 during the week of 1917. The total in-

crease in 1918, up to and including the week ending Novem-
ber 30, over the same period in 1917 is estimated at 608,053

cars. The percentage of full time output of coal lost on ac-

count of car shortage during the week ending November 23

is reported by the Geological Survey as 2 per cent.

Eleven hundred cars of shipbuilding steel has recently been
shipped in train lots, across the continent to the Pacific

coast; this in consequence of the cessation of hostilities in

Europe, giving the United States government an opportunity

to repay Japan a large amount of shipbuilding steel which
it had commandeered during the war for the use of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation. A large percentage of this

steel was destined to Japan, while the remainder was con-

signed to Pacific coast shipbuilders.

Director General McAdoo has ordered the filing of tariffs

providing joint rail and water rates from the Northern part

of the Mississippi valley to New Orleans (by boat from St.

Louis). The effect is to make the rates from Minnesota.
Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa and that part of Missouri nortli

of the Missouri river to New Orleans 22 cents per 100 lb.

less than the all-rail rates on first class and 5 cents less on
the lowest class. The river portion of these rates is 80 per
cent of the all-rail rates for parallel distances.

The Traffic Committee of the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association, at a meeting in Chicago on November 25,

adopted unanimously resolutions favoring the passage of

Senator Cummins' bill giving the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission authority over freight and passenger rates estab-

lished by the Railroad .Administration. The committee
requests the support of the entire lumber industry to insure

the passage of the bill, and calls on the general counsel of

the association to take necessary steps to this end.

Loading in Central Western Region

A comparative statement prepared by the otlice of the

Central Western regional director for the month of Novem-
ber indicates a decrease of 13.3 per cent under November,
1917, in the number of cars loaded by the roads of the region.

The loading of coal and coke was 17.9 per cent below that

of last year, while lumber and forest products showed a

decrease of 14.2 per cent. The loading of grain and grain

products and ore was only slightly below that of November,

1917, the decrease in the case of ore being 1.7 per cent, and
in the case of grain 1 per cent. The only commodity which
showed a heavy increase was live stock. In November, 1918,

70,080 cars were loaded on Central Western lines, as com-
pared with 61,437 cars in the same month a year ago. The
increase was, therefore, 8,643 cars, or 14.1 per cent. There
was a large decrease in the loading of miscellaneous com-
modities, the reduction in cars being 60,175 and the reduction
in percentage, 18.8.

Southwestern Industrial Traffic League

The Southwestern Industrial Traffic League, at a recent
meeting, expressed its opposition to the cancellation of

exceptions to the Western Classification. In the discussion

of the proposed southwestern mileage scale the sense of the
meeting was that the principle of the scale was satisfactory,

but not sufficient time had been allowed to consider its de-
tails. It was decided also to request the Railroad Administra-
tion and the Interstate Commerce Commission to consider
the proposition of having representatives of the commission
sit with the Consolidated Classification Committee in future

sessions to represent the shippers, having equal authority
with the Railroad Administration representatives.

The league went on record as opposing increases in lumber
rates in the Southwest and the proposal to discontinue
furnishing grain doors except for grain and flaxseed. Be-
cause of the prospect of a large increase in traffic through
the Gulf ports, a marine committee was created to assist the

U. S. Shipping Board in developing this business in the
Southwest. The league indorsed the sailing day plan.

In a joint meeting with the Texas Industrial Traffic

League, the present railroad situation and the action which
ought to be taken in disposing of the transportation problem
were discussed. The presidents of the two associations were
instructed to appoint committees to work on the subject and
to report subsequently to their respective orcanizations.

Inland Traffic Service of the War Department

The annual report of Gen. Peyton C. March, chief of staff

of the U. S. Army, speaking of the work of the inland traffic

service, says:

"The inland traffic service was established on January 10,

1918, in order to work in harmony with the Railroad .Ad-

ministration. FI. M. Adams was appointed chief of the sec-

tion. At the time the section was formed, 15.000 carloads
of War Department property held in cars were congesting
various -Atlantic ports. This condition was relieved, and the
value of the inland traffic service was soon demonstrated.
The chief of the inland traffic service exercises direct control
of the transportation of troops, of the supplies of and for the
various bureaus of the War Department, and for the con-
tractors working for the several bureaus. This control
extends over the entire country through the medium of

representatives stationed at various traffic centers.

"Working in conjunction with the Railroad Administration
has resulted in minimizing the burdens of the carriers. The
work has been performed most efficiently. More than 5,-

000,000 troops have been moved from their homes, from one
camp to another, and from camps to the points of embarka-
tion within the period covered by this report.

"Arrangements have been made by which this branch will

take charge of all express movements for the War Depart-
ment, as well as the tracing of the movements of all War
Department property, including the contractors and others
for the various bureaus."

Exports of mf,rch.\ndise from the port of New York during
the month of October. 1918, totaled $178,231,835. This
amount included steam locomotives valued at $561,791, rail-

way cars at $607,050. and steel rails at $986.600.

—

Bulletin of
the National City Bank of .Vine York.

German Girls as Frficht H.\ndlers.—Pre.<:s despatches state

that 10.000 girl servants at Stuttgart, the capital of Wiirttemberg,

were mobilized recently to help unload railroad freight cars. Each
has to give one day or two half days a week to this work. They
are paid men's wages.
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Commission and Court News
| |

Equipment and Supplies

Interstate Commerce Commission

Tlic -American Railway Express Company has filed a

fifteenth section application to increase the rates applying

to or from all offices of that company and offices of the

Canadian Express, Canadian Northern Express and the

Western Express in the United States; also from offices of

the Canadian Express, Canadian Northern Express and the

Western Express in the United States to points in Canada

and Newfoundland, in order to aline these rates with the

general increase authorized for the American Railway Ex-

press Company in General Order 56 of the director general.

E. Morris and E. B. Boyd, agents, have filed a fifteenth

section application for a proposed revision of class freight

rates from Central territory, Mississippi river points (west

bank), Madison and Beloit, Wis., and points taking same

rates to Eastern Trunk Line and New England territories,

Virginia cities, points east of the Western termini of Sast-

ern trunk lines taking arbitraries in excess thereof and points

in Canada subject to Boston, Mass., Stanstead, Que., or

Rockland. Me., rates to restore the rate relationships and

differentials in class rates which existed prior to June 25,

1918. The proposed rates will include both reductions and

increases, the increases rangina' from one-half to one cent

per 100 lb.

Court News
The supreme court of Colorado, reversing the decision of

the district court, at Colorado Springs, Colo., refuses the

petition of A. E. Carlton, receiver of the Colorado Midland,

for permission to discontinue the operation of the road and

to dismantle it. The Public Utilities Commission of Colorado

resisted the action of the district court, contending that

application had not been made to the commission for the

discontinuation of service.

The Kansas City Southern has filed in the Supreme Court

of the District of Columbia a petition in mandamus to compel

the Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate and

receive testimony and to report the valuation and cost of

acquisition of certain lands of the company. The court issued

a ruling requiring the commission to show cause on Decem-

ber 10 why the writ of mandamus should not be issued. The

company claims that the commission by declining to receive

the testimony preferred by the company regarding the cost

of acquisition of certain lands will greatly undervalue the

property of the carrier in making its report. The expense to

the company in preparing the testimony was said to be

$250,000.

United States Supreme Court

The Supreme Court of the United States has issued an

order permitting the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to

take to the Court of Claims the question as to whether the

post office department can reduce the compensation of a

railroad for carrying the mails when the railroad has a con-

tract to carry them at a stipulated rate.

The United States Supreme Court, in a decision by Justice

Holmes, holds that a fee of $10,000, assessed by the Public

Service Commission of Missouri for the issuance of a certifi-

cate authorizing an issue of bonds of the Union Pacific,

secured by mortgage on the whole line of the road, was an

unlawful interference with interstate commerce. The fee

was fixed by a percentage on the total bond issue, which was

to reimburse the company for expenditures, of which less

than $125,000 had been made in Missouri. The court pointed

out that only 3,168 feet of the road lay within the Missouri

jurisdiction and that the business done by the railroad in

Missouri is wholly interstate.

The American Llcomotive Comp.\nv has begun deliveries of

the light Santa Fe type and heavy Mountain type locomotives

ordered by ihe Railroad .Administration and deliveries of some

of the light Mountain types are expected this month. Deliveries

of the heavy Santa Fe and Pacific types are expected to begin in

January.

Locomotive Deliveries

A total of 57 locomotives were delivered to railroads under

federal control during the week ending November 30, includ-

ing 49 of the U. S. R. A. standard types, as follows:

Works Road Number Type
I

.\". C. & St. L 6 USR.'V Mikado
i
Penn. L. W 2 VSR.^ 6-W. Swch.

! C. of N. J 3 USRA 6-\V. Swch.
: 'N. Y. C 14 USR.\ Mikado
N. Y. C I USRA 8-W. Swch.

American ', Southern 6 USRA 8W Swch.
! C. & N. W 5 Mikado

11. V 1 Mallet
Pcnn. L. W 1 Santa Fe

IT.. V. &S. W 1 USRA Mikado
Southern 2 USRA Santa Fe

Uv. & L. E 1 USRA 8-W. Swch.

Total 43

Lima X. Y. C 6 USRA Mikado

( C. C. C. & St. L 3 USRA Mikado
lialdwin ; C. G. W 4 USR.\ Mikado

( G. N 1 Mikado

S

Grand total i7

' Four USRA Mikados constructed for the New York Central were sent
to .-Mbany, N. Y., and one U.SRA Mikado constructed for the El Paso &
Southwestern was sent to Cleveland, Ohio, to be stored as part of emer-
gency pools

Orders for $53,000,000 of Iron and Steel and

Railway Materials Cancelled by War Department

The Secretarj- of War, in announcing the amount of some
of the larger contracts cancelled by the W'ar Department.
mentioned an item of $53,000,000 for iron and steel products
and railway materials.

Regulation of Steel Prices to Be Discontinued

Government regulation of steel prices will be discontinued
December 31, it was announced, following a meeting of the

committee of the -American Iron and Steel Institute with the

War Industries Board in W'ashington, Wednesday. The
steel producers have proposed a voluntary reduction in steel

prices. There has been no fixing of the price of rails except
for a few contracts, principally for the armj' and navy, on
which the contracts left the price question open.

Locomotives
The Shantung R.mlway of China has ordered five locomo-

tives froin the American Locomotive Company.

Freight Cars
The EcypTi.\N State R.\ilw.\vs are in the market for 50 tank

cars.

The -American Steel Foundries are inquiring for one 50-ton

steel flat car for the Granite City, 111., plant.

The Pennsylv.xnia Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is in the market for 10 second hand 60,000-Ib. capacity log cars

with solid steel trucks.

A. G. DE Sherbinin & Co., importers and exporters, 60 Broad-

way, New York, are asking prices on trucks for 50 10-ton 30-in.

gage gondola cars, for 2 15-ton 30-in. gage locomotives and for

12 miles of 30-lb. rail for export.
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Supply Trade News

Body

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, announce the opening
of an office in Philadelphia, located in the Widener building.

Nelson T. Burns, formerly with the New York Central,

has joined the sales department of the Vapor Car Heating
Company, with office in Chicago.

W. F. Keckeisen, advertising manager of the International
Filter Company, formerly associated witli the Federal Sign
Company, has joined the staff of Russell T. Gray, advertising
engineer, Chicago.

L. F. Body has been appointed manager of railway, street

railway and marine sales of the Glidden Co., Cleveland,
effective December 1. Mr. Body has been identified with

paint and varnish in-

terests for many years.

He began his career

with the Sherwin-Wil-
liams Company in 1902,

where, after many pro-

motions, he rose to the

managership of railway
and marine sales in

1912. In 1915 he sev-

ered his connection with
Sherwin - Williams to

become sales manager
of the Master Builders'

t'cmipany, Cleveland.

John C. Kuhns has
left the service of the'

( l.\weld Kailroad Serv-

ice Company to become
identified with the Bur-
den Iron Company, of

Troy, N. Y., as manager
of railroad sales. His

headquarters will be at the Railway Exchange building, Chi-

cago. Mr. Kuhns was formerly purchasing agent of the

llHnois Central.

Roswell P. Cooley, of the Vapor Car Heating Company,
in cliarge of sales in the southwestern region, with otfice at

Chicago, has been appointed Eastern sales manager, with

office at New York City, succeeding George T. Cooke, re-

signed.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company announces the

opening of a branch ollice and service station in Cleveland,

Ohio, on December IS. A complete line of Thor pneumatic
and electric tools and repair parts will be carried in stock at

1103 Citizens building, under the management of Hayden V.

White, who has represented the company in Detroit, Chicago
and Milwaukee districts for some years past.

J. H. Libberton, formerly division engineer, promotion
bureau, Universal Portland Cement Company, Chicago, has

been appointed inspecting engineer and engineer, promotion
bureau, succeeding William M. Kinney. Mr. Libberton has

been with the Universal Portland Cement Company since

August, 1918. Since February, 1917, he has also been secre-

tary-treasurer of the American Concrete Pipe Association.

William I. Thomson, electrical superintendent of the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company, died at his home in

Newark, N. J., December 10 of pneumonia. Mr. Thomson
was prominent in the field of railway car lighting engineer-

ing for many years, and to his efforts are due many important
developments in car lighting electrical apparatus. He was
born in Newark, N. J., June 26, 1876. graduated from Stevens
Institute in class of 1897 and served as chief machinist on
U. S. S. "Badger" during the Spanish-.Vmerican war. He was
instructor in Applied Electricity at Stevens Institute from
1897 to 1900, and after working in the electrical construction

department of the Manhattan Railway Company, New York,

for two years, he went to the Safety Car Heating & Light-
ing Company in 1902.

George Simons has been appointed district sales manager
of the Detroit district of the Edison Storage Battery Com-
pany, Orange, N. J. Mr. Simons succeeds Bertram Smith,
who was recently called to the main office at Orange N. J., in

the capacity of assistant general sales manager. Mr. Simons
has been associated with the Edison Storage Battery Com-
pany for the past three years. He has had valuable experi-
ence in storage battery practice, and was for nine years
associated with the National Battery Company, Buflfalo,

N. Y., and with the United States Light & Heat Corporation.

The War Industries Board, which is to be discontinued on
January 1 has announced the discontinuance before that time
of several of its sections, including the special committee on
plants and munitions of which S. M. Vauclain, vice-president
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, was chairman. The sec-
tion on railway materials, of which Lieut. Col. J. Rogers
Flannery,_ of the Flannery Bolt Company, was chairman,
expected to complete its work this week. J. Leonard Rep-
logle, director of steel supply, is expected to hand in his
resignation within a few days, effective January 1, and to
return to his former duties as president of the American
Vanadium Company.

William M. Kinney, inspecting engineer of the Universal
Portland Cement Company, Chicago, has been appointed
general manager of the Portland Cement .Association, suc-

ceeding H. E. Hilts,

resigned. Mr. Kinney
has been engaged in

cement and concrete
promotion work for

over 11 years, having
occupied for the past
four years the positions
of engineer, promotion
bureau and inspecting

engineer of the Uni-
versal Portland Cement
Company. He was born
in 1885. and is a gradu-
ate of the Lewis Insti-

tute, Chicago. In 1906
he entered the service
of the Willamette Iron

& Steel Works, Port-
land. Ore., as a drafts-

man, and was later em-
ployed by the Universal
Portland Cement Com-

pany in the inspection bureau. From 1908 to 1914 he was
assistant inspecting engineer for the company at Pittsburgh.
Afterward he became inspecting engineer and engineer of
the information bureau of the company. He is vice-chair-

man of the committee on cement of the .American Society
for Testing Materials and is secretary of the committee on
concrete roads and pavements of the American Concrete
Institute. Mr. Kinney was also largely instrumental in es-

tablishing the Structural Materials Research Laboratory at

Lewis Institute, Chicago, under the direction of Professor
D. A. Abrams. and has been since its inception a member of
the advisory committee.

Electro-Dynamic Company
Takes Over Consolidated Co.

The Electro-Dynamic Company, of Bayonne, N. J., which
formerly manufactured the electric car lighting equipment
for the Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment
Company, New York, has bought the entire stock in trade,

assets, good-will, etc., of the latter company, and will con-
tinue to manufacture and sell the "Axle Light" equipment
formerly sold by the Consolidated, together with all repair

parts for the Consolidated Equipment now in service on the

railroads.

The Electro-Dynamic Company is controlled by the Sub-
marine Boat Corporation and is known in the railway field

W. M. Kinney
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W. Hunt

as the manufacturer of the Edco Inter-pole motors for rail-

way shop use, macliine tools and submarines.
A separate department of the Electro-Dynamic Company

has been created, known as the axle light department, to

handle this work. There will be no interruption of the
former Consolidated business.

Reception in Honor of Captain Hunt
Captain Robert Woolston Hunt, for many years a well known

figure in the steel industry and president of Robert W. Hunt &
Co., a bureau of inspection, tests and consuhation, was tendered
a reception in honor of

his eightieth birthday, on

Monday, December 9, at

Mid-Day Club, Chicago.

Fully 500 friends, asso-

ciates, and business ac-

quaintances attended. On
Monday evening mem-
bers of his staff and in-

timate associates, joined

Captain Hunt in a din-

ner at the Blackstone

Hotel. This was the oc-

casion for the presenta-

tion of a memorial by

the Board of Direction

of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engi-

neers, congratulating him
"upon his notable
achievement as a pio-

neer in the manufacture

of iron and steel and his

long and admirable service both as a practical director and as a

wise critic and counselor in that art." This was done in illu-

minated lettering on parchment and bound in heavy morocco.

The Western Society of Engineers in its meeting held the same

evening, also passed resolutions of congratulations.

Capt. Hunt was born December 9, 1838, in Fallsington, Buck

county. Pa. He spent several years learning the practical side

of iron making in the rolling mills of John Burnish & Co., Potts-

ville, Pa., and later took a course in analytical chemistry in the

laboratory of Booth, Garrett & Blair, upon the completion of

which he entered the employ of the Cambria Iron Company,

Johnstown, Pa., where on August 1, 1860, he established the first

laboratory in America as a direct part of an iron or steel or-

ganization.

In the fall of 1861 he entered the U. S. military service, in com-

mand of Camp Curtin, Harrisburg, Pa., where he served as

mustering officer for the state of Pennsylvania, with the rank

of captain, and in 1864 was mustered into the United States

service as a sergeant. Upon being mustered out of service he

was employed in the experimental Bessemer works of the Cam-
bria Iron Company, at Wyandotte, Mich., being placed in charge

of those works in July, 1865, and so continued until May, 1866,

when the Cambria Iron Company called him back to Johnstown

to take charge of their steel business. While there engaged he

had charge of the rolling of first steel rails made in America on

a commercial order.

Later he assisted George Fritz, Cambria's cliief engineer, in

designing and building its Bessemer works, and assumed charge

of it on its completion July 10, 1871. On September 1, 1873, he

became superintendent of the Bessemer works of John A. Gris-

wold & Co., Troy, N. Y., and in March, 1875, general superin-

tendent of the Albany & Rensselaer Iron & Steel Company. Mr.

Hunt has taken out several letters patent on steel and iron metal-

lurgical processes and machinery, both individually and in con-

iunction with others. He put in the first automatic rail mill tables.

In April, 1888, he established the bureau of inspection, tests and

consultation of Robert \V. Hunt & Co., in Chicago.

Mr. Hunt was president of the .American Institute of Mining

Engineers in 1883. and again in 1906, president of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1890, of the Western So-

ciety of Engineers in 1893, and of the American Society for Test-

ingMaterials in 1912. He was awarded the John Fritz medal

in 1912 "for his contributions to the early development of the

Bessemer process."

iniiiiifiiiiiiliiliiriliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiimiiHiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiti

Rail^vay Financial News

Boston & Maine.—The first board of directors of the reorganized
Boston & Maine to hold office until the first annual meeting
will consist of H. Leroy .Austin, Xorman L. Bassett, Charles
W. Bosworth, Frank P. Carpenter, Samuel Carr, Charles
Sumner Cook, Henry B. Day, James L. Doherty, Frederic C.

Dumaine, Charles P. Hall, Woodward Hudson, James M.
Prendcrgast, John G. Sargent, Leslie P. Snow, James Duncan
Upham, George H. Warren.

President Hudson has issued a circular calling the stock-
holders of the Boston & Maine and of the principal leased
lines to meet to vote on the new consolidation plan, which has
been unanimously recommended by the directors.

The $38,817,900 of first preferred stock to be exchanged for

leased line stocks will be known as Class A, B, C, D and E
stock, as follows

:

Class of stock
Rate of div. to Rate of div.
January 1, '24 after January 1,

The first dividend will be paid July 1, 1919, for the preceding
six months. If the $12,000,000 par of first preferred stock is

issued to retire bonds it will be known as Gass F first pre-

ferred.

Chicago & North Western.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co. on Wednesday
offered an issue of $10,500,000 general mortgage 5 per cent gold
bonds, due November 1, 1987, and it was heavily oversub-
scribed. The issue was sold at par under the general mortgage
executed in 1897, authorizing from time to time the issuance

of bonds not to exceed $165,000,000 face value.

National Railways of Mexico.—The following members have
been elected to the board of directors in Mexico : Frederick
.Adams, Carlos Basave y del Castile N., Victor L. Blanco, Jose
V. Burgos, Luis Cabrera, Fernando Gonzalez Rec, Elias S. -A.

(le Lima, Mario Mendez, Rafael Nieto, Francisco Puga, Julian

Ramirez Martinez and Ignacio Rodriguez. The following were
elected to the New York local board : Henry Bruere, Alfredo

Caturegi, Ramon P. Denegri, J. J. Hanauer, J. Hirschman,
Jesus Martinez, Juan B. Rojo, W. T. Rosen and H. H.
Wehrlane.

Norfolk & Western.—This company is offering holders of its

preferred and common stock the privilege of subscribing

at par to ten-year 6 per cent convertible gold bonds to the

extent of 12J4 per cent of their respective holdings as of

December 18. If all of the stockholders exercise their

rights to subscribe, the total of the new issue of con-
vertibles will approximate $18,000,000. The bonds will be

dated September 1, 1919. and will mature September 1,

1929, and will be convertible into common stock at par
during their life. The subscription prices will be payable
according to the announcement, 40 per cent on or before

January 25, 1919, 30 per cent between May 1 and May 7

and 30 per cent between September 1 and September 6,

1919.

Pennsylvania.—The stockholders have ratified the federal com-

pensation contract, covering the Pennsylvania Railroad

and the lines operated by it east of Pittsburgh. The com-
pensation named in the contract is $53,603,427.58 per year.

President Rea announced that it is sufficient to pay all

fixed charges and continue the 6 per cent dividend. Sepa-
rate contracts are being negotiated for the lines west and
for those eastern subsidiaries which are owned only in

part by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

S.vlina Northern.—This road, operating 81 miles of line

between Salina. Kansas, and Osborne, was taken over by
the Union Pacific on November 27. The Salina Northern
has been in the hands of receivers since July 27, 1917.

Union P.^cific.—See Salina Northern.
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Railway Officers

Railroad Administration

Central

G. W. Kirtley has resigned as assistant in the traffic depart-
ment of tlie Railroad Administration to become connected
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Theodore H. Price has resigned as actuary of the Railroad
Administration and as chairman of the advisory committee
of the Fire Loss and Protection Section, effective on Janu-
ary 1.

Regional

E. A. ClifFord, assistant general purchasing agent of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed assistant

to the Regional Purchasing committee for the Central West-
ern region, with headquarters at Chicago.

Federal and General Managers

E. H. Coapman, federal manager of the Southern Railroad
and associated lines, with headquarters at Washington, D. C,
lias been appointed federal manager also of the Georgia South-
ern & Florida, the Hawkinsville & Florida Southern, and the

St. Johns River Terminal.

Operating

R. B. Freemem, car foreman of the Seaboard Air Line, with
office at Monroe, N. C, has been appointed general car fore-

man, with office at Hamlet, N. C.

E. C. Tomlinson, car accountant on the Southern and asso-

ciated lines, has had his authority extended over the Georgia,
Southern & Florida; the Hawkinsville & Florida Southern,
and the St. Johns River Terminal, with headquarters at

Washington, D. C.

A. E. McVicker, trainmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio.
Eastern Lines, has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Connellsville division, with headquarters at Connells-
ville. Pa., vice C. M. Stone, assigned to other duties, and T. J.

Ward has been appointed trainmaster of the Connellsville

division, with headquarters at Connellsville, vice Mr. Mc-
Vicker.

The jurisdiction of F. E. Bentley. superintendent of tele-

graph of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis,

has been extended over the following lines: The Alton &
Southern; the Litchfield & Madison; the East St. Louis
National Stock Yards; the St. Louis National Stock Yards,

and the St. Louis, Troy & Eastern, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo.

The jurisdiction of E. A. Chenery, superintendent of tele-

graph on the Missouri Pacific, witli headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., has been extended over the St. Louis Southwestern; the

Louisiana & Arkansas; the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf; the

Arkansas Central; the Natchez & Southern; the Natchez &
Louisiana Railroad Transfer; the Coal Belt Electric, and the

Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

F. M. Hickman, acting federal treasurer of the Missouri

Pacific, has been appointed federal treasurer, with office at

St. Louis.

C. L. Mayne has been appointed acting federal treasurer

of the Arkansas Central, with office at Ft. Smith, .Ark.,

effective December 1.

The authority of the following officers of the Southern
Railroad and associated lines has been extended over the

Georgia, Southern & Florida, the Hawkinsville & Florida

Southern, and the St. Johns River Terminal: G. R. Loyall,

assistant federal manager; A. H. Plant, federal auditor; E. F.
Parham, federal treasurer; S. R. Prince, general solicitor;

G. W. Taylor, staff officer, transportation; J. Hainen, staflf

officer, mechanical; F. W. Brown, staflf officer, headquarters:
H. H. Laughton, staff officer, materials and supplies; W. H.
Gatchell, staflf officer, loss and damage prevention; E. H.
Shaw, traffic manager; W. H. Wells, consulting engineer
construction; E. M. Durham, Jr., chief engineer construction;
R. B. Pegram, general purchasing agent; Alex. Grant, mail
traffic manager; W. M. Netherland, manager, dining cars;
all with headquarters at Washington, D. C, and Horace
Baker, general manager, lines west, with headquarters at

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Traffic

A. C. Irons, assistant general passenger agent of the Chi-
cago Great Western, has been promoted to general passenger
agent, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding A. L. Craig,

resigned.

Hugh I. Scofield, general agent of the Denver & Rio
Grande and the Western Pacific at Detroit, Mich., until last

April, has been appointed general agent of the Chicago, North
Shore & Milwaukee, with headquarters at Chicago, effective

December S.

A. L. Craig, general passenger agent of the Chicago Great
Western, with office at Chicago, has been appointed general
passenger agent of the Union Pacific, with office at Omaha,
in place of W. S. Basinger, who was appointed assistant to

director of traffic. Railroad Administration, at Washington,
D. C.

R. L. Russell, assistant freight traffic manager of the

Central of New Jersey, and the Philadelphia & Reading, with
office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed freight traffic

manager of the Philadelphia & Reading; the Central Railroad
of New Jersey; the New York & Long Branch; the Atlantic

City Railroad; the Port Reading Railroad; the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad New York Terminals; the Baltimore & New
York; the Staten Island Rapid Transit, and the Staten Island

Railroad, vice J. F. Auch, resi.Lrncd.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Erik W. Lostrom has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Northern Pacific, with office at Duluth, Minn.,

vice Charles Emerson, promoted.

C. N. Balnbridge, assistant engineer on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, has been appointed engineer of design,

with headquarters at Chicago, to succeed H. C. Lothholz,

resigned.

Walt Dennis, formerly principal assistant engineer of the

Wabash, has been appointed division engineer of the western

division, with office at Moberly, Mo., vice W. W. Greenland,

who has been appointed superintendent at Moberly.

R. D. Quickel, having been released from military service,

has been re-appointed fuel agent of the Southern Railroad

lines and associated railroads, lines west, with headquarters

at Cincinnati, Ohio, vice N. C. KiefFer, assigned to other

duties.

G. W. Seidel, superintendent of motive power and rolling

stock of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the Chicago & .Mton and

the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, with office at Bloomington.

Til., succeeding J. E. Oheame, resigned.

Purchasing

J. M. Hannaford, federal manager, announces that the pur-

chasing and stores department of the Northern Pacific, the

Minnesota & International, the Big Fork & International

Falls and the Camas Prairie will be in charge of F. G. Prest,

purchasing agent, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., who
will appoint a general storekeeper and other necessary

assistants reporting to him direct.
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Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

George B. Elliott, general counsel of the Atlantic Coast

Line, has been appointed also vice-president, with oiTice at

Wilmington, N. C., and Homer G. Day has been appointed

assistant to chairman, with office at New- York.

J. Welch, Federal auditor of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

I'aul, has been appointed controller of the corporation, with

headquarters at Chicago, succeeding L. J. Tracy, resigned

to go with the United States Railroad Administration at

Washington.

Carlos A. Hayes, who has been appointed vice-president

in charge of traffic with jurisdiction over all lines of the

Canadian Northern Railway System, and the Canadian Gov-

ernment Railways, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., as has

already been announced in these columns, was born on

March 10, 1865, at West Springfield, Mass. He began rail-

way work in April, 1882, and held various positions in clerical

capacity in the accounting and general freight departments

of the Boston & Maine, at Springfield and at Boston, Mass.,

until November, 1890. He was then to June, 1892, general

freight and passenger agent of the Central New England &
Western, at Poughkeepsie, and from June to October, 1892,

served as division freight agent of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing, at Hartford, Conn. In October, 1892, he entered the

service of the Grand Trunk as New England agent, at Bos-

ton, of its National Despatch Fast Freight Line, in 1896,

becoming manager of the same line, with office at Boston,

which was later removed to BuflEalo. On May 1, 1903, he

was appointed assistant general freight agent of the Grand

Trunk, at Chicago. In May. 1908, he was promoted to gen-

eral freight agent at Montreal, and in September, 1911, was

appointed freight traffic manager. In July, 1913, he was

appointed general traffic manager of the Canadian Govern-

ment Railways, at Moncton, N. B., and in June, 1917, became

general manager of the Canadian Government Railways,

Eastern lines, at Moncton, N. B., which position he held until

liis appointment on November 21, 1918, as vice-president in

charge of traffic of the Canadian Northern Railway System

and the Canadian Government Railways, as above noted.

Operating

L. B. H. Clarke has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at McAdam,

N. B.

W. A. Kingsland, general superintendent of the Quebec

Lines of the Canadian Northern, has been appointed assistant

general manager of the Canadian Northern, Hues east of

Port .Arthur, and the Canadian Government Railways east

of O'Brien, with office at Montreal, Que.

Obituary

M. A. Ramsey, superintendent of the Macon and Chatta-

nooga division of the Central of Georgia, with headquarters

at Macon, Ga., died on December 1, at his home in Macon,

at the age of 43.

Edwin M. Marquis, assistant traffic manager of the Carne-

gie Steel Company, died at his home at Haysville, Pa., on

December 9. Mr. Marquis was a native of Beaver County,

Pa., and began his career as telegraph operator on the Penn-

sylvania Lines West. He subsequently served in the division

freight office of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, at Pittsburgh, and then as assistant general freight

agent' of the Ohio River Railroad at Parkersburg, W. Va..

until October, 1901, when he entered the service of the

Carnegie Steel Company, in the traffic department.

William W. Pagan, formerly, from April. 1887, to July.

1895, general superintendent of the Kansas City, Ft. Scott &
Memphis and the Kansas City, Chnton & Springfield, died

on November 28, at Olathe. Kan., aged 78 years. At the time

of Mr. Pagan's retirement from active railway work in 1895

he had been in continuous service for 40 years, and from

November, 1869, to April, 1887, was successively assistant

superintendent in charge of maintenance of way and con-

struction on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; general

superintendent of the Kansas Midland, and division superin-

tendent of the Hannibal & St. Joseph, the Union Pacific and

the -Missouri Pacific.

J. Paul Stevens, general manager of the Chesapeake &
( Jliio, with headquarters at Richmond, Ya., died of pneu-

monia on December 9, in his home at Fort Mitchell, near

Covington, Ky. Mr.

Stevens was born on
December 28, 1885, at

Peru, Ind., and was
educated in the com-
mon schools. He be-

gan railway work in

March, 1900. and served

consecutively as chief

fr J despatcher's clerk, copy

^% operator and despatcher

r on the Chesapeake &
^*^,^ Ohio, at Hinlon, VV. Va.

^%, In January, 1904, he

^^^^f / was appointed chief

4^^^^^g / despatcher on the Cin-

ilf^jKm * cinnati division at Cov-
'i

jf ington, Ky.. and from
»' February, 1907, to the

following January, was
assistant superintend-

j P Stevens ent of the same division.

In May, 1910, he was
appointed general

superintendent of the Kentucky general division, with head-

quarters at Covington. He subsequently served also as

general superintendent of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
of Indiana, and at the time of his death was general

manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio as above noted.

Thomas J. Foley, general manager of the Illinois Central,

died at the Illinois Central Hospital in Chicago on Decem-
lier 9, aged 52 years. He was born at Convoy, Ohio, on

.\ugust 26, 1866, and
began railway work on
December 20, 1878, as a

telegraph operator on
the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh.

jf^ sflfZ d He was afterwards con-
w '^ ^^ 7 secutively agent, train

*^ * despatcher at Ft.

Wayne. Ind, chief de-

spatcher.assistant train-

master and transporta-

tion inspector of the

Pennsylvania Lines. On
June 1. 1901, he became
assistant general man-
ager of the Baltimore
& Ohio, at Baltimore,

Md.; he was made sup-

erintendent of the Chi-

cago division in 1903.

and the following year

was promoted to gen-

eral superintendent of the Wheeling system. In 1906, he
went to the Union Pacific as special inspector in the trans-

portation department, and subsequently was successively

yardmaster and chief train despatcher at Cheyenne. W'yo..

superintendent of terminals at Omaha, Neb., and assistant

superintendent of tlie Nebraska division. Mr. Foley resigned

the latter position to become assistant to the vice-president

of the Illinois Central, and two months later he was made
assistant general manager of that road, the Yazoo & Missis-

sippi Valley and the Indianapolis Southern, being promoted
to general manager in November. 1912. On .\ugust 1, 1917,

he was elected vice-president, in charge of operation, of the

Illinois Central, -which position he held until August last,

when he was appointed general manager.

T. J. Foley
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''Peace, peace to him that

is far off, and to him
that is near"

Bethlehem, in Front of the Church of the Nativity.

NK year ago \\c said, on this same page, "To America has

fallen the lot of striking the linal blow which shall crush tha-t

[Awful Thing with its venomous sack and thirst for blood and
rape. May God grant to us that certainty of aim and strength of arm
so that on the next anniversary of the birth of our Saviour we mav
sliout with a full licart, 'Peace, peace to him that is far oft, and to

him tliat is near.'
"

The aiuiiversary has arrived. Tlie 'J'liing litis been crushed. And
w itli full heart do we shout, "Peace, peace to liim that is far off, and
t(j him tliat is near!"

I
f

"Only take heed to thyself, and keep thy soul diligentlv, lest thou

forget the things which thine eyes have seen and lest they depart
from thy heart all the days of thy life: but teach them thy sons and
thy sons' sons.''

y^^'-' '^^^'^:



Important for Subscribers

In the interest of the conservation of paper, the Railway

Age will print at the end of the present volume only a suffi-

cient number of indexes to meet direct requests from Us

subscribers. Those desiring indexes should, therefore,

immediately advise the New York office, 2201 Woolworth

Building, New York.

There is no more interesting or spectacular play in football

than a successful forward pass. The conditions are such

however, that it is exceedingly difficult

McAdoo in to carry off a play of this kind success-

Terms of fully; often the ball is blocked and

T7r^«thp11 sometimes the opposing side is able to
rootDau

^^^^^ .^ ^_^.^jy ^^^ jj^^j^g ,^jg g^^jns.

Ordinarily, therefore, a forward pass is attempted only oc-

casionally in the early part of the game and when condi-

tions are regarded as specially favorable. On the other hand,

if one side is beaten, it will often take long chances near the

end of the last quarter and will repeatedly try to use the

forward pass as a forlorn and desperate hope. Was not

Mr McAdoo, in suggesting that government control be con-

tinued for f\ve years from the first of next January, making

one last desperate effort to try to put something over? For-

tunately, Congress, with the hearty backing of public opinion,

promises to block this little play.

Now that the days of federal control of the railroads are

numbered, the question is being asked on many sides as to

what will become of the standard loco-

What of motives. These locomotives are not

the Standard meeting with favor on a number of the

T ornmntives? roads, where they promise to become a
Locomotives. ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^p^^j^^l^

suited for the conditions under which it is necessary to

operate them. It has been suggested that possibly the larger

proportion of them will find their way into Uie hands of the

second-hand dealers in the near future, which will in turn

sell them to the smaller roads Uiat need only a very few

locomotives and which ordinarily operate their power well

within its capacity, or which are not specially concerned with

their operating efficiency because of the limited amount of

traffic handled. On the other hand, possibly some few of

the roads which find that some of the types of the standard

locomotives are specially adapted to their peculiar conditions

will take them off the hands of other roads that cannot use

them to such good advantage. It has been suggested that

some roads can even afford to pay a bonys in order to get rid

of the standard locomotives and secure types better suited to

their special conditions. One party facetiously suggests that

it might be a splendid idea to melt the whole mess of standard

locomotives into a big casting and erect it as a monument in

some central location in Washington, suitably ascribed to

the handful of men who, in spite of the warnings they re-

ceived, went ahead and attempted to foist their hobby upon

the American railroads. Such a warning might come in

useful for future generations.

It is fortunate indeed that the United States Department of

Agriculture has made such thorough studies of the transpor-

tation of perishables in refrigerator

Safe cars and that its data has been avail-

Transportation able in designing the standard refrig-

of Perishables erator cars and in planning for the re-

building of many of the refrigerator

cars now in service. The address by M. E. Pennington of

the food research laborator>- of the Department of Agriculture,

before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, \yhich

is printed elsewhere in this issue, is of more than ordinary

interest because of the light that it throws upon the develop-

ment of satisfactory designs for refrigerator cars. Equally

important, however, is the necessity of taking radical steps

to prevent perishables from freezing in winter. Great quan-

tities of fruit and vegetables are lost in this way each year,

and determined steps should be taken looking toward the

application of a suitable t)'pe of heater apparatus to the box

cars in which such perishables are transported. It is hardly

sufficient to say that shipments of this kind must not be made

when a cold wave tlireatens or when the weather is unsatis-

factory. The rapidity with which the cold waves come on in

different parts of the country, the inaccuracy of weather pre-

dictions, and the fact that it is impossible to state definitely

just how long it will require to move a car between two

points, make it necessary to adopt much more effective meas-

ures and precautions.

The way of the inland waterway advocates in recent years

has been hard. Nevertheless they have never given up hope.

They have conducted an extensive

You Scratch My propaganda. They have sent delega-

Back and tion after delegation to Congress. They

I'll Scratch Yours have secured appropriations aggregat-

ing millions of dollars to deepen and

maintain channels for traffic which does not exist. In spite

of these efforts the streams are still practically devoid of

business. The assumption of railway management by the

government gave tliese enthusiasts a ne\y hope. They at

once concentrated their energies on the Railroad Administra-

tion in an endeavor to secure its assistance in placing water-

way transportation on its feet, since it had shown its inability

to compete successfully with the railways in the past. They

secured the creation of the Division of Inland and Coastwise

Waterways and the authorization of considerable expenditures

for barges and other floating equipment. Now that the end

of Federal control appears to be in sight, there is evident

consternation in the camps of the Railroad Administration

and the waterway advocates alike. The St. Louis Chamber

of Commerce, the St. Louis Merchants' Exchange, Governor

Lowden of Illinois, and others have appealed to the director

"eneral for assurances that the waterway plans will not be

abandoned. In replv the director general has stated that

tlie^e projects will not be dropped and he in return asks

that support be given his proposal for tiie five-year extension

of government control. In his letter to Governor Lowden he

said tliat, "It is proper that I should call your attention

to the fact, however, that unless Congress should extend the

period of federal control so that a reasonable opportunity

mix- be afforded for a fair test of the value of unified railroad

1091
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/jperation along with co-ordinated inland waterways opera-
.tion, the ex|XTiment on the Mississippi river may not hold out
promise. I doubt if the Mississippi river operation can pro-
.duce satisfactory results if the railroads should be turned
back soon to private control. The old methods of competition
will be revived and it is probable that the waterways e.\peri-
xnent may not be able to survive."

The decreasing activity in construction work common to this

season of the year together with the industrial disturbance

_
naturally following the signing of the

Opportunity armistice has produced a marked de-
for crease in the demand for men, in

Reorganization some cases actually producing a no-
ticeable surplus as, for instance,

.among engineers on construction work. The change will be
a welcome one to the engineering executives who have had
.to struggle with more or less incompetent assistants in the
subordinate positions. As long as a year ago, one chief
.engineer stated that he did not have a single man below the
grade of division engineer who was qualilied for promotion.
Recently an instrumentman with several months' experience
-on grading work was asked if the contractor had a "standard-
gage outfit" and from the blank stare which he returned it

was clear that the term was entirely new to him. He also
was unable to answer any questions not of direct applica-
tion to the setting of center or grade stakes. While the atti-

tude of railway managements toward engineers in the past
may be the underlying cause of this condition, the situation

:has been influenced more recently by the inability of the rail-

roads to compete with outside industries in the rates of pay
for these men, notwithstanding the fact that the Railroad
Administration has given material advances to all classes

.of employees. This situation has now been temporarily re-

lieved and there will be an opportunity for the railroads to

improve the personnel of their engineering staffs. With the
.opening of work in the spring, and promise of extensive
highway construction as well as building work, there will be
a return, at least in part, of the severe competition for men
of technical training experienced during the past two years.

Present conditions, therefore, offer a splendid opportunity
ito strengthen and improve the organizations.

Blocking Foreign Trade

CONSIDERABLY more than a year ago the Railway Age
looked forward to the time when peace would finally be

declared and the American business men would be able to

take advantage of the opportunity to develop export trade.

Ever since that time we have searched for all the information
ithat we could find that would be helpful to the railway supply
interests in developing foreign markets, and have published
a large number of articles, many of which were specially writ-
ten for us by exjierts with the needs of the railway supply in-

.dustry in mind. We felt that the nation had learned a lesson
in preparedness, and we joined with otlier business papers in
trying to awaken a widesjiread interest in the export business
which would insure future prosperity to the countr)\ In spite
of the fact that our allies have had to exhaust their resources
and have had to bear the brunt of the conflict they have real-
ized the necessity for preparedness in this direction and have
jplanned thoroughly and comprehensively for the development
.of tlieir export business at the close of the war. This country
was in a most fortunate position to make similar investiga-
tions and plans, but what has been done?
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has been

doing some good work in the way of investigating the possi-
bilities of foreign trade and has paid particular attention
(to railway supplies. Through Frank Rhea's report on Aus-

tralia, which was reviewed in the Railway Age some months
ago, and through another report of his, which is now in the
government printing office, on the market for railway sup-
plies and materials in China and Japan, there is shown the
big opportunities that lie before American railway supply
companies in Australia and the Far East. Only this last
week the Bureau published a very detailed report on invest-
ments in Latin America, in which it emphasized the necessity
for American investments in South American railroads and
other industries, because of the fact that it thereby assured
a market to America for its products in these industries. It is

also about to send to South America an investigator to look
into the market for machine tools. Readers of the Railway
Age are already familiar with the reports on the railways of
jMexico and Brazil which have recently been issued by the
Latin American division of the Bureau.

It is unfortunate that the Department of Commerce has at
its head a man like Secretar)- Redfield, who seems to be trjing
to undo all of its good work by decning that this is no time
for America to exploit its foreign markets while England and
France have )et to be put on tlieir feet. England and France
are good friends of ours, but we doubt if even their most
reasonable business men want us to hand them the foreign
markets of the entire world without any competition whatso-

Unity I
No^\- IS THE TIME for railroad executives to take stock;

it is a time for searching of hearts. >ngress looks to
the railroad men for constructive suggesti s as to the work-
ing out of a plan for remedial railroad gislation. In the
formation of a plan each man should i.learly differentiate

to himself between those factors which are the products of
his duty to his security holders, his preconceived personal
predilections, and the financial condition of his own
road; and those factors in the plan which from years
of study of, and experience with, railroad problems he knows
to be essential to any sound plan or reorganization. On the
first set of factors, unity of opinion is not necessarj- nor even
necessarily desirable; on the second set of factors, unity of
opinion and action are absolutely essential.

During five days of last week the Standing Committee of
the Railway Executives (this is the new name of the Rail-
way E.xecutives' Advisory Committee, which is composed of
25 members) discussed every phase of the present railroad
problem, and tentative plans and suggestions were drawn up.
Another meeting of this committee is to be held on Friday of
this week in New York. The standing committee will report
at a meeting of the railway executives to be held in January
in Chicago.

If the railroad executives were to agree upon a comprehen-
sive and detailed plan to present to Congress which would
include all or a large part of the individual axes that each
company has to grind, it would in all likelihood meet with
insurmountable opposition on the part of Congress and
would also arouse only suspicion and distrust on the part
of the general public.

The public, both as shippers and travelers and as taxpay-
ers, has a paramount interest in the railroad problem. Labor
has its own axe to grind, as have also the holders of railroad
securities. A detailed inflexible, theoretical plan worked
out by a group of any of the various interests involved and
presented for acceptance or rejection would be an unwar-
ranted assumption of authority.
Take the most important of the interests involved—the

public. It is the duty of Congress to interpret the desires
of tlieir constituents. While there mav be a comparatively
few men in Congress who are familiar enough with railroad
management and railroad finance to work out any detailed
plan of reconstruction for the railroads, nevertheless Con-
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gress should, by right, be a party to the formation of any

plan. It would be entirely wrong to present to Congress a

cut-and-dried plan for "rejection or approval only." Therein

lies the insult which William G. McAdoo, director-general

of railroads, laid upon Congress in his ultimatum, issued in

connection with his reciuest to have tiie roads retained under

government operation for five years more.

As regards labor, one of the lessons that the war has taught

England, and, to a lesser extent, the United States, is that a

state of continuous strife between labor and capital is a

ruinously wasteful economic condition for which there is no
real necessity. Co-operation between labor and capital, if it

is to be co-operation, and not a mere jockeying for position,

must be based on mutual consultation and agreement, based

upon reason and not upon superior force. This involves

labor's participation in the discussion and working out of a

plan of reorganization of the railroads and precludes the

adoption of a detailed plan by railroad executives.

Security owners and officers of savings banks and insur-

ance companies have their own organization which has

discussed at length the railroad problem. Simple justice, as

well as expediency, would suggest that this organization have

a voice in the formation of a reconstruction plan for the

railroads.

Mr. McAdoo holds over the head of Congress directly and
over the head of labor, the security holders and the rail-

road executives indirectly the threat of immediately returning

the roads to their owners. This may be a bluff pure and
simple, which if it does not prove successful in frightening

Congress i giving the roads up to government operation

for five yea. > would never be carried out. On the other

hand, it may.Ibe a forlorn hope indicative of the state of

mind of the aayocates of government ownership—despite Mr.
McAdoo's evasion of the direct espousal of the government

ownership cause, because no one, unless it be Mr. McAdoo
himself, can be deceived as to what the adoption now of his

five-year proposal would mean in the long run. Mr. McAdoo
may quite possibly stand ready to carry out his threat if it

is not successful in frightening Congress.

Does this necessarily mean that .some one of the various in-

terests vitally affected must as a matter of public safety work
out a self-contained automatic and inflexibly complete

scheme for the railroads' reorganization at once? If it did,

the burden would lie on the railroad executives. Unques-
tionably the financial difficulties involved in an immediate
return of the railroads to their owners would be great; but,

in our opinion, they would not be great enough to constitute

a crisis wherein action on the part of the executives would
be immediately imperative. The bankers would have to step

into the breach. Some roads could take care of their own im-
mediate financial situation; others, and possibly the majority
could not; tliey would need the temporary extension of bank-
ers' credit. It is the bounden duty of bankers to extend this

necessary credit. It is all well enough for some complacent
gentlemen to sit back and criticise the government for having
taken the roads in the first place, and argue that the respon-
sibility was lifted from their shoulders by the President's

proclamation, and that the government and the Administra-
tion, by taking the roads, assumed a responsibility which
they cannot now fairly relinquish. Fairly or unfairly, if the
roads arc immediately dropped by the government a respon-
sibility falls on the shoulders of the bankers who in the past
have profited through tlie sale of railroad securities. If they
lay down under this responsibility or use the occasion to
drive a hard bargain with the railroads, it will be to their
lasting di.scredit; but it seems safe to assume that the bank-
ers will fully live up to their responsibilities, and, if they do,
the McAdoo threat has all the edge and point taken off of it.'

If the railroad executives are a unity in drawing up cer-
tain general suggestions for discussion by Congress, labor
and representatives of the security owners, anil if in this dis-

cussion unity of purpose can be maintained, a sudden re-

linquishment of the roads by Mr. McAdoo would not be a
disaster, however unfair a political trick it might be.

The Next Step

So EMPHATICALLY has the public expressed itself in
relation to Director General McAdoo's proposal to extend

the period of federal control over the railways for five years
that there is very little likelihood that Congress will give it

serious consideration. This means one of two things; either
that the railroads will be turned back to their owners in the
immediate future or that the President and Director General
McAdoo will be placed in the unfortunate position of having
to admit that they were taking a long chance in trying to
force the hand of Congress, and indirectly commit it to the
government ownership of the railroads—for the five-year
proposal would mean nothing less than this.

If the I'resident and the director general were in earnest,
then it becomes necessary for Congress and the railway
executives to prepare for the immediate return of the roads.
No one questions the fact that it will not be practicable for
the railroads to continue to operate for any length of time
under the conditions that existed prior to their being taken
over by the government. Neither will it be possible for the
present Congress to provide the legislation that will be needed
for the final and complete solution of the railroad problem.
It would seem, therefore, that the logical course to pursue
would be to relieve the roads as quickly as possible, when
they are turned back to their owners, of some of the most
serious restrictions to which they were subjected before they
were taken over by the government. Matters of less pressing
nature could then be followed up at a later period and the
problem would be solved and the conditions corrected by
stages, which after all might not be a bad course to follow.
Under these circumstances, what changes will it be most

necessary to make in order to give the raUroads a fair deal?
Is there any belter course to follow than to examine into the
measures which were taken to relieve the railroads of their
various handicaps when they passed from private ownership
into government control?

The financial condition of many of the properties was
most serious during the latter months of private operation;
the government \)y assuming responsibility for the operation
of the roads and lending financial support to the corpora-
tions was able to relieve this situation. Director General
Mc.\doo promptly raised the rates, but wage increases and
other increased costs of operation have offset this and some
of the railroads have had to draw prettv heavilv upon the
revolving fund of $500,000,000. It will,'therefore. be neces-
sary for Congress to see, for the time being at least, that the
present rates are maintained or that the government in some
wa\- guarantees the net returns. It will be necessary also
to allow the roads easy terms on which to repay their indebt-
edness to the government. If a broad-minded policy is

adopted, the confidence of the investors will be restored and
tiie bankers, whose support is so necessary, will be more apt
to extend the assistance mentioned in the editorial on
"Unity" in this issue.

Director General McAdoo admits that it is necessary to
relieve the railroads of the hampering and conflicting restric-
tions placed upon them by combined state and federal regu-
lation. Congress should, tlierefore, relieve this situation by
providing for federal incorporation of the railroads, thus
making them responsible to one central federal bodv and at
the same time insuring that the issuance of new securities
will be carefully scrutinized, thus furnishing a certain
amount of protection to the investors.

One of the most difficult problems with which the railroad
managements have had to contend has been that relating to
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labor. For the present, might it not be well to consider that

the present working conditions and wages are satisfactory,

and should be maintained except for certain minor differ-

ences that are now in the cour.se of inve.stigation by the

boards of adjustment? The one class of men who as a

group have not been adequately compensated and who should

receive immediate consideration are the minor supervising

officials. They are not organized, and the railroads should

see that these men who are vital to their interests should he

encouraged to put forth renewed efforts. It would seem that

without any special attention on the part of Congress, the

railroad e.xecutives and the labor leaders could come to an

agreement concerning the continuance of the present condi-

tions which would be satisfactory to both sides. Manifestly

it is going to be impossible to .serve the public acceptably if

these two interests do not get together on a sound basis and

show a disposition to give each other a square deal.

If the railroad executives do as they ought to do and as

there are indications that they will do, and extend the hand

of comradeship to labor, American labor will have an oppor-

tunity for constructive work which has never been offered

labor men before in peace times in any country. If, in ac-

cepting an offer of consultation and co-operation in working

out this railroad problem, labor leaders were to show the

broad statesmanlike qualities that Samuel Gompers has

shown in his co-operation with the Administration in war

work, the benefits both to labor and to the public will be in-

calculably great. It is the o]i[)ortunity of a lifetime for some

labor man.
There are other advance steps that must be taken, Imt

which might well be po.stponed (so far as action by Con-

gress is concerned) to give the railroad managers an oppor-

tunity of trying to work them out on a practical basis before

passing such legislation as may be necessary to insure these

methods being continued and more generally applied. While

it is true that many of these things are prevented by the appli-

cation of the Sherman law, it would seem that this act could

be set aside in so far as it applies to the railroads, in those

respects which prevent the joint use of terminals, the pooling

of freight car equipment, and other features of unitied opera-

tion, which are desirable and will not stand in the way of

such competition as may be desirable in the interests of giv-

ing the best possible service to the shippers.

Finally, there is a class of legislation that has been pro-

posed, the practicable results of which are questionable in

the minds of many people and which it might be well to

postpone for some considerable time, with the idea of mak-

ing extended studies and experiments. This might include

features of which, although they may be deemed necessary

and advisable from certain standpoints, are more or less the-

oretical or idealistic, and will reciuire such radical changes

that it will be wise to defer them until some of the factors

aljove-mentioned may be worked out to a satisfactory conclu-

sion.

The newspapers generally are lamenting the fact that the

railroad problem is in the hands of politicians and that it

will be solved on the basis of political expediency. While

to a certain extent this may he true, in a larger way it must

i)e recognized that a new era has dawned and that the busi-

ness, men throughout the land have indicated in no uncertain

way that they propose to have this question settled on good

sound business principles. This is shown by the resolutions

that have been passed by various commercial organizations

and particularly by the action that was taken at the Recon-

struction Conference at Atlantic City two weeks ago, which

was held under the auspices of the Chami)er of Commerce of

the United States. The railroad committee of the Chamber

of Commerce of the United States is making a very thorough

investigation of the transjiortation problem and proposes to

Ijring the facts which are developed by tliis investigation be-

fore its entire constituency, which includes business men

throughout the land.

It must not be forgotten also that the business papers
wliich have done remarkable work in helping the government
and the industries during the war and which have taken a
larger place in American industry' and Ijusiness than they

ever before thought of occupying, will douljtless see that this

question and other questions affecting business are consid-

ered from the standpoint of economics rather than politics.

It was the business papers that were largely responsible for

the final passing of the Webb bill and it is a significant fact

that the editors of these papers are watching the develop-

ments in the transportation situation ver}- closely. The new.s-

pajjers of the country are also following developments criti-

cally. All the.se factors combined should insure the most
careful and unselfish attention on the part of Congress.

Why Not Order New Equipment?
//QUESTION.) Do the railroads need new locomotives?

vV^ (Answer.) Yes, surely. The statement has been

made in some quarters that the present power has handled
the heaviest traffic that the railroads of this country have ever

had to carry and that now that war traffic has fallen off, there

is a surplus of power. Also that many locomotives are in

good repair and white-leaded ready for any emergency. It

must be remembered, however, that a very large proportion of

these locomotives are old and cannot be operated economically.

Moreover, if we were to have another hard winter they would
quickly be put out of business or could not be operated to

advantage because they are outgrown and have not sufficient

reserve capacity. If machinery of this kind were owned by

an industrial concern, it would be scrapped and replaced by
up-to-date tools, with the result that the operating charges

would be so greatly reduced per unit of work p>erformed that

the new investment would be fully justified.

(Q.) Should the Railroad Administration order new lo-

comotives at this time?

(A.) Yes. For two reasons. First, they will be badly

needed next year. Second, it will promote the general pros-

perity of the country-. At this time, other departments of the

government are allowing work to be continued on material

that was ordered for war purposes and will never be used;

they are doing this solely in order to make it possible to bridge

over the period from war to peace conditions, so as not to too

greatly disturb industry. The locomotives that will be or-

dered will serve a useful purpose and will be a big factor

in solving the industrial problem. If the railway supply in-

dustry, which has surely done its part in helping to make
war sup])lies, should be forced greatly to reduce its output at

this time or stop work altogether, a large number of men
will l)e thrown out of work and places cannot be made for

the boys who are coming back from the other side. It must
not be forgotten that the railway supply industries employ

about as manv men as we now have in ser\'ice on the other

side. Moreover, the number of the railway supply industry

employees who have families depending upon them is. of

course, far greater because a large proportion of the men in

service do not have dependents.

(Q.) What excuse has the Railroad .Administration for not

ordering locomotives and cars at this time?

(A.) Because it says the railway corporations will not

pay for them.

(Q.) Why will the railroad corporations not pay for this

equipment ?

(A.) Because it is only a question of time when the rail-

roads will be returned to private management and the cor-

jiorations do not care to be saddled with a lot of .so-called

standard equipment that will l>e a burden to them in the

future because it is not suited to their peculiar conditions

and cannot be operated efficiently and economically.

(Q.) How about the prices for this equipment?
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(A.) Neither the government nor the railroads wish to pay
war prices for it. On the other hand, the Administration
and business men generally insist that the present wage scales

be continued. There is little possibility of any great de-

creases in prices for a long time to come. Inasmuch as good
wages and plenty of business are necessary for the public
welfare, it would seem that some arrangement could be made
whereby the government would bear a fair proportion of the

increased prices in order to promote business prosperity. If

all sorts of public buildings and public improvements are

to be authorized under the present scale of high prices in

order to provide work for everybody, why is it not just as fair

to promote the l)uilding of railroad equipment, which is not
only necessary, but is vital to tlie continued prosperity and
development of the nation ?

(Q.) Is there a solution to this deadlock?

(A.) Yes. If the railroad corporations can be granted
some financial assistance and if they are allowed to order

the equipment that conforms to their own individual stand-

ards, they will undoubtedly be willing to do so, particularly

if they are impressed with the necessity of helping to bridge

over the present industrial crisis. Tliey have responded

Joyally and patriotically in the past; undoubtedly they will

be glad to do so again.

(Q.) Is there any precedent for granting the railroads

permission to order otlier than standard equipment?

(A.) Yes. The Virginian, Baltimore & Ohio, Philadelphia

& Reading and Boston & Maine have been granted such per-

mission.

(Q.) Is Congress interested in the prosperity of this

country? (A.) Yes.

(Q.) Has it any influence with the Railroad Administra-

tion? (A.) Yes. Particularly now that the war is closed

and autocratic methods which were necessary under war con-

ditions are being discarded.

(Q.) How can Congress be made to help in this matter?

(A.) If tlie railroad men and railway supply men will

explain the situation clearly to the congressmen from their

particular districts, someone will surely see the light.

New Books

Investments in Latin America and tlie British West Indies.—
Sl>eeial Agents' Series No. 156 of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. Bound in paper, 544 pages. To
be obtained through the Superintendent of Documents.
Government Printing Office, IVashington. or the district and
co-operative officers of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. Price, 50 cents.

The Department of Commerce in tliis report calls atten-

tion to the great opportunities that exi.st for investment in

Latin-America in the further development of railroads and

public utilities, in agriculture, etc. Investment of surplus

capital is urged as a means of assuring American manu-
facturers and exporters a suitable share of South American

trade. It has been apparent in the past, the report empha-

sizes, in South America and elsewhere that the nations that

supply the capital to develop the resources of a region also

supply the equipment needed for such development.

The author of the report, Frederic N. Halsey, of New
York, a trade commissioner for the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, de.scribes in detail the various fields

that are o[X'n to investors, and also outlines the extent to

which European capital is already invested. Among other

things he goes into great detail concerning the development

and present status of the railroads of each of the countries

in question and shows how each railroad company has been

constructed and financed and where its stocks and bonds
stand as investments. .\ map of the South American rail-

roads is appended.
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Letters to the Editor
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What Are His Motives?
Rochester, N. Y.

To THE Editor:

After reading the reasons, as set forth by President Wilson,
for the relinquishment of the railroads from government con-
trol and the problems tliat arise for adjustment and future
supervision, the proposal made by Mr. McAdoo that the
government be given five more years to control the des-
tinies of transportation companies gives cause for serious
reflection.

Thoughtful persons cannot help bue admire the atti-

tude these transportation companies have assumed under gov-
ernment control. They have been our second line of defense.
They have contributed in no small measure to the numbers
"over there," to the detriment of tliemselves. Officials have
labored early and late, wrestling with their own problems, and
these prol)lems have been numerous. They have co-operated
in every way possible, and they, the carriers themselves, and
the men in their employ Iiave certainly helped to win this

victory.

The shipper and the traveler have been seriously incon-
venienced, but I think they, too, have realized the situation
and have made the best of it. The question is, how long will

they stand tlie existing situation? Mr. McAdoo in his sug-
gestion for assuming control of the railroads for five more
years hold forth no improvement over existing conditions
to help solve this puzzle.

We admit that in the past the railroads adopted certain
measures wliich were not just or fair, rebates and discrimina-
tions, though at the time they were followed they were not
unlawful. We have witnes.'ied an era of regulation which
almost stifled the growth of these important arteries of com-
merce.

In view of all this, is it not now the time to wipe off tlie

slate and start clean ? The railroads have learned a lot, and
.so has the pulilic. They have witnessed the government put
into effect and carry out ju.st what so many of our managers
wished in years gone by, and have seen the lienefit gained
therefrom. The railroads have made this country, and the
success of both is dependent on the other.

To my mind, there is only one way to i^ettle this matter^
to return the carriers to their rightful owners and to allow
them the same privileges as "Uncle Sam," for if it is all right
for "Uncle Sam" to do it, why not for the carriers themselves.
Strengthen our Interstate Commerce Commission in numbers
and require that at least 50 per cent of them be practical rail-

road men, and do away with our state commissions so far
as they affect the steam railroads or those wlio do intra-state

liusiness only; but have it understood that if the railroads
cannot and will not play fair, then "I'ncle Sam" not only can,
l)Ut will, step in and assume the control.

In this hour of victor)-, let us assume the attitude of Presi-
dent Lincoln—"With malice toward none, with charity for

all." Let Washington set the example for the rest of us to

follow and give those railroads who have earned it a fair

chance and a square deal.

.•\nd, finally, is it not strange tliat the man to suggest this

(ilan of five-year control, sliould be the one who has so re-

recently resigned his office? Casting no reflections on Mr.
McAdoo, what arc his motives, and why should lie suggest

this plan?

The reason has not yet become apparent.

Ch-arles E. Fisher.



Railroad Policy Discussed by Walker D. Hines

Assistant to McAdoo Explains Reasons for Desiring Five-

Year Extension of Federal Control

DIRECTOR GENERAL MCADOO'S REASONS for proposing an

extension of government control of the railroads for

five years were explained by Walker D. Hines, assist-

ant director general of railroads, on December 12, at Wash-
ington, at the transportation conference called by the railroad

committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Mr. Hines spoke for Mr. McAdoo, who was unable to be

present, as follows:

I am here simply to be of any assistance that I can in

placing the situation before you and not for the purpose of

presenting an argument or an appeal for one course rather

than for anotlier. I think you gentlemen, as fully as any set

of gentlemen in the country, are in a position to make up

your own minds what your policy ought to be and that it is

not helpful or desirable for me to argue for one rather than

another, but there are certain facts relating to this situation

with which the director general is necessarily closely in con-

tact and which he sees very clearly, and being associated

with him as I am I have the advantage also of seeing these

facts plainly, and I want to present these facts to you so that

you may take advantage of them in reaching your conclusions.

Is Remedial Legislation Possible?

I think it is fair to say that a great deal of the business

thought of the country is turning towards the idea that the

railroads ought to be turned back promptly to private man-
agement by the railroad companies with remedial legislation

to remove the difficulties under which the business world

appreciates the railroads labored under the private control

that existed up to Deceml)er 28, 1917. This plan of a prompt

turning back with remedial legislation has been suggested by

the railroad executives and, I believe, in a resolution adopted

by a meeting of the United States Chamber of Commerce at

Atlantic City, and has been suggested in various other quar-

ters representing the sound business thought of the country.

It is a most natural suggestion, and it is the remedy to which

the business people of the country would be inclined to turn.

But what I want to present to you in the first place, is the

plain, practical question; Is it po.ssible at this time to get

remedial legislation? I think that must underlie a con-

sideration of that proposition because there is no advantage

in talking about turning back the railroads with remedial

legislation if tlie conditions are such as to make the remedial

legislation impossible.

In facing that question I think we will all concede that

there is no crystallization of the thought of the country as

to what is the proper remedial legislation. I have given a

great deal of thought to the subject and have tried to formu-
late in my own mind the remedies that ought to be adopted

to provide adequate protection for all the elements that are

involved in the railroad business-—the public which is to be

served, the labor which is to be adequately compensated and
properly considered in its relations to the operations, and the

investors who furnish the capital—and what has impressed

me in my thought on this matter is that every point that

comes up bristles with doubts and differences of opinion,

Ever)'thing is debatable.

Take some of the leading points that must be considered
in a scheme of remedial legislation. Take the question as

to the extent to which tliere shall be state control or whether
there shall be any state control in respect of railroad rates or
railroad improvements or railroad service, and we find there

are the most pronounced differences of opinion on tliat sub-

ject. The National Association of Railroad Commissioners,

at its recent meeting in Washington, made it ver)' clear that

it was opposed to the elimination of state control. A great

many other interests affected are strongly in favor of eliminat-

ing that control. So on that fundamental point there is a

clear-cut issue in respect of which I do not understand the

public sentiment has crystallized and concerning which there

would be a prolonged debate. Indeed the point is so im-

portant and so far-reaching that it would need a prolonged

and thorough discussion before a decision would be reached

which could be satisfactory to the country.

Take the other question of over-capitalization. A great

many people who have given prolonged attention to this

subject believe that one of the insurmountable obstacles to

Sittisfactor)' regulation in the past has been the settled sus-

picion on the part of a large part of the shipping public and

on the part of labor that railroads were heavily over-capital-

ized, and that all the showings made by the railroad com-

panies as to need for additional revenue were based on false

premises because they were based on over-capitalization.

There has been no cr}'stallization of sentiment on the

subject, though there have been a great many charges and
counter charges in regard to it. I do not believe there can be

any effective remedial legislation which does not deal with

and dispose of that subject that will confront the Congress

on the threshold, in my opinion, of any consideration of a

plan for permanent solution of the railroad problem. If it is

decided that the question must be dealt with, the question as

to how it is to be dealt with remains for solution, and closely

connected with that is the question of valuation of the rail-

roads.

A valuation has already been provided for, and is well

under way, but has not yet been completed, and there is

nothing indicating how the- valuation, when completed, shall

be applied in dealing with this problem of over-capitaliza-

tion, although evidently it will have an important relation

to that subject.

Take the question of federal incorporation of the railroads.

There are a great many people who have studied this subject
carefully who are firmly convinced that there can be no ade-
quate solution of private operation without federal incorpora-
tion as a substitute for state incorporation. There again we
have a question, fundamental in character, which must be
met and disposed of and which cannot be disposed of without
prolonged consideration.

There is tlie further question whether it is expedient to
continue to have in this country say 100 different railroad
companies conducting the public service. At present there
are about 180 railroads which are known as Class 1 rail-
roads, that is, which have operating revenues of $1,000,000
or more per year. Perhaps 100 of them are of definite im-
portance. Perhaps 50 of them would be regarded as railroads
of such importance that they could not be eliminated in any
plan which contemplated tlie preservation of the principal
railroad organizations in the countr>'. It has been suggested
in many quarters that that system of numerous railroads
whose lines interlace as the existing railroad lines do should
be replaced by a system of a few regional railroad companies
upon which there would be representation perhaps of the
public as well as of the owners, the idea being that each of
those regional railroad companies would own and operate
all the railroads in a given region of the country. But the
questions relating to that subject are so numerous and per-
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plexing that it is confusing to try even to list them. The
question of how to bring about the transition of the present

ownership by many corporations with a remarkable variety

of different capital structures, to new organizations with a

new scheme of capitalization, and how to effect the exchange

of the securities of the new company for the securities of the

old, and as to the basis of the capitalization and as to the

basis of the representation upon the board of directors, are

questions of the very greatest importance which cannot be

decided without the most thorough consideration.

Then that involves the question of the application of the

anti-trust laws. Shall the anti-trust laws continue to apply

to the railroads as they have in the past? In dealing with

that question the attitude of the public must be considered.

The public has appeared to have very definite views in the

past and yet the question arises whether those views ought

to continue to be applied to railroad operation if private

operation is to be resumed. But you can readily see that it is

a question which cannot be disposed of in a short time.

These are some of the leading problems which will be

involved in any proposal for remedial legislation to admit

of satisfactory operation under private au.spices. I want to

leave with you gentlemen the question whether it is possible

for this Congress at this time to begin to conduct and com-
plete the necessary investigation on those problems and report

bills in the two hou.ses dealing with those problems and have

those bills adopted and passed and the differences of the two
houses composed, and have a bill emerge which will represent

the remedial legislation which is practicable and desirable in

order to deal with railroad operation under private manage-
ment. I don't believe this is going to be practicable in this

Congress, which has a little over two working months left,

when you take into consideration the necessary interruption

of business on account of the Christmas holidays. If it is

possiJDle, then, of course, it remains open to endeavor to

formulate a plan and get it adopted, but if the director general

is right, and undoubtedly he is right, in his conviction that it

is not possible, then the question is what arc the other courses

that are possible, or even theoretically possible?

Should the Roads Be Retained for 21 Months?

The ne.xt course that might be said to be possible would be
for the President to keep the railroads under federal control

up to the maximum limit authorized by the federal control

act, which is 21 months after tlic declaration of peace. That
is a subject upon which I think the director general is pe-

culiarly qualified to speak and carry conviction in what he
says, l>ecause in the last year he has been immediately in

touch with the problem of government control, he knows the

conditions of the railroad organizations, and he knows what
is necessary in order to conduct the government operations

of the railroads. I don't think I can do better in discussing

that point than to read a brief extract from the letter which
the director general sent yesterday to the chairmen of the

Senate and House committees on interstate commerce:

A? t.i shortness nf time, it is clear to me thnt the railroads cannot be
sncccssfully operated tinder federal control durinsr the next two years in
the face of an automatic transfer to private control at the end of that time
or cf an earlier relinquishment by proclamation of the President. Every
mont'j that passes will brinir more clearly to the minds of the officers
and employees the fundamental change in manaE^ement that is impendinR. and
the question as to what thnt chance means to the individual. It is against
human nature that there can he complete and sinRle-minded attention to
duty under such difficult circumstances. This will be especially trtie on
accoutit of the ineyitshio discussion as to what ouaht to be done. -Mready
this discussion is in full swiiu' and its reaction on officers and employees
cannot be consistent with the complete concentration upon their daily
duties._ State railroad commi'ssions. railroad security holders, railroad
executives.^ shippers* organizations and other interests are naturally and
properly discussing the subject and proposing various solutions. However
desirable the discussion is for the crystallization of public sentiment, it

cannot result otherwise than lo produce a state of uncertainty and ferment
among the vast army of railroad officers and employees who will inevitably
feel tliat they face a rapidlv approaching cliange in management.
No business in the United States so imperativclv requires disciplined

organization and composed conditions of operation, for officials as well as
for e'uoloyces. as the railroad business. Not only does the safety of the lives
of millions of passengers depend upon such disciplined and efficient or-
ganization, but the commerce of the country as well. To keep this vast
army of officers and employees in a state of uncertainty and ferment for

a period of two years would be harmful in the highest degree to the public

interest. It would be impossible to prevent a serious impairment of the

morale of the railroad organizations.

I don't think that condition can be too strongly brought

before thoughtful men who are trying to find a solution to

this problem. It is a condition which will be cumulative

in its manifestation. If the President should enter upon the

policy of holding the railroads for the 21 months' period

these difficulties and doubts would pile up on each other as

every month went by. That would be true under any cir-

cumstances, even if there were the state of the greatest pos-

sible composure in the country, because no man can help

thinking about what his personal status is and about what

it is going to be, and when a stop-watch is in that way held

on government control and the definite date at which the

railroads are to be turned back to private control is coming

along so rapidly, every man is going to wonder about what is

going to happen to him when tliat time comes. He is going

to wonder whether his career will be with the old railroad

corporation or whether it is going to be with the new corpora-

tion or whetlicr it is going to be with the government. It is

no reflection on a man, because it would be against human
nature if it were not true.

But we are not going to have a period of that absolute

political composure. The period to a large extent will be

coincident with a presidential campaign. There will be the

conditions of political agitation in which the railroad ques-

tion will be in issue and the conduct of these operations will

be in issue. Under these circumstances, and from my contact

with these men who are running the railroads, it seems to me
perfectly clear that this question of morale is going to be

put in the most serious jeopardy if the President should enter

upon the policy of keeping the railroads for the 21 months'

period without any assurance that there will be any solution

either during that time or immediately at the end of that time,

so that we would have the situation of a definite conviction

that there will be a change of management at the end of the

21 months' period, and then in all probability that another

change of management will take place at such indefinite

period thereafter as remedial legislation is secured. Under
these circumstances it is evident from the President's message
to Congress that he has reached the conclusion, and from the

director general's letter, that he has reached the conclusion

that it is far better for the morale of the railroads to turn

them back immediately to private control than to hold them
in that condition of suspense and uncertainty for 21 months
after the war.

The Problem of Capital Expenditures

But there is another phase of the vcr)' greatest importance.
Everyone who has studied this subject realizes that the rail-

roads of this country are not complete and never can be
completed. The railroads must continue to grow to meet
the demands of traffic and increasing demands of the public
for adc(]uate service. Therefore the question of capital ex-
penditures is one of paramount importance.

Generally speaking, all the railroads in this country ought
to have the most thoughtful continuous study and planning
in order to bring them up so they will be abreast of the de-
mands of the public and in order to keep them abreast of
tlie demands of tlie public. How are we situated in that mat-
ter with a date fixed 21 months after peace for the railroads
to go back to private control? In the first place, we have
the consideration that no improvement of very great im-
portance can be planned and brought to completion within
much less than two years, and perhaps would require longer.
It is evident, therefore, that the continuance of that sort of
control, subject to that sort of termination, means practical
paralysis of the development of additional railroad facilities.

The railroad administration cannot satisfactorily plan to
carry out improvements to meet peace conditions when, by the
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time these improvements are completed, the railroads pre-

sumably will go hack into other hands, and perhaps under

other conditions. The railroad corporations in the nature of

things cannot be expected to give their hearty co-operation

in working out a scheme of improvements which will not be

completed in time for the railroad administration, w^hich

plans them, to use them, and which will be completed at the

time there may be a change back to private management

when the improvements will seem to be less appropriate than

under a unified form of control. To my mind that embarrass-

ment of carrying out any comprehensive program of capital

expenditures is of itself a sufficient reason for reaching the

conclusion that as between the two courses of holding the

railroads for 21 months and of letting them go promptly, the

latter is the course to adopt, so that tlie railroad companies

can take hold of this matter of carrying out improvements

and use their own judgment as to what .shall be done rather

than have a situation where nobody is free to use judgment

on the suljject except the negative judgment of doing

notliing.

But when we come to the matter of necessary and urgent

capital expenditures, things that must be done and obviously

ought to be done, the question is how they can be done satis-

factorily by the railroad administration, with this limit

staring it in the face, and also the question as to where the

money is to come from to do them. It will require an addi-

tional appropriation from Congress if federal control is con-

tinued for any considerable part of the 21 months. Condi-

tions are not favorable for getting a satisfactory appropria-

tion, it seems to me, either in this Congress or the- next. We
don't know exactly what we can do, so it is hard to outline

what is needed; it is hard to fix the amount of the appropria-

tion—if you fix it large enough to meet all needs it may be

so large as to make Congress unwilling to lend it—if you fix

it so small as to satisfy Congress, it may be so small as to

hamper you throughout the period. This question as to cap-

ital expenditures, it seems to me, is of itself a sufficient reason

for refraining from holding on to the railroads for 21 months,

and for adopting instead the plan of a very early return.

That is the plan that is emphasized in the director general's

letter as the thing that must he done, and also is what the

President indicated in his message.

The director general emphasized in his letters that that

must be done unless, and here is the only alternative the

director general is able to see and the one he presents for con-

sideration, that federal control be extended for five years

with an adec[uate provision for making these capital ex-

penditures, thereby continuing railroad operation under con-

ditions which w^ill not affect the morale unfavorably, whicli

will restore a satisfactory degree of confidence in a reasonable

permanency of management, and which will enable important

improvements to go forward without interruption until such

time as the country will have had an opportunity to crystal-

lize its thoughts as to what ought to be done with this railroad

problem as a permanent solution.

The thing above all that I want to emphasize to you gentle-

men is that tlie real clioice is between those two propositions.

Undouljtedly a great many people whose judgment is sound
on this subject would far prefer to turn the railroads back
with adequate remedial legislation. But that is not a prac-

ticable thing. Tlie 21 months' solution is not a practicable

thing, and will simply pile up conditions which are unsatis-

factory now- and which would grow increasingly unsatis-

factor)' in the 21 months, so that the practical choice is this:

Is it better for the railroads to go back to private control

promptly under the old conditions or is it better to have a

five-year extension of tlie present control with provision for

the continuing improvement of the properties, and with
conditions which will make for a satisfactor)' morale in the

railroad organization. The director general, in his letter to

the chairmen of the committees, summarized that issue in

this way. He said:

Those who may oppose an extension of five years should face the situa-
tion squarely and acknowledge that they prefer the immediate return of
the railroads to private control under the old conditions without remedial
legislation. It is idle to talk of a return to private control under legisla-
tion which will cure the defects of the existing laws. There is neither
time nor opportunity for such le^'islation at present. It i« impossible and
hopeless for the government to attempt the operation of the railroads for
twenty-one months after peace under the present law. Therefore, the
country should squarely face the condition that the railroads must promptly
go back into private control with all existing legal difficulties unless the
only practical alternative, viz., an extension of time, is promptly granted.

As I view this situation, we are inevitably forced to a

choice between those two alternatives because no others are

available as a practical matter. Now, as Ijetween those two

alternatives, I do not wish to argue for one rather than the

oilier, but, as I said, I feel when the conditions as we see them

are presented to you by us we have done all we can helpfully

do, and I don't want to argue for or against either of those

methods.

Advantages of Federal Control

However, I do want to make two or three other suggestions

which helped to make the matter clear in my mind, and I

have thought they might be helpful to you gentlemen also, and

that is, when considering the subject of a period of federal

control under peace conditions it is important not to at-

tribute to federal control under those conditions the burden-

some requirements which were incidental to war conditions.

Every country at war in Europe was subjected to vastly

greater disturbance in transportation conditions during the

war than we were. In fact, our inconveniences in transporta-

tion were luxuries beyond imagination as compared with the

transportation inconveniences which the war brought on

Europe, and yet the inconveniences which existed here were

largely inconveniences incident to war rather than those in-

cident to federal control, and but for federal control those

inconveniences would have been worse than they were, in

my opinion. I think the ver\- natural restiveness the country

has shown as to the inconveniences of the last 12 months
has operated in an unconscious sort of way to constitute in

the minds of many of the public the picture of federal control,

whereas it ought to constitute the picture of war conditions

and war necessities. So that what the choice, as I look

at it as now presented, is not between the sort of burdensome
requirements that existed the last year on the one hand and
on the other the return to private control, but it is a form
of federal control adapted to peace conditions of which there

has been so far no test on the one hand, and return to private

control on the other hand.

Looking at the private control, I think it is important for

us to try to remember what has happened in the past, and not
look at private control as something in the abstract. Take
for example the fall of 1916. I made a trip out through the

West. Through the eastern half of Kansas, the side tracks

were filled with loaded freight cars destined to the Atlantic

seaboard that could not move beyond that point l>ecause of the

congestion of freight at all points, Chicago and east. There
was almost a paralysis of transportation. There was the
greatest waste of the available car supply, the greatest im-
pediment to the movement of traffic, and as you came east

and passed the great railroad terminals, you saw a perfect

sea of freight cars that could not be gotten rid of. It was
hard to handle them because of the great quantity, it was hard
to get trains in and out of the yards. Those conditions were
due to a lack of unified control of railroad operation. It may
be they can be avoided under private management, but we
then had the condition of private management, and every
inducement on the part of the railroads to avoid that con-
gestion, and yet we had the congestion.

Now take this fall: there has been no such condition. The
railroad yards have l^een free except where special and tem-
porary conditions have brought about temporary congestion,
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but the contrast now as compared with then is of the most

striking character. Certainly unified control does admit and

has produced in fact a movement of freight instead of a con-

gestion of freight. It has enabled the railroad administration

to apply the plan of controlling the traffic at the source, and

of preventing the loading of traffic when it cannot be gotten

rid of. Under private management and under the competitive

conditions which seemed inseparable from private control in

the past when the railroads were not free to make a binding

agreement to remove those conditions, generally speaking,

when a shipper was given a car, it could be loaded and

thrown into the channel of traffic whether it could reach or

be disposed of at destination or not, and that is the way the

difficulties arose. Even under war conditions, and with the

imperative necessity of giving preference to a vast amount of

war traffic, congestion has been avoided. Undoubtedly a

great many shippers have been interfered with because of this

condition, but if they had been able to ship at the time they

wanted to, the transportation condition of the country as a

whole would have been vastly worse. This is a large matter

which affects the whole country. It affects the economy

of transportation and the economy of industry whether the

transportation is rendered almost impracticable by congestion,

which seems to be the logical outcome of competitive condi-

tions or whether it is better to have a unified plan which will

avoid these conditions.

Looking at the labor situation, we can recall the conditions

which existed jirior to federal control—the inability of the

railroad companies and the representatives of labor to agree

on a program, and the menace that existed during so much of

the time as to what was going to happen to transportation if

there was no agreement." In the absence of some remedial

legislation the question is whether we would go back imme-

diately to a corresponding menace if private control would

l,e resumed at the present time. This is a very important

thing to consider.

Looking at the matter from the investor's standpoint, the

conditions toward the end of private control were most em-

barrassing from the standpoint of the inve.stors. They felt

their condition was exceedingly critical and if federal control

had not supervened, and especially in view of the unprece-

dented winter, it is obvious that many railroad companies

which ordinarilv could meet their requirements would have

gone into bankruptcy. Now if the railroad companies go

back into private control without remedial legislation, a ques-

tion to consider is whether there will Ix- a repetition of these

conditions of uncertainty and embarrassment due to the many

different and uncontrollable factors which seemed to be

operating together in the reduction of net income.

I think these considerations are useful in dealing with this

question as to what is the better choice as between an im-

mediate return to private management without remedial legis-

lation on the one hand and an extension of federal control

for a period of five years on the other liand. The difficulties

as to shipping in the large sense of getting traffic of the

country moved to destination, the difficulties as to labor, the

difficulties as to investors, I think all need to be carefully

weighed. I believe when I have laid l)efore you my own

views of the facts bearing on the situation, I have rendered

what service I can without attempting to urge you to adopt

one course rather than another.

Replies to Questions

At the conclusion of Mr. Mines' address, he was asked to

reply to questions. The questions and answers follow:

Q. What, in your opinion, is the amount of debt or debts

of the railroads today to the government? In what position

would they be to meet those debts if returned at once? Would

they he able to finance themselves for additions and better-

ments after taking care of government debts?

A. I don't see that the answer to this question enlightens

the issue as I see it, because whatever difficulty the railroads

will have in dealing with that situation now, they w^ill have

in increased measure 21 months after the declaration of

peace. The debts will be larger and it seems to me the diffi-

culties will be greater, and the railroad organizations will be

in less satisfactory condition to be drawn together to resume

the private oi^eration. As to the precise thing you put before

me, while I don't think, however it is answered, it has a

bearing upon the choice Ijetween a prompt return and an

extension of time, I take it the policy of the railroad ad-

ministration will \>e to endeavor to put those ol}ligations on

such a basis that they will not have to be paid in cash at

once. My own opinion is that it can be better taken care of

now than if there came an automatic termination 21 months

after peace.

Q. As I understand it, there are two propositions ad-

vanced; first, letting the railroads go back to private control

immediately, or, second, an extension of feleral control for

five years. Suppose Congress should decide during the next

two months to take over the railroads (which if it did would

set at rest the minds of the public). \\'hat objections do you

see to that course being pursued ?

A. I understand your suggestion is that Congress would

decide on outright government ownership and operation. Of
course, if Congress decides on that course, that will solve

the whole thing, and if Congress wants to do it, I have no
objection to offer to it. I did not mention that in the in-

stances I spoke of, but my thought about it is that, consider-

ing the far-reaching character of that step and the definite

cleavage of sentiment there seems to be on it. Congress would
be unable to reach that point in two months' discussion.

However, if it did, that, of course, would solve the whole
question.

Q. Mr. Hines' objection to the continuance of the present

plan is based primarily on these two points—that we can't

have the proper capital extensions, and will also have em-
barrassment on account of the morale of the organization.

Does Mr. Hines contemplate during the five-year extension

effectual completion of the program of capital extensions so

that they will all virtuall}- stop so far as the government is

concerned at the expiration of the five years, and if on the

other hand the program of capital extension and provision for

necessary facilities is a continuous one, would not in some
measure the ver)- same objection and difficulties which were
contemplated by !Mr. Hines as to the 21 -month limit, pertain

also to the five-year limit? Would there not be very much
the same kind of a danger with reference to the morale of tlie

raihvays so far as all those methods and extensions are con-

cerned which might be discussed as necessary within one or

two years before the five-\ear limit and which would there-

upon follow? I should like to have Mr. Hines explain to us

clearly as to why the five-year limit would do away with all

the difficulties which are no doubt connected with the 21-

month limit.

A. I have a perfectly clear conception in my own mind
as to that distinction and, speaking purely personally, it

seems to me the explanation is convincing. My view is that

if a five-year extension be granted this would be tlie situation:

that tliis subject, upon which tlie Uiought of the country has
not crystallized, will crystallize as the result of the ensuing

discussion in tlie next two years. I should think inevitably

it would be a prominent subject in the presidential cam-
paign as to how it ought to be settled, and I should say that

within one year after the new President and the new Congress

came in. which will come in representing the crystallization

of the thought of the countr\\ a permanent solution of the

question would be reached, so that by the time we get as near

the end of federal control as we are now, we will have had
two years' discussion by the public and one year's discussion
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by tlie President and Congress, and that then a solution could

be adopted which might very readily result in the immediate

transfer to the new conditions, whatever they are. The

difference is that now we are at the beginning of the two-

year period without a possibility of preparation, and then we

would be at the Ijeginning of the two-year period with a

three-year period of thorough preparation.

Q. The alternative, as I understand, is a speedy reversion

to private control without remedial legislation or the continu-

ance of federal control for five years. Why isn't it a possi-

bility that there should be a speedy reversion and speedy

legislation developed immediately after the reversion?

A. It seems to me if that result follows it will be a more

satisfactory solution than I hope for, but that does not affect

a decision now on what needs to be done at the moment.

The question now is what shall be done, and it seems to me
that we ought all to face it on tlie theory that if there is not

an extension of time there must be an immediate relinquish-

ment. Now if there is that relinquishment and then there

ensues very promptly a permanent solution, that is a thing

to be hoped for, but it does not have any effect on our de-

cision as between extension or relinquishment. I think it is

possible that that may come about. On the other hand it

may be suggested that control ought to be continued in the

hope that in the 21 montlis there would be such a solution;

but the difficulty about that is the complete uncertainty on

that proposition. Every month that goes by makes the un-

certainty greater and makes the whole state of mind of the

staff and employees more uncertain, and all the time we are

running against tliis impasse in the matter of improvements.

Coming back to the precise question, I think it would help to

ameliorate the situation if immediately after relinquishment

there should be a permanent solution adopted. However,

that does not affect, as I see it, the necessity for the prompt

relinquishment.

Q. The director general suggests that provision be made

for a capital expenditure of around $500,000,000 per year,

perhaps more, for betterments or on capital account. Would

not the difficulties of financing, which would confront the

railroads if relinquished now, be very greatly increased at

the end of five years should the government have expended

on capital account five or more hundred million dollars per

year for the period of five years?

A. The situation is that if the roads go back into private

control within the next few montlis, there being no extension

of time, they have to care for the advances already made and

it will be the desire of the government to ameliorate that con-

dition as far as practicable, so that they will not be con-

fronted with an immediate payment. If they are held 21

months and go back also without remedial legislation, they

will have a great deal more difficulty in financing and will

still be subject to all the embarrassements which confronted

the investors at the beginning of federal control. My thought

is that before the end of the five-year period there will have

come about a solution of tliis problem, and a definite basis

will have been established to sustain railroad credit. If the

railroads are taken over by the government the debt will be

taken care of in that way. If a new scheme of private owner-

ship is formulated, the financing of all these obligations can

be done in the light of that improved condition, so that if we
have this extension of time with opportunity for a permanent
solution before the end of that time I think the corporations

will be better able to take care of the capital expenditures

made during that period than they will lie if they go back
witliout a solution and without an improvement of the basis

of their credit.

Q. If a definite program were laid out that trended ad-

mittedly toward private control or admittedly toward per-

manent government ownership then operations could be

shaped to that end. But you are not carrying out a program
toward a final plan which the countni- would accept as desir-

able, so will not the termination of tlie period bring up again

at that time all the questions that now arise? I understand

the difficulty of making a statement at this time, because the

public opinion has not crystallized, but would not all of the

operations during the extended period of five years be more

or less in doubt unless there was a definite end to which we

are driving?

A. In answer to your question, in the first place, that is, to

the extent that your position is well taken, of course it is an

argument for the immediate relinquishment of the railroads.

I don't think, however, that your position altogether covers

the case, for this reason. As to the matter of morale of the

organization, as I have said before, I think a solution will

have taken place so much in advance of the end of the five-

year period that there would be avoided the intense un-

certainty existing during the 21 months' period. As to capital

expenditures, a ver}' large part will be in connection with

improved terminals. I believe we can fairly assume that the

opinion of the American public, whether it wants government

ownership or private ownership, does w-ant consolidated

terminals. The public doesn't want the waste of capital and

space and the waste of time involved in having several rail-

road systems have unnecessarily separated terminals in great

cities. A very large part of these capital expenditures for

terminals which ought to be provided could be provided with-

out in any way having any bearing one way or other on the

question of the ultimate solution. Another important part of

capital expenditures is for the improvement of the great main
lines to increase their capacity and efficiency; these, too, could

be made equally well whether private ownership or public

ownership be the outcome. As to capital expenditures, there-

fore, I do not believe the absence at the outset of a definite

decision as to the ultimate decision would create difficult)' on

the question of the morale of the organization. I think the

difference is that now we are without time for preparation

and are in a condition where the uncertain period of not ex-

ceeding two years of control will be a period of discussion and
ferment and uncertainty and with a five-year extension there

will be certainty and time for preparation and composure and
for a permanent solution.

Q. Isn't the question that of who is going to earn,- the

burden of management during the period of disadvantage

—

that somebody's got to carr\' it. Whoever manages the rail-

roads during the period of uncertainty must manage tliem

under a disadvantage, and you picture the disadvantage of

private management and you picture the disadvantage of

government management. What will lend itself best to clear

thinking and an ultimate right settlement, whether they are
lield by the government on the one hand or by private owners
on the other; in other words, the voting public is going to

hold the management responsible for whatever goes WTong.
What will lend itself best to clear public thinking and
wliether or not, if the government does earn' this burden,
anybody can think clearly about it. The public thinks that

the railroad is responsible for the transportation disturbances

due to the war. Will they not think they are respon-
sible for every kind of disturbance growing out of this

disadvantage?

A. It seems to me this is a ver>' pertinent question bearing
on which of these two courses is the better. There are two
elements involved. One is the question of service rendered
by the railroads to the public and the other the question of
clear thinking on the ultimate solution of the problem.
Relative to service, tlie question is whether the railroads going
back under existing conditions without any remedial legis-

lation will be able to give as good sen-ice and the public
is greatly interested in that. I do not believe sen'ice under
federal control can be satisfactory to the public during the
dubious and rapidly vanishing 21 months, in the midst of
constant speculation as to what is so soon to happen to the
management and therefore to the individual, and in the midst
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of the ft-rment and uncertainty and in the face of the practical

paralysis of any improvement program. I believe private man-
agement would be relieved of many of these disadvantages

and by comparison would give the public a better service dur-

this ambiguous period. The other question is which way
It seems to me on the second question that the extension gives

the opportunity for a test. The public has had a long test

of private management. It has had no test of federal control

will help the public to think more clearly on die proposition,

under peace conditions, and the public would be more en-

lightened if there were a period of unified control under con-

ditions of composure and reasonable continuity to contrast

with a long experience of private control. The public would

have a larger asset in the way of clear thinking to have the

two tests, one the long experience with multiform private man-
agement and the other an e.xperience of unified control under

peace conditions.

Q. Suppose the railroads were turned back immediately

to private ownership. That would terminate the machinery

that has been set up by the railroad administration for ad-

justment of hours and wages. The private corporation will

be at liberty to repudiate any of those understandings made
by the railroad administration for the government of wages
and working conditions and during this reconstruction

period—changing from a war basis to a peace basis—might

it not bring about a condition of dissatisfaction upon these

railroads to turn them back immediately under those condi-

tions? That could not possibly exist if there was a five-year

period to absorb the men that return.

A. The labor problem is one of the great problems that

we liave to consider. We have got to look at what was before-

federal control and what will be when it terminates. When,
it terminates, it will be a question then for each corporation

to decide as to what it will do with tliese bases which have

been established. Undoubtedly there will be a basis there

for uncertainty which would not exist if the five-year ex-

tension were granted.

0- Is it absolutely necessar}' to put the question of whether

the railroads will be returned at once (would it be tomorrow,

three months from now or a year from now) or five years-

from now as strongly as Mr. Hines puts it ? Why not jjermit

the countr)' now, under the pressure existing of inconvenient

conditions and disadvantages, to develop the situation?

A. The question has been very tlioroughly discussed, and,

knowing the difficulties incident to operation and the diffi-

culties incident to carrying on a program of improvement,
we have been forced to the conclusion that it would be much-
worse for the public service and indeed would produce a

hopeless situation to try to hold on to the railroads for an-
other two years w-ithout any assurance that anything will be
done. We could not carry out improvements, we could not

instill any sort of confidence, we already see the effects of

the uncertainty w-hich will be steadily intensified. With our
constant contact with that situation and after the freest dis-

cussion the whole staff is in accord with the director general

that it is an impracticable condition, and that we cannot go
on in the present state of uncertainty. It will be better to
terminate it and have a status of private management that will

last until legislation, than have a status of federal controli

that will speedily terminate without legislation.

The Railroad Question in Congress

Little Sympathy Shown Toward the Director

General's Five-Year Proposal

Washington, D. C.

PLANS FOR HEARINGS on the question of tlie disposition

of the railroads before the Senate Committee on inter-

state commerce were discussed with Director General

McAdoo on Tuesday by Senator Smith, chairman of the com-
mittee, who announced that it is planned to hold hearings

immediately after the holidays and tliat an effort will be

made to conclude them by January IS. It is proposed to

hear representatives of the Railroad Administration, includ-

ing Mr. McAdoo, and of shippers, state commissions and the

public.

Director General McAdoo's proposal that the government

shall keep the railroads for another five years has brought

the question of private or government operation of the rail-

roads squarely to the front, where an effort will be made in

Congress to settle it on its merits, but prospects for legisla-

tion at the jpresent session now appear very slim as an im-

pression prevails that it is more important that the question

be settled right than that it he .settled quickly.

A postponement of any definite action until the new Con-
gress comes in appears more likely. At this date Congress

does not seem to be deeply moved by the suggestions thrown

out by the President and the director general, whether they

be characterized as promise, threat or bluff, that it will be

necessary to promptly return the railroads to their owners

unless pomianent legislation is enacted shortly. A large

numlier of leading Congressmen had already indicated an

opinion that that should 1)C done before the President pro-

posed it, although after his address on December 2 there was
a general agreement with his statement that "it would be a

disservice alike to the countn,' and to the owners of the rail-

roads to return to the old conditions unmodified." But when

Mr. McAdoo declared it to be the only alternative to a five-

year extension of the present system the idea of a return to-

private control lost some of its terrors, although some of the

democratic leaders professed a hope that the !McAdoo plan'

would find much support among bankers and security own-
ers who would prefer a continuance of the government guar-
antee to taking the risks of a return to private management.
With the revenue and appropriation bills yet to be passed,

Democratic leaders realize that it is almo.st impossible to-

get any other legislation through about which there is a sharp
difference of opinion and it is perfectly apparent that the-

railroad question falls in that class. For that reason the

sui)ject is regarded as more appropriate for consideration at

an extra session of the new Congress.

The director general had apparently calculated on the

fear of a precipitate return of the roads and the difficulty of

reaching a permanent solution to help "railroad"' through
Congress a simple resolution extending the period of federal

control while Congress still has a Democratic majority natur-

ally inclined to follow the wishes of the administration. If a

shorter period would have suited his ideas it is believed the
plan might have met with a greater degree of favor as a

makeshift or as an experiment, but his proposal of a five-

year period bore too close a resemblance to his insistence last

Januar)- on an indefinite period of federal control. In other

words, it was regarded as having all the ear-marks of an
effort to adopt a policy of permanent government control by
indirection and without the necessity of facing the question

of buying the railroad property. It was recalled that while

Mr. ^[c.\doo declared it is wholly impracticable to attempt

to operate the railroads under the provisions of the present
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law for two years more, because of tlic tonllict of jurisdiction

between the states and the federal government and because

of the difficulty of forcing the railroads to finance improve-

ments he did not specifically suggest any legislation to change

the situation during a five-year period, although an appro-

priation and other changes in the law would be needed. It

was also pointed out that even the jjassage at the present ses-

sion of a resolution such as Mr. McAdoo proposes would by

no means settle the question because the action could be

reversed as soon as the next Congress comes into power, but

action now would give a certain advantage in that a two-

thirds majority of the new Congress would be required to

override a presidential veto.

Some interest was manifested in the process by which the

President changed his mind so rapidly after having declared

to Congress in his address on December 2 that he had no
confident judgment of his own on a question that caused him
the greatest concern, that "nothing can be gained in becom-

ing partisans of any particular plan of settlement," and that

he frankly turned to Congress for counsel upon it. Two days

later the President sailed for Europe and on December 11,

before Congress had recovered from its surprise that he had

asked its advice, Mr. McAdoo came forward with a particu-

lar plan of settlement, which he had disclosed to a few men
on December 9, just a week after the President's address,

declaring it to be the only alternative to a prompt return to

private control, that it will be impossible for Congress to pro-

vide a proper legislative solution, and that this conclusion

accords with the President's own view of the matter.

Mr. McAdoo's proposal aroused an immediate response in

Congress, as well as from the representatives of the railroads

and of the security owners, which indicated clearly that Con-

gress is more inclined to accept the suggestion of the Presi-

dent that it have a complete and impartial study of the

whole railroad problem instituted than it is to accept the

solution offered by the director general. Chairman Sims of

the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
gave the plan his unqualified approval, as he has been in

the habit of approving plans sent to him from the executive

department of the government, but Chairman Smith of the

Senate committee on interstate commerce expressed a desire

to have the problem solved in the light of the best judgment

that can Ije exercised without tailing any one's preconceived

notions about it. He did not understand that a recommenda-

tion on the part of !Mr. ]McAdoo or of any one else now that

the war is over is anything more than merely his opinion,

which may have more weight by virtue of the fact that he

has been the director general of railroads. He announced

that he called his committee to meet on Thursday of this

week in order to discuss the status of affairs and to inquire

from all those from whom knowledge can be obtained the

conditions which now exist, looking toward what action shall

l)e taken for the future.

Marked opposition to Mr. McAdoo's plan was expressed

by leading senators, including Democrats as well as Republi-

cans, who indicated a desire to have Congress reach a solu-

tion of the railroad problem for the future, considering the

five-year extension plan merely as one of the various plans

which have been suggested.

Senator Kellogg of Minnesota addressed the Senate on the

subject, vigorously opposing the idea of extending the period

of federal control for five years and demanding a permanent

legislative solution within the 21 months' period. Senator

Kellogg began his speech by commenting on the President's

statement that he had no confident judgment of his own only

a few days before Mr. McAdoo comes forward with a delib-

erate, weil-considered plan, which he says is made with the

approval of the President. The senator thought the railroads

ought to be authorized to co-ordinate all their facilities, equip-

ment and terminals, to route freight where it can be routed

cheapest, and to make most effective the entire transportation

of the United States under strong government control extend-

ing to regulation of the issuance of securities, but he did not

see why it should tie considered necessarj' to accomplish all

this at this particular three months' session instead of an
e.xtra session of Congress after March 4.

"The railroads were taken over presumably for war pur-

poses," he said. "It was denied at that time that they were

taken over to make a test of government ownership. Now
Mr. Mc.^doo says we want five )-ears to make a test. A test

for what purpose? Not a test for war purposes, but a test

for government ownership. That is the real bottom of the

whole thing. I do not believe that the American people today

are very much in favor of government operation, judged l^y

the e-xperience that they have had during the last year. I am
willing to admit that it was an exj:>eriment during war,

and I am not on my feet to criticize it, but what we should

do now is to take up this important problem, pass some legis-

lation which will make the railroads of the country most

effective in carr\ing the freight and handling the great com-
merce of this countn,-, and then turn them back to their

owners, or else decide for government ownership at once and
end this period of uncertainty. Mr. McAdoo says that the

21 months will be a period of uncertainty. Therefore the

result he wishes is to increase the uncertainty to five years

and have the whole subject in the air at the end of five years."

Senator Lenroot interrupted to ask the senator whether he

cared to express an opinion upon the power of Congress to

take over the use of the railroads in time of peace without

providing for the pa>Tnent of the value of the propert)' to

the owners. Senator Kellogg replied that he had grave doubts

of the power of Congress to take them over in time of peace

simply for the purpose of experiment without paying the

value of the property.

Senator Martin of Virginia, Democratic leader of the

Senate, announced himself as opposed to the five-year plan

and also to permanent government ownership of the rail-

roads, saying they should be returned to their owners after

necessary legislation has been enacted. Senator Watson of

Indiana declared himself opposed to the retention of the

roads by the government, but asserted that legislation is

needed to enable the railroads to meet the nation's needs.

Senator Weeks of Massachusetts declared that tlie railroads

should be given back to their owners with the least possible

delay. He said that every benefit growing out of federal con-

trol should be retained as a matter of course, but he was

strongly opposed to the extension. Senator Pomerene of

Ohio declared that so far as Mr. ^McAdoo's recommendation

is concerned, he was "from Missouri." Senator Penrose of

Pennsylvania expressed the opinion that Mr. !Mc.\doo has

brought about such a state of utter demoralization of rail-

roads that he has set the cause of government ownership back

SO years. Senator Underwood of Alabama declared that it

would be very difficult to secure any legislation at this ses-

sion on which there is a difference of opinion, but that the

time provided by the law would be sufficient in which to

enact the legislation which should precede the return of the

roads to their owners. Senator Borah of Idaho declared for

a determination now whether we are going to have public

ownership or private ownership. The present situation, he

said, is unbearable, "it is neither public ownership nor pri-

vate ownership and five years more of it would leave a

wrecked and wholly worthless transportation system and a

huge public debt." Senator Townsend of Michigan declared

Mr. McAdoo's proposition to be impossible and, in view of

the President's statement, "a clear manifestation of duplicity."'

Representative Lundeen filed in the House on Tuesday a

series of petitions from railway employees on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the ]\Iinneapolis, St. Paul Sc

Sault Ste. Marie, advocating the proposed five-year exten-

sion of govonmnent control and permanent government own-

ership of railroads.



Illinois Central Reduces Grades on Kentucky Line

War Conditions and Complex Rock Formations Interfere with

Prosecution of This Improvement

PRE-WAR TRAFFIC and the anticipated growth of business

under future peace conditions were the determining

factors in planning the construction of 13]/ miles of

low grade line to replace existing track of equivalent length

on the Kentucky division of the Illinois Central. However,
the increase in traffic under war conditions since this work
was started in August, 1917, pointed to the immediate ad-

vantage of double track with the result that it has been found
advisable to retain &y'2 miles of the old line in service for

a total distance of 62 miles from Paducah. Although the

completion of this section of the work will still leave 36

miles of the engine district unimproved, the object will be

largely accomplished since the last work undertaken brings

the completed section of the improvement to the source of a

considerable portion of the traffic—coal from mines be-

tween Dawson Springs and Central City. Here 350 to 400
cars are loaded daily, constituting about 75 per cent of the

southbound traffic. The remaining business is largely of a

Map of the Grade Change Territory

traffic in the down-grade direction, utilizing the new line for

uphill traffic. Thus war conditions have led to provision

for 8J4 miles of second track at a cost practically equivalent

to the salvage value of the rails in the old line which other-

wise would have been taken out of service.

The country traversed by the line presents such erratic

rock formations as to introduce serious uncertainties in the

planning and execution of the excavation work. The ma-
terial encountered in no two cuts was exactly the same. The
work is of interest also as typifying the difficulties experi-

enced by both the railroads and the contractors in conducting

work under war conditions and in illustrating the manner of

solving the problems encountered.

The work extends from Scottsburg, Ky., east to a point
about 2^ miles west of Dawson Springs and constitutes one

general merchandise character between points north of the

Ohio river and those in the lower Mississippi valley.

The grade improvements effect a material economy in train

operation. Mikado locomotives with a tractive power of

51,000 lb., which handle only 1,300 tons over the old grades,

are rated at 3,200 tons on the new 0.5 per cent southbound
grades. The preponderance of the traffic is in the southbound
direction so that the trains returning light are easily handled
by the same locomotives over the 0.75 per cent northbound
grades.

An Interesting Location Problem

Physically the location -of the road between the limits of
this improvement involves the descent from a summit near
Scottsburg down the valley of Montgomery creek to its con-

Profile of a Part of the Dawson Springs Cut-off

step in a jilan to reduce the ruling grade in the 98-mile engine
district l)etween Paducah, Ky., and Central City. The
grades on the old line include maxima of 1.25 per cent with
six degree uncompensated curves, while the new work is based
on maximum grades of 0.5 per cent against southbound
traffic and 0.75 per cent against northbound traffic. Earlier
work on this project, commenced in 1915, eliminated all

grades in excess of those establi.shed, in the territorj' be-
tween Paducah and Scottsburg, a distance of 49 miles, while
the new work now under way. which will be completed early
next year, carries this improvement through Dawson Springs,

fluence with the Trade Water river and the occupation of
the valley of that stream for a distance of five miles to the
foot of an ascent in an easterly direction up the valley of
Caney creek. The descent along Montgomery creek involves
a difference in elevation of 158.3 ft.

From the construction standpoint the work is divided into
two sections, separated by one-half mile of line that is not
disturbed. These are namely, the Scottsburg section, com-
prising the descent of Montgomery' creek and the Dawson
cutoff through the valley of the Trade Water river.

The Scottsburg section has a length of 8.43 miles and

1103
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effects q, saving of 1,320 ft. as compared to the old line. At

the east or lower end of this work, the new line follows the

old location closely in the valley of the Montgomery creek,

crossing the earlier location several times and securing a

straighter alinement by cutting through shoulders in the

sides of the valley. This leads to a succession of more or

less short, deep cuts with long and somewhat shallower em-

bankments between Uiem. At Claxton, about 5 miles west,

where the old line turns abruptly to the south, the new loca-

tion continues on a tangent for nearly two miles further, the

maximum separation on the two lines being about 3,300 ft.

On this independent location the changes in the ground, al-

though heavy, are less abrupt, so that the cuts are in general

much longer.

The grade line from the east rises at rates varying from

0.4 to 0.5 per cent to a point about half way up the ascent,

where there is a level grade for 3,200 ft. West of this the

grade rises at the rate of 0.5 per cent compensated for nearly

four miles, and then continues as a 0.4 per cent grade for

3,500 ft. further to a summit. The descent to the junction

with the old line is on a 0.6 per cent grade about a mile long.

The Dawson Springs cut-off extends from about 1)4 miles

west of the town of that name to a point about lYi miles

east of it. As the old line makes a general detour to the

north of this point, the location of the new line south of the

old one, a maximum distance of 4,600 ft. in a total length

of 20,673 ft., made possible a saving of 3,554.5 ft. in dis-

tance, and 179 deg. of curvature. In making this change the

new line traverses high ground between two loops or detours

in the Trade Water river in the southerly portion of the town

of Dawson Springs. This involves a cut 60 ft. deep of

The Tunnel During Construction

nearly 200,000 cu. yd. of excavation in addition to two
smaller cuts to the east and west respectively. The west

mile of this section of the work is virtually an independent

cut-off through a projecting .shoulder of rock separating the

Trade Water river from Montgomery creek. It involved the

driving of a tunnel 506 ft. long which the old line avoided

by crossing the Trade Water river below its junction with the

creek.

Except for the excavation problems mentioned above the

new line is on embankment, the first 1 1 ,000 ft. from the

east end being almost entirely on fill and entailing a change
in the channel of the Trade Water river to avoid the con-
struction of two crossings. The first 10,000 ft. at the cast

end of tliis .section of the work is on level grade; the differ-

ence in elevation of the two ends is only about 10 ft. and
the maximum elevation at any point in the line is only 15

ft. above the lowest, the high points being reached by about

1,200 ft. of 0.5 per cent grade from the east and 1^800 ft.

of 0.75 per cent grade from the west.

Complex Geological Formation

The most remarkable feature presented by the project

arises from the geological formation of the country traversed
by this portion of the line. From two miles east of Princeton,

to a point some distance beyond Nortonville, a great many

New Line Crossing Over the Old One Near Station 416

faults in the rocks are encountered which produce sudden
changes in the stratification, while the so-called Claxton fault,

crossing the west end of the Scottsburg section of the work,
has effected a sudden transition from the rocks of the Penn-
sylvanian age which prevail east of that point to those of

the Mississippian period, which are exposed west of the fault.

.A. further phenomenon of this region is the prevalence of dis-

torted or inclined stratification. Thus, near Claxton along

the existing line of the railroad the upturned ends of 800
vertical feet of Mississippian rock have been exposed. Under
such circumstances, it was impossible to predict the nature of

the material to be encountered in opening the cuts and to

determine the character of cut section that would safely stand

in excavation. As many as six or seven different rock forma-

tions were encountered in some of the cuts, while in a few

the material was uniform throughout—a pure solid sand-

stone. However, the latter was the exception, for by far the

larger proportion of the yardage consisted of the complicated,

diversified materials, which in some cases proved so unstable

upon excavating Uiat the cuts had to be removed to much
flatter slopes than originally proposed. As a result the yard-

age of excavation for the entire project was considerably in-

creased over that originally estimated.

The most important feature on the Dawson Springs cut-

off was the cut at Dawson Springs, which was excavated

for a main track and two passing tracks. The material was
mainly sand and sandstone, with some sandy shale above a

tliin stratum of coal overlying some fire clay. The material

from this cut was used in fills both east and the west, only

a small portion being made from borrow.

On the Scottsburg line the first heavv rut nt the east end
of the work extends from station 395 to 404. It is 74 ft. deep
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and contained 12,600 cu. yd. of earth and 4 5,700 cu. yd. of

rock. A stratum of shale not far from the grade line and
having a sharp transverse dip caused serious sliding on the

north side of this cut. The ground at the end of the cut is

so steep, rising 100 ft. in a horizontal distance of 270 ft.,

Location of the Bridge Over Montgomery Creek Near
Station 395

that it was with great difficulty that the contractor placed his

equipment in position for the first cut.

Between stations 434 and 440 there is a side-hill cut that

differs from nearly all of the other work in that the ma-
tt rlil i I -olid, almost unseanud ^aiid.stone, as shown in one

main line and the old are close together, although the grades

are separated by 30 to 40 ft. Two embankments in this

stretch of the new line were built by the general contractor

from material in the summit cuts nearly four miles away, by
the use of the main track for some distance and 4,000 ft.

of construction railroad descending from the new line to the

old track near Claxton. This afforded a detour about 9,000

ft. long around a section of the work, assigned to the S. M.
lioorhem Company, a sub-contractor. About 250,000 cu. yd.

of material was handled in this way.

West of Cla.xton the rock in the cut assumed a much more
erratic character. A short cut at station 500 contained 17,750

yd. of material in a length of 700 ft. This was largely con-

glomerate, solid in place, but which required slopes of %
to 1 to obtain the necessary stability in the cut. From station

534 to 542 a cut of 65 ft. maximum depth contained strata

of shale, conglomerate, sandstone, limestone, and boulders.

A still more remarkable combination of materials was dis-

closed in a cut 1,400 ft. long and 60 ft. deep, beginning at

station 552. .At the top there was earth containing floating

boulders to a depth of 15 ft. Below this was a 20-ft. stratum

of material having the appearance of natural masonr)-, and
consi.sting of several courses of rectangular limestone blocks

with a residual clay in the horizontal and vertical joints.

Underneath this were two 4-ft. courses of soft black shale and
hard shale respectively with a hard limestone formation for

the remaining depth. The earth was taken out on a slope

of lyi to 1, and the remaining material at J4 to 1, but the

behavior of the clay-imbedded limestone caused trouble

through the fact that the clay joints between the blocks of

stone ran out, allowing the rocks to fall. .As a result this

cut will have to be sloped to an angle of one horizontal to

one vertical.

The summit cut, virtually 3,500 ft. long, with an average

depth of 15 ft., and the next cut to the east, 5,300 ft. long,

with the maximum depth of 45 ft., were e.xcavated by the

general contrai-tor's own forces. The .'H.'cond-named cut

Location in the Lower Portion of the Montgomery Creek Valley

of the photographs. A large part of this material was wasted

by a coyote shot which was acconiplisliod by driving a tunnel

for 100 ft. along the center line from an adit driven in from

the outside. The tunnel was loaded with 537 kegs of black

powder and the blast moved about 5,000 cu. yd. of rock.

Between Ruth and Claxton, a distance of I'S miles, the

was by far the most formidable, containing about 200,000

cu. yd. of material, 50 jier cent of which was rock. Over
50,000 cu. yd. of additional excavation was required in this

cut because of a slide that came out of the south slof)e. The
material consisted of a sandstone carried on limestone with
a stratum of shale between, the limestone being on a trans-
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verse dip of 30 (leg. from the horizontal descending from

south to north. As soon as the lateral support of the sand-

stone was removed it slipped into the excavation for a length

of 700 ft., the rock breaking away on the surface as far as

90 ft. beyond the established edge of the slope. One of the

photographs illustrates the resulting condition.

Construction of the Tunnel

As previously mentioned the material encountered in the

tunnel was unlike almost anything else on the work. It was

hard, white sandstone of nearly uniform texture throughout

the entire length of the bore. The excavation was conducted

by a full width bottom heading 10 ft. high into which the

rock from the rest of the section was trapped. Jack ham-

mers were used for all of the work and the material was

mucked by hand in small cars on a 2-ft. gage track. Double

shifts were used at each heading and one-half of the tunnel

was taken out in a single month. The work was done by

Peter McVeigh, of Butte, Mont., as a sub-contractor. It is

not expected that lining will be necessary, as a short tunnel

on the old line through the same ridge has stood since 1872

with very little disintegration of the rock.

Structures

This project involved but a limited amount of bridge work.

The only structure of importance is a bridge over the Trade

Water river consisting of four deck plate girder spans, one

All of the piers in this structure are stepped out on tlie north

side to provide for future second track.

At station 395 there is a bridge over Montgomer>- creek

consisting of a 7S-ft. girder span. One end of this is sup-

ported on an abutment built into the rock ledge of the hill-

side at the end of a cut, while the other end of the girder is

supported on a pier 50 ft. high. The connection between this

end of the girder and the head of the adjoining embankment

is made by means of a 50-ft. approach span having its outer

end supported on a bank block carried by creosoted piles

driven into the embankment.

The new line crosses the old one three times in a distance

Diversified Materials in the Cut at Station 560

79 ft. 6 in. and three 51 ft. 1>4 in. long. The suljstructure

is of concrete on pile foundation with the exception of one

pier at the site of which rock was encountered on a slope so

great that there was a difference of 14 ft. in the elevation of

the surface in the width of the cofferdam. The practical

certainty of sliding with a pile foundation under such cir-

cumstances led to the conclusion to carry the jiier to the

rock. This necessitated a new cofferdam built around the

old one to provide a puddle wall, and with the aid of this,

the rock surface was unwatered and stepped off to afford a

stable seat for the pier. These measures necessitated a maxi-

mum depth of the pier of 58 ft. below the base of the rail.

Bad Slide in the Cut Just East of the Summit

of a mile and one half in the lower end of Montgomer\- creek

valley, but i-n each case the grades are separated by the new

line crossing over the old one. Temporary structures have

been provided at these places to carry traffic on the new line

until it should be abandoned on the old line as originally

planned, but since it has been decided to retain tlie old line

in service as an eastbound track, these structures will be

maintained until such time as it is found necessary to renew

them with permanent construction.

Tlie work was all conducted under a contract with the

Walsh Construction Company, of Davenport, Iowa, some of

it being done on a subcontract, and some by the forces of the

general contractor. Conditions arising as the result of the

war introduced such large increases in the cost of doing the

work that it was necessary to relieve the contractor by chang-

ing the stipulations of the contract from a price-per-yard

basis to a cost-plus-percentage form of contract.

The work is being prosecuted under the direction of T. H.

Robertson, assistant engineer, Illinois Central, with H. W.
Clowe as resident engineer on the Dawson Springs cut-off

and G. C. Harris, resident engineer, on the Scottsburg

line.

The entire work was under the general superv'ision of .\. S.

Baldwin, until recently chief engineer of the Illinois Central,

and F. L. Thompson, formerly assistant chief ensjineer and

now chief engineer. In connection with the project described

above, work was started at the same time on what is known
as the Providence line extending north from Dawson Springs

to Providence, a distance of about 21 miles. The object of

this line was to obtain a short connection with coal mines

located in the vicinity of Providence, but this work was dis-

continued during the past year as being nonessential to the

winnin" of the war.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

Plans Whereby War Finance Corporation May Make Ad-

vances to Railroads Receive Consideration

PLANS BY WHICH THE War Finance Corporation may
make advances to railroad companies to assist them in

financing improvements, besides taking over some of the

loans made to railroad companies from the revolving fund of

the Railroad Administration, have been discussed by the War
Finance Corporation, the new Secretary of the Treasury,

Carter Glass, and Director General McAdoo. It is under-
stood that only technical objections stand in the way of the

plan, and that it will be possible in this way materially to re-

plenish the revolving fund, relieving it from the necessity for

rendering further financial assistance to the railroads. The
revolving fund has been drawn upon not only to make ad-

vances to railroads on account of their compensation, but

also for direct loans and for advances for cars and locomo-

tives, for which the Railroad Administration has paid the

builders, but which it expects to collect from the railroad

companies. It is understood that the revolving fund has
been nearly e.\hausted, although no statements have been

made public indicating its exact condition. The latest re-

ports of earnings and expenses issued i)y the Interstate Com-
merce Commission indicate that it would be necessary to

draw upon the revolving fund to pay operating expenses if

the Railroad .Administration had paid the railroad companies
all it will owe them in the way of compensation when the

contracts are signed; also when the railroads receive the

money due them under the contracts they will be able to re-

pay some of the advances and it is hoped that the War Fi-

nance Corporation miw be able to assist in both processes.

Barge Projects to Be Carried Out
Director General McAdoo is making an effort to enlist the

support of the advocates of waterway development for his pro-

posal for extending the period of federal control of the rail-

roads. In reply to numerous reports that contracts for barges

for the Mississippi river were to be cancelled, he telegraphed

on December l,i, to the presidents of the St. T>ouis Merchants'

Exchange, and Chamber of Commerce, stating that the con-

tracts will be carried out. He added

:

"It is proper that I should call your attention to the fact,

however, that unless the Congress shall extend the jieriod of

federal control so that a reasonalile opportunity may be

afforded for a fair test of the value of unified railroad opera-
tion along with co-ordinated inland waterways operation, the

experiment on the Mississippi river may not hold out much
promise. I doubt if the Mississippi river ojx'ration can pro-

duce satisfactory results if the railroads .should be turned
back soon to private control. The old methods of railroad

competition with waterways transportation will be revived
and it is proliable that the waterways experiment may not
be able to survive that competition. I suggest these phases
of the problem becau.se as an American citizen whose earnest

interest in jiroper waterways develojiment has been manifested
fre(|uently, I think your l)usiness men's organizations in St.

Louis should consider very seriously the importance of ex-
tending the period of federal control of the railroads as I

have just proposed, in order that a fair test of unified
operation of the railroads may be made and that along with
it the inland waterways may be developed and a fair op-
portunity given to demonstrate the usefulness of such de-
velopment."

The Railroad .Administration has decided to let contracts
for barges and towboats for service on the Black Warrior
river between Cordova and New Orleans and ^Mobile amount-

Washington, D. C.

ing to $1,600,000, w-hich will make it possible to increase the

coal traffic on the river by 375,000 tons a year. For the

New Orleans service four self-propelled steel barges 275 feet

long will be ordered, costing $250,000 each, and for the Mo-
bile service it is proposed to construct 20 wooden barges

costing $120,000, and three steel towboats costing $160,000
each.

Weekly Report of Traffic Conditions

According to the weekly report of traffic conditions made
public by Director General McAdoo on December 18, a strik-

ing improvement in traffic conditions, both passenger and
freight, is noted throughout the entire countr}-. Business is

gradually readjusting itself and manufacturing plants, here-

tofore engaged on munitions, are changing to work on con-

struction orders.

Tlie movement of grain, <:oal and livestock is continuing

without any appreciable interruption. The lake cargo coal

handled at Lake Erie ports for the season exceeded that of

1917 by 1,000,000 tons. Perishable and live stock move-
ments from Chicago to New York increased 3,947 cars during
the past week.

In the Allegheny region the coal production increased. In
the Pocahontas region there was a decrease in tidewater coal

largely due to the lack of demand for water movement to New
England.

A very healthy condition is noted in the Northwestern
region. Revenue freight loaded increased 1,396 cars for the

week ended December 10. The movement of livestock con-
tinues very heavy and grain loadings have increased. The
arrivals of grain at the priman- markets show 20,000.000
bushels this year as against 7,500.000 bushels for 1917. The
temporar)- shortage of cars for loading grain in Minnesota,
the Dakotas and Montana has been relieved.

The War and Na\7 Departments report that releases of
cars at the port of New York exceeded the arrivals by 1 .024
cars. Tlie holiday travel being augmented by discharged and
furloughed soldiers the ticketing facilities in the large centres
and at the camps have been increa.sed.

A summary of the report follows

:

Eastern Region.—Grain is being freely permitted for ex-
port; shipments from Cliicago for the week ending December
10 exceed the same jieriod last year by 3.600,000 bushels.

Automobile manufacturers are turning their forces into their
former regular lines of work. Perishable and livestock

movements from Chicago to New York show a decrease of
382 trains, but an increase of 3,947 cars. Continued increase
in pas.senger traffic, particularly in high class trains. Extra
suburban trains run in the vicinity of Cleveland to take up
the travel tied up by the trolley .strike, with favorable comment
from the public. Union Station at Cleveland approved bv
city council will be voted on by the people Januan,- 6.

Allegheny Region.—Passenger travel increasing, five spe-
cial workmen's trains withdrawn. Movement of perishable
freight active. Temjiorar}- shortage of refrigerator cars,
which will be corrected. Coal production and loading in-
creased in Allegheny region during the week. Shipping Dav
Guide for Pittsburgh is being issued.

Pocahontas Region.—Loaded freight movement indicates
general ,«lowing up, with the particular decrease in tidewater
coal, largely due to lack of demand for water movement to
New England.

Southern Region.—Passenger travel normal. Movement of
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• discharged laborers is requiring special attention in the way
of train service, but as a result of the discontinuance of
government plants labor trains are being abandoned at vari-
ous points. Numerous train schedules have been slightly
ilengthened, with better results in maintaining schedules. Bir-
mingliam foundries and furnaces are running full time, with
orders months ahead. The cotton situation still sluggish.
Car situation in good shape, and the Christmas rush of
Florida fruits being anticipated in refrigerator car supply.

Northwestern Region.—Revenue freight loaded increased
1,396 cars for the week. Livestock movement very heavy,
and grain loadings largely increased. Grain arrivals at the
large primary markets show 20,000,000 bushels this year as
against 7,500,000 bushels last year. Temporary shortage of
car supply for loading grain in Minnesota, the Dakotas and
Montana is being rectified. Condition of crops throughout
the territory continues very favorable. C. M. & St. P. reports
saving of 981 cars under the sailing day plan for the month
of November. No marked change in volume of passenger
traffic.

Central Western Region.—Livestock and grain loading in-
creased

;
coal movement decreased. Car situation easy. Pas-

senger business heavier than preceding week, the California
travel being heavier than a year ago. Various changes in

passenger trains, with some increases to accommodate heavier
travel, and some discontinuances of unnecessary train service.
Influenza epidemic still affecting travel adversely.

Southwestern Region.-—Reports indicate winter crops in
splendid condition. Oil developments continue actively in
the Wichita Falls and Ranger Districts. Miscellaneous traffic

increased over last week; lumber loading heav}'. Revival of
influenza epidemic has had its effect on the general traffic.

Movement
^

of furloughed and discharged soldiers being
handled without complaint.

War and Navy Departments.—Transportation situation
continues good. Elimination of overtime in the employment
of labor adversely affecting the ability to unload, but situation
improving.

Food Administration.—Fresh meat and packing house
products—situation generally satisfactory, and complaint
practically ceased. Livestock—situation on the L. & N.,
which was the only bad point, shows material improvement.
Grain—moving freely into Kansas City, due to demands of
the mills. Some difficulty at Boston on the export, owing to
laljor trouble, which is being given attention by regional
-director. Fruits and vegetables—movement generally good,
and car supply satisfactory, except in some small instances,'
which have been corrected. Transportation conditions as a
whole satisfactory.

The Allie.^' Traffic.—Transportation situation satisfactory
as to movement of stores and foodstuffs, the only trouble
being congestion at Newport News, which will be relieved
by the decreased use of that port by the War Department.

Coastwise Steamship Lines.—All wooden and lake vessels
heretofore allocated to the coastwise steamship lines have been
released, with the exception of a few, which are enroute or
loaded.

Exports Control Committee.—British, French and Italians
are actively looking after the accumulations at seaboard of
their stores, returning them to the shipping points for disposi-
tion. A large amount of ocean tonnage will be turned back
to trade routes shortly. Grain situation at the ports satisfac-
tory, excepting perhaps at Port Arthur, where there is an
accumulation of grain at present. Puget Sound ports show
further increase in cars on hand in sjiitc of efforts being made
to control the traffic, but California ports show decrease.

Short Line Contracts Signed

Director General McAdoo has signed co-operative con-
tracts with the Pecos Valley Southern and the Eastern Caro-
lina, short-line railroads.

Conditions in Allegheny Region

Marked betterment in traffic conditions during the month
of November was noted by C. H. Markham, regional director
of the Allegheny region, in a report to the director general.
There was an adequate car supply in November, with the re-
sult that it had been possible to remove all important em-
bargoes on carload freight except where the movement was
controlled by permits. There are no embargoes in the Alle-
gheny region at transfer platforms against less carload freight.
Favoral;le progress was made in additions and betterment
work during the latter part of the month because of increased
supply of laljor.

Mr. Markham's report in part follows:

Railroads in the Allegheny region were able during No-
vember to afford necessary transportation, although during
the early part of the month there was a slowing up of busine-s
due to the serious influenza epidemic. During the latter part
of the month the epidemic abated and conditions everywhere
have improved, until it no longer seriously handicaps the
steady flow of traffic. W*eather conditions' were favorable
for successful operation.

"There was a decrease of 84,532 cars, or 12 per cent in
revenue freight loaded, and 9,655 cars, or 1.7 per cent in
revenue freight received from connections, compared with
November of last year. Anthracite coal loading decreased
11,992 cars, or 20 per cent, and bituminous coal loading
decreased 698 cars, or 0.4 per cent. The greater portion of
the decrease in revenue cars handled and coal output was due
to two peace day celebrations, Thanksgiving day, which was
more generally observed this year, and to the influenza epi-
demic affecting the mining of coal and loading and unloading
of other commodities. Tidewater coal dumped was 2,203,601
tons, an increase of 237,228 tons, or 12 per cent, compared
with November of last year. There was an adequate car supply
available, the cars in the Allegheny region equalled 99 per
cent of ownership compared with 115 per cent June 1, 1918.

"Sailing day guides have been published covering Phila-
delphia, Trenton and Baltimore, and the remainder of the
guides- for this region are expected to be completed by Janu-
ary 1. This is resulting in the saving of a large number of
cars and permits the loading of solid cars to remote points,
resulting in better service to the public, avoiding delay at

transfer platforms, and eliminates the additional "expense of
handling at such transfer stations.

"The report of blast furnace operations November 23
shows no furnaces out due to transportation deficiencies.

"Passenger travel during month was normal. Passenger
train schedules were maintained with reasonable regularity,

showing a big improvement over corresponding period of
1917. Due to cessation of hostilities seven trains serving
war industries have been withdrawn, and since that time
troop movements have been light.

"The number of bad order cars decreased 2578 compared
with Octolicr, 1918. Locomotive output increased 6 per cent
as compared with October, due to better working conditions,
influenza not being so prevalent, but the locomotives out of
service increased 50. The railroads received 15 locomotives
built in their shops, and 10 from locomotive builders, leaving
319 to be received to complete 1918 program. Ninety-one
unifications of facilities were effected during month, resulting
in an annual saving of 5!766.000. Total annual saving in the
region due to unification of facilities and service since federal
control amounts to $7,945,000.

".-Addition and betterment work during the latter part of
the month made better progress due to ability to recruit more
labor as the demand has not been so great in the war in-

dustries. By concentrating on enginehouse and yard im-
provements, a large portion of such work has been completed,
or is ncaring completion, so tliat l^nefit will be derived during
present winter from these expenditures."
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Classification of Passenger Train Employees

Director General McAdoo has issued the following Sup-
plement No. 12 to General Order No. 27. To carry out the

intent of Article VI, of General Order No. 27, and retroactive

to June 1, 1918, it is ordered:

I. Employees in a p.nssenger train crew, except conductor, collector and
bagpagemaster, qiiali'led and regularly required to perform the following
essential duties, will he designated as passenger brakemen or flagmen, and
paid accordingly:

(a) Inspect cars and test signal and brake apparatus for the safety of
train movement.

(b) Use hand and lamp signals for the protection and movement of
trains.

(c) Open .'.nd close switches.
(d) Couple and uncouple oars and engines and the hose and chain

attachments thereof.
(e) Compare watches when required by rule.

_
2. Where white brakemen are not employed, the compensation and over-

tiine rule for colored brakemen shall be the same, for Doth iiasscngcr and
freicfht service, as for the same positions on the minimunj paid contiguous
road.

3. This order shall not curtail the duties of employees heretofore classed
as "train porters."

4. Tliis order shall not infringe upon the seniority rights of white
trainmen.

Passenger Traffic Statistics

Railroads under federal control during the nine months

ending September 30 showed an increase of 14.3 per cent in

passengers carried one mile, as compared with the correspond-

ing period of 1917, according to a report compiled by the

Operating Statistics Section of the Railroad Administration.

For the month of September, however, the increase was only

0.03 per cent, undoubtedly reflecting the effect, after the

summer vacation season was over, of the increased fares

which went into effect in June, as well as the admonitions

to refrain from travel. For August a similar compilation had
shown an increase of 11.6 per cent. For the nine months all

of the regions and districts showed increases, the largest being

that in the Southern district, 39.7 per cent. For September

the Allegheny, the Pocahontas, Southern and Southwestern

regions showed increases, while in the others there were de-

creases. The report follows:

Average
Railroad miles

operated
EASTERN REGION
New England District

Bangor & Aroostook 632
Boston & Albany 394
Boston & Maine 2,259
Central Vermont 536
Grand Trunk in New England 172
Maine Central 1,217
N. v.. New Haven & H. (incl. C. N. E.) 2,309
Rutland 415

Total, New England District 7,934

Central District

Ann Arbor 294
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsbur«h 585
Chicago & Erie ^ 270
Delaware & Hudson 903
Delaware, Lackawanna S: Western 996
Detroit & Mackinac 382
Erie 1,988
Grand Trunk Western Lines 336
Lehigh & Hudson River 97
Lehigh & New England 222
Lehigh Valley 1,439
Michigan Central 1,862
New York Central 5.649
New York. Chicago & St. Louis 571
New York, Ontario & Western 568
New York, Susiiuchanna & Western 135
Pere Marquette 2,233
Pittsburgh & Shawmut 95
Ulster & Delaware 129
Wabash 2,519

Total, Central District 21.273

Ohio-Indiana District

Baltimore & Oliio, West 2,596
Cliesapeake & Ohio of Indiana 284
Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville 657
Cincinnati, Indianai>olis & Western 296
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis 2,396
Cincinnati Northern 251
Detroit. Toledo & Ironton 457
Grand Rapids & Indiana 570
Hocking Valley 350
Kanawha & Michigan 214
Lake Erie & Western 878
Penna. Lines West (incl. P. C. C. & St. L.).. 4,154
Toledo S; Ohio Central 430
Toledo, St. Louis & Western 454
Wheeling & Lake Erie 547
Zanesville & Western 87

Total, Ohio-Indiana District 14,621

Grand total, Eastern Region 43.828

ALLEGHENY REGION
Baltimore & Ohio, East 2.347
Bessemer & Lake Erie 225
Buffalo & Susquehanna 272
Coa! & Coke 197
Central of New Jersey 684
Cumberland Valley 164
Cumberland & Pennsylvania 61

Long Island 398
Mar>-land. Delaware Si Virginia 83
Monongahela 108
New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk 122
Pennsylvania. Eastern Lines 5.412
Philadelphia & Reading 1.622

Pittsburgh & I.,ike Erie 225
Pittsburgh & West Virginia 63

Staten Island 24

Western Maryland 708

West Jersey & Sea Shore 339

Total, Allegheny Region 13,054

PASSENGERS CARRIED ONE MILE
Month of September Nine months ended September 30

'

Increase or Per
'

Increase or Per'
1918 1917 Decrease cent 1918 1917 Decrease cent

2,193,383 3,181,767 d988.384 d31.1 18,430,926 22,252,988 d3,822,062 dl7.2
34,188,161 39,550,908 d5,362,747 dl3.6 287,350,670 280,275,797 7.074,873 2.5

80,930,784 96,162,456 dl5,231,672
d586,398

dl5.8 688,177,759 698,650,205 dl0,472.446 dl.S
3,704,907 4,291,305 dl3.7 30,983,383 d5.946,387 dl9.2
956,505 1,374,463 d417,960 d30.4 9,426,985 dl,0O3,532 dlO.6

16,478,151 18,114,452 dl, 636,301 d9.0 118,326,926 120,863,798 d2,536.872 d2.1
174,838,783 182,655,547 d7,816,764

d939,936

d32,980,162

d4.3 1,418.842,279 1,355,019,392 63,822.887 4.6

4,553,420 5,493,356

350,824,256

dl7.1

~d9A

dl6.4

32,093,258 40.432,448

2,557,904,996

21,248,882

d8.339,190

38,777.271

d3,067,965

d20.6

317,844,094 2,596,682,267 l.S

2,374,993 2,842.034 d467,041 18,180,917 dl4.4
4,534,944 5.623,030 dl,088,086 dl9.4 39,938,137 42,513,343 d2.575,206 d6.0
5,430,063 2.566,056 2,864,007 111.6 30,632,097 22,722,198 7,909,899 34.8
10,613,382 14,653,668 d4.040.286 d27.6 85,080,804 97,614,527 dl2.533,723 dl2.9
65,499,632 56,959,805 8.539,827 15.0 458,428,391 438.416,722 20,011.669

d890,933
4.6

(*) (*) (•) (*) 9.030,476 9.921,409 d9.0
56,838,043 55,688,441 1,149,602 2.1 496,491,775 330,768,749 165,723,026 50.1

11,390,255 12,704,504 dl,314.249 dlO.4 92,163,136 92,962,107 d798,971 dO.9
137,200 199,199 d61,999 d31.1 1,251.889 1.352,173 d100,284 d7.4
47,147 44,043 3,104 7.0 498.929 476.635 22,294 4.7

24,318,778 26.037,012 dl, 718,234 d6.6 214,209.873 182,140.061 32.069,812 17.6

50,341,491 57.675,398 d7,333.907 dl2.7 448.257,956 419,638,221 28,619,735 6.4

247,469,633 263,728.139 dl6,25S,506 d6.2 1,908,419,035 1,911,722,912 d3,303,877 dO.2
5.894,888 8,990,232 d3.095,344 d34.4 65,223,643 57,935,709 7.287.934 12.6

10,082.873 8,592,865 1,490.008 17.3 71,887,916 63,872,507 8,015.408 12,6

4,113,757 4,186,894 d73,I37 dl.7 34,834.250 36,946,496 d2.1 12,246 dS.7
15,666.288 20,538.977 d4,872,689 d23.7 129,007,973 164,499,639 d35.491,666 d21.6

139,497 95,086 44,411 46.7 1,216,355 1,119,061 97,294 8.7

1,151,278 1,472.068 d320,790 d21.8 7,773,290 9,053,629 dl, 280,339 dl4.I
38,900,994 38,285,960 615,034 1.6

d4.5

d6.4

319,150.349

4,431,677,191

314,088,583

291,271,273

4,196,196.253

283,569.251

27,879.076

235,480,938

30,519.332

9.6

554,945,136 580,883,411 d25,938,275 5.7

40,973,315 43,765,565 d2,792,250 10.8
819,104 872,463 d53,359 d6.1 7,242,170 11,300.088 d4.057.918 d3S.9

8,152,715 10,560.883 d2.408.168 d22.8 74,384,068 75,085,833 d701,765 dO.9
1,821,006 3,634,513 dl,813,507 d49.9 17,444,591 23,723,890 d6,2r9,299 d26.S

58,570.223 59,460,859 d890.634 dl.5 484,828,338 430,247.201 54,581.137 13.6

685,332 953.140 d267.808 d28.1 5,916,312 7,133,572 dl, 217.260 dl7.1
548,938 831,259 d282.321 d34.0 4,638,455 5.980,940 dl. 342.485 d22.4

7,.537.741 10,684,031 d3. 146,290 d29.4 56,021,216 65,644.222 d9.623.006 dl4.7
3,533,594 4,579,710 d 1.046,1 16 d22.8 (•) (•) CI (•)

5,888,712 2,186,729 3.701.983 169.3 43,065.287 14.894.886 28.170,401 189.1

2,181,504 3,625.989 dl.444.485 d39.8 21.378,246 26.983.068 d5,604.822 d20.8
126.712,811 129,115.817 d2. 403,006 dl.9 1,035,141,331 978.380.322 56.761,009 5.7

2.994,883 3,755,017 d760.134 d20.2 23,713,127 27.057.535 d3,344.408 dl2.4
2.270,684 4.214,800 dl,944.1 16 d46.1 32,667,910 28,346,965 4,320,945 15.2

1,750,915 3,051.982 dl, 301,067 d42.6 17,275.826 29,905,425 dl2,629.599 d42.2
245,272 270,263 d24,991 d9.2

ls.9

"del

29.2

(•) (•) (•) (•)

264,686,751 281,563,020

1,213,270,687

dl6,876,269

d7S,794,706

2.137,805,460 2,008,253,198

8.762.354.447

416,259,880

129,552,262

403,810,471

6.5

1,137,475,981 9.166,164,918

567.808.690

4.7

76.633,699 59,311.376 17.322,323 151,548.810 36.4

1,484,574 3,452.552 dl.967,97S d57.0 12,027.969 17.091,352 d5.063.3S3 d29.6

206,879 222.765 dl5,886 d7.1 1,825.950 2.010,135 dl84.185 d9.2

854.423 850.005 4,418 OS 6.864,940 6,220,253

32,797.159 41.318.847 d8.521,688 d20.6 308.904.136 330,154,965 d21,250,829 d6.S
2,844.817 3.169.024 d324,207 dlO.2 26.110.813 25,702,523 408.290 1.6

(•) (•) (•) (*) 2.029.262 2.118,951 d89,689 d4.2

91,531,884 82,192.922 9,338,962 11.4 703,978.598 583,326,788 120,651.810 20.7

342.500 370.260 d27,760 d7.5 (•) (•) (•1 (•)

826,112 704,839 121.273 17.2 6.333.323 4,685.905 1.647.418 35.2

4,293,187 3,732.067 561.120 15.0 34,970.882 23.576,124

442.601,759 363,617,767 78,983,992 21.7 3,068.244,062 2,325,741,012 742,503,050 31.9

49,368.217 58.618,633 d9,250.4l6 dl5.8 441.572.342 457,021,574 dl5.449,232 d3.4

11.116,457 11,903,014 d786,557 d6.6 84.840.768 92.189,264

491,316 616.182 dl24.866 d20.3 4,267.926 5,127,137 d859,2U dI6.8

4.974,269 3,947,818 1,026,451 26.0 39.502.362 36,294.187 3.208.175 8.8

4,195,768 5,766,386 dl,570.618 d27.2 32.234,753 40.475.456 d20.4
(•) (•) (•) (•)

13.3

310.617.243

5,652.134.019

301.191.900

724,563.020 639,794,457 84,768,563 4.669.187,406 982.946.613 21.5
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PASSENGERS CARRIKD ONE MILE (Conlii ued).

.Average
U.iilrond miles

operated
POCAHONTAS REGION

Chesapeake & Ohio 2,195
Norfoll< & Western 2,101
ViTginian 489

Total, Pocahontas Region 4,785

SOUTHERN REGION
Alabama & Vicksbure 141
Atlanta & West Point 223
.\tlanta, Birmingham & -Atlantic 640
Atlantic Coast Line 484
Carolina, Clinchficld & Ohio 291
Central of Georgia 1,918
Charleston & Western Carolina 343
Florida East Coast 765
Georgia 329
Georgia, Southern & Florida 402
Gulf & Ship Island 308
Gulf, Mobile & Northern 402
Illinois Central (incl. Y. & -M. \'.) 6,216
Louisville & Nashville 4.996
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis 200
Mississippi Central 1 64
Mobile & Ohio 991
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis 1.234

New Orleans Great N orthern 285
Norfolk Southern 907
R., F. & P. (incl. Wash. Southern) 112

Seaboard Air Line 3,563
Southern (inc. A.G.S., C.N.O.&T.P., N.O.&N.E.) 8,151
Southern Railway in Mississippi 278
Tennessee Central 294

Total. Southern Region 33,637

NORTHWESTERN REGION
Chicago & North Western 8,090
Chicaoo Great Western 1,496

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul '.
. . 10,305

Chicago, St. P., M. & Omaha 1.749

Duluth & Iron Range 285
Duluth, Missabe & Northern 411
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic 601
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 807
Great N orthern 8.257
Mineral Range 101

Minneapolis & St. Louis 1,647

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie 4,243
Northern Pacific 6.570
Oregon-Washington R. R. & Nav 2,065

Spokane, Portlands Seattle 555

Total, Northwestern Region 47.182 422,257,141

CENTRAL WESTERN REGION
Arizona Eastern 378 1.132.833
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 8,646 112.484,239
Chicago & Alton 1.051 20,803,864
Chicago & Eastern Illinois 1,131 17.077,470

Chicago, Burlington & Quincv 9,373 106,077,725

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis 247 942,238
Chicago, R. I. & Pacific (incl. C. R. I. & G.). 8.209 107,056,730

Chicago. Terre Haute & S. E 374 1.901,278

Colorado & Southern 784 7.029,620

Denver & Rio Grande 2,652 15,516,137

Denver & Salt Lake 255 769.957

El Paso & Southwestern 1.028 8.227.094

Los Angeles & Salt Lake 1.168 10.591.013

Northwestern P.icific -'107 10,626,956

Oregon Short Line 2,33< 19,206,601

Panhandle & Santa Fe 773 3,232,284

St. Joseph & Grand Island 258 1,181.002

Southern Pacific 705 134,066,390

Toledo, Peoria & Western 248 1,801,863

Union Pacific 3.610 67.562,694
Western Pacific '.OH 4,500,000

Total, Central Western Region 44,744 651,787,988

SOUTHWESTERN' REGION
Fort Worth S: Denver City 454 9.270,167

Gulf Coast Lines 920 6,968,587

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe 1,937 16,122,924

Houston & Texas Central 887 7,025,500

Houston East & West Te.>;as 232 1,318,113

International & Great Northern 1,160 12,721,541

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient 272 498,058

Kansas Citv. Mexico & Orient of Texas 466 469,846

Kansas City Southern 837 ?044.752
Louisiana & Arkansas 302 \Ml.2n
Midland Valley 366 2,142,476

Missouri, Kansas & Texas 1.737 24.338,766

Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas 1.796 25.982.017

Missouri Pacific 7.108 67.404.745

San Antonio & Aransas Pass 724 5,253,035

St. Louis-San Francisco 4,475 72,864,384

St. Louis-S. F. (i«cl. F. W. & R. G.l 387 499,821

St. Louis Southwestern 969 6.988.899

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas 8 5 6,907.462

Sunset Lines 2,543 19,942,866

Texfs & Pacific l.?47 23,961.032

Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific 171 2,335,622

Wichita Falls & Northwestern 329 809,795

Wichita Valley ^ '0'0.244

Total, Southwestern Region 31,193 323.021.863

Grand total, -Ml Regions 218,423 3.943.709,135

Decreases are marked "d." (*) Figurei not reporttd.

Month of September months ended September 30
'

Increase or Per'
'

Increase or Per
1918 1917 Decrease cent 1918 1917 Decrease ctnr

40,244,306 34,755,304 5,489,002 15.8 356,033,610 259,026,496 97.007.114 37.5
33,374,383 33,493,127 dl 18,744 dO.4 290,865,000 226,559,460 64,305,540 28.4-

2,301,416 2,782,945 d481,529 dl7.3

6.9

dO.6

16.707,054

663,605,664

15,863.010

16,728.300 d21.246 dO.l

75.920,105 71,031,376 4,888,729 502,314,256 161,291,408 35.0

1,774,593 1,785,870 dll,277 13,785,155 2.077,855 15.1
7,925.898 5,335,955 2.589,943 48.5 62,672,259 42,115,149 20,557,110 48.8
2,926,936 3,103,334 dl76,398 d5.7 21.995,626 20,416,423 1,579,203 7.7

53,796,206 41,069,435 12,726,771 31.0 480,746,050 372,151,426 108,594.624 29.2
1,145.545 - 1,346,788 d201,243 dl4.9 13.578,030 9,228.676 4,349.354 47.1

22,003,336 18,632,018 3,371,318 18.1 186,701,132 141,986,528 44,714,604 31.5
1,443,909 1,700,087 d2S6,178 dl5.1 16,499,147 12,922,787 3.576,360 27.7
5,834,945 5,002,190 832,755 16.6 67,334,725 73,647,830 d6.313.105 d8.6

(*) (*) (•) C> 61,463,165 33,946,206 27,516,959 81.1
3,374,735 4,013,806 d639,071 dl5.9 (•) (•) (•) (•)
1,904,871 2,151,517 d246,646 dll.5 17.210,359 12,000,976 5,209,383 43.4
1,509.901 1.175,104 334,797 28.5 11,167,212 8,732,066 2.435,146 27.9

92,391,166 90,653,344 1,737,822 1.9 769.094,354 693.853,072 75,241,282 10.9
87,660,327 72,764,921 14,895,406 20.5 716,426.781 528,668.808 187,757.973 35.5
2,551,798 2,271,384 280.414 12.3 20,193,392 16,955.151 3,238,241 19.1
2,158,380 2,070,721 87,659 4.2 14,224,604 7.040,460 7,184,144 102.0
7,648,272 7.679,921 d31,649 do. 4 60.259,537 50.527.992 9,731,545 19.3
25,541,280 17,924,184 7,617,096 42.5 189,980,472 117,552,477 72,427,995 61.6
1,717,365 1,886,399 dl69.034 d9.0 14,621,887 14,117,673 504,214 3.5

6.865,939 7,161,055 d295,116 d4.1 52,877.555 52,031,848 845.707 1.6
25,430.422 12,175,649 13.254,773 108.9 157,245,278 87,261,508 69,983,770 80.2
57,638,374 35,856,470 21,781,904 60.7 406,887,956 236,770,141 170.117.815 71.9
188,473,715 147,878,067 40,595,648 27.5 1,498,407,101 935,066,010 563,341,091 60.2

1,674,455 1,469,680 204,775 13.9 13,152,826 10,419.660 2.733.166 26.2
5,290,669 1,794,967

486,902.866

129.960,598

3,495,702 194.8

25

dl2.7

35,840,790 12.278.274 23,562.516 191.9

608,683,037 121,780.171 4,904,443,248 3.503,476,296 1.400.966.952 39.7

113.433.611 dl6,526,987 954,532,943 934,190.937 20,342.006 2.2
16,946,577 19,897,053 d2,9S0,476 dl4.8 153,022,507 134,204,459 18.818,048 14.0
Sj.0B4,447 104.037,366 d20,952.919 d20.1 693,858,832 727,360.742 d33,501,910 d4.6
24,689,318 29.669,421 d4.98O.103 dl6.8 199,637,236 199.624,757 12,479

607,033 1,002,138 d395,105 d39.4 (•) (•) (*) (•)
1.303.678 1,726,688 d423,010 d24.5 14.097,192 14,939,172 d84 1.980 d6.0'
3.391,073 4,276,838 d885,765 d20.7 27,259,980 30,521,142 d3,261,162 dlO.7

498 566 d68 dl2.0 (•) (•) (•) (•)
57,833,583 69,650,894 dll,817,311 dl7.0 466,178,748 492.406,781 d26,228,033 d5.3

86,399 84,437 1.962 2.3 812,302 1.194.244 d381.942 d31.9
7,100,005 9,882,192 d2.782,187 d28.2 62,564,152 65,028,758 d2.464,606 d3.7

20,564,907 29,243,367 d8,678,460 d29.7 192,892,923 228,996,324 d36,103,401 dl6.0
65,474,398 69,656,153 d4.181,755 d6.0 511,485,161 486,258.390 25,226,771 5.2

21,719,394 21,945,863 d226,469 dl.O 180,124,938 143,398.480 36,726,458 25.6
6,022,220 6,710,162 d687,942 dlO.3 61,955,388 53,219,128 8,736.260 16.4

497,743,736 d75,486,595 d!5.0 3,518,422,302 3,511,343,314 7,078,988 0.2

1.251,718 dll8,885 d9.S 9,815,956 10,721,227 d905.271 d8.4
119,944.738 d7,460,499 d6.2 1,119,734.359 979,691,043 140,043,316 14.3
25,093,754 d4.289,890 dl7.1 172,197,276 175,528.923 d3.331,647 dl.8
17,528,418 d450.94S d2.6 148,011,708 138,589,232 9,422.476 6.8

119,877,176 dl3, 799,451 dll.5 884,684,032 877.979.360 6,704,672 0.8
1.175,352 d233,114 dl9.8 7,811,430 9.024,844 dl,213,414 dl3.4

110,755,249 d3,698,519 d3.3 880,784.624 790.086,002 90,698,622 11.5
1,911,368 dl0,090 dO.5 17.396.399 15,543,981 1,852,418 11.9
7,574,218 d544,598 d7.2 55,017,005 53.661.117 1.355.888 2.5

24,471,484 d8,955,347 d36.6 146,477,318 150.961,127 d4.483.809 d3.0
929,214 dl59,257 dl7.1 5,116,577 7,259,374 d2.142,797 d29.5

5,781.082 2,446,012 42.3 59,068,255 57,645,247 1,423,008 2.5
11,391,914 d800.901 d7.0 104,703,044 102,339.842 2,363,202 2.3

11.661,194 dl.034,238 d8.9 93,617,377 96.122.885 d2,505,508 d2.6
22,681,854 d3,475,253 dl5.3 174,755,111 160,367,026 14,388,085 9.0
3,877,070 d644,786 dl6.6 37.696.808 31,041.664 6,655,144 21.4
1,339,784 diss,782 dll.9 10,776,427 10,407,986 368,441 3.5

144,830,557 dl0,764.167 d7.4 1,317,120,094 1,077,307.498 239,813.596 22.2
2,134,503 d332,640 dl5.6 14,313,620 16,003.254 dl.689.634 dlO.6

73,484,946 d5.922,252 d8.1 566,193,290 469,956,398 96,236.892 20.5

7,243,836 d2.743,836 d37.9 (*)
.

(•) (•) (•)

714,939,429 d63, 151,441 d8.8 5.825,290.710 5.230.23S.030 595,052.680 11.4

6,733,104 2,537,063 37.7 54657,448 45.041,807 9.615.641 21.3
4,261,683 2,706,904 63.5 57,348.834 53,860,783 3.488.051 6.5

15,330,072 792,852 5.2 148,997.925 103,605,678 45,392.247 43.8
8,179.428 dl, 153,928 dl4.1 52.318.020 53,805,661 dl,487.641 d2.8
1,770.517 d452,404 d25.5 11.338.115 10,876,134 461.981 4.3

15,808.396 d3,086,S55 dl9.S 110.891,881 87.680,784 23.211.097 26.5

448,100 49,958 11.1 4.505,718 4,257,704 248.014 5.8

587,670 dll7,824 d20.0 3,.104.566 4,284,105 d979.539 d22.9
8,948.637 dl,903,885 d21.3 68.935.645 58.269,057 • 10.666.588 18.3

879,770 261,441 29.7 10.079,271 4,525,894 5.553.377 122.7

2,206.027 d63,551 d2.9 18.981.279 17,323,472 1.657.807 9.9

25.453.364 dl, 114,598 d4.4 233.235,505 179,39.5,731 53.839.774 30.0
21,809,577 4,172,340 19.1 193,587.231 132,296.034 61,291,197 46.3

60.010,571 7,394,174 12.3 585,415,989 456,078,768 129.337.221 28.3

4,847.433 405,602 8.4 34,334.127 29,898.557 4>435.570 14.9

64.740,698 8,123,686 12.5 584.596.089 494,142,242 90.453.847 18.3

852.483 d352,662 d41.3 14.880.417 15,294.678 d414.261 d2.7
8,643.091 dl.654.192 dl9.1 75.972.050 54,130,307 21.841.743 40.4

5.504.038 1,403,424 25.S 54.396.761 33.683.606 20.713.155 61.5

34,175.627 dl4,232,761 d41.6 297.656,323 285.815.867 11.840.456 4.2

23,974,774 dl3,742 d.... 207,877.243 181.156.955 26.720.288 14.7

1.932.986 402,636 20.8 19.446,804 15,039,699 4.407.105 29.3
1.061,881 d252,086 d23.7 7.579,555 7.847.089 dJ67.534 d3.4
869,073 141,171 16.2

1.3

0.03

.5,993,221 5.931.414 61.807

319,029.100 3.992,763 2,856,330.017 2,334.242.026 522.087.991 22.4

3,942,711,651 997,484 32,586,390.878 28.513.155.775 4,073.235,103 14.J
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Conditions in Central Western Region

Unusually satisfactory traffic conditions for the pres-

ent period of the year were reported by Hale Holden,

regional director of the Central Western region, for the

month of Noveml)cr.

A summary of Mr. Holden's report follows

:

Conditions generally were favorable to operation. The in-

fluenza epidemic, so pronounced during the month of October,

continued during the early part of November, but not to the

extent of causing any serious interruptions in the movement
of business and no accumulations or congestions of conse-

quence occurred. The car supply was ample to meet all re-

quirements. As a result of decreased demand for coal and
general loading, a surplus of coal and box cars has been
accumulated on practically all roads. The large amount of

grain in storage at the principal primary markets (utilizing

from 70 per cent to 85 per cent of total elevator capacities)

made necessary the continuance of the permit sy.stem, which
plan accomplished the purpose intended with general satis-

faction.

Car loading was as follows:

Total Cars Coal Loaded

l-t2.955

1917
170,696

Decrease
27,741

Per cent
decrease

16.3

Total Cars Grain Loaded
Per cent

27,38-4 27,173
Increase

211 .8

Total Cars Liz'estocfi Loaded
Per cent

70.080 61.437
Increase

8,643
increase

12.3

I'llK

Si.s.ieo

TotiU Cars Rc:-em

1917
394.254

ic Freight Loaded

Decrease
79,094

Per cent
decrease

13.3

Total Cars Revenue Freishl Received From Co,, ncctions

191R
275,197

1017
299. .''40

Decrease
24,643

Per cent
decrease

8.7

The heavy decrease in coal loading is explained by lack of

market resulting from heavy storage supplies and reduced

demand.
Livestock.—Kansas City market handled a total of 16,913

cars inbound, an increase of 2,0,S1 cars or 1.3.6 per cent;

outbound 6,760 cars, an increase of 2,'iO cars or 3.5 per cent.

South Omaha market had inbound 11,488 cars, an increase

of 464 cars, or 4.2 per cent; outbound 3,643 cars, an in-

crease of 1,760 cars or 32.6 per cent. St. Joseph market had

inbound 6,819 cars, an increase of 1,931 cars or 39.5 per

cent; outbound 1,742 cars, an increase of 346 cars or 24.8

per cent.

(M Traffic-—Operated out of the Mid-Continent fields a

total of 544 special oil trains, with 14,336 cars, an average

of 26 cars per train, of which the Santa Fe road handled

119 trains, with 3,406 cars an average of 29 cars per train.

Troop Movements.—The number of troop movements de-

crea.sed materially compared with previous months. A total

of 42 special troop trains, with 15,632 men were operated

during the month, in addition to which about 9,000 men
discharged from the service were handled.

Coal Traffic-—The coal situation in the Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Colorado, Utah and Wyoming fields during the month
of November has been easy from a transportation standpoint.

The car supply was more than ample, the daih' reports of the

coal roads showing accumulatively many more cars available

than the mines were ordering. The decrease of 16.3 per cent

as shown in tabulation above, shows the lowest loading since

June. The decrease was primarily due to lack of market,

although the two peace day celebrations and Thanksgiving

also contributed to the result. Indications are that there will

be very little change in the situation during Decemlier and
the use of storage coal will result in continued light ship-

ments from the mines.

Sailing Day Plan.—Bunng the month of November the

Sailing Day Plan has been established at twenty additional

smaller stations, resulting in a saving of 508 cars per week.

The total saving since this work was inaugurated now
amounts to 4,672 cars weekly. Loading for the week ending

November 9, as a test, indicates an increase in the average

weight per car, from 13,414 to 14,737 pounds. The Sailing

Day Committee is giving considerable attention to the loading

of cars to avoid transfers and has already established

through cars from San Francisco to New York and from

Ogden and Salt Lake City to Chicago and expects shortly

to have through cars from California points to Chicago.

Terminal Situation.—All of the large terminals in the re-

gion have been operating effectively and there has been no
congestion in carload or less than carload business. \\[

terminal managers report a free movement through their

terminals and generally satisfactory conditions. There has

been a full supply of warehouse labor at terminal freight

hou.ses and business has been handled with remarkable dis-

patch.

.Vi(>i of Men in Car and Locomotive Depart,,

1918 1917

Car Department 23,703 21.691
Locomotive Department 65,213 58,528

Total 88.916 80,219

cms. Xoicmber 16, 1918

Increase Per cent

2,012 8.4

6.f8S 11.4

8.697 10.8

Total car": on all lines 375.248
Number of cars bad order 1 8.048
Pfr cent in ba,! order. . . 4.8
N'limbcr cars bad order same dale last year 18,949
Decrease 901—(.7%

Number of Locomotives Turned Out of Shop
1918 1917 Increase Percent
814 691 123 17.8

We have given general overhauling to 19 B. & O. loco-

motives at shops in our territorj- and we are working at the

present time on 22 more. We still have 44 western loco-

motives loaned to eastern lines and in service there: many of

our new locomotives being turned out of the shops in the

east are assigned for temporar>' service to some eastern lines.

We received from the builders during the month of No-
vember, only 19 new locomotives on our 1918 allotment.

Maintenance of Way.—Federal managers as a whole, re-

port the condition of their track and property to be as good
as it was last year with few exceptions.

Saving in Passenger Train Mileage.—During the montli

of November there were the following reductions in train

mileage:
Train
miles

C. & A. trains 62 and 65 between Chicago and Peoria, annual saving 113,150
Readjnstriient Wabash local train ser\'icc, annual saving 197.974
Readjustment Western Pacific and Southern Pacific ser\-ice in
Nevada and California, annual saving 71.175

Total 382.299

In addition the Southern Pacific discontinued two round
trips per day of motor car service between Oroville and
Marv-sville, thereby effecting a saving of 37,230 miles per
annum. There was no passenger train mileage added during
the month, so that the savings mentioned are net. Several
lines were also able to discontinue one or more sleeping cars.

Passenger Traffic.—The passenger travel during the
month of November was light. This was in large part due to

influenza epidemic. The cessation of troop movements to

ports of embarkation also had its effect upon passenger earn-
ings. The work of demobilization which is now in progress

means a heavy movement from cantonments. Additional fa-

cilities and ticket sellers have been installed to handle the

movement.
Dining Car Sen'ice.—.After the dining car sen-ice had been

in effect a month the chief passenger traffic officers of lines

in this region were asked to develop how the service is re-

garded by the public. Their reports indicate general ap-
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proval of the change from a la carte to table d'hote luncheons

and dinners. Southern Pacific for instance, advises that in

October they served 81,880 table d'hote meals, and during

that time received but four complaints from passengers who
stated they preferred a la carte service. Of course, this does

not indicate that all the balance prefer table d'hote service,

but the fact that only this inconsequential number expressed

disapproval of the change shows quite clearly that it has been

received with popular favor.

Unification of Facilities.—There have been some minor

unifications of facilities in the Alton terminal resulting in a

saving of $500 a month in the payroll. The consolidations

in the vicinity of Salt Lake City and Ogden are progressing

favoralDly. Some minor consolidations have been made in the

Southern Pacific and Western Pacific territory amounting

to $1,650 a month. On November 7 consolidations were

made of the facilities of the Rock Island and Santa Fe at

Chickasha, Oklahoma, resulting in a net saving of $710 a

month. There are a number of similar consolidations under

consideration and progress is being made as rapidly as con-

ditions permit.

Traffic at Principal Termini

The Railroad Administration's weekly statement showing

the traffic handled by the railways under federal control at

25 of the more important railroad termini of the countr)' dur-

ing the week ending November 16, shows a decrease of 13.29

per cent in the tonnage and a decrease of 14.83 per cent in

tlie number of cars used, as follows

:

'
1917 IpT? :917 191S

Atlanta 2,720 2,032 68 475 54,802

Birmingharo" 5 128 4,739 216,177 204,870

BosTon 8,201 6.641 125.547 132,076

Buffalo 8,110 8,002 288,124 323,947

Chicaeo 52,580 44,782 1,676.423 1,478,546

Charleston 1,138 1,753 19,442 34,892

Cleveland 9 474 8,826 346,244 327,356

Duhith and Superior. 26,681 18,797 1,174,198 801,799

Galveston ... 1660 1,559 40,045 36,026

Hampton Roads 13,012 11,737 543,652 531,805

Kansas CHy 7,933 7,487 182,203 170,453

T OS Anseies .... 11928 1456 46,231 • 45,205

New York 29,335 24,323 700,910 628.837

New Orleans 4 472 5,279 129,493 165,960

Omaha ... slsO? 3,002 103,590 86,342

Portland,' Ore 1,977 1,768 54,92, 40.476

Philadelphia 18 533 15,045 546,837 353,139

Pittsburgh 7 328 6.602 271.777 245.388

S Louis 13 051 10.864 441,735 355,782

Seattle 2,779 2,857 80,791 85,321

Sa,.. Francisco 2 666 2,771 71,727 102,507

Savannah 1,751 1.463 36,212 29.941

Taconia 1.274 1,005 36,184 30,508

Twin Cities 12,771 9,398 326.098 238,484

Toledo 8.621 8.026 355.908 330.436

Totai 246.930 "ll0.314 7.882.947 6.834.898

Decrease 36.516 1.048.049
^ =14.83% =13,29%

Average to . .. per car 31 32

In Case of Fire

Circular No. 67 provides that in cases of loss of or damage

to property by fire while under federal control, the matter

should be liandled on the following basis:

First.—Reports of all fires involving property under federal

control are to be made in accordance with instructions here-

tofore or hereafter issued by the regional directors as directed

by the Division of Finance and Purchases, Fire Loss Protec-

tion Section.

Second—In the case of damage by fire to any property

under federal control, other than rolling stock equipment,

which will be governed by special rules or practices now or

hereafter in force, there should be an immediate determina-

tion by the federal manager, subject to the approval of the

regional director, as to re-building.

Third—If the decision is to rebuild either in kind or on

a different plan or with enlargements, the federal manager,

with the approval of the regional director, shall determine

upon such expenditures as may be required for the replace-

ment of property in so far as such expenditures are charge-

able to operating expenses. The approval of the director of

the Division of Capital Expenditures shall be secured in all

cases involving expenditures chargeable to additions and
betterments.

Fourth—Adjustments of fire losses, other than loss of roll-

ing stock equipment, are to be made as between the corpora-
tion and the United States Railroad Administration as fol-

lows :

.\n immediate effort should be made through the staffs of
the federal managers to -arrive at an agreement with the

(orporation as to the value of the property of the corporation

destroyed or the amount of the damage due to the fire at the

time of the fire, in case the property is not restored or re-

placed, or as to the cost of restoration or replacement thereof,

chargeable to operating expenses, and the cost of such part

of the restoration or replacement as is chargeable to invest-

ment in road and equipment, respectively. Such agreement
shall be subject to the approval of the regional director and
of the directors of the Divisions of Finance and Purchases
and of Public Service and Accounting and shall be filed by
the federal manager with his federal auditor. In case of

failure to agree with the corporation, the amounts chargeable

shall be determined under regulations established by the di-

rector of Public Service and Accounting.

Export Situation

According to the report of the Exports Control Committee
for the week ended December 14 much progress has been

made in disposing of U. S. army freight and freight for the

Allies. War materials of all kinds intended for shipment

to the Allies and not now needed are rapidly being disposed

of in this country through the various governmental agencies.

Provisions on hand during the week for the Commission
for Relief of Belgium amounted to 89 cars.

The Delinquent Bureau has succeeded in arranging for the

clearance of a lot of com syrup which has been held at the

terminals for a long time on account of the prohibition against

the exportation of this commodity when treated with bi-

sulphide of soda.

According to latest advices, the Food .Administration's

program for the remainder of December indicates that suffi-

cient ocean tonnage has now been allocated to take care of all

demands.
For the week ended December 5 there were 229,566 tons of

grain in elevators at North Atlantic ports, while 194,894 had
been cleared. At the Gulf ports 216,526 tons of grain were in

elevators, while but 48,016 had been cleared.

It is expected that the vessel program will show a decided

improvement at the Gulf ports and create a full elevator

turnover.

Rates for Clergy

The Railroad Administration proposes to put into effect

on January 1 standardized arrangements whereby ministers

of the gospel, brothers of religious orders, sisters of charity,

deaconesses and others engaged exclusively in religious duties

will be accorded the privilege of purchasing tickets at one-

lialf the normal one-way passage fare, with no reduction in

the sleeping-car rate. The concession will be administered by

clergy bureaus maintained in New York, Atlanta and Chi-

cago, operating under the super\Msion of the several passenger

traffic committees.

Lehigh Valley and Other Contract Signed

Director General Mc.Adoo has signed the compensation

contract of the Lehigh Valley providing for an annual pay-

ment by the government of $11,321,233.25, the amount of

the "standard return" as certified by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The director general also signed the contract

of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, on Thursday, provid-

ing for annual compensation of $3,276,410. The contract

with the Great Northern was expected to be signed on the

same dav.
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Camouflaged Standard Ammunition. Sufply and Fire Control Car for Railway Artillcr

The War Department Railway Artillery

Shown to Public for First Time at a Demonstration

at the Aberdeen, Md., Proving Grounds

A DEMONSTRATION of the various types of artillery de-

veloped by the Ordnance Department of the U. S.

Army for use during the war with Germany was held

at the proving ground at Aberdeen, Md., on Tuesday, making
public for the first time the various types of guns on railway

mounts which were used in France or will be used for mobile

coast defense batteries in this country.

The demonstration included 7-inch, 8-inch, 12-inch, 14-

being able to handle it with ease. The car is of a special

design adopted by the Ordnance Department after much
e.xperimentation, and is a standard car for mounting several

different calibers of guns. The elevating mechanism enables

the gun to be raised from to 42 degs. elevation by one man.
This gun fires a projectile weighing 200 lb. a distance of 12J^
miles and may be fired from any position of track selected.

The car is raised about an inch by means of jacks built into

Eight-Inch Railway Mount Narrow Gage Equipment
rig Method cf Pl.ii-ii :.6<,. Car for Mo Narrow Gace Lines

inch and 16-inch guns on railway mounts, some of which are

illustrated herewith. A 14-inch gun on railway trucks which

was used in France by the Navy was described in the Rail-xay

.4ge of November 29' 1918.

The eight-inch gun is mounted on a carriage having a

traversing mechanism Ijv means of which the gun can be

traversed around the entire azimuth of 360 degs., one man

the underframe and a firing platform of oak cross-ties placed

under it, taking tlie weight off the trucks during action. Out-
riggers brace the car and afford greater stability. The total

weight of the equipment and gun is 174.000 lb. It is the

only mount of its kind in existence and is perhaps the highest

type of railway mount in point of time element required to

put it in batter}' position and its virtue of having all-around

1113
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fire. It can be placed in position anywhere along a railway

track in 25 minute.s and removed in the .same time. It is

possible to transport tliis mount on 60 cm. gage tracks by the

use of special narrow-gage trucks which replace the standard-

gage ones.

The gun is carried on a narrow gage transport car during

transit and is returned to the mount by means of auxiliar}'

erjuipment acocmpanying the train. This enables the battery

to approach firing position over narrow-gage track.s, a feature

of great importance in concealing lines of communication at

the front.

The 12-inch sliding railway mount has no recoil mechan-
ism, the energy of recoil being absorbed by friction produced

by sliding the mount on the sjjccial track which supports it.

It is operated on a curved track and is trained on the ohjec-

nance Department, completely, with the exception of the gun
itself, in 85 days.

After the track is laid and beam stringers placed, only

about five minutes are required to move the mount into posi-

tion and get it ready for firing. It may be removed from
firing position in an equally short time.

The 14-inch model E railway mount was designed prior

Eight-Inch Railway Mount at Instant of Firing

tive Ijy mo\'ing the mount backward or forward. When the

gun is fired it recoils about 10 inches and is moved back into

its original position by means of a gasoline winch, electric

motors, or by hand power.

The entire mount is 105 inches long, weighs approxi-

mately 600,000 lb., and is carried on four trucks of eight

wheels each. It is so designed that it can be transported

Eight-Inch Railway Mount

to the beginning of tlie present war, and is intended pri-

marily for seacoast defense in this country. The gun and
cradle are mounted on a hea%'y' steel plate girder, the entire

mount weighing about 250 tons. The gun is of the wire

wound type 14 in. in diameter, and 47 ft. in length. The
projectile weighs 1,200 lb. and the powder charge amounts
to 400 lb.

The velocity of the projectile at the muzzle is 2,900 ft. per

second and the range about 19 miles. The energy of recoil is

partly absorbed by a hydraulic recoil brake, and the gun is

returned to the battery by counter-recoil springs. The gun
is placed in firing position on a cast steel bed plate which is

adapted to give a traverse of 360 deg. The time required

Twelve-Inch 50-Caliber Long Range Gun on Sliding Railway Mount at the Instant of Firing

over all American or French railw'a)s and has been moved
at the rate of 40 miles an hour. The gun on this mount is

12-inch caliber, 50 feet long, weighs approximately 145,000

lb. and is one of the most powerful guns in existence. It

•shoots a high explosive projectile weighing 700 lb. and has a

range of approximately 28 miles. The muzzle velocity is

3,200 feet per second. This mount was built by the Ord-

to place this mount in firing position is approximately five

hours, with a well-trained crew. Ammunition is carried

in an ammunition car which accompanies the mount in a

batter)' train. The rate of firing is one round every two

minutes. This mount has the advantage of being adapted

for use against moving targets such as battleships, as well

as for u.se against stationary targets on land.



Development of a Standard Refrigerator Car-

An Outline of the Department of Agriculture's Investigations

and the Attending Results

By M. E. Pennington

Food Research Laboraton-, Bureau of Chemistr)', U. S. Department of Agriculture

A SHOUT TIME AGO the Railroad Administration issued

Mechanical Department Circular No. 7.** the open-

ing paragraph of which reads as follows: "In order

to insure the greatest possible degree of efficiency in refrigera-

tion and conservation of foodstuffs, refrigerator cars having
trucks of 60,000 lb. capacity or over, will, when receiving

general repairs or being rebuilt, lie made to conform to the

following United States standard refrigerator car require-

ments." Then follow specific details and references to blue-

prints for the construction of the car in general, its insulation,

its ice boxes and the many details which go to make up a

refrigerator car. Throughout one finds that the railroads are

instructed to build in conformity with the "United States

standard refrigerator car."

Considering tlie fact that we have in this country more
than 100,000 refrigerator cars, and that ultimately all will

probably conform to the essentials just laid down by the Rail-

road Administration, it may not be amiss to review the cir-

cumstances which have led to the issuance of this circular.

In the latter part of the nineties and early hundreds the

difficulties in the distribution of our perishables attracted

an increasing amount of attention becau.se the length of the

hauls increased as more distant markets demanded supplies,

and the losses from decay in transit kept pace w'ith the dis-

tance traveled. Some of the shi])])ers applied to the United

States Department of Agriculture for assistance, among them

the Georgia peach growers. In 1903 G. Harold Powell and
his associates undertook to investigate the matter. They
studied the effect on ripening of cooling the fruit quickly

after picking and before loading in the car, as well as the

development of decay in transit. Precooling, however, was

not a reliable remedy because the insulation of the refriger-

ator cars of the south was, and is, insufficient to retain the

chill imparted to the fruit and the air. circulation in tlie cars

was, and is, inadequate to transfer the refrigeration from the

ice bunkers to the center and top of the load. This is a

handicap which limits the distribution of the Georgia peach

crop and from which the industr)- has never been able to

escape.

From Georgia peaches the investigators were called to

California oranges. The industry was severely handi-

capped because of decay in transit. Again the inadequacies

of the refrigerator cars were apparent. The investigations

of the temperature in cars in transcontinental trips brought

out the differences in the different parts of the car and their

relation to the excessive decay in the middle of the load and

its upper portions.

In 1908 the Food Research Laboratory, which had been

studying the effect of long cold storage on poultry, extended

the work to the handling of the fresh goods in the packing

hou.5CS and in transit. Our object was to prevent deteriora-

tion, and to that end the best packing house methods avail-

able were sought. However, we soon found that standard-

ized methods at the packing hou.se did not give standardized

results at the market; in other words, the refrigerator cars

•Abstract of a paper re-id before a joint meeting of the American .Society

of Mechanical Engineers and the American Society of Refrigerating

Engineers.

"See Railway Age. November S, page SIO.

were a variable factor. It was not and it is not uncommon
to find chickens on the floor at the bunker hard frozen, those

quarterway of the car in a good chilled condition and between

the doors green struck, and this in spite of the fact that the

condition of the packages was practically uniform when they

were loaded.

Then began the study of the construction of these cars.

In 191,3 the results were published as Bulletin No. 17 of the

United States Department of Agriculture. The conclusions

presented in that bulletin outline fairly well the lines of work
since followed by the investigators and which have led to the

information on which the construction of the standard re-

frigerator car is based. The concluding paragraph of the

bulletin says, "It is eminently necessar}- that such questions

as the most efficient and economic size of the refrigerator car,

the exact amount of insulation required to insure tlie main-
tenance of low temperatures, or, conversely, to protect the

contents of the car again.st frost, the equalization of tem-
peratures in all parts of the car, and many others, be pressed

for more exact and far reaching answers." The bulletin

points out the importance of roof and floor construction in

relation to insulation efficiency, especially the waterproofing

of the floor. It also calls attention to the efficiency of the

wire l)asket bunker which permits of abundant air access to

the refrigerant.

It is needless to state that the defects found in die cars

hauling plant products were identical with those hauling
animal products. It was obvious, too, that no amount of

work to teach better field, orchard and packing house meth-
ods would have the desired result—namely, freedom from
decay at the market—until the construction of the refriger-

ator cars was suited to the work which they were expected to

perform. To determine in detail what that construction

must be opened a new phase of the problem.

It must not be inferred that the railroads were either in-

different or antagonistic toward this research work. On the

contrary- they had almost without e.xception cordially assisted

the investigators. A number of them were willing to build
a few experimental cars, and a few practically put their shops
at our disposal.

In the course of the fruit and vegetable precooling work
the investigators Had obser\-ed the increase in efficiency when
a slatted rack, a few inches above the floor, was used. The
addition of such a rack to a refrigerator car seemed eminentlv
desirable. Accordingly, we asked the railroads to add them
to certain cars for trial purposes. The studies already re-

ported in Bulletin No. 17 had shown the desirability of the

Isasket bunker. To this we asked the roads to add an in-

sulated, solid bulkhead, open top and bottom for air inlet

and outlet.

By the early spring of 1916 we had ready quite a number
of experimental cars built by four roads in as many shops.

The details of construction varied widely. This we con-
sidered advisaijle because we first had to establish the fun-
damentals of construction, such as the t\-pe of bunker and the
action of floor racks, regardless of the size or particular de-
sirability of the car itself. To go into the details of the nianv
experiments with various products in various parts of the
country and under varied weather conditions will be a lensrthv
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task, even for a government bulletin. What concerns us here

are the broad facts and the deductions which have been drawn
from them, especially those concerning air circulation and the

amount and distribution of insulation.

Air Circulation

It did not take long to decide that the basket bunker, in-

sulated bulkhead and a rack four inches off the floor, with

lengthwise stringers and cross slats about three inches wide

and about two inches apart, are essential for the distribution

of the refrigerated air. The wire basket hanging free in the

end of the car permits the warm air entering at the top to

flow without obstruction over the entire surface of the ice,

and as it cools, to fall to the floor. At the floor it is not

pocketed, but finds a ready exit under the rack, and so along

the car floor and up through the load, gathering heat as it

goes and carrying it to the upper bulkhead opening where

again the ice has a chance to absorb it.

If we place thermometers in the air of the car to determine

its temperature at the lower bunker opening, again at the

middle between the doors, then at the ceiling, midway of

the car, then at the ceiling quarter way, and finally about 10

in. in front of the upper bunker opening, we find a steady rise

in temperature, the upper bunker opening thermometer be-

ing the highest. Generally we find from two to four de-

grees difference between the air in the upper, middle part of

the car and that at the upper bunker opening. If the ther-

mometers are similarly placed in a car equipped with a box

bunker wnth open bulkhead and without the floor rack, the

graduations of temperature in the upper part of the car are

just reversed. Here the temperature at the upper bunker

opening is ordinarily from two to four degrees lower than at

the middle of the car. This observation has been made
again and again and is further confirmed by the performance

of a box bunker combined with solid bulkhead and a floor

rack, with which there is good cooling in the top of the load

at the bunkers, but unsatisfactory results in the upper middle

parts of the load. In other words, we have only a partial

air circulation.

Even more striking are the results obtained when salt is

added to the ice in the basket bunker combined with the in-

sulated bulkhead and floor rack, or the standard type bunker,

as it is now termed. So rapid is the removal of the ver}- cold

air from the bottom of the bunker that fruit and eggs may be

rapidly cooled throughout the car without frosting the pack-

ages at tlie bulkhead. Of course, the bulkhead insulated with

one or two inches of a standard insulator is an essential if

the packages against it are to be protected from the frigid

air close to the ice and salt, but that this protection is not

due entirely to the bulkhead is proved by the pocketing of

the cold at the bottom of the bunker when the box bunker
with an insulated bulkhead is salted. Then the packages at

the bottom of the load, next to the bunker, are frosted. In

other words, there is no force to the air movement and it can-

not be distributed witli sufficient rapidity to prevent the in-

tensive chilling of itself. With the standard bunker and floor

rack and a lading such as cantaloupes or oranges, as much
as nine per cent of salt may be safely used in the initial

icing, and the same percentage or a little less may be used

on the two successive days, by which time the load is cooled

throughout. It is unnecessary to point out the great ad-

vantages accruing to the transportation of such peri.?hables

as berries, peaches and cherries by this ability to cool them
rapidly while rolling. It is also of benefit to eggs which, be-

cause of the character of the commercial package and the

tight load, arc exceedingly slow to cool in die ordinary- car.

Indeed, the top and middle of the load is but little affected

by the refrigerant.

The question of insulation has been more complex. We
have not only a compound wall, but one which is continually

in vibration and which is moving constantly. To this con-

stant movement of the insulator must be added the difficulties

of making it continuous because of the framing of the car

and the habitual use of tie rods and bolts which offer runways
for heat. The sills as usually placed in the floor, the belt

rails and the carlines were ver\- real obstacles to the effi-

cient placing of the insulation. The thickness of the in-

sulator was by no means the only question to be answered;

how it should be attached to the framing was almost as im-

l)ortant. It was also necessarj' to determine the most vulner-

able parts of the car and guard them accordingly.

Insulation

The thermometers which were fastened tightly against the

lining of the car very promptly and consistently indicated

that roofs and floors must be better protected than the walls

and in the case of the floor and the lower part of the walls it

is imperative to waterproof. Comparisons of cars having

varying amounts of insulation, loaded with representative

conmiodities, showed that for the safety of the load, as well

as economy in loading and in refrigerant, it is necessary to

have the equivalent of hvo inches of pure cork board in the

side walls and ends, at least two and one-half inches in the

roof and at least two inches in the floor, the insulation in

the floor to be continuous from side to side and end to end.

In other words, the insulation on the floor must not be broken

by sills and it must be at least two inches of pure cork board.

It has not been possible, heretofore, to waterproof the floor.

Consequently there has been wet insulation and a serious loss

of efficiency. Therefore, the findings of the department em-
phasize the need of cork board in the floor.

The Government Standard Refrigerator Car

Such essentials of a refrigerator car as an adequate amount
of insulation and air circulation had been agreed upon by the

investigators prior to government control of the railroads,

and certain lines had incorporated some or all of the findings

into their new and rebuilt cars. In the standard refrigerator

car * developed by the Railroad .Administration, so far as

possible, the trucks, draft gear, framing and other general

construction features are standardized with the United States

standard double wall box car. The essentials upon which
rest efficiency in protecting f>erishables against heat and
cold have followed very closely the findings of the in-

vestigators of the Department of .Agriculture. The plans in-

clude unbroken insulation on both floor and roof. On the

walls the insulation is continuous from door post to door post.

It was not possible to devise a scheme by which the insula-

tion could be run over the belt rails, but the exposed surface

was reduced. All the insulation is applied in a solid mass,

unbroken by air spaces. It is supported by pressure and not

by direct nailing. The excess space afforded by the framing

is left on the inner side, under the lining, to receive such

nails as the shipper cannot be prevented from driving into the

walls and which have played havoc with the insulation. Bolt

heads and tie rod exits are protected by insulation. The
bunker is a woven wire basket holding approximately 10.000

lb. of ice, surrounded by a two-inch space and separated from
the body of the car by a bulkhead carrying at least one inch

of insulation, and last, but far from least, is a floor rack,

four inches in the clear, built of 2-in. by 4-in. runners with

1-in. by ,3-in. cross slats iVi in. apart. This rack is hinged

to the side walls. Each half may be turned up and the

doorway section folds back to facilitate cleaning the car.

Tlie length of the car over end sills should be approximately

41 ft. and the loading space should be 33 ft.; it must not

be more than 33 ft. 3 in.

The foregoing is a very brief description of the essentials

of the car designed to protect perishables in transit which the

•Sec Railvny .-Isc. Novcmhcr 22. I'HS. p.ice 90/.
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Railroad Administration has designated as "standaM" and
to which the lines when rebuilding must conform. Such in-

structions to the railroads should insure cjuick results in an
increase of reliable refrigerator cars. Of course, there should

and doubtless will be a program covering the building of new
cars to replace at least 10,000 so-called refrigerator cars now
in the service which are camouflaged box cars and a menace
to every pound of foodstuff loaded in them.

Future Developments

On the basis of a standard car the department is now
predicating a standard icing service which should save foods

and money. It is also working on standardized methods of

stowing loads and the standardization of packages. The
ability quickly to cool certain commodities in transit by the

use of salt with the ice has given a new impetus to orchard,

field and packing house handling, while the reasonable assur-

ance of proper care in transit of such products as dressed

poultry lends a stability to the industry which is much
needed. There has been much discontent on the part of

shippers of products requiring intensive refrigeration because

they could not obtain such cars as the large meat packers are

using. The United States standard refrigerator car will carry

meat hung from rails quite as successfully as the cars built

especially for meat. In addition it will carry package loads

on the tloor under the meat better than the meat cars. An
important difference in the .standard car as compared with

the meat car is the reser\'e of ice in the bunkers which are

often amply supplied when the tanks of the meat cars need

replenishing. Neither is there visible in practical results the

advantages supposed to accrue from the retention of the

brine, provided coarse rock salt is placed on top of the ice

and so forced to bore its way through the whole mass before

finding an exit. We have wasted much salt in the past, as

well as ice and foodstuff for lack of knowledge.

For every standard car turned out of the shops there will

follow a saving of food, a saving of money and a saving of

labor. To that end the Department of Agriculture has

worked long and patiently and to that same end the Railroad

Administration has now issued Mechanical Department Cir-

cular No. 7, and has also indicated its intention of re-

minding the railroads of the instructions.

Truly, facts, faith and friendly co-operation have brought

about a consummation long and earnestlv desired.

Hard Knocks for McAdoo Five-Year Plan

Public Sentiment in All Parts of the Country Apparently Against

Government Ownership and Alive to the Danger

THE FOLLOWING CLIPPINGS Were Selected without any
attempt to discriminate as between different sections

of the country or the value of editorial opinion or

weight that might be attached to editorial opinion. They
are simply a collection of editorials which were readily avail-

able, as might be easily proved by the inclusion of the con-

clusions of the Buffalo Courier.

An attempt was made in each case to quote that part of

the editorial which most succinctly expressed the sentiment

of the paper quoted.

[.Vfw York Sun]

Only nine days after President Wilson declared that he had
no confident judgment of his own upon the subject, thus pro-

voking a hearty, if good natured laugh in the Congress to which
he "frankly" turned for counsel, Mr. McAdoo informs that same
Congress that he has permission to say that the President is in

favor of at least five years of governmental control, not on ac-

count of war emergency, but wholly of experimentation and
possible preparation of public opinion for a momentous enter-

prise of paternalism and of vast extension of executive re-

sponsibilty and power.
When did the President arrive at the confident judgment

which was lacking in his intellectuals forty-eight hours before

he sailed?

[A'fTit; York Times]

Mr. Hughes said the other day that "it is regrettable, but it

is true, that governmental enterprise tends constantly to inef-

ficiency." Mr. Hughes is a witness whose testimony cannot be

lightly disregarded. If we are to make this venture, it should

be made with full understanding of what it means. But first

of all we should understand that Mr. McAdoo's plan of five-

year control puts the country on the straight road to govern-

ment ownership.

[Brooklyn Eagle]

One result is that Mr. Mc.^doo, having ridden for a fall, has

sustained one, plus a severe shock, .\nother is that the Presi-

dent himself fails to escape unscathed. Allowances may be made
for him because of the tremendous pressure of other and even

more momentous business, hut for Mr. McAdoo it must be said

there arc no excuses. Practically in one breath he has disclaimed

government ownership proclivities and sought to continue public

control long enough to insure it in perpetuity.

[New York Journal of Cotnmerce]

One point made by Mr. Mc.\doo is that now, after the special

dislocation by government control, "it is of the utmost im-
portance to the commerce, industry and life of the American
people that a comprehensive program of improvements to rail-

road prosjiects sball he carried forward over a period of at

least five years," which would involve "expenditures of at least

$500,000,0()b per annum, or $2,500,000,000 for the five-year

period." * * * If the railroads are put in condition for the

return of peace conditions at such a cost, and the government
supplies the funds on account of the financial stringency, shall

that become a government obligation for directing operations?
Or shall the corporations be bound to make the payments back
to the government and be in a condition to do so from their earn •

ings with all other obligations duly met?
There is no denying that there is a great problem here and it

is of the utmost importance that it should be duly studied and
wisely solved. It may be easier to have this accomplished with
the best results for all concerned if the government direction is

continued during the process than if the roads are turned back to

the different corporations on such terms and conditions as may
be devised with that great financial problem unsolved. It is not
a matter for offhand judgment on such knowledge and such con-
sideration as are at once available. The best minds concerned
with the situation and the interests involved should give it their

most thoughtful consideration.

[Brooklyn Eagle]

From but one point of view, which is that of the advocates
of permanent operation by the government, is there an impera-
tive necessity for haste. The present Congress will go into his-

tory in a few months. It will be succeeded by a Legislature
which may—or may not—harmonize with Administration pur-
poses. It is a foregone conclusion that the next Congress will

make short work of anything calculated to commit the country
to public ownership of its transportation facilities, and none will

contend that the director general's program is short of a giant's

stride in that direction.
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[New York Tribune]

He pleads merely for a prolonged test of governmental opera-

tion. He professes to believe that this would not necessarily mean
government ownership. But, whatever Mr. Mc.\doo thinks, or

thinks he thinks, that is precisely what it would mean. If after

only a few months it is so difficult to work out a plan whereby

the roads may be fairly restored to their owners, what would it

be after five years?

[New York Commercial]

Politics, there's ihe rub! What could the private corporation

n(]t do to attain efficiency and give service if relieved of that

curse! Mr. McAdoo tells how detrimental to the transportation

system of this country is the conflict between federal and state

laws and regulations. He asks for a free hand and the use of

the credit of the United States to carry out a comprehensive

program of improvement. He can accomplish nothing of value in

the space of two years while facing a change of management at

ihe end of that period. * * «

Congress should protect tlie public against stock watering and

tlie pyramiding of issues of securities such as ruined the old Rock

Island and other railroads. There must be no discrimination in

rates or service, but the railroads must receive a living wage just

as their employees do. If the private owners were allowed to

charge the rates Mr. Mc.-\doo imposed, and to pool their traffic,

equipment and terminal facilities, as he has been doing, they

could serve the public as well as the government can.

[Houston Post]

Naturally, the observation in Director General McAdoo's report

that his plan would serve to take the railroads out of politics will

make men smile, it being one of the few jests Mr. McAdoo has

perpetrated in the literature of his public service. Neither the

Mc.\doo plan nor any other could accomplish that. * * * *

This [the railroad problem] is easily the most complex of all

our postbellum prolilems, since its solution must come out of a

confusion of conditions, influences and considerations, not the

least of which is that of political exigency. It is nothing short

of a national misfortune that the determination of all the ques-

tions and factors at issue in the problem of transportation can

not be had without the intrusion of partisan politics into the

councils of those who must find the solution. * * *

Demagogy and ignorance have for years complicated our trans-

portational difficulties. If experience is worth anything at all,

it should teach us that politicians are not competent to solve such

difficult economic problems, largely because they link their own
unimportant political fortunes with these questions of prime

concern. The very fact that the recent taking over of transpor-

tation control by the government was rendered necessary be-

cause the law prohibited the owners from doing what was es-

sential to the highest measure of effective service is proof enough

that the politicians have not improved transportation conditions

in the United .States during the long period in which they have

tinkered with a great interest of which they were ignorant.

[Clei'cland Plain Dealer]

The coinitry knows prettty well how government control works

in war time. It has no opportunity to learn how it may work in

peace, nor, says Mr. McAdoo, will it have opportunity to learn

unless further legislation is passed by Congress. * * * Amer-

ica's future railroad policy is too big a question to be settled upon

inconclusive evidence. Plenty was to be said in favor of govern-

ment control as a war measure ; what can or should be said for

it as a peace proposal, who knows? Why not try it for a strictly

limited period and find out?

[Minneapolis Tribune]

If Mr. Mc.'^doo wanted to create a sensation, stir things up

and make talk, he ought not to be disappointed in the result.

If he wishes to afford a fair opportunity for putting into effect

the President's third alternative of modified private control

without government ownership, he is in entirely too big a

hurry. * * * *

How characteristic of this administration! It made a gesture

toward consultation and co-operation with Congress, a con-

cession so unusual as to create a smile in Congress when it was

proposed, but within a fortnight that is forgotten and the old

habit of dictating to Congress reasserts itself. It is impossible

tliat tliis announcement has been made without the sanction of

the President, if not at his instigation. * » »

It remains to be seen how far war powers go, and whether

Congress can be forced to adopt at once one or the other of the

alternatives offered, or whether it can take up the question with

sufficient deliberation to work out a solution "in the interest of

the public and in fairness to the owners."

[New Orleans Times-Picayune]

It seems strange that the President, within nine days after de-

claring that he had "no answer ready" and urging Congress to

institute a "complete and impartial study" of the whole railway

problem, should reverse his judgment and indorse a recom-

mendation of snap judgment—for that, as it seems to us, is what
Mr. Mc.^doo's proposal amounts to. * * * Sound public

policy requires that the people be consulted in this vital matter
•—or at the very least, that the Congress of their latest selection,

and presumably closest to their views, be permitted to deal with it.

[The Topeka Capital]

Any way the railroad problem is looked at, the importance

of a decision by Congress as to the future policy stands out. If

this decision is made in the next year, then an extension to five

years may be unnecessary. If no decision is made for five years,

then public and railroad owners and shippers will be engaged

in constant wrangling over the vast expenditures for the rail-

roads, different roads will be wrangling over expenditures and

extensions on their account for or against their ultimate interest

in comparison with others, and there will be no touchstone by

which these disputes can be determined.

[Chicago News]

It is very singular that this "only practicable and wise alter-

native" should have been informally suggested as a sort of after-

thought to chairmen of congressional committees. If the Presi-

dent fully approves of the idea, why did he not directly and per-

sonally submit it to Congress? * * *

There are formidable arguments against the plan. Certainly

a five-year period of government control might make the re-

turn of the railroads to their owners much more difficult than

now, if not practically impossible. A comprehensive plan of

improvements made by government order according to an un-

fettered government program and duly charged against the

properties so improved might make them when "unscrambled"

of small value to their owners.

[The Detroit Free Press]

It seems to us that in a general way. Mr. McAdoo convicts

himself of failure to "prepare for peace in time of war," that

at the least he confesses to a neglect of a part of his duty which

deinanded that management of the transportation lines be car-

ried on with a view to their ultimate restoration to their real

owners as well as with a view to immediate needs of the coun-

try. So far as his contention that a five-year extension of gov-

ernment control would take the railroad question out of poli-

tics is concerned w'e quite fail to follow his reasoning. Only
the privately run enterprise can be kept out of politics. Public

ownership or control immediately and as a matter of neces-

sity, places an enterprise in politics. Its administration becomes

a matter of public policy.

Possibly an immediate return of the roads to their owners
would be hurtful to public interest and to the railroads them-

selves. Mr. Mc.-\doo knows best what the situation may be as

the result of his administration. However, an immediate return

is not necessary, nor called for. All that the law demands is

a restoration within a year and nine months after the war is

formally concluded, and if the railroad properties cannot be

put into shape for restoration within what will probably be a

two-year period, a condition exists that ought not to exist, and
the assertion by the Railroad Administrator that it does exist

should almost warrant an investigation by Congress.

[Spokane Spokesman Reriezc]

Secretary Mc-\doo recently declared there was danger of the

railroad question becoming a political issue in the election of

1920. His plan of extending government ownership to 1924

would make that question a very lively issue. There is only one
way to prevent that—for Congress to settle the matter, one way
or the other, before the presidential campaign of 1920.
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[Hoston Ih'rald\

This would mean that two million railroad employees in the

next presidential election, would be asked to decide whether
they preferred to work for the government, as the Democratic
party in Congress and the cabinet had arranged, or for private

owners, as the Republican opposition would be likely to pro-
vide for.

[l-'irginiaii Pilot]

With all due deference to the judgment of Mr. Adoo, who ex-
presses the conviction that the proposed extension of government
control would not mean permanent government ownership, it

would be nothing less than miraculous if such was not the final

outcome. And what permanent government ownership, in time,

would mean is a prospect not to be contemplated with any de-

gree of equanimity by anyone who would not be content to see

the country's luaterial progress and prosperity handicapped by
inefficient transportation service, its tax-payers bled for the bene-
fit of multitudes of placemen and a large beginning made towards
perversion of socialistic purposes of the democratic principles

uiiderl.\ing the Rcpulilic founded by the fathers.

|.S'/. I.diiis Ghbc-Dcinocrat]

Mr, McAdoo's argument that extension of railway control for

live years would "give composure to railroad officers and em-
|iloyees" needs a diagram. He got no composure, resigning so
lie could make money enough to provide for his family. Some
of the officers may be forced to the same course, although if they
know nothing but the railway business they will not have Mr.
McAdoo's advantages. * * *

There is no need to experiment with the 250,000 miles of Amer-
ican railways for five years. Experience in government ownership
of 223,907 miles of railway throughout the world for long and
short periods is available for the information of Congress. Let
it consider it and act upon it as soon as possible.

[Albany Journal]

The reasoning is not at all clear. Ratlier, it is confusing. It

indicates the purpose somehow to arrive at the presented con-

clusion. And insistence upon that conclusion indicates the de-

sire for establishment of government ownership. * * *

The administration having failed to secure compliance with

its demand for the election of a Democratic Congress through
whose subserviency to executive dictation the socialistic purposes
of the present administration could have been accomphshed at

leisure, is attempting to use the present Congress as an agency
for "nailing" some things to suit its purposes during the brief

remaining period of its existence.

[Boston Transcript]

Congress can count upon a large body of popular support, we
believe, if its members will take the President at his public word
and respond to his hope, publicly expressed, that "they will have
a complete and impartial study of the whole problem instituted

at once and prosecuted as rapidly as possible." That does not

mean that we must resort to five years of "watchful waiting."

It means the adducing of all the evidence quickly, then a de-

cision, then the legislation necessary to make that decision ef-

fective. All of this can be done before 1920 if the current Con-
gress will commence the investigation.

[Nczv York American]

Mr. McAdoo has shown splendid good sense in his letter to

Representative Sims, promulgating the plan to give public opera-

tion of the railroads at least a sporting chance to show what
it can do under the easier peace conditions, by continuing public

operation for five years.

It is too bad that Mr. McAdoo felt compelled to relinquish

his management of the railroads. If he could handle them so

well in war time with responsibility divided between the rail-

roads and the Treasury, what could he do in normal times if

he devoted his great energies to the railroad management alone

!

[Nczi> York Herald]

On every side industries are rapidly returning from war
emergency conditions to the normal and the railways may as well

join the procession. The ONperiment with unified federal op-
eration has been expensive, but it lias not been without its value.

as in demonstrating the practicability of sending freight by the

sliorlesi routes regardless of the "systems" to which the lines

belong and in the joint use of important terminals. These les-

sons will not be lost. Meanwhile we face the fact that important
civic and commercial organizations favor a speedy return of the

lines to private ownership and that Mr. McAdoo, like President

Wilson, admits that he has formed no opinion as to the best

disposition of the railroad problem.

An extension of federal operation for five years would in all

human probability lead to government ownership, and to that

the best thought of the country is unalterably opposed.

[New York World]

To extend the period from twenty-one months to five years
would merely afford Congress the opportunity for procrastina-
tion. It would be tempted to let matters drift, postponing to
the future what should be done with diligence. The uncertainty
that prevails today would be needlessly prolonged. The future
of the railroads would be left in doubt for no good reason ex-
cept that Congress found that the easy way to shirk a difficult

problem.

[Macon Telegraph]

If tlicy are to go back, and President Wilson has expressed
his willingness to restore them as soon as a plan is worked out,
it had better be as soon as possible. Mr. McAdoo's idea of a
live-year period in which to arrive at a policy would create in

that very lapse of time difficulties and problems greater than
those its extension is designed to dissipate. In short, if they
are to go back, and they should, they'd better be "going while
the going is good." The farther in they go the more desirable
—and the harder—it will be to get them out.

[Wilmington Every Evening]

Xo doubt the best results of our experiment in the line of
government control and operation of the railroads is the revela-
tion that has been made of how the diflferent railroad systems
may be co-ordinated in the details of their operation, in the di-

rection of giving a niucli more effective service in transporta-
tion, especially of freight. But it need not be feared that the
lesson thus learned will be forgotten after the railroads are re-

stored to separate corporate control. The benefits surely will be
continued. The general opinion of the public, we believe, is that
tlie railroads should be restored to their respective corporate con-
trol and operation as soon as may be possible. There is no as-

surance of real benefit to the people in the continued operation
and control by the Federal government.

[Philadelphia Ledger]

What he says to Congress is, in effect, give us more time

—

live years in fact—to carry through the experiment of unified

control, otherwise the present administration will turn the rail-

ways back to their owners before the end of the present session

and leave to the incoming majority the heritage of complicated
litigation which is inevitable.

[Indianapolis Ne~fs]

He [Mr. McAdoo] also declares that an ounce of experience
is worth a ton of theory. In this connection he might consider
whether he and the nation are not going to get tons of ex-
perience if they keep the railroads for a five-year period.

[Knoxviltc Sentinel]

Tlie truth is, we suspect, that the politicians need the rail-

roads in their business and above everything else want them to

be kept in politics, while the railroad executives want to con-
tinue the government's Gibraltar of financial backing behind the

railroads and let the control of the properties at the same time
pass to them.

But Wilson and McAdoo are a canny pair of Scotchmen

—

if Mac is not a Scotchman he ought to be—and it is next to
impossible to outwit a Scotchman in a dicker and get the liet-

ter of him.

[iVt"i' York Tribune]

Many of ihe considerations advanced by Mr. Mc.Xdoo are ot

undoubted force. There is a censensus of intelligent opinion
that the railroads ought not quickly to go back to private con-
trol. .\ction by Con,grcss will undoubtedly be necessary to pre-
vent what the President called the "disservice" of returning to
"ilie old conditions unmodified." But all this onlv heightens
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the unwi.sdom of attempting .such short-cuts as Mr. Mc.Vdoo

advises. To turn a blind eye upon complexity does not make

it simplicity. And hasty improvisations of policy, no matter from

what source, can never be a satisfactory substitute for patient

study and cautious experiment.

[Hartford Courant]

The hitch about taking the properties back at once, which is

so urgently advocated, is in their condition. They arc indebted

for vast amounts of money to the government, which from time

to time makes advances. Numerous January dividends already

announced are explained to hinge on the government providing

the money lo be paid out. What would be the condition of a

road, if it went back into the stockholders' hands now, is not

made clear.

[Ni'w York Sun]

There is no justice and there is no reason in Mr. McAdoo's

conclusion that if the director general cannot have at once an-

other five-year license for further laboratory work on the trans-

portation system of this nation the government must pick up

the pieces and throw them all in a jumbled wreck back at the

heads of the owners from whom they were taken without a notice

of five seconds, with the well ordered systems immediately so

reshaped that they are scarcely recognizable today by their own
parents. After its complete dislocation of the .American railway

system the government could not do such a thing as that without

bringing upon itself the irrefutable charge thai it had muddled

and mussed this railway problem only to duck it when the time

came for it to make good on its experiment or to try.

[Buffalo Courier]

Mr. McAdoo has certainly demonstrated that he is a high of-

ficer whose judgment in dealing with large affairs is entitled to

respectful consideration.

[St. Louis Republic]

Secretary McAdoo says that unless Congress agrees to extend

railroad control for a period of years the present effort to re-

vive river traffic by government aid may not hold much promise.

The idea is that if the railroads are unleashed they will set

about killing the infant river industry. If Congress should be-

lieve there is truth in that view, and there may be, then, as-

suredly, steps should be taken to keep a firm hand on the situa-

tion until river triffic is well established. In the long run, the

waterways will not need to ask favors. * * *

Any policy of discouragement, any policy which would mean

the loss of what has been gained is unthinkable.

Accident Prevention " at the Source "

As THE TWIG IS BENT the trcc's inclined, as we all

know; and this fundamental fact has been recognized

by the safety-first speciali.sts of numerous railroads

in their varied and ingenious methods of introducing the

propaganda into the common schools, large and small, city

and country. To give system and regularity to this useful

teaching, and with a view to making the benefits of the les-

sons permanent and at all times available to all pupils, the

public schools of Rochester, N. Y., are using a regular course

of instruction, an outline of which is shown below. This
outline, prepared by A. C. Clark, a former principal of one
of the grammar schools of that city, is said to be giving verj'

satisfactory results.

.\ COURSE OF STUDY IN .ACCIDENT PUENEXTtOX
First Grade: The Honu:

Slogan—"Better be safe than sorry.*'

1. How I may help:

a. Put away playthings:

h. Straighten rugs;

c. Keep halls and stairways clear;

d. Put sand or ashes on icy walks.

2. Dangerous playthings:

Pointed scissors, knives, toy pistols, snowballs, firecrackers.

3. Dangerous places to play;

a. Near lake, river or canal;

b. Fences, porch rails, banisters;

c. High windows and trees.

4. Caution against:

a. ScaldiTig liquids;

b. Tasting of unknown things—medicines, plants;
c. Teach the "Poison" label;

d. Animal kicks and bites;

e. Interfering with gas fixtures, stoves, lamps, etc.

Seeond Grade: Common School Accidents.

Slogan^
—"You have no right to take a chance; someone else may have to

take the consequences."

Review work of previous grade.

1. Responsibility for the care of younger children.

2. The danger of pushing, shoving or tripping others.

3. Danger of riding a bicycle or of roller skating near the school.
4. Danger of throwing snowballs, stones or other thinss.
5. Necessity for order in fire drill.

6. Care for ourselves and for others in games and at periods of relaxation.

Third Grade: Street Accidents.

Slogan—"Folks who have no wings must use their wits."

Review work of previous grades.
1. Traffic officer.

2. How street accidents may be avoided:
a. Play in yard or playground;
b. Look both ways before crossing the street;

c. In passing behind a moving vehicle always look to see what is

coming;
d. When crossing the street look first to the left and then to the

right;

e. Cross at cross-walk;

f. Running into streets;

g. Hitching onto wagons and automobiles.

3. Why is there a city ordinance against playing ball or snowballing in

the street?

4. Notify your teacher or a policeman if you find dead branches or bang*
ing limbs in trees.

5. All hanging wires arc dangerous. Never touch a wire that is swinging,

or lying on the ground. In case you find one, stand guard over

it until someone comes. Have them notify the Rochester Railway
& Light Company.

Fourth Grade: Street Car Accidents.

Slogan—"Get the safety habit, practice it and preach it."

Review work of previous grades.

1. Things to be observed when using a street car:

a. Always ride inside the car;

b. Know the right way to get on and get ofT a street car;

c. Be cautious when crossing opposite bound tracks from behind
a car.

Fifth Grade: Travel Accidents.

Slogan—"Stop, look, listen."

Review work of previous grades.

The essential part of the work of this grade shall be to educate the
pupil in the rules of the road. Have children collect and make cautionary
signs and make a practical use of the best of them.
1. Railroad wrecks, their cause and prevention.

2. Safety-First campaigns of transportation companies.
3. Danger of standing on the platform of a car, or of letting any part

of the body project from the car.

4. The danger of grade crossings.

5. Traffic regulations:

a. Speed regulations for automobiles and motorcycles;

b. Keep on the right side of the street:

c. Care when turning at sharp corners;

d. Lights on vehicles at night.

Sixth Grade: Indu.itrial Accidents.

Slogan—"And the end is that the boy shall grow up to enjoy his man-
hood and the girl her womanhood: that parents shall not be deprived of

the delight of their children in youth or of their support when old age
comes; and that cripples and hopeless wrecks, w-ho might have been strong
men and women, shall no longer be a byproduct of our community life."

—

(With acknowledgment to P. N. Junke.)

Review work of previous grades.

1. The right of the worker to be protected from accident and the right

of society and the employer to his co-operation to prevent accidents,

2. Purpose of factory inspection by state and city.

3. Safeguards on machinery and dangerous places.

4. Foolishness of taking unnecessary risks.

5. Consideration for other workers.

Sct-eiiih Grade: Safe Liz-ing Conditions.

Slogan—"Build wisely to live safely."

' Review work of previous grades.

1. Duties of the fire marshal.

2. The building codes of Rochester.

Eighth Grade: Economic Loss Through Accidents.

Slogan—"Compensation never compensates."

Review work of previous grades.

Discuss witli the class the great economic loss involved when society

loses the life production of some boy or girl who has been killed by

accident. What it means to the family when the father or the wage earner

is killed or incapacitated by accident. The economic value of an arm or

an eye.

Discuss in a general way: Employers' liability laws, accident insurance,

orkingmen's compensation acts.



Some Important Points in Fuel Conservation'

Why We Must Still Save Fuel; Plan of Organization; Lessons

Learned from Personal Experiences

By Robert Collett

Assistant Manager, Fuel Conservation Section, U. S. Railroad

Administration

THE SHORTAGE OF FUEL was SO acute last winter that

anything resembling coal found a ready market at

exorbitant prices, and it is estimated that the addi-

tional average of five per cent ash content in the coal in

1917 over 1916 represented a loss of something like $1.20,-

000,000, aside from the collateral loss of poor service ren-

dered by the use of this grade of fuel. The loss sustained by
reason of heatless holidays has been variously estimated from
one billion dollars up. A recent request from General

Pershing called for si.\ million tons of fuel to be shipped

abroad. Our present shipbuilding program was estimated to

require fourteen million tons of coal, merely to make and
transport the steel. And for the eight million tons of vessels,

it will require five tons of coal for each ton of shipping

which leaves the ways. Each 15,000-ton ship that leaves our

harbors for Europe consumes about 3,000 tons of coal or

12,000 barrels of fuel oil. Before the war, ships coaled

abroad and made the round trip. Now the reverse is true.

We can readily see, therefore, that the need for conservation,

aside from cost is such as to challenge our best efforts. What
then are we doing, and what can we do, to effect further

economy ?

By reason of the large corps of fuel inspectors under the

Federal Fuel Administration, aided by the railroad fuel in-

spectors, who have also been given federal authority, the

general quality of the fuel has been, and will continue to be,

very much improved. The miners have responded wonder-

fully. Better car movement has also helpecl. The number
of coal cars in service in ten years has increased only 20

per cent, while the coal production has increased nearly 70

per cent. In 1915, the fuel consumption on railroads was

122,000,000 tons, at a cost of $240,000,000: for 1918, it is

e.stimated it will be 175,000,000 tons, at a co.st of $650,000,-

000, an increase in tons of about 44 per cent, and in cost of

170 per cent. To bring it closer home, the fuel bill for the

three roads entering Boston in 1917 for locomotives was
nearly $21,500,000; the fuel used for stationary and power
plants will bring the cost close to $25,000,000. If by con-

certed eft'ort nine shovel fulls of coal could be made to do
where ten shovel fulls now arc used, it would mean an an-

nual saving for these three roads alone of $2,500.(100. It is

fair to assume that this much will l)e accomplished.

Organization

Investigation has shown that actual super\-ision of the use
of fuel is often not in similar proportion to other items of

operation. But the fuel expense on railroads is such as to
justify the necessary organization. Different railroads have
different methods, the chief consideration is to have the

supervision complete and responsibility for every angle of the

problem definitely established. It is our recommendation
that one general man without other duties than fuel con-
servation, be charged with general super\-ision, reporting to

the chief operating or chief mechanical officer: if to the latter,

it should be understood by all departments that matters so
requiring will be referred to the chief operating officer whose

•Abstract of a paper presented at the New Enslaiid Railroad Club.

support, it is needless to add, will be given all practicable

suggestions. The particular reason for this is, that many
features vitally affecting fuel performance can only be
handled as a system matter. It is but natural that the local

division officers and even the various departments will not
l)e in a position to regulate all matters locally. The monthly
fuel cost should be furnished at the earliest possible date
after the close of each month to all divisional as well as

general officers, and be made a subject of discussion at staff

meetings; it is also a good plan for superintendents and
other responsible division officers to make monthly report of
reasons for fuel increases and decreases. The plan of having
fuel conservation committees, as a number of roads now
have, is a good one. The fuel costs furnish an excellent guide
for establishing responsibility as well as showing the justi-

fication in some instances for increased superv'ision or facili-

ties.

In the matter of the general man referred to: in addition
to dis.^eminating a great deal of valuable information gained
through contact with all of the division master mechanics,
sujjerintendents and other officers, as well as employees, the
division road supervision needs the counsel, advice and in-

fluence that his position can furnish.

• The maintenance of equipment department carries the re-

sponsibility for the waste of fuel by reason of engines not
being in good condition. It is responsible for excessive fuel

used at terminals and is naturally striving to continually im-
prove these conditions. The transportation department is

re.-iponsible for the conditions causing fuel waste in that

department and the maintenance of wa_\- department like-

wise.

Those charged with supen-ision of the Iwomotive crews
when in ser\'ice feel their sliare of resi>onsiliility for tlie proper
methods of operation and a proper return from the money in-

vested in fuel. To the greatest possible extent they should
be given every opportunity to come into personal contact with
the crews and the engines when in service.

Where practicable, each road foreman of engines or super-
visor sliould have a certain number of crews and engines
and be thoroughly familiar with the fuel costs in such serv-

ice. We will assume one road foreman of engines with an
assistant, and one traveling fireman^—which is more super-
vision than is usually provided—has 50 engines in service at
all times under his direction. At present costs these 50
engines are worth, if at all modem, we will sav $40,000
each, or a total of $2,000,000. We will estimate they will

t)urn 300 tons of coal each month at $6 per ton. a fair

average for New England: this gives a fuel cost of $1,800
per engine per month, a total of $90,000 per month, or
51,080,000 per year. This super%-ision then is virtually
responsible for the proper operation for everv minute it is

in actual ser\-ice, of $2,000,000 worth of machinerv and the
proper use, so far as the work of the crew is concerned, of
$1,080,000 worth of fuel annually. It is verv natural, there-
fore, the>- should be anxious to make a good return for their
stewardship.
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Personal Experiences on a Large Road

Several years ago the writer was assigned to the work of

fui'l economy on quite a large railroad, reporting directly to

the general manager. My job, as the general manager out-

lined it at the time, was to find out what our locomotives

were doing in the use of fuel in the various classes of service

and what they ought to do. In this experience I early learned

that the one thing that goes further than anything else in

obtaining results, is the unqualified sujjport of the officers—

from the chief operating officer down—which should be mani-

fested by a personal interest in, and familiarity with, v.'h;it

is going on in the work. The important factors which it was

my duty to study and control, as outlined by the general

manager, were as follows:

Waste of fuel by reason of eneincs being delayed on the road.

Waste of fuel by engines beinR kept under steam unnecessarily at

terminals.
Improper handling of the engine.

Excessive use of fuel by firemen.

Engines not in good condition.

Fuel not up to contract specihcations.

Shortage of coal reaching pockets.
, .

Fuel used for other purposes and improperly charged to engine use.

.\ny other matters that may require attention.

A locomotive performance sheet based on pounds per 1,000

ton-miles in freight service and per passenger car mile in

pas.^enger service, was established. To find out what we

were doing and what we ought to do meant just one thing:

Getting right into the heart of things and finding out by

actual observation. My equipment to start with was a pretty

fair capacity for work, a couple of suits of overclothes, a

tally counter, an electric torch and the knowledge that the

job was up to me. I had to get results, not paper, but real

results, and also I had to live on good terms with all depart-

ments, for obviously if anyone was going to be "fired" from

the job, it wasn't going to be the superintendent of motive

power or the general manager himself.

Locomotive Performance Sheet.—By the performance

sheets we were enabled to make a very close study of fuel

distribution, that is, the charges to individual engines and

otlier miscellaneous purposes. A daily record was kept by"

charging the coal consumed on each trip, including that used

at terminals, against the gross ton-miles in freight service

and passenger car miles in passenger service for the trip.

By calibrating the old style chutes and at the mechanical

chutes where there were no coal measuring devices, delegat-

ing certain men to do the coaling—having them work close

with the fuel foreman—we were able to account for all of

the coal used without large adjustments at the close of the

month and felt also that we got a fair distribution to the

individual engines. I might add that we always used the fuel

foreman's and not the engineer's estimate. At the same time,

we found that no matter how closely we watched the distribu-

tion feature and although the law of averages worked out

very satisfactory for a given class of service, we could not

depend on the performance sheet alone to locate excessive

consumption. The performance sheet does, however, show

up a great many things, especially the effect of light tonnage,

light mileage, etc., but there are so many factors that can in-

fluence the performance even on similar runs, that a very

close ])ersonal knowledge of the conditions of all of the loco-

motives and also close contact with the crews, shop forces

and dispatcher's office is necessary. My stereotyped questions

in the despatcher's office soon came to be, "Are all engines

handling the required rating and how are they getting over

the road?" In the roundhouse the question was, "Were any

engines not steaming?"

Waste of Fuel by Reason of Engines Delayed on Road.—
It is impossible to get a fuel performance record that will

accurately record waste from this cause. Where practicable,

delay rcjiorts should show time lost for each cause, instead

of consolidating delays as sometimes happens, in order that

each cause for delay can be properly followed. Here again

close contact with tiie crews will develop valuable informa-

tion. These matters should be made important features at

the staff meetings.

One road recently had a number of its most experienced

conductors and engineers ride the freight trains for a time

and had improper conditions corrected on the ground where
possible. Without reducing tonnage, the average time of

freight trains on the road was reduced two hours. Another

case which came to my attention recently was that of a pas-

senger train schedule which was badly divided and had been

for years. The engineers were unable to make the schedule

between certain points and engine failures were being

charged. It was found that road foremen of engines or en-

gineers were never consulted when new time cards were made.

Another case I recently observed was that of three mail clerks

unloading mail to one small boy. The engineer at the end

of the trip told me that was not an uncommon delay and

that it took nearly a ton of coal to make up the time, un-

necessarily lost.

Fuel observations taken by counting the scoops of coal,

showing the difference between favorable and unfavorable

trips will disclose interesting information. If these matters

are followed up closely from a fuel cost standpoint, and crews

encouraged to call this to the attention of their officers, much
will be accomplished.

Waste of Fuel by Engineers Kept Under Steam Unneces-
sarily at Terminals.—It had been the practice with us and
it is not at all uncommon for the mechanical department to

keep engines ready for service at all times. This method
was reversed and the transportation department gave three

hours' notice for the required engines. .All of the time above
tliree hours the engines were held under steam, was charged
at a rate determined by tests for the various class of service

and considered as excessive fuel used at the terminal. This
is a matter for local handling, but requires ver\' close watch-

ing. Firemen instructors should spend a certain portion of

their time educating fire-tenders and there should be terminal

fuel committees, consisting of the master mechanic, yard-

master, and others. Proper division officials should be looked

on as responsible for economical use of fuel at terminals, in-

cluding stationary plants.

Improper Handling of Engines—Engineers are quite

naturally anxious to make a good performance. They real-

ize the importance of the fuel bill and the better performance
they can make the better trip they have. It sometimes hap-
pens, however, that even some of the more experienced men
have not adopted the most economical methods. The state-

ment has sometimes been made that "You can't teach an old

dog new tricks." That is not my experience. Any man who
can successfully hold down a job of running an engine

over a period of years, I maintain not only can, but has the

disposition to learn the most economical methods of opera-

tion. We will presume a man is not quite so skillful with

the reverse lever and throttle or injector as some other men.

Let the road foreman or supervisor go with him and say,

"We w-ant to sec, or the boss wants to know, what is the

best that can be done on this run in the way of fuel. I may
make a few suggestions,. but I will take the responsibility for

making the time, etc." He may even handle the engine or

fire for a part of the way. Let a note of commendation come
back from the general manager or superintendent on the good

performance and you will find that it will have the effect of

encouraging any man to make a close study, as to how he

can improve his metliods. On some roads, however, the plan

has been to attempt to get this through the performance

sheet and writing letters to the enginemen. calling attention

to apparently poor performance. Sometimes these letters go

to the wrong man. Another thing, the enginemen see things

neglected which to them seem of great importance, and which
causes them to believe that fuel economv is not reallv so much
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the desire of the management, or they would have been cor-
rected. It is desirable that the crews be advised as to what
steps are taken to remedy defective conditions which come
under their observation and to which they call attention.

Excessive Use of Fuel by Firemen.—Not unlike many
other roads, our plan was to give new firemen a letter to be
signed by three different engineers, when in their opinion he
was qualified. We found they did not always ride with
crews who were the best instructors. We then arranged to
select the crews they should ride with and whom we knew
would train them properly. We also established the first,

second and third year progressive examinations and made a
rule that as nearly as practicable, the road foreman of en-

gines would approve the application of new firemen before
they entered the service for pay. In the past eighteen months
scarcely any rule would apply in the employment of new men,
but speaking in general it is possilile to attract good men
for the position of locomotive firemen.

I believe it wortli while to maintain a competent force of
traveling firemen or firemen instructors. There are always
firemen on every division of the railroad who are very skill-

ful, and the other firemen should be taught their methods.
Everything depends on the new firemen getting a proper start

and this has not been given enough consideration on the

average railroad. The treatment accorded lay the engineer,

especially with new men, is important.

Engines Not in Good Condition.—Aside from the sup-
port of general officers and thorough co-operation between all

departments, the condition of the locomotive is the greatest

factor in the economical use of fuel. We will pass the matter
of design and well known appliances with the statement that

appliances of whatever nature, tend to make the engine more
complicated and require that they be properly maintained

and operated. Certain devices operating under 100 per cent

condition guarantee a certain result, but it is sometimes found

that practically all of the benefits of the investment are lost

by reason of lack of attention to detail, in its care.

Definite front-end and nozzle arrangements should be es-

tablished and maintained at standards proven to hz the most
economical for the grades of fuel to be used. Air openings

through ash pans should not be less than. IS per cent of the

grate area, and preferably more than this. Tight steam pipes,

front ends, tight valves and cylinder packing, grates properly

maintained and first class steam distribution are the more
imjiortant items. Engines cannot be in too good condition.

If properly encouraged and especially if they know just what
it means in dollars and cents in fuel costs, engineers will as-

sist by their reports in keeping engines in good condition.

It is a good plan for the road supervision to ride engines

for the first trip out of shop or during the breaking-in period,

giving the shop superintendent or master mechanic a de-

tailed report. These reports can be gone over at the staff

meetings of the shop superintendent or the master mechanic

with their foremen. We should also commend tliem for their

good work. There should be the closest co-operation be-

tween the road supervision and the terminals and shops. It

has been often stated that if all of the unnecessary work

occasioned by improper reports could be avoided, all of the

necessary work could he done.

Fuel Not Up to Contract Specification.—The people who
use the coal should know all about where it comes from, and

when it meets specifications, and work very close with fuel

luirchasing department. Where it cannot be in.spected at the

mines, it should be inspected at junction and unloading

points and held for inspection if it is not up to the proper

grade. The railroad inspectors have now been given federal

authority. In cases where, notwithstanding inspectors' ef-

forts, coal of poor quality is persistently shipped, fuel in-

spectors' reports are verified and such mines or parts of mines

are being prohibited by the Fuel .\dministration from making

further shipments. Under their regulations concerning clean
coal, dated May 27, 1918, and Order No. 2,889 of August 26,
and the Railroad Administration is withdrawing the car sup-
ply from such mines. In addition to this, the Conservation
Section has recently been inspecting mines concerning which
complaints have been made. Where it is found the product
is unfit for locomotive use, we have asked the Central Ad-
visory Purchasing Committee of the Railroad Administration
to instruct the railroads to cease purchasing or accepting coal
from these mines.

Shortage of Coal Reaching Pockets.—This applies par-
ticularly to the weights, to coal lost by the overloading of
cars, coal wasted on account of the condition of the equip-
ment, coal left in cars or pilfered. It is essential, if we
are soliciting full co-operation in the use of fuel, that these
matters should also receive their full share of attention.

Fuel Used for Other Purposes and Improperlv Charged to
Engine Use.—lt sometimes happens that the locomotive fuel
supply is drawn on for many other causes, such as round-
house stoves, sandhouses, and a great many other uses, and
proper credit is not given. This is a matter of charging coal
to what it is used for, and if necessary to take it from the
locomotive supply, to give it the proper credit. Unless this is

followed the engineers are apt to feel that they are not
getting credit for what they are actually doing.
One who devotes the greater part of his time to the use

of fuel on railroads, will find that it opens a \vide field of
opportunity and interest, not the least of which is the study
of human nature, and it will be found that valuable sugges-
tions will come from employees in the most humble occupa-
tions, and from every branch of the service.

S. M. Felton Resigns as Director

General of Military Railways

SVI. FiXTox, who as director general of military railways
has had charge of the organization and despatch abroad
of all railway forces and the purchase of all railway

material for the American Expeditionary Forces, has re-
signed, effective on December 31, and after closing up the af-
fairs of his office in Washington will return to his railroad
work at Chicago as president of the Chicago Great Western.
Mr. Felton has been connected with the railway activities of
the war department in his present position and as consulting
engineer and railway adviser to General Black, chief of en-
gineers, since June 24, 1916. On that date he was selected,

on the recommendation of a committee representing five na-
tional engineering societies, to take charge of the work of get-
ting together men and materials for possible railway opera-
tions in connection with the expedition into Mexico, including
the problem of taking over and operating the Mexican rail-

roads, if necessary.

After the entrance of the United States into the European
war Mr. Felton sent a railway commission headed by William
Barclay Parsons to investigate transportation conditions
abroad while he took charge of the organization of tlie first

nine railway regiments, the recruiting of which was begim
within a month after the declaration of war. When it became
apparent that a separate organization must be created within
the engineering department to handle the transportation prob-
lem, the office of director general of military raihvavs was
established in July, 1917, and Mr. Felton was appointed to

the position b)- the Secretary of \\ ar. This involved not only

the organizing, equipping and militan,- training of railway

troops for the construction, maintenance and operation of

standard and narrow-gage roads necessary for the supplv of
our armies in France, but also tlie purchasing, inspection and
shipment of the immense quantities of railway materials and
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equipment, rails, ties, locomotives, cars, shop tools, cranes,

tugs and barges, etc., necessary for the development of ade-

quate port facilities, the construction of new lines and their

successful operation. The immediate responsiijility for the

work in France was intrusted to Brig. Gen. W. W. Atterbury,

formerly vice-president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who
was appointed director general of transportation.

Mr. Felton's organization in July, 1917, consisted of him-

self, two engineer officers. Major M. C. Tyler and Major F.

A. Molitor (now colonels) and two stenographers, located in

three small rooms. It has expanded until at its peak this

summer it comprised 1,304 officers and men, in addition to

2,775 in the engineer depots connected with the office. Many
of these officers and men were later sent to France. The of-

fice has purchased materials and supplies amounting to

$700,000,000, including about $400,000,000 for American-

built rolling stock, and has organized 75,000 railway troops,

of which 6o,344 men and 1,810 officers had been sent over-

seas, while about 12,000 were ready to go when the armistice

was signed.

A general description of the work of the department as given

in the annual report of the Secretary of War was published

in last week's issue. Regarding Mr. Felton's work. Secretary

Baker said: "His intimate knowledge of railroad problems,

coupled with a personal trip of inspection over all our lines

of communication in France, have rendered his advice partic-

ularly valuable, and have greatly facilitated the progress of

the war department in these particulars."

Orders of Regional Directors

TRANSPORTATION FOR EXPRESS COMPANY EMPLOYEES.

—

In order 132 the Southwestern regional director an-
nounces that existing regulations witli respect to the

furnishing of free transportation to employees of the Ameri-
can Railway Express Company have been modified by the

director-general:

(a) During the first year of their employment, employees will be granted
half rate transportation for themselves and dependent members of their
families only in case of extreme necessity and between points where the
fare is in excess of $1.

(b) During the second year of employment passes for one round trip

may be supplied to employees and each dependent member of their families
between points not over 500 miles distant.

fc) During the third and subsequent years of service passes for one
round trip may be supplied to employees and to each dependent member of
their families between points 1,000 miles distant.

(d) Departures from the above rules will be authorized in emergency
cases, such as sickness or death, and will be exercised according to the
judgment of the vice-presidents of the express company.

Joint train, baggage men and express messengers who are

carried on the express company's payroll and a portion of

whose salaries is billed against the railroad will be treated

as railroad employees. The same rule will apply to those

who are carried on the railroad payroll and a portion of

whose salaries is billed against the express comj^any.

Telegrams from Troop Train Commanders to Red Cross
Representatives.—The Southwestern regional director an-

nounces in Order 133 that the Canteen Service of the Red
Cross is authorized to use railroad wires in sending telegrams

from troop train commanders in connection with calls for the

relief of sick men on board and necessary supplies. Accred-
ited representatives of the Canteen Service will establish

such contact with railroad telegraph offices where canteens
are established as will enable them to take deliverj' at the

telegraph office of the railroad at such a point.

Developincnl of Coal Mines.—In Order 134 the South-
western regional director states that the Fuel Administration

has relinquished control over the opening of new coal mines
and consequently the question of constructing tracks and
other necessan- railroad facilities sought in connection with

the development of new mines, will be handled in the first

instance by the federal manager; if he recommends the pro-

ject he will so report to the regional director. If the latter

passes favorablv ujjon the j)roject he will so report to the

director of the Division of Operation who will transmit the

papers involved to the director of the Division of Capital

Expenditures with his recommendation.

Maintenance of Wires During Winter.—Order 138 of the

Southwestern regional director calls attention to a number
of precautions which should be observed during the winter

to insure the prompt repair of telegraph and telephone wires

after a storm. It is similar to an order of the Eastern

regional director, see Railway Age, December 13, page
1078.

Reports on Loading of Vncomp-ressed Cotton.—Authority

having been granted permitting the movement of uncom-
pressed cotton, linters, hull fibre and hull shavings to ports

for coastw-ise movement, conditional upon the loading of

cars to their visible capacity, the Southwestern regional

director in Order 136 asks that reports be prepared of any

cases of light loading. Such reports should be made by the

originating road to the Car Service Section direct, showing

the car initial and number, the name of the shipper, con-

signee and destination, the number of bales and how many
additional bales could have been loaded into the car. Copies

of these reports should be sent to the office of the regional

director. Export rates through the Pacific ports apply only

on compressed cotton; consequently no uncompressed cotton

can be forwarded to Pacific coast terminals for export, as it

will be refused by steamship lines on arrival.

Pensions and Similar Benefits—In Supplement 1 to Order

102, the Southwestern regional director announces that

Order 102 protecting the pension rights of employees, also

applies to accident, sick, death, superannuation and savings

benefits which were maintained by the corporations, with

or without contributions from tlie employees, at the time of

the beginning of federal control. The Eastern regional

director has issued a similar order, File 3000-445.

Assessments for Expenses Illinois-Indiana Coal Traffic

Bureau.—In Supplement 2 to Circular 136, the Southwest-

ern regional director announces that carriers are authorized

to make payments for assessments to cover the current ex-

penses (excepting for statistical work) of the Illinois-

Indiana Coal Traffic Bureau. These pajTnents are to be

charged to operation. Expenditures for statistical work will

be charged by the bureau to the United States Fuel Adminis-

tration and will not be assumed by the Railroad Administra-

tion.

Power Reverse Gear.—The Eastern regional director, file

500-69A328, asks what power reverse gear the roads have

used; to what extent they have been used; for how long,

and what type is preferred.

Shop Hours.—The eastern regional director, file 1200-2-

2SA329, gives the following interpretation from the director

gentral: "The purpose of this order was to reduce the hours

worked in locomotive shops and roundhouses and in car shops

and repair yards to a basis of eight hours per day on Decem-
ber 9. At roundhouses and other places where the work is

continuous 24 hours a day three eight-hour shifts should be

estalilished. In shops where a single eight-hour shift will

not properly maintain the equipment a second shift should be
organized as soon as men can be obtained, pending which the
work should be taken care of by necessary- overtime in ac-

cordance with agreements with the employees."
Telegraph Franks 1919.—The Eastern regional director,

file 2100-33A316, states that for the year 1919 the individual
railroads should be governed by their contractual obligations
and past practice in furnishing transportation direct to West-
em Union officials or employees. This will also apply to
Postal Telegraph Company, other telegraph or telephone com-
panies, and to other concerns with whom contracts provide
furnishing a certain amount of transportation, such as the
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Galena Oil Company, Westinghouse Air Brake Co., etc.

Industry Side Tracks.—In connection with Supplement
No. 1 to General Order No. 15, the Eastern regional director,

file 401-14A326, states that it will be considered reasonable
to enter into a contract under the original terms of General
Order No. IS whereby the railroad will pay at the outset for

the cost of that part of the track, between the switch point and
the clearance point when the federal manager believes that

for the first two years after beginning operation of the track
the average montlily gross revenue accruing to all railroads
under federal control on busines.s to and from the industr\^

will be equal to 15 per cent of the expense assumed by the
director general for the construction. This is not stated as an
invariable rule to require the making of such a contract under
the circumstances stated, or to prohibit the making of such a
contract in the absence of expectation of such an amount of
revenue. It is, however, believed to be a fair working rule
for application except in cases where special circumstances

indicate that some other reasonable rule should be applied.

Where the federal manager does not apph- the working rule

here suggested, he should report his action, either favorable
or unfavorable, and his reasons therefor, so that suggestions
for the guidance of the federal manager may be made to cover
future cases. While Supplement No. 1 expresses no reserva-

tion, it is to be understood that in cases where a shipper
claims that under federal or state law he is entitled to a track
on other terms, his claim shall be considered and transmitted

through this office to the director. Division of Public Service

and Accounting, for his consideration.

Chartered Passenger Cars.—The eastern regional director,

file 1600-1 1-22A325, states that it has been decided that the
movement of private cars in all parts of the countr>- on the

basis of 30 fares as a minimum payment will be permitted.
This will apply to coaches as well as sleeping cars and the
necessary tariffs to cover this situation in the territon.- east of
Buffalo and Pittsburgh will be issued immediately.

Report of Chief Inspector of Locomotive Boilers

General Condition of Locomotives Improved; Inspectors

Helpful in Relieving Congestion

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT of the chicf inspector of

locomotive boilers for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1918, covers the work done under the locomotive-

boiler inspection act as amended to apply to the entire loco-

motive and tender and all their parts and appurtenances.

The data includes all of the defects found on any part or

appurtenance of locomotives and tenders; also all of the cas-

ualties resulting from failure thereof.

The tables show, in concrete form, the number of locomo-

tives inspected, the number and percentage found defective,

and the number ordered out of service on account of not

meeting the requirements of the law. They also show the

total number of accidents due to failure from any cause of

locomotives or tenders and all parts and appurtenances

thereof and the number killed and injured thereby.

Locomotives Inspected. Number Found Defective, and Number Ordered

, Out of Service

1918 1917 1916

Number of locomotives inspected 41,611 47,542 52,650
l>Jiimber found defective 22,196 25,909 24,685
J*ercentage found defective 5.3 54.5 47
Number ordered out of service 2,125 3,294 1,943

NuMBEK of .XCCIDENTS. NuMBEB KlJ.LED. AND NuMDER INJURED, BY

Co.mparison
1918 1917

Number of accidents 641 616
Increase over previous year percent.. 4.1 ...

Number killed 46 62
Decrease from previous year percent.. 25.8

Number injured 756 721
Increase over previous year percent.. 4.8

The table in the next column shows the total number of

persons killed and injured by failure of locomotives or

tenders, or any part of appurtenance thereof, during the three

years ended June 30, 1916-1918, classified according to

occupations.

A summary of the accidents and casualties resulting there-

from during the year shows an increase of 4.1 per cent in

the number of accidents, with a decrease of 25.8 per cent in

the number killed, and an increase of 4.8 per cent in the

number injured.

The decrease in the number of locomotives inspected dur-
ing the year is due to the fact that a substantial percentage

of the inspectors of locomotives were engaged in special work
during most of the year. During the months of November
and December, 1917, almost all of the inspectors were en-

gaged, at the request of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
in checking the congestion at terminals in an effort to see
that locomotives were promptly furnished so that the coal
movement might be facilitated and the fuel shortage relieved;
and during the months of January, February, and March'
1918, were performing similar work at the request of the
director general of railroads, and this work contributed ma-
terially toward breaking the blockade and expediting the

. Killed jured
Members cf train crews:
Engineers n 245
hiremen 19 306
Brakcmen 6 62
Conductors 21
Switchmen 2 S

Roundhouse and shop employees:
rioiler makers 1 11
Machinists jj
Foremen i 4
Inspectors 4 4
Watchmen 3
Roiler washers 4

^ Hostlers s
Other roundhouse and shop employees.. 2 19
Other employees 26
Non employees 24

Total ^6 756

movement of coal and other freight. It is also due in part
to the fact that a number of inspectors of locomotives were
permanently transferred to the service of the director gen-
eral of railroads because of their general knowledge of equip-
ment and their special training in the work of conducting
investigations.

The period covered by this report represents what is

admitted to have been the most difficult in the his-

tory- of American railroads to properly maintain lo-

comotives. This is primarily due to the war conditions
whicli made it necessary to use to their maximum capacitv
all locomotives that were ser\-iceable, and to return to ser\-ice

many locomotives that had been out of ser\-ice for vears

awaiting disposition and which, in some cases, were put in

ser\'ice without having been thoroughly repaired. Proper
maintenance of locomotives was also made difficult by the
large number of mechanics that entered militarv service.
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Tlie excessive demands for power resulted in the use of

many locomotives that were in violation of federal laws, no

doubt, with the thought that the movement of traffic was

being expedited thereby, but the results of this practice were

clearly demonstrated during the past winter.

These conditions rendered the work of the inspectors ex-

ceedingly difficult, and considerable pressure from various

sources was brought to bear on them to prevent the enforce-

ment of the law w'here locomotives were sorely needed. The
shortage of power made it necessary in every case for inspec-

tors to exercise the utmost good judgment and discretion in

their work in order to avoid any possibility of causing addi-

tional congestion which an inflexible enforcement of the law
might have brought about. The fact that the enforcement

of the locomotive inspection laws during this trying period

did not unnecessarily liamper the movement of traffic, but on

the contrary the work of the inspectors, in hundreds of in-

stances, facilitated the operation of locomotives and the move-
ment of trains, is evidence not only of the discretion and judg-

ment of inspectors in their enforcement of the law, but also

of the wisdom and farsightedness of its framcrs, Ijecause it

is generally admitted that the law and the work of the inspec-

tion bureau was of substantial benefit during the past winter,

and when we consider, in addition to this, the fact that the

7, 1918, by the withdrawal by the complainant and at the

complainant's cost, of bill in equity No. 226, United States

District Court, District of Indiana, New York Central Rail-

road Co. V. United States, in which it was sought to restrain

the Interstate Commerce Commission from enforcing its order.

This withdrawal was made after arguments on the bill liad

been heard by the court and the position of the complainants

declared to lie unsound. This, it is believed, finally dispo^L•^

of the question at issue concerning the authority of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to establish a standard test for

locomotive headlights, and the Locomotive Insjjection Bureau
to enforce such orders.

In the sixth annual report recommendations were made that

locomotives should be equipped with automatic fire doors and
tliat a steam connection to air-operated power reverse gear

should be applied. It is not considered necessarj- to repeat

these recommendations at this time for the reason that both

recommendations have been adopted by the United States

Railroad Administration, and all standard United States

locomotives are being so equipped, and it is expected that the

recommendation for automatic fire doors will be generally

followed on locomotives passing through tlie shop for general

repairs, so far as material and labor are available. The
recommendation that a steam connection to air-operated power
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Relation of Defective Locomotives to Accidents and Casualties Resulting from Locomotive Failures

general condition of locomotives has improved during the

year, due, in part, to the work of the inspectors, the results

become particularly creditable.

During the year 353 applications were filed for extension

of time for removal of flues under the provisions of Rule 10.

Investigation showed 18 of these locomotives in such condition

that no extension could properly be granted. Forty-two were

in such condition that the full extension requested could not

be granted, but an extension for a shorter period was allowed.

Thirteen extensions were granted after defects disclosed by

our inspectors had been repaired. Sixty-two applications

were withdrawn for various reasons, and the remaining 218

were granted for the full period asked for. It will be noted

that the numl)er of applications for extension of time for re-

moval of flues decreased about 50 per cent. This is largely

due to the modification of the rule which was recommended

to the Commission aind approved by it, and indicates that,

under the circumstances, the modification was a proper one.

As provided in Rule 54, 3,124 specification cards and

8,080 alteration reports were filed.

The locomotive headlight case, which has been pending

for approximately three years, was finally disposed of June

reverse gears has been adopted by the I'nited States Railroad

Administration for old as well as new locomotives.

No formal appeal from the decision of any inspector was
filed during the vear.

Investigation of the Brooklyn wreck of Xovember 1, when
97 passengers were killed, has resulted in the issuance, by

the mayor of New York, of warrants charging manslaughter

against five officers of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,
namely: Timothy S. \\'illiains, president; John J. Denipsey,

vice-president and chief operating officer; John H. Ilallock,

president of the New York Consolidated Railroad, which

appears to be the operating company having charge of t!ie

line on which the derailment occurred; \V. S. Menden, chief

engineer, and Thomas F. Blewitt, superintendent. Each of

the five defendants was held in $10,000 bail; and Edward
Luciano, who was motorman in charge of the train, had been

previously held in SS.OOO bail. Mayor John F. Hylan, who
issued the warrants in his capacity as magistrate, was judge

of a court prior to his election as mayor; and before that had

been a locomotive engineman on the Brooklyn Elevated

Lines.



Hollow Concrete Poles Made by New Methods

Important Savings in Weight Over Solid Construction Are

Effected by a Centrifugal Process

THE RECENT DEVELOPMENT on a commercial basis of

hollow concrete poles is of special importance since

it came at a time when the use of steel for pole lines

has been largely out of the question and the use of wood
has been hampered by the great demand for that material

for other purposes. Although the superiority of concrete as

compared to timber from the standpoint of service life

has long been recognized, its substitution in the form of

poles such as are used for supporting lines of electric

wire has been much slower than the merits of this ma-
terial have warranted. The main obstacle to the intro-

duction of concrete has been its weight, since concrete

weighs fully three times as much as timber. The cost of

shipping and of the labor for erecting solid concrete poles

The poles are made by a centrifugal process, an idea by

no means new, but which has only recently been developed

to a degree of perfection that insures a uniformly high grade

jjroduct while giving production economies that make the

])oles commercially attractive. The first step is to build

the cage of reinforcement similar to that used in a rein-

forced concrete pile. The longitudinal reinforcing rods

are assembled and tied securely at the intersections. The
completed cage is placed inside the molds, the two halves

of which are securely bolted together and the required

amount of wet-mixed concrete is poured into the mold.

This mold is inserted in a centrifugal machine by means
of which it is rotated on its longitudinal axis, the velocity

being increased gradually until a high rate of rotation is

Test of a Pole. Initial and Stressed Positions. A Concrete Pole Line

has made them very expensive, although the highly su-

perior ornamental effects possible have led to a consider-

able use of this more permanent material in spite of the

difficulty of erection.

However, this objection to concrete has iieen largely over-

come by the introduction of hollow poles, which effect a

great saving in weight over solid construction, while pro-

viding strength sufficient for any ordinar\- requirements.

A pole carrying electric wires is subjected principally to

liending stresses and as a considerable portion of the in-

terior of a cylinder may be removed without producing any

appreciable reduction in the strength of a beam, in the case

of reinforced concrete it is possible to provide a shell thick-

ness and percentage of reinforcement in proportion to the

strength requirements. Aside from the reduction in weight

and the flexibility of design, the production of a hollow

pole, which would be practically impossible with ordinarv'

concrete casting methods, has involved the perfection of a

novel process of manufacture which incidentally prcxluces a

concrete of high density, thus affording both higli strength

and imperviousness to moisture and frost.

attained. The centrifugal force resulting from this mo-
tion effects a uniform distribution of tlie concrete against

the surface of the mold so that the thickness is uniform

throughout and at the same time compacts the concrete in

a thorough manner, the surjjlus water running out of the

cylinder by gravity at the large end. So concentrated does

the concrete become as a result of this process that in a

few minutes the mold may be withdrawn from the machine
without any liability of collapse. This process lends itself

readily to the production of ornamental effects.

The poles are made in five classes, namely, classes 1000,
l.^OO, 2000, ->000, and 4000, the class number indicating

tlie pull in pounds which the poles are guaranteed to with-

stand, if api^lied two feet from the top with the butt buried

a specified minimum distance in the ground var\-ing from
4 ft. for a 20-ft. pole to S^i ft. for a'^eO-ft. pole.' fj'pical

dimensions and weights of standard poles of the lengths

commonl)' used on railroads are given below. Poles much
stronger and of much greater length are also within the

scope of this process.

An elaborate series of tests has been made of poles con-
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structed according to this process which confirm mathe-

matical calculations of the strength. They also demon-

strated a rather unexpected resilience of this type of

construction in that the poles attained a most appreciable

deflection before any visible signs of failure became appar-

Length,
feet

Diameter
at top,
inches

Diameter
at butt,
inches

Approximate
weight,
pounds

r 20 \0H
12

865
1.180
1,550

1"
1 30

7

7
7

12

U'A
14'A

1.180
i,6;o
2,230

r 20
25

1 30

S'4

8'A

13!4

1554

1.720
2,440
3,310

ent. This is indicated by the following tabular report of

a test made on a 30-ft. class 2000 pole with outside di-

ameters at top and bottom of 7 in. and 14^ in. respectively

and a weight of 1,900 lb.

Load. Deflection Load, Deflection
pounds at top, inches pounds at top. inches

100 3.O00 8J^
500 ii 3,500 9H
960 i% 4,050 125i

1.500 3ii 4.500 13A
2.n0n 5'^ 4.550 Bruke
2,500 "/^r

The hollow concrete pole described above was developed

by the Universal Concrete Products Company, Chicago,

under the direction of C. F. Massey, president of the C. F.

Massey Company, and is generally known as the universal

pole. This pole is to be marketed in the future as the

Massey reinforced hollow concrete pole.

Agricultural Development
in British Columbia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN'T, in co-operation with

the railways, is working out plans for the settlement

of the remaining undeveloped lands of the country.

This is being done not only for the purpose of reclaiming

swamp, cut-over, and irrigable arid land for cultivation,

thereby adding to our natural resources, but to provide farm
homes for thousands of returning soldiers.

The United States is behind its northern neighbor, Canada,
in this work. In an article in the Railway Age of January
11, the part the Canadian Pacific is taking in developing

western Canada was described and reference was made to

the specific provisions for the settlement of land by veterans

of the world war. The Grand Trunk Pacific also deserves

credit for being forehanded in the promotion of land settle-

ment projects. At the request of the minister of agriculture

of British Columbia, it co-operated in laying out two large

areas for settlement on its lines in that province. The Bulk-
ley Valley tract consists of 15,000 acres suitable for cereal

growing, vegetable culture, dairy and mixed farming, as well

as the propagation of the hardier fruits. The Nechako
Valley area includes about 35,000 acres. The land is some-
what similar to that of the Bulkley tract, but is more of the

plateau type.

The owners of idle lands in these areas have l>een advised

liy the government that their lands have been appraised at

a certain figure and will be sold by the Land Settlement

Board of British Columbia or through the office of the Tour-
ist and Colonization Agent of the Grand Trunk Pacific on
terms of long pa\'ment. A payment of not less than 20 per

cent of the selling price must be made in cash on the delivery

of the agreement of sale and the balance is payable in equal
yearly in.stallments extending over a period of not exceeding

15 years, with interest payable annually on the unpaid bal-

ance at the rate of 7 per cent per annum. The settler is re-

quired to establish a bona fide residence in a habitable dwell-

ing upon the land purchased within 12 months from the date

of the sale, and must continue to maintain it as long as any
part of the selling price or interest remains unpaid. The
settler is required to make improvements to all cultivable

lands, exclusive of buildings and fences, to the extent of

six dollars per acre, within six years from the date of the

sale.

If the settler be a returned soldier the price of the land

purchased is reduced to the extent of $500 and the amount of

cash required in the first payment is reduced to 10 per cent.

If a returned soldier obtains a loan from the Soldiers' Settle-

ment Board of the Dominion government for the purpose of

improving or stocking the lands for agricultural or pastoral

purposes, he will not be required to observe the conditions

governing improvements to the land in the first six years,

previously mentioned.

No sale of lands within either of the areas will be made to

any person who by reason of his religious doctrines or other-

wise is averse to bearing arms and refuses personal military

service, or who under any law, Order in Council, or otherwise

has for a like reason been exempted from military service in

Canada.

Service Tests of Cross Ties

By p. R. Hicks

Engineer of Forest Products, Forest Products Laboratory,

Madison, Wis.

BULLETIN NO. 210 of the American Railway Engineering

Association contains the 1917 report of the service rec-

ords of cross ties which have been maintained by the

committee on wood preservation of the American Railway

Engineering Association in co-operation with the American

Wood Preservers' Association. The report consists essentially

of tables covering treated and untreated ties, which either had
been in service for a period of the last eight years or records

where at least 25 per cent of the ties had been removed.

The scope of the report is indicated by the table below show-

ing the source of the 350 test records from which information

was obtained:

Service Test Records of Cross-Ties—1917

Zinc

Creosote creosote

P NO U 55 n5 O

Atlantic Coast Line 1

Atchison, Topeka S: S. Fe .

.

Chic, Burl'gton & Quincy 1

Chic, Milwaukee & St. P. 4
Chicago & North Western
Qiic. Rock Island & Pac. ..

Chic. & Western Indiana. ..

Gal.. Harrisb'g & San Ant. 19
Cireat Northern 2
Geortfia 2
Louisville & Nashville 1

Missou.i Pacific
Northern Pacific
.Norfolk Southern 2
N. v.. New Haven & Hart. ..

Oregon-Wash'n Railroad &
Navigati. Co.

sylvani;
Pittsb.. Shawmut & Nor..
Southern Pacific
St. Louis-San Francisco..
Tenn. Coal. Iron and Rail.
Washington Terminal . .

.

Total 35 5 25 87 74 13 13 68



General News Department

The New York Central has announced the establishment
of an employees' nionilily magazine, "The New York Central
Magazine." the first number of which will be issued on Feb-
ruary 1. It is to include all features heretofore published in

several smaller periodicals, together with much other matter.
The editor is Pitt P. Hand. The magazine will go to every-
one of over 100,000 employees.

Director General McAdoo, in conference with newspaper
men on Thursday, declared that if his plan for a five-year

extension of federal control over the railroads is given a

fair test, he is confident it would be possible to so improve
the efficiency of the transportation machine that the increased
wages established this year could be maintained, and freight

and passenger rates could be materially reduced, and it

was his impression that it would be possible to reduce rates

within the year.

Railroads recently transferred frcmi the Eastern to the

Allegheny Region number twelve in all; and the autliority

of H. A. Worcester over these roads, as district director.

Eastern region, terminated on December 16. The twelve
companies are: .'\kron & Barberton Belt; -Akron Ihiion Pas-
senger Depot; Baltimore & Ohio, west of Parkersburg and
Pittsburgh; Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern; Dayton &
Union; Dayton Union; Lorain, Ashland & Southern; Louis-

ville Bridge & Terminal Railroad; Pennsylvania Lines, west of

Erie and Pittsburgh ;
Pittsburgh, Charliers & Youghiogheny, Ohio

River & Western ; Zanesville Terminal Railroad.

The Professional Division of the L^nited States Department
of Labor, office at 16 East 42nd street. New York City, invites

employers of all classes, who want university graduates in

mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, and in chemistry,

to make use of the facilities of that office in securing men
who are retiring from the army or the navy. J. O. Winslow,
special agent, in charge of the office, is making a list of en-

gineers and other technically qualified men who are retiring

from the military service and desires to have the names of

all men of this class seeking employment. The record of

each man is carefully investigated licfore registration.

From the New York Sun

Word was received in this city Sunday that William G.

McAdoo, director general of railways, at a private and con-

fidential meeting of the Senate interstate commerce coin-

mittee Saturday last made this statement, believed to be ac-

curately quoted: "Unless there is an immediate and better

response by Senators and Representatives to my proposal

for five year control of the railroads by the federal ad-

ministration, I shall advise President Wilson by wireless

that the railroads should be returned to private owners on

January 2."

Mechanical Association Committees Meet

To Talk Over June Convention

A joint meeting of the executive committees of the .\meri-

can Railway Master Mechanics' Association, the Master Car

Builders' Association, and the Railway Supply Manufacturers'

Association is to be held at the Hotel Biltmore, New York.

Friday morning to arrange for a convention of the two
mechanical associations in June and to discuss the possibili-

ties of holding an exhibit of supply firms. The members of

the executive committee of the Railway Supply Manufac-

turers' Association have been asked to get in touch with as

many of their associates as possible with a view to getting

their ideas as to the advisabihty of having an exhibit. It is

understood that the general opinion is in favor of so doing,

it being felt that the reasons which prevented it in 1917 and

1918 have nearly all been removed, while, on the other hand,

the success of the exhibits at some of the smaller mechanical

conventions during the past few months has induced strong

argument in its favor.

Passengers Burned to Death

A press despatch of December 17 reports the destruction

by fire of a tourist coach on an eastbound Canadian Pacific

train and says that thirteen passengers are missing. The
train stopped for orders at Bon Heur Station, 120 miles

west of Fort William, Ontario, at 6:57 a. m. The conductor,

walking back toward the rear of the train, saw flames burst-

ing from the front end of the tourist car. Eight passengers
rescued were slightly injured.

Salaries of Railroad Engineers

The Engineering Council, New York City, said to represent
the .American Society of Civil Engineers, the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, and the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, wrote recently to the director general of rail-

roads calling attention to the grievances of many engineers
on account of the failure of the Railroad .Administration to

give them sufficient consideration in the fixing of compensa-
tion. It was requested that all technical engineers be given
suitable separate classification with rates of compensation in

accord with their duties and the expense to which they have
been put for their education. The letter, signed by A. D.
Flinn, secretary of the Engineering Council, asked early

action on its request, in behalf of 35.000 members of the dif-

ferent brandies of the profession. In a reply dated Decem-
ber 4, signed by G. H. Sines, chairman of one of the wage
boards, the Administration says that where the complainants
are not taken care of by supplements No. 7 and No. 8, to

general order No. 27, their cases should receive special treat-

ment at the hands of the federal managers. Men in the serv-

ice of the railroads not satisfied with this action are recom-
mended to take their cases up with the Division of Labor, in

accordance with the provisions of Circular No. 3.

Dinner to A. W. Trenholm

Yardmasters in St. Paul and Minneapolis gave a banquet
at the Hotel Radisson. Minneapolis, on December 10, in

honor of A. W. Trenholm, federal manager of the Chicago,

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, who is in charge of the Twin
City terminals. The dinner was in the nature of a testimonial

to the ability Mr. Trenholm has shown in directing terminal

operations and the good feeling which exists between him
and the railroad otTicers and employees in the switching

district. Ainong the guests were R. H. Aishton, North-
western regional director, who made a brief address; M. J.

Gormley, assistant regional director of the Northwestern
district, and J. G. Woodworth, traffic assistant in the same
district. In addition, a number of prominent railroad officers

and business men of Minneapolis and St. Paul were present.

One of the features of the dinner was an address by G. M.
Gillette, vice-president of the Minneapolis Steel and Ma-
chinery Company, who declared that government ownership

of railroads is a menace to the nation and advocated private

ownership under government control. Edmund Pennington,

president of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie,

also spoke. Prices of food and of all commodities must
come down, and. therefore, wages will have to come down
also; and it is the duty of employers to make this situation

clear to their men so that unnecessary trouble may be

avoided.
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New Chicago Electrification Ordinance Proposed
Tlie Cliicago Railway Terminals Commission has presented

a new tentative ordinance to the Railway Terminals Com-
mittee of the Chicago city council providing for the construc-
tion of a new passenger terminal by the Illinois Central and
the progressive electrification of all the lines of that road
in conjunction with lake front improvements proposed by
the Chicago Plan Commission. The tentative ordinance dif-

fers from that proposed by the Illinois Central, an outline
of which was published in the Railway Age Gazette of Decem-
ber 22, 1916, in that it calls for complete electrification of the
company's lines in the city instead of the electrification of
the suburban service only. Electrification is provided for
through periods of years; the first step will be the electrifica-

tion of the entire suburban service and during the next
period, according to the ordinance, the road would electrify

all its freight tracks north of twelfth street; during the third

period all the freight service between Twelfth street and the
city limits would be taken in, and in the fourth period, all

through passenger trains. In addition the ordinance stipu-

lates that the railroad company provide railroad connections
across its tracks to a new harbor which is to be created be-
tween Sixteenth and Tliirty-first streets.

Senate Hearings on Railroad Problem

On another page will be found an article concerning the
attitude of Congress toward Mr. McAdoo's proposal to
extend government control for five years. Just as this paper
was going to press, the following message was telephoned
from Washington:

.'\t a meeting Thursday morning of the Senate committee
on interstate commerce. Senator Smith of South Carolina,
chairman, was instructed by resolution to announce that an
inquiry into every phase of the railroad situation would be
conducted, the hearings to begin Tliursday, January 2, 1919.

Senator Smith stated that in the order named representatives
would be Iieard from the Railroad Administration, Mr. Mc-
Adoo, the Interstate Commerce Cominission, the railroads,

state railroad commissions, shippers, chambers of commerce,
and other interested organizations. He made it plain that

it was desired to have one responsible representative nomi-
nated by each body as the committee would not have time
to hear every individual who might want to express his

views. Senator Smith asked that those organizations de-
siring to send representatives to the hearing notify him as

promptly as possible in order that he may inform them
as to the time they will be expected to appear before the

comniittee. Committee members were unanimous for tlie

most tliorougli investigation possible into the railway situ-

ation. The hearings will be before the full ronimittee.

The Train Despatchers

J'>hn F. Mackie, of Cliicago, the long time secretary of the

Train Despatchers' Association of America, is out some
$1,800 by his unselfish devotion to the interests of the associ-

ation, and the present secretary, J. P. Finan, of Needles.

California, is engaged in a laudable effort to raise the money
necessary to repay the debt. He has issued an appeal to rail-

road officers and in response thereto he has received numer-
ous ten-dollar checks from general managers and other

prominent officers, but is still far short of the desired total.

Mr. Mackie's too-hopeful endeavors to vitalize the associa- •

tion, against insuperable obstacles, are well known to our

readers, and no urging should be necessary to induce those

of his friends who are willing and able to contribute to this

fund. Mr. Finan suggests that any one who does not want
his money to waste time in traveling to California and back,

can send a check direct to Mr. Mackie, 7122 Stewart avenue,

Chicago. To those unacquainted with the facts it may be

proper to add that the "T. D. A. of A." went to pieces be-

cause those train despatchers who are truly and intelligently

devoted to the elevation and improvement of the despatchers'

calling are too few and too scattered to carry on an associa-

tion for that purpose; whereas, the new- association, to which
a large percentage of the membership has seceded, makes the

securing of increased salaries its main object, and. of course.

attracts every individual who is willing to advance the amount
of a year's dues on the chance of getting back many times
the sum expended. This is not the official explanation, but it

seems the reasonable one.

Western Railway Club Meeting

The Western Railway Club met at the Hotel Sherman on
December 16. R. H. Aishton, regional director of the North-
western regional district, gave an informal talk and Dr. Her-
mann Von Schrenk. consulting timber engineer, St. Louis,
spoke on the "Selection and Proper Utilization of Lumber in
Car Construction." Mr. Aishton reviewed briefly some of the
more important changes that have been made by the govern-
ment in the operation of the roads in the West. He spoke
particularly of the reduction in passenger service, -of the unifi-
cation of ticket offices and terminals, of the train-lot plan of
moving carload freight, and the introduction of sailing days
for I.e. 1. freight. He also mentioned the pooling of repair
facilities and the short routing of traffic and cited statistics to
show how the amount of business handled in 1918 had in-
creased over previous years.
Mr. Aishton said that many of the changes made by the

Railroad Administration should be retained permanently, as
they benefited both the railroads and the shippers. He urged
all railroad men to give careful consideration to the problems
involved in the readjustment of the railroads. The settlement
of this problem must be made without regard to partisan
prejudice. The shippers, the railroad employees, the railway
supply employees and the great body of people whose finan-
cial standing depends on the stability of railroad securities
must all be considered. The question is a large one and on
its proper solution depends not only the future prosperity of
tlie railroads, but the prosperity of the entire country.

Dr. Von Schrenk outlined the field for various species of
wood in car construction. The number of varieties usually
specified is very limited and by substituting wood with similar
properties for some of those commonly used, considerable
savings can be efifected. Dr. Von Schrenk advocated the more
thorough study of tlie properties of timber. The ordinary
railroad specifications for lumber are stated in very general
terms and if they were made more specific it would insure
the selection of material suitable for the purpose for which
it is intended. He also advocated the more general use of
preservative treatment for parts of cars which normally
failed because of decay of the timbers.

Berlin-Bagdad Line

One of the greatest German schemes which the war has
overthrown was the ambition for a German-controlled rail-
way line from Hamburg to Bagdad. Its eventual history
rests with the peace conference to decide.
As to the actual condition of the line, tlie tunnels through

the Taurus Mountains were opened for broad-ga.ge traffic
last month and trains can now run as far as Neisibin, 100
miles west of Mosul (about 600 miles from Constantinople
and two-thirds the distance from Constantinople to Bagdad).
The rolling stock has been much deteriorated by overwork.
There are still plenty of freight cars serviceable, but two-

thirds of the engines are unfit for work because of lack of
spare parts, which Germany has not supplied. Nevertheless,
a limited daily traffic from Constantinople to Neisibin would
be possible, together with a larger service of trains in West-
ern ,\sia Minor, from which the food supplies of Constanti-
nople are drawn, if it were not for a lack of coal, which has
brought the working of the line to extremely reduced and ir-

regular proportions.

Most of the locomotive enginemen are German civilians
who have been in the country thirty years.

As to the probable time required to complete the railway
to the Persian Gulf, Edouard Haguenin, director general of
railways, says that depends on what the British have done
in Mesopotamia. Several hundred miles of track laid by the
Turks beyond Neisibin would need to be reconstructed, as
the work was hastily done with poor materials. Working from
both ends with adequate supplies of material and labor and
with the use of the British military railways in Mesopotamia
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as lines of supply, he thought that trains might be running
through to the Persian Gulf in two years.

—

Constantinople

despatch in the New York Times.
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Traffic News
National Transportation Conference

The first of a series of conferences of representatives of all

the country's interests affected by transportation, called by
the railroad committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States with a view to the eventual formulation of a

statement of fundamental principles to serve as a basis for

public discussion was held in Washington on December 12

and 13. The conference was authorized by the chamber at

the annual meeting in Chicago last April. The conference

was informal and each member was free to place before the

meeting his individual views. There was a general discussion

from various viewpoints, but no efifort was made to reach

any conclusions and no vote was taken on any question of

transportation policy. Another conference is to be held in

about a month.
Walker D. Hines, assistant director general of railroads,

attended in place of Mr. McAdoo, and explained his reasons

for proposing a five-year extension of the period of federal

control. His address appears elsewhere. Those present

were

:

Financial Group.—Harry A. Wheeler, president, Chamber
of Commerce of the United States; Paul M. Warburg, for-

merly vice-governor Federal Reserve Board; Robert F.

Maddox, president, American Bankers' Association; Nathan
L. Amster, president, Investors' Protective Association of

America.
Commercial and Industrial Group.—Frederick J. Koster,

president, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce: W. W.
Salmon, president. General Railway Signal Company; Charles

S. Keene, vice-president, American Tobacco Company.
Agricultural Group.—Eugene D. Funk, Funk Brothers Seed

Company; R. L. Munce, president, Pennsylvania Good Roads
Association; H. C. Stuart, chairman National Agricultural

Advisory Committee.
Civic and Social Group.—R. G. Rhett, banker, formerly

president Chamber of Commerce of the United States;

Charles P. Neill, chairman. Board of Adjustment No. 1,

United States Railroad Administration.

Labor Group.—Frank Morrison, secretary, American Fed-

eration of Labor; B. M. Jewell, acting president. Department
Railroad Employees, American Federation of Labor; Henry
Sterling, legislative committeeman, American Federation of

Labor; W. N. Doak, vice-president. Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen; S. E. Heberling, international president, Switch-

men's Union of North America.
Economic Group.—E. R. A. Seligman, professor of eco-

nomics, Columbia University; Henry W. Farnam, professor

of Political Economy, Yale University; John R. Commons,
professor of economics, University of Wisconsin; Frederick

A. Cleveland, secretary, Industrial Service and Equipment

Company.
Transportation Group.—Walter S. Dickey, W. S. Dickey

Clay Manufacturing Company, member Inland Waterways
Committee, United States Railroad Administration; John T.

Stockton, president, Joseph Stockton Transfer Company;

J. N. Shannahan, president, Newport News & Hampton Gas

and Electric Company.
Government Group.—Winthrop M. Daniels, chairman. In-

terstate Commerce Commission; Charles E. Elmquist, presi-

dent. National Association of Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners.

Railroad Committee.—George A. Post, chairman Railroad

Committee, Chamber of Commerce of the United States;

F. C. Dillard, lawyer; Edward J. Frost, vice-president,

Willian Filene's Sons Company; Emory R. Johnson, profes-

sor of transportation. University of Pennsylvania; Charles E.

Lee, traffic manager. Ford, Bacon & Davis Corporation; W.
Z. Ripley, professor of transportation. Harvard University;

Alexander W. Smith, lawyer.

Chamber of Commerce.—Elliot H. Goodwin, general sec-

retary; Richard Waterman, secretary, railroad committee;

John M. Redpath, chief of research bureau; F. N. Shepherd,

field manager.

A total of 199,245 cars of coal of all kinds were loaded by
the railroads during the week ended November 30, as com-
pared with 221,159 during the corresponding week of 1917.

The total increase in 1918 up to December 7 is estimated
at 590,715 cars.

Navigation on the New York State barge canal was dis-

continued on December 12, for the winter. The estimated
total amount of freight carried on the canal during the past

season is 1,165.000 tons, which is slightly less than the total

volume carried in 1917.

R. H. Aishton, Northwestern regional director, together

with members of his staff and St. Paul railroad officers, con-

ferred with members of the Minnesota Railroad and Ware-
house Commission at St. Paul, Minn., on December 10. It

was agreed that present transportation conditions demand
maximum loading of cars despite the petitions from shippers

that lighter loading be permitted. Mr. Aishton stated that

he had no objection to the commission's order that state

inspectors remove linings in grain cars when necessary in

unloading.

The Mansfield Sheet & Tin Plate Company, Mansfield,

Ohio, has filed with the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
a complaint against the Railroad Administration and the

Pennsylvania Railroad, contending that the defendants are

exacting switching charges in Mansfield in excess of the

published rate. The rate in question covers the switching

of carload freight between industries located within the

switching limits of Mansfield. The defendants have been
charging 30 cents a ton (minimum $7.50 per car) or 10 cents

a ton higher than the rate named in the defendants' tariff,

Ohio F-763. In replying to the complaint, the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company argues that it has not been engaged as a

common carrier in transportation between points in Ohio
since January 1, 1918, and asks that the complaint be dis-

missed. The Railroad Administration, defendant, has not yet

replied.

Freight Passing Through Soo Canal

The freight passing through the Sault Ste. Marie canals in

the month of November amounted to 8.513.511 short tons of

which 6,355.760 tons were eastbound and 2.150.751 westbound.
These totals are all below those of the same month of 1917.

The most marked decrease was in eastbound traffic which was
2,398,083 tons short of the movement of a year ago; the west-

bound movement, on the other hand, showed a decrease of

only 242,914 tons. Although there was a falling off in the

total freight traffic handled, the movement of wheat east-

bound was nearly 15,000,000 bu. in excess of the amount
handled in November, 1917. The heaviest westbound traffic

was in soft coal, the amount handled being 1,517,020 short

tons or 368.566 tons less than were liandled in the same period

of the previous year. The movement of hard coal on the

other hand showed an increase of 155,359 tons.

New Embargo on Loading of Hogs to Chicago

The standing embargo on hogs, together with the permit

system of handling shipments under it, was cancelled recently

at the request of the Food Administration and the packers.

Recent developments in Chicago make the wisdom of this

move questionable. As a result of exceedingly heavy ship-

ments, induced by high prices. 50.000 hogs were left over at

the Chicago stock yards on Monday night of this week and
55.000 additional arrived, so as to make a total of over 105.-

000 on hand before killing began on Tuesday morning. De-
cember 17. The normal receipts of hogs per day amount to

about 60.000, which can be disposed of unless the receipts

of cattle and sheep are exceptionally heavy. The accumula-

tion at the Cliicago yards necessitated the placing of an em-
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bargo on all shipments of hogs to Chicago until the left-

overs at the yards and the 140,000 hogs in transit are taken
care of.

Arrangements for Holiday Travel

The Railroad Administration will arrange ample ticketing

facilities at the military camps, and, when necessary, will

keep consolidated ticket offices open to a reasonable hour
at night to permit the advance purchase of tickets for holi-

day trips. Regional Directors Markham and Winchell have
been asked to give careful attention to providing the neces-

sary train service.

In Washington, the consolidated ticket office will be kept
open until 9:30 p. m. There will be 28 ticket windows at the

Union Station open day and night as against 12 windows
in operation last season. The Union Transfer Company
has doubled its force and the same is true of the red-cap
porters at the station. The passenger representatives

assigned to the government departments in Washington
have circularized the various buildings and are getting
all advance information possible relative to persons who will

go on vacations and those who will leave during the holidays
permanently.

Additional Passenger Service to South

Additional through sleeping car service from New York
to the South will be established on January 1 by the restora-

tion of IS of the through sleeping car lines that were discon-

tinued north of Washington a year ago as a war measure.
The Pennsylvania train leaving New York at 8:08 a. m.

will have sleeping cars to Jacksonville and Port Tampa, via

the Atlantic Coast Line. A new train leaving New York at

2:04 p. m. will have sleeping cars to Palm Beach, Miami and
St. Petersburg, Fla., via the Atlantic Coast Line, and to

Miami and St. Petersburg, via the Seaboard Air Line.

Through sleepers to White Sulphur Springs and to Virginia

Hot Springs, via the Chesapeake & Ohio and to New Orleans,
via the Southern, will leave New York at 3:38 p. m. North-
ward sleeping cars will be added to corresponding trains.

Through baggage cars will be run between New York and
Jacksonville, via the Pennsylvania, the Atlantic Coast Line
and the Seaboard Air Line. Car via the .\tlantic Coast Line
will leave New York at 8:3S p. m., and car via the Seaboard
Air Line will leave New York at 12:15 midnight. Through
baggage car to Atlanta via the Pennsylvania and the South-
ern will leave New York at 12:30 midnight.

Traffic League's Committee on

Railroad Legislation Appointed

A resolution was adopted at the annual meeting of the

National Industrial Traffic League, in November, authorizing
the creation of a committee to study the railroad problem
and, in particular, to consider such additional legislation as

may be deemed necessary to protect the interests of the
shippers and the general public upon tlie return of the rail-

roads to private operation. This committee has been ap-
pointed as follows:

F. T. Bentley, traffic manager of the Illinois Steel Com-
any, Chicago (chairman); H. C. Barlow, traffic director, the

Chicago Association of Commerce; W. H. Chandler, man-
ager, transportation department, Boston Chamber of Com-
merce; J. M. Belleville, general freight agent, the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; C. E. Childe, man-
ager, traffic bureau, Omaha (Neb.) Chamber of Commerce;
J. S. Davant, commissioner, Memphis (Tenn.) Freight Bu-
reau; J. C. Lincoln, manager traffic bureau. Merchants' As-
sociation of New York; F. B. Montgomery, manager, traf-

fic department, International Harvester Company, Chicago,
and R. M. Robinson, traffic manager, the Greater Dayton
Association, Dayton, Ohio. G. M. Freer, president of the

league; R. D. Sangster, vice-president, and O. F. Bell, sec-

retary, arc cx-officio members of the committee.
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Equipment and Supplies

Standard Car Deliveries

A total of 1,058 of the standard cars ordered by the Rail-

road Administration were turned out during the week of

November 30, as follows:
Total

Manu- accepted for
Road Number Type facturer given roads

A. C. L
B. R. & P
B. R. & P
C. C. & O
C. & N. W 103 50 T
C. & N. W...
C. B. & Q...
C. C. C. S Sf
Georgia
K. & M
Mich. Cent.,.
N. Y. C
N. Y. C
N. Y. C

12 50 T. Comp. Gond...A. C. & F. Co...
231 55 T. S. Hopper Pressed Steel Co.
34 55 T. S. Hopper Pullman Car Co..

•"
S. Hop|)cr A. C. & F. Co...
Comp. Gond...A. C. & F. Co...

74 40 T. D. S. Box A. C. & F. Co...
19 40 T. D. S. Box A. C. & F. Co...
3 55 T. S. Hopper A. C. & F. Co...

63 50 T. Comp. Gond.. .Pressed Steel Co.
00 55 T. S. Hopper Ralston Steel Co.
35 50 T. Comp. Gond.. .Haskell & Barker.
120 40 T. D. S. Box A. C. & F. Co...

50 T. Comp. Gond... Pressed Steel Co.
50 T. Comp. Gond... A. C. & F. Co...

120

100

120

12
477
300
120
438

1.211
19

184

Total 1,058

This brings the total number accepted on the order for

100,000 up to 7.342.

Locomotive Deliveries

There were 67 nev/ locomotives shipped to railroads under
federal control during the week ending December 7, of which
49 were of the U. S. R. A. standard types, as follows:

Individual
Works Road No. Type Engine No.

USRA Mikado 5114-29
USRA Mountain 133-4
USRA Santa Fe 5.'02-9

USRA 6-W. Swch. 7300. 7216, 7314, 7641
USRA 8-W. Swch. 1885-6, 1889-92
Mikado 2448-9 & 52-61
8-W Swch. 25S-6
USRA 6-W. Swch. 157-8

Road No.

•N. Y. C 16
C. & 2
Southern 8
Pcnn L. W.... 4
Southern 6
C. & N. W.... 12
Long 1 2
Tcr. of St. L.. 2

Total 52

N. Y C 66 USRA Mikado

B. & Q 1 Mikado
I C. G. WT 5 USRA Mikado

Baldwin^ Southern 1 Mallet

5094
754-7.
4012
2130
3222

Panama Imported Railroad Material from the United States

during 1917 to the value of $14,000.

—

Commerce Rcf>orts.

Grand total ... 67

•Sixteen USR.\ Mikado constructed for the New York Central were
sent to Albany, N. Y., to be stored as part of an emergency pool.

Car Deliveries

.\ total of 1,734 of the standard cars ordered by the Rail-

road .'\dministration were delivered during the week ending
December 7, as follows:

Total ac-
cepted for

Road No. Type Manufacturer given roads
A. C. L IS 50 T. Comp. Gond. A. C. & F. Co 27
B. R. & P.... 23 55 T. S. Hopper Pressed Steel Car Co 500
C. C. & O.... 118 55 T. S. Hopper A. C. k F. Co 222
C. & N. W... 39 40 T. D. S. Box A. C. & F. Co 1,250
C. & N. W... 5S 50 T. S. S. Box A. C. & F. Co 55
C, & N. W... 62 50 T. Comp. Gond. A. C. & F. Co 500
C. B. & Q.... 141 40 T. D. S. Box A. C. & F. Co 160
Georgia 37 50 T. Comp. Gond. Pressed Steel Car. Co 100
K. & M 272 55 T. S. Hopper Pressed Steel Car Co.... 272
Mich. Cent.... 115 50 T. Comp. Gond. Haskell & Barker ISO
Mich. Cent. ... 199 50 T. Comp. Gond. Pressed Steel Car Co 199
N. Y. C 105 40 T. D. S. Box .\. C. & F. Co 2S1
N. Y. C 51 SOT. Comp. Gond. A. C. & F. Co 51
N. Y. C 33 50 T. Comp. Gond. A. C. & F. Co 119
N.Y.,N.H.&H. 200 55 T. S. Hopper Pullman Car Co 200
N.Y.,N.H.S; H. 100 55 T. S. Hopper Ralston Steel Car. Co... 100
N.Y.,N.H.& H. 158 55 T. S. Hopper Standard Steel Car Co. . 158
T. & O. C... 12 55 T. S. Hopper A. C. & F. Co 12
Toul—1734

Locomotives

The Cvr.vec.ie Steel Compaxv is inquiring for 6 locomotives.

The E.^stern Wisconsin Electric, Sheboygan. Wis., is in-

quiring for an electric locomotive.
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Tjie United Railways of Havana have ordered 6 locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Con.stitutionalist Railways of Mexico have ordered

8 Mikado locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
Supply Trade News

Freight Cars

The American Brass Company, Waierlmry, Conn., is inquir-

ing for 1 steel flat car.

The Eastern Wisconsin Electric, Sheboygan, Wis., is in-

quiring for 3 trailer dump cars.

The Mexican Petroleum Corporation, New York, has or-

dered 50 10,000-gal. capacity tank cars from the American Car

& Foundry Company.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for four all-steel,

SO-ton capacity extension side dump cars.

Passenger Cars

The Pennsylvania Equjp.mext Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is in the market for one 42-in. gage combination passenger and

baggage car.

Miscellaneous

Gillespie Brothers, New York, are inquiring for one motor

inspection car for export to South .America.

The Need of Locomotives in China.—One of the pressing

needs of China today is locomotives. The demands upon the

railways have far exceeded the expectations of the builders.

The locomotives bought in the first instance have proved

too small, and it is now clearly realized by the technical

advisers of China that they must standardize upon a type

that will meet their needs for a long time to come. This

question is being earnestly considered at the present time,

and the problem arises for British consideration: Will the

standardization be along the lines of British design, or will it

be made to conform to an American or European model, to

the detriment of British interests? Of the fifteen lines com-

posing the system of Chinese Government railways, only

one was built by the Chinese themselves; it is financed by

the Chinese Government, and is operated exclusively by

Chinese. The funds for the construction and equipment of

the various other railway lines of China were furnished by

foreign capital of various nationalities, but, according to the

.American authority, Charles Denby. special assistant to the

department of state, not in a single instance has .\merica so

constructed and equipped any of these lines. As a result,

today the Continental—European—design of locomotive is

predominant in China. On some of the lines, notably those

under English and—hitherto—German influence, not a loco-

motive other than those built in accordance with the prevail-

ing design common to the nation financing the railway was

purchased or even considered, either for initial or subsequent

equipment—at least up to the. time of the outbreak of the

war. Only in the case of the Chinese financed and operated

railway have American builders been given a free hand, with

the result that an American design was adopted, and a

thorough standardization of power eflfected. Out of the 638

locomotives in service on all lines at that time only 15H per

cent were of .American design and manufacture; and on the

English, Belgian, and French lines, which operated at that

time 365 locomotives, or approximately 60 per cent of the

total, only eight, or approximately 2.2 per cent were of

American design and manufacture.—£iJ.fftT» Engineering.

The English railwaymen's war bonus has been advanced

3s. ($72) commencing with November 1, making an advance

of 33s. ($.7.92) per week. This advance will stand until a

meeting in January, when consideration will be given to the

question whether any further increase in the cost of living

warrants another advance.

—

Railway Gazette, London.
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B. B. Ayers, advertising manager of the American Steel &
W'ire Company, has transferred his headquarters from Chi-
cago to 30 Church street. New York.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company announces the
following changes in its organization: Harvey H. Brown,
chairman of the board of directors; -Alexander C. Brown,
president; Melvin Pattison, vice-president, general manager
and director; Robert G. Clapp, director; John F. Price,

director; Ewen C. Pierce, general manager of sales.

The Truscon Steel Company, which for many years has
been manufacturing pressed steel parts principally for use in

its own products, announces the expansion of its business
into the manufacture of pressed steel parts of all kinds.

The work will be handled by the pressed steel department,
headed by G. F. Danielson, as manager, who for 25 years
has devoted his entire efforts to the manufacture of pressed
steel products.

The Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111.,

announces changes that liave been made in its organization. The
following men have left the company : F". A. Rundle, general

superintendent; C. A. Hardy, sales manager; G. R. Brandon
and P. A. Dratz, Chicago representatives. Samuel Moore, for-

merly general manager of the Bond plant of the American
Radiator Company, is now general superintendent, and the com-
pany will be represented in Chicago by George Ristine, for-

merly with the Pressed Steel Car Company ; H. A. Wolcott,

formerly with the Mc]\l3-ler Interstate Company, Cleveland, O.

;

E. V. Brown and Walter R. Hans, members of the company's

engineering staflf.

J. O. Barlow, late head of the department of maintenance
(including betterments and improvements) of the Southern
Pacific Company, announces the opening of a consulting

engineer's office at 822 Phelan building, San Francisco, Cal.

Mr. Barlow was formerly associated with the Northern
Pacific as assistant engineer for four years; the L^nion Pa-
cific as division engineer for eight j'ears; for six years he
served as chief engineer in various railway irrigation and
power enterprises. He was also chief engineer for six years

on the Western Maryland, and served as assistant chief

engineer and chief of the maintenance department of the

Southern Pacific, as above noted, for ten years.

The Western Electric Company's Plan for

Former Employees Now in Military Service

The Western Electric Company announced this week the

following plan for taking care of its former employees who
may soon be discharged from military service.

F'ormer employees who have been given a leave of absence
for military service and who have been honorably discharged

therefrom and wdio desire to again take up work in the com-
pany, should make application within 30 days after being
mustered out of service.

If possible they will be promptly assigned to work for

which their previous experience qualified them, at the rate

of pay which others are then being paid for similar work.
If it is not possible to assign them to work immediately,

they will be placed on a preferred list until such time as

business conditions enable the company to place them. Dur-
ing their continuance on this preferred list they will enjoy
the same rights with respect to the employees' benefit plan

as they had while in the service of the United States, and
they may take other employment.
When they are notified of a vacancy they should present

themselves for work at the time stated, and failing to present

themselves for ten days thereafter their leave of absence
shall terminate.

Before assignment to any work, their suitable physical

condition for such work must be determined in accordance
with the regular routine.
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Financial and Construction Railway Officers
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Railway Financial News
r.usTON & Maine.—Stockholders are to vote on January 9 on

the question of approving the merger of the Boston & Maine
to Concord and Montreal, the Connecticut river, the Fitch-

l)urg, tlie Lowell & Andover, the Boston & Lowell, the Kenne-
Inink & Kennebunkport and the Manchester & Lawrence.

I HiCAGO & Eastern Illinois.—The sale under foreclosure of

this property, which has been postponed at various times, has

again been postponed, from December 10, for ninety days.

Colorado Midland.—The supreme court of Colorado has over-

ruled the district court and refused to allow the discontinu-

ance of operation of part of the railroad.

Colorado & Southern.—This company has declared a 4 per

cent dividend on the second preferred stock and a 2 per cent

dividend on the lirst preferred stock. .A dividend of 2 per

cent was paid in November, 1918, on the first preferred, so

that this makes a regular 4 per cent dividend paid on both

first and second preferred for the calendar year, 1918.

Lehigh Valley.—In declaring the regular dividends of lYi per

cent, on the common stock, the directors say that "the com-
pany receives from the United States Government an ade-

quate payment of the rental now due."

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.—The receiver has asked permis-

sion from the court to issue $1,000,000 receivers' certificates

to pay llic interest on $16,500,000 mortgage bonds.

Railway Construction

Canadian N'ort'hern.—Bids are wanted December 14, for

(he construction of two concrete abutments at the crossings of

the Little Madawaska river, at mile 147.4, Pembroke subdi-

vision, about 67 miles west of Pembroke, Out. Bids are also

wanted on the same date for the removal of the present sub-

structure and the construction of seven concrete piers at the

Trent river crossing, mile 43.5, Maynooth subdivision, at Glen
Ross, 13 miles north of Trenton, Ont.

Eastland, Northwestern & Wichita Falls.—Incorporated

in Texas, with headquarters at Eastland, to build a railroad

between May, Texas, and Wichita Falls, about 120 miles. It

is understood that financial arrangements have been made
and that the work will be started as soon as the survey is

iiiiished and the right of way secured. H. B. Brelsford, East-

l.nul, and Fred W. Frost, Brackenridge, are incorporators.

Illinois Central.—This road is asking for bids on a filtration

plant at Baton Rouge, La., to cost from $15,000 to $20,000.

The plant will have a capacity of 25,000 gal. per hour and

will be equipped with two horizontal pressure filters and a

subsidence tank. It will also be equipped with a chlorinating

outfit to sterilize the water for drinking purposes.

This road has awarded a contract for a combination freight

and passenger station at Dawson Springs, Ky., to T. S.

Leake & Co., Chicago (November 22. page 939).

Pennsylvania Railro.\d Western Lines—The C. R. Cum-
mins Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been awarded a contract

for improvement work on the Pennsylvania, at Columbus,
Ohio, including extensions of the eastward and westward
classification yards, the building of a new slock yard, increas-

ing the engine house layout, the extension of the stone yard,

and additional improvements to the shops. The work will

necessitate the rebuilding of the Cleveland avenue bridge

spanning the yard tracks, which will be a concrete structure

extending over about 18 tracks.

At Yellovv' Creek, Ohio, the Cummins company is also

building for the Pennsylvania a runnin.g track between Yel-

low Creek and Hanunondsvillc. and later a new "Y" will be

constructed. .At Terre Haute. Ind.. the Cummins company
is buildin,g an eastbound classification yard.

Railroad Administration

Central

F. W. Marquise lias been appointed assistant to the man-
ager of the Fuel Conservation Section of the United States
Railroad Administration, with office at Washington, D. C,
succeeding Edward C. Schmidt, major. Ordnance Depart-
ment, United States Army, who was temporarily assigned
to service with the F'uel Conservation Section, but has re-

turned to the service of the War Department, effective De-
cember 14.

G. W. Kirtley has resigned as assistant director of the

Division of Traffic of the Railroad .Vdniinistration. effective

on January 1, and will return to the service of the Erie, with
office in New York, instead of becoming connected with the
Department of Agriculture, as stated last week. Mr. Kirtley
had been in the service of the Erie for 18 years when he re-

signed in 1917 as assistant to the vice-president in charge of
operation to become assistant to the director of priority in

transportation, at Washington. When the Railroad .Adminis-
tration was organized he was appointed assistant director of
traffic. He was also a member of the United States High-
ways Council, representing the Railroad Administration.

Regional

C. M. Freeman, traveling engineer on the Sunset-Central
Lines, has been appointed assistant fuel supervisor of the
Central Western regional district.

Federal and General Managers

Theo. L. Dunn, having assumed duties with the Maine Cen-
tral Railroad Company (corporation), his former position as
assistant to federal manager has been abolished.

W. R. Hudson has been appointed general manager of the
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic; the Charleston & Western
Carolina; the Augusta & Sunimerville; the Atlanta & West
Point; the Western Railroad of Alabama; the Georgia; the
Augusta Union Station; the Atlanta Terminal, and the Au-
gusta Belt, with office at Atlanta, Ga.

Operating

H. W. Purvis has been appointed terminal manager of the

Jacksonville Terminal Company, Jacksonville, Fla.

J. P. Walker has been appointed terminal manager of the

Charleston L'nion Station Company, Charleston, S. C.

H. E. Hutchens has been appointed terminal manager of
the Birmingham Terminal Company, Birmingham, Ala.

W. E. Booker has been appointed general superintendent
of the Silverton Railway and the Silverton Northern Rail-

road, with headquarters at Silverton, Col.

J. R. Jones, superintendent of the International & Great
Northern, at San .Antonio, Texas, has been appointed super-
intendent of terminals of all railroads under federal control

at San Antonio, Texas.

M. F. Leamy, superintendent of the Delaware & Hudson,
at .-Mbaiiy, N. V.. has been appointed superintendent of the
Chaniplain division, with office at Plattsburg, N. Y., vice

M. W. Sullivan deceased.

W. H. Johnson has been appointed superintendent of ter-

minals of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke,
Va. The Roanoke terminals are now operated as a separate
division in charge of the superintendent of terminals.

The jurisdiction of D. H. Beatty, superintendent of safety,

with headquarters at Washingon. D. C. and of the general

safety committee of the Southern Railroad and associated

railroads, has been extended to include the Georgia, Southern
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and Florida; the Hawkinsville & I'lorida Southern, and the

St. Johns River Terminal.

M. B. Smith, superintendent of the Columbus division of

the Central of Georgia, has been appointed superintendent
of the Macon and Chattanooga divisions, with lieadquarters

at Macon, Ga., vice M. A. Ramsay, deceased. Claude Bald-
win, superintendent of terminals at Macon, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Columbus division with head-
quarters at Columbus, vice Mr. Smith, and J. Reichert has
been appointed superintendent of the Macon freight ter-

minals, with headquarters at Macon, vice Mr. Baldwin.

W. H. Hall has been appointed superintendent of telegraph

of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe; the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe (Shawnee to Pauls Valley; Lindsaj' and Sulphur
Branches); Fort Worth Union Passenger Station; the St.

Louis, San Francisco & Texas; the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande;
the Brownwood North & South; the Texas Midland; the In-

ternational & Great Xorthern (from Spring to Ft. Worth
and Madisonville branch); the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
of Texas (except Trinity branch and Beaumont & Great
Northern); the Wichita Falls & Northwestern; the Ft. Worth
& Denver City; the Wichita Valley; the Houston & Texas
Central; the Abilene & Southern; the LTnion Terminal of

Dallas; the Houston Belt & Terminal; the Ft. Worth Belt

and the Quanah Acme & Pacific, with headquarters at Deni-
son, Texas, effective December 1.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Edward D. Mohr has been appointed freight claim agent

of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louis-

ville, Ky., vice John F. Seger, transferred.

J. F. Schutte has been appointed auditor of freight claims

of the Baltimore & Ohio, eastern lines, and C. G. Pollock

has been appointed auditor of miscellaneous accounts, with

headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

Traffic

R. W. Hockaday, industrial commissioner for the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas and the St. Louis-San Francisco, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo., has resigned to engage in the oil

business under the name of Hockaday & Co., with head-

quarters at Wichita Falls, Texas. Associated with Mr.

Hockaday is C. H. Evans, formerly industrial agent for the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Mr. Hockaday has been con-

nected with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas for about 25

years, beginning as a stenographer at Houston, Texas. He
was subsequently traveling freight agent at Kansas City,

Mo., commercial agent at Denver, Colo., and Cincinnati,

Ohio; general freight and ticket agent in Kansas, and indus-

trial commissioner at St. Louis in charge of colonization,

agricultural and industrial development. When federal op-

eration of the railways became effective, Mr. Hockaday was

appointed industrial commissioner of the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas and the St. Louis-San Francisco.

A. C. Irons, whose appointment as general passenger agent

of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago,

has already been announced in these columns, was born on

May 21, 1880, at Chicago. He began railway work in 1898

with the Western Passenger Association, remaining with

that organization until January, 1904, when he became assist-

ant rate clerk for the Chicago Great Western. From July,

1904, to January, 1905, he was ticket seller at the Dearborn

station, Chicago, and the following four months was chief

clerk in the city ticket office of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Chicago. He then went to the Chicago Great

Western as chief rate clerk in the general passenger depart-

ment at St. Paul, Minn., and from May, 1907, to May, 1910,

was successively chief clerk in the general passenger depart-

ment at St. Paul and Chicago. On the latter date, Mr. Irons

was promoted to assistant general passenger agent, which

position he held until his appointment on November 19, as

general passenger agent.

A. Lindsay Craig, whose appointment as general passenger

agent of the Union Pacific, with headquarters at Omaha,

Neb., was announced in the Railzvay Age of December 13, was

born at St. Paul, Minn., on November 19, 1861. He began

railway work in July 1880, as a rodman on construction on
the Northern Pacific, and from July, 1881, to .April, 1888,

was clerk in the auditor's office. He was then chief clerk in

the general passenger and ticket office until September 1,

1891, when he was promoted to assistant general ticket agent.
being made assistant general passenger and ticket agent in

June, 1900. In February, 1901, he became general passenger
agent of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, and in

July, 1906, he went with the Great Xorthern as passenger
traffic manager. The following June he was appointed gen-
eral passenger agent of that road, which office he held until

September 1, 1909. He became general passenger agent of

the Chicago Great Western on October 15, 1909, in which
position he remained until his recent appointment as general
passenger agent of the Union Pacific.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. L. Campbell, engineer maintenance of way of the El
Paso & Southwestern, has been appointed chief engineer,
with headquarters as EI Paso, Texas.

Zill Pierce has been appointed master mechanic of the

Saratoga and Champlain divisions of the Delaware & Hudson,
with headquarters at Colonic, N. Y., vice A. L. Moler, re-

signed.

F. M. Graham, division engineer of the Chicago Terminal
division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines, with
headquarters at Chicago, has been transferred to Columbus,
Ohio, as supervising engineer, in place of R. C. Harris, ap-

pointed general storekeeper. G. R. Barry, division engineer
at Columbus, has been transferred to the Chicago Terminal
division to succeed Mr. Graham; H. T. Sympson, assistant

division engineer of the Eastern division at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

succeeds Mr. Barry as division engineer at Columbus.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Frank Lethenstrom has been appointed auditor of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for the corporation, w-ith office

at Chicago.

Operating

George Reith, superintendent of the Norfolk division of

the Virginian Railroad, with office at Victoria, Va., has been
appointed general manager of the West Virginia Northern,
with headquarters at Tunnelton, W. Va.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

E. S. Pennebaker has been appointed corporate engineer
for the receiver of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters
at Dallas, Texas, effective December 1.

G. E. Smart, superintendent of the car department
of the Canadian Northern Railway System, has been
appointed general master car builder, with jurisdiction

over all lines of the Canadian Northern and the Canadian
Government Railways, with office at Toronto, Ont.

Major F. L. C. Bond has been appointed chief engineer of

the Grand Trunk, to succeed H. R. Safford, resigned to accept

service with the United States Railroad Administration. Major

Bond was division engineer, eastern lines of the Grand Trunk
in 1916, when he went overseas with the Canadian Expeditionary

Force.

Purchasing

The jurisdiction of E. Langham, general purchasing agent

of the Canadian Northern Railway System, has been extended

to include all the Canadian Government Lines, with head-

quarters in Toronto, Ont.

Obituary
T. M. Chapman, superintendent of fire prevention of the

Central of Georgia, w'ith headquarters at Savannah, Ga.,

died on December 4 of pneumonia following an attack of

influenza, at the age of 45 years.
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Important for Subscribers

In the interest of the conservation of paper, the Railway

Age will print at the end of the present volume only a suffi-

cient number of indexes to meet direct requests from its

subscribers. Those desiring indexes should, therefore,

immediately advise the New York office, 2201 Woolworth

Building, New York.

Special tribute w;is paid at the December meeting of the New
York Railroad Club to the railroad men in the American

Kxpeditionar)' Forces in addresses by
Railway Men Colonel H. C. Booz, corporate engineer

in the of the I'ennsylvania Railroad, who

A. E. F. until recently was on the staff of Briga-

dier-General W. W. Atterbury in

France, and b\- Lieutenant-Commander Dexter C. Buell,

who had charge of the construction and erection of the naval

railway batteries which were described in the Railway Age
of November 29, page 967. Working in strange surround-

ings and with inadequate facilities, no task seemed too great

for these men. They exercised to the full that ingenuity

which is so characteristic of the Yankee and never lo.st their

sense of humor, which often helped them to approach their

tasks in a spirit that overcame seemingly insurmountable

obstacles. As Lieutenant-Commander Buell said, we ought

to give these boys a royal welcome when they return to this

country. Moreover, their experience should fit them for

bigger and better positions than those that they left to go into

service. No better ap]ireciation ran be shown to them than

by making tlie very l)est use of their services when they

return to their respective roads.

Railroad men in military service are commencing to return
to civilian life, many of them with the expectation of resum-

ing their peace-time occupations. Sev-
Re-employing eral incidents which have come to our

Returned attention would seem to indicate that

Soldiers some of tliem are experiencing diffi-

culty in getting back their old jobs.

Eitlier for fear of seriou.sly disturbing the existing organiza-
tion or because of lack of interest, some railroad officers are
putting off these men with [promises, or arc referring them
to other departments or railways. It is the opinion of tlie

Railu'ay Age liiat the Railroad Administration and the offi-

cers in charge of the individual lines should outline a
definite policy to be observed in connection with the re-

employment of men who liave been in the nation's service
wliich will insure them just treatment. It is not necessary
for old employees to give up their seniority rights to make
room for returned soldiers, but certainly it is not unfair for
those who t(K)k the places of army men to give way. Those
who answered our country's call liave made their sacrifice;
now let those who replaced them make theirs. It is true that
the reassimiliation of tliousands of employees will tend to
disorganize the railways for a time, but surely to no greater
extent than was effected by tlie loss of these men during the
w;ir when libor was scarce and a disturbance of our trans-

portation machiner\- much more serious in its consequences.'

There is no dodging the iissue—the men who served their

country in its time of need must be given what is properly

due them.

At a recent meeting of one of the railroad clubs at whicli the

subject of fuel conservation was being discussed, a question

was raised as to what arguments should
Why We Should i,e put forth to exhort the men to con-

Continue tinue to save coal now that the war is

to Save Coal jjractically over. During the war there

was no question but that even- pound
ot fuel should be made to perform the greatest amount of
work, as it contributed directly towards the winning of the
war; but now, with that tremendous incentive removed, how
shall the men be encouraged to persist in their fuel economies?
There are three important reasons. We must still provide
our allies with coal; we must conserve coal on account of its

still excessive cost; and we must conserve coal in order to
husband our national resources. 'l"he price of coal is tliat

which appeals more directly to the individual. This has in-
creased greatly and today railroads are paying anywhere from
10 to 50 per cent more per ton of coal than last year at this
time. Some roads arc paying over eight dollars a ton for
fuel, several over four dollars, and a large numlx^r over three
dollars. The large amount of money spent for fuel and the
splendid opportunities for conserv-ing it make the saving of
fuel a ready means for reducing operating cxix^nses. The
savings to be accomplished are large enough to warrant ma-
terial capital expenditures which will result in a reduction
in the fuel bill. It is no time now to ease up on the fuel econ-
omy campaign. With the high cost of labor and materials, all

tending to increase the operating exix^n.ses, every available
means must i)C taken to reduce expenses. Anything that will
result in fuel con.servation should continue to demand the
fullest consideration of railway men.

'The advocates of government ownership liold up govern-
ment operation of the railroads during the past year as hav-

"TV,- PI
'"" <?ff^*ed the elimination of many

1 his Place aliuses or shortcomings of private roan-
Has Changed agement. They neglect, however, to

Hands" ^ote those objectionable features of pri-
vate ownership which are aggravated or

intensified by operation of the railroads as a unified whole..
For instance, it is an unfortunate fact that changes of man-
agement or the election of a new railroad president commonly
result in an extensive change of the official personnel, bring-
ing about an oiijectionable shaking up of the entire organiza-
tion. Whether such changes are necessary or desirable may
be open to controversy, but the fact remain's that, other things
being equal, the best esprit de corps and most efficient con-
duct of railway transportation obtain in the case of the road
on which one dynasty of officers has had unhampered control
for the longest period. That a change of management under
government operation is subject to the same abu.ses as those
manifested under similar circumstances in private control is

evidenced by contemporaneous history. Following the resig-
nation of the director general two of his department heads
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have resigned and there are rumor.s of .still more resignations,

and there is no reason to Ijelieve that similar changes will

not take place every time that a director general decides to

quit.

Postal conditions in this country have been bad enough, but

the difficulties in oi)taining mail from abroad have been

much greater. We almost despaired

Great Britain's of hearing from our editor, Samuel O.

Railway Dunn, until he returned in person, but

Problem "''">^' finally rewarded by receiving

from him a few days ago the first one

of two articles on the English railway situation. There is

more or less discussion in Great Britain as to the advisability

of having the government take over the railways per-

manently, but for very different reasons than those that have

been advanced by tlie advocates of government ownership in

this countr>'. The railways of Great Britain have made a

record during the war which they can well be proud of and

which is undoubtedly better than that of the railways of any

other country. They were taken over b)- the government at

the outbreak of the war, but their operation was left in the

hands of skilled railway executives, the government guar-

anteeing financial returns on the basis of the year just pre-

ceding the war, 1913. Government freight has been carried

free and no accurate record has been kept of it. Meanwhile,

as in this country, wages have been raised and operating

costs have gone up by leaps and bounds. Now that the time

is approaching when the roads must soon be returned to their

owners, the question comes as to how they can keep out of

bankruptcy. There promises to be a strong fight against

raising rates, which have remained stationary throughout the

war, and yet the roads cannot possibly pay the high wages

and other costs which are still on a war basis unless the rates

are rai.sed. As an alternative it has been proposed that the

government take over the roads, which means that the rates,

in effect, would have to be raised because the public would

have to meet any deficit by taxation. The two articles by

Mr. Dunn outline the situation clearly and compare it with

conditions as they have existed and now exist on the roads

of the United States.

.^s will l)e noted elsewhere in this issue, it has been decided

to hold the annual conventions of the Master Mechanics' and

Master Car Builders' Associations, in-

The June eluding the railway supply exhibit, at

Mechanical Atlantic City next June. Frank Mc-

Conventions Manamy, in charge of the mechanical

(le|)artment. Division of Operation of

the Railroad Administration, was present at the joint meet-

ing of the executive committees and advised with them and

approved of their decision to hold the conventions and the

exhibit. The two mechanical associations have a remarkable

opportunity before them if they will but take advantage of it.

While it is of course necessar\- to conduct a certain amount of

routine business and receive the reports of certain standing

committees, a large part of the program of both associations

ought to be devoted to the larger problems which face the

mechanical department, whether the roads are still operating

under government control next June or are in the hands of

their owners. The executive committees of both associations

will do well if they immediately assign to special committees

the matter of preparing and presenting certain special re-

ports of this sort. The railway supply companies have not

had an opportunity of making an exhibit for three years.

The railroad men were insistent that there be an exhibit, be-

cause of the developments which have taken place since the

last exhibit and because of the great educational value of

the exhibits. Exhiljitors should therefore study carefully

to prepare and arrange their exhibits in order to make them
of the greatest possible educational value to the railroad

men, and particularly to those who attend the conventions for

the first time or who are specially delegated to make studies

and reijorts of devices and ecjuipment that may be used

to advantage on their respective roads. Then, too, the rail-

road men should co-operate with the railwax- supply men in

encouraging as large an attendance as possible of railroad

men from foreign countries. The railroads throughout the

world are short of equipment and supplies and many of them
are looking to this country to help them out. Where could

they find a Jjetter opportunity of looking into the possibilities

for improving their CMjuijiment and of starting negotiations

for its purchase than at .^itlantic City next June?

An Extra Session of Congress

WITHOUT c:()XGRESSiONAL ACTION, the director general of

railroads and the President can do little, if anything,

of a constructive nature in the present railroad situation.

Mr. McAdoo betrays signs of rather bitter resentment that

he was not able to stampede the expiring Democratic Con-
gress into giving the countr)- public ownership of railroads

through the device of extending for five years government

control and operation. The difficulties of the Railroad Ad-
ministration's situation should not be minimized; they are

very real and very pressing. A great part of the brilliant

pleading of Walker D. Hines as representative of the director

general before the railway committee of the United States

Chamber of Commerce, is incontrovertible. The net earn-

ings of the roads in recent months are discus.sed elsewhere,

but the difficulties of the distribution of standard equipment

and the allocation of its cost to individual corporations are

well illustrated in the suit which the receiver of the Toledo.

St. Louis & \\'estem has brought. The revolving fund of

$500,000,000 has quite evidently proved inadequate. Much
of what Mr. McAdoo and Mr. Hines say about the morale

of railroad officers and employees has truth in it. The argu-

ments which Mr. Hines uses in his plea for Mr. Mc.\doo"s

five-year proposal are in major part arguments for a prompt

settlement of the railroad question.

Prompt settlement does not mean a blind acceptance of

one or other horn of a dilemma. Congre,ss must carefully

study the railroad situation. This careful study can be made
promptly either by calling an extra session of Congress, say.

early sometime in April, or by the appointment of another

committee to succeed to the duties of the Newland's Com-
mittee. There would be certain advantages in the appoint-

ment of a committee rather than the calling of an extra

session of Congress, the chief of which would be the evi-

dence of the politics which would begin to be played as soon

as a Rejiuljlican Congress was convened. The logical man
for chairman of such a committee, if it were to be appointed,

would be Senator Cummins, of Iowa.

The danger in appointing the committee to carr^- on the

investigation of the railroad subject, began by the Newlands

Committee, would be that the discussion in Congress itself

would be postponed until December, 1919, when the regular

session would be called, which would bring this discussion

on in the midst of a presidential campaign and would pro-

ject too far into the future a definite action of Congress

toward passing the laws necessary to a constructive policy

of regulation and operation and financing of the railroads.

If it is possible to bring it about, there ought to be an extra

session of Congress early next Spring.

President Wilson, when he called an extra session of Con-

gress in 191.S and put through the Federal Reserve Act.

demonstrated how quickly and how satisfactorily a great and
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tuiiiplicated question can be handled if the proper leadership

is applied. It is not safe, however, to assume that President

Wilson will call an extra session of Congress without a clear

mandate from a large and influential and representative

"voice of the people." Most directly affected by the railroad

situation are the railroad executives, the representatives of

the railroad securities holders and the railway supply in-

dustry. It is only, however, in directness of contact with

the proijleni that the.se classes of citizens have one whit more

at stake than has every business man in the country.

The railway executives, through their standing committee

of 28, with its sub-committee of 5, have formulated a tenta-

tive |ilan which, if it meets with approval by the members,

may i)e presented to Congress as a suggestion for the basis

on which Congress can work. It aims only to clear up cer-

tain ]ireliminary difficulties. The oljject which the executives

must have kept in view is the immediate necessity of making
it possible for the roads to be returned to their owners for

private operation on a foundation of sound economic laws

regulating the railroads.

The organization known as the National Association of

Owners of Railroad Securities has, since its formation,

been studying the railroad situation and has voiced the opin-

ion of certain re[)resentatives of institutions deeply inter-

ested financially in railroad securities. Since the President's

departure for Europe and his tossing of the railroad problem
into the lap of Congress, and since Mr. McAdoo's modifica-

tion of the toss by demanding and asserting that the problem

had a steel cable attached to it in the form of his tive-year

demand, the National Association of Owners of Railroad

Securities has made no public expression of opinion. Its

help is needed and needed badly. An expression of opinion

by S. Da vies Warfield, and the association of which he is

president, would be welcomed by Congress and by the public

generally, and unquestionably l)y the railway executives

as well.

The Cliamber of Commerce of the United States is an

impressive I)ody; the result of one of its referendums is

impressive. It reflects the judgment of business men over a

wide range of country and of industry; it is necessarily

cumbersome. The process of getting an expression of opin-

ion is long drawn out and while this adds something to the

inipressiveness of the result obtained, it detracts greatly from

tlie value of the work of the chamber in a crisis such as the

present one. The board of directors of the chamber formu-
lates resolutions which it presents to the national council of

ihe chanil)cr, which in turn may adopt resolutions which
come liefore the annual meeting of the chamber, which in

tuin adopts resolutions. The board of directors may author-

ize the sul:)mission of a report of a carefully selected com-
mittee which is appointed to analyze each question presented

to it liy memliers of a referendum of members, and only the

vote of the member organizations can commit the Chamber
of Commerce for or against any recommendation.
The chamber will doubtless send a referendum out to its

members on the question of the advisability of calling an
extra session of Congress to discuss the railroad situation. If

such action is taken, the question asked the members should
be in the simplest form. The chamber held a referendum
in 1917 on the lalior question, with tlie object of having an
expression of opinion from business men as to whether or
not tlie four iirotherhoods of train and enginemen should
lie compelled to submit their demands to arbitration. The
referendum, liowever, was so complicated as to fail to obtain
concrete results. What was needed then was a simple, brief
statement wliich would inform President Wilson of exactlv
where the liusiness men of tlie country- stood in regard to the
hold-up by the railroad brotherhoods. What is wanted now
is a simple statement showing that the business men of the
countr}' are overwhelmingly in favor of calling an extra ses-
sion of Congress. It will be some weeks, possiblv months.

before the result of a referendum, if now inaugurated, can
be ]iut into final shape for presentation to Congress or to the

President.

In the present situation, immediate action is of the utmost
imjjortance. On an important occasion in the past, the

chamber has departed in practice, although not in theory,

from its rule and has presented to the government expres-

sions of opinion of its members without waiting for the

formalities attendant upon a referendum. In the present

case, might it not be a typically American, Ijusinesslike and
enterprising thing to do for business firms all over the

country to write or to telegraph the chamber a full expres-
sion of their views on the railroad situation, and especially

upon th'e necessity of calling an extra session of Congress?
Were every memljer of the chamlK-r to give expression to its

views without waiting for the slow grind of the referendum,
the president of the chamber would have available a mass of
evidence which he might i>re.«ent to President Wilson on his

return from Europe that would con.^titute a "voice of the
[leople" unmistakable and compelling.

The Railway Business Association has sent out a ques-
tionnaire to its members which is brief enough to print in

full elsewhere in this issue. It is admirable in the direct-
ness of the questions a.sked, and the replies to these questions
con.-ititute an expression of expert opinion which should carry
great weight.

Now is the time to act; action now will lie constructive;
failure to act and argument and disagreement now will be
mere wrangling. Argument has its proper place before the
extra session of Congress which ought to l)e called. Prompt
action now, however, is the only method of securing this
extra session of Congress.

Can Rates Be Reduced?

O ESTRicTivK LAWS against pooling of facilities was only
rv one of the reasons why it was considered nccessar)' for
tlie government to take over the railroads last December.
The financial situation was equally a menace unless the
government took some steps to stabilize the credit of the in-
dividual railroad corporations. The expedient adopted of
guaranteeing a rental equal to the average operating income
of each road during the past three years was, of course, a
temporary measure only. Railroad stock prices immediately
responded !)>• rising on an average for 50 roads of over

'?

points, but the average high point for these SO roads
reached in this rise was approximately 60 or 40 points be-
low par and during tlie year tiie average prices of these stocks
have fluctuated around 60, rising only once, and that in
November, above 70; they are now in the neighborhood
of 64.

Last Friday the Pennsylvania sold $50,000,000 of bonds
through Kuhn, I.oeb & Co. The sale was a great success
and the issue was heavily oversubscribed; but even the
Pennsylvania could not have sold stock at par. Of the 44
companies having stock listed on the New York Stock Ex-
cliange and actively traded in, only 8, namelv, the Atlantic
Coast Line, Delaware & Hudson,' Delaware, Lackawanna
&: Western. Lehigh Valley, Louisville & Nashville. Nor-
folk & We.-;tern. Reading, and the Union Pacific, have com-
mon .^tock selling at above par. In most states it is un-
lawful for a corporation to issue its stock at below par. It
would be necessary, therefore, for nearly all of the railroad
companies of the country to raise new' money through the
i.ssue and sale of bonds. Most roads have a greater propor-
tion of their capital outstanding in the form of bonds than
in the form of stock even now. and to increase the proportion
of bonds would be a thoroughly unsound proceeding.

Only a comparatively few roads are going to earn suffi-
cient net in the calendar year. 1918, to meet the government's
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guarantee of rental. In other words, most roads will not do

as well, so far as net earnings are concerned, in a year of

abnormally heavy traffic and with freight and passenger

rates for part of the year from 25 to 50 per cent higher than

they were in previous years, as they did on an average for

the three years prior to June 30, 1917. It is true that the

increased rates were effective for only part of the year, while

the large increases in rates of wages which have been made

under government operation were, most of them, retroactive,

so that wage increases extended for a good part or all of

the year. Even in the month of Octolier, some roads were

charging into the expenses of that month a part of the back

wages due on these retroactive awards. It is true that opera-

tion under war conditions is not a fair test of the earning

power of the roads, but in October war conditions had ceased

to exist in so far as hampering railroad oi)eration was con-

cerned, and there was a large amount of government business

moving which made gross earnings higher than they would

have been otherwise. It is pretty safe to say that for the

majority of roads the amount charged in October to expenses

for retroactive wage awards was not great enough seriously

to effect an assumption of a rough figure based on October

net earnings, because there was a heavier freight movement

and, therefore, greater gross earnings in October, 1918, than

would be likely'^on an average for the next twelve months.

Mr. McAdoo in urging his plan for the retention of the

roads for five years inste'ad of 21 months, makes the claim

that he will be able to reduce freight rates within a com-

paratively short period of time. The October figures, even

making full allowance for what back pay there is charged

into expenses, do not bear out Mr. McAdoo's claim. It is

conceivable, of course, that economies might be introduced

into government operation which would tend to hold down

expenses and correspondingly increase net operating income

above the October figure, but the evidence of government

operation in every other country in the world is against such

an assumption and the government's management of the

post office in this country is most decidedly against it.

Were the roads to be returned to the corporations for

private operation, it is not only possible but; probable that in

time private initiative could get more effective work out of

the officers and employees and that gross business could be

increased by progressive management and operation without

a corresponding increase in expenses, so bringing about

somewhat better net operating income. On the other hand,

were the roads to be returned to their owners without legisla-

tion protecting them from rate reductions by the Interstate

Commerce Commission and state commissions, the danger of

a reduction in net operating income through a compulsory

reduction in rates would be imminent. The credit of the

roads, with the exception of possibly a dozen, is such that

widespread bankruptcy would be likely to follow a return

of the roads to their owners without remedial legislation.

It is essential that if the government is to regulate freight

and passenger rates with the prospect of preventing too high

rates being charged the public, the government also must be

responsible for seeing that high enougli rates are charged to

stabilize and maintain the credit of all of the well managed

railroads which are necessary to tlie prosperity of the country.

The law fixing this responsiliility should above all things

be definite. Congress should not attempt, by using some

such word as "reasonable," to place the interpretation of the

law and, therefore, its application, up to the Supreme Court.

It should specifically state that earnings should lie sufficient

to pay a certain rate upon the amount of capitalization ap-

proved of by Congress.

Were such a law to be enacted and, furthermore, the law

specifically to provide that the richer roads should absorb

the poorer roads under some form of arbitration, subject to

court review, the financial problem of the railroads would

be in a fair way of solution.

Government Ownership in England

THK KNc.LiSH use of the Word "nationalization"' of rail-

roads is synon\mous with what we call government own-
ership. England is in the throes of a general election and in

the campaign which is now being carried on the railroad prob-

lem occupies a prominent place. Since Mr. Dunn's article,

published in this issue, was written. Lord Churchill has made
a speech in which he apparently took the position that he stood

for the nationalization of the English railways. Politics in

England, as in this country, often leads to statements and
claims in campaign speeches that are allowed to be forgotten

ju.st as soon as possible after the election takes place. While
we have heard nothing directly from ^Ir. Dunn in regard

to Lord Churchill's speech, from other sources it is learned

that political exigencies of the moment may well have been

responsible for this pronouncement in favor of nationaliza-

tion. England and English economists and politicians have
flirted with nationalization of railroads for a good many
years. Sound students of railroad economics, like W. M.
Acworth, have opposed the proposal vigorously and convinc-

ingly; but, nevertheless, it has raised its head again and
again. In England, not only the post office, but the telegraph

and telephone are under government ownership and opera-

tion. The telegraph system before the war was fairly effi-

cient and the rates were low. The telephone system, liow-

ever, was exceedingly bad when compared with our own.
On the other hand, under private ownership and operation,

the service on the railways was wonderfully good, although,

of course, as Mr. Dunn points out, the rates were high. So
far as it is possible to form any judgment at this distance, it

would appear that Lord Churchill's utterances in regard to

nationalization of raihvays did not voice the sentiment of

any very large group of English public opinion and were
for campaign purposes rather than the statement of a de-

termined upon economic program.

New Books

Hydraulic E.xperhncnts. By Arthur M. Talbot. Fred H, Sci-ly,

Virgil K. Fleming and Melvin L. Enger. Bulletin 105, En-
gineering Experiment Station. Published by the UniTersily

of Illinois. Urbana. Price, 35 cents.

The experiments reported in this bulletin cover the loss of

hydraulic head in small valves; the flow of water through

submerged orifices; fire streams from small hose and nozzles,

and the orifice bucket for measuring water. The part cover-

ing small valves is of particular interest because of the inter-

esting facts brought out concerning the relative efticiency of

globe valves, angle vah'es and gate valves. The information

on fire hose and nozzles, aside from its value from the

designing standpoint, is of interest in fire proteition

studies.

Directory of the American Association of Engineers. 6 in. by 9

in. 192 pages, bound in paper. Published by the American

Association of Engineers, 29 South La Salle Street, Chicago.

Price. $2.

This directory goes farther than the usual society year

book in that the entry for each member includes a brief

synopsis of his experience and training. In consequence a

prospective employer or client is given some idea of the

qualifications of the man under consideration for the par-

ticular purpose in hand. In addition to this roster of the

members there is also a classified list subdividing the per-

sonnel under the different branches of engineering while in-

dexing them for the character of position held. Some space

in the book is also devoted to general information concerning

the association; its purpose, growth, activities, etc.



Great Britain Faces Serious Railway Situation

Must Operate More Economically but Almost Insurmountable
Difficulties Are to Be Overcome

By Samuel O. Dunn
Editor of the Railway Age

London, December 1. 1918.

THE PARTY OF trade paper journalists, of which I an a

member, and whose members are here as guests of the

British government, has now been in this country al-

most three weeks. It has been, for us, a fortnight of surprises,

shocks and thrills. During the two weeks we were on the sea

there occurred more great developments of vital importance to

the human race than ever occurred before in an equal period

in the history of mankind. When we sailed from New York
on October 26 Turkey had not yet laid down her arms. We
had no news from that time until we reached Liverpool on

November 9. On our arrival there we learned of the great

drive of the Italians, in which they took 500,000 Austrians;

of the dramatic and overwhelming push of the Americans at

Sedan, in which they retook the city whose capitulation to

the Prussians almost fifty years ago made possible the crea-

tion of the German Empire of the Hohenzollems ; and of the

uprisings in Germany and Austria which helped to precipi-

tate the collapse of the autocratic governments of those

countries.

Immediately on our arrival we were hurried down to Lon-
don. Since arriving here we have heard of the signing of

the armistice, which undoubtedly has ended the war, of the

abdication of the Hohenzollems and the Hapsburgs; we
have been the recipients of the most generous hospitality

from the British government and people; we have witnessed

almost a week's celebration by the great population of I^on-

don of the termination of the war in a manner which means
so much to Britain, France, Italy, the United States, and,

indeed, all the world, and we have seen the British grand
fleet, and a large part of this tight little island.

Striking as all these things have been, nothing has im-
pressed us more than the swiftness with which the British

press, public men, business men and people have turned
from the problems and tasks of war to those of peace. In
fact, they began some time ago to consider broadly and deep-

ly the problems of after-war work and created a Ministry of

Reconstruction to formulate a programme. The end of the

war came sooner than anybody expected, and tlierefore the

progress which had been made with plans for reconstruc-

tion was comparatively small; but it was much greater, of

course, than the advance which had been made along similar
lines in the United States.

Britain's and America's Railway Problems

In the study of reconstruction, consideration of Great
Britain's railway problem necessarily has an important part.

The United States also has a great and vitally important
railway question which the sudden ending of the war will

make it necessary speedily to answer; and it is most interest-

ing to survey the ways in which Britain's railway problem
resembles ours, the ways in which it differs from ours, and
the points of resemblance and contrast between the sugges-
tions which are offered for the solution of the problems in tlie

two countries.

Britain's prolilem resembles ours in the fact that its most
important phase concerns the relations which shall be estab-
lished in the future between the railways and the Govern-
ment. It resembles it in the fact that under Government
control large advances of wage.'; have been made to railway
employees which raise difficult questions regarding the pas-

senger and freight rates which should be charged in future.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that Britain's railway
problem differs from ours in almost even- other important
particular.

It differs so greatly from ours because of the differences

between the general conditions in the two countries; because
of the widely different ways in which the railways of the two
countries have been constructed, developed, operated, and
regulated; because of the differences between the ways in

which they have been handled during the war, and for
numerous other important reasons. In spite of all these dif-

ferences, however, the United States can learn something
from British experience and opinion, and Britain can learn
something from .American experience and opinion.

Contrast of British and American Conditions

The railway mileage of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland is only about 25,000 miles. That of the
United States is over ten times as great. And yet these

doughty islands are so small, that their mileage is much
larger in proportion to their area than is that of the United
States. On the other hand our mileage is much greater in

proportion to our population than is theirs. The British
railways were built through settled communities primarily to

serve a population and a commerce that already were here.

Practically all the American railways were built to populate
and develop the resources of new territories. The British

were the pioneers of the world in railway construction and
development, and pioneers are almost certain to make mis-
takes which those who come later will be able to avoid. Fur-
thermore, the British railways, being built through settled

communities, were originally constructed very strongly and
expensively, with the idea of permanency, while ours, being
l)uilt through unsettled territories, were, in the main, con-
structed lightly and cheaply, with the expectation that they
would be largely or wholly rebuilt as the growth of traffic

demanded it and the growth of earnings justified it. In
consequence, it has been much easier for our railways than for
the British railways to correct early mistakes of design and
construction and to make improvements in track, structures,
equipment and operating methods.

Finally, largely because this country was settled through-
out already, the railways of the United Kingdom were early
extended into all sections; while the extensive development
of American railways had not become adequate to the coun-
try's needs when the restrictive hand of government was
laid upon them and new construction was practically
stopped. These and other conditions have contributed to
making the railway problem of the United Kingdom what it

is, and the railway problem of the United States the very dif-
ferent thing it is. In our country the cost of railway trans-
portation had been reduced under private ownership and
management before the war to the lowest point which had
ever been reached in any country. WTiile the British rail-

ways always have been privately owned and managed, they
had not succeeded in getting the cost of transportation any-
where near as low as it has been reduced in the United
States; indeed, it is much higher here than it is in most
other countries, this being ver>' largely due to the conditions

—

some of which have been mentioned—under which British
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railways have been dcvelo|)ed and operated. Consequently,

in the United States, while it is still as necessary as ever to

keep the cost of rendering the service oi transportation as

low as practicable, it is even more essential to adopt measures

which will increase the capacity of our railways to handle

business, and which will enable them to add to their mileage,

and develop the resources of parts of the country which are

now inadequately developed. On the other hand, in Great

Britain, while there is need of additional mileage in some

agricultural districts, the problem which most urgently de-

mands solution is that of keeping down, or, if possible, re-

ducing the cost of railway transport.

The average freight rate per ton per mile in the United

States in 1917 was less than 7.2 mills, and even since the

25 per cent increase in freight rates made under Govern-

ment control the average rate probably is not more than 9.4

mills. In Great Britain, although practically no ton mileage

statistics ever have been kept, it was estimated that the aver-

age rate per ton per mile—for a much shorter average haul

of course—was three times as high before the war as it was

in the United States. Now, in Great Britain, as in the

United States, large advances in wages have been made dur-

ing the war. Before the war the British railways paid ap-

proximately $250,000,000 of return upon their outstanding

capital issues. The advances in wages which have been made

since the Government took control of the railways in 1914

have been approximately equal to the total return which was

paid upon railway capital then—and which is still paid,

since the Government guarantees the before-the-war return.

Now, while the British Government has increased the pas-

senger rates 50 per cent, it has made no increase in the

freight rates. It seems probable that if the railways of the

United States should be returned to private management with

both the present wages and the present passenger and freight

rates in effect, most of them would be able to get along pretty

well. On the other hand, while the railway statistics com-

piled in Great Britain—especially since the Government took

control—are very incomplete, it is generally agreed that if

the British railways should be returned to private control with

the present wages and freight rates, and without any Gov-

ernment guarantees of net return, practically all of them

would at once find themselves, in effect, bankrupt.

Why have not the freight rates been increased here, as

they have been in the United States and many other countries

since the Great War began? Partly because it has reasoned

that since the British Government guaranteed the net return,

there was no use, since if a deficit was incurred it would be

paid in taxes by much the same people who would pay it in

higher rates, if the rates were advanced. Probably more

largely, however, because it was thought that the rates al-

ready were high, that an advance would impose an undue

burden upon British commerce; and that any attempt to ad-

vance them would meet fierce opposition from the "traders"

—

or, as we call them, the .shippers.

Now that the war is to all practical purposes ended, the

question what shall be done with the British railways, their

wages and their rates is receiving an increasing amount of

attention. Some parts of the discussion move along lines

parellel to those followed in the discussion of the railway

question in the United States. Some parts of it follow

lines which diverge widely from those along which the dis-

cussion in our country moves.

"American Methods" Advocated

The main thing for which British students of railway

matters are seeking is means of reducing the cost of render-

ing transportation. In the course of this quest they are

using many of the same terms which are being employed very

freely in the United States, such as "unification" and ".stand-

ardization." But the outstanding feature of the discussion^

and of course it is a feature which arouses the pride of an

American who has been long somewhat intimately in touch

with American railways-—is the obvious effort w^hich is being

made to find means for applying "American methods" on

British railways. By "American methods" I mean especially

the methods which have been developed and employed in the

United States and Canada to effect the handling of freight in

large carloads and large trainloads. In the short time I

have been in this country at least three official bodies have

made public reports which they have prepared dealing with

the railway problem of Great Britain from as many different

points of view. The central thought of all of them, how-

ever, has been that means must be devised and adopted to

enable British railways to handle traffic in larger units. No
higher compliment could be paid to the genius with which the

railways and the railway equipment and supply concerns of

America have been managed, since we have led the world in

devising and adopting machinery' and methods for handling

traffic in large units.

The investigations and discussions going on over here relate

mainly to two phases of the railway problem. One of these

is as to whether great changes shall be made in the railways

physically, and, if so, what changes. The other is as to the

extent to which unified operation shall be substituted for in-

dividualistic, competitive operation, and Government con-

trol for private control.

The Crux of the Physical Problem

The crux of the physical problem is presented by the so-

called "structure gages"-—what we, in the United States call

lateral and overhead clearances—that is the distances from

the track vertically to the tops of tunnels, etc., and laterally

to structures along the right-of-way. Another important point

is the strength of bridges. These and other points regarding

the existing physical limitations of British railways were dis-

cussed by Sir John A. F. Aspinall, general manager of Lan-
cashire & Yorkshire Railway, in his presidential address

to the Institution of Civil Engineers on November 5 last. It

is well-known that the average capacity of British freight

cars is only about 10 or 12 tons, as compared with about 40

tons in the United States, and that British locomotives and
cars, both freight and passenger, are much narrower than

those of the United States, although the track gage is the

same in the two countries. Sir John Aspinall said in

part:

"The capacity of our rolling stock is hampered in an ex-

traordinary degree by the fact that, as pioneers of railway con-
struction, we could not appreciate what the immense growth of

railway requirements would be. and what would be the dimen-
sions of the loads we should be asked to carry, or the weight
per wheel which our bridges would have to fear. . . .

"The difficulties of altering the structure gages (clearances)

are greatest with the small tunnels, . . . but we have many
platforms which prevent the widening of any part of our rolling

stock at a height of about 3 ft. 6 in. above the rails, while there

are numerous girders standing up between the rails which are

in the way, and there are many other points of obstruc-

tion. . . . On the British railways there are no fewer than

66 loading gages applicable to 150 sections of lines, all of which

have to be taken into account when considering the forwarding

of rolling stock. . . . There are in England, Scotland and

Wales about 100 large and small separate railways with a 4 ft.

8jj in. gage, but the maximum number of railways which can

accept loads of one of the largest, though not the largest, load-

ing gages, is 18. Some of our railways have steadily improved

their lines to get rid of these difficulties, but the wider and

larger rolling stock, whether locomotives, carriages (passenger

cars') or wagons (freight cars) which they can use, have to be

confined to their own property. . . . The extreme dimen-

sions of the cylinders of outside-cylinder locomotives have been

reached on account of these obstructions, and render it dif-

ficult to design a more powerful locomotive constructed in this

form. . . . Electric locomotives such as already have been

designed can haul loads far beyond anything we handle in this
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country, llioiigh their exterior dimensions at platform level would
not foul otir largest loading gages.''

The ordinary overhead clearance on American railways is

16 ft., while on British railways it is but l.i ft. 6 in. Our
ordinary lateral clearance is 10 ft. 6 in., while the maxi-
mum on most railways in this country is but 9 ft., although

some, such as the Great Western, have a ma.ximum of 10 ft.

Unfortunately, however, a railway such as the Great Western,

which has provided cars large in proportion to its clearances,

cannot send them off its own rails. The difference between
the situation in the great area of the United States and Cana-
da, with their 300,000 miles of railway and in this "tight''

little i.sland, with its small mileage, may be strikingly illus-

trated by the statement of two facts. Practically any freight

car belonging to any railway in the United States or Canada
may be sent anywhere upon any line in either of those coun-
tries. On the other hand, in this countrv- it was arranged

during the war to send British coal in railway cars to a port

on the English channel; take the cars across the channel in

a train ferry to France ; and then run the loaded cars upon the

French railways to destination. It would have been desira-

ble, of course, to have handled this coal in the largest cars

available. But the Southeastern & Chatham, the railway
over which it was necessary to move the coal in England, has

the narrowest among structure gages in England, and could

not accommodate the larger French cars, or even the largest

cars of the British railways. In consequence, it was neces-

sar}' to use in this service the smallest cars available, instead

of the largest cars.

Difficulties of Increasing Structure Gage

It is becoming recognized Ij_\' students of railway transpor-

tation in Great Britain that tlic structure gages of the rail-

ways should be increased and made uniform to enable them to

use larger cars and more powerful locomotives and to haul
heavier trainloads. 'l"he cost of increasing the structure

gages of all, or even most, of the lines, would be extremely

large. However, as Sir John A. F. Aspinall pointed out, it

would cost no more tlian a few days of war; and once it was
done the saving in operating expenses it would make possi-

ble would be enormous.

Even thougli the railways themselves increase their struc-

ture gages, however, the problem of realizing the economies

this would render possible will still be far from solution.

Freight cars move in and out of innumerable collieries, and
manufactories, the structure gages within w-hich also are

restricted. How are the owners of these concerns to be in-

duced to so reconstruct their works as to enable larger cars

to move in and out of them?
Again, in 1913, the railways of Great Britain owned 790,-

000 freight cars, while in addition they had upon their lines

about 700,000 cars which were owned by shippers. The ship-

pers liave in this countr)' a "vested right," enforceable at law,

to have cars owned by them used in handling their commodi-
ties. Many of these private cars are small; and even if the

railways should increase their structure gages and enlarge

their own equipment, the shippers ("traders"') could largely

defeat the efforts to effect economies by standing upon their

vested right to have their commodities handled in their own
cars.

Finally, it always has been the custom in this country for

the shippers to send their commodities, and the railways to

handle them, in very small consignments. How are they to

be induced to ship in wholesale instead of in retail quanti-

ties? Sir John Aspinall suggests the adoption of the con-

tinental European system of having one scale of freight rates

for fast traffic handled in small consignments, and a much
lower scale for slow traffic handled in large consignments.

Practically speaking, Britain today has only a fast goods
traffic, handled in small consignments and in consequence
the railways cannot afford to make any lower rates.

I'lainly, the problem of reducing the cost of transporta-

tion in this country is a ver)- complex one, and will not be
solved merely by changes in the structures and operating

methods of the railways themselves.

Standardization of Rolling Stock

One of the phases of the railway problem in the United
States which has teen much discussed during the present

year has been that of standardization—especially standard-
ization of rolling stock. It is interesting to find that the same
subject is being animatedly discussed here, and that the dis-

cussion is following lines somewhat similar to those being
followed in the United States. Immediately, one gets into

the discussion here, however, he finds as regards rolling stock
the same general condition that he finds as regards track
clearances—viz., that the diversity in design and construction
on the 25,000 miles of railway in these islands actually is

much greater than it is on the 300,000 miles in the United
States and Canada. In view of the criticisms—often based
mainly on ignorance—which recently have been visited upon
American railways for not having standardized enough, it is

somewhat amusing to come over here, and hear much of the
standardizing which actually has been done on American
railways held up as a model highly worthy to be followed
by the Briti-sh railways. Some time ago the British Gov-
ernment organized a Ministrj' of Reconstruction to study the
many after-the-war problems of industn,-. Among the numer-
ous committees which this ministry- appointed was one to in-

vestigate and report upon the subject of "Standardization of
Railway Equipment." This committee, of which Charles
Metcalfe was acting chairman, heard evidence from several
witnesses, including the chief mechanical engineers of the
Great Western, the J-ancashire & Yorkshire, the Southeastern
& Chatham, and the London & North-Wcstern Railways^
representatives of the large manufacturers of rolling stock,
Sir John Aspinall, and Col. Pringle, the Chief In.spector
of Railways of the Board of Trade (a government depart-
ment). The report which recently has been made by the
Committee on Standardization, will, I am sure, be found in-
teresting, both by American railway officers, and bv American
manufacturers of railway equiiment and supplies, and I
therefore give it below in full, together with the conclusions
reached

:

Report of the Standardization Committee
It is evident that standardization of railway equipment where

It IS possible, by allowing of mass production on repetition work,
tends to quicker delivery at a lower cost, because it enables a
greater use of machine as against hand labor, and facilitates main-
tenance. This has been the experience in India, where stand-
ardization has been adopted, and we are of opinion that in coun-
tries, such as the .Argentine, for instance, where the conditions
are well suited for it, if the consulting engineers would agree
to design standard types of locomotives and rolling stock, the
results would be equally good.
The difficulties are much greater in the case of this country.

Great Britain was the pioneer of railway construction. Small.
independent lines have been linked up into larger systems, and
consequently there arc differences in structural and clearing
pages and in tunnel dimensions. In the existing state of things,
any locomotive designed to run on all tlie various lines would
have to be a compromise, and would not be the best possible
for each particular railway system, and without state assistance
the railway companies could not meet the capital outlay which
would be involved in obtaining uniformity of conditions. But
so far as the main trunk lines are concerned we were informed
that a reasonably efficient engine could be designed for use gen-
erally on most of them.
The development of locomotive design has now reached a

stage which allows of standard types being adopted when the
conditions of the road are siinilar. The railway companies have
recognized this, and have already begun to introduce standardiza-
tion in so far as each company is concerned, The London and
North-Western Railway Company, for instance, which have at
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present 33 types of locomotives, have now standardized three

types for express passenger, for express jjassenger and goods,
and for heavy goods, respectively, and have also largely stand-
ardized locomotive parts, such as connecting rods, coupling rods,

piston rods, injectors and cylinders.

Further, the Committee on Locomotive Standardization, which
was set up because the members of the Association of Railway
Locomotive Engineers were of opinion that standardization was
desirable, have now fixed on two standard engines with the in-

tention to design later two engines of each type, one heavy and
one light, with many of the iiarts common to all four. They
have also instituted a Committee on Wagon and Carriage Stand-
ardization.

The railway companies, therefore, recognize the necessity of

standardization, but, in view of the lack of material, they

deprecate the immediate introduction of new types of standard

locomotives for which new jigs, patterns and templates would be

required which would cause delay and increase the number of

parts and spaces to be kept in stock. In pre-war times the big

railway companies built annually some 450 locomotives out of

the 700 required by all the railways. During this war they have
been almost wholly occupied in keeping in repair their existing

stock, which may therefore be estimated to have a further life

of service of probably some 15 years.

The chief mechanical experts of the main systems of British

railways, however, stated that undoubtedly economies could be

effected and output increased if certain parts of engines pur-

chased from outside firms were made standard for all railway

companies. In this connection they referred more particularly

to wheels, axles, wheel curves, tires, etc., and also they consid-

ered that the standardization of the essential parts, such as run-

ning gear, draw gear, buffing gear, bogies, brakes and under-
frames, was most urgent.

Competition between the big railways has tended to progress

on the whole, but has resulted in a quite unnecessary multiplica-

lion of types. The evidence before us showed that on British

railways there are 200 different types of axle boxes, that every

railway company had adopted different types of tires, springs

and axles—that there are over 40 variations of the ordinary

wagon hand-brake, that, although the railway companies have
laid down standard dimensions governing the construction of

private owners' wagon stock, as to their own wagons they claim

independence of action, and do not comply with the Clearing

House Regulations, and we would call attention to the fact that

there are two different systems of continuous brakes involving

a dual brake fitment in the case of stock that has to run over

lines where the systems are different. In no other country has

individuality been allowed so much free scope, with the result

that British railways are severely handicapped, and the working
of them not so economical as it might be.

Other countries have not suffered as much from this riot of

individuality because almost without exception locomotives

and rolling stock are purchased from private firms of manufac-
turers

The only railway company outside Great Britain that manufac-
tures most of its own stock, we were informed, is the Pennsyl-

vania Company, in the United States, and this is done in order

to keep check on the private manufacturers.

The Locomotive Manufacturers' Association pointed out that

the British railway companies, who at first bought all their lo-

comotives from private firms, first found it necessary to set up

their own repair shops, then started building their own locomo-

tives, and from this gradually extended their operations over

the whole field of railway machinery. The railway companies

state that they can themselves build more cheaply, that they save

the manufacturers' profit, cost of advertising, etc., and have not

got to build up a reserve of capital, but they allow that in their

costs they do not provide for rates and taxes, ground rent and

depreciation.

We were impressed with the necessity from a business point

of view of having the costs of construction in the railway work-

shops thoroughly investigated by competent and independent

audit. This the locomotive engineers of the railways said they

should welcome.

We would call attention to the amount of dead weight car-

ried on British railways. The tare of an eight-ton wagon, built

to the Clearing House Regulations, is 70 per cent of the load,

as against the 40 to 45 per cent of the wagons of other coun-

tries.

CoNCLUSrONS

We think it desirable in the national interest to carry out
standardization of railway plant as far as it is practicable to do
so, and as immediate steps towards this end we recommend

:

1. That the standardization of wheels, axles, wheel-centers,
tires, running gear, draw gear, buffing gear, bogies, brakes and
underframes be dealt with immediately by the Engineering
Standards Committee on which all interested, including private

builders and makers of materials, should be represented, and
that when such essential parts have been standardized, the adop-
tion of the standards should be gradually enforced.

In view of the difficulties of standardizing complete locomo-
tives and other rolling stock under existing circumstances, and
of the excessive amount of dead weight now carried on British

railways, we recommend:
2. That a committee be formed to investigate the existing

conditions of structural gages and clearances of the British rail-

ways and the loading and unloading arrangements at works and
ports in order to ascertain how far uniformity could be intro-

duced and tares reduced, and at what cost.

3. That the costs of construction of locomotives and rolling

stock by the railway workshops and by private firms respec-

tively be investigated and ascertained by competent independent

accountants appointed by the government.

In -view of the great demand for rolling stock that there will

be at the close of the war in this country and elsewhere, we
feel that, in order to expedite delivery and to secure production

at the lowest possible cost, standardization is very necessary for

the export trade. We recommend, therefore:

4. That the consulting engineers and representatives of rail-

ways financed by British capital in foreign parts and in the

dominions be brought together to confer with the locomotive

and wagon manufacturers in this country to determine what
standardization can be effected, and that, with a view to the

possibility of effecting partial international standardization, the

separate committees should take cognizance of each other's in-

vestigations.

Among the points in this repoit which will impress the

American reader are the following

:

First, the Railroad Administration in the United States

entered on a programme of equipment standardization prac-

tically without previous investigation, while the British are

investigating first. Second, in Great Britain the British rail-

ways have built in their own shops about 65 per cent of their

locomotives, while in the United States a verj' large majoritj'

of locomotives have been built by companies existing solely

for that purpose. Third, there has been far less standardiza-

tion of parts than there has been on American railways, there

even being over 40 variations of the ordinarv' hand-brake

—

which is generally used here instead of engine brakes, as in

the United States, and two different systems of continuous

brakes in use, involving the fitting of many cars with two
different kinds of brakes. Fourth, that one important reason

why the subject of standardization is being so actively con-

sidered is its relationship to export trade; for the private

builders of locomotives and cars in this countn.' get about 90
per cent of tlieir business in foreign countries and in parts of

the empire outside the British isles.

Why has standardization already been carried so much
farther in America than in Great Britain? Partly, undoubt-
edly, because most American rolling stock has been built by
locomotive and car concerns devoting themselves exclusively

to this business; even more largely, probably, because tliere

has been much closer co-opwration regarding matters of this

kind between the railway officers of America than between
the railway officers of Great Britain. The railways of the

United States owe an incalcuable debt to their various ojierat-

ing and technical associations, because it has been largely due
to the discussions in their conventions, and to the recommen-
dations they have made, that our railways have secured the

standardization of design that they have secured without at

the same time hampering progress of design.

As is the case in America, there are some in Britain who
see the immediate gains that wotald be made by standardiza-
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tion, but do not appreciate the liar to progress that would be

established by over-standardization, while others see the dan-

ger of interfering with progress by standardization more clear-

ly than they do the advantages that would be gained

by it.

While Sir John Aspinall, in the address already quoted from,

advocated a great increase of standardization—largely, I take

it, along lines already adopted in America—he added: "In

pressing forward the all-important question of further stand-

ardization of parts, nothing should be done to prevent the

acceptance of new ideas which tend towards the impro'/e-

ment of conditions and the economy of operation, though a

nicely-balanced judgment will often be required to decide be-

tween the acceptance of some excellent new idea, and the

economy to be maintained by the retention of parts which

are absolutely interchangeable. In the world of mechanism

there can be no finality, and we ought not to look to finality

if we are to keep pace with other nations."

I hope in a later letter to compare the discussion which is

going on here regarding the future relations of the railways

to one another and to the State with the similar discussion

which is going on in America.

New Haven Improvements at South Boston Terminal

Involve the Construction of Two Additional Main Tracks and

Depressing the Old Line. All Done Under Heavy Traffic

WORKING THROUGH a district subjected to a particu-

larly heavy traffic the New York, New Haven &
Hartford is now engaged in widening the two-track

approach to its South Boston freight terminal for four tracks.

This project represents an expenditure of more than $1,-

000,000 and involves the placing of 16,000 cu. yd. of con-

crete in the retaining walls and bridge al)utments, the erec-

principal terminal for the New Haven in New England. It

comprises one of the most important local freight facilities

in the city and a large portion of the export facilities. It is

near the site of the Commonwealth and fish piers

and also includes an engine terminal. As shown on the map
it fronts on Boston harbor and lies adjacent to the Fort Point

Channel which leads from South Bav to the harbor.

^^I^WD

General and Detailed Locations of the Improvements

tion of 11 concrete and steel overhead highway bridges and

the excavation of 110,000 cu. yd. of material, a considerable

portion of which was removed from below tidewater. The
work, which has been done under the necessity of maintain-

ing an uninterrupted traffic, was begun in October, 1917,

and it is now practically completed.

Enlarged capacity in tlie approach was made necessar\'

by increasing business handled in the terminal. This is the

Since the construction of tlie Commonwealth pier the South

Boston section has had a rapid growth as an industrial and

manufacturing center, and this growth has been reflected in

a corresponding increase in traffic handled. In addition to

this traffic it is necessary to use the main entering and de-

parture tracks as switching leads in connection with the

classification of cars in the terminal. This switching in-

volves an average of 1,500 movements ever}- 24 hours.
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Undi'r the old arrangements the facilities for handling the

traffic in and out of the terminal area consisted of a double

track line laid in a walled cut which was built in the days of

small ecjuipment. With the introduction of modern motive

power and rolling stock the clearance beoime inadequate. In

the old layout the vertical clearance under the bridges was

appro.ximately 14 ft. 6 in., the track centers averaged about

10 ft. 10 in., and the side clearance ranged from 5 ft.

3 in. to 6 ft. At points the bulging of the old walls further

reduced the clearances, making it impossible to operate the

newer and larger types of engines and cars through the cut

and making necessary a large amount of transfer of freight

to smaller equipment before delivery to the terminal.

With the entrance of this country into the war this terminal

was selected as the site for the United States government fa-

cilities for handling overseas shipments from New England.

It was impossible to handle this traffic in addition to the

regular business through the two-track approach and in-

creased capacity became imperative.

As previously mentioned, the two entrance tracks to the

terminal were laid in a walled cut. This cut extended from

Dorchester avenue on the south, to West First street on the

north, a distance of approximately 2,000 ft. In this com-

paratively short distance 12 streets crossed the tracks. Of

Looking Through the Cui l!<.Ui^ Work Was Started

these, 11 were carried overhead by means of timber bridges

and West First was crossed at grade.

The base of rail elevation of the old tracks in the cut aver-

aged 6 ft. above low tide. The tide in Boston averages 9

ft., or, in other words, the old base of rail elevation was ap-

proximately 3 ft. below high water.

In making plans for the improvement, two objects were

essential—the securing of the additional width in the cut

necessary to permit the construction of more tracks and

ample vertical clearance under the bridges to permit the

operation of the largest equipment. The additional width

was a problem of securing the necessary right of way, but the

securing of the additional vertical clearance could be solved

by raising the grade of the streets or depressing the tracks.

After exhaustive studies it was decided to depress the tracks

and the plans were made accordingly.

These plans provide for the replacement of the two-track

approach with four tracks on 13 ft. centers, with a side

clearance of 9 ft. and a vertical clearance of 17 ft. The
provision of the four tracks largely increases the capacity

of the approach, while the increased clearance obviates the

necessity for freight transfer. In connection with the en-

largement of the approach a modern classification yard is to

be provided ahead of the approach tracks v^'here all freight

destined for or routed from the terminal will be classified.

This further increases the capacit}- of tlic ajiproach by doing

away with the necessity for using the tracks as switching

leads. The widening of the cut required the reconstruction of

the overhead highway bridges and 11 old 22-ft. span

structures are being replaced with concrete and steel bridges

of S7-ft. span, face to face of walls. The 17-ft. vertical

clearance under the bridges was secured by fixing the new
base of rail elevation at 6 ft. below hiizh water. To secure

The Temporary Bridge at West Broadway

proper drainage for the roadbed this meant carrying the ex-

cavation down to more than 10 "ft. below high water. The
plans further provide for the closing of A\'est First street

across the tracks, diverting the traffic to West Second street.

Construction

Work on this project was begun on the south end and

progressed to the north. The first work consisted of widen-

mg the cut. This was done by steam shovel and involved

the moving of a total of 110,000 cu. yd. of e.xcavation, in-

cluding the 12,000 cu. yd. of stone removed from the old

wall. The extra width was all secured on one side, the old

wall on the other side being left undisturbed.

A type 60-C Bucyrus steam shovel was used, equipped

with a 3^-yd. bucket. With this equipment it was possible

to catch the grade with the first cut. The old wall was un-

Jermined, tipjied over and loaded during the first cut of

the shovel, and during the second trip the cut was widened

out the required amount and the extra excavation for the

bridge abutments was taken out at the same time.

A large part of the excavating was done in cold weather

Steam Shovel Making Final Cut After Walls and Abutments
Have Been Completed

with a combination of .^ ft. of frost at the top and a soft bot-

tom complicating the work. Because of the nature of the

earth to be moved and the proximity of homes and industrial

jilants, blasting to break up the frost was not feasible to any

extent. Instead it was necessar}' for the shovel to

break up the frozen material and at times it was fitted with

new manganese teeth weekly. To prevent the shovel from

i)ccoming mired it was necessary to crili it up, from three to

five tiers of blocking being required.
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Because of the demands of traffic, double track operation

through the cut had to be maintained at all times. This com-
plicated the disposal of the material moved, as it was neces-

sary to use the northbound track for the work train, which
cleared for all northbound movements. The material from
the cut was all utilized as filling at the site of the classifica-

tion yard, the average haul being ap]jroximately one mile.

As the shovel progressed it was followed closelv with a new

Typical Abutments and the Superstructure at West Fifth

Street

track and at intervals of 500 to 600 ft. 1.5 per cent runoffs

on cinders were installed between the old and new grades.

The westerly track was then shifted to the position of the

easterly one, thus allowing room for the construction of the

west abutments of the bridges.

As the shovel progressed the material was removed to sub-

grade, and provision was made for draining the roadbed.

This embraced a specially constructed roadbed, an elaborate

system of sewers and drains and a modern pumping plant

to raise the water collected in the settling basins and dis-

charge it into the city sewers.

In preparing the roadbed the earth and sand in the cut

was taken out to an elevation of nearly three feet below the

new grade of the tracks. Then 6 in. or more of cinder filling

was placed on the subgrade to choke the sand and mud. This
was followed by 6 in. of gravel and the whole finished with

18 in. of rock balla.st below the base of rail. Three under-

drains, one on each side and one in the center were provided

through the entire length of the cut in addition to the main

At the Throat ot th ^ i
I

sewer, which was graduated from 15 in. at the ends to 24

in. at the pump house, the drainage being toward the center

from the ends of the cut. Concrete drop inlets were provided

at intervals along the underdrains, these inlets being con-

nected with the main drains by means of cast iron pipes.

The water collected by the drainage system is discharged

into a settling basin Iwated immediately in front of the pump
house. This basin is connected with a pumping chamber
directly under the pump house. The pumping equipment
consists of a battery of two 8-in. centrifugal pumps operated

by 40-hp., float-controlled motors. The operation of the
pumping equipment is automatic and requires little attention.

The installation is in duplicate and the pumping chamber is

also divided into compartments, one for each pumping unit.

By this arrangement the pumps can be worked alternately.

It also f>ermits of easy repairs. Each pump has a capacity

of 3,000 gallons per minute, and they work against a head of
30 ft., discharging tlie water into the city sewer.

The Concrete Work
In all, this project involved the placing of more than 16,-

000 cu. yd. of concrete, consisting of the bridge abutments at

ilii- intersecting streets, retaining walls between bridges on
In east side, where the width of right-of-way is insufficient

1 r sloped cuts, and the reinforcing of the old dr)- stone wall
on the west side of the cut.

The stone and sand for the concrete work were purchased
locally and delivered at the street level. Arrangements were
also made to deliver cement at this level, although it was
brought in in cars. The concreting equipment consisted

chiefly of the mixer and engine, the elevation l>eing sufficient

to spout the concrete to the forms except for the retaining

walls into which it was delivered from the mixer to buckets,

which were picked up by a stiff-leg derrick and deposited in

the forms. Tlie retaining walls and bridge abutments are of

Steam Shovel Working at West Broadway

gravity section, and because of tlie poor bottom special foot-

ings were provided under the abutments.

On the west side of the cut the plans provided for leav-

ing tile old dry masonry wall undisturbed. However, through
the track depression it became necessary to carry the old wall
down to a new footing. This was done by providing coun-
terforts, built in 5 or 6 ft. sections and 3 to 4 ft. back under
the wall. This was done by digging the dirt awaj- from un-
der a section of the wall after proper underpinning had been
jilaced, following this with the concrete footing. To insure
against the failure of the old wall the dirt v.as left undis-
turbed between sections of the excavation until the concrete

had set properly. The intermediate sections were then re-

inforced in a similar way. The bridge abutments on the west
side of the cut were all placed slightly ahead of the face of
the old wall and thoroughly tied into it by the same method.
The service wires for the railroads are all cared for in the

counterfort walls and westerly bridge abutments in six ducts
built into the walls. Two ducts each are provided for the
signal department and the telephone, and two for the railroad
wires carrying 2,300 volts. The ducts are placed 12 in.

apart and thoroughly insulated to prevent induction.

During construction it was necessar}- to provide means for
taking care of vehicle and pedestrian traffic across the tracks
as well as the public utility apparatus. For this purpose four
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temporary wooden bridges, comprised of frame bents and
timber floors, were installed. One at Broadway carried, in

addition to a double-track trolley line, the wires of the street

railway and the Edison hif;h-tension lines to South Boston.

It also carried city wati-r pipes, gas pipes and telephones.

Similar conditions were encountered at the other bridges.

All of the 11 bridges are of the through girder type. At

the less important and narrow streets the bridges are pro-

vided with all-wood floors, the deck consisting of 4 in. of cre-

osoted timber as a base, which is thoroughly waterproofed.

This is followed by a sand cushion and the wearing surface

of wood blocks. The steel faces e.xposed to the locomotive

gases are wrapped with 2-in. mesh Clinton wire cloth and

coated with cement applied with a cement gun. The larger

bridges have concrete slab floors with the slabs poured to

the bottom flanges which are left exposed and are to be coated

with a cement gun. The underside of the slabs over each

track are also treated with a cement gun, the treatment being

about 3 ft. wide and taking the direct blast from the

locomotives.

The bridge steel is being erected by the American Bridge

Company with the erection derricks working from the high

level of the old track, while the steel is delivered to the der-

ricks on the new track at the lower level. To secure ample

clearance to permit operation over the high level track the

steel at three of the streets was landed on blocking and

slacked down when the track was depressed to the new grade.

The remaining bridges were seated in place with a temporary

headroom of 15 ft. 6 in.

The plans for this project were developed under instruc-

tions from E. J. Pearson, then president and now federal

manager of the New Haven and under the general direction

of Edward Gagel, chief engineer, and A. S. Tuttle, construc-

tion engineer, who is in general charge of the improvement.

J. B. Trumbull, assistant engineer, is in direct charge of the

work. With the exception of the erection of the steel and the

placing of the concrete, which was let to contract, the work

has been carried on by the construction department of the

New Haven.

Train Accidents in November'

THE roLLOAViNG is a list of the most notable train acci-

dents that occurred on the railways of the United

States in the month of November, 1918:

Collisions.
Kind of Kind of

Date Road Place accident train Kil'd Inj'd

t9. Chicago, B. & Q Sugar Grove be g- & ? 2 13

•23. Pennsylvania Dcvvart be F. & F. 6 3

Derailments

A. Illinois C Newton .. P.
? I

11. Southern Ayrshire .. „ % „ } ?
15. Pennsylvania Lockport btruck P- & I*-

\
»

t21. Grand Trunk Falmouth, Me. brail P. 3 31

24. Atlantic C. L Dillon b rai P. 55

28. Bait. & Ohio Philippi brail P. 25

29. Atlantic C. L Kingstree unx P. 2

The trains in collision at Sugar Grove, Illinois, on the 9th,

were a westbound regular passenger train, and an eastbound

extra passenger train being run from Camp Grant to Chicago

for accommodation of soldiers attending a football game.

Two passengers were killed and twelve passengers and one

employee injured. The trains had orders to meet at Sugar

Grove. The westbound train had been instructed by train

order to take the siding, but the engincman forgot this order

and continued on the main track, and collided with the other

'Abbreviations and marke used in Accident List:

re Rear collision be, Butting collision—xc, Other collisions b.

Broken d. Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction- imx, Unex-

plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch——ace.

obst Accidental obstruction maliee, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

.'boiler Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while run-

ning P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft, Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trams, etc.l Asterisk. Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

train. He was running at about 10 miles an hour, and the

other train about twice as fast. The eatsbound engineman was
also at fault for running past the block signal at the station.

It appears that he expected to receive a "19" order and there-

fore did not try to stop his train before passing the signal.

The trains in collision near Dewart, Pa., on the 23rd were
eastbound and westbound freights, the latter consisting of
an engine, a caboose and no cars. Both engines and six

cars were wrecked, and the wreck took fire, consuming six

cars of oil. Six trainmen were killed and three were injured.

The collision was due to the neglect of the signalman at Q
block station. He had an order to hold westbound trains

until the arrival of this eastbound train on the westbound
track. He fell asleep. He awoke on the approach of the

westbound train and gave it a clear signal, forgetting the

holding orders.

The train derailed at Newton, 111., on the night of the 4th,

was westbound passenger No. 309. The engineman and
fireman were killed, and one other employee was injured.

The train derailed on the Southern Railroad at Ayrshire,

Ind., on the morning of the 11th, at 3 o'clock, was eastbound

passenger No. 1. The locomotive and baggage car fell down
a bank, and overturned. The engineman was killed, and
the fireman and the baggagernan were injured.

The accident on the Pennsylvania Railroad near Lockport,

Pa., on the evening of the 15th, involved two trains, an east-

bound extra freight and westbound passenger No. 5. A
broken truck in the freight train derailed and wrecked twelve

cars and the wreck obstructed westbound track No. 3. Train
No. 5 ran into this obstruction, and the engine and first four

cars were thrown off the track. The baggageman of No. 5

was killed, presumably by baggage falling upon him; and
the engincman and fireman were injured. Six passengers

were slightly injured.

The train derailed at Falmouth, Me., on the afternoon of

the 21st, was an eastbound passenger. The smoking car was
overturned. Two passengers and one employee were killed,

and about 30 passengers and one employee were injured. The
cause of the derailment was a broken rail.

The train derailed near Dillon, S. C, on the evening of the

24th, was northbound passenger No. 78. Fifty-five pas-

sengers were injured, all of the injuries being classed as

slight. The cause of the derailment was a broken rail.

The train derailed near Philippi, W. Va., on the 28th, was
northbound passenger No. 34. Fourteen passengers were
slightly injured. The cause of the derailment was a broken
rail.

The train derailed near Kingstree, S. C, on the morning
of the 29th, about 1 o'clock, was northbound passenger No.
86. The engineman and fireman were killed and 10 em-
ployees and six passengers were injured. The cause of the

derailment is reported as not determined.

Electric Car Accidents.—In Brooklyn, N.Y., on the evening

of the first of November, a heavily loaded passenger train of

five cars was derailed by excessive speed at a sharp curve, and
92 passengers were killed and more than 100 injured. This
accident was reported in the Railway Age of November 8.

Fines for Rebating

In the United States court at Toledo, Ohio, on Decem-
ber 16, a fine of $5,000 was imposed on the Kanawha &
Michigan Railroad Company for giving rebates to Kelly's

Creek Colliery Company, and one of $1,000 on the Colliery

Company for accepting the rebates. At the same time the

Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad Company, which entered a

plea of guilty, was fined $1,000 for failing, for 39 days, to

give the consignee notice of the arrival of a carload of coal

at Toledo. These suits were based on transactions which

took place more than a year ago.



Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

McAdoo Will Leave Washington About January 4, After
Testifying Before Senate Committee

DIRECTOR GENERAL MCADOO has made preparations
for leaving Washington about January 4, after he
has presented his testimony before the Senate Com-

mittee on Interstate Commerce at the hearing which begins on
January 2 regarding the disposition of the railroads. With
his family he will take a vacation in southern California.
Mr. McAdoo gave a dinner to the directors of his depart-
mental divisions at his home in Washington Saturday night
and has planned a reception for other members of his organi-
zation.

The appointment of a new director general to succeed Mr.
McAdoo has been expected daily by cable or wireless from
President Wilson for several days. It is understood that the

selection of his successoi was left to Mr. McAdoo when the
President sailed from this country, but apparently consider-
able difficulty has been experienced in getting the right kind
of man to take the office, as it is understood that at least three

prominent men have declined the honor, including Franklin
K. Lane, secretary of the interior and former member of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and Judge Robert S.

Lovett, who has resigned as director of the division of capital

expenditures, effective on January 1, to become president of

the Union Pacific. It has been said that President Wilson
was very reluctant to appoint a railroad man to the position

because of the opposition which such an appointment might
arouse among the labor organizations and possibly among the

shippers.

On the other hand the present uncertain status of the Rail-

road Administration is regarded as holding little inducement

to a man with a well-established reputation to accept the re-

sponsibility, because, according to present indications, the

job is likely to consist largely of winding up the affairs of

the Railroad .Administration, which involves a settlement of

the complicated relations between the government and the

railroad companies and would afford little opportunity for

constructive achievement. Even if the Railroad Administra-

tion were likely to be continued for a couple of years it is

believed that it might be a thankless task to attempt to follow

in the footsteps of a man like Mr. McAdoo, who has enjoyed

such close relations with the President, who brought to the

office of director general his great prestige as war-time Sec-

retary of the treasury, and who, because of the military ne-

cessity, was undoubtedly allowed a greater freedom of action

than would be likely to be accorded to his successor. While

Mr. McAdoo was called upon to deal with a difficult

emergency, the fact that the emergency was so generally rec-

ognized gave him certain advantages which he himself might

not be able to retain in peace times, such as the power to fix

rates and wages, and thereby avoid difficulty with labor, as

well as the power to put into effect measures to promote oper-

ating efficiency without the amount of pressure which ship-

pers, state commissions, labor organizations and politicians

might have been able to bring to bear in ordinary times.

Now that the war is over, shippers and state commissioners

are already agitating for a reduction in the freight rates which

were established by Director General McAdoo's General Or-

der No. 28, and for a relaxation of the requirements for full

loading of cars, while the coal operators are trj-ing to bring

about the discontinuance of the zone s}-stem of coal transpor-

tation, which by eliminating cross hauling is generally

credited with most of the improvement in the handling of the

coal traffic this year.

Manv of the railroad men in the Railroad .Administration

Washi.ncton. D. C.

organization who have given their best to the handling of the
transportation problem during the war as the performance
of a patriotic duty and at personal sacrifices, are reluctant to

continue their work at Washington under peace conditions
and are anxious to return to their own roads and to their

homes. Two directors of departmental divisions have already
resigned, and there have been many rumors that Edward
Chambers, director of the Division of Traffic, would soon fol-

low the example of Judge Lovett and Mr. Gray, while several
assistant department heads would like to resign, but are con-
scientiously waiting to finish their work.

C. R. Gray Resigns as Director of Operation

The resignation of Carl R. Gray as director of the
Division of Operation was announced by Director Gen-
eral McAdoo on December 20, to become effective on
January 15. Mr. Gray has recently been in poor health
and in a letter to Mr. McAdoo explained that he felt obliged
on account of his need for a rest, to ask to be released from
his duties. As the head of the operating department of the
Railroad Administration, Mr. Gray and members of his staff

have carried a very large proportion of the load of responsi-
bility for the handling of the war traffic. Mr. Gray, until
his appointment with the Railroad Administration, was
president of the \\estern Maryland and the Wheeling &
Lake Erie. He resigned all connection with corporate in-
terests at that time and now has no definite plans for the
future beyond a vacation. In a letter accepting his resigna-
tion, Mr. McAdoo said:

"I am genuinely distressed to learn from your letter that
you feel obligated, on account of your need of a rest, to resign
as director of the Division of Operation of the United States
Railroad Admini.^tration, and that you would like to be
released on the 15th of January, 1919.
"You have served with such marked ability, loyalty, and

patriotism, and have rendered service of such great value in
the responsible post you have occupied, that your resignation
is a great loss to tlie Railroad .Administration and" to the
country. Please be assured of my warm appreciation of
your loyalty, unfailing zeal and enthusiasm during the whole
period of your association with me. You have not only
lightened my burdens by your effective co-operation, but you
have rendered service of the highest character to your
country."

Arrangements for Heavy Holiday Traffic

"Herculean efforts" are being exerted to make every pro-
vision possible to take care of the extraordinar}' travel on the
railroads during the holiday season, according to a statement
issued by the Railroad Administration. With the large num-
ber of enlisted men being furloughed and released from the
various camps, coupled with the demands from the general
public for railroad accommodations, it is realized that the
task to be performed is a difficult one.

Reports received by the director general from the regional
directors indicate that arrangements are being perfected to
cover all transportation requirements, although in some in-
stances it may not be possible to afford all the relief that will
be necessary due solely to a lack of locomotives and rolling
stock.

A. H. Smith, director for the Eastern region, reports that
while the travel will be hea\7 in this section and will call for
heavy trains, it is hoped to be able to give every one a seat
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with the exception, perhaps, of some short haul travel. Ar-

rangements have been made to run light sections, returning

with equipment to points where it is needed.

Reports from the Allegheny region show that efforts are be-

ing concentrated to provide service and equipment required

and that traffic will probably be handled without incon-

venience.

From the Pocahontas region reports indicate that the roads

will be hard pressed on account of the movement of troops

from Camp Lee. Ten thousand men from this camp have

been granted furloughs and another 10,000 will be permitted

to go to their homes the three days immediately preceding

New Year's Day. All coaches available, however, are being

furnished the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk &
Western to aid in the movement.

In the Southern region a request has been made for addi-

tional coaches to assist in handling the holiday travel.

R. H. Aishton, director for the Northwestern region, re-

ports that no difticulty is anticipated in handling all the traf-

iic in this section during the holidays.

From the Central Western region reports show that every-

thing possible is being done to take care of all demands.

There is no reason to believe that there will be any cause for

complaint in this section.

In the Southwestern region the Missouri Pacific and Cotton

Belt roads will be short approximately 25 coaches due to the

demand from the Texas lines for additional equipment to

handle troop movement. Ever}'thing possible is being done,

however, to meet the situation.

The holiday travel for 1918 is much ahead of 1917, being

greatly increased. by the soldier and sailor business on fur-

lough and discharged from the service. Weather conditions

have made it possible to keep trains generally on time. No
unusual congestion or complaints are reported in any terri-

tory. Reports from New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chi-

cago and Washington indicate the soldier business was very

generally ticketed at camps where ample ticket forces were

provided and so did not add to the crowds of travelers at

large centers.

As typical of the business and steps taken to care for it, the

sales at the Grand Central Station in New York on Saturday

were $73,000. The next largest sales reported on any one

day were before Labor Day, when they were $65,000. The

number of extra sleeping cars put in service out of the Grand

Central Station December 21 to 24 this year were 280; in

1917, 67; in 1916, 172. On Saturday, December 21, there

were 82 extra sleepers in service which is more than the num-

ber of extra sleepers in service for four days in 1917, includ-

ing December 21. The conditions in the Pennsylvania ter-

minals in New York and Philadelphia were the same as at

the Grand Central. The amount of ticket sales from Decem-

ber 20 to 22 were 70 per cent al)ove a year ago, namely, $175,-

000, as against $104,000. At Pliiladelphia the increase was

l_iut 20 per cent and at Pittsburgh there was a slight decrease.

The conditions at Washington were probably more extreme

this year than at any other city. For the six days ending De-

cember 21 the total sales at the Union Station were $328,000,

compared with $180,000 in 1917. The number of passengers

was 49,000, as against 34,000 in 1917. The sales ai the Con-

solidated Ticket Office for the same period this year were

$237,000 and the number of passengers 27,000.

In the matter of coaches there were 2,517 used this year,

as against 1,953 a year ago, or an increase of 564. In the

matter of sleepers and parlor cars there were 1,384 used this

year, as against 923 a year ago. The advantage of advanced

buying w^as freely advertised and responded to, and there were

comparatively few cases where the accommodations desired

could not be secured. One Consolidated Ticket Office in

New York was kept open Sunday, and others kept open until

a reasonable hour in the evening. This practice was followed

generally and there was none of the crowd and rush before

ticket windows in the last few days before Christmas, the

public accepting the conditions cheerfully and helping the

railroad employees to avoid confusion and preserve order.

Extra precautions were taken in the matter of handling
mail, express and baggage, and the results are generally re-

ported better than last year and in some territories for several

)ears past, there being practically no congestion or delays in

the large centers.

The Export Situation

According to the report of the Exports Control Committee
for the week ended December 19 the movement of grain and
grain products intended for consumption overseas, continued

to a marked degree. At the North Atlantic ports elevators

are in position to handle all the grain available, and there is

ample vessel tonnage on hand for the removal of flour and
other foodstuffs. Arrangements have been made to unload

on the piers a large number of cars which it is the intention

to keep as a reserve supply, the ships to be fed with current

arrivals. Sufficient Belgian Relief steamers arrived to clear

approximately 1,000,000 bushels of grain, and it is expected

that enough vessels will be available to clear about 1 ,500,000

bushels of grain during the coming week.

A summan,' of the report follows

:

Continued progress is being made in disposing of United
States army freight by placing such as is not required over-

seas in storage, and diverting to interior storage the cars that

are in transit. A lot of motor trucks recently received in the

East for forwarding abroad were countermanded, and these

are being ordered into storage at Port Newark. About 320
cars will be forwarded to that point. The automobile pas-

senger cars, however, will be forwarded overseas.

Owing to the number of cars for the Naval Base, South

Brookl)Ti, now on hand (about 450 cars), further shipments

have been stopped and arrangements made to expedite the

handling of the cars at the Naval Base by increasing the daily

deliveries.

The army will discontinue using Baltimore for overseas

traffic. Hereafter all such traffic will be handled by New
York and Norfolk.

The total receipts and deliveries at the North Atlantic ports

as of December 17 were as follows:

Received Delivered
(In cars) (In cars)

Export freight at North .Atlantic ports, exclusive of
U. S. government freight, bulk ^rain and coal 8,424 5,845

U. S. government freight on railroad operated ter-

minals 3.88? 4,153

Total 12,306 9,998

An accumulation of 2,308 cars.

In accordance with recommendation of the committee the

director general has given instructions that high explosive

material now in cars, for which suitable storage has not been

found, be taken out to sea and dumped.
An increase in the number of vessels allocated to various

lines by the Shipping Board has enabled the securing of or-

ders on a considerable quantity of commercial export freight.

The British IMinistry of Shipping has released for commercial

purposes 10 per cent of space on liners. This space, added to

the tramp tonnage released for commercial purposes, will ag-

gregate 150,000 tons. A great increase in applications for

railroad shipping permits have been filed, covering princi-

pally freight for export to Soutli America, South Africa, Aus-

tralia and the Orient.

The reported release of ocean tonnage by the war depart-

ment will not be available for commercial purposes for some

time yet. The co-operation of the Shipping Board is being

enlisted to supply the needs of commercial exporters.

With the storage of approximately 200,000 tons of im-

ported nitrates for account of the government at Southern

ports, and with a more active movement of flour and grain

for export, together with a more liberal allocation of ocean
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tonnage, these ports are now showing increased activity in

overseas movement, which activity should further increase

during the winter months.

Announcement has been made of the organization of the

South Atlantic Maritime Corporation, for the jjurpose of sup-
plying steamship service from South Atlantic jjorts, Wilmmg-
ton to Jacksonville, inclusive, to the West Indies, Central
and South America.

The United States army and naval base, Charleston, S. C,
now nearing completion, will be used as a debarkation port.

During the week the Southern Export Committee issued
permits covering a total of 2,237 cars of grain, cotton and
iron and steel articles for movement from interior points to

the ports of Galveston, Te.xas City, Port Arthur, New Or-
leans, Mobile and Savannah. This does not represent the
total movement of export freight through Southern ports, as
it has been found necessary to subject to permit control only
a limited number of commodities in order to satisfactorily

regulate the movement as a whole.

For the week ended December 12 the grain and grain prod-
ucts situation at the various ports was easy, the stock in ele-

vators and amounts cleared during the week being as follows

:

Stock
North Atlantic ports 270,622 tons
Gulf ports 208,514 tons

Percentage
Cleared lifted

171,812 tons 63.4
27,312 tons 13,0

At the Gulf ports the stocks on hand are still continued at

a higher percentage of their capacity, due to less clearance.

The vessel allocations for the remainder of the month should

meet this situation. At Galveston there are seven vessels in

port taking on cargoes, including 371,000 bushels of grain.

At Texas City the stock in the elevator is 86 per cent of its

normal capacity, with no vessels in sight. At Port Arthur

one vessel is in port with grain allocation of 295,000 bushels.

At New Orleans three ships are in port with grain alloca-

tions of 400,000 bushels, and eight ships are overdue with

grain allocations of 1,440,000 bushels. There is an excess

accumulation of loads on wheels at New^ Orleans account of

the Food Administration, brought about largely by the move-

ment of rice and flour to Belgium. Three steamers are due

in port this week with total rice allocations of 45,000 tons,

and a large quantity of flour will also be transferred from

cars direct to steamers, which will relieve the situation.

The situation in the Puget Sound District indicates an

additional accumulation in the past week of 333 cars, while

the situation in the San Francisco District has improved to

the extent of 22 cars.

Director General's Christmas Message to Railroad Men

"Christmas this year will have a special signiticance to

peoples everywhere. For the first time in four years the

world is at peace and railroadmen can l)e happy in the

consciousness that they liave contributed their full share to

this result. I shall always rememlier the splendid way in

which they applied themselves to the task of running the

railroads at a time when their efficient operation was abso-

lutely fundamental to the winning of the war. I am proud

to have been associated witli them in this great job.

"The railroads have not alone carried the tremendous bur-

den thrown upon them by the war, but they are now in bet-

ter shape than ever before in our history. For the coming

winter I have no fear of their ability to do the work required

of them.

"And now, as I am about to sever my connections with the

officers and employees of the railroads, I want to assure them
of my deep regret at being forced to take this step. .Among
the happiest memories of my life will be those connected with

my work as director general of railroads. I shall always
cherish the friendships I have formed with railroad officers

and cmjiloyoes, and I take this o]iportunity to assure them
that although I shall no longer be their 'boss,' I shall always

be their friend."

8,700,000 Troops Moved by Railroads

As demonstrating the enormous drain upon the passenger
and freight railroad equipment of the nation during the war,
Director General McAdoo has made public figures showing
the movement of troops from the time the government took
control of the railroads on Januarj' 1 to November 10. Of
course, equijjment while in use for this essential war pur-
pose was not available for civilian service.

The report shows that during this period there were trans-

ported over the various government controlled roads 6,496,-
150 troops, and that a total of 193,002 cars were used for

the movement.
From May, 1917, to NovcmlnT 10, 1918, there was a total

of 8,714,582 troops moved over the railroads, divided as fol-

lows: Drafted men from their homes, 2,287,926; on regu-
lar trains, 1,380,564; on special troop trains, 5,046,092.
The maximum number of men handled in one month was
1,147,013 in July, 1918.

The equipment furnished in 1918 was divided as follows:
Standard and tourist sleeping cars and coaches, 167,232;
Ixiggage and express cars, 12,201; freight cars for special
troop' trains, 13,569.

From May, 1917, to November 10, 1918, the total equip-
ment u.sed amounted to 245,529 cars, consisting of 206,169
standard and tourist .sleeping cars; 16,285 baggage and ex-
press cars and 23,075 freight cars for special troop trains.

The total number of troop trains operated from May, 1917,
to November 10, 1918, was 16,535, while the number of
trains of the same class operated for the vear 1918 amounted
to 12,897.

It is estimated that approximately 400,000 men will be
moved during the month of December, consi.sting of dis-
charged soldiers and sailors, and mi.scellaneous movements
between various points in the countr)- of troops remaining in
the service.

The Railroad Administration is acting in co-operation with
the general staff of the army in shaping plans for moving
troops from the seaboard, returning from abroad. Present
arrivals are being taken care of from day to day as the
necessities demand under the existing machinery and plans
of the Troop Movement Section of the Railroad Adminis-
tration.

The figures show that each troop train carried an average
of 12.2 cars, the distance handled being 854.6 miles, the
number of miles per hour being 20.0, while the number of
men carried per train amounted to 443.4.

The number of men handled in Pullman cars from fan-
uary 1 to November 10, 1918, was 1,868,210, while those
traveling on coaches totaled 4,627,940. The number of men
transferred from New York to the various ports for tlie same
period amounted to 1,904,014. A surv-ev made as of
November 1, 1918, showed that 26,073 cars had been as-
signed to camp and industrial service, to regular train serv-
ice to protect regular trains and to shops.
The director general calls attention to the fact that the

creation of the army and the sending of approximately
2,000,000 men to ports of embarkation involved the trans-
I^ortation of upwards of 8,700,000 men. It is estimated that
to demobilize these troops will involve the transportation of
not less than 7,250,000. l^Iethods for handling this number
of troops to the best advantage are being worked out by the
Railroad .Administration in co-operation wiUi the general
staff. While the prolilems are new and cannot be deah with
upon any precedent, it is not anticipated that anv insur-
mountable difticulty will be encountered.

At the peak of the activities incident to the prosecution of
the war, it was necessary to provide for the daily movement
to and from industrial plants and camps of 205,587 persons
in each direction. To perform this ser\'ice 2,319 passenger
equipment cars were in use dailv.

Tlie Railroad Administration's weekly comparative state-
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ment showing the traffic handled by the railways under fed-

eral control at 25 of the more important railroad termini of

the country during the week ending November 23, shows a

decrease of 8.94 per cent in the tonnage and a decrease of

12 per cent in the number of cars used, as follows:

Cars Tons

,

»
, ,

«
>

1917 1918 1917 1918
Atlanta 2,474 1,794 60,383 45,538
Birmingham 5,747 5,350 303,426 245,856
Boston 8,589 7,118 134,803 148,027
Buflfalo 8,457 9,216 294,178 351,200
Chicago 50,371 46.015 1,678,659 1,619,946

Charleston 1,142 1,880 28,287 48,005
Cleveland 8,835 8,592 317,915 344,467
Ehiluth & Superior... 22,390 9,279 980,039 351,765
Galveston 1,447 1,025 33,094 23,755
Hampton Roads 11,090 13,004 450,547 548,829
Kansas City 8,846 9,236 203,432 214,402
Los Angeles 1,707 1.735 42,003 39,455
New Yorli 27,197 23,518 671,268 714,819
New Orleans 4,152 5,755 122,866 170,356
Omaha 4,035 3,230 110,366 94,045
Portland, Oregon.... 1,815 1,837 33,262 41,715
Philadelphia 18,716 16,396 528,016 483,967
Pittsburgh 7,143 7,031 266,117 267,772
St. Louis 13,781 12,758 452,788 423,357
Seattle 2,347 2,568 70,017 73,981
San Francisco 3^147 2,706 84,351 80,161
Savannah 2,563 2,048 46.629 48,770
racoma 1,316 1,304 41,234 39,561
Twin Cities 12,906 10,339 335,680 269,718
Toledo 9,408 7,227 396,523 308,701

Total 239.621 210,861 7,685,883 6,998,168
Decrease 28,760 687,715— 12.00% = 8.94%
Average tons per car 32. 33.

Repairs to Freight Cars

The Division of Operation has issued a revision of Cir-

cular No. 20, regarding the limit of cost for repairs to freight

cars in which rule No. 7 is changed to read as follows

:

"When the cost of repairs in kind exceeds the amount
which may be expended and betterments are not to be applied,

repairs will not be made. The federal manager, or general

manager on roads having no federal manager, will endeavor

to secure an agreement with the owning corporation that

such cars may be dismantled upon the basis of settlement es-

tablished in the current Master Car Builders' Association

rules. When such agreements have been secured he may au-

thorize in writing that the car will be dismantled. If such

an agreement has not been secured the car will not be dis-

mantled, but will be held for disposition and the regional

director advised."

Registering Claims Against Waybills

The claims and property protection section has issued Cir-

cular No. 4 as follows:

Inquir)' develops that many of the railroads under federal

control do not register claims against the billing, while others

employ forces at considerable expense for this purpose. Gen-

eral Order 41 provides that loss and damage freight claims

must be supported by the original \n\\ of lading and the orig-

inal paid freight receipt, and this should serve as a check

against duplicate payment of claims. Therefore, effective at

once, loss and damage freight claims need not be registered

against the waybills solely for protection against duplicate

payment.

Capital Expenditures

The Division of Capital Expenditures has compiled an

additional report of authorizations and expenditures for

capital account for 120 switching and terminal companies

and the Pullman Car T.incs. The report for Class I roads

was published in our issue of December 13. The total

authorizations for the 120 companies to December 1

amounted to $54,970,132, chargeable to capital account and

$2,253,554 chargeable to operating expenses. The expendi-

tures to November 1 were $13,593,305 for capital account

and $494,323 for operating account. This brings the total

authorizations for capital expenditures for all companies to

December 1 up to $1,254,396,158, of which $477,211,012

was expended up to November 1. Of this $463,617,707 was

expended by Class I roads. The percentage of expenditures

was 38 for the total and 38.7 for the Class I roads.

Railroad Headquarters Moved

Director General McAdoo has ordered the removal of the

headquarters of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas from

Houston back to Tyler, Texas, and those of the Texas &
Pacific from Dallas back to Palestine, Texas, on account of

the many protests received from the communities from which

the headquarters were removed. Mr. McAdoo explained

that it was necessary for this step to be taken during the war,

but that he is now glad to comply with their wishes.

Contracts Signed

Director General McAdoo has signed additional contracts

for the compensation of the railroads during federal control

with the New York, Ontario & Western, providing for an

annual pav-ment of $2,103,589, the Minneapolis & Interna-

tional, $202,455, the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,

$1,137,373, and the Northern Pacific and its subsidiaries for

$30,130,068. He has also signed a co-operative short line

contract with the Georgia Northern.

,P. S. & A. Circular No. 39 Revised

In P. S. & A. Circular No. 39 (Revised) the Division of

Public Service and Accounting has issued new instructions

to be observed in accounting for expenditures incurred in

fitting up consolidated ticket offices and the operating ex-

penses in connection with the operation of such offices.

Group Life Insurance

THE Brooklyn Rapid Tr,4nsit Comp.\ny, operating

elevated, surface and subway railroads in Brookhn,

N. Y., has for three years past insured, partly at their

own expense and partly at the company's, the lives of 7,000

of its employees. (See Railway Age Gazette, September 24,

1915, page 573).

President T. S. Williams, in a recent circular, gives the

following notes on the result of the experiment

:

"Three years of experience with group insurance among
our employees indicates its profitable character to tl^e insured.

"Employees have paid in premiums on their certificates of

$1,000 each $99,581 and the death benefits paid to 207 fam-

ilies and disability benefits to one family during the three

years aggregate $207,136, making the total benefits received

by beneficiaries of employees over premiums paid by em-

ployees $107,554.

"The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has paid $97,456

as its share of these premiums, but even with this additional

pa^'ment the insurance company has paid out in death and

disability claims $8,098 more than it has received.

"Many of our employees, have availed themselves of the

privilege of taking additional insurance under the group

contract by paying the entire premium thereon, which, during

the three years has amounted to $3,844. Two claims, ag-

gregating $6,000, have been paid on such insurance, the

beneficiaries receiving, therefore, $2,155 in excess of the

premiums paid on this class of insurance.

"Clearly this arrangement would not voluntarily be con-

tinued long by the insurance company except with the hope

that future results would show better returns; but our em-

ployees are secured in this insurance at present rate for an-

other 17 years. The last year has been rather an unfortunate

one on account of the reduction in the total number insured,

by reason of the number of men who have left our service.

It is quite evident, however, that the insurance offered to

emplo)-ees is the cheapest group insurance anywhere obtain-

able, and all of our emplo}ees who are eligible ought to take

advantage of its opportunities."



Railroading Two Miles Above Sea Level

Difficulties Encountered in Raising Coal 6,900 Feet Over

Summit Where Capacity of Line Is 300 Cars Per Day

A STANDARD-GAGE RAILROAD on which a movement of ISO

cars each way per day requires 40 to 50 engine move-
ments and taxes the capacity of the line is unusual

among American roads. A line on which the principal traffic

has to be raised vertically nearly 6,900 ft. and lowered over

8,000 ft. from origin to destination, all within a distance of

254 miles, is even more unusual. When operation is main-

tained throughout the year over a line with an average eleva-

tion of 8,000 ft. and a maximum of 11,660 ft. under climatic

Map of the Moffat Line

conditions so severe that 19 per cent of all maintenance of

way expenses for the entire year and 41 per cent of such ex-

penses for the six months period from October to March in-

clusive are for the luindling of snow and ice, the line stands

out as unique among the railroads of this country. Such

are the conditions on the Denver & Salt Lake, commonly

known as the Moffat line.

The Denver & Salt Lake extends northwest from Denver

pleted in 1905, and an extension to Steamboat Springs, 105

miles further west, was placed in service in January, 1909.

In 1912 the line was again extended to Craig, 42 miles west

of Steamboat Springs.

Line Has Heavy Grades

Starting from its own terminal in Denver (owned by the

Northwestern Terminal Company, a subsidiary of the Denver
& Salt Lake) the line plunges directly into the mountains,

crossing the intervening mesas on 3.3 miles of 0.7 per cent

and 9.5 miles of 1.65 per cent maximum grade. \t Leyden

Junction the line starts on a nearly continuous 2.00 per cent

compensated grade 40.4 miles long to East Junction, a point

about 6 miles beyond Tolland. Through this portion of the

line the route follows the canyon of South Boulder Creek

and involves heavy construction with numerous tunnels and

bridges. At the end of the 2 per cent line the grade in-

creases to 4 per cent, which is nearly continuous for over 12

miles to the summit of Rollins Pass' which is crossed at Cor-

ona at an elevation of 11,660 ft. On the western slope of the

Continental divide the line descends on a 4 per cent grade

almost continuously for 15.22 miles to Vasquez where the-

grade changes to 2 per cent for 4 miles and then to 1.76 per

cent for almost 10 miles through Tabernash. Beyond this-

jioint the line follows tlie vallev of the Grand river 62 miles

with a continuous descending grade of 1 per cent maximum.
.\t Orestod where tlie line leaves the Grand river a minimum
elevation of 6,700 ft. is reached. From this point the line

again a.scends to a secondary summit at Toponas, which is

crossed at an elevation of 8,283 ft. This climb is negotiated

by means of 10.23 miles of 2 per cent and 15.38 miles of 1

per cent grade. Beyond Toponas the line descends on grades

ranging from 1.8 per cent between Toponas and Oak Hills

to a maximum of 0.5 per cent west of Steamboat Springs un-
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Profile of the Operated Line

to Craig, Col., 255 miles. It was chartered on May 1, 1902,

as the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific and was promoted by

a group of Denver capitalists headed by D. H. Moffat for

the development of extensive coal fields, timber, oil, shale,

and agricultural areas in northwestern Colorado and even-

tual extension west to Salt Lake City, Utah, to form a sliort

line between Denver and Salt Lake. The first section of the

line from Denver to Sulphur Springs, 109 miles, was com-

til at Craig the elevation is 6,175 ft. or 1,000 ft. higher than
Denver.

It will be noted that the maximum grade over the entire

line is 2 per cent except for 27.63 miles between East Junc-
tion and Vasquez. When the road was built this limit was
set as a maximum for the entire line and the 4 per cent grade
over the summit was inserted only as a temporar)' expedient

until a tunnel six miles long could be driven through the
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continental divide. Since the line has been opened it has

never been possible to finance the construction of this tunnel

so the 4 per cent grade over the summit has remained in

service to the present time.

The maximum degree of curve is 12 deg. except on the 4

per cent line where 16 deg. curves were permitted. Over

SO per cent of the entire mileage is curved line and on

the 27.65 miles of 4 per cent line 78.3 per cent of the line

is on curves and 31 per cent of this distance is on curves of

16 deg.

Tliis road is equally remarkable with respect to tunnels.

In the 215 miles east of Steamboat Springs there are 55 tun-

nels, 22 of which are on the 65 miles on the eastern slope.

The longest tunnel is 1,729 ft. in length. The rough char-

acter of the country is indicated by the fact that in one

largely to Kansas and Nebraska points as far east as the

Missouri river.

All of the coal originates west of Phippsburg (mile 191)
and must be hauled over two summits into Denver. That
from Mt. Harris, one of the largest shipping points, must be

lifted 6,895 ft. and lowered 8,133 ft. in a distance of 231

miles, while that from Oak Creek must be raised ap-

proximately 1,000 ft. less and lowered the same amount. It

is this condition combined with climatic conditions incident

to the high elevation which gives rise to the operating prob-

lems encountered on this line.

Operating Conditions Are Unusual

The road is operated in three districts, the j&rst extending

from Denver over the summit to Tabemash, a distance of

On the Four Per Cent Line Between Tolland and Corona

stretch of 8 miles in South Boulder canyon on tlic eastern

slope of the continental divide there are 11 tumiels and 22

bridges, ranging from 40 to 90 ft. in height.

Coal Is Principal Freight Handled

The gross revenues of the road approximated $2,041,508
in 1917, aliout 15 per cent of whicli was derived from pas-

senger and the remainder from freight business. The pas-

senger traffic is that local to the line with a considerable

tourist travel during the summer months. Approximately
90 per cent of the freight handled consists of coal originating

in the vicinity of Mt. Harris and Oak Creek. Thi.s traffic

aggregates up to 130 cars daily and could be increased con-

siderably if the road was able to handle it. All of the coal

is moved to Denver and about 80 per cent of it goes beyond,

89 miles; the second from Tabemash to Phippsburg, 102

miles; and the third to the end of the line, 64 miles. One
passenger train is operated each way daily for the entire

distance while freight trains are run as the traffic demands,
no freight trains being scheduled.

Consolidation, Mikado and Mallet locomotives are used

in freight service, their size being limited by the wheel base

permissible on the sharp curves of the 4 per cent line. The
Consolidation engines which are employed in road service

on the first district have a rigid wheel base of 15 ft. 8 in.;

weigh 219,000 lb. exclusive of tender, with 195,000 lb. on

the drivers and have a tractive force of 43,980 lb. The !Mika-

do engines which are operated on the second and third dis-

tricts, have a rigid wheel base of 15 ft. 9 in.; weigh 306,000
111. with 232.000 lb. on the drivers and have a tractive power
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of 58,000 lb. The Mallet locomotives which are used in

helper service between Tolland and Tabernash have a rigid

wheel base of 10 ft., weigh 362,000 lb. with a weight on
drivers of 332,000 lb. and have a maximum tractive effort of

78,400 lb.

From 5 to 8 freight trains are moved over the summit in

each direction daily. Some of these are operated as turn-

arounds between Tabernash and Tolland, setting out their

cars at the latter point to till up other trains descending to

Denver. Including helper engines and one passenger train

each way, this involves from 40 to SO separate movements

Map and Profile of the Line Between Tolland and Vasquez,
Showing Present Route and Proposed Tunnel

over the mountain daily and taxes tlie capacity of this section

and, therefore, that of the entire line.

The critical problem in tlie operation of trains on descend-

ing grades is the braking power of the equipment. The sys-

tem cars are built to operate under these severe conditions

and they are, therefore, equipped with more powerful brakes

than some foreign cars whicli come on the line. For this rea-

son freight trains made up of loaded cars for the 4 per cent

grade between M. P. 53 and M. P. 80 are required to have

25 per cent system cars wiUi air gage showing 100 lb. brake

pipe pressure and 130 lb. main reservoir pressure: on light

loaded and empty cars the air gage must show 80 lb. brake

pipe pressure before leaving Corona. This requires much ad-

ditional switching in making up trains and frequently makes
it necessary to hold foreign cars at Tabernash until a suffi-

cient number of system cars can be secured. This condition

has been greatly aggravated during the past year since the

rule providing for the prompt return to the home lines of

foreign cars has been suspended. To insure the braking

pressure on all cars stub retainers are placed on nearly all

foreign cars at Tabernash. These retainers are removed at

Utah Junction (Denver) and are returned to Tabernash by

passenger train. A train line pressure of 100 lb. is carried

on the caboose on all trains descending the mountains.

One of the most interesting operating problems arises from

the adjustment of helper service to avoid excess mileage on

the first district and a great deal of attention has been given

to the arrangement of schedules which will accomplish this

most satisfactorily. As a result in normal times it is the

practice to send trains east out of Tabernash pulled by a

Consolidation road engine with one Mallet helper in the

center of the train and another just ahead of the caboose.

Two such trains are sent up the mountain lyi hr. apart.

The two helper engines on the first train are cut out at

Corona and drop back to Loop Siding at the west end of

the snowshed at the summit where they meet the second train

coming up the mountain. After this train passes the two

helper engines continue down to the end of the 4 per cent

grade at Irving, wliere they meet a third Consolidation

engine with a train and help it up the summit, after which

they return to Tabernash and lay up. If a westbound train

needs help from Tolland to Corona the helper engines on the

second train are commonly sent over the summit to bring this

train up to Corona, after which these helper engines proceed

to Tabernash. The aim is for each set of helper engines to

issist two castbound trains or one eastbound and one west-

bound in each turn whenever possible. Owing to the empty
movement westbound and the resulting lighter trains, only

one helper, placed in the center of the train, is ordinarily

used on tlie eastern slope.

Winter Problems Add to Complications

Severe as the operating problems are over the summit at

the most favorable season, they are greatly intensified during

the winter. With an average elevation of over 8,000 ft. and

a maximum of 11,660 ft., severe weather conditions are to be

expected. The total snowfall on the mountains throughout

the year averages 64 ft., while temperatures of 40 to 50

deg. below zero are not unusual on tlie slope. At the

summit the temperature rarely falls below 20 deg. below zero,

but the winds blow continuously for days at a time at from

40 to 90 miles per hour. This not only fills the cuts, but

drives the snow into the smallest crevices in the snowsheds.

Instances have been reported where sufficient snow has

entered the sheds through a nail hole to form a drift across

the track 7 ft. deep. This makes necessary the complete

closing of even ven' small openings in the sides or top of the

sheds during the winter.

The sealing of the sheds during the winter makes it neces-

sary to provide some means for the escape of locomotive gases,

particularly at Corona, where a considerable amount of

switching is done incident to the cutting out and turning of

helper engines. Several plans for the ventilation of the sheds

have been tried and a complete ventilation system with two

16-in. fans was installed a couple of years ago, although

even this installation is effective only in the immediate vi-

cinity of the fans. The variable direction of the wind and

its intensity have made this problem one of unusual severity

and particularly difficult of solution. In the summer the

The Denver & Salt Lake and the Proposed Extension to
Salt Lake City in Relation to the Denver-Salt Lake

Routes of the Union Pacific and the Denver
& Rio Grande

sheds are opened at the sides and triangular ventilators are

also placed in the roof at inter\'als so tliat Uiere is no trouble

at this season. The necessity of sealing the sheds so com-
jiletely in the winter makes it necessary for bridge gangs to

spend approximate!}- two months in the fall and one month
in the spring closing and opening the sheds, the openings

in the sides and roof being made so die sun may thaw the

accumulation of ice and snow.

Uniler normal conditions during the winter freight trains

are run in fleets with a rotar)- snowplow ahead of each two
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or more trains. For this purpose two rotary plows are

stationed at Corona throughout the winter. The frequent

use of the rotary is necessary because of the rapidity with

which the cuts drift full of snow. Even with the most

aggressive work the line is sometimes blocked and it is then

necessary to disregard all restrictions relative to hours of

service, etc., until the blockade is lifted.

The difficulty of winter operating conditions is evidenced

in no way more effectively than in the precautions which are

taken to insure continuity of operation. A trainmaster is

stationed at Corona at the first approach of winter and he

assumes charge of all trains and snowplow movements on

the mountains. Special men of long experience in the moun-

tains are also taken from section gangs about November 1

and are stationed in pairs in houses at four or five particu-

larly troublesome points on the mountain side. They re-

main on duty continuously throughout the winter, subject

to call at any time and are in charge of the track about one

mile each way from their headquarters. They are in tele-

phone communication with Corona and are called before any

trains are started down the mountains to ascertain that the

line is open. They keep the trainmaster at Corona informed

regarding the velocity and direction of the wind, the depth

of snow over the rail, etc.

An idea of the severity of winter conditions is obtained

by the fact that 18.7 per cent of all maintenance of way ex-

penditures for the calendar year 1916 were chargeable to the

removal of snow and ice. From October, 1916, to March,

1917, inclusive, 41.6 per cent of all expenditures were for

this account and they were largely incurred on the 27.65

miles of 4 per cent line. Furthermore 54 per cent of all

maintenance charges were incurred during the six winter

months when no renewal work was under way and efforts

were being directed solely to keeping the line open.

The normal season for current renewal work is from May
1 to November 1. On about the latter date the forces are

re-organized on a winter basis. While approximately the

same number of men are employed on maintenance work in

the winter as during the summer, a considerable number are

transferred from the more level to the mountain sections to

assist in keeping that section of the line open.

With the exception of a well 635 ft. deep at the eastern

terminus of the line at Utah Junction, all of the supplies

are from surface waters. The character of the water along

the entire line is excellent and it is not necessary to treat it

at any point. A number of the stations are operated by

gravity. The most severe pumping problem encountered on

the line is at Corona, where it is necessary to lift the water

425 ft. The consumption at this point is also very heavy,

particularly during the winter.

The extreme weather conditions over the summit makes

necessary the adoption of an unusual expedient to protect

the telegraph lines. For a considerable distance difficulty is

encountered with sleet during severe storms. To prevent

this from tearing the wires down an idler pole is inserted

midway between each two poles carrying the wires. These

idler poles carry no crossarms, but the wires whip against

them and knock the sleet off before it becomes sufficiently

heavy to carry the wires down. An extra wire is also carried

on the pole line near the ground for use if the others should

go down.

It is evident from the above that the main problems in

the operation of this line arise because of the limitations of

the 4 per cent line. Not only has the traffic reached the ca-

pacity of this part of the line, but the high cost of operation

and the expense of keeping the line open in winter arise

very largely because of conditions existing between Tolland

and Vasquez. At the time the road was built it was the

expectation that the 4 per cent line would be only temporary

to enable work to proceed on the western slope while a tunnel

was being driven through the main divide. Although this

tunnel has been located definitely, it has not been possible to

finance its construction up to the present time. The tunnel

will be 6.04 miles long and its estimated cost is placed at

approximately $6,000,000.

.^s shown in one of the drawings, the tunnel line will leave

the present line about two miles west of Tolland and will

emerge about two miles southeast of Vasquez. The tunnel

requires a connecting line 1.20 miles long at the east end

and one 2.01 miles long at the w^est end, a total of

9.25 miles.

It will replace 32 miles of the present line and effect a net

reduction in distance of 23 miles. It will eliminate all but

two curves over 12 deg. and all of the 4 per cent grade,

while it will lower the summit 2,432 ft. It will also eliminate

all of the snowsheds and the severe snow troubles. From an
operating standpoint it will release 25 engines at once and
will double the capacity of the entire line.

Various attempts have been made to finance the construc-

tion of this tunnel during the last six years, the most con-

spicuous of which was an agreement ratified by the voters

of Denver whereby the city was to advance part of the money
in return for the right to carry water tlirough the tunnel.

The right of the city to devote funds to this purpose was later

denied by the Supreme Court of the state in the year

1914, since which time the project has remained dormant

until recently.

Store-Door Delivery in London

THE DELixF.RY OF FREIGHT bv wagon from railroad sta-

tions to merchants and manufacturers in a cit\', a

problem now agitating New York City, is in England
a well-settled industry; and yet it is not so well settled

that the operations are not susceptible of improvement. The
Railway Gazette, in a recent issue, contains a long account of

a clearing house as despatching system which has recently

been adopted by the Midland Railway for the management
of its trucks which deliver and collect freight in the 43

districts of the city of London. The central control office

for this despatching system is at Somers Town, and the

wagons and drivers are communicated with by wire at nine

main depots and numerous sub-depots. The teamsters, called

carmen, report to the central office by telephone at ever)' step

of their work during the day; that is to say, usually, from

every point at which they begin or end an important move-

ment. Orders for collecting outbound freight are sent to the

central office by telephone, and a principal function of this

central office is to secure the execution of each such order

by a cart which already is near the store or factor}- where the

freight must be picked up. The control staff consists of a

chief controller, one assistant, and six clerks, (women).

Two of these attend telephones, and four are engaged in

summarizing the data received from the stations. Besides

the main telephone system the offices and branch offices are

connected to the public telephone service; and by a special

arrangement the controller can speak to all of his stations

at one time.

On the long table where the women do their work there is

an endless belt conveyor, by which the slips of paper, one

slip to record each teamster's journey, are moved from one end
of the table to the other, or to different clerks.

Records of the work done are kept in great detail, and, by
means of Hollerith machines the facts contained in flie

records are classified in all desirable or necessary detail.

This scheme for economizing the time of the teamsters has

been developed by Mr. Pepper, district goods manager for

London, and very considerable economies have already been

effected.



Opinion of Rail^A^ay Supply Industry Sought
What Are the Views of Those Who Sell Goods or Services to

Railways on a Future Transportation System?

THE COMMITTEE ON RAILWAYS after the War of the

Railway Business Association has sent out the follow-

ing questionnaire to its members

:

President Wilson's message of December 2 and Director

General McAdoo's letter of December 11 advocating a five-

year period of government control have brought the country

to a point where an early disposition of the railway problem

is called for.

To obtain national concurrence in a solution it is desirable

that the several industrial groups shall each consider the

problem from the point of view not only of the national in-

terest, but also of its own special interest, and that all groups

shall then in concert endeavor to harmonize their ideas.

For us the first step is to ascertain the views of the business

group which is served by the Railway Business Association.

The association will hold a railway supply men's conven-

tion at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, in the morning, after-

noon and evening of January 9, 1919. The Committee on
Railways After the War will be called upon at that time to

report recommendations of policy and hopes to present a con-

sensus of opinion in the industry for discu.ssion by those

inside and outside the association who attend the meeting.

Under whatever leadership industry and commerce may
take part in the discussion—and this committee assumes that

the Railway Business Association will not consider itself

the appropriate sponsor for a legislative program with the

public—it seems essential that our officers be authorized by
their constituency to stimulate public discussion along con-

stnictive and responsible lines, to record the industry within

certain limits when called upon to do so, and to co-operate

with members of our craft who may have occasion to par-

ticipate in activities of trades or communities to which they

belong as well as to co-operate with organizations in which
effort may head up.

The President defined three possible alternatives— (1)

restoration of conditions as they were before government con-

trol; (2) government operation and perhaps government

ownership; (3) "modified private control." The director

general proposes a fourth—a five-year period of government

operation under an amended act.

As among these alternatives, which do those in our in-

dustry approve?

Grave objections are urged to presidential relinquishment

of the roads without remedial legislation for correction of

regulation. It is argued that without new conditions affect-

ing revenue many companies under private control could

not solvently cope with the financial burdens which the

war emergency, through government control, has placed upon
operating e.xpenses and apparently upon income. It is asked

whether the "President-made" transportation rates, if per-

mitted to stand, would yield, in case of a moderate slump in

traffic, sufficient revenue to avert numerous railway receiver-

ships. Another inquiry is whether the "President-made"
rates, lacking adoption of "a new element of policy," would
be allowed to continue in force under private control in time

of peace. In any event, many assert, mere cessation of

government control and consequent ending of government-
decreed additions and betterments charged to the corpora-

tions at war prices would not solve the problem of proceed-

ing back even to the pre-war basis, since new capital can
only be had through net earnings which will sustain credit.

It is remembered that every past depression in volume of

traffic has been followed but tardily and slowly hv retrench-

ment. How much more formidable would be this obstacle

with the level of costs now prevailing and the conditions
what they are as impeding readjustment? The President
and the director general both volimteer the opinion that a
release to the owners wdthout modification of conditions
would be a mistake, and there seems to be general concur-
rence in that conclusion.

Concerning government operation, with or without govern-
ment ownership or government guarantee, the active propa-
ganda in its favor has served to bring about a disclosure of
how deep-seated and pervasive in this country and speci-

fically in our industry is the conviction that for govern-
ment to give up regulation is a confession of impotency and
that such a course would lead to the emergence of a new
America based not on the self-reliance of the citizens but
upon a Prussian-like machine which would undertake to do
ever)'thing for the citizens instead of providing conditions
under which they could do things for themselves. Who, it

is asked, have more reason than those interested in railroad-

ing or in equipping railroads to be proud of their contri-

butions toward knitting mankind closer together, or give

brighter promise of affording further advancement to civili-

zation in the same direction if permitted the necessary liberty

of initiative and experiment?
"Modified private control," the third and "intermediate"

alternative listed by the President, would be postponed,
under the director general's five-year project, until January
1, 1924, or prevented altogether. Instant and general com-
ment upon this proposal was that it meant the roads would
never go back to private management and would ultimately

pass to government ownership. This prediction was pro-
claimed alike by advocates and opponents of government
ownership and operation. Mr. McAdoo renews his declara-
tion of openmindedness toward the question of ultimate pub-
lic or private control, but wc are reminded that those who
embark upon a given adventure cannot be certain of con-
trolling its course; and that the question is not what the

sponsors for a five-year control now think would be the out-

come, but what would happen under the inexorable "control"
of actual events. It is pointed to as significant that the open
advocates of government operation and ownership are among
the warmest in their espousal of the five-year control. To
the suggestion that the people are entitled to a trial of govern-
ment operation in peace-time the answer has been made that

the people are eciually entitled to a trial of non-government
operation under modified regulation, and that moreover the
people are entitled to say which trial they desire made, or
if both, which first.

Our industry has a stake both in the ultimate disposition

and in commercial conditions during any period of experi-
ment.

We are told that in some countries state management of
railways has been followed by government fostering, ab-
sorption or creation of equipment and supply industries.

Some think that even though the United States government
as a war measure has built munitions works, the Railroad
Administration during a five-year control w-ill refrain from
the manufacture of material and parts or the assembling of
cars, locomotives or other implements. There were, on the
other hand, at the beginning of the present government con-
trol those who did not believe control would become opera-
tion. General anxiety, at least, is manifest over the pros-
pect of a .steady trend toward rigid and unified standardiza-
tion of design and sneiifiration and toward centralization of
purchases.
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Interpreting what has come to it from some in the industry

as an indication that our special constituency favors early

return of railways to private management following remedial

legislation, the committee solicits your view on the following

specific aspects as to when and how such return should be

accomplished

:

Prompt Remedial Legislation

If the roads are to be released to their owners without

needless delay and such release is to follow correction of

regulatory statute and practice, what course should be pur-

sued ?

Committees of the present Congress have proceeded with

preparations for the organization of information and the

ascertainment of opinion and there is a wide-spread expres-

sion in favor of an extra session if necessary in order to

define a policy and enact a constructive measure.

The present control act the director general declares to be

unworkable; but if the present Congress can, as he proposes,

provide by amendment a workable act for a five-year con-

trol we are asked why it cannot pass a control act workable

for the 21 months, or for such part of that period if any as

may elapse before private control has been modified and the

owners have resumed management?

As for protraction of debate in the new Congress, it is

recalled that an extra session was called after March 4, 1913,

and that before the end of that calendar year the federal

reserve act was on the statute book.

The committee requests your view upon the conclusion

which follows from these considerations

:

Proposition I: That if the present Congress does not

reach the stage of enactment the President should call an

extra session to enact provisions for modified private control,

and that upon the enactment of such legislation the railroads

should be restored to their oivners.

Co-Operation Among Competing Roads

It is urged by railway supply men that in the general

interest as well as in their special interest:

Any joint use of facilities and avoidance of wasteful

duplication that are to be sanctioned should be so applied

as to preserve competition among independent corporate rail-

way organizations.

The President suggested consideration of "regional cor-

porations under which the railways of definable areas would

be in effect combined into single systems." Construction of

locomotives and cars under the present government control

has been carried on through unified design, specification and

purchase, while in the buying of staples and parts throughout

the country there has been some regional centralization.

It is inquired what would be the effect of unified deter-

mination of design and specification upon the inventor and
the developer of improvements; also how would centraliza-

tion of purchases affect employment of some of the many
worthy competitive appliances now largely used. These ap-

prehensions do not extend to joint use and to discontinuance

of needless duplication or to concerted standardization of

dimensions. Some in our craft who are the most ardent

advocates of joint use and dimensional standardization are

apprehensive about over-standardization of design and con-

vinced adherents of many-minded procurement and upkeep

of facilities.

Those who urge this view upon us insist that regional

monopolies or any further mergers should be embraced only

after it has been shown that there is no other satisfactory

solution of the "rich and poor road" rate problem.

The committee would like to get your opinion upon the

conclusion which follows these considerations:

Proposition II: That while permitted to co-operate with

one another so as to eliminate duplication of sendee and
facilities and to secure the most efficient and economical use

of routes, terminals and vehicles, and permitted under federal

sanction to effect consolidations if essential, the properties

should be operated by independent organizations as numer-

ous as may be consistent with financial strength and stability.

Purchasing Power

The "old conditions" to which the President is unwilling

to see the railways returned, were "conditions of restraint

without development." They had "nothing affirmative or

helpful about them." He spoke for "some new element of

policy," and said, "What the country needs is that all its

means of transportation be developed."

Responsibility of the government for the financial results

of its regulation is for the first time actual under the present

government control. The President (director general) has

power to make new rates effective without suspension or in-

vestigation when in his judgment a change in total revenue

is desirable. The Interstate Commerce Commission on the

other hand retains its jurisdiction over the relation between

one rate and another. It is being asked whether the prac-

tical response to the President's call "for a new element of

policy" is not to preserve under "modified private control"

this wartime practice in the regulation of rates.

We are reminded that e.xperience during a nimiber of

years'before the war demonstrated how difficult it is for fore-

sight and forehandedness through rate-making to be secured

from a tribunal specially selected and trained for what the

President terms "restraint." The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in dealing with the rights of litigants has, in almost

unprecedented degree, won the public confidence as an hon-

est, judicially-minded body. The criticism which has been

visited upon it for studying the past instead of the future

in determining revenue cases was merely a way of saying

that a just and wise judge is not necessarily or probably a

capable executive—that the administration of justice and
the supervision of preparation for traffic gro\\1:h are incom-

patible and not likely to be performed satisfactorily by one

and the same person or body.

Like other shippers those in our industry prefer a reason-

able stability of rates and reasonable immunity from dis-

crimination, with prompt removal of it when created through

revenue revision or otherwise; but they also require a reason-

ably elastic and prompt adaptation of rates to emergent and
seasonal commercial conditions, adequacy of service and such

stability of industn,' and trade as is promoted when railways

can confidently plan and estimate projects of addition and
betterment and the opening up of new country. It is ser\'ice

and prosperity that loom paramount to the minds of manu-
facturing and mercantile executives, alike in our craft and
elsewhere. This is the consideration which leads to the

proposal of an "affirmative" (to use the President's word)
functionary held accountable through the commission for

observance of citizens' legal rights, but primarily appointed

to accomplish paramount positive results and clothed with

the necessary power.

The committee requests your impression of the conclusion

which follows these suggestions:

Proposition III: That Congress should adopt a policy

of federal rate regulation under which a separate functionary

would consider carriers' estimates of future railway traffic

needs and, subject to abatement of discriminations by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, would fix rates designed

to yield revenue sufficient for future operations and credit.

Alba B. Johnson, president of the Railway Business Asso-

ciation, has filed with Ellison D. Smith, chairman of the

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, a request for

opportunity to be heard upon proposed legislation affecting

railways upon some date not earlier than Januar\- l.v The
association holds its convention at Chicago, Januan," 9. Mr.
Johnson says : "As a result we believe our witnesses will be

put in position to speak to you with the authentic sanction
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of an industry estimated to employ when times are good

about as many men as do the railways, or in the neighbor-

hood of a million and three-quarters. The association main-

tains entire independence of the railway corporations and

managers and discusses only those phases upon which its

members as business men can testify with knowledge."

Orders of Regional Directors

WORKING HOURS IN SHOPS.—In Supplement 1 to Order
141 the Southwestern regional director i.ssued instruc-

tions regarding the period to be allowed for meals in

roundhouses and other places where three eight-hour shifts

are worked. Most of the agreements under which shop men
provide for a lunch period of not to exceed 20 minutes,

with pay, for men who are working one of the three-hour

shifts. Men who are employed in shops or roundhouses or

other places where less than three shifts are worked gener-

ally have a meal period of not to exceed one hour without pay.

These practices, pending further action by the Railroad Ad-
ministration, will govern except when more favorable condi-

tions are provided by the agreements in effect.

Freight Destroyed in Transit.—In Circular 220 Central

Western regional director calls attention to the inconvenience

frequently suffered by shippers and consignees because of

lack of information as to the whereabouts of their property

when it is destroyed by a wreck, fire or other casualty, or is

confiscated by a carrier. He directs that the roads under his

jurisdiction arrange to have the operating department notify

the freight claim agent immediately in all such cases, fur-

nishing full waybill reference, name and address of shipper,

consignee and a description of the freight destroyed or con-

fiscated. Upon receipt of such advice in the claim office, the

shipper and consignee should be promptly notified to enable

them to make such arrangements as they deem necessary un-

der the circumstances, either by duplication of the shipment

or otherwise. The form to l)e used in notifying the shipi)er

and consignee is attached to the regional director's circular.

Free Transportation.—In Circular 147 the Southwestern

regional director quotes a telegram from C. R: Gray, director

of the Division of Operation, which states that free transpor-

tation should not be granted to railroad men mustered out of

military service, as the government allows these men mileage

to their homes. The Eastern regional director has issued a
similar order.

Agencies: Reconsigning and Diversion Bureau.—The
Eastern regional director, file 1200-1 1 1A,362, states that

agencies of the bureau have been established at points as

outlined below:

Station N-ime of agent .Address
Chicago, III T. n. Crawford, Mgr. 58 E. Washington street.

Boston. Mass \. T. Brown Room 120 B. & M. North Sta.
New York, N. Y..r.. C. Spaneler Room 472. 50 Church street.
Buffalo, N. Y....R. H. Lewis I.. V. I.oc. Frt. Office.

Cleveland, O !:. V. Banning c/o H. J. Merrick, N. Y. C. Gen-
eral Office Bldg.

Cincinnati, O F.. Hare Room 411, Bi(t Four, General Office
Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Cen. H. Hill Michigan Central, General Office
Rid?.

Indianapolis, Ind.C. W. Hicks Big Four, South & Delaware streets.
Pittsburgh. ra...C. J. Weber Mi F.essi-nur Bids.
St. Louis, Mo... Geo. A. Dearborn. .. 408 Rialto Bldg.

The bureau is now transmitting passing information to

shippers and consignees, and will handle all inquiries re-

garding the location of individual cars of fruits and vege-

tables moving from the West to Eastern destinations.

Effective January 1, the bureau will assume charge of the

handling of reconsignmcnts and diversions on shipments of

fruits and vegetables in refrigerator equipment moving from
the West to Eastern destinations.

Diversions or reconsignmcnts on shipments at points where
agencies are maintained, will l)c received by such agent direct

from shipper or consignees., Shippers or consignees located

at points where no agencies are maintained may place diver-

sions or reconsignmcnts witli proper railroad official as here-

tofore. Report of such diversions or reconsignments must be

mailed to J. B. Crawford.

When railroad representatives receive requests from bureau

agents to reconsign or divert the request should be promptly

acted upon; the bureau will have required all necessary

papers for the protection of the carriers.

Recognition of the Federal Manager as the Chief Operat-

ing Officer.—The Eastern regional director, file 1 500-96A-

360, quotes from a letter received from the director, Division

of Operation, dated December 19, relative to the authority of

the federal manager as chief operating officer in wage adjust-

ment cases as follows:

"Requirements with respect to the certification of cases to Boards of
.Adjustment Nos. 1, 2 and 3, are that it shall be by the chief operating
officer.

"The chief operating officer, as far as wc are concerned, is the federal
manager. It will be understood, however, that the federal manager may
delegate to his general manager or general managers, as he may see fit, the
authority to certify c-ises to the adjustment boards, provided he files with
the Division of Labor such advice, naming specifically the officer or officers

to whom he delegates the authority."

The Hazard of Smoking.—In Order 142 the Southwestern

regional director calls attention to the tremendous loss in rail-

road property and property in the care or custody of railroads

as carriers which is destroyed by fire due to carelessness and
indifference on the part of the employees in connection with

smoking in shops, freight stations, warehouses, etc. He
recommends that each federal, general or terminal manager
issue a general order prohibiting smoking in shops, coaling

stations, warehouses, piers, storehouses, freight houses,

offices, including record rooms, and around freight platforms

and in all places where inflammable materials are handled or

stored. "No Smoking" signs should be posted and all

watchmen and guards, officers and other employees in charge

of the property must be instructed to see that the rule is

rigidly enforced. The only exception to the rigid enforce-

ment of the rule may be made in such parts of shop plants as

a blacksmith shop, foundry and other places where it has

been recognized that smoking does not produce any increased

hazard. These exceptions may be made only at the discre-

tion of federal managers.

Transportation for Pensioned or Furlough^d Officers of
Railroads.—The Eastern regional director, file 2100-50A3S7,
states that within reasonable limits annual transjwrtation

may be given to pensioned or furloughed officers of railroads

extending beyond the lines of their own railroads. Wives of

deceased officers of railroads, during widowhood, may be
given annual passes over the lines with which their husbands
were last connected, and to a reasonable extent over other

lines. In the case of pensioned officers the idea is to grant

approximately such transportation as they enjoyed during

the period of their last employment, and in the case of the

widows of deceased officers to grant approximately the trans-

portation they enjoyed during the lifetime, or at the time

uf the deatli of the husband; with tlie understanding that,

when required, trip passes may be issued beyond the limits

of the annual pass.

M. C. B. Brake Sh^oe Keys.—The Eastern regional direc-

tor, file 500-70A.i48, advises that the executive committee of

the Master Car Builders' Association, calls attention to the

fact that a great number of brake shoe keys are being made
which do not conform to the blaster Car Builders' standard,

and which are made, in many cases, of inferior material.

The sulistitute brake shoe keys are of numerous tj-pes, with
the result that they work down from the lugs of the brake
head and shoe, resulting in loss of the shoe and key. Brake
shoes should not be applied unless the key is provided with
a head, and of sufficient strength for the service, as is shown
on Master Car Builders' Sheet Xo. 17. Volume 51, of the

Master Car Builders' Association proceedings.

Placing of Common and Semi-SkUl-cd Labor on an Eight-
Hour Basis.—The Eastern regional director, file 1200-4-
56A352, states tliat it has been brought to his attention that
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in applying Interpretations No. 1 to Supplements Nos. 7 and
8 to General Order No. 27 very sui)stantial increases will he

given to the various classes of common labor where heretofore

paid on an hourly or daily basis. The indications are that

laljor conditions will be very much improved within the next

week or two, and it ajipears that this would be an opportune

time to place all maintenance of way common and semi-

skilled labor, also other classes of common labor, on an eight-

hour basis.

Kail Contracts.—The Eastern regional director, file 2800-

11A3S9, is as follows: Please cancel any arrangement

which may exi.st with steel mills as a war emergency to accept

rails rolled from Bessemer steel upon contracts which speci-

fied open hearth steel: hereafter accept only open hearth

steel upon such contracts.

Handling Expenses of American Chemical Society.—The
Eastern regional director, file 102-22A361, states that under
date of December 19, the American Chemical Society was
advised that, until further ordered, the director general ap-

proved that society making assessments and the carriers pay-

ing the same, as may be necessan-, for the current expenses

of the association, such payments to be charged to operating

e.xpenses.

Uniform Highway Crossing

Signs in Connecticut

ACTING UNDER A LAW adopted on May 16, 1917, the

Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut last year

ordered the general installation of distant cautionary

signs at highway grade crossings throughout that state, and

the work has been substantially carried out according to the

plans; and the commission has issued regulations standard-

izing the practice at all classes of crossings. It has also

undertaken an educational campaign to familiarize users

of the highway with the meanings of the signs and the right

method of approaching a crossing.

The first step toward a uniform system of marking was
made when the flagmen were provided with a small disk

bearing the word "stop" instead of the white flag, which,

being accepted by the driver of an automobile as a proceed

signal, contributed toward a fatal accident at Berlin, Conn.,

in 1914. Following the action of the American Railway

Association, the National Association of Railway and Utili-

ties Commissioners, the Automobile Association and a Con-

ference Committee of the New England Public Utilities Com-
missioners, a uniform system of protection was enacted into

law by the Connecticut Legislature in May, 1917.

The law requires the town, city, or borough, to place and
maintain the distant sign; the signs, however, to be furnished

by the railroad company. Any municipality neglecting for

sixty days to comply with the law must forfeit one dollar for

each day of neglect.

The distant warning consists of a metal disk 24 in. in

diameter with white enamel field and "R. R." in black

enamel. These signs are placed at the right hand side of

the highway approaching the crossing and distant therefrom

300 ft. to 500 ft. In some cases of less important crossings

with an unobstructed view, or in cities where tlie crossing is

protected by gates, the statutory requirement that the town or

city shall provide this distant warning is suspended by the

Public Utilities Commission. Out of a total of 734 grade

crossings in Connecticut this exemption has been granted in

130 cases, 44 of which are city street crossings protected by

gates or flagmen.

The "stop" signs, located at the crossings, are of the same

size and read either: "stop," or "stop flagman off duty," or

"stop gateman off duty," or "when red, stop; train coming."

All of these signs except the distant, are lighted at night by re-

flected light and in a number of cases where the traffic density

warrants, or where a clear view of the crossing is not ob-

tainable, this sign is lighted also. The "flagman or gateman
off duty" signs are set up by the flagman or gateman when
he goes off duty, as a warning to travellers upon the highway
that the crossing is not being guarded. The "When red,

stop, train coming" sign is placed upon the mast supporting

the "visible-audible" signal (like an enclosed-disk block

signal), as an explanation of its red indication.

The type of protection to be installed at the several cross-

ings, in addition to the approach signs, was determined
through an inspection of each crossing by the chief engineer

of the commission in company with the railroad officers, due
weight being given to the density of traffic on the highway
and on the railroad, and the view afforded the traveller on
the highway and the engineman on an approaching train.

Posters, on cardboard 11 in. by 14 in., printed in two
colors, showing all these types of signs have been displayed

®
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in railroad stations, garages, and hotels throughout the state.

In addition, leaflets were placed in the annual report of tlie

commission and in the registration book issued by the Motor
Vehicle Commissioner of the state, and these were also dis-

tributed to f)ersons to whom licenses were issued. The posters

have been furnished to night schools for use in their courses

of instruction in traffic laws.

At the present time practically all of the protective signs

required by the Commissioners have been installed in the

state of Connecticut, and as the travelling public becomes
more and more familiar with their meaning and use, and as

other states adopt this uniform system of marking crossings

it may be hoped that the number of accidents at these cross-

ings will be materially reduced.

The prescribed signs are shown in the engraving. The
bulletin issued by the commission also recognizes and gives

illu.strations of the ordinary highway crossing signs, these

presumably to be used at those minor crossings at which the

provisions of this statute are suspended by the commission.

The bulletin also shows highway crossing gates, diagonally

striped, and a colored picture of the enclosed disk on which

the lettered disk is fixed below the movable disk.

The signs which we illustrate are accompanied on the

bulletin by the following e.xplanations: (1) "Distant Warn-
ing. Reduce Speed, R. R. Crossing 300 to 500 Ft. Ahead."

(2) "Caution. Dangerous. Stop, Look and Listen Before

Crossing the Tracks." (3 and 4) "Caution. Dangerous
Crossing. Flagman or Gateman Off Duty. Stop, Look and
Listen Before Proceeding."

For the foregoing information we are indebted to E. Irvine

Rudd, engineer of the Public Utilities Commission.

Marked improvement in the operation of passenger trains

in the eastern section of the country is reported for Novem-
ber, 1918. On one division of the Pennsylvania Lines, east

of Pittsburgh and Erie, for November, 88.1 per cent of the

trains made schedule time as against 77.1 per cent in Novem-
ber, 1917.



What Time Saved by Signals Means in Equipment
A Study of Conditions on One Division of the Northern

Pacific Shows Some Remarkable Results

ASAVING or ONE HOUR in running time over a division

for each freight train by the use of automatic signals

may appear to be a small item, but an analysis of

what such a saving means in ec|uipment, men and money on

a 100-mile division shovi's that it is highly important. With
an average of 16 trains a day over the division this means a

total saving of 16 train hours, which, as will be shown be-

low, is equivalent to over three freight locomotives being

made available for other uses, while 278 freight cars are also

released, aggregating a saving involving an equipment in-

vestment of $904,400, with a saving in overtime of approxi-

mately $13,359.

Applying the result of this study to the lines in this coun-

try at present unsignaled, and assuming an average number
of freight trains over such roads daily as 7, it is found that

the total freight train hours which can be saved each day by

the use of automatic block signals will amount to 17,004

hours. Such a saving is equivalent to the release of 2,902

freight locomotives and 190,138 freight cars.

Conditions Affecting the Study

In order to determine what effect automatic block signals

on single track had on the speed of freight trains in an actual

installation, a study has been made of train operation on the

first subdivision of the Montana division of tlie Northern

Pacific before and after the installation of signals. This di-

vision extends from Billings, Mont., to T>ivingston, and is

115.7 miles in length; from Billings to Laurel, a distance of

15.3 miles, the line is double track; the line between Living-

ston and Laurel, a distance of 100.4 miles, is single track.

On this piece of single track there are 20 passing points, so

that passing tracks average a little less than five miles apart.

Of these 20 passing points seven have lap sidings and the ca-

pacity of each siding was 75 cars at tlie time automatic

signals were installed, and for some time after.

The line rises almost continuously to the west, there being

only seven miles of level track or descending grade west-

bound in this entire distance. The maximum grade west-

bound is 0.5 per cent, and there is over 30 miles in which the

grade is 0.45 per cent or heavier.

Three-position upper-quadrant automatic signals, with a

standard overlap scheme of control, were installed during

1910. There were 175 of these signals on the single-track

portion of the line, or approximately 1.7 signals per mile.

The maximum length of blocks between sidings is about 2^
miles.

Between 1908 and 1912 no change was made in the num-
ber or lengths of passing sidings, but between 1912 and 1916

some passing sidings were lengthened, and during the sum-
mer of 1917 the remainder were lengthened so as to give them
a capacity of 99 cars each. At the same time the signals were

were relocated and the control changed to the .\. P. B. system.

During 1908 and 1900 the freight engine division extended

from Billings to Livingston. In 1910 a new yard was built

at I^aurel, and the engine division was shortened to extend

from Laurel Yard to Livingston, a distance of 101.6 miles.

For more than 10 years the Northern Pacific has used "19"

orders for despatching trains, the "31" orders being almost

entirely unknown. For a part of 1909, however, an experi-

ment was made with the A. B. C. system of train despatching.

This, however, was discontinued in 1910 and the old method
returned to. There are nine telegraph offices between Laurel
and I^ivina;ston which are open both day and night.

In making a comparison of train speeds with and without

automatic block signals, it is obvious that all conditions other

than block signals should be equal. Not only should the

number and length of passing tracks be the same and the

same method of despatching be followed, but the comparison

should be made for periods in which the density of traffic is

equal. Owing to the fact that the A. B. C. system of train

despatching was used during the year previous to the instal-

lation of the automatic block signals, the year 1908 was used

as ty^jical of operation before the installation of signals.

Comparative Conditions

It was found that the greatest density of traffic on this part

of the road usually occurred during the month of October.

Consequently this month was used in making the compara-

tive study. An examination of the trains recorded show that

while the traffic during the months of October, 1908 and

1909, was substantially the same, that during 1911, or the

first year after the installation of block signals, was consid-

erably less. However, the traffic during the month of Octo-

ber, 1912, was substantially the same as in 1909. A com-

parison of the train sheets for these months shows that there

were 20 days in the month of October, 1908, in which the

number of trains of all classes operated in each day was ex-

actly the same as on similar days in October, 1912. For ex-

ample, there was one day in 1908 and one day in 1912 when
19 trains were operated; there were four days in 1908 and

in 1912 when 20 trains were run, and so on, the greatest

number of trains operated in one day Ijeing 25 in each case.

The total number of trains handled during these 20 days

was 439 in each year, an average of 21.95 trains per day.

The number of passenger trains operated during this period

was four each way, or a total of eight a day.

Three classes of engines were used in freight service during

the period under discussion; the Class T engine with a west-

bound rating of 1,500 tons; the Class W engine with a west-

bound rating of 2,200 tons, and the Class Y-4 engine with a

westbound rating of 1 ,800 tons, The eastbound rating for all

engines was the car limit of 75 cars.

In 1908, 27.3 per cent of the trains were hauled by Class

T, 53.5 per cent by Class W. and 19.2 per cent by Class Y-4
engines. In 1909 the distribution of engines was 4 per cent

Class T engines, 94 per cent Class W engines, and only 2 per

cent Class Y-4 engines. In 1912 no Class T engines were

used; 83.3 per cent of the trains were hauled by Class W en-

gines and 16.7 per cent by Class Y-4 engines. The average

percentage of loading of all engines in 1908 was 62.5 per

cent, in 1909 69.4 per cent, and in 1912 68.8 per cent.

As a basis for the comparison of speeds, the total time con-

.sumed by freight trains on the single track portion of the di-

vision was taken from the train sheet, the difference between
the leaving time for westbound trains at Laurel, which is the

end of double track, and the arriving time at Livingston,

which includes all stops and delays, being used for arriving

at the average speed of westbound trains. For ca.«thound

trains, the difference between the time of leaving Livingston

and arriving at Laurel was used in determining their average

speed.

In 1908, during the 20 days which are used for compari-
son, 256 freight trains were operated. The total time con-

sumed by these trains on the single track portion of the divi-

sion was 2,088 hours and 28 minutes. The average time,

therefore, for Isoth eastbound and westbound freight trains

during this period in 1908 was 8 hours and 9 minutes, equiv-

alent to an average speed of 12.3 miles per hour. In 1909
225 freight trains were operated in both directions, and the

time which thev consumed on the single track was 1.819

1165
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hours and 23 minutes, or an average for each train of 8 hours

and 5 minutes, making an average speed of 12.43 miles an

hour. In 1912, 239 freight trains were operated. They con-

sumed 1,655 hours and 51 minutes on the single-track por-

tion of the line, or an average time of 6 hours and 56 min-

utes a train, which made an average speed of 14.47 miles an

hour.

Possible Saving Effected by Signals

In order to show the saving in railroad equipment that

would be effected by the universal use of automatic block

signals, reference is made to the table on freight traffic of

steam railways in the United States for nine months, April

to December, 1917, inclusive, which appeared in the Railway

Age of April 5, 1918, page 906. From this table covering a

period of 275 days, the following information is obtained:

Freight train-miles 495,283,718

Frcisht locomotives in service and in shops 35,687

Total freieht car-miles (loaded and empty) 17,310,224,064

Average miles of track operated 227,651

Revenue Ion-miles 303,751,995.337

Freight cars in service and in shops 2,483.144

Per cent of freight locomotives in shops 13.8

Per cent of freight cars in shops 5.7

From the above the following is deducted:

Average freight train-miles a day:
495,283,718 ^ 275 = 1,801,031

Average freight train-miles per freight locomotive a day:
1,801,031 -i- 35,687 = 50.47

Average cars per train

:

17,310,224.064 ^- 495,283,718 = 34.9

Average trains a day:
1,801,031 -~ 227,651 = 7.91

Average revenue ton-miles a day:
303,751,995,337 H- 275 = 1,104,552,210

Average revenue ton-miles per freight locomotive per day:
1,104,552.210 -H 35,687 = 30,951

Average car-miles a day:
17,310,224,064 ^ 275 = 62,946,269

Average miles per car per day:
62,946,269 -H 2,483,144 = 25.3

Average revenue ton-miles per freight car per day:
1,104,552,210 -i- 2.483,144 = 445

Per cent of freight locomotives available for service 86.2

Per cent of freight cars available for service 94,3

There is approximately 300,000 miles of main line track

in the United States. From the block signal report of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, dated January 1, 1918, it is

found that the total amount of track equipped with automatic

block signals amounts to 57,083, or 19 per cent of the total

miles of track. This leaves 242,917 miles of main line track

in the United States that is not equipped with automatic

block signals.

It is recognized that the automatic block system has many
advantages over other methods of blocking trains and instal-

lations have demonstrated their ability to expedite traific time

after time. By their use numerous delays are elim-

inated and trains are enabled to cover the distance between

terminal points in a shorter length of time, which frequently

enables them to haul a heavier tonnage. The effect of a little

saving in time on the schedule of one train may appear to be

a small matter, but in the aggregate this saving capitalized

amounts to considerable. Some of the results obtained from
the use of signals were given in the article by Henr)' M.
Sperry on "Train Operation by Signal Indication on the

Erie," which appeared in the Railway Age of July 5, 1918.

As pointed out in that article, a saving of 1 hour and 40
minutes was made on one division of the Erie after the in-

stallation of signals.

In order to detemiine what this saving in time will amount
to on the average road it is necessar)' to make some assump-
tions based on facts made from previous studies. Applying
this to the miles of track at present unsignaled we deduce
the following:

Assume:
Average number of freight trains a day in unsign,->led territory 7
Average number of cars per train 30
Average speed in miles an hour of freight trains, terminal to

terminal 10
Average saving in freight train hours per 100 freight train

miles, effected bv automatic block signals 1

Then:
Average hours per freight locomotive a day producing freight

train hours:
50.47 -^ 10 = 5.05
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Average hours per freight car a dav in freight trains between
terminals 2.53

Average freight train-miles a day in unsignaled territory:
242,917 X 7 = 1,700,419

Freight train hours saved a day by automatic block signals:
1,700,419 -4- 100 X 1 = 17,004.2

Freight locomotives required to produce 17,004.2 freight train
hours a day:

17,004.2 -H 5.05 = 3,367
Additional freight locomotives available for service, by saving

17,004.2 freight train hours:
3,367 X 86.2% := 2,902

Revenue ton-miles a day that could be produced by 2,902
freight locomotive's:

30,951 X 2,902 = 89,819,802
Train car hours saved a day by saving 17,004.2 freight train

hours:
17.044.2 X 30 = 510,126

Fieipht cars required to produce 510,126 train car hours a day:
510,126^2.53= 201,631

Additional freight cars available for service due to saving
17,004.2 freight train hours a day:

201,631 X 94.3% = 190,138
Revenue ton-miles a day that could be produced by 190,138

freight cars:
190.138 X 445 = 84,611.410

Again applying this study to a typical 100-mile division

the following interesting results are obtained:

Assume-
Average number of freight trains a day 16
Average number of cars per train 40
Average speed in miles an hour of freight trains, terminal to

terminal 11

Average saving in freight train hours per 100 freight train
miles affected by automatic block signals 1

Then:
Average hours per freight locomotive a day producing freight

train hours:
50.47 ~ 11 = 4.59

Average hours per freight car a day in freight trains between
terminals:

25.3 -^ 11 = 2.30
Freight train-miles a day on the 100-mile division:

16 X 100 = 1,600
Freight train hours saved a day by automatic block signals:

(1,600 ^ 100) X 1 = 16
Freight locomotives required to produce 16 freight train hours

a day

:

16 -=- 4.59 = 3.49
Additional freight locomotives available for servi'ce by saving

16 freight train hours:
3.49 X 86.2% = 3.00

Train car hours saved a day due to saving 16 freight train
hours:

16 X 40=: 640
Freight cars reciuircd to produce 640 train car hours a day:

640 ^- 2.30 = 278
Additional freight cars available for service due to -saving 16

freight train hours a day:
278 X 94.3 = 262

As a basis for still another comparison, George M. Bas-

ford, in the Railway Age of September 19, 1916, says that

the average time a locomotive is in service a day is 4 hr. 19

min. Then, from this information and the data above, the

average speed of freight trains for the nine months in 1917

in miles an hour would be
50.47 -f- 4.31 = 11.7.

Average train houi s per fieight car a dav would be:
25.3 H- 11.7 = : 2.16

Under these assumptions:
Freight^ train locomotives required to jirnduce 17,004.2 freight

train hours a day:
17,004.2 -^ 4.31 = 3,945

Additional freight locomotives available for service due to sav-
ing 17,004.2 freight train hours would be:

3.945 X 86.2% = 3.400
Revenue ton-miles a day that could be produced by 3,400

freight locomotives would be:
30.951 X 3,400 = 105,233,400

Freight cars required to produce 510,126 train car hours a
day would be:

510,126 -4- 2.16 = 236,170
Additional freight cars available for service due to saving

17,004.2 freight train hours a day would be:
236,170 X 94.3 = 222,708

Revenue ton-miles a day that could be produced by 222,708
freight cars would be

222,708 X 445 = 99,105,060

Saving in Equipment and Cost of Automatic Block

Cost of equipment saved per 100-niile di\-ision:

3.49 freight locomotives at $60,000 $200,400
278 freight cars at $2,500 695.000

Total $904,400
Cost of automatic block;

100 miles of line at $2,500 $250,000
Cost of operating and maintaining automatic block a year:

lOO miles of line at $115 11,500
Saving in crew overtime, due to saving one hour per 100 freight

train miles:
Total hours saved a dav 16
Total hours saved a vear 5.840
Average overtime 759ii of total hours saved 4,380

At $3.05 per hour = $13,330

A saving of 17,004 freight train hours a dav means also

a saving of 17,004 crew hours, or on an 8 hour a day basis,

a saving of 2,127 crew days, so that the additional men avail-

able for service due to installation of automatic block signals

will be

2,127 X S = 10,635.

Saving of 16 freight train hours a day on a 100-mile divi-

sion means a saving of 16 crew hours, or on an 8 hour a day
basis, two crew days, so that 10 additional men are available

for service due to installation of automatic block signals on
100 miles of line on which there is an average of 16 freight

trains a dav.

Timetables in Border Territory

THE ORDER of the Interstate Commerce Commission, of

October 24, fixing the boundaries of the different stand-

ard time zones allowed exceptions, in certain cases,

whereby a railroad was permitted to run its trains, for ex-

ample, from the Eastern standard zone into the Central stand-

ard zone while yet retaining Eastern time; but in such cases
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C, B. & Q. R. R. Timetable

the railroads were called upon to jtrepare their public time-

tables so as to show the time prescribed for the Central zone;

ill other words to use two times, one for the operation of trains

and one for the information of the public. Bulletin boards at

stations would also have to follow the same rule.

An extract from a timetable prepared to comply with this

requirement of the Commission, that of the Chicago. Burling-

ton & Quincy, is shown herewith. In this case the road is

authorized to extend Mountain time ea.stward into Central

territory', 57 miles, from Mema, Xeb., to Ravenna. The only

town of considerable size in this section is Broken Bow, the

population of which is about 4,000. The folder shows two
complete tables for the ten stations aflfected. In these stations

the clocks will show Central time: but in the operation of

trains Mountain time will be used.

Anselmo, the station next west of Mema, appears at the
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top of the next column of tlie folder. The new arrangement

goes into effect on Januarj' 1, at 2 a. m.

A prominent road in Ohio which is to extend Central time

eastward, about SO miles, into the Eastern zone proposes to

print its folders just as before except that in the Eastern

zone, where Central time is used by the trainmen, the figures

in the folders (showing Eastern time) shall appear in italics,

with a notice, in bold type, calling attention to the italics.

Experiences of an American

Railroad Engineer in France

ANY R.-MLROAD MAN in the Operating or mechanical de-

partments inclined to feci at all discouraged at the

increased difficulties of his job due to war conditions,

should find a strong tonic in the following extracts from a

letter written to W. O. Thompson, secretary of the Traveling

Engineers' Association, by a member of the association now

serving in an engineering regiment overseas. The letter was

written "Somewhere in France," on July 29, 1918.

"The first work that fell to my lot was the unloading of

American and Baldwin locomotives from transports. . . .

I was assistant in charge of the unloading docks, and also

had the honor of unloading some of the first locomotives

that arrived on this side.

"During the time that I was employed on the docks, we

had at times as high as eight transports having locomotives

on board awaiting a berth at a dock for unloading. Con-

sidering the number of packages that the locomotive parts

are encased in and the facilities for handling them, it was

considered a fair day's work if we unloaded between two

and three complete locomotives. . . .

"The first yard and switching work by tlie Americans was

done with French locomotives, and certain tracks were as-

signed to them for their own operation. The men for these

crews were furnished by this regiment and assigned to the

Railway Transportation Corps for duty, they at that time not

having any enlisted men. As our shipping tonnage in-

creased, our yard facilities had to increase correspondingly,

until finally all of the yard trackage was turned over to us

for operation, with the exception of the receiving and de-

parture yards, which are still being handled by the French.

"The majority of our boys who were engineers in the

States were fortunate or unfortunate enough to be running

a modern American locomotive when they enlisted. Then to

come over here and to climb upon one of these French loco-

motives was enough to almost break some of them. The

majority of French locomotives, and especially the ones in

yard service, are not equipped with air brakes, having only

a hand brake, and that connected to only one pair of drivers;

if the locomotive is equipped with a tender the brakes are

then on the tender instead of the drivers. The reversing

gear is of the screw type. The throttle levers are of all t>-pes,

and are not connected in the same place on any two loco-

motives.

"The speed of a moving locomotive or cut of cars in the

yards is four miles per hour, and a flagman must precede

the locomotive or cars on foot and at least 65 ft. in advance,

waving a red flag and blowing a tin horn. From this you

might judge what a good time some of our hoggers and

switchmen had breaking in over here.

"After the first of the year I was recalled to my regiment

and sent out to this place for duty with them. This is to be

one of the largest storage and railway yards that the Ameri-

cans will have over here. .

"We had only one locomotive in service here at that time.

It was being used for work train and switching service and

was of French type, built in the year 1862, and weighed

about sixty tons—so evidently it was some "baby" in its day.

In addition to three locomotive cranes, this made up the

mechanical department of this regiment, and I was sent out

here to look after it; but it did not remain this size long

—

in fact, it began to grow immediately. The work was soon

too heavy for one locomotive, and we had to make arrange-

ments for another one.

"This new addition arrived a few days after I did, and
it sure was a sight to look at^hardly larger than a push
car, and resembled a watch charm more than it did a 1(ko-

motive. It was entirely too small for the work it was to

do; but it was the best we could get just at that time, so we
had to make it do.

"It was of French pattern of the 2-4-0 type having only

10 in. cylinders and 60 in. drivers with side tanks and equip-

ped with the Walschaert valve gear. This gear being put up
backwards, to go ahead the reverse lever had to be in the

back motion, and the reverse to back up. It also was
equipped with an SJ/j-in. Westinghouse air pump, brake

valve, train and air signal line, but no brakes on the engine,

except the hand brakes. We were using very bad water at

this time, but "very bad" is a mild term for it—in fact, it

was the very worst that I had ever been obliged to try

to use in the boiler of a locomotive, and you can believe nie,

I have handled some bad water in my time. I had the water

analyzed, and if one of our American boiler water chemists

could have seen the complete analysis, he would have tlirown

up both hands and yelled, "Bloody murder!" But it was all

that we had to use, it being impossible to obtain good water

at that time. We now have a pipe line extended out to here,

and are getting fairly good water at present.

"It was not long before the boilers began to suffer from

the use of this water. When we tried to work the flues of

this little "bird," we found that the smallest man we had
could not get into the fire-box through the fire-door, so we
had to drop the ash-pans and take out the grates, to enable

the boilermaker to get at the flues. As this was almost a

daily occurence and as the engine could only handle three or

four French wagons at a time, it was more of a hindrance

than a help.

"This was the beginning. In the meantime, warehouses

began to spring up like mushrooms over night. As the work
of construction increased, so did the mechanical end, we
having the erection of steam shovels, pile drivers and loco-

motive cranes to do, together with the repairs of the machin-

ery already in service. The question of labor became a seri-

ous one; competent and experienced machinists and operators

were scarce, and we finally had to begin to make a few. In

the meantime this regiment began to attach casual com-

panies, labor battalions, German prisoners and civilian

laborers of all nationalities for work on this one project.

"Tlie French equipment, as I have stated before, is not

what our men have been used to. In doing switching, the

switchman has to crawl under the bumpers and unhook the

link from the hook, and then kick the cars. The French use

the hump in doing their switching and classifying. As a cut

of cars come up over the hump, a switchman goes along the

cut of cars with a long pole and reaches over the bumpers

with it and lifts the link off the hook. This saves him from

the danger of crawling under the bumpers and between the

cars. As the wagons (this is the name the French have for

cars) have no brakes, handholds or ladders on which to hold

or stop a car with, they have what is called a "shoe" to do

the stopping with. As a car or cut of cars comes down the

hump, a shoe is placed on the rail a short distance from

where they want the car to stop. As the wheels of the car

strike this shoe, they are locked and the car skids to a stop.

How would such a method as this work out in the States?

Not a success, I should say, and the French have found out

the same thing. When the U. S. A. cars began to arrive.
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the French tried this system on them. They stopped all right,

but also succeeded in tying up the yards for about 12 hours.

"As the freight cars have no air on them and very few
have hand brakes, the trains are made up in such a manner
as to have the brake cars spaced about 10 cars apart and a
brakeman stationed on each one of them. A car having hand
brakes is easily recognized, as it is equipped with a lookout
or cupola. It is in this that the brakeman rides over the

road, and from all appearances I don't think that it is a very
comfortable job, especially in the winter time.

"Some of the locomotives are equipped with air. The
equipment is of the Westinghouse European type and is very
old. Some have the old three-way brake valve and others the

D-S valve, and I have yet to see my first locomotive over
here equipped with the G-6 brake valve.

"The steam valves are mostly of the plug type, and the

steam pipes and boiler connections are flanged joints; in fact,

all of the boiler connections are flanged. . . .

"The running gear is of all types, some with the main rods

on the inside and some on the outside of the frames. Some
have the side rods connected on to cranks, and this type have
the frames and boxes on the outside of the drivers, though x

few have the frames, boxes, valve gear, main and side rods

on the outside of the drivers. The same can be said of the

valve gears. . . .

"As to valve and cylinder trouble, we have so far had
none, but I am sorry to say that other parts of the machinery
have suffered some. On one, a Belgian locomotive (of which
several hundred were loaned to the American Expeditionary
Forces by the Belgian government), we had a driver loosen

up and slip out on the axle. This engine was of the type

having the side rods, boxes and frames on the outside of the

drivers, the balance of the running and valve gear being

between the frames. As this engine was forever getting off

the track, we could not figure out where the trouble was, as

everything seemed to be all right; but upon tramming the

drivers, we found the main drivers considerably out of tram.

As we could not get the oil cellar out of the right main
driving box, we had to break it. This cellar was of the type

that fitted up between the jaws of the box, and was held in

place by two cellar bolts running through the lower end of

the box and under the cellar. Another peculiarity of this

type of engine is that when a box has to be packed, the frames

and boiler have to be jacked up until the pedestal jaws clear

the cellar bolt heads, before they can be gotten out and the

cellar let down. When we broke the cellar, we found that

the driver had slipped out about an inch on the axle, wear-

ing a lip on the inner edge of the wheel hub, this in turn wear-

ing and cutting into the box, brass and cellar. As the box was
between the side rod crank and driver, you can readily see that

there was small chance of getting the box off of the journal.

This lip had to be chiseled off before we could get the box
out. As we had no drop pits, we had to jack the frames and
boiler up clear of the drivers. The job of facmg off the hub
and bolting on the liners had to be done by hand, as we had
no lathe large enough to take this pair of drivers. The press-

ing of the wheel back onto the axle was accomplished by four

makeshift pull jacks—four lyi-in. steel rods well threaded,

and run through the spokes of the drivers, the nuts placed
on and then tightened up. It took a six-foot bar on the

wrench and two husky men to turn the trick, but it finally

slipped back into place. The crown brass had to be worked
over by splicing onto it the amount that was worn off, as

there was no other brass of this type available. With some
other repairs, the engine was again assembled and placed
in ser\'ice. It has now been in .service about two months
and so far we have not had any trouble with it. This loco-

motive was out of service all told fourteen days. The total

labor required was 110 hours; as this was all hard work and
was done by what might be termed apprentice labor, I think
that it was done in record time.

"I have met and talked with members of the other railway
regiments, and have heard their stories, and have reasons for

envying them their experience and their good furtune in being
able to see some real action; but until our work is completed
here and we have new fields to go to, I guess that we will

have to be contented to remain behind the S. O. S., as this work
has to be done and it is up to some one to do it, and it seems as
though we are the "fall guys." We have all kicked and tried

our best to get out of here, but don't seem to make a go of it.

I don't believe there is a man in this regiment who would
not give his right hand to be able to get to the front and
participate in the great struggle; but our time will come
sooner or later, and when it does come I finnly believe that
it will not find a man jack of the Old Seventeenth wanting.

Fraternally yours,

J. N. McVey,
Master Engineer.

!7th Railway Engineers,
American Expeditionary Forces, Franet.

Railway Notes From China
REPORTS COVERING THE OPERATIONS of the Chinese-

Peking Government Railways during the first six

months of the current year indicate an increase of
about 11 per cent in operating revenue over the same period
of the preceding year. It is possible that this increase will

be continued during the remainder of the year, for during
the late summer months of 1917 the railways suffered from
disastrous floods and from militan' interference. Military
interference continues, but the rainfall has been providen-
tially well distributed. While the rainfall for the season
is up to normal, there have been no long continued storms
and the surface waters from one could drain off before an-
other came. The Peking-Hankow line especially has been
unable to rehabilitate itself, and one week of steady rain,

as so often happens in interior China, would have broken
up that line as badly as at the close of last season. Beyond
some minor breaks, it has come through the summer whole.
The early beginning and late ending of the rainy season

have produced the biggest crop in recent Chinese history.

This fact instead of producing traffic is acting in the opposite
direction, temporarily, at least. Last year the famine, caused
in so many districts either by drought or flood, or both, re-

quired large shipments of grain into the stricken districts.

This year every region is self-supporting. Buyers are offer-

ing prices much reduced, which inclines farmers to hold
on to their supplies for a time. Furthermore, there is con-
siderable impression in railway circles that the diftkulty

in securing cars last year has influenced "up-river" shippers
to depend upon the water route entirely, .whereas last vear
there was a large tonnage delivered to the railways by these
water carriers. There is considerable evidence that Chinese
shippers appreciate the regularity and certainty of railway
service, but when the railway fails to provide these, they
will return to the use of the slower and cheaper boats.

* * *

The departure next month from Peking of George A.
Kyle, chief engineer of the lines under contract for con-
struction by Siems-Carey Company, marks definitely the
suspension of all railway construction enterprise in China
for the time being. Not only internal disturbances but prices

for materials have influenced the decision to cease work.
In addition, the rate of exchange is prohibitive. If China
were in a position to produce her ow-n funds, this would
he favorable in the extreme. But her funds must be bor-
rowed from abroad, and when a gold dollar is converted
into Chinese silver it now brings only one cent more on
a dollar and much less than three vears aco.

* * *
'

On September 17 the Peking-Hankow line started the
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first agricultural demonstration train ever attempted in

China. It carries with it a band of 12 pieces, three lec-

turers, exhibits of various sorts, and other educational ma-
terial. The Peking-Hankow earns nearly half of the revenue

from the carriage of agricultural products in China. Some
40 per cent of its own revenue from goods traffic is derived

from products of agriculture. While the Chinese farmer

has a reputation for industry, methods of intensive cultiva-

tion, and successful conservation of .soil fertility that is

well deserved, he is woefully deficient in some other par-

ticulars. His instruments of cultivation are, many of them,

clumsy and inefficient. American plows, harrows and small

tools are among the exhibits. Selection of seeds is an un-

known practice. Invariably seed grains are those left over

from market. Vegetable seeds are those grown from plants

which matured too late for market. The effect of this in

generations is well known in America, but not appreciated in

China. Insect pests have been considered a dispensation of

Providence rather than something which could be prevented,

or at least combated. Selected seeds, charts showing rela-

tive production, and varieties of spraying apparatus are

among the materials on exhibition. The train is in charge

of a Chinese returned student, a graduate of Cornell.

* * *

After an interruption of months the section of the Canton-

Hankow line built through as far as Changsha from

Wuchang has resumed passenger traffic to the extent of one

passenger train each way per day.

* * *

The prosperous suburban line running out of Canton,

known as the Canton-Samshui line, has been seized by rep-

resentatives of the rebellious southern provinces, and its

revenues diverted to their pui"poses. Though only 25 miles

long, and doing nothing but a passenger business, its net

profits were over $,S00,000 per annum.

American Railway Men in Siberia

[From the Peking Leader of September IS]

Though the American Railway Commission which was
accepted by the Kerensky government have l^een able to

do little in Russia, it has achieved wonders in an unobtrusive

the demands occasioned by the setting up of another

front in Russia against the German foe. For instance,

the time between Harbin and Vladivostok can be reduced

by 19 hours when the service is resumed under the

new conditions. That is typical of what has been done

in this comparatively .small section. Yet the American rail-

way men complain that tliey have accomplished nothing!

Now that the party of 80 men who were staying at Nagasaki
awaiting the call for their services are in Siberia, working

behind the Allied advance, greater things may be expected.

A Car for Carrying Whales
By Frederick C. Coleman

TH£ ADMiNisxRATio.v of the Union of Soutli Africa

Railways has recently put in service a specially de-

signed 160,0G0-11j. capacity all-steel bogie car for

the purpose of transporting whales over a o-ft. 6-in. gage

line from the point where they are brought ashore to the

factory, where they are dealt with for the extraction of oil,

etc., a short distance from Durban, Natal. As shown in

the.photographs, the length and extraordinary width of the

car are the outstanding features of the design, the length

Whale Car for the South African Railways

over buffers being 68 ft., while the width overall is no less

than 12 ft. 6^4 'n. ; these are claimed to be records as far

as 3 ft. 6 in. "age rolling stock is concerned. The bodies

The South African Whale Car with Its Load

manner in Siberia during the past few months. Having no

authority, it did not attempt to assume any, but members

going among the Russian workmen engaged on the Siberian

Railway, talking to them in breezy American style, showing

them things, has brought about results which have materially

enhanced the efficiency of the line. American methods

have been introduced in place of antiquated methods,

which will enable the railway to deal with the increased

demands following its reopening to traffic and especially

are hauled on to and off the wagon by windlasses. The
section of line over which the car travels is very uneven,

and it was necessary to design the car with six-wheel

bogie trucks in order to keep the axleloads down to the

required limits and ensure the necessary flexibility. The
car was built by the Leeds Forge Company, Limited, of

Leeds, England, under the direction of W. S. Sim, of Vic-

toria Street, London, tlie supervisory engineer of the Union
of South Africa Railwavs.



General News Department

Carrying letters by airplane regularly from New York to

Chicago has not yet been accomplished. A start was made by
the flyers of the Post Office department on each of four different
days last week, but difficulties with engines, or with the weather,
prevented satisfactory work, and the letters which started on
wings had to be turned over to ordinary mail cars to complete
their journey.

E. S. Rice, chief clerk to the chief engineer of the Santa Fe
System, has sent to each of the 54 members of his office

force, now in military or naval service, an ingenious Christ-
mas greeting, consisting of a blue-print folder bearing the
names of the honor men and containing some verses entitled
"The Engineer— Tf," by Robert Isham Randolph. The folder
is profusely illustrated with appropriate drawings.

A civil suit against an engineman, for causing a rear col-

lision, is the latest novelty in court news. This item comes
from Pittsburgh, Pa., where it is said the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie has entered suit for $30,586 against Louis Kleitz, a
former engineman of the company, who ran past an auto-
matic block signal, set against him, and collided with a pre-
ceding train. Two men were killed. The attorney for the
road says that the company desires not only to obtain repara-
tion for its losses, but to make an example for the benefit of
other employees.

Canada's Part in the War
When the war commenced in 1914, Canada had a perma-

nent army of only 3,000 inen and an active militia of 60,000.

When hostilities ceased on November 11, last, the Dominion
had sent overseas 418,980 men. Of the Royal Air Forces
some 15.000 were recruited and trained in Canada; in addi-
tion, many joined that branch after going overseas in the

Canadian Expeditionary Force. The much prized mark of

valor, the Victoria Cross, was won by 43 Canadians; 491

bear the Distinguished Service Order; 1,657 the Military

Cross; 6,500 others wear Military Medals, and 1,000 the Dis-
tinguished Conduct Medal. These interesting facts are con-
tained in a pamphlet issued by the passenger department of

the Canadian Pacific Railway and entitled "Their Glory Can-
not Fade." The booklet also contains a list of important
battles in which Canadians fought, and illustrations in colors

showing the insignia of the Canadian ,\rmy.

Protest Against Consolidated Purchases

The National Bureau of Wholesale Lumber Distributers

has filed a formal protest with the Central Advisory Purchas-
ing Committee of the Railroad Administration against the

centralization of the purchase of fir in the three western rail-

road regions. The letter says that all purchases of fir for

western roads are made by a representative of the Railroad
Administration at Seattle, Washington. The action of the

Northwestern regional purchasing committee and that of the

similar committees in the Central Western and Southwestern
regions are declared to be contrary to the procedure followed
in other regions and, therefore, a discrimination against

the fir lumber industry.

The inevitable result of the permanent adoption of such a

centralized purchasing policy, the bureau says, will be to

seriously injure the lumber industry and ultimately to preju-

dice the best interests of the railroads. The plan will make
it impossible for luaiiy' of the smaller saw mills and dealers,

regardless of their efficiency, to make bids. The bulk of the

business will go to the large mills, driving out of the industry

the smaller mills, which produce nearly 50 per cent of the

fir lumber output of tlie country. Tlie purcliasing a.gents of

the different lines have an acquaintance and knowledge of

certain mills and distributers with whom they have been deal-

ing, and by permitting each road to distribute its business,

as it has in the past, a much broader distribution of orders

will result.

The National Bureau requests the Central Advisory Pur-

chasing Committee to direct the regional purchasing com-
mittees to return to the old method of buying lumber through
tlie individual railway purchasing departments.

Extension of Sailing Day Plan in Chicago

The sailing day plan, which was introduced in the Chicago ter-

minal district on September 23. for the purpose of controlling

1 c. 1. movements to points in the Northwestern region, will be

extended to apply to business destined to points in the Central

Western and Southwestern regions, beginning December 30. The
sailing day schedule and the plan for the consolidation of I. c. 1.

freight over definite routes to designated destinations have been

modified and corrected under the direction of J. H. Brinkerhoff,

terminal manaeer of the Chicago switching district, on the basis

of experience in handling business moving to the Northwestern

region.

Railway Age Representative Cited for Gallantry

George E. Goldthwait. one of the associate editors of the

Railway Age, was enrolled in the first officers' training camp
at Plattsburg immediately after the outbreak of the war.

After completing the three months' course there he was
assigned to the aviation section, and attended the ground
school at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He
was then sent abroad, and after a number of months' further

training received his commission as first lieutenant. The
following information is taken from the Marion (Ind.)

Clironicle of December 14:

".\nother young man from Marion has added glory to the

record of Grant county's fighting men. Lieutenant George
E. Goldthwait, son of Mrs. E. L. Goldthwait, Gallatin and

Fifth streets, has been recommended for a distinguished

service cross in France.

"The word has come first in an indirect way to his relatives.

Miss Alice Goldthwait, of North Washington street, a cousin

of Lieutenant Goldthwait, has received a letter from an old

friend, William S. Biddle, adjutant-general of the personnel

bureau of the general headquarters of the American expedi-

tionary forces. Major Biddle is in the decoration section.

It is by his kindly thought and remembrance of the family

that he was inspired to tell them this good news even before

Lieutenant Goldthwait had forwarded the word. Lieutenant

Goldthwait is in the aviation section."

Why Not Help the Railroads Now?

In a leading editorial the Manufacturers' News (Chicago) of

December 19, recommends a prompt disposition of the railroad

question so that the roads may be rehabilitated promptly. It

reads as follows:

Xo matter what disposition is made of the railroads, they will have to

be refinanced. .As we understand the situation, more money is being

paid out for their operation and maintenance than is being taken in, and

it is as simple as the nose on one's face that such a situation cannot long

obtain—no businc-ss can endure under such conditions. President Wilson

warned Congress, in his address on December 2, that the government was
practically in the same situation as the man who had hold of the bear's

tail, and that something must be tlone and that ver>' soon. It has been

intimated that the physical condition of the roads is not being maintained

at a standard that w-ill insure their preservation. As scon as the trains

commence to jump the tracks on account of defective rails and other

features of decay appear the public will rebel in a way that will put fear

in the hearts of those responsible.

Why not do somethinR now? Why wait for the evil day? Why wait

for a tremendous loss of life and property? A stitch in time will save

nine. Mr. Mc.Vdoo wants to try a fivejear unification plan. It will take

just as much money—yes, we believe it will take more money—under gov-

ernment direction to put the various lines in shape than if the stock-

holders are given their property back and permitted to do the financing.

If the government wants to do the patriotic thing, let it help out in the
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financing. Under the McAdoo plan it will have to furnish the money; so

why squabble about it?

It was said early in the war that John Philip Sousa's band was the
best orcanization in connection with the government because John Philip
Sousa when he wanted a piccolo player hired a piccolo player. Let the
same principle be applied to the carriers. There is kardly any way the
business fabric of this country can be brought to grief quicker than by
letting the transportation system fall down. Every branch of business is

dependent on transportation. The railroads arc the arteiics of industry
and commerce. So far as we are able to judge public sentiment it is

opposed to government ownership, and this opinion is supported by the
hesitation of the government to apply that remedy to the situation. The
present administration has not been slow to act on any line of policy
during its incumbency in office when public sentiment was pronounced,
and we do not understand why it hesitates in the case of the railroads,

even though its inclination toward a government owneisbip policy has
been clearly indicated in many questions that have confronted it.

One Hundred Per Cent Lines in

Central Western Loan Drive

The final returns from roads in the Central Western region
show that 100 per cent of tlie employees of one-half of the
lines in the district subscribed to the Fourth Liberty Loan.
Of roads with more than 1.000 employees, the Los Angeles
& Salt Lake showed the largest average individual subscrip-

tion, namely $209.60. The Northwestern Pacific was second
with $191.31. The road showing the largest total subscrip-
tion was the Southern Pacific, with $6,369,350.

Subscriptions to Fourth Liberty Loan in Centr.\l Western Region

Road Rank
Un. Trml. (St. Jos.). 1

St. Joseph Belt 2

L. A. & S. L 3

Northwestern Pac 4
E. P. St S. W 5

Iowa Transfer (,

Denver Union Trml., 7

C. R. I. & P 8
Hannibal Union D. 9
Oregon Short Line.. 10
Salt Lake U.D.&R.'. 1]

Pueblo U. D. & R 12
Ari'zona Eastern . . 13

Kansas City Trml 14
C. T. H. & S. E.. 15
D. R. I. & N. W... 16
St. Joseph U. D... 17
Mo. & 111. B. & B.. 1?
St. Joseph Trml 19
El Paso Union Depot. 20
Des Moines Union.. 21
C. S: E. 1 22
Colorado & Southern. 23
Wabash 24
C. B. & Q 25
St. T. & G. 1 26
P. & P. U 27
Southern Pacific ... 28
Chicago Si Alton 29
Denver & Salt Lake 30
Illinois Terminal .. 31
Peoria Ry. Terml.. 32
Union Pacific 33
A. T. & S. F 34
T. P. & W i^
Itlitiois Central .... 36
C. P. Si St. L 37
Atchison Union D. .

.

38
R. C. 1!. H. & W.. 39
Rio Grande Sou 40
Western Pacific 41
Denver Si Rio Grande 42

Total

.Amonnt Per Average
Number Number sub- cent amount

em- sub- scribed emp. sub- per sub-
ployees scribers to date scribed scriber

67 67 $24,750 100 $369.40
94 94 30.200 100 321,68

3,716 3,716 778,900 lOO 209.60
1,915 1,915 366,350 100 191.31
3,524 3,524 448,600 100 127.30

10 10 1.250 100 125.00
207 207 25.600 100 123.67

26,416 26,416 3,168,300 100 119.93
19 19 2,200 100 115.78

10,576 10,576 1,187,150 lOO 112.25
29 29 3,250 100 112,07
62 62 6,600 100 106.45

1,407 1,407 147,300 100 104.69
2,603 2,603 263,650 lOO 101.29
1,992 1,992 198,700 100 99.75
174 174 17,250 100 99.13
76 76 6,950 100 91.45
25 25 2,150 100 86.00
120 120 10,200 100 85.00
53 53 4,500 100 84.90
442 442 33,600 100 76.02

10,510 10.500 1,261,500 99.9 120.14
5,051 5,046 610,000 99.9 120.88
8,232 8,203 1,006,100 99.6 122.65

50,672 50,301 5,426,300 99.3 107.88
1,268 1,257 121,800 99.1 96.90
1.546 1,524 157,200 98.6 103.15

46,735 45.753 6,369,350 97.9 139,21
8,769 8,631 1,006,750 98.4 116.64
1,269 1,230 182,950 96.9 148.74
215 208 13,800 96.7 66.34
131 126 11.250 96.2 89.28

27.723 26.556 3.344,300 95.8 125.93

52,793 30,493 5,505,700 95.6 109.04

735 682 71,600 92.8 104.98
30.663 28,448 2,505.550 92.8 88.07
1,071 982 112,550 91.7 114.61

22 20 2,050 90.9 102.50
28 25 2,250 89.2 90.00
218 190 20,650 87.2 108.68

3,648 3,083 393,450 84.5 127.62

13.141 10,675 1,134,050 81.2 106.23

317,967 307,460 $36,016,550 96.7 $117.14

June Mechanical Conventions

.A.t the meeting of the executive committees of the Ameri-

can Railway Master Mechanics' Association, the Railway

Master Car Builders' Association, and the Railway Supply

Manufacturers' Association at the Hotel Biltmore, New York,

last Friday, arrangements were made for the holding of a

mechanical convention at Atlantic City in June, Inasmuch
as the convention is a postponed one, the previous decision

to meet at Atlantic City was adhered to and the dates set

are June 18 to June 25; the Master Car Builders' .Association

being held first, June 18 to 21, and the Master Mechanics'

.Association from June 23 to 25. While the executive com-
mittees felt that it would be advisable to hold all the sessions

during one calendar week, it was not found feasible to make
such an arrangement. Frank McManamy, assistant director.

Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration, was

present. The decision in favor of holding the usual exhibit

of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association was
strongly favored by all those present, the advantages to the
younger men in railroad service and for visitors from other
countries being very strongly presented. It was decided that
all three associations unite in invitations to the representa-
tives of foreign countries to attend the convention.
Headquarters, as in former years, will be in the Marl-

borough-Blenheim Hotel, and sessions will be held on the
Million Dollar Pier. At a separate meeting of the executive
committee of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association,

J. D. Conway was elected secretary-treasurer.

No Store-Door Delivery in New York

Store-door delivery is not to be tried in New York City at

present. This is the announcement of the Railroad Administra-

tion, after six months' preliminary work in a persistent attempt

to secure the necessary agreements and concessions. Fears of

small trucking concerns that under the proposed pooling ar-

rangements their earnings would be reduced, and the claims of

some merchants that the proposed new standard cartage rates

would be disastrous to their business, appear to have been promi-

nent among the reasons for the present decision. The lessening

of the congestion of freight on the railroads' piers has made
economy in storage space and in trucking less imperatively neces-

sary, than was the case during the war, and so the project has
failed.

Wood Preserving and Tie Men
The fifteenth annual meeting of the -American Wood Preserv-

ers' Association will be held at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, on

January 28 and 29. The tie and timber division of the St. Louis

Chamber of Commerce has called a meeting of the tie producers

of the country for the two following days to perfect a national

organization. Users and producers of cross ties will correlate

their programs, the meeting of the Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion being curtailed to two days with three sessions on Tuesday

and two on Wednesday. On Wednesday evening there will be

a joint dinner with the National Tie Producers' Association, at

which it is expected that one of the officers prominent in the

United States Railway Administration will be the speaker. The
session on Tuesday evening will be devoted to the consideration

of the preservative materials situation, and Wednesday afternoon

to the tie problem.

The program for the convention of the Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation is as follows

:

TuESD.vY Morning

publications. John Foley, chairman,

promotion and education, C. G. Crawford, chair-
Report of committee

Report of committee

Report of committee

Report of comn
Paper on Fuel Econo

terminology, W. A. Fisher, chairman.

Tuesday Afternoon

I plant operation, W. H. Grady, chairman.
nics, by Jos. W. Hays, combustion engineer.

Report of committee on service tests, flooring and paving. A. W. Dow,
chairman.

Report of committee on wood block flooring and paving, Walter Buehler,

chairman.
Report of committee on preservatives, E. E. Fulks, chairman.

Paper on Marine Wood Preservation, Dr. L. F. Shackell.

The Timber Treating Plant Chemist, C. Marshall Taylor.

Tuesday E\'ening

The Sodium Fluoride Situation, by Galen Wood.
The Zinc Chloride Situation, by J. H. Jordan.

The Creosote Oil Situation, by representative manufacturers and im-

porters

The Transition from Creosote Oil to Zinc Chloride in the Treatment of

Cross Ties, by Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk.

Wednesd.\y Morning

Report of committee on purchase and preservation of treatable timber,

TI. S. Sackett, chairman.
Report of committee on non-pressure treatments, R. A. Griffin, chairman.

Election and installation of new officers.

Wednesday Afternoon

The Car Situation, by E. H. DeGroot, Jr., assistant manager car service

section, U. S. Railroad Administration.

Report of committee on service tests, ties and timber, J. H. Waterman,

Development of Uniform Practices in Procuring and Preserving Cross
Tics, by John Foley, associate manager, forest products section, U. S.

Railroad Administration.
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The Railroad Administration's consolidated ticket office in San

Francisco was opened on December 23. It was announced that

the office in Los Angeles, California, would also be open on

that day.

A total of 713,235 cars of grain have been loaded this year

by the railroads under federal control up to December 14,

as compared with 552,092 the corresponding period of last

year.

The embargo which was placed on the movement of hogs

to the Chicago stock yards last week was lifted on Decem-
ber 23, to the extent of permitting a limited number of ship-

ments during the remainder of this week.

Coal loading for the week ending December 7, as reported

by the Railroad Administration, amounted to 227,782 cars,

as compared with 205,110 during the corresponding week
of 1917. The total increase this year up to December 14 is

estimated at 546,766 cars.

Fines amounting to $900 have been imposed on the Cleve-

land. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company in the

Federal Court at Indianapolis for violation of the quarantine

law in transporting hogs without labeling the cars to show that

the animals had been exposed to cholera.

Cash in advance for all freight shipments is to be a rule on

the railroads of Canada beginning March 1, next, according to

a recent order of the Railway Board; exceptions to be made
only in the case of large shippers and receivers of freight. These,

by giving bonds, can have three days' credit.

.'\verage passenger receipts in September of all the rail-

roads, as estimated by the Bureau of Railway News and Sta-

tistics, Chicago, were 2.520 cents a mile, as compared with

1.966 cents for September, 1917; and freight receipts per

ton per mile were 9.29 milb, as compared with 7.22 mills

in the same month in 1917; average increase in both cases

about 28 per cent.

The western passenger traffic committee, acting on the recom-

mendation of the territorial passenger traffic committee, which

has been investigating passenger service generally, has recom-

mended the restoration of the through passenger train on the

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, leaving Chicago for Omaha at

5.30 p. m. In connection with this addition, there will be some

changes in local passenger trains.

Maximum prices on coal and zone regulations will not be

removed before February 1. The coal operators have been

trying to bring about the discontinuance of the zone system

in order to broaden their markets. The Fuel .-Xdministration

has permitted the further shipment of bituminous coal from

parts of West Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania and into

sections of Maryland, the District of Columbia and New-

England. One order permits the all-rail shipment of bitumi-

nous coal on the P.altimore & Ohio, the Western Maryland

and the Coal & Coke railroads in West Virginia, Maryland

and Pennsylvania to all points in New England. The other

provides for the shipment of bituminous coal from all dis-

tricts of Pennsylvania to Baltimore and vicinity and to the

District of Cohmibia.

Director General's Authority Over

Intra State Rates Challenged

The authority of the director general over intra state rates

has been challenged by the Nebraska State Railway Com-

missi.n in an application filed by it in the state cotirt at

Columbus, Neb., for an injunction forbidding the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy to charge more than S4.50 per car—

the Commission's rate—on clay from Kairro Clay Pit, Neb.,
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to Columbus. The application ignores the director general
entirely and mal<es the Burlington the only respondent.

Uniformity in Drayage Charges

A uniform basis for the determination of drayage or transfer

charges between railroad stations at junction points is recom-

mended in a letter from Edward Chambers, director of the Divi-

sion of Traffic, which is being distributed among the chairmen of

district freight committees and freight traffic officers of all lines

in western territory by A. C. Johnson, chairman of the western

freight traffic committee, Chicago. The letter was occasioned by

the large number of applications for freight rate authority re-

cently received proposing advances in drayage charges.

Mr. Chambers says that no attempt will be made to change

the practice of absorption or non-absorption of these charges by

the railroads as it exists in different places. He believes, how-
ever, that instead of having a separate publication for practically

every junction point in the country, these charges could be put

on a uniform basis, either throughout the country or at least in

each section or territory, and not be dependent on the bargain

which some local railroad officer is able to get from some individ-

ual drayman. This would save a great amount of printing; and

if the charges were fixed on a fair average they would not mate-

rially affect the railroads' revenue one way or the other.

Applications for freight rate authority to change such transfer

charges should always be submitted by the general freight traffic

committee to the regional director for approval before forwarding

lo Washington—this because these charges are nearly always

absorbed by the carrier and tiierefore represent charges against

operating expenses.

The practice of making charges by the hundred pounds or the

ton. with a minimum charge per shipment, with special exceptions

on pianos, etc., should be discontinued, and all such charges

should be published on a basis of a flat rate per 100 lb. This

change is recommended because it is not fair to publish a mini-

mum charge per shipment when, as a matter of fact, the dray-

man does not often haul the single shipment separately. The

railroads should take some bitter with the sweet, and it will

greatly simplify publication to have a flat rate which will repre-

sent a fair average of the railroads' out-of-pocket expense for

transfer of all the freight.

In instructions accompanying Mr. Chambers' letter, Mr. John-

son asks traffic officers of individual lines to report, through the

chairmen of the district freight committees, as to the feasibility

of working out a uniform basis of fixing drayage charges, at the

.same time supplying full information concerning the arrange-

ments now in force on their lines with respect to the payment

of transfer charges and the extent to which these charges are

borne by shippers or consignees.

I Commission and Court News I
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Peru Authorizes Railway Extension.—The Peruvian con-

gress has passed a law authorizing the construction of a

railroad from Paita to the Maranon River, with a branch to

Ferrenafe and another to Hualgayoc.

Surrender of German Locomotives Delayed.—The Lokal

Anzeiger, of Berlin, says it learns from competent sources

that Marshal Foch has agreed to postpone the date for the

surrender of all German locomotives until February 1. Press

despatches state that the delivery of German railway material

is being carried out very slowly, but without open objection

by the Germans. They tried at first to pass off worn out

French railway cars, but the commission which was receiving

its material was strict in its examinations and accepted only

two or three cars out of every ten.

Air Service Between England and Australia.—Australian

commercial and financial interests are discussing a proposal

to connect Australia with London and other parts of the

British Empire by commercial airplanes. A company has

been formed to finance the survey of an aerial route to Lon-
don by way of .Sydney and Port Said. The possibilities of

flying from the commercial point of view are dealt with in a

report issued by the Civil Aerial Transport Committee. It

is declared that nearly five hours could be saved between
London and Paris, one day between London and Turin,

twelve days between London and Calcutta and thirteen days
between London and Johannesburg South.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission, at the request of the Railroad Administration,

has issued an order promulgating rules for constructing com-
bination rates apphcable jointly between points located on the

lines of carriers operated by the government and points on or
reached by way of the lines of carriers not under federal con-
trol. These rules provide that where no published through rates

are in effect from point of origin to destination on a commodity
specified in the order and two or more commodity rate factors

are used in arriving at the through rate for a continuous rail

shipment, the through rate will be arrived at in the following
manner: Each separately established commodity rate factor will

be reduced by the amount of a commodity differential shown
in a table in the order, and the reduced commodity rate factors

will then be added together and the commodity differential will

be added to the sum of the separately established commodity rate

factors thus obtained.

State Commissions
The advanced rates for merchandise announced by the Ameri-

can Railway Express Company, to go into effect January 1, have
been the subject of a conference of the. State Railroad Commis-
sions of Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota ; and the Nebraska
Commission is to hold a public hearing on December 30 in con-
nection with a tariff for intrastate express traffic which the com-
mission has prepared. If the intrastate rates here proposed are

not accepted by the express company, the commission proposes
to proceed in the courts for the enforcement of its order.

Personnel of Commissions
Lee Dennis has been appointed a member of the Montana

Railroad and Public Service Commission, effective January 1,

to succeed J. R. Hall.

Frank Milholland has been appointed a member of the
Board of Railroad Commissioners of North Dakota, effective

January 1, to succeed M. P. Johnson.

James H. Wilkerson, of Chicago, formerly United States
district attorney, has been appointed a member of the Public
Utilities Commission of Illinois to fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Fred E. Sterling, state treasurer elect.

Joseph B. Eastman, member of the Massachusetts Public
Service Commission and chairman of the Special War Com-
mittee of the Association of Railway and Public Utility Com-
missioners, was nominated by the President last week for ap-

pointment as a member of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, succeeding George W. Anderson, of Massachusetts, re-

signed.

Court Ne'ws

Icing of Perishable Freight

The consignee of a carload of fish agreed with the initial car-

rier to re-ice the car, and appointed an ice company its agent for

that purpose. The ice com.pany's driver reached the carrier's

yard too late, after it had been closed. After attempting to

communicate by telephone with the carrier's officers, and getting

no response, the ice company's foreman abandoned all further

efforts to re-ice the car. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court holds that the carrier was not liable for damage to the

car of fish on the theory that the refusal of its gateman to per-

mit the ice wagon to enter the yard was negligence on its part.

There was no evidence that delivery of the ice was to be made
except in accordance with the general regulations of the carrier

for the transaction of business at the vard.—Emery v. Boston &
Maine (Mass.). 120 N. E., 106. Decided May 24. 1918.
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Locomotive Specialties

While the specialties for the recent orders for 600 locomo-
tives placed by the Railroad Administration have not yet

been definitely decided, the Central Advisory Purchasing
Committee has given the locomotive builders information as

to some of the principal specialties authorized for a pari of

the order. These include the stokers, air brakes, valve gear,

safety valves, throttle valves, draft gear yokes, radial buffers,

bolsters and side frames, driving box lubricitors, grate

shakers and fire doors. Although the full quantities have

not been fully settled some of the air brakes will be furnished

by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company and the New York
Air Brake Company. The valve gear will be of the Wal-
schaert and Baker types. Radial buffers, driving box lubri-

cators and grate shakers will be ordered from the Franklin

Railway Supply Company. Part of the side frames will be

ordered from the liuckeye Steel Castings Company and part

of the fire doors from the National Railway Devices Com-
pany. The lubricators will be of the Nathan and Detroit

types.

Locomotive Deliveries

A total of 62 new locomotives were shipped to railroads

under federal control during the week ending December 14,

of which
follows:

were of the U. S. R. A. standard types, as

f 'N. Y. C...
.SolUlieni . . .

Southern . . .

I "C. & N. W.
T. of St. I,.

P. L. W
Long I

. C. (t O

Number Type
USRA Mikado
t;.SRA Santa Fe
USRA 8-W. Switch
Mikado
USRA 6.W. S^
USRA 6-W. Si
8-W Switch
USRA Mountai,

vitch

Lima N. Y. C...

rc. G. W...
Southern .

Baldwin '
C. B. & Q

.

"I
W. Pac. .

.

Penn. R. R.

USRA Miliado

USRA Mikado
Mallet
Mikado
USRA Mikado
Mikado
MikadoF

Total 9

Grand total 62

"Sixteen USRA Mikados constructed for the New York Central were sent
to Buffalo, N. Y., and two Chicago & Northwestern Mikados were shipped
to Potomac Yards, Va., to be stored as parts of emergency pools.

Locomotive Deliveries in November Total 203

The Railroad .Administration has issued the following

statement of locomotives shipped to railroads under federal con-

trol for the month of November, making a total of 203:

The records in the offices of the mechanical department
of the EI Paso & Southwestern, at El Paso, Texas, were
lost in a fire on December 5. F. B. Lister has requested the
Supply Trade to send catalogs to replace those destroyed.

John Sterling Deans, vice-president and consulting en-
gineer of the Fhoc:iix Bridge Company, died at his home in

I^hoenixville. Pa., on December 16. Mr. Deans was appointed
chief engineer of the company in 1892. Among the more
important structures which he built are the elevated railways
of New York City and the Pecos River viaduct on the South-
ern Pacific.

Major William L. Allison, who for the past 18 months has
been in active military service, has been honorably discharged
from the U. S. .Army and has resumed his duties as vice-

president of the Ameri-
can .\rch Company. In
addition. Major Allison
has been elected vice-

president in charge of
sales of the Locomotive
Feed Water Heater
Company. Major Alli-

son was one of ten

majors graduated from
the first training camp
at Fort Sheridan, 111.

That he, along with
many others, were de-

nied the opportunity of
overseas service was a
great disappointment to

him. Major .-Mlison was
born near Salisbury.

N. C. He graduated
from the Davis Military

^'"' '^'" " School of Winston-
Salem, N. C. For over

three years he was in government service as deputy marshal.
For si.x years he was employed in various capacities in the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, and in January,
1904, he became mechanical engineer of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. He resigned from the Santa Fe to become me-
chanical engineer of the Franklin Railway Supply Company.
He was later western sales manager of that company, the

Rome Mercliant Iron Mills, the Economy Devices Corpora-
tion, and general western sales manager of the -American

Arch Company. He became vice-president of the latter

company in January, 1914, which position he still holds in

addition to the vice-presidency of the Locomotive Feed
Water Heater Company.

For week November 1 to 2 For week N ivember 3 to 7 For week November 10 to 16 For week November 17 to 23 For week November 24 to 30

Works Road No. Type Road No. Type Road No. Type Road No. Type Road No. Type
r Sou 4 USRA VI ik Sou 10 USR.\ Mik. Mich.C. ..14 ITSRA Mik. Wabash ..17 USRA Mik. N.C.&StL. 6 USRA Mik.

Erie 3 USRA Mik. N.Y.C. ..10 USRASwSw N.Y.C... 8 USRASwSw. P.L.W. .. 3 l'SRA6wSw. P.UW. .. 2 USRA6wSw.
N.Y.C. .. 2 USRA 8 wSw Erie 2 USRA Mik. Erie 1 rSRA Mik. P.L.W. .. 1 Santa Fe C.ofN.J... 3 USRASwSw.
C.S,-N.W.. 1 Mikado W.S-1..E.. 2 USRA8wSw Wahash .. 3 USRA Mik. C.ofN.J... 4 USRA6wSw N.Y.C. ..14 USRA Mik.
A.C.L. .. 1 USRA 6wSw Mich.C. .. 6 USRA Mik. E.P.&S.W. 1 USRA Mik. H.V 2 Mallet. N.Y.C. .. 1 USRASwSw.
n.v 1 Mallet. A.C.L. ... 2 USRA6wSw. P.L.W. .. 2 USRASwSw. E.P.&S.W. 3 USRA Mik. Sou 6 USR.\8wSw.

Rut 1 ITSRASwSw. C.ofN.J... 2 USRA8wSw. N.C.&St.L. 4 USRA Mik. C.&N.W... 5 Mikado.
12 C.ofN.J... 1 USRACwSw. Vgn 1 Mallet. N.Y.C... 2 USR.\8wSw. H.V 1 Mallet

HV 1 Mallet. Sou 3 USRA 8wSw P.I-W. .. 1 Santa Fe
34

33 39
F..P.&S.W. 1

Sou 2
USRA Mik.
USRA S. Fe.

W.&L.E.. 1 USRASwSw.

lima Ul.Cent... J Mikado N.Y.C... 4 Mohawk. N.Y.C... 1

N.Y.C... 2
Motiawk.
USRA Mik.

N.Y.C... 5 USRA Mik. N.Y.C... 6 USRA Mik.

Baldwin.. . C.C.C.&St.L. 1 USRA Mik. C.C.C.&St.L. 3 USRA Mik. Sou 1 Mallet. C.C.C.&St.L. 6 USRA Mik. C.C.C.&St.L. 3 USRA Mik.
A.T.&S.F. 1 Mikado. C.C.C&St.L. 1 USRA Mik. A.C.L. ... 1 Mikado. C.G.W. .. 4 USRA Mik.— G.N 1 Mikado. G.N 1 Mikado.

.:nd total 203
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Railway Officers
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Railroad Administration

Regional

J. B. Chandler, i.llicc ni.uiaKer for the Northwestern
regional director, has been promoted to office assistant, with

headquarters at Chicago.

C. E. Chambers, superintendent of motive power of the

Central of New Jersey, has been appointed mechanical

assistant to Charles H. Markham, regional director of the

Allegheny region of the United States Railroad Adminis-

tration, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding

J. T. Carroll, resigned to go to the Baltimore & Ohio.

Operating

P. G. Walton, division superintendent of the North Caro-

lina division of the Seaboard Air Line, has been appointed

general superintendent of the northern district, with head-

quarters at Hamlet, N. C, vice W. R. Hudson, resigned to

accept service with another line.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. J. Eck has l)een appointed signal and Electrical super-

intendent of the Southern Raihoad Lines and associated rail-

roads, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

R. E. Weedon has been appointed superintendent of the

Charlotte roadway shop of the Southern Railroad, with head-

quarters at Charlotte, N. C.

Charles N. Bainbridge, whose appointment as engineer

of design of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-

quarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age for

December 13, was born at Philadelphia, Pa., on March 29,

1887. He received the degree of B.S. in civil engineering

from the Pennsylvania State College in 1907, and the degree

of C.E. in 1910. He began railway work in June, 1909, with

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. During September of

that year he was instructor in civil engineering at the Penn-

sylvania State College, returning to the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul in October. He remained with that road for two

years as designer of steel and reinforced concrete

structures. He also was engaged on studies for grade

separation work during that period. From November, 1911,

to March, 1912, he was with the Baltimore & Ohio at Balti-

more, Md., as designer of steel railway bridges, largely in

connection with grade separation work. Mr. Bainbridge

then returned to the engineering department of the St. Paul,

and for two years was squad foreman in charge of detail

and design of miscellaneous structures and grade separation

studies. The following four and one-half years he was office

engineer in charge of detail, design and estiinating of mis-

cellaneous structures; and of design and special studies for

grade separation problems in Minneapolis, Minn.; Milwaukee,

Wis.;' Chicago, and Evanston, 111., involving an expenditure

of approximately $12,000,000. For four months previous to

his recent appointment as engineer of design he was assistant

engineer, in charge of the erection and maintenance of steel

and timber bridges.

Corporate

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Robert C. Vaughan, whose appointment as assistant to

president of the Canadian Northern and the Canadian Gov-

ernment Railways, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., has

already been announced in these columns, was born on

December 1, 1883, at Toronto. He began railway work with

the Canadian Pacific and four years later entered the service

of the Grand Trunk. He remained with that road for one

year and then servid in various capacities for 16 years on
the Canadian Northern, until his recent appointment as
assistant to president of the same road and the Canadian
Government Railways, as above noted.

Jerry Welch, whose appointment as controller of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago,
has been announced in these columns, was born at Lawler,
Iowa, on .August 13. 1874. He began railway work in 1890
with the Sioux City & N'orthern and was employed in a
clerical capacity until 1900. The following four years he
was agent for the Union Terminal Railway and the Great
Northern, and from 1904 to 1910 was successively traveling

auditor and auditor tor the Montana Railroad. Mr. Welch
then became auditor for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

and in 1913 he was promoted to assistant general auditor.

On January 1, last, he became assistant federal auditor, which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as con-

troller for the corporation.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Major F. L. C. Bond, whose appointment as chief engineer

of the Grand Trunk Railway System, with headquarters at

Montreal, Que., was announced in our issue of last week, has

just returned from
overseas after two
years' service with the

Tenth Battalion, Ca-
nadian Railway Troops.
He was born on Febru-
ary 21, 1877, at Mon-
treal, Que., and was
educated in the high

schools of his native

town ; also at Collegiate

Institute and at McGiH
University. In 1898 he

entered the service of

the Grand Trunk as

eastern resident en-

gineer of the Eastern
division of the Grand
Trunk, and in 1901 was
appointed engineer in

charge of double track

construction. The fol-

lowing year he went to

New York city and was appointed night superintendent on the

construction of the Park avenue tunnel of the subway. He
subsequently returned to the service of the Grand
Trunk as resident engineer. Eastern division, remaining
in that position until 1913. He then served as division

engineer. Eastern lines, until 1916. when he went overseas
with the Canadian Expeditionary Forces, and now becomes
chief engineer of the Grand Trunk as above noted.

Operating

J. P. DriscoU, superintendent of car service of the Canadian
Nortliern Railway System, at Winnipeg, Man., has been
appointed general superintendent of car service of the

Canadian Northern Railway System, and the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways, with jurisdiction over all lines, and head-
quarters at Toronto, Ont.

Obituary

J. B. Keefe, formerly assistant general freight agent of the

Delaware. Lackawanna S: Western, with office at New York,

died recently at his home in Orange. N. J.

T. W. Heintzelman, formerly general superintendent of

motive power of the Southern Pacific, died in San Francisco,

Cal, on December 11. Mr. Heintzelman. after serving the

Southern Pacific in various capacities for about 28 years,

retired on January 1, 1917, on account of ill health. A few

days prior to his death he contracted a severe cold which de-

veloped into pneumonia.

Major Bond
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